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Christie in New Company to Make Talking Pictures
:i^c NEWSPAPER
oypiLMDOM
VOL. XLVII

ALL THE HEWsl
ALLTHE TIME

No. 1

In Other Lands
bup , the several pro
TAKINGlems which
in our opinion,
confront the industry in this
lew year of grace, we turn today
o the torcii^n situation. Elsewhere,
there appear expressions of opinon on what 1929 will mean for
his inilustry abroad. They peer
nto the future — a proceedings
which consequently delves largely
nto the regions of the unknown.

However, sound and quotas capure the center of the stage. In
he first instance speculation runs
ligh, for those who open up their
ninds to you are frank in declarng they don't know what sound
vill do. On quotas, opinion veers
oward the belief that the policy
jf artificial stimulants will finally
all of its own weight.
Facts, Plus Figures
It is ill this connection that we
tfer evidence conchisive in itself and
rather damning indictment of the
iiifairness
of the foreign
powers
hich are practising a business Inliiisition on the American motion piciire:
Figures compiled for the forthoming Film Daily Year Book prove
hat almost 200 pictures were imjorted and exhibited in American
heaters in 1928, as compared with
Lss than 75 in 1927. Germany heads
he list with 83; England is credited
i.ith 37; France, 30; Russia, 16; Swelen, 7; Italy, 6; Poland, 4; Argentine,
wo and Canada Czecho-slovakia,
Lgypt, India and Norway, one
piece.
Yet nary a word of protest is raised
1 any quarter of the American trade.
Jim Williams and Al Aronson form
\'orld-Wide Pictures to distribute
mported films in America. Again
o objection.

The World

Vs. America

Contrast this with the heartaches
eliberately thrown in the path of
lis country's pictures in many of the
ations whose product took playing
me away from domestic films and
ou will understand how strongly
le industry here feels against such
nfair discrimination.
It is a righteous indignation that
ome day will take the form of a
itter retaliation aimed at those whose
nability to compete fairly brands
hem irrevocably as mighty poor
.portsmen.
K A N X

Price
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5 Cents

U. S. FUTURE IN FOREIGN FIELD
SEEN AS SECURE IN 1929
5 MORE HOUSES ACQUIRED
IN MIDWESCO EXPANSION

F. N, to Make 35
llest Coast Bur. THE

1-lLM UAIL/

Los Angeles — First National
will make 35 pictures next year.
The production budget totals
$18,000,000. The pictures will
be known as First National
Vitaphone productions. Warners recently announced a
program of 35 for 1929-30.

IT 9
NET T0TA^$5,975,745
Net profit of $2,102,117.57 for the
three months and $5,975,744.76 for
the nine months ended Sept. 29, after
deducting all charges and reserve for
Federal income and other taxes, is
reported by Paramount. The nine
months
figureundistriljuted
includes the company's
$142,532.76
share of
earnings of Balaban & Katz, then a
65 per cent owned subsidiary.
(.Continued

on

Page

7)

Fox Secures Site for
Theater at Boston

Milwaukee — Further expansion of
Fox-Midwesco Theatres in Wisconsin is seen in acquisition of the Palace and New Antigo, Antigo; Majestic and Lyric, Stevens Point; and
the Marinette, Marinette.
The Palace at Antigo was leased
from Harvey Hanson, former operator while the New Antigo was acquired from the Associated Theatre
Co. The Majestic and Lyric at Stevens Point were secured from J. P.
(Continued

on

Page

7)

Four Legislatures Open
Sessions; 8 More Today

Obstacles of Sound and
Quotas to be Overcome
is Belief
The lightning-like spread of the use
of sound presents an entirely new
problem for the American industry
to face in formulating and carrying
through its foreign sales policies.
Those whose interest in motion pictures centralizes in overseas markets
are frank to concede that here is a
difficulty for which they can supply
no answer.
Quotas and trade barriers erected
against the American film in important territories are again recognized
as a constant source of irritation in
that their workings hamper the ordinary course of trade. The general
outlook on
the foreign
situation is
(Continued
on Page 7)

SALES POLICiETOFj TS
OUTUNENT MEETING

Four state legislatures are in session, eight more are to open today
with the total to be swelled during
the month to 43. A number of bills
affecting the industry are expected
to be introduced in various states.
In session are the Nebraska, DelaChicago — Sales and exploitation of
ware, Pennsylvania and Rhode Island legislators, with the following
the pictures on the company's program
slated to open today: Colorado, Flor- now in course of production were outida, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mislined at sales meeting of Tififany-Stahl
souri and New
York.
branch managers here over the weekend. The 30 managers present were
Intermountain Ass'n to
enthusiastic over "Lucky Boy," talking
and singing picture starring George
Fight Adverse Legislation
Jessel.
The
star and
members
of his
(Continued
on Page
7)
Salt Lake City — Threatened adverse legislation in the Utah and
Idaho legislatures is to be opposed

Boston — Announced here, only to
be denied. Fox has closed deal for
purchase of a site at Boylston, Treniont and La Grange Sts., on which
is to be built a $10,000,000 theater
seating 5,000. Work of razing buildings on the site is to start June \.
The theater will be housed in a 24
Ijy the Intermountain
story building.
formerly
the Utah unit.Theater Ass'n.,

Dulcetone Firm to Be
Launched by Wilson

Details in the launching of a new
firm to handle Dulcetone, synchronization device, are slated to be worked out at a meeting today or tomorrow of directors of the company now
being formed. Frank R. Wilson,
head of M. P. Capital Corp., is to be
Sono-.\rt Prod, has been formed to president of the new company, which
Moran & Mack to Make
produce feature length talkers at the has 100 theater equipment sets in
.Metropolitan Studios, Hollywood,
2 Paramount Talkers states
announcement by George W. production.
Paramount has signed Moran & Weeks, eastern representative of
Planned by Equity
Mack, comedy team known as "The Christie Film Co., who is to serve as
' 'I
Two Black Crows" for two feature- vice president of the firm. Produc- Chain of 25 Houses
Philadelphia
length talkers. The pair leave soon
—
lujuitv Theaters,
tion is to start in January on "Broad- through its oflficials,
for the Coast where final decision will
has announced
way Bound,"
and starring Eddie l)lan for four new
be made as to story, cast and direc- Dowling, who byalso
houses
here
is to appear in
in the
2)
Page
ort
(Contin
ued
(Continued
on
Page
7)
tor of the first picture.

New Talking Film Firm is
Announced by George Weeks

THE
World

REAL
Wiile

WORLD IS THE
Pictures. — .Advt.

STAGE

for

Imported
Novelty

Photoplays
are
DIFFERENT
is box-office. — Advt.

"EXHIBITORS'
CHOICE"
SELLING
means
picking those you want. — Advt.

THE
Wednesday,

B'klyn House Interchanges
Movietone and Phonofilm

K-A-0 Plans New York
House to Replace B'way

Keith-Albee-Orpheum plans to
build a New York theater to perpetuate the name of the Broadway,
Dyke'r
theater aton86th
St. and
4th which closed today to make way for
Ave., Brooklyn
Sunday
opened
with "The Red Dance" and Fox a skyscraper on the site at 41st and
Movietone News. The house is Broadway. No indication has been
house. of the location of the proposed
equipped with a De Forest Phono- given
fihii reproducer.

Demonstrating furtlier intercliangealjilitv with Fox Movietone, the
Vol. XLVII No. i
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Book
TheDate
Industry's
Jan. 1 1

Film Guild Cinema opens in New
York.
Jan. 20 Annual banquet of M.P.T.O. of
Eastern
Pennsylvania.
Jan. 24-25 Fifth annual conference of National Board of Review.
Mar. 2 AMPA Hollywood Masque Ball in
New York.

Cowan Named Production "Kings" Wins First Place Chain of 25 Houses
in Exhibitor Reports
Manager at L. I. Studio
Planned by Equity
Minneapolis — "The King of Kings"

James R. Cowan, who has been
in charge of the making of short
features at Paramount's Long Island
studio, has just l)een appointed production executive. Bell will continue his general supervision, but
Cowan will he directly in charge of
the detail of all productions, both
features ' and short subjects. The
change will allow Bell greater freedom for questions of policy and new
developments. Cowan has produced
nearly 20 talking short subjects since
the studio reopened.

won first place in the second annual
selection of ten best pictures of the

year based on "Exhibitors' Reports"
published in "Greater Amusements."
No picture was considered, on which
at least five reports had not been
printed. A number of late releases
therefore were denied consideration.
Other pictures followed in this order: "Uncle Tom's Cabin," "The
Legion of the Condemned," "The
Gaucho," "Sorrell and Son," "7th
Heaven," "The Way of All Flesh,"
"West Point," "Wild Geese" and
"Telling the World."

(Continued
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RESULT GETTING MANAGER
10 years experience with a record of
successful operation of all types of
houses, seeks change where proven
ability will be compensated. Will go
anywhere. Address inquiries —
Box A-103
c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway
New York City

1
1
4
16
I
1

seeking a theater here. For some
time. Fox has owned a site on which
a 4,000 seat house is planned.

If'rst

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

CaU
WAFILMS,
Walter

Laemmle's Daughter Weds
Bondy Heads Bertad Sales
Miss Rosabelle Laemmle, daughter
Al Bondy has been named sales
of Carl Laemmle, Wednesday became manager of Bertad Pictures, New
the bride of Stanley Bergerman, an
executive of the May Co. at the York, which is handling "Fighting
the White Slave Traffic," in United
Laemmle home, "Dios Dorados" at States and Canada.
Beverly
Hills.
Helmbold Gets U. A. Office
Denver — H. W. Helmbold is new
Attlesboro Netoco House Opens Marmanager of the United Artists exAttleborro, Mass. — Opening date kins.
change here, replacing Seth B. Perfor the new Netoco house here has
been set for sometime in March. No
decision has been made regarding the
Central
N. Y. Raises
Prices
future of the Elm after the new house
The Central, New York where
is opened.
"The Barker," First National production, is playing, has raised its prices
from $2. to $2.50 top.
To Build New Lynn House
Lynn, Mass. — Owen F. Farley, real
Al Freedman Retiring
estate promoter in Boston and native
Cleveland
— Al Freedman will reof this city, is seeking to purchase
from the City of Salem, site for a
tire Feb. 1 from Loew's Ohio theater
building to house a $500,000 theater. chain. He was general manager of
Loew's Ohio Theaters, which was
absorbed by Loew's. Freedman
Gardner to Rebuild Bijou
plans to travel extensively.
Toledo,
O. — Thomas
H. Gardner
Richmond House Opens
will rebuild on the site of the Bijou,
recently destroyed by fire. An 1800
Richmond, Va. — The Bvrd costing
seat house is planned.
$800,000 recently opened.

1)

A.

Putter,
for

Inc.
Pres.

Library Stock Scenes
130 W.

46th St., New
Bryant 8181

York

'S A L E r

DAILY

Los Angeles — Clyde Jordan Prod.,
has
formed to
film "Rigoletto,"
with been
Dramatone
accompaniment.

from Page

spring. The organization was incorporated in 1927 with a nucleus of 22
houses. Present program calls for
45 theaters in eastern Pennsylvania,
and New
Jersey.

Warners Reported After
Theater at Dayton, O. Producing Firm Formed
for Dramatone Pictures
Dayton. O. — Warners are reported

Financial
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Spring Motor
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Hold* 16 Feet Film — Ca«e— 6 Masazine*
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens
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AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

rmuowFiiH

1600 Broadway, New York City
I

Phone

Penn. 3580

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT

Let Us Solve Your Problems 1
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

INCORPORATED

STREET
220 WEST
NEW 42^-°
YORK
Phone: Wisconsin

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE
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EACH PRODUCED
AS A SPECIAL
GREAT STAGE PIAYS
GREAT CAST5
GREAT BOX-OFFrCE
ATTRACTIONS
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GENERATION
Adapted from FANNIE HURSTS

RICAEDO
CORTEZ,

ff

GreatSUgePlay"ItIsToLaagh

Will Send Your Box-Office Receipts to New Records
A Great Title -A Great Talking Picture
TEARS, LAUGHTER, MUSIC — all the glamor and the glitter of
stage life made to live on the screen in a lavish production with a
powerful box-office punch. A Talking Picture You Can Shout About!

Columbia Talking Pictures Are Recorded by the Western Electric System —

Not Just TalkBat a Real
Talking Picture!

The Greatest

'
R
I
A
AFF
Adapted from the Famous Stage Play by OWEN DAVIS

Never before
has the screen presented so moving and
absorbing a story!

Will Stand Out as the Season's Great Talking Picture
of Paternal Sacrifice and Devotion!
Your Patrons Will Flock to SEE and HEAR This Greatest of All
Human - Interest Dramas!
Great Talking Stars and Screen Favorites in a Production That Will Have the Whole Town Talking!

Big Symphony Orchestrations— Superb Musical Scores by Premier Conductors

A SYNCH RON IZED PICTURE THAT IS
D K tA K I N U A LL

K bCU R IJS . RALPH graves MmkUCsp^BfiMm

e VSm WOLFS
DAUGHTER
99

Creates
starring, BERT LYTELL, Direct from His Talking Success On Trial
Also Gertrude Olmstead, Charles Gerrard, Lilyan Tashman, Donald Keith, Florence Allen,
Robert Elliott, Ruth Cherrington

ofmw

A BRILLIANT BROADWAY
STAGE SUCCESS!
A TALKING

PICTURE

TRIUMPH!

By JOHIV EMERSOIV
and ANITA LOOS
The Greatest of All Stage and Screenwriters

JOHN EMERSON

ANITA LOOS

Scintillating Comedy! Daring Drama! Lavishly Presented With an All-Star Cast

You'U Pack 'em In with This Box-Off ice Winner!
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U.S. 1^ lit lire in Foreign
Field Seen as Secure
{Continued

from

Page

1)

spotty. Rather sharp differences on
alopinion here assert themselves, ed
though there is a tendency evidenc
toward the belief that American mgenuity, facilities and superior kno^yla vicedge in production will score
tory in the final analysis. These
deviews, which will appear in more
tail in The 1929 FILM DAILY
for which thev were
BOOK
YEAR
gathered, fallow:
„„,^,r-<:-

DIFFICULTIES
OVER
CONFIDENT
By EMIL
P.. SIIAVBR
.
Distribuhon.
of Foreign
In Charge
Cort.
Lajky
Famous
nt
Paramou
The advent of sound and dialogue films into
all of the ramifications of the \vorld market,ot
with its multiple tonpues and its tnaze
conventions is a "Pilgrim s rrogcustoms and
John
ress" of which time alone can be the
Nevertheless. I look for the comDunyan."
in.i? year to be one of satisfying progress con_
fident always on the resourcs.efulness and broad
experience of our • producer
•
•
LEVEL
COMMON
MAKES
MAS'HBIM res Corp.
By N. L.
Pictu
Extort Manaaer. Ciiiversal
America had the start on the rest of the
world in the development of the silent drama,
with the synbut she has no such advantageries
will start
chronized picture. All count
produ«rs
together. This will give foreignty.
the
uni
ort
opp
long-awaited
their
inevitable result will be better pictures. Both
foreign and domestic, but America, with her
tremendous facilities and years of experience,
will continue to supply the markets ot
worldnt.wiih the best in motion picture enthe
tertainme

Seeks "Closest Friendship*'

Germany

Karl Wolffsohn, editor of "Lichtbildbuehne" of Berlin
has wirelessed THE FILM DAILY the following New
Year's message for the American trade :
"We think with pride of our German artists in Hollywood.
"We
seek for the New
Year
fair play for German films and
American films.
"We desire that the closest friendship shall prevail between
the film industry of America and the film industry of Germany.
"We seek for the New Year fair play for German films in
America and for American films in Germany, since internationalization alone establishes prosperity in motion pictures."
accomplish their purpose and local European
production is still seeking its place in the development of this business. The latest problem is sound pictures. How much of a shortage of product will be caused by talking piclures in many European countries is another
inter^-sting question. In the meantime, American productions still must continue to be the
back'jone of the exhibitor's program in most
parts of the world.

SOUND

•

•

•

COMBINES
SOUND
MERGERS.
Bv ARTHUR IK. KELLY
Vice President in Charge Foreign Sales
United Artists Corporation
Sound and talkies to take a more definite
hold on the publics of fire.it Britain and Ger
many. Great Britain and Germany to make
their own talking pictures. Continual efforts
on the part of key governments to restrict
the importation of American pictures. Many
difficulties, overcome due to sound and talking
pictures in key countries. A wave of motion
amalgamations and consolidapicturetions intheater
key countries.
«
♦
•
FINDS
OUTLOOK
BRIGHT
Bv H. A. BANDY
Manager,
Foreign Sales
Pictures,
Inc. First Nat'l
Certainly no one can complain of our business abroad during 1928 and, despite contingents and quotas, the outlook for 1929 is extremely bright. * * * Sound pictures will necessarily have some effect on our business during 1929 in certain territories, but with the
spea.-.
proper silent version for non-English
I see no reason why our reving countries,
enue should decrease to any considerable ex
tent.
As time goes on, we will undoubtedly
release fewer American
pictures aliroad. but
these will be the cream our output, carefully
selected because of their high entertainment
value and the few will unquestionably
gross
as much as the many
*
•released
• in the past.
QUALITY.
THE
PRIME
REQUISITE
By FREDERICK L. HERROX
In Charge Foreign Department, M. P. Prod.
and Dist. of America, Inc.
American motion pictures will continue to
be popular abroad just as long as their quality remains high this in spite of unfair and
unwise restrictions imposed by foreign governments in their effort to Imlster their own
film industry. With any commodity tBe best
goods are sold, whoever the maker is. One
thing is certain: the enterprise and ingenuity
which has marked this industry's rise to a
predominant place in world trade will continue to be in evidence
*
• in the
* months ahead.
QUALITY
FILM:
SOUND.
SILENT
By CLAYTON
P. SHEEHAN
Foreign
M'g'r, Fox Film Corp.
Two very pronounced
movements
"internationally" which shall crystallize during 1929
are: first, the inexhaustible demand
for outstanding box-office attractions; and serondly.
the avalanche-like requirements and undouoled
box-office value of* Fox «Movietone.
*
SPECULATES OVER SOUND
By HTLLIAM M. VOGEL
Vice President and General Manager,
Pathe International Corp.
European cartels have apparently
failed to

SCANDINAVIA
OPTIMISTIC
By ERNEST MATTSSON
Nineteen twenty nine promises to be a banner year for motion pictures in the Scandinavian countries. During the past year, a
number of large, new theaters on the American style were erected in the larger cities
and this has given a great impetus to general
theater attendance. Plans are being developed
to exploit sound pictures in the larger theaters during the coming year and this, together with the building of additional new
modern
theaters, certainly
indicates a very
prosperous season.•
•
tt
RUSSIAN AMERICAN COOPERATION
By R. REBUS H
Amkino Corporation
The outlook for the development of the
industry in the Soviet Union for the coming
year is favorable because of orderly planning
111 the industry. Because of the building of
new studios and the resulting enlargement oi
production plans, the Soviet Cinema should
produce a number of big productions out of
the historical and contemporary life in Russia. The contact and cooperation developed
with Europe and America in relation to artistic cooperation, production and distribution
of pictures, according to all facts, will be
considerably enlarged during the coming yeai.
The possible cooperation l>etweeM I iiited
States and U. S. S. R. in the w(;rlil of the
cinema should bring very important results
f(jr Imth sides.
»
*
»

SOUND

PORTENTS

TROUBLE

By JACK
BARXSTYN
President, British and Continental
Trading
Co. Inc.
The prospects of the exporter of Ameri
can mo'ion pictures, either national or inde|)endent, look to me extremely
unsettled for
the next year.
A great many productions will
be either "all talkies" or will have dialogue
in part.
Such productions, of course, covia
only
be
used
in
English-speaking
countries and even for such territories the use
will be extremely
limited on account of the
very few houses which have been wired, even
in England.

•

*

•

FUTURE

HINGES
AROUND
QUALITY
By J. H. HOFFBERG
President, J. H. Hoffberg, Inc.
1 can see further curtailment in indepen
dent markets throughout the world unless
independent producers make bigger pictures
than they have been making until now. The
day of the ordinary program picture is gone
forever. There is a market everywhere for
good pictures. Monopolists may buy all the
theaters and attempt to control all the markets they want but they can never control
the public.
•
*
•
MARKETS
ABROAD
DUBIOUS
By EDWARD
L. KLEIN
President, E. L. Klein Corp.
Prevailing quota laws have already had
their elJect on American producers abroad.
• * ' It has become necessary for a number
of American producer-distributors to produce
pictures in these countries in accordance with
<luota requirements or to purchase films. The
stampede among American producers in the
field of dialogue production
also becomes
a

factor which will sf)mewhat tend to retard
the distribution of their productions in foreign countries. • • • These pictures will find
a small, if any, market in foreign speaking
countries, and a limited market in England.
" " * If high-grade silent or pictures syn
chronized with music and effects are produced
from stories of international appeal, they will
continue to find a market abroad and that
market w^llish. , increase or decrease as quota
laws, cartels or combines increase or dimin'
«
•
•
SILENT
FILMS
TO
COUNT
By F. II. KNOCKE
President, Medal Film Co., Inc.
For some time to come it is the silent picture which '.he Latin American markets will
require, and upon the quality of these silent
pictures and their general appeal to Latin
American audiences will it depend whether
the films made in the United States will maintain their present preponderant position or
whether European pictures will make further
tions.
gains at the expense of American produc-

Geo. Weeks Announces
New (Continued
Talking
Film Go.
from Page 1)

Sales Policies of \-S
Outlined at Meeting
(Continued

from

I'aue

1)

"War
Song" company,
now playing
liiTf. were guests at the showing.
supervise*!
who
Flothow,
Rtidiilph
the picture, brought the print to Chi
cago.
The meeting here was presided
over by Oscar Hanson, new sales
niaiiagcr. L. A. Young, president;
Grant L. Cook, secretary-treasurer,
and William D. Shapiro. Boston, were
among company officials who spoke.

5 Houses Acquired in
Midwesco
Expansion
(Continued from Page \)
Atller and considerable money will
be spent on the Majestic in remodelng it, including installation of Movietone and \itaphone. The Marinette is being dismantled to make
way for a 1200 seat house. State
officials have also approved plans for
two new Fox-Midwesco houses. (Jne
:i 2.000 seat house at Appleton and
another a 2.500 seat house at Green
Bay. both of which will be in operation on or before Sent. 1, 1929.

Paramount
9 $5,975,745
Months'
Net (Continued
Totalsfrom
Page 1)
Profits for the three months amount
to S3. 06 per share on the stock issued
and outstanding prior to the recent
split-up of three for one, and SI. 02
per share after such split-up; and for
the nine months' period, amount to
$8.69 per share on the old basis, and
$2.90
share on the new basis of
stock per
outstanding.

subsequent pictures for the company.
O. E. Goebel is president of the firm.
Thomas A. Lynn and Charles H.
Christie are associated with Weeks
in the project. The company is
Cook Gets N. W. Pantages Post
Seattle — Earl T. Cook has been
to have the financial backing of National Diversified Corp., of which named Northwest representative for
Goebel and Lynn are ofificers.
Pantages, which carries with it manBowling, who is convinced that
agement of the local house.
talking and sound pictures are a small
town proposition, is dropping all his
Suffolk, Va. House Opened
stage work to associate with SonoSuffolk,
Va. — The Cavalier, one of
Art. Weeks is a pioneer in the industry and formerly was general the Suffolk Amuse Corp. houses recently opened.
manager
of distribution for Paramount.
Wasson at Des Moines House
Des Moines, la. — Lionel Wasson
has been appointed manager of the
Des Moines, succeeding S. Segelbaum
who has gone to New York. Wasson
was formerly with the Strand and
Capitol.

MORE

THEATRES!

m^x^
lers

"We have been using your trailers
at our theatres, and have found the
quality of your trailers, and service so
satisfactory, that on opening the Admiral Theatre we contracted for your
trailer service there.
"Wishing you every success in the
ENTERPRISES.
future, G. we& E.
remain"
Chicago,

III.
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FOUR GREAT YltAPftom
PICTURE/* PER YEAR

Now you'll Hear "IT"! — She sounds even better than she looks . . .
The Spirit of Whoopee — multiplied by two! The Box- Office
power of her pulsing pep doubled when she sings and dances

like Everybody's Business.
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G

What a girl in "Show Girl"! Critics said— "socks home plenty
of that S. A."— "excellent"— "delectable"— "acme of delight."
Now you can follow up with another Show Girl type of role in
"NAUGHTY BABY". . . Plenty of show-off costumes . . . Lots of
ritz . . . Convulsing comedy . . . Great cast, mth Alice While —
Jack Mulhall— Thelma Todd— Doris Dawson. Directed by Mervyn
Le Roy.

Presented by Richard A. Rowland.
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Let's Cut
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insta
THE
pictures have been made
tiresome pictures because of
excessive length are legion. The
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Price 5 Cents

FILM SHORTAGE WARNING ISOUND-ON-FILM SYSTEM
STIRS BRITISH TRADE
FOR BIOPHONE USERS
By ERNEST
W. FREDMAN
Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"

London — The large American compractice is widespread and the ofpanies may notmore
be able
fenders general. When you turn
ish exhibitors
thanto SOoffer
per Britcent
some thought to the matter, there of their present output! by the middle of 1929, due to the concentration
appears no reason why this should of time on production of sound picbe. Exhibitors would be grateful,
tures. This statement, made by John
for shorter features would cut the Cecil Graham, Paramount's British

GIRGUITING PORTABLE
VITAPHONE PLANNED?

Cinephone Attachment is
Provided for Disc
Reproducer

To give users of Biophone opportunity to play sound-on-film subjects,
as well as those recorded by the disc
system, Biophone has acquired rights
to put Cinephone attachments on its
sound reproducing system.
The new step makes Biophone physically interchangeable with all disc
and sound-on-film systems. It demonstrated interchangeability at Newark,
where
"Submarine,"
recorded byit presented
the Western
Electric
disc system. Cinephone has demonstrated its interchangeability with
George E. Quigley of Vitaphone
could not be reached yesterday for a the Western Electric sound-on-film
system at the Colony and Strand
statement
on the Omaha report.
theaters in New York.

Omaha — Vitaphone for houses not
chief and general European represen- yet wired for sound is reported in
upon his return from New prospect for exhibitors of this territory
overhead. The public mos|gertain- York hastative,caused
consternation and a through, the medium of a portable
ly would hail a general unSrstand- profound impression in the English equipment, to be circulated through(.Continued on Page 7)
out the territory. Exhibitors, it is
ing along these lines with loud
said,
will present sound films two
hozannas and not a few cheers.
or three times a month, depending
on reception of the plan. Wehn &
We stand firmly for this idea as
Merritt state that their first showing
a common-sense business procedure
at The Isis, Broadwater, Neb., is
early in January.
which would bring nobody ill and

255 GRITIGS TO DATE ON
TEN BEST PICTURES POLL

everybody much relief. Let's cut
Polling for the Ten Best Pictures
'em during 1929 and all the years
of 1928 is rapidly drawing to a close.
to follow.
The World's Leader

Critics in 36 countries voting for
the ten best pictures of 1928 hand the
palm leaf to "The Patriot," produced
in America by Paramount and starring the great Jannings. Third,
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and ninth
places nestle under the American
standard as well with "The Circus,"
"Underworld," "White Shadows in
the South Seas," "The Last Command," "Seventh Heaven" and "The
Crowd." Third position was captured by "Jeanne d'Arc," produced in
France; eighth went to Russia for
"The End of St. Petersburg" and
"Heimkehr," a product of
tenth
German to studios.
"Der Deutsche," German trade
paper, operated the voting machinery,
the result of which demonstrates the
good judgment the critics exercised
and established convincingly and once
again the superiority of Americanmade
product.

Our Own

To date, 255 critics embracing fan,
trade and daily newspapers scattered Musicians Enjoined from
throughout the United States have
Halting Sound Pictures
voted and every mail brings in new
New
London, Conn. — Theater
ballots.
owners
here
have secured an injuncThe competition is conducted annually by THE FILM DAILY
tion
restraining
the musicians' union
YEAR BOOK, the 1929 edition of from interferi g with the installation
of sound pictures here.
(.Continued on Page 2)

Ten Best

Here in the United States, critics,
too, have been busy casting their selections for The Ten Best Pictures
Poll conducted annually by The Film
Daily on behalf of The Film Daily
Year Book. We took a peek at the
standing last night and very interesting it proved to be. Every new
ballot, however, is changing the
status of the leaders and making the
Biggest ice thrill since W. D. E. chmaxes "PAWNS OF PASSION"
close race for first honors more in- melodrama
actually made on wild Russian frontier and artists' quarter,
triguing.
Paris. Brilliant Olga Chekova as beautiful dancer, hunted by men, until
K ANN
true love triumphs. WORLD WIDE PICTURE.— Advt.

Interchangeability of
Cinephone Again Shown
Another demonstration of the interchangeability of a subject recorded
by Cinephone, over Western Electric
equipment is being given this week
at the Strand, New York, with "The
Gallopingsound
Gaucho,"
one ofcreated
the Micky
Mouse
cartoons
by
Walt Disney, being shown.

"Patriot" Called Best in
Poll of 36 Countries
Patriot"
"T.iepicture
Cable)—
of
the best
selected
wasBerlin
(By as
1928 in a poll to determine the Ten
Best Pictures conducted in 36 countries by the German paper, "Der
Deutsche." The French film, "Jeanne
D' Arc," was second. Others followCircus,"in
order named:
ed in the rld,"
Shadows
"White "The
"Underwo
,"
Seas,"
the South
of St. PetEnd Command
"The"Last
Heaven,"
"7th
(Contir.ued on Page 7)

3 Theater Companies to
Operate Fox Theaters

Three theater operating companies
have been determined upon by Fox,
for operation in various sections. Fox
Interstate Theaters is to operate the
upstate New York and Ohio holdings.(Continued
Fox New England
on Page 7) Theaters
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Indiana Unit Considers
"Awakening" Does $33,123
Allied Pl*oposal Today in 4 Days at Rivoli, N. Y.
Vol. XIVII Nd. 2
JOHN W. AUCOATE
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Indianapolis — Whether Associated
Theater Owners of Indiana is to
with the AlHed States Ass'n
Price 5 Cents affiUate
of exhibitors is expected to be discussed at today's meeting of the board
PUBLISHER of directors of the state unit.
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Talkers Have Proved Aid
to Legit. Brady Says
Talking
legitimate
has been
so far as

pictures have given many
actors jobs and, in general,
a help rather than a harm,
the legitimate field is concerned, according to William A.
Brady, chairman of an emergency
committee formed by the Managers'
Protective Ass'n, to consider ways
and means to relieve present economic depression in the theater. Formation of an organization topped by
a single executive armed with power
was discussed at a meeting of the
committee with Actors' Equity representatives. The matter is to be
turned over to the American Theater Board.
N. Y. Syndicate Plans Conn. House
Rockwell, Conn.— M. E. Lerner of
Hartford and I. Harry Rizkin representing aNew York syndicate have
been inspecting the Prescott block
property with intentions of building
a 999 seat theater equipped for sound
pictures.
'io

o

Mass. House Quit Split Policy
6,000
Boston Mass. — Former five act
split week policies of the Broadway,
100
5,i66
Springfield;
Victory, Holyoke; Cal200
27,300
vin, Northampton; and Palace, Pittsfield, have been discontinued and
sound pictures with presentations will
38, SOU be featured.
5,600
300
32,900

8,000
1,500
100
1,600
700

37',566
200

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
Stone Film Library
220 W. 42nd St.
Room 2002
Phone Wisconsin 2141

300
1,000
1,400

Kiddies Stunts Popular
Cleveland — Frank Grenewald, manager of the Moreland has popularized
Saturday children matinees by having the children who want to come
on the stage and do a stunt.
Cleveland Disappointed
Cleveland — Holiday business in the
theaters here was distinctly disappointing. Prevalence of "flu" seriously afifected all businesses that depended upon gathered crowds.

3
16
47
1
3
2

Branton Gets Twin City Post
Minneapolis — G. Ralph Branton
has been named general manager of
Publix-F. & R. houses in the Twin
Cities.

With midnight shows and an extra New Year's Eve performance at
$1 top, "The Awakening" did %ii,123 in the four days beginning Saturday and ending Tuesday night at the
Rivoli, New York. Figuring on only
a fair break for the rest of this week,
United Artists believes the picture
should break the house record now
held by "Sadie Thompson"
000 for a week's run.

Book
TheDate
Industry's
Jan. 11

York.
Film Guild Cinema opens in New

Jan. 20

Annual banquet of M.P.T.O. of
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference of National Board of Review.
Mar. 2 AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball in
New York.

with $46,-

Sound Equipment Doubled
Paramount L. I. Studio
Pathechrome to Make Bow atDoubling
of equipment for recording talking pictures and a program
in New Pathe Review

First offerings in Pathechrome,
which supplants the Pathecolor process in Pathe Review, edited by Terry
Ramsaye, will be presented in issue
No. 3 released on Jan. 13th. "Chromatic Cinematics" is the title of the
initial Review subject in Pathechrome.

$20,000 Given Families
of Montreal Fire Victims
Montreal — Twenty thousand dollars was distributed, without prejudice, on a prorated basis to families
which lost children in the Laurier
Palace theater disaster two years ago.
The voluntary ward was made by the
city as a Christmas gift. Previously,
the municipality had been held not
liable for the disaster in cases brought
against it.
"Broadway Bound" Unit Leaves
Eddie Dowling and other members
of the Sono-Art Productions unit
which will make "Broadway Bound,"
a feature length talking picture, leave
New York today for Hollywood
where the picture will be produced.
The party includes O. E. Goebel,
president of Sono-Art; George W.
Weeks, vice president; Frances Agnew, who is writing the screen play
of "Broadway Bound"; Jimmy Hanley,
music composer, and Eddie
Dowling.
"Broadway
by Dowling.

Bound"

is an original

Recovering from Influenza
Cleveland — Mark Goldman, Tiffany-Stahl
is recovering from influenza.
Enlarging Warner

Office

Cleveland — Warner's are extending
their office space here to take care
of discs and other sound apparatus.
Norman Moray will have charge of
both the sound and silent department.

Schools, ChurchesShouldand
Clubs
Subscribe for
using Motion Pictures

THE EDUCATIONAL

SCREEN

of immediate improvements in other
facilities marked the turn of the New

Year at Paramount's Long Island
studio. Since the actual making of
all-dialogue pictures was begun last
fall with "The Letter," featuring
Jeanne Eagels, followed by "The
Hole in the Wall," it has been possible to make only a single talking
scene at once. This equipment now
has been doubled and in a few weeks
a third "sound channel" to record
musical scores will be completed, it is
announced
ecutive by
manager.John W. Butler, ex-

255 Critics To Date On
Ten Best
Pictures Poll
{Continued from Page 1)
which will appear, as usual, late this
month. In accordance with the practice which has been followed for a
number of years, the results will be
published simultaneously by THE
FILM DAILY and several hundred
daily newspapers throughout the
United States on or about Jan. IS,
the definite date to be fixed later.
Houses, Closed by Flu, Reopen
Aurora, Mo. — With passing of the
influenza scare, theaters here have
been reopened.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn. 3580

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

'*1001

FILMS*'

{Fifth Edition)

Complete reference booklet, listing nearly 3,000 educational films given
at reduced rate with each subscription

$1,50 per year - 5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the
world for the purpose of public
instruction.

-G-M PUTS
THE JOY
IN LIFE!

THE INBUNK.
6 REELS

When you watch
the crowds stay
away in droves and
you wonder what
the future can possibly hold —

"And the folks ask you when you^re
going to have another big one like
"Ben Hur" and "The Big Parades-

^^TjBA

il

'—And you feel that a really Giant
Picture would sure pep things up for

-And then comes M-G-M's "THE TRAIL\ \
OF '98" with more spectacle in it tharrv
"Big Parade" and "Ben-Hur" combined^
—
And you get behind it with smashing show- you
manship—And the folks come packing
your Show Shop— And the money pours
in— Hotsy!
Totsy!
Isn't it the truth that
M-G-M alivays puts
the Joy in Life !
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FILM BOARDS REPORT
MORE THEATER CHANGES

Coast Wire Service

Warners to Make 35
SILENT VERSION OF 35
FILMS ALSO TO BE MADE

Film Boards of Trade throughout the United States regularly
gather data on changes in the
exhibition field, by arrangement
with THE FILM DAILY.
New theaters, changes in ownAll of the 35 pictures on the 1929ership, re-openings and closings
are covered.
The latest reports 30 Warner program will be all-talkers, states Jack Warner. The comf ollo"w :
pany estimates that the pictures will
ALABAMA
Changes in Ownership

Acmar — Liberty, sold to O.
Phillips & Pitts; Elba— The
First National Bank by H.
Thomasville — Rivoli, sold to
by M. McCrory.

A. Miles by
Elba, sold to
C. Johnson;
A. S. Spinks

Closings

Columbia — Pastime ; Fairhope — Loxley Hall ;
Homewood — Homewood ; Kinston — ^Grand ;
Tuscaloosa — Dunbar.

ARKANSAS
New Theaters

Rogers — New

Victory.

Changes in Ownership

Clarendon — Strand, sold to P- F- Engle by
Tri State Theater Corp. ; Clarksville — Dunlap, sold to M. A. Lightman by R. D.
Dunlap ; Eureka Springs — Commodore, sold
to Herman Alwes by Tri State Theater
Corp. ; Ft. Smith — Mystic, sold to J. E.
Dotson by Tri State Theater Corp.; Gillette— Princess, sold to Sweeney & Hutchinson by G. C. Sweeney; Hot Springs —
Spa, sold to J. Earl Housley by Tri State
Theater
Corp. ; Royal,
sold
to J. G.
Blaschke by Tri State Theaters.

CALIFORNIA
New Theaters

Alvarado — The Alverado ; Hawthorne — Plaza ;
Los Angeles — Arroyo.

Re-Openings

Delano — Star; Geyersville —
Francisco — ^Lux.

Geyser; San

Changes in Ownership

Alhambra — Garfield, sold to W. G. Kellow
by J. P. Goring; Arcadia — Arcadia, sold to
Joe Rubenstein by H. N. Wolcott ; Blythe —
Liberty,
sold to L.
B. Todd
by Roy
Johansen ; Brawley — Kstrealla. sold to Maria
Aranda ; Buena Park — Buena Park, sold to
J. W. Siddall by W. E. Emick ; Dunsmuir — Strand, sold to Byard & Chapin by
S. S. Theller: Eagle Rock— Eagle Rock,
.sold tn L. Cohen by J. & H. Sugar; EI
Segunda — State, sold to Bourbonnie &
Kirsch by R. C. McCullock ; Encinitas —
T.a Paloma, sold to H. P. Matthews by
T. J. Lewis; Fresno — Lyceum, sold to
John Vluhos by Joe Kneaster; Gardena —
The Gardena, sold to Richard Sims by F.
A. Gayden ; Los Angeles — Alpine, sold to
American Light Opera Co. by C. R.
Wright ; Estella, sold to Frank Fouce by
J. Castcllano; Gem, sold to Schwartz Bros,
by E. H. Endler; Riverside, sold to White
& Morris by S. Warrick: York, sold to
L. Cohen by J. & H. Sugar : San Diego —
Hillcrest, sold to H. B. Matthews by T. J.
Lewis ; Sebastapol — Royal, sold to Mrs.
O. H. .Wliite by A. H. Trocchini ; Taft—
Playhouse, sold to Ward Lascelle by J.
Rouse; Wheatland — The Wheatland, sold
to M. C. Beilby by John A. Hansen; Willows— Rialto, sold to Henry Daly by Principal Theaters.

Closins;s

Calpine — The Calpine ; Fellows — Star ; Martinez— Novelty ; San Francisco — Lorene,
Lux and Portola; Santa Cruz — Cameo.

COLORADO
Openings

Seiberg — Select.

Closings

Somerset — Gem.

CONNECTICUT
Changes in Ownership

Baltic — Jodoin, sold to H. Schwartz by R.
Jodoin ; Darien — Royal School, sold to C.
Rinaldi by N. Luppinaci ; Derby — Commodore, sold to Al Gottesman by A. S.
Friend Corp.; Hartford — Grand, sold to
Herkwein Theater Corp. by Cameo Theater, Inc. ; Norwich — Strand, sold to J. &
F. Nejime by S. E. Feld.
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cost $15,000,000 to make. Silent versions of all of the films will be released.
Warner now is preparing for reopening of the studio, closed a few
weeks ago. The entire plant has
been rebuilt at a cost said to total
$2,000,000. The studio has seven
sound proof stages, capable of handling 20 companies simultaneously.

Schildkraut Not to
Appear in Fox Film

Joseph Schildkraut will not portray
featured male role in "Through Different Eyes," which Fox is to produce shortly. Schildkraut, it was announced, would star in "The Bargain
in the Kremlin" under direction of
Edward Sloman for Universal. Inasmuch as it was to be a talking picture and since the equipment would
not permit them to start on the
scheduled date the date of starting
was set back. Fox immediately negotiated to borrow Schildkraut. This
was agreed to providing that he
would finish within the specified time.
Fox executives, it is said, now have
agreed to cancel their contract.

15 Sound Proof Cameras
Ordered by Le Baron
W'ith preparations under way for
installation of sound stages at the
FBO studios, William Le Baron,
vice president in charge of production, has ordered 15 sound-proof
cameras.
New Chesterfield Film Started
Lou Young has started production
of "Just Off Broadway," which he is
supervising for Chesterfield M. P.
Corp. Frank O'Connor is directing.
The cast includes Donald Keith, Ann
Christy, Barry Steers, De Sacia
Mooers and Sid Taylor.
Next White

Film

Alice White's next starring vehicle
will be "Broadway Musketeers,"
which will be a First National-Vitaphone version of the story of that
name by Jay Gelzer which ran in
Good Housekeeping Magazine, and
was recently awarded a World Prize.
It will probably follow the star's current production, "Hot Stuff,'' on the
production schedule.
Marceline
Day Signed
Marceline Day has been signed to
a Fox contract to replace Marguerite
Churchill in "Nobody's Children," in
which she will appear with Frank
Albertson and Helen Twelvetrees.

Signs Compson
Betty Compson has been
signed for a series of four
FBO pictures.
Margaret Livingston
Margaret
Livingston
signed
for "Innocents
Maurice Chevalier's first
Ijicture.

TELEVISION VALUE FOR
GENERAL PUBLIC SCOUTED
Current television pictures are possible, as evidenced by those appearing in newspapers, but the pictures
are very small, comparable to reduction of a vest pocket camera picture's detail to that of a newspaper
screen, it is pointed out in concluding article of the survey on practicability of television made by the

Signed
has
been
of Paris,"
Paramount

Radio Manufacturers'
Although the pictures are Ass'n.
small, they
provide excellent entertainment to a
careful and skillful radio experimenter,
but are unsuited for general entertainment, the article says. From an
entertainment standpoint are in no
Harry Green for Talker
Harry Green, international vaude- way comparable with audio broadcasting, it is claimed.
ville and stage headliner and owner
Development of television is still in
of the Lyric in London is to play
in "Close Harmony," Paramount the experimental stage, and is quite
production which is to bring Charles complicated and expensive. One of
"Buddy" Rogers and Nancy Carroll the most talked of television experitogether in all-dialogues roles.
ments required the use of three complete transmitters and receivers with
a full crew of trained engineers to
Columbia
Signs Musical Director
Constantine Bakalcinikoff, musical keep the system in operation. There
director of the Criterion, New York, is still considerable disagreement as
has been signed by Columbia to to how far television will go beyond
score and synchronize "The Young- the experiment interest stage.
of the six talkers
on ertheGeneration,"
company one
program.

Improved Sound Recorder
Perfected on the Coast

A Little
from

it

San Francisco — Development for
commercial use of a mechanism,
which is guarded as a secret, com>f
bining four phases of sound recording has been announced by Carl
By RALPH
WILK
Rhodehamel, orchestra leader and
inventor. The mechanical apparatus
or "stores" sound on a difHollywood records ferent
media from any of the three
WILLIAM
B.
JUTTE,
who
came
to the Coast from New York, is now used in the commercial production of talking pictures it is claimed.
one of the busiest dialogue writers
here. He wrote the dialogue for In demonstrations, an hour and seventeen minutes of uninterrupted con"Shady Lady," "The Godless Girl,"
versation was reproduced and si.\
"Tong War" *and *"Show* Folks."
hours of unbroken reproduction is
Busy Arthur Landau has added possible from a single record, Rhodelianiel claims.
three more well known stage players to his roster. In addition to his
other actors and actresses, he is now
Acts Signed for Vitaphone
Five vaudeville acts have been
managing James Spottiswood, who
came to the Coast to play his orig- signed for Vitaphone presentations to
inal role in "The Lady Next Door"; be produced at the Brooklyn studio.
Ralph Harrold, who will play the
They are: Frank Whitman, "The
leading
part intheater,
"The Los
FrontAngeles;
Page" Fiddler of Infinite Surprises;" Sol
at
the Belasco
Ginsberg, "Violinsky;" McKee and
and Natalie Moorhead, a form,er Ardine; Fred Ardath and Co.; and
New York stage favorite.
Lerdo's Mexicana Orchestra. Pro*
♦
♦
duction is to begin immediately under direction of Bryan Foy and MurSpencer Bennet has probably been
connected with more serials than any
ray Roth. Edwin Du Par, chief cineother director. He is now directing matographer for Warners, has arrived at the studio.
his fourteenth, "The Queen of the
Woods." With George B. Seitz, he
Another Run for Russian Film
co-directed 22 serials, and before becoming a co-director, was an assistant
"10 Days
Shook
the World,"
film,That
which
recently
played
director on 20 serials. This year, he Amkino
will devote all his time to features.
five weeks at the Carnegie Playhouse,
*
*
*
New York, is to run a week at the
Julien Josephson has returned to Cameo, opening Dec. 29.
his first love — the Warner studio.
Hazle Mgr. For Saenger House
He is writing adaptation of "MamClarksdale, Miss. — Claude Hazle of
my," which will star Al Jolson.
Julien, who is known for his human Shreveport, La. has arrived to asinterest touches, recently completed
sume management of the Marion
here for Saenger Amusement Co. He
the
scenario
of
"The
Climax,"
which
will be a Universal talker, with succeeds E. R. Medd who has left
for Asheville. N. C.
Renaud Hoffman directing.
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FOREIGN FILMS LEAD IN $10,000,000 BUILDING
GERMAN DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM FOR LONDON
IVashington Bureau of THE

FILM

PAILY

Washington — Of the 395 feature
productions released in Germany
during the first nine months of 1928,
241 were foreign productions and 154
German pictures, according to the
advices from the M. V. Section of
the Dept. of Commerce. Of the German companies unafTihatcd with an\
American concern, I'fa led, distributing 29 films, eight foreign and 21
German; followed by; Kmelka with
24. 14 foreign and 10 German; Sudfilm with 17, eight foreign and 10
German; Terra with 15, nine foreign
and six German; Messtro with 14
seven foreign and seven German:
Derussa with 14, six foreign and
eight German; Deutsche Lichtspiel
Syndikat with 13, five foreign and
eight German and Aafa with 11, five
foreign and six German.

London — Building program saiil to
involve SlO,0(K),000 is planned in London sul)urbs by the IJcnman Construction Co., subsidiary of GaumontBritish Corp. The houses are to seat
4,000 each.

Filmophone Is New
British Sound Device
London — International Cine Corp.
recently demonstrated a new disc
synchronizer, Filmophone. The apparatus consists of a double turntable
gramophone directly coupled by a
shaft and universal joints to a projector. Turntables are controlled by
a piece of apparatus which stops one
turntable and starts another at a
given time during the running of a
tilm, so that a series of records can
be played without stopping the film.
Green says. The company, he says,
will be ready to supply about 100
machines within a month and a number of records and films would be
prepared soon.

Film Shortage \\ arnin<>
Stirs British Trade
{Continued

from

Page

1)

trade and is expected by London to
precipitate
like discussion in New
York.
Production scliedules which offer
the trade here a succession of programs to the end of 1930 now seem
to have taken on the aspect of the
problematical.
The question is consequently asked on all hands "How shall we fill
the bill?" and exhibitors are beginning to take a much more serious
interest in the advent of the dialogue
and sound pictures than was apparent
previously.
A more optimistic feeling concerning the talkers has been produced by
Graham's survey of installation costs.
The $15,000 to $35,000 price of Western Electric equipment with which
the trade here was originally threatened has ceased to strike fright into
the showmen since the statement was
made that devices are on the market
which cost no more than $3,500 to
$4,500, w4iile it is common knowledge here that many of the British
inventions are considerably cheaper.
But apart from this, the main
fact
of Graham's
that the
British
exhibitor report
cannot isafford
to
stand still. He must move in time
or be beaten in the race.
Developments now are becoming
so rapid that it is regarded as a
short-sighted policy to set up any
opposition to the natural evolution
of the business. Graham has described the talking picture as a thing
in which millions of capital have
been invested by his own company,
and by all the big American corporations; that it is a form of entertainment that has come to stay, and
that those who try to impede the onward march of this "mighty steam
roller" will be crushed out of recognition and disappear from the entertainment world.
Every exhibitor who was inclined
to scoff at sound, to profess himself
indifferent as to its results and to
assume an out and out canny attitude in regard to equipment in his
theaters is now beginning to take a
totally different point of view.

F.N. PROGRAM TO BE
CUT OF 25 PER CENT
West Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles
— Program
of 35 re))rel''ir>t
National
pictures
for 1929-30
sents a cut of over 25 jier cent over
the current schedule. The 1928-29
program calls for release of 48 picAll of next year's releases
will havetures.sound.

"Patriot" Called Best in
Poll of 36 Countries
{Continued

from

I'aye

ersburg"
(Russian),
"The
and "Heimkehr"
(German).

1)

Crowd"

The Ten Best Pictures for 1928,
based on choice of American criticH
in a national poll now being completed, is to be a feature of THE
1929 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK,
i.ssued this month.

Saenger to Build at Hattiesburg
3 Theater Companies to
Hattiesburg, Miss. — Representatives
Operate
Fox Theaters
of the Saenger Anuiscnicnt Co. and
(Continued from Page 1)
the Chamber of Commerce here have
the New
England
houses, and Fox
signed a contract for the construcMetropolitan Theaters houses in the
tion of a theater seating 1.500 at a C. E. A. Launches Own
New York zone.
minimum cost of $150,000. The conPublication
in
England
tract specifies that work is to begin
Fox Takes Over Buffalo House
London — "The Cinematograph
not later than Feb. 12 with completion of the house one year later.
Times," official organ of the organiBiifTalo. — Frederick I'llman, Jr.
reijresenting the Corporation for the
zation has been launched by CinemaMillion
Flmwood
here has closed negotiations
Over
Wrigley House Costing
tograph Exhibitors Ass'n. There has
with
Fox
under terms of which that
been
widespread
comment
and
critiAvalon, Catalina Island — The Ayalon and Casino under construction
firm will take over the house. The
cism of the move, for the publication
here is to run well into the second is accepting advertising in competition
change in ownership becomes effecmillion It was started by William witii the regular trade papers.
tive Feb. 1. It is planned to show
project.
51,000,000
a
sound pictures as soon as equipment
Wrigley, Jr., as
No cost limit has been set on the
is installed.
Brennan and Scully Leave R-K-O
structure by Wrigley.
St. Louis, Mo. — James P. Brennan,
Sigfried Sells Decatur Bijou
for the past five years manager of
Decatur, III. — A. Sigfried has sold
the Grand O. H., has resigned. Irvin
his Bijou to Great States Theaters,
J. Scully, publicity man for the Grand
Inc.
Opera and St. Louis is also leaving
the K-K-O chain. Both Brennan and
Sound Pictures at Lynn House
Everett Hayes, who managed the St.
Lynn,
Mass. — Regent Enterprises,
Louis,
resigned
after
the
control
of
^^By
ARTHUR
W. EDDY ^^^
have completed renovations of the
the Orpheum circuit was taken over
Auditorium and are presenting sound
LARRY KENT has become a full- by Radio Corp. of America.
pictures with daily changes.
fledged Astorian owing to the
Latchis & Son Build at Milford
fact that the Paramount short subWallingford Strand Redecorated
Milford, N. H. — Latchis & Sons
ject department has been working
Wallingford, Conn. — Harry Olshan,
nights and days. In other words he have purchased the Kaley estate here
who recently took over the Strand,
Schines Buy Akron House
in" on Astoria in order to to erect a theater on the site. Lat"moved
has
redecorated the house.
chis & Sons own the Strand here as
be close to the studio.
Akron, O. — Feiber and Shea have
*
♦
♦
well as theaters at Keene and Brat- sold the Colonial here to Schine EnNew House for Clarksdale
Enter the Movieola! Helene Tur- tleboro and have opened a new
terprises. It is understood that L.
Clarksdale,
Miss. — Al Nachman and
ner is using one at Paramount's iiousc at Claremont. Work on the B. Cool will continue as house man- five other businessmen of this city
new
house
is
to
start
in
spring.
Eastern studio while cutting "The
have purchased a site for a theater
stalled. ager. Vitaphone is now being in- here.
Hole in the Wall." It is a device
which plays the synchronized score Contract Awarded for Wichita House
and dialogue of a picture as the film
Wichita, Kan. — Blaser - Volhner
Construction Co. has been awarded
passes through the cutter's hands. the contract for the construction of a
Earphones are used by the operator.
*
♦
*
theater at North Market St. to be
Francis X. Bushman is again Man- erected by the Stockman-IIartman
Announce
hattaning
owing
to the vaudeville Theater Co. according to plans drawn
urge.
by Boiler Bros, of Kansas City.
*
*
*
That they have in the course of production
New House for Chanute, Kan.
Bill Cody, who is daily exercising
two motion picture productions entitled:
himself and his horse in Central
Cliaiiute, Kan. — R. E. Mills plans
Park, is going to make a Western to Iniild a theater seating 600 at 2l)3
with dialogue and sound. Galloping E. Main St.
microphones!
Bill recently made a
New Theater for Austin, Minn.
series for Universal.
*
*
*
Austin, Minn. — May 1 is date
Mina Wallis, recently with the Co- scheduled for opening of the new
ALL RIQHTS PROTECTED
lumbia camp at the Coast, is in New 1,200-seat house under construction
here.
York vacationing and such.

Short Shots from
New York Studios

TIFFANY- STAHL PRODUCTIONS, INC.

"CLOSED SHUTTERS**
"ZEPPELIN*'

saw

he heard' • •

he booked!

PATHE SOiND
NiWS
-of its wonderful
tone and effects.
-Pathe News always led all competitors.

Sound Recording By RCA Photophone System

Combined Total of World's Theaters is 57,341 \
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Monuments
can it all end? On
WHERE
d
an
on it goes, this
ng
ldi
bui
of vast theaters,
monuments to personal ambition, and symbols in granite —
of which tombstones are incidentally made — to somebody's
folly.
Overbuilding is prevalent
everywhere today and what is
becoming a grave danger to industry-wide prosperity continues. Everybody talks about it,
but nobody does anything.
The Eberson Idea
To assume the stand that all new
theater construction should cease for
industry good is, of course, to turn
entirely ridiculous. Fast-growing
communities, densely populated cities make for new situations that will
always call for construction, but to
swell the exhibition roster with theaters that cut into existing business
and make it impossible for new
houses, and old, to operate at a profit
appears to us to be most unwise.
The one constructive not injected
into a really serious problem has been
struck by John Eberson, whose national reputation as a designer and
builder of theaters, stamps his observations with the weight of authority. Bearing in mind that, as an architect, he ekes his livelihood by planning new theaters, you wmII concede
his reasoning is completely minus
ulterior motive. He believes the keynote should be re-construction and
re-equipment of existing theaters,
rather than continued and wholesale
construction of entirely new theaters.
Property values, location and initial
investment are pointed out as three
impressive reasons why such a policy
would be sensible. And Eberson is
right.

As Applied to Sound
Karrowing down a general argument to sound equipment, a problem
which so sorely besets the small town
exhibitor today, Eberson declares the
soliUion is not difHcult and explains
it is the theater built before costs
rocketed skyward which is acoustically and in substantiability of construction the best adopted for sound
installation. Re-decorate, re-equip,
re-construct, rip out the insides and
build up from the four remaining
walls — this is Eberson's solution.
We stand foursquare behind it, for
it is logical and sane. It merits the
consideration of every serious factor
engaged in exhibition.

K ANN

SALE20S IN '2S CENSORING SOUND MADE
CK
STO
riLM
TOTAL 22,306,1 SHARES
ISSUE IN PATHE ACTION
In one of the most hectic markets
in years, fluctuations in film issues
during 1928 were pronounced, an
analysis of their course for the year
indicates. On the New York Stock
Exchange, 22,306,720 shares were
sold.
The sensational feature of the year
was the rise of Warners "A" from
a low of 22 on Jan. 5 to a high of
139J4 touched on Sept. 11. The turnover in this one issue was 2,922,500
shares.
There is a difference of 47f^ points
in the high and low for Fox Film
"A" which on June 12 dropped to 72
and clambered to 119^ on Sept. 10,
closing at 92% for the year with
(.Continued

cm Pant
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WORLD WIDE JAN. 15
DEBUT WITH 7 fILMS

Fight on Issue

Whether censors have the
right to censor sound films is
an issue in several states. In
Pennsylvania, one court decision
has upheld this right, while
another has denied it. Virginia
the first in an action by Vitaphone, the second by Fox. Both
decisions were in the same court
but by different judges. In
Ohio, the attorney general has
handed down an opinion, declaring censors have the right
to pass on sound films, but a
test case there is anticipated.
Virginia's censors' powers in the
debe the
won't
matter probably
termined definitely
until
legislature meets next year. A
number of test cases are anticipated in the various states.

Seven imported pictures comprise
first series of releases of World Wide
Pictures, which Jan. 15 begins operation as a national distributor with
physical distribution handled by Educational branches. The company is
headed by J. D. Williams as executive vice president; Alexander S.
Aronson associate to Williams and
general foreign representative and
meeting of Loew's
the annual
At yesterday
Joseph Skirboll, general sales man- Inc.
, Leopold Friedman
ager. Its own sales force is to be was elevated to the board, filling the
maintained in each key city, as well vacancy caused by the death last
(Continued
on Page 3)
year of William Hamlin Childs,
financier wlio had been a director of
Ben Hecht & Charles Mac- the
corporation since its inception a
of years ago.
Arthur Signed by FBO number
It had been generally understood
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, that Friedman was to receive this
playwrights, novelists and co-authors promotion. In point of service, he
of "The Front Page," legitimate play is one of the oldest executives in the
now running on Broadway, have been
Originally havsigned to FBO contracts by Joseph Loewing organization.
served
his
law
clerkship
in the
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 3)

Firm Gets TemporaryWrit
Preventing N. Y. Censors
Stopping Sound Film

Showdown on the question of
whether New York censors have the
power to censor sound and dialogue
used in or with films has been called
for by Pathe, which has secured a
temporary restraining order returnable in Supreme Court Monday, enjoining the censors from interfering
with showings of sound version of
"Sal of Singapore,''
which is to be
released
today.
The picture, in silent version, was
passed some time ago by the censors, and later synchronized with
talking sequences. When application
for duplicate license was made, the
duplicate license was issued, but with
(Continued

on

Page

9)

WORROFMISECTIONIS

LEOPOLD ERIEDHAN KADE

DIRECTOR or LOEW'S

U. S. Has 20,500 of World's
Total of 57.341 Theaters
William Brandt May Head
Fox Metropolitan Theaters
It is reported
William
Brandt,
Brooklyn
exhibitor whose
theaters
and those of a number of important
(Continued

on

Page

WORLD WIDE PICTURES
distant places. — Advt.

2)

new faces from

EXTENDEDJY GOV'MENT

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The M. P. Section,
now a unit of the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, will become
a division, the 18th in the Bureau on
July 1, 1929. The House sub-committee on appropriations has approved the added appropriation required
for this elevation and, while the Senate committee
muston approve,
no dif(Continued
Page 3)

Portable Vitaphone for
Circulating Plan Denied
There is no truth to Omaha report that Vitaphone is planning circuiting of sound pictures to small
towns of that territory, to be reproduced on a portable Vitaphone equipment, George E. Quigley, vice president of Vitaphone, stated yesterday.

Continued Delay in Case
of Vitaphone Versus W. E.

All of Europe combined has only
6,838 more motion picture theaters
than the United States and in the
entire world there are 57,341 picture
houses, according to the Motion Picture Section
of the Dept. of Com(Continued on Page 3)

Illness of Samuel Untermeyer, one
of the arbitrators, is continuing delay
hearings in complaint brought by
Vitaphone against Western Electric,
charging needless delay in installation
of equipment and maintaining prices
at too high a level.

Give 'em a change to WORLD WIDE
TURES.— Advt.

GO ABROAD AT HOME
Pictures.— Advt.

PIC-

with World Wide

I

\

THE

DAILY
William Brandt May Head
Klitsch of Ufa Due Here
Soon to Look Over Sound Fox Metropolitan Theaters

THE NEWS
Mf^^ULlAlLTHE
TIMS
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New Theater for Bartelsville
Bartelsville, Okla. — E. C. Burlingame plans a $150,000 theater. Work
will commence soon.
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independent chains in the Greater
Berlin (By Wireless) — Ludwig New York territory are expected to
Klitsch, managing director of Ufa pass to the Fox interests on Jan. 15,
and associate of Alfred Hugenberg
will become operating head of Fox
who is controlling factor in this German company leaves for New York Metropolitan Theaters, proposed holding corporation for houses thus acsoon to study the sound situation and
discuss Ufa's American distribution
which is split up among Paramount, quired.
M-G-M and World Wide.
Fox Gets Englewood House
Englewood, N. J.— The Plaza has
been sold to Fox interests for $62,Cleve Adams Heads FBO
250 in foreclosure proceedings by the
Sales in N. Y. State Fidelity Union and Title Mortgage
Cleve Adams, veteran FBO execu- Gurantee Co. of Newark. The house
tive, has been named New York state was built about two years ago.
sales manager of FBO, succeeding
Fox St. Louis House Opens Feb.
Charles Rosenzweig, newly-elected
general sales manager. Adams joined
St. Louis, Mo. — The formal opening
FBO as a district manager at its in- of the new Fox house here, originally
ception, after having been eight years set for Christmas, has been postponed.
with Universal. Last year he was It is probable that the house will
made short subject sales manager, open in Feb.
holding that post until his present
Fox Gets Syracuse House
appointment. It is doubtful if any
short subject sales head will be named
Syracuse, N. Y. — Frederick Ellman
in his place.
of Buffalo, has sold his interests in
the Brighton here to Fox. M. W.
Korack is in charge of the house
Harry Brandt Entering
which is being wired with PhotoBrokerage Field in N. Y. phone and will reopen soon.
Retiring from the field in Brooklyn
Webb to Direct News
where, with his brother William, he
has
one of the most active in'266 been dividuals
Millard Webb is to direct "News,"
in exhibition, Harry Brandt tentative
title of "Gentlemen of the
shortly joins Louchheim, Minton and Fress," which goes into production
Co., New York brokerage house. His next week at the Paramount Long
friends will tender him a dinner in the Island studio. John Meehan, stage
Crystal Room of the Ritz Jan. 14. director, will co-operate on dialogue.
Several hundred will attend.
Cast for the picture are: Walter Huston, Charles Ruggles, Norman Foster, Lawrence Leslie, Katherine FranScore
Zamecnik Compiles "Redskin"
cis, Betty Lawford, George Barbier,
"Redskin," will have a music score Victor Kilian, Charles Slattery, Joscompiled by J. S. Zamecnik, of the
eph M. Holicky, Charles M. Seay,
Sam Fox Sound Synchronization de- Leslie Hunt, Ralph Murphy and
partment. This department, under di- Mary Williams. Bartlett Cormack
rection of S. M. Berg, is devoted en- adapted the play by Ward Moretirely to the scoring and synchronizing
house. Monta Bell will supervise.
of pictures and comprises a stafT of
nationally known
composers.
AMPA-TPROA Affiliation Up
Proposed
affiliation or working
Murray Heads N. Y. Film Board
agreement between the AM PA and
Thomas Murray (Paramount), is the Theatrical Press Representatives
new president of the New York Film of America, to combat proposed
Board, succeeding Harry Thomas, unionizing of press agentry, now is
who declined to be a candidate for
by a joint commitreelection. Joe Lee (Fox) is first beingtee considered
representing bothi organizations.
and Arthur Greenblatt, second vice
presidents; William Raynor (Pathe),
Williams Buys Westville House
treasurer; Joseph Vergesslich (First
Okla.— D. W. Williams
National) recording secretary and hasWestville,
purchased the Lyric from G. W.
Edward Schnitzer (Fox) master of Gibson and plans to remodel the
ceremonies.
building and install new fixtures.
Publix Unit Shows Open Thursdays
New Haven, Conn. — Publix unit
show which formerly opened here on
Fridays will open on Thursdays so
that officials and producers may review the opening and arrive in N. Y.
for
the
Paramount opening on Saturdays.

Call
WAFILMS,
Walter A.

Putter,
for

Inc.

Pres.

Library Stock Scenes

130 W.

4eth St., New
Bryant 8181

York

TheDate
Industry's
Book

(Continued from Page 1)

MORE

THEATRES!

Jan. 18

York.
Film Guild Cinema opens in New

Jan. 20

Annual banquet
of M.P.T.O. of
Eastern
Pennsylvania.
Jan. 24-26 Fifth tional
annual
conference
of NaBoard of Review.
Feb. Opening ofmount 4,000
at Toledoseat Toledo-Para-

Mar.

2 AMPA
Holljrwood Masque Ball in
New York.

Ben Hecht & Charles MacArthur Signed by FBO
(Continued

from

Page

1)

I. Schnitzer, new president of the
company. Each is to write an original for the company. Hecht is at
while Macwork
Arthur onis "Upperwor
to start ld,"
his story,
as yet
untitled, within a few days. The pictures will be filmed in Hollywood.
Redecorating Canton House
Canton, O. — Max Young is redecorating the McKinley.

Accountant
Available
after January 15th. Capable of handling department. Experienced in
every phase of Motion Picture Accounting. Excellent
references.
APPLY BOX A 106
FILM DAILY
1650 B'WAY., N.Y.C.

$-1.10
Club
Luncheon

1=

11

Served
A.M. to 3 P.M.

Table d'Hote
"We have been using your trailers
at our theatres, and have found the
quality of your trailers, and service so
satisfactory, that on opening the Admiral Theatre we contracted for your
trailer service there.
"Wishing you every success in the
ENTERPRISES.
future,C. we&■ E.
remain"
Chicago,
III.

Served
Every
Evening
$2 25
NNER
DI
*" Hotel

\icroi-ia

f^7llppcvLobby^
Ave.' 51 St.
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U. S. Has 2(),5()() of

MOTION PICTURE TIIKATIRS
THROUGHOUT THE WOHLD-1928

World's
(Continued57,341
from PageHouses
1)
niercc which presents revised estimates on theater distribution in the
1929 FILM DAILY VKAR ROOK
to be placed in distribution the end
of January.
Data gathered by the Motion Picture Section for the 1928 edition
placed the grand total at 51,103, but
since the last YEAR BOOK made
its appearance records have been
gone over and made more accurate
while full cognizance has been taken
of the spurt in the theater building
in Europe with the result that the
Section now places its estimate for
the world at 57,341.
For the United States, the total
for 1928 remains approximately the
same as for 1927. The 20,500 houses
set down ft>r this country are the
figures used universallv bv the Film

EUROPE
20.500

UNITED STATE

VVork of M. P. Section
(Continued by
from Gov'ment
Page 1)
Extended

ficulty on this score is predicted.
Clarence J. North, chief of the Section since its inception, will continue
ill charge of the work with Nate C.
Golden as his assistant.

The Motion Picture Section is an
official Government body and serves
as a clearing house for the American industry in promoting film trade,
abroad. It has a long and fruitful
record. The Section cooperates annually with the editors of THH:
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK in
revising and preparing data for the
Foreign Section.

FAR EAST ^■3665
LATIN AMERICAp|^|3733

CANADAlllOO
AFRICAI640
NEAR EA5T||45

This is one of four siynilar charts containing data in fuller detail
on. theater totals in the above major geographical divisions. They will
be one among hundreds of features in the 1929 FILM DAILY YEAR
BOOK, which will be placed in international circulation, us usual, the end
of January.

Boards of
Trade
THE FILM
DAILY
which
uniteand"
in compiling
the
nationally
known
"Blue
List"
of
theaters for each edition of the YEAR
BOOK.
The current estimate for Europe
shows an increase of 5,696 over 1927. Hashiugton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The 27,338 houses now credited for
Washington — During the current
England and the Continent as against year figures show that production
21.642 in 1927 do not, of course, rep- activities in Austrian have dropped
resent all new theaters. The injec- while imports have also decreased,
tion of a greater degree of accuracy according to advices to the M. P.
made possible through later and more Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
comprehensive data, plus new con- Up to the end of Oct. 1928, 14 films
struction, explains the wide differ- were produced in Austria and 119
ence in the totals.
were imported, of which 69 were
By major territorial divisions, the American and 47 German. During
1927-28, Austria produced 18 pictures
; world's figure is arrived
at as follows:
1928
1927
while her imports were 447, 217 of
Europe
27,338
21,642 them American and 181 German. In
j United States
20,500
20,500
I Far East
3,885
3,629 1926-27, 28 films were produced and
I I^tin America
3.733
3,598 416 were imported, 205 American and
Canada
1,100
1,019 158 of German origin.
Africa
640
644

L. Friedman Made
(Continued
from of
rage Loew's
1)
Director

office of Elck John Ludvigh before
the latter became general attorney
for Paramount. Friedman later entered the legal department of the
Loevv enterprises. This goes back
Arthur Clavering, Robert Schless a number of years. Friedman's rise
and Gus Schlesinger, foreign execu- in the corporation's affairs was rapid
tives representing the Warners in until he became general legal overseer. His post has been concerned
London, Paris and Berlin respectively were guests of honor last night at with the business end of the corporation as well, one notable deal which
an Astor dinner given by the company. All executives attended.
he handled for Loew's necessitating
a hurried trip to Berlin several years
ago where he and S. R. Kent represented Loew's and Paramount respectively in the contract which resulted in formation of Parufamet iii
(Cofitinued from Page 1)
Germany and brought a limited numas its own advertising staff in New tary.ber of Ufa pictures into the American
market via those two organizations.
York.
In addition to his other duties,
Exhibitors are to be given oppor- Friedman has been serving as secretunity, after screening, to buy one or
as many pictures of the group as
they like. The company will handle
product of British International Pictures, Ufa in the United States and
Canada, exclusive of certain states;
By ERXEST
W. FREDMAX
and British and Dominion Films,
Editor, ''The Daily Film Renter"
Ltd. French, Austrian and Italian
London (By Cable) — Production
contracts are pending.
plans of Gaumont British Corp.,
In the first series to be released this month which controls the largest and most
are:
"Moulin Rogue," starring Olga Chekova, influential chain in England, are unknown at the moment, hut through its
directed l)y E. A. Dui>ont, produced by British International Pictures, in Paris with the producing and distributing units such
principals
and ballet of the "New York-Paris as Ideal and W. and F. Film Service,
Rouge.
Revue" and photographed in the Moulin
it is expected the company will enter
"A Woman In The Night," starring Maria production on a heavy scale.
Corda, from the novel by the Baroness

Austrian Production
Warners Give Dinner for
Activities Decreasing Three Foreign Executives

Near

East

Total

Aubert Gets

145

71

57,341

51,103

Russian Films

Castel With Franco Film
Washington. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — M. Castel, general
manager of the French Gaumont Co.,
has been appointed to a similar post
in the Franco Film Co., according
to advice from the M. P. Section of
the Dept. of Commerce. He will retain his position with the French Gaumont Co. This is generally taken
by the trade as an indication of an
New Hungarian Film Bureau
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY amalgamation in the near future of
Washington^The new building of the two concerns.
the Hungarian Correspondence
Bureau recently was opened in BudaDutch Firm Issuing Shares
pest, the M. P. Section of the Dept. IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
of Commerce is advised. The building houses a new studio and the
Washington ternationale
— Kuchenmeister's
InUltraphoon Maatscappii,
Hungarian Film Bureau, which is producing and releasing the semi-official of Amsterdam, with a capital of S2,400,000, is reported to be issuing 800
weekly newsreel review.
new shares at §400 each at the rate
of S520, according to advices to the
Sound Archives for Tobis
IVashinoton Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY M. P. Section of the Dept. of ComWashington — German Tobis in- merce.
tends to form a sound film archive,
comprising prominent international
1000 Pathe-Rural Machines Sold
sound films on political, artistic and
Washington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
historical subjects, according to the
Washington — Pathe Cinema and
M. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
Charles Pathe recently held a meeting
to celebrate sale of the thousandth
Britain Censors 56
Pathe-Rural projection machine sold
Washington Bureau of THE
FILM DAILY or rented, according to advices to the
Washington — The British Board of M. P. Section of the Dept. of ComCensors censored 56 feature producmerce. Films for the Pathe-Rural
tions during the month of October, machines are printed on 17j4 mm
tjie M. P. Section of the Dept. of stock and intended for societies and
Commerce is advised.
country use.
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — M. Aubert of France,
has secured an option on all Russian
pictures for France with a reservation
covering censorships, according to a
report to the M. P. Section of the
Dept. of Commerce.

I

World Wide Jan. 15
Debut With 7 Films

Gaumont Expected to
Enter U. K. Production

Oreczy, directed by Victor Saville, produced
by British International Pictures in Scotland.
"The Bondman," starring Norman Kerry,
from the novel by .Sir Hall Caine. directed
by Herbert Wilcox for British & Dominion
Film Corp. in Sicily and on The Isle of Man.
"'Tommy Atkins" with Walter Byron, from
the play by Ben I.andeck and Arthur Shirley, directed by Norman Walker with the
co-operation of the English War Office, produced by British International Pictures in
London and the Kgyptian Soudan.
"The Woman In White," starring Blanche
Sweet, directed by Herbert Wilcox, from the
novel by Wilkie Collins and made in Scotland.
"A Honeymoon Abroad," with Monty
Banks and Gillian Deane, directed by Tim
Whelan formerly with Harold Lloyd, produced by British International Pictures in
I-ondon and Paris.
"Pawns of
kova, directed
duced in the
and in Poland

Passion," starring Olga Cheby Carmine Gallone and proMontemarte section of Paris
and Russia.

Netoco Takes Out Group
Insurance for Employes
Boston — New England Theaters
Operating Corp., which controls
about 30 picture houses in Massachusetts. Maine and Connecticut, has
adopted group life insurance policy for
the protection of its 389 employees.
The sum involved in this policy,
placed with the Prudential Insurance
Co. of America, is 5592,000. Amounts
of coverage varies from $500 to S3.000, according
to the rank or the position held.
Klein Denies

Symon ventures
Gould
has for
not the
booked
"AdGilda Gray has just made a picture
of Maya"
new Film
in London and that Pauline Fred- Arts Guild
theater in New York as
erick has recently completed one in reported by the former, according to
France which are to be brought to Edward L. Klein who is arranging rethe United States, it is understood.
lease of this film in the United States,

THE

Film Stock Sales in '28
20 Shares
22,306,7
Total {Continued
from Page 1)
total sales marked down of 3,016,000.
Loew's, Inc., was heavily traded
in, 2,427,800 shares of this issue
changing hands. Closing for the
vear at 63j4, the stock in its variations went as high as 77. This was
on May 9.
Several pools were busy with
Keith-Albee-Orpheum. What they
did for and to this issue is perhaps
best illustrated by its 1928 fluctuations. On May 7, K-A-O closed
ISyi. Its high for the year was
reached on Nov. 30 when the current quotation was 51^- Market
conditions and the pools are held responsible for a slide to 43^4 which
closed out the year for this stock.
In September, Paramount split up
its common three-for-one. On the
basis of the last day's sales for 1928
when the new common closed at 55,
the old was worth $165 a share. The
new common which opened in the
neighborhood of 48, went as high as
56^, this top figure being attained on
Dec. 5. Yearly sales, for both classes
of common, were 1,964,700.
The course of Pathe Exchange
"A" was very erratic, the Street generally crediting pool operations for
much of this stock's strange behavior.
On Feb. 9, the market price was 8^^.
This was brought up to 34 by Aug.
8 after many ups and downs and, as
the year closed, the figure stood at
25^.
Sales were 1,009,400.
In addition to Warners "A," Warner Bros, showed a gain of 58 points
throughout the year. On Aug. 23,
the issue sold at 80^ and on Dec. 3,
current price was 138 while shares to
the tune of 2,097,800 changed hands.
Full data on the course of these
and other issues dealt in on the
Board," as well as a resume of
in the New York curb and bond
kets will be found in adjoining
umns.

"Big
sales
marcol-

More complete than ever before,
the 1929 FILM DAILY YEAR
BOOK, out this month, will contain
in the Financial Section a comprehensive and authoritative cross-section of the dollars and cents structure of the industry. Detailed financial statements, charts comparing
activities of mportant organizations
this year with last year and with
earlier years constitute part of the
exhaustive
information
embodied.

i^^
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Sales of Film Stocks in New
York Exchanges During 1928
—3

New York Stock Market
Total Sales: 22,306,720 Shares
High
American
Seating
45
Consolidated Film
Industries, Inc
29^
Eastman Kodak
194^
Eastman
Kodak
pfd
132'4
1st Nat'l Pictures pfd
109
Fox Film "A"
1195^
Keith-Albee-Orpheum
51 Ji
Keith-Albee-Orpheum pfd. ..160
Loew's, Inc
77
Loew's,
Inc., pfd
1105^
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
pfd... 27li
M. P. Cap. Corp
14%
'Paramount
Famous
Lasky
Corp
56^
Pathe Exchange, Inc
15
Pathe Exchange. Inc., "A".. 34
Radio-Keith-Orpheum
51^
Stanley Co. of America..
6954
Univers.al Pictures, pfd
100
Warner
Bros
138
Warner
Bros. "A"
139'A
Warner
Bros., pfd
57J4

Date
May
14

Low Date ing
275^ Nov.
1 35

Sept.
July
May
Feb.
Sept.
Nov.
Nov.
May
Aprj
May
Nov.

10 23
30 163
15 123^
8 100
10 72
30 15'/^
30 75^-2
9 49;^
30 99^
29 24J4
5
5

July
Feb.
Aug.
Nov.
June
May
Mar.
June
Mar.
Dec.
Mar.

16
21
31
13
12
7
7
19
15
11
29

Dec.
Nov.
Aug.
Nov.
Sept.
Feb.
Dec.
Sept.
Dec.

5
23
8
30
12
24
3
11
24

Oct.
Feb.
Feb.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Aug.
Jan.
Dec.

9 55
8 llj^
9 2S7A
8 445-8
10 42
15 92
23 122^
5 126
20 5554

47j4
2
S%
34J5
35
91^
80?i
22
51J4

25M
Clos183
126
104
93'4
43^
129
63^2
102'/^
24"/$
10

-H—18254'A
Net
Change
153,900
Sales
352,400
384,200
6354 3,016,500
+9K
3,140
-{-U'A
3,400
-1-7.5^ 3,667,000
168,400
2,427,800
75,500
42,500
+2H

80,700
1,964,700
3,092,600
21,600
1,009,400
801,100

-fl035^

—654

2,097,800
7,880
2,922,500
13,700
—A

-'A

* New common on basis of three for one.

New York Bond Market

-fl
+ —7 9'4

Total Sales: 18,069,000
KeithAlbee
Orpheum
6s, 1946
Loew's, Inc., deb.
6s warrants
1941
Loew's, Inc., deb
6s warrants
1941
Paramount
Broadway
Corp. S^^sFamous
1951 Lasky
Paramount
Corp., 6s 1947
Pathe Exchange
7s warrants
1937

High

Date

101

Jan.

9

llS'/i

Dec.

27

I02}4

Apr.

10

Low

Aug.

10554 June
99

Net

Date

88

June

28

Sept. 28 102'
July 21 99J4

865^

Nov.

26

Feb.

9

23
5%
36
. 14
19 !4
7
40%

Nov.
Jan.
Dec.
May
May
Apr.
Sept.

125^
2^8
17^
65J
6
2%
13%

Month
Oct.
Sept.
Dec.
Mar.
Sept.
Jan.
May
Aug.

79J^

M. DALY

DAVEY Lee, the Sonny Boy of Al
Jolson's "Singing Fool" radioed
seasonal good wishes over KFWB,
Warner station at Los Angeles.
There has been an absurd report circulated that the clever youngster was
dead, but he is very much alive and
preparing to start his next picture.
Approximately 200 theaters,
among them a number of first runs,
Lion's Roar,"
have booked "The
Educational's
first sound comedy,
the company says. That's an auspicious start for Educational's
sound program.
Sam Moore, chief curator of the
Guild of Former Pipe Organ Pumpers, yesterday told the AM PA
some of the stories that made
Prince William of Sweden laugh
when he was guest of honor ,at the
Writer's Club in Hollywood, on
which occasion Moore was teamed
with Charley Murray. Moore, who
was once identified" with news reel
enterprises, is said to have a dozen
humorous monologues in his repertoire and made this week's AMPA
meeting a merry one.
Congratulations

to

James

B.

— Clark of Rowland & Clark, who was
1,262,000 15^married t'other day at Pittsburgh,

3,729,000

2-^
1854
18/2

and now is on a honeymoon
Bermuda.

trip to

5,653,000

-i-m

8!4
UA
55^
Closing

Net Change

3S'A

+ 1314
+254

28

+ VA

+ 'A

••

"STREfr ANGEL", BIGGEST MAE MURRAY NOSED OUT
DRAW IN 1928 AT ROXY AL JOLSON IN ST. LOUIS

"The Street Angel" topped the
year's grosses at the Roxy, garnering
1144,000 the week ended Aug. 4, acDunlap House Ready Feb.
cording to "Variety's" estimates' This
Dunlap, la. — The New Sun under
construction here is expected to be is an all-time picture house high. The
record is remarkable because this was
completed by the middle of Feb. The
the third week of its Roxy run, the
house will seat 1,000, according to picture having chalked up $126,000
E. B. Woods,
one of the sponsors.
and $121,000 respectively in the first
two weeks at this theater which
Vosburg to Manage South Bend
marked second Broadway run of the
South Bend, Ind.— Elmer E. Vos- picture, the first at $2 top. Compilaburg, formerly connected with Saxe
tion of 'Variety's" box office estimates,
Amuse. Co. of Wis., has assumed covering every section of the nation,
the managerial duties of the Tivoli is a feature of THE 1929 FILM
here.
DAILY YEAR BOOK, to be issued
this month.
Sampson at Buffalo
Howell, Mich. House Opened
Buffalo, N. Y. — Sidney Sampson,
former
manager
of the Fox
New
Howell, Mich. — Schulte Amuse. Co.
Haven exchange, has been transfer- recently opened its 2500 seat Howell
theater
here.
red to the Fox exchange here.

By PHIL

3,875,000
2,732,000

13 100^^

17 100
31 9SH

Low
17

Sales
818,000

94

Apr.
Mar.

High Month
26
Nov.

Change

13 11454

New York Curb Market
Acoustic
Prod
Consolidated
Film
Industries
Film Inspection
Fox Theaters
"A"
International
Projector
Nat'l Theater
Supply
Trans-Lux
Universal Pictures

Clos
ing

10354
101

SO

And That's That

-H

Mae Murray nosed out Al Jolson
for the box office record at St. Louis
in 1928, timates,
according
to "Variety"
eswhich credit
Miss Murray
with gross of $43,600 at the Ambassador, the week of Feb. 4, while Jolson
got
at Miss
Loew'sMurray
State, was
the
week of $43,400
Feb. 18.
topping the stage bill with "Irresistible Lover" the picture attraction,
w'hile Jolson appeared in person on
the bill with "Baby Mine" as the picture. Loew's State seats 3,300 and
is scaled from 25 to 65 cents, while
the Ambassador seats 3,000, and is
scaled from 50 to 75.

Geddes With Baker Theaters
Baker, Ore. — Freeman Geddes has
been appointed manager of the Baker
Theater Co. operating the Clarick,
Empire and Orpheum here, it is reported. He will also supervise publicity for the houses.
To Complete Evansville Houses
Evansville, Ind. — Lease for the proposed theater site of the old uncompleted Cadick will be signed soon by
Alvah Phelps, local business man
who is promoting the project.
Carr At Shea's
Centiu-y
Buffalo, N. Y. — Michael Shea, president of Shea Operating Corp., has

appointed John E. Carr, former manager of the Hippodrome, manager of
the new Century. George A. Mason,
former assistant manager of the Hippodrome has been made manager.
Dismantle
St. Louis —
Skouras Bros,
ness in 1914

St. Louis Olympia
The Olympia, where
started in picture busiwill be torn down the

early part of next year for the construction of a $5,000,000 municipal
auditorium for which people of this
city voted bonds a few years ago.
John Karzin is owner of the property.

This interesting sidelight on boxoffice grosses developed in preparing
Calla Managing Two
box-office grosses for THE
1929
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK which
Canton, O. — Joe Calla now is manwill cover week by week business in
aging both the Strand and Valentine
St. Louis and all other key cities and has moved his headquarters to
throughout the country.
the latter.

RECORDS

SH

IN OLD ARIZONA
beating ALL PREVIOUS

WEEKS'

business

CRITERION
nnoAwwA V FIFTH Theatre
AVENUE
Theatre 01%WAUT¥AI
Los Angeles

TheTalk

_ ^^ Theatr
Portland,
Oregone

Seattle, Washington

of theWestCoast!

so«-Tr

FIRST
in

SOUND
on
FILM

THE

the L.

FIRST ALL-TALKING

I

with EDMUND

LOWE • DOROTHY
WARNER BAXTER

BURGESS

M ruly the outstanding
WilUam

Fox*

achievement of

—Seattle Post Intelligencer

ir OX Films have set a standard not only for the rest of the
—Seattle Times
industry but for themselves.
This picture excels all of the promises made for
—Seattle Star
it by the makers*
W othing excels it in romantic interest, novelty and picturesque appeal*

— Portland ISJews

Ueserves highest praise.

Delight to sit through it all.
— Portland Journal

V nique in cinema annals. A thoroughly entertaining production.
— Portland Oregonian

F
MOVIETONE

talkers

in TALKING
FEATURES
FEATURE

Directed
in Dialog by

FILMED

RAOUL
IRVING

WALSH and
CUMMINGS

OUTDOORS

iSuX TOM BARRY

Wothing short of triumphant.
Best demonstration of the speaking
screen ever put forth,
—Los Angeles Express
I

t

ideally the first talkie to combine the technique
of the screen and stage. Take my advice and see it.
— Los Angeles Examiner

^^ surprising disclosure of what can be done with a microphone in the open air.
—Los Angeles Times
*^estined to please many audiences and to win over new
converts for the talkies.
—Los Angeles Herald

T his production

is of unusual merit.
— Los Angeles Ddily News

talk
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#a%he croivds line up today at the
g
^ HOLLYWOOD Theatre, Portland
»^
and COLISEUM Theatre, Seattle
THEATRE
San Francisco
opens JANUARY 18*" WARFIELD
V^ ^^^ymy THEATRE
19*"
Opens JANUARY
York
X New Hartfordf
J;^%JJ|^
Conn.
Theatre,
CAPITOL
Theatre, Worcester, Mass.
PALACE
Theatre, Waterbury, Conn.
Opens JANUARY 20*" PALACE
PALACE Theatre, Ne^v Haven, Conn.
Hb

is
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^«

A

w^

^a»

.^^.^

—^

PALACE

P

^

— _^

TUirATItir

Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.
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"Fazil"
Gave a musical(Fox
proRrain in lobby
every mornimj duriiiK the run. A
tie-up with Charlotte's music dealer
who furnished an electric orthophonic
victrola. Cards on the orthoi)hon!c
announced various musical selections
could be heard in the synchronized
score of "Fazil." — John McKenna,
i'ublix, Imperial, Charlotte, N. C.

i^<

NEW 8IUNT8 TO FEATURE
EXPLOITATION MANUAL

Embracing all of the stunts which
featured the section last year, reclassified and augmented by many
new campaigns, the Exploitation
Manual of THE 1929 FILM DAILY
VE.\R BOOK, this year will maintain its standing as the most thorough
and complete group of tried and
|)roved
lished. exploitation stunts ever pub-

The Ex|)loitation Manual has come
"Freedom of the Press"
to be generally recognized as the
(Universal)
oflicial guide of the industry in this
Had 2,000 copies of Williamsport particular field. Not only has it
Sun overprinted as follows:
proved to be the best authority for the
BIG
GRAFT
theater owner and manager when
EXPOSED!
preparing
exploitation campaigns but
SEE
it is generally accepted by presshook
"FREEDOM
OF THE
PRESS"
Lifts Lid off — Gunmen, Crooked Poli- writers as a main reliance in selecting
the most appropriate publicity to aptics and Stands for Fearless,
ply to any given feature.
Clean Journalism
Overprint was in bright letters and
covered the front pape.
Papers were
bought, given gratis to the newsboys
and sold by them in the streets. —
Park Theater, Williamsport, Pa.
(Continued
from Patfc 1)
the
it: following limitation, stamped upon
"Our Dancing Daughters"
(M-G-M)
"This license is invalid when the
Newspaper tying with theater film or any part thereof is used on
among its stories emphasized dancing conjunction with mechanical devices
contest open to women over 15. Any for the reproduction of sound or by
person could participate in any dance the use of persons for the utterance
she chose. Eliminations were held
each night during the showing and of Censors
language."have no right to issue a
the finals one week later. Prizes were
limited license, Pathe contends, pointdonated by merchants who used their
ing out that the law makes mandawindows for co-operative displays. —
tory the issuing of a license, except
B. B. Smith. Publix, Tivoli, Chatta- for those pictures which are obscene,
nooga, Tenn.
indecent, immoral, inhuman, sacriligeous or of a character tending to
corrupt morals or incite to crime.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
In the case of sound pictures, there
(Universal)
Quartet contest publicized the run. is no law autliorizing the censors to
Enlisted cooperation of WADC in pass upon sound, music or language
asking quartets to compete in singing recorded for reproduction in synchronism with films, Pathe claims
old southern melodies. Radio fans
sent in 3600 votes and winning quar- and brands the attempted limitation
tet gave an "Uncle Tom's Cabin" four "arbitrary and capricious" and an assumption of power.
nights later. — Allen, Akron, O.
Upholding of the censors' stand,
Pathe contends, would prohibit lec"Wings"
tures in the state illustrated with
(Paramount)
films, as well as an abridgement of
Window display in a book store. freedom of speech. Condert Bros.,
Lobby paints and a banner used for
the background being decorated with are Pathc's attorneys in the action.
22x28 photo for side piece.
Kingman at Rock Hill, S. C.
Aeroplane engine was used for the
Hill, S. C— E. C. Kingman
center display surrounded by 11x14 of Rock
Columbia, S. C. has taken over
photos of the picture. Toy planes management of the new Stevenson
hung from the chandlier, turned by
electric fan. Special colored lights theater here, succeeding F. E. Chipley of t'ne Stevenson offices at Hanwere used with flashers. — W. T. derson.
N. C.
Powell, Opera House, Bath, Pa.

DAILV

Don^t Shave
for Six Daysthen look in the mirror^
Then shave and take
another look. Boy, 'what a
difference. You i^iU soon
have your old friends back.

Censoring Sound Is
Issue in Pathe Action

Toys for Admission
Cambridge, O. — Fred Johnson substituted atoy for an admission ticket
at the Colonial all during Christmas
week. This was to collect toys for
distribution by the Cambridge Kiwanis Club of which Johnson is a
director.

Wichita Falls Gem

Opens

W'ichita Falls, Tex.— The Gem, after afire several weeks ago, has been
remodeled and recently opened.

Schine Opens Geneva House
Geneva, N. Y. — The Capital recently was opened by the Schine circuit. C. C. Young will supervise.
Springfield House
Reopens
Springfield, O. — The Regent which
has undergone
general renovations
recently opened here.
Open Hale Center House
Hale Center, Tex. — Dennis Scaling
has opened the Ritz.

Don^t Clean Your
Theater for a f e^w
YearsThen clean

it, re-construct
and re-equip and watch
the same result as that of
shaving' Old friends return and bring neiv ones
w^ith them and they all
mean dough to you.

Read the EBERSON
section of the FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK
for some hints

Released very soon

"THE MELANCHOLY

DAME"

First of a series of screamingly funny talking comedies
based upon the famous Saturday Evening Post stories
of Octavus Roy Cohen. Screen arrangement by Alfred
A. Cohn.

"WHEX

CAESAR

RAN

A

NEWSPAPER"
With Raymond Hatton as
Caesar, Sam Hardy as Marc Antony and luscious Betty
Lorraine as Cleopatra. From the celebrated travesty by
Waldemar Young and William Jacobs.

The Class Short Talking
GOOD news for exhibitors! Al and Charles Christie, for
years the leading quality short comedy producers of the
industry, now offer theatres a series of de luxe 2-reel talking

P.

plays. Produced on lavish scale in the Christies' own great
newly equipped sound studio.
THIRTEEN releases between now and July 1st. Featuring
such well known stars as Raymond Hatton, Raymond
Griffith, Sam Hardy, Lois Wilson, Jason Robards, Roy D'Arcy,
Dot Farley, James Gleason, Charley Grape win and many others.

•j'''';S

PARAMOUNT.
DeLuxe 2-Reelers
produced like
Feature Specials

Followed by
'>i>«.sT >ioitTi<:.>i.s'
with Kuynionfl (>ri(Iith

"MUSIC

HATH

IIAIIMS*^

by OrlavuN Roy (!ohen

"MEET

THE MISSl S*"

with James Cleason, star of stage "Is Zat So!"
By Kenyon Nicholson, author of "The Barker"

IN THE
UIHD
"A
Featuring Lois Vt'ilsoii, a rovelation

IIAXD**

and many more!

in talking pictures!
\t ith Juson Robards and Roy D'Arcy. By E. Percy Heath.
Played ^ith tremendous success on the speaking stage.

Product of the Market!
TALKING acts no longer succeed on novelty alone. The
public demands quality and class. Paramount- Christie
Talking Plays supply this as no other product available does!
Produced with the same lavish expenditure of care, money
and talent as feature pictures in sound.

DISTRIBUTED by Paramount. First release, ^^When Caesar
Ran a Newspaper", on February 9th. Followed by other
Paramount-Christie gems of entertainment, all with box office
headliners who can talk. See your Paramount salesman today.

CHRISTIE
Talking Plays
-■^r}ii^f '

i
I
0i

THE
12

Austrian Studios Kept
Busy Through Revival
Vienna — An average of two films
a month have been completed at each
of Austria's five studios during 1928.
This revival is due to the fact that
production, it is claimed, cost in Austria are one third of those in France,
Germany, England or other foreign
countries. Austria intends to keep
its film talent at home.

Coast Wire Service

1 1 Ray arts Completed
WORK STARTS ON OTHERS

Coldeway Made Associate
Producer at First Nat'l
Anthony Coldeway, former assist-

ant associated producer at Warner
Bros, has been named assistant associate executive at First National
Publix Changes at Bangor
Studios.
He will work with Al RockBangor, Me.^ — Due to illness of C.
Three more pictures, or 11 in all,
ett,
associate
executive, on producBangor
all
of
manager
J. Russell,
of Rayart's 20 for 1928-29 have been
tion matters and will be in charge
Publix houses, the following tem- completed by Trem Carr. Number of writers as well as the story deporary changes have been made: nine is "The Black Pearl," by Mrs.
Graham Jeffrey manager of the Park Wilson Woodrow, a mystery featur- partment.
will be at the Bijou and Theodore
ing Lila Lee and Ray Hallor. The
McGuigan will be his successor at tenth, "When Dreams Come True," Pathe is Recording 2
the Park. C. J. Russell, Jr., will re- has Helene Costello and Rex Lease
And Preparing 2 Others
main at the Opera House.
is "Brothers,"
next Arthur
while the
as leads,
with
Cornelius
Keefe,
Rankin
Dialogue sequences are being reand Barbara Bedford. Camera work
Split Week for Wallingford
corded at Pathe for "Square Shoulders" and "The Leatherneck." PrepWilkinThe
Boy,''
Conn.—
Mother's
Wallingford,
on the twelfth, "Some
arations also are under way for start
son has opened with pictures the first is already under way, with Mary
added
acts
Carr,
Jobyna
Ralston
and
Jason
lle
vaudevi
of
"The
Flying Fool" and "Listen
five
half and
to the last half of the week.
Robards featured. This is being directed by Duke Worne.
Colleen Completes Film
South Norwalk House Opened
EmThe
—
Conn.
Jannings
Unit
on
Location
lk,
Colleen Moore has completed "Why
South Norwa
Baby."
Be
Good?" and will vacation the repress, seating 1,700, recently opened
locafirst
his
on
is
Jannings
Emil
mainder of the month of January.
r.
here with AUie Hamilton as manage
tion trip since his arrival in America.
With Esther Ralston, Gary Cooper, Her next picture, "Early to Bed,''
and Lois Montross, is schedDirector Lewis Milestone and a com- by Lynn
uled lo go into production the first
pany, the German star will make week m February.
Swiss Alps scenes at Lake Tahoe for
"An Alpine Romance." The story Another 'Pathe' for Von Stroheim, Jr.
er and Nichois bylas Victor
Eric Von Stroheim, Jr., who playSoussanin.Schertzing
^mmt^
EDDY
W.
ARTHUR
ed the youthful director in "Young
^^By
Hollywood," a special Pathe comedy
Fox Role for Armstrong
is
who
chap
the
is
ER
ABE MEY
Robert Armstrong has been cast is playing; in Junior Coghlan's latest
supervising the synchronizing of
Pathe picture, "Square
Shoulders."
the male lead in "Woman from
the score of "Molly and Me," dia- for
Two
New
Pathe
Players
Hell,"
new
title
for
the
Fox
version
logue sequences for which TiffanyEthelyne Claire has been signed
Stahl is making at the RCA studio of the stage play, "From Hell Came
on 5th Ave. Belle Bennett and Joe a Lady," written by George Scar- by Pathe for the forthcoming serial,
E. Brown are featured, with Al Ray
borough, Jaime Del Rio and Lois "Uueen of the North Woods." AnLesson.
otner newcomer on the Pathe lot is
Zucker's
Frank
telling 'emthe how.
Lew Ayres, a discovery of Paul
grinding
camera.
*
*
*
Bern.
Dog in T-S Film
Millard Webb probably holds the
Buddy, a dog, will play in TiffanyColumbia Signs Two
world's record for having seen "Gen- Stahl's production temporarily titled
Virginia
Valli and Gaston Glass
n
."
is
Souther
Eve
Miracle
"The
it
seen
He's
Press."
tlemen of the
plenty in order to get the stage slant starred under direction of George have been signed for leads in Cofor a picture version he is to make Archainbaud. J. Barney Sherry,
lumbia's latest production, "Behind
for Paramount at its Astoria plant. Henry Barrows, Walter Pidgeon and Closed Doors." Howard J. Green
is doing the adaptation.
When exhibitors buy it, the opus Montagu Love are in the cast.
will be knowrn* as ♦ ''News."
*
Fox Borrows
Camilla Horn
Griffith Film Near Completion
Camilla
Horn
is
to
play the lead in
Erno Rappe's latest scoring efforts
Vitaphone sequences are nearing
to reach Broadway is in connection
"Woman from Hell" for Fox, having ists.
been This
borrowed
from version
United of
Art-a
with "The River," in which Charles completion
forthcoming on
FirstCorinne
National Griffith's
special,
is a screen
Farrell and Mary Duncan face the
"The Divine Lady."
stage play which was produced last
camera. He's the man who composed the music for unforgettable
spring in Hollywood under direction
Herbert and Knopf Sign
Joseph S'childkraut. It is to be
"Charmaine," theme song of "What
New contracts have been signed of
by John Erickson, assistant
Price Glory" and "Diane," theme yesterday by F. Hugh Herbert and directed
to F. W. Murnau.
Heaven."
song for "Seventh
*
*
*
Edwin Knopf as writers at Paramount.
Davis and Spencer Teamed
westward
went
who
Regge Doran,
some time ago to open the Filmartc
George Davis and Fred Spencer
theater and who later joined up
"Life" to cast have been teamed agiin in another
LarryAdded
Kent tohasCast
beenof added
with the Carthay Circle in Los
two-reeler, "Howling Hollywood,"
Angeles, is back in Manhattan for of Tiffany-Stahl's production tem- which is nearly completed at the Educational studios. Ella McKenzie
a few moments or so. Not long ago
porarily titled "Life" in which are
she was director of public relations Ricardo Cortez, Claire Windsor, will have the leading feminine role.
Eddy.
Montagu Love and Helen Jerome
for Pathe.
*
*
♦
Banthim in Billie Dove Cast
Larry Banthim has been cast in
When H. H. Van Loan writes 'enj
"Early to Bed" for Colleen
"The Man and the Moment," Billie
for the stage, he doesn't miss on the
First National has purchased an
picture angle. His latest is "Forward original by Lynn and Lois Montross, Dove's new First National picture
which George Fitzmaurice is directMarch," which is destined for Broading. Rod La Rocque plays opposite
way stage presentation within a few tentatively titled "Early to Bed," for
Colleen
Moore.
the star.
months.

Short Shots from
New York Studios

Of RAYM'S TWENTY

Luther Reed Named FBO
Associate Producer
Luther Reed has been named an
associate producer at the FBO studio
Henry Hobart recently was appointed
to a similar post by William Le Baron
tion.
vice president in charge of produc-

Loretta
Loretta Young
Young for
has "The
been Squall"
given a
prominent role in First National's
Vitaphone
"The Squall,"
film
versionproduction
of the Broadway
stage
play. Bradley King has completed
the adaptation and Alexander Korda
is to direct .
Lazzlo For Dove's Next
Josef Lazzlo, European writer and
co-author of "The Comedy of
Life," is writing the adaptation and
Europe.
continuity
for Billie Dove's next
production. The story is laid in
Long Contract for Lowe
Edward T. Lowe, Jr., in recognition of his work in writing the continuity for "Broadway" has been
given a long term contract by Universal.
ff

A Little
from
By

RALPH

ti

Lots

WILK

Hollywood
lar assistant
director at
LUCKY"
Humberstone
is a United
popuArtists. He had no sooner finished his
duties on "The Iron Mask," starring
Douglas Fairbanks, then he was assigned to assist Sam Taylor on "Coquette." "Lucky" assisted Fred
Niblo on several pictures before
joining United Artists.
*
*
*
More Passing Show: Junior Coghlan "drilling," with Eddie Goulding
his "commanding ofS,ccs"; Betty
Brown imitating Frisco imitating
Helen Morgan.
*
*
*
Our Passing Show : Robert
Ellis reminiscing about "the
wild and woolly days" in New
York, when he was police reporter; Robert E. Welsh presenting a loving cup to Carl
Laemmle, Jr., at the party
tendered the son of the Universal president ; Joe Shea and
Jack Francis chatting at the
Fox studio; Ezra Mir motoring to Franklin Ave.
♦
*
*
Ben Grauman Kohn is writing the scenario of "Black
Eagles," which wUl star George
Bancroft.
♦
*
*
Arthur Rosson, who directed "Silk
Legs," a Fox moneymaker, and "Wet
Paint" and "You'd Be Surprised,"
both starring Raymond Griffith, is
directing Hoot Gibson in "Birds of a

Feather."
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MELODY
Carl

Laemmle's

RED

OF LOVE
100',"

Talking

Picture.

Fejos'

THE
Laura

Masterpiece.
Barbara K:nt. Glenn Tryon,

LAST WARNING

La Plante.

THE
George

Paul Leni Production.

CHARLATAN
Production.

George Sidney, Vera Gordon, Kate Price,
Mack Swain.
Wm. J. Craft Production.

James

SHAKEDOWN

Murray,
Barbara
Kent.
Wyler Production.

COME
Mary

NoUn.

Wm.

ACROSS
Wm.

Wyler

CAN'T BUY

An

Reginald

Denny.

Directed
Cline.

IT CAN
Glenn

DAY
by

Paul

Ernst

Laemmle

LOVE

Production.

Fejos

Production.
dialogue.

THE

BE DONE
THE

GIRL ON THE BARGE

Production.

Reginald

THE DECKS

Denny.
A Joseph
Production.

THAT
Laura

ONE

Plante.

RAINY
Laura

DANGEROUS

La

NIGHT
Plante.

DIMPLES

Laura La Plante.

THE

OF
BROADWAY
Directed by Wesley

IN
THE KREMLIN

THE
THE

famous

CLIMAX
play

by

GREAT
CINEMA

WAS

Edward

Adela

THE

By Sir Philip Gibbs. Josoph Schildkraut.
Directed by Edward Sloman.

From

Van

RIGHT

HAUNTED
By

OF JAZZ

with James Gleason.

BARGAIN

BARNUM

Whiteman

SHANNONS

Beatrice

John

SHOW

Ruggles.

Henabery

BLONDE
La

play

Leonard.

KING

DAUGHTERS

From play by Philip
Meehan.Bartholomae,

MINSTREL
Eddie

Tryon.
Fred Newmeyer
Production.

CLEAR

Original

FLAMING
By

Edward

By
Runert
Hughes.
Jean
Hersholt,
Sally
O'Neil
Malco'm
McGregor.
Edward
Sloman
Production.

COHENS AND KELLYS
in ATLANTIC
CITY
THE

YOU

Henabery

Paul

Sidney, Jean Hersholt.
Bcaudine Production.

Melford

SPEED

HIS LUCKY

GIVE AND TAKE
George
Wm.

HOT

Denny.
Joseph
Production.

BROADWAY

LONESOME
Paul

Reginald

Locke.

MURDER

By Leonard Fields.

Rogers

LADY
St.

John.

BRAGGART

Jean Hersholt.
Edward Sloman
Production.

ERIC THE
Conrad Veidt,

GREAT

Mary Philbin.
Production.

SHORT

Paul Fejos

SUBJECTS

BAILEY and BARNUM.
THE
THREE
BROX
SISTERS, ZIM
MERMAN
and GRANDVILLE.
•THE COLLEGIANS" —
Fourth
Series. Supervised by Carl Laemmle, Jr.
(Note: Two negatives: one silent; one
with dialogue, on all Universal talking
pictures

excepting

"Melody

of

Love.")

'-StJmi or Sound- Carl Laemmle leads the Way///
^h-^.

„.^■■K_

KEEP
ON

POSTED
DEPENDABLE

TIPS ON
SOUND
AND

SILENT,

All the news of the field

Theater

Equipment

SHORTS,

FEATURES

A service department that serves

LATEST

PICTURE

BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
THAT EVERYWHERE
ARE
RECOGNIZED
AS

THE

AUTHORITY

Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences; Ackerman & Harris; Action Pictures, Inc.; Actors'
^quity
Ass'n;
Advance
Trailer
S'ervice;
Albany
Knickerboc
ker
Press & News;
Albany Times-Union; Alexander Studios Corp.;
Allen's Theaters. Ltd.;
AUentown
Chronicle
&
News;
Allied
Amusement
Industries
;
Amateur
Cinema
League;
Amateur
Movie
Makers;
American Cinema Assoc;
American
Dramatists
Ass'n;
American
Federation
of
Musicians;
American
Prod.; American
Projection Society, Inc.; American
Seating Co.;
American
Society of Cinematographers;
Amencan Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers; Appel Amusement
Co.;
Arbitration
Boards;
Arkansas
Amusement
Enterprises;
Artfilm Studios; Artlee Picture Corp.; Ascher
Bros.
Theater
Circuit;
Asheville
Times;
Assoc, of Cinemas & Theaters of Province of
Quebec;
Associated
M.
P.
Advertisers;
Ass'n of M. P. Producers;
Ass'n ns;
Opposed
Blue Laws;
Associated
Publicatio
Associ-to
ated Theater Owners of Indiana; Associated
Theatrical
Press
Representatives;
Attleboro
(Mass.)
Sun;
Authors
Guild;
Authors
League of America;
Authors League Fellowship; Bakersfield Echo;
Balaban
& Katz
Midwest
Theaters, Inc.;
Baltimore
Evening
Sun;
Baltimore
News;
Banks,
Monty
Enterprises; Banner Prod., Inc.; Barbour
Circuit; Beaverton Film
Studios;
Berinstein
Circuit; Berry Circuit; Billboard;
Birmingham News; Birmingham
Post;
Black Hills
Amusement
Co.;
Blair,
George
A.;
Blank
Theater
Circuit;
BlindermanJSteiner
Circuit;
Blumenfeld
Circuit; Blumenthal.
Ben; Board
of Trade & Commerce of the M. P. Industry;
Boas
Circuit;
Boise
Capital
News;
Booth
Enterprises; Boston Advertiser; Boston American; Boston Herald;
Boston
Post; Boston
Traveler;
Brandt,
Joe;
Brandt
Theatrical
Ennterprises ; Bray Prod.;
Brecher
Theater
Circuit;
Brooklyn
Eagle;
Brooklyn
Item;
Brown, Colvin W.; B rowm Prod., Harry J.;
Buffalo Courier-Express;
Buffalo News;
Burlington News; Butte Miner; Butterfield Theaters; Caddo Co.; Calderone Theater Corp.;
California
Studio;
Camden
Courier-Post;
Camden
Publishing
Co. ; Canadian
Government M. P. Bureau;
Canadian
International
Film; Canadian Performing Rights Soc, Ltd.;
Canton
Daily
News;
Canton
Repository;
Capital
Prod. ; Capital
Production
Export
Co.;
Cardinal
Amusements;
Carolina
"Theaters; Casting Directors Ass'n; Castle Films;
Catholic M. P. Guild of America; Catholic M.
P. Soc. of America;
Catholic Writers Guild
of America, Inc.; Chadwick Studio; Chamberlain Amusement Co.; Chaplin Studios, Inc.;
Charleston Daily Mail; Charnas Theater Circuit; Chattanooga Times;
Chesterfield
M.
P. Corp.;
Chicago
Post; Chillicothe NewsAdvertiser;
Christedge Theaters, Inc.; Christie, Charles H.; Church
and Drama
Ass'n;
Cincinnati
Commercial
Tribune;
Cincinnati
Enquirer;
Cincinnati
M. P. Studio; Cincinnati Post; Cincinnati
Times-Star;
Cinecraft
Film Co.; Cinema Art; Cinema Corp. of America; Cinemagundi Club; Cinema
Review;
City of Miami;
Cleveland
M. P. Exhibitors
Ass'n;
Cleveland
Plain-Dealer;
Clinton-Meyer Theaters; Cohen & Kornblite
Circuit; Columbia Pictures; Columbia
(S. C.) Record;
Columbus
Dispatch;
Columbus
State Journal; Comerford Amusement
Co.;
Consolidated Amusement Co.;
Constant!
Circuit;
Cooper,
John A. ; Cooperative
Booking
Offices; Cosmopolitan Studio; Costen Circuit;
D & R Theater Circuit; Danz Circuit; Darling Circuit ; Darmour
Prod. ; Davenport
Times;
Dayton
Herald;
Dayton
Journal;
Dayton
News;
De Forest Phonofilm;
Delft
Theaters; DeMille, Cecil B.; Dent Theaters;
Denver
Evening
News;
Denver
Evening
Post; Denver Morning Post; Dept. of Commerce, Motion Picture Section; Des Moines
Register & Tribune;
Detroit Free Press; Detroit M. P. Studio;
Detroit News;
Dickinson Circuit; Diebold
Circuit;
Doremus
&
Co.; Dowees
Circuit; Duluth
Herald;
Durkee Circuit; Dygert, H. P.; East Coast Theaters; Eastern Film
Corp.;
Eastern
Iowa
Theaters
Co. ;
East
Liverpool
ReviewTribune;
Eastman
Kodak
Co.;
Eaves
Circuit, D. M.;
Educational
Film Exchange;
Educational
Pictures;
Educational
Screen;
Eljrria Chronicle-Telegram;
Equity Theaters
Circuit;
Erie
Dispatch-Herald;
Evansville
Press; Excellent
Pictures Corp.; Exhibitors
Ass'n of Chicago;
Herald;
Exhibitors League of St.Exhibitors
Louis; Exhibitor
s Tribune; Export & Import Film Co.; Fairbanks
Prod.;
Famous
Players
Canadian
Corp.;
FBO
Pictures;
Farash
Theaters;
Feature
Prod. ; Federal Trade Commission ; Feiber &
Shea;
Film
Arts
Guild;
Film
Associates,
Inc.; Film Broads of Trade;
Film Carriers
Ass'n of New Jersey; Film Daily Directors
Annual;
Film Daily Short Subject Quarterlies; Film Exchange;
Film Fun; Film Kiddies Herald; Film Mercury;
Film
Mutual
Benefit Bureau;
Film News;
Film Players
Club;
Film Spectator;
Film Trade Topics;
First Division Pictures; First National Pictures; Fischers' Paramount
Theaters;
Fitzpatrick
& MoElroy
Co.;
FitzPatrick
Pictures; Fort Worth
Star-Telegram;
Fourth
Ave. Amusement Co.; Fox-Case
Corp.; Fox
Film
Corp.;
Fox
News;
Fox
Theaters,
Corporation,
Fox,
William,
Pres. ; Frankel
Theaters;
I'"ranklin Theaters;
Franklin, Harold B.; F. R. A. Operating Co., Inc.; Fred-

man, Ernest W. ; Friars Club; Fulton, Co.,
E. E. ; G-B Theaters Corp. ; General Amusement, Ltd.; Genesee Theatrical Enterprises;
Gerson Studio; Giannini, A. H.; Ginsberg,
Henry; Glynne Circuit; Golden State Theaters Corp.; Gold Medal Pictures, Inc.;
Goldwyn. Samuel; Gortatowsky Theaters;
Gouldman & Feldman Circuit; Graf Bros.
Studio; Grand Island Independent; Grand
Rapids Herald; Grand Rapids Press; Graphic Theater Circuit; Gray Circuit; Greater
Amusements; Green Bay Press-Gazette;
Greenboro News; Greenboro Record: Greene
Co. Amusement Co. ; Greenfield ' & Consolidated Theaters; Green Room Club; Gregory-Bernasek Theater Corp.; Grob & Knobel
Enterprises; Grubel Theater Enterprises;
Gumbiner Bros.; Hagerstown Herald; Hamilton Journal; Hamilton News; Hammons,
Earle W.; Hamrick Circuit; Haring & Blumenthal; Harris Amusement Co.; Harrisburg
Evening News; Harris-Voeller Circuit; Hastings Tribune; Hays, Will H.; Hecht Theater
.Circuit; Heights Theaters, Inc.; Hercules
Studio; Heywood-Wakefield Co.; Hibernia
Securities Co.; Hildinger Booking Co.; Hirshfield Circuit; Hoffman Bros.; Hoffman, M.
H.; Hollywood Camera Club; Hollywood
Citizen; Hollywood Filmograph ; Hollywood
Studio Club; Hollywood Vagabond; Horowitz
Amusement Co.; Hunt's Theaters, Inc.; Idaho
Theater Managers Ass'n; Illinois-Indiana Theater Corp.; Imperial Pictures; Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays; Indianapolis Commercial; Indianapolis News; Indianapolis Star;
Indianapolis Times; Independent Theaters
Corp.;
Independent
T. O. Ass'nof ofCalifornia;
Alberta;
Industrial
Welfare Commission
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees & M. P. Operators; International
Amusement Co. ; International News Reel
Corp. ; Interstate Amusement Co. ; Jackson
Daily News; Jacksonville Times-Union;
James Theater Enterprises; Jamestown Journal; Japanese Movie Magazine; Jensen &
Von Herberg; Jewish Theatrical News; Jim
Theater Circuit; Johnson, E. Bruce; Johnston, W. Ray;
Kalamazoo
(Mich.) Gazette;

erica. Inc.; M. P. Prod. & Dist. of Canada;
M. P. Publications, Inc.; M. P. Record;
M. P. Relief Fund of America; M. P. Review, M.P.T.O. of America; M.P.T.O. of
Arkansas; M.P.T.O. of Brooklyn, N. Y. ;
M.P.T.O. of Connecticut; M.P.T.O. of District of Columbia; M.P.T.O. of Southern
California; M.P.T.O. of Indiana; M.P.T.O.
of Iowa; M.P.T.O. of Kansas & Missouri;
M.P.T.O. of Kentucky; M.P.T.O. of Louisiana; M.P.T.O. of Maryland; M.P.T.O. of
Massachusetts; M.P.T.O. of Michigan; M.
P.T,0. of Eastern Mo.. So. 111.; M.P.T.O.
of Montana; M.P.T.O. of Nebraska & Iowa;
M.P.T.O. of New England; M.P.T.O. of
New Jersey; M.P.T.O. of New Mexico;
M.P.T.O. of Northwest; M.P.T.O. of Ohio;
M.P.T.O. of Oklahoma; M.P.T.O. of Oregon; M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pa., So. N. J. &
Dela. ; M.P.T.O. of Western Penna. ; M.P.
T.O. of Rhode Island; M.P.T.O. of South
Carolina; M.P.T.O. of Texas; M.P.T.O. of
Texas; M.P.T.O. of Utah; M.P.T.O. of
Virginia; M.P.T.O. of Washington; M.P.
T.O. of Wisconsin; M.P.T.O. of Canada;
M. P. Times; Mountain. D. J.; M. P.
Stories; Movie Age; Mound Circuit; Munz
Theatrical Enterprises; Musical Protective
Ass'n; Muskogee Phoenix; Muskogee TimesDemocrat; Nathanson's Circuit; National
Board of Fire Prevention; National Board of
Review; National Catholic Welfare Council;
National Costumers Ass'n ; National Exhibitor; National Photoplay Indorsers; National Screen Service; National Theater
Corp.; National Theater Supply Co.; National "Theaters Syndicate; Navelle Studio, Jean;
Neilan Studios; Newark Ledger; Newark
News; Newark Studio; New Bedford Standard; New England Theaters Operating Co.;
New Haven Journal-Courier; New Orleans
Times-Picayune; Newport News News-Herald; Newspaper Enterprise Syndicate; New
York American; New York Daily Mirror;
New York Daily News; New Yorker; New
York Evening Journal; New York Morning
Telegraph; New York M. P. Salesman, Inc.;
New
York Telegram;
Nichols Circuit; Nix-
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Only a partial list, but indicative of the
sweep of this encyclopedic volume

Keith-Albee Theaters; KeUy, A. W.; Kent,
Sidney R. ; Kenosha News; Kinograms;
Kleist Amusement Co. ; Kohn ft Fairchild
Enterprises; Koppin Co., George; KoppinWoodward Theater Co. ; Kunsky Theaters
Co.; Kutinsky-Blumenthal Theaters; LaCross Tribune & Leader; Laemmle, Carl;
Lakeland Ledger; Lakeland Star-Telegram;
Lambs' Club; Laske, J. L. ; Lansing News;
Lawrence Amusement Co. ; Lefkowitz Circuit; Leland Theater Enterprises; Levin The^
ater Enterprises; Lewis Theater Enterprises;
Libson Theater Circuit; Lichtbildbuehne
Berlin; Lichtman, Al; Lima News & TimesDemocrat; Lindsay Circuit; Lloyd, Corp.,
Harold; Location Managers Ass'n of Hollywood; Loew, Arthur M.; Loew, E. M. Circuit; Loew's, Inc.; Long Island Theater
Owners Ass'n; Los Angeles Evening Herald;
Lourie Circuit; Louisville Courier-Journal;
Lucas Theater Enterprises; Lucas Film; Lyman Howe Studio; Lynchburg Advance;
Lynch Theater Circuit: Lynn Item; Lynn
Telegram-News; Lyric Amusement Co.; McCarthy Bros. Theater Circuit]; M'aGowan
Theater Circuit: McKeesport News; Macon
Telegraph; Manheim, N. L. ; Mann Circuit
of Theaters; Manning & Wink Theaters;
Markell Theater Circuit; Marks Bros.; Marlow Circuit, John; Massce & Co.; Mayer
Louis B.; Mayer & Schneider Circuit; Mayfair Club; Memphis Evening Appeal; MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studio; Metropolitan Studio;
Michaels Theater Co. ; Middletown NewsSignal; Midland Theater & Realty Co.; Midstate Theater Co.; Midwest Theater Co. of
Colorado; Midwest Theaters Co.; Miles Theater Circuit; Miller Circuit; Miller Theaters;
Milwaukee Journal; Milwaukee News; Milwaukee Sentinel; Minneapolis Tribune; Minot
News; Moline Dispatch; Monarch Pictures;
Montgomery Advertiser; Montreal Theater
Managers Ass'n; Moore Amusement Co.;
M. P. Capital Corp.; M. P. Chamber of
Commerce; M. P. Classic; M. P. Club of
New York; M. P. Digest; M. P. Journal;
M. P. Magazine; M. P. News; M. P. Photographers Ass'n ; M. P. Prod. & Dist. of Am-

Corp.;

Reid, Yemm & Hays Circuit; Rembrandt Film Studio;
Rembusch
Theaters:
Rochester
Democrat
&
Chronicle;
Rogers
Prod.;
Roper. V. J.; Regan
Studio;
Regional Dist. Ass'n;
Rhodes
Theater
Enterprises; Rickards & Nace Enterprises;
Richards Theaters; Richetson & Dickson Theater
Co.;
Richmond
Times-Dispatch;
Richmount
Pictures;
Riddell Theaters
Co.; Roach
Studios; Robey Theater Circuit; Rockford
Register-Gazette; Rockford Republic;
Rock
Island Argus; Rodger
Theater
Enterprises;
Rosenthal, J. C. ; Rosenweig & 'Siegel; Hothafel, S. L. ; Rothchild Enterprises: Rovner &
Handle;
Rowland,
Richard
A.; Sacramento
Bee; Saenger Theaters; St. Cloud Times; St.
Louis Post Dispatch ; St. Louis Theater Managers Ass'n; St. Petersburg
Independent;
Salt Lake City Desert News;
Sanborn Theater Co.; San Diego Sun; San Diego iStudio;
San Francisco Bulletin; San Francisco Call;
San Francisco Chronicle; San Francisco Daily
News; Santa Fe Studio, Sapperstein Theaters
Co.;
Saxe
Amusement
Enterprises;
Sax,
Sam; Scenic Artists Ass'n; Schenck, Joseph
M.; Schenck, Nicholas; Schenectady Gazette;
Schenectady
Union-Star;
Schine Chain Theaters, Inc.; Schlesinger.
Max;
Schneider
Theater Circuit; Schoenstadt
& Son Theater
Co.;
Schwartz
Theaters;
Scoville Essik &
Reif; Screen Advertisers Ass'n; Screen Kiddies Guild; Screenland
Magazine;
Screen
Press; Seattle Union Record;
Selig Studios;
Sennett Studio;
Shanklin
Theaters;
Sharby
Theater
Co.; Shauer, E. E.; Show-World;
Sheehan,
Clayton P.; Sheehan, Winfield R. ;
Sierra
Pictures;
Silverman
Bros.
Theater
Co.;
Silverman,
Sime;
Simons
Circuit, W.
A. ; Sims Theaters.
Si-Non
Theaters
Co. ;
SkirboU
Circuit;
Skouras
Bros.;
St. Louis
Amusement
Co.;
Smalley
Theater
Circuit;
Small-iStrauseberg
Circuit;
Smith,
Edward
B. & Co. ; Smoot
Amusement
Co. ; Society
of M.
P. Engineers;
South
Bend
News
Times;
Southeastern
Theater
Co.;
Sparks
Enterprises ; Spencer
Circuit
of Canada ;
Spokane
Chronicle;
Spokane
Press; Spokane
Review;
Spokane
Theaters
Co.; Springfield
Daily News;
Springfield Republican;
Springfield State Journal; Springfield Sun; Springfield Union; Stallings Theater Co.; Stamatus
Bros. Amusement
Co.;
Stamford
Advocate;
Standard Cinema Corp. ; iStanley Co. of America; Star Amusement
Co.;
Starkey Theater
Circuit; Steinmitz Theater Co.; Sterling Pictures Corp.; Stern Studio; Stevenson Theater
Circuit; Stiefel Bros. Theater
Co.; Stinnett
Theaters Circuit; Strauss & Ungerfield Theaters; Studio Mechanics
Alliance; SuchmanJoelson Theaters Enterprises; Sudekum, Tony
Theater
Co. ; Supreme
Amusement
Co. ;
Swartz Pictures; Switow & Sons Enterprises;
Syracuse Herald; Syracuse Journal; Syracuse
Post-Standard; Tamiami Theater Enterprises;
T & D Junior Enterprises; Tacoma
Ledger;
Tacoma
News-Tribune;
Tacoma
Theater
Managers
Ass'n;
Tacoma
Times;
Tampa
Tribune;
Technical
News
Service;
Terre
Haute Star; Terre Haute Tribune;
Tec Art
Studio; Texas Theater
Co.; Theater Equipment Ass'n; Theater Owners
Ass'n of No.
Car. ; Theater
Owners
Chambers
of Conimerce; Theatrical Enterprises, Ltd.; Theatrical atrical
Managers
Angeles: Studio,
TheUtilities Ass'n
Service of Co.Los; Thomas
Richard;
Tiffany-Stahl
Prod.;
Tiffany-Stahl
Studios;
TivoH
Theaters
Syndicate;
Toledo
Blade;
Topeka
Daily
Capitol;
Trenton
Times;
Triad Amusement
Co.; True Story
Pictiu-es; Tucson
Star; Tulsa Daily World;
Twin
City Theaters
Co.; Two-Thirty-Three
Club; Underworld
Theater
Enterprises;
Ungerfield Theater Corp.,
Jack;
Union
City
(N. J.) mentsHudson
United
AmuseCorp. of Dispatch;
Quebec;
Artists
Corp.; United Artists Studio; United Artists
Theater Corp.; U. S. Army Theaters; U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture;
U. S. Dept. of Commerce; U. S. Dept. of the Interior; U. S.
Dept. of Labor;
U. S. Navy Dept.; U. S.
Post Office Dept. ; U. S. Treasury
Dept. ;
U. S. War
Dept. ; United
Scenic Artists
Ass'n of Hollywood;
United Theaters of California: United Theaters
Corp. of Connecticut; United Theaters
Enterprises';
United
Theaters of Wisconsin; Universal Chain Theaters Corp. ; Universal Pictures Corp. ; Utica
Press;
Variety;
Variety
Amusement
Co.;
Visual
Instruction
Academy:
Vitaphone
Corp.; Vocafilm Corp.; Vogel, W. J.; Wahl,
Major General: Wall St. Journal; Wall St.
News;
Walker
Bros. Theater
Co.; Warner
Bros.; Washington Daily News;
Washington
Star;
Waterbury
Republican
& American;
Weaver
Studio
of "Tacoma;
Weekly
Film
Review:
Wehrenberg
Theater
Co.;
West
Coast Theaters,
Inc. ; Indiana
Western Theaters
Ass'n Corp.
M. P.;
Advertisers
: Western

on-Nirdlinger Theaters; North American
Theaters, Inc.; North. C. J.; North End
Amusement Co. ; Northwest Theaters Circuit, Inc.; Notopoulos Theater Circuit; Oakland Tribune; O'Brien Circuit; Ogden Standard Examiner; Ohio Amusement Co.; Ohio
Showman; Ohio Theater Topics; Oklahoma
Preview; Oklahoma Theater News; Okmulgee Times; Olympia Theaters, Inc.; Omaha
Bee-News; Omaha World Herald; Orpheum
Circuit; Oswego Palladium Times; Ottumwa Courier; Pacific Coast Independent Exhibitor; Pacific Studio; Paducah Sun; Pallas & Graf Bros. Studio; Pantages Circuit;
Papayanokes Circuit; Paramount FamousLasky Corp.; Paramount News; Pasadena
Star-News; Passaic News; Paterson PressGuardian; Pathe Exchange; Pathe Studio;
Pathe News; Pawtucket Times; Peerless
Booking Circuit; Peerless Pictures Corp.;
Peerless Studio; Peninsular Theaters; Perryman Theaters; Peters & Lockwood Theaters;
Philadelphia Bulletin; Philadelphia Evening
Public Ledger; Philadelphia Exhibitor;
Philadelphia Gazette-Democrat; Philadelphia
Inquirer; Philadelphia Morning Public
ILedger; Philadelphia Record; Phoenix
Amusement Co.; Photographers Ass'n;
Photoplay Magazine; Pickford Prod.; Picture Play Magazine: Piedmont Theaters;
Piermont M. P. Corp.; Pirtle Circuit; Pittsburgh M. P. Bulletin; Pizor Theater Enterprises; Plaza Pictures; Poll Theatrical Enterprises; Portland Express; Portland PressHerald; Portsmouth Times; Portland News;
White Plains Reporter;
Pouzzner Circuit; Premier Theater Circuit, Wheeling Telegraph;
Eagle; Circuit;
Wichita Falls
Wilby-J,
Inc.; Providence News; Providence Tribune; Wichita
Baum
Theater
WilliamsTimes;
Circuit,
Pryor Bros. & Leitch Theaters; P. T. A.
Wilmer
& Vincent
Theaters;
WilTheater Co.; Publix Theaters; Pueblo Star- Homer;
Journal; Quality Dist. Corp.; Quimby & mington Every Evening; Wilmington Journal;
News;
Wise
Theaters,
Inc.;
Marcus Theaters Corp. ; Rachmil Theaters Wilmington
Co.; Rading & Rasmussen Theaters; Raives Marvin;
WolfFsohn,
Karl;
WoUson-Meyer
Theater Enterprises; Raleigh Times; Radio- Theaters:
Women's
Ass'n of iScreen PubWorld
Realty Co.;
Wome
Prod.
Ray's Heists;
Pictures;Reading
Rayart Circuit;
Keith-OrphReade
eum; Theater
Theaters;
Wyoming Theater
Managers
Ass'n;
Yonkers
Eagle; Reading Times; Red Seal Pictures; Statesman
& News;
Yost Theater
Circuit;
Reel and Review; Reel Journal; Regional Youngstown Telegram; Zimmerman & Dipion
Theater Theater Circuit; Zukor, Adolph.
Corp. ; Regorson
Theater
Chain
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Closing Deal for Philadelphia Chain
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NO "NEW DEAL" MADE WARNER-EQUITY DEAL
REPORTED TO BE SET
FOR f. & R. CIRCUIT
There is no "new deal" between
Publix and Northwest Tlieater Circuit (Finkelstein & Rulicn), as intimated at Minneapolis, 'rranster of
G. Ralph Branton to general management of ail F. & R.- Publix houses
gave rise to report that Publix was
engineering a new deal, presumably
for control of the circuit. There is
no truth to the report, Branton who
had been in charge of all F. & R.
houses in the Twin Cities, except the
nine in which Publix is interested,
having been loaned only to the firm
which operates the nine houses jointly-owned by the two companies. F.
& R. still continues booking and management of its houses.

Price 25 Cents
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Warner Equity
New Haven, Conn. — Regarded as spiking report that Alfred
Gottesman is planning sale of
his chain to Warners is the
news that Gottesman has taken
over the Palace, Norwich, and
the Capitol, Middletown, increasing to 11 the houses in
the chain.

RCA CLOSES DEAL FOR
ACQUISITION OF VICTOR
W.E. PREPARES rORSOUND
IN EDUCATIONAL riELD

Development of educational talking
pictures in 1929 is anticipated by
Western Electric, which has formed
Department of Educational Talking
Philadelphia — Deal of Warners for aPictures
with F. L. Devereaux, Bell
the Plquity circuit of 35 theaters in
Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, is Telephone Securities Co., vice presiunderstood to be set or practically
dent, as its head, in the Electrical Reso. Warner officials from New York
search Products organization. Heretofore, Western Electric sound equipwere here Friday, when details were
ment has been confined to theater
said to have been agreed upon. The
Hanson Names Carl Goe
use,
but
the company looks for exEtiuity chain's expansion program is
tension of its use to the educational
to be carried out by Warners, it is
T-S Sales Head Aide understood, except where such plans field. Devereaux's work will relate
Carl J. Goe, veteran film executive, conflict with Stanley interests, owned to the development of sound films in
has been naniedl assistant general by Warners.
fields other than those of amusement.
sales manager of Tiffany-Stahl by
Except for the period of the war,
Oscar Hanson, sales manager. Goe
Albert Warner could not be reach- Devereaux has been connected with
has been assistant sales head of FBO,
ed for a statement on the Warnerthe Bell Telephone System continuAssociated Exhibtors and Pathe fea- E((uily deal report.
ously since 1903.
tures. Henry Ellman has been
named supervisor of the Central dis- Hazza Named Canadian
Talk-A-Phone Claims Disc
trict replacing A. H. McLaughlin,
with Harry I. Goldman new manager
of T-S
Interchangeability
Representative
Toronto
— Phil Hazza, formerly System
of the Boston exchange.
Des Moines— Talk-A-Phone is bewith Canadian U in Montreal, has
I'aye here
4)
ihe
market
placed on theCo.,
ing-Phone
been named Canadian representative Talk-A
of whichby
6 British Sound Stages
Eli
of Tiffany-Stahl,
(Continued
on

to be Ready by April

.Six stages will be ready for sound
production in England by April, according toBurlington
\'ictor Saville,
managing
director of
Films,
who is
in New York for conferences with
J. D. Williams regarding pictures to
be produced by Burlington which
World Wide will release in the
I'nited States and Canada. Saville
leaves Thursday for Hollywood to
^tudy sound production. Later he
will be joined by John Maxwell,
chairman of British International.
Saville's picture, "A Woman in the
Night,"
starring
Maria Corda, is to
be
released
this month.

Woodger Issues Stock
for Phantestra Device
London — Woodger Industrial Trust
Co., prominent in the recent Emelka
(leal, have floated a $679,000 stock
issue in Phantestra Ltd., formed to
acquire Renn Honnam Co. Ltd. and
I'hanton Orchestras Ltd. Phantestra
is a combined gramophone and wireless rei)ro(lucer, which has already
been installed in a number of theaters.

The Child is Born

Tangle

of

Rival

Talking

Equipment
Firms' Status
Seen Furthered
h'urtlier strengthening Radio-KeithOrpheum and RC.\-Photophone in
the sound picture field, and adding to
the puzzle of the relations between
RCA and Western Electric, RCA
directors
Friday
voted Co.
to absorb
tor Talking
Machine
throughV^ican
exchange of stock. One share of
new common and one share of new
Iireferred stock of RCA and $5 in
cash will be exchanged for each share
of Victor common. RCA stock is to
be split five for one and a new issue of five per cent preferred floated.
RCA has outstanding 1,155,400 shares
of common.
RCA is parent company of RCAPhotophone and Radio-Keith-Orpheum. Recently, RCA-Photophone
announced plans for a disc synchronization device, with the discs to be
made by Brunswick-Balke-Collander.
On the other hand, Victor is a Western Electric licensee, and holds contracts for the making of discs for
users of the W'. E. system.

Six Distribution Deals
Are Closed for Reeltone

Six distributii)n deals have been
closed by the Reeltone Corp., New
York, manufacturers of the Reeltone
disc
synchronization device. A numthis day and. in
ber of other deals are declared pendMONDAY : Here we are in 1929. C:)n
ing. These include: Reeltone Corp.
accordance with a jjractice of many years' standing, the of the Southeast, for the Carolinas
ed
comb
red,
gathe
are
rs
leade
try's
views of the indus
and Georgia; F. T. Welter, W^isconsin; Richard C. Houghton, New Eng1929
think
they
What
.
k
form
([ui'c
in
you
to
nted
prese
and
only
year,
land; Harry Webb, Virginia and
holds in store is largely conjecture, of course. Last
two or three forecasts of the fifty some odd presented thought Maryland; Maurice Sebastian, Pacific
and Four Square for the Midsound was sufficiently important to talk al)out. And yet, reflect Coast,
dle South.

for a moment on the upheaval talking pictures caused in this
industry during 1928. Titne was when the producer who had
next season's product finished and on the shelf awaiting release
was the fellow who walked away with much of the choice playing time. Last year, this selfsame individual was the one who
developed the largest and inost headachy of headaches. Such
is the course of this business, sensitive as it is to innovations and
the ever-changing mind of the public.
For the new year, general prosperity is predicted and in almost every instance, the era of good times ahead is irrevocably
with sound. It is recognized — as it must be, of course — that all
talking pictures.
around
1929 revolve
in (Continued
developments
major
on Page 3)
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World
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Quebec Continues Test
Case on Sunday Shows
Montreal — Test case on Sunday
shows is being continued by the
Province of Quebec, which has an
appeal pending here from decision
holding .Sunday picture shows legal,
on the ground that they do not constitute a theatrical performance within
the
meaningtheaters
of the for
Lord's
Day
Act. Picture
20 years
have enjoyed

Sunday shows.

WORLD
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Lewiston Project Denied
Lewiston, Me.— E. T. D. Willard,
of Portland, who has secured options
on the Lisbon street property here
denies the report that the New Eng-of
land Theaters Operating Corp.
Boston, is interested in the purchase
of this property as a site for a new
theater, but that a Boston chain store
desires a location here.

11

Bill Cody
Opens
Office
Bill Cody Prod., have established
headquarters at suite 1102, 45 West
45th St., New York City. Clarence
J. Elmer has been appointed production manager. Talkers starring Bill
Cody are planned.

18

Book
TheDate
Industry's
York.
Film Guild Cinema opens in New

Annual
banquet
of M.P.T.O.
of
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Jan.
Fifth annual
conference
of Nan. 24-26
Ja
20
tional Board of Review.
Feb.
Opening
of mount 4,000
at Toledoseat Toledo-ParaMar.

2

AM PA Hollywood
New York.

Masque Ball in

Morgantown to Get New House
Morgantown,
N. C. — Dr. E. W.
Jan E. D. Alexander and R. G.
Phifer,
Presnell are the owners and promoters of a proposed new theater
here seating 660 which will be ready
for opening by the middle of March.
The house will be equipped with
Vitaphone.
Phyllis Haver Arriviftg
Phyllis Haver, who recently signed a contract with M-G-M is scheduled to arrive in New York Monday,
and will probably remain two weeks
or more.

"Noah's
West

Coast

Ark"

Run

Extended

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

— Run Chinese
of "Noah's
Ark"Los atAngeles
Graumann's
has
been extended to Jan. 16.

Garfield Convalescing
Rockwell House Gets Sound
Cleveland — Herman Garfield of
Roadshow Pictures, New York, is
Rockwell, Conn. — Putnam Theaters
recovering from illness here.
Corp. has installed sound equipment
at its house here.

Bregstein with Synchronization Firm
Nat Bregstein has been appointed
Buy El Paso House
P. Synntative of M.York.
special represechronization
$75,000 House
For Wichita
He
Service. New
El Paso, Tex. — International
Wichita, Kan. — J. C. Hartman and
Amusement
Co.
has
purchased
the
Pittsfor
y
1,000 leaves New York Monda
a contract
12,200
Alcazar from Aldrete & Son. The associates have awarded
200
burgh on a swing around the coun- company now has a chain of five in for the building of a $75,000 theater
here.
furtry. The synchronization firrn_ ors,
the Mexican quarter here.
nishes a cueing service to exhibit
59,900
11,700 whose houses are equipped with non1,300 synchronous machines.
Editing "Hole in The Wall"
82,000
Helene
Turner
is editing
"The
300
18',666
St. Clair to Direct Lloyd Film
Hole in The Wall," Paramount production, at the Eastern Studio.
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
5,700
has
Clair
St.
Macolm
—
d
Hollywoo
Eddie Grainger on Trip
returned from New York and has
4,900
to direct Harold Lloyd's new
Chicago
— Eddie Granger of Fox is
signed
picture, as yet untitled.
here, en route to the Pacific North6,766
i',i66
35,466
west.
Florence House Closes
5',866
7,866

300
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52
12
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84
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Lodge
Opening House
Atlanta — B. D. Lodge is preparing to operate the Crescent at
Wrightsville, Ga. It is probable that
he will change the name of the house
to the Wrightsville.

Six Canadian
Films Planned
Florence, Mass. — Manager John
Expert Cameraman going throughout
Davis of Cosmian Hall stated that
Fort William, Ont. — Production of
the World — Asia — Africa — Europe —
could
he
attendance was so small that
six outdoor features is planned by
taking International News — Panoramical — Costumes and wild animals scenes.
not afford to operate any longer and Thunder Bay Films, a privately
If any
companyto isCassio
interested
ivrite
for
information
Film— Corp.
was forced to close the house. Fu- financed corporation of which Sarture plans are not known.
at Temple Court, 223 Second Ave.,
geson V. Halstead is president and
N. Y. C., Room
10.
general manager, and Louis H. ChauOffice
det is director-in-chief.
Kupper to Fox Home
Pittsburgh — William KupDer, maiiager of the local Fox exchange, is
leaving to take uo special duties at
the home office. Ira S. Cohen, manager of the Fox Cincinnati exchange
is taking Kupper's place here.
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems !

House Planned at Madison, Wis.
Madison, S. D. — A. H. Brown is
sponsoring a $200,000 theater here,
on condition that local citizens orovide a site and subscribe to $75,000
worth of stock.
Wurlitzer for Riverside House
Riverside. Cal. — A Wurlitzer pipe
organ is being installed at the River.side for its opening Jan. 11.
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Kinks On Sound

The Child is Born
(.Continued

IIdwcvit, much cruiicliiiin of l)ri>ws
prt-vails over the exact manner in
wliicli to use this useful, albeit trouMesonic agency. It is exactly here
that industry leaders a|)parently encounter snags. A cross-section of
opinion seems to indicate that, while
sound will immeasurably add to the
entertainment (lualities of motion pictures, it does not follow at all that
silent films are on their way out. In
other words, there are signs that
some sense is beginning to assert
itself insofar as sound is concerned.
Months ago when sound first left its
weighty imi)ress on the conduct of
this business, we asserted that the
appeal of motion pictures would
probably divide itself into two major classifications: Those to whom
silent pictures with well-done synchronized scores would appeal and
those to whom talking pictures in
which the characters actually speak
would represent the acme in entertainment. Wc venture to say that
before 1929 is over a condition such
as this will prevail. . . .

Second Wind
Tuesday. This being New Year's
Day
and
the morning
which
is
largely devoted to removal of dark
brown tastes, the industry closed itself down. For us, it was a fruitful
day.
We spent much of it in work
— all having to do with the forthcoming Year Book.
Eleven
hundred pages in all with the entire
organization turning nights into days
in order to apear on scheduled time
late this month, this holidav gave an
opportunity to get a second wind.
And
so we
thumbed
schedules,
forms, indexes and went into more
minute detail concerning the editorial foundation of the impending edition. As the day ended, we came to
the conclusion that this encvclopcdic
work, which we are told often has
real standing in the international film
world, will be more
complete
and
more comprehensive than ever before.
The three major divisions of the industry which are, of course, production, distribution and exhibition, have
been submitted to powerful informative microscopes and the result will
M'eak better than we can tell you
'"■re.
In connection
with produc■n and all of its component
ele- -nts, the amassed data will approximate two hundred pages.
From the
'<-'"er "A" to the twentv-sixth in the
alphabet, we believe the job is complete. Distribution has been subjected to the identical treatment and
-o has exhibition.
Theaters throughout the United States; chains, their
headquarters,
their theaters; an exubitor's buying guide so that he will
<novv where to turn when he needs
quipnient, no matter what; an exitation manual covering all types
pictures, not forgetting sound"; an
xhaustive
section on sound pictures
11 which will appear all available deices, what they are, w^here to get
lieni, what they contain, how they

from

Page
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work-tluTc is neither time nor space
to do anything but scratch the surface.

Foreign Knots
Wednesduy:

Tiic executives who
conduct
the their
industry'
busis foreign
ness express
confidenc
e over the
outlook for 1929. The overseas situation is one of the most important
lacing the business today. The unsportsmanlike attitude of foreign nations toward American
pictures is expressing itself in more
widespread fashion through the appearance of new quotas in some
countries and, where they already
exist, in tightened regulations. Here
the market is open. Anyone who can
raise enough money and wants to
enter rinds the door open. Not so
across the seas. England has a
quota. France, too. In Germany,
it is called "kontingent," but dubbing
it so does not change its complexion.
Italy is active; Czecho is stirring.
.\ustria is in the same boat as England and Germany. Australia still
has the quota recommendations of
Its Royal Commission to dispose of.
New Zealand is positively vitriolic in
its unfairness toward America. And
so it goes almost around the world.
Yet, despite the discouraging situation and the unknown quantity of
sound, the industry here feels confident that American resources, initiative and enterprise will surmount the
difficulties which face it. Insofar as
quotas and artificially-reared trade
barriers are concerned, it is believed
such policies will eventually collapse
under the instability of their foundations. . . .

The various Warner enterprises arc
getting set for season 1929-1930. First
National, which now functions under
the exi)ansive wing of Harry, Abe
and Jack, will make 35, or a reduction of 13 features over the 1928-1929
program. The Warners themselves
will produce 35. Thus, the combined
enterprises will market 70 pictures—
and that, bear in mind, is just about
what Paramount releases every entertainment year. . . .
The energetic Mr. Fox knows no
surcease from activity. His Midwesco company takes over five Wisconsin theaters and almost at the
same moment, one of the choicest
spots in all Boston is acquired as
the site for a large office building
and theater. The capacity? Well,
you should know how Fox builds
them. They are ordinarily 5,000 seats
or nothing. Boston follows out
the rule. . . .

So Moran and Mack are to appear
in two talkers of feature length for
Paramount. That looks to us like
very good news for both exhibitor
and picturegoer. These funsters, you
know, occupy a niche of their own
in the vaudeville field. Their record
sales are terrific and to remark that
this combination will have a public
waiting for its aijpearance in sound
IS not to meander far from the facts.

Tharttday. They arc worried over
ill hlngland right now. John C. Graham, i'aramount's general European
representative, spent a number
of
weeks in New York and, upon his
return to London, told the trade several perlineiit facts about sound.
Among them was a forecast that by
the middle of 1929 a shortage of pictures will exist because production
is veering so sharply toward all sound
pictures. Uuite naturally, the exhibiting fraternity in U. K. is beginning
to worry about product and, feeling as
it does about the entire situation, is
casting its lines in several directons
in order to find out where to get off.
Incidentally, thumbs that voted
down for sound there are beginning to
point them up. Graham and his
observations had a good deal to do
with this new front. . . .
Messrs. Weiss and Goldstone, smart
operators. Biophone is their disc
device. It has been favorably received in many spots throughout the
country. But, of course. Fox, Pathe
and I'BO are conlining their sound
output to the film method and, for
l:!ioi)hoiie users, those releases are
out. So to circumvent this, Biophone has secured a license from
Powers' Cinephone as a result of
which a sound-on-film attachment
will shortly become available to Biophone-equipped theaters....
Incidentally, and if further interchangeability proof were needed, "The
Galloping Gaucho," a clever Disney
cartoon with sound effects and music
recorded via Cinephone is being
shown over Western Electric equipment at the Strand here in New York.
Simply another shred of evidence in
a case which to us was long since
proven. . . .
The Fox theater campaigns are expected to reach their culmination soon.
Our underground information service
advises that three holdings companies
are to be formed. Fox Metropolitan
Theaters will be daddy and clearing
house for all problems concerning
the imposing array of Greater New
York independent theaters for which
Fox is negotiating. Fox Interstate
Theaters will be the monicker for theaters acquired up-state — this group to
include the Schine string — and also in
Jersey hamlets. Fox New England
Theaters is designed as the name
under which the Poli chain and others
— many others, we hear — are to function. . .

issue will be settled. Pathe is
be
commended on its steadfastness toand
Its cour:ige in assuming a battle which
is of industry-wide proportions
Leopold Friedman, long an exccii
tiye
Loew'
has her
been insta
raisednce,
to th.
direat
ctor
ate.s, Anot
we
take It, which demonstrates that in
some quarters in this industry at
east the reward for meritorious and
lengthy service comes to those who
deserve it. . . .
World-Wide Pictures, importers of
lihiied entertainment, make their del)Ut on Monday at which time seven
pictures become available for exhibitors at large. The theater owner
may buy one or he may buy all. There
are no strings. This is the form of
merchandising which some believe
should prevail throughout the industry, and which finds its outstanding
proponent in United Artists

Nicely Mixed Up

Today: RCA is to take over Victor Talking Machine Co. The amalgamation, under way for some little
time, IS now set; exchange of stock is
agreed upon and little further is left
undone except to actually start the
machinery of acquisition. That this
step cements and gives weightier imseriou intent of RCA's
plans portinto the
the field ofs sound
pictures is,
of course, apparent. Likewise will it
prove of benefit to RCA in improving
Its air programs via the National
Broadcasting Corp. which system incidental y isto figure importantly in
developing and maintaining the public's interest in those star person
ties which RKO will use. Whatali-is
not clear is how Western Electric,
Hal Roach and the Warners who, at
various times, have announced exclusive and near-exclusive arrangements with Victor enter the picture.
One reaction of ours to the RCAVictor association is this — and, mind
you, we are moved to set this down
else:
in print more as hunch than anything

That here is significant indication
that Western Electric and RCA have
no thought of open tussles insofar
as sound is concerned. They will be
competitors quite naturally, but that
friendly cooperation is to mark their
eflforts may be taken for granted.
However, this is a hunch, nothing
moro nothing less....
More theaters for Warners. The
Equity chain in Philadelphia and nearby towns and the only sizeable comShowdown
petition that the Stanley Company
has
in
that
disrict is reported about
Friday: Monday next will be a
control. The GotWarner
to
pass
to
.significant
day
for
the
business.
This
is why:
tesnian chain in Connecticut is reported to be another. But Gottesman
Pathe is testing the powers of the
— and how! — and there we leave
New York state censors in connection denies
it
with dialogue. "Sal of Singapore,"
You may read elsewhere today that
originally a silent picture and now to
be released with an application of Publix has taken over the F. and R.
sound, was passed by the board — as chain. Forget it. Such is not the
a silent film. Now that certain se- case at all. Publix and F. and R.
quences talk, it appeared necessary arc partners in nine Minneapolis and
for Pathe to secure a duplicate license. St. Paul houses and there the association ends....
This vvas obtained. But stamped
uijon it was a provision which not so
Georgie
Jessel'syesterday.
much talked-of
picture was shown
We refer
gently lets the film out of the running
entirely when exhibited in its sound
the review
of "Lucky
version. To his, Pathe has objected, you
whichto appears
elsewhere
in thisBoy"
edition, for information which showmen
(|uestioniiig the rights of the Motion
Picture Commission to assume such a will want to learn. More on it in the
stand. A temporary injunction al- left hand column of Monday's first
ready secured will be returnable MonK A N N
day and it may be that then, the
page.
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Influenza Hits Houses
Throughout Virginia

Richmond, Va. — Influenza has
caustd the closing of theaters, colleges, schools and churches in several
Virginia towns, it was learned when it
was reported that the situation has
River,"d grown worse since Christmas, while
"The
ion,
product
Fox
The
receive
now at the Gaiety is not well
it was estimated that there is an averby New York newspapers. Excerpts
age of 1,000 cases of the malady in
from their opinions follow:
every one of the 100 counties of the
state. Theaters in Hopewell, Marion
"The River"
and other places are reported to be
Fox
hard hit, but are cooperating with
Gaiety
health ofticers in an effort to check the
" * when story is sacri
AMERICAN—*
ficed to symbolism and photographic effects spread of the disease. The houses
— well, we prefer entertainment and can't in Marion, in which a woman's col* • •
lege is located, have been closed sevhelp registering a complaint.
* * If the current picDAILY NEWS—*
eral days. Gate City, Blacksburg,
turization of Tristram Tupper's novel had Lexington, Tazewell and other towns
been sent to a program house for a week's were without the usual festivities durrun or so we'd( have been inclined to grant
ing the holidays and, in many places,
"The River" a three star rating for its photographic loveliness and the excellent work bans were placed on social gatherof its male star, Charlie Farrcll. However,
ings.
it makes featured fare at the long-run Gaiety

"THE RfVER" AT GAIETY

theater. And, as such, we do not feel that
it deserves more than two stars. • • •
* * Borzage's
L—*
JOURNA
EVENING
direction
is good
as far as it goes, but it

has no chance to get far, because "The
River"
has no story. ♦ » ♦
GRAPHIC— Mary Duncan, in the feminine lead, appeared in her second film spe
cial on Broadway. And for a second time
a premiere audience, Saturday afternoon,
laughed at her vampire pantomime, which
should teach this actress that Garboing isn't
as easy as it looks from an orchestra chair.
HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
• • It is beautifully photographed, with a fine regard for
pictorial values, and the direction that Mi.
Borzage has provided is managed with the
expertness of a brilliant craftsman. Then,
there is the performance of Charles Farrell. * * •
EVENING POST— Frank Borzage's magnificent direction and Mary Duncan's furious, spontaneous performance combine to
make "The River" a picture which just misse*
being great. Certainly it is a beautifully
photographed, skillfully directed and breathless drama.
TELEGRAM—*
* * It is just plain ludicrous. Spectators at the Saturday matinee
of "The
no great pains, to control theirKiver
risible' took
inclinations.
TELEGRAPH—*
* * Miss Duncan, strongly reminiscent of Prisoilla Dean, brings
neither subtlety nor any particular lure to
the role, but Charles Farrell as the lover
gives an excellent, if not notable account of
himself. We see none of Frank Borzage at
his best in "The River," which fortunately
does nut go on forever.
* • •
TIMES—* * * The first third or so is
estimable, then the picture tarries much too
long on the theme it is supposed to exploit
— love. Several sections could be lopped off
to advantage.
* * *

Bunge Opens New House
Downers Grove, 111. — G. H. Bunge
recently opened his Tivoli equipped
with Vitaphone and Movietone.
Sunday Shows at Farmer City
Farmer City, 111. — John Kendall,
manager of the Kendall, recently announced that his theater would be
opened Sundays. He claims that his
patrons were visiting other towns for
their Sunday pictures and so decided
to run Sundays.
Sound for Ishpeming,
Mich.
Ishpeming, Mich. — Ed J. Butler of
the Ishpeming is planning to remodel
the house and install Vitaphone and
Movietone.
Miller Manager at Kearney
Kearney, Neb. — Russel Miller is
new manager of the Empress and
Crescent here, replacing Dick Gaston
who will manage Universal's new
house at Marshalitown, la.

tVest

Pathe

Coast

Signs
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Spanish Musician
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Hollywood — Xavier Cugat, Spanish
violinist and Latin caricaturist, has
been signed by Pathe to write the
theme song, arrange the musical
score and design the costumes and
settings for a forthcoming talking
picture with a Spanish background.

Exhibitors
Daity Reminder
Advertise and
start your shows
on scheduled
time.

January 6, 1929

Talli-A-Phone Claims Disc
System{Continued
Interchangeability
from
Page
1)

Booker is general manager, and J. P.
Shea, general sales manager. ComPhotophone for Tallahassee
pany claims it guarantees mechanical
Tallahassee, Fla. — C. B. Dafifin, interchangeability with standard disc
owner of the Daffin has arranged for talking devices. Installations are
the installation of RCA-Photophone. promised in ten days. W. L. Houck,
electrical engineer, has been developMiller Managing Niagara House
ing the device several years. It has
Niagara Falls, N. Y.— George Mil- been in operation in three Iowa
ler is manager of the Fall here.
houses
claimed. more than two years, it is
Improving Moberly House
Moberly, Mo. — The Fourth St.
Minneapolis — W. A. Stefifes, head of
here is undergoing complete improvements. Frank Celoud, is manager of the Northwest exhibitor unit, has acthe house operated by Midland Thequired distribution of Talk-A-Phone
aters.
in Minnesota, North and South Dakota.
R. E. Charles to Manage House
Everett, Ore. — R. E. Charles is to
be manager of the new house being Sound Films Censoring
erected here by M. J. Rumbaugh.
Status in Doubt
Richmond — Whatever the ultimate
Alameda House Sold
conAlameda, Cal. — John Peters of Oak- decision of the appellate courts
cerning the right of the Virginia cenland and L. Borg of Berkeley, have
sors to exercise jurisdiction oyer
purchased the Palace here. Peters
operates the Granada in Oakland and sound pictures, it is daily becoming
a modernized examinaBorg directes the Rivoli in Berkeley. apparent
tion plantthat
is absolutely necessary, it
being estimated that the proposed new
Imlay City House Remodeled
project will cost approximately |15,Imlay City, Mich. — Interior of the 000.
Maxime has been remodeled with new
an indeseats and cooling and ventilating sysMeanwhile, it seems for
finite period and probably until the
tem installed.
legislature comvenes January, 1930 the
Simotone Synchronizer Demonstrated Virginia censors will remain in a
Charlestown. Mass. — A demonstra- quandary. It is learned that they experience no difficulty in handling in
tion of Simotone, synchronizing device, recently was held at the Holly- their own quarters a picture synchronwood here. The device sells for about
ized merely with music. It is a different story, however, when they are
$1500 and is interchangeable with all
other synchronizing devices, it is re- confronted with film devoid of exported.
and when charsubtitles
planatory
parts.
their
acters speak
West Joins W. E.
^ J. R. West has joined Western
Lakeland Gets Sound Pictures
Electric to take charge of sound
d, Fla.— The Polk recently
Lakelan
equipment sales in the district comager.
prising New York, New Jersey and opened here with Vitaphone and
Pennsylvania, under jurisdiction of Movietone. Arthur Johnson is manStanley Hand. He has been in both
the production and distribution end
L'Anse, Mich. House Opened
of the industry and was formerly
special representative with M-G-M.
L'Anse, Mich.— The Baraga reopened here recently after alterations.
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250 ORCttESTROLAS NOW
BEINO MADE MONTHLY
Ogallala, Neb.— Two hundred fifty
machines a month is production program of the Good-All Electric Manufacturing Co., which recently completed its new factory for production
of the Good-All Orchestrola. Sales
offices have been opened in a number
of cities.
The Good-All Orchestrola is a turntable disc device for the playing of
standard-size records. The music is
produced by means of either two or
three electric turntables and pick-up
and is controlled by means of special
switches controlling volume. The
music may be gradually faded from
one record into another. The music
is reproduced by three special horns
of the cone and dynamic type.
The three speakers may be placed
in dififerent parts of the theater to
produce an equal volume of tone over
the entire house and by means of
the special echo switch the sound can
be thrown instantly from one speaker
to another or all three may be operated simultaneously.
The theme or musical records may
be playing on one turntable, while
on the other turntable there may be
special airplane, church bell or train
records playing. At the second desired the switch may be moved so
that the sound from the theme record
will disappear and the special sound
effect appear very loud for the instant
desired and the music then turned
back to carry on the special theme.
Another feature of the Good-All
Orchestrola is the new radio broadcast type of michrophone which may
be had for use with it. This michrophone enables the exhibitor to announce his coming feature and to assist in producing special sound effects.
The company will furnish a cueing
service when desired and will also
furnish a specially indexed list of 100
Victor Orthophonic indexed musical
records and 51 special theme arnd
sound effect records. A special cueing service letter is furnished, giving the exhibitor new ideas from week
to week how to secure results both
through cueing and special sound
effects.
A special attachment will be ready
about June 1 for delivery for use
with the Orchestrola which will enable the operator to connect his projection machine directly with the Orchestrola for synchronization of the
music and pictures. The cabinet is
built as a special desk type model.
Phototone
For Montgomery
House
Montgomery, Ala. — The new Tivoli
recently opened here on the site formerly occupied by the Capitol with
installation of Phototone sound apparatus. L. H. DeWess, Ike Katz
and Cy Colley are the owners.
Sound For Chicago Riviera
Chicago — The Riviera has returned to the management of Balaban &
Katz.
"Fazil" was the first sound
picture shown.

.
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NEW
DEVELOl'MENTS
IN
THE
FAST
CKOWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

SOUND
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PICTURES
By CHARLES

TALKERS DESCRIBED AS
SMALL TOWNPROPOSITION
"While talkers are provinp big
drawing cards in big and little cities
and towns alike, when the novelty has
worn off. and they are accepted as
regular screen tare, you will find that
the talking picture is a small town
proposition."
That is the prediction of Eddie
Dowling. actor, playwright and producer, who is to star in and produce
story "Broadway Bound'' for
own
his
Sono-Art. The company, is to produce talking features at the Christie
Metropolitan studio in Hollywood.

"My belief is based on the fact that people
in the hinterlands who have never seen AI
jolson. Eddie Cantor, stars of the opera
and other great stage personages will flock
to the theater in which those stars are appearing in talking pictures." Dowling says
the big cities have many other opportunities
to see these stars. "Another angle arguing
the small town popularity of talking pictures
is the economies which can be aflfccted by the
exhibitor who. with the advent of talking pictures in his theater, will be able to dispense
with an orche^tra and not lie under the necessity of purchasing an expensive organ. He
will be provided with talking picture presentation units and his musical entertainment
will come with his film."

TIPS
ON
EQUIPMENT
AND
VARIOUS
DEVICES
ARE
NOW
AVAILABLE

F. HYNES

E DEVELOPS SHELL
FOR REGISTERING SItOIS

Sound Boosts Grosses
Installation of sound equipment in key city theaters
has been marked by immediate increases in gross receipts.
In some instances, intake jumped 200 and 300 per cent
over the normal level of business with silent pictures.
Another interesting sidelight on the advent of sound and
its effect on theater business is reflected in the several instances where business at small theaters equipped for sound
outgrossed much larger competitors not wired.
The exact extent of the upheaval in exhibition thus
created is graphically illustrated in "Variety's" boxoffice estimates from all key points. By arrangement and
permission of Sime Silverman, these figures covering 1928,
ain feature
of several
years' standing,
be included
the 1929
FILM DAILY
YEAR will
BOOKagain
which
will be
off the press and in general circulation beginning ths end
of this month.

Maurice Mannc, etlect director for
i'athe pictures recorded at Sound
Studios in New York, has developed
a special shell for use in registering
shots before the microphone. This
shell which is fired in a regulation gun
is used for the first time in giving
sounds of encounter to sequences in
"Ned
McCobb's
Daughter."
Various contrivances have been
used to register gun shots but Manne,
is reported to have perfected his special shell which allows a gun to register its own sound.

Benny Rubin's First Talker
for 'U' Is "Pilgrim Pappas"

Pittsfield Has Sound Pictures
Talkers Against Stock at Waterville
Pittsficld. Mass. — The Palace
W'aterville, Me. — To meet the opowned and operated by Goldstein
position of the local stock company
Bros, has abolished vaudeville and are here, the Publix house is putting on
now featuring Movietone and Vita- a musical revue, with top prices reduced and changes programs nicrhtlv.
phone sound pictures.

"Pilgrim Pappas." the first of a
series of six talker comedies, starring
Benny Rubin, will go into production
in January. The comedies will be
produced and released by Universal.
C. Jerome Horwin wrote "Pilgrim

Voice and Orchestra selections are
Pappas."

recorded -with such fidelity and delicacy of tone ^rith

such sw^eetness and clearness combined 'with depth, as to make
music and entertainment of an actual orchestra that is present. The human voice with
every intonation, with every fine expression, with every heart throb, is reproduced lifelike
through RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNS. The one piece construction, the patented,
vibratiordess, non-porous material and the lightness of weight, make RACON HORNS
the recognized standard for musical and voice reproduction by the largest Amplifier Companies, Talking Picture Companies and Reproducer Companies throughout the world.
Sizes
of
horns vary from 6" to 6' square bells, with air columns of from one foot to
fifteen feet.

DYNAMIC

I^vaN

UNITS

for exponential horns

MARK an advanced step in this day of remarkable talking picture achievement. The
results obtained by the use of the Racon Air Column Units are to be a surprise even
to the most critical listener. Your entertaining problems will be solved, the box office
receipts will be increased, your patrons will be delighted by the reproduction from
RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNS AND DYNAMIC HORN UNITS. There wiU
be no blasting, no tirminess, but perfect amplification combined with volume, depth and
brilliancy.
Consult Our Acoustical Engineers

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

Factories:

18 to 24 Washington Place, New York
Telephone Spring 1120
Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne St., Toronto, Canada
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Pathef Contracts Being Renewed

William Boyd and Allen Hale Head List Renewing with Pathe — Educational Completes First Comedy
of Second Series on Company Schedule — Other Coast Highlights and Ralph Wilk's Personality Briefs

PLAYERS AND PRODUCTION
STAff MEMBERS RE-SIGN
Pathe is renewing contracts of
stars and featured players, and members of the production stafif. Heading the list of players who have signed to continue with the company are
William
Boyd and Alan Hale.
Among others whose contracts
have been renewed are Robert Armstrong, Carol Lombard, Eddie Quillan. Junior Coghlan and Stanley
Smith.
Contracts of Howard Higgin, Tay
Garnett, Paul Stein, William Counselman and John KrafTt of the production staff also have been renewed.
Jeanette Loff's contract does not
come up until next summer. Practically all the writers attached to the
scenario and other departments are
under extended
agreements.

RALPH

Hollywood
WILLIAM GOETZ, who worked
on 10 Corinne Griffith pictures,
is again with the Griffith unit, acting
as unit business manager. Bill is a
brother of Ben, Harry and Charley
Goetz, all who are well known in
the picture business.
*
*
*
Our friend, genial Ben Holmes,
who recently left Fox, is busy at
Universal, where he will direct Pat
Rooney, Marion Bent and Pat
Rooney, III, in a series of six comedy
talkers. Ben's initial work for Universal was the direction of "The
Brox Sisters *at the
Club."
* Night
*

Speaking of Bens, we also wa-nt to
toss a bouquet in the direction of
M-G-M Plans Sequel
"Big Ben" Silvey, who seems to be a
"Our Modern Maidens," an orig- permanent fixture with the Wid Guninal by Josephine Lovett, companion
ning-Benjamin Christensen unit. Ben
picture to "Our Dancing Daughters," will again assist Christensen, their
with a cast headed by Joan Crawford
and Anita Page, Douglas Fairbanks, newest vehicle being "The House of
Jr., and Rod LaRocque have been
*
*
*
signed for the two leading male parts Horror."
Charles
G.
Clarke,
one of
and others selected include Josephine
Hollsrwood's ace cameramen,
Dunn, Edward Nugent, and Albert
Gran.
Jack Conway will direct.
recently finished work on "The
Sin Sister," directed by Charles
F. Klein. Charley has also
Barrymore
Film Titled
photographed
"The Red
"Eternal Love" is final title selected
Dance," "Riley the Cop" and
for John Barrymore's new United
"Four Sons," for Fox. Before
Artists picture which Ernst Lubitsch
joining Fox two years agoi,
directed. Katherine Hilliker and H.
Charley
was with Paramount.
H. Caldwell are titling.
*
*
*
Durand in Paramount Cast
After a lapse of eight years, Floyd
Jackman
has turned from the camera
Cast for "Innocents of Paris,"
Maurice Chevalier's first Paramount to the dental chair and has opened
talking film, neared completion yes- dental offices in Hollywood. Floyd
terday with the addition of David dropped dentistry when his health
Durand. Sylvia Beecher has the failed and turned to motion pictures.
principal feminine role. George Now, he has returned to his earlier
Fawcett
is playing
Chevalier's
father. profession.
The
director
is Richard
Wallace.
*
*
*
Hatton in Fox Cast
Raymond Hatton has been signed
by Fox for a production by Howard
Hawks called "Trent's Last Case."
Ted Wilde lU
111 health has forced temporary
retirement of Ted Wilde, Harold
Lloyd director.
Pathe Signs Dorothy Ward
Dorothy Ward has been signed by
Pathe, to be featured in talkers.
ColUngs to Coast
Pierre Collings, who wrote the scenario for "The Hole In the Wall," is
en route to Hollywood to work on a
new story.

First of Educational
Sound Series Ready

A Little from ''Lots''
By

Our Passing Show: Sherman Lowe and Abraham
Schomer dining at Universal;
Ken Maynard, Harry J.
Brown, E. A. Patterson, Lesley Mason and Reed Howes
viewing the ruins of the
Charles Rogers cutting rooms,
which were wrecked by an explosion.

ROBERT

Educational's
of comedies
first picture
The series
has
of talking
second
been completed and the first print is
Passing Show: Anthony Coldewey on the way to the home office for
pre-view. This series, the Coronet
and John G. Adolfi chatting at War- Talking Comedies, will make its bow
ner Bros.; Roy Fitzroy and Sid Algiers discussing production matters with "The Eligible Mr. Bangs," from
an original by Robert Housum. This
at
Tiffany-Stahl;
Richard "Skeets"
Gallagher
being welcomed
back to two-reel talking comedy was produced
Hollywood. ♦
an Educa, Inc.,
by Coronet
♦
*
supervision of
under the
tional unit, Comedies
Walter Fabian is no longer
Sidney Brennecke and the direction
of Hugh Faulcon. The cast is headed
disturbed by noises. In fact,
Walter rather enjoys noise now,
by Edward Everett Horton.
as he is studying sound at Universal. He has directed sevJames Kirkwood to Return
eral Universal pictures, and was
James Kirkwood returns to pictures
recently transferred to the
sound department.
as a member of the cast "The Time,
The Place and The Girl."
FBO Signs Sally Blane
Sally Blane has signed a contract
WILK

with FBO.

"Broadway Musketeers" Bought
First National purchased picture
and talking rights to "Broadway
Musketeers," by J. Gelzer.

Doorway

THE

of Hospitality

Zanuck Back at Studio
Darryl Francis Zanuck, studio executive of Warner Bros., returned to
the lot this week from a month's
trip to Mexico, part of which time
he spent in Mexico City and part in
the wilds, hunting game. His companion on this vacation was Harry

Warden.

Lois Moran
Rex Bell have been
Cast and
in "Ecstasy"
cast for leading roles in "Ecstasy," to
be directed by Raymond Cannon for
Fox.
Columbia Signs Howard Green
Columbia has signed Howard

J.

Green to write dialogue of "The
Donovan Affair." Frank Capra will
direct.
Estelle Taylor Opposite Chaney
Estelle Taylor is in cast of M-GM's "Jungle," opposite Lon Chaney.

HARVEY GATES
Writer
WARNER BROTHERS

LORD

WRITER
Under Contract to
WARNER BROTHERS

\

n

The Terror"

_1«NTER the doorway of
feel at home.
this popular hostelry and you
There's an atmosphere of cordial welcome
which marks the difiference between the
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
Your room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, overstuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
. . . these are but a few of the features
lamp
that make you feel at home.
Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures the
best of food. Therefore, when you are next
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE

HOLLYWOOD

:A
PLA2
HOTEL

Street at Hollywood Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

Vine

THE
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MOVIOLIl, m MACHINE, PRODUCTION DATA TOTALS
IS AN AID IN [DIIING 200 PAGES IN YEAR BOOK
Moviola, designed I)\- I. Serruruer
and manufactured l)v tlie Moviola
Co.. is now available for directors
anfl cutting room
experts
in two

Mi>"iiila,

Model

D, designed for
of the director

sfecial

use

models. The machine is an apparatus
designed for viewing standard film
for which 1,000 ft. reels are available
and has been found helpful for cutting, editing, titling, and cataloguing
various types of celluloid subject
matter.

The West Coast office of THI",
FILM D.MLY has completed its
task and has forwarded to the publishing offices in New York complete statistical data covering production for appearance in the 1929
FILM D.MLY
YEAR
BOOK.
The production records for the
forthcoming edition which will be
placed in circulation the end of this
month will covtr almost 200 pages.
The work of stars and featured players for the last three years up and
to including released product as of
Dec. 31. 1928 will again be an im|)ortant feature of this section of the
Year Book. Directors, scenarists and
adaptors, and cinematographers will
be similarly treated.
_ Appearing for the first time in any
Year Book will be a list of editors
and title writers and their work during 1928. All production factors
wliich entered into the making of
sound pictures are properly designated and easily marked so that those
who seek such information may find
it with a minimum of delay.
The production statistics will be
rounded out by a complete list of studios and their personnel, play brokers, laboratories, film libraries, costumers, players' representatives and
all other listings to which those concerned with production have to turn
to in the daily conduct of their work.

Foreign Markets
By

JAMES

P.

WICKS HEADS f.N.-P.D.C.
INAUSTRALIAATTERJAN.IO

CUNNINGHAM

French Bookings Show
Popu
larity of Newsreels
Washington
Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Newsreels arc becoming increasingly popular with the
Irench public according to a report
Sydney— Leslie C. Wicks, recently to the M. P. Section of the Dept. of
appointed Australian general sales Commerce. This is true in provincial
manager of First National and P.D. houses as well as in Paris. Many theaters which formerly exhibited only
C, is slated to arrive in Sydney Jan.
10 to assume his new duties. Ken feature pictures, have change their
G. Hall has resigned as director of policies to include newsreels.
advertising and publicity to join
Union Theaters Ltd. No successor Russian Film on Nobile
will be named until arrival of Wicks,
Expedition to be Shown
the sales force is expected to be increased when Wicks assumes charge. Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— The original Russian
film on the Nobile expedition to the
Quota Decree Is
North Pole will be shown soon
Planned in Portugal Berlin according to a report to thein
Washington Bureau of THIS FILM DAILY
M. P. Section of the Dept. of ComWashington — A quota of ten to
merce. The picture will be titled
one is planned by Portugal, accord- "The White Secret'' and is 7150 feet
ing to reports from the M. P. Sec- in length. It contains shots of the
tion of the Dept. of Commerce.
entire expedition on the Russian ship
Krassin as well as personalities of
All legislation affecting pictures Amundsen, General Nobile, Zappi,
in foreign countries, is to be listed Mariano, Biagi, Professor Behounek
in the 1929 FILM DAILY YEAR and the Russian aviator TchouchnovBOOK to be issued this month.
ski, all who played a part in the
great tragedy of the North Pole.

Gaumont and Gainsboro
Output for Kinemas, Ltd.

Increase Discussed at Melbourne
Melbourne — George Griffith, manLondon — .*-•. Hayden of Kinemas,
aging director of Hoyt's recently preLtd., has secured contracts from W.
sided at a meeting of suburban ex"Children of Ritz" Completed
J. Gell, Gaumont Co., and M. E. Balhibitors at which the question of a
"Children of the Ritz," Jack Mul- con of Gainsboro Pictures, covering further increase in admission prices
hall-Dorothy Mackaill film has been the output from both companies for
Many suburban excompleted. John Francis Dillon di- South Africa. These pictures will be was discussed.
hibitors feared a further rise would
rected. It is a dialogue production. shown in the 63 theaters in South
The cast includes Doris Dawson, -Africa under control of Kinemas, tend to drive their patrons into the
James Ford, Edmund Burns, Lee Ltd. Many of the houses are wired city theaters.
Moran. Kathryn McQuire, Evelyn for Phonofilm.
Talkers For Sydney House?
Hall and Aggie Herring.
Sydney — That the Athenaeum will
Belgium Has 645 Theaters
Washington Bnieau of THE
FILM DAILY probably be used by Union Theaters,
Tucker Film Starting Soon
Washington — Of approximately Ltd. as a long run talker house this
Sophie Tucker's first Vitaphone 645 theaters in Belgium with com- year, is reported here. This is sigstarring picture, "Honky Tonk," will
bined seating capacity of 352,000.
nificant inasmuch as Hoyt's new
he soon at the Warner studio. Leslie
three houses seat between 2,000 and Plaza, a long run house, is being
S. Barrows wrote the story and 2,500;
erected
directly
opposite.
16 from 1,500 to 2,000; 27 from
Lloyd Bacon will direct. Mahlon
1,000
to
1.500;
7?> from 750 to 1,000;
Hamilton, Audrey Ferris and Lila 216 from
W. E. I>roduct for Australia
500 to 750 and 310 have less
Lee have been chosen for the cast.
than 500. according to advices from
Sydney — .\rtlnir W. Edmunds of
the M. P. Section of the Dept. of Electrical Research Products, recentFarrell Macdonald in "Son of Anak** Commerce.
ly arrived to install sound picture apFarrell Macdonald is to play the
paratus inUnion and Hoyts Theaters.
Polish Theaters Number 750
role of the father in "Son of Anak," Washington
Bureau of THE
which David Butler will start this
FILM DAILY
Washington— Poland has approxiweek with George O'Brien featured
Pictu i ts
in this screen version of Ben Ames
mately 750 theaters with a combined Richmount
seatmg capacity of 200,000, accordWilliams' story.
ing to the M. P. Section of the Dept.
D. J. MOUNTAN,
Pre«. ^"f** ^Ity
of Commerce.
Fox Signs Sylvia Sidney
723 7th Avenue
Inc.-'^'*^*
Sylvia Sidney, legitimate star, has
French Ban Feyder Film
been signed by Fox for "Through
Different Eyes," a talker which will
Paris — French censors have banrepresentatives
for
feature Warner Baxter, Mary Dungn
forei
VE
LUSI
P^XC
ation
es
Rayart
Pictur
Corpor
ned
"Les
Nouvcaux
can and Joseph Schildkraut.
Messieurs," proj Moviola, Model
C, designed for special vse
duced
by
Jacques
Feyder
and
disin the cutting room
and other leading independtributed by Armor. Reasons given
Chaney Plans Swedish
Film
ent producers and distributors
were that the film ridicules the
Lon Chaney is planning a trip to French Parliament
by
showing
fist
Cable Address: RICHPICSOC, Paris
i Model C is designed especiallv for Europe, during course of which he is fights and violent scenes in the ChamCable Address: DEEJAY. Loadon
{use in cutting rooms. Technically, it to make a picture for M-G-M in
ber
of
Deputies.
Cable
Address:
RICHPIC.
N.
Y.
;includes larger lenses which are said Sweden.
]to give maximum enlargement and
Continiung Film Work
ifilter a cool light which permits any
Rehearsals for "Rio Rita"
only
the
Rehearsals will be held for two Exporting
one frame to be held as long as mav
May McAvoy intends to continue
best
in
Motion
Pictures
picture work after her marriage
in weeks before a camera is turned fol
'tion.
;be desired without danger of igni'sound recording on "Rio Rita."
April.
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A special-size automatic film renovator is being manufactured for theater use by the Dworsky Film Machine Corp. of Long Island City, N.
renovatY specialist in the care and fact
ures
ing of films. The firm manu
bufby
ng
essi
proc
renovators and
as the Filmex
fing machines, as well
fluid for cleaning film.
The special theater film renovator
is smaller than the regular size
Renovator No. 1, and the Double
Renovator No. 3. It has a single
trough through which the him is
in Filmex. Rubpassed and bathed
ber wipers remove the clean Huid,
and a series of roller bumpers wipe
off the fluid which remains i" ["«
film.
perforations and also polish the
The cotton flannel on these can be
reversed while the strips are fastened
or removed easily.
gh rubThe film then passes throu
ber rollers, which pull the entire
on, a methwidth of the film by frictipreve
nt any
od of traction said to
which
n,
ratio
perfo
damage to the
used
might result if a sprocket were olled
Pressure of these rollers is contr
by an attachment on the top of the
machine, permitting manipulation of
the film by hand during threading.
The theater renovator. No. 2, is not
capable of the high speed of the No.
1 and No. 3 types, but is said by the
inventor, A. S. Dworsky, to adequately fill the need. The No. 1 is single
cleanand the No. 3 double, one side
es.
ing 1,000 feet of film in six minut
The No. 3 requires but one man to
operate, as it stops automatically.
while running
If the film breaks
through either of the three machines
is identical— an
operation
their
idler running on the film operates a
lever which opens a switch, immediately stopping the machine. Another switch can be opened by hand
at any time.

No Disposition of Stock
ent
Minneapolis — No announcem
osidisp
to
as
has been forthcoming R.alto Theater
tion of stock of the
oldest
Supply Co., this territory s
pasntly
equipment firm, which rece
sed from hands of S. A. Louis, company founder. It had been reported
the stock would be sold to National
Supply Co.
Theater

F. HYNES\

THERMOSTATCONTROLFOR

Heeding Eberson*s Advice

Theater owners throughout the country are heeding the advice
of John Eberson, leading theater architect, and re-constructing and
re-equipping their houses in their efforts to bring them up-to-date,
rather than rushing headlong into construction of new theaters where
conditions do not warrant. This is indicated by a survey made for
the 1929 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK, a feature of which is to
be the Eberson Re-Construction and Re-Equipment Section.
This section is to embrace a wide variety of ideas and suggestions by leaders of the equipment field, for the guidance of the exhibitor in improving his houses, in line with suggestions made by
Eberson at the Toronto M.P.T.O.A. convention.
Eberson occupies an enviable position in the theater field. His
individualism and thoroughness have made him much sought-after
as an architect, who "follows the job through" to completion,
coupling his ability as an architect, designer and builder, with a
thorough knowledge of all things required in front and in back of
the curtain.

Prometheus thermostatically - controlled radiator, designed to maintain temperature of an organ chamber
or theater box office at an even point,
is being manufactured by the Prometheus Electric Corp., New York.
Made of cast iron throughout and
with an aluminum finish, the Prometheus eliminates the fire hazard because no part of it heats to a red
temperature. This insures that the
air will not be dried out, and that
the glued seams in any woodwork
nearby will not open. The radiator
may be set directly on the floor, heating the air at the floor level, and so
occupying but little space. It is 14^
inches long,
deep. 15 inches high and four

Eberson's warning against the overbuUding evil is well founded,
for he has observed the working of the overbuilding danger in all
sections of the country. He is against a topheavy structure in the
exhibition field, believing the advancement of the industry can best
be promoted, by improving existing houses, where conditions do not
warrant a new theater.

1 SHEET, DATE CARD, 8 NEW METHOD OF

II BY I4S IN ERA! CURTAIN ON LOW STACE

Cincinnati — Newman Manufacturing Co. is offering a special metal
lobby frame, which holds a one-sheet,
date card and eight 11 by 14 photos.
The frame is finished in a choice of
verde antique, statuary bronze, oxidized brass, nickle plate or polished
and lacquered brass, none of which
require daily polishing. Each compartment has a separate door hinged
from the back. It is made of 3%inch brass moulding, with lj/-inch division bars. Two sets of brass easel
legs, inclinable to any desired angle
are included. Where specified three
hinged glass doors are available.
The Newman company manufactures a wide variety of theater equipment, including bronze work, canopies, booths, brass railing, ticket
choppers, velous ropes, door hardware and lighting fixtures.

Glass Music Racks for
Only 6 Weeks Training
Pianos and Organs
on Sound Held Needed
otoPersonnel to operate RCA-Ph
thethe
in
er
oduc
repr
nd
sou
phone
des,
week
six
in
ned
trai
be
ater can
clares E. E. Bucher, executive vice
pany. Standardipresident of theequcom
ipment permits this
zation of the
.
simplicity of operation, he says
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Equipment
By CHARLES

SPECIAL RENOVATOR IS
DESIGNED FOR THEATERS

DAILV

Chicago — Plate glass music racks
for organ and piano are being fentured by Gallagher Orchestra Equipment Co. The plate glass rack and
shelf make the organ rack transparent, so the screen can be viewed for
cues and titles. The music desk is
12 by 30 inches and the depth of the
shelf three inches. The piano rack
is made with mahogany-finished rack
and plate glass shelf. Its desk is
12 by 30 inches and the depth of
the shelf three inches.
Organ for Baker House
Baker, Ore. — Baker Theater Co. is
to have a Robert Morton pipe organ
installed at the Clarick, Feb. 1. Phototone is now installed at the house

Chicago — Method, which the coniI)any says is new in the hanging of
asbestos curtains, has been designed
by the J. H. Channon Corp., for use
where the stage is low and does not
permit the curtain to go above the
arch. The curtain is hung by means
of a steel roller, operated with an
endless line having a large wheel
geared to make operating easy. A
heavy chain enclosed in a wooden box
for counterweight is used. This eliminates raising any dead weight. The
steel roller is furnished complete,
with all operating equipment but
without curtains
unless specified.
The Channon firm manufactures
and installs steel and asbestos curtains, rigging equipment, blocks and
rigging, counterweight equipment,
draw curtain rigging, hand and power, cable, rope and fittings, grand
piano trucks, cyclorama fittings, electric niggerhead winch and stage hardware.

S ALE
The

IJ

SEPT

Latest

Model

The radiator is equipped with a
three heat switch, which may be set
at any given point. The thermostatic
control makes the radiator automatic
in operation, so that no attention is
required. An indicator is provided
for adjustment. There are no moving parts, with the single exception
of the "make and break." which is
enclosed in a vacuum tube so that
the contact points will not oxide.

Movie-Fone Is Name of
Non-Synchronous Device
Minneapolis — Movie-Fone is the
name of a non-synchronous device
being handled in this territory by Sam
Levinson of the Western Theater
Equipment Exchange.
Wiring

!

Columbus

House

1

I

VICTOR A.
RIGAUMONT
ARCHITECT

Double

Spring Motor

AUTOMATIC

^^P

STANDARD

MOVIE

Another

Columbus, Neb. — Jan. 15 is date
set for completion of wiring at the
Swan. The Empress here has been
wired.

CAMERA

Hold* 16 Feet Film — Case — 6 Masazinei
2 in. F. 3.5 Lens

$29.S0

U/IUQCICHByS
110 \)Je^t
Phone 5?"'<^'
Penna. '^f'0330--H,Niy'

1^-

!1

LOEW BUILDING
1540 BROADWAY
TIMES SQUARE. NEW YORK
LOEW BUILDING
PENN AVENUEl
PITTSBURGH
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FILM BOARDS REPORT
MORE THEATER CHANGES
Lima

Kialtx.

OHIO
Theaters

New

Changes

in

to Mrs. P. C". Masou; Bloomingsburg—
Pythian, sold to O. \V. ("reach ; Bridgeport
-New Home, sold to I). F. Steiuiger by
C. B. Grimes ; Camden — Dover, sold to
Jean Strickler by (). P. Strickler: Cleveland—Grand Central, sold to R. (". Wahl
by C F. Gross; Columbus — Dunbar, sold
to O. K. Gibbs by Don Kennedy ; Hollywood and Lincoln. soUl tti Marie Amoraso ;
Continental — Palace, sold to Dr. J. \V.
Flinn by C. Armburst; Dayton — Mudget.
sold to Mrs. L. Keller by John Lahm ;
Duncan Falls — Duncan, soM to Williams
and Wilson by J. Barker ; Greenville — National, sold to J. F. Thomas by J. F. Sink;
Hicksville — Crescent and Capitol, sold to
K. K. Wilder by C. A. Young; Marion —
Oakland, sold to W. C. Harry by R.
Masxon ; Portsmouth — -Forest, sold to H.
J. Cook by E. Champan ; Garden, sold to
Schine Enterprises by R. L. Wood ; Roseville — Pastime, sold to Wilson & Williams
by S. L. Dilts; Struthers — Amusu. sold to
.M. Weintraub by Tigus & Kelley ; Sunbury — Ken-Gri. sold to Granger & Parsons; West Jefferson — Orient (formerly
Avalon), soKI to A. C. Herschner by Ben
Almont.

Closings
Washington — Colonial.

OKLAHOMA
New Theaters

Elgin — Xew; La Vista — Hollis; Muskogee —
Ritz; Pauls Valley — Lyric; St. Louis —
Mission.

Re-openings
Vian — Wonderland.

in

Closings

Johnson

Ownership

Bowlegs — Ray's, sold to J. O. Tcmpleton
by G. R. Parks ; Cheyenne— Princess, sold
to J. T. Davidson by S. James : Clinton —
Rialto and Royal, sold to C. W. Guthrie
by O. C. Welch ; Colony — Colony, sold to
T. H. Coyle by P. W. Kuhn; County Line
- — County Line, sold to H. L. Gilliam by
W. v. Jensen ; Eakley — Palace, sold to T.
H. Coyle by P. W. Kuhn; Gage— The
Gage, sold to W. K. Sampson by Price &
Davis; Konowa — Xew, sold to W. F. Morris by Mrs. O. F. Moore; McCurtain —
Rialto, sold to G. L. Harrison by W. D.
Tarkington; Marietta — Liberty and Palace,
sold to E. E. Middlcton by Mrs. E. L.
King ; Maud — Rex, sold to Tol Teeters ;
Muskogee — Strand, sold to Cauhle &
Perry; Stillwater — ^Camera, sold to Roy H.
Kuss by F. M. Tull; Waynoka — Eaton,
sold to Paul Covey.

Closings

Healdton — Cozy; Lexington — Pastime; Noble
— ^Noble ; Rocky — Mecca ; Taloga — Pas
time; Watts — Royal.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership
Enterprise — Peoples, sold to J. A. Williams
by .\Iclvin Due; Florence — Princess, sold
to Leonard Lark by A. Edwards; Hermiston — Princess, sold to Walter E. Olson by
Lucy A. San ; Portland — Sunset, sold to
Frank O'Rourke
by A. H. McMillan.

Closings

Dalles — Auditorium.

SOUTH
CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership
Anderson — The Anderson, sold to A. M.
Pinkston by Mrs. J. Rowely ; Blacksburg —
Broadway, sold to London M. Beattie by
B. L. Amick; Cherokee Falls — Cherokee,
sold to London & Bettie by U. L. Amick;
Chester — ^Dreamland, sold to Eaves Theaters, Inc., by L. D. Eaves ; Cowpens^
Rialto, sold to London M. Beattie by B.
L. Amick ; Fountain Inn — Rex, sold to
Paul J. Baty by W. S. Finch; Gaffney—
Cozy, sold to Eaves Theaters, Inc., by L.
I). Eaves; Georgetown — Princess, sold to
F. W.
Arnbolter
by Arnholter
& Cather-

Palace;

Saluda

Pastime.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Re-Openings

Ownership

Addyston I'astiiiie, sold to Johnson & Cartrr; Akron— Ideal, sold to I'ark J. I'alnu-r
tiy Akron Theaters ; Alger — Houston, sold
to Mr. Thompson by Anna Hnston : Ansonia — Ansonia, sold to I.. Ehle hy Smith
& Fcltnian ; Beverly -Optra House, sold

Changes

wood ; Lockhart -The Lockharf, sold to
Eaves Theaters, Inc., by L. 1). Eaves;
Mullins — -Kirby's. sol<| to liordon Games
by Joe Kirtiy ; Rock Hill -Omar, .solil to
Eaves Theaters. Inc.. by L. I). Eaves;
Sumter Lyric, soKI to Cieo. Hen<lricks<)n
by A. H. Yeonwns ; Union — Granil and
Kialto, sold to Eaves Theaters. Inc.. bv
1.. D. Eaves; York- Star, sold to K. It.
Tucker
by J. Q. Wray.

Glenham

Opera

House.

Presentations
By HEHBEKT

S. BERG,

BENNY RUBIN IS STILL PHYSICAL CULTURE STUNT
WHOLE SHOW AT COLONY
T STAGE

Changes in Ownership

Belle Fourche Ins, sold m Black Hills
Amuse. Co. by .M. C. Kellogg; Loyalton
Hines, sold to Ruth Walton by Roht.
Hiiies; Mcintosh — Lyric, sold to W. 1,.
Cliapin by G. W. Van Rossen ; Oakton —
Woolman, .sold to F. H. Holsclaw by I.
E. Bell; PoUock— Opera House, solil to
Brown & Carlson by Milton H. Tracey ;
Spearfish -Princess, sold to Black Hills
.\musc. Co. by .M. C. Kellogg; Sturgis M.ajestic, sold to Black Hills Amuse. Co.
by .M. C. Kellogg.

TENNESSEE
New
Theaters
ColUerville- -Parkview.

Changes in Ownership
Trimble — Rex, sold to .loliii K.
Floyd
A. Carroll.

Carroll by

Closings

Cleveland — Moneta; Coal Creek Grayville — Rialto; Jackson -Pala
— High
School.

Graiul ;
Rives

TEXAS

New
Crystal

Theaters

City— Guild.

Changes

in Ownership

Cunningham -Universal, sold to W. A. Dorries; E^gle Lake — Rex, sold to Mart Cole;
Galveston — Majestic, sold to J. S. Grain;
Higgins — Queen, sold to Roy Deviney by
D. W. Judd; Houston — L'nion, sold to
A. J. Beckman; Zoe, sold to A. B. Mendel;
Llano— Opera House, sold to Geo. L.
Shaw ; Lone Oak — Washington, sold to
John E. Fuller; Mabank -Royal, sold to
Marshall & Todd; Melvin— The Melvin,
sold to J. R. Sanders; Miles— The Miles,
sold to L. V. Yates ; Monahans— Rigg,
sold to John Smith ; Moran — The Moran.
so'd to W. C. Crow; Mt. Pleasant- Palace and Titus, sold to A. W. Lily; Naples— Broadway, sold to Ethel .Mitchell;
Nordheim— Cozy, sold to J. Heinsohn ;
Presidio— Aztec, sold to C. B. Rodri(]ues ;
Roby— The Roby, sold to H. C. Farley;
Fred
Smith .
Rogers — Strand, sold to
Weimar- Palace, sold to ( A. Hennecke ;
Deer, sold to
White Deer— The White
Webster & .McLaughlin
by
Haney
&
Lewis.

Closings

Belton— Palace ; Ft. Worth— Ria'.to
—Strand;
Lueders— The
I.ueders.

Theaters

Planned

or

( orpus Christie by Robb
ton by F. }), Wilke.

Under
&

Houston

Const.

Rawlev ; Hous-

UTAH
Changes in Ownership

Columbia— Amusement Hall, sol.l to Erin
Leonard; Salt Lake City- I.ilH-rtv, sold to
i". .\1. Derrick.

VIRGINIA
Openings

Portsmouth — Gates.

Changes in Ownership

Drakes Branch — Paramouni, sold to C L
Motley by J. T. Colgate; Floyd— The
rloyd, sold to Breamer & Turner by H.
M. Moodey; Gate City— Amusu, sold to
K. L. I-arris by C. .M. Winegar; Norfolk
— Ghent, sold to Wilmer & \iucent
by
Inc.
( hain Theaters,

Closings
WASHINGTON
Openings

Galax
— Colonial.
^ ,
Seattle— Music

Box.

The show at the Paramount \sas
.'\s usual, tlic Coldiiy stase offering was thriiwii tnKt'tiicr reKardlcs.s dubbed "The Perfect (iirl," staged
of e.xpensf, the elaborate stage set- by C. A. Niggemeyer with a lot of
tiiifir consisting of muslin drapes and class and nerve. It serves as an cx17 collect' banners. And the boys l)loitatioii medium for Helen Macin the band wore little dinky collcKe
daughter of the physical culcaps and collarless sweaters, wliicii I-"adden,
ture exponent, and Helen did her
made the collegiate atmosiihere 100 daily dozen efficiently but with little
per cent perfect. But Benny Rubin histrionic ability. The gals in the
was there to act as dean of the camFoster group who followed her leadpus and what not, and if they had
ership were much more interesting
given him just a setting of pine to watch. Bennie Krueger led the
boards, the show would have been
band with smoothness but little disjust as good. For Benny is the whole
tinction. He seems to lack the
shcvw. He introduces the various
sparkle that this house needs more
acts in his inimitable Milt Gross than anything in its emceeing.
style, and the introduction is invariThe I\)ur Cheer Leaders, a colably far superior to the main attraclegiate (juartet were about the best
tion. The boy's a laugh riot, and thing on the bill, and it was a surthere has never been anything quite
Iirise that they were only on for one
like him on Broadway.
number. Joe Penner got a good
We nmst mention Jimmy Carr,
<|uota
of laughs with his comedy, and
leader of the band, and several of
Luella
in "Syncopated
Cocktai!"
the boys who step out front from was overLeenicely
with song and
dance.
their seats in the aggregation and
do pleasing turns. Two sisters, the It was a nicely balanced show, with
more than the usual amount of comLovey (;irls, were the only act outedy. Dave RubinofT, orchestra leadside tlie band boys, so you can see
er, came on the stage for a violin
how^ much depended on Benny put- number. Jesse Crawford at the orting the show over. And he did.
gan was the usual mild riot among
He finishes with a talk on "Breath- his faithful following.
ing Through the Nostrils, and Why
Not?" which is as good as Wil'l
Kogers' story of his operation. And
Ingiier praise than that is impossible.
Some wise producer is going to book
Rogers and Benny up in a two-man
Broadway show, and they are going
to mop up. Benny pulled a good
gag when a woman walked in in the
Dave Schooler led his band througii
middle of the presentation. He stopped abruptly and started explaining ".Mantilla. " a .\Iort Harris iiroducto her confidentially all that had gone
tion at the C"ai)itol. The best thing
before. Maybe you think it wasn't on the program was a Spanish burfunny or original. If you ever catch
lesque by six of the band boys. They
this Rubin person doing it, you're clowned and kidded in great style and
in for a treat.
the applause was the heaviest for anything on the bill. Next in line was
Salette With Metropolitan Offices
Bob Nelson who did a good bit with
Eddie Salette, formerly of Boston his rapid fire songs and gagging.
office, has succeeded George B. King,
As usual, the stage setting was
recently appointed manager of the very spectacular and well lighted.
Metropolitan Booking Ofifices, Inc. The Chester Hale Girls were on for
who has resigned.
sx-veral routines, and scored easily.
Schooler is working smoothly and the
Sherman in Vaudeville
regular crowd seem to like him a lot.
Lowell Sherman has signed for a
tour of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum
circuit.

SPANISH BURLESQUE COES
STRONG AT THE CAPITOL

Norfolk House Not Dropping Acts
Norfolk — Harry J. Weiss, general
manager of Loevv's State here, denies
that the theater is to drop vaudeville,
it is reported.

Changes in Ownership
^^"{er—Uhcm , sold to C. .\I. Cramer by
\y. Halborg; Kirkland— Rialto, sold to
Geo. Sauriel by Guy Merrill ; Oak Harbor-_Bijou, sold to Howard Maylor by
H. Fisher; Tacoma— Lincoln, sold to W.
H
Torkelson by C. J. Kalsel.

Closings

Hunters Creek— Othello ; Mabton— The Mabton; Omak— Red Apple; Wilson— Enterprise.
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George

Jessel

in

"Lucky Boy"

!

^
I
*

Lon Chanetf in

"West of Zanzibar"

Tiffany-Stahl Length: 8900 ft.
A DO-RE-MI PICTURE. IT'S
ALL JESSEL— SONGS, TITLES,
DIALOGUE — AND
THAT
MEANS ENTE RTAINMENT
APLENTY. WIRED HOUSES
HAVE
A
PROFIT MAKER
HERE.
Cast.... The Jessel personality
dominates this. He's an entertainer
beyond doubt. Margaret Quimby
adds the feminine loveliness. Others,
all good, include Rosa Rosanova,
William K. Strauss, Gwen Lee, Richard Tucker, Gayne Whitman and
Mary Doran.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
drama of a jeweler's son with stage
ambitions who hits the road, finds
it rocky, but comes through, as you
expect, at the end. The story is
nothing to get excited about. Neither
is it always well held together, but
after it's all over you've been entertained with jazz songs, clever quips
and some clutchings at your heart.
We ask you what else is the function of motion pictures. Jessel sings,
wisecracks and does all of the stuff
which gave him his reputation in
musical comedy and in the main,
does it very well. "My Mother's
Eyes," the theme song is a pip.
Everybody will be singing it soon.
We predict it as a runner-up for
"Sonny Boy."
RCA system used.
Direction, Norman Taurog, Charles
C. Wilson, very good; Author, suggested by story by Viola Brothers
Shore; Sound Editor, Richard
Shields; Dialogue and Titles, George
Jessel; Sound Sequences by Rudolph
Flothow; Photography, Harry Jackson, Frank Zucker, very good.

M-G-M
Length 6150 ft.
SWELL LAYOUT OF CREEPS,
THRILLS, TERRORS, MORBIDNESS AND ALL-ROUND DEVILISHNESS. TOD BROWNING
AND CHANEY
DELIVER A
PUNCH PICTURE.
Cast.. Lon Chaney crawls through
six reels on his belly and adds another great characterization to his
list. Lionel Barrymore as the African trader is immense. Mary Nolan
adds much needed charm to a gruesome film and makes you like all of
it. Others Warner Baxter, Jane
Daly, Roscoe Ward, Kalla Pasha,
Curtis Nero.
Story and Production. . . .Meller of
South African jungle. This is from
an original story arid was written with
only Chaney in view. It is admirably adapted to his yen for the bizarre
in characterization. It is likely to
prove too much strong meat for
squeamish folks, for many of the
scenes are positively gruesome. But
to those who like their Chaney in his
strong scenes, this one will be thoroughly enjoyed. He takes the part
of a stage magician seeking vengeance in the South African jungle.
His victim is a trader who had run
away with his wife. He plans his
revenge also against the other's
daughter, and the kick comes when
she proves to be his own child. Great
jungle
fects. stuff. Synchronized with ef-

"Stolen Love"

"Why Girls Go Wrong"

FBO
Length:
6223 ft.
ANOTHER
FILM WITH A
COME-ON TITLE THAT IS NOT
BACKED UP BY THE MECHANICAL AND DULL STORY. NOT
SO GOOD.
Cast. . . .Marceline Day looks better
than the flat part she is forced to
play. Rex Lease just the average
juvenile hero. Owen Moore does
not show to any advantage as the
seasoned sport. Others Helen Lynch,
Blanche Frederici, Joy Winthrop,
Betty Blythe.
Story and Production. . . .Drama of
today. This is just another of those
terribly naughty pictures where the
good gal leaves the pure home influences and steps out into the temptations of the big city. And who should
she meet by chance but one of those
fascinating roues who gets her a job
in the shop of his lady friend who
runs a modiste shop. And Marceline
gets the loveliest clothes to wear, and
never suspects for a single moment
that the new boy friend is signing
perfectly good checks for them. But
then if Marceline suspected this, she
would have chucked her job and gone
back home and there would have been
no film to finish. Then the big climax
at the lonely cabin with the hero saving her honor. But she couldn't
save the picture.
Direction, Lynn Shores, mechanical; Author, Hazel Livingston;
Scenario, Winifred Kay; Editor, Ann
Mc Knight; Titles, Helen Gregg;
Photography, Ted Payle, good.

Direction, Tod Browning, expert;
Authors, Chester Devonde, Kilbourn
Gordon; Scenario, Elliott Clawson;
Editor, Harry Reynolds; Titles, Joe
Farnham; Photography, Percy Hilburn, fine.

Roadshow Pic. Length: 6000 /(.
SAPPY STORY OF A DOPEY
DORA WHO IS JUST ABOUT
AS NAUGHTY AS A BEDTIME
STORY. JUST CHEAP HOKUM
WITH A SUCKER TITLE.
Cast
Nina Vanna, Mary Johnson and Andre Mattoni are the principals, and we can only think of them
with sadness. In fact the entire cast
would have been better doing almost
anything else but trying to act.
Story and Production
Drama
of maudlin mush. The producers
thought of a box-ofifice title for the
sucker trade, and draped a dreary
yarn around it. The title brings the
goofs in, but they'll probably go out
hollering they've been gypped. In
fact they'll be mistreated worse than
the poor gal in the picture. She was
only taken advantage of while drunk.
Your patrons will be abused in their
sober senses. They don't even get a
kick from seeing anything naughtier
than a kiss. Then the door closes
and the dirty work is done. The
rest is a lot of cheap moralizing,
tears and blah. If this is a spicy
picture, we'll choose the blast furnace
scene in an industrial film for something real hot.

"The ShopwornSynch.Angel"
Para. Length:
7377

ft.
Silent 7112 ft.
EXCELLENT
PRODUCTION
FROM ALL ANGLES. REAL
BOX-OFFICE. BIG DRAMATIC
PUNCH IN UNUSUAL WEDDING SCENE. DIRECTION AND
ACTING A TREAT.
Cast. . . .Nancy Carroll in name part
is immense and will make a lot of
friends with this one. Gary Cooper
is the doughboy who believes in the
girl gives a performance that stamps
him among the leaders. Paul Lukas
as
the other
triangle
cast. man completes a perfect
Story and Production. . .Drama. It
deserves special mention as a production that discards all the mushy
bunk and presents a sincere portrayal
of three intensely human people.
Adapted from a very fine story, Richard Wallace has directed it with a
deft touch and an originality in treatment that is refreshing. It is intelligent entertainment, as fine in its
way asof perhaps
"The from
StreettheAngel."
Tells
a doughboy
sticks
who hits New York on his way to
France, meets a chorus jane being
supported by the backer of the show,
and the unsophisticated boy who sees
in the shopworn angel a pure piece of
merchandise untouched by human
hands. The boy's clean worship
makes her do the big sacrifice act and
send him away to France stiH believing in her. Wedding scene a
knockout for emotion.
Synchronized.
Direction, Richard Wallace, superb;
Author, Dana Burnett; Scenario,
Howard Estabrook, Albert S. Le
Vino; Editor, Robt. Gessler; Titles;
Tom Miranda; Photography, Charles
Lang, beautiful.

"Restless Length:
Youth"5670
Columbia

ft.
POOR, WITH OUTWORN STORY THAT DEVELOPS NOTHING BUT
THE
USUAL COURTROOM
SCENE
IN THEME
OF MISUNDERSTOOD GAL.
Cast. .. .Marceline Day and Ralph
Forbes do very good work in commonplace film. Rest of cast uniformly
good, includes
Norman
Trevor, Robert
Ellis, Mary
Mabery,
Gordon Elliott, Coy Watson.
Story and Production. . . .Drama of
today. The title is misleading, for
there is little about it of the flaming
youth idea, and the whoopee atmosphere. The theme is pretty well shopworn. It is that of the gal who has
been placed in a compromising position through no fault of her own.
Later she meets the young lawyer,
who falls in love with her. But his
old man knows about the girl's
escapade, and puts it up to her to release his son. So she gets herself
tangled with another gent just to
make the hero lose interest in her.
But the new boy friends tries to do
her dirt, and she is forced to kill him
to save her honor. Then the big trial
scene, with the young lawyer hero
saving his sweetie and her rep. Better direction and acting than the film
deserves.
RATES

Direction, Frank Osten, let's forget
Direction, Christy (^abanne, ahead
it, Frank; Author, L. W. Jacobs;
Author, Cosmo HamilScenario, not listed; Editor, James O. of material;
ton; Scenario, H. Green; Editor, Ben
Si^earing; Titles, Samuel R. Golding; Pivar; Titles, not listed; PhotogPhotography, not listed, poor.
raphy, Joe Walker, good.

Phyllifi Haver in

"Sal of Singapore"

Pathe

Length: 6389 ft.
SHAPES UP AS RATHER
FLAT FILM WITH MECHANICAL .STORY AND DIRECTION.
ACTING NOT SO HOT EITHER.
PHYLLIS GETS
LITTLE
CHANCE TO PLAY UP SEX.

Cast. . . . Phyllis Haver as the tough
gal has a rather colorless part that
cramps her sexy style. Alan Hale,
the big hearted captain, has a oneway style and expression. Others
Fred Kohler, Noble Johnson, Dan
Wolheim, Jules Cowles, Pat Harmon.
Story and Production. .. .Drama
with a sea setting. Adapted from
"The Sentimentalists." Trouble with
this film is that there was no stirring
action which the fans expect with a
sea story. The plot could have been
done
just for
as effectively
a girl's
seminary
the locale with
instead
of a
tough tramp steamer in the Orient.
In fact the seminary would have
been more appropriate, for here we
see the rough sea captain growing
mushy and sentimental over a straj'
baby in his charge. He even goes
down to the crew's quarters in search
of safety on board ship to look after
the stray waif. Landing in port the
cap realizes he loves Sal when another captain wants her. Just a fair
fight for a climax. RCA synchronization with talking sequences.
Direction, Howard Higgin, off;
Author, Dale Collins; Scenario, Elliott Clawson; Editor, Claude Berkeley; Titles, Edwin Mayer; Photography, John Mescall, very good.

"Broadway Fever"

Tiffany-Stahl Length: 5412 ft.
THE USUAL HOKUM ABOUT
THE HONEST GAL TRYING
FLAT.MAKE GOOD
TO
IN THE
BROADWAY SHOW. PRETTY
Cast
Sally O'Neil develops nothing in the way of acting, and in fact
overacts throughout her part. Roland
Drew as the theater man does a
mechanical bit. Corliss Palmer does
the blonde vamp star and fails to imStory and Production. . . .Drama of
press.
stage life. Pity the poor gal who
has beauty and acting ability but
who can't get a chance because she
is pure minded and won't play around.
Such is the price of fame, and Sally
decides that it is just too big a price
to pay. So she has to stand aside
and do odd jobs of a more or less
menial nature, for there is nothing
open to her in back of the footlights.
Trouble with this film is that it lacks
anythmg spontaneous. The story is
stereotyped, and this goes for directing and acting. Director Edward
Cline is capable of such infinitely better work that the only possible conclusion is that the material was so
bad he could do nothing with it. At
best it rates only the class of mild
entertainment.
Direction, Edward Cline, not up to
standard; Author, Viola Brothers
Shore; Scenario, Lois Luson; Editor,
Byron Robinson; Titles, Paul Perez;
Photography, John Boyle, good.
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"Lucretia Borgia"

I
I
j
)

Via
Li-vijth: 7100 /^
IMPORTED PRODUCTION
WITH ITALIAN LOCALE IS
HEAVY AND GRUESOME
WITH MANY MURDERS. WORK
OF CONRAD VEIDT AND BIG
BATTLE SCENE ONLY THINGS
IN ITS FAVOR.
Cast. . . .ti'iirad \eidt as the dcKtiicratc Coare Borgia is immense.
Liaiic Haid in name part just ordinary. Otliers Paul Wegener, Luigi
Rohaeciii.
Story and Production . . Costume
drama, being picturization of the historical incidents in the lives of tlie
notorious Borgias. Tliis is a spectacular production, apd a lot of effort was
expended in making it historically
accurate. It goes back to the time
when soldiers wore armor and attacked castles with flaming torches,
and chopped off each other's heads
with two edged swords. Brings in
all the highlights in the terrible reign
of the Borgia prince wiio even defied the Pope. There are a half dozen
murders done with detail that is gruesome. Conrad N'cidt's work is superb, and an attack on a castle with
thousands of soldiers in ancient costume is spectacular and carries a
great kick. But these assets cannot
overcome the general tediousness and
drabness of the heavy story. Not
popular fare for the average audience.
Direction, Richard
Oswald,
comnienable;
Author,
same;
Scenario,
same:
Editor,
J. W.
McConnell;
Titles, the same; Photography,
not
listed, very good.

"When Duty Calls"

l7/«
r.oigth: 6714 ft.
HOW TO GET YOURSELF A
JOB IN THE BERLIN FIRE DEPARTMENT TOLD IN SIX
REELS WITH A LOVE YARN
! THROWN
IN. BUT HOLLYWOOD DOES THIS STUFF
MUCH BETTER
Cast. .. .Players unknown here, in. elude Rudolf Rittner, Olga Tschechova, Helga Thomas, Henry Stuart.
Story and Production. . . .Drama of
the Berlin fire department. The formula is the same as our native films
glorifying the policemen or fireman.
Here we have the old fireman being
retired from active duty, and his
' nmg daughter in love with the
• lung fire chief. Then conies the
attempt of the old man to get back
on the force by taking an efficiency
test. This is chiefly interesting as
showing the German efiiciency sys'. tern for testing applicants. They sure
iro through a very thorough exaniinam from all angles. The climax is
I great fire with the old gent distink'uishing himself by saving the gal
and the hero. It is so clearly a copy of
; the usual formula used by Hollywood
on this type of film that it lacks any
real novelty. Also there is a surprising similarity between the operation
of the New York and Berlin fire
departments.
Just a curiosity.
Direction, Eric Waschneck, fair;
, Author, the same; Scenario, not listed; Editor, Joseph R. Fliesler; Titles,
the same; Photography, Werner
i Brandes, good.

Short Subjects

"Whose
Baby"
HoraceStudio
Series —Stuff
Universal

"The

Newlyweds
Headache"
Stern
— Universal
Good Gags

Tvpe of production
2 reel corned v
'V\\)c of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Snookums stages one of his usual
Nf)thing so hot about this one.
with the use of an old gag that has riots to the tunc of a lot of laughter
from the kids who enjoy this sort of
SOUND
been worn threadbare by much re- thing
immensely. His dad has charge
cent use. It is that of the hero who
of the electrical booth at the exhibiis
left
witii
a
baby
in
his
arms
by
an
"The Gallopin' Gaucho"— Walt
tion. Snookiuns is left alone there for
al)sentminded rnotiier, and whose gal
Disney — Powers Cinephone
and when he gets through
time,
a
comes along and sees him with the
a rent Burlesque
incriminating evidence. From here jiushing the various buttons the place
Type of prodjiction . . . . 1 reel cartotin on it is the usual frantic effort on the is a wreck. It is well gagged, and
This features Mickey Mouse, the I)art of the boy to make the girl up to the standard of this popular
demon hero who has his ups and friend understand that he is not the series.
Directed by Francis Corby.
downs trying to rescue his sweetie daddy of the babe. Director Luddy
who has been ki(lnapi)e(l by the vil- handled the usual gag in the usual
"A Daring Dude"
lain Cat. In this one he takes a manner.
Featurette — Universal
regular Doug Fairbanks part as a
Fair
hard riding gaucho of the South
Our World Today— No. 1872
American pampas. It is good burType of production. . .2 reel western
Educational
lesquing all the way, and the cartoon
Another in the series of the comOddities
work of Walt Disney is clever in the
edy tenderfoot who tries to make
extreme. It has some neat comedy Tyne of production. . 1 reel magazine good among the he-men on the
effects through the addition of sound,
Opens with a very unusual study ranch. Percival has an adventure
which make the film far more en- of walking fish, which are to be found with a vicious horse that he mounts
joyable and laughable than it could in the acpiarium of the Walker House and it runs away with him. MeanHotel in Toronto. Then are shown
while the daughter of the ranch ownpossiblj^ be in silent form.
er is being held prisoner by the
thrilling views of the Bessemer Steel
Harry Delf and Hedda Hopper in Plant, with the men working in fire- crooked gang foreman in his cabin.
proof costumes turning out white hot Percy on the wild horse dashes onto
"Giving In'' — AVitaphone
No. 2663-64
Lunyh
steel rails. The complete operation the scene unexpectedly, and saves the
in manufacture is shown. Finishes gal through no fault of his own. This
makes him the hero when the sheriff
Type of production. .. .Comedy skit
a maThis is a nice takeoff on the stand- with Tony
Directed by Walter Fabian.
rionetteSarg's
show with Pti^nets
Columbusin at
the arrives.
ard mother-in-law gag, with Harry .^ipanish Court before Ferdinand and
Delf getting it over in fine shape. His Isabella.
Dialogue Set for Nine
wife won't let him go to the poker
game, and tells him her mother is
Forthcomnig F.N. Releases
"The Diamond Master"— Serial
on the way to stay for an indefinite
Universal
Dialogue has been determined upperiod. So Harry gets a bright idea
Looks Good
on for nine First National Pictures
of shining up to the old lady, who
proves to be quite a stepper when she Type of production. .10 chapter serial to be released during the coming
gets a chance. Harry is planning to
This starts off in the first few in- months. They are: "Weary River,"
stalments with a lot of pep and thrills, starring Richard Barthelmess; "Sattake her out for the evening to a
swift night club and wifey gets sore and if this pace is maintained throughurday's Children," and "Prisoners"
out, it looks like a surefire for the both featuring Corinne Griffith; "His
at the turn events have taken. Finally she insists that he go to the exhibitors who use the serials for Captive Woman," starring Milton
poker game. Harry, filled with the their Saturday matinees. In addition, .Sills and Dorothy Mackaill, "Hot
Stuff" and "The Broadway Musjoy of his clever victor^-, calls up his there is a very intelligent plot tied
keteer'' with Alice White in the leadgang on the phone only to learn that up to it, and the acting is well
the cops have raided the game. Harry handled, especially by the principals,
ing role; "The Squall"; "Pat And
Delf and Hedda Hopper, as the Louise Lorraine and Hayden Steven- Mike" and a picture starring Milton
Sills
and Biliie Dove, as yet unmother-in-law, get the comedy over
titled.
son.
The
heroine's
grandfather
has
in neat style, and the voices are clear. discovered a process for manufacturIt should prove a popular number.
ing diamonds. An international diaTime, 12 mins.
mond expert who is dealing with
Titling "The Four Feathers"
the inventor is also the head of
John Farrow has been assigned to
a gang of crooks, and he is after the title "The Four Feathers." Julian
secret process. Along comes the Johnson will write the titles for the
SILENT
hero, who is a wealthy amateur crim- silent version of the William A.
inologist, and aids the girl to escape
Wellnian W^^llace
production,
"Tong
from the clutches of the gang. Then featuring
"Beauties Beware" — Ideal
Beery
and War,"
FlorEducational
he appoints
himself
as thewarding
girl's proence \'idor.
tector, and is
kept busy
off
A Laugh Fest
the dangers which threaten her at Theater Planned for Riverhead, N. Y.
T>ne of production. . . .2 reel comedy every turn. It is from a story by
Riverhead, N. Y. — Building deJerry Drew again is the misunder- Jacques Futrelle. Jack Nelson divelopments here will include a new
stood husband trying to find a little
rected ably, and the continuity by
theater, it is reported. A syndicate
harmless pleasure with the whoopee
George H. Plympton and Carl Krus- )f New York City theatrical men are
girls while his wife is endcavorng to ada
has been expertly handled.
said vo have visited this city and have
keep him to the straight and narrow.
made surveys as to the proposed site.
There is a party going on next door,
and Jerry manages to bust in. He is "Hubby's Week Pathe
End Trip"— Sennett
having a great time with the beauties
Fayetteville Capitol Opened
Married
Mixup
from the show, when his wife breaks
Fayettevillcj Tenn. — The Capitol
into his fun. She does the husband
here, operated by the Crescent
of the hostess, who takes a violent Type of production. .2 reel comedy Amusement
Co. of Nashville and the
Billy
and as\'ernon
fur- Cumberland Amuse. Co. recently has
dislike to Jerry. The real laughs
nish theBevan
comedy
the twoDent
cronies
come in the climax, which develops who take a whirl at the races at Tia
opened here. Raymond Hardin will
into a grand slamming affair, with all Juana over the week end. The trouble manage
the new house.
hands throwing powder and face is that Billy has a jealous wife, and
Warners
Sign Joseph
cream at each other. It is pure slap- when she goes to the races and finds
stick, but done with a lot of class hubby there with a blonde baby the
Edmund
Joseph,
formerly
with
that will make the most dignified fur starts to fly. This one has the
Fox,
has
been
signed
to
write
diaperson in the audience laugh. Di- pep to get it over safely with the fans
rected in a different way by Stephen who like their Bevan comedy antics.
logue
for
X'itaphone
shorts
to
be
proRoberts.
duced at the Brooklyn studio.
Directed by Harry Edwards.
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Fire at Windsor Vt. House

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^£/3}>

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY^mm

has
BARTHELMESS
DICK
shifted from a production schedule
to a theatrical schedule. In other
words, having finished "Weary
River," Dick is now New Yorking
with Mrs. Barthelmess and going to
shows nightly. Companion showgoers are Mr. and Mrs. Jascha
Heifitz, the Mrs. part of the comhination being Florence Vidor of picture fans.

Plan Fayette, Mo. House
Fayette, Mo.— Hartley H. Banks of
Columbia has purchased property here
on which he expects to build a $60,000
theater, it is reported.

Windsor,
destroyed
the
Strand
here Vt.
with— F"ire
damage
estimated
at $35,000.
Louis Biachini owns the
Iiroperty.

Publix Changes At Columbia, S. C.
Rome, N. Y. House Closed
Columbia, S. C— R. B. Talbert,
Rome, N. Y. — The Strand has been
former manager of the Imperial, has closed by J. S. Kallet, manager of
been appointed manager of the Ritz Kallet Theaters here.
here. D. E. Huf? of the Ritz has
been transferred by Publix to the
Odium Managing Two Houses
Carolina at Charlotte where he will
Elmira,
N. Y. — G. D. Odium, formbe assistant to manager Warren Irer manager of the Majestic at Hornell,
win. John McKenna of the Imperial at Charlotte is new manager of is managing the Colonial and Capital
here.
the Imperial here.
Natrona, Pa. House Opened
Natrona, Pa. — Martin J. Wygonik
has reopened the State here.

Netoco
Reopens
Boston
House
Boston,
Mass.
—
Samuel
Pinanski's
latest addition to his Netoco chain
is the Globe which recently opened
after renovations and installation of
Vitaphone and Movietone.

"There is a Santa Clans." Believe
it or not that's the title of a talking
short which has just been -produced
$85,000 House for San Antonio
in Manhattan by Leigh Jason, Mark
San Antonio, Tex. — The Little
Sandrich and A. J. Weil. Arthur
Theater, seating about 1,000 will be
Liibin, ivho recently finished with the
constructed here in San Pedro Park,
Greenwich,
Conn.,
House
Planned
lead of "Times Square," is prominent
according to Mayor C. M. Chambers.
in the cast, along with Frank McGreenwich, Conn. — Work will The house will be built on style of a
Cormack and Jim/my McCallion. The start soon on the Greenwich Playauditorium at a cost estihouse to be erected on West Putnam municipal
short was synchronized with RCA
mated at $85,000.
Photophone.
Ave. for New York theatrical interests to be ready in spring. Henry S.
Thorne and Michael Mindlin, of New
Sound for Constanti House
Director Robert Florey is happy York, are interested.
Puyallup, Wash. — D. Constanti,
Club,"
"Night
the reports
over
who owns theaters at Tacoma, recentParamount
sound onshort
which he
Hammer Heads Louisville Chain
made with Minnie Dupree, June
ly opened his Liberty here after complete redecoration and installation of
Walker, Ann Pennington, Frances
Lafayette, Ind. — Don L. Hammer Vitaphone
and Movietone. Mike
Williams, Vivienne Osborne, Ann has been appointed managing direc- Barovic is manager.
tor
of
the
Fourth
Ave.
Amusement
Forrest, Pat Rooney, Pat Rooney,
Jr., Fannie Brice and Tamara Geva. Co. of Louisville, Ky. owners of the
Mars, Luna, Family and Lyric here $500,000 Philadelphia House Opened
as well as many other houses in InPhiladelphia — Edwin N. Johnson
diana and Kentucky.
Paul Leni, Universal's ace director
has opened his 1,700-seat Keswick
and Mrs. Leni, who is better known
here. The policy is vaudeville and
first run pictures.
in Europe as Lore Leni, talented
House Opens With Sound
dancer, are in New York for vacation
Fort Wayne, Ind. — The Strand,
Publix Gets Sparks House
purposes and to watch public reac- dark since May, has reopened with
Second run.
tion to "The Last Warning," now sound pictures.
West hasPalm Beach, Fla.— The Arhaving its premiere showing at the
cade been taken over by Publix.
The house formerly was operated by
Building Delavan
House
Colony. Leni's the man who directed
Delavan, Wis. — Leutten & Swartz, E. J. Sparks. A. P. Talley, manager
"The Cat and the Canary" and "The
Burlington contractor, is building the of the Arcade has left for Sarasota
Man Who Laughs."
new Delavan house here.
to manage two Spark houses.

New Theaters
Port Jefferson, N. Y.— The Allerton Theater Corp. has taken on option on a site on
Tones St. and are considering building a
theater.
Rome, N. Y. — The new Capitol will seat
2,500.
EI Paso, Tex. — L. M. Crawford will re
build the Crawford.
Wichita, Kan. — Harry J. Stockman, J. C.
Hartman and others will build a $125,000
hous« to be called the Nomar.
Greenwich,
N. Y. — The Swan has opened,
Pekin, 111.— The $250,000 Pekin has opened.
Midland, Tex.— Dr. C. G. McCall has
opened the Ritz with W. H. Williams as
manager.
Long Beach, Calif. — A 100,000 house will
be built at E. Second and St. Josenh Ave.
Jenkintown, Pa. — Thalheier and Weitz will
build a 1.500 seat house here.
Morganton, N. C. — C. V. Davis will lease
a 660 seat house to be erected here.
Hattiesburg, Miss. — Saenger Amusement
Co. will build a $250,000 seat house.
Burlington, la. — Chicago interests are considering building a $400,000 house on Main
St.
Buckner, Mo. — E. V. Buchanan will build
a house here.
Downers Grove. 111. — Vitaphone and Movietone has been installed in the Tivoli
which opened ("hri'^tni.'is day.
San Francisco — The Daly City theater is
open.
Martinsburg. W. Va. — United Prop. Corp.
has been formed to build a house here.

Jacqueline Logan Renews
Paramore Joins Paramount
Contract of Jacqueline Logan has
Edward
Paramore,
Jr., author of
been renewed by Columbia. She is
"The
Ballad
of
Yukon
Jake," has
to appear in two more pictures for joined the Paramount
writing
staff.
the company this season.
He will specialize in dialogue films.

Filmdom' s Recognized Book Of
Reference For Past Ten Years

1929 Edition
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COVERS
EVERYTHING

Monday

.Siiuiid picture (Ie\ eldpiiu-nt will he liiKhliKlit
of 1929, industry leaders predict in statements iirepared f(.r 1929 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK; Will H. Hays predicts industry's greatest year.
Warner i)rogram calls for .^5 pictures for
1929-1930 season with budget estimated at
KBO

Tuesday

considering

ehaiiKe

in

company

Thousand

DAILY

Pages

iMrst National program for 1929-19.!0 calls
for expenditure of $18,000,000 on 35 pictures.
Paramount net for nine months totals $5,975,745.
Sono-Art Prod, formed to produce talking
features at Christie
Metropolitan studio,
Thursday
Hollywood.
British exhibitors now turning to sound films
followinswarning
of possible shortage of
Friday
silent
pictures.
Biophone adds Cinephone attachment to mausers. chines to provide souud-on-film system for
Censors' light to pass on sound and dialogue
issue in Pathe New York .suit; temporary
injunction restrains interference with showing of sound film.
Film stock sales in 1928 totaled 22,306,720
shares.
World Wide Pictures starts releasing operations Jan. 15 with series of seven films.
M. P. Section of Dept. of Commerce to be
m;ule a division in the department.
U. S. has 20,500 of world's total of 57,341
theaters, M. P.Saturday
Section of Dept. of Commerce reports.
RCA closes deal for acquisition of Victor.
Western Electric prepares for sound in educational field.
Warner deal for Equity circuit reported to
be set.
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/// the ' 'Tnlkics ' ' too
The fidelity of sound reproduction
M'itli motion pictures is affected by
every variation in the film — be it
ever so slight.
That is why, in the "Talkies"
too, Eastman film excels. The great
quantities in which it is produced,
the strict supervision constantly exercised — the resulting uniformity
from roll to roll, day to day, year to
year — these factors of Eastman film
manufacture are of first importance
to the newest development of the art.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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and

salute the
FIRST TRIUMPH

of the NEW

YEAR

100% All-Talking Outdoor Sensation!
"Nothing short of triumphant.
Best demonstration of the

"Truly the outstanding achievement of WilHam Fox."
— Seattle Post Intelligencer
1

speaking screen
put forth."
— Losever
Angeles
Express

"Fox Films have set a standard
not only for the rest of the in-

"Really the first talkie to combine the technique of the screen
and stage." — Los Angeles Examiner

dustry but for themselves."
— Seattle Times'

"Deserves

highest praise. De— Portland
Journal
light to sit through
it all."

\ "This

picture excels all of the
promises made for it by the
makers."
— Seattle Star

"A surprising disclosure of what
can be done with a microphone

"Nothing excels it in romantic
interest, novelty and picturesque appeal." — Portland News

WILLIAM

FOX

— Los Angeles Times
in the open air."

i

presents

IN OLD
ARIZONA
^vith Edmund

Lowe

Directed in Dialog by RAOUL

WALSH

Dorothy
and IRVING

Burgess

CUMMIN6S

Baxter

Story and Dialog by TOM

BARRY

For Greater Prosperity in I929f Play
DIFFERENT EYES
RU
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A
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®^^
'^
-^
E
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ET
HEARTS IN DIXIE
MOVI
THE GHOST TALKS

X

ALL-TALKING
FEATURES

'^

p

Warner

SPEAKEASY

THE VALIANT

and a Unit of AWTalUing Condensed Features:
NAPOLEON'S BARBER and THE BATH BETWEEN

Oklahoma Non-Theatrical Writ Permanent Order
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PATHE FIGHT ON CENSORING
SOUND, INDUSTRY TEST CASE

THREE times George Jessel
digs right into your heart in
"Lucky Boy." The Jessel
personality, undeniably there, does
it with the aid of "My Mother's
Eyes," a theme song that earns its
title and carries an emotional kick
of mule-sized proportions.
Likewise does he wisecrack,
put over flashes of imitations,
Oklahoma City — Injunction secured
warble other tunes and, to sum
by the Dcpt. of Justice in the consent
total it all, provides you with an decree in Federal Court here is a
hour and a half of real entertain- permanent order, restraining the Ok-

FOR ILL TIME BV U.S.

Backs Advertising
Philadelphia — Increased trade
paper advertising by distributors is advocated by the M. P.
T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
which in a resolution endorsed

Company Ready to Fight
N. Y. Free Speech Case
to a Finish

Fight of Pathe against what it
terms the Xew York censors' attempt
to usurp power to censor sound and
speech used in connection with pictures will be fought to a finish, it is
Sydney
S.
Cohen's
contentions
indicated by company attorneys. The
that lack of such advertising
has proved detrimental to box
distributing company's fight is exlahoma exhibitor unit from coercing
pected to serve as a test case for the
office returns throughout the
distributors
to
refuse
to
deal
with
or
nation.
ment. It's a Jessel funfest. He
industry, just as was its fight in 1922
cease to deal with non-theatricals
against censoring of newsreels, which
lolds center stage, down stage and and
from sending or threatening to
resulted in exemption of newsreels
ill other headline spots at one send to members names of exchanges
from censorship by action of the
legislature. Coudert Bros., who are
:ime. All of which is a job for an serving such accounts. This ends
activities against non-theatricals,
handling the present case, also hanexperienced trouper. But Jessel any
dled the newsreel case.
so far as the association is cons that and does his stuff well.
cerned, and disposes of the governHearing on application for a perment's suit against the organization.
manent injunction, scheduled for today, has been postponed until Jan.
Looks Like Money
Sheehan Arrives Tuesday
16, at the request of the attorney genBy this time you have probably
If regular distributors of sound piceral's office, which stated that countures refuse service to theaters
to Discuss Fox Line-Up
sel assigned to handle the case was
iuspected we think "Lucky Boy"
With
a
stay
in
New
York
of
sevto
be
busy
on another case today and
equipped with Dulcetone, new disc
ooks like ready money. It is. No
eral weeks scheduled, Winfield Shee- synchronization device, based on the so could not be in court. The reluestion about what it will do in
(.Ccmtinued
on Page 4)
han, vice president and general man- Cortellaphone patents, that company
ager
of
production
for
Fox,
arrives
vired houses. We should have prewill enter the sound picture production field, Frank R. Wilson, organizer
erred to see the picture shorter and here tomorrow to discuss the comfuture
production
plans
with
of
Dulcetone.
Inc.,on stated
in an exhe story more expertly knit together, William pany's
Fox and James R. Grainger.
(Continued
Page 2)
ut when it's all over, you find you
ave been so well entertained that the
I.o^<ui ^^
iscrepancies don't make very much
ifference.
Boston — Expansion program
IRIS
"The Toy Shop"
mapped for 1929 by Samuel
iu.vripo'jlYi
'^
Pinanski, is regarded here as
This is an engaging one reeler,
spiking report that sale of the
lade in Technicolor and distributed
circuit to Fox or Warners is
ke "Lucky Boy" via Tiffany-Stahl.
simple story made delightful by
planned.
eft handling.
Primarily it concerns
Boston- — Further expansion of the
waif picked up out of the snow by
Netoco circuit throughout New Engtoy maker. The child falls asleep
land, is planned
by New
England
nd dreams
the toys come
to life.
(Continued
on Page 4)
harming and particularly suitable
)r the Christmas season, but sufFrance Used Fewer U. S.
ciently above the average to rate
Production During 1928
"aydates any time.
What is reported by "The New
'In Old Arizonce'
York Times" as one effect of
I Made in sound outdoors one hunEuropean efforts to check dominance
r>,^
' . T Q»cr
C ■3-__r_
^
of -American pictures is a sales drop
:ed per cent and in natural, not
udio, exteriors. Something new for
in France where 313 American pictures were used in 1928 as against 368
e public and, me oh my, what boxin
1927.
Great Britain, on the other
Tice! But we're ahead of our "A WOMAN IN THE NIGHT" amazing maternity drama starring luscious Maria Corda; romance of London marriage and Southampton night hand, sold 23 to France in 1928 as
hedule.
"In
Old
Arizona"
is
part
our daily routine for tomorrow not
compared with eight in 1927. On
actually produced where story's laid. Variety's London Critic says "Deli- the
Continent, Germany disposed of
day. Watch for it. It's important.
cate
theme
robustly
handled—
100%
entertainment."
—
WORLD
WIDE
.1
K A N N PICTURES.— Advt.
123 in 1928 as against 91 in 1927.

DULCETONE TO PRODOCE
IE SERVICE IS REEIISED

NETOCO PROGRAM SEEN
SPIKING SALE REPORT

tfj!»,.

L;'-.>4//j<*<'rt,

M:^^

Dulcetone to Produce
if Service Is Refused
(Continued

from

Page

1)

15 BRISTOLPHONE SETS
NOW BEING INSTALLED

elusive interview with THE
FILM
DAILY.
PttSllSHER
JBHN W. XlieOATE
Fifteen installations of SonoraWilson, who is slated to become
president, or chairman of the board, Bristolphone are in progress, according to Budd Rogers, sales manager
PabKshed daily except Saturday and holidays at the organization meeting next
at 16S0 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and week, does not anticipate any difficul- of Sonora-Bristolphone. The comcopyright (1929) by Wid's Films and FiljB
pany is continuing its class of 25 enty over the question of service, statFolk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
gineers at the Waterbury, Conn.,
ing- he regards the interchangeability
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
issue as settled. However, if product plant, training them for additional
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
installations. Equipments are being
installed at:
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the is refused, "there is plenty of money
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act he
where
this
came
from"
to
produce,
says.
of March 3, 1879. Terras (Postage free)
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United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreigrn, $15.00. Subscribers should
reirit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle,
La Cineraatographie Francaise, Rue dfi la
Cour-des-None8,
19.
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Jacobsen Transferred to N. Y.
IVest Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Universal City — Sam Jacobsen.
publicity director of the Universal
studio, has been transferred to the
home office.

Book
TheDate
Industty*s
Jan. 18

Film Guild Cinema
York.

Jan. 20

Annual banquet of M.P.T.O.
Eastern Pennaylvania.

opens in New

Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference
tional Board of Review.
Feb.

Opening

Mar.

2

o<

of Ntb-

ofmount 4,000
at Toledoseat Toledo-Para-

AMPA
HoUywood
New York.

Masque

Ball in

International Alliance Ball Feb. 4
Princess, Gadsden, Tex.; Princess, Hopkinsville, Tex.; Rialto, Dickinson, N. D.;
Incorporation papers have been filed Egyptian, Sioux Falls, S. D. ; Delf,, MarCleveland — Second annual theatriin Delaware for the new company,
cal ball will be held at Public Hall
quette, Mich.; Family, Jackson, Mich.; Embassy, Portchester, N. Y. ; Empress, Milwhich ihas an elastic capitalization,
waukee; Verdi, San Francisco; Arcade, Los on Feb. 4, anounced Manus W. Cafthe original amount being $500,000. Angeles; Rialto, Alimosa, Col.; Frolic, Mid- fery, business manager of the InterThe first group of machines are to Pa. land, Mich.; Strand, Colorado Springs, Col.;
national Alliance.
be ready by Jan. 22, comprising ten Edeon, Bartlesville, Okla. ; Ambler, Ambler.
units, five of which are scheduled for
immediate installation. Price range
of the machine, depending upon the
installation is from $3,500 to $7,500. "Shopworn Angel" Makes
While a number of prominent bankers Two New Theater Records
are among the 15 associated in the
The Paramount, New York, for the
venture,
they are in it only as indi- week ending Jan. 4 did $82,700 with
■966
viduals. No stock will be sold. ProI
Corporation
|
duction program is hoped by the com- "The Shopworn Angel" which out- ! Announces that it has in the coarse of
distances
"Underworld,"
previous
recpany to reach 100 machines a week
ord holder by $1,700. The same pic- ! production a motion picture entitled:
by Jan. 20, with four factories making
ture playing concurrently at the
Paramount, Brooklyn, did $65,000, or I
parts.
$6,270 more than any other film since
house opened a few months ago.
National Popularity Test the
"Whoopee Girl"
Both theaters held extra perform- i
ances New Year's Eve while the Nev?
Tied up with "Coquette"
house operates under a midand All Rights Reserved
Twenty-four girls, selected as the York night
show policy every day in the
Copyrighted —
most popular by 24 key city newspapers and 24 newspaper writers are week.
to go to Hollywood as guests of
Mary Pickford in a tie-up on "Coquette," arranged by Victor M.
Shapiro, United Artists advertisiftg
and publicity head. Selections are to
be made simultaneously in the 24
cities Jan. 14 to Jan. 27, after the initial announcement Jan. 10, with the
party of girls to leave Chicago Feb.
9 on a special train, which arrives
Feb. 12 at Hollywood. The newspapers, it is said, have a combined
circulation of 5,211,883.

I Columbia Pictures

ATTENTION
PRODUCERS

Morgan in U. A. Foreign Dep't
Guy P. Morgan has resigned from
the Samuel Goldwyn sales organization to join the United Artists foreign department. He now is conferring with Arthur W. Kelly, vice
president and general manager of
foreign distribution, prior to leaving
New York on a tour.

e
ican
Ameryou
maurde
U ct
a 'wepi
HAVE
ntula
iicli A yosu
u cc'wa
ivle?
forleas
essf
re
independent distributing organization is open
for world distributing
rights to several good
silent pictures. Communicate "With Distributor, Box IS, Film Daily
16S0 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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Hollywood

F.N.ANDWARNERR[SEARCH
IN CHARGE OF JACKMAN
Scientific research departments of
the Warner and First National studios have been merged, with Fred
Jackman in charge. The departments
formerly maintained at the Warner
and Vitagraph studios have been
abandoned. The new department is
housed at First National.
Hugh Bennett .veteran film editor,
for several years with First National,
both in the East and on the Coast,
has been named chief film editor of
First National, which is a new position. Harold J. McCord continues
in full charge of the film editing department at the Warner studio.

Pathe Fight Censoring
Sound, Industry Test
(Continued

from

Page

N. Y. Censor Board Has Been
Passing on Sound Pictures
James E. Wingate, head of the
New York censors, has no comment
to make on the Pathe action, stating the case has been placed in the
hands of Ernest C. Cole, counsel for
the Board of Regents. Sound films
for some time have been subjected to
censorship.

Legal Battle on Censoring
of Sound Films Is Forecast

Albany — Legal battle on the Pathe
injunction suit to determine whether
Columbia Signs Ben Lyon sound films are to be subjected to
is anticipated here, with
for Silent, Sound Films censorship
the
case
probably
not to be deterBen
Lyon
has been signed
by
mined until the Court of Appeals
Columbia for talking and silent films. passes on it.
Buy All-Dialogue Story
Paramount has purchased "A Woman Who Needed Killing" by Margery H. Lawrence as an all-talker.
Baclanova, Clive Brook and Neil
Hamilton will play the leads. Rowland V. Lee will direct.

Ford to Direct McLaglen?
Victor McLaglen will play the
feature role in the next Fox production to be directed by John Ford.
The screen play will be taken from
Talbot Mundy's story "King of the
Kyber Rifles." Supported by Leatrice Joy, McLaglen has just comof Ford.pleted "Strong Boy" under direction
To Score "She Go«s to War"
Modest Altschuler, founder in 1904
of the Russian symphony orchestra,
will write the synchronized musical
score for "She Goes to War."
Paramount Signs Jefferson
Thontas Jefferson has been signed
by Paramount for "Close Harmony,"
which features Charles Rogers and
Nancy Carroll. John Cromwell is directing the film which is an all-talker.

DE LUXE VARIETY!

Netoco Program Seen
Spiking Sale Report
(.Continued from

Page

Theaters Operating Co., which in
one year has quadrupled its holdings,
having now approximately 50 houses
in its chain. The firm was organized
in January, 1928, with authorized
capital of $25,000,000 and Samuel
Pinanski as president. Four houses
now are in construction: Netoco
State, $1,000,000 Portland, Me., theater; Seville, East Boston; Netoco
Egyptian, Brighton, Mass., and Community, North Attleboro. All of the
houses are atmospheric and will seat
2,500 and be equipped for sound.
Several sites for new houses already
have been secured.

=
$1.10

11 A.

U

SMITH &■ BEIDLER

Toledo, Ohio

THEATRES,

THE
FATAL WARNING
with a superlative cast headed by

HELENE COSTELLO
RALPH including
GRAVES

and

Phillips Smalley,
Lloyd Whitlock,
Sid Crossley, Martha Mattox, Boris
Karloff, Symona Boniface, George
Periolat, Tom Lingham, etc.
The Best Acting Cast Ever
Assembled for a Serial
A Cast Worthy of the Finest Feature
BEING PRODUCED FOR
THE FINEST THEATRES
IN THE WORLD

Club Luncheon
Served

NNER
DI
Served
Every
pleased with them."

Mascof s Epic Chapter Play

1)

Table d'Hote

"The traUers themselves are certainly of the de luxe variety and we are

JVow tn Production

1)

quest was agreed to by F. R. Coudert, Jr., for Pathe, with the stipulation, that the temporary injunction
now in force, be continued until Jan.
16. This injunction restrains the
censors from interfering with showing of "Sal of Singapore" with sound
record accompaniment.
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$2 25
Evening
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BLAZING

THE

TRAIL"

Produced by

NAT
1650 Broadway
New York City

LEVINE
933 Seward Street
Hollywood, California
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'In Old Arizona
'
crat ut West-

Aristo
erns has arrived. A distinguished, prod u c t i o n
from many viewpoints, principal
anu)ng; which are :
Acting that is immense and
which ranks easily among the
best in many months.
Direction of Class A calibre
for which Raoul Walsh and Irving Cummings each get credit —
there is plenty for both.
Sound that sounds natural because it was photographed in
wide open spaces as the film
was made ; impressive because
it marks an entirely new departure in sound production and delightful because the spoken lines
are musical, lilting and genuinely charming.
All of which steps the picture
into the much-talked about but
lot often achieved class of real
THE

)()x-ofiFice attractions. It's there
:rom the money angle. Loaded
with it, as a matter of faithful
reporting.
A High Mark
"In Old Arizona" demonstrates
hat far from having exhausted the
)otentialities of sound, it is the beginning only that has been touched.
The microphone caught everything.
A'hen
as he grows
rides
)ut of the
thecaballero
picture sings
his voice
ainter as it would in real life. When
he cows moo, you hear them and
viien the stage coach driver cracks
is whip, your ears get that, too.
The locale is Arizona in the '90s
nd the story deals with the Cisco
vid, Portuguese bandit-gentleman,
/ho crossed in love, metes out dc[erving punishment in his righteously
uel manner. The picture has susense, comedy,
charm,
sex appeal,
ssion that flames — and three indidual performances by Warner
axter, Edmund Lowe and Dorothy
urgess, a newcomer, that will cause
luch comment. They put on a goreous show.
Ba^cter is superb; so
od in fact that we reserve comment
r him later.

"The Rescue"
Ronald Colman's first starring picre— in tomorrow's dope. A most
eritorious production and — but we
ustn't
get ahead of ourselves anvore.
K A N X
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WARNER FINANCING PLACENT
SYNCHRONIZER, IS REPORT
$1 6, 000, 000 Budget
West Coast Bur.

THE

FIL.V DAILY

Hollywood — Production budget of Universal for 1929-30
product, calls for expenditure
of 516,000,000. "Broadway" and
"The King of Jazz" are to cost
51,000,000 each, under company

PHONOSCOPE, NEWEST OF
DISC TALKER DEVICES

Phonoscope, a new disc synchronizer, claimed interchangeable
with existing systems, and Auditone,
non-synchronous device, are being
plans.
placed on the market by Recording
Laboratories of America, New York,
headed by William A. Brown, Canadian businessman. Jess Smith,
former producer for First National,
is vice president and studio production manager, and Jordan ^L Cohen,
secretary. Production of a series of
short novelties, geared to speed of
Chicago, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, 33 1-3 revolutions per minute, is
Baltimore, Boston and Cleveland, arc planned. Synchronizing service also
is being offered independent producto get new Fox houses during 1929, ers.
according to a statement credited to
William Fox. Each is to have a
capacity of from 5.000 to 6,000. St. 300 Critics Voting in Ten
Louis, San Francisco and Atlanta
Best Poll for Year Book
houses now are nearing completion.
Total of critics balloting in the annual poll to select the Ten Best PicFamous Canadian Gets
tures of 1928 will reach 300, it is indicated by votes being received as
Fourth Calgary House
the
competition
draws near a close.
Calgary — Giving the firm control of
four theaters here. Famous Players The Ten Best Pictures selection will
Canadian Corp., has acquired the be a feature of THE 1929 FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK, to he iscity.
Palace, second largest house in th;sued in January.

CniCAGO LEADS UST Of
CITIES FOR FOX HOUSES

Sound Cannot Be Construed As
Motion Picture, Pathe Insists

Device to Sell at $3,000—
Quigley
Denies Any
Affiliation
New Haven. Conn. — With reported Warner financing and Warner
distribution, the Placent P.lectrical
Corp. yesterday started production at
Seymour, Conn, of a synchronous
disc reproducer to be marketed for
$3,000 and perhaps as low as $2,500.
Seymour Products Co., manufacturers of electrical supplies and a subsidiary of Placent Electrical which
makes radios, is the production unit
at Seymour where the factory force
totals 200. H. W. Davies, sales manager for Seymour Products, admits
all facts concerning price, type of
machine and manufacturing facilities
are correct, but is mum in regard to
all questions regarding the Warner
affiliation.
George Quigley, vice president of
Vitaphone, denied last night that the
Warners were "directly or indirectly" connected with the Placent synchronous device. Declaring that
Warners will iirobably service the
equipment when it reaches the market, Quiglev insisted there was no
mutuality of interests between the
two.

Drive Against Mutilation
of Prints on at K. C.

Kansas City — Distributors here are
mapping a drive against mutilation
of film, due to increase of the evil in
recent months. Exhibitors are being
asked to co-operate, through a series
of letters being sent out, as well as
Both sound-on-disc and sound-onfilm methods of recording sound or through suggestions by salesmen.
Counsel for Censors Has
of the contract, the exare exempt from censorshi]). Under terms
hibitor must notify the exchange of
No Comment on Pathe Suit dialogue
Pathe will contend in its fight against
before running it, otherErnest E. Cole, deputy commis- the New York censors' efforts to cen- a poorwise print
he is liable for damages.
sioner and counsel of the New York
sor sound used in conjunction with
Department of Education, has no films. Test case is being made on
statement to make on Pathe's suit
for an injunction to restrain censors discs used in conjunction with "Sal 60 Siemens-Halske Sound
Films Ready in Germany
Singapore'' in Pathe's injunction
from ■•»'h?t 't r'siniu jo an attempt to of
suit, scheduled to be heard Jan. 16
usurp the power to censor sound and in Sui)reme Court. New York, with
Berlin — Siemens-Halske, German
dialogue used in connection with pic- F. R. Coudert, Jr., of Coudert Bros., sound company, has completed 60
tures, he informed THE FILM handling the case for Pathe.
short and feature sound productions
DAILY yesterday by telegraph from
The photographing of sound, so which will be released this year, it
Albany. Meanwhile, Coudert Bros., far as censorship is concerned, is the is claimed. One of the pictures, is a
attorneys for Pathe. are mapping same as recording on a wax disc or feature containing sequences of the
plans for a finish fight on the issue, any other substance or material, and F"rench Revolution. Siemens system
which is expected to prove a test. case not by anv stretch of the imagination is a sound-on-film process and in(Continued on Page 2)
(.Continued on Page 2)
for the entire industry.
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Pathe Insists Sound
Tri-State Zone Theaters
Motion Picture
(.Continued from Page 1)
Walloped
by "Flu"' Scare Is Not
Memphis — With theaters in more
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Sales
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35'A
iS'A
25 '/i 25 5,^
179'A 104J4
183^2
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6
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400
300
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100
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7,000

17,600
38,800
1,300
30,100
100
22,400
6,300

s'.soo
5,000

22',566
300
100
900
26,200

"

34

than a dozen towns in the tri-states can the photographed celeniuni cell, be
already closed, all children under 12 construed as a motion picture, to
barred from theaters in Memphis, which the censors' power is confined,
Pathe will insist. Decision in the
and general closing of all the city's
theaters a probability if the epidemic case, therefore, is expected to cover
grows much worse, influenza is leav- both methods of sound recording now
ing its mark in this territory.
in vogue, and establish a precedent for
Houses reported closed in the tri- the entire industrv.
state territory are:
Dunlap, Clarksville. Ark.; Grand, Parkin,
Ark.: Ozark, Berryville. Ark.; New Grand,
Morrilton, Ark. ; Meteor, Bentonville, Ark. ;
Colosseum, Corinth, Miss.; Lincoln, Corinth,
Miss.; Blue Mountain. Blue Mountain, Miss,;
Ritz, New Albany, Miss.; Gloria, Senatobia,
Miss.; Loew's Milan, Milan, Tenn. ; Dixie
Ripley, Tenn,; Folly, Marks, Miss.

"Flu" Causes Closing of 9
Theaters in Southeast

Madison Company Formed
Madison, Wis. — Jackson Amusement Co., has been formed here for
the purpose of operating a theater.
Signers of the articles are Al. Jackson, Glenn W. Stephens, S. Pinckney
and Earl N. Cannon.

(^Continued

from

terchangeable with
Movietone. It has
with an experimental
vice used on some of

Puge

"Flu"
Closes
3 in Kentucky
Seco, Ky, — The Seco here. Loyal,
Shonn, Ky., and Auxier, Auxier, Ky.,
have closed as a result of the "flu,"
Rappe at the A.M.P.A. Meet
Erno Rappe, musical conductor of
the Roxy will be guest at Thursday's
meeting
of the A,M.P,A. Rappe will
bring some of the Roxy entertainers
with him, it is expected.
Due from Coast Today
Joseph M. Schenck, D, W, Griffith and John W. Considine arrive in
New York from the coast todav.

"Singing Fool" in Silent Form
Warners now is releasing the silent
version of "The Singing Fool."
Two Deals on Disney Series
Charles Gregerich has closed two
! distribution deals for the Mickey
I Mouse cartoons created by Walt Disney. Penn Prod,, has bought the
Philadelphia territory, Richard C,
Fox of Fox Film Exchanges, Buffalo,
has obtained the series for that territory.

S ALE
Tb«
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Model

!
Double

Spring Motor

SEPT

AUTOMATIC

STANDARD

MOVIE

CAMERA

Holds 16 Feet Film— Ca»o— 6 Masazinei
2 in. F. 3.5 Lent

$29.SO
▼▼110

West

Pbon*

J2«*St,Nc«ybrK.f4y«*
Puma.

0330

JL

Jan, 18

Film Guild Cinema
York.

Jan. 20

Annual
Eastern

opens in New

banquet of M.P.T.O.
Pennsylvania.

Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference
tional Board of Review,
Feb.

Opening

Mar.

2

ofmount 4,000
at Toledoseat Toledo-Para-

AMPA Hollyvifood Masque
New York.

Ball in

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

of

of Na-

1)

Vitaphone and
been developed
stereoscopic dethe pictures.

Minder, New Fox Manager
Atlanta — William G, Minder has
Atlanta — Due to the prevalence of
"flu." nine theaters in the Southeast succeeded Paul C, Bryan as Fox manager here. The latter has been transwere reported as closed, or closing,
ferred to the Movietone department,
this week. They are the Lvric, at
East Tallassee, Ala.; Vaudette^ Brew- in charge of activities in this and
territories.
ton, Ala.; Palmer, Palmer, Tenn.; the Charlotte
Bonita. Murphy, N. C; Italian GarSeitz to Direct for Fox
den. Claxton, Ga.; Olympia, Petros,
West
Coast
Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
Tenn.; Bonifay, Bonifay, Fla. ; Mount
Los
Angeles
—
George
B.
Seitz
has
\'ernon. Tallassee, Ala., and the
Porterdale (community house),
Por- signed to direct for Fo.x.
terdale, Ga.

.,, ,
,, , .
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QUOTED

60 Siemens-Halske Sound
Films Ready in Germany

Book
TheDate
Industry's

Penn. 3580

WANTED!
Moving Picture Tlteatre
Managers
One of the large national theatre circuits is
looking for manpower!
They want men of experience, character,
ability, initiative, men who are looking for
a field in which to advance.
They want the new type of showman — the
man who is moving along with the procession— live wires and yet business executives. They want you!
Write in your application, stating your past
experience, your present position and salary, your qualifications, your ideas. Sell
yourself in a letter!
Make it comprehensive — not rambling.
Businesslike — not discursive. Showmanshiplike— not perfunctory.
Address A-108, care Film Daily
1650 Broadway
New York City
Write today!

P.THE SOUNDS'

,

^^ N>'"^- Boon., Ne^ ^°' „.,^ph sW"''^
P'°'' ;hophoweP*^«":t;t today >"
f the orthopf achievement
^^^^._^„

as the ^"V'^r'pvod"'^"*

vhe^Photo-

the best
tonal
qualities

?S^;^^=^=^yet unfold-

CCl M^^ Vatietu

Sound Recording By RCA

Photophone

System

.... You always knew he was the
biggest male star-draw in pictures
.... But— YOU DON'T KNOW
NOTHIN'

Makes the Greatest
Male Screen Star
Tvi^ice as Great!
All these years Richard Barthelmess' rich voice has
been buried treasure. Now VITAPHONE unearths
this tremendous hidden asset — brings you a Barthelmess so much greater it's like discovering a NEW
STAR ! A voice so sensationally fine he could have
won stardom on that alone. He's drawn MILLIONS
just to see him ACT . . . Now he'll draw MILLIONS
MORE just to hear him TALK and play the piano.

YouHl
STARS

get TWO
GREAT
IN ONE when you get

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS
WEARY

RIVER

With Betty Compson. A Frank Lloyd
production. Screen version by Bradley
King. Presented by Richard A. Rowland.

Are you prepare

4:oni!v>E umv

YET!

PhonofUm Adding Disc Attachment

ALL THE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

:9f€> NEWSPAPER

oypiLMDOM
VOL.

XLVII

No.

The Ten Best
^S January grows older, the
^^j^ competition turns keener.
Each mail brings in ballots
from the nation's critics and every ballot changes the standing
in the Ten Best Pictures Poll
for 1928. Last night's adding
machine revealed 303 judges of
what the public goes and does
not go in for in film entertainment had cast their dye.
The
rising
interest
in the
workings of this selective mahinery is indicated by the fact
hat the 303 votes thus far rereived compare with a total of
186 in 1927 and the end is not
et in sight.
What It Means
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Starting Soon
Paramount Sound News is
scheduled to make its appearance in February. One issue
a week is planned. The Paramount News (silent) will continue two issues weekly. MG-M Movietone News is slated
to appear about March I.

In "The Rescue," Ronald Colman's
rst individual starring picture this
:tor who ranks high in the school
■ restrained performances earns his
aw position in the star constellations
: the industry.
As King Tom
in
oseph Conrad's
famous
sea story.
olman was lucky enough to get a
)le which he handled
with much
rill. Points worth talking about in
The Rescue" are the suspense which
ips you in the first reels, the fine
mpo, magnificent photographic ar5try and the uniform excellence of
e cast. Of consequence is the first
merican appearance of Lily Damita,
]ontinental actress who. histrionilly and optically, has much to recmend her.
KANN

Price

5 Cents

FOX BUILDING PROGRAM
ANTICIPATED IN TEXAS

4 TALKING FEATURES, 50
U.S.LOSES CONTROL or SHORTS FOR L.
FILM MARKET IN GERMANY

American films have a greater hold
in Germany than the pictures of any
other nation sending films into that
land, but in
thisthatcountry's
one given
time
dominance
market has
way to Germany.
In 1926, comparison secured by
THE FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
for its Foreign Section shows, American pictures dominated 60 per cent
This is the time in their journal- of the German field. In 1927, this
uic routine when newspaper guard- had fallen to 37 per cent, Germany,
ins of the pubhc's likes and dis- for that year at least, finding herself
kes in motion pictures divert their in the position v^^here the major needs
hought to consideration of the best of her theaters were filled by homehat Hollywood has delivered the
made product.
ation. In print everywhere these
In 1927, Germany consumed 526
pinions animately set down their
(Continued
on Page 2)
.-ading ten, thereby giving to the
idustry at large what must be con- Interchangeability Again
trued as a significant cross-sectionDemonstrates Phonofilm
1 viewpoint of the type of pictures
hich, in their discriminating judgCleveland — DeForest Phonofilm
lent, the public desires to see.
again showed its interchangeability,
The results, as well as the obser- this time with the Movietoned
ations to be gleaned, will be many "Uncle Tom's Cabin" at the .Vstor,
nd will come to vou shortlv in the operated by M. B. Horwitz, who has
olumns of THE FILM DAILY to been running sound films via Phonofilm two weeks at his Plaza here.
e repeated in amplified form in the
xpansive pages of the forthcoming The device recently proved its inILM D.AILY YEAR
BOOK.
terchangeability at the Alhambra at
Canton.

In the Star Cluster

to Device*

Survey Made by Aide Said
to Have Revealed Field
as Fertile One

Dallas — Invasion of south Texas
by Fox is considered probable here,
as a result of the survey recently
"Nothing but the Truth," starring made throughout that section of the
Richard Dix, and "Gentlemen of the state made by Eddie Grainger. This
Press," now in work; "The Cocoanuts," starring the Four Marx survey, made two months ago, is said
Brothers; a new Jeanne Eagcls fea- to have resulted in a report to William Fox that the territory is a fertile
ture, and 50 .shorts are included in
the talking picture program for the one for future development in the
theater field.
year
Paramount's
Island
Fo.x for some time has been seeking
studio, ataccording
to JesseLong
L. Lasky.
Production
of shorts now is up to sched- a foothold in this territory, angling for
ule, he says, with work on them to be re- the holdings of Karl Hoblitzelle.
sumed in February,
when
the Mar.x
film
will be started.
The Eagels picture starts Meanwhile, Publix and its allies are
{Continued
on Page 4)
planning expansion in this territory.

'Bill' Morgan Named Sales
Executive of Columbia

MASTERPijEGOING IN
FOR DUAL SOUND SYSTEM

William J. Morgan who recently resigned as European general manager
of First National, has become a sales
executive with Columbia Pictures. He
Seattle — Interchangeability of De
was for eight years in charge of First
Luxe
Masterphone, disc device, was
National's home office sales and con- demonstrated
here with the Western
tract department, later become sales
manager of P.D.C.
Electric synchronized "Manhattan
Cocktail" and "Persian Market," by
Great Western Theater Equipment,
Firm Annexes Opposition sponsor of the device. The company
says it soon will have an attachment
House at Grand Junction to
enable reproduction of sound
Grand Junction, Colo. — Rex recorded on film. While Great West.Amusement Co., Denver, has acern says the equipment is manufactured in the East, it is believed here
quired the Avalon from the Grand
that
the device is assembled, parts
Junction Theater Co. The Rex
firm, headed by Harry T. Nolan, op- of it being made locally by E. M.
erates the Majestic here.
Jensen, head of Great Western.

March 1 is Date Set for Disc
Addition to Phonofilm System

Cinemaphone Claims 100
Kan., Mo., Installations

Manhattan, Kan. — Cinemaphone is
new name of the Kolster Phototone,
which claims 100 theater installations
Attachment for the playing of in Kansas and Missouri theaters. The
Disc Makers Held Seeking discs
will be offered by March 1 by Kipp Music Co., manufactures the
Cinephone Attachments General Talking Pictures for the De non-synchronous disc device in three
Several makers of disc reproducing
models. Two plans of cueing service
equipments are declared seeking Forest Phonofilm, sound-on-film re- are offered.
producer. Indications are that the
Cinephone sound-on-film attachments, to complete dual systems for attachment may be ready before that Hays Leaves Today for
synchronization, according to P. A. date. It is offered merely as a conCoast on Usual Visit
Powers. Biophone recently was
venience to Phonofilm users, to enWill H. Hays is scheduled to
licensed for a Cinephone attachment.
able them to play films synchronized
Similar arrangements may be made by discs. General has no intention leave for Hollywood today for his
of making records, planning to con- regular semi-annual conference with
with
others,
it beingcontracts
Powers' and
policy
to refuse
exclusive
to
fine its activities to sound-on-film ducers.
members of the Ass'n of M. P. Prorecording.
remain aloof from mergers.

Jg^gggK*
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U. S. Loses Control of Universal-Variety Chain
German Film Market
Reported Being Divided
{Continued from Page 1)
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Inc.

Pres.

Library Stock Scenes

130 W.

46th St., New
Bryant 8181

York

TheDate
Industry's
Cleveland — Universal- Variety cirBook
cuit is splitting up and dividing the
pictures of which total she supplied
243, an increase of 59 over 1926. All theaters, it is reported. Universal
other nations supplied 283 and of will take Cedar-Lee, Broadway, Jan. 18 York.
Film Guild Cinema opens in New
this latter number, 190 came from Oriental, Milliard Square and DeAnnual banquet of M.P.T.O. of
.America, the closest competitor
troit, w!hile Variety will take the Im- Jan. 20 Eastern
Pennsylvania.
perial, Kinsman, Homestead and
being France with 28 to her credit.
Jan.
24-26
Fifth
annual
of National Board of cooiference
Review.
For the first six months of 1928, Moreland, it is reported. The Uptown belonging to Variety was Feb. Opening ofmount 4,000
Germany consumed 291 features of
seat
Toledo-Paraat Toledo
which 112 or 38 per cent came from never included in the jointly oper- Mar. 2 AMPA Hollywood Masque Ball in
ated
theaters.
German studios. America supplied
New York.
179 or 47 per cent for the half year
while all other nations aggregated Dent Continues Expansion Jacob Wilk Heads Story
18 per cent. Thus for America, the
Buying 4 More in Texas
early half of 1928 proved more encouraging than 1927.
Harlingen, Tex. — L. L. Dent of
Dept.authors'
of First
Nat'l
Jacob Wilk,
representative
Dent Theaters is continuing his ex- and play and story broker has been
pansion program throughout Texas. placed in charge of the story departLust Handling Press Work Deals have
ment of First National.
closed recently for
for Hoover Inaugural the Ritz and been
Capitol,
Weslaco;
Donna
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY at Donna
and the Pharr at Pharr.
Washington' — Sidney Lust, local exDELUXE VARIETY!
hibitor, has been appointed to handle
Belle Bennett's First Talker
press matter for the committee on
Belle Bennett, Tiffany-Stahl star,
press relations and communications
in handling the Hoover inauguration. who is in New York, is making talking and singing sequences for the
He also is a member of the general
entertainment committee.
production temporarily titled "Molly
and Me." Joe E. Brown and Alberta
Vaughn, also are in New York for
B. & K. Declares Dividends
Chicago — Balaban & Katz Corp. the talking and singing sequences,
yesterday declared three regular being made under direction of Albert
"The trailers themselves are certainand supervised by Rudolph
monthly dividends of 25 cents each, Ray
ly of the de luxe variety and we are
Flothow.
on common, payable Feb. 1, March 1
and April 1 to stock of record Jan.
pleased
them."
SMITH with
& BEIDLER
THEATRES,
E-K Director Dies
19, Feb. 20 and March 20, respectiveToledo, Ohio
Iq. The regular quarterly dividend
Rochester, N. Y. — Funeral services
of 1^% on preferred was also de- are to be held at Boston for James
clared, payable April 1 to stock of H. Haste, 61, Eastman Kodak direcord March 20.
rector and for 20 years general manager of the Kodak Park, who died
Revier Directs Lytell
after illness of a week.
By special arrangement, Harry Revier director of Powers Cinephone
Baltimore in Dark
sound pictures, is arranging and diBaltimore — Real estate agents and
recting the dialogue sequences of
ON THE OCEAN END OF
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter," the theater men to date have heard nothColumbia production starring Bert
KENTUCKY AVE.
ing definite of Fox's proposed plans
Lytell. The sound sequences are be- for a large Baltimore theater.
ATLANTIC
CITY, N. J.
ing recorded at The Victor Studio
at Camden, N. J.
Balmer to Manage Stanley Enright
AN HOTEL WHOSE COMFORTS
Pittsburgh, Pa. — James Balmer,
WILL ASSURE ONE OF FULL
Hancock at Springfield, Tenn.
former manager of the Grand, has
ENJOYMENT
OF THIS GLOHopkinsville, Ky.^ — A. L. Hancock been appointed manager of the EnRIOUS RESORT.
former local showman, has assumed Liberty.
right, new Stanley house in East
Each Room has Bath — Strictly Firemanagement of the Princess at
proof — Luxurious Lobbies — Sundeck
Springfield, Tenn., and Capt. Ament,
Overlooking Golf
the Privileges
Ocean.
goes to Nashville, where he will have
charge of a Sudekum theater.
American Plan $7 up
Theater Manager
Beacham at Atlanta Office
European Plan $4 up
Now employed, seeks position. ComAtlanta— C. R. Beacham, veteran
petent house manager and shownnan.
Atlanta exchangeman, will head the
Long experience vi'ith thorough knowlOWNERSHIP— MANAGEMENT
edge of motion pictures and vaudeville.
local office of World Wide Pictures,
FETTER & HOLLINGER
Address:
B-101,
c-o Film Daily
Inc., when that company opens here
1650 Broadway
New York City
Jan. 14, with headquarters in the
Educational
exchange.

M^M^

The HOTEL

Jefferson

Let IJs Solve Your Problems I
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

'WE NEVER

DISAPPOINT'

iMiii/jwa
[WPWFIIM
INCORPORATED

220 WEST
STREET
NEW 42^-°
YORK
Phone: Wisconsin 6876
ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

FOLLOW

THE

LEADER!

More theatres are playing M-GM's Hal Roach
Comedies and M-Q-M^s Short
Subjects than those of any other
company.
See for yourself!

m

"OUR

Better than
ever. "Our
Gang" rascals
GANG'steal
always
' the show!
"Noisy Sound!
Noises"
with or
without

METRO
CHARLIE
CHASE
His latest "Off to
BufFaJo" is the funniest inhis long fun
record !

LAUREL- ^^'^ great pair is
■■ ** ** ^ ■ draw! Consistent
hits have won them real popularity! See them in "Liberty."

ROACH ALL-STARS
Something new in laughs!

-MOVIETONE

ACTS
M-G-M within si.x months is
topping the field with its de luxe Movietone Acts. A great library of Star numbers to draw from. Second series -now
booking. If you're planning for Sound,
insure the success of your investment
with Metro-Movietone Acts!
M-G-M
NEWS
A Newsreel that
gives the News ! Twice weekly it scoops
all rivals!

M-G-M

GREAT

EVENTS

TheTechnicolor dramatic gems of feature
calibre! Watch for "Manchu Love."

M-G-M

ODDITIES

Once

known, always shown. UFA's world-wide
thrills!

THE STORY OF THE
YEAR'S OUTSTANDING
PICTURE!
In Book Form for
Exhibitors. Write or Wire
Your M-G-IVI Exchange!
DOLORESuith
DEL RIO
Ralph Forbes
Karl Dane
Harry Carey
Directed hy
Clarence Brown

'^f

THE TRAIL
OF
'98
leads to the hank!

METRO-GOLDWYN

- MAYER

Wednesday, January 9, 192

DAILV

Hollywood
"Red Sword" Finished
"The Red Sword" has been completed for FBO. It was directed by
Robert Vignola and the cast includes
Marian Nixon, Buster Collier, Carmel
Meyers and Allan Roscoe.
Neill's First Selected
"Behind Closed Doors" is to be
directed by R. William Neill for Columbia. He was signed recently.
Virginia Valli and Gaston Glass will
be featured.

4 Talking Features, 50
Shorts
for L. I. Studio
(Continued from Page 1)
in March. Lasky says results are justifying
the company's policy of drawing upon the
stage for talker casts, as well as the policy
of employing stage directors to assist with
dialogue. "The Letter," starring Jeanne
Eagels, and "The Hole in the Wall," directed
by Robert Florey, are talking features so
far completed, while, the shorts include:
"Night Club," "The Pusher-in-the-Face" and
subjects starring Kddie Cantor, Walter Huston, Borrah Minnevitch, Ruth Etting, Lynn
Overman, Eddie Peabody, Smith and Dale
and their Avon
Comedy
Four.

Florey Gets 3 Year Contract
andRobert
Will Florey,
Direct French
"Cocoanuts"
director,

who recently completed "The Hole
in the Wall" for Paramount, has
Kay Johnson Cast
signed a three year contract and next
Feminine lead in "Dynamite," Cecil will produce "The Cocoanuts," musical comedy film starring the Four
B. De Milk's first M-G-M talker,
has been given to Kay Johnson, Marx Brothers. Irving Berlin is
Broadway actress. Charles Bickford writing music for the film and Morwill play masculine lead.
rie Ryskind is preparing the script.
S. Jay Kaufman is to act as advisor.
"Exiles" Being Completed
William Beaudine is completing
"Exiles" for Fox. Kenenth Hawks
is supervising. Don Terry, Matthew
Betz and Arthur Stone are featured.
Cleveland — Norman Moray has
been elevated from manager of the
Bow Cast Named
local Warner exchange to a home
Ruth Taylor, Jack Luden, Phillips office official. His exact status will
R. Holmes, Jack Oakie and Shirley be announced at the Warner convention in Chicago Monday. C. E. Almy,
O'Hara are cast in "The Wild Party,"
new Clara Bow starring vehicle for manager of the Warner exchange in
Paramount.
Buffalo, succeeds Moray in Cleveland.
Almy was M-G-M manager in Cleveland for nine years prior to going to
Filming "Strong Boy"
John Ford has a company of Buffalo for Warners.
80 on the Mexican border near CarOchs With World Wide
rizo Go(rge, filming sequencesi for
"Strong Boy," starring Victor McCleveland — Herbert Ochs, for the
Laglen, with Leatrice Joy playing three years assistant manager at First
opposite.
National has resigned to become manager of the local World Wide exNew Arlen Vehicle Set
Milton Mooney, of the First
Richard Arlen is to be featured in National change.
sales force, succeeds Ochs
"The Man I Love," by Herman J. as assistant manager and city salesMankiewicz, of the Paramount scen- man.
ario department, which first was produced on the New York stage. WilBuy "Why Girls Go Wrong
liam A. Wellman will direct his first
Cleveland — Albert Dezel and Fred
picture under a new contract just Schram
have purchased Ohio and
signed.
It will be an all talker.
Kentucky distribution of "Why Girls
Go Wrong" from Herman Garfield.
New Devore ini Work
Dorothy Devore is working in a
new production for Educational under
direction of Charles Lamont. This
is the third starring comedy in her
new series of six.

Moray Made Home Office
Official by Warners

"Speakeasy" Started
"Speakeasy,"' Fox version of the
play by Edward Knoblock and George
Rosener, is in production with Henry
B. Walthall as latest addition to the
cast. Other principals include Paul
Page, Lola Lane, Helen Ware, Warren Hymes, Sharon Lynn and Stuart
Erwin.
"The Charlatan" in Work
George Melford is at work on "The
Charlatan" for Uinversal. In the cast
are Holmes Herbert, Rockliffe Fellows, Margaret Livingston, Philo McCullough, Anita Garvin, Fred Mackaye, Crauford Kent, Rose Tapley,
Dorothy Gould, Wilson Benge and
John George. Ernest Pascal and
Leonard Praskins wrote the play
which Robert N. Lee adapted. J. G.
Hawks
wrote continuity.

Club Luncheon
Served
11 A.M. to 3 P. M

Table d'Hote E«^

NNER
DI
Served
Every

$225

Evening

Upper Lobby
Hotel Victoria
'7^Avc.*'51-St.

And Now.'

Tone Posters
For the Amusement

Business

The same TONE and class posters used in
advertising CAMEL CIGARETTES, PALM
OLIVE SOAP and other nationally advertised
products. They do not cost any more money
than you are now paying for posters.
After twenty years with a lithograph company
at Cleveland, I am pleased to announce that I
am now associated with the McCandlish Lithographing Corp. of Philadelphia in charge of the
TONE POSTER division of their business.
I will be glad to call on my many friends in
the amusement industry and tell them more
about TONE POSTERS that will make the public
TALK about your SOUND pictures as well as
your regular pictures and theatrical productions.
Sincerely,

Oscar J. Lynch
McCandlish Lithographing Corp.
2112 Graybar Building, New York City
Telephone LEXington 10120

Lower- Priced W. E. Equipment for Small Houses
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Price
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5 Cents

200 THEATERS ACQUIRED W. E. SYSTEM FOR SMALL
BY FOX IN N. Y. DEALS
HOUSES AT $7,000 TOP
280,000 Seats in Houses
to be Operated by Fox
Metropolitan Chain
Two hundred theaters, representing
i) independent units in Greater New
ork, witli seating capacity of 280,DO, have been secured by Wilhani
ox by purchase and merger and will
Metropolitan
by Fox
; operated
subiayhouses, Inc., wholly-owned makes
This
diary of Fox Theaters.
e latter the largest chain operator
Greater New York.
Theaters included in the deals for
c most part, have all been erected
iring the past three to five years,
leir annual profits are estimated at
They have been acquired
,000,000.
ider leases having an average life
over 20 years and did an average
(.Continued

on

Page

6)

DX DEAL MARKS [ND TO
N.Y.lNDrnilEATERS

1,000,000 Seats
Addition of almost 200 theaters in the Greater New
York zone placed total number of seats in the combined
holding of Fox Theaters Corp.
at 700,000. Indicative of what
is to come in the form of additional theater purchases and
construction is a statement
from Wilham Fox that, by the
end of 1929, he anticipates increasing this figure to 1,000,000 seats.

Md

Indianapolis — Affiliation with the
-Mlied States Ass'n, headed by
Abram V. Myers, former chairman
of the Federal Trade Commission,
was voted by directors of Associated
Theater Owners of Indiana, with
President David B. Cockrill of Newcastle, elected to the Allied board.
I'inances of the two organizations
are entirely separate, it is pointed
out by General Manager Charles E.
Metzger. A committee of 25 Indiana exhibitors has undertaken to
handle finances of the Allied affiliation.

HUGE MERGER WAS riRST
CONCEIVED MONTHS AGO Deal

for Nolan Chain
Reported Under Way

Banding together of practically
Denver — Sale of the theater holdevery chain of independent theaters
in the Greater New York territory
ings of Harry T. Nolan, to a "large
under the banner of William Fox is eastern circuit," presumably Fox or
the result of long deliberations which W'arners is reported under negotia(Continued
on Page 6)
ion.

Acquisition of almost 200 Greater
w York Theaters by Fox Metroitan Playhouses, Inc. will praclly eliminate all the so-called inendent theaters in the territory
, at the same time, give Fox The■s Corp. a buying power for film
mated at $7,000,000 per year. This
chasing power, it is held, can imisurably better the quality of
;hborhood shows.

UHEATERS NOW GROSS
135,000,000 ANNUALLY

INDIANA UNIT VOTES
AEFILIATION WITH ALLIED

^

- .i

^

• f«^: rr*.^^ -xv^- "^vi.^

Single
Disc or Sound-onFilm Reproducer
Priced
at $5,500
Western Electric sound projection
equiiiment, designed for small theaters, and guaranteed to equal tonal
quality of the larger size equipment
is being placed on the market today,
priced at $5,500, including installation, for either the Vitaphone or Movietone system, and at $7,000, including installation, for the dual system.
Orders are being taken for delivery
after June 1, on a first-come-fiistserved basis.
Announcement of the lower-priced
Western Electric equipment, followed report that production of low
priced equipment, which was to have
the indorsement, if not actual backing of Vitaphone, had been started
(Continued

on

Page

6)

BRISTOLPHONE SECURES
PHONOfILM ATTACHMENT
De Forest Phonofilm is the
attachment secured for SonoraBristolphone under a license
from General Talking Pictures,
THE FILM DAILY is informed.
Claiming the new attachment
makes the equipment physically interchangeable with every type of

BRITl
ISLES

admissions
of the Greater
York theaters acquired by the
interests and to be operated as
Metropolitan
Playhouses,
Inc.
lartilt End
led over $72,000,000 for the vear
ig Oct. 31, 1928.
This added
lue places total annual business
iWox Theaters
Corp., the parent
l)any at about $100,000,000. With Warning "innocent" unmarried men. "HONEYMOON ABROAD" featCoast Theaters, Inc., likewise
ure comedy novelty. Whoopee honeymooners in London, Paris — actually
Theaters subsidiary, total gross made there. Love breaks in wet French filling station, dry London fog.
le is estimated at $135,000,000 a American star, director. WORLD WIDE PICTURE. Exhibitor's Choice
Selling. — Advt.

system now being used by "outstanding producers," Charles R. Rogers
has announced that a sound-on-film
attachment has been secured for Sonora-Bristolphone and will be available Feb. 1. The new anxiliarj' service will be marketed along the same
lines as Sonora-Bristolphone.

Another Talker
North Vernon, Ind. — Another talker equipment is to
make its appearance soon with
a synchronous attachment to
be launched by Platter Cabinet Co., for use writh Phototone, non-synchronous
device.

Thursday, January 10, 1929
Milwaukee Board Reelects
Milwaukee — All officers of the Film
Board of Trade were re-elected at
i/FILMDOH
the annual meeting. They are
Charles Trampe (Midwest) president; Eddie Weisman (Educational),
Cents
5
Price
1929
10.
Jatt.
,
Thursday
yol.XLVIINo.8
vice president; Sam Shurman (M-GM), secretary-treasurer and Robert
POBUSHER
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Smith (Warner), sergeant-at-arms. J.
E. O'Toole (Tii¥any-Stahl) was
s
Published daily except Saturday and holiday
named
chairman of the board of arand
Y
N.
York
at 1650 Broadway, New
bitration. Members of the board inFilm
and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films
and
clude J. A. Kraker (Paramount); E.
Folk Inc J. W. Alicoate, President
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Schmitz
(FBO),
alternates.
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1918,
21,
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matter
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Sound Changes Twice Weekly
Calgary — Only a comparatively
short time ago the question arose
in Cialgary as to whether there would
be sufficient available synchronized
features to keep a theater in sound
or not. The answer is already seen
here with John Hazza of the Capital announces sound programs
would be changed twice weekly.
"The Terror" being the first under
the three-day policy.

18

Book
TheDate
Industry's

20
Film
York. Guild
Annual
Eastern
Jan. 24-26
Feb.
Jan,
Mar.

Fifth

Cinema

New

opens

banquet
of
M.P.T.O.
Pennsylvania.
annual
conference
tional Board of Review.

of

Na-

Opening mountofat Toledo.
4,000 seat Toledo-ParaAM PA

Hollywood

Masque

Ball of
in

New
York.
Changes in Wisconsin
Milwaukee — Recent changes in
management of Wisconsin theaters
Brenon Coming East
""der the act
post-office at New York, N. Y-.(Posta
include
the Miramar on Milwaukee's West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
ge free)
of March 3, 1879. Terms
Jan
east side formerly operated by A. H.
Syd Chaplin Signs
York.
United States outside of Greater New
Bartelt and now operated by Morris
Hollywood — Herbert Brenon has
3 months
Syd
Chaplin
has
signed
a
contract
$10.00 one year; 6 months $o.OO;
should
with British International Pictures Anderson. The Tomah at Tomah, left for Chicago today to be present,
$3 00 Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
communicare^it' with Older. Address ,all 1650
to make three productions,
He will Wis., has been taken over from David at the premiere of "The Rescue,"
Broadtfons to THE FILM DAILY
4736start
in
March.
World
Wide
Pic- Olson by J. A. Cooper, while the United Artists' theater. He will also
Circle
Phone
Y.
way. New York, N.
ytures
will
handle
the
pictures
in Grand at Oconto Falls is now oper- be present at the opening in Detroit
4737-4738-4739. Cable address: . Filmda
alph
ated by Emil Plain, the old owner the following night, and will then go
New York. Hollywood, California-R
Granite America. Chaplin has just returned
being W. R. Vincent. The Ladies to New York.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone
to
London
from
Germany
and
will
The
an
Fredm
W
est
6607.' London-Ern
St., W. remain there for another year.
Aid Society has taken over the CoFilm Renter. 58 Great Marlborough
hne,
lonial at Amherst, Wis., formerly opHarle,
I Berlin— Karl WoWsohn, Lichtbildbue
A.
P.
erated by W. E. Boynton.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Pans—
Get National
All Rightshasonacquired
"Tosca" world
Rue
ise,
First
Whelan
Back
to
Europe
Franca
hic
tograp
de la
La Cinema
Cour-des-Noues,
19.
Tim Whelan has returned from
Graham Heads Indianapolis Board
motion picturejust
rights
to "La
received
fromTosca."
EngEurope where he went to direct
Indianapolis — Harry D. Graham The contract
land also covers talking rights in the
(Pathe),
is
new
president
of
the
Film
"When Knights Were Bold."
United States, Canada, The United
an has had an ofifer to make a pro- Board, (ilaude E. Penrod (FBO), vice
duction starring Jack Cummings. president, and Lester Rosenthal Kingdom, England, Austria, India
and all other British Dominions.
Whe- (Univ.), secretary-treasurer. Miss
World Wide will distribute "When
retary.
Knights
Were Bold" in the United Marian McCullough is executive secStates.
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Fowler Heads W. C. Personnel
Gets Bradenton House
West
Coast
Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
Bradenton, Fla. — The Lincoln,
Los
Angeles — Bruce
Fowler
has
colored house here, which has been
named director of personnel for
closed for some time, has been taken been
West Coast Theaters.
over by Manuel Patris from W. B.
Russell.
Cold Closes Chicago Exchange
Chicago
— Explosion in the heating
Mrs. Engel at Liberty Center, O.
plant of the film exchange building
Liberty Center, O.— Mrs. J. O. injured an engineer and caused National Screen Service, United Artists
Engel who formerly operated the Majestic -now is associated with C. L. and other concerns to close Monday
Tindolph in the management of the due to sub-zero weather.
house.
Akron House Leased
Akron, O. — A. P. Botzum
leased the Dreamland to H.
Malone.

Burton Buys Cleveland House
has
Cleveland — Charles Burton has
M. purchased the Rivoli and will operate
the house himself. Sam Barck, former lessee did not renew his lease.

Salem House Sold
Dover House Reopens
Start Building Ravenna House
Salem, O.— W. E. Weiberg has sold
Dover,
O. — I. Webber and his son
Ravenna, O. — Work has been W.
the Royal
Briggs. to M. W. Sheffield and C. Charles Webber are now operating
started on the New Ravenna, a 1000the Webber which has been closed.
seat house being built by S. Rosenthal, Edward Flanigan and B. C.
Linden, Ala., House Opens
Saenger's Biloxi House Open
Steels, who also own and operate the
Linden, Ala.— The Howard, one of
Biloxi, Miss. — The new Saenger
Co. of Detroit
New Kent, at Kent, and Terminal, the Schulte Amuse.
house has opened here.
Cleveland.
has opened here.

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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Latest Model

Double

Spring Motor

AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE

CAMERA

Holds 16 Feet Film — Case— 6MaBazine«
2 in. F. 3.S Len*

$X9.S0
uiiuoa
^HBys

J

▼▼110 West
32«'St,N«uMDrti.«4y«'*
Phone
Peniu.
0330

When the tougli New
York eritics rave like
this^ it means plenty!
" "TIh' Sliopworii Aii;:«l" is lh<>roii<:lily
4-liariiiin<; aiul t'li^a^in^. So «l«'li^li(l'iil
ill s(<»r\ , :i<-li(>n, diri-ct ion ;iii(l (illiii^ lliiil
iti.sassnr«<llv'HIi:.M()Sr MKAHU: AM)
G E N U I N K I. Y II 1 : A K T - W A K M I N < ;
PHOTOPLAY TO AHHIVi: II IKK IN
MANY WKKKS. J\an<y Carroll has ii«v«r
been as ^ooci us she is in the role of the
♦ •horns fiirl. Gary Coojx'r is 4'ii^a^iii^, ingenuous. Paul Lnkas is^ as t'v«'r, «>xc<'|>tionally goo<l."— A'eu? York Herald Tribune
"D«'lif;hlful, fonvincinfi, human, beautifully acted. ]\an<'y Carroll plays her role
niafinifieenlly. (iary Coo|>«'r will umu/.e
fans.
givesMirror
a great p«'rforniance."—A'etc
York He
Daily
"THEY DON'T COME MUai MORE
ENTERTAINING THAN 'THE SHOPWORN ANGEL.' Has every ingredient
necessary to success." — ;\e«; York Daily
ISews
"Nancy Carroll looks pretty enough to
be in the front row of any show, in fact
right out in front. 'The Shopworn Angel'
is ably done and wonderfully free of
hokum." — New York Worltl.

THE
SHOPWORN
ANGEL"

Ml

hi

"Neat, ingratiating. Charming Nancy
Carroll is excellent. ONE OF THE BEST
THINGS I HAVE SEEN AT THE PARAMOUNT THIS SEASON." — Aew York
Telegram.
"An amusing film handled well. Paul
Lukas is excellent. Nancy Carroll again
proves she has make-up of a real comedienne. Gary Cooper puts over a convincing
characterization." — New York Evening
Journal,

I smashes records in same
week at Paramount, New
York* and Paramount,
Brooklyn!"

* Former record $81,000

I

"Former

record $59,000

PARAMOUNT

"Nancy Carroll and Gary Cooper give expert and charming performances in 'The
Shopworn Angel.' Richard Wallace has
turned out a thoroughly fresh and fascinating film." — New York Sun.
"Entertaining, packed with audience appeal. SO WELL HANDLED THAT IT
GOES DOWN AS ADDITION TO SEASON'S GOOD PICTURES."— iVeti; York
Daily Graphic.

Great SILENT
or in SOUND
with score, Nancy
Carroll singing and
ONE REEL DIALOG

all the Bis: Ones!
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CHAINS

IN THE past year the theater map has again changed
its aspect through new combines and affiliations. Newchains have sprung up. Old ones have been absorbed,
or increased the scope of their activity. The pulse of this
business is its theaters. The line-up of the theater circuits,
therefore becomes tremendously vital.
This section in the 1929 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
shows where the balance of power rests in any given territory. It is an immense chess board of theatrical activities, and a study of it will prove enlightening to everyone
engaged in this industry. Chains are alphabetically compiled for ready reference. The entire United States is included. The personnel of each group is given, with the
headquarters address. The names of subsidiaries of the
large circuits are listed.
To keep abreast of the theater situation, possession
of this list is necessary.

Coas t] Wire"] Service

Hollywood Happenings
Hergesheimer Will Write Warners Signs Edna
iMurphy, Betty Compson
Story for Ronald Colman
Betty Compson and Edna Murphy

Joseph Hergesheimer, who was
signed last fall by Samuel Goldwyn
to write a picture for Ronald Colman from one of the stories in his

have signed long term contracts with
Warners. FBO recently announced
Miss Compson would make four pictures for that company.

recent book, "Qtiiet Cities," is in
Hollywood to begin work on the

Newmeyer to Direct
script, to be known as "The River
Fred
Newmeyer yesterday was
Gambler." "The River Gambler"
will go into production following signed by George W. Weeks, vice"Bulldog Drummond." This story president of Sono-Art Prod, to direct
will thus take precedence over Gold- Eddie Dowling in "Broadway
wyn's plans to star Colman in Blair
Niles' adaptation of her novel of life
"California
Mail"
Completed
in the French Guiana penal colonies,
ing.
"The
California
Mail,"
the latest
"Condemned to Devil's Island," on
R. Rogers production for
which Sidney Howard is now work- Charles
Bound."
Frsit National starring Ken Maynard,
is now being edited and titled. Lesley
Mason is writing titles. In the cast
Start "Gamblers" Soon
are: Dorothy Dwan, Paul Hurst and
Work of preparing "The Gam- "Cap" Anderson. Albert Rogell diblers" has been assigned to J. Grubb
Alexander, who recently signed a vised. rected and Harry J. Brown superyear's contract with Warners. The
screen version, based on the stage
Patheserial Cast Complete
play by Charles Klein, will be directCasting of "Queen of the North
ed by Michael Curtiz. Jason Robards and Lois Wilson are to play two Woods" has been completed by Spencer Bennet. The story is by George
of the featured roles.
Arthur Gray. Walter Miller and
Ethlyn Clair head the cast which includes: Frank Lackteen, Edward
Conklin in "House of Horrors"
Chester Conklin will replace Lu- Cecil, Fred Burns, Nelson McDowell,
cien Littlefield in the First National- Tom London, Ben Corbett, Arthur
Vitaphone picture, "The House of Dewey and Jean Diamond.
Horrors," which Benjamin Christensen is directing. William Orlamond
Mary Nolan Contract Renewed
has been added to the cast. Thelma
Universal has exercised its option
Todd and Louise Fazenda head the on services of Mary Nolan, who was
list.
loaned to M-G-M for two pictures.
"Young Sinners" Next Rogers
"Young Sinners" will be Charles
"Buddy" Rogers' next vehicle, to be
filmed as a 100 per cent dialogue picture by Paramount. It is an original by John Farrow, and is being
adapted by Doris Anderson.
Hare in Fox Cast
Lumsden Hare, Broadway

player,

Her

next will be "Come Across."
Fox
Signs
Stage
Player
Gavin Gordon, legitimate player,
has signed a long term contract with
Fox. He is appearing with Warner
Baxter and Alary Duncan in
"Througlh
Different
Eyes."
Desmond May Head Own Unit
William Desmond may shortly head

has been added to cast of "Girls
Gone Wild," co-featuring Sue Carol
and Nick Stuart, which Lew Seiler is
directing for Fox.

his own company, Chicago interests-are said to have offered to financd
the star's productions following hi^
present vaudeville tour.

Editing
"The Redis Sword"
"The
Red Sword"
being edited
by Director Robert Vignola at FBO.
Carmel Myers, Marian Nixon and
William Collier, Jr., head the cast.

Preparing Revier Vehicle
Columbia has plans under way foi
Dorothy Revier's initial starringl
vehicle, following her return after
playing in pictures for several other
companies.

"Squall" Role for IVTyrna Loy
Myrna Loy has been cast in the
First National - Vitaphone picture,
"The Squall," about to go into production. Loretta Young and Alice
Joyce
head the cast. Alexander Korda
is
directing.

Drew Comedy Under Way
Cast assembled in support of Jerry
Drew in his new Educational-Ideal
Comedy includes Vernon Dent,
Lucille Hutton, Estelle Bradley and
Clen Cavender. Stephen Roberts is
directing.

Badger Assigned
Clarence Badger will direct
"Through the Night," the next alltalker to be produced on the Paramount lot. Gary Cooper and Fay
Wray have been the only two named
to play featured roles. Production
will start soon.

"Darkened Rooms'' Acquired
Dialogue film rights to Sir Phillip
Gibbs' "Darkened Rooms," have been
acquired by Paramount. It will _bt
filmed as a 100 per cent talker witll
William Powell and Evelyn Bremt
featured.
Lothar Mendez will direct,

Tlie^ couldrit pla^ it
larger unle^i^ they en
larged their theatres
The Pantages, Seattle, and
the Capitol, Manitowoc,
gave this sensational subject everything- they had—
with pride — and for profit

• rgrrrnM

Beginning February 3rd
PATHE
SOUND
NEWS
Becomes a One-A-Week
Super Special

Member

Associated
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Producers
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Distributors of America,
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20 NEW HOUSES PLANNED
IN EOX EXPANSION MOVE
Future plans for expansion of Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc. under
inwhich corporate name the Foxdous
terests will operate its tremen
for conNew York City holdings call
struction of 20 new theaters in those
neighborhoods where such houses are
deemed necessary. Actual building is
expected to get under way at once.
the theIt is predicted by Foxwillthat
swell by a
aters to be so added
minimum of $500,000 per year the
earnings of theaters just purchased
and now grouped under the one management.

Huge Merger Was
Conceived Months Ago
(Continued

from

Page

1)

ago.
months
had their beginnings
For the last two years independent
theaters in the metropolitan district
tried to form an organization that
would function as one cohesive unit
to deal with the various problems that
confronted the independent theater
operator, the most important of
which was the buying of film and
other outside entertainment such as
vaudeville. The sound situation in
later months added to their problems.
A number of cooperative organizations were attempted at various times.
The last attempt was made by Aaron
Sapiro. The organization was formed, but it was unable to successfully
handle the problems that each circuit, had to deal with and thus disbanded on Dec. 1.
About this time Fox had a conference with the leaders of these various
groups and determined the only way
to meet the problem would be to
actually purchase the theaters, thus
combining under one ownership all
of the houses in the so-called independent group.
The problems confronting such an
acquisition made it a difficult task.
To actually accomplish the acquisition Fox solicited the servces of A.
C. Blumenthal, who had been actively engaged in all the larger activities on behalf of the Fox organization for the last two or three years.
After several months of negotiation,
contracts have now been signed by
which practically every important circuit of independent theater operators
in Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens,
Kings and Westchester county, and
a number in the New Jersev and
Connecticut have agreed to sell their
holdings to the Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses, Inc.
Played to 8,235,436 in 1928
Milwaukee — According to FoxMidwesco. 8.235,436 people visited
the circuit's 12 theaters in Milwaukee
in the past year. Al Belasco, stage
hand leader, has succeeded Al Apallon at the Wisconsin.
Might
Rebuild
Corning
House
Corning, Ark. — J. W. Crabtree,
owner of the Joyland which was recently gutted by fire, has not decided
whether he will rebuild the house.
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184 Theaters Seat 285,047
Deal for 200 theaters, announced by Fox, is not confined to the Greater
New York area, the list demonstrates, some of the houses included being
located in New England. The list herewith lists but 184 of the houses,
names of the several others being withheld for the time being.
Name

of Theater

Bernstein,
J. E
Blindernian-Steiner-M.
&
Brandt,
Wm.
& Harry
Brecher,
Leo
Burroughs-Boas
Calderone
Coleman,
A. & S
Delphine
Freedman,
Chas
Genesee
Greenberg
Grob-Knobel
Hammy,
Jr., Geo
Harris
Hirsch, J. Arthur
Toelson
kutinsky,
Morris
Merck
O'Reilly, Charles L
Park
Lane
Rachmil
& Rinzler
Rapf, Arthur
Rhaben
Robinson
Rosenszweig
Runckle
Bros
Salkin
.Schwartz
Siegal
Small-Strausberg
Stillwell
Stoneman-Embassy
Stoneman-Somerset
.Stoneman-Portland,
Me
Ullman,
Tr., Fred
Weingarten
West End State

or

Circuit
No. of Theaters
1
S
25
7
2
13
5
1
2
1
1
1
9
2
7
1
10
10
1
1
1
8
3
6
2
7
2
2
3
6
26
1
1
9
3
2
1
1

Total

184

Total

Seating

Capacity

2,255
30,650
8,500
2,529
10,288
8,600
2,200
1,514
1.200
1,650
2,060
1,^.500
2,025
9,300
1,700
15.000
13,950
1.073
1.400
2,200
15,000
4,550
7,161
3,000
8,500
1 ,904
2,289
3,755
8,000
37,000
1.770
2,100
10,792
5,700
3,326
1,760
1,400
285,047

200 Theaters Acquired Ontario Censors Now Put
Films Into Two Classes
By Fox
in
N.
Y.
Deals
Toronto
— Films now are licensed
(Contiitucd from Page 1)
gross business, in the last three years,
of approximately $25,000,000. An indication of the combined magnitude
of this new company may be gained
by the fact that paid admission figures for the year ended Oct. 31, 1928
totaled over $72,000,000. Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., will form
one of the most strategic links in the
Fox Theaters Corp. chain of houses
and will constitute by far the largest
group of theaters under one management in the Metropolitan area.
Under Fox management an organization will be effected by which several exhibitors thus bought out will
be made division managers and, under
one head, will be added as one unit
to the organization of Fox Theaters
Fox has ambitious plans for his
new chain and among other thi-'-s
has issued orders to immediately
equip each theater with the latest in
sound equipment.
Under centralized management, it
is estimated expenses of the new circuit should be decreased by about 20
per cent with the unification of purchasing power and the ability to
show better and newer productions.
Box-ofiice receipts are expected to increase in the same amount, so that
with this increase in gross and the
saving, it is hoped the net return of
$5,000,000 will be increased at least
50 per cent; therefore, this circuit,
which shows earnings of $5,000,000,
ought to make between $7,000,000
and $7,500,000 per year, the company
believes.

T

by the Ontario censor board under
two classifications, those suitable for
general audiences (universal) and
those for adults (adult) only. Films
ere similarly classified in Great Britain
and in Alberta. There is no enforcement in connection with the new systems, the ratings being only for
guidance of the public.

Ottawa — There is considerable
amusement here over published report in New York that the Canadian
government has placed a ban on nonsynchronous disc devices. The government is concerned with pictures
only in two respects, collection of !
duty on imports and release of its
own films. Canadian exchanges have
added a clause to contracts forbidding
use of auxiliary phonograph or other
sound reproducing machine, when a
theater not wired for approved
sound projection equipment. Notice
of
proviso is being enclosed in
filmthis
shipments.

W.E. System for Small
Houses at $7,000 Top
(Continued from Page 1)

by Seymour Products Co.. subsidiary
of Pacent Electric Co., at Seymour,
Conn. The lower price is made possible by the design and mechanical
differences, chiefly in the amplification.
Orders already received on the
large size equipment, even with the
increased 1929 manufacturing schedule which he says calls for 250 installations per month, will keep the
factory and installation department
working at top speed until the late
spring, but installations can be assured beginning June 1, J. E. Otterson, president of Electrical Research
Products, which markets the Western Electric equipment, said in connection with announcement of the
new lower priced equipment. The
new sets will be made "with the same
care and in the same factory as the
equipments now in use" and serviced
by the same organization as the
larger equipment, he promises.

Saxton For Loew's Jamaica
Syracuse, N. Y. — William Saxton,
manager of Loew's State, has been
Nova Scotia House Burns
transferred to Loew's Valencia, a 4,500 sealer at Jamaica, L. I. John P.
Joggin Mines, Nova Scotia — Fire
McCarthy, formerly from Harris- starting near the furnace of the picburg, Pa., succeeds Saxton here.
ture theater owned by F. J. Burke,
was not subdued until 21 buildings
Penn- State Amus.
Co. Get Dixie
had been destroyed, the loss being
Uniontown, Pa. — Penn-State Amus. $100,000. Burned structures included
Co. has acquired the Dixie here, it the theater, church, hotel, school,
is reported. The Penn and State stores and 12 residences.
here and Metropolitan at Morgantown
Prices Cut in Calgary
Amus. are
Co. also owned by Penn-State
Mt. Airy House
Destroyed
Charlotte — The National at Mt.
Airy, N. C, operated by W. H. Marion, was destroyed by fire said to have
been caused by defective .wiring.
Marion also operates the Broadway
at Mt. Airy.

Calgary — Starting with "Three
Week Ends," the Palace, second
largest house here, made a substantial reduction in prices, discontinued
vaudeville and introduced the "Palace Music Weavers," a stage band,
for one appearance nightly. The
Palace shows silent films.

Strand, Rome, N. Y. New Policy
To Increase Mich. License Fee
Rome, N. Y. — The new policy of
Port Huron, Mich. — Fred J. Dixon,
the Strand calls for double features
daily with program changing every finance commissioner has proposed
an amendment to the city ordinance
second
Sunday's bill will be governing an increased license fee on
for one week.
day only.
theaters. The present fee is $25 a
Cleveland Policy Changes
year for all theaters but under the
Biophone for Cleveland Variety
Cleveland — • Loew's Liberty and new proposal houses would be taxed
Cleveland — Bill Onie has sold Bio- Doan have changed policies from according to seating capacity; $35 for
phone for immediate installation in straight pictures to pictures and four houses seating from 500 to 900 and
of vaudeville with three changes $50 for theaters with more than 900
the Variety, operated by Variety aactsweek.
seats.
Amusement
Co.

More Thrilling Than Any
Prize Fight Film Ever Made
Presents

Official Pictures
of th<

Ed "Strangler"

"Dynamite Gus"

LEWIS^^SONNENBERG
Wrestling Match
for the

Championship of the World

The first fall

Released

The finish — Lewis disqualified

by

throughout

the World

f^^cUu:A^t4xrn<xl dioUui^

(except New England territory)
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They're All
Talking About

FIRST
NATIONAL
PICTURES
New

York Critics Say-

COLLEEN MOORE in 'Synthetic Sin' at the Paramount
is "jolly and completely entertaining"—"rare movie
treat" — "gay and giddy."
Sound or Silent.

^ Jl

lff** erf
f
r
^

Hippodrome,
land. Manager,CieveSay»-

||0«

"Believe me,'THE BARKER
is clicking. Have never had
so many favorable comments
in all my career. Women are
strong for it. Looks like three
weeks at least." Vitaphone
or Silent.

XT
-jOte
t^elve^^ ,, ,ee ^
a
^
i
\vave

Film Daily SayS'
cot

tli^ 'Yl^^ in!
to

lOS^

r^V
.aU.oi^^^''-

« t^"Tro-^^'"n
t-^^^^"
O^'

v^a^'

"RICHARD
BARTHEL.
MESS iu 'Scarlet Seas' is a;
money picture, powerful per-!
Sound
or big
Silent.
formance,
punch scenes."

a* M^
v

-sif^dt'^^^
.be^
v.o^^
OYl'^

and ^^- V

MU

Xo^T

f^"

\{ ^

c;\Rtvl, a

Harrlson^s
Reports Says-

"BILLIE DOVE in 'Adoration has real heart appeal,
powerful scenes, is deeply
pathetic, appeals to the numan emotions." Sound or
Silent.

^^gage^^'^'unsVoess

Variety Says"THE HAUNTED HOUSE'
made best showing in Chi-

^

e-

re\eas

-^uV<«

o
f tig'
lo pl«5 it

cago in bad week." Silent or
Sound. Jackson
Mack

SayS'

"If I were asked what picture
I would recommend as a sure
shot I would say without hes»
itation, 'COMPANIONATE
MARRIAGE.' Put it down
for a return engagement at

ail*'

->

Strand
my der
City, Ala.Theatre, Alexan-

#

Take

loui* Cue

-Wl H.Hays J^uunt

^

Devices
Engineers to Fix Limit on W. E. ** Junior
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At Last
IT was inevitable, lo any observer, diligent or not, it was
in the cards that Western
Electric would slash its price
scale for sound reproducers.
What influenced the decision is
not of particular moment. Exhibitors will be concerned with
the facts as they stand.
The decision of the present
day leader in sound installations
> to reduce its selling figure to a
I level which makes it possible at
! least for small theaters to conisider the sound adjunct, we predict, will have a stimulating effect on the whole movement.
lAnd that is most important —
jniost important — for the stability and future of this development.
In Small Towns

Friday,

January

Price 5 Cents

11, 1929

rORM ADVISORY COUNCIL FOX REACHING OUT FOR
TO BETTER PROJECTION
60 TO 75 MORE HOUSES
I'runiinent projectionists throughout tlie industry have organized the
Projection .Advisory Council "to develoi) a better realization of the importance of good projection and to
assist all activities seeking to improve
projection conditions." It is declared the aims already have received the
endorsement of many municipal governments as well as engineering and
projection societies. With "Progress Through Understanding" as its
motto, the Projection Advisory Council will make effort to impress the
exhibitor with the shortsightedness
(Continued

cm

Page

6)

TIFFflNY-STAHL PLAN 26
FEATURES FOR 1929-30
Twenty-six features, made in both
silent and sound versions, and including third dimension films, and 26 one
reel color subjects, arc understood
planed by Tiffany-Stahl in 1929-30.
This may be increased to include
other sound shorts. This season's
outinit was 34 features and 26 shorts.

4 Issues a Week
Four issues a week will be
inaugurated Feb. 2 by Fox
Movietone News. The schedule
now is three issues a week.

MOVE FOR NEW EXHIBITOR
BODY IN U.K. REPORTED
By ERNEST
W. FREDMAN _
Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"

London — Dissatisfaction within the
ranks of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n may result in the formation of an entirely new and independent organization.
Launched
orginally
as a body

Deals on for Theaters in
and Around
Under New
Way York
aboutto 200
houses over
"in the
bag,"
andWith
slated
be taken
in about
two weeks, William Fox is reaching
out for additional theaters in and
around New York, with negotiations
under wayditionalforhouses.between 60 and 75 adFox representatives now are going
over the books of a number of chains,
making surveys of properties and
carrying out other work connected
with the proposed deals, involving a
numl)er of individually-owned and
circuit houses.

Fox Theater Plans for
Southwest are Denied
The Fox organization has no theater building plans for the Southwest,
stated James R. Grainger, sales manager, yesterday when asked for
further retails regarding Dallas reports that recent trip of E. C. Grainger through Texas concerned such a
step. "The report is erroneous. Trip
of E. C. Grainger about a month ago
through Texas concerned film sales
and had nothing whatever to do with
theaters in view of the fact that his
duties in no wise concern exhibition

(Continued
on Page b)
W'c are pronipteil to direct attention once again to the original coniception of the value of sound pictures.
Pathe Censor Test Case
iSmall towns were to be benefited
principally. Until now, however, this
Film to Play Colony, N. Y.
!i»as been so much hot air, and the
Confident of a permanent restrain,only noises that the little fellow has
ing order in its fight to prevent New
iheard have been his own squawks,
York censors from what the com,])unctuatcd with not a few groans. U. A., Chicago Becomes
pany claims is the usurpation of au;The crisis which has reflected itself
Straight Sound House
thority to censor sound used in conSn the smaller theater owner's mirror
Chicago — Orchestra at the United
junction with picturjcs, Pathe has
las been severe, well nigh crucial.
iBelieve it or not, the foundation of .■\rtists will be dropped Jan. 17, the scheduled "Sal of Singapore,'' on developments of this organization."
house adopting a straight sound pol- which test is being made, for the
the entire industry has been shaken icv.
$200,000,000 Gross in 2
Colony Jan. 19.
to its prosperous core by this situaYears Predicted by Fox
tion. .\nd so it is for these reasons
Business of Fo.x Theaters Corp., in
► hat we see in Western Electric's
two years will total 5200.000,000, it
• \v policy an occasion for a salvo
is predicted by William Fo-x, who
lusty cheers.
is quoted as saying it would not surl)rise him if that figure is reached.

All He Surveys

The betting was divided. Those
^vho insisted the Fox deal for those 200
|Mew York theaters would never ma;erialize were matched about equally
jvith those who leaned the other way.
Vow it's fact and the conclusions to
pe drawn are several. More of that
later, however. What is significant
'o
prepare
you for concerns that
\hich
is to come.

Installations of Small W. E.
Sets Depends Upon Theater

NOT DISTURBED BY W.E.
MOVE, ROGERS STATES

No fixed limitation has been set
by Western EJectric as to which theaters may or may not install the
"Junior'' sound reproducing system,
in preference to the regular size equipment, the matter being one to be decided according to the individual theIntroduction of a lower-priced
ater. W'estern Electric engineers will
equipment l)y Western Electric does determine if the junior systems will
not disturb Sonora - Bristolphone, instance.
proper results in each particular
If you think for one moment that which looks upon the step as a com- give
pliment upon the kind of service it
>x has finished, you don't know
The equipment is designed for thehas been rendering to exhibitors, GenI*
ox
or
the
exact
measure
of
his
amaters up to approximately 800 capalition. All that we can pass on to
eral Manager, Charles R. Rogers
city, but the number of seats is not
'U at this juncture is a suggestion stated yesterday, when asked to com- to determine feasibility of installa' watch out. Anything might hapment upon tiie new development.
tion. In each instance, a survey will
en — and probably will.
and if the house in question
"Our company
has 2)been con- be made, {Continued
KANN
(Continued never
on Page
on Page 2)

Hollywood House for Fox

IVest

Coast

Bureau,

THE
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Los Antreles
— Building
proposed
Hollywood
theater,of toFox's
seat
4,000, is expected to get under way.

Fox After Pittsfield

House

» Pittsfield, Mass. — Representative of
Fo.x have been negotiating for the
pnrcliasc of the Kameo here, it is
reported.

95 Per Cent to Make Grade
in Sound Films, Lasky Says
Tampa,
— \'oice
tests majority
so far
have
shown Fla.
that
the great
of stars will be able to remain in the
(.Continued

on Page

2)

Friday,

Small W. E. Sets
Not Disturbed by W. E.
Depends
On
Theaters
Move,
Rogers States
(Continued
from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
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from the standpoint of acoustics and cerned with price, all our efiforts beother factors, is regarded as requiring devoted to turning out quality
ing the larger-size equipment, to as- equipment, and the Western Electric
sure proper sound reproduction, move, emphasizes that we are on
Western Electric will refuse installa- the right track, in providing quality
tion of the junior model. In this con- equipment, within the reach of the
nection, the company, it is pointed
out, is determined to prevent installa- theater owner's pocketbook," he said.
tions which would be injurious to re- 95 Per Cent to Make Grade
putation of its sound reproducing system.
in Sound Films, Lasky Says
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at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor ; Donaid M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
W. E. Officials to Be Feted
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York.
Baltimore — E. S. Bloom, president
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months. of Western Electric, heads the list
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
re nit with oider. Address all communica- of company executives, who will be
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- guests tonight of the Association of
way. New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 4736- Commerce, to receive congratula4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
tions on their decision to build a
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
plant
here.
The
new
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite $25,000,000
6607.
London— Ernest W. Fredman,
The factory
will result
in transfer
of
St., W. ' number of activities from the Haw a
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough
Lichtbildbuehne,
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn,
thorne plant, Chicago, increasing faFriedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
cilities there for the manufacture of
Cour-des-Noues,
19.
sound reproducing equipment.
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TheDate
Industry's
Book
Jan. 18 Film
York. Guild Cinema opens in New
Jan. 20 Annual banquet of M.P.T.O. of
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference of National Board of Review.
Feb. 14, 1929
Wampas
Frolic, Hollywood
Mar. 2 AM
Hollywood Masque Ball in
New PA York.

Vitaphone Signs Pitching Ace
Wait
e Hoyt. star pitcher of the
industry, although advent of sound
will supplant five per cent of present New York Yankees, has been signed
day stars, Jesse L. Lasky is quoted as to make a Vitaphone subject.
saying here, where he has been visiting Thomas Meighan, Lasky says he
is confident that silent films will
DELUXE VARIETY!
seem out of date within a year.
(Continued from Page 1)

Eberhardt Heads Trade
Paper Bureau for ERPI

Walter F. Eberhardt, for seven
years with First National, has been
placed in charge of trade paper advertising and publicity for Electrical
Barthelmess Opening Jan. 25
Research Products, Inc., which marRichard Barthelmess' "Weary Rivkets the Western Electric sound syser" is to have its premiere Jan. 25
tems. He will work as a member
at a New York legitimate house.
of the staff of P. L. Thomson, director of public relations for Western
Electric.
Premiere
of "Bellamy
Trial"
"The Bellamy Trial" is to open
Leishman Leaving for Europe
Jan. 23 at the Embassy, New York.
M-G-M's "Broadway Melody" is to
E. B. Leishman, Universal superhave its premiere Jan. 25 at Grauvisor of exchanges and assistant to
man's Chinese, Hollywood, replacing General Manager Lou B. Metzger,
"Noah's Ark."
leaves for Europe in a few weeks to
become assistant to Joe Friedman,
Mexico City Manager in N. Y.
in charge of Universal activities on
Clarence C. Margon, general man- the Continent. Charles Steele, until
ager of the Paramount organization recently supervisor of exchanges for
in Mexico City, has arrived in New First National, has succeeded to
York for his annual visit for con- Leishinan's former post.
sultation with E. E. Shauer.
F. N. Exchanges Moving
Jackter Recovers
New York and New Jersey exRuber Jackter, assistant sales manchanges of First National will move
ager of Columbia, has recovered from into the new Film Center Building,
illness, which has kept him confined
New York about the middle of Januto his home for ten days.
ary, according to arrangements just
completed.
Maberry Returning
Cecil E. Maberry,
general sales
Strand Amuse.
Co. to Build
manager of Columbia, returns to New
Ky. — Strand
Amuse.
York today from a sales trip of sev- Co.Owensboro,
of Louisville has completed plans
eral weeks.
for the construction of a 2,000 seat
theater here, according to Fred Levy.
Leaving for Coast
Charles Goetz and Richard Thomas
Wampas Frolic Feb. 14
leave New York next Wednesday
West
Coast
Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
for the Coast where they plan proLos Angeles — Feb. 14 is date set
duction of "The Woman Who Was
for the 1929 Wampas
Frolic.

M^m^
lers

mf

"The trailers themselves are certainly of the de luxe variety and we are
pleased with them."
SMITH
& BEIDLER
THEATRES.
Toledo, Ohio

Club Luncheon
$"|
Served
1=.10
11 A.M.
to 3 P.M.

Table d'Hote
Served
Every
NER
DIN

$2 25

Evening

Forgotten."

Schools, Churches and Clubs
using Motion Pictures

THE

Should Subscribe for

EDUCATIONAL

SCREEN

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

Call

WAFILMS,

January

'*1001

FILMS'*

{Fifth EdiHom

Complete reference booklet, listing nearly 3,000 educational films given
at reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year - 5 South Wahash Ave., Chicago, III,

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the
world for the purpose of public
instruction.

I
POWERS

^ , -^

"of the

HONE

EQUIPMENT
POWERS

BUILDING
NEW

CORPORATION

723 SEVENTH

YORK,

N.

Trade-Mark

AVE.

Registered

Y.

^
i
M
New York, N. Y., January 11th, 1929.

Notice to the Trade
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: Warning and notice is hereby
given by POWERS CINEPHONE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION of its intention to invoke full protection for its patent
rights and license agreements respecting the manufacture, lease
or sale, distribution, and use of POWERS CINEPHONE SOUND
RECORDING device or devices, and POWERS CINEPHONE
SOUND

REPRODUCING

device or devices, or any part or parts

thereof covered by patents owned by or licensed to or by POWERS CINEPHONE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION.
Action will be taken by POWERS

CINEPHONE

EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION against any person or persons, company or corporation infringing its patents, or invading its patent rights, by
selling, or leasing, or using POWERS CINEPHONE SOUND
REPRODUCING device or devices, or POWERS CINEPHONE
SOUND RECORDING device or devices, or any part or parts
thereof or trade-marks or trade names without a license or contrary to the provisions of any license issued by POWERS
PHONE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION.

POWERS

CINE-

CINEPHONE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
Patrick A. Powers, President
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Move for New Exhib.
Reported
in U. K.
Body {Continued
from Page 1)
■which was to function on behalf of
the British exhibitor group, the C.
E. A, lias now become, in the opinion
of many, so honeycombed with conflicting interests that it is faihng
more and more to function as its
founders intended.
Tht growth of theater circuits in
the British industry is believed to
have created a hitherto unprecedented situation and one that calls for a
more clearly defined policy for the
protection of the independent exhibitor.

Friday, January

DAILV
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Those Amp as

Wampa Stars
Wampa stars selected for the
year are: Jean Arthur, Betty
Boyd, Ethlyn Clair, Sally
Blane, Doris Dawson, Josephine Dunn, Helen Foster,
Doris Hill, Caryl Lincoln,
Anita Page, Mona Rico, Helen
Twelvetrees and L o r e 1 1 a
Young.

Form Advisory Body
To (Continued
BetterfromProjection
Page 1)

11, 1929

Crosland
to Direct Davey
Lee
Alan Crosland is to direct "Sonny
Boy," which is to mark starring debut of Davy Lee, three-year-old-boy,
who appears in Al Jolson's "The
Singing Fool.'' Harvey Gates is writfilm.
ing an original for this Vitaphone

By JACK

HARROWER

1

YESTERDAY
at the AMPA
luncheon at the Paramount
we almost
became famous. It all came from
being mentally alert, which even happens to us on occasions. Anything
is liable to happen to you if you attend these AMPA luncheons.

It was like this: There, at the
table, was a bunch of noEklesonEdeson
in "Man
Up" for speaker's
tables including producer Sam Sax,
Robert
has Higher
been signed
director Dudley Murphy, theme cornof a policy of defective projection, to the all-talking and sound version of poser, Erno Rapee, song composer
Rumblings of discontent are mani- improve working conditions in projec- William DeMille's stage play "The L. Wolfe Gilbert, leading lady Alfesting themselves more definitely
tion rooms for the operator and to Man Higher Up." Hobart Bosberta Vaughn, dramutic actress Belle
worth also has been signed.
Bennett, comedian Joe Brown, and
day by day and are evidencing them- aid the theater owner and his archiselves in one form, through suggesttect in properly planning projection
wrestler "Strangle^-" Lewis. Do you
Producing at Tec-Art
ed plans for formation of exhibitor rooms in new theaters. The board
Chesterfield has begun production get it? There was the complete layof directors includes:
buying cooperatives.
out for a swell feature production.
Lester B. Isaac, president, supervisor of in its new headquarters, the TecAll that was needed was a script.
Describing his plan as a "General
projection, Loew's Inc.
Art Studios. "Just Oflf Brodway" is So we started to write one on the
Collective
Booking
Koert of the
SussexScheme,"
branch J.
of Van
the Laurence Jones, secretary and treasurer, for- being made. Donald Keith and Ann tablecloth.
merly
Editor
of
"American
Projectionist."
Christy head the cast which includes
C.E.A. has advanced the following /. Clayton, Capitol theater. New York.
W. Ricks, Palace theater, Washington.
Larry Steers, DeSacia Mooers, Beryl
scheme:
C. Greene, Minneapolis.
Everything was going great until
Roberts and Jack Tanner. The picA series of booking
circuits em- A. Gray, Lancaster theater, Boston.
ture, which is the fifth of a series of we started to write in parts for all
bracing Great Britain to follow the E.. Keller, Chinese theater, Los Angeles.
the extras sitting around the tables.
Katz, Regent theater, Harrisbiirg, Pa.
general organization structure of the L.
H. Rubin, supervisor of projection, Publix eight scheduled for Chesterfield's Unfortunately we selected a white
C.E.A. and to be known as the A
28-29 program, is to be directed by slave theme for our opus, and as we
Theaters, New
York.
Bowen, New York.
Frank O'Connor.
and B Sections.
The first will in- L.
Johnson, supervisor of projection, Fox
glanced around the room at such maclude all theaters seating over 800; C. Film
Corpn., New
York.
terial as Alex Moss, Paul Benjamin,
New Jannings Film Title
Vice
President,
Local
No.
the second, all theaters seating under C. Eichhorn,
Al Selig and other leading publicity
306, New York.
800. From a central headquarters in
Emil Jannings' new picture has
The Chairmen of committees are:
the thought occurred to us that
London
would function a series of
been titled "The Betrayal," which lights,
Ways and Means — Otto Kafka, formerly pres- Lewis
Milestone is directing. Victor they were not just exactly the right
branches to be opened in key cities,
ident American Projection Society.
— George Edwards, president American Schertzinger, the director, and Nich- types. So we abandoned the idea, and
such as Birmingham, Cardiff, Liver- Safety
Projection Society.
olas Soussanin Russian actor, wrote Istened to Joe Brown tell about the
ipool and Manchester.
Each branch Projectian Room Planning — M. D. O'Brien,
the story. Esther Ralston, Gary German director outlining his new
Inc.
|would have a president and secretary
assistant supervisor of Projection, Loew's, cast.
production as he interviewed members
|and both of the major sections their Equipment Specifications — J. Hopkins, assis- Cooper and Bodil Rosing are in the of his cast.
own chairmen.
The general secretary at head office would
receive particulars of forthcoming films in
advance, and after trade show lists would be
sent to the branch secretaries to distribute
to members by the first day of each month.
A meeting of the A Section would then take
place a week later; in this way the first and
second runs would be arranged.
The B Section would meet a week
later than the A Section; therefore,
the later runs would, in the case of a big
town, know the first and second runs already
bid for, which is an essential point, and all
bookings would be confirmed before the end
of the month, so that it would result in regular consecutive bookings.
Every exhibitor, before becoming a member, would have to be accepted by the Kinematograph
Societypoint
(distributors)
K.R.S. fromRenters'
a financial
of view. the
In
this way, it would be possible to retain the
present method of invoicing by the renter
direct to the exhibitor.
The K.R.S. would also be alile to object
to a proposed member on other grounds, but
would have to prove justification to an arbitration committee.
The advantage to the renter would be, it
is claimed, that in the first month he would
receive a collective l)ooking of perhaps 500
to 700 theaters without any expense or trouble,
and still be at liberty to continue booking with
non-members, as before.
Every exhibitor would be pledged to offer
a fair price for films, based on previous prices
and local conditions. The advantages he
would obtain are that he would l)ecome a
member of a big circuit Imoking, and be able
to compete for the best films at a reasonable
price.
The offers for films could be sealed and
kept secret, merely the dates for taking same
divulged. These sealed offers and dates would
be sent up to head office, where they would
'je sorted out and sent, still sealecl, <lirect to
the renter concerned. In this way only the
renter would know the amount ofTercd, and
;ach contract would lie confirmi-d direct to
he cxhil>itor.
In the case of a price dis)ute, the matter would lie referred to arbi
ration.
In the event of a member not being able
o attend a meeting of his section, he could
;end his offer and date to the Secretary for
he films he reciuired.
Any
combination
of six large or twelve
;maller theaters could form a branch, which
j vould have lo confoim to the general rules and
)ay a share to the upkeep of the head office.

aters. tant supervisor of projection, Publix TheMembership
— T. Reed, president Washington
local.
Sound
—
R.
Meihling, Publix theaters. New
York.

History— W. C. Smith, New York.
Lazv — H. E. Stein, Rialto theater. New York.
Lighting and Effects — Colby Harriman,
Loew's Palace theater, Washington.
Publicity — P. A. McGuire,
New
York.
Awards
— Thad. Barrows, Metropolitan theater,
Boston.
Resolutions
— B. Stern, Rialto theater. New
York.

Marion to Title

Chevalier

Film

George Marion, Jr., is to title "Innocents of Paris," in which Maurice
Chevalier, French music hall star,
will
ences.make his bow to American audi-

New Serial in Production
Pathe has just started production
Public Relations — Harry Sherman, Publix of "Queen of the North Woods,"
theaters. New York, formerly assistant serial with Ethlyne Clair and Walter
president, I. A. T. S. E. M. P. M. O.
Miller in the leading roles. The unit
Cleveland Houses Closed
is on location. Spencer Bennet and
Cleveland — Theaters in this terri- Tom Storey will co-direct, from an
tory closed because of the flu epidemic original by George Arthur Gray.
include the Dorsey, Johnstown; LibSills in Dual Talker Role
erty and Grand, East Liverpool;
Barton, at Barton; Home, Seville;
Milton Sills, First National star,
Star, Sandusky; and the Bijou, New has been chosen for a dual role in
Philadelphia.
"Pat and Mike'' by Richard Connell.
Any exhibitor would be able to join, and in the
event of an exhibitor having more than one
arately. each would have to be entered sephouse,
Other advantages urged for the new
scheme are that two competing exHibitors
could join and still obtain the advantages of
collective booking, and where they could not
come to agreement, would send their sealed
offers, barring each other, to the renter, who
would naturally accept the best of the two.
The prices paid for films would not necessarily be known to anyone except the renter
concerned.

First Oswald Ready in Sound
"Hen Fruit," first of the synchronized Oswald comedies, is set for release Feb. 4. Prints now are being
sent to Universal exchanges.

If sound producers want a knockout short that will roll customers off
their seats with laughter, they should
sign Joe up for the original monologue. It was one of the best acts
ever staged by a guest at an AMPA.
No foolin'. "Strangler" Lewis occupied three chairs gracefully, Alberta Vaughn hid behind his left
elbow and Belle Bennett could be
seen peeking above his right mitt on
the table. L. Wolfe Gilbert sang
George Jessel's "Lucky Boy" song,
"My Mother's Eyes." He should hire
himself asto good
plug asliisJessel.
own songs.
almost
Rapee He's
lent
an artistic atmosphere to the proceedings and everybody tried to look
knowing when he used a lot of
musical terms in his speech, but really the only musical term that press
agent bunch understood was his reference to do-re-mi — and they only
understood the first syllable.
Completes Another Theater
Newport,
Tenn. — Booth Enterprises recently opened
their Ritz
here.

Dialogue for Marceline Day
Marceline Day's voice is to be
Theaters Closed at Elyria
heard for the first time in "The
Elyria, O., has ordered all places
Wild Party" under the Paramount
A. Lever, member of the South banner. The picture will be directed of public gatherings closed for a
Midlands branch of the C.E.A. fav- by Dorothy Arzner. Other members period of three weeks due to influenza.
ors formation of a limited company of the cast have not been chosen.
of exhibitors for purposes of collec"Brock" Becomes "Capitol"
Starting New Gibson
tive buying. C. C. Day of the same
Brockville, Ont. — Fred McLennan
branch believes it entirely logical for
"Birds of a Feather," Hoot Gib- has changed the name of his theater
independent exhibitors to form a buyson's new starring vehicle is sched- from "Brock" to "Capitol" to conform
ing organization embracing .3,500
uled to go into production in the next with the title largely prevalent
houses the combined buying power few days. Arthur Rosson will di- throughout the Famous Players chain,
of which, he thinks, would more than
rect. Ruth Elder is to play oppo- of which the Brockville house is a
site Gibson.
be sufficient to secure first runs.
unit.
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We state it modestly, but never
in the history of the
Motion Picture Industry has
there been a book like
the coming

1929 FILM DAILY
BOOK
YEAR
Nearly llOO Pages
Over 500 Advertisers
^■

Covering the Motion Picture Industry
Like a Blanket
and
Distribution to every nook and corner
of the -world

"sr

INDISPENSABLE

I AM

I^ make

♦ ♦

known the services and merchandise ofmanufacturers and distributors- ♦ ♦ ♦ 1 bring together buyer
and seller- ♦ ♦ ♦ I build confidence and
good wilL ♦ ♦ ♦ I point the way to profit
making* ♦ ♦ ♦ 1 create demand and stim"sold''
ulate sales. • ♦ ♦ 1 keep buyers and
to
^ , . * 1 help buyers to buy
reselL ♦ ♦ ♦ I inspire effort that leads
to success- ♦ ♦ ♦ I Ughten the work of
salesmen- ♦ ♦ ♦ I turn the wheels of
progress- ♦ ♦ ♦ I make possible the dissemination ofthe news of the industry,
its personalities, its thousand and one
intricacies of activity and circumstance--this news that, in final analysis, is the
tie that hinds the industry together as a
unit and makes for its collective progress
day by day and week by ti^eek. - - . I
promote prosperity- - ♦ - I am indispensable inthe progress of my industry... 1 AM TRADE

PAPER

ADVERTISING.

(Contributed to the cause of progress for the motion picture industry
by ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, INC., publishers
of ten regional film trade papers.)

I^g^^^g^^^g^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^^^

o/ FILMDOM
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VOL. XLVII

No. 10

Price

Sunday, January 13, 1929

25

Cents

^•■■-.'^

in cash prizes
are being offered to the general public by
Universal for the best answers
to the question:

BPBS1I

womer love
homely men?
It's one of the greatest exploitation ideas in years.
See Universal Weekly, issue of January 12,
and succeeding issues, for full details.

CARL LAEMMLE'S

Starring

Super Production

With Olga Baclanova, Brandon Hurst, Sam De Grasse,
Cesare Gravtna, Stuart Holmes, George Seigtnann.
Two negatives — one silent, one with sound.

VICTOR

HUGO'S

CONRAD

VEIDT

and

MARY PHILBIN
A PAUL LENl Production

'-Stimt or Sound- Carl Laemmle leads the Ti^ay///
OVER

300

VOTE
NAME

IN POLL
LEADERS

PICTURES

CRITICS

IN

TO
OF
1928

Do you know which are

The Ten Best Pictures
o/ 1928

FIND THE ANSWER
IN THE
1929
FILM
DAILY
OUT

YEAR
THIS

BOOK
MONTH

Supremacy

Simplex

WILL BE MAINTAINED

Pledge

AND A

of Progress
IS MADE

Simplex

FOR

Projectors

FOR
TWENTY -FIVE
YEARS
WE
HAVE
SERVED
THE
MOTION
PICTURE
INDUSTRY
AND

SIMPLEX

PROJECTORS

MADE IN THE LARGEST FACTORY
OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

have won absolute, unquestioned
international leadership
a resolve to aqain deserve this
qood will and confidence is
our 1929 new year's messaqe

International
90 GOLD

Projector
STREET,

NEW

Corporation
YORK

Reade Circuit Seen Next Major Purchase of Fox

iTHE
ANDWEEKLY
FILH DIGEST

7AeHi¥S?kPl{t
of FILMDOM
VOL

XLVII

Sunday, January

No. 10

Price

13, 1929

25

Cents

Pictures Free for Hotel Guests DEAL DECLARED SET rOR
is Newest Wrinkle in Chicago
34 OE READE CIRCUIT
EUROPE OPPOSE TAXATION
Paris — At a meeting liere of tlie
representatives of American distributors in I'aris. it was determined to
lodge formal protests, with European
government against the present laws
which impose a tax ranging from 15
to 20 per cent on profits earned by
these companies and transferred to
the United States. Belgium and
France were scored as the chief offenders, with Germany and Austria
as runners-up. The decision was the
result of an original protest filed with
the foreign department of the Hays
association
in New
York.

Tax Proposed
Topeka, Kan. — Tax on theater admissions is part of the
proposed revision of the
state's system on taxation, approved by the legislative tax
committee. The M.P.T.O.A..
of Kansas and Western Missouri, headed by R. R. Biechele
has mapped plans to oppose
the measure. The legislative
session began last Tuesday.

Chicago — Here's something new in
competition. The Stevens Hotel
here presents pitcures in the ballroom every Sunday afternoon and
evening. All hotel guests and dinner
guests in the main dining room receive tickets. A four-piece orchestra supplies music. Last Sunday's
program was "The Last Command"
(Paramount),and"New
Wringles"
(Educational)
Pathe News.
The
dinner charge is $2, and the average
admission of loop houses Sundays is
75 cents. Thus, the patron can figure the dinner at $1.25, show 75
cents, minus inconvenience of standing in line.

Walter Reade's circuit of 34 New
York. New Jersey and Ohio theaters
are expected to be announced as the
next
major jjurchase
William
Kxaminers
now are of
going
over F'ox.
the
books with Reade, with the deal de-

clared
asking price
is practically
reportedset.
to beReade's
$16,000,000.
The Reade holdings embrace the
Astor, Metropolitan, Bijou. Savoy
Morosco and Columbia in N. Y. The
Astor is under lease to M-G-M, the
Morosco to the Shuberts and the Columbia is a burlesque house.
In New Jersey, Reade has the Mayfair, Reade's Lyric, Reade's Main
Street, Reade's Rialto, Reade's St.
James and Reade's .Savoy. Asbury
Park; Embassy and Strand, Freehold;
(hicagt) — "The Singing Fool" is
causing a lot of comment here, not
Hal Roach's Our Gang kids in a Broadway and Strand, Long Branch;
only as a box office card, but as it personal appearance at the Chicago, Keith's State and Reade's Rivoli,
.\'ew Brunswick; CrcsceiU, Ditmars,
concerns the bitter opposition beon the bill with "The First Majestic and Strand. Perth .Amboy;
tween Balaban & Katz and Marks Chicago,
Kiss,'' hold Chicago's record for 1928,
Bros. The picture had a sensational with a gross of $71,000 for the week Oxford, Plainfield and .Strand; PlainSeventy theaters within the next
run at B. & K.'s McVickers and now
field; Carlton, Red Bank; Keith's
few months is the goal in South is playing the Roosevelt, and the local of
"Variety"
according
Aug. 25,
estimates
compiled
fortothe
FILM
Capitol, Trenton.
Reade's Palace
and has
Reade's
Trent.
He also
the
Africa of Kinemas, Ltd., Sydney Hay- trade is speculating as to whether this D.\ILY YEAR
BOOK.
Coinciden resident manager in England is on account of business done or
dcntally, (Continued
Jackie
Coogan
was
next Broadway and Reade's at Kingston,
on Pane 6)
states through AmerAnglo Corp.,
N. Y., and Reade's Hippodrome at
if it is to "milk'' the picture before
Cleveland.
N'ew York. The Astoria. Capetown, it can get to the Marks houses.
recently opened, was the sixtieth
Marks
Bros.,
is
giving
plenty
of
pubhouse of the chain. A $500,00n house
licity to the fact that the picture
is under construction at Capetown
soon is to play their houses, telling
and a theater at Johannesburg
DAILY
,>f Till- FILM
Wa^luuiiton Bureau
Washington — A
Swiss
branch
of
planned. The firm is opposition to people to wait and hear the picture
DAILY
Svndikat, of Berlin and the Washinfilon Bureau of Tllli FILM
the Schlesinger circuit, dominant at houses "built for presentation of Tonbild
^Continued
on
Page
12)
Washington
—
October
exports
of
South African firm. Hayden has sound films."
films totaled 30,438,408 linear ft. valcontracted for the Ufa output, 12
ued at $796,510, against 16,632,985 ft.
Gaumont and a minimum of ten
valued
at $410,741 in September, acGainsborough productions and FBO's
cording to figures just made public
1029 output, AmerAnglo states.
by the Dept. of Commerce. Shipduring the month included 2i.Loin.s girded and chest thrown l)ack. Pathe is 034,792 ments
ft. of positive films valued at
MONDAY:
ils
mongi
high
primed for a fight to the hitter finish with the
$550,770; 472,400 ft. of negatives valued at $95,092 and 6.531.216 ft. of
case of "Sal of
of censorship in New York. Involved ngin onthethe
exhibition of raw stock valued at $150,648. ShipBerlin — Fear that "Wings" would
Singapore" is an issue which has a direct heari
to the principal markets for
not find a warm reception from Gersound pictures in the Empire State. It e.xtends further, however, m positivementsfilms,
man audiences, due to its scenes
which had been light
model
to
apt
are
states
other
in
that legislative and censorship jiests
for
the
previous
few months again
showing .-Kmericans shooting down
lated
on
formu
decisi
lines of the
German planes, proved ungrounded, restrictive measures of their own along
were heavv in October, Australia takand the picture is being acclaimed.
ped sufin New York. The picture, originally silent, was later revamation
ing 2,500.(')00
ft., Germany
and ft., and
.\rgentina,
Brazil 1.678,000
and the

70 THEATERS IN SOUTH
. AfRICA IS KINEMA GOAL

'Singing Fool' Emphasizes "Our Gang" in Person
Bitter Fight at Chicago
Tops Chicago Grosses

Swiss and German Co.
Formed for Sound Films Film Exports Showed Big
Increase in October

Some Things Happen

ns Acclaim "Wings"
^ GermaDespi
te Film Killings

ficiently toinclude sequences in dialogue. Pathe made applic
es for six .sound prints. Neither sound, nor music, nor
ed
licens
secur
No Date Set for Opening
dialogue were submitted, Pathe adhering to the belief that the censor
of "Noah's Ark" in N. Y. law contains no provision covering restrictions in speech.
No date has been set for New York
The commission, however, held otherwise and issued permits
opening of "Noah's Ark," Sam Mor- which are invalid when the film is used in conjunction with mechanical
ris, vice president and general manholds this to be an
ager of \Varners, stated yesterday in devices for the reproduction of sound. Pathe
commenting on a report from the arbitrary assumption of power and is ready to argue the issue out
Coast that the picture is slated to
the scales of justice. A temporary injunction in the company's
play the Winter Garden at an early before
behalf is to be heard in a few days. Out of this situation will come a
date. Meanwhile, "The Singing clearer exposition of censorship rights in the matter of dialogue.
With
(Continued on Page 3)
Foor' is continuing at the

house.

United Kingdom
000,000
ft.

each more than 1,-

16 Film Houses Launched
in Eastern States in Dec.
Sixteen picture houses were among
the 24 theater projects launched in
i7 eastern states during December,
according to the F. W. Dodge Corp.
These theaters, it is stated, involved
$825,000.
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STOCK

MARKET
High
Low
Close
Am. Seat
34i4
34^ 34J^
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 2754
27 27'/i
East.
Kodak
184^183 183}4
♦do pfd
128
♦First Nat. pfd
104^^
Fox Fm. "A"
... 97Ji
95 96J4
•do
rts
3
Keith
A-O
42K
'H'A 42
do pfd
134
134 134
Loew's
Inc
70}i
69'A 7Q'A
do pfd
105
104 >^ 105
♦M-G-M
pfd. .*
25^
M. P. Cap
14?^
14 14
Para. F-L
605/^
59;^ 60?^
Pathe
Exch
14^
13^ 14
do "A"
28^4
27/2 27-5^
Radio K-A-O
43 M
42 42 Ji
Stanley
Co
41
41 41
'Univ.
98^
Warner Pict.
Bros. pfd...128
123 125^
Warner
pfd
56
54 H 55 H
CURB MARKET
Acoustic Prod
17%
17!4 17^
Bal. & Katz
8854
82?^ 8854
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 22}4
21J4 22
♦Film
Insp
254
Fox
. . 36'A
35
Intern.Thea.Proj"A"
19
17 35
19
Loew do deb. rts.. 34^
33% 33%
N.it. Thea.
Sup....
9ii
954 954
Trans-Lux
9%
954 9"4
♦Univ.
Pict
28
BOND
MARKET
♦Keith A-O 6s 46
96
Loew's 6s 41ww... 11554 115% 115J4
do 6s 41 x-war...lO0^
100 100-%
Paramount 6s 47 ..10054 100 100
Par. By. S^^s 51.102
101% 102
Pathe 7s 37
83%
83 83
CURB BONDS
Am. Seat. 6s 36 , 97J4
97^4 97 }4
♦Warner 6'As 28
198
OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy
"A"
34
36
do units
37
40
do coin
Skouras Bros
Technicolor
United
Art
do pfd
Univ.
Ch. com
do pfd
♦LAST

5'A
45
9yl
8
76
PRICE

Sales
100
800
3,400
11,600
2'3,900
100

SOME THINGS HAPPEN, An Editorial by Maurice Kann
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by Charles F. Hynes
NEWSPAPER
OPINIONS
ON NEW
PICTURES
FOREIGN MARKETS,
by James P. Cunningham
HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS,
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by Telegraph
-A LITTLE FROM
LOTS,"
by Ralph Wilk
REVIEWS
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by Jack Harrower
THEATER
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by Charles F. Hynes
PRESENTATIONS,
by Herbert S. Berg
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Smith Now Middle West
Reorganized F. N. Story
Publix District Head
Dept. Has 13 Writers
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Thirteen writers now
comprise the First National story department, reorganized since appointof Anthony Coldeway as as'46 mentsistant
associate producer. The list
6
includes: Tom Geraghty, Bradley
King, Monte Katterjohn, Louis Stev'56 ens, Forrest Halsey, Ewart Adamson,6 James Gruen, F. McGrew Willis, Humphrey Pearson, Edward
Luddy, Walter Anthony, Gene Town
and Paul Perez.

Sunday
Shows at Texarkana
Texarkana, Tex. — - Sunday shows,
which were closed here for the past
24,
800 six weeks, have been resumed with
15,
8800
00 attendance at the three leading
12,600 houses said to be light.
300

600

Minneapolis — Edward A. Smith,
former manager of the Minnesota,
now is division manager for Publix
with headquarters here and supervision over company houses in the
Twin Cities, Duluth, Des Moines and
Omaha. Murray A. Pennock is new
manager of the Minnesota, Gordon
Green new manager of the State,
John P. Goring manager of the Capitol, St. Paul, Ben Ferriss Twin City
advertising and pulilicity manager.
G. Ralph Branton is general manager
of Puhlicity-F. & R. Twin City

Houses.
Alhambra House Opens
Alhambra, Cal. — The Garfield, recently destroyed by fire, has been
opened with renovations. The house
shows sound picture via Vitaphone.

Garrett Houses Sold
L. A. House To Open
THE
FILM
DAILY
1,000
Garrett, Ind. — H. A. Giles has sold West Coast Bureau.
his
two
houses
to
Alex
Kalafat,
who
Los
Angeles
—
The
Million
Dollar,
600
has been dosed
for several
3,500 will operate both the Royal and Pas- which
22,600
time under the title of the Royal- months, will open soon.
42,366 Pastime Company. Ill health has
500 compelled Giles to dispose of his in- Klaw-Erlanger Considering Purchase
200
San Francisco — Conferences for
terests here.
200
purchase
of the Orpheum theater
27,200
Brownlee to Fort Smith
property by Klaw-Erlanger were recently held here.
Enid, Okla. — Ollie Brownlee, former
manager
of
the
Criterion
here,
53
Build Long Beach,
Cal. House
12 has been transferred to Fort Smith To
17 where he will be in charge of two
Long Beach, Cal. — ^M. Eltiste will
15
build a $125,000 theater here, it is
4 Publix houses. Adra Avery of McAlester
succeeds
Brownlee.
reported.
46,666

(''A
50
\\<A ..
12
84
2
85
QUOTED

Arnold At Bedford, Ind. House
Bedford, Ind. — Herman Arnold,
former manager of the Von Ritz
here, has been appointed managing
director of the Vonderschmitt circuit
houses at Crawfordsville, Greencastle
and Bedford.

Alpha
Sharon,
purchased
property
have been
plans.

Theater Property Sold
Pa. — Charles J. Smith has
the Alpha Motion Picture
here. No announcements
made as to Smith's future

Kelly Leaves Eastman House
Rochester. N. Y.— Arthur P. Kelly
has resigned as director of publicity
for the Eastman, now operated bv
Publix. No successor has been named,
\vhile Kelly will be engaged in publicity and promotion
work.
Fairmount,
Ind. House
Sold
Fairmount,
Ind. — L. B. Johnson
has sold his Royal to C. E. Gucker.

TheDate
Industry's
Book
Jan. 20 Annual banquet of M.P.T.O. of
Eastern Pennsylvania.
York.
Jan. 25 Film Guild Cinema opens in New
Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference of National Board of Review.
Feb. 14, 1929
Wampas
Frolic, HoUjrwood.
Mar. 2 AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball in
New
York.

New Milwaukee Firm
Milwaukee — Intersection Amusement Co. has been incorporated here
with capital of $25,000 to operate
picture theaters. Signers of the articles of incorporation are William F.
A. Tews, secretary-treasurer of the
Rainbow Theater Corp., operators of
the Rainbow, Milwaukee; Charles
Trampe, manager of the Mid West
Distributing Co. and William Zimmerman.
Van Noy Buys Anderson House
Anderson, Ind. — Harry Van Noy
has
the Kay Bee from
ed hy.
Ernestpurchas
Kenwort

Cameron Buys Mentone, Ind, House
Mentone, Ind. — Eli W. Cameron
has purchased the Mentone from L.
C. Taylor.

BROOKS
COSTUMES
I 1^37

;AL50

25.000

COSTUMES
BVAY. N.Y

TQ REN-r=^=J
TM'JnnpVn

j

I Columbia Pictures

!

^Corporation
'Pthat
risitohas
nerin theofcourse of ij
jAnnounces

I
I

production a motion picture entitled:

Devil's Island"
I

and AllCopyrighted—
Rights Reserved

Let Us Solve Your Problems I
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

telephone

bryant

3040
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Ninety-luL- per cent ,,i prcstui day
the entire l)usiiiess already veered
screen personalities will make the
sharply tmvard stmnd, the impending
grade in sound. Jesse L. La.sky is
dis|>osition of this interesting quesspokesman. Another
ctiontinn takes on the aspects of an insilent films will seem out predi
of date in
(Continued
from
I'ayc
1)
dustry-wide tt>pic. We are. of course,
a year. Lasky is covering a good
death on censors no matter what
deal of ground when he vouchsafes
their ilk. Pathe. in our opinion, is
the statement that the entertainment
able percentage of film output is made as frenzied.
entirely in the right and carries with
Not all of the indepen- pill which
the public has been swaldent circuits in this populous
zone
its fighting campaign our editorial right here in the by-lanes of Broadlowing for thirty years is to become
and moral endi>rsement as should be
way will be a happy one. Hollywood have been annexed, but the leaders, non-elifective in the
short space of
the attitude of all responsible factors has its advantages. It also has its with one or two exceptions, have. Fox twelve month
s.
There
will be room
and individuals in the business....
will
install
Movietone
in
the
entire
CJiiiiilacencies and its self-satisfactions
string
at
once,
thus for both. I'roducers will find themthat have done considerable already formidable
adopting the dual style printo make production stereotyped and bringing to New York neighborhoods cii)ally selves
W
In Connecticut
becau
se the public would have
sound
pictures
which
so
far
have
been
it
so.
.
.
.
inane. While you can't see it as
confined
almost
entirely
to
the
de
luxe
you
alight
from
the
Sante
Fe,
there
is
Tuesday: In the town of Seymour
nevertiielcss a high wall which Holly- houses along Broadway
and downwhich is in (."onnecticut a new sound
wood has been silly to build around
town Brooklyn.
Product while it is
And Still More
reproducer started manufacture today.
Louis Pacent, who, we are informed, itself. You migiit lay it all at the fresh will also be fed to these houses,
Today: Fox, the luadline conquerconis a man of parts in the field of door of exclusiveness, or, as some thereby eliminating a booking
dition which, because of protection
or, is still harvesting theaters. Now
radio engineering, has developed a call it, snoi)bishness. Maybe it's
synchronous device. With plans all just plain damfoolishncss. But, no and producer-chain dominance, is be- it is the Walter Reade chain, strung
lieved by many to have cut into the out through Jersey seaboard towns
set for a steady stream of equip- matter how you dub it, it is a mental
ments, the first has been placed in condition that has to be conjured business of these individually oper- that this exhibition colossus is after.
ated houses more
than any other Of course, you know how these deals
work. Two angles are interesting. with.
The result is that, once they get single factor. What the independents are. They happen — sometimes; in
First, persistent reports that this is
the cheaper-priced equipment on settled and comfortable, few Holly- have been striving to do for years this case, however the chain appears
an actuality, but not to be set to swing Fox-ward and the
which the Warners have been secret- woodians make any attempt to scale now becomes
ly but busily engaged for some time. this barrier in order to find out what as they had been hoping.
W'e see goal of 1,000.0(JO controlled theater
Secondly, that the Brothers Warner the rest of the poor world on the out- ill this important theater move a clear- seats by the dawn of 1930 is brought
side may be doing or thinking. It is, cut application to this industry of some thousands nearer. Remember,
are so sold on it that it is their financvertical
trust
theory already 700,000 have been corralled.
ing and their distribution which are therefore, natural that what they talk the German
expected to make the Pacent machine about and what they think there, evi- wherein all elements necessary to the
one of consequence in the industry.
dences itself in the pictures they make. succesful operation of industry are
Out
w^ithin the one structure. machine in the Windy City, home of
This, however, is denied categorically It's all very provincial. Likewise, embraced
guns, some of
exchange
as well as emphatically by Vitaphonc. artificial.
'l"he New
York independents
could l)oys are proving thatthe they
may
not
solve
their
own
problems
because
But — it is admitted that Vitaphone
Permitting Hollywood to keep first
know how to sell film but that their
will service Pacent and, while on its honors as production center for mo- they had no voice over production. knowledge of showman
ship requires
as producer
and
distributor
face this sounds like an unimportant
tion pcitures, we agree to. Allowing Fox,
of the StevGuests
cleaning.
vacuum
fact to pass on to you, it is significant no pictures to be made elsewhere, we needed only theaters to make his enens Hotel on Sunday afternoons and
terprise
self-contained.
This
has
been
dub
ridiculous.
New
York
as
the
primarily because this is the first reIt will be done evenings get a picture show for nothproducer other than Western Elec- pivot around which the cultural, artis- done in New York.
ing. Those who buy their dinner at
elsewhere.
Call
it
a
prediction
if you the same
tic and commercial life of this counhostelry pay $2, of which
trc's,
recognzed.
like,
but
check
future
events
with
From that
this has
pointbeen
on, so
figure
it out
try revolves should be a center of
be apportioned to the edimay
25
SI.
these
words
for
the
ultimate
answer.
.
on your own ....
production activity. These are some
bles and the remainder to admission.
It was at Atlantic City many moons of the reasons, in brief, why it is our
A swell idea; guzzle coffee and watch
Slashed
back that William Fox, addressing opinion that returning part of the
hot love scenes as you do it. The
his assembled sales cohorts, decisively manufacturing end of this industry
latest dumbell idea in showmanship
pointed out that his pictures will not to the hub of the nation is one of
Friday: Widespread interest of and how to make exhibitors gnash
stand for the freezing out game the best things that could have hap- W'estern Electric's price cut. A dual their teeth. Now we ask you!
which has been tried ofT and on in
pened to the business, to the producer, sound system, disc and film, now beK A N N.
comes available for small houses at
the merry whirl of filmatics. The- to the creators and, perhaps firstly,
aters garrisoned by many seats, were to the public that supports the celluloid institution.
to be the Fox fortifications on all
$7,000 top. Now we're getting somewhere. This figure lands well withMoss Point House Opens
theater fronts. How accurately this
in the hounds of reason, viewing the
W'ill Hays is on his way west. The
Moss Point, Miss. — The American
plan is being carried out is best usual
spring round table with pro- matter from the little man's angle. has reopened
here under the manproven by the rapidity with which
ducers is on his program. Hays, as From now on, he can at least figure
agement of C. C. Stewart of Grand
these houses are being built. Chicago, an important contact point between on a sound installation without dewar zone center if ever there was producer and picturegoer, will confer
veloping a mathematical brainstorm Bay, Miss.
one, is now in line. The fellow who
and advise those steps which he be- with no attemi)t to get smart alecky,
has the gumption to buck B. and K.
lieves will improve the production
Chastine Managing S. C. House
a we-told-you-so deright where thev are most sensitive, formula. One certain step for better- or even assuming
meanor, you may recall that it was
Union, S. C. — Dick Chastine is the
not to overlook most strongly enment calls for demolition of the many weeks ago that we advised hold- r.ew
manager of the Stevenson here.
trenched, merely demonstrates he has
ing off on sound until the churnings
Hollywood wall. That w'ill topple
backbone as well as a nerve center. . .. some
high hats into the dust of became less pronounced. Our theory
Introducing Phonoscope, latest of common sense. Another calls for a then was that the theaters not alManaging Newport, Ark Houses
sound synchronizers, and Auditone, division in production with New York
readvit equipped
for sound
couldn'tof
anyway, whether
because
Newport, Ark. — K. \'. McGinnis is
non-synchronizer, and Phonoscope's securing what it should have for the get
blood brother. The twins are to common good. . . .
non-availability of equipment or managing the Capitol and Newport
take their bow under the fartherly
price. Too bad, for them, of course, here succeeding H. M. Clyburn, who
High Stepping
guidance of an organization bearing
but w^hat w^as there to be done about has assumed the management of the
the title of the Recording Laboratorit? As w-e envisioned the set-up, we Rialto at Camden, Ark.
ies of America. William A. Brown,
Thursday: It took several months, saw no further harm than already had
w-ho we arc told made a record for two floors at the Hotel Ambassador been created bv curbing impatience
himself with various Canadian units loaded down with personnel, many and awaiting developments. There
Alabama House Opens
of the Du Ponts in factotum su- conferences with bankers and a gruel- have been plenty. New sound devices
Ruston,
Ala. — Kidder-Astor Amusepreme
ling measure of labor to swing the have made their appearance; the marment Co., recently opened their Astor
ket is opening up and now, perhaps here. The house seats 1,000 and cost
deals, but Fox did it. Almost two
hundred Greater New York theaters most significant of them all, comes approximately $100,000.
Little Old New York
are now listed in the roster which the W. E. price drop. . . .

Some Things Happen

^ Wednesday: The signs have it that
New York is about to come into its
own again as a prodjjcing center.
Paramount's program for the East
includes four features and 50 short
subjects, all of them with voice as
well as action. The day that a size-

makes Fox Metropolitan Playhouses,
Chalk up another. Indiana joins
Inc., a chain to speculate over. The
States. Now it's Texas, MichiFire Destroys N. O. House
imagination runs high all along the Alliedgan,
Minnesota, the Dakotas and InNew
Orleans — The Grand, owned
Broadwav rialto. Well it might, for
diana. In the interim. Commissioner
of Marrero,
La.,
Fox is not through. Examiners are Mvers says nothing further about by Nick Maurice
was completely destroyed by fire with
busy: appraisers are at it overtime.
The activity might well be described policies or operating plans. It won't a loss estimated at $14,000.
be for long. He's working. . . .
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FILM BOARD REPORTS
MORE THEATER CHANGES

Closings

Decker — The Decker ; Evansville — Fulton ;
Hazelwood — Cozy; Colitic — Dixie; Fierceton — Liberty ; Tyner — Tyner.

Changes

IOWA
in Ownership

Alton — Opera House, sold to B. G. Hoxemeier
by Homan & Hoxemeier ; Boone — Strand,
sold to A. W. Fairchild by Harry Frankle ;
FLORIDA
Brayton — Brayton, sold to American Legion
by Ormo Rasmussen ; Ellston — Miller, sold
Openings
to L. Miller by Miller & Fouser ; Oto —
Orlando — Isis.
Opera House, sold to N. L. Lamb by O.
Changes in Ownership
H. Company ; Tipton — ^Hardacre, sold to
Dunnellon— Lyric, sold to Mrs. W. B. AnG. L. Denune by C. A. Loperman ; Truro —
derson by H Gordon; Fernandina — Amusu,
Crown, sold to W. D. Kale by C. M.
sold to A. B. Tanner by L. A. Andrews;
Hutchinson; Varina — ^Liberty, sold to C.
to
sold
Victoria,
and
Palace
Smyrna—
New
A. Styles by Eberle & Horner; Vail—
—
Trenton
;
Theaters
Cozy Corner, sold to Ed Phillips by R. M.
A. T. Hayes by Publix J. Tate by J. V.
Gilchrest, sold to W.
Junkin ; Waukon — Cota, sold to A. J.
Yearly.
Eaton by Ruth Cota ; Woodward — Strand,
Closings
sold to W. A. Belt by Stanley & Macy.
Dune;
Colonial
City—
Dade
Openings
Biddle;
l—
Bunnel
din— Dunedin ; Fernandina— Rex ; Miami Ashton — Roben ; Exira — Palace ; Stratford —
Lisbon.
—
Tampa
;
Beach — Strand
Stratford.

sold to A. D. MurOlympic,
Washingtbyon —Jackson
& Murdock.
dock

LresAlbany— Strand, sold to Bromberg a—& Logan,
August
well by H. Hirschensohnn ; by
Reid;
L.
F.
sold to S. B. Solomo
Brooksville— Victory, sold to Mrs. Jane
s; Cedartown—
C Owen by A. C. Hawkin
by J. H.
Grand, sold to C. H. Graves sold
to Geo.
Wheeler- Ft. Valley— Franklin,
y ; Lithoma—
Stonaras by A. H.H. McCart
by J.
rd
H. Langfo
Universal, sold to
Haygood; Savannah— Folly, sold to
W
PalT G Evins by M. Lucas; Valdosta—
"ace, sold to Ga. Amuse. Co. by L. A. Stem.

Closings

Brunsv»ick— Jaxon;
Americus— Opera —House;
Dixie.
Stone Mountain

IDAHO
New Theaters

DAILY TIPS WHICH MEAN DOLLAQS FOR SUOWMEN
"The Street Angel"
"Annapolis"
(Fox)
(Pathe)
The picture played a full week
Canopy was decorated with pen- but a flower matinee was arranged
"Annapolis." for a Wednesday afternoon. All
flagsoflettered
nants andend
At each
the top were cutbringing flowers were adouts of a cruiser with two naval ca- children mitted
free to see the show; the
dets, eight feet in height standing flowers being turned over to the
at attention on either side. Strings of
three local hospitals. Many people
navy signal flags were strung from
hadn't heard about the flower
the top of the building down to the who
matinee became a bit curious when
canopy, these having been secured they saw so many children carrying
through the courtesy of the U. S. bouquets of flowers and they began
Naval Reserves, stationed here. —
to ask questions. — ^Norman Prager,
State-Lake, Chicago.
Missouri,
St. Joseph,
Mo.

"Battle
of the Sexes"
(United Artists)
Preview was given for city judges
Elliott— Palm; Fairbanks — Polly ; Grundy
and
other officials as being of speCenter — Strand; Iieton — Legion; Irwin —
cial interest to them because of the
Princess; Kiron — Movie; Lawlor — Princess;
problem
in
the
theme
Milton — Columbia ; New Hartford — Lyric ; domestic
Plainfield — Legion ; Waterloo — Plaza.
Downtown
window
displays
were
KANSAS
obtained on two different weight reduction machines as used by Jean
New Theaters
in the photoplay,
in each
Bronson — Rex ; Lone Elm — Community ; Hersholt
Pittsburg — Lure ; Prescott — Community ; case a pretty girl in tights acting as
Turon — De Bruce.
demonstrator.
Another
living disChanges in Ownership
play was a make-up and beauty stunt
Alta Vista— Vista, sold to Mr. and Mrs. W.
E. Booth by J. H. Kincheloe ; Chetopa — by a girl in drug
store. — Rochester
Opera House, sold to J. C. Ramsey by W. theater, Rochester, N. Y.
Closings

G. Warwick; Dunlap— City Hall, sold to
Business Men by F. S. Hurlbut ; Elk City
— Strand, sold to A. W. Franklin by J. E.
Searle; Elkhart — Doric, sold to Ed Rowland by R. F. Rickart ; Glasgoe — Lyric,
sold to R. R. Bourne by H. C. Thompson;
Muscotah — Muscotah, sold to Jack Grab by
R. M. Spencer; Ness City — Doris, sold to
T. E. Bondurant by D. E. Dowden.

"Melody of Love"
(Universal)
Used a "discovery" radio stunt in
Haybum — American.
Closings
connection with the run. Radio staHolbrook — Garr.
tion gave 15 minute tryouts over
ILLINOIS
the air to discover talent for UniClosings
versal synchronized pictures. The
New Theaters
White Cloud — Community.
local singer who wins was ofifered, a
Jonesboro — ^Square.
Re-Openings
KENTUCKY
screen test and the judges' report
Re-Openings
sent to Universal City. Publicity
CarlinviUe— Grand ; Cisne —Opera House;
LewisviUe — Jm.
Columbia — ^Paramount.
Colp — Plaza;
for "The Melody of Love" worked
Changes in Ownership
into this stunt so that the film and
Changes in Ownership
Aledo— Aledo Opera House, sold to J-„ W. Dry Ridge— New, sold to M. B. Rice by H.
B
theater got a good break over the
Aubora—
Edwards by Leslie Trevor;
R. Dixon; Jeffersontov™ — Jefferson, sold to
sold to Great States Theaters by J. G.
air. — Capitol, Dallas, Texas.
Joe
Farley
by
R.
R.
Jones;
Majestic
—
E.
K.
to
sold
Marvel,
Bershedt; Bluffs—
Majestic, sold to Lindley & Cope by W. T.
,
Americus
—
Chicago
Card;
H.
"Ramona"
Skinner by
Gravely ; Morgantovm — Enterprise, sold to
sold to L. Schuessller by M. Hontos ;
R. B. House by E. L. Tilford; Springfield
(United Artists)
Crystal, sold to Hillside Amuse. Co. by
— Lyric, sold to H. Barnes by E. Martin;
to KalWalton — ^Unique, sold to M. B. Rice by
R & G de Giacomo ; Lyda, ;soldMagnolia
Staged a "Ramona" singing fest
,
H. R. Dixon.
for young ladies, securing ten entries.
nay-Dickerson by M. Hellman
Amuse.
Kidland
by
Hinsey
Max
Closings
sold to
It pleased the large crowd. — George
Co • Overland, sold to Edw. J. Kubik by
Forhan,
Griffin, St. Catharine,
Ont.
, sold to Rullmor- Ashland— Columbia ; Blackey — Stuart RobinWillard
Joe' Lipton:
Courshan-Koben by Truklein Amuse. Co.;
Downers Grove— Curtiss, sold to Geo.
Petrulas by E. H. Uhlhorn ; EarlyilleGraftonLyric, sold to E. S. Perki'is ;Fred
PhimGem, sold to C. R. Johnson by United
Themer; HiUsboro— Grand, sold to
ater Corp. by Weingard & Butler; Hum<^
McJ.
A.
by
II sold to Luther Clark
Clkin ; Ladd— Ladd, sold to Cos & Gnvette
sold to
by J Tonozzi ; Livingston— Eagle
; Manl.usR Stanko by Mrs. F. Peart
W.
M.inlius Opera House sold to G. R.
Thomas; Spingerton— TOOF, sold to
W.
D Lasater; Springfield— Pekin, sold to
Duncan ; Tremont—
h' Goodlette byMrs.AmosHarringt
on.
Gem, sold to

Closings

Hettick— Princess ; Perry— Majestic.

INDIANA
New Theaters

m

Ransberger by E. A. Houser ; Petersburg —
Lincoln, sold to Lincoln Amuse. Co. by
Chas. Risley ; Shirley — Lyric, sold to Mrs.
C. F. Van Horn by Greene & Lee ; Valparaiso— Valpo, sold to Mr. Sailor.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Changes in Ownership

GEORGIA
Changes in Ownership
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burg;

shows
the Grand.
Grand, at
Columbus,
O. — J. Real Neth's
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
(Universal)
Cabin building contest. "The PostGazette" cooperated in publicizing
the stunt. The cabins submitted had
to be not larger than six inches, and
the smaller and neater they were
the better chance they had of winning. Both the jewelry store and
Spauldings, who contributed the
prizes, gave window displays on the
picture. — Harold Dygert, Grand,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
"While

the City
(M-G-M)

Sleeps"

Got out
one-sheet
"scare
head"
edition
and a had
newsboys
distribute
it along with every newspaper they
sold. In huge letters the headline
read, "Lon Chaney, screen star,

son School; Campbellsburg — CampbellsKuttawa— Orion;
Sanders— Sanders.

knocking them dead at Brin's Majestic theater." To the casual glance
it seemed as though the paper was

(formerly Lincoln) sold to Chas.
Leon Chappeleau.

proclaiming Lon Chaney's death.
The words "knocking them" were
in
small type.
"Extra!
Extra!"
wasvery
liberally
plastered
around
the
headline. The rest of the sheet was
taken up by feature stories on the
attraction. This stunt caused endless comment and laughter. — L. K
Brin, Majestic,
Milwaukee,
Wis.

"The Singing Fool"
LOUISIANA
(Warners)
On each broadcasting night an anChanges in Ownership
Logansport— Union, sold to C. C. Dale by
nouncement was made that "The
W. W. Page, Jr. ; Olla— Lone Star, sold to "Singing Fool" was playing at the
t<. Shamlin by B. W. Thompson; Shreve- theater and after completion of songs
port— State
Hetley

"Uncle Tom Cabin"
(Universal)
Ran old timers contest in which
newspaper participated giving the
stunt space for nine days prior to
the opening of the engagement.
Prizes were ofifered to those who saw
the play before 1875. Winners saw
it in 1854. They were given a box
party and passes for the next six

by

"Sonny Boy" and "There's a RainAround MythatShoulders"
they
would bow
announce
these numbers
gs
sin
Clo
MICHIGAN
were
the
theme
songs
of
the
picture
T
c ,..
w
which Al Jolson song. This program
New Theaters
Detroit— Conant and Fisher.
was broadcast every night during
.
Changes in Ownership
the two weeks' engagement of the
^"^^^e~Capiio\, sold to Theo. Sophie by picture. In return for the broadW. H. Marolf; Detroit— Buchanan, sold to
casting publicity, the management
Wm. Holstein by Wadlow Bros.; Dix
s-old to Stanley Dink by Mrs. Blanche permitted the radio station to erect
Ryder; Frontenac, sold to Stefen Kulinski a small record department in the
by Alex Schrieber; Oriole, sold to Oriole
theater lobby. — W. F. Brock, State,
Tenn.
A "'w'.-^"''G. Christman
Co.; Chattanooga,
Uuo
Vadis, sold''^toH.Michael
Stocki

Winnfield — Joy.

"Wings"

I

'
nt)
Lobbya fuselage
contained
aamou
Curtiss
airplan*'
(Par
motor,
and
propellers.
Th(
motor
was
set on a wooden
blocl
Changes in Ownership Cooney
while smaller parts were on exhibij
E Hammond-May wood, sold to Jack
in a show
case.
Lettered
card
; Fowler-Dreamland,
by S
by Gary Theater Co.
Moranz; Warren, sold to Leon L. Gray
sold to M. & P. Morin by Pat J.r Boyle;
alongside
of
the
displays
gave
a
brie
M
"The
Barker"
by
by Andrew Fignar ; Grand Ledge— Grand,
GaA'-Rex, sold to Frank A. Turne
explanation of the particular displa;
Home,
sold to Asa Stevens by Chase & Benson;
Cos^ionoff; Indiana Harbor-New
Iron Mountain— Capitol, sold to W H
; InFree tickets were given to those that was of interest to the many on
sold to Morris Cash by J. Rudz.nskl
Marolf by Theo. Sophie; Grands Rapids-I
(FirsttheNat'l)
Fellen
An
excellent
tie-up
wa
Gould
who
originated
best slogan to lookers.
t"^
sold
,
-Southlawn,
-Illi
sold to M. H. Randall by Peter
d^aiL^olis
Inc.. by W. M. lurnerW.
ers,nois,
Theat
man
Harry
to
sold
accompany
advertising
appearing
in
effected
with
newspaper
and
th'
Kniehtstown- Alhambra,
'
—
Hummel.
the newspaper. Five pairs of tickets giant airplane "Niagara," which wa':
AA^fts by F & L. M. Clark; Kouts
Closings
ett^
Lafay
ffith;
th-Gri
Carson
Griffi
v.Ile-^EIectric ; Clarksville — Family
tour of the country
cYem sold to
; were awarded each day during the on a goodwill
to Fourth
Luna. Mars and Family, sold
— Bolivar
Hyde,
Jr., Alabama,
Bii
Co
.
dcrs
g—
,
Amuse
run.
—
John
F.
Kumler,
Pantheon,
ToVicksbur
Luna
by
Garden.
Co.
.
Ave. Amuse
ledo, Ohio.
.s*>ld to Harry
mingham, Ala.
^,^l"^^^~hr'<' ■ Onekama-Schroe^Z
Liberty-Liberty,
North
Rensselaer— Palace ; South

Bend-.Ormo.
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SOUND

PICTURES
By CHARLES

F. HYNES

"ERPr'NOWREACHINGOUT
INTO FOREIGN TERRITORY
Invasion of foreiRn lands is actively
underway by Electrical Research. The
activities of the coninniiv in the domestic field have overshadowed the
fact representatives of the company
are already engaged in installing
sound reproducing equipment in widely separated territories. Crews are
on the job in India, Burma. Cuba,
and Australia while it is anticipated
installations will be extended shortly
to other West Indian islands and to
South America.
Col. W. E. Dennis has completed
the first Western Ivlectric installation
in British India. The theater is the
Elphinston Picture Palace in Calcutta
where a warehouse of emergency
parts has been established. The second is to be completed at Bombay
and the third is the Excelsior theater
in Rangoon. Burma.
Another engineer, H. D. Benson,
has made several trips to Havana
where the initial equipment is slated
for the Fausto theater. Other installations in the West Indies are in prospect for Kingston, Jamaica; Panama
Citv and in Costa Rica.
South America is as yet untouched,
but "Erpi" is understood to have received an order from an unnamed theater in Sao Paulo, Brazil, w-hile inquiries have been received from Rio
de Janeiro, Buenos Aires and Guayaquil, Ecuador.
J. W. Roberts, former assistant
general auditor of Western Electric
and later chief accountant for Electrical Research, is now in Sydney
where he will serve as general manager of the Australian company.
Patchen Jones is business manager
and Allan McLean, operating manager in charge of installations. Others
in the Australian subsidiary include
J. W. Roberts, A. W. Edmund and
C. A. Reed.
H. G. Knox has been appointed
European manager in general charge
of the Continent, British Isles and
British India. L. E. Rudolph has
established headquarters in Berlin
and J. C. Latham, in Paris in which
city a large chain is reported to have
placed an order with Electrical Research.

TIPS

ON

EQUIPMENT
AND
DEVICESVARIOUS
ARE
NOW
AVAILABLE

|

ORGANIZES RECORD CUES
FOR NON-SYNCHRONIZERS
Chicago — Marie Pierson has organized the Exhibitors' Cueing Service
to supply theater owners equipped
with non-synchronous machines cue
sheets for standard records used over
such devices.
Miss Pierson has been identified
with the development of theater cueing since Orchestraphone was plikced
in the market by National Theater
Supply Co.
The cueing of every film submitted
to the Exhibitors' Cueing Service is
supervised by her and a detailed cue
sheet, with full instructions, including
the name of each individual record,
its manufacturer and number, is returned to the exhibitor. From this

Boone, lo^i'a, celebrates an Achiefement Vav annually.
C. C. Collin, of the Rialto, remembered, arranged this float and was successful in reaching 30,000 people in one day. Achievement Day in Boone
dra'ivs z'isitors from "5 surrounding
totvns.

50 GERMAN HOUSES WIRED! MAKING NANAPHONENOW
MONTHLYJOBIS PROGRAM WITH TWO SPEED RATES
Berlin — Tobis, trade name for Tonbild Syndikat Co. which is a combination of five German sound devices, claims interchangeability with
all American sound-on-film reproducers.
The system is a consolidation of
the best features of the five. Tobis
asserts its attachment m" be added
to any German-make projector in a
few hours, the installation being
rounded out by the Tobis amplifying
system and specially-made loud speakers. The company is now wiring five
large houses in Berlin. Hamburg,
Dusseldorf, Leipzig and Munich and
expects to install SO equipments a
month beginning February 1. The
orice is said to be one tenth that of
the Western Electric system.

sheet, the operator
of proper
the "cueing"
instrument
can fit the
music
and sound effects in the picture sequences. This service is available for
abooking,
single film
an entire year's
and orisforadaptable
to any
make of cueing instrument now on
the market.

Toronto Theaters Change
Prices Due to Sound

Philadelphia — New style HanaOttawa — Significant price changes
phone equipment will be interchangeable with all sound-on-disc equipment have taken place in sound and silent
operating at the speed of ii 1-3 re- theaters. With the introduction of
volutions per minute, according to sound at the Regent. Ray Tubman
the Hanaphone Co. A special clutch raised admissions 10 cents. Enormous
attachment makes it possible to crowds were in evidence. At the
switch to 80 revolutions a minute same time Ambrose Nolan reduced
should it be desired. Pictures are to prices 10 cents at the new Avalon,
be produced by the company at its opened only a few weeks ago, where
Woodside. L. I., studio.
silent films prevail. Regent prices are
now- 45 and 60 cents while at the
"Bob"
Savini Returns
Avalon they are 20, 25 and 35 cents.
R. M. (Bob) Savini, special field
representative for Sonora-Bristolphone. has returned to New York Labor Difficulties in New
from a trip in the South and SouthEngland Being Ironed Out
west, arranging for installations. His
most recent order is from H. U.
Boston — Difficulties between theaters equipped or about to be equipped
Paradis, calling for installations in
the following theaters: White, Green- for sound and the unions are responSound for Indiana House
ville. N. C; Colonial, Fairboro, N. C. ;
sible for the presence here of W. A.
New Albany, Ind. — The Grand Palace. Sanford, X. C.; Oasis, Wilson, Dillon, international representative of
which was closed recently for re- N. C; Opera House, Smithfield, N. C. the I.A.T.S.E. At Holyoke, the Vicmodeling, isscheduled to reopen some
tory has had no stage hands since it
Newspaper Boosts Sound Devices
adopted a picture policy some two
time in February with sound, accordNorth Platte, Neb. — The Tribune years ago. It now has Vitaphone
ing to Sam J. Switow, head of Switow
Movietone
Comedy
Retitled
Enterprises, which operates the house. ushered in the advent of Vitaphone equipment and Dillon was successand Movietone at the Keith here with
ful in getting the management to
Hollywood — The next
Clark and The theater is to be thoroughly over- a six column story and much editorial
hauled
and
400
new
seats
added.
place one man back stage and also
McCullough talking coniedv, a Movcomment which bids fair to increase prevailed upon this house to put in
theater attendance here, it is reported. extra projection room help.
Sound At Lynn, Mass.
ietone short hitherto called'"The Big
Bout." is "Waltzing
Around."
Lynn. Mass. — The Auditorium, one
He also straightened out differences
of the Regent Enterprises houses is Embassy, Milwaukee Goes Sound
at
house in Portland, Me.
Sound At Redwood City
Milwaukee — The New Embassy. At thetheKeith
showing
sound pictures.
Broadway in Springfield,
Redwood City, Cal.— The Sequoia
formerly the Empress, has reopened
the Goldstein Bros., he suchas been opened here according to
Sound at Coliseum, Seattle
with pictures. It has been redecor- owned by
ceeded in getting the management to
Otway J. Cosgrove, manager, with
ated
and
is
now
playing
sound
picSeattle — Sound policy has been intures under management of Stanley keep the usual crew. This house was
Vitaphone and Movietone sound pictroduced at the Coliseum, West Coast
tures.
Brown.
house.
recently wired.
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"Our Gang" in Person
Chicago Grosses
Tops
(Continued from Page 1)
high on the bill with "The Mysterious Lady," week of Aug. 4, getting
$68,000. Paul Whiteman, with "Hot
News," the week of July 7 grossed
$54,000 at the house, which seats
4,100 and is scaled from 50 to 75
cents.
A remarkable showing is bemg
made in Chicago by "The Singing
Fool" at the McVickers, where the
film played 11 weeks, at 50 and 75
cents, chalking up the following
grosses in this 1,400 seat house: $51,000; $53,0000; $51,000; $51,000; $48,000, $48,000; $48,000; $46,000; $40,000; $34,000; $28,000. The picture
has been moved to the Roosevelt,
where it is now playing.

$10,000,000 Spent by Public
In Montreal for Amuse.
Montreal— The city of Montreal
collected $1,000,827 in amusement tax
during 1928. This was $138,000 more
than in 1927. The tax is approximately 10 per cent of admission ticket
values; therefore it is figured that
Montreal spent $10,000,000 for shows
during the year.

Changes at Iowa Houses
Des Moines — Several houses in this
state recently have changed hands.
They are: Colonial at Cedar Rapids
sold by F. E. Williams to L. S. Stedman. Palace, Waterloo taken over
by W. T. Waugh from Palace theater
Corp. O. J. Luman is operating the
Columbia at Milton, while the Grand
at Nashua was sold by Mrs. Larson
to O. P. Laird.

Sound Equipment for Fairmount
Fairmount, Minn. — Sound equipment estimated at $16,000 has been
ordered for the Nicholas here. Both
Vitaphone and Movietone will be
installed with the possibiUty of Bristolphone, it is reported.

Foreign Markets
^By

"The FBO
Ja^z Age"
Hippodrome

AMERICAN—* * * The usual mad motor
race is in evidence and the night club bout

lopsided,
and its *story
nowhere.
* * *
TELEGRAM—
♦ *gets
Viewed—
or rather
heard — simply as a talkie it is perhaps a
trifle better than so-so but as a film drama
it creaks, stumbles, and finally flounders to
its end, bogged down in a mass of unexplained

U.K. Shows 614 Films;
447 Are American Prod.
Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

interesting,
none the less. * ** *The
* whole thing
DAILY MIRROR—*
is oln ious from start to finish, but it is so
neatly handled it makes a rather better than

SUN *— ♦* ** * At any rate, "The Jazz Age"
work.
reeks
of tried and true movie stuff. Every
scene has been pictured any number of

Washington — The French film inordinary
entertainment.
*
DAILY movie
NEWS—*
* * Once* *again
a produstry continues to show an upward
gram picture is completely satisfying. "Ro- trend in imports of both negative and
mance of the Underworld," without being a
powerful, grand melodrama, strikes a note positive films and a decrease in exwhich captures your sympathy at the start
ports of this stock, according to reand holds it all the way through. * * *
ports to the M. P. Section of the
EVENING
JOURNAL—*
*
*
Robert
Elliott, as a big-hearted detective, walks away Dept. of Commerce.

times.
♦ ♦— ♦* * * There is nothing new in
TIMES
"Theto Jazz
and itmany
isn't others
so wellofacted
as
standAge,"
out from
the
WORLD—*
type. ♦ * *♦ * Without rising to any imsame
portant heights "The Jazz Age" ranks with
the sort of program picture the main action
of which consists of extreme youth making a
considerable noise and to-do in its efforts to
have a good time. * * *

"The Last Warning"
Colony
Universal
AMERICAN — * * * you may not mind the
occasional lapse into speech in "The Last
Warning," for Mr. Leni has done such an
expert job at megaphone-wielding that it is
a positive joy to see his methods of translating spooky acts to the silver sheet. » * *
DAILY NEWS—* * * is corking mystery
stuff — rather for Paul Leni's superb direc* * *tion than for the actual enigma it unravels.

with the acting honors of "Romance of the
Underworld," a better than average gangster melodrama.WORLD—*
♦ * *
EVENING
* * The tale follows along conventional — and stereotyped —
lines, but it is very nicely handled by Irving
Cummings, who directed. Miss Astor is

superb
in the role
♦ ♦
GRAPHIC—
» * of* Judith.
Irving *Cummings,
who
made such an excellent directorial job of
"Dressed to Kill" last season, has started the
new year well with another skillfully handled

French Exports Decrease

Washingtmi Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Gaumont British Films for France
Paris — M. Graham Maingot, director of Victoria Films, has secured
Gaumont British productions for distribution in France, it is reported.
About 12 Gaumont British films will
be handled by Victoria.

More German Houses
Berlin — Construction of theaters
here is steadily increasing with suburban projects under way at SchoenTELEGRAM-* * * In it Mary Astor is berg,
Steglitz,
Reinickendorf, Weissensee
and Lichtenberg.
one of those fragile flowers who always seem
SUN — * * * Somewhat vividly projected,
celluloider.
* * several
*
and
offering
distinct and cannily
etched characters, it survives as the best film
of a weak week — even if it is reminiscent
from its opening title to its ultimate fade-

Fort Wayne House Sold
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Makers Bros.,
Dardine Heads Charlotte Branch
who operate the Riley here, have
Charlotte— E. F. Dardine is now taken over the Grand at Bluffton from
connected with World Wide Pictures H. S. Logan. Negotiations are on for
in this territory. The company will the Gaiety at Bluffton, it is reported.
open its Charlotte office Jan. 14 in
Buys Plattsmouth House
connection with the local Educational
Plattsmouth,
Neb.— W. J. Seyditz
l
physica
exchange, which will handle
of Lincoln, Neb. has purchased the
distribution.
Parmele from A. W. Coldt and A.
O. Moore.
The house seats 800.
Tour
ion
Inspect
Ends
Thomas
Toronto— H. M. Thomas, Western
Expects Sound at Beatrice, Neb.
division manager of Famous Players
Beatrice,
Neb. — Max Tschauder of
Canadian, has returned to headquart- the Rivoli expects to offer sound pictour
e
extensiv
an
ers after making
tures as soon as engineers' survey is
of inspection of Western Canadian
theaters.
completed.

Plans Sound for Brainerd
Brainerd, Minn. — Sound is planned
for the F. & R. houses here as soon
as remodeling at their houses are
completed.

Transferred
John Thomas,
—
Fla.
.
nville
Jackso
formerly of the Riverside, has been
transferred to the Imperial. Brandon
Warren, formerly of the Rialto, now
is at the Riverside. Manager John
L. Crovo is in charge of Sparks'
Jacksonville houses.

CUNNINGHAM^

is directed with poor continuity, has uninteresting sets, and is without originality in
telling the tale, in lighting or in camera

out.
* * out
*
to pick
the lowest night clubs to work
in. Surrounded by gunmen who would shoot
3'ou for a nickel, she goes her tear-dampened
way, pure as the well-known
driven snow.

"--rks' Managers

P.

Washington — Great Britain exhibited 614 films to the trade in London
is DAILY
there, too.NEWS—*
* * *
TELEGRAPH—* * * Unlike most mystery
* * This is cheaply
produced, mediocrely directed and Marceline pictures, this one is an intelligent story, skil- during the first ten months of 1928,
fully directed, capably acted and adroitly according to the M. P. Section of the
Day isn't the jazzy type at all, although photographed.
In fact, we have nothing but
young Doug is pleasing in his role. » * *
EVENING WORLD—* * * It is just a laurels for everybody responsible for the film. Dept. of Commerce. Of this total
straight-away story told in a straightforward
American productions lead with 447
TIMES—* * * There are too many outmanner and at very little expense, but it has
as much entertainment value as any program
bursts of shrieking, merely to prove the ef- films Germany was second with 72
fect of the audible screen, to cause any spine- while 70 were British pictures; 18
picture on Broadway today. * * *
GRAPHIC—* * * It splashes highly im- chilling among those watching this produc- French, four Italian, two Russian and
probable action with bootleg gin, insinuates
one Danish.
a disregard for accepted ethics, and when it
Roxy
tion. ♦ * *
There were 620 American films
has devoted most of its early reels to in"Romance
of Fox
the Underworld"
timating just how far from decency the new
shown in 1926 as compared with 723
youth is straying it goes sickeningly moral
and wipes off in a silly climax all of the
in 1927, yet the American percentage
share of the British market was
innuendo it had crudely thrust at the audiAMERICAN—* * * While the conclusion
higher in 1926 than in 1927.
may
be
a
bit
illogical,
it
is
entertaining
and
*
HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
* * The picture
ence. * *

EVENING
JOURNAL—*
* * But while
the cast does good work and Leni's effects
are excellent, the development of the story
sags, partly because of several inexpertly
added talking and sound sequences. ♦ ♦ *
EVENING WORLD—* * * is Paul Leni's
sequel,
to speak,
"ThetheCatpredecessor,
and Canary."
As wasso the
case to
with
he
has devised a marvelous collection of settings
for it and he introduced some superb photography to bring them
out. turned
♦ * » some of
GRAPHIC—*
* *Leni
the magic of his European camera tricks,
his remarkable lighting effects, his weird
angles and his uncanny ability to fit his players into his carefully effected atmosphere.* * *
HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * The distinguished talents of Paul Leni for the manufacture of cinema horror tales are being demonstrated once more this week at the Colony
Theater, where his latest production, "The
LastSUNWarning,"
* * and
♦
— * * * isit onis display.
a curious
rather
dull hodgepodge of bad talking sequences and
unrelated silent ones.
It is topheavy
and

Council Bluff to Offer Sound
Council Bluff. la.— The Broadway
will offer sound pictures late in January, itis reported.

JAMES

* * *

TELEGRAPH—* * * While you will find
interest in the newer opus now at the Roxy,
an interest that will hold you from the start
of the picture until the finish, it still lacks
the originality of! story and imag'inative
direction that Cummings gave to "Dressed
TIMES—* * * is blessed with subtlety and
to
Kill."
♦ ♦ * Whether Mr. Cummings is
good
humor.
dealing
with
scenesside
in the
crooks'
hangout
or
a more wholesome
of life,
he gives
to his
work a charming imaginative quality that in-

D'Annunzio
to Write for Italy
Rome — D'Annunzio, Italian poet is
reported to have received a request
from Mussolini to turn his attention
to writing for the Italian screen.
Jean
Plans
Paris Chain
Pans — M. Charles Jean, financier,

is behind a proposal to build new theaters on Grand Boulevard here, it is
reported. His intention is to organize
veigles the attention.
* * * Elliott as the po- a chain of 300 French-owned houses
WORLD—*
* * Robert
liceman just about walks away with the pic- in French provinces.

ture. A nice piece of work, humorously,
subtly and well thought out. In fact, the best
part of the picture is his method of settling
accounts with Derby Dan. * * *

Orchestrola at Humphrey,

Neb.

Humphrey, Neb. — An Orchestrola,
cueing devices, has been installed at
the Lyric here according to manager
E. J. Karthaus.
Medd Gets New Post
Luinberton, N. C. — Lumberton
Theater Corp., has appointed E. R.
Medd general manager of the Carolina.
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"ERPl" NOW REACHING OUT
INTO FOREIGN TERRITORY

Invasion of toreiRn lands is actively
underway by Electrical Research. The
activities of the coninanv in the domestic field have overshadowed the
fact representatives of the company
are already engaged in installing
sound reproducing equipment in widely separated territories. Crews are
on the job in India, Burma. Cuba,
and Australia while it is anticipated
installations will be extended shortly
to other West Indian islands and to
South America.
Col. W. E. Dennis has completed
the first Western Electric installation
in British India. The theater is the
Elphinston Picture Palace in Calcutta
where a warehouse of emergency
parts has been established. The second is to be completed at Bombay
and the third is the Excelsior theater
in Rangoon. Burma.
Another engineer, H. D. Benson.
has made several trips to Havana
where the initial equipment is slated
for the Fausto theater. Other installations in the West Indies are in prospect for Kingston, Jamaica; Panama
Citv and in Costa Rica.
South America is as yet untouched,
but "Erpi" is understood to have received an order from an unnamed theater in Sao Paulo. Brazil, while inquiries have been received from Rio
de Janeiro, Buenos Aires and Guayaquil, Ecuador.
J. W. Roberts, former assistant
general auditor of Western Electric
and later chief accountant for Electrical Research, is now in Sydney
where he will serve as general manager of the Australian company.
Patchen Jones is business manager
and Allan McLean, operating manager in charge of installations. Others
in the Australian subsidiary include
J. W. Roberts, A. W. Edmund and
C. A. Reed.
H. G. Knox has been appointed
European manager in general charge
of the Continent, British Isles and
British India. L. E. Rudolph has
^ established headquarters in Berlin
and J. C. Latham, in Paris in which
city a large chain is reported to have
placed an order with Electrical Research.
Movietone
Comedy
Retitled
Hollywood — The next Clark and
McCuUough talking coniedv. a Movietone short hitherto called "The Big
Bout," is "Waltzing
Around."
Sound At Redwood City
Redwood City. Cal— The Sequoia
has been opened here according to
Otway J. Cosgrove, manager, with
Vitaphone
and Movietone sound pictures.

TIPS

ON

EQUIPMENT
VICESVARIOUS
AND
DEARE
NOW
AVAILABLE

|

ORGANIZES RECORD CUES
FOR NON-SYNCHRONIZERS
Chicago — Marie Pierson has organized the Exhibitors' Cueing Service
to supply theater owners equipped
with non-synchronous machines cue
sheets for standard records used over
such devices.
Miss Pierson has been identified
with the development of theater cueing since Orchestraphone was placed
in the market by National Theater
Supply Co.
The cueing of every film submitted
to the Exhibitors' Cueing Service is
supervised by her and a detailed cue
sheet, with full instructions, including
the name of each individual record,
its manufacturer and number, is returned to the exhibitor. From this

Bootie, Itnva, celebrates an Achievenumt Uav annually.
(i. C. Cullin, of the Rialto, remembered, arranged tliis float and :vas successful in reaching 30,000 people in one day. Achievement Day in Bo:>ne draws fisitors from 75 surrounding
toiims.

50 GERMAN HOUSES WIRED IMAKING HANAPHONE NOW
MONTHLY, TOBIS PROGRAM WITH TWO SPEED RATES
Berlin — Tobis. trade name for Tonbild Syndikat Co. which is a combination of five German sound devices, claims interchangeahility with
all American sound-on-film reproducers.
The system is a consolidation of
the best features of the five. Tobis
asserts its attachment c" be added
to any German-make projector in a
few hours, the installation being
rounded out by the Tobis amplifying
svstem and specially-made loud speakers. The company is now wiring five
large houses in Berlin. Hamburg,
Dusseldorf, Leipzig and Munich and
expects to install SO equipments a
month beginning February 1. The
orice is said to be one tenth that of
the Western Electric system.
Sound for Indiana House
New Albany, Ind. — The Grand
which was closed recently for remodeling, isscheduled to reopen some
time in February with sound, according to Sam J. Switow, head of Switow
Enterprises, which operates the house.
The theater is to be thoroughly overhauled and 400 new seats added.
Sound At Lynn, Mass.
Lynn, Mass. — The Auditorium, one
of the Regent Enterprises houses is
showing
sound
pictures.
Sound at Coliseum, Seattle
Seattle — Sound policy has been introduced at the Coliseum, West Coast
house.

sheet, the operator
of proper
the "cueing"
instrument
can fit the
music
and sound effects in the picture sequences. This service is available for
abooking,
single film
an entire year's
and orisforadaptable
to any
make of cueing instrument now on
the market.

Toronto Theaters Change
Prices Due to Sound

Philadelphia — New style HanaOttawa — Significant price changes
phone equipment will be interchangeable with all sound-on-disc equipment have taken place in sound and silent
theaters. With the introduction of
operating at
speed of
33 1-3 revolutionsthe
per minute,
according
to sound at the Regent, Ray Tubman
the Hanaphone Co. A special clutch raised admissions 10 cents. Enormous
attachment makes it possible to crowds were in evidence. At the
switch to 80 revolutions a minute same time Ambrose Nolan reduced
should it be desired. Pictures are to prices 10 cents at the new Avalon,
be produced by the company at its opened only a few weeks ago, where
Woodside, L. I., studio.
silent films prevail. Regent prices are
now 45 and 60 cents while at the
"Bob"
Savini Returns
Avalon they are 20, 25 and 35 cents.
R. M. (Bob) Savini, special field
representative for Sonora-Bristolphone. has returned to New York Labor Difficulties in New
from a trip in the South and SouthEngland Being Ironed Out
west, arranging for installations. His
most recent order is from H. U.
Boston — Difficulties between theaters equipped or about to be equipped
Paradis, calling for installations in
the following theaters: White, Green- for sound and the unions are responville. X. C; Colonial, Fairboro, N. C;
sible for the presence here of W. A.
Palace. Sanford. N. C; Oasis, Wilson, Dillon, international representative of
N. C; Opera House, Smithfield, N. C. the I.A.T.S.E. At Holyoke, the Victory has had no stage hands since it
Newspaper Boosts Sound Devices
adopted a picture policy some two
North Platte, Neb. — The Tribune years ago. It now has Vitaphone
ushered in the advent of Vitaphone
and Dillon was successand Movietone at the Keith here with equipment
ful in getting the management to
a six column story and much editorial place one man back stage and also
comment which bids fair to increase prevailed upon this house to put in
theater attendance here, it is reported. extra projection room help.
He also straightened out differences
Embassy, Milwaukee Goes Sound
the Keith house in Portland, Me.
Milwaukee — The New Embassy, at
At the Broadway in Springfield,
formerly the Empress, has reopened
the Goldstein Bros., he sucwith pictures. It has been redecor- owned by
ceeded in getting the management to
ated and is now playing sound pic- keep the usual crew. This house was
tures under management of Stanley
recently wired.
Brown.

DAILV
"In Old Arizona"
Fox
Length: 8724

jt.
THEY'LL EAT IT UP AND
THE PICTURE DESERVES IT.
FIRST SOUND PICTURE MADE
IN NATURAL
EXTERIORS:
THAT MEANS NOVELTY. RATTLING GOOD YARN PLENTY
BEAUTIFULLY ENAND
SEXY
ACTED: THAT DECLARES IT
IN.
Cast
Warner
Baxter,
as the
bandit will knock 'em for a loop.
He's magnificent. Edmund Lowe in
a hard-boiled sergeant role, delightful; Dorothy Burgess as "the nogood-gal" competent and clever,
others all fine: Farrell McDonald,
Ivan Linow and Solidad Jiminez.
Story and Production. .. .Western,
based on "The Caballero's Way," by
O. Henry. Baxter as the Cisco Kid
is the bandit terror of the Arizona
territory. Edmund Lowe, tough sergeant, is commissioned to get him.
Dorothy Burgess, the girl in the case,
loves generously and none too well.
She plays up to Lowe; Baxter learns
of it and wreaks a unique vengeance
which ends in the girl's death at the
hand of her soldier lover. Strong
stuff at the close. Photographed outdoors .The sound will give the public a new thrill. The dialogue, English, largely with a Spanish accent,
is a pure delight while many of the
lines are funny. Believe us, this one
is there^like a million.
All-dialogue.
Direction, Raoul Walsh, Irving
Cummings, splendid; Author, O.
Henry, story adapted by Tom Barry;
Dialogue, Tom Barry; Photography,
Arthur Edeson, fine.
Rex Bell in

"Taking A Chance"

Fox
Length: 4876 ft.
FAIR JUVENILE WESTERN.
RATHER
LIGHT ON THRILL
STUFF AND
HAS LITTLE
FIGHTING. EVIDENTLY MADE
TO
PLEASE THE
KIDS.
Cast.... Rex Bell is the pleasing
young hero who shows little in the
way of riding or fighting. Others
Lola Todd, Richard Carlyle, Billy
Watson, Jack Byron,
Martin
Cichy
Sfory and Production. .. .Western.
This was made for the juvenile trade,
and as such is a fair number. This

Ronald

Colma/n in

"The Last Warning"

"The Rescue"

Length: Silent 7731 ft.
Length : Synch. 7920 ft.
United Artists
Length: Synch. 7920 ft.
MYSTERY MELLER REHASHES ALL THE OLD STUFF BUT
COLMAN'S FIRST SOLO PICTURE SCORES. AN ADVENLENI'S ATMOSPHERIC
DIRECTURE STORY. SUSPENSEFUL
TION KEEPS IT INTERESTIN ITS CONSTRUCTION
AND
ING. POOR SOUND
EFFECTS.
GRIPPING
IN
ITS
TEMPO.
Cast
Laura La Plante someCast
Colman splendid as the
what miscast in serious role. Mongentlemanly sea captain-adventurer.
tague Love gives the only impressive
Lily Damita a very satisfying eyeful
performance. Others Roy D'Arcy,
and a sexy lady. Others Alfred Hick- Margaret Livingston, John Boles,
man, Theodore Von Eltz, John Dav- Bert Roach, Burr Mcintosh.
idson, Philip Strange, Bernard Siegel,
Story and Production. ... Mystery
Sojin.
All good.
melodrama, from the stage play.
Story and Production
Adventure drama of the South Pacific. The Chiefly notable for the atmospheric
effects and camera technique, and
suspense in the opening reels is im- throughout the craftsmanship of dimense. King Tom, sailor man exrector Paul Leni is very evident.
traordinary, is the central figure
around which gun running, political Leni was after effects, and to achieve
upheavals and the love interest with them he built up several of the characters to a point where they became
Lily Damita are built up. The story
caricatures. The plot is somewhat inconcerns King Tom (Colman) and
volved, and far from plausible. The
his promise to reinstate a native ra- sound effects were away off when
jah who had once saved his life. An caught at
the Colony on Broadway,
English yacht, with Damita aboard,
runs ashore at the scene of the story and the dialogue sequences were far
and upsets the plans. The picture from impressive. For one thing there
gets its title through the events that were too many screams of frightened
women in the cast. During a Broadlead to the rescue of Damita's husway performance, the leading man is
band from the natives. The finish,
murdered as the stage goes dark. His
logically dramatic and sensible, sees
friend reopens the theater later with
the lovers parting forever more. Ex- the same cast, and uncovers the
pert direction made the picture Syn- murderer.
chronized.
Direction, Paul Leni. effective; AuDirection, Herbert Brenon, splenthors, Thomas Fallon, Wadsworth
did; Author, Joseph Conrad; Scenario, Elizabeth Meehan; Editor, Camp; Scenario; Alfred A. Cohn; Editor, Robt. Carlyle; Titles, Dialogue,
Marie Halvey; Titles, Katherine Hillier, H. H. Caldwell; Photography, Tom Reed; Photography, Hal Mohr,
very good.
Geo. Barnes, magnificent.

"The Jazz Age"

FBO

Length:
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"Romance of the Under-

Universal

Leatrice Joy in
6245 ft.

OUTWORN
"FLAMING
YOUTH" IDEA WITH
NOTHING TO RECOMMEND
IT.
HOLDS
NO APPEAL
FOR
GROWN-UPS WITH SILLY ANTICS.
Cast. .. .Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., as
the featured juvenile is better than
the film, and the same can be tsaid
for Marceline Day. Henry B. Walthall lends dignity to a dizzy story.
Others Myrtle Stedman, E. J. Ratcliffe, Gertrude
Messinger.

Story and Production
Drama
of modern youth. Just a hodgepodge
is the new juvenile star's fourth star- of what the wild modern youth of
ring vehicle, and he bids fair to cut America is supposed to be. The son
quite a niche for himself among the of the poor lawyer in a small town
young fans. He has a very pleas- pals with the daughter of the miling personality, although in this one
lionaire traction magnate. Among
he gets little chance to do any spec- the wild parties they stage, is one
tacular riding or fighting. There is where they take a joy ride with a
quite a little comedy injected, to trolley car and wreck it. Of course
make up for the lack of real action, it points a moral. The boy finally
evidently. Rex is a cowboy who has comes to the aid of his dad at the
been with a circus doing magician city council meeting when the tracacts. Pie hooks up with a traveling
tion gang is trying to get him to
minister and they start to put over I)lay ball with them by threatening
a show together, one preaching and to send his boy to prison for wreckthe otlier doing the showmanship
ing the street car. Meanwhile the
stuff to bring them in. Of course boy is trying to save his young sister from making whoopee, which
there is the villain trying to take advantage of the gal, with the hero makes the plot a little more involved.
Poor stuff.
setting things right.
Direction, Lynn Shores, flat; AuDirection, Kornian McLeod, satisthor, Paul Ganglin; Scenario, Paul
factory; Author, Richard I'rct Hartc;
Scenario, A. H. Halprin; Editor, M. (janglin; Editor, Ann Mc Knight;
Logan Pearson; Titles, not listed; Titles, Randolph Bartlett; Photography, Ted Pahl, good.
Photography, Sol Halperin, clear.

"Tropic Madness"

F'ox
Length: 6162 ft.
CAPABLE DIRECTION AND
HAND - PICKED CAST MAKE
AVERAGE
ENTERTAINMENT
OF OUTDATED
CROOK YARN
THAT SAGS IN SPOTS.
Cast. . . .Mary Astor lovely as ever,
but hardly the type for a come-on
gal in a tough joint. Robert Elliott
captures the honors with his fine
characterization
of
the
detective.

world"

Story and Production. . Melodrama
of the underworld. Based on the old
stage play by Paul Armstrong. Over
awas
decade
stuff
the ago
last this
wordplaywright's
in underworld
thrillers. But the screen has so far
outdistanced him with the recent
avalanche of underworld plays that
this up-to-date rehash of the old material creeks in a few places. Director Cummings did wonders with it,
and breathed a lot of life into the
old corpse, and the cast were all exceptional and made the film look far
better than your sober intelligence
told you it was. The heroine quits
the tough joint and her stool pigeon
pal, and after taking a whirl as laundress and waitress becomes a stenog,
marries her boss, a child arrives, so
does the stool pigeon to queer the
works, etc.
Direction, Irving Cummings, capable; Author, Paul Armstrong; Scefine. nario, Sidney Lanfield, Douglas Dotz;
Editor, Frank Hull; Titles, Garrett
Graham; Photography, Conrad Wells,

"Thundergod"

Crescent
Length: 5917 ft.
F"BO
Length: 6324 ft.
MAKES
A FAIR PROGRAM
SOUTH
SEA YARN MISSES
PICTURE WITH
STORY
OF
BIG PUNCH
SCENE
AND
LUMBER
CAMP
THAT
CARLACKS SUFFICIENT ACTION
TO MAKE IT ANYTHING BUT
RIES GOOD PROPORTION
OF
A FILLER.
ACTION
AND
THRILLS.
Cast. .. .Leatrice Joy gives a good
Cast
Lila Lee and Cornelius
performance as the white woman on
Keefe
carry
the leads acceptably.
*he South Sea island. Others Lena
Malena, George Barraud, Henry Others Walter Long, Helen Lynch,
Sedley, Albert Valentino, David Du- Ray Hallor, Jules Cowles.
rand.
Story and Production. . Melodrama
of the South Seas. This is a very
artificial yarn that is directed better
than the flimsy theme deserves. In
fact, it reflects a lot of credit on
Bob Vignola that he was able to
make this yarn entertaining at all,
considering the slimness of the material and the far-fetched situations.
Story opens with a man in England
committing suicide because of the
extravagance of his wife. He makes
provisions before his death to send
his baby boy to a friend, a trader in
the South Seas, so that his wife cannot have him. Years later she stumbles on the island, and the trader falls
in love with her. The big scene involves attempted sacrifice of the child
by natives to pacify the god of the
volcano.
This scene falls pretty flat.
Direction, Robert Vignola, good;
Author, Ramon Romeo; Scenario,
Wyndham Gittens; Editor, Jack
Kitchen; Titles, Randolph Bartlett;
Photography, Nick Musuraca, okay.

Story and Production. . Melodrama
of the North Woods. This is a reasonably interesting yarn of the
lumber camps, with an Indian legend
concerning the Thundergod mountain forming a background. The
hero arrives from the city in the lumber camp, having gone away to forget the gal who jilted him. In the
camp he finds Enid, who runs the
works, and she of course is having
trouble with her 'villainous superintendent. The rest of the plot follows
the usual lines, with the villain holding up the work and a big jam in
the river threatening to crash everything. The super is killed by a shaft
of lightning that seems to come from
the mysterious mountain, carrying
out the old Indian legend of vengeance.
Direction, Charles J. Hunt, fair;
Author, James Oliver Curwood; Scenario, Arthur Hoerl; Editor, William
Holmes; Titles, not listed; Photography, Robert E. Cline, good.
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First National Completing 4 Stages
Twelve Stages for Vitaphone Pictures to be Available at First National by End of January
Talkers on United Artist Program — Other Coast News

SOUND PROGRAM BEING
SPEEDED AT FIRST NAT!

Paramount Signs Harry Green
Harry Green, vaudeville star, has
been signed by Paramount for "Close
Harmony," Elsie Janis-Gene Markey
story in which Charles Rogers and
Nancy Carroll will have the leading
roles. "Skeets" Gallagher, Jack Oakie, Oscar Smith, Daisy BufTord and
Matty Roubert have been selected
for the cast. John Cromwell will direct.
George Fawcett Assigned
George Fawcett has been cast in
"Innocents of Paris." Sylvia Beecher
of the stage will play the heroine in
this all-talking production in which
the voice of Maurice Chevalier will
be heard singing a number of songs
written especially for him. Richard
Wallace will direct.
More Additions to "The Squall"
Latest additions to the cast of "The
Squall," (First National-Vitaphone)
are George Hackathorne, Knutc
Erickson and Harry Cording. Alexander Korda is directing.
Perez Gets Titling Job
Paul Perez has been assigned by
First National to title "Why Be
Good?", Colleen Moore's new production. Perez recentlv titled "Wearv
River."
"Glory" Sequel Starts Soon
Raoul Walsh is preparing for "The
Cock-Eyed World," based on a story
by Laurence Stallings and intended
as a sequel to "What Price Glory."
Victor McLaelen and Edmund Lowe
are to be featured.
T-S Stars Eve Southern
Eve Southern is being starred by
TifiFany-Stahl in a film temporarily
titled "The
Miracle."
George
Archainbaud is directing.
Sound Added to Coghlan
Film
"Square
Shoulders,''
featuring
Junior Coghlan, has been completed
at Pathe.
Work
has been started
on the sound version.

Wilk's

"Fatal Warning", Mascot
in 3rd Shooting Week

Little

Mascot Pictures is in the third

''Lots''
om WILK
frRALPH

week of production on its serial "The
Fatal Warning," cast is headed by
Kali)h CJraves and Helene Costello
Hollywood and included are Phillips Smalley,
HALPRIN and Seton L Lloyd Whitlock, Sid Crossley, Boris
AH.
• "Happy" Miller are among the Karloff, Martha Mattox, Symona
Fox scenarists who became fathers I'oniface, (jeorge Periolat and Tom
Lingham. Mascot plans five serials
n's this year; this is the third.
Halpri
In efact,
(luri
ts only
stcr1928
presen
will. receiv
\c)ungng
once a year, having been born on
Christmas.
Another Vitaphone Feature
*
*
*
Gertrude Oiinstead will play the
Margaret Chambers is becoming lead in "The Time, The Place and
one of the busiest character actresses The Girl" which starts in a few days,
en the Coast. She spent fifteen years (jrant Withers plays opposite while
on the stage, before entering pic- other players include James Kirktures.
wood, Gerald King, John Davidson,
*
*
*
Gretchen Hartman, Vivian Oakland
The work of Sol Polito, cameraman, and Irene Haisman. Howard Bretherhas become so popular, that directors ton will direct.
l)id against each other for his serJannings Finishes Exteriors
vices. Sol, John F. Seitz and Arthur
The Jannings unit which has been
Martinelli are among the old Metro
cameramen who are now First Na- on location at Lake Tahoe making
tional.
scenes for "A Tale of the Alps," has
*
*
*
returned to the Paramount studio.
Passing Shoiv: Bertram Mill- Lewis Milestone, is directing. The
hauser, George F. Seitz and Beulah featured cast includes Esther Ralston
Marie Dix conferriyig at Fox; J. J. and Gary Cooper.
Gain motoring on Western Ave.;
"Dynamite"
Cast Assembled
Charles C. Burr, Cornelius Keefe,
Al Mannon and James R. Diamond
Cast for "Dynamite'' which incliulo
Johnson, Conrad Nagel, Carol
chatting
at Tec-Art;
Marty
Cohn Kay
Lombard and Charles Bickford, has
busy at Tiffany-Stahl.
*
*
*
been completed and rehearsals will begin in the next few days. This will
Genial Ralph Dietrich is editbe
Cecil
De Mille's first for M-G-M.
ing "Hearts in Dixie," Paul
Sloane's
first
production
for
Fox.
In Colman's
Support
Samuel Goldwyn has signed Lilyan
*
*
*
Tashman and Montagu Love for roles
Roy Clark, former Eastern camera- in "Bulldog Drummond," Ronald
first talking picture.
man, who photographed "Sunset Colman's
Pass" and "Avalanche," Westerns, is
preparing for another production at
F. N. Buys an Original
Paramount.
First National has purchased "The
Queen
of Jazz,"
Beahan
Robinson's First Chosen
and Frances
KanesbyforCharles
a forthcoming
"Listen, Baby," is to be first pic- \ itaphone production.
ture directed by Casey Robinson for
Gallaher Augments Cast
Pathe. Elsie Janis and Gene Markey
Donald
Gallaher is the latest addiwrote the story. Eddie Quillan and
tion
to
the
cast of "Thru Different
cast.
the
head
will
Appleby
Dorothy
Pathe
All-Talker
Titled
"Strange Cargo" is title selected
for Pathe's first all-talker, filmed as
"The Missing Man." Benjamin Glazer
Eves."
indirected the picture, cast of which
Reicher,
Frank
Patrick,
cludes Lee
June Nash, Russell Gleason, Otto
Writer
Warner
Matieson,
Richmond. Ned Sparks and
By

Seven sound stages will be available
at First National before the end of
January. When they are completed
it will be possible to use 12 stages
for Vitaphone pictures. These include the theater stage, the experimental stage and laboratory, and the
specially constructed sound stages.
Some temporary sets will be enclosed
by sound-proof material.

and Ralph

HARVEY GATES

WARNER

ROBERT

BROTHERS

LORD

WRITER
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*The Desert Song"

Personality

Five
Briefs

FIVE ALL-TALKERS ON
UNITED ARTISTS' LIST

Five all-talking pictures, appear on
the L'nited .-\rtists list for 192<^. They
arc Mary Pickford
in "Coquette";
"Nightstick'";
"Lummox";
Ronald

Colman in "Bulldog Drummond";
and \'ilma Banky in "Childs, Fifth
Six part-talkers, four of them in
production, have been announced.
are Doujjlas Fairbanks in "The
These
Avenue."
Iron
Mask," Charlie Chaplin in "City
Lights," "Lady of the Pavements,'^
in "Queen Kelly,"
Swanson
GloriaGoes
"She
to War", and Harry Richman in "Sav It With Music."
THE

Doorway

o£ Hospitality

t/NTER the doonvmy o#
thit popular hostelry and you feci «t homa.
There'* an atmo»phere of cordial welcom*
which marks the difference between th«
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary hotels.
Your room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, overstuffed furniture, a floor lamp and readioB
lamp . . . these are but a few of the features
that make you feel at home.
Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures th«
best of food. Therefore, when you are ne«t
in Los Aitgelcs be sure to investigate.

THE

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard
CALIFORNIA
HOLLYWOOD.

PAILV
"In Old Arizona"
Fox
Length: 8724

ft.
THEY'LL EAT IT UP AND
THE PICTURE DESERVES IT.
FIRST SOUND PICTURE MADE
EXTERIORS:
IN NATURAL
THAT MEANS NOVELTY. RATTLING GOOD YARN PLENTY
BEAUTIFULLY ENAND
SEXY
ACTED: THAT DECLARES IT
IN.
Cast
Warner
Baxter, as the
bandit will knock 'em for a loop.
He's magnificent. Edmund Lowe in
a hard-boiled sergeant role, delightful; Dorothy Burgess as "the not and clever,
good-gal" competen
others all fine: Farrell McDonald,
Ivan Linow and Solidad Jiminez.
Western,
Story and Production
s Way," by
based on "The Caballero'
O. Henry. Baxter as the Cisco Kid
is the bandit terror of the Arizona
territory. Edmund Lowe, tough sergeant, is commissioned to get him.
Dorothy Burgess, the girl in the case,
loves generously and none too well.
She plays up to Lowe; Baxter learns
of it and wreaks a unique vengeance
which ends in the girl's death at the
hand of her soldier lover. Strong
stuff at the close. Photographed outdoors .The sound will give the public a new thrill. The dialogue, English, largely with a Spanish accent,
is a pure delight while many of the
lines are funny. Believe us, this one
is there — like a million. All-dialogue.
Direction, Raoul Walsh, Irving
Cummings, splendid; Author, O.
Henry, story adapted by Tom Barry;
Dialogue, Tom Barry; Photography,
Arthur Edeson, fine.
Rex Bell in

"Taking A Chance .»»>

Ronald Caiman in

"The Rescue"

United Artists
Length: Synch. 7920 ft.
COLMAN'S FIRST SOLO PICTURE SCORES. AN ADVENTURE STORY. SUSPENSEFUL
IN ITS CONSTRUCTION AND
GRIPPING
IN
ITS
TEMPO.
Cast
Colman splendid as the
gentlemanly sea captain-adventurer.
Lily Damita a very satisfying eyeful
and a sexy lady. Others Alfred Hickman, Theodore Von Eltz, John Davidson, Philip Strange, Bernard Siegel,
Sojin.
All good.
Story and Production
Adventure drama of the South Pacific. The
suspense in the opening reels is immense. King Tom, sailor man extraordinary, is the central figure
around which gun running, political
upheavals and the love interest with
Lily Damita are built up. The story
concerns King Tom (Colman) and
his promise to reinstate a native rajah who had once saved his life. An
English yacht, with Damita aboard,
runs ashore at the scene of the story
and upsets the plans. The picture
gets its title through the events that
lead toband the
rescue
of Damita's
husfrom the
natives.
The finish,
logically dramatic and sensible, sees
the lovers parting forever more. Expert direction made the picture Synchronized.
Direction, Herbert Brenon, splendid; Author, Joseph Conrad; Scenario, Elizabeth Meehan; EMitor,
Marie Halvey; Titles, Katherine Hillier, H. H. Caldwell; Photography,
Geo. Barnes, magnificent.

"The Jazz Age"

FBO
Length: 6245 ft.
OUTWORN
"FLAMING
YOUTH" IDEA WITH NOTHING TO RECOMMEND
IT.
HOLDS NO APPEAL
FOR
GROWN-UPS WITH SILLY ANTICS.
Cast. . . .Dougl?.= Fairbanks, Jr., as
the featured juvenile is better than
the film, and the same can be said
for Marceline Day. Henry B. Walthall lends dignity to a dizzy story.
Others Myrtle Stedman, E. J. Ratcliffe, Gertrude
Messinger.
Story and Production
Drama
of modern youth. Just a hodgepodge
of what the wild modern youth of
America is supposed to be. The son
of the poor lawyer in a small town
pals with the daughter of the millionaire traction magnate. Among
the wild parties they stage, is one
where they take a joy ride with a
trolley car and wreck it. Of course
it points a moral. The boy finally
comes to the aid of his dad at the
city council meeting when the traction gang is trying to get him to
play ball with them by threatening
to send his boy to prison for wrecking the street car. Meanwhile the
boy is trying to save his young sister from making whoopee, which
makes the plot a little more involved.
Poor stuff.

"The Last Warning"

Length: Silent 7731 ft.
Length: Synch. 7920 ft.
MYSTERY MELLER REHASHES ALL THE OLD STUFF BUT
LENI'S ATMOSPHERIC DIRECTION KEEPS IT INTERESTING. POOR SOUND
EFFECTS.
Cast
Laura La Plante somewhat miscast in serious role. Montague Love gives the only impressive
performance. Others Roy D'Arcy,
Margaret Livingston, John Boles,
Bert Roach, Burr Mcintosh.
Story and Production. . . . Mystery
melodrama, from the stage play.
Chiefly notable for the atmospheric
efifects and camera technique, and
throughout the craftsmanship of director Paul Leni is very evident.
Leni was after efifects, and to achieve
them he built up several of the characters to a point where they became
caricatures. The plot is somewhat involved, and far from plausible. The
sound effects were away off when
caught at the Colony on Broadway,
and the dialogue sequences were far
from impressive. For one thing there
were too many screams of frightened
women in the cast. During a Broadway performance, the leading man is
murdered as the stage goes dark. His
friend reopens the theater later with
the same cast, and uncovers the
murderer.
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"Romance of the Under-

Universal

Direction, Paul Leni, effective; Authors, Thomas Fallon, Wadsworth
Camp; Scenario, Alfred A. Cohn; Editor, Robt. Carlyle; Titles, Dialogue,
Tom Reed; Photography, Hal Mohr,
very good.
Leatrice Joy in

"Tropic Madness"

Fox
Length: 6162 ft.
CAPABLE DIRECTION AND
HAND-PICKED CAST MAKE
AVERAGE ENTERTAINMENT
OF OUTDATED CROOK YARN
THAT SAGS IN SPOTS.
Cast. . . .Mary world"
Astor lovely as ever,
but hardly the type for a come-on
gal in a tough joint. Robert Elliott
captures the honors with his fine
characterization
of
the
detective.
Story and Production. . Melodrama
of the underworld. Based on the old
stage play by Paul Armstrong. Over
awas
decade
stuff
the ago
last this
wordplaywright's
in underworld
thrillers. But the screen has so far
outdistanced him with the recent
avalanche of underworld plays that
this up-to-date rehash of the old material creeks in a few places. Director Cummings did wonders with it,
and breathed a lot of life into the
old corpse, and the cast were all exceptional and made the film look far
better than your sober intelligence
told you it was. The heroine quits
the tough joint and her stool pigeon
pal, and
takingbecomes
a whirl a asstenog,
laundress andafter
waitress
marries her boss, a child arrives, scv
does the stool pigeon to queer the
works, etc.
Direction, Irving Cummings, capable; Author, Paul Armstrong; Scenario, Sidney Lanfield, Douglas Dotz;
fine.
Editor, Frank Hull; Titles, Garrett
Graham; Photography, Conrad Wells,

"Thundergod"
Crescent
Length: 5917 ft.
MAKES A FAIR PROGRAM
PICTURE WITH STORY OF
LUMBER CAMP THAT CARRIES GOOD PROPORTION OF
ACTION
AND
THRILLS.
Cast
Lila Lee and Cornelius
Keefe carry the leads acceptably.
Others Walter Long, Helen Lynch,
Ray Hallor, Jules Cowles.
Story and Production. . Melodrama
of the North Woods. This is a reasonably interesting yarn of the
lumber camps, with an Indian legend
concerning the Thundergod mountain forming a background. The
hero arrives from the citj' in the lumber camp, having gone away to forget the gal who jilted him. In the
camp he finds Enid, who runs the
works, and she of course is having
trouble with her villainous superintendent. The rest of the plot follows
the usual lines, with the villain holding up the work and a big jam in
the river threatening to crash everything. The super is killed by a shaft
of lightning that seems to come from
the mysterious mountain, carrying
out the old Indian legend of ven-

Fox
Length: 4876 ft.
FBO
Length: 6324 ft.
FAIR JUVENILE WESTERN.
SOUTH SEA YARN MISSES
RATHER LIGHT ON THRILL
BIG PUNCH SCENE
AND
STUFF AND HAS LITTLE
LACKS SUFFICIENT ACTION
TO MAKE IT ANYTHING BUT
FIGHTING. EVIDENTLY MADE
A FILLER.
TO PLEASE THE
KIDS.
Cast. .. .Leatrice Joy gives a good
Cast.... Rex Bell is the pleasing
performance as the white woman on
young hero who shows little in the
':he South Sea island. Others Lena
way of riding or fighting. Others
Malena, George Barraud, Henry
Lola Todd, Richard Carlyle, Billy
Sedley, Albert Valentino, David Durand.
Watson, Jack Byron, Martin Cichy.
Story and Production. .. .Western.
Story and Production. . Melodrama
This was made for the juvenile trade,
of the South Seas. This is a very
and as such is a fair number. This
artificial yarn that is directed better
is the new juvenile star's fourth starthan the flimsy theme deserves. In
ring vehicle, and he bids fair to cut
fact, it reflects a lot of credit on
quite a niche for himself among the
Bob Vignola that he was able to
young fans. He has a very pleasmake this yarn entertaining at all,
ing personality, although in this one
considering the sHmness of the mahe gets little chance to do any specterial and the far-fetched situations.
tacular riding or fighting. There is
Story opens with a man in England
quite a little comedy injected, to
committing suicide because of the
make up for the lack of real action,
extravagance
of his wife. He makes
evidently. Re.x is a cowboy who has
provisions before his death to send
been with a circus doing magician
his baby boy to a friend, a trader in
acts. He hooks up with a traveling
the South Seas, so that his wife canminister and they start to put over
not have him. Years later she stuma show together, one preaching and
bles on the island, and the trader falls
the other doing the showmanship
in love with her. The big scene instuff to bring tliem in. Of course
volves attempted sacrifice of the child
there is the villain trying to take adby natives to pacify the god of the
vantage of the gal, with tiic hero
volcano. This scene falls pretty flat.
setting things right.
Direction, Charles J. Hunt, fair;
Direction, Robert Vignola, good; geance.
Direction, Norman McLeod, satisDirection, Lynn Shores, flat; Author, Paul Ganglin; Scenario, Paul Author, Ramon Romeo; Scenario, Author, James Oliver Curwood; Sce■actory: Author, Ricliard Bret Harte;
nario, Arthur Hoerl; Editor, William
(ianglin;
Editor, Ann McKnight; Wyndham Gittens; Editor, Jack
'cenario, A. H. Halprin; Editor, M.
Kitchen;
Titles,
Randolph
Bartlett;
gan Pearson;
Titles, not listed; Titles, Randolph Bartlett; PhotograHolmes; Titles, not listed; PhotogPhotography, Nick Musuraca, okay.
phy, Ted Pahl, good.
tography, Sol Halperin, clear.
raphy, Robert E. Cline, good.
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Moore

in

"Synthetic Sin"
A'i;-sf S'titioiiiil

()T30 l'(.
COLLEEN NOT I.ctii/th:
SO GOOD
IN
FAR FETCHED PART THAT
DOES NOT FIT HER VERY
WELL. TITLES MAKE FILM
LOOK
BETTER THAN
IT IS.
Cast. .. .Colleen Moore just about
i,'et> l)y in a tough part that does
not show her off to advantage.
Others have feed parts to Colleen,
ihey are .\ntonio Moreno. Kdythe
Ihapnian, Katherine McGuire, Gertrude Howard, Gertrude .Astor, Raymond Turner. Montagu Love, Ben
Hendricks,
Jr.
Story and Production. ... Comedy.
They >eeni to have niiscued when
they picked this tor Colleen. The
theme is one oi those impossible ones
which makes Colleen act like a nitwit and still have a very intelligent
hero chasing after her. The best
laughs invariably came on the titles,
and without these mirth-builders the
lilm would have taken a nose dive.
Colleen has a yen for acting. She
comes to New York to mix in sin
and vice and thus get experience to
he a real seasoned actress. She gets
in with a gang of gunmen. So innocent is she that in a gang fight with
gunmen falling all about her she
thinks it's just fun.
Direction, William Seiter. ordinary.
Authors, Frederick and Fanny Hatton; Scenario, Tom J. Geraghty;
Editors, Terry Morese, Al Hall;
Titles, Tom Reed; Photography, Sidney Hickox, good.

Ken

Mdijiiord

in

"The Phantom City"

First Xational Length:
5887 ft.
KEN MAYNARD'S
OF
ONE
BEST IN SOME TIME. FULL
OF ACTION. AND WITH A
SIZZLING THRILL FINISH.
REAL ENTERTAINMENT.
Cast
Maynard has a strong role
that gives hini plenty of chance to do
his riding stunts and put up a few
good scraps, with a thrill climax to
top it off. Others Eugenie Gilbert,
James Mason, Charles Hill Mailcs,
Tarzan (the horse).
Story and Production. .. .Western
melodrama. Here is a real treat for
fans who like their westerns fast and
thrilly. The story is unusually good,
and is crammed with atmosphere.
The locale is a deserted mining
town. Ken has been sunnnoned
there by a mysterious note. It concerns a deserted mine that was once
famous, in which his father had held
a half interest. Ken encounters a
gang who are also interested in securing control of said mine. A nice
element of mystery is worked up
through a black phantom that prowls
around the deserted hotel and mine,
and keeps upsetting everybody's
plans. The explanation of the mystery is very satisfactory, and the
climax is a Innnmer with the hero
fighting the heavy in a cable car as
it swings over the center of the
canyon.
Direction, .\lbcrt Rogcll, fine; Author, .\dele Buffington; Scenario,
Adele Buffington; Editor, Fred .Mien;
Titles, Lesley Mason; Photography,
Ted McCord, very good.

"Taxi 13"
FBO
Lciujili: .'')7()() ft.
CHESTER CONKLIN GETS
THIS OVER WITH HIS COMEDY CHARACTERIZATION ALTHOUGH THE STORY DRAGS
HEAVILY IN SPOTS.
Cast. . . . C onkliii is practically liuwho.e WH)rks, for it is his comedy
work that carries any entertaimnent
value. Others Martha Sleeper, Ethel
Wales, Hugh Trevor, Lee Moran,
Jerry Miley, Charles Byer.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy.
This is a typical Conklin film which
gives him a chance to do his good
iiatured boob role, and also works in
a few touches of pathos. It manages to class up as a fair program
number, not because of the story or
treatment, but entirely due to the
characterization of the comedian. As
a taxi driver he is having a tough
time supporting his family of 13 kids.
He is hired by a gang of jewelry
thieves to drive them after a robliery.
They hide the necklace in his taxi
when the cops get too hot on their
trail. The fun only starts about here,
when Chester takes a gouty customer
for a wild ride as his taxi gets caught
on a rope dangling from a speeding
fire engine. This se(|uencc is a cuckoo
and puts the film over.
Direction, Marshall Neilan, fair;
Author, W. Scott Darling; Scenario,
the same; Editor, Fandro Berman;
Titles, Randolph Bartlett, Garrett
Graham; Photography, Philip Tannura. good.

SOUND

Robert Benchley in
"The
Fox Spellbinder"
Movietone
Sii re fire
Type of production. .. .comedy skit
.•\gain that rare comedian Robert
Benchley with one of his goofy numbers, which in its way is as good as
"The Treasurer's Report" or "The
Sex
of athe
Polyp."
time
Bob Life
attends
picnic
where This
he makes
a speech for a political candidate,
lie talks about everything in the
world but the candidate and his
<|ualitications. In the usual Benchley manner he gets started on one
subject and rambles off aimlessly to
something entirely different. It is
great spoofing, and at the same time
taking some subtle digs at the usual
blatant soap-box orator. But even the
boobs in any audience can enjoy the
fun, for it is broad enough in spite of
its cleverness.
Time. 11 mins.

no actors appear, the story being
idld entirely with inanimate objects
I'hen follows "(berry Blossoms,"
which is beautifully portrayed in
lathe-color, showing the festival season in Japan. The reel finishes with
"Bottles," showing how young animals of all sorts arc artificially fed
the same way as many human babies
— with the good old bottle.
"Snapping
the Whip"
Fables— Pathe
Skating Fun
Type of production .. I reel animated
.\\ l''alfa wakes up to find that all
his animal friends have gone in for
the roller skating craze. They put
roller skates on Al, and he is forced
to play "Snap the Whip." He gets
snapped plenty, winds up by knocking down a cop, and is chased over
the hill by a whole army of cops.
Silly, but the kids will enjoy this nonsense.
"Hold "Em Ozzie"— Oswald
UniversalFun
Gridiron

Type of production..! reel cartoon
Oswald the funny rabbit does his
bit as the hero on the football team.
He gets a great hand from his ad"Pep Up"
mirers in the grandstand, where are
to be found all the animals rooting
CameoGood
— Educational
Gags
for him. Of course Oswald wins the
the deciding touchTyi)e of production. ... 1 reel comedy game bydown.scoring
does it by converting his
That good comedian Cliff Bowes ears into a Hepropeller
and flying down
is back again, and this time in a skit the field to the goal. It is cleverly
that is w-ell gagged and carries a animated in the usual peppy style of
nice assortment of ready laughs. He this series.
goes to a party at the home of his
girl, and takes along a poodle as a
Pathe Review No. 4
present. His rival starts to get even
Very Good
"Thou Shalt Not Steal"
by planting some African l)ugs on Type of production..! reel magazine
Length: 6941 ft. the poodle and down Cliffs back. The
One of the most entertaining of
Ufa
butler sfiuirts bug killing juice on subjects shows the various Pathe
PLEASING NUMBER
THAT the poodle and Cliff. This juice de- News camera aces doing their stuff.
stroys clothing, and as Cliff walks .'V half dozen of the boys are shown
HOLDS GOOD SUSPENSE
THROUGH CLEVER WORK OF down the street with his girl he grad- with full credit given them in the
ually becomes disrobed as patches
LILLIAN HARVEY IN A SYM- of his raiment falls off. It sounds titles, and this is bound to be one
of the most popular Reviews yet
PATHETIC ROLE.
silly to write about, hut it is real shown. The next subject shows Engfunny as enacted by this comedian.
lish sailor lassies disporting themCast.... Miss Harvey screens well Francis J. Martin directed with
selves on a sailing yacht. The final
and creates a nice characterization as class.
the bad little gal who reformed
subject
called "Paperscenes
Scraps,"
shows is
I'athcchrome
of and
the
through love. Others all German
four
seasons
from
the
viewpoint
of
a
SILENT
players, include Werner I-'uetterer,
Dina Gralla, Bruno Kastner, Char"The Rag DoU"
lotte Susa.
juvenile.
Novelty — Universal
Old Stuff
Unique
"Range
Wolf"
Story and Production. ... Drama.
Western Featurette — Universal
Type
of
production..!
reel
novelty
With a Berlin setting, this film looks
This is a real novelty well worked
as if it had a better chance of en- out from the camera angle. It tells Type of production. .2 reel western
.Another of the tried an<l true plots
tertaining American audiences than
the drama of a doll's life, from the is dragged
the majority of pictures that come time
forth, this time that of
it is cast aside by a rich child
from the Ufa studios. The hero beaccused of bewho prefers a more elaborate doll the hero wrongfully
friends the little gal who had a tend- than the little rag specimen. After
ing a cattle thief. The entire offering consists of a series of wild dashes
ency to go the wrong way. Mean- suffering various indignities the rag
while his sister has got mixed in a doll lands in an ashcan and is picked on horseback.
Directed by Walter
compromising situation with a man up by a thief who uses it to hide in Fabian, but even the horses must
about town, who holds her note for
know the various sequences by this
interior a valuable neckThe director is evidently used
a thousand dollars. When it falls its sawdust
lace he has stolen. At last the doll time.
nierely to carry Snap
out an old Hollydue, she robs her brother's safe of
wood custom. But py
the title is new.
jewels in order tt) meet the iJayment. goes to the special heaven where all
resuitably
is
and
go,
dolls
The little girl is blamed. It works good
Jacques Rollens directed
out with nice suspense to a pleasing this with warded.
"Take Your Piclc"
charm and imagination. It
ending. Deserves a i)lay, for it carMike and Ike — Universal
all
of
intelligent
the
to
appeal
will
ries real entertainment.

Direction, Victor Jansen, good;
Author, Rdbert Liebmami; Scenario,
the same; Editor, Joseph R. Fkisler; Titles, the same; Photography,
Kduard Hosch. Walter Harvey Pape,
okay.

ages.

Pathe Variety
Review No. 2

Type of production..! reel magazine
Opens with a novelty subject entitled "A Drama Without
Players,"
in the form of a little playlet in which

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
The twins Mike and Ike make the
ac(|uaintance of two peppy girls in
the chorus of a night club.
They
call for them and sneak in the stage
entrance.
To dodge
the manager.
(.Continued on Page
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Theater

Equipment

By CHARLES

UNIVERSAL PROJECTOR
BASE FURNISHED BY W.E.
Universal Projector Base, designed
by Bell Telephone Laboratories engineers, now is being furnished as
part of the Western Electric sound
projector system. The base is designed to hold any standard-make
projector head, and existing Western
Electric sound equipment or any
which may be developed.
The base eliminates the old style
pedestal, being a four-legged steel
base. Western Electric emphasizes
that the company is not entering, nor
does it intend to enter, the projection
field.
Kilgen Organs for Cairoll
St. Louis — Work is nearing completion on the new three-manual, or
keyboard, pipe organ which is beingbuilt by the Kilgen Organ Co. for
installation in the Earl Carroll theater, in New York. Another instrument of two manuals is being built
for the Mt. Ephriam, Mt. Ephriam,
N. Y. Two other organs were recently shipped by the Kilgen concern, one to the Dixie, Rochester,
N. Y., and the other to St. Mary's,
St. Mary's, Pa.

General Outdoor Launches
Standardization Program
Program for reconstruction of
property and standardization of
stands has been started by General
Outdoor Advertising Co. Advertising
concerns throughout the country are
co-operating in the standardization
program. The program has for its
ultimate object standardization of all
poster panels.

com-

Ask your nearest National branch for
demonstration, or address your inquiry
to our General Offices — 624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

^

Chicago — Designed for projection
room use, a sound picture record
cabinet has been placed on the market by Chicago Cinema Equipment
Co., which in recent months has announced a number of innovations
and improvements in the equipment
field, including the new cine-spot.

Value of the spotlight in obtaining effects hardly needs emphasis for showmen. Its varied use in putting over a stage or orchestra
number, makes the selection of the proper spotlight a delicate task.
Amount of illumination, low cost of operation, quality and shape of
light to bring out color contrasts, flexibility and adjustability are
factors to be considered.
Measuring up to these qualifications is the new high intensity
spot marketed by Hall & Connolly. The spot also can be used as
an effect machine and its movable condenser lens enables focusing
without moving the lamp burner. . Because of its design, simplicity
and effectiveness of operation, the Hall & Connolly high intensity
spot has THE FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

The Paramount accessory department has prepared a special 20-sheet
poster on "Interference," in addition
to the regular 24-sheet, for the benefit
of those theaters which require space
on their billboards to sell stage shows
and Vitaphone specialties. This 20sheet is a "silent" poster, but carries
a special "Sound Strip" in the event
you play the "talking" version.
"Interference" is being released to
sound houses as the feature of Unit
No. 1, together with two shorts, one
featuringturingEddie
Cantor, the other feaRuth Etting.

Milwaukee — Business and assets
of Cramblet Engineering Corp., which
manufactures Evenheaters, which
supply automatic heat for organ
chambers, and Hotchkiss sign flashsound picture record cabinet
ers, are to be taken over by Time-O- New
by Chicago
Cinema
State Controls Co., Chicago firm manufactured
which also' is to merge Absolute ConEquipment Co.
tactor Co., Elkhart, Ind. and the
Beachwood Co., Janesville, Wis. The
The new cabinet has 14 removable
merger of the automatic control device firms is to be financed by an is- trays,, each made to acconmiodate
sue of 50,000 shares of convertible one disc of the Vitaphone record
Class "A" Stock
size, each covered with velt to prevent scratching and arranged to preS ALE !
vent warping of records. A series
Tba Latest Model Double
of card holders, permanently fastened alongside the cabinet with referSpring Motor
ence to each tray serves as an index
SEPT AUTOMATIC
to contents.
STANDARD
In addition, two auxiliary shelves
MOVIE CAMERA
are provided at the bottom of the
cabinet for storage of accessories.
Holds 16 Feet Film— Ca«e— 6 Masazine*
These are enclosed by a spring hinge
2 in. F. 3.5 Lent
metal door. Construction throughout consists of No. 18-gauge sheet
$29.50
iron, braced and reinforced. The
legs support the cabinet to a height
^W 110
110 VUcst
U/cst i2«'St„
tieai ybii(M.y •• six inches above the floor. The cabiZ^St^HewYork.UY'
Pbon*
Panna. OSSO
inet is 36 inches high, I8J/2 inches
wide and 17 inches deep. It is finished in olive green enamel.

li

Junior Model
Complete with one Horn

II 1 1 bin y liar

SPECIAL 20-SHEET POSTER
FOR PARAMOUNT SHOWS

Automatic Control Devices
Companies Plan Merger

It is unlimited in its range
of musical reproduction —
every type and form of
music, as only the world's
masters can produce it,
will come to your theatre now — will solve your
musical problems permanently.

^^atwnal Centre 8u^

RECORD CABINET FOR
PROJECTION ROOM USE

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

bines incomparable tone
quality and cueing precision with a price that
makes its installation simply a matter of good show.manship.

CT— 1^1

F. HYNES

The Stamp of Approval

J'Orchestraphone

JUNIOR MODEL
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PROPOSES TO FUNCTION
KunctioiiinK under a proposed RCiicral plan for the betterment of conditions throu(j:lu)ut tlie L'nited States,
the newly-formed Projection Advisory Council on the directorate of
which appear the names of many
prominent well known fiRures in
projectionist circles, proposes to devote particular attention to the planning of projection rooms.
The committee whicli will handle
this work will prepare a paper to he
known as "Fundamentals of Projection Room Planning." It is iniderstood the text will be presented before the Society of M. P. Engineers
and then made public for the general
benefit of the exhibitor as well as
the projectionist. In connection
with the plan, the council explains
its purpose as follows:
"The work of this committee will be to
have a pamphlet prepared on the 'Kundamentals of Projection Room PlanniuR.' These
fundamentals are size, location, ventilation,
freedom from drafts, general working conditions, toilet facilities, etc. Only those matters will be considered which the owner and
architect should allow for when the plans of
the theater are still on paper. For more
exact technical information the Projection Advisory Council will recommend that the architect and owner consult experts in the various
departments connected with the construction
and equipping of the projection room. The
Projection Advisory Council, however, will
see that this pamphlet is placed in the hands
of architects and owners as soon as plans
are file<I. That is the time to consider the
fundamentals, and not when the theater is
approaching
completion."
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Presentations

TALKING SHOP

By HERBERT laughs
S. BERGtins

A Worthy Movement Which
Merits
Support
is New
Advisory
Council
Formed to Improve
Projection
LE.\DI{RS in the projection field,
who have banded together to form
the Projection Advisory Council, are
entitled to the thanks and the earnest
co-operation of the entire industry.
The move is a constructive one, having for its object the betterment of
projection — a subject vital to every
branch of every company or individual
of the industry.
It is time that the industry as a
whole recognized that fact that projection is a highly specialized and
skilled profession, and that the projectionist not only is not just a necessary evil, but a skilled technician,
whose knowledge must embrace several arts and industries, if he is to
function properly.
For years now, in articles and editorials we have stressed the importance of projection, endorsing every
worthwhile move made to better the
thing we are all selling — the picture
on the screen. Sound has added a
myriad of new duties and problems to
projection, hut with characteristic
foresight and acumen, projectionists
have set out to and are mastering
these nev/ problems, always with the
thought uppermost in mind, that the
show must go on and the picture
projected in the best possible manner.

THREE STAGE NUMBERS
AT ROXY THAT CEICK

One of the richest stage presentations in point of variety was shown
last week at the Roxy, the credits
about equally divided between three
outstanding numbers. These "were a
circus clown sketch, an atmospheric
bit "In Holland," and the 32 Roxyettes in a color carnival.
The clown number had a setting
showing the performers quarters in
the circus. Here the old drama of
the clown, bareback rider and Harlequin was enacted. Douglas Stanbury
took the part of the clown, and his
vocalizing was splendid. One great
number was "Poor Punchinello," by
Pollack, Lewis and Young. This air
ran through the action, and with the
bright costumes of the players helped
to build up some fine atmosphere.
"In Holland" was a song and ballet
bit, with a realistic reproduction of
the old Dutch delf pattern in the
familiar blue and white carried out
in sets and costiunes. A windmill center added to the quaint design, and the
costumes of shiny material resembling oilcloth matched the glitter of
I he delf china backgroinid. Then
there v/as the third smash, the Roxycttes. In four groups the i2 girls
were a riot of colors, the costumes
being backed up with contrasting
hues. For instance one group showed green fronts and the reverse in
bright orange. The skirts were of
ostrich feathers, and the entire effect
was breath-taking. Add to this Krno
Rapee's arrangement of selections
from "La Roheme," with a silhouette
"Mirtatioi'.'' done against a vivid
flame red background, and it was
some show, even for the Roxy.

became one of the best
f the show, for the drunnncr
with his effects was selected to put
the gal's
act over, and this conscientious musician
standing up just above
the girl's slowly moving torso studied
her so intently that it had the house
snicker.
a consta
m This
nt proba
show
bly is the most
economical presentation ever given in
a Broadway picture house. Plain
cloth drapes for a background, with
^thrce members of the band doing in•"di
vidua 1 vocal acts that were just
about able to get by. The two youths
hoofed in regulation style, and the
heavy gal did lu-r leisurely twists and
turns. Jimmy Carr did his best to
pel) up the proceedings with a burles(|ue on several of Kipling's poems
and with the help of his harmonizer
s
managed to squeeze out a few laughs.
But taking it by and large, it was a
sort of flat affair all round.
In fact

rubinoefThit of
week's paramount show

Oscardt, staged "Cheerio" at
thePaul
Paramoun
which might have
been intended as encouragement to
Gene Rodemich who undertook his
mitial week as m. c. Gene sure needs
all the encouragement he can gtt,
for there have been so ma^iy wh<)
.'\nother primary purpose which
have come and gone before him that
will be given early attention concerns
the prospect cannot look any too
compilation of data regarding rules
bright for the new incumbent as he
and laws on safety in projection
surveys the problem he is up against.
rooms, condition of equipment and
Rodemich did nothing but introduce
similar information. \\'licn the data
the acts in a routine way, and lead
is gathered and compiled, the recthe stage harmonizers. But he did
ommendations will be drawn up and
There has been a falling down on
the latter .so well that the impression
then submitted to the industry. The his duty by many an exhil)itor, whose
was very favorable.
world of the safety committee as apath\' has resulted in poor projecThe real hit of the show^ was Dave
well as the committee on projection
tion, damaged prints and untold finanRubinoff, who beside leading the orroom planning will he based upon
cial loss to the industry. However,
chestra, came u]) on the boards for
the principle prevailing in many large through the medium of new Projechis violin number, and it was so good
conmiercial and industrial organization Advisory Council it is hoped that
that he had to oblige with two more.
tions that any thing which affects the campaign of education to be unthe health of the employes reduces
In the pit Rubinoff was a mild sensadertaken, will sell the exhibitor the
tion. He is not only a first class
his efficiency.
idea of the shortsightedness of defecmusician, but a great showman. The
tive
projection,
and
that
nothing
but
"It is part of wise, modern huway he dramatizes with his baton
nianitarianism," declares the council, the best will suffice, to gain new patwhile the spot is on him makes a
ronage,
and
hold
that
which
he
al"and good judgment to provide all
ready has.
'i"hc Colony surely missed the ef- show in itself. The stage acts were
conditions which enable projectionfervescent Benny Rubin this week, neatly balanced for eye appeal, comists to do their work in the best
m. c. has taken his fare. edy and the usual pop picture house
unusual
that
for
possible way."
the advancement of better projection than has
departure and it devolved upon band
been
generally
realized.
Other committees and their specific
leader Jimmy Carr to put over the
job will be:
Declaring that no conflict with the stage show. .\nd all they gave him
work
of
any
other
organization
or
Commttlcc mi Equit>mcnt Specifications:
was a second rate hoofing team and
AMALGAMATED
The work of this committee will be to draw- duplication of efforts is anticipated,
a gal of impressive avoirdupois who
up standard specification sheets to en,il)le the council states its chief purpose
VAUDEVILLE
did slow bends and splits to the great
owners and projectionists to give adequate
information
when
pKacing
orders
for
equipwill be to wage a campaign of "con- delight at least of the trap drummer
ment.
AGENCY
structive propaganda." Its declara- who was placed strategically where
Committee of Awards: The work of this
tion of purposes states:
he could observe every little moveAttractions £or
committee will be "to suitably recognize any
"No attempt will be made to have the
ment without unnecesasrv evestrain.
work for the .idvancement of projection or
Projection Advisory Council comprehensively

ECONOMY WEEK OBSERVED
ON THE COLONY STAGE

an act of meritorious nature performed by a
projectionist." In many instances projectionists have risked their lives to protect
P^'rons, and the Projection Advisory Council believes that such men should receive cecognition.

Committee on Resolutions: Will give recogtiition to owners, executives and managers
who promote higher projection st.-indards by
flPr'!!'"^ better working conditions and establishing pleasant relations with projectionists.
Executives who encourage skill and conscientious effort are a more
potent
influence
for

function at once; each committee will be
given one simple, workable but important task
before starting any other activity for the
council. Elaboration of the plans of the
Projection Advisory Council will be postponed until, by the successful performance
of certain practical but highly essential work,
we can gain the confidence of the industry.
Accomplishment will be slow, but in the
meantime we ask the industry to lie patient
and to have faith in the men w;ho have associated themselves with the Projection Advisory Council.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Pictare PreaeDtation
The FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE

1531

\mtikwimmnom
BBOADWA).

AGENCY

7876
rfEWYORKClTY

Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville
Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3S80
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^By

Sunday, January 13, 1929

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY

^^

LUBIN jumped into
ARTHUR
John Halliday's part in "Jealousy,'' Broad\y<ay twoiperson play,
the other night and did a mighty fine
job, judging from enthusiastic applause. Although he had been understudying Halliday, Lubin hadn't rehearsed the part in some weeks. Incidentally he occupies the big role in
"Times Square," forthcoming Gotham
dialogued feature.

Swiss and German Co.
Formed for Sound Films
(Coiitinurcl

from

Page

Short Subjects

11

Tri-Ergon Schallplatten Co. of St.
Gall, have merged into a new holding company, according to advices to
the }i\. P. Section of the Dept. of
Commerce. The company, capitalized
for $57,000, will be known as the TriErgon Holding Co. with headquarters
at St. Gall. It plans to participate,
at home and abroad, in exploiting
talking i)ictures, phonograph discs,
radio and allied lines. The articles
of incorporation also reveal that the
company will be active in the exploitatipn of patents, distribution of
films, theater management and particition in financial enterprises which
are interested in similar projects.

(Continued

from

Foijc

9)

they put on a couple of costumes
and mingle with the chorus. But the
manager was hard-boiled, and when
he finally sorted them out, the boys
found themselves out on the sidewalk
by way of their ears. The action is
snappy, and the comedy is there in
abundance.
Directed by S. Newfield.
"Knowing

rest of the passengers, including poor
dad who thought he was all set for
a nice restful vacation. Tige creates
a small riot when he gets in the
baggage car and releases a crate full
of chickens. It all winds up with
the gang being put ofif the train and
the usual punishment for Buster
from his irate dad. The- direction
by Sanniel Newfield is snappy. The
fans will get a lot of fun out of the
antics.
"The Fixer"
Juvenile — Educational
Ordinary Juvenile

the Rice
Ropes" — Grantland
Pathe

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Big Boy gets a job as assistant to
the vacuum cleaner man. They start
out to clean the house of a very
Up-to-Date
Johnnie Walker has corralled
Type of production..! reel Spotlight
four old-timers for his technical
All the forms of athletic activity ritzy lady. There Big Boy with the
staff working at the De Forest stuand sports that employ the use of a help of his kid brother succeeds in
New Company Gets Mich. House
almost tearing the house apart as he
dio on East 'iSth St. They are Dick
shown, and there is an ex- manipulates an enormous vacuum
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Temple The- rope are hibition
Murphy, Walter Maguire, Eddie
of some very clever lariat
cleaner. Nothing particularly new.
ater Co. capitalized at $10,000, has
Kane and Philip Tannura. Tannura
work by a cowboy that is unusual.
taken
over
the
Temple
here
from
Then views are shown of a rodeo Here is Big Boy, an unusual screen
has just arrived from the Coast to
George F. Spaeth. Officers of the with the boys showing just what trouper, and they give him the same
grind on Johnnie's pictures.
new company are; Charles B. Kelsey, can be done with the whizzing twine line of stuff that any of the ordinary
Al Ray, now New Yorking while president, A. George Gordon, of Also is shown the manner in which screen kids could do just as well.
directing for TifTany-Stahl at RCA South Bend, Ind. secretary, treasurer a Hollywood player keeps in trim That's the sort of material that sent
studio, is a walking encyclopedia on and general manager. George Spaeth by skipping rope in plain and fancy him over big when he first started,
owns the Majestic at Fort Wayne and variations.
but the gang out at the studio all
racing greyhounds. He's the proud plans other projects.
seem to be sitting back and resting
owner of several of the fastest dog's
in the game, as his collection of prizes
"Clunked
on the Corner"— Sennett now — on Big Boy's laurels. And the
testifies.
Pathe
Applies For Charter
kid's too young to holler about it,
Clever Burlesque
so we'll holler for him.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Application will
i)e made to Gov. John S. Fisher by Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Wintroubs Handling Dramaphone
Johnny Burke, former vaudeville
Edmund M. Connolly, William G.
Quigley and Michael B. Comerford, headliner, is featured in this laughoOmaha — Max and Phenias Winfor a charter for a corporation to be logy, wherein he appears as the well troub, who now operate the Security
called Nanticoke Theaters, Inc. Ob- meaning goof who stumbles into two Pictures Corp., here have acquired disject of the company is to engage in slick crooks. In his innocence he tries
tribution of Dramaphone in western
Monday
to help them and tlie result is a series Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and western
and
carry on a theatrical business.
Patlie fight to prevent New York censors
of good laughs mixed with some
Missouri. Company name is being
from holding up sound used in conjuncreal pathos. Carmelita Geraghty
tion with picture to be test case for ii>
changed to Wintroub Distributing Co.
Florida
House
Cuts
Prices
and
Vernon
Dent
are
the
crooks,
and
dustry. *
Tuesday
Orlando, Fla. — The Beacham has they help Johnny to make this a
Warners financing Pacent low-priced syn- reduced its adult adinission prices
laugh number of the first water. Dichronizer, report says.
rected by Harry Edwards with a lot
Fox announces plans for Chicago, Los An- from 60 to 50 cents. The house
of class.
geles, Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Boston and features Vitaphone and Movietone.
Cleveland
theaters.

Week's Headlines

EGGERS

Wednesday

Mountcastle at Richmond
Fox building program anticipated in southern Texas.
Richmond,
Va. — J. R. Mountcastle,
Masterphone, disc device, demonstrates interchangeability at Seattle; sound-on-film who managed the Bijou here, has
attachment
planned.
been appointed manager of the CoThursday
lonial succeeding Herbert Curtis.
Western
Electric to offer lower-priced sound Mountcastle's
successor at the Bijou
equipment
after June 1.
Two
hundred
theaters acquired by Fox
in has not been named.
Greater New
planned.

York

deals;

20

new

theaters

Patience" — Buster Brown
Universal
Good Juve7iile
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
The fun this time is on a sleeper
where Tige and Buster with the help
of Mary Jane succeed in making
things
very
uncomfortable
for the

INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving

Friday

Fox seeking from 60 to 75 more houses in
and around New York.
Twenty-six features and 26 single reel color
subjects reported planned by Tiffany-Stahl
for 1929-30.

Filmdom's Recognized Book Of
Reference For Past Ten Years

Saturday

Walter Reade- circuit of ,U theaters in New
York, New Jersey and Ohio seen as next
major purchase by Fox.
Seventy theaters in South Africa is Kinema
Ltd. goal.
American companies in Europe oppose taxation.
Free pictures for hotel guests is newest
wrinkle in Chicago.

Fire Wipes
Out Ark. House
Hartman, Ark. — Fire which started
in the projection booth completely
destroyed the Hartman here owned
by Dr. Herbert Boyer. Insurance
policies on the property expired a few
days before the fire, it is stated.

i^

"Have

Vitaphone at Puducah Arcade
i'uducah, Ky. — Columbia Amusement ("o. which operates the Arcade,
has (ipciied with sound. "Waterfront"
was the first sound picture shown.
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/// the ''T^alkies' too
The fidelity of sound reproduction
with motion pictures is affected by
every variation in the film — be it
ever so slight.

That is why, in the ''Talkies"
too, Eastman film excels. The great
quantities in which it is produced,
the strict supervision constantly exercised — the resulting uniformity
from roll to roll, day to day, year to
year — these factors of Eastman film
manufacture are of first importance
to the newest development of the art.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

reasons why
Atneriea
is rushing to hear and see

IN OLD ARIZONA
the Epic
American Drama of La^w and Order
=Love and Revenge
=
I The round-up of frantic cattle. 2 The Arizona stage coach holdup.
J^ Wild women and rough men in the gold miners* dance halL ^ ^* ^*
Cavalry on the Rio Grande. ^ Barber shop wise cracks in 1898. O The
gypsy serenade. / The 1898 gold digger fools her man (even as today).
9 EDMUND LOWE as the shootin^ spitting crack -shot Sergeant
Dunn ! €f DOROTHY BURGESS as the she-devil, passion incarnate
Tonia Maria. lO WARNER BAXTER as the merciless Robin Hood,
singing his heart out.

WILLIAM

presents

FOX

THE GRANDEST TALKER EVER HEARI»
Hear it F
Play it
MOVIETONE 100% dialog feature
Big as all Outdoors
Filmed in Nature** Beauty Spots
X

Vitaphone Service Assured Pacenjt Synchronizer

iTHE
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ALLTHE TIME
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Out of Bounds
right of the doldivine
lar sets unreasonably on
most people. Take the protection situation, by way of example. The clauses demanded by
some of our self -crowned theater
dictators are becoming as rational
as the fraternity that inhabit the
padded cell.
No longer are mere miles in all
directions from the favored de
THE

luxe
It's getting
to behouse
wholedemanded.
counties now.
Next
year, it may be entire states and
pretty soon there will be no more
worlds to conquer.
What a pity.
The protection problem is rapidly slipping into an industry maelstrom. Attention must be turned
to it sooner or later. It might
better be now — and from within
the industry's own ranks. Selfregulation, it is well to remember,
is more to be desired than outside
pressure.
Practical Stuff

Monday,

January

14, 1929

Price 5 Cents

PACENT STARTS INSTALLATIONS,
DEVICE APPROVED BY WARNERS
Understanding ?
"There is a widely circulated
rumor in the financial district
that Paramomit Famous Lasky
eventually may be found to be
working in close harmony with
Radio Corp." states "The Wall
Street Journal."
confirmation has been "No
obtainable,
but many are inclined to credit
the report and it is being repeated in all quarters. The
stock has held well in the past
few days, although outside
profit taking has been on a
somewhat larger scale than in
recent weeks."

$40,000,000 IN BONDS TO
FLOAT FOXTHEATER BUYS
I*'ive important Wall Street banking firms shortly are to float $40,OCO.OOO in bonds on behalf of two
of three new Fox theater companies
organized to operate the many chains
acquired and to be acquired in the
Fast. Fox Metropolitan Playhouses,
which last week announced purchase
of almost 200 theaters in Greater
New York and New England will be
sold to the public via a $20,000,000
issue as will Fox Interstate Theaters,
Inc., formed to operate in New Jersey, upstate and towns near New
York, with ations.
flotation of like propor-

Brin Returns to Milwaukee
After Setting Chain Deal Smith Again Being Talked
of as President of RCA
With negotiations understood com-

First Reproducer
Other
Than W. E.'s to Be
Served by Warners
With Vitaphone prepared to extend service, installations of the new
Pacent reproducer have begun. The
Lincoln tlieater in L^nion Hill, and
the Moiitclair at Montclair in New
Jersey already have been equipped
with the device which is selling at a
price range of from $2,500 to $3,000.
Paramount has already served the
Lincoln where "Wings" has played.
"The Home Towners" and several
short subjo'-t's comprised the first
Vitaphone show at the Montclair.
George Quigley declared on Saturday
tliat Vitaphone's
extending service to policy
theaterstoward
equipped
with the Pacent reproducer will be
determined as eacli installation is
made, but that the quality of the
machine practically assures Vitaphone service to all houses equipped.

Exploitation, the cream in the motion picture coffee. Why there is
Former
Governor
Al Smith
of
pleted for sale of his circuit of Wisnot more concentration on its practiconsin theaters. L. K. Brin, who New Ycrk again is being boomed for
cal phases, we have never understood.
days on
in New
York con- presidency of RCA, according to perFor instance, look what intelligent spent several
(Continued
Page 2)
(Continued
on Page 2)
showmanship will do for Pickford's
new picture, "Coquette." In 24 key
cities, 24 important dailies are tied in
on a popularity girl contest. The
Warners' net for December, ae
winners go to the Coast, newspaper
cor<ling lo Wall Street estimate, have
writers tagging along. There Mary
I rtiu-.rii:Ai;i:>j pzxTJivAir 4v.!"V>v\Na 1
reached $1,000,000. Stanley Co., conwill entertain them. Then the girls
trolled by Warners, is expected to
go back home and the playdates are
show net earnings for the year endfixed. From then on you figure it,
ed Dec. 31 of approximately $1,000,bearing this in mind:
Ono. Profits of this company in the
39 weeks ended Sept. 30 last, totaled
hi>fiarcL
A similar stunt was pulled for "My
A..-;-,.Jt.
Best Girl," which sent that picture
$696,641, after expense and depreciaover with several pronounced bangs.
tion.
Vic Shapiro conceived the original
"
<
ISLE
OK
MAN
idea and now revamps it for Mary's
^
P'of-lvi-j.
latest. It's a pip. Wait until the
grosses from the 24 keys roll in fof
proof.

WARNER
DMER NET
E8TIMATE|^$1,

"J0E"PLUNKETTI8MADE

R-K-O GENEjAL MANAGER

A Wrinkle
"Curiosities." that interesting pictorial magazine which takes you
around the world and permits j'ou to
peek into odd corners and what they
contain, has been set to sound. We
saw the first and came away convinced that its entertainment qualities were enhanced by the voice that
ad libbed during each shot. It's novel.
You know what that means at the
box-office.
KANN

BoogUis

^

iT

^ UJlitf-in. I.
TasSJ*"''

See "THE BONDMAN" a WORLD WIDE PICTURE, starring Norman
f,
actually made in the romantic Isle of Man and Sicily, home
Kerry, fhlexteriors
of the vendetta, from SIR HALL CAINE'S great novel of bitter hatred
Exhibitors' Choice Selling. — Advt.
conquered by love.

Joseph Plunkett, veteran showman,
has been named general manager of
Radio-Keith-Orpheum, with headquarters in New York. The appointment, made by President Hiram
Brown, will enable J. J. Ford to carry out his intention to retire from
the post. Plunkett assumes his new
Jan. 21. As managing direcduties
tor of the Mark Strand, New York.
Plunkett attracted national recognition as a showman.
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THE
third week of the new year finds the lineup on Broadway practically the
same, with Warners,
United Artists and M-G-M with two each to represent
them in the big money division.
The only change over the week-end is the
addition of "The Rescue"
at the Rialto which superseded
"Abie's Irish Rose."
Picture
Distributor Theater
Opening Date
"The Singing Fool"
Warners
Winter Garden . ..Sept. 19
"Jimmy Valentine"
M-G-M
Astor
Nov. IS
"Interference"
Paramount
Criterion
Nov. 16
"The Viking"
M-G-M
Embassy
Nov. 28
"The Barker"
First National. . . . Central
Dec. 5
"My
Man"
Warners
Warners
Dec. 21
"The River"
Fox
Gaiety
Dec. 22
"The Awakening"
United Artists. . . . Rivoli
Dec. 28
"The Last Warning" . . . .Universal
Colony
Jan. 5
"The Rescue"
United Artists. . . . Rialto
Jan. 12
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$10 00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months.
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Ralph
New York. Hollywood, California —Granite
Phone
Blvd.
Wilk 6425 Hollywood
The
Fredman,
{Continued
iron Page 1)
W.
Ernest
London—
6607.
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I Berlin— Karl WolfEsohn, Lichtbildbuehne, ferring with prospective purchasers,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle,la has leturned to Milwaukee. Fox and
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de
Warner were among four companies
19.
Cour-des-Noues,

Brin Returns to Milwaukee Civil Liberties Union
After Setting Chain Deal Backs Pathe Censor Fight

bidding for the chain. Brin recently
took over Pischer-Paramount Theaters, in Wisconsin.

Financial
STOCK
'
; Am.

Seat

MARKET
High
Low
Close
347/8

347/,

347/,

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 27^
2'6J4
27J^
■ East. Kodak
183^^ nSVz
m'/z
'do pfd.
In.-,/
*First Nat. pfd
.••• 1045^
Fox Fm. "A".... 967/8 95/^ 95/.
*do
rts
• ■ • ,5
Keith
A-O
42
42 42
127 127
130
do pfd
LoeVs
Inc
71^4
71 71>^
105'/^ 105 lOS'A
do pfd
"M-G-M pfd. .'
255^
M. P. Cap
15
U7/s
15
Para. F L
60%
60 6O/2
Pathe Exch
14J^
13M
14
do "A"
28
28 28
Radio K-A-O
.... 42^
4I/2 42
♦Stanley Co
41
*Univ.
Pict. pfd
98i/2
Warner
Bros
128
125 !4 125%
do pfd
565^
55J4
55M
CURB MARKET
Acoustic Prod
17^4
17%
17!4
82
82
82'
Bal. & Katz
22'4
22
22^8
Con. Fm. Ind
♦Film
Insp
•••■
,25^
Fox Thea. "A"
.. 35/8
345/^ 34%
19 20
20
Proi
Intern.
Loew do deb rts. 34.. 33%
34
Nat. Thea. Sup. .. 10%
95^
10%
Trans-Lux
10%
9j4
10%
♦Univ.
Pict
28
BOND
MARKET
♦Keith A-0 6s 46
.... 96
11514 116
116
Lotf'v 6s 41ww
100%
100%
..100%
do 6s 41 x-war
Paramount 6s 47 ..100^
100>4 100'^
5!4s51 .. .10254 102'4 102'/4
Par.
Pathe By7s37
84
84 84
CURB
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Endorsement of Pathe's fight
against efforts of New York censors
to censor sound used in conjunction
with pictures and an offer of legal
aid, lias been made by the American
Civil Liberties Union, which considers the censors' stand an encroachment on the right of free speech.

New York's New Film
Van Osten Prepared for
Bldg. Is Formally Opened Fight Against Censorship
' Formal opening of the Film Cenioo

ter Building by Abe N. Adelson,
100 president of Film Center, Inc., mark400
ed the completion last week of the
200
'26 home for the film and allied innew
6
dustries in New York. The 13-story
12,500 building occupies the entire block
front between 44th and 45th Sts. on
Ninth Ave. Leases have been closed
600
with
the following film firms: First
200
7,000
National, Universal. Pathe. FBO,
Educational, United Artists, Hol11,300
lywood Pictures, Exhibitor's Progressive Poster Co., Sampliner Adver1,300
100
tising Co., Harold Auten, represent3,100
ing New Era Film Co., Ltd., of London, DeVry Corp., Phono-Kinema
8,300
3,400 Syndicate, Morris Kleinerman, Inc.,
400 General Publicity Co., National Film
100
Renovating Co., Prudential Film Delivery Co., and Alexander Kaufman.
9,800
3l',i66
ZeUner in N. Y.
200
1,200
Arthur Zellner, personal represen800
tative of Mary Pickford, arrived in
25,300
New York yesterday .in connection
with the national exploitation campaign being conducted for "Co"Pan" to Build at Hollywood

quette."
West
Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — This city is to be
the only one of the nation with two
Pantages houses, following erection
of the new Hollywood house. The
Pantages chain now numbers 66
houses.

Secures
Alameda
House
Alameda, Cal. — Lawrence Borg and
John Peters are the new owners of
the Palace here. They are connected
1
with Golden State theater circuit but
Shows
Backs Sunday
Newspaper
are operating the Palace as an independent house.
Newman Grove, Neb. — Notice of
the ordinance to permit Sunday
Equity Branch Plans Ball
shows has been printed and petitions
circulated calling for a special election
Actors Equity Ass'n will hold a ball
filed with the city board. The min- Jan. 31 at the Biltmore Hotel, inaugurating the first of these events for
isterial alliance has been campaigning
members of the organization.
here.
against such shows

Sacramento, Cal. — Thomas D. Van
Osten, business manager of Allied
Amusement Industries, northern California exhibitor unit, is here keeping
a watchful eye on legislative activity,
in anticipation of the censorship bill,
reported scheduled to be offered.

Three Film Issues Listed
on L. A. Curb Exchange
IVcrt Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

Film Attorney
Opens
N. Y. OfEce
Jesse A. Levinson has opened a
New York law office. Heretofore he
has confined his legal practice chiefly to Los Angeles building in association with Judge
Frank
Carleton.
Chicago House Changes Policy
Chicago — The Sheridan has adopted a rew policy of pre-release pictures and vaudeville with three
changes a week.

First Week — Well Pleased!

"We received and showed our first
week's trailers and were very well
pleased with them."
PARAMOUNT
THEATRE,
Pine Grove, W. Va.

TheDate
Industry's
Book
Jan. 20 Annual
of M.P.T.O. of
Eastern banquet
Pennsylvania.
Jan. 25 Film
York. Guild Cinema opens in New
Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference of National Board of Review.
Feb. 14, 1929
Wampas
Frolic, HoUywood.
Mar. 2 AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball in
New
York.

Smith Again Being Talked
of as President of RCA
(.CoiUinued from Page 1)

sistcnt report. Gen. Harbord, now
head of the company, is on a secluded southern vacation, and could
not be reached for comment on rerort he plans to retire.
Creelman
West

Coast

Writing

Bureau,

Two

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles— James A. Creelman,
author and playwright, has been
signed by FBO to write two originals for talkers, first of which is
"Wolves
of the Waterfront."
Smith Leaving on Sales Trip
Cresson E. Smith, assistant sales
manager of United Artists, leaves
New York today for an extended
sales trip which will embrace all but
Far West key cities. He is to return
about Feb. 1.

'SALE!'
Th*

SEPT

Latest

Model

Double

Spring Motor

AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

DAILY

Los .\ngeles — Three film issues
have been admitted to listing on the
Los Angeles Curb Exchange. They
are Paramoutit no par common, 850,877 shares; Pathe "A" preferred, no
par, 251,753 shares; and Fox Film
"A" no par common, 820,660 shares.

January 14. 1929
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One Grade A Salesman
In Every Territory to Sell
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Qoast Wire Service,

Thursday Change Policy
at West Coast House

YioMywood Happenings
"Evangeline" is Started
Edwin Carewe has started production of "Evangeline," starring Dolores Del Rio. Finis Fox prepared
the screen story and the cast includes
Roland Drew, John Holland, James
Marcus, Alec B. Francis, Lawrence
Grant, Bobby Mack, Paul McAllister
and George
Marion.

A Little
from
By

RALPH

ti

Lots

IVest Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

Los Angeles — West Coast Theaters is adopting a Thursday change
policy at Loew's State. The house
now changes on Friday. Rearrangement of bookings of Fanchon &
Marco presentations necessitated the
change.

y*

WILK

Hollywood

BOHEM, Metro-GoldENDRE yer
wyn-Ma
scenarist, is en route
Cast in Hersholt Film
to Budapest, where he will attend
William Worthington, actor and
the premiere of his play, "For Betdirector, has been cast in Universal's
ter, or Divorce." Endre is on a leave
"The Climax," talker which is to of absence, but will return to the
star Jean Hersholt, under direction studios in February.
*
*
*
of Renaud Hoffman.
Our Passing Show : Walter Byron
and David Findlay playing tennis
"Squall" Cast Additions
Additions to cast of "The Squall," on Findlay' 8 Beverly Hills court;
the First National special about to go Lothar Mendes and Leo Birinski
into production, are Richard Tucker discussing a scenario at Paramount.
*
*
if
and Zasu Pitts. In the cast are
For the first time in several
Myrna Loy, Alice Joyce, Loretta
years, Fred Niblo was not on
Young and Nicholas Soussanin. Alexander Korda will direct.
a production on Christmas Day
and he celebrated the fact by
Donovan Shooting at Tec-Art
playing
host at an outdoor
party at his
* home.
♦
•
Frank P. Donovan is shooting "The
Girl with the Golden Eyes," Balzac
Excellent reports filter in on
short story at Tec-Art in silent and
sound. This is one of a series of 26 "Broadway Melody," the scenario of
International Short Story Film Clas- which was written by Sarah Y. Mason. Miss Mason also provided the
sics he is making. He will use De
Forest system for sound. They are screen play of "Alias Jimmy Valenshort subjects. He has made three
to date.
Gary Cooper Signs Contract
tine."
Darrow in Fox Cast
Gary Cooper has signed a new contract with Paramount.
Fox has signed John Darrow, who
has just finished a year's work in
Mary
Brian Cast
"Hell's Angels" a Caddo production,
Mary
Brian
will
be the heroine in
for "Girls Gone Wild" co-starring
Sue Carol and Nick Stuart under the the talker, "The Man I Love," in
which Richard Arlen will be featured.
direction of Lew Seiler.
This film will be directed by William
A. Wellman. The story is adapted
Janningfs' Cast Nearly Completed
Ann Brody has been added to cast from a play by Herman Manckiewicz.
of Emil Jannings' new Paramount
Lupe Velez in Chaney
Film
starring film, tentatively called "A
Lupe
Velez
has
been
signed
for
Tale of the Alps," which is now being made under the direction of "Where East is East," Lon Chaney's
next picture. Tod Browning, who
Lewis Milestone.
wrote the story is also directing.
Estelle Taylor and Lloyd Hughes
Four Writers Signed by FBO
Jane Murfin, Winifred Dunn, Jack also has been signed.
Cunningham and Sidney Lazarus have
Butler Starts Picture
been signed by FBO to prepare continuities and scenarios on the Coast,
"Son of Anak," by Ben Ames Williams, has been started at Fox under
according to J. I. Schnitzer, president.
direction
of David Butler. In the
This is in line with the new production policy of the company which is cast are George O'Brien, Nora Lane,
reported planning to change its name David Sharpe, James Gordon, Edward
Peil, Sr., Farrell MacDonald and
to Radio Pictures.
Frank Hagney. The scenario was
Babe Ruth in Talker?
written by Harry Brand and Benjamin Markson.
Babe Ruth's manChristy Walsh, ood
negotiating for
ager, is in Hollyw
Sweet Directing His Honor
Ruth's appearance in a talking picture.
"His Honor," a new Fox production is in work under direction of
Harry
Sweet, former comedian and
Rooms"
to "Darkened
Assi«;nedBrent
and William Powell gag-man.
Evelyn
have been signed to play opposite in
Louise Fazenda in White Cast
"Darkened Rooms," the Sir Philip
Louise Fazenda has been signed for
Gibbs' story which appeared in Cosmopolitan Magazine. The screen "Hot Stuff," Alice White's new starring vehicle which Mervyn LeRoy is
play will be directed by Lothard
directing. William Bakewell has the
Mendez and shooting is schedule
masculine
lead.
to start Feb. 11.

Sound Pictures

DAILY

3 New Improvements for
Orchestraphone Junior

Chicago — Three new improvements
to Orchestraphone Junior Model are
being introduced. They are: microphone attachments, enabling talking
Nadler at Ambridge House
effects, effect control, enabling simultaneous operation of the two turnAmbridge, Pa. — M. B. Nadler has
tables and extension of the record >
been appointed manager of the new
Ambridge Amuse. Co. house here. library to include a wide variety of
The house seats 1,600 and built at a sound effects.
cost of approximately $500,000.
Prepares Vitaphone Exchange
Cleveland — Herman Goldberg of I
Malloy at Altoona
Altoona, Pa. — The State, a Wilmer Vitaphone is here in connection with'
& Vincent house, has opened here the new Vitaphone exchange which
with Jack Malloy manager. Sound will adjoin and be operated in conjunction with the
local
Warner
pictures are featured.
branch.
W. C. Gets Building Permit
Sound
for Louisville House
Richmond, Cal. — A permit has been
Louisville — The Kentucky here isi
issued for the addition of 47^ feet entering the ranks of houses showof floor space to the projection room
ing sound pictures, arrangements have
of the California a West Coast the- been made to have sound equipment
ater Inc. house.
at this second run house by Jan. 20.
Knoxville Studio Moves
Vitaphone for Goshen, Ind.
Goshen, Iind. — Swanberg Electric
Knoxville, Tenn. — The Knaffl &
Brakebill's studio has moved to 1630 Co. of Elkhardt, Ind., has been
W. Cumberland Ave. it is reported. awarded a contract for the installation
of Vitaphone equipment at the LernMedd at Lumberton
will
supervise.
Lumberton, N. C. — E. R. Medd has er. Electrical Research engineers '
been appointed manager of the CaroPhotophone for Des Moines
lina, a Lumberton Theater Corp.
Des Moines — The Orpheum, a Khouse. J. W. Griffin, who formerly
house, will be equipped
with
managed the Carolina, will devote O-A
his time to the Pastime, which he RCA-Photophone sound device.
owns.
Vitaphone
at Mulberry,
Fla.
Hamilton Policy Change
Mulberry, Fla. — Vitaphone sound
has been installed in the
Hamilton, O. — The Rialto here has equipment
Rio.
adopted policy of three changes a
Sound at Hinsdale, N. H.
week.
Hinsdale,
N. H. — Sound cr;uipmenl
Merick Amuse. Co. Formed
has been installed at the Monitor here
Mineral City, O. — Howard M.
Mercy and Kenneth Dick have formed
"Wings" Shown Via Phototone
the Merick Amusement Co. and taken
Baker, Ore. — "Wings'" was playec
over the Opera House here and the via
Phototone
accompaniment
a
Grand at West Lafayette.
opening of the Orpheum here.
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192
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At It Again

Tuesday, January

Choosing 1 0 Best

More than 400 newspapers
TH J£ old business is buzzing
and fan and trade publications
again. From behind cupare represented in the ballotped hands you hear a lot
ing to determine the Ten Best
of dizzy rept)rts about mergers
Pictures for 1928, for the 1929
s
and amalgamation
of a calibre
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK,
to be issued in January. Three
that staggers you — and that is
putting it mildly. Figures that
hundred thirty-two critics to
date have voted itx the annual
almost run off the adding mapoll, setting a new record.
chine are reposing, so it is said,
and awaiting the word and the
moment that will propel them
into the film picnic.
Funny part is the ravings are
not such wild ravings after all.
There are several matters of
great significance that continue
to be discussed, principally in West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
banking circles. But Wall
Hollywood— Debate over i)ermanStreet is not so far removed from ency
of the talkers continues at the
Times Square that the word fails studios. Despite the fact that talkers
to seep through. Softly, no\v. are rolling up big grosses, there are

YEAR'S TEST ON TALKER
B.O. DRAW HELD NEEDED

Fverything
time.
You'll
learn
about in
thedue
latest
moves
of
the pawns in this many-millioned dollar chess game soon
enough.
Of Interest

many who believe that only the
novelty is putting them over, with
their vogue to pass after it wears off.
A year's test, based on box office figures, is needed to settle the argument, they say. Meanwhile, studios
are working 24 hours a day, turning out talkers.

Price 5 Cents

15, 1929

VITAPHONE SERVES DISCS
FOR BIOPHONE SHOWING
W.E.flLN SHOWN VIA
BRISTOLPHONE SYSTEM

New York Theater Opens
with Vitaphone Film
After O. K.

Installation of Biophone at Leo \
Brecher's Lafayette, has been okehed
Sonora-Bristolphone's interchange- by \'itaphoiie, which is serving the
ability with a picture recorded by the house, where "Lights of New York,"
Western Electric system of sound re- all-talker, opened yesterday.
cording was demonstrated again last
-Service to the theater is not indicative of any general Vitaphone policy,
night with opening of "The Woman
Disputed,'' United Artists film, at the according to George E. Quigley, vice
Embassy, Portchester, N. Y. Budd
presidentstance isof
N'itaphone.
Each indecided
on its individual
Rogers, sales manager, and Mike Simmons, advertising and publicity head merit, he says. The Lafayette installof Sonora-Bristolphone, attended the
ation was
factorilv.
he found
said. to reproduce sati-opening.

MEMPHIS EMERGING FROM STANLEY HOME OFFICE
THE INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC IS MOVED TO NEW YORK

Memphis — Emerging from the inLen Fields, who spyglasses stories
fluenza epidemic, Alemphis today will
for Universal in New York, is to get
reopen its schools. Theaters are
his chance at fashioning production.
registering a considerable improvement in attendance, although children
Westward he travels shortly to supervise pictures at Universal. At his
tnidcr 12 still arc banned from thedesk in Xew York will be Florence
aters. The city health officer declares the crisis passed.
Strauss, for years with First National and a diligent unearther of
good yarns for films as her record
Gaining control of a number of Brin Denies Any Deal is
over on Madison Avenue amply
Closed for Sale of Chain
made popular by Al Jolson.
songs
demonstrates.
Of interest.
Milwaukee — No deal for sale of his
star, Warners has purVitaphone
Joe Steps Up
chased a"substantial interest" in M. circuit has been closed, L. K. Brin,
^leet Joe Plunkett, general man- Witmark & Sons, New York music who has returned from New York,
ager for Radio-Keith-Orpheum: Yes- publishing firm. Witmark is one of declares.. Several deals were under
negotiation while Brin was in New
sir, Joe's stepped right out of the the pioneer concerns in the music York.
Stanley outfit into the biggest job he publishing business. It has for years
{Continued
on Page 2)
has ever held. The task that faces
him is plenty large, but Plunkett
knows it and is set to give R-K-O
his best. When he sits down in his
new office on Monday next, Plunkett
will be fortified with a barrage of
good wishes for success from his
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
many friends — including us.
Cleveland
Los Angelest — Effort to censor diafor "Redskin"
logue used in connection with films
They do talk about more first runs Dates Set
in curtailment of the right of free
r"
Lette
"The
and
Paramount
has
set
dates
for
for poor old Cleveland. That's no
way to treat a respectable Mid-West- Broadway opening of two of its new speech and is un-.Amcrican, Will H.
ern city. Already the saturation pictures at roadshow prices. They Hays stated in an interview here. The
industry, he says, has been directing
point has been reached and drained
Technicolor produc- its efforts to "so improve the picclean dry, but what diflference? The are: "Redskin,"
tion, starring Richard Dix, which
tures that no reasonable person could
chief gag seems to be to build 'em opens at the Criterion Jan. 28, and claim there was anv need for censorand worry later how to fill 'em. "The Letter," talker starring Jeanne
Sounds just like the film business.
Eagels, which, opens Feb. 23 at the
"Educators and leaders of thought
K A N N Embassy.
(Continued
on Page 2)

WARNERS BUY INTEREST
) IN MUSIC PUBLISHER

Hays Says Censoring of Sound
is Abridgement of Free Speech

Home office of the Stanley Co., of
America has been transferred to the
Warner building in New York, with
Spyros Skouras, head of all Warner
theater activity, in charge. S. H. Fabian continues as buyer for the circuit,
with Ed Alperson, former Warner
district manager, as his assistant.
Reeves Espy, former advertising and
publicity director of the Skouras
chain, is in charge of operation of de
luxe theaters. His post at St. Louis
has been taken over by his erstwhile
assistant, Thornton Sargent, with
Maurice Davis, formerly of Loews as
assistant. The Philadelphia offices of
Stanley are being continued by contact and theater operating executives.

J. J. McCarthy, In 111
Health, Resigns
West Coast Bureau, THE

Hollywood —
recently came
to head sound
vietone City,

DAILY

Winfield Sheehan explained 3'esterday that McCarthy's resignation
was brought on by poor health. His
doctor
has successor
ordered ahassixbeen
months'
rest. No
appointed.

ship."

fILM

J. J. McCarthy, who
West from New York,
activities at Fo.\ Mohas resigned.

Tuesday, January 15, 1929

Warners Buy Interest Censoring of Sound
in Music Publisher Abridgement of Speech
(Continued from Page
1)
(.Continued from Page 1)
specialized in the pubHcation of the

Price 5 Cents scores of musical shows, and ballads
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Sales
....
900
200

such as "Mother Machree." Victor
Herbert, Sigmund Romberg, Ernest
R. Ball and George M. Cohan are
among the composers whose works
they have made popular.

400 Attend Testimonial
Dinner to Harry Brandt
Harry Brandt was guest of honor
last night at a testimonial dinner
given by his friends at the Ritz
Carlton at which about 400 attended.
Brandt, who has been active with his
brother William in exhibition in
Brooklyn today joins Louccheim,
Minton and Co. stock brokers in
charge of the Hotel Astor branch.
City judges were present. The dais
list included Harry Reichenbach, Al
Lichtman and David Minton.

Fields Associate Producer;
'U'
Strauss
Mrs. Fields,
Leonard
for Joins
three years
eastern scenario editor of Universal,
leaves Friday for the coast where he
will become associated with production and with the preparation of two
of his original stories.
He will be succeeded here by Mrs.
Florence Strauss, formerly scenario
editor of First National.
'96

6

3,500
200
25,300
100

6,600
27,300
1,300
12,900
100

i2',s66
1,200
3,700
200
19,500

33',266
300
200
1,000
76,200
1
5
2
10
1
1

Pathe to Release Lincoln
1 Reel Talking Special
Finishing touches are being put on
a one reel Abraham Lincoln sound
and talking special, by Pathe for release Lincoln's Birthday week. It
will be ready Feb. 10, and also will
be available in silent form for unwired houses. George Billings portrays the role of Lincoln.

Film on Burlesque Bill
Wins 'Blue' Exemption
Inclusion of a two reel comedy on
the bill exempted the Columbia, New
York burlesque house, from the Samday closing law.
Barthelmess

Film

"Weary River," starring Richard
Barthelmess, is to open Jan. 24 at
the Central, New York.
Plans
Personal
Appearances
Lily Damita, arrives in New York
tomorrow.

Jan.

20

Annual
Eastern

Jan.

25

Film
York. Guild

Jan. 24-26
Jan.

31

Feb. 9

Feb.

14

Mar.

by

2

banquet
of
M.P.T.O
Pennfylvania.
Cinema

opens

in

British Musicians Protest
Entry of U. S. Jazz Bands

New

Fifth annual conference
tional Board of Review.

of Na-

Theatrical
ball
of
Los
branch
of Actors
Equity
Dinner of Writers Branch
emy of M. P. Arts and
Hollywood, to visiting
writers.

Angeles
Ass'n.
of AcadSciences,
dialogue

1929 Wampas Frolic. Hollywood.
New York.
AMPA
Hollywood
Masque
Ball

in

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions Sor
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

London — Protest against entry of
two American jazz bands for engagements in London, is planned by British musicians, who cite unemployment
in their ranks, and point to America's refusal to permit British bands
to play in the United States. Abe
Lyman's band is one of the two,
whose entry will be protested.

Ruby Filming Consulich Line
Edward Ruby, of Ruby Camera
Exchange, sailed last night aboard the
the M. V. Vulcania of the Consulich
Line for Trieste. He will make a motion picture of life aboard the steamer
as well as several land routes which
cover Egypt, Palestine, Bombay and
Calcutta.
Garrick
Recuperating
Richard Garrick, who returned tn
New York some weeks ago following
te.i years of production activity in
Europe, is recovering from an operation at the Naval Base Hospital,
Brooklyn.
Zelnik Arrives
Frederick Zelnik,
ducer, associated with
in Berlin, arrives in
the Majestic
today.

Today
German proFirst National
New York on

Heermans Arrive
Victor Heerman, director, and his
wife, Sarah Y. Mason, who recently
finished continuity of "The Broadway
Melody" have arrived in New York
from the Coast.

1600 Broadway, New York City
j

Phone

Penn. 3580

Club Luncheon
Served
11 A.M.

to 3 P.M.

Table d'Hote
Served
^0NNEvery
$D1I
ER

$2^^

Evening

llppir f-obby
Motel \icrofia
■7- Ave- 51 St.

Hines Recovers
Cleveland — Frank A. Hines, manager of Keith's Palace, has recovered
from a flu attack.

THE EDUCATIONAL

SCREEN

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

and keep up-to-date
'»» with the
new films and new equipment

"1001

of

censors."

, Churches and Clubs
Schools
using Motion Pictures
Should Subscribe for

QUOTED

'It Lyiuch Handling Tone Posters
Oscar J. Lynch ha.s joined the McCandlish Lithographing- Corp., of
Philadelphia, in charge of the Tone
Poster department. Lynch has been
in the lithograph hu.siness for 20
years.

Dated

are realizing what censorship of pictures really is now that censor
boards are presuming actually to censor speech,'' Hays
said.
"News as heard from the screen,
the speeches of the greatest public
men on the greatest occasions, are
all subject to some of the censorship
laws, and the great development
which is imminent of speaking films
for educational purposes is definitely
retarded because of the ridiculous
possibility of their being cut to pieces

Book
TheDate
Industry's

FILMS'

{Fifth EdMon)

Complete reference booklet, listing nearly 3,000 educational films given
at reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year - 5 South Wabash

Ave., Chicago, III.

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the
world for the purpose of public
instruction.

L^^^^l^

AT WARNER

MY MAN has^./
/?a5/7 of Early Plat^ Dates Proves

Exhibitors are Wise to its Box-Off ice Appeal
San Francisco, Cal. METROPOLITAN
EMBASSY
Houston, Tex.
Cal.
Oakland,
VITAPHONE
JOIE
Ft.
Smith, Ark.
Ala.
Birmingham,
ALABAMA
FAIRFAX
Miami, Fla.
Homell, N. Y.
MAJESTIC
WORTH
Ft.
Worth,
Tex.
JEFFERSON. ..St. Augustine, Fla.
QUEEN
Austin,
Tex.
STRAND
Erie, Pa.
BURNS
Colo.
Springs,
Colo.
STANLEY
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Denver,
Colo.
REGENT
Pittsburgh,
Pa. ALADDIN
PALM
Pueblo,
Colo.
HARRIS
Tarentum, Pa.
STRAND
Hartford,
Conn.
HARRIS
Washington, Pa.
STRAND
Waterbury, Conn.
J. P. HARRIS. ..McKeesport, Pa. RIALTO
Boone,
la.
ROGER SHERMAN
RIALTO
Ft. Dodge,
la.
New Haven, Conn. ORPHEUM
Waco,
Tex.
GARDE
New London, Conn. STRAND
Wichita
Falls, Tex.
Stamford,
Conn.
CAMEO
Bridgeport, Conn. STRAND
Scranton,
Pa.
PLAZA
Asheville, N. C. STRAND
CAPITOL
Wilkes
Barre,
Pa.
MELBA
Dallas, Tex.
Aberdeen, Wash.
GRANADA
Everett, Wash. D & R
RITZ
Columbia, S. C. LIBERTY. . . Walla Walla, Wash.
BOX
Seattle. Wash.
CAROLINA... Greensboro, N. C. MUSIC
BLUE
MOUSE..
.Tacoma,
Wash.
PALACE
Raleigh, N. C.
CAPITOL
St.
Paul,
Minn.
MODJESKA
Augusta,
Ga.
Minneapolis,
Minn.
RIVIERA
Knoxville,
Tenn. STATE
ORPHEUM
Ogden,
Utah
STRAND
Montgomery, Ala.
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
MAINE
Portland, Me. CATARACT.
Story by Mark
Canfield
Scenario
by
Robt. Lord

NOAARHK'S
Tops OHii picture
ever tnade

AVALON
Bellingham, Wash.
MUSIC
BOX
Portland, Ore.
LIBERTY
Centralia, Wash.
AVON
Utica, N. Y.
STRAND
Albany, N. Y.
TROY
Troy, N. Y.
AVON
Utica, N. Y.
PANTAGES
DaUas, Tex.
RITZ
Muskogee,
Okla.
MAJESTIC
Springfield, O.
ROBINSON
GRAND
Clarksburg, W. Va.
DOME
Youngstown,
O.
FLORIDA
Daytona Beach, Fla.
STATE
Chattanooga,
Tenn.
METROPOLITAN
Baltimore, Md.
FLORIDA
Daytona Beach, Fla.
PHIEL
St. Petersburg, Fla.
EMPIRE
Lawrence,
Mass.
STRAND
Maiden, Mass.
GREAT
LAKES
. Buffalo, N. Y.
STRAND
Canton,
O.
CAPITOL
Grand Island, Neb.
RIVIERA
Omaha,
Neb.
BROAD
Columbus,
O.

NEWMAN
Kansas
City, Mo.
CENTRAL
SQUARE
Cambridge,
Mass.
RIALTO
York, Pa.
CAPITOL
St. Paul, Minn.
STATE
Minneapohs, Minn.
LOEW'S ALLEN. . . Cleveland. O.
ROSE
Santa Barbara, Cal.
PALACE
Superior, Wis.
LOEW'S STATE New Orleans, La.
BELL
Temple,
Tex.
VITA TEMPLE. ...Toledo,
Ohio
OLYMPIC
Steubenville, Ohio
TI VOLI
Washington,
D. C.
STRAND
Altoona, Pa.
PLAZA
San Diego, Calif.
LUCAS
Savannah,
Ga.
LOEW'S
VENDOME
Nashville, Tenn.
BROAD WAY... Charlotte, N. C.
HOWARD
Atlanta, Ga.
METROPOLITAN
Baltimore, Md.
METROPOLITAN
Washington, D. C.
EARLE
Allentown,
Pa.

Directed by
ARCHIE
MAYO

BROS.
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Pueblo, Colo.

Mr. A.G.Edwards, Pathe Exchange,
Denver, Colorado
^^^

Dear Mr. Edwards; —
I want to congratulate Pathe Sound
News — two issues of which now
have played our theatre. I am satisfied that this is a business builder
as it is creating unusual interest
and talk afhong our patrons.
The wonderful tonal quality and
clearness has been the subject most
praised by those enthused with your
News. The special feature contained
in the first two issues makes this
more than a news reel, a real piece
of entertainment.
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Wishing you success with this
worthy product, I am.
Very truly yours,
HAROLD E. KIEL
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Patrons Step
Right Up and Pat
Him On the Back
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Abratn F. Myers Takes Over Allied Reins Today
ML THE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

oypiLMDOM
VOL.

XLVII

No.

13

Double Width
celluloid baby nay
THE
have wiggled out of its infant clothes, but the strides
that carry it toward its majority are not yet finished. Having
been silent since their beginnings, itwas, of course, merely
a question of time and scientific
ingenuity before motion pictures
realized they possessed a tongue.
And, while they don't say very
much as yet, time will mellow
the vocal chords and lend poise
to what they speak. Never fear
for that.

Price 5 Cents

Wednesday, January 16, 1929

WORLD WIDE EXCHANGES FOX DEALS FORERUNNER
OPEN THROUGHOUT U. S. OF NEW EXPANSION STEPS
Launching of World Wide Pictures as a new national distributing
organization is being completed, witli
Feb. 1 to find all office functioning
in keys throughout the United
States and Canada. Eastern offices
began operating Jan. 2; AliddleWcst offices, Jan. 7; Western and
Southern offices, Jan. 14. Managers
make their headquarters in Educational exchanges, physical distributor of the product.
Launching
of
(.Continued

on

Page

4)

2 for Cleveland?
Cleveland — Two large theaters are in prospect here, it
is understood, with both Fox
and Warners planning to build.
The Fox project recently was
confirmed in New York by
William Fox. It will seat 6,000.

Theaters actiuired in recent months
by William Fox in a series of spectacular deals are but the forerunner
of the theater expansion program
planned. Fox who is closing deals
for 200 houses in the Greater New
York area, has deals under way for
many others in the metropolitan zone
and other sections.
Building of theaters in a number of
keys, will give Fox representation in
a majority of principal cities of the
nation. Fox's deals in Greater New
York raised the aggregate of seats in
Columbia Phonograph Co., is the chain to 700,000, and the goal for
turning its attention to the sound 1929 is set at in excess of 1,000,000.
picture field, and is manufacturing
the Columbia Theaterphone, nonsynchronous disc device. The machine, launched some time ago, now
is ready (Continued
for installations.
It is reon Page 4)

Now the screen is to take on new
dimensions. A film, double in width
and one and a half times the height
in current use, has been developed
and an entire production in sound
already made.

EERUSGETSSYNCHRONIZER
DISTRIBUTION IN EAST HAS NON-SYNCHRONIZER

The film is a Fox development.
The picture is "Hearts in Dixie." To
bring the innovation to the public
necessitate radical changes in operation. A new projector is required,
but we understand specifications have
been approved by engineers and actual manufacture is the next move.
New screens must be provided to
catch the enlarged image. That, too,
is being arranged.
In the studio, the optical and photographic principles involve a new
technique in set construction and. we
are told, lighting. This has been
grasped as well. Insofar as sound
is concerned, it appears the wide film,
rather than inviting distortion, actually, betters tonal quality. Consequently new opportunities in effects and
values are opened up are almost infinite.
And so, there is about to be let
loose on the entertainment market
in innovation for which we predict
hurried exhibitor scramble from
irst run quarters. This is the show
business.
that's new goes.
Remember Anything
that.

Distribution rights for the eastern half of the United States on Movie-Phone, disc synchronization device, which sells for around $1,000
have been acquired by Sam Efrus,
independent producer. He claims
the machine interchangeable with

What It Signifies

Gee Whiz!

(Continued

on

Page

4)

Pacent Plant Near Newark Pathe Censor Test Again
Available for Sound Units Postponed ; Hearing Jan. 25
Injunction suit of Pathe to restrain
Haven,
Conn. — Pacent ElecYork
censors
from
claimed
trical Corp., now
manufacturing
a New
synchronous
disc reproducer
at the usurpation
of the right to censor
New

(Continued on

Page

13)

(Continued on

Page

13)

Former Head of Federal Trade
Commission Makes Debut

MINN. EXHIBITOR PLANS
U.S. ARBITRATION TIGHT

Chain To Secure Houses
in Majority of Key
Cities of U. S.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Abram F. Myers today enters upon his duties as president and general counsel of Allied
States Ass'n of M. P. Exhibitors.
His resignation as chairman of the
Federal Trade Commission was effective yesterday with Commissioner
Edgar A. McCulloch succeeding
him.

Minneapolis — Complaint charging
restraint of trade will be lodged with
He's a most important man in a
nost important company. Pretty the Dept. of Justice against the Film
nuch the boss of the whole works, Board, by V. R. Morse, owner of the
yittiiig in a position where nearly Village theater at Claremont, it is Butterfield and Kunsky
verybody else would be content. reported by "Greater Amusements."
fet the unknown of whom we write He alleges he bas been cut off from Oppose Allied Move
Detroit — W. S. Butterfield, who
; not. He wants to get out and service for refusing to comply with
an arbitration award, in a case
nter another field of industry. How- brought by Warners.
operates more than 80 Michigan theaters, and the Kunsky interests,
ver, there exists a contract and
which have about a dozen Detroit
Dmetimes contracts even in the picare business have to be taken into Huma-phone Production
declared opposed to acof the Michigan
for Installations Planned houses,tion ofaredirectors
ccount. But Mr. Unknown usually
Detroit — Production
of Huma- unit, in voting to affiliate with Alas his own way.
Maybe he'll get
again.
If he does, it is a story.
lied States Ass'n. Both exhibiting
phone equipment
theater
KANN
(Continued for
on Page
13) installa- firms are allied with Publix.

WEST coastId publix
SEEK SALUAKE HOUSES

Salt Lake City— Both West Coast
and Publix are understood to have
made an offer to buy the American,
operated by Abe Glassman, and the
Capitol, operated by Louis Marcus,
former mount.
district
manager
forto ParaBoth chains
are said
need
a Salt Lake stand to fill in on their
stage shows. Marcus at present is
showing
his
house. Fanchon and Marco unit at

Philadelphia Speculates
Over Boyd-Warner Deal
Philadelphia — Speculation
contiinues over the future of the Boyd theater. It is generally understood the
Warners are negotiating for the new
(Continued on

Page

13)

Chains Decrease
Number of theater chains
throughout the United States
showed a marked decrease in
1928, due to continued expansion of the larger circuits, it is
shown in figures being compiled for the 1929 FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK. A
complete list of chains is a
feature of the edition to be
issued in January.

Wednesday,

January 16, 1929
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30 PICTURES PLANNED BY
RKO fOR NEXT SEASON

Financial
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Tom Mix Retiring?
West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Tom Mix will
make but five of the six pictures he is slated to star in for
FBO, if arrangements under
way for cancellation of the contract are completed. The star
says he is tired of pictures and
intimates he will make a personal appearance tour at picture
houses.

Grandeur Films, Double
Width, Tested by Fox
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Grandeur Film is
the title given the double width film
with which Fox is experimenting. It
is projected, by means of a special
attachment on the projection machine
to a screen twice as large as present
screens. An art director and camerman will continue experiments.
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Sales

900
200

Thirty pictures will comprise the
1929-30 line-up of RKO Productions,
900 formerly FBO Pictures, according to
President Joseph I. Schnitzer. The
2,966 four subsidiaries of the company now
are named: RKO Distributing Corp.,
400 RKO Studios, RKO Pictures Ltd. of
31,400
100 Canada, and RKO Export Corp.
11,800
800
8,800
13,600
300

Woodhull and O'Toole at AMPA
R. F. (Pete) Woodhull, president,
and M. J. OToole, secretary, of the
M.P.T.O.A., will be presented with
honorary memberships at tomorrow's meeting of the AMPA.
Fight on Fake Schools Planned
West

Coast

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

FILM

DAILY

To
Star Charlotte
Grreenwood
Charlotte Greenwood has been
signed to star in a series of Vitaphone pictures.

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

Putter,
for
Call

Inc.

Pres.

Library Stock Scenes

130 W.

46tli St., New
Bryant 8181

York

mmm
miiihAm

'WE NEVER OISAPPOINT'

INCORPORATED

220 WEST
STREET
NEW 42^-°
YORK
Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN

A.LOWNES.CEN.MCR.

HEAR IT
UP TO A STANDARD
m
DOWN TO A PRICE /
Daily Demonstrations in New York
for Sound and Silent Pictures

Let Us Solve Your Problems !

1540

THE

Los Angeles — War against fake
film schools has been declared by
the Ass'n of M. P. Producers.

Start Sound Two-Reeler
Production got under way yesterday on a two-reeler starring Alberta
Vaughn at the Phonofilm studio on
East 48th St. The Educational Film
Division of the Stanley Advertising
Co. is making the picture which will
have dialogue and sound effects.
"Eve's Leaves" is the tentative title.

Kohn On B. & K. Board
Powell in N. Y.
Chicago— Ralph A. Kohn, ParaWilliam Powell, who has completed
mount treasurer, has been elected a
his role in Paramount's "The Four
director of Balaban & Katz., succeed- today.
Feathers" will arrive in New York
ing William H. Mitchell. Other
directors and officers were reelected.
Colorado Houses Close
Jolson to Play Granada
Denver — The
Isis at Victor
and
San Francisco — Al Jolson is to play Star at Cripple Creek have closed for
a week at the Granada.
an indefinite period.

MOTION

Bureau,

Jan. 31 Theatrical ball of Los Angeles
branch of Actors Equity Ass'n.

Walter A.

2,100

62,300

Jan. 25 Film Guild Cinema opens in New
York.
Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference of National Board of Review.
Jan. 27 Annual banquet of M.P.T.O. of
Eastern Pennsylvania.

WAFILMS,

K-A-0 Hour on National
iladio Broadcast Planned

K-A-O Hour on the National
Broadcasting Co., chain of radio stations, has been arranged for Jan. 22
900
7,466
at 11 P.M., as the first on a series
11', 5i'66
,i66 of R-K-O programs.

18,566
100

Book
TheDate
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or
eitherhro
delivery
w«l
Immediat
^ both
-^^^ •
non-sync
or on
the esynchro
^C"»
_^_^5
-^-_ 5ftH
A^j
machines. Perfect tonal values and absolute interchangeability. Two
Models. No service charges. No film
Outright sales — as low as
contracts.

$1,000.00

CALL

—

WIRE

SAM EFRUS

-

PHONE

—

WRITE

220 W. 42 ST.. NEW YORK
Phone Wis. 1177

Oh, see the inan»
What is
the man doing?
here^s ivhy IT'S
A PLEASURE
to play M'Q'M
A WOIVIAN OF AFFAIRS
John Gilbert - Greta Garbo
(Telegram) When Our Dancing
Daughters played the Warfield
Theatre to the biggest weeks gross
any motion picture ever did in
any theatre in San Francisco we
thought we had established a
record that would stand for a
long time Stop A Woman of
Affairs has just completed a
weeks run at the Warfield and
beat Dancing Daughters gross
by over five thousand dollars
establishing a record that none
of us thought possible which
proves we have in this production one of the biggest attractions
ever released by any company

THE

FLYING
Ramon

FLEET

Novarro

■'Allow me to congratulate
Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer for delivering exhibitors such an outstanding picture as the 'THE
FLYING FLEET.'
"No exhibitor can go wrong
on advertising this picture as the
greatest aviation picture thus far .
He should also give this picture
an extended run.
"Tliere is nothing lacking,
good photography, good acting,with great cast, some of the
best air scenes 1 have ever witnessed. A bigger surprise than
•ROOKIES."
"Keep up the good work."
S. W. Williamson, Mgr.
Majestic Theatre,
Camden, S. C

The man is making a "Standing Room
OnV^ sign* He is getting ready to
play the Yearns Giant Picture

THE TRAIL
OF '98

i

(Sound or Silent)

STARS: DOLORES

DEL RIO

Karl Dane ^ Harry Carey ' Tully Marshall
AUTHOR: ROBERT W. SERVICE
DIRECTOR: CLARENCE BROWN

"'Flying Fleet' is a corking picture and I don't mean maybe.
Tell your exhibitors to get behind it with all four feet and
guarantee it to every mother's
son in their territory. It is a
real picture and will go over
anywherChas.
e." W. Picquet,
Carolina TTieatre
Pinehurst, N. C.

Your Best Friend

AND STILL THEY COME!
M-G-M MEANS HITS!
MembeFof

II

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Inc.
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And That's That

World Wide Exchanges Columbia Phonograph
Open (Continued
Throughout
U.S. Has Non-Synchronizer
from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)

activity has been received favorably
by exhibitors, according to Joseph
pATHE is going to exhibit its S. Skirboll, sales manager.
•^ crowning rooster trade mark "in
Branch managers of the, new company are: George G. Moeser, Bufperson" at the Madison Square Garden Poultry Show in New York, befalo; J. J. Sampson, Chicago; Herginning today and until Jan. 20.
bert Ochs, Cleveland; L. L. Phillips,
*
*
*
Des Moines; R. J. Garland, Denver;
This column recently commented George W. Sampson, Detroit; Ralph
on Joe E. Brown's monolog about Abbott, Indianapolis; L. L. Ballard,
the German director which he gave Milwaukee; Mark Ross, Minneapoat the AMPA luncheon, and said
lis; George Dillon, New York City;
that it would be a darb for a short C. J. Feldman, Omaha; Joseph Lefsound feature. But Tiffany-Stahl, ko, Pittsburgh; J. P. Bethell, Philawe just learn, already had grabbed
delphia; A. R. Dietz, St. Louis; C. F.
the idea, and are using it as a pro- Dardine, Charlotte; Claude Beacham,
log to a forthcom^ing feature.
Atlanta; D. C. Gibson, Dallas; W.
*
*
*
C. Humphreys, Washington; Donald
Disgruntled Patron (emerging B. Smith, San Francisco; C. C. McDermond, Salt Lake; A. W. Plues,
from cinema) : "I've never seen a Cincinnati; C. P. Wexman, New
rottener picture!
Haven; W. H. Byers, Portland.
Commissionaire: Ever 'ad yer
photo took?
■— Punch.
*
*
*
By PHIL

M. DALY

garded as forerunner of increased activity on the part of the company
in the theater field. Record library
service and cueing service will be
available about Feb. 1.
The machine consists of two electric amplifying units, motors, turntables and other reproducing equipment. The two units are houses in
a single cabinet, the turntables being side by side, each having its own
pickup arm. A cone speaker is attached to each amplification unit, and
is separate from the operating machine. Each is enclosed in a wooden
case provided with a baffle board,
each speaker having about 30 ft. of
connecting cable. The turntables
operate separately from the electric
pickup amplifiers and speakers. A
separate on and off switch is provided for each unit, so that either or
both may be used at one time.

Cubberley Advocates Fund
for Aid of Film Salesmen Efrus Synchronizer
Is Distributed In East
Minneapolis — Establishment of a

Fred Niblo says that for 25 y'-tars
pictures
been have
in their
infancyto fund for salesmen, to tide them over
but now "have
that they
learned
talk, the new year should be a howl- any sieges of misfortune, was proposed here at a meeting of maning success."
agers and salesmen by J. F. Cubberley, manager of F. & R. theaters,
Fend Opens Office
exclusive of the Twin Cities. Cubberley. aformer exchangeman, told
Cleveland, O. — Harland Fend, formerly of the Loew publicity staff is the salesmen to save their money and
now in business for himself here, to shoot square with accounts. Cubhandling general publicity.
berley gave his check for $25 to start
the proposed fund.
Th*

-SALE!'
Latest Model Double
Spring Motor

SEPT AUTOMATIC
STANDARD

MOVIE CAMERA
Holds 16 Feet Film— Ca«e— 6 Masazinei
2 in. F. 3.5 Lene

$29.S0
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The HOTELS

Jefferson
ON THE OCEAN END OF
KENTUCKY AVE.
ATLANTIC

CITY, N. J.

AN HOTEL WHOSE COMFORTS
WILL ASSURE ONE OF FULL
ENJOYMENT
OF THIS GLORIOUS RESORT.
E^ch Room has Bath — Strictly Fireproof — Luxurious Lobbies — Sundeck
Overlooking
the Ocean.
Golf Privileges

American Plan $7 up
European Plan $4 up
OWNERSHIP— MANAGEMENT

FETTER

& HOLLINGER

(Continued from Page 1)

Other disc systems. Safrus Pictures
Corp. has been organized with Efrus
as president, to produce synchronized
films for projection over the device.
Six features and 52 single reelers are
planned. A non-synchronous attachment also is provided. The machine,
manufactured in Chicago, has no connection with Moviephone, sound-onwire device recently announced in
New York by Dr. S. N. Baruch.

Talkers Going Over Big
Columbia Home Office Is
In Australia, Doyle Says
Being Moved to 729
Talkers are proving a tremendous
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
i^Bjr

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY

\

holds the
EY record
FOLS
studio
for
RGE ount
GEOParam
g
photographin features since the big
Astoria plant reopened. He has been
first camera on "The Letter,'' "The
Hole in the Wall" and now "Gentlemen of the Press," to be released
under the title of "News."
Richard Barthelmess will continue
to star in First National productio7is, as per contract, despite Flo
Ziegf eld's offer to appear in a musical version of "East is West." With
Mrs. Barthelmess he's going to Florida to vacation before returning to
the Chin-ema Capital, as one Manhattan cohim-nist puts it.
Gene Markey's title of "Stepping
High" has been changed by FBO in
favor of "Syncopation." Bert Glennon is now cutting the picture which
he directed assisted on stage technique
by Bertram Harrison.
Both Richard Dix and Eddie Cronjager, who has photographed him in
mxtny and many a picture, are ill
at Roosevelt hospital. Cronjager has
been scheduled to grind on "Nothing
But the Truth," Dix vehicle now in
the initial stages of production at
Astoria under Victor Schertzinger's
direction.

Carl Fenton soon makes his debut
in the talking picture field. The w. k.
orchestra leader was formerly with
Climaxing eight years of activity, Brunswick in charge of instrumental
success in Sydney, Australia, according to cable advices from F. Stuart Columbia Pictures is moving its
recordings and knows a flock of musiDoyle, of Union Theaters Ltd., to his home office from 1600 Broadway, to cians.
American representative, Millard occupy the entire eleventh floor at
729 Seventh Ave.
Johnson. "The Jazz Singer" and the
A student of sound production
The new quarters which are more
Elman and Martinelli Vitaphone
shorts are the biggest hits in Sydney than twice the size of the old, will methods at Sound Studios is Ruat the Lyceum, Doyle said, declaring house an augmented sales staff, and
dolph Cameron, who is associated
Robert T. Kane. Cameron
talkers have been accepted whole- expanded advertising, publicity and with
heartedly by the public.
scenario departments. Slated for knows silent production well enough
expansion also are the contract, but is intent upon learning what
this talking business is all about.
auditing and foreign divisions.
For the last 17 years 1600 BroadErnest Pascal is still smiling over
way has meant "business home" to
Publix is taking over operation of Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn and it the cordial reception given his show,
was
for
many
years
the
permanent
the Crown, Star and Park at Man- address of Harry Cohn, now in "The Marriage Bed," now current on
chester, N. H., under a partnership
He's Algonquining.
deal with Courtere Bros. The two charge
the company's production Broadway.
on the of
Coast.
firms plan erection of a new house at
Alma Bennett is en route to the
Manchester.
Sees U. K. as Production Factor
Coast after talking all for the sake
Diniitri Stephon has returned to
She's
of a Tiffany-Stahl
New York from England after 11 returning
to the T-S picture.
lot.
months activity in the English producing field. "Five years from now
Abe Meyer is devoting much of
British pictures will be on a par with
any brand in the world, sound or his energy to synchronizing "HawLove Call," third of Tiffanysilent. The greatest mistake produc- Sta:hrsaiianColor
Symphony series. The
ers make over there is in aping Hol- work is being done at the Victor
lywood instead of developing the re- studios.
sources of a background surfeited
with
literary
tradition," he said.
"We received and showed our first
by her parBaby Peggy, escorted Colorad
week's trailers and were very well
o to
ents, is departing for
LeMaire
Starting Pathe Series
pleased writh them."
biz for the
picture
the
ge
exchan
George LeMaire starts work next
PARAMOUNT
THEATRE,
week at Sound Studios, New York, ranching biz and to put the cute litPine Grove, W. Va.
tle miss through an educational
on the first of the series of 12 two- career.
recently worked some
reel talkers he will produce for Pathe. weeks in She
vaudeville.

Publix Get Houses and
Will Build at Manchester

First Week— Well Pleased!
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The Miracle of the hdustry
The hide and Profit of Every Exhibitor

\WABNE1
BROS.
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ONI
WITH
VITAPHONI

ONI

wmioffi
ATIVE9I

WARNER
BROS
EXTENDED
JOLSON FOOL
THE AL
SINGING
ON TRIAL
PAULINE FREDERICK
BERT

LYTELL.

LOIS mtSON

THE TERROR
McAVOY, LOUISE FAZENDA

MAY

George M. Cohan's Great Stage Success

THE

HOME

DOLORES

TOWNERS

COSTELLO

LOUISE OF
DRESSER
MADONNA
AVENUE
THE

DESERT
ALL STAR

"A,

SONG
CAST

AL JOLSON
THE JAZZ SINGER
DOLORES COSTELLO
ALIMONY ANNIE
LIGHTS
HELENE

OF NEW

COSTELLO.

Mr-

YORK

CULLEN

LANDIS

DOLORES COSTELLO
GLORIOUS BETSY
CONRAD NAG EL
THE
MAY

LION AND
McAVOY,

THE

LIONEL

MOUSE

BARRYfilORE

NOAH'S ARK TOPS AN Y

V

ROAD SHOWS
RUNS
MY

AND

SPECIAL

i

MAN

WARNER WINNERS
MONTE

THE
DOLORES

THE

BLUE
ofp
GREYHOUND LIMH

ED

COSTELLO

REDEEMING SIN
COS RAD SACr.L
RIN-TIN-HN
MONTE

T/jt' MILLION

BLUE

DOLLAR

COLLAR

CONQUEST
H. B. Vf'ARNER. LOIS WILSON
STARK
MAD
H. ft W'ARNER. LOUISE FAZENDA

AUDREY

FANCY

EEKKtS

BAGGAGE

W.ilcb for:
JOHN BARRY MORE
GENERAL
CRACK

MONTE

BLUE, MAY McAVOY
NO DEFENSE

GEORGE ARLISS
His First Viiaphonc Talking Picture

ONE

SOPHIE
TUCKER
HONKY TONK

STOLEN

NIGHT

REITY HRONSON
WILLIAM COLLIER, Jr.

THOMAS MEIGHAN
His Rrst Vitaphonc Talking Picture
/«■•

TEXAS GUINAN
QUEEN OF THE NIGHT

CONRAD NAG EL
KID GLOVES
LOIS \niSON

CLUBS

TED LEWIS
His First Vitaphone Talking Picture
RIN-TIN-TIN
FROZEN RIVER
DAVEY LEE

DAVEY LEE
Starring in a Vitaphone Talking Picture

ICTURE bVER MADE

MONTE
FROM

Warner Bros. Deliver

\

BLUE

HEADQUARTERS

SHE KNEW MEN
EDWARD EVEREIT NORTON
DAVEY LEE
BETTY BRONSON

GREAT
WITH PROVEN
DRAWING
Al Jolson
Dolores Costello
George Arliss
Fannie Brice
Conrad Nagel
Audrey Ferris
Rin-Tin-Tin
Myrna Ley
Louise Fazenda
Betty Bronson
William Russell
May McAvoy
Edward E. Horton
Antonio Moreno
Lois Wilson
David Lee
William Collier, Jr.
Richard Behnet
Doris Kenyon

Warner Bros, because of their pre-eminent position in
the talking picture field naturally have the choice of stage
and screen stars. Look at the galaxy of Warner Bros,
stars and see if you can match it in any other assemblage
of entertainers on any one pay roll.

)TARS
BOX OFFICE
POWER
John Barrymorc
Monte Blue
Thomas Meighan
Pauline Frederick.
Texas Guinan
Sophie Tucker
Ted Lewis
H. B. Warner
Alec Francis
Lionel Barrymorc
Bert Lytell
Gladys Brockwell
Noah Beery
Irene Rich
! Louise Dresser
i
i John Miljan
Agnes Franey
Grant Withers
John Boies

All the movie fansof your community know all about the
stars and supporting players Warner Bros, bring to your
screen. Now Warner Bros, stars are being made the more
powerfully attractive to your patrons by the enormous
advertising campaign in the papers and on the air.

BROS.
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BROS. ARE SPENDING

ALMOST

TWO

MILLIONS

OF

dollars to advertise Vilaphone Pictures to 100 inillion people in the leading

^

newspapers in every important American city. The merits of Warner Bros.

/

//, via radio over the Columbia BroadVitaphone Pictures are being extolled

casting System of 28 stations to over 65 million listeners. They are being
proclaimed in movie fan magazines to additional millions. T7ie definite puri|e>
pose ofall //lis IS to pack your home and create new customers every time tnyou
play a Warner Bros. Vitaphone Picture!
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EDUCATIONAL COMPIETK^
SECOND OE 3 STAGES
Anotlicr
sound
staRC
has
been
iDnipIcted by the Educational Studios.
riiis is the second of the tliree stages
originally planned, work on the third
now being rushed.
h'ach of7,000
the square
two completed
stages
provides
feet of space
for

University Film Course
MOTION PICTURES ADDED
TO U. OF S. C.

Definite announcement is made
the (iroduction of talking pictures. The
first unit has been tested by RCA through the Academy of M. P. Arts
riigineers. The second is a replica and Sciences that the University of
ot the first. The walls of the third Southern California would inaugurate
^tage are all concrete with inner as a permanent part in its curriculum,
walls insulated in the same manner a course on "The Appreciation of
as the other stages on the studio Motion Pictures."
The first test, which will be made
grounds. This unit is completed with
the exception of the flooring and will before a class picked from the student
be ready for work in about a week, body, is scheduled for February 6th
in the way of an introaccordirfg to E. H. Allen, studio gen- and will ductionbeto the
course.
eral manager.
Douglas Fairbanks, president of the
Foley to Direct Rubin Short
academy, will lecture on "Photoplay
Jack Foley has been named a Uni- Appreciation'' to be followed by a lecture by Dr. Rufus B. Von Kleinsmid,
versal director and will make "The
Pres.
University of Southern CaliPilgrim Papas," first of the series of
talker shorts starring Benny Rubin,
fornia, on the subject "Photoplay and
who will supervise direction. Eddie the University."
It
is
planned to make all necessary
Kane has been cast in the picture.
Rubin has arrived from New York revisions, with the assistance of prominent authorities, at the close of this
to start work in the picture.
trial course and record them for use
in the future.
Nick Stuart-Lois Moran Team
The course, a cultural movement
Lois Moran will team with Nick
to
promote the standing of the photoStuart in "Joy Street,'' a new picture
which Raymond Cannon will direct.
play in the intellectual's mind, has
Stuart will start in the picture as soon limitless possibilities.
as he has finished his present co"Evidence" Assigned to Wyler
featured assignment with Sue Carol
William Wyler has been assigned
in "Girls Gone Wild," now nearing to direct "Evidence," Universal
completion.
talker. It is an original by Edward
Montague, scenarized by Charles
Hawks Adds Two
Marceline Day and Donald Crisp Kenyon and John Clymer.
have been cast in the Fox picture
New
Colleen Moore
Vehicle
tentatively titled "Murder Will Out,"
which is to be directed by Howard
Colleen Moore's next vehicle for
Hawks.
First National will be "Early to
Bed," by Lynn and Lois Seystcr
Two Versions of Fox Film
Montross. Production will start
Two versions of "Nobody's Chil- around the first of February when
dren," with Helen Twelvetrees, newly Miss Moore finishes her vacation.
chosen Wampas Baby star for 1929,
and Frank Albertson, are being preRay Griffith in Fox Cast
pared by Director Alfred L. Werker
Raymond Griffith, well-known comon the Fox lot. They are a silent
edian, has been cast in Howard
version, now nearly completed, and a
talking version, to be made immed- Hawk's mystery production for Fox
iately afterwards.
called mond
"Murder
RayHatton is inWill
the Out."
cast.
Paramount Signs Clyde Cook
Clyde Cook, has been cast in "The
Woman who Needed Killing,'' which
is to have Baclanova in the title role.
This forthcoming Paramount picture
will have Rowland V. Lee as director and Clive Brook and Neil Hamilton leading the cast.

ZANUCK NAMED ASSOCIATE
WARNERPRODUCTIONCHIEE

Jack Mulhall
Renews
First National has signed Jack Mulhall to a new long-term contract. His
first picture under the new contract
will be "Two Weeks Off," by Kenyon
Nicholson,
author of "The Barker."
Cast in Columbia Film
Fox Premiere Set
Jason Robards and Thclma Todd
been
"Trial is Marriage,"
"Let's Make Whoopee" will make have
Erie cast
C. inKenton
directing
its first West Coast appearance
at which
for Columbia.
Loew's State Jan. 18. The cast features Conrad Nagel, Sharon Lynn,
Cast in Bow Film
June Collyer and Arthur Stone. It
Adrienne
Dore, Miss Los Angeles
is a Fox production directed by Raymond Cannon.
at the national beauty pageant two
vears ago at Atlantic City, has been
Mary Duncan Recovering
cast in "The Wild Party," Clara
Mary
Duncan
is recovering
from Bow talker, which Dorothy Arzner
an appendicitis operation.
will direct for Paramount.

A Little
from
By

RALPH

tt

Lots

ff

WILK

Hollywood

Cll.XRLES R. CONDON, who, in
collaboration with Frank Gay.
wrote
adaptation
of will
"Ecstacy,"
which the
Raymond
Cannon
direct
as a ingspecial
for I'ox, is now dictatthe scenario.
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: Hank Mann,
Gits Earth, Jack Mintz, Jack Fier at
the Will Durant lecture; Olive
Borden, Helen Twelvetrees, Earle
Wingard, Charles Morton, Barry
Norton, George O'Brien's father,
Dan O'Brien, and Harm Wurtzel
2vatching George lead the Fox basket
bailers to an easy tvin over the Rich*
♦
*
field five.
Katharine Hilliker and H. H.
Caldwell, who have edited and titled
several United Artists' productions,
are
the I'ox studio
workreturning
on fourto important
pictures.to
They will edit and title Bill Howard's
"Christina," Frank Borzage's next
production; F. W. Murnau's "Our
Daily Bread" and a fourth picture.
They will also continue to work on
United Artists' pictures.
More Passing Shoiv: King Charney an interested listener while
Marty Cohen relates details of an
automobile accident; Benjamin
Christenson, with inevitable cigar,
hurrying at First National; Dudley
Early studying the latest books ov
philosophy and psychology.

Darryl Francis Zanuck has been
named associate executive in charge
of production for Warners, i)y Jack
L. Warner. Zanuck for years has
been Warner's right hand man in
studio matters and has written or
.idoptcd a number of pictures. The
company now is i)reparing to resume
production activity.
Synchronizing Griffith Film
Hugo Riesenfeld, will direct a 32
piece symphonic orchestra in the synchronization of the score for "Lady
of
The
Pavements,"
D. W. Griffith's
latest. Heretofore synchronization
has
been placed in the hands of the easttern office. This probably will be
the first attempt made in Hollywood
to comijltte a musical score for a
picture.
Rayart Rofe for Irene Rich
Irene Rich has been signed by
Rayart for title role in "Shanghai
Rose," which Trem Carr is producing. In the cast are: Richard Walling, William Conklin, Ruth Hiatt, <
Sid Taylor and Robert Dudley.
Scott Pembroke is directing.
Writers Plan Dinner
A committee of the Writers Branch
of the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences met at a luncheon yesterday
to arrange for a dinner to be given
Feb. 9 by that branch to visiting
dialogue writers. All members of
the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences and their friends will be invited. Joseph Farnhum heads the
committee.

Pat O'Malley and Karns Signed
.
Pat O'Malley and Koscoc Karns 1
have been cast in "The Man I Love,"
all-dialogue film soon to go into production at Paramount with Richard
Starting
New
"Collegians"
Series
Production is starting on the fourth .\rlcn and Mary Brian featured. William A. Wellman will make this picnumber of the "Collegian" series this
ture from a stage play by Hermai.
week. Nat Ross, who directed the
earlier "Collegians," is directing the
new series for Universal. George Mankiewicz. '
Lewis, Eddie Phillips, Churchill Ross
John Reinhardt in "U" Cast
John Reinhardt. son of the Ausand Hayden Stevenson will portray
trian composer, Heinrich Reinhardt,
the some roles as in the previous
been signed by Universal for
groups. The stories are by Carl ahasfeatured
role in the forthcoming
Laemmle, Jr., and the continuities
all-dialogue screen play, "The Cliby Harry
Eraser.
max," which Renaud Hoflman will
direct. Jean Hersholt is to star.
Raymond Cannon Assigned
Kathryn
will have
the feminine leadCrawford
and William
Worthington
Raymond Cannon will direct "Follow the Leader,'' featuring Lois is in the cast.
Moran supported Ijv Rex Bell, Joe
Crispo and John Breedon. The story
Mayo Gets Assignment
was developed from an original of
Achie Mayo has been assigned tc
Cannon by Frank Gay and Charles direct "The Sap" for Warners, which|
R. Condon.
is to star Edward Everett Horton.
Now It's "Chinatown Nights"
"Chinatown Nights" is the definite
title for the film featuring Wallace
Beery and Florence Vidor formerly
called

"Tong War."
Gland Signs contract
Warner
Oland has signed a long
term contract as a Paramount featured player.

Contract for Jimmy Aldine
Jimmy Aldine, youthful player, has]
contract.
been signed on a long term Pathe'
New Contract for E. T. Lowe
Edward T. Lowe, Jr., who wrote
adaptation, continuity and dialogue
for "Broadway," has signed a new
Universal contract.
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A WOW!!

You'll say so too--Never a book
like the coining

1929 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK
Nearly HOC
Pages
Over SCO Advertisers

An authentic, reliable reference ivork
covering the entire industy
AND

Distributed complimentary to
Film Daily Subscribers all
over the "world

i
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GERMAN CO-OP SEEKING
RECIPROCITY WITH FRANCE
/(•uj.'.....,y(..H /?«..Mii

of

THE

lll.M

DAILY

Washington
— M. Schilling,
t'ologne
exhibitor
and founder
of the Deutsche
Lichtspicl Syndikat, co-operative tihn
producers for some 850 theaters
throughout Germany, and M. Fett,
production manager of tlie producerexhibitor chain has been in Paris negotiating with Franco Fihns, which
recently acquired 12 Frencii Gaumont theaters, to effect a joint reciprocity and production agreement,
reports the M. P. Section of the
Dept. of Commerce. Sliould the
agreement be successful, it will mark
the second such reciprocity agreement between F'rance and Germany
as Super Films of France and Aafa
Films of Germany have entered into
a similar agreement.

Huma-phone Production
for Installations Planned

Pacent Plant Near Newark Pathe Censor Test Again
Available for Sound Units Postponed; Hearing Jan. 25
(( I'll/ 111 idj from Page 1)
{L\>::iinucd

ficm

I'aijc

I)

plant of a subsidiary company in
Seymour, Conn., has another factory
available for production should demand make it necessary to increase
output. The company has a factory
in New Jersey, not far from Newark,
which can be converted. At present,
a force of about 200 is turning out
svnchronizers in the Seymour plant
where additional acreage makes it
possible to increase output there as
well.

sound films, again has i)een postponed, at the recpiest of Krnest E.
Cole, deputy commissioner and
counsel of the New York Dep't of
I'.ducation. The case now is slated
for hearing Jan. 25. The temi)orary
injunction, obtained by F. R. Coudcrt,
Jr., of Coudcrt Bros., continued in
force, with "Sal of Singapore," the
picture involved, opening Saturday
at the Colony, New York.

.Aimouncing tliem as the company's
two most important pictures of the
current season, Pathe has set March
31 for simultaneous release of "The
Godless Girl" and "Strange Cargo."
"The Godless Girl," directed by Cecil
B. DeMille, was withheld from release last October, in order to add
dialogue and sound. The film ran
seven weeks at the Biltmore, Los

tures, Inc. in the Supreme Court in
New York seeking an injunction and
damages in connection with "The
Night Watch," a Billie Dove feature. The complaint alleges the film
is based on "La Veille d'Armes" a
French play by Claude Farrere and
Lucicn Nepoty which was produced
in London in 1920 and in New York
in 1921 from an English adaptation
by Morton. He claims First National assumed his title which was
"In The Night Watch," adapted the
picture from his adaptation and also
plagiarized some of his original material for the picture. J. A. Levinson is his attorney. No statement
was obtain.'>ble at First National.

Playwright Sues First
"Godless Girl" & "Strange Nat'l
Over
"Night
Watch"
Michael
Morton,
playwright,
has
Cargo" Set for Release tiled suit against First National Pic-

Angeles. "Strange Cargo," is Pathe's
first tall-talker, directed by Benjamin
tions is planned. This is a disc syn- Glazer, co-author of the play, which
chronizer, which attracted attention at
was titled "The Missing Man."
the Cinderella here, when suit w-as
brought to force distributors to serve
Western Electric discs for reproduc- Philadelphia Speculates
tion via the machine, a suit which reOver(Continued
Boyd-Warner
Deal
sulted in an out-of-court settlement.
from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

Stubbs Gets Lake Viewr
Lake View, O. — F. .A.. Stubbs
purchased the Indianola here.

has

house but, since the deal was first
broached a few weeks ago, nothing
apparently has developed.

Golman Leases Temple
Tuscon, Ariz. — A. H. Golman has
leased the Temiile.

VIRGINIA "FLU" EPIDEMIC
IS
Richmond, Va. — In view of the
fact that hundreds and even thou.san<ls
of patrons of Virginia theaters have
recovered from influenza which
caused bans to be placed to prevent
public gatlurings in towns in wliich
epidemics prevailed, and precautions
urged by boards of health, having
l)een heeded to a large extent, many
houses rei)ort as good if not better
business than before the prevalence
of the disease caused the closing of
schools and colleges until after the
situation could be placed under
control.
F'pidemics, which not only delayed
tlie reopening of many sciiools until
last week and caused numerous deaths
in various sections of the state, are
subsiding, the situation is greatly improved and restrictions against social
gatherings have been removed.
Numerous cases of pneumonia have
developed, however, and this disease
has proved fatal in many homes.
Health conditions in Blacksburg,
Lexington, Lynchburg, Pulaski,
Bristol and other places in which
there was prevalence of influenza are
reported greatly improved.
Leon, Kan. House Closes
Leon, Kan. — The Leon here has
been closed due to poor attendance.

SYNCHROPHONE
World's
Latest — Most Marvelous
NON-SYNCHRONIZING Sound Device
Compare it with $3,000 to $10,000 Talking Devices
TONAL
QUALITY
UNSURPASSED

CE $395PRIINSTALLED
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V. HOLLAND
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Merger of Warner- F. N. Foreign Forces Planned

iTHE
ALL THE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

:!^€>NEWSPAPEK

oypiLMDOM
VOL.

XLVII

No.

14

r.N.AND WARNER FOREIGN
DISTRIBUTION MERGING
First National is to handle abroad
all product of Warner and Vitaphone.
There will be amalgamation of companies with exception of England, and
for the present, Germany, France,
Switzerland, Belgium, Hungary, Mexico, Australia, Scandinavia and Dutch
East Indies are territories where sales
activities are affected.
Gus S. Schlesinger has been named
foreign general manager with headquarters in Berlin, with H. A. Bandy,
foreign sales manager, now manager
of foreign distribution with headquarters in New York. Arthur Clavering,
Warner managing director in England, will supervise sales in that coun-
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INTERCHANGEABILnr POUCIES
BASED ON OPEN MARKET WISH
GOV'T PLACES EILNS ON
SAME PUNE WITH SKEL

Financial Progress
Consolidation of their positions through retirement of outstanding indebtedness, marked
financial progress of major
companies of the industry during 1928, it is shown by data
compiled for the 1929 FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK. The
volume, containing analysis of
financial structures, is to be
published in January.

Making All Sound Houses
Available as Custoj
Declared Aim

Intercliangeability policy of major
companies in serving sound films for
IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
projection over any equipment which
will not impair the reputation of their
Washington — Assurance that the
Motion Picture Section will be made
product, is in line with their desire
a division on July 1 next when the
to keep open the market. Distributors, in their stand, take the position
government's fiscal year starts raises
motion pictures to a level with steel,
that they primarily are "^in the business
foodstuffs, textiles and motors in the
of distributing pictures, and are sell(Continued on Page 14)
ing dates. Accordingly, they cannot
eyes
ficials.of Department of Commerce ofreject
playing time in favor of any
Manitoba Admission Tax
one or two systems, if such course
is to cut heavily into gross business.
Shows Big Drop in 1928 Synchrophone Acquired
This attitude was demonstrated
Winnipeg — Despite big crops and
•
clearly,
as early as February of this
by
HoUand
in
28
States
Cj^
general prosperity, the Provincial
Ethel V. Holland Attractions, New
year, when M-G-M, Paramount,
Government of Manitoba derived only
First National, Universal and P. D.
$379,000 from the amusement tax York, has acquired distribution in 28
during the last 12 months. The gov- states of Synchrophone, non-syn- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY C. (later absorbed by Pathe), formed
a pool to investigate and develop the
chronous disc device, priced at $395
ernment had estimated $420,000 as its
Washington — Hearings on the
systems
revenue from the ticket tax during installed. Representatives are being Vestal bill on advisability of copyright various sound
(CorUinued
on Pageon 5)the mar1928.
sent to key cities to demonstrate the
machines and handle distribution in came to an abrupt conclusion following the morning session yesterday
particular zone. The company when Rep. Jeff Busby (Miss. Dem.) S. R. 0. Ticket Ban Placed
Freihof er Invading Stanley the
also is handling foreign distribution arose in the House to make the point
on Theaters at Montreal
of the device.

POINT OF ORDER ENDS

Domain; Active in PhiUy

Philadelphia — WHiatever agreement
existed between William Freihofer
and the Stanley Co. of America covering theater expansion in certain
Philadelphia districts is apparently
non-operative. Freihofer is understood about ready to acquire the Oxford, an 1,800 seat theater in the
Burlholme distrfct. This house is
opposition to the Lawndale, operated
by Stanley. The Fern Rock, a 2,000
seater in the Fox Chase section may
also pass to Freihofer which would
give him an opposition theater to the
Colony, likewise a Stanley house.

{Continued on Page

14)
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Texas Bill to Legalizc
Sunday Shows is Sought

■'^-

Austin, Tex. — Bill to legalize Sunday shows throughout Texas is to
be sought at the current session of
the legislature. In some communities Sunday shows are being permitted, but in others the lid is being
retained.

^

Memphis Plans Strong
Bid for Sunday Shows

Montreal — Sale of S. R. O. admissions has been prohibited by ordinance here, with exhibitors instructed
to discard S. R. O. signs. Sale of
tickets must be stopped as soon as
seats are filled. A statute prohibiting lines outside the theater also is
being sought.

Memphis, Tenn. — Stiff fight for
Sundav shows for Memphis seemed
indicated in Nashville at the 1929
Ince-a-Phone is Newest
General Assembly now in session,
with the Memphis and Shelby County
of Disc Synchronizers
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
delegation understood planning to do
everything possible to reopen Sabbath
Hollywood — And still they come,
Lia&r A| -,t^'
jentertainment. The present law banthe synchronous and non-synchronous
|ning all film or vaudeville shows on
disc machines. The latest is Ince-aSunday is to be replaced by one
Phone, sponsored by John E. Ince.
Dupont
ROUGE."
"MOULIN
picture
notable
this
is
Paris
in
night
real
A
granting local control to the comof "Variety") rented the famous night resort and entire beauty The device, a synchronizer, is claim(Director
missioners or other governing au- cast of its daring Revue for realism for the strange love-triangle story.
ed interchangeable with existing disc
thority in each municipality.
PICTURE.— Advt.
WIDE
W^ORLD
Stars brilliant CHEKOVA.
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A MiUion Feet of
Everything

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
Stone Film Library
220 W. 42nd St.
Room 2002
Phone Wisconsin 2141

Educational May Use
Production Starting for
Lane Revue Material
Movie-Phone Disc Device

Radio
Hookup
for Premiere
World-wide radio hookup has been
arranged for premiere Jan. 24 at the

Production of pictures for showing
via Movie-Phone is to get under way
in New York immediately, Sam Efrus, head of Safrus Pictures, who has
acquired distribution of the disc device in the East, declares. Jean Golden has been signed for the series of
26 reelers which Safrus will produce,
in addition to a series of features.

Central, New York, of
River," Barthelmess talker.

"Blue" Fight at Monnett, Mo.
Monnett,
Mo. — "Blue
law"O. fight
has been launched
here and
W.
Williams and E. R. Haymes have
been fined $5 for operating a picture
show on Sunday. They plan to carry
the fight to the state Supreme Court,
contending the "blue" ordinance
passed by the City Council 12 years
ago is unreasonable and unjust. Several merchants plan to aid in the
fight.

Educational has consummated a
deal with the producers of Lupino
Lane's Music Box Revue whereby
Educational is in on the ground floor
for any or all of the material incorporated by Lane in the new Music
Box Revue running at the Hollywood

coast with a print of "Fog," first of
two all-talkers to be made at Metropolitan Sound Studios. Marshall
Neilan directed.

Witmark Rehearsal Catalog Planned
Reading rehearsal of the individual
numbers of the Philharmonic Photoplay Series, being assembled by M.
Witmark & Sons, music publishing
firm in which Warners is associated,
is slated Friday morning at Carnegie
Hall, New York, under direction of
David H. Broekman, editor of the
series.

Club Luncheon

Reed, Yemm & Hayes Plan Another
Mount Vernon, 111. — The Reed,
Yemm & Hayes Circuit with headquarters in Duquoin, 111., has pur"Say It With Music." Sam Taylor
chased a site here for a house to feat
will direct. Alan Crosland was to
have directed but since deferment of 1,500 persons, will cost approximately
production he has assumed other con- $200,000. This circuit now has 19
tractual obligations. Irving Berlin theaters in the following Southern
wrote the original story of the picture Illinois towns: Benton, Centralia,
and also composed eight new songs Mount Vernon, West Frankfort, Marit will introduce.
ton, Duquoin, Christopher, Sesser and
Ziegler.
Freiberg Transferred
Photophone Opening Today
Cleveland — J. A. Freiberg has been
transferred from the local MGM ex.Syracuse, N. Y. — RCA-Photophone
change of which he was office man- is slated to make its debut today at
ager, to Detroit as office manager.
Carl Senning formerly of Cincinnati, the Syracuse.
succeeds
him here.
RKO Managerial Changes
E. Matthews has been transferred to management of the RKO
Prod, branch at Seattle, replacing
A. H. Huot, with George Seach
named acting manager at San Francisco to replace Matthews. E. A.
Lamb is new Portland manager, replacing W. T. Withers.
Film Bureau Dinner Feb. 3
The dinner of the Silver Screen is
the title of the function to be given
in New York Feb. 3 by The Film
Bureau, at which plans for carrying
out the Civic Cinema project will be
outlined.

Joan Bennett Signed

Joan Bennett has been signed by
Art Cinema, United Artists producing
unit, to a three-year contract. She
left New York yesterday for Hollywood.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Kctiire Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 35S0

Wilcox Back in N. Y.
Herbert Wilcox, of British and
Dominion Films, Ltd., London, has
returned to New York from the

Playhouse, Los Angeles. This tieup enables Educational to incorporate in sound pictures the high lights
of the revue.

Richman Film Starting in March
Harry Richman will leave New
York Mar. 1 for Hollywood, to begin
work at the United Artists studio on

W.
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DINNER
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Every

$22^
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SYNCHROPHONE
World's

Latest — Most Marvelous

NON-SYNCHRONIZING
Sound Device

Compare it with $3,000 to $10,000 Talking Devices
TONAL QUALITY UNSURPASSED

PRICE
$39SINSTALLED
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INTERFERENCE
. . . is still playing to capacity
in its 9tli week as a $2 show
at the Criterion, New York . . .
. . . and is doing the biggest
box office business throughout
the country of any motion

picture

VARIETY

! INTERFERENCE/ $40,300
AT AMBASSADOR, ST. L.
Estimates for Last Week
Ambassador (Skouraa downtown)
(3,000; 35-50-65-75)— "Interference,"
dialog (Par).
Talkerof called
"mechanically the best
the talking
pictures." Ed Lowry still a tonsllitia
victim during- early part of week;
$40,300.
Loew's State (3,300: 2S-35-6S>—

. . . and is telling the triumphant story of PARA-

TALKING

MOUNT QUALITY
PICTURES

to 100,000,000

people in

a giant newspaper campaign.
QVALITI'talkikg

-__

nou^ conies
the second de luxe
iPARAMOUNT QUALITY
ALL-TALKINC SHOW |[^

THE DOCTOR'S

SECRET

. . . consisting of the great alltalking feature production,
^^THE DOCTOR'S

SECRET"

from J. M. Barrie's sensational
stage hit, ''Half an Hour". With
Ruth Chatterton, H. B. Warner,
Robert Edeson and John Loder.
William de Mille production . . .
. . . plus the sparkling musical
comedy act with the jazz star,
RORRAH

MINNEVITCH

and His Musical Rascals
• • • plus a startling all-talking
playlet with a brand new idea
^^JIJST ONE

WORD"

Produced by Joseph .Santley with
an all-star Broadway cast

TALKING
QUALITY

or SILENT

...

and QUANTITY

^^

...

PARAMOrXT!

fj^E^
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Aims of Interchangeability
Interchange-ability Is
Based on Open Market
(Continued

from

I'auf

1)

kct. The pool was formed in an effort to standardize various sound s>>tems. in order to make tlicm available to all "at reasonable terms" in
the hope that further development
would be along lines which "will
keep competition free and open
,
among producers and distributorsas
iblc
avail
itors
exhib
all
and make
customers of all producers, instead
of having theaters tied up by the ex
elusive use of certain devices obtain
able only in connection with certain
productions."
companies'
That attitude explains the various
now to serve
companies' willingnesschang
eable use.
sound films for inter
among
s,
anie
comp
all
v
icall
Pract
Western Electric and RC.\-Photoare
phone licensees, have served orfilms
willing to serve their sound and
for use on other machines, if
when the installation on which the
reproduction is sought measures up
to what the licensee believes is quality equal to that of the W . E. or
RCA-Photophone tonal reproduction.
Of the companies in the pool, M-0M, Paramount, Universal and First
National, are Western Electric hcenD. C.) is a lisees while Pathe (P.
censee of RCA-Photophone.

Italian Government to
d Pictures
Produce Soun
of THE FILM DAIL/
Washington Bureau

Washington — Premier Mussohni
has submitted a bill to Italian Parliament providing funds for production of sound pictures, the M. P.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce is
advised. Aside from the profits of
this government-controlled company
which are to accrue to the War
lini's wish
is Musso
it an
Fund,Itali
les' the
Cripp
film business in
boost
to
general by tightening the existing
Italian quota. Inasmuch as the bill
the Premwas personally draftedy by
ier, it will undoubtedl be passed by
Parliament increasing difficulty of
foreign pictures on the Italng market.
placiic.:!

Sound For W. C. at Tacoma
Taconia, Wash.— Sound equipment
has been installed at the Broadway,
house.
Theater.s,
Coast
a West
■ Richard Spier is new resident manager suceeding Mortaguc Salmon.

Need for Open Market on
Sound Stressed Last Feb.
Interchangeability policy of all
companies making sound films, fol.ows (|uite closely, the policv outlined Feb. Zi through THE FILM
DAILY by the five company pool,
embracing, M-G-M, Paramount, First
National, P.D.C., and Universal, full
text of which follows:
"Recent inventions have developed
many devices designed to be used in
conjunction with motion pictures
through which, in addition to the
photographing of pictures and their
subsequent project upon the screen,
sounds will be recorded subsequently
reproduced simultaneously with the
projection of the picture. These devices vary greatly in nature, efficiency
and expense of installation and
operation and require different
systems and devices both in the
studio for recording sounds and in the
theater for reproducing sounds. The
systems are such that the use of one
for recording in connection with a
film usually means that no other can
be used for reproducing in connection
with that film, so that if a producer
of motion pictures adopts one recording system, his pictures can only be
exhibited in theaters which have installed the corresponding reproducing
system. The theaters with such reproducing systems cannot exhibit
films made by producers using other
recording systems, unless they put in
reproducing apparatus for those systems.
"The adoption of different systems
by different producers and exhibitors
would thus restrict competition in the
icture business since producers would
be limited in their business to those
theaters
using
their
system,
and
Roth With
Vitaphone
Cleveland — Howard Roth has resigned as MGM booker to become
division booker for the new Vitanhone sound office now being opened
by Herman Goldberg. This is a subsidiary branch of the Warner exchange and is under management
of C. E. Almv, exchange manager.
Sidnev Gottlieb is advanced from the
Buffalo exchange to succeed Roth as
MGM
booker.

Southwest Royaltone Deal
Sound At Lucas House
Kansas City — Distribution of RoyalSavannah,
Ga. — Both Vitaphone
westand
,tone in Oklahoma, Kansas
ern Missouri, has been taken over and Movietone are reported to be
Iby J. W. Jenkins Sons' Music Co. clicking at the Lucas house here.
is a non-synchronous First sound picture recently presented
jThe machine
'disc device claimed to be interchange- was "On Trial" and several Vitaable with all disc systems.
phone acts.
Vitaphone Signs Phil Baker
Fannie Ward in Vitaphone Film
Phil Baker, veteran master of
ceremonies and accordionist, has
Bryan Foy and Murray Roth will
been signed for a Vitaphone subject direct Fannie Ward in a Vitaphone
.to be started Jan. 18 at the Brooklyn subject to be made at the Brooklyn
studio.
{studios.

Outlined
Powell Enthuses Over
Future of Sound Films

Expressing enthusiasm over sound
pictures and their future, William
I'owell has arrived in N'ew York, on
a vacation. He returns to Hollywood
theaters on the f)tlier hand, would be in about a month to begin work
limited in their dealing to producers with Evelyn Brent in featured roles
having the system corresponding
of "Darkened Rooms." all-talking
with the theater's device.
story by Sir Philips Gibbs. Powell
"Inasmuch as most or all of the sysfeatured roleall-talker.
in "Interference,"
• ems now on the market are in an has
first a Paramount
(.xperimental stage and further development should follow the line tending
toward standardization of devices to 14 Bristolphones Being
kcei> the market open to all, the five
film companies will appoint a commitShipped to Mid-West
Fourteen complete installations
tee that will determine upon the systems best adapted for standardization will be shipped by the end of the
in the motion picture industry. This week to J. S. Grauiiian, Milwaukee
committee will employ scientific ex- distributor, states Budd Rogers, sales
perts and consult with governmental manager of Sonora-Bristolphone.
authorities and will make comprehen- These are to fill orders from the folsive experiments with all devices
lowing houses: Rivoli, Two Rivers,
now or hereafter made available.
Wis.; Rialto, Dickinson, N. D.;
"It IS expected that whatever rec- Grand, New London, Wis.; Delft,
ording and reproducing devices are Marietta, Mich.; Temple Strand,
recommended Ijy the committee will Saulte Ste. Marie, Mich.; Hollyhe available on reasonable terms to
wood, Milwaukee, Wis.; Egyptian,
bitors.
all
producers, distributors and exhi- Sioux Falls, S. D.; Delft, Escanaba,
Mich.; Delft, Iron River, Mich.;
"All other companies are welcome Grand, Brookings, S. D.; Lyric, Redto join in the investigation if they field, S. D.; Brin, Neenah, Menasha,
see fit and may each api)oint a repre- Wis.; Capitol, Racine, Wis.; Majessentative to work with the committee.
tic, Rice Lake, Wis.

WANTED
FIRST CLASS
SALESMEN
with Automobiles
Film

sales experience
preferred
Apply in person to
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RONALD COLHAN
Mild JiUb Meur leadingJudy LILY DAMITA
xanM^dlfeel^iUcULjed''
xi^happyjOA

HiRDiRT
DRiNON

whoxUtected
them-'MiJiu
Jm^ ..greeted JJte Jit^
xxpening^ (^ GofUHut^

fAMUiL

COLDWYN

iijz^i n *
COLMAN
""iXJw RElCUi"
junik
pkXjowHuL
My yx^Jje

LILY DAMITA
HERBERT DRENON
OixkLuMotv

UNITED

AIITIfTi Mut±M

fUu, JtL XI Jiibjj
says LOS ANGELES
"Aye! Aye!"
gEXAMINER:
"For wild melodrama and scorchinjj love 'The Rescue' is Samuel Goldwyn's most
thrilling contribution to motion pictures. A film
that for action and for rapidly moving situations
has seldom if ever been surpassed. Something that
will fill the theatres in every town in the United
States."
NEWS: "Colman just the right person to portray
a passionate, gallant hero, beset with the worthless beauties. 'The Rescue' is romance undiluted.
Lily Damita fulfilled promises made for her bv
United Artists."
TIMES: "The lure of romance and the sea will
go far to spell success for Ronald Colman's first
starring picture. Plot is unusual — situations of varied interest. 'The Rescue' is particularly notable.
Lily Damita is a genuine dscovery."

"Yes Sir!" says DETROIT
PRESS: "Colman has a definite and large following among filmgoers and they are going to admire his Captain Tom Lingard. It is better perhaps than anything he has offered. Teems with
suspenseful drama. Lily Damita seems to have a
very marked quantity of what is known on screen
and stage as s. a. Mr. Brenon will probably carry
off another gold medal with 'The Rescue.'"
TIMES: "It gives Colman immense opportunities
to show his wares. Needless to say he does. 'The
Rescue' is magnificent. Go to 'The Rescue.' Lily
Damita is a substantial addition to the Hollywood
colony as Colman's leading lady."

i"And WHAT A Hit!" says CHICAGO
POST: "'The Rescue' is a picture to be seen and
long remembered. What a story it is. Romance
and adventure at the world's end. Colman in a
role which might have been written for him."
TRIBUNE: "Conrad's story well filmed. Worth
seeing. All men, and, I believe, most women will
be charmed with this production. The film is alive
1 with dynamic and suspenseful action. 'The Rescue'
is in every way a commendable picture. It holds
' your intent interest from start to finish."

HERALD-EXAMINER: "Have captured not only
the letter but actually the spirit of Conrad's novel.
You will find 'The Rescue' exactly to your taste.
Colman does handsomely by his role. And Lily
Damita is lovely to look upon and refreshingly different"

it Wkrtf$n/dn

"Give us more"-..v. NEW YORK
EVE. WORLD: "If you take your movies seriously
you just cannot fail to include this one in your list.
A very fine picture indeed. Has all the sweep of the
novel ; crammed full of adventure and romance and
is beautiful to behold. Colman does the best work
of his career. 'The Rescue' will doubtless prove popular wherever it is shown."
POST: "An unusually entertaining adventure movie.
Good photography, plenty of action. The film is well
worth a visit."
SUN: "Colman gives just about the finest performance of his American career. A majestic pageant of
the Far East and the sea that 'foams and murmurs'
on a thousand shores."
TIMES: "Herbert Brenon has skilfully preserved
the essence of the narrative. He sustains the interest
throughout his many scenes. Colman's performance
is so earnest and sensitive he reflects the spirit of
'King' Tom. Lily Damita is fascinatingly handsome
and gives an intelligent performance."
WORLD: "In all a good, very entertaining filming
of Conrad's story and well worth seeing. It conjures
up and holds the glamor and wide sweep of Conrad's
story. An ideal part for Mr. Colman."

DAILY MIRROR : " 'The Rescue' faithful to Conrad.
Good entertainment. Herbert Brenon has made an
interesting and colorful movie of the Conrad novel.
Colman gives a beautiful performance. Lily Damita
has beauty, intelligence, potent allure and real fire.
They are splendid foils for each other."
JOURNAL: "The picture certainly ranks above the
average. Colman does an excellent piece of work as
King Tom."

NOW

PLAYING AT RIALTO

NEW YORK CITY TO SPLENDID BUSINESS

buduiedA.
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14 Houses in Tri-State
Chain Revert to Owners
Memphis — Disintegration of the
chain of 17 theaters once operated by
the Tri-State Theaters Corp. with
headquarters in Memphis, seemed
virtually completed this week with
14 of the theaters already returned
to their original owners, according to
statistics of the Memphis Film
Board of Trade.
The Tri-State held all of its houses as
lesses, owning none. The list of houses,
with the owners to whom they reverted after
the chain project proved a financial failure,
follows: Royal, Hot Springs, Ark., to J.
G. Blaschke; Spa. Hot Springs, to Earl
Housley; Strand, Clarendon, Ark., to O. F.
Engle; Mystic, Fort Smith, Ark., to J. E.
Dodson; Star, West Point, Miss., to L. B.
McEachin;
Sharp's, Humbolt.
Tenn., to
E.
Sharp; Commodore.
Eureka Springs,
Ark.,J.
to Herman Alwes; Palace, Ashdown, Ark.,
to Sam Dudney; Gem, Prescott, Ark., to
R. B. Hardy; Lyric, Mena, Ark., to Price
McCall; Liberty, Heber Springs, Ark., to
H. H. Miller; Ritz, New Albany, Miss., to
F. L. Marsh:dl; Imperial, Gurdon, Ark., to
EarlWright.
Powell; Wright's, Gurdon, Ark., to R.
D.
The two last named houses, at Gurdon,
have been leased to the Arkansas Amusement Enterprises, headed by M. A. Lightman. The remaining 12 are now operated by
the owners named, according to the board.

Remodeling: Pasadena House
Pasadena, Cal — The Garfield is being remodelled at a cost of approximately $4,000, It is reported.
Holton
Sells Lamesa House
Lamesa, Tex. — Roscoe Holton,
owner of the Palace, has sold his interest to Audry Cox.

New Theaters
Tuscon, Ariz.— A. H. Goldman is building
a 900 seat house, the Varsity, to be opened
March
1.
Sweetwater, Tenn. — Booth Enterprises has
opened the Gay theaters here.
Picayune,
Miss. — Berenson's
State,
under construction,
will open Bogalusa
Feb. 1
Camden, Tenn. — E. A. Fry and M. Fry
have opened a new house, unnamed as yet.
Ruston, La. — The Strand theater here has
been completed.
Winston-Salem, N. C. — The Colonial, a
U. K. Rice house, has opened.
Helena, Ark — The new Saenger will open
here soon.
Biloxi, Miss. — The Saenger theater here
has opened, it is reported.
Williamston, N. C— J. W. Watts has
opened his Strand.
Denmark, S. C. — D. Stanley Brown has
completed his Dulanae theater here.
Forest City, N. C — W. H. Haynes has
opened the Romina house.
costing
St.
Joseph,
Mich. — The
Flynn
$50,000 and owned
by J W.
Flynn
will
open soon.
Owensboro, Ky. — Principal Theaters Corp.
is building a 1,000 seat house to be ready
this fall.
San Rafael, Cal. — The El Camino, seating 1,400 has been opened by Harry Albert.
Rochester, N. Y.— The Keith-Albee-Palace
has opened here.
Belleville, Kan.— The Blair, seating 1,000
and costing $60,000 has opened.
Norristown,
Pa. — The Ambler
is opened.
Philadelphia^A 2,500 seat house is under
construction at Susquehanna Ave. and Broad
Street.
Panama City, Fla. — The Panama Theater
has been opened.
Princess Anne, Md. — The Preston has been
reopened after a fire.
Pittsfield, Mass. — The Kameo with Leonard Wilson manager has been opened.
Philadelphia, Pa.— The Uptown, seating
2,500 is nearing completion.
Norristown, Pa. — The Keswick, seating 1,700 and costing $500,000 has opened.
Cal— C. W. Young's California
hasOntario,
been opened.
Oklahoma City, Okla.— The Circle is open.
Charlotte, N. C— The Romina has been
at Forest City, N. C. by W. H.
opened
Hnglies.

Portsmouth House Is
Condemned After Fire

Coast Wire Service

Columbia Talking Shorts
'NAMES' TO BE SOUGHT
FOR ONE REEL SERIES

Little
from
By

RALPH

ff

It

Lots
Wll.K

Production of a series of one reel
Hollywood
talking shorts during the coining year,
W
SCOTT DARLING is tossing
according to Jack Cohen. Stage and
vaudeville names will be sought for "» • off theme songs, original stories,
dialogue and continuities with equal
the casts. Columbia's activities in the facility. He recently collaborated
short subject field heretofore have
witli Bculah Marie Dix on a story
been confined to "Screen Snapshots" for Fox and is remaining with the
and "Radiograms," single reel of organization to write adaptation and
Ralph Spence wisecracks.

Work Starts on First
Sono-Art Prod. Talker
Production has started on "Broadway Bound," first of a series of feature length talking pictures to be
made by Sono-Art Prod, headed by
O. E. Goebel, president and George
Weeks, vice president and general
manager. Eddie Dowling, actor-producer-playwright, will star in the
story which is an adaptation by Frances Agnew of an original written by
Dowling. Marian Nixon is working
opposite. Fred Newmeyer is directing. A silent version of this picture
will be made.
New

Cummings Film Started
Irving Cummings has started direction of "The Grouch Bag," with
a cast headed by Louise Dresser.
New

Contract for Anita Page
Anita Page has signed a new contract with M-G-M.
Mack Renews
New contract has been signed by
M-G-M with Willard Mack, actor,
director and author.
Mack in Hollywood
Charles Mack of Moran &: Mack
has arrived in Hollywood, for_ the
two talking pictures the team is to
make for Paramount. George Moran
arrives Saturday.

Titling "She Goes to War''
Tolm Monk Saunders now is titling
"She Goes to War," Henry King
of Rupert Hughes's story.
Dfoducti
Eleanor onBoardnian has the principal
role.

Cast in "Wild Party"
Kay Bryant has been added to cast
of "the Wild Party," by Warner
Fabian, which is Clara Bow's new
starring vehicle, to be produced as an
all-talker.
Paramount

Signs Two

continuity
Unholy
Family.''
an original ofby"The
Freddie
Schader
and
Harry Sweet. In collaboration with
Bill Conselman, Darling also wrote
the dialogue and screen version of
"Listen Baby," whicli Casey Robinson will direct for Pathe.
Our Passing Show: John
Stone showing Will Durant
points of' interest at the Fox
studio; Alan Crosland, Gordon Hollingshead, Ricardo
Cortez and Fred Datig at Lupino Lane's Music Box rente,■George Melford at "The
Front Page;" William Jutte
and Ted Paramore, Jr., conferring at Paramount; William LeBaron, Lee Marcus
and C. E. Snllivan. being photographed at FBO.
*
«
*
George Amy, who edited nine
Johnny Hines' pictures, is now freelancing. For the past three years he
has been under contract to the BurrHines Enterprises as film editor, collaborator on stories and comedy con:{:
^
^
structor.
A newcomer to the Fox lot
is Sonya Levien. who is working with Tristam Tapper on his
next story, as yet untitled,
which will be directed by Frank
Borzage. Miss Levien recently
completed "The Younger Generation,' atalker, which Frank
Capra directed for Columbia.
Excellent reports filter in on
this picture, which will be Columbia's first talker special.
'f-

*

-Y-

Our good friend, Louis Natheaux,
's being kept busy. First National
used him in "Weary River" and "Win'
Be Good." Now he is at Fox, working in "Girls *Gone * Wild."
*
With several young men being
gii'en their initial opportunities as
directors, it would not be siirprisiiig
if the neiv year found Frank Gay behind a megaphone. He is a member of the Fox
writiyig staff.

Percy Heath and John V. A. Weav"Bargain in Kremlin" for Leni
er have been signed under longizeconin
tracts to Paramount to special
Paul Leni is to start "The Bargain
dialogue writing. Weaver, who is the in the Kremlin," upon his return from
'Em and Leave 'Em" New York. Joseph Schildkraut will
author of "Love
and a great many others, has been, play the lead in this adaptation of
as with Heath, long associated with
Sir Phillips Gibbs' story.
this studio's writing department.

Portsmouth,

O.— Fire, originating!
m the projection
booth,
d^
when the him ignited fromand an cause
overheated picture machine, caused damages of $2,500 at the Dalmar.
The
operator,
Irvin Napier,
was burnedabout the hands.
Flames
shot out I
into the theater
because
the automatic fire door
failed to operate
Patrons left the house without con-i
fusion.
The theater has since been
condemned by the police chief, who!
stated that a permit to operate would'
not be granted until all state building codes had been complied with.
Mae Murray in Vaude
Mae Murray has signed a vaude
ville contract with Keith-Albee-Or
pheum. She is appearing the first
half of this week at Proctor's new
Fifty-Eights Street, New York, and
is booked for the week of Jan. 2C
at the Hippodrome.

Dumont Named Brin Aide
Milwaukee— A. C. Dumont, formerly with Fox in Milwaukee, ha;
been named assistant manager to L
K. Brin at the Garden.

Braun Gets Indianapolis House
Indianapolis,
Ind.— H.
C. Braui
has
bough
t and
Lewishere.
Hibbert's interest'
in the Eastl

Newspaper Opinions
"Synthetic Sin"
First National
Paramount
much plot when there is so much else
t
see, and when Colleen does her stuff onebound
to be satisfied. • « ♦
scientious
efforts to make whoopee and pla
rough are wildly hilarious. Her inspire
.r!^^
MIRRthe
• Colleen's cor
^^^ makes
OR-*
clowning
slim •little,
story a gooc
DAILY
lively
laugh NEWSenterta
• • continu
• ity
"
-inment
• «theater
The
this
current
Paramo
unt
offerinR o'
i
cute,EVENI
jolly,NG andJOURN
complete
entertai
ly
• '
AL-" • * ning.
There ' ar
plenty of laughs in Colleen's latest comedi
i>he emotes as a stage-struck girl, who gei
a part in a show and flops because, accorc
enact
the worldly
role. D—*
• • ♦
EVENI
NG WORL
• « Collee
infof tu
T?,"^^^!"' ^^^'^ ^°o innocent
t
though there are times when the story sh
t^r''t
^'"^ellentto in
"Synthetic* Sin,"
a
tells
runsII
counter
♦
GRAPH
IC-*
• * authentic
Miss ity
Moore ♦found
i
display all her appealing awkward manne:
iisms^as ?/
well u^^"y
},fj°^^
^^'''■f^^new^n camera
opportunity
as several
trick:1
HERALD-TRIBUNE—* • * It seems fail
ly safe, therefore, to describe "Synthet;
tne tact that it contains more murders tha
.V,'" t ^^ ^ pleasa
nt little comedy, despil
a minor Elizabethan tragedy. * * *
Miss Moore nor her surroundings represei
H/f^'^^T"* " * ^°'^ various reasons, neithf
moreTELE
thanGRAM
flatly
•
—* mechani
• * cal
The fooling
picture is* a* co,
glonieration of the old south New York a
leged gangland and the determination of
young playwright wanting Colleen for a wif
All is interesting, hut not extremely
coi

TELEGRAPH-*
• * Do not hold tl
ghastly injectio
n of a theme song, nor -' man
vincmg. * * *
of the utterly blah proceedngs
of "Synthe
. ' on that most lively and intelligent (
stars. Colleen Moore. * • •
..
* * of
* The
performer
this.TIMES—
wild piece
work stellar
is Colleen
Moor
who IS really sufficiently talented
to act in
more sober sort of comedy. • * •

are the

DAYS

when talking pictures could hope to succeed
on novelty alone. The speaking screen has
reached maturity— its infant days are over.
Noise is through as a box-office attraction.
Today the public expects talking features of
even better quality than the outstanding
successes of the fast-fading silent screen.

P«X
f
has thenim

Big All-Dialog Full-Length
FOX Movietone Features
of a quality never before kno'wn
since the silent screen took voice
are noiv ready or in production

IN OLD ARIZON

— the outdoor sensation which

broke all box-office records in its pre-showings at CRITERION
Theatre, Los Angeles ; FIFTH AVENUE Theatre, Seattle, Washington; and BROADWAY Theatre, Portland, Oregon. Acclaimed everywhere as the LAST WORD IN TALKING PICTURES.

_ ARTSIMTMXI
SiPEAKEASY THRU DIFFERENT
THE GHOST TALKS
r=»

EYES

l^m

and a Unit of ioo% All-Talking Condensed Features
I ir

I

ANOTHER

PERFECT
BIG FOX TALKERS

WILLIAM
PRESENTS

HELEN TWELVETREES
CHARLES EATON
EARLE FOXE
CARMEL
MYERS
I
LEW

SEILER Production'
Story by
Max Marciti and Edward Hammond
I

!

Scenario by
Frederick H. Brennan

IKalog by
Frederick H. Brennan and Harlan Tliompson

\

ONE

Feature

HILARIOUS

COMEDY

ALL-DIALOG

A

FEATURE

\

COMEDY that will be a sensational success, not as a sound
novelty, but as a screamingly funny
piece of screen entertainment. Marks
another big advance in sound. It is the
finest bit of sound reproduction that 1
have heard yet. A picture that no one
can afford to miiss."

— Film Spectator
Hollywood

T

HE GHOST TALKS' is a wellequipped and amazing pioneer in
the 'talkie' field. Gives substantial testimony of the fact the 'talkie' is a phase
of the theatre that must be reckoned
with seriously."
— Springfield Union'Repiiblican

the BIC

has ALL

All-Star, All-DialocI
ALL-PROFIT PICTURES
WILLIAM

The Broadway stage success with its
breezy dialog and exciting action
makes the ideal talker. Many of the
scenes were filmed in New York where

FOX

presents

100% Dialog Fox Movietone

Feature

Fox Movietone captured the eye-filling
sights and ear-thrilling sounds of
Broadway and its side streets.
Featured are two Fox screen finds,
Lola Lane and Paul Page, recruited
from the Broadway speaking stage.

with

PAUL PAGE
LOLA LANE
HENRY B. WALTHALL
Helen Ware
BENJAMIN

STOLOFF

Sharon Lynn
Production

Front the play by

L.

Ed^v^ard Knoblock & George Rosener

A murder mystery with a
brand new mystery angle
in which the evidence is
revealed through the eyes
of a prosecutor, a defense
attorney and a mysterious
girl. Milton Gropper,
author of many Broadway
stage successes,wrote it.
Certain to be one of the
most important all- dialog
features of 1929.

WILLIAM
presents

100% Dialog Fox Movietone Feature

il
lARY DUNCAN
I
Earle Foxe

Printed

in U. S. A.

WARNER

BAXTER
m

SIDNEY
SYLVIAGallaher
Donald
Florence Lake

JOHN

BLYSTONE

Production

WILLIAM

FOX

presents

100% Dialog Fox Movietone Feature

PAUL withMUNI
MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
WILLIAM

K. HOWARD

(Production

Scenario by Eugene Walter
Based on play by Robert Middlemass and Holworthy

MOVIETONE
X

with

From the play by Milton H. Gropper and Edna Sherry

A punch-packed drama that tugs at the
heart and builds to a smashing climax.
Played by an all-star cast that includes
Paul Muni, celebrated Broadway character actor^in his greatest emotional
role, and Marguerite Churchill,
charming young stage actress. Eugene
Walter, dean of American playwrights,
adapted the play to the screen.

F

FOX

First in Sound on Film

Hall

THE

■c
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l
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British

Exhibitors

AGRATION GROWING IN
ENGLISH THEATER RANKS
By ERNEST VV. FREDMAN
Editor, ''The Daily Film Renter"

London — Revival of the C.E.A.
plan, although this time confined to
groups of independent exhibitors, is
being sought in agitation for a booking cooperative the rank and file of
association members. A special
meeting of the South Midlands
branch of the C.E.A. was considering the proposal yesterday.
The recent big Gaumont-British
merger with Provincial Cinematograph Theaters circuit has caused exhibitors to feel that with this giant
in the path (and with many of its
members as nominees helping to dictate the policy of the general council
of the association) the C.E.A. automatically must decline in its service
to independents.

Seek

Analysis of French

Editor,

"La

By P. A. HARLE
Cinematographic

Francaise"

Paris — Intention of the government to prohibit showings of "The
t New Gentleman," a film produced
I by Jacques Feyder in which adherents of socialism and royalism are
ridiculed, has created wide interest
in Paris. It is believed an understanding between Albatross, the producing company, and the French
Ministry will be reached.
French Member Fees Jump
Paris — Proposal of Charles Delac,
president of the Chambre Syndicale
(Ass'n of the M. P. Industry) to increase membership fees from 150 to
1,500 francs yearly has been accepted.
The offices will be considerably enlarged and the publicity and statistical departments improved. Incorporated trade papers form a special
section.

Buying

Market

1924-1927

of features 1927ccnsijred
The following table compares the number
1926
No.
France from 1924-1927, inclu.sivc, No.
by principal countries
No. of origin

Country

1924

United
States
France
Germany
Italy
Great Britain
Austria
Russia
Denmark
Sweden

589
68
20
9
6
1

1925

No.
577
7J
29
13
7
2

,.

2

Totals

693

703

444
55
14
2
4
33I
6
5

in
No.
270
1978

368
74
90
11
8
2
10
S
2

47
17
172
14
12
11
25309

564

U.S. LOSING GROUND IN THEATER BUILDING RACE
FRANCE; GERMANY GAINS LOOMS IN SOUTH AFRICA

1927

581

368

Germany
was
America's
closest
competitor in 1927, her representation totalling 90 pictures or slightly
more than 15 per cent of the market consumption. America's standing for 1927 as compared with other
producing nations is illustrated as
follows:
United States
Germany
France
Italy
Great Britain
Russia
Denmark
Sweden
Austria

Stuttgart

Gets

368
20
74
11
8
10
5
2
2

Exhib.

Washington Bureau of THE

Conference
FILM

DAILY

Washington — German exhibitors
will hold their annual conference at
Stuttgart, Germany, it is reported to
the M. P. Section of the Dept. of
Commerce. In the same city, this
spring, the German Arts and Crafts
Guild will open a Film and Photo
Exhibition.

Coop

URGES CARE IN TAKING

Total

581

From an 84 per cent hold on the
French market in 1924, American
pictures dropped to 63 per cent by
the end of 1927 while German pictures in that same period made the
most noteworthy gains. These comparisons were computed for the Foreign Section of THE 1929 FILM
Gaumont Plans Talker in DAILY YEAR BOOK and represent the latest figures available on
French; Improving Studio competitive
conditions in that counParis — Leon Gaumont, who last try.
October presented the first French
The United States still holds domi
talker to the public here, is hard at
nant
sway in France, although the
work improving his process which
lead is dwindling year by year, as
reproduces sound via the photo- is illustrated by the following:
graphic method. He plans to proNumber
Number
Censored
American
duce an all-talker shortly and, in
1924
693
589
the interim, is synchronizing several
1925
704
577
French and imported productions.
1926
581
444

French Trade Aroused
By Ban on Feyder Film

13

London — Building race in South
Africa will be witness during 1929
between African Theaters, Ltd.,
(Schlesingers) and Kinemas, Ltd.
The former plans a 2,750 house and
a legit theater at Johannesburg,
where the firm has two houses, while
the latter also plans a Johannesburg
house. At Cape Town, African has
the Alhambra, seating 2,500 in construction, with Kinemas also building there. Pretoria and Pietermaritzburg are to get new African houses.
The Schlesingers now have 90 South
African theaters, while Kinemas is
aiming at a goal of 70 houses.

British Internat'l Gets
Distribution in India

STAND ON 'KONTINGENT'

By KARL
WOLFFSOHN
Editor
of
"
Lichtbildbuehne"
Berlin —

From a cable advice from
THE FILM DAILY, it is apparent
that the American industry is protestagainst the new German "kontingent"ingregula
tions, and intends to exercise pressure upon the United States
Government, in order to prevent the
latter from ratifying the international
Geneva Flconomic Agreement with regard to import and export regulations until such time as the German
"kontingent" regulations will have
been improved in favor of the United
States.
If it is the intention of the industry
to
fightand,
against
"kontingents"
Europe
especially,
in Germany,in
and to arrive at a free importation
of films, then these measures adopted
by the American Government are the
worst imaginable and utterly wrong.
If the United States does not sign
the Geneva agreement, then, of
course, it can never become valid;
and if this agreement does not become valid, of course there is no reason for theat present
"kontingent"only
to
he ratified
all. Consequently,
the contrary of what the American
industry actually desires will be
reached.

The new German "kontingent"' regulations are explicitly postponed until
fiirtlier
notice," that is to say, unWashington — British International
til such time as they lose legal ground
Pictures of London, has concluded through the adoption of the Geneva
negotiations with Globe Theaters, economic agreement. It is anticipatLtd., of Rangoon, whereby the entire
ed that the Geneva agreement will be
output will be distributed by the lat- enforced by June 30th, 1930. Conter in India, reports the M. P. Sec- pequeittly, this date would signify the
tion of the Dept. of Commerce. This
of the new "kontingent"
is the first time that an Indian com- termination
regulations, provided the agreement
pany has tied up for the complete
various countries inoutput of one company. Among the is ratifiedterested, toby
which, first of all, belongs
pictures to be exhibited in India are: the United States.
"Poppies of Flanders," "The FarEverybody throughout the world,
mer's Wife," "Moulin Rouge," "Tom- and particularly in America, should
my Atkins." "Not Quite a Lady," try to understand this situation before
"Tesha," "Paradise," and "Adam's wrong measures are adopted.
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Norway Film Production Active

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Norway, lately inactive in motion picture production,
Apple."
now shows signs of increased activity
with
"Cafe X" toa
Furst the
Filmcompletion
production,of according
the M. P. Section of the Dept. of
Commerce. The picture was made in
Oslo and directed by Walter Furst.

Soviet Rejects U. S. Films
Moscow — Of 746 foreign films, the
chief repertoire committee has rejected 393. chiefly American, as unfit
for Soviet exhibition on account of
their bourgeois ideology, adventure
and mvsticism.
Educational Shorts for Russia

Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

French Industry Supports School
Washington — Directors of Sovldno,
Another Monte Cristo
Attendance Drops at Berne
Paris — A special school has been
of Russia, have decided to limit feaWashington Buremt
of THE FILM DAILY
Paris — Henri Fescourt has practiopened in Paris for engineers intertures to 5,500 feet to permit showing
ested in photography and motion
cally completed a picture, adapted of short subjects, the M. P. Section
Washington — During April, May
and June of 1928, attendance dropped pictures. This school is sustained by from "The Count of Monte Cristo." of the Dept. of Commerce is advised. These shorts are becoming
20.000 at theaters in Berne, Switzer- the industry. Students pay a speci- Lil Dagover and Jean Angelo play
the leads.
fied instructional fee annually.
land, compared with the same period
popular in Russia.
in 1927, according to a report to the
Theater Destroyed by Fire
Corey Sells Olathe House
M. P. Section of the Dept. of ComLake Worth
House Reopens
merce. The drop is causing considerBloomington, 111. — The Strand here
Olathe, Colo. — J. B. Corey has sold
Lake Worth,
Fla. — The Oakley,
House
to Oarence
B. was destroyed by fire with estimated closed since the September hurricane,
able anxiety as a new theater seat- the Opera
loss of $18,000.
Wallace.
ing 1,000 is under construction.
has been reopened.

THE
14

Short Shots from
New York Studios

Point of Order Ends
F. N.-Warner Merge
Fore
ign Distribution
Copyright
Hearings
(Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)

27

Book
TheDate
Industry's

that as the bill had been reported, the try; Robert Schless, Warner head in
committee
was without authority to France, will be in charge in France,
York. Guild Cinema opens in New
Film
Belgium and Switzerland; Harry J.
hold further hearings on it.
25
AE MURRAY is vaudevilling
Congressman Busby's point was up- Cohen will be assistant to Schlesinger,
24-26 Fifth annual conference of Naheld by the speaker with the result as
assistant foreign manager operating
tional Board of Review.
these days with the various boxabroad.
Annual banquet of M.P.T.O. of
that
witnesses
who
had
come
to
offices reflecting her drawing power.
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Schlesinger sails Feb. 6 for Europe,
to appear at the afterThis week she's the big number on Washington
Theatrical ball of Los Angeles
noon session were forced to leave and on his arrival, Vitaphone will be Jan.
the bill at the new Proctor's East
without presenting their views on the inaugurated in all countries. He will Feb. 31 branch of Actors Equity Ass'n.
58th St, New York.
*
*
*
4,000-seat Toledo-Parameasure. The only witness to be carry out merging of the organizations Jan. 1 Opening mountofat Toledo.
heard
during the morning session was in Germany, and be responsible for Feb.
Charles Beahan, Fox Story exDinner of the Silver Screen sponsored by The Film Bureau in New
pert who spends his evenhigs knock- William A. Brady, who had not yet country.
production by the companies in that Jan.
York.
ing out plays, is now converting concluded his discussion of the bill.
Feb. 9 Dinner of Writers Branch of AcadWhen Rep. Albert H. Vestal of
the novel, "Shanty Irish," into stage
emy of M.
Jan.
and Sciences,
Indiana, chairman of the committee, 10 Houses in Cleveland
Hollywood, P.to Arts
fare.
visiting dialogue
*
*
*
was forced to announce that no furwriters.
Zone Install Phonofilm Feb. 14 1929 Wampas Frolic, Hollywood.
ther hearings could be held. Brady
Joe Ruttenberg, who has photoNew York.
graphed all shorts made up to the during the morning told the comCleveland — DeForest Phonofilm Mar. 2 AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball in
mittee
that
his
orp-anization
had
an
will
be
operating
in
at
least
ten
thepresent time at Paramount's Astoria
plant, has been temporarily switched i.greement with the authors organizaaters in this territory by Feb. IS.
tion which ran until 1931 and that he These instillations will include the St. Louis Amuse
to feature work, pending resumption
ment
of production on shorts in February. was afraid that passage of the measure Plaza, Astor and Haltnorth, CleveHas
11
Sound
Houses
land; Utopia, Painesville, WashingHe's working with George Folsey, would tend to nullify that agreement.
St. Louis — The Columbia has been
ton theater at Toronto, and the Ma- added
who is training his camera on "News.'' As a matter of fact, the impression
to the St. Louis Amusement
given by the representatives of the
jestic at Charleroi, Pa. Jess FishCharles Edward Davenport is legitimate producers was that they man is distributor of the DeForest Co.'s chain of sound theaters, having
getting set to enter the talker fields fear anything which might tend to Phonofilm in Ohio, Michigan, west- 13 with "Lights of New York."
where he can use his experience of help motion pictures. The only reacompany houses using talkersOther
ern Pennsylvania and Kentucky.
are:
son for holding the hearings, it was
Grand-Florissant, Powhatan, Shenboth stage and screen direction. He
andoah, Arsenal, West End Lyric,
last staged Mae West's dramatic explained to the representatives of Film Policy Dropped at
THE FILM DAILY, by CongressKings, Maplewood, Mikado, Lindell
venture, "The Pleasure Man."
man Vestal, author of the bill, was
New Richmond Theater and Tivoli.
that
all
those
opposed
to
the
legislaSound and Silent Scenes
Richmond, Va. — Picture policy has
tion might have an opportunity to set
dropped at the Mosque, $1,000,- Louisianna Lottery Case
Made on Alternate Days forth their views. The Indiana con- been
000 house, which seats more than
Dismissed by Court
IVest
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
gressman has been a strong supporter 2,500. Grand opera is set in from
Los Angeles — Sound scenes one day of the measure and has sought con- Jan.
New Orleans, La. — Alfred Grosz,
21 to 26, after which no policy
and silent the next are being made
sistently to have it pushed through has been decided upon. Clinton L. owner of the Cortez here, who was
in the alternating schedule introduced but at the same time has always
Williams, chairman of the directing fined $25 or 30 days, by the criminal
by Universal in production of "Show shown a spirit of extreme fairness and committee, is endeavoring to adjust court for an alleged violation of the
lottery law was exonerated from the
Boat." This is claimed as an inno- an unwillingness to put through anyvation in picture making.
thing which may unfairly affect any matters so the house can be reopen- charge by a supreme court order.
ed after the opera run. The house
interest.
may adopt a legitimate policy. The Tickets were given with each admisButterfields Going to Coast
"These hearings were planned in Isis is another picture house here
sion at Grosz's theater and the lucky
Detroit— Col. W. S. and Mrs. But- order that the committee might which
numbers were awarded prizes. The
is dark.
terfield plan to leave Jan. 19 for Cali- acquaint itself fully with the opposidefendant alleo^ed that the facts in
fornia, where they will spend most
the case did not constitute a violation
tion
to
this
bill,"
Vestal
declared
to"U" Managers Transferred
of the winter.
of the Louisiana lottery law.
day. "The bill having been reported
Fred A. Flader general manager
by the committee, we would have no
Heads Memphis Fox Branch
right to have further hearings but in of Universal Circuit, has announced
Fox Manager Killed in Mishap
Denver — Hugh Rennie of the local order to permit the opposition to be a shifting of managers embracing InPortland
— J. M. Linn, Fox manager
sales force, has been named manager heard at their request so that no addianapolis and Cleveland. Charles here, was burned to death when the
of the Fox Memphis exchange.
vantage could be sought or taken by Loewenberg has been assigned to the automobile in which he was riding
anybody we asked to have this addi- management of the Rivoli and Gran- near here turned turtle and took fire.
tional hearing. Rep. Busby interposed
Exhibitors, Colorado Scions
ada, Indianapolis, replacing Willis Charles Powers, former member of
an
objection
to the committees hold- Grist, who has been transferred to the San Francisco sales force, is being
Denver — Sen. Frank R. Kelly, Eming hearings and therefore we have the Hilliard Square, Cleveland.
press, Salida, and Representative
installed as new manager by Eddie
been
forced to bring them to a conCharles F. Rumbaugh, Liberty, PaGrainger
of the home office. Linn had
clusion. There will be no further
Brin Reopens Fond du Lac House
gosa Springs, are the two exhibitorbeen with Fox here for 11 years.
members of the state legislature, now hearings on this measure."
Fond du Lac, Wis. — Brin's Fond du
in session.
Tarkington at Eye Institute
Lac theater reopened here folPeal Firm Improves House
lowing the installation of sound
Baltimore — Booth Tarkington,
Mountcastle Managing Three
Washington Court Plouse, O. — equipment and the remodeling of the writer, is getting along nicely at the
Richmond — Herbert Curtis, local The Colonial, purchased by the Peal lobby. Louis Lutz, Oshkosh repre- Wilmer Eye Institute at Johns
actor who succeeded Stewart B. interests of Cincinnati, operating a
sentative for Brin's Enterprises an- Hopkins Hospital, where he is for
nounced that the theater will feature attention to his eyes.
Tucker as manager of the Colonial chain of houses in Ohio and Kentucky, has been entirely redecorated sound films except Saturday and
more than a year ago, has resigned.
He has been succeeded by John R. and remodeled and is now called the Sunday when the stock will be preShows at O. H. Havre de Grace
Mountcastle, who is managing three Cino.
sented. The Fond du Lac was forHavre de Grace, Md. — The Opera
houses. Bijou, Broadway and Colomerly one of the Fischer chain.
House here, owned by the city, is
New Toledo House
nial. Curtis is expected to resume
work on the stage.
Toledo — Thomas H. Gardner has
being used
by Durkee
Theatrical
InReichstein Resigns Beloit Post
terests in which
to show
films while
announced that he will build a new
Beloit,
Wis.—
F.
A.
Reichsteui,
the
State,
recently
damaged
by
fire,
Lorenzi Leaves Fox
$100,000 theater on the site of the old
years connected with the- is being remodeled.
Springfield, Mass. — U. J. Lorenzi, Bijou which was recently damaged for nineatrical
enterprises in this city, has
who formerly managed the Palace, by fire.
resigned as manager of the Rex. He
DeCroteau at So.nerville, Mass.
a Fox house, has resigned to Join
is succeeded by O. V. Loyd, formerly
Warner Bros, as a road show repreHouse for "U" Ally
Somerville, Mass. — William Demanager of the Jeffris and Apollo
sentative here. Howard Waugh who
Fairfax,
Okla. — The
Griffith theaters, Janesville and now general
Croteau, former manager of the Namanaged the Fox-Poli house at Meri- Amusement Co., affiliated with Unitional at Boston, has been appointed
dan, Conn., has succeeded Lorenzi, iversal, has leased the Tallchief here manager of the United Theaters Co. by Arthur F. Viano manager of the
which operates a number of theaters
it is reported.
for a long term of years.
in this section of the state.
Broadway here.
By ARTHUR
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WE JUST FINISHED WITH YOUR FIRST PATHE SOUND NEWS.
APPLAUSE OF AUDIENCE AND THE PRAISE AS THEY LEFT
THEATRE WAS WONDERFUL
I AS WELL AS MANY OTHER
THEATRE PATRONS WHO HAVE VIEWED OTHER SYNCHRONIZED
NEWS AT OTHER THEATRES HAVE PRONOUNCED YOUR SOUND
NEWS ONE HUNDRED PER CENT BETTER THAN ANY OTHER THEY
HAVE EVER WITNESSED
I PERSONALLY VIEWED QUITE
NUMBER OF OTHERS AND I WISH TO COMPLIMENT YOU
ON YOUR WONDERFUL SUCCESS
A. H

GEORGE,

CAPITOL

THEATRE,

A

MANAGER

PATHE SOUMD N EWS
The Voice of the Screen^ One a Week^ Starting Feb. 3rd

U. S. Health Board Says '"Flu" Scare Passing
/
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INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC
REPORTED RECEDING
TAX THREATEN IN N J.
Bismark. N. D. — Sundaj
opening will be sought in the
current session of the legislature. Proposed amendment of
the law to permit Sunday
shows was tied at the legislative session two years ago, only
to be defeated by vote of the
lieutenant governor.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Influenza epidemic
throughout the country has passed its
peak and now is receding, in the
opinion of officials of the Public
Healtii Service, based on reports from
all scctons. Cases have decreased SO
per cent from the peak figure of ten
weeks ago. Death rate from all causes
is but about six per cent higher than
comparable periods one year ago,
Minneafr)olis — Censorship, biennial showing that the present scare has
ssue in the Northwest, again is be- not been accompanied by an increasing rate of mortality, as would
ng proposed in the Minnesota, North
md South Dakota legislatures, with be indicated by alarmist propaganda.
he latter throwing in a proposed ten
oer cent admission tax for good Musicians Hard Hit by
neasure.

Sound Films, Weber Says

NTERCHANGEABILITY Of
TAIKAPHONE IS
Minneapolis — Add Talkaphone to
he list of disc devices which have
•roved their interchangeability with
•ictures recorded by the Western
'Zlectric sound system of recording,
he proof being furnished by W. A.
Steffes with "Lilac Time" at the
ivOgan here, Tuesday and Wednesday,
'aramount, First National and United
artists have accepted sound contracts,
nd Columbia also has agreed to ex:nd service. The "Lilac Time" run
ere was okehed by Ned Depinet,
'irst National sales head.

lore Interchangeability
luns for Bristolphone
Two more interchangeability demnstrations for Sonora-Bristolphone
re scheduled. The Family, Jackson,
lich., is slated to open its sound proram Sunday with M-G-M's "The
"lying Fleet," while the Midland,
'lewark, O., introduces its Sonora^ristolphone Monday with Paralount's "Interference."

H'oshiiipton Bureau of THE

FILM

D/HLY

Washington — Development of talking and sound pictures has caused an
acute unemployment situation among
musicians, who view with dismay invasion of foreign talent, according to
Joseph N. Weber, president of the
American Federation of Musicians.
The musicians' head appeared yesterday before the House immigration
committee in connection with the
Ijoint resolution oflfered to obtain a
more specific definition of the term
"artist," to check to some extent the
invasion of foreign journeyman musicians, in competition with residential
talent. The musicians contend the
term is so elastic, that under the law
even an organ grinder and a monkey
would be admitted.

18, 1929

Price

5 Cents

SCHENCK AGAIN DENIES
LOEW-FOX DEAL REPORT
A Year Apart
In reiterating denial that
negotiations were on with Fox
for sale of the Loew interests,
Nicholas M. Schenck said
yesterday:
"I haven't seen Mr. Fox
since the time he came to my
office to talk about his purchase of the West Coast Cir-

N. Y. Buzzes With Report
of Merger Loew Head
Brands Untrue

Nicholas M. Schenck yesterday
again denied persistent reports that
Fox is negotiating for purchase of
Loew's, Inc. Meanwhile, New York
film circles buzzed with talk of the
reported sale which, in some quarters,
was declared near consummation.
Others were inclined to discount it, in
the face of persistent and strong
The Wesco deal was andenials from both Schenck and Wilnounced on Jan. 25, 1928, alliam Fox.
most a year ago.
Those giving credence to the report, declare the delay in closing the
Fox purchase of almost 200 independcuit."
ent houses in New York was to be
Publix Girding for Fight
for Business on Coast credited to an impending deal with
Loew's claiming that consummation
Miimeapolis — Adopting
a policy of
one or the other, but not both,
identical with that of the Paramount,
might be expected. However, from
N. Y., the Metropolitan Jan. 24 will a Fox source it was learned that the
change its name to the Paramount. purchase of the independent theaters
{Continued on Page 2)
(Continued
on Page 8)

Remaining Ascher Houses
to be Operated by Fox

ADMITS bIgAPPROACHED

Chicago — Remaining houses of the
Ascher circuit, now in receivership,
are slated to go under Fox management within the next month. Some
of the theaters of the chain, which
Radio-Keith-Orpheum has made an
embraces 11 theaters, have been
unsuccessful offer to buy a controlleased to Balaban & Katz.
ling interest in Loew's, Inc. for $125
a share. The proposal is understood
to have been turned down flatly by
Nicholas M. Schenck.
Yesterday a reporter for THE
FILM DAILY asked Schenck
whether or not it was a fact that he
sin unit have contributed to the Al- had been approached by R-K-O. He
lied fund and if the move is not admitted that an offer had been
ratified, it perhaps will mean that brought to him, but did not define its
they personally must stand that ex- terms, adding however, no direct
penditure, in which event it is be- proposition had been presented to
lieved a new state unit will be form- him by Radio or any other group.
ed to affiliate with Allied.

"INfORMALLY" BY JI-K-0

Myers A ddresses A Hied Leaders;
Special Wisconsin Meet Called
Chicago — Policies which he
expects to pursue were outlined at a meeting here yesterday of Allied leaders by
Abram F. Myers, president and
counsel of the organization.

Milwaukee — Special meeting of
the Wisconsin exhibitor association
^ew Pacent Firm Maps
has been called for Sunday to pass
Plans for Production upon the question of affiliation with
Production plans of Pacent Re- Allied States Ass'n. Allied and _M.
roducer Co., formed to manufacture P.T.O.A. representatives are being
disc synchronizer, now are being invited to address the gathering, outlining advantages of affiliation with
jmpleted.
The new company has
gun manufacture of its device at their respective organizations. Direceymour. Conn. Vitaphone is to
tors have ratified affiliation with Allied, but some members are declared
■rvice the machine, which has been
stalled at the Lincoln, Union Hill, questioning the legality of the move.
{Continued on Page 2)
Individual members of the Wiscon-

Detroit— With W. S. Butterfield
and Kunsky enterprises declared opposing the ratification of the Michigan unit's affiliation with Allied, a
similar situation as existing in Wisconsin has developed, which it is said,
may lead to a rift between these two
leading circuits of the state, and the
exhibitor unit. H. M. Richey, business manager of the state organization, is one of the sponsors and secretary of Allied.

More Releases
Number of releases on the
American market increased in
1928 over 1927, it is shown in
figures being compiled for THE
1929 FILM DAILY YEAR
BOOK. A complete list of all
available films for the year will
be a feature of the edition, to
be issued in January.
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Publix Girding for Fight
New Pacent Firm Maps
for Business on Coast
Plans for Production
{Continued from Page 1)
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The move follows return of the house N. J., and Montclair, Montclair, playing Vitaphone pictures.
The new
Vil.XLfUNi.15
Fridir,la>.18,1929
PriciSeMrtt to Ptiblix management, following dissolution of the deal for operation by company has no connection with the
West Coast Theaters, a move made Pacent Electric Co.
PUBLISHER
JOIN W. AllCOATE
upon request of the Dept. of Justice.
An intense showmanship battle for F. N. Calls Meetin
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
g of
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and business between the two firms, here
Eastern Branch Managers
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Fil« and at other Coast key cities is anFolk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
ticipated.
This
may
result
in
a
theater
Conference of eastern branch manPublisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
campaign
on
the
part
of
agers of First National, has been
and Editor; Donaid M. Mersereau, Treasurer, acquisition
Business and Advertisinc Manager. Entered Publix.
called by Ned E. Depinet, general
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
sales manager for Jan. 24, at the New
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
York office of the company. Among
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) Entertaining Scribes Not
United States outside of Greater New York.
the branch managers who will attend
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Deductible from Income are: R. S. Wehrle, Albany; T. B.
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Spry, Boston; F. J. A. McCarthy,
re -nit with Older. Address all communicatrons to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 BroadWashington — Expenditures by pic- Buffalo; M. H. Keleher, New Haven;
way. New York, N. Y. Phone Cirde 4736ture actors in entertaining newspaper J. C. Vergesslich, New Jersey; Jules
4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph reporters are not deductible as ordi- Levy, New York; W. J. Heenan,
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
nary and necessary expenses, directly Philadelphia; Robert Smeltzer, Wash6607. London — Ernest W. Fredraan, The
ington; C. A. Clegg, Atlanta; R. H.
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W. connected with or pertaining to
I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne, business, under am opinion just ren- Haines, Pittsburgh; F. E. North,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — ^P. A. Harle,
dered by the general counsel of the Detroit; Carl Leserman, Cleveland;
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
Internal
Revenue Bureau, in re- Paul E. Krieger, Cincinnati; F. P.
Cour-dea-Noues,
19.
Bryan, Charlotte and R. S. Bell of
sponse to an inquiry regarding de- Toronto.
ductibility of such expenditures in
making income tax returns. However,
Leaving to Start Production
it is pointed out that expenditures for
Production is slated to start within
upkeep and operation of their automobiles are allowed as deductions, to two weeks on "The Woman Who Was
the extent that they represent cost of Forgotten," which Richard Thomas
3=
transportation actually required in and Charles S. Goetz, will produce
STOCK MARKET
carrying on their business. Such ex- with endorsement of the National
pense may even include hiring of a Education. They are slated to leave
High
Low Close Sale*
New York today for the Coast. Ray
Am.
Seat
35
35
35
100 chauffeur.
Kirkwood, director, also is leaving for
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 28?^
27J^ 2854 6,400
East.
Kodak
184^ 182}4 184 J4 1,300
the Coast.
"Sal of Singapore" Postponed
*do pfd
128
•First Nat. pfd
104}^
Rearrangement of booking has postFox Fm.
"A".... 96Ji
95^ 95^ 1,800
*da
rts
3
....
Plainview,Tex.
Tex.
to beenforcement
"Blue''
poned the opening of Pathe's "Sal
Plainview.
— Rigid
*Keith
A-O
41
of Singapore" at the Colony, New
*do pfd
13025^
York, from Jan. 19 to Jan. 26. Phyl- of the Sunday "blue" laws has been
Loew's
Inc
74%
73'^ 73% 33,200
lis Haver, the star of the picture, will promised by Royce A. Oxford, county
do pfd
106% 106 106% 300
broadcast from a local radio station attorney. The action is promised as
*M-G-M
pfd. .
M. P. Cap
18%
1654 18% 500 the day before the opening, it is said. a result of a conference between
Para.
F-L
60
5854 27
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James E. King, manager of three
Pathe Exch
1354
12 J4 nVi 7,800
100 The picture is the subject of a test theaters and the prosecutor.
case
brought
by
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against
Ntew
200
do "A"
27
27
40 J4
Radio K-A-O
43J4
41
43 M
9854
York censor's, to prevent them from
•Stanley Co
Johnston Buys At Deer River
♦Univ. Pict. pfd
"usurping"
power of censoring sound.
Deer River, Minn. — J. E. Johnston
Warner Bros
12554 12354 124
6,800
Warner
pfd
55 J4 55 5554 1,700
of Aiken, Minn, has purchased the
Price Closes Deal
CURB
MARKET
Lyceum here from C. G. Mullen.
11,500
Acoustic Prod
18J4
16% 18
Oscar A. Price has sold to Tony Mullen is leaving for the Coast.
*Bal.
& Katz
82
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 22%
2154 2154
7,500 Luchese, of Liberty Film Corp.,
Local Censor Law at Alice, Tex.
*Film Insp
2%
. . . . Philadelphia, rights to "The BachFox
.. 3654
3554
Alice, Tex. — Backed by ruling on
elors' Club," starring Richard TalIntern.Thea.Proj"A"
18%
18 365^
18% 52,300
200
Loew do deb. rts.. 38 J4 37% 3754 3,700 madge in Eastern Pennsylvania,
its legality by the state attorney genNat. Scr. Ser
3454
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3254 3,400 Southern New
Jersey, Delaware,
eral, the council here has enacted an
300
Nat.
Thea.
Sup... 11J4
11 J4 11^
Maryland,
District
of
Columbia,
and
ordinance
providing for censorship of
Trans-Lux
11
IO54 10%
8,300 Virginia.
pictures and banning Sunday shows.
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Hollander Back in N. Y.
•Keith A-0 6s 46
96
FBO Ass't Director 111
Loew
6s 41ww
..11954 11954 11954
Harry Hollander of the Publix
do 6s 41 x-war... 10054 10054 10054
Basil Smith, assistant to Bert Glen- production department has returned
Paramount 6s 47 ..100 9954 100
Par. By. S54s 51 .10254 102% 10254
non who is directing "Syncopation", to New York from a trip through the
for FBO, is in a New York hospital South and Middle West.
•Pathe 7s 37
81
CURB
BONDS
suffering from a nervous collapse.
Am. Seat. 6s 36 .. 97
9654
965i
James Seymour, casting director of
RKO
Regional Sales Meeting
•Warner 654s 28
198
Sound Studios, is replacing him temOVER THE COUNTER
Charles
Rosenzweig, sales manporarily.
Roxy "A"
34
36
ager, will preside at a meeting of
do units
36
41
....
eastern RKO branch managers to
do com
554
8
....
Downey Heads Detroit Board
Skouras Bros
50
be held Sunday in New York.
Technicolor
954
1054
....
Detroit — Frank Downev (M-G-M)
United
Art
8
12
is new president of the Film Board.
do pfd
76
84
....
He succeeds James Allan, who has
Univ. Ch. com. ... 2
YOUNG LADY
been transferred to the Warner home
do pfd
85
•LAST PRICE QUOTED
office as assistant general sales manSecretary, bookkeeper, stenogager.
knowledge.rapher, correspondent, legal
Organist Plays During Fire
Many years experience practically
Jossey With Mag^naphone
Baltimore — Harold Ramsay, organevery branch of motion picture indusCleveland,
O.
—
J.
S.
Jossey,
former
try. Capable taking charge of office
ist, kept playing while the audience
or department. Excellent references.
manager of Progress Pictures, is genAvailable
about February
1st.
filed out of Loew's Century, when a
eral sales manager of Magnaphone,
fire occurred in the building next disc synchronizing sound equipment.
BOX
A-101
door.
care Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N.Y.C.
This is a state rights company.
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Film Guild Cinema opens
York.
Fifth tional
annual
Review.
Board of conference

in

of

New

Na-

Annual
of
Pennsylvanof
Eastern banquet
ia. M.P.T.O.
Theatrical ball of Los Angeles
branch of Actors Equity Ass'n.
Opening
4,000-seat ToledO'Paramount atof Toledo.

Dinner of the Silver Screen sponsored by The Film Bureau in New
York.
Dinner of Writers Branch of Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood, to visiting dialogue
writers.
1929 Wampas Frolic, Hollywood.
AMPA
New York.
Hollywood Masque Ball in

"U"

Chicago

Sales Meet
Headed by M. Van Praag, general
sales manager for Universal, a group
of the Universal home office sales
heads is in Chicago for a sales meeting of nearby exchanges. Included
m the group which will gather in
Chicago from New York are Ted
Schlanger, assistant general sales
manager, Fred J. McConnell, sales
manager for short product, and R.
V. Anderson, sales manager for International News. On the way back
to New York, the group expects to
stop over for similar meetings in
Cleveland and Buffalo.
Gertrude
Lawrrence for Movietone?
Fox is reported dickering for services of Gertrude Lawrence, musical
comedy star, under terms of which
she would go to the Coast to appear
in several talking and singing pictures. She already has appeared in
two Movietone shorts.

Berlin, Md., House Destroyed
Berlin,
Md. — Levin
A. Cannor's
small theater at Newark,
Md., near
here was destroyed by fire.
George Skouras in N. Y.
George Skouras of Skouras Enterprises is in New York.

WAFILMS,
CaU
Walter A.

Inc.

Putter,

Pre*,

for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W.

46th St., New
Bryant 8181

York

First Week— Well Pleased!

"We received and showed our first
week's trailers and were very well
pleasedPARAMOUNT
with them."

THEATRE,

Pint Grove, W.

Va.

And still the
M-G-M hits come —
RAMON
NOVARRO
>>i
THE FLYING FLEET
Ahsiiliilrlv the lJ^t wonl m
aviation thrilK wiih hanJMtmc
Kiimitn in tit* muk( romandc
and jullickt rule tince "The
MiJfthipman.**
Great cither
\%
ith Sound or Silent.
JOHN

GILBERT
THIRST

in

I'hr tiar ihey all wanted! He's
')u*>t «ii:neit attain with M-C*'M
f«if ^:iMir>ic!). AntI hi^ vaitt pubtic will Hock |o see hik new
drama of Uivc and thriUk !
l!(|iiipped for Sound— or Silent!

GRETA GARBO in
WILD ORCHIDS
John C4>lton, author of the'
sij^c Kuccepis "Rain" has jiiven
hcuuiiful C*reta the must icfip*
pinn With
story she's ever appeared
in.
»)r
Silent! Nils Asther. Sound

Ooh, looyk!a Geeps
maybe a fortune
she'll tell, hah!

THE BELLAMY

ACTS
MOVIEexpected that M'G'M

It was to be
would bring the much needed
Quality note into the making oi
these imponanc Movietone subjects. Within a brief six montht
M'G'M has built up a library of
great box-office numbers and now
brings you its Second Scries of
Metro Movietone Acts. Three de
luxe numbers weekly. Arhonjgthe
big names : Van &. Schenck,
Vincent Lopez. Miller & Lyles,
Ukelcle lke» George Dewey
Washington, Odette Myrtit and

TRIAL

Something to cheer about! The
Saturday Evening Post serial!
Directed by Monia Bell! The
perfect TALKING picture. A
thriller any way yuu play it —
Sound or Silent.

WILLIAM
THE DUKE

METRO
TONE

HAINES in
STEPS OUT

Jimmycess Crure
made ''ExEiaggaKc'Mswho
directing
Bill
Haines (with Joan Crawford)
in what is destined to be one
of the talked of pictures thit
year. Watch for a Big Shot!

many more.
WITH SOUND!

Now available

with Sound— HAL ROACH'S
Comedies: "Our Gang," Charlie
Chase. Laurel-Hardy.

THE FIRST RELEASE OF 1929 IS
THE GIANT PICTURE
Clarence Brown's production of
Robert
W. Service's Novel

WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS IN
STORE FOR LEO AND YOU
The greatest barometer of the days to come are days
passed and passing. That's why it's a cinch to figure
out what Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer means to you in 1929!
Here's what happened

in 1928

"Our Dancing Daughters" with Joan Crawford started the fun!
And what fun! Ever>'bodv said: "Watch M-G-M!" And oh
baby, they watched Bill Haines in "Excess Baggage"; Lon
Chaney in "While The City Sleeps"; "White Shadows in the
South Seas"; Marion Davies and William Haines in "Show
People"; "Dreain of Love" with Joan Crawford; Lon Chanev
in "West of Zanribar"; John Gilbert in "Masks of the Devil";
Gilbert-Garbo in "A Woman of Affairs" and a lot more Big Ones.

one, hit after another

DUNK

THE TRAIL
OF

The $2
Astor

Theatre
Sensation

(Sound or Silent)
MORE
BIG
SCENES
THAN
EVER
BEFORE
IN ONE
PICTURE!
THE GIGANTIC SNOW SLIDE
More breath'taking than the dividing of
the Red Sea- in "Ten Commandments."
THE CHILKOOT PASS
A spectacle to he remembered with the
winding march of heroes in "Big Parade.**
THE WHITE HORSE RAPIDS
Ranks for thrill and tenseness with the
chariot race in "Ben-Hur."
THE BURNING OF DAWSON

THIS OVER!
in my cof , . fee! . .,"

M-G-M HAS COME THROUGH WITH ONE BIG
HIT AFTER
ANOTHER
SINCE
AUGUST
but
it's just part of M-G-M's merriest box-office partyi

HOORAY!

HOORAY!

THEY'RE ON THE WAY!

nuas JUVHVIY
VALENTINE
Sturrina
WILLIAM

\ ' /

Morc;

More.'

BRIGHT

stars are the greatest of all!

LIGHTS!

,.t

mi^

John Gilberl

Marion Davies

Norma Shearer

Hamon

Novarro

Busier Kcaton

l>re(a Garbo

William Haines

-G-

HAINES

Tafce a look —

THE
M'G-M

And There Are "More Stars Than There Are in Heaven'
in Metro-Goldwyn'Mayer Pictures

S. R. O. $2 ASTOR THEATRE
TALKING SENSATION!

And More.'

Ralph Forbes — Karl Dan*
Harry Carey
Tully Marshall-

Showing the origin of history's great disaster,
when the gambler with ignited clothing sets
fire to the world's most famous gold camp.

''You're . . the . . cake . .

,--/'-

CITY

DOLORES
DEL RIO

Money Getting Movies
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$2,000,000
spent in nation-wide advertising
that has made the name VITAPHONE a money-magnet in itself

AND

RADIO

Weekly broadcast through 27
stations is telling 65, 000, 000
about FIRST NATIONAL VITAPHONE
52 times a year !
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Great Talking Special with Hilton Sill<^
Dorothy Markaill, Betty Conipson and DougUi^
Kairbanki*. Jr. $2.00 (>ma8h in New Yqrk and
Los Angeles. GrealesI review ovation any
piciure has received in montbs. Held third
week in Toledo. $2,100 over hou»e record at
Rialto, Newark. Record at Hippodroiur.
Cleveland.

CORINNE GRIFFITH
and VITAPHONE

TIICRVKD BARTHELMESS
and VITAPHONE

in "The Divine Lady'*

in "Weary River"
All of Barthelme88 — for the fint time! Viu-

Built to mnk as the greatei^t sea special ever
made. onStory
from E. Barringlon'B
ba;ed
the eendatioual
love affairs beat-seller
of one of
the most famous sirens of hislory. Five stars
and thousands in the vast, plus brilliant sound
und score. A Frank Lloyd production.

ptione digft
up buried
Dick's rich
speakinff
voice
and add«treasure
it to thein treirtendouA
9er«oiuiity punch tliat has made him the
screen's greatest male star. Will he roadshoKed
on Broadway at {2.00. Brilliaol theme Mmg
will be plugged froui coast to coaal. Betif
Compson in the cast.

dear,

an' did ye hear the
NEWS

"THE BARKER''
and VITAPHOXE

Mithcr

that's

"Noo,
(lope, so who hczround?"
zeiil
lioi<l yiitahout FIR.ST
NATIONAL ill conjiiiutioii wilt <lc Vilaphotie.wot
it's froiiDa be 12 iiiovelliis
TALKING STAGES goinin
(!e iiiecdle from Boibenk!"
''Sliiiie an' it's <;rcat tliiiigis
they're sa\iii', Mither,
about THE BARKER.'
"You tailing deni, kced!
SeeX ^vikks alra<l<ly in tie
Onlral on Broadwa). A
liebsoliitc penio at tie
Rialto, Newark. Twantyone hondred dollalis dey
trussing over wilt above
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MILTON
SILLS and DOROTHY
MACKAILL and VITAPHONE
in "His Captive Woman''
Trenfendous success of **The Barker" will
prime tbe public for this follow-iip with the
same two stars in dramatic TALKING roles, as
a New York cop and Jris "uurdeTess captive
marooned, half-clad, on a deeert island — with
I be cop apparently compelled to doom to death
the woman he has learned to love, when res«ue<l
later. A George Fitzni.Ttirice production.

AUCE WHITE and VITAPHONE
in*^HolStufr'

her pulsing^pep doubled when she sings and

"CHILDREN OF TOE RITZ"
and VITAPHONE
with Dorothy Mackaill
and Jack Mulhall
A best-selling prize-winning novel as thf atire*^
6re vehicle for the Vitaphone debut of the
M:reen's most famous comedy -romance team.
Riotous revelry in ritz settings, and brand*new

dances like Every body's Bosibess. Witfi Louiee
Fazeoda, Directed by Mervyu LeRoy.

love angles.
A sensational
answer loA what's
wrong
with the
younger generation.
John
Francis Dillon production.

Now

youll Hear "IT^! — She sounds even

better than she looks .'. .The Spirit of Whoopee
— multiplied by two! The Box-Office power of

And

Many

COLLEEN

'^EVEN FOOTPRINTS
and VITAPHONE

"I '

TO SATAN"

'^THE

SQUALL"

and VITAPHONE

Romantic drama that was the talk of bnjadway

I

f 4iaD who

I i singer,
1 nnl
Uaiher
r Kerda.

It's another "Haunted House", males— and
they don*t come any better than that. Same
femroe lead — Thelma Todd; same director —
Ben jamin Christensen. Amazing mystery story
that is different fiom all the rest, packed with
thrill-gags they've never been seen before.

for one solid year will be made into a big-scale
TALKING

Special with un all-star cast now

being selected — including Myma Loy. Alice
Joyce, Loretta Young. Alexander Korda
will direct.

Moro

Cownlngt

MOORE

in "EAR-

"LA
TOSCA"-grcarej«f
opera.
BED."
LY TO
CORINNE 'GRIFFITH
in
"SATURDAY'S CHILDREN"
— itran48u>eeksonBroadtcay.
MILTON SILLS in"PAT AND
MIKE"— read it in January
"Cosmopolitan."
"THEHOUSEOFHORRORS"
— third great mystery thriller.

idtionol YlTAPftom ficture^
"The only film concern that seems to care anything about the success
of.the.exhibitor."— C. A. Roberts, Coniniunity Theatre, Ulysses/ Pa.
Member f Motion Kcxmt Productn mi D)«tributor« of Americ* Inc>.WUi H.Hayt fiuUnt

"An' there's joy in the
de houze racord!"'
heart o' nie when I hear
the spalpeens are going to
make LA TOSCA. Mind
ye what a grand affair that
will be, what with all the
foine singin' an' the like!"
"Also
dey saving wotHAUNilere's
afutehininTIIE
TED HOUSE. Sotth H
helegant beezness in Chicago, so ect knocked oil
de competeeshun kuld!"
"An' niany'.< tli' line wni-tcl
ill' paupers
do be printin'
about
RICIIVHD
BARTIIEL.MESS in SCAR-

"Und LET
ALICE
SEAS." \mriE in
NAUGHTY BABY . . .
Hinmm — is dee* hot!"
"There's no denvin',
Mither— IF IT'S FIRST
NATIONAL, IT'S A

"You dun't knowing dc
IT'S
from it,kee
helf
FIR.S
IT'Sd-IF
A HIT,
T
NATIONAL!"
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No Interruption

of Paramount Quality
A Statement by
HOLLYWOOD,

GAL., JAN. 17, 1929

Despite the fire that destroyed one of the sound stages at
PARAMOUNT'S Hollywood studio last night, production will continue exactly as scheduled and PARAMOUNT will fulfill every contractual commitment made to exhibitors. All of the production that
was to be launched on the new sound stages will be transferred to the
ten stages now in use, as the recording apparatus was housed in another building and was therefore not touched by the flames.
The starting date of all pictures will be carried out to the letter
and without a single hour's delay. No negative or film of any kind was
in the structure that the flames swept away, as all of this material is
kept in the laboratories, a mile from the studios. Our present stages
can well take care of the increased production just as they did when
the new building was under construction.
During that time we completed nine full dialogue pictures, namely, "Interference," "The Doctor's Secret," "The Canary Murder
Case," "The Dummy," "The Wolf of Wall Street," "Chinatown
Nights," Clara Bow in "The Wild Party," "Close Harmony" and
"Innocents of Paris."

At our Long Island studio we have practically finished "The Letter," "The Hole in the Wall," Richard Dix in "Nothing But the
Truth," all talking pictures, and the program of sound shorts.

THE
Friday, January

18, 1929

-a&ank
^^"^^^^

DAILV

In Production

SOUND PICTURES
Jesse L. Lasky
The capacity of our Hollywood studios does not take into consideration the possibilities for increased production at Long Island, where
other sound recording apparatus is now in operation.
The following all-talking productions for release this season will
start as originally scheduled on the dates listed: January 21, "The
Man I Love," featuring Richard Arlen and Mary Brian and directed
by William Wellman; January 28, "The Studio Murder Mystery,"
with an all star cast directed by Frank Tuttle; February 21, "Young
Sinners," starring Charles "Buddy" Rogers and directed by Dorothy
Arzner; February 25, "The Saturday Night Kid," starring Clara Bow;
March 11, a George Bancroft-Josef von Sternberg production as yet
untitled; March 11, an Adolphe Menjou starring picture as yet untitled.
This comprises the entire list of all-talking pictures
this season scheduled for production on the West Coast.
to these pictures, eight all-talking productions for release
will be completed during the months of January, February
IS originally scheduled.
U !

for release
In addition
in the Fall
and March,
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STOCK ACTIVITY SEEN
FORERUNNER OF DEAL
Financial reporters regard continued activity and strength of Loew's,t
Inc., on the New York stock markees
as the forerunner of a merger, articl
yeste:rday indicate. Their comments
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Loew's, Inc. was an outstanding
of the entertainment shares, rising to new
high ground for the year on buying based on
of merger developments
the expectation
Loew's chain of theaters now includes about
ISO vaudeville and motion picture houses in
Canada, England, Gerthe United States, It
is expected that the
many and Brazil.
al acshortly announce addition
company will
quisitions which will increase its earning
power, and strengthen its position in the
amusement field.—•"The» Wall• Street Journal.
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Goldstein in Charge
Firm
of States Cinema resigned

William Goldstein has
from auditing department of Para-of
mount, to take charge of activities
States Cinema Corp., New York,
headed by Charles S. Goetz. The
latter left yesterday for the Coast
with Richard Thomas, to produce
"The Woman Who Was Forgotten."

Ziegfeld Movietone Follies?
Florenz Ziegfeld's office announced
yesterday that the producer plans
in
ld Follies'
production
r, no' hfar, howeve
one. ofSo "Ziegfe
moviet
cense for use of the Movietone system of recording has been secured
from Electrical Research Products,
which is necessary for use of the
system, unless a sublicense is secured
from one of the licensees.
H. A. Cook Resigns
Macon, Ga.— Harold A. Cook has
resigned as manager of the Criterion
here, it is reported. The two Lucas
houses have been combined under
one management.

Dortic Called to New York
C. L. Dortic, veteran accessory
man with the Universal Pictures
Corp. and for the past several years
ories in that comin charge of access
pany's Pittsburgh territory, is now
in New York, due to the illness of
his mother, Mrs. Clara Jones.
Farris Buys At Oakdale
Oakdale, Tenn.— H. G. Farris has
the Lyric from William
purchased
h.
Gofort

SYNCHROPHONE
World's Latest — Most Marvelous
NON-SYNCHRONIZING
Sound Device

Compare it with $3,000 to $10,000 Talking Devices
TONAL QUALITY UNSURPASSED

CESTAL$LE3D95PRIIN

nilft V. tlOllAND AnRAaiONS
915 LONGACRE

-:BUILDING
Sales Distributors

FOREIGN

RIGHTS

NEW

AVAILABLE

YORK

Price 25 Cents
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lUSTRy HELPING PUT BIG BOOKING FOR JESSEL
)V£ft iOVER INAUGURAL m IS CLOSED IN N.Y.
li^'askington Bureau of THE

Industry

FILM

DAILY

■ Washington — With
the
film
inlustry prepared to extend co-operaion to publicize the event, plans are
inder way to make the Hoover in.ugural the first "old fashioned'' inugural
since
1913.
Three
days,
'larch 2, 3 and 4 have been set aside
jr the observance,
to which many
tales will send delegations.
Trailers are playing an important role in
iublicity being employed by Sidney
i. Lust, head of the film section of
16 committee
on press relations.
Provision is being made
by the
pmmittee for accommodations of the
;wsreel men who will film the oathking procession.
In charge of this
iction of publicity are Andrew May,
fiairnian of Harris & Ewing; M. H.
cintyre of Pathe; Harry Van Tine,
.ternational Newsreel; Albert Holhd, Fox. Preliminary publicity allady started includes filming by
jithe Sound News of Colonel U. S.
•■ant, chairman, and W. Irving
'over, executive secretary, respecIfely of the general arrangements
unmittce.

Marking one of the biggest booking deals ever closed in Greater New
York for an independent company
release, "'Lucky Boy," Tiffany-Stahl
talkir.g and singing picture starring
George Jesse!, opens at the Capitol,
the middle of February, to be followed by runs over the Loew^ circuit
in Greater New York. The deal was
closed by Phil Meyer, Tiffany-Stahl
branch manager.

Manny Brown District
Head for T-S on Coast

Has Big Year
Passing the experimental
stage, the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences firmly established itself during 1928,
great strides being made during the year, it is shown in a
review
of the for
organization's
work compiled
THE 1929
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
to be issued this month.

FRENCH INDUSTRY SEEKS
TRADE WITH HAYS GROUP

— Charles Declac, president
Los Angeles — Manny Brown has of Paris
the
Chamber Syndicate, will head
been named Coast district supervisor
a delegation of the French industry,
of Tiffany-Stahl, succeeding Homer
which is to go to New York ostensBorger.
ii)Iy to study tl-.c film situation there,
but, in reality to negotiate a reciprocal agreement with Will H. Hays.
R-K-0 Managers Compete
One plan is an American guarantee of
On "Wings" Showmanship purchase of a fixed numljcr of French
R-K-O house managers in the films ainnially, the other calls for a
Greater New York sections are in fund of from $400,000 to 5600.000 to
competition the week of Jan. 20th for be contributed by American distributors for rehabilitation of the French
3 bronze trophj- offered by Major Leslie E. Thompson, divisional manager, industry. The industry here regards
iax Gooseman Joins Ufa to the local house manager who shows the time as particularly propituous
Eastern Distributors the greatest ingenuity in the exploita- for the driving of a bargain in Amertion and box-office results during the
ica,
out shown
that onlyin 313
Amer-in
Max P. C. Gooseman. until reicanpointing
films were
France
citly general sales manager of Ufa, engagement of "Wings," which will 1928, compared with 368 the previous
have a full w-eek's showing in all
Crman firm, has joined Ufa Eastern houses.
Istributors, New York, which hands the Ufa and other imported
year.
p)duct in Eastern states. David
E 11 is president of the company.

Siitz Starting Series of
2 Talking, Singing Films

A Busy Week

25

Cants

ALLIED STARTS WORK
ACTIVELY ON MONDAY
Chicago — With details of organization and financing worked out at the
meeting
here. Allied expects
Slates Ass'n
of
-M. P. Exhibitors,
to start
work actively Monday. Abram F.
Myers, president and general counsel, and other leaders of the revived
organization are slated to address a
meeting of Wisconsin exhibitors
called for Sunday. Policies and
plans sionwere
here. agreed upon at the ses-

Special Meeting of N. W.
Exhibitor Unit Called
Minneapolis — Call has been sounded for special meeting of the Northwest exhibitor unit Feb. 4 and 5 to
discuss
the organization's
participation in Allied
and ways and
means
to combat adverse legislation now
pending in Minnesota, North and
South Dakota. At the sessions.
President W. A. Steffes will offer a
plan for a more cohesive organzation by appointment of county chairmen with expenses paid to the district meetings to be held regularly.

Marsh Named by President
Federal Trade Commission
iVashinglon Bureau of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Charles H. Marsh of
Minnesota has been nominated by
President Coolidge to succeed Abram F. Myers as a member of the
Federal Trade Commission.

Deal for Sale of Equity
to Warners Not Yet Closed

What Wall Street thinks Wall Street does not
MONDAY:
Philadelphia — Deal for sale of the
However, for its possible bearing on the
always see happen.
Equity chain in Philadelphia and
centralization era in the industry, the following comment is vicinity
'roduction on the first of a series
to Warners has not yet been
f>H2 operettas with singing and dia:
Journal"
Street
Wall
"The
from
reprinted
le will be started, by E. Spitz in
closed, it is reported here. NegotiaThere is a widely circulated rumor in the financial district that
\- York next week. Leo Taub
Paramount Famous Lasky eventually may be found to be working in
supervise the series and Eugene
close harmony with the Radio CorporaticMi. No confirmation has been
ier and Phillip Van Loan will colli ct. Frank Rehsen is musical diobtainable, but many are inclined to credit the report and it is being
repeated in all quarters.
'eor of the production, the script
which was written by Merle
There the matter stands. Conjecture, if you go in for that sort of
.^nson. Adolph Philip, author and
CO poser, also is associated with the thing. We pass to other comment leaving with you two sidelights to
remember :
piiure, based on gypsy life.
:he cast includes Rosalinda Morinisoprano, who will make her debut
First, "The Wall Street Journal" by its conservatism has established a reputation for accuracy. Wildcat rumors find no place in its
m he Metropolitan Opera this seacolumns.
so Ralph Errolle of the PhiladelPh. Opera Co.; Berna Dean, who
Secondly, Adolph Zukor, always zealous for his company's posiapcared in "The Vagabond King,"
Je.o Warner. Sarah Edwards, Bcrtion in the industry, is working hard and planning as he goes. Along
iiic Mershon. Fred Osborn, Allan what lines, he, of course, knows best. We are informed, however,
DtWitt, Harry Hermsen and Karin
that he is maintaining close
vigil onon the
trend of the times and how(^ne.
(Continued
Page 3)

stated.

tions are continuing however, it is

5000 Organs Manufactured
by Kilgen in 50 Years
St. Louis — Charles C. Kilgen, pres-

ident of George Kilgen & Son. pipe
organ builders, has completed his
50th year of active connection with
the firm. During the half century
the company manufactured 5,000
pipe organs.

Witmark Music Catalogued
for Use in Sound Scores
M. Witmark and Sons, New York
music publishing firm in which the
(Continued on Page

12)
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by Wid's Films and Film
t (1929)
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J. W. Alicoate, President and
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as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
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Friedrichstrasse. 225. Paris— 'P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues,
19.
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MARKET
Acoustic Prod. ... IS'^
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♦Film
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Trans-Lux
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A BUSY
WEEK,
Ait Editorial by Maurice Kann
FINANCIAL
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS,
Coast News by Telegraph
"A LITTLE FROM
LOTS,"
by Ralph Wilk
SOUND
PICTURES,
by Charles F. Hyncs
PRESENTATIONS,
by Herbert
S. Berg
REVIEWS OF NEWEST RELEASES, by Jack Harrower
FOREIGN
MARKETS,
by James P. Cunningham
THEATER
EQUIPMENT,
by Charles F. Hynes
THE
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HEADLINES,
Resume of the News
SHORT SHOTS FROM
EASTERN STUDIOS,
by Arthur
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BEAUTY
AND
BULLETS
BEWARE
OF
BACHELORS
BUSHRANGER,
THE
CASE OF LENA SMITH
FORBIDDEN
LOVE
KING OF THE RODEO
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Making
Dialogue
Sequences
Dialogue sequences now are being
made by Columbia for "The Lone
Wolf's Daughter," starring Bert
Lytell, at the Victor Recording Studios, Camden, N. J.

Rockville
House
Closed
Rockville, Conn. — The Princess,
operated by the Interstate Theater
2,000 Corp. which also operates the Palace
4,966 here, will close soon, it is reported.
100
400
200

14,000
500
1
22
4
1
6
2

Roxy
34
36
do units"A"
36
41
do com
5^
8
Skouras
Bros.
... 45
Technicolor
11 13
United
Art
8
12
do pfd
76
84
Univ.
Ch.
com...
2
do pfd
75
85
♦LAST PRICE QUOTED

Leased Homerville House
Homerville, Ga. — Daniel W.
Hughes and F. W. Jernigan have
lea.sed the Liberty, succeeding Lucas
Jenkins in the operating of that
house.

$6000,000 Mid West House
Oklahoma City, Okla. — Erection of
a $600,000 theater by the Mid West
Enterprises, Inc. is being considered
here, according to John Sinopoulo,
manager of the Orpheum.
To Manage Dallas House
Dallas, Tex.— S. S. McHenry, has
taken over the management of the
Ritz, succeeding J. V. Mayo. The
new Ritz manager has been associated
with the Oak Cliff Amuse. Co. of
which C. R. McHenry is head.
Loyd For Beloit House
Beloit, Wis. — O. V. Loyd has been
named manager of the Beloit, sucretired. ceeding F. A. Reichstein, who has
Akeley Camera Equipped
Bell & Howell Camera
Outfit Also Eymo.
BROWNING
STUDIOS
110 West 40th Street
N. Y. C.
PENn. 1258-9

York.
Jan. 25 Film Guild Cinema opens in New
Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference of National Board of Review.
Jan. 27 Annual banquet of M.P.T.O. of
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Jan. 31 Theatrical ball of Los Angeles
branch of Actors Equity Ass'n.
Feb. 1 Opening
4,000-seat Toledo-Paramount atof Toledo.

8
8
8
8
8
9

Feb. 9 Dinner of Writers Branch of Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood, to visiting dialogue
writers.
Feb. 14 1929 Wampas FroUc, Hollywood.
New York.
Mar.
2 AMPA
Hollsrwood Masque Ball in

"Film Fun" Changes

SUBJECTS
SILENT

Bombed Hammond, Ind.
House to be Rebuilt

Book
TheDate
Industry's

Feb. 3 Dinner of tho Silver Screen sponsored by The Film Bureau in New
York.

LADY
OF CHANCE
MAN
IN HOBBLES
NAUGHTY
BABY
ORPHAN
OF THE
SAGE
SINGLE
MAN.
A
SPIELER,
THE

9
9
9
8
8
8

9,666
2,700

22', 5 66

Eddy

REVIEWS

Hammond, Ind. — The State here,
nationally known because of the
bombing which wrecked the house
in November, 1927, will be rebuilt,
bondholders have decided. Harry
'366
Ames
and Joseph Million, conferred
2'
,3
06
Sales bombers, are serving prison sentences
of from one to three years, while
William Kleihege, who operated the
house, has an appeal pendingin state
13',9666
'666 Supreme Court from conviction of a
charge of having conspired to have
the $900,000 house destroyed.

2,900
5,400
300
2,400
21,600
200

IV.

1
2
4
4
6-7
7
8-9
10
11
12
12

.9-10

Curtis Mitchell, editor of "Film
Fun," monthly magazine, for the last
two years, now is vice president of
the company. Ernest V. Heyn, forPro Patria and British
merly managing editor is now editor.
Instructional to Merge May Ninomiya is now the editor of
London — Amalgamation of Pro "Screen Romances," a new love story
Patria with British Instructional publication issued monthly. She conFilms is reported to have been distinues ber former work on "Film
cussed at a recent directors meeting
of Pro Patria, Ltd. The interests
Maberry on Sales Trip
and directorship of the two companies
Cecil
E. Maberry, general sales
are already closely united, and a move
to centralize them under one control. manager of Columbia Pictures, left
H. Bruce Woolfe presided at the New York Friday on a sales trip
Bundy. due to the illness of A. E. to the Philadelphia, Washington and
meeting
Cleveland exchanges. He is to return in about ten days.
Fun."
Hitchcock in Movietone Series
Dave Werner's Father Dies
Raymond Hitchcock has been
Funeral services are being held
signed to do a series of short Movie- Sunday for Bernard Werner, 65,
tone sketches for M-G-M at the New
father of Dave Werner, manager of
York studio.
Universal's Colony. New York, who
died following a heart attack, induced
Ruben on Coast
IVest Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
Los Angeles — Al Ruben, insurance by several months' illness.
broker, has arrived in Hollywood
Jolsons ip New York
from New York.
Al Jolson, accompanied by his wife,
is in New York.
He will return soon
Dow Made Division Manager
to the Coast to start work on his :
Louisville — David E. Dow, resi- next Warner
Bros. Vitaphone
prodent general manager of the RKO
theaters in this city, has been production, "Mammy."
moted to division manager in the
western district, with headquarters
at Chicago.
THE NAME YOU GO BY

BROOKS
WHEN

VQa_GO To

BUY

COSTUMES

Fairchilds Buys Granrts
Grants, N. M. — Leo M. Fairchilds
is now owner and manager of the
Grants here. The house was sold by
Earl Fackler vk^ho has moved to Los
Angeles.
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A Busy Week
(Continutd

from

I'araiuouiit can best lit into tlie coalitions, consolidations and movements
under way and in ci>nteniplation. . . .
A vast si^li of exhibitor relief is
rising all over this broad land. Sound
equipment, the noal of all and sun,<lry, is now within the reach of the
;lowliest of theater operators. Westits price
jern Electric has trimmed
Jor both disc and film methods. That
Now the Pacent reproducer
helped.
nakes its debut in two Jersey theaers and the situation at once bears
The Pa.ndications of betterment.
:ent machine, you must know, carries the endorsement of the Warners.
There is a well-grounded report that
kV. B. are financially sponsoring the
equipment, not as a corporate entity
out as individuals.
Regardless
of
hat, however, it is important for the
I'xhibitor to know
that Vitaphone
ervicc, until now confined e.xclusiveV to Western Electric synchronizers,
iill be extended to all houses instalng Pacent. . . .
: Joe Plunkett, G. M. of RadioNcith-Orpheum,
on this day finds
imself somewhat torn between two
oves.
Officially,
he starts
duties
rith RKO
Monday,
yet there is
buch to be cleared away with the
before he fororganization
jtanley
lally launches into the new regime.
jiunkett has what miglit well be
Libbed a herculean task before him.
ihe RKO theater holdings extend in
|iany directions
and
have
many
(niifications.
\'audeville
will time,
have
he built up and,
at the same
forward hand in hand with pic. s. The problem
of manpower
.ears to us to be of vast impornce. This business of showman is
lily lacking in sufficient properlylined personnel as any large chain
■rator will admit were you to ask
I. Joe, therefore, will have a busy
liter and an even busier spring. . . .

Good News Again

r
Tuesday:
The bars are being let
R (Iw
wn gradually, it appears. Now
aphone has extended service to a
)phone-eciuipped theater in New
^j>rk. That makes
the second deve the Warners have expressed
SI
I ^■llingness to serve. While the Biol pbne instance does not establish a
)j Pfcedent for that equipment insofar
^ a, Warners are concerned, it is indi^ cied— just that — that in theaters
% w|ere it is demonstrated quality holds
u via the Biophone reproducer,
\
pictures will become availa irner
t. This tidbit falls into the classifi
it tion of good news for the exhibIB
lemphis is emerging from the flu.
C
ler sections of the country conti le to be hard hit, but the general
in
cations are generally that the epid-lic is on the wane. More good
nt s. . . .
he need for a definite source of
m ic for synchronized scores and
tl me songs has propelled practi0 ca •■ all major producers into alliances
of various nature with music pubMlis :rs. The latest is the purchase

E!

Page

1)

t)f a substantial interest in Witmark
by Warners.
. . .
Concentration of executive management continues over at the Warners. Sypros .Skouras has moved to
New York. The Stanley headquarters
are housed in the Warner Bldg. and
in a few months, First National
moves in. The watchful eye of Harry
VX'arner won't have so far to roam
from now on. . . .

Who is the best
theatre manager
in the country?

Just Wait
Wedyiesday: The enterprising Mr.
Fox has not yet finished his selfimposed job. Active as he has been
in the theater field, more moves are
on the wing. By his own statement,
it is w^ell to remember. Fox who now
controls 700,000 theater seats throughout the countrv anticipates swelling
the total to 1,000,000. This, by the
end of 1929. In other words, 300,000
to go. If he were to build to acquire
this vast block of seats on the basis
of the present program which calls for
5,000 seat houses, it would mean 60
giants. But, of course, all of the
contemplated many
acquisitions
be
constructed;
will be won't
annexed,
and the riddle now is: where will
they be? . . .
Mark it down. January 16 the
date upon which Abram F. Myers
enters assumed duties as president
and general counsel of the Allied
States Ass'n of M. P. Exhibitors.
Very soon now a more detailed platform will be made public and from
that will be gleaned exactly what
Myers proposes to do on behalf of
the floating body of unorganized, independent exhibitors. . . .
Another big music group is digging into the business. Columbia
Phonograph is about to market a nonsynchronizer bearing the fitting name
of Theaterphone. This, we understand, is the beginning. A synchronous device lurks in the
background. Now! Columbia is
tied in with Kolster Radio. The
patents owned by the Federal Telephone and Telegraph Co. are controlled by Kolster. H. D. H. Connick,
(luondam big man at Paramount is
one of the prime movers in Wired
Radio which is allied with Kolster.
Federal Telephone several years ago
announced its intention of entering
the sound picture field. The strings
that wind around these enterprises
lead into the offices of the North
American Co., America's largest
public utilities company with assets
that run into more ciphers than the
compositor can set without losing
his composure. There you are.
Your conclusions are entirely j'our
own. . . .

After Rentals

Thursday: There will be no closed
market for sound pictures. If distributors have their say. the field is
to be as wide open as the Western
prairies. When you hear of instances
where a theater is refused service, the
reason will be found largely to rest
in a fear on the part of the distributor that the reproducer in that theater
(Continued

on

Page
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don't know who he is,
but whoever he is— WE
WANT HIM! We want him for
a job that's just as big as he is now,
and which will become just as
much bigger as he makes it.
pERHAPS
man feels that
-*he is the this
best theatre manager in the country, but he hasn't
quite proved it to the world as yet.
If so — we're ready to listen.

"VTATURALLY, he must have
-^ ^ a record of results — and the
ambition and stamina to reach
and fight toward the very top.
npO such a man we (one of the
'■' major companies) can offer
a most attractive proposition.
Write us fully with the assurance
that all replies will be accorded
the utmost privacy.

BOX

A' 110

Care of Film Daily
1650 Broadway, New

York City

Q/^|LY\
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Hays Favors Epic Productions

.i

American Public will Prevent Retarding of Industry Development by Censors' Muzzling of Sound
Pictures, Producers' Ass'n Told— Paramount to Work 24 Hour Schedule — Wilk's Paragraphs

INDUSTRY URGED TO KEEP
HIGH EILM STANDARDS

24 Hour Schedule May Be
Adopted at Paramount

A Little

Paramount probably will act upon
voluntary offer made by studio workers and adopt a 24-hour schedule at
By RALPH
WILK
the studios. The schedule it is promised, will not be held up by the fire
Epic pictures must be continued,
which destroyed the new sound stage. BRADLEY KING is keeping busy
using possibilities of sound to inat First National. She is writcrease their quality and magnitude,
Alice White's Next Set
ing dialogue and adaptations with
Will H. Hays, told the Association
Alice White's next First National- equal facility. She furnished the
of M. P. Producers, declaring that
will be "Broadway adaptation and dialogue for "Weary
the American people will "soon see Vitaphone picture
by Jay Gelzer. It will River" and "The Squall'' and is now
to it that the industry's progress is Musketeers,"
not retarded by the attempt of some be a singing, talking and dancing at work on "Pat and Mike," which
picture, Vitaphoned throughout. will star Milton Sills and will be
to censor speech,"
Monte Katterjohn has been assigned the first time a dual role has been
done in the talkers.
"Coincident with the full realization of the to write the adaptation.
*
*
*
fact that the motion picture industry must
resist the attempt in some places to censor
Neilan Completes Talker
Our Passing Show: Max
speech from the screen is the renewed determination on the part of the industry to make
"Fog," directed by Marshall Neilan,
Reinhardt aivd two of his forcertain that its pictures are of such quality is the first all talker to be completed
that no reasonable person can claim any at the new Metropolitan sound studio.
7ner
Schildkraut pupils,
and FritzJoseph
Feld, visiting
need for censorship," he said. "This atti- The cast includes Mary Brian, loaned
tude which the industry must take is not only
Universal
as
the
guests
of
for itself but in the defense of the whole
by Paramount, James Kirkwood,
Carl Laemmle, Jr., and Paul
right of free speech. The particular part Frank Reicher, John Loder, Lloyd
which the studio has in this effort is the
most important job of all and that is care Hamilton, Hallam Cooley, Noble
Golden Al
discussing
"Red"
Green andbaseball;
as to the quality of the productions.
Fejos;
Johnson, Ben Hendricks, and Robert
Louis Jacobino
visiting
Pathe.
"We are attaining public confidence in this Ames. It is a British and Dominion
*
*
*
regard and the American people will soon see
to it that the progress of the industry is not Film
production.
retarded further by the misguided attempt
Harry Decker, one of the busiest
on the part of some actually to censor speech.
Cast Opposite Eddie Dowling
Back of it all, however, and more important
on the Coast, has returnsupervisors
Marian Nixon will appear opposite
than any other element in the whole matter
ed from a well-earned rest and is acis the faithful execution by the studios of the
tive at Universal. Harry is a propurpose and promise to make the quality of Eddie Dowling in "Broadway
duction veteran and was for years an
their pictures right in this regard. That duty Bound," first of the talking pictures
to be produced at Metropolitan important figure at the Thomas
will be discharged.
H.
With the advent of sound in pictures and studio by Sono-Art Prod. Frances I nee studios.
the realization of its great supplemental en- Agnew IS writing the screen story
*
*
*
tertainment value, and the educational possidialogue.
bilities of sound films, the industry is not un- and
Charles G. Clarke is startmindful of the importance of the picture itself and of the immeasurable value of the
ing his ninth production at
Dorothy Arzner Assigned

woArzner,
Dorothy
man director,
who Paramoun
is now t's
filming
g
Clara Bow's first all-talkin picture,
"The Wild Party," has been assigned
to direct Charles "Buddy" Rogers'
next starring film, "Young Sinners."
New Story by Arthur Caesar
Turns Freelance
Fox Movietone is placing in proEarle
Snell,
who has been with
duction Arthur Caesar's new story,
"Women Are Like That," which Universal for the past two years and
James G. Parrott will direct. The who is credited with most of Regcast includes Armand Kaliz, Paul
inald Denny's current vehicles, will
Nicholson, Frederick Graham and not renew his contract but will write
Sharon Lynn.
on a picture-to-picture basis.
To Assist on Hale Vehicle
Dawson Made F. N. Director
Ralph Dawson, film editor for WarJoseph Franklin Poland is to assist William Conselman in preparing
ner Brothers, who edited 'The Desert
"Ladies
Prefer Brunettes," Alan
Song," tional'lias
signed by First Naas a been
director.
Hale's first starring picture for Pathe.

Sills Title Changed
Milton Sills' starring vehicle, "The
Comedy of Life" has been retitled,
"Love and the Devil." Maria Corda
is playing the feminine lead and others
are: Ben Bard, Mario Dominici and
Hector Sarno. Alexander Korda is
directinR.

Gribbon
been signed by
all-talking comto direct from

from ''Lots*'

epic pictures made in this country which
have marked as milestones the progress of
the art. These epic pictures must and will
continue to be made and will be yet more
magnificent, using still further the value of
the new sound possibilities to increase their
quality and magnitude."

Rooneys in "U"' Comedies
The three Rooneys of vaudeville
fame will make their debut in a series
of Universal sound comedies. Ben
Holmes will direct under supervision
of Nat Goldstone.

Sennett Signs
Harry Gribbon has
Mack Sennett for the
edy the story.
producer is
his own

Young
Starts New
Film
Lon Young has placed "Just Off
Broadway" in production for Chesterfield. Frank O'Connor is directing under Young's supervision.

ROBERT

LORD

WRITER
Under Contract to
WARNER

BROTHERS

HARVEY GATES
Writer

WARNER

BROTHERS

''Sonny Boy

>»

Doorway

THE

ol Hospitality f

"The
Fox, photographing
Grouch
Bag," which Irving
Cummings is directing, with
Louise Dresser starred. Charlie recently finished work on
"The Sin Sister," which charles
Klein directed.

LON YOUNG
"/ was once a newspaperTec-Art

man Studios,
myself."

Hollywood, Calif.

Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha

NEWSfrom-1the
RU
Back BI
in Hollywood
Colony, where I made them
throw away the red ink Bottle. Latest news here: Any
day now some company will
make a perfectly synchronized
talking picture? Sh. Sh. Sh.

BENNY

RUBIN

_1<NTER the doorway o(
feel at horn*
thU popular hostelry andof you
cordial welcomt
There's an atmosphere
which marks the difference between thi
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.

Your room, too, has that added toucl
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, over
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and readini
a few of the feature
. . . these
lamp make
that
you are
feel but
at home.
Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures th
best of food. Therefore, when you arene>
in Los Angeles be stire to investigate.

THE

HOLLYWOOr

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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William Fox
Studios

THE UNDERWORLD"
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SYNCHRONIZATION

SOUND

PICTURES
By CHARLES

PHOTOTONE TO PLACE
SYNCHRONIZER ON MARKET
North Vernon, Ind. — Platter Cabinet Co., manufacturers of Phototone,
(has started production of a synchronous device which can be included
with the non-synchronous machine,
which will have an attachment for
either film or disc reproduction. The
device will have a double amplifying
unit, one for reserve. There will be
either nine-inch or 12-inch dynamic
cone speakers attached to the baffle
sound board speakers. The machine
is ball-bearing at nearly all moving
centers. A four or six-tube amplifier will be used, according to the
size of the house, the large amplifier delivering 15-watt output. The
large amplifier will operate from two
to 40 speakers and provide field cur-,
rent to dynamic speaker operating
from 105 to 120-watt 50/60 cycle
claims.
current, the company
The company states it will have a
representative in every territory, to
service machines at cost. The machine will be sold outright, it is understood.

3 Sound Stages

West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

Sunday, January 20, 1929

DAILY

Three sound stages costing
$250,000, are to be built by
R-K-O Prod. Work on them is
to start at an early date.

TIPS
ON
EQUIPMENT
AND
VARIOUa
IDSVICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

F. HYNES

SOUND PICTURES CUT INTO
EMPLOYMENT rOR EXTRAS SYNCHRONOUS FIELD LATER
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Talking pictures are
held
responsible for reduced employNew House for Sound
ment in extra ranks, the annual reHarrisburg, 111. — The Orpheum,
port of the Central Casting Bureau
destroyed by fire recently, will be re- points out. Total earnings for the
built as a sound house. The Colo- supernumaries dropped more than a
nial Amusement Co. has closed with third of a million in 1928 as compared
General Talking Pictures for a De with 1927.
Forest Phonofilm
reproducer.
The aggregate earned by extras
during 1928 was $2,469,711, as compared with $2,838,186 earned in 1927.
Phila. Supervisor for "Erpi"
Philadelphia — F. W. Johnson, for- The 1928 average was $8.94, as
merly in the New York office of against an average of $8.59 for the
Electrical Research Products, Inc., previous year. Total daily placehas been appointed supervisor for
ments last year were 276,155, a drop
Pennsylvania. H. J. Mayer suc- of 54,242 from the 1927 total of 330,ceeds Johnson as supervisor in the 397.
New York district.
Most of the sound pictures so far
produced have been made with small
casts and few crowd scenes calling
More "Erpi" Service Offices
for extras.
Electrical Research intends adding
three new service stations to its sysBristolphone at Soo
tem. San Francisco, Seattle and
Denver are the designated cities.
Saulte Ste. Marie, Mich. — Wiring
Sales and installation will be handled is under way for Bristolphone at the
out of them as well.
Temple, a Soo Amusement Co. house

With its entrance into the field of
non-synchronous disc devices already under way, Columbia Phonograph Co., manufacturer of the Columbia Theaterphone, is considering
entrance into the synchronous field.
The company, one of the largest ]
disc and phonograph manufacturers,
states it already claims to have installed 146 of its Theaterphone machines invarious sections of the country. A sales department is handling
the machine, and sales offices are to
be opened in key cities.
Columbia has exclusive contracts
with Kolster Radio, which owns the
Nakken sound-on-film patents. Kolster manufactures a number of the
parts for the Theaterphone. This alliance, it is said, would be carried
out in event Columbia enters the
talker field, although it is expected
Columbia would prefer a sound-ondisc synchronizer.
Theaterphones will be produced at
the rate of 250 a month after March
1, Columbia promises, and in event

Voice and Orchestra selections are
recorded iw^ith such
fidelity and delicacy oS tone -with
such siveetness and clearness combined 'with depth, as to make
music and entertainment of an actual orchestra that is present. The human voice with
every intonation, with every fine expression, with every heart throb, is reproduced lifelike
through RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNS. The one piece construction, the patented,
vibrationless, non-porous material and the lightness of weight, make RACON HORNS
the recognized standard for musical and voice reproduction by the largest Amplifier Companies, Talking Picture Companies and Reproducer Companies throughout the world.
Sizes
of
horns vary from 6" to 6' square bells, with air columns of from one foot to
fifteen feet
THE
NEW

DYNAMIC

UNITS

FOR EXPONENTIAL

UNIT

HORNS

MARK an advanced step in this day of remarkable talking picture achievement. The
results obtained by the use of the Racon Air Column Units are to be a surprise even
to the most critical hstener. Your entertaining problems wrill be solved, the box office
receipts will be increased, your patrons will be delighted by the reproduction from
RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNS AND DYNAMIC HORN UNITS. There will
be no blasting, no tinniness, but perfect amplification combined wdth volume, depth and
brilliancy.
Consult Our Acoustical Engineers

specialists in Acoustic Chambers

Factories: 18 to 24 Washington Place, New York, Telephone Spring 1120
Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne St., Toronto, Canada
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Presentations
By HERBERT

mn STAGE SCREEK
BALLYHOO OLD VIENNA
Owing to the length of the feature.
"Sunrise," the stage show at the
Roxy was confined to an atmosphere

Tlie

Columbia

Theaterphone,
new
double
factured and distributed by

a synchronizer is determined upon,
this will be in the form of an attachment to the present machine.
Two amplifiers, a precaution against
mechanical trouble, and a record
gauge, said to enable operator to select the particular groove desired are
features of Theaterphone.

prolog called "In Old Vienna." The
scene was the garden of the emperor's
palace, with the emperor surrounded
by his courtiers and ladies. Several
of the popular light Viennese opera
arias were woven into the piece, and
with the gay costumes and brilliant
lighting effects made a pleasing
spectacle.
Erno Rapee led the orchestra
through an elaborate musical cycle
including "Hungarian Dance No. 5,"
"Hungarian Fantasy" and "Liebestraum.'' Miss Glass was at the piano
on the stage for the two latter numbers, and received an ovation for her
turntable
non^synchronous
device,
manuthe Columbia Phonograph
Co.
splendid work. Fox Movietone
News sprang a novelty with Julius
Rosenwald, the Chicago mail order
Record for "Sinking Fool"
millionaire,
delivering a monolog on
Altoona, Pa. — Playing two engagements at the Strand within a six- the subject of how millionaires get
week period, Warners claim that that way which was startling in its
frankness. Rosenwald declared that
"The Singing Fool" played to dou- most men who acquired millions were
ble the town's population, with heavy
patronage coming from the sur- very ordinary people, and that the
real brainy boys were not the big
rounding districts.
money makers. To prove his argument he said: "Look at me," or
words to that effect. He's either a
very honest gent or a great press
agent for bigger and better mail orders for his company. The audience
actuallv
applauded this Movietone
bit.
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Compare it with $3,000 to $10,000 TalkingDevices
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PRICE
$395INSTALLED
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RIGHTS
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NIGGENEYER'S SHOW
SCORES AT PARAMT

S. BERG i

firing. The Foster Girls were on for
a French Doll number, and later (lid
the Beauty Shop Manicurists, both
scoring neatly. Karavaeff appeared in
tiie latter number as a bell hop and
(lid some lightning Gossack steps combined with the native brand of tapping. Helen Lynd proved a real ace
comedy entertainer with her splendid
impersonations a la Fanny Brice, her
Russian Lullaby in which she soothes
her baby by offering to give it a
herring being a darb. The beauty
shop idea is well carried out in the
finale, with the girls parading in
powder pufT costumes as an immense
girl's head is lowered from the wings
with two girls posed in the earrings.

MORT HARRIS HAS NIfTY
CAPITOL PRESENTATION
A good stage show at the Capitol
with Mort Harris providing "Reflections," which was nicely balanced with
color, laughter and nifty girlies. Dave
Schooler and his band boys working
in great shape, and the costumes of
the Chester Hale Girls were of the
kind that even the gals at the Roxy
could envy. And these Hale girls
know how to fill them.
The main attraction was the work
of Shaw and Lee, formerly of the
"Five O'clock Girl." These two eccentrics had a line of gagging and
hoofing that kept the audience in
a steady ripple of laughter. A girl
named Rosemary did some high and
fancy warbling, and Colleano was
on for some sensational stepping in
the middle of which he pulled a
double somersault and did a comedy
fall that was a cuckoo. Sonny handled
a couple of solos well. The finale
smash was a gorgeous eyeful. One
of the best shows the Capitol has
staged in months.

The Paramount show was "Beauty
New Policy For Denver House
Shop Blues," a very nifty turnout
Denver, Colo.- — With the announcecredited to C. A. Niggcmeyer. Gene
Rodemich as m.c. is doing very nicely,
ment of Homer Ellison as new manager of the Colorado, the house will
this being his third week. Gene
has an easy style that fits in well present pictures and presentations.
with the various acts as he introduces Negotiations are being made for the
them, and when it comes to leading installation of RCA-Photophone, it is
the stage harmonizers, he is there also.
The show led off with the Foster reported.
Girls doing a novelty bootblack dance.
The Gibson Sisters were very good,
AMALGAMATED
one of them especially with her slow
VAUDEVILLE
acrobatic routine employing some
clever backovers and splits. Stanley
AGENCY
House furnished a lot of comedy,
and Rodemich assisted in the crossAttractions for

YORK

Standard

VAUDE
for Motion

Tbe FALLY

VAUDEVILLE
1S31

VI LLE

Pictore Prci««ii Nation

MARKUS
AGENCY

Lmulummxaam 7876
BiMMDWA^,
NBKYOICKCITY

Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville
Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
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Norma

Shearer in

"A Lady ofLength:
Chance"
M-G-M
7126

ft.
CHALK UP A HIGH MARK
FOR DIRECTOR ROBERT
LEONARD WHO PUT A TIPTOP CAST THROUGH THEIR
PACES WITH A LOT OF CLASS.
Cast. .. .Norma Shearer goes
underworld, works the badger game,
marries the sucker, falls in love with
him, and does it all delightfully. Lowell Sherman a close second as the
confidence man. Others Gwen Lee,
John M. Brown and Eugenia Besserer.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
drama. From the story "Little
Angel." Quite a novelty to see
Norma playing a shady lady. But
she does it all so delightfully that
she makes you forget the absurdity
of such a charming type doing anything so brazen as working the badger game. Robert Leonard made
this film with his clever directorial
touches. There were lots of holes in
the story, but he succeeded in glossing them over so that even the intelligent in any audience will soak it in
and like it. And that, brothers, is
what we call real directing talent.
Norma is gorgeous, clever and very
amusing. Lowell Sherman does one
of his best roles. John Mack Brown
clicks with his sincerity. Surefire
with 3-way play on director, cast and
story.
Direction, Robert Z. Leonard, excellent; Author, Le Roy Scott; Scenario, A. P. Younger; Editor, Margaret Booth; Titles, Ralph Spence;
Photography, Peverell Marley, William Daniels, fine.
Hoot Gibson in

"King of the Rodeo"

Universal
Length: 5509 ft.
UP-TO-DATE WESTERN
WITH THE CHICAGO RODEO
GIVEN A LOT OF FOOTAGE
THAT CARRIES A PUNCH.
HOOT GIBSON IN FINE FORM.
Cast. . . .Gibson gets over strong in
interesting yarn that gives him a
chance to ride plenty and do some
good comedy stuff. Others, Kathryn
Crawford, Slim Summerville, Chas.
K. French, Monty Montague, Joseph W. Gerard.
Story and Production. .. .Western.
They are getting more intelligence
into the westerns, and this Hoot Gibson comes pretty near the head of
the list for all-round entertainment
placed in a modern setting with an
interesting story. None of the old
bunk about cattle thieves, outlaws,
mortgage on the old ranch, etc.
Hoot's father runs a modern ranch,
and wants his son to go to college
and forget about his string of relay
racing horses. But Hoot legs it to
Chicago with his ponies and enters
the rodeo. And from there on the
reels are crammed with action, comedy and bang up entertainment.
There is a neat love story worked in,
and a clever thief chase that is different. A safe booking anywhere.
Direction. Henry MacRae, fine;
Author, B. N. Bower; Scenario,
George Morgan, Editor, Gilmore
Walker; Titles, Not listed; Photography, Harry Neuman, the best.

Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle in

"A SingleLength:
Man" 5596
M-G-M

"The Case of Lena Smith"

Paramount
Length: 7229 ft.
ft.
FAIR BOX OFFICE. VON
JUST ANOTHER OLD STAGE
PLAY THAT
WAS
NEVER
STERNBERG'S
DIRECTION
MEANT FOR SIX REELS OF AND ESTHER
RALSTON'S
FILM. MAKES CODY LOOK FINE
CHARACTERIZATION
SILLY IN SAPPY ROLE.
OFFSET HEAVY AND DRAGGY
Cast.... Cody as the serious mid- STORY.
dle aged suitor who goes collegiate
Cast. .. .Esther Ralston does most
looks pathetic and you feel real sorserious
and impressive role of her
ry for him. But you can't blame
Cody for the impossible role. Cast career as the mother who sacrifices
includes Aileen Pringle, Marceline all for her child. Gustav von SeyfferDay, Edward Nugent, Kathlyn Wil- titz splendid as an old bigot. James
liams, Eileen Manning.
Hall scores also as young Austrian
Story and Production. .. .Comedy. ofiicer. Others Emily Fitzroy, Fred
That is, it was a comedy as written Kohler, Betty Aho, Lawrence Grant,
for the stage almost 20 years ago. Leone Lane, Kay DesLys, Alex
And played by John Drew, it was a Woloshin.
delightful comedy. Played by Lew
Story and Production. . . .Drama of
Cody on the screen with the regula- Vienna in early nineties. Director
tion standardized Hollywood script Von Sternberg has done something
to give the modern youth atmos- entirely different from his previous
phere, it's flatter than a lunch room work. It is mainly a psychological
pancake. Listead of comedy it be- study of a woman's reactions to the
comes pathos. It's a pathetic sight injustices of class and cast in aristocratic and military Vienna before the
to see Cody trying to make whoopee
with the collegiate nitwits just be- war. For three-quarters of its length
cause he has become infatuated with it moves very slowly, with great dea dizzy young thing. Of course his
tail. It is a fine example of thoughtful and studied directorial effort.
faithful secretary in the guisel of
Aileen Pringle sits back patiently and Characters aire well rounded, and
watches the middle aged novelist every incident impresses with its
make an ass of himself, then grabs faithful portrayal of life. The last
him away from the flapper.
Misses. reel snaps up with some strong dramatic action. Esther Ralston holds
Direction, Harry Beaumont, handithe
interest
throughout.
capped; Author, Hubert Henry DavDirection,
Josef von Sternberg,
ies; Scenario, F. Hugh Herbert,
fine;
Author,
Samuel Ornitz; ScenGeorge O'Hara; Editor, Ben Lewis;
ario, Jules Furthman; Editor, Helen
Titles, Joe Farnliam, Lucile Newmark; Photography, Andre Barlatier, Lewis; Titles, Not listed; Photography, Harold Rosson, expert.
good.
Buzz Barton in
"Naughty Baby"
First National Length: 6360 ft.
"Orphan
of
the
Sage"
GOOD BOX-OFFICE NUMFBO
Length: 4903 ft.
BER FOR FLAPPER TRADE.
THIS ONE WILL PLEASE
THE KIDS WITH A TALE OF FAIRY TALE OF THE POOR
PIONEER DAYS AND INDIANS LITTLE HAT CHECK GIRL
WHO
LANDS THE YOUNG
ATTACKING THE COVERED
MILLIONAIRE.
WAGONS. BUZZ DOES HIS
HERO STUFF.
Cast
Alice White is given a
Cast.... Buzz Barton gets lots of Clara Bow role where she gets a
opportunities to play hero in help- chance to show her figure and be
ing his partner, the pioneer scout and almost naughty. Jack Mulhall is the
guide, save the emigrants from mas- young millionaire under cover Benny Rubin, Andy Devine and Georgie
sacre by the Indians. Frank Rice,
Thomas Lingham, Anabelle Nagnux, Stone are Alice's three comedy admirers. Others Thelma Todd, Doris
Bill Patton.
Dawson,
Joyce, Frances
Story and Production. .. .Melo- Hamilton, Natalie
Fred Kelsey.
drama of pioneer days. Made for
Story and Production. ... Comedy.
the juvenile trade. It gives the kid
star. Buzz Barton, a chance to do school
This belongs
the "shop Made
girl"
of screen to
entertainment.
his heroics and there is no doubt that
for the 5 and 10 cent shopthe juvenile fans will like this one. expressly
girl vote, and it will get them plenty.
Buzz and his partner throw in their
A dizzy yarn of the hat check gal in
fortunes with an emigrant train that the
Ritz who tries to fool a young
is going to homestead sites in Orestopping at the hotel ingon. There is a renegade among the millionaire
to believing that she is a society girl.
pioneers who is after the gold that She dolls up with the help of three
the miners are taking with them.
Avenue pals — a Hebrew, an
Buzz and his partner uncover his Tenth
Italian and an Irishman. These boys
plot to have the Indians ambush the borrow clothes and jewels from the
train. The attack by the redskins
runs for a lot of footage and builds shops where they work so Alice can
up a lot of excitement. Buzz sneaks look ritzy. It gives Alice a chance
for a swimming scene in the nude,
through the lines and brings relief an undressing scene, etc. Flappers
from the nearby army post. The of both sexes will vote it swell screen
film carries a good little human interest story.
stew.
Direction, Mervyn LeRoy, showDirection, Louis King, good; Aumanship; Author, Chas. Behan and
thor, Oliver Drake; Scenarist, Oliver Gerrett Fort; Scenario, Tom J. GerDrake; Editors, Jack Kitchen, Delia aghty; Editor, Leroy Stone; Titles,
King; Titles, Helen Gregg; Photog- Tom and Jerry Geraghty; Photograraphy, Nick Musuraca, fine.
phy, Ernest Haller, very good.
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"The Man In Hobbles"
Tiffany-Stahl Length: 5967 ft.
STRONG PROGRAM PICTURE
WITH HUMAN
INTEREST
STORY OF FAMILY LIFE.
JOHNNY HARRON CREATES
FINE PART AS YOUNG MARRIED MAN.
Cast. . . .Harron is immense as the
young business man who found himwife's
family.
Lee self
as supporting
the wife hislooks
good
and Lila
acts
well. Lucien Littlefield as pa-in-law
looks the part. Others, Betty Egan,
Eddie Nugent, Fanchon Hart, Vivian
Oakland, Bill Anderson.
Story and Production. . . . Comedy
drama of domestic life. One of the
most human stories seen for some
time. Harron has an art photographic studio and marries a gal to find
that he has also married her pa, ma
and a brother and sister. The whole
family come and camp with him, and
to please his wife he tries to put up
with it. Finally he leaves them his
business and goes to New York. They
follow him, and again start messing
up his business and his home. Finally the wife learns that she must
choose between her family and her
hubby. She does — and how she does
it makes a corking good climax.
Great film for neighborhood houses.
Direction, Geo. Archainbaud, fine;
Author, Peter B. Kyne; Scenario,
John Francis Natteford; Editor, Desmond O'Brien; Titles, Frederick &
Fanny Hatton; Photography, Harry
Jackson, okay.
Lili Damita in

"Forbidden Love"

Pathe
Length: 5937 ft.
BRITISH PRODUCTION IS
HEAVY DRAMA OVERLOADED WITH TITLES AND DETAILS. LACKS ACTION. JUST
FAIR
PROGRAM.
Cast.... Lili Damita, touted as the
European sensation, screens well and
does some fairly good acting, but
will prove no sensation here. Paul
Richter lends adequate support.
Others Rosa Richards, Klein Rogge,
Harry Liedtke, Trude Hesterberg.
Story and Production
Drama.
Based on Noel Coward's play, "The
Queen was in the Parlour." The
Englishman's play was one of fine
comedy with pathos, and the comedy
was put over with some sparkling
dialog. In transferring to the screen,
director Graham Cutts has done it
with a typically heavy British hand.
The crisp dialog is missing, and in
its place are oodles of titles that
clutter up the footage. Lili Damita
as the princess forced to give up her
sweetheart, the novelist, and marry
some unknown prince in order to
save her little principality from revolution, is very impressive both in
looks and acting. She has class, but
is hardly the type that American
fans will rave over. An honest British effort but lacking zip and action.
Direction, Graham Cutts, creditable; Author, Noel Coward; Scenario,
Graham Cutts; Editor, Harry Chandlee; Titles, the same; Photography,
not credited, fine.
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"Beware of Bachelors"
irii/nc/.s'

I.fiij/lh : 5778 ft.

FLAPPER FILM PULLS SOME
DIZZY AND GOOFY STUFF IN
EFFORT TO GET LAUGHS.
BUT IS TOO FAR FETCHED
TO GET OVER.
Cast. .. .William Collier, Jr., as
the youiiR doctor not so hot as a
light comedian. Audry Ferris just
pretty atniospliero. Andre Bcranger
gets the laughs in a neat characterization. Margaret Livingston the
vamp.
Story and Production. . . . Farce
comedy. Made for the flapper fans,
and made plenty dizzy. There is no
sense to it, and the film will prove a
washout with intelli.gent audiences.
They tried to make it a howling
farce, but it misses here also. If it
had not been for the clever comedy
characterization of Beranger, there
would have been few laughs. But
Beranger as the fluffy perfume salesman trying to flirt with the married
girl makes the proceedings real
funny. But only in spots. Hero is
a young doctor, and his grandad has
promised him 550,000 on the first
anniversary of his wedding if he is
still happy with his wife. His cousin
frames him with a vamp in order to
ruin him and collect the money instead.
Drection, Roy Del Ruth, ordinary;
Author, Mark Can field; Scenario,
Robert Lord; Editor, Ralph Dawson;
Titles, Joseph Jackson; Photography,
Norbert Brodin. Frank Kesson. lair.

Tim

McCdi/

ill

The Bushranger
M-G-M
Lvni/th: 5200 ft.
RATTLING GOOD MELLER
CROWDED WIH FAST ACTION
AND PLENTY OF STUNTS BY
TIM McCOY. WILL PLEASE
THE THRILL FANS.
Cast McCoy has made-to-order
part for his heroics and stunts, and
makes the film snappy entertainment.
Others: Marion Douglas, Russell
Simpson,
Arthur
Brady,
Frank Baker,
Dale Lubin,
Austin, l'"d
Richard
R.
Neill, Rosemary Cooper.
Story and Production Melodrama. The action takes place in
the early days of bush life in Australia. To protect his brother who
has carried on an afifair with a married woman, Tim takes the blame,
fights a duel with the husband in
England, and kills him. He is sent
to the penal colony, escapes, and becomes notorious as an outlaw. In
later years his father is appointed
commissioner to Australia and arrives there with his ward. The plot
is well worked out with the attempt
of the authorities to capture the outlaw, and his many tricks by which
he evades capture. The climax is a
pip, with Tim rescuing the girl from
the outlaw gang high up in a cave.
There are some good stunts pulled on
a rope ladder that hangs over a
dizzy precipice.
Direction, Qiet Withey, very good;
Author, Madeline Ruthven; Scenario,
George C. Hull, Madeline Ruthven;
Editor, William LeVanway; Titles,
Paul Perez; Photography, Arthur
Reed, okay.

Short Subjects
SOUND
"Just One Movietone
Word"
Paramount
Keul Novelty
Type of production
Novelty skit
1 his is a special for Paramount
produced by Joseph Santlcy, based
on a sketch originally used in a Music Box revue. A character from the
sketch explains that in order to keep
pace with the business efficiency experts, they will give a play along
efficiency lines, with each character
economizing on time and energy and
only using one word each time he
opens his mouth. The plot is that
of a married woman with her sweetheart and her husband returns to the
house and catches them together.
The comedy is worked in with a cook
interrupting the proceedings ready to
leave, but each time the madam
grants her a raise and she stays. In
the climax the two men cut a deck
of cards for the woman, with the
loser to be banished to Hoboken.
The husband wins, and the other
man departs to Hoboken with the
cook. Slick comedy idea, very snappy with the staccato questions and
answers of a single word from each
actor.
Time, 9 mins.
A Pip
Jack North
in "TheNo.Ban-Jokester"
Vitaphone
2756

Type of production. . Comedy lyrics
This boy Jack North clicks in his
"The
Spieler"
first sound short after delivering the
Pathe
Length: 5606 ft.
"Beauty andLength:
Bullets"
4179 ft. goods personally on the stages of the
CLICKS STRONG WITH COL- Universal
big picture houses. He puts over
SHAPES AS GOOD POP EN- three comedy numbers with the help
ORFUL STORY OF CARNIVAL
TERTAINMENT OF THE
LIFE FILLED WITH ACTION. THRILL VARIETY WITH TED of a banjo, which gives the title of
the picture. This entertainer seems
HAS A PIP OF A FIGHT. POP- WEI.LS PULLING SOME FAST to understand the technique and psyONES.
ULAR APPEAL.
chology of the sound film, for he gets
Cast.... Ted Wells does his brand his stuff over beautifully, with a
Cast.... Alan Hale is the spieler
who works against the grifters and of riding with thrill stunts, and pleasing personality, a nifty smile
stages a bully fight. Renee Adoree keeps the interest mounting till the and a voice that records a 100 per
,as the owner of the carnival has lit- end. Duane Thompson is attractive cent. He is extremely natural, and
;tle to do. Good cast includes Fred and better on the acting than the that probably is the real secret of
Time, 11 mins.
Kohler, Clyde Cook, Fred Warren, average western heroine. Others his success.
Jack Kenney and Wilbur Mack.
Jinnny Quinn, Kewpie
Morgan.
Story and Production. . . .Drama of
Story and Production. .. .W'estern
SILENT
carnival life. Here is a dandy num- meller. There is nothing new in the
ber for exploitation purposes, for it plot, which is that well known forLewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling
Match
has the colorful atmosphere
of the
mula in which the gal's brother gets
Educational
mixed
up
with
the
crooks
and
hero
[carnival to help put it over.
The
SensationMl
^tory was done by one who knows conies along and gets him out of the
Type
of
iiroduction.
. . 1 reel special
^he inside of the traveling show busi- jam. Ted is working for the express
This is the official motion picture
company,
and
nips
a
plan
of
the
gang
pess.
Consequently
the action
is
the championship wrestling match
fealistic, and a lot of stuff is injected for robbing the company stage. of
held
in Boston on Jan. 4 resulting
that is novel and colorful.
Director Heroine, who is the local telephone
in "Dynamite" Gus Sonnenberg beoperator,
secrets
the
money
in
the
'Tay Garnett did a showman's
job,
comingmost
world's champion.
Here is
md the characters who represent the office safe. Later, when the outlaws one of the
remarkable matches
-rrifter gang are immense.
Alan Hale .get their paws on the coin, it is ever filmed. It developed into one
- the spieler for the show, who de- found in the possession of the gal's of the most sensational contests ever
idcs to be on the level when he sees brother. Hero then starts to do some held in the roped arena due to the
he pretty owner of the carnival is, fast and snappy work, and saves the amazing exhibition of strength and
iiterested in him.
But he has to situation for all hands, except of
ontend with the grifters, who under course the bandits, who are brought skill of the new champion. "Strangler" Lewis tried again and again to
he lead of Fred Kohler
start to to justice. The direction and the overcome
his younger rival with his
work
of
the
star
lift
this
out
of
the
;ive him
the works.
RCA
synfamed
headlock
hold, but each time
rut
and
make
it
entertaining.
hronized, talk and sound.
Sonnenberg manager to wriggle free.
Direction, Tay Garnett, excellent;
Direction, Ray Taylor, good; Au- In the final phase of the gruelling
\.uthor, Hal Conklin; Scenario, Tay
thors, Karl Krusada, Yin Moore; proceedings, Sonnenberg suddenly
■arnett, Hal Conklin; Editor, Doane Scenario, George Plynipton ; Editor, uncovers his famous driving tackle
larnson; Titles, John KrafTt; Pho- Not listed: Titles, Not listed; Pho- which won him fame as the star on
ography, .\rthur Miller, fine.
tography, Joseph Brotherton, clear.
Dartmouth's
football team.
Seven
Ted Wells in

liiiHs ill MKcc-ssioii lie rushed and
butted Lewis clean through the ropes,
liiially the cx-chami) refuses to return to the ring, and the referee announces Sonnenberg the new champion. This reel is pretty strong
meat, and the chances arc that lots
of women might object to it, for it
certainly borders on a brutal spectacle at the finish. But the sports
and fight fans will eat it up, for it
and sock 'cm
has more
than
most rock
champi'em
onship
prize fight
I)ictures.
"The

Nation's Market Place"
Visugraphic
Pictures
Wide Appeal

Type of production
1 reel novelty
This is a very timely film, for with
the attention of the country centered
on the spectacular Wall Street operations of the past few weeks, this
picturization of the operation of the
N. Y. Stock Exchange will prove
enormously interesting. The various
steps in an exchange transaction arcworked out in a little story. .\ man
in Tacoma is shown placing his order to buy a certain stock with his
local broker, while a man in New
Orleans is seen placing his order to
sell the same stock. The wp" these
two transactions are brought together on the floor of the exchange
and the various steps in the transacner. tion are pictured in interesting man"In Line of Duty"
Featurette — Universal
The Usual
Type of production. . . .2 reel western
This is the story of the old pal who
goes straight and returns the stolen
money to the mine owners. Of
course when his two pals get out of
prison and find out that he has returned the loot, they are upset, angry
and peeved. The sentimental angle
is worked in through the young ranger who is in love with the daughter
of the reformed crook. So at the
showdo'vn, the ranger captures the
two bandits but the old man is mortallv wounded.
"All Aboard"
Smitty — Pathe
Juvenile Fun
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Another in the Smitty and His
Pals series, featuring the precocioui
kids, Smith and Terbie, making life
miserable for their daddy. This time
they are at a railroad depot with pa
intent on taking a much needed vacation. But the kids get separated
in the jam, and as soon as dad finds
one, the other disappears. There is
too much repetition in this one. and
the comedy seems forced and mechanical. About the poorest of the
series thus far. Directed by George
E. Marshall.
Hodge

Podge
No.
Educational
Novel

76

Type of production..! reel magazine
The
usual
assembly
of unique
scenic shots from odd corners of the
world, showing
the various native
(Continued

on Page

10)

THE
10

customs, modes of living, etc. These
are embellished and animated with illustrations byArchie Griffith, whose
technique is the same as he employed
on the first subject of this series that
he tackled a long time ago. If the
artist would modernize his supplementary illustrations and inject some
new pep into the decorations, it
would ihelp this series a lot. The
scenes cover shots of traffic in Warsaw, herding sheep in Roumania,
home life in Lapland, an open air
dance in Hungary.
"Man-Made Miracles"
Visugraphic Pictures
For Radio Fans

the rescue. Plenty of thrills and
action make this the real stuff to
entertain the kids. Directed by Harry
J. Brown.
"The Newlywed's Visit"
Lively
Junior Jewel
— Universal
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
The fun is fast and lively when
the Newlyweds land in a mysterious
house, under the impression that it
was tiie home of a relative who had
asked them to occupy it in his absence. The occupants, in turn,
thought the Newlyweds were a gang
of desperate burglars, so they dressed up in wild animal skins to scare
the intruders. Snookums and a little
darky provide most of the comedy.
This little pickaninny, by the way, is
funnier than Snookums. Wonder

Type of production....! reel novelty
This carries a dedication "to all
small boys from six to sixty," and
if these boys are radio fans, then
they certainly will enjoy it. The
why they don't give the half-pint
scenes take you through a factory dinge
a real break and feature him
devoted to the manufacture of radio in a series? Outside of the cloudy
tubes. It is vastly interesting to kid, this film shows nothing worth
learn of the multitude of processes mentioning but its lively pace. Diand the number of machines that are
rected by Sam Newfield.
required to turn out a completed radio tube. It is nothing but a bit
R & R Gets Three Houses
of tungsten wire and some ordinary
McAlester, Okla. — The Palace,
metal sealed in glass, but the way
these are transformed into the mar- Rialto and Busby leases have been
secured by R & R Theaters from
vel that makes radio possible consti- Publix.
The R & R circuit consists
tutes a real romance in pictures.
of 65 houses in Texas, Oklahoma and
Well
worth
anybody's time.
Arkansas. The new leasees plan extensive alterations at the Palace, installing sound equipment. The Busby
"Roaming
Over Andean Byways"
which has been closed will reopen
Visugraphic Pictures
while the policy at the Rialto remains
Novel Scenic
the same.
Type of production....! reel scenic
Unusual views are presented in a
W. C. Remodeling Three Houses
jaunt over the snow-capped Andes
of South America. Bolivia, Peru
Butte, M©nt. — The Parkway, seating 1,800, will open this spring equipand Chile are traversed, and interestped with Vitaphone and Movietone,
ing highlights of these countries
form a very interesting reel. Such according to William Steege, state
novelties are shown as a footbridge manager for West Coast Theaters.
of woven willow; native women Sound equipment is to be installed
weaving the brilliantly colored na- at the American while the Rialto will
tive ponchos in the same manner as be redecorated.. Harry Stone will be
tiiey were woven centuries ago; a manager of the three houses.
shepherd seated on the ruined throne
of an Inca fortress as he watches his
Buys Rochester House
flock of llamas, a mardi gras that
Rochester,
N. Y.^ — Fred Braz and
rivals the famous New Orleans carHarry Fisher and Co. have purchased
nival; crossing rapids on horseback.
the Plymouth here. The new owners
The scenery is gorgeous, especially plan to redecorate.
the shots of Southern Chile, known
as the "American
Switzerland."
Horner With Consolidated
"The Cloud Patrol"
Aviator Series — Educational
Air Stunts

Denver — Sam H. Horner, former
owners of the Emblem here and the
Hollywood at Aurora, is now associated with Consolidated Theaters,
as manager of the Granada here.

Foreign Markets
U

By JAMES

P.

CUNNINGHAM

French M. P. Syndicate
$24,250,000 Issue for
New Moviecolor, Ltd. Washington
Conflicts
Stop ofTitle
To Bureau
THE FILM DAILY

London — Moviecolor, Ltd., has
been formed with a capital of $24,250,000. The objects are to exploit
color photography under the process
known as Keller-Dorian. Moviecolor,
Ltd., also agrees to acquire one-fifth
of the capital shares of the KellerDorian Co. By a special license
Eastman Kodak is marketing in
America amateur size color film and
pictures under the Keller-Dorian
process known as Kodacolor. Blattner Film Corp. will secure from
Moviecolor, Ltd., all its requirements
in color film for the purpose of sub
license, and will purchase a minimum
quantity of 10,000,000 ft. of film for
the first year, with 12,000,000 ft. the
second year, 14,000,000 ft. the third
year and 16,000,000 ft. for the fourth
and fifth year. Further revenue for
Moviecolor is expected from the
contracts made by Keller-Dorian
wtih Pathe Consortium and Societe
des Cineromans of France. The
board of directors include: Sir Walter Beaupre Townley, Maurice Brett,
John H. Thompson, Jean Ulmann,
Karl Freund and one member representing Eastman Kodak Co. of
America.

New Theater Circuit
Planned For England
London — Walter Bentley, managing director of the Elite Super Cinema, with Frederick Healey, banker,
William Peake and E. G. Minter,
plan a circuit of theaters to invade the
south coast of England. Bentley recently purchased the Playhouse at
Folkstone and the company plans to
build a 1,800 seat house at Twickenham. Bentley says he is seeking
only first run houses.

Rumania Abolishes
Film Control Decree

Washington — The French Motion
Picture Syndicate will prevent conflicts of titles and subjects by the use
of a register in which producers may
record titles and synopses of films
they are producing or planning, reports the M. P. Section of the Dept.
of Commerce. The register may be
consulted at all times. A similar
register also will be kept for distributors but will only contain titles of
pictures which are released in France.
Finland

Has

258

Theaters

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — There are approximately 258 theaters in Finland with a
seating capacity of 40,000 seats,
state advices to the M. P. Section of
the Dept. of Commerce Of this
total, !07 operate daily while the remaining 151 are operated one or several days weekly. Of the houses, 244
have less than 500 seats each.
Dividends for German
Washington Bureau of THE

Co.

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Nitzsche Co., of Germany, in its recent balance sheet
showed net profit of $!,296, according to advices to the M. P. Section
of the Dept. of Commerce. The
capital of the company is $8,400. A
ten per cent dividend will be paid.
Ufa Productions for Australia
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Cinema Art Films of
Australia is to have choice of ten out
of 18 Ufa features and 26 Ufa educational films during the current season
for distribution in Australia, it is
reported to the M. P. Section of the
Dept. of Commerce.
Arbitration

Court for Austria

Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A neutral court of
arbitration will officiate in all future
IVashinsiton Bureau of THE FlkHI DAILY
differences within the Austrian inWashington — Sproull F o u c h e ,
dustry, state advices to the M. P. SecCommercial Attache of Bucharest,
tion of the Dept. of Commerce. After
states that he has heard nothing long negotiations, a new contract has
about a plan to establish a quota in been agreed upon by distributors and
Rumania, he reports to the M. P. exhibitors.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
Fouche further states that the new
Maniu government, in line with its
announced policy, has abolished
Inc.
ordinary censorshp for the time being 723 7th Avenue
New York City
and will probably continue this
D. J. MOUNTAN,
Pre«.
policy.
Sound For Scottish Circuit
London — Alec King, owner of theaters in Scotland has arranged for
representatives
for
the installation of Phonofilm sound
SIV
ion
P^X
resE Corpfore
oratign
rtCLU
Raya
Pictu
equipment for his chain. Phonofilm
and other leading independapparatus also will be installed in
ent producersanddistributors
theaters at Horden, Consett and
Bishop Auckland.
Cable Address: RICHPICSOC, Paris

Type of production. .2 reel air drama
Reed Howes as the crack flyer of
the U. S'. Border Patrol is featured
'Frisco House Reopens
in this series, primarily designed to
San
Francisco — Samuel H. Levin
please all the juvenile fans, and there
is no doubt that this issue will more Theaters, which acquired the Coliseum and Alexandria Egyptian from
than satisfy the youngsters. Reed
Ackerman,
Harris & Oppen, has regoes to visit his sweetie in his airopened the latter as a silent house.
plane. Arrived at the mine owned
by her uncle, he is just in time to get The theater had been dark for wiring, but equipment is not yet ready.
mixed in some sizzling adventures
with outlaws who have taken posVitaphone Signs More Names
session of the mine. Captured by
Jay Velie, musical comedv player,
them, he escapes and from a motorcycle makes a flying leap to the Miss Marcelle, Jinmiy Duffy, Fred
Clift With Gainsborough
plane which his mechanic flies low Ardath, the Ryan Sisters, Jan GarLondon — Denison Clift, author and
to pick him up. Later he makes a ber and His Orchestra and Mai Hal- director, has signed a contract with
parachute jump with a machine gim, let and His Orchestra has been Gainsborough Pictures, to make a,
and holds off the outlaws till a squad- signed to appear in Vitaphone pres- scries of films. Clift formerly was
ron of the Border
Patrol come
to
entations produced in Brooklyn.
with British International
Pictures.

Richmount

Pictures

Cable Address: DEEJAY,
Cable
Address:
RICHPIC,

London
N. Y.

Exporting
only
the
best in Motion Picturej
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Theater

Equipment
By CHARLES

MAJOR SySTEH HAS IWO
GENERAL CONTROL TYPES
Chicago — Two general types of
'control, namely the All Master Control and the Modified Control embrace the system of theater lighting
of the Major Equipment Co., specialists in theater lighting.
' The All Master type is furnished
.with either five or ten All Master
switches.
' Each All Master switch can be used
(as a color master control, a stage
master control, a house master control or a grand master control, hence
the name
"All Master
Control."
The number of scenes of illumination which can be pre-selected in advance depends upon the number of
switches provided. The number of
twitches recommended for a particuar installation depends upon the individual requirements, and the
imount of money available for each
installation.
I When less than a ten All Master
lypc of control system is provided,
t is necessary to continuously change

F. HYNBS

The Stamp of Approval
An

endorsement

of product and propositions,

TALKING SHOP

bestowed by

The B^ilm Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

Proper Ventilation Is a Safe-

Upon the proper cueing of the picture, depends the success of
your picture, whether silent or sound. While this, perhaps, is a
matter of presentation, the right cue sheet is an essential part of
your equipment, subordinate only to picture, screen and seats. The
cue sheet is important regardless of the size of your orchestra —
its importance increasing as the size of the orchestra decreases.
Whether you are in a de luxe house or at the smallest theater in
the country, proper enjoyment of your picture depends upon the
manner in which it is cued.
Recognizing the importance of the cue sheet, many distributors
indorse and specify the Thematic Music Cue Sheet, invented and
produced by the Cameo Music Corp. Because of its efficiency and
economy, the Thematic Music Cue Sheet has THE FILM DAILY
STAMP OF APPROVAL.

— Its guard
Importance
Against "Flu"
Stressed
by Recent
Developments

3-in-l Film Speed Unit
Introduced by C. C. E.

Chicago — Gauging picture speed
with music synchronization is provided for in the speed indicator, ammeter and volt meter unit recently
developed by the Chicago Cinema
Equipment Co. The three instruments are mounted on a bakelitc
(he selector switches on each "conpanel,
11
by 23 inches, set in flush
jrol
unit"
suitscene
the illumination
re]uired
for to
each
throughout the
with the front w^all of the projection
•ntire performance.
room, close to the projectors. The
1 The pre-selective control feature of instrument is suitable for either flush
■jhe five All Master type of control or front of board mounting and measmables the stage electrician to preures five inches in diameter overall.
ielect five illumination scenes in ad- The case is cast iron, Duco finished.
vance of their presentation, thereby The scales are 3^ inches in length
ieducing the switching operation for
mounting pan. The pointIny scene to that of a single, or not wither isbrass
of seamless aluminum tubing.
nore than two switches.
The instruments are equipped with a
With the ten All Master type the zero adjuster.
lecessity of changing
the "control
init" selector switches during a perMendelsohn Opens Coast Branch
prmance is eliminated.
It has been
bund from experience that for operL. A. Mendelsohn of Mendelsohn's
king either one only, or a combina- Textile Corp., has just returned to
lon of not more
than two, of the New York after opening a Los An'■vitches, as many as 55 changes in trade. geles branch to handle West Coast
ene illumination
are possible. All
: the illumination
required
by the
ost elaborate
scenic effect is conclled
by operating
only the All
I aster switches.
The insistent demand for more caChicago — New easel display frame
I lacity in illumination, more individu- is to be placed on the market soon
lity of control, and more elaborate by Adsign Corp., of New York.
'i cenic effects, has necessitated
the Joseph Coufal, president of the firm,
i; ly-er increasing
number
of subdivi- was here this week in connection
ions of control
circuits
("control with the new easel. E. Hertzberg
nits") for operating a show,
from has been added to the sales staflf and
? to 40 as required
several years J. Shrader, former Pathe district
i~'o, to the present day demand of manager,
is Indiana
representative.
3, IW, 150 and even 250 "control
nits."
When once the selector switches of
or any emergency demand for illumination. This can also be used for exe "control units" have been set up
tended control for either or both
II the proper
All Master
switches,
ic entire show
from
beginning
to stage and house sections of the
111 Td, by regular or special program, switchboard.
The Modified Type Control is
lij an be operated by only ten switches.
' In addition to the pre-selective. All adapted to the smaller installations.
faster switching
control
there
is This type provides for a limited de|1 rovided a secondary switching congree of pre-selective control by a
, (ol with individual, color, stage and combination of manual and remote
control switching.
™ puse master control, for rehearsals

New Easel to Be Placed
on Market by Adsign

II

II
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I.Ml'ORT.WCK
nl proper
tion in the theater
has beenventilaforcil)!y demonstrated throughout the
country, during the influenza scare.
Theaters have been hard hit in some
sections, but through an intensive
-iiid intelligent campaign of stressing
tiicir ventilation, they have been able
to sell the idea of the safety which
such systems insure, regardless of
how large the audience.
*
*
*
In Chicago, for instance, theaters
have been combatting the inroads
on attendance made by influenza
alarnn'sts,
by special trailers, which
said in part:
Good ventilation, proper heating, with precaution against over
and under heating are preventatives against colds.
Use those preventatives in
your home and office.
When you seek amusement,
go to places where there is good
ventilation.
The ventilating system in this
theater is under the supervision
of the Chicago Department of
Health, insuring an ample supply of pure
and perfect ventilation as isair
possible.
*
*
*

I'he Xe-u' I'tiivcrsal Projector Base, developed
by Bell Telephone Laboratories engineers, and
furnished
as equipment
with Western
Electric sound projector systems.

New Neon Firm
New Jersey Claude Neon Corp. has
been formed with exclusive rights to
handle all Claude Neon lighting
equipment in New Jersey and to continue business already established
outside of the state. The new firm,
a subsidiary of Claude Neon Lights,
has taken over Neonlight Corp. of
America.

Reorganization Completed
By Dworsky Machine Co.

Reorganization and refinancing of
Dworsky Machine Co., at Long Island City, has been completed, with a
half interest in the firm purchased by
Pipe Railing Construction Co. The
Dvi'orsky firm manufactures 15 sizes
of amateur and professional film
renovators, rewinders and buffing
machines.

Much of the apprehension felt
throughout the country has been due
to propaganda and alarmist talk,
some of which was declared fostered
by patent medicine sellers. However,
true, the charge, it is a fact that
theaters properly ventilated have
proven a big help in counteracting
the
ing. disease. Be sure that your house
is ventilated properly, that your
equipment is in order, and then
stress the fact in all your advertis-
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A (.Continued

will hurt the entire sound movement.
Rentals have ambled closer to the
clouds since sound became a factor.
Distributors are, therefore, more than
anxious to secure as much of the additional money as they can lay hands
upon. It is consequently reasonable,
as it is natural, for them to sell to
whomever they can and in as many
spots as they can. On the other hand,
it nmst be realized that snap judgment already has retarded the commercial possibilities of sound. We
refer to mediocre product and the
shortsighted policy of adding voice
to almost all pictures whether sound
belongs or not. Bootleg equipments
are rapidly cluttering the market.
Every day brings something new. It
is advisable — even essential — to see
to it that this new entertainment
factor is properly fostered. That, in
a nutshell, gives you a picture of the
attitude of responsible organizations
in the industry. . . .

Denied Again

's
Schenckand
NickArthur
. It
FridayTo
left inwere
ourwas
office.
David Loew. Almost in direct line
of vision were Schenck, David Bernstein and Robert Rubin with Howard
Dietz, master of ceremoning the
whole proceedings. First Schenck
talks. Then Bernstein. Then Rubin,
with Dietz interpolating all the way
through. Individually and collectively
they sat down hard on the persistent
report that the Loew organization
was about to sell out to Fox. Denied
it had been discussed. Denied it could
have been discussed.
So much for the officialdom of
Loew's and Metro. On the other
hand, many in the trade continue to
adhere to their own ideas which were
Fox and Loew's
between
that anotdealmerely
warm, but actually
was
hot. This is a brief history of the
incident. ...
The legislative hounds are pounding the industry again. Censorship,
which crops up regularly in the
Northwest, has been proposed again
for Minnesota and the Dakotas. All
over the nation, legislatures are meeting, and in most of them, some form
of onerous taxation on motion pictures appears on the program. A serious industry problem, vexatious and
knotty. ...
, ,,
K ANN

\By ARTHUR

W.

House at Defiance, O., Sold
Defiance, O. — Edgar F. Stanley has
sold the Rivoli to C. Lynn and F.
M. Miller, who are operating the
house as the Defiance, Rivoli Theater
Co.

HeadHitie^
Monday

EDDY,

ROTH, director of
MURRAY
short subjects at the old Vitagraphj now the Vitaphone, studio in
Brooklyn, has had a varied career in
the picture business. He has been
an assistant director, scenarist and
composer for Vitaphone subjects at
the Coast. If you remember your
popular songs of a few years back
you'll recall "I'm a Lonesome Little
Raindrop" and "Keep Your Eye on
the Girlie You Love" which Roth
composed when a Tin Pan AUeyite.
+
*
*

Installations of Pacent synchronizer
started;
device approved
by Warners.
Fox plans $40,000,000 lx)nd issue to carry out
theater huys
in Greater New
York and
along Atlantic seahoard.
Joe
Plunkett
named
general'
manager
of
Tuesday
RadioKeith-Orpheuni.
Vitaphone serves discs for Biophone showing in New York.
Wednesday

and general

Thursday

counsel

of Allied

1929 Edition
IN

TO

FILM

COVERS
EVERYTHING

Gorres Amuse. Co. Gets House
Elizabeth, Pa. — Mrs. F. C. McGinley has sold the Grand to Gorres
Amusement Co. This boosts the Gorres chain to five, the others being
located m McKeesport, Glassport,
Rialto and Clairton.
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FREE

been signed by Pathe to appear as a
singing and talking artists in productions to be made in New York at
Sound Studios by Robt. T. Kane.

States Ass'n.

Fi/mdom's Recognized Book Of
Reference For Past Ten Years

OUT

Pathe Signs M. Downey
ForMorton
Singing,
Talking Films
Downey, tenor, has just

Fox New York deals held to be forerunner of
many others embracing number of sections
of nation.
World-Wide
Pictures make debut as national
distributor.
Abram F. Myers takes over post of president

Lewis I. Maisell's Rialto M. P.
Co. has lined up 25 comedy shorts Distributors' interchangeatjility policies in
line
desire to keep open
market with
on companies'
sound Friday
pictures.
/•or production soon, with Jacques
First National and Warner foreign distribution being merged.
Byrne to direct the first, "Daniel in
the Lion's Den." The series is
based on the Charles Murray and Nicholas M. Schenck again brands as false
Ollie Mack Broadway stage successreports of shows
deal tointerchangeability
sell Loew's to Fox.
with W.
es. Ollie Mack will be featured. Sub- Talkaphone
E. discs at Minneapolis.
Saturday
jects in the series are : "A Night on
Broadway," "Finnegan's Courtship," Industry prepared to extend cooperation to
publicize Hoover inaugural.
"The Rising Generation," "Mcsecures
hooking
for "Lucky
Nulty's Visit," "The Photo Gallery," Tiffany-Stahl
Boy" at N. Y. Capitol.
"Shooting the Shoots" and "The French industry seeks trade with Hays group.
Allied
States Ass'n starts active work on
*
*
*
Jan. 21, 1929.
Pretzel."
P. Frank Goddard, former English
heavyweight champ and more recent- Witmark Music Catalogued
for Use in Sound Scores
ly a good performer in British pictures, has arrived in New York to
{Continued from Page 1)
work before the camera. Not so Warners have secured a substantial
long ago he worked with Norman interest, have prepared a catalogue
Kerry in "The Bondsman," English of the music they control for use in
production based on the Hall Caine compiling synchronized sound scores.
novel.
In addition to an alphabetical index
which gives a telegraphic code word
Jack Knight Resigns
to each orchestration, there is a clasChicago — Jack Knight, for several
sification index which may be used
years supervisor of service for B. & something like a dictionary, enabling
K., has resigned. Knight is credited the conductor to identify the kind of
with instituting the usher system of
he is seeking by means of vaWest Point drills that prevails in music rious
descriptive heads. The tempo
most de luxe houses.
and mood of each number is also indicated. Additions and revisions will
Toledo House Changes Hands
be made after the manner of a loose
Toledo — Messrs. E. Pennell and A. leaf encyclopedia so that the new
L. Scott have purchased the Artcraft works of popular composers may be
from W. L. Beckham.
included later.

Stevens Buys at Willoughby
Willoughby, O. — George Stevens.
Reade's Hippomanager
formerly drome,
Cleveland, of
has purchased the
McTodd here from James A. McMahan and C. B. Todd.
R. W. Tyson Building 2
Memphis, Tenn. — R. W. Tyson, has
returned to the territory, after an
absence of six years, as owner and
operator of two theaters he is completing at Sumner and Moorhead,
Miss.

Week*s

s from
ShotStud
5/ior^York
ios
Ij New
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DAY

AND

NIGHT

SUBSCRIBERS
GOES
EVERYWHERE

250 West 54th Street
NEW

YORK

Telephone: Columbus <MI'2-J

/// the "T^n Ikies' too
The fidelity of sound reproduction
A\ ith motion pictures is affected by
every variation in the film — be it
ever so slight.

That is why, in the '^ Talkies"
too, Eastman film excels. The great
quantities in which it is produced,
the strict supervision constantly exercised — the resulting uniformity
from roll to roll, day to day, year to
year — these factors of Eastman film
manufacture are of first importance
to the newest development of the art.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

IN OLD
With EDMUND

LOWE,

L '

DOROTHY

OLD
ARIZONA

Opens:

ALL-DIALOG,

Warfield Theatre
FRANCISCO
Conn.

Palace Theatre

•^ TOM

Conn.

NOW

Conn.

BUFFALO,

Oregon

Roxy Theatre
NEW

YORK

CITY

N. Y.

Tivoli Theatre
TORONTO.

CLEVELAND

Md.

Modern-Beacon
BOSTON,

January 23

COLUMBUS,

MASS.

Ohio

D. C.

Wis.

Fehrxiary 3
Regent Theatre
FLINT, Mich.
February 17

Fox Theatre
SPRINGFIELD,

Capitol Thea
tre
Mich.
February 24
Franklin
Theatre
SAGINAW,
LANSING,

OHIO

MASS.

Rivoli Theatre
PENDLETON,

January 25
Grand Theatre

CANADA

Keith*s Hippodrome

Theatre

BALTIMORE,

PLAYING

Great Lakes Theatre

January 21
New

Opens:

MILWAUKEE,

Capitol Theatre

SALEM,

OLD
ARIZONA

February 1
Strand Theatre

Conn.

Palace Theatre
BRIDGEPORT,

IN

WASHINGTON.

BARRY

Palace Theatre
HAVEN,

A

January 26
Fox Theatre

RAOUL WALSH
IRVING CUMMINGS
Story & Dialog

Capitol Theatre

NEW

BAXTER

ALL-PROFIT

BOX-OFFI
CE
by
: BA
NG!
directed by

January 20

WATERBURY,

WARNER

JFull-length
MOVIETONE
X is over
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with a
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Films and Steel
/* FTER much ado, the law/A makers in Washington who
"■ also keep a check on the
tovernment's pocketbook are to
aise the Motion Picture Section
|o a division. That is an official
liethod of recognizing the workl•ide value of the motion picture
) American foreign trade. If
n industry is of so-so imporance, it functions in the Departiient of Commerce as a section.
I it is a major business, it gets
I division. Steel rates such a
"assification in Federal circles.
•\v, films.
j In conipiling the miles of statistilil data which make up the Foreign
Action of the Year Book. The Film
laily has come to learn of the exlllent work conducted by the Motion
^cture Section. Under the synipa|ietic and competent guidance of
darence J. North, this clearing
i)use advises, assists and suggests to
trade what it can do to increase
>ales abroad. The broadening of
facilities means
further
service
the industry which should cncourife the agency that supplies it.

T

They're Too Long
The circuit is large. It's on its
fcs. In a certain key town, one of
i theaters did a whale of a busiiss with a certain picture. The or• estra was ditched and the mechani'1 score used. When it came to
'her situations, the chain and dis-

Monday.

January 21,

1929

ACTION ON CODE OF ETHICS
HINGES ON P. F.L.-CASE
OVtlSEAK MM LOOMS
IN Wmm PHIllt
Philadelphia — With the addition of
12.000 .seats planned during 1929, the
downtown district is threatened with
overseating. This section had always
been
Stanley's
source of
revenue. most dependable
The situation will be brought about
by three new houses. The new
Mastbaum, which opens soon, has
5,000 seats. A similar number is
provided (Conlinucd
by the newon Fox,
under
conFage
4)

Silent and Talk Versions
of
"Broadway" to Compete
H asUitujton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — 'I" wo versions of
"Broadway," all-talker and silent, will
be run at adjacent theaters in New
York in April, by way of a test of
the general popularity of sound
against silent pictures. Public reaction on these two versions will help
Universal determine
future policy.

Approach a Billion
Twenty corporations, representing the backbone organizations of the industry, have resources of $755,963,462. This
interesting fact came to light
in compiling data for the Financial Section of THE 1929
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK,
which will be placed in circulation beginning the endl of
January.

Wis. Meeting on Allied
Scheduled for Wednesday
.\lilw;uikce — Special meeting of the
Wisconsin exhibitor unit to consider
legality of the action of its directors
in voting to afihliate with Allied
States .-\ss'n, is to be held Wednesday. It previously had been reported erroneously that the meeting was
to have been held yesterday. The
M.P.T.O. and .\llied have been invited to send representatives to address the gathering, outlining the resi)ective advantages.

Second Trade Conference
Unlikely Until Courts
Pass on Case
Waxhinfiton

liu.cau

of

lilt'.

IILM

OAILY

Washington^Although test period
ha- expired for the Code of Ethics
adopted by the industry, it is not
likely that the Federal Trade Commission will take any steps toward
calling a second conference for some
time to come.
Olticials of the commission point
out that there is pending litigation directly connected with the subject
matter of part of the code and that,
therefore, there is little use in doing
anything with the code until the
courl> have acted upon the issues in
the commission's case against Paramount.
Further, .^bram F. Myers, who
presided at the Trade Practice Conference, has severed his connection
(Continued on Page 4)

Western Penn. Meets
April 9 to Discuss Allied

Pittsburgh — The M.P.T.O. of
Western Pennsylvania will hold its
ninth annual convention .■Xpril 1416. at which aflTiliation with Allied
States will be discussed.

U. A. Launches Deal for
German Import Licenses

■;bator could not agree on the price
♦r the mechanical score. So the
< cuit ran the picture with the huun orchestra. What do you think
Ippened? Same picture sans score
llled more business than Theater
■ 5. 1 which used the canned music.
h you know why? The human
uiation made it possible to speed
> the entire show and that made it
issible to take in more money.

Bv KAKI.

nOLFFSOilS

Editor of "Lichthildbuehne"
Berlin
(By Radio)—
.Artists is understood
to be United
negotiating
with Terra Film in a productii>n move
which would give the former a number of import licenses under the new
"kontingent" ruling for 1929-30, and
permit
market. continued operations in this

Up Goes Overhead

.\. W. Kelly said Saturday United
Artists was negotiating in several directions, but that no deal h*l been
closed.

A hether sound or silent, this in•^ nee proves again that most pict es are overlong, a condition which
aJs to theater overhead while it
tTis the intake. Bad stuff for the
eiibitor.
t can be remedied. Most certain1 it should. We see nothing to
I'e while the possibility exists that
n|ch might be gained.
KANX

Price 5 Cents

Aubert Using W. E. to
Build Paris Sound Studio
A great,
in Egypt!
Romance
wild tribesmen: Battalions of
beautiful girl and her lovers.
World Wide Picture.— .-Xdvt.

of
fortress: hundreds
grim, battle-scarred
British troops, a "Beau
Geste" story of a
"TOMMY
ATKINS"— Fighting Lover—

Paris — Following his trip to America, Louis Aubert has launched plans
to build a sound studio equipped
with Western
Electric
apparatus.
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Refowitz

Adding

the topic, "An Industry Surveys Its
Evolution." Speakers will include
Dr. Lee DeForest, who will talk on
"How Motion Pictures Learned to
Talk"; Peter J. Brady, banker, who
will discuss "The Motion Picture
Meets the Banker," and William A.
Brady, theatrical producer, who will
speak on "Putting Pictures on the
•Big
Time'." sessions those attending
Between
the conference will visit one of the
sound picture studios in New York.
A special program of exceptional
pictures will be shown at the Little
Carnegie
Playhouse.

'i66

41/;

76 H

Annual conference of the National
Board of Review is planned for Jan.
24-26 in New York. Scheduled
speakers at the conference luncheon
will include Harry M. Warner, D.
W. Griffith, Dr. S. Parkes Cadman,
Mayor James J. Walker, Anita Loos,
Congressman Loring M. Black of
New York, S. M. Eisenstein, producer of "Potemkin" and Richard
Di.x. The program will be broadcast.
One session will be devoted to

Three?

Philadelphia — Refowitz Bros., operating in Freeland and Schuylkill
Haven, are reported adding three
iiouses to their group.

Vitaphone for Five
More Southern Houses
'
466

.Atlanta — Five more houses in the
Southern territory have opened with
Vitaphone. They are: Colonial, Winston-Salem. N. C: Carolina, Winston-Salem; Saenger, Biloxi, Miss.;
Saenger, Helena, Ark., and the Saenger, Hope. Ark.

Series of 12 Historical
2-Reel Talkers Is Planned

2

Nils
Grantlund,
("N. T.at G.")
will
be T.
master
of ceremonies
the
Hollywood Masque Ball of the A.
M.P.A. in New York March 2. Contract for $200 a week is to be given
the most beautiful chorus girl in the
entertainment to be staged for appearance in the talking comedies
George Le Maire will produce for
Pathe. A number of other competitions are planned. Goal set by the
committee is a minimum of 2,000
tickets, with the public invited for
the first time.

Talker Shorts Series
Planned by Great Arts
A series of 13 shorts, with dialogue
and sound, is planned by Great .\rts
Pictures, new organization headed
by Frank D. Ferrone. The pictures
will be based on famous lovers in
history. Silent versions will be made
of each film. Production will be in
the East.

Butterfield Adding
Four Houses in 1929
Detroit — Butterfield's building
campaign for 1929 calls for four
houses. A 1,950-seat house is planned for Jackson and at Muskegon,
a 2.000-seat theater will be erected.
The Regent will be constructed at
Ionia with financing by Gov. Green.
.\t Flint a house to be known as the
New Garden will be built, starting
luly 1. Construction on the other
three houses will start in the spring.
Montgomery

Resigns

Atlanta, Ga. — George P. Montgomery, for the past three and onehalf years manager of the Wells at
Anniston, Ala., has resigned following sale of the house to Walter
Hickey of this city.

Production of a series of 12 tworeel talkers based on Owen Wisner's
book, "The Square Deal," for release
through Educational exchanges is
planned by Greater Union Films,
"Mastbaum
Day"
for Philly
Ltd., new company, formation of
Philadelphia — Feb. 15 will be desigwhich was announced in New York
nated as "Mastbaum Day" in conSaturday by J. D. Williams of World
nection with the opening of the MastWide Pictures, who will supervise
baum by the Stanley Co. "The Inproduction. The company aims to
quirer," "Ledger" and "Record" will
present fairly controversial histori- issue a supplement commemorating
cal episodes involving the United the premiere of the house, named for
States and Great Britain, with the the late Jules E. Mastbaum.
object of alleviating misunderstandUfa Film Has Premiere
ings between the two nations.
By

"Joe"
Doolittle
Leaves
Continental
E. J. Doolittle has resigned as
New York manager of Continental
Lithographing Co , to devote his time
to a new plan for national adverisers, details of which are to be announced soon.
Mosjoukine Film Premiere
"The President." .starring Ivan
Mosjoukine, and released in this
country by Edward L. Klein Corp.,
^ad its American premiere at the
55th St. Playhouse
Saturday.
Klein Gets Feature
"Sister Beatrice," an imported
feature, will soon be released by Edward L. Klein Corp.

KARL

IVOLFFSOHN
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TheDate
Industry's
Book
Jan.

25

Film
Guild
Cinema opens in Nei
York.
Jan. 24-26
Fifth
annual
conference
of Nw
tional Board of Review.
Jan. 27
Annual
banquet
of M.P.T.O.
«|
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Jan. 31
Theatrical
ball
of
Los
Angeltt
branch
of Actors
Elquity Ass'n.
Feb.
1 Opening
4,000-seat Toledo-Para.
mount atof Toledo.
Feb.

3

Feb.

9

Feb.

14

Mar.

2

Dinner of the Silver Screen apooii
ored by The Film Bureau in Nm
York.
Dinner of Writers Branch of Acad
emy of M. P. Arts and Scienc«i
Hollywood,
to
visiting
dialogue
writers.
1929 Wampas Frolic. Hollywood.
Universal Club Dance. Hotel Astot
New
York.
New York.
AMPA
Hollywood
Masque Ball i:

Publishing "Weary River" Songs
Irving Berlin will publish thi
songs, "Weary River" and "It's Ui
to You," which Richard Barthelmes:
sings in
"Weary River," First Na
tional
picture.
World

Wide

Gets Two

,J

World Wide will distribute "Pic
cadilly," starring Gilda Gray, ani
"Moulin Rouge," in America. Hot!
are E. A. Dupont productions. Th
former will be released in the spring '
the latter this month.
"Film Curb" Makes Change
John MacCallum has been af
pointed
news regional
editor of published
"Film Curb,b
New York
Tom Hamlin, following resignatio
of Marion Weber, managing edito
who is to be married.
Smith
Seeks
Distribution
Deal
Toronto — S. W. Smith, managin
director of British Lion Film Corf
has been visiting here with a vie
to arranging for the Canadian n
lease of five of that company's pr(
ductions. made at Beaconsfield, En(
land.
Another

for

Reading

Reading, Pa. — A large house is r
ported planned on Penn St.
Akeley Camera Equipped
Bell & Howell Camera
Outfit Also Eymo.
BROWNING
STUDIOS
110 West 40th Street
N.

Y.

C.

PENn.

1258-9

Editor of " Liclitbildbuehne"

Berlin — "Scandals," latest Ufa picture had its premiere at the Universum theater Friday night. The picture was made in Baden Baden, Germany's noted bathing resort.
THEATRE
SUPERVISOR and
EXECUTIVE
Desires to make a change in present
position. Now employed as city manager, supervising three theatres, for
one of the large circuits. Record
absolutely clean and have owti reasons for desiring change. Have full
knowledge of buying and booking of
pictures, shows, etc. Know all angles
of supervision, advertising and exploitation. Will guarantee results.
Reply
c-o Fi^m

Box
A-107
Daily. 1650 B'way.

N.

Y.

C.

SERVICE

"Service
or

small

GREAT!

great!
should

HIDER

Every
run

house large

Ad-Vance

THEATRE.

Bingliamion,

N.

Y.

Trail-

er
need, Misto
u
y
Motion Picture
,
y
r
t
s
u
d
In
is
to make some
"
!
e
e
p
o
o
h
W
Wake up Industry! Let^s all forget
our troubles and join in the Party
of Parties!
Music!
Gayety!
Fun!
Tickets $10.00 each
available at all Trade
Papers, Motion Picture
Club, Ticket Committee:
Jim Beecroft, Chairman,
Al Selig, P, A. Parsons,
Bert Adler, Harry Blair,
Herbert S» Berg, John
Level, Jim Milligan

A MECGEC

cr TLN^

HOLLyWCCC

CALL
Saturday Night, March 2nd
Grand Ball Room, Hotel Astor

PCCLIC

anl PCIV€LITy

THE

Hollywood

iSE2

Overseating Looms in Action of Ethics Code
Downtown Philly Hinges on P.F.L. Case
{Continued
from Page 1)
{Continued
from Page 1)

struction at 17th and Market
Sts.
Plans 15 Talker Features
The Boyd, which has just been sold
Fifteen features are planned by to the Warners,
adds 2,300 more
the Perfect Talking Pictures Co., seats.
headed by Anthony J. Xydias. The
Increased competition will probfirm has completed a series of 12
ably lead to the elimination of several of the older houses. Houses reone-reelers synchronized with sound,
dialogue and music.
ported as scheduled for closing are:
Arcadia, with 700 seats; Globe, 2,500
seats; the Stanton and the Fox-Lo"Sleepy Valley" in Work
cust, all in the downtown district.
First feature to be made by SonoArt Prod, will be completed in six Another possibility is the closing of
weeks, the title having been changed the Aldine, which Stanley now operates on a sharing arrangement with
from "Broadway Bound" to "Sleepy the Borton
& Felt interests.
Valley." Eddie Dowling is starred
in this sound picture.
Moore in Pickford Film
Matt Moore has been added to the
cast of the Mary Pickford vehicle,
"Coquette." John Gales had been
previously slated for the role but his
work in San Francisco stock prevented his fulfilling the engagement.
"Melody" Set for Opening
"Broadway Melody," first M-G-M
all-talking feature, will have its world
premiere
at
Grauman's
Chinese

Conrad Veidt Reported
To Be Leaving Universal
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Conrad Veidt, who
first attained prominence for his
work in "Dr. Caligari" and was
brought from Berlin by Carl Laemnile, has announced that he has severed his connections with Universal. No announcement has been
made of his plans.

Jan. 25.

Asther's Contract Renewed
Nils Asther's contract with M-GM has been renewed.

New Daniels' Contract;
Several Firms Dicker
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Signing of a new
contract by Bebe Daniels is expected
Starts Filming "Zeppelin"
Work has started on the Tiffany- to be announced shortly. Several
Stahl Reginald Barker production companies are declared negotiating
"Zeppelin" with Conway Tearle, for services of the star, long a mainClaire Windsor and Larry Kent in
stay of the Paramount program.
the principal roles. The picture,
will have dialogue and sound.
George B. Seitz Assigned
Fox is preparing "The Fatal Wedding," which George
B. Seitz will
adapt and direct.
Production Halted
Production on "Thru Different
Eyes," Fox all-talker, has been suspended two weeks owing to the operation for appendicitis from which
Mary Duncan
is convalescing.
Fox Signs Music Writers
De Sylva, Brown and Henderson,
musical comedy writers, are leaving
this week en route to the Fox studio, Hollywood, where among other
activities they will write music and
lyrics for "Fox Movietone Follies,"
now being made.
Fox is understood to own a substantial interest in the firm.
Alice White in "Broadway
Babies"
"Broadway Babies" has been selected as title for the Alice White-First
National-Vitaphone picture to follow
"Hot Stuff." Heretofore it has been
called "Broadway Musketeers." The
new picture is based on the story by
Jay Gelzer. Monte Katterjohn is
vfriting continuity. Mervyn Leroy
will direct.
Ray Taylor Gets Assignment
Universal has signed Ray Taylor
to direct "Come Across," a talker,
which will star Mary Nolan.
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Columbia Signs Neill
for Six Productions

Hollywood — Harry Cohn, vice
president in charge of production at
the Columbia Studios, has signed R.
William Neill, director, for the making of six pictures.

New Two-Manual Organ Is
Made by Robert Morton
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Robert Morton Organ Co., has placed on the market
a new two manual pedal unit organ,
which can be played by hand or the
self-producing and recording player
rolls, recently developed by the company. The rolls are recorded for
picture cueing exclusively.

with the commission and his successor has not j'et taken ofiice, and this,
too. tends to delay action somewhat.
The Paramount case, however, is the
principal matter, influencing the commission to hold up further action on
the code and no further trade conference will be called until the case is
settled.

Commission's Case Awaiting
Printing, Briefing, Argument
Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Case of the Federal
Trade Commission in the Circuit
Court of Appeals, New York, to enforce its "cease and desist" order
against Paramount, awaits printing
of the transcript, briefing and argument, the commission states, in its
report for December.

Chicago Moves Up Day to
Adopt Friday Change
Chicago — They're moving the show
calendar a day ahead in Chicago.
Time was v/hen all houses in the
loop changed on Sunday. Then somebody started the Saturday change.
This week the Chicago changed Friday, which is to be change day hereafter, under the new policy which includes talking pictures, more than
100 people on the stage, a headliner
and symphony orchestra. Ted Lewis
is this week's headliner.

Short Shots from
New York Studios
Idn

,By ARTHUR

W.

EDDY,

ion to)
comedy is due"Hitch
for translat
o'A
brand
famous
THE
. Raymondy" Hitchco
ck,
the screen
whose name has used up a lot of
good electric light bulbs, is going in-:
to pictures. Tucked away somewhere
he has a M-G-M contract to appear'
in a series of talking shorts. ,
Frank D. Ferrone, better knowr
as "Dan," is presidenting a new organization, Great Arts Pictures
which S0071S starts shooting on a se
ries of shorts based on lovers wh(
got a break in history. Dan workei
with the Richard Barthelmess uni
in the East a few years back.

David Newall is deserting thi
Ethel Barrymore show owing to th *
lure of a Paramount contract. H'
made his screen debut in "The Hoi
in
the Wall,"
the guidance o
Director
Robertunder
Florev.

I

Ernest

Pascal,

the

novelist

wrote
screen dialogue
ference,"the
initial"Inter'
ah
talker,
soonParamount'
will have s'another
pla
on Broadway.
His "The Marring
Bed" is drawing
'em in, current! '
speaking.

SYNCHROPHONE
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NON-SYNCHRONIZING
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What They Plan

Between 560 and 580 to
be 1929-30 Output of
17 Companies

No. 18

FEWER FILMS NEXT YEAR

V p. ACADEHY CONSIDERS
OUND TABLE ON SOUND
By RALPH

WILK

(ollywood — Officials of the Acad:i' of M. P. Arts and Sciences are
rcsidering a suggestion that a sound
:c.-ention be held in March or April,
O'e devoted to discussion on sound
in dialogue pictures. Actors, direco, writers and technicians would
ai have a day for the discussion
'f leir sound problems.

F>cher Theaters for 5
More Wisconsin Cities
■ 'onroe, Wis. — Fischer theaters at
Vjleton, Beloit, Monroe, Stevens
?(it and Wattrtown are due for
T:o'itruction the coming season unle plans that are now being com'>l'Ld, Monroe shareholders have
)ei told. The five theaters are to
leSuilt under one general contract
I bond issue covering all five of
lOUses, it is declared.

1i Old Arizona" Breaks
W^k End Record at Roxy
th a gross of $54,000 for Satur"In Old Arizona,"
and Sunday,
first
complete talker from Fox
lished a new high record for
' ; ends at the Roxy. The picture
xpected to play this big New
I c theater for three weeks.

1" Gets Dialogue and
Boat"to
"Show rights
Songs hasof acquired
niversal
'duction of dialogue songs and
c of(Continued
"Show on Boat,"
Florenz
Page 3)

N. C. Reel Tax
] Raleigh, N. C— Modeled afer the Cormecticut law, which
reated havoc until modified,
$10 reel tax has been introuced in the legislature. Charles
V. Picquet, president of the
cate unit, is conducting the
impaign against the measure,
'hich, if passed, would result
I closing of a number of theters throughout the state.

R-K-O
.
Paramount (estimate)
First National —
Fox (estimate)
Warners
United Artists — (estimate)
M-G-M
(estimate)
Tiffany-Stahl
Pathe (estimate)
Universal (estimate)
Columbia
Gotham
World Wide
Rayart
Excellent
Artclass
Chesterfield

30
65 to 70
35
SO
35
20
50 to 55
26
30
60
30 to 36
18
45
36
20
6
8

ANOTHER BlOPHONEHOUSElSMITH VICE PRESIDENT
GIVEN VITAPHONE OKEH ANDO.M.OFCINEPnONE
Vitaphone pictures are to be served
for showing via Biophone equipment
at the Miller, Milwaukee, Midwesco
house, according to John A. Ludwig,
who with Jerry Abrams distributes
the Biophone equipment in the Milwaukee and Chicago territories. Ludwig and Abrams are in New York
for conferences with Alfred Weiss,
head of tiie Biophone Corp. Single
reelers are being screened at Ludwig's Parkway, Milwaukee, in a test
of the Biophone installation at that
house.

E. J. Smith, veteran sales executive
has joined Powers Cinephone, as vice
president and general manager. He
is to make his headquarters in New
York. Since entering the industry
15 years ago. Smith has been associated with Powers almost continuously. He was connected with Powers
with Victor Talking Machine Co.,
at Buffalo, and entered the industry
IS manager of the Universal Cleveland
exchange which Powers owned. After
five years in that capacity, he becarne
managing (Continued
director onfor PageUniversal
in
3)

MyerS'Woodhull Debate Seen in
Bid for Wisconsin Unit Favor
Reel Tax Fight Halted
to Meet Allied Threat

Plan to go to North Carolina to
help in the campaign against the
$10 reel tax pending has been postponed by R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A. president, in order to go to
Milwaukee to attend the special meeting of the Wisconsin unit, scheduled
Woodhull was invited to
tomorrow.
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Milwaukee — Lines arc being drawn
here for what may develop into a
spectacular battle, making first clash
of forces of the M.P.T.O.A. and the
Allied States Ass'n, with a special
convention of the Wisconsin convention to be held tomorrow to conaffilunit'sAbram
of the and
sider iation.
the question
R. F. Woodhull
F. Myers,
president
of the rival
organizations,
are headline speakers,
(Continued on Page 3)

Production by major companies
will show a marked decrease next
year, as contrasted with the 1928-29
outputs, it is shown in a survey just
completed by THE FILM DAILY,
with between 560 and 580 pictures to
be offered by 17 companies. The
number will be swelled somewhat, by
releases of a number of independents,
not included in the 17 companies
canvassed. The majority of the pictures scheduled to be produced on the
Coast and in New York will be talkers, the survey indicates.
Schedules of the various companits, while tentative, give a fair criterion of the product to be available,
and emphasize that there will be
fewer productions in the 1929-30 season.

Darst Succeeds Talley at
Fox; Latter Promoted
James E. Darst has been appointed director-in-chief of Fox News,
succeeding Truman Talley, who has
moved to the Roxy building as assistant to William Fox. Darst, former newspaper and magazine editor,
joined Fox News in June, 1924, and
has been assistant editor for the past
two years.

Buffalo Prefers Talkers
But Likes Silent Films
Buffalo, N. Y. — Talkers arc preferred by a majority of Buffalo picturegoers, but elimination of silent
films is opposed. This is emphasized
in a straw vote just completed by H.
M. Addison,
managing
director of the
(Continued
on Page 2)

For Showmen
Putting over the show, regardless of the kind of picture
offered is provided for in the
showman's manual of exploitation, which is a feature of
the 1929 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK, to be issued
this montfi. The section, most
complete of its kind ever published, is based on tried and
proved stunts.
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Buffalo Prefers Talkers
Fight for Sunday Shows in
But Likes Silent Films Maryland Being Renewed
(Continued from Page 1)
Great Lakes. On the other hand, the
fl'ote shows, practically all of the music
loving population of the city.
Five out of six of the persons who
participated in the vote are not in
favor of limiting sound in pictures to
sound efifects and music, as would be
indicated by the vote on talking picture preference. The voters were
about evenly divided on the proposition of all and part talkers.

"Does Mother Know Best"
Used as Philly Run Title
Philadelphia — "Does Mother Know
Best" was the title under which
"Mother Knows Best" was billed for
its run at the Fpx.
"Blue" Fight at Lakewood,

R-K-O
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13
United Art
8
12
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»LAST PRICE QUOTED

Radio Hour

'First
206
Radio-Keith-Orpheuni

Sales
800
500
200

Hour
on the radio made its appearance
last night in a nationwide hookup.
"26 Clark Discusses Photophone
6

Many Changes Made
of Midwesco Managers
Milwaukee — A number of changes
in theater management have been
announced bv Midwesco. William
Mick, formerly manager of the Tower, Milwaukee, is now managing the
Strand and Merrill. Paul Hayden,
formerly at the Strand, is now at the
Tower while Arnold Saxe, formerly
manager at the Merrill, is now at
the Mirth, a neighborhood house.
Howard Foerste, formerly at the Uptown, has succeeded Jess Day resigned manager of the Oshkosh,
Oshkosh, while Jost Daily has succeeded Foerste at the Uptown.

3,3600
00
200
5,800

57',266
7,800
1,800
400
11,600

West Coast Bureau. THE

Another

Ufa Premiere

Berlin— (By Cable) "Her Dark
Spot," a Ufa production had its premiere at the Gloria Palace here. Lillian Harvey, Willy Fritsch and Warwick Ward are in the cast.

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Lina Basquette is
featured in the Fanchon & Marco
show, "Let's Make Whoopee," current at Loew's State.
Blumenthal

BROWNING
STUDIOS
110 West 40th Street
Y. C.
PENn.
1258-9

13
2
116
18

Ufa Eastern Releases 2

Rosen in New

1600 Broadway, New York Gty
Phone Penn. 3S80

Feb. 9 Dinner of Writers Branch of Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood, to visiting dialogue
writers.
Feb.

14

1929 Wampas Frolic, Hollywood.
Universal Club Dance, Hotel Aster,
New York.
Mar. 2 AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball in
New York.

C. Sharpe Minor at U. A. House
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

VAlLi'

YOUNG

LADY

Secretary, bookkeeper, stenogknowledge.rapher, correspondent, legal
Many years experience practically
every brzmch of motion picture Industry. Capable taking charge of office
or department. Excellent references.
Available about February
1st
BOX
A-101
care Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N.Y.C.

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

York

' Eph Rosen, who recently resigned
Ufa Eastern Distributors, Inc. will'
release "Crime And Punishment" and as Chicago manager of TiffanyStahl, is in New York.
"Russia" two Russian productions.
Nasser Bros. Sell S. F. House
Causey
At Bartow
Fla.
San Francisco — Nasser Bros, have
Bartow, Fla. — J. C. Causey is mansold the Victoria to George Naiffy.
ager of the Calaetha here.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

Feb. 3 Dinner of the Silver Screen sponsYork. ored by The Film Bureau in New

Sailing Tomorrow

Berlin (By Cable) — Ike BlumenManne Resigns from Brooklyn Post
thal, general manager for Paramount
16,566
Max H. Manne has resigned as di- in Central Europe, sails tomorrow
600
rector of stage productions at the for New York, where he will arrive
300 Fox theater, Brooklyn.
600
Jan. 28 or 29.
2,400
6,100

Jan. 24-26 Fifth annual conference of National Board of Review.
Jan. 27 Annual banquet of M.P.T.O. of
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Jan. 31 Theatrical ball of Los Angeles
branch of Actors Equity Ass'n.
Feb. 1 Opening mountofat Toledo.
4,000-seat Toledo-Para-

Los Angeles — C. Sharpe Minor is
Plunkett
Takes
Over R-K-O
Post playing a series of daily organ concerts at all de luxe performances at
Joseph Plunkett, new general manager of Radio-Keith-Orpheum, as- the United Artists.
sumed his new duties, yesterday. He
succeeds J. J. Ford.
Raze Salina Theater
Salina, Kan.— After 51 years of
Margaret
Mann
Returns
Margaret Mann has returned to continuous service, the New theater'
New York from Scotland. She may office
building.
wrecked to make way for an'
has been
make a talking short before returning to Hollywood.

Attending N. Y. Premiere
Distribution of RCA-Photophone
Nancy
Carroll will attend premiere
in
England
is
being
discussed
at
con6,400
ferences in New York between Al- of "The Wolf of Wall Street," which
fred Clark, managing director of opens Saturday at the Rialto, New
4l",26o Gramophone, Ltd., London, and York.
400 David Sarnofif, vice president and
Featured in Stage Show
general manager of RCA.

FOR SALE
AKELEY CAMERA EQUIPPED BELL & HOWELL
CAMERA
OUTFIT
ALSO
EYMO.
N

N. J.

Lakewood, N. J.— Effort to enforce
the "blue" laws has been started here
with arrest of Barney Ferber, manager of the Palace, his operator, cashier and doorman. Emergency employes filled their places Sunday
night, so there was no interruption
of the show.

Book
TheDate
Industry's
Baltimore — Sunday show fight of
two years ago is to be renewed tonight by John G. Callan, who will inGuild Cinema opens in Nnt
troduce in the House of Delegates a Jan. 2S Film
York.
bill designed to permit Sunday shows.

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the
world for the purpose of public
instruction.

Schools, ChurchesShouldand
Clubs
Subscribe for
using Motion Picttirei

IHE EDUCATIONAL

SCREEN

and keep up-tOHdate with the
new films and new equipment

**1001

FILMS**

(FifthEdMon)

Complete reference booklet, listing nearly 3,000 educational films given
at reduced rate with each subscription

$^1,50 per year » 5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ilh
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And That's That

Myers-Woodhull Bid
For Wis. Unit Favor
yConlinucd

inm

I'tiiic

1)

Smith Vice President
and G.M. of Cinephone
(C'jntinui-J

from

I'dyf

1)

scheduled apiiearance tomorrow may Europe, returning to become sales
be expected to develop into a de- manager of the company. When
bate, on controversial issues.
JOHNNY MANNING, manager of
Powers ac(|uircd control of Associthe Criterion, for a long time lias
ated Exhibitors, Smith became genTomorrow's
meeting
was
called
eral manager, resigning when Pathe
been trying to figure out the unusual after some members of the state
fact that all the gloves found in the unit, charged that action of the board absorbed the company, when he betheater are left-handed ones, when of directors in voting to affiliate with
came sales manager for TifTany-Stahl.
the house porter, turned in another .Mlied is illegal and that a referendum
find, also a left-hander. He was told on the subject is necessary. There "U" Gets Dialogue and
has been a race for proxies between
ng's r assistant, proponents and opponents of the
Mannihande
iby
ng a, leftthatWillie
findiKurtz
was no
(CoDtinncdof from
I'aoe I)Boat"
"Show
trick, but to look around and see if Allied plan.
Songs
Ziegfeld production, running at the
In
outlining
the
advantages
offered
he couldn't match up a pair. After
Ziegfeld theater, New York. The
quite a search, the porter came back by Allied, Myers is expected to make company previously had acquired the
know'n
the
platform
on
which
he
will
',to the office and said: "Gosh, boss, seek to enlist regional units under screen rights, and the film, just comthat was mah glove ah found."
pleted, is to have the dialogue and
the Allied banner. The speech, his
Hank Linet is developing himself first since taking over the post of music portions inserted. These remakes will be taken at the Ziegfeld.
nto an attorney which is the reason president and general manager of
(or his burning all those gallons of Allied, is being awaited with interest Under terms of the deal, the picture
throughout the industry. Woodhull, is to open in New York one week afriiidnight oil, nee electricity.
with Fred Desberg, chairman of the
ter close of the play, which continues indefinitely.
board of directors of the M.P.T.O.A.,
Reel Tax Fight Halted
Helen Morgan will sing two songs,
is slated to arrive here today, when
to Meet Allied Threat Myers and other Allied leaders are Jules Bledsoe will sing "Old Man
(CoHtiny.ed from Page 1)
expected.
River" and one other, and Aunt
Jemima, with a chorus of thirty
be present at the meeting,
where
song.
Mlied leaders are to outline their Myers to Address N. W.
negro voices, will sing the theme
Feb 4.
roposition, in an efTort to have mem- Unit Convention
)ers approve
action of Wisconsin
Minneapolis — Abram F. Myers,
Alterations for Alberta House
irectors in voting to join Allied. president
and general counsel of
.egality of the move is being quesEdmonton, Alta. — Interior alteraStates Ass'n, will be principal
tions have been made at the Cai)itoI
,oned by the rank and file of Wis- Allied
at the convention of Northonsin members.
Woodhull will be 5peaker
west exhibitors to be held here Feb. here costing $42,000. This does not
Dined at Cleveland by Fred Desberg 4 and 5.
include wiring the house for sound
programs. Harold Bishop, is the
■■ hairman
of the M.P.T.O.A.
board
: if directors.
A.M.P.A. Places Tickets
manager of this Famous Players'
house.
"It is unfortunate that I have to
jend several days to meet one of
For Ball with McBrides
DePass Gets New Toronto Post
In connection with tiie plans of
I le periodic assaults upon our ori anization, at a time when I could be the executive committee of the A.
Toronto — Appointment of Sam
pvoting myself to fighting adverse M.P.A. Hollywood Masque Ball, DePass, advertising manager of the
J gislation and to other constructive which has decided for the first time company for many years, to the
4 rganization work," Woodhull
said in 15 years to invite the general pub- post of supervising manager of Toronto suburban theaters has been
d
lic to its annual frolic, the ticket
t
'^ rior
to his departure.
committee has been successful in se- announced by N. L. Nathanson, managing director of Famous Players
curing the cooperation of the Mc,, '•'ox To Synchronize
Brides office for distribution in their Canadian Corp. Succeeding De Pass
ors' Club"
"The Bachel
5 :Arrangements
have been completed various branches about the city. To in the advertising and special exploitation department at the Toronto of!tween Courtland H. Smith of Fox further push the sale of tickets. 1,000
fice will be H. M. Thomas, w^ho will
special
window
cards,
especially
printase Corp. and Oscar Prices, of Gened, will be posted throughout the contmue as eastern division manager.
i|i al Pictures Corp. under terms of city in a few days.
Studio for Salt Lake
"'' nich Fo.\ Case will Movietone "The
achelors' Club," starring Richard
Salt
Lake
City — Plans for conilmadge.
Erno Rapee has written Cook at Studio Conferring
struction of a studio here are re0 theme song. Motion Picture Syn- on New Season T-S Prod.
ported taking definite shape with purronization Service will prepare cue
chase of 12 acres of land by the PioTiffany-Stahl is continuing i)Ians
oets for non-synchronous machines
neer Film Corp., tiie property being
all General Pictures, the first of for key city theaters, according to on 23rd East St. Work will start in
Grant L. Cook, secretary and treaslich
Talniadge's
urer, W'ho is here in connection with the spring. J. G. Sargeant, general
est. will be Richard
the schedule of 36 features planned manager of the company, and Samuel Kantor, financial director, are al
for next year. At least four pictures
Biographies in Bound Volume
are
to
be
made
in
England,
he
says.
the
Coast
"The Lake
Exodus,"
Bound volume of mimeographed
which
willcompleting
have its Salt
City
^ hgraphies of all principal Fox playAnother for Crescent Chain
premiere late this month.
^ «6 of the company, together with
Cleveland. Tenn. — R. D. Page,
-^ lotographs of each, have been sup- local manager of the Princess, which
Lightman Wiring Three
Jed to the St. Paul public library
is
owned
by
the
Crescent
Amusement
Memphis,
Tenn. — Installation of
s the request of its librarian, who Co. of Nashville, has taken over the
sound equipment in three houses of
1 IIS to circulate the volume.
Moneta and will manage both houses. the Arkansas Amusement Enterprises
Finishes Scenes for Arlen Film
chain, at El' Dorado, Jonesboro and
Open Kansas City Theater
Fayettcville, Ark., will be complete
Madison Square Garden scenes
Kansas City, Kan. — Tiie Home within two weeks. The chain is
sn for "The Man I Love," new theater at 2011 Quindaro Blvd. has headeid by M. A. Lightman, president
Irhard Arlen vehicle, have been
been opened by the Home Theater of newly-formed M. P. T. O. of
cnpleted under the supervision of and
Investment Co.
Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee.
f:iest Maas.
By PHIL

U. DALY

\l

l\

I'f"

I J. Lenski Builds House
""ittsburgh, Kan.— A 450-seat thea r is being built at 213 No. BroadwV by J. Lenski.

Carter at Kokomo
Egelston
Redecorates
House
Kokomo,
Ind. — Frank Carter is
Atwood, Kan. — E. W. Egelston is
now managing the Wood, following tric.
redecorating the inside of the Electhe resignation of O. J. Chandler.

Short Shots from
New York Studios
i^B>

ARTHUR

W.

EOUY ^^

EDWARD
G. ROBIXSO.N
added playwriting
to his listhas
of
talents which include stage and
screen acting. He is co-author of
"The Kibitzer," which Patterson
McXutt will soon reveal to Broadway. Robinson made his picture debut at Paramount's Astoria plant in
"The Hole in the Wall."
Up at M-G-M's eastern plant the
other day they detected some foreign noise while playing -bade the
yodelivg of an operatic tenor. A lot
of funny 7ioises have been discovered in making talkers but this ivas a
netv one. Finally Director Nick
Grinde traced the sounds to the artist himself and imagine his embarrassment when the tenor learned
that it was due to the clicking of his
false teeth.
W'ith his ten-gallon hat, etc., Bill
Cody has railroaded back to New
York after a business trip to Toronto and Montreal, .^mong other stunts
he pulled while in Canada was to
drive a young Canadian Pacific Railway locomotive, all for sweet publicity's sake.
Charles Byers, who has been paychecked in many Coast studios, is
temporarily residing in Manhattan
owing to the vacation urge.
Mary Williams is beautifying
Astoria studio where Paramount
tures are made. She's playing
society editor in "Gentlemen of

the
picthe
the

So. Theaters
Opens
Tampa
House
Tampa, Fla. — A. Chandler Thornton is managing director of the Park,
recently opened here by Southern
Press."
Theaters,
headed by Anthony
Shimko.

Club Luncheon
Served
11 A.M. to 3 P. M

Table d'Hote

DINNER
Served
Every

$225

Eveninj;

Upper Lobby
Hotel \'iirori.i
7 Ave- 51 St
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Coast Wire Service

1,068 HOUSES NOW WIRED
FOR W.E.SOUND PICTURES

First National Busy
COMPLETION OF SOUND
STACES STARTS BOOM

Number of theaters wired for
Western Electric sound projection
totaled 1,068 on Jan. 5. Installations
during that week topped the preceding week by 22. The company is
speeding production in its aim of 250
installations of the large equipments
With the completion of the new
per month during 1929. Prompt resound
stages at Burbank, a number
lowerthe
of
sponse to announcement
priced equipment is reported by the of First National- Vitaphone pictures
company.
have gone into production with more
scheduled to follow at an early date.

Talker Censorship Due
As Pa. Assembly Topic

Philadelphia — Censorship of talking pictures is certain to be a subject considered by the General Assembly now in session. Whether or
board's jurisnot the statecoverscensorship is
now being
dialogue
diction
nia SuPennsylva
the
determined by
preme Court. If the court decides
that the board lacks this authority
the governor, it is expected, will
sponsor a bill giving the board the
control it desires.

Synchrophone Franchise
;Mixup at Philadelphia
Philadelphia — The question of who
owns the local franchise on Synchrophone is one troubling Vine St., with
two exchanges claiming the property.
Both the Synchrophone Co. of Philadelphia and Phil Greenberg claim
they are regional agents for the device.

Traveltone, Portable Disc
Synchronizer, to Be Shown

Demonstration is planned in this
week of Traveltone, portable disc
synchronizer, by S. M. Livingston,
V ho says the machine can be installed in one hour in any type theater.
Wingham for S. L. Film Board
Salt Lake City— L. C. Wingham
was elected president of the Film
Board of Trade at a re<:ent meeting
lield here. Other officers elected were:
Wayne C. Ball, vice-president, and
D. T. Lane, secretary-treasurer and
.general consul.

Pomeroy Resigns

Billie Dove is appearing in "The Man
and the Moment," from the Elinor
Glyn story of that name, which
George Fitzmaurice is directing.
Alice White is making "Hot Stuf?,"
with Mervyn LeRoy at the megaphone. Corinne Griffith is working
in the talking sequences of "Saturday's Children." "The House of
Horrors" is being directed by Benjamin Christensen, with Louise Fazenda and Chester Conklin in the
cast.
"The Squall" has
Alexander Korda.
Wampas Baby Star
Loy, Alice Joyce and
featured.

been started by
Loretta Young,
of 1929, Myrna
Carroll Nye are

New

pictures soon to start are Colleen's Moore's "Early to Bed," "Pat
and Mike," the Milton Sills' starring
vehicle; "Two Weeks Off," with
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall,
and
White."Broadway Babies," with Alice
Love in Goldwyn Cast
Montagu Love has been added to
the cast of "Bulldog Drummond,"
Ronald Colman's new all-talker for
Samuel Goldwyn.

Elmer

West Signs Ballard
Ballard, stage actor, has

been added to cast of "Alibi," alltalker being produced and directed
by Roland West for United Artists.
Oakie Plays Lead Role
Jack Oakie will play the principal
male role, in Paramount's talking
picturization of "The Studio Murder
Mystery." Frank Tuttle, who has
been adapting the story for the
screen, will direct.

Denver Film Board Elect
Denver — Anthony P. Archer (EduLawler Gets Christie Post
cational) was unanimously elected
H.
D. Lawler, formerly on the
president of the Denver Film Board
of Trade at its recent meeting here. staff of Victor Talking Machine Co.,
Other officers elected were: R. J. has been assigned to the post of muGarland (World Wide) vice presi- tures.sic manager for Christie talking picdent, Arbitrators are: H. W. Helmhold, (U.A.), J. S. Hommel, (M-G-M)
New Christie Talker Started
and S. B. Rohn,
(Columbia).
"Jed's Vacation," starring Charlie
Grapcwin, with Anna Chance, has
Levy Heads Minn. Board
gone into production as a Christie
Minneapolis, Minn. — Moe Levy Talking Play. Bill Irving and Aileen
(Fox), was elected president of the
Minneapolis Film Board of Trade Carlyle have been added to tlie cast.
at a recent meeting. H. J. Maolntyre
was named vice-president and Mrs.
Goldwyn Signs Marion
Mabel Dietz secretary and treasurer.
George Marion, Jr., has been signed by Sanuiel Goldwyn to title Vilnia
C. L. Burt Buys House
Banky's new starring picture, "Child's
Hutchinson, Kan. — C. L. Burt has — Fifth Avenue," which Al SantcU
directed.
purchased the Old Home
theater.

Roy Pomeroy has resigned
from Paramount. He was in
charge of soimd production.
His desire to direct is said to
be the cause of controversy.
Pomeroy directed the talking

A Little
By

version of "Interference."

**Lots**
om fVILK
frRALPH
Hollywood

RALPH
SEDAN scenes
is busyare
at being
Catalina, where
made for "Making the Grade," a Fox
picture. Ralph recently completed a
role
Douglas
"Iron inMask."
*

*

Fairbanks'
*

"The

Our Passing Show: Robert
E. Welsh, Warren Newcombe,
Lloyd Corrigan, Russell Mathews, John F. Goodrich watching the
aires"Hollywood
lose a hockey "Milliongame to
Oakland; Bob Hill, Dave Epstein and Eddie Cline discussing talkers at Universal.
*
*
*

COLUMBIA SOUND PLANS
tilNCE ON BOX OFHCE
While only six pictures have been
scheduled as all-talkers by Columbia,
the number may be increased, depending upon public reaction to these
pictures. Two part dialogue pictures
have been completed, and Harry
Cohn, production chief, is preparing
to film the company's first all-talker,
"The Donovan Affair." The parttalkers just completed are "The Lone
Wolf's Daughter," starring Bert Lytell, and "The Younger Generation"
in
which Lina Basquette heads the
cast.
^

Gilbert Warrenton,

who photoOctavus Roy Cohen to Write
graphed "Show Boat," "Lonesome,"
Octavus Roy Cohen is in Holly"The Man Who Laughs" and "Mothwood to write the first all-talking
er Knows Best," recently completed film story for Moran and Mack, the
camera work on "The Haunted Two Black Crows. Christie is now
Lady," which Wesley Ruggles directed.
filming a series of Cohen's stories as
*
♦
*
two reel
comedy features for Para^
mount
release.
Dick Alexander is one of the busiest actors on the Coast. He did not
Preparing Screen Story
lose a day for 25 straight weeks and
William LeBaron, of FBO, has
worked in "The Sin Sister," "Our signed Sidney Lazarus to do adapta^
Daily Bread" *and * "The* Viking."
tion and continuity of "Boarding
House Blues," an original by Glorian
Bradley King has the distinction of Mundi and Dudley Murphy. The pic
is to be supervised by Lotharlj
writing the first dual role characteri- ture
zation for talking pictures. She is Reed.
transcribing Richard Connell's "Pat
and Mike" to the screen for Milton
S'ills. This will be Sills' dialog picture for First National.
Fenton in Baclanova Cast
Leslie Fenton) has been cast by
Paramount in "The Woman Who
Nei^ded Killing," starring Baclanova,
under direction of Rowland V. Lee.

Herbert
in "Madame
HoluK^s
Herbert
has been X"
engagedjl
for a role in "Madame
will be made by M-G-M.

X," whichijl

Next Talmadge to Be All-Talker
Norma Talmadge plans to makejl
an all-talker as her next production jl
based on a Broadway play as yet un-jl
selected. George Fitzmaurice will dij
rect
from a scenario by C. Gardnei;i|
Sullivan.

Writes
"Redskin"
Score
J. S. Zamecnik who scored
"Wings," has written musical score P. F.-L. Filming Wasserman Nove
of "Redskin," starring Richard Dix,
Eagles" will be the title iin
which will have its premiere Jan. 26 der"Black
which Paramount will produc
at the Criterion, New York.
Jacob
Wasserman's
"Golo
win." Fay
Wray and novel,
Gary Coopc
Edwards
for Comedy
Relief
will be co-starred. William Powel
Snitz Edwards, comedian has and Paul Lukas have been assignc
joined Clyde Cook in furnishing to the cast. Oliver H. P. Garrett i
laughs for "The Woman Who preparing the adaptation, and Lc
Needed Killing," Paramount film Birinski and Ben Grauman Koli
Baclanova, Clive Brook, Neil Hamil- are collaborating on the screen pla}
ton and Leslie Fenton in the cast.
Added to Bow Cast
Rowland V. Lee is now directing.
Story is by Margery Lawrence.
Renee Whitney has been added t
cast of "The Wild Party," Par:
mount talker starring Clara Bow.
Talking Comedians Busy
Clark & McCullough have launchRobert Lord Starts Another
ed their Fox Movietone production,
Robert
Lord, writer under co^
"The Music Masters," based on a tract to Warner
Bros., has started h
story written by themselves and be- third assignment of the present ye^
ing directed "by Norman Taurog.
— the screen play of "Shoestring."
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Paid Circulation
vs.
Free Distribution

T

HE prestige of a publication and its value
as an advertising medium is judged mainly from
reader interest evidenced by the ability of that
publication to sell subscriptions and renewals to
its reading public.
Free distribution of a publication is direct
admission of a lack of reader interest, and, of
course, this is reflected in advertising pages, for a
publication without paid circulation must sell its
advertising space at whatever rate it can secure.
Advertising experts generally do not include
such publications in their budgets, regardless of
rates and fancy promises of blanket distribution,
that really mean nothing.
Theatre Owners of the Middle Northwest
states gladly pay their subscription dues over and
over again to Greater Amusements for they know
that throughout the more than 14 years of its
existence the publication has rendered a real service and has given them the news of the industry
in unbiased and fearless form.
Reader Interest, Reader Confidence, Prestige,
Service — You'll find them all predominant in
America s Foremost Motion Picture Regional Trade
Journal

Greater Amusements

Advertisers Select
The
Medium With Prestige

Vni^

VITAPHONE
MAKES
HERO

THE
GREATEST
r IV I C E
AS

SCREEN
GREAT!
GREAT STARS
//
IN ONE!

"Double Feature" Tonight!

P.ICUAP.D

The Great Ones
of the Earth
Flocked to see it!
Princes and Princesses, maestros and millionaires, were
among the thousands of New
Workers uho paid $2.00 to

BARTUtLMESS
ACTrNG<?«^

w

at his greatest

and

PvlVEIV

What a STORY!
Here is heartache! — Heartbreak? — Almost
may be Down
hope of being
love this grey
to be?....Thev

hor a man

but he's ne\ er Out^until he loses his last
loved by a woman — and what woman will
convict ghost of the great fellow he used
had taken his freedojn — forever! — but one

golden gift they couldn't take — a yearning, stirring, silver
SONG! How that one haunting melody reaches magically
through prison bars to find Love a thousand miles away,

the new

greater Barthelmess

Vitaphone brings you when
he Talks Tor the first time.
It Doubles the Drama!

first time on the Vitaphonefirst time you've had a chance
to hear that golden

TWICE

AS

GREAT"

voice—

Hear these two big
song hits played arid
sung just as they were
first introduced in
"Weary River," the
picture that made
them famous —

WEARY

is a story you'll wear always as a keepsake in your heart!

A. FIRST NATIONALp^^^PICTURE
"THEY'RE

ing role.... HEAR

for the Jirst time in

$[ lime

city, too, but — there will he no
(I elva nee in pfiees!

WORTH

known, in his greatest Act-

first time on the screen-

the heart of Broadway. It
will he a social event in this

$2.00 BROADWAY HITHE R E AT
POPULAR
PRICES!

the lovable, romantic

Barthelmess you've always

TALKING

WtARV

see "WEARY
RIVER"
when it ran for weeks at the
famous Central Theatre in

SEE

itV up
RIVER"
TO YOU

AlsO'

Lovely

Betti

Compson
of "The
Barker"and"Scar
let Seas,supportin;
"and bril
liant
cast,
in thisTALKING
Frank Llo} I
Production, pre
sented by Richar.
A. Rowland fron
screen version b

iCk

Bradley King. Pre

duced by Wester
Electric Apparati

Theaters 3.2 of U. S. Building

Projects in '29
ALL THE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

o/'FILMDOM
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PATtlEBLOCKBOOKINGNOT
ILLEGAL, COMMISSION SAYS
Facts disclosed in investigation of
ilock booking activities of Pathe, do
fot "call for the exercise of remedial
lowers granted by law to this coninission," the Federal Trade Coniflission ruled in dismissing applicaion for a complaint, the company anlounced in New York yesterday. A
imilar application in case involving
■"irst National was dismissed reently by the commission, which,
,ieanwhile, has pending an action
gainst Paramount to enforce its
ease and desist order.

J. S. Conspiracy Suit vs.
West Coast up April 16
.it Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Trial of the Dept.
f Justice action against West Coast
heaters et al, charging conspiracy
1 connection with protection delands granted the circuit and its
Hies, is slated for April 16. The
^se had been scheduled for hearing
esterdav.

►hio Reformers to Fight to
,^stablish Talker Censoring
I Columbus — Support to the departent of education in its effort to es.blish legal right to censor talkers,
ewsreels and advertising, is pledged
Y the Ohio State League for Clean
lotion Pictures, announced here.
'he new "reform" group will resist
Torts to repeal the censorship and
unday closing laws.

Jook Denies Any Shake-up
' of T-S Studio Force On
f^t Coast Bureau. THE

Price 5 Cents
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DAILY

iLos Angeles — Denial that any
lake-up of the production forces is
anned is made by Grant L. Cook,
.cretary-treasurer, who is here in
>nnection with production
matters.

Sound Advice
Reconstruction and re-equipI ing of theaters to bring them
; up-to-date will prove a boon to
■ the industry in counteracting
! the overbuilding
orgy,
John
Eberson, leading theater architect, declares in the Eberson
Section of the 1929
FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK to be
issued this month.

ALLIED TO WORK FOR REFORMS
IN INDUSTRY, MYERS SAYS
Test of Strength Between M. P.
T. O. and Allied at Meet Today

Method of Selling Needs
Change Says Statement
on Policies
Washington Bureau

Not Present
Wash. Bur. of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — ^That he was
not scheduled to attend the
special meeting of the Wisconsin unit, to be held at Milwaukee today, Abram F. Myers,
president and general counsel
of the forms
Allied
States Ass'n
inTHE FILM
DAILY.
It previously had been reported from Chicago and Milwaukee that Myers would address
the sessions today, on which
hinge the question of Wisconsin's affiliation with Allied or
the M.P.T.O.A. If Allied is
represented in Milwaukee, it
will be by members of the organization committee, Myers
states.

German Audible Screen is
Installed at L. A. House
West Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Clearsight, audible
screen invented by German scientists, is being installed in the Paramount (Metropolitan) here, the first
installation in the United States. The
screen, it is claimed, enhances photographic value of the film and intensifies the tonal qualities of talkers.

Milwaukee — National exhibitor interest centers today on the meeting
here of the Wisconsin exhibitor unit,
called to pass upon the question of
affiliation. Recently, the directors of
the state unit, voted a union with Allied States Ass'n, and when the
move was attacked, a special meeting was called proxies have been circulated throughout the state. R. F.
Woodhull, president, and Fred Desberg, chairman of directors of the
M.P.T.O.A. are here, to outline advantages of their organization as are
members of the Allied organization
committee.

FILM

DAILY

the policy and program of the organization.
Myers' statement outlines the association's position with respect to
other branches of the industry, the
Brookhart bill, interchangeability, arbitration and the music tax.
Allied, says Myers, will not seek
to meddle in the internal affairs of
any other branch of the industry and
claim like immunity for its own
Month to Bring Keen Race will
affairs. He says that exhibitors are
in Sound Newsreel Field determined a change in prevailing
Increase of competition in the sales method is imperative, and hopes
sound newsreel field is scheduled in that this can be brought about within
February and March. Fox Movie- the industry, without recourse to the
tone News Feb. 2 plans to increase to Brookhart bill. Argument of govfour issues weekly. Three issues are
ernmenteffort
regulation,
for
on hethesays,
part "calls
of those
now released weekly. Pathe Sound a bona fide
News, now released bi-weekly, is to making the argument to settle such
become a weekly release Feb. 3. Par- differences between the industry."
amount Sound News is slated to
"While exhibitors do not want regmake its bow during the month, with
ulation," Myers says, "they prefer it
one issue weekly planned. M-G-M to being driven out of business. He
Movietone News is slated to start
points also to government regulareleasing March 1.
tion which he says does not benefit
Therefore, it is expected, by the
exhibitors
and cited 'the copyright
middle of Feb. there will be available
gives ona monopoly
value
(Continued
Page 8)
at least six sound newsreels weekly law,' which
for exhibitors use.

$163,559,000 Estimated Total
1929
for New Theaters New During
theaters of all types costing
$163,559,000 will be built in 1929, according to a national survey conducted
by the "Architectural Forum," a leadWilliam A. Bach, until recently
ingcast publication
its field. Thereports
foreis based onin confidential
general sales manager for First National in Great Britain, has been from 2,057 architects, covering in detail work now on schedule or in denamed associate to H. G. Knox, genfinite contemplation for contract leteral manager in Europe for Electrical
Research Products. Bach will be in
ting during 1929, plus information derived from the general building field
charge of British sales and is slated
as covered
by other
publications in
to sail for London Feb. 9.
(Conttnued
on Page 2)

"
e "Erpi
to Handl
Bach Sales
in Great
Britain

of THE

Washington — Serving notice that
the organization represents exhibitors
only, in matters in which the several
branches of the industry conflict,
Abram F". Myers, president and genof Alliedtoday
Statesoutlines
Ass'n
of M.eralP.counsel
Exhibitors,

Fox Won't Build

Chicago — Talk of a big Fox
house here built in conjunction with Marks Bros, is regarded as idle, in view of the
friendly relations between Fox
& B. & K. which is resulting
in plenty of Fox bookings for
Lash"of
loop theaters.
plays
the OrientalCaptain
the week
Feb. 2; "The Red Dance," the
Chicago,
and "In Old
Arizona," Feb.
the 9McVickers
for
an extended run beginning
Feb. 23 or March 2.

THE
Wednesday, January 23, 1929

MEWS
UE TIME
M^^ULTULTUE

$163,559,000 Estimated
'29 New
Theater Total
(Continued from Page 1)

the
groupis aofmember.
which
"Architectural
Forum''
Theater construction represents 3.2
per cent of the total building planned
JOHN W. ALICOATE
PUBLISHER
by the entire nation which, according
to this source, will reach $7,308,793,Published daily except Saturday and holidays 200.
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as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3. 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months
$3 00 Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
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STOCK MARKET
High
Lov» Close
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Am
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Kodak
East.
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12
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Geographically, theater building
will be devided as follows:
Northeastern
States
North Atlantic States
Southeastern States
Southwestern States
Middle States
Western States

$6,303,000
62,891,400
3,746,600
7,812,200
74,032,200
8,773,600

Total

Cohen With Anne Watkins
Jeanne Cohen, who for nine years
was executive secretary to Jesse L.
Book
TheDate
Industry's
Lasky, and later one of the story editors of Paramount, has been placed
in charge of the motion picture deGuild Cinema opens in New
partment of Anne Watkins, repre- Jan. 25 Film
York.
sentative for Sinclair Lewis, Mary
annual
of NaRoberts Rinehart, Louis Bromfield, Jan. 24-26 Fifth tional
Board of conference
Review.
Cyril Hume and A. B. Seabrook. An- Jan. 27 Annual banquet of M.P.T.O. ol
Eastern Pennsylvania.
other addition to the Watkins office
Jan.
31
Theatrical
ball of Los Angeles
is Monica McCall, who until recentbranch of Actors Equity Ass'n.
ly represented the London firm of Feb. 1 Opening
4,000-seat Toledo-Paramountofat Toledo.
Peters and Lee. Miss McCall now is
Feb. 3 Dinner of the Silver Screen sponsin charge ofpartment.
MissFrances
Watkins'
play has
deored by The Film Bureau in New
Goertzman
York. of Writers Branch of Acadbeen transferred to Hollywood, where Feb. 9 Dinner
emy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
she will assist Mary Alice Scully,
Hollywood, to visiting dialogue
western manager.

$163,559,000

Virginia Firm Incorporated
Norfolk, Va. — Stevenson Amusement Co. of Henderson, has been incorporated here to own, operate, sell
and lease theaters. The capital is
1,000 shares of no par value stock.
Officers are S. S. Stevenson, W. D.
Burwell, S. R. Watson and others of
Henderson.
Lita Grey in Person
Cleveland — -Lita Grey Chaplin has
been drawing record crowds this
'ioo at Keith's Palace.
week

Lily Damita
Makes Appearances
Cleveland — Lily Damita made four
personal appearances at the Allen
theater last Tuesday, stopping off
here for the day on her way to the
West Coast.
Brauenig With World Wide
Cleveland — Otto Brauenig, formerly of First National, has joined the
local World Wide sales force which
is
under the management of Herbert
Ochs.

Klein Acquires Series
Series
of 13 short subjects with
Sales
100
Roseland Handling Cartoons
dialogue and sound, which are to be
700
Roseland I^ictures Corp., New made in silent versions by Great Arts
'76
700 York,
6 is distributing on a state right Pictures, a new organization headed
by Frank D. Ferrone, has been acbasis, a featurettes,
series of 26 the
one creation
reel "Bonzo"
cartoon
of the
quired by the Edward L. Klein Corp.
4,800
English artists, G. E. Studdy, which of New York for foreign distribution.
100 long has been a supplement of SaturCharter for Texas Co.
day and Sunday feature pages. The
61,600
Ganado, Tex. — Charter has been
500 first three of the series titled "Bonzolina,'' "Detective Bonzo" and "Spooks granted Iris theater here. The incor48,800
Bonzo" are ready for release.
porators are F. H. Knipling, Raymond
Knipling and Ludwig Sabla600
6,600
Lasky to Attend Toledo Premiere
ture with capital stock of $1,000.
29,400
400
Toledo, O. — Jesse L. Lasky, vice
president of Paramount, is slated to
Movietone Acts Picked
56,666 attend the opening Feb. 1 of the
11,900 Toledo-Paramount here.
Three recently completed Metro
Movietone Acts have been selected
4,400
Mrs. Lee Returning
for the surrounding program at the
10',566
Mrs. Maron F. Lee, Samuel Gold- Embassy premiere tonight of "The
is'.ioo
Bellamy Trial." These are a num600 wyn's eastern literary representative,
returns to New York Saturday from
ber by George Lyons, "singing har500
600 the Coast.
pist," aPhil Spitalny orchestra num100
ber and a number by The Revellers,
24,800
another orchestra.
Mrs. Balsly Services Today
100
Funeral services are to be held toChange Unit Headquarters
day at Kansas City for Mrs. Lee D.
Headquarters
of Joseph M. Seider
Balsly, wife of the New York divis114
of New
Jersey
ion Universal exploiteer. She died and the M.P.T.O.
1
Center
1 at her home at Mount Vernon, N. Y., are now located in the Film
44th and
following a sudden attack of pneu- Bldg., 9th Ave., between
monia, t
45th St.

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems !

writers.
1929 Wampas Frolic, Hollywood.
Universal Club Dance, Hotel Aster,
New York.
New York.
Mar. 2 AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball in

Feb.

14

Ohio Directors Meet
Columbus — Director's meetings of
the M.P.T.O. of Ohio met yesterday.
THEATRE SUPERVIlSOR and
EXECUTIVE
Desires to make a change in present
position. Now employed as city manager, supervising three theatres, for
one of the large circuits. Record
absolutely clean and have own reasons for desiring change. Have full
knowledge of buying and booking of
pictures, shows, etc. Know all angles
of supervision, advertising and exploitation. Will guarantee results.
Reply
Box A-107
c-o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

FOR SALE
AKELEY CAMERA EQUIPPED BELL & HOWELL
CAMERA
OUTFIT
ALSO
EYMO.
N.

BROWNING STUDIOS
110 West 40th Street
Y. C.
PENn.
1258-9

SERVICE

or

GREAT!

"Service great ! Every house large
small should run Ad-Vance TrailHIDER
THEATRE.
Binghamton, N. Y.

PmilOWFIlH
"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCOKPORATED

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

f33?K/ill»MS
INCORPORATED

220 WEST
STREET
NEW 42^1-°
YORK
Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN

A. LOWNES.

CEN. MCR.

'

THE TALK

OF THE INDUSTRY

It Is with justifiahle pride that we announce
the presentation at Qrauman^s Chinese Theatre,
Hollyivood, of what is considered the greatest
advance in the talking screen play

THE BROADWAY

MELODY

You will hear a great deal about this sensational ALL TALKING, ALL SINGING, ALL
DANCING DRAMA. It is announced for a
Broadway run in the near future.
^^unnn^**^

NOW
PLAYING
BROADWAY-

ON

^^')

the established talking
hit of the season

the amazing courtroom
mystery drama

^IfQ

fciHcd Mimi Bellamy!

ll Is un(|uoilonablv ihe
moM thrillinf enienabi'
ment on Broadway The

BROADWAY'S

TALKINGNEW

PICTURE SENSATION

Talkini; Picture now
rrachet it* perfect fulfillincn(. Read how ihe
critics laughed and
cried and loved It!

ALIAS
JIMMY
VALENTINE
Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayc

SOLID

/»rc(rnti the cetchrated
COURTROOM K.YSTERY

SELL
OUT

The

Tottmc

BELLAMY
TRIAL

PlCflttf >■

He'll Steal Your
Heart Away!

CRITICS
LOVE IT

WILLIAM

.. . I'-llv. iln^ff
-hftt >ri......
V*Ur Oa.h N
iu[Jt ••' <*■•»•
Don'i mm nj I
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HAINES

( >>ld> *n
Mtrrt hai
ut<i»
tlf nobt*
Moi. •rti>nr
mediuTi,
Jtmc
You'll mirMKiin crnutnr afvl

LIONEL
KARLBARRYMORE
DANE
LEILA HYAMS
TULLY MARSHALL

ASTOR

ntuxng fnirf i ainmrnf at the
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ft MAV

_^_

T«1C t DAILY

Based on the book
and
Saturdayserial
Evenine
by Po»i
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"Thr itmni Paul AfinMrorif

ALSO GALA METRO
featuring
MOVIETONEANI>SHOW

Frances Noyes Hare
Directed by
Monu Bell
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Wed., Jan. 23
Twice Daily Thercaflcr 2:45— 8;45

EMBASSY

THEATRE

SEATS

TALKING

Broadway at 46ih Si.

NOW

ON SALE

PICTURE
with action

Nou' Playing Twice Daily at the
Embassy, N. Y. at $2 Admission
SHORTLY
TO BE RELEASED!

Third capacity month at $2
at the Astor Theatre, N. Y.
NOW

AVAILABLE

METRO-GOLDWYNti

I

THE TRAIL OF '98" LEADS

TO THE BANK!

FOR

DATING'

WUILE OTUER COH
™>TALKIE
.^i

m^
fcV'.-.

CEORCE

JESSEL
IN Mir
ripyT

fINCINC
J^ILKING

RY
-IC
UNANIMOU/LY
AGP
AT

FEATURE
PRODUCTION

CREATE/T THEME /ONC EVER VRITTEN-CREAT
ByABELBAER «.= L.WOLFE CILBERT^MY MOTH

RADIO PUBLICITY |

E R^T EYE/'^PUBLUHED By LEO FEI/T.h.

Tirr<iNy-</>T<iNL production./^
1^40

BI^O^IDV^y

imc
CIT

InIE/ ARE TALKING
^

Lucky Boy
Motion

Picture

l^ enr

A Real Tear Jerking Meiodramm
(Rrtlrwrd by Frrddir SebMl«r)
npiKKA.NV.STAHL havi- turned out a boi
* office bet in "Lucky Boy" which baa
Grorgic Jc-^el as the stir. Now don't At
off the handle and nay that Geoixi« Jeatel
flicln't mean a thing to you when he was in
Warner Bros, pictures. This one is differrnt. and, Goorgie. who was to have made

Speaking of
Pictures

"The Jb7Z Singer,'* for he playefJ it onginolly on the stage, has finally obtained a
chance to redeem himkelf. He certainly doe*
-hine to advaniase in this picture and while
it lia-.ii*t got all the wallop of "The Sine*
inf Fool," it has a lot on the ball and is
certain to get money in any houie. There
ore .six talking sequences in the picture and
the star puta over five songs. The songs are
"My Molhefs Eye^i," tbe theme of th«

GEORGE
JESSEL
^
never should
be

DAILY REVIEW,

silent in pictures. He
has one of the best
recording voices in the
world, a voice with a
clarity and resonance
that carries with a

^

greater eflEectiveness to
us than in his stage

A New Sensation
Georse Jessel in tbe first
sbowing of "Lucky Boy." the
big TiffaDy-Stabl sound special at the Embassy Theatre
yesterday, repealed bimselt as
a box office attraction of tremendous emotional power. In
h\e songs which his role called for In the course of tbe
picture, he carried the house
off Its feet and brought cheers
and applause bocauae of the
effective manner In which bis
appeal went over on the
screen to the audience.
We venture the opinion that
Jessel Is exactly what the piclure says, a lucky boy, and
that Tlffaoy-Stahl is another
lucky boy to hare found thla
big attraction which undoubthouses.edly will swe«p tbe sound

I appearance. In "Lucky
•^ Boy" his markable
work
reand if is
more
vehicles can be found
would noi
not be
at au
all
we wouxa
oe ac
astonished if he were
to outdistance Jolson.
-*
aleckisms
Jessel has overcomeof
J the smart aleckisms of 1
I youth without losing I
I the youth and he has I
I the emotional soul of I

I C--<^^i^^^^::^!z^^^^^«.^.'^

I a singing ardst.

,^.?Vs|<.£:.Z:S^S-i3l-?Sl^

"luUCRy noy

"Luckv Boy"

Jessel
in
your heart
into George
digs
EErighttitnes
THR
The Jessel
Boy."
"Lucky
I
personality, undeniably there, does
it with the aid of "My

Mother's

I
Eyes,"
theme song
that earnskick
its
I title
anda carries
an emotional

H
^ TOLD YOU CEORCe
BRO/3DV^V

SU!

suspected
we think
"Lucky
looks like ready
money.
It is.Boy"
No '
question about what it will do in
wired houses. We should have preferred to see the picture shorter and
the story more expertly knit together.
bat when it's all over, you find you
have been so well entertained that the

I of mule-sized proportions.
I
Likewise
does
he
wisecrack,
I
Likewise
does
he
wisecrack,
out
over
flashes
of
imitations.
II put
over
flashes
of
imitations.

discrepancies don't make very much
difference."The Toy ShopT

I warble other tunes and^ to sum
I total it all, provides you with an

This is an engaging one reeler,
made in Technicolor and distributed
like "Lucky Boy" via Tiffany-Stahl.
A simple story made delightful by
deft handling. Primarily it concerns
a waif picked up out of the snow by
a toy maker. The child falls asleep
and dreams the toys come to life.
Charming and particularly suitable
for the Christmas season, but sufficiently above the average to
to rate
pLiydatcs any lime.

I hour and a half of real entertainment. It's a Jessel funfcst.
He
holds center stage, down stage and
all other
headline
spots at one
I time.
time. All
All of
of which
which is
is aa job
job for
for an
Tessel
I ext>erienced
experienced trouoer.
trouper. But
But Je
But Jessel
I is that and does his stuff well.

JE/ZELii'LUCKY BOYVA

frri:/3NV-</5T/nUL
(^ fO

Looks Like Money
By this time you have probably

picture. "Old Man Sunshine,*' "My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now," "My Real
Swocheart" and "Bouquet of Memories."
overlook this one.
If your house is wired you can't afford to'
In the cast there aren't any nsmr^ that
will mean very much to your audience oatfide of Jpbscl, but the company burrounding
him is adequate. Gwen Lee and Margaret
Quimby in the principal women roles look
pretty enough, although neither will make
n spot for herself as far as talking pictures are eoncrrned. Roi^a Ro^annva and
William K. Strauss playing
mother and father respectively,
score nicely.
•
The tale takes Genrgie from
tic to the Pacific. His dad wants

the Atlanhim to be

a jeueler but the boy has his 'heart *et on
the sta;;e. He tries to make good in the
Bronx but proves a flop, so he hik"s for
San Francisco where he makes good on an
amateur night and next is seen as a cafe
entertainer. Here he meets the pirl of the
story. She's from New York on a visit.
Back in tbe Bronx Georgie's folks listening
in on the radio hear their boy way out on
the coast doing his broadcasting and they
wire him that his mother is ill. He hopn a
train, which is also carrying the girl friend'
back home. Once back in town the social
harriers betweon the .cafe singer and Vht
Aociely girl are broken down and Oeorgie
beromr^ a Brondw.Ty <^(nr.

George Je*tel
in
"Lucky
Boy"
I Tigany-StaKl Length. 8900 /(.
A DO-RE-MI PICTURE. IT^
ALL JESSEI^-SONGS. TITLES,
DIALOGUE — AND THAT
MEANS ENTERTAINMENT
APLENTY. WIRED HOUSES
HAVE
A
PROFIT MAKER
HERE.
Caat
The
Jessel
personality
dominates this. He's an entertainer
bc>ond
doubt.
Margaret
Quimby
I adds the feminine {.ovcliness. Others.
all good, include Rosa Rosanova.
William K. Sirauss. Gwrn Lee. Richard Tucker, Gaync Whitman and
Mary Doran.
Story and Production ... Comedy
drama of a jeweler's son with stage
I ambitions who hits the road, finds
It rocky, but comes through, as yoo
! expect, at the end. The stor^ is
nothing to gel excited about. Neither
is it always well held together, but
after it's
over songs,
you've clever
been entertainedall
with jazz
quips
and some clutchings at your heart
We ask you what else is the funcI lion of motion pictures. Jessel sings
wisecracks and docs all of the stuff
which gave him his reputation in
musical comedy and in the main,
docs
very theme
well. song
"My isMother**
Eyes."it the
a pip
Everybody will be singing it soon
We predict tt as a runner-up for
"Sonny Boy " RCA system used.
Direction. Norman Taurog, Charles
C. Wilson, very good. Author, suggested by slorv by Viola Brothers
Shore: Sound Editor. Richard
Shields. Dialogue and Tide*. George
Jessel; Sound Scqticncca b>- Rudolph
Flolhow. Photography. Harry Jackson, Frank Zucker
very good

NATURAL

PRODUCTION,/^
MEW

Georgie'a
manage to

YORK

INC
CITY

—JX^
DAILV

FILM BOARD REPORTS
HORE THEATER CHANGES
MARYLAND
Changes in Ownership

Baltimore— Superba, sold to E. A. Forrest
by Cole & Forrest.

Closings

Perryville — ^Perry villa.

MASSACHUSETTS
p
Changes in OwnershiTheater
s

by
Pittsfield— Strand, sold to Publix
Elm, sold
Geo. Markell; West Springfield—McKnig
ht.
by Eaton &
to M. Tabackman

Closings

Orpheum.
Leominster— Capitol ; Stoughton—

MINNESOTA
New Theaters

Monticello — ^New.

Changes in Ownership

rson by
Bayport— State, sold to R. G. McPhe House,
National Operating Co.; Ely-Opera
P. Swansold to M. Miltenberg by Archie
j.
son: Lanesboro — Lanesboro, sold to A
Liberty
Mencke by Carlton Bier; St. Paulich &
sold to Don Robertson by Labow
Goldman.

Closings
— Opera
Clearbrook— Community ; Cromwell
Lake— Opera House; GonHouse; ElbowMinne
apolis — Vista.
vick— Bow ;

MISSISSIPPI
Changes in Ownership
Closings

Gibson — Happyland.

MISSOURI
New Theaters

;
Guilfordr-Community
bergh.

Kansas

City— Lind-

Changes in Ownership

by C.
Houston-Lyric, sold to O. L. Gentry
na, sold
W. Burkhead; Kansas City-India
Grange
La
;
to E. Rolsky by A, J. Black
A H.
-Rex, sold to Page &.Goetz byto Wm.
Willis- Morehouse— Tokio, sold
Collins; Nashua^
Crumpacker by Wm
by CM.
Nashua, sold to D. J. Maxwell
ea ion Hall,
Kilgore; New . Haven-Recr
^'^«""^'
sold to Ben Zeitsmann by R- JWilson) sold
St Loui^Colonial (formerly
A. J. Cochran.
R. Tucker by Mrs.
to R

Closings

PhiUipsburg-Star ;
Hour;
Glenwood-Idle
Jo^.Ph-L^berty
Richmond-Gayety ; St.
WaynesLouis— Lowell ; WaynesviUe—
St
vilie.

MONTANA
Openings
Reed

Point— Star.

Closings

Jewell; Victor— Victor Opera
Clarks
House. Fork—

NEBRASKA
Openings
Moon ;
EddyviUe— Opera House ; Holstein—
; PleasNewcastle— Star ; Oconto— Princess House.
Opera
ake—
Woodl
;
anton— Liberty

Changes in Ownership

Broadwater— Isis, sold to Wehn & Merritt
by Elwood Singer ; Columbus— Pawnee, sold
to M. J. Hudson by J. K. Fluckiger; Elk
Creek— Oak, sold to Mrs. Rosa Large by
K A M. Green; Falls City— Electric, sold
to Geo. Monroe by J. F. MuUin ; Jansen—
Jansen, sold to Sparks & Hohenstein by
Sparks & Green; Meadow Grove— Grand,
sold to Mr. Norman by D. E. Cottrell;
Omaha— Grand, sold to E. M. Dorris by
Joe McAlpin; Pleasanton — Liberty, sold to
J. A. Mauler by P. Kiviatkowski.

Closings
Bradshaw— Liberty ; Cortland — Opera House ;
Danneborg — Star ; Dawson — Electric ; Exeter— Paramount ; Giltner — Capitol ; Meadow
Grove — ■ Grand; Odell — lOpera House;
Saleni — Gem ; Ulysses — Ulysses.

NEW

HAMPSHIRE
Closings

B radf ord — B radf ord.

Academy Rules on Pact
SURPLUS DAYS INVOLVED
IN ACADEMY DECISION
Several rulings have been made on
claims filed with the Conciliation
Committee of the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences. One independent
company, not a member of the Academy, sought a ruling in a case, involving players who had been engaged on a two weeks' guarantee.
A seven day week had been stipulated, but the engagement overran
the two weeks by four days, including a holiday when no work was
done. It was ruled that to comply
with the standard free-lance actors'
contract, the company must pay extra for the Sunday work, but would
not be required to pay for the holiday, the other surplus days to be
paid on a daily basis figured on a six

day week.

Shanto Marshall
Tupelo— Ludwig, l sold
Ludwig; Strand sold to
non by Samue
nan.
Bucha
Marshall & Shannon by Mr.
&

Pt.

Coast Wire Service

Next Carol Vehicle Selected
Sue Carol is to play the leading
feminine role in "Girls Gone Wild,"
Fox picture which James Tinling will
direct.
Fox Assigns Lowe
Edmund Lowe has been cast in the
Fox all-talking picture, "Thru Differentappear.
Eyes," in which Mary Duncan wili
Songs for "Wolf
Song"
"Wolf Song", featuring Lupe Velez,
Gary Cooper and Louis Wolheim, will
have a synchronized score with original songs composed by Richard
[Whiting. Miss Velez, will sing several
Spanish love songs. Gary Cooper and
a chorus of mountain men will deliver
ballads of the type popular in 1840,
the period of the film story.
Seiter Gets New Contract
First National has signed William
A. Seiter, to a new contract. His first
production under the new agreement
will be "Prisoners", Ferenc Molnar
play starring Corinne Griffith. Upon
completion of "Prisoners". Mr. Seiter
will direct Colleen Moore in "Early
Bed."
to Corinne
Griffith Going Abroad
Corinne Griffith will go abroad on
a vacation trip after completing
"Prisoners," talker which William
Seiter will direct with Ian Keith
playing opposite. The star recently
sigicd a new First National contract. Her current picture, "The Divine Lady," will have its premiere
Jan. 29 at the Carthay Circle, here.
New Contract for Schayer
Richard Sohayer, M-G-M scenarist,
has signed a new long term contract.
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$250,000,000 INVESTED
IN GERMAN FILM FIELD'

Approximately $250,000,000 is invested in the motion picture industry in Germany; theaters in operation total 4,462 and employees in all
Construction program at the RKO
branches of the business, 45,437. The
studios is to involve an outlay of
authority for these statistics is the
$250,000, the company reports. Soundproofing of existing stages, building "Jahrbuch der Filmindustrie" ("Year
of a new sound stage and three sound Book of the Film Industry").
The capital of incorporated comprojection rooms are called for in the
panies and companies incorporated i(
with limited liabilities in Germany
plans.
reached 90,000,000 Reichsmark which,
at the current rate of exchange, is
Doris
Kenyon
in
"Pat
and
Mike"
Doris Kenyon has been signed to
play opposite her husband, Milton approximately $22,500,000. The fa"G.m.b.H." which
Sills, in the forthcoming First Na- appearsmiliarinabbreviation,
connection with practitional-Vitaphone picture, "Pat and
cally every corporation functioning
Mike." This is the first time Miss in Germany refers to companies with
Kenyon has played opposite her hus- limited liabilities. In German, the
band since the First National picture,
"The Hawk's Nest." "Pat and letters are contractions for "Gesellmit beschraenker Haftung."
Mike" is from Richard Connell's Cos- schaft
The "Jahrbuch" is authority for
mopolitan magazine story.
the statement that Germany used
526 films in 1927.
Complete Fox Cast
Of this number, 243 were produced in Germany and 283 imported
Fox has completed cast of "Murder Will Out," of which Howard
Hawks is director. The roster of from abroad; of the latter, 190 films
of American origin. The num- :
players includes Raymond Griffith, were
ber of theaters increased in 1927 to
Raymond Hatton, Donald Crisp,
Marceline Day, Lawrence Gray, 4,462 against 4,293 in the preceding '
Nicholas Soussanin
and Anita Gar- year. Of these, 121 had seating capacities for over 1,000 each, which
represents an increase of 22 large
theaters over 1926. Of these 29 aji;p;
Vilma Banky Film Titled
situated in Berlin alone.
I
"This Is Heaven" is the title which
Karl
Wolffsohn,
editor
of the |
Samuel Goldwyn has selected for the "Jahrbuch"
which
is published by i
new Vilma Banky picture which has
of Berlin and who,|
recently been completed on the "Lichtbildbuehne"
collaborated
with
the
editors
of
Coast. This is an original by Hope THE
1929 FILM
DAILY
YEAR
Loring, and was filmed under the
BOOK
in preparing data concern- j
temporary title of "Fifth Avenue."
ing Germany for the Foreign Mar- j
kets Section, has prepared
further
Cannon Starts New Film
interesting statistics relative to the
He says:
Raymond Cannon is at work on German industry.
"For the further illustration of the exten;
"Joy Street," for Fox. The story,
the German industry, it may be interest
written by Cannon and put in of
ing to learn that its electricity needs amoun
scenario form by Charles Condon yearly to 30,000,000 kilowatt hours, while a
and Frank Gay, will be depicted by large city like Berlin only consumes l,OOO,O0(J
I
a cast including Lois Moran, Nick kilowatt hours per year.
possesses 15 studios. Fourteei
Stuart, Sally Phipps, Ada Williams, are"Germany
situated in Berlin. There are 20 labora
Maria Alba, Florence Allen, Rex tories which employ approximately 850 tech
nical
workers. In 1927 195,000,000 ft. o
Bell, Marco Elter, James Barnes,
were printed; but the laboratories coul
Marshall Ruth, John Breeden. Mabel film
easily have printed up to 218,000,000 fij
Vail, Baroness D'Estournelles de The entire turn.over of business in thes
Constant, Dorothy Ward, Carol mark
(about amounted
$1,175,000).to 4,700,000 Reich! '
laboratories
Wines, Allen Dale.
"These few figures give a vague idea i

$250,000 for Construction
Program at RKO Studio

Beaudine Gets F. N. Assignment
William Beaudine has just been
signed to direct Dorothy Mackaill
and Jack Mulhall in their next costarring First National-Vitaphone
picture, "Two Weeks Off." an original by Kenvon Nicholson. The
screen adaptation is being written by
F. McGrew Willis.
Baxter Writes Song
The song sung bv Warner Baxter
in "Old Arizona," the Fox all-talker,
was written by himself, and soon will
be published.

the German industry and plainly show il
growth which, unfortunately, is considerabl
handicapped through lack of capital. On
should not forget that the German industr
also has at its disposal a large reserve arm
of workers at present idle, also, that tl
studios are not used to capacity owing i
the lack of work. Nevertheless, a slow i"
provement is very noticeable, especially ■
far as the increase in theaters is concerned

The "Jahrbuch" for 1928 is no\
being circulated in the America
trade. The edition runs to almo^
900 pages and not only deals wit
the industry and its structure in Gei
many, but with the internation;
aspects of motion pictures as well

Visits Berlin
Berlin — -Louis Zimmerman, directi
Gets Columbia Assignment
of British International Film Ds
Ralli in Fox Role
Joseph Henaberry has been as- tributors, Ltd., has arrived to hand
Paul Ralli, has been signed for a
business for British Talking Picture
signed direction of Ben Lyon's first many.
role in "The Sun Dodgers," which starring vehicle for Columbia. Doro- Ltd., as well as B. I. F. D. in Ge
Raymond Cannon will direct for Fox.
thy Revier will play opposite.
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Sound Pictures
ifly CHARLES

YEAR BOOK

F. HVNES^

\dams Gets Cue Service in South
Jack Adams, president of tlie Home
ate Film Co., Dallas, has closed a
•a! with M. P. Synchronization Scree, New York to market the latter's
franrvice in the South. Adams'
lise, according to Maurice A. Chase,
" has
voice squeaks,
in
plirase
a favorite
become your
esident of the synchronization firm, I HOPE
od
it
hurled
extra
one
since
Hollywo
Flor,
Georgia
ill comprise Texas,
«, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Alabama, at another during a heated argument in the course of production
iorth Carolina, Tennessee, Louisiana,
ississippi and South Carolina.
film,
first all-dialogue
of Pathe's
"Strange Cargo."
♦
*
*
Rouge"with
g "Mouli
onizin
Synchr
The
first
World
Wide n release
Various other slang phrases have
'und accompaniment will be "Mou- been born also from the travail of
1 Rouge," directed by E. A. Dupont sound picture making. For instance
id introducing the Continental "the drum stick" does not refer to
seen star Olga Chekova. R.C.A.- part of a chicken's anatomy when
1 otophone is synchronizing the pro- used on a sound stage, but to the
cction under the direction of Joseph two sticks which a boy claps together at the beginning and end of
Ltau, of "Roxy's" with the Photopone Symphony orchestra.
each sound sequ^ice. The dull thud
thus recoi'ded assists the film editor
! Wiring Green Bay House
to perfectly synchronize the sound
j<-een Bay, Wis. — The last show and silent negatives before making
a'the Orpheum theater here will be the final jyrints.
P seated Feb. 10 and the theater
if
*
tf
wl then be closed for remodeling,
aiording to H. K. Timm, manager.
"Coming Up for Air" is a phrase
Aproxiniately $500,000 will be spent popularized by Arthur Miller, chief
ir'rebuilding the theater which will photographer on "Strange Cargo,"
irlude the installation of RCA-Pho- in
referring to the release of the camtc^one equipment. The theater is
eramen from the soundproof camera
erected to be ready sometime in booth into which they are locked
.\just if the present plans are car- while
the sound scenes are being reril out. Photophone will also be corded.
♦
*
♦
in ailed shortly at the New Orpheui Madison, according to John
"He's doubling fw a horse's
■^iirnbcrg, manager.
hoofs," Robert Armstrong replied
the other day, when someone asked
Installing Vitaphone
him in what capacity a certain inlambridge, O. — C. & M. Amusedividual was working at the studio.
niu Co., Marietta, will open with
Inquiry revealed that the person in
R'\-Photophone equipment at the
Hpodrome, Marietta, Feb. 18, and question had a marked facility beating his fists in rhythmic tatoo
at he Colonial here Feb. 25, with against
a board.
"lie Singing Fool" the initial attrstion. Miss Elizabeth Nusly, featur< organist at the Colonial, is beSynchrophone At Fredericksburg
ing transferred to the Strand.
Fredericksburg, Wis. — John H.
Stahl has recently installed SynFirst Organvox
Showing
chrophone at his Palace here.
-lel, Wis. — A trial showing of the
Or^nvox, sound device marketed by
Orijnvox Sales Co., Milwaukee, will
'^e lade shortly at the Pastime theaccording to an announcement by
■ n L. Berth, manager
of the

Sounding Off

The HOTEL

Sound For Berger House
' niidji,
Minn. — Bennie
Berger,
r of a string of houses in Mina and Dakota
is having Vita0 and Movietone installed at his
r-ic.here. The house seats 600.

I' '. E. Engineers at Salt Lake
if^ St Lake City, Ut.— Western EleciF' ric ngineers are working on the inK'taltion of sound equipment at the
; -apol and Paramoun
t-Empress theter The houses will be ready for
ouii pictures within tXvo weeks.
"fv V E. Sound For Frisco House
J,. S;|, Francisco — Ackerman,
HarnJ^'i i.^PP*" P^^" *o install Western
at the
equipment
sound
jjMec-jc
-asb here.

Jefferson
ON THE OCEAN END
KENTUCKY AVE.

ATLANTIC

OF

CITY, N. J.

AN HOTEL WHOSE COMFORTS
WILL ASSURE ONE OF FULL
OF THIS GLOENJOYMENT
RIOUS RESORT.
Each Room has Bath — Strictly Fireproof— Luxurious Lobbies — Sundeck
Overlooking
the Ocean.
Golf Privileges

American Plan $7 up
European Plan $4 up
OWNERSHIP— MANAGEMENT

FETTER

& HOLLINGER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

TOPICS

HISTORY
9. SOUND
CONTENTS
10. EXPLOITO- GRAMS
11. THEATERS
RESEARCH
12. FINANCIAL
READERS
13. ORGANIZATIONS
STATISTICS
14. THEATER CHAINS
PRODUCTION
15. TEN BEST
DISTRIBUTION
16. FOREIGNMARKETS
EXHIBITION
17. ADVERTISING

BY
PUBLISHED

OUT
IN

FILM

DAILY

JANUARY

No. 15

No. 15

TEN BEST
DAILY to deterTHE FILM
survey
yearly
mine the Ten
Bestof Pictures
has grown to national
proportions. The results which are presented exclusively in each FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK represent
greatest poll of critical motion picture opinion conducted.
It gives the con.sensus of opinion of over 300 screen critics
in all fields — trade and fan publications, newspapers, and
magazines of national circulation. Every section of the
United States is represented. Thus this final vote each
year has come to be accepted by the industry as a fair
appraisal of the Ten Best from a critical standpoint.
THE

Over 1200 cities and towns are covered in the canvass. These newspapers represented cover a total circulation of many millions. Many of them feature results of
the FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK poll in their columns.
Another evidence of the far-flung influence that this reference work has come to command.
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Allied Platform Sounds Militant Note
MYERS CITES STANDS ON
II NONBER OF ISSUES
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

: Washington — Sounding a militant
note on the purpose and aims of Allied States Ass'n, Abram F. Myers,
president and general counsel, today
iiiakes public, policies and platform
of the new organization. Full text
Of the statement made by the former
chairman of the Federal Trade Comihission, follows:
: "Allied States Ass'n of M. P. Exhibitors has been formed to meet the
obvious and pressing need for an organization to promote and protect
the interests of the only unorganized
feranch of the motion picture industry.
i "The functions of the several
branches' of the industry are distinct,
even when they fall under common
domination or control. The exhibition of motion pictures is distinct
from the production and distribution
Of such pictures. While the members of the several branches have a
common interest in the welfare of
the industry as a whole, the exhibitors can not, and should not, rely on
the Other branches for the protection
of their interests.
"The exhibitor does not apologize
iFor his presence in the industry. He
has made and is making his contribution to its advancement and prosperity. In the beginning he taught
the public to attend motion pictures
and to like them. During a critical
Stage of the industry he largely finaniCed the production of pictures under
a system that called for advance payments on contracts for films that had
hot yet been made. That he has survived the unusual competitive situation obtaining in the industry is proof
of ihis ability and showmanship.

$ays Policy Only One
True Exhibitor Can Support

Highlights
Myers'
Statement
Warning that effortsof
to restrict
interchangeability
of various

sound devices, parallel the M. P. Patents Case, and may lead to a
request that the government act similarly in settling the issue.
Challenge to members of the industry who decry the Brookhart
bill as government regulation, to settle within the industry the differences he says exist, chiefly as concerns demand which he claims
exhibitors are making for a change in prevailing sales methods.
Declaration that arbitration is favored, but that coercion is opposed; that evidence offered by exhibitors will be sifted, and if pertinent turned over to "proper authorities" in the Dept. of Justice
for action against distributors to test legality of arbitration as now
practiced in the industry.
themselves definitely on the side of the producers, at least the atmosphere will be
cleared, and the past and future acts of such
so-called exhibitors may be judged in the
light of their primary allegiance.

Producers' Sincerity Held
Challenged by Allied
"Producers and their spokesmen have often
voiced their concern for the welfare of the
exhibitors and have exijressed the hope that
the exhibitors would perfect a strong organization with which they might deal.
"The attitude of the producers towards the
Allied States Ass'n, will be viewed in the
light of those expressions. Moreover, the
right of one branch of an industry to organize for its protection is the same as the
right of any other branch. Any interference with the exercise of that right, direct
or indirect, will constitute an un-American
act which will merit the public condemnation
that it receives.
"The organization of the Allied States
Ass'n, is such as to exclude politics from
its operations. It will not seek to meddle in
the internal affairs of any other branch of
the industry. It will demand like immunity
for its own affairs. Its value as a constructive agency for the promotion and protection
of exhibitor interests will be judged in the
light of its accomplishments; it may possibly
be reflected in the nature, source and inspiration of any opposition it may encounter.

Regulation Favored Over
Extermination, Myers Says
"The Brookhart bill has for its primary
purpose affording the exhibitors the right of
free selection in leasing films. The many
letters I have received and conferences had
convince me that there is an urgent demand
in exhibitor ranks for a change in prevailing selling methods. If tliis can be
worked out by negotiation between the several branches of the industry, all will be
satisfied.

,; "The puroose in forming the Allied States
"A subordinate feature of the Brookhart
'.(^ss'n,
was and
to provide
to promote
protect an
the effective
interests agency
of the bill would empower the Federal Trade Commission to act as an arbitrator and to make
'exhibitors
of motion
pictures. because
I accepted
the leadership
of the movement
my rules for the guidance of the several branches
observation of the industry caused me to of the industry in case of disagreement. This
recognize the urgent need for such a body, immediately gave rise to the cry of 'govand because the many expressions received
ernment regulation' ; and the argument was
from exhibitors throughout the country con- advanced that the Government should stay
vinced me that it would succeed.
out and leave the industry to settle its own
problems. This calls for a bona fide effort
"Allied States Ass'n, represents the in- on the part of those making the argument
terests of the exhibitors only. It will co- to settle such differences within the industry.
operate with other branches in matters affecting the interests of the industry as a
"The exhibitors do not want government
whole, but in all matters in which the in- regulation for the sake of regulation. If
terests of the several branches conflict, it they can accomplish their legitimate ends
will speak and act only for the exhibitors. without regulation, they will be entirely
"There will be no departure from this satisfied. But they are not unmindful of
policy. The exhibitors in looking to the the fact that the industry now operates under
Allied States for protection will not have many forms of government regulation from
to distinguish between the voice of Jacob which they derive no benefit. The copyright
and the hands of Esau.
law which gives a monopoly value to the filrns
they must use and under which a music tax is
"This is the only policy that true exhibi- imposed on them; the patent law under the
tors can support or tolerate. There is noth- pretext of which conditions and limitations
ing in it that should alienate any such ex- are
imposed on the use of sound equipment,
hibitor. It is only when the interest of a
particular exhibitor in some other branch of and the tariff law designed to exclude foreign
films and equipment, all are government reguthe industry exceeds his interest as an ex- lations.
hibitor, that he will be justified in opposing
"The exhibitor would rather not be reguipr withdrawing from this organization. Should
lated ; but as between remaining in business
^is policy result in any exhibitors aligning

subject to regulation, and being driven out
of business for lack of regulation, they choose
the former.

Interchangeability Bar
May Mean Trust Suit
"The burdens incident to the readjustment
to sound have not been equally distributed
among exhibitors. One manufacturer of
sound equipment, claiming basic patents, has
agreements with the producers of film that
such film shall not be leased for reproduction on machines not made or approved by
it. The reproduction equipment of this manufacturer is expensive and the company is
far behind in its installations.
"Meanwhile the theaters having such equipment have an incalculable advantage over
those that have not. There is room for the
suspicion that the interests enjoying this
competitive advantage are not over-anxious
to terminate it. There are other reproducing devices which are immediately available,
have been pronounced satisfactory, and are
cheaper. Exhibitors having such installations are having difficulty in getting sound
film and discs because of the restrictive
covenants in the license agreements. In numerous cases films has been absolutely refused.
"From such study as I have been able
to give the matter in the short time that
has elapsed since I took active charge of
the Allied States Ass'n, I have concluded
that the restrictions in question are clearly
outside the power of the parties to impose.
I can see no substantial difference between
such restrictions and the ones which were
held illegal in the suits brought by the
government against the M. P. Patents Co..
and the United
Shoe Machinery
Co.
"The situation appears to call for action
by the government in the public interest.
Such a proceeding if pressed to prompt conclusion, would aflford general relief. Several
instances of refusal to lease film for reproduction on unlicensed equipment will be submitted to the proper authorities in the expectation of inducing such action. Failing
this the association will cooperate with individual members in an effort to find a
prompt solution of their individual difficulties.

Allied to Sift Evidence
in Arbitration Charges
"Public policy favors arbitration and so
far as I am aware no one objects to any
system for the prompt, economical and fair
adjustment of disputes. Whether arbitration
as practiced in the motion picture _ industry
measures up to those standards, or is merely
a coercive method for enforcing the specific
performance of contracts wholly lacking in
mutuality, is the issue in the case of United
States of America vs. Paramount Famous
Lasky Corp., et al.. In Equity No. 45-100,
in the United States District Court for the
Southern District of New York.
"Numerous exhibitors with whom I have
discussed this case have found serious fault
with the answer filed on behalf of the defendants. The facts in support of their
criticisms will be collected and sifted, and submitted to the proper authorities if found
pertinent. A petition for leave to intervene
will be filed if that course shall later seem
advisable.
"There is a deep-seated feeling in exhibitor
circles that there should be more equity and
less law in the practice of arbitration in the
industry.
The inequality that has existed be-

U.$.AID TO BESOUGHT
IS STEP SEEN NEAR
(Continued from Page 1)

to the films they must use, and under
which a music tax is imposed upon
them; the patent law under the .pretext of which conditions and limitations are imposed on the use of sound
equipment and the tariff law designed
to exclude foreign films and equipHint that restrictions on interchangeability may be made the basis
of another M. P. Patents Case, which
Myers incidentally handled is contained in the statement, which says
that
action
by the government is
ment."
needed.
Public policy favors arbitration,
Myers asserts, who says that whether
arbitration as practiced in the industry is a system for fair adjustment of
disputes or a coercive method of enforcing contracts lacking in mutuality is the issue in the Dept. of Justice suit pending against distributors.
Evidence in the matter, supplied by
exhibitors, is to be sifted carefully
he promises and, if found pertinent,
turned over to proper authorities. If
the course seems advisable, petition
to intervent will be filed, he says.
The Dept. of Justice has examined
the matter and cannot take action
under anti-trust laws against music
publishersinterstate
collecting
the 'music
because
commerce
was tax,'
not
affected, Myers says, pointing out
that advisability of working for repeal of the copyright will be studied.

tween exhibitors and distributors in the matter of advice and preparation will be in a
measure overcome through the agency of the
Allied States Ass'n. However, the rule that
the arbitrators shall not depart from the strict
letter of the contract really takes the practice i
out of the field of arbitration. Take for
example a supposititious case. The disgruntled
manager of a theater that is about to be sold
contracts with the agent of an exchange for
a large amount of pictures of the kind that
are wholly unsjited for exhibition in that
theater. The purchaser of the theater is
not advised of the transaction until the exchange calls on him to assign play dates.
He declines to assign play dates and is summoned before the board. The exchange man
is present with counsel, and under the practice the award must be against the exhibitor
under the strict terms of the transfer clause
"In such a case it is hard to discover
what part arbitration, as that term is understood and employed, has played in the matter.

"Music Tax" Relief Plan
Being Studied by Ass'n

"Regardless of considerations of justifica
tion the 'music tax' gives rise to more dis
satisfaction than any other charge imposed ci
the exhibitors of motion pictures. The Dept
of Justice examined the subject with son"
care and announced that it could take "'.
action under the Sherman anti-trust la>
because interstate commerce was not af
fected.
"The sole support claimed for the tax i ;
the copyright law. The extent to which thalaw really
supports it
thedoes,
tax whether
in its preserform,
and, assuming
or nc;
the copyright law ought to be amended, ar
> questions which will be carefully studied.' ,

Michigan with Allied; Wisconsin Split on Issue
I X
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'Bellamy
Trial'
j> USPKNSE and surprise,

5 Cents

FURTHER CUT OF PRODUCTION

\ twins of necessity in any
well developed mystery yarn,
h d the board in "The Bellamy
lial." Opening like a newsreel
a 1 then getting at once into the
cartroom scenes, the story is told
aiiost entirely by llashbacks to the
eil with a surprise finish which
f«/ will be able to dope out in
acance.
Milwaukee — Wisconsin today is diThe courtroom sequences are
vided into two armed camps, so far
fi-;. Dialogue steps in towards as its exhibitor unit is concerned,
th end and lifts the picture out deadlocked on the issue of affiliating
ofa wordy stretch of subtitles. All with Allied States Ass'n, or remaining in the M.P.T.O.A. Action on the
oi which makes for a nice piece

SCHEDULES FOR '29-'30 SEEN

Michigan Affiliated Opposition
Overridden; Wis. Defers Action

oimtcrtainment. It's fare geared
to;he popular standard and that,
w- take it, assures this picture a
su:essful box-ofifice jamboree.
Hot Thermometers
he Capitol here in New York is
KOg in for rubber walls.
Business
IS lat good. The Year Book has anched us in cement
right to the
ofte chair, but the reviewer
tells
- A Woman of Affairs" is unusual
iBce. A whitewashed version of
ij Green Hat,"
know.
And
thiGarbo!
She is you
immense.

affiliation
yesterday's
session. R.wasF. deferred
Woodhull,at M.P.T.O.A.
president, :iddressed the meeting.
Some exhibitors present disagreed
with action of directors Nov 19 in
voting to join Allied.

MYERS ASKS U.S. ACTION
ON INTERCHANGEABILITY
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Outlawing of alleged
agreements between sound equipment
Ziegfeld
producers and distributors, under
terms
of which product of the latter
' you know what's going to hap>> "Show Boat?". Universal has will be leased for use only with apturned over a fat check to Flo
proved sound production machines
eld. For it the peer of musical has been asked of the Dept. of Justice by Abram F. Myers, president
<\y producers will allow his songs
(Continued on Page 11)
used in the picture. Also will
pear in it. Likewise part of the
. including principals and chor- Halgrophone, Disc Device
i Imagine>that for box-office stuff Makes Appearance at K. C.
ion the provinces.
Kansas City — Claiming interFewer — Maybe Better
changeability with other discs sys^e dare not hope too hard. Fewer
tems, using ZZ 1/3 rpm records, Halr res for next year? It looks like
grophone isbeing placed on the market here by Jack Gross, formerly with
ly that and yet — we don't like
rn so optimistic. If they are less Universal's theater chain, and Hal
imber, they might prove better McAlpin, designer of the machine. A
lality. No wonder the tremors power controlled unit drives the projector which is attached to the set.
citement shake our young frame.

The Last Lap

^

proaching the finish. The^Year
— almost
all of it— has feeeh"
. tucked away in its bed. Make
i)w pretty soon.
Eleven years
this spring and mighty
lusty.
ing so fast it's a job to handle
hild.
However,
when
its trip
id the world starts in a comively few days now, we'll breathe
of relief, struggle to our downy
ui and stay there until all lost
e is regained.
K A N N

Detroit — Michigan will go along
with Allied States Ass'n. The opposition of the state's two big affiliated chains, was overridden by memi)ership of the organization, which
yesterday voted 249 to 101 to confirm
action of directors, who had voted
12 to 3 to join. Out of 400 ballots
sent out, 52 were not returned.
Pledge of H. M. Richey, business
manager, Glenn Cross and James Ritter, of $10,000 to Allied for its first
year's dues, was taken over by the
board ing.
of directors
at yesterday's
meetGeorge Trendle,
of the Kunsky
chain, did not vote. W. S. Butterfield
was not present. These two circuit
owners have fought against Allied
affiliation. Richey, who heretofore
had remained neutral, was instructed
to actively serve with Allied, of which
he is secretary. He says that reports
of a split are unfounded and that the
organization is stronger than ever.

SIGNinCANCfsTEN IN
SIEffESJOUND TEST
Minneapolis — Significance is attached to interchangeability tests of
Dramaphone, at the Logan here, in
view of intention of Abram F. Myers,
president and general counsel of Allied .States Ass'n, to invoke Dept.
of Justice aid, to break up alleged
agreements on the question of interchangeability. The Logan is operated by W. A. Steffes, founder and
former president of Allied, and it is
(.Continued on

Page

11)

Settlement Again Reported
in Marks-B. & K. Case Sunday Show Not Inherent
Right in N. Y., Court Says
Chicago — Out of court settlement

has been reached in the Marks Bros.,
restraint of trade suit against Balaban & Katz, Publix and a number of
distributors, according to persistent
reports here. Some time ago, it was
stated that a settlement would be
reached. Meanwhile, the Dept. of
Justice has pending a conspiracy action embodying chief points of the
Marks Bros. suit.

New York picture houses have no
inherent right to operate on Sunday,
and may do so only under a special
privilege granted by the state. Supreme Court Justice Morschauser at
White Plains ruled in action brought
by the Peekskill Theatrical Corp.,
against the chairman of the board
of trustees, which had closed the
firm's house on Sunday last April.

Uncertainty Existing Due
to Sound May Result in
New Reductions

Trimming of production schedules,
provided for in tentative plans of major companies for 1929-30, may be
followed by further reductions due
to the uncertainty existing because of
sound films. This uncertainty is based
on the situation concerning installations, prices of synchronization equipment, and continued public favor
of sound films, plus the necessity for
securing higher grosses on each particular picture to meet the higher
overhead brought about by advent of
sound pictures.
1 he trend toward fewer pictures is
niphasized in a survey made by THE
FILM DAILY, which shows that 17
(Continued on

Page

11)

1929 THEAIERIuILDING
SLIGHT JOMP^OVER 1928
Proposed theater construction for
1929 noses out budgets for new theaters in 1928 by $1,621,000, comparison of figures compiled by "Architectural Forum" indicate? Forecast for
his year places total in ,estnient in the
theater building at $lo3,5S9,000 while
for 1928 the estimate made in January
of last year by this same publication
was $161,938,000.
Nineteen twenty-nine will show a
drop of about 18 per cent over 1927,
(Continued on

Page

II)

CONTINENTAL LITHO. CORP.
M. Witmark and Sons, Inc.. music
publishers and the Continental Lithograph Co. arc entirely owned by
Warner Bros., it became known last
night when the company mailed to
stockholders a letter extending holders of the common the right to subscribe for additional shares at $100 a
share to the extent of one share of
the new for every six shares nowheld. The new issue will total 147,000
(Continued on

Page

11)
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Montreal — United Amusements affiliated with Famous Players Canadian Corp., is opening its 14th theater in Montreal, the Seville in the
East End. It seats 1,800. The previous house to be opened by this company was the Granada at Sherboske,
Quebec.
United Amusements
previously confined its activities to Montreal but it is probable that the com
pany will invade other centers of the
province during 1929.

Enthusiastic reception given sound
pictures in Australia has resulted in
order of 11 additional Western Electric equipments by Union Theaters,
Ltd., according to Millard Johnson,
New
York representative.
Twelve
systems
now
are being
installed,
making a total of 23 installations in
| Union houses,
Robs Missouri Theater
Columbia, Mo. •— An unmasked
bandit held up the box-office of the
Missouri and got away with $100.

TheDate
Industry's
Book
Feb.

1

Jan. 24-26
Jan.

27

Film
York.Guild

Cinema

opens

in

Fifth annual
conference
of
tional Board of Review.
Annual
banquet
of M.P.T.O.
Eastern Pennsylvania.

Jan. 31
Jan. 31

Theatrical
ball of
Los
Ange'
branch of
Actors seat
Equity
Opening
of 6,000
Fox Ass'n.
Theate
St. Louis.
Feb.
1 Opening of 4,000-seat Toledo-Par
mount at Toledo.
Feb. 2 Fox Athletic Club Dinner and Dan
at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Feb.
3 Dinner of the Silver Screen spas
ored by The Film Bureau in Ne
York.
Feb. 9 Dinner of Writers Branch of Aca
emy of M. P. Arts and Scienci
Hollywood,
to visiting
dialog

Loew Columbus Changes
Columbus, O. — Edward J. Melniker, managing director of the
Thomas Buys Reno House
Loew's Ohio, has assumed charge of
Reno,
Nev.- — The State has been
publicity for the three Loew houses
by R. Thomas from Milo C.
here. Archie F. Bangert, formerly bought
with the Broad, becomes manager of McMillian and C. F. Thomas.
writers.
Feb. 14 1929
Wampas Frolic, Hollywood.
Universal Club Dance, Hotel Ast
the Broadway. Richard Custer of
New
York.
Fred Hershom Leases House
Mar.
the Loew's State at St. Louis, sucNewPA York.
AM
Hollywood Masque Ball
ceeds Bangert at the Broad.
Bunceton, Mo. — Fred L. Hershom,
salesman with Paramount in Kansas
Fox BaU Feb. 2
City, has leased the Princess from
Schwartz Joins Schwartz
Arrangements have been completed Brent Peters.
Charles Schwartz of the Muller a
for the Third annual dinner, dance and
Schwartz Circuit has become afl
ball of the Fox Film Athletic Club at
Trailers oni M-G-M Films Ready
iated
with the A. H. Schwartz, Ct
acity.
the Waldorf Astoria on Feb. 2.
Among recent releases of sound tury Circuit, Inc. in an executive CJ
trailers. National Screen Service, has
Quigley Enthuses Over Sound
two, one each for "The Bellamy
Enthusiasm over the growth of Trail,"
which opened at the Embassy,
sound
pictures
was
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by
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Guild Gets More Product
FOR
SALE
Lewis in New York
Film Arts Guild has acquired
by results.
Address:
AKELEY CAMERA EQUIPB. C. Lewis of the research sales
PED BELL &
HOWELL
American rights to an experimental
products department of Northern
CAMERA
OUTFIT
ALSO
film, "The March of the Machines," Electric Co., Ltd., who is in New
EYMO.
produced by a young Ukrainian diY. C.1650 B'way
c/o Film N.
Daily,
late this week for MonBROWNING
STUDIOS
rector, Eugene Deslaw. It also has York, leave
treal. Later he will tour Canada
110 West 40th Street
bought U. S. rights to "The Star of going to the West Coast in the in1258-9
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'
NYC
J. W.
the Sea," made by Man Ray.
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With four tremendous

successes openi

simultaneously on Broadway
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day— January 26th— PARAMOUNT demc
strates again its unchallenged superiority
the field of talking and sound pictures,
well as silent dramas!

No exhibitor c;

question FACTS!

PARAMOUNT

HA§

THl

PieAures

O'wn

Braaiilwaiy

Think of these S.R.O. hits dominating the
'orld's greatest amusement street— think of
Canary Murder Case", "Wolf Song", "The
^ette^", "Close Harmony" and 15 other talkig super- specials coming — WHEN

YOU

HINK OF 1929's BIG PICTURES, YOU'RE
KINKING PARAMOUNT!

BIG

MONEY

PRODUCT
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Coast Wire Service

Hollywood Happenings

Film Division Aiding
Fox to Open 6,000-Seat
St. Louis House Jan. 31
Hoover Inaugural Plans
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Details for the Hoover Inaugural festivities here March
2, 3, and 4 have been completed. In
addition to a two hour parade in
Holt Gets Columbia Lead
which
both civil and government
irbara Kent Opposite
Jack Holt has been cast on the
clubs, organizations and societies will
Lloyd in New Comedy leading male role in "The Donovan
Barbara Kent will be Harold Affair," Columbia talker. Dorothy participate there will be a Charity
Revier is to appear opposite with Inaugural Ball on the eve of the 4th
>yd's lead in his first talking com- Frank Capra as director.
in which the official reception to gov'. The picture is now in production
ernors will take place. Sidney B.
ler the direction of Malcolm St.
Lust, Washington exhibitor, is hanlir.
Cast Opposite Howes
dling the motion picture division coMajorie Daw again plays opposite
operating on arrangements.
Christie Appoints Lawler
Reed Howes in "The Cloud Patrol,"
i. D. Lawler, formerly on the staff the latest picture in the "Russ Far- Sound Films in English and
rell, Aviator" series of aviation
Victor Talking Machine Co., has dramas
being released by Educational.
French Titles in Montreal
;n assigned to the post of music
nager for Christie talking pictures,
Montreal — "Woman of Affairs" is
Bowes Has New Leading Woman
all of the Christie talkers for ParaCliff Bowes, who is again appearing being presented with both English and
unt, music in some form or other in Educational-Cameo Comedies, has French subtitles in its sound presentabeing used.
tion at the Capitol. Bilingual titles
a new leading woman in "Served are now the rule at the Capitol with
Hot,'' his most recent laugh-maker
F. N. Signs Bela Logusi
in this series. She is Dolores Johnson. all sound track films to please the
French-speaking
population.
3ela Logusi, last seen in New York
Dugan in Alice White Cast
the star of "Dracula," has been
Tom Dugan has been cast in Alice Ban on Sumter House to be Lifted
ned for "Prisoners," First NationalSumter, N. C. — M. Hcndrickson,
taphone picture starring Corinne White's forthcoming picture, "Broadmanager of the Rex and Carolina, has
iffith with Ian Keith opposite.
way Babies."
been advised the "flue" ban would be
lifted and his houses may be opened,
"The
Concert"
for
Jannings
it is reported.
Testing Voices at Educ'l
I
fack White, director-in-chief at the
Eniil Jannings' next vehicle will be
ucational Studios, has completed "The Concert," stage play by Herman Bahr in which Leo Dietrichstein
ice tests of the various players
"Godlessas Girl"
for written
Theme Song
starred
for many seasons. Ludwig
"Love,"
has been
theme
der contract to appear in EducaBerger
will
direct
him.
Berger
now
nal's comedies. It is his intention
Girl,"
Godless
"The Mar.
song for
willPathe's
be released
31. Josiah
use his regular staff of comedians is in Berlin directing a UFA produc- which
tion but he will return on Feb. 20 Zuro and Charles Weinberg wrote
the productions.
and "The Concert" will go into pro- this number, published by Irving
duction early in March.
Berlin.
Making All-Male Comedy
Stephen Roberts, director at the
Gilbert Title Chosen
lucational Studios, is making an
"Desert Nights" has been selected
1-male" comedy, which he is now
ecting for Educational, with the as the final title for John Gilbert's
w team of Monty Collins and Ver- new starring film.
n Dent.
P" ARTHUR
W. EDDY ^^^^
British Film for Lya De Putti
Lya De Putti is to leave for LonStarting "2 Weeks Off"
don next month, where she will ap- PHYLLIS HAVER, who is seeing
' First National is preparing to start
shows and things in New York
pear in a picture.
'wo Weeks Off," which will co-star
)rothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall.
as part of her vacation schedule, says
isting is under way and among
Ruggles Completes Film
that her association with M-G-M
3se assigned are Gertrude Astor,
Wesley Ruggles has completed the makes it look like a happy 1929. She
mes Finlayson and Kate Price, direction of the Universal production
will talk for an ether audience Wedwo
Weeks
Off"
is
a
Kenyon
"The
Haunted
Lady,"
starring
Laura
nesday evening, next week, at midLaPlante.
cholson story.
night, from Station WRNY.
Irene Franklin, who got a lot of
complimentary notices when she
made a Vitaphone short, will enFilmdom's Recognized Book Of
At presents
Spring. Anderson'
theMurray
"Alamac"hancein John
Reference For Past Ten Years
she is headlining on the R-K-0 time.

Short Shots from
New York Studios
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SUBSCRIBERS
GOES
EVERYWHERE

The Moore sisters, Ruth and Grace,
are going talkies. The charming team
has adored "The Passing Show'' and
of high-calibre enterother species
tainment revealed on Broadway and
e.
elsewher
In connection with the signing of
ery by M-G-M it's
Montgom
Robert iate
to quote the old one
appropr
things come to he
good
"all
about
who waits." Montgomery, who has
bag and baggaged to the Coast, was
signed to play opposite Vilma Banky
a few months ago but it developed
that he wasn't the type and James
Hall tvas comnmndeered for the part
instead. But M-G-M snatched him
up and now he's in possession of a
long-term, contract.

St. Louis — ■ The new Fox near
Washington, will be opened Jan. 31,
Major John Zanft, executor director
of the Fox theater chain has announced. Harry Greenman will be
manager. The opening feature picture
will be "Street Angel." A stage prodyction from the Roxy Theater, New
York, and a chorus of fifty and fifty
dancers will also be featured on the
opening bill. A sixty piece orchestra
will be used by the new 6000-seat
house.

"Jazz Singer" to Break
Another Run Precedent
Loew's will break precedent and
play "The Jazz Singer" over its
Greater New York circuit, despite the
fact that it played minimum runs of
a week over the Fox metropolitan
chain. This was in addition to the
24 week run of the picture at the
Warner and a subsequent two weeks
at the Roxy.
Colonial, N. H., Reopens
Keene, N. H. — Peter D. Latchis is
to reopen his Colonial, which recently was damaged by fire.
Comerford Reopens Luna
Dansville, Pa. — The Comerford
chain will open the Luna here with
daily change of program, it is reported. The Victoria is scheduled
soon to present its first sound program with the completion of Vitaphone and Movietone
installation.

New Theaters
Fredericksburg, Wise. — John M. Stahl,
manager of the Palace plans another house
here.
Carrizo Springs, Tex. — Diaz Callahan has
completed plans for the construction of a
new theater.
Henderson, Tex. — East Texas Theaters,
Inc. have released a contract for the construction of a $75,000 theater here.
Merrill, Wise. — A. L. Robarge is contemplating the erection of a new house here.
Sparta, Wise. — E. J. Brandua is to be the
owner and backer of a new house here.
Lawler, la. — A citizens committee plan to
finance the construction of a new theater
here.
Mexia,
— Dentsite
Theaters,
closedhouse
a con-is
tract for aTex.theater
here. The
to be constructed
within a year.
The comfiany
eases. operates the Palace and National under
El Dorado, Ark. — The Rialto here is being
torn down for a theater building for the
Arkansas Amusement Co. Equipment from
the Rialto is being transferred to the Majestic which is being remodeled. Sound
equipment
is expected soon.
East Bayton, Te.x. — The Arcadia, constructed by H. E. Brunson, costing approximately $65,000 has been opened. The house
will feature sound pictures.
Neenah, Wise- — Eaton Sizer, manager of
the Neenah, has been approached by a representative of Midwesco Theaters, owned by
the Fox Theater Corp., on joint building of
a theater.
East Stroudsburg, Pa. — The Sherman, costing $250,000, has been opened here.
Summitville, Ind. — The Community, operated by the American Legion, will open soon.
Springfield, Mass. — Work on the 3,000 seat
Massasoit
is being rushed to completion.
Lowell, Mass. — The Victory has been opened by William S. Grady.
Pasadena,
Cal. — The Park has been opened
here.

i

W. Philadelphia, Pa. — Charles Segal is to
build a new theater here, it is reported
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REALIST!
The emotions, the hate and
the love of youth — radiant
and rebellious — thrown
against the most absorbing
background in the annals
of the screen — a never-to-be*
forgotten picture that will
be written about in every
newspaper and talked about
in every home —
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Three Years of Theater Construction

l-oncast of tlK-aler building lor l'.>2*.' as coiiipik-d by "Architectural
Forum" from estimates furnished by arcliitects throughout the United States
(Cmtiiiiiiil ftom I'iUii- 1)
reveal a number of interesting comparisons. This is i)articularly so when
the current figures are compared with the forecasts for 1'.'27 and 1928. The
new
tinof
vliarcs and tlu- purpose
statistics found below are those made public every January by C. Stanley
incurrent
c
li<|iii(lat
to
is
;
linaucin^
debtednes ot"Warner Bros. I'ictures. Taylor, director of research of National Building I'liblicatitiiis of which
Forum" is a member and, it is advisable to remember, conInc., the Stanley Co. which is a sub- "Architectural
stitute forecasts, not actual figures, for each year treated. However, Taylor
.sidiary and to provide for acquisition states that
the productions which have been based upon each annual survey
of the two companies previously mcn- have proven to be unusually accurate is compared with the ultimate contract
1 tioned.
figures developed at the close of each year.
not be enHolders of preferred will new
The Middle States, in which are included Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michblock
titled to subscribe to tiic
igan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, lowa^ Missouri, North and South Dakota,
cominto
but mav convert their stock
Nebraska
and Kansas, lead the nation in the 1929 forecast just as this
\\i\\
they
sion
mon after which conver
section
ran
away ahead during 1927 and 1928. The second in geographical
-ecurc subscription warrants entitling dominance is the North Atlantic States group which embraces New York,
them to participate in the new com- New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland and the District of ("olumbia.
mon.
Comparisons for the three years follow:

Prendergast Bill Would
Fines
Increase 'Blue' Lawentati
ve F.

Si\lion
.Northeastern
States
.Vortli Atlantic States
.Southeastern
States
.Southwestern
States

1929
$6,30.1,000
62,891,400
3,746,600
7,812,200
74,032,200
8,773,600

1928
21.920,000
■13, 114,000
4,167,000
3,777.000 ...
71,620,000
17,340,000

1927
18,637,500
54,747,500
6,995000
11012500
93'367'500
14,892.500

.Mi.l.Ue
Austin, Tex. — Repres
Western States
States
ll has inH. Prendergast of Marsha
movie
Total
$163,559,000
$161,938,000
$199,652,500
troduced adrastic anti-Sunday
bill, which would more than double
show an increase in theater activity
violation of the "blue 1929 Theater Building
the penalty forpresen
for 1929 as compared with 1928, this
beis
y
penalt
t
law." The
tween $20 and $50 whereas the new Slight Jump Over 1928 survey indicates and two sections will
show a decrease. Percentages of total
(Continued
from Page 1)
bill provides for fines no less than
construction in each territory to be
S200, The bill also compels the
when the forecast was $199,- devoted to theaters are indicated by
sheriff to make arrests for all in- however,
a slight increase over 1928 the following comparative chart:
fractions of this law under the di- ()52,500,
when the estimate was $161,938,000. Section
1929 1928
Change
rection of the county attorney.
2.5
|- .7
It is pointed out by "Architectural North Atlantic States.. 3.2
4.6
Forum,'' however, that actual build- Northeastern States ... 2. 4.... 7
Issue Up at Monroe, La.
ing at the end of each year measures Southeastern States ... 2.7. . . .2.5. . . . -(- .2
one
ns,
Monroe, La.— Two petitio
up with the forecast in an unusually Southwestern
States
.. 2.1
1.0..
|-1.1
for Sunday shows and one against, accurate manner.
Middle States
4.2
4.1
f. .1
1.5
2.8
1.3
have been presented before the meetFour
geographical
divisions
will Western States
here. In Deing of the city council
cember 1926 the dispute here reached
manthe Supreme Court when theSunday
ager of the Crystal presented
shows despite the ordinance against
it. The court upheld the ordinance.

Cody to Produce Sound
Pictures in Canada
With purchase of rights to "The
Trail of Destiny,'' novel by the Canadian author, John M. French, Wilanliam ("Bill") Cody Productions and
nounces plans to produce a sound
dialogue feature in Canada, starting
next Spring. A silent version will
also be made. Cody, who has been
starred by both Universal and Pathe,
leaves for Toronto within a few days
to adjust details in the plan.
Showman Loses Civic Post
Toronto — W. A. Summerville, owner of the Prince of Wales and Eastwood, received a setback when he
was unseated from the Civic Board
of Control to which he had been
elected Jan. 1, by a large vote. Summerville, was challenged on a technicality and, acting upon the advice
of his solicitors, disclaimed his seat
as Controller Jan. 16, thereby creating
a vacancy on the board. The legality
of the election of three other members of the city council also has been
(|uestioned.
British Film Opening
Toronto — First of the British Gaumont productions to be released in
Canada, "Carry On,'' will be presented as a roadshow at the Regent
Famous Players house.

Further Cut of Production
Schedules for
'29-production,
'30 soSeen
have ceased
that the
(.Continued from

Page

addition of pictures which will be
made by these state right producers
still would find the total for next year
considerai)ly
short of the 1928-29
mark.

Sentiment of officials of major
onipanies is reported in favor of
curtailment of production to cut studio
overhead, and to center more attention on individual releases. By fewer
pictures, it is felt, higher grosses
could be realized on individual attractions, now permitted to waste drawing power and cumulative advertising
value, because of the tendency to
neglect them, as each new release
comes along.

How the Release 1929-30
Schedules Compare
1928-29

Total

{.('•inlinued

and

general

from

comistl

I'cuir

I)

of Allied

Statt

Mvers has laid before the dcpar
.Ass'n. contracts an<l uilier inforinatic
menl
with, a request for action, as |>roniisc
in his statement made public yeste
day, in which he declares that tl
agreement restrictions are not sul
stantially difTercnt from those whit
were declared illegal by tiie court
in the government's suit against tl
.VI. P. Patents Co., whicii resulted
the breaking of that monopoly.

W. E. Agreement Places
Matter on Distributor
Western Electric has an agreiinc
with its licensees which provides th
their pictures will be played on at
■(|uiiiment which, in their judgniei
gives satisfactory tonal quality, ai
also provides for refusal to ser
agreement
announced
in a stat
equi))mentswasfound
inferior.
T'
ment issued Dec. 28 by J. V.. Olte
Products.
son,
president of I'.lcctrical Reseao
"We have just reached an und<
standing with the producers licenS'
by us that they will play their pr
duction.^ on any e(|uipment which
their judgment gives results of sat;
factory
Otterson said.
they
findquality"
or we demonstrate
that t"
quality is not up to standard th
they will cease to serve such equi
ment.
"To the exhibitors we say: If y
can get an equipment
as good
ours for less money, buy it, but if
is of lower quality, don't buy it

1)

firms plan release of between 564 and
580 features during the next season.
The number includes World Wide,
which will offer 45 imported pictures
for the season. Last year, the 17
firms had 616 films scheduled for release at the start of the season. This
number included Ufa, with 12 imported films.
The 616 pictures, listed by the companies last year, were a part of the
756 films planned for release in 192829 by 32 companies. While the new
1930 list, omits some of the state
right producers canvassed last year, a
number of the companies concerned

Artclass
Chesterfield
Columbia
Excellent
First National
Fox
Gotham
M-G-M
Paramount
Pathe
RKO
Rayart
fiffany-Stahl
United Artists
Universal
Warner
Worldwide

Myers Asks Action
On Interchangeabilit^

6
8
30 to 36
20
35
50 (estimate)
18
SO to 55 (estimate)
65 to 70 (estimate)
30
30
36
26
20 (estimate)
60 (estimate)
35
45
564-580

12
14
36
19
49
52
30
56
78
27
60 (FBO)
20
36
18
63
34
12 (Ufa)
616

Significance Seen in
Steffes Sound Te;
any price.''
(Continued from Page 1)
believed that if service had been •
fused, or withdrawn, the matter woi
have been the basis of a conspira
action on the part of Allied. First >
tional. Paramount and United Arti
have accepted contracts and Columl
has indicated it will serve the hous
Wainstock at Eveleth, Minn.
Eveleth. Minn. — Mike
Wainsto
is F. & R. manager here, replaci
Abe Sosnosky, w^ho has been trai
ferred to the Minneapolis
office
assist in the booking department.
Vincent Sells Wis. House
Oconto
Falls, Wis.— W. R. V
cent has sold the Grand here to Ei
Plain.
Vincent operated the hoi
for the past ten years.
To Remodel Glendale House
Glendale, Cal. — Henry
C. Jen?
has secured a building permit wh;
calls for remodeling of the Linc<
at a cost estimated at $31,700.
Takes Over Greenville House
Greenville, S. C. — Mrs. Katie
Goodenough, former manager of
Rivoli at Lincolnton, N. C, has tal
over the Drace here from C.
Drace.

Whoopee! What A Night!
THIRD

ANNUAL

DINNER : : ENTERTAINMENT : : BALL
OF

m

THE

ATHLETIC CLUB
IN THE GRAND BALLROOM

OF THE

WALDORF-ASTORIA HOTEL
FEB. 2 " 8 PlM TO DAWN
Continuous Dance Music by

Oscar^s Menu
Fruit Cocktail, Carmen
Gombo
Soup, Southern Style
Celery
Olives
Filet of Bass, Bonnefemme
California Asparagus, HoUandaise
Supreme of Chicken, Colbert
Hearts of Romaine, Chili Dressing
Mousse
of Orange
and
Praline Ice Cream
Assorted Cakes
Macaroons
Coffee

Henry Meyer
Orchestra
A Stupendous Bill Of

Stage! Stars

From Current Broadway Hits,
Roxy
Theatre,
Night
Clubs
and

Jack Osterman
MASTER

OF CEREMONIES

Buy Your Tickets At Once!
Subscription $6 $7.50 $10.00
TICKETS
ON SALE:
MAURICE GOODMAN,

LIMITED
Positively

No

CAPACITY
Crowding

GAIETY
THEATRE,
BROADWAY
AT WEST
46th ST.
AUDITING DEPT., FOX FILM CORP., 850 TENTH AVE.

Censor Danger Emphasized by Sound Film Stand

ALL THE MEWS
ALLTHE TIME

3<FILMDOM
'(.. XLVII

No.

21

er"
WeUDarto ythe listRiof vto-be-seen
BarthelDick
^^ attractions,
mess' latest.
In "Weary
■," Dick nabbed a story that
.. him a good fat part thereby
Hf'ling him to demonstrate again
as an actor, he ranks way
■ar the top of the much-coni heap.
This is a story of
life which leads to prison and
I nately reformation.
11 hands did very well under
-casoned directorial hand of
. k Lloyd.
There was much
ia)giie — most of it well written
well spoken — and a theme
that radio broadcasting will
enough popularize. We are a
ill- cagy of it. Maybe Dick sang
-. If he did, he adds another to
If he didn't,
ts.
ocomplishmen
L grand bit of faking which

Friday,

January

Opposition Felt

Foreign quotas caused a drop
abroad of the margin of superiority of American pictures during 1928, it is shown in survey
of the foreign field completed
for THE 1929 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK. This section
which will be issued this month,
contains the most complete informative data on the foreign
situation ever published.

25,

COMMISSION STAND SAME
ON BLOCK BOOKING EDICT
CONFERENCE TO TACKLE
SOUND CENSOR PROBLEM?

LEO RDECTS REPORTED
OEEER ON BRIN CIRCUIT

Talking pictures, censorship and
the influence of the screen in promoting international amity will be leading
topics at the Fifth Annual M. P.
Conference of the National Board of
Review of Motion Pictures, which
yesterday opened a two day session
Milwaukee — Joe Leo, operating in New York. The board, which
head of Midwesco, is understood to for 20 years has been working agairist
have rejected figure asked bj' L. K. legalized censorship, in the belief
Brin for the former Fischer's Para- that selection, not censorship is the
mount circuit, recently taken over by way to better film standards, is exBrin. The figure is said to have been
pected
to give special attention
to
{Continued on P^e
11)
under that which Brin paid for the
circuit. The inside story is reported
to be that Midwesco (Fox) had a deal
set to take over the Fischer holdings,
that Erin's representatives stepped
■ublic probably won't stumble but
in figuring a quick in and out deal
difthe
s
what'
So
y.
anywa
{Ml
'• ice.
and a sale(Continued
to Fox, Universal
or Warnon Page 11)

Mr. Ochs Says:

CENSORSliTwiDE
POWERS ON SOUND riLNS

Ten F. N. Sound Pictures
to be Released in 2 Months

Contention that New York censors
not only have the right to censor
sound records used in connection with
Headedfor by
"Weary
River,"
scheduled
release
Feb. 14,
ten pictures, but also have the right to
approve or forbid any speech used in
coni;ection with films, is advanced in
I'"irst be
National
Vitaphonc
will
released
between productions
that date
and April 14, under revision of the the defense against Pathe's injunction
schedule announced yesterday by Ned suit, hearings on which are scheduled
The censor
E. Depinet, sales head, after a sales in Supreme Court today.will
contend,
meeting. Silent versions of the same stand, Pathe attorneys
speaker
public
any
prevent
would
pictures will be released between Jan.
conjuncin
27 and March 31.
address
from making an
tion with showing of a film, unless
permit from the censors first was secured.

here is a prevalent misconception
advertising in the newspapers,
t is often referred to as if it
is
Advertising
objectionable.
<c very essence of news.
If
Ivertisement does not give useful
aluable information, the adverIntelliis wasting his money.
If conducted
newspapers
are
uide for advertisements.
They
•nde for readers. Readers make
tisers.
A newspaper
without
:=; has no value as an advertising
without adA newspaper
nn.
cnients would have few readers, Ochs Describes Advertising
price, if not prohibitive, would
"Very make
Essence
of News"
pendent upon subvention, and in asReaders
advertising and adcase its independence might be
vertising isthe very essence of news,
red and the publication regarded declares Adolph S. Ochs. publisher
lai tie less than propaganda."
of "The New York Times" in a current issue of Fox Movietone News.
s
w
o
n
He K
d
"There
is a prevalent misconception
n
A
I
Iph S. Ochs, publisher of the about advertising in the newspapers,"
{Continued on Page 11)
lationally ngrenowned "Ne\y York
kie in a current issue tof
eaon
spet
>" vi
To commen
News.
Mo
R. & R. Officials Spikes
cellently exat
ex
so
is
er on wh
reed is neither necessary nor fit.
Report of Dent Merger
it pertains
Whether
)cl knows.
Dallas — Denial is made here that
serving the the Dent and R. & R. chains will be
3 ie daily newspaper
"'c or the daily newspaper nserv- merged. Harry T. Peebles, vice presiis
m industry, the applicatio
dent of R. Sr 'R., is authority for the
Ileal.
statement the report is without foundK A N N ation.

Price 5 Cents
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Pathe Case Dismissal No
Indication of Change;
Test Awaited
lyashington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Dismissal of the block
booking action against Pathe in no
way atfects
attitude onof that
the subject,
F"cdcral
Trade
Commission
according to commission officials. No
information as to whether the Pathe
case is similar to the Paramount action would be made public, however,
in conformance with the commission's
policy
fidential.of holding such matters conAt offices of the commission, the
inference is given that the application
for complaint against Pathe difTered
from the Paramount suit, although it
is possible that the commission is
holding in abeyance all block booking cases, until the Federal courts decide just how far the commission can
go in its desire to eliminate the practice.

Pathe Claimed Right of
Choosing Customers, Terms
Right to say to those to whom and
under what terms it will license its
I'ictures was the major contention of
Pathe, in the brief filed by Lewis Inncrarity, secretary and attorney of the
company, {Continued
in the answer
to the Federal
on Page 11)

Pathe Climb Continues
Firm's Statement Shows

Continued upward climb of Pathe
exchange is reflected in report for
the second quarter under the new
Pathe's case, being handled by F. management, covering the period
R. Coudert, Jr.. of Coudert Bros., is from July 14 to Oct. 6, 1928, which
for the industry in action shows net of $167,798. This coma test case
{Coniinued
on Page 11)
the prefor July
$65,-338
net of
pares
vious 12with
week
period
ended
14,
{Continued

on

Page

11)

Maryland "Blue" Law Fine
Upheld by Appeal Court
e Court to Act on
Baltimore — Conviction and fine of Suprem
legislator and presi- Quebec Law Banning Kids
Callan,
John dentG.of the
Liberty Defense League,

Quebec — Prosecution of Arthur
local exhibitor, charged with
Drapeau,
a charge of violating the "blue"
on
laws for operating a theater on Sun- violating the provincial law banning
day, has been upheld by the Court children under 16 from attending picture houses, is expected to hinge on
le. Represenof' Appeals. Meanwhi
tative Callan has introduced a bill a Supreme Court decision, following
providing for repeal of the laws. .\ his appeal from a judgment vacating
resolution may be introduced in the his injunction to restrain prosecution.
House of Delegates, providing for Similar cases in Montreal are to be
rebate of Callan's fine of $100.
heard by the high court.
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Dorothy Hall Opposite Dix
Dorothy Hall, featured in the current play "Precious," was signed as
leading lady opposite Richard Dix
in his all-talking Paramount picture,
"Nothing But the Truth," now in
production at the Long Island studio. Others in cast are: Edna May
Oliver, Louise John Bartels, Plelen
Kane and Ned A. Sparks. Victor
Schertzinger
is directing.

Am.
Con.
East.
♦do
First
Fox

Seat
Fin. Ind.
Kodak
pfd
Nat. pfd.
Fm. "A"

Made

Distributor

Harry Siegel, president of the Royal Film Exchange, Boston, has been
Close
Sales appointed exclusive representative in
33/.
100 New England States for M. P. Syn27^
1,000
chronization Service, Inc., New York.
184
200 This announcement was made by
128
Maurice A. Chase, president of the
105
105
firm.
95^ 95}^
4,100 synchronization
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27
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184
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25^
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800
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12
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26^8
2554 2554
1.000
Radio K-A-O
41^
40"^ 40^ 10,900
Stanley Co
42
42' 42
400
*Univ. Pict. pfd
98 J4
Warner
Bros
131
127 127
31,800
Warner
pfd
57^
56
56
5,300
CURB
MARKET
Acoustic Prod.
... 16!4
15 15
9,300
Bal. & Katz
80;4
80"^ 80^^
100
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 225^
21 }4 21 H
9,500
Film Insp
154
154 154
100
Fox Thea. "A"
.. 33/
33
3354
8,200
*Intern.
Proj
1854
Loew do deb. rts. . 3954
Nat. Scr. Ser
32

3854
32

3854
32

Writing
Mike Simmons

Dialogue
is writing dialogue

for his original "Eve's Leaves," which
is to star Alberta Vaughn.
Ethel Smith to Havana
Ethel Smith, assistant to Ambrose
S. Dowling, manager of RKO Export
Corp., leaves tomorrow for a two
week trip to Havana.
Le Baron Arriving in N. Y.
William Le Baron is slated to arrive in New York today from the
Coast.

200
100

Bristolphone Opens at Milwaukee
Nat. Thea. Sup. .. 1154
II54 UYz
100
Milwaukee — The Egyptian, MilTrans-Lux
1154
10J4 11
11,600
♦Univ.
Pict BOND MARKET
2354
waukee neighborhood house, opsned
Keith A-O 6s 46 . 95
95
95
1 Jan. 20 with the Brisfolphone. Earl
Loew
6s 41ww
..119
\n% 1185^
2 Rice is manager.
do 6s 41 x-war...
99/
9954 9954
It:Paramount
6s 47 .1005^ 1005^ 1005^
2
Wallech Goes to Coast
Par. By. S/s 51 .102/
102 102/
6
Milwaukee — Reinhold Wallech,
Pathe 7s 37
83 5^ 83
83
4
CURB
BONDS
formerly manager of the Milwaukee
Am. Seat. 6s 3fi .. 9654
96
96;4
6
Theater Circuit's Lake here, has been
♦Warner
6/s 28
198
summoned to L^niversal City.
OVER THE
COUNTER
Roxy
"A"
33
35
do units
34
36
An com
Skouras
Bros
Technicolor
United
Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd
•LAST

454
50
1254
8
76
...
2
75
PRICE

554
54
13/
12
84
85
QUOTED

1, the American premiere of "The
Frog Princess," an animated color
picturization of an old Russian folk
tale. Paul PerofI, Russian artist, who
has been in this country for several
years, designed
the film.

Newman Recovers
Arthur Newman of Sonora-Bristolphone, New York, has returned to
duty, following recovery from illness,
which for a time threatened to develop into pneumonia.

critic of "The New York American,"
has joined staff of King Features
Syndicate, to review screen and other
amusement offerings.
Mary
Mary

Eaton for "Cocoanuts"
Eaton, star of the musical

comedy, "The Five O'Clock Girl,"
has been signed by Paramount for
an important role in "The Cocoanuts," starring the Four Marx Brothers, which is to go into production
shortly as an all-dialogue musical
comedy film at the Paramount Long
Island studio.
Chosen for "Fox Follies"
Dixie Lee, musical comedy understudy and chorus girl, is en route to
the Coast after being chosen by Fo.x
for "Fox Movietone Follies."
"Weary

Saw it the other da}
Time.l
! EST
a pictu
"COreNQU
in on
GETWhat
as tonight's paper! All aboi
airplane expedition to " Sout
Pole with plenty of action ar
good love story. Opens simu
taneously February 16 at Mar
Strand, New York, and Mar
Strand in Brooklyn.

Call
WAFILMS,
Walter A.

Library

130 W.

Futter.
for

Inc.

Pres.

Stock Scenes

46th St.. New
Bryant 8181

York

River"

Opens

Warners

Cover Broadway

Looks like every Broadway bio
has its Warner Bros. Vilaphone p
ture: "On Trial," Strand, 47th Stre^
"The Singing F'ool," Winter Gardi
50thrun."
Street; "My Man," Wan
Bros. Theatre, 52nd Street; "T
Little Wildcat," Colony, 53rd Stre
—WB—

Santa Glaus visits Fred Desbe
Manager of Loew's Ohio Theatr
wires: "In coldest weather of :
winter "My Man" opened to capaC
busi'iess at the Allen. We are op'
ing theatre one hour earlier e;
morning to handle the crowds. I
ture now scheduled for indefii
run in Cameo Theatre next weelt
—WB—

After
11 weeks
at McVickfij,
Chicago — 1400 seater at 50 and J

With the event broadcast in an international hook-up, "Weary River"
gross is ofnow $498,000,
'"]''
opened last night at the Central, cents—
Singing to Fool"
doing gn
New York.
business in 4th week at Rooseve
FOR
SALE
AKELEY CAMERA EQUIPPED BELL &
HOWELL
CAMERA
OUTFIT
ALSO
EYMO.
N.

BROWNING STUDIOS
110 West 40th Street
Y. C.
PENn.
1258-9

SERVICE

—WB—

Popular Hook-up

Smart showmen are tying up
Warner Bros. Vitaphone Jut
Hour broadcast over 28 stations
ery Monday at 9:30 P. M. Eas
Standard Time. Biggest hookup i
in picture industry. Excellent 1
— big stars every week.

GREAT!
118
board.

— - "-.Jl

Pathe Signs Stage Player
Dorothy Appleby, New York stage
actres.s, has been .sent to the West
Coast I)y I'athe to play one of the
two leading feminine roles with Eddie Quillan in "Listen, Baby!" second
Pathe all-talker.

Fair and Warner

New Producing Firm Formed
Sells New London House
Emerald Prod, has been formed in
New London, Conn. — The Garde
owned by the Connecticut River New York to produce a series of talk—WB—
ers, first of which is to be "The GinsValley Theater Corp. has been transferred to the Thames River Theater
bergs," starring Nat Carr, under diWarner Bros, national advertil_,
rection of Frank Milford. Sam BrownCo. of New York, according to a
ing is cameraman. The story is by
schedules being arranged to coincfo'
here.
deed filed at the city clerk's office Darby Aaronson.
with exhibitors' play dates — two ft
pages on "MY MAN" reported reac
Powell's Vacation Extended
to break in over 200 papers. Go(
To Rebuild at Green Bay
B.
P.
Schulberg,
production
head
tip: see your local exchange and g
(rreen Bay, Wis. — The Orpheum
which will close Feb. 11, is to be re- at Paramount Hollywood studio, has dates set to tie in for full benefit.
i)uilt at a cost of approximately $300,- wired William Powell that filming
—WB—
000 according to Harry K. Timm, plans on "Black Eagles" has been so
rearranged that Powell could take
manager.
his planned trip to Mexico. Powell
Says like
Variety:
'"ONat TRIAL"
going
wildfire
the Bl
now is in New York.
Cinephone Makes Stage Debut
Mouse (Tacoma, Wash.) In for
A Powers
Cinephone
sequence
is
Rohzm Joins King Features
—WB—
being used in "Street Scene," stage
Pierre de Rohan, former dramatic
play now current in New York.
Siegel

STOCK

Animated
Color
Film
for Opening
Film Arts Guild will present on the
inaugural program of the Film Guild
Cinema opening in New York, Feb.

*

l\y^ —

"Service great! Every house large
or small should run Ad-Vance TrailHIDER
THEATRE.
Binghamton,
N. Y.

—WB—

theatre
records
go by
—WB—
Cause:
Al Jolson
in I

Singnig Fool."
Charlotte Greenwood, Edna 1
phy and Betty Compson signec
Warner Bros.
—WB—
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Foreign Markets

By JAMES

P.

CUNNINGHAM^

Theater Building Is
Active in Switzerland
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — With the opening of
two theaters, and one under construction the number of houses for Basel,
Switzerland, is being increased to 15,
it is reported to the M. P. Section
of the Dept. of Commerce. The Palermo seating 900 and the Forum seating more than 900 are the new houses,
while the Capitd theater under construction is expected to open early
this year. Further theater construction is witnessed at Lausanne and in
Bienne.
New

Washington

Swiss Company
Bureau

of THE

Formed

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Society Financiers of
Colored Films (Cicolfina) was formed
with a reported capital of $95,000,
advises the M. P. Section of the Dept.
of Commerce. The company plans,
activity in industrial and commercial Today
moving pictures, especially color
idiotography.
Theater for Chefoo, China
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Washington — Chefoo, a city of approximately 150,000, now has its own
theater, reports the M. P. Section of
the Dept. of Commerce. Pictures
shown are generally versions of Chinese historical stories and are rented Feb.
at a price of $150 for four days.
Gaumont- Palace to be Enlarged
Paris — 'The "Franco-Film" Co.
which purchased the "Salles Gaumont" (Gaumont Theaters) in France
and, particularly, the "Gaumont-Palace," the largest picture theater in
Paris, containing 5,000 seats, intends
to further enlarge this theater. The
seats and decorations will be changed,
and the number of seats will be increased to 6,000.

Coast Wire Service

Hollywood Happenings

New Vitaphone Film Started
"The Time, The Place and The
Girl" has gone into production this
week at the Warner studio. RecordEdmund
Goulding
will
finish
"A great thing for
"Queen Kelly," starring Gloria will ing of Vitaphone sequences outdoors
the business generalbe one interesting phase of this
ly are the lower
Swanson, following retirement of
priced sound systems.
Eric_Voii Stroheim as director of the picture which is based on the stage
The small town alpicture. The change was caused by play by Frank R. Adams and Will
ways was and is the
backbone of film
a controversy over production costs Hougli. Grant Withers, Gertrude
business, and if the
between Von Stroheim and Joseph Olnistead and Betty Compson head
talkers are to sucP. Kennedy, who is producing the the cast, while other players featured
ceed, the equipment
are James Kirkwood, Vivian Oakland,
must be within reach
picture for United Artists release.
Gretchen Hartman, Irene Haisman
of the little fellow."
and Bert Roach.
Activity in Silent Comedies
On the Christie lot Billy Dooley
Oland for "Studio Murder"
is
making "Crazy
Doings,''
withJimmy
Vera
Warner Oland, recently signed as
Steadman,
Eddie
Barry,
Hertz and George Hall, directed by a Paramount featured actor, will
Eddie Baker; Bobby Vernon is work- make his debut under the new alliance in the all-talker, "The Studio
ing in "His Angel Face," with Margaret Lee, Eddie Barry and Molly Murder Mystery," which Frank TutMalone; Sandy MacDuff has started tle is to direct, starring Baclanova.
Neil Hamilton instead of Jack Oakie
"Are Scotchmen Tight?" with Jack
-Vlarch.
will
appear in the cast with Frederic
Duffy,
Eddie
Barry,
Blanche
PaySecond
day of Fifth annual con- son and Dorothy Dix; Frances Lee
ference of National Board of Review.
and Billy Engle are featured in
27 Annual
banquet
of M.P.T.O.
of
"Tight Places," latest of the "ConfesEastern Pennsylvania.
Cast Vacati
for "Jed's Vacation"
"Jed's
31 Theatrical
ball of
Los
Angeles
on," starring Charlie
sions of a Chorus Girl" series, being
directed
by
William
Holland.
Grape
win
with Anna Chance, has
branch
of
Actors
Equity
Ass'n.
31 Opening of 6,000 seat Fox Theater,
gone into production as a two reel
St. Louis.
1 Film
opens in New
Christie talking play. Bill Irving
John W. Krafft Renews
York. Guild Cinema
John W. Krafft, the title chief at and Aileen Carlyle have been added
1 Opening mountofat Toledo.
4,000-seat Toledo-Para- the Pathe Studios, for three years, to the cast.
2 Fox Athletic Club Dinner and Dance will continue at his desk for at least
at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Mack's Next Chosen
another year in accordance with a
3 Dinner of the Silver Screen spons- new contract just signed.
ored by The Film Bureau in New
Willard Mack, who has just di-

Von Stroheim Off Swanson
Film in Row with Kennedy

TheDate
Industry's
Book

York.
9 Dinner of Writers Branch of Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood, to visiting dialogue
writers.
Feb. 14
1929 Wampas Frolic, Hollywood.
Universal Club Dance, Hotel Astor,
New
York.
Mar. 2 AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball in
New York.
Feb.

Boswell at Louisville

Borzage to Direct Gaynor-Farrell
"The Lucky Star" is the title
selected for the new Fox production
which will re-unite Janet Gaynor,
Charles Farrell and Frank Borzage.
This is based on the magazine story
by Tristram Tupper, "Three Episodes
in the Life of Timothy Osborn."

Fox Signs Silvernail
Louisville — John H. Boswell, formerly of the Mary Anderson here, has
Clark Silvernail, Broadway actor,
been appointed manager of the Rialto. producer, director and playwright,
French Producers Amalgamate
A. B. McCoy, replaces Boswell at has been placed under contract by
Fox to write and direct Movietone
Paris — L'Union Latine Cinematog- the Mary Anderson.
features.
raphique and La Societe de Romanciers Francais et Etrangers have
Repairing Springfield House
amalgamated and formed Consortium
F. N, Cast Additions
Springfield, O. — Repairs are underInternational Cinematographique with
way on the marquee of the Liberty
William
V. Mong, Michael Visaroff
here.
capital of $304,000. M. J. Lagneau
and Tenen Holtz have been added to
is president and M. Georges Guillemet
the cast of the forthcoming mystery
Wilson In Springfield
managing director.
thriller, "The House of Horrors,"
Springfield, Mass. — ■ With resigna- which
is now in production under the
New French Co. Formed
tion of Irving T. McDonald of the
Paris — R. Robert Boudioz, director, Fox theaters here, J. V. Wilson has direction of Benjamin Christensen.
has formed Films Apollon. The first been named manager by Herschel The leading roles in the production
production will be an adaptation from Stuart, general manager of Fox New have been assigned to Thelma Todd,
Louise Fazenda, Chester Conkiin and
England Theaters.
William
Orlamond.
the French musical comedy "Count
Obligado."
Policemen Want Theater Work
Teaming in Columbia Film
Haverhill, Mass. — Members of the
Berlin Exhibitors Hit by "Flu"
Virginia Valli and Gaston Glass
Berlin — Exhibitors here are com- local police reserve department have
paining of decrease in receipts due petitioned the city council in an effort
to the influenza epidemic and a rise to secure work at theaters here in will be teamed by Columbia in "Behind Closed Doors," which R. Wilin unemployment which now is place of doormen who are not regular
liam Neill is directing for Columbia.
claimed to total 146,602.
officers.
Howard J. Green adapted the story.
In the cast are Andre De Segurola,
Otto Matieson and Fanny Midgley.
New Dorp House Redecorated
Maurice With British Interna'l
London — M. Maurice, recently with
New Dorp, N. Y. — Renovations of
!'. D. C. has joined British Interna- the New Dorp here have been comRKO
Signs Olive Borden
tional Film distributors asi special
pleted. New carpets, lighting fixOlive
Borden
has been signed to
tures
and
other
acoustic
have
been
representative for southern and east- installed.
make two RKO talkers.
ern counties.

rected his own story, "Hunted," as
a talking picture for M-G-M, next
will direct Norma Shearer in "A Free
Soul." This is the same play which
ran on Broadway a year ago. It was
adapted to the stage by Mack from
a serialized story by Adela Rogers St. John.
Loretta Young in "Prisoners"
Loretta Young has been cast for
"Prisoners," Corinne Griffith's vehicle. Miss Young recently completed
her role in "The
National.

Squall," for First

To Title "Children of Ritz"
First National has signed Paul
Perez to title "Children of the Ritz,"
co-starring Dorothy Mackaill and
Jack Mulhall under direction of John
Francis Dillon. Perez recently completed titling "Why Be Good?" starring Colleen Moore, and "His Captive Woman," co-starring Milton
Sills and Dorothy Mackaill.
Marcia Harris Added
Marcia Harris has been cast in the
new First National-Vitaphone picture, "The Squall," which Alexander
Korda is directing. In the cast are
Myrna Loy, Richard Tucker, Zasu
Pitts, Loretta Young, Alice Joyce,
Carroll Nye, Nicholas Soussanin,
George Hackathorne, Harry Cording
and Knute Erickson.
Pathe Signs Jimmy Aldine
Jimmy
Aldine
has
been
placed
under a long-term contract by Pathe.

THE
liday, January

25.
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DAILY TIPS WHICH MEAN

DOLLACS

"Four Sons"
(Fox)
ilsed the motlur aiul son angle in
■ ilirity. The message appearing
n he newspaper read, "Motliers Be
y- Guests — Tlirough the courtesy
)fithe Tenjple tlieater management.
r, Pioneer invites motliers with four
i'^ as guests of the Temple during
l>two day run of the picture 'Four
51 s.' Any mother and her four sons
Uncaring at the box office either of
li.'.wo days, Wednesday or Thursday
itt will be admitted free. Here is
.1 an opportunity for the boys,
vither one of four sons or not to
a treat." The newsjiit mother
)a.»r
article created plenty of talk
vl:h reacted very favorably to the
■ivire.H. Kayes, Temple,
Houlton,

"Lilac Time"
(First Nat'l.)
^•iator was employed and entered
hiair derby and races. The lower
ipt wing of his plane carried copy
el ive to the engagement. Three
mke trailers were attached to his
)iEe on as many flights and gave an
■ff't of the plane afire above the
h<;sands who visited the air port
lung the gala festivities. A parahie jumper worked ofT this plane
w:. On the back of his overalls
finished by the theater) the foUowipy appeared. "I am landing to
)llecn Moore in "Lilac Time' at
iul'lorida.'' — Guy A. Kenimer, Floid Jacksonville, Fla.
"Submarine"
(Columbia)
.' man well over six feet wearing
omplcte
diver's
suit
paraded
lirigh the downtown section every
avduring the run. The only adverisi< he wore was a placard announcighe picture. — Hippodrome, Cleve-

FOR SHOWMEN

side of the 'gram was an explanation
that photograms arc the written
words transmitted by wire fac-simile
and the other side of the sheet read,
"This Western Union Photogram re(|uired 20 minutes transmission time
from New York to St. Louis, then to
Lincoln via air mail. The photograms were delivered by Western
Union (gratis) messengers to the
1000 largest users of Western Union
service in the city. — Chas. F. Shire,
Orpheum. Lincoln, Neb.
"The Barker"
(First National)
Circus atmosphere was carried out.
Canvas roof covered entrance into the
foyer. The entire foyer was covered
with a thick layer of sawdust. Slot
machines were ranged against the
wall. A popcorn stand was on one
side with the owner of the stand
called "hot buttered pop corn for
sale." Another concessionist sold
candied apples, balloons, candy,
lemonade. The inner foyer also was
covered with sawdust. The walls
were hung with circus tent canvas.
The ceiling was covered with canvas
put on like the roof of a tent. And
all the way down the foyer there
were circus concessions. Throw a
ball and hit a doll — ring throwing —
swinging balls to hit objects — throw
something down and get a silk shawl
— silk kimonas — candy — and a side
show where .gypsies told your fortune
lor a quarter. The ushers were in
regular circus uniform — red coats,
blue trousers and regulation blue cap.
Parading in the foyer were several
rubes. — E. P. Warner and William
Watson, Keith's Hippodrome, Cleveland.

"The Singing Fool"
(Warners)
Arrangements were made with a
bus station to have banners placed on
all buses running into four neighboring towns. The drivers were handed
"The Air Circus"
a couple of passes in return for giv(Fox)
ing heralds to all passengers as they
r three successive days, we re- paid their fares. And while waiting
•ajd several thousand balloons in over in the towns at one end of their
"01 of theater just when the crowds journej', the drivers put up window
'ti the greatest. Being air filled cards wherever possible. It was
lejdidn't
sailmaking
out of asight,
but kept
itin vision,
beautiful
pic- a happy arrangement and reacted favorably.— T. Y. \\'alker, Ritz, .\iiinand attracting a lot of attention. niston, Ala.
■ )ss was attached to every tenth
alhn, just to add excitement to
Newspaper Aids House Opening
It unt. In the lobby airplane mods ere suspended from the ceiling,
(iiilfport. Miss. — "The Daily
isl)ut of reach, but in full vision of Herald" here got out a special 16
• e.one. They were secured from page edition for the opening of the
le'ical aviation lines. — E. P. War- new Saenger house. The theaters
will feature Vitaphone and Movietone
erKeith's Palace, Cleveland.
pictures.
"The Awakening"
(United Artists)
Merchants to Help Opening
Toledo
— Publix otiicials arc conferr■'1 V sent the iiKssagc in connec^liwith her first starring picture,
ing with the retail merchants' lioard
hqtop of the 'gram stated it was here relative to a "Come To Toledo"
e jrst photogram ever received in celebration for the opening of the
'"■In and was sent by Vilma Paramount Toledo on Feb. 1, it is revia Western
Union.
On one
ported.

i
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FILM BOARD R[PORT$
NOR[ MATER CHANGES
WAV
JhRSKY
Changes in Ownership
Laurel Springs

I,.iiiril. sold to Kdit. Mills

liy Clio. .\. ('Ii,ipiii.-jii ; Mays Landing —
N'icton.i. Mild to Sol I'raiik !>>■ K. Scidman; Newark- .South Or.-ingc (formerly
Olyiniii.i), Mild to .Navik.is & Kodnlts by 1.
RoM'iiilial; Phillipsburg — Tuxcclo, sold to
Hii-I)cr & Lippclialk by (Ji-o. S. Kirby ;
Ramsey- II olliy. sold to J. K. St<ick«-r by
Hollcy 'Ihtater Co., Inc.; Woodstown —
Opera House, sidd to Henrv .A. Goldberg
by A. \V. Hill. Closings
Clifton— Clifton ; East Rutherford — Park;
Elizabeth — .New .\lellia and \ictory ; East
Orange— Lyceum ; Hoboken^City ; Irvington — City; Keansburg — Casino; Lakewood
— Palace ; Little Ferry — Ceni ; Lyndhurst —
Star; Newark — Clinton Square, (■(ilnnibia,
Lewis, Lincoln, New .Xinsterdani, Olynipia,
Playhouse; New Brunswick — Cozy. Hijou
and Opera House; Runnemede — Fire Hall;
Palace.
Seabright
— Seabright ; South Plainfield —

NEW MEXICO
Changes in Ownership
Belen — Central, sold to Gordon Hicks by S.
N. I'cinstein ; Carrizozo — Crystal, sold to
T. J. I'ittman by J. C. Hurkett ; Wagonmound — f)pera
Jlouse.

NEVADA
Changes in Ownership
Reno — Nevada, sold to Perry &
by .Milo McMillan.

Dcvincenzi

Closings

Goldficid — Lyric ; Minden — .Mindcn.

NEW YORK
New Theaters

lalace and Wr»lcheiler; Brooklyn— Amphlon. Art. Atlantic, tjiglc. Elite. Huniington,
No»tran<l, I'l.i/a, Tip Top. Ulna ami
I.— Pla>li.iuiir ;
L.
Cedarhurit,
WiniKor;
Corona.
L. I.
Coloiiial,
Dovert
PLaini
llerbcits Hall; E. Quogue, L. I.- Atlantic
Hall; Farmingdalc. L. I. Dale; Hicktville.
L. I.- — Hick>ville; Hollywood Sriund Avr
nur; Howelts- Rustic ; Huntington, L. I.
-Palace; Inlet -Gaiety ; Kinderhook Opera H<iusc; Long Beach. L. I. — Long
Heaih; Mariners Harbor. L. I. — HarlMir;
Maybrook— Swrrney's Hall; New York
City — .\pollo. Arena, Arrow, Central.
Houston, .Major, .Melrose, New Siranil.
-Novelty. Palace, Rose. Royal, Savoy Crant,
Superior an<l Wonlwoith; Ossining —
Parthenon; Pine Island* — Pine; Ronkonkoma, L. I. -Coniiminily ; Rosendalc —
Casino; Saranac Lake— .\'ew; South Beach,
•S. I. — Strand; Westbury, L. I. — Fireman's
Hall; Woodbridge — Woodbridge; Yonkcrt
Park and Riverdale.
— Hamilton.

NORTH
CAROfJNA
New Theaters
Gastonia—
Webb
sor- Palace.

; Smithfield— .Sander ; Wind-

Changes in Ownership
Asheville— West Aslievil'e. s<,l<l to M.
Buchanan by S. N. Myers; Belmont— Princess, sold to Joe H. Turner by W. T.
Robinson; Bessemer City— Palace, sold to
W. T. Greene by Beam & Plummer; Canton—Strand, sold to M. Buchanan by R.
W. Shcrrill ; Caroleen — Caroleen, sold lo
G. W. Callaghan by .Moore & Wease ;
Goldsboro — Opera House, sold to .Mrs.
Vi<ilet I'-inlay by K. E. Finlay ; Henderson
—Opera House, soM to W. E. Wood by
Eaves Theaters, Inc.; Heneritta — Henerilla,
sold to W. Callaghan by .Moore & Wease ;
Linoolnton — Rivoli, sold lo W. N. Shcrrill by
Mrs. K. A. Goodenough ; Maxton — Savory,
sold to V. n. Humphrey by T. L. Lucas;
Siler City — Gem. sold to W. A. Thomas
by W. O. Mann ; Warsaw— Best, gold lo
Mary G. Quinn Closings
by R. B. Best.
Asheville — West .Xsheville ; Pilot Mountain —
Princess; Wilson — The Wilson; Zebulon —
Bluebird.

Brooklyn — Paramount. (Flatbush and l)e
DAKOTA
Closings
— Loma. NORTH
Kalh) ; Patio (I'latbush and Midwood) ;
Dobbs Ferry — Kmbassy ; Patchogue, L. I. —
Granaila : New York City^Carncgie Play- Brinsmade — Movies; Courteney — Rex;
house.

OHIO

Changes in Ownership
Albsny — ^linipire (formerly Central), sold to
A. lackofsky by \V. .1. Eniig ; Avoca —
Gem, sold to Hinbee «: Gottschall by J. V).
.Stickney ; Binghampton- -Cityline, sold to
Jay liedell by C. H. .Smith. Knifiire, sold
lo Wni. Galpecr by Abe Uiiell ; Brooklyn —
F.ndicott, sold to Roma Realty Corp. by

Loma

New Theaters
Dayton — New

Peoples;

Columbus — Ogden.

Changes in Ownership

Akron— .Nixon, sold to R. C. R. Theater Co.
by T. W. Smith ; Bradford— Strand, sold
to T. W. Rouslon by A. C. Poe ; CleveA. Costa; Hendrix, sold to W'm. Halpert
land— Home, sold to Bertha Lamport by
by Peters & Costello : Ridge, sold to D
.'\. R. E. Fulton; College Corner — (layely,
& D Theater Co. by H. F. Smith; Buffalo
sold lo J. F'. Connor by Chas. Randall ;
— Century, sold to Shea's Oi)crating Co.
Dayton— Eastwood. s(dd to W. I. Myers;
by Fitzer-Buffalo Corp. ; Elk, sold to Mil.
.Mirror, sold to J. G. Roland by G. J.
Eynon by H. G. Green; Orpheum, sold to
Hcnibold ; Delphos — Capitol, sold to P. F.
to T. O'Brien by W. E. Currie; Eastport,
and E. L. Staup by F. H. Staup; FarmersL. I. — Eastport Hall, sold to N. Donlan
to \V. E. Henson by Harold Russell ;
ville — Liberty, sold to Sidney Warrell by
Georgetown — Georgetown, sold to W. E.
Glen .Stump ; Goldwater — Columbia, sold to
Henson by Harold Russell ; Great Neck,
A. R. Pontius by A. H. Giere : Jacksonville
Pastime, sold to Oksey & Wolfe by O. E.
L. I. — Playhouse, sold to H. Rosenbaiim by
by Ketcham ; Erieville — Grange Hall, sold
Knight ; Portsmouth — Lincoln, sold to Allen & Frank Walden by E. J. Jacobs ;
I. Lesser; Kings Park, L. L — Kings Park,
Springfield
— Fairbanks and Regent, sold
sold to N'. Donlan by H. Kost ; Lackawanna— Center, sold to F. Filk by Filk
to .'^chine Enterprises by O. Gus Sun ;
& Wander ; Moravia — Opera House, sold
Toledo — Tivoli. sold to Maggie Rihacek by
to A. E. Bauer by T. Anz; Nelson —
Jack O'Donnell; Washington — Colonial,.
Granpe Hall, sold to W. E. Benson by
sold to S. R. Rascove by J. Irvin.
Closings
Harold Russell; Newfane — Arcade, sold to
Mr. and Mrs. John Parker by Mrs. Florence Krucger ; New York City — Bellmore, Ashley — Exhibit : Columbus — Vernon ; Franklin— Warren ; Gascoyne -Gascoyne ; Springsold to J. Fiasanza by Forsyihe Leasing
field-RegentWest
;
Milton— Star; WilberCo. ; Hudson, sold to X. Krikortan by D.
force — Wilberfoiie
College.
Moses; Louis, sold to I. .Saslow by M.

OKLAHOMA

.

Spanos; 12Sth St.. sold to J. F"iasanza by
New Theaters
Bijou Holding; Niagara Falls — Falls, sold
to Geo. Miller by Falls Theater Corp. ; Erick — Xew ; Keota — Communitv:
Pauls ValPoughkeepsie — Playhouse, sold to H. P.
ley—
Royal
:
Tuttle
—
Rex.
Meddough by Xewpot Thcat., Inc.; RochesChanges in Ownership
ter— Madison, sold to Rochester Madison
Afton— Cozy, sold to H. F. Rust by B.
Co. by Tismer Theater Corp. ; Rotterdam —
Walker ; Jenks — Jenks, sol.l to Kenneth
Family, sold to Charles Karl by A. Segel ;
Campbell by J. James ; Norman — Campus,
Southampton, L. I. — Garden, sold to Southsol<l to Ray Barry by Te<l Tolbert ; Oklaampton Operating Co., Inc.. by D. Brewhoma City — ^Isis. sold to Isis Theater, Inc..
ster : Syracuse — Geddes. sold to J. C.
by GrifT Am. Co. ; Ralston — Liberty. sol<I
Whitney by C. J. Forrest ; Whitestone, L.
to V. H. Evans by M. F. Nixon ; Rocky —
I. — Rialto. sold to M. J. Hertel by Landing
Mecca, sold lo Hamilton &• Glancy by .Sol
Amuse. Corp.
S. Shelton : Strong City — Home, sold to
Closings
Jones & Males Closings
by Jobe & Jobe.
Arverne. L. I. — .\rvcriie; Astoria. L. I. —
way.
Arcade and Franklin : Bayside, L. I. —
Keota — Rialto: Marland Bryant; Porum —
Capital; Bedford Hills — Community House:
Rialto; St. Louis — .Mission; Schulter — >IidBridgehampton, L. I. — Community: Broad
Channel.
L. I. — Channel ; Bronx — Prospect

SMA.RTEST

\s modern as
tomorroijv
Ckarmiit^ly i^itty

As classy as a next
season's sport roadster

Presents

LE MR. BANGS'^
^^THE ELIGIB
by Robert Housum
with

EDWARD

EVERETT

HORTON

Directed by Hugh Faulcon

With talking and all natural sound effects from start to finisk
mi

MisGia mlluna comedies
FOR

SMART

lliducatioxxaX Victurts took the industry
by storm with their first talking comedy.
Exhibitors who saw the first preview of
"THE LION'S ROAR" are still laughing.
The MACK SENNETT TALKING
COMEDIES

instantly proved that

Educational was going to live up to its
promise to lead the field of Short Features with Sound.
But there's plenty more coming. For
instance, here is the second announcement: a group of six comedy playlets

DJCATIONAL
IXCHANGES,

FILM
Inc.

THEATRES
that are the smartest things you ever
saw in two reels... .the CORONET TALKING COMEDIES.
Here's something mvc and different
....in story, lines, acting and direction.
They're charmingly witty, as smartly
sophisticated as a Park Avenue ball
room, as classy as a society night club.
CORONET TALKING
COMEDIES
add a crown of mirth
to the smartest picture
programs in the land.

will

/i^^-v

Member. Motion Picture Producers and Dwtt*!butunj of America, In''.. Will U. Uays. PrvsiUent

Out on Time —As Usua
Ready for Distributioi
Next Week
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TRI-C CLUB AT SYRACUSE
NOW IN IISJHIRD YEAR
Syracuse, X. V. — Climaxed by production of "Toucluknvn" as its fourth
amateur production, The Tri Club
(Herald Cinema Critics Club), now
is entering its third year. The club,
sponsored by Chester B. Bahn. dramatic editor of "The Syracuse Herald,"
has as its object the constructive
study of pictures, and establishment
of a meeting place for film enthusiasts. Dinner meetings are held
monthly, and regular theater parties
scheduled. Production of its picture
attracted keen interest, with the film
co-featured with another subject at
the Empire here.
The club co-operates each year m
aiding THE FILM DAILY poll of
critical opinion in selection of the
Ten Best Pictures. Winners of the
symposium, following tabulation of
the votes, are guests at theater parties
in their honor.
The Ten Best Pictures of 1928
■will be made public in the 1929 FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK, issued this
month.

Pathe Climb Continues
ment 1)Shows
State
1f Firm's
(Continued
frcnn Page

\ and a loss of $415,389 for the 16
I weeks ended April 1. These figures
procharges including
I are afterfor alldepreciatio
n, interest and
; vision
after
amortization of discount, etc. and
charging certain estimated excess production costs on pictures in prodiiction prior to April 21 to the special
reserves previously established.

Leo Rejects Reported
Offer on Brin Circuit
(Continued

from

Page

1)

ers. He recently was in New York
■with Sam Miller, in connection with
the sale, where he is said to have
offered the chain to the three firms as
well as to United Artists. No deal,
however, was closed. Accordingly,
Brin has set about to operate the
chain, securing as general manager
Stan Brown, long affiliated with Midwesco. Whether Brown can eliminate
reported red ink houses and put over
the circuit, in view of conditions existing throughout the state, is problematical, but opinion here is that
he has a "tough job" in prospect.
Elyria Houses Reopen
Elyria, O.^Picture theaters here
are open again after having been
losed for two weeks on account of
:he fiu epidemic. Business, however,
s off because Billv Sunday is drawng the crowds. He will be here six
veeks.

Today* s Proof ram of Conference

Here's program for second day of Fifth Annual M. P. Conference of the National Review of Motion Pictures, which concludes its
sessions tomorrow:
Morning Session — 10 o'clock
Topic: "Twenty Years of Motion Pictures with the National
Chairman — Wilton
A. Barrett,
Executive
Secretary
of the
Review of Motion Pictures.

Board of Review."
National
Board
of

10:15

1909 — "Censorship Threatens the Motion
Pictures" — Dr
Frederic C.
former
Conunissioner
of Immigration,
Port
of New
York;
Chairman
of the National
Board
of Review.

Howe,
First

10:35

"Social Viewpoint
the Motion Social
PictureandTwenty
Ago" — Mrs.
Moskowitz, on Prominent
PoliticalYears
Worlcer.

Henry

10:55

1915 — "The
Solution — Selection
of the Staff, Cathedral
of thi: National
Board

11:15

"IJarly Methods of Liberalizing the
Dr.
Chester
C.
Marshall,
Church, Bridgeport
Conn.
1916— "Research
as a Determining
lation"— Col. Clarence A.
Russell Sage Foundation;
of Review.

11:35

11:55

Not
Censorship" — Rev,
of St. John
the Divine;
of Review.
Public Mind and
Pastor,
First
; Member Better
Factor
in Film
Perry. Associate
Fourth Chairman

Cranston
Second

Brenton.
Chairman

the Motion Picture" —
Methodist
Episcopal
Films National Council.
Selection
and
ReguDirector of Recreation,
of the National
Board

1929 — "The National Board, The Public, and the Motion
Picture Today" —
Dr. Francis D. Tyson, of the Department of Economics. University
of Pittsburgh,
Member
Better
Films
National
Council.
Afternoon
Session — 2 o'clock
Topic:
"An Industry Surveys
Its Evolution."
Chairman — Judge
John
R. Davies,
Former
Judge
of Seventh
District,
Municipal Court of Manhattan;
Member of General Committee
National
Board
of Review.

2:15

"Putting

2:35

"What

2:55

"The

Pictures on the 'Big Time'" — William A. Brady. Theatrical Producer, formerly President
World
Film
Corp.
Price Educational
Films?" — Earle W.
Mammons,
President
Educational Film Co.

Motion

Picture
MeetsTrust
the Co.
Banker" — Peter J. Brady, President, Federation Bank and
3:15
"The Motion
Picture Learns to Talk" — Dr. Lee DeForest.
3:35
"The World Market — What the Imported Film Offers to America" — J. D.
Williams,
executive
vice-president
World-Wide
Pictures.
Inc.
4:00 Film.
Visit and reception to delegates.
Rcosevelt
House,
29 East 20th St.
Topic:
"The
Motion
Picture
in History."
Showing
of Roosevelt
Memorial
Evening
Speaker — Mrs.
Douglas Robinson, sister of the late Theodore Roosevelt.
Visit to Vitaphone
Studio
with
delegates
a sound
film.
Delegates will convene at
to take busses to the studio.

participating
in the production
of
7:00
sharp
at the Waldorf-Astoria

Conference Will Tackle
Sound Censor Problem ?
{Continued

from

Page

1)

efforts now being made
in several
states to censor talking pictures.
The delegates assembled in the
morning for registration at ten o'clock
and shortly thereafter visited a number of projection rooms to preview
unreleased product. The afternoon
session started about two o'clock with
a discussion, "Organized Interest in
Motion Pictures," delivered by Professor Leroy E. Bowman secretary
of the Nat'l Connnunity Center Ass'n
and member of the faculty of the
Uep't ot Special Science at Columbia
University. Following a general welcome by Dr. W. B. Tower, chairman
of the National Board, there came
a talk by Mrs. Newton D. Chapman,
l\arman of the Better F"ilnis Committee of the Board, called "Films and
Patriotism." Other papers read included "The Child and the Screen,"
by Mrs. Howard S. Gans, president
of the Child Study Ass'n of America;
"Reaching Specializd Audiences with
Selected Films," by Mrs. Thomas A.

McGoldrick, chairman of the M. P.
Bureau of the International FederaCatholicis Alumnae;
the
Musiction ofLover
Interested "Why
in Sound

'IVade Commission on application for
a comi)laint ag;iinst the company foi
its block bi>oking activities. Dismissal
by the commission of the application
was announced Tuesday by the com
This right to dispose of itf
panv.
()rodui t, according to its free and in
('epoiident discretion "is entirely nn
traniineled by any agreement, under
te!i(U<l.
Patlie constanding or otherwise,"

Censors Claim Wide
Power(Continued
on Sound
l^ilms
frum
Page
I)

to prevent the censors from "usurping" power to with
censorpictures.
dialogue used
in conjunction
Meanwhile, a change of venue is
being sought by the censor board,
under a statute providing that injunction proceedings against an officer
of the state, must be heard in the
place where the officers' office is
located, it being contenrled that James
I-'. Wingate,
of the board, makes I
his
office at head
Albany.

Ochs Describes Advertising
(Continued
from
Page
as "Very
Essence
of I)News"
said Ochs, "and it is often referred to
as if it were objectionable. Advertising is the very essence of news. Intelligently conducted newspapers are
not
made for
for readers.
advertisements.
are made
Readers 'I'hey
make
advertisers."
St. Louis Theater Plan Dropped
St. Louis — IMans for a theater at
Hamilton and Easton Aves., have
been drojiped by the St. Louis Amusement Co., due to acc|uisition of the
Mikado in the same neighborhood
The site has been sold for a commercial building.

Pictures,'' by Mrs. E. H. Caliill, chairman of motion pictures for the National Federation of Music Clubs;
"The Creative Power of America's
Art Form — The Talking Movie," by
Rafferty Heads St. Louis Local
Gena Branscomhe, composer; "How
St.
Louis — Cieorge W. Rafferty iThe Educator Can Stimulate Producnew president of the operators local
tion of the School Room Film," by
the Hon. George J. Ryan, president Other officers are: vice president.
of the Board of Education of New Ralph Graves; recording secretary,
York City.
Fred L. Twiehaus; financial secretary.
Last night, the group visited the O. R. Meyers; treasurer, Walter
Little Carnegie Playhouse where films Schaefer; business manager, O. Kleinheld to be notable examples of mo- topf;
guide, C. Mulcahy; sergeant-attion picture art were specially shown. ;irms, Fred Knoepfler: trustees, C.
There addresses were made by J. K. Palline. R. Nicoly and H. Witte; delegates to the Central Trades and
Paulding, chairniaii of the Committee
Labor Union, R. Goodale and A. L.
on Exceptional Photoplays of the Na- Stone; executive board, R. Finnegan
tional Board and Col. Roy W. Win1 in, managing director of the Amateur and J. C"aruso; members of the committee for the Projectionist Fund,
Cinema League.
W.
Fritsch,
H. Meyers, G. WestcrThe meetings will be resumed this
morning.
sen.
Edward Murjihy and C. Courmayer,

Paramount, Opens Toledo
"Coquette" Campaign
House, Leases Another
Under Way in 23 Cities

Akron Houses Exchanged
sponsored by newspapers of 23
Akron. O. — Max Federhar has
urned his Nixon over to Charles P. key cities, the Mary Pickford cotalder and V. M. Gill, and has taken
operative advance campaign for "Coquette," is under way. In each inexchange Staldcr and Gill's house
stance, the newspaper selects a girl
he
and Gill now
ave People's.
the NixonStalder
and Southern,
and between ages of 18 and 25 to go
ederhar has the People's, Rialto, to Hollywood for a two week vacaameo and Regent.
tion as guest of Miss Pickford.

(Commission Stand on
Block
Hookin«>
Same
(C/nlinMcd
fiom
fane
1)

Toledovasion —
Paramoinit's
inof Toledo,
which planned
gets uiuler
way here Feb. 1, will be extended
through a second new house, to be
built bv local capital at a cost of
S2,OO0,600. and with 4,000 seating
capacity for opening by November.
The Toledo-Paramount, is now being completed.

Stage Play for May McAvoy?
May McAvov is being sought to
star in a Broadway stage play. The
completed her constar, who
tract withrecently
Warners, is being sought
for talkers by a number of companies.
Salt Lake Lab Opens
Salt Lake City — Great Western
Film Laboratories have opened here
with Ben T. Ritchie in charge.

true as your ear
fresh as tomorrow
all over the world
Three

Every

Issues

Week

alleged competitor, either now
or in years to come, can ever hope
to attain the supremacy that FOX, the
pioneer in talking newsreels, has held
since the very first issue on December
3rd, 1927* No other newsreel can hope to
NO

fe;-

match the amazing strides of Fox Movietone News, for which crews are now
gathering the sights and sounds of the entire world, guaranteeing a steady supply
of the latest and most important news
events from every corner of the globe.

This Week*s 3 issues Cover

France S'witzerland
Culf o£ Mexico
The Antarctic
Havana
Florida

Portugal
Porto Rico
Neiv York

More than a newsreel— It's a BOX-OFFICE FEATURE!

FOX MOVIETOA^EiirS
A WORLD-WIDE

NEWS
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Price
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25 Cents
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..^

are being offered to the general public oy
Universal for the best answers to the question:

ring women *^
Why do almeluly
men?
love ho
It's a knockout exploitation idea for eX'
hihitors. See Univensal Weekly, Jan. 12th
issue and following issues for details.

mmmmm

Laemmle's
Carl PRODUCTION

SUPER

Starring

CONRAD
MARY

VEIDT and
PHILBIN

with Olga Baclanova, Brandon
Hurst, Sam DeGrasse, Cesare
Gravina, Stuart Holmes, George
Siegmann. Two negatives— one
Silent, one with Dialog.

A Paul Leni Production

There's

Only

One

YEAR
THE 1929 FILM DAILY Accu
racy
Complete

IOUT

BOOK

Coverage with

THIS MONTH

FREE

TO

FILM

DAILY

SUBSCRIBERS

NORTH
WEST
^ EAST

SOUTH^

Registered, dtso released under license --^M^mbers
American Society oj Comvoser$,Jiufhors8j^ahlishers
BROADWAY'S BIGGEST SONG HITS
THE MOVIES MOST POPULAR THEME SONGS
Set before your eyes on the screen in beautiful exotic surroundings. The words of each song unfolds before your audience while
being sung by the greatest artists in the country.
Plays on any non-synchronized device or phonograph — Places the small
house on a par with the big one.

2

Subscribers extended privilege of ordering theme songs from our
list— ACCOMPLISHING MOST TERRIFIC TRAILER PLUG
DEVISED FOR PICTURES.

2

RELEASES
~A WEElT
We supply
FILMS
and
RECORDS
at a small cost!

Positively brings down the house.
Be first in your town to book this epoch making entertainment and EFFECTIVE BUSINESS GETTER.

WRITE— PHONE-WIRE

AD-VANCE TRAILER
SERVICE CORPORATION
New York
729 7th AVE.

Advance
^
Trailer
Phone:
Service Corp.
1929
New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
'X
Your "Synchro Song Films"
N,
sound interesting.
Without obli%
gation, send more details.
^

Bryant 7177

Are You A
Subscriber To
ADVANCE
TRAILER
~^=c^
SERVICE
"The Press Sheet of the

Screen?"

^/Acjwilers

Chicago
845 S. WABASH
Phone: Harrison 0159

■\ Los Angeles
1928 S. VERMONT AVE.
Phone: Beacon 0960

A deluxe trailer supplied
on every feature picture
you play, with added
supplements
all talking and soundon pictures,
animated day-titles,
^
openings,W^
closings,
presentations, and Holiday
trailers; all for $4 per
week.

Sound Situation Sales Effect Nozv Being Analyzed
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PAIHE 8E[KS CLEAR CUT
I' ISSUE IN CENSOR FIGiJT
\ \ Striving to prevent any clouding
■ *>f the issue, due to legal technicalities, Pathe went to bat Friday in
.he first round of its fight to present New York censors from "usurpng power of censoring
films," persuading Supreme Court Judge Glenlon to hear arguments on the merits
.)f the case.
This was done through
,■*■. R. Coudert, Jr., Pathe counsel,
l.fter the court had indicated inclinaion to agree with E. E. Cole, counel of the Dept. of Education,
that
he case should be heard at Albany,
laiming that is where offices of the
ensor,< are located.
The court has instructed Pathe to
Ic its brief Monday and the censor
lid to file brief next Friday, afwhich the court will decide the
uestion
of jurisdiction
or either
lake [lermancnt
or vacate Pathc's
ijunction, secured in a test action,
leanwhile, the court has the matter
f jurisdiction
under
advisement,
loudert is striving to prevent the
irisdiction issue from confusing the
,sue of the censoring of sound in
. onnection with films, against which
e is fighting.
Under a state law, inmction against a state officer must
' filed in the city in which offices
' the defendant are located.
Coudert
attacked efforts of cen)rs to pass on sound used in con• action
with
"Sal
of Singapore,"
hile Cole upheld the censor stand
Friday's argument.

I
REPRODUCTION FORECAST
Discovery
of a way
to directly
insform
telephonic
current
into
und waves in the air without the
tervention of anything mechanical,
ything involving inertia or elastic■ was predicted for the ultimate
•und reproducer by Dr. Lee De For»t, inventor of Phonofilm, in an ad♦ess before the Fifth Annual M. P.
•inference of the National Board of
iview, which Saturday concludes its
l^ee day session in New York.
The ultimate reproducer,
said De
West, "the one which shall give us
ti nearest possible approach to perf'tion, will in my opinion, involve
! thing so clumsy, so inherently imfrfect as a diaphragm of any descption."

Sunday,

January 27,

A ''Magna Charta"

Detroit — Magna Charta of
the Allied, is the term used to
describe the Abram F. Myers
statement by H. M. Richey,
secretary of AlUed States
Ass'n and business manager of
the Michigan unit. Richey
took a leading part in revival
of Allied, with which the
Michigan membership voted to
affiliate, over opposition of
the
state's biggest affiliated
circuits.

1929

KEENER COMPETITION IN
SALES SURE THIS YEAR
PHOTOTONE NOW OEEERED
AS SYNCHRONOUS DEVICE

Suffolk, \'a. — New synchronous
Phototone is complete and ready for
the market, according to Phototone
Sales Co., southern distributors of
product of the Platter Cabinet Co.,
Noith Vernon, Ind., which manufacturers the device, heretofore made
only as a double turntable non-synchronous machine. A reproducer for
soon to be added.
Gross sales of Pathe for the 12 sound-on-film
The
device
is to cost $1,800 for
weeks ended Oct. 6. 1928 was $3,686.927, it is shown in a statement synchronous and non-synchronous,
of earnings, which lists net for the and will be available to Phototone
period at $167,798.50. This com- owners for $1,200. If only the synchronous disc device is purchased the
pares with profit of $65,338 reported
for the previous 12 weeks period price is $1,400. the sound-on-film attachment costing an additional $500.
ended July 14, 1928.
Detailed statement of Pathe earn- The prices include installation charges.
ings appear on page 12.

PATHE GROSS $3,686,927

fOR 12 WEEKS' PERIOD

Talking Sequences Added
for Seattle Film Run
Seattle — Talking sequences have
been added by sponsors of the device
to First National's "Companionate
Marriage" for showing via Melophone
at the Winter
Garden
here.

Price 25 Cents

18 Melotone Synchronizers
Sold After Demonstration

Major
Companies
Even
on Sound — Showmen
Guarding Playdates
Keener competition in sales than
has existed for several years is being
anticipated for the 1929-30 season by
sales executives, as they survey the
outlook for the season ahead. By
mid-year, major companies will be
well along on their sound picture programs, so that a number of them
will start neck to neck, as the new
season approaches. This situation
will prevent a repetition of that which
occurred last year, when many companies were unprepared for the sudden sound picture demand.
The spirited competition looming
is expected to be increased greatly
by the present state of exhibitor
mind. Theater owners in many sections look forward to the year with
uncertainty, hesitant to stake their
judgment too far in advance. Whether sound will continue as a permanent factor or will face a public reaction and swing back to silent films
is a question many are debating.
Hence, many believe it's going to be
hard to get them to sign on the
dotted line for any great number of
pictures. Many exhibitors now, in

Toronto — Eighteen Melotone synchronizers were sold after a demonstration here for exhibitors by S.
S. Krellberg of New York. The
machine, geared to play 33 1/3 rpm
records, is sold for SI. 500.
fact, buynot "from
mouth,"
cautious
to sew hand
up too to
much
playing time before they ascertain just
how the public stands on the question of sound pictures.

The Week is Passing

MONDAY : So the Federal Trade Commission sees slim chance 15 F. N. Managers Attend
of calling a second Trade Practice Conference. Down in
New York Sales Meeting
Washington, little need is held for such a step in view of the
Fifteen managers of First National
lonpf-pending litigation against Paramount in which is involved part eastern branches attended sales convention held in New York this week
of the code. You will be amused perhaps to learn that in whipping
and
presided
over by Ned E. Depinet,
ming
Year
forthco
the
for
al
data
into shape a large mass of historic
general
sales
manager.
Book we discovered that it was exactly August 30, 1920, or many
Going Up
years ago as this business is figured, that the commission launched its
investigation of Paramount.
Be that as it may, it is interesting to call attention to the fact,
Synchronous and non-synthat, regardless of what the government may do, there is some dischronous disc and film reprocussion in inner circles of the advisability of holding a conference
ducing devices are appearing on
the market wnth surprising
by and of the industry for purposes of housecleaning without broomwielding by any outside source. . . .
rapidity, it is shown by the
Sound Section of THE FILM
Overseating, now a national pastime, is about to hit Philadelphia.
DAILY YEAR BOOK, to be
There, 12,000 new seats will be added in 1929. No wonder conjecture
issued
this month. A comis rife over the future in the downtown section of the city which has for
plete list and classification ol
devices will be a feature of the
long been a Stanley stronghold ....
editions.
If Uncle Carl goes through
with
his
plan,
the
test
will
prove
{Continued
on Page 3)
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Paramount Exchange
Kansas City, Mo. — Construction of
the Paramount exchange building
here at 18th & Wyandotte Street is
Hearing completion. It will be ready
for occupancy in March.
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DIVISION
"U BOAT 9"
UNTAMED
JUSTICE
..
WEARY
RIVER
WOMAN
OF AFFAIRS

Jan.
Feb.

Feb.

1929 Wampas Frolic, Hollywood.
Universal Club Dance, Hotel Aster,
New York.
Mar. 2 AM PA Hollywood Masque Ball in
New
York.

SUBJECTS
SILENT

Double Featuring Used
British Company Plans
to Combat Sound Films
6 Pictures; U. S. Talent Seattle
— Double-features is the

London-^Harry Lambart and M.
Patterson have completed negotiation for erection of a sound proof
studio at Chiswick which is to be
completed the end of this year. Mean'26 while the company is continuing with
6
ts present schedule of six productions.
It is understood that a production
staff, having had experience in both
California and New York has been
engaged.

Jan.

Second day of Fifth annual conference of National Board of Review.
27 Annual banquet of M.P.T.O. of
Eastern
Pennsylvania.
31 Theatrical baU of Los Angeles
branch
of Actors
Equity
Ass'n.
31 Opening of 6,000 seat Fox Theater,
St. Louis.
York.Guild Cinema opens in New
1 Film

Feb. 1 Opening mount
ofat Toledo.
4,000-seat Toledo-ParaFeb. 2 Fox Athletic Club Dinner and Dance
at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Feb. 3 Dinner of the Silver Screen sponsored by The Film Bureau in New
York.
Feb. 9 Dinner of Writers Branch of Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
writers.
Hollywood, to visiting dialogut
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weapon being employed by suburban exhibitors here to combat talking pictures at downtown houses.
Despite this move, the sound houses
are getting the business.
"Redskin" Opening

14

Brown En Route West
Clarence Brown left New York
Friday night for Chicago, where he
will board an airplane for the balance
of his journey to the studio. During
his stay in the East Brown made
tests of stage players now under consideration for his next production,
"The Wonder of Women," adaptation of a Hermann, Sudermann novel, "Sitephen Tromholt's Wife." This
will be a part-dialogue picture and
is now being prepared for the screen
by Bess Meredyth.

"Redskin," Paramount's natural
color Indian film, starring Richard
Dix, will have its premiere Saturday
night at the Criterion, New York,
where it will remain for an indefinite
Murphy for Three Publix Houses
run. Dix, who has been in a New
New Manager at Fond du Lac
Rochester, N. Y.— Milton H. Feld,
Fond du Lac, Wis. — S. John Kel- York hospital for more than a week, director of theater management for
plans
to
attend
the
opening,
as
does
zenberg is the new manager of the
Publix, has appointed Melvin J. MurBrin here which reopened recently Victor Schertzinger, the director and
manager of
the company's
three
John
Bachman,
associate
producer.
after being closed for remodeling and
housesphy,here.
Murphy
will supervise
the installation of sound equipment. All of them are now in New York the Eastman, Regent and Piccadilly.
Kelzenberg was formerly manager at making Dix's new all-talking film,
the Strand, Madison.
"Nothing But the Truth," at the
Holliday at Asheville
Long Island studio. William Powell
Asheville,
N. C. — Tom Holliday is
'56
and Nancy Carroll, vacationing in the new manager of the Publix
6 Desormeaux Gets Another
New York, also will be present, as Plaza here, succeeding Howard S.
Madison, Wis. — • The new East will Monta Bell.
Amos who has been transferred to
Side theater to be erected by the
Macon, Ga.
Publix S. F. Changes
East Side Business Men's Ass'n has
been leased to Arthur P. Desormeaux,
San Francisco — The following
who operates the Strand. The the- changes in the Publix theater staff
ater which will cost about $150,000
made; Tom Lancour, formto build, is expected to be ready have erbeen
THE NAME YOU GO BY
manager of the St. Francis is
about Sept. L
assistant manager to John C. Smith
yVHEN YOU GO TO 6UY
at the California, Gene Karlin as manGrebner
Managing
Two
ager and Dick Lucas former treasurer
OOViTNS
AND
UNIPORIVfS
Madison, Wis.^ — Leo Grebner, who of the California will be at the St.
1437
B WAY. NY
TEU5580 PENN. I
has been assistant to F. J. McWil- Francis. Edward Hussong returns
AUSO 25.000
COSTVMCS
TO RE.NT===a
liams manager of the Fischer thea- to his former post as treasurer of
ters here, has been named manager the Granada.
of the Madison and Majestic by L.
K. Brin, Milwaukee, who recently
took over Fischer houses. A new
manager for the Parkway will be appointed soon. McWilliams will continue to make Madison his headquarters and manage Fischer interests in
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in
the state.
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The Week is Passing
(Continued from Page

valualjle. "Broadway, " now in production at Universal City, is to play
day and date on Broadway. One
tluater will house the sound version;
the other, the straight silent picture
1. 1 yesteryear. Laeinnile believes the
runs will provide a standard of
icinparison between sound and silent
pictures from which Universal hopes
to learn much by way of ft)r!uing its
tiiture policy. . . .

On the Horizon
Tuesday. We sharpened pencils on
this day, wrestled with the telephone
and discovered
this:
That advance estimates for 1929IV JO show fewer pictures than the
current season.
Not a drastic cut,
i:iparative
figures
indicate,
but
. ertheless a trimming.
Like most
:ner matters in filmatics these days,
'lame sound.
All through
the iniustry, considerable uncertainty pre.ails.
Everybody
has shaped plans
make talkers, of course.
There
< ins to be no other choice. Neverheless, the uncertainty over sound
ind exactly what it will bring is
empering discussion over futures
\ ith much caution. However, to get
)ack.
Fewer pictures, as we have stated
)n other occasions, open the door to
)etter pictures. Certainly, no indiidual who has the best interests of
his industry at heart can argue conra-wise. Sound, color, double width
ilnis, a third dimension — all these are
■ ssets that will round out the maured growth of motion pictures, but
11 of them and whatever else science
nay develop must bow before quality
nd intelligence in story, acting, dicction, treatment, tempo and photogaphy. Chortle if you like, but in
929 as in every other year in the
idustry, past and present, it is the
uality film that counts. . . .
Tie in what follows here with what
as gone above if you like: "In Old
Arizona," a splendid picture and the
r>t to be made entirely in sound out>rs, kicked business up to $54,000
cr the week-end at the Roxy in
,cw York. They don't want to see
r>od pictures, eh?
Not much....

1)

in tiuir attitude will agree that many
matters call for adjustment. That
this is so does not necessarily reflect
on the integrity of either exhibitor or
distributor. We remember Hays declaring many months ago and not
once, but several time thereafter that
in arbitration, for instance, the system had not reached perfection and
that with time nnisl come changes.
In connection with the standard exhibition contract, the exact circumstance prevails. So it is in other
directions as well. Now whether
Myers and his i_deas for reform are
radical or moderate, we do not know
at this juncture. VVe propose to find
out, however, and very soon at that. . .

Michigan Joins
Thursday: From the Allied headquarters:
Michigan joins. Word flashed from
Detroit gives the vote as 249 for, 101
against. Butterfield and Kunsky,
both operating chains which are producer-affiliated, turned thumbs down
on the proposal, but the remaining
directors turned the balance of their
votes the other way. Important, because this unit is perhaps the best
organized in the United States. It is
our opinion that by this act Michigan
will wield enough influence in the
Middle West to swing other state
units into Myers' camp....
A neighbor, Wisconsin is in the
throes of great indecision. On Nov.
19, the directors decided to sally forth
under the Allied banner. Then Fete
WoodhuU of persuasive tongue
alighted from a Pullman in Milwaukee, harangued the boys and now
exhibitor ranks arc split neatly in
two

Interchangcability, one of the flies
in the sound picture ointment, has
been lodged on the doorstep of the
Department of Justice. Agreements between equipment manufacturers and producers purporting to
restrict sound reproduction to approved systems is all wrong and
should be ditched. So thinks Myers
and following his belief, you now find
the question one for the attorneys
of the Justice Department to handle.
Right along has there been talk of
Myers Platform
a test case on interchangeability. Now
iVednesday: Commissioner Myers it
is here
ow proclaims his Magna Charta for
xhibitors. An interesting statement
Stubborn Boys
1 policy, it appears to us from a
Friday: Somebody somewhere
uick reading. He talks about the
ced for remedies in the business filed a complant against Pathe with
ractices between distributor and ex- the Federal Tfade Commission. It
il)itor. It is not our intention at this concerned block booking. The commission investigated and dismissed the
nie to diagnose of what Myers proves to do. We see a need for petition. But — don't think this deoful study of his platform before
noted a change of heart on a longstanding issue. Not at all, the official
ring our own views in print. That
attitude
toward purchases in block
0 ispropose
shortly.
How-ever,
essentialto todo remember
this:
hasn't budged one iota. It's death
Ihe need for overhauling in certain to the practice insofar as the F.T.C.
ell-define directions exists. We re- is concerned with Paramount supplying the battleground....
ise to turn PoUyanna to the extent
Headlines highlights:
: believing that everything is right
1 the operating machinery of this
Pathe's net is $167,798 for the secjsiness. It is not and to state so
ond quarter of 1928 which for that
'amps
us neither
recalcitrant
or company, ended on Oct. 14. Comouble-brewer. Those who are honest
paring this with a profit of $65,338

for the first three months of the fiscal
year, the definite progress made assumes more definite form. Hard
work and clever executive management are responsible....
Perhaps "(jueeii Kelly" will reach
the market this year after all. Messrs
Vi>n Stroheim and Kennedy had a
few measly words regarding productioti costs. \'on won't finish the picture, but Eddie Goulding will. How
Ciloria feels about it, we haven't
heard ....

Pioneer

Renames Film
Salt Lake City— Pioneer Film Corp
producer of "The Exodus." ten reel
him which portrays the historic journey of Brigham
Young
into Utah
have changed
the name of the picture to "All Faces West."
Directors
of the company here arc leavi
ng for
Hollywood for the premiere.
"Blue" Ordinances Upheld

Richland Center. Wis.— The city
ordinance forbidding Sunday picKeener Than Ever
tures has been upheld here by vote
Today: Scalps hunting such as of the common council
after considvcui have never seen before will highering petitions for and against the
Jlight the 1929-1930 season. Supremacy change. The controversy was of
in the sound picture field will not long standing.
only reach into the studios, but into
the field as well. Competition for
Fire at Litchfield, 111.
bookings is destined to wax heavier
Litchfield,
111.— Damage estimated
than ever before and if you find the
roadway cluttered with mained and at $20,000 was caused by a fire here
injured just remember that in busi- which destroyed the Palace. A Vitaness, as in everything else, the weak phone device recently installed at the
house, was destroyed. H. Tanner,
go dow'u before the strong....
Ill-advised Seattle suburbanites. In owners stated that the house would
the Pacific Northwest city, outlying be rebuilt immediately.
exhibitors are going in for double
Fire at Illinois House
features in an effort to keep patrons
Pana, 111. — Joseph Berroycr, profroni journeying to the downtown
jectionist at the New Palace, was
theaters equipped for sound. Dear
Seattle folks, that is not the way to burned painfully when he attempted
do it. The idea may be swell for a to extinguish fire started by an overtime. It may look like a buy to the
heated motion picture film. Three
public and all that sort of thing, but firemen were overcome by smoke
not for long. Sitting through two fea- while fighting the fire which spread
tures, not to overlook a newsreel and through the theater.
possibly a short on any one given bill,
Brown at Pittsfield House
takes the process out of the entertainment class and into the realms of
Pittsfield, Mass. — Thomas Brown
boredom. And once an audience gets has been appointed manager of the
Palace here succeeding Maurice
"curtains"
now take
reluctant
leave of you Rosenthal. Brown will also have
it means
thatVVe way,
until Monday. We hear the Year charge of the Colonial, another G. B.
Book calling.
K A N N Theater Co.'s house.
Morrison
Leaves
Publix
Sacramento House Renamed
Jacksonville, Fla. — Charles S. Morrison, who managed the Florida for
Sacramento/ Cal. — The Sutter is
the new name of the Godard which Publix. has resigned to assume the
management of the
has been opened under the manage- Baseball Club. Morrison Jacksonville
is president
ment of Max Weiss. The house will
and general manager of the ball club.
feature first run pictures.

Waugh Leases Waterloo House
Waterloo, la. — W. T. Waugh,
manager of the Strand at Cedar Rapids has taken a five year lease on
the Plaza here from the Plaza Syndicate. Waugh will operate the
house with straight pictures.

Brin Seeks Strand at Madison
Madison, Wis. — E. W. Kelzenberg
has been named by L. K. Brin as
manager of his Parkway here. Kelzenberg formerly was assistant manager of the Strand theater for which
Brin is said to be negotiating with A.
P. Desormeaux.

Free Pictures at Huntingburg
Huntingburg, Ind. — Businessmen
of Huntingburg have arranged with
the Gem here to show free pictures
every Saturday afternoon beginning
Feb. 2 and for the next six weeks,
it is reported.

New Title for Dresser Film
The title of the new Fox picture
featuring Louise Dresser, which Irving Cummings is directing, has been
changed from "The Grouch Bag" to
"Empty Arms."

Saul Strauss Transferred
Milwaukee — Saul Strauss, formerly
assistant manager at the Milwaukee
Theater Circuit's Venefian, Racine,
has been succeeded by Royal Gooding, formerly
manager
the circuit's
Venetian
theater
here.at Strauss
has
been transferred to the Coast.
New Owner for Sonora House
Sonora, Te.v. — A. C. Elliott has
closed negotiations for Adwell-Elliott Co. for a three year lease from
J. M. Barnett on the La Vista here.
O. K. Rankhorn will operate the
house.

Souther at Nashville
Nashville, Tenn. — Robert H. Souther, formerly connected
with
the
Grande and Lyric at Iluntsville, Ala.,
is manager of the Belmont here.
Lake Worth House Reopened
Lake Worth. Fla.— The Oakley has
been reopened here with Richard Dorman as manager.
Damage at Laurel
Laurel.
Md — Damage
amounting
to about $20,000 was done by fire tc
the theater here which Philip Merrill
owns.
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Richard Barthelmess in

"Weary River"
Length:

8000 ft.
Syn. 7916 ft.
BARTHELMESS DOES HIS
USUAL FINE WORK IN ROLE
OF CRIMINAL TRYING TO GO
STRAIGHT. STORY LACKS ACTION AND RAMBLES TOO
BUT IT'S BOX-OFFICE.
MUCH.
acting
Dick Barthelmess'
Cast
splendid. He creates a strong characterization ina part that makes him
rather indecisive. Betty Compson
lends adequate support. Others William Holden, Louis Natheaux, Raymond Turner, George Stone, Gladden James.
Drama
Story and Pl-oduction
of the underworld. A big proportion of the footage is dialogue, and
consequently the action suffers. This
in an underworld story is very noticeable. Barthelmess is immense. He
creates a well rounded characterization. The weakness is in story plot,
which forces the star to zigzag between the life of crime and trying to
go straight You are never sure till the
climax just what he is going to do.
It looks like a great film for the reformers and bluestockings. The warden and Dick's gal preach purity as
good as any minister. But with Dick
Barthelmess not only acting, but
singing — yes, and good singing— although we're not sure that Dick
sang— it's bound to drag 'em in.
Direction, Frank Lloyd, excellent;
Author, Courtney Riley Cooper;
Scenario, Bradley King; Editor, Ed
Schroeder; Titles, Not listed; Photography, Ernie Haller, very good.
First National

"The Little Wildcat"
Wai-ners
Length: 5644 ft.
A COUPLA OLD VETS RESTAGE THE CIVIL WAR IN
SIX REELS OF DIALOG. DODDERING FILM, DODDERING
DIALOGUE.
Cast. .. .George Fawcett and Robert Edeson play a couple of old Civil
War vets and squabble in tiresome
silly dialog through long stretches of
film. Audrey Ferris and Doris Dawson, the granddaughters, also squabble, making it a perfect foursome.
Others also licked by the film calamity are Hallam Cooley, James Murray.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy.
You see. Little Wildcat had a granddaddy who was a dear old grouch.
Ever since the Civil War he had
spent his time in squabbling with his
side kick about which of 'em fought
the best at Bull Run. You really
couldn't blame Little Wildcat for being squabbly with her sister. She
inherited it from granddaddy, don't
you see? So Little Wildcat squabbled over a stray aviator. They all
wind up in the hotel room of the aviator with the two granddaughters almost compromised and granddad terribly mad and everything. Just six
reels of squabble. Mostly in dialog.
Not even good squabble.
Direction, Ray Enright, blame the
story; Author, Gene Wright; Scenario, E. T. Lowe, Jr.; Editor, George
Marks; Titles, James A. Starr; Photograjihy, Don Reynolds;
good.

"The Bellamy
Trial"
M-G-M
Length: 8000

ft.
COUNT THIS IN WITH SUSPENSEFUL MURDER MYSTERY
PLOT, SKILLFUL DIRECTION
AND SURPRISE KICK IN ENDING.
Cast. . .Honors pretty well divided,
with Leatrice Joy as the defendant
and Charles B. Middleton as the
prosecuting attorney getting the
strong bits. William Tooker as the
judge and Jack Raymond as a professor rate special mention as do Betty
Bronson, Edward Nugent. Others
Peggy Moran, George Barraud, Margaret Livingston, Kenneth Thomson,
Margaret Seddon, Charles Hill
Mailes.
Story and Production. .. .Mystery
drama. Chiefly clever for the intelligent manner in which director Monta Bell built up suspense. Opens like
a newsreel with shots of scenes outside courtroom. Adds greatly to
reaHsm. Story told in skillful flashbacks. Courtroom technique unusually good. Highlights are a dramatic
scene between Leatrice Joy and the
prosecutor; the professor as a lastminute witness kicking the prosecutor's case to pieces; a surprise kick
in ending which is intensely human.
Gets along slowly at first, due to too
many subtitles. Then the dialog and
suspenseful drama snap it into tense
entertainment. Good dialog sequences.
Direction, Monta Bell, skillful; Author, Frances Noyes Hart; Scenario,
Monta Bell; Editor, Frank Sullivan;
Titles, Joe Farnham; Photography,
Arthur Miller, often spotty.
Ranger in

"Fury of the Wild"

John Gilbert and Greta Garbo in

Adolphe Menjou in

"A Woman of Affairs"

"Marquis
Preferred"
Para
mount
Length: 5506 ft.
ANOTHER
FLUFF
FILM
THAT ONLY HAS MENJOU
AND DIRECTOR TUTTLE WHO
THROWS IN SOME MILLIONDOLLAR ATMOSPHERE. BUT
THAT DOESN'T MAKE IT A
PICTURE.

M-G-M
Length: 8319 ft.
GREAT WOMAN
PICTURE.
ONE OF SCREEN'S FINEST
LOVE STORIES. GRETA GARBO GLITTERS. A BOX-OFFICE CLEAN-UP ANYWHERE.
Cast
Greta Garbo
does best
work of her career in a part that all
women will rave over. John Gilbert
has very secondary role. Lewis
Stone and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
immense. Rest of superior cast includes John Mack Brown, Douglas
I-'airbanks, Jr., Hobart Bosworth,
Dorothy Sebastian.
Story and Production
Drama.
Adapted from Michael Arlen's novel,
"The Green Hat." Although they
tried to disguise the original source,
all the women know it is the story
of the notorious lady with a lot of
lovers. Director Clarence Brown has
done a masterly job. He cunningly
dodged the censor stuff by treating
the many-lover episodes as a series of
photos with captions taken from a
newspaper's files. The rest is a great,
tense love story clean enough for
baby sister to see. Greta has a pathetic role that gets men and women alike. So tense it even sealed
the lips of a coupla gabby girls in
back of us. Can one say more?
S. R. O. anywhere. Synchronized,
sound effects.
Direction, Clarence Brown, superb;
Author, Michael Arlen; Scenario,
Bess Meredyth; Editor, Hugh Wynn;
Titles, Marion Ainslee-Ruth Cummings; Photography, Wm. Daniels,
excellent.

"U-Boat 9"

Jofa Prod.
Length: 6500 ft.
IMPORTED
PRODUCTION
FBO
Length: 4899 /(.
JUST AN AVERAGE DOG MAKES BID FOR AMERICAN
OPUS THAT GOES THROUGH
POPULARITY
WITH
LOVE
THE REGULAR SCHEDULE OF THEME A LA HOLLYWOOD IN
STUNTS. STORY IS FAIRLY WAR STORY.
JUST FAIR.
INTERESTING.
Cast
Rate rather weak, none
Cast. .. .Ranger, the dog, is feat- showing anything out of the ordinary.
ured throughout. His work is good Cast mostly German players, are Gerd
and will please the fans. His hu- Briese, Ernest Hofmann, Fred Solm,
man support includes Barbara Worth,
Hella Moja, Mathilde Sussin, Fritz
Robert Homans, Pat O'Brien, Al Alberti, Hans Mierendorff, Carl de
Smith.
Vogt.
Story and Production
Melodrama. This follows the usual forStory and Production. . . .Drama of
mula of the dog stories, and rates sea warfare. At last the Germans
average entertainment of this partic- have turned out a war picture that
ular variety. Pat O'Brien as the has something besides grim and realhero leaves prison after serving a
istic war stuff. They have made an
year for a felony he did not commit. attempt in this effort to inject a love
It seems all hands are turned against interest a la Hollywood. It strikes
him. His only friend is his dog, one as rather crude in many spots,
Ranger. Finally he gets a break the direction and acting being quite
when he meets Barbara Worth, who stilted and artificial in many instances.
plays the part of the daughter of a But the theme itself is interesting. A
hotel proprietor. Barbara takes an German mother suffers the loss of her
interest in him. He resolves to go son in a submarine. She has another
straight, even though he has run in- son by a second marriage to an
to an old pal who is at the head of
Englishman. This son is in the British navy. Wounded, he is brought
a tough' gang in a deserted cabin
nearby. The climax comes when the back to health by a German nurse,
gang robs the hotel, and for a time with the usual love development.
it looks bad for the hero who seems
Some good war scenes with sinking
mixed up in the crime.
of German submarine and English
vessel carry big kick.
Direction, Leon D'Usseau, fair;
Author, Frank Howard Clark; SceDirection, Heinz Paul; Author, the
nario, Frank Howard Clark; Editor,
Heinz Paul; Editor,
same;
Delia M. King; Titles, Not listed; Heinz Scenario,
Paul; Titles, Heinz Paul;
Photography, Bob De Grosse, okay.
Photography, Not listed.

Cast. .. .Adolphe Menjou is at his
best as the bored aristocrat with love
affairs. Nora Lane as his support is
colorless and fails to click in this.
Story and Production
Light
comedy of Parisian life. There simply wasn't enough story to stretch
over six reels.
Another case of a
magazine writer's effort that gets
over with a lot of words in print but
has no pictured action for a screen.
Oh,— well,
day they'll find this
out
even some
in Hollywood.
A tough
assignment for director Tuttle. He
did his best with some gorgeous settings and spectacular parades of
squads of uniformed butlers, chefs,
maids and other flunkies who danced
attendance on the French marquis.
The idea was original, and held some
good comedy. The penniless marquis agrees to be incorporated by his
creditors, who are to dig him up a
rich American heiress to marry.
Slumps badly at end. No femme
support, either.
Direction, Frank Tuttle, handicapped; Author, Frederick Arnold Kummer; Scenario, Ernest Vajda, Ethel
Doherty; Editor, Verna Willis;
Titles, Herman J. Mankiewicz; Plwtography, Harry Fishbeck, excellent.

"Homesick"

f^ox
Length: 6120 ft.
PACKS A LOT OF LAUGHS,
WITH SAMMY COHEN AND
HARRY SWEET THE COMEDY
HEAM THAT KEEP THE MIRTH
BUBBLING.
A POP NUMBER.
Cast. . . .Sammy Cohen, the Hebrew
private in "What Price Glory," makes =
this a real laugh fest with a lost of
slapstick fun. Harry Sweet ably seconds him. Marjorie Beebe the girl.
Others Henry Armetta, Pat Harmon.
Story and Production Comedy.
This is a rollicking comedy with the
fun coming steadily throughout the
reels. It is mostly broad slapstick,
but the kind that makes you laugh
in spite of yourself. It starts with a
poker game that lasts for two dp"s,
with Sammy coming out the winner
of a big bank roll. He has taken
his friend Harry plenty, and the
latter is determined to get his
roll back, figuring that things
weren't just exactly on the level. They
both enter a cross-country bicycle
race for a big cash prize. Incidentally
they are both after a gal in California
who has advertised for a hubby with
enough dough to buy a chicken ranch.
From the time the race starts it is
a series of good hearty laughs. Safe
pop bookings.
Dirction, Henry Lehrman, boxoffice; Auliior, John Stone; Scenario,
the same; Editor, not listed; Titles,
not listed; Photography, not listed,
good.
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"Untamed Justice"
.,,.,,,.;/«

■a

It.

FILLED

A/ITH THE GOOD'OLD HOKE.
A^ITH SENTIMENT
AND
THRILLS MAKING
IT OKAY
-OR SMALL
STANDS.
Cast
Virginia
lirnwii
Faire
N needed cliarin to a very shodproduction.
Good
cast includes
juston Cilass, David Torrcncc, Philo
/IcCulIonph, Alice Lake, Tom
Loiion, S'licldoii Lewis.
Story and Production. . Melodrama.
he story is very loosely coiistructd, and the production is of the usu1 quickie variety. They had a good
ast though, and contrived to knock
ut several reels of fair entertainlent. The gal is held up in a bankr's office and the bonds are stolen
•cm the safe by two crooks. The
irl flees to the backwoods feeling
lat she will be blamed for the robery as she had the combination of
safe. In a cabin occupied by her
"Other, slic meets the air pilot who
es over every day. Later the bond
audits show up, and rob the mail
lane.
The
finish is fairly peppy,
ith a dog and horse running down
le escaping
bandits.
Just a filler
>r the daily changes.
Direction,
Harry
Webb, ordinary;
uthor,
John
Francis
Natteford;
cenario, the same; Editor, Xot list1: Titles. Xot listed; Photography,
rthur Reeves, spotty.

"Reilly of the Rainbow
Division"
'■'■scent
Leufjth:

6040 ft.
QUICKIE HASH
THAT
IS
HROWN
TOGETHER
WITH A
ETTER CAST THAN IT DEERVES.
RATE
PRETTY
OOR,
EVEN
FOR
SMALL
OUSES.
Cast. . . .Creighton Hale is the hero
• a doughbov. with .M .\lt his com■y buddy.
Pauline Garon and Joan
anding dress up the production,
'thers Jack Carlyle. Lafayette Mete. Rolfe Sedan. Jack Raymond.
Story and Production. ... Comedy
' th war angle. This is a film of the
'lining camps before the boys went
' crseas. In this way the producer
' (Iged the war scenes, which is a
(eat relief. The plot is silly and
•ppy. and just thrown together in
; strenuous effort to force some
lighs. The two buddies in the
iiining cariip scheduled to marry
■teir sweeties, but are placed in the
fard house
on their wedding
day.
le gals disguise themselves as
eughboys. and circulate among the
fldiers without being detected. Now
MI know just what sort of a film
■ -• is. The rest of the proceedings
equally foolish. The climax
■■^'Ots a fair thrill with capture of
sje.s in a balloon.
Direction,
Robert
Ray.
ordinary;
lithor. Not listed; Scenario, Arthur
Jperl;
Editor,
Dave
Rothchild;
'Jtles, Al Martin; Photography, HarForbes, Spotty.

i.iir. 1 hree ot the boys vcjcalizing
"Mild
or Mighty"
ilrew laughs by their funny facial exGrantland Rice — Pathe
pressions, unintentional — which
makes it bad. Al Wohlman as masUp-to-Date
ter of ceremonies wisecracked with Type of ijroduction . . I reel Sporllight
This
reel
is
one of contrasts in a
some so-so stuff, and a group of
Chester Hale Girls did mechanical variety of sports It shows how practically the same kinds of sport activiroutine.
Just
a filler that
won't12
ties can be indulged in strenuously
Jan Rubini, Violinist
linger
in
the
memory.
Time,
mins.
and also leisurely, according to the
vitapiione Wo. ^/i>u
Excellent
temperament of the participants. It
is VNoll edited, and makes an intere-t
Type of production. . V lolin selections
in "My
Bag O'Trix" iiig reel throughout.
Jan Rubmi scores impressively in Trixie Friganza
Vitaphone
No. 2791
his exceptional violin selections
Popular
wliich are beautifully rendered, yet Type of production
.. Comedy songs
"Sweet
Adeline"
Ins style is sucli that it will have a
The good old comedy standby
Fables— Pathe
very wide popular appeal. He does Tri.xie Friganza weighing plenty and
The Usual
^ gypsy number that lias you sway- not ashamed of it steps out in a song
ing 111 your seat with its melody, and all about children knowing an awful T>pc of production..! reel animated
'I'his follows the usual line of Faimishes with. "I Hear \ ou Lallnig lot before they go to school. Trixie
bles, with Milti)!! Mouse and his
Me." This is a sale booKing any- talks the song to a girl friend, spellwhere that harmony is appreciated.
ing out most of the words so her sweetie who are on the vaudeville bill
Rubini has an unusual stage presence,
at the neighborhood playhouse. After
in the room won't get the dirt
anu the tones ot the instrument re- child
and spill it to his daddy. The idea the show the villain cat kidnaps the
cord perfectly throughout, lime, 7 is that Trixie has been stepping out heroine, is chased up and down skymins.
scrapers, and finally the hero catches
with a boy friend and has a date for
a foursome to include the other girl.
the
cat
and
rescues his sweetie. It's
Georgie
Lyons
The gag line comes when her son about time the artist on this cartoon
M-G-M
Movietone
passes her a note saying that he has dug up a new idea that gels awav
Fair
understood all the words she spelled from this continuous kidnapping
Type
of production .... Instrumental about the party, and will tell daddy stunt. We have seen it in at least
a dozen Fables lately.
solo
she doesn't buy him that bicycle.
This Italian harpist is a good
in- if
The comedienne finishes with a goofy
strumentalist, playing three
short song about her various husbands
"Auntie's
Mistake"
numbers
that carry
a popular
ap- whom she got rifl of. burlesf|uing it
Devore
—
Educational
peal. He interpolates
some vocal- on a bass viol. Good pop fare that
Flat
izing tl'.at is fair.
But
somebody won't panic 'em but gets fair laughs.
should have wised hiin up on his fa- Time. 9 mins.
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
cial expressions, for the way he made
Tiiis offering falls very flat witli
eyes at the camera had the house in
a lot of mechanical gagging that fails
titters.
1 ime, 8 mins.
to get the laughs where it should.
The occasion is the celebration of the
Al Abbott in "Small Town Rambles"
first wedding anniversary of Doro"Calling Hubby's Bluff"
Vitaphone
No. 2703
Sennett — Pathe
Average
tiiy Devore and her hubby. Her
Good Number
aunt and uncle arrive, and never havType of production. . Character songs Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
ing met hubbv. they mistake a guest
One of those acts that registers
Billy Bevan has a nifty part in this named Ben for husband. Dorothy
neither hot or cold, but just in be- one. and succeeds in getting a big
can say nothing, for she has been retween. Al Abbott first apears straight
hearsing alove scene with Ben to
quota of laughs that come without
with a little introductory talk, and any effort. He is the sport who thinks
help him with his sweetheart, and is
then goes into several impersona- allthe dames are falling for him. His afraid her rich aunt and uncle will
tions, such as a Chinaman, a farmer, modest wife is in the background misunderstand. Then they drag in
and a colored gent. His accent is with Billy. When she catches hiiu the old bedroom farce stuff, with
very good for the different charac- stepping around with a rich widow, the two couples mixed up. But they
terizations, but there is nothing about she starts to dress up and ritz around
any of it to call for applause. Just on her own. Carmclita (ieraghty keep pulling the same gags till it
gets monotonous. Charles Lament
a fair vaude act.
Time, 8 mins.
looks swell as the wife, and with the
directed this but he shouldn't talk
help of Vernon Dent these three about it.
The Revellers
DiM-G-M Movietone
make it a snappy two-reeler.
rected by Harry
Edwards.
Pop Number
"The Collegians Farewell"
Type of production .... Male quartet
"Smart Steppers"
Collegians — Universal
These boys are a strong singing
Mermaid — Educational
aggregation with a radio following.
Misses
Very Good
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
They make a classy appearance in
comedy
reel
2
Dear old Calford holds its comdress clothes, grouped around their Type of production
mencement week in this one. and the
again — and
Al St. John is backquestio
pianist. They sing three straight pop
one
n
is without
stuff is so darned tedious before it
numbers and get over with some how! This
the wow laugh reels among the winds up that it seems almost a
tricky harmonizing effects. All four of
crop of short comedies. Tlie week since you commenced sitting
current
have good screen appearance and
seemed to know what it was all producers would be perfectly safe in through it. There is no athletic contest, but we still have that good old
offering a reward to anybody who
about. They made a strong impressit throu"'- it without cracking standby, the coach, talking out of
sion on a first-night Broadway audi- acould
lot of smiles, to say the least. Al character to the audience with his
ence. Time, 10 mins.
in back of a soda foun- "Well, folks, here we are again and
gets taina in job
a drug store. After messing
Phil Spitalny and His Hotel
what of it" stuff. He probably figthings up, the boss fires him. and
Pennsylvania
Orchestra
ures that the proceedings need exis
who
window
the
in
plaining. The main gag is strung
M-G-M
Movietone
tells the gal
Ordinary
that
plaster
demonstrating bunion
out for a lot of footage. It consists
her. too, unless she makes
Type of production. .Orchestra with he will fire
the rival having the hero's tuxedo
some sales. So Al goes up the street of
ripped at the seams and basted up
girl numbers
a basement window in a
from
and
again, so that when he dances at the
Photography was poor throughout
s he pounds hammers on "prom" his clothes fall apart. This
this reel, and the changes from close- cobbler
ups of individual players to shots of pedestrians' corns and sends them ancient .eag constitutes the sole reason for making this film, so judge
the entire band were not very well limping into the drug store in droves.
a riot of
handled.
The effect was very jumpy. It's a riot at the end—
for yourself. Nat Ross admits diThe
orchestral
numbers
were
just laughs. Directed by Stephen Robrecting it.
erts.
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Talkers and Silent Films Separate
George Weeks Thinks They Should Not Be Made Simultaneously — Louise Dresser in "Empty Arms"
- — The Gleasons in Talker for Christies — Ralph Wilk Comments on Well-Known Coast Personalities

HOLDS SOOND AND SILENT PRODUCTION SPEEDED AT
TECPIDUEAREDlffERENT TIFEANY-STAHL STUDIO
Simultaneous production of a talking and silent version of any picture
never will work properly in the opinion of George W. Weeks, vice president of Sonoart Prod., a new company now making its first talking and

Production is proceeding rapidly
at the Tififany-Stahl studio, with
"Zeppelin," Reginald Barker production heading the list of pictures in
work. Conway Tearle, Claire Windsor and Larry Kent are featured.
silent version of "Sleepy Valle)'," in Another picture in work is starwhich Eddie Dowling will be starring Eve Sothern, tentatively titled
red, under direction of Fred New- "The
Miracle."
meyer.
Talking sequences are being made
"As this is my first venture in the talking
picture field, I have been looking about me for "Whispering Winds," starring
here in Hollywood observing methods," said Eve Sothern; "Life," (tentative title),
Weeks. "Many of them are making a silent with Ricardo Cortez and Claire
and talking version at the same time, first
shooting the silent sequence and then ex- Windsor, and an untitled picture with
tracting these scenes in which dialogue will Buster Collier, Alma Bennett and
be used for the talking picture.
Eddie Gribbon.
"In my opinion this system is wrong, priThree talkers, six synchronized and
marily because producers are now- dealing
with two distinctly difi^erent forms of ex- nine silent films have been completed
pression, first an orthodox silent picture pro- by the company.

duced under a system and pointing various
highlights which have been found necessary
Serial Unit Returns
as a result of years of study. In the talking
Spencer Bennet and his Patheserial
picture we now have a new medium of expression which cannot be properly handled company have returned from two
under existing methods of silent production —
and that is what some producers are trying weeks location work for "Queen of
to do at the present.
the North Woods."
"Again, I find that we cannot properly
make the tw'o versions from script whether Anita Page in 'Our Modern Maidens'
or not it was first intended for a talking or
silent picture. This fact has been amply
Jack Conway is directing "Our
demonstrated in the cases where producers Modern Maidens," in which is appeartook the precaution to prepare a script for
ing Anita Page, recently signed to a
each version; side by side anyone could de- long term contract by M-G-M. The
tect the great difference. The varianc^e in
length of scene, gestures and timing called picture stars Joan Crawford, recently
for would immediately be apparent even to elevated to stardom.
the most casual observer."'

Re-Sign Renee Adoree
Renee Adoree has signed a new
contract with M-G-M. She has just
returned from the South Seas, where
she played a featured part in the new
Ramon Novarro starring film, "The
Fagan," directed hy W. S. Van Dyke.
M-G-M
Signs
Stage
Player
Gwyn Stratford, young actress now
appearing in the Shubert production,
"And So to Bed," at Baltimore, has
been signed for M-G-M talkers. She
■will appear in Metro Movietone
shorts in New York, continuing
stage work meanwhile, and in about
six months will go to the Coast to
appear in talking features.
Mary Astor Gets Lead
Mary Astor has been assigned to
the leading feminine role in "The
Woman From Hell," which Fox will
produce, with John Erickson directing. Robert Armstrong will play opposite her.
Fox Cast Set
Cast which was selected by Fox
for Irving Cummings' production of
"The Grouch Bag" includes Louise
Dresser, June Collyer, Paul Page,
Oscar Apfel, Ben Hewlett, Jack
Kenny, Paul Nicholson and Marjorie
Beebe.

Pathe Talker Titled
"Strange Cargo" is the new title
of Pathe's first all-talking picture,
originally called "The Missing Man."
Benjamin Glazer directed.
Delaney Opposite Alice White
Charles Delaney will play opposite
Alice White First National-Vitaphone
picture, "Broadway
Babies."
Singing Role for Lois Moran
Lois Moran, will get her first opportunity on the screen to dance and
sing by playing the title role in "The
Belle of Samoa," Fox Movietone tabloid musical comedy with Clark and
McCullough.

Gleasons With Christie
James Gleason and Lucille Webster
Gleason, have been secured by Al
Christie to play the sketch, "Meet
the Missus," for one of the two reel
Christie talking plays, to be released
by Paramount this spring.

ROBERT

LORD

WRITER
Under Contract to
WARNER BROTHERS

F. N. Production Program
70 Per Cent Completec

A Little

Seventy per cent of production !hai
been completed at the First Nationa
By

**Lots*'
om WILK
frRALPH
Hollywood

er,
k"
direct
been
"Chuc
esor,F. has
GHthe Charl
HOU
ALTReisn
away from Minneapolis, his old home,
for seven years, he is still very popular with Mill City fight fans. T'other
night, when Armand Emanuel, the
Coast fighter, won from Harry Dillon in the Minnesota citj', several of
the fight followers sought informang
k." The sional
tion
direcwas regardi
tor
at one"Chuc
time a profes
fighter.
:^

%

:};

Credit Hal Howe with describing
the talkers as celluloid chit chatter.
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: John F.
Goodrich and Bernard McConville chatting at the RKO
studios; Arthur Caesar elated
by the report that 15 Eastern newspapers voted the dialogue in "The Diplomats" the
best of last
* year.
*
*

■
studio.
"High Voltage" Advanced
Because of the necessity of shooting scenes during the snow season"High Voltage" will be put ahead oi
"The Flying Fool" on the Pathe
studio production schedule. Howard.
Higgins and his location men havf
just returned from Butte, where they
were to shoot most of the action ol
this William Boyd starring vehicle.
"Empty Arms" Started
.
Irving Cummings has started di-i
rection of "Empty Arms," a Fox si-'
lent drama featuring Louise Dresser.'
THE

Doorvray of Hospitality i

Al Boasberg declares 'tis a wise
woman who knows her own automobile. A few days ago, Mrs. Boasberg motored from Hollywood to
Culver City, only to learn she had
driven away in a car not her own.
Of course, Al insisted she return the
machine to its
* rightful
*
* owner.
No one is considered a success
in Hollywood uyitil he can afford a
"yes

man."

LON YOUNG
Supervisor
Chesterfield Pictures Corp.
Tec-Art

Studios,

Hollywood,

Calif.

Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha

RUBINEWS-2

Jerry Horwin Wrote, Jack
Foley Directed and Benny
Made Comical in Shorts known
as "High and Low Lifes of
History." You wUl die laughing, God Forbid.

BENNY

RUBIN

_iNTER the doorway d
this popular hostelry and you feel at homa.
There's an atmosphere of cordial welcom*
which marks the difference between th«
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.

Your room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, ovef
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
a few of the features
. . . these
lamp make
at home.
feel but
you are
that
Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures tha
best of food. Therefore, when you areoeat
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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IN
DEVELOPMENTS
NEW
GROWING
FAST
THE
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

mnm pulling house
OUTOFRED AT MILWAUKEE

SOUND

PICTURES
By CHARLES

,^632. in Postage
Chicago — When it became
necessary to ship two amplifiers to Hollywood on a rush
job recently, the Hawthorne
works of Electrical Research
Products used air mail. The
postage bill was exactly $632,
but the amplifiers reached the
Coast at the allotted time.

Bioof
lilwaukVe — Installation
has proved a lite.le equipment
Parkway
Lud\vig"s
r for John
beThe house was "dying"
.
installed
was
sound equipment
to pay renIv grossing enough
have nearly doubled
Talkers
aess, and although rentals eat up
Phonofilm for Harrisburg House
Harrishurg,, III. — The Orpheum
lie major portion of this increase.
he house now is out of the red. (l.'unaged by fire, will be remodeled
alkers cost an average of 100 per into a souncl picture house. De Forest
ent more than silent pictures, with Phonotilni equipment will be used and
synchron- the house will re-open in March.
_S0 per cent boost on the
little or no
Ecd films, containing
Photophone For Denver
Paramount
and
M-G-M
ialogue.
Denver — The State here will be
re serving films for the house, with
VarncTS now testing the installation, equipped
with
Photophone
sound
equipment.
The Colorado also will
ith a view to supplying film.
feature sound pictures.
Talk-A-Phone for Cloquet
Photophone for Springfield
Miller,
M.
Minn.— \V.
Cloquet,
Springfield,
III. — Gus and Louis
securer!
has
here
Leb
ner of the
'alk-A-Phone
sound equipment
for Kcrasotes have closed the Strand here
installation at his house. to install RCA-Photophone equipnmediate
iller was present at a demonstra- Pel.. 10ment. The house is expected to open
on of the device in Mintieapoli'.

TIPS
AND

ON

EQUIPMENT
VARIOUS
DEVICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

F. HYNES

Only Two Talkers Cut
by Providence Censors
Providence — Only two talkers
shown in Providence during the past
year were changed by the city censor, annual report of Police Capt.
George W. Cowan, annisenient inspector shows. In both instances the
subjects objected to were shorts.
"Producers are bending all their efforts to furnish clean and wholesome
entertainment." is his comment.
Last year .30.852,000 ft. of film was
shown in Providence, this being an
increase of 5,000,000 ft. over the previous year. Providence has 20 theaters seating appro.vimately 30,000.
I-"our tion
of devices.
the houses have synchronizaSound for Koppin Chain
Detroit — X'itaplione and .\Io\ietone
equipment has been installed in the
following Henry S. Koppin theaters
here; Harmony, Rialto, Lakewood.
Raniona and Ferndale. Other installations are expected next month.
Biophone for Columbus
Columbus — Biophone has
stalled in the Dreamland
I'ekras. owned
mania,
and operated

mHum^it^
Us in Wichita

It's Sweeping the Nation!

Koteworthy
example are
of the
manner in which exhibitors
featuring
short subjects in advertising, is this
House
copy
used by the Uptown, Wichita,
been inKan., for "The Lion's Roar," first of
and Ter- the
Mack Sennett talking comedies
by Ted
released bv Educational.

Voice and Orchestra selections are
recorded "with such fidelity and delicacy of tone with

such s^veetness and clearness combined w^ith depths as to make
music and entertaimnent of an actual orchestra that is present. The human voice with
every intonation, with every fine expression, with every heart throb, is reproduced lifelike
through RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNS. The one piece construction, the patented,
vibrationless, non-porous material and the lightness of weight, make RACON HORNS
the recognized standard for musical and voice reproduction by the largest Amplifier Companies, Talking Picture Companies and Reproducer Companies throughout the world.
Sizes
of
horns vary from 6" to 6' square bells, with air columns of from one foot to
fifteen feet
THE

DYNAMIC

UNITS

FOR EXPONENTIAL

NEW
UNIT

HORNS

MARK an advanced step in this day of remarkable talking picture achievement. The
results obtained by the use of the Racon Air Column Units are to be a surprise even
to the most critical listener. Your entertaining problems will be solved, the box office
receipts will be increased, your patrons will be delighted by the reproduction from
RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNS AND DYNAMIC HORN UNITS. There wiU
be no blasting, no tiiminess, but perfect amplification combined with volume, depth and
brilliancy.
Consult Our Acoustical Engineers

SpecitUislM in Acoustic Chambers

Factories: 18 to 24 Washington Place, New York, Telephone Spring 1120
Slough, Bucks. England, and 105 Sherbourne St.. Toronto. Canada

THE
M
8

PAILV

Theater
Chicago — More illumination at 65
amperes than obtained with ordinary
arc lamps using up to 160 amperes
is claimed for the new Peerless high
intensity reflector arc lamp, manufactured by the J. E. McAuIey Co.
The lamp was designed to produce
the increased illumination recognized
as necessary for reproduction of
sound-on-film.
National Theater Supply Co.,
which distributes the lamp, claims
the increased illumination is obtained despite reduction of current and
carbon costs.
The arc controlling mechanism
can be removed instantly from the
lamphouse, National says, and automatically disconnects electrically and
mechanically and reconnects when
again pushed inward to its operating
position.
Adjustable means are provided for
the independent control of the rate
of feed of the positive and negative
carbon making it possible to obtain
the proper rate of feed of each electrode on any current from 55 to 70
amperes.
The positive carbon is rotated and
fed continuously, the negative being
fed at intervals according to the setting of the negative adjustment
screw at the side of the control.
Other features claimed for the new
Peerless arc are: automatic instantaneous arc striker, heat resisting
reflector, single cranks
glass
optical
control of all carbon adjustment,
roomy lamphouse, mechanical arc
control, removable as a complete unit
while lamp is in use.
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Equipment
By CHARLES

HIGH ILLUMINATION FOR
NEW PEERLESS CLAIMED

Sunday,

F. HYNES

TALKING SHOP

The Stamp of Approval
An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

Eberson Doing Real Service
to Industry Counteracting
Scourge of Overbuilding
of Theaters Throughout Nation

Speedy handling of crowds is one of the first rules of the show
business. The value of it hardly need be dwelt upon, for the speedier
a house can handle patrons, the more dollars are coaxed into the
box office. Discomfiture of waiting in line for tickets is not relished by patrons, who will drop into an overflow house, in order to
be seated quickly. This places a heavy responsibility on the cashier,
who can "make or break" a house, so far as a number of its patrons are concerned.
A valuable aid to speedy sale of tickets is the Gold Seal Ticket
Register, manufactured by the Automatic Ticket Register Corp.
This vending rnachine has been tried and proved over a period of
years. Because of its long service and demonstrated efficiency, the
Gold Seal has THE FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

Overbuilding, epidemic throughout
the last few years, has been one of
the worst headaches with which the
industry had to contend. Vanity, mistaken judgment, stock promotions
and over-expansion have contributed
their share to the orgy of theater
construction, which has ruined many
former profitable spots.
The danger has been sounded in a
number of quarters, but nowhere
New Westinghouse
President
more forcibly than by John Eberson,
Pittsburgh — Andrew Wells Rob- outstanding among theater architects
ertson of Pittsburgh, president of the of the nation, who calls upon the industry to take inventory.
Philadelphia Co., is new chairman of
Eberson makes a real contribution
the board of directors of Westingto industry welfare in the Eberson
house
Electric
and
Manufacturing Re-Construction and Re-Equipment
Co., manufacturers
of a number
of Section of THE 1929 FILM DAILY
Kansas City — "Castograph," a
shadow box arrangement for lighting items of theater electrical equipment, YEAR
BOOK, forcibly driving
Paul D. home his arguments on the subject
up of names of members of the cast as well as sound equipment.
ravath, continues as general counsel. he knows so well.
during showing of a picture, recently
was tried out here at the Newman.
Results of the test now are being
checked by Publix, with a possible
view of placing the device on the
market. Its purpose is for convenience of patrons, who are seated
following showing of the credit leader and those who wish to remember
names of player^.
The announcer consists of lettering
in silver frames, set on either side
of the stage. The frames, about the
EEPING pace with the phenomenal developsize of a door, are lighted from bement of the motion picture industry. National
hind and the lettering stands out in
bold relief.
ONE-SOURCE, ONE-QUALITY, ONE GUARANTEE Service has conic to stand for modern
London House Has Sentry
perfertion in theatre supplies and equipment .
All units in the battery of four proFrom thumb tack to pipe organ, the National Line rejection machines in the booth of the
flects the convenience of expert service from thirty
exof
new Empire in London, are equipped
Chicago — Prompt reaction
distributing branches; the economy of one-source purhibitors to the new improvements
with Sentry Safety Control. Jos.
chasing and the integrity of a vast National organization.
made to increase versatility of the E. Cohen, president of the Sentry
reis
It
provides
for the ready financing of theatre renovaOrchestraphone Junior Model
Safety Control attended recent opention and for the construction of a new house from the
ported by National Theater Supply
ing of the house operated by the
ground up — completely equipped. It maintains an exCo., which markets the non-syn- Loew interests.
pert repair service for the convenience of the American
chronous device.
exhibitor.
Each machine now is wired for
microphone attachment, which matiy
National Service and modern theatre perfection go
exhibitors have found practical in
SLIGHTLY USED
hand in hand. In supplies, equipment, and appointmaking special announcements and
ments. National sets the pace today ... as it did yesterday ... as it will tomorrow.
in adding "talking" effects. Through
Automatic
Standard
the new effect control, both turntaAsk Your Nearest Branch
bles may be operated at the same
time, allowing the introduction of
or address
various sound effects (such as storms,
General Office, 624 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago
horses' hoofs, bird calls, etc.,) withfitted with
out discontinuing the musical selecF 3.5 Velostigmat Lens
tion in progress. In addition to these
features, the library service has been
Guaranteed Perfect Condition
extended to include a new selection
of sound effect records. Practically
any effect from a whistle or bird call
to a thunderstorm, are now recorded
fr)r Orchestraphone.
▼▼no West aa^SLNewMorh.My^

NEW DEVICE KEEPS NAMES
OF CAST BEFORE PATRONS

Modern
Perfection in
Theatre Service

J'

Prompt Reaction Reported
on Orchestraphone Films

DeVRY

MOVIE HAND
CAMERA
$90.

uiiuociCHBys

National Theatre

Supply

Offices in all Principal Cities

Company

Of Interest to Every Theatre Owner
and Theatre Circuit

KO OU"Jk ] R E
»»t:AJLTHFOl> >^TMOSPHERlC

CONDITIONING

Guaranteed to Reduce Temperatures
10 to 19 Degrees
ABSOLUTELY

SILENT-HUMIDITY

CONTROL-RESULTS

GUARANTEED

The Low Cost of Kooler-Aire — The Low Cost of Upkeep Will
Amaze You —
A 1500 Seat Theatre Can Be Cooled for $20.00 Per Week
No Engineer Required

There is a Kooler-Aire for every size theatre.
WRITE WIRE
•
PHONE

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp.
Division of Arctic Nu-Air Corporation

North West Terminal Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Paramount Bldg.
New York City, N. Y.

818 State-Lake Bldg.
Chicago, 111.
518 City Bank Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.

Sales Offices in principal cities

KOOJ,ER-AJRE

ENGINEERING

CORP.

North West Terminal Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Send engineering data and information
on
KOOLER-.\IRE Year-Around System for my
theatre
feet long,
feet wide
feet high, balcony?
seating
people.
Name
Theatre
Address
,.
City
State...
_
,
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Foreign Markets
By JAMES

P.

ENGLAND NOW LEANING
TOWARD SOUND FILMS

CUNNINGHAM

Kinsman & Ledger Get
British Screen Output

Newspaper
Roxy
"In Old Arizona
Fox

Sunday, January

Opinions
SUN — * * * Individual bits, here and there,
cause the screen to sparkle with their brighl
highlights, but somehow
as a whole it ha:
no great amount of smoothness or pungency.
» « *

AMERICAN—* * * Here is a slick "melLondon — Robert H. Kinsman, manler," with the villain, the handsome hero and
TELEGRAM—*
* * The story is so poci '
aging director of Kinsman & Ledger, the
girl doing some familiar stuff, and though and the reaching after effects so forced and
importers and exporters of films, has it follows the usual film formula for a few exaggerated that the debonair Menjou doc;
consumated a contract with British reels there is a decidedly new twist at the not TIMES
get much
to shine.some
* • brighl
*
— * of* a* chance
It contains
By ERNEST
W. FREDMAN
that puts it in the novelty class. * * * ideas, and is especially pleasingly directed bj
Screen Prod. Ltd., whereby his com- endDAILY
MIRROR—* * * is the first of the
Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"
pany acquires control of all the lat- talkers to be made outdoors in natural settings,
WORLD—* * * The new Adolphe Menjou
London (By Mail) — The invasion ters product for the next three years. without the mechanical advantage of sound Frank
Tuttle. * * *
film at the Paramount plays true to form—
of new devices in the field of the This gives Kinsman & Ledger com- the
stages.
While
it
isn't
perfect,
and
some
of
characters talk in three ranges of voice, a shade too closely true to form as the Menplete rights for British Screen Pro- it is still a big advance in talking film techjou output goes. For of late the series of
sound film together with the anpictures manufactured for this suave and
nouncement ofWestern Electric price
ductions in the following countries:
DAILY NEWS—* * * The voice of Ed- debonair star has' been rolling out of tht
decrease have done much to induce France, Belgium, Switzerland, Holnimund
que. ♦ • Lowe
* proves as captivating as his well-oiled movie machine with the regularity
land, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Austria, silent drama
the industry here to revise opinion on
personality, and Warner Bax- and uniformity of a string of perfect sauter, adopting a Mexican accent for his talkie
the expediency of wiring theaters for Hungary, Czecho-Slovakia, Jugot
slavia, Rumania, Albania, Bulgaria, role in this 100 per cent dialogue producthe 'talkies'. There is no doubt that
Poland, Russia, China, Japan, India,
"A Woman of Affairs"
tion, is simply swell. ♦ * *
'talkies'
sages. * * *
against the two
outcryexhibitors
the
JOURNAL—* ♦ • The picture
M-G-M
British
or among
three Burma, Ceylon, Strait Settlements, is EVENING
outstandingly vivid. It boasts some real
acting
on
the
part
of
its
three
principals,
months ago was due to the stagger- Philippine Islands, South Africa, in- Warner Baxter, Dorothy Burgess and EdCapitol
* * Miss Garbo is excel '
cluding British East and West Africa.
ing prices with which they were
mund Lowe. The mechanical effects are good; lentAMERICAN—*
in the role of the easily-falling Diana.
She
manages
to
invest
it with an undeserving ,
the
voices
of
the
players
register
superbly,
faced for installing the new invenBritish Firm Making
Sound
Films the dialogue is above the average, and the sympathy, though she looks both delicate and
tion.
The Western Electric reduction is
is intelligently able. * » *
London — Supreme Film Co., it is direction
DAILY MIRROR—* * * The story ii;
EVENING WORLD—* * * for once the
125^ per cent. It is expected the reported, is now producing sound object of a ballyhoo lives up to the good sheer, humorless twaddle, but with Garbaj
and
Gilbert
* ♦ in* it and those love scenes ilj
decadent.
company will make spare parts here. versions of their "The Clown," di- an
things
said about
"In Old
excellent
pictureit.indeed;
it isArizona"
due for isa can't miss being a box-office riot. * * *
*
*
*
1
rected by Georg Jacoby, with- Victor
JOURNAL—*
* * ofandthe thost^
whoEVENING
come to see
the translation
ArO
long
life
and
a
happy
one.
*
♦
*
GRAPHIC—*
*
*
It
is
a
big
step
in
the
Earl St. John of the Plaza and Janson and "Saxophone Susie," development of the talkies and certainly gives
menian author's erotic novel will stay t(]
featuring Malcolm Tod and Anny
Francis Mangan, presentation direc- Omdra.
more justification for long dialogues than any
rapturize over Greta Garbo's looks, Greti'j
tor of the Paramount Plaza in Paris
other of the films which have been seen pre- Garbo's acting, Greta Garbo's mannerisms
in short, over Greta Garbo, who gives i
are en route for the States where they
HERALD TRIBUNE— * * * On the whole, marvelous performance.
Encore Films to Produce
are to study presentation methods in
* ♦ *
,
the production
viously. » * * is effectively managed. The
EVENING
* * "ThebestGreer<j
Hat,"
Michael WORLD—*
Aden's sophisticated
sdj|
American theaters. They are expectLondon — Encore Films, Ltd. has swnchronization is excellent, the voices have ler
is at the Major Bowes house under th<
ed to be back in April.
color and tone, the out-of-door sounds are
started
of "Encore."
Bri- restrained and believable and the dialogue is title of "A Woman of Affairs," and althougt
*
*
*
tish production
Screen Productions
will handle
there are some slight changes in the story
POST — * * * Something of a surprise it reveals itself as the nearly perfect screet
The Brimingham justices have distribution.
sensible.
*
♦
*
awaits foryou
this
agreed to the suggestion of the Pubweek,
he in
has Mr.
a filmRoxy's
which cathedral
is by all odds
GRAPHIC—* * * it is a finely directei
lic Entertainments Committee of that
the most interesting all-talking picture yet to and consistent adaptation of the Arlen novel
Prepare Next Harvey Vehicle
It brings Greta Garbo and John Gilbert bad
city to approach the Home Secretary
Berlin — Director Wilheim Thiele is be SUN—*
heard in *the* Pictorially,
town. * * *the film is rather to the Capitol Theater this week in their bes
with a view to inducing the govern- preparing the next Lillian Harvey fascinating, and in this last bit — which might costarring
play. ♦ * * vehicle since "Flesh and thi
ment to adopt some scheme for uni- production, "The Model Of Mont be a free adaptation of the last episode in
— there is a deal of excitement.
HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * Skillfully di
versal censorship. It is stated that
«"Carmen"
* *
rected by
Devil."
* *the
* expert Mr. Clarence Brown
there is so much confusion about cer- Parnasse."
TIMES — * * * Often the story is so well effectively adapted and, above all, beautiful):
told by the dialogue of the characters that played in its all-important central role b;
tain types of films, and their suitabilSign Clift for Two
one forgets for the moment the novelty of Miss Greta Garbo, Mr. Arlen's portrait ot ;
ity for certain districts that one unigallant, tragic lady becomes a vivid and genu
London — Gainsborough Pictures
form rule would be beneficial both to
theWORLD—*
Movietone. ** ♦* *Warner Baxter plays his
has
signed
Denison
Clift
to
make
POST
— * *romantic
* Even photoplay.
with a commonplao
moving
* * *
the industry and the local authori- two more productions. They are Cisco Kid with plenty of dash and flourish. inely
cast "A Woman of Affairs" would be an un
ties. It is extremely unlikely, howusual picture — and with the fascinating Gret
ever, under the present regime that "Soho" and "A-1 at Lloyds." A. H. A good performance. • » •
Garbo and the well-poised John Gilbert it i
Woods is conferring with Clift on
"Marquis
Preferred"
Paramount
any alteration will be made in cenassured of a certain success and a long life^"Scotland Yard," Clift's play which
except possibly in certain rural communitiR
sorslhip methods.
Paramount
he will produce in London next
*where
* * caution gets the better of curiosity
AMERICAN—* * * The familiar Menjou
spring.
British Story Co. Formed
mannerisms
are in evidence once again, and
SUN—* * * But "A Woman of Affairs,'
they
London — British Movietales has
* * * seem to get more and more tiresome. under which title it is now known, at tb
Stuart With Gainsborough
Capitol this week is "The Green Hat" withal
been formed to provide original storDAILY
MIRROR—*
* * It's a nice, Probably it is a more realistic version tha
ies for the screen. The company
London — John Stuart has signed a little
yarn, exceptionally well-directed, and either the novel or the play. ♦ ♦ *
TELEGRAM—* * * one of the outstand
also will do adaptations and continui- contract to appear in the new Gains- Adolphe isn't required to do that kittenish
ties.
love-making which has made his recent pic- ing native products of the year, in a cellu
borough picture film, "Taxi For Two."
loid way. "This is the story of a gallan
tures seem so asinine. * • *
He recently completed a part in Viclady," announces the first of a series c
EVENING
JOURNAI^—
*
*
*
Frank
Tuttor Saville-Burlington's production tle directed, and Mr. Tuttle apparently di- adult and superior sub-titles. And I thin.'
"Kitty."

Richmount
723 7th Avemie

Pictures

Idc.

D. J. MOUNTAN.

•*** ^"^ ^
Pret.

foreign
LUSIVE
pXC
representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Address: RICHPICSOC, Pari*
Cable Address: DEEJAY, London
Cable
Address:
RICHPIC,
N. Y.

Exporting
only tlie
best in Motion Pictures

Propose Canadian Studio
London — Richard Maitland Edwards who has been studying the
possibilities of erecting a studio at
Vancouver, is expected to arrive here
to secure additional financial capital.
In a recent letter to his father he
stated that a Canadian financial companv was interested to the extent of
$12.S,000.
French Police in Film
Paris — Jean Lorette is directing a
picture for the police department.
The picture will be designed to educate the Parisian public to safe and
sane pedestrianism and driving in
traffic.

rects on the premise that if a situation
goes over once it will continue to do sq
In other words, you'll find "Marquis Preferred" a pleasant picture if you've never
seen a Menjou picture before. * * *
EVENING WORLD—* * * These two
young women are portrayed by Nora Lane
and Lucille Powers, and neither stands out.
In fact, that is one reason why "Marquis
Preferred" is probably one of the worst Menjou pictures —in *years.
* step downward
GRAPHIC
* * is* a* far
from the clever, scintillating, vehicles which
brought this star into special favor during

when you have seen it you will agree that i
is TIMES—*
a very gallant
too. is * the
* *narrativ
* * picture,
Not only
translated in a highly commendable fashion
with changes only where it was obviousl
necessary to circumvent censorial frowns, bu
Miss Garbo gives a most intelligent and fai
« « *
cinating
impersonation of that "sad lady.'
WORLD—* * * As Miss Garbo acted he
Iris was a far greater character than Mi
Arlenin made
It we
is Miss
pictur
and
it she her.
acts as
have Garbo's
never seen
be

act before, but fervently hope we shall agair.
the HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
past few seasons. ♦ * * * * While this
"Little
WUdcat"
!
Colony
is another Menjou-Vajda combination, differWarners
ing little from others, for the pattern is
usually much the same, still a Menjou performance is always a Menjou performance.
» * *
AMERICAN—* * * The whole affair seen:
POST — * * * Unless Adolphe Menjou is
so unconvincing that the spectator doesn
quickly
provided
with soon
betterbe stories
and bet- have much interest in its outcome. * '
ter direction,
he will
but a memory.
NEWS—* * * There doesn't seei
"Marquis Preferred," at the Paramount this to DAILY
be much reason why this one should hay
week, is a feeble, scrambled imitation of every- come to Broadway.
at al 1
(Continued Iton isn't
Page inspiring
12)
thing he has ever done. * * *
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m BOARD REPORTS
CAPITOL HAS THE BEST
MORE THEATER CHANGES ALL-ROUND STAGE SHOW
Vston — Memorial

OREGON
OpeninRs
Hall.

Changes in Ownership

B er — Clarrick, Empire and Orpheum, sold
' Mrs. Myrtle Huckmiller by Guy D.
•izelton; Enterprise — Peoples, sold to J.
Williams by Malvin Due; Jordan Valy Paramount, sold to Joe Yturrespe by
lin C. Ullezaga; Linnton-^OId Trail sold
> Andrew Monatis by Linnton Dept.
tore;
Portland — National, sold to A. J.
I -chulcr by Sam Hemstein.

Closings

Ptland — Sunset ; Willamette — 'Williamette.

PEN'SSYLVANIA
Openings

HTimelstown — Orpheum; Folcroft — Fire
'■:
Wilkes Barre — Family; Williamsport
.ipitol.

Chances in Ownership

A>ona — Miscliler, sold to John S. Ginter by
'ilmer & Vincent; Ambler — Ambler, sold
k Equity Theaters, Inc.. by Harry Fried;
akerton — Grand, (formerly Nixon), sold
. I.. F. Smith by M. Regan; Blair StaDH — Art, sold to Frank Staropoli by James
alniire; Blythesdale— WMRU. sold to
unnell Dramatic Co. by WMBU; BrownsUe — Strand, sold to P. T. Denias by Geo.
asky; East BerUn— POS of A, sold to
r. Eugene Elgin by Robt. M. Sheaffer ;
rederickstown — Milfred, sold to Lincoln
wnes by D. G. Fitzgerald ; Mahafley —
ew Gem, sold to J. M. Jones by Frank
ohen ; MinersviUe — Opera House, sold to
ewen Pizor by Chas. F. Kear; Mont)mery — Lyceum,
sold to T. Harold Boak
■ Thos. E. Grady; Palmerton — Colonial
ui Park, sold to Penn State Theaters,
ic, by East Coast Theaters ; Philadelphia
Rijou, sold to Jos. Rainey by Eighth St.
■leater Co. ; Rexy, sold to Stanley Co. of
mcrica by Rexy Realty Corp. ; Pittsburgh
■Hrookline, sold to N. Braverman by H.
,eller; Castle (formerly Chimes), sold to
dw. O'Connell by James A. Rhoades ;
omewood, sold to John Cassady by W.
. Worthington ; Pine Grove — Hippodrome,
Id to Eugene Ferron by Lewen Pizor ;
arentum — Palace, sold to B. GoldstoflE by
arris Amuse. Co.

Closings
Br>kline — Braverman ; Harrisburg — Eagle ;
lercer — Mine No. 5 : Philadelphia —
•ayne; Pittsburgh — Crystal (formerly
well) : Poland Mines — Shannopin ; Six
ile Run — Old Home.

Change in Name

Bidehem — ^State (formerly I./ehigh) ; Pottswn — Victor (formerly Opera House) ;
liladelphia — Sixtieth St. (formerly Hav/ord).

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Aierson — Central, sold to W. S. Finch by
C. Cawthorn ; Chester — Carolina,
sold
Mrs.
K. Abell by F. M.
Hamilton;
>artanburg — Dunbar, sold to J. Ed. Car11 by J. B. Dean.

Closings

Wence — Florence;

Kershaw — Kershaw.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

3iitford~Lyric. sold to Roy Kelly by Glen
cFadden ; Elk Point — Florence, sold to
pple V. Donahue by C. S. Bovee; Pukuia — Movies, sold to F. M. Wallace &
). by American Legion.

Looks as though the Capitol gets
the palm for the best all-around show
on Broadway this week. The feature "A Woman of Affairs" had 'em
lined up in the lobby all day and
night. But the stage show was a
darb, and no doubt had a lot to do
with pulling them in. The show on
the boards was "Pirate Blues," a Mort
Harris production, and Mort can be
very proud of it. The set was a
darb, the stage representing, the quarter deck of a pirate ship, with stairs
leading up on both sides to the wheel
platform. With a pirate girl stationed
at the wheel slowly manipulating it
as she gazed out on the audience, the
effect was very realistic. Dave
Schooler's band were in pirate garb,
and Dave in a swell Captain Kidd costume led the proceedings in approved
musical comedy style.
Evelyn Wilson was the main solo
attraction, appearing first on a rising
platform from the pit. She was
placed in a miniature "desert isle"
setting, and Dave Schooler accompanied at the piano while they
gagged a little scene featuring her
as the gold digger. But the highlight
of the show was Miss Wilson's singing of "Good Bye Broadway," appearing as a pirate half corned, and doing the drunk stuff with great comedy effects. Next in order of merit
was the work of an adagio team,
Howell, Harger and Naldi. It was
nothing short of sensational, especially in the finale bit, when the two
men put the girl through a series of
full loop swings featuring dizzy wrist
and ankle holds. The Chester Hale
Girls scored as usual with some very
striking costumes in three slick
routines. One of these was the sailors hornpipe, with the girls in white
satin making a great splash. Al and
Ray Samuels did a hoofing routine
that had plenty of class. It was a
neat show from all angles, with honors evenly divided among all participants.
Bernard With Peoples
Portland, Ore. — A. Bernard, former manager of the Rivoli, has been
transferred to the head office of Peoples Theaters. Other changes are:
Jerry Lasswell former manager at
the Peoples will be at the West
Coast State. D. Kimberley will be
manager of one of the West Coast
houses at Tacoma.

Closings

Broad Gets Coldwater House
Coldwater, O. — Thomas Broad of
St. Mary, O., has leased the ColumClksviUe— Capitol.
bia here. Broad also operates theaChanges in Ownership
ters at St. Mary, Mendon and Fort
Bi-viUe— Pastime, sold to Chy Foust by W.
White; Humboldt — Sharps, sold to O. Recovery. The Columbia is equipGentry by C. W. Burkhead ; Memphis
ped for sound pictures.
UTAH
Changes in Ownership
Licenses for Lowell
Houses
Fcstburg — Rex ;

Stratford— Pastime.

TENNESSEE
Openings

M/ille — Hub, sold to Melvin A. Brown;
'.garhouse — Forum, sold to G. H. Hogn; Wellsville — Opera House, sold to Meli» A. Brown.

■

Closings

Padise— Garr; Park Valley— Garr; Snowle— Garr.

Lowell, Mass. — License commission here issued permits to Thomas
F. Hennessy for the Lowell Opera
House and William S. Grady for the
Victory.

Presentations
By HERBERT

S. BERG,

DUNCAN SISTERS HELP
TO PEP UP
T DANCERS AT THE ROXY
'ihe stage show at the Paramount
was "Barcelona," doing the Spanish
stuff in broad burlesque with emphasis
on the slapstick comedy. Boris Petroff staged the affair without collecting any particular laurels. The Duncan Sisters were called in, evidently
to offset the weak Menjou feature.
They did their "Topsy," also the
Spanish opera burlesque, which was
a riot and had the house in a mild
uproar. Their act was done with the
stage cleared of the band, but with
the Spanish number carried out the
offering.
idea ofwasPetroff's
general
Jack North
also there
with his
routine of gags that he has done for
the talkies, so the edge was taken off
the proceedings, as many of the customers have seen the sound short
which has played at Broadway picture houses very recently. Jack
should get wise to himself, and change
his act or stick to the stage end. One
kills off the other very effectively.
[The Dorothy Berke Dancers were very
good, doing "Street of Barcelona,"
"Flamingo" and "Dance of the
Tores." Gene Rodemich continues
to lead the stage harmonizers, while
Dave Rubinoff is still going through
his colorful gymnastics as orchestra
leader.

PAUL SPECHT HAS HIS
HARMONIZERS AT COLONY

The big Seventh Avenue house was
over strong this week with the feature "In Old Arizona," and the long
running time resulted in cutting
the
rest of the bill to the ncwsreel and
a very elaborate prolog. The overture
was eliminated.
Scenes for the stage show was a
Mexican patio, very colorful, with a
stairs on each side and platform across
back. It was called "Excena Mexicana," and employed a very large cast
with a number of special performers.
The theme song of the feature was
worked in throughout the stage show,
and with the colorful costumes, dancing and singing served as a fine preparation for the picture. The 32 Roxyettes were the life of the party, half
the girls being dressed as senoritas.
They were divided into groups of
eight in one routine, and with some
tricky lighting effects their number
went over big. Especially good were
the sister team of Ofelia Ascencio
and Julia Ciarnica who sang pleasingly in Spanish. The Kentucky Jubilee
Choir sang "Rosita," while the ballet and chorus rounded out a fine
stage entertainment.
Bushman 8 Weeks More on R-KO
Providence — Francis X. Bushman,
Jr., appearing in a mystery sketch at
the Albee, has about eight more
weeks' bookings on the R-KO time.
With him in the act is his sister,
Lcnore. In early summer Bushman
will return to the Coast to work in

pictures.
It must be tough for Paul Specht
Miller cind Lyles at Paramount
to lead his band while looking out on
Miller
and Lyles, black-face team of
a vista of empty chairs. The contrast is all the more apparent with musical comedy, will appear in person all next week at the Paramount,
the other Broadway picture houses
New
'S'ork, an added feature to Paul
lining
them
up
in
the
lobbies
all
week.
Oscards Publix Revue, "Southern
Again the sparse stage setting prevailed, with a single drape the only
thing in sight outside the stage band.
Buys Clear Lake, Fla. House
Clear Lake, Fla. — Levy and MclSpecht has a fine bunch of harmonizers, and they worked hard to inject cher have purchased the Park here
Belles."
some life into the proceedings. Some from
C. C. Carragher and have apof the solo work was away above the
pointed Walter Peterson manager.
average. But it takes more than ten
men and a good leader to make a
stage presentation on Broadway.
AMALGAMATED
Evelyn Deane. a shapely blonde, did
a good acrobatic dance, featuring slow
VAUDEVILLE
turns. A little Australian girl (name
AGENCY
not caught and no check-up possible
as no programs are issued) did nicely
Attractions for
with a tap and a little song.

Picture Tlieatres

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Pletnro Pres«Dtflllon
Tbe FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE
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BaOAOWXV.

AGENCY
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Standard
Vaudeville
Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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New Theaters
Red Bluff, Cal.— The rebuilt T. & D.
house will open about Mar. 1 according to
M. J. Naiffy, president. The house will be
called the State. It will be equipped for sound.
Aberdeen, Wash. — West Coast Theaters,
Inc. plan to erect a theater here, it is reported.
Laurelton, N. Y. — Goldberg & Sons have
begun work on the construction of a 1,500
seat house here.
Anderson, Ind. — J. Tansey, architect, is
in charge of a new theater under construction.
Hammond, Ind. — The State, which was
destroyed by a bomb, will be rebuilt.
Hanford, Cal.- — West Coast Theaters are
to open theaters here and at Visalia, it is
reported.
Coin, la. — The new Sun theater here will
open soon.
Modale, la. — C. F. Alexander has opened
a theater here.
Austin. Minn. — A theater is being erected
here by F. & R.
Klamath Falls, Ore. — The Pelican built by
Harry Poole will open soon.
Two Harbors, Minn.- — Construction has
started on a theater to be built by Christianson, Wright
and Stephenson.
Atlantic City, N. J. — A theater will be
built here for C. Howard Schermerhorn, Jr.,
it will seat 2,500, it is reported.
St. Paul, Neb. — Victory will be the name
of the theater being constructed for John
Rojewski here.
Adria, Minn. — R. E. Benson will reopen
the Princess here late this month.
Dorset, Vt. — A theater is to be constructed
here by the Dorset Players.
Hanford, Cal. — R. K. Covington, resident
manager of West Coast Theaters has received plans for the erection of a 1,600 seat
theater here.
' !9
Akron, O. — A new Loew theater seating
3,000 will open here April, it is reported.
Carmel, Cal. — Golden State Theaters, Inc.
has secured property here for the construction of a the?ter.
Stroudsburg, Pa. — H. A. and Fred F.
Scheurmann have opened their Sherman here.
Philadelphia, Pa. — A theater is under construction for William Freihofer at 6700 N.
Broad St., estimated cost at $1,500,000.
Kansas City, Mo. — The Plaza theater is
under construction by J. C. Nichols Co., here.
Oklahoma City. Okla. — The Circle theater,
Moraand Enterprise house, has opened.
Burlington, N. J. — Jacob B. Fox h»s
opened his new Auditorium here.

Meara with "Legit" Firm
Milwaukee — John Meara, formerly
in charge of publicity for the seven
Milwaukee theaters operated by the
Milwaukee Theater Circuit, Inc., now
is handling publicity at the Davidson
and Pabst, two legitimate houses operated by Sherman Brown in Milwaukee.
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DAILV

Statement
of Pat he Earnings
For 12 Weeks Ending Oct. 6, 1928
Gross sales and rentals
Deduct — cost of sales, rentals, selling and administrative expense
Less — amount transferred from special reserve by resolution of
directors dated Sept. 27, 1923, to absorb excess costs of
sales over normal costs as estimated by management

$3,686,927.63

592,896.71

3,586,221.07

Other income
Interest on funded debt and amortization of discount
Depreciation on equipment at home office and branches

122,625.65
$167,798.50

Complete financial analvses of all major companies of the industry is a
feature of the 1929 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK shortly.

Opinions

can be said for this picture. It is farce
(Continued from Page 10)
Script has no point.
Direction
is spotty, done in the manner known as slapstick, and
choppy.
Dialogue
sequences
are all right with a synchronized accompaniment which at
in their way, but the movie doesn't gain by times goes into some talking sequences. * * *
them.
It is decidedly inferior stuff. * * ♦
EVENING WORLD—* * * And for some
"The Shopworn Angel"
other reason, probably through courtesy, the
Paramount
thing is called a comedy.
It may be, of course, that we have gotten
Metropolitan,
Los Angeles
things mixed up, and that the program really
meant that the laugh is in the fact that
EXAMINER—* * * holds interest and
suspense and is entertaining throughout. AfAudrey Ferris is called a movie star. • • *
ter all, that is the object for which it was
GRAPHIC — * * * for interest, exciternent
created. Its outstanding merit, aside from
or llicker value it also has the propensities
of a tame old tabby that already lived through the work of the players, is the direction of
Richard Wallace.
eight and a half lives. * * *
HERALD— Wallace and his confreres,
HERALD-TRIBUNE — * * * The vigorous
and incomprehensible efforts of the Warner
Nancy Carroll, Gary Cooper and Paul Lukas,
Brothers to thrust Miss Audrey Ferris into have made a picture that is different, human
screen stardom are being continued with the and genuine.
usual lack of success, this week in a picture
TIMES — * * * comes very near being a
ominuously called "The Little Wildcat." * • * perfect picture, as pictures go. The only
thing
the matter with it is that somebody
TELEGRAM — * * * is just one of those
things that escape periodically from Holly- apparently got stage fright over the ending,
wood, presumably when nobody is looking. and left it away up in the air, and threw in
It is so sad and sorry an entertainment that a talking, singing sequence in the hope of
its arrival at a big Broadway program house
agreeable.
fairly Wallace
everything
making
The
direction
by Richard
is •
on *the-*
is WORLD—*
a mystery that♦ must
♦ * that
*
whole effective, and at times very skillful.
* Therego unsolved.
is not much

Boyce Heads Alumni
John Boyce-Smith, vice president
of Inspiration Pictures, was unanimously elected president of the Columbia University Alumni of Los
Angeles, at the first meeting of this
organization held at the Tec-Art
Studios. It is the plan of the alumni
to hold a meeting about every two
months.

Headlines

Monday

Further action on Code of Ethics by Federa
Trade Commission hinges on court actioi
on
"cease and Tuesday
desist" order against Par?
mount.

290,424.15

105,567.88
17,057.77

Net profit

Newspaper

Week*s

$4,179,117.78

100,706.56
189,717.59

Change Ralston,
in "Black instead
Eagles" of
CastFay
Esther
Wray, will be co-starred with Gary
Cooper in "Black Eagles," Paramount's film adapted from Jacob
Wasserman's "Golowin." The change
in plans was necessitated by Miss
Wray's assignment to the cast of another film. William Powell and Wallave Beery will have character roles
in the new picture.

Filmdom's Recognized Book Of
Reference For Past Ten Years

Between 560 and 580 pictures planned f«
1929-30 by 17 companies, survey shorn
pointing to fewer
pictures for new season
Wednesday
Fox planning expansion moves in number ol
sections.
. <
Abraham F. Myers takes over post as prov'
dent and general
counsel
of
Allied
StaUill
Thursday
Ass'n.

Further reductions of product for 1929-3t |
seen due to uncertainty existing on acconnt ;
of sound situation.
Michigan
unit members
override opposition '
of
affiliated Wisconsin
chains and unit,
ratifysplit
Allied
affiliation;
on Ass'n,'
issne^
postponed

action.

Friday
■
Attitude of Federal
Trade Commission on
block booking unchanged, despite dismissals
of application for block booking complaint
Sattirday
against Pathe.

OUT

IN

Building War at Philly
Philadelphia — Both William Frei-.
hofer and Felt & Levin plan houses ■
for North Broad St., at City Line. '
However,
it isbebelieved
one
of
them will
built. that
Felt onlj'
& Levin
have demolished the building on their
site and have plans for a 3,500 house.

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving
to the
Specialists
Motion
Picture
Industry
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Over One Thousand Pages

FREE
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DAY

AND

NIGHT

SUBSCRIBERS
GOES
EVERYWHERE

\

Keener
competition
certain
for 1929-30
saA'i
son, due
to exhibitor
uncertainty
on sonnil'i
films and fact that most distributors an ;
fortfied on sound pictures.

1929 Edition

"Thunderbolt" Next for Bancroft
George Bancroft, star, Josef von
Sternberg, director, Jules Furthman
and Charles Furthman, writers, again
will combine talents in "Thunderbolt,"
soon to go into production at Paramount as an all-talker and in silent
form. Patrick Kearney will do dialogue. Richard Arlen and Fay Wray
will head the supporting cast.
Ford in F. N. Film
j
James Ford, has just been assigned
by First National to, "The House of
Horrors," which Benjamin Christensen is directing. Louise Fazenda,
Chester Conklin, Thelma Todd and
William V. Mong are in the cast.

<^E^

250 West 54th Street
NEW

YORK

Telephone: Columbus <I4I'2-)

(y:

u

III the '^T^alkies' too
The fidelity of sound reproduction
^\ ith motion pictures is affected by
every variation in the film — be it
ever so slight.

That is why, in the '^Talkies"
too, Eastman film excels. The great
quantities in which it is produced,
the strict supervision constantly exercised — the resulting uniformity
from roll to roll, day to day, year to
year — these factors of Eastman film
manufacture are of first importance
to the newest development of the art.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

more than
Theatre
New York

in

days at ROXY
and WORLD'S RECORD for
Every Theatre Every ^rhere
The Outdoor

All- Dialog Smash

IN old ARIZONA

^

EDMUND
FARRELL

LOWE

« DOROTHY

MACDONALD

- IVAN LINQW

BURGESS

^ WARNER

• TOM SANTSCH;

- FRANK

m

BAXTER
CAMPEAU

^m

Presented by William Fox
"The answer to whether the talkies are here
to stay is at the Roxy in a corkingly entertain-

"One of the longest steps forward yet taken
by the talking film. One of those productions

ing piece. If it doesn't stand 'em up in the
theatres this column will promptly eat its
chapeau.
William Fox can justifiably point

that lovers of the screen must see without fail."
— N. Y. Times Mid'Week Pictorial

with pride to this one."

"The most interesting all- talking picture yet
— N. Y. Post
to be heard in the town."

— N. Y. Journal

"Lives up to all the good things said about it.
It is due for a long life and a happy one."
— N. Y. Worid
"In this distinctly enjoyable offering there is
revealed a further advance in dialog pictures."
— N. Y. Times

"The hundred per cent talking picture at the
Roxy is one of the things to marvel over.
Nothing short of a triumph."
— N. Y. Telegram

"A big advance in talking film technique. The
fans will like it heartily."
— N. Y. Daily Mirror
ra

MOVIETONE talkers talk records
X and S more Big Ones are on the way

HEARTS IN DIXIE-SPEAKEASY-The GHOST TALKS
f
THE VALIANT-THRU DIFFERENT EYES

\

/

udgets Not to be Cut in Plans for Fewer Films
ULTHE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

^<>NEWSPAPER

I/'FILMDOM
t

XLVII

No. 23

I Less Film
I MOST interesting experi-

lA ment is on tap for next
^year, provided advance intions are borne out by perance. For producers intend
:ing fewer pictures — to cut
n numerically on product in
;r to give the individual picmore attention.
is an experiment wliich should
iven wide encouragement. For
long, the policy of overproduchas been permitted to burden the
5try. Whether because of vanalse economics or mistaken zeal,
sh to grind out picture after
re with no analysis of the marrequirements has dominated far
any years.

Price 5 Cents
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"Hip" Sold
RKO is reported to have
sold the Hippodrome, New
York theatrical landmark, to
Frederick Brown, New York
realtor. The house, located at
43rd St., and 6th Ave., is expected to be razed for an office
building.

FILM CENSOR BILL IS
OFLERED IN NEBRASKA

FEWER PICTURES, BETTER
PRODUCTION VALUES, PLAN
THREE NEW EIRST RUNS
EOR OKLAHOMA CITY?

Producers
Feel
Grosses
Will Justify Outlays
If est

Coast

for '29-30
THE
FILM

Bureau.

VAJLY

Los Angeles — Reduction by producers of the number of pictures
Oklahoma City — Three new first planned for next year, will not be atruns are in prospect here this year,
tended by any great slash in producit is reported. Both Publix and Fox
tion budgets, it is indicated in a canare coming in, it is stated, with the
vass made of the various companies.
Lincoln, Neb. — Censorship of pic- Mid-West -Amusement Co., also to While convinced that a trimming of
tures and picture advertising is pro- build. Publix, it is said, will build a
essential, the companies invided in a bill introduced in the legis- 3,500 seater opposite the Capitol on output tendisto maintain
and better standlature by Rep. Henry P. Hanson. W. Main St., while Mid-West will
ards by putting better production
Quality First
Under the act, the governor would spend $600,000 on a theater near the
each picture, it is indile firm foundation
upon which be named state censor, with power Liberty. Fox either will build, it is values into
cated. In this they are being guided
lusiness must rest is quality, not to nrniie seven deputy censors, at
said, or buy into one of the city's by the distribution forces, which antity film.
Both bromidic
and least three of whom would be wo- largest theater firms.
ticipate that grosses will justify the
step.
>me, we know.
Nevertheless, a
men. Three year terms are designated.
The
censor
fee
is
set
at
$2
33- truth
which
argument
will
This is emphasized in plans for
ev batter down.
In the past, pol- per showing. Penalty of showing Dembow Denies Report of
the new year now being outlined.
films without licenses would be $25 Publix Salt Lake City House
First National, for instance, intends
:y as determined that so many picur shall be made
for so much for the first offense and from $100 to
to
put $18,000,000 into production of
Denial
of
report,
recently
printed,
\
Ignoring the strain on the $500 for each succeeding offense.
the 35 pictures on its schedule, while
that
Publix
plans
invasion
of
Salt
e element so vital in produc- Censor bills regularly make their apUniversal has announced budget
pearance atlegislative sessions in this Lake City is made in New York by of $16,000,fK)0 for approximately 65
■!ie numerical equation always
Sam Dembow, vice president of the
. n met, but how sadly and how state.
chain.
pictures. Warn -rs plan an outlay of
he quality equation has sufEcr$15,000,000 for 35 pictures. Budgets
w ritten prominently in the hisnow being drawn by other companies
orul ledgers of the industry.
Kentucky Unit Affirms Its indicate a corresponding increase.
Iwer pictures, we repeat, open
There may be effort made to trim
liiloor to the possibility that they
Allegiance to M.P.T.O.A. salaries,
somewhat, but players with
lil'be better.
Better pictures in.Allegiance to the M.P.T.O.A. was good recording voices will continue
ur> and assure continued
and inpledged at a meeting of the Kentucky in heavy demand during the year,
r«:ed public patronage.
And that,
"full the canvass indie -tes.
^e isist, means a healthier and far
confidence unit,
in thewhich
abilityexpressed
and integrity
.\nnapolis — Maryland censors exhibitor
!>rosperous business. We would would be required to pass upon suitthe officials at Toronto," M.P.T.
with product curtailment
inability of pictures for showing to of
O.A. headquarters in New York has
mercliandising
and a well- children between ages of ten to 14 been advised. Allegiance fee of $100
d and carefully wrought
fol- inclusive, under a bill introduced in
"Wip system
of exploitation aids the House of Delegates by Delegate accompanied notice of the resolution.
■T he individual attraction to the .A.ndrew P. Szamski.
r.dhat exhibitor interest be sustainThe bill provides that no child un- Ponca City Free Shows to
ed stimulated. With such an inThe annual convention of the Film
der ten could enter a theater unless
program,
we are confident
Boards
of Trade probably will be
be
Continued
Twice
Weekly
>s disturbances would become pictures being shown had been apheld
in
French Lick Springs, alproved
for
them
and
carried
trailer
Ponca City, Okla. — Free show
olcanic.
though Washington and Detroit are
stating that such films had been ap- problem of Fred Pickrel, local exhibbeing considered. The meeting
From Where?
proved by censors. Trailer could not
itor, is not ended, it is indicated with still
(Continued on Page 7)
has been set for the first week in
announcement that Lew Wentz, weal- June. Film Board secretaries from
^ " chains get larger and larger.
ir every link, that much more
thy oil operator, is to continue the all over the United Slates convene
free picture presentations two nights
■dy to handle. Taking over the- Equity Enjoined on 20
irincipally requires money. That
weekly. Recently, it was announced yearly under the general supervision
Pettijohn to discuss aralways the most difficult thing
Week Emplo5Tnent Rule that Wentz's lease on the city audi- of CharlesbitrationC.and general
proceedings.
torium
would
not
be
renewed.
Wentz
Manpower to run the houses
Temporary injunction restraining
different. The big chains know
is generally believed to have been Fox Gets Four Buffalo
Actors' Equity Ass'n from enforcing
d are worried.
Many
times its
employment rule has been granted behind
the government's
exhibitor suit
unit, against
which
Jowhave we pointed out how loudly by Federal Judge Frank J. Coleman the Oklahoma
Suburbans; Seeks More
his situation cries out for relief.
Buffalo — New
deals are to be
resulted in a permanent lonsent dein
New
York,
who
defined
the
assohas appeared.
None is even in
closed
soon
for
houses
here
and
cree
restraining
the
asso»...
.n
from
ciation as "a labor union which con- interfering or attempting to erfere
throughout the State by Fox, which
trols
the
supply
of
actors
and
acKANN
(Continued on Pas* 7)
with non-theatrical shows.
(.Cont<r.ited on Page 7)

SEEKS TO CONTROL SHOWS
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AT ERENCJUICK IN JUNE
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The Broadway Parade

MEWS
THE UMS
Mf^^'^LLALITUE

Book
TheDate
Industry's

THE
long run group is now being led by Paramount with three features, while
Warners and Fox have two each.
United Artists have dropped out of the

Vol.lU.VIIHo.23 Monilay.Jao.28.1929
JOHN W. AUCOATE

PrieoSCiirtJ

parade with their two entrants, "The Awakenmg"
the ten listings have only been running this month.

PUBLISHER

Picture

Distributor

and

Theater

"The

Closes "Lab"
ed Big
lidat
Conso
Producer
with
Deal

been negotiated in several years. One
of the leading producing and distributing companies has arranged to turn
over to Consolidated all the printing
of its Eastern units. Consolidated
operates two plants in Hollywood
and' three in the East.
366
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Butterfield

Saulte Ste. Marie, Mich. — -The Butterfield chain will build a show house
"20
6
in Sault Ste. Marie if a suitable location is found and if half the stock
is subscribed in Sault Ste. Marie.
The total cost of the proposed theater is expected to be in the neighborhood of $250,000, of which half,
$125,000, would be raised here.
Probing Rhode Island Fire
Bristol, R. I.— Fire Chief Grabert
will conduct an investigation to determine the cause of the fire which
damaged the interior of the Olympia
theater building to extent of $75,000.

100
3,500

Berkholtz Plans House
Bend, Wis. — August Berkholtz, owner of the Mermac, will
3,166 build a new theater here to seat 750.
For this purpose, the West Bend
100 Theater Co. has been formed. The
1,200 new theater will be equipped for
sound, while the Mermac continues
20 as a silent house.

4,000

2
2
1
30

Cinephone Effects on Stage
Street noises and sound effects
used for "Street Scene," stage play
which has excited considerable interest in New York, were recorded via
Powers Cinephone and are reproduced off stage.

West

Schramm Joins Brill
David Brill, president of the Ufa
Eastern Division Distribution, Inc.,
has appointed P. Schramm, manager
of the contract and sales promotion
department. Schramm has been connected with the industry for about 14

Six of

Opening Date

"The Singing Fool"
Warners
Winter Garden. . . .Sept.
"Jimmy
Valentine"
M-G-M
Astor
Nov.
"My
Man"
Warners
Warners
Dec.
"The River"
Fox
Gaiety
Dec.
"The Bellamy Trial". . . .M-G-M
Embassy
Jan.
"Weary River"
First National. . . . Central
Jan.
"Redskin"
Paramount
Criterion
Jan.
"Sins of the Fathers". . . Paramount
RivoU
Jan.
"Wolf of Wall Street".. Paramount
Rialto
Jan
"Sdl of Singapore"
Pathe
Colony
Jan.
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"Erpi" Now Extending Its
Service Stations Abroad
Service stations for foreign countries where sound 'equipment has
been or is scheduled to be installed
now are engaging the attentions of
Electrical Research Products. To
date, Western Electric reproducers
have made their debut in Australia,
India, Cuba, England and France.
"Erpi" now maintains 13 service stations in the United States.
Fined for Sunday Shows
Paducah, Ky. — -On charges of violating the Sabbath by showing Sunday picture shows, the Columbia
Amusement Co. was assessed agreed
judgments of $40 and costs in each
of eleven cases in McCracken circuit
court. The indictments against the
company which operates all the Paducah theaters were returned a year
ago, charging the company with violation of the Kentucky statutes by
operating the Columbia and Arcade
on specific Sunday dates in December, 1927, and January,
1928.
Indiana
Seeks Open Sunday
Kendallville, Ind. — A petition for
the repeal of a city ordinance against
Sunday pictures is before the city
council. Two hundred people favoring return of Sunday pictures were
present at the council meeting when
the petition for the repeal was presented. Action on the petition was
deferred for three weeks.
Considine Leaves
John W. Considine, Jr., is en route
to Los Angeles. On his arrival at
the United Artists studio, Considine
will check up on the material now in
work for United .\rtists release, including "Lummox," "Queen Kelly,"
"Alibi" and "Song of Broadway,"
which is soon to go into production
with Harry Richman.

years.
Trop Recovers
Hi-Mark Seeks European Films
J. D. Trop, who escaped serious
Acquisition of American rights to
a number of European pictures is injury in an automobile accident recently, has recovered fully.
the purpose of a trip to Europe
planned this month by Nat NathanFOR
SALE
son, president of Hi-Mark Film Sales
AKELEY CAMERA EQUIPCo.
PED BELL &
HOWELL
New Western Australia House
CAMERA
OUTFIT
ALSO
EYMO.
Perth, W. Australia — The AmbasBROWNING STUDIOS
sadors has just been opened. It fol110 West 40th Street
lows the American style in atmosN. Y. C.
PENn.
1258-9
pheric theaters.

31

Theatrical
ball of Los
Angeles
branch
of Actors
Equity
Ass'n.
31 Opening of 6,000 seat Fox Theater,'
St.
York.Louis.
opens in New
Feb. 1 Film Guild Cinema
1 Opening
4,000-seat Toledo-Para- c
mount
atof Toledo.
2 Fox Athletic Club Dinner and Danea 1
Feb.
at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Jan.
of the Silver Screen spongJan. 3 Dinner
York.
ored by The Film Bureau in New
Feb.

9 Dinner of Writers Branch of Academy of M. P. Arts and Science^ 1
writers.
Hollywood,
to visiting
dialogue 11

Feb.
Feb.

14
Mar.

1929 Wampas Frolic, Hollywood.
Universal Club Dance, Hotel Astor,
New York.
2 AM PA Hollywood
Masque Ball in
New
York.

Canada F. N. Branches Lead
Canada leads at the end of the
fourth week in the First NationalVitaphone January Billing Drive
with two weeks still to go. Toronto
with a percentage of 127.42 takes first
place with Calgary in second at
117.80. The next eight exchanges
in the order given are Kansas City,
Memphis, Vancouver, Buffalo, St.
John,
York. Detroit, New Jersey and New
Offer Exchange on Dienman Shares
London — Gaumont-British Picture
Corp. has offered shareholders in
Denman Picture Houses, Ltd., to exchange their holdings for GaumontBritish shares. Big shareholders
have intimated their intention of ac^
cepting.
Denman Picture Houses has an issued capital of 2.800,000 shares of
which 1,650„000 shares are held by
Gaumont-British.

SALESMEN!
Several high class positions for
well-groomed

representatives.

Write full experience to

FRANK
M.

R. WILSON

J. WEISFELDT
General Manager

61 E. 42nd St.

Another

N. Y. C.

Booster!

"We cannot refrain from expressing
our gratitude, and wish to state further that if at any time anyone desires a testimonial as to the quality
of your service, we would be very
glad to haveLouisville,
youAMUSEMENT
referKy.them to CO..
us."
—JACOBSON
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Service to
the ENTIRE INDUSTRY
spontaneous Response to the Announcement of the New Model
Western Electric Sound Equipment for Small Theatres
"Electrical Research Products, Inc., takes pleasure in
announcing the development of a standard Western
Electric Sound equipment specially adapted for small
theatres.
"We are prepared to accept orders now for these
equipments for installation after June 1, 1929 for
either Vitaphone or Movietone productions only, at
a price of $5,500 including installation, and for dual
equipment for both Vitaphone and Movietone at a
price of $7,000 including installation."
r

y

-f

The foregoing announcement was made through
the trade press on Jan. 10. Within the few days
which have elapsed a substantial number of orders
have been placed with us both by chain operators
and by individual theatre owners.
This spontaneous response confirms our conviction that discriminating small theatre owners have
been awaiting moderately priced sound equipment
of the same reliable quality as that now rendering
service in the large first run houses.
In developing the new apparatus Western Electric
engineers have built on the successful experience in
designing, making, installing and servicing equipment now in use in more than a thousand theatres.
The result is a sound reproducing system of equal
electrical quality and mechanical durability. In a
word, it is Western Electric.
This organization pledges its continued co-operation with producers and exhibitors alike. It will
maintain the present high quality of its apparatus,
and its nationwide technical staff is at the service
of the entire industry.

Electrical Research Products tnc.
250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.

Western Etectric
Representing

SYSTEM
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FILM BOARD REPORTS
MORE THEATER CHANGES
Film Boards of Trade throughout the United States regularly
gather data on changes in the
exhibition field, by arrangement
with THE FILM DAILY.
New theaters, changes in ownership, re-openings and closings
are covered. The latest reports
follow :

Englewood-Golhic.

Openings

Byers — Burton;

Anniston — Lyric, sold to Publix by F. T.
Banks ; Montgomery — Fitz, sold to Bromberg & Creswell by Adams & Windham.
Alexander
City — Peoples ; Corona — The
rona ; Sylacauga — Star.

Co

ARIZONA
Changes in Ownership
to

Lovett

Bros.

ARKANSAS
New Theaters
Dell— The Dell.

Openings

Hatfield — Star; Van

Buren— New

Closings

Augilar-

Colorado ; Denver — Emblem.

CONNECTICUT
Changes in Ownership

Closings

West

Haven — Cameo.

FLORIDA
Openings

Gainesville — Florida.

Changes in Ownership
Bushnell — Franklyn, sold to H. A. Mahon by
Vann & Winton ; Clearwater — Ft. Harrison, sold to Mrs. Oriett Jordan by H. Pitman; Gainesville — Metts, sold to F. B.
Beeman by J. C. Metts ; Lynn Haven —
Lynn Haven, sold to Miss C. Ernestine
Cooley by O. S. Barron ; Tampa — Chariott,
sold to J. E. Wood by L. Goodbread ; Ybor
City — Italian Club, sold to Antonio Juran
by -Antonio Vcnto.

Closings

Royal.

Lynn

Changes in Ownership

Dierks — Luverne, sold to Curtis Yates, by
Mrs. L. B. Taylor; Gould — Star, sold to
I. W. Fish by H. Wann ; HoUy GroveRoyal, sold to C. E. Alexander by W. E.
Matthews; HuntsviUe — -Dixie, sold to Elsie
Hawkins by J. R. Warren; Little Rock —
Rialto, sold to Tri State Theaters Corp. by
Ark Amuse. Co. ; Marvel — Royal, sold to
C. E. Alexander by Anderson & Lazenby ;
Mt. Ida— Gem, sold to W. B. Bearce by
Joe A. Guthrie ; Stephens — Majestic, sold
to W. B. Best by S. E. Collier.

Closings
Magazine — Dixie ; Normzm — -Lyric ;
Liberty.

Paris —

Theaters Planned and Under Const.
Danville, by C. C. Springfield ; Glenwood
J. M. Kaufman.

by

CALIFORNIA
New Theaters
San Francisco —
Sanger.

(icni.

Bonanza— Kilz, sold to Max Williams by L.
E. Prati ; Denver — Colorado, sold to Ho
race W. Bennett Co. by BishopCa.<.s Inv.
Co.; Empress, sold to Bert Levy Circuit;
I'alni. sold to Holimann & Johnson by
Dave
Kossman ; Genoa— School,
sold to J.
A. Morgan by Business Men's Cluh ; Mekker — Princess, sold to Lynn Dunham by
Victor Slitka ; Palisade — Rialto, sold to
Frank Router by D. Danielson ; Stratton
—Majestic, sold to Glen Weikel by L. L.
Harmon.

Closings

sold

Johnstown

Changes in Ownership

Bridgeport — Capitol, sold to L. Anger by J.
Anderson ; Bridgeport — Rialto, sold to
Strand -Amuse. Co. by Alderson & Pickus ;
So. Norwalk — Rialto, sold to Norwalk Theaters Corp. by A. Terris.

ALABAMA
Changes in Ownership

Duncan — •The
Dunci,
by J. M. Pierce.

i55^

COLORADO
New Theaters

Amazon ; 'Sanger —

Haven — Lynn

pano.

Atlanta — -Dixie ; Griffin — ^Rex.

Changes in Ownership

Atlanta — -Capitol, sold to Locw's by Univcr.sal ; Capitol View, sold to A. Hally by W.
Z. Hudson; Lakewood Heights, sold to J.
M. Young by E. R. Greene; Dublin —
Crystal and Rose, sold to Peck & Smith
by C. S. Smith ; Ft. Valley— Franklin, sold
to A. H. McCarty by W. L. Brandenburg;
Grantville — Movie, sold to M. W. Dumeran
by J. L. Blair; Royston — Royston, sold to
B. M. Spears by B. S. Randall; SpartaSparta, sold to R. R. Bryan by D. T.
Clary; West Point^Al Bun, sold to J. M.
Etheridge by L. J. Duncan.

Boise —
New

Changes in Ownership
Alturas — Empress, sold to M. L. Vates by
Lena Y. Danforth ; Colton — Hidalgo, sold
to Ben Saugeda by G. E. Cooper; Corona
— Chapultepec, sold to J. A. Smith by Luiz
Crus ; Ft Bragg — ^Liberty, sold to Geo.
Mann Theaters by J. J. Perry ; Long Beach
— Ebell, sold to J. P. Hansen by O. A.
lOlson ; Los Angeles — Arrow, sold to Drane
& Kulla by Jack Oster ; Bandbox, sold to
Mr. Gevuritz by Principal Theaters; Belmont, sold to Chotiner Bros, by John Goring ;Broadway Palace, sold to Gus Metzger
by Orpheum Circuit ; Brooklyn, sold to F.
A. Menello by Theatrical Enter. ; Hub, suld
to Hilda Singer by Gus Pappas ; Lvric,
sold to J. J. De Vaux by M. A. Bley;
Meralta, sold to Robbins & Berman by
Theatrical Enter. ; Principal, sold to D.
Acosta by Willard Wyatt ; OaklandHome, sold to M. Gluschkin by Wierman
& Vurek; Red Bluff— Orpheum, sold tn
T & D Jr. Enter, by T. T. Wood; Reddmg— Redding, sold to T & D Jr. Enter.
l>y J. J. Wood; San Francisco — Diamond,
sold to John A. Hanson by Lippert &
Smith; Imperial, sold to Bert Lew Circuit
by Markowitz Bros.; Larkin, sold to Viola
Langer by Kinema Theater Corp. ; Lorene,
sold to John Woodbaugh by Mrs. C.
Thoshinsky ; San Jose — Lyric, sold to lohn
Phillips by Kinema Theater Corp. ; Stockton— Stockton, sold to W. Nebeshina bv
Lmcoln Strand Corp. ; Suinsun — .•\rlington, sold to V. S. Naggair by Toe Blumcnfeld Theaters.

Closings

Boyes Springs — Boyes Springs; FellowsStar; Maricopa — Mission; Point Reys —
Pomt Reys; Wheatland— Wheatland.

Haven ; Pompano — Pom-

GEORGIA
Openings

IDAHO
Changes in Ownership
Strand, sold to J. Edwin Thamert.
INDIANA
Re-Openings

Bicknell — Colonial ;
Wayne — -Majestic.

Dagger — Majestic ;

Ft.

Changes in Ownership

Crawfordville — ■.■\rc and Strand, sold to Vonderschmitt Ent. Co. by Arthur Jackson ;
Greencastle — Granada, sold to Harris McCarroll Ent. by V'onderschmitt Ent. ; Hessville — Family, sold to Potritz & Troy by
Geo. Gauthier ; Indianapolis — iSenate, sold
to Louis G. Hill by Hill Bros. ; Marion —
Indiana, Lyric, Grand and Royal, sold to
Fourth Ave. Amuse. Co. by Marion Theater Co. ; New Carlisle — -Cosmo, sold to
Kromewitter & Brooker ; Topeka — Topeka,
sold to R. Shadkier.

i:^>dM!f^l

DAILY TIPS WHICH MEAN

DOLLABS

FOR SHOWMEN

allowed the theater to place a girl on
"Lilac Time"
the inside and distribute heralds to
(First Nafl)
Distributed an advertising card all those attending. This girl also
wliidi appeared at first glance to be distributed cigarettes secured in a
a season pass to tiic Manos Theater. tie-up. — Midland, Kansas City, Mo.
Ten tlu usand of tbcni were distril)uted. The first sentence on the card
"The Red Dance"
read, "Don't let the season pass with(Fox)
Orchestra playing every Friday
out seeing the world's greatest sound
night at one of the leading hotels
production, 'Lilac Time.' " The
words, "Season Pass," were printed pulled a contest for the best dance to
in large type clear across the card. the tunc of "Someday Somewhere
It got the film a showing before the We'll Meet Again" the theme song
eyes of prospective patrons. Adver- of the picture. This stunt created
tising space was taken in the score quite a bit of talk among the dancing
card of the high school football game. set. — E. E. Whitaker, Montgomery,
— Louis E. Rann, Manos, Greens- Spartanburg, S. C.
burg, Pa.
"The Singing Fool"
(Warners)
"Manhattan Cocktail"
(Paramount)
For a ballyhoo, a man dressed as
Novelty heralds were distributed Jolson with a black face make-up
throughout the city. These heralds walked around the streets playing a
had a match attached with copy read- small jazz horn and carrying a sign
ing, "Don't Get Lit! — with bad liquor
— but for delicious intoxication. See on his back reading, "Hear and See
Al Jolson in 'The Singing Fool' at
'Manhattan Cocktail' with Nancy the Strand all next week. Jlcar the
Carroll and Richard Arlen at the
theme song 'Sonny Boy' on sale at
Publix Empire." — H. C. Farley, Em- the Montgomery Fair." The ballypire, Montgomery, Ala.
hoo man also visited crowded department stores and other public
places where people were congre"Our Dancing Daughters"
gated. The Montgomery Fair paid
(M-G-M)
Tie-up was arranged with the Tor- half the expense of the ballyhoo. —
Ala.
reon Dance Palace for a "Our Danc- Hugh J. Smart, Strand, Montgomery,
ing Daughters" dancing contest. They

WHAT

EVERY EXHIBITOR
KNOWS

The Regional Magazine
is liis from
^^Homecover
Torwn toPaper*'
read
cover
by lilmself and family because it tells him things he
DOESN'T know about the
men he DOES kno^w.
IN EASTERN PENNA., SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY AND
THE DELAWARE IT'S

TALK and SOUND
TRAILERS
Thrill

and Entertain
as well as

SELL

Synchronized Attractions
To Patrons of

"Wired"

Theatres
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Fox Gets Four Buffalo
Seeks Show Control
Suburbans; Seeks More
of Minors in Maryland
(i. t>iitiiiued from
I'age 1)
(Conliiiiied

\aliiitnic
Astor — "Jininiy
..
9"
Canco— "UlJoat
jI Altairs
ICapitol— "A Woman
River"
Central— "Weary
, Colony— "Sal of SinK-T'riCriterion — "Redikin" y
Tr.al
Bellam
Embasjy— "The
Gaiety— "The
River"
_
Sm
"Syntlu-tc
I Hippodrome"\\ «'.."' ^f"
York-Monday.
New
LocVs
lirJken
anJ
"Outlaws
Tuesday.
zibar;
ot tic
ncc
"Rom.i
day.
Wednes
Barriers;"
Underworld;" Thursday. "Give and Tace:
the Ui
"Oii
and
Aiia-lie"
"The
Friday.
"Marriage by Contract;
Saturday.
vide;"
"Adoratio'-."
Sunday.
Strand— "On Trial"
Mark
-"Interterence'
Paramount
Rialto--"Tlic WoU o( W lU Street
RivoU— "Sins of the Fathers"
Roxy — "III Old Arizona"
Man"
Warners— "My
tool
Sinking
Garden— "The
WiTer

Equity Enjoined on 20
Week Employment Rule
(Continued

from

Page

1)

tresses in the legitimate, musical and
comedy field." The rule, which was
ation last Seppassed by the associ
tember, specifies that the personal
representative must agree to secure
emplovmcnt for the member at least
20 weeks in each year of the agreement, at a salary not less than the
average salary paid to the member
during his engagements for three
the date of the agreeyears before
ment. Nathan Burkan, representmg
and
manager
Edelstein.
William
injuncthe
d
lagent for actors, secure
tion. The order is directed against
Frank Gillmore, acting president and
executive secretary of the association,
• and other officers.
Stencil Buys Jackson Theater
! Jackson, Ga.— Paul P. Stencil has
purchased the Jackson from N. T.
Regland and has changed the name
to the Lyric. He is spending $5,000
in remodeling and equipment.
Changes in Atlanta Houses
Atlanta, Ga. — Five theaters in the
Atlanta district have changed ownership. They are the Gypsy at LaI fayette, Ala., from C. H. Carney to
O. L. Shclnutt; Capitol View at Atlanta from A. Nally to O. J. Mason;
Majestic at Nashville, Ga. from E.
F. Boyd to Ed Falte, and the Pastime at Townley, Ala. from Mrs. W.
S. Thornton to Cecil Bushnell.
Herman Arnold Made Director
Bedford, Ind. — Herman Arnold,
former manager of the Von Ritz, has
been made managing director of the
Vondcrschmitt Circuit with houses
at Crawfordsville, Greencastle and
Bedford.

from

Paiic

1)

be less tlian four feet lotig. The second section reads:
"Xu child l)etwecn the ages of ten
and 14, both inclusive, shall lie allow•(! to witness any represeiitation t>r
• liowiiig of a motion picture unless
iccompanied by an adult: provided,
however, that this shall not apply if
there is shown a statement on the
screen of not less than four feet of
film that the picture has been ap)roved by the State Board of Censors fi>r children from ten to 14

has acquired four local houses. The
theaters secured here are the Genesee,
Maxiiie, .^ciieca and Capitol. Genesee
Holding ('orp., which operates the
Genesee, 1,800-seater, has confirmed
the signing of a preliminary contract
with Fo.\, but neither confirmation
nor
denial of tiic other deals is forthcoming.

Synchronization of Silent
Films Is Chase Plan

Extending its scope, M. P. .Synchronization Service, New York, has
Those convicted of violating the established a music department which
measure, if passed, would be subject will be devoted exclusively to the
tovears."
penalties being imposed of from scoring of silent pictures for film
$5 to $50.
producers, states Maurice A. Chase,
president. The new department is
British Lion to Handle
to be conducted independently of the
which the synchronization
Melotone in England service
firm is now oflfering to exhibitors
British Lion Film Corp., Ltd., is and which consists of a synchronized
to handle distribution in England of
Melotone, disc synchronizer. S. W. cue service for non-synchronous
Smith, who recently was in New equipment. The first producing company to subscribe to the new service
York, closed a deal for 100 machines. is General
Pictures Corp.

Chain of Virginia Houses
Planned by New Company
Charlottesville, Va. — Enterprise
Theater Corp., formed with Sol Rosenburg as president, is to build a
theater here costing $300,000, as one
of the chain of houses planned
throughout the States. It will be a
sound house.
Giles Sells Gary Houses
Gary, Ind. — Smith & Hart, operating the Empire and Cort in Auburn,
Ind., have bought the Royal and Pastime from A. Giles.
Plan Big One for Lawrence
Lanience, Mass. — Herbert A. Horgan of Boston has purchased the old
Boston & Maine depot here, and it
is reported that he will build New
England's largest theater on the site,
in connection with an office building.
The deal involved $500,000.
Gottesman in Middletown
Middletown, Conn. — -The Capitol
has been taken over by the .Alfred
Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises, the
former operators, who will again play
a split week vaude and picture policy.
Edwin Leighton will be retained as
manager.
Fined Under "Blue" Law
Lakewood, N. J. — Four persons
have been fined here by the city Rethe old "blue"
for violating
laws by corder
operating
Sunday shows.

OHve Borden's
"The Wildcat"
has beenNext
selected as
Olive Borden's second vehicle for
Columbia. Because of its similarity
in name to another feature Columbia
will release this production under a
ditTtrcnt title. John McCarthy will
direct.
Williams in Fox Cast
Guinn Williams is playing the
featured role in support of Charles
Farreil and Janet Gaynor in "Blue
Skies," a Fox production which is
being
filmed under Frank Borzage's
direction.
FinishingHrcesiWork will
in "Hottentot"
Edtiiuiul
conclude work
this week in the Warner production,
"The Hottentot." He continues to
appear nightly in the stellar role of
the legitimate production, "So This
Is London." now in its sixth week
at the El Capitan.

Cast Opposite Maynard
Olive Ilasbrouck has been signed
Australia Again Reports
to play opposite Ken Maynard in his
Enthusiasm Over Sound latest western. "The Royal Rider,"
is being produced by Charles
Excellent reception on the part of which
R. Rogers for First National. Miss
the public was accorded the intro- Hasbrouck completes the cast, which
duction of sound at the Regent, Syd- includes I'hilipe de Lacy, Joseph
to cable advices re- Burke, Theodore Lorch, Harry Semney,ceived
according
from Hoyts Theaters by W. els, General Icoiiakoff, Billy Franey
A. Robbins, New York representa- and Bobbie Dunn. Harry J. Brown
tive. The opening program included is directing.
"The Red Dance" and Fox Movietone shorts.
Starts "Two Weeks Off"
Production
on First National's
Small Towns in Michigan "Two
Weeks Off"
has started at the
Burbank studios under direction of
Hard Hit by Sound Films William Beaudine. In the cast are
Battle Creek. Mich. — Theaters in Eddie Gribboii, Phyllis Crane, James
towns surrounding Battle Creek are
F'inlayson, Kate Price and Gertrude
having a hard time attracting pa- Astor.
tronage, due to the sound picture
houses here, state newspapers of
William Boyd's Next
these towns.
Tay Garnett, who is to direct William Boyd in his next Pathe starFire at Nashua Theater
ring
"The Flying Fool," is
Nashua, N. H. — Fire damaged the getting feature,
his original story ready for
Colonial, destroying several rows of early shooting.
seats.
The theater was able to reopen within two days.
in "F^risoners"
Julanne Johnston has
been cast in
Howard S. Evans in Richmond
the role originally assigned to LoRichmond, Va. — Howard S. Evans retta Young in "Prisoners," a Ferenc
has been appointed to succeed V. E. Molnar play, as Miss Young will not
Loevv's ofhere.
as manager
Smith
Evans formerly
was ofmanager
the be through with her work in "The
Squall" in time to appear in "PrisStrand at Memphis.

Paramore with Paramount
J. J. De Wald at Gary
Edward
Paramore, Jr., who wrote
J. J. De Wald, former'
Gary, III.—
Ballad of Yukon
Jake," has
manager
of the Sipe and Indiana at "The
been added to the dialogue writing
assistappointed
been
has
Kentucky Chain Expands
Kokomo,
Spizzi Recovering
scenario staff at Paramount.
ant to V. U. Young, general manager and
oners."
Terre Haute, Ind. — The Fourth
Arthur Spizzi who has been con- of the Young Amusement Co., with
fined to his bed with an attack of
Avenue Amusement Co., a Louisville,
Lawrence Gray with Fox
Ky. firm headed by Fred Dolle, has influenza is now recuperating and is headquarters here.
Lawrence
Gray has signed with
added four more houses to its In- expected back this week to resume
Granada,
Chicago,
Damaged
Fox
for
a
role
in "Murder Will Out,"
diana string taking over the Hippo- production for Reeltone Talking Picadaptation by Beulah Marie Dix,
ture Corp.
Chicago — Flames
that for a time an
drome. Indiana, American and Libthreatened
to destroy the Granada which Howard Hawks is directing.
erty here.
did
damage
estimated at $25,000 to
Reopen Brea Theater
New House for Rome, Ga.
Brea, Cal. — The Red Lantern is to the Granada Building.
for "Dark
Streets"Herring
Wade CastBotcler
and Aggie
The blaze was discovered
in the
Rome, Ga. — Lam Amusement Co. be reopened by the Brea Investment
\ is having built a $110,000 theater to Co., who purchased the unexpired Granada
restaurant, which occupies are to appear in "Dark Streets," a
in which
\t seat 1,500, which will be ready about lease from W. W. Whitmer of Los one of the store fronts in the build- First National-Vitaphone,
Milton
Sills
plays
a
dual
role.
ing.
Angeles.
1 1 May 1.
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A Talkie Moses LAEMNLE ON ANNIVERSARY
verCAeRR, whose
HARRY bal lanc
digs often and
sharply into motion pictures, declares what the talkies
need is a Moses to lead them
out of the wilderness. Writing
in the "Los Angeles Times," he
-ays :
What impresses me about the talkies
is that no one knows what they arc all
about. Are they to be stage plays plasered onto a screen with all the stage dialogue? Or are they to be motion pictures with an occasional outburst into
conversation? Or just a slamming door
or the moo of a cow or the tick of a
clock for punctuation?

He sees the need for a great
genius to fashion the mold for
sound films and believes Max
Reinhardt who is to direct Lillian Gish in a picture for United
Artists is the artisan who will
do it.
So Far, This

ALLIED DRIVE TO START
PRAISES SOUND PROGRESS
SOON, MYERS DECLARES

"Marvelous strides have been made
in the past few months by motion
picture studio experts in grasping the
fundamentals of a new production
technique for the making of talkfilms," says Carl Laemmie, president of Universal, in a survey of the
field upon the occasion of his twentythird anniversary in the industry.
This anniversary is being celebrated
by a testimonial period of concentrated activity in the Universal organization, and by a unique expression of good will by Laemmle's many
exhibitor friends and well-wishers.
"Despite contentions that it would
take many months for motion picture
producers to learn to coordinate dialogue (.Continued
and pure screen
action
cm Page
6) in pic-

"Plain Myers"

"Is it to be commissioner or
Mr. Myers," queried THE
FILM DAILY reporter, of the
new head of the Allied States
Ass'n. "Mr. will do, I guess,"
he replied, "or better still just

PiCK-UP CONTROL FEATURE
OF JONES SYNCHRONIZER
Myers."

Smith and Raskob Not
to Enter Film Industry

Head of Association Now
Laying Groundwork of
Organization
Membership drive of Allied States
Ass'n, is to get under way within a
few weeks, Abram F. Myers, president and general counsel of the exhibitor unit, stated yesterday while
in New York. Organization work
is to be carried on in all sections.
Myers now is laying the groundwork of the association, which is inviting regional units of exhibitors to
join with other units, which formed
the nucleus of the revised organization. He now is selecting regional
representatives, to be located at
strategic points throughout the country. His first speech to exhibitors
is to be made at the convention of
the Northwest exhibitor unit to be
held Feb. 4 and 5 at Minneapolis.

Control of pick-up which enables
advance or retarding of reproduction
while the disc is playing will be a
We agree with Carr, but only in
feature
of a disc synchronizer, soon
part. There is much to be learned,
Sarasota, Fla. — Neither former
but we draw attention to the indis- Governor Al Smith nor John J. Ras- to be placed on the market by E. W.
putable fact that almost every new
kob have any intention of entering Jones, research laboratories. The arrangement enables the operator to
dialogue picture denotes an advance the film industry, they declared in an
over its predecessor. Perfection, of interview here, denying the story "jump" any missing parts of the film.
course, is still among the unachieved. which had been circulated as a re- The firm, which for some time has Pittsburgh Zone Unit to
The technique is new, the medium of
Vote on Allied Affiliation
sult of a telegram from Raskob made been synchronizing pictures for prosound unknown. It will take time.
ducers, now is making 33 1-3 rpm
public
on
the
Coast
by
Eddie
DowlPittsburgh — Whether the western
But we have an abiding faith in the ing. The telegram quoted Raskob (Vitaphone speed) records, as well
as standard speed records. A num- Pennsylvania exhibitor unit, with leaningenuity and the ability of the creaber of standard speed discs are being
he might be in Dowling's
saying soon.
tive element in production that the as
business
ing toward Allied States Ass'n, will
recut for the 33 1-3 rmp. speed, which join that organization will be deterproblem will be surmounted.
"So far as anyone can predict the
mined at the annual convention here
apidly is becoming standard throughInsofar as Carr's reference to Rein- future, neither of us will every enter
April
14,
15 and 16.
hardt is concerned, we, like many
out the industry for disc synchronizers. Jones says that his firm, and
said. motion picture industry," Raskob
others, will avidly watch what hap- the
pens. This superior German stage
not Cinephone, recorded sound ef- Stage Bands Resumed
craftsman should do much to further
fects
for "Street Scene," New York
stage
play.
in Publix Sound Houses
the artistic standards of motion pic- "Cameo" Gets Control of
tures. Artistry, do not forget, makes Automatic Ticket Register
Atlanta — Stage band shows are befor quality and quality strengthens
ing resumed in the Howard here
Acquisition of a controlling interest All Sound-on-Film Held
the cornerstone of the entire busi- in Automatic Ticket Register Corp.,
Available for Phonofilm and the Alabama in Birmingham, the
ness.
All
distributors
which
market two Publix de luxe houses in this
manufacturer of Gold Seal ticket register products, has been completed by sound-on-film
pictures are prepared immediate territory which went "all
A Sm'^H Comedy
Phonofilm equipment of the sound" a few months ago. The band
Automatic Merchandis- to serve (Continued
"The Eligible Mr. Bangs" is well Consolidated
inz Corp.
on Page 6)
show policy went into effect yesterdescribed. All-sound, nicely recordday at the Alabama. Howard reed, well-dressed and performed, diasumes stage shows Feb. 4.
logue lines that are both natural and
sensible and a somewhat far-fetched,
but nevertheless diverting, story idea.
All Nakken Patents Owned
Edward Everett Horton is an excellent Bangs. Here is a comedy that
by Nakken Patents Corp.
reminds us of the famous Sidney
Columbia Pictures Corp., has acXakkcn Patents Corp., New York,
Drew series which helped make at- W. E. Sound Equipment
quired the entire group of Liberty- is owner of all Nakken patents, intending picture thealgrs so pleasant
for RKO Hippodrome Specialty exchanges now operating
years ago. Incidentally, the first of
cluding the re-issue patent No. 16,870,
Western Electric sound equipment throughout the South. The deal, which
a new sound series from Educational.
Leonard
Day, counsel for the firm
will
be
installed
at
the
Hippodrome,
was consummated in New Orleans
A very good beginning.
New York, RKO house. The theater late last week, marks an important makes clear, in correcting the erroneous impression that the Nakken
"The Bride's Relations"
is reported to have been sold to Fred- step in Columbia's nationalization sound-on-film patent was owned by
erick Brown, New York realtor. No
It was the worst day of the winKolster Radio. It previously was
The Liberty-Specialty exchange stated
ter. The venerable
trade press — al- statement on the reported sale or fu- program.
in error that Kolster firm was
ture disposition of the property could system includes branches in Atlanta,
most all of it— was there to see a
owner
of the patent.
(Continued
on
Page
6)
(.Continued on Page 2)
be obtained at Brown's office.

Southern Exchange System
Taken Over by Columbia
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Dividend Declared

Quarterly dividend of $1.62^ per
share has been declared on the outstanding $6.50 cumulative preferred
stock of Loew's, payable Feb. 15, to
preferred stockholders of record
Feb. 4.

Film Board Secretaries Change
Kansas City — Miss Marion McCul(Continued from Page 1)
lough of Indianapolis succeeds Miss
A. L. Menaugh, Feb. 1^ as secretary
Sennett talking comedy, "The Bride's of the local Film Board. Miss BonRelations" by name. Ofif went the
lights and on went the opus. It
nie Long, assistant secretary at Dallas, will become Indianapolis secrewasn't long after that the laughter
tary. Miss Helen Vogler has been
began to mount and stay that way.
Remember: rotten day, film — satur- named Montreal secretary. Miss
ated newspaper men and a projection Ruth Doyle has left Montreal for St.
room showing. Only a jewel among Johns, New Brunswick, to train a
comedies could get the response it new secretary there.
did. For your box-ofifice good, get
Raives with Life Insurance Firm
it. Educational is the place to go.
Sol Raives, president of the TheKANN
ater Owners Chamber of Commerce,
New York, has been named special
Damita
Tour
Completed
of the Equitable Life
Lily Damita, who has been mak- representative
Insurance Society.
ing a personal appearance tour of the
middle west in connection with showNew Manager at Williston
ings of "The Rescue," her first
Williston, Fla. — Rubin Moore is
American-made picture, in Columbus, Louisville, Indianapolis and St. new manager of the Royal, replacing
Louis, completes her tour today and H. B. Clark, transferred to Jacksonville by Publix.
goes directly to the Coast. The new
Samuel Goldwyn star will have only
a short period for rest before beginColony Martin
Run forJohnson
"Simba" jungle
ning work on a new picture for
"Simba,"
which her services have been loaned film, is to have its first run in New
to M-G-M.
York at pop prices at the Colonj-,
opening Feb. 9. Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson are to appear in person,
"Piccadilly" Opening Wednesday
Word has been received by J. D. during the run.
Williams that the World premiere of
Releasing French Re-Issue
"Piccadilly" will take place Wednesday at the Carlton, Paramount house,
The French film "Cranquebille"
in Haymarket, London. This is the directed
by Jacques Feyder, which
E. A. Dupont picture with Gilda was shown in United States in 1923,
'36
Gray,
6 Anna May Wong and Jame- is to be re-issued by Red Seal Picson Thomas upon which the directures Corp., New
York.
tor worked for six months, and
which will be brought to America
Second Week for "On Trial"
by World Wide. The picture is ArWarner Bros. all-talking Vitascreen.nold Bennett's first original for the phone production, "On Trial" starring
Pauline Frederick with Bert Lytell
and
Lois Wilson, has entered its secAnother Talmadge Deal
York. ond week at the Mark Strand, New
Oscar A. Price has sold to M.
Kleinerman of Exhibitors Film Exchange, distribution rights in Cuba
Free Show Gets By on Sunday
to"so"The Bachelors' Club" the first of
o
Lakevvood,
N. J.— By letting paa series of four pictures starring
trons
in
free,
Sol Brill's Palace here
Richard Talmadge who is under concircumvented the "blue" laws and the
tract to star for Mr. Price.
sheriff, who a week previously had
arrested
the manager and three asIndict Theater Men
sistants, permitted the show to go on.
Martins Ferry, O. — Nine indictments were returned against owners
Jolson on Way to Coast
and operators for presenting Sunday
Al
Jolson,
Warner Bros, star, has
shows here. Indictments were issued by the Belmont county grand left New York for Hollywood after
a brief stay of a few days. Soon after
jury in session at St. Clairsville.
his arrival on the Coast, he will start
Fire Destroys Hamilton House
work on his next Vitaphone producHamilton, O. — The Rialto theater
tion, "Mammy." Julian Josephson is
building was destroyed by fire of now at work on the script which is
undetermined origin. Damage esti- based on a story by Leslie S. Barmated at $150,000.
rows, author of "The Singing Fool."

Schools, Churches and Clubs
using Motion Pictures

Should Subscribe for

THE EDUCATIONAL

SCREEN

Book
TheDate
Industry's
Jan. 31 Theatrical baU of Los Angeles
Ass'n.
Equity
of Actors
branch
Jan. 31 Opening of 6,000 seat Fox Theater,
St. Louis.
York.Guild Cinema opens in New
Feb. 1 Film
Feb. 1 Opening
4,000-seat Toledo-Para.
mount
atof Toledo.
Feb. 2 Fox Athletic Club Dinner and Dance
at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Feb. 3 Dinner of the Silver Screen sponsored by The Film Bureau in Nev»

Feb. 4 and 5 Convention of Northwest exhibitor unit at Minneapolis.
Feb. 9 Dinner of Writers Branch of Acad- "^
Yo
emy of M. rk
P.to Arts .
and Sciences,
Hollywood,
visiting
dialogue B
writers.
Feb.

14

1929
WampasClubFrolic,
Universal
Dance, Hollywood.
Hotel Aster,
New York.
Mar. 2 AMPA HoUjrwood Masque Ball in
York.
New
Apr. 14-15-16 Convention of Western Penn.
sylvania Exhibitor Unit.

Barthelmess Leaves

\
Richard and Mrs. Barthelmess left •
yesterday for Florida after a vacation
in New
York.
From
Florida
they"
will go to Havana, and return to Los !■
Angeles by way of Mexico.
Lewis Leaves Vitaphone
Warren Lewis has resigned from
the Vitaphone Corp., where he handled exploitation and publicity to
join the E. H. Holmes Airport, Inc.,
which is developing an aviation center on Long Island. In his new
post, Lewis will be in charge of advertising and general promotion
work.
New
Owner at Chewelah,
Wash.
Chewelah, Wash. — G. E. Terhune,
formerly of Walla Walla, has bought
the Empress from D. A. Morgan.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions fior
Picture Tiieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York Gty
Phone Pef^. 3S80

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

**1001

FILMS''

(Fifth EdiHoai

Complete reference booklet, listing nearly 3,000 educational films given
at reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year - 5 South Wabash Ave,, Chicago, III.

I

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the
world for the purpose of public
instruction.
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In the veil of night at sea, the flickering
ring aerial and the fluctuat-

PI CTU RE
rH E TALK OF TH E TOWN
Masterfully supervised and directed
by Benjamin Glazer — Horace Jackson's brilliant adaptation of Benjamin Glazer and Melchior Lengyel's
original — produced on a magnifi-'
cent scale — enacted by "dramatic
players tested in the most famous
plays of the century — a revelation
as to what can be done with the
new wonder of the screen, dialogue
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like a meteor from no^vhere, comes the phantom murderer
—startling— actionful— swift-moving— baffling in its solution
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Columbia Takes Over
Laemmle Has Praise
Southern Exchanges
For{Continued
Sound
Progress
(.Continued from Page 1)
from Paiic 1)

"Lucky-Boy" Tie-ups

Al Selig, director of advertising and publicity for TiffanyStahl, has negotiated a tie-up
with a national Lucky Strike
advertising campaign in conjunction with the Tiffany-Stahl
special production "Lucky Boy"
starring George Jessel in his
first singing and talking picture.
The tie-up was handled through
Hartman of the Lord & Thomas
& Logan Advertising Agency
who are handling the nationwide advertising campaign of
Lucky Strikes for the American
Tobacco Company. In addition
to the newspaper and magazine
advertising, George Jessel's endorsement of the Lucky Strike
cigarette will be broadcast over
WEAF'S nation-wide network
on the Lucky Strike Hour on
Saturday nights, a week preceding the opening of "Lucky Boy"
throughout the country and for
several weeks thereafter.

ture niakinj?, this is already being
done and that the new art of talking
pictures has advanced to a remarkable
state of perfection," he asserts.
Laemmle entered the industry Feb.
6, 1900, when he opened his first theater, a store-front show in Chicago
called the Whitefront theater. Several
months later he started an exchange.
Later, he entered production as well.
Through the hectic days of one and
two reel features, unit shows, fly-bynight adventurers, and finally film
trust pressure, he steered the growing
Laemmle Film Service, and the Imp
production organization. With his
leadership in the anti-trust fight he
assumed a commanding position
among independents and engineered
the consolidation of several of the
principal independents into the Universal organization in 1912. From
this modest beginning, the vast Universal net-work of exchanges, theaters
and producing units has grown.

Eddie Crane With Shimko
Jacksonville,
Fla. — Eddie Crane,
Sparks Protests Against
who has been at the Capitol for the
Orlando /Municipal Shows past year as manager, has resigned,
Orlando, Fla. — Protest against fie will be associated with the Shimko interests in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
showing of pictures at the municipal
auditorium has been launched by E. as manager of the Patio.
J. Sparks, who says this competition
L. R Pierce at Memphis
IS proving disastrous to local houses.
Admission, lower than that of the theMemphis, Tenn. — L. R. Pierce has
aters, is charged for the showings. been appointed manager of the OrThe city council has the protest under pheum. Pierce has been manager of
advisement.
the Home State Film Co. at Omaha.
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HOME

TOWN

PAPERS

ff

The Regional Magazine is
the Exhibitor's ''Home
Town Paper" — Intimate,
Local, Personal, Homey.
It is the one Trade Paper
he reads from Cover to
Cover.

THE

NEW

YORK

Through courtesy of the General
Outdoor Advertising Co., block 24sheets advertising the A.M. P. A. Hollywood Masque Ball at the Astor,
March 2, are being posted throughout Greater New York.

Maas,
Edit'l Shorts
Supervisor
Paramount
in N. Y.

6TATE

WXBIBIToR
"'"^ TWiYfy

BARRIST-GOODWIN
219-23 N. BROAD

ST.

Ernest Maas, who returned from an
extensive trip abroad several months
ago, has been appointed editorial
supervisor of sound short subjects at
Paramount's
Eastern studio.

SfPPLEMt/^r

PUBLICATIONS
PHILADELPHIA,

Charlotte, Memphis, New Orleans,
Dallas and Oklahoma City. , Under
By ARTHUR
W. EDDY ^
the terms of the deal Columbia will
take over the exchanges Feb. 2nd,
Downey,
youngBarbara
tenor
and will act as agents for Liberty- MORTON
and picture
star, and
Specialty in fulfilling contracts for Bennett, daughter of Richard Bennett
film service, although the exchanges and sister of Constance and Joan Benwill operate as Columbia exchanges.
nett, were married
in St. yesterday.
Patrick's
It is understood that Columbia is Cathedral,
New York,
laying $450,000 as the purchase price. Margaret and Dorothy McCarthy,
Liberty-Specialty was formed a musical comedy stars, stood up with
few years ago through the merging the bride, and the best man was
of Liberty Film Distributing in At- Richard Callahan.
lanta, with the Specialty Film Co. It
*
was owned jointly by Oscar S. OldColvin W. Brown, Executive Vice
know, of Atlanta; W. G. Underwood,
of Dallas; and the Saenger interests, President of Pathe, Robert T. Kane,
president and general manager of
of New
Orleans.
No changes in branch office per- Sound Studios, Inc., Gene Markey the
sonnel are anticipated under the new author, Mr. and Mrs. H. McAleenan
ownership. Columbia will take over of- 1049 Park Avenue and Tom, Cuma well-organized group of exchanges mings were among those present.
I
already identified with Columbia Pictures through distribution of that
Brothers! That's what the Paraproduct. Those exchanges will conmount Long Island Studio has just
tinue to function without interruption
or confusion.
got nothing else but. Look at these:
It means that the three former own- Cozine — Arthur, stage and location
manager, and Ray, assistant director
ers of Liberty-Specialty will step "out of "Gentlemen of the Press"; Cronof the picture" and their places will
be taken by Columbia officials. Mr. jager, Eddie, chief cameraman for
Richard Dix, and Henry, assistant
Underwood, who has served as gen- cameraman; Doran, Dan, property
eral manager of Liberty-Specialty, will
devoted his energies to a group of man, and John, boss grips; Biroc,
theaters in which he already is finan- Joe and Mousey, props; Ostroff, Irving and Otto, props. Then there is
cially interested — the Robb & Rowley
chain, which includes some 65 the- Dave Sarecky, general assistant to
aters in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkan- John W. Butler, the executive mansas. Oldknow, although he retained
ager, who is a brother to Lou Sarecky, formerly editorial supervisor at
his holdings in Liberty-Specialty until
this new deal was closed, surrended the studio, now assistant to William
LeBaron of FBO.
the active management of its affairs
to Mr. Underwood at the time National Theater Supply Company was
A wedding gift of $150 in gold was
organized and Oldknow became its
vice president with supervision over presented by fellow-workers of the ]
Paramount Long Island Studio to
all southern branches.
Caroline Cerveny, secretary to David
J. Sarecky, who just returned from
All Sound-on-Film Held
a two-weeks honeymoon. Miss CerAvailable for Phonofilm
veny was manned to Charles Gut(Continued from Page 1)
knecht. The presentation was made
Forum, 138th St. and Brook Ave., by William Collier, actor, playwright
New York, according to Manager and director, who is assisting with
Berger. The house yesterday began
the dialogue on Richard Dix's new
its Phonofilm
with "Taxi 13," all-talking starring picture, "NothRKO
film, as policy,
the feature.

24 Sheets Posted on AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball

IN NEW YORK STATE AND
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY ITS

PA.

Short Shots from
New York Studios

David E. Dow Promoted
Louisville, Ky. — David E. Dow,
resident general manager of the K-AO theaters here, has been named division manager in the western district
of
the corporation, operating out of
Chicago.

ing But the Truth."
Miss Zahrah V. Haven, who has
been assistant to Rowland V. Lee,
Paramount director, for two years
past, has arrived in New York to
work under the direction of Robert
Florey in the production of the alltalking
ring thefilm,
Four "The
Marx Cocoanuts,"
Brothers, atstarthe
Paramount Long Island Studio. Miss
Haven spent six months in the reading.
ing department of the west coast
studio and was a script clerk for Lee,
later assuming duties of higher ratDevaney Made District Head
Cleveland — Leo Devaney, for three
years manager of tiie UniversaL exchange here, has been placed in
charge of the Mid-West division, co\'
ering Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indian
apolis and Detroit, with headquarterat
localCincinnati.
manager. Harry Young is ne^\
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7 Under Way

U. A. Speeds Schedule

Seven sound pictures are under way at Universsil, a highl|
mark for the company.

WILK

Hollywood

PRINCETON students should be
credited with originating the
talkers, according to Tom J. Geraghty, the scenarist and title writer. The
Princetonians "converted" the silent
pictures into talkers by providing
their own "dialogue" during the
showing of pictures, he says. The
other night, the Princeton boys viewed "Naughty Baby," which had been
titled by Tom and his son, Jerry, who
is a Princeton student. There were
cries
of "author"
Jerry's name
was flashed
on thewhen
screen.
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: Ben
Lyon taking John Farrow
and Hal Howe for an airplane ride; Leonard Fields
being welcomed to Universal
City; Elmer Clifton and
Frank Joyce discussing pictures.
+
*
*
We wonder whether Richard Barthelmess knows the
other Dick Barthelmess, who
writes rowing notes for "The
San Diego* Sun."
*
*
Gene Towne, one of Hollywood's
most prolific writers of comedy material, has sold "I. O. U.," an original story to First National. Gene
has been writing titles and gags for
First National for four years.
*
*
*
Excellent reports filter in from
previews of "Manchu Love," which
was directed by Elmer Clifton. It
is the first Americanr^made picture
that boasts an all-Chinese cast.
*
*
*
Bert Roach, former M-G-M comedian, is free-lancing. Bert played
an important role in "The Last
Warning" and is now considering
several offers. He was with M-G-M
for four years and this is the first
time in 10 years that he is free-lancing.
*
*
*
"Playback" is the new term used
to describe reproduction on the set
of players' voices, recorded on discs.
The record is played at the end of
the scene to detect and correct flaws.
*
*
*
Emory Johnson, producer of a
number of box office bell ringers, has
gone into the portrait business with
Carl Siegel, formerly of New York.
The partners have opened an elaborate Hollywood studio.
New Contract for Krafft
John W. KrafTt has signed a new
contract with Pathe under which he
will continue to title all Pathe silent
pictures. He will also have a broader scope as a dialogue writer. He
wrote the dialogue for "Sal of Singapore." Warners Borrow Hale
Alan Hale has been loaned to Warner Bros, by Pathe to be co-featured
with Edward Everett Horton in "The
Sap."
Archie Mayo will direct.

DIALOGUE ORDER OF
WEEK AT II. fl.
All the big guns at United Artists
are being heard, microphones and
dialogue being the order of the week.
Mary Pickford has nearly completed
her 100% talking version of "Coquette" and she is starting right away
on the silent version. Norma Talmadge is studying diction with Laura
Hope Crews prior to beginning work
in an all-talkie, her next. Gloria
Swanson has finished the silent version of "Queen Kelly," under Von
Stroheim's direction, and is now preparing to talk and sing in additional
sequences, via Photophone. Douglas Fairbanks has faced the mikes on
his "The Iron Mask" talks that are
like soliloquys. Ronald Colman follows "The Rescue" with "Bulldog
Drunimond," a 100% talkie already
cast. Herbert Brenon's "Lummox,"
also 100% talkie, was prepared in
New York by Brenon and Fannie
Hurst, the author, and will be put
in production promptly. "Alibi," Roland West's all-talking version of
"Nightstick," is completed with talk
and is now being made silently.
Harry Richman is expected in Hollywood this spring, for "Song of
Broadway," all-talking-singing. Lupe
Velez has sung six times in the completed "Lady of the Pavements," D.
W. Griffith production due on Broadway soon. Alma Rubens sings in
"She Goes to War," Henry King
picture, also completed. Synchronized are "Eternal Love," John Barrymore-Ernst Lubitsch, completed; and
Rex Ingram's "Three Passions," also
completed.
It has been decided as general policy of United Artists that all films
made with talk also will be made
silently; and the versions will be made
separately and distinctly, not with
parallel production schedules. Practically all forthcoming pictures will
have talk; even Chaplin, in "City
Lights," will use dialog. John W.
Considine, Jr., who has spent three
weeks in New York City looking
over new plays, is due back in Hollywood today. Because of the dialog
angle, plays are getting preference
over novels and originals in story
purchases these days; with the dialog
of a stage play a producer can figure
on effects, because he knows what
reactions were produced; new talk
is apt to be more uncertain, tossed
out into the air with some uncertainty. United Artists have engaged
George Scarborough, author of "The
Heart of Wetona" and "The Lure,"
as dialog consultant.
Sign Fred Kohler
Fred Kohler has been signed by
First National for a role in "Broadway Babies," starring Alice White.

Wampas Frolic Cancelled ; White Resigns from Firs
National Studio P<f|
Plan Testimonial Dinner
Frolic of the Wampas has been
cancelled. A testimonial dinner to
an outstanding personality is planned instead, with the Wampas stars
to be guests of honor.

C. D. White
has National.
resigned as stu''
manager
at First
New Contract for Eve Southen
Tiffany-Stahl
has
signed
I
Southern to a new starring contr'

Added to F. N. Cast
New "U" Building Planned
Jed Prouty, Dixie Gay and Gertrude Messinger have been added to
Universal will build a new adm
cast of the First National- Vitaphone stration building, providing more
picture,Dorothy
"Two Weeks
Off," and
which Jack
co- fices and facilities for executives ;
stars
Mackaill
Mulhall. Among others cast are Ed- assistants.
die Gribbon, Gertrude Astor, James
Bernheim to Supervise
Finlayson and Kate Price. William
Beaudine is directing the production.
Jules Bernheim will supervise "Z
Minstrel Man," which Harry Poll
will direct for Universal, from
Gloria Changing Plans
original story by Norman
L. S
Gloria Swanson may make an Ed- and
George Rogan.
mund Goulding original as her next
picture for United Artists. She now
Renee
Opposite
Gilbert ?
is finishing "Queen Kelly" under
Renee Adoree, who recently
Goulding's direction, and had been
slated to make "Clothes" as her next tied her disagreement with M-G
and signed a three year contract, r
picture.
play opposite John Gilbert in "
Meighan's First Set
"The Argyle Case" is to be
Christie Signs Louise Fazends
Thomas Meighan's first Vitaphone
Louise Fazenda has been signed
starring vehicle. It is from a play demption."
by Robert Hillyard. Work is to Al Christie for two of the Chri
start late next month.
Talking Plays for Paramount rele

Announcement
R.L. A. TALKING

PICTURES

CORPORATION

is equipped at their studio
220 East 38th Street, New York
to afford the following service:
Production of Sound and Silent Pictures
Recording Service, using the disc method
of synchronization
Recording Service at Standard Speed

R.L. A. TALKING PICTURES CORPORATIO>
Recording Laboratories of America, Inc.
(Affiliated with )

William M. Brown & Company, Inc.
220 East 38th Street
Telephone VAN. 9562-3

New York Cit

Woodhull in Favor of Arbitrator Training Classes
/
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ML THE MEWS
ALLTHE TIME

25

rai MACHINE TO HAVE
OUND-ON-fILM RECORDER

Wednesday, January

A Record
Two hundred ninety-five critics representing 326 newspapers; 29 trade and fan publications and three newspaper
syndicates, serving several
hundred newspapers throughout the country, cast their
ballot in the annual poll
to select the Ten Best Pictures
of 1928 for THE 1929 FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK out
this week. The Ten Best selections, which this year sets a
record for votes, is but one of
a number of exclusive features
of the forthcoming volume.

[Addition of a soiuui-on-filni reprolicing attachment tor the Pacent disc
producer is planned at an early date,
ouis Pacent, head of the Pacent Re"oducer Corp., New York, stated in
inouncing that 12 machines now are
on in theaters. \'itaphone
device, it is generally
service the
tooperati
ood.
V'itaphone films for rehderst
•oduction by the device will be
rrved or not according to tests on
ich individual installation, it recently
as announced.
I Pacent announced two models are Colorado Bills Would Fix
ling made, one, selling for $2,500
10 P. C. Amusement Tax
us installation! for theaters up to 2,K) seats, and the other, S3, 500 for
Denver — Ten per cent tax is proleaters with from 2,000 to 4,000
posed in a bill introduced in the
.•ats. The equipment is sold out- House of Representatives by Rep.
Warren F. Blceckcr of Boulder. It
ght. No batteries are used.
is one of 25 similar measures. The
bills are designed to raise funds to
)isc Attachment Slated
meet
a $1,000,000 deficit which coni i for Phonofilm in 60 Days
fronts the legislature.
J General Talking Pictures, will have
The only similar law in the United
! disc
attachment
for
DeForest States was passed by South Carolina
honofilm ready for the market with- three years ago. According to Chari 60 days. Meanwhile, there has
les W. Picquet of the exhibitor unit
een a series of negotiations for a
of that state, the tax has caused closool between
General
and Sonoraing of about 60 per cent of the houses.
ristolphone. The latter recently anounced it soon would have a soundn-film reproducing
attachment
for Fox Attending Opening
ristolphone.
of New St. Louis House
St. Louis — William Fox and other
Munkett Leaves for Tour
Fox executives will attend opening
of the New Fox tomorrow night. The
of K-A-0 Chain Houses house seating 5000 will open
,ith
Joe Plunkett, general manager of
-K-0, has left New York on a tour "Street Angel."
• inspection of Keith-Albee-Orpheum
ouses, his first since joining the firm.
[e will go as far west as Chicago.

lerman Distributors
Forming New Alliance
Berlin — Distributors here, among
lem, Ufa, National Sudfilm. Bayer;che, D. L. S., Parufamet, United
irtists, Universal and Fox, are formig a working association, which will
e registered as a trading concern,
•ith a view
to reducing
distribution
(Continued
on Page 12)

I I

21 Features Weekly
St. Louis — A theater in a
class by itself is the Criterion
here, which changes daily and
runs three features every day,
making a total of 21 features
a week used.

Price 5 Cents

30, 1929

N.W. MEET TO SPUR FIGHT
ON INTERCHANGEABILITY
RM"ES
ARBREFlTR
USEATOTORS/ACT'OFONfFICAS
Minneapolis — Personal prejudice is
the new obstacle which has arisen
to block arbitration in this territory,
three arbitrators refusing to act in
cases involving Warners. As no alternates were available, deliberations
were at a standstill.
W. M. Miller, Clocjuet exhibitor,
started of? the fireworks, withdrawing
on grounds of prejudice. He took the
position that he did not feel justified
in performing any service for Warners, claiming the company had refused
to do business with him. Oliver
Rowe, St. Paul showman, followed
suit with George Carrisch, Minneaalso v.-ithdrawing
case.
All polis,
three
arbitrators from
are the
declared
previously to have sought unsuccessfully to negotiate contracts with
Warners for sound product, to be
shown on independent reproducing
equipment.

Minneapolis — Interchangeability
will be the big topic of discussion at
the convention of the Northwest exhibitor unit, here next Tuesday and
Wednesday. Abram F. Myers, president and general counsel of Allied
.States Ass'n, is to be on hand for the
discussions, at which he will make his
first address to exhibitors since entering the industry. He is expected to
outline, also, the action he already has
taken in calling for Dept. of Justice
action on alleged agreements restricting interchangeability .
Next week's meeting will find a
number of exhibitors on hand, it is
said, ready to tell their experience in
trying unsuccessfully to get sound
pictures, for showing over independent
equipment. In this connection,
VVarners is slated to come in for considerable discussion, for alleged refusal to serve sound pictures to systems other than Western Electric.
The convention here also is to pass
on affiliation with Allied, but that will
he more or less of a formalitv.

M-G-M Opening First AllTalker at Astor, Feb. 8 Survey of Foreign Field
M-G-M's first all talker, "The
to be Made by Otterson
Broadway Melody," opens Feb. 8 at

the Astor,

New

York.

Arbitration Appeal Response
Prompt, M. P. T. O. Head Says

Fourth Avenue Firm Gets
Chain at Terre Haute

Myers to be Given Data on
Reported
Refusal of
Sound Service

Favorable response to his appeal to
leaders of the industry to direct their
best efforts toward improvement of
the practice of arbitration, is reported
by R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A. president. The appeal was sounded at the
in Milwaulast week
special
kee of meeting
the Wisconsin
exhibitor unit,
which was split on the issue of proposed affiliation with the Allied States
.^ss'n and postponed action in the
matter.

Terre Haute, Ind. — -Fourth Avenue
Amusement Co. of Louisville, has
purchased holdings of the Western Indiana Theater Corp., which for the
last year, have been under the control of the Keith-Albee circuit. The
deal involves slightly more than $2.500,000 in rentals and includes all the
large show houses in the city.
Fred J. DoUe, president of the
Woodhull urged that state and reFourth Avenue company; D. H.
gional exhibitor organizations should
Long, secretary-treasurer; Walter S. establish training classes for arbitraLapp, attorney, and Charles N. Koch,
"one
an arbitrator
He defines
chief engineer of the company, met in who tors.
has
the power
to do asas he
conference
last week
with Charles
(Continued on Page 12)
and further
pleases," (Continued
on as
Page"an12)authority,

Survey of tiie situation abroad, as
concerns development of sound pictures isto be made by J. E. Otterson,
president of Electrical Research Products, who sailed Friday for Europe.
He will remain abroad about six
weeks, visiting England, France,
Germany and possible other countries.

On Merit
Each application for Vitaphone service for showring via
other than Western Electric
equipment is decided on its
merits, George E. Quigley,
company vice president, stated
recently in outlining the company's position. If the tonal
quality of the particular machine in the particular house
meets with company approval,
showing.
films and discs are served for
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Financial

HEWS

31

Theatrical
ball
of
Los
Angeles
branch
of Actors
Equity
Ass'n.
31 Opening of 6,000 seat Fox Theater,
St. Louis.
1 Film
Guild
Cinema
opens
in New
York.
Toledo-Paraof 4,000-seat
1 Opening
moiuit at Toledo.
2 Fox Athletic Club Dinner and Dance
at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
3 Dinner
of the Silver Screen
sponsored by The Film Bureau in New
York.
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Woodstock House Changes Name
Woodstock, Ont. — Griffin's theater,
of which W. J. Fawcett is manager,
has been changed to the Capitol. This
house was one of many in the Province of Ontario at one time under
the control of Pete Griffin, historic
showman of Canada, who had the
first chain in the Dominion.

New York will soon show
AlA. Loew houses in Greater
"The Jazz Singer". Has
played 23 weeks at the Warner
Bros. Theatre, 2 weeks at the
Movietone Films of Palestine
Roxy and all the local Fox cines
The Fox Movietone unit, now making a trip around the world on a Can- mas.
adian Pacific
cruise, has recently taken
Lucky Seven
'36
6

the first talking pictures of Palestine.
Scenes were made with sound effects
1,266 and music in Bethlehem and Jerusalem, the home office states.
33,400

44,100
700

Opposes
Censoring
Dialogue
( leveland — Mrs. E. L. Grossman,
president of the motion picture divi17,566
sion of the Federated Women's
Clubs is opposed to having dialogue
1,000
100 in motion pictures censored by the
3,200
state censor board. Mrs. Grossman
13,100
brands the effort to secure such censorship as "unfair, unjust and un4,366
1,800
1,800
17,400
300

100
100
25,200

Fair and Warner

constitutional."
C. C. Ezell Returns
C. C. Ezell, general sales manager
of Warners, has returned to New
York from a trip through the southern territory. His itinerary included
visits to New Orleans, Oklahoma
City, Tulsa, Dallas and Kansas City.

\

Clipped from Variety: "Ruri*
ning seven shows from 11 A. M.
and standing them 10 deep for
run of 'The Terror,' the Palace
(Montreal) beat all records. Picture held over."

Jl

"On Trial" at the Embassy, Frisco,
must have stirred things up to make
Variety say, "Talking thriller started
strong and outlook augurs for three
or four substantial weeks. Bettered
$15,000;

handsome

profit."

Rinty Here

Rin-Tin-Tin, Warner Bros, popular
canine star, is in Whalen Town. Will
make personal appearances in the
East.

Fannie Brice is guest star of MaDismantling Toronto Landmark
jestic Theatre of the Air on Feb. 17,
Toronto — The old Strand, down- 9 to 10 Eastern Standard Time. Will
town house which was the scene of sing "My Man" and other songs
Feb.
the
first
presentation of moving pic- from the picture.
Feb.
tures on a large scale in the Ontario
capital, is being dismantled.
March 16th is pre-release date for
Feb.
Texas Guinan's "Queen of the Night
Bomb Wrecks Detroit House
Clubs." From what we hear, she'll
Feb. 4 and 5 Convention of Northwest exDetroit
— Bombing of the Roose- get
a great big hand on her first
hibitor unit at Minneapolis.
Warner.
velt on Gratiot Ave., which comFeb. 9 Dinner of Writers
Branch of Acadpletely wrecked the house, will keep
emy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
Another Record
the theater dark three or four weeks.
Hollywood,
to
visiting
dialogue
WntATB.
Oklahoma Schools Showing Films
We shy from long news items. But
Feb. 14 1929 Wampas
Frolic, Hollywood.
this one from Variety (what againi)
Duncan, Okla. — Admission of ten
Universal Club Dance, Hotel Astor,
New York.
cents for grammar school children
can't be boiled down: "'Jazz Singer'
came in at midnight premiere on a
2 AM PA Hollywood
Masque Ball in 15 cents for high school pupils and
Mar.
New
York.
adults is charged for films shown in
gale of publicity Friday and opened
Convention
of Western
Penn- schools here.
Apr. 14-15-16
to near capacity. Saturday saw linesylvania Exhibitor Unit.
up all day and individual day's gross
French Film Being Shown
receipts broke record at almost $S,Lubin as AM PAS Guest
000."
Tivoli, Toronto.
"The Passion of Joan of Arc"
Arthur Lubin, who starred in French picture, will have its American
tonight abroad the He de
Big Promise
"We cannot refrain from expressing
Gotham's "Times Square," will be a pre-view
France.
guest of the AMPAS at their lunchour gratitude, and wish to state furWork started on "The Time, Thi
ther that if at any time anyone deeon Thursday and will discuss the
sires a testimonial as to the quality
Place and The Girl." Cast includei
Fire at Two Arkansas Houses
talkers. The Gotham Boys, radio
of your service, we would be very
Grant Withers, Gertrude Olmstead
performers will entertain. Special
Memphis — Fire has destroyed the
Betty Compson, James Kirkwood
glad to have you refer them to us."
—JACOBSON
AMUSEMENT
CO.,
Vivian Oakland with Howard Breth
news photos will be taken of all pres- Joyland at Corming Ark. and the
Louisville,
Ky.
ent through the courtesy of "The Pastime at Hamburg, Ark., accorderton
on the megaphone. Elaborate
ing to reports to the Film Board.
N. Y. State Exhibitor."
outdoor sequences feature footbal
game and attending crowds. All wit!
Vitaphone.
Jan.
Feb.

Another Booster!

Let Us Solve Your Problems I

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT'

Just received a red hot rave fror
J.
Warner
River.
SureL. taken
with onthis"Frozen
one. Starrin;
Rin-Tin-Tin and Davey Lee.

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

Hot Rave

INCORPORATED

220 WEST
STREET
NEW 42^-°
YORK
Phone: Wisconsin 6876
ALLAN

A.LOWNES.

CEN.MCR.

"My Man" is the feature novel cj
"Screen Romances," a new fan mai'j
out Jan. 23rd.
Cover flash show
William'
Guinn
and Bros.
BriceWarner
Fanny stuff,
Nice

i
(
<
i

BIG STARS in
BIG PICTURES!

TRADE

"THE BELLAMY TRIAL"
is sensational hit at Embassy,
N. Y. at $2. Biggest advance
sale in history of house.

They get the dough, these merry
M-G-M

stars — John Gilbert and

Greta Garbo in"A Woman of Affairs"
— Lon Chaney in '^West of Zanzibar"
— Ramon Novarro in '-The Flying
Fleet" — Norma Shearer, Marion
Davies, Buster Keaton, Joan Crawford and the rest in hits ! hits ! This
year as never before it's been proven
that, come what may, an M-G-M
contract for Big Stars in Big Pictures
is the best theatre insurance on earth.

NEWS!

"THE TRAIL OF '98"
beating
Parade"
and
"Ben-Hur""Big
figures
in Butte,
Montana.

"ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE" in 3rd month at Astor
is best $2 bet of Broadway's
Road-Shows.

^ r- J

.OOIDWYNA,.

METRO -GOLD^,J^^J
Habit with Leo!
Hitphotograph
the— This
QetNOTE
showing M-G-M's stars,

AVER

*'^^«rsTA.c«.^*'
appears in all the April fan magazines

Police
Gets

Commissioner Wlialen^s
Terrific
Test
as
4

I

Coming! "Doctor's Secret", "Canary Murder

New
Kroatlway
Traffic
Plan
PARAMOUNT Hits Siiiasli Reeords!
"'REDSKIN'

has every ele-

ment of movie perfection —
photofrraphic beauty, action
and thrills, romance and
knockout!"
is .a FJaily
pathos. —ItiV.y
Mirror
'"THE

WOLF

OF

WALL

STREET' has box office writ
large all over it. Excellent
entertainment."
— N.Y. Eve. Telegram
"Paramount takes an easy
lead in talking pictures with
^INTERFERENCE'."
— A^.y. Morning World
"Jannings is immense in
'SINS OF THE FATHERS.'
What a part for Jannings,
and what 'an actor for the
way —N.Y. Morning World

"It's GREATER
MOUNT WEEK on
9?

PARABroad-

— N.Y. Eve. Telegram
part!"

p. 8i A.

Case" and 16 other para^iouxt Talking

ACTIOH, ACTIOK. ACTION
fr^'*'^^^%
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•vNf.VJ"

r
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■^. >■

>^
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ACTION, ACTION,
ACTION. THAT TEI
If IMACINATIVE. I
SETS ARE MARVEU
GREAT MASS HOY
THE CHARACTER!
BREADTH, SWEEP i
JOB OF STORY-TEI

II
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Coast Wire Service

F. N. Ahead of Schedule
1928-29 PROGRAM NOW UNIVERSITY riLM COURSE
70 PER P FINISHED SEEN INDUSTRY BENEFIT
First National's studio is ahead of
schedule on production for 1928-29
release, with plans being speeded for
new season product. Seventy per
cent of the current schedule has been
completed. I

Officials of the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences believe that the

FILM BOARD REPORTS
MORE THEATER CHANGES,

A Little
By

January 30, 1929

''Lots''
om WILK
frRALPH
Hollywood

LUPE VELEZ, vivacious Mexican
player, who is possessed of a real
singing voice, is to make a record
for the Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co., it is reported.
That Eddie Quillan was a screen
"find" in every sense of the word
is proven by the fuct that Mack
Sennett had to engage Nich Harris
to locate him after he had made a
screen test at the studio and departed without leaving his address.
It was a far cry from the Eddie
Quillan, who made that screen test,
however, to the Eddie Quillan who

ILLINOIS

I

New
Theaters
Re-Openings

K

Griggsville
— .Star;rad
Hume —ise
~
J & J;
. Wilaoo.
^Pa
ville — —Wilsonville.
Chicago

Changes in Ownership

Altmont— Elph, sold to Floyd Finfrock by F.
Schlotterbeck ; Alton — Grand
and
Hippo
drome, sold to Great State Theaters, Inc.,
BlandinsviUe — Romance
Savage;
by Wm.
sold to P. J. Durbin by R. E. Grigsbyi
Canton— Princess, sold to J. & M. Ben
Chicago — ^Araericai
by G. H. MenchofF;
sold to Burdick & Krulevitch by Orpheui
Circuit; Drake, sold to J. J. Cooney
Corp. ; Grayland, sold
M & H Amuse.
Lawn, sold
J. Kovatch by Carl Maag;
John Milton by S. Booth; Overland, soil
Laponi ; StranSi,
to Joe Lipton by Sam
sold to F. W. Anderson by Bohemian HaQi
Ass'n;
Durand— Strand,
sold to A. M3
Granite City — ^Rialto. sold t«
Pherkolson;
Drake ; Loraine —
C. P. Cote by James
Loraine, sold to J. A. Creeack by E. C'
Witt; Magnolia — Arcadia, sold to H. R,'
Barickow by G. M. Mathis; Mt. Carroll— '
Majestic, sold to Floyd Albert by H. W.
Shriner; Quincy — Princess, sold to T. V.
Wollmer by H. M. Schweer ; RichmondCommunity Hall, sold to John Grantby by
B. F. Gibbs ; Toluca — Coliseum, sold to
John Tozzi by Mr. Sanardi ; Toulon — Empire, sold to M. J. Lee by E. C. Bloom;
Yorkville— Rialto, sold to E. Muncy by
Hazel Graves. Closings

inauguration of the "Photoplay Appreciation" course at the University
of Southern California may have farreaching effects. They point out that
now 750,000 students enAmong the t^ewly completed pic- there are
rolled in American colleges and that
tures are "Whv' Be Good," starring
the number is increasing yearly;
Colleen Moore; "The Divine Lady,"
starring Corinne Griffith; "His Cap- that up to the present time the majority of college people have been
tive Woman," starring Milton Sills
indifferent
or hostile to motion pic- is featured by Pathe in "The Godand Dorothy Mackaill; "Seven Foot- tures.
*
*
*
prints to Satan," and "Children of the
Academy officials believe that the
less Girl"Anita Louise, ten-year-old
Little
Ritz," with Dorothy Mackaill and
course may prove an entering wedge child actress, is the leading lady of
Jack Mulhall.
In the cutting room, scheduled for for similar courses in other colleges,
"Square Shoulders," new Pathe picdelivery within a few weeks, are possibly in all the colleges in the
ture featuring Junior Coghlan and
country.
It
is
believed
the
local
"Saturday's Children," starring Co- course will later be carefully revised Louis Wolheim. There is no adult
rinne^ Griffith; "The Man and the and then submitted to other colleges, feminine part in the picture. Louis
Wolheim, who is an ex-professor of
^v Moment," the Elinor Glyn story starring,Billie Dove; "Hot Stuff," star- together with voice and picture rec- mathematics at Cornell University,
ords of the more valuable of the lec- ably interprets
— —Princess
; Quincy— Princess ; W«uthe role of a seedy, Percy
rikg Alice White and "Love and the
conda
Wauconda.
tures. The written and illustrated uneducated hobo in the picture.
DeVil," starring Milton Sills.
*
*
*
consisting chiefly of lecIOWA
"The Squall," the screen version material,
New Theaters
tures with references, annotations
Charles
Hamilton,
who plays
of the famous play; and "Two Weeks
Cedar Rapids — Capitol.
Off," featuring Jack Mulhall and and added papers by Academy memOpenings
bers, could be published in book form
an important role in Pathe's
Dorothy Mackaill, are in production.
Ashton — Roben ; Forest City — Forest ; Hull
first all-talking picture "Strange
and sold to the lay public, as well as
"Broadway
Babies," starring Alice
—Legion ; Ireton — Ireton ; Ladora — LeCargo," made his first appearWhite
is in work.
students. The local course was preance on the stage at the noted
gion ;Lisbon
— Garden
Urbana—
lOOF
Hall. ; Oskaloosa — Strand ;
"Little Theater" on the campared by the Acadeniy's committee
Changes in Ownership
on college affairs.
Perrett
Resigns
from
Paramount
pus at the University of CaliBarnes City— Opera House, sold to Hazel
Francis Perrett, formerly with
fornia at Berkeley.
Hamilton
Moore by Kate E. Moore ; Beacon^field—
First National, but who has been a
is an alumus of U. of C.
Fawcetts on Trip
Model, 8oId to C. W. Hawk by C. R
*
*
*
member of the Paramount studio
Keasoner ; Casey — ^Amusu, sold to P. G.
Thompson
by W. C. Mohnsen; Clear Lake
W".
H.
Fawcett,
president
of
the
publicity department for several Fawcett Publications, which issue
Wallace Beery is one of the real
— -Uptown,
sold to H. A. Dearmin
by J
Coast
aviation
enthusiast,
usually
months, ha^ resigned. William DanC. McCoy; Coggon — lOpera House, sold to
"Screen Secrets," and Roscoe FawJ. B. Damge by F. Mertz ; CorrectionvUle
ziger, formerly a Paramount excett, general manager and editor of surprising his friends by swooping
—Ritz, sold to L. W. Splichael by St
change exploiteer, has joined the
down
fro-m
the
clouds
in
his
trim
Peters Bros. ; Denison — Opera House, sold
Secrets," are in Los An- Travelair plane. He recently was
studio force. Jackson Parks, at one "Screen
geles on a pleasure trip. They will
to Peter Krauth by Earl Miller; Durant—
time with Paramount^ has joined the visit New York early in March.
named an honorary life member of
Opera House, sold to Lew Suhl. b>
publicity staff at Warner
Bros.
Schacht & Scheenketon ; Dysart — -Lyric
the Oakland Airport Pilots and Opsold to F. Mertz by Mr. Tyler; EaiiottPalm, sold to Arthur Heiman by H. Hei
Beaudine Starts Film
Sills Has Relapse
erators Ass'n.
man ; Fairbanks — Polly, sold to John Bates
William Beaudine has begun filmMilton Sills, who has been laid up
Louise Fazenda Signed
by C. J. Grantham; Lone Tree — Rex, sok
to F. J. Ulrich by Clara De Lux ; Low
Louise Fazenda has been signed by
ing of "Two Weeks Off." In the with influenza, suffered a decided reden
— Liberty, sold to I. G. Bellinger b;
cast are Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mullapse yesterday (Tuesday) and all Al Christie for two of the Christie
L. E. Alexander ; Macedonia — Operi
hall, Gertrude Astor, Kate Price, Jim camera work has stopped on his new
House; Mingo — Strand, sold to Stumbaugl
Finlayson, Eddie Gribbon and others. First National - Vitaphone picture, Talking Plays for Paramount release,
& Shorten by C. E. Trumbles ; OUiethe
first
of
which
will
be
filmed
withUnique, sold to C. H. Leary by Dwar
This is a First National-Vitaphone "Dark Streets." Doris Kenyon is
in the next few weeks, when a selecFrederick ; Orange City — Cottage, sold t(
feature.
tion has been made of one of the
H. Van Boxtel by J. T. Grotenhuia
scheduled to play opposite her husPalmer — Opera House, sold to Elsen i
band
in
the
picture.
plays which have been secured in
F. N. Buys
Plays
Loots by J. Nolan; Pomeroy — Strand, soU
which to feature her.
to S. J. Culver by Roy Tobin ; RadcliffePurchase of "Lilies of the Field"
Opera House, sold to C. L. Drake b;
De Mille Signs Ferguson
and "An Immoral Lady" has been
Geo. Wahl ; Seymour — ^Lyric, sold to Clydi
completed by First National. Both
New Gibson Film Titled
Casson Ferguson, who has appearYates by C. R. Coons; Waterloo — ^Plaz:
will be Corinne Griffith starring
ed in a number of Cecil B. De Mille
and Rialto, sold to Waterloo Orpheun
"The Winged Horseman"' has been
vehicles.
Bldg. Co. by Alexander Frank ; Winthroi
productions, is the latest addition to selected by Universal as the release
— ^Opera House, sold to C. J. Grantham b;
title of the current Hoot Gibson starF. Mertz ; Woodvyard — iStrand, sold ti
the cast of M-G-M's film, "DynaDenny's
Next
Chosen
ring vehicle. Ruth Elder is playing
Macy
& Stanley by Youngclaus & Latta
mite."
Cast
headed
by
Charles
BickKANSAS
"Companionate Troubles" has been
opposite
selected as next starring vehicle for ford and Kay Johnson.
directing. the star with Arthur Rosson
Changes in Ownership
Reginald Denny. An original by
Alton — Business Men, sold to E. K. Mailer;
Gets Pathe Contract
by Business Men ; Esbon — ^Standard, soli
Gladys Lehman and Earle" Snell.
Rubin Series Started
William ^. Craft will direct. There
to R. A. Gaston by Manchester & Carhill
Violet Adams, 17-year old native
will be a talking and a silent version. of Trinidad, West Indies, has been
La Crosse — La Crosse, sold to Weber i
Production has started at UniverHaas by La Crosse Theater Co. ; Meade—
signed to a Pathe contract as memsal City on "Pilgrim Papas," first of
Globe, sold to Mrs. Ruby Griggs by E<
Sono-Art Signs Darro
a series of short talkies, starring Benber of the junior stock company.
Rowland ; Olathe — Gem, sold to Kohlhots
Frankie Darro has been added to
ny Rubin. The series, which is titled
Bros, by S. C. Andrews; Peru— Open
House, sold to Carl Sonenberg by Sonen
"High
and
Low
Lifes
of
History"
the cast of "Broadway Bound," which
Greta Returning in March
berg
Roycr ;Closings
Royal, sold ti
is from the pen of C. Jerome HorSono-Art will produce with Eddie
N. W. & Huston
byScammon
F. W. — Hughes.
Greta Garbo is slated to return win and are being directed by Jack
Dowling starred, at the Metropolitan
Studios. Fred Newmeyer will direct. to Hollywood March 1. The star Folsey with a supporting cast includ- Elk
FallsThe
— American
Stark—
Stark. ; Muscotah — EJectric
Frances Agnew is doing the scenario. now is in Sweden.
ing Vivian Ray and Eddie Kane.
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JShort Shots from
New York Studios

Memphis Grosses Improves
as Influenza Scare Passes

Memphis, Tenn. — Memphis tiu'ater>
are lor the first time reporting themselves as fully recovered from the
^By ARTHUR
W. BODY mm^m^
disastrous box office effects of the
VXN FARNOL. who has been influenza epidemic that cut down revenues tremendously.
telhiiR the wurld al)out "The ResConiing of several outstanding pic" in general and Lily Dainita in
tures to loop district houses helped
ticular, has trekked eastward with
to hasten the recovery. In the terimported lady who has been loanritory, things were vastly better, with
M-G-M.hand He's
to get only one additional house reported
icto first
dope gone
on Samuel
closed on account of influenza. It was
the Liberty, Prescott, Ark. A number
dwyn's pictures.
of houses remained closed, but the
'ammy Slept claims credit for crisis was considered far behind
heri^tg what he terms the screen's throughout the tri-state territory.
t sjpichronized romance. He
$1,200,000 House for Aurora
iposed "I'll Alioays Be in Love
-Aurora, 111. — Great States Theaters
h You," the ntnnber ichich Mort
miey sang to Barbara Bennett has leased propert\- holdings of
'Syncopation," RKO talker. And Frank Thielen as the site for the new
they got married,
as ive all Venetian theater. The lease will run
for 25 vears at an annual rental of

Cooperative Parking
Tie-up Made at Dorchester

And That's That

Dorchester, Mass. — Manager Harvey Cocks of the Fields Corner, has
By PHIL H. DALY
arranged a cooperative parking stunt
with a garage, a few doors from his
FOR the second time this month, theater. This tie-up will be in efthere are four Vitaphone i)ictures
fect during the winter months and,
on the marquees of Broadway the
where the ordinary parking rate for
same week. Al Jolson in "The Sing- the evening is 50 cents, the patrons
ing Fool" at the Winter Garden and of the theater can park their autos at
Fannie Bricc in "My Man" at the a 15 cents reduction by securing a
Warner Bros. Theater have been supcheck with their admission
plemented by another long-run Vita- parking
ticket at the box-office. The garage
phone production, Richard Barthel- carries an ad in the paper, and the
mess in "Weary River" at the Cen- theater a trailer on the screen.
tral. Rounding out the ciuartctte is
Warner Bros, all-talking feature, "On
Trial," at the Strand.

Connie Williams of the Lincoln,
Union City, N. J., is on his toes.
The veteran shotonvan, who grabbed
off honors in featuring the Florida
hurricane newsreel shots, duplicated
on the Neiv York reception to Capt.
Fried, getting the pictures on his
start will
early
inderella is scheduled to stage a $40,000."
February Work
and thewill
theater
openin screen the night of the reception.
e-back stunt when the AM PAS in September. The project will cost
He claims a ivorld's premiere on the
iw their Hollywood Masque Ball $1,200,000.
newsreel.
urday night, March 2. I. Miller
Waco Plans Theater
sponsor her apnearance by ofA cinema-goer confides to us that
ng a complete boudoir of shoes
Waco. Tex. — Theater building com- while the news reel was showing the
ail occasions, (whatever that is)
mittee of the Chamber of Commerce signing of the Kellogg peace treaty
I stockings to match, to the girl is pushinng plans for construction of
played "Onward, Chrising the smallest foot.
a theater building to compete with the orchestra
tian Soldiers." And the next reel
the best in San Antonio, Dallas and showed the American Legion Commander in an impassioned plea for
^ith Basil Smith elevated to a other large Texas cities.
more cruisers.
letor froTn an assistant, George
Railroads Aid in Opening
Maire has started production on
Of course, the orchestra played Sulfirst of a series of ten talking
Toledo, O. — Cooperation of raillivan's melody, and nobody sang the
roads and bus lines has been secured words, which probably now read
ledies for Pathe. Teamed with
Maire in the initial opus is Louis for bringing in visitors to the city
' Marching as to peace." — N. Y. Mornvon, well-known Broadway com- for Great Toledo Week, which will
ing World.
l« and ajithor, who appeared in mark the opening of the Toledofe, Bye, Bonnie," "Mercenary Paramount theater at .Adams and
and "The Royal Vagabond" Huron Sts. early in February. Clare
"Moonlight." Pulchritude is pro- B. Tefft, transportation commissionid by a rare collection of femmes
er, has called a meeting of railroad
the musical comedy pasture.
officials to arrange for reduced fares.
Retail merchants also are planning
lb. W. Churchill, Jr., Coast rep- to cooperate.
■fcntative for British World Films
Redecorates Ripley House
V. well-known in production circles,
h. gone and done it. The girl in the
Ripley, Tenn. — W. B. Henderson,
is Lotus Thompson, who has owner and operator of the Dixie, rethe principal femme with Bill
cently closed due to the influenza
Lly and other stars making west- epidemic, plans to redecorate and reeis and such.
equip the house.

The HOTEL

Jefferson
ON THE OCEAN END
KENTUCKY AVE.
ATLANTIC

OF

CITY, N. J.

AN HOTEL WHOSE COMFORTS
WILL ASSURE ONE OF FULL
ENJOYMENT
OF THIS GLORIOUS RESORT.
Each Room has Bath — Strictly Fireproof — Luxurious Lobbies — Sundeck
Overlooking Golf
the Privileges
Ocean.

American Plan $7 up
European Plan $4 up
OWNERSHIP— MANAGEMENT

FETTER

& HOLLINGER

THE ONE SURE CONTACT
WITH THE EXHIBITOR
is his ^^liome town paper**
— tlie regional magazine
in liis zone. For fifteen

[be Meyer, who knows a lot about
i] chronizing pictures, has been und< care of ttvo nurses for the past
tf days or so. He is now recover!•> from pneumonia.
Gets Purcell Theater

Call
WAFILMS,
Walter

A.

Futter,
for

Inc.

Pre*,

Library Stock Scenes

130 W.

'urcell, Okla. — Art Lewis
is reP'ted to have acquired the Rex here.

46th St., New
Bryant 8181

York

TIFFANY- STAHL PRODUCTIONS, INC.

years tlie ^^regional** lias
been recognized as tlie
one paper tlie Exhibitor
DOES read every issue
from cover to cover*
IN MARYLAND,

D. C. AND

VIRQINIA

Announce
That they have in the course of production
a motion picture production entitled:

44

THE LOST ZEPPELIN
ALL RIQHTS

PROTECTED

11

mmmimE:
IT'S
BARRIST-GOODWIN
219-23 N. BROAD

ST.

PUBLICATIONS
PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

times

1 have

Richard

Kai

BUissoiiis,^ ^Thf
and last iiig:li
This hist one i!
eaii

etertf line of ihk

RICH

4 3 4- W^ o r ([

With Betty Compson. A Frank Lloyd
production. Screen version by Bradley
King. Presented by Richard A. Rowland.

:ii

Musical Scores uiid Suutid Effects hy
ihf Viluphone Music Muslcrs. I'rothtcetl li\ n<'stvru Electric Appurulus.

RITZIEST
BROAl>WA1
ROAI>SHO\r OPEI%II\0 O!
RECORD
IS FEOORIIVI
CEI^TRAE THEATRE
B. C
IVITH COI^. — FIRST DAI
AFTER
OPEiAII^CJ $70*
BETTER
TIIA\ T U <
l» R E V I O F S A T T R A C
TIOi\SI — BEFIIVITEEl

^*Z HIT! —

WEARY RIVER
BIU)kE MOUSE
RECORD BY
> lOOO SINDAY .

3-^re>^
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17# f ' if* # *# if # n s^

to me
»»li«ii >«.ii TALK \M> .SIN<;
AM) n.W for III. iir»l limr
it

K\«Tybody'«

IIumIium

tood up to applaud
(lieluiess-.ait Mtrokeii
l^ateiit Lieatlier Kiel,'
it ^ Weary

River/. • .
llie best of the lot/' . .
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TALKING

PICTURE

"Placed
firstthat
anion<r
talkies
. . Mostto intellifrent
use of has
the
talking film
has been
our . forlune
see. Barthelniess
attacked ihe medium more successfully than anv of the stars.
A credit to all concerned. Barthelniess sings charminglv. and
his natural and unaffected use of the dialogue is splendid."
— Morning Tele^rapli
"Barthelnuss arou>ed wholehearted enthusiasm when he burst
into song. Ballad attracts you enormously. Fresh synchronizing treatment. Recording was of a veUety, lifelike (|uality.
Barthelniess surprised the eyes and ears. First of the life-long
cinema stars that I know of who gains added personality, added
stature when he opens his nioulh." — Sun
"\ ast army of fans will get a big kick out of handsome Dick's
articulation and \ocalization in 'Weary Riyer.' Hi> yoice is
tenor and tender." — Daily .\ens
' Barthelniess demonstrates he is even more expert in the use
of dialogue. Theme r-ong 'Weary River* effectiye
and poj)ular."
— HeraldTribune

"'Weary River" is a rave movie. If you're looking for real
movie enterlainment. here it is. A talker which is still a movie,
with action, a gun-battle, an enchanting love story, hunior and
Bcti\ Conipson
good old tears. Barthelniess" best piece of work.Frank
Lloyd has
lovely in a nde which fits her perfectly.
made the picture w ith delightful subtlety. Fver) i)ody « onccrned
deserves three hearty cheers from the fans who want real
movies." — Mirror

"Dick sings two songs, and has unusually pleasing voice. All
jdayers register well in talking secjuences.'' — V. V. interican
"Proves ihat Richard Barthelniess is one of ihe regular film
stars for whom the spoken dialogue need present no fears."

"Barthclme-s' performance admirable ii/c\rr\ partic ular. P<>|>ularity is hcrel>\ predict<'d for'WearyRiver.'" — Ueraltl-'l rilntne
"Should do big box-office business." — Daily Sens
— (graphic
"Will undoid»tedl\ remain for some time in its present house.''

— Morn in s \f arid

FIRST

of to-bc-seen attractions, Dick Barthclmess'
the listDaily
"Add
— Film
latest." to
"Evening was made (juite a success. Acting was so suj.erior to
most of the recent efforts at audibility that it w as almost refreshing. Zest and reality. Performance was a certain success. — .Sun
"'Weary River' fine underworld film. Will enjoy successful
run. Novel touches that invest the action with new interest.
Barthelmcss fans will be more than pleased. Take a trip to the
Central." — V. V. American
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^
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4,283 New Accounts on
Arbitration Appeal
Silent Films for Warners
Prompt, WoodhuU Says Warners has to date signed 4,283

Foreign Markets

^^By

JAMES

P.

{Continued

CUNNINGHAM^

Lancashire Screen Ltd.
Plans Newsreel Studio

London— George W. Dewhurst, in
association with G. W. Pearson, managing director of British Screen Prod
of $1,212,500
Ltd., with a capital
formed for the erection of a studio at
The regional northern
Blackpool.
l
Screen's newsreebe
edition of British
will
and British Screen News
prepared at the Lancashire studios, it
is planned. While building and equipthree
ing of the studio will take made
months, arrangements have been
with British Screen Prod, whereby
first picture will
the new company'sstudio
at Isleworth.
e made at their
irdsay Parkinson will be chairman
and Alan J. Wil•-id Jack Hacking of
the board.
amson, members

joldman Heads U. K.
Paramount Sales Sta£f

from

Page

1)

or one who is qualified to give an
opinion."
He says that prejudice
should not be tolerated, by either
side.
"It is an established fact that the
thinking minds of the world are unanimous in a declaration of approval
of the principle of arbitration. It
therefore behooves any person or
persons who use it for a ballyhoo to
move carefully lest in their search an
'issue' they retard the progress of a
department of our business that parallels the adopted plan of other industries and even nations in the popular quest for better understandings.
"Therefore, if arbitration or peaceful negotiation in the solution of our
difTerences is the course to follow,
leaders of all branches of our industry
should direct their best efforts
toward the improvement of its practice. Comparatively young in its application, of course, it is not perfect.
Neither is radio or aviation; yet both
are huge contributors to the happiness
and progress of civilization and the
best minds are constantly seeking
ideas for their improvement rather

London — Montague Goldman has
been appointed general sales manager
of Paramount here. He first joined
than destruction."
as sales repthe company in 1918 was
ed
appoint
later
and
resentative
German Distributors
this post he
to special representative,
Forming New Alliance
held until his promotion.
(Continued

from

Page

1)

expense, to protect common interests
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY and to promote and co-operate with
Washington — Cinema Producing different branches of the industry.
Club has been formed at Newcastle, Germany is to be divided into three
ing centers, Berlin, FrankEngland, under leadership of exhibi- distribut
fort and Dusseldorf. The present
the M. P. Sectors, it is reported toComme
rce. The German Film Renters' Asso. will be
tion of the Dept. of
dissolved.
organization proposes amateurandproalduction on standard apparatus
scenarios. Ef- Fourth Avenue Firm Gets
ready has four original secure
theater
fort will be made to
Chain at Terre Haute
bookings for the product.

Cinema Club for England

Teachers to Discuss Films
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Scholastic films will
be discussed in detail at the Third
World's Congress of the Universal
Federation of Pedagogical Associations, which is to be held at Geneva
during July and August, the M. P.is
Section of the Dept. of Commerce
advised.
Films Life in Lapland
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Task of filming the
rn Scandaily life of Lapps in northe
dinavia, has been completed, reports
the M. P. Section of the Dept. of
Commerce.

New Brisbane Circuit
Brisbane, Queensland — Greater
Brisbane M. P. Theaters, Ltd., has
been formed to lease and operate five
suburban theaters which will be built
by subsidiary companies. These
houses will add 9,200 seats to present
accommodations of the city.
Fox Talkers in London
London— The first Fox picture to
be shown in this country with dialogue will be "Mother Knows Best,"
at the Plaza, Piccadilly, next month.
It will be followed shortly by "In
Old Arizona."

new accounts on its 1928-29 product,
according to Sam E. Morris, vice
president. Last fall, a sales drive was
conducted in silent films in towns of
under 10,000, during which 3,162 new
customers were obtained.

Change in Local Tax Law
Worries Mass. Exhibitors
Boston — Massachusetts exhibitors,
like other lines of business, are up
against something new in taxes.
Up to the present year corporations were assessed locally for a personal property tax based on the fair
cash value of all machinery "owned
and used for manufacturing" and
"leased and used for manufacture."
Now, however, the law has been
changed to read "owned and used in
the business" and "leased and used

Intermission Music Is
Vitaphone Innovation li

Latest inj^iovation devised by War- i
ner Bros,
for exhibitors
showing:
or-'
consists
Vitaphone ns pictures
chestratio
without film
to be ofplayed
as intermission music, as overtures
or as exit marches.
The first of these^ j
is now available to houses booking? I
"My
Man."
Warners
is offering
for "My
orchestrations
such
two
Man," one of them vocal and the
other instrumental.
They) contain
special arrangements
of the songs
featured in the production including
"My Man," "If You Want the Rain- '
the Rain," "I'm J
You Must"I'dHaveRather
bow.
an Indian,"
Blue.
Thinking
of You, Than Be Be Happy
With Somebody Else" and "Second

in Asthe a business."
result companies which have
never before paid a personal property Hand Sound
Rose." for Hot Springs
tax have been assessed by local boards
of assessors. There seems to be quite
Hot Springs, Ark. — Sidney M. Nutt
a variation in the opinions held by will have Vitaphone and Movietone
different assessors as to what consti- sound equipment at this Princess,
tutes machinery.
first-run
house,
here. "The'
Barker," has been selected for the
Two Boston Houses Return opening sound picture.

to Single Feature Bills

Montreal Record for Talkers
Montre
al— The Palace, first house
Boston — Two Netoco's de luxe
houses, the Modern and Beacon, have in Canada to be wired, is reporte
d to
returned to single feature bills. These
week's
a
with
gross
record
a
set
have
were the first theaters in Boston to
install Vitaphone and Movietone, the the
when
Terror"
of "The
engage
ment were
receipts
in excess
of $30,000.
equipment having been put in nearly This was the first all-talker to be
prea year ago.
sented at Montreal.

Erlanger May Lease New
L. A. Orpheum, Is Report

Dramaphone Branch for K. C.
Kansas City — Max Wintroub of
Security Pictures, Omaha, and Allan
Burke, formerly with Paramount in
Chicago, are sponsors of Dramaphone
Distributing Co., which is to distribute Dramaphone, disc synchronizer,
in this territory. Burke is to be in
charge locally.

Los Angeles — Following confirmation of the report that the San Fran(Continued from Page 1)
cisco Orpheum has been acquired
Reagan, of the Western Indiana firm,
it is underchain,
the
by
and Shannon Katzenbach, manager
stoodErlanger
that the new
Orpheum here
will
be
leased
by
Erlanger.
The
Louisof the Grand is operated by the
and completed the trans- story has been denied by Orpheum
ville
concern,
action.
officials here and Joe Toplitzky Co.,
Katzenbach will assume the gen- agent for the Orpheum building. The
Sound for Bemedji House
eral managership of all the theaters. San Francisco Orpheum will be operated three or four months by the
Bemedji, Minn. — Benny Berger,
The Fourth Avenue Amusement
firm before turning it over who operates a string of houses in
Company owns 16 theaters in Indiana vaudeville
to Erlanger.
Minnesota and North and South Daand fourteen in Louisville.
kota, is now having Movietone and
Vitaphone installed at his Elco house
Consolidated Paramount Contact
Film Players' Ball Friday
Consolidated Film Industries is
Berger's Sioux Falls house will
Friday
evening is the date for the here.
film
all
have its premiere Feb. 1 he reports.
closing a contract to handle
annual
costume
and
civic
ball
to
be
printing of the Eastern Paramount
Studio.
held
the Turn
Film Players'
Club at
Talkers for Muskogee
House
New byYork
Hall, Lexington
Ave.
and
8Sth
St.
Proceeds
go
to
rs
Produce
Two Capitol Stage
Muskogee, Ala. — Strand Theatci
Under a new arrangement two pro- the club's relief fund. Raymond Corp. has leased the Strand here anc
ducers will alternate in producing re- Hitchcock is slated to be master of reconditioned the house it is reported
vues for the Capitol, New York. They ceremonies at the program of enter- Second-run talkers will be played, ii
are Chester Hale, who has been ballet tp.inment. Theresa Klee is chairman addition to "tab" shows.
master of the house, and Arthur of the committee in charge of the
Knorr, art director.
event, a feature of which will be a
Sound at Idaho Capitol
beauty prize contest.
Pocatello, Idaho — Ned B. Gross
Ousler Managing Globe
man, has secured sound equipment foi
New Orleans — Manaa;ement of the
Consolidated Buys Site
Globe is in charge of W. H. Ousler,
Consolidated Amusement Co. has his Capitol here. "The Melody o
Jr., formerly of Greenville, Miss, and acquired the block front on Eighth Love" will be the first sound pictnr(
s Strand in
treasurer of Saenger'
Ave., between 50 and 51st St., op- played.
Shreveport for the last four years.
posite Madison Square Garden. The
Biophone for Ala. House
Lake Worth
House
Reopens
company operates the Tivoli almost
Florence,
Ala. — The Crescen
Lake Worth, Fla.— The Oakley, opposite this property, as well as
Amusement
Co.
has bought Biophoni
other
houses
throughout
Greater
New
for the Princess here.
damaged by the last hurricane, has York.
been rebuilt and reopened.

N. Y. Bank Gets Option on 50 Cleveland Houses?
ULTHE NEWS
ALLTUE TIME

o/'fllMDOH
VOL.

XLVII

No. 26

B. & K.-MARKS BATTLE
CONTINUES AT CHICAGO
Chicago&— Katz
They're
it again,
Balaban
and atMarks
Bros.,areit
>eing the hammer and tongs competiion which long has been in progress
here. Settlement of the Marks conspiracy suit against B. & K., and
other distributors, it is indicated, is
to result in even more spirited cometition between the opposing firms.
B. & K. recently announced a new
policy of 100 people on the stage at
the Chicago, and now the Marks
houses, Granada and Marbro are going in for 100-peopIe stage acts.
In the settlement, details of which
have been kept secret, Marks is to
secure neighborhood
first run of a
(Continued

on

Page
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10 PER CENT TAX AGAIN
St. Louis— Exhibitors of the state
ire prepared to fight the ten per cent
dmission tax bill introduced in the
General Assembly at Jefferson City
ly Rep. J. L. Wren of St. Louis. Tlie
Measure is similar to a so-called nu s,nce tax sponsored at the last session
ly the Republican governor, passed
by the Republican House, but killed
by the Democratic Senate. The setup is the same this year, except that
the Democratic margin in the Senate
lis so slight, that a hard fight against
fthe bill is imperative to assure defeat.

Five Per Cent Tax Asked
in Bill Introduced in Kan.
Topeka — Five per cent tax on admissions and renting of memorial
^(buildings for entertainttient, are two
! adverse measures with which exhibitors of this state are confronted in
'he legislative session under way here.

NUMBER OF COMPANIES LINKED
AS REPORTS OF DEALS PERSIST
The Blue Ribbon] Winners
For weeks the voting machinery has been functioning. In another day, The Ten Best Pictiures of 1928 will be announced. Annually, this ballot is conducted by The Film Daily as a special tidbit
of interest for The Year Book. From a faltering beginning, the procedure has grown to institutional importance until today the vote
stands as the greatest of organized expressions on the critical opinion
of meritorious motion pictures.
The function of the critic is to help guide the theater-going public in its film selections. When several hundred, as is the case this
year, select a given ten pictures for first honors, it appears rather
conclusive to us that those ten should furnish producers with more
than mild subject for thought.
Specifically, the blue ribbon ten cover a viride range of story
types. They are not, in every case, the ten that have made the most
money. Artistry, however, means Quality. And quality, we again
remind you is the axis around which this entire business structure
revolves.
It is, as a moulder of future great pictures that The Ten Best
and the observations drawn therefrom are significant.

Emelka Head Spikes
11 Units on Opening Bill
Tonight at Fox, St. Louis
Report for Firm Sale

St. Louis— Program for the grand
opening tonight of the Fox, 6,000seat house, will include 11 separate
units commencing at 8:30 v^'ith the
dedication by Williann Fox. The
theater will operate on week days
from 12:30 P.M. to 11:30 P.M. and
on Sundays from 1 P.M. to 11:30
P.M. There will be four complete de
luxe performances daily. The scale
of prices will be: Monday to Friday,
all seats 12:30 to 6:30 P.M., 35 cents,
and from 6:30 to closing, 75 cents;
{Continued

on

Page
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By ERNEST
Editor,

W.

FREDMAN

"The Daily Film Renter"

London — No deal for sale of control of Emelka, German firm, has
been or will be made, Herr Kraus,
head of that company told this correspondent recently at Munich. This
should spike the many reports which
have been circulated concerning the
alleged deal. He never would part
with control, Kraus said, pointing
out the firm plans further in production and exhibition.

Stock Broker is Reported in
on Cleveland Theater Deal

International
Germanic
Co.
The
Cleveland — Thirty-day option on hank was formed about a year ago
around SO local theaters is reported by Julian M. Gerard, former chairman of the board of Central Merto
have been secured by InternationAlbany — Increase of $12,865 in
cantile Bank, which now is a part of
al Germanic Co., Ltd., New York. A
budget for the motion picture divisnational stock brokerage house is said the Bank of the United States. Inion "to supervise the new era in pic- to be associated with the banking firm
ternational has capital of $4,000,000.
tures, brought about by advent of
surolus of $2,225,000 and deposits of
in an effort to acquire the houses.
talking pictures" is asked in budget
outlined by Gov. Roosevelt of New
$9,313,000. On the board of directors are: Harry G. Aron, C. E. AlYork. Meanwhile, Pathe has pend- No Statement Obtainable on
bright, Julian B. Beaty, James A..
Cleveland Deal
ing an injunction suit against the cen- Reported
sors, attacking their right to pass
No statement of confirmation or Beha, C. C. Bovce, George W. Carpenter, Marcus Daly, Louis Gold and
on sound used in conjunction with denial of the Cleveland despatch was
Frank Hedley.
pictures.
obtainable yesterday at offices of ihe

Gov. Asks Increase in
Budget for N. Y. Censors

Pi

5 Cents

RKO-Para.;
Fox-M-G-M.;
Para.— M-G-M.— U. A.
Among Them
All kinds of reports and counter
reports continue in film circles. Publix is to take over operation of K.\-0 houses, for RKO, under a management deal, reports current last
week stated, but Sam Dembow, Publix vice president, last Saturday denied to THE FILM DAILY, there
was anything to this recurring report. The whispered Paramount-MG-M-United Artists deal, denied
quite emphatically, and the reported
Fox-Loew deal, vehemently denied
as ever considered are but a few of
the others talked about in the trade.
There is some deal between Paramount and RKO under way. Wall St.
circles have believed for several
weeks, a number of papers printing
reports that an understanding between the two had been reached.
Publix, it is said, wants the strength
in Greater New York, it could secure
through the affiliation, and RKO
wants the benefit of Publix management— and picture purchasing power,
for its chain. The Greater New
York Publix angle would be emphasized, it is said, in event of a ■
Fox-Loew hook-up.
i

Possible Paramount Tie-Up
Forecast Last Fall
Possible hook-up of RCA and
Paramount in a series of startling
moves planned bv the former was renorted Oct. 29. 1928. by THE FILM
D.'MLY, at the time when RCA was
=;eeking to pool Keith-.Mbee-Orph»uni, FBO and Radio-Keith-Orpheum with a tie-up with RC.^-Photophone.

Still in
sion Sarnof
Televi
f "Lab"
Stage,
Declares
Television may be "tapping on the
windowpane," but it still is in the
laboratory stage of development,
David SarnofT, executive vice president of RCA, said in a recent speech
before the Veteran Employes' Assn,
of Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh.
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Phonofilm Opens First
Missouri High Court
of Three in Arkansas
Gets "Blue Law" Appeal
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Jefferson City, Mo. — Sunday closing case appealed from the lower
court by the City of Springfield on a
ruling by the Circuit Court that
Springfield's Sunday closing ordinance was invalid and unconstitutional was argued before the Supreme
Court here and taken under adviseruary. ment. Decision is expected in Feb-

Heads Kodak Park Plant
Grainger
Leaves
for Florida
Rochester — Albert F. Sulzell, assoJames R. Grainger, who is convalesciated with Eastman Kodak since
cing from an attack of influenza, has
York
for a vacation
in
1901, has been named manager of left New
Florida.
Kodak Park, succeeding the late
James H. Haste.
Whiteman
Film Postponed to June
Griffith to Make
Television
Speech
Due to a series of personal appearances and radio concerts, Paul
D. W. Griffith is to make a speech
Sunday night for radio and television Whiteman will not begin "The King
broadcast at the General Electric Co., of Jazz," Universal sound picture,
until June.
station at Schenectady.
Charles Branham at Birmingham
Birmingham — Charles G. Branham
has arrived to take over supervision of the Alabama, Strand and
'26 theaters as city managers for
Galax
6
Publix. Branham comes to Birmingham directly from Detroit where he
managed the Oriental.
Warners in Full Charge of Acme
has acquired interest of
'Warners
366
purchased
interest of John McKeon,
and now is in full charge of the Acme
agency, New York, it is reported.
June in Vitaphone Act
June, English musical comedy actress, has been signed for a Vitaphone
act to be started today.

Zeppelin Film A 3 Reeler
"Across the Atlantic via Zeppelin,"
described as the complete story in
26,666 sound and talking pictures of the trip
4,400 of the Graf Zeppelin from Friedrichshafen to New York, will be released
1,100
ll',366 Feb. 2 by M-G-M as a 3 reeler.
200

I'.ioo
3,800
200
100
42,600
100

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
Stone Film Library
220 W. 42nd St.
Room 2002
Phone Wisconsin 2141

El Dorado, Ark. — The Majestic
opened here with a sound program with DeForest Phonofilm as the
projecting apparatus. The Majestic
is the first of three houses owned by
the States Theaters, which has contracted with General Talking Pictures
Corp., for Phonofilm equipment. The
other two are the Ozark at Fayettsville and the Strand at Jonesboro.

Added To "Cocoanuts" Cast
Margaret Dumont, a featured member of the current Marx Brothers

show, "Animal Crackers," and Katharine Francis stage actress now playing in the Paramount all-talking picture, "Gentlemen of the Press," were
19
12
added yesterday to the cast of Paramount's musical comedy, "The Cocoanuts," starring the Marx Brothers,
115
8 soon to begin production at the Long
Island studio. Robert Florey will
13 direct.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3S80

Capital
Stock
Decreased
.St. Louis — Loew's St. Louis Realty
& Amusement Co. has decreased its
capital stock from $1,000,000 and 40,000 shares of common stock to 6,750
shares.

Book
TheDate
Industry's
m

Today: Theatrical ball of Los Angeles branch

of Actors Equity Ass'n.
Opening of 6,000 seat Fox Theater,.
St. Louis.
York.Guild Cinema opens in New
Feb. 1 Film
Feb. 1 Opening mount
ofat Toledo.
4,000-seat Toledo-ParaFeb. 2 Fox Athletic Club Dinner and Dance
at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Feb. 3 Dinner of the Silver Screen sponsored by The Film Bureau in New
York.
Feb. 4 and S Convention of Northwest exhibitor unit at Minneapolis,
Feb. 9 Dinner of Writers Branch of Acai
emy of M. P. Arts and Science
Hollywood, to visiting dialogu(
writers.
Feb.

14

1929 Wampas Frolic, Hollywood.
Universal Club Dance, Hotel Astor,
New York.
2 AM PA Hollywood Masque Ball
New
York.
14-15-16 Convention of Western Po
sylvania Exhibitor Unit

Mar.
Apr.

Dutton
Joins Cinephone
O. H. Dutton, associated for
number of years with National Thfr
ater Supply, has been appointed spi
Hart Managing Palaka, Fla., House cial representative of Powers' Cini.
Palaka, Fla.— William Hart has phone, with headquarters in Kansas'
succeeded W. M. Johnson as man- City. Dutton's appointment is the
first of a number of managerial posts
ager of the Howell here.
to be established by E. J. Smith,
First Denny Talker
Opening
vice president and general manager
Reginald Denny's initial talker, of Powers' Cinephone in the sales
"Red Hot Speed," is to open Feb. organization which he now is creating for that company.
2 at the Colony, New York.
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the popular and successful

FAMOUS

COMPOSERS

produced in SOUND

PARAMOUNT

SERIES

by James A, Fitzpatrick are now

SOUND

SHORTS

Also released by Paramount:
13 CHRISTIE TALKING
PLAYS,
including the famous Octavus Roy Cohen stories; 28 PARAMOUNT
TALKING ACTS; 6 SONG CARTOONS.

tuwith
nes in

HOW/
WORLD'S GREATEST BAND . . .
$5^50 TOP ATTRACTION . . .
MAKES FILM DEBUT IN SPEC^
TACULAR
MUSICAL
DRAMA!
MONSTER
HOOK'UP
Presented hy
J. I. Schnitzer and
William Le Baron

CO.

EXPLOITATION CAMPAIGN
WITH NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO. COAST'TO'COAST NETWORK, VICTOR TALKING MACHINE
AND MUSIC PUBLISHERS
NOW

iidustry's
First
Mammoth
ILL TALKING
Creen Extravaganza

12 New Song Smashes!
Morton Downey^s
threeI
sensational
numbers
Dorothy Lee and multitude
:>f other artists in glittering
ipecialties . . . topped with
^mashing effect by Fred
Waring's
jazz boys in NINE
Hit melodiesl

vVith Morton Downey, Osgood Perkins, Barbara Bennett, Bobby Watson and

At tke Bo>^ilijcG cm*

WHENC/IEfAlF^
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Graham
by
Directed
,^^ Walter

A bihd
IN the: uand
By Percy Heath
featuring

LOIS WILSON
with

son Robards, Roy D'Arcy
and Dot Farley
Directed by

A. Leslie Pearce

^

liii the Scrcoti iii

100% TALKING
AND

LIVE,

MOVING

ACTION

Produced by Al Christie,
Master of Short Entertainment.

THE

Ielancholy d\Me
BY

€T4Vl$IIOYCOHEf^'
All-colored cast,
with the true dialect of
the famous stories

Introducing
Florian Slappey, Mr. Permanent
Williams, Webster Dill,
Jonquil and Sapho
Directed by

Arvid E. Gillstrom
"*

Recorded

by

AndCoMing/

/

MOR
with TEMS
Raymond

MUSIC

Griffith

HATH

HARMS
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by Western

POST
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VACATION
with

Charles Grapewin
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MEET

and
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The Gleasons, former stars of
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Educ'l Works at Capacity

B. & K.-Marks Battle
Continues
at Chicago
{Co-ntinued from Page 1)

number of Fox and Warner pictures,
as well as on a number of others,
which will assure sufficient product
for the Marks houses. This gives
the Marks firm showing after the
16 of 20 Roach Sound
run, instead of after the product
Comedies Synchronized loop
has played the string of B. & K.
Twenty of the 40 Hal Roach com- neighborhood houses. Adolph Zukor
edies for the current season will be is understood to have handled the
synchronized with music and sound settlement personally.
effects. With the addition of Our
Production activity is continuing Gang in "Fast Freight" and Charley 11 Units on Ooeninfif Bill
"Thin Twins" the total numat top speed at the Educational stu- Chaseber ofincomedies
which have already
Toniffht
at Fox. St. Louis
dios on silent and sound stages.
(Continued from Page 1)
been
thus
synchronized
is
brought
Lupino Lane, who has been pre- to 16.
Saturdays, all seats 12:30 P.M. to 6
paring sound and dialogue comedies,
P.M., 50 cents, and all seats 6 P.M.
has completed work on several of his
Back in F. N. Lot
to closing 75 cents; Sundays and holisilent comedies. He recently finishAlfred Santell is again on his own
all seats 1 to 3 P.M., 65 cents
ed "Good Night Nurse," and "Sum- lot. First National, where he is con- and 3 days,
p.m.
to closing 75 cents.
mer Saps," both directed by Henry
sidering stories for his next producW. George.
"Big Boy," Educational's five-year-old star,
tion He recently comoleted "This H. Levey New Musical
has finished "The Fixer" and "Ginger
starring Vilma Banky.
Snaps." Jerry Drew recently completed his Is Heaven."
Director of Vitaphone
fifth Ideal comedy, which has been titled
Cast Opposite Boyd
"Wise Winunin." Stephen Roberts did the
Harold
Levey, composer and congag work.
Carol Lombard has been recalled
ductor, has been appointed musical
Monty Collins, Al St. John, George Davis
and Vernon Dent are working in the Mer- from M-G-M to appear opposite Wil- director for Warner Bros. Vitaphone
maid series. The team of Collins and Dent,
Corp., to replace Norman Spencer,
liam Boyd in Pathe's "High Volt- who
has been recalled to the Coast
after completing "Whoopee Boys," i'^ now
age,"
which
Howard
Hiegin
will
diwell along on "Parlor Pests." St. John has
rect.
Miss
Lombard
will
appear
in
to
manage
the Popular Musical Definished "Smart Steppers," and Davis has
partment there.
finished "Howling
Hollywood."
Cecil
B.
De
Mille's
"Dynamite,"
Cliff Bowes, Jerry Mandy, Billy Dale and
she completes the Pathe assignGene Stone are figuring as featured players when
ment.
in several Cameo one-reelers, either comClavering Elected to

PRODUCTION RUSHED ON
SOUND AND SILENT niKS

pleted or nearing completion..
Following completion of "The Eligible Mr.
Bangs," the first in the new Coronet talker
series, this new Educational unit under the
supervision of Sidney Brennecke is finishing
"Ask Dad." Everett Horton is star of both.
Ruth Renick plays opposite.
At the Mack Sennett Studios, where "The
Bride's Relations" recently was turned out,
the third in this group of all-talking comedy,
"Whirls and Girls," has been completed.

"Donovan Affair" Started
Work has been started by Columbia on its first all-talker, "The Donovan Affair," Owen Davis story, which
Frank Capra is directing. In the
cast are: William Collier, Jr., Fred
Kelsey, Ethel Wales and John Roche.
"Madame X" Cast Complete
Cast of "Madame X," which Lionel
Barrymore is directing as all-talkie
for M-G-M, has been completed. It
comprises Ruth Chatterton, Lewis
Stone, Raymond Hackett, Eugenie
Besserer, Richard Carle, Sidney Toller and Ulric Haupt.
Two Directors on Talker
Joint directorship is the system
Paramount used in the making of
"Close Harmony," all-talker featuring a cast composed of Charles "Buddy* Rogers, Nancy Carroll, Jack
Oakie, Richard "Skeets" Gallagher
and Harry Green. John Cromwell
and Edward Sutherland share the directorial responsibility in this picture.
Hale's First Stellar Role
William Counselman is preparing
a script of "Ladies Prefer Brutes,"
which is to be Alan Hale's first starring vehicle for Pathe.
New Contract for Sedgwick
Edward Sedgwick, who will direct
William Haines in "The Gob," has
been signed to a long-term contract
by M-G-M.
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And That's That
By PHIL

M. DALY

'-^
ard CLARKE,
T^ON
He
Dietz in theassistant
M-G-M to ptibl!
ity department, is the author of "
the Reign of Rothstein," publish
today in New York.
Clarke's boc
which is reported to be sensatiot.
in nature and has had an unusua \
large advance sale, deals with "insij
stuff" in the careers of Rothsteil
Bill Fallon, Nickv Arnstein, Peg!
Hopkins Joyce, Gertrude Vanderb
Fannie Brice and other glamorc
Broadway characters.

Film Daily announces that ab<
570 pictures will be combined o
put of n companies this year. Fi
Curb believes this
will mean fev
but noisier pictures. — Film Curb
J. D. Trop has graduated from t
ranks of dialecticians with the degi
of BXQ, (Dialogician). His 15
efforts will be heard in the "Life
the Party," now being made by Ro
land Pictures.
I

The St. Louis, RKO
office }
designated
April as Harry
Wc
Month,
as it marks
the clo^e
Head British K.R.S. Weiss' first year as manager of
Harry Green Cast
Exhibitors
of the )
London — Arthur Clavering is new exchange.
Roscoe Karns, who has been ancities
of
the
territory
are
alrec
nounced for a role in Paramount's president of the Kinema Renters So- giving extra play dates as a trib
ciety
with
E.
Gordon
Craig,
vicedialogue film of the prize ring, "The president. The meeting lasted one to Weiss and a big month is
Man I Love," has been replaced bv and a half hours with eight names
Harry Green, vaudeville player.
Karns was unable to work in the pic- proposed for the presidency. Clavering will preside at the annual dinner pected.
Charles Skouras of Skouras Brc
ture because he is appearing in "The of the K.R.S. which takes place at
Front
Page"
on
the
Los
Angeles
ers
_ Enterprises is up and arot
the Savoy Feb. 5.
stage.
again after having been confined
his bed for several days by an att
St. Louis Embezzlement
of the flu. He had a comparati^
Trinity Starting Another
Trinitv Pictures Corp. has comReopened by Prosecutor mild "case.
pleted "The China Slaver" featuring
St. Louis — Prosecution of James
Soijn, and is starting "Bye, Bve. Bud- P. Brennan. former manager, and Nathanson Names Boar
dy," which is to feature Agnes Ayers. Lawrence C. Stuever, former treasThe company has chansred title of
of Strategy for Ch{
urer of the Grand Opera House, on
Toronto — Executive commi
"Cocktails" to "Girls Who Dare." an embezzlement charge has been
The picture features Rex Lease and reopened. Both are at liberty on has been named by N. L. Nathan
Priscilla Bonner, with Ben Wilson bonds of $10,000 each returnable in managing director of Famous Plai
and Rosemary Theby in the cast.
the Court of Criminal Correction to- Canadian Corp., as a board of st
day. The men were arrested orig- egy to assist in the direction of "I
inally on Dec. 27 and on Jan. 14 company's affairs throughout
Ruggles to Direct Whiteman
Dominion. Those named and t
Paul Whiteman will report to Uni- when the case was to be presented respective duties are:
versal City for production on his to the grand jury, R. F. Quinby, who
$1,000,000 starring vehicle about succeeded Brennan as manager of the
Clarence Robson, eastern divi nl
March IS. Wesley Ruggles has been theater, stated that restitution had general manager, having supervi n|
selected to direct and will start ac- been made and the owners of the of theaters in Ontario and Que
M. Thomas,
western
divi
tive preparations soon. Paul Scho- theater did not desire to prosecute. H.
field wrote the story.
"Because the civil liability has been manager and in charge of adverti gl
met is no reason for not pressing and exploitation; Arthur Cohen, I if
criminal charges," Circuit Attorney department;
Sam DePass,
supei s-l
Holmes in "The Wild Party"
Phillips R. Holmes, son of Taylor Miller announced in ordering the is- ing manager
of suburban
theat sf
suance of warrants against the ac- John Arthur, director of music i|
Holmes, who was plucked from the
cused men. Miller is opposed to
Princeton campus by Frank Tuttle
programs
and also manager
of il
here; T. J. Bragg, co ?l
what
he
says is practice of "using Uptown
when he was directing "Varsity" last
purchases
4
year, and signed to a Paramount the circuit attorney's office for a col- troller of finances,
contract, has returned to the studio
revenue,
and
Harry
Sedgwick iij
lection agency."
after a long illness. He has a role
charge of the Tivoli here.
Open Crystal at Ellis
in Clara Bow's first talker, "The
Ellis, Kan.- — The Crystal has opened at a cost of $15,000.
It was built
Open $500,000 Theater
Wild Party."
by L. C. Snyder who will operate it.
Jackson to Title Warner Film
Ore.—$500,000,
Poole's ] a|
H
canKlamath
theater,Falls,
costing
Joseph Jackson has been assigned
Managing Georgia House
opened here under managemen cl
to write titles for "Alimony Annie,"
Warner picture which has Dolores
Fort Valley, Ga. — Nick Economou Glenn Wright, former manage: oj
Costello as star. Michael Curtiz di- is new manager of the Franklin. He the Orpheum here. The theater j'tl
rected.
formerly was located at Montezuma.
1,700.

f

Today: Announcing The Ten Best Pictures of 1928
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EPIDEMIC HAS RUN COURSE
'. ■.<hinglon

XLLTHE HEWS
ALLTHE TIME

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

^A'ashington
— Epidemic
influenza
run its course
in all of
sections
of
: A' nation, and marked recession is
K-ing noted, according to officials of
Ih- Public Health Service.
Fatalities
r.Mii the disease, last week dropped
almost one-half of the preceding

NTERNATIONAL TALKER
PLANNED BY I8T NAT'L

Marking one of the first steps taken
II internationalization
of
talkers,
irst National has signed Irene Borstar, for a picture, in
loni, stage
\'hich she will sing
in German.
iich, Italian, and Spanish as well
Knglish in a story selected with
Releasworld market in mind.
preneous
simulta
..^ plans call for
•nieres in the European
capitals, as
in New York and Los Angjvell asMiss
, 'les
Bordoni, who is appear'ng in "Paris," in New York,
is to
ro to the Coast in May to start work
i|n the picture, which will be her first.

N. Y. Censor L aw Repeal
4s Unconstitut onal Sought
state censor
York's
— Newmade
unconstitutional,
has been
lawAlbany
>y censors' action in assuming censoring of talking pictures, declares
\ssemblyman Loui; 'V. Cuvillier of
,^ew York, who has roduced a bill
'providing for the law's repeal. "It
for
" fe now plainly unconstitutional,
■ k violates the provision that relates
jo the freedom of speech and freedom
■ i»{ the press,"
said Assemblyman
'Zuvillier today in support of his bill.

February

326 Newspapers; 29 Fan
and Trade Papers, 3
Syndicates in Vote

How the Critics Voted
Picture

The Patriot
Sorrell and Son
Last Command
Four Sons
Street Angel

Votes

210
180
135
125
124

Votes

Picture

The Circus
Sunrise
The Crowd
King of Kings
Sadie Thompson

122
119
105
99
95

Bringing to an end the spirited
competition which has iparked this
year's poll, The Ten Best Pictures
of
.1928,is as
selected
the bynation's
critics,
todav
made by
public
THE

FILM
DAILY.
The" poll326
embraces
295 critics
representing
newspapers, 29 trade and fan publications
and three newspaper syndicates, serving an undetermined number of papers, voted in the ninth annual poll
conducted by THE FILM DAILY.
Rising to hitherto untouched totals,
the poll embraced 188 cities and
towns in forty states and the District of Columbia and covered newspapers with a combined circulation
Sixteen of the Paramount sound
releases from Feb. 1 to April 30 will of 23,850,989, according to "Editor
winners were selected from
be released only with sound-on-film andThe
Publisher."
versions, S. R. Kent, general man- features released from Dec. 1, 1927,
ager, declares, expressing a prefer- to Dec. 1, 1928, and distributed by
ence for sound-on-film over disc seventy-seven companies which suprecording. It is possible that some
plied the titles for alphabetic arpictures in future will be handled
rangements byTHE FILM DAILY
with discs. Kent declares that the which then furnished each critic with
surface noises and scratches which all of these titles from which to
he says will creep into recording by
designate his choice. Pre-releases
the disc system, are elirjiinated in the and roadshows were not included,
(Continued on Page 7)
film recording method.

I6PARAM0UNTST0HAVE
TS"
COSSIN
Y "ATIN ALL
MONGHT
HARSOU
WISCON
SOUND-ON-riLN ONLY
Milwaukee — "Harmony at all
costs" is sought in the Wisconsin
exhibitor unit, 60 members of the
Milwaukee M.P.T.O. made clear, in
coming out strongly against any split
in the ranks over the controversy on
affiliation. Action on the question of
whether Wisconsin will align itself
with the M.P.T.O.A. or Allied States
Ass'n, now is expected to be taken
Allied, so far, apparently has lost
ground.

Action was Postponed
After Day of Wrangling
Milwaukee — Dissension is said to
have marked a "star chamber" discussion of Wisconsin's affiliation at
a special meeting here Jan. 23. .'\
day of wrangling, culminated in postThe 2) majorit'
ponement of action.
{Continued
o» Paqe

Cleveland report
Germanic Co., Ltd., New York, has
acquired option on approximately 50
Cleveland theaters, is "entirely too
it was stated
previous,"(Continued
on Page at 2)the com-

Five Years Held Needed
Substantial Performance
Makes Contract Valid
to Perfect Talking Films
Five years
will
? bring talkers near
'■■ .en years to make
lear lifelike,"
is theon
iContinued

5 Cents

10 BEST PICTURES OF '28 NAMED
BY CRITICS IN HLM DAILY POLL

Cleveland Deal Not Set,
Meighan Leaves for Debut
Banking Firm Indicates
in Series of Talkers
that International

Thomas Meighan will make his de•)\it in talkers at the Warner stulios, on t]ie Coast for which he leaves
Monday, to make a series of .three
pictures.
yitaphone

Price

1, 1929

be required
to
that arbitrators must
Contending
perfection, and be governed by equity and that substantial performance of a contract,
them "anything
contention, prevents canthis
under
opinion
of
HerPage 2)
(.Coniinued on Page 2)

The Roll of Honor
Picture
Votes

Picture
Lilac Time
Wihite
Shadows
Our
Dancing
Daughters
The Racket
The
Gaucho
Ramona
Old Ironsides
Laugh.
Clown.
Laugh
Docks
of New
York
Man
Who
Laughs
Legion
of Condemned
Mother
Knows
Best
Speedy
Wedding
March
Show
People
Simba
Tempest
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Student
Prince
Submarine
Terror
Drag
Net
Chicago
Forgotten
Faces

88
87
86
85
75
65
59
51
47
47
45
41
41
39
36
34
33
32
31
30
27
27
26
23

Fazil
End of St. Petersburg
Helen of Troy
Craig's NooseWife
The
Beau Sabreur
Beggars
of Life
The Cameraman
Dressed
to Kill
Excess Baggage
Fleet's In
The Wind
The Cossacks
Drums
of Love
The Enemy
Lrd;es of the Mob
We
Americans
Cardboard
Lover
Last Moment
Two
Lovers
Air
Circus
Hangman's House
Harold
Teen
Ivan
the Terrible
Quality Street

Votes
23
23
21
20
20
19
19
17
16
16
16
16
IS
14
13
13
13
12
12
11
10
10
10
10
10

THE
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Harmony At All Costs Film Guild's Modernistic
Theater Opening Tonight
Sought
in
Wisconsin
Film
Guild Cinema, 52 W. Eighth
(Continued from Page 1)
present, it was said, was composed
of local exhibitors, among them affiliated exhibitors, who are said to
PUBLISHER have insisted on voting proxies,
JOHN W. ALICOATE
while others demanded a standing
Published daily except Saturday and holidays vote on all motions. The meeting
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.. and was called to ratify or repudiate action of the Wisconsin board in votcopyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, "Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
ing
to affiliate with Allied. Poor
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor ; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer, roads and insufficient notice were
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered blamed for the small attendance.
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act Barring the press was first order of
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) the meeting. R. F. Woodhull, presiUnited States outside of Greater New York.
dent and Fred Desberg, chairman of
* 10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months.
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should the board, and Jack Miller, spoke on
re-nit with Older. Address all communica- behalf of the M.P.T.O.A., while W.
tions te THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- A. Steffes and Glenn Cross outlined
way. New York, N. Y. Phone Cirde 47364737-4738-4739. Cable address: Fllniday, advantages of Allied.
Vol. XLVII No. 27
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Prleo 5 Cuts

New York. Hollywood. California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607. London — Ernest W. Frtdman, The
Film Renter. 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I. Berlin— Karl Wolflsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse. 225. Paris — P. A. Harle.
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
bert
Cour-des-Noues,
19.

St., New York, modernistic theater
which is to have four screens instead
of one, opens tonight. The three extra are the walls and the ceijing on
which will be flashed moving army
trucks, marching soldiers and overhead airplanes as atmosphere for
the individual drama on the central
screen. The orchestra will be hidden and the music will be subdued

to allow for "emotional, subjective
contemplation." The inside of the
theater is built to resemble, the inside of a camera with the screen
where the camera-shutter would, ordinarily be. The walls and ceiling
slope away from the screen and the
floor is built in "stadium" fashion.

Substantial Performance
Five Years Held Needed
Makes Contract Valid
to Perfect
Talking Films
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

Financial
STOCK
Am.
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East.
*do
First
Fox
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Keith
Loew's
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Fm. Ind.
Kodak
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Fm.
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.
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Trans-Lux
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198
97
•Warner
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. . 33
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Roxy
....
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. . 35
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do com
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Skouras) Bros.
. . .. 50
13
Technicolor
..
.. 12'4
8
United
Art
12
84
. . 76
do
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Univ.
Ch. com.
. ..
2
. . 75
85
do
pfd
♦LAST PRICE QUOTED

SalM
1,000
4,200
1,700
3,600
400
lOC
20,300
90C

Wilcox, production head of
British and Dominion Films. London, who has returned to England
to produce talkers, after studying
sound methods at Hollywood. An
outdoor all-talker in Ireland is
planned by Wilcox, whose company's pictures are distributed in
.^merica by World Wide Pictures.
England has not yet accepted talkers, but when it does the stampede
will be as great as in America, he
believes.

Roseland Making Series of
12 Single Reel Talkers

43,800

Twelve one reel talkers are being
filmed by Roseland Pictures, via 33
1-3 rpm. discs at the R.L.A. studios,
New York. The first is an original

6,800
800
100
20,000

by J. D. Trop, titled "The Life of
the
James B. Carson heads
the Party."
cast.

36,400
3,100

Song Writers Signed
William Le Baron, vice president
of RKO Productions in charge of
production, who arrived in New
York on Monday, has signed Jimmy
McHugh and Dorothy Fields, song

900

1,500
100
6,200
1,300

266

1,900
11,200
2
19
24
18
3
2
2

Schwartz Plans Another
Baldwin, N. Y. — Following the announcement ofthe Schwartz Theater
Circuit for the construction of a
$1,000,000 structure in Rockville
Center, it is now reported that the
company will build another theater
here on Merrick Road.

writers, to write all songs for RKO's
1929-30 program. Le Baron has left
New York for St. Louis to attend a
stage performance
of "Rio
Rita,"
which
he is to produce
as a talker.
He returns to New York on Monday.
Explosion Wrecks Anaconda Theater
Anaconda, Mont. — Gas, escaping
into the theater from a broken pipe
became ignited and caused an explosion which wrecked the Sotndial theater and an adjoining garage.
Allen Buys at Fairmount, N. D.
Fairmount, N. D. — R. W. Allen has
purchased the Hub here from Raymond Mergens. Mergens owns a drug
store here and has given up the house
to devote his time to pharmacy.

FILM

SALESMEN

Experienced men in Metropolitan District wanted on a highly productive
proposition selling to exhibitors, please
call to see
MR.
GOULD
Box Office Boosters
130 W. 46th St.
New York City

cellation on grounds of substitution,
Louis Nizer won his case before the
New York arbitration board yesterday^ in action brought by First Division versus Rosen Bros., for fulfillment of contract. The nine pictures involved, Nizer contended, were
substantially the same as promised.
The contract, he pointed out, specified the films only by title, contending that the press book or work
sheet was inadmissible as evidence,
unless fjraud was alleged. The defendants, he said, did not rely on the
press books in purchase of the films,
declaring the evidence brought out
substantiated this claim.

Book
TheDate
Industry's
York.Guild
Today: Film
Cinema opens in New
Today: Opening mount
ofat Toledo.
4,000-seat Toledo-Para-

Feb. 2 Fox Athletic Club Dinner and Dance
at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Feb. 3 Dinner of the Silver Screen spon*.
ored by The Film Bureau in New
York.
Feb. 4 and S Convention of Northwest exhibitor unit at Minneapolis.
Feb. 9 Dinner of Writers Branch of Academy of M. P. Arts and
Hollywood, to visiting Sciences,
writers.
dialogue
Feb.

14

Mar.

2

Apr.

Booth Opens Tenn. House
Sweetwater, Tenn. — Booth Enterprises have opened the new Gray.
E. A. Booth, head of the concern, also
owns the Booth, which he continues
to operate.
Reopens Vancouver House
Vancouver — P. R. Allen, manager
of the Vancouver, has reopened the
Empress

AMPA
Hollywood
Masque Ball in i
York.
New
Yo
New
rk
. Penn. '
14-15-16
Conventio
n of Unit.
Western
Exhibitor
sylvania

McGinnis Named Manager
Newport, Ark.— R. V. McGinnk,
has been named manager of the Capitol and Newport, succeeding H. M.
Clyburn, who has become manager of
the Rialto at Camden.
Campbell at Cameo
Belton, S. C— Hulon G. Campbell
has become manager of the Cameo,
succeeding Medlin, who has returned
to
his theatrical interests in Westminister.

WAFILMS,
for

A. CaU
Putter,

Walter

Cleveland Deal Not Set,
Banking
Firm Indicates
(Continued from Page 1)
pany offices, although it is admitted
that a proposition on Cleveland
houses has been submitted to the
company. The Cleveland report said
the New York banking firm is associated with a national stock brokerage house in the reported venture.

1929
Wampas
Universa
l ClubFroUc,
Dance, Hollywood
Hotel Aster

Inc.

Pres.

Library Stock Scenes
130 W.

46th St.,8181New
Bryant

Another

York

Booster!

"We cannot refrain from expressing
our gratitiide, and wish to state further that if at any time anyone desires a testimonial as to the quality
of your service, we would be very
glad to have youAMUSEMENT
refer them
—JACOBSON
Louisville, Ky.

to CO.,
us."

TIFFANY- STAHL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Announce
That they hava in the course of production
a motion picture production en tided:

"MIDWAY"
ALL RKJHTS PROTECTED

MonfeBlue

^[f WARNER BROS. LATEST 100% ALL TALKING VITAPHONE PICTURE ^[AR

EDMUND

/

BREESE / 1.HARS^HAIi
THE FLIGHT TO THE
SOUTH POLE!

— is in every paper every day — is
on everybody's tongue. Now — when
it's red hot news — Warner Bros,
have scooped the motion picture
world for timeliness!
\

"CONQUEST"
IS A GREAT PICTURE
OF THE AIR FLIGHT
TO THE SOUTH POLE!
It's a golden bonsm^a in box office
values. Visualize the marvelous scenes
amid ice and snow — the dare-devil
flight — the breath-taking crashes —
the thrilling rescues — the tense swift
action that is sure to lift 'em out of
their seats and raise your house receipts into a new record. Get your
dates set right now!

OPENS

.s,

Simultaneously
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16
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MARK
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Mary

YOU
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Directed by ROY DEL
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Scenario by
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Those Amp as
7? i^sj

Interstate Adds Four
Auspicious Program Marks
Houses to N. E. Chain
Fox, St. Louis Debut

Portland, Me. — Four houses have
been added to the Interstate chain,
By JACK
HARROWER
headed by Rudolph Mayer, brother
of Louis B. Mayer. Three of them,
a
le
O'Too
Mike
s give
THEfree Ampa
pass to a flock of free meals the Strand, Empire and Jefferson, are
yesterday at the weekly eatfest. To in this city. The fourth, the Capitol,
be formal about the matter, the M. is at Springfield, Mass. The Jefferson is a stock house and the other
P.T.O.A. official received an honorthree
theaters, with a total capacity
ip^
ersh
ur
James
Arth
ary life memb
of 6,000 seats, are picture houses
doing the presenting business.
equipped with both Movietone and
As Mike Simmons -put it, half of Vitaphone.
In this new deal Julius Meyer,
the cast of "Jealousy," Broadway formerly owner and president of the
play of love and other things, at- Elm Amusement Co., chain of 12
tended the luncheon. In other words
Arthur Lubin was there. Arthur, houses, is associated with Mayer.
you read, plays opposite alluring
To Rebuild Green Bay House
Fay Bainter, the two comprising the
entire cast. Arthur recited a poem
Green Bay, Wis. — The Orpheum
which met the approval of the is to be entirely rebuilt at a cost of
it wasn't submitted $300,000, states Harry K. Timm,
although Board
Ampas
to
the National
of Censorship. manager. The new structure will
seat 1,500.
The musical end of the program
was upheld by Joey Ray, one of the
bright stars of the "Vanities," and
Sammy Stept, composer of song hits
and theme songs. Joey sang a coupla
numbers enthusiastically and well,
with Sammy co-operating on the
piano.
"Adoration"
First National
The gathering has that certain
Mark
Strand,
New
York
Sing Sing touch. Which means that
AMERICAN — * * * There is little opportunity to strike new notes or interpolate
all present {and those unafraid)
in this one. The photogwere "mugged" through the courtesy originalraphytoudhes
has been well taken care of and the
— and courage — of "The National sets are lavish, though not garish. * * *
Exhibitor." No announcement was
DAILY MIRROR—* * * It's all full of
made as to the Tnotive but it is sus- titles, labored complications and shallow
characterizations.
Pretty poor entertainment
picioned that the pictures will form
the nucleus of an Ampas rougues for a Broadway theater. * * »

Newspaper

gallery.

liE.f

President George Harvey presided, as is customary for presidents.
Like a true publicist he boosted the
coming Hollywood Masque Ball and
made an oratorical appeal for support.

DAILY NEWS—* * * Once more, a
movie which isn't powerful, but, nevertheless,
will leave a decided impression. Moreno,
Nicholas Soussanin,
Winifred
Bryson,
Lucy
Doraine
and
Emil Chautard
support
well.
• * *

Clinton Weyer, introduced by Pete
Woodhull, retaliated by briefly revealing some of Pete's
characteristics, alleged and otherwise.

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * It's a
handsomely mounted production, with a romantic story that's bound to please audiences
■— ^especially Billie Dove audiences. * ♦ •
EVENING WORLD—* * * The star is
beautiful, as usual, and looks appealing at
all times. But the burden of the story is
carried by Antonio Moreno, who is her
titled husband, and Nicholas Soussanin, the
philandering Count Vladimir. Both are ex-

Glasgow Gross $16,975
inGlasgow
Week for
"Singing Fool"
— The Coliseum, here

cel ent. * ♦ *
EVENING GRAPHIC—* * * It is a picture quite worth seeing, if you are fond of
the way Billie Dove handles her men in the
movies. Incidentally, the synchronization is
extremely well done — a rare blessing these

grossed $16,975 for one week with
the soijnd version of "The Singing
Fool," playing to 87,000 paid admissions. At the Regal, London, the
picture is continuing its run.
Louis Kaplan Buys Site
Santa Barbara, Cal. — Louis Kaplan, owner of the Rose, has purchased the Thomas Goux property
on West Carrillo St., as a site for a
new theater.

days.
♦ * *
HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
* * Here is a
simple story that has been told on the screen
many times before. Yet it is a tender and
often moving little picture, directed with
grace and acted with warmth and underPOST — sta*nding. * ** ♦* is just another Billie Dove
movie full of cheap plot, junky settings and
stale situations. • * *
SUN — * * * You may see Miss Dove at
the Mark Strand again with benefit of
musical synchronization which fools the ear
completely — and again in a role which enables her to wear clothes and a title of prin-

cess (Russian). —• *♦ ** * is another typical
TELEGRAM
Billie
Dove pictvue, which is to say that
San Jacinto. Cal. — O. S. Hofmann
has leased the Soboba theater to you may expect to find this very lovely lady
decked out in any number of very lovely
Lynn Yost of Los Angeles and Les- clothes and posing for any number of very
ter A. Reynolds of San Jacinto.
eye-filling close-ups. ♦ * ♦
TIMES—* * * As it stands, it is a film
with undeniable periods of interest, marred
W. L. Crull, Jr., Transferred
» * •
Columbia, Miss. — W. L. Crull, Jr., by impossible happenings.
WORLD—* * * In all, a very fair rofor several years manager of the Comantic picture, elaborately done, which at
lumbia, has been transferred to the times may cause the more susceptible to
Magic City at Bogalusa. Lyall Shiell have recourse to their pocket handkerchiefs.

St. Louis — Headed by a dedication
by William Fox, an auspicious program marked opening last night of
the new Fox, 6,000-seat link in the
national Fox chain. Gov. Henry S.
Caulfiekl of Missouri delivered an
address of welcome, followed by a
Movietone tribute to Fox and greeting to the theater by Mayor Miller
of St. Louis. The program included
11 presentation units.
Improve Wellsville Theater
Wellsville, N. Y. — Extensive improvements and alterations are being
made at the Babcock, which will reopen soon.
Harold Evans to Richmond, Va.
Richmond, Va. — Harold Evans,
manager of Loew's Strand at Memphis, Tenn., has been named manager of the Richmond.

Opinions
"The Rescue"
United Artists
Rialto, New
York
AMERICAN—* * * The picture is beautifully photographed
sea "shot"andis
an exquisite
portrait and
as each
to composition
DAILY • MIRROR—*
* * couldn't have
• ♦
lighting.
been
a great picture. The story lacks simand wideness
of appeal.
But it's
still a plicity
pretty
good program
entertainment.

* * *

EVENING JOURNAL— Pictorially, "The
Rescue" is beautiful. It's full of gorgeous
lighting effects, striking sets and, what's
known in the trade as "production value."
EVENING WORLD—* * * is a very fine
picture indeed. It has all the sweep of the
novel ; it has the tang of far-ofi places ; it is
crammed full of adventure and romance, and
it is beautiful to behold. Colman does the
best work of his career, and Brenon probably
feels the same about his end. * ♦ ♦
HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * As a pictorial equivalent of Conrad, it follows the
original faithfully enough in outline — with
the exception of certain understandable telescoping of episodes and characters — but it is
merely the skeleton of the great novelist,
with little suggestion of his mood or his manner or even of his characterization.
* * ♦
POST—* * * There is little subtlety in
Mr. Brenon's direction, his picture being carried on by good photography, plenty of
action and an attractive cast. • * •
SUN — * * * Retaining the principal outlines and curvatures of the original story,
and quite enough of its inner core — enough,
that is, for all except the most rabid of the
Conrad worshipers — Herbert Brenon has
fashioned from "The Rescue" an ambitious
photoplay of noble romanticism and adventure on the Java seas. * » *
TELEGRAM— * * * For "The Rescue"
is just fair-to-middlin' entertainment, rocked
in a cradle of handsome and pretentious

Leases San Jacinto Theater

succeeds him here.

TIMES * — » * * * * Considering the inevitable
settings.
limitations imposed upon a director in reducing a Conrad story toi a swift flow of animated photographic scenes, Herbert Brenon
has done valiant work in his pictorial transcription of "The Rescue." * * *
WORLD—* * * They have made a good
filming of Conrad's story of high adventure
in the Malay Archipelago. Good by virtue
of superb photography, photography that does
more than just furnish a picturesque background, as it conjures up and holds the glamour and widesweep of Conrad's story. • • •
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"Lonesome"

(Universal)
ern
newspaper tie-up, rati
articles claiming that the city's moi
lonesome girl had been found. TL
Old
picture of the girl with a mask ovei
her eyes was printed. The girl hern
self was to appear at the Madisoii
Gardens oai the Saturday ev
ning following the breaking of th
story. The first person who ident,
fied the girl without her mask, an(
o
who precented her with a copy \
her masked picture with the words
"You are the lonesome girl fror
TheateO.
State
the
r" received a prize.-'
Toledo,
State,

'rhrough

"The Fleet's In"
(Paramount
Beaverboard front was built ove
the box office; the two openings i;
the box office window being in th
form of life preservers. The uppe
part of the display showed a cut-oi
of Clara Bow and James Hall tc
gether with copy about the title c
picture, star and playdates. — M. ^
Baker, Colfax, South Bend, Ind.
(United
Artists)
"Two Lovers"
Staged a "Colorado Jubilee Monti
and started it off with the Colmai
Banky feature. Starting two weel
in advance of opening, the theati
was literally covered in every coi
ceivable spot with cut-out letter
"C.J.M." across which were writte
such forceful words as "amazing
"different," "without precedent
"wonderful," etc. This was augmente
by screen trailers, newspaper tease
and a teaser radio campaign. A wei
in advance all the teaser method
were turned into announcemen
about the Jubilee Month and in
organ solo just before the openii
a parody on the month was feature
Big boards were used carrying sti
froin all the pictures to be shov
during the month. The front of t
theater presented a gala effect wi
its stringing colored lights all ov
and hanging colored discs under t
marquee, on one side of which we
pointed Colorado Jubilee Month a
on the other side the name of sot
star
Colo. of the month. — Colorado, Pueb
"Women

They

Talk

About"

(Warner)
Highlights of the campaign w
the wholesale arrangement of 20 wi
dow displays in prominently locat
drug stores. These window displa
were arranged by the representati
of Kolynos Dental Cream. Manag
Collins supplied the Kolynos repi
sentative with beaver board art p:
els, carrying the following cof
" 'Women They Talk About' are u
allj' women in the world's eye. Tl
all use Kolynos Dental Cream. 5
the talking feature 'Women They T ;
About' at the Kirby Theater, n(
week. Stills furnislied by <
exchange also played a part in thi :
window displays. — Kirby, Houst' ,
Tex.
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By Companies

United Artists and Fox have
three pictures each among The
Ten Best Pictures of 1928.
Paramount has two and M-GM and Pathe one each. In detail:
UNITED
ARTISTS
Sorrell and Son, The Circus,
Sadie Thompson.
FOX
' Four
Sons,
The
Street
Angel, Sunrise.
PARAMOUNT
The Patriot, The Last Command
M-G-M
II
The Crowd.
PATHE
, The King of Kings.

(ritlcs in Poll Name
of '28
Pictures
10 Best
I'aiic 1)
from
(.Continued
,

t!; voting beiiiK confined only to
f4)S released generally.
jThere probably will be speculation
ccr the non-apnearancc of certain
iiportant productions in the list of
t e eligibilities. Pictures such as
"he Divine Lady," "Noah's .'Vrk,"
"our Devils," "The River,"
•■/ings." "The Jazz Singer" and
"he
votes
l:auseSinging
in the Fool"
officialreceived
list of noreleases
fnished by the distributors for the
cnsideration of critics these titles
(I not appear. The productions of
t|S type which were prc-relcased in
1?8 will be eligible for voting in tlie
129 ballot.
iThe order in which the voting
<itic checked his selections had no
liaring on the final vote.
The ballot
ii based on numerical returns only.
.Falling into the classification imKdiately below The Ten Best is a
ioup of 49 pictures which received
VI votes each or more.
West Coast Opens Two
,Los Angeles — Two new theaters
.cently have been added to the \N'est
jast circuit. The Riverside, Riverie, and the North Park, San Diego.
.bert Stetson is managing the RiverJe, Harry L. Hartman is manager
the North Park.
$225,0C0 House for Emporia
I Emporia, Kan. — The .Strand Thear Co. is planning to build the Graida, a $225,000 theater to seat 1,500.
he company is a subsidiary of the
Midwest Theater Co. Boiler Bros.
■ Kansas Citv are the architects.
Building Piqua Theater
Piqua, O. — Steel construction has
arted on the Ohio which will cost
150,000. The theater is being built
y I. J. Collins and Thomas C. Fulin of Lancaster. Contractor is the
•eominster Construction Co., of Coimbia.
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North to Produce

Said

w'.si ( ..(I./ /.■».. V ///; /■// "./ pAii y
Ho'lywood — Robert North,
assistant to Al Rockett has
joined the ranks of producers
here. He will also continue
his former work as assistant
to Rockett. The first assigned
to North is "Broadway Babies," starring Alice White.

Excerpts from review headlines of The Ten Best Pic
tures of 1928. as culled from THE FILM DAILY follow:
"The I'atriot"
Magnificent. Truly a Great Picture * * '• Jannings Plays a
Stupendous Role Superbly.

"Sorrell and Son"

Has Wide General Appeal. A Father-and-Son Love Theme
Made from a Best Seller and Handled in Distinguished Fashion
by Herbert Brenon.

326NTO11PERSINI88
CITIES VOTE FOR 10 BEST

"The Last Command"

Very Worthwhile, Jannings in Another Superb Characterization.

"Four Sons"

Fine Attraction. Emotional Appeal of Strongest Kind in
Mother Love Story with War as a Background.

"The Street Angel"

Newspapers voting in The Ten
Best Pictures of 1928 poll totaled
32(). located in 188 cities of the Union.
The actual ballots were cast by 295
critics, but it must be borne in mind
tliat. in nian\- instances, one critic,
representing both morning and evening newspapers, received credit for
two votes. Indicative of the wide
swecj) of the current balloting is
tie following chart which gives the
number of cities as well as newspapers in each state represented in the
S limber of
final recapitulation:

A Beautiful Picture * * * Carries a Universal Appeal and Is
Certain to Send Them Talking About Its Breath-Taking Loveliness.

"The Circus"
Smash
Two
Years.Bang Comedy. A Lulu and Chaplin's First in Over

"Sunrise"

Will Create Unlimited Talk. An Outstanding Production.
Masterful '■ "■'■ Distinguished by Superb Direction.

"The Crowd"

Scores Impressively with Fine Direction and Intensely Human
Story * '■■■ ■■■ Has Universal Appeal.

"The King of Kings"

Reverently and Magnificently Made.. A Daring Work and
One That Will Provoke Intense Discussion Over the Merits of
Its Conception of The Christ.

"Sadie Thompson"

Corking Fine Picture. Powerful Story Expertly Told. Swanson in the Best Work of Her Career.

49 Pictures Embraced in
the Film Roll of Honor
Mother Knows Best, hazi!. Dress111 addition to The Ten Best Pictures of 1928, it is customary to in- House.
ed to Kill, .\ir Circus, Hangman's
clude all productions which received
ten votes each or more in a Roll of
United Artists— 8
Honor. For 1928, the Roll embraces
In the Ten Best Pictures group:
49 pictures, an increase of 13 over Sorrell and Son, The Circus, Sadie
1927. The number of pictures to Thompson.
tlie credit of each distributor are as
follows:
The
Gaiicho,
Ramona,
Tempest.
Drums of Love, Two Lovers.
Paramount — 14
In Ten Best Pictures group: The
First National — 4
Lilac Time, Helen of Troy, The
Patriot, The Last Command.
The Racket, Old Ironsides, Docks Noose, Harold Teen.
of New York, Legion of the ConUniversal — 3
demned. Speedy, Wedding March,
Man \\'ho Laughs, Uncle Tom's
Drag Net, Forgotten Faces, Beau Cabin,
\\'e Americans.
Sahreur,
Ladies of Beggars
the Mob.of Life, Fleet's In,
Of this list, three were made by
independent units releasing through
l'aranu)unt. These are: The Racket,
Speedy and The Wedding March.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer — 13
In Ten Best Pictures group: The
Crowd.
White Shadows in South Seas, Our
Dancing DauglUcrs, Laugh, Clown,
Laugh, Show People, Student Prince,
Cameraman, Excess Baggage, The
Wind, The Cossacks, The Enemy,
Cardboard Lover, Quality Street.

Howard Returns to Cleveland
Cleveland — M. C. Howard, special
epresentative for Gotham, has reirned after spending three weeks in
Fox— 8
In the Ten Best group are: Four
■t. Louis, Kansas City and other
,'estern towns.
Sons, Street Angel, Sunrise.

3 group:
In Ten BestPathe—
Pictures
King of Kings.
Chicago,

Craig's Wife.
Amkino — 1
Ivan, the Terrible.
Snhniariiie. Columbia — 1
Hammerstein-Selwyn — 1
End of St. Petersburg.

Siniba. Martin
The

Johnson — 1

Terror.Warners — 1

Zakoro — 1
Last Monient.

The

State
Cities
Al,il>:ini:i
2
Arizona
1
(•.•iliforiii,-i
\3
Colorado
2
Coiiiiect icut
6
Delaware
1
I)i«frict of C'oliimliia . . . . 1
Florida
8
Cieorgia
2
Idaho
1
Illinois
11
Indiana
7
Iowa
yt
Kansas
.>
Kentucky
2
Louisiana
3
Maine
2
Marvland
2
.M.is-achusctts
10
.Michigan
4
Minnestita
2
.Missi-^sippi
1
.Missouri
2
.Montana
2
.\e!»raska
2
Xcw
Jersey
9
.N\w York
16
North
Carolina
4
North
Dakota
2
Ohio
14
Oklahoma
4
Oregon
1
Pennsylvania
9
Rhode Island
2
South
Dakota
1
Tennessee
3
Texas
9
ftah
2
X'irfc'inia
5
WashinRlon
4
West
Virffinia
2
Wi-consin
6
Total

188

Newspapers
4
1
17
i
6
^
1
10
•!
1
19
11
6
4
4
7
7
8
21
8
7
2
7
3
5
13
36
5
3
27
6
3
16
3
1
S
12
3
6
6
3
9
326

Prices at Vancouver Cut
V^ancouver — J. B. McKowen, manager of the Orpheum, has made a reduction of admission prices to a popular scale from Monday to Friday
inclusive, reserved scats at matinees
being 35 cents and for evening performances 80 cents.
To Vote on Sunday Shows
Hastings, Neb. — The question of
Sunda}' shows will be put to a vote
at a special election which the city
council will call shortly. Business
men are in favor of the move.

The Great Emancipator
Lives Again • • •
re-creates for
MO VIETONE
FOX
you — one of the most solemn moments in the life
of President Lincoln — his farewell to old neighbors
at Springfield, 111., when he became Chief Executive.
GEORGE
BILLINGS
Living image
of the Martyred President, speaks the exact words
recorded by historians. Directed by Hickman Price.

This Sensational
Box-Office DraiV is included in
Vol. 2, No. 18— Issue A

FOX MOVIETONEWS
2nd
ed February CHARGE
AT NO releas
EXTRA
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Charles
[CHIC]

Sale
in
"
ON
G
CH
AR
"M
All -Talking
Fox IN
Movietone
Comedy in
Two Reels Which Ran 11 Weeks at the
Gaiety Theatre, N. Y. at ^2.

CHIC

SALS^
as the Civil War Veteran who knew Lincoln, gives
the Outstanding Performance of his Career.

ROXY

Selects These Two Lincoln
Subjects forWorWs Largest Theatrct Week Beginning Feb, gtfu Box-Office
Birthday Greetings from

FOX
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COMING To SHAKETHE'WiORlDWlTHlAUGHTER

COW
'-Silent or Sound- Carl Laemmle leads the Way///
Just off the Presses
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Could MaKe a Comedy Such As
^M

*'.ri--r

Twenty 'four parts in the picture, and
every role played by Lupino Lane him'
self. Who else could do it? The versatility
that made such an astonishingly clever

novelty comedy possible, makes Lane
the outstanding star in the twO'reel
comedy field, and as great a box* office
asset as you ever had in Short Features.
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The comedian takes
twenty - four distinct
roles and the results are
astounding in cleverness-ARTHUR JaMES
— Motion Pictures Today.

%^

Every time we see a
Lane comedy we say
it is the best we have
yet seen — worth
- preferred position on^
any
program — Associated^
Publications.

If c X li i li i t o r s don't
give this unusual subject the break it deserves, then there is
no sense in comedians
continuing to put originality, brains and
perspiration
in their
work — Film Daily.

•^

H

J

A genuinely

good

i'iclinr
piece of Neivs.
work— Motioii

a
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Watch for announcement soon about
Lupino Lane Comedies with sound and dialogue
EDUCATIONAL
EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS,.

FILM
Inc.

President

Member, Motion Picture Producer! and DiiCributors uf
America, Inc.

Will H. Hay.. Pmidtnt

fii

Bill Would Give Ohio Censors Power Over Dialog
ANDWEEKLY
FILM DIGEST

i^^ NEWSPAPER
i/FILMDOM
OL. XLVII

No. 28

m COAST IN DEAL FOR TICKET TAX, CENSORING
SALT LAKE fIRST
SOUND BILLS IN OHIO
>.ilt Lake City— West Coast Thers (Fox) is continuing its deal for
local house, with negotiations for
e Capitol ncaring completion. Rently it was reported that Fox was
eking the American as well. Pubalso, said a recent report was
eking a stand here, but this was
nied in New York by Sam Dem>w. Marcus, for years was assoited with Paramount as district
aiiager. With West Coast offiils, now working on detail, the deal
ith Marcus will be closed or called
f within the near future.

Economizing
Several large-scale deals involving the leading motion picture producers are under way
and there appears some competition for at least two units.
One report which could not be
verified credited Warner Brothers with having made a bid
for a sizable block of Loew's
stock held by the wife of the
late head of the company. On
the other hand, report persists
that Fox and Loew's are negotiating a consolidation and despite official denial by Loew's
officials, it is stated that a battery of lawyers are working on

Columbus — Five per cent admission tax and a bill to empower censors to pass on dialogue used in pictures, are provided in bills introduced
in the Ohio Senate.
The censor bills, raises the fee
charged by the state from $1.00 to
S4.00 per reel, and creating an unlimited number of "inspectors with
authority to enter any theater at any
time to view films, and to inspect
stored films.
The censor is backed by the Ohio
State League
for Better Motion Pic(.Continiied on Page 12)

this
merger. Paramount's
strength is attributed to prospects of an alliance with a
enterprise whose ingigantic
terest in the moving picture industry is constantly increasing.
— New York American.

ERGERS CONTINUE TO COLUMBIA AND VICTOR TO
WORRY U. I SHOWMEN MAKE 26 TALKER SHORTS
j London — Mergers and combines
re continuing to worry exhibitors
lere, it was emphasized at the recent
eeting of the Leeds Cinematograph• Exhibitors Ass'n. One of the bigest problems confronting the trade
: present is the growth of the big
)mbines, Harry Hopkins, new chairlan, declared. The C.E.A. trading
lethod w^'j killed, Hopkins contends,
(Continued

em
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Jill to Prohibit Films in
Schools Proposed in Cal.
Sacramento, Cal. — Bill to prohibit
lowing of pictures in schools of the
;ate, as unfair competition to thears. is to be considered by the CaliJtnia legislature.

Paramount' s Net

Between $8,500,000 and $9,000,000, or about $4.35 a share
on 2,063,517 shares, will probably be shown by Paramount
for the year ended Dec. 31 last
says "The New York Telegram." Provisional estimates
for the present year, which
take into account income from
new properties and from films
now released just getting into
their full earning power, indicate net of around $11,000,000 to $13,000,000, the newspaper states. This is equivalent
to $5.50 or $6.50 a share on the
present capital.

Talent and recording services of
Victor Talking Machine Co., are
made available to Columbia Pictures,
under terms of a contract for joint
production of a series of 26 talker
shorts closed by Joe Brandt, president of Columbia, and H. L. Sommerer of Victor. Production is to be
started at the Victor plant at Camden, X. J. A campaign to secure
some of "the biggest names before
the public today" is being undertaken.
An affiliation with a vaudeville
agency now is being negotiated.

M

Talkers Here to Stay, Says
Old Vitaphone Showman
Talking pictures are here to stay
is the opinion of John Hamrick, who
operates houses at Seattle, Portland
and Tacoma. Hamrick, now in New
York, was the first exhibitor, outside
of Warners, to iQStall Vitaphone
Blue
equipment. For some time his cities
Mouse theaters in the three
have specialized in sound pictures.
Last year, he opened the Music Box,
Seattle, as a sound house.

Headline Highlights
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ON DAY : It is hard to believe. Yet out in the land where
they make 'em, producers are turning serious thotight to
a production retrenchment — numerically, not quantitatively. Fewer pictures, better production values is as good a mann'er as anv in which to describe what's now going• • on in many
^Ve hope the thought sticks. •
Hollywood minds.
Censorship proposed for Nebraska: controlled shows for
minors in Maryland. Headlines that tell the story too well. In
many states, law makers are training their guns on motion pic,
tures", for this, vou know, is the open season for game stalking
and
usual
as
quietly
g
Workin
ry.
indust
film
the
said game being
with narv a toot from the trumpets, Charlie Pettijohn is doing
his snoozing in sleepers these nights in order to be in the legislative swirl during the days. Only difficulty here is that Pettijohn
can't be in two or three places at one time and that slight difficulty, vou see, cuts down to exactly one the available industry
champions wise to the wavs of politicians to exactly one. . . .
More first runs for Oklahoma City. Publix is expected to
cities, although executive
many onother
build there as it will in(Continued
I
Page 4)

WARNERS TO CONRNE
RECORDING TO DISCS
are thoroughly
on
theWarners
disc system
of recording"sold"
and reproducing, and do not intend to make
any change, states Albert Warner,
company vice president, in commenting on S. R. Kent's statement that
Paramount favors the sound-on-film
system of recording.
"Our experience has proved that
the best results are obtainable through
use of discs," Warner commented.
His view is diametrically opposed to
that of Kent, who declares that surface noises and scratches will creep
into recording by the disc system,
but that such noises are eliminated by
the sound on film recording. Kent
says he is convinced that best tonal
quality can be obtained by film recording, pointing out that 90 per cent
of houses equipped for sound can reproduce sound-on-film. Discs are
bulky, hard to handle and easily
breakable, he contends, stating the
average disc is but good for 18 to
20 runs at most.
Warners' recording will be confined to discs, "until some better system is evolved," Warner stated.

Warners Planning New
Hollywood House, Report
West

Coast

Bureau.

THE
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Hollywood — Warners is reported
planning to build a theater on a site
adjoining the firm's Hollywood house.

Merging
of "M. Under
P. Today"
and "Review"
Way
Plans are understood to have been
completed for merging of "M. P.
Today," weekly, and "Exhibitors
Dailyedited
Review,"
daily, both
are
by Arthur
James.of which

Mayer Resigning f
IVcst Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Louis B.
Mayer has made no decision
as to whether he will resigfn
from M-G-M to become ambassador to Turkey, although
he says he is considering President-Elect Hoover's offer of the
post. Reports have been in
circulation that he is to resign
March 1.
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Walt
Disney in New
York
Walt Disney creator of the "Micky
Mouse" sound cartoons, is in New
York from Hollywood with two new
subjects in the "Micky Mouse" series,
and the first print of a new series
of novelty sound cartoons. The Dis'46 ney pictures are made for sound syn6
chronization, recorded by the Powers
Cinephone system of sound-on-film.
Brill Gets Two
'46
6
Isle Theatrical Enterprise has secured the Stadium at Staten Island,
from David Snapper and the Palace
from James Laird. The Stadium
seats 1,000 and the Palace 600.

Non-Synchronous Portable
Adswin
(lorp., New York is mar49,300
keting- a non-synchronous, portable
sound device with two turntables.
4,300
100
28,300 The equipment can be carried in an
100
automobile.
'366
45',466
K. C. House Robbed
2',400
'i66
3,500
Kansas City, Mo. — Thieves held-up
three employees of the Newman,
s'.ioo forced one to open the house vault
6,166
and escaped with $5,000, it is reported.
Harvard Gets Three F-P-L Films
Cambridge, Mass. — The University
Film Foundation of Harvarid, has
5,2
received three Paramount films as
0
0

3

28

19
1

S32

Blumenthal in N. Y.
I. Blumenthal, general manager of
the Paramount organizations for Germany and Central Europe, is in New
York for his annual conference with
E. E. Shauer, general manager of the
foreign department.

The pictures are: "Chang,"
gifts.
"Mona," and "Grass" and will be
used by the science departments of
the university.
German Sound Device Heard
London — Demonstration recently
was held here of the German sound
device being distributed by the Tobis
Co. One feature and a number of
shorts were shown.
Newark House Leased
Bloomfield & Sumner Amusement
Corp., has leased the Colonial. Newark, to Dashkin & Levine, through
Adolph
Sofiferman, New
York.
Topeka House Closed
Topeka, Kans. — The Isis, National
Theaters Corp. house, has been closed
here due to poor attendance and influenza epidemic, it is reported. This
will not effect the Orpheum or Grand,
also owned by National.

Today: 'Dinner oredofby The
the Film
SilverBureau
Screen insponsNew
York.
Fox Athletic Club Dinner and Dance
at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Feb. 4 and 5 Convention of Northwest e«hibitor unit at Minneapolis.
Feb. 9 Diimer of Writers Branch of Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
writers.
Hollywood, to visiting dialogue
Feb.
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1929 Wampas Frolic, Hollywood.
Universal Club Dance, Hotel Astor,
New York.
Mar. 2 AM PA Hollywood Masque BaU ia
New
York.
14-15-16 Convention of Western
Peniip
sylvania Exhibitor Unit.
Apr.

"Mickey Mouse" Goes Abroad
Contracts were closed this week
9
between International Photo Play
Distributors and Charles J. Giegerich, eastern representative for Walt
Disney, whereby International se"Strange
Cargo"
Premiere
Feb. 16
cures foreign rights to the Disney
"Strange Cargo" is to have its pre- "Mickey Mouse" animated sound
miere Feb. 16 at the Paramount, New cartoons. International is one of the
York. Within a week after screen- buying agencies for General Talking Pictures, and the International
ing, the picture and "The Godless
Girl" have been booked by a num- Variety and Theatrical Agency, Ltd.,
ber of circuits throughout the coun- through which companies the pictry, states Phil Reisman, general sales
tures will be distributed throughout
Europe, Asia and Africa.
.
Hazelton,
Pa., Firm Incorporated
manager
Hazelton, Pa. — A Charter has been
To Repair S. D. House
issued to Nanticoke Theaters, with
Washington Springs, S. D. — The
headquarters at Wilkes-Barre. M. Rialto recently damaged by fire will
B. Comerford, who operates theaters be repaired and redecorated. F. M.
in this state, is treasurer. The com- Burton is owner of the building.
pany has been organized for erecting,
leasing and operating theaters, with
capital stock of $200,000, it is reported.
THE NAME
YOij GO BY
V/HEN. YOU GO TO BUY
Sells Eureka House
Eureka, Cal. — Charles Koerner,
general manager of Redwood Theaters, has purchased the Fortuna here
from Charles Wescott. The house
will be called the State, with the
1AU50
2S.OOO
COSTUMES
fO BENT:
present State to be closed.
Pathe Branch Moving
The New York branch of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., now located at 1600
Broadway will move to the Film
Center Building at 630 Ninth Ave.,
Apply at Adswin, 727 7th
Ave., N. Y. C, for latest
early in February. Pathe will occupy the greater portion of the eighth
floor at the Film Center where new
sound equipment. It is portable and can be carried in
equipment and fixtures are now beany sedan car. Price and
ing installed. N. Y. House Opens
Antwerp,
tive.
Antwerp,
N. Y. — The
Gateway,
agency proposition attracclosed due to the influenza epidemic
has been reopened.

BROOKS
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Let Us Solve Your Problems I
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

ONE
WEEK
The answer to exhibitors prayers —
a PATHE SOUND NEWS release
every week starting tomorrow,
February 3rd.

Starting
Tomorrow
FEBRUARY

Overwhelming exhibitor demand,
together with added production
equipment and facilities, brings
Pathe's prompt answer — all within
three months since this sound news
reel made its debut.

3rd

With the delivery of new sound recording trucks and cameras, especially built by the RCA Photophone
System, editorial headquarters will
be established in all the principal
metropolitan centers of this country
and Europe, bringing to each week
— fifty-two weeks a year — a sparkling, new minted sound news reel of
consistently high quality.

^lAOt N^>^

PATHE SOUND
NEWS
SOUND

RECORDING

B Y

RCA
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opinion that the motion picture business has accomplished a herculean
task which few other industries of
like scope could have done. . . .
Nationalization, in a true sense, is
a large step nearer. Columbia acquires the Liberty-Specialty exchanges
in the South and thereby adds an even
half dozen branches to the list of
those it already owns and operates. Ambitious boys, Joe Brandt
and the Cohns. . . .
A perfectly good yarn gone haywire. From the sunny climes of
Florida, John J. Raskob, a power in
General Motors, ups and denies flatly
persistent reports that he and Governor Smith are to enter this business
of
ours.
Said Raskob: "So far as
Gettin' Coin'
Tuesday: Sometime in February, anyone can predict the future, neither
Allied will launch its membership of us will ever enter the motion picdrive. The offensive is being organized
ture industry." The yarn, you will
simultaneously and the opening shots, no doubt recall, had Raskob entering pictures via RCA of which orso it is designed, are to be fired as
ganization Smith, it was reported,
one. It was on this day that Myers
would be president....
CommissionNot
York.
New
in
was
Training Schools
er Myers. Not even Mr. Myers.
Just plain Myers, for that is what
Wednesday: Pete Woodhull comes
he prefers to be called. He is a most out for training schools wherein exhibitors can learn the fundamentals
busy young man, what with appoint-in
ing regional representatives and,
of arbitration as it is applied in dealgeneral, laying the foundation for the
ings between distributor and theater
Allied that is to be
owner.
Excellent. Principally beAlso on this day Carl Laemmle
cause the value of arbitration has long
celebrated his 23rd anniversary in the since asserted itself and because any
picture field. Seizing the occasion for constructive step designed to make
on sound, "Uncle Carl" the machinery function more equitdissertati
adiscourse
d on
as follows:
ably as well as more smoothly should
Marvelous strides have been made in
be encouraged. Our reactions to
the past few months by studio experts
arbitration are definite. Often have
in grasping the fundamentals of a new
production technique for the making of
we set them forth in print for purtalking films. Despite contentions that
poses of the record. It is our belief
it would take many months for producers
that a sad day indeed would befall
to learn to coordinate dialogue and pure
the industry were the system to be
screen action in picture making, this is
already being done.
ruthlessly torn down. In principle,
Which leads us to reflect that there can be no criticism of the system. In operation, it appears evils
Laemmle's words are of the pearly
kind that bespeak wisdom. It is have asserted themselves. For this
granted, of course, that the technique it would perhaps be unfair to level
for sound has not yet been fully de- an accusing finger in any one direcveloped. But if you are prone to
tion. Nevertheless malpractices have
turn critical about the progress made crept in and adjustments must be
to date, stop for a moment and re- made. If Woodhull's idea, or another
call how valiantly the industry has similar plan, helps in bringing this
faced and met the upheaval caused about, it is worthy of a helping
by sound pictures. There was no hand. . . .
Another link in the Fox chain.
preparation for the revolution. How
could there be when nobody knew
5,000 seater — Fox builds 'em
what was coming? The job has That
only that way — opens in St. Louis.
been mightly well done. In the re- We haven't heard as yet how Spyros
feels about it....
vamping made necessary by the ad- Skouras
vent of sound, we lean toward the
On Feb. 8 we shall see what Metro

headquarters will tell you quite emphatically that only a normal expansion program is in mind. Of course,
it all depends on what Publix holds
to be "normal." To return to the
oil fields: Fox will either build or
buy there. An independent outfit
$600,likewise plans a theater toit cost
grows
000. Merrier and merrier
The scene switches to the Buffalo
sector where Fox is about to take
over four houses in nearby towns.
It is whispered about that Fox and
Mike Comerford are to embark on
an expansion spree up-state, hand in
hand, and that this might be an opening step in said jamboree. . . .

may be expected to do in the field of
all-talkers. On that date, "BroadMelody" opens at the Astor in
New way
York....
The Pullmans have rvabbed Joe
Plunkett. Somewhere in the Middle
West today, Joe is looking over the
RKO houses he is expected to operate at a profit. Smart boy, swivel
chairs in New York are O. K., but
you've got to know what the houses
you are running look like, and the
competition they have to face before
you know where you're at....

Phew!

■TONIGHT!

!

DINNER — ENTERTAINMENT — BALL
t

of the

FOX

ATHLETIC

CLUB

in the Grand Ballroom of the

WALDORF

ASTORIA

HOTEL

8 P. M. to Dawn

Continuous dance music by HENRY MEYER
ORCHESTRA— a stupendous bill of STAGE
STARS from current Broadway hits, Roxy
Theatre, Night Clubs, and
JACK

OSTERMAN

'

Master of Ceremonies

That they hava in the course of production
a motion picture production entitled:

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED

TONIGHT!-

Third Annual

Announce

Down''

The Ten Best

Friday: The big event of thi
week and of many weeks past. Th
voice of critical America speaks an
proclaims to all who may care t
listen the list of distinguished produc
tions that have made the grade c
The Ten Best of 1928. As a grouj,
the standard bearers are: The Ft
triot, Sorrell and Son, The Last Con
mand, Four Sons, The Street Ange
The Circus, Sunrise, The Crowd, Tb
King of Kings and Sadie Thompsoi
A representative selection indeei
Coupled with the ten is the usu;
Roll of Honor, a classification of a
pictures which received ten votes <
more. For 1928, there were fort
seven, as against 36 in 1927....
Good
news
from
Washingto

Thursday: The ozone is charged—
right to the hilt — with all sorts of
reports of mergers, consolidations,
absorptions and whatnots. RKO and
Paramount are being mentioned. We
told you so as far back as October
27. And over the persistent denials
of the entire Loew board of directors,
Fox is still mentioned as a possible
purchaser. On the other hand, there
is talk that most widely discussed
merger of them all will eventualize.
This would bring Paramount, Metro
and U. A. into one camp so that the
thumbs of three hands instead of one
can be wiggled in the direction of
Fox. So it goes. Remember, however, that no matter what happens
Health
ofificials Andeclare
the "flu"
we have attempted to prepare you for on
the wane.
occasion
for e:
several startling moves. Anything hibitor cheers North, South, Ea
might happen, and probably will was and West. . . .
the way we put it then. It still
Sidney Kent is sold on the soun
on-films system as against the di.'
Therefore,
Paramount will mal
They continue to be incorrigble out them
that way.
goes.
in the Windy City. The Marks Bros,
and the B. and K. crowd get along
KAN

TIFFANY- STAHL PRODUCTIONS, INC.

*^When the Curtain Comes

like a couple of strange bulldogs
Hammer and tongs competition is th<
way to describe it. Not only that, th(
boys are getting plumb foolish ovei
it. The stage of the Chicago theatei
is now being cluttered with 100 per
formers in each show.
Lo and be \
hold, the Granada
and the Marbrc'
commit
themselves
to an indentica]
policy.
Pyramid
building, one O'
this businesses chief pastimes, thu
gets a couple of new champions am
the public added bargains....

Buy

your

tickets

from

Maurice

Goodman,

auditing

dept.,

Fox

Film

Corp., 850 Tenth Avenue, or at the Gaiety Theatre, B'way at 46th Street.

Subscription:

$6.00, $7.50, $10.00
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NEW
DEVELOPMENTS
IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

PICTURES
By CHARLES

LAU8TE DEVELOPING NEW
REPRODUCTION DEVICE

European Race ?
"Invasion" of Europe by
RCA-Photophone is the purpose of a survey to be made
abroad by David SarnofF, president of the company, who sailed from New York on Thursday. This, it is said, presages
a race between RCA-Photophone and Western Electric,
for J. E. Otterson, head of
Electrical Research Products,
sailed Friday to survey the
European market.

Revolutionary chanKes in reproduction of sound are forecast in a new
device being developed by Eugene A.
Lauste. a pioneer inventor in the
field of sound-on-filni recording and
reproduction, who says his system
will transform electrical impulses into sound without use of a sensitized
diaphragm or other mechanical
means. The inventor is working on
the device at his Bloomfield, N. J., Audible Pictures to Take
laboratory, climaxing experiments
begun 15 years ago, when he was Over Han-A-Phone Device
London — .\udible Pictures is becompleting experiments with soundon-film recording. The new device,
ing formed to take over Han-A-Phonc,
it is said, eliminates need of using sound device recently demonstrated
a microphone to sensitize diaphragm, here. The board consists of Alfred
thus solving many amplification prob- Rawlinson, Sanniel Berney, Bertie
lems.
-Mever and Samuel Harrison. It is
capitalized at $970,000.
Rochester Hears Phonofilm
McGuire Buys Miss. House
Rochester, N. Y. — The Thurston,
under the management of Al Root,
Holly Springs, Miss. — J. E. McGuire has purchased the Rex from
has installed DeForest Phonofilm proGeorge R. Childs.
jecting eciuipnient has opened.

F. HYNES

U. K. Exhibitor Invents
"Electrocord" Device
London — Tom Palmer, De Luxe
house at Kirkgate, has invented a
sound device called Electrocord. The
methods employed harness film to a
gramophone disc. A turntable attached to the projector is connected
by wires to an amplifier near the
screen and songs, dialogue and sound
effects are reproduced to synchronize
with the film.
Oganvox Capitalization
Milwaukee — Oganvox .Sales Co.,
recently formed here, is capitalized at
$25,000 for the purpose of manufacturing and selling sound reproducing
devices. Signers of the articles of incorporation are Albert H. Renier,
Paul Sullivan and Christine B. Renier.

TIPS
ON
EQUIPMENT
AND
VARIOUS
DS>
VICES
ARE
NOW
AVAILABLE

DRANAPHONE CETS DISCS
AT CINCINNATI KQUSI
Cincinnati — Intcrchangeability o|
Dramaphone, with other disc reprc
ducer, is being demonstrated at th«
Forest here, which opened
Mondaj
.vitli
"Abie's
Irish
Rose",
with
"Manhattan Cocktail," "Varsity" anc
Ruth
Etting
and
Cantor
shorts
scheduled for the balance of the weel
In addition to Paramount, the Forest.l
according
to Manager
FloydwithD. M-GMor-'
row, has sound
contracts
M, United Artists and Tiflany-Stahl.
So far, he says, no Warner product
has been obtainable, although
several Vitaphone acts have been tried
out on the Dramaphone
equipment
before Warner representatives.

Novel Shorts Presentation
Wiring Appleton, Wis., House
Seattle — Manager Robert Blair of
Appleton
— New sound equipment
the Seattle is presenting sound short
for
Brin's
Appleton theater has aruses
He
way.
novel
a
in
subjects
rived and will be installed shortly,
the house orchestra to provide incidental music while the film per^ according to Howard Whelpley, manager. The new equipment will cost
formers are doing their stufif, much
appro.ximately $17,000.
in the fashion of vaudeville houses.

Voice and Orchestra selections are

recorded with such fidelity and delicacy of tone with
"*"

such sweetness and clearness combined with depth, as to make
with
music and entertainment of an actual orchestra that is present. The human voice
bfelike
d
reproduce
is
throb,
heart
every
with
,
expression
fine
every
with
,
every intonation
on, the Patented
through RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNS. The one piece constructi
HORNS
vibrationless, non-porous material and the lightness of weight make RACON
ComAmphher
largest
the
by
ion
reproduct
the recognized standard for musical and voice
panies Talking Picture Companies and Reproducer Compames throughout the world.
horns vary from 6" to 6' square beUs, with air columns of from one foot to
Sizes offeet
fifteen

THE
NEW

DYNAMIC

UNITS

FOR EXPONENTIAL

UNIT

HORNS

MARK an advanced step in this day of remarkable talking picture achievement The
results obtained by the use of the Racon Air Column Units are to be a surprise even
to the most critical listener. Your entertaining problems will be solved, the box office
receipts will be increased, your patrons will be delighted by the reproduction from
RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNS AND DYNAMIC HORN UNITS. There wUl
be no blasting, no tinniness, but perfect amplification combined vrith volimie, depth and
Consult Our Acoustical Engineers

Write for
Catalog

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

Telephone Spring 1120
Factories: 18 to 24 Washington Place, New York,
St.. Toronto, Canada
Slough, Bucks. England, and IC5 Sherbourne
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Mergers Continue to
Worry U. K. Showmen
DAILY TIPS WHICH MEAN

DOLLARS

"Abie's Irish Rose"
(Paramount)
Florist donated 500 flowers each
day for three day in advance of showing. These flowers were tucked in
two sht openings on a novelty herald which bore copy about the stars,
picture, theater and play dates as
well as mentioning that the flower
came from Eison's, Inc., Columbia's
leading florist. The roses and heralds were given to the ladies at the
matinees. And after the picture
opened roses were distributed in a
similar way at the other Publix
house. The florist also had banners
on two of his trucks advertising the
picture, theater and play dates as
well as having a special window display showing a number of shamrock
easels in which appeared photos
taken from the picture, together with
copy about the roses, picture, theater
and play dates.
Three-foot cut-out letters spelling
out the title of the picture were used
on top of the marquee. The color
scheme was carried out: — -lO-watt
ambers for the word "Abie's"; 10watt green for "Irish'"; and 10-watt
rose for "Rose." This made a beautiful effect at night and had very
good sales value as it could be seen
for a block in either direction. — Robert Talbert, Publix Ritz, Columbia,
S. C.
"The Barker"
(First Nat'l)
Ballyhoo wagon was kept constantly running through the residential and business sections of Rochester before and during the engagement of the picture. It carried a barrel-organ to attract attention and durng stops made at advantageous
points played the exploitation record
af "The Barker." Circus throwaways
ivere distributed in the crowd gathred around the wagon. Ten thousand roto heralds were distributed in
1 house-to-house campaign. The
ront of the theater was dressed in
:arnival fashion. — Eav's, Rochester,
^T.
Y.
"My Man"
(Warner)
Inasmuch at Miss Brice had never
nade a stage appearance in St. Paul,
md very few people had ever seen
ler, the direct mail campaign was
•ised through the co-operation of the
ochroeder Hotel chain with headluarters in Milwaukee, the theater
N2L1, given 5000 post cards showing
he various hotels owned and operited by this hotel chain — with the
•everse side imprinted, "Dear
Priend: — Just a line in haste; saw
It's a peach
^-annie Brice in 'My Man.' Underst
and
Df, a Vitaphone talkie!
sure
Be
.
Capitol
the
at
t's showing
The
Betty."
y,
Sincerel
to see itl
theater staff addressed the postcards
md then they were sent back to Milwaukee for mailing— reaching St.
Paul on the opening day of picture.
—John Goring and Eddie Kneppers,
Capitol, St. Paul.

FOB SHOWMEN

Ballot Stops Show
A gag used on Universal's
mystery film, "The Last Warning," is a jury ballot to be
given to patrons as they enter
the theater. It contains pictures of the cast with corresponding numbers. The idea is
to turn on the house lights at
the point in the film where the
theater is closed for five years
and ask the audience to vote
who committed the murder.
Prizes should be oflFered for the
correct answer. The stunt has
proved inexpensive as well as
exciting because very few patrons light on the real murderer. The ballot requests patrons to keep the solution a secret, which stimulates word-ofmouth publicity. The name
and address on the ballot is
valuable for the theater's mailing list.
"Someone to Love"
(Paramoimt)
The 13 trucks owned and operated
by a laundry were bannered on both
sides with copy reading, "If you want
Someone to Love, have your work
done at the Sunshine Laundry. See
Someone to Love at the Empire Theater starring Buddy Rogers." — S. R.
Abrams, Empire, San Antonio, Tex.
"Tenderloin"
(Warner)
Hired a young girl to call all the
numbers in the telephone book. When
the phone was answered the girl
called the party by the name of some
friend and suggested that they go to
the Sterling Theater together to see
the picture. When advised by the
called party that it was the wrong
number, the girl begged pardon and
hung up. This got the message
across without knowledge of advertising in most cases. — C. C. Perrin,
Sterling, Greeley, Colo.

(Continued

from

Page
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by the attitude of distributors who
claimed they would refuse to deal
with any combination of exhibitors in
booking pictures. However, he believes there is a possibility of small
exhibitors getting together for their
own self interests. Another special
meeting of the C.E.A. is to be called
to discuss a firmer attitude on the
subject of the standard contract. Officers elected at the meeting were in
addition to Hopkins: John Claughton,
vice chairman, Herd Oates, treasurer
and E. M. Rush secretary.

I Short Shots from
I New York Studios
iBy ARTHUR

W.

EDDY'^^

A LOT of sound-proof laughter is
due at Paramount's Long Island
studio next week when Robert Florey starts direction of "The Cocoanuts," based on the musical comedy
wow. The Four Marx Brothers will
be starred, with Mary Eaton and Oscar Shaw contributing to the entertainment. Florey recently completed
the all-dialogue feature, "The Hole

in the Wall."
M-G-M's newest recruit from, the
legit stage is Clifford Brooke, who
"Trusts" Called One of
has directed many a Broadway stage
Big Issues in England
production. His last piece of work
London — "Trust" business is one was "Fioretta," the Earl Carroll entertainment which soon appears on
of the biggest things exhibitors are
the Main Stem.
up against, declared R. Copelin, chairman of the Kent County branch of
Much screen brilliance is expected
the C.E.A. To British-Gaumont, producer-distributing company, he point- at the so-called Dinner of the Silver
ed out a film may be bookd for 300 Screen Feb. 3, sponsored by the
showings and all ot,her exhibitors Film Bureau. It will be provided
would be compelled to wait until the by Gilda Gray, Phyllis Haver, Lee
circuit completed its run.
Patrick, Margaret Mann and others,
"Our failing has been that we have unless plans go astray.
not looked far enough ahead," said
Dialogue and sound will he used
Bert thing
Miller,
very
we vice
fight chairman.
against today"The
we
in
with Lewis I. Maisell's
could have fought against five years 25 connection
comedy shorts, to be produced by
ago. It is in our power to put on the the Rialto M. P. Co. The cameras
General Council the men we want. start grinding soon.
It is the big circuits that the independent exhbitors, 3,000 strong, are
]. S. Zamecnik will do the original
going to fight and it is inside the
C.E.A. that these circuits have too musical score for "The Betrayal."
Emil Jannings' next. He has successfully developed a new color techpower."
nique in musical interpretations.
much

Another Studio Promotion
is Reported at Vancouver

Continuing to ransack the theater,
concert and operatic stages for talker talent, M-G-M has made a short
Vancouver — This city is once more
with Craig Campbell. Production at
hearing reports 'of a studio for the
production of pictures "to qualify the company's Eastern studio is under the supervision of Louis K. Sidunder
the British
Quotais Plan."
actor from
Hollywood
said to An
be
ney and Major Edward Bowes.
the prime mover in the project. SevHorwitz and Kaplan Expand
eral promotions have been started in
Vancouver and also in Victoria in reColumbus — M.
B. Horwitz,
and
cent years but, as yet, there is no Hyman
Kaplan
of the Washington
actual sign of a studio. Some months circuit, Cleveland, have purchased the
ago two stock salesmen were hailed Ogden and Empress here, from James
to court because of their activities
in selling shares in a projected film A. Jackson, and have combined these
two houses with the Pythian, owned
producing
enterprise.
"Wheels of Chance"
by William
James, into Columbus
(First National)
Theater
Co.
The Ogden
and the
Theater at Quebec
Reopens
Arranged a trick lobby display
Pythian play colored roadshow prowhich attracted much attention and
ductions. The Empress is a picture
Quebec — The Eden at Hull, has
created no little word-of-mouth com- been reopened with a new policy of house catering to colored patronage.
ment. A beaver board easel was pre- pictures and stock musical comedy. Horwitz and Kaplan own and operpared and the front covered with The three theaters in Hull, the Lauateored
the Globe,
also a colroadshow Cleveland,
house.
textone. A large wheel with num- rier, Capitol and Eden, are under the
bers running from 1 to 20 was control of Donat Paquin of Hull but
mounted upon the easel frame, and the Eden had been dark for some
Site for Wainwright
House
those passing the theater were in- weeks.
London — Site has been secured at
vited to spin the indicator. If it
stopped upon the number 16, they
Epson by J. G. and R. B. WainWilson Gets Winnipeg House
wright Ltd., for a 2,000 seat theater.
would be entertained as guests of
Toronto — Edward Auger, manag- Work will be started soon with the
the theater. A theater employee was
ing director of Gaumont British Corp. house to completed by autumn.
stationed by the wheel to see that
no one spun it more than once. The of Canada, has appointed J. A. WilFreedman Going to California
arrow was kept in motion all day by
son of Winnipegin aswestern
the company's
representative
Canada
Cleveland
— Albert Freedman, who
those trying their luck. In the two
with offices at Winnipeg. Physical recently resigned as general manager
days of the picture's engagement, 39 distribution of the Gaumont product
free admissions were given away. —
of theaters for Loew's here, leaves
Robert Talbot, Imperial, Columbia, in the Dominion is through Canadian Feb. 4 to spend two months in California.
S. C.
Universal.

I
I
\

j
'
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Sell Sound to Public and Get
Show Angle Exhibitor Urges
Rochester, N. Y. — Co-operative advertising effort on the part of producers and distributors to sell sound
pictures to the public, and the securing of exhibitor co-operation to inject
showmanship into sound films, are
urged by Thomas D. Soriero, managing director of the Rochester here,
who stresses the alarm with which
he says exhibitors are viewing the
present situation, inferior sound films,
he says, are endangering the future of
this form of entertainment.
"Anxiety and misgivinj;s have been expressed by a large number of theater managers throughout the country, on account of
the
pictures,"
he says.
"In have
the
main,synchronized
it is felt that
the sound
pictures
not been entirely a success, owing to so many
inferior ones on the market. Large expenditures for the cost of installations have been
.necessary, and, as well, the pictures themselves are more costly.
"Many small theaters have been unable to
put in the proper equipment, because of the
high initial expense," Soriero continues. "At
first, they thought this would hurt them from
a business standpoint, now, they feel they
are fortunate for not having installed the apparatus. Why? Because the talking, sound
and music pictures have not come up to expectations. The managers of the large theaters now having the proper installations are
greatly alarmed for fear that their expenditures may have been in vain, and they may,
perhaps, suffer severe financial loss, unless
they are good showmen and know how to go
out and get attractions to keep business up.
"Underlying all this, however, there is a
spirit of optimism. It is pretty generally felt
that someone will solve the present difficulties. The fear is not for the future, but for
the pre-=ent; something has to be done immediately to relieve all misgivings of managers
and audiences alike.
"The basis of trouble lies, not with the
pictures themselves, but in an apparent failure on the part of the producers to comprehend and appreciate the full significance of
showmanship. Formerly, it was the task of
theater managers to sell the pictures to the
public,
selling
the sense
of having
them'
satisfied.
This inincluded
careful
and proper
musical accompaniment. When a picture demanded soft and sonorous music, it was supplied and not raspy, heterogeneous sounds as
is often found in synchronized pictures. The
audience enjoyed them and went away satisfied,
with a feeling of 'well that was a darn good
show, guess I'll have to coine around again
soon.
"In other words, with so many synchronized pictures on the market, the task of selling them to the public is no longer the job
of the theater manager alone, but is also a
responsibility of the producer. This shifting
has been due to the difference in nature of
the present entertainment, although, the principal change has come about because the musical score has been added to the picture
rather than being supplied by the individual
theater. For instance, if a musician is not a
showman, he is incapable of properly synchronizing pictures to tiest please the audience. Primarily, a musician of some standing is an artist in bis field, he thinks for the
most part, only in terms of his art, his selection of musical scores would undoubtedly
comprise many worthwhile compositions;
nevertheless, he would not have the least idea
of what the public best enjoys. And by no
means, can the effect of the music exceed
that of the picture, the latter must predominate.
"It is my belief, that a great mistake has
been made on the part of the producers in
not fully acquainting themselves with the exhihitini? end of the show business. They have
failed to realize the close analogy between
their objective and that of the exhibitor.
Since the introduction of the synchronized
pictures, no cooperative attempt has been
made on the part of the producers.
the picture
to thehas
public,
far
as "Selling
the producer
is concerned,
been as
entirely a problem of the exhibitor or theater
manager. And as a result, the exhibitor in
turn, on many occasions, especially in the
large theaters, has had to supplement the
synchronization where the producer has fallen
down, by having a large orchestra of his own,
to popularize the picture.
This condition has

naturally, meant an increase in expense, all
of which can be overcome through closer cooper.ition of exhibitor and producer, and the
later fully understanding the troubles of the
other.
"I further suggest to the producer that it
would be advisable to have an exhibitor, who
is well versed in his field, to work in conjunction with him. In this way, each could
aid the other and thereby effect an improvement ill the whole moving picture industry.
This .suggestion concerns particularly the synchronized musical score, where the musician,
prim.irily and artist, is not familiar with the
selling angle of the picture.
"At the Rochester, during the week of December 1, we put into actual practice the application of this idea, playing "The Foreign
Legion." W^e made a complete synchronization, including a combination of sound, singing and music. The receipts during the week
and
the dramatic reviews supported our contention.
"If synchronized pictures are to succeed,
it is high time for the producer to wake up
and give showmanship its proper place in
their production. At the present time, there
are too many inferior synchronized pictures
on the market. The industry cannot aflford to
allow any such unhealthy state of affairs to
heronie prevalent. There is only one condition where the present over-abundance of
decidedly inferior, synchronized pictures can
even hold their own, and this is where one
man controls all the theaters in one community. He features the best synchronized
pictures at one theater and distributes the
others in the remaining theaters, where they
are best suited; thereby retaining what little
good will that can be expected. Such an example is singular and is by no means widespread, furthermore, the producer does not
want to allow any such prevailing condition
to exist as he will be the loser in the end
as well as the exhibitor.
"Dissatisfaction is abroad and we might
as well recognize it. Many believe that the
present day combination synchronized picture
is only in a state of experimentation. This
is not the case when many hundreds of exhibitors throughout the country have installed
at great cost the necessary equipment for
showing these pictures to the public. Undoubtedly, improvements will be made, but are they
to lose sight of everything for experimentation's sake alone? No, the producer must either
fully know the exhibitor's end of the busi
ness or allow the exhibitor a voice in the production of synchronized pictures, and thus
remedy
the
at the source.
is nois
alternative, evil
cooperation
between "There
the two
an obligation to the public at large."

U. K. Music and Sound
Concerns Agree on Fee
London — The Musical Publishers'
.A.ss'n has reached licensing agreement with various sound film companies for the reproduction of musio
in theaters here. British sound film
companies
are for
offered
year's
contracts calling
a taxa of
12 cents
per seat following a minimum payment of $2,425, while agreements
with Western Eletric to import
sound films and records are 18
cents per seat with a minimum payment of $21,212.50. Additional clauses are incorporated in contracts for
temporary installations, it is reported.
Advertising Film Firm Incorporates
St. Louis — National Film Publicity
Corp. has been incorporated with
7,500 shares of $100 par value stock
of which $50,000 has been issued.
Under its charter the company is
authorized to buy, sell, manufacture,
deal in, repair, lease and exchange
motion pictures for advertising and
other purposes. Directors are: E. F.
Howe, Edward Glazer, Dillon T.
Stevens and Oscar P. Brauer.

Foreign Markets
By

JAMBS

P.

BRITISH PHOTOTONE GETS
TIE-UP WITH BERLIN CO.

CUNNINGHAM

Development Seen in
Egyptian
Film iMarket
(F(if/ii)iy/
oii Bureau of Tills FILM DAILY

Washington — Although demand for
filnis in Egypt is limited at present,
it is anticipated that the market soon
London — Directors of British Pho- will be developed as several American
totone, Ltd., and French Phototone, companies have opened offices atLtd., have closed agreements with Cario and Alexandria, advises a
Klangfilm, a subsidiary of the elec- French report to the M. P. Section
trical group representing A. E. G. of the Dept. of Conmierce. An Egyptian producing company recently
and Sicmcns-Halske for rights to exploit for five years all sound repro- formed in Cario, has produced three
ducing apparatus invented or manu- pictures which attained success with
factured by Klangfilm, in territories the natives. The company now inoperated by the concerns with the
tends to appeal to Egyptian capital in
exception
of Canada and Newfound- order to continue production in a betland.
ter equipped studio.
Both A. E. G. and Siemens-Halskc
Davis Head Cinema Theaters
have been experimenting with sound
devices for a number of years, and it
London — Tom E. Davies is to be
is claimed their present apparatus is managing director of the Cinema and
interchangeable with sound-on-films Theater Corp., Ltd., formed by the
and disc devices.
merging of Western Import with a
group of theaters. The new company
has a capital of $2,425,000, and will
Klangfilm to Build
control 22 houses. Early acquisiEnglish Organization
tions of others is anticipated, according
to Davies.
London — Klangfilm in conjunction
with Siemens-Halske is to open an
Film Congress At Paris
English organization to operate, inParis
— Congress of the French film
stall and service all Phototone appa- has been
scheduled here Feb. 4 to
ratus. A complete technical staff
10,
when
questions
of importance to
will be at the disposal of British and
the French industry will be discussed.
French Phototone companies. Klang- The congress will be divided into
film will also be active in producing
namely; finance of prosound pictures, the agreement pro- four sections,
duction; administration, censorship,
viding for a mutual exchange of proquotas; social importance of films and
grams of both companies.
its influence on art, fashions and morals; technical and sales angles.

National Cinema to Secure
The George Green Circuit

London — National Cinema Corp. is
being formed with a capital of $4,850,000 to take over the Green circuit. George Smith is expected to
be chairman of the company with
Clavton Hutton a director.
New Film Company Being Formed
London — Supremacy Films is being formed with Collingwood Hughes
and Clayton Hutton on the board.
The capital is to be $1,212,500.
Bulgarian
Washington

Bureau

Film

Completed

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Cine-Film recently
completed "Gay Bulgaria," with an
entirely Bulgarian cast and dealing
with lif^ in that country it is reported to the M. P. Section of the
Dept. of Commerce. A number of
Bulgarian theaters recently have reopened.
Form Australian Company
Sydney, Australia — Brittania Films
Australia has been formed to distribute British and Continental films on
the Australian market. The company,
was organized by W. A. Duff, former general manager in New Zealand for an American producer. The
firm will establish its own distributing organizations throughout Australia.

Gaumont
Denies Report
London — Reginald Bronihcad of
Gaumont, owners of three houses in
Bradford, one the St. George which
is the largest in the city, denies report the house is for sale, it is reported. Heads Musical Directors
London- — Paul Moulder was elected president unanimously
by the
Cinema
Musical
its
meeting
here. Directors Ass'n at

Riehnount
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Richard Dix in

Emil Jannings in

"Sins of the Fathers"

Paramoimt
Length: 7761 ft.
JANNINGS SUPERB IN A
CHARACTERIZATION TIED UP
TO HODGE-PODGE PROHIBITION YARN FILLED WITH
GOOD OLD HOKUM.
Cast.... Emil Jannings again creates a vivid and outstanding role as
the German-American father tangled
in a coil of circumstance. Ruth
Chatterton in first screen appearance
is a treat. Zasu Pitts fine as the
mother. Others Barry Norton, Jack
Luden, Jean Airthur, Matthew Betz.
Story and Production
Drama.
It looks like a sop to the prohibitionists and bluestocking elements in the
outlying districts who believe the big
city is a very wicked place. Jannings
is shown in pre-prohibition days rearing his family and a nice business as
a saloonkeeper with a restaurant on
the side. Then comes the temptress.
His wife dies of a broken heart, he
marries the other dame, then becomes
a big bootlegger after prohibition kills
his business. Heart interest centers
around his love for his boy, who is
blinded by his dad's poison liquor.
Winds up with Jannings broke and
back to a waiter's job but happy
with his boy again. Has undoubted
popular appeal. Sound effects vry
ordinary.
Direction, Ludwig Berger, satisfactory; Author, Norman Bernstine;
Scenario, E. Lloyd Sheldon; Editor,
Frances Marsh; Titles, Julian Johnson; Photography, Victor- Milner.
okay.

"Broken Barriers"

Paramount

"Redskin"
Length:

Silent 7402 ft.
Syn. 7643 ft.
CHIEFLY NOTABLE
FOR
NATURAL COLORS. DIX HAS
TOUGH
TIME TRYING TO
SCORE IN A WEAK
STORY
THAT NEVERTHELESS HAS
POPULAR APPEAL.
Cast. . . .Richard Dix makes a passable Indian and gives the most convincing performance in a meller yarn
full of holes and generally weak construction. Others Gladys Belmont,
Jane Novak, Larry Steers, Tully Marshall, Bernard Siegel, George Rigas,
Augustine Lopez, Noble Johnson.
Story and Production. . .Melodrama
of Indian life. A sentimental and
unconvincing story of the poor Indian
and what our white civilization has
done to him. It is kindergarten in
plot construction and the cognoscenti
and sophisticates will curl a supercilious lip at its childishness. For the
pop crowd it has lots to recommend
it, chiefly the Technicolor sequences
which are practically three-quarters
of the picture and are an eye smash.
Shows off the colorful Indian costume
and desert scenery splendidly. Good
peppy climax with Dix in a foot race
over the cliffs to beat the claim jumpers in their auto. Dix as the Indian
ostracised by his tribe is away ahead
of weak story.
Sound effects only.
Direction, Victor Schertzinger, ordinary; Author, Elizabeth Pickett;
Scenario, the same; Editor, Qtho
Lovering; Titles, Julian Johnson;
Photography, not listed, splendid.

"Outlawed"

Excellent
Length: 6000 ft.
DIRECTOR KING MAKES ENTERTAINING FILM FROM A
RATHER UNCONVINCING
STORY. GOOD PROGRAMMER
FOR SMALL HOUSE.

FBO
Length: 6057 ft.
FLOPS BADLY WITH SLOPPY
STORY THAT RATES VERY
POOR MATERIAL TO HAND
TO A STAR LIKE MIX. JUST
ANOTHER
WESTERN
WITH
MIX SHOWING NOTHING.

Cast. . . .Helene Costello acts rather
awkwardly and fails to impress. Gaston Glass makes the picture seem
more convincing than it really is.
Others Joseph Girard, Frank Beal,
Carleton Stockdale, Frank Hagney.
Story and Production
Drama.
The theme concerns a crooked politician in a small town who is trying
tQ elect his man mayor in order to
foist on the city his canyon property
for a reservoir. Hero is the reporter
on the local paper who with his editor
starts to check up on the plot and
spoil the financier's game. Some
very good situations are worked up
', by director Burton King, who manages to cram a lot of suspense and
action along with a few surprises into
the footage. The love interest is
neatly intertwined with the plotting
of the conspirators, and interest added
by the fact that the girl is the daughter of the crook. Works out to
plausible ending. This number will
register nicely at the smaller stands
for which it was intended.
Direction, Burton King, good; Author, Caroline F. Hayward; Scenario,
Isadore Bernstein; Editor, Lee Anthony; Titles, Isadore Bernstein;
Photography, William Miller, Joseph
Walters, fair.

Cast.... Tom Mix proves in this
one that he is a director-made star,
for without proper handling he is just
ordinary. Sally Blane the usual gal.
Others Frank M. Clark, Al Smith,
Ethan Laidlaw, Barney Furey, Al
Ferguson.
Story and Production. .. .Western.
Chalk this up as the usual lineup of
western meller material, directed in
just the usual way. Even the juvenile
fans will prove too hardboiled to be
fooled by this production simply because Tom Mix is in the hero role.
Tells the old formula of the hero
framed for a bank robbery, his escape
in an attempt to run down the guilty
party, the gal of course misunderstanding him at first and then realizing he is on the level after all. The
gang who did the bank job are also
after the money concealed in the
ranch of the gal's dad. Here the
climax is staged, with Tom Mix fighting heavy odds, saving the dough and
also exposing the real bank robber.
It has been done hundreds of times
before, and just as indifferently.
Direction, Eugene Forde, poor;
Author, Geo. W. Piper; Scenario, Geo.
W. Piper; Editor, Henry Webber;
Titles, Herman Gregg; Photography,
Norman Davol, fair.

"Smoke Bellew"

Sunday, February 3, 1929
George Bancroft in

"The Wolf of Wall Street"
Length: 6605 ft. Paramount
Length : 6810 ft.
PLEASING NUMBER
HAS
BANCROFT SCORES IN ALLWITH OUTWORN
POPULAR
APPEAL WITH TALKER
STIRRING YARN OF FROZEN WALL STREET PLOT SLOWED
UP BY DIALOG. NOTHING
NORTH THAT IS WELL DI- OUT OF THE ORDINARY.
RECTED AND ACTED.
Cast. .. .George Bancroft as the
roughneck engineering a pool in Wall
Cast. .. Conway Tearle as Kid Bel- Street to get the suckers is immense,
lew the tenderfoot in the frozen North as
usual, but the lack of action and
gives a strong performance. Barbara weak story cramp his style. BaclaBedford lends fine support. Others nova is strong femme contrast with
Mark Hamilton, J. P. Lockney, Al her Russian accent and exotic style.
Ethier, William Scott, Alaska Jack.
Nancy Carroll handles dialog fine.
Story and Production. ...Melodrama Cast includes Paul Lukas, Arthur
of Alaska in gold rush days. Adapted Rankin, Brandon Hurst, Crauford
Kent.
from Jack London's novel. All hands
did well by this production that rates
Story and Production. . Melodrama
a good break in any of the popular of Wall Street. They have resurrected one of the good old standbys
houses, for it has genuine entertainment due to the fine story of the old of the old melodrama days for this
master, intelligent direction, acting, one. The Wolf organizes his pool
and the fine scenic shots of the snow to trim the suckers all over the United
country. Dates back to the gold rush States, which he does, then his partdays, with the tenderfoot hero going
ner trimsfections,
himfollowed
outbyofthehisgrand
wife'scoup
afup through Chilkoot Pass and bravwherein
the
Wolf
ruins
himself
in
ing all the usual hardships. The atmosphere is well built up, and the another manipulation in order to also
suspense well sustained, with all kinds ruin his rival for revenge. Some
of deviltry mixed in to keep the cus- good spectacular bits are handled by
tomers steamed up. The hero, of Bancroft effectively, but the action
course, saves the new gold claim loca- is very slow in spots and some dialog
tion for the gal and her dad against stuff dragged
out to weary length.
the crooks.
Direction, Rowland V. Lee, satisDirection, Scott Dunlap, very good;
factory; Author, Doris Anderson;
Author, Jack London; Scenario, Fred Scenario, Doris Anderson; Editor,
Myton; Editor, Charles Hunt; Titles, Robt. Basseler; Dialogue, Doris AnFred Myton; Photography, J. O.
derson: Titles, Julian Johnson; Photography, Victor Milner, good.
Taylor, Joe Walters, fine.

First Division

"Behind the Altar"
Affiliated European

Length: 6200 ft.
IMPORTED FILM A FINE EXAMPLE OF WASTED
FILM
THAT WEARIES YOU WITH
ITS DREARINESS. BELONGS
IN THE AMATEURISH
CLASS.
Cast. . . . Wilhelm Dieterle stars as
well as directs, and flops at both,
proving it takes more than good looks
to make an actor or director. Marc'ella Albani as the femme lead is
very attractive, but her acting undistinguished.
Story and Production. .Melodrama,
with mystery angle. This was done
by a German producer in an Italian
locale, and the scenery around the
Italian villa is gorgeous. But this
beautiful setting only serves to make
the amateurish story, acting and direction all the more noticeable.
Seems the supposedly drowned husband of the heroine has a twin
brother, an abbe, who comes in his
priestly robes to visit his bereaved
sister-in-law. Meanwhile an impoverished count on a neighboring
villa is scheming to marry the rich
widow. She eventually marries him
to save herself from her hopeless love
for the handsome young abbe. The
priest turns sleuth, uncovers the
count as murderer. Latter is drowned.
Abbe goes back to Rome.
Just blah.
Direction, Wilhelm Dieterle, amateurish; Author, not listed; Scenario,
not listed; Editor, not listed; Titles,
J. W. McConaughy; Photography,
not listed, good.

"Escaped From Hell"
Affiliated European
Length:??
WEIRD MELLER WANDERS
AROUND
AIMLESSLY AND
GETS NOWHERE WITH POOR
DIRECTION AND S H O D D Yv
CONTINUITY. ANOTHER IMPORTED FLOP.
Cast. . . .Jean Murat is much better
than the story and the rest of the
cast, who are either amateurish or
poorly directed or both. Others
Louis Ralph, Countess Agnes von
Esterhazy, Paul Heidman, R. Van
Kiel, Leo Penkert, W. Kaiser-Hayl,
Harry Frank, Lewis Brody.
Story and Production. .Melodrama.
Made in France by Derussa Prod. It
is a weird affair concerning the hero
who is in love with the lady married
to a cruel monster and who is sent
to a penal colony on circumstantial
evidence when the husband is killed
in an accident. Escaping from the
penal prison, he returns to his love.
Murat does some good work in the
penal colony sequences, which carry
quite a little entertainment value. But
the rambling nature of the story, lack
of proper continuity and general
amateurishness in direction make this
a very tedious six reels to sit through.
It is all much ado about nothing
with the players acting all over the
sets but accomplishing little.
Direction, George Asagaroff, poor;
No other credits given.

i
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"Harvest of Hate"

Cnivetml
Loujth:
1719/7.
GOOD
ACTION
PICTURE
WITH
REX
DOING
SOME
NIFTY STUNTS
AND
ABLY
SECONDED BY JACK PERRIN.
WILL PLEASE THE YOUNGER
FANS.
Cast....Re.\ tlie wild liorsc is jnit
:lirouKli some fancy inaiicuvcrs and
'lelps to keep the lihn entertaining,
lack Perrin as the sturdy hero docs
ome good riding and fighting. Otliers
Helen Foster,
Toni
London.
Story and Production. .. .Western,
rhis story follows the usual formula
if the horse operas, with the hero
iighting against heavy odds to save
ihe gal and overcome the general vilainy that threatens to ruin their
lappiness. Rex is all over the place,
md Director MacRac has succeeded

"The Apache'
I.rii(/lh

Columbia

: aKlK //,

MAKES A GOOD
PROGRAM
NUMBER
WITH
COLORFUL
APACHE
STUFF
MIXED
UP
WITH
SOME
SEXY
SITUATIONS.

Cast. . . . Margaret Livingston does
the apache dame. She is good. Don
.Mvarndo her partner. Others Warner Richmond, Philo McCuUough.
Story and Production. . . .Meller of
Parisian life. Starts off snappily with
the heroine and her partner doing
their knife-throwing act in a dive in
Marseilles. The partner tries to make
love to her, but she repulses him.
Later an ofUcer of the secret police
of Paris arrests the two on evidence
that the man is a notorious pickpocket. He paroles the girl, and
sends the man to prison. Later
tal;n employing this clever animal's
when she is in Paris and working
.•nts to the best advantage. The cow)oy hero is having a tough time with the hero in an apache act, the
^vith the crooked circus owner who police officer thrusts his attentions
'S trying to foreclose on his property. on the girl, threatening to send her
Meanwhile the gal who works in the to prison if she ignores him. He is
:ircus with Rex, the wild horse she murdered, and her partner arrested
las tamed, is having her troubles for the crime. The climax is good,
lodging the unwelcome attentions of with the girl getting the real murderer, her first partner, into the knife
he circus man. It culminates in
»ome very meller action with the throwing act, and making him confess the crime for fear she will let one
jurning of the cabin in which the
leavy is hidden.
Pep stuff.
of the knives "slip." Has the thrills
Direction, Henry MacRae, okay; and punch.
Authors, William Lord Wright,
Direction, Phil Rosen, snappy; Author, Ramon Romero; Scenario, Har'ieorge Plympton; Scenario, George
riet Hinsdale; Eklitor, Not listed;
Plynipton; Ekiitor, Thomas Malloy;
Titles, Gardner Bradford; Photog- Titles, Not listed; Photography,
Teddy Tetzlaff, smooth.
•aphy, George Robinson, good.
Boh Custer in
Frankie Darrow in

Short Subjects

it appears. I'.angs
armor most innnune
women is to profess
like for the whole

SOUND
"Highlowbrow"
Novelty
Paramount
Movietone
Type sketches
of production

dramatic

This is something different in the
sound short Held, and has sufficient
novelty to make it unusual entertainment. It is adapted from S. J. Kautman's well known vaude sketch. A
literary gent is holding conversati i;
with a wisecracking youth, and endeavors to interest him in good literature by telling him three classic dramatic stories over the phone. These
are then told in flashback fashion.
The first is a De Maupassant gem,
"Regrets." Kffie Shannon plays the
part of the woman with regrets. She
IS superb. Then follows a very dramatic bit of a boy cominitting suicide while awaiting the arrival of a
woman companion m a private dining
room. Finishes with a story from
O. Henry, telling of the young married man who sells his watch to buy
his w^ife a comb for Christmas, while
she in turn has sold her long tresses
to buy him a watch chain. A nice
bit of irony fairly well done by Horace Brahm. But Miss Shannon in
the De Maupassant skit makes this
offering 'way above the average. Leo
Donnely as the wisecracking boy on
the phone pulls quite a few laughs in
between the stories, and this gives
Length: 4360 /(. the contrast to the heavy dramatic
■i^BO
Length:
4816 ft. Syndicate Prod.
THE
USUAL
JUVENILE
NEATLY
BUILT WESTERN
skits. Should go strong in the better
WESTERN
THAT GIVES THE
WORKS
UP
TO
A GOOD
houses where they can appreciate the
KID STAR A CHANCE TO SUP- THRILL CLIMAX.
BOB CUS- class in this offermg.
Tmie, 17 mins.
PORT THE BIG HERO. FAST
TER LOOKS AS GOOD AS ANY
\CTION AND PEPPY ENOUGH.
OF THE WESTERN
STARS.
Cast.... Tom Tyler is the big
"The Bride's Relations"
Cast. .. .Custer does his bit in rid,)rother who befriends Frankie and
Sennett- Educational
ing and fighting and has a pleasing
loes the heavy heroing.' Frankie
A Comedy Jewel
Darrow has plenty of opportunity to personality. Peggy Montgomery the
Type
of
production.
dialogue comedy
ihine in the junior parts. Others gal. Others Lafe McKee, Bud Osborne, J.P. McGowan.
They don't come like this often.
Sharon Lynn, Harry O'Connor, BarStory and Production. .. .Western.
ley Furey, Bill Nestell, Vic Allen,
Theretore,
this rave. "The Bride's
This story of the outwitting of the Relations" is
Ray Childs.
Alack Sennett's second
all-dialogue
comedy. First came an
Story and Production. .. .Western range-grabbing gang is unusually
or the juvenile fans. The story is well directed for a western. Direcauspicuous start with "The Lion's
tor J. P. McGowan did a fine job Roar,"
iretty well knit together and tells
but for genuine and sustained
laughter,
this new one makes the
,m interesting yarn about trailing the by pepping it up with some surprise
roar
of
said
lion sound like a gentle
twists
and
unexpected
slants
that
lorse thieves who have been gradukeep the interest throughout. The warble. Johnny and Betty arc the
dly ruining the gal's father by run- hero rides into the district and bunks
ning his stock off the ranch. The
bride and groom, visiting the bride's
:owboy hero arrives in time to start into the murder of a rider by the relations, i'here's the story idea but
\ checkup, which leads to a hidden range grabbers. The murderer loses from that bare nucleus has been built
,:ave where he uncovers the gang the back of his watch case, and this up one of the goofiest and most
.vho have been trying to pin the horse evidence in the hands of the hero anmsing affairs this reviewer has
thieving on him. The film is kept eventually results in tracking down seen in many moons. It's just funny,
lonping with two or three situations the criminal. There is a lot of good so much so that a lot of reviewers
where the hero gets trimmed plenty. action and suspense in the last two who saw this in a cold projection
ind it looks as if the villain and his reels with hero trying to save the room fairly rocked the place with
i?ang were going to get away with ranch of his gal's father from fore- their laughter. Now imagme what it
closure. The fans will appreciate will do in a theater. Harry Gribbon
isverything. Then who should appear but little Frankie on his pony this one, for it treats a lot of the old walks away with comedy honors.
with some novel idea that saves the western material frorn a new angle. Sennett directed personally and resituation. The kids will be satisfied Some of the bigger companies might
corded via RCA-Photophone.
with this one.
well pattern after this original treatment on westerns.
Direction, Robert De Lacey, satis"The Eligible Mr. Bangs"
Direction,
J. P. McGowan, very
factory; Author, William E. Wing;
Coronet-Educational
Scenario, Frank Howard Clarke; good; Author, Sally Winters; ScenA Smart Comedy
Editor, Jack Kitchen; Titles, Helen
ario, Sally Winters; Editor, Not listed; Titles, Not listed; Photography, Type of production. dialogue comedy
Gregg; Photography, Nick MusurPaul H. Allen, good.
aca, okay.
A
polite
drawing-room
comedy

Trail of the Horse Thieves'

"On the Divide"

that smacks pleasantly of the Sidney
Drew series of some years back.
I'.angs, the eligible, is just as keen
lor Lucille .Morgan as she is for iiiin,
finds that the
from unmarried
a thorough disunwcdded se.\.

It is Jane Foster, Lucille's friend who
really understands b(jth sides of the
case and it is her cleverness that
brings them both together. The lines
are smart and the performances good,
|)rincipally those by Edward Everett
Horton (Bangs) and Florence Eldridge (Lucille Morgan). Directed
I-'aulcon and recorded via
Hugh Electric.
by
\Vestern
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address
Pathe— RCA Photophone
Timely Special
Type of production. . . .Historical subThis special is right for the Lincoln
holiday, with George Billings impersonating the great emancipator in his
ject.
immortal
Gettysburg address. Billings delivers the address in a strong,
clear baritone, and his makeup is remarkably fine. Another vocal se(|uence is that of a soldier quartet at
the door of their tent singing "Tenting Tonight." These two vocal
stretches are built up with all sorts
of authentic historical shots in the life
of Lincoln such as the Gettysburg
monument, Lincoln memorial, and
many scenes of his early days in
Illinois. It finishes with a short shot
of Billings intoning the famous lines
"of the people, for the people, by the
people." Surefire, especially for Lincoln's birthday week.
Time, 7 mins.
Snappy
"Melancholy Dame"
Christie — Paramount Movietone
Type of production ... .comedy skit
with colored cast
This is taken from an Octavus
Roy Cohen story that ran in the
Satevepost, and clicks strong as a
novelty with a clever all-colored
troupe getting the story over with
lots of snap and laughs to spare.
Shows a colored caljaret in Birmingham, Alabama, with the proprietor
introducing a baby who gets up and
does
number.
The proprietor's
wife ais hot
seated
at a table,
and takes
exception
to hubby's
attentions
to the
entertainer.
Later scenes
arc in
the
privateandoffice
and the
home,
it develops
thatproprietor's
the warm
baby hubby has hired as entertainer
is his first wife. She is married to
the pianist, and the fun develops as
the proprietor is run ragged between
his wife's
threats,
and nagging,
his fear the
as tofirst
whatwife's
the
other husband will do to him if he
finds out he was the first mate.
Works up to a good laugh finish
with the other man chasing him all
over the place only to catch him and
beg for information how to divorce
the snappy dancing dame. The principals all deserve mention for exceptional work. They are Kd Thomson,
Evelyn Freer, Spencer Williams, Roberta Hyson, Charles Olden. Time,
12 mins.

iL,^^l«>°^^Je4ArUe
No Let-up on Columbia Production
0/^ILY
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Deal for Series of Shorts with Victor in East Not to Affect Feature Output at Studio —
Other Wired News of Coast Production Activities and Ralph Wilk's Personality Briefs

COHN SPEEDING WORK
Al

Butterfield at Paramount Studio
Marion Byron in "Broadway Babies"
William Butterfield, actor andj
Marion Byron has been added to
stage director, has arrived to direct!
cast of the forthcoming First Natalking pictures for Paramount.
u
ff
tional-Vitaphone picture, "Broadway
Babies," starring Alice White. Charles Murray is playing the leading
masculine role in the production and
By RALPH
WILK
No change in feature production others in the cast are Fred Kohler,
Hollywood
plans is to be made by Columbia, as Louis Natheaux and Tom Dugan.
a result of its hook-up with Victor Merv3'n LeRoy will direct the pic- JOHN G. ADOLFI has assembled
ture which goes into production this
Writer
a strortg
for "Headlines,"
Talking Machine Co., for joint pro- week.
which
he is cast
directing
at Warner
duction of a series of shorts, which
Brothers. The principals include
is being announced today. The feaWARNER BROTHERS
Vivian Bay with Rubin
Grant Withers, Edmund Breese, Matures are to continue to be made at
rion
Nixon,
Pauline
Garon,
Frank
Vivian
Bay
is
playing
the
leading
the studio here, under Harry Cohn,
who is continuing the fast pace set feminine role in "The Pilgrim Pa- Campeau, Vivien Oakland and Robat the start of the season.
ert Ober. "Headlines" was written
pas," first of a talking short series
starring Benny Rubin. Jack Foley by James Starr.
Frank R. Capra has finished work
*
*
*
is directing from stories by C. Jerome Horwin. The series of six
on the dialogue sequences of "The
T'other day, Hugh Trevor threw
Younger Generation," and the print is
out of place while playbeing edited. In all probability, it pictures is titled "High and Low his shoulder
ing tennis and is carrying his right
Lifes
of
History."
will be Columbia's first talker to
arm in a sling. Cedric Gibbons of
reach the screen. Jean Hersholt,
M-G-M also injured his hand while
Billie
Dove
in
"Careers"
Ricardo Cortez, Lina Basquette, Rex
Billie Dove's next starring vehicle playing tennis.
Lease, Martha Franklin and Rosa
be "Careers," an adaptation of
Rosanova are the talking members of will
THE
the book by Paul Rosenhayn and AlDoorway ol
Hospitality
the unusually large cast which also
Speaking
of beams
Tennis, at"Tiny"
Ward,
fred Shirokauer. Production is sched- who
tips
the
270
pounds,
includes Julanne Johnston, Julia
uled to start within the next two recently took three straight sets from
Swayne Gordon, Jack Raymond, Syd- weeks. It will be a Vitaphone pic- Melville J. Shyer.
*
*
*
ney Crossley and Otto Fries.
ture.
Without delay between productions,
Our Passing Show : Charles
New Mix Title
C. Burr and Richard Pearl
Frank R. Capra took up the megaphone on "The Donovan Affair," Co"The Big Diamond Robbery" is
studying signs at the Teclumbia's all-talker by Owen Davis. the new title for Tom Mix's current
Art studio; Alfred and MarJack Holt, Dorothy Revier, and Wil- RKO production. It supplants "The
ty Santell playing tennis at
liam Collier, Jr., head the cast which Dude Ranch," under which title the
Burbank;
Percy Heath, Orso far includes: Ethel Wales, Fred picture was filmed.
ville Caldwell, Paul Panzer,
Kelsey, Agnes Ayres, John Roche.
Baron Mandelstamm and Jay
Pathe Contract for Aldine
On one of the silent stages, 100
Marchant attending a perextras have been assembled for a
Jimmy Aldine has been placed unfornvance of "The Lightder a long-term contract by Pathe
scene in "Behind Closed Doors".
*
*
*
Gaston Glass, Virginia Valli, Andre as the result of his work in "The
de Segurola, Torben Meyer, Otto Office Scandal."
John LeRoy Johnson, one of HolMattiesen appear in this sequence.
Long Term Contract for Lee
leading Boswells,
a former lywood's
cartoonist.
When isHerbert
house."
Paramount has signed Rowland V.
Fannie
and Broderick
O'Farrell
haveMidgley
been added
to the cast.
Hoover
visited
Los
Angeles
last
fall,
Lee to a new contract. He recently
John
had
the
distinction
of
being
the
completed
the
direction
of
George
The unit shooting "The Quitter."
under the direction of Joe Henabery Bancroft's "The Wolf of Wall only Southern Californian to make
in the featured role, has returned from
a drawing of *the *President-elect.
*
location. With the addition of four
Nate
Slott,
who
has
trained many
character actors — Fred Kohler, Street."
Varconi Going to England
__!»NTER the doorway o<
Charles McHugh, Sherry Hall and
Victor Varconi is going to Eng- screen stars, is putting Richard Arand you feel at horn*.
hostelry
popular
this
Claire McDowell — camera work has
land to appear in two pictures for len through his paces for "The Man
There's an atmosphere of cordial welcoma
British
International.
begun on the final sequence. Ben
which marks the diflference between «h«
I Love." Dick plays a prize-fighter
in his next Paramount picture.
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
Lyon and Dorothy Revier are featured.
Your room, too, has that added touch
Olive Borden is ready to start "The
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, overstuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
Wildcat," tentative title under direction of John P. McCarthy.
WRITER
are but a few of the features
. . . these
lamp make
that
you feel at home.
R. William Neill, recently signed to
Under Contract to
Plg'n Whistle Dining Service insures ths
a long term contract, is finishing the
best of food. Therefore, when you are ne«t
details of an original which soon will
LOUIS
K. SIDNEY
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.
WARNER BROTHERS
go into production. Wellyn Totman
MARCO WOLF
recently added to the writing staff_ is
MAX
E. HAYES
THE HOLLYWOOD
working on the adaptation and script
CARL LAEMMLE
of a forthcoming production.
FRANK
NEWMAN
Follow the ideals of these men
Warners Cast Louise Fazenda
and Success will follow you.
Supervisor
Louise Fazenda is to have one of
Chesterfield Pictures Corp.
the leading
in "Shoe-String,"
Tec-Art
Studios,
which
Warnerroles
Brofhers
will put into

A Little
from

Lots

HARVEY GATES

"Sonny Boy*'

ROBERT

LORD

Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha

RUBINEWS-3

PLAZA
HOTEL

LON YOUNG

BENNY

production this month. Alan Crosland will direct.

Hollywood,

Calif.

RUBIN

Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Theater

Equipment
By CHARLES

iSTANT CONTROL LINK
PLAYER ORGAN FEATURE
Binghamton, N. Y. — Constant conol of every note on the instrument
.- of the time, no part of which conto manipulate
nl is rehnquished
jps and shell shades, is a feature
iiimed for the Link Selective Roll
^producing Player Organ. This is
■id to be an advantage over the
Hnual organ, the player of which
>s but 12 points of contact maxi!jmj some of which must be surmdered, momentarily at least, in
(der to manipulate stops or expres;»n controls.
'The Link player has four compart-

F. HYNES

The Stamp of Approval
Aji etido'rseirvent of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit
Quality in heating and plumbing fixtures cannot be overlooked
by the exhibitor, if his house is to measure up to standards of comfort and beauty demanded by patrons. Whether he is re-constructing and re-equipping the theater, or building a new house, plumbing
and heating should be given real attention.
A leader in the field is Crane, manufacturer and distributor of
plumbing and heating materials. The firm, with branch offices in
about 180 cities of the nation, is a specialist in theater work as well
as in many otheri lines. Its years of experience, coupled with the
high standing it enjoys in the field have won for Crane THE FILM
DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

Selective control

The Link Reproducing Player Organ, a four roll instrument, operated
automatically, with a selective cmitrol system ivhich enables cueing
of pictures. A view of the four roll compartments.

UIILLOCI^KByS
Phone Penna, 0330

EW BUILDING
prrrsBURGH

PENN

AVENUE

of Approval
I iiiporlaiicc of selection of the- prcijector has been emf)hasizcd over a
period of years, which has witnessed
the debut and exit of a number of
machines. Costly experiments have
i)ccn made by exhibitors — and manufacturers, to — in falling for glittering promises which were not backed
up by performance.

Because of this situation, exhibitors
have become especially wary in the
selection of their projectors, with advent of sound, the companies which
for years have been serving the field,
have turned their attention to the
new development with creditable
alacrity, and the results have been
surprising.

stopping of any selection at any note screen. This enables shading of exand immediate beginning of another
pression and additional organ effects.
of different tempo.
No hand manipulation is necessary.
This arrangement and control, it
is stated, enable cueing of a picture
Sentry Safety Factory
on the automatic player, instantaneIs Planned in England
ous changes being possible to coordinate with the action
on
the
London — Plans for manufacture of
the Sentry Safety Control device
-FOR SALEhere to supply the British, Continental, Indian, South American and AusSecond-hand Sept automatic
tralian markets is under way here.
standard movie and still camThe project was announced here some
era with double spring motor,
time ago by S. R. Cohen, head of the
fitted writh 2" F3.5 Anastigmat
firm. An amalgamation of interests
lens, complete with case and
in connection with his company is
six magazines, $20.00, perfect
planned, Cohen stated.
condition.

I EW BUILDING
1540 BROADWAY
TIMES SQUARE. NEW YORK

Experiments
Costly in the
Choice
of Projector —
Only
Have
Film 3 Machines
Daily Stamp

The projector field is a highly specialized one. It is highly competitive, too. to an extent that marks the
tremendous forward strides which
have been rnade, seem almost incredulous. The manufacturer of a projector, with annual sales possibilities
of 2,500 or less in the theater field,
faces a real task in keeping budget
and gross in proper ratio.

fer, operating playi frovi any distnce. Touch of
(tton instantly
langes rolls to folio picture.
rt-nts for endless rolls. Each roll
Is the equivalent of 15 selections
rd runs approximately 30 minutes
I fore repeating, the four rolls ofTeri; sufficient music to play a two
lur show, without repeating on any
ce selection. The endless belt rolls
iminate need of rewinding.
Music on each roll is all of the
fne character. A master control
hx controls the music. One cont|l bo.x usually is placed in the
hpth, and as many additional boxes
almay be desired, can be placed at
pints of vantage throughout the thear. By the pressing of a button in
ay one of these boxes, the music
ch be changed instantly from one
section to another, even to the

TALKING SHOP

Motion
U.

S. and

Picture

Department

Canada Agents for Debrie

New
Trans-Lux
Projection
Device
Continued activity of stock of
Trans-Lux Daylight Picture Screen
on the Xcw York Stock Exchange
is attributed to the new back-stage
projection device the company has
developed. The stock crossed 12
this week for a new high.

In the field there are three projectors, designated by exhibitors as
standard makes, which have been the
recipients of THE FILM DAILY
STAMP OF APPROVAL. They are
the
Power's
and years
Motio-of
graph,Simplex,
all of them
backcd_b.v
service, which have been marked by
constant improvement. These machines long since have passed the
experimental stage, in both silent and
sound field, and can be depended upon for service and satisfaction.

New Independent Supply
Firm Operates at Frisco

San I'Vancisco — Western Theater
Equipment Co. has been opened here
by L. G. Dolliver and C. B. Paden.
.•\mong lines the firm is handling
are: Da-Lite Screens and Blizzard
ventilating equipment.
Handling Crystalite Signs
Bo.ston — Harry Cohen has secured
distribution of Crystalite signs in
this lerritoj-y. The sign has a background of black velvet, with raised
letters made of a special mirror-like
composition, which throws off variegated colors under artificial light.

THE
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Presentations
By HERBERT

S. BERG',

OSCARD STAGES SOUTHERN COLONY BILL STILL
SHOW AT PARAMOUNT HAS SPECHT AND BAND
"Southern Belles" was the name of
the stage show at the Paramount, devised and staged by Paul Oscard.
The setting was that of an old Colonial .mansion exterior and the band
was dressed in the style befo' de
war. Gene Rodemich was in charge
of the stage harmonizers, and put
them through two very pleasing numl)ers that had a lot of pep. Among
the featured acts were the Ormonde
Sisters, a trio of harmony singers and
dancers, who were very well received.
The Dictators, a male quartet, got
their harmonizing over clearly in this
big house. Eddie Matthews, acrobatic dancer, did some fast turns and
tumbles. The Albertina Rash Girls
were on in three routines with a nice
assortment of costumes. They are a
big draw at this house, and got some
nice applause. Dave Rubinoff continues to pull his acrobatic directing
of the orchestra and they like him
immensely, for he collects a big hand.
Jesse Crawford had his usual pop
console concert going smoothly. They
have cut the overhead at the Paramount by cutting out the programs, so
if we have omitted mentioning anyfact. body worthwhile it's because of this
MacEvov
Managing
Union
Attleboro, Mass. — Albert MacEvoy,
manager of the Rialto and Plymouth
in Leominster, has succeeded Benjamin Desmarias as manager of the
Union.
Leo Grebner Promoted
Madison, Wis. — Leo Grebner, who
has been assistant to F. J. McWilliams, manager of the Fischer Theaters here, has been appointed manager of the Madison and the Majestic by L. K. Brin, of Milwaukee,
who recently leased the three Fischer
theaters here.
Ebach
Amuse.
Incorporated
Ebach Amusement Corp. of
Queens, New York, has been formed
with $25,000 capital. The incorporators are: William Ebach, Frederic S.
and Claire A. Marsell.
Six for Thunder Bay Co.
Fort Williams, Ont. — Sargeson V.
Halstead, president and general manager of the Thunder Bay Films, Ltd.,
plans to produce six features of northern life in Canada. H. Chaudet is
director-in-chief.
Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Pictnre Preaenfation
The FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE
ISai

AGENCY

LaokawMona 7876
B«<MOWAT,r<BV YOBK

Skeleton stage program continues
to be the vogue at the Colony, with
Paul Specht and his band trying to
entertain without much being handed
him in the way of outside talent. This
week he had Mabel Albertson, who
sang pleasingly and did very well
with Gertrude Lawrence's sing-song
about the flirtation with the gent
on the London suburban train. Another girl, name unknown through
lack of programs, did fairly well with
a couple of classic numbers with a
pop slant, A youth who also must
remain nameless came out and did
some dizzy whirls, leaps and bounds,
and was better than most in his particular field. At a bigger house with
a fair sized audience he would have

(Continued

from

Paije

1)

of Ohio attacked the bill as a "blow
to free speech" and is attempting to
line up newspaper support for his
lobby agrinst it. The bill if passed
will cost producers $150,000 a year
in increased censorship fees Wood
declares.

1600 Broadway, New York City
Penn. 3S80

Interchangeability fight of Allied States As.s'n,
to
Feb.be 4spurred
and 5.at Northwest unit convention

Woodliull advocates establishment of classes
in arbitration, calling on all factors to betThiirsday
ter present system.

Friday
RKO-Paramount. Fox-MG-M, ParamountM-G-M and United Artists delay reported
as still on.
Ten best picturesSaturday
selected by nation's critics
in annual FILM DAILY
poll.

Berlin — There are 5,267 theaters, in
Germany with an average seating
capacity of 356 seats, according to

Warners
to confine activity to discs.
Five per cent admission tax and bill to give
censors wide power over dialogue introduced in Ohio.

Buys Princeton, 111. House
Princeton. 111. — Carl Pearson, owner of the Princess at Rushville, 111.,
has purchased the Apollo here, taking
possession Mar. 1.
Ind.

House

Closed

Films for Russian Propaganda
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Movie-Phone

House for Marks, Miss.
Marks, Miss. — B. B. Hamilton has
opened the Folly, Marks' only theater.
The Star, operated by Mrs. Blanch
Curtis for a number of years, was destroyed by fire several months ago.

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving
to the
Specialists
Motion
Picture
Industry

for S. C. House

Orangeburg, S. C— James Izlar
Sims, manager of the Reliance here,
will install Movie-Phone sound equipment.

DAY

AND

NIGHT

Nine in Chicago Talker Group

Chicago — Raising to nine the theaters in the "Great Talkie Theater
Group," the Lakeside has adopted a
sound policy. Others in the local
group are: Congress, Belpark, State,
Covent, Varsity, Oak Park, Pershing
and West End.

DAILY

Washington — Films will be used as
propaganda in Russia for the coming
elections, reports the M. P. Section of
the Dept. of Commerce. Special
shorts, from 975 to 1300 feet are to be
produced
for this purpose.

West Lebanon, Ind. — The Banner
here has been closed due to poor

Sells Watertown House
patronage and the high cost of pictures, it is reported.
Watertown, N, Y.- — John J. Carroll,
owner of the Victory here, has sold
Sound for Williamsport
the house to Arless Co. of Syracuse.
Williamsport,
Pa. — Vitaphone and
The house seats 300 and the new
Movietone sound equipment will be
owners take possession
April 1.
installed at the Park and the Keystone
theaters here. V. S. Luppert owns
the Park and is half owner of the
Keystone with N. R. Hill.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

HeacUines
Monday

More German Houses but
Average Seating Same

Ithaca House Closed for Repairs
Crane With Southern Theaters, Inc.
Ithaca, N. Y. — The Strand here
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Ed Crane,
former manager of the Capitol at has been closed for a short period
which repairs and remodeling
Springfield, has joined Southern The- during
will be carried on.
manage
company's
Patio aters,
here.and willThe
house the
seats
1,500.
Floyd Smith With Publix
Chattanooga — Floyd Smith has
been named manager of the Publix
Tivoli here, succeeding Emmett Rogers, who has been promoted to di^■ision production manager with headquarters at Atlanta.

Week's

tures, an organization which seems to
be a union of Parent-Teachers AssoTuesday
ciations, W.C.T.U., Federated Wo- Fewer pictures but
better productioa values
men's Clubs, and clergymen. Reports
is producers' plan for 1929J0
programs.
here indicated that more than 100
Allied
membershi
p
drive
to be started soon,
members of the league are to be apdeclares.
F. Myers
Abram
pointed "inspectors" to watch films Columbia takes over exchanges of Libertyshown in Ohio for censoring.
Specialty in South.
Wednesday
P. J. Wood, business manager of
the Motion Picture Theater Owners

a recent survey made by "The FilmKurier." While the increase in theaters since 1925 have been 46 per
cent and the number of seats 47 per
gone big. Specht's band of 10 pieces centj the average seating capacity
is well balanced, and the brass boys increased by but four seats. Comcame out front for a neat bit of
bined seating capacity in 1925 was
harmonizing, with the others joining 1,275,000 as compared with 1,876,600
in at the finish. Also the boy at the in 1928.
trap drums can sing pleasingly, and
he was used several times to advanAnother Theater
Corporation
tage. Specht and his outfit are smooth
Rochester, N. Y. — Braz-Fisher Theand classy, but what this house needs
ater Corp., has been incorporated
is some good old circus ballyhoo and here with capital stock of $6,000.
hoorah to bring the crowds in to Among the incorporators are: Fred
this upper neck of the Broadway Braz, Harry Fisher and Charles I.
woods.
Karp, all of Rochester.

Phone
CITY

Ticket Tax, Censoring
Sound Bills in Ohio

250 West
54th Street
NEW YORK
Telephone: Columbut 4HI-J-J

A higher premuim
than ever before
Today — in this new era of sound
pictures — there is a higher premium
than ever before on fihii uniformity.
For sound quality is even more sensitive than screen quahty to any variation
in the film.
If your ''talkie" prints are on
Eastman film — famous for uniformity
— your patrons are seeing and hearing
the very best that this newest development in motion pictures has to
offer.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

MOVIETONEor

SILENT
"t* FOX
llTt BOX-OF
FIC
E
O
Og

tin ^A

ALL-LAUGHTER

THE GHOST

COMEDY

TALKS

Funny rhymes with money, and this all-dia'
log comedy talks laughs from beginning to end.

tn

Sec,

3t

ROXy

a/ .,„ :>^ea,;rj."^ ree,
On.

C.
a/sA

ALL-DIALOG.

"ir,.,.

tti B. arry.
. o""dp

by

Clever, peppy, youthful, fast-moving, merry entertainment with sure-fire audience appeal.
With the youthful stars of the speaking stage,
Helen Twelvetrees and Charles Eaton, and
Earle Foxe and Carmel Myers. Lew Seiler
production. Story by Max Marcin
and Edward Hammond; scenario
by Frederick H. Brennan; dialog
by Frederick H. Brennan and
Harlan Thompson.

n^^«^

THE Var^^^^-^^-^A.^
l,T'
un-

ALL-DJALOG

DIALOG^
ALL-Full-length

MELODRAMA

SPEAKEASY

An exciting melodrama of Nev%
York and its rackets. Fox Movietone captures the actual sights
and sounds of the big city — Times
Square, Fifth Avenue, the subways,
a newspaper office, the race track
and Madison Square Garden during
a big fight.
With Paul Page, Lola Lane, Henry B. Walthall,
Helen Ware and Sharon Lynn. Benjamin
StoIofF production. From the play by Edward
Knoblock and George Rosener

MOVIETONE
X features

by £m„

P''«^Uct,on i '^"iK.

Each DISTINCTLY
DIFFERENT in story
and style

ALL-DIALOG

THRU

MYSTERY

DRAMA

DIFFERENT

EYES

A murder mystery with a novel idea. The story of
a man on trial for murder, the evidence being revealed through the eyes of the prosecutor, a defense
attorney and a mysterious girl, the three interpretations forming baffling contrasts. The surprising
solution is a smashing climax.
With Mary Duncan, Edmund Lowe, Warner Baxter
and Sylvia Sidney, supported by Earle Foxe, Donald
Gallaher and Florence Lake. From the play by
Milton H. Gropper and Edna Sherry. John Blystone production.

jl\.Iso GEORGE
MAKING THE

ADE'S
GRADE

Corking Comedy with Talking Sequences
with Edmund Lowe, Lois Moran. '^"1^?J«PJI'"^
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Monday,

High Merit
n, it
rARDY as we haveentbee
was not our int ion to
permit "A Woman of Afirs" to close an eminently sucssful run at the Capitol without
rifying first hand the many and
rsistent reports of excellence
ard of this story of a lovely lady
10 loved recklessly perhaps, but
' thai gallantly.

It is too infrequently — and sadly
r this business, we reflect — that
production of such high merit
pears to relieve the cluttered and
lo dull round of film fare. Here,
a somewhat whitewashed version

Michael Arlen's "Green Hat,"
I ere is uniform excellence of perIrmancc, restraint, dignity and
^idences
of
fine
intelligence
^roitly blended into an engrossing
spry. A demonstration of what can
1 done with dramatic ingredients
'len placed in proper hands.

Garbo
The woman is Greta Garbo.
Her
rformance
is striking.
To fasten
her work the adjective superb is,
i this case, entirely fitting.
She is
I actly that. We know of no finer
!:ce of work that she has done and
I no finer individual performance
(ntributed to the screen in months
1st. It is her picture from he openntribut1? shot to the last. The
nt, but
are exc<
i? performances
icessarily in lesser degi John
ilbert, Douglas Fairbanks,
, Lewis
:one, Hobart Bosworth, Ju..a Mack
! own and Dorothy
Sebastian
do
1 = ir work well but pale by compariwith Garbo.

Clarence Brown
The unseen hand behind the entire
< ort is that of Clarence Brown who
ain demonstrates
that, as one of
-uperior craftsmen in motion pic.^s, his reputation is entirely justiId. He has to his credit in "A
' Oman of Affairs" a really distin(ished production.
Further, the dollars - and - centsinded w-ill be interested in learning
tit in box-office language, this
(irbo vehicle speaks volumes. Un(estionably, a woman's picture of
t; strongest appeal.

K AN

N
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Price 5 Cents

SOUND-ON-FILM VS. SOUND-ONDISCS LOOMS AS A BATTLE OF YEAR
"Blue" Referendum
Harrisburg, Pa. — Referendum on Sunday amusements is
provided for in a bill introduced
in the House. One clause
specifically refers to permitting
Sunday evening motion picture
shows after seven o'clock.
Majority affirmative vote in
any mimicipality in the state
will empower local authorities
to immediately issue licenses
for Sunday shows as specified.
The bill was referred to the
Committee on Law and Order
on Jan. 21.

BRIN, SCOUTING SALE,
Madison, Wis.^Scouting report
that he is trying to "peddle" his circuit of theaters, L. K. Brin is continuing his expansion program. He
has acquired the Strand here from
A. P. Dcsormcaux, and associates,
and is dickering for a house at Milwaukee. The local house is the fifteenth of the Brin chain, which includes four houses here, the Parkway, Majestic, Strand and Madison;
three in Milwaukee, the Garden, Majestic and Embassy, and others in
vr-rious cities of the state.

12 FILMS ON fllL-TALKER
GOTHAM PROD. PROGRAM WARNER DEAL SET FOR
35 OF EQUITY CHAIN

Twelve pictures, to be known as
"The Talking Twelve," will comprise output of Gotham Prod., for
the new season, states Sam Sax, presPhiladelphia — Warners has completed adeal to operate the 35 theaident of the company. The all-talkers will be made by the S'onoraters of the Equity chain in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. The houses
Bristolphone disc recording system
will be (Continued
under control
of Warnerand the pir.tures
released
by
Sonoraon Page 8)
(Cotitinued
on Page 8)

Paramount-M-G-M and U.
A. Swinging to Sound-onFilm — Warner's View
Fight for supremacy between
sound-on-film and sound-on-disc systems of recording and reproduction
is to highlight 1929, according to indications, with Paramount, M-G-M
and United Artists joining the list
of other companies which intend to
confine, or nearly so, their production to the sound-on-film method.
Paramount, as stated by S. R.
Kent, favors the sound-on-film system, and intends to limit use of discs,
although some disc recording may be
used. M-G-M and United Artists,
while making no announcement of
thoir position in the matter, are understood, on reliable authority, to
have a similar policy. Fox always
has confined its recording to soundon-film, as have Pathe and RKO.
This move, it is said, is due to two
causes
(1) the produces
belief thatbest
sound-onfilm recording
results,
and (2) a(Continved
reported ondesire
Page to
8) forestall

Disc Recording System to
Be Improved by Victor

Camden, N. J.— A number of improvements in disc synchronization
of pictures are to be introduced within the next few months by Victor
Talking
Machine Co., it is under.\ustralia's
film
censor
intends
to
Austin, Tex. — The Prendergast bill
stood, as a result of experiments,
to increase penalties for exhibition pass upon dialogue used in pictures, way.
which for some time have been under
of motion
pictures on Sunday
has according (Continued
to adviceson received
Page 2) by Mil-

Australia Censor Plans
"Teeth"
New
es
Deni
s
Texa
for Sunday Closing Law to Pass on Talking Films
(.Continued

on

Pane

2)

Kennedy in Reported Deal for
Control of Sonora Parent Firm

Outdoor Advertising
Net $2,978,013 in 1928

Net of $2,978,013 after interest depreciation, amortization. Federal taxes
and other charges, is reported for
Northwest Pennsylvania
Joseph P. Kennedy is reported 1928 by General Outdoor Advertising Co. and subsidiaries.
M.P.T.O.A.
negotiating for a controlling interest
Unit Endorses
This is equivalent, under the parin
Acoustics
Products
Co.,
parent
\.
O.
T.
P.
M.
the
of
ent
Endorsem
ticipating provisions of the shares,
and a pledge of continued support company of Sonora and Sonora to $5.33 a share earned on 125,000
were voted at a recent meeting of Bristolphone. Announcement of clos- shares of no par Class A stock and
ing of the reported deal is expected %i.Z3 a share on 642,382 no par
the M. P. T. O. of Northern Pennshares of common stock. It comsylvania, according to advices re- in a day or two.
ceived by President R. F. Woodhull
pares with $3,173,199, or $5.58 a
Efforts to reach Kennedy or Roy
from John T. Galvin of Wilkes-Barre, Deutsch, Sonora president, for a share on Class A and $3.58 a share
on the common stock in 1927.
chairman of the board of the Pennstatement were unavailable Saturday.
sylvania unit.
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THERE is only one addition to the Broadway lineup this week, that being "Red
Hot Speed" at the Colony, with "Broadway Melody" opening next Friday at
the Astor.
"Jimmy Valentine"
closes today at that theater.
Picture
Distributor Theater
Opening Date
"The Singing Fool"
Warners
Winter Garden. .. .Sept.
"My
Man"
Warners
Warners
Dec.
"The River"
Fox
Gaiety
Dec.
"The Bellamy Trial"
M-G-M
Embassy
Jan.
"Weary River"
First National. . . . Central
Jan.
"Redskin"
Paramount
Criterion
Jan.
"iSins of the Fathers" . . . Paramount
RivoU
Jan.
"Wolf of Wall Street".. Paramount
Rialto
Jan.
Red Hot Speed
Universal
Colony
Jan.
Broadway Melody
M-G-M
Astor
Feb.

rubluhed dafly •xcept Saturday and holiday!
at 16S0 Broadway, New York, N. Y-. and
copyright (1929) by Wld'i Fflma and Ttim
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate. President and
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter. May 21, 1918. at the
post-oflice at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3. 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outsMe of Greater New York.
$19.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00: 3 months.
$1.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
re-nit with oidcr. Address all communicatioav »• THE FILM DAILY. 1650 Broadway. New York. N. Y. Phone Cirde 47364737-4738-4739. Cable address: Ftlmday,
New York. Hollywood, (Ulifornia — Ralph
Wllk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
66»7. London — Ernest W. Frsdman, The
(Continued from Page 1)
FUm Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I Berlin — Karl Wolflsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse. 225. Paris— P. A. Harle,la been unanimously voted down by the
La Cmematographie Francaise, Rue de
house committee on criminal jurisCour-des-Noues.
19.
prudence. The present law provides

19
21
22
23
24
26
26
26
26
8

(Continued

from

Page

1)

lard Johnson, American representative of Union Theaters, Ltd. Arrangements must be made by the
importer to screen the picture on the
sound reproducing equipment, until
such time as the censor has his own
'io
sound
projection booth, and a transo
cript of the dialogue must be submitted with application for registra"26
tion
6
'io
o Plan Butterfield House
Muskegon, Mich. — W. S. Butterfield, president of Butterfield Theaters has announced a $600,000 theater and store building to be built
here soon.
To Vote On Sunday Shows
Kendallville, Ind.- — This city will
hold a special election to determine
whether Sunday shows will be held
This city is one of the few remaining in the State which does not permit Sunday shows.
To Film Inaugural Sounds
Washington — Extensive plans are
being made for recording in sound
of the inaugural ceremonies of president-elect Hoover. Andrew May,
president of the White House Photographers' Ass'n, in charge of the inaugural photographic arrangements,
said the celebration will be the most

Owensboro, Ky. — Col. Fred Levy
of Louisville states that the Strand
Amusement Co. soon will start work
on a $200,000 theater and office building at Fifth and Frederica Sts. Carl
J. Epping of Louisville is the architect. The theater will seat 1,200.
Paula Gould Resigns
Paula Gould has resigned from the
publicity department of RKO Pictures.
Frisco House Improved
Francisco — Publi.x has completed improvements at the Granada, and switched the house from a
Saturday to Friday change.
San

Organize Newark Corporation
Newark, N. J. — The Broadway
Theater Co. has been chartered for
$100,000 to operate theaters in this
territory. William Harris of this city
is the attorney.
To Start West Coast House
Hanford, Cal. — Construction on
West Coast's new theater here is
scheduled to start March IS and will
be ready to open about Aug. 1.

WE

Propose Film Publicity
Colorado Springs, Colo. — A proposal for the use of $4,500 worth of
Test Suit on Sunday Closing
film publicity on the Pikes Peak reLa Junta, Colo. — Test suit on Sunday closing has been instituted
by
gion has been submitted to the tourist travel and advertising committee District Attorney J. Arthur
Phelps,
of the Chamber .of Commerce.
in a friendly action he has filed.

Mar.

2 AMNewPA York.
HoUywood Masque Bil
14-15-16 Convention of Western Pi
sylvania Exhibitor Unit

1929 Wampaa Frolic, Hollywo«(
Universal Club Dance, Hotel Ai
New York.

mi^^By

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY'^S^

by his PASCAL,
portable typewriter,
ERNEST
■ accompani
headed for the Coast. He leaves I
hind
him "The
Bed,"whidi
matization
of hisMarriage
own novel,
is keeping Allan Dinehart employ
in the leading role.
Hitting the entertcdnment tn
Bill Cody went to the Frivoli
Club the other night as the gue
of Albert Berryman. His weste
scenery, topped by his ten-gall
derby, augmented the whoopee a
mosphere.
Paul Dietrich,
cutter for Fox,
Manhattaning for an indefinite perio
He has wielded the shears on "Tl
Ghost Million
Walks."Dollar Reopening
I^'est

Coast

Bureau.

THE
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IRA HAUPT
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DAll

Los
Angeles— With
"The
La
Warning" as the feature, the Millie
Dollar is to reopen Feb. 7.

A Better Service

The service is indeed satisfactory. In
fact I like it much better than the
other service that I had been using
for the past four years.
LYRIC THEATRE,
Terrell, Tex.

BROADWAY

WARREN

MEMBERS
MEMBERS
NEW
MEMBERS

FEBRUARY

14

'phone Bryant 0660
501
Under the Management of

MR.

photographed event in the nation's
history. Three hundred film and
camera men are expected to attend.

Feb.

THE OPENING
WISH TO ANNOUNCE
OF A BRANCH OFFICE AT

1560

Room

Day

Short Shots froEo
New York Studiosi

Harry Segal, president of S. & S.
Enterprises, Boston, has opened offices in New York City, at 729 Seventh Avenue, for the sale and distribution of Cine Tone, a non-syna fine of not less than $10 nor more
chronous sound machine. The mathan $50, while the Prendergast bill
chine is made entirely of steel and is
sought to make the penalty from $200
to $500 and would have made it operated electrically. It is portable
compulsory on the part of the sheriff and installed by plugging in on a
to 'iarrest
charged with vio- light socket.
oo lation of persons
the law.
New Owensboro Theater

Australia
Censor Plans
'26
6
to Pass on Talking Films

Feb.

of Convention
of Northwest
.
hibitor
unit at Minneapolis.
9 Dinner of Writers Branch of A.
eniy of M. P. Arts and Sci«
Hollywood,
to visiting
dltlc
writers.

Apr.

Texas Denies New "Teeth" Segal Opens N. Y. Office
to Handle Cine-Tone
for Sunday Closing Law
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Announcement
In step with the spirit of the hour Exhibitors Daily
Review and Motion Pictures Today will hereafter and
beginning with tomorrow's issue be published as one
daily newspaper devoted solely to the interests of the
motion picture business in all its elements. The policies
laid down by the undersigned will continue to be adhered
to. The present size of the daily will be maintained
with the exception of the Saturday issue, when it will be
published in the present size of Motion Pictures Today.
This welding of the two institutions stills forever
the cry that has been raised that there are too many
trade papers in the motion picture business.
With this combination of forces there are now two
great dailies and two great national weeklies; there
could not properly be less, there need not now be more.
The undersigned could not conclude this announcement without a word of cordial and hearty thanks to the
many friends who have made possible the progress of
the two enterprises. We do not expect always to be
right but we shall within our Hmitations always endeavor tobe fair.
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MOVIETONE
or SILENT

San Prandeco, Jan. 29.
Drawing Population, 762,000
Weather:
Cofd and Fair
Friday openings now In full sway.
Granada was the \SLSt to step in line
on Jan. 25.
First all -talking ftlm at, the .Warfield, "In Old Arizona," established
new house record for a regular
week.
Business ran near $40,000.
Estimates

for Last Week

Warfield (Loew-W. C), "In Old
Arizona," dialog" (Fox) and stage
show
(2,672; 50-65-90).
first presentation
of , all House's
- talker
knocked*'eni over; could not handle
crowds on Saturdays, Sundays and
nights; arouxjd $40,000.

Baltimore. Jan. 29.
New Jumped 'way up with its first
Fox all -talker, "In Old Arizona."
giving the house the best week It
has had since before the holidays
' "New (Whitehursls)— 'in Old Affzona" (wired) (1,800; 25-50). First
Fox all-talker drew good week here
Good advance ballyhoo aided.
Topped anything this house has had
for some time. Well liked. About
$12,009. Holding over.

your
best

FOX

PICTURES

with hox'Office reports of
a single week
'■fa

/.

Out
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Red Dance' Jumps Emoire,
Syracuse, N.

ouj^

^fs'o* -^^ep

T., Jan. 29.
(Draw Pop, 220,000)
Weather: Cofd

oet^rfest

Yoti Hear a lot about motion picture supremacy tKese days. But
claiming^ leadersHip is easy; PROVING it is sometHin^ else again.
FOX PROVES IT WITH BOXOFFICE RESULTS! From coast to
Kansas City, Jan. 29. I
coastr Fox pictures are consistently
(1,Dance'*
Red
Newman— "The
establisHing their superiority at
980; 25-40-60). This one has Del
tKe BOX-OFFICE.
Rio just as her flapper followers
TKe smartest sHowmen today are
expect. Sound news and talking
shorts.
$11,800.
playing FOX, because FOX is doing
big things and doing tbem FIRST.
The FIRST outdoor Western talkPantages — "Mother Machree" <2,er, IN OLD ARIZONA, is shattering
200; 25-35-50). Manager Lrouis
records
everywhere. Soon a flood
Charnlsky had given this picture^
some three months' advance adverof poor imitations from other comtising. It certainly counted for the
panies will follow^, and when it
seats were at a premium on the
does, FOX exhibitors w^ill be cleanopening day and many of the foling up with five more feature talklowing performances.
ers, each ORIGINAL in idea, story
and treatment: THE GHOST
IN DIXIE,
TALKS, HEARTS
SPEAKEASY, THE VALIANT and
THRU DIFFERENT EYES, with
more fresh.talk-provoking, profitmaking talkers to follow.

The most marked business advance was reported by the Empire,
which climbed to $11,000 with Fox's
"The Red Dance.'*
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Sound on Film or Discs
to Be Battle of Year
iContinucd from Page 1)

installations of cheap equipment
which embraces onlv the disc reproduction method. Installations
of this equipment, it is said, would
result in shutting out dates to soundon-film product.
Meanwhile, Warners, firmly entrenched by the success of Vitaphone, will continue to use the disc
system, as will most of the edindeby
pendent producers, not licens
Western Electric for the sound-cnfilm method. First National, controlled by Warners, also will make
Vitalphone pictures. With, practically every Western Electric wired
house, equipped for disc recording,
some of them for disc only, and the
many other disc systems installed in
theaters Warners figure an "edge'' in
the race for playdates. _ In addition
comnany is "sold" on
to this, the
the disc system as the better and
more practical. Meanwhile, a onnumthe
ber of arguments pro and con
respective merits of the two systems,
are being heard.
Complete list of sound-on-film and
sound-on-disc systems of sound recording and reproducing is a feature of the Sound Section of THE
1929 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK,
now being distributed.

Coast Wire Service
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Hollywood Happenings
Wolheim-Boyd-Milestone
Together
Loi'is Wolheini, William Boyd and
Director Lewis Milestone, the combination that produced "Two Arabian
Knights," will combine their talents
again, this time in an all-talking comedy, "Take It Easy." Lupe Velez
will follow her work in "Lady of the
Pavements" and "The Gaucho" by
appearin-j in the picture.
"U"

Starts "Sweethearts"

Production of "Sweethearts," first
of a series of two reel talkies, starring Pat Rooney, Maricn Bent Rooney and Pat, Jr., has been started by
Universal. Continuity and dialogue
was done by Ben Holmes, who will
direct.

A Little
from
By

RALPH

t(

Lots

»

WILK

Hollywood
Lady"
Divine Circle;
premier
"TheCarthay
at the
SESe at
GLIMP
smiling Jack Warner being greeted
by friends; Fred Niblo excellent as
the master of ceremonies; Nat Rothstein attending his first Coast premiere in several years; Robin Coons,
of the Associated Press, attending
his initial Coast opening.
*
*
*
Indications are that Max

Shagrin

wrill become a permanent "Coast de"Rose of the Rancho" Bought
fender." Max, who is a native of
"Rose of the Ranoho," stage play,
has been purchased by Paramount Ohio, was Warner Brothers' representative during the "Noah's Ark"
and will be produced soon as an alltalker.
engagement at the Grauman's Chinese,
and
is now manager of WarIt was written by Richard Walton
ner
Brothers'
theater, in Holljrwood.
Tully and David Belasco and was Max is a thorough
showman and has
presented first in 1906 with Frances operated his own theaters in Ohio,
Starr in the title role.
Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
*
*
*
Colman Film Started
Our Passing Show: Simeon
After 16 weeks of preparation and
Alter and Peter Shamrey
four weeks of rehearsals, Samuel
viewing sets at United Artists; May Boley working in
Goldwyn's first all-talking picture,
her initial picture at Fox;
"Bulldog Drummond," went into
(Continued from Page 1)
production with Ronald Colman in
Milton Br en and Al Rosen
Bristolphine. Two of the pictures, the starring role. The cast includes
plucking
Paramount contracts
"Times Square," starring Alice Day Joan Bennett, Montagu Love, Lilyan
for their players, Al St. John
and Arthur Lubin, and "The River Tashman, Claude AUister, Lawrence
being their latest client to
Woman," starring Lionel Barrymore Grant, Adolph Milar and Wilson
find
a place on the Parahave
already
Logan,
Jacqueline
and
mount lot; Wallace Smith
Benge. Wallace Smith wrote the scebeen completed.
nario while Sidney Howard wrote
and Dave Selznick dining at
Paramount.
The others are: "Red Velvet by the dialogue. F. Richard Jones will
*
♦
♦
Beth Brown, "The Troupers" by direct.
Gerald Beaumont, "Grandstand AnVictor
Varconi
is
winning
gels" by Courtney Riley Cooper,
William Cowan Assigned
"
new laurels. His work in "The
by Harry Hoyt,
"The Bowery
William Cowan will direct the first
Divine Lady" was given an
"Father and Son" by John Drinkovation at the Carthay Circle
feature of RKO's new program to
man, "Mothers of Today" by Henry be
made from a story as yet unsepremiere, while excellent reLloyd, "Violence" by Norman Hous- lected. It will go into production
ports filter in on his actinf; in
by
ne"
ton, "The Girl from Argenti
"Eternal
Love," which has
as
soon
as
RKO
completes
its
$250,Must
rs
"Flappe
,
K. T. Kelsona
000 construction job in Hollywood
been previewed on the Co.i'st.
Live" by Mayme Villard.
studios. Photophone equipment is
Victor is also weU remember,
now being installed and Cowan exed for his work in "The Volga
pects to start work March
1.
Boatman" and "The King of

12 Films on All-Talker
Program of Gotham

Warner Deal Set for
35 of Equity Chain
(Continued

from

Page

1)

firm capitalEquity Theaters, a new local
Equity
ized at $2,000,000. The
chain, largest independent group in
opposition to the Stanley circuit,
which Warners own, comprises 16
theaters. The chain was formed by
Green & Altman about a year ago,
through pooling of a number of independent houses. Expansion program of Equity is to be carried out
by the new company. Incorporators
of Warner-Equity include: J. J. Newman of Warner-Stanley, Jacob M.
and A. M. Cohen.

Butler

Back

at

Studio

David Butler, who has been handlingBrien,
the scenes
O'Nora Lane, which
David George
Sharpe and
Farrell Atacdonald have been taking
for "A Son of Anak" in Monterey.
Cal., made a flying trip to Los Angeles to see his father, who has been
gravely ill. The elder Butler is regarded out of danger, and his son is
now back beside the camera.

Added to F. N. Cast
Tom McGuire, Mickey Moore,
Mickey McBauin and Virginia Gray
have been added to the cast of "Dark
Streets." a forthcoming First NationWorld Corp. Dissolved
al-Vitaphone picture starring Milton
Albany, N. Y.— Notice is given of Sills. Doris Kenyon is playing the
dissolution of World M. P. Corp., leading feminine role opposite her
of Delaware.
husband in the production.

February 4, 1929

Reginald Denny's Next Chosen
"Companionate
Troubles" has been
Kings."
selected as next starring vehicle for
Reginald Denny. It is an original
by Gladys Lehman and Earle Snell.
William James Craft will direct.
New
Contract for Chevalier
Paramount has signed a new contract with Maurice Chevalier, French
star, who came to Hollywood to appear in "Innocents of Pajis."
Young Casts Lucien Prival
Lucien
Prival has been signed

to

play
rolesproduction,
in Lon
Young's
next featured
Chesterfield
as yet
untitled.
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Fox and Publix Gird for Keen Battle on the Coast
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WARNERS PLANNING BIG
EXPANSION IN OHIO
Cleveland — Warners plans to invade Ohio on a big scale, it is understood here, the firm reported planning a theater here, as the forerunner
of expansion in Ohio cities. The proposed local house is to be part of a
projecting costing several million dollars, it is said. The report most current is that Warners want the property at Euclid Ave., and E. Ninth St.
The owner, however, denies knowledge of any negotiations, however.

WARNER ANDFI SALES
FORCE SELLING PACENT?

DEIIinilEIIIESHSnC
SUEASIIEPOIITSKBI

There is no foundation to report
that Joseph P. Kennedy is negotiating purchase of a controlling interest in Acoustics Products Co., parent
company of Sonora-Bristolphone, declares Roy Deutsch, president of
Sonora. Deutsch declares he has not
seen Kennedy for a number of
months, declaring he wants to deny
the report of a deal as emphatically
as possible.
In the face of this denial, reports
which were guarded on Saturday,
grew more persistent yesterday that
such a deal was impending.

movement."

Radio Pictures is New
Censors Have Right to Act
Trade Name of RKO Prod.
on Dialogue in Penn.
Radio Pictures has been chosen as

Hitting the Keys
Lexington, Va. — Talk about
top prices for Broadway premieres! Take a slant at the
Lyric here in Lexington, which,
according to newspaper ads,
had stepped the price scale up
to $7.30 and $9. for "Mountain
Terror" and "College" on a
joint bill. It was the fault of
the linotype operator who hit
the dollar mark keys when setting the time of the evening
performances. However, Lexington got a thrill.

5 Cents

W.C. 'WAR' SEEN FORERUNNER OF
NATIONAL FOX-PUBLIX 'BAHLE'

Minneapolis — Both Warner and
First National sales forces will
"plug" Pacent synchronizers, according to a Chicago dispatch published
here.
"There has been much talk that
Pacent was being backed by Warner
Bros.," the publication states, "and Ohio Talker Censor Bill
while this had been denied by Warners previously and again by Ned is Attacked by Newspapers
Depinet, at the meeting here this
Cleveland — -Newspapers throughweek, the report still persists and its
out the state are attacking the measgoing to take more than the denials
ure introduced in the legislature, exso far issued to convince exhibitors
tending power of the censors over
that Warner money isn't back of the dialogue in pictures. The motion
project.
picture division of the Cleveland
"It is known that First National Federation of Women's Clubs has
stated it "is not in harmony with the
were instructed
managers(Continued
cn\ Page 3)to 'plug'

trade name for RKO Prod, (formerly
FBO), producing and distributing
unit of Radio-Keith-Orpheum.

Price
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Philadelphia — Censors have the
right to pass on dialogue in films,
the Supreme Court decided here yesterday.

Tax on Chains?
Des Moines — Ten per cent
sales tax on Iowa chains is declared provided for in a bill to
be introduced. This is sometion. thing new in anti-film legisla-

Los Angeles — Lines are being
drawn — and tightened for what
promises to be a merry battle between Fox and Publix next year.
The "war" raging in Coast key cities
ever since West Coast Theaters turned back to Publix, houses it had been
operating, will extend to other fronts,
it is indicated, probably clear across
the continent.
There is a scramble for outstanding pictures and big names up and
Auditors and accountants, variously down the Coasts in the spirited competition now in progress. The Pubestimated at 200 to 300 are still scatlix houses, it was stated, were turntered over three floors of the Hotel
ed b_ack by West Coast upon request
Ambassador balancing books and
of
the Dept. of Justice. Publix rechecking land fees, mortgages and
entry into
the operating
field on the
(Continued
on Page 3)
whatnots in an effort to clear up the
terrific mass of detail yet to be faced
before the owners of the 200 odd independent theaters in the Greater
Says Political
He's Not Office
New York zone receive their cash and Mayer After
turn their holdings over to Fox
"I am not a candidate for public
Metropolitan Theaters, Inc.
office of any kind," says a statement
The detail will probably be cleared by Louis B. Mayer, issued from the
(Continued
on Page 3)
M-G-M home office, to set at rest
report that Mayer was considering
E. Kramer Named Eastern ambassadorship to Turkey.

m TO GET N. Y. INDIE
CHAINS BY MARCH I

Interchangeability is

for "U"
Rounding
out his
salescabinet,
M.
Head
Division
Van Praag, general sales manager of
Highlight at N. W. Meet
Universal, has named Earl Kramer
Minneapolis — Interchangeability
eastern division manager, with su- is highlight of the meeting here of
pervision over the Buffalo, Albany, the Northwest exhibitor unit, which
Pittsburgh, Washington and New got under way yesterday. The sessions continue today.
Haven exchanges and headquarters
in New York. His post as New
(Continued

on

Page

3)

1929 Film Daily Year Book
Is Placed in Circulation
Numbering approximately 1,100
pages and covering every phase of
the industry. THE 1929 FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK, has been
placed in circulation. The volume,
recognized as the encyclopedia of
filnidoni, was issued late last week,
and speedily was acclaimed as the
most complete compilation of infor-

Two Firms Strengthening
Positions in Western
Key Cities

mation on motion pictures ever published.
Major divisions of the volume,
which embraces film activities in
every country of the world are Production, Distribution, Exhibition, Foreign and Sound Pictures. Each subject is treated individually in its separate sections, each of which is replete with statistical data and other
information covering every angle of
(Continued

on

Page

8)

At it Again
Rev. Canon William Sheafe
Chase, generally regarded as
arch foe of pictures, and
world's long distance champion mudslinger is at it again,
this time circularizing members of Congress with a reprint
from "Harrison's Reports," in
which that publication pans
alleged filth in "West of Zanzibar" and points to that picture as an argument in favor
of passage of the Brookhart
bill.

THE
Tuesday, February S, 1929

Schlesinger Head of All
Warner Activities Abroad

TheDate
Industry's
Book

Gus Schlesinger, who established
the foreign department for Warners
seven years ago, has been named
V(l. XLVII N«. 30 Tuesday, Feb. 5,1929 PrieiSCeBU
general manager of the firm's Eu- Feb. 9 Dinner of Writers Branch of Acadropean activities. This gives him
emy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.
PUBLISHER jurisdiction over European distribuJOHN W. ALICOATE
Hollywood, to visiting dialogue
writers.
tion of Warner, First National and
Universal Club Dance, Hotel AsPublished daily except Saturday and holidays Vitaphone, as well as supervision of Feb. 14
tor, New
York.
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and National Films A.G. of Berlin
Mar.
2
and
AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball in
copyright
(1929)
by
Wid's
Films
and
Film
New
York.
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and the Vitaphone studio soon to be
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President opened in the German capital.
14-15-16
Convention of Western Pennand Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
sylvania Exhibitor Unit.
Schlesinger dates his experience in Apr.
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the the foreign field back to the days of
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act Inter-Ocean. In his association with
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) the Warners, the
last few years have
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, found him spending practically all
Four Paramount sound pictures,
$0.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should of his time abroad. He is now roundremit with order. Address all communicathe
for
York
New
in
visit
a
ing
out
two
all-talking and two with syntions to TPIE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadchronized scores and sound effects,
way. New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 4736- first time in about two years and
4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday, sails for Berlin on the Leviathan to- broke or equalled the box-office recNew York. Hollywood, California — Ralph morrow.
ords of five New York theaters last
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
week, according to the company.
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
Wilcox Sailing
I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
the
"The
Wolf ofhigh
Wall record
Street"' at
topped
previous
the
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle,
Herbert Wilcox sails on the Levia- Rialto,
grossing $7,500 more than
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
than
tomorrovv
for
London.
He
has
Cour-des-Noues,
19.
been in Hollywood for the last few "The Patriot," which had established
for that house. "Interfermonths supervising "Fog" the first a record
ence," after concluding 10 weeks at
of the all-talkers which his company, the Criterion
across to the
British and Dominion Films, Ltd. of Paramount andmoved
finished there with
London produced. Marshall Nei- a figure that nearly
reached that of
lan directed, recorded via the West- the record
breaker
for
the theater, it
ern Electric system. British and Dominion is building a sound studio in is said. Playing simultaneously in
'26
England,
equipped with the W. E. the Brooklyn Paramount, "InterferSTOCK
MARKET
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ence" came within $500 of the
system.
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Hays in New York
Will H. Hays, F. L. Herron and
Maurice McKenzie have returned
from the Coast.

1

SALESMEN
With Motor Cars
ROAD

SHOWS AND MOVING PICTURE EQUIPMENT HOUSES

We have a real sensation in a portable
non-synchronous theatre sound device,
so compact it can be carried to and
demonstrated in any theatre. A
demonstration will sell it anywhere in
competition with devic« that cost
twice as much.
Now being demonstrated at our showro ms :
ADSWIN
CORPORATION
727 7th Ave.
New York, N. Y.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tiieatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3S80

C'Me Tone
The Greatest of ALL
Sound Devices
Announces

The Opening of Offices in
New York City
at

729 Seventh Ave.
Suite 510
Phone Bryant3951-0586
And Is Ready to Serve
the Exhibitor

Cine

Tone

Is Greatest Because —

It Has:

Range.
The
Greatest Tonal
The Greatest Tonal
Quality.

It Is:

ate. Simplest to OperThe
The Simplest to Install.
All Electric.
All Steel.
100 Percent Fireproof.
Just Plug It In Like a
Radio

$395

Complete

TERRITORY
IS STILL
AVAILABLE FOR LIVE. WIDE-AWAKE
DISTRIBUTORS

Wire — Write— ^Telephone
Come and See It— Hear It
and Be Convinced

S. & S. ENTERPRISES
46 Church St.,

Boston, Mass.
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W. G. War Forerunner

Coast Wire Service

"Battle"
of Fox-Publix
(Continued from Paijc
1)

Warners Completing 14

Coast, was the siRiial for splurging
on the part of both circuits.
Now. Harold I!. I'rankliii is understood to have made a tentative deal
with Louis Marcus for his Capitol
at Salt Lake City, with final ratification expected soon. With this as a
stand, Fo.K, tiirougii Fanclion &
Marco, is reported preparing to extend the stage shows to keys where
Publix is entrenched. A deal now
I'ourtccn Warner Vitaphone prois on for Fanchon & ^L•l^co, units
ductions are being completed and will
at the World, Omaha, as well as in be ready for release within the next
the Fox houses at St. Louis, Detroit few months, augmenting the 21 Vitaand Buffalo.
phone releases and the roadshow production,new
"Noah's Ark."
The 14
pictures include:

NEW PICTURES AUGMENT
21 OTHERS ON SCHEDULE

Fox to Get N. Y. Indie
Ghains by March 1

"Stark Mad," Dolores Costello in
"The
Redeeming Sin," Dolores Cos(Continued frmn Page 1)
tello in "Madonna of Avenue A,"
away by the end of the month. It "The Desert
Song," Dolores Costello
appeared yesterday that the deals, as in "Alimony Annie," (temporary
announced, will go through. Indi- title), Texas Guinan in "Queen of the
vidual corporations for individual
Night Clubs," "The Time. The Place
theaters; individual boards of direc- and
The Girl," Monte Blue in "The
tors to deal with; bankers for each
Grcyiiound
chain to be consulted and satisfied; witli
Conrad Limited,"
Nagel and "Kid
Lois Gloves"
Wilson,
searchers to clear property; mort- Monte Blue in "From Headquarters,"
iraces to be investigated, box-office
orts to go over and books to be Myrna Loy in "Hardboiled Rose,"
Stolen Night" with Betty
....ianced — these and other matters "One
Bronson and Edward Everett Hor^
must be attended to before the transton, Monte Blue in "No Defense" and
fer in properties is completed.
Rin Tin Tin in "Frozen River."
U. A. Contract for Roland
Gilbert Roland has signed a new
long term contract with United Ar(.Continued from Page i)
tists. He now is preparing to start
the Pacent equipment, which is only in the leading male role of Norma
natural, and they were also instructed to refuse service to the many in- Talmadge's new picture.
dependent equipments now on the
Paramount to Make "Fu Manchu"
market and certainly the branch
Paramount has purchased Sax
managers are going to see to it that Rohmer's "The Insidious Dr. Fu
all the equipment sold through their
Manchu," to be produced as an all
sayso is going to be something that talker
and in silent form, v^ith Warthey can sell their product for.
ner Oland in the title role. Neil
"It is also said that Depinet de- Hamilton, O. P. Heggie and William
nied that First National would seek Austin will be in the cast, with the
a five-year contract for its sound leading feminine role to be played by
product, this had perviously been re- Jean Arthur. Lloyd Corrigan and
ported and published in trade papers Florence Ryerson are adapting the
which reports stated that three men story.
would be sent out in each territory;
one selling Pacent equipment, the secHolmes to Direct Rooneys
ond selling features and a third to
Ben Holmes will start direction of
sell short subjects. This was denied, Pat and Marion Rooney and Pat
Depniet advising branch managers
Rooney III, in their talkie for Unithat a separate organization was beentitled "Love Birds"
ing formed to handle only the sales and has versal.inIt isthe
support cast Shep
of the Pacent equipment, while First Camp, Clinton Lyle and Symona
National branches would handle all Bonifact.
Sdles. with the sound sales being
handled for the most part by the
T.-S. to Film "Two Men and a Maid"
manager personally.
"Two Men And A Maid" will be
"Equipments now okehed official- the next TifTany-Stahl production
ly by Warners and First National with dialogue and synchronization,
include Vitaphone, Movietone, RCA- with Buster Collier and Alma BenPhotophone and Pacent, according
nett in the principal roles, supported
to the statement of Ned Depinet.
by Eddie Gribbon and George E.
This would apparently eliminate all Stone. It will be directed by George
Archainbaud.
other makes of talking devices."

Warner and F. N. Sales
Force Selling Pacent?

E. Kramer Named Eastern
for "U"
Division
(Continued Head
from Page 1)

York manager, has been taken over
by Dave Miller, BufiEalo manager,
who, in turn, has been succeeded by
Al Herman, C. P. Lester, for several
years manager at Jacksonville, has
been transferred to Atlanta, and has
been succeeded by Cowan Bain.

Roach Reopens
Hal Roach officially opened
studios yesterday after a four
weeks' shut-down. There were
no changes in the personnel of
the organization. Two comedies will go into production
this week, one starring Hal
Roach's "Our Gang" directed
by Robert McGowan, and the
other starring the comedy team
of Laurel and Hardy.
Paramount Casts Ruth Chatterton
Ruth Chatterton has replaced Baclanova in cast of "The Studio MurMystery,"
at Paramount.
latterderwas
unavailable,
because The
she
is working in another picture. Frank
Tuttlc will direct the picture with
cast including Warner Oland, Doris
Hill, Neil Hamilton and Frederick
March.
Sally Eilers Cast
Sally Eilers, the Mack Sennett discovery, has been cast in the forthcoming First National-Vitaphone picture, "Broadway Babies," starring
Alice White. Among others who
have been signed are: Charles Delaney, Marion Byron, Tom Dugan,
Fred Kohler and Louise Natheaux.
Mervyn LeRoy is directing.
"Whispering
Winds"
Filmed
Tififany-Stahl has completed "Whispering Winds," a singing and talking production, with Patsy Ruth Miller, Malcolm McGregor and Eve
Southern in principal roles. It was
directed by James Flood from a continuity by Jean Plannette.

The
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Year

Gibson on Location
Hoot
Universal's
western
star,
now Gibson,
is at King
City, Calif.,
on
location for his new starring vehicle,
"The Winged Horsemaii." Ruth Elder, aviatrix, is playing opposite
Hoot.
Arthur Rosson is directing.
Fox Asigns Sweet
Harry Sweet has been assigned
to direct Bobby Clark and Paul McCullough in "Music Masters," Movietone subject. Norman Taurpg originally drew the "Music Masters" assignment, but owing to a severe attack of influenza, was obliged to
turn over his megaphone to Sweet.

Dillon to Direct Dove
John Francis Dillon has been signed
by First National to direct Billie Dove
in "Careers." Dillon recently completed "Children of the Ritz," starring
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall.
Warners Borrow Arthur Lake
Casting is to commence this week
Arthur
Lake has been loaned to on "Careers," and the picture is
Warner
Brothers by Universal, for scheduled to face the cameras next
the lead in an all-dialogue produc- week.
tion, "Shoe-String."
Tandler Named Aide
Adolf Tandler
has been engaged
Hoffman Named Supervisor
Hugh Hoffman has been appointed by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld as assistant
orchestra
production supervisor at Uriiversal director of his recording
at United Artists studios.
Studios.
Originally a film editor.
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GREAT BIG HAND
SEE New York in its NIGHT CLOTHES,
all dressed up and READY for THRILLS!
Make WHOOPEE with "The Whoopee
Girl" HAVE the TIME of your life ! SEE
and HEAR Texas Guinan in **Queen of the
Night Clubs," a marvelous picture of
"WINE, WOMEN and WRONG" / Your
audience is sure to give THIS little girl a
GREAT, BIG HAND!
SEE and HEAR

BOOK IT NOW and PLAY IT DAY
AND DATE WITH BROADWAY!
DIRECTED

STORY BY MURRAY ROTH
AND ADDISON BURKHART
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"MOTHERS OF TODAY"
By Henry Lloyd

"VIOLENCE"

By Norman Houston
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ia
Encycloped
lylOO Pages of Filmdom^s
GROWTH!

other section are listed by companie;
togeUier with name of sound systen
used for synchronized pictures.

1929 Film Daily Year
Book in Circulation
{Continued

from

Page

Steady growth has marked
development of THE FILM
DAILY
YEAR
BOOK,
which is climaxed by the 1929
edition. From a modest start
in 1918, the volume has
grown from 180 pages to its
present size of 1,1000 pages.
Following is a graphic his-

1)

the subject treated. The editorial index alone consumes 14 pages.
.'Advertising announcements of leading companies of the industrj^, including a number of colored sections
arc embraced in the volume.
Forecasts for 1929 by leaders of
tlie industrv are a feature of THE
1929 FILM"
DAILY
YEARthe BOOK.
Headed
by Will
H. Hays,
leaders
make the predictions of what is in
store for the industry during 1929,
with the consensus — almost unanimity— of opinion that sound pictures in
all of their many phases, will be the
highlight of the new 3'ear. Sixtyseven of the outstanding executives
of tlic industry contribute to the forecast, an annual feature.
Opinion is divided over the exact
effect of sound, although there is universal agreement that the industry
will follow in the path already paved
by talking jiictures. Speculation over
the permanent aspects of this »ew development exists and some responsible executives are at a loss to figure the outcome. All of tiiein, however, are in accord that sound supplied the business with a much needed impetus.
Disregarding this new agency, the
opinion is voiced that basic quality
in production — whether sound or
silent, must be maintained, thus again
stressing what has become a recognized, but occasionally forgotten,
axiom in the industry, that it is the
picture that counts. General prosperity for 1929 is accepted as fact
in these opinions.

sition of pictures among basic industries of southern California. Other
statistics arc: Production budget for
1928; annual Hollywood payroll; annual distribution gross; number of
exchanges in American key cities:
amount spent for new theaters in
1928; number of theaters which
change ownership annually; number
of theaters in the world and number
in the United States; percentage of
gross obtained from foreign markets; number of features released in
last 1.3 years.

Motion Picture Facts

Code of Ethics

tory of The Year Book's
steady
growth:
1918—180 pages
1919—356 pages
1920—532 pages
1921—422 pages
1922-23—430 pages
1924-514 pages
1925—708 pages
1926—866 pages
1927—978 pages
1928 — 994 pages
1929—1100 pages

.\ history of the Code of Ethics
This section is a compilation of interesting statistics concerning the in- drafted at the Trade Practice Conference in New York in October.
dustry. The amount of money invested in the industry in the United 1927, and passi'd upon by the Federal Trade Commission. A complete
States; assets of 20 leading companies; number of people employed in list and summary of the resolutions
the LInited States; total seating ca- (1) approved, (2) held in abeyance
I)acity of American theaters; weekly and (,3) rejected.
attendance at picture houses and dailv
Industry's Milestones
intake; number of houses equipped to
Brief summation of outstanding
show talking pictures; minimum number of sound pictures to be made this developments of the industry since
yearj number of American features 1918, supplemented by Headline
released in 1928; world output of fea- Highlights, a review of the headlines
of 1928.
tures for 1928-29.

World's Theaters
Graphically presenting charts showing theaters throughout the world,
comparing the major continents, together with charts showing the comparative number of theaters in countries of the respective continents.
These authentic surveys were made
by the M. P. Section of the Dept. of
Comtuerce.

Film Fundamentals
Ninety pcr-cent of American pictures are made in Hollywood, this
section shows, pointing out the weekly payroll of the studios and the po-

Relief Fund

receiving ten
critics of 326
together with
trade and fan
in the record

votes or more, the 295
newspapers who voted,
the national magazines,
publications represented
balloting of 1928.

Ten Best Pictures of 1928

1928 Feature Imports

.\ listing of the pictures importedi
into the United -States and released
during 1928. Titles, producers, distributors and country of origin are
outlined in this section, the first of
its kind ever published.

Serial Releases 1920-29
Alphabetical compilation of titles
of serials, released during the last
eight years, including title, producer,
star, director and release date.

Players' Standard Contract
Complete text of the standard contract for free lance players, which was
adopted in December 1927, and became effective Jan. 1, 1928.

Production in Canada
A resume of production activities
of the Canadian government.

Short Subject Field

Ten Best Directors of 1928

A list o£ players, and directors of
short subjects, together with their
Listing of the Ten Best Directors company affiliations. Short subject
of 1927-28, based on their work in product of 35 distributors for the
pictures released from June 1927 to 1928-29 season, including newsreel,
June 1928. A poll of 221 newspaper serial and regular releases, totaling
critics, conducted yearly as an exclu3,000 subjects, are listsive feature of the Annual Directors approximately
ed. A list of companies, and shorts
Number, published by THE FILM
they produce.
DAILY in June each year. One hundred eighteen directors are named for
Wampas Stars
honorable mention.
Names of plavers chosen as Wampas stars, from 1922 to 1929.
Best Players of 1928

.V list of 89 players named bv
"Photoplay Magazine," as having
contributed the best performances of
respective months throughout the

Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences

year.

A page devoted to the Coast organization, outlining the purpose of
the association, together with highlights of its activities during 1928.

Film Daily Stamp of Approval

An outline of the endorsements
History and purpose of The Film
Daily Relielf Fund, together with of products and propositions bestowthe number of cases cared for since
ed by THE FILM DAILY after investigation ofqualifications and merit.
establishment of the fund. A list of
contributors in the 1928 drive is in- A list of the recipients of the Stamp
cluded.
of .\pproval during 1928.
Exclusive to THE FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK, the Ten Best Picture
poll of critical opinions throughout
America, has become an institution
in the industry. A complete listing
of the Ten Best Pictures, the Roll of
Honor,
which
includes
49 pictures.

10,500 Titles

Features released from Jan. 1, 191;
up to Jan. 1, 1919 are listed in thi^
special subdivision. This alphabetical listing of features by title, lists
the distributor and date the picture
was reviewed bv THE
FILM
DAILY.

The Year's Releases

Work of Animal Players

Feature animal players are listed,
together with the pictures in which
they worked and producers worked
for during 1928.

England and Sound
Ernest W. Fredman, outstanding
figure of British journalism, who
publishes and edits "The Daily Film
Renter and M. P. News," London,
outlines England's reaction to sound
pictures, together with a resume of
the ish
various
market. equipments on the Brit-

Work

of Players

Feature releases of all stars and
featured players for the three years
ended Jan. 1, 1929, are embraced in
this compilation. Players name, title
and year produced are included in
this outline of activity during the last
three years.

Feature releases of 1928, listed by
Sound PictMres
title and by companies; footage of
each picture, its director, cameraComplete
recent
history
of the
man, scenarist^ editor, title writer,
picture, tracing the developdate of review and information as to sound
ment from the time of opening
of
whether the picture is synchronized,
Vitaphone.
through
the
experimental
(Continued on Page 13)
The pictures in ansilent, or both.
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Distributed by

CORPORATION
RADIO
^ ^ <» * fulfillment of daring
dreams .... colossus of modern art and science
.... no<w enters the motion picture industry !

RADIO

PICTURES

. . .

dedicated to the advancement of electrical entertainment and service of exhibitors .... linking
in one mammoth unit oi showmanship the unrivalled resources of great industrial and scientific
organizations .... takes its place in the world of
motion pictures.

v

The Radio Corporation of America, General
Electric, Westinghouse, National Broadcasting Co.,
and the wide-flung Radio-Keith-Orpheum Circuit
of Theatres .... these are the factors whose genius
and power are combined to bring Radio Pictures
triumphantly to the screen.

A TITAN IS BORN
* <»

eclipsing in its staggering magnitude and far-reaching
interests any enterprise in the History of Show Business.

uster Showmen of the World
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Complete Industry Coverage
IConHnued from Page 8)

PHIL
DALY
SEZ/

uriod and up to tlie present. A roiiantic story of the revolution in the
iidustry brought about by tlie sound
ogcther with informative and auhoritative data on the development
if sound pictures up to their present
)c>sition. Included is a recital of the
.■vents which took place in settling
he clouded issue of interchangcabil"Pardon me, if I
tv.
seem a bit high hat,
In this section is a complete list of
but the way people
are handing me the
the various sound recording and reoffice on THE 1929
roducing systems now on the marFILM
DAILY
ket, each briefly descried,
and if
YEAR BOOK is
isc, a statement of the rpm speed of
nobody's business.
If you
haven't
records played, thus indicating phyit,
get wise
and seen
cast
sical interchangeability.
Separate
your orbs over the
biggest
and
finest
isting of synchronous and non-synvolume it's been our
clironous equipments,
and the first
pleasure to publish."
Sound Buying Guide ever to be pubhed, containing a list of manufacturers of sound efiuipments and acH -sories.
A Lingual Guide on talkrs. informs producers of talking pic- manager and film buyer, are listed
tures of the languages spoken in vari- where available, as well as subsious foreign countries of the world.
diaries and holdings of each chain.

Production

Survey of Canada
.\ summary of film and economic
Conditions in each province of Canada, together with the number of
tiicaters in the Dominion and a resume of the pictures they show.

Miscellaneous
Names and addresses of important
publishers of music in the United
States, together with designation as
to whether the nmsic they control
may be played without or only with
payment of license fee, are listed.
Non-theatrical producers of the
United States, percentage tables,
based on composite average of percentage systems of various distributors, key cities and their territories
and a survey of public likes and dislikes, the work of the government in
aiding the film business, importers
and exporters in New York.

Re-Construction and
Re-Equipment

"The Bellamy Trial"
M-G-M
Embassy, N. Y.
DAILV
NEW.S— • • • lK,asi8
no e^pe■
cLilly ^'amorous
theme.
Thus,
in screen
fashion, its worth depends thoroughly on direction. And Bell has done a great job.

• •JOURNAL—*
• EVKNING

«

*

• • The Frances Noye» Hart novel has hecn skillfully
translated to the screen t)y Moiita Bell. Suspense is well sustained, the cast is good, and
the niclho<l of developing the story is neatly
EVENING WORLD—* * * The producers
have adhered strictly to the orii;lnat version,
with
and the adaptors have
• *
handled.ftw • exceptions,
done a marvelous job in knitting the story
HERALD TRIBUNE— * * * The result is
that "The Bellamy Trial" can only be de•
fair courtroom melodrama
tORethcr. scribed •as a • pretty
in which the comparatively novel solution is
* * * is feature.
almost always
stillPO.ST
the — brightest
• * • interesting,
and Mr. Bell has sustained his suspense with
unusual effect, but as entertainment it must
be admitted that the picture seems to lack
any central figure about which an audience
And if it
canSUN—*
center *its * interest.
• •does
• not completely realize its possibilities it can at least
be said that it is far superior to most of
theTELEGRAM—*
recent courtroom * puzzles.
* * • has fash* the director

ioned a thriller that keeps you in seams and
A manual of converting old thestitches of suspense until the final scene,
aters into new ones, through intelli- which
Included in this section are the
still m.iiiages to go off with a report
Complete manual for showmen is
gent reconstruction, as outlined by
arious organizations representing all
in this section, which fur- John Eberson, leading architect.
* •* *There is humor as
likeTELEGRAPH—*
a blunderbus.
pliases of the production field. Name includednishes a reference
guide to practical
well as suspense in the production, and the
and address of the association, offi- exploitation ideas. Each idea, stunt
Buying Guide
WORLD—*
* Montaacted.
Bell, * who
whole
thing is * capably
• • has put
cers, in some instances members, afNames and addresses of manufac- on to the silver sheet a courtroom scene
filiation and dates of meetings are or campaign listed is based on experience of exhibitors, as reported to
turers of theater equipment, a list of practically as it is in real life and in the
included.
has preserved such little pieces of huTHE FILM DAILY, tried and prov- technical books dealing with the in- doing mor,
such amusing incidentals, as crop up
Distribution
ed exploitation, which is arranged acdustry, and theater supply dealers of naturally on such occasions almost as a Godcording to type of pic_ture, and spe- the United Spates and Canada.
sent relief to the grim tension of such proUnder this classification arc listed
cial occasion.
the Film Boards of Trade throughTechnical Progress
out the United States, Canada, Cuba,
Legal
Decisions
ce dings. • * ♦ Paramount
Case of Lena Smith"
Mexico and Porto Rico, together with
An outline of the technical prog- "The Strange
Court decisions affecting various
addresses, officers and territory covress made in all branches of the inParamount,
N. Y.
of the industry are listed in
dustry, as outlined in papers read to
ered by activities, and other organi- phases
AMERICAN—' * * Esther Ralston plays
this section.
zations in the distribution field.
Lena, and we have never seen her give a
the Society of M. P. Engineers.

Exhibition

Exploitation

Exhibition Contract

Foreign

Theater Owners' associations
A complete text of the new standard exhibition contract, drafting of
throughout the United States are listA complete survey of the world's
ed, together with addresses, officers which w-as ordered by the Trade markets, together with a Jist of important companies operating, producand territories each embraces.
Practice Conference, held in New
tion activities, legal restrictions on
York in November 1927 under ausPersonnel and Other Lists
imports, taxation, censorship, numpices of the Federal Trad.e Commisber of theaters, imports and exports.
Listing of the officers and of the
sion, and which became effective
Foreign
offices of American compavarious distributing companies; key March 1, 1928. Rule of arbitration
nies also are listed in this section.
city exchanges, addresses and man- alsi? are included.
agers; booking agencies, brokers,
Fan and Trade Papers
casting agencies, film deliveries, labZimmerman Gets Interest
oratories, laboratory supplies, film
Publications catering to motion
in Picqua, O., Company
libraries, newsreels, portrait photographers, play brokers, public projec- pictures, including names, addresses,
Picqua,
O. — Fred Zimmerman, prestion rooms, raw stock distributors, dates of publication, publisher, editor,
ident of Associated Theaters of Buf■-tiirage vaults, studios, and trailer business manager and correspondfalo and treasurer of Affiliated The-crvices.
ents.
aters of Pittsburgh controlling 70
Theaters
theaters in New York and PennsylFinancial
vania, has purchased a part interest
Listing of appro.ximately 20,000
Outline
of
financial
structures
of
in
the
Picqua Amusement Co. owntheaters of the United States, as well
ing and operating the Bijou and
leading
companies
of
the
industry,
as non-theatrical auditoriums in showing assets, liabilities, gross, net
May's here. Zimmerman was electtowns where no theater exits. The
ed vice president and director of the
and other financial information supcompany at its annual organization
compilation is ^arranged alphabetically
plied by balance sheets.
meeting. Other officers are William
by states, cities and towns. PopuHays Organization
Erk, president; R. C. Erk, secretarylation of each town, and in most inAn outline of the activities of the treasurer.
stances, capacity of the individual producer-distributor association durtheater is included.
Eberson Drawing Elyria Plans
ing 1928.
A special section of this division is
Elyria, O.— Plans for a $700,000
Key City Grosses
hotel and theater building are being
devoted to important theater chains
of the nation, listing circuits of four
Weekly attractions and grosses of made by John Eberson for Chicago
or more houses. Headquarters, ad- 66 theaters in 12 key cities of the interests. Option for a site at Broad
and Cedar Sts., has been closed.
dress, names of president, general United States.

k

finer performance. She has opportunties for
comedy moments as well as tragic ones, and

takes
advantage
of them. ** *• is
* a knockout.
DAILY
MIRROR—*
It represents one of the most finished pieces
of direction which has vet come out of L. A.
JOURNAL—*
* * what
The film
hasEVENING
a few effective
moments, but
bits
of genuine feeling it might have had are submerged by Von Sternberg's heavyhanded
EVENING
* Miss
Ralstreatment.
♦ * WORLD^*
• may point to* this
ton, of course,
portrayal
as the best of her career, and it would not
be surprising to learn that Von Sternberg
is quite proud himself of certain parts of the
HERALD TRIBUNE— * * * Von Sternberg handles the story with all of his usual
picture.
* *
gift for •atmosphere,
pictorial skill and distinctive style and Esther Ralston is amazingly good as the persecute<l servant girl. Previously known merely as one of the leading
screen beauties. Miss Ralston proves that she
is POST—
also an * actress.
• • Case
•
* * "The
of Lena Smith"
it,
all, story
only another
of "Faust"told
—
it after
is the
which edition
Von Stroheim
rather
haltingly
"Wedding
March"
—
but
it is
so well in
donehisand
so adroitely
photographed that it might
a new Ralston
idea. * puts
• •
TELEGRAM—
• * *be Esther
iu a fine performance as Lena, but for the
rest neither the acting nor the direction is
TIMES — ■*
* * excites * one's
particularly
distinguished.
• • interest because of its fine Austrian and Hungarian
atmosphere and also through a few well-defined characterizations. The story, however.
is so drenched with agony that it is seldom
SU.V — * * * .At any rate, its tale is told
convincing. sincerely
• • ♦ and at all times, it has a
carefully,
certain dignity. But Mr. Von Sternberg is
evidently more adept at contemporary American lowliie than at such forgotten backgrounds as caste-ridden Hungary. • * •
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INDOSTRY IN MARYLAND IS FILM BOARDS REPORT
FACED BY 3 ADVERSE LAWS MORE THEATER CHANGES

"Interference"
(Paramount)
Baltimore — Bill to increase salaries
.To give more impetus to marquee of members of the censor board and
display on talking and sound pictures put them on full time basis; to classify pictures for adults only and for
had special front and side marquee
signs erected. The signs on the general audiences and to give the
board jurisdiction ojver posters and
sides read, "Singing & Talking Pic- other advertisements was introduced
tures," while the front sign carried
tlie title of picture. These signs are in the Senate at Annapolis by Sen.
on a flasher which is timed to flash A. Leroy McCardell. The Citizens'
one word at a time, but had electri- League for Better Motion Pictures
cian to adjust the signs so that one is behind measure which wa^ referred
letter would appear at a time until to the judicial proceedings committee.
Each member, if bill is passed,
the whole message was completed. —
F. J. Miller, Publix Imperial, Au- would receive $3,500 per year except
chairman who would get $4,000 and
gusta, Ga.
all would have to give their full time
to work of board..
"'Melody of Love"
Exhibitors would be required by
(Universal)
this measure to place a notice readAppealed directly to the American
ing "Adults Only" outside the theaLegion boys with this letter:
ter whenever a picture designated by
Dear Buddy:
the board as unfit for children under
If you get a kick out of memories 16 is shown. No children would be
of your service in the A.E.F., you'll permitted to enter to see such pichave a great time at the Carmen
tures unless authorized to do so by
theater this week hearing and seeing parents or guardian.
Petitions and memorials are being
"The Melody of Love." This is your
own outfit. Buddy — the crap games received in the legislature from opponents of the Sunday show bill afon the boat goin' over; the hardboiled sergeant who razzed a bunch
fecting Baltimore city and open hearof rookies into being soldiers; the
ings on the measure have been asked
cafes of France and "Mademoiselle of the Baltimore city delegation in a
from Armentieres." Your own ex- petition
from the Lord's Day Alliance.
perience in that man's army live
Another bill providing fines of $5
again before your eyes. It's an alltalking picture and you're missing a to $25 for persons found guilty of
great
bet if you don't turn out for throwing pamphlets, handbills or
this show.
other advertising matter into motor
Yours,
vehicles, has been introduced in the
BILL.
Senate.
Still another would provide fines
P. S. Take the wife or girl friend.
of
$10 to $100 for any persons found
There's romance, thrills and songs
that touch the heart. The women guilty of destroying or damaging
signs along the highways.
will love it.— Carmen, Philadelphia.
"My Man"
(Warner)
In local hotel music from "My
Man" was played from set in lobby
and
broadcasted to each of the rooms.
At the conclusion of each number,
announcements were made concerning the play and where it was being
shown. — Robert Hicks, Howard, Atlanta.
"Woman of Affairs"
(M-G-M)
Man, adept at controlling his facial
muscles in that he couldn't be made
to smile, was used for ballyhoo.
Accordingly, one of the merchants
allowed this man the use of his window to display cards — in a mechanical manner; the cards bearing copy
about the shpw_ with an occasional
one about the store as well as showing often the one reading, "Make me
smile and receive a season pass to
tiie WORTH starting SaturdayJohn Gilbert and Greta Garbo in
'Woman of Affairs.' "
In addition to attracting people in
front of the store window, this man
paraded the downtown business
streets as well as visiting department
stores and other public places —
carrying the sign on his back. — Marsline K. Moore, Worth, Fort Worth,
Tex.

Film Exports Decline in
November Report Shows
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Film exports from
the United States during the month
of November totaled 28,147,715 linear
feet valued at $771,060, against 30,438,408 feet valued at $796,510 in October, according to figures made public today by the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce. The
month's exports included 19,989,097
feet of positive film valued at $490,580, 7,437,583 feet of raw stock valued at $144,294, and 721,035 feet of
negative.? valued at $136,186. The
most important markets for positive
film during the month were Australia, Argentina, Brazil, the United
Kingdom and Germany, each of
which took more than 1,000,000 feet.

"Blue" Law Bill KiUed
by Oklahoma Legislature
Oklahoma City — Bill providing severe penalties for violation of the
state "blue law" has been killed.
Woman Managing Sheboygan House
Sheboygan, Wis. — Miss Laura
Goodman, one of the few women
theater managers in the state has
succeeded Marvin S. Harris as manager of the New Van Der Vaart here.

KENTUCKY
New Theaters
Anco — •The Anco ; Columbia — Paramount ;
Neon.
Hickman — Joe Movie Show; Neon — The

Re- Openings

Ashland — Columbia ; iShon — ^Loyal.

Changes in Ownership

Benton — ^Amusement, sold to Robt. L. Smith
by J. Landrum ; Blackey^-iThe Blackey,
sold to W. E. Wallen by Dr. L. Whittaker; Burkesville — Lyric, sold to J. F.
Young by Thomas Young ; Burkesville —
Kentucky, sold to Ferguson it Brown by
J. C. Brown ; Campbellsburg — Campbellsburg, sold to Voiers & Bryant by F. W.
Wolf; Covington — Hippodrome and Rialto,
sold to L. B. Wilson by I. Schwartz ;
Cumberland — The Cumberland, sold to Albert Reed by J. P. Freeman; Dixon — ^Rex,
sold to Frank L. Owen by E. S. Love;
Virgie
sold to Mr. Hamilton by
Elkhorn— Virgie,
Coal. Closings
Bumside — Gem ; Chinnvill*— iRaceland ; Clinton— Star ; Columbia — Paramount ; Covington— ^Rialto ; Danville — Colonial ; Drift —
Drift; Justel— The Justel; LouisvilleCherokee and Sun ; Noon— Cumberland ;
Secco — The Secco; Springfield — Lyric;
Tomkinsville — American.

LOUISIANA
Openings
Oskaloosa — ^Strand ; Roseland — Roseland.

Changes in Ownership

Farroersville— Palace, sold to Dykes & Whiteman by Mrs. Edna Randolph; New Orleans— Roseland, sold to J. D. Taylor by
E. Nighheart. Closings
Cotton Valley — Joy ; Qrammercy — Colonial.

MARYLAND
Changes in Ownership
Baltimore — Palace, sold to Ritz Amuse.
Co.
by N. E. Amuse. Co. ; Red Wing, sold to
Belnord Amuse. Co. by Ritz. Amuse. Co.

MASS A CHU SETTS
Changes in Ownership
E. Popperell— (Opera House, sold to M. Welton by F. Welton ; Ludlow — 'Lyric, sold to
Wm. J. Jackson by J. Kamuda ; Medford
^Riverside, sold to Riverside Theater by
I. Rosenblatt ; Merimac — ^Grange Hall, sold
to W. Daddoo by J. Cohen; Stoui^ton —
Orpheura, sold to F. Calvi by F. Noyes.

MICHIGAN
New Theaters
Detroit — Fox.

Change® in Ownership

Bangor — Regent, sold to Herbert A. Wood
by W. M. Dennis ; Detroit — Priscilla, sold
to S. I. Besvinick by N. Gorback ; Royal,
sold to Wajrock & Ulatowski by Louis
Wisper; Warren, sold to Andrew Fignar
by Raymond Schreiber ; Bvart — Lyric, sold
to W. R. Rhoads by O. L. Benson;
FowlervUle — Orpheum, sold to M. M.
Chavalier by Vernon Locey ; Grand Ledge
—Palace, sold to Floyd W. Clay by Z. E.
Coding; Grand Rapids — iBiltmore, sold to
W. W. Fisher by O. C. Varneay ; Superba, sold to W. H. Clark by Geo. C. Nichols ;; Monroe — 'Dixie, sold to Butterfield
Theaters, Inc., by Stella Simmons ; North
Branch— (Strand, sold to W. C. Wagonlander by O. L. Albertson ; Owosso — ^Lincoln, sold to H. N. & A. E. Chase by F.
Closings
J. Zemer.
Detroit — Oakland ; Williamston — Pastime.

MISSISSIPPI
Changes in Ownership
Baldwyn — iPrincess, sold to G. W. lOwen by
T. E. Spain; Magee— Ideal, sold to R. E.
Daughdrill by W. L. Daughdrill ; Mendenhall — Mendenhall, sold to R. E. Daughdrill by W. E. Daughdrill ; Union — ^Amusu,
sold to A. O. Majure by J. A. Owens.

Closings

Moorhead — Star.

Sound Pictures
Installations Held Chief
Vitaphone Worry; Quigley
Vitaphone is not so much interested in methods as it is concerned with'
meeting the demand for installations,
George E. Quigley, company vice
president, stated yesterday on his return from Bermuda in commenting
on the arguments now current concerning relative merits of sound-onfilm and sound-on-disc recording.

Fonofon Non-Synchronous
Device, Offered Northwest
Huron, S. D. — Fonofon, non-synchronous disc device, is being marketed by the Lyric Amusement Co.,
here. A number of installations have
been made throughout the territory,
since the device was introduced about
a year ago.

Claims Interchangeability
for Paratone Disc Device
Minneapolis — Claiming interchangeability with other disc devices, Paratone has been placed on the market
here. Weekly releases of singing and
talking pictures are planned, it is
stated.
Witmark Rehearsal Tomorrow
Reading rehearsal of new works
of composers who contribute to the
Witmark Philharmonic Photoplay
Series is scheduled tomorrow at Carnegie Hall, New York. This is the
second rehearsal of the series sponsored by M. Witmark & Sons, music
publishing firm. Compositions to be
played are by Henry Hadley, Meredith Willson, Samuel Perry and
David H. Broekman.
Sound Films Replace Vaudeville
Cleveland — Loew's Park has a new
policy. All sound programs are now
being shown, replacing the combination picture-vaudeville programs.
Handling Phonofilm Acts
Cleveland — Jess Fishman is distributing a series of DeForest Phonofilm
vaudeville acts through Standard
Film Service. These acts are available now and include Sissle and
Blake, the Radio Franks, Puck and
White, Phil Baker, Bill Higgins and
Borrah Minnevitch.
Wiring Cleveland House
Cleveland — Frank A. Hines, manager of Keith's
Palace
sayspictures
the house
will be
wired for
sound
by
the middle of March. It is presumed
that the RCA-Photophone equipment
will be used as in other Keith houses.
Keith's East 105th St. theater will
set.
also be wired, but no date has been
Wiring Mount Vernon House
Mount Vernon, O. — H. V. Smoots,
owner of the Vine announces that the
installation of RCA-Photophone will
be completed Feb. 20th. Both film
and disc method are being installed.

r/lM€U$
DATES
IN MSTCKr!

Dromedary Dates—

Anthony^s with
Cleopatra—

A.M. P. A.
HOLLrWCCD
MASCUC
BALL
Saturday Night, March 2nd
Grand Ball Room, Astor Hotel

There has never been anything like it in the history of
our business* The A*M*P*A* decided it was time to
throw a real party* This is it! The whole industry is
getting behind it to make it a great, big, rousing affair*
Hold the date! Watch for details !
Tickets are $10, including Prizes, Acts, Dinner and Morel
Please get tickets now.

Announcing

Pacent Reproducer
Systems
The Pacent Reproducer Corporation takes this opportunity to make formal announcement of
its two complete Reproducer Systems for theatres. We believe that this equipment, backed
by long experience in the field of sound reproduction, will be of unusual interest to exhibitors
throughout the country.

Louis Gerard Pacent
Vresident
Pacent Reproducer Corporation
Mr. Pacent is a graduate engineer, a
Fellow of the Institute of Radio Engineers, a Fellow of the Radio Club of
America, member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Fellow National Geographic Society, Chairman of
the American Engineering Standards
Committee on Parts and Wiring, and the
author of several books and a number
of radio papers.
He is known as the inventor of many
radio devices and is recognized as an
authority on sound.

Full Details "Will Be Advertised in
an early issue of this publication

Pacent

Naturally afiyone investing money in
sound reproducing apparatus is interested in two things: the produa and
the company behind it.
Pacent Reproducer Systems are the
result of long research and development work by Louis Gerard Pacent, a
leading figure in engineering and scientific circles, and a group of engineers
working under his direaion. For
months before being placed on the
market, Pacent Reproducer Systems
have been put through the most severe
tests. They have been tested, retested, checked and compared with
similar apparatus. The merits of and
advantages of Pacent Reproducer Systems are definitely established.
Two systems are now being manufaaured, and installations are aaually
in and working in leading houses in
various parts of the country. Exhibitors
using Pacent Reproducer Systems send
in the most enthusiastic reports of big
business done, and favorable comments
from patrons.

any 110 volt 60 q?cle alternating curkind. rent outlet without batteries of any
Double Channel Amplification:
One reserve amplifier for each amplifier used to run a show. Interruptions
and breakdowns in sound program
minimized by this feature. Pacent Reproducer Systems are the only systems
having complete,
double channel amplification throughout.
Specl\l Speaker System: Latest
and most efficient type of Dynamic
Speaker used with special bafHe board
arrangement. Even sound distribution
assured with complete elimination of
dead spots in the theatre.
Pacent Reproducer Systems are now
manufaaured for the disc method of

A Few of the Important Features of
Pacent Reproducer Systems

reproduaion.
The Pacent
Film Attachment will soon
be available
for
sound-on-film method of reproduaion.
Low Price: Pacent Reproducer
Systems are marketed at prices much
lower than any similar equipment of
equal quality. They are sold outright
to the exhibitor. $2,500 buys complete equipment of the synchronous
type, for house with seating capacity
not over 2,000 seats.

No Batteries: Both'Pacent Reproducer Systems operate direaly from

$3,500 for complete system for
theatres of from 2,000 to 4,000.

JF/Vo, Writer or Qall

Reproducer

Corporation

houis Qerard Pacent, TresidenL>

250 WEST

39th STREET

NEW

YORK.

N. Y.

No Changes in U. A. Field Force, Lichtman States
ALL THE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME
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Then and Now
IT may be that the dear old
industry is still entano-led in
its infant clothes, but there is
no denial of the truth that, in its
sturdy strides forward, the progress is both rapid and amazing.
In this year of grace, you hear
of such unusual box-office gymnastics as a single theater grossing $143,000 in one week ; old
records toppling down for new
ones and other occurrences of a
similar ilk which further the
general conviction that, as the
years go by, the business demon.-trates that its potentialities are
far from being exhausted.
A Few Facts
For instance.
In 1922. "Blood and Sand" which
reached the market at the height of
Valentino's success,
at the Rivoli. Then grossed
it was a $35,000
lot of
money even for New York and Paramount did some slight frothing at
the mouth. Last week four of the
same company's New York houses,
to wit the Paramount in New York
and Brooklyn and the Rivoli and
Rialto grossed a few dollars short of
$250,000. At the Rialto alone, "The
Wolf of Wall Street" drove the adding machine up to $57,922 or $7,000
more than the previous record holder.
A terrific business for that theater.
Admissions haven't changed materially. What has happened— and this
IS applicable nationally — is this:
Larger theaters. Increased population that is adding new patrons to
box-office lines. Advertising that is
improved in quality and useful because itcarries the sales message diectly to the public.
Quality pictures, although there is never a surplus of these.
And sound.

And the Future?

Price

Wednesday, February 6, 1929

5 Cents

"MUSIC TAX" VICTORY LICHTMAN
BY CANADA SHOWMEN
Toronto — Music tax can be collected from Canadian exhibitors,
only if the Performing Rights Society registers assignments of copyrights the firm controls, the judicial
committee of the Privy Council at
London has ruled, in case brought
by the society against Famous Players. The registration would cost upwards of $2,000,000, so it is not expected to be filed. This victory for
exhibitors of the Dominion, is expected to stand, as effort made to
amend the copyright act failed at the
last session of Parliament at Ottawa.
The original action, dismissed when
the court found the assignments had
not been registered, cost the society
$12,000.

USE TO BE PROSECUTED
Immediate prosecution will follow
any unauthorized use of De Forest
Phonofilm equipment. General Talking Pictures Corp., warns exhibitors,
pointing to reports that salesmen
other than those authorized by the
company are offering devices claimed
to be De Forest Phonofilm or manufactured under licenses of patents of
Dr. Lee De Forest. No company
aside from General Talking Pictures
can deliver DeForest . Phonofilm
equipment, the company says.

SPIKES REPORT
OF ANY SHAKE-UP IN U. A.
Doping It Out

Interest in the stock market,
which the public is going in
for heavily these days is seen
as a contributing factor in the
strong box office draw being
shown by "The Wolf of Wall
Street." At the Rialto, New
York, the picture copped $57,922 last week, an all-time record for the house by about $7,000 and
held bythe
"The
Patriot."
Last
Sunday,
picture
did
$9,502 at the Paramount, Los
Angeles.

SYNCHRONOUS SCORE EOR

Positively no changes in the field
are to I)c made or arc planned at this
time, Al Lichtman, sales head, declared yesterday, when his attention
was called to a report that the economy move made last Saturday, was
to be carried into the field force.

Bruce Gallup Heads U. A.
Advertising, Publicity
Bruce Gallup, veteran publicity and
advertising man, has been named advertising and publicity director of
United Artists, succeeding Victor M.
Shapiro. For some time, Gallup has
been handling preparation of advertising copy. Publicity will continue
to be handled by Warren Nolan.

Streimer and Thompson
Remaining with U. A.
Synchronous score for non-synchronous disc devices is to be provided by Scoredisc Service Corp.,
New York, headed by Arthur J. Abrams, who is inventor of the device.
The Scoredisc is a heavy cardboard
disc, on which cutouts are numbered
consecutively. The pickup needle is
inserted in each cutout in numerical
order, thus furnishing a complete
score for the picture. Abrams, who
has been scoring films for years, has
been a pioneer in the sound picture
(.Continued

on

Page

7)

Warners Take Over Boyd
Admission Tax Proposed
House in Philadelphia
by Governor of Utah
Philadelphia — Warners has purchased the Boyd here, new house recently opened by Al Boyd, as the
first of a chain planned throughout
this territorv.

"Positively" No Changes
PlannedHeat Says
This Time,

Salt Lake City— Admission tax on
Utah theaters, proposed by Governor
Dern, is being opposed by exhibitors
of the state, many of whom will be
forced to close if the measure is made
a law.

What the tomorrows will bring, no
Ontario Governor Ignores
forecast can tell. Sound helped mo- "Mil^ado" and "Pinafore"
to be Filmed by Pathe Admission Tax Reduction
tion pictures, despite the misapplicalons for which inexperience is reToronto — Not one reference was
Pathe is to produce "The Mikado"
sponsible. As the film reaches a ful- and
"H.M.S. Pinafore," Gilbert & made to the amusement tax in the
ler growth— and in that we include Sullivan operas, which will be filmed
peech of Lieut. -Governor W. D. Ross
I third dimension, perfection in color as all-talking and singing productions of
Ontario at the formal opening of
»nd a larger screen— the field for in- at Sound Studios, New York. Pro- the Ontario legislature here despite
:reased business will grow so broad
duction will be by Robert T. Kane, pleas of Ontario exhibitors for a subinat to place limitations upon its with Josiah Ztiro as musical direcstantial reduction in the tax during
i^oundaries becomes futile.
tor. Casts will include names from the past year. Further, no intimation
(Cuntinued
on Page 6)
Broadway musical shows.
KANN
J,

Moe Streimer of the New York
United Artists exchange and Nathaniel Thompson, sales comptroller, are
not leaving
United on Artists,
despite
(Continued
Page 6)

Pennsylvania Ruling Ends
Two Sound Test Cases
Philadelphia — Ruling of the Supreme Court that sound films are
nothing but films and so subject to
censorship, disi)oscs of both the Fox
and Vitagraph cases, the high court
having considered both cases jointly.
The lower courts in two opposite had
held in one instance that the sound
was censorablc and in another that
it was not, appeal having been taken
in both instances.
New
picture

York's test case
censoring brought
(Continued

on

Page

on
by

7)

sound
Pathe

Six Division Heads in New
Universal Sales Cabinet
Six division managers comi)osed
the Universal sales cabinet, just
completed by Sales Manager M. Van
Praag. and his assistant Ted Schlanger. ern
Nann'ng
of Earl Kramer,
division manager,
rounded asouteastthe
cabinet which comprises: Leo Devaney, midwest division; Harry Taylor, western; Gilbert Rosenwald,
(Cotttinued

on

Page

6)
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Wednesday,

Hiram Brown Leaves on
First Inspection Trip

E MEWS
Mf^^ALLTH
^AILTOE
TIME

Fair and Warner

Financial

Hiram S. Brown, president of Radio-Keith-Orpheuni, has left New
York for Los Angeles and San FranVol. XIVII No. 31 Wtrinisday, Feb.6,1929 Price 5 Gents
cisco. He will make several stops
along the route visiting some of the
PUBLISHER principal theaters of the circuit. On
JOHN W. ALICOATE
the Coast he will inspect the motion
Published daily except Saturday and holidays picture studios of the RKO producat 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
tion. This will be Brown's first tour
by Wid's Films and FUm since his advent in the industry.
copyright (1929)
J. W. Alicoate, President and
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35
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and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Schneider Completes Trip
do
pfd
109M
108
108%
Entered
.
Manager
ng
Advertisi
and
Business
♦M-G-M
pfd
2554
33 second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
Atlanta — L. E. Schneider, director M. P. Cap
18M
18
18
act of theaters for Publix, has returned
post-office at New York, N. Y., under thefree)
Para. F-L
67
bS'A
66^
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
Pathe
Exch
1354
12^4
12^4
York.
United States outside of Greater New
to New York following a two weeks'
"A"
27
26'A
26J4
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, survey of the southeastern circuit. do
Radio K-AO
40-5'^ 39^
39J4
should
rs
Subscribe
$15.00.
$0 00. Foreign,
His
itinerary
covered
Publi.x
hold♦Stanley Co
40H
aremit with order. Address all communic
98^4
ings in Tennessee-, Florida, Birming- •Univ. Pict. pfd
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad4736131"^ 12854 130"^
ham and Atlanta. This was Schnei- Warner Bros
Y. Phone Circle
way. New York, N.
Filmday,
do
pfd
5754
56J4
57
:
address
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4737-473
der's first trip through the territory
Ralph
CURB
MARKET
New York. Hollywood, California —Granite
since
he
took
over
the
division
a
few
Acoustic
Prod.
...
13
J^
13^^
13
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone
81 Vs
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The months ago. He scheduled his ar- •Bal. & Katz
Con. Fm. Ind
23 y^ 22Yi
23
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
rival in Birmingham to catch the ♦Film
Insp
15^
I Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Fox Thea. "A" ... 33"/l
32^
335^
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle,la opening of the new stage band show
Intern.
Proj
18}4
WA
ISA
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de
policy' last Monday and then came Love do deb. rts.. 42%
41
41
19.
Cour-des-Noues.
into Atlanta to spend Tuesday and
Nat. Scr. Ser. ... 29J4
295^
29"^
9H
10!4
part of Wednesday at the district Nat. Thea. Sup. .. 10%
Trans-Lux
12^4
12
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headquarters.
Univ. Pict
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!&%
18^
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MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46 .. 94
94
94
Shain with Cine-Tone
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...120
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120
Sam Shain has been appointed do 6s 41 x-war
99^
9954
9954
99 Ji 100
publicity and advertising manager for Paramount 6s 47 .10054
Par.
By.
554s
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Cine-Tone, the non-synchronous
81
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81
sound machine, sold and distributed Pathe 7s 37
CURB
BONDS
Feb. 9 Dinner of Writers Branch of Acad- by S. and S. Enterprises of Boston,
♦Am. Seat. 6s 36
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emy of M. P. Arts and Sciences. Mass.
♦Warner 654s 28
198
Hollywood, to visiting dialogue
OVER
THE
COUNTER
writers.
Roxy "A"
335^
35
do units
34
36
. . ..
Dinner for Gilbert
Feb. IS Universal Club Dance, Hotel Astor. New
York.
do C( m
S54
654
••••
A dinner and dance will be ten- SI<ouras Bros
50
54
. . . .
Mar. 2 AMPA Hollywood Masque Ball in
1254
13
....
New
York.
dered L. Wolfe Gilbert next Mon- Technicolor
United Art
8
12
day evening at the Biltmore by Cour- do pfd
Apr. 14-15-16 Convention of Western Penn76
84
sylvania Exhibitor Unit.
land Lodge, with Harry Hershfield Univ. Ch. com. ... 2
do pfd
75
85
acting as master of ceremonies.
♦LAST PRICE QUOTED

New

Kennedy
Goes to Coast
Joseph P. Kennedy has left New
York for the Coast, in connection
with production of "Queen Kelly,"
starring Gloria Swanson^ which he

Vitaphone Film Opening

"The Redeeming Sin," new Dolores Costello Vitaphone picture, is
to open Feb. IS at the Warner, New
York.
Beaumont

Arriving

Harry Beaumont, director of "The
Broadway Melody," M-G-M's alltalking picture which opens Friday
evening at the Astor, arrives in New
York this morning. He plans to
spend a couple of weeks in the East
and will look over talent for his next
picture.

is producing for United Artists' release.
Fairbanks' Premiere in N. Y.
Douglas Fairbari,ks' first talking
picture, "The Iron Mask," will have
its world premiere at the Rivoli, New
York, following the run of "Sins of
the
Fathers." Fairbanks is expected
to attend.
"The Cocoanuts" Started
Paramount has started production
of "The Cocoanuts" at the Long Island studio, starring the Four Marx
Brothers.

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems !

Li'l

Esther

to

800
Sales
2,400
2,500

3,300

Nice Party

1,500
26,500
1,100
11,800
600

11,400

Nice party Tom Meighafi threw
at the Savoy Plaza before he left for
the Coast to start work on the first
of a series of Vitaphone features for
Warner
Bros.

20,900

In Again

5,400
4,000
6,806
16,400
400
100
400

Paris

Position Wanted —
VERY

CAPABLE FILM DEPARTMENT EXECUTIVE SEEKS
CONNECTION
A department head for over twelve
years. In last position almost nine
years. Six years of actual traffic experience, efficient transportation manager. Well acquainted in all exchange
centers in U. S. Expert on inspection,
shipping, handling and storage of films,
including sound prints. Capable of increasing efficiency in these departments.
Please address :
J. T. TIERNEY
c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way., N. Y. C.

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

'WE NEVER

DISAPPOINT'

,^60RATORii
INCORPORATED

220 WEST
STREET
NEW 42^-°
YORK
Phone: Wisconsin 6876

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

Jack Warner crashes our columm
again to-day. Wire from him details how "The Redeeming Sin" topped all records at the Warner Brosj
Theatre in Hollywood. We accept
the challenge for the New York
Warner Bros. Theatre, where picture opens Feb. 15th.

Visitors
Visiting the Big Burg: L. K. Briti
of Milwaukee; T. D. Moule of the
Kunsky Circuit, Detroit; M. K. Shan-i
berg of the Midland Theatres, Kansas City; H. B. Robb and E. H
Rowley of the Robb and Rowlej
Theatre Enterprises of Dallas. Or
serious business bent, judging by the
bookings planned with Sam E. Mor
ris, vice-pres. of Warner Bros.

Big Hook-Up
The opening of "Conquest" at th^
two Strand Theatres will be hooke(|
up with the Aviation Exposition a
the Grand Central Palace. Picturi
will receive prominent display at th'
Exposition while models of airplane]
will be on view in Strand lobbies:
Aviators' Night at the picture palace'
will welcome as guests Clarenc;
Chamberlain, Amelia Earhart, Lad;
Heath and other famous fliers.

ffotus Stuff
Mr. Brin told
that "Stark Mad,
an all-talking Vitaphone from War
ner Bros., opened at the Garden i
Milwaukee. Which is no news. E>
cept, that with weather below zer
and a terrible storm (ever visit Mi''
waukee when it storms? b-r-r-r!
the picture topped everything e?
cept the "Singing Fool" recor(
"Stood 'em up every show." Them'
his exact words.

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

100
6,700
1
1
6
10
1
5

Signed
for a six weeks'
engagethe child
Empire eccentric
in Paris,dancer,
Li'l
Esther, ment atthe
leaves today on the Leviathan.

I—

lo inere
m-s
Costelpremi
"Theof Redee
Dolore
ing Sin" has been set for
the Warner Bros. Theatre on
Friday evening, February 15th.
It replaces Fannie Brice in "My
Man" which is still maintaining
capacity audiences after breaking the house record.

7',766THE

STOCK

stry's
TheDatIndu
e Book

Dayton House in Receivership
Dayton, O. — The Salem here, operated by Wells-Keister Co. is being
operated by P. M. Osmer, receiver.

February 6, 1929
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Yes Sir!

I

Did you know that one-tenth of a|
theatres in the U. S. are now wire!
. . . that Warner's are offering 2
Vitaphone talking productions wit
fourteen ready for release. . . . whil
other producers are talking, Warner
are making the talkies. . . . that 42?
new accounts who have•"I
never playe
W. B. product have now contracte
for it in their silent houses?
Yes, si

TELL THE TRUTH!
Admit that no other producer is in a class with MetroGoldwyn- Mayer . . . Look over the succession of hits
that the weeks have given from M-G-M . . . Truly there
are no conditions that can be conceived of which could ever
dislodge this great company from ITS TOPMOST POSITION in our industry.

Does the Above Copy Sound Like Boasting? You know
that it doesn't ♦ ♦ ♦ it may not be modest to state a chesty
fact, but it's none the less a fact that
M-G-M is the leader of them all. No season so far has
gone by without conclusive proof. Here are some of this

I

season's convincing arguments.
A WOMAN OF
AFFAIRS (John

THE
FLEET

GiUxrt-Grcia Gurbo)

'98

TRAIL

OF

{Dolores Del Rio)

OUT

Saacmcnt*.

K

Watch

It rldel

ALIAS JIMMY
VALENTINE(Hai.w..)
Broke all record* Strand. Hanford, Conn. Varletvrcporti Ifbesl
In mom hi at
and "bleg<^l
COM." BlcK«at
Kutaai Cllfr

STEPS

Stanley, Baltimore."
by $4O0O in Syraalio In New Or leant,
It'i th« money!

THE BELLAMY
TRIAL
(Mo«aB</0.

CHamej)

Oh hor. M-C-M kMp* nuklnf
(he Mdlcncc ddigfatt. Wmtch BUI
HaJom In Ihia m»« with Jomn
CrawterdI Frota ih« •■rcll 9«c«epo«t MVlal MofT-

Epic that (art

Novarro'i Blncal ilncc "BcnHar." A cicaiv-up In In firct cn>

B<«l "Bit Pan<l«'*Bnd "BetwH^r"
rccordi at Butte, Mont. "Got ih«
kkla In Scmttlc," rcporti VartctrBi« In 3*. LmiU, ClcvcUnd, WmHincton. Plmb«r«ht

THE DUKE

(Noiorro)

CrcBieai avUtloa

SwccpAna Acaerlca like vWUl'tirc
T«a r«ck«<f weeks. CUpitol, N.Y.i
n«« record ■■ W*r««(d, Prfrcoi
Boeioo, UlnnaspoU*. cverY«h«rc
ir«m*adeu« !

THE

FLYING

Solid Mll-out at iz >>nc« EnOmMv

>

openini.
advance
Iff
hlatory «i BlncM
hou*«.
Critic*, tale
public
thrilled;
Great Talhlnc or SUcnt!

MR. & MRS. PUBLIC, just like the
industry's smartest showmen, have got

«

i

THE

-G-M HABIT

NOTE: As we go to press ^'The Broadivay Melody*' has opened, revolutionizing the
whole field of talking pictures. Now playing extended top price runs at Qrauman's
Chinese Theatre, Los Angeles, and at the Astor, N. Y.
Mrmberof Motion Picture Troduceri 3nJDiiiribuioriorAmrncs,Inr.

BALABAN

AND

KATZ

CIRCUlTr-Uptown

A TALKING C0^

Theatre^

Chicago— McVicker's Theatre, Chicago— TivoliTheatre,
Chicago- Norshore Theatre, Chicago— Riviera Theatre,
Chicago — Alamo Theatre, Chicago— Avalon Theatre,
Chicago — Belpark Theatre, Chicago — Biograph
Theatre,

Chicago — Central

Park

Theatre,

fs sweep in a

Chicago

— Chelton Theatre, Chicago—Congress Theatre, Chicago
— Coveiit Garden Theatre, Chicago^— Crawford Theatre,
Chicago— Crystal Theatre, Chicago— Ellantee Theatre,
Chicago — Highway Theatre, Chicago — Knickerbocker

MACK

Theatre, Chicago-:-Lakeside Theatre, Chicago— Manor

have swept to world wide fame — in a few weeks
— on a tidal wave of laughs.

Theatre, Chicago— Marquette Theatre, ChicagoMaryland Theatre, Chicago— Michigan Theatre, Chicago
Regal Theatre, CJiicago— Senate Theatre, Chicago— State
Theatre, Chicago— Tiffin Theatre, Chicago— TowerTheatre,
Chicago— Vitagraph Theatre, Chicago— West End Theatre,
Chicago— Windsor Theatre, Chicago— Buckingham Theatre,

Evanston,

III.— Forest Theatre,

Forest Park,

COMEDIES

laughing and saying "here is something new in
comedies." Most of them are getting a new idea
of what short subjects can mean to the box-

CIRCUIT— Fox Theatre, Aurora, III.

— CastleTheatre, Bloomington, 111.— Lincoln Theatre, Chicago'
Heights, 111.— Empress Theatre, Decatur, 111.— Dicke Theatre,
Downers Grove, III.— Crocker Theatre, Elgin, 111.— Varsity
Theatre,

TALKING

Many of the nation*s finest theatres have
booked "THE LION'S ROAR." Just look over
their names.
All of them are sending their, audiences away,

— Paradise Theatre,Chicago—PershingTheatre, Chicago-

Chicago-MIDWBSCO

SENNETT

III.—
\\

Orpheum Theatre, Galesburg, 111.— Rialto Square Theatre, Joliet,
III'.— Majestic Theatre, Kankakee,lll.— Majestic Theatre, La Salle,
lll.-Lido Theatre, Maywood, Ill.-Oak Park Theatre, Oak Park,

THE

IIL— Madison Theatre, Peoria, IlL— Washington Theatre, Quincy,

BRIDE'S
Produced by

RCA Photophone Process

lU.— Coronado Theatre, Rockford, III.— State Theatre, Roseland, 111.Genesee Theatre, Waukegan, III.— Lincoln Theatre, Springfield, III.Grand Theatre, Alton, III.— Fargo Theatre, Sycamore, Ill.-rPickwick
CERNING ITS SERVICE

Theatre,

Park

Ridge,

Theatre,

Geneva,

Theatre,

Baltimore— Rivoli

UK— Earle

Cumberland, Md
Richmond,

III.— Terrace

Byrd

Va.-WESCO

Theatre,

Theatre,
Theatre,

Theatfe,

D.

C— New

Bahimore— Liberty

Washington,

Theatre,

pmONS

Va.— Byrd Theatre,

SERVICE

Petersburg,

CIRCUIT^T.

&.

D.

JR.

CIRCUIT-

Warfield Theatre, San Francisco— El Capitan Theatre, San FranciscoCalifornia Theatre, Berkeley, Cal.— Kinema

Theatre, Fresnq, Cat-

ARE REQUKT"'

TO

, fuU-ra«

,. -. Cable
nUss its deharacter
iblc

or prccc
ove
by a suital

Senator Theatre, Oakland, Cal.— T. and D. Theatre, Oakland, Cal.—
California

Theatre,

Richmond,

Cal.— Capital

Theatre,

Sacramento,

Cat— California Theatre, Stockton, Cal.— Visalia Theatre, Visalia, Cal.—
California Theatre, Watsonville, Cal. — Msgestic Theatre, Reno, Nev. —
Loew's^ State Theatre,
Los Angeles— Adams, Theatre, Los Angeles —
Alhambra Theatre, Los Angeles — Balboa Theatre, Los Angeles— Figueroa
Los

Angeles— Golden

Gate

Theatre,

Theatre, Los Angefes— Mesa Theatre, Los
Theatre, Los Angeles— Rivoli Theatre,
— Starland

Theatre,

Los

Los

Angeles— Highland

Angeles— Ritz
Los

FWDR

BY
THE COMPANY

CamaSMANO

^
SUGGESTION CON

_5TON
UNI

i-^SJiSn^i^ii''"™'""

TOLEDO

Cal.— California Theatre, Salinas, Cal.— California Theatre, San Jose,

Theatre,

OHIO 102 P m

21 19E9

PBES
^ W HAMMONS

C
ED FILM EX IH
TIONS BEST VCOMEDY WE HAVE EVER RUN AW) BEST
BRIDES RELA
NGRATTJLATIONS
BVER SEEN CO
EATRE
PANTHEON TH
MLER
BY JOHN F KU

Angeles

Angeles— Sunbeam

Theatre,

Los Angeles— Uptown Theatre, Los Angeles— Westlake
Theatre, Los Angeles— Egyptian Theatre, HoUyvyood, Cal.
— Carmel
Hollywood,

Theatre,

Hollywood,

Cal. — Alexander

Cal. — Vi«ta

Theatre,

Theatre,

Glendale,

Cal.—

California Theatre, Anaheim, Cal.— California Theatre, Bakersfield,'
CaL— Beverly Theatre, Beverly Hills, CaL— Park Theatre, E. San Diego,
CaL— Imperial Theatre, El Centro, Cal.— Alcaiar Theatre, Huntington Park,
Cal:M-Granada Theatre, Inglewood, Cal.— El Portal Theatre, Lankershim, Cal
We«t Coast Theatre, Long Beach, Cal
Doihe Theatre, Ocean Park, Cal.— Strand
Theatre, Pasadena, Cal— California Theatre, Pomona,
X^kMiRedondo

Theatre,

Rtedondo,

CaL~- Riverside

TbA*i, JUrerside, Cal — West Goadr'TheaM, San
Bernardinp, Cal — California iTheatre, San Diego, Cal
• ^^»-w^

*>«JI

,^^,

Danville, III.— Fargo

^[£tt

1 HAVE

cimo 1 ncaire, oan i^uis v^oupQ,v-ai. — v-aoriiio i neaire,

DY TRIUMPH
r
he countru

San Pedro, Cal.— W. C. Walkers Theater, Santa Ana,
Cal. — Criterion Theatre, Santa

Monica, CaL — Gleti

Ciry Theatre, Satila Paula, CaL— Gateway Theati'e,
S. Glendalc, Cal. — Hifpodrome Theatre, Taft, Cal. —
Granada Theatre, .Wilmingtoit, Cal.— Colonial Theatre,
Seattle — Fifth Ave. Theatre, Seattle— Liberty Theatre,
Astoria, Ore.— Alta Theatre, Pendleton, Ore. — Broadway

u-

Theatre, Portland, Ore.— Hollywood Theatre, Portland,
Ore.— Mt. Baker Theatre, Bellingham, Wash.— Rialto
Theatre,
'EUensburg,

office— through some of the biggest arid finest
exploitation ever done on a two-reel comedy.
They dared Sermett to do it again. Some of
them thought "THE LION'S ROAR" was too
good to "repeat." But Sermett has done that—
and more. For every laugh he gave you before
he gives you two now. You'll simply have to
revise all your own ideas of just how funny a
comedy can be — and of how much exploitation
it can justify — when you see and hear

Liberty Theatre, Walla Walla, Wash.— Liberty Theatre,
Theatre,

Yakima,

Wash, —

'k Clemmer
Theatre,
Spokane,
Wash, — FINKELSTEIN
AND RUBEN CIRCUITStrand Theatre, MinneapolU—
Garrick Theatre, Duluth, Minn.— State Theatre, Hibbtng,
Minn.— Grand Theatre, Mankato, Minn. — Chateau Theatre,
Rochester,

Minn. — Garrick . Theatre,

Virginia,

Minn, —

State Theatre, Winona, Minn. — Grand Theatre, Grand Forks,
N. D. — Capital Theatre, Aberdeen, S. D. — State Theatre,
Huron,
Sherman

S. D. — Metropolitan
Theatre,
St. Cloud,

Theatre,
Mitchell,
S. D. —
Minn. — State Theatre, Sioux

Falls, S. D.— State Theatre, Eau Claire, Wis.— Palace Theatre,
Superior,

Wis.— Garfield Theatre,

Milwaukee— Modjeska
Milwaukee — Tower

Theatre,
Theatre,

Milwaukee — Merrill Theatre,
Milwaukee — Oriental

Theatre,

Milwaukee — Uptown

Theatre,

Milwaukee— Majestic Theatre, Beloit, Wis. — Retlaw Theatre, Fond

BURKE

du'[Lac, Wis. — Strand Theatre, Green Bay, Wis
Jeffris Theatre,
Jahesville, Wis.— Gateway Theatre, Kenosha, Wis.- Oshkosh Theatre,

and

J./ Oshkosh,

Harry Gribbon

Wis. — State Theatre, Racine, Wis.— Park Theatre, Waukesha,

Wis. — Wausau Theatre, Wausau, "Wis, — Mikado Theatre, Manitowoc, Wis. —
State Theatre, Detroit— Bijou Theatre, Battle Creek, Mich,— Orpheum Theatre,

It was the worst day of the winter.
The venerable trade press— almost all
of it— was there to see a Sennett Talk-

Bay City, Mich. — Regent Theatre, Flint, Mich. — Regent Theatre, Jackson, Mich. —
-'' Capitol Theatre,
Lansing,
Mich. — Regent
Theatre,
Muskegon,
Mich. — Franklin
Theatre,' Saginaw, Mich, — Fenway Theatre, Boston-"' Olympia Theatre, Boston
Fox
Theatre, Springfield, Mass,— Palace Theatre, Wooster, Mass,— POLI CIRCUIT— Middlesex

ing Comedy, '^The Bride's Relations"
by name. Off went the lights and on

in Film Daily

Theatre,

Wash.— Granada Theatre, Everett, Wash. —

Wenatchee, Wash. — Liberty

with

went the opus. It wasn't long after that
the laughter began to mount and stay
that way. Remember: rottep day, filmsaturated newspaper men and a projection room showing. Only a jewel
among comedies could get the response
it did. For your box-office good, get it.
Educational is the place to go.
- K A N N

Wash. — Ellensburg

Liberty Theatre,
Olympia,. Wash.— Liberty Theatre,
Pulallup, Wash. — Broadway Theatre, Tacoma, Wash.—

RELATIONS
JOHNNY

Bremerton,

eatre, Middletown, Conn,— Palace Theatre, Stamford, Conn, — Fox Poli Theatre, New Haven,
Conn. — Capitol Theatre, Hartford, Conn. — Fox Majestic Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn. — Palace Theatre,
Waterbury, Conn. — Fox Palace Theatre,

Meriden, Conn. — Garde Theatre, New

London,

Coniu —

Clairidge Theatre, Montdair, N.J,— Strand Theatre, Schenectady, N,Y. — Oatka Theatre, Warsaw, N. Y, —
Capitol Theatre, Waverly, N, Y,— Tiogo Theatre, Owego, N. Y.— State Theatre, Allentown, Pa,— Colonial
Theatre, Bethlehem, Pa.— State Theatre, Easton, Pa. — Colonial Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa. — Embassy Theatre,
Lewiston, Pa. — Capitol Theatre, Reading, Pa. — Alto Theatre, Columbia, Pa.— Rialto Theatre, Williamsport, Pa.—
Victor Theatre, McKeesport,
Cleveland— Uptown

Pa.— Astor

Theatre,

Cleveland— Hippodrome

Theatre, Cleveland — Orpheum

Theatre,

Theatre, Akron, O.— Colonial

Cleveland— Plaia
Theatre,

Theatrei

Cambridge, O,—

^Strand Theatre, Canton, O.— Madison Theatre, Mansfield, O.— Pantheon Theatre, Toledo, O.— Robbins Theatre,
Warren, O.— StaTe Theatre, Youngstown, O. — Lyric Theatre, Cincinnati— Colonial Theatre, Dayton, O. — Hippodrome Theatre, Marietta, O.— Fountain Sq. Theatre, Indianapolis — Von Ritz Theatre, Bedford, Ind. —
Indiana Theatre, Bloomington, Ind. — Strand Theatre, Crawfordsville,IncL — Von Castle
Theatre, Greencastle, Ind.— Strand Theatre, Shelbyville, Ind,— Tivoli Theatre,
ichigan City, Ind. — Tivoli Theatre, Richmond, Ind. — Rivoli
Theatre, Muncie, Ind. — Lemer Theatre, Elkhart, Ind. —
Mary Anderson Theatre, Louisville, Ky.— Kentucky Theatre,
Danville, Ky.— Princess Theatre, Mayfield, Ky,— Empress
Theatre, Owensboro, Ky,— Columbia Theatre, Paducah, Ky,—
Palace Theatre, Burlington, la.— Rialto Theatre, Ft, Dodge, la.—
Palace Theatre, Mason City, la.— Strand Theatre, Cedar Rapids, la.—

^^Strand Theatre, Waterloo, la Main Street Theatre, Kansas City — Plaia Theatre,
Kansas City— Grand Theatre, Topeka, Kan — Uptown Theatre, Wichita, Kan,— Ritr
TheatTe,Tulsa,Okla.— Aladdin Theatre, Denver— America Theatre, Denver— Victory
Theatre, Salt Lake City — RialtoTheatre, Butte, Mont,— Liberty Theatre,
Great

Falls,

Mont. — Judith

Theatre,

Lewistown,

Mont.— Gem Theatre, Provo, Utah— Capital Theatre,
Pocatello, Idaho -r Strand

Theatre,

Boise, Idahd—

THE

Coast Wire Service

Hollywood Happenings
Corinne Griffith to Europe
Plans made by Corinne Griffith for
an extensive vacation in Europe have
brought about a change in her production schedule at First National.
Upon the completion of "Prisoners,"
Miss Griffith will come to New York
and then sail on March 22. She will
return to New York in May, as production is scheduled to start June 1
on a dialogue version of "Lilies of
the Field." George Fitzmaurice will
direct it and Agnes Christine Johnston is making the Yitaphone adaptation.
Fox "Find" Cast
Lupita Tovar, Mexican player discovered for Fox by Robert J. Flaherty, explorer-producer, while making a picture of Indian life for that
company, has been assigned to her
first role. She is playing with Lois
Moran in Raymond Cannon's production of "Joy Street."
Agnes Ayres Returning
Agnes Ayres is returning to the
screen in "The Donovan Affair,"
Columbia's initial all-talker. Frank
R. Capra is directing a cast including Jack Holt, Dorothy Revier and
William Collier, Jr.
Sign Radio Announcers
Gerald King and Bill Ray, former
radio announcers at Station KFWB
in Los Angeles, have been signed by
Warners to play speaking roles in
"The
the Bretherton
Place and the
Girl,"
which Time,
Howard
is directing.
Paramount Making "Escape"
John Galsworthy's play, "The Escape," current in London, will be
made into a 100 per cent talking picture at Paramount's West Coast studio. The talking version will be directed by Basil Dean. He will leave
London in a few weeks for Hollywood and his first venture in picture
work.

Starring Contract for Eve Southern
Eve Southern has been signed on a
long term starring, contract by Tiffany-Stahl. She now is appearing in
a picture being filmed under working
title of "The Miracle."

M-G-M
Signs Rathbone
Basil Rath-bone,
stage
star, has
been signed for M-G-M
talkers.
Dialogue for Hell's Angels
Ben Lyons will return to Caddo
to make
a dialogue
sequence
for
"Hell's Angels."
CsU

WAFILMS,
Walter A.

Puttar,
for

Inc.

Prw.

Library Stock Scenes

130 W.

46tli

St.. Naw

Bryant 8181

York

U. A. Shake-Up Spiked
Report
Lichtman
By (Continued
from Page 1)

report to that effect in circulation,
the company's executive committee of
three, declared yesterday. Resignations have been accepted from Victor M. Shapiro, advertising and publicity director; Paul M. Lazarus, sales
promotion manager, Frank Beach, astt
sistant secretary, and Charles E.
Moyer of the foreign publicity deBy RALPH
WILK
partment. This is part of a reorganization plan, made in interests of econHollywood
omy, states the executive commitRAYMOND
CANNON,
rising Kelly.tee, which is comprised of Al LichtJ-*' young director, has just achieved
man, Harry Buckley and Arthur
a unique distinction. He has been
awarded the Beaton gold medal for
the best "fadeout" in a picture during Shapiro to Complete Play
1928. At the beginning of last year
this award was offered by Welford and Vacation; Plans Later
Victor M. Shapiro who is writing
Beaton, editor of Hollywood's "The
Film Spectator," for the director who a play in association with Warren
ended a production with the most Nolan for production by George M.
original and appropriate finish. Bea- Cohan, intends finishing it after
ton judged that Cannon was entitled which he will take a vacation, his
to the honor with the ending of "Red first in three years. He has had an
Wine," which* he *made * for Fox.
offer to enter production on the coast
and another to join a brokerage house
More Passing Show: Je»a»
in Wall Street. However, no decisL. Lasky and Al Kaufman
ion will be made until the vacation
chatting with Mr. and Mr*.
period expires.
Maurice Chevalier at Paramount; Charles "Buddy" Rogers satisfying autograph
hounds; Gary Cooper elected
(Continued from Page 1)
by the reviews on "The Shop*
*
•
West Coast division; Ralph Williams,
worn Angel."
While screen stories and future southern; Clair Hague, Canadian.
The company previously had but two
productions are being' prepared at the sales divisions, eastern and
western,
First National studios, the various
two directors in charge of each
stars are taking advantage of the with
division. The division managers are
breathing space to enjoy brief vaca- to meet from time
to time to discuss
tions. Colleen Moore is indulging in
winter sports in the snowy Sierras, plans and policies. All but the New
York, Chicago and Philadelphia ofhaving completed "Why Be Good?";
fices are under district supervision.
Billie Dove has completed "The Man
and the Moment" and is visiting in
Seattle; Jack Mulhall made a flying
trip to Salt Lake City after completing "Children of the Ritz"; Alice
(Continued from Page 1)
White is at Arrowhead Hot Springs.
Richard Barthelmess arrives at Palm was given of any legislation affecting
Beach, Fla., after being present at the the theaters either favorably or adversely although many other propoopening of "Weary River" at the
Central Theater, N. Y. His next stop
sals were outlined. Governor Ross
is Havana and he will return to Lyos is a director of Famous Players Canadian Corp.
Angeles by way
of
*
* Mexico.
*

A Little

from

Lots

Six Division Heads in New
Universal Sales Cabinet

Ontario Governor Ignores
Admission Tax Reduction

Ted Wilde, who directed
Harold Lloyd in "Speedy" and
"The Kid Brother," recently
underwent an operation on his
foot. Ted is a leading director and has been with Harold
Lloyd for seven years.

FRANCES AGNEW

"Jazz Singer" in Third Week
Toronto — "The Jazz Singer" now
is in its third week at the Tivoli,
Daley. house, managed by Tom
sound

make your xeseivations

m

NOW

M

And That's That
I By PHIL

U. DALY

r«HIEF PETTIJOHN

is the name

^ of a yearling in the stables of
Tom Taggart, Jr., at French Lick,
Ind., and C. C. Pettijohn, for whom
the horse was named, is predicting it
will cop first honors in the Kentucky
Derby this year.
Charley Einfeld, recently promoted to the post of advertising
and publicity director of First National, leaves Friday for a brief vacation at Pinehurst, N. C. Charlev
swings a mean golf club and is planning the trip to get in trim for THE
FILM DAILY Spring Golf Tourna-

ment.
Sidney Simon who appeared in one
of Clara Bow's starring vehicles, recently returned to New York and
now is associated with one of the
leading clothing manufacturers as a
stylist.

5. L. Rothafel, who, in spite of
the diverting sports of golfing and
bathing iyi Havana, has kept in daily
telephonic touch with the activities >
of the Roxy, has terminated his
Friday.
southern vacation today and sailed
for New York, where he will arrive

A Better Service

The service is indeed satisfactory. In
fact I like it much better than the
other service that I had been using
for the past four years.
LYRIC
THEATRE,
Terrell, Tex.

The HOTEL

Jefferson
ON THE OCEAN END OF
KENTUCKY AVE.
ATLANTIC

CITY, N. J.

Back in Hollywood —
writing!

AN HOTEL WHOSE COMFORTS
WILL ASSURE ONE OF FULL
ENJOYMENT
OF THIS GLORIOUS RESORT.

5426 VIRGINIA AVE.,
GRANITE
0417
or c/o FILM
DAILY

Each Room has Bath — Strictly Fireproof — Luxurious Lobbies — Sundeck
Overlooking
the Ocean.
Golf Privileges

Latest

Scripts — in

Production

"Sjmcopation"— RKO
special)

(talking

"Broadway Bound" — Sono-Art
(talking special)

MM-

Hollywood Masqjue Ball
HOTEL ASIOR

MAR

Tickets i\0- each ■■■•

niE FILM DAILY-

American Plan $7 up
European Plan $4 up
OWNERSHIP— MANAGEMENT

FETTER

& HOLLINGER

THE

■s

^m

i

DAILY

/Vednesday, February 6, 1929

Short Shots from
New York Studios
iMM^By

ARTHUR

W.

EDDV^^

who is doSAXTLEY,
JOSKPII
ing the diaioRiio direction on "The
Astoria
at Paramoiint's
\Koanuts"
tudio. was the smilincf individual
iround the plant the other day. The
orpctiial smile was due to the arival of Betty, seven-pound daughter.
is Ivy Santlcy, whom
Mrs. Sawyer
■ ou know if you know your musical
Betty received that
-oinedy stuff.
laine because Mr. and Mrs. Santley
irst met in a show bv that title.

Pennsylvania Ruling Ends
Two Sound Test Cases
(ContiniicJ from Page

1)

still is pending, the court having under advisement the censors' rec|uest
for change of venue to Albany.

Strief Hits Sound Censor
Bill Pending in Ohio
Cincinnati — It is onl>- a step from
proposed censorship of talking films
to censorship of the press, pulpit and
stage, Frederick Strief, F"ilm Board
president, declared in a statement attacking the bill before the legislature
to extend power of the censors jurisdiction to include sound films.

A flock of high-salaried names Synchronous Score For
^Kch as Eddie Cantor, Paul Whiteman and Jack Osterman tvill eat
Non-Synch.
Devices
(.Continued from Page 1)
at the Biltmore Feb. 12 7wt because
field. The company will supply a
it's Lincoln birthday, but owing to
the fact that a dinner is being ten- library of records, a-ud in cases where
dered L. Wolfe Glbert, composer, by a particular record called for in the
Courland Lodge, Masonic organiza- cue sheet is not in the library, the record will be supplied free.
tion. Harry Hershfield ivill sling
"All that is necessary is that the non synwisecracks as muster of ceremonies.
chronous machine operator check from his
Fight scribes will take up ping
pong in a serious way this evening
when a metropolitan championship
tournament begins at the Little Carnegie Playhouse under what is called
the New York Ping Pong Club. John
Balaber is in charge of the festivities.
Raymond Hitchcock, with his famous Hitchy smile and wit, officiated as master of ceremonies at the
annual party throivn by the Film
Players Club the other nocturnal.
Nick Grinde, who is supe^-vsiitg production of shorts for M-G-M in the
East, was with him,.
.\fter
"I good
l)ag and
M-G-M

having had the flu and a lot
publicity, Phyllis Haver is
baggaging westward to the
lot.

Scoredisc before the run of the picture, picking out those records called for by number
on his Scoredisc, Abrams says. "Having
arranged his records in order the only requirement is that he follow the numerical
order called for on the Scoredisc.
"The arrangement of these discs includes
cutouts into which is inserted the needle.
These cutouts are of a size corresponding
to the amount of time the particular portion
of the record is to be played. At the start
of the pictures the operator places the Scoredisc over the regular record, places his needle
in cutout No. 1 and follows through in his
cutouts numbered consecutively from that
point. In addition to the cues supplied by
number there also is a description of the
scene to which the selections are to be
applied.
"The Scorediscs for pictures are supplied
as part of the service and can be destroyed
after the picture has been played. Production
of Scorediscs is under way and it is estimated
that distribution can be started within six
weeks
to two months.

Considering Sites at Toledo
Toledo — Three sites are under consideration for the house Warners will
P. L. Thompson to Address AM PA build here at an estimated cost of $3,500,000. The house will seat 4,000,
1'. L. Thompson, president of the
Audit Bureau of Circulation and di- states Jack O'Connell, managing director of the Vita-Temple, who has
I rector of public relations of Western just returned from New York. The
' Electric, will address the A.M.P.A. house is part of a chain planned
Thursday.
Charles
Barrcll.
treas- throughout Ohio.
' urer of the Ampas,
will introduce
the speaker.
President George HarNo Decision Made by Cammack
I vey announced that N.T.G. and his
Atlanta — No decision as to his
! Gang will attend the Feb. 14 meeti'liT and tell the boys about the two future plans has been made by Ben
iws he is going to stage at the Y. Cammack, who recently resigned
'llywood Masque
Ball at the As- as manager of the Universal branch
here.
-. March 2.

J

Space Available

—

New

Studio

To All Motion
Picture Exhibitors:

WARNING!
We have been informed that persons not
connected with GENERAL TALKING
PICTURES CORPORATION have undertaken to deliver DE FOREST PHONOFILM equipment, or equipment employing
the DE FOREST patents, to theatres in the
UNITED STATES.
You are hereby notified that only
GENERAL

TALKING PICTURES CORPORATION has any authority to contract
for, or deliver such equipment or to grant
licenses for its use or the use of the DE
FOREST patents in connection with sound
on film in the UNITED STATES.
Any theatre or person operating or using
DE FOREST PHONOFILM equipment or
granting any such licenses without express
written license from GENERAL TALKING PICTURES CORPORATION, wiU be
proceeded against to the full extent of the
law.

Day or Week
50 X 100 Feet Clear
24 Foot Height
Complete Modern Incandescent Light Equipment
Location — 3 Blocks from Bridge Plaza
Long Island City

CARAVEL FILMS
3S0 Madison Ave., N. Y. C. Tel. Vanderbilt 6198

General Talking Pictures Corporation
218 West 42nd Street
New York City

Makes Non Synchronous Devices Synchronous

I

Scoredisc Service Corp.
A new music cueing service which simpUfies and guarantees
perfect cueing of pictures. By means of the Scoredisc card*
board placed over the record each cue is clearly indicated to the
operator of the turntables. Operation is foolproof* We
will have a Scoredisc for every feature released starting
August 1, 1928FILL IN THIS COUPON

/

Nothing to Kennedy-" U" Report, Cochrane Says
iTHE
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

v/FILMDOM
'OL. XLVII
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No. 32

Of Many Things
i2>0ME say it is sound. Others,
the bitter lesson of last season's buying strike. What
ifference? The interesting
ngle is that selling for 1929-30
vill get under way later this
Icason than any other for some
lime past. A sure sign that all
,eason has not fled from the inlustry.
It used to be that selling
ftarted in June; Then it moved
ip to May and finally sneaked
nto April. This mind you, with
hree months of each season to
lean up. Why? As easy to
jinswer as why Broadway theliters burn electric signs in broad
|laylight. The set-up is to be
lifferent this once anyway. Good
.ense and good news.
After 17 Years
Columbia has forsaken 1600 for
'29, or from Broadway to 7th Ave.
joe and Jack — Brandt and Cohn, you
know — were reluctant to move. Too
nany pleasant memories haunted the
i)ld offices. Now you find them in
lew quarters, larger and better, and
he company on the eve of more moiTientous matters than ever were unllertaken before. Same company
launching new plans in new sur■oundings.
Looks auspicious.

Crashing In

Publix books "The Bride's Rela:ions" for the Paramounts — New
York and Brooklyn. "The Lion's
Roar" goes into the Colony. We've
>een both of 'em.- You're doing Edurational no favor if you buy them.
It's
the inpublic
andtreat.
your box-office
:hat are
for the

A Warner Wow
Did you see those Warner profits
;or the first quarter of the new fiscal
year? Very close to three millions
ind $872,883 more than the entire
arevious twelve months. Harry W.
smiles up at the sun in Palm Beach.
Well, why not?

A New Out

Nfit so long ago most of the overhead was laid at the door of the
production department. Now the
fellows who make 'em are breathing
easier. They have a new out and
sound is its name. Costs more, takes
longer etc.. they say. Nobody can
deny, because nobody knows otherwise. One reason why Hollywood
embraces sound so roundly.
KANN

February

7, 1929

Price 5 Cents

SALES SEASON TO START
IN JUNE OR JULY TfflS YEAR
(2,911,724 IS Wm
NET FOI UST WIQI
Net of $2,917,724 for the quarter
ended Dec. 1, 1928, is reported by
Warners, which is $872,883 in excess
of total profits for the full previous
year.
The a quarter's
are equal
to
S5.30
share onprofits
the 550,000
shares
of combined class A and common
stocks outstanding Dec. 1. This compares with a net profit of $102,687,
(Continued

on

Page

1,206 Wired
Twelve hundred and six theaters have been wired by Western Electric and are shovdng
sound pictures as of Jan. 26.
About 150 installations are in
work.

MERRY BOSINESS BAniE
UNDER WAY AT ST. LOUIS

9)

Sound
Development
Sets
Back Start of 1929-30
Product Sales
Selling season for 1929-30 will be
started considerably later than last
year, a canvass made by THE
FILM DAILY indicates. The sound
picture development is chief cause
for the change, although other factors
enter into it. Fewer pictures will be
available this year than last.
Indications are it will be late June
and even July before the sales campaigns on the new product swing into
action. Last year, the season started
officially May 1. This advancing of
the season brought about a reaction
which last year amounted to a buying
strike, especially as concerns companies which had only silent films

St. Louis — This city is witnessing
a merry battle for business, following
Harry Koplar Gets Cash
opening of the 5,200-seat Fox. The
(Continued
on Page 9)
for St. Louis Holdings big house has further complicated the
overseated situation here, and it looks
St. Louis — Harry Koplar, principal
partner of Skouras Brothers in the like picture-goers are in for a period
St. Louis Amusement Co., has sold of entertainment bargains. It is too
his stock in the company for cash, early as yet to make any predictions
and is reported retiring from the as to the outcome, but the Fox house
company. Skouras Enterprises is intends to spread itself on elaborate
operating the houses of the chain. programs, as indicated by the 11-unit
Meanwhile, Publix is continuing to show put on for the opening week.
book the downtown houses in which Opening of the new house caused a West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Visit of Joseph P.
it is interested. A number of stock- tailspin of Skouras A stock, which
holders in the St. Louis firm have skidded $4-87 on the week.
Kennedy to the Coast is expected to
result in conferences between him
traded their stock for Warner stock
Pantages, in connec"Doctor's Secret" First to and Alexander
tion with the national combination
"Showboat" Premiere in
Play Paramount 2 Weeks chain Kennedy and J. J. Murdock
N. Y. in March or April "The Doctor's Secret," Paramount are reported forming, and of which
Pantages chain is declared sought
"Showboat," Universal's produc- all-talker,, is to be held over for a the
tion of the Edna Ferber book and second week at the Paramount, New as a unit.
Florenz Ziegfeld musical comedy, York, establishing a precedent for the
will have its New York premiere at house. In its first four days, the pic- Site Secured for New
ture grossed S527382. getting $32,967
the Globe, New York, late in March
Milwaukee First Run
on Saturday and Sunday.
or early in April.
Milwaukee — ^With the acquisition
of a 99-year lease on a piece of property on Milwaukee's west side by the
H. E. Padway Co., comes the announcement that negotiations are
pending with representatives of a
J. Murdock, Pathe president, with picture syndicate for the erection of
new theater on the site. Although
planning
a chain of combination aMilwaukee
"Just another recurrence of the old,
is overseated and no new
(Continued
on Page 9)
old story, which hardly is worth the houses, and the alleged Universal deal
was mentioned in connection with
trouble to deny" R. H. Cochrane, vice
president of Universal, said yester- the idea of sewing up sufficient prod- Phototalker Is Newest of
day, when his attention was called to
uct. Cochrane says he hasn't seen
a report in circulation, to the effect Kennedy in several months, and that Disc Synchronizing Devices
that Joseph P. Kennedy of Pathe, is there is nothing to the report that a
Dallas — Phototalker,
disc
synseeking to negotiate a deal for an deal is pending or planned. Kenchronizer, has been placed on the
nedy,
meanwhile,
has
gone
to
the
interest in Universal. Various remarket (Continued
here by B.on G.Page
Herber,
former9)
ports have credited Kennedy and J. Coast.

KENNEDY ON COAST FOR
DEAL WITH PANTAGES?

Ho, Hum, Cochrane Yawns
Denial of "Same Old" Merger

THE
Thursday,
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66 Ji 64^ MVi
Pathe Exch
12%
11 J4 11%
do "A"
26K
25^ 25M
Radio K-A-O
40}^
385^ 395^
Stanley Co
40
40
40
*Univ. Pict. pfd
9854
Warner
Bros.
...13254 127!^ 129
do pfd
58
565i 5654
CURB
MARKET
Acoustic Prod.
... 13%
12% 1354
*Bal. & Katz
81
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 2354
23
23^4
•Film
Insp
\Vi
Fox Thea. "A"
.. 33-5^ 3154 33
Intern. Proj
1854
1854 1854
Loew do deb. rts.. 3854
385^ 3854
Nat. Thea.
Scr. Sen
285^
Nat.
Sup. ..... 2'8!^
105^
105^ 28;^
105^
Trans-Lux
125^
115^ 1154
•Univ. Pict
185^
Warner
Pet. rts..
5%
4J4 55^
BOND
MARKET
Keith AG
6s 46.. 9354
93 93
Loew 6s 41wW
...119^4 116 116
do 6s 41 x-war... 9954
99 9954
Paramount 6s 47 ..10054 100 10054
Par. By. 554s 51.102
101 101
•Pathe 7s 37
81"
CURB BONDS
•Am. Seat. 6s 36
97
•Warner 65^s 28
198
OVER
THE
COUNTER
Roxy units
"A"
3354
35
do
34
36
....
do com
554
654 ••••
Skouras
Bros
SO
55
....
Technicolor
1254
13
United Art
8
12
do pfd
76
84
....
Univ. Ch. com. ...
2
do pfd
7S
85
•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Sales

1,400
1,800
2,500

MARKET OPEN EOR GOOD
FfLNS, EUROPE TO HEAR
"Black Walkers," all-talking
version of the play, "The Fog,"
produced in Hollywood by
British & Dominion Films,
Ltd., is to be handled by World
Wide Pictures, Herbert Wilcox, announced prior to sailing
for Europe. Marshall Neilan
directed, with a cast including
Mary Brian, John Loder,
James Kirkwood, Lloyd Hamilton, Frank Reicher, Robert
Ames, Hallam Cooley and
Noble Johnson. It will be released by World Wide Pictures.
The American market is definitely
open for worthy imported pictures,
Herbert Wilcox will tell European
producers on his arrival abroad, he
said prior to sailing yesterday.
With the distribution obstacle removed, itis up to European produc'26
ers6 to remove the remaining two obstacles by producing meritorious pictures acceptable to American exhibitors and public, he says.

Barnstyn
to Distribute
'46
6
Gotham
Product Abroad

J. C. Barnstyn, president of British
and Continental Trading Co., has acquired foreign rights to the 12 talkers
which are to comprise output of
13,900
100 Gotham Prod. The talkers remain
intact for English-speaking countries,
while silent versions will be made for
37,
other countries.
15,600
7,4

00

800
1,300
17,200
300
35",766

Interchangeability of
Melotone Demonstrated

town.

The theater loss was estimated at $40,000. Arrangements
are being made to rebuild.
Trop Sales Manager for Roseland
J. D. Trop now is sales manager
for Roseland Pictures. The product
distributed by this organization is to
include 12 disc dialogue single reels,
26 "Bonzo" cartoons and six two
reel "Liberty Boys" series.

Denies Schine Invasion
Ravenna, O. — Schine Enterprises
will not invade this town with a new
Friedgen Directing Series
theater states B. C. Steele, who, with
Raymond Friedgen is directing the associates is building the New Ravseries of one reel Roseland talkers.
enna theater, now in course of construction, and to be completed in the
The first "The Life of the Party"
is now being made at the R. L. A. summer.
Studios in New York. Bert Lown's
Yale Boys are supplying the musical
Reichenbach Going South
accompaniment and Arthur Campbell
Harry Reichenbach leaves for a vaand Nancy Baker are in the cast.
cation in Palm Beach Monday night.

Book
TheDate
Industry's

Kitchener, Ont. — Interchangeability
of Melotone is being demonstrated at

the
Capitol here,
withattraction,
Paramount's
Pep Club Ball at t
"Interference"
as the
for Feb. 9 Paramount
Astor, New York.
the week. The equipment is being
Dinner of Writers Branch of Aca
installed in 18 houses of the Premier
emy of M. P. Arts and Scienci
Hollywood, to visiting dialog^
writers.
Operating Co. chain. Melotone is a
disc synchronizer driven by the
projector.
Guy Morgan to S. A.
Guy Morgan, for some time Eastern representative for Samuel Goldwyn Prod., has joined the foreign department of United Artists and sails
for Buenos Aires on the "Western
World" Saturday in connection with
special work in the Argentine. He
may be gone a year.

Feb.

15

Universal
Club Dance, Hotel A
tor. New
York.
AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball
New
York.

Mar.

2

Apr.

14-15-16
Convention
Western Pen
sylvania Exhibitor of Unit.

Paul Ash M. C. at Paramount Ba'
Paul Ash will be master of cer
monies Saturday at the annual h:.
of the Paramount Pep Club, at tl
Astor, New York. Eddie Cantor, »!
Four Marx Brothers, James Barf.
Flader
"U" manager
Houses of Walter Huston, Bert Lytell, Je;r
Fred
A. Inspecting
Flader, general
Universal Chain Theatrical Enter- Eagles, Lenore Ulric, Richard lu
prises, Inc., is in Cleveland on the Nancy Carroll, Helen Kane, Bel
first leg of a tour of inspection of the Starbuck, Oscar Shaw, Mary Eat.i
Universal chain. While en route, Shaw and Lee, Aileen Stanley, Da'
Flader will investigate a number of Rubinofif, Billie Taylor and Jeanet
MacDonald are among entertainc
situations where Universal plans ex- schedule
d.

pansion.
"Coquette" Competition! Closed
Competition in the nation-wide advance promotion of Mary Pickford's
forthcoming all-talking United Artists picture, "Coquette," has closed
after two weeks' contest period in 24
key city newspapers. Selection of
the girl candidates who are to travel
to Hollywood in Miss Pickford's
"Coquette" Caravan, to be her guests
during the filming of the final talking
sequences of the picture, is to follow.
The various choices will board a special train to arrive in Hollywood,
Feb. 12.

Laemmle Goes to N. O.
Guild to Fete Eddie
Cantor
Carl Laemmle, president of the
William Morris, president of the
Universal Pictures Corporation, is Jewish Theatrical Guild of America,
4,800 on his way from Universal City, to says the Guild March 10 will tender
3,400 New Orleans, at the personal invitaa banquet and dance to Eddie Cantion of the New Orleans Chamber. of
io",9o6
tor, first vice-president.
Commerce. He will be one of the
13",866 guests of the city during the Mardi
200
Huston's "Carnival Man" Finished
Gras celebration which begins today.
200
200
"Carnival Man," a dramatic sketch
100
with original songs, starring Walter
Fire Destroys Lachute House
Huston, has just been completed as a
11,700
Lachute, Quebec — The Rex was
two-reel
talker at Paramount's Long
completely
destroyed
by
fire
along
37,266
Island studio. It was directed by
142 with various other business premises
when flames swept a block of the George Abbott.
17
45
21

February 7, 19i

William J. Morgan Returns
WilHam J. Morgan, who recent
joined Columbia as a sales executiv
has returned to New York from
trip through the Southern territor
His itinerary included visits to tl
newly acquired Columbia exchangi
in New Orleans, Oklahoma Cit
Memphis, Dallas, Charlotte and A
lanta.

"Singing Fool" Completes 18th We(
Chicago — "The Singing Fool" h;
just completed its 18th week in tl
Loop, setting a record. The fil
production had its original premie
at McVicker's where it played
weeks. Subsequently it was givf
four weeks at the Roosevelt and no
has finished its second week
Warner's
Orpheum.
Madeline Grey Added to Cast
Madeline Grey, playing opposi

Lew Fields in "Hello Daddy," to.
her place yesterday in Richard DIj
Paramount talking picture, "Nothii
But the Truth," now in production
the Long Island studio. She will pi
the part originally assigned to Ed
Scott on Sales Trip
May Oliver, from which the latt
was forced to withdraw because
Harry Scott, short subject sales
manager of Pathe, left yesterday for illness. The picture is being direct
Chicago as the first stop in a short by Victor Schertzinger.
sales trip which will take in Detroit
and Minneapolis.
New

House

for Dundas, Ont.

Dundas, Ont. — Guest and Billington have sold the Queens to J. A.
Craven and plan to build a 700-seat
house on an adjoining lot.

WANTED
OALESMEN to sell 28 available pictures on commission
basis.
All
Eastern territory open.
Write
Box
M-109
c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way., N. Y. C.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY

Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn. 3580
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BROWN
Play These Sound Box-Office Sound Pictures for Prestige and Profits
GEORGE JESSEL
/« "LUCKY
BOY"
J^is first sinj^infi and talking picture. Greatest theme song ever
written
Baer. — "My Mother's Eyes," by L. Wolfe Gilbert and Abel
Riinked to play at the Cafitol Theatre, New York City.
"MY
with LADY'S
JOE E. PAST
BROWN" siarring BELLE BENNETT
A Special Production
with dialogue and sound.
Tlismc
Song, "A Kiss to Remember," by Ben Bemie.
"WHISPERING WINDS" starring EVE SOUTHERN
in her first singing and talking picture with Patsy Ruth
Miller and Malcolm McGregor.
"NEW ORLEANS" starring WM. COLLIER, JR.,
RICARDO CORTEZ and ALMA BENNETT
A Reginald Barker Special Production, with dialogue and
synchronization.

"THE
RAINBOW" starring
and LAWRENCE GRAY

DOROTHY

SEBASTIAN

A Reginald Barker Special Production.
Theme song, "Song
of Gold." Synchronization and sound eflfects by Joseph Littau.
"MARRI.\GE
BY CONTRACT"
MILLER
and LAWRENCE
GRAYstarring PATSY RUTH
A John M. Stahl Special Production. Theme song, "When the
Right One Comes Along."
"THE TOILERS " starring JOBYNA RALSTON and
DOUGL.^S FAIRBANKS, JR.
A Reginald Barker Special Production. Synchronization and
sound effects by Hugo Riesenfeld.
"THE CAVALIER" starring RICHARD
and BARBARA BEDFORD
Theme song, "My Cavalier."
effects by Hugo Riesenfeld.

o

TALMADGE

Synchronization and sound

Coining- **ZEPFE£/^r'VA Super Dramatic Epic of the Air—
With Conway Tearle, Claire Windsor and Larry Kent.

) ryMCHROMIZED BY R C fl PWOTOPMOME_
irF/1NV-</5T<INL
PRODUCTION</>

,|
INC

PATH E SPECIALS

BOOKED

OVER THESE

ENTIRE

Publix — Libson — Feiber
Gottesman — R* K* O* — Maine
Hampshire — Warner*
West Coast
and Loew
AN

UNPRECEDENTED

RECOGNITION

SWEEP COUNTRY
^^:^

of

Picture
CIRCUITS..
and Shea
and New
Stanley
Circuit

WORLD'S

PREMIERE

''STRANGE CARGO"
PARAMOUNT
New York

Beginning Feb.

OF THE SEASON'S

TWO

16th

TALK HITS

THE

-.SBg^
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Short Shots from
INew York Studios
IBy ARTHUR

W.

Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes

JOHNNY WALKER has turned
producer. In association with no
less a national figure than Charles
Levine, who has done some longdistance flying, and Harry Cahane,
who has returned to the industry.
g a talker,
is makin
he the
48th
Eastface,"
studio on"Black
De Forest
at
St. Prominent in the cast is Peggy
Wood, perhaps best remembered for
her work in "Maytime," musical
comedy success of some years ago.
Bradley Barker is megaphoning
Mart Downey's initial Pathe talking
picture at Sound Studios. Opposite
Downey plays his newly-acquired
wife, Barbara Bennett. Other players in the cast are : Helen Chandler,
Beryl Mercer, Brian Dunleavy, John
T. Doyle, Osgood Perkins and Lorin
Baker.
When Victor Schertzinger finishes
direction on "Nothing But the Truth"
in about Dix.
10 days
he'llCoast
take to
his make
star.
Richard
to the
"The Wheel of Life." Eddie Cronjager, it is expected, will go along
to camera the picture. Incidentally,
if you'll believe William Collier, Sr.,
"Nothing But the Truth" should have
been titled "Nothing But the Flu,"
owing to the epidemic which recently swept through the Schertzinger
unit.
Larry Kent, general manager of
short subjects at Paramount's Long
Island studio, has a coupla of new
assistants. One is Mark Howe and
the other is H. H. Rogers, .Jr.,
brother of the well-known Millicent
Rogers. Rogers is now honeymooning in Honolulu.

Openings

MINNESOTA
New Theaters

EDDY^^

Cloverton —Woodman;

St.

Changes in Ownership

Paul — Dreamland.

Changes in Ownership

Orange;

Rahway — New

And That's That
By PHIL

M. DALY

Bridgeton — Stanley ; Glassboro — Roxy.
Audubon — New Century, sold to Victoria
Amuse. Co. by S. Jersey Amuse. Co. ;
Hasbrouck Heights — .Strand, sold to E.
Rosen by J. Murphy : Highland Park —
The Park, sold to Highland Park Theater
Co. by Blod< Amuse. Co. ; Hillside— Hillside, sold to Post Amuse. Co. by Mr.
Oakin; Landisville — Landisville. sold to
V. .Sturiano & Co. by U. Cavoli ; Newark
— Grand, sold to L. Gold by Paramount
F'ssex Theater Co. ; Perth Amboy — Roxy
(formerly Grand), sold to Trimoijnt Tlieater Co.; Trenton — Thropp (formerly
State), sold to State Theater Co., Inc.;
Tuckerton — Community (formerly Palace),
■-old to Community Theater Co. by W. C.
Closings
Tones.

Akely — Bijou, sold to E. G. Gannon by L.
Shearer ; Barrett — Movies, sold to Iver
Johnson & E. Davis by American Legion ;
Battle I>ake — Memorial, sold to Tiller &
Knuth by C. H. Markuson ; Bayport —
State, sold to Natl. Operating Co. by E. E.
Iverson ; Brook Park — Community, sold to
H. Brendt by A. V. Buck; Bruno — Opera
House, sold to H. Bribo by C. Breiland ;
Clarkfield — Star, sold to A. W. Olson by
Schindle & Vik ; Dodge Center — Opera
House, sold to L. V. Cergtnld by Mrs.
Cora Thompson ; Evansville — Village, sold
to Star & Melby by Mr. Nelson; Fosston
— Liberty, sold to W. W. Gram by Anderson & Anderson ; Hanley Falls — Community, sold to M. A. Johnson by Herby An- Camden — ^Colonial.
derson ;Kensington — Star, sold to Johnson
NEW MEXICO
& Davis by Ed Scrimstad ; Mentor — State,
sold to M. A. Madsen by J. E. and N. O.
Changes in Ownership
.Sletten ; Milan — Star, sold to Iver HaugGrants — Kellvn. sold to Fay & Facklcr by H.
land by Bertold & Cummings ; Northorae
C. Kcllam.
— 'Scenic, sold to E. G. Gannon by Karl
NEVADA
Karlstad ; Roseau — ^Princess. sold to Geo.
W. Berghind by W. T. McCarthy; Thief
Changes
in Ownership
River Falls — Lyceum and Princess, sold to
Austin— .Austin, sold to (leo. Hogan by C.
mond.
Anderson & Anderson ' by H. A. BrumO. .Scmonsen ; Lovelock — The I^ovelock,
sold to R. Austin by H. C. Oastler;
NEW JERSEY
Montello — Opera House, sold to Montello
.\nmse.
Corp. Closings
by C. R. Cummings.
New
Theaters
Orange — New
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DOLLAQS

FOR SMOWMCN
"Wings"

"The Haunted House"
Nat'l) by a large
Entrance (First
was covered
cobweb made from cord, gilted and
covered with metallics. Across this
web was stretched cut-out letters of
the title. Across the front edge of
the marquee was suspended a string
of three-foot letters spelling out the
title of picture. The lobby itself was
illuminated by green and blue subdued lighting while the ticket booth
was covered with a white cloth to
give a spooky appearance. — Jack L.
Hobby, Hippodrome, Miami, Fla.

With a score of about 12 theme
songs to his credit, Charles Wynn is
one of the energetic men on the
Pathe payroll. He last wrote "My
"The Last Warning"
Wonderful Love," theme song for
(Universal)
"Moulin Rogue," World Wide picture, with the synchronization by JoStaged a blonde matinee, terminatseph Littau. Within a few weeks
ing in the selection of the blonde who
Broadway will hear the theme song most closely resembled Laura La
of "The Godless Girl," De Mille- Plante. All blondes between the
Pathe special, which Wynn wrote in ages of five and 50 were invited,
association with Josiah Zuro.
through "The Syracuse Herald," by
Laura La Plante. Nearly 500 appeared as guests. As they entered
Neil Neeley has turned broker and
is now engaged in this business in the lobby the judges were busy
New York. Not so long ago he was selecting a group of 11, two of which
were finally chosen as most closely
with M-G-M and going strong.
resembling Laura La
Plante. — EmMurray Korman, the busy young pire, Syracuse, N. Y.
man who did the pastels of Warner
stars on exhibition in the Warner
"The Man Who Laughs"
(Universal)
theater lobby, is now concentrating
on ideas for art work in connection
Introduced a new quirk on the always popular newspaper cooperative
with the forthcoming Warner special,
contest.
It involved keyed words in
"Noah's Ark."
ads on a full page. The sentence
which these keyed words comprised
First British Film Shown
was to be submitted to the box office
Toronto — "Carry On," first Gau- of the theater in a novel form. A
mont British production to be shown rebus enclosed in a walnut shell, a
in Canada, is current at the Regent, blue print in an apple, etc. were some
Famous Players' house, where it is of the unique methods devised. —
scaled to $1 top.
State, Altoona, Pa.

(Paramount)
Saturday
piior
the picture's
day opening,
the toplane
flew overMonthe
Municipal Stadium field where one
of the big college football games was
in progress. The aviator timed his
visit perfectly arriving on the scene
as the two teams had completed
playing the first half of the game.
The plane flew low enough to allow the people to read the copy on
bottom wings announcing the title of
picture, theater and play dates as well
as the special midnight matinee. The
aviator also dropped heralds on the
mass of people assembled to witness
the game.
260 souvenir program booklets
were mailed to the offices of the
leading physicians of the city with a
card attached requesting them to
place the booklet on the reading desk.
Copy printed on the back cover gave
the title of picture, name of theater
and play dates. — Chas. S. Morrison,
Florida, Jacksonville, Fla.
"White

Shadows in the South Sea"
(M-G-M)
The biology class of the High
School, became especially interested
in the picture when prizes were offered for the best short stories dealing with some phase of the picture.
Printed in two colors of chalk on the

KEEPING
contacts
in why
the Phil
field
is one of the
reasons
Reisman, general sales manager of
Pathe, has rolled up the weekly
grosses, which have brought the comof the red.
He'slong
leaving
todaypanyonoutanother
of his
jaunt.s,
this time a sales trip which will take
him to the Pacific Coast.
Will Rogers promises to make
three speeches, instead of the customary one, at the testimonial dinner which the Jewish Theatrical
Guild of America will texder to
Eddie Cantor, March 10, at the
Commodore in New
York.
Robert Stevenson, head designer
for Maliieu, who supplies the wardrobe for the stage productions at the
Capitol in New York, has just filed
,m affidavit to the eftect that in the
past year and a half he has designed
no less than 15.000 costumes for the
Chester Hale dancing girls. Some
costuming!
But then — some
girls!
Newspaper reporters and screen
newsreel were given the same verbal
interview when Fridtjof Nansen,
Arctic explorer, visited Neiv York.
While the reporters from the dailies
quizzed theexplorer, tivo cameras of
Pathe Sound News were trained on
him and recorded every word of the
questions and answers.
Another tribute has been paid Col.
John A. Cooper, president of the
M. P. Distributors and Exhibitors
of Canada, Toronto, in his election
to the presidency of the Toronto
branch of the Canadian Red Cross
Society. Col. Cooper is scheduled to
be the speaker at the annual convention of the Canadian Association of
Fairs and Exhibitions to be held at
Toronto in February when he will
deal with the musical copyright situation.
Pardon the error, it was the "New
York State Exhibitor," rather than
the "National Exhibitor," which
the gang at last week's
AMPA luncheon.
photographed
Harry C. Feichtinger, well known
Minneapolis film row haberdasher, is
in New York. He made the trip
East by airplane.
New Winnipeg Firm
Winnipeg — Empire Theaters has
been organized by a syndicate at
Winnipeg, Manitoba, for the purpose of erecting a theater at Lethbridge. Alberta, to cost $200,000, the
seating capacity being 1,200. The
company is identified with the interests which have operated the Garrick here for a number of years.
Bert Rose, Lethbridge exhibitor, is
arranging local details.

blackboard, questions such as, "How
does a shark look under water?" "To
What are Oysters Attached?" and
"What are the dangers of deep divEvans in Richmond
ing?" were given to the class to write
about. — N. Prager, Missouri, St.
Richard,
Va. — Harold
Evans
is
Joseph, Mo.
now manager of Loew's Richmond.
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Qoast Wire Service
Banky's Talker

7 "U" Talkers in Work
FEATURES AND SHORTS
ARE UNDER WAY AT "U"

from
By

RALPH

u

Lots

y>

WILK

High mark for production of talking pictures has been reached at UniHollywood
versal with seven films haviuR dia- ROBERT ARMSTRONG is one of
the best patrons of the new
logue now shooting. Pictures in production are headed by "Broadway," South Gate Amateur Athletic club,
which Paul Fejos is directing for as Jack Perry, its manager, is one of
Carl Laemmle Jr., associate producer, his best friends. Jack won 1,500 conand with Glenn Tryon, Evelyn Brent
secutive fights from Bob, but it was
and Merna Kennedy in the cast.
all in fun — in the stage version of
Dialogue scenes are being made "Is Zat So." James Gleason, who
for "Show Boat," directed by Harry wrote the play, is also a frequent
Pollard and starring Laura La Plante
visitor at the *new « club's
* fights.
End Joseph Schild kraut ."The Cohens
"She Goes to War," a speand Kellys in Atlantic City." directed
cial, is being completed at Tecby William Craft, and "The ShakeArt. Interiors will soon be
down," directed by William Wyler
with James Murray and Barbara
shot for "Evangeline." "She
Kent.
Goes to War" and "Evangeline" will be important releases
"High and Low Lifes of History,"
featuring Benny Rubin under direcon
the
United Artists' protion of Jack Foley, and the Rooney
*
*
*
gram.
series, featuring Pat Rooney. Marian
Ben Markson and Harry Brand,
Bent Rooney and Pat III, under direction of Ben Holmes are in work. the globe trotters, are writing an
No silent versions of these shorts
will be made. The fourth series of original story, "Chasing Through
Europe," which Dave Butler will di"The Collegians." directed by Nat
rect. Dave has already "shot" much
Ross and starring George Lewis is European
material for the picture.
in production.
Ben and Harry are former newspaper
and publicity men.
*
*
*
Sixth Chesterfield Started
The Los Angeles Repertory thea"The Peacock Fan," the sixth of a
ter, of which many representative
series of eight Chesterfields, is in
production at Tec-Art, with Phil ynenihers of the film colony are
Rosen directing and Lon Young su- stockholders, will present John Galspervising. The cast includes Lucien
worthy's "Escape," starting Feb. 11.
Lowell Sherman and Doris Lloyd
Prival. Dorothy Dwan, Tom O'Brien, are playing the leading roles in
Rosemary Theby, Fred Malatesta,
Gladden James and David Findlay. "The Guardsmxin," the second play
Melville J. Shyer assisting Rosen.
of the organization's season. Simeon
Gest, brother of Morris Gest, and
H. Ellis Reed, are co-directors of
Plans on "High Voltage"
the Repertory theater.
*
*
*
Howard Higgin, who will direct
Pathe's "High Voltage," and Elliott
Benny Rubin cannot dodge his first
Clawson, its author, have completed
arrangements for filming the greater love — acting as master of ceremonies. As m. of c.- in various parts
part of this William Boyd starring
vehicle along the electric railroad of the country, he established house
lines in the Cascade Mountains be- records. He was at Grauman's Egyptian, Hollywood, befoie going to the
tween Seattle and Spokane. Carol
Lombard, who was loaned to Cecil Colony, New York. Now, he is being starred in Universal comedies, but
B. De Miile, has been recalled to play
had
to leave the studio, long enough,
the feminine lead.
to preside at the opening of the Million Dollar theater, today.
Dorothy Mackaill Starring
"Four Feathers" Finished
Dorothy
next Pictures
starring
vehicle
for Mackaill's
First National
Merian C. Cooper, who with Ernest
will be "The Girl in the Glass Cage." B. Schoedsack made "Chang" and
It is an adaptation of George Kibbe "Grass," and has just completed the
Turner's story and will be Miss Mac- spectacular adventure film, "The Four
kaill's first individual stellar vehicle. Feathers," has left Hollywood for
York.
Ralph Dawson, formerly a film editor New
at the Warner Brothers Studio, is to
direct. Production will start in the
M-G-M Signs Fisher
middle of February.
Fred Fisher, musical comedy
celebrity, has been selected by ClarR
Radio Buys Raphaelson Story
ence Brown to write the music which
• ' RKO Prod, has purchased an orig- will be used in "The Wonder of
inal story, titled "My Boy" from Women," new M-G-M production
Sampson Raphaelson, author of "The based on the late Hermann Sudermann's
"Stephen
Tromholt's
Wife."'
Jazz Singer" and "Young Love."

e

E

l
Litt

Talking sequences of "This
Is Heaven" are back in the picture, setting at rest a controversy of some profKjrtions here
at the studios. Samuel Goldwyn
eliminated the dialogue because
he felt the picture did not need
it. This brought kicks from
some exhibitors, coupled with
gentle kidding from some locals, who thought Miss Banky's
voice would not register. Accordingly, Goldviryn accepted
the challenge and the picture is
to go out with dialogue. A
screening here satisfied the
producer
thatwell,
Missher Banky's
voice
records
accent
even seeming light for the part
of an immigrant girl.

"Trader Horn" Expedition
of M-G-M Under Way
With the departure of Clyde DeVinna and a stalT of technicians for
New York, where they will sail on
Feb. 9 for Genoa, en route to Mombasa in British East Africa, M-G-M's
"Trader Horn" expedition is under
way. George Kann, business manager for the traveling film unit, is
already in New York making advance preparations for the trip.
Director W. S. VanDyke, who
made "White Shadows in the South
Seas" on the island of Tahiti and has
just returned from a second trip to
this island, where he directed "The
Pagan," is now making final preparations for his departure from California and lining up all members of the
cast selected to accompany the party.
The VanDyke company will transport 25 tons of equipment, including
a portable radio station designed to
keep them in touch with the studio.
Announcement about the cast is expected within a few days.
Signed by Columbia
Fred Kohler, Claire McDowell,
Charles McHugh and Sherry Hall
have been cast in Columbia's "The
Quitter," which is to feature Ben
Lyon and Dorothy Revier.
"U" Plans Yiddish Talker
"The Green Millionaire." is to gd
into production soon at Universal
and the dialogue will be entirely in
Yiddish. It is from the play, of the
same name, written and staged by
Abraham S. Schomer, who has been
signed to direct the production.
Sherman Loew is doing the adaptation, continuity and dialogue. The
picture is also to be made with the
dialogue in English.

%

Sales Season to Start
in June or July
(Continued frt»n J'ai/e 1)

to offer. This gave Warners and
Fox a big lead on the field.
Exhibitors, as was pointed out some
time ago, are wary now of signing
up for product too far in advance,
fearful lest revolutionary developments are in store again this year.
The uncertainty of the sound situation, is causing "hand to mouth" buying, key city reports show, as well
as delaying the completion of schedules for the year just ahead.

$2,917,724 Is Warner
Net for Last Quarter
(CanlinxeJ from Page

1)

or 18 cents a share, on the combined
stock for the corresponding quarter
of 1927 and with $920,894, or $1.67 a
share, for the previous quarter ended
Aug. 31, 1928.

These earnings do not give effect to the
c(|uity in the earnings of the Stanley Co. or
olher recent acquisitions, nor do they reflect
the recent increase in the capitalization of
Warner Uros. Pictures.
The report follows:
Quarter
ending
12-128

Net inc. before amort,
and deprec, int. and
misc. charges
$5,381,393
Deduct amort. & depr. 1,817,160

Quarter
ending
11-26-27
$2,126,185
1,754,616

Net prof, from oper. $3,564,232
Add other income
8,697

$371,569

De<luct int. & misc. cgs. $3,572,930
250,205 $371,569
268,881
Net prof. lief. prov. for $3,322,724 $102,687
Fed. taxes
3,322,724 102,687
Deduct prov. for Fed.
inc. taxes
405,000
Net

profit

for period. .$2,917,724

$102,687

Site Secured for New
Milwaukee First Run
(Continued from

Page

1)

houses have been erected in the city
for a year or more, report is current
that Fox is anticipating the erection
of a large, new theater in this city.
Whether or not this site is being
considered by Fox was not made

Phototalker Is Newest of
Disc Synchronizing
Devices
(Continued from Page 1)

public.

ly of Herber Bros. & Wolf. A resynchronizer is a feature of the mawas demonchine,
here. recently
stratedwhich
Double turntable for
synchronized films, a non-synchronous attachment, microphone for announcements and an extra speaker in
the booth are included.

Darmour Contract for Potel
Shagrin For Warner Coast House
DAILY
Victor Potel has been made a West Coast Bureau. TltC VILM
Hollywood
—
Max
Shagrin,
brother
permanent member of the Al Herman unit at the Larry Darmour- of Joseph Shagrin, who is manager
RKO studio. He will work with the of the Park at Youngstown, O., has
been
director on the sjt.
here. named manager of the Warner
Graves and Miljan Cast
Ralph Graves and John Miljan
in "Theis Wildcat."
have been
which
Josephcast
Henabery
directing
for Columbia with Olive Borden
starred.

Alden Films Formed
Dover, Del. — Alden Films Co. of
has been incorporated
Wilmington
here with 50,000 shares of common
authorized.
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ANOIHER SHARP DROP
IN INfLUENZA NOTED
H-'oj/iiii.ofcn

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Decline of iiilluenza
is continuing, the Pubhc Health Service reports, with another sharp drop
recorded during the week ended Feb
2. rneunionia also is on the wane,
the report shows. Sixty-five cities
of the nation report influenza decline
of nearly 50 per cent, under the previous week.

Price 5 Cents

"FREEZE-OUT" OF INDEPENDENT
CHA
MYE
SYS
SOU
RS'
RGE
TEM
ND
S,
ilm Ft aim
Seek Censor Repeal

ON, MAGES IIEUES

Block Booking
Hit and
IndepExis
enden
to
t ts'
UpheRight
ld

Columbus law
— Repeal
of Ohio's
censorship
is provided
for
in a bill introduced in the legislature by Sen. George H. Bender of Cleveland. Meanwhile,
there is pending a bill extending power of the censors to
authorize passing on talking
pictures.

Minneapolis— Charge of a "freeze
out" by producers of independent
sound systems, an attack on block
booking and declaration that the elim"We know nothing about any deal
ination of the independent exhibitors
with Joseph P. Kennedy or anyone
IS not required by any inexorable ecoelse," Ale.xander Pantages wired
nomic law, which law he says often
from Los Angeles in denying report
IS "being confused with unfair and
that a deal is under way for the comdiscriminatory practices," were highbination circuit he heads.
lights of the initial speech to exhibitors made at the Northwest unit convention here by Abram F. Myers,
Nineteen Sonora-Bristolphone equippresident and general counsel of Alments will be shipped this week
states Charles R. Rogers, general
States Ass'n.
Anlied injunc
tion to restrain alleged
manager of the company. These are
agree
ments
existing, in an efTort to
for the Temple, Tucson, Ariz.: Lubforce distributors to serve independbock. Dallas; Whites, Greenville, N.
ent reproducing devices, is being
C. ; Colonel, Tarboro, N. C; Mvstic,
Jefferson City — Censorship of picDue to protracted illness of John
tures and ban on sale of S.R.O. ad- sought by Myers from the Dept of
Pitcher, Okla.; Grand, Beloit, Kan.;
missions are provided for in a bill
Rialto, Hobart, Okla.; Hollywood, Hammel, who has been in charge of
Milwaukee; Crescent, Pampa, Tex.; the Middle West division for Para- introduced in the legislature by Rep- Justice.
resentative Wren of St. Louis.
mount, that division has been abolEgyptian, Sioux Falls; Delf, Escanished, and the country re-divided into
aba. Mich.; Princess. Gadsen, Ala.;
Texan, Goose Creek, Tex.; Orpheum, two sales divisions, the eastern, un- Newspaper Calls Admission
Pocatello, Ida.; Broadway, Pitman, dcL George J. Schaefer and western, Tax Unjust and Unsound
N. J.; Crown, Laramie, Wyo.; Acad- under John D. Clark. Hammel is beSt. Louis — Unsound and unjust is
ing assigned to duty in the home ofemy, Lebanon, Pa; Delft, Iron River,
the
description applied to the profice. E. J. Fontaine, Cleveland manMich.; Grand, Brockings, S. D.
posed ten per cent admission tax,
Los Angeles— Denial that Publix is
ager, has been given a district, with
supervision over the Cleveland, Pitts- resurrected in the Missouri legisla- to operate RKO theaters under a
Tax on Carnivals Sought
ture, in an editorial in "The St. Louis managenient arrangement has been
burgh, Columbus and Cincinnati
received here from Hiram Brown,
in Wyoming Legislature branches.
Globe Democrat."
Casper, Wyo. — Charging of a $2W
president of the company, who is on"
an inspec
a day license fee for carnivals in this Traveltone Sound Shorts
tion tour of company theColorado
Tax
Laws
Would
aters and studios.
state is provided for in a measure
Planned by FitzPatrick Close Number of Houses R-K
pending in the legislature.
-0 Plans New $30 Issue
Traveltone is the name of a series
Denver — Colorado's proposed ten
shorts to be made by James per cent admission tax would result
Dividend on Consolidated ofA.. sound
of Stock to Shareholders
FitzPatrick in association with in closing of a number of theaters
Radio-Keith-Orpheum plans
a new
Common; To Seek Listing Victor Talking Machjne Co. Fitz- throughout the state, without provid- issue
of about 290,000 shares of stock,
An initial dividend of 50 cents on
Patrick, who produced the Music
ing any great
source of revenue, out(.Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 10)
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,
offer
Owneed
holde
rs toofstock
$30 a Bshare
Class
A rsandat Class
will'
conunon was declared yesterday. It
be
entit
led
to
subsc
ribe
for
Ij^
share
s
will be quarterly, placing that stock
for each ten held. The stock now is
on a $2 a year earning basis. Applibemg sold on a when-issued basis at
cation will be made to list the issue
around $38 a share, making the rights
on the N. Y. Stock Exchange. .\t
worth about $1.20 a share. The comthe same time, a regular 50 cent divipany has 3,500,000 shares of Class \
dend on the preferred was declared.
Lower-priced equipment for small authorized, of which 1,322,896 preBoth are payable April 1 to stockhold- 90 Theaters is Butterfield
ers of record March 15.
viously were outstanding.
theaters is made available today by

SONORA-BRISTOLPHONE
SHIPPING 19 SYSTEHS

CENSORSHIP, BANJL
TWO DIVISIONS FOR U.S.
UNDER PARAMOUNT PLAN S. R. 0. ASKED IN MO.

BROWN DENIES PUBLiX
R-K-0 MANAGEMENT DEAl

Lower 'Priced Cinephone
Offered for Small Houses
Goal by First of Year

— Ninety theaters is goal
March 15 Release Date for setDetroit
by the W. S. Butterfield circuit
during 1929. Jackson, Muskegon,
"Black
Waters,"
All-Talker
World
Wide
Pictures
has
set Flint, Ionia and the Soo are among
towns in which new theaters are
March 15 as release date for "Black
planned. Invasion of the upper penWaters," (Continued
produced on onPagethe 10)Coast by
insula on a big scale is planned.

Power's Cinephone. The device is RCA Subsidiaries to Share
interchangeable with existing soundin Group Insurance Plan
on-film and sound-on-disc systems,
Employes of Radio-Keith-Orpheum
the company states. P. A. Powers,
declares the smaller-theater equip- and subsidiaries, as well as of RCAne
will be eligible for the
ment is on a par with the higher- Photopho(Continued
on Page 10)
priced equipment.
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'Simba' to Have 33 13 rpm "Iron Mask" at N. Y. Rivoli
Disc Synchronization Soon; Fairbanks' Ambition
Reversing a policy of years stand-

Synchronization of "Simba" on 33
1-3 rpm. discs is just getting under
way, Max Weisfeldt, general manager
of distribution of the picture, states.
The picture has been roadshowed
throughout the country with standard
disc accompaniment, as the first nonsynchronous roadshow. It is opening its popular price run at the Colony, New York Saturday.

ing, "The Iron Mask," Douglas Fairbanks' latest opens at the Rivoli in
New York upon completion of "Sins
of the Fathers" run. This switch
represents an ambition on Fairbank's
part to present in a theater in which
he is interested one of his own pictures at popular prices, rather than at
a $2 scale.

Desormeaux to Have
Coast Circuit to Improve
Chain in Wisconsin Holdings in Valley Towns

Madison, Wis. — A. P. Desormeaux,
who formerly operated the Strand,
which has been leased to L. K. Brin,
plans to operate a chain of six or seven
theaters in this territory. He recently leased the new East Side Madison,
as well as the Municipal at Mineral
Point, and will take over four or five
other houses in neighboring cities
within the next ten days. Desormeaux will remain as secretary-treasurer of the Strand Corp. which recently leased its theater to Brin.
Labor Troubles Cause Closing
Tacoma — With a Fanchon and
Marco revue of 30 waiting and the
theater all set to open, the Broadway,
a West Coast Theater, remained dark.
Labor troubles and the wage demands
made by the stage hands and other
union employees are held responsible
by the management.
RKO Changes in N. W.
Seattle — Arthur Huot has resigned
from RKO (FBO) and has been succeeded by William Matthews. Ed
Lamb, formerly of Seattle, becomes
Portland manager succeeding "Tillie"
Withers who is now a sales representative. Changes were made by Frank
Shea, division manager.

San Francisco — Following election
of L. R. Crook as president of National Theater Syndicate, it is anticipated the holdings of this circuit
in various valley towns will be improved.
Brin Makes Changes
Madison, Wis. — Edward Kelzenberg, recently named manager of
Brin's Parkway has been transmanage
theater ferred
into Oshkosh
that city to
while
Louis Brin's
Lutz
formerly in charge of the Brin interests in that city will take charge of
the three Madison houses operated
by Brin which are the .Strand, Majestic and Parkway.
The Madison, which it is understood he took over only on a month
to month lease, was closed Feb. 4
and will not reopen under Brin management. The house is to be a store.
Brin now operates only the Strand,
Majestic and Parkway at Madison.
Leo Grebner will be manager of the
Parkway temporarily in addition to
managing the Majestic and will later
go to the Brin offices in Milwaukee
as assistant auditor.
Canadian Firm in Difficulties

Toronto — Canadian International
Binns Heads Washington Board
Films, Ltd., which produced "Carry
Washington — Ralph Binns (War- On, Sergeant" after two years of
'46 ner) is new president of the Film work, has been served with an assort6
ment of writs for alleged financial
Board. Rudolph Berger (M-G-M) is
vice president. William Dutton is obligations. The company was pronew
secretary.
moted by Col. W. F. Clarke and
Capt. Bruce Bairnsfather but the
former is no longer identified with
Fairbanks Opening Feb. 21
Feb. 21 has been set as date for the enterprise, it is stated.
premiere of "The Iron Mask," starring Douglas Fairbanks, at the Rivoli, New York.
Exton

Succeeds

Branham

Capitol, Little Rock in Sound
Little Rock — The Capitol went
sound this week. It is second house
to be wired here.

Detroit — Billy E.xton succeeds
Charles Branham as manager of the
Spokane Theater
Sold
Oriental, the Miles house which is
Spokane — The Rex has been sold
being operated by the Union Trust
Co. as receivers for the American by Bowman and Huff to I. Schwartz.
Bond & Mortgage Co. Branham goes
M. P. Capital Earnings Up
with Publix in the South.
Improvements in earnings of CapFour in Detroit Go Sound
ital Corp. aie being forecast in Wall
Detroit—The Grand Riviera, the St.
Annex, the Tuxedo and the LaSalie
Gardens, are to be equipped with W.
E. sound reproducers. The theaters
CaU
are operated as part of the Munz cirWAFILMS,
Inc.
cuit.
Walter A- Putter, Pres.

Remodeling
San Jose House
.San Jose, Cal. — National Theater
Knickerbocker at K. C. Branch
Syrdicate is remodeling the Jose at
a cost of $25,000. The building is
Kansas City — Charles Knickerowned by C. C. Bonn, and operated
bocker is managing the World Wide
branch here.
by the National Theatre Syndicate.
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Carson in Roseland Talkies
James B. Carson who recently finished work in Paramount's "The
Apartment Hunters," is the comedia
n
in Roseland Pictures' "The Life of
the Party," one reel talker from an
ongmal by J. D. Trop, which is being directed by Ray Friedgen at the
R.L.A. Studios, New York.

Griffith

Film

"Lady of the
p.
W. plays
Griffith
Velez
the
"Wolf of Wall
New York.

for

N.

Y.

Rialto

Pavements," the new
film in which Lupc
title
role, will follow
Street" at the Rialto

Pacent Representative for N. W.
Portland, Ore.— A. West Johnson
has been named sales representative
of the Pacent synchronizer in this
territory. The device is sanctioned
by
hone,
other Vitap
compa
nies. First National and

EXPERIENCED
PUBLICITY WRITER

J

With over 150.000 words printed and
paid for during last year wants position as writer of gossip and features. Still has editorial connections
here and abroad. By-lined stories in
N. Y. Times, Daily Film Renter,
Glasgow Weekly News, Sunday Post
etc.
Ready
to start now.
Box
M-111
c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way., N. Y. C
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Registered Patent Attorney
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A Better Service

The service is indeed satisfactory. In
fact I like it much better than the
other service that I had been using
for the past four years.
LYRIC
THEATRE,
Terrell,

Tex.
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New York, as *^THE WOLF
STREET,''
OF WALL
sensational Paramount alltalking melodrama begins
long run on Broadway! Biggest business of the year in
Philadelphia, Los Angeles and
other points ! "Has box office
written large all over it!" yells
the New York Telegram — and
that's the truth!
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in "THE REDEEMING SIN"
pLORIOUS
^^
— a powerfulDolores
story ofCOSTELLO
the Paris UNDERWORLD glowing with
love, passion and adventure. Here is the NEWEST thing in SINS
—it's FULL of the DEVIL— and sure to RAISE OLD HARRY
with your house RECORD! Some KICK! Some THRILL!
Some SIN!
And it's O. K. with everyone — it's a ''Redeeming Sin.**
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Th ree Yeears Ago
PA. Powers said

A/ I motion picture producers
vjill eventually adopt the
Sound' on -Film system as
.^^"TTS^

the lodical standard''

Power!

SOUND-ON-FILM

REPRODUCER

The

POWERS CINEPHONE sound-on-film reproducer isshown in the dark portion of the above
Ulustration, neatly mounted directly under the projector head.

''Built Like a Watch

I

POWERS CINEPHONE Sound Repr.
ducers are built with the precision and acci
racy of a jewelled watch.

DISC ATTACHMENT
Compact, adjustable turntable playing
both synchronous and non-synchronous records. Small enough to be
placed underneath lamphouse of projectors or any convenient corner of
booth.

REPRESENTATIVES
Arrangements will be made with reputable
distributors for territorial selling rights, and
with sales representatives.

They are designed to faithfully reproduce a
notes of all instruments and every inflection <
the human voice in pure, full tonal quality ar
adequate volume, as recorded in sound-on-fili
or on discs.

POWERS

CINEPHONE

CORPORATION

EQUIPK

Pollers Building
723 Seventh
NEW YORK CITY
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Zowie !

Hollywood Happenings

Galena, Mo. — An excuse for
living soon will have to be
sought by the youth of this

o

Exhibitors
Daily Remindtr

De Mille Reelected
Consult 1929
Film Daily Year
Book for all information o n
film business.

Friday February 8, 192'

Cecil B. DeMille has been
reelected president of the Association of M. P. Producers.

Sound Theater Planned
at Universal Studio
A projection room of full theater
size for talking pictures is to be constructed atUniversal City. To gauge

Richard Arlen Signs
New Paramount Contract
Richard Arlen, who has just completed his performance in "The Four
I'^eathers," produced by Ernest B.
Schoedsack and Merian C. Cooper,
has signed a new long term contract
with Paramount. He now is working before the cameras in the talking film "The Man I Love," from
a play by Herman
Manckiewicz.

Edwards Revue Titled
properly
the
effect
of
players'
voices
"Pierrot Minstrels" will be the title
the screen and loud speakers will be
at the same distance as in an average of Gus Edward's next "colortone revue" for M-G-M. The revue protheater, instead of close to the audiducer has already turned out several
ence as in the former type of proFriday February 8, 1929
in sound and Technicolor
jection room. Among other improve- productions
ments announced for the next two which Coast executives believe will
months is a new building for editing set a new standard in musical sound
films. The most recent of these was
sound pictures to be completed in
called "Mexicano," and the preceding
time for editing "Broadway." As
two versions, one silent and one one "From Broadway to Heaven."
sound, are made of nearly all Universal pictures, an additional storage
Kerry
Returning to England
vault for film is already under conNorman Kerry is understood to be
struction.
going to England again to make a
few pictures for British International,
By P. A. Harle
New Short Started
whose productions are imported to
Editor, "La Cinemaiographie Francaise
Clark and McCuIlough have start- this country by World Wide Pictures.
Paris — Commission de Cinema is
ed work on their new Movietone film
now working out the ratio of impor- to follow tlie first musical comedy of
Next McLean Set
tations under which all nations sendscreen, "The Belle of Samoa."
ing their films into France must oper- the
in which they appeared with LoiAl Christie has secured "Divorce
ate. The decrease of 1928 definitely Moran.
Made Easy," by Wilson Collison,
fixed the terms of the French "konfor the next Douglas MacLean proMore De Mille Additions
duction for Paramount, to be an alltingent," a fact which marks as unfounded persistent reports in Paris
Cecil B. D^ Mille has announced dialogue picture. Marie Prevost will
that an entirely new quota law was two more additions to the cast of appear opposite.
to be worked
out.
his first M-G-M production, "Dyna"Midstream", Cortez and Windsor
mite." In addition to Charles BickSound for Russian Studios
ford, Conrad Nagel, Kay Johnson and
Tiffany-Stahl states the picture
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Casson Ferguson, the cast of the
made under the working title "Life,"
Washington — The film committee new film, which will be a dialogue with
Ricardo Cortez, Claire Windof the Soviet government has de- picture, will include Leslie Fenton
sor, Montague Love and Helen Jerand
Barton
Hepburn.
cided to investigate sound film deome Eddy, has been titled "Midvices with a view of producing sound
stream." This is a dialogue producNew
Contract
for Manckiewicz
pictures at Russian studios, the M.
tion
directed by James Flood.
Herman Manckiewicz, former New
P. Section of the Dept. of Conmierce
is advised. Electrical engineers have York newspaperman, who has been
Seeking "Rio Rita" Locations
been commissioned to make reports at Paramount's Hollywood studio
Location scouts of Radio Pictures
titling pictures and writing dialogue
on the various systems available.
for all-talking productions, has signed now are considering spots along the
Labor
Bureau
Aids
Actors
a new long term contract with Para- Rio Grande as location for "Rio
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY mount.
Rita," which the company will film
as a talking and singing production.
Washington — The Labor Bureau
Prevost
of Berlin is to open a special depart- British Contract for Marie
ment for film extras, state advises
U. A. Contract for Roland
Indications are that Marie Prevost
to the M. P. Section of the Dept. of
Gilbert Roland has signed a new
is to go to England to make a picCommerce. The step is being taken f'lre. From London, comes word
long term contract with United Aras a result of the numerous alleged that E. A. Dupont plans to make
tists. He now is preparing to start
scandals in which mushroom agen- a production with Miss Prevost for in the leading male role of Norma
cies were concerned.
British International, whose pictures Talmadge's new picture.
aire leased in America by World
Italian Co. Starts Picture
Wide
Pictures.
New Contract for Wallace
Washington
Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
Washington — Augustus Film ComRichard
Wallace has signed to a
Directors Again to Team
pany, of Italy, has begun production
new long term contract with ParaJohn Cromwell and Edward Suthmount. Wallace is now directing
on "Sole," its first picture, advises
a report to the M. P. Section of the
erland will team in directing "Bur- "Innocents of Paris," the talking and
Dept. of Commerce.
lesque," John Manker Watters stage singing picture which will present
Maurice
Chevalier, stage star of
France.
play.
Merly of Paris Reorganizes
Abbott to Film Wharton Talker
Paris — Jean de Merly has incorGeorge Abbott, stage director, is to
porated his activities here and abroad
Contract for Pallette
in a company known as Exchisivitcs make the Paramount all-talking verJean de Merly, capitalized at 2,500,000
Eugene
Pallette has signed a consion of Edith Wharton's novel, "The
francs.
tract as a Paramount featured player.

WORKING OUT DETAILS or
fRENCH QUOTA MEASURE

Children."

trend if
continues.
latest is
town,
the presentThe
"blue-nose"
an ordinance forbidding boys
and girls of 18 and under from
leaving home after 8 P. M. unless accompanied by parents.

'BLUE lAW ISSUE VOTED
UPON IN SEVERAL CITIE!
Austin, Tex. — Representatives E. D
Dunlap, D. J. Enderby, C. Land an(
A. E. Harding are sponsors of a bil
to legalize Sabbath shows. The bil
IJoints out that thousands of person
find themselves free to attend the
aters only on Sunday.

Stonington, Conn. — Permit to rui
Sunday motion pictures was grantei
to John B. Findlay, manager of thi
Westerly Theater Operating Co., a
the special town meeting. Petitioner
for Sunday shows were victorious b;
more than two to one, the vote beinj
469 for and 213 against.

Dothan. Ala. — Sunday closing is
sue here will soon be climaxed whei
a "blue" law ordinance proposei
and sponsored by the pastors here i
presented the city council. Thre
houses operate here on Sundays.
Camden, N. J.— Sunday show peti
tion signed by 60 persons has beei
presented to village trustees here
The issue was once before defeate(
here. A special meeting on the ques
tion will be held.
Paducah, Ky. — Agreed judgment o
$40 and costs in each of the 11 case:
was assessed in McCracken count;
circuit court here against Columbi;
Amusement Co. on charges of show
ing pictures on Sunday. The Co
lumbia
firm operates all local the
aters.
Warsaw, Ind. — L. J. Dunning, o
the Strand here plans Sunday pic
tures. Other attempts to have Sun
day shows here has met with oppo
sition. The Milford here was closet
by Prosecutor Loehr. Now the coun
ty is looking to Prosecutor George
Bowser to arrive at a solution of thi
question. Sentiment is much dividec
on the matter.

Tennessee Cleric Hits
State's "Blue" Lawi
Memphis — Characterizing

Sunda;

pictures as "something to lift" thi
laborer "out of the humdrum color
less world that he lives in for si;
days a week," the
F. Gailor, bishop
former president
National Council,

Rt. Rev. Thoma:
of Tennessee an(
of the Episcopa
put his influenci

law in the
an present
interview
published
against
Tennessee
"blue'it
Memphis papers last week.

"INTERCHANGEABILITY"
A Statement of Policy

The success, of Vitaphone subjects, both features and shorts, their proven
box office vakie and the general enthusiastic approval with which they
have been and are being received, has been due to two major factors:
1. The unremitting care exercised in their production — the constant
effort, without regard to production cost, to improve the product in
all its aspects, — technically, artistically and as entertainment.
2. The excellence of the studio recording equipment and theatre reproducing equipment manufactured by Western Electric and its
subsidiary company. Electrical Research Products, Inc., — of which
The Vitaphone Corporation is the original licensee — backed up by
exhaustive and continuous research of the engineering staffs of
those companies and of Bell Telephone Laboratories.
It would not be in the interest of the public, the exhibitors or The Vitaphone Corporation to lower the standards of quality which have created
the present widespread demand for Vitaphone product and for equipment by means of which it may be reproduced.
Inadequate reproduction of Vitaphone product, by means of inferior
equipment, while it might yield temporary gain to exhibitors and to The
Vitaphone Corporation, would in the long run be damaging to the individual exhibitors, to The Vitaphone Corporation and to the industry.
The Vitaphone Corporation, therefore, will require reproduction of its
product by means of equipment which operates properly, reliably and
efficiently to reproduce the same with adequate volume and quality equal
to that obtained by the use of equipment supplied by Electrical Research
Products, Inc.
Where such satisfactory equipment is installed, The Vitaphone Corporation will, subject to its regular sales policies and then existing commitments, enter into negotiations with the exhibitor for its product.

THE VITAPHONE CORPORATION
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
^fSBjr

ARTHUR

W.

FILM BOARDS REPORT
MORE THEATER CHANGES

EDDY^^i^

studios, just
METROPOLITAN
across the Hudson in the village
known as Fort Lee, has completed
a two-reel talking comedy directed
by Phil Goldstone. George Orth is
])roduction manager at the plant.
Scoring has been completed on "Line Reid production.
da." a Mrs. Wallac
*
*
*
Lya de Putti, after th^-illing Coast
f'olks with her aviation stunts, has
been New Yorking the past few days
and sails shortly after midyiight toShe's to star
on the Majestic.
in an night
Engllish
picture.
*
*
*
Radio fans received a treat the
other afternoon when Erne Rapee
played several of his theme song
compositions over WGBS, with
Michael (Microphone) Simmons conducting the period. The number included "Diane" from "Seventh Heaven;" "Angela Mia" from "Street
Angel,"
and "Marion,"
from
"Four
*
*
*
Devils."
Ralph Dietrich, who doesyi't want
to be called Paul, and who is a film
cutter on the Fox payroll, is receiving his mail at the Hotel White.

RCA Subsidiaries to Share
in Group
Insurance
Plan
(Continued
from Page 1)
co-operative group insurance program
totaling $3,250,000 recently completed
by Radio
Corp. of America,
parent
company.

March 15 Release Date for
"Black (Continued
Waters,"
All-Talker
from Page
1)
British and Dominion Films, Ltd. via
the Western Electric recording system. This will be World Wide's first
all-talker, and will be available on
both disc and film. "Moulin Rouge,"
another from World Wide, is being
synchronzed via RCA-Photophone.

Ampa & M. P. S. Seeking
Joint Meeting Rooms
George Harvey, president of the
AMPA, at yesterday's meeting, expressed the possibility of that association tying up with the M. P. Salesmen's Club and the T.P.R.O.A. for
the formation of joint meeting rooms.
Joe Wolf of M. P. Salesmen, in a
speech, outlined numerous opportunities for co-operation between salesmen and publicity men and was in
favor of the move.
P. L. Thompson, president of the
Audit Bureau of Circulation, highlighted the advantages of the A. B.C.
and how best it serves publishers and
space buyers. Other guests were,
Ray Ryan, business manager of
"Screen Secrets," Mort Blumenstock
and Sam Jacobson from the coast.
Jenkins At Fla. House
Auburndale, Fla. — L. Jenkins of
Waycross, Gz. has taken over the
''rriana here.

MONTANA
New
Theaters
Valier — Capital.

Changes in Ownership
Culbertson — Princess, sold to Mrs. A. Donaldson by E. E. Bonebright ; Drummond —
Dreamland, sold to F. E. Simons by I>. L.
Like; Miles City— Velda, sold to H. E.
Richard by Arthur Hami-y ; Red Lodge —
Iris, sold to Buck Cornellio by Byron B.
Downard ; Valier — Majestic, sold to S. W.
Forbragd by A. J. Schuler.

Closings

Dixon — Liberty.

NEBRASKA

ALL-TALKERS MAKE DENT

PHIL
Al.

DALY
SEZ/

By ERNEST
W. FREDMAN
Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"

London — The "talkers" continue to
make progress in England, whenever
shown. At present only a few of
the biggest houses have been equipped but judging from some recent
figures, the installation would appear
to be fully justified.
For instance at the Coliseum, Glasgow, where Movietone is in use, as
many as 87,000 paid admissions last
week, the takings being $17,500. "The
Singing Fool" has been playing
the Coliseum, as also at the Regal,at
London, where it had been an enormous success. It is now continuing
its career at the Piccadilly.

"Was in one of the
Broadway palaces the
other evening, when the
sound-on-film feature was
being shown, and the film
broke. Made
us
hot
around the ears to think
that nothing was done to
fill-in. the blank screen being the divertissement for
the next ten minutes.
Figure out what chance
the picture had to get
over after that."

Openings
Beaver City — Audit ; Cedar Bluffs — Opera
House; Henley — Golden Rod; Petersburg
— Opera House ; Republican City — Liberty.

Changes in Ownership

Bayard — Palm, sold to S & H Amuse. Ent.
by R. Rogers ; Callaway — Star, sold to
Bert Miller by H. H. Deal; Elk CreekElk, sold to Otis Cloud by Frank Miller;
Litdhtfield — ^Idyl Hour, sold to J. C.
Christensen by E. P. Kennedy ; Omaha —
Queen, sold to Al Raneri by Lowell Dolan ;
Stella — ^Opera House, sold to Chamber of
Commerce by A. E. Camblin ; Table Rock
— Ideal, sold to L. M. Greene by M. B.
Tohnson ; Tryon — Legion Hall, sold to J.
B. Heldenbrand by D. K. Berkran ;
Ulysses — Ulysses, sold to E. A. Dosek by
Stephen Novotny.

Closings

E)dison — Movie ; Ohiowa — Opera House ;
Page — Cozy ; York — Opera House.

NEW YORK
New Theaters

New
York
City — Loew's
Loew's
167th St.

Fairmount

and

Changes in Ownership
Binghamton — Cityline, sold to W. E. Benson
by Jay Bedell ; Brooklyn — Avalon and
Manor, sold to Schwartz by Loew ; Tip
Top, sold to Auramor & Werner; Tomkins, sold to Tomkins Amuse. Co.. Inc.,
by L. I. Peisner; Buffalo — -Cozy Corner,
sold to Klemens Mazorowsky by Edythe
Hunt ; Erieville — Orange Hall, sold to
Harold Russell by W. E. Benson; Flushing, L. I. — -Prospect, sold to Loew's by
Schwartz; Glen Cove, L. I. — Glen, sold to
J. D. Fink by Hedges ; Hermon — Fairyland, sold to Hermon Fire Dept. : Ilion —
Capitol, sold to Mike Kallet by Robt.
Pierce; Kingston — (Auditorium, sold to Andrew Voloukas & Gregory Melikan by
John McLean ; Nelson — <5range Hall, sold
to Harold Russeli by W. "E,. Benson; New
Yortc City — 'Forsythe, sold to Bernstein ;
Lucky Star, sold to Rosenbluch & Kaufman by M & S Circuit; New 14th St.,
sold to Sunshine Amuse. Corp. by Harold
Amuse. Corp. ; Ritz, sold to Bronx Park
Amuse. Corp. by S. Osserman ; Third
Ave., sold to Horowitz by Fredwalt Amuse.
Co. ; Niagara Falls — ^Amendola, sold to
Ferguson & Ross by Spray Amuse. Corp. ;
Pearl River — Pearl River, sold to Rockland
Theater Corp. by Pear! River Amuse. Co. ;
Rochester — Grand. Liberty, Riveria, State
and Webster, sold to Regorson Corp. &
Schine Ent., Inc., by Schine Ent., Inc. ;
Victoria, sold to Efren Amuse. Corp. by
Rochester Theater Corp. ; Rosebank, S. I.
—Lyric, sold to Vinciprova & Bughari ;
Troy — Palace, sold to Geo. Battaglia by
E. Rosen.

NORTH DAKOTA
New Theaters
Lansford — Sawyer Audit.

Changes in Ownership

Braddock — Carroll, sold to Alfred J. Huhn
by Wm. Carroll ; Fordville — Medford, sold
to Claude A Kelly by O. G. Jacobson ;
Kintyre — Carroll, sold to Alfred J. Huhn
by Wm. Carroll; Moffitt— Carroll, sold to
Alfred J. Huhn by Wm. Carroll; PerthGrand, sold to O. W. Moore by H. C.
Hanson ; Sterling — Carroll, sold to Alfred
J. Huhn by Wm.
Carroll.

Closings

Inkster — Inkster.

Colorado Tax Laws Would
Close Number of Houses Maxwell Urges Britain
{Continued

from

Page

1)

side the city of Denver. There now
are operating in the state, outside
Denver. 130 theaters, only 62 of which
are on a seven day schedule. Eightythree of the houses show but one
night a week, 22 two nights a week,
ten three nights and 13 four nights a
week.

to Support Film Industry
John Maxwell, head of
ternational Pictures, in
the Manchester C.HA. on
of British films said:
"Two essential features
sary to success in film
imagination to see the

British Inaddressing
the subject

are necesproduction,
possibilities

andHeguts
to take
risk."
stressed
thethe
need
for Britain to
create as many new and vital industries as possible, in order to balance
those she had lost or which were in
a moribund state. Foremost among
Masters
series, and is a pioneer
in these he placed the film industry
the sound shorts field, sails for S^pain which now, owing to the impetus
next week,
where
the first will be given to it by the quota, was makmade.
ing great strides in the home country
and, in addition, succeeding in breaking into foreign markets.
On the question of sound films
Maxwell struck a cautious note. "If
St. Louis — Holders of S'kouras A the public want them the British companies will supply them. If not, they
have the privilege of converting their
stock into Skouras B which was re- will always rely upon the old regime
centlv purchased by Warners at about for financial success," he said.
$3,000,000 for the entire issue. The
A stock is now on an annual divi- Combine and Independents
dend basis of $3 a share and if the
stock ever earns more than $3 a share Live Subject in England
The combines continue to increase
tjie A stock will share with the B
their
holdings, and their capital, and
tile surplus earnings. The B stock is
the voting issue and controls Skouras exhibitors continue to kick against
Bros. Enterprises. Skouras Enter- the combines — that is, of course,
prises also controls the St, Louis whom the combines have not yet
Amusement Co. which has passed its swallowed. Whenever a grouping of
independents meet together, there is
dividend
since the
'of always talk of a possible booking cir1928. Business
since first
has quarter
picked up,
it is said.
cuit to act as a lever for securing big
pictures at reasonable prices. The
C.E.A. trading scheme is dead; that
was killed by the renters. But it is
thought that there may be hope for
groups of small exhibitors getting toRule to regulate commissions
gether and pooling their booking operations to the end outlined above. It
charged by casting agents and personal managers, have been suspended is alleged that the theaters have been
the medium of wild stock exchange
by Actors' Equity Ass'n. pending disposition of suit brought by Willie gambles, and that during the past year
Edelston to test their legality.
the trade has been turned upside
down and inside out by the mergers.
What definite steps the independent
T-S British Film Started
exhibitors will take to cope with the
London — Tiffany-Stahl's first Brit- situation still remain to be seen.
ish production, "To What Red Hell"
from the play by Percy Robinson,
Paris Likes "Uncle Tom"
has been started at the Alliance StuParis — "Uncle Tom's Cabin" which
dios, St. Margarets. Edwin Green- recently closed a week's run at the
wood is directing.
Cameo,
clicked.

Traveltone Sound Shorts
Planned
by
FitzPatrick
(Continued
from Page 1)

Warners Offer Exchange
on Skouras Bros. Stock

Equity Rules to Limit Fee
of Agents is Suspended

4

1

We warned you to prepare for the BEST. ..And now

Read!

Read !

Readl
how the most spectacular and
costly Sound picture ever made
took Los Angeles by storm at
Carthay Circle World Premiere!
'Carthay Circle had its innings last night.
The niagnus opus of the year from the
First National studios. A superfilm ranking >vith the red-letter products of the
industry. All Los Angeles flanked the
scene with popping eyes. The most ambitious effort of Frank Lloyd since his
memorable 'The Sea Hawk.' Excels that
picture in spectacular elements. One of
the best examples of the new art of synchronization. The massing of the fleets,
the carnage of battle, contain some remarkable direction and photography.
Rare beauty."
— Los Angeles Evening Press.
'One of the most picturesque films of the
year. No set has been more artistically
designed or photographed. Battle is truly
sensational in its scope. Has the most
impressive finish of any film of recent
months. I consider this effect one of the
finest ever devised. Star's performance
ranks with her best. Miss Griffith sings
several songs and verv prettily."
— Los Angeles Evening Herald.
'li Lady Hamilton were half as lovely as
Corinne Griffith you couldn't blame Lord
Nelson for being willing to sacrifice fame,
wife and all else for her. Victor Varconi
a fascinating Lord Nelson. Corinne Griffith furnishes a series of lovely portraits.
Frank Lloyd gets into his old directorial
stride. He directs it with his former skill."
— Los Angeles Examiner.

IL

"Lovely beyond compare in its embellishments of setting and costume. The spectacular sea fights lend bigness to its glamorous aspects." — Los Angeles Times.
Musical Score and Sound Effects

with
H. B. Warner, Ian Keith,
Victor Varconi, MarieDressler, Montagu Love. From
E. Barrington's famous
best-seller.
A Frank Lloyd
Production. Presented
by Richard

A. Rowland.

FIRST
NATIONAL

"Y^ce to face
with Captai

president of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company delivers
important message via

^^

Fox Movietone News
to the country in general and to 350,000
employes of his company in particular
INCLUDED

IN NO. 19 ISSUE A

A Long Distance Coin Grabber
for the lire exhibitor ivho'll talce advantage of tie-up
possibilities— Invite local telephone company managers
to premiere— hold telephone operators' matinee— have
operators tell each subscriber it's at your theatre—

To
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"Stimi or Sound- Carl Laemmle leads the Way///
Supreme in the Field
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James A. FitzPatrick
In Association with

Gainsborough Pictures, Ltd.

/

Presents

/

Percy Marmont
and

Benita Hume

/

In Sir Walter Scott* s Immortal Poem^

"The Lady of the Lake"
A

Synchronized

Feature

Production

Produced in the Highlands of Scotland
Directed by James A. FitzPatrick
Photographed by Bert Dawley and Leslie Rowson
Foreign Rights Controlled by Gainsborough Pictures, Ltd.
58 Wardour Street, London
Distributed Throughout the British Isles
by W. & F. Film Service, Ltd.

American Rights Controlled by

FitzPatrick Pictures, Inc.
1501 Broadway, New York City
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CONMUNITY-BRIN DEAL J. & V. H. MAY REENTER
ii ON? LATIER DENIES SEATTLE FIRST RUN FIELD
Milwaukee — L. K. Brin
waxes indignant over the report
that he was planning the sale
of his houses to Community
Theaters, Inc. He states he
has absolute control of his
chain which embraces Portage,
Fond du Lac, Oshkosh, Appleton and Menasha and that
they were not for sale.
Milwaukee — Negotiations
are unlUrstood pending
for acquisition of
Uases of the L. K. Brin chain of
ten theaters in six Wisconsin cities
(Hitside
Milwaukee
by Community
Theaters, Milwaukee firm, which lias
lioiises in four cities of the state. The
il is said to involve $130,000.
If
nsummated, it will make the Cominity chain the second largest in
\\ isconsin, according to Charles W.
Xevel, Jr., vice president and general manager.
The deal would not include the
three theaters operated in Milwaukee by Brin, who has houses at Madi-.>n, Portage, Oshkosh, Fond du Lac,
.Vppleton and Menasha. Community houses are located at West Allis,
Lake Geneva, Burlington and Whitewater, with plans for new^ houses at
Delavan, Janesville, West Bend,
'Monroe and W^aupun. If the deal is
closed, it will give Community representative coverage of the state in
iiith southern and northern sections.

Zuro Placed in Charge of
Pathe Musical Activities

INTERCHANGE ABILITY TEST
SUITS PLANNED IN N. W.

Seattle — Jensen & Von Herberg,
former dominant factors in this territory, may reenter the first run field, Wilverphone Synchronizer
operating the new Mayflower, it is
to be Made at Toledo
reported here. The partners may reToledo — Wilverphone Corp., proopen the Liberty on First Ave. They
returned to the exhibition field some
ducer of a synchronization device
now
being
made at Newark, is to
time ago, with a new house at Ballard. Their former circuit now is move its plant here. The company,
whose apparatus is designed for
operated by West Coast.
small houses, is backed by Clevent
O. Mininger, president of Electric
Jannings Reported Signed Auto Lite Co. Temporary quarters
to Star in British Film for assembly of equipment have been
British International Pictures of secured, and production of equipment
London are reported to have signed is to start at once, according to officials. James S. Brailey is president.
Emil Jannings to star in a picture
which will be directed by E. A. Du Ora E. Brailey, vice president and
Frank Landwehr, secretary. The
Pont, wlio made "Variety." Jan- firm has $100,000 of preferred and
nings' contract with Paramount ex- 1,000 shares of no par common.
pires the end of this year. Tiie production department on Friday had
heard nothing of the report concern- Allied Affiliation Will
ing B.I. P.

Highlight Pittsburgh Meet

"Canary Murder Case" for
Embassy,
Criterion
Switcli in 'Letter'
Paramount
bookings
will bring "The Canary Murder
Case" to the Embassy, Feb. 23, while
"The Letter," scheduled for opening
at the house has been set in at the
Criterion. New York, where it will
follow
weeks. "Redskin" in about four

Idaho Exhibitors Win First
Round in Fight on Tax

Minneapolis — Plans are being fornulated for institution in this territory
of a number of test cases on interchangeability, following close of the
convention of the Northwest exhibitor
unit which marked first address to
exhibitors of Abram F. Myers, president and general counsel of Allied
States Ass'n. Myers charged a
"freeze-out" of independent sound
systems, stating he plans to push his
request for a Federal injunction to
restrain such alleged agreement, and
force service of sound films to independent systems. He recently
placed his request for action before
the Dept. of Justice. Myers received
a big ovation at the meetings here,
243 members of the Northwest unit
ratifying affiliation with Allied and
pledging $10,000 toward maintenance
of the association.

Discs and Films

meeting
will sprung
address. up,
"Now
that thewhich
Alliedhe has
the
M.P.T. O.A. is sending emissaries all
Less than a year ago the industry was as far over the country." Time was when
MONDAY:
apart as the poles on the question of sound. The Warners the regional organization had difficulty in getting national leaders to
then were plodding along the lines of their preconceived
come out to this territory, the publication states.
card values of "The Jazz Singer"

"Hit the Deck, " Musical
Show Brought by Radio

"Hit tiie Deck," musical comedy,
has been acquired by Radio Pictures,
Now another situation is about to project itself into the pic- and will be produced as a talkingsinging production, states William
ture. The title of the lusty ballad might be called : "Sound-on- Le Baron, vice president in charge
Disc or Sound-on-Film, or' Which System Will Stay With Us?" of production.

word of protest.

that ParaOur private gumshoe work results in the di.scovery
mount, Metro and United Artists, business triplets in many film
■j Boise, Ida. — Idaho exhibitors have matters, lean with favor toward the photographic system. Sound'Won the first round in fight against
might be considthe state admission
tax proposed on-film, avers S. R. Kent who, in this instance,
its recordbecause
better
is
triumvirate,
here, gaining the backing of the state
ered spokesmen for the
'Chamber of Commerce.
Jim Hone,
ing value has demonstrated its superiority over the disc ; because
secretary of Allied Amusements
of there is no danger of breakage ; because there is no possibility of
. the Northwest,
appeared before the scratching.
1 chamber in connection with the bill.

Actions to Follow on Heels
of Myers' Move for
U. S. Aid

Pittsburgh — Exhibitor leaders are
to be invited to attend ninth annual
convention of the M.P.T.O.A., which
meets here April 14, 15 and 16, to
decide, aniong* other things, the quesRivalry
tion of the organization's affiliation Exhibitor Ass'n
with Allied States Ass'n. Strong
Called
Help
by
Regional
leanings toward Allied are said to
Seattle
—
"Competition,
sometimes,
prevail. Abram F. Myers, president
and general counsel of Allied, is ex- is a good thing in organization work,"
observes "The M. P. Record," in
pected to attend.
stating that R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.
O.A. president, has telegraphed the
Far Northwest unit, suggesting a

Josiah Zuro has been signed by
l'..thc as director general of music. plans. The tremendous drawingill charge of all musical activities of were just beginning to leave their impress. Fox was doing this
the company. A veteran of the mus- and that with Movietone, but the landslide toward the new deical comedy, opera and picture scorvelopment had not yet come. Since then, what has happened is
ing field, Zuro organized the sound
department at Sound Studios, New like an open book. Sound has come and conquered with nary a
^'ork,
of
featuressupervising
for Pathesynchronization
and Radio Pictures (FBO).

Frico 2.5 Cents
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{Continued on Page 4)

New Warner Hollywood
House to be the Jolson
West

Coast Bureau, THE

Fil.M

DAILY

Los Angeles — New Hollywood
house planned by Warners is to be
named the Jolson, it is understood.
The house is to be built next to the
Warner theater.
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Ufa Eastern Distributors Hippodrome at Portland,
Ore. Adopts Open Shop
Gets Art Acord Series Portland,
Ore. — Unable

David Brill, president of Ufa Eastern Distributors, New York, has acquired distribution in eastern states
of the series of eight Art Acord
westerns being produced by J. Charles
Davis, 2nd. The films are: "The
White Outlaw," "Bullets and Justice," "Arizona Kid," and "Oklahoma Cowboy." States embraced in
the deal are: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Maryland, Virginia, District of Columbia, Delaware and New England.

With at expiration
Leo month
Brecher's
lease
the end ofof this
on
the
Plaza,
the
house
is
to
be
dismantled.

33,300

33
36
....
Syi ....
54
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13
12
84
,
85
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New Wichita House
Wichita, Kans. — J. C. Hartman and
associates are building the Nomar
near Market and Twenty-first Sts.
at a cost of $150,000. Blazer-Vollmer
Construction Co. are handling the
contract.

Dismantling Plaza, New

Publix Changes in Frisco
San Francisco — The Publix managerial personnel has undergone a
number of changes. John Smith, former manager of the California, becomes manager of the Granada and
Nat Holt succeeds him at the former house. Sidney Dannenberg, for
several months manager of the Granada is now managing the Publix at
Toledo.
Bonner At Midland, Tex.
Midland, Tex. — John S. Bonner,
former manager of the Westex Circuit, has become manager of the
Grand here. S. J. Hodge, who managed the Grand will become manager
of the Rex and Lyric at Lubbock.

Universal
Club
Dance,
Hotel
Astor, New York.
AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball in
York.
New

IS

Mar.

2

Apr.

14-15-16

O.

B. Mantel!, special representative of United Artists, leaves Saturday for Rio De Janiero,
with Guy
Morgan slated to go to Buenos Aires.

Convention
of Unit.
Western
sylvania Exhibitor

"Broadway Melody" Opens
M-G-M's first all-talker, "The
Broadway Melody" opened Friday
night at the Astor, New York. On
the program also was "Confession,"
an adaptation of Kenyon Nicholson's
one act play, directed by Lionel Barrymore.
"U" Theaters
Close "Pep"
Drive
Universal theaters have just completed a 12 weeks' business "Pep"
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Salesmen to sell exhibitors the new
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Let JJs Solve Your Prohlems 1
MOTION

Penn-

English Player in N. Y.
Estellc Brody, who played the
feminine lead in "Mademoiselle from
Armentieres," British picture recently released in this country by M-GM, Americ
is in New
York, on her first vis,it
to
a,

York

U. A. Representatives Leaving
Don Smith "U" Manager
Fred Flander has appointed Don
Smith manager of the Lake, Milwaukee, Universal house.

Feb.

"The Man Who Cheated Life," Affiliated European Producers' picture,
which
is to play the Little Carnegie
Plavhouse.

Cohen with "U" Chain
Louis
Cohen,
for the
last two
years
associated
with
West
Coast
Theaters,
has joined the Universal
circuit to survey theater properties.

100
10,000

Paramount Pep Club Ball at the
Astor, New York.
Dinner of Writers Branch of Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.
writers.
Holl5fwood, to visiting dialogue

Veidt Coming to N. Y.
Conrad Veidt is slated to arrive in
New York next week to make personal appearance in connection with

Chaliapin to Paramount?
Feodor Chaliapin, internationally
known Russian opera star, is reported by the "N. Y. Evening World" to
have been signed by Paramount for
a sound picture. No confirmation
could be obtained Friday.

5,166

Today:

to effect a
compromise settlement with the musicians and stagehands as to the
number of men to be employed, the
Hippodrome here has adopted an drive.
open shop policy.

License Power Provided
Annapolis,
Md. — Town commis22,800
sioners of Centerville, Md., would be
700 empowered to charge a license fee
7,800
for every performance given by cir11,400
cuses, carnivals and other street
500
shows
and
any other kind of per18,266
formances and regulate their show4,300
ing if bill recently introduced here
4*666
2,400 and passed in the Senate, goes
through the House.
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Of the recording qualities of the
one system as against the other, we
do not know. It takes a technical
expert to determine that. Kent's arguments anent breakage and scratchings on discs are, of course, true. On
the other side of this argumentative
ledger, there must be considered the
fact that once oil or dirt meanders
into the sound track on the film, you
will get anything on the screen from
no sound to a roar like a cataract.
It was only a week ago that in one
of America's finest theaters the characters in a talking picture the former happened. For ten minutes —
long minutes they were as the house
staff will testify — the characters
obediently opened their mouths, but
no sound was forthcoming. There
was nothing to be done about it
until the unfortunate circumstance
could be rectified. Then, too, breakage may occur in the film just as it
undoubtedly does with the disc. And
so the arguments flow back and forth.
The particular and peculiar angle
which creeps to the fore is the rather
sharp division now asserting itself
over the merits of the two systems.
The Warners, as might be expected,
are body and soul for the disc. Never
discount the importance of their
point of view. We understand it is
not because their early work was
concentrated on the disc recording
that they adhere to it now. _ Their
experience, considerable as_ it has
been in the travails and the joys that
came with sound, tells them that it
is the phonographic system which is
the better.
Sound or disc; Which is it to be?
The one point which some are inclined to overlook is the fact that practically all reproducing devices are
going in for both disc and film reproduction. Even Warners, who will
be taken care of through the new
Pacent machine, primarily a disc affair but with a film attachment
planned for it. . . .

Discs and Films
(Continued

from

the report gains credence as the hours
slip by that Kennedy is in. . . .
Harry Warner may be sun-basking
in Palm Beach, but the wheels of
progress
whir
on. Now
Ohio
where the
Warners
are it's
foraging.
Cleveland will start the theater campaign and nobody knows exactly
where it will all end. . . .
First he said he was. Now he declares he isn't. Pertaining to the indecision in Louis Mayer's mind about
the ambassadorship to Turkey. The
last word is that the final M. in MG-M is not a candidate for public
office. And there ends one of Hollywood's most avidly discussed yarns.
It is almost two years since he saw
New York's skyhne. Returning here
from foreign fields, Gus Schlesinger,
the energetic overseas sales chief for
Warners, found exactly what he didn't
expect: a new business. When last
he dodged taxis in Times Square,
sound was likened to a gentle spring
zephyr. Now it is tornado-like and
so there was little for Schlesinger to
do except dig in and learn. This
cramming process has been under for
some weeks and is now ended only
because the outgoing Leviathan carried Gus aboard. The next chapter
in this particular story will be heard
shortly after Schlesinger arrives in
Berlin at which time Vitaphone will
start on its Mittle Europa excursion. . . .

The Way of Economy

Wednesday: "I have come three
thousand miles and from now I'll do
the talking,' 'or words to that effect
was the way Joe Schenck put it.
Being president and chairman of the
board at United Artists, no one
In Bobs Kennedy
could tell him nay. So Schenck had
Tuesday. Irrepressible young his say which concerned U. A. and
man. Look in the most unexpected its business at large, and the more
places and there you will find Joe or less simple requirement of operating for the purpose of making money.
Kennedy. They — the vast floating
rumor contingent — tell us that Ken- When the verbal smoke cleared away,
nedy is about to wind up his affairs it appeared that the time was ripe to
at Pathe, but that he and J. J. Mur- effect savings in overhead. Forthwith the necessary machinery was
dock will be associated in several and
sundry business enterprises in the set in motion and a few heads commercially decapitated. On this day,
future. Such as nabbing options on
strategic theater circuits — there are word of what was transpiring raised
a few left — and holding on until the quite a furore in the bylanes of the
price gets ripe before letting them go. trade in New York. All of which we
Kennedy has several irons in the have difficulty in understanding. The
production fire as well. One of ways of economy contain little that
this business. Why, therethem, the Swanson picture, "Queen is newfore,towax excited
over one more? . . .
Kelly"'
takes
him
to
the
coast
to
find
Where two divisions existed before,
out where Von Stroheim left off and
there are now six at Universal. The
where Eddie Goulding comes in.
The surprise, however, concerns portfolio holders are Earl Kramer,
Acoustic Products Co. which, as you Leo Devaney, Harry Taylor, Gilbert
know, is the parent company for Roseiiwald, Ralph Williams and
Sonora-Bristolphone. Kennedy is Claire Hague who answer when the
reported negotiating for control. All M. Van Praag bangs the gavel. So
of this, Roy Deutsch, president of the country is divided, each man
Acoustic, says is the bunk. He is a handling a specific territory. All promotions from the ranks. We like to
very much peeved young man about
the whole matter and that explains
seeSurprises,
this sort usually
of thing. in . order
." . in the
why his denials are categoric, emfilm
maelstrom,
come
from
the most
phatic and definite. Placing ourselves
in the guise of the disinterested re- unexpected directions. For years Al
porter, it is of moment to tell you Boyd has been, and is now, a warm
So much
that, despite the vehement protests. friend of Adolph Zukor.

Page

1)

so in fact that when Boyd left the
Stanley Company to develop his own
chain it was rather widely accepted
that Zukor's financial assistance was
behind him. The speculative fraternity
also had it that through Boyd, Zukor
would give the Stanley group some
competition by way of a move to hasten a Publix-Stanley deal. Now it appears Boyd has sold his new Philadelphia house, right in the heart of the
Stanley stronghold not to Publix, but
to the Warners. Which demonstrates
once again that you never can tell. . . .
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as it is Fox's, to divert admissions
into his theaters. The only way to
do it is to give the public bigger and
better shows. The entertainment
bargain season in St. Looey is, therefore, about to begin. . . .

Myers Emerges

Friday: We have known right
along that Abram Myers would pull
a Sphinx until he was ready to talk.
Minneapolis saw exactly that happen. It was at the convention of the
Northwest exhibitor unit that the
former trade commissioner chose to
deliver his first public speech on
what Allied proposes to do. His arguments were three:
One concerned what he declared
was an effort by producers to strangle independent sound systems. The
second dealt with block booking. At
Tanglefoot
the Trade Practice Conference held
Thursday: No more stumbling — in New York in October, 1927, Myers
for one season at any rate Selling
expressed his then ohiciai thoughts
which ordinarily gets under way as
soon as annual sales conventions on this practice and has adhered to
them ever since. Thirdly, he struck
wind up is to be tirned with some
regard for exhibitor willingness to midships at the oft-expressed belief
independents must go betrade. The tendency until this sea- that the
cause the economics of the business
son has been to move the shock
forces well up into the last third of provide no other way out.
Three very significant points. What
the expiring season. In other words,
Myers does with each will merit
to make new sales when the cur- close scrutiny. . . .
rent year was far from its close. Just
Censorship and a ban on S.R.O.
one of those peculiar trade practices
which sprang into vogue for no other admissions sought in Missouri. Colorado's solons are attempting to foist
reason that we can imagine than the
ambition of one distributor to get the a ten per cent admission tax on exhibition. Two more headlines that
jump on his competitors. You will
add
to
the
story of the legislative
recall last year a lot of exhibitors refused to buy with the result that the struggle that faces the industry in
every state of the Union. A
best laid plans of many sales man- almost
serious situation and one that should
agers were knocked galley-west.
not be discounted.
. . .
This year most conventions will
not be held until June which will
KANN
throw the initial sales barrages into
July. Thus, old product will have
a real chance to be consumed and
exhibitors' date books will be cleared
away preparatory to the advent of
the new entertainment year. This,
sales managers who should know declare, will make for a generally satisfactory situation. . . .
Twelve hundred and six and going
up every week. Electrical Research is
dizzy. At Hawthorne, which lurks
in Chicago's suburbs, the factory is
working three shifts daily in an effort to get out from under the demand for sound reproducers. In avragcs, each Western Electric system
costs $10,000. That means to date
"Erpi" has sold over $12,000,000 in
equipment. With orders on hand,
business on its bulging books to date
aggregates well over the $20,000,000.
Not so bad. Particularly when you
figure that the W. E. system was
more or less happened upon in the
laboratories of the Bell Telephone
Co., where engineers were working
not on sound pictures at all, but on
methods of improving telephonic
communications. . . .
Nothing exclusive to the Coast in
the merry battle for business now
under way between Fox and Publix.
In the West, the sparks are flying
aplenty. In St. Louis, Fox and the
Skouras houses are pitted against
each other. There are 5,200 chairs in
the new Fox edifice and that means
the public must meander through its
portal;:' in droves before those seats
are filled.
It's Skouras' job, exactly

Alberta
Vaughn
TVantstosetmii

at the A-M.-PA.

Hollywood
MasaueBall
Hotel k^\o\:Mar.%d
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Eight Pictures in Workat Paramount
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Five Before Cameras and Three in Cutting Room
First National Renewing ContractsThree More
Left on Current Pathe Program
NordHnger and Goldstone Resign at Universal
Other Coast News

FIVE BEFORE CAMERAS;
THREE BEING EDITED
Paranunint has ci^lit productions
in work in Hollywood. Three are in
the editing stage and five before thi
cameras.
"Betrayal," Eniil .Tannines' latest
in silent form, is being directed by
Lewis Milestone. He is supported
by Gary Cooper and Ksther Ralston.
"Close Harmony," a Paramount special production with Charles Rogers
and Nancy Carroll in the featured
roles, will be an all-talker. John
Cromwell is directing and the supporting cast includes Jack Oakie,
Paramount featured player.
Clara Bow is making her first allta'king picture, "The Wild Party,"
which will be made with silent version. Dorothy Arzner is directing.
Maurice Chevalier is well advanced

Believe It or Not
Pathe says that Lee Patrick,
suffering a muscular soreness,
found that the new incandescents "baked" out the pain during filming of "Strange Cargo."
proving the therapeutic qualities of the new lamps. Now it
is predicted that rheumatism
and other ailments requiring
baking as a most effective
treatment, are slated to disap-

pear.
A featured cast appears in "The
Woman Who Needed Killing," alltalker, which is being directed by
Rowland V. Lee. Principal players
thus far cast are Baclanova. Clive
Brook and Neil Hamilton. Richard
Arlen and Mary Brian play featured
roles in, "The ^Ian I Love." an alltalker with silent version. William
Wellman is handling the megaphone.
"The Studio Murder Mystery"
have a cast including Baclanova,
en production of his first "Innocents will
Doris
Hill and Neil Hamilton. It is
of Paris." Richard Wallace is directing this picture which will be an all-talking picture and is being dian all-talker.
ucted by Frank Tuttle.

Meirie Prevost Signed
Marie I'revost has been signed by
Al Christie to play opposite Douglas
MacLean in the next Christie-MacLcan talking production which will
he filmed for Paramount.

Player Contracts Renewed
by 1st Nat'I; Ford Latest

First National has renewed its contract with James Ford, who was discovered by Corinne Griffith when he
was an extra and given a role in

Rayart in Work
Duke Worne is directing "The
Devil's Chaplain" as a sef|uel to "The
Man from Headquarters" for Rayart.
This is a Trem Carr Prod, with Cornelius Keefe, Virginia Browne Faire
and Wheeler Oaknian in the cast.

"The
Divine
Lady" and Miss
in "Outcast"
in wliich
he supported
Griffith.
Recentiv he was cast in "Children
of the Ritz" with Dorothy Mackaill
andHorrors."
Jack Mulhall
andthe "The
of
This is
fourth House
player contract that First National has
renewed within the past few weeks,
Oliver Designs Sets
the others being those of Alice White,
Harry Oliver, technical director for Jack Mulhall and Doris Dawson.
Fox, designed the sets for the new
vehicle for Janet Gaynor and Charles
Benchley Film Renamed
Farrell, called "The Lucky
Star."
Title of comedy
Robert forBenchley's
new
Movietone
Fox, formerly
Pathe Signs Diane Ellis
called "The Gardener," has been
Diane Ellis, one of the featured
changed
to "Gardening."
Sylvia
Field has been
added to the cast.
playerssigned
in "The
Leatherneck,"
has
been
by Pathe.
Maehle
Resigns
Paramount to Make Circus Film
What is claimed will be the first
Harold Maehle, First National studio purchasing agent, has resigned
circus sound picture will be made by
and
has
been
succeeded
by
H.
Paramount, the vehicle being "Here Straub, formerly with Warner Bros.
Conies the Band Wagon."

KATHARINE
HILLIKER
and
H. H. CALDWELL
Edited and Titled

Four Sons

Street Angel
Titled

Sunrise
(Voted Three of the Ten Best Pictures of 1928)
Edited and Titled

Seventh Heaven
Titled

Ben

H u r

(Voted Two of the Ten Best Pictures of 1927)

DAILY

PAM HAS 3 MORE TO GO:
THENSTARTSNEWPROGRAN
Only three pictures remain to be
completed on the Pathe 1928-29
schedule. The studio is being cleared
for the new schedule for which plans
are now being made.
"High Voltage," starring William
Boyd goes into production this week.
Howard Higgin will direct and exteriors will be made in the Cascades
in Washington.
\yest Titles Talker "Alibi"
"Alibi" is the title under which
"Nightstick" will be released as an
all-talking picture, directed by Roland
West. Eleanor Griffith, Pat O'Malley, Mae Busch, Chester Morris. Irma
Harrison, Al Hill, Kernan Cripps,
Elmer Ballard, Purnall Pratt, Regis
Toomey, Harry Stubbs, James Bradbury, Jr., and DeWitt Jennings are
in the cast.

T7::riljo&ifVf^^^

Sunday, Feb

A Production Encyclopedia
Containing the most complete record of production activities ever published, THE 1929 FILM DAILY YEAR
BOOK now is being distributed at the studios. The vol
ume covers every phase of production activity, sound and
silent, together with the work of the Academy of M. P.;
Arts and Sciences, and listings of officers and in some instances studio organizations. Features are the Ten Best
Pictures of 1928 and the Ten Best Directors of 1927-28,
selected by vote of picture critics throughout the nation.
Outline ofsince
the year's
releases,
as well
as a list
of all features
released
1915 are
included.
Feature
releases
of stars
and featured players, work of directors, scenarists and
cameramen are among other highlights of the edition,
which comprises approximately 1,100 pages.

Two More Writers Added "Broadway Bound" Songs
Built Into Production
to Radio Pictures Staff

Sanieul Raphaelson, author of "The
Jazz Singer," has signed to write an
original for Radio Pictures. It will
Edward
Horton
Busy
be titled "My Boy." He now is at
Edward Everett Horton is tripling work on the dialogue. Vina Delmar
in brass, appearing on the stage at also has been signed to contribute
to the company prothe Vine Street in "The Swan," com- "Dancegram.Hall"
Ben Hecht recently was signed
pleting his role in "The Hottentot"
for Warners and making a sound two to do "Upperworld" for the company,
and Charles MacArthur to write
reeler for Educational.
"Gold Coast."
Dowling Vehicle Ready
Frances Agnew has completed the
"Stolen Lady" Starts March 1
Ray Taylor will start direction
adaptation and continuity on "Broadway Bound," Eddie Bowling's first Universal.
March 1 of "The Stolen Lady" for
talker for Sono-Art.

ERNST

With James Hanley. song writer,
cr.ating at least half a dozen special
numbers for the Eddie Dowling starring production, "Broadway Bound,"
this Sono-Art talking picture is being prepared just like a theatrical
show in that the songs are being
built into the production right along
with the sce.iario.

ZEHNER IN SCENARIO DEPT.
AT I'-OTHER CHANGES!

Harry Zehner, assistant general
manager at Universal City, has been
transferred to the scenario department. Victor Nordlinger, casting director, has resigned and is succeeded
by D. B. Brown. Nat Goldstone of
the sound department has resigned.
"Twin Beds" Starting in March
First National
will remake
"Twin >
Beds"
as a talker.
Production
is i
scheduled
to start next month with
Al Santell directing.
The latter has )
just
completed
This
starring
Vilma "SoBanky
Goldwyn.
The
s ilent
"Twin Beds" was made
ago
with
the
Carter
starred.

Is
for Heaven,"
Samuel (
version
of
several years
De
Haven

%

Lehrman Completes Film
"New Year's Eve," Mary Astor's
latest picture for Fox, has been completed under the direction of Henry
Lehrman. Charles Morton plays opposite Miss Astor, and Earle Foxe :
and Arthur Stone have principal I

«-•?

First Dwan for Fox Starting
Jackson
Assigned
Alan Dwan is preparing to start
parts.
Sunnier Jackson has been cast in "The Far Call" for Fox, his first
the role of Alfred King, in "Thru picture under his new contract. Walter Woods is doing the script. Dwan
Dififerent Eyes," in which Mary Duncan and Warner Baxter will next aprecently completed Douglas Fairpear for Fox.
banks' "Iron Mask."

LUBITSCH

Wishes to thank the newspaper critics
of the country who voted ^^The Patriot^^
the best picture of 1928
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SEES STAGE AND NOVEL

A Little from "Lots"
By

RALPH

GLIMPSES at the '•Broadway
Melody" premiere at Graumaii's
Chinese: John Gilbert presiding as
master of ceremonies; Douglas Fairi)anks, Jr., jugRliiiK two ci.ijarettes;
Benny Rubin an interested observer;
Sid Silvers, minus Phil Baker, attending his initial Coast opening; boys
busy in the lobby selling the song
hits of the picture; six canes and a
monocle; Harry Hammond Beall
flashing hither and thither; C. Abrams
collecting autographs and having Sid
(irauman furnish his signature; Al
Boasberg handling the microphone.
*
*
*
It's dollars to
at least one or
in the prologue
Melody" will
owners of very
contracts.
*
*

doughnuts that
two principals
to "Broadway
soon be the
attractive film
*

Our Passing Show: Charles
G. Clarke and Chailes Wooleustuhiie dodging the rain at^
Fox;
Culver Noll
City Ginniey
studios onvisiting'
business.
*
«
*
John V. A. Weaver, who is
writing dialogue, is away from
the Paramount studio on a lecture tour in the Middle West
and East. His wife, Pegg^
Wood, is considering two interesting offers and is expect;:d to come to the Coast soon.
*
*
*
More Passing Show. Freddy
Newvheyer returning to the
Metropolitan studio, where he
directed several Harold Lloyd
pictures; Leo Robin, the song
writer, busy at Paramount.
*
*
*
Raymond L. Shrock, formerly
general manager of Universal City
and at one time associated producer
for Warner Brothers, has been commissioned to write a play for New
York interests, represented by Attorney Frederick E. Goldsmith. Rav
recently sold "The Gob," an original
story, to M-G-M as a starring vehicle for William Haines. Dale Van
Every is writing the screen version
and Edward Sedgwick will direct.

RUBINEWS-4
2 weeks Capitol — N. Y.

2 weeks Palace — N. Y.
6 weeks Colony — N. Y.
2 weeks Casa Lopez — N. Y.
8 weeks Aldine — Pittsburgh
20 weeks Egyptian — Hollywood
16 weeks Loew's State — L. A.
Hold house record for business in
Interstate Theatres thru Texas,
Etc.

BENNY

RUBIN

AS SOUND DUnRESSES

Contract for Jean Harlow
Hal Roach has just signed t(j :i
long-term contract a new discovery,
Jean Harlow, former Chicago society

ll'ILK

Raymond .Schrock, who recently
returned from New Vork where he girl.GEORGE SCARBOROUGH
lool.ed over the new crop of stage
Iilays with the purpose of hnding
Consulting
Dramatist
material for talking pictures, does
United Artiiti
hot agree that the screen is quite
ready to "stand on its legs," so to
speak, .so far as creating a literature
solely its own and unlike all other
forms of human expression.
"This is a large order and we are
still of necessity too much in the experimental stage of our development
if the screen to be able to proceed
Writer
so independently," he points out. "It
must be borne in mind that the speaking stage is a very old institution. In
WARNER BROTHERS
fact, it dates back to ancient history
and therefore has had generations
upon generations in which to make
its progress toward the goal of becoming the fine art it is today. On
the other hand, the cinema is still
very new. It really is less than a
of a century old and while
Ray Cannon, whose directorial quarter
the advancement made in bringing
work on "Let's Make Whoopee" it to a high plane of perfectio has
and "Life's Like That," has attracted been nothing short of miraculonus it
much attention, is enthusiastic over
could not by any human means be
the work of Alan Dale, his protege, forced
into a state of being isolated
THE
who shoulders the comedy burden in from all other kinds of literature. It
"Joy Street," which Ray is making as needs the creative forces both of the Doonvay ol Hospitality
a Fox special. Alan got his early
the printed novel to buttraining at Educational and other stage tressandposition
until there has been
its
comedy studios.
*
*
*
time enough to bring into being a
new school of writers.
Sixth anniversary of its formation
unll be celebrated March 21 by the
Catholic M. P. Guild.
Our Passing Shoiv: Victor
Varconi and Bill Plant enjoying a view from the city, from
the Varconi home, high in the
hills; Dave Epstein and Bill
Branch discussing dii'ers and
sundry matters.
*
*
*
More Pass ill g Show: Earl
Wingard, Arch Reeve and
Pete Smith, three Ambassadoi-s of publicity, dining at
Fox; Eddie Montague and
Leonard Fields, erstwhile of
New York, obsen'ing Hollywood night life, froyn a boulevard coi-ner — at 9 o'clock.
*
*
*
.Alfred E. Werker, who directed
two of the Fred Thompson features,
is making excellent progress on "Nobody'sFox.
Children," his first directorial
effort for
*
*
*

HARVEY GATES

''Sonny Boy"

LON YOUNG

F. N. Signs Boteler
Wade Botler has been signed by
F"irst National for a role in Frank
Lloyd's new production, tentatively
called "Dark Street," which is to
star Milton Sills.

Making moom pitchers
at Tec Art Studios
Hollywood

PEVERELL
MARLEY
Chief Cinematographer
C. B. DE

MILLE PRODS.

"The King
of Kings"
of 1928)
(Voted

one

of

the

ten

best

pictures

'The Godless Girl"
'The Lady
of Chance'
(M-G-M)
Now Photoiiraphing
(C.

"Dynamite"
B.

DeMille

/NTER the doorway el
thli popular hostelry and you feel at bom*.
There'* an atmosphere of cordial welcoma
which marks the difference between th«
Hollywood PlaxB and ordinary hotels.
Your room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, over<stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . these are but a few of the feature*
that make you feel at home.
Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures tha
best of food. Therefore, when you ara ocst
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Prod.)
Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD.
CALIFORNIA

THE

-;xi^
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Theater
FULL UPHOLSTERED CHAIR
NEEDED IN SOUND HOUSES
New technique in chair construction is demanded to produce best results in sound picture houses, R. S.
Reed, advertising and publicity director of Heywood- Wakefield Co., Boston, stated while in New York this
week. Noises caused by use of wood
in chairs interfere with proper projection of sound films, he says, declaring afull upholstered chair is required.
Re-construction and re-equipping of
theaters, advocated by John Eberson
in THE 1929 FILM DAILY YEAR
BOOK, has the endorsement of Heywood-Wakefield, which is stressing
the need for improving theaters.

Equipment

By CHARLES

F. HYNES ,

The Stamp of Approval
An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and m,erit
Installation of stage equipment demands the attention of specialists in the field, because overlooking or slighting of any point
impairs efficiency of the whole system. Proper curtains, rigging elevators, light bridges, cydoramas and other stage paraphernalia, require great care in planning and demand that quality be the first
consideration. A leader in this field is the Acme Stage Equipment
Co., New York, whose service covers every phase of stage equipment. Because of the firm's experience in its field, coupled with the
equipment it handles, the Acme Stage Ekjuipment Co. has THE
FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

Maxcy-Barton Organ Co.,
New Oshkosh Firm Name

Everything

— from one source

Ask the nearest National Branch

-ABargain!?

Slightly used 50 foot automatic standard lea Kinamo
camera fitted with F3.5 Carl
Zeiss Tessar lens, with one
magazine and case, guaranteed
first-class condition.

uiiLLoa^HBys
$50.00

^\Mioiud ^Jheatn Suj^^'^ompanf
(4224)

Through use of Mazda lighting, it
IS not necessary to use one-half as
much illumination, as it was when
hard lighting was in vogue, declares
F. H. Cadenas, illuminating engineer
of the^ National Lamp Works of General Electric, who says that increased
illummation is not needed for sound
film projection.
General Electric is making a special
lamp for sound projection, having ten
volts and 7^ amperes. It is one inch
m diameter and about 3" long. The
lamp is used for the De Forest and
RCA-Photophone sound projectors.

NEW CIRCUIT BREAKER
es
TO REPLACE LIGHT FUSE 41 Stat
Along

Oshkosh, Wis. — Maxcy-Barton
"Eberson brings home forcibly to Organ Co. is new name of the Bartola
exhibitors the fallacy of overbuilding, Musical Instrument Co. W
\
G.
deion
circuit
Invention of the
when by rc-construction and re-equipfundamentally
Maxcy
of
Oshkosh
is
president,
and
breaker,
based
on
a
ment, they can bring their houses upDan Barton, inventor and designer of new method of interrupting electric
to-date,"
Reed
says.
the Barion organs and Bartola, is current, and which, it is said, will
Landish Firm at Philadelphia
replace light fuses, was announced
Philadelphia — Landish Studios of general manager. Al Stoll is super- recently in New York in papers
intendent
of
the
factory
which
is
Rutherford, N. J., has opened a Philread at the annual meeting of the
adelphia branch under direction of A. located here. Sales and demonstration American Institute of Electrical EnM. Rosenberg. The firm specializes headquarters are at Chicago. I. T.
gineers.
Maxcy is secretary.
in scenery, draperies and rigging.
Dr. Joseph Slepian of the research
staff of Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co., i« inventor of
the device, which, it is said, will
solve a number of difficult switching
problems. In the cases of light fuses,
instead of replacing blown out fuses
when an overload occurs, with the
new invention only the pushing of
the handle of a small circuit breaker
will be needed to reinstate service,
it is said.
The circuit breaker eliminates the
immersing in oil of separating contacts to extinguish the circuit breaker
arc.
Instead, the arc is driven
""PVER
YTHING
"
is
a
big
word
but
its
-L-^ meaning
covers only a part of the
into a series of circular copper plates,
NATIONAL One Source — One Price —
where it is broken up into a series
of small arcs, with the copper removOne Guarantee Service.
ing the irons from
the arc as the
arc revolves.
Beekner
with
Ad-Vance
It stands for everything in supplies and
Atlanta — Harry Beekner, veteran
equipment that a theatre can use. It goes
Fublix showman, has been named
farther and guarantees the best of everysouthern division manager for Ad■\^ance Trailer Service, New York,
thing at a minimum cost. National Serand will make his headquarters here.

vice takes the harassing details of remodel
ing or equipping entirely from the exhibitors' shoulders. It includes efficient service
at a moment's notice. It arranges the financing.

G. I MAKING SPECIAL
MAZDA FOR SOUND USE

▼▼110

West
32»'StJv»cwytorH.My«*
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion
U.

S. and

Picture
Canada

Department
Agents for Debrie

Washington

Regulate Signs
Public Highways

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Forty-one states regulate advertising signs along public
highways. The only states without
such regulations are South Carolina,
Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico. Oklahoma, Kansas and Wyoming. Massachusetts and Vermont have the most
rigid laws, where a license is required, and in case of non-residents,
bond must be furnished. This is
the report made public by the Bureau
of
Public Roads of the Dept. of Agriculture.

New British Seat Indicator
Classifies Empty Seats
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Unoccupied seats
available and how they are situated,
whether singly or together, are indicated to the ticket seller and manager by a device which is said to have
been invented in England, according
to report to the M. P. Section of the
Dept. of Commerce, from George R.
Canty, trade commissioner at Paris.
The unoccupied seats will be indicated
on a plan of the house, Canty's report
says. It is planned to make the same
apparatus serve to indicate when particular patrons have seen the whole
program.
Handling Hy-Lite Display
Detroit — Arthur Baher is handling
Michigan distribution of Hy-Lite lobby display. Under the plan, the theater secures one advertiser to pay
cost of the disp!a}^
Theater Chairs Real Estate
Spokane — Theater chairs are real
estate and not personal property, the
Supreme Court has ruled, in appeal
from assessment of chairs as perhere. sonal property at the Hippodioinc
Color Firm
Incorporates
Dover — Color Pictures, New York,
has been formed here to make films
in color. Four hundred ^ares of
are authorized.
common

The Book of Books
If You Are in the Motion Picture Industry You Can't Get Along Without It

The

Film Daily

YEAR
BOOK

Is Used Every Day
Throughout the
Entire World by
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DISTRIBUTORS
ARCHITECTS
WRITERS
FOREIGN
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DIRECTORS
PRESS AGENTS
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1928 Feature
Releases.... 473
Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences :
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Personnel
521
Accessories and Equipment:
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563
Manufacturers and Dealers
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Theater Supply
Dealers
979
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509 ; 899
Actors and Actresses:
Casting Agencies
565
Contract,
Standard
355
Feature
Work,
1928;
Sound
and Silent
35
Feature Work,
1926-28
363
"Photoplay"
Sections,
1928
19
Serial Work,
1920-28
295
Short Subject Players.
Sound and Silent
359
"Wampas"
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1922-29
361
Actors' Equity Ass'n
522
Adapters :
Carbon
899
Incandescent
Projection
899
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899
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for Showmen
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1928
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1010
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Systems)
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TALKING SHOP

DAILV

j?B^

Newspaper Opinions
"Weary
River"
First National
Central

Influenza
Scare Showed
Bijf Advantage of
Houses With Proper Ventilation

. DAII Y MIRROR*
• • a talker which
IS
still a movie, with action, a gun-battle,
an enchanting
love-story, humor
and good

UAM.Y NEW.S --• • • Direction of Frank
Lloyd
iK much to bis credit
old
tears.i^n t• •anythn
•
There IS little thrill, little backbone, not a
great deal of pathos, tjecause there isn't much
to be sympathetic about. The love interest
IS weak and unconvincing. Many previous
gantfstcr movies have been a good deal more

CHAl-K

up another victory for ventilated theaters, a victory won
during the influenza scare. Washed
! and cooled air was found to be of
great aid in counteracting spread of
the disease, because it proved to be
> leaner and freer from Rcrnis than
:it(loor air. Accordintjlv. patronage
did not fall oflF at well ventilated
houses, for the reason that patrons
felt secure in attendiiiR these houses.

Influenza has been prevalent in all
sections of the country, but reports
-show it definitely on the wane. Big
miprovements have been noted each
week, but the lesson learned should
be a profitable one for exhibitors. As
we have from time to time pointed
^ out, ventilation is more essential in
I summer than in winter, to assure the
right kind of air. to safeguard patrons'
healih and comfort.
Ill some spots, closing of theaters
was resorted to as a first step. The
hysteria of 1918, it was feared, might
' c repeated, but developments soon
-liowed that a shutdown of theaters
was an unwise move. Ventilation is
entitled to a lot of credit for the
hanged viewpoint.

Few thcateis in the entire country can boast a more completely equipped booth than
the ncxv Tivoli, \,400seat house at Gary, Ind. The latest type Simplex projectors
have been installed, together with the latest Brenkert F-7 effect projector. The house,
which was built by the Grand Amusement
Co., was
Theater Supply
Co. completely equipped by National

DAILY TIPS WHICH MEAN

DOLLARS

FOR SHOWMEN

Red Dance"
(Fox)
Used three column space for the
reproduction of a telegram from D.
O. Byrne, booker in the Toronto
film exchange handling the release.
The telegram to Roddick read:
"If Dolores Del Rio's new picture
'The Red Dance' is released without
cutting by board you will have it for
London to open Monday, Dec. 17
exactly as shown in New York with
complete sound and music accompaniment. Doubtful however if it
will be passed without cutting. If
they cut it then it cannot be shown
as a sound picture. Picture rather
daring so be careful in advertising.
If it gets through complete it will
be the best possible bet to bring in
minutes
and
then
filed
into
the
theVan Vorst Gets Another
ater— bringing a great gathering of pre-Christmas crowds as picture is
Juneau, Wis.— Herman Van Vorst, people with them. To give the the- splendid romance of strong drama,
o\vner of the Pastime theater at
ater the appearance of an official pic- big scenes, luxurious settings and
Horicon, Wis., has taken over the
ture of war scenes, a rope of flags packed with action and great thrills
theater here, which he will operate was stretched across the street in from start to finish. Original adveras the Gem. Hilbert Hoppe has front of the theater and two groups
tising held by Customs as too hot.
been named manager.
of flags of various foreign countries — R. S. Roddick. Capitol, London,
Ont.
were placed on each side of the enGets Interest In Mont.
House
trance on the marquee. Another
Conrad, Mont.— C. E. Nauman and
"Wings"
of flags was tied to the marHerb Kluth have purchased an inter- chain quee
and extended along the front
(Paramount)
est in the Orpheum here, with M. and around the corner of the building
Lavin, retaining one-third interest. for a distance of approximately 100
Tie-up with the Greyhound Lines
Talking pictures will be installed at feet, while across the front of the operating buses out of Macon. Ten
; the Orpheum sometime this year, ac- marquee was placed a cloth banner of these buses carried large banner
' cording to Kluth.
upon which was the title of picture. tying in the title of picture with GreyIn the arched entrance appeared the
hound service as "Travel by the
Fitchburg Theater
painted pictures of the Kaiser, Crown Greyhound Lines and ride on Wings
Soon Ready
Fitchburg, Mass.— Work on the Prince, Von Hindenburg and action —See and hear the picture all week
I'ltchburg 2,200-seat is progressing scenes from the story. — R. M. Swan- Rialto, Macon."— W. H. Hemphill,
and is expected to open Feb. 11.
son, Publix Hippodrome, Miami, Fla. Rialto, Macon, Ga.
'"Behind
the German
Lines"
Keese With Publix in Ga.
(Paramount)
Atlanta, Ga.— Alex Keese, former
The drum and bugle corps of the
stage-band director of the Tivoli at Legion post, composed of some SO
Chattanooga, has been appointed
were nattily attired in regusoutheastern musical advisor for Pub- members
lation army uniforms, leather puttees,
lix theaters with headquarters here. Sam Browne belts and iron helmets.
He will supervise musical activities The boys paraded up and down the
for theaters in about 35 cities in the most principal streets playing almost
Southeast.
continually as on-lookers rushed to
the curb to see everything that was
Disapprove Sunday Tax
to see. Two banners, carAustin, Tex.— The House commit- possible
ried by members of the corps
tee on criminal jurisprudence by vote brought up the rear of the parade.
of 13 to 3 has disapproved the meas- The banners carried copy reading,
ure of Representative F. H. Prendergast designed to increase fines for "Behind the German Lines" and
— Now Showing." The
operating motion picture theaters on "Hippodrome
boys finally stepped in front of the
Sunday.
theater where they played for ten

"The

EVENIN
JOURNA
powerful
inG theme.
• • I^*
•
• • The story
has an idea, but it isn't well developed, and
the direction is uneven. One explanation
lor the uncvcnness is the inexpert introduction of talking sequences. The picture should
have^been cither all-talking or else allsilent.
EVENING WORLD—* • • After all
though,
this is the
whole show.
picture.Lloyd,
He is who
He star's
the'
and Frank
directed, and Bradley Kitig, who adapted
the story For "Weary River" is a marHERALD
• •
• • •
story. NE—'
knit-TRIBU
velously
melodrama IS not terribly important,Theperhaps,
but It succeeds in being pretty consistent
— • • • effectiven
Mr. Barthe
in POST
Its dramatic
♦ • sings
•
ess. lmess
this
ditty not once but four times in the course
of the picture. Now which is which— was
the picture made to plug the song or was
• • to• sell
Mr. theBarthe
the SUN—
song built
picture
•
lmess,
' • •particu
larly, surpnsed the eyes and ears. With a
poise, a sense of immersion in a role, and
a complete coordination, he went through
even the badly written emotional crescen
does

• • a two-dollar top
and reality.* •• For
zest RAM—*
withTELEG
the spectator has a right to demand something better than a second-rate program picture The only outstanding items to my
mind in this new special picture are some
interesting scenes of prison routine and the
theme song, "Weary River," which is cerTELEG
tainly RAPH—
• mess
• • sings
destined for* populari
• • ty
Barthel
the song "Weary River" charmingly, and his
natural and unaffected use of the dialogue
"TIMES—* * * It is a pity that Mr. Bar
thelme
ss should
his taUnt on such a
•
• ♦ waste
IS splendid.
hopeless hodgepodge as this. His acting,
even in the would-be lachrymose scenes is
not without merit. Betty Compson is perhaps well made up for the thankless role of
Alice. William Holden is dignified as the
WORLD
• .* Yes,
all, this "Weary
•
• • after
Warden
ubiqui
tous —*
River ' is just another motion picture that
does not happen to be very good. • • •

Giant Beacon on Theater
Serves as Flyers' Guide
Glenside, Pa.— "Follow the Bea-

con," is slogan adopted by the Keswick, which has installed on its roof
what is said to be the largest airplane
beacon on the Atlantic Seaboard,
erected to guide night flyers. A nightflying stunt, in which six planes, in
charge of a world war ace, marked
dedication of the light, which is in
operation from sunset to sunrise. The
lower part of the beacon is surrounded by U shaped orange-red neon
tubes, six feet high. Above these are
two aeronautical lights of 8,000,000
candle power each. One of the lights
is stationary, i)ointing to the flying
field, and the other rotates every 30
seconds. The Philadelphia Sign Co.
erected the beacon at a cost of over
S10,000. Edwin N. Johnson operates
the house.
Redecorating
Newark
House
Newark, N. J.— Redecorating, costing approximately $60,000 is under
way at Loew's State here.

fj^^
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

SOUND

PICTURES
By CHARLES

HANMONS SAYS SOUND IS
REVOLUTIONIZING SHORTS

Sunday, February 10, 1929

DAILY

F. HYNES

By

24-sheet devoted to "The Old Barn"
by Hillstreet Theater,
It has selling value,
as can readily be seen.

New French Sound Device
Paris — Jacques Haik Co. plans to
place on the market a sound device,
called Cinevox Haik. The price of
the device will be low and it will be
interchangeable with other apparatus, it is claimed.

in policy"

continues

Liberal 2A-sheet display devoted to "The
I.iun's Roar" by Loe-MS State, Los Angeles.

Hammons, "has been so drastic that
even the most optimistic short feature booster has been somewhat surprised at the sudden swing that short
dialogue subjects have taken. Practically overnight they are becoming
the backbone of many exhibitor's
programs. This is a position that
the short feature has not enjoyed for
several years but now it is possible
to point to many instances where the
live exhibitor is devoting the major

KARL
Editor,

WOLFFSOHN,
" Lichtbildbuehne

Berlin (By Wireless)- The 700
theaters which operate jointly as the
Deutsche Lichtspiel Syndikat have

Talkers For India
Calcutta — Western Electric sound
equipment has been installed at the
Elphinston Palace here. This is the
first installation of sound apparatus,
with other equipments planned at
Bombay, Rangoon and Burma. In
the West Indies installations are in
prospect at Kingston, Jamaica, Panan)a City and Costa Rica.

"This change

EQUIPMENT
VARIOUS
DEVICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

SIGN FOR 'TOBIS' SYSTEM

Entire

has witnessed," is the claim put forth
by Earle W. Hammons, president
of Educational.

ON

700 GERMAN EXHIBITORS J

"Advent of all-dialogue short features is bringing about one of the
most remarkable changes in program
building
methods
the industry
ever

Shon'manskip stuff!
Marquee display for
"The
Bride's Kansas
Relations"City at the Royal,

TIPS
AND

Virginia Town
Charlottesville, Va.
ments are to be made
son in connection with
sound pictures.

Active
— Improveat the Jefferinstallation of

Cueing Service Sold for South
Dallas — Home State Film has
closed a deal with Motion Pictures
Synchronization Service, Inc., to market the latter's service in the South.
Aldam's franchise includes Texas,
Georgia, Florida, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Alabama, North Carolina, Tennessee, Louisiana, Mississippi and
South Carolina.
RCA
Demonstration In London
London — ^E. O. Heyl, who is vice
president in charge of foreign affairs
for RCA-Photophone, is here demonstrating the company's sound equipment at one of the leading theaters.

Los

Angeles.

Phonofilm for Kent,
O. House
Kent, O. — John Palfi has purchased
a DeForest Phonofilm for the Opera
House. Installation is now taking
15.
place
and will be completed by Feb.
Sound For TottenvUle
Toitenville, N. Y.— Isle Theatrical
Corporation, which recently acquired
the Palace and Stadium here, plans
to install sound equipment in both
houses.
Kokomo House Gets Sound
Kokomo, Ind. — Young Arnusement
Co. closed the Sipe as a legitimate
house, and will open it shortly as a
picture theater equipped with Vitaphone and Movietone.
Stebbins

Handling

Oganvox

Kansas City — Stebbins Picture Supply has taken over distribution of
Oganvox, non-synchronous disc device in western Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma.
Sound News Shipment Record
Pathe holds the time record for the
despatch of film from Coast to Coast
as
a result of Capt.
Frank
Hawks'
record-iireaking
non-stop
flight
from
Los Angeles to New York. The
West Coast studio sound news crew
of Pathe, directed by Donn McElwaine, made scenes m sound of the
preparations of Captain Hawks before his taking off. These were
given to the airman and were delivered at the Pathe home office shortly after Hawks' arrival in New Vurk.

ratifiedname
an agreement
with Syndikat
"Tobis,"
trade
for the Tonbild
which has consolidated five German
sound devices into one company,
whereby these houses will install
"Tobis" equipment only and exhibit
"Tobis" films exclusively. The exhibitors,' inreturn for. the blanket arrangement, are promised favorable
purchase terms.
"I Kiss Your Hand, Madam," the
first "Tobis" film was recently exhibited in Berlin with Harry Liedtke
singing the theme song, one of the
most popular in Berlin at the moment. The public reacted favorably,
but it was apparent that there is
plenty of room for improvement.
Biophone Placed in South
Newton, N. C. — G. Otto Hartsoe,
of the Newton has placed an order
with the Leatherman-Branon Company for installation of Biophone.
Biophone is being installed in the
Princess, Florence, Ala., and in the
Melbourne, Melbourne, Fla.
Cueing
Chesterfield
Pictures
M. P. Synchronization Service,
New York, is to supply musical
scores for all pictures of Chesterfield
Prod. Cue sheets for silent prints,
as well as cue sheets for non-synchronous disc devices will be prepared.
Melotone
Canadian Firm
Toronto — The Melotone synchronization device has been placed on the
Canadian market by the Columbia
Sound-Film Equipment, Ltd. The
company has offices in five other
cities of the Dominion. This is the
first of this type of equipment to be
offered in Canada.
Sound Company in Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C. — International
Talking Picture Corp. has been
granted a charter giving it the right
to deal in sound devices. D. S.
Monteith, John M. Jones, Jr., E. J.
Grose, and L. Scarborough, all of
Charlotte are stockholders.
Sound For Michigan City

Michigan City, Ind. — The Tivoli
Makes Own Synchronizer
has opened here with its first sound
Toronto — For the presentation of picture program. The house is
"Twenty-four sheet stands, lavish
marquee display and liberal program "Simba," Manager Fred Schaefer of tone.
equipped for Vitaphone and Moviespace is once more becoming the the Pantages theater, Toronto, Canfashion in short feature exploitation
ada's largest house, employed a
Handling Phototone in Mich.
and there is every indication that it Westinghouse broadcasting unit with Baher
Detroit-^Arthur D. Baher former
tory.
is a practice that has become solidly excellent success in effecting a synchronization of animal sounds and local showman, has taken over disentrenched in the modern showman's
tribution of Phototone in this terrinative dance music.
art," he says.
portion
of his newspaper 'ad' copy to
short features.
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FACTS: ABOUT PACENT
REPRODUCER SYSTEMS
And the organization behind them
It's not good business to buy sound equipment with your eyes shut, without the
full facts before you.
Pacent Reproducer Corporation wants every exhibitor
throughout the country to know the facts about Pacent Reproducer
Systems. That is why we publish this advertisement, a plain statement of their merits and advantages in your theatre.
Every Exhibitor Wants These Facts About
Pacent Reproducer Systems Before
Buying Sound Equipment

Pacent

Reproducer
SyarestbeiengmBsy

IAll Electric Operation: Batteries have no place in any
Pacent Reproducer System. Our equipment operates direct
from any 110 volt 60 cycle alternating current commercial outlet.
No batteries of any kind used.
2 Highest Quality Reproduction: We want exhibitors to hear
our systems in operation and judge the quality of reproduction
for themselves. You will agree witli us that Pacent Reproducer
Systems set a new standard of quality performance.
3 Compact and Efficient: All amplifying equipment housed in
a single steel cabinet, conveniently small in size, that fits in
almost anywhere.
Pacent Amplifiers combine compactness with special design
features which make them, weight for weight, 25% more efficient
than other amplifiers for theatre use.
4 Low Price: Pacent Reproducer Systems stand in a price class
by themselves.
Never before have synchronous full double
channel reproducer systems been available at such low prices.
$2,500 buys the Model 2MDA Pacent System, for houses with
seating capacity not over 2,000 seats.
S3,500 for Model 4MDA Pacent System for theatres from 2,000
to 4,000 seats.
5 Film Attachment Soon Ready: Pacent Reproducer Systems
are now built for the disc method of reproduction. The Pacent
Film attachment will soon be available for sound-on-film method
of reproduction.
6 Installation and Service: Complete service department
now functioning at top efficiency. Trained engineers in
charge of every installation. Dozens of telegrams from exhibitors
tell of wonderful job done by our men.
30 service depots now being established throughout the country
to supervise installation and upkeep of Pacent Reproducer Systems.

SERVED
The

se

Lea

Pro
duc
din
e
g
PARAMOUNT rs:

M-G-M
Metro-Gold vvyn-Mayer
VITAPHONE
UNITED ARTISTS
FIRST NATIONAL
WARNER BROTHERS
All complete equipment is designed by
Pacent
engineers
and manufactured
in our ovtn factories. No makeshift or
substitute material used.
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25 MORE W.E. SYSTEMS 'Watch Volume', Joe Weil Warns
' U' Sound House Managers
INSTALLED IN II STATES
Western Electiic sound reproducers were installed in 25 tlicaters
during the week which ended Feb.
2, Electrical Research declares. In
each case, both the disc and film attachments were installed. The houses
are:
California — Visalia theater, Visalia; California theater, Watsonville.
Georgia — Rialto, Columbus.
Illinois ^ Villas, Cicero; Biograph and
Knickerbocker,
Chicago.
Massachusetts — Plymouth,
Worcester.
Minnesota — Elko, Bemidju.
Mississippi — Princess,
Columbus.
Missouri — Central, Biddeford; Hi Points
and Manchester,
St. Louis.
New York — Colonial, Albany; Playhouse,
Hudson; Palace, Jamestown; Playhouse, Mamaroneck; Capitol, Port Chester; Ritz, Port
Richmond,
Staten Island (New
York City).
Ohio— World, Toledo.
Oklahoma — Rex, Seminole.
Pennsylvania — Roxy, Ashland; Rialto,
Uanville; Keystone and Park, Williamsport;
Victor, McKeesport.

Roseland Set on First
James F. Sammon of Roseland Pictures, has cast Arthur Campbell and
Nancy Baker for singing roles in
"The Life of the Party," first of a
series of sound one reelers.
Head in Movietone News
Walter S. Giflord, president of the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., rated as the largest corporation
in the world, talks in the latest issue
of Fox Movietone News.
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Streamer Aids Theme Song
Hook-up on "Abie"

In addition to the regular publicity
material and special press book for
and further settings necessitated "Abie's Irish Rose" the
Anne Nichols
Careful regulation of volume of through the number of people in the
has devised a special streamer
sound reproduced in their houses is audience. With an empty house you office
for use in music store windows which
urged upon managers of all company sound houses by Joe Weil, di- need less volume. With a packed plays up the theme song of the film
rector of advertising and exploitation house you need more. It is up to version. The song is "Rosemary,"
of Universal theaters.
the manager to check the house and vyith lyrics by Anne Nichols and music by J. S. Zamecnik. The streamer
"There have been quite a number the volume and telephone the booth is in four colors and measures 15
of complaints against sound pictures as to whether a picture is coming inches wide and five inches deep.
over too loud or too soft.
by patrons who claim they get headSt. Louis House Goes Sound
aches when seeing one," Weil points
"The poor reproduction in most
out. "There have been other com- theaters that we have attended is due
St. Louis — The Star is instaUing
plaints that the talkies are not per- to an inclination to use too much
fected— voices all sound the same — volume. Human ears cannot stand Western Electric sound equipment
and will reopen as a sound theater
there are too many 'surface noises,' the tremendous volume of sound on April 17.
etc.
being shot through the horns. The
"Most of this fault-finding is justi- result is that the sound seems disSound For Marlowe
fied. The trouble, however, in 90
torted, raspy and overpowering. Surper cent of the casts is not with the
Murphysboro
— John Marlowe has
face noises are amplified a millionpictures themselves; nor is it with the fold. The dirt on the film or on the contracted for sound at his house here
equipment and reproduction. The records almost becomes a blast and in Herrin, 111. The device is
real trouble can be laid to lack of through the horns. Headaches re- reported to be Movietone.
proper supervision of the sound result. Complaints pour in.
production by the manager of the
Sound for Massachusetts House
theater.
"The remedy is to cut down on
Boston
— Netoco, which is rapidly
so that the sound com"While the operator in the booth your ingvolume
over will have a normal effect. building up a chain of New England
is responsible for the running of the You will find with lesser volume, in theaters, will build a new house at
picture, we want the manager to be most cases, that all your troubles are
Natick to be equipped with Western
responsible for the volume at which
the picture is run. We want the done away with. Then music comes Electric sound reproducers. The
over sweetly — voices sound natural house will be known as the Colonial
manager to make a check at least and
each voice sounds different. and*will seat 1,500.
twice during every performance and,
preferably, many more times than Headaches and 'noise' complaints disHandling 11 Southern States
that, of the way his sound is filling
*
appear.
the theater.
"Managers are cautioned to keep
Atlanta
— Biophone
now
is being
an ear open on all shows and see that
handled in 11 southern states by the
"This is no place to go
de- they get the best performance postailed explanation as to the into
Leatherman-Branon
Co.
changes

I

Voice and Orchestra selections are
sible."

recorded with such fidelity and delicacy of tone with

such S'weetness and clearness combined inrith depth, as to make
music and entertainment of an actual orchestra that is present. The human voice with
every intonation, with every fine expression, with every heart throb, is reproduced lifelike
through RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNS. The one piece construction, the patented,
vibrationless, non-porous material and the lightness of weight, make RACON HORNS
the recognized standard for musical and voice reproduction by the largest Amplifier Companies, Talking Picture Companies and Reproducer Companies throughout the world.
Sizes
of
horns vary from 6" to 6' square bells, with air columns of from one foot to
fifteen feet.
THE
NEW

DYNAMIC

UNITS

FOR EXPONENTIAL

UNIT

HORNS

lyf ARK an advanced step in this day of remarkable talking irfoture achievement. The
■»•"-■• resxdts obtained by the use of the Racon Air Colimm Units are to be a surprise evwo
to the most critical listener. Your entertaining problems will be solved, the box ofBce
receipts will be increased, your patrons will be delighted by the reproduction from
RACON EXPONENTIAL
HORNS AND DYNAMIC HORN UNITS. There wiU
be no blasting, no tinniness, but perfect amplification combined with volume, depth and
Consult Our Acoustical Engineers

Write for
Catalog

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

Factories: 18 to 24 Washington Place, New York, Telephone Spring 1120
Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne St.. Toronto, Canada
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OUTPUT INCREASES 75 TRENCH PRODUCERS SEEK
P. C. IN GREAT BRITAIN TO DROP I TO I RATIO
Bv ERXEST IV. FREDMA>!
Editor. "The Daily Film Renter"

London — Production increased 75
per cent in January and will increase
over 100 per cent by the end of February, it is stated here. There are
12 companies now actively engaged
in completing 14 features and one
two-reel talker.
The schedules of the various companies, are as follows: British International has in production, "Mary
Was Love," "The Compulsory Husband" and "Romance of Seville."
These will be followed by "The Informer," "Blackmail," "Goodwin
Sands" and "Flying Scotsman."
British Instructional is completing
"The Pelican" and "A Cottage on
Dartmoor" at the Welwyn studio.
British Filnicraft has "Power Over
Men" in work with Burlington Films
completing
"The Barber"
Elstree.
British Sound
Prod, atat Wembley
is working on its first talker, a two
reeler, "The Fighting Fool."
Encore Film is completing "Encore" at Isleworth.
Gainsborough Pictures is finishing
"Taxi For Two" with "City of Play"
to follow at Islington studio.
New Era is completing "Down
Channel" and Nettleford Prod, is
producing "W^ould You Believe It?"
at Walton-on-Thames.
W. P. Films is busy on "White
Cargo" at the Whitehall Studio.
Welsh Pearson-Elder have "The
Silver King" in production at Stoll.
Eight other companies are scheduled
to start work in the next six weeks.

DAILY

U. K. Theater Chain
Plans 100 More Houses

Foreign Markets
By

l

Pari.s — French producers are negotiating with American interests here
for a substitute for the 7 to 1 agreement made last year. Various suggestions have been made for new
agreements, including one by which
American money would be put into
a large French producing company,
operated on .American lines. Another
proposal is that American producers
should take a fixed number of French
films irrespective of the number of
American pictures sold in France.
American representatives at the conference have said that negotiations
have reached a dif^cult stage but they
to arrive
hope
in a few
days. at an agreement with-

Japan Company Formed
To Market Foreign Films

Picture Activities In
Spain Show Decline
Barcelona — Production activities

Walter Huston in a short. "The Bishop's Candlesticks," made' at the
Long Island studio.
* *
*
Having had a spell of vacationing
have fallen off considerably here in
S. L. Rothafel has arthe past three years, it was pointed in Havana,
rived back in Manhattan to jnit the
out in a recent report. During 1926
final toxiches on his Lincoln Meproduction reached its peak of 36 picmorial program.
* *
*
tures, while in 1927 there were only
25 pictures made. In 1928 there were
Walter Eberhardt, who pounds a
19 films made during which the wicked publicity typewriter, is also
United States supplying 95 per cent
hitting 'em hrrd in the short story
of the Spanish market.
field. In March his "She (iave Up
Stardom" will appear in the "Sunday
Berlin Anticipates Deal
World Magazine" and "The Murderous Voice"
be* read
Between U. A. and Terra
~ will
*
♦ in "UnderBy KARL WOLFFSOHN.
Editor, Lichtbildbuehne

Berlin — It is expected here that
United Artists will shortly close a
Washington — Towa Shoji Goshi deal with Terra Film by which the
Kaisha, film company of Tokio, has
been formed to open the Japanese companies will enter joint production, the purpose from U.A.'s viewmarket for European pictures, particularly German films, according to Unless point
being tosortsecure
some
of a "kontingents."
deal is closed,
a trade paper report to the M. P. United will be unable to distribute
Section of the Dept. of Commerce. pictures in Germany next season.
Associated with the new company
are: Nagamasa Kawakita, Baron G.
E. von Stietenkron, Herr Schacke Gainsborough Closes
and Andre Germain. Report also exMore Distribution Deals
pressed the hope that with the new
London — Gainsborough Pictures,
company, the German and European which recently closed a deal with
film industry, will be able to compete
with United States, whose share of Franco-Films of France for distribution of product in France and Belthe Japanese film market amounts to
about 90 per cent.
for'
agreements
concludedHungary,
gium, hasAustria,
Germany,
Czechoslovakia and the Balkan States, it is
Russia Objects to U. S.
reported. These contracts covering
all of the 1928-1929 product. Similar
Ideals in Pictures Australia's '28 Film
contracts have been closed which
w '27 now
Belo
Far
Moscow — Three hundred ninetyet
Budg
gives Gainsborough Pictures
Sydney — .Australia's production
three out of 746 foreign films, chiefly
1928 has dropjied far be- distribution in Norway,, Sweden,
forreached
American, Jiave been rejected by the budget
low that
in 1927, according
Denmark, Finland, South Africa.
Soviet Government on account of
to figures recently publis-hed here. Japan, Republic of China, Argentina,
their bourgeois ideology, adventure The 1927 figure was $485,000 while
and mvsticism.
that of 1928 scarcely exceeded $48,- L'ruguay, Paraguay, Chili, Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, Australia and Mel500. For 1929, $97,000 will be avail- bourne.
able for production here, it is stated.
Pictures
Lya De Putti With B.I.P.
Richmount
Pici
French Newsreel Tariff
London — Lya De Putti has been
New York City
H'ashiiigtoit Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
723 7th AveiMi*
Inc . "•*
PicWashington — The newsreel syndi- signed by British Instructional
D. J^ IIOUNTAN, Praa.
lead in "The Incate of Paris recently published its
playwhichthe
tures to former,"
Arthur Robinson will
new prices, as follows: first week, direct.
$12.40. second week, $8.40, third
pXCLUSIVE foreign
week, $3.60, and fourth week at $1.60,
^ representatives for
Granville to Africa for Warners
advises the M. P. Section of the
Rayart Pictures Corporation
London — Fred Granville leaves here
Dept. of Commerce. The approxi- soon for North Africa to plan locaand other leading independmate weekly length will be 845 ft.
ent producersand distributors
tions for the new picture he is to
on behalf of Whitehall Films
make
Cable Addnaa: RICHPICSOC. Paria
5 U. K. Films Shown
Cable AddrcM: DEEJAY. Loodoo
Bros., titled "The Legion
Warner
London— Of the 576 films released for
CabU
Addreia:
RICH PIC.
N. T.
in Finland during the past year, only
the Lost."
five were British, according
to re- of Thrice Banned— Then Passed
Berlin — After being banned here
cently published statistics
by the
innish Film Commission. American
"Madonna of the
Exporting
«nly tlie||| )e:centage fell from 67.6 to 64.1, three times the film,
passed. The
been
has
Sleepings"
best in Motiim Pictures while Germany's
percentage
in- Deutsche Lichtspiel Syndikat is
creased slightly from 20.2 to 21.9.
handling the film.
fVoshiiuiton

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Short Shots from
New York Studios

London — Cinema and Theater
Corp, recently formed and which
controls 36 houses plans to float a
^^By ARTHUR
W. BODY,
company with capital of $3,880,000,
which plans to build within the ne.xt
\car 100 additional houses seating GEORGE
ABBOTT
bids a fair
beccme as
well known
screento
between 500 and 700. The theaters director as a stage director. Abbott,
are to be built in small towns and who has saved many a Broadway
larger villages of the provinces. Di- show through his expert rewriting
rectors of the company are: Tom E. and direction, is going to the Coast
Davis, Samuel Lloyd, T. R. Wood to have a hand in making Paramount
and John Hopkins.
pictures. He recently megaphoned

Magazine."
Martworld
Blumenstock,
a graduate of
the pi-ess agentry brigade, who has
been clicking loudly at the Coast as
a high-powered writing man, is in
Netv York for vacation purposes. He
last wrote an* original
♦
*for M-G-M.
If you saw
"Listen,some
Dearie"
"Naughty
Ricquette'
time and
ago
you remember Sylvan Lee. Sylvan
is
nowBrothers
associating
with theversion
P'our
Marx
in a dialogue
of "The Cocoanuts," in production at
the Paramount plant with George
Folscy in charge of photography.
Loder in World Wide Film
John Loder, English leading man
brought to this country by Paramount, played one of the leads in
"The First Born" just before coming to America. Tliis is the pictuie
in which Miles Mander, German
player, has
the made
star role
and also and
directed. It was
in England
will be brought to America by World
Wide Pictures.
190London
U. K.— Total
Concerns
Formed ofin new
'28
registration
companies formed here during 1928,
is 190, according to the annual statistical report published from official
sources by Jordan Sons. Ltd. The
total capital of the combined companies amounted to $47,013,355.
Business Improves at Hull
Hull. Quebec — Business has picked up to such an extent here that
the Eden has been reopened. There
are three theaters in Hull, the Laurier, Capitol and Eden, all of which
are owned by Donat Paquin. For
some months only the Laurier and
Capitol had been operated.
Ferry Sells Akron House
Akron, O. — A. Ferry has sold his
Columbia to A. Ward of Cleveland.
Ferry states that he will re-enter the
theater business in the fall.
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Victor McLaglen

in

"Captain
Lash"
Length: Si/%.-5453

Fox

ft.
Si7ewf-5376 ft.
HAS THE POPULAR
STUFF
TO SEND IT IN AS A WINNER.
McLAGLEN
SCORES HEAVY
AS STOKER WITH A YEN FOR
STRANGE DAMES.
Cast. .. .Victor McLaglen makes it
his picture with fascinating he-man
role that women will rave over.
Claire Windsor gets by as the blonde
siren. Jane Winton better in smaller
bit. Clyde Cook nice foil for McLaglen with comedy buddy role.
Others
Arthur
Stone, Albert
Conti.
Story and Production
Comedy
drama of the sailors and seaports.
Filled with the paprika of pep, sex
and comedy, with a lot of rough heman stuff thrown in for good measure. John Blystone directed with a
fine sense of entertainment values,
and this is one of those rare pictures
that carries an almost universal appeal. It won't burn up any records,
perhaps,
a sweet
baby for
box officebutat it's
that.
McLaglen
as any
the

"The Doctors Secret"

Reginald Denny

in

"Red Hot Speed"

Paranwimt
Length: 5832 ft.
Universal
Length: Silent 6288 ft.
PADDING
OUT A SOUND
Syn. 6621 ft.
ALL THE SPEED IS IN THE
SHORT TO FEATURE LENGTH
TITLE. A LOT
OF FLAT
RESULTS
IN
ACTIONLESS
SPOKEN DIALOGUE SLOWS
UP. DENNY
DRAMA, SLOW
AND HEAVY. EVERYTHING
RUTH CHATTERTON
THE ONE FUNNY IN SPOTS.
Cast. ... Reginald Denny proves to
BRIGHT SPOT.
have a nice speaking voice and his
Cast.... Miss Chatterton jumps to comedy antics pep up a weak story.
the top of the class for talking screen Alice Day pleasing to the eye. Others
stars. Her voice is perfect, she Charles Byer, Thomas Ricketts, De
screens well, and knows her acting Witt Jannings, Fritzi Ridgeway, Hector V. Sarno.
angles. H. B. Warner does little as
Story
and
Production
Farce
the unwanted husband. Robert Ed- comedy. This is done in the typical
eson fair as the doctor. Others John Denny vein of broad farce, and as a
Loder, Wilfred Noy, Ethel Wales, rule the star is away ahead of his
material. He at least succeeds in
Nancy Price, Frank Finch-Smiles.
being entertaining, and at such times
Story and Production .... Drama of as the situations permit, quite funny.

captain of the stokers on a vessel
making Singapore gets entangled with
a first cabin dame who has gypped
a man out of some rubies. Mac takes
the stones ashore for her, believing
his errand and the gal perfectly innocent. The fun comes when he finds
he has thrown over his true sweetie
for a crooked girl.
Sound effects.
Direction, John Blystone, excellent;
Authors, Daniel Tomlinson, Laura
Hasse; Scenario, John Stone; Editor,
Jas. K. McGinness; Titles, Malcolm
Stuart Boylan; Photography, Conrad
Wells, very good.

English life. From James Barrie's
stage
play "Half
Hour." work
Ruth
Chatterton
does an
exceptional
throughout, and if this had been made
as a sound short it would have been
a knockout. As a stage offering it
was a dramatic sketch built to run
one-half hour with the action and conversation timed perfectly to synchronize with the hands of the clock moving from 7.30 to 8 on the evening
of the fateful day. Padding it out to
feature length, the action stands still,
and long stretches are given over to
two people standing cross-firing at
each other.
All-talker.
Direction, William C. de Mille,
heavy; Author, James M. Barrie;
Scenario, Wm. de Mille; Editor,
I Merrill White; Titles, Not listed;
Photography, J. Roy Hunt, good.

"Shadows of the Night"

"Just Off Broadway"

Chesterfield Length: 6300 ft.
M-G-M
Length: 5448 ft.
PEPPY
UNDERWORLD
UNDERWORLD
YARN CAR- STORY OF FEUD BETWEEN
CARRIES
RIES GOOD ACTION
WITH TWO BOOTLEGGERS
A KICK FOR THE
CROWD.
UNUSUALLY
CLEVER
WORK
GOOD
NUMBER
FOR SMALL
HOUSES.
BY "FLASH," DOG STAR. WILL
Cast.... The principal players are
PLEASE THE THRILL FANS.
Donald Keith, Ann Christy and Larry
Cast. .. .Lawrence Gray is passable
Steers, and they make a good imas the hero, but Warner Richmond l^ression
in their various roles. Others
as the head of the gangsters does the De Sacia Mooers, Jack Tanner, Syd
best work. Others Louise Lorraine,
Saylor, Beryl Roberts, Albert DresTom Dugan, Alphonse Ethier, Polly den.
Moran, Flash the dog.
Story and Production
Underworld drama. This one follows the
Story and Production
Underworld meller. It follows the usual outline of the underworld features
formula with the dog Flash being put out by the big companies, and a
used in a very intelligent way to ad- very good job has been done on it.
vance the story interest. The direc- Director Frank O'Comior is to be
tor is Ross Lederman, who handled commended
for some unusually well
the Rin-Tin-Tin features. He knows, done bits that lend a lot of class to
his dog stuff. In fact, the work of the story. For instance, in the scene
the canine is about the most interest- where one bootlegging gang get the
ing thing in the offering. The story leader of another, the events leading
is that of the young newspaper re- up to the shooting from a neighborporter working with the police
ing housetop and the actual killing
sergeant to run the Feagan gang out are handled with an original twist
of town. The gangster kills a cop by and always the unexpected happens.
mistake for the sergeant, and then it This directional quality is noticeable
is time for the showdown. The throughout and lifts a commonplace
climax is snappy, with a lot of sus- story into something of real enterpense and action. The crook tries to
tainment value. The hero's brother is
make his getaway in a hearse but the the bootlegger killed by his rival,
reporter and cops get him.
and the story shows how the younger
Direction, D. Ross Lederman, brother got his man.
smooth; Author, Ted Shane; Scenario,
Direction, Frank O'Connor, origD. Ross Lederman; Editor, Dan
inal; Author, Faimy D'Morgal; Scenario, Arthur Hoerl; Editor, James
Sharits; Titles, Robert Hopkins;
Photography, Maximilian Fabian, Sweeney; Titles, Arthur Hoerl; Photography, M. A. Andersen.
good.

Don

Coleman

in

"45 Calibre War"

Pathe
Length: 4790 ft.
RATES
ORDINARY
WITH
VERY
MECHANICAL
STORY
OF LAND-GRABBERS
AND A
LOT
OF REPETITIOUS
ACTION AND A VERY MELLER
FIRE
SCENE.

Cast.... Don Coleman is just another western hero with nothing to
distinguish him from the mob. Jeanette Loff (he girl. Others Ben Corbett, Al Hart, Edward Jones, Duke
R. Lee, Ployd Ames, Murdock MacQuarric, Orrin Jackson.
Story and F>roduction
Western
melodrama. The trouble with this
feature is that story, direction and
acting are all of the mechanical variety. Added to this is a very repetitious story with a lot of action
But there are only occasional spots in the latter reels very similar to action in the earlier reels. Another
where the comedy break spontaneously, and more often it is very forced fault is that the gang of land gr;iband artificial. But that is due to a bers and the crowd of ranch owners
mechanical plot. Denny as the dis- are not sufficiently contrasted so that
trict attorney is given the parole of half the time you don't know wliich
a girl for speeding and braking traffic is which. Outside of that, it's just
rules. The girl has exercised her the usual rubber stamp western.
Hero arrives in time to find a myspoor driving on Denny's car, so he
resolves to be severe with her. But
terious gang forcing the ranch owners to give up their titles through
she turns out to be the daughter of
a newspaper publisher who with fear of being ambushed and murdered. The footage is devoted to
Denny is trying to stop reckless driving. Some good farcical mixups at showing hew the hero outwits the
the end help a lot.
gang and keeps them from getting
Direction, Joseph Henabery, fair; the titles.
Direction, Leo Maloney, poor; AuAuthor, Gladys Lehman; Scenario,
thor, Ford I. Beebe; Scenario, the
Gladys Lehman and Matt Taylor;
Editors, Ray Curtiss and Jack Eng- same; Editor, Joe Kane; Titles, Ford
lish; Titles, Albert De Mond; Photog- I. Beebe; Photography, Edward A.
Kull, fair.
raphy, Arthur Todd, okay.
Tim MkCoy in

"Little Wild Girl"

"Morgan's Last Raid"

Trinity Prod.
Length:
5300 ft.
M-G-M
Length: 5254 ft.
A MESSY WASTE
OF FILM
A FAIR YARN OF CIVIL WAR
THAT
WANDERS
EVERYDAYS, WITH TIM McCOY DOWHERE AND GETS NOWHERE.
ING HIS USUAL STUNTS IN
AMATEURISH
STORY, DIRECMANCE AND WAR.
AN
ATMOSPHERE
'OF ROTION AND ACTING.
Cast.... Tim McCoy as a member
Cast. . . .Lila Lee does not show to
Morgan's famous raiders gets a
advantage and makes little impression. of
chance to do some fancy riding and
Cullen Landis shows some class, but
a few thrill stunts. Dorothy Sebas•s sunk in th sappy story. Others
tian pleasing as the girl.
Frank Merrill, Sheldon Lewis, Boris
Story and Production. .. .Drama
Karloff, Bud Shaw, Cyclone, the dog.
War. Tiie theme cenStory and Production. . . Melodrama of thetersCivil
arouPid the historical activities
of the North Woods. One of those
seemingly endless films that keeps of General Morgan, the Southern
leader, and his raiders. Tim McCoy
wandering around as if it had mis- in love with the Northern girl, joins
laid its plot and was in hopes of
finding it any moment in the next up with Morgan's crowd when his
reel. Nothing clear cut about the state, Tennessee, secedes. This
makes him a traitor in the eyes of
motives or action — simply no excuse
for shooting it at all. The gal is the girl, but she still loves him. The
seen in a cabin in the Canadian vil- plot hinges on the efforts of Tim's
riv.il to discredit him. The climax
lage. A playwright and a composer
come up from Montreal on vacation,
is quite a hummer, with Morgan's
and fall in love with her. She al- raiders out to destroy a Federal arsenal. Through the deviltry of the
ready has a village boy for her
sweetie. The Northwest Mounted rival the girl is imprisoned in the
guy also loves her. Then comes a arsenal and it is about to be blown
big forest fire, the hero is crippled, up. This gives McCoy a chance to
and the gal becomes a stage head- do some of his stunts, and the picture finishes with some thrills that
liner in Montreal overnight. So it
goes, wandering along and getting are very meller. It will get by with
nowhere. The composer kills the the thrill fans, but shows nothing oiil
of the ordinary.
playwright, and the hero gets the gal
at last.
But who cares?
Direction, Nick Grinde, fair; AuDirection, Frank Mattison, poor;
thors, Madeline Ruthven, Ross Willis; Scenarist, Bradley King; Editor,
Author, Putnam Hoover; Scenario,
okay.
Cecil B. Hill; Editor, Minnie Step- Wm. Le Vanway; Titles, Harry
pier; Titles, Gordon Kalem; Photog- Baxter; Photography, Arthur Reed,
raphy, Jules Cronjager, spotty.
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Short Subjects
SOUND
"Whirls and Girls"
Sennett — Educational
.1 Wow
\'\\tc of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Mack Sennett lias Rone and done it
again. In this lauRhology he sets
^uch a fast and dizzy laugh-pace that
the other boys have got to go some
to stay in the same division. High
a reason.
there's
and and
praise?
We went Yes,
in sick
dejected
and
forlorn, all choked up with a cold in
the head, and we came out of the
projection room as good as cured. We
laughed so much we sneezed the darn
cold right out of our bean. Harry
Gribbon is the dizzy nut dressed up
like a million dollars and acting that
way. Andy Clyde is the henpecked
husband who believes the nut is what
he claims to be. So Andy chucks up
a perfectly good job to take a position with the goofy one. And from
there on it's just one belly-laughs
after another. They land at the seashore with the bathing beauties, and
never have the bathing cuties acted as
pretty background for more liiiarious
and side-splitting fun. You'll laugh
vourseif goofy, even with your landlord or mother-in-law alongside
Story and dialog by John A. Waldron,
and directed by Mack Sennett in person. You can't afford to pass this
up. And if the salesman tells you
this is worth a dozen ordinary comedies, he's not exaggerating — for
once.
RCA Photophone.

;ind C lyde it scores easily as a laugh
number well above the average. Directed by Mack Sennett. Synchronized bv RCA Photophone.
Smith & Dale in
"The False Alarm Fire Company"
Paramount Movietone
Good Laughs
Type of production. . . .comedy sketch
"This is adapted from an old vaudeville sketch, and carries a lot of broad
comedy that is surefire for the laughs.
Joe Smith and Charlie Dale are the
comedy firemen. They are playing
cards in the fire house as an alarm
comes in. The phone is ringing and
the answers for the frantic pleas for
help carry a good percentage of the
laughs. Then the owner of the house
appears frantically begging them to
save his property. This is followed
by a bit where a girl comes in and
begs for protection from burglars.
This is good pop stuff that will click
eailv. Time, 8 mins.

"Ask Dad"
Coronet — Educational
Class Comedy
fvue of production. .. .2 reel comedy
A personal triumph for Edward
Everett Horton, who shows a high
brand of artistry that marks this as
just about the classiest comedy of the
season. Joseph A. Jackson wrote the
skit and the dialog and did a remarkably fine job. The beauty of it is
that it is not so classy as to be subtle.
Even the ordinary crowd that feeds
on pure slapstick can appreciate this,
for Horton is so darn human and the
spoken lines arc simple and very understaiulal)lc in the humor they carry
with an awful wallop. Horton is a
rather excitable business man with a
very pleasing secretary. His son
comes home from college and makes
Anna Chang and Hatsu Kuma in love to the secretary with beautiful
lines of poetry. The way dad slowly
"Two
Little Chinese
Maids"
awakens to the fact that he loves the
Paramount Movietone
girl,
too, is altogether delicious and
Artistic
exceedingly funny. The art of this
Type of production. .. .novelty vocal bird Horton is of such a fine quality
skit
that it must be seen in person to be
Opens with a street scene in China- fully appreciated. Ruth Renick as the
town, with Hatsu Kuma singing to secretary and Winston Miller as the
a Chinese boy beneath the window. son complete a pejrfect cast of three.
The melody she sings is from "East A natural that will score wherever
(ilks enjoy fine comedy.
Western
Is West," and it is well done. Then
the spot switches
to Anna
Chang Electric recording.
in the street, who is shown as the
rival for the boy's affections.
She
sings
several
popular
American
SILENT
songs, and
this novelty carries a
punch and should send it over strong.
"Wooden
Money"
Jazzy
Fables
— Pathe
Both
voices
pleasing,
and
scenic
background helps a lot. Time, 8 mins.
Type of production..! reel animated
Milton Mouse and his sweetie get
"The Old Bam"
mixed up with Al Falfa who is havSennett — Educational
ing a lot of trouble fixing his house.
Good Slapstick
He finally manages to sell it to a
Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy couple of saps, as he thinks, and beats
Johnny Burke is ably assisted by it with the bag of money. But on
Andy Clyde in furnishing the laughs opening the latter it proves to be
in this concoction of thrills, mystery full of mice. From here on it is a
and comedy. The scene is a country mice nightmare, with old Al trying
hotel, with Johnny acting as the hired to dodge the pests and at the same
man and Andy as the sheriff. Word time capture the two who stuck him
comes over the radio of a desperate on the sale.
criminal at large in the neighborhood.
Then a series of things happen to
"Question
Marks"
scare the wits out of everybody, and
Variety
Hodge
Podge
— Educational
they all go to the barn to check up
on a clue to the criminal. The thrills Type of production....!
reel scenic
and the chuckles are nicely balanced,
"This number
presents
unand with the clever work of Burke
{Continued
on Page various
20)
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Presentations
By HERBERT

S. BERG\

even including a fniglit irai.i. Six.tted on the bill which this reviewer
caught, instead of Eddie Conrad and
.Marion Eddy, vaudeville headlincrs,
v.ho were billed, .Milo did quite well,
in spite of the odds.
The Lime trio, in some acrob.itic
Gene Rodemich is still the m.c. at dances, stopped the show, while
Dolores Farris executed some diffithe Paramount, and seems to be docult toe dancing stunts, and the Criss
ing very well. He led the stage band
Cross Tumblers,
some acrobatics.
through one of those quarrel numbers where the various members all
walk off in a huff, leaving Gene alone
with the trap drummer. Old stuff,
l)Ut it got a big hand just the same.
The show was Dave Gould's "Vanities of 1929," with Johnny Perkins
and the Six Lucky Boys leading in
the fun. Cunningham and Clements
uncorked some good adagio work.
The stage show at the R(jxy was
Perkins was the comedy highlight, ccnfined to practically two numbers,
and finished with "That Old Ciang," but they were both outstanding. The
and in spite of its being sung every- first was a nature dance staged in a
where, managed to make it sound very unusual setting. Against a plain
fairlv novel.
drop was thrown a surf picture proThe Risley Sextet did some fast
jected from the bick. It was a very
acrol)atics. with some nifty tosses and gorgeous scene of moonlight rippling
whirls. The Gould (jirls lent color in a slender shaft across a gently
and did some nice routine work, espe- rolling surf. The moonlight ribbon
cially in a fan number that was beau- kept swaying gently as if in hartifully staged. There was a novelty
finale with an immense stairway of the mony
with thedancers
rhythnn'c
nature
on movements
the beach.
stretching clear across the stage being
One
of
the
simplest
yet
most
effeclowered from the grid, and folded
tive scenes that has yet been devised
back to cover the band. While the
band continued playing, the girls were at this house of unusual staging efdraped on the stairway for the final fects.
flash. Very effective. Dave Rubinoff
The other stage scene was "Snowshowing a blue sky backled, the orchestra and did a violin flakes," ground
with a gorgeous toy castle
number, "Dance Tzigane," with the rearing up high in sharp silhouette.
orchestral feature being "Hungarian Posed on the sides and front of the
castle-like shafts of glittering icicles
were girls whose silvery drapes gave
Sketches."
this beautiful and novel effect.
Throughout the number the effect of
falling snow completed the picture.
'The numbers in this scene employed
the ballet and the Roxyettes, as well
as si.K adagio teams.
Chester Hale, famed as trainer of
chorus girls, tries his hand at production in this week's Capitol show,
with good success. The presentation, titled "Dominoes," is a well
staged production of singing, dancing and clowning, built around the
Capitolians, stage band, Dave SchoolThe Colony still has Paul Specht
er, house master of ceremonies, and
the 40 Chester Hale Girls.
leading his excellent though
small
.Against a box of domino setting, stage band through some very nicely
(Continued on Paoe 20)
effective in the extreme. Schooler
does a novelty dance number, aided
and abetted by the band, which
clicks with a number of individual
AMALGAMATED
members standing out, as they cl.iwn
the novelty song turn.
VAUDEVILLE
Billed as a surprise act, Miio got
AGENCY
over well, with a feminine voice impersonation, and imitations covering
Attractions for
a wide range of birds, annuals and

DAVE GOULD STAGES A

PARAMOUNT "VANITIES"

ROXV FEATURES TWO
NOVELTY STAGE EFFECTS

CtiESTER HALE REGISTERS
AS CAPITOL PRODUCER

PAUL SPECHT STILL
HOLDS UP AT COLONY

Picture Theatres

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Picture Pre«eDtatioB
The FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE

153 1

AGENCY

Laokaj^noa MEW7876YORK
BBO<U)wri.

I

Standard
Vaudeville
Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3SS0
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usual scenic shots in different parts
of the world in the form of a "question and answer" proposition. For instance, one question is: "Do you
know that Dutch children remove
their wooden shoes before entering
a house in Holjand?" Then the following scene shows the Dutch kiddies coming down the street and entering the house in this manner. In
this manner novelty shots are shown
of scenes in Siberia, Poland, Lapland, etc. The usual pictorial embellishments are worked into the
scenics.
"Her Big Ben"
Cameo — Educational
Good Gags
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Among the new screen comics
Gene Stone seems to have the necessary talent to get by strong. Here
he takes the part of a gob trying to
save his girl from being forced to
marry the rich rival. So Gene dresses
as a girl, and with a monkey wrapped up in baby clothes, appears at
the wedding ceremony and claims
the groom as the father of "her
child." So ma kicks the rich suitor
out. Gene is getting along fine with
his girl, till mother discovers that
the "'baby" is a monkey, and then it's
curtains for Gene. Snappy number
with good chuckles. Directed by
Jules White.
"Summer Saps"
Lupino Lane — Educational
It's There
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Here is a comedy crowded with
entertainment. It again proves that
Lupino Lane is one of the most versatile and finished artists that has
ever graced the comedy screen. Even
when Lupino engages in slapstick he
does it with a certain classy finish
to it that makes it stand out. The
story is that of a surnmer vacation
at the seashore with the family. No
sooner are they set when it starts
to rain, in torrents. Poor Lupino is
driven frantic by his nagging wife
and noisy kids. To make matters
worse there is a neighbor playing
the piano constantly. It drives Lupino frantic, and he starts to make
some noise of his ojwn. When a
neighbor comes in to complain the
comedian thinks he is the pianist,
and throws him out. It's a great
laugh when Lupino sinks back for
a rest and the piano starts pounding
again. One of those real laugh-producers that cannot be explained. You
have to see it to appreciate it. Henry
W.
George
directed.
"Circus Time"
Smitty— Pathe
Kid Fun
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
This time Smitty and his pals have
a tough time trying to sneak into the
circus, so they decide to put on a
show of their own. This is worked
out with a lot of ingenious contrivances and gags that carry a lot of

merriment. The surprise kick is when
a real lion is substituted for the fake
lion, and when the mistake is discovered the kids go into a panic.
Will entertain juvenile fans.
"She's a Pippin" — Mike and Ike
Universal

Fair

Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
This time the twins are gobs on
shore leave. They start to spend the
evening with two janes, but have a
tough time landing. Finally they escort two girls home, and when a man
starts crawling in through a window
they try to prove heroes. But the
intruder turns out to be the girls' dad
who had forgotten his keys, and dad
starts to make things peppy for the
boys. Will score a few laughs. Directed by S. Newfield.
"Kidnapped"— Western
Universal
Flat
Type of production. . . .2 reel western
As flat and stale as this one is, the
action is nevertheless lively and keeps
you looking at the screen long after
the story itself has lost all interest.
It has been done so many times before that this slight variation in the
formula has nothing to recommend it.
The cowbody hero finds a gal a
prisoner in a hacienda. Meanwhile
the gang is after her dad, who is out
looking for the kidnaped girl. Hero
comes on the scene after dad has
been left for dead. He sends pop for
the sheriff, and then as one of the
gang goes to the hacienda, where he
suddenly turns on his "pals" and trims
'em single handed. When the sheriff's
posse arrives, there is little for them
to do. Oh, yes, the gal was b^ing
forced to marry the villain, but the
hero stopped that, too. Walter Fabian directed.
Pu^lix Gets Worcester House
Worcester, Mass. — The Capitol,
seating 2,000, has been taken over
by Publix. This is the only PublixParamount house owned in this
vicinity with nearest Publix at Boston.
Invites Patrons Backstage
Boston — Patrons of the B. F.
Keith Memorial here are invited by
the management to visit the back
stage of theater and gain first hand
impressions of life behind the scenes.
Photophone
for Fitchburg
Fitchburg, Mass.- — The Fitchburg,
seating 2,000, has been equipped with
RCA-Photophone
sound equipment.
Brin Plans Another
Milwaukee — L. K, Brin is planning
the erection of a new $500,000 theater at Watertown, Wis. The new
house will be designed to seat between 1,500 and 1,800 and will be
completed before Sept. 1. With the
recent acquisition of the Strand at
Madison from A. P. Desormeaux,
Brin now operates IS houses in Wisconsin, three of which are in Milwaukee.
Moore

Heads

Portland Branch

Portland, Ore. — Hal Moore is manager here for World Wide Pictures.
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Paul Specht Still
Holds Up At Colony
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balanced harmony. They revived
"Dardenalla," which was handled
with some nifty variations. All the
members of this band are exceptional,
and Specht calls upon most of them
as individuals to do their bit. The
trap drummer is unusually good, and
almost rates a specialty act standing.
Another number was "I Like What
She Likes," w'hich employed some of
the band members in comedy variations on the popular song, with a
wop, an Irishman and a Hebrew doing entertaining work. There were
onlj' two guest artists on the limited
program, a girl doing a hootch, and
Ruby Shaw in some fast acrobatic
turns and bends. Ruby certainly
knows her stuff, and puts a lot of
steam into it. Even in this house
that more often than not is playing
to empty seats these days. Ruby created a mild sensation that would have
been a near-riot in a fairly crowded
house. And it is really astonishing
what Paul Specht can do by way of
entertainment with his orchestra,
working against most trying and discouraging conditions.

Sound-on-film versus sound-on-disc seen as
one of big battles of 1929, as Paramount,
M-G-IVI and United Artists join ranks oi
pro<Iucers concentrating
on former system.
Joseph P. Kennedy in reported deal for ac((uisition of control
of
Acoustics
Products,
Tuesday
parent company of Sonora-Bristolphone.
West Coast Theaters and Publix seen girding on Coast for keen national "battle' of
competition.
President Roy Deutsch denies any deal with
Kennedy for sale of control of Acoustics
Products.
Wednesday
Al Lichtman spikes
report of any shake-up
Thursday
in United Artists.

Friday
Sales season to stirt
in June or July this
year, later date being due chiefly to sound
picture development.
"Freeze-out" by producers of independent
sound systems alleged by Abram F. Myers,
Allied head, in Minneapolis
speech.
Hiram Brown, R-K-O head denies any deal
on with Publix; Alexander Pantages spikes
report
of deal for his chain with Joseph
P. Kennedy.
Infllenza wane continues, U. S. Public Health
Service reports.
Lower-priced Cinephone
equipment offered for
smsU theaters. Saturday
west.
Interchangeability
test suit planned at northJenson and Von Herberg may reenter Seattle
first run field.

Buys Poughkeepsie House

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — Samuel AbBig House for Elyria
ramsky and A. Friedman, local real
Elyria, O.- — Charles L. Drake, a estate operators, will take possession
Chicago engineer, has announced
of the Rialto here, it is reported. The
that a theater and hotel building to house seats 1,670.
cost $700,000 will be built by Chicago interests at Broad and Cedar
Sts. The corporation will be known
as the Imperial Co., Inc. The theater, to be called the El Capitan, will
have plans drawn by John Eberson.

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Southeastern Theater Changes
Atlanta — S. S. Stevenson, of the
Stevenson Amusement Company, is
now in control of both theaters in
Henderson.
The Rex, oldest colored house in
Charlotte, has been sold at auction.
The Rialto at Greer, S. C, has
been taken over by C. E. Herlong.
Paramount

Signs Cukor

George Cukor, Broadway stage director, will direct the dialogue for
"Young Sinners," for Paramount.
Dorothy Arzner will direct the silent
version. Cukor's last New York
play

was "Gipsy."
Collegians Subject

Photo
Engraving
Specialists
to the
Motion
Picture
Industry

Completed

"On

Guard" has just been completed by Universal as the first picture in the new fourth series of "The
Collegians," with both sound and
dialogue.

DAY

AND

NIGHT

Ree with RKO
Max Ree, First National costume
director, has resigned to become art
supervisor at the RKO Studios. It
is likely that RKO will loan Ree to
United Artists to design costumes
for the first Max Reinhardt production, starring Lillian Gish.

250 West 54th Street
NEW

YORK

Telephone: Columbtu 4I4I'I-J

I

A higher premium
than ever before
Today — in this new era of sound
pictures — there is a higher premium
than ever before on fihii uniformity.
For sound quahty is e\ en more sensitive than screen quahty to any variation
in the fihii.
If your ''talkie" prints are on
Eastman film — famous for uniformity
— your patrons are seeing and hearing
the very best that this newest de\ elopment in motion pictures has to
offer.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

Liberty
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Hollywood 'Turfis ^ack to
the Horse Opera
A Page of Movie Reviews by

Frederick James Smith
In the following reviews the photoplays are rated by stars.
One star preceding a review means fairly good; two stars,
good; three stars, excellent; and four stars, extraordinary.

THE wonders of the newly created stop, look, and
listen drama never will cease. The Fox Movietoners moved their synchronizing equipment out
into the Utah hills and then to the Mohave Desert, producing an exciting melodrama played to the obbliWith
gato of braying mules and
hoof beats on the mesa. This
first big excursion of the
audibles away from the
home studios results in a
superfilm you are going to
hear a lot about — In Old
Arizona.
Based on 0. Henry's A
Ivan Llno^v, Tom SantschI, Frank Campcau
Caballero's Way, In Old
Arizona is a rich and racy
Directed in the
thriller of the Southwest.
A dashing bad man, known
Great Outdoors by
as the Cisco Kid, and a
Raoul Walsh and Irving Cummings
rough-riding cavalry sergeant fall within the wiles
of a Mexican Jezebel. She
Presented by WILLIAM FOX
plays fast and loose — this
dusky half-breed temptress
— hoping to sell her bandit
lover for the ransom upon
his head. The tricky retribution provides the kick of
the tale.
Bear in mind that all this
is told in sound and dialogue
— and sometimes with exceedingly rough and ready
repartee. Probably it is told with too much gusto and
tang for some parts of our land. The adobe siren, Tonia
Maria, is a torrid young woman of general cussedness.
The cavalry sergeant, Mickey Dunn, is a profane, ladyloving, and sure-shooting forerunner of the immortal
Sergeant Quirt of What Price Glory. The bandit is a
fanciful Don Juan of the Southwest, a singing, guitarstrumming, and romantic ancestor of the present effete
gentry who flash machine guns.
In Old Arizona tells a colorful melodramatic tale; it
presents superb sweeps of arid desert and ornery mountain country; and its background of creaking stagecoaches and cracking whips is something new.
The film has a trio of fine performances. Warner
Baxter is excellent as the gallant Cisco Kid who is as
ready with a ballad as he is with a bullet. Edmund Lowe
gives a corking performance of the sergeant from New
York's Bowery. And a newcomer from the stage, Dorothy Burgess, sears her way into a tempestuous hit as the
bad baby of Guadalupe.
In Old Arizona was started by Director Raoul Walsh,
who was also to play the Cisco Kid, but a jackrabbit
crashed through the windshield of his car, cutting him

Warner Baxter
as the Cisco Kid
and Dorothy Burgess as Tonia
in
the talkie
thriller,
In Old Arizona.

Edmund Louvre
Warner Baxte
Dorothy Burgess

*

•

*

•

Four stars, extraordinary
tor the all'Starf alI*diaIog
Outdoor Record -ifirrecker

IN OLD
ARIZONA

New House Records Everjnnrhere

Feature
MOVIETONE
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International News to be Released by Warners ?
ALL THE NEWS
ALITHE TIME
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A Natural

Monday,
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Plus the crisp dialogue. Plus the
performances.
Plus the music.

Credits
What Harry Beaumont has injected into his skilled direction is a fastmoving tempo. He had a show
world yarn to deal with and, take it
from us, he cloaked it with showmanship ermine. The result, as a
consequence, speaks better than any
detailed analysis can outline it to
you. Bessie Love hits the top of the
ladder of performances. She is immense all the way, climaxing a notable piece of work with a crying scene
that will make your heart skip. Charles King and Anita Page round the
triumvirate of leads. It is a matter
of faithful observation to report that
they are splendid. Jed Prouty in a
part that called for sputters and stutters comes into the category of distinguished mention with the others.

Dialogue and Songs
For the diverting dialogue the palm
leaf goes to Norman Houston and
James Gleason. They know Broadway and show business; every line
proves it. Nacio Herb Brown did the
music. "The Broadway Melody,"
"You Were Meant for Me" and "The
Wedding of the Painted Doll," lovely melodies all, will be heard everywhere soon. They are sure-fire.
Box-office? Baby, and how! Dust
off the S.R.O. sign, or better still,
have a new one made. You'll use it
plenty. Swollen bank accounts are
ahead.
KAN>J

5 Cents

INDEPENDENTS' PROSPECTS SEEN
BRIGHT FOR 1929-30 SEASON

ertainER in ent
AHEADLINmen
t. Unqualifiedly and
with no reservations "The
Broadway Melody" is one of the
grandest dispensers of enjoynent that has hit the screen in
■ecent days.
It is bright. It is snappy. And
lever as well as human. It has
parkle, verve, comedy and tinking, tuneful music that will
inger in your mind as picture
Gramercy Studios of RCA-Phoitself will.
tophone have been completed in
Highlights
buildings extending from 24th to 25th
"The Broadway Melody" has
laught the spirit of the big show
itreet. Tin-Pan-Ailey, the hoofer
uid the chorine on and off the stage,
:he glamor and lure of the bright
ights are there. Far from new stuff,
IS YOU see, but never before handled
n pictures as here. The secret of
;he overwhelming success which is
his picture's
is traceable
to other
factors. The treatment
is what
counts.

Price
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Sts., near Lexington Ave., New
York. Opening is scheduled at an
early date, with time now being
booked. The main stage is 160 feet
long and 70 feet wide, with a smaller
stage, about half as large, provided
for shorts. All recording and projecting equipment will be mobile,
housed in wheeled sound - proof
booths. A synchronizing laboratory
also is included.

McAloon
Is Namedat Ass't
to Phil Reisman
Pathe

Be There
The A M P A Hollywood
Masque Ball to be held in New
York March 2, promises to be
one of the most colorful social
functions in recent film history.
Arrangements call for a novel
program of entertainment,
which promises to muster a
record turn-out. The annual
AMPA party is an industry institution, which deserves encouragement and support.
KANN

riLM EXPORTS IN 1928
SHOW GENERAL NCREASE

J. F. McAloon has been appointed
assistant to Phil Reisman, general
sales manager of Pathe, Inc. Edward
W. Ballentine has been appointed in
charge of physical operations, succeeding McAloon. L. S. Kaiskern
has been appointed to handle special
sales work nationally.

Reduction in importation of American pictures by the majority of foreign countries in the past year is
shown in an analysis prepared by N.
D. Golden, assistant chief of the Motion Pictures Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce. A decrease of
10,082,297 linear feet from exports
of
1927 is shown for last year. DurTrade Comm., Named to
ing 1928 there were 222,121,586 linear
Succeeds Myers, in OflBce feet of positive and negative film exWashmgton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ported as compared with 232,104,883
Washington — Col. Charles H. in 1927. Latin America still remains
March, named to succeed Abram F. as our biggest consumer from a
Myers on the Federal Trade Com- quantity standpoint. Europe is secmission, has entered upon his new
ond, and is still our best revenue
duties.
producing market.

**U*' Launching Sound News;
International' Warner Deal ?
Universal will launch its own

No deal has as yet been made
sound newsreel in fall to be known for distribution of International
as Universal Movietone News. Daily
release schedules, color and other Newsreel, following expiration of the
innovations are planned. Sam B. Hearst contract with Universal in
Jacobson, erstwhile publicity head on October, although report is current
the Coast, is to be in charge of the that a deal with Warners was pending. No confirmation of this report
venture. "The Talk of the World"
will be slogan of the newsreel. Ex- is obtainable, although THE FILM
ecutive staff includes: Harry Mack, DAILY some time ago learned that
as assistant; Harold Lewis, as sound Universal and Educational would not
expert with Howard Dillinger as as- get together and that a deal with
sistant, and Herman Obrock as chief Warners was pending. This was
cameraman.
denied at the time, however.

Unwired Houses Must Look
to Pict
Independents
ure Supply for
Spirited competition in sales, which
will be intensified with start of the
new season, promises to be a boon
for the independents. Advent of
sound has changed selling in the industry, for exhibitors are no longer
buying entirely on precedent, but
are shopping instead to obtain the
best the market affords.
The major companies for 1929-30
will concentrate on talking pictures,
demand for which is engulfing production plans. This means that unwired houses in their search for
quality product must depend to great
extent upon independent companies.
In talking
programs,
provisions
are being made
for production
of
silent versions of some of the talkers.
However,
unless these pictures are
{Continued

on

page

8)

Ohio Papers Back Fight
Against Sound Censoring

Columbus — Ohio newspapers, appealed to by P. J. Wood, manager of
the state exhibitor unit, are declared
backing the industry's fight against
extension of censors' power to infilms. clude jurisdiction over dialogue in

Gen*l
Namedntative
M. Addison
H.
ord Represe
Comerf

Buffalo — H. M. .Addison, who has
managed the Great Lakes here since
its opening two years ago, has been
named general representative of
Comerford Theaters. Special assignments are to take Addison to
various sections of the country for
the circuit.

Brin-Community Deal Is
Again Reported, Denied

Madison, Wis. — On or off? This
city still is seeking to know, in connection with the reported sale of L.
K. Brin theaters outside Milwaukee
to Community Theaters. Brin says
there is nothing to the report, despite the fact that Hal G. Olson,
publicity manager for Community,
recently declared the deal was set.
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THE only change this week among the long runs is the replacement of "Red Hot
Speed" at the Colony by "Simba."
Next Friday evening "The Redeeming
Sin," with Dolores Costello, will replace "My Man" at Warners.
Other runs:
Picture

Distributor

Theater

Opening Date

"The Singing Fool"
Warners
Winter Garden. . . .Sept.
"The River"
Fox
Gaiety
Dec.
"The Bellamy Trial"
M-G-M
Embassy
Jan.
"Weary River"
First National .... Central
Jan.
"Redskin"
Paramount
Criterion
Jan.
"Sins of the Fathers". . .Paramount
Rivoli
Jan.
"Wolf of Wall Street" . .Paramount
Rialto
Jan.
"Broadway
Melody" M-G-M
Colony
Feb.
"Simba"
Martin Johnson. . Astor
Feb.

Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
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New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The IV est Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
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Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
Hollywood ■— A theater building
I. Berlin— Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, program is in prospect here, with
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la announcement that plans for the new
Cour-des-Noues.
19.
Pantages at Hollywood Blvd. and

19
22
23
24
26
26
26
8
9

Theater Building Program 72 Cases Brought Under
for Hollywood Planned
Child Law at Quebec

Financial
(Quotations
as of February
8)
STOCK
MARKET
High
Low
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Sales
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34
300
(X)n. Fm. Ind. pfd. 27
26^
27
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Kodak
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182'4 184J4
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3
....
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117J4 114
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300
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*M. P. Cap
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FL
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Pathe
Exch
11^
10}4
\VA
7,800
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Radio K-A-O
38Ji
37
37
11,400
Stanley
Co.
40
40
40
500
•Univ. Pict. pfd
9854
Warner
Bros
125
121
121^4 18,200
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55
5354
5354
4,300
CURB
MARKET
Acoustic Prod.
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W/g
UH
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•Bal. & Katz
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Con
Fra. Ind. ... 24
22J4
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•Film
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IH
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Intern.
Proj
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Loew
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34
100
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28
28
200
Nat. Thea. Sup....
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9H
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100
Trans-Li.x
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Warner
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4J4
4
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Roxy units
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33
do
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36
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554
Skouras Bros
50
54
Technicolor
12}4
13
United
Art
8
12
do pfd
76
84
Univ. Ch. com.
2
,
do pfd
75
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Invites Patrons Backstage
Boston— Patrons of the B. F.
Keith Memorial here are invited by
the management to visit the back
stage of theater and gain first hand
impression of life behind the scenes.
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Feb. 15 Universal Club Dance, Hotel Astor, New York.
Mar. 2 AMPA Hollywood Masque Ball in
York.
New
Apr. 14-15-16 Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor
Unit.
i

Confer

with

Joe

Brandt

^ Abe Montague and Joseph McConville, of Independent Films, Columbia's franchise holders in Boston
and New Haven, were in New York
last week to confer with Joe Brandt,
president of the company on the
completed talker productions and the
remainder of the season's releases.
Cornell Theaters Get 3
Ithaca, N. Y.— Cornell Theaters,
of Elmira has acquired all capit^
stock of the Crescent, Strand ani
Lyceum here, involving approxima
tely $1,000,000, it is reported. The
capital! stock of the houses were
purcjiased from the Ithaca Theater
Co. and Lyceum Theater Corp.

Montreal — Statistics of the Recorders Court at Montreal for 1928
show that picture theater managers
or proprietors were prosecuted in 72
Argyle Ave. have been completed. instances for alleged violations under
Work will start this month. It will the provincial law forbidding admisPublix Gets Lowell Strand
sion of any person under 16 from atcost $2,500,000, consisting of a 13Lowell,
Mass. — The Strand, herfe
tending
a
theater
where
pictures
are
story office building and theater.
Seating capacity, 3500. The Bartleet presented. No convictions were reg- has passed into the hands of Pul
Syndicate Building Corp. is the
istered, however, because the consti- lix Theater Corporation, who alsi.
%
tutionality ofthe law has been chal- control the New Rialto and Merri4
builder, and M. B. Pretice the archlenged. Aside from these alleged of- mac Square. The house formerly!
itect. This announcement along
fenses, which have been placed in was
York.owned by A. Rosenberg of Ne*
with the proposed new Warner theater to be built adjoining their pres- the category of test cases, the only
ent structure, and a Fox house being black marks against Montreal exhibPublix Gets Worcester House
itors during the whole year were 14
planned are part of the program here.
Worcester,
Mass. — The Capito|
minor prosecutions for amusement
tax offenses.
seating 2,000, has been taken ovej
Bond Issue for Texas House
by Publix. This is the only Publix
Dallas, Tex. — Bond issue of $750,Paramount house owned in this Vj
RCA
Photophone in China
000 on the Melba theater and office
cinity
with nearest Publix at Bof
building will be underwritten by S.
Thei Embassy theater in Shanghai
W. Straus & Co. The property is launched a sound policy on Saturday ton.
leased by Southern Enterprises, Inc. with RCA Photophone, according to
Photophone
for Fitchburg
officials of the latter company who
Fitchburg,
Mass.
Fitchburg
added this was the first installation seating 2,000, has— The
Improve Tacoma Theater
been equipped
to
be
made
in
China.
The
house
is
Tacoma, Wash. — Work on the new
ment.
with RCA-Photophone sound equips
balcony loge section and redecorat- operated by the Hertzberg-Peacock
ing of the interior of the Rialto is Enterprises.
under way.
Drennan at Fox St. Louis
Dietz Leaves for Coast
St. Louis — Leland Drennan
Fire Destroys Maine
House
Howard
Dietz, director of adver- vocalist, has signed a contract witli
Fire caused total
Fox house here
tising and publicity for M-G-M, left the new $5,000,000
Madison,
Me. —
destruction of the Pastime on Main for Hollywood studio to confer with
St. The building was owned by E. studio officials.
W.
Hamilton
of Lewiston. The
Next Dix Vehicle Set
building loss was
I PATENT AND PROTECT
ard Smiley,
who $5,000, and How"The
Wheel of Life," stage play
operated
the
theater, lost $10,000 in equipment.
May INVE
ProveNTIO
Valuable
by James Bernard Fagan, is to be I
NS
YOUR
I They
Expert
Service
and
Prompt
Richard Dix's next vehicle, to be I For
Homan
Buys
Wash.
House
filmed as a talker and in silent form,
J
Attention
Address
LESTER
R. SARGENT
Olympia, Wash. — Gil Homan and as soon as Dix returns to the Coast 1
Registered Patent Attorney
Frederic Flahaut, has purchased the from New York. John Farrow is I
I 1115 K. St., N. W., Washington, D.C.
Avalon here from Rolla Duncan.
preparing the script.

TIFFANY- STAHLAnnounce
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
That they have in the course of production
four motion picture productioni entitled:

''NOBODY'S GIRL''
''TWO GIRLS AND A MAN"
"T/^o WOMEN AND A MAN"
"INDECENT"
ALL RIQHT^ PROTECTED

|!f^^M!f^j
TALK and SOUND
TRAILERS

Thrill and Entertain
as well as

SELL

Synchrooized Attractions
To Patrons of "Wired" Theatres

K-^^:^Jj;i.iJ:;'i[.

3

Broadway^s Talking Sensation!
Bert Lytell — now playing to crowded houses in the big stage
hit — "Brothers" — following his

Phenomenally

Successful

tour of the Keith-Orpheum Vaudeville circuit during which he was

Acclaimed by Thousands of
Picture Fans!
Has the greatest screen role of his career in the

" Lone Wolfs Daughter "

A Columbia Talking Picture
produced with

Tense Dramatic Dialogue
Marvelous Music Score
Great cast, a highly dramatic story and perfect voice reproduction
make this thrilling melodrama

A Box-Office Attraction of Great
Audience Appeal!
Get in touch with your Columbia Exchange and you'll learn why

Leading Sho^wmen Are Booking It
on Sight!

all-talking.

They won't need eyes at all to thrill at this startling story of the Frisco docks ai?
death ship. A beautiful girl and her rival lovers; the gristly midnight fog throui
fiend launches silent, invincible death bolts; a scared-to-death stuttering valet «
the hissing creeping black waters that
carry the ship and its frantic freight
WESTERN ELECTI
down-bay until —
Recreating, improving its original,
the Broadway stage hit "Fog" by
John Willard, author of "The Gat
and the Canary."

The First International Talking Film
Produced in Hollywood by

British and Dominions Films, Ltd.

SYSTEM
k BOTH FILM AND Dl

1rly
Larrabee's
ilh an unseen
3CTiedy relief;

March Release
The cast includes:
James Kirkwood
John Loder

Robert Ames
Lloyd Hamilton
Frank Reicher
Mary Brian
Ben Hendricks
Hallam Cooley
Noble Johnson

Physical Distribution thru Educational

Tune in every
Tuesday night
RKORadioHou
Biggest thing or
the air 1
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RKO

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION
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1
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Completely Revolutionizes Modern Exploitation Methods . . . and
Assumes FIRST PLACE in PRACTICAL . . , SEAT^ SELLING
SHOWMANSHIP!
JllUhvaysBelnlDvel

FULL

POWER

OF

VICTOR

TALKING MACHINE AND
NATIONAL BROADCASTING
COMPANIES SOLIDLY BE^
HIND FIRST GREAT RADIO
ATTRACTION!
I — Tie-up with Victor organization. 8,500 crack dealers
in nation's biggest cities ready to join ivith YOU in old'
fashioned clean'Upl All hit numbers already recorded;
500,000 car cards; special "Syncopation" heralds; and
flash onC'sheets for window displays.
2 — Weekly RKO National Broadcasting Co. radio
programs . . . every Tuesday night . . . blanketing the
nation . . . reaching the homes of 40,000,000 persons
with song smashes from "Syncopation."

Now begins the new and amazing era of
Electrical Entertainment . . . Harnessing
in its Ear-flung Empire the Mighty Forces
of Science, Art and Industry!

With Morton

Downey,

Osgood

Perkins, Barbara Bennett, Bobby

Watson

and 100 others!

RADIO

CHORUS

OF SONG

HITS BEGINS
ALL FEATURED IN SYNCOPATION.
"I'll Always Be In Love

"Do
Something"
"Jericho"
You"
With Alone"
"Mine
"My Insffiration Is Yow"
"Tin Pan Parade"
"Siveet Mystery of Life"
"Love Tales of Alsace"Mary"
"Hoiv About Me"
"Tiger
Rag"
Lorraine"

Story and Dialogue by

THE

■<

&^
Monday,

DAILV

Coast Wire Service

Hollywood Happenings
Keith Weeks Succeeds
Jackson at Movietone
Following resignation of Ben Jackson as head of Fox Movietone and
David Thompson as studio manager,
Keith Weeks has been appointed as
Jackson's successor.

A Little
By

**Lots*'
om WILK
frRALPH
Hollywood

THE last scene in the last FBO
Mack Talker Titled
"The Woman I Love,"
"Voice of the City" has been has picture,
been shot. George Melford,
selected as final title for Willard veteran director, has the distinction
Mack's all-talker for M-G-M. This
is an original story written by Mack. of directing the final FBO production. * *
♦
In addition to directing the playTrinity Prods, claims a record in
wright is appearing in the leading the production and exhibition of a
male role. He will next direct Nor- picture. Twenty-nine days after the
ma Shearer in another M-G-M all- first scenes were photographed for
talking film, "A Free Soul."
"The Chivxv, Slcuver," the picture
was having its premiere at the
Lyceum, Los Angeles. Frank
Noah Beery Cast in "Careers"
Noah Beery has been added to the Mattison directed.
*
*
♦
cast of "Careers," starring Billie
Dove, recently placed in production
Our Passing Show: Billy
for First National. It is based on
Leyser, Max Lary and G.
the German book. The cast includes
Wellington Scott chatting at
Antonio Moreno, Robert Frazer and
Tec- Art; Gene Pallette, Pat
Thelma Todd.
O'Malley and Lewis J. Deuser
visiting at Paramount.
♦
*
♦
Four Roadshows Planned
Four roadshows are planned by
"Two Black Crows" were active
RKO this season, the first being in the first annual Paramount Studio club tournament Sunday, under
"Rio Ri<a." Signing of Jimmy McHugh and Dorothy Fields, song direction of Harvey Pugh. Ten
writers, is a prelimmary step.
games were played by each contestant. T!ie "two black crows," are,
Brown Back at Studio
of course, Moran and Mack, and it
Clarence Brown has returned to is thought their drollery will throw
the M-G-M studios from a trip to opposing players ofT their game.
»
♦
»
New York. He now is preparing to
Denison
Clift
is
one
of the
start his new M-G-M picture, "Wonbusiest Americans in London.
ders of Women."
During the past 12 months,
Designs New Sound Stage
his "The Woman Disputed"
A new type sound-proof recording
was picturized, and he also
stage has been designed by Fred E.
wrote
"Scotland Yards," a play,
Pelton
for the new
Coast
studios
which will be produced in New
planned
by
Consolidated
Bristol
York and London. Clift has
phone Corp.
also written "'The Power of
Man," which will be presented
New Contract for Austin
abroad and in this country.
William Austin has signed a new
From his pen has come "A.1
contract as a Paramount featured
at Lloyds," an insurance story.
player. He has been cast in the
He has directed "Paradise"
forthcoming talker, "The Insidious
and "The Silver Rosary" for
British International and is
Dr. Fu Manchu," by Sax Rohmer.
now directing his third picture for Gainsborough- He is
First National
Buys "Drag"
expected to return to this
Film and talking rights to "Drag,"
novel by William Dudley Pelley,
country in April. Incidentally,
have been purchased by First Nahe has re-written "The Leak,"
tional.
a play, which Charles A. Wagner will produce in New York.
Russell
Joins RKO
Weil Writing Dialogue
Radio
Pictures
has signed
John
Richard Weil is writing dailogue
Russell
to do originals
and treatments.
for "Two Weeks Off," the First National-Vitaphone picture which coHardy in Sono-Art Cast
stars Jack Mulhall and Dorothy Ma'cSam Hardy has been cast in kaill. Weil has written a number of
"Broadway Bound," Eddie Dowling vaudeville skits and recently has been
starring vehicle being produced as identified with the production of comr
Sono-Art's first talker.
edies. "Two Weeks Off" is adapted
from the original by Kenyon NicholReturning to Stage
son and is being directed by William
Louis Wolheim plans a return to Beaudine. Gertrude Astor, Eddie
the stage, appearing in New York Gribbon, Gertrude Messenger and
Dixie Gay are in the cast.
in "The Wrestler."

Indpts.' Prospects Seen
Bright
for 1929-1930
(Continued from Page 1)
given special attention the opinion is advanced they will suffer in
comparison with pictures made only
as silent productions. Experience
this year has proved that pictures
that go over as talkers often flop
badly in their silent versions.
"Quality product will tell the story,
and there is a real and appreciative
market for good pictures, regardless
of producer or distributor," is the
way one sales manager puts it.
Territorial Rights Sold
Roseland Pictures Corp. has closed
with Liberty Film of Philadelphia to
distribute its series of 12 one reel
pictures in Eastern Pennsylvania.
Rosen with Irving Cooper
Matty Rosen who resigned recently from Lyons & Lyons, New York,
now is a partner in firm of Irving
Cooper, Inc., booking agency for picture, Loew vaudeville, and independent houses.
2 Milwaukee Houses Change Hands
Milwaukee — Two neighborhood
houses in this city recently changed
ownership. The Pastime, formerly
operated by Leo Behring, now is operated by Max Picker while the ComToy. fort is operated by Sam Thirion. It
formerly was owned by Yodovich &
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On Broadway
Astor — The
Broadway
Melody
Cameo— The Lash of the Czar
Capitol— The Flying Fleet
Central — Weary
River
Colony — Simba
Criterion — Redskin
Embassy— The Bellamy Trial
Gaiety— The River
Hippodrome — Looping^ the L.oop
Loew's New York — Monday, "A Woman of
Affairs"; Tuesday, "The Shopworn Angel" ;'
Wednesday, "Prep and Pep"; Thursday,
"The Side Show" ; Friday, "South of Panama" and "Dancing Vienna" ; Saturday,
"Marquis
Mark
Strand —Preferred";
Conquest Sunday, "Red Wine"
Paramount — The Doctor's Secret
Rialto— The Wolf of Wall Street
Rivoli — iSins of the Fathers
Roxy
Heaven
^
next— Tnie
Friday)
Warners — My Man
("Redeeming SSn" opens
Winter Garden— The Singing Fool

Short Shots from
New York Studios
S^Sy

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY^^

CHARLES BYERS is bag and
baggaging
to the Coast
after
a New Yorkback
vacation.
His last
picture was "Red Hot Speed."
Reginald Denny vehicle which was
the screen attraction at the Colony
the past week.
*
♦
*

The Majestic's
list includes the name passenger
of Ruth Dwyer,
who has played opposite numerous
celluloid heroes. Ruth's gone to
Chippewa Falls Firm Formed
England to live with Lillian Rich,
Chippewa Falls, Wis. — The Chip- who is starring in British Interna^
pewa Theatre Co. has been incor- tional Prods.
porated here with a capitalization of
*
♦
♦
125,000. Signers of the articles of
Lya de Putti, also a guest of the
incorporation are M. Homs and H.
A. Schwahn both of Eau Claire, and same houseboat, is headed Englandappear in a British InternaJ. E. Pannier of Chippewa Falls. ward totional
production.
*
*
«
Schwahn controlled Eau Claire prior
to invasion of the town by FinkleEddie
Cantor,
between
appearing
stein & Ruben.
in "Whoopee" and at the Ziegfeld
$25,000 For Renovating Tenn. House Midnight Frolic, will make a short
subject under the last title, says
Chattanooga, Tenn. — The Tivoli, James R. Cowan, who is production
here, is to be placed in the class A
at Paramount's Long Isdivision of Publix's houses, accord- manager
land plant. Joseph Santley will diing to J. A. Koerpel of thie New
rect and the short will be enhanced
York office. New furnishings, draperies to accompany better presenta- by a flock of dancing girls, an 18tions, costing approximately $25,000, piece orchestra and such.
are to be installed.
Rebuilt House Opened
Chicago — The Apollo, formerly the
Brookside
Park Incorporated
Olympic, has opened. The interior
Athol, Mass. — Brookside Park, of
eled.the house was rebuilt and remodCo. has been incorporated with a
capital of $50,000 to carry on a general ;niusement business. Incorporators are Allen S.- Prizzell, Paul L.
Shumway
this city. and Fred G. Hause all of

BYE-CATCHING!
Mliif///

Cinephone
For Fla. Houses
Melbourne, Fla. — A. E. Van Croix,
owner of the Van Croix theaters
here and houses at Eau Gallic and
Titusville, has purchased Cinephone
sound equipment for his houses.
Hamilton

At

South

Norwalk

South Norwalk, Conn. — The Empress, seating 1,700, has opened here
with Allie Hamilton as manager.

Your Coming Attractions are so decatch the
eye them
and attention of signed
ouras topatrons,
making
more
interested in what's coming, than what
they have already come to see.
ALHAMBRA THEATRE,
Hopkinsville,
Ky.
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UMVERSAL-S
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Qlittering I
Qorgeous I r
Qlamorousl

with the greatest array
of stage and screen celebrities ever identified
with one picture.

n

TALKING

AND SINGING TRIl MPII

with
EI)\A FFRBKRS

SHOW

BOAT

L.41 R.\ L.4 PLANTE
JOSEPH SCHILDKRALT
OTIS HARLAN
AI.MA Rt BENS

EMILV HTZROY

Combined

JANE LA VERNE

wilh the Musical Hit* from fiorenz

STAGE PROUK.TION
XIEOFELD'S

INCOMPARABLE

b) Jerome Kern and Osrar llammerstein, 2nd
SEE and HEAR
HELEN

MORGAN

the ORIfilNAI. ZIEGFELD
JL'LES BLEDSOE

STARS

At'>T JEMIMA

ringing the songs thai maflr Ihrm faraoua
and the "Plantation Singen"

A HARRY

POLLARD

PRODUCTION

Movielone Direction by H«rr> Pullard and \rch llralfa

1929

YEARBoo

it

:w^

A New

YEADBOOl

1929 t

The 1929 Film Daily Year Book
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Publishing Achievement

Supreme in the field
i

OW.Y'iai

A GOOD

COOK

IS A. SHOW^MANthem

has to pick the right ingredients, mix
in the proper proportions, and serve them in
an inviting, appetizing way. That, in a few words,
is every showman's task.
Would you consider a dinner complete without a
dessert? Of course, not! And what that dessert is to
the dinner, a little of **Big Boy's" delicious comedy is to
your entertainment menu.
There's sweet profit for
your box-office,too,in "Big
HE

i

"THE
FIXER"
Domestic mix-ups

^^^^
^^^^^^^^

that will fix up the
laugh part of any

unbound'
Boy's"popularity.
ed
"COME

program.

*TOLLOW

"Educational's
PAPAstar
TO young
"
gifted
... in what is
easily one of his
best comedies to

T
EAC ER"
School Hday
fun
with all the pranks
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UNIONIZING or STUDIOS
IN EAST UNDER WAY
Extensive unionizing of eastern
studios is under way with formation of M. P. Laboratory Technicians,
the Cinema Cosmeticians and Assistant Directors' Assn. The former has
a membership of 160 and is affiHated
with the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employes and M. P.
Machine operators, while the latter
has about 30 members and is affiliated
directly with the American Federation of Labor. Francis E. Ziesse,
business representative of the International Photographers of the M. P.
Industries, helped organize the two
new organizations.

Contracts of Cameramen
in East is Renewed
Contract of cameramen in eastern
studios has been renewed, states
Francis E. Ziesse, business representative of the International Photographers of the M. P. Industries. Under the new scale, the first cameraman gets S250 weekly; second cameraman $150; assistants $60 and still
cameramen §100.

New
B'way House
Plans are under way by
Warners for the building of a
theater as part of a skyscraper
project on Broadway extending
almost the entire block from
47th to 48th St., taking in the
site of the present Strand, New
York, which Warners ownWhile he admits the deal is
planned, Albert Warner is
quoted as saying in his opinion
the Strand will not be razed
within the next year.

Warners Again Reported
Building at Cleveland

Cleveland— Purchase of the Continental Lithograph Co., by Warners,
is but the forerunner of the new
Cleveland house planned by the company, itis stated here. Fox recently
announced a $6,000,000 theater project
for Cleveland.

Shapiro Joining Fox with
Coast
Headquarters at resigne
d

QUALITY FILM SHORTAGE
FEAR HELD UNFOUNDED
T TALKER MINIMUM, 4
"SUPERS" 20 JEWELS
Four pictures termed by the company as sound-supers and a minimum
of 20 talkers of Jewel quality tentatively are scheduled by Universal for
1929-30 release. The list is headed
by "Show Boat," "Broadway," and
Paul Whiteman in "The King of
Jazz" and "The Minstrel Show," starring Eddie Leonard. The company
plans about 65 features, soun<d and
silent for the new season. Details
are to be worked out starting today at
Hot Springs by Carl Laemmle, General Manager Lou B. Metzger and
Sales Manager M. Van Praag.

Victor M. Shapiro, who
Interchangeability of
last week as advertising and pubCinephone to Be Shown
hcity director of United Artists, has
signed a contract as a Fox executive,
Spokane
— Jack Allender is installwith headquarters at Hollywood,
ing Cinephone at the Ritz, and plans
to
where he will go late this month
to open under the new policy March
work out publicity plans with Glen- 1 with "The King of Kings" as the
don Alvine, Fox publicity and adver- initial picture, demonstrating its inFox Movietone Signs 8
tising director. Shapiro has been in
terchangeability with the RCA-PhoAuthors, 3 Directors the industry 12 years, serving with cording.
Samuel Goldwyn tophone sound-on-film system of rePathe,
Eleven authors and directors have Vitagraph,
(.Continued on Page 2)
been signed for Fox Movietone. They
include eight authors and playwrights,
and three directors. Authors are:
George Middleton, President of the
Dramatists Guild of the Authors
League of America; Zoe Akins, John
A hefty skirmish and a merry one! The sales
Hunter Booth, Clare Kummer, Gil- MONDAY:
will feature the season to come will resemwhich
battle
bert Emery, George Brooks, Eliot
ble a drive on the Allied front, unless advance stories
Lester and Samuel K. Lawren. The
three directors are: Lester Lonergan, and signs in the heavens are entirely misleading. Your major
Campbell
Gullan and Frank Merlin.
1930 and m
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Arkansas Firm Will
Headquarter at Memphis
Memphis — Arkansas Amusement
Enterprises, owners and operators of
18 theaters in Arkansas, will establish new headquarters in Memphis.
Opening of the office here will mark
its removal from El Dorado, where
it has been since its establishment.
M. A. Lightman, president, who is
also president of the M.P.T.O. of
Mississippi, Arkansas and Tennessee,
probably will move to Memphis to
tsjke charge as will M. Si. McCord,
bis principal associate.

Price 25 Cents
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producers are laying some mighty plaris for 1929every solitary one of them, sound dominates.
You know, the public, as was inevitable, no longer hotfoots it to film emporiums merely because a sound picture holds
forth. Not at all. In larger cities at least, that day is rapidly
vanishing. Producers know it— they have sales sheets that tell
the story louder than words. And, keeping their fingers on the
pulse of the fickle public, the realization has come that sound
junk, like silent junk, can't be palmed off forever. So plans
are being whipped into shape accordingly, for quality alone tells
the compelling story in the first analysis as in the last.
Preparations for the offensive are leaving a heavy impress
on sales departments where much of the idea originated anyway.
In a few short months now the army of salesmen will descend
on the exhibitor with a whoop and a yell and a sales quota
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Schnitzer
and Cochrane
Declare Unwired House
Needs WiU Be Met
Texts of the statement by
Joseph I. Schnitzer and R. H.
Cochrane appears on page 4.
Fear of a shortage of quality silent
product for 1929-30 due to "the
sound hysteria," are declared unfounded, at least so far as their
companies are concerned by Joseph
I. Schnitzer, president of RKO Prod.,
and R. H. Cochrane, Universal vice
president. Both companies will continue to make the silent picture the
basis in selecting the majority of
vehicles for their respective programs,
the executives united in declaring.
Their statements were the result
of publication Friday of THE FILM
DAILY editorial, announcing the
new policy of reviewing sound and
silent pictures separately, in cases
where the difference in pictures
might warrant. The editorial called
attention to the rush toward sound
pictures, pointing out that unwired
houses were facing neglect. Schnitzer
and Cochrane take sharp issue with
this statement, the former pointing
out that the reduction of the number of pictures for the new season
will prove beneficial for both sound
and silent houses. The latter points
are seout that Universal pictures
lected first with the idea of making
a good silent picture, after which it
is tested as to its qualities as a sound
picture.

New Astor Record Made
"Broaydway
M" firsty"
Melody,Melod
"Theby Broadwa
m

G-M all-talker, broke all records
its first week at the Astor, New York
the company says.

Television in Laboratory
Stage, Experts Declare
Washington — Television is in the

experimental stage and is not ready
for the public nor will it be for some
field detime to come, experts in the
clared in testimony before the Federal
Radio Commission at the heanng on
picture-broadcasting channels.

k/.
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Sells Lynn, Mass. House
Lynn, Mass. — The Auditorium has
been sold by Jacob Newmark of
Salem to Harris Goldman of this city
for $100,000, it is reported.
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Paramount News Used
with Records at Ottawa
Ottawa — Paramount News is being
presented in synchronized form at the
Regent, in addition to the Fox Movietone News. The current Paramount
topical release is being screened with
Western Electric disc synchronization. Ray Tubman is the manager.
3 Dramatists Signed by Pathe
Three dramatists were signed in
New York by Benjamin Glazer, in
charge of Pathe sound production,
who has left for the Coast. They
are: Kenyon Nicholson, Francis
Faragoh and A. A. Kline. Under
the plan perfected, all dramatic features are to be made on the Coast,
while the New York studio will concentrate on musical features and
shorts.
Nelson Managing National House
Chico, Cal. — Paul Nelson has been
named manager of the National here,
succeeding George Knowles according to Homer Le Balister, district
manager for the National Theater
Syndicate.
Providence House

6
7
8-9
10-11
12

Sold

Providence,
R. L — -The Star, formerly owned by Walter S. Davis and
Julia M. Reid, has been purchased
by Charles Barre.
Southern Amuse.
Incorporated
Charleston, W. Va. — Southern
Amusement, Inc. of Huntington, has
been incorporated with a capital of
$5,0001 . Incorporators ate,, B. W.
Bickert, Freda M. Bickert, G. V.
Palmes, Georgiana Palmes and O. J.
Deegan, all of Huntington.
Repairing Virginia House
Lynchburg, Va. — City building inspectors here have found the trusses
of the Academy of Music defective.
Until the repairs are completed and
approved the house remains dark.
Cameramen Union Moves
Office of the International Photographers of the M. P. Industries have
been moved to 233 W. 42nd St.

...11

Embassy, of New"The York.
Feb.
23 2 Opening
Wolf Song"
at
Mar.
AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball in
New
York.
14-15-16
Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit.
Apr.

Shapiro Joining Fox with
Headquarters at Coast
(Continued from Page 1)
and United Artists. He will be guest
at a farewell luncheon of the AMPA,
which he formerly headed, on the
Thursday prior to leaving for the
Coast.

L. A. Has 190 Theaters,
Several More Planned
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — There are 190 theaters in Los Angeles devoted to legitimate and pictures. Hollywood has
39 Theaters Wired by W.E. the most
of any section of the city
16 film houses and four legit
During Week Ended Feb. 9 with
theaters. In excess of 200,000 seats
Thirty-nine theaters in the United
represented in this group. Sevare
States were wired by Western Eleceral new theaters are being planned
tric during the week ended Feb. 9,
including houses by
this
in
increasing to 1,272 the number of Warners,section
Pantages, Fox, Orpheum,
houses equipped. Installations were
for disc and sound-on-film recording, Henry Duffy and others.
in each instance.
Barck Buys Theater
Publix Leases Newport House
Cleveland — Sam
Barck last week
Newport, R. I. — Publix will op- bought the Lucier from the Lucier
erate the 1,400-seat theater being Theater
Co.
Jack Fine was the
built on Broadway and scheduled to manager.
open in June. David J. Dugan, manager of the Strand, Publix house,
will be in charge of the new theater. 11 Houses in New England Chain
Both houses will be continued.
Bangor, Me. — There now are 11
theaters in the Graphic Circuit chain,
Chatkin At Rochester
which recently took over the Colonial
Rochester, N. Y.— Herbert Chat- at Belfast, Me. Samuel Kurson is
kin, former manager of the Broad- president gi the company.
way at Omaha, has been appointed
manager of the Eastman. W. E.
Cannon Back at Fox Studio
Staude of the Rialto will be tempoRaymond Cannon has returned to
rary manager of the Broadway.
the Fox studio from location work
Wheeling House Goes Sound
Wheeling, W. Va. — The Rex here on "Joy Street."
has been closed for the installation of
sound equipment.

BROOKS
THE NAME
WHEN
VOU

Weiss At Loew Syracuse
Syracuse, N. Y. — Harry H. Weiss,
formerly managing director of the
Loew's State at Norfolk, Va., has
been appointed manager of the
Loew's State. Allen T. Sparrow
succeeds Weiss in Norfolk.
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that will probably create mild brain-lornis clear around the nation.
In
whatever historical ledgers are kept
r the business, 1929-1930 will go
\vn as the year of the great battle
■ ■■v business and playdates. Casualtics, heavy; barrages, terrific; cost,
'iity.
lor the good of the exhibiting
li.ilernity at large, we
hope proiliicers have the sense to remember
that there are far more houses un\\i;ed than wired.
The un wired, it
i^ true, are giving away to the wired
it a pretty good clip, but many
nths will elapse before the scales
, ..a possibly even up.
All through
the transitory period, the flow of
>i'ent product must continue withnit abatement.
This problem, from
many
angles, is as vital as is the
need to meet the public demand for
ind. Let it not be forgotten! . . .

New Yurk, 'tis whispered, concerns
a reorganization which would make
U. A. not merely a distributing unit,
but a production organization as
well. If and when this is accomplished, we hear, financing would be
done via the usual route, the public.
This, we hear further, would establish the basis for an exchange of
stock and finally, permit a consolidation with Metro by September 1.
Such is the situation briefly summed
up. To this as to the other, Nick
Schenck biicfly, but withal decisively and emphatically affixes his unqualified denial. . . .
Incidentally, the inside history of
the Associated Press story linking
Warners and Loew's centers around
Claude Ezell, general sales manager
for W. B., who declares it was a
San Francisco newspaper that used
a telephone conversation with him
as the basis for the story. It is since
Tired Mr. Schenck
reported that this newspaper is to
Tuesday: Sore in throat as a re- make an apology. . . .
sult of the removal of his tonsils
Cast Buzzings
uid sore in mind, w-e imagine, Nick
^-chenck again enters the record
Thursday: Today's chapter in the
vviih a complete denial that the romance entitled "Will Metro Take
Locw company is for sale, whether United Artists to Its Bosom?" takes
I Fox, RKO, Warners or anybodj the reader to the West Coast and inUc. Said he:
to the studio of one Charles Chaplin.
The famous comic, it develops
"Loew's and M-G-M are not
tor sale. You cannot make the
interestingly enough, is sold steadstatement too strong. These
fastly on his intention to remain an
sales reports circulated by outindependent producer. He wants to
siders are getting rather tirefinance and make 'em himself, although how often he intends making
some."
Vet in the minds of many in the
"em
didn't
come to light. Now this
rade the impression
prevails that
attitude,
as
reflected
by Chaplin's
aune sort of a deal is on. This, dethorized
representative
who should
ite that again Schenck olticially and know what he is talking about,
weepingly denies. . . .
clashes somewhat with the persistentThe Western
front.
Publix and
ly reported plan for the reorganiza< and lines that are drawn more
tion of U. A. and a possible merger
with
Metro.
.irply . Half a million, more
or
iss, will be spent adding a three
It wasn't long after the paper apitter word to the electric signs on
peared that Joe Schenck's voice came
ill West Coast Theaters.
F-o-x is in over the office telephone. He said
lie word.
When
Publix took back many things, the sum total of which
he Metropolitan in Los Angeles, its was that the yarn was merely another headline in which no credence
iionicker was changed to Pai amount.
should be placed.
Selah!....
A'est Coast Theaters is as good a
The day's denials brought another
lame
as
any,
but
Fox's
West
Coast
Theaters is that much
better.
Do from RKO anent the persistent Paraon get it? . . .
mount report.
we're
two No,
more.
Onewrong.
from
More headlines that tell their There were
■tory only too well: Two censor
"ills now pending in Ohio. Censor
>ill proposed as tax club in Michi:an. Now if Charley Pettijohn could
k-velop an astral body everything
vould be lots easier. . . .

All Scrambled Up
Wednesday: They simply will not
-t the Loew outfit alone. Denials
re available, as many as you like,
o be sure. Yet, visitors who stumle through the canyon known as
Vail Street emerge into the upper
caches of Times Square with all
ort of inside stories on what is goig to happen.
For instance.
That the Warners have about
losed for control of I-oew's for
55,000,000, or $75 a share.
Now the United Artists' yarn of
enerable standing makes its appearnce again.
Joe Schenck's
visit to

Hiram S. Broyvn who is in Los Angeles and the other from Maurice
Goodman who is in New York. We
are a trifle shaky on our mathematics,
but we reckon oflihand that this makes
four of five times that the same story
has
been....denied. There's persistence
for you

I'loiii tin- intent and yet, the day'^
history must be told.
The latest in the cycle of report*aiul whisperings involving the Loew
company is traceable to Wall Street
and the financial editors of several
New York newspapers. These sources
see a deal between Warners and
Loew's about set. Activity and
strengtih in the Loew stocks arc
pointed out as evidence. As for us,
we arc not at all sure that another
reason won't explain it. The first
few months of the new Locw fiscal
year have been extremely successful,
we are advised. Earnings have
jumped a considerable per cent of
the same period last year and it is
this, we are inclined to believe, which
is reflecting itself in the stock. . . .
Washington headline that will be
welcomed with open arms. The Department of Commerce which has
been keeping close check on the erratic course of the influenza epidemic
now reports a sharp decline. . . .
Found in the news are also these:
A report that Al Jolson will join
United Artists upon completion of
his Warner contract and a quick
denial from the coast, inasmuch as
three years must elapse before Al
can be free to join any other outfit.
Complete silence from Joe Kennedy regarding his proposed new
theater chain. Yet we'll bet a mess
of sauerkraut juice he and J. J. Murdock have that very plan in mind. . . .
An adding machine orgy in St.
Louis where the new Fox house did
a mere $50,000 on the opening week.
Where will these phenomenal grosses end up anyway? . . .
And a bit of glad tidings for Paramount stockholders to the effect thai
1928 earnings will reach about $8,700,000, or eight per cent over 1927.
Of course, this is a forecast only, but
the advance dope usually hits close
to the actual figures. . . .
KANN
Kox at Menasha
Menasha, Wis. — Rodney Kox, formerly assistant manager
of the
Fischer Appleton,
has been named
manager of Brin's Menasha here.
Heads Location Managers Ass'n
Jack Lawton has been elected president of the Location Managers'
Assn. for the ensuing year. Lawton
has been location manager of Universal studio seven years.
Close Ark. Houses
Earle, Ark. — The Star at Rogers
owned by M. Randall, of Columbus,
Kans., and the Princess, here owned
by L. V. Kay, are reported closed.

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^By

ARTHUR

W. EDDY,

THE
ticket-selling
campaign
connection
with the
Hollywoodin
Masque Ball, scheduled by the
Ampas for Mar. 2, has a pair of
diligent representatives in the Paramount sector. William Clark, head
of the studio accounting department,
and
Helen areStrauss,
James down
Cowan's
secretary,
now fawing
on
the job.
*

*

*

Basil Ruysdael, ■playing the house
dick in "The Cocoanuts" at Paramount's Long Island plant, got his
start in show business through
George Ade, humorist of national
proportions. He studied with the
late Caruso and was formerly in
the Metropolitan Opera Co.
"Simba," African hunt picture
which has been piling up big grosses,
is being Biophoned at Metropolitan
studios in Fort Lee. Fifteen of a
series of 26 novelty shorts are also
being scored. The studio has now
been thrown open to outside producers.
*

*

4i

Freddie Fleck, who used to he
casting impresario at the big Long
Island studio, and was recently elevated to a directorship, recently told
Fred Allen what to do in a talking
short.
*
*
♦
Willis Kent, who is in Manhattan
in
with "Linda,"
:o connection
make an original
musicalintends
farce
with Lloyd Hamilton starred. He's
enthusiastic
Mrs. Wallaceabout
Reid"Linda,"
directed which
with
Warner Ba.xter, Noah Beery and
other names. Cliff Broughton was
production
manager and in on the
*
*
*
project.
Don Dillaway, who has done
some mighty good picture work in
the East, is playing the male lead
in "Flight," one of Broadway's newer productions.
*
*
*
Frank Tours, working as musical
director on "The Cocoanuts," did a
similar job on the Marx Brothers
show when it was produced on
Broadway. Before joining the Long
Island force, he was musical director
of the Plaza, Paramount house in
London, for three years.

First it was set. Then it wasn't.
Again, it looked ready to go. Now,
To Rebuild Va. House
finally it is. Some time has elapsed
since Fox announced acquisition of
Postpones Fayette House
Norfolk,
Va. — Plans
were
subthose New York independent houses.
mitted to contractors for renovation
Columbia,
Mo. — Dozier
Stone of
Today, however, the actual do-re-mi this city, has postponed indefinitely and rebuilding of the Arcade, which
is being turned over. Thus ends plans for the erection of a new house was recently damaged by fire.
speculation over another important at Fayette.
move ....
Dohn at Denver with Publix
Stock Movements
Manhattan,
Kan.— M. D. (Babe)
Friday: This chronicler dislikes
Pathe FUms Yale "Prom"
Dohn,
who
managed
the Marshall
The Yale Junior "Prom" at New
finding himself in a position where
Haven,
has
been
pictured
and
reand
Wareham
theaters
here, has rehe appears to be emphasizing an alcorded in sound for the first time
signed
to
become
manager
of the
ready strained situation.
This is far by Pathe Sound.
Rialto at Denver, a Publix house.
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Schnitzer and Cochrane Deny
Neglect of Unwired Theaters
Schnitzer's Statement

Although RKO Prod, have gone
in whole-heartedly for sound and dialogue attractions and have under way
four big all-talking, all-singing, alldialogue motion picture attractions
of road show magnitude such as "Rio
Rita" and "Hit The Deck," we, and
I believe other foresighted producers, have taken into consideration the
silen*. market of the 18,000 exhibitors,
who are today in more or less of a
quandry as regard silent product. Exhibitors need have no fears as far
as we are concerned of a shortage.
Twenty-six of our products are to
be done, it is true, with sound and
dialogue, but silent negatives of each
of these prints are being made. These
pictures will be shot primarily for
action and story value."
These 26 productions, however,
will not be of ordinary program calibre but each will be an exceptional
feature designed for extended runs
and will to a large extent help to
solve the problem of the theater Tuning silent pictures by virtue of their
increased box office value.
It is perhaps for the best interests of the
industry that less product be made for the
silent screen. This will mean the elimination of the dull, insipid, hackneyed and unoriginal type of grind product and the exhibitor will recreate interest among his patrons at his box office.
A new day has really dawned for the
motion picture industry. The superior talker
has ushered this new day in. The exhibitor
must now realize that he is no longer a mere
picture man, but must now step into the
ranks of real showmen. He must obtain attractions that have show-calibre to appeal to
the sharpened and more critical taste of a
more screen wise public. He must handle
his attractions as a showman. His picture
house must become in every sense of the word
a "theater."
And
while there may be a shortage of

Southeast Theater Changes
Atlanta — Changes in management
and operation of six theaters in the
Southeast were announced this week,
as follows:
Royal at Hurtsboro, Ala., from J. O. Park
to S. L. Heath; Grand at Cocoanut Grove,
Fla., from Sam M. Dock to T. J. McCain;
Strand at Miami Beach, Fla., from H. Simons
to George B. T Sharp; Lyric at Oakdale,
Tenn., from Willam H. Bright to Charles
Snyder, and Lyonian at Lyons, Ga., from E.
L. Thomas to G. L. Crafton.

product numerically, the longer runs afforded
by superior silent product will, in the end,
solve the exhibitor's problem of sufficient pictures to keep his house supplied.

Cochrane's Statement
In today's
FILM toDAILY
is published an editorial
the effect
that
as a result of the hysteria over sound
pictures, "gross neglect is facing the
unwired houses which total thousands in number and which represent
the bread and butter accounts from
which distributors will tell you they
eke their profits."
While the latter part of the statement is true, it is exactly the opposite of true with regard to gross neglect, at least as far as Universal is
concerned. We have announced on
several occasions that every story we
buy is bought with the idea that it
will make a good silent picture first
of all. After that it is tested as to
its qualities as a sound picture. We
have followed this policy faithfully
and we intend to continue doing so.
Our leading picture "Show Boat" was
not only bought as a silent one but the silent
version was made complete from start to
finish. Afterward a sound version was made,
including the Ziegfeld hits from his stage
show of the same story. The same is true
of "Broadway." There will be silent and
sound prints of each.
And right on down the line, the same
thing is true of our whole program. Since
the sound hysteria hit the industry, we have
made only one picture which has no silent
version and that was produced in a hurry
to help satisfy the crying need of wired
houses for talking pictures.
All of our short pictures are silent and
some of them have sound prints as well, such,
for example, as our animated "Oswald" cartoons.
So you see there is no gross neglect and
there will not be any, as far as Universal is
concerned. I shall appreciate it if you will
correct any wrong impression which your
article may have created.

Evens at Richmond
Richmond, Va.— Harold ("Chick")
Evens, formerly of Loew's Strand,
Memphis has succeeded Floyd F.
Smith as manager of theater in Richmond. Smith has been transferred to
New York.
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Presentations
By HERBERT

LINCOLN ATMOSPHERE IS
USED HEAVILY AT ROJiY
The Roxy was overloaded with
Lincoln atmosphere for the current
birthday, but seemed to be well received. Outstanding was "The
Emancipator, a stage sketch presented by George A. Billings in the role
of the martyred president. The scene
was his room in the White House,
and the incident that of the soldier
condemned to death whom the President saved at the last moment on the
pleas of the condemned man's wife.
Very failed
effectively
done,
Billing's
voice
to carry
in but
the immense
auditorium.
This was followed by Chic Sale in
"Marching On," in an all-talker comedy built around a Lincoln atmosphere. Then came "Le Charme De
La Dentelle," a prettily staged affair
that carried no particular theme but
had as attractions Patricia Bowman
in a toe dance, and Jeanne Mignolet
in a dramatic soprano bit. The
Roxyettes did a routine that was
the best part of this offering. The
costumes were georgeous. The remaining stage offering was a highly
colorful bit called "Pirate Life," with
the setting an immense pirate ship
against the wharf, and the pirates
and piratesses in colorful costumes
in the foreground. Here again the
Roxyettes took chief honors in two
fine routines. Fay Adler and Ted
Bradford were an adagio team who
featured a thriller with an ankle
swing that brought the girls face
perilously close to the floor and
caused gasps throughout the audience. The costumes by Montedoro
were an eye-filler.

MARTIN JOHNSON AND WIFE
ENTERTAIN AT COLONY

Kistler Gets Memphis Branch
Memphis — H. R. Kistler, former
Pathe salesman in eastern Florida,
has been named manager of the loBooked Over Publix Time
cal branch by Phil Resiman, general
Cogert & Motto, known as "The manager. He replaces L. J. Duncan,
The presentation at the Colony
now is Tiffany-Stahl manager
Human Jazz Band," under the per- who
was limited to the personal appearsonal management of Leo Young, has at Atlanta.
ance of Martin Johnson and his wife
been booked as a featured act of the
in
connection
with their showing of
Buy
Montana
Houses
Publix new unit, "Vanity Fair,"
their South African wild game hunt
which opens at the Michigan TheButte— Herb Klutch and Al Manater, Detroit, Mich., today and are
"Simba." And it was enough,
ning of Conrad have purchased in- picture,
booked solidly until the end of July.
proved unusual enterest cf George Brewerton in the for the feature
tertainment with real thrills as lions
They have recently finished making Orpheum at Shelby, and a third ina two reel Hanaphone picture.
elephants charged straight at the
terest in the Orpheum, at Conrad, and
camera.
Martin Johnson
appeared
it is reported.
Schmeling in Vitaphone Film
Standard
Max Schmeling heavyweight chamFergusons' Tragedy Double One
pion of Germany, made a Vitaphone
Pneumonia, which a few days ago
VAUDEVILLE
film at the Warner Bros, studios in claimed the life of Casson Ferguson,
for Motion Picture PresentatioD
Brooklyn under the direction of Mur- proved fatal to Mrs. Ferguson,
The
FALLY MARKUS
ray Roth. Schmeling sails for his known as Cathernie Mallon. FerguVAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
native country Saturday, and the talkLackawanna 7876
son had been in the cast of "Dynaing picture will be rushed there timed M-G-M.
1 BROADWA),NEW
YORK CITY
mite," De Mille's first picture for
with his arrival.

S. BERG\

before the feature and gave a very
entertaining talk on their experiences, the hardships endured, and
many interesting sidelights that
proves to be a real novelty for a picture house audience. He was followed by his wife who told a lot of
things that were calculated to interest the women — and did.

SOUTH POLE SETTING rOR
THE PARAMOUNT SHOW
Paramount went South Pole this
week, with "Cooling Off" as the
stage entertainment, a Gamby-Hale
production, with Ted Claire acting
as the new m.c. Ted had a good
band working with him, and led off
in his first number with a little stepping that could easily have been left
out. His principal work consisted
in cross-firing with Ben Blue, and
in this he was better than most of
the m.c.'s who have attempted in
times past at this ihouse. The setting of the South Pole was cheap,
with some ugly splotches of color
that were an eyesore. The band was
seated on the deck of a ship locked
in the ice, and the effect was far
from convincing, to put it charitably.
However, the show itself was much
better. Ben Blue was the featured
comedian, and he was the life of the
party. He started off with a skating dance that was a darb. He had
several good bits through the show,
the best being a goof act with three
helpers who he put through some
comedy stuff as amateur performers.
Got plenty of laughs on all appearances. Next in line was Picard with
his trained seal. This animal is
about the best act of its kind anywhere. The Gamby-Hale Girls did
right by several numbers, with neat
costumes, and made a strong impression in the final dash. Others
were tlie Wallace Sisters, in acrobatics and steps that were just so-so. .
Dave Rubinoff had an overture dedicated to Lincoln featuring national
melodies that scored strong. Jesse
Crawford was unusually good at '
the console with a mixture of popu- ;
lar and classic stuff.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attracti<ms for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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Foreign Markets
How

flv J AMISS /'. cr^'.\'I^'c■IIA^f

1927 and 1928 Exports Compare

Wa.^hington — American
Country

exports by major geographical divisions follow;

of Destination

L.ntin America
Europe
Far East
Canada
Africa
Other
Countries

1927
Linear Feet
82,931,241
69,579,175
58,827,593
10,920,724
3,882,836
5,963,314

1928
Linear Feet
78,960,444
669,841,259
54,335,108
8,814,462
3,772,094
6,357,672

Washington

Bureau
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Washington — German distributors
nmong them Ufa, National Sudfilm,
Bayerische, D.L.S., Parufamet, and
three American companies are forming a working association, which
will be registered as a trading concern, with a view to reduce distributing expenses, to protect their common interests, and to promote cooperation in the different branches
of the industry, state advices to the
M. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce. Germany will be divided into
three distributing districts only, with
centres in Berlin, Frankfurt and
Dusseldorf Trade Commissioner
George R. Canty advises. The present German Film Renters' Assn. will
be dissolved.
UFA Completes Two
Berlin. — Two Ufa productions have
been completed at the Neubabelsberg, studios. They are "The Wonderful Deception of Nina Petrowna,"
an Erich Pommer production directed by Hans Schwarz and "Fleeing From Love," produced by Alfred
Zeisler and directed by Hans Behrend.

ceeded Horace Judge as director of
advertising and publicity for First
Xational-Pathe. W'allis is chairman of the B.M.P.A. and long has
been associated with publicity work.
He first joined Pathe in 1922 and
when First National and Pathe
merged he continued in the publicity department.

M-G-M Not Planning to
Build Theaters in India
Calcutta — -Vrrangcments have been
made by Metro-Goldvvyn-Maycr Ltd.
with Globe Theaters, Ltd., whereby
all new M-G-M releases will have
premiere presentations at the Globe,
here, the Capitol, Bombay, and New
(ilobe at Rangoon. AI-G-M recently
opened oflices here and has no intentions entering the exhibition field
it is reported.
Wallace To Direct
London — Edgar Wallace, chairman
of British Lion Prod, is to direct the
company's next picture at Beaconsfield. The story is his own original
titled, "Red Aces," and will be the
eighth Edgar Wallace picture made
by the company.

Sydney
Censor
Cut Talkers
New UFA Film Started
Sydney — The first all-dialogue picture to reach this country has been
Berlin — Ivan Mosjoukine's new
cut by Chief Censor W. Cresswell
UFA
production, "Manolescu," has
O'Reilly, it is reported. While feel- been started at the company studios
ing confident that he can handle all at Neubabelsberg with Dita Parlo
talkers without spoiling continuity, and Brigitte Helm in the cast.
the question regarding the censoring
Jugo Next UFA Film
of dialogue on discs is still to be
Clift's First Gainsborough
Berlin. — Jenny Jugo will appear in worked out.
the next UFA production, "The Girl
London duction
— Denison
Clift's first
proNew Warner Manager
for Gainsborough
Pictures
From Valencia," to be produced by
will
be
a
version
of
his
own
storv,
Alfred Zeisler. The cast will soon
London — J. F. Eccles, has been appointed South Wales manager for "The City of Play." Parts of the
start for Spain where many of the
Bros.
film will be made in Vienna.
scenes for the picture are to be taken. Warner

Ufa
London —
"Piccadilly"
ly had its
here.

London Premiere
-The E. A. Dupont film,
a Ufa production recentpremiere at the Carlton

BRITISH TRADE RESENTS
flnACK BY BERNSTEIN
By ERNEST
Editor,

"The

W. FREDMAN
Daily Film

Renter"

London — Attack of Sidney Bernstein on British productions, calling
for new blood in the studios, better
stories and more imaginative direction, is being resented throughout
the trade. It has brought rebuke
from C. M. Woolf, managing director of W. & F. Film Service, who
hits back at individuals without production experience who do their best
to "crab" everything which does not
come from America or the Continent. S. Rowson of Ideal has issued
a further rebuke, "to those who do
their laundering in public." General
opinion is that the Bernstein attack
was ill-timed and ill-advised. John
Third Newsreel is Placed Maxwell of British International, in
particular, scouts the idea that operation of theaters gives a man right
on Market in Germany
and authority to talk on such a techWashington — "Dcutschcs Lie lit spiel
nically and economically-complicated
Syndicat," (D.L.S.), German exhib- matter as production.
itor-renting organization, started a
new news-reel here recently, the
M. P. Section of the Dept. of 808 Educational Shorts
Commerce learns. This is the third
Censored in Germany
regular German newsreel on the marBerlin— During 1928, 808 educaket, according to Trade Commistional shorts were passed by censioner Geo. R. Canty, Paris, Ufa's
sors here, while in 1927 the total
(linked up with the old Deulig News- number was 870, it is reported. The
reel)
Emelka's having been largest producer was UFA with 112
earlier and
established.
films, then Emelka, with 37. Others
in order were: Hubert Schonger, 33,
Cabinetfilm, 20, Humboldt Film, 19,
British Theater Chain
National Film and Robert Neuz
Negotiates for 20 More Film, 18 each, Puchstein, Konigsberg, 17 and E. Stoecker, 16.
I-ondon
— Associated
British
mas,
which
recently took
over("inethe
Hurel To Visit U. S.
Capitol, 1,400 seater at Wallasey, is
Paris — M. Robert Hurel, head of
at present negotiating for about 20
theaters in ALmchester and other Franco-Films, will leave soon for a
visit to United States to study the
parts of Lancashire, and, it is under- film situation, it is reported.
stood, that some deals are nearing
completion. Ted Hardiman, Lancashire manager of British International Pictures, is actively engaged in
Pictures
negotiations on behalf of A. B.C. Richmount
Piel
New Yoik city
Other houses taken over by Associated British Cinemas are Premier
723 7th Avenut
Inc.
"•"
D. J. MOUNTAN. PrM.
Picture at Cheetham Hill and Clarcmont at Greenleys.

Washington — Quotas and other
232,104,883
222,122,586
lornis of IcRislation apainst American Total
In ten major markets, American exports dropped from $4,727,765 in
pictures in foreign countries are held
accountable for the drop in exports 1927 to $4,079,288 in 1928, the totals representing
invoice not royalty
Comparisons of the standing of the ten leaders for both years
(luring 1928 as against 1927 by N. D. values.
(folden, assistant chief of the M. P. follow:
Linear Feet
Country
Value
1928
Rank
Linear Feet
Value
Rank
Section of the Department of Com1927
merce. Preliminary figures for 1928 Australia
1
27,017,656
$687,058
1
25,400,562
20,161,142
517,199
23.730.723 599,818
2
2
>ho\v a total of 222,122,586 as against Argentina
$563,350
16,464,410
392,239
15,921,565 420,215
3
Brazil
. ._.
3
12,699,349
ri2,104,883 ft. in 1927. "Another fac- United Kingdom 4
13,806.498 1,440,036
4
425,433
1,074,096
6
11,219,271
10,187.606
350,858
5
tor contributing to this decrease," de- (icrmany
Canada
5
10.920.724 395.164
6
8,814,462
clares Golden, "is the better brand of Mexico
337,783
7
9,336,083 254,862
7
8,662.988
235,696
pictures being turned out in some of France
202,436
11
6,781,717 206,004
8
8,240,266
t!^e producing countries which are Spain
187,900
9
7,896,226 176,939
9
7,932,747
143,156
7,103,883
196,811
10
10
6,227,686
finding a greater outlet in their re- Japan
spective countries than heretofore."

Wallis Appointed Head
German Distributors
of F. N.-P. Publicity
Forming Working Assn. London — H. A. Wallis, has suc-
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Contract an Exclusive One, It is Pointed Out in Hollywood in Denial of Report Star Has Been
Signed by United Artists— European Firms Bidding for Players and Directors ^ — Other News

PICTURE A YEAR CALLED
FOR IN JOLSON CONTRACT

A Little
"Lots'*
om WILK
frRALPH

By

Al Jolson is under contract to
Warners for three years, and the
Hollywood
contract is an exclusive one, it is GRANT WITHERS, handsome
pointed out here in a denial of the
leading man, finds Burbank and
report he has been signed by United Sunset Boulevard busy places. He
Artists. It calls for a picture a year, had no sooner finished playing the
following his current production.
featured lead in "Saturday's Children," when he was assigned to "The
Cast Opposite Benchley
Place and the Girl." Now,
the
Time,
Virginia Sale has been signed in he is to start
s."
* work+ in *"Headline
Robert Benchley's Movietone "GarOur Passing Show: Leslie
dening" being directed by James
Parrott for Fox. She played in a
Fenton, Dale Van Every, Barton Hepburn, Mary Doran,
previous Benchley ofifering, "Furnace Trouble."
Erwin Gelsey, Cyril Chadwick, Charles Dantziger, John
Bailey in Charge
Roche,
at "The Guardsman";
Harry A. Bailey, showman and
Sam Friedman and Harry
film executive, will be in charge of
Sherman conferring at the
the Catholic M. P. Guild, when it
Tec-Art studio.
holds its annual benefit show April
*
*
*
6, at the Philharmonic
Auditorium.
Roy Del Ruth has had a
wide experience with making
To Work
Finishis 'Chasing
Throughat Europe'
to be resumed
Fox on
pictures. He directed "The
Terror," the first mystery talk"Chasing
Through
Europe,"
started
er, and also had the distinction
last summer. Nick Stuart and Sue
Carol are featured under direction
of having directed "The Desof David Butler. Scenes were filmed
ert Song," the initial talker
last summer in Europe.
operetta.
"Conquest" is
being bookedHiswidely.
*
>i>
>•■
Staub Making New Series
New series of current events has
Our Passing Show : Frances
Agnew at Tia Juana and
been started by Ralph Staub, producer of Screen Snapshots. The
Agau Caliente, celebrating the
new series relates experiences of a
completion of her dialogue
cameraman.
scripts, "Broadway Bound,"
for Sono-Art, and "SyncopaOpposite
Dane-Arthur
tion," for RKO.
Josephine Dunn will play the feminine lead in M-G-M's new co-starNicholson on Way to Coast
ring comedy for Karl Dane and
Kenyon
Nicholson, author of the
George
Arthur,will
"China
Bound."
Charles K.
Reisner
direct.
The one-act play "Confession," produced
story is an original by Sylvia Thal- as a M-G-M talking short is en route
berg and Frank Butler.
to M-G-M studio. Several of Nicholson's plays have been acquired for
Colleen's Latest Finished
film production, including "Casino
With completion of "Why Be Gardens," a one-act piece made by
Good." Colleen Moore has finished M-G-M.
her fifth film in the past year. Preparations for her next are under way
now. Shooting will start late in
February.
Conklin, James, MacKenzie
Added
Chester Conklin, Gardner James
and Donald MacKenzie have been
added to the cast of "The Studio
Murdery Mystery." which Frank
Tuttle will direct.
An all-talker.
Adding to Cast of "Careers"
Players added to the cast of Billie
Dove's new picture, "Careers," are
Noah Beery, Robert Schable, Holmes
Herbert and Sojin. Those already
announced are Antonio Moreno,
Robert Frazer and Thelma Todd.
John Francis Dillon will direct.

RUBINEWS-S

"Pilgrim Papas" my first "U"
Starring SPIKKY is geflnished.
Looks Comical, sounds Comical,
but we shall see what we shall
hear.
Best Garage

"benny RUBIN

FOREICN PRODUCERS LURE
PLAYERSFROMHOLLYWOOD
Hollywood stars and featured players are giving serious consideration
to offers from German and British
producers. The salary offers are the
most attractive made by the foreign
producers since the Europeans entered pictures. One star has accepted
an offer, which carries with it a salary twice that which he has been
paid here.
Victor Varconi will make two pictures for British International, but
will return in April. Conrad Veidt
will also work in Europe, but will
return to the Coast later. Lya de
Putti has returned to Europe.
Seeking
Ed Wynn?
Universal is reported negotiating
with Ed Wynn for the starring role
in "Manhattan Mary," musical comedy purchased by the company.
Will Sing Four Songs
Alice White will sing four songs
in "Broadway Babies." Mervyn
LeRoy will direct.
Max
inerly
signed
Radio

Reicher to Coach Players
Frank Reicher, veteran stage and
screen director has been placed under a special contract at Pathe to ^
coach young players of the stock
company for talkers, and will also
write, direct and act.

Towne Writing Original
}riginal
is now busy j
Gene Towne, scenario writer at the
First National Studios, is
at work on an original story entitled,
"Oh, Margie," which will be included on the 1929 list of productions
from the Burbank headquarters.
Columbia Rounds Out Cast
Jane Daly and Henry Otto complete
cast and
of "The
othytheRevier
FrankQuitter.
Kohler Dorare
featured with Ben Lyon. Joseph
Henabery
will direct for Columbia.

Doonvay

THE

of Hospitality

RKO Signs Max Ree
Ree, artist and designer, forwith First National, has been
by RKO as art supervisor of
Pictures.

Abbott to Direct Menjou
George Abbott, stage director, has
arrived to begin work under his new
contract as director of Paramount
talking pictures. He will direct
Adolphe Menjou's next film, and an
adaptation of Edith Wharton's novel,
"The Children."

GEORGE SCARBOROUGH
Consulting

Dramatist

United Artists

HARVEY GATES
Writer

WARNER

BROTHERS

''Sonny Boy"

JiNTER the doorway of
this popular hostelry and you feel at hoin««
There's an atmosphere of cordial welcoma
vrhich marks the difference between th«
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
Your room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, over'
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . these are but a few of the features
that make you feel at home.
Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures tha
best of food. Therefore, when you are next
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD,

CAHFORlvaA

i
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Theater

Equipment
By CHARLES

HIDDEN MS fEATO
NEWMAN ROPE STANDARD
Cincinnati — Newman Manufacturing Co., is introducing a new brass
post or standard for velour-covered
ropes.
The post has a brass cast
SUNKEN

EYE

DAILV

F. HYNES

The Stamp of Approval
An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit
Light is the essence of show business. There are few contributing factors of a program, which aid as greatly as light in
putting over the show. Borderlights, footlights, spots, striplights,
floods and dimmers, plus the stage effects possible through a good
lighting system, make or break the show. Inside and outside the
theater, lighting offers the showman a short cut to profits.
A specialist in the lighting field is the Major Equipment Co.,
whose engineers stand ready to offer a solution to any lighting
problem. Because of its wide experience in the field, plus the merit
of product handled. Major Equipment Co., has THE FILM DAILY
STAMP OF APPROVAL.

Cinevox in Demand States Minneapolis Supply Firm
Taken Over by National
American Silversheet Co
St. Louis — There has been a widespread reaction throughout the industry to Cinevox, sound picture screen
placed on the market in December
by American Silversheet Co., that
firm reports. The screen has the endorsement of Electrical Research
Products engineers, the company
says, pointing out that the porous fabric enhances acoustic results, at the
same time featuring a metallic surface for the picture. The screen, it
is said, reduces to a minimum the
loss of light due to the porous fabric.
New
standard
for velour covered
The Cinevox is made seamless in
ropes just placed on the market by standard sizes and is equipped with
Nevmmn Manufuctaring Co.
grommets for lacing, or with regular style, strips for mounting.
ball top, with the hooks for the ropes
sunken in the casting to prevent
tearing of garments. This is said
to be a considerable improvement
over old style posts with exposed
hooks. The standards also are made
with ornamental casts of different
kinds, according to specifications, and
fitted with the concealed
hooks.

rABargain!Slightly used 50 foot automatic standard lea Kinamo
camera fitted vnth F3.5 Carl
Zeiss Tessar lens, with one
magazine and case, guaranteed
first-class condition.
$50.00

UIILLOOCHByS
▼▼110

32'*St.«^><?« >"f>rh NV ^*
West
Phone Peivna. 0330
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U. S. and
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Canada Agents for Debrie

National Offering Voltage
and Tube Set Tester
Chicago — Jewel AC-DC set analyzer has been chosen by National
Theater Supply Co., as a "troubleshooter" for cueing instruments. It
is used for testing voltage and tubes.

National Handling Library
of Brunswick Effect Discs

TALKING SHOP
Fewer
Theater
Building
Projects in 1928 Shows
Trend to Re-construction as Advocated by
Eberson
¥\ECREASE

of

theater

building

projects is ascribed to falling off
of sales and profits of American
Seating Co. during 1928. Sales of the
company during the year dropped to
$8,754,668 as contrasted with $10,042,149 in 1927. Company net for
1928 was $628,238, compared with
$938,360 in 1927.
The falling off in construction is
a significant development, demonstrating that a curb is being exercised on overbuilding. To some extent, this may be credited to John

Alinneapolis — Rialto Theater Supply Co., formerly headed by Sid Eberson, one of the nation's leading
Louis, has been taken over by Na- architects, and foremost proponent
tional Theater Supply Co. The Na- of rebuilding and re-constructing
tional branch has been moved to
quarters formerly occupied by Rialto. theaters, instead of building of new
Louis retired from the Rialto firm theaters in situations where they are
when it got into financial difficulties unwarranted.
some time ago, due, he said, to the
intensive
competition existing in the
field.
Eberson's views, outlined in detail
in THE 1929 FILM DAILY YEAR
BOOK, have attracted widespread
Popcorn Machines Added
attention throughout the trade. The
to National Supply Line soundness of his argument, plus his
Chicago — Peerless pop corn and unquestioned sincerity, emphasize the
peanut machines now are being reaction against needless building.
handled by National Theater Supply
Indications are that further curtailCo. It is offered in a variety of sizes
and styles, powered by electricity, gas 1929. ment of building is in store during
or gasoline.

Special Drapes for Use in
Sound Houses at Chicago
Chicago — Theaters here are installing special stage draperies for use
with sound pictures. Houses equipped with new drapes include: the
Tiffin, Manor, Almo, Crystal, Twentieth Century and Jackson Park.

Chicago — ■ Library of effect rec- Air Distributed from Dome
ords made by Brunswick-Balke-Collender, now is distributed through of New Philadelphia House
National Theater Supply Co., under
Philadelphia — Cooling and heating
an exclusive contract. There arc 500
records in the library. A cue box, of the Mastbaum, new VVarner-Stanley
house, comes from the dome in the
with separate felt-lined compart- auditorium
roof, said to be a new
ments for 40 records, is supplied.
idea in theater construction. The
cooling system is located in the
Faller Now at Cleveland
basement, with the air forced upward
Cleveland — M.
Faller
has
been to the dome. Pressure of a button
transferred to the National Theater regulates the temperature of the
Supply Co., branch here from Mil- house, which has seating capacity
waukee.
of 5,000.

In the special section of THE 1929
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK,
Eberson outlines not only the fallacies of overbuilding, and the need
for making new theaters out of old
ones, but gives a comprehensive,
workable plan for the carrying out
of the idea.
His article traces proposed re-construction and re-equipping of the
theater from the start of the project
to the finished job, and embraces
every phase (>i construction. Starting in the vestibule, he carries the
rebuilding process through the lobby,
auditorium, balcony, mezzanine, stage
and v.'inng systems — to mention but
a gereral outline, not overlooking a
single item in the re-construction
and re-equipping program.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

STANDARDIZATION NEED
OUTLINED BY POWERS

SOUND

PICTinlES
By CHARLES

F. HYNES

or added at will. The picture may
ing machines' I became interested in l)e lengthened or shortened and
motion pictures, I have been convinced that synchronized sound should otherwise edited under the sound-onbe recorded on the film itself and film system and, as no friction
needles are used in recording and
not on a separate record," Powers reproducing by this system, the
continues.
"The sound-on-film system is the sound is entirely free from "scratchonly basic advance made since sound
Sound recorded on discs cannot be
This is another in a series
pictures were seriously attempted in
of discussions on the respective
1906 and 1907. The first experi- changed once the record is made,
value of sound-on-disc and
ments made with sound records pre- h^liminations and additions are imsented many difficulties which have
sound-on-film recording. Watch
possible without re-making the record or injecting ugly flashes in the
for other articles on the subject
not been overcome by improvements
ing." by inserting blank patches of
in the records themselves nor by the picture
outlining views of industry
leaders.
development of sound amplifiers to film.
"The importance of this matter of editing
increase volume. Sound recorded on
is intensified by the problem of censorship.
discs
still
require
double
handling
of
Censorship
of pictures is a wrong. But we
Standardization of sound picture
subjects in the exchanges, double in- have it in aggravated proportions as applied
picture and disc recorded picproduction is "a pressing necessity,"
stallations and double handling in to theturessound
are practically helpless when confronted
in the opinion of P. A. Powers, presby
censorship
rulings.
theaters,
double
shipments,
additionident of Powers Cinephone Corp.,
al storage space and are subject to
"Similar difficulties confront the disc
who advocates the sound-on-fihn sys- breakage and warping.
recorded picture in the matter of film breaktem of recording.
age and their repair. Mutilated or destroyed
of film replaced by blank patches
"In addition to this, sound syn- portions
"Economy and progress are waitthe
chronization on the disc system pre- value.picture nor particularly noticeable in the
ing on stabilization in recording
sents difficulties in production which
which will automatically standardize
"Sound-on-filra pictures may be patched
in the same manner as silent pictures. A
reproduction and speed up theater are overcome by the sound-on-film few
frames taken out are not missed in
installations to the mutual benefit of system. Not the least of these difthe picture nor particularly noticeable in the
ficulties isthe matter of editing and sound,
all branches of the industry," he says.
"The sound-on-film method is a system
"Since my earliest investigation of cutting pictures.
devised and developed especially for the needs
sound combined with motion picture
"Sound recorded on the film per- of the synchronized sound picture and theremits freedom of editing. Scenes and
action, made over 20 years ago when,
fore las many advantages not enjoyed by
may be eliminated the di.sc system which is merely an adaptaas a pioneer manufacturer of 'talk- sound sequences

NEW
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ON
EQUIPMENT
VARIOUS
DEVICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

tion of the talkint; machine
to the motion
picture camera
and projector.
"Summed up, the practical and economic
advantages of sound-on-film for the producer,
the distributor and the exhibitor alike, makes
this system the logical and the ultimate
standard for synchronized
sound pictures."

Harcol Expands Exchange
Systems in the South

Atlanta — Harcol M. P. Industries,
Inc., whose home office is in New
Orleans, will open a branch in Atlanta, states A. Harrison, Jr., president of the company. The company,
established 13 years ago, is southern
distributors for DeForest Phonofilm,
which is handled by General Talking
Pictures Corp., New York. A Charlotte branch of the Harcol company
has already been establisihed, as has
one at Oklahoma City. Henry Harrison in charge. Other branches are
to be located in Memphis and Dallas, it was announced. All the
branches, in addition to sales of De
Forest Phonofilm, will handle products of the Harcol company.
Castro, 'Frisco Gives Sound
San Francisco — The Castro has
been equipped with Western Electric
sound system, and will open with
"Show Folks."

TALKIE"
PHOTOTONE
Before you invest — investigatePHOTOTONE IS ESTABLISHED!
Synchronous
P HOTOTONE
complete — installed.

Device is sold to you

T^OR your own protection get full particulars as to
price and know just what quality and equipment
you get for your money before buying any synchronous machine.

WATCH FOR SOUND ON FILM ANNOUNCEMENT

SOON

I
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GATES SETS SAIES fOR
WONDER ELECTROGRAPH
Quincy, III. — The Gates Radio and
Supply Co., manufacturers of Wonder Klectrograph and Motio-Tone,
synchronous and non-synchronous
sound equipment, is rounding out its
national distribution. The reproducers arc now beinp handled by the
following theater territorial agencies:
Theater Advertising and Supply
Co., Syracuse; Wonder Electrograph
Sales Co., Minneapolis; Elliot Film
Co., Minneapolis; La Dare's Attractions, Santa Rosa, New Mexico;
Wonder Electrograph Sales Co.,
Jackson. Miss.; Western Theater
Supply Co., Wellsville, Utah; Northern Theater Supply Co., Duluth;
American Theater Supply Co., Sioux
i alls; Movie Supply Co., Chicago;
Western Theater Supply Co., Estevan, Saskatchewan; Perkins Electric
Co., Montreal; Maine Theater Supply Co., Portland; Southwest Theater Equipment Co., Wichita and
Tampa Photo and Theater Supply
Co., Tampa.

Washington

Talker

llureau

of

Censors
Tllli

lll.Sf

DAILY

Washington — With advent of talkers at Calcutta, the Beiigal Hoard of
I'ilni Censors believe that a modification of the censor law is necessary, M. P. Section of the Dipt, of
Conmierce is advised. When the new
censor bill is introduced into the Imperial Legislative Assembly next
year, a clause governing the censoring of talking pictures will be introduced.

Liberal marquee display devoted to the Mack Sennett talking comedy
"The Lion's Roar" by the Strand, Cincinnati.
This is the first of the
series now being released through Educational.

Two German Firms Formed
Berlin — Tolirag, talker advertising
film company has been formed here
with a capitalization of $24,000.
Hermann Schmidt and Otto Newes
are directors. Another company
formed is Film Kredit Ltd. having a
capital of $4,800. The company is
formed to finance production, it is
reported.

Wiring Wisconsin Houses
Milwaukee — Three more Wisconsin theaters will have talkers very
soon. They are: the Capitol, MadiTalker for Denmark
Morris With Pacent at Cleveland
son; Palace, Waupaca and the
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Cleveland — Ray Morris, for ten Grand at New London. Vitaphone
Washington — The first Danish years affiliated with the local Para- will be installed at the Waupaca and
mount exchange, but for the past Bristolphone at the Grand, maktalking picture will be shown in Coing New London one of the smallest
penhagen soon, according to report three years associated with a rubber
Sound For Big Circuits
to the M. P. Section of the Dept. of company, has been appointed sales cities in the United States to have
Sydney — Union Theaters, Ltd. and
representative in northern Ohio of sound-producing motion pictures.
Hoyts Theaters here are both sign- Commerce. The picture was pro- the Pacent
Reproducer.
duced by Dansk Tonefilm.
ing talker contracts. While Union
Washington
Feature in Fox News
has secured Warner Vitaphonc picReenactment of George WashingInstalling Sound at Cleveland
Full Week Stand New Policy
tures for its Lyceum, Hoyts, it is
ton's inaugural is a feature of Satunderstood, have closed with Fox
Cleveland — With the introduction
Cleveland — The Hilliard Square
urday's release of Fox Movietone
Movietone for features and a three
of the all-sound policy at Loew's will open with all sound programs News. Last week, a scene was reyear Movietone News contract for Park, the split-week policy has given on Feb. 17. Vitaphone and Movie- enacted showing Lincoln leaving his
home to assume the presidency.
way to full week stands.
the Regent.
tone equipment is being installed.

Voice and Orchestra selections are

recorded with such fidelity and delicacy of tone with
such SMreetness and clearness combined "with depth, as to make
music and entertainment of an actual orchestra that is present. The human voice with
every intonation, with every fine expression, with every heart throb, is reproduced lifelike
through RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNS. The one piece construction, the patented,
vibrationless, non-porous material and the lightness of weight, make RACON HORNS
the recognized standard for musical and voice reproduction by the largest Amplifier Companies, Talking Picture Companies and Reproducer Companies throughout the world.
Sizes
of
horns vary from 6" to 6' square bells, with air columns of from one foot to
fifteen feet
THE

DYNAMIC

NEW
UNIT

UNITS

FOR EXPONENTIAL

HORNS

K'

MARK an advanced step in this day of remarkable talking picture achievement. The
results obtained by the use of the Racon Air Column Units are to be a siu-prise even
to the most critical listener. Your entertaining problems will be solved, the box office
receipts will be increased, your patrons will be delighted by the reprodiKtion from
RACON EXPONENTIAL HORNS AND DYNAMIC HORN UNITS. There wiU
be no blasting, no tinniness, but perfect amplification combined with volume, depth and
Consult Our Acoustical Engineers

Write for
C atalog

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

Factories: 18 to 24 Washington Place, New York, Telephone Spring 1120
Slough, Bucks. England, and 1C5 Sherbourne St., Toronto, Canada
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"The Broadway Melody"
(All-Talker)

M-G-M
Length: 9372 ft.
HAS EVERYTHING. SUREFIRE MONEYMAKER THAT
WILL .DRAG 'EM IN EVERYWHERE
Bessie Love makes it her
Cast
picture with a remarkably sympathetic performance. Charles King next
as the song-writer. Anita Page
scores on looks. Others in cast all
good, include Jed Prouty, who does
a fine character role, Kenneth Thomson, Edward Dillon.
Comedy
Story and Production
drama of Broadway show life. Cast
your eye over the lineup of ceheadlinbaby,
ers who made this box-offi
and then you'll understand why you
have a real showman's picture headed for your theater: Edmund Goulding wrote the story, and he knows his
Broadway life. Up-to-the minute
dialog by Norman Houston and
James Gleason. Direction by Harry
Beaumont, who turned out that pips." And
Dancing
of Bessie Love
team Daughter
the"Oursister
with pin,
and Anita Page, both in love with
the song writer Charles King, all doing their stuff to the tone of outstanding direction, and you have a
picture to shout about
Direction, Harry Beaumont, excellent; Author, Edmund Gouldmg;
Scenario, Sarah Y. Mason; Editor,
Sam Zimbalist; Titles, Not listed;
Lyrics, Arthur Freed; Music, Nacio
Herb Brown; Dialog, Norman Houston, James Gleason; Photography,
John Arnold, the best.
Bill Cody in

"Wolves of the City"
(Silent)

Universal
Length: 4160 ft.
FAST -) TEMPOED UNDiERWITH
WORLD MELODRAMA
BILL CODY STEALING THE
SHOW. CARRIES BIG POPULAR APPEAL WITH PEPPY
AND THRILLS.
ACTION
Cast
Bill Cody scores heavily
in Wally Reid type of role. Sally
Blaine passable as the femme support. Others Al Ferguson, Monte
Montague, Louise Carver, Charles
Clary.
MeloStory and Production
drama. This offering is chiefly notable for the Cody acrobatics. This
boy is travelling fast all the , way
through the footage, and keeps the
interest with his stunts and fast action. Cody falls hard for the gal,
and finds himself involved in a plot
to steal her father's famous jade.
He penetrates into the underworld
dive and recovers the jade by outwitting the gang. In the meanthne
held for ransom. Bill resis
girl
the
cues her after a corking fight and
chase sequence. Outstanding in this
offering is Codv's fight stuff. A fair
brand of comedy helps. It is the
sort of material that is sure-fire at
the popular houses, and the thrill
fans will eat it up. Just an honest
t'gawd good thriller.
Direction, Leigh Jason, good; Author, Val Cleveland; Scenario, the
same; Editor, Harry Marker; Titles,
Val Cleveland; Photography, Charles
Stumar, satisfactory.

Ramon Novarro in

"The Flying Fleeti-yy
(Synchronized)

M-G-M
Length: 9044 ft.
MANAGES TO BE FAIRLY
ENTERTAINING STORY
OF
ANNAPOLIS AND AIRPLANE
ACTIVITIES OF THE NAVY
BUT LACKS REAL STORY.
Cast
Ramon Novarro is one of
six Annapolis buddies who saves his
pal who crashes in the flight to
Honolulu. Ralph Graves really makes
it his picture with a better characterization. Anita Page the gal the
two buddies scrap over, and she's
there on looks. Others Edward Nugent, Carroll Nye, Sumner Getchell.
Story and Production
Drama
of Annapolis graduates in the air
service. Here is "Wings" story that
has no war scenes. That probably
is what is the matter with it. In
fact it is principally a glorified ballyhoo for the Navy, showing what they
do to turn out crack aviators for the
flying branch of the Navy. There
is too much test flying, and the detailed account of what the aspirants
for flying berths have to go throug'h
to get their wings savors strongly
of the usual newsreel material. At
that it will no doubt prove highly
entertaining to the youngsters who
are all air-crazy these days. Last reel
is pepped up with dramatic flight.
Direction, George Hill, satisfactory; Author, Lieut. -Commander
Frank Wead; Scenario, Richard
Sdhayer; Editor, Blanche Sewell;
Titles, Joe Farnham; Photography,
Ira Morgan, very good.

"Broadway Fever"

Sunday.

February

17, 1929

"True Heaven"

"The Sideshow"

(Synchronized)

Columbia
Length: 5999 ft.
GOOD CIRCUS NUMBER CARRIES COLORFUL ATMOSPHERE AND IS PEPPED UP
WITH
STRONG
DRAMATIC
SITUATIONS.
WILL
PLEASE
Cast
Marie Prevost lends the
feminine atmosphere as the side-show
gal. Ralph Graves scores heaviest
as the gentleman barker. "Little
Billy," the midget, very good as the
show owner. Others Alan Roscoe,
Pat Harmon, Texas Madeson, Martha McGruger, Esteban Clemento.
Janet Ford, Paul Dismute, Bert
Price, Chester Morton, Jacques Ray.
Story
and
Production
Drama
of the circus. The atmosphere is
very realistic, a real tent show having been used to work up the realism. The side-show sequences are especially good. The plot concerns the
attempt of a rival show to wreck the
Melrose circus by having one of
their henchmen cause a lot of serious accidents. This develops a good
mystery element as to who is causing the trouble. The climax is peppy
with the heavy framing the girl in
the sword basket trick so that she is
almost killed by her sweetheart, the
gentleman barker. With the circus
season ready to start, this offering
will be a safe booking for the thrill
fans.
Direction, Erie C. Kenton, satisfactory; Author, Howard J. Green;
Scenario, the same; Editor, Not listed; Titles, Not listed; Photography,
Joseph Walker, okay.

Fox
WEAK

Length: Syn — 5531 ft.
NUMBER HAS MECHANICAL WAR PLOT THAT
FAILS TO IMPRESS. GEORGE
O'BRIEN AND LOIS MORAN
ENTERTAINING.
Cast. .. .O'Brien as a British officer was not happily cast, as he
looks and acts like an American
doughboy. Lois Moran as a German war spy is not suffilciently sophisticated. Others Phillips Smalley,
Oscar Apfel, Duke Martin, Andre
Cheron, Donall MacKenzie.
Story and Production
Drama
of the war. The story is at fault,
being very unimpressive and unconvincing. The situations are artificially
brought
O'Brien
is a
British army about.
officer who
becomes
sweet on a girl he meets in Belgium,
not knowing that she is actually a
spy in the employ of the German
army. Later he is sent on a dangerous mission into the German
lines. Then we see him dressed in
a German officer's uniform walking
casually around the little town, talking to German officers, and getting
away with it. He again meets the
German spy girl, who informs her
superior officer. He is saved from
a firing squad by the Armistice. This
sappy ending is enouglh to kill any
picture.
Direction, James Tinling, poor;
Author, C. E. Montague; Scenario,
Dwight Cummings; Ekiitor, Not listed; Titles, Malcolm Stuart Boylan;
Photography, Conrad Wells, good.

(Silent)

Bob Steele in

(Silent)

"Come and Get It"

Tiffany-Stahl Length:
5412 ft.
REGISTERS NEATLY AS A
POPULAR ATTRACTION WITH
TWO
ATTRACTIVE GIRLIES
AND A GOOD LOVE STORY.
SALLY O'NEIL DOES NICE
WORK.
Cast. . . .Sally O'Neil gets over with
some good comedy bits, and makes
a pleasing featured player. Roland
Drew passable as the producer with
whom Sally is in love. Corliss Palmer attractive as a show girl.
Story and Production .... Comedy
drama of show life. Sally comes to
New York to go on the stage but is
forced to take a job as a house maid.
Her employer proves to be Byron,
a well known producer. Corliss is
heading the show Byron is about to
bring to New York, but Sally discovers that she is just promoting him
for what she can get out of him.
The footage is mainly concerned with
Sally's comedy attempts to show up
Corliss as the girl she really is. She
railroads Sally to the wrong town
for the out-of-town opening, and
steps in herself to play the lead in
the new show. The love interest is
rather weak, for it is not till the very
end that the producer really wakes
to the fact that he is in love with
Sally.
Direction, Edwart Cline, smooth;
Author, Viola Brothers Shore, Scenario, Lois Leeson; Editor, Byron
Robinson; Titles, Frederic and Fanny Hatton; Photography, John Boyle,
fair.

FBO
Length: 5254 ft.
GOOD OLD HOKE PILED ON
THICK RESULTS IN A FAST
ACTION FILM WITH
BOB
STEELE AS A PUG DOING HIS
STUNTS.
Cast.... Bob Steele works hard
throughout the footage and will
score strong with his following.
Jimmy Quinn and Jay Morley do
good work as the heavies. Betty
Welsh the gal.
Story and Production. .. .Melodrama of the prize ring. This is a
very meller story, with a lot of plot
crowded in that keeps the pace lively. Bob has just received an honorable discharge from the navy, where
he has been the champ boxer. He
owns a Buddha obtained in the
Orient and there is a gang of crooks
after the valuable relic. They keep
mussing things up right through the
story and have Bob hopping trying
to straighten out the tangles. A
murder element is worked in, with
Bob's father accused. One of the
gang offers to tell Bob who did it
for a thousand dollars. To obtain
the money he enters for a champ
prize fight. Snappy climax with Bob
kidnapped just before the fight, and
getting away just in time to enter
the ring and win the fight.
Direction, Wallace Fox, good;
Author, Frank Howard Clark; Scenario, the same; Editor, Delia King;
Titles, Not listed; Photography, Virgil Miller, all right.

(Silent)

Looping
the Loop"
(Silent)

Ufa
Length: 6676 ft
GOOD PROGRAM NUMBER
THIS IMPORTED FILM CARRIES THRILLS AND ENTERTAINMENT WITH STORY OF
CIRCUS LIFE.
Cast
Werner
Kraus
as the
clown does a fine bit of work and
dominates the picture throughout.
Jenny Jugo an unusually interesting
type, and far ahead of most of the
girls seen in European productions.
Warwick Ward.
Story and Production
Drama
of the circus. The atmosphere is
very well done, and the plot is logical and well put together. Also the
director has caught the Hollywood
technique to a greater extent than
most of the European directors, and
this helps a lot. Add to this the
good acting of the three principals,
and here is an imported number that
is a safe bet as a programmer. Kraus
as the clown meets the gal and fearing that she will have no use for
him if she knows his profession,
poses as an engineer. Meanwhile she
has met the polished heavy, and is
in love with him. She catches him
making love to another dame, and
broken hearted accepts the love of
Kraus. Later she teams with her
false lover in a trapeze act. She learns
to love the clown.
Direction, Arthur Robinson, good;
Authors, Arthur Robinson and Robt.
Liebman; Scenario, Same; Editor,
Not listed; Titles, Randolph Bartlett;
Photography, Carl Hoffman, okay.
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"The Lash of the Czar"

"Napoleon"
(Silent)

Universal
Length: 4364 ft.
MELLER OF AERONAUTICS
PEPPED UP WITH
SOME
GOOD THRILL STUNTS BY
THE STUNT FLYER WHICH
WILL
PLEASE
THE
CROWD.
Cast. ...Al Wilson as the stunt
flyer gives some Kood thrills, especially in a parachute jump. Helen
Foster the gal. Others Wilbur McGaugh, Pee Wee Holmes.
Story and Production. .. .Melodrama of the air. This is an out-andout meller filled with the hoke the
thrill fans like. It is pepped up with
a parachute jump that carries a real
punch, and because it was done by
a real stunt flyer, carries all the earmarks of the genuine article. Al has
invented a new fuel for air use that
will carry an airplane for a 1,000
miles on a pint. The heavy, who is
after Al's gal, substitutes some ordinary gas when Al makes his flight
tor a record, and the aviator running
uut of gas is forced to make his jump
for life. An additional kick is injected by having the parachute
"stall" and you see the aviator dropping as if to sure death. Very well
handled, this. Another flight, and
figlits with the heavy round out the
film. Good fare for the average runs.
Direction, Bruce Mitchell, satisfactory; Author, Val Cleveland:
Scenario, the same; Editor, Harry
.Marker; Titles, Gardner Bradford;
Photography, William .\dams, good.

Amkino
Length: 6,290 ft.
ANOTHER
GLOOMY
RUSSIAN FILM THAT REELS OFF
A LOT OF BOLSHEVIK PROPAGANDA. NOT AMERICAN
BOX-OFFICE STUFF.
Cast.... All Russian cast consists
of V. I. Kachalov, who plays the
principal part as th.e governor of St.
Petersburg in the days before the
Revolution; V. E. Meyerhold, A. P.
Petrovsky, Ivan Chuvelev, Anna
Steim.
Story and Production. .. .Drama
of Russia before the Revolution.
Produced by Mejrabpomfilm. Founded on the story "The Governor," by
Andreyev.
Knowing
Andreyev's
flair for horrors
and misery
in his
writings, you know what to e.xpect
from this adaptation. And you get
it. The director did not have the
touch of genius that the great Russian writer possessed, so that the
reels unwind just a flat, gloomy story
of horror and despair. The only
bright spots are certain sequences
that are well handled from a camera angle. But the rest of the picture is mired in a morass of sloppy
direction, terrible continuity and a
mass of detail. The Governor orders
his troops to fire on the starving
populace, and after a lot more agony
is killed by a peasant.
Direction, I. A. Protozanov, amateurish; Author, Andreyev; Scenario,
Olga LeonidofI; Editor, Not listed;
Titles; Shelly Hamilton; Photography, P. V. Ermolov, spotty.

M-G-M
Length: 7000 ft.
CAN'T GIVE THIS IMPORTED FILM MUCH. PROBABLY
ALL RIGHT FOR THE FRENCH
BUT POOR ENTERTAINMENT
OVER HERE.

Conrad Veidt in

Monte Blue in

"The Man Who Cheated

"Conquest"

Al W'lhon in

"The Sky Skidder"
(Silent)

(Silent)
Life"

Affiliated European Length: 6000 ft.
IMPORTED NUMBER MADE
SEVERAL YEARS AGO LOOKS
IT. VEIDT IS CLEVER, AS
USUAL, BUT DIRECTION AND
STORY KILL IT FOR AMERICAN COMPETITION.
Cast. .. .Conrad Veidt as the student who sells his soul to the devil
for money gives a fine performance
that even the heavy story cannot
kill. Werner Kraus also good as the
devil in modern clothes. Countess
von Esterhazy plays a countess indifferently. Elizza La Porta attractive as the ingenue.
Story and Production. .. .Drama.
Here is a weird production from the
Berlin film studios, credited as a
Sokal picture, made by Conrad Veidt
before he came to Hollywood. It is
outdated in technique. The direction
is heavy handed and awkward. The
>tory IS a peculiar mixture of modernism and a sort of symbolic fantasy. Conrad Veidt as the poor student sells his soul to the devil for
riches. He is infatuated with the
countess, and his other self, or "shadow," kills the countess' fiance in a
duel.
Veidt goes mad, etc.
Direction, Henrik Galeen, poor;
Author, Hans Heinz Ewers; Scenario, Not listed; Editor, Not listed;
Titles, Not listed; Photography, Not
listed; spotty.
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(Silent)

(All-Talker)

Warners
Length: 6729 ft.
PROVES TO BE A WEAK
FILM, WITH POOR STORY,
JERKY CONTINUITY AND INDIFFERENT DIRECTION.
SOUTH POLE SCENES UNCONVINCING.
Cast. ... Monte Blue gives a performance way aliead of the part he
played. H. B. Warner acts well, but
he drags out his dialog in slow-motion sound waves. Lois Wilson
pleasing.
Others
Tully
Marshall,
Story and Production. .Melodrama
of a Soutli Pole flight. Here is a
plot that is quite evidently a natural
for a silent version, but trying to
put it over as an all-talker licked it.
It is primarily a story of action if
naturally developed. But with the
sequences forced to conform to talking requirements, it proves to be unconvincing and the sequences too
choppy. Monte Blue and Warner in
love with the same girl are crashed in
a South Pole flight, and Warner leaves
his pal flat to die in the snow. Warner
returns, marries the girls, and months
later Blue turns up on their doorstep very much alive. As far as the
story enlightens you, he must have
walked all the way back from the
South Pole.
Direction, Roy Del Ruth, unconvincing; Author, Mary Imlay Taylor; Scenario, ICve Unsell and Graham Baker; Editor, Jack Killifer;
Dialogue, Jackson Rose; Titles, Joseph Jackson; Photography, Barney
McGill, spotty.

Cast. .. .Albert Dicudonne as Napoleon conveys a good characterization as far as his face is concerned,
but otherwise Iiis performance is ordinary. Josephine is played by Gina
Manes without distinction. Alexandre Koiibitzky as Danton
is fair.
Story and Production. . . .Drama of
incidents in the life of Napoleon.
Made by the Societe Generale de
France. It holds little interest for
the American audience. It is typical
of French productions, being directed with a slow tempo and a lack of
proper continuity. The acting is
just fair. The characterization of
Napoleon is not particularly realistic, and fails to give you intimate
and sympathetic glimpses of his life.
W^e see the great general in glimpses
of his childhood, and then the continuity jumps jerkily to certain highlights in his career until he finally
becomes leader of the French army.
There are innumerable war scenes,
and these were done clumsily. The
romance ficiently
withplayedJosephine
is not sufup.
Direction, Abel Gance, ragged;
Author, Abel Gance; Scenario, Abel
Gance; Editor, Lotta Woods; Titles,
Lotta Woods; Photography, Not
credited, poor.

"Noisy
Neighbors"
(Part-Talker)

Pathe
Length: 5735 ft.
CAN'T GIVE THIS MUCH.
FALLS DOWN WITH UNCONVINCING STORY WITH POOR
CONTINUITY. SPOKEN DIALOG ALSO WEAK.
Cast. .. .Eddie Quillan as member
of a vaude troupe shows nothing to
talk about. Alberta Vaughn outclasses him. Theodore Roberts fine
as a Southern colonel. Others are six
members of the Quillan family, Ray
Hallor, Russel Simpson.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
drama. The plot is pretty much of a
hodge podge, and very unconvincing.
The Quillan family, a vauded troups,
prove to be the Van Revels, come of
an old Southern family that had a
feud with the Carstairs. Eddie falls
in love with the daughter of the Carstairs next door. A mountaineer
branch of the Carstairs start the feud
all over again, and come to the house
to shoot up Eddie and his family.
Full of inconsistencies. Eddie's father,
supposed to be of this old Southern
family, talks broad Scotch. The Car.Mairs, one of the oldest aristocratic
southern families, turn out to be a
lot of ignorant mountaineers. Maybe
southern audiences can laugh this off
— maybe. The shooting up scene is
wild and unconvincing. Love interest

Short Subjects
SOUND

Timblin and Raymond in
"A Pair of Aces"
Vitaphone No. 2755
Good Laughti
Type of production . Blackface comedy
skit
This is a number that scores with
laughs of the slapstick variety, with
Timblin
using his old vaude jokes
aplenty,
audience
seem
to mind —but
or the
though
they didn't
were brand
new.
They
sang two songs, "St.
Louis Blues," and "I Don't Suppose
It Will
This them
latter for a Happen
closing .\gain."
number sent
off with a ripple of laughs.
They
also put over a uke number,
"Just
Blues," that was fair. Voices register
clear, and this looks like a safe number for the average
crowd.
Time,
10 mins.
Flo Lewis in
"Give Us a Lift"
Vitaphone
No. 2708
Scores
Type of production
comedy act
W^ith the personality of the comedienne Flo Lewis, assisted by Leo
Karlyn who plays straight, the hokum
of her old vaudeville act goes over
with plenty of laughs. She starts
for a ride with Leo in his dinky
little toy auto, and the fun consists
in Flo's wisecracking and comedy
antics as she tries to seat herself
comfortably in the abbreviated car.
Some of the cracks are off color, and
might be resented in certain quarters.
Certainly by family trade. The act
was funny enough without the suggeslive remarks which she pulls a
half dozen times. But otherwise it's
there strong with some real novelty
laughing gags.
Time, 10 mins.
"The Bam Dance"— Walt Disney
Powers Cinephone
Mouse Comics
.1 reel animated
Type
Thisof isproduction.
another of the adventure
of Mickey Mouse and his sweetie.
The villain cat tries to take the gal
driving in his auto, which is wrecked.
.So she goes to the barn dance ^yith
Mickey who is driving his carriage
drawn by the old plug. This horse
is one of the funniest cartoon characters seen in the animateds. Later
at the dance the cat shows up and
tries to take the gal away again, but
Mickey fools him. The sound effects
are funny, and this number enhances
the usual cartoon subject easily 100
per cent.

SILENT

"The Fatal Warning" — Mascot Series
Punch and Thrills
serial
Type of production
What happened to William Rogers
and what were the circumstances
surrounding the mystery? This is
Direction, Charles Reisner, poor;
the cornerstone of the story of "The
good.
Author, F. Hugh Herbert; Scenario, Fatal Warning." an interesting serAnne
Editor,
W. Scott Darling;
ial thriller produced by Mascot PicBauchens; Titles, John Krafft; Dia- tures.
Based on what the first three epilogue, John Krafft; Photography,
(.Continued on Pag* 12)
Dave Abell, fair.
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in a strong cast are Leo Maloney,
John Cossar, Lawrence Steers and
Frank Lackteen. Frank Leon Smith
wrote the story and it was directed
by Spencer Bennet and Tom S'torey.
Looks like a safe bet so far as seen.

11)

sodes divulge, this looks like red meat
for serial lovers. The mystery element is well-sustained and the punch
sequences terminating each episode
are extremely well-handled. The
early chapters plant the disappearance of Rogers and establish the
characters. The bearing each one
has on the plot is purposely made
mystifying with the result that, by
the end of the third episode, that
you never quite know who the villain is.
Bearing in mind that most of
America at some time or other has
read mystery and detective stories,
"The Fatal Warning" carries a surefire appeal for theaters that cater to
serial hounds. Helene Costello and
Ralph Graves, both of them well
known through their work in many
features, head the cast. Direction
by Richard Thorpe who demonstrates he has a good grasp on the
serial idea.
"Parlor Pests"
Mermaid Pe
— pp
Educational
y
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Vernon Dent and Monty Collins
are a couple of radio men who deliver a radio at the birthday party
staged for dad by his ritzy family.
Vernon and Monty are asked by the
hostess to come dressed as guests
so as to fool father. The fun consists in Dent and Collins picking on
each other and dancing with the
gu ts to the latter's discomfiture.
Thes
e windup is funny, with a live
wire hitting some water on the floor
so that when the guests step on it
they get a shock. The finish has
them all sprawling on the floor. Pure
slapstick but it carries the laughs.

"Wise Wimmin"
Ideal — Okay
Educational

And That's That
By PHIL

DEWEY D. Bloom is now en route
to Hollywood and if there is anything in initials, this publicist who
"general factotums" for Gertrude
Lawrence, newest Fox Movietone
star, is likely to earn a Doctor of
Dialog degree. He has had the
"D.D.'s" for some time, but insists
his initials stand for Dewey David
and not for Doctor of Divinity, or
the more recent Doctor of Dialog.

Twenty-two prints of Pathe's "The
King of Kings" were running day
and date out of the Indianapolis exchange last week. The Publix-Indiana Indianapolis, featured Pathe's
"Show Folks," on the third anniversary program of the house.
Deutsch Buys Rights
Cleveland — Dick Deutsch, head of
the Import Film Co. has acquired
the Ohio distribution rights to "Battles
a 6-reel
featureof the
showingChampions,"
various fights
sponsored
by Tex Rickard. Callinam Attractions is handling the pictures for Import. Fire at Lisbon, C, House
Lisbon, O. — Fire, said to have occurred from a short circuit, damaged the Fez here.
No one was in-

"Grandma's Pathe
House" — Fables
Mouse Antics
"The Fire Detective"
Pathe
Type of production. . 1 reel animated jured.
Above Average
This is just a cartoon version of the
Type of production. .10 chapter serial Little Red Riding Hood fable with
This starts off unusually good. If Little Rita the Mouse substituted for
they maintain the pace shown in the Red Riding Hood. The bad cat
first three instalments this shpuld plays the part of the wolf and poses
prove sure fire with the fans who in bed as grandma when Riding Hood
love their serials. It gets away from comes to the cabin in the woods.
the usual routine with fire fighting She is saved from the crafty cat by
as the background, and the murder the arrival of her sweetie, Milt. Up
mystery directly hooked up with the to the standard.
fire scenes in a very logical and
Akron House Open
thrilling plot. The hero is a special
investigator for the fire department
Akron, O. — Botzum Brothers have
endeavoring to uncover the perpetra- sold the Dreamland to W. R. and
tors of a scries of disastrous fires of H. L. Malone, Botzums retain the
incendiary origin. Evidence shows Orpheum, Akron and the Strand and
thai a band of criminals are setting Alhambra, Canton.
the fires and a United States senator and a criminal attorney are
Gary House Changes Hands
drawn into the proceedings, along
Cary, O. — Edward
A. Capell has
with a convict and a chemist. The
the
Strand
from
his
plot is so cleverly handled that it purchased
keeps you guessing as to just what brother, D. A. Capell.
part all these play in the proceedGibbs Sells Toledo House
ings. The fire scenes are very well
done and altogether realistic. Gladys
Toledo, O. — Percy Gibbs has sold
McConnell looks good as the lead, the Artcraft to A. L. Scott and E.
Pennell.
with Hugh Allan the hero.
Others

Monday

M. DALY

Type of production. ... 2 reel comedy
Jerry Drew is assisted by Vernon
Dent m one of his usual comedy mixups with the women. He steps out
to a party after fooling the wife into
believing that he is going to work
late at the office. But through her
television set she sees hubby at his
office planning to go to the party
George Harvey, president of the
with some chorus girls So when he
gets to the party he is surprised to Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, spoke about the AM PA Holfind his wife there, too. The fun
lywood Masque Ball over Radio Stacomes when Drew starts a flirtation
tion WPAP during the Movie Club
with the wife of iiis host, and winds
up with both his wife and the other period. The hustling AMPAS
arranged to continue raman chasing him all over the place. chief diohas
talks in behalf of the event
Drew
succeeds
in
making
this
quite
funny
right up to the evening of March
2, when the ball will be held at the
Hotel Astor,
" Button
My Pathe
Back"— Sennett
Funny
Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Billy Bevan is his usual comedy self
in this number, that is made very
attractive to the eye with Carmelita
Geraghty in the support. Billy posing as a rich man visits the home of
a man who is trying to interest him
in a business proposition. In order
to impress Billy, the other has his
wife pose as the servant. Billy gets
a crush on the pretty maid, and starts
to play around. The husband can do
little without disclosing the fact that
the
is his
wife.to Finally
wife girl
arrives
in time
catch himBilly's
in a
compromising situation with the girl.
A bulldog relieves Billy of his pants,
and adds to the fun. Snappy, with
Bevan doing nice comedy work
throughout.

Week's Headlines

" RRIE/S
fORURGETWO
,^O

Holljw t • •
MasQue
Ball
HOIll ASTOR
M4R2

Prospects of independent producers and distributors seen brijfht for 1929-30 season,
due to sound development.
Universal launching Movietone newsreel; InternationalTuesday
News may be released by Warners is report.

Loe'v's and M-G-M are not for sale, Nicholas M. Schenck declares, reiterating denial of deal with Warners, which Claude
Ezell is reported to have announced on the
Coast.
R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A. president, protests stand of the Hearst newspapers for
national censorship
of films.
Wednseday
United Artists-M-G-M merger .igain reported
and again denied; reorganization and relinancing of U. A. planned, is report.
Claude
stating Warner-M-G-M
merger Ezell
was denies
pending.
Thursday
Charles Chaplin seen stumbling block in reported plan to merge United Artists and
M-G-M; has consistently opposed merger;
consent of Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Pickford
understood
Fridaywon.
RKO reiterates denial of any deal with Paramount or public.
Financialners iscircles
near. hear M-G-M

deal with War-

Joseph M. Schenck characterizes report that
Chaplin might prove stumbling block to
reported UnitedSaturday
Artists-M-G-M merger as
just another headline story.
Warners
plan new
York Strand.

house

on

site

of

New

Quality film shortage fear is held unfounded.
Unionizing
of studios in East under way.
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A liiglier premium
than ever before
Today — in this new era of sound
pictures — there is a hio;her premium
than ever before on film uniformity.
For sound quality is even more sensitive than screen quality to any variation
in the film.
If your ''talkie" prints are on
Eastman film — famous for uniformity
— your patrons are seeing and hearing
the very best that this newest development in motion pictures has to
offer.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

u

{ji^m
FOX MOVIETONE
100%
DIALOG
COMEDY with MUSIC
Presented by William Fox

^m^^^^
Native Entertainers —
Singers —
^Wf
Musical Comedy Stars — augmented by
NEW!

Laughing Life on Levees
—
DIFFERENT!
STRIKING!

in Cotton Fields
COMEDY!

Has Everything - TALKS
PAUL

SLOANE

Production

Dancers —
BILLBREW

DOUGH!

Actors
CHORUS
of

— in Dixieland!
THRILLS!
PATHOS!

SINGS MONEY!

Slory and Dinlog by WALTER

WEEMS
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Tiff any - Stahl Getting Set on Expansion Program
ML THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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W. E. CUTTING PRICES
OF THEATER SERVICING
TRIP EAST

LOEW DEAL IS HINTED IN

1929-30

from several anVIEWED
gles this next amusement
season will be memorable.
IVcst Coast BHreau, THE FILM DAILY
Nineteen twenty-nine and thirty
Los Angeles — Departure of Jack
ine
will pretty much determ
where sound and the business Warner, production chief of Warners, for the East to confer with
at large are headed. Techni- Harry M. Warner, has revived recally, progress is rapid. Comports that the deal with Loew's is
Warner refused to comparison of the early sound pic- on. While
ment
on the nature of business which
tures with the new indicates
has caused him to go East, there
that the road to the promised are persistent reports that it conland has been found.
cerns the oft-denied deal.

JACK WARNER'S

The public demand for sound
is insatiable, it appears. To
meet it, producers are turning
their studios upside down, also
inside out. Sound most assuredly is the order of the day and
those who demur unceremoniously are being brushed aside.
In another year we look for this
development to find its level.
Sound

Palpitations

What that will be, nobody can
foretell. If we knew we would spout
fortunes instead of alleged editorials
and probably spend three months in
Europe every summer and a couple
in Florida every winter. Today, the
public is palpitating for sound. In
big cities the novelty is about worn
off, but in tnany cities and towns
where sound is taking its bows, it
must be remembered the appeal of
the new, the innovation holds sway.
Until the saturation point is approached or reached, this condition
will prevail. How rapidly this will
come about depends entirely upon
the rapidity with which sound reproducers reach theaters.
It appears to us that by this time
next year, or certainly by the end of
the 1930 season, the settling process
will have set in and the industry will
have a real opportunity — its first,
seriously — to sit back on its haunches
and take inventory.

Peering Ahead
Our extreme youth occasionally
influences us to indulge in wild
guesses. We have! been told we
should exercise a greater check on
our enthusiasm and, after all, who
are we to question older and, therefore, wiser heads? However, at the
risk of wide disagreement perhaps,
we shall look into our own, very
(.Continued

on

Page
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Awards

for Merit

Los inAngeles
"Bests"
of
1928,
various —fields
of production have been determined
upon by the Academy of M.
P. Arts and Sciences. The selections appear in the Hollywood Wire Service, page 6.

Reduction of Maintenance
Charges Slated to Go
Into Effect Feb. 23

Reduction in service charges on
Western Electric sound projection
equipment in theaters is to be made
on Feb. 23. Announcement of the
lower charges for maintenance of
equipment is to be made by the
company within a few days.
Service charges are based on the
individual installation, so that there
are various scales of prices. However, the reduction is to be approximately 15 per cent on equipments
which have been installed for six
IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
"This business of sound-on-disc is months, and a further 18 per cent
Los Angeles — Talk of merging
Radio Pictures and Pathe is being the most serious dangerous problem cut after one year.
revived here, with executives of the which has faced the industry in many
two concerns on the Coast. Hiram years," declares Lou B. Mctzger.
Brown, RKO president, Joseph P. general sales manager of L'niversal,
Kennedy, J. J. Murdock and Pat stating it is "high time the industry
(.Continued
on page 8)
made up its mind whether it wants
to sing tenor or bass in the matter
of sound equipment.
Pantages Reiterates His

RKO-PATHE MERGER TALK
ESSOUND-ONZGERSEENT
(S RENEWED ON COAST METFILM
ESS IAL SYSTEM

FAMOUS pTaYERS BEGIN
EASTERN CANADA INVASION

Denial of Deal for Chain

West

Coa!t

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

(Continued

on

page

8)

Contempt Conviction on
Trade Commission Order

Los Angeles — Alexander Pantages
reiterates denial of any deal on or
proposed for sale of his circuit to IVasluiuitmi Bureau of TIIF. FILM DAILY
Washington — First time that any
Joseph P. Kennedy and J. J. Murdock. The latter two had been re- court has enforced an order of the
ported planning a national chain of Federal Trade Commission by pun(Continued
on page 8)
(Continued

on

page

8)

Interest of Hoffman in T-S is
Bought as Step in New Program

Toronto — Famous Players Canadian Corp. operating 150 theaters from
Montreal to Vancouver has invaded
the Maritime Provinces of the Dominion, according to Clarence Robson,
eastern supervisor of theaters for the
corporation. A site has been purchased in Halifax, N. S., for a theater to be started soon. Other Famous Players houses will follow in
St. John, Fredericton, Moncton and
other centers on the Atlantic Coast.
Incidentallv, a theater is also under
way in Quebec City.

tends to go it alone, and is not con- Severe Penalties Asked
templating any merger with any
Los .Angeles— In what is declared other company. Recently, expansion
for Anti-Trust Violation
to be forerunner of an extensive exWa.ihington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
program
was
launched
in
France
pansion program planned by the com- and England, in the latter of which
Washington — Amendment of the
pany, L. A. Young, president of Tiffany-Stahl, has acquired interest in the first picture is in production, un- anti-trust laws to provide drastic inthe company of M. H. Hoffman, its
der title (.f "To What Red lU-Ii:-"
creases in penalties imposed for viovice president and general manager.
lation isproposed in a bill introduced
Hoffman
Soon to Make
in the House by Rep. Larsen of
Young and Grant L. Cook, secretar>and treasurer of the company, Known Future Plans
Georgia. His bill would increase
closed the deal here. No indication
Announcement that M. H. Hoff- fine of $25,000, or imprisonment of
has been given as to whether other
man has sold his interests in Tiffany- from one to five years, and $100,000
changes are planned. Cook some time
violation or imprisonfor thement ofsecond
Stahl ofTice
was made
the company's
from three to ten years.
in Newat York
.Saturday.
ago having denied to THE FILM home
D.A.ILY report of a studio shake up. In the statement, Hoffman is quoted
Tif^any-Stahl's expansion program, as saying that tempting offer made Mogler Author of Bill
outlined by Cook at the Chicago him proved too much for him to reto License Carnivals
sist. He adds that he does not inmeeting in December, called for acJefferson City, Mo.— Licensing of
tend to retire, but intends to take an
quisition of theaters in a number of
ities is proby a municipal
key cities. In outlining the plans, extended vacation before announcing carnivals
bill introduced in the
vided for in
future
plans.
he then said that the company
in.Senate by Sen. Joseph Mogler.
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY
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marks the last week for "The River" at the Gaiety and "The Bellamy
THIS
by Fox next
in Dixie" will be opened
"Hearts
Trial" at the Embassy.
Paramount will start "The Wolf Song" at the Embassy
Monday at the Gaiety.
on Feb. 23.
Picture

Distributor

Theater

"The Singing Fool"
Warners
Winter Garden
"The River"
Fox
Gaiety
"The Bellamy Trial"
M-G-M
Embassy
"Weary River"
First National. . . . Central
"Redskin"
Paramount
Criterion
"Wolf of Wall Street" . .Paramount
Rialto
"Broadway Melody" M-G-M
Astor
"The
Redeeming
Sin" . . Warners
Warners
.Colony
'Ned McCobb's Daughter"Pathe. .
Rivoli
Artists.
"The
Iron
Mask"
United

Feb. 23
Mar.

Opening Date
Sept.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

19
22
23
24
26IS
26
16
8

Apr.

2 New Series Planned
By General Pictures

21

making development to small towns
wherein the greatest benefit was
seen. The subsequent stampede did
(Continued from Page 1)
everi'thing but that. The result was
private crystal ball and see what it that the de lu.xe theaters, fortified by
reveals:
producer-ownership and massed buyWe see sound remaining as a pering power, captured the balm demanent adjunct to motion pictures.
signed for the little man.
For thirty years or more, the screen
has been emulating the Sphinx. Now
Balancing Scales
'166
has unloosened its tongue.
science
Like a prattling child which first
This balance is now slowlj' but
'366
its capability for speech,
discovers
steadily
swinging the other way. Anand
motion pictures are babbling
other twelve months should find the
talking beyond all reason. g Occasionscales on a more even and proper
ally they have somethin to say; keel and the increased prosperity
'20
more6 often they do not. Neverthe- which sound has brought more equitless, talk they will. This first flush
ably distributed.
of enthusiasm will die as the novelty
KANN
Howin.
sets
maturity
and
wears off
ever, once having learned how to
speak, it is unreasonable to expect
motion pictures to remain forever
quiet. This, we have pointed out before.

1929 30

Too Much Talk

What we believe will transpire is
that when films have something to
say they will talk and when they do
not, they will hold their peace. Nothing can be so tiresome as a garrulous
person; similarly with motion pictures.
Also do we see sound carrying out
its original function of bringing to
the smaller cities and towns of
America the boon of good music and
entertainment in celluloid form_ such
as the most visionary in this industry never conjured up.
We remind you that back in the
early days of 1926 when Vitaphone
made its memorable debut and when
the ensuing excitement ran high, it
was the application of this epoch-

UNUSUAL

PRAISE!

to
to
is
as

Veidt Goes Abroad
Conrad Veidt sailed Saturday for
Berlin. While abroad he plans to
make a picture in England and oat
in Germany.
He will return in fall

STUDIO

SOUND

AND

STAGE

INCLUDING THE FINEST LIGHTING
RECORDING EQUIPMENT

AND

"SOUND STAGE BUILT BY JOHNS MANVILLE"
JUST COMPLETED THE MUSICAL SCORE FOR
"LINDA"
FEATURE PRODUCTION
NOW SCORING WITH MUSICAL EFFECTS
"SIMBA" FEATURE PRODUCTIONS

AND
SOUND
WILL RECORD
FOR
PICTURES
TALKING
RELIABLE PRODUCERS

METROPOLITAN
FT. LEE, NEW

NEW YORK OFFICE
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. C

1

In addition to a series of four '
Richard
Talmadge
pictures, Oscar •
Price, president of General Picture \
Corp., announces a tentative schedule including a second series of four
and a third group in which the pictures are unannounced.
Two
pictures of the second group are finished. They are "Back from Shanghai," starring Vera Reynolds and the
second, "The Heroic Lover," starring Barbara Bedford.
Pommer For Three Ufa Films
Berlin — For the 1929-30 season
Erich Pommer, producer, will make,
three pictures for UFA. Two of
the films will be directed by Joe
May and one by Hanns Schwarz.
Max Pfeiffer will remain as Pommer's assistant.

NOW AVAILABLE
FOR PRODUCERS OF SOUND
TALKING PICTURES

COMPLETE

WE

m
w lers \^=:
It is an unusual thing for me
praise, but I am more than pleased
inform you that your trailer service
the finest both from an artistic
well as advertising point of view.
BENJAMIN SHINDLER,
VICTORIA
THEATRE.
Camden,
N. J.

SOUND
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Opening
Wolf
Song" at
Embassy, of New"The York.
AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball in
New
York.
14-15-16
Convention of Western Penn<
sylvania Exhibitor
Unit.
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STUDIOS
JERSEY

TELEPHONES
N. Y., LACKAWANNA 7511
N. J., FT. LEE 2611
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Starring

ALICE DAY
ARTHUR

LUBIN

Adapted from an Original

By

NORMAN
Co-Author HOUSTON
of

"BROADWAY

MELODY"

I
VERSIONS
SILENT & SOUND
Produced By

SotKam

Photoplays
BUDD

350 Broadway

ROGERS
Vice-Pres.

YIVID^ APPEALING
TALE OF LOVE IH
TIH PAN ALLEY
WUERE AMEHICA^
POPULAR S0N6S
AUE 50RN.

B£Rr LYTELL
Gertrude Olmstead
Talking Picture
Entertainment De Luxe!

^■%

A CORKING GOOD MELODRAMA
, produced with Tense Dramatic Dialogue, Superb Musical Score and Sound
Effects—

wc\

BERT LYTELL -and others— talk in a
brilliant melodrama crowded with
Action, Thrills, Heart-Interest and Surprises!
Latest and greatest of the "Lone Wolf*
series — and a Crou^d-Pwlling, yioney-Get'
ting Axtraction that will keep the fans
coming and send them away satisfied!
Adapted from the Story by
LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE

\)M^

■T-

Directed by
ALBERT S. ROGELL

15 GR{AT STARS /;7C0LUM BIAS
f IRSr 100% DIALOGUt PICTURE

h

I

^ewgteri^
J{AN H£RSHOLT
Una BasQuet
Rexte-Rica
Lease rdoCoi-fez

A Great Cast
In a Great Talkie!

■4.

A POWERFUL BOX.OFHCE FEA, TURE, with dialogue sequences and
action that will hold any audience spellbound! Perfectly harmonized with an
entrancing musical score and effects.
JEAN HERSHOLT-the "David Warfield of the Talking Screen"— in a characterization that will live forever . . . Lina
Basquette, Ricardo Cortez and Rex Lease
are among the stars who talk and act as
if inspired.
Adapted from FANNIE HURST'S celebrated stage play— "It Is To Laugh."
Directed by FRANK R. CAPRA, who
directed the sensational box-office success,
"Submarine."

JtAN

^J

>'^il^l^ \

HtdSHOLT

ft

T

^

LINA
BASQUETie

Ail Columbia Talking Pictures are recorded
by the Western Electric System

mCARDO

vi

CORT-EZ

THE

m
6

I Short Shots from
H New York Studios
KSSSm^y

Monday,

CAILV

ARTHUR

W. EDDY ^^^

PIERRE COLLINGS, one of the
screen's most expert adaptors
and writers of originals, sailed Saturday for a brief European trip, during which he will visit England and
France. While inhaling Atlantic
Ocean ozone he'll focus his typewriter on three originals.
*
*
*
Frank Heath and H. Emerson
Yorke, Paramount's casting impresarios, are busy with "The Cocoanuts," now in early stages of production at the Long Island plant. Two
additions to the roster of players are
Cyril Ring and Basil Ruysdall, both
known to theater-going audiences.
*
*
*
Merle Johnson has finished giving
Johann Strauss' "The Gypsy Baron"
talker version for production by E.
Spitz.
He's written the dialogue and
continuity.
*
♦
♦

Treats Patrons
New

Haven, Conn. — Appreciation week at a local house
here was marked by free distribution of candy and ginger
ale to patrons. One thousand
bottles of the beverage and 100
pounds of candy a day were
distributed.

Columbia Sales Trio
on Tour of Exchanges

February

18, 1929

Coast Wire Service

Academy Merit Awards
CITATION fOR BEST
WORK or '28 MADE

if

A Little
from
By

RALPH

Lots
WILK

>f
Merit awards for work on picHollywood
tures during the past year have been
With its talking program of both made by the Academy of Motion Pic- GLIMPSES at the Wampas dinture Arts and Sciences. The awards
ner: Arthur Caesar's comments
features and shorts launched, Columcausing gales of laughter, and queries
embrace
the
v.'ork
of
stars,
directors,
bia's trio of sales executives is on a authors and adaptors.
regarding his past and work; Con
tour of exchanges.
Conrad's
parodies winning' applause.
Among
the
male
players,
Emil
\N. J. Morgan, after a brief stay
in New York, has returned to the Jannings is first and Richard Bar- Earl Wingart proving an excellent
ceremonies; President Barrecently acquired southern territory thelmess is given honorable mention. masterrettofKiesling
busy with the gavel;
to visit newly-annexed Columbia Among feminine players Janet Gay- Keith Weeks being introduced to the
branches in New Orleans, Memphis, nor is first, with Gloria Swanson and
Louise Dresser receiving honorable Wampas; President Karl Bickel of
Dallas, Charlotte, Atlanta and Okla- mention.
In the field of dramatic the United Artists refusing to "work
homa City.
Cecil E. Maberry is covering the directors Frank Borzage is chosen for you tonight by making a speech";
Kay informing another ArMiddle West. His itinerary includes nrst for "7th Heaven." Herbert Arthur
thur— Caesar— that the latter had
Omaha, Des Moines, Chicago, De- Brenon gets honorable mention for
troit, St. Louis and Milwaukee. Joe "Sorrell and Son." Lewis Milestone put him in "high-sterics"; Eddie
Goldberg,
West Coast head, has left receives a first for comedy direction Leonard, king of minstrelsy, forced
"Romance, Inc.," from the fast- his headquarters
in Los Angeles for of "Two Arabian Knights." Ted to give five numbers; two Fox princlicking collaborating typewriters of
cesses of pulchritude — Dixie Lee and
H. H. Van Loan and Crane Wilbur, the survey of the Columbia branches Wilde gets honorable mention for
Dorothy Jordaai — proving pleasing
in
San
Francisco,
Portland,
Seattle,
directing
"Speedy."
For
original
ivill be produced on Broadway imstories Ben Hecht lands a first award eyefuls and full of talent.
Salt Lake City and Butte.
*
*
*
mediately by A. H. Woods. It's a
for his "Underworld." Lajos Biro
yarn of Hollyivood and. environs.
Al
De
Gaetano,
long
Harry LangWhitehall
Cancels
Contract
receives honorable mention for "The
Wilbur leaves Ttiesday for Oakland,
Cal., to fulfill a stock engagement
don's
film
editor,
is
editing
"The
London — Whitehall Pictures, which
Command."
Among
adaptors Benjamin Gkazer
and will try out the play there and some months ago entered a contract Last
King
of
the
Kyhber
Rifles,"
which
is first for his work on "7th Heaven. ' John Ford is directing, with Victor
also
"Thecollaborated
State Trooper,"
oii which
he also
tvith Van
Loan. with W. & F. Films whereby the Alfred Cohen gets honorable mention McLaglen m the stamping role. John
latter distributed all Whitehall prodStone wrote
the dialogue for the
When "Romance, Inc." reaches the
uct in Great Britain, has cancelled for adapting "The Jazz Singer," and
Main Stem, Wilbur will play the its contract, it is reported. White- Anthony Coldeway honorable men*
*
*
male lead and his wife, Beatrice
tion fortitle
adapting
"Glorious
Betsy." picture.
Among
writers
Joseph
Farnliani
hall
is
now
completing
"The
InBlinn, probably ivill play opposite.
Al Ray is busy at Tiffanywins the award for his titles, with
separables," its latest picture.
Stahl, where he is directing
*
*
*
George Marion, Jr., and Gerald Duf"The Midway," which stars
Thomas Holding, who works in
fy receiving honorable mention.
"Dixie" Opening Feb. 25
Joe E. Brown. Helen Foster
pictures and shows with equal cleverAmong
cinematographers,
Charles
and Wal'ace MacDonald are
"Hearts of Dixie" opens Feb. 25
ness, is now rehearsing in "The Sui- at the Gaiety, New York, and not Rosher and Karl Struss jointly reamong
the principals. Jackson
ceive first awards for their camera
cide Club," based upon Robert Louis tonight as previously reported.
Rose is handling the camera.
*
*
*
Stevenson's story.
work on "Sunrise." George Barns
gets the honorable mention for his
Teufel Manager at Eugene, Ore.
Pierre Gendron, Pathe dialogue
work on "Sadie Thompson,''
Eugene, Ore. — Fred Teufel of camera Devil
Dancer" and "Magic writer, has had his play, "The CountPortland, has been placed in charge "The
ess Wanta You," accepted for producFlame." For art direction William
of the Rex, according to Russell Manzies gets the award and Rochus
tion in London. Pierre was the coBrown, manager of the McDonald. Gliese and Harry Oliver receive honauthor of "Cold Feet," which was produced in London and New York. He
Both houses are owned and operated
orable mention. In the department
by Universal.
of engineering effects, Roy Pomeroy I also
New wrote
York. "Kept," which played in
won
first forHammeras
his work on
Waterman Gets R. I. House
and Ralph
and"Wings,"
Nugent
Denial Made of Report
mention.
Providence, R. I. — The Uptown Slaughter get honorable
Award for the most unique and
has been bought by Henry E. WatRothacker with RKO
erman of East Providence at a pub- artistic picture went to Fox for
Report that Watterson R. Rothlic sale here for $51,000, it is re- "Sunrise," Paramount received honacker is joining RKO Prod., is deported. James C. Collins of Tillingorable mention for "Chang," and Mnied by officials of the latter.
hast & Collins represented Water- G-M for "The Crowd." A special
man.
award for producing "the pioneer outGleason's
Director Chosen
standing talker which revolutionized
Arvid
E.
Gillstrom
is director asS. F. Granada Renovated
the industry" was given to Warners
for "The Jazz Singer." A special
to make and
"Meet
the Webster
Missus,"
San Francisco — Sam Katz, presi- award was given to Charlie Chaplin starring signedJames
Lucille
dent of Publix, has ordered a num- for writing, directing and producing GJceason for Christie.
ber of improvements for the Granada
here. Alterations are to be made "The Circus."
Back in F. N. Cast
without interrupting the show.
Rooney Subject Under Way
Maurice Black has been signed by
Entitled "Love Birds," the latest First National for "Broadway BaBrownell with RKO
of the series of six Movietone combies," starring Alice White.
edies being made by the Rooney
John Brownell, playwright, scenarist and novelist, has been added family for Universal has just started
Butler On O'Brien Film
to the Radio Pictures writing staff. production, with Ben Holmes directDavid Butler is busy at the Fox
He was for five years with fhiiversal
ing. The story is by Edgar Allen studio on "A Son of Anak," by Ben
and se\eral years with Robertson- Wolfe, who writes all the Rooney's
Cole and FBO.
Ames Williams. George O'Brien is
stage and screen material.
the star.
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Can you ansuver these questions?
Who directed "The Red Dance?"
Who photographed "Docks of New York?"
How many pictures were released in 1928?
Who are the Wampas "Baby Stars" for 1929?
How many houses are in the Publix circuit?
Where can you buy equipment accessories?
Who released "A Single Man?"
How many studios are there and where are they located?
What is a good exploitation "stunt" to use for a comedy, a drama, etc.?
How many short subjects were released during 1928?
What agencies are booking acts for moving picture theatres?
Is it more profitable to build a new theatre or to reconstruct your present
house?
What are the names of the Synchronous sound devices?
ous?

Non-synchron-

What are the financial structures of the leading companies in this industry?
What pictures were released in 1928 with dialogue?
tion?

With synchroniza-

In what foreign countries do quota laws exist?
How many features were imported into the U. S. in 1928?
What is the text of the Standard Exhibition Contract?
What Directors are active in the Short Subject field?

What Players?

What is the entire history of sound picures?
Which companies manufacture equipment used in the sound field?
Which state has the most number of theatres?

What are the most important legal-legislative decisions, or laws, affecting production, distribution and exhibition?

The ans^irers are all in the 1929
BOOK
YEAR
DAILY
FILM

^who orwtks one!''
^^Ask the man[with apologies]
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Astor — "Broadway
Melody"
Cameo — "The Lash of the Czar"
Capitol — "The Flying Fleet"
Central — ^"Weary
River"
Colony — "Ned
McCobb's
Daughter"
Criterion — "Redskin"
Embassy — "The Bellamy Trial"
Gaiety — "The River"
Hippodrome- — "Interference"
Locw's New York — Monday, "Abie's Irish
Rose:" Tuesday, "Hardboilcd" and "The
MiKion Dollar Collar;" Wednesday, "The
Home To.vners;" Thursday, "The Little
Wildcat;" Friday, "The Case of Lena
Smith;" Saturday, "A Lady of Chance;"
Sunday,
"Naughty
Baby"
Mark
Strand — "The
Barker"
Paramount — "Strange
Cargo"
Rialto— "Wolf
of Wall Street"
Rivoli — "The
Iron Mask"
Roxy— "The Ghost Talks"
Warners — 'The Redeeming
Sin"
Winter
Garden — "The
Singing Fool"

Metzger Sees Soundon-Film Essential
1)

"Anyone who thinks that the
screen can hang on to both systems
simultaneously, is kidding himself,"
he says. "Right now, there are a lot
of manufacturers, producers and exhibitors kidding themselves in this
way.
"F"ortunately, the leading companies in the industry have made up
their minds to stick to sound-on-film.
Universal has been convinced from
the first that this is the superior
method.

INDIANA
New Theaters

Erdman; Durant — Opera House, sold to
Geo. Heims by Geo. Suelms; Exira — Opera
House, sold to Alex Jensen by L. Z.
Henry ; Palace, sold to Alice R. Jones by
L. S. Henry ; Fairbanks — Polly, sold to
John B. Damge by C. J. Grantham; Farragut — Unique, sold to C. J. Miller by C.
G. Wilcoxson ; Lone Tree — Gem, sold to
Frank Line, Jr., by F. J. Ulrich ; Lowden —
Liberty, sold to Karena & Wiese by J. S.
Ballinger; Lynnville — 'Isis, sold to C. F.
Savage by E. Woods ; Merrill — Palace, sold
to Earl Rice by Geo. S. Corner ; Modale —
lOpera House, sold to Lobe Alexander by
S. C. Beebe; Seymour — Lyric, sold to Kile
R. Martin by Victor R. Smith ; Sioux
Rapids^ — Star, sold to C. D. Hoon by F.
H. Remillard; Waterloo — Plaza, sold to
W. T. Waugh by Plaza Syndicate Co.;
Webb — ^Gem, sold to John A. Wilson by
O. A. Campbell.

"Miami Nights," a holdover show,
proved to be fine entertainment at
Re- Openings
the Capitol, for it had everything in
the way of settings, color, girlies and
Oakland City — Amuzu.
comedy. And the stage band under
Changes in Ownership
Dave Schooler was in fine form, so
E^ton — Princess, sold to Lloyd Myers by L.
that all told the audience got some
J. Legros ; Indianapolis — Colonial, sold to
Comnuinity Photoplay Houses, Inc., by
real show for their coin. Arthur
Capitol Amuse. Co. ; Eastland, sold to HibKnorr produced it and deserves a lot
berj & Braun by Hibbert & Hollander;
Lafayette — Lyric, sold to Fourth Ave.
of
credit for a show 'way above the
Amuse. Co. by F. E. and D. L. Hammer ;
average, even at this house where the
New Albany — Elks, sold to Harry Herle by
standard is consistently high.
O. Bansbach ; Oaktown — Star, sold to
Three acts were all outstanding.
Smock & Pfeiffer by W. W.. Sullenger;
South Bend — Honeymoon, sold to L. H.
Stone and Vernon adagio four — three
Lerner.
Closings
Closings
men and a girl — were nothing short
Bicknell — Grand ; Indianapolis — Columbia ; Cedar Rapids — Isis; Elliott — Palm; Jessup — of sensational. Billed as such, for
once this adjective was truthfully
Lawrenceburg — Gem; Madison — Grand;
Grand
House. ; Leeds — Leeds ; Wayland — Opera
Mars Hill— Mars Hill and Olympic; Noblesemployed. The way the boy friends
KANSAS
ville — ^Opera House;
PennviUe — Colonial.
whirled this girl about their heads
New Theaters
IOWA
and slung her perilously near the
Arkansas
City^Masonic ; Kanorado— Best ; floor, mixed with some dizzy ankle
Openings
McLouth — Opera
House.
and arm holds for the swings, had
Larchwood — Movie ; Sidney— Liberty.
Re-Openings
the customers gasping all over the
Changes in Ownership
City — Dunbar.
shop . Next on the list were the
Alton — Opera House, sold to B. G. Hoxe- Kansas
Closings
meier by Homan & Hoxemeier ; Arlington
Runaway Four, who scored plenty
Spencer — Tivoli.

— Opera House, sold lo J. Peters by C. C.
Rocquet; Boone — Strand, sold to A. W.
Fairchild by H. R. Frankle ; Cedar Rapids
— Isis, sold to Kile R. Martin by Victor
R. Smith; Colonial, sold to L. S. Stedman
by S. C Beebe; Clearfield— Art, sold to
E. A. Brand & Son by E. D. Bremer;
Clear Lake — Palm, sold to Lou Levy by
C. E. Carriger; Park, sold to Levy &
Melcher by C. E. Carriger; Uptown, sold
to Lou Levy by H. A. Dearmin; Creston —
Crest, sold to Lacey & Henry by R. A.

Agenda — Ryman ; Bennington — Belt ; Burden
— Royal; Horton — Colonial; Leonardville —
Star ; Longford — Airdome ; Neosho Rapids
— Star ; Paixico — Legion ; Portis — Best.

Changes

in Ownership

Cunningham — Pastime, sold to Rex Shelman
by Roy Ratlief; Topeka — Novelty, sold to
Kansas Amuse. Co. by G. J. Schober;
Waldo— The Waldo, sold to Luder & Mullender by Newman & Loreg.

"Even should the disc method become as
popular and as generally used as the soundon film method, it will only serve to complicate matters. It will mean that producers
will have to make not one, but three styles
of prints, one sound-on-iilm, one silent, and
one disc set. This, of course, will add greatDAILY TIPS WHICH MEAN DOLLARS FOR SMOWMEN
ly to the expense of production. If there is
any exhibitor who thinks this added expense
will not mean higher film rentals, he doesn't
know the history of this business.
"Lonesome"
"The Strange Case of Capt. Ramper"
(First National)
"The sane solution of the sound problem
(Universal)
is for the various factors of the industry to
get together and decide upon one system for
Despite the fact that there is nothUsed a questionnaire on Commandall — and there is no question but that the
ing even faintly religious about picer Byrd's trip to the North Pole,
system should be the sound-on-film
method.
ture
"Lonesome,"
secured
cooperaAmundsen's
and Lincoln Ellsworth's
"There are many reasons why the film
tion of Dr. J. Archer Grav in Lex- flight in a dirigible, across the pole,
sound track method is best. Principal among
them is the great advantage in cutting and
ington, Ky. in publicizing the picture. Gen. Mobile's disastrous expedition,
editing pictures. Also, there is the simplicity The theater ran a trailer on its screen
and_ other matters of Polar history
in distribution, with no bulky and fragile
discs to ship and handle. Then there is the announcing that Dr. Gray would as a newspaper exploitation feature
great advantage to exhibitors of simplicity preach a sermon to lonesome people for the showing. Tickets to see the
in synchronization in case of breaks during on the following Sunday morning at picture were offered those who
projection. There are many other advantages,
scored bighest in answering the
all of which combine to make this method the theater. The same announcethe logical one for the industry to adopt
Jefferson,
Mo.
ment ran in the church notices- — Ben questions. — Jefferson,
exclusively.
Ali, Lexington, Ky.
"Unless the industry buckles right down
and solves this problem, another six months
"The Shopworn Angel"
(Paramount)
or so will bring chaos. Increased overhead
"Two Lovers"
in production, increased overhead in distribuPhotos of Miss Carroll were cut
(United
Artists)
tion, and a general working at cross purpose^
will sooner or later result in irreparable
"The Atlanta Constitution" in co- into three separate parts; the upper
damage to the progress of the industry. And
operation with the theater announced part being sent to one section of town
who pays? Why the exhibitor, of course, through the newspaper that they were
the middle part to another section
increased rentals will have to come.
and the lower part to another section.
"Scientifically, artistically and commercial- searching for Atlanta's longest lovly, soundon-the-film is the sane answer to
ers; a couple who had been married The photographs were attached to a
the problem. It's a case of 'Shoot! Luke! longer than any other Atlanta pair, letter which gave a brief description
Or give up the gun!"
and these fortunate two — to receive of the picture. The last paragraph

India Co. Formed
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM
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ARTHUR KNORR STAGES
Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes KNOCKOUT CAPITOL SHOW

On Broadway

(.Continued from Page

Monday,

DAILY

Washington — Kinema Prod\ ctions,
Ltd. India, has been formed at Calcutta with a capital of about $109,125. according to advices to the M.
P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
The company will produce, manufacture and deal in color pictures.
Ofifices are located at the Allahabad
Bank Building, India.

their choice of a number of nice
things. — Couples who had been married 50 years or over were eligible
to enter their names for the honor.
There was no other condition. This
broke in the paper one week in advance of opening of picture, being
followed daily by photographs of the
entrants as well as copy about the
stunt, picture, theater and playdates.
— Robert Hicks, Howard, Atlanta,
Ga.

of the letter asked the recipients to
inquire among their friends and see
if they couldn't match the three portions of the picture to make a complete photograph of the feminine
star. To all persons bringing an entire photo, to the box office were
awarded with a pair of tickets which
were good for Friday only — the second day showing of picture. — Alfred
Fla.
F. Weiss, Jr., Florida, Jacksonville,

of laughs with their acrobatic nonsense, and could have stayed on indefinitely. Then came Evelyn Wilson, a clever male impersonator who
got a big hand. Add to this the
Chester Hale Girls with their usual
peppy routines and gorgeous costumes, and the show was in a mile
and lots to spare at that.
.

RKO-Pathe Merger
Talk Is Renewed
(Continued from Page

1)

Casey are regarded as here for that
purpose, as well as a reported deal
sought with Alexander Pantages.
RKO, it is said, owns 14 per cent of
Pathe stock as does Keith-AlbeeOrpheum. There have been previous
reports of a contemplated merger, all
of which have been denied.

Pantages Reiterates His
Denial
of Deal for Chain
(Continued from Page 1)
combination houses, seeking the Panthe chain.
of on
group asseta aunit
"I'vetagesnever
price
my circuit for anybody," said the head of
the chain, which numbers about 70
houses.

Contempt Conviction on
from Page 1)
sionafterOrder'
Commis
Trade(Continued
entry

ishment for disobedience,
of decree of affirmance by the court,
is reported by the Federal Trade
Commission. The case involved
Louis Leavitt, who was fined $500
for contempt of the affirmance decree
in the Circuit Court of Appeals. Leavitt had advertised a product as white
lead, which contained less than one
per cent of that substance.

Lambrigger Sells O. House
Orville, O.— Gus Lambrigger, who
operated the Grand for 17 years, has
sold his house to Lyric Theaters of
Wooster.

i

Nothing to Warner-Loew

Reports, H. Warner Says
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As We Live!
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I'E is getting sweller by the
e. W^asn'
so long
minut
ic
Electrago
Westtern
that

Tuesday, February

Block Booking Hit
Harrisburg, Pa. — Compulsory block booking is made
illegal in a bill introduced in
the House, and favorably reported by the judiciary local
committee. The bill also is
aimed against compulsory arbitration.

trimmed its installation price scale.
Xow that servicing charge, about
\\ liich exhibitors at large say many
tilings, most of them unprintable,
!-> to feel the sharp edge of the
l)runing knife.
Interchangeability, as an issue,
I- rapidly becoming moss-covered.
Sound reproducers are actually
Ljctting into smaller towns, and the
many arc about to share in the
Keadjustnient of service charge
prosperity of the few. It looks
schedules was made public yesterlike a golden era of brotherly love.
day by Western Electric, following
Pullman Stuff
announcement
yesterday's
THEin
FILM DAILYin that
reduction

W. E. MAKES PUBLIC
SEitViCE CHARGE CUTS

Up from the South and the bahu of
Florida skies comes Harry Warner.
Nothing unusual in that except that
we understand he cut his Miami visit
>hort because of matters of moment
ill New York. From out the West
this morning comes Jack Warner.
.•\be has been on the ground right
along.
Why?

Babbling Hollywood
It's not manner
so, jet persists
Hollywoodin talking
in its
stubborn
about it. This chatter about RKO
and Pathe is just that.
The facto. tums who should know say so. But
do you think that puts an end to the
v'ossip?
You don't know your film
usiness as well as we do if you take
iiat stand.

Mergers Again
Paramount and RKO. Linked like
Siamese twins. Denied? Of course.
In the ten years that we have been
on the job in the film industry, we
cannot quite recall any one period
when denials played sucli large part
in the chronicles of the day's news.
You will pardon us, we hope, if we
pull the ancient bromide about smoke
and fire.

As Usual

t

At 10:30 yesterday morning, the
line at the Strand was expectantly
draped around the box-office, down
Broadway to the corner of 47th
Street and along the latter thoroughfare for a goodly distance. The picture is "The Barker," a rattling: good
attraction. Merely more evidence
that the public is not so dense as
many would have you believe. Good
pictures are known by their merits
and the fan, as always, manages to
smell them. It always works, dear
reader.
K A N N

Price 5 Cents

19, 1929

U. S. INTERCHANGEABILITY
PROBE PLANNED AT ONCE
H.M. WARNER REITERATES
DENIAL OF LOEW DEAL

Attorney
Aide
Confers General's
on Complaint
of Biophone Agency

Philadelphia — Immediate investigation of complaints on interchangeabil"Absolutely nothing to it" is the
ity will be made by the Dept. of Jusmanner in which H. M. Warner yestice, "The Exhibitor," local regional,
terday disposed of the oft-repeated quotes William R. Benham, special
and as often denied report that a assistant to the attorney general, who
deal was under way or being con- was here conferring with William
M-G-M. sidered for purchase of Locw's and
Bethell, franchise holder for Biophone, and his attorney, Owen J.
"Our company
is
doing
well,
and
Roberts.
{Continued
on Paije 11)
Benham was closeted with Roberts
and Bethell for several hours, and
charges is slated to become effec- Hollander Heads Sales
tive Feb. 23.
the Biophone inSchedule of prices changed by the of Amplitone Synchronizer after inspecting
stalled at the Grant here, returned
(.Continued on Page 11)
Elmer Hollander has resigned from to Washington, promising that the
the Educational sales force to take
government would immediately conCold Spell Wallops Film
duct a searching inquiry into the
charge of sales of the Royal AmpliHouses Throughout Europe
tone, disc synchronizer, claimed in- Warner attitude on interuse of Vitaterchangeable with other systems. phone discs the publication says.
Berlin — Protracted cold spell has
delivered a body blow to theaters of The Royal Amplitone Corp., New
York, which is liandling the device,
Germany and other European counnow
is working on a sound-on-film
tries, now experiencing the most
severe cold in years. The industry reproducing attachiiient.
is joining other amusements through- Business Fails to Jump
out Germany in asking 30 day suspension of taxes, to prevent closing
Under New Sound Policy
of a number of houses.
Detroit — Opening of Movietone and
This is one of a series of arVitaphone at the Blackstone was not
ticles by leaders of the sound
William Russell Dies on
attended by the business jump expicture
field, as to the respecpected to justify the increased nut,
Coast of Pneumonia
tive
merits of sound-on-film
West
Coast Bureau.
THE
fILM
P.-IILY despite a five cent boost of admission
and sound-on-disc recording.
Los .Angeles — William Russell died prices. Whether this public indifWatch for other articles on
ference may be taken as a sign of
the subject.
in a local hospital yesterday
after
(.Continued on Page 11)
the times is a subject of discussion.

PATRONSl™ DISCS,
ALfRED WEISS BELIEVES

Theater patrons enjoy tonal quality of disc reproduction better than
sound-on-tilm reproduction, his obi
experience
servations andAlfred
him. declares
Weiss,ha-i
of Biophone Corp.
"The public was 'always' the supreme judge of pictures, and I find
that the public today is supreme in
the criticism of tone qualit>." he
25
savs. recorded
records on wax

THREE PASSIONS

««'
REX
IWCRAWS

I

'Jl JIBISTIES mLL-TALRIKB COHBIf
I'THEJELANCHOLY OAHE-B'B^S^gSlir
BROADWAY

(Continued

TALKING

PLAY

Page

11)

Ticket Tax Opposed by
Governor of Michigan

United Artists Theatre

How to make a PARAMOUNT-CHRISTIE
tickets at the Box- Office — Advt.

on

seU

Detroit — Proposed state tax on
admissions is opposed by Gov. Fred
Green, who points out that the Federal government has abolished the
ticket
taxheassees
a "nuisance"
and that
no reason measure,
why the
state should adopt it.
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Pittsburgh — Mass meetings to prevent change of "blue" laws of Pennsylvania vifere held here Sunday. Ten
Price 5 Cints thousand persons, representing 19
Protestant churches, enlisted in the
PUBLISHER campaign. Fifty speakers addressed
meetings.
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Financial
STOCK MARKET
High
Low Close Sales
Am.
Seat
33
ii
33
300
Con. Fm
Ind. pfd. 27
26;^ 27
1,500
East.
Kodak
183J4 181 183"^ 1,800
♦do
pfd
128
♦First Nat. pfd
106^
Fox
Fm.
"A"
... 88
85 K 88
7,800
*do
rts
3
Keith
A-O
36
35
36
700
do
pfd
Ill
no
110
1,200
Loew's
Inc
76^
73"^ 75fi 23,700
Mo pfd
108
♦M-G-M
pfd
25^
M.
P. Cap
185i
17
18Ji 2,900
Para.
F-L
61%
60
61% 13,200
Pathe
Exch
12H
UH
Uyi 21,000
do "A"
26^
23^ 25% 2,100
Radio K-A-O
35
34^ 34% 14.000
Stanley
Co
37J4
37K 37j4 200
♦Univ. Pict. pfd
98J4
Warner
Bros.
...128i^
124 128% 15,400
do pfd
Seyi
55
56^
500
CURB
MARKET
Acoustic
Prod.
...
9
8%
8% 6,600
♦Bal. & Katz
81
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
.. 24
21^ 225^ 4,000
♦Film
Insp
1%
....
Fox
Thea.
"A"
..30
28
29% 10,400
♦Intern. Proj
24^
Loew do deb. rts.. 39%
38
38
200
Nat.
Scr.
Ser.
..26
26
26
100
Nat. Thea. Sup. . . 9%
9
9
500
Trans- Lux
10%
10!^ 10% 3,200
♦Univ.
Pict
18%
Warner
Pet.
Rts..
4^
4%
4^ 10,700
BOND
MARKET
Keith A-iO 6s 46.. 95}4
95
95J^
IS
Loew
6s 41ww
..118
118 118
2
do 6s 41
x-war..
99^
98J4 98J4
7
Paramount 6s 47 ..100
99 J4 lOO
10
Par. Bj. 5'As
51.101
101 101
5
Path
-z 37
79^ 79^
1
CURB 79J4
BONDS
Am. Seat. 6s 36 .. 97
97
97
2
♦Warner
6 /2 s 28
198
OVER THE
COUNTER
Roxy
"A"
31'A
do
units
32
do
com
Ayi
Skouras Bros. ...... SO
Technicolor
15^
United
Art
8
do
pfd
76
Univ.
Ch. com.
. . 2
do
pfd
75
♦LAST
PRICE

FOR

33"^
35
S'A
54
16^
12
84

Mass Meetings Held to Halt Para. News Cameramen
Filming Byrd Pole Drive
"Blue" Law Change in Pa.

..

85
QUOTED

RENT

COURT STREET THEATRE. Buffalo, seating capacity 2389 — well located. Ideal for stock purposes. Will
consider propositions. Communicate
with Theo. C. Young, 1501 Broadway.
Telephone Chickering
7050.

Pictures are being made successfully of the Byrd expedition's drive
for the South Pole, Paramount News
Cameramen Vanderveer and Rucker,
reported to Editor Emanuel Cohen
in wireless despatches. Paramount
has exclusive motion picture rights
for the expedition.

Churches Fight Sunday Shows
Bower
at Atlanta
Jacksonville, Fla. — ■ Fight against
Sunday movies was carried into all
Atlanta — Jack Bower has become
churches here, ministers preaching
head of United Artists' branch in
on one subject,
the text
"Re- Atlanta, succeeding W. G. Carmember the Sabbath
Daybeing
to Keep
michael, who has been transferred
it Holy." At the conclusion of ser- to Cincinnati, where ihe will have
vices, petitions are presented urging
of thecomes
company's
exchange
the city commission to either call off charge
there. Bower
to Atlanta
from
the election which, if carried, would Washington, where he was manager
permit Sunday shows, or to postpone
of United Artists' office.
the straw balloting.
Radin with Franklyn Warner
South Pole Film Opening
Matty Radin is now general man"At the South Pole," sponsored by
ager of Franklyn Warner Prod, and
the British Antarctic Expedition, Franklyn
Warner Dist. Corp. The
will have its premiere Wednesday at
company
has ready "The Great
the Lyric, New York. The picture
Power" an all-talker made via the
tells the story of Capt. Frank Mal- Bristolphone method at Waterbury,
colm Scott, and his short-lived suc- Conn., and will shortly place it on
cess in reaching the South Pole.
the market.

Book
TheDate
Industry's
Feb. 23
Mar.
Apr.

Correction
In yesterday's issue, Lou Metzger
was erroneously referred to as general sales manager. Metzger is general manager of the company and M.
Van Praag, general sales manager.
Hoffberg Closes CineTone Deal
J. H. Hoffberg Co., New York,
has been appointed exclusive agent
for Europe and the Far East for
sale and distribution of CineTone,
according to an announcement made
today by Harry Segal, president of
S. & S. Enterprises, Boston.

M. P. Club Bouts Planned
Amateur boxing bouts are scheduled Wednesday night at the M. P.
Club of New York.
Richman Film Again Postponed
It will be May at least before
Harry Richman's picture, "Say It
with Music," for United Artists will
be started. The star is continuing
in "Scandals" in New York.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions Cor
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville
Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn.

3S80

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Picture Presentation
The FALLY MARKUS

Stebbins Back in N. Y.
Arthur W. Stebbins, insurance
broker, has returned to New York
from the Coast.

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

Lackawanna 7876
1531 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK

CITY

Wisconsin 1177-1178

The Marvel of the
Industry
.

Germans Plan U. S. Trip
Berlin — Herr Grieving, Major Grau
and Herr Hubert, Ufa directors, are
going to America the latter part of
this month to study sound production.
Camp Hill House Reopening
Camp Hill, Ala.— The Ritz, under direction of J. E. Reaves, which
has been closed for the past two
months, will reopen about March 15.
Reaves is remodeling the house.

I

Another Non- Synchronous Device
Hastings, Neb.— W. M. Dutton &
Sons is offering Q-Phone, non-synchronous disc turntable device.

M-G-M Dividend
Renovated Coast House Opens
Regular quarterly dividend of 47^
Santa Barbara, Cal. — The Mission,
cents a share on the preferred pay- closed for renovations, has been openable March 15, has been declared by
ed by the California Theater Co.
M-G-M.
California Solons Reconvene
Sacramento, Cal. — Second session
of the California legislature opened
yesterday.

Opening
"The York.
Wolf
Song"
at
Embassy, of New
AM PA Hollywood Masque Ball in
New
York.
14-15-16
Convention of Western Pennsylvania
Exhibitor
Unit.
2

TALKING PICTURE MACHINE

Complete Equipment as
Lo^v as $I,000.00«
Guaranteed

to

equal any other device on the market
regardless of price.
All electric operation. No batteries. Reproduction second
to none. Can be installed in any size booth, any make of
machine.
Eighty perfect installations for reference.

Immediate

Installation.

flk>und on Film Attachment
No

if Desired.

Service Charge — Simple — Efficient — and Fool Proof
On Demonstration Every Day at Our Studio:

SAFRUS

PICTURES

CORPORATION

SAM EFRUS, Pres.
220 West 42nd St.
New York
CALL
WIRE
PHONE
WRITE

I

YOU

HEAR

IT

EVERYWHERE!
Abie^' Scores
in St. Louis,
Near Record
St. Louis. — Few pictures in the show business history of St. Louis, Mo., have cjicked
so well at box-office prices without extra shows
or advanced rates as "Abie's Irisli Rose," the
Paramount talkie special playing the Ambassador and which lus established a new record for
4he year with $42,426. This is about 512,000
^/^,,<. the previous weck'.s figures.
The stayt

M.R NEWS
"ABIE" HIT
NEW LONDON
WATEIIUCRV

Leader Last Wk.

t VARIETY

J

"Abie," State, Syracuse,
New Record of $18,000
Syracuse, N. T., Feb. 12.
(Drawing
Population,
Weather:
Cold 220,000)
"Able'8 Irish Rose," at $18,000, set
a new house record at Loew's State.

AXNE

NICHOLS'

BIE
IRISH
ROSE
is one of the

Jean Hersholt
Charles Rogers
Nancy Carroll
Viclor Fleming
Producti on

BIGGEST

in K. C. for
'Abie's Irish Rose

HITS of theYE AR!

mother PARAMOUNT

SOUND

(..r...) SMASH !

Gold:

Goid!

Gold!
ould you gamble with death for it?
ould you sell your soul for it?
ould you break your heart for it?

A Tremendous Drama of a
Modern Qold Rush
Throbbing with the passions of men for glittering £old . . . for red
lips and love!
Thrilling with the tempests
of Nature
. . . the
cruelties of desert heat . . . the terror of sand and wind I
Fools and lovers chasing Phantom Cold to the end of the trail to
the Rainbow I

REGINALD BARKER
SPECIAL PRODUCTION
with

-^)
t

Dorothy Sebastian
— Lawrence Gray
end a Splendid Supporting Cast
By

L. G.

RIGBY

Sychronization and Score by
Joseph Littau
"The Song of Gold," Theme Song, by
Edgar Leslie and Jimmie Monaco

Synchronized by RCA

Photophone

V »

Tli:F^Ny-</>TflNL
^^O

DI^O^DV^V

PRODUCTION</>
MEW

YORK

INC
CITY

J

^^^^^M

TIFFANY^STAHL

^;r^i

MONEY

"MARRIAGE BY CONTRACT" fealurins P.\TSY RUTH
MILLER and LAWRENCE CRAY. A John .M. Slahl Special

GEORGE JESSEL m "LUCKY BOY —His first singinii
and talkinfi feature. "My Mother's Eyes," theme son|{, by
L. VSoKe Gilbert and Abel Baer. Musical score by HugJ
Kiesenfeld.

Production. Theme song, "When
S>nclironi/.ed musical score.

BELl-E BENNETT i-i MOLl.Y AND ME' with JOE E.
BROWN, supported by Alberta \ aughn. "In the Land of MakeBelieve," theme song, by I,. Wolfe (iilbert and Abel Baer.
Dialogue and singing. Synchronization and score b> Hugo
Riesenleld.
BELLE
BROWN
song, by
score by

MAKERS
the Right One Coities Along."

•THE TOILERS' featuring JOBYNA
RALSTON
and
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR. A Reginald Barker Special
Production. Synchronization and sound eHecIs by Hugo
Riesenfeld.

BENNETT in "\n LAD'^ S PAST' «iih JOE E.
supported by Alma Bennett. "A Kiss to Remember. " theme
Ben Bemie. Dialogue and singing. Synchronization and
Hugo Riesenfeld.

THE CAVALIER' featuring RICHARD TALMADGE
and
BARBARA BEDFORD. Theme song. "My Cavalier." Synchronization and sound ,effects by Hugo Riesenleld.

Qoming
"NEW

ORLEANS

" fealnrins

"WHISPERING
"TWO

MEN

WM.

WINDS"
AND

■MIDSTREA.M"

COLLIER. JR.. RICARDO CORTEZ and ALMA
Production, with dialogue and synchronization.

lealuring PATSY
A

BENNETT.

RUTH
MILLER. MALCOL.M MacGREGOR
dialogue, singing and synchronization.

MAID" featuring W M. COLLIER. JR.. and ALMA BENNETT,
and GEORGIE STONE.
With
dialogue and synchronization.
featuring

RICARDO

CORTEZ.
dialogue and

CLAIRE
WINDSOR
synchronization.

All Synchronized by RCA

and

A Reginald Barker Special

and EVE

SOUTHERN.

with EDDIE

LARRY

KENT.

With

CRIBBON
With

Photophone

c
/

JACK srwr\c.c

TIFF/!lMy-^>TflNL
l^^O

BRO^IDV^X

P R O D U CTI O Nc/> INC
MEW

YORK

CITY

^^^-

X.<N^^^

t^£?W^
une m every
Tuesday night on
RKO Radio Houu
Biggest thing on
the air I

..

marshals America's melody'loving millions into
'
" COMPANY
'
line for YOUT
BROADCASTING
singing and playing
SYNCOPATION

hits to 30,000,000 Radio fans for YOUR

box-office I

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE COMPANY in stupendous tie-up
drive with 8,500 dealers and 300,000 car cards . . . selling SYNCOPATION record hits for your box-office!
Battalions of song pluggers from great national music publisher
organizations, Stept and Green, and Harms, selling SYNCOPATION
melodies for YOUR box-office!
GOLDEN MELODIES SWEEPING A TIDE
OF GOLDEN PROFITS TO YOUR DOORS

ging
All America hum
g... whistling
its haunting^ lingeringy swinging melodies!
Joseph 1. Schnltzer
and

William LeBaron

Fred Waring^

PGNNSMiaiH^I»S
present

With Morton Downey, Osgood Pe
Gene Markey.
Ada I •iL"'i«»»r*JLrj !W-i.:^t«TM

RKO

y Watson and 100 others!
U-i

Story and Dialogue by

t **3 H n iTO t^^B ^ 0^« I' [H ! r»j I ■ 1' T •!-} i7 ' : ^« ■ 'TM vT«J '^'•iiW sXJ

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

Member of Moiloo Picture Protfuccn a>d DTi&iS^lori of Aiaenca^ Ibc — WUT K. U*n. PrtMnt

i
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LOCAL OPTION ON BLUE Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes
LAW SOUGHT IN OHIO
Columbus — Repeal of the ban on
Sunday pictures in Ohio is asked in
a bill introduced in the Legislature
by Sen. L. L. Marshall of Cleveland.
The bill would repeal the entire
"blue" law, and substitute a new
law on Sunday observance. Under the
proposed law, theaters would be permitted to operate after I P. M. on
Sunday, if the voters of the municipality so decide.

Maryland Amendment Has
Local Option Feature
Baltimore — Mayor and city council here would be empowered to decide whether this city should have
films on Sundays according to an
amendment to the Sunday measure
introduced in the House at Annapolis by John G. Callan, member of
the House from Second District, Baltimore, who recently introduced the
Sunday measure
in the House.
If the power of deciding the issue
is placed in the hands of the city
government, it would eliminate much
of the opposition which has been
going to the legislature, Callan
thinks. Much of that opposition is
from people in the counties of the
state who would not be afTected by
the law. If opposition still persists
against the new amendment Callan
has another which he will offer to
his Sunday bill which would restrict
Sunday movies to the business section alone on Sundays.

KENTUCKY
New Theaters
Prestomburg — Princess.

Re-Openings

Irving ton — Community,

Changes

in Ownership

Bowling Green — American, sold to Toops &
Bevel toby Leland
W. F. Daugherty
Toops; Oakwood
sold
by H. —S.Mary's,
Pyle;
Ft. Thomas — Ft. Thomas Movie, sold to
Tom Morrow by C. B. Smitli ; Florence —
Florence, sold to Albert Metzger by lii-ugh
& Falls; Tomkinsville — ^Star, sold to Hagan
& Moody by D. O. Hagen; Whitesburg —
Karlton, sold to Eric Rierson by Blach M.
Davis.

Closings
Drift— The Drift; Kavil— The Kavil ; Martin
— The Martin; Paducah — Loop; Whitesburg— Karlton ; Wickliffe — Swan.

MAINE
Closings
Jackman — Strand ; North Anson — Academy
Hall;
West
SulUvan — Bijou.

MARYl^AND
Changes in Ownership

Hagerstown — West End, sold to Sam C. Miller by \V. C. McCauley ; Westminster —
Romona, sold to R. W. Brown by C. A.
Buell.

Closings
Maryland — Superba.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership
East Bridgewater — Town,

sold to J, Uston by

iOOKOUt/

Win/

■
i*

A.M.P.4.

MASetUt B4II

Hotel Astor

Mar. 2

MICHIGAN
New Theaters
Grand

Rapids — Our;

Changes

in

Howell — The

Ownership

Howell.

Bad

Axe — Opera House, sold to Byron Watson by O. H. Schuckert; Bellevue — La
Belle, sold to Herbert Swan by N. T.
Casler ; Breitung — ^Capitol, sold to Theo.
Sophie by R. E. Meek ; Calumet — Royal,
sold to L .P. Sangregret by John Cuddihy ; Detroit — Cozy, sold to Nat Kaufman
by H. R. Lapham; Davison, sold to Nyer
& Boblitz by J. Gamlnud ; Ritz, sold to
Geo. Nicodem by Bernard Brooks; Howard
City — Community, sold to Bert E. Maier
by Vernon Robinson ; Oscoda — -State, sold
to S. D. Ferguson by Miles Main ; Romulus— Family, sold t(i .Mrs. Stella Simmons
by J. W. Porter; Tawas City — State, sold
to S. D. Ferguson by Miles .Main; Vicksburg — Garden, sold to Sears & Oatley by
Wm.
Koons.
Closings

Ann Arbor — Arcade ; Beaverton — Liberty ;
Chassell — Pythian ; Deerfield — Deertield ;
Eckerman — The Eckerman ; Fowlerville —
Orpheum; Onsted — Star; Perry — Community ; Whitehall — Playhouse.

^^xffMi-0'G4am<i^
"The Barker"

House
Closed by "Flu"
Reopens
Opelika Ala. — D. P. Ponder, has
reopened the Rainbow, which had
been closed on account of the "flu"
epidemic.

J. Cerange ; Jamaica Plain — Supreme, sold
to M. Spero by C. Morse; Somerville —
Orpheum, sold to N. Hoffman by .P Marget ; Vianno's Broadway, sold to -Arthur
V'iano by Phil Marget ; Springfield — Poll's,
Mild to Fox. N. E. Theaters by S. Z. Poli ;
Weymout— Markell's. sold to W. T. McLaughlin by P. Markell ; Worcester- Family, sold to E .M. Ijoew by Allied Amuse.
Co. ; Poll's Palace, Plaza and Khn Street,
sold to Fox N. E. Theaters by S. Z. Poli.

Ballyhoo wagon
was kept running
(First Nat'l)
through the residential and business
sections, before and during engagement. It carried a barrel-organ to
attract attention and during stops
played the exploitation record of "The
Barker." Circus throwavvays were
distributed among the crowd that
gathered around the ballyhoo wagon.
Ten thousand roto heralds were distributed in a house-to-house campaign. The front of the theater was
dressed in carnival fashion. — Fay's,
Rochester. N. Y.

"The

Singing
Fool"
(Warners)
A cooperative page ad was negotiated with the local music stores.
The successes sung by Jolson in
this Warner Bros. Vitaphone production were the basis of the advertisements which particularly plugged
sheet music and records of "Sonny
Boy," tlie theme song, and "Rainbow
'Round My Shoulder." Even radio
stores tied in telling their customer?
to prepare for the next Jolson broadcast.— Savoy,
Bethlehem,
Pa.

"The
Man
Who
Laughs"
"My Man"
(Universal)
(Warners)
Sold a co-operative page ad on the
For ten days the theater's radio
■ studio, Station WKEN, plugged the strength of using "The Man Who
music from "My Man" with the an- Laughs" as a slogan. For instance,
nouncer telling regularly about the "The Man Who Laughs uses suchcoming attraction. In addition to and-such tooth paste." "The Man
Laug:hs at Tire Troubles uses
this, devised the idea of having the Who
* * * * tires." All the merchants
of
number
a
visit
theater orchestra
Buffalo factories during lunch hour were glad to participate in such an
ad. The street railway company,
and play the Brice songs in the em- for the first time in its history parployees' cafeterias. The 100 dealers
ticipated in the stunt using hangers
of Victor talking machines and recwhich
read,
Parking Worries
ords in Buffalo got back of the the- for The Man"NoWho
Laughs. He
ater solidly in the matter of window
uses
Street
Cars
and
Busses."
display tie-ups. Windows were ob- windows were used in profusion, Book
and
tained in every one of these stores,
drug
stores
featured
Mary
Philbin
the
at
showing
the
emphasizing
Great Lakes theater and saying that Lip Stick in their displays. The
as many Brice encores as desired theme song of the picture, "When
could be obtained by purchasing her Love Comes Stealing" was played
Victor records. — H. M. .\ddison. at all song counters. — Joe Schagrin,
Park, Youngstown, O.
Great Lakes, Buffalo, N. Y.

PHIL
DALY
SEZ/
"It's good

to see that

some producers, at least,
intend to keep a level
head, in the sound merry-go-round, and are remembering that wired
houses are but a small
silents
QuaUt
total.
of ytheofnation'
percentage
films must be maintained,
even though crude stuff
can get by when dialogue

i:) added."

Business Betterment
Forecast in Alabama
Birmingham, Ala. — General conditions in Alabama are poor, due to bad
weather and the severe effects of
flu, but the concensus of opinion
seems to be that within the next
month or two, there will be a general revival of business and that the
state will have the best business year
it has had since 1925-26.

Few Cuts Made in 1928
by Irish Film Censor
Dublin — Despite Ireland's strict
censorship, only a few sequences were
banned by the censor, who saw 1,000
miles of film last year, chiefly American. The Free State now has 150
theaters, as contrasted with 4,000 in
F.ngland.
Somma Heads Fair Ass'n
Richmond, Va. — Charles A. Somma, who recently sold his interest in
four of his theaters to his former
partner, Walter J. Coulter, has been
elected general manager and direcof the beVirginia
State ofFair
He torwill
in charge
the.'Kss'n.
1929
fair in Richmond. Former Governor
Westmoreland Davis was elected
president of the associatio!). Somma
is arranging to have many vaudeville features staged at the next fair.
He retains control of three Riciiniond theaters, the Hippodrome, the
Globe
and the Star.
E. St. Louis Lyric Closed
East St. Louis, 111. — The Lyric
here is in the hands of receivers. A
petition for receivership against tluErco Amusement Company, operators of the hou.se. which has been
closed, was filed by creditors.
Secures Ohio Lease
Washington
Court
House,
O. —
Lease on the Colonial here has been
secured by R. J. McLean of this city
and M. \Vhitc of Cincinnati.
Fire Damages
Louisville
House
Louisville — Damage estimated bv
Manager H. J. Strotham at $4,000,
was caused l)\- fire in the l)00tli of
the Shawnee. Harr\- Cullins, operator, suffered burns about tiie hands
in trying to extinguish the blaze.
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Closes Deals for Pacent
Sound Makes Strides
First Powers Cinephone
All Christie Talkers
Installations in South
Are Recorded on Film
in Memphis Territory
On Way to West Coast
Atl.iiita. (ia.- W. 1.. I{raii(li'iil)urK'.
I cpresfiitativi' in the Atlanta territury for the I'acont Rcprnduccr has
I losed for Facciit devices in the folic >\\inn theaters: 'J'hree to Crescent
\iniisenicnt Co., for the C"apifol,
( larkesvilks, Tciin., Princess, Clevel.md. Tenn., and the Princess, t'olunil)ia. Tenn.; one to H. A. Bootii F.iiferprises for the Ho<nii. Knoxville. Tenn.
,ind one to Murray \- Pearce for the
(arohnian at Oran^ehurn. S. C.

.NUn-.phis — Pronres.s of ><)un(l lihn
installations and plans in the territory were reflected this week with
announcement of appointment of a
representative at Memphis by one
company, news of one contemplated
mstallation, and reports of projected
installations in two principal houses
we.st Tennessee. J. N. Talley is
.Memphis agent for Pacent Reproducer Company. The Palace, at
McCIeehee. Ark., will have DeForest
Phonotilm eciuipment in the near future, according to Timothy A. Shea,
manager and owner. The Clem, at
jacksoii, Tenn.. and the Palace, at
Covington, Tenn,. may have sound
in the near future.

Q-Service Expands
Atlanta — Q-Service, of Atlanta,
has established a brancli at Chicago
and tiiat anotlier would soon be
opened in New York, with still a
third in Los Anf?eles. Q-Scrvice,
Builds Own Sound Device
which was formed for the purpose
of cueinR pictures for theaters with
Sylacauga. .\la.— J. W. Peck. .Ir..
disc
reproducing
instnnnenfs.
is of tile First National and .American,
(Mrs. U. lias demonstrated his ingenuity by
operated bv Nelle Pilcher
T. Koch).
building a reproducing device to lend
sound
to his pictures.
Has Sound-Deadening
Device
Crawford
Gsts
Vitaphone
Post
Sound-deadcniuK
device
has i)ern
iloston — Carl (raw ford has been
invented by John .Arnold of M-Cl-M
It is a metal
lio\ which
fits over appointed eastern division sales chief
the camera
head.
for N'itaphonc.

NEW

PHOTOTONE

.All of tile ( liristie Talking Plays
to be released througii Paramount
during the coming season will l)c released on film, according to an announcement from .Al Christie. When
the Christie sound studios were first
put into operation some months ago,
this decision was reached after exDisney whose "Mickey Mouse"
tensive experiments were made with
soimd cartoons are synchronized by
both film and disc recordings.
the Powers Cine|)hone system. This
.At the Christie sound studios, all
installation is a portable ec|uipment
of the short talking plays arc being
w iiich may be used for location work
made on two films, one for the camas well as studio recording. It will
era shots and one for the sound
be followed by several other outfits track, this being the method which
to be mounte<l in a fleet of Powers Christie says proved to give the best
Cineplione sound trucks which will results. All cutting is being done on
lie at the service of all iiroducers.
separate iiicture films and sound
track films, and when the pictures
are completely edited double printing
Leatherman Handling Cinephone
of the sound track and picture is done,
I'". .A. Leatherman, for nianx- years so
film.that all release prints are on one
associated with the organ business
I'irst Powers ( inephone sound-onfihn recording e(|uipment to be installed on the coast and made available to the western |)ro(lucing companies will reach Los .Xngeles the
end of this week. The eciuipment
is on its way west in charge of Walt

supplying theaters in t'le southern
lerritorw has been appointed southern distributor for Powers Cinephone
witli headquarters at .Atlanta. He
will serve 11 southern states and
will establish
a branch
at Dallas.

New

Disc

Device

o'-atories.
I'nion
City, Ind.— Kinotone,
disc
turntable device, has been placed on
the market liy Lc Pilotc Radio Lab-

"TALKIE"

Before you invest — investigate —

PHOTOTONE

IS ESTABLISHED!

OHOTOTONE
Synchronous Device is sold to you
complete — installed.
rOR your own protection get full particulars as to
price and know just what quality and equipment
you get for your money before buying any synchronous machine.

WATCH

FOR SOUND ON FILM ANNOUNCEMENT
PHOTOTONE

SOON

COMPANY

North Vernon, Ind.
Offices:

Chicago.
lU., 845
New York, N. Y..
Suffolk.
Va.

S. Wabash
Ave.
1531 Broadway

Philadelphia. Pa. 1325 Vine St.
Boston. Mass., 28 Piedmont St.
Atlanta. Ga.. 125 Walton
St.

Oklahoma
City. Okla.. 705 W
Grand
St.
Los Angeles.
Calif.. 1936 So. Vermont
St.
Seattle. Wash..
2418 Second
Ave.

Minneapolis.
Minn..
5332
Chicago
Ave.
Kansas City. Mo.. 118 West
18th St.
Dallas, Texas,
1805 Commerce
St.
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Le Baron Outlines Plans
CONSTRUCTION CHANGES
AT

A Little
By

Details of the program of pliysical expansion at the RKO Studios,
new home of Radio Pictures, are revealed by William Le Baron, vice
president in charge of production,
said:
"In addition to the erection of one
complete new sound stage and the
creation of two additional soundchambers in existing stages, Radio
Pictures will enter upon a considerable program of expansion in preparation for its new sound-and-silent
program.
"One of the most ititeresting of
these projects is creation of a complete special effects department. In
this department will be included all
the intricate detail necessary for designing and building special effects
for our pictures, including a great
deal of new and modern machinery
for this purpose.
"A new power house will be erected, and a considerable amount of
additional incandescent lighting
equipment will be purchased.
"Two projection rooms will be
immediately treated for sound reproduction.
"Construction of a building for the
storage and maintenance of RCA
Photophone recording equipment is
another major project."
Two complete sets of Photophone
equipment — projection as well as recording— have reached the studios.
It is expected to be ready for operation March 1, when Radio Pictures'
new program will be officially
launched.
Filming "Honky Tonk"
Milton Ager and Jack Yellen are
at work on the new song numbers
which S'
Tucker will introduce

Leatrice Joy Signs for 4
First National Pictures

"Lots**
om tVlLK
frRALPH
Hollywood

OUR

First National has signed Leatrice
Joy for four Vitaphone First National productions. The engagement
of Miss Joy closely follows the contract with Irene Bordoni.

Christies Line Up Stars
for Talking Featurettes

old friend, John C. Brownell,
has deserted his Eastern boat
and fishing trips, to join the RKO
scenario staff. In the past, John has
Both Raymond Griffith and the
made trips to the FBO studio, hav- (jleasons — James and Lucille Webing been eastern
scenario editor of
ster— have signed contracts with Al
that company.
Christie for another featurette. Grif*
*
*
fith's first for Christie was "Post
Arthur Rankin, who was one of
Mortem,"
and the Gleasons' "Meet
the busiest screen juveniles last year,
the Missus." Louise Fazenda is to
is rehearsing for a leading role in star
in two for Christie, while Lois
"Bad Babies," a new play by George Wilson is under contract for another.
Scarborough, the veteran playwright.
*
*
*
New Job for Gag Man
Ernest Hilliard, who formerly
Duties
of the sound-film gag man
played in Eastern studios, is an
active free-lancer. He is appearing now include supplying "business"
"lines" for dialogue and
in a featured role in "Dynamite," pantomime,
which is being made by Cecil B. "sound" for comedy and other efDeMille.
fects. "The House of Horror," a
*
*
*
mystery special with a cast including Louise Fazenda, Chester ConkPat O'Malley has moved his make- lin, Thelma
Todd and James Ford,
up box from United Artists to Paramount. He recently finished work which is now being filmed by First
National with sound and dialogue,
in "Alibi" and is now playing the role
the sound gag man's pet, for its
of a newspaper reporter in "The Man is
variety of noises.
*
*
*
I Love."
Powell Returns to Studio
Tom Gibson, the scenarist,
informs us he has been "sitting in on dialogue and incidentals for Sonoart's All-Talking production, 'Broadway
Bound' ". Tom is a veteran
screen writer.
*
*
*
Our Passiyig Show: William. Fox entertaining J. J.
Murdoch and Harold B.
Franklin and friends at the
Fox studio; Paul Nicholson,
former vaudeville headliner,
greeting Mr. Murdoch; Irving
Cummings ayid Dave Butler
chatting at the Fox studio.

William Powell, one of Paraniount's star character actors, has
returned to Hollywood after a vacation of six weeks ini New York and
Havana. His next picture will be
a talking film of S. S. Van Dine's
"The Greene Murder Case." Frank
Tuttle will direct this picture and
Powell will have a cast including
Ruth Chatterton, Paul Lukas and
Eugene Pallette.
New

Benchley Subject Finished

Robert Benchley has just com|)leted his newest Fo.x Movietone,
title of which has been changed from
in "Hour
k" being directed on
"Gardening" to "Stewed, Fried and
Walt Disney Returning West
the Cos
'x)yd Bacon.
The
Walt Disney, creator of the Boiled." The story for this two-reel
■'il^me ft<
led, its composers "Mickey Mouse" sound cartoons, is talker of suburban life was written
jng , J,
,'m Doing What en route to Hollywood after com- by Benchley and directed by James
t."
Others in the cast are SylDo.
pleting the sound synchronization Parrott.
via Field and Ed Brady.
of "The Opry House." While in
Eve Southeri. XTonvalescing
New York, Disney also made the
Eve Southern, who is to star in sound synchronization of the first of
"Studio Murder Mystery" Started
the Tiffany-Stahl production tenta- a new series of novelty pen and ink
"The Studio Murder Mystery" is
tively titled "The Miracle," is re- comedies, on the Powers Cinephone in production at the Hollywood stucuperating after an illness. While
dio as an all talker under direction of
system
of sound-on-llm.
Frank Tuttle. In the cast are: Flormaking "The Miracle," Miss Southern was constantly in damp atmosence Eldridge, Doris Hill, Neil HamGloria's
Next
phere and caught cold. She soon
ilton, Eugene Pallette, Frederic
Gloria Swanson is planning a
will go to London to make a picMarch, Lane Chandler, Warner Oland
talker
of
"The
Battalion
of
Death,"
ture there for Tiffany-Stahl.
Lenore
Coffee original.
and Guy Oliver comprise the principal players. Scenario and dialogue
Schulberg Finishes Vacation
were written by Tuttle.
Nye for "Madame X"
B. P. Schulberg, production head
Carrol Nye has been signed by
Mechanics Plan Ball
of the Paramount Hollywood stu- M-G-M for a role in "Madame X,"
dios, who has been vacationing for which is to be remade as a talker
M. P. Studio Mechanics, Local 37,
two weeks in Mexico City, has re- with
cast. Ruth Chatterton heading the will stage a benefit ball Feb. 23 at
turned to his desk.
Ocean Park.

SI 00,000 Fire
Damage estimated at $100,000 was caused by fire at the
John Ince studio. About 200
films were destroyed as was a
model of the Ince-a-Phone,
disc synchronizer, which Ince
was preparing to place on the
market. Most of the loss was
covered by insurance.

"U" Option on Hersholt
Services Runs Till April I
Universal's option on services of '
Jean Hersholt does not expire until
April 1, the company having until
March 1 to notify him of its intentions on renewal. Meanwhile, Renaud Hoffman is preparing to start
Hersholt's next picture, "The Cli-

Four Directors Receive
First National Contracts
First National has placed William
Beaudinc, Irvin Willatt, Reginald
Barker and John Griffith Wray, directors, under contract.
max."
"Blue Skies" Fox Title
The title of "Nobody's Children,"
Fox picture from a story by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan, has been
changed to "Blue Skies." It has
been decided to make no sound version of this picture. The cast is
headed by Helen Twelvetrees and
Frank Albertson.
Edington Joining Pathe?
H. E. Edington, veteran business
adipinistrator, is retiring from that
field, presumably to join Pathe in an
executive capacity. He plans a vacation in Honolulu and a trip to
Europe. Edington for some time
has represented Kennedy on the
Coast.

T-S
Role for Helen
Foster
Helen
Foster,
Wampas
star, has
been loaned to Tiffany-Stahl by Cliff ;
Broughton
Prod,
to play in "Midway," starring Joe E. Brown.
"Cape Smoke" Seitz Film Title
Title of the Fox production which
George B. Seitz is making is "Cape
Smoke," based on the stage play of
the same name by Walter Archer
Frost and Paul Dickey. Beulah Marie Dix is making the adaptation and
Bertram
Millhauser
will supervise.

"Luckywith Boy"
GEORGE
Adaptation
and

JESSEL
Continuity

by

Isadore Bernstein
Forthcoming
All Talkie

Feature

"The Love Song"
Continuity
and Dialogue
Isadore Bernstein

Story,

1337

North
Hollywood.

Sycamore

Street

California

by
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Invisible M. C.

And That's That
By PHIL

M. DALY

WARNER \itaplione pictures are
popular in Detroit, tlie booking
anil charts show, for recently nine
day and date first runs were chalked
up.
Jim Milligan of Associated Publications tells about the Scotchman
whose fever tvas so high that they
put him in the basement and put
out the furnace.
Raymond Griffith is surprising
some of the wiseacres by his work
in talkers. Coast advices say. The
veteran comedian's husky voice registers well, it is stated.
Fox is giving a break to Buddy
Erickson, who served his apprenticeship niider F. W. Murnau. Now
Buddy has been made a director,
Lady from Hell"
"A featured.
filming
and
with isMary
Astor

Sam W. B. Cohen, veteran publicist, has been elected assistant chief
Hi-Hatter, succeeding James Loughborough, and Roy Miller has succeeded Perk Swope as secretary of
the Hi-Hatters, Hollywood.

// you wa7it to get the lowdown
on racketeering, get a load of
Johnny O'Connor's "Broadway
Racketeers." It's a well written
story of grifting along the big stem.
Question as to where professional
baseball players go during the winter time finds an answer at the Pathe
studios where four of them are
working. The four are Archie Campbell, recent recruit to the pitching
staff of the New York Yankees;
Frank Markling, well known catcher
in the Western League; Fred MooreCarhouse, pitcher for the St. Louis
dinals, and Art McLean of the
Senators.
Washington
Secures W. C. Contract
Visalia, Cal.— Contract for the erection of the West Coast theater here,
has been secured by the Beller Construction Co., Hollywood. Work on
the house is to be started soon.

Detroit — Enter the invisible,
or electrical master of ceremonies, who is doing his stuff
at the Fox. It is an amplifier,
high in the proscenium,
through which, each number is
announced.

Patrons Prefer Discs,
Alfred Weiss Believes
(Continued from Page 1)

years ago, and have a fair knowledge
of tone quality. My company handles both systems, disc and sound-onfilni, but I have found ,as a result
of an investigation through my
agents and salesmen that the theatergoers of this country enjoy the tone
quality of the disc methods much
more.
".A fact worthy of consideration regarding sound devices is, we found
that operators claim they have much
less difficulty in operating the disc
system than with the sound-on-film.
The disc system today is almost foolproof, and very seldom does one hear
complaints from operators. The situation is quite different with soundon-film. The operator is compelled
to take care of a number of important adjustments, which takes in the
operation of two amplifiers and the
electric photo cell.
"We have further found that in
the long run it costs less to operate
the disc system. The life of a sound
track on a film is not very long, —
once defective it must go through a
machine silent. When once a disc is
found to be defective the operator
always has one or two to replace it.
The cost of replacing the record is
$1.25, and should it become necessary to replace a complete reel the
cost will be from twenty to thirty
dollars.
"The talking picture field is in its
infancy today, and there is plenty of
room for improvement. I am sure,
however, that the various companies
producing talking machine devices
and pictures are trying hard to improve the present product."

William Russell Dies on
Coast of Pneumonia
{Continued from Page

1)

being ill a week with pneumonia.
His wife, Helen Ferguson made a
hurried trip here from San Francisco, but arrived too late. Russell
Sound pictures will be introduced was 42 years old, having been born
in Japan by K. Tanaka of the Tozai in New York in 1887. He had a
Eiga Co., Tokyon, with "The Bach- long career in pictures, and at one
elor's Club," starring Richard Tal- time was one of the mainstays of
madge. Tanaka has closed in New
York with Oscar A. Price for the the Fox program. For the last several years he had been free-lancing.
series of Talmage pictures produced
In' General Pictures. En route to During 1928, he appeared in "Woman Wise," "The Escape," "Danger
New York, the Japanese distributor
Patrol." "S-tate Street Sadie" and
visited Hollywood.
"The Midnight Taxi."
Ulmann Gets Sjn-acuse House
Publix Gets Springfield Lease
Syracuse, N. Y.— With a deal of
Fox for the Brighton here having
Springfield, Mass. — Publi.x has
fallen through, the house reverts leased from the Dunlap Realty
back to Frederick Ulmann, the Corp. for 14 years, the theater, seating 3,000, which is under construcowner, and will reopen under mantion here, it is reported.
agement of W. Korach.

Talmadge Film to Bring
Sound Pictures to Japan

Short Shots from
New York Studios
mm^^By

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY

^^^

BUTLER is expending
JyUHNNY
every effort
to take the discord
out of sound pictures being made by
Paramount at its eastern plant. In
order to eliminate an assortment of
foreign noises a SO-foot addition is
being built. In this will be housed
the power and heating plants and
the carpenter shop. When the structure is complete in about two montiis,
removal of these departments will
permit
enlargement of tlie main
stage.

Flying
Theater
Chic
ago— Ten reels of films
were shown to passengers
aboard an airplane in its flight
here from St. Paul. Drawn
curtains shut out the light, for
the showing on a screen suspended from the rear of the
pilot's cabin.

H. Warner Reiterates
Denial of Loew Deal
(Continued from Page
I)

we arc pleased to note that Loew's
and M-G-M also
are," he declared
ponitMig out this satisfaction is based
on the knowledge that when the various companies do well, it is of benefit
to the entire industry.
James Delaney, electrician at
Nicholas M. Schenck has unqualifiededly denied that any deal has
Sound Studios where Pathe is shoot- discus
been
sed.
ing, has been promoted by this company to the post of sound engineer.
Rutgers Neilson publicizes that "the
title sounds good."

W. E. Makes Public
Serv(Cont
ice Charge Guts

In case you don't know and are
interested, the real names of the four
Marx Brothers, now starring in Paramount's version of their recent hit,
"The Cocoanuts," are these. Harpo
is Arthur, Chico is Leo, Groucho is
Julius and Zeppo is Herbert. Supplementing them in the cast, working
under the direction of Robert Florey
and Joseph Stanley, are: Oscar Shaw,
Mary Eaton, Katharine Francis, Cyril
Ring, Basil Ruysdael and Sylvan Lee.
Gari-ett Fort is working with Director Jean de Limur on the script
of "Jealousy," next Jeanne Eagels
starring vehicle. In the play which
has just closed on Broadway, only
two characters were in evidence but
the talking version will demand a
normally-large cast.

inued from Page I)

company, are outlined in a letter to
exhibitors who have wired houses
sent out by C. W. Bunn, general
sales
manager of Electrical Research
Products.

"Schedule 'A', our present standard service charges, will apply during the first six months after the
completion of an installation," the
letter says. "At the end of that
period the charges will be substantially reduced to conform with
Schedule 'B' and will apply during
the second six months of operation.
The charges will again be reduced
substantially after one year to conSchedes
ule to 'C.
"Servform
icewith charg
theaters whose
installations have been in operation
for six months or one year as of the
week ending Feb. 23, will be reduced
to the corresponding schedule from
and after that date.
"In the case of theaters on the
weekly payment plan the weekly
payment will be adjusted to give efchargefect
s.to the new schedule of service

J. G. Bachman and associates,
namely Richard Dix, Victor Schertzinger and Ned Sparks, have left for
the Coast, where the next Dix
vehicle, "The Wheel of Life," will be
produced. The unit last made "Noth"Every theater will be notified
ing But the Truth." Eddie Cronjager, who photographed the picture, when its reductions become effecleaves within a few days to again
focus on Rich. Schertzinger made
The theaters effe
v the reductions as of Fp
"Nothing
But
the
Truth"
in
18
days
- alreaf'v
of shooting.
been notified in
i \\
ford Drake,
vie
of '
trical
Research.
R-K-0 Theaters Played
to 2,500,000 Sunday tive." Anni\^.'sar> of AllNearly 2,500,000 patrons attended First
Talker Completion Today

Radio-Keith Orpheum theaters of
the nation on Sunday, the circuit reports, in what is declared to be the
largest single day ever reported, with
the exception of holidays. In Greater
New York, it is claimed, attendance
was over 250,000. Advent of talkers
at the Hippodrome, New York, gave
that house attendance of 19,600 a
record day for the house.
Springffield Strand Reopens
Springfield, 111. — The Strand here,
owned by Louis and Gus Kerasotes,
has opened after remodeling and redecorating. The house features
sound pictures via RCA Photophone.

Today marks first anniversary of
completion of "The Lights of New
York," initial all-talking picture.

Vote on Capital Increase
M. P. Capital Corp., stockholders
vote today on proposal to increase
authorized common stock from 300,000 to 1,000,000 no par shares and
creating an issue of 200,000 shares
of authorized cumulative convertible
second preferred. The board is negotiating sale of 50.000 shares of $2.50
cumulative convertible second preferred stock and warrants entitling
holders to subscribe for 200,000 shares
of common at $10 a share.
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Isn 't It So ?

In
rllE locale is the West.
one town, "The Trail of
'98"
(silent)
outdraws
riic Wolf of Wail Street" (diaimR-).
In another Western key,
riie Shopworn Angel" (with two
N of dialogue)
runs merry
'cs around "The Doctor's Sell" (all-talker). From which the
inclusions to be drawn are seval:
1 . That dialogue doesn't necesrily mean
cracking
box-ofifice
lords.
That day, as we remind
nt frequently, is gone.
_'. That the public is searching
■r that which contains the most
intertaihment value and that it
lakes little difference whether said
Murtainment talks or does not.

Price

Wednesday, February 20, 1929

5 Cents

MANAGEMENT DEAL FOR R-K-0
HOUSES IN CANADA REPORTED
Warns of Tax
Detroit — Danger of passage
of Speaker
R. Ming's
mission taxFred
bill was
outlined adto
members of the state exhibitor
unit here yesterday by Sen.
Arthur E. Wood, who believes
the measure will pass. The
meeting was of the Wayne
county delegation to the Legislature, which is considering
ways and means to defeat the
biU.

U.S. SURVEY SHOWS RISE
IN PRODUCTION COSTS
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Linked to Oft-Denied Report of Publix-RadioKeith-Orpheum
Deal
Persistent reports of an impending deal for management
of R-K-O theaters by Publix,
have been denied vigorously in
New York by officials of both
companies. One report has it
that the alleged deal would be
completed and become operative early in March.

Washington — Cost of production
in the picture industry in 1927 totaled
$134,343,360, against $93,636,348 in
1925, an increase of 43.5 per cent,
according to a preliminary report
made public yesterday by the census
bureau of the Dept. of Commerce.
The figures are based on returns
from 142 establishments in 1927 and
Toronto — Echo of reports in the
132 in 1925, an increase of 7.6 per
States
to the effect that a deal is
cent for the period.
Expenditures
for films
in 1927 pending for the taking over of KeithSentiment Still Lives
shewed an increase of 50.9 per cent Albee-Orpheum houses by Publix
under a management plan, sometime
(Continued
on
Page
4)
It affords great pleasure to take
ic recognition of the following:
in March, is a deal understood under
1 he Plaza,
neighborhood
house
way between R-K-O and Famous
Sound-on-film has met the com- Texas "Blue" Repealer
hire a considerable
percentage
of
Players Canadian Corp.
pany's
every
requirement
for
perfect
<: Avenue
and its boiled shirts clarity, resonance, the recording of
Is Passed by House Negotiations indicate that Famous
;Id drop in for film entertainment
Dallas— By vote of 75 to 42, the Players will absorb the Imperial at
and speaking voices, orchesto be razed.
The net proceeds for singing
tral and sound effects, declares Lee House of Representatives has voted Montreal and the Imperial Theater
c last five days are to be appor- Marcus, vice president of RKO to repeal the Sunday closing law, so at St. John, N. B., both of which
(Continued
on Page 6)
>ned among the veteran employes
far as picture houses are concerned. are personally owned by E. F. Albee.
the theater.
The idea is Leo
It is also stated, on good authority,
(Continued
on Page 6)
demonstrates
fullybeen
the
cticher's.
that all Itsentiment
has not
iished by the economic
pressure
rough which the industry is passing
id that Brecher, as we have long
wn, is one regular guy.

Epochal
A year ago yesterday, the Warners
lislied "Lights of New York," the
>t all-talker. A memorable event
id truly a date of historic imporiice. What has happened since
en is written in letters of fire in
e annals of the industry. Mark it
dl, Feb. 19, 1928. .\n epochal
iai)ter began on that day.

Justice Begins to Stretch
Svi the Justice Department is to
K' into the interchangeabiiity issue
o-.ice, it seems. We didn't know
|iy such issue existed any longer
<cept in the minds of the Department.

I

SOUND-ON-FIIM SAID TO
NEET RKO REQUIREMENTS

619 THEflTERSi EOX
CHAIN, COMPANY SAYS

i._rv
REX
t«

THREE PASSIONS

Fox now has under his control in
the United States 619 picture houses,
either built or soon to be opened, tlie
company states. In several instances
other chains operate circuits on a
booking basis or through subsidiaries,
but Fox firm owns and operates its
houses, it is pointed out together
with claim that Fox has immediate
sway over more houses than any
other chain.
This expansion, which started two
of the
with acquisiti
years ago(Continued
on Page on6)
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AL JIRISTIE'S mLL-TALKING COMfDYl
'THE NELANCHOLY DANr'nogrcoiilN

NOW- United Artists Theatre rV'

No Paper Friday

A Dull Day

jVery disappointing.
Not a denial
jSued yesterday
from any source.
ark the day down as a total loss.
K ANN

How to make a PARAMOUNT-CHRISTIE
tickets at the Box-Office — Advt.

TALKING

PLAY

sell

22 being WashFeb. Birthday
Friday, ington's
and a legal
holiday there will be no issue
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lished.
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Cleveland to Have Third
"Broadway Melody" Show

Third showing of "The Broadway
Melody," M-G-M singing and talking picture, is scheduled at the StillVol. XLVII No. 43 Wednesday, Feb.20, 1929 Prict 5 Coots
man, Cleveland, in a $2 top run starting March 2. The picture now is
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1,000 Reels of Fihn Lost
in Fire at K. C. Exchange
Kansas City — About 1,000 reels of
film are said to have been destroyed
in fire which gutted the Mid-West
Film Exchange
here.
Tony Sarg at AMPA
Tony Sarg, cartoonist and master
of the marionettes, will be Thursday's guest of honor at the weekly
luncheon of the AMPA. The AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball committees
are meeting daily and new attractions are being added to the big array of entertainment for the evening
of March 2 at the Astor.

ry's
TheDatInd
e ust
Book

Gregory
with Columbia
Omaha — ^Charles Gregory, veteran M-G-M manager at Kansas City,
Tonight: Amateur bouts at M. P. Club of has been named manager of the
New
York.
Omaha Columbia branch. He reMask" at
of "The
Feb. 21 Opening
places W. S. Rand.
York. Iron
Rivoli, New
"The Wolf Song" at
Feb. 23 Opening
Embassy, ofNew York.
of "Hearts of Dixie" at
Feb. 25 Opening
Gaiety, New
York.
Mar. 2 AMPA Hollywood Masque Ball in
New
York.
Apr. 14-15-16 Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit.

Eddie Grainger in Northwest
Portland, Ore. — Eddie Grainger
of Fox is completing a survey of the
Portland and Seattle territories, to
gain first hand knowledge of conditions. He plans a trip to Montana
keys.
Saunders Resigns from Paramount
R. W. Saunders has resigned as
comptroller of Paramount to become
president of Associated Metals, holding company for a number of western Canadian miries.
Vitaphone
Signs Eleanor
Painter
Eleanor Painter, prima donna, has
signed a contract to star in a Vitaphone presentation number in which
she will sing several solos. It will
be her first appearance in films. The
filming is to be done at Warner
studios in Brooklyn.

Warner-Freihofer Deal Off?
Philadelphia — Deal of WarnerStanley for the Freihofer interests in
Philadelphia is off, it is stated here.
Pathe N. Y. Exchange Moves
The New
York branch of Pathe
now is located on the 8th floor of
the Film Center Building.
Starts March 1
Gertrude Lawrence is leaving Florida Feb. 22 for Hollywood,
where
she commences work on the Fox lot
March 1.
New Pathe Manager at Milwaukee
Milwaukee — J. J. Clark has been
appointed manager of the Pathe exmann. change here, succeeding W. A. AschFaragoh
Leaving
for Coast
Francis Faragoh, playwright, who
has been signed by Pathe as a member of the writing staff, leaves for
the Coast today.
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The Greatest of All
Sound Devices
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Human
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CineX£5?

Filters the tones to charm your
audience with a voice — clear as
crystal — lifelike — blending the
mellow and the sonorous —
providing a tonal color — unsurrange — and
— unexcelled
in quality.
passed in volume
Operation
is so simple — it is
amazing — it will transform into
a temple of music

The Largest Auditorium
or the Smallest Theatre

Just Plug It in Like a Radio.
All Electric — All Steel

PRAISE!

6"

"
Per 3 Cent
29

Fireproof

Yes, sir!
"You Ain't Heard Nothin'
UNTIL

It is an unusual
thing for me
praise, but I am more than pleased
inform you that your trailer service
the finest both from an artistic
well as advertising point of view.
BENJAMIN
SHINDLER,
VCTORIA
THEATRE.
Camden,
N. J.
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Come and See It— Hear It
and Be Convinced

8.&S.ENTERPRISES,INC.
46 Church St.,

Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK OFFICES:
729 Seventh Avenue
Suite

510.

Phone

Bryant

3951-0586

TH E TALK OF
THE INDUSTRY

Only those ivho have watched at the Astor Theatre, N. Y. or at Qrauman's
Chinese Theatre, Los Angeles, can know the thrill of this greatest hit in
the annals of stage or screen. Standees matinee and night. Advance sale
mounting to amazing totals. Every existing record smashed in first week,
*The Broadway Melody** is the biggest event in this industry in ten years!
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Sound Pictures
iBy CHARLES

U. S. Survey Shows
Rise In Prod. Costs
(Continued

from

Page

1)

F. HYNESi

Darmour to Make 26 Sound
and Silent RKO Comedies
Larry Darmour will produce 26
short subjects for RKO in sound and
silent versions. H. C. Witwer has
been signed to write 13 of the stories, and the remaining 13 will be
known as "Mickey McGuire" comedies. This will be Darmour's third
series of McGuire offerings based on
the cartoon characters on Fontaine
Fox.
Sound For Ottawa

House

Ottawa, Can. — The Rex, one of the
J. P. Nolan chain, has been equipped
with Western Electric sound apparatus. The first sound production
shown was the "Patent Leather Kid."
The Avalon, which opened last Dec.
is also to be equipped for sound pictures, according to Nolan.
To Wire Third Toronto House
Toronto — Jules Bernstein, manager
of Loew's, has returned from New
York where he arranged for the immediate wiring of the house. The
combination picture and vaudeville
policy will be continued as before.
This makes the third large theater
in Toronto to be wired.

The HOTEL

Jefferson
ON THE OCEAN END OF
KENTUCKY AVE.
ATLANTIC

CITY,

N. J.

AN HOTEL WHOSE COMFORTS
WILL ASSURE ONE OF FULL
ENJOYMENT
OF THIS GLORIOUS RESORT.
Each Room has Bath — Strictly Fireproof — Luxurious Lobbies — Sundeck
Overlooking the Ocean.
Golf Privilege*

American
European

Powers Cinephone Unit
Designed for Exchanges

RKO to Draw on Vaude.
Players for Short Subjects

Amsterdam Made Head
of Warner-Equity Chain

Benefit for Employes of
N. Y. House Before Closing

Space Available

^

New Studio

r
24 Foot Height
Complete Modern Incandescent Light Equipment
Location — 3 Blocks from Bridge Plaza
Long Island City

Plan $7 up
Plan $4 up

CARAVEL FILMS
3S0 Madison Ave., N. Y. C. Tel. Vanderbilt 6198

OWNERSHIP— MANAGEMENT

FETTER

I Short Shots from
\\New York Studios

ever 1925, while expenditures on unfinished productions increased 78 per IfaM-BiBBy
cnnv^
^
TIALF ofARTHUR
the oldfV.Tilfo
rd studio
cent and expendHtures for labora- ■■-■• on West 44th Street, in recent
tory work increased 10.2 per cent, years called
Tec Art, has been leased
Dallas — Preference for silent the bureau's figures show. Included for 10 years
by American Sound
dramas and orchestras was expressed in the 1927 figures of production
Studios and given this new title.
cost
were
$92,593,732
expended
on
by pictures-goers in a ballet recently
The firm plans production of 12 twocompleted by Dallas newspapers and 1,347 theatrical negative films, $2,- reel comedies and will rent
space
499,660
expended
on
news
films,
theaters. The voting was light, and
Work starts immediately on a 50x100
musicians and allied and sympathetic $617,466 on advertising films, $337, sound stage. E. B.
Kohlenbeck is
crafts are declared to have, played a 159 on educational films and $615,262 president of the organi
zation and Alon
other
films,
a
total
of
$96,663,279,
large part in the balloting. All-talkfred Walker, well know
in film
ers were opposed, and synchronized against $64,036,805 for 1925. Expen- circles both in the East n
and at the
ditures on unfinished productions in
pictures, while faring better, failed
Coast,
to overcome lead of silent films and 1927 totaled $13,267,338, against $7,- manager.IS vice-president and general
orchestras.
451,652 in 1925, and laboratory work
*
*
♦
totaled $24,412,743, against $22,147,The long-talked-about "Glorifying
891.
the American Girl" seems ready for
The report showed 7,598 salaried Its screen debut, with Millard Webb
officers and employees were engaged doing the directing for Paramount.
Special Powers Cinephone outfit in the industry in 1927, against 5,945 Some unknown femme will be "disin 1925 an increase of 27.8 per cent,
covered" and featured. Webb last
for exchanges now is being manu- while the average number of wage
factured. It consists of a single
made "Gentlemen of the Press" for
moun
from all reports, it's
sound-on-film reproduction unit, with earners was 8,415, against 5,573, an Para
ffood.t and
*
+
*
speakers and amplifier. One syn- increase of 51 per cent. Salary payments for 1927 aggregated $56,298,chronous turntable is included in the
The Downeys, Mort and his bride,
560, against $35,950,778 two years Barbara
installation where desired.
Bennett, will leave for Florearlier, an increase of 56.6 per cent,
ida late this week on- a belated honeyand wage payments aggregated $18,moon after finishing work in
637,005, against $13,065,756, an in- "Mother's Boy," Pathe talker
.
crease of 42.6 per cent. The cost of Rober
t T. Kane, who produced the
materials,
supplies,
fuel
and
purRKO Prod., is planning production
picture, and its director, Bradley
chased power in 1927 totaled $34,- Barker,
of one and two reel acts, drawing on
already have gone Floridian,
867,472, against $33,258,368 in 1925,
talent from the Keith-Albee-Orph- an increase of 4.8 per cent, and the or whatever you call it when you
vacation in that region.
eum circuit, which the parent comfor contract work amountpany, Radio-Keith-Orpheum owns. payments
ed to $15,476,548, against $5,368,593,
Two reelers will be made in the East
an increase of 188.3 per cent. The
utilizing vaudeville names, while the
ones made in the West will feature latter item includes rentals of studios, together with the necessary
Philadelphia— Bell Amsterdam ils
picture stars.
electric power, stage settings, labor directing head of
the Warner-Equity
and minor-role actors.
Theaters, formed to take over the
Sound At Foiu: Va. Cities
Of the 142 establishments report- Equity chain in Philadelphia and surRoanoke, Va. — Sound equipment
ing for 1927, California reported 76,
rounding territory. Warners has a
recently has been installed at Char- New York 21, New Jersey and Ohio 51 per cent intere
st with option to
lottesville, Staunton, Danville and six each, Illinois five, Pennsylvania, purchase the remain
ing 49 per cent
within two years.
Lynchburg. RCA Photophone equip- four, Massachusetts and Michigan
ment has been installed at the Roa- three each and the remaining 16
noake here while Movietone is fea- were in ten other states.
tured at the American with talkers
The industry, as defined for cenexpected at the Strand. In Danville
sus purposes, embraces all processes
sound is featured at the Rialto while
Net proceeds of the last five days
the New Theater at Staunton also and activities connected with the pro- of operation of the Plaza, Madison
duction
of
motion
pictures,
such
as
has sound
pictures.
Ave. and 59th St., New York, will
the photography of scenes, the de- comprise a benefit fund for employes.
velopment of exposed films, the The house is being closed Feb. 28
Buys Two Pacents
Cleveland — Paul Gusdanovic has printing of projection films and" other and will be dismantled. Leo Brecher
purchased two Pacent machines for studio ahd laboratory work neces- has for years operated the house,
sary in connection with the prepara- known throughout the country for
his Regent and LaSalle from Ray
tion of projection films for use. It its distinguished clientele.
Morris, Ohio sales representative.
Harry Horwitz bought a Pacent from does not, however, include distribuMorris for the Olympia.
tion and projection in theaters.
No Nodate
Date
Ark"set for
hasonas"Noah's
yet been
opening of "Noah's Ark" at the Winter Garden, New York, although
paper is up announcing the film as
an attraction soon to open at the
house. "The Singing Fool," now
current, is to be moved to some other
Day or Week
house, probably the Harris, it is indicated.
50 X 100 Feet Clea

Silent Films, Orchestras
Over 800,000 Have Seen
Preferred in Dallas Vote
"Singing
Fool" in England
Over 800,000 patrons already have
seen "The Singing Fool" in England, Warners state, in the few
houses to which it has been pre-released. At the Regal, Marble Arch,
London, it so far has played to 377,000 patrons; at the Coliseum, Glasgow, 293,000; at the New Oxford,
Manchester, 68,000, while the remainder has been recorded at the
Plaza, Southsea; Hippodrome, Croydon; Carlton, Upton Park, and Haymarket, Norwich. The figures are
claimed to set new records in England.
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"SOUND

PATENTS"

A New Film Daily Feature
SEVERAL months ago, The Film Daily arranged to present
to the industry a series of articles dealing with the patent history of synchronization and sound devices.
The services of Mr. Benjamin T. Rauber, New York
patent attorney, a former member of the staff of the United
States Patent Office in Washington and, by appointment, a
special assistant to the Attorney General of the United States,
were engaged.
While these articles may give some insight into the patent situation, it is not their purpose to give any opinion or
conclusion as to the value or strength of any existing patent,
but only to bring to the attention of the industry what the
various patents disclose.
It is believed their publication will prove of value not
only as a matter of historical interest, but as containing
valuable suggestions for future improvements or developments of the synchronization phase of the sound picture
development.
The first of these articles is now ready. Publication
will begin in an early issue of

THE FILM DAILY

THE
Wednesday,

Coast Wire Service

Hollywood Happenings
RKO Music Department
Planned by Le Baron

A Little

from

Lots

Management Deal for
RKO Houses in Can.
(^Continued

from

Page

1)
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This is another of a series of
articles by leaders of the sound
picture field, as to the respective merits of sound-on-film
and sound-on-disc recording.
Watch for other articles on
the subject.

that the Radio-Keith-Orpheum theaters in the Dominion are slated to
become part of the Famous Players
chain in Canada. These would include B. F. Keith's Ottawa, and the
new Orpheum, Vancouver.
Famous Players, already controls
a number of theaters in western Can(Continued from Page 1)
ada where Orpheum time is a regular
feature and the corporation also oper- Prod., which company favors the
ates the Hippodrome, Toronto, which sound-on-film method
of recording.
is thecity.
home of Keith vaudeville in
that
"Our synthesis of sound to action
A significant fact is that Famous is all that we would want in accuPlayers recently sold a big slice of its
racy, and certainly the exhibitor's
theatre site in Ottawa for $428,000 projection and sound problem is, to
our mind, a much simplified one with
where a big theater was noted for sound-on-film,
" he says.
months as "opposition" to the Keith
"I am not prepared to enter into
house. Famous Players executives in
Toronto were in New York for con- any controversial discussion on the
ferences and a R-K-O official has relative merits of sound-on-film and
been in Toronto for a similar pursound-o
"Ourn-disc.
" ience however, with
exper
RCA Photophone has been so satispose.
Windsor, Ont., House Acquired
factory that we have launched into
Windsor, Ont. — Famous Players a $5,000,000 sound-on-film construcCanadian Corp. has acquired the
tion program in Hollywood."
Capitol here for $292,500. The company had been planning to build here.
RKO Buying Cleveland House
Cleveland — Radio-Keith-Orpheum
interests is reported to have taken
an option on the new Uptown, St.
Clair Ave. and East 106th St., built
(Continued
from Page 1)
by S'techer, Fine and Kramer. No
verification could be obtained.
Roxy, New York, following which
Wesco's and Midwesco's 250 houses
Kamin Gets Cleveland Lease
were acquired, and the Poll chain
in New England. First runs also
Cleveland — Edward Kamin has
have been built or acquired in Philadelphia, Brooklyn, Detroit and St. from
taken Sam
overSchachtel.
the lease of the "Y"
Louis. Houses soon are to be completed at San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Seattle, Newark, while sites are being
Stryker,
C, House
Sold
secured at Atlanta, Boston, Cleveland
Stryker,
O.— W.
E. Degroff
has
and Pittsburgh, and a 52-story the- sold the Elite to E. L. Garber.
ater and office building in New York.
The most recent step in this expansion has been the taking over
by Fox of more than 200 theaters
in the New York area, located in the
metropolis and adjacent territory in
New Jersey and New York state. The
aggregate of 619 grew out of the
savings of $1,666 which William Fox
invested a quarter of a century ago
in a Brooklyn
store, show.

it
>*
Arrangements have been completed for establishment of a musical and orchestral department at the
RALPH
WILK
RKO studios, according to William
Le Baron, vice president in charge
Hollywood
of production. This department will
human interest stories We
can
handle synchronization of all Radio
be found in local studios.
MANY
Pictures. Jacques Grunberg is en ■^"-■of a man,
who
until a few
route to the Coast, with his assist- know
ant, librarian, arranger and other weeks ago, had been an executive at
members of his staff to handle the a certain studio since its opening
new department. A building to years ago. Receiving his dismissal, he
house the department will be erected. swallowed his pride and went to
work as an "extra" in the studio
that has known him for so many
Dix Returns to Coast
years. Another new "extra" at the
Richard Dix is en route to Holly- same studio is a scenarist, who is
wood, having been in New York doing "atmosphere" until she receives a new
story assignment.
since before Christmas, engaged on
*
*
*
his new all-talking farce, "Nothing
Our Passing Show: Jetta
But the Truth." He will begin production soon on his next Paramount
Goudal, Montagu Love, Fredric Sullivan, Em/mett Corripicture, "The Wheel of Life," which
will also be a dialogue production.
gan, William J. Cowan, Lenore Coffee, Romeo Romero,
The star was accompanied by John
Lou Marangella and Philip
G. Bachman, Victor Schertzinger,
Strange at the premiere of
the director, and Ned Sparks, feat"The Ban-ens" at the Theaured actor. Edward Cronjager, cameraman, is expected to follow the
ter Mart; the two Als — De
star westward in another week.
Gaetano and Hill — chatting
at the Fox studio.
*
*
*
Gottschalk to Score "Rainbow Man"
Vivacious Lena Alalena, who went
Louis F. Gottschalk, composer and to Germany to learn English, is
conductor, has been signed by George back in Hollywood. While abroad,
W. Weeks, vice-president of Sono- Lena employed an English
teacher.
*
*
*
Art Prod, to synchronize the music
and conduct the symphony orchestra
Thirteen hundred Molefor the all-talking and singing proRichardson incandescent lights
duction of "The Rainbow Man" starare being used on the "Broadring Eddie Dowling. Gottschalk will
way" set, said to be the largwork in collaboration with James
est interior that has ever been
Hanley, song writer, whose original
photogiaphed! on the Coas.tj.
compositions are being sung in the
Tihe number of incandescent
production
by Dowling.
lights is larger than that used
by all the other Coast studios
combined,
it is claimed.
La Plante Title Changed
*
*
*
"Scandal" has been selected as the
Wid Gumming is simultaneously
title of the latest Laura La Plante
picture made by Universal. It form- supervising the editing of "Hot
Stuff," starring Alice White, and
erly was called "The Haunted Lady,"
having been adapted from the story "Seven Footprints to Satan." Wid
of that name by Adela Rogers St. produced "Heart to Heart," directed
Johns. Wesley Ruggles directed a by William Beaudine, a series of
cast including: John Boles, Jane Win- four Milton Sills vehicles; was associated with the late George Loane
Bruce Gallup, new advertising and
ton, Huntley Gordon, Julia Swayne
Gordon and Nancy Dever.
Tucker in the production of "The pulilicity director of United Artists,
Miracle Man," and edited Eric von has instituted a system of individual
authority and responsibility, in the
Stroheini's
"The
Alerry
Widow."
department under his general supervision. Gallup intends to continue
"Glory" Sequel a Talker
with
"The Cock-Eyed World," Laur- specializing in advertising and sales
promotion, with Warren Nolan to
GEORGE JESSEL
ence Stallings' sequel to "What continue handling publicity, Fred
Adaptation
and Continuity by
Price Glory," is to be made as a
Schaefer, exploitation, and Edward
Fox Movietone talker. "King of the
Finney press sheets.
Khyber Rifles," Victor McLaglen's
new
vehicl
is
an
all-di
pice,
alogue
ture.
Forthcoming
M-G-M Signs Young

Sound-On-Film Said
to Meet RKO Needs

619 Theaters In Fox
Chain, Company Says

Individual System is
Instituted by Gallup

"Lucky Boy"

Isadore Bernstein
All Talkie

Feature

"The Love Song"
Story, Continuity and Dialogue
Isadore Bernstein
1337

North Sycamore Street
Hollywood,
California

by

Barthelmess
Ending
Vacation
Richard Barthelmess is now on the
last lap of his vacation. He recently
arrived in Mexico City, by way of
Vera Cruz, after spending some time
in Havana, and is expected to return
to Hollywood by March 1.

Roland Young has been signed
by M-G-M to play his original stage
role in the screen version of "The
Last of Mrs. Cheyney," and will
leave for the Coast tomorrow. The
all-talker will be directed by Sidney Franklin, with Norma Shearer
in the title role.

MASaUE BALL
HOTtlASTOR.
TICKETS
FILM

MAR..2

AVAILABLE
AT
DAILY
OFFICE

THE
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YEAR BOOKS
are going fast!
Exhibitors, Executives, Newspaper
Editors, Directors, Cameramen, Stock
Brokers, Critics, Actors, Actresses,
Studios, Casting Offices, Producers,
Writers, Credit Bureaus, Architects,
Construction Engineers, Libraries, Foreign
Buyers, Foreign Producers, Tradepaper
Editors,EquipmentManufacturers,Supply
Dealers, Lawyers, Laboratories, in fact
people representing every branch of
the industry are receiving their year
books and they are—
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SCOREDISC
SOLVES
PROBLEM
SOUND
-*

FOR

NON - SYNCHRONOUS

MACHINES

SCOREDISC

RENDERS A PERFECT SYNCHRONIZED SOUND ACCOMPANIMENT TO ANY SILENT FEATURE PICTURE ON A NONSYNCHRONOUS MACHINE-

SCOREDISC
SCOREDISC
SCOREDISC
SCOREDISC

SOUND ACCOMPANIMENTS ARE SYNCHRONIZED WITH THE
WORLD'S BEST SYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA RECORDINGS — THEY
INCLUDE ALL THE LATEST MOTION PICTURE THEME NUMBERS-

SUPPLIES A NEW

SYNCHRONIZED

SCORE FOR EACH

FEATURE

PICTURESERVICES SUPPLIED
SMALLEST THEATRE
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DEPT. OF JUSTICE DECURED
SCANNING FOX-LOEW REPORT

THE lines are out. Tlie reviewing
staff is busy. Seeing silent versions of sound pictures is the standin>i
order of the day. It may interest you
ced
to know that Film Daily's announ
plan to review current and future
releases, sound and silent both, has
occasioned widespread interest.
The service, we believe, will be important. It was conceived as an aid
to that vast army of unwired theaters which, while they may want
sound, havent got it. For them there
is only one way to stay in business
and showing the silent picture is that
way. Too long has this large and
Swinging of sentiment against opsigiiiticant group of exhibitors been
pressive measures aimed at the induspicture,
distorted
t
given a somewha
try,
is
noted
in legislatures of a numknow
least
at
will
he
on,
hrom now
ber of states, although in others atwhat is available by way of product.
tempts still are being made to bring
One worry should, therefore, be dis- about passage of oppressive bills now
sipated.
pending.
Proposed censorship has been
"At the South Pole"
killed in committee in Oregon and
Last night's opening an interest- admission tax bills have been killed
ing film very loosely strung together
in committee in Colorado and Idaho,
and badly edited. Nevertheless of- while
the House
in Kansas
has
on Scott's
(Continued on Page 15)
g. Based
a few
Pole with
the South
to engrossin
dash ten
authentic scenes interspersed. Built
up with maps and charts and many Kennedy-Murdock Deal for
titles pertaining to present activities
Pantages is Declared On
of Commander Byrd and Capt. WilDAILY
kins. Therefore has possibilities H\'st Coast Bureau, THE FILM
for selected audiences.
Los Angele.s — Despite denials, report that a deal is under way for the
Advertised "with sound." M'^"
leading. Non-synchronous device, Pantages circuit by Joseph P. Kennedy and J. J. Murdock, erstwhile
Columbia Theaterphone, used. An
early public demonstration of this heads of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum
This per- circuit, persist, with §12,000,000 the
equipment. Not so hot.
formance revealed poor amplification, price declared demanded by Pantages
his holdings in the combination
mechanical reproduction and ordinary for
chain.
music.

mm m $wince

and Schenck
Any Deal
NtW RCA TAie SYSTEM BothHave FoxInDenied
Progress
l/nS OPFII[$SIVE LAWl TO BE LAUNCHED SEPT. 1?

Sound Patents

A long and arduous job. The layman couldn't hope to handle it. So
an experienced and highly-regarded
attorney was secured to trace the
history of synchronization and sound
patents. We have perused the text.
and most informHighly interesting installm
ent appears
ative. The first
in print in the Sunday edition. We
toot our own horn long enough to
suggest you watch out for it. Just
Daily's conanother example of Film
ception of constructive journaHsm
and service to the industry.

In Review

Business of spiUing a secret — maye hasn't albe. If Terry Ramsayis
as good a
ready learned it, this
way as any for him to find out that
the sparkle and sophistication he has
substaninjected into Pathe itReview,
is, have created
tial little reel, that
a not inconsiderable amount of favorable comment — for the Review and
for Ramsaye.
K A N N

St. Louis — RCA-Photophone now
is developing a talking picture equipment, which it is claimed will be revolutionary, Joseph Plunkett, general manager of Radio-Keith-Orpheum,
said during a recent visit here. He
says the new equipment will be available by Sept. 1.
Joseph Plunkett declined yesterday
in New York to amplify his St. Louis
statement.

St. Louis Overseated
Joseph Plunkett Says

Spring meeting of the Society of
M. P. Engineers is to be held in New
York May 6 to 9 inclusive, states
President L. C. Porter. Sound picture development is said to be responsible for the adoption of New York
for the meeting place, members desiring first hand study of the situation The entire industry is expected
to be represented at the sessions. W.
C. Kunzinann of the National Carbon
Co., is chairman of the convention
committee.

Washington Bureau
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Washington — Dept. of Justice officials are understood to be scrutinizing
possibilities of a deal involving
St. Louis — This city is suffering
acquisition of Loews and M-G-M by
from an Plunkett,
acute attack
of "overseatis,"'
Joseph
recently
appointed Fox. Published reports that such
a deal is being negotiated, are degeneral manager of the Radio-Keithclared to have led the department
Orpheuni circuit, stated on his re- to consider the proposition, to decent visit here. Plunkett inspected
termine ifany possible law violation
the St. Louis and Grand Opera
may
be
involved.
House, and also looked into the
The Dept. of Justice policy is
Orpheum, third house which has of silence in matters of this
been dark for many
months.
until formal action is taker
"St. Louis
had
entirely
too many
(Continued on Page 15)
course, it is pointed -^ .;. \\:\in the RCA-L-A-a W.
First National and Fox-

Most Studios Except Warner,
F. N. Favor Sound-on- Film

S. M. P. E. SPRING MEET
IN NEW YORK MAY 6-9

Revival in New York of reports of a Fox-Loew-M-G-M
deal yesterday brought the reminder that both William Fox
and Nicholas M. Schenck have
emphatically and unqualifiedly
denied that any such deal was
in progress or planned. Schenck
and H. M. Warner likewise
have denied any deal between
their companies is under way,
despite persistent reports.

West Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Zukor Back Friday; Film
Colony in Florida Grow?
Miami — Changes in the social line-

Hollywood — Sound-on-film recordZukor returns to New York
ing is favored as the better system on
up:Adolph
Friday.
in studios of most major companies,
Nathan Burkan is here from New
with the exception of Warners and York.
First National, it is indicated in an
Robert T. Kane likewise has forinitial symposium of sentiment gathsaken Northern cold spells for Florida
ered by THE FILM DAILY. The
sunshine.
latter two studios are definitely comLou B.(Continued
Metzger,on general
Page IS) manager
mitted to the disc system.
The survey of sentiment throughout the industry began recently after
it was learned that Paramount, MG-M and United Artists, which had
NoPaper Tomorrow
been using both systems, intended
Friday, Feb. 22, being Washto join the ranks of producers conington's Birthday and a legal
centrating on use of the sound track
holiday there will be no issue
system and has attracted widespread
of THE FILM DAILY pubinterest and comment on the Coast.
lished.
A real tussle for first position, by
(Continued

on Page

12)
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Gertrude Lawrence Deal
Copyright Bill Seen as
with Fox Falls Through
Boosting Record Prices
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Passage of the socalled musical copyright bill will permit establishment of a monopoly by
Vol. XLVII No. 44 Thursday, Feb.21, 1929 Prict 5 Cuts
publishers, help increase price of recPUBLISHER
ords and destroy accessibility of
JOHN W. ALICOATE
popular songs, Representative WolPublished daily except Saturday and holidays verton (Rep.) of Camden, N. J., deat 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y., and
clared in opposing the measure before the house committee on rules.
by Wid's Films and Film
copyright (J929)
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and The bill has been favorably reported
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer, by the committee on patents, and its
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered sponsors declare that the legislation
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act attempts to give a composed equal
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) rights of bargaining for the price
United States outside of Greater New York. paid for its reproduction, and does
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, not enlarge right of the copyright
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communica- holder.
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 BroadY. Phone Circle 4736way, New York, N.Cable
4737-4738-4739.
address: Filmday,
California — Ralph
Hollywood,
York.
New
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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Community Leases W. Bend House
West Bend, Wis. — Plans are expected to be ready by March 15 for
the erection of a new theater and
office building here by W. W.
Oeflein, Milwaukee. The building will
cost about $150,000 and will be leased
by Community Theaters, the president of which is W. F. Pabst, Milwaukee.
Moberly House Closed
Moberly, Mo. — The Grand, largest
picture house here, operated by the
'ioo
Midland
Circuit has closed for an
indefinite period. Recently the management and the stage employes
union were said to have had a controversy arising from the discharge
of a stagehand. Whether this had
anything to do with the shut down
has not been revealed.
Voting on Sunday Shows
Southbridge, Mass. — Fate of Sunday shows here will be decided at the
March 4 election. Regional Chain
Theaters of New England, Boston,
is waging a campaign for favorable
action on the proposed liberal Sunday ordinance.
Milmar Managing at Kokomo
Kokomo, Ind. — Charles Milmar
has been appointed manager of the
Sipe replacing E. Earle Stevens, who
returns to his former position at
Danville, III. with the Home Theater Co.
Brenon To Hollywood
Herbert Brenon leaves today for
Hollywood to start casting his next
United Artists production, "Lummox," from the Fannie Hurst novel.
Fire Destroys Ashland
Ashland, O. — Two lives
in fire which destroyed the
here. Property damage is
at $400,000.

House
were lost
Mansfield
estimated

Fire At Robinson, 111.
Robinson, 111. — Fire gutted the
Strand here. The loss estimated at
$75,000 was partly covered by insurance, it is stated.

Fire At Tupelo, Miss.
Manager Made Receiver
Tupelo, Miss. — Fire destroyed the
Wcstwood, N. J.— Adolph R. State here, with estimated loss of
Kuehn, former manager of the West- $250,000.
wood, after being bonded for $10,000,
Van Alst House Opened
was appointed receiver of the Westwood Theater and Realty Corp. with
Troup, Tex. — Gilbert Van Alst has
opened his new Rex theater here.
power to operate business for them.

Deal practically closed with Gertrude Lawrence, English musical
comedy star and Fox, under terms of
which Miss Lawrence would star in
Fox Movietone Follies and three
features to follow, is understood to
have fallen through.

Uniform Tariff Changes on
Photo Material Sought
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

TheDate
Industty's
Book
Today:

Openmg
of "The
Rivoli, New
York. Iron Mask"

at

Feb. 23 Opening
Wolf Song" at
Embassy, ofNew"TheYork.
Feb. 25 Opening
of "Hearts
Gaiety, New
York. of Dixie" at
Mar. 2 AMPA Hollywood Masque BaU in
New
York.
Apr. 14-15-16 Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit.
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Fairbanks Film Opening Tonight
Washington — Uniform recommennations on tariff changes will be
"The Iron Mask,"
picture in
sought by manufacturers of photo- which Douglas Fairbafirst
nks talks, will
graphic materials, under an agreement reached by Eastman Kodak have its premiere tonight at the
Rivoli, New York. It is not a diaand independent
manufacturers.
Fairba
picture,
nks' voice being thelogue
only
to be
heard.

Warners Take Over First
Run House at Boston?

Boston — Warners have taken over
the Majestic under a five year lease,
it is reported. The house recently
was wired.
"Fioretta" Company at AMPA Ball
Earl Carroll will bring his entire
"Fioretta" company, headed by Fannie Brice, Leon Errol, Lionel Atwell,
Dorothy Knapp and George Huston
to
entertain
at "N.T.G.'s"
midnight
show
at the
AMPA Hollywood
Masque Ball March 2 at the Hotel
Astor, New York. Carroll will select
the "Prettiest Girl Not in the Show
Business." George Huston will sing
his song hits accompanied by a
chorus of voices.
House Destroyed at Carterville
Carterville, 111. —Fire of undetermined origin destroyed the Lyric
with the loss estimated at $50,000.
Discovered at 2 A. M., the fire apparently originated in the rear of the
house. The flames spread rapidly
and fire apparatus was called from
Herrin, Marion
and Carbondale.
Exhibitor's Wife Hurst
Oconto, Wis. — Mrs. A. L. Merritt,
wife of the owner of the Princess
here, was painfully cut and bruised
when the taxi she was riding in was
hit by a freight train. Mrs. Merritt
was confined to the hospital for several days with her injuries.
Will Entertain AMPAS
James B. Carson, comedian, will
attend the AMPA luncheon today
at which Tony Sarg, cartoonist will
be guest of honor.
On Way to N. Y.
Estelle Taylor and Lupe Velez
are on their way to New York.
Each plans a short vacation in the
East, but
Miss Taylor's
willMiami.
be extended to include
a visit to

WAFILMS,
A- CaU
Futter. Inc.
Walter
for

46th St.. New
Bryant 8181

the
1 to
deOf-

Chile House Razed
Santiago, Chile — Fire, which started before the house opened, destroyed the Alhambra here.
Maton Lee Resigns
Maton F. Lee has resigned as
Eastern scenario editor for Samuel
Goldwyn Prod. She intends taking
a short vacation before announcing
new plans.
Projectionists Plan Benefit
Benefit show is planned soon at
the Colony, New York, by the projectionists' local. Proceeds are to go
to the sick and needy of the organization.
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It is an unusual
thing for me
praise, but I am more than pleased
inform you that your trailer service
the finest both from an artistic
well as advertising point of view.
BENJAMIN
SHINDLER.
VCTORIA
THEATRE,
Camden,
N. 1.
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Roxy Theaters Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend on
Class "A" stock payable March
stock of record Feb. 15 has been
clared by Roxy Theater Corp.
ficers have been reelected.

York
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And Thafs That
By PHIL

M. DALY

SPEAKING of merger reports and
M-G-M. It would take some outlay of dough to take over "The
Broadway Melody" alone. VVihat
box office music that baby is smging running three shows Saturday and
Sundays and a midnight Saturday
show, but even then, the lines are
in evidence. It looks good for a
lingering stay at the house.
The pictorial record being made
by Paramount News cameraman of
the Byrd expedition's dash to the
South Pole should be epic, a real
contribution! to entertainment and
education. The exclusive is one of
a number arranged by Editor Emanuel Cohen, and while it will be a
long time before the pictures are
available, public anticipation is
none-the-less keen.
George Jessel visited the Film
Building in Cleveland last week and
met everyone in the lobby where they
came in answer to a fire calL Jessel
was playing at the Hanna in "The
War Song." The play closes with
week in Buffalo. Jessel then goes
to Florida for a rest, and after that
to the Coast to make two pictures.
Earl Walker, cinematographer of
Darmour-RKO, is buying three elephants on the installment plan.
When payments are com,pleted they
will be shipped to him from Siam.
Earl figures on renting the animals
out to producers. An elephant when
working in Hollywood, earns $150
a day.
Eddie Nugent, M-G-M player, has
a new job. He's the big "cough
and sneeze man" at the studios.
Whene-'T coughs and sneezes are
needed in sou^^'' pictures Eddie, who
can imitate them perfectly, is called
for. The new job is interesting, he
says, but sometimes a strain on the
tonsils.
"Dynximite," which he is making
for M-G-M as a talker, is Cecil B.
De Mille's fifty-fifth picture. De
Mille first was offered a directing
contract by Lubin in 1911, but he
couldn't "see" pictures at the time.
Two years saw a radical change,
and in 1913, with Jesse L. Lasky,
he formed the Lasky Feature Play
Co., on the back of a restaurant
menu card.
"Acoustic rain pipes" are the latest detail in the making of talkies.
Rain pipes, made of iron treated
with acoustic paint, and in waving
lines so that the drip of water will
create no vibration, have been installed about the sound stages on
which Lionel Barrymore is shortly
to direct "Madame X" at M-G-M
studios.

Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional TheaterNEW Changes
JERSEY
Lonsdale —

MINNESOTA
New Theaters
-Movies.
Re-Openings

Neilsville — 'Opera

Changes in Ownership

Camden — Parkside, sold to I. Zatkin by Wm.
Gershman; Hoboken — 'Manor, sold to Claire
M. P., Inc., by J. Licursi; IS. Plainfield—
Palace, sold to Rotato & Capute by C.
Bernshine.

House.

Closings

Changes in Ownership

Gonvick — ^Woodman, sold to D. B. Green by
John Drummond ; Hibbing — Garden, sold
to Finkelstein & Ruben by Garden Theater
Co. ; Madelia — ^Star, sold to Isabel Getter
by L. F. Heitzig; Plainview — Gem, sold to
W. J. Carter by Paul Huber; Seaforth—
Star, sold to R. E. Patterson by Duncan &
Ott; Wilmont — Gem, sold to Mrs. Ida
Moser by Geo. Sievers ; Woodstock — Paramount, sold to Herman Zemke by Hunstock
Bros.

Carlstadt — City; Clifton — Clifton; Delair —
New Hopess ; East Orange — Lyceum ;
Elizabeth — Capitol and Victory; Hoboken
— City ; Jersey City — ^Lyric ; Keansburg —
Casino ; Lyndhurst — Star ; New Brunswick
— Cozy Bijou and Opera House; Newark —
Clinton Square, Columbia, Lewis, Lincoln,
New Amsterdam, Olympia, Playhouse;
South Plainfield — Palace.

Adrian — -Princess; Duluth^Clubhouse;
nard — Pavilion.

Terrerro

Closings

May-

MISSISSIPPI
New Theaters
Moorehead — Picture Theater ; Sumner — Picture Theater.

Changes in Ownership

NEW MEXICO
Openings
— The Terrorro.
Changes in Ownership

Central — -The Central, sold to Columbia
Amuse Co. by C. Kunde; Grants — The
Grants, sold to L. M. Fairchilds by Earl
Fackler ; Magdalena — Casino, sold to Leo.
M. Fay by Catalano & Alagi ; Santa Rosa
— Santa Rosa, sold to R. L. Riddle by C.
L. La Dare.

Calhoun City — Star, sold to E. L. Lamar by
Ludwig State Corp. ; Holly Springs — Rex,
NEVADA
Re-Openings
sold to Mrs. T. McGuire by Geo. R.
Childs; New Albany — Ritz, sold to F. L.
Marshall by Tri State Theaters Corp. ; Minden — -The Minden.
Tupelo — ^Ludwig State, sold to Marshall
Changes in Ownership
Shannon by Samuel Ludwig; Strand, sold Goldefield — Lyric, sold to Wm. E. Davison
to Marshall Shannon by Mr. Buchanan ;
by Mrs. A. J. Twilegar.
West Point — Star, sold to L. B. McEachin
NEW YORK
by Tri State Theater Corp.

Closings

New Theaters

MISSOURI
Re-Openings

Brooklyn — ^Farrell; Flushing, L. I.^Keith
Albee; New York City — Proctors; Rome —
Capitol ; Ithaca — State.

Tchula — -Tchula.

Bellview — ^Bellviewr ; liichmond — Gayety ; St.
Louis — ^Colonial
(formerly Wilson).

Changes in Ownership

Brooklyn — Liberty, sold to D. Krassner by
Morgan Lesser ; Brooklyn — Utica, sold to
Changes in Ownership
Mr. Berman ; Windsor, sold to B. Levine
Kansas City— Admiral, sold to C. H. Potter
by Raydel Corp. ; Cataraugus — Palace, sold
by W. O. Burkey; Bonaventure, sold to
to Bert Hall by Geo. Straight; Cincinnatus
Geo. Costa by R. A. Griffith; Forty-fifth
—Town Hall, sold to Chas. .L. Hyde by
Street, sold to Margaret Thorstenberg by
Clayton Hawks; Central Park, L. I. — CenJ. C. Michaels; Gayoso, sold to Jack
tral Park, sold to Kilgore by W. Haas ;
Meyers by Mr. Ballard ; New State, sold to
Hasbrouck Heights — Strand, sold to Chas.
Regina Cohee by S. L. Forbstein; Laredo —
Glasser by E. Rosen ; Marlboro — Advance,
Princess, sold to Joe Kelso by W. F.
sold to Faust & Duryea by W. Seaman ;
Jasper; Oregon — Martin, sold to S. J.
New Milford — Park, sold to F. L. SugerRichardson by K. B. Marcum; Parma —
man by P. Abattielle ;
Opera House, sold to E. V. Blackman by
Closings
Bert Arnold ; St. Louis — Gem, sold to F.
A. Wright
by James Drake.
Albany— Delaware ; Alexandria Bay — ^Weller ;
Closings
Astoria, L. I. — Franklin ; Bedford Hills — Community House; Bridgehampton, L. I. —
Belgrade — Belgrade; Bellflo-wer — Gem; Bland
Community ; Broad Channel, L. I. — Chan— Rodelia ; Callao — Strand ; Hatfield — Sannel ; Bronx — Prospect Palace, and Westders; Milford — ^Idle Hour; Nashville — Ark;
chester ; Brooklyn — Amphion, Atlantic,
Ravenwood — Shunks Hall ; Richland — Gem ;
Eagle. Elite, Evergreen, Fifth Avenue, FulWright
City — Evan. Church.
ton. Huntington. Plaza. Whitney; Brushton
MONTANA
— Community Hall; Cedarhurst, L. I. —
Playhouse : Central Park, L. I. — Central
Changes in Ownership
Park ; Cochocton — Pictureland ; Corona, L.
Missoula — Bluebird, sold to W. A. Simons
I. — Colonial ; East Quoque. L. I. — Atlantic
by Henry Turner; Valier — Majestic, sold
Hall; Farmingdale, L. I. — Dale; Floral
to A. J. Schuler by S. W. Forbragd.
Closings
Park— Lilly; HicksviUe, L. I.— Hicksville ;
High Falls — Fall View ; Huntington, L. I.
Broadview — ^Broadview; Hardin — Liberty;
— Palace ; Inlet — Gaiety ; Long Beach, L.
Harrison — P & F; Melrose — Opera House;
I. — Long Beach; N§w York City — Arrow,
Troy — Princess ; Victor — Opera House ;
Forsythe, Hollywood, Houston, Major, MelWorden — Project.
rose, New Strand, Novelty, Palace, Rose
NEBRASKA
(W. 102nd St.), Rose (2nd Ave.), Royal,
Savoy-Grant, Superior. Woolworth; OssinOpenings
ing — Parthenon ; Pine Island — Pine ; RonAlbion — Legion Hall; Craig — Artwood;
konkoma, L. I. — Community; Rosendale —
Plattsmouth — Ritz.
Bijou and Casino; South Beach, S. I. —
Changes in Ownership
Strand ; Syracuse — Capitol and Liberty ;
Beaver Crossing — Liberty, sold to American
Westbury, L. I. — Firemans Hall ; Willsboro
Legion by M. Ross; Brunswick — Bruns— Maccabees ; Woodbridge — ■ Woodbridge ;
wick, sold to Geo. Grow by Paul SingleYonkers — Hamilton,
Park and Riverdale.
ton ; Dunning — The Dunning, sold to Mr.
NORTH CAROLINA
Mackey by C. F. Gravely ; Litchfield —
New Theaters
Idylhour, sold to F. W. Robinson by J.
C. Christensen ; Mitchell — Crystal, sold to Charlotte — University.
Dr. C. G. Steen by H. A. Rodell ; PlattsChanges in Ownership
mouth— Parmele, sold to W. J. Seydlitz by
Cloidt & Moore; Seneca — Idylhour, sold Apex — Carolina, sold to Lassiter & Cash by
Bell & Sloan; Bailey— Royal, sold to D.
to H. F. Taylor by C. L. Inman ; Shubert
J. Hopkins by L. B. Brame; Bessenier
— ^Shubert, sold to Earle Beaker by O. R.
City — -Palace, sold to E. B. Hollander by
Bennett.
Closings
W. T. Greene; Burlington— Dixie, sold to
A. Collins by J. R. Quails; Clayton —
Cotesfield — Opera House; Crab Orchard —
Strand, sold to Wm. McAuley by R. W.
Plaza; Dix — Pastime; Litchfield — -Idylhour;
Sanders ; Franklinton — ^Palace, sold to Mrs.
Maskell — Movie; Palmyra — Nash; SpringMary House by G. W. Dickerson ; Sylva —
field— Movie; Superior — Empress; Thed.Sylvan, sold to H. E. Buchanon by J. S.
ford — Audit; Verdon — ^Movie; Western —
Higdon ; Warsaw — Best, sold to Mrs. Jack
Rex ; York — Opera House.
Quinn by Mary G. Quinn; Wendell — Star,
Nowell.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
sold
to G. H. Wright, Jr., by Will G.

Closings

Changes in Ownership

Manchester — Notre Dame, sold to Mrs. Temple by J. Cloutier.

Crary — Star;

Murphy — Bonita.

',_,

Short Shots from
New York Studios
i^^By

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY

^^^

AT the revised edition of the old
•^Vitagraph studio, now titled the
Vitaphone studio, there is much
shooting going on on shorts. About
SO have been made since the plant
reopened in December. The highgeared Warner organization has
rnade as many as three shorts in a
smgle afternoon. Silence that, if you
can.

Paramount has signed Walter
Huston for another picture, this being a short, untitled as yet. Huston
recently played the newspaper editor
in "Gentlemen of the Press" and
previously starred in two
shorts,
"The Bishop's Candlesticks" and
"The Carnival Man." Incidentally,
Katharine Francis, now working in
"The Cocoanuts," appeared with him
in his last legitimate show, "Elmer
theClarence
Great." Elmer, now production
manager for Bill Cody Prod., knows
picture business from A to Z. Elmer,
who was formerly casting director
for Cosmopolitan when that outfit
was working at the old plant up on
Second Ave., worked as location
manager with the Vilma Banky unit
which made exteriors in New York
a few months ago.
The Gamby-Hale Girls are doing
plenty of high kicking these days,
with 11 units working over the Publix time in various unit shows.
Gamby is personally directing a unit
"The Cocoanuts" at
used in
beingAstoria
studio.
the
Maurice Chevalier, Paramount star
now is entertaining at the Ziegfeld
Midnight Frolic on the Amsterdam
theater roof, while awaiting his next
assignment. Bob Florey of the Paramount directorial staff, who was his
pal m Paris several years ago, megaphoned him in his initial American
production, a short
Morning,
New York."
for
five weeks
at the
Paris,
where
Chevalier
idol.

titled "Good
The short ranin
Paramount
is a national

Publicity at the Vitaphone studio
is in expert hands, the hands belonging to Arline de Haas, who used
to be a newspaper woman. While
with the Warner outfit she has novelized five of their pictures, including "Noah's Ark." These novelizations nm serially in 500 netvspapapers throughout the land.
,

Credit for the recording of Vita- 1
phone pictures goes in a large share
to Porter H. Evans, chief engineer
of the Warners' eastern studios. Before coming East to assume this post
late last Fall Evans garnered a lot,,
of intimate knowledge about sounds
and their recording while at the
Warner Coast plant.

WE

said
"PATHE

IS PREPARED*'

(a forecast)

"The motion picture is committed to neivness and the
immediate Nott'. The Screen succeeds, not in yesterday's
glory or tomorrow's hope, hut in the facts of Today.
Pathe advances into the new season assured and prepared in terms of now'."

PATHE

(Pathe Announcement, May 26, 1928)

DELIVERS
(a fact)

Months have elapsed — comes the dawn:
It has become the custom of the motion picture industry
to be flamboyant, to speak in large, loud words, hoping
that some part of a whisper may be heard.
Pathe does not have to resort to extraordinary en'£phasis
to register the plain truth and facts. Pathe's record for
the current season is sufficiently emphatic in the minds
of the box-office minded.
Let us now, however, reiterate what we said in that May
announcement of 1928: "Pathe is a House of Honor, untainted of competition with its customers, rendering
unswerving service and asking nothing beyond its
proper due."
Onward
in these pages you will read the story of Pathe's
box-office victories, the only victories in which the exhibitor can share.

PATHE

THEY
say
•

*

September Photoplay chooses two Pathe features
in its six best of the montli — "Craig's Wife"
and "Power".
Film Daily poll places "King of Kings" in ten best
of
year, "Chicago" and "Craig's Wife" in roll
of honor.
December Photoplay picks "The Spieler" as one
of the six best of the month.
«

Cincinnati Times-Star chooses "Craig's Wife"
among ten best. Honorable mention — "Skyscraper".
Exhibitor's Daily Review puts "Ned McCobb's
Daughter" in the "ten best" of the year.

NED McCOBB'S

Washington Star puts "King of Kings" and
"Chicago" in its " best of the season".

DAUGHTER

"Skyscraper" in the select class of the Cincinnati
Times-Star.
^

'}'

THE

'.4^JV
SAL OF SINGAPORE

wti^
THE

"The Spieler" and "Craig's Wife" put in the "ten
best" by Tamar Lane of the Film Mercury.

SPIELER

SHADY

LADY

«

Motion Picture News says, "'The Office Scandal'
is the greatest newspaper story ever screened —
and it goes double or redoubled."
John S. Cohen, Jr. of the New York Sun, puts
"King of Kings" in his list of the season's best.

Amusements, Minneapolis picks "King of Kings"
as the best picture of the year.
Carl B. Adams, of the Cincinnati Enquirer, heads
the Ten Best of the Year with "Craig's Wife".
Ex. Herald' World says — "^Geraldine' is one of
the most entertaining and fascinating pictures
this reviewer has seen for some time."
"The Red Mark" barely misses being one of the
ten best movies. — Regina Cannon, New York
American.
Detroit Free Press — " ^Craig's Wife' is one of the
chosen pictures of the year, placed on more
selected lists throughout the country than can

KING OF KINGS

be counted."
Variety says: " 'Sal of Singapore' can play 'em
big and small, silent or wired, and mean something. It's first run material and a pip."
Quinn Martin, in the Evening World — "Captain
Swagger" is another picture out of the Pathe
Studios, in which a noticeable rise in production
merit has been going on for the last few months.
The Check-up, Motion Picture News for Dec.
10th, reports from exhibitors, shows Pathe leads
at the box-office.

PATHE

TUt OH 1^1. .^^ANDAL

WE

vi

say now
STRANGLE

CARGO

ALL TALKING SUPER SPECIAL
with 14 Distinguished Stage Players.
Written

and

Directed

by

Benjamin

Glazer

T/i^I^EATHERNECK
starring WILLIAM BOYD
with Alan Hale, Robert Armstrong,
Fred
Kohler,
Diane
Ellis*
A Ralph Block Production Directed by Howard Higgin

The

OFFICE

SCANDAL

starring PHYLLIS HAVER
Raymond Hatton,
Margaret Livingston

with

A Ralph Block Production Directed by Paul L. Stein.

the

bis^est tal

^^*^ GODLENN

GIRL.

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S Road Show
Special by Jeanie Macpherson.
A super picture of a thousand thrills.

MOTHER'S

BOY

tvith MORTON
DOWNEY
Broadway's
Goldon Voiced Tenor. A Singing Talking
Sensation from the story by Gene Markey
ivith

Helen Chandler, Barbara Bennett,
Beryl Mercer, Osgood
Perkins*
Produced by Robert T. Kane Directed by Bradley Barker

PATHE
k

hit§

of 19S9

and
Jrom the Cross Road
tt

At the

PARAMOUNT
Beginning Feb. 16
Fathers

ALL-TALKING
Super 'Special

STRANGE
with
CARGO"
Distinguished

14

Stage Players
Written

and Directed by Benjamin Gl&zet

says

of the World to the Cathedral of the Motion Picture

ROXY
beginning February 23

THE

At

NPIELER"
ith
Alan Hale, Renee
Adoree,

B.S.Moss COLONY

wi

Beginning Feb* 16
u

NED

Fred

M*^COBB'S

Kohler,

Clyde

Cook

A Ralph Block Production Directed by Toy Garneit

H

Sidney Howard's with
Theatre Guild Hit
Irene

Rich,
Robert
Armstrong,
Theodore Roberts

Directed by William J. Cowen

to be followed by

The SHADY

1,ADY

Starring PHYLLIS HAVER
with
Robert Armstrong, Louis Wolheiin
Directed by Edward H. Griffith.
Supervised b> Ralph Block

((

GERAL.DINE

99

The Great Booth TarJcirxgton Story
tvith Eddie Quillan, Marion Nixon
Directed by Melville Brown

Supervised by Paul Bern

PATHE

THE
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Studio Executives Cite Sound Views
MOST, SAVE WARNER F.N.
fAVOR SOUND-ON-riLM
(Continued from

Farje

1)

rival producers using the different
systems, is forecast for the new production season.
Tonal quality, longer life, easier
handling, simplification of production, ease of making repairs are
among reasons cited in today's syml>osium for a preference for the
sound-on-film system. While the
preference of Coast executives who
so far express their opinions is for
sound-on-film, the vote is by no
means conclusive, as the same arguments are being advanced in favor
of the disc system, by its adherents.
Recognizing the varied phases of
the subject, and that both systems
have their merits and forthcomings,
THE FILM DAILY will continue
this symposium, to give advocates
of both systems opportunity to express their views through these columns.

Zanuck Cites Disc Advantages
Disc method of recording is "the only system which permits
music to be synchronized beneath dialogue, thereby allowing the
symphony orchestra to play a score throughout a picture," states
Darryl Zanuck, associate producer of Warners, and pioneer in the
sound picture field.
"A more natural quality of reproduction insofar as the human
voice is concerned, and a more accurate reproduction of sound effects is secured by discs," he says. "The loud surface noises so
apparent in other systems, are eliminated with discs. I favor the
disc system because it is the only real commercial system for the
cxhibitori as well as the producers and I sincerely believe that all
companies will ultimately release their talking pictures on discs."

Sound Track System More
Audience Appeal Decided T-S
Convenient Says Laemmle, Jr. on Sound Track, Stahl Says
From the angle of distribution and
convenience, the exhibitor having
sound-on-film pictures has a better
arrangement than he would have under a system of having the sound
separate on a disc, Carl Laemmle,
Jr., believes. With the sound track
systems, he says, it is im])ossible for
an exchange to ship the wrong sound
for a picture.

Sarecky Says Feasibility
Recommends Sound-on-Film

There

is as nuich difference between the disc and sound-on-film
methods as there is between the old
phonograph and radio, states John
M. Stahl of Tiffany-Stahl, who says
"you cannot stop progress."
"We did not decide on our process, but judged from the audience
appeal," he says.

Filming with Sound Track
More Convenient, Says Fejos

Filming of a picture with the
sound-on-film method is more convenient than with other systems, declares Paul Fejos, Universal director.
\'oices register better and more
distinctly by sound-on-film recordUse of sound changes the proportion
ing, which he says is the more prac- states tion
and better
synchronization,''
of the screen slightly, he says, addLouis
A.
Sarecky
of
RKO.
tical, according to J. Boyce
Smith.
ing that this change, however, is an
it is more feasible,
"If the disc machine should fail to "Conmiercially,
because the cost of shipping film is improvement over the old style and
function properly during the showgives greater
flexibility.
ing of the dialogue or sound picture, much less than that of shiijping records," he says.
the
plot would be greatly damaged,"
he declares.
"In meeting censorship problems, Best Results with Sound-onsound-on-film is more practical. In
Film, Charles Klein Says
"Gang \^'ar,' it was easy for a Maine
Disc Method Better, More
Charles Klein, Fox director, and
exhibitor to eliminate the word,
Practical, Del Ruth Holds
'damn' in his Sunday showings, be- one of Lee De Forest's assistants in
Belief that the disc method evencause the sound was on the film. In Germany in 1921, when talking pictures were gaining headway, favors
tually will be adopted universally is
Maine, you can use 'danm' in your sound-on-film recording. "In the
expressed by Roy Del Ruth, direc- week
dav showings, but not on Sun- making of a good sound picture, the
tor, who favors this system. He says
the disc is less expensive and a more
finest impulses must be brought out,"
Ijractical method for the exhibitor Sound-on-Film Declared More he says. "The lisping, and the correct diction must both be met with.
"as it is much easier to replace rec- Practical, by Marty Cohen
The
audience is always critical, and
day."
ords than film."
Sound-on-film is all in one com- quality of tone is the one and only
for dialogue or sound films.
pact unit, making it easier to handle reason
Sound on the film has more room
Cummings Calls Sound-onand
less
complicated,
states
Marty
for improvement than any of the
Film Outstanding Advance

Better Registry Claim for
Sound-on-Film Recording

Sound-on-film is one of the "outstanding achievements of the age,'
in the belief of Irving Cummings,
I^^ox director, who says it has
proved by the Shuberts, Belasco
several of the largest theatrical
ducers in the country, who
e(|uipping their theaters for
manner of reproduction."

been
"and
proare
this

Longevity Cited
While "all film wears out in
time," phonographs or discs
wear out more rapidly than
sound track on film, declares
Robert E. Welsh of Universal,
who favors the sound-on-film.
system.

The sound-on-film method is better, "because it eliminates the needle
rasp and provides truer reproduc-

Cohen, film editor of Tiffany-Stahl.
"The exhibitor," he says, "is the
first to be pleased, the tone then sells
the audience, with nothing to break
or go wrong. There is no jumping
or screechy tones. A properlylighted picture, properly photographed, is all that is necessary to make
a perfect

reproduction."

Smoother Tone, Easier Repair,
Is Claimed for Sound Track
Smoother tone is assured by soundon-film recording, declares James
Ryan of Fox. "Should the film
break," he says, "it is easily repaired
at very little expense or loss of time."

other methods, yet now some of the
best results -have been obtained from
this svstem."

Sound Track System Called
Self-Contained by Reed
Sound track system of recording
is superior to the disc method because the former is self-contained,
states Luther Reed, director.
"Synchronization in the soundtrack system is fixed beyond the human element," he says. "Indifferent
projection, film breaks and the variable factor of film and disc wear are
entirely eliminated when both picture and sound are placed on the
single strip of film. Aside from these
purely physical advantages the pes-

REASON FOR PREFERENCE
CITED BY EXECUTIVES
sibilities of the sound track appear
less limited in tonal quality and adaptability. Disc recording, perfected
by years of experience in the phonograph field, has approached its perfection. In its experimental stage
the other system already gives indications of an infinitely greater field."

Needle Scraping Is Hit by
Ray in Favoring Film Track

"Nothing can be more annoying
than the scraping of a needle on a
record," declares Al Ray, TiffanyStahl director, in citing his preferrecording.
ence for sound-on-film
"This is always heard when using
the disc method of recording. With
sound on the film, there is no need
for adjustments, for as the film is
run, so is the sound expelled," he
says. "In my opinion, the voice is
more natural, and has also truer

Production Easier with Sound
on-Film, Furthman Believes

Pictures are easier to make and
tones."
can
be assembled more quickly when
the sound-on-film method is employed, inthe belief of Charles Furthman, Paramount, who says he prefers this system for its "distinctiveness." Cutting also can be done in
shorter time, he says. While the machines in general are expensive, they
are
more practical in the long run,
he says.

Sound-on-Film Method Held
More Pleasing to Ear
Sound-on-film has a better range,
which is much more pleasant to the
ear, declares Sidney Algiers, production manager.
"The rasping of the needle, is
avoided, and in the film method, the
dialogue or sound can start without
preparing the audience, by the closing down of an orchestra," he says.

Disc System Complicated,
Is Raoul Walsh Contention
Disc or record style is "much more
complicated to the exhibitor," says
Raoul Walsh, Fox director, in declaring that sound-on-film affords
perfect synchronization.

Le Baron's View

Elimination of surface noises,
makes the tonal qualities of
sound-on-film the most popular and most practical, states
William Le Baron, vice president of RKO Prod., in charge
of production.
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14 K. C. Theaters Secures
Biophone Sound Device

13

Exhibitors
Daily Remindtr

Kansas City — After a dcinonstration at the Rockhill here, 14 theaters
in this territory have ordered Bio,By CHARLES P. HYNESi
phone sound producing apparatus
from Midwest Film Deliveries, which
W.
E.
Sound
System
Makes
Sales
d
Name
hews
Matt
has the distribution franchise for the
Bow Tonight in Germany device in this territory. Two installaManager for Scoredisc
I'irst showing in Germany of a
tion crews arc being used by Midwest
George I. Matthews, has been ap- Western Electric-recorded sound picand
it is estimated that complete inpointed sales manaRer of the Scorestallation can be made in from 30 to
ture takes place tonight at the Ufadisc Service Corp., New York, which
37
days
after
orders are received.
Palast,
Berlin,
according
to
a
cableinven(heck sound picthe
sc,
Scoredi
manufacturers
gram
received
at
the
company
office
.
Abrams
J.
Artluir
nt
tion of Preside
t u r e advertising.
in New York from J. E. Otterson,
Scoredisc is an appliance for use in
Interchangeability
of
president
of
Electrical
Research
ous
nchron
non-sy
conjunction with
iVoducts Co.
See that it is not
sound reproduction machines, use of
Biophone Demonstrated
nized
misleading.
which obtains effect of a synchro
Atlanta — Biophone has made its
sound score for any feature picture. "Times Square" Screened
debut at the Princess, Florence, Ala.,
mansales
Via
W.
E.
Sound
Device
as
duties
his
to
n
additio
In
showing "Interference" as the initial
ager Matthews will serve as vce
"Times Square," first dialogue and attraction.
president.
sound
picture
recorded
by
Gotham
by
He will start a tour of the key the Sonora-Bristolphone process, was
Thursday, Feb. 21, 1929
repcities soon to arrange for sales
Synchronization Act
resentatives and plan demonstration screened yesterday via Western Electric e(|uipment at Meyer & SchneidFlora Le Breton, well known leadoffices at which exhibitors can witing woman of foreign and American
er's
Clinton,
New
York,
to
an
audiof pictures with scoreence composed chiefly of exhibitors of motion pictures, musical comedies
ness projection
t.
disc accompanimen
New York, New Jersey and Penn- and plays, will open next Sunday at
RCA-Photophone For Warren
31
the R-K-O Riverside, Broadway and
sylvania.
Warren,
Pa. — RCA-Photoi)hone is
Griffith Calls Science Film Movie-Phone For E^st Liberty 96th St., New York, billed as "the to be installed
at the Columbia here,
Photophone
Girl."
She inpresents
an one of the Columbia Amusement Co.
Lectures Biggest Advance
act
of
her
own
invention
which
she
East Liberty, Pa. — Movie-Phone is
Scientific lectures, offered through now being installed at the Triangle talks, sings and dances in synchroni- ner.
houses, according to Manager Wagtalking pictures made by General here.
zation with her image on the screen.
Electric at Schenectady, mark the
greatest single advance of pictures
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
mil'
during his 21 years of association
with films. D. W. Griffith, told The
Woman Pays Club yesterday at a
luncheon in New York.

Pacent Equipment for Chippewa Fls.
Chippewa Falls, Wis.— Pacent talking equipment will be installed at the
Rex here soon according to H. A.
Schwahn, secretary of the Chippewa
Theater Co., operators of the house.
The equipment is expected to be
ready by Easter Sunday with "Interference" as the first picture scheduled.

Everyivhere!

Thomson Talking on Sound
P. L. Thomson, director of public relations of Western Electric, will
explain sound pictures and their development at a luncheon Tuesday by
the Bronx Rotary Club, at the Grand
Concourse
Hotel, New
York.
Talkers For Marion House
Marion, O. — Arrangements have
been completed for the installation
of Vitaphone at the Palace theater
here, according to Albert Sindlinger,
manager. The first sound program is
expected early in March.
Sound For Jamestown House
Jamestown, N. Y. — Vitaphone and
Movietone sound equipment is being
installed at the Andrews here, with
service to be completed by March 5.
Plans are under way for redecorating
and refurnishing the house, according
to Manager W. L. Trass.

FILM DAILY Subscribers
FILM DAILY News Gatherers
FILM DAILY Influence

Biophone For St. Louis . . . .
St. Louis — Biophone sound producing equipment is being installed at
the Melba here. Other independent
theaters in this section are also negotiating for Biophone
equipment.
Sound Policy at Loew's, N. Y.
Loew's New
York is to start
sound policy Feb. 25, it is understoits
od

1

e

THE
14

Coast Wire Service

"U" Signs Ken Maynard
WmH STAR UNDER 5
YEAR CONTRACT WITH 'U'
Universal has signed Ken Maynard on a five year contract. The
star will make six westerns for the
company during the 1929-30 season.
be styled "super-westerns"
Theythe will
by
company.

New Maynard Film Completed
Ken Maynard, w;ho soon is to join
Universal, has completed "The Royal
Rider" for First National release.
Oliver Hasbrouk plays opposite.
Peggy Wood at M-G-M
Peggy Wood, stage player, has
been selected by Clarence Brown for
the feminine lead in "Wonder of
Women," and is at the M-G-M studio to begin work in this picture.
Richmond
in Our Gang
Film
Hal Roach has signed Warner
Richmond for a featured role in the
Our Gang comedy now in production.
Robert McGowan is directing the untitled comedy.
Chaney in Railroad Film
Lon Chaney will be seen as a railroad engineer in his next M-G-M
picture, "Thunder." This is an original by Byron Morgan. William
Nigh will direct.

A Little
**Lots**
om WILK
frRALPH

By

Hollywood
BP.
SCHULBERG
is back in
• Hollywood from a vacation trip
in Mexico, during which he did not
see a single film exhibition.
*
*
♦
Our Passing Show. Lou
Sarecky, Rod LaRocque, Henry M. Hobart and Max Ree
conferring at RKO; Ben Silvey prescribing a cold remedy
for Joe Nadel; Sam W. B.
Cohn, Roland Drew, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Keefe at "The Front
*
*
*

"The Love Song"
Story, Continuity and Dialogue
Isadore Bernstein
1337

North Sycamore Street
Hollywood,
California

by

Architects totalling 2,057 report to
"The Architectural Forum" that they
have drawn or will draw plans for
297 theaters to be built in the United
States during 1929 at a cost of $74,345,000.
The Middle States group which includes Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri, South and North Dakota,
Nebraska, and Kansas lead the rest
of the country with 93 projects to
cost $33,651,000. Second comes the
North Atlantic States which embrace
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and the District of
Columbia. In this group, 80 houses
are planned to cost $28,587,000.
"The Architectural Forum," over
a period of years, has developed an
index figure which provides a basis
for computing total construction
throughout the United States. By
this method, it is predicted that total investment in new theaters for
the
000. entire year will reach $163,559,-

Wellsge.Root
of the Paramount scePa nario "staff, is a prolific writer. In
addition to tossing of? original screen
stories and scenarios, he found time
Actual work in architect's office, by
states, follows:
to write
"The
Language
of the
No. of
Theaters
Cost
Movies" for *
the February
Bookman. State
*
«
By the way, J. Walter Ruben and
Root are writing "Racetrack," an
original, for *George
Bancroft.
*
*
We believe that a Pathe dialogue
writer could be fittingly described as
z "Patheologist."
*
*
•

Joseph Franklin Poland, veteran
super-visor and writer, has writteyi
"Great Divide" Bought by F. N.
First National has acquired rights "Sailors' Holiday," which will star
Alan Hale. It will be produced by
to "The Great Divide," play by Wil- William M. Conselman for release
liam Vaughn Moody, to be made inby Pathe. Hale is finishing an ento an all-talker.
ner Bros. gagement in "The Sap," for WarRooneys Complete First
*
*
*
"The Love Birds," Movietone
short subject featuring the Rooney
The eyes
may thehave
"it" in
sidrama, but
mouths
are the
much
family, has been completed at Uni- more lent
important
in
the
talking
picture,
versal. Pat Rooney, Marian Bent
Rooney, and their son Pat III will according to Clarence Brown, M-GM director, who says that talking
next do "The Tree of Love." Ben drama focuses the attention of the
Holmes is directing. Edgar Allen
Wolff wrote the six stories in the audience on the player's mouth rather than the eyes, as in the older
series.
films. And he's not referring to
gabbiness, either.
Frances White Signed
M-G-M has signed Frances White,
vaudeville star, for talkers.
Fields Made Supervisor
Leonard Fields, formerly Eastern
story editor of Universal Pictures
Corp. has been appointed production
"Luckywith Boy"
supervisor by Carl Laemmle. Fields'
GEORGE JESSEL
first picture will be "Companionate
Adaptation and Continuity by
Troubles," which will star Reginald
Denny under the direction of WilIsadore Bernstein
liam James Craft.
Forthcoming
All Talkie Feature

297 HOUSES AT COST or
$74,345,000 rOR 1929

Alice White's Next
Following the completion of
"Broadway Babies," Alice White will
appear in "The Girl from Woolworth," an original by Adele Comandini who has written many continuities as well as originals. It will be
several weeks before Miss White is
ready to start.

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode
Island
Connecticut

1
2
—
13
1
4

Northeastern States

Southeastern

50
10
13
2
5
States.. 80
11
2
—
1
6

States....

Kentucky
West Virginia
Tennessee
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Southwestern

1
1
2
4
2
2
19
4
2
States. ...

South Dakota
North
Dakota
Nebraska
Kansas

. — 1•
1
4
93

Montana
Nevada
Colorado

—1
8

New
ArizonaMexico
Utah
Idaho
Washington
Oregon
California

■ —2
6
—
7
3
19

Western
United

States

States

1,475,000
$28,587,000
863,000
95,000
400,000
345,000
$1,703,000
150,000
100,000
490,000
80,000
75,000
135,000
2,191.000
205,000
125,000

37
30
7
19
9
12
2
2
6

States

$2,865,000
19,335,000
3,390,000
4,230,000
157,000

20

Ohio
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri

Middle

$60,000
1,775,000
350,000
520,000

.... 21

New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Maryland
Dist. of Columbia
North
Atlantic
Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida

160,000

46
297

$3,551,000
3.776,000
2,110,000
20,045,000
2,572,000
2,360,000
750,000
55,000
1,405,000
225,000
10,000
343,000

$33,651,000
40.000
770,000
550.000
290,000
280,000
225,000
1,883,000
$3,988,000
$74,345,000

OJUiy TIPS WHICH MEAN OOUADS

FOQ SUOWMEN

"Abie's Irish Rose"
(Paramount)
Man made up to impersonate
Cohen, the little lawyer in the picture, walked the streets giving out
heralds — talked to people in passing
autos, street cars, directed traffic at
the principal street corners and also
made himself conspicuous in hotel
lobbies, ten-cent stores and other
crowded places, as well as visiting
the stores in the residential section.
—N. Warren
Irvin, Carolina, Charlotte,
C.
"Alias Jimmy Valentine"
(M-G-M)
Trolley car was decorated with
banners on both sides as well as
front and rear together with cards
carrying bold type announcing the
title of picture, name of theater and
play dates. All of the windows in
the trolley had star heads or else
figures cut from one and three-sheets
pasted in them. — Dixon Williams,
Jr., Imperial, Charlotte, N. C.
"Companionate
Marriage"
(First National)
Distributed trick marriage certifi
cate, 5,000 of these were distributed
in the local high schools arousing
considerable interest. The get-up of
the certificate was in every respect
similar to Jhat of a genuine certificate. The wording was changed,

I

howeverj to make it a "certificate and
record
'companionate
marriage,'
the
nameof and
address of the
theater
bein£ inserted, also the date and time
of the performance. The certificate
was folded in a way that presented
an announcement of the coming attraction along with pictures of Betty
Bronson and Alec B. Francis. — Fabian, Hoboken, N. J."
"The

Singing Fool"
(Warners)
Cut-out was taken from the 24sheet and placed in front of a music
store that also had its window decorated with sheet music and records
on "Sonny Boy," the theme song.
The Jolson cut-out had a mouth cut
out with a large Penatrope back of
it playing Al Jolson records. — L. S.
Sowar, Queen, Galveston, Tex.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
(Universal)
Used Old Troupers Night. So
many companies have played the
classic for so many years that almost anywhere it is possible to find
one or more people who have once
acted a role. The local newspaper
ran stories breaking the stunt with
the result that several troupers appeared as guests of the theater on
the night specified. Personal appearances on the stage with reminiscences of the company in which the
troupers played made lively entertainment.— State, Toledo, Ohio.
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Victor Stockholders Urged
Opi inion Seen Swinging Zukor Back Friday; Film
to Back RCA Combine
Colony in Florida Grows
Vs. Oppressive Laws
(ConlinMrd
from Page I)
(Continued

jrotn Page

1)

1(1 thumbs down on a similar
isure. Seiitinn.-nt opposed to pro|(i(sed adniissioii tax or censorship
t)ills or l)oth is reported in Missouri,
Iowa, Nebraska, \Vest V'irfjinia, \'erinont and Indiana. In Missouri, a
bill prohibiting S.R.O. admission
sales has been reported favorably to
the House. Tax on censorship measures or both also are pendiuR in
Ohio, Indiana and Pennsylvania,
with an anti-block booking and antii'
compulsory
arbitration
measure
in
I the
latter state.

of
I'niversal, stepped
yesterday.
Harry
Reichenbach
list of arrivals.

off

the

completes

train
the

Cleveland Zone Houses
Close as Business Drops

Camden, N. J.— Stockholders of
Victor Talking Machine Co., are
urged to exchange their stock for
stock of RCA under the plan for
absorption of Victor, which has been
approved unanimously by the board
of directors in a letter from E. K.
Shumaker, X'ictor president. Under
terms of the olTer, seven-eights of
the outstanding common of Victor
must be deposited by March 4. Shuinaker's letter is enclosed in the annual report for the year ended Dec.
,11, which shows net income of §7,324,018.52 against $7,269,523.03 for
1927. Net sales for the year were
$52,064,419.52.

Cleveland — Due to lack of business, many houses in this territory
have been closed, some temporarily,
and some permanently. Among those
reported closed temporarily are the
\ Strong fights are being made by Kinsman, Cleveland; Electric, Ironproponents for passage of admission dal; Stringer, Hopedale; Cameo;
tax or censorship bills or both in Brilliant; Ideal, Alliance; Dreamland,
Michigan, Tennessee, Mississippi and Cardington; Luna, Prairie Depot.
R. & R. Circuit Buys 19
Coimecticut.
Among those listed as closed permaPhototalkers for Texas
nently are the Tivoli, Cleveland,
which has been converted into a
St. Louis Overseated
— Robb & Rowley purchased
garage; Gem, Barberton; and Strand, 19 Dallas
sets
of Phototalker sound equipJoseph
Plunkett
Says
Ravenna. Lease on the Lakewood,
iContin^ed
from Page 1)
ment for early installation. Tol TeeCleveland, will not be renewed by
theater seats before the New Fox Variety Amusement Co., according
ters, who operates houses in Oklahoma has purchased four for his
theater added 6,000 more," Plunkett to the Film Board of Trade. The houses and will plan a roadshow with
King,
Cleveland,
is
operating
only
said. "There is just one remedy
for that ailment — better entertain- two days a week, as is the American, the equipment.
ment. Vaudeville is going to meet Leetonia.
Barker Makes All-Talker
the situation by booking the Broadway stars who have been made avail"Mother's Boy," an all-talker for
able by the closing of so many shows Hollywood Pictures in Film Center Pathe release, has been completed at
this season."
Hollywood Pictures Corp., Co- Sound Studios, Inc., in New York
lumbia's franchise holder in the New by Bradley Barker. The cast comSeville, O., House Reopens
posed of stage players, includes
York and northern Jersey territory,
Seville, O. — F. O. Foster has re- have removed its offices to the sixth Helen Chandler, Barbara Bennett,
opcmd the Home, closed for the last floor of the Film Center BIdg., New Beryl Mercer, John T. Doyle and
Morton Downey.
York.
few months.

NEW

PHOTOTONE

15

PUIL
DALY
SEZ/
"Every time we try to
walk past the Aitor theater, it's a new battle.
The crowds januning the
lobbyto and
overflowing
the street
make in-it
tough for the pedestrian.
It's all the fault of "The
Broadway

Melody.' "

Survey in Canada Being
Made for British Gov't

Montreal — Cana^la's foui ^rade
commissioners arc making a survi >
of the situation in Canada, at the
request of the home government. F.
W. p-ield, senior trade commissioner,
points out the importance attached
by the British government to films
for spreading national and trade
propaganda. He admits producers
of the United Kingdom have much
to learn in making pictures for universal consumption, but that average of British films is improving
steadily.

"TALKIE"

Before you invest — investigate-

PHOTOTONE

IS ESTABLISHED!

pHOTOTONE Synchronous Device is sold to you
complete — installed.
T^OR your own protection get full particulars as to
price and know just what quality and equipment
you get for your money before buying any synchronous machine.

WATCH

FOR SOUND

ON FILM ANNOUNCEMENT

PHOTOTONE

SOON

COMPANY

North Vernon, Ind.
Offices:
Chicago,
lU., 845
New York, N. Y.,
SufFolk, Va.

S. Wabash
Ave.
1531 Broadway

Philadelphia, Pa., 1325 Vine St.
Boston, Mass.. 28 Piedmont St.
Atlanta, Ga., 125 Walton
St.

Oklahoma
City. Okla.. 705 W. Grand
St.
Los Angeles. Calif.. 1936 So. Vermont
St.
Seattle, Wash.,
2418 Second
Ave.

Minneapolis,
Minn.,
5332
Chicago
Ave.
Kansas City, Mo., 118 West
18th St.
Dallas, Texas, 1805 Commerce
St.
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18,500 housesYour own "little old paper'^ is
perhaps the best proof, Mn
Kann, that there is no neglect
of silent pictures as far as the
SHORT

FEATURE

LEADERS

are

concerned* Just check a few
recent issues and note again
what that Scotch reviewer of
yours says about the current
Educational Pictures releases*
EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,

E. W. HAMMONS,

President

Member, Motion Picture ProdueerB and Distributors of America, Inc.; Will H. Hays, President

fj

Inc.

(f &x£coc<iticixal Cf^xJjMvu^

-^y^

^0/>,

f^Sit ^ to c '^OcS^ltl

'^<9/',

■

and
UNIVERSAL
*— ha

s it/

Jnother GREAT Show 'f'om Carl Zaemtnle /
0

In Every Field— ONE

THE
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Supreme In Its Field

BOOK

'

%ead What Sam 'German says:
Walker Theatre
64th ST. & 18th AVE., BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

Telephone. Beachview 8800
S-

1-

B E R M A N

MANAGING

DIRECTOR

February 15th,

1929.

Mr. Louis G, Pacent - President,
Pacent Reproducer Corporation,
250 West 29fch Street,
New York City, N.Y.

Dear Mr.

'f'^'l
' ,,'

Pacent : -

A- few days- ago,

X. heard the

'

■ '

i

installation of your Pacent

'

/

Reproducing
System
City,...,
New
Jersey ard
can at
^y the
that"Lincoln
I think Theatre"^
it is the-'"Urii-on
best in.$trument I have heard to date.
^

In order to verify this statement,
I sun enclosing herewith
my check for #3000,00 for the "Walker Theatre" and "the
"Senate -Theatre",
both in Brooklyn, as a deposit.
Very
Wishing you success and asking for an early installation,
I beg to remain
wal:
S, I, BERMAN
Managing Direator,
M

IN

BROOKLYN

•f'-

.^
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perfect formula for motion pictures, as conceived

by the thinkers in this business, runs something like this :
The film as you now are accustomed to it plus; sound, color,
a larger screen which, of course,
means a larger image and a third
dimension.
When these additions are made,
it is more or less generally conceded that the motion picture will
reach technical perfection. RCA,
as you may read elsewhere in this
edition today, is very active on a
new dimensional process which
will at one stroke give depth and
a larger image. A development of
vast potential importance. Never
'
discount it.
Jack, the Warner
With a "California, Here I Come"
air. Jack, production mogul for the
Warners, breezes into New York.
X'isiting with him is always pleasant.
He is vounK. entliusiastic and fortified with a rare sense of humor that
serves him well in facing the trials
and tribulations of producing public
entertainment.
In his serious moments, we discovered he believes:
That sound, as mighty as its present hold is, merely represents the beginning of that which is to come.
That pictures such as the most
ardent never dared dream about arc
around the corner and that sound is
tiie magic unlocking the door that
hides them.

Off Moments
his that
idle guides
minutes.
theInhand
the Warner's
destinies ofis
the First National and Warner studios. He also keeps a close eye on
the successful Warner theater in
Hollywood. He is the man who produced "The Singing Fool" of which
we have previously told you plenty
and "Noah's .Ark" which reaches
Broadway soon. In a trifle over a
year, the Warners — and that means
Jack largely^have produced fifty
talking pictures and nobody knows
exactly how many shorts. Burdens
or no, this irrepressible production
dynamo carries his cares lightly. To
us. he is a positive tonic.
K A N X
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Epidemic Near End
(Ifaxh.

Bin:

of

THE

I'll.M

DAILY)

Washington — Influenza cases decreased by over 50 per
cent in the week ended Feb.
16, in 42 states and the District of Columbia, the further
drops noted, indicating that
the epidemic is drawing to a
close.

PORTABLE SYf^CltliONIZER
OFFERED IN TRAVELTONE

Greeley, Colo. — By going to the
mat with local censors after they
banned "My Man," Manager Dave
Morrison of the Rex, aroused public
indignation and brought about repeal
of the censorship ordinance. .\ private siiowing of the film turned the
trick.

BRITISH GET RUN-AROUND
El
London — England is slated to go
through the same song and dance
on the question of interchangeability.
as has the United States, it is indicated in an interview here credited to

33 Theaters Launched in
Eastern States in January
Thirty-three theater projects, involving $254,200 were launched in Z7
eastern states in January. Of this
number, 23, involving $78,900 were
exclusive picture houses.

Sound Pictures Free as Sales
Magnet to be Used by Auto Firm
Columbus. O. — E.xhibitors here
are faring free show competition of
Movietone attractions scheduled in
salesroom of an automobile agency.
Toronto — Ontario's board of cen- This is part of a national campaign
sors is being reorganized. The per- to attract patrons to salesrooms
sonnel is being reduced and salaries handling the particular brand of
are also being trimmed. Salary of automobiles.
censors has been fixed at $1,800 to
P. J. Wood, business manager of
$2,000 by the Ontario government the Ohio unit, has successfully protested against the inclusion of copy
and a recent appointee to the board
is receiving a salary of $1,800, as advertising the Movietone free
compared with $2,500 for his prede- shows on the theatrical page of a
cessor. Miss V. Hamill, for years local newspaper, and calls upon
a member of the board, has resigned. other exhibitors to do likewise.

Ontario Board of Censors
Now Being Reorganized

25 Cents

RCA-PHOTOPHONE, SPOOR
PLAN STEREOSCOPIC FILM

Boasting a resynchronization feature, claimed exclusive in the field. J. K. Otterson, president of Electrical Research Products.
Traveltone, portable disc synchronization equipment has been placed on
So far as we know, tiierc is \u)
the market by the Traveltone Corp. other reliable and successful system.
The device can be installed in a the- Otterson said, when asked regarding
ater in one hour's time, according his announcement in -America that
to Herman Heller, president of the Western Electric had reached an
Traveltone Corp., who has developed
the machine. Heller was one of the agreement with its licenses to permit
pioneers in development of Vita- showing of their sound pictures on
systems which reproduced with tonal
phone.
quality up to the Western Electric
The Traveltone equipment is sup- standard.
He added he did not wish
plied in five or six trunks, each containing a unit of the installation, such to discuss the subject, but in reply
as turntables, amplification, control to a question stated that his combox, etc. The control box is a fcapany had made no decision with re(Conti lined on Page 2)
gard to interchangeability with
RCA-Photophone. The company, he
says, is awaiting
developments.
Exhibitor Wins Battle

with Censors at Greeley

Price

Third
Dimension,
Sound
To Feature Pictures To
Be Ready by Fall
Third dimension pictures in sound
will l)e introduced to the industry
by fall by RCA-Photophone in cooperation with George K. Spoor, inventor of the Spoor process, according to E. E. Bucher, executive vice
president of RCA-Photophone. Plans
are under way for production of a
third dimension picture in sound at
the new Gramercy Studios, just completed by RCA-Photophone. Negotiations are under way for the first
vehicle, which, in all probability, will
be a musical show.
The Spoor process has been under
development for years, and recently
was announced as ready for presentation, with a picture started on the
Coast. However, after considerable
footage had been shot, the project
was abandoned. Since that time.
Spoor has made many improvements
to the process, it is said.
The process utilizes special cameras, lenses printers, projector and
screen. The film used is 70 mm wide
and the picture projected is 32 feet
high by 52 feet wide. This can be
reduced proportionately.

Union Card Needed to
Change Disc Needles
Chicago — On and after March 1.
operators of phonographs or other
musical devices in broadcasting studios must be members of the Chicago
Federation of Musicians, states President James Pctrillo. A similar ruling recently was made in the case of
theaters.

"Show Boat"

Miami — "Show Boat" will
have its world premiere March
17 at the Capitol (Universal)
here and the Paramount (Publix) at Palm Beach. Florenz
Ziegfeld will handle the Miami
presentation at $5 top. the first
time such a price has been
charged in the South.
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Today:

Opening of "The Wolf
Embassy, New York.

Feb. 25

Opening
Gaiety,

Mar.

2

March
Apr.
May

of "Hearts
New
York.

AMPA Hollywood
New
York.

Song"

at

of Dixie"

at

Masque

Ball in

17 Premiere of "Show Boat" at Capitol, Miami, and Paramount, Palm
Beach.
14-15-16

Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittsburgh.
6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers
in New
York.

M. P. Capital Stock Increases
Stockholders of M. P. Capital have
approved increase in the authorized
common stock from 300,000 to 1,000,000 no par shares and the creation
of 200,000 shares of authorized cumulative convertible second preferred
stock, of which 50,000 are to be
presently issued, and will be designated as $2.50 cumulative convertible
second preferred stock, series "A."
Common shares other than those
required for conversion of second
preferred may be issued from time to
time for such consideration as may
be fixed by directors.
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ture of the equipment, for it contains
a series of levers and switches, which
control every phase of operation, as
well as synchronous operation of the
machine. Resynchronization is obtained while the picture is running
through a switch which, in event the
picture is out of synchronization,
speeds up or retards the projector,
to the desired point when synchronization is obtained. In addition to a
resynchronization switch on the control box, remote control of the synchronizer is provided, so that the
picture and sound can be resynchronized from any given point in the theater. The turntables play 33 1-3
rpm on standard speed records. Deliveries are to be made starting in
about 60 days, according to Maurice
Livingston, general manager of the
company. Livingston formerly was
connected with the foreign departments of Warners
and Paramount.
Bachelors' Club Pre-view
Oscar Price's production, "The
Bachelors' Club," starring Richard
Talmadge, the first independent
Movietone synchronized feature, with
musical score composed and played
by Erno Rapee and his Roxy orchestra, will have its pre-view Sunday
at the Carman, Philadelphia.
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Use of Films for Child
Advancement Stressed
The motion picture and its various
uses for creative, recreational and instructional purposes outside the theater, as well as for wholesome entertainment for the rising generation
in the theaters, will constitute one
of the principal attractions at the
Parents Exposition at Grand Central
Palace, New York from Feb. 23 to
March 2. William A. Barrett, executive secretairy o|f the National
Board of Review, and Arthur De Bra
of the Hays organization, are memmittee. bers of the exposition's film comMaking AMPA Ball Decorations
Twenty carpenters and artists are
busy constructing and painting decorations for the AMPA Hollywood
Masque Ball to transform the grand
ballroom of the Hotel Astor into an
Arabian
March 2.Nights' setting for the event
Shauer
to South
America
Mel Shauer, special representative
for the foreign department of Paramount, sails on the American Legion
Saturday to attend the opening of the
company's
new theater in Sao Paulo,
Brazil.
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PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Let Us Solve Your Problems !

That they have in the course of production
four motion picture production! entitled:

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

"THE AUTHOR OF LIFE"
''THE SCREEN'S GREATEST ROMANCE"
"THE HOLLYWOOD PARTY"
"LUCKY HIT"
ALL RIQHTS

PROTECTED

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED
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"The Wolf of Wall Street" at the
Rialto, New York.
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The

HomeE>lks
talk about

HOOVER
nt- elect who takes oath of office as Chief
xecutive at his Inauguration, March 4th,
in Washington, D. C.

FOX
MOVIETONE

NEWS

Presents actual home town atmosphere of West
Branch, Iowa, birthplace of Mr. Hoover, in which
people who knew him well discuss the next
President of the United States.

Exclusive human interest talks
included in aJl 3 issues
Released today

No. 21 — Issues A, B and C.

T70TE

the STRAIGHT

BOX-OFFICE

MI^SV

^rstandonlj
Moving Pictures ever made
inside submerged subma*
rine show escape of crew
of S'4 from depths of Gulf
of Mexico!

C. K. Tranb, Pafhe Neics Cameraman, risks
life inside sunken submarine to film deep sea
test of new life saving device.

SIX THRILLING
OF UNDERSEA

SCENES
DRAMA!

1. Volunteer sailors, equipped with mechanical lung, enter motor room of S-4.
ll'lien they think of nezcs they
PATHE — There's u reason.

say

PAT HE
NEWS
No. 19

2. Room is flooded — men stand with water to
their necks in 2 foot air space.
3. Putting on, and adjusting mechanical lung
while water floods chamber.
4. In water to his neck, Lieut. Momsen
talks over phone.

calmly

5. Out through the motor room hatch on their
perilous venture.
6. Up from the ocean's bottom to safety!
(And the cameraman still under water!)

»
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Olga

Chekova

in

"Moulin Rouse"
(Synchronized)

Dolores Costello in

"The Redeeming Sin"

"The Ghost Talks"
(All-Talker)

(Part-Talker)

For
LriKjlh:
0."J98 TO
ft.
WEAK NUMBER
FAILS
World Wide Pictures
IMPRESS
WITH
AMATEURISH
l.rnylh: 0921 ft.
L. iiyth : 9000 ft. Wamera
DEVELOPMENT OF PLOT AND
A
VERY
SAD
AFFAIR. COS- INDIFFERENT ACTING
TEDIOUS. DRAWN OUT IMOF
TELLO IS GORGEOUS BUT
PORTED PRODUCTION MISSJUVENILE
LEADS. FAIR COMEDY.
ES WITH MUCH
REPETI- NOT BEAUTIFUL ENOUGH TO
Cast. . . . Helen Twelvetrees, a stage
OVERCOME
BANAL STORY,
TION AND SLOW
TEMPO.
recruit, here reveals nothing to talk
DIRECTION
Cast
Olga Chekova as the star STEREOTYPED
about with voice, acting and appearan effective emotional actress, but AND AWFUL DIALOGUE.
ance. Charles Eaton of the stage
isn't much on screen appearance.
Cast.
..
.Dolores,
an
eyeful
in
a
Eatons,
overacts
as amateur detective.
Eve Gray is colorless. Jean Bradin
Seasoned screen players like Stepin
lacks any screen fire to make him part that whelms
doesn't
fit.
Silly
yarn
overcast which includes Conrad Fetchit in cast outdistance them.
popular hero.
Xagel,
Warner
Richmond, Philippe
Story and Production .... Drama
Others Sedley.
Carmel JocMyers,
Brown.Earle P"ox,
of Parisian life produced by British De Lacey, Georgic Stone, Lionel Bel- Henry
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
more and Nina Quartaro.
International. E. .\. Dupont. the didrama. Adapted from the stage play
rector, also wrote the story, and the
Story and Production. . . . Romance
■'Badges " by Max Marcin. The idea
of
Parisian
underworld.
A
girl
that
story is exactly what is wrong with
is
outworn, being that of the youththis first imported feature of World flamed and flamed and sought venful amateur detective in the small
geance against the doctor who failed town who runs down the big city
Wide. Tells of the star of the Moulin Rouge who falls in love with her to save her brother's life; her plan crooks when they pay his town a
to make the M. D. suffer through visit. First two reels are tedious with
daughter's
fiance.So Hewe also
falls hard
for the mother.
are treated
to unrequited love; then the dawn that
dialog. The amateur deteclong-drawn out scenes in which came and the turning of tables in the artificial
tive is the clerk in the hotel where the
mother and the boy look yearningly love game. Through bylanes and crooks come seeking the girl who
at each other and tr>- hard to con- Parisian sewers the story travels un- has the secret to the hidden bonds.
steadily toward the inevitable clinch
ceal from daughter the truth. The
The detective's yawping about his
best sequence is a race of two speed- Stereotyped, mechanical, dramatic, ability
and the exaggerted stunts he
ing autos, one out of control. Cam- falsettos and dialogue that bring pulls grow wearisome. Pepped up in
era work fine on this. Actual Moulin laughs where rapt attention and per- final reels with good comedy work
haps tears were sought. Misses what- of Stepin Fetchit from the comedy
Rouge scenes of stage show are reever mark it had set for itself by lots. This darky gets over big.
peated and drawn out to point of
monotony. Entirely too long. Xeeds n:iles and miles.
Direction, Lew Seiler, ordinao'I
cutting, editing, and snappy
titling.
Direction, Howard Bretherton, Author,
Max Marcin and Edward
Direction, E. A. Dupont. ordinary;
way. way orT; Author, L. V. Jef- Hammond: Scenario, Frederick H.
Author, the same: Scenario, Not
ferson: Scenario, Harvey Gates: Dia- Brennan; Editor, Not listed; Titles,
listed; Editor, Harry Chandlee;
logue and Titles, Joc Jack-on: Edi- Xot listed; Dialog,. Frederick H.
Titles, Harry Chandlee: Photography,
tor, Tommy Pratt; Photography, By- Brennan. Harlan Thompson; Photogrnn Haskin, good.
Werner Brandes. very good.
raphy. Geo. Meehan, fair.
((
"South of Panama"
>(iU'l O'Seil i'a
Dancing Vienna"
(Silent)
Chesterfield Length: 6300 ft.
POPULAR
MELLER
OF
SCRAPS AND
ROMANCE
MIXED WITH A GUN-RUNNING
GANG OPERATING
IN A
SOUTH AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
GOOD
ENTERTAINMENT.
Cast . . . . Carmelita Geraghty looks
good as the daughter of the president of the South .American republic.
Edouardo Raquello and Lewis Sargent make a good team as buddies.
Philo McCulIough the hea\'y. Others
Marie Messinger. Henry Arras. Carlton Kin.g, Joe Burke. Fred Walton.
Story and Production. . Melodrama
of near-revolution in a South American republic. The yarn carries a neat
entertainment punch, being pepped
up with all the good old hoke that
the fans like. It concerns the escapades of a comedy American newspaper reporter who lands in the republic and meets another your.g man
who has business wit'n the president
of the republic. Developments showthat the youth is representing a gunrunner, and his mission is to salt a
gold mine, cause trouble between
two neighboring republics, and thus
start a war so that his boss can sell
his guns and ammunition. Works
out some fast action, thrills, and tells
ainterest.
ver>- stirring yarn, with neat love
Direction, Charles J. Hunt; Author,
L. A.
Young:
Scenario,
.\rthur
Hoerl: Editor, James Sweeney; Titles,
Arthur raphy,
Hcerl.
Lon Young:'
M. A. Andersen,
good. Photog-

(Silent)

"Hardboiled"
(Silent)

First Natio7ial
Length: 5683 ft.
F B O
Length:
5940 ft.
IMPORTED NUMBER AVERFAIR PROGRAM NUMBER
AGE. WITH VERY LITTLE
UP WITH BROADACTION AND A THIN STORY PEPPED
WAY ATMOSPHERE AND A
THAT HOLDS FAIR ENTER- LOT OF SEXY SITUATIONS
TAINMENT.
THAT
WILL PLEASE THE
Cast.... Ben Lyon plays the part MOB.
of a Broadway jazz boy in Vienna,
Cast. .. .Sally O'Neil is quite an
as the hardboiled chorus gal
land gives a neat performance.
Lya eyeful
who falls in love with the rich sucker
Mara
plays opposite, and makes
a
: personable
appearance,
although
her after she marries him for his daddy's
jack. Donald Reed adequate as the
Iacting is weak. Others all Europeans, rich playboy. Lilyan Tashman looks
I include
Julius
Falkenstein,
Olga
Engel, Arnold
Korft. George
Burk- verv alluring. Others Bob .'Sinclair.
hardr. Alfred .\bel. Gustav Charle.
OleStory
M. Ness.
Tom O'Grady.
and Production.
.. .Comedy
Story and Production
Drama.
drama
of
Broadway
.-.ight
As
1 .\ Dciu production
made
partly in far as the story goes it islife.
just a
j\ienna where the locale is laid. With rehash of the well known formula of
German
direction and foreign cast,
the gold-digging chorus gal who
this is done in the typical continental lands
the son of a millionaire. Only
manner.
That means that the tempo in this case she falls in love with him
,is rather draggy, and the continuity after his dad cuts him off from the
jnot as snappy as it could have been. family fortune. The reels are pepped
I Hero is a Broadwaj- jazz boy whose up with some ritzy and snappy
father
came
from
a well
known
and the pace is fast through\ienne5e
family that had quarreled scenes, out.
Ralph Ince directed with a
^with another prominent family there. knowing hand, and the work of Sally
Ben Lyon as the jazz boy meets the
and Lilyan Tashman put this
daughter of this other family.
Miui O'Neil
safely in the listing of girl pictures
[is a great dancer, and the big scene with the sexy angle that the fans
is one of those heavy Continental like. The finish is satisfactory, with
music
hall settings with
immense dad relenting and loosening up on the
crowds
and the girl doing a \'iennese coin when he realizes how much the
prize waltz.
former hardboiled chorine loves his
Direction, Frederick Zelnik, heavy; boy.
Author, Not listed: Scenario, F. CarlDirection. Ralph Ince. satisfactcr.;:
son. Willy Haas: Editor. N;t listed: Author, .\rthur Somers Roche; EdiTitles, Not listed: Photography.
tor. Net listed: Titles, Not listed:
Frederik Fuglfang, fair.
Photography, Robt. Martin, good.

"Strange Cargo"
(All-Talker)

I'ntU,

/,, „,itl, : 7(»J.T

f7.

FAIR PROGRAM
NUMBER,
WITH EXCELLENT
CAST
WHICH IS AHEAD OF UNCONVINCING MYSTERY PLOT. DIALOG REPRODUCES AS AVERAGE.
Cast Stage players lend class
to production. Lee Patrick impressive as the girl. George Barraud
also good. Kyrle Bellew forceful as
heavy. Others June Nash, Russell
Gleason, Frank Reichcr, Claude King,
N'ed Sparks, Josephine Brown,
Charles Hamilton, Andre Beranger,

Richmond.
Otto
Matiesen, Harry Allen, W'arner
Story and Production. .. .Mystery
drama. The scene takes place on
board the yacht of a titled Englishman who is a heller with the ladies.
So when milord disappears with a
yell in front of his guests as the
lights go out in the cabin, all sorts
of false clues crop up to implicate members of the party
and crew. But the solving of the
murder is unsatisfactory. An East
Indian mystic is discovered as the
real culprit, but it not satisfactorily
explained ho%v the body could have
been disposed of during short time
lights went out. As talking mystery
this is fair, with cast lending class.
Direction, Benjamin Glazer, satisfactory; Authors, Benjamin Glazer,
Melchoir Lengyel; Scenario, Horace
Jackson; Dialogue, Benjamin Glazer;
Editor, Paul Weatherwax; Titles,
.Not listed;
Photography, Arthur
Miller,
very good.
Rin-Tin-Tin in

"The Million Dollar Collar"
(SUent)
Warners

Length: 5561 fi.

THE DOG STAR IS UNUSUALLY GOOD IN ONE OF HIS
MOST
SPECTACULAR PICTURES. CARRIES A BIG
THRILL WALLOP.
Cast. . . .Rin-Tin-Tin holds the centre of the stage throughout. His admirers will sure enjoy this one. His
support consists of Matty Kemp,
Evelyn
French,
len Cavin.
Grover Tommy
Liggon.Dugan, AlI Story and Production. .Melodrama.
' Rinty is starred throughout, and is
given plenty of opportunities
to doIhis stunts which are performed with
'almost human intelligence. The plot
is unusually strong for a aog opus,
I and is well knit together with a
smooth continuity that holds the interest. Rinty is the property of a
crook who secretes a diamond necklace which he has stolen in Rinty-s
collar, and starts to make a getaway
to
hideout
He is
drives
the
car the
intogang's
the river.
Rinty
rescued
by the hero and they become great
friends.
Later the hero is taken for
I the crook by the gang, and learns of
the necklace.
Fast action and thrill
Istuff
piledlove
on story.
thick, and
is
also aisneat
Rintythere
is fine
all the way.
Direction, Ross Lederman, very
ij c; Author, Robert Lord; Scenario,
the same; Editor, Wm. Zolmes;
Titles, James A. Starr; Photography,
, NeNon
Laraby. smooth.
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Seritoesbe Begins Its
CULMINATION or LENGTHY Sound'On-Disc

AND DILIGENT RESEARCH

Discussed First; Film Later

phonograph or from a common driving source through electrical connections and timed either by various
Apparatus for the simultaneous and
synchronous reproduction of sound types of synchronized motors or by
and motion pictures falls into two electrical escapements.
In the apparatus of other types of
general classes; One in which a phonograph record is rotated in a defi- patents the phonograph and the pronite relation to the passage of the
jection machine are driven independfilm so as to time the sound with the
ently of each other and mechanisms
pictures. The other in which the are provided for indicating their resound record is made directly on a
lative speeds so that the operator
Patent Office, and, by appoint- film, or on a film or wire associated may bring them into synchronism.
Various devices are also described
ment, a special assistant to the therewith. Inasmuch as these two
timing are radically dif- for ensuring not only that the phoUnited States Attorney General, methodsferentofand developed
nograph and the projection machine
to write a series of articles on of each other, they will independently
be discussed shall run at the proper relative
separately.
the development of sound apspeeds, but that they shall also be
paratus as shown by research
In synchronizing a phonograph started at the proper times, relatively
of United States and foreign record with a motion picture projec- to each other, and to provide means
tion machine or camera, various whereby variations from the proper
patents.
mechanism are disclosed in various timing, due to breakages or other
These articles, it is believed,
patents. In the synchronizing appar- changes in the film, may be corrected
will prove of interest to the inatus shown in some groups of pat- by suitable adjustment of the phonodustry not only from an historical
ents the projection machine or camgraph drive. Inasmuch as several
era has been geared or otherwise hundred patents have been granted
viewpoint, but as a possible
connected to the pho- in this general field of synchronizasource of suggestion for im- mechanically
tion and sound in the last few years,
nograph, while in the apparatus of
provement or development.
other group of patents the projection these various features are for conMr. Rauber points out the machine has been driven from the
venience, discussed separately.

In view of the widespread
growth of sound pictures and the
increasing interest in this development, THE FILM DAILY
several months ago engaged
Benjamin T. Rauber, patent attorney, a former examiner on
the staff of the United States

following important points :
Inasmuch as the term of a
United States patent is 17 years,
all subject matter of patents issued prior to 1912 is free for
public use, provided such use
does not include mere improvements covered by later patents.
Foreign patents are also of
interest in this connection inasmuch as their subject matter is
also open to free use in the
United States unless the foreign
patentee or a prior American inventor has secured a corresponding patent in the United
States.
While the articles may give
some insight into the patent situation, itis not their purpose to give
any opinion or conclusion as to the
value or strength of any existing
patent, but only to bring to the
attention of readers what the
various patents disclose.
Mechanical

By BENJAMIN

T. RAUBER

neath an eye piece (3) and lens (4) a belt (29) which rotates on eccentric
by means of drums (13), the strip be- (32) on which is mounted an arm
ing suitably illuminated by means of (34) having a hook (36) that engages
a lamp (6) and reflector (8). The a ratchet wheel {i7) associated with
drum (13) is driven from a phono- the drum (13). As the phonographgraph within the box (26) shown at driving mechanism drives the record
the upper right hand corner of the it gives the eccentric (32) a corresdrawing, so as to quickly bring each
ponding speed of rotation and adpicture in succession beneath the lens
vances the picture strip (10) at a rate
(4) and to permit it to rest there for proportionate to the driving of the
a short time. To this end the drum phonograph.
& Cie secured
(13) is driven from the phonograph-jTa'MIn/1 1901 Gaumont
driving mechanism (26) by means of a French patent No. 312,613 in which

Synchronization

One of the earliest patents for the
synchronization of a phonograph and
a moving picture fihn is United
States patent No. 576,542, granted
to George W. Brown on Feb. 9,
1897. Fig. 1 of the patent, which is
reproduced herewith, shows a vertical sectional view of the apparatus
and illustrates its principle of operation. In this apparatus, the pictures
are not projected onto a screen but
arc printed on an endless strij) (10)
which is drawn over a drum (12) be-

Illustrating

George

W.

Brown

patent,

U.

S.

No.

576,542

the projection machine was driven
from a phonograph. This French
patent was not published, however.
A French Patent of Addition granted to Gaumont in 1903 on the original patent introduces the improvement of placing the phonograph immediately adjacent the projection
machine and provides a microphone
and a telephone circuit ifroml the
phonograph to loud speakers back
of the screen. This Patent of Addition also suggests that the loud
speakers may be moved about back
of the screen to follow the movements of the actors on the screen.
On July 31, 1899, a German patent,
No. 104,475, to L. A. Berthon, C. F.
Dussaud and G. F. Jaubert disclosed an apparatus in which a projection machine C and a phonograph
M were driven from a common driving motor
(A) and
through
pulley
(A')
on the
motor
a belta to
a pulley
(B) on a common drive shaft (b) as
indicated in Fig. (3) of this patent.
The phonograph (M) was driven
continuously from the shaft (b) by
means
of pulleys
(G) and
and a
connecting
belt (F).
The (G')
projection
machine (C) was provided with a
clutch (c) by which it could be
coupled
to a bevel
meshing
with a bevel
gear gear
(O) (O')
on the
shaft
(b). In starting the apparatus the
sound box (M) of the phonograph,
shown in Fig. 2, was held out of engagement with the record by means
of a latch (f) as shown in Fig. 6.
When the clutch (c) was shifted into
engagement by a shifting lever (h)
an electric circuit was closed through
a contact (p) on the lever (h) and a
stationary contact (q), Fig. 4, and
through electro-magnets (e) positioned to attract the latch (f) and release a supporting arm (m) of the
sound box (M) and thus start the
sound reproduction simultaneously
with the starting of the projection
machine.

Thereafter, the phonograph and
the projection machine would be
driven uniformly at proportionate
speeds through the common driving
means. A spring (s) was provided
between the bevel gear (O') and the
clutch (c) to absorb shocks when the
A teleclutch (c) was connected.
phone circuit led from the sound box
of the phonograph, which in the
patent, was called a microphonograph, to individual earphones for the
seats of the theater as indicated in
Fig. 1. The projection machine was
located back of a white transparent
screen. A pair of phonographs and
telephone circuits was provided when
both orchestral and vocal sounds
were desired.
French patent No. 328,145 granted
on Nov. 18, 1902, to Gaumont explains
that, in the original patent, the projection machine or cinematograph is
driven from the phonograph and that
it is necessary to clutch the cinematograph to a common driving means
upon hearing a signal bell or whistle
which is registered upon the cylinder
of the phonograph some seconds before the beginning
of the selection.
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International Review of Inventions
To correct any imperfect synchronization due to the ckitching of the
mechanism, various schemes are arranged for shifting; the relative positions of the phonograph and projection machine driving meclianisnis.
One of these arrangements is shown
in the accompanying Fig. 1, in which
tlic separate drive shaft (Y) and (Z)
are connected by a differential gear
mechanism formed of the bevel gears
(I) and (J) and the planetary gears
(a) and (b). When the planetary
gears (a) and (b) are held from
turning with the bevel gears (I) and
(J) about the axis of the drive shafts
(Y) and (Z), these shafts rotate in a
fixed, definite relation to each other
and the time relation of the pictures
to the sound record remains unchanged. However, if it is desired
to vary this relation in order to attain synchronism, this may be accomplished by rotating the ring (Q) in
one direction or the other which will,
during its rotation, accelerate or retard one shaft relatively to the other,
thus changing their relative positions.
In another mechanism, shown in
Fig. 2, the separate drive shafts (U)
are connected by means of a collar
(E) which is slidably keyed to the
right hand shaft and has a pin (h)
working in a helical groove in the
left hand shaft so that as the collar
(E) is moved to the right or left by
means of a hand lever (L) one shaft
(U) is rotated relatively to the other.
German patent No. 145,780 issued
Nov. 6, 1903, to Messters Projection
Co., discloses a device for coupling a
projection apparatus to a phonograph
upon a signal sounded by the latter.
The drawings of the patent show a
shaft (a) driven by the phonograph
and a collar (e) slidably keyed on the
shaft (a). The collar (e) may be
shifted to the left by a lever and. as
the collar rotates with the shaft a
radially projecting pin (f) on the collar engages and rotates a pin (d)

L A BERTHON.

CH. F DUSSAl'D rsi> G
IN PARIS.

f-'i

f! .?■
F lAUBERT
TX^a.

Kuppdungtvorrlchtung (Dr zuummenwlrkanda

Kinematographen

und

Phonograptwn.

-<<£^

Fig. I.

'l^^^J,^
An early French patent tynehronizing phonograph and projector. So. 375,057

mechanism. The sound is conveyed
from the phonograph through a
speaking tube (G) to a plionograph
horn placed immediately in front of,
and below, the screen (i).
Specific arrangements of flexible
driving shafts for synchronously
driven projection machines and
phonographs are also shown in later
United States patents to L. S. Stiles,
No. 1,308,875, issued July 8, 1919,
and to \V. H. Bristol, No. 1,431,628,
issued Oct. 10, 1922.
Apparatus using a speaking tube
Diagram showing joint operation of projector
and phonograph.
German patent No. 104,475
for conveying sound from a phonograph to a horn positioned back of a
screen is also shown in the United
States patents to J. F. Osborn, No.
1,328,189, issued Jan. 13, 1920, and
to J. G. Harris, No. 1,354,742, issued
Oct. 5, 1920. This expedient is, of
course, unnecessary when a telephone
projecting sidewise from an arm (c) , definite relation to the projection ma- circuit and loud speaker is used, as
fixed on a shaft (b) from which the
chine, the projection (i) is moved to suggested in the French Addition
projection apparatus is driven. Un- the position shown in dotted lines, Patent to Gaumont, No. 936.
til the pin (d) is engaged by the pin whereupon both shafts (a) and (b)
(f), it is held in fixed position by a are held upon the holding of the pin
Romantic development of soundlatch (g) retained in position against (d) by the latch (g).
the action of a spring by a trip (h).
French patent No. 375,057 granted on-disc and sound-on-filtn synchroniWhen the shifting lever shifts the on June 29, 1907, to Georges Pozation will be continued to be traced
collar (e) to the left, a projection (i) marede discloses the use of a flexible
on the shifting lever trips the trip driving shaft between the projection through patent history in subse(h), releasing the latch (g) and per- machine and the phonograph. Fig. 2
quent articles of the "Sound Patmitting the projection machine driv- of the patent shows an apparatus in
ents" series, to be published from
which
the
projection
machine
(A)
ing shaft (b) to rotate. If it is detime to time by THE FILM DAILY.
sired to stop the phonograph
in a drives a flexible shaft (B) which in
turn drives the plate (D) of a disc Watch for succeeding articles in
phonograph
through
suitable
gear this i7iteresting series.

FIG 2

i rJ
No. 328,145

Early

French

patent

granted

Gaumont

and Co., illustrating how projection machine, in this instance, is driven from
securing
synchronization

the phonograph,

thus
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Theater
RECO LINE LISTS BACKSTAGE COLOR LIGHTING
Chicago — Backstage lighting in
color, as well as exterior and interior theater color lighting is provided in the Reco line of equipment,
manufactured by the E. E. Reynolds Electric Co. _ These include
Laco color hoods, which are made in
a variety pf sizes with a spring holder
for attaching to standard white lamps
used in border lights, pt-oscenium
lights, clusters, foots, etc.
These hoods are furnished in six
true colors: ruby, green, blue, daylight blue, amber and moonlight.
They are made of blown glass. Spill
shields are used to prevent leakage
of white light back of the color hood.
which is made in three sizes for use
with various standard reflectors,
spots and lamps.
Another feature of the line for
backstage is the Laco circle color
plates made of special heat resisting
glass and fitted for box lights, floods,
olivets and spots. These are made in
both round and rectangular shapes
furnished in amber, green, blue and
ruby.
Reco hoods, furnished in a variety
of colors, are adapted for use on
switchboards, panelboards, elevator
signals, cove lights, danger and exit
lights.
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Equipment

By CHARLES

F. HYNES

The Stamp of Approval
An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit
Many times during the year, the exhibitor, wishing to make
announcement, finds that he is unable to utilize the value of
screen, because he has not time to send to a slide manufacturer
a special slide. Averse to putting a crude message on the screen,
passes it up altogether, forced instead to spend a special newspaper or herald appropriation, to try to get across the message his
screen so effectively could have sold.
Such a situation can be circumvented by the use of Peerless
Typewriter Slides, attractive, time-saving slides, which are ready
for showing, as rapidly as the message can be typevmtten Because
they are economical, efficient and effective, the Peerless Typewriter
Slides have THE FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.
an
his
for
he

DA-LITE tlOW SELLING ARCTIC NU-AIR FOR 1929
DIRECT TO EXHIBITORS BOASTS NEW EEATORES

TALKING SHOP
Bringing Theater Carpet
Service to High Point of
Efficiency by National
Supply ization
Co. Special-

qiHOUSANDS
of yards
A are held in stock
for of
thecarpets
selection of the exhibitor, by National
Theater Supply Co., which in one
year has built up its floor covering
department to a high standard of
efficiency, under direction of R. F.
Patheal. A wide variety of patterns and colors is embraced in this
stock selection, which supplements
the range of choice offered the exhibitor, by the special weaves and mament. terials at the disposal of the depart-

Until the department was organMinneapolis — New features are inized, says Patheal, no carpet distribucorporated inthe 1929 Arctic Nu-Air
tor or dealer in the country made a
cooling system. These include a re- specialty of theater fabrics. No such
circulator, especially designed for stocks were available for quick shipwinter use of the equipment, which
ment and consequently, the exhibitor
originally was designed principally was dependent largely upon special
for cooling theaters. Timken bear- mill runs and these were costly and
the Western
Electric
systems' of
ings have been added for durability consumed considerable time. The
sound
recording
and reproducing
and quiet operation, together with average dealer was unfamiliar with
equipment.
By means of the new arrangement remote control of the air volume, the theater's needs, so that this spevaried speeds. The air volume
Plants
on silent screens, prices have been and
cial field was grossly neglected. This
Carrier Operating Both
also has been increased.
reduced
to
one-third
of
the
former
resulted in high prices and unsatisNewark, N. J.— Carrier EngineerArtie Nu-Air Corp., recently placed
scale, it is stated. All sizes of screens
factory service.
ing Corp., manufacturer of air conditioning systems, now is operating are included tear-proof and seamless on the market the Kooler-er Aire
cooling and ventilating system.
two plants here. The second plant,
acquired in September of last year, up to 24' by 32'.
By specializing in the field, Nationwas remodeled and now is being
al quickly won response from exhibithe
operated as Plant No. 1, while
tors. Increased volume makes posformer headquarters now is plant
sible the large stocks and varieties
on hand. Close alliance with carpet
No. 2. The two structures are separated by but one block.
mills has resulted in creation of a
series of theater carpet patterns exclusively for National. For instance,
Credit Committee in Supply Field
the Mohawk Nathco carpet, woven
Philadelphia — Equipment dealers
exclusively for National in exclusive
here have joined with poster expatterns, represents a substantial savchanges, printing houses, delivery
ings per yard, as compared with other
houses and sign painting concerns
in formation of a credit committee to
Saxony
patterns.
protect them against bad accounts.
Chicago — Da-Lite Screen Co., now
is selling its Da-Lite Screens direct
to exhibitors. The Da-Lite Da-Tone
X (sound) Screen, the company says,
is sold exclusively through Electrical
Research Products, which handled

-FOR SALE;
Slightly used Stineman 35 mm.
Printer, in absolutely perfect
condition,

$62.50;

list

$90.00.

UIILLOaCHBYS
▼▼ 110 West 32«*St,NewyBrh.WV«^^
Phone Penna. 0330
Motion
Picture Department

U.

S. and

Canada Agents for Debrie

A closeup of the Model "H" Motiograph De Luxe, shelving the horizontal
cylindrical shutter feature, which is claimed to eliminate 62^4 per cent
of the heat on the film. This, says Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Co.,
reduces buckling, warping and embossing of the fihn, which passes
the aperture in a flat focal plane.

The field has presented many problems. Theater carpets must be unusually colorful, as well as harmonize
with the decorative plan of the house.
They must be of unusual quality to
maintain attractive appearance despite
the hard usage to which they are subjected. These difficulties have been
met, because of specializatioin and
because the system of operation has
enabled National to meet the price
factor of competition. Installation,
too, presents problems, which can be
met satisfactorily only by specialists
in this work. The results achieved in
one year of service are further tribute
vice.
to National's showmanship and ser-
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NEW
DEVELOPMENTS
IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

SOUND
By CHARLES

TONE BEITER WITH DISC,
ALFRED GOTIESMAN SAYS

Photophone For Lewistown, Pa.
Lewistown, Pa.— RCA Photophone
has been installed at the Pastime.

NEW

j

Qualitone Plant On Coast
Established by Freedman

Favors Film System
Sound-on-film recording is
the more practical, and so favored by United Artists, states
Joseph M. Schenck.

Hrst

Biophone At Masontown, Pa.
Masontown,
Pa.— Biophone
has
been installed at the Liberty here according to Charles A. Lofstead, manager.

Coast

liurcau.

11111

I-II.M

n.lil.Y

Los Angeles — Plant for manufacture of Qualitone, disc synchronization device has been estal)lished here
by S'amuel I-"recdman, president of
the Qualitone Talking Picture Co.
\ number of the machines are bciuK
installed in this territory, it is stated.
Sound At McKeesport
McKeesport,
— The
\'ictory and
recently ojiened Pa.
with
V^itaphone
Movietone sound apparatus, and according to Dave Victor, owner and
manager, it was the biggest week the
house has had.

A closeup of the Meloione sytichrunizer, showing chain drive from projector to turntable, which assures
synchronization
of film and disc.

Sound For St. Paul House
Talkers At San Antonio
St. Paul, Minn. — Installation of
San Antonio, Tex. — Sound pictures
V'itaphone is nearing completion at made their debut at the Plaza here
the Tower here according to A. S.
Sunberg, manager.
recently with "Lilac Time."

PHOTOTONE

ON

AND
VARIOUS
DE.
EQUIPMENT
VICES ARE
NOW
AVAILABLE

F. HYNES

More even tone and quality is
reproduced from discs than from
sound-on-lilm, his experience in his Gennett Effect Records
four wired houses has shown him.
for Non-Synchronous Use
states Alfred E. Gottesnian. operator
Kichniond, Ind. — Gennett Record
of a chain of New England theaters
Dicision
of the Starr I'iano Co., now
Vitaof
users
pioneer
the
of
one
and
a library of Gennett efstocking
is
quality
and
tone
phone. The even
fect records for use with non-synis particularly noticeable when music
chronous disc machines, (kiinett is
and dialogue is registered and repro- interested in Gennett Hanaphone,
duced at the same instant.
"There seems to me to be a higher degree but the effect records are supplied
of natural vocal tone from disc reproduction to a number of manufacturers of
than there is from tilni," he says. "In the non-synchronous
machines.
sound-on-film pictures that we have played I
find that there is a considerable amount of
foreign noise in Movietone, often reachinj
to a grating and scratching sound far more
noticed than a surface noise of disc sound.
The musical qualities reproduced by RCA
seems to be clearest of all, but we have noted
considerable outside noise also from -this make
of sound film during talking sequences. While
the soundon-film system appears to l)e the
easiest to handle, it is in my opinion that
sound-ondisc is both more serviceable and
ij;ives generally better tone of reproduction."

TIPS

Second Roseland Talker Starting
With the return of Raymond
I-'riedgen and James Samnion from
Florida, Roseland Pictures is beginning work on the second of the series of 12 single disc talkers.
Sound

For

Altus,

Okla.

.Mtus,
Okla. remodeled
— The New
I-"mpirc
here
is being
in preparafor the installation of \'itai)hone
and tion
Movietone.

"TALKIE"

Before you invest — investigate —

IS ESTABLISHED!

PHOTOTONE

OHOTOTONE Synchronous
-■- complete — installed.

Device is sold to you

FOR your own protection get full particulars as to
price and know just what quality and equipment
forne. your money before buying any synchrongetmachi
you ous

WATCH

FOR SOUND ON FILM ANNOUNCEMENT
PHOTOTONE

SOON

COMPANY

North Vernon, Ind.
Chicago,
111.. 845
New York, N. Y.,
Suffolk,
Va.

S. Wabash
Ave.
1531 Broadway

Philadelphia, Pa., 1325 Vine St.
Boston, Mass., 28 Piedmont St.
Atlanta, Ga., 125 Walton
St.

OFFICES:
City, OkU.. 705 W. Grand St
Oklahoma
St.
Vermont
Los Angeles. CaUf., 1936 So. Ave.
2418 Second
Seattle, Wash.,

Ave.
Chicago
5332
Minn..
Minneapolis,
Kansas City. Mo., 118 West 18th St.
St.
Dallas, Texas, 1805 Commerce
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1 All-Talkers on U. A. Program
"Sign on Door", to be Made as "Locked Door", and Norma Talmadge Talker Added to Schedule
with Six Part-Talkers
Also Planned — Other Wired
New8 of Happenings
at West
Coast Studios

3 STORIES CONSIDERED
FOR TALMADGE TALKER

Bessie Love Is Cast
for Gus Edward's Revue
Bessie Love has been cast in the

Gus Edwards' revue which Harry
Rapf is producing for M-G-M. Marie
Dressier, Polly Moran, Charles King
Increasing to seven the number of and Cliff Edwards are among names
all-talkers scheduled for release by to be included, Al Boasberg, Sid
United Artists, the company has de- Silvers and Joe Goodwin are arranging the dialogue, story and lyrics.
termined to produce "The Sign on
the Door" with a cast of Broadway
"Zeppelin" Nearing Completion
stage players, while Norma Talmadge, originally slated to make the
The Tiffany-Stahl production "Zeppicture, will decide on one of three
pelin," a Reginald Barker special, is
stories she has under consideration nearing completion. Conway Tearle,
Claire Windsor and Larry Kent
as a talking picture.
play
the principal roles.
"The Sign on the Door" v/ill be
produced and directed by George
"U" to Film Fabian's Next Novel
Fitzmaurice, and be released as "The
Warner Fabian's next novel will
Locked Door." C. Gardner Sullivan
will prepare the Channing Pollock be written for Universal for production as a talker. It is understood
play, with George Scarborough as
it
will
be
a starring vehicle for Mary
dialogue
consultant.
Miss Talmadge's
talker will
be determined
upon next Nolan, who soon is to be starred by
week.
"Come Across," directed by Ray inTaylor.
All talkers on the United Artists, the company
in addition to the two just announced
are:
"The Quitter" Completed
Joseph Henabery has completed
Mary Pickford's "Coquette," Roland West's "Alibi," Ronald Colman's "The Quitter" for Columbia. In the
"Bulldog Drummond," Herbert Bren- cast are: Ben Lyon, Dorothy Reon's "Lummox," and Harry Rich- vier, Fred Kohler, Sherry Hall and
man's "Song of Broadway." Part- Charlie McHugh.
talking productions are Douglas FairUniversal Buys "Third Party"
bank's "The Iron Mask," Gloria
Universal has purchased "The
Swanson's "Queen Kelly," Vilma
Party," stage play by Mark
Banky's "This Is Heaven," D. W. Third
Swan. Reginald Denny will star in
Griffith's "Lady of the Pavements," the screen version, which is to be
■Henry King's "She Goes to War"
"Companionate Trouband Howard Hughes' "Hells An- made les,"after
his next picture.
gels."
Writing Colleen Moore Script
Ann Pennington Signed
Tom J. Geraghty is writing sceWarners has signed Ann Penningnario of Colleen Moore's new picture
ton for talkers. "The Gold Diggers" for First National.
may be her initial starring vehicle.

M-G-M
Buys One-Act
Plays
Three one-act plays by Martin A.
Flavin have been purchased by MG-M. They are: "Brains," "Emergency" and "Casualties."
Victor Lewis Cast
Victor Lewis, brother of George
Lewis, has been signed by Universal
for the remainder of the Fourth
"Collegians" series, in which his
brother stars. Others in the cast
are Dorothy Gulliver, leading lady,
Eddie Phillips, Hayden Stevenson,
Churchill Ross, Edna Marion and
Sumner Getcheli. Direction by Nat
Ross.
F. N. Signs Nye
Carroll Nye, who recently completed his role as the leading juvenile
in the First National-Vitaphone version of "The Squall," has been signed
again by First National to play leading masculine role in "The Girl in
the Glass Cage."

LON YOUNG
The guy who puts
the Chest
on
Chesterfield

Hoyt in
"Twohas Weeks
Off" to
Arthur
Hoyt
been added
cast of "Two Weeks Off," First National-Vitaphone picture co-starring
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall,
In addition to the stars, Eddie Gribbon, Jed Prouty and Kate Price are
in the cast. William Beaudine is
directing.
Leila Hyams Cast
Allan Dwan has chosen Leila
Hyams for the leading feminine role
opposite Charles Morton in Ihis
forthcoming production for Fox entitled "The Far Call," adapted by
Walter Woods from a story by Edison Marshall. The cast includes
Ulric Haupt, former stage actor of
note, and Joe Brown, well-known
ies.
character player in underworld storParamount to Make "Constant Wife"
Ruth Chatterton is to be starred by
Paramount
in "The
Constant
W. Somerset
Maugham
playWife,"
and
former Ethel Barrymore stage
vehicle. Robert Milton, erstwhile
stage director, will direct. Florence
Ryerson is to prepare the adaptation.

Writer
WARNER

GEORGE

SCARBOROUGH

Consulting

Dramatist

United Artists

Doorway

THE

of Hospitality

RUBINEWS-6
"Pilgrim Papas" must be
smart and refreshing because our studio have smart
fellas and not stupidvisors.

BENNY RUBIN
GEORGE
Adaptation and

JESSEL
Continuity

THE

Forthcoming
All Talkie

Feature

"The Love Song"
Story, Continuity and Dialogue
Isadore Bernstein
1337

North Sycamore Street
Hollywood,
California

/NTER the doorway o*
this popular hostelry and you feel at horn*.
There's an atmosphere of cordial welcoma
which marks the difference between tha
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
Your room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, over*
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . these are but a few of the features
that make you feel at home.
Pig'n Whistle Dining Service Insures tha
best of food. Therefore, when you are ne»t
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

by

Isadore Bernstein

BROTHERS

"Sonny Boy"

Owen Moore Featured
Owen Moore is playing a featured
tion.
role in "High Voltage," William
Boyd starring vehicle now in produc-

New Laurel-Hardy Uinder Way
Lew Foster is directing the new
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy comedy for Hal Roach. Jean Harlow
has the leading feminine role.

"Luckywith Boy"

HARVEY GATES

Rubin Remaining 3 Weeks
J. Robert Rubin, M-G-M vice
president, intends to spend three
weeks at the studios for conferences
with Louis B. Mayer, Irving Thalberg and associate producers.

by

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

vine

Street at Hollywood Boulevard

HOIXYWOOD,

CALIFORNIA
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SERVICE
NEWS
DIRECT
A
DEVELOPMENTS
COVERING
IMPORTANT
AMERICA'S
IN
OVERSEAS
MARKETS

Foreign Markets
flv JAMES

AMERICAN REMOVAL FROM
HUNGARY.CZECHO DENIED
WOLFFSOHN
By KARL
Editor, "Lichtbildbueliiie"

Berlin — The reported intention of
American companies to close their
exchanges in Hungary and Czechoslovakia, has occasioned great surreaprise and much comment.theThe
part of
son for this decision on
.American companies is said to be
"kontingent" regulations issued in
these countries. American representatives declare that Hungary and
Czecho never had a production industry, so that the present "kononly contingeiit" regulations are establish
ing
trived for the purpose of
native production which will have to
be paid for by American companies.
From information to hand, it would
that America is of the opinappear
ion that it will be much cheaper to
give up running their own exchanges
there.

11

P.

FILM

DAILY
CORRESPONDENTS IN WORLD
CAPITALS
PLASH
OVERSEAS
NEWS
BY
RADIO
AND
CABLE

CUNNINGHAM

Foreign Service
Through the medium of
Trade Papers International,
a reciprocal news arrangement in which this publication participates, spot news
of all important foreign developments ,i;sbrought to
the readers of THE FILM
DAILY as rapidly as modern news-gathering facilities permit.
Trade Papers International is represented
in
London
by
Ernest
W.
Fredman,
editor of "The
Daily
Film
Renter";
in
Berlin by Karl Wolffsohn,
editor of "Lichtbildbuehne"
and in Paris by P. A.
Harle, editor of "La Cinematographie Francaise."

BRITISH EXHIBITORS MOVE KEEN SOUND COMPETITION
TO CUT TAX ON THEATERS LOOMING NOW IN FRANCE
By ERNEST

W. FREDMAN

By
lulitfir

"La

I'. A. HARLE
Cinenwtographic
Francaise"

Editw, "The Daily Film Renter"
Paris — Competition for installations
London — A big campaign is to be of sound reproducers in France is
engineered by Scottish and Belfast growing. The Gaumont company is
exhibitors to obtain some relief from busy equipping its own theaters with
the entertainment tax. Belfast, which its own device and has installed
is under the Government of North- equipment in seven of the Aubert theaters in Paris.
ern Ireland, pays on a larger scale
than Great Britain, and is seeking to
On the other hand, Tobis of Berget the tax reduced
to the British
lin which represents a consolidation of
level at least.
five different German sound devices,
*
*
*
and two other foreign companies are
New British Theater to
improving their apparatus, preparatory to introducing it in this market.
Show Many English Films
Aubert,
moreover, is understood to
A new theater in North Kensinga deal with Western Electon (The Royalty) has opened. Her- have tricmade
for recording equipment.
bert Yapp, managing director, announced that during this month and
next the theater will put on 18 per French and Italian Film
cent of British films.
♦
♦
♦
Companies to Co-Operate

Another Producing Unit
Formed in Gt. Britain

Waslnngton

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Societe Generale de
Films, of France, and Pittaluga of
1,800 Suits Against German
known as Twick- Italy, will co-operate in joint production of a picture to be produced by
Denial is made in New York that
Film Studios Ltd., has been
Exhibitors on Music A newenhamcompany,
Carl
Dreyer who recently completed
American companies now operating
formed
by
Julius
Hagen
and
has
taken
Berlin — The fight of German the- over the Alliance Studios. Henry
aters against royalties demanded by
in Hungary and Czechoslovakia in"La Passion
de Section
Jeanne ofd'Arc,"
advises the M. P.
the Dept.
tended quitting those markets.
the Association of Music Authors, Edwards, well known actor, is chairman
of
the
studio.
The
films
will
of Commerce. The title of the piccontinues. Over 1800 law suits have
he directed by Leslie Hiscott and
ture is "Catacombs." It will mark the
been
started
by
the
associations
against
Edwin
Greenwood.
German Campaign Against motion picture theaters and other enreopening
of the Cines Studios in
+
+
♦
Rome. The cast will probably contertainment places.
Taxes Steadily Growing
London Trade Enthused
sist of Italian and French players.
Berlin — Agitation against theater
Over
New
Comedy
Feature
taxes has reached its pinnacle in Ger- Production Agreement
Those who maintained that the Entertainment Tax for
many. In an official report, the mayor
for France and Germany British
of Berlin tried to make the tax de- Washington
studios could not produce comParis Shows Increase
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
pendant upon the financial policy of
edies are likely to revise their opin- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
—
F.
F.
Film
of
Gerthe government on the one hand, and
ions after seeing "When Knights
many, of which Friedrich Feher is
Washington — During December
on the reparation payments on the
Were
Bold,"
made
by
the
British
&
1928,
entertainment tax in Paris
manager,
has
signed
a
joint
producother hand, but this report did not
Films Co. This adapta- amounted to $486,120, an increase
tion agreement with Cineromans of Dominions
tion of a theatrical classic was made
meet with the approval of the public.
Quite the contrary for following the France, reports the M. P. Section of in exactly the right spirit, the con- of $44,120 as compared with the corresponding month during 1927, acreport, an association was formed by the Dept. of Commerce. The first
trast between the breezy methods
cording to a report to the M. P.
all those interested in the theater ^ax picture to be produced is titled "The of the modern knight (Nelson Keys)
Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
question. The strength of this asso- Medical Secret," from the scenario by and his stiff "traditional" relatives
ciation was very apparent at a recent M. Sarchi of Mejrabpom Film of Rus- creating much laughter. This comsia, with Magda Sonja playing the
edy went over big.
meeting of the German Theater Di- starring role. The film is to be
*
*
*
rectors.
distributed in Germany by Derussa.
First British Demonstration

Sudfilm of Germany
Tobis Sound Device To
Secures B. I. P. Capital
Have English Office
Wasliington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Upon his return from
London, J. Goldschmidt, managing
director of Sudfilm Co. of Germany,
anounces British International Pictures would increase the capital of
Sudfilm which it controls by $240,000, according to a report from the
M. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce. British International, at present, has three pictures in work with
three others to follow. Victor Varconi, American actor, recently has
been secured to make two pictures for
B.I. P. The company is also active
in acquiring theaters.

London — The Tobis sound system
of Germany, intends to establish an
agency in England. The price of the
apparatus, including installation will
be about $2,500 it is stated. The
name of the British company is to be
announced later. Films are to be
made in England by the system and
a company may be formed for production.
Making German Sound Film
Berlin — Max Reichmann is producing "Das Dirnenlied" in sound. Richin it.ard Tauber, a popular tenor, appears

Richmount

Picture!

of Photophone Held in London

The first demonstration of the RCA
Photophone system took place before
a large audience at the Piiilharmonic
Hall the other day.
Start T-S English Pictvire
Tiflfany-Stahl say filming is about
to start on the English production
entitled "To What Red Hell." from
the play by Percy Robinson now
playing in London. The title is
taken from one of Oscar Wilde's
stories. The picture will be made
at the Alliance studios under direction of Edwin Greenwood and will
be personally supervised by Fred
Bernhard, Managing director of Tiffany-Stahl, Ltd., London.

723 7tli Avemia
D. J.

Inc.
HOUNTAN.

M«w
Pn*.

Yoifc City

IPXCLUSIVE foreign
representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Addreu: RICHPICSOC. Park
CabU Addrcia: DEEJAY, t^adoa
Cable Addreu:
RICHPIC.
N. T.

Exporting
only tlie
best in Motion Pictures
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Presentations
By HERBERT

S. BERG\

2 SPtCTACULAR NUMBERS SIDE SHOW Pfps yp
CLICK BIG AT THE ROXY THE nUMM] STAGE
The Roxy caine through with two
auspicious stage spectacles either one
of which would have made the show
outstanding — even for the Roxy. "A
Quaint Bouquet" was an eye spectacle de luxe, featuring Patricia Bowman heading the ballet ensemble and
leading off with her toe dancing. The
girls are grouped center to form an
immense bouquet of old fashioned
flowers. The effect is achieved by
the girls holding their skirts before
them, the effect being that of gorgeous colored flowers. The Roxyettes come on for some of their spectacular maneuvers after the bouquet
is dissolved. The two groups participate in various formations giving
beautiful flower effects. It's one of
the best color spectacles that the
Roxy has yet offered.
The other production was "Gigolette," Apache bit staged with a lavish hand. The scene was a French
underground cabaret, with the various characters grouped in colorful
attire. Outstanding were King,
King and King, appearing as French
sailors and executing some buck and
wing steps. Then the Kentucky
Jubilee Singers dressed as French
colonials executed a march number
with spirit. Gautchi and Phelps were
sensational with classy adagio. Of
course the Roxyettes got a chance
to step out< in costumes as old time
soubrettes and did the old can-can
step — and how. A novelty for the
Roxy was a short bit with the organ
interlude at the opening. Reine Valerie, in white ballet costume, got the
spot seated on the corner of the console as it came up, singing "Me and
the Man in the Moon." This- was a
treat.
Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Picture Presentation
The FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

I.,ackawanna 7876
1531 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CITY

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville
Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Perm. 3580

Week^s Monday
Headlines

The show was "Carnival Cockta'l"
at the Paramount, turned out very
neatly by Charles Niggemeyer with
the stage set a side show front and
Charles Marsh as the snappy barker.
He was good although his spiel was
short and he did his best work with
comedian Joe Besser. The latter was
the comedy highlight, and his brand
of hoke was well received.
Ethel Dalton did a neat number
with her soprano warbling. But the
outstanding bit was the work of
Frances Weil whose dancing acrobatics almost stopped the show. This
gal looks to be at the top of her
division anywhere. Ted Clair varied
the master of ceremonies stuff with
some stepping, which is quite a novelty at this house, coming from the
stage leader. The program was
rounded out with Donald Ogden
Stew;art's comedy talking short, Jesse
Crawford at the console, and Dave
Rubinoff in the pit with a medley
of Johann
Straus
waltzes.

COLONY GETS STARTED
WITH GOOD STAGE SHOW
At last the Colony has given some
thought to its neglected stage presentation. The show is good and
runs a half hour with the audience
showing appreciation throughout.
Alex Hyde acts as master of ceremonies and got over with lots to
spare. Eddie Moran supplied a lot
of comedy with his goofy antics, and
collected a nice batch of laughs. There
are two stretches with Eddie working with Hyde who feeds him. In
the first bit they cross fire smartly,
and later are on for a laughable skit
in which the comedian is so anxious
to boost his pal with his prospective
father-in-law that he messes everything up by his comedy exaggerations. There were several good
specialities that scored, Anne Wood
sang "What I Wanted to Know,"
and ended with a neat tap. Another
sang a variation on "St. Louis
Blues," while a youth did an accentric acrobatic. Now that the Colony
has started, we're rooting for them
to keep up the good work. It can
be done — even in this tough spot.
Those week's show proves it.
Sound
Policy For Okla. House
r^klahoma City — With complete installation of Vitaphone and Movietone expected by March 1, the Empress will offer its first sound program with "The Barker," according
to manager Tom H. Boland.

SOUND
Three
Brox
Sisters in
"At the Night Club"— Universal
Movietone
Neat Number
Type of production
Singing trio
Set shows a night club, and the
m. c. announces the Brox Sisters,
who step out front and sing three
numbers, "How About Me?" "High
Up on the Hill Top" and "Round
livening." The girls make a nice
appearance, being very refined, and
their songs are put over the same
way. This is a good number that
will please better type audiences.
Time, 7 mins.
The Neal Sisters in
"Blondes That Gentlemen Prefer"
Vitaphone No. 719
Not so hot
Type of production. .Singing number
This trio of vaudeville performers
in three turns, singing
and instrumental. It is just fair.
A "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"
novelty
song
number is the one on which the title
is based.
about all.
hand
so-so.

It will slide by, but that's
There is good musical accompaniment, and the sisters try their
at piano, violin and cello. Just
Time, 6 mins.

"The
LifeNovelty
of the Party"
Roseland Pictures — RLA
Type of production. . .comedy sketch
with music.
James B. Carson, comedian, is
the life of the party referred to in
the title. Jimmy appears at a house
party dressed in conventional tuxedo,
and puts over his lines with a slight
Hebrew accent. The idea is rather
unique in the sound short field, being an adaptation of the cabaret idea
only in a private party setting. It
gives the various members of the
gathering a chance to do their stuff,
with Carson puHing the wisecracks.
Nancy Baker is the femme lead, and
Arthur Campbell registers neatly
with a pleasing baritone. Time, 7
mins.
Donald Ogden Stewart in
"Traffic
Regulations" — Paramount
Safe Number
Type of production. .comedy monolog
The humorous writer, Donald
Ogden Stewart gives his impressions
of the new traffic regulations in the
New York theatrical district, and
manages to spoof them with his own
brand of humor to good effect. He
tells of a boy who left home to go
to a movie show and was found
starved to death in a taxi in the
midst of a traffic jam. Then on a
chart he gives instructions how to go
to a theater on 45th St. from a
speakeasy on 46th Street. Surefire.
Time, 11 mins.
Johnson Leaves St. Louis House
St. Louis — Julius Johnson has resigned as organist of the St. Louis
here to go to Hollywood
for synchronization work.

Western Electric reducing prices on servicing of sound systems in theaters.
Loew-Warner
deal hinted in Jack Warner's
trip East.
RKO-Pathe merger talk is renewed on Coast.
M.Stahl.
H. HoffmanTuesday
sells interest in TiffanyDept. of Justice probe of interchangeability
situation to begin at once.
M. Warner reiterates denial of any deal
for acquisitionWednesday
of Loew's.

H.

.Management deal with Famous Players for
R-K-O
houses in Canada, reported under
R-K-O deal.
w ay ; move seen step in alleged Publix-

Thursday

Production costs $134,343,360 in 1927, biennial survey of Dept. of Commerce shows.
Dept. of Justice declared scanning reports of
impending Fox-Loew deal, repeatedly denied in New York.
Opinion swinging against oppressive laws in
number of states, survey shows.
Most Coast studios,Friday
except Warner and First
National, favor sound-on-film, first reports
in survey indicate.
Washington's

Saturday

Birthday.

RCA-Photophone and Spoor plan stereoscopic
film.
"Sound Patents" new series begins today.
Portable synchronizer is offered in Traveltone.

Simpson Buys Arthur,
111. House
Arthur, 111. — Jimmie Simpson of
Lovington, 111. has purchased the
Photoplay here from Charles Ferris. Ferris has accepted a position
as manager of a chain of theaters in
Jacksonville, it is stated.

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Photo

Engraving

Specialists
to the
Motion
Picture
Industry

DAY

AND

NIGHT

250 West 54th Street
NEW

YORK

Telephone: Columbuf 4I4I'2'3

A higher premium
than ever before
Today — in this new era of sound
pictures — there is a higher premium
than ever before on film uniformity.
For sound quahty is even more sensitive than screen quahty to any variation
in the film.
If your ''talkie" prints are on
Eastman film — famous for uniformity
— your patrons are seeing and hearing
the very best that this newest development in motion pictures has to
offer.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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OPENS WEDNESDAY
at gAIETY>-^-> THEATRE, =W'N Y,

"h-

for Extenaea Run at $2

T

HE first autnentic audible screen record or Dixielana.
A singing, aancing comedy -witii music, -witn all tne actors speaking
tneir parts.

\,;

.:^,
Negro spirituals are sung oy a magnificent chorus — stevedores
and roust-abouts croon thrilling melodies as the "Nellie Bly
pulls into wnarf — cake-walks, folk dances, native jazz orchestras, the birtn of tne blues ... in a breathlessly, beautiful and
realistic panorama of life along tne levees and in tne cotton fields
with a cast of

a.

200

'%

H
y

NATIVE
:<:i

CROON

ENTERTAINERS

auf;inented by Billbrew Chorus or 60 voices

A BOX-OFFICE
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Both Sound Systems Have Place, Quigley Says
ML THE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

oyplLMDOM
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Figures
\\\\S morning we seek

leave
to project you into the mild
I
mathematical orgy which i
shaking certain of the cinema
palaces on the main stem. Without further flourishes we begin
with

rp.

**The Iron Mask"
Quivering coffers, what a business
Doug's latest is doing! In three days
of holiday prices, this box-oftico magnet drew $35,902, more do-re-mi than
many pictures gross at the Rivoli
here in New York in a week. On
Washington's Birthday, the receipts
were §12,038 which is ?3,000 more
than any other fihn has done in a
single day there; Saturday it was
$12,737 and Sunday, §11,126. Another way of putting it, $35,902 in
24 shows. There's whoopee material
for you.

Not Renewing
West

Coast Bur.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Universal City — Contract of
Stern Film Co., with Universal
will not be renewed, THE
FILM DAILY learns. The
Stems for years have supplied
comedies for the Universal pro^
gram. New releases now is
being negotiated. A new company is being formed, it is
understood, headed by Julius
Stern with Abe Stern reported
planning to retire from the picture business.

O.S. FILMS AGAIN FACE
OPPOSITION IN FRANCE

February

26,

1929

Price

5 Cents

RETURN OF FOX RENEWS
REPORT OF LOEW DEAL
REVOLUTION PREDICTED
BY 3RD DIMENSION FILM

Banking Circles See Fox
Deal Warner
More Likely
Buy Than

Return of William Fox to New
York from the Coast yesterday
Introduction of the Spoor stereo- brought renewed reports that a deal
way.of Loew's and M-G-M
scopic pictures in sound by RCA- is
for under
purchase
Photophone will revolutionize picture
Both
Warners
and Fox are said
entertainment, declares E. E. Bucher,
to be dickering, although banking
executive vice president of the com- circles yesterday were inclined to the
pany, who plans to introduce the belief that the Fox deal is nearer
process to the industry in associa- consummation. M«an\vliile, all partion with. George K. Spoor.
tics concerned have placed them.iclves
The picture to be made will be in on record in the most emphatic terms
the nature of a selling talk, to show that no deal is in progress or planned.
the industry and the public that the
third dimension picture has arrived,
Sound Films at 5 and 15
says Bucher.
this, addiiContinuedFollowing
on Page 6)

Paris — With the allotted importation of American films used up and
the Chambre Syndicale Francaise
"Broadway Melody"
deadlocked in itsi negotiations for
Cents, Horwitz Innovation
You will admit "The Big Parade" what is a virtual subsidy or French
Houston — -Believed to be the lowwas a showman's paradise. Yet "The pictures by American producers, it
est scaled sound house in the counBroadway Melody" slambanged to its looks like tough sledding for Amer- Warners and F. N. to Serve
first week's gross with §25,448 as
try, the Iris is showing Vitaphone
ican films in France. While the
Talk-a-Phone
in
Minn.
"Parade." existing agreement does not expire
and Movietone programs at its estabagainst $19,863 for the cks.
lished admissions of five and 15 cents.
That's money, real greenba
Two until Sept. 1, the new season starts
Cloquet, Minn. — Warners and First
a day policy, you know, with three March 1, so that the truce arranged National have decided to serve Vita- This is the scale which has obtained
shows on holidays and weekends and
by Hays last year is about at an end. phone films to the Leb here for show- since Horwitz acquired the house a
decade ago. Horwitz has another
one midnight show on the first Saturing via Talk-A-Phone.
day to help matters along. Over at
sound house here, the Texan, as well
Metro, they're having fun counting Pittsburgh Zone Showmen
house.
"On Trial"
Montana Unit to Cast Lot as
the standees. You'll find some at
as athesilent
initial
talker,With
record-breaking
every show.
business
ushered
in
the
sound
policy.
Back Block Booking Bill with Allied, Canvas Shows
And over at the Central where
Pittsburgh— Bill to abolish block
Butte — Montana's exhibitor unit Berlin Hears of Ufa Deal
booking and compulsory arbitration will
cast its lot with Allied States
"Weary River"
in this state was introduced through Ass'n an unofficial canvas of the
with U. A. ; Unknown Here
is finding its way to pleasant seas effort of and has backing of the M.
A meeting is exBy KARL
WOLFFSOIIN
twice a day and three times on Sat- P.T.O. of Western Pennsylvania and state indicates.
pected to be held this week to vote
urdays and Sundays, business is West Virginia.
Editor, " Lichtbitdbuehne"
on
the
proposal.
pyramiding a handsome profit. In
Berlin (By Wireless) — It is re32 days, the Barthelmess opus has
ported Ufa is negotiating directly
with Joseph M. Schenck regarding
gathered in §91,177 and this in a theater, mind you, that seats exactly
United Artists distribution in Ger910. Top asking price is §2.50 and
many. Ufa would arrange to secure
the public is politely paying it, too.
the product
necessary would
"Kontingcnts"
and by
U.
At the Rialto,
A.
be handled
Gathering of opinion on the relative merits of sound-on- Parufamct.

Experience Won Vitaphone to
Disc System, Quigley Declares

"The Wolf of Wall Street"

is in its fifth week. First week, (lisc and sound-on-film, recently undertaken by THE FILM
$58,000, a house record by §7,000; DAILY, when it became apparent that there was to be a strugsecond week, $44,000; third, §41,000; gle for supremacy this year between the two systems, discloses
fourth, $38,000. That makes $181,- wide difference f)f opinion on the subject.
000 in four weeks running. The walls
Today, George E. Quigley, vice president of Vitaphone, ofof the theater are groaning under
fers his views on the subject, stating each system has a distinct
the strain.

And Finally —

Arthur W. Kelly, vice president
in ciiarge of foreign distribution at
U. A., yesterday denied any such deal
was under way. It had been discussed some time ago, he declared,
and then dropped.

place in the industry.

There should he "no semblance of place in the industry and the advantages of each in its particular field
conMoe Mark didn't tell us, but "The controversy
nection with or
tile partisanship"
discussion of in
relative
Barker" at the Strand finished up on
are obvious,"
he says.
"Thus,
for
Friday night with §52.000 in the till. merits of disc and film recording, de- such
w< rk as newsreel
work,
the film
clares George K. Quigley, vice presi- recording system offers undoubted
Fifty-two thousand — it looks more
impressive spelt out and take it from
of V'itaphone
and pioneer in the advantages. Where, however, greatsound dent film
development.
er precision of recording is required
us, that's real business.
K A N N.
(.Continued on Page 6)
"The two systems have a distinct

Censor Bill, Option on
Sunday Shows Up in N. D.
Bismark. S. D. — Censorship bill
has been introduced in the Senate,
while in the house there is pending
a bill providing local option on Sunda v shows now banned in the state.
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FORTIFIES FRISCO BUSINESS TREND UPWARD,
POSITION BY BUYING SITE 'U' SALES CHIEFS DECLARE
San Francisco — Publix is fortifying itself in the local first run field
by acquisition of a site adjoining the
St. Francis. The firm also has the
California and Granada here, which
houses early this year reverted to
Publix, following dissolution, at government request, of the management
deal with West Coast Theaters.
Spirited competition since has been
waged here and at Los Angeles,
Seattle and Portland.

General upward trend in the business is reported by M. Van Praag,
general sales manager for Universal,
and Ted Schlanger, assistant general
sales manager, following their return
to New York from sales trips. Van
Praag visited Memphis, Atlanta,
Charlotte and Washington, joining
Carl Laemmle at Hot Springs, while
Schlanger visited 20 branches in a
cross-country trip. He says exhibitors feel that sound is the salvation
of their business, and that they favor

Warner Coast Sales Heads
Realigned by Morris

sound-on-film recording as "foolproof," convenient and more efficient.
Pictures with dialogue, not necessarily
all-talkers,
are the biggest cards,
he says.

Realignment in the Coast sales
force of Warner Bros, has been
made by Sam E. Morris, vice president. Its object has been to lighten
the duties of Harry Lustig \vho up
to this time has been filling the post
of western division manager. Due
to impaired health Lustig will relinquish this work and will be placed
in charge of the Los Angeles office.Morgan Walsh, formerly San Francisco manager, will be advanced into
the
position
of western division manSTOCK
MARKET
'26
6 ager working with J. V. Allan, westSalaa
High
Low Close
ern sales manager and C. C. Ezell,
300
Am.
Seat
34/,
33 J^ 34/2
700 general sales manager. In charge
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 27%
27-54 27-5/8
East. Kodak
184
183 }4 184
500 of San Francisco succeeding Walsh
♦do pfd
128
will be Mai Hulling, formerly Los
♦First Nat. pfd
106 "/^
Angeles manager

Fox Fm. "A"
SSVi
88
S&Vi
*do
Its
3
Keith A-O
35^4
35J4 iS'A
do pfd
112% 112 112
Loew's
Inc
76^
75 75^
do pfd
107
106J4 107
*M-G-M pfd
25 5-8
M. P. Cap
Zi'A
20M 23
Para. F-1
64
62J4 63
Pathe Exch
13J4
12!4 12^^
do "A"
27
25/j 25'A
Radio K-A-O
36%
35 35%
Stanley Co
36%
36
36%
*Univ. Pict. pfd
98%
Warner
Bros
129M 124% 124%
do pfd
56%
56% 56%
Warner
Pets rts...
4%
4% 4%
CURB
MARKET
Acoustic
Prod.
... 13%
10 10%
♦Bal.
& Katz
81
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
.. 24%
23% 2354
♦Film Insp
1 ■%
Fox Thea. "A"
.. 29}i
29
29
Griffith, D.W.
"A"
4%
4
4
Intern,
Proj
26
25
25
♦Loew
do deb. rts
39
♦Nait
Scr.
Ser
27%
Nat. Thea. Sup. ..8%
8%
8%
Trans-Lux
10%
10% 10%
♦Univ.
Pict
18%
BOND
MARKET
Keith A-O 6s 46.. 96
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96
Loew
6s 41ww
..119
119 119
do 6s 41 x-war...
98M
98^ 98M
Paran-ount 6s 47 .. 99%
99% 99%
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Pathe 7s 37
79
78% 79
CURB
BONDS
♦Am.
Seat. 6s 36
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•Warner 6%s 28
198
OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy
"A"
31
33
do units
34
37
....
do com
4J4
5% ....
Skouras
Bros
48
54
Technicolor
15J4
16% ....
United
Art
5
10
do pfd
75
85
Univ. Ch. com. ...
2
do pfd
75
85
♦LAST PRICE QUOTED

1,100
600
7,300
300

6,666
7,400
10,600
400
12,500
200

Option on Sunday Shows
Proved in Ohio Bill
Columbus, O. — Local option on
Sunday shows is provided for in a
bill now pending in the Senate.
Warner-First National- Stanley Frolic

16',666
First social affair of the combined
300
27,900 Warner-First National-Stanley organisation will be given at the Com3',i66
11,500 moJc re, New York, April 6. Ben

Bernie will be master of ceremonies.

4,166
500
800
200
1,900

American Seating Dividend
Quarterly dividend of 75 cents on
the common payable April 1 has been
declared i)y Ainerican Seating Co.

Tuesday,

Albert Kaufman in New York
Albert A. Kaufman, assistant to
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president
in charge of production, is in New
York. While in the East Kaufman
will look over current Broadway
stage attractions and plans a survey
of theatrical conditions in general.
He will remain about three weeks.
P-F-L

Scandinavian

Head

in N.

Y.

Carl P. York of Stockholm, general manager of the Paramount organization for Sweden, Denmark
and Norway, is in New York on
his annual visit to confer with E.
E. Shauer.
Hays Report Garbled
Reports declaring Will H. Hays
had arrived in Budapest to fight Hunproposed
of one
domesticgary'sfilm
for"kontingent"
every 20 imported
as reported by the "New York Times"
are apparently correct in every detail
except as they concern Hays who
happens to be in New York.

Laemmle Donates Capital
House for Inaugural Show
l\'ashington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY
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Book
TheDate
Industry's
Feb. 27 Opening of "Hearts of Dixie" at
Gaiety, New
York.
Mar. 2 AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball in
New
York.
March 17 Premiere
of "Show
Boat" at Palm
Capand Paramount,
Beach.itol, Miami,
Apr. 14-15-16 Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittsburgh.
May 6-9 Spnng meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers
in New
York.

Short Shots from
New York Studios
,By ARTHUR

W.

EDDY

,

OEEFSTEAKS
took a terrible
*^ licking tl-,e other night when the
International Photographers of the
M. P. Industry staged their second
annual dinner at Cavanaugh's. The
party was a wow from start to finish.

Washington -7- Carl Laemmle has
donated the Rialto to the inaugural
committee, light and heat free for
Rmj Foster- officiated as vmsteruse one, two or three nights during of-ceremoyiies and came through
the inaugural period, March 2, 3 and ivith honors despite all the racket.
4. Colored views of Washington, Francis Ziesse, business manager of
will be supplemented by a concert the local, and Ashley Abell also exat the house March 3.
perienced a crowded eveni7ig in
guiding the program.

Sound Pictures Click in
Debut at Bombay, India
Sound

pictures were received enthusiastical y at the Excelsior, Bombay, India, the second Indian house
to be equipped, according to a cable
received by Electrical Research Products. Previously, they had made their
bow at Calcutta. Two additional
India theaters are being wired.

A vaudeville bill was partly heard
late in the affair. An outstanding
feature was the appearance of Sir
Joseph Ginzberg, who has been
crowned many times and who was
again crowned, this time king of
cameramen. He appeared through
the courtesy of Willie and Eugene
Howard, An orchestra valiantly tried
to make itself heard and sometimes
succeeded.

"Sonny Boy" to Open Philly House
World premiere of Davey Lee in
Representatives of the Paramount
"Sonny Boy," will take place on studio 7-eluctantly left early owing
Wednesday evening, at the new to a 9 o'clock call Sunday morning.
Mastbaum in Philadelphia which
Various branches of the industry
opens its doors that night for the
first time.
were represented among the guests.
From the Vitaphone plant in BrookReturn to New
York
lyn came Director Bryan Foy; MauJohn Zanft of Fox Theaters, and
rice Leavison, production manager,
Milton Cohen of Inter-Globe Export and Edward Savin, comptroller. Benhave
Europe.returned to New York from
ny Berk of Manhattan Studios helped with the party, as did Toby CaMeanwhile, James R. Grainger, Fox denas and M. Haas of National Lamp
sales manager, is back in New York Works. Others who attended infrom Miami, and Albert Warner sails
cluded Henry Briggs of Du Pont,
Saturday for a vacation at Havana. Sam Tulpin of H. E. R. Laboratories.
"Noah's

Ark"

Party

A

"Noah's Ark Party" is scheduled Thursday aboard the He De
France at its New York pier. This
is to celebrate planned installation of
Vitaphone equipment aboard the liner.
Pathe Arranges New Financing
One hundred thousand shares of
common have been sold by Pathe
to provide additional working capital.
RCA-Photophone
Training School
Training school for cameramen, recordists projectionists, technicians and
acoustical workers is maintained as
eastern service headquarters of RCAPhotophone.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn. 3580

The Seroen's Neiiv Wonder!

!$ell-oiit at $2 top

mi itiioAiiwAY, iv.Y., at EMBASSY

TIIEATIUi:

Victor Fleming Production of Harvey Fergusson's famous novel

PARAMOUNT^ FLANINCSINCINC ROMANCE
«;iMCARYC00PERlUPEVELEZwL0UI5W0LNEIN

this littlejgm
SHOWN
IN

588 Theatres
ON

OR ABOUT

MARCH 16th
Millions are WAITING
to SEE and HEAR
Texas GUINAN
in
"Queen of the Night
Clubs"
They're
to
SEE andWAITING
HEAR this
wonderful romance of
''WINE, WOMEN and
a breathWRONG'taking picture
that
moves with dizzy speed
along HEARTACHE
LANE.
They're
to
SEE
NewWAITING
York in its
NIGHT CLOTHES all
dressed up and READY
for THRILLS!
They're WAITING
BUY tickets
MILLIONS
WAITING

to

ARE

HERE'S A BOX OFFICE NATURAL!
Story by Murray Roth
and Addison Burkhart
Directed by
BRYAN
FOY

ropi QHif picture
ever made

PLAY
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WITH
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AND
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RUN!

ONE ^^
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Tuesday,

DAILY
Revolution Predicted
Film
Dimension
By 3rd(Continued
from
Page
1)
tion of color will be the next step,
he predicts.
In shooting the first Spoor process
pictures at the Gramercy Park studio
in New York, both 70 mm film, required for the process, and standard
width film will be used. This will
enable release of the picture to houses
now wired for sound, with release of
the stereoscopic picture held up until
houses are equipped for showing it.

Dr. Ives Sees Stereoscopic
Films Impractical As Yet
Third dimension pictures are impractical for studios in the near future, Dr. Herbert E. Ives, of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories, declared
Sunday in demonstrating his stereoscopic pictures.

558 Day and Date Run
for Texas Guinan Film
Texas Guinan in "Queen of the
Night Club" will open on March 16
in 558 theaters throughout the United
States, according to Sam E. Morris.
That day constitutes the pre-release
date. In New York it opens dayand-date at the Mark-Strand on
Broadway
and in Brooklyn.
To Redecorate Okla. House
Wewoka, Okla. — The Key here will
be redecorated according to Cliarles
Hanson and Joe Poole managers.

NEW

Experience Won Vitaphone to
Disc System, Quigley Declares
(Continued

from Page

1)

and better quality of reproduction is
desired and cannot be covered up
by tlie extraneous sounds which generally accompany nevvsreel recording, the disc method in the present
state of art, seems to be superior
both from a standpoint of the facility with which it can be used and
the resulting quality. There is, of
course, considerable discussion as
between the major laboratories as to
the relative merits of the two systems of film recording, i.e., the varying density and varying width. There
is no such discussion with respect to
the better procedure in connection
with the disc recording. Disc recording is a standardized operation
and has been for a number of years.
There is nothing experimental about
it and there is a great deal of past
experience resulting in an absolute
knowledge of the best methods of
recording, processing and manufacturing records, which can only be
obtained in connection with film recording after time has elapsed.

"One of tlie principal advantages, of conrse_
aside from the superior quality obtainable
by tht di.«c method, is the fact that there is
no compromise necessary in the development
of the film and, hence, the phonograph is
not sacrificed to the sound record, nor, again,
is the sound record in any way sacrificed
in order to obtain a good pictorial result.
Until further experiments have been conducte.' from which can be finally determined
that no such compromise is necessary and
until a stock is developed for film sound
tracks which has the necessary requisite of
gn.-ater durability, there would seem to be
no reason or excuse for its adoi>tion in connection with studio
recoraing
work.
"The Vitaphone Corp. is licensed to em
ploy either method and its adoption of the
disc method and its adherence thereto is
based upon choice resulting from experience.
There are, of course, various other factors
indicating the advantages of the disc method
within tl;e field mentioned, such as greater
ease of operation in the theater, the ability
to replace the record at relatively small cost,
thus insuring new records at suitable intervals, but within the scope of this article,
it is manifestly impossible to do more than
touch upon the major advantages and disadvantages in the respective
systems.
"However, one of the principal advantages
claimed for the film system, namely that
in case of a film break synchronism is not
lost, has been found in practice to be rather
theoretical and academic as our experience
has been that the numl>er of film breaks which
occur, resulting in loss of synchronism, is
an

entirely

negligible

factor."

Contracts of Musicians are Frank Keenan Dies After
Attack of Pneumonia
Renewed at Minneapolis
Minneapolis — Little difficulty was
experienced here this year in renewing contracts with musicians. Preliminary negotiations are under way
with operators and stagehands.

PHOTOTONE
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Sonora Lab Now Available
for Synchronizing Films

Sonora Recording Laljoratories,
New York, now are available for
producers for synchronizing pictures
via the disc system, states P. L.
Deutsch, president of Acoustics
Products Co., and Sonora Phonograph Co. The company is prepared
to supply symphony and dance orchestras, instrumental and vocal
soloists and the scoring and directing services of Gustav Haenschen
and Frank Black. Charles Ginsberg
is director of sales and in charge of
the business department at the laboratories. Two Gotham pictures,
"Times Square" and "The River
Woman" were synchronized at the
laboratories.

Johnston Goes to Coast
To Map Season's Plans

W. Ray Johnston, president of
Rayart, is en route to California
Saturday. He will spend some weeks
in Hollywood on the production of
the five pictures remaining on this
season's program, in working out
plans for the 1929-30 season and
completing tie-ups for talking features for the new year. Johnston
also is contemplating the production
of a series of sound westerns.

Funeral arrangements were being
Wilson
Recovers
completed yesterday for Frank Keenan, veteran screen and stage star,
Frank R. Wilson, president of M.
who died following illness of a few
P. Capital Corp., has recovered from
■\'ears old.
days with pneumonia. He was 70 an operation underwent in New York
last week and returned to his office.

"TALKIE"

Before you invest — investigate —

PHOTOTONE

IS ESTABLISHED!

Synchronous Device is sold to you
P HOTOTONE
complete — installed.
get full particulars as to
F ORpriceyourandownknowprotection
just what quality and equipment
you ous
getmachine.
for your money before buying any synchron-

WATCH

FOR SOUND ON FILM ANNOUNCEMENT
PHOTOTONE

SOON

COMPANY

North Vernon, Ind.
OFFICES:
Chicago,
lU., 845
New York,
N. Y.,
Suffolk,
Va.

S. Wabash
Ave.
1531 Broadway

Philadelphia, Pa., 1325 Vine St
Boston, Mass., 28 Piedmont St
St.
Ga., 125 Walton
Atlanta,

Oklahoma
City, OkU..
705 W.
Grand
St.
Los Angeles,
Calif.,
1936
So. Vermont
St.
Seattle, Wash.,
2418
Second
Ave.

Ave.
Chicago
5332
Minn.,
Minneapolis,
18th St.
Kansas City, Mo., 118 West
St.
e
Commerc
1805
Texas,
Dallas,

I
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With D o r o I h y
Muckuill and Juck
Mulhall. V John
Francis Dillon product ion. Presented by Richard A.
Ro\vhin<l. Musii-al
score and clTccls
by Vila phone
Music Masters.
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FIRST

BIATIONAL

VITAPHdi»

PICTURES

and contple^e
Serx^ice
SONOUA

RECORDING lABORATOIUES

Division of Acoustic Producis Corporation
'T^HESE conveniently located laboratories
-■- are fully equipped for the synchronization of sound with pictures. There is now
available for producers a complete musical
service of the very highest type; this service
includes Scoring and Directing under the
personal supervision of Gustav Haenschen
and Frank Black — Symphony and Dance
Orchestras comprised of musicians of outstanding talent many of whom are well
known as concert soloists — and instrumental
and vocal soloists of nation-wide reputation.
The two large Studios contain the most
modern equipment and are under the supervision of experts. The Projection Room is
comparable
with those of New York's finest
theaters.

Above, Gustav Haenschen. Below, Frank Black. In charge of
Sonora Recording Laboratories.
Famous from Coast to Coast for
their musical and directorial
ability. Personally conduct all
Sonora synchronization.

WE

INVITE

INTERESTED
DIRECTORS TO INSPECT OUR
FOR THE SYNCHRONIZATION
OF PICTURES

FACILITIES

Address Charlie Ginsburg
SONORA RECORDING LABORATORIES
50 WEST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Patents
SINCE the days, not so long
ago, when sound enveloped
the industry, considerable
speculation has been rife over the
patent situation. Today that same
conjecture prevails. Many express
the opinion, on what grounds we
do not know that, before sound
.shakes youth from its lusty shoulders, a patent war comparable to the
scrap that rocked the old patents
trust years ago will ensue.
Time will prove the best judge
of it. However, because of the
intense interest in the development
of sound, The Film Daily has
delved into the patent situation and
today presents a second installment
embracing like the first, a historical
cross-section of American, English,
German and French patents. There
will be many more.
The Purpose
This research, extensive as it was,
is designed to give to the industry
a brief description of early devices.
Questions of patent priority have no
place in the series. Possible improvements for existing systems may be
gleaned from the text. That is up to
the reader to absorb, exactly as the
legal status of any and all patents
is a matter in which this publication
can quite naturally take no part. As
part of the historical foundation upon
which sound today is largely reared,
"Sound Patents," it is believed, will
make an invaluable contribution. It
has no other purpose.

Verbal Spoutings
Archdeacon Joseph Dodshon, sermonizing from the pulpit of the
Church of the Holy Communion in
New York, points an accusing finger
at the automobile, large apartment
houses and the motion picture as the
"greatest enemies of the American
home" and as three of the dire influences that cause divorce and lack of
moral training. The archdeacon
covers a lot of territory and speaks
with a note of authority, the basis
for which we, for one, should like to
learn. Let him say what he will about
motors and real estate, but when he
drags motion pictures through the
log of his ignorance, it riles us. Feeling that way and having said so, we
lii'.d ourselves relieved.
K A N N

Price 5 Cents
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SCHOOL COMPETITION HIT N. Y. STILL BUZZES WITH
BY PENDING UTAH BILL
LOEW-FOX-WARNER DEAL
Salt Lake City — Theater interests
of the state, who have protested
against use of pictures in schools in
competition with theaters, have been
asked to draft amendments to the
pending bill to define extra-curricular
activities of schools. The state superintendent ofschools has expressed
a willingness to co-operate to prevent
any but educational films in state
schools.

Kansas Bill Asks Local
as Well as State Censors
Topcka, Kan. — ^Not satisfied, apparently, with state censorship, Kansas has pending a bill to give cities
right to establish local censorship in
addition. Under the measure, the
local board would consist of a minister, member of the W.C.T.U., member
of the Parent-Teacher Ass'n and
two others.

Durant Active?
[Vest Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — W. C. Durant,
financier, is reported planning
an investment trust company
to handle picture stocks. He
and his associates are said to
have been accumulating stock
of a leading company and plan
to offer participating interests
to the public. Durant is a
director of Loew's and a heavy
stockholder of Warners, it is
reported.
No statement was available
yesterday on the Coast despatch at New York offices of
W. C. Durant.

Fox Has Deal Set; No, Deal
of Warners In Bag, Are
Among Reports
Catch-as-catch-can efforts to secure anything but more reports marked yesterday's developments in the
oft-mentioned deals involving sale of
Loew's, Inc. Reports persisted that
William Fox's negotiations for the
company were progressing rapidly.
The persistence with which they were
circulated gave rise to the impression
in some quarters that Fox was now
outstepping the Warners in efforts
to close the deal.
Meanwhile, there were stories current that a 5 to 3 stock exchange has
been agreed upon tentatively as basis for a Warner-Loew deal, the lat{.Continued

on

Page

9)

Censor and Anti-S.R.O.
Fox, Warner, M.P.
Bills Killed in Missouri Fox West Coast Acquires Loew's,
Capital
Stocks Strong
Mayflower at Seattle
Jefferson City, Mo. — Proposed
Loew's, Inc., with a net jump of
censorship bill and a measure to ban
sale of S. R. O. admissions have been
killed by the House committee on
criminal jurisprudence.

Seattle — Fox West Coast has acquired the Mayflower, independent
first run here, and will change name
of the house to the Fox.

Hammons Sees U. S. Trend to
Sound-on- Film; Europe Discs
Earl IV. Hammons. a leader of the short subject field, today expresses his views for the "Sound Symposium," being conducted by
THE FILM DAILY, to sound sentiment of industry leaders on
respective merits of the sound-on-disc versus souiid-on-film systems
of recording.
"The sound-on-film method only
has been used so far in the production of Educational's talking comedies, and this gives a fair indication
of my opinion of which method will
become more generally used," states
of Educational.
E. W. Hammons
"I believe that in Europe the disc
system will be popular for years to
come," said Hammons, "and in the
United States it is quite likely that
a considerable number of disc machines will continue to be installed,
often, perhaps, because of a lower
original cost to the exhibitor. The
main trend as I see it, however, is
toward the film track method in the
United States. It is simpler and easier
to handle in production and decidedly
more clastic. Experience has already
showed that many things can be done

6^ points to 81 J4; M.
Corp., rising 4 points to
Bros. Pictures, with a
points to {Continued
127j^, andon Fox
Page

P. Capital
27; Warner
net of 2j^
Film,
which
9)

Quality Guarantee Part
of Phonofilm Contract
General Talking Pic jres is writing contracts for De jrest Phonofilm installations, in which it guarantees the quality of the sound in the
installed theater "shall be equal, if
not superior, to the quality of sound
reproduction of any reproducing de-

vice regardless of price."
with the film track method of recording that are impossible with the disc. N. Y. Daylight Saving Ban
Sound-on-film is likewise easier and
Is Killed In Committee
simpler to handle in distribution and
Albany — -Bill to repeal daylight
in projection, and with the vast im- saving law in the state has been killed
provements that have brought sound- in committee in the Assembly.
on-film so near to perfection, it seems
to me that the odds all favor it.
"Educational, of course, has no interest in the development of one sys"Sound Patents"
Tracing the history of sound
tem over the other — in fact, we are
now making a careful survey to inpictures, through an internadicate the possible demand for disc
tional illustrated survey of inrecords in the near future, and if
Patents" prethis survey should indicate a sufficient
sentsventions,
another"Soundinstalment
on
demand, we would be glad to furnish
discs. Up until the present the film
Pages sue.
10 Follow
and 11
of interesting
today's isthis
and informative series of
method only has been used in all Sennett and Coronet Talking Comedies
articles by Benjamin T. Rauwhich we have released, and will conber, patent attorney.
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Quick Work Averts Panic Broadway Stars To Be At
A.M.P.A. Ball Saturday
at Fox Capital House
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Quick thinking by
Private Herbert Brown, of No. 13
Truck Company, assigned to duty at
the Fox Theater, averted a panic
among the audience of nearly 4,000
people Tuesday night, when one of
the curtains in the wing of the theater suddenly burst into flames in the
full view of the audience.
Brown ordered the curtain down
and an alarm turned in and called
the house's sprinkler system into
play, then cooly went on the stage
and assured the audience it was all
over.
the the
theater's
fire drill
wasEffi,cacy
proved ofwhen
34 ushers
and
five orchestra players assigned for
fire duty immediately rushed to their
posts, prepared for an emergency.
The orchestra promptly got under
way and entertained the audience
during the few minutes required to
sweep the water and debris off the
stage and resume the show. Most
of the audience sat still, and there
was no sign of panic.

Among the Broadway luminaries
Book
TheDate
Industry's
who will shine at the A.M.P.A.
Hollywood Masque Ball at the Hotel
**Sonny Boy"
Astor, Saturday evening, in addition Tonight: Opening
of new world
Mastbaum
Theater,of
Philadelphia;
premiere
to Earl Carrol's entire "Fioretta"
company already announced are:
of Dixie" at
of "Hearts
Opening
Alice Brady of "A Most Immoral
York
Gaiety, New
March 2 AMPA
Hollywood Masque Ball in
New
York
Lady"; Bert Lytell of "Brothers";
Lew Fields and stars of "Hello, March 4 Premiere
ofstolphone
"Times Square,"
Gotham-Bri
picture first
at
Daddy"; Jack Pearl, Phil Baker,
Aileen Stanley and Harold Stern and
Baltimore.
Metropolitan,
of "Noah's
Ark" at WinOrchestra
of and
"Pleasure
Bound";of March 12 Opening
ter Garden,
New York
Eddie Buzzell
Louise Brown

"Lady Fingers"; Lee Tracy of "Front
Page"; Alex Carr from "Passion
Preferred"; Janet Beecher of "Courage"; all the starsof from
Boy"
and delegations
girls "Good
from every
musical show in the city.
The "Fioretta" Company starring
Leon Errol, Fannie Brice and Lionel
Atwelland featuring Dorothy Knapp
and George Huston will present a
special entertainment at midnight.
This stage presentation will be under
the personal supervision of Bernard
Loughmiller, technical advisor to
Earl Carroll.

C. C. Ezell (Back in N. Y.
Ampas Will Honor Shapiro
C. C. Ezell, general sales manager
Victor M. Shapiro, past president for Warners, is back at his desk in
of '2the Ampas, who is going to the the New York office after a three
66 for Fox, will be the guest of
Coast
weeks' trip to the " Coast. In San
honor at Thursday's luncheon of the Francisco Ezell held a meeting of
AMPA. President George Harvey the Coast managers in Warner sales
announces that Harry Reichenbach, force and when this was brought to
Glendon Allvine and A. M. Botsford a close, he went to Los Angeles
compose the committee in charge of where he spent several days at Warspecial entertainment for Shapiro at
ner studio in Hollywood. On his
this affair which will be exclusively return trip east, Ezell stopped over
for members.
at Salt Lake City and Denver to hold
sales conferences.
Columbia Sales Staff Increased
Brown Back from Coast
Joe Brandt, president of Columbia
Pictures, announces three more addiHiram S. Brown, president of Rations to the sales force. J. M. dio-Keith-Orpheum, had no stateSchwartz, for many years associated
ment to make yesterday on his inwith First National and Fox, has
spection trip to the Coast, from
'
been266 added to the Chicago sales de- which
York. he has just returned to New
partment. J.C. White, formerly with
Pathe in Charlotte and Atlanta, has
Flader to Milwaukee
joined Columbia's Charlotte office. A.
Berry, previously connected with the
Fred Flader, general manager of
National Theatre Supply Co. has Universal Chain Theatrical Enterbeen appointed salesman at Atlanta.
prises, Inc., is on his way to Milwaukee, on the second leg of his
Fined for Censor Violations
tour of inspection of the Universal
Houston, Tex. — Judge Lucien And- Chain Theaters.
ler in corporation court here fined
Mrs. Lillian Gammill, manager of RKO
Canadian
Subsidiary
Named
the Palace, $25 on each of three
Toronto — Name of FBO Pictures
charges for failing to make elimina- Corp. of Canada, Ltd., has been
tions in "The Trial of Mary Du- changed to RKO Distributing Corp.
gan," as ordered by City Censor of Canada, Ltd., states P. C Taylor,
general manager
Secretary Mrs. Thomas H. Eggert.

Let JJs Solve Your Prohlems !

Beach
March 17 Premiere
of "Show
Boat" at Palm
Capitol, Miami,
and Paramount,

April 6 Warner
- First
National
- Stanley
Frolic at
Commodore
Hotel,
New
York
burgh.
April 14-15-16
Convention of Western Pennsylvanian Exhibitor Unit at Pitts-

EXCELLENT and SNAPPY!

lers
Can assure you that your service is
excellent and the trailers very snappy
and to the point and an asset in all
directions.
CIRCLE
PLAYHOUSE,
Annapolis, Md.

icr

The HOTEL

Jefferson
ON THE OCEAN END OF
KENTUCKY AVE.
ATLANTIC

AN HOTEL WHOSE COMFORTS
WILL ASSURE ONE OF FULL
ENJOYMENT
OF THIS GLORIOUS RESORT.
E.ach Room has Bath — Strictly Fireproof — Luxurious Lobbies — Sundeck
Overlooking the Ocean.
Golf Privileges

American Plan $7 up
European Plan $4 up
OWNERSHIP— MANAGEMENT

FETTER

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

& HOLLINGER

HLOW Fll

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

CITY, N. J.

^Al

mmm
INCORPORATED

220 WEST
STREET
NEW 42^-°
YORK
Phone: Wisconsin 6876

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040
ALLAN

A.LOWNES.

CEN.MCR.

NEW

ERA

IN

FILMS!

IN

JOINING

EVERYBODY'S

THE

END

OF

LEGIT?

"The inception 0/ an cr\urc\-:j
r\c\)c era in motion picture en-

"I say this talking film foreshadows the end of legitimate
show business as we know it

tertainment."

today. Better than the Broadway producers can give for

— HLM

ALL RECORDS

DAILY

SMASHED!

V

CELEBRITIES
"Every record in the history of
this theatre smashed. Standees
matinee and night. Tremendous
advance sa!e at $2 scale."
— GRAUMANS.CHINESE
LOS ANGELES

LINES

ALL

DAY

LONG!

PAILY

NL\1.S

PRAISE IT!

of 'Big Parade' have been
smashed. Line at box-office all
day buying in advance at $2
top. We put on extra Midnight
Show Saturdays and have
standing room just as at regular matinee and night shou'S."
— ASTOR
NtW

THEATRE
YORK

STEALING

$8.80 STUFF!

"'News of the sensational successof 'Broadway Melody' has
reached Miami. Many a musical comedy producer sunning
himself is worried. The movies
are promising bigger and better
song ar\d dancers. Audiences

$6.60." box-office jmash iince
"Biggest
'Big Parade'." -samgoldwyn

are gathering this from 'The
BroadwaytheMelody.'
stealing
stuff that They're
used to

"A great picture."
— JOSEPH

cost $8.80 to get— RbOINA
a peek CANNON
at."

M. SCHENCK

N. Y
A

wow.

—IIAROLU

AMERICAN

U hRANk'LIN

THE TOP IN SOUND!
"It is the finest yet made

"Even the amazing records of

CHORUS!

THE

-PETER

in

VISCHER

LXIIIBITORS

HERALD

" thing needed to as"The
sound.one
sure the world in general that
sound pictures arc no longer an
- ARTHUR
MOTION
experiment."

JAMES
nCTURES

TODAY

"The best—HARRISON
talkie everCARROLL
made."
LOS ANOELES

MLRALD
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Christie Speeds Talker Shorts
Nine of Group Already Completed, with Contracts Closed for Number of Others — James Cruze
Making a Series of Comedies Starring Gaston Glass — Other Coast News and Wilk's Paragraphs

13 CHRISTIE SHORTS FOR
EARLY RELEASE LISTED
With 13 of the new series of
Christie Talking Plays announced for
release in the current group which
Paramount is distributing, the Christie organization is speeding production and has taken up options
with players for additional pictures
to be produced in the next three
months.
Christ-e has completed nine talking films, including the first three of
the Octavus Roy Cohen stories, and
has delivered six to Paramount. Completed are "The Melancholy Dame,"
"Music Hath Harms" and "The
Framing of the Shrew," by Octavus
Roy Cohen, with all-negro casts; "A
Bird in the Hand" with Lois Wilson,
Jason Robairds, and Roy D'Arcy;
"Post Mortems" with Raymond Griffith; "A'leet the Missus" with James
Gleason and Lucille Webster Gleason; "When Caesar Ran a Newspaper," with Raymond Hatton and Sam
Hardy; "Jed's Vacation," with Charlie Grapewin and Anna Chance; and
"Dear Vivian" with Raymond Hatton and Sam Hardy.
By contracts just completed, Gleason, Griffith, and Lois Wilson will
each be presented in at least one
more of the talking plays; Louise
Fazenda has been signed for two,
and plans are being made to include
some of the Christie comedy stars,
such as Billy Dooley, Bobby Vernon,
Jack Duffy, Frances Lee, and others,
in the casts of several to be filmed.
"Man I Love" Started
William A. Wellman has started
direction of "The Man I Love" at
Paramount. In the cast are: Richard Arlen, Mary Brian, Baclanova,
Pat O'Malley, Leslie Fenton and
Harry Green.
Columbia
Renews
Kenton Contract
Columbia has exercised its option
on Erie C. Kenton's services, and
signed the director to a long-run
contract. It calls for the immediate
production of three features.
Sue Carol and] Norton Cast
Sue Carol and Barry Norton are
to have leading roles in James Tinling's new production, "The Exalted Flapper," which Fox is preparing to make from a story by Will
Irwin.

A Little
from *'Lots
^^.^

By

RALPH

WILK

Cruze Making Series of
Comedies with G. Glass

King Added to Cast
Hollywood
Claude King has been added to
ienthus
50
has
OOD
LYW
HOL
astic boosters as a result of the the cast of "King of the Khyber
tte"
party arranged by Mary Rifles." With Earle Foxe and Fred"Coque
Pickford, who played hostess to
erick Sullivan he has just been included in the company supporting
girls chosen in newspaper contests
in 25 cities. Each girl was accom- Victor McLaglen in his new vehicle,
panied by a chaperone, who was a which John Ford is directing for Fox.
representative of the newspaper conM-G-M Casts Stone
ducting the contest.
*
*
*
Lewis Stone has been given the
Tuesday morning, the girls
male lead in Clarence Brown's M-Gand their chaperones bid fareM production, "Wonder of Women,"
part-dialogue picture. Peggy Wood
well to Hollywood, after a
will play feminine lead in the film,
week of parties and sightseeing. Monday evening, the
adapted from Hermann Sudermann's
chaperones were guests of
novel, "The Wife of Stephen Tromhonor at a dinner, at which
they were joined by Los AnCast in Fox Film
geles trade and newspaper
representatives. Arthur ZellSharon Lynn, Maria Alba, Dougner, the Pickford Boswell and
las Gilmore, Ivan Lebedeff and
Lou Smith of the Pickford
Franccss
Rosay have been cast in
holt."
New York office, kept things
"The One Woman Idea," which is
moving lively.
to be torial
Berthold
first direc*
*
*
effort for Viertel's
Fox. Hitherto
he
has
been
adapting
stories
for
F.
W.
Tyler Brook, long a member of the Murnau.
Fox fold, celebrated his return from
Europe by joining the cast of "DyCecil B.furnish
De Mille's
production.namite,"
He will
the comedy
lelief.
*
*
*
Credit Ruper Julian with
coining "canned tongue." In
former years, Rupert would
order a 1,000 foot test of a
screen aspirant, but now he
asks for 15 minutes "worth"
of "canned tongue."
Our Passing Show: Ernest
Hilliard, Freeman Wood and
Tyler Brook dining at M-GM; the two Sams — Friedman
and Cohn — busy at Tec-Art;
the two Harrys — Drago and
Lichtig — chatting in the Waring. ner Brothers Theater build*
*
*

Fritz Feld, who was in "The Miracle" and who will play in "Squawk,"
was slightly injured when his car
was struck by another and turned
completely over.
"It was a miracle,"
said Fritz, "but
* I * can't* squawk."
Bob Carr is back in Hollywood
and is acting as story advisor on
Working in "Careers"
Billie Dove now is working in Ray Cannon's sto.ff at Fox. He will
"Careers," her first all-dialogue pic- be introduced in "Joy Street" as
ture for First National. John Francis "himself," Bob has written several
Dillion is directing-, i Ned Marin magazine stories dealing with the
is the producer.
younger generation.

PUIL
DALY
SEZ/

James Cruze soon is to introduce
a series of comedies starring Gaston
Glass, on which he has been working
for several months.

"It sure has been
remarkable the way
producers have
snapped into the
sound development.
Lots of mistakes
have been and will
be made, but conness of sidering
thethe suddenonrush
of sound, great
credit is due for the
strides made. And,
ment is in entertainstore for
boy, what
next

season."

VeiUer Leaves for East
Following preview of "The Trial
of Mary Dugan," with Norma Shearer in the title role. Bayard VeiUer,
author of the play, left the coast for
New York, where he is scheduled to
arrive today. After a brief stay in
New York, he will sail for England
for a vacation.

New Masmard Film Completed
Ken Maynard has completed "The
Royal Rider" for First National.
Lesley Mason is titling the picture,
F. N. Signs Littlefield
cast of which includes: Olive HasLucien Littlefield has been signed brouck, Phillipe De Lacy, Theodore
Lorch, Harry Semels, Joseph Burke
by First National for "The Girl in directed.
and
Bobby Dunn. Harry J. Brown
the Glass Cage." Ralph Dawson will
direct.
Carrol Nye is in the cast.

Phyllis Haver Opposite Chaney
for in"AUbi"
Songsung
Theme song,
Phyllis Haver's first role under her
A theme
the picture
new M-G-M contract will be lead in
by Irma Harrison, has been publish"Thunder," Lon Chaney's new
ed in connection with "Alibi," Ro- vehicle. William Nigh will direct.
land West's all-talker for United ArtGeorge Duryea and Laddie Briggs
ists. The title is "I've Never Seen are the only other selections to date.
a Smile Like Yours," and the words
and music are by Justin Johnson
and Eddie Frazie.r. M. Witmark & F. N. Sig^s New Beaudine Contract
William Beaudine hasi signed a
Sons are publishers.
long term First National contract.
F.

N. Buys
'Little Johnny Jones"
"Little Johnny Jones," George M.
Cohan play, has been acquired by
First National. Mervyn LeKoy will
direct.
Warners Sign Thompson
Kenneth Thompson, stage player,

Korda toKorda
Direct will
"Riviera"
Alexander
direct the
Ferenc Molnar play, "Riviera."
Korda has just completed "The
Squall," a dialogue version of the
stage play with a cast including
Myrna Loy, Alice Joyce, Richard
Tucker, Loretta Young and Carroll
Nye.

has been picture.
signed for Al Jolson's new
Warner
Signs Belle Bennett
Belle Bennett has been signed for
leading role in "The Woman Who
Was Forgotten," which Merger Pictures will produce in cooperation
with
the
National will
Education
Ass'n.a
Richard Thomas
direct from

Chaplin 111
Charles Chaplin has been ordered
to bed, following a collapse at the
studio, with production of his new
picture, "City Lights," postponed
pending his recovery. Chaplin, suffered an attack of vertigo. He recently suffered an attack of ptomaine

script by Bert Levino.

poisoning.
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And That's That
By PHIL

Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes

M. DALY

ADDITIONS to the
at Miami include:
kor, Aaron Jones, Moe
Mitchell May, Jr., and
man.

film colony
Eugene ZuFinkelstein,
S. J. Kauf-

Cupid, too, is active along the
sands at Miami, Barney Balaban
having been married there last
Saturday.
■ A. H. Schwartz of the Century
Circuit, New York, while sojourning
at Palm Beach, took time off to go
to Key West to catch a sailfish. It
was seven feet four inches long and
weighed 48 pounds, our correspondent informs, vouchsafing that this
is no fish story.

The Mickey McGuire kids, juvenile members of the Darmour-RKO
comedy company have formed a
basketball team. Preliminary to
playing the "Our Gang" outfit of
Hal Roach, the Darmour youngsters
will take on the Page Military
Academy Midgets.

Jacques Gruenberg, well-known in
musical circles in New York arrived
in Hollywood with his assistant, a
librarian, arrangers and other members of his stafT to handle the synchronization of coming Radio Pictures.

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership
Cando — ^Audit, sold to D. K. and L. D.
Brightill by Robt. Henkel; Grenora — >Orpheum, sold to J. G. Alkenboch by M. J.
Knutson ; Hanks — Unique,
sold to Sifred
E. Shaflo by C. W. Johnson; Max— The
Max, ;o]d to H. O. Hagen by C. H. Geil ;
Minot — Arcade and Strand, sold to Finkelstein & Ruben by Richard Bassen ; Reynolds— The Reynolds, sold to H. Faliede by
O. J. Lebacken; Sharon — Joy, sold to
Huber
Halveson
by E. N. Olson.

Closings

Bowden — Movies ; Braddock — Carroll ; Bux- Clarksville — ^Opera House; New Madison —
— Dalmar.
ton— Buxton ; DriscoU — Carroll ; Harlow —
Strand; Piketon — The Piketon; Portsmouth
Movies ; Kintyre — Carroll ; Moffitt — Carroll ;
Oroemee — Movies ; Sterling — Carroll ; Tolna
OKLAHOMA
— Opera House.

OHIO
New Theaters

Upper

New Theaters

Henryetta — Yale ; Oklahoma

For this occasion the Vitaphone
Jubilee Hour which is usually broadcast from New York will originate
in Hollywood through S^iation
KFWB, but fans throughout the
United States can pick up the program from 30 stations in principal
cities from coast to coast. The hour
will be from 6:30 to 7 P. M., Pacific
coast time, and from 9:30 to 10 P.
M. Eastern Standard
Time.

City — Circle.

Changes in Ownership

Sandusky — -Ohio.

Openings

Billings — Royal, sold to Strouse & Showater
by Jess Patteh ; Braman^ — Olympia, sold to
A. B. Woodring by O. S. McKeen; Cheyenne— Princess, sold to Roy McCaughey by
Akron — Columbia, sold to Morris Venzer by
Wm. Magrind ; Cincinnati — Cilfton, sold to
J. T. Davidson; Gracemont — Raynora, sold
to P. W. Kum by A. W. Davidson;
J. F. Potts by Wm. Gervers; Coldewater —
Columbia, sold to Thos. Broad by A. H.
Helena — Palace, sold to Mrs. E. Newport
Giere ; Columbus — Hollywood, sold to J. J.
by L. C. Moore; Locust Grove — Joy, sold
to
E. B. Rushard by O. T. Bradshaw ;
Murphy by Fred Mason ; Coshocton —
Moreland — ^Star, sold to W. F. Cody by
Utahna, sold to Floyd Mcintosh by Chacos
Bros. ; Dayton — ^Midget, sold to H. A.
Mrs. C. M. Smith ; Salina — Salina, sold to
W. S. Wainwright by S. S. Seibert; SulSwisher by Mrs. L. Keller ; Delphos —
Capitol, sold to E.. L. and P. F. Staup by
phur— Log Cabin and Rainbow, sold to
Dubinsky & Gould by A. L. Crump ;
F. H. Staup ; Dover — State, sold to Chas.
Texola^Star,
sold to Holland & Vernable
and I. Weber by A. Thompson; Fort Recovery— Royal, sold to Thos. Broad by B.
by C. W. Summers; Tulsa — ^Dreamland,
sold to S. L. James by W. M. Cherry.
Wanger; Hamilton — Lyric, sold to Cloyd &
Columbus — Vernon.

Changes in Ownership

DAILY UPS WHICH MEAN

DOLLARS

"Interference"
It's a tough life for Lon Chaney,
(Paramount)
al right. Not only will he have to
Had co-operative window displays
fight a gorilla in his new picture,
"East Is West," but he'll have to with radio stores using such catchrun the risk of being accused of lines as, "If you use a Crosley, Atdoubling.
wlater-Kent, Radiola, etc., you won't
be bothered by interference. See
Warner Bros. Vitaphone Hour how human 'Interference' nearly
wrecks two people's happiness at the
on March 4 which was original- Merrimack Square." — David F. Perly planned to introduce little Davey
kins, Merrimack Square, Lowell,
Lee to '.he radio audience, has been Mass.
expanded. Its chief attraction will
be of Al Jolson as master of cere"LUac Time"
monies and not only Davey will ap(First Natl)
pear, but a number of Warner stars.
Two local drug stores permitted
the theater to put in large window
Jolson promises to sing several of displays tying up with Colleen
his biggest song hits. Davey Lee Moore toilet articles. This tie-up
will recite and sing. Colleen Moore also resulted in the two stores running display ads in the local papers
will talk and so will Monte Blue.
Alice White will sing the new songs playing up Colleen Moore. — Marsline K. Moore, Joie, Fort Smith, Ark.
from "Broadway Babies," and Conrad Nagel, Dorothy Mackaill and
"Our Dancing Daughters"
Jack Mtdhall will each have some(M-G-M)
thing to scy. Earl
Shoe dealers furnished two pairs
ynore orchestra
will Bur-vett's
constitute Biltthe
musical portion of the program.

Callahan by Conrad Zost ; Lyons — 'Pastime,
sold to G^iy Johnstown by Elmer E.
Finney ; Mineral City — Opera House, sold
to Merrick Amuse. Co. by F. A. Ferguson; New Boston — Lyric, sold to Sam
Davis by Louis Merrill ; Peebles — Peebles,
sold to O. C. King by H. C. Wamsley ;
Portsmouth — Westland, sold to Selma Johnson by Sam Davis; 'Salem — -Royal, sold to
Sheffield & Briggs by W. E. Wiberg;
Washington — ^Colonial, sold to Jacob Peale
by John Trvin ; West Lafayette — Grand, sold
to Merrick Amuse. Co. by Henry & Sattoria ; Worthington — Colonial, sold to Edward Price by Closings
Fred Mason.

FOR SHOWMEN
"The

Red Dance"
(Fox)
To focus attention the ushers and
doorman dressed in red sateen smocks.
The smocks were lettered front and
rear, "The Red Dance." These
smocks were worn five days in advance and during showing of the
picture. — Irwin R. Waite, Arcade,
West Palm Beach, Fla.

Short Shots from
New York Studios
\Bj ARTHUR

W.

EDDY'^^

SUSAN CONROY, who has been
making "Whoopee" for Flo Ziegfeld,
working
as for
a dentist's
nurse, isthealso
latter
job being
George
Le Maire in his first Pathe comedy,
"At the Dentist's," nearing coinpletion at Sound Studios. Chief roles
in the talking opus are occupied by
Le Maire and* Louis
Simon.
*
*
First camera at the plant is E.
B. dii Par, who turned the lense
on such b. o. wows as "The Singing Fool"a and
"The inJazz
Du Par,
pioneer
the Singer."
field of
talkers and a leading figure in the
development of incandescent lighting, photographed the initial 100
per cent Vitaphone talking picture,
"Lights of New
York."
Ray Foster, who also guides an
experienced camera, is working with
du Par. He's secretary of the local
cameramen's
organization,
and of
an the
active one. Another
member
studio personnel well-known in the
East is Bill Quinn, still man. Bill
recently worked with the Vilma
Banky unit when it made exteriors in
and around Manhattan Island.
*
*
*
Bryan Foy, who has megaphoned
Vitaphone pictures which have piled
up tremendous grosses, is the major
director. More directo7~ial talent is
supplied by Murray Roth, who also
knocks out stories for shorts, and
staff.
Edmund Joseph is, another storywriting man of quality on the studio
*
♦
♦
A pair of clever mutts are working
in "The Cocoanuts," the reference
being to two dogs named Rex and
Moose and owned by Dr. E. Bier.
Rex, the more sophisticated of the
two as far as film matters go, appeared in made
"Running
whichat
Paramount
a few Wild,"
years back

"The Goodbye Kiss"
its Astoria studio, and in "Stepping
(First National)
Along," Johnny Hines picture. OwElectric sign was spread over the
ing to the advent of sound recordfront of the theater and marquee.
ing. Dr. Bier has found it necessary
Twenty-five of the army recruiting to instruct his dogs through motions
service boards were utilized. Two rather than through
words.
*
* spoken
*
hundred special quarter-sheet cards
were printed and distributed by the
A lot of light was thrown on the
representatives of "Liberty Maga- subject of studio lighting the other
zine" to every newsdealer in the city. night when E. B. du Par, cameraBoys selling Liberty wore the card
man foil' Vitaphone and a pioneer
tied to their backs. The card read: in the sound photography field,
"Read about 'The Goodbye Kiss' on spoke to Local 644, Intemation/d
Pag^ 39 in this week's Liberty Mag- Photographers of the M. P. Indusazine, then see it at the New Emtry. C. J. Cadenas, illuminating engineer of the National Lamp Works,
pire
next Saturday."—
Al- also discussed the topic.
bert beginning
P. Kaufman,
New Empire,
*
*
*
of shoes of a' very small size but Syracuse, N. Y.
still possible to be worn by women
Hope Hampton, who used to work
possessing small feet. These were
in pictures over at Fort Lee, is going
"Uncle
Tom's
Cabin"
given to the first women who could
to star in an operatic film for War(Universal)
wear them. One shoe of each pair
ner Bros. This will be the fourth
Special train was arranged for to
was effectively displayed in the store
act of "Manon." Miss Hampton
window — suitably backed by a large bring upper Arkansas valley resi- abandoned the screen a few years
dents to the picture. The train left ago to train for an operatic career.
display card carrying copy about the
•»
*
«
Salida at 8:30 A. M. on Sunday,
picture. The other 'one of each' pair stopping at interesting towns and
was on display in the theater lobby
Monty Westmore, makeup expert
in a small show case backed by a arriving in Pueblo at noon. The at Vitaphone studio, comes of a
similar display card such as in the round trip included admission at the fa-mily literally saturated with
store window. — W. E. Spragg, Stadi- Palm and stop-over privileges of makeup atmosphere. Five of its
um, Woonsocket, R. I.
one day. — Palm, Pueblo, Colo.
members are makeup men.
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Griffith Chain Seeks
Arthur B. Poole Named
Loevv-Fox-Warner
"U" and Variety Houses
100 Oklahoma Houses
Comptroller of Pathe
Separated at Cleveland
Report Still Buzzing
Oklaiionia City dual of GriHith

Cleveland — Universal theaters and
Variety theaters, here have been definitely separated following conclusion
of a deal that has been pending for
more than a month. Universal now
has the Cedar-Lee, Milliard Square,
New Broadway, Detroit and Oriental.
James Carrier is Reneral manager of
the chain. Carrier states that Vitaphone and Movietone installations
will be made in all houses. The Hilliard St|uare opened with sound last
week. The Cedar-Lee opened Sunday
with an all-sound program. Other
installations will follow as quickly
as possible. The Variety chain consists of the Variety, Kinsman, Moreland, Homestead, and Imperial.

No Universal Statement
On Stern Contract Report

Arthur B. I'oole has been appointed
comptroller of Pathe Exchange and
already has assumed his duties at the
home office. Poole resigned as comptroller of KAO to assume his Pathe
position. Previously, he had been
with FBO and while there did special statistical work for Pathe, under
direction of Joseph P. Kennedy.

Talkers to Sound Road
Troupe Doom, Lasky Says
ll'.-st

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

A

u.

BIBLE!

NOT A JOKE-BOOK
But there's many a good laugh in it

NOT AN ALBUM
Bat many a fanny mug in it

WHAT

IS

IT?

Yoa'll see March 2nd at the
A M P A Hollywood
Masque Ball - Astor Hotel

frirm

Page

1)

ter stockholders getting three Warner shares for each five held.
With Nicholas M. Schenck, William Fox and M. M. Warner on record that no deal is in progress or
has been planned, the trade continued
trying to figure out a solution to
what threatens to become a mystery
as to source of the persistent reports,
which refused to down in film or
financial circles.

DAILY

Los Angeles — With perfecting of
sound and color pictures the dramatic
stage will be limited to Little Theater movements confined to big cities,
Jesse L. Lasky told the Wampas
meeting here. He also believes that
the future of musical comedies and
vaudeville is endangered.

S. Films Hit New Low
No statement was forthcoming*
from Universal yesterday on Coast
In Germany In January
report, published exclusively in THE
Berlin — .American films hit a new
FILM DAILY stating that contract
of Stern Film Co., would not be re- low in January in percentage rating
of films shown. Forty per cent of
newed.
the films exhibited during the month
were German, 38 per cent European
Central Ohio Menaced as and the balance American. The figures reflect the effect of German
Flood Waters are Rising agreements
with European producers
Springfield ,0. — Flood waters here to offset American films.
and in the vicinity have crippled business in this section of the state. The
business district here is flooded and RCA-Photophone to Wire
the water supply shut off.
150 in March, Says Bucher
One hundred fifty RCA-Photophone installations will be made in
Correction
March, according to E. E. Bucher,
By a typographical error it was executive vice president of the comrecently stated that fire had damaged
the Mid-West Exchange at Kansas pany.
City. The exchange where the fire Greenwich House Leased by Mindlin
occured is the Mid-West Oklahoma
Sidney Reynolds and George M.
City.
Garsson, New York theater brokers,
have leased to Michael Mindlin and
Henry S. Thorne, the Pickwick
Playhouse, being erected at Greenwich, Conn. This Little Theater will
be completed in June. It is one of
a chain of 30 planned by Mindlin.
One at Buffalo and one at Rochester are to be completed by July 1,
Bat it contains many a moral
it is stated.

NOT

(Continued

Charack with Paratone
Portland, Wash. — Tommy Charack, northwest manager for Paratone Talking Pictures Corp., is sending to smaller towns for roadshows,
six singing and talking acts by screen
and stage stars. A special truck
transports the equipment from town
to town.
New Zealand W. E. Manager Sails
J. H. Barker, Jr., sailed last week
to fill his new post as New Zealand
manager for Electrical Research
Products of Australia and to supervise the installation of Western Electric sound systems in theaters of
Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch
and Dunedia.
"Fire" Shout Causes Woman's Death
East St. Louis, 111. — Police here
are seeking the culprit who shouted,
"Fire!" when a film became ignited
at the Majestic, causing death by
heart dilation of a 46-year old woman. The fire was quickly extinguished.

Loew's, Fox, Warner, M.P.
Capital Stocks Strong
(Continued

frmn

Page

Amusement Co., Universal ally in
Oklahoma is 100 theaters. The firm
now has 68 houses, with options on
seven more. In addition, remodeling
of most houses for sound is planned.
In the last 30 days the company
has installed Vitaphone and Movietone sound equipment in the Lyric at
Bartlesville, Rex at Seminole, New
Sooner at Norman, Aztec at Enid,
Rig at Borger, Tex., Rex at Pampa.
Tex., New Empire at Altus, Palace at
Duncan, Aggie at Stillwater and New
Rivoli at Blackwell. Ten other installations are to be completed within sixty days.

I)

Remodeling Kermit House
advanced 3 points to 91J/2 were leadKermit, Tex. — Remodeling is under
ers among amusement stocks on the
New York Stock Exchange yester- way at the Palace here.
day. Persistent reports of negotiations under way by both Fox and
Warners for Loew's was advanced in
several quarters as reason for advance of these issues.

Screen to Help Not Hurt
Legit., Otis Skinner Says
Competition of pictures never can
seriously hurt the legitimate stage as
both forms of entertainment have
much to learn from each other, Otis
Skinner declared at the annual luncheon of the Magazine Club in New
York. Good actors in good plays
never can fail to draw audiences to
theaters, he said.

Mueller Named Eastern
Continental Sales Head
F. Walter Mueller has been named
eastern sales manager for Continental Lithograph Co., New York offices are to be moved after March 1
to the Paran:ount
Building.
"Times Square" Premiere
Budd Roger, vice president of
Gotham Photoplays, announces that
"Times Square," the company's first
talking picture, will have its premiere
March 4 at the Metropolitan, Baltimore, a Stanley-Warner house,
where the picture has been booked
in for a week.
M-G-M Signs Happiness Boys
The Happiness Boys, radio entertainers, have been signed for M-G-M
Movietone work, and will make one
or more recordings at Eastern studio,
under supervision of Louis K. Sidney and Major Edward Bowes.
Sunday Shows
For Taunton
Taunton, Mass. — Ernest L. White,
owner of the .Mansfield will be allowed to run Sunday shows, according to a vote taken by the Board of
Selectmen here. One restriction was
made as to the admission price which
must not exceed those paid on weekdays and that the house must not
open before 1 o'clock.
Fire Destroys
Texas
House
San Saba, Tex. — Fire razed the
Palace. W. C. Dofflemeyer. owner,
estimated the loss at $20,000, it is
stated.

ANSON IA
BROADWAY

AT 75 ST. NLVi YOI?K

Patrons of
Prominence
Choose
the Ansonia!
1400

Large Homelike
Rooms
Comfortable Furni.shinps

Soundproof Walls
Rates will surely please!
Rooms with private
from bp.th
$3 per day
For two
from $5 per day
Parlor, bedroom from
and $6
bath
per day
Booklet

on Request

Wire at our expense for
Reservations
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Sound Patents", Second Instalment

EARLY SYNCHRONIZATION
SYSTEMS, U.8.-P0REIGN
In presenting "Sound Paterats," THE FILM DAILY
desires to make the following
clear:
"While the articles may give
some insight into the patent
situation, it is not their purpose
to give any opinion or conclusion as to the value or strength
of any existing patent, but only
to bring to the attentions of its
readers what the various
patents disclose.

Continuing the discussion of
various sound patents launched in
the issue of Feb. 24, 1929, today's
instaHment, the second, carries
further the description of devices
which are placed in a general classification ofMechanical Synchronization by Benjamin T. Rauber,
patent attorney engaged by THE
FILM DAILY to prepare this
series.
I On June 21, 1904, a United States
patent No. 762,948 was issued to F.
Schaefer for a combined phonograph
and production machine the arrangement of which, as shown in Fig. 2, is
as follows: In this arrangement the
phonograph cylinder (G) is rotated
by means of a sprocket chain directly from a cog wheel of the projection apparatus, the phonograph being
placed immediately in front of the
projection machine and with its horn
surrounding
the lens (25).
On March IS, 1907, a German patent, No. 182,413, was granted to Albert Koltzow for a device for coupling a projection machine to a phonograph. In this device the shaft (b)
of the phonograph (A) is placed in
alignment with the shaft (e) of the
projection machine (B). A rod (c) is
mounted on the rotating plate of the
phonograph in such a manner as to
circle about the shafts (b) and (c)

Fig' 3'

Coupling

occur at a definite place in the rotation of the phonograph. In a modification of the apparatus shown in
y/////////////,v///,v///M
Fig. 3 of the drawings a spring is
inserted between the shaft (b) and
the arm (f) to absorb shocks and
vibrations.
Various other devices for coupling
a projection machine to the disc or
spindle of a phonograph are also
shown in the later German patent
to Paul Effing, No. 214,401, granted
Oct. 13, 1909, and in United States
patent to R. A. Whitehead,. No
1,179,591, issued April 18, 1916.
A somewhat different type of synchronizing arrangement is shown in
German patent No. 183,969, issued
April 26, 1907, in which a sliding
friction means, such as a belt or
friction plate, is inserted between the
driving crank and the driven mechanism of the projection machine.
The projection machine mechanism
is also geared directly to a phonograph which has a central speed
regulator, the idea being that the
crank will be rotated at a more rapid
rate than that required for synchronism but, owing to the fact that the
Schaefer device for synchronising sound and phonograph is geared directly to the
film. V. S. Patent No. 762,948
driven elements of the projection apparatus, the latter will be prevented
as the phonograph disc is rotated and, from rotating too rapidly, the excess
at a point in its path of rotation to motion of the crank being taken up
meet an arm (f) projecting radially in a sliding action between the fricfrom the shaft (e) and carry the arm tionally engaged elements. A diagrammatic arrangement is shown in
(f) and shaft (e) about with it, thus
rotating both shafts (b) and (f) at Fig. 1 of the patent, in which the
the same speed. This insures that phonograph is represented at (a) and
the engagement of the shaft (e) shall is connected through the gear wheels
No, 762,948.
PATENTED JOKE 21, l904.
F. SCHiEFta.
&FPARATOS FOR RECORDING AND BEPAODDCINO SODNDS AND OPTICAL
[UPBESSI0H8.
imiatTioi riLtp au. t. i*m
I iiiiTi-iiut a
0 MCPtL

and shaft (c) to the projection apparatus. A driving crank (h) serves
to supply the power for rotating the
projection apparatus through a belt
(k) which permits the crank to slip
in the event that it is rotated too
rapidly. This patent was issued to
Theodor Herzberg.
Further improvements on this general type of apparatus were later
patented in French patent No. 456,598 issued Aug. 29, 1913, to Leopold
Pigout.
To deaden the vibrations inherent
in these driving mechanisms, a
French Patent of Addition No. 10,377
granted in 1909, provides an elastic
drive between the phonograph and
the projection machine. This elastic member comprises a spring connected directly to the plate of a disc
phonograph and takes up in internal
torsion the shocks and vibrations
transmitted
from the driving mechanism.

Instead of driving the projection
machine from the phonograph, or
vice versa, or from a common driving source, British patent No. 3,512
applied for Feb. 12, 1910, and granted
March 13, 1911, provides a separate
drive for each of the mechanisms and
insures synchronism by an arrangement that prevents one driving means

, n^:/.

Illustrating

V//^^////////>!{fy//y/////////M^^y^/y/yi

[-

device for synchronisation.
patent No.

Developed
183,969

de-

rotating faster than the other. In
one form of the invention shown in
Fig. 1 of the patent, a shaft (c) connected to the driving mechanism of
the phonograph is connected to a
plate the
(a) shaft
having(d)a connected
projectionto (a'),
while
the
projection machine drives a plate (b)
mounted co-axially with, and slightly spaced from the plate (a) and

/

device uniting projector and phonograph. Koltzow invention covered by German An early German
patent No. 182,413
'

Donisthorpe
synchronization
vice. British patent No. 3,512

by Theodor Hersberg.

German

having a projection (b') which is engaged by the
the
event that
one projection
plate should (a')
turninfaster than the other, in which event the
more rapidly moving plate will be
retarded and forced to proceed at the
same rate of speed as the slower one.
This patent was issued to Edmund
Seal Donisthorpe.
On March 27, 1912, a French patent No. 438,935 was issued to Charles Georges Williams for an apparatus in which the phonograph and
projection machine are driven from
a common driving source through
planetary gears the rotation of which
can be retarded by suitable brakes

Wednesday.
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anism between the driving mechanism of the phonograpii and projection ni:u-hi'ie. The general arrangenuiil of patent No. 19,593 of 1912 is
>ho\vn in I'ig. 5, in which the electric motor (A) is directly connected
by ine;ins of a belt (e) to the driving pulley (k). The pulley (k) is
mounted on a shaft (j) which is
geared through the gears (1-n) to a
centrifugal speed indicator (q) acting
on a pointer (v). Other gears directly drive the phonograph. The
sluitter (g) of the projection machine is rotated through a flexible
shaft (h) from a friction wheel (b')
pressing against the disc of the pulley (k), and wliich may be moved
towards or from the shaft (j) to vary
the relative speed of the pulley and
of the flexible shaft (h) and shutter
(g). The position of the friction
wheel (b') and, accordingly, the relative speed of the projection machine
shutter arc indicated by the indicator (j') of Fig. 1.
Another installment on "Sound Patents" vnll appear
m
an early
editio7i.
Diagram

shmving

Vitaphone Service from K. C.
Kansas City — Vitaphone Exhibitors here and in the St. Louis, Denver ai:d Omaha territories who formerly were serviced from Chicago
rotate, its driving relation is varied
will receive service after March 2
to a greater or less degree. The pulfrom a service station to be opend
ley drives the shaft of the phono- here. A stock of 62,000 records as
graph through an appropriate gear
well as accessories on both Warner
mechanism. An adjustable centrif- and First National product will be
ugal regulator is provided for the
available.
phonograph connection,
British patent No. 13,701 applied
for June 11, 1912, by Raoul Philippe
of Paris and issued April 10, 1913,
and No. 19,593 applied for Aug. 27,
1912, by Henri Portier, Gaston
Schaible and Frederic Darragon all of
Paris and accepted and issued Aug.
27, 1913, provide a friction disc mech-

friction phonograph.
disc mechanism
mechanism
Britishbet-ween
patent driving
No. 19,593

SO as to control the transmission of
speed and adjust the machines to
attain perfect synchronism. The
driving mechanism drives a pulley
which transmits its motion through
planetary gears fo the gear wheel
which drives the projection machine.
The gear case of the planetary gears
may be held stationary by means of
a brake controlled by a lever and
hand wheel, or may be permitted to
rotate to a desired degree. When
held stationary, the gear is driven in
a fixed relation to the pulley and
when the gear box is permitted to

of

pro]'ect»r

11

Scored isc Production Is
Started for Feature Films
Scoredisc Service Corp., which
nianufacturcs Scorcdiscs, the latist
innovation in sound reproduction appliances, has started active production
at its New York factory.
Kach feature picture released after
Aug. 1, 1928, will be Scoredisc-treatcd
supplying exhibitors using a nonsynchronous sound reproduction device, with synchronized sound scores
for features, the company says. The
comi)any is headed by Arthur J.
Abrams, inventor of the Scoredisc and
president of the corporation. George
I. Matthews, is vice president and
sales manager. Distribution of Scoredisc is to be started late in March.

Consolidated Bristolphone
Formation Is Completed
Consolidatcd-Bristolphone Corp., is
the name under which the combined
Gotham-Bristolphone and the Warner-Lesser interests will operate, states
Charles R. Rogers, president of the
former, who has concluded the deal
for amalgamation with Sol Lesser.
The latter is returning to the Coast.

and

White Gets Talk-A-Phone
Livingston, Mont. — E. P. White,
owner of a de luxe house here and
president
of the a state
exhibitors'
unit, has secured
contract
for the
distribution rights to Talk-A-Phone,
a synchronous device, for the state
of Montana.

SCOREDISC
SOLVES
SOUND
PROBLEM
FOR

NO

NON-SYNCHRONOUS

MACHINES

LIBRARY OF RECORDS TO BUYCUE SHEETS NECESSARYCUEING TO BE DONE—

Demonstrations Given Daily at Our Office —
Arrangements Made for Out of Town
Demonstrations

SCOREDISC
SERVICE
CORPORATION

s *
British

patent

No.

19,593

iilustiating disc mechanism
between
Similar to British patent No. 13,701

projector

and

phonograph.

701 8th Avenue, N. Y. C, Cor. 44th St.
Phone: CHIckering 0471-X

PERFORMANCES

OF

COPYRIGHTED

MUSIC

By Mechanical Devices,
"VITAPHONE," "MOVIETONE,"
"PHOTOPHONE,"
"BRISTOLPHONE"
PHONOGRAPHS, MECHANICAL ORGANS, PIANOS, ETC.

In the rapid development and increase in the use of mechanical means of performing
music, some exhibitors have received the impression that such renditions, in public performances, are not subject to license of the copyright owner.
The impression is entirely erroneous. License must be secured from the copyright
owner, in respect of a public performance by means of any mechanical device just the same
as if the performance were by a human orchestra.
The Copyright Law makes no distinction as regards the means used for accomplishing
the rendition of copyrighted music; if it occurs in a public performance for purposes of
profit, license of the copyright owner must be secured or an infringement of the copyright
is committed.
Renditions by means of "Vitaphone," "Movietone," "Photophone," "Bristolphone,"
or any of the various synchronizing devices, or by means of phonographs, mechanical organs, or any sort of contrivance which will mechanically reproduce music, are subject
to exactly the same conditions as regards Hcense from copyright owners, as renditions by
human players.
»
Exhibitors and others are therefore cautioned regarding the necessity of securing, or
continuing in effect if they already have it, the license of this Society before effecting renditions bythe above means or otherwise, of compositions copyrighted by our members. Infringements ofthese copyrights will be prosecuted.
Existing agreements between E. C. Mills, as Agent & Trustee of various copyright
owners, and Electrical Research Products, Inc., and R. C. A. Photophone, Inc., stipulate
that renditions of copyrighted musical works by means of the latters' synchronizing apparatus shall occur only in theatres having license of this Society. Such license is available, in
respect of such renditions, under the same conditions as if renditions are by human means.
This Society is not a principal party to such agreements.
In all fairness this notice is inserted in publications of general circulation amongst
exhibitors, to the end that they may avoid the commission of infringements through unlicensed illegal public performances of copyrighted musical works by means of any type
of mechanical device, and thus become liable to the penalties provided by the law.
If you have a license from- the Society, and intend to include compositions copyrighted by our members in your programs, you should be careful to continue the license in
effect, regardless of the manner in which such renditions are effected, mechanical or otherwise. If you do not have such license, and desire to use such works in your programs, you
should immediately apply for license, and thus avoid the hazard of suits for infringement
of copyrights.
«
Further information, list of members, and address of our oflSce nearest to you will be
mailed promptly upon request.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS,
AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS

1501 Broadway
New York
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-M
VM-G
LOEW
BUYS
FOX
LOEW, M-G-M CONTINUE
PAYS

AS INDIVIDUAL UNITS

Fox

Control Expected
Bring Consolidation
Later, However

to

William Fox

I'urcliase of the control ot Locw'.s
Inc. and M-Ci-M by William Fox
presages no ininiediate change in the
present operations of botli of the acquired corporations.
It is understood inanagenient of
Lt)e\v's,
and M-G-M
will continue toInc.
be vested
in Xicholas
M.

on Page

30)

Parallel Exchange Systems
Except Butte and Canada
Huttc is the only key city of the
I'nited States where M-G-M has an
exchange and Fox has not, it is shown
in a review of the distributing systems of the two firms, as contained
in THF 1929 FIL^[ D.\ILY YFAR
i'.QOK. Exchanges of the two
rms are maintained at: Albany, Atinta, Boston, Buffalo, Charlotte,
Chicago, (Coiitiiiucd
Cincinnati,on Page
Cleveland,
Dal30)

Pathe Chain?
IVfsl Coast

Bur.

Tllll FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Development
of a chain of theaters by Pathe
is reported here as behind the
declared dickering of Joseph
P. Kennedy and J. J. Murdock
for the Pantages circuit as
nucleus of a national chain of
combination houses.

A

SHARE

FOR

CONTROLLING

INTEREST,
OUT
WARNERS'
STRONGEDGING
COMPETITION

The higge.st deal in motion picture history has l)een clo.sed. William Fox has purchased a controllin<( interest in Loew's, Inc. which
carries with it complete ownership of Metro-doldwyn-Mayer. The
deal, first launched several months ago, came to a successful culmination on Monday and initial payments for the controlling.? hlocks of .stock
were made late Tuesday night.
Fox paid $125 a share for the slock held by Xicholas M. Schenck,
])resident of Loew's, Inc.; Mrs. Carrie Loew, widow of Marcus Loew
who founded the company ; Arthur M. Loew, vice-jiresident ; David M.
Loew, director of the company; David Bernstein, vice-president and
treasurer ; Louis B. Mayer, vicepresident of M-G-M in charge of
production and others.
Previously, F(jx had purchasetl
in the open market a large block
of Loew common of which 1,400,.\lmost $225,000,000 in assets are 000 shares are outstanding and in
represented in the combined Fox en- which voting jjower is vested. In
terprises, the three major units of
wiiich are Fox Film Corp., Fox The- open market buying, the Fox representatives made an investment
aters Corp. andsheet
now as
Loew's,
Inc. 30,
.\ balance
of June
alone of .several million dollars.
1928 places assets of Fox Film Corp.,
As late as Monday afternoon, it
tile parent organization for all Fox
activities at $56,483,643, but this fig- apiK>ared that the oflfer made by
ure has (Continued
increased on a|)preciabljsince Goldman, Sachs and Co. bankers
Page 31)

TOTAL fOX ASSETS NOW
fN $225,000,000 CLASS

Schcnck with Louis B. Mayer hanflling production; David Bernstein,
finances and .Arthur M. Loew, foreign.
However, in view uf the fact that
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer parallels Fo.\
Film Corp. in every major department from studios to cxclian.ges and
foreign offices, the belief is held b.\insiders that it is merely a question
of time before a consolidation is ef{Continued

$125

Head oj Pox enterprises
control of Loew's, Inc.,
Ill filmdom's history.

•ivlio, by acquirinij
:loses biggest deal

175 Loew Houses in 21 States
Swell Fox Holdings Up to 800

MONOPOLY IN BRITAIN IS
FEftRED DU[ TO SOUND
London — Charge that a "solid
monopoly" of British theaters for
seven American distributors, is
threatened by the operations in this
country of an American electric company controlling a recording and reItroducing system, is made by correspondent of "Theis regarded
Daily Express."
Western Electric
as the
object of his attack. The operations,
it is alleged, threaten to defeat the
(.Continued

oti

Page

2)

The latest list of Loew theater
holdings, representing theaters either
controlled
or in which
iiolds a financial
interestLoew's,
appearsInc.
in
THE 1929 FILM DAILY YEAR
BOOK. With the 619 houses operating, in construction or planned by
the Fox organization, the combined
holdings now controlled under the
Fox banner total about 800.
The Loew holdings are as follows:
.\L.-\RAMA, Birmingham: Loew's HippoC.\F.IF()RNIA,
Fresno:
Hippodron>e; Los
drome. Lyric, Newlon
.tikI H'nz.
Angeles: St.iti ; Oakland: .State; San
Diego: Hippodrome: San Francisco: Casino,
Hippodrome and Wartieid ; San Jose: Hippodrome: Stockton: Hippodrome and State.
C.WADA. Hamilton, Ont.: King St.;
(Continued on Page 31)

for the Warners might prove attractive enough to swerve the deal
from Fox, ])ut it is understood a
promise made by Schenck personally to Fox some weeks ago was
a determining factor in bringing
abouttic merger.
consummation of this gigan-

Drop
Fox

"Indie"
Deal?
may
drop negotiations
for the 200 or more independently owned houses in Greater
New York, for which he has
been dickering since last October, it was reported last
night, in view of consummation of the Loew deal, which
adds the 69 Greater New York
Loew houses to the Fox ch-'
.8.
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Sales
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CIVE FAREWELL PARTY
FOR JOE HORNSTEUJ

Alexander Frank, Iowa
Chain Operator, Dead

First of a group of 15 all-Educational pictures programs booked for
different theaters in the, territory of
the Kansas City exchange will be
played at the Palace theater, Anthony,
Kan., on March 6 and 7. This novel
idea, called a "film vaudeville program," was planned and arranged by
R. C. Borg, Kansas City branch manager. Borg already has 15 of these
programs booked for March.

Vlarch 7 Opening for "The Letter"
"The
Letter"
i.s to have its pre••— March 7 at the Criterion, New

Amusements a Necessity ;
Wisconsin Tax Is Killed
Madison, Wis. — Because, it was argued, amusements are a necessity,
the proposed five per cent tax bill
has been killed in committee.
Lupe Velez Coming East
Lupe V'elez will arrive in New
York Tuesday. WMien "Lady of the
Pavements" has its premiere at the
Rialto Alarch 9, she will sing and
dance
on the stage at each show.

Zukor
and Starr Get Boxes
Atlolph Zukor, of Paramount, and
Herman Starr, of First National, are
the latest executives to purchase
"Sonny Boy" Dated in N. Y.
"Sonny Boy," Davey Lee's initial boxes for the AM PA Hollywood
starring vehicle, is to open March 8 Masque
Ball at the Astor Saturday.
at the Warner, New York. The picture had its premiere last night at
the new Mastbauni,
Piiiladelphia.

A Million Feet of
Everything

St. Leo to be Featured in 4
Leonard St. Leo, featured in "Back
from Shanghai," which stars Vera
Reynolds, is to have the leading role
in at least four jMCtures of the new
series being made by Oscar Price,
president of General Pictures.
Consolidated

Gets

2

Houses

Durango, Colo. — Consolidated Theaters has acquired the Kiva, formerly owned by Ed Buck and the Gem
here. The Gem is a smaller house
and was formerly operated by H &
M Amusement
Co.

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
Stone Film Library
220 W. 42nd St.
Room 2002
Phone Wisconsin 2141

EXPLOITATION
who

Film

Daily,
1650
N. Y. C.

March

2 AM PA Hollywood
New
York
Revel

at

Ball

B'way.,

i

March

3

March

4 Premiere
of "Times
Square,"
Gotham-Bristolphone
picture fir.i
Metropolitan,
Baltimore.

March

9

March

Masquers

Masque

Hollywood

Premiere
of "Lady
of the Pav
ments"
at Rialto, New
York

12 Opening
of "Noah's
Ark"
ter Garden,
New York

at Wii

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn. 3580

WANTED
MAN WHO CAN
DESIGN
AND
BUILD SETS
This

fine studio, which

makes photographs for national advertising, needs a
man who can design and
build sets. He will work
directly with Lejaren a
Hiller, a noted artist, and
will have every facility to
work with for quick and
economical handling of
background settings. Only
young men of good character and proved experience between twenty-five
and thirty-five years of age
will be considered. Salary
arrangements will be thoroughly satisfactory
to the
man selected.
Apply
by
letter as quickly as possible
to
Ben sf). Jennings, Vice
President

MAN

writes practical exploitation material for press books wanted by major company.
Salary $75.00.

Box No. A-113
c/o

TheDate
Industry's
Book

1)

All-Educational Shows
Planned in K. C. Zone

Mayer at New Orleans
Louis B. Mayer, vice president of
M-G-M is in New Orleans en route
51,500
1,800 to Washington, where he will attend
39,400
the'266inaugural ceremonies for President Hoover. Mayer arrives in
2,600 Washington tomorrow, and will be
2,866 the guest of the National Press Club
at a luncheon given in his honor.
49,966 After the inauguration the film exe100
200
cutive will proceed to New York,
1,200 discussing production plans with
Nicholas M. Schenck.

8
12

fiom Page

and one half ago. Hornstein's future plans have not yet been announced.

00
600
3,000
15,900

1
15

{Continued

working of the film quota, because
British theaters cannot do without
films of the seven companies conAs a farewell tribute to Joe Honicerned, to get which they must wire
steiiii, who has resigned as vice- their houses at a price the electrical
president of National Theater Sup- company fixes and must pay a salary
ply Co. and manager of its New York to the man the company names to
branch, eniplo3-es of the firm tendered keep the apparatus in order. The
him a dinner last night at the Cla- wired house is not permitted to show
ridge. A highlight of the evening firitish, German or other rival sound
was the presentation of a watch and pictures over the equipment, it is
gold plaque to Hornstein, the gift claimed.
being presented by William Gluck,
assistant manager of the New York
Clainx that monopoly of British
office. Walter E. Green, general mantheaters for a "seven leading Ameriager, officiated as toastmaster.
can companies" is threatened in EngHornstein has been in the theater
land, because of the activities of an
ef|uipnient for the past 26 years, pre- electrical company, is scouted in New
viously having been an exhibitor at York. Most sound pictures also are
Hoboken. He started with the Ed- made in silent versions, which will
wards M. P. Supply Co. on 14th St. be available to English theaters, it
and later was manager of United The- is pointed out, so that the supply will
ater Supply Co. About 10 years ago not be cut off, any more than will
he formed Howells Cine Equipment releases to unwired American theCo., later acquiring the concern. He
aters. Western Electric, up to Feb.
became an executive with National 1 had wired about 12 theaters in the
Theater Supply Co., about two years British Isles.

Ale.xander Frank, veteran Waterloo, la., showman, was found dead in
700
600
his garage there, according to a wire
l',666 received in New York by Frank R.
46,200
Wilson, president of M. P. Capital
Corp. Frank's former circuit, Frank
Anmsement Co., which operated a
3'500
,266 chain of Iowa houses, was a unit of
74,700
500 North American Theaters, which
Wilson controlled up to the time of
its sale to West Coast Theaters.
38,6

100
4,400

Monopoly In Britain Is
Feared Due To Sound

Underwood & Underwood
242 West 55th Street
New York

/- r

CAXAKY"

'^THE CANARY

MURDER

HAXIpS UP isi:roiti»s!

CASE." Another one of PARAMOUNT'S

31 Quality All-Talking Hits

Jean Arthur.
released Jan.-Aug., 1929. With William Powell, James Hall, Louise Brooks, and
readers.
Malcolm St. Clair Production of S. S. Van Dine's mystery thriller with 1,000,000
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
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EQUIPMENT
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F. HYNES

OPENSHOPOPERATORSEG
DEFOREST GUARANTEE OE New York Critics Vote ''The
SOUND QUALITY NOT NEW Broadway Melody "a Fine Film WIRED GRIEEITH HOUSES
Guarantee of General Talking Pictures that quality of sound in theaters equipped with De Forest Phonofilm "shall be equal, if not superior
to the quality of sound reproduction
of any reproducing device, regardless
of price," is not new, for it has been
part of all contracts to date, when
requested by the exhibitor, the companys says. It will continue to be
inserted in contracts when requested,
it is promised.
Sound for Monroe

House

Monroe, Wis. — Sound pictures
soon are to be introduced at the
Monroe here according to Chester
J. Goetz, one of the owners of the
house. G. L. Redman is partner and
manager.
Movie-phone
at Wis.
House
Kaukauma, Wis. — Movie-phone
sound apparatus has been installed
at the Vaudette here, according to
Wm. Van Dyke, manager.
Orchestrola

in

Connecticut

New Britain, Conn.- — The Rialto
has leopened after redecorations and
overhauling. Orchestrola sound equipment has been installed.
UUman
Representing Cinephone
S. George Ullman, former business
manager for Rudolph Valentino, has
been appointed West Coast representative for Powers Cinephone with
head<iuarters at Hollywood. He will
represelit Powers Cinephone for recording installations in studios as well
as for the sound reproducing equipments for theaters in the Far West.

Plenty of adjectives are used by New York newspaper critics in describing "The Broadway Melody," new M-G-M all-talker v\-hich broke the
house record at the Astor for the first week of its run. Consensus of opinion follows :

AMERICAN—* * * It is certain that "The
Broadway Melody" will linger on many,
many nionth,s for it has all the sparkle
of the dazzling Gay White Way, all the
homely tragedy of a side street rooming
house, all the gaiety of a night club and
all the reality of that same, by day, unlovely street.
• ♦ *
DAILY
NEWS—*
* * Swell. Grand.
Glorious. Glamorous. Colorful. Tender.
Snappy.
Smart.
And more than that I
A knockout, sure-fire hit, any way you look
at it. Direction, dialogue, songs, continuity,
scanario — all done by experts, at experts'
best. And acting that is superb. * • *
EVENING
JOURNAI^*
is a na-is
tural. The story
is colorful, *the* acting
good, the dialogue is amusing, the songs are
tuneful and the action is fast. Talking and
singing help the screen story, and the screen
story helps the talking and singing sequences. In other words, it all goes to show what
can be done with the new eye-and-ear industry; here is utilized the technique of
both stage and screen, combining the good
features of each. * • *
EVENING WORLD—* * * It might possibly be that this picture reaches its heights
because of the very nature of its content.
It is a musical comedy, written expressly for
the screen, but it is a musical comedy treated
more from a backstage viewpont than from
that of the footlights. It gets into the very
core of the theater; it mirrors the triumphs,
the heartbreaks and the laughs behind the
GRAPHIC—*
* * is a box office gold
* * *
curtain.
mine,
and long after radio audiences have
wearied of the film's song hits the lines will
still be forming to the right at the Astor.
Packed with every attractive bait that makes
for standing room only, the newcomer is an
assurance for continued interest in the vocal
flickers for some months to come. • * *

Group of Song Writers
On Vitaphone Numbers
li'cst Coast Biocat', THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollj'wood — Following the association of M. Witmark & Sons, nuisic
publishers, with Vitaphone, a group
of song writers are devoting their
attention to the preparation of the
New House for West AUis
music to be used with future VitaWest Allis, Wis. — New theater and
phone pictures. Among the comcommercial building will be erected
posers who already have arrived in
here shortly by the Six Point Realty Hollywood are Al Dubin, Joe Burke,
Co., at a cost of $500,000. The the- Herman Ruby, George Myers, Al
ater will have a seating capacity of Bryan, Grant Clarke, Louis Silvers,
1,500 and will be equipped for Movie- Harry Akst and Ray Perkins, all of
tone and Vitaphone. Officers of the
company are John Ocvick, president; whom have recently been placed under contract by Witmark.
Frank Ermenc, vice president; F. S.
Composers in New York whose
Ermens, secretary and S. Novak, work
will be heard in connection
treasurer.
with Vitaphone include Joe Shuster,
Johnny McLaughlin, Felix Bernard,
Himmelein, Ohio Representative
Richard Kountz and Johnny Tucker.
\i. J. Smith, vice president in Another is Sigmund Romberg whose
charge of sales for Powers Cineopera,
Desert
has
plume, has appointed Arthur C. Him- light
already
been "The
produced
by Song,"
Vitaphone.
melein of the Plaza, at Sandusky, O.,
si)ecial representative for Powers
Raymour With Vitaphone
Cinephone sound equipment in the
Ohio territory. Himmelein will use
Dallas — M. A. Raymour has been
the I'owcrs Cinephone e(|uipincnt to appointed southwestern representative for Vitaphone, with headquarters
~!)f
installed in his house for dcmon-j;i lions.
at the, Warner exchange here.

Ardmore, Okla. — Possible adoptic
of open shop for operators in soui
houses of the 68 Griffith Amuseme:
Co. houses, is seen in the operator
school established here for non-unic
operators to receive training in Vit.
phone and Movietone projection. Sin
ilar schools are understood plannc
at Stillwater and Alta, Okla., ar
Borger and Wink, Tex. Sixteen oi
crators already have been graduate

HERALD-TRIBUNES* * * There are
three musical numbers that, though of less
than musical comedy hit caliber, are reasonably effective, while several numbers from
the revue — one of them in color — are staged
to good effect. Thus "The Broadway Melody" is successful both as backstage drama
andSUN
as —filmed
comedy. * of* Broadway,
*
* * *musical
This panorama
show people, backstage life and revues — photographed and recorded both from behind the
curtain and before it— called "The Broadway
Melody," offers so much at the Astor that and assigned to houses
it is worth the while of a habitual moviegoer on the dubious grounds of quantity
alone. It happens, too, however, that it is
extremely pungent as entertainment of a
popular type, and that, for what it is, it is

of the chai'

Reynolds Supervises Soun
Intallation at Londo

London — J. L. Reynolds is hei
TELEGRAM—*
* * can just go lingerquite
* •and
ingbright.
on and •on,
how, so far as this from New York to supervise foreig
department is concerned. It is the sort of recording installation activities <
picture that will keep you all steamed up
from its first to its final reel, and send you Western Electric. He is in charge (
away with all the major sensations of hav- the installation being made for Bri
ing witnessed a Jed Harris production with ish and Dominion
Films Corp.
entr'actes
by Professor
Ziegfeld.
* * by•
TIMES—*
* * The Florenz
story was
written
Handling
Dramaphone
Edmund Goulding, and it is one that has
not taxed his imagination severely, for it
H'est
Coast
Bureau,
THE FILM DAIL
merely concerns the shattered illusions and
hopes of two small-time dancing and singing
Los Angeles — Henry Henigsoi
girls who, having been successful in their
sphere, decide to give Broadway the benefit former manager of Universal Cit
of their talents. While this film boasts of and Morris R. Schlank, independei
many a gruff incident, it has been rather producer, are handling distributio
cleverly
Beaumont.
♦ *and• of Dramaphone, disc synchronize
WORLDdirected
— * * by
* isHarry
great entertainment
a swell show. It is made so by its expert on the Pacific Coast.
handling, not the least of which is its takSound
Shoots Prices Up
ingandyoucarefully
backstagenotsufficiently
be to
amusing
introducingto you
too
much of the tiresome and idiotic details of
Louisville — Since installation c
show

business.

• » *

Fox May Reopen N. Y.
Studio for Sound Shorts
Plans to reopen the Fox studio in
New York which have been under consideration for a number of months
may crystallize shortly. A number
of Movietone short subjects are now
being made in the Fox-Case Bldg.,
but if the major plant reopens, production in bulk will be concentrated
there.
Sound for New Netoco House
Boston — Mattapan, populous section of Boston, has been elected as
the next scene of Netoco's building
operations by Samuel Pinanski, president of the New England Theatres
Operating Corp. A site has already
been acquired. Pinanski is personally drawing up plans. The house
will be atmospheric, seat from 2,500
to 3,000 and be equipped for sound.
New Junior Talk-A-Phone
Des Moines, La. — Talk-A-Phone
Co., manufacturers of Talk-A-Phone,
a synchronous device, states that
since the announcement of the new
junior model, five equipments have
been sold and more than 100 inquiries
have been received.

sound equipment the Kentucky her
has raised its admission price to 2
cents.
Sound for Columbus, Miss.
Columbus, Miss. — • The Princes
here inaugurated its sound prograi
with "The Home Towners," a Wai
ner production. The house seal
1,000 and is equipped with Vitaphon
and Movietone.
Photophone for Colo. House
Denver — RCA-Photophone soun
device is being installed at the Cole
rado here, according to Homer /!
Ellison, manager. The house is bf
ing redecorated and a change i
name
is being considered.
6 Indianapolis
Sound
Houses
Indianapolis — Vitaphone and Mc
vietone sound devices have been in
stalled in three neighborhood house
here. They are, the Rivoli an
Granada, two Universal houses an^
the Ritz of the R. R. Bair chain. Th
New Ohio, formerly the Ohio,
Skouras-Publix unit is featuring sec
ond run talkers while Movieton
equipment has been installed at th
Rialto and Biophone is ready to g'
into the Colonial. Nether of thes
two houses have as yet offered an
sound programs, it is stated.

rm^

1^11 Hod
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Ten years ago, United Artists dedicated itself to an ideal — to produce Artistic and
Box-Office Pictures.
During that time, I'nited Artists has lived up to that ideal.
Today, I'nited Artists is producing talkuuj pictures up to the same standard. We have
not rushed in.
There has been thinking before '"talking."
Each of our stars and producers now engaged in the making of talking films is doing so
because the talking medium fits the particular subject.
IVIary Pickford's "Coquette" is a drama admirably fitted for 100*^6 talking and Miss
Pickford's artistry.
"Alibi," a stage play, and "Lummox," a novel, are likewise being produced as 100%
talking films, as is also "Bulldog Drummond," lOO't talking melodrama, which brings
the voice of Ronald Coleman to the screen.
Douglas Fairbanks' voice is heard in parts of "The Iron Mask."
film carries the action.

The sweep of the

Gloria Swanson, talking and singing in "Queen Kelly," vitalizes the drama.
And in "This Is Heaven," Vilma Banky will talk for the first time.
John Barrymore's "Eternal Love," however, is a subject best suited for the silent film.
Ernst Lubitsch produced it that way — a great romance synchronized with music.
"Lady of the Pavements" is enhanced by the singing of Lupe Velez, as is "She Goes to
War" with its dialogue and the singing of Alma Rubens.
"Song of Broadway" fits the singing and

talking talents of Harry Richman, 100%.

United Artists, true to its ideals, continues to produce only Box-Office Quality Pictures.
The experienced thought of the industry's greatest personalities is back of each United
Artists Picture, whether it be singing, silent, part dialogue or 100%. talking.
Nine talking films, and two silent pictures, synchronized with music, all of United
Artists quality, are ready for you and your audiences.
(Signed)
^

^%>*>^^

President and Chairman Board Directors.
UNITED

ARTISTS

CORPORATION.

HARY PICKF

NOW
BOOKING
2 PRINTS

SILENT AND
100% TALKIE

Musical
Synchronization
by Hugo Reisenfeld

BIG PUBLICITY!

BIG ADVERTISING!
rnr?

INC

lOO%JalkieJ
Mary Pickford's Voice on the
Screen! That's Big Business
News for any Theatre
"Hear Mary Pickford! See Mary Pickford!"
What a line that is going to be for advertising
copy and your lights!

And when you also tell them that Mary Pickford will appear in that sensational stage success— "Coquette," a story that is ideally
suited for the making of a lOO^o Talking Pic— That
ture— here is a new Mary, modern, grownup, in the greatest role of her whole career.

— That Irving Berlin wrote the special theme
song "Coquette'
And when you tie up your showing with the
"Coquette" Caravan Newspaper exploitation

stunt —

e won't
Your big theatr
be
enough
to
hold the crowds you
will attract.

UNITED
ARTISTS
PICTUR

For A Great BOX-OFFICE

PICTURE

QUEEK I
K E L LY

Another Outstanding
Attraction for You
GLORIA SWANSON— Heard and Seen
ERIC VON STROHEIM— Direction
"QUEEN KELLY"— Box-office Title
A picture combination that can mean but one

4

thing — Big Business for Theatres Anywhere!

Directed by
ERIC VON

STROHEIM

GREATER

BOX-OFFICE

ATTRAC

TALKING MiuL
SINCIHC Ml

^

i.sS>~i)

m

.%

Millions will be charmed when they hear
Gloria Swanson speaking from the screen.
Millions will applaud her in the singing
sequences.
As a convent girl and her love affair with
a Prince of a mythical kingdom in central
Europe, — as "Queen Kelly," boss of a notorious resort called The Swamp located in
what was once known as German East
Africa — Miss Swanson captures all by her
inspired performance.
"Queen Kelly" is a great Swanson production and a tremendous box-office attraction.

NOW

BOOKING

^

with
SOUND

or SILENT

UNITED

TION

THAN

ARTISTS PICTUR:

^'SADIE THOMPSON

DOOCLAS
((

Douglas Fairbanks
Scores Hit!"
"Another Robin Hood

"Mammoth sets — sweeping mob effects — eyefilling beauty — breath-taking action — and a
smashing appealing conclusion. What a picture 'The Iron Mask' is! Not a moment's let
down of interest — not a break in the smooth
continuity — not the slightest lagging in tempo! It's a film you'll see and see again.
"It presents Douglas Fairbanks as the screen
has not seen him since 'Robin Hood'youthful bubbling F'airbanks so spontaneously lively that you feel you want to jump from
your seat and cheer him.
"Fairbanks is the life of the film and its most
brilliant actor. His sword play — his armor —
his flashing spirit won plaudit after plaudit
from the enthusiastic audience that packed the
seats and overflowed into the lobby.
NOW BREAKING
ALL RECORDS—
Rivoli, United
Artists, N. Y.
Hollywood
Filmograph

by

Musical
Synchronization
Hugo
Reisenfeld

EAR DOUGl

"

OANKS
u

jvill ialk XHi Acteen

A I on
R Bthe
A Nscreen
K S'
\1oicc

k

I A IK B A N K S
as your patrons
like
to see him

*THE THREE HUlKETEERf

FAIRBANKS
in another story of
"The Three Musketeers"
FAIRBANKS in the fastest moving picture
he has ever made.
FAIRBANKS
■>

.S'

.Xf^

Advertising values that will be worth
millions in ticket sales for theatres everywhere.

."\
%

m

J*

V.

^irec^ec^isy ALLAN

in his greatest picture.

NOW PLAYING TO TREMENDOUS
BUSINESS AT RIVOLI - UNITED
ARTISTS, N. Y.

r

DWAN

ACTION, ACTION, ACTION — MORE
ACTION. THAT TELL$ THE STORY. IT
If IMACINATIYE. IT If RESPLENDENT
SETS ARE MARVELOUS, CROWDS CIYE
CREAT MASS MOVEMENT. THERE IS
THE CHARACTERISTIC FAIRBANKS
BREADTH, SWEEP & STUNTS. HIS BEST
JOB OF STORY-TELLING. DON'T MISS IT"

NOW
BOOKING
with

SOUND
or

SILENT

UNITED

ARTISTS

PICTURE

OHK

i
II
America s
most
distinguished
actor.

ETERHAL
CAH I LLA

JOHN
BARRYMORE
follows

his

record

breakin

'Tempest" with the most attractive role of his screen
career.
A daredevil fascinating vagabond of the
Alps, a romance of terrific passion and
strong loves, a tempestuous heart drama
with America's most distinguished actor at
his romantic best.
The romancer the world loves — living the
romance the world loves.
A picture for all types of theatres and all
types of audiences.

4

#

JOSEPH H.
ICHENCK
UANS KRALY
JOUN>YCOHIIDINE

MV

ERNiT

LOVE

Jzraductio4v
II

uiniit

UORN.am^
ODART DO|>YOIITH
VICTOR YARCONI
^ DODIL ROiINO

A ROMANCE OF TIIK ALPS, intense,
thrillin<<. The natural beauty of the scenic
backgrounds aj^ainst which the story is laid
is something never to be forgotten.
Harrymore-Lubitsch-"Kternal Love." Another United Artists Picture whose ticket
selling assets promise Big Business for all
theatres.
Musical synchronization by Hugo Reisenfeld. Theme song — "Eternal Love" written
especially for the picture and published by
Irving Berlin.

"Wl

UNITED
ARTISTS
PICTURE

With SOUND

or SILENT

PAYB
"IS PACKING

THEM

WILLIAM DOY
JETTA COUDAL
LUPE YELEZ

IN!"

"D. W. Griffith has the best box-office
production he has turned out in many
years.
"It is packing them in at the United
Artists Theatre in Los Angeles. In
point of story and direction D. W. has
mastered S. R. O.

GEORGE FAWCETT
ALBERT COHTI

"It will send them out talking and send
in more. >»
Motion Picture News

I

4
<
i

Held over for the 3rd week at the
United Artists Theatre, Detroit.
Going Big at
United Artists
Theatre, Chicago.

\

4

Opening
soon
at
the RIALTO,
New
York

TITLE -- STORY -SONG

HIT- RADIO TIE

NiEHTS

TiTfii

Jty fftiHiy jDerluuib JtU

LUPE

VELEZ

SINGS

Irving
song —
"Where Berlin's
Is The Song
of
Songs for Me?" — three
times; "At the Dance"
twice and "Nena" once.
NOW
BOOKING
SILENT
or with
SOUND

TbHuLudioft with Dialogue

UNITED ARTISTS
PICTURE

"LUMMOX"
Herbert
Brenon

One can confidently predict,
that such a story, in the hands
of such a director and produced as a 1(K)% Talking Picture—Will Be One Of The

whose picture "Sorrell and Son"
was voted as one of the 10 best
for the year 1928 by 326 newspapers throughout the country
through the Film Daily.

A GREAT

Outstanding Box-Office Attractions Of The Year.

NOW

NOVEL

BOOKING

(ZrontjthcjiovcLJw

FAHKIE
UUIIST

1 lerbert Hrcnoii produced for tlic entertainment of millions one of the greatest documents of human emotions ever made —
"Sorrel I and Son."

In "The Rescue" his latest picture, starring
Ronald Colman, Mr. I^renon produced
pic(Conrad'
Joseph
from ture
s popular
Press asaid:
Detroit novel
the
about which
"Mr. Hrenon will probably carry off another gold medal with this one."
In "Lummox," Fannie Hurst's best seller,
Mr. Brenon has a story that presents the
opportunity of creating one of the most fascinating, heart-gripping and intensely interesting characters the screen has ever
seen.

Scenario by

Elizabeth Meehan

fftnedenied My

JOSEPH H.
ICHENCK
UNITED

Fannie

Hurst, Author of "Lummox'

ARTISTS PICTURE

TER AS A MOTION

PICTURE

low

^^S^y

SitMented My

INSPIRATION PICTURES .Hc.

OOKING

tfV.

FRED DE CREIAC
jrofn the .noveUji/

RUPERT HUGHES

Facts Worth Knowing
"SHE Goes To War," by Rupert
Hughes, was published in Red Book
Magazine.
Henry King director of "SHE Goes To
War" directed "Tol'able David"— "The
White Sister"— "Stella Dallas."
Musical synchronization by Modest Altshuler, former director of Russian Symphony Orchestra.
Theme song "Joan" written by Harry
Askt. "There Is a Happy Land" also by
Askt, is sung by Alma Rubens.
Titles by John Monk

Saunders.

(Author of "Wings.")

^^

"SHE Goes to War"

for

Biggest

TO WAR
WITH DIALOGUE
and SINGING
A startling, surging document of woman's
part in the great war photographically
registered, as never before, by a master
director — with the reverent bigness it so
rightfully deserves.

"SHE GOES TO WAR" is Big! Big in
spectacle! Big in thrills and soul gripping
suspense — with a powerful romance so tender, so magnificently portrayed no heart
will escape the strength of its appeal.

"SHE GOES TO WAR" is the greatest
achievement of Inspiration Pictures who
gave you "Resurrection" and "Ramona."

UNITED
ARTISTS
PICTURE

Business and New Theatre Records

A Thriller
of Thrillers !

cPj'ederded My

JOSEPH H.
ICHENCK

A melodrama that surpasses
for dramatic tenseness anything that the screen has mirrored for many months.

Adapted from the stage success "Nightstick," written by
John Wray, J. G. Nugent
and Elaine Sterne Carrington.
"Alibi" is a sure-shot for exceptional box-office business.

Musical Synchronization
by Hugo Reisenfeld
"I've Never Seen a Smile Like
Yours" published by Witmark —
sung by one of cast

DIRECTOR

OF ^'THE BAT'

MiejunderworUL'"
"NICUTITICK"

ROLAND WEST offers his greatest
achievement — a 1()0% Talking, Sin^in^,
Dancing dramatic thriller that estabHshes
a new hi^h mark in the use of Sound.
As entertainment, this gripping story of the
underworld, that spreads its web through
the theatre and the night clubs, can be
placed at once on the preferred list of positive money makers.
Everybody loves a thriller. Everybody will
say THIS IS one of the very best.

NOW
SILENT

UNITED

T HIS THRILL

MAKING

BOOKING
or as lOO/c. TALKIE

ARTISTS PICTURE

BEST

REX IHGRAMS
God, Gold and Woxntn

i
t

CO) MO

HAMILTON

A mighty drama of the forces that rule saint
and sinner; rich and poor; society and under-

ALASTAIR

world. Passion's playground set in fashion's
background.

MACKINTOSH

An International hit by the director of "The
Four Horsemen of The Apocalypse."
Say the London Critics:
#;

Daily Telegraph: "From the opening scene,
the spectators' attention is taken captive and
it is never for a moment released until the
end."

'^:|

Today's Cinema'. "Powerfully dramatic tale
developed
in brilliant manner.
Vivid climaxes, moments
of suspense, and
%^^i..
thrills. Rex In-

W[

K* f

gram's best
film."
7^
^

}]

.f

'^Sm

)

Musical
Synchronization
hy Hugo Riesenfeld

Now Booking!

Ik

UNITED

ARTISTS

M

Wte

UlAMOnA
"ifhn^a^A

lYAN

TROYITCH
AYLE

cuuL

CARDHER.

Los Angeles Examiner: "Holds interest.
Cast is effective. Powerful scenes which are
highly interesting."
Los Angeles Record: "Lavish film. Settings
gorgeous — type distinctive."
Los Angeles Times: "Intrigues the spectator. Admirers of Ingram will find this
satisfactory fare. Alice Terry looks more
satisfactory than ever."

PICTURE

With SOUND

or SILENT

J4V

ill

THIS

\:
I'

SAHUEL COLDWYI

Warm,

human

Romance.

Subways — alarm clocks —
walk-up flats, New York's
teeming life as millions
live it.

Musical
Synchronization
by
Hugo
Riesenfeld

JNITED
ARTISTS
PICTURE

"This

IS

Heaven

jOit Mie Mreeit

U EAVE N
MHth

JAHEJ UALL

ILFDED SAKTELL
cBtociactioiv

Vilma Banky has captured the hearts
and emotions of millions by her
screen art and her beauty.
"THIS

IS HEAVEN"

will increase their

admiration for "the loveliest woman in the
world" — a picture that enables her to make
her first appearance as a modern American
girl and her voice to be heard on the screen
for the first time.
THIS IS HEAVEN" is a heart-tug wow
— bigger than anything since Samuel Goldwyn gave you "Stella Dallas."

NOW
BOOKING

with
SOUND
or
SILENT

box-office

business

ROKALD
JzteAeniecL Jw

SAMUEL COLDWYN
y-T .Bs , • V

^

An
■

F. RICHARD JONES production with Joan Bennett and
Montague Love in support of
Mr. Golman.

%

•<^f

t

fi\
/.

liV

mr~
«i^^««

You'll

learn

about

JJt

0% TALKI

¥

£r^ai xrw>k Mielacbxuna
Samuel (j()ld\v>n clicks aj>ain with
his box-office showmanship.
From the cashier's window, "Bulldog
Drummond" looks like Big Money everywhere.
Ronald (dolman's voice heard on the screen
for the first time — and how they're going
to flock to hear that.
Ronald Colman as the hero "Bulldog"
Drummond, in the greatest crook melodrama of the generation.
J^erfect!

Juf "SAPPER"
UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

. R.

from

The type of picture everybody loves — with
the star that everybody loves. Spinechilling — hair-curling in its drama — full of
chuckles and good laughs in its lightness
and a love story that tops anything Colman
has ever done.

this

one

d

OUT
OF
UNITED

ARTISTS PICTURES
AS 1928's BEST

SELECTED

That's stepping some ! That's an achievement to be real
proud of.
326 newspapers throughout the country, voting in the
Film Daily BEST PICTURE poll, placed THREE
United Artists Pictures in 10 BEST for 1928—
"THE

CIRCUS

"SORRELL
"SADIE

"

AND

SON"

THOMPSON"

And these FIVE:— "The Gaucho"—"Ramona"— "Tempest"— "Drums of Love" — and "Two Lovers" were
placed in the list of 48 for Honorable Mention.
A great year!

BUT — there is a greater one coming.

We have shown you 11 new^ candidates for the "Year's
Best" — there are more to come — More Big Business
Builders that will make the seasons 1929-1930 the Greatest in the History of

UNITED

ARTISTS

DATE
THESE
NEW
WINNERSNOW!

£)/^|LY

Thursday.

Feb.

28.

1929

■iLi3!f»^bfU/tJaOuUA

"U" Has 42 Ready to Start Work
Vehicles Await Assigning of Directors Prior to Start of Production- New Western Electric Portable
Sound Equipment Being Used at Metropolitan
Free Lancing Privilege Under Mary A stor Contract

LAEMMLEJR. SAYS NEW
PROGRAM STARTING SOON
I'nivorsal lias 42 fully completed
MTceii stories which arc awaiting the
assiKiiiiiK <^'f directors to start production, according to Kdward J.
Montague, scenarit) editor-in-chief.
Within a very siiort time both "Show
Boat" and "Broadway" will lie released, and innnediately following
the company will start on the new
production program, says Carl Laemmlc, Jr., associate producer for Universal.
Stuart Working in Three
Nick Stuart is working in three
They arc: "Joy Street,"
pictures.
Foxwhich
in
he appears with Lois Moran
under direction of Raymond Cannon;
"Girls Gone Wild," being directed by
Lew Seiler, and is conferring with
Director David Butler on final scenes
of

"Chasing

Through

Europe."

Bela Lugosi in "Prisoners"
I'.ela Liigosi, well known for liis
stage portrayal of "Dracula" api)ears
in pictures f(»r the first time in
"Prisoners," Corinnc Griffith's latest
I'irst National.

Gibson Unit on Location
Hoot

(iibson is on location with

his "Points West" company, last
(iibson feature on the present season's schedule. Alberta X'aughn appears opposite the star.
New Columbia Talker
Krle C. Kenton has been assigned
direction of "I-'ather Love." Columbia talker. Jack Holt and Dorotiiy
Revier head the cast which includes
Helenc Chad wick and Micky McBann.
Baggot to Direct Denny
King Baggot has returned to the
I'niversal fold and will direct Reginald Denny's next picture. "Let Me
Kxplain." also known under working title "Believe It or Not." Shooting will start in a few days. It will
be a talking feature.
Preparing "The Great Divide"
I'irst National has signed Montv
Katterjohn to write adaptation of tlic
forthcoming screen version of William N'aughn Moody's play. "The
tjreat Divide." whicji is scheduled to
i)e an all-talker.
Developing
Non-Flam
Film
Norman Neville, associate idm editor of the Darniour-RKO studios,
is developing non-inflanmiable film
for home
projectors.

Sono Art Using New W. E.
Portable Equipment

Mary Astor Signed
Mary Astor's new Fox contract calls for four pictures a
year, leaving her free to freelance between pictures. This
is a reversal of the usual plan
for farming out players.

$250,000 ADDITIONAL TOR
AT
New buildings to liouse the nui>ic
department as well as wardrobe and
l)roperty units has led to a $25(1,000
additional appropriation for construction at tlie RKO Prod, studio, raising tile total budget to $500,000.
Directing Dancing Numbers
Larry Caballos. revue producer on
the West Coast, is directing the big
dancing chorus for Alice White's
"Broadway Babies.''
present
a
First vehicle,
National-Vitaphone
picture
with singing, talking and dancing.
Ceballos is originating a number of
stage presentations and dancing
numbers for the picture in which
Miss White will sing four songs.
The cast of this musical comedy includes Marion Byron, Sally Eilers,
Charles Delaney, Fred Kohler, Tom
Dugan, and Louis Natheaux. Mervyn LeRoy
is directing.
Abbott

to Direct

Moran

&

Mack

George Abbott, stage director of
"Broadway," "Coquette" and "Gentlemen of the Press" who recently
went to Hollywood to direct talking pictures for Paramount, will
have charge of the first audible film
of Moran and Mack. He also is
slated to direct a talking picture film
adaptation of Edith Wharton's
novel, "The Children."

latest

Preparing Radio Film
William
J. Cow'aii
is preparing
production
of "Help
Yourself
to
Happiness" for Radio Pictures.
Beaumont to Make "Ballyhoo"
"Ballyhoo," adaptation with music
of Beth Brown's story, is new M-GM directorial vehicle for Harry Beaumont. It will star Norma Shearer,
and get under way as soon as Miss
Shearer completes work in "The Last
of Mrs. Cheynej'."
Paramount
Signs
Skelly
Hal Skelly, who
appeared
in the
stage play, has been signed by Paramount for "Burlesque,"
all-talker
soon to go into production.

Sono-Art. Prod, producing "The
Rainbow Man," at the Metropolitan
studio?-, Los Angeles, is tiie first
company to use the ncw^ type of
portable recording e(|uipment manufactured by Western
Electric.
Use of the new equipment makes
possible the filming and dialogue
recording of many outdoor scenes
heretofore impossible because of lack
of selectivity in the apparatus now
generally in use by producers using
Western Electric systems, Sono-Art
says.
Ruth Taylor Free-Lancing
Contract of Ruth Taylor has not
been renewed by Paramount and she
will free lance.
Cast in Gilbert Film
Both Eleanor Boardman and Renee
Adoree will be seen in the John
Gilbert's new

vehicle, "Redemption."

Eraser, a Bank Director
William R. Eraser, general manager of the Harold Lloyd Corp., has
been named a vice president of the
California National Bank, Beverlv

Hills.

M-G-M
John

Casts Loder

Loder. has been given the

leading role in M G-M's picturization
of Ben Hecht's "The Green Ghost,"
soon to go into production with Rupert Julian directing. The cast will
include Edward Martindel, Lionel
Belmore, John Miljan, Philip Strange
and Richard Travers.

"FoxtheFollies"
Latest
word
West Coast
tingfrom
Comple
studios is that "Fox Movietone Follies" will be completed soon.
Robert Benchley Returns
Robert Benchley. has returned to
New York from Hollywood, during
which he finished his latest Fox
Movietone
and

comedy,

"Stewed.

Fried

Boiled."
"Far Call" Started

Production has started on "The
Far Call," which Allan Dwan is directiiiK for l"ox. The cast includes
Charles Morton, Leila Hyams, Ulrich Haupt, Tiny Sanford, Charles
Middleton. Pat Hartigan, Arthur
Stone. Warren Hymer and Ivan
Linow.
R-K-O Tour for Gilda Gray
Gilda (iray has signed for a 20
week tour of the R-K-O circuit. She
opens at the B. E. Keith Memorial,
Boston, March 11 and will close the
tour at Los Angeles.

A Little
By

from ''Lots''
RALPH

WILK

Hollywood

MR. theandproud
Mrs. parents
"Doug" ofllodKcarc
.Ann Isabel, who arrived last week. Ann is
their first-born and tips the beams
at eight
is a familiar fiyurepounds.
around "Doug"
Coast studios
and
is a product *
of Indiana.
*
*
Buron Fitts, city prosecutor,
has placed his stamp of approval on the courtroom scenes
in
"Through
Different
which
was directed
by Eyes."
J. G.
Blystone. Jack Francis, veteran New York police reporter,
acted as technical director of
the production.
*
*
♦
/jiicieii Little field, kiiowti rhicfly
fvr hin chu facte rizntiovn of old men,
in playing a "ftheik" in "The Girl in
the
GldKx
Cage,". effort
Ralph for
Pawitnii'x
initial
directorial
Fimt
Xatio)ial. Ijiiciev in in his early
thirties, hut has played aged characters for so many years that even
acquaintances
believe
he is about

fifty.

*

*

♦

.Speaking of former New York reporters, (ieor.gc Rogan and his collaborator, Norman L. Spcr, have
joined the Pathc scenario staff.
(George
was a World."
"star" reporter
on the
"New 'S'ork
George
and
Norman arc the authors of "The
Minstrel Show," which will be a Uniard.
versal special, starring I-Iddie Leon*

tf

*

Andy Rice, in describing a
friend, said, "He does not have
«
to rehearse« to » be ignorant."
Our Passing Show: Hob
Montgomery and Eddie \ngeiit chatting at M-d-M;
Felix Sheridan
Feist watching
Joe"
tronnce"Poison
Eddie
Gill at the Hollywood

Legion

ring; Wilbur Morse, Jr., preparing forcourts;
a busy smiling
season Joe
on
the tennis
* at *M-G-M.
*
Boyle busy
The "J's" have it. In this case,
the "J's" arc John. James and Joe
t)f Warner Bros, studio. John iJohn .\dolh.
who is directing
lines." and James
is James "HeadStarr,
author of the original story. Joe i^
Joe Jackson, who prepared the arlaption.
And L.we Warner,
also add who
another
"J "
for Jack
preside^
over the production destinies of the
Warner and First National studios.

30
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Fox's Deal for Loew's Climaxes Career
m GROWTH IN 2 YEARS
CAREER STARTED ON WAY
WITH CAPITAL OF $1,666
B.V MAURICE

KANN

William Fox, head of the vast and
rapidiy-expandinp enterprises which
bears his name and "lone ea^le of
the industry," again has startled the
industry and financial world by his
gigantic and dramatic stroke in ac(|niring Loew's and M-G-M.
An independent always, from the
day 25 years ago when he was projected into the business in a little
store show in Brooklyn through the
hectic days when he became a producer, only to find the patents company octopus threatening him with
extinction, down to the present, Fox
has played a lone hand. Fearless and
courageous — his struggle with the
patents trust finally culminated in
the wrecking of that menace, under
auspices of the United States government— ; foresighted and progressive— to his credit may be charged
many of the revolutionary developments of the industry — William Fox
today stands at the pinnacle of success, occupying a position which now
seems well-nigh impregnable.
Invested in Penny Arcade
Fox's entry into the business was
characteristic. After aggressively
winning success in a lower East Side
business, he was induced to invest
in a penny arcade, in what proved
to be a bad deal, for the lad in his
early twenties, proved unschooled in
the tactics p^revalent at that day.
However, by dint of hard work and
perseverance, he put over the project,
and then branched out and took over
two similar ventures. Them he turned
attention to theaters, acquiring a
store show seating 700, in Brooklyn,
and later the Dewey and Gotham
in New York, in what then was considered abig theatrical coup.
Formed N. Y. Film Rental Co.
Later, he entered distribution, with
his Greater New York Film Rental
Co. This enterprise prospered, and
under his guiding hand, the firm
branched out with exchanges in eastern cities. The one and two reel
subjects available for distribution,
were unsatisfactory to Fox, so he
formed the Box Office Attraction Co.,
to produce. At that early date, he
recognized the need for a distribution
system, so before making a foot of
film, he developed a selling organization in 22 of the nation's key cities.
The first picture for the young producer was directed by the late J.
Gordon Edwards at the Eclair studio.
Fort Lee, N. J. Later pictures were
made at Scott's farm on Staten Island
and at a Jersey City studio. Fox
spent most of 1914 preparing his producing program, and after a few
films had been made, decided that
a larger scale operation was necessary,
so Fox Film Corp. was formed and
al)Sorbcd the Box Office Attraction
Co.

History of Fox-Loew-M-G-M

Deal

Nov. 22, 1928— THE FILM DAILY gives first intimation of
Loew sale in editorial tipoff that a deal involving $100,000,000 was
under way.
Dec. 7— Nicholas M. Schenck in Los Angeles charges that
published report of impending Fox-Loew deal is "unfair report,
maliciously created possibly with the idea of a stock manipulation."
Dec. 10— THE FILM DAILY reports that deal of Fox for
Loew's
Schenck. and M-G-M is under way, despite denial of Nicholas M.
Dec. 11 — "I have no interest in acquiring the chain, I don't
want to buy it," William Fox told THE FILM DAILY in denying
report of deal for Loew's and M-G-M, which he brands as lie.
Dec. 11— THE FILM DAILY respectfully declines to apologize
for Fox-Loew-M-G-M story or to divulge the name of its informant.
Jan. 18, 1929 — Nicholas M. Schenck again denies any deal for
sale of Loew's and M-G-M to Fox, stating he had not seen William
Fox in about a year. New York film circles buzz with report deal
is on.
Feb. 12 — "Loew's and M-G-M are not for sale. You can't make
the denial too strong," Nicholas M. Schenck declares in denying
any deal is under way; Warners reported dickering, as Coast report
credits Claude Ezell with stating deal is on.
Feb. 12 — Louis B. Mayer emphatic in denying on Coast that
any deal for sale of Loew's and M-G-M is under way; Ezell denies
stating negotiations were pending.
Feb. 15 — Strength of Loew stock regarded in financial circles as
presaging closing of deal for sale to Fox or Warners.
Feb. 19 — H. M. Warner denies that any deal of his company is
pending for acquisition of Loew's and M-G-M.
Feb. 21 — Dept. of Justice scanning reports of Fox deal for purchase of Loew's and M-G-M, says Washington report.
Feb. 25 — Deal for sale of Loew's and M-G-M to either Fox
or Warner to come to head within week, THE FILM DAILY exclusively reports. "There is no more truth to reports of a deal for
sale of Loew's and M-G-M than there was when I unequivocally
denied such reports several days ago," Nicholas M. Schenck states.
Feb. 26 — Return of William Fox to New York renews reports of
deal for purchase of Loew's and M-G-M; THE FILM DAILY says
that banking circles incline to belief that Fox deal is more likely
than Warner.
Feb. 27 —
and M-G-M;
Warner deal
ing the belief
Feb. 28 —
M-G-M.

New York still buzzing with report of sale of Loew's
Fox has deal set is one report while another says
is in the bag, with THE FILM DAILY again reportthe Fox deal was near consummation.
Fox deal closed for purchase of control of Loew's and

Fox purchased the Eclair studio,
organized new stars and new units,
serving notice that he was in the
procluction field with both feet, and
intended to remain. When one studio
proved insufficient, he bought others
formed new units and new companies.

ater owner. Next year, production was
doubled. The following year found
the company traveling at a rapid pace,
increasing its studios and laboratories.

Centralizes
Various
Projects
The progress being made by Fox
was reflected in 1919 when he built a
$2,500,000 home office building and
Takes Aggressive Production Bow
studio in New York.
Expansion continued to mark activThis building was constructed to
ities of the rising magnate, who had
met and overcome the threat of the house the administration offices, the
eastern studios, and a modern labpatents trust. He entered the labororatory. It included room for many
atory field in 1915 with a film printproducing units to work simultaning plant at Fort Lee. The crowded
eously in the studios, as well.
home office quarters were enlarged,
This centralized the extensive businew offices were established in Amerness of Fox Film Corp. in two plants
ican keys; Canada was invaded —
one in New York and one in
and in turn. South America, Aus- Hollywood.
Today there are twentytralia, New Zealand
and Cuba.
nine Fox branches in the United
Then came 1916 and Fox speeded States, six in Canada, and seventyup production, opening his studio in five in other parts of the world.
Hollywood. In addition, he estabSteady expansion marked Fox's
lished agencies throughout Europe, progress during the ensuing years.
India, China, Japan and other points New theaters were built to assure
of the Far East. His films were outlets for his product, others were
proving box office-cards, because they acquired, and two years ago. Fox,
were made with the applied show- who had formed Fox Theater Corp.,
manship knowledge of Fox, the the- to acquire
and
operate
theaters.

HAS BEEN PHENOMENAL
startled the industry by calmly announcing purchase of the Roxy theater, New York.
Sheehan Goes West
The

expansion program that followed was paralelled by a revolutionary change in the standards of Fox
liroduct. Winfield Sheehan was sent
West. Almost overnight, the Fox studios were assuming a connnanding
position in the entertainment field, by
a series of definite box office successes, which speeded the Fox expansion. It was slightly over a year
ago, that Fox closed a deal for control of Wesco, operating the West
Coast chain of around 250 theaters
on the Coast, and controlling Midwesco,
with 50 Wisconsin
theaters.
Key

city theater expansion continued, as did the forward strides of
the producing company. Fox, with
uncanny foresight, had been quick
to recognize the potentialities of
sound and had pioneered in developing Movietone, which continued on
its forward course and with Vitaphone brought about a revolution in
the entertainment field. By the energy and resourcefulness of Fox, the
penny arcade purchased twenty-five
years ago has expanded into two
corporations — Fox Film Corp., the
producing and distributing company,
and Fox Theaters Corp. The former
today
M-G-M.climaxes its phenomenal history with acquisition of Loew's and

LOEW, ViU CONTINUE
AS INDPUAL UNITS
iContiiiued from Page 1)

fected. Generally, Metro exchanges
are to be found in all cities where
Fox now operates. The foreign offices of both companies are split up
somewhat differently.
However, now that both organizations are identically controlled, the
impression prevails that it would be
good business policy to combine offices where feasible in an effort to
cut overhead.

Parallel Exchange Systems
Except(Continued
Buttefromand
Canada
Page 1)
las, Denver, Des Moines, Detroit, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Memphis, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, New Haven, New Orleans, New
York, Oklahoma City, Omaha, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland, St.
Louis, Salt Lake City, San Francisco,
Seattle and Washington.
In Canada, M-G-M product is distributed through Regal,
while
Fox
maintains its own offices at Calgary,
Montreal,
St. John,
couver and Winnipeg.

Toronto,

Van-
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Huge
Consolidation,
Industry's
Largest
175
Loew
Houses
in
21
States
TOTAL fOX ASSETS NOW
IN $225,000,000 CLASS
It y'l'i'i"'"''

frum

l\i<it'

1)

that time. E'ox Tlieatcrs Corp. lists
assets of about $60.(X)0,(X)0. Tlic
Loew company, in its statement for
the fiscal year eiuhuK -Vug. 31, 1928
listed assets of $108,626,630. thus giviiiK the combined Fox enterprises a
total of almost $225,000,000. Paramount, now I'ox's closest competitor
in this regard. listed $156,926,967 in
assets in its consolidated balance
sheet for the vear which terminated
on Dec. 31, 1927.
The past few years have been periods of great expansion for Fox Film.
I'p to May, 1925. F"o.x was a closely
held corporation with its shares

Swell Fox Holdings Up to 800 CAPITOL, ROXY'S CHIEF

i Colli I lined from
I'aiic 1)
London.
Ont. : Loew's;
Montreal,
Que.:
Ixicw's; St.Toronto,
Ont.:
Locw's-Uptown
and
Yonse
(■()WK("ri("t"I". Ansonia: Coinniudore
:iii<l Mull.
DIS'IKICT OF fOLU.MlilA, WashingI'alacc.
I'alacc.ton: ('<iliiinl)ia and
f.KOKl'il.V, Atlanta: Capitol, Grand and
IM)I.\.\.\. Evansville: \ictor> ; Indian.■^tatf. apolis : I'alacf.
KKNTUCKV,
Louisville: Loew's and
I,()U[.'^I.\N'.\.
.M.\KVI..\\1).

New
Orleans:
Crescent.
Baltimore: Century, Park-

way. StanleyHUSKTTS.
and \'alcncia.Boston:
.\I.\SS.\(

CoUinihia,

Globe, Orphcuni and Stale; Worcester: I'lynioutli.
MICHIC.A.V, Flint: Capitol; Kalamazoo:
State:
Saginaw:
Capitol.
MISSOl'Ul. Kansas City: Knipn'ss, Garlien, Lilierty and .Midlanil; St. Louis, Garrick aiul State.
.NICW JICKSKY, Hoboken: Lyric; Jersey
City: Jersey;
Newark:
State.

owned
the founder,
and his byassociates.
In William
June of F'ox
that
year, a 235 per cent stock dividend
.\K\\' YORK, Astoria: .\storia ; Brooklyn:
.Mpine. Avalon. Hay Ridge, Bedford, Bijou.
was paid to stockholders, the coml!oro-Park, itrevoort, Broadway, Coney Ispany reorganized and its capital inland. Forty-sixth St., Fulton, Gates, Kameo,
creased. In 1925, Fox Theaters
Manor, Melba, Metropolitan. Oriental, Palace. Piccadilly, Pitkin Ave.. Premier and
Corp. was formed to take over houses
Warwick: Corona: Corona and Plaza; Floral
by Fo.x and to construct and ac(|uire Park: .\lpine: Flushing: Prospect ; Jamaica:
new theaters. Startling and surpris- Hillside, Valencia and WiUard; Mt. Vernon:
ing niovescanic subsequently, including purchase of the Roxy in Xew
York in March, 1927 and acquisi- tion pictures the upward trend of
tion of Wesco in the early davs of gross, net income after all charges
and taxes, as well as surplus:
1928.
Year Hinted
Uross
Net
In 1927, Fox Film and subsidiaries
Auii. ,il
Income
Income
Sur/^lns
reported a net profit of $3,120,556, I92,S ...$99,260,303 $8,568,162 $14,833,171
1927 ... 79.597.030 6,737,205 13,647.450
equivalent to $6.24 a share on the 1926
... 62,209.579 6,388,200 10.623,080
combined 500.000 shares of no par 1925 ... 56.294,746 4,708,631 6,376,050
1924
... 42,937,269 2.949.053 3.788,979
Class A and Class B common. .•X
... 19.634,355 2,415,489 2,961,486
comparison of net earnings of the 1923
1922 ... 19,608,302 2,267.871 545,997
companv from 1919 to 1927 follows:
1921 ... 18,906,102 1.800.550 100,413
Year
Ended
Net
These are some of the financial
Dec. -U
Income
1919
$2,027,823
highlights of the company which was
1920
2,029,686
founded by Marcus Loew and which
1921
2,005,968
1922
3,005.028 grew from a penny arcade in Cincin1923
2,005,849
nati not so many years ago to its
1924
2,224, 161
proportions.
1925
2,351,524 present
1926
3.030,926
Control
of Loew's carries with it
1927
3,120,556
complete ownership of Metro-OoldReflecting the commercial demands wyn-Mayer Pictures Corp., for the
for sound and good pictures is the entire coininon stock of this producprofit for the first nine months for
ing and (listrii)uting company consist1928 which totaled $4,016,461, a figing of 620,000 shares of common at
ure which outdistanced total earna
liar
of $5 is owMied
by Loew's7
ings for the entire previous year and while value
the $4,768,669
in cumulative
compared with $2,273,454 for the first per cent preferred is listed on the
nine months of 1927.
Xew York Stock Exchange. This
Locw's, Inc. which now is con- preferred is divided in 176.617 shares
trolled by Fox reached its earnings of $27 iKir value each. In its last
peak last year when the profits for fiscal year, M-G-M contributed a net
the fiscal twelve months ending .Vug. profit after taxes of $5,396,717 to the
31. 1928 totaled $8,568,162. This $8,568,162 earned by the parent comcompared with $6,737,205 for the prepany. In other words, $5,396,717 of
ceding fiscal vear, or an increase of the total profits were earned by the
$1,830,957 over 1927. The success of Ijroducing and distributing company
Loew's is perhaps best illustrated by and $3,171,445 by the Loew theaters.
the following comparative table of
earnings:
Two Near Memphis
Closed
Year
Earninps
1921
$1,800,550
Star
City.
Ark.
—
The
New
here
1922
2,267,871
and the Dixie at Como,
Miss., are
1923
2,415,489
reported
closed.
1924
2,949,053
1925
1926
1927
1928

4.708,631
6,388.200
6.737,205
8.568,162

Profits have risen steadily since
1921.
The
following
gross
tabula-

Kilbourn Managing

Two

Slayton, Tex. — Paj'ne Kilbourn has
been appointed manager of the Palace and Custer here.

Gi, nil. It. Ill ,111.1 .Ml. \iiii..ii, New Kochelle:
Loews; New York City: .\nierican. Asior.
.Avenue B, Itoulev;ird. Bnrland, Burnside,
Capiiol, Circle, Commodore, Concourse, I)elancy, Kightythird St. ; Kighly-sixth St. ;
Flsniere, Embassy, Fairnionnt, Freeman,
Gr.'iiid. Grecly Sq., Inwood, Lexington, Lincoln Sc)., Loew's 32nd St., National, .\e\ff
^'ork, 167tli St.. 116th., ()ri)lieum, Kio. .Seventh Ave-, Sheridan, Spooner, State, Victoria and Victory; Rochester: Regenl. Star
and .State; Syracuse: Slate: White Plains:
White Plains; Woodside: Woodside; Vonkers: Loew's Andrus.
OH bo, Akron: Hippodrome and Loew's;
Canton: Loew's; Cleveland: Alliambra. Allen, ("ameo. Circle, IJoan, Kuclid Heights,
(iranada. Liberty, Loew's, Mall, .Metropolitan. Park and .State; Columbus: liroadway
and

Ohio;
Dayton:
Loew's
New
Dayton.
PKN.NSYLVANIA. Harrisburg: Loew's,
Palace .and Regent; Pittsburgh: .Mdinc. C'oloiiial.
Lyceum and I'enn. ; Reading:
Colonial Liberty,
and
Reading.
RHODE
State.

I.SL.VND,

Providence:

Loew's

TENNESSEE,
Knoxville:
Memphis: Majestic, Palace,
StateLoew's;
and Strand;
Nashville:
Wiidonie.
TI';X.\S. Dallas: Melba; Houston: Isis,
.Majestic,
Metropolitan.
Queen
and State.
I'T.MI,
Salt Lake City: Casino.
\IKG1NIA, Norfolk: Colonial, Granby,
.Vorva and State; Richmond: Colonial and
W.XSHINGTO.N,
ihcinie
Loew "s.and Seattle.

Seattle:

Palace Hippo-

FOX THEATER EXPANSION
LAUNCHED 2 YEARS AGO
An interesting conunenlary on the
national importance of the Fox-Loew
deal may be gleaned from the fact
that the Fox holdings now total almost 800 theaters. .\s of Feb. 20,
William Fox had under lii^ (.-Dntrol
619 theaters built or soon to open in
the I'nited States. The Loew circuit, according to THF 1929 FILM
DAILY YEAR
BOOK, controls
and, in most instances, owns majority interest in 175 theaters scattered
in 21 states.
The I'ox total cnihraces the 200 or
more independently-operated theaters
in the Greater New York zone which
have yet to be acquired.
The Fo.x expansion started about
two years ago with the lightninglike acquisition of Roxy, New York,
following which Wesco and Midwesco's 250 theaters on the Pacific
Sloi)e and in Wisconsin were ac(|iiired. First runs also have been built
in Detroit, Brooklyn and St. Louis.
Others are being completed in San
Francisco, Los .Xngeles, .Si-attle,
Newark and sites for future construction have been acquired in Atlanta.
Boston,
New York.Cleveland, F'ittsburgh and
Wiring Sixth

Memphis

House

Memphis, Tenn. — The new Orpheum will have sound pictures in
about a month, making the new $1,500.000 house the sixth in Memphis'
loop district to have sound film
equipment.

■RIVAL, IN FOX'S HANDS

With control of the Loew com|jany assured by purchase of a controlling interest at $125 a share, the
Fox organization now finds the chiei
competition for its prize house, the
Roxy, in its possession. The the
ater is the Capitol, but a block re
moved from the big 6,000 seat Roxy
in New York.
The deal also gives the Fox organization Loew's State theater and building at Broadway and 45th St., a valuable theater i)roperty as well as leasehold; the lease on the Astor whenMetro has been housing its long
runs for several years past; the leaseon the iMtibassy and control over
various nearby theaters in the Time-,
Square district, such as Loew's NewYork
and New
York St.
Roofandand8thLoew'American
on 42nd
Ave.
In addition to this. Fox plans a
52 story oftice building and 2,000 seat
theater on the present site of the
Central. This theater will be used
for show window purposes and i^
being confined to an average capacity
in ordt-r to avoid competition to the
Roxy which is only a few blocks
In point of nunu-rical ])rowess.
awaj-.
Paramount will be Fox's nearest
competitor for (ir.st honors on
Broadway, this organization controlling the Paramount and Criterion and
holding a fifty-fifty interest in theRialto and Rivoli with United Artists
Theater Circuit, Inc.

M-G-M to Handle "Great
Power" Distribution
Claimed as the first stage play l><
be directly transposed to the screen,
cast, dialogue and action being the
same as produced on the >tage, "The
Great Power," all-talker made by
Fraiiklyn Warner Prod., will be disIributed by M-Ci-M, undtr a deal
closed by Alatty Radin. general manager of the producing firm. Warner,
Los Angeles financier, now is devoting all time to production, and
plans establishment of studios in
New York and Hollywood, Radin
states. The company plans four pictures a year, two of which will be
produced at Hollywood and two in
the East. Work on the next i)icturistarts in the ICast in three weeks.
Hartman

Managing

Fark

Williamsport, Pa. — Harry A. Hartman of Milton, Pa., has been appointed manager of the Park here.
Gregory M. Beck former manager
of the Park is now managing the
Keystone. The Park recently installed \'itaphone and Movietone.
Improving Billion House
Billion, S. C— B. B. Benfield, manager of the Everybody, is renovating
the house and installing sound equipment.
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8WIT0W SEES MERITS IN
BOTHRECORDINGSYSTEMS

Short Shots from
New York Studios
;ii^By

ARTHUR

W.

JERSEY VOTES TO JOIN

GALA PREMIERE
OPEING OF

AELIED STATES ASS'N

EDDY mm,^^

FREDDIE FLECK is going places
Merits (111(1 (ira-ivbacks of soitiidranging from Carnegie Hall to
Connecticut in making exterior shots
oii-disc and souud-on-fihn rccord
iiui arc discussed in the accom- for "The Greene Murder Case," which
Paramount will make at the Coast.
panying article by S. J. Smitow,
He has been directing shorts at the
and
nman,
shoiv
'ille
Louisz
veteran
Astoria studio.
*
*
*
one of the pioneer sound film
shoivmcn. The article is one of a
The "patter blender" is a term
scries on the subject being con- coined by Edmund Joseph, Warner
ducted bv THE FILM DAILY, dialogue writer pounding his typewriter at the Vitaphone plant. He
to ascertain sentiment of industry
defines
the "blender" as a dialogue
I(^aders as to respective merits of expert who
writes the ad lib talk
the two systems.
which leads an actor into his song.
*
*
*
Louisville, Ky. — Getting to the
The largest sets built at Parapoint and clecidinK which is the better system, fihn or disc recordniK, mount's Astoria studio since it was
reopened are now in use in the makis one of the hardest problems facing of "The Cocoanuts." They are
the
with
ing the industry at present
the work of William Saulter, the
the
"by
only
matter to be decided
distinctive mechanical merits and studio's art director.
*
*
*
future perfections of each particular
H. M. Baldwin, secretary to Monta
system. This is the opinion of S.
J. Switow of M. Switow & Sons. Bell at the Paramount plant, learned
Kentucky and Indiana chain opera- his brand of finished diplomacy
tor. The company's experience over through similar efforts in behalf of
a period of two years leaves much Ben Hecht, who recently turned
pro- screoi writer, and Alexander Wolto be argued regarding proper says.
cott.
cedure for future recording, he
*
It
1^
"Experience has taught us that
records so far have proven more satGenie Fursa, one of the two Gamisfactory than film for the simple reaworking in "The Coson that new records are furnished by Hale units
coanuts," looks like good screen maof
n
conditio
the
of
and regardless
terial, according to Paramount studio
the print, as long as it is of the people. She somewhat reseniiiles
proper length the talking will remam Sue Carroll.
*
*
*
"The bigin synchronism," hetosays.
records which
gest disadvantage
George
Britt,
who
handles
publiwe have found so far is the fact that
city
at
Paramo^cnt's
Long
Island
you cannot use over 1,000 feet to plant, finished an oration to a couple
each machine, making a change-over of newspapermen and then tacked
necessary every ten minutes and m
on the alleged pun: " 'Gentlemen of
case you have a film break above the the Press' this is 'Nothing But the
is
reel
your
aperature plate, then
Truth' ". He forgot to ring in "The
completely out of synchronism with Letter" and "The Hole in the Wall."
*
♦
♦
no chance of rethreading, even
tiiough this break happens in the
With the single sound proof stage
middle of this particular reel. It is
in
constant use, Warner Bros, will
the
omit
to
either
y
necessar
then
balance of the film on that reel or erect another at the Vitaphone studio. Even with shooting in progress
take the film off, patch it, rethrcad
g
on
two
stages the studio will present
beginnin
the
from
start
it and
a
calm
appearance compared with
as
ble
undesira
very
is
which
again,
goes.
1916, when 22 units were in producfar as good showmanship
tion, if our information is correct.
"The distinct advantage of film re*
*
♦
cording is the fact that no matter
imBryan Foy recently directed J. C.
where your film breaks you can
mediately rethread and your talking Ntigent in a sketch which the w. k.
will be in synchronism and we have stage player wrote himself. Foy,
found in most cases that there is not who made the first 100 per cent,
enough dialogue lost to make any talking picture, "Lights of New
material dif^ference. The disadvan- York," has charge of short talking
tage of film recording being of subjects being made for Warners
course, the fact that unfortunately at the Vitajjhone studio on the other
film will not stand up under hard side of the East River.
usage and that due to the cost of
film and printing, it is not practical
at the present time for exchanges to is the most practical and foolproof
furnish each account with a print in method of reproducing talking pictures. Ifully believe that within a
absolutely perfect condition and naturally wear and tear on film will very short space of time, this film
cause distortion of sound.
recording will have reached a point
"Summing the above arguments whereby the exchanges will be able
up, which are not news to you _ as to furnish each sound house with a
every practical showman will bring good print and the various disadvantages of the square picture and the
out that which I have outlined and
getting down to the basic point I am lack of color will have been overof the firm belief that sound-on-film

New Jersey's exhibitor unit has
I'!iila(leli:^hia — Warners last night
opened the newest link in their chain, cast its lot with Allied States .^.ss'n.
the $5,()()(l,(10() .Mastbaum, erected by headed by Abram F. Myers. Decision to affiliate with Allied was
the Stanley Co.. as a monument to
the late Jules Mastbaum, founder of made at a meeting in New York attended by about 30 members, reprethe Stanley firm, 'J'he house seats
senting about 60 theaters of the state.
5,000. Many prominent figures of
the film world were at the opening, At the meeting, Joseph M. Seider,
wiiich marked premiere of "Sonny president, announced that through
Boy." York
A special
was Addresses
run from efforts of the organization a 25 per
New
for thetrain
event.
cent reduction of fire insurance
by Mayor Mackey and l)y H. M. rates, and 20 per cent reduction of
Warner dedicated the house, which liability rates had l)een secured for
has a continuous policy with 75 cents members, as well as a ?>^ 1-3 per cent
week day top and 85 cents Saturday reduction from General Electric in
and holiday top.
price of lamps, under a co-operative
buying basis, members, however,
buying lamps direct. A roDort on
legislative situation in tlic state also
was made.
Paris — Only 350 foreign films can
Among members present at the
be imported into France in the next meeting were: Leo Rosenblatt, secretary; E. Thornton Kelly, treasurer,
year if a resolution passed by distributors isadopted by the film con- and Jack Halperin, Pete Adams, Sidtrol commission. Last year, under
ney '.Samuelson, M. Robinson, W.
the agreement negotiated with Will Ricardi, Dr. Stumpfig, Clinton Weir,
H. Hays, 500 importations were per- Frank Gersten, I. M. Hirshblond. W.
mitted.
C. Hunt, Lou Gold, Jack Nelson,
Jacob Fox and M. Warner.

350 Foreign Film Limit
Being Sought In France

Vehicles Acquired for 40
of Warner, F. N. Program
II est Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Forty of the 70
vehicles to be filmed for 1929-30 season by ^\'arners and First National.
already have been acquired, states
Jack Warner. Six all-talkers have
been completed, he says.
New Opposition at St. Louis
St. Louis — New and serious opposition for the motion picture theaters
of St. Louis and St. Louis county has
developed with the formation of the
Theater Society of St. Louis which
has for its object the presentation of
about 35 weeks of good dramatic
productions annually.
Fire at Milwaukee House
Milwaukee — Fire destroyed the interior of the Pastime, neighborhood
house.
The loss was not estimated.
Halverson at Elgin
Elgin, la. — J. C. Halverson has
taken over the management of the
American Legion here.
Improvements for Fonda House
Fonda, la. — Ed. Recknagel, manager of the Muzu here plans several
improvements at that house, it is reported.

Greeley Repealing Censor Law
Greeley, Colo. — The City Council
unanimously passed an ordinance repealing the old censor law here. The
ordinance is scheduled to come up
for another reading and should it
be passed the repeal will become
legally effective.
Texas Mission Sold
Mission, Tex. — R. N. Smith has
sold the Mission here to his cousin,
Ed. P. Smith. The house now becomes a unit of the K. & H, circuit,
owned by Oscar Korn. R. N. Smith
is
in Dallas where he has a theater
interest.
Wagner
Buys Gary
House
Gary, Ind. — Charles Wagner, has
purchased the Rex here which was
formerly operated
by Nick Paikos.
Pirtie Buys At Jerseyville, 111.
Jerseyville, 111. — The Bijou here has
been sold by Percy Gladden, who operated the house for three years, tn
S, E, Pirtie, Dovle Carter associated
with Gladden will continue as manager of the house. Pirtie owns and
controls houses at Beardstown, Mcnell.
Leansboro, Macon, Mo. and BushLeKander

At Gevena, 111.

To Close Canova House
Canova, S. D. — The Canova here
will be closed due to poor patronage,
states S. E. Lawver, manager.

Geneva, 111. — Adolph Sievers has
been succeeded as manager of the
^^''est
Fargo Chicago.
here by Glenn LeKander of

Bickley On the Job
Dallas — Stokes
Bickley,
who
was
confined in a hospital here, is again
handling the Heywood-Wakefield line
of theater chairs.

Hooper Leases Tex. House
Moran, Tex. — Gene Hooper has
leased the Moran here from J. C.
Brooks.

Sells Majestic, Okla. House
Buys Maysville House
Cherokee, Okla. — M. McDowell of
Maysville, Okla. — Sam Mankins
Wellington, Kansas, has brought the has purchased the Folly here from
the Brewer
Amusement
Co.
l)uilding which houses the Majestic.

Fox Prepares to Close for N. Y. "Indie" Houses
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That Deal
great companies are
TWO
alxmt to unite. Formal announcement will he made
nomentarily of William Fox's
. which
icquisition of Loew's, Inc
■arries with it Metro-GoMwynvlayer.
A most significant move, starting in its scope and amazing in
ts potentialities. Fox, the "lone
■agle" of the industry and doer
)f big things, and Nicholas M.
Schenck, showman extraordinary
IS his career has amply demonstrated, thus are found massing
heir world-wide interests undei
I single standard.

Two Leaders

March

INDUSTRY AMAZED BY SUDDEN
AND DRAMATIC FOX-LOEW COUP
Fox Move Surprises Coast as
Warners Were Believed Set

PARAMOUNT RK-0 REPORT
IS REVIVED ON COAST
Hcst Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — While the film colony here is reeling from news that
Here is a powerful combina- Fox has acquired Loew and M-G-M,
ion of executive leadership. Fox, hurried
departure of William Le)ne of the pioneers, built up his Baron for New York led to revival
;remendous business on a paltry of reports that the R-K-O Paramount
foundation of $1,666. A steady deal is under way. Coast reports
ind consistent, albeit cautious, persist that the deal for management
of R-K-O theaters by Publix has
growth has marked his endeavors been consummated

until a bare two years ago when
lightning-like moves such as the
icquisition of the Roxy, Wesco,
Midwesco, Poli and now Loew's
,eft their impress upon an industry
accustomed to the unusual.
Take Schenck. A toiler from
his youth, steeped in the lore and
fact of show business, Marcus
Loew's able associate and successor
to the founder of the Loew institution when that founder passed
on. Working assiduously through
the years, sacrificing pleasure and
ease for the grind of business, this
still young man who occupies an
unquestioned niche as one of the

Price 5 Cents

1, 1929

$1,064,278 Loss Shown by
KAO and FBO in 8 Months
Loss of $262,234 after interest, depreciation, amortization and Federal
taxes for the eight months ended Aug.
31, 1928 is reported by Keith-AIbeeOrpheum, FBO Prod., and subsidiaries. After dividend requirements on
preferred, of K-A-O and Orpheum
Circuit this is equal to net loss
of $1,064,278.

Gigantic
Proportions
of
Biggest Deal Subject of
Wide Discussion

Acquisition of control by Fox of
Loew's and M-G-M was the subject
Los Angeles — Closing of the Fox of all conversations in New York
deal for acquisition of control of film circles yesterday. With formal
Loew's. which carries with it control announcement of the deal imminent,
of M-G-M astounded the film colony the trade was rocked perceptibly by
here, when the deal was made known the sudden and dramatic stroke by
Wednesday by THE FILM DAILY, which Fo.x closed the deal, at the
prior to its publication in the East. very time when a number of reports
This was due chiefly to the current in the trade were to the effect that
belief that Warners had the lead in closing of a similar deal by Warners
was impending.
negotiations for control of Loew's.
Throughout the negotiations begun
last year, a veil of secrecy has been
Deal Is Constructive Step,
maintained. Fox, it is said, quietly
Declares Jesse L. Lasky
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY began acquisition of stock in the open
market, ascertained whether such a
Los Angeles — Purchase of control deal would be objectionable to the
in Loew's and M-G-M by Fox is a Department of Justice, and then
good move for the industry, states stei)ped in with a high bid which
Jesse L. Lasky.
brought a sale of controlling interests,
thus
clinching the biggest deal in
film history.
Franklin Sees Move As
H'cst Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Proper and Progressive
H-Vrf Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Deal of Fox for
Loew's is a constructive step which
should benefit both companies and
the industry, Harold B. Franklin,
president and general manager of
Fox West Coast Theaters said, when
(Continued on

Page

10)

Fox Deal for N. Y. Independent
Houses GoingThrough: No Hitch

GREAT ARWFtAIENT
UNITEDJY FOX DEAL

Ifest Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — An imposing array
of talent executive, professional and
technical, will be brought under one

control as a result of Fox's acquisition of Loew's and M-G-M. While
the organization will function as
separate units, the dual arrangement
to result will make the position of the
William
Fox's
deal
for
Greater
New
industry's leaders may be pointed
York
independent
theaters
will
be
combined
companies an extremely
to as the principal factor in the
consunmiated on schedule. Reports powerful one in the production field.
Fox executives include Winfield R.
in circulation Wednesday night that
striking success of Loew's, as an
exhibiting company and of MetroSheehan,
general manager of Fox,
acquisition of the Loew company including its 69 theaters in New York who heads both the Fox and MovieGoldw^n-Mayer, as a force among
and suburbs would perhaps terminate
tone studios. General studio manproducing organizations.
Accumulations of Loew common
ager
of both is Sol M. Wurtzel.
negotiations
with
the
independents
Hands Joined
M-G-M has Louis B. Mayer as its
purchased in the open market by proved entirely false yesterday and
Now Fox and Schenck are met representatives for William Fox were were so branded by a Fox official chief executive; M. E. Greenwood as
added to the formidable blocks held who declared contracts had been general studio manager and the folon a common ground. Having in- by Nicholas M. Schenck, the Loew
lowing production supervisors: Irving
dividually gone far, it becomes family. David Bernstein, Louis B. signed.
Harry
Rapf,
Hunt
About 200 houses are embraced ('•. 'Jhalberg,
difficult to forecast what their joint Mayer and others to swing control of which, with the 69 New York Stromberg, Bernard Hyman, Edward
efforts will bring forth for their the company to the Fox interests.
theaters now operating under the Mannix and Larry Weingarten.
There were 450,000 shares held by Loew banner, will make the Fox thePlayers under contract to Fox are:
companies and their industry.
Maria
Alba, Frank Albertson, Mary
K A N N the major(Continued
groups onin Page
Loew's,
and it
ater line-up in the New York zone
(Continued
on Page 2)
11)

rOX NABBED CONTROL VIA
OPEN NARKET,LOEW STOCK

(Continued

on

Page

10)
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STOCK

MARKET
High
Low
Close
Sales
Am. Seat
3454
34J4
34U
100
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 27Ji
27
27'^
1,900
East. Kodak
184 J^ 184% 184%
800
*do
pfd
128
*First Nat. pfd
106}^
Fox Fm. "A"
... 98
95H
9654 25,200
*do
rts
3
Keith A-O
365^
365^
3654
100
do pfd
11354 113^4 11314
100
Loew's
Inc
84%
81%
84
91,700
do pfd
108^ 108
108 J4
100
*M-G-M pfd
255i
M., P. Cap
30
28H
30
5,200
Para. F-L
65!^
64%
64M 13,900
Pathe Exch
12%
1214
125^
8,700
do "A"
26
25J4
2S'A
300
Radio K-A-O
36J4
36
36% 12,800
Stanley
Co
36
35
35
400
•Univ. Pict. pfd
9814
Warner
Bros
125H 123
123% 28,600
do pfd
56
54%
56
2,200
Warner
Pet. rts...
4%
4%
4J4 14,000
CURB
MARKET
Acoustic Prod.
... 11%
10%
10J4
2,700
♦Bal. & Katz
81
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 23%
23%
23%
3,100
Fox Thea. "A"
..32
30
31 K 47,500
♦Griffith, D.W. "A"
4
Loew do deb. rts.. 49
47%
47%
500
*Nat. Scr. Ser
27^
Nat. Thea. Sup. ..8^
8%
8^
300
Trans-Lux
11}4
10 J4 11J4
6,200
*Univ. Pict BOND
MARKET 17%
•Keith A-0 6s 46
95 ^
Loew
6s 41ww
..123
122 J4 122%
14
do 6s 41 x-war...
99
98"/^
98^
21
Paramount
6s 47 . 99%
99%
99%
4
Par. By. 5%s 51.. 102'
101% 102
6
•Pathe 7s 37 CURB
78%
BONDS
Am. Seat. 6s 36.. 96%
96;4
96%
5
♦Warner OVER
6%s 28 THE COUNTER
198
Roxy "A"
31 33
do units
34
37
do com
4J4
5%
Skouras Bros
50
54
Technicolor
17%
18
United Art
5
10
do pfd
75
85
Univ. Ch. com. ...
2
do pfd
75
85
♦LAST PRICE QUOTED

CaU

WAFILMS,
Walter A.

Futter,
for

Inc.

Pre*,

Library Stock Scenes

130 W.

46th St., New
Bryant 8181

York
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Astor, Warner Baxter, Marjorie Beebe, Rex Bell, Dorothy Burgess,
George Bickel, Joe Brown, Sue Carol,
Marguerite Churchill, Robert Clark,
Elizabeth Collins, Sammy Cohen,
June Collyer, Gino Conti, Antonio
Cumellas, Clifford Dempsey, Louise
Dresser,, Mary Duncan, Charles
Eaton, Charles Farrell, Stepin Fetchit, Sylvia Field, Earle Foxe, Janet
Gaynor, Frederick Graham, (javin
Gordon, Olympic Guilherme, Lumsden Hare, Warren Hymer, Dorothy
Jordan, Florence Lake, Lola Lane,
Allan Lane, Dixie Lee, Ivan Linow,
Edmund Lowe, Arnold Lucy, Sharon
Lynn, Delia Magana, Paul McCullough, Victor McLaglen, Farrell Macdonald, Lois Moran, Charles Morton,
Natalie Moorehead, Paul Muni, Barry
Norton, George O'Brien, Paul Page,
David Percy, Sally Phipps, David
Rollins, Lola Salvi, Juan Sedillo,
Sylvia Sidney, Arthur Stone, Nick
Stuart, Don Terry, Lila Tora, Lupita
Tovar, Helen Twelvetrees, Paul Vincenti.
Directors under contract to Fox
are:
John Blystone, William
Beaudine,
Frank Borzage,
David Butler, Irving Cummings, Raymond
Cannon,
Allan Dwan,
A. F. Erickson, John
Ford, Howard Hawks, W. K. Howard, Charles Klein, Henry Lehrman,
F. W. Murnau,
Norman
McLeod,
Robert
J. Flaherty,
Lew
Seller,
George
B. Seitz, Benjamin
Stoloff,
James Tinling, Norman Taurog, Marcel Silver, Harry Sweet, Paul Sloane,
Edward
Royce,
Bernard
Vierbel,
James Parrott, Raoul Walsh, Eugene
Walter, Alfred Werker.
M-G-M players under contract are:
Renee Adoree, George K. Arthur,
Nils Asther, Lionel Barrymore, John
Mack
Brown,
Lon
Chaney,
Joan
Crawford,
Jane Daly, Karl Dane,
Marion
Davies, Mary Doran, Josephine Dunn, Julia Faye, Greta Garbo,
John
Gilbert,
Raymond
Hackett,
William Haines, Phyllis Haver, Leila
Hyams, Dorothy Janis, Buster Keaton, Charles King, Gwen Lee. Bessie
Love, Tim
McCoy,
Joel McCrea.
Polly Moran,
Robert
Montgomery,
Joyce Blanche Murray, Conrad
Nagel, Edward
Nugent,
Anita Page,
Aileen Pringle, Dorothy
Sebastian.
Norma Shearer, Lewis Stone, Ernest
Torrence,
Racquel
Torres,
Fay
Webb..
Directors under contract to M-G-M
are:
Harry Beaumont, Charles Brabin,
Clarence Brown, Tod Browning, Jack
Conway, James Cruze, Cecil B. DeMille, William C. deMille, Jacques
Feyder, Nick Grinde, George Hill,
Lucien Hubbard, Rupert Julian. Robert Z. Leonard, Fred Niblo, William
Nigh, John S. Robertson. Erich
Schoenfelder, Edward Sedgwick, Victor Seastrom, W. S. Van Dyke, King
Vidor, Sam Wood.
"M. P. Record" Sold
Seattle — R. H. Ring has purchased
"M. P. Record" from Clyde Walker.
Carl Mahne is new editor.

Those Ampas
i

By

JACK

H ARROW ER

=

THEY
gaveShapiro
a fare-thee-well
party
to Vic
at the AMPA
luncheon yesterday. The white
haired boy Harry Reichenbach was
assigned the job of giving Vic the
big sendoff. Harry started by saying "I knew him when he left the
film
to join into
Sam a Goldwyn."
Then business
he launched
very fine
tribute to Vic, the general tenor of
which was that a bird who could sell
a screen star to the public all over
again after she had been going for
ally.years was holding out on himself
20
by being so darned modest person*
*
*
Harry sez: "Look at vie. What do
I do? When I think they're going
to give me the razzberry, I walk in
and demand a 7-aise. And they figure a guy with nerve like that must
have something, after all." Now
you
know the big secret of Harry's
success.
*
*
*
Vic chose for the subject of his
valedictory address: "The Films
Fifty Years from Now." Gosh, wot
an imagination that bozo's got! He
pictured you sitting in the audience
getting all the real sensations that
the star was experiencing on the
screen. You could taste the champagne he drank at the big whoopee
party, and experience all. the sensa-

tions he got when he was neck
the heroine. Sounds good. But
years from now we personally wc
be able to experience those kind
sensations. So that's out.
*
*
*
Well, gang, all that Glenn /
vine, George Harvey, Bruce Gal
and Harry Reichenbach said ah
Vic Shapiro as a regular fellow
square shooter and a brilliant p
licity man was plenty. This was 1
ballyhoo that was 100 per cent tn
backed by warm sentiment ti
carne right from the heart. The c
ing room was packed to the doc
and the boys stood up when Vic c
eluded and gave him an ovation ti
should have been heard in Hot
wood.
Fire At Little Rock
Little Rock, Ark. — Fire destroi
the Gem here.

EXCELLENT and SNAPPY!

Ageraiieis

Can assure you that your service is
excellent and the trailers very snappy
and to the point and an asset in all
directions.
CIRCLE
PLAYHOUSE,
Annapolis, Md.

MX^/MP^^^^

The latest improvements in sound reproducing devices . . . comparing favorably with
equipment selling at ten times its price.
. . . second to no other, the Royal Amplitone has been endorsed by some of the foremost experts in the business.
*
*
*
A radical new step in engineering, built with
the precision of a watch, synchronizing perfectly with both film and disc.
*
*
*
When

youi hear the Royal Amplitone compare it not with other machines within its
price range, but with the finest equipment
in the country.
*
*
*
IMMEDIATE INSTALLATION
Prices and information on request.

ROYAL

AMPLITONE

Ba

CORP

145 West 4Sth St., New York City

S(JvNK: l)jjuv of a Ivaditi^ first run exliihitor. Enter Mr. Exhibitor, beaming and rliitclilinii. He has just tcitnessed a trade
shoiiinii of Douglas Macl.ean''s talking comedy-thriller, '■'The
i'.arnatiim Kid."' Mr. E. has the picture booked and he^s tickled to
death, lie lights up a Corona-Corona and summons Iiis secretary:

Take a
letter to Doug MaeLean""

"Dear Doug: 1 just saw your talking picture, 'The Carnation Kid' and it's sure a knockout from
every conceivable box-office angle. It's by far your best since "^The Hottentot' and it sweeps you
right up in the front rank of the talking stars. The way 'The Carnation Kid' mixes the thrills with
the laughs and the talk with the music is great. The story speeds along like a breeze. Every voice
in the picture is A-1. Frances Lee is the cutest little trick I've seen in some time. And the scene
where that big, beautiful blonde, Lorraine
AL CHRISTIE

presents

Douglas Maclean
in "The

CarxA aParamount
tioxPictureKid''

Eddy, tries to vamp

you

because

she likes her

men

rough will start any audience roaring. Congratulations,
Doug. A bow to Al Christie for giving you such a
swell show. And another to Al Cohn for writing the
story. What a break for you boys and Paramount!
And for us smart fellows who have these great
Paramount talking pictures coming week after week."

'-.4
•».';1

A TRULY GREAT
•

i
▼r

TU{

lOHiwoir/
DAUGHTER

Melodrama Crowded
with Action/
Thrills/ Surprises!
•i

Grippimi Dialogue Seqmn
JEAN UERSUOLT
^

LINA BASQUE

RDSAR0SAN0VA-MARMFRANKUN-JUUNN€JOHNSTON-JAa
■«*?

Adapted From FANNI{ HIRSTS Cel

AFRANKR.d

Brilliant Dialogue
Superb Music Score
Great Love Song

DlflBCTOfl

Big BoX'Office Cast Includes:

.* s

BERT LYTELL
GERTRUDE OLMSTEAD
Charles Gerrard, Lilyan Tashman,
Donald Keith
Story by Louis Joseph Vance
Directed by Albert S. RogeH

Booked to Play the

n

Li;

:0^

1

W.

1
Week of March 2

1

^

Bert Lytell in a "Lone Wolf" story can
always be „depended upon to draw the crowds
to your theatre! He TALKS in this One!

^^^^Lsmi&M^^

-

L

•

I Marvelous Musical Scmf
RtX LEASE

IRIOVRDO CORTCZ

M-SYDN€Y CRDSSlfY-OTTO FRItS -JULIA SWAYNt CORDON

DONOVAN
ci
AFFAIR
Coluvixhia^s Sensational

fed Stage Play IT IS TO LAUGH"

All-Talking Picture ^/
Acclaimed hy Leading
Showmen the Ace of
Box-Office Attractions

Xfl/A/€'

Featuring An All-Star 10(y/o Talking
Cast of Popular Screen Favorites —

-^Mt

JACK HOLT, DOROTHY REVIER
WILLIAM COLLIER, Jr.
AGNES AYRES, JOHN ROCHE
FRED KELSEY, HANK MANN
WHEELER OAKMAN
VIRGINIA BROWN FAlRE
ALPHONSE ETHIER
EDWARD HEARN, ETHEL WALES
JOHN

WALLACE

Screen Play Adapted from
Famous
Thriller
OWENMystery
DAVIS'

Directed by FRANK R. CAPRA, Director
of "Submarine", the Year's Greatest RecordBreaker aivd Money-Maker!
REMEMBER/ This is a 100% Dialogue
Production — and the Picture Your Patrons
Are Waiting to See!

\n

SEE
HEAR
HfarnerlDroA.
preAent

WARNER BROS.
MILLION
DOLLAR
KID
HEAR
HEAR

HIM TALK!
HIM SING!

A Sensation
as the

INITIAL
FEATURE

1
i1

OPENING,
for the
FEBRUARY

27th

of the Magnificent

1

MASTBAUM
THEATRE
Philadelphia
OPENS

March 8
Warner Bros.
Theatre, N. Y. C.
TWO-A-DAY
AT $2.50

1

EVERETT
ETTY BRONSON
5:eka.rio bv c. graham
tiRECTEO BY

ARCHIE

baker.
MAYO

Davey Lee in a great Warner Bros.
/itaphone extended run production
'Sonny Boy"! A talking and singing
)icture that is proving a box office wonder
t the Mastbaum Theatre in Philadelphia.
'Jail it at once!

OAHS
ARK
'J OHif picture
ever made

WhatWamerBros.PromiseWarner Bros. Deliver

v=ri
Woodfmll lifts Charge of M.P.T.O.- Hays 'ii-'-i>p

Loeto-M-G-M Sale Report Assailed by S. Schenck
In

1-G-M-U.A. MERGER AS fore:
RUNNER TO PARaMOONI DEAL'

9't

TIME

40 PHONOFILMS
WH'H
DISC SYSTEM WEEKLY
ALSO PLANNED
,

Tiffany-Stahl Set on British, Frencli ■ Comff,

\

•/•FltMI>OM#'XWl**^^*l-!-™E
Mystery

Couimisskm Calls Self-Regulation Business Boon

ll's Like This

,. .HERMAN STARR HEADS FIR
Hi^li^NAT'L UNDER WARNH CON!

FOX DEAL FOR LOEWS, SRI^ff
ON DESPITE SCHENCK DENIAL
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Report ol M G M Fox
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Nothing to Wamer-lioew Reports, U. Warner Says
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Both Sound Sys/cws liav^ Piace, Quigfey^^
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CItarit SimaU'in Cutthig Fox N. Y. Sales Force
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Gigantic Buying Power Amassed by Fox

LOEW DEAL GIVES BUYER Fox Deal for N. Y. Independent FAR-riUNG CHAIN NOW
THEATERS IN 26 STATES Houses GoingThrough;No Hitch
APPROACHES 800 MAP'

ket for various types of Fox product
in sound. It is estimated that 1,000
RHODE ISLAND
days will be added to Fox Movietone FOX— None.
When the Fox organization takes by far the most formidable in the News accounts by this deal alone and LOEW'S — Providence: Loew's Stale.
over the 200 or more independently
*
*
♦
city. In practically all in- that the revenue from the talking
owned and operated theaters in the greater stances,
the Loew houses are already newsreels will swell the national FOX— None. TENNESSEE
Greater New York zone under terms wired with Western Electric sound weekly business of Fox Movietone
Loew's;
of a deal long standing and certain equipment. Plans calls for immediate News by many thousands of dollars LOEW'S — Knoxville:
Memphis
Majestic, Palace, State and Strand ; Naslto become fact, the combined hold- installation of "Erpi" devices in the
villc
:
Vendome.
ings, with the Loew theaters, will independent houses about to be taken perAs issue.
*
♦
*
noted, the date on which the inTEXAS
apnroximate 800. In the Fox fold, over. This will bring sound pictures
dependent houses will change hands FOX— None.
which includes Wesco, Midwesco, to New York neighborhood houses, a
early in March. The operLOEW'S— Dallas: Melba;
etc., there are about 620 houses, and step which is expected to increase is set for
Houston:
Isi;
ating company, as outlined in the
and State
Queen
Majestic, Metropolitan,
about 175 in the Loew chain. Loew
*
*
*
their grosses at once and at the same original plan, will be Fox Metropolitheaters are scattered widely over 21
tan Playhouses, Inc.
UTAH
FOX— None.
states, D. of C. and Canada, with time provide a vastly increased mar6'.' located in Metropolitan area, while
LOEW'S— Salt *Lake *
City: *Casino.
MISSOURI
Playhouse ; Venice : California and NepFox interests, (concentrated largely
tune; Visalia: Visalia ; Watsonville: Ap- FOX— St. Louis:
Fox.
VIRGINIA
in California, Wisconsin, Washington
pleton and California ; Wilmington : Em- LOEW'S — Kansas
City:
Empress,
Garden, FOX— None.
press and Granada.
Liberty and Midland ; St. Louis, Garrick
and New York), are located in 15
*
*
♦
UOEW'S — Norfolk: Colonial, Granby, Norv
and State.
states.
*
*
*
LOEW'S— -Los Angeles: State; Oakland:
and
State ;
Richmond :
Colonial
an
State; San Diego: Hippodrome; San Franoperates
the following
MONTANA
12 Loew's
states and
Canadain where
Fox has
*
*
*
cisco: Warfield; San Jose: Hippodrome.
FOX — Butte: American, Parkway and
*
*
*
no theaters: Alabama, Georgia, InWASHINGTON
Loew's.
Rialto; Great Falls: Alcazar, Grand, Lib- I'OX
— Bellingham: America, Dream and Ml
CANADA
diana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mary- FOX— None.
erty and Rainbow; Lewistown: Judith.
Baker; Bremerton: Bluebird, Rex an.
LOEW'S— None.
land, Ohio, Rhode Island, Tennessee,
— Hamilton, Ont. : King St.; LonRialto; Olympia: Capitol and Liberty
*
*
*
Texas, Utah, Virginia and Canada. LOEW'S
Seattle:
Coliseum, Fifth Avenue, Seattl
don, Ont.: Loew's; Montreal, Que.:
The former has no houses in the foland Liberty; Tacoma: Broadway, Colonia
Loew's
; Toronto,
Ont. : Loew's-Uptown
NEW JERSEY
and
Yonge
St.
and Rialto; Wenatchee: Liberty and Rialto
lowing five states where Fox operFOX — Elizabeth:
Liberty;
Englewood:
*
+
*
Yakima:
Capitol, Liberty and Majestic.
Plaza; Newark:
Terminal.
ates: Colorado, Illinois, Montana,
LOEW'S
— Seattle: Palace-Hippodrome am
COLORADO
LOEW'S— Hoboken:
Lyric;
Jersey
City:
Oregon, and Wisconsin.
Seattle.
*
*
♦
— Denver:
Isis and Plaza.
Jersey ; Newark : State.
A comparison of operations of each FOX
LOEW'S— None.
*
♦
*
company as obtained from THE 1929
WISCONSIN
NEW YORK
FOX — Antigo: New Antigo and Palace
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK folCONNECTICUT
Beloit:
Majestic
< Fond du Lac: Retlaw
lows:
FiOX — Bridgeport: Lyric. Majestic. Palace FiOX — Brooklyn: Folly, Fox's Ridgewood
Green Bay: Colonia], Grand and Strand
and
Savoy;
Buffalo:
Elmwood
and
Great
ALABAMA
and Poli; Hartford: Capitol and Palace;
Janesville: Apollo and Jeffries; Kenosha
(Continued

FOX— None.
LOEW'S
— 'Birmingham:
and Ritz.

Hippodrome,

*
*
*
CALIFORNIA

Lyric

FOX — Anaheim: California; Bakersfield :
California, Hippodrome and Pastime; Bell:
Alcazar and Maybell ; Berkeley: Berkeley,
California, Campus and U. C. ; Beverly
Hills: Beverly; Burbank : Victory; El
Centro: Airdome, Imperial, Palace and
Valley; Fresno: Kinema, Liberty, Strand,
State, White and Wilson; Clendale: Alexander, Bard's Glendale, Gateway and Glendale; Hanford: T & D; Hermosa: Metropolitan Hollister
;
: Opal ; Hollywood : Apollo, Carmel, Granada,
Eg>ptian,
Hollywood,
Iris, La Grauman's
Mirada, Paramount
and Vista ; Huntington Park : California,
Huntington Park and Lyric; Inglewood:
Granada and Inglewood ; Long Beach :
Capitol , Egyptian, Imperial and West
Coast; Los Angeles: Alvarado, Balboa,
Boulevard, Carlton, Carthay Circle, Criterion, Crystal, De Luxe, Figueroa, Golden
Gate,
Jewel,
Lincoln,
Loew's
State, Highland,
Manchester,
Mesa,
Metropolitan,
Million Dollar, Ritz, Rivoli, Royal, San
Carlos, Starland, Sunbeam, Uptown, Vermont, West Adams, Westlake and Wilshire; North Hollywood: El Portal and
Lankershim; Oakland: American, Claremont. Grand Lake, Oakland, Senator and
T & D; Ocean Park: Dome and Rosemary; Ontario: Granada; Pasadena: Colorado, Florence, Pasadena, Raymond and
Strand; Pinoli: Oakland; Pomona: California; Redlands: Liberty, Loring, Majes
tic and Redlands ; Redondo : Capitol and
Redondo; Richmond: California and Richmond; Riverside: Mission, Regent and Riverside; Sacramento: Capitol, Hippodrome
and Senator; Salinas: California and
Strand; San Bernardino: New California,
New Theater and West Coast E. St. ; San
Diego; Cabrillo, California, Fairmount
and North Park ; San Francisco : California, Fox, Granada, Imperial, Loew's
Warfield, Parkside, Portola and St. Francis; San Jose: California and Mission;
San Luis Obispo: Elmo and Monterey;
San Peero : Cabrillo ; Santa Ana : West
Coast- Walker ; Santa Monica: Criterion;
(Santa Paula: Glen City; South Pasadena:
Rialto ; Stockton : California and State ;
Taft: Hippodrome and Sunshine;
Tulare:

from

Page

1)

Meriden : Palace and Poli ; New Haven :
Bijou, Fox-Poli and Hyperion; Waterbury:
Palace.
LOEW'S — Ansonia:
Commodore and Hull.

*
*
*
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

FOX— Washington:
Fox.
LOEW'S—
Washington:
Columbia
ace.

and

Pal-

*
*
*
GEORGIA

FOX— None.
— Atlanta: Capitol, Grand and PalLOEWS
ace.
4:

*

*

ILLINOIS
FOX — Chicago: Commercial, Frolic, Metropolitan, Monroe, Oakland and Sheridan
Square.
LOEW'S— None.

*
*
*
INDIANA

FOX— None.
LOEW'S
Palace. — Evansville: Victory; Indianapolis:

*
*
*
KENTUCKY
FOX — None.
LOEW'S — Louisvlle:

Loew's

*
*
*
LOUISIANA

FOX— None.
LOEW'S — New

Orleans:

and

*
*
*
MASSACHUSETTS

State.

Inwood,
Lincoln
Loew's
32nd
St., Lexington,
National, New
York,Sq.,
167th
St.,
116th., Orpheum, Rio, Seventh Ave., Sheridan, Spooner, State, Victoria and Victory ;
Rochester: Regent, Star and State; Syracuse: State; White Plains: White Plains;
-\ndrus.
Woodside: Woodside ; Yonkers: Loew's

MARYLAND
FOX— None
.
„
LOEW'S — Baltimore: Century,
Stanley and Valencia.

FOX— None.

.

,, ,
Parkway,

Fox-Washington.

*

*

OHIO

LOEW'S — Akron: Hippodrome and Loew's;
Canton: Loew's; Cleveland, Alhambra, Allen, Cameo, Circle, Doan, Euclid Heights,
Granada,
Loew's,
Mall, Metropolitan, Park Liberty,
and State;
Columbus:
Broadway
and

Sprmgfield;
Palace and
FOX— Springfield:
Palace, Plaza and Poli-Elm St.
Worcester:
Globe, OrphColumbia,
LOEW'S— Boston:
Plymouth.
cum and State; Worcester:
+
*
*

Fox,
FOX— Detroit:
LOEW'S— None.

Fox Move a Surprise
to Coast Executives

*

Crescent.

*
*
*
MICHIGAN

Lakes; Jamaica: Jamaica; New York City:
Cameo, Gateway, Majestic, New Rhodi
Academy of Music, Audubon, City, Croand Orpheum ; Madison : Capitol ; Mari
tona, Japanese-Gardens, Nemo, Roxy's,
nette: Marinette and Opera House; Mil
Roxy's Mansion and Star; Syracuse:
waukee: Alhambra, Ambassador, Garfield
Brighton.
Merrill, Miller, Mirth, Modjeska, Oriental
LOEW'S— Astoria: Astoria; Brooklyn: AlPlaza, Princess, Savoy, Strand, Tivoli
pine, Avalon, Bay Ridge, Bedford, Bijou,
Tower, Uptown and Wisconsin; Oshkosh
Boro-Park, Brevoort, Broadway, Coney IsMajestic, Opera Hous e and Oshkosh
land, Forty-sixth St., Fulton, Gates, Kameo,
Racine: State; Sparta: Bell; Steven;
Manor, Melba, Metropolitan, Oriental, PalPoint: Lyric and Majestic; Waukesha
Wauseau.
ace, Piccadilly, Pitkin Ave., Premier and
Auditorium
and Park; Wauseau: Fox anc
Warwick ; Corona : Corona and Plaza ;
Floral Park: Alpine; Flushing: Prospect;
LOEW'S— None.
Jamaica : Hillside, Valencia and Willard ;
Mt. Vernon: Gramatan and Mt. Vertlon;
New Rochelle: Loew's; New York City:
American, Astor, Avenue B, Boulevard,
Burland, Burnside, Capitol, Circle, Commodore, Concourse, Delancy, Eighty-third
(.Continued from Page 1)
St. ; Eighty-sixth St. ; Elsmere, Embassy,
Fairmount, Freeman, Grand, Greeley Sq.,

Ohio;

Dayton:
*

*Loew's*
OREGON

New

Dayton.

FOX- — Astoria: Astoria, Liberty and Rivoli; Pendleton: Alta and Rivoli; Portland:
Broadway, Highway, Hollywood, Liberty,
People's Portland, Rivoli, State and United
Artists.
LOEW'S— None.*
*
*

PENNSYLVANIA
FOX — ^Philadelphia:
Fox and Locust.
LOEW'S — Harrisburg: Loew's. Palace and
Regent; Pittsburgh: Aldine, Colonial, Liberty, Lyceum and Penn. ; Reading: Colonial and Reading.

informed by THE FILM DAILY
that the transaction had been completed. Franklin has left for New
York for conferences at the home office. Irving Thalberg of M-G-M, and
Darryl Zanuck of Warners declined
comment. Louis B. Mayer is in
Washington.

Roach Sees Move Favorable
One for His Company
West

Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — "If Fox operates MG-M it will place us in a great position, as FoxHaldoes
not make
comedies,"
declared
Roach
in commenting
on the Fox deal for Loew's.

Moves Being Closely Watched
Carl Laemmle, Jr. Comment
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Angeles of
— Carl
"VeryLaemmle,
interesting,"
wasI.oscomment
Jr.,
on the Fox-Loew-M-G-M deal.
"Every move is being closely watched
by executives."

Friday,

March

DAILV
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MYERS SAYS INDEPENDENTS
HOLD BALANCE OF POWER
nashi,igt(nt

Bureau

of

THE

lll.M

DAILY

Washington — Independent
exhibitors still hold the balance of power
in the industry,
representing
difference to producers between
profit
nd loss, Abrani F. Myers, head of
.Hied States Ass'n, declared in, an
ntervicw here with "The
National
I'xhibitor."
I'ointing out that Myers declines to
talk about things he intends to do,
before they are accomplished, the interviewer points out that the exiiibitor leader expressed the opinion
it is possible for the industry "to get
along without Federal supervision,
provided that exhibitors and producers, by certain concessions and reforms, could arrive at open and above
board methods of doing business,
which would eliminate all suspicion
of unfair dealings.
"Politics and not business have
heretofore characterized this industry," stated Myers, "and direct dealing has been practically unknown.
That's one of the reasons why we
have all been subjected to government inquiries and investigations,
and we will be forced to continue to
submit to these things until our business is transacted fairly, and on the
surface.
is the onlymeddles
industryinto
where
the"This
manufacturer
the
affairs of the retailer, and it's a bad
thing."
Asked whether it would be the
policy of the Allied Exhibitors organization to secure changes in the
standard exhibition contract and in
the present arbitration system, Myers
declared that nothing will be done
until the case of the United States
versus Paramount Pictures is settled,
the publication states. The case is
set for a hearing during the middle
of March.

W. E. INTERCHANGEABILITY
SAME IN ENGLAND AS U. S.
11

Cohn Denies

w ,-<i i..(i<* Hur. rill III \i n.Mi.Y

Los Angeles — "Columbia will
remain
independent,"
comment made
yesterday was
by
Harry Cohn, denying the company is to be involved in any
merger.

M.P. CAPITAL CORP. TO
$1,000,000 SEEN PRICE PASS FROM FILM FIELD
OF SUBSIDY FOR FRENCH
Paris — One million dollars and possibly more or less, may be summed
up as the situation facing American
distributors in France, and they must
finance French production to that
extent or face radical curtailment of
film imports. American government
representations are expected to be
made in the situation. The French
seeking to limit imports to 350 lihus
as contrasted with 500 admitted last
year.

Government Prefers That
Industry Act in France
IVaslungton Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Government officials
prefer that the film industry act in
the French imports situation, rather
than that the 'government should
make representations, it is stated here,
although no comment on the situation
is obtainable.

Virtual passing of M. P. Capital
Corp., from the film financing field,
and retirement of Frank R. Wilson
from presidency of the company, is
declared presage by increase of
stock just approved by stockholders. Control of the company has
been acquired by a Wall .Street banking firm, which is buying the new
authorized stock to gain control. Its
representative will succeed to the
presidency, although Wilson continues as a large stockholder of the
company. About a year ago,
the board received permission to
change the corporation's articles to
permit operation of the firm as an investment trust, underwriting and
owning listed securities. During recent months the stock has advanced
steadily from 10 to close yesterday
at 30. The firm formerly financed
independent productions, but concluded that chain development made
such ventures unprofitable.
Frank R. Wilson could not be
reached yesterday for a statement on
the reported changed status of M. P.
Capital Corj).

Otterson's New Stand Says
Matter Up To Licensees
If Quality Is Right
By EKNIiSI
W. l-REDMAN
Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"

London (By Cable) — Interchangeai)ility statement of J. E. Otterson,
head of Electrical Research Products,
has been modified, as a result of
storm of protest which followed the
statement, so that now the Western
Electric stand for England is the
same as in the United States. If
producers agree the tonal quality of
other reproducers meets the Western
Electric standards, interchangeability
is granted, leaving the question up to
distributors. Despite this, the matter
probably will reach Parliament, with
Sir Phillip Cunliflfe-Lister taking the
lead in trying to determine settlement of the issue. Meanwhile exhibitor are up in arms over alleged coercion of Western Electric and the
press declares the policy is a move to
defeat the purpose of the quota law.

$40,000,000 Estimated on
Year's W. E. Equipments

Chicago — This year's estimate of
output of Western Electric sound
projection systems will aggregate
Brock to Make Series of
$40,000,000, according to estimate of
O. L. Rice, company vice president.
Sound Shorts for RKO M. P. Capital Net $186,925
He says that 1,271 theaters of the
United States, 16 in Canada and 23
Louis Brock has signed to make a
series of 12 talker shorts for RKO for 1928, Company Reports
in other countries are wired. Unfilled orders, he said, total 1,082 for
Prod, at the new Gramercy studios
Net of M. P. Capital for the year
the
United
States, ?i7 for Canada and
of RCA-Photophone in New York. ended Dec. 31, 1928 is reported as
.\\ Boasberg is to write and direct. $186,925 or 80 cents a share on out- 125 for other countries. Talking pictures have made their appearance, he
Brock leaves soon for the Coast and
standing 175,464 no-par common.
on his return with Boasberg, the se- This compares with $97,290 or 28 says, in the British Isles, Germany,
France, Australia, India, the West
ries will be started.
cents a share in 1927.
Indies and Central America.
AUied's stand in. favor of the
Brookhart Bill, declares Myers, is a
question of taking the lesser of two
Visible Sound, Audible
evils. While the organiz?.tii.>p does
not wholly back the pie^e of legislation, its officers and members are
_ Photophone
Light Device
Is Shown
of the opinion that what it advocates
(Continued from Page 1)
device,
utilizing the
millions.
The
following
tabulation,
photoelectric
tube,
electric
pickup,
is preferable to the present system of is these blocks which the Fox orand
sound
reproducers,
ganization acquired. For some time, culled from daily stock market re- amplifiers
selling film, states "The National ExDAILY, in- which makes sound visible and light
ports
it is reported Fox has been buying
hibitor."
dicateoftheTHE
extent FILM
to vfhkh trading in audible, was demonstrated last night
up the common, which carries the vot- Loew's has been carried on:
at the dinner of the American
In
ing power, in the open market until
RCA Reclassification
stitute
of
Science
in
New
York,
by
Slutres
enough was nabbed to carry control. Date
No.
1
26,900
John B. Taylor, General Electric en
In Victor Deal Ratified There are about 1,400,000 shares of Feb
Feb.
2
1,600 gineer.
A light beam, moving about
Approval of reclassification of the Loew common outstanding. This Feb
4
8.600 the room
reproduces music when it
Feb.
5
l.SOO
means
that
Fox
bought
about
250,"A" common stock into new common 000 outside shares to give him the Feb. 6
hits a mirror target, the music stop
13.900
was given by stockholders of Radio
Feb
7
25,800 ping when the light leaves the target,
Corp. of America at a special meet- required 51 per cent interest.
Feb. 11
16,100 or is intercepted,
Taylor calls the
Loew
common
has
been
heavily
16,000
ing. The new classification will al- traded in on the New York Stock Feb 12
Feb.
U
24.000
low five shares of the new common
Feb. 14
31,800 process "narrow-casting."
for each share of "A" common. l-'xchange for some weeks. Since Feb. IS
29,500
Stockholders also authorized issue of Feb. 1, approximately 401,300 shares Feb. 16
6.400 Jessel Signs for Another
23,700
have changed hands. The buyers Feb. 18
813,365 shares of "B" preferred stock, are unknown, but, in the light of the Feb. 19
15,400
T-S Singer and Talker
to be issued in connection with acFeb. 20
5,600
George Jessel has been signed by
3.800
quisition of common stock of Victor Fox-Loew deal, some sections of Feb '1
23
3.800 Tiffany-Stahl for another singing and
Talking Machine Co. The corpora- Wall .Street opinion veered toward Feb.
Feb. 25
7,300
the
belief
that
agents
for
Fox
must
tion's report just filed with the stock
Feb. 26
64,900 talking picture. The star is vacationing in Florida and will return to New
exchange shows record earnings for have been active purchasers.
Feb. 27
74,700
Computed at current market prices,
York shortly to start work in his
last vear, with gross totaling more
the turnover
has aggregated
many
than ?1 00,000,000.
401,300 next T.-S. picture.

Fox Nabbed Control Buying
Open Market and Loew Stock

THE {iPIELER
Ifow they say
BLAND JOHANESON,
The N. Y. Daily Mirror

in

"*The Spieler' at the Roxy is this week's best
movie. It challenges comparison with the special,
*The Barker', as it has the same atmospheric
background, carnival life. 'The Barker' has a
greater human story. But *The Spieler' is more
inside and it is an exceptionally well made program picture, vivid, colorful and genuinely exciting— a thrilling stunt is used to build up apprehension and suspense. The heavy has a whistle
which he gangs up all the thugs in the troupe
and puts over as neat murders as the death of the
stool pidgeon in 'Dressed to Kill'. Three times
the whistle figures in the action. And by the
third time, when the hero is the victim, you're
ready to faint with dread. 'The Spieler' is dandy
entertainment and it offers a diverting inside
view of the carnival racket. It's an especially good
show for men."
IRENE THIRER, in
The N, Y, Daily News

MR. PATHE
All his eggs hatch.

"THE

SIPIEEER '

with Alan Hale, Renee Adoree,
Fred Kohler, Clyde Cook.
CI A Ralph Block Production.
CI From an original story by
Hal Conklin. Ct Directed by
Tay Garnett.

"Here's a swift-moving film piece which
good share of comedy, a bit of pathos and
drama and thrill in it. We recommend
picture The Spieler', as the best of this
offerings along the first-run movie street."
JOHN a COHEN, Jr., in
The N. Y. Sun

has a
lots of
Roxy's
week's

" The Spieler' makes for acceptable entertainment
at the Roxy. Certainly it is the best film that I
have seen this week."
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SEE! HEAR!

CARUAENMLES

SHOW
BOAT.

SINGING
TRIUMPH

UNIVERSALIS
AND TALKING

M : r«y.j

— with the greatest array of stage and screen
celebrities ever identified with one picture —
combining a great novel with a great musical
comedy sensation —

CARLIAEHHIES

CARL LAEMMLE
FLORENZ ZIEGFELD
EDNA FERBER
HARRY POLLARD

^w^

Laura La Plante

Helen Morgan
Jules Bledsoe
Aunt Jemima and
Ziegfeld Plantation
Singers
Jane La
rWt

dkraut
h Schil
Josep
Otis
Harlan
Alma Rubens
Emily Fitzroy
Verne

A Harry Pollard Production
Directed,

silent and Movietone, by
Harry Pollard

■^i
w^
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THE FIRST COMPLETE
HISTORY OF SOUND
TOLD

BY INTERNATIONAL SURVEY OF
PATENTS ISSUED

Accurate — reliable — complete

''SOUND

PATENTS''

an exclusive Film Daily feature

ILLUSTRATED OUTLINE OF PATENTS
GRANTED IN THE U.S.,
GERMANY, ENGLAND
AND FRANCE
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Shubert Houses Reported Sought by Fox, Warners
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rnCIAL STUDY BEGUN
AMPA'S FOX-LOEW DEAL SHOWS
FOR
SET
GE
STA
OF FRENCH SUBSIDY HOLLYWOOD MASQUE BALL U. S. DID NOT OPPOSE IT
I'aris — Postponent of proposals to
rther restrict importations of films
France has been decided upon by
0 Cinema
Control
Commission,
lal niednmi in the matter, to give
0 minister of public
instruction
ne to study the changes of the quota
tour to one instead of the seven
one in effect last year. The French
I- seeking virtual subsidy of $1,000,-ir more by American distributors
ther with agreement to listribute
he United States between 50 and
jictures, about three-fourths of the
n nch output.

With an impressive program of entertainment provided, the stage is set
for the AM PA Hollywood Masque
Ball Saturday night at the Hotel
Astor, New York. The affair promises to eclipse all previous functions
of the organization in point of attendance and elaborate program provided. Screen stars and Broadway
celebrities are on the program, with
Nils T. Granlund (N.T.G.) as master
of ceremonies. In addition to the
stars on the program, a number of
others, as well as leading executives
of the industry, will attend the allnight festivities and for the first time
in years, the public has been invited.

Jonovan, Industry Prober,
Leaving U. S. Service Paramount to Produce
ashington Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Failure of President- Sound Pictures in Europe?
lect Hoover to appoint him to the
>st of attorney general, as had been
nerally expected, will result in
issing from the Dept. of Justice
onday of Col. William P. Donovan,
lO has directed all of the various
obes conducted into activities of the
m industry. The colonel intends to
tire to private law practice. He
,s particularly active in the probes
lich resulted in go^'crnment suits
ainst distributors and Film Boards
Trade, now pending in New York
d scheduled to come to trial some
ne this month.

Berlin — A subsidiary of Paramount,
it is reported here, plans to enter the
Kuropean field with production of
sound pictures. Gilbert Miller, theatrical producer, will be in charge of
European production for the company, it is said.

N. Y. Bill Would Ban Sale
of S. R. 0. Admissions

Studio Changes?
West Coast Bur.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Acquisition of
control of Loew's and M-G-M
by Fox, will lead to closing
of the Fox Hollywood studio,
it is believed, with production
to be concentrated at the Fox
Westwood and M-G-M studios.

FOX AND WARNERS HELD
SEEKING SHUURT CHAIN
Deal is under way by Fox and
Warners for control of the 24 Shubert
theaters in N. Y., and the 51 owned
or leased throughout the country,
according to Wall St. reports.
Lee Shubert is in Palm Beach, so
cculd not be reached for a statement
Friday, nor could any official at Fox
or Warners
be reached.

Albanj' — Prohibition of sale of
S.R.O. at admissions is sought in a
bill introduced in the Legislature by Three Subjects at Work at
Assemblyman Edward J. Coughlin,
RCA-Photophone Studio
Production of sound shorts has
of New York. The proposed legislaeduction of Pathe Assets
tion would prohibit the sale of tickets been started at the new Gramercy
the seating capacity of the the- studio of RCA-Photophone, with
and Surplus During 1928 above
ater.
three subjects now in work.
Total assets of $12,530,070 as of
ct. 27, 1928 comparing with $15,15,820 Dec. 31, 1927, while surplus
nounted to $441,797 against $902,3, it is shown in statement of Pathe

Bombshell

(Continued
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Extra! Extra! Fox buys control of Loew's, carrying ivith if control ofM-G-M. Incredible? Yon bet, but so nevertheless, and though
there have been a lot of skeptics, following our Thursday scoop on the
story, the deal is over and Fox has control. But to go back to the start
I'irst German talker to be made in
I United States will be produced of the zveek as is our custom :

Irst German Talker to Be
Made in U. S. by Warners
Warners at the Vitaphone studio.
oklyn.
It is an adaptation of the
. "The Royal Box," and will star
'>si, German
actor.
The adaptan is being written by Murray Roth
nl Edmund
Joseph.

Iron Mask" Gets $62,179
irst Week at Rivoli, N. Y.
"The
Iron fullMask"
Its first
week grossed
at the $62,179
Rivoli,
A York.
This includes midnight
uvs daily. The previous high was
Id by "Speedy," with $49,000.

Monday : Hollywood senses something. It's Warners or Fox with
something hot about to happen very soon. Here in New York, the stars
in the heavens shine more brightly on Fox. We shall see. . . .
Elsewhere this is happening :
Forever forging links in a formidable chain, the Warners are to
build two-a-day theaters in New York and in Los Angeles. Show
windows for their long run specials. . . .
Making sound equipment easier to procure. RCA-Photophone is
reducing its initial payment from 25 per cent to 10. We told you a
long time ago that, as sound became more widely used, those who have
yet to take it on will find the going less rough ....
(Continued

on Page

12)

Justice
Dept.,
However,
Silent On Attitude
Toward Deal
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Dept. of Justice officials, following their usual custom,
refuse to comment on the Fox deal
for acquisition of Loew's. However,
they point out, in answer to query
that the deal had been laid before
them before purchase. In the light
of this, they say the fact that the
amalgamation has been carried out
might be an indication that those concerned do not believe that their action runs counter to the Federal
statutes.
The department
does not
mergers,
it is explained,
but "okeh"
investigates them as a matter of routine,
suggesting they be dropped if inquiry indicates there will be a violation of the anti-trust laws.
In one or two instances where possible violation of the law was seen
by department investigators, mergers
have been called off; the department's policy being to protect business against unintentional violations
which might result in prosecutions.

INDUSTRY BILLS TO BE
KILLED IN CONGRESS
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Little likelihood exists of passage of any of the various
bills affecting the industry at this
session of Congress, for there are
but two more day's to go, Saturday
and Monday. Headed by the Brookhart bills and the Walsh resolution
for a probe of the Dept. of Justice
investigation of the industry, a number of bills aimed against the industry were pending at the short session
now drawing to a close.

Sound Systems
Colvin W. Brown, executive
vice president of Pathe, today
outlines his views in the soundon-film versus sound-on-disc
discussion. His statement appears on page 4.
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Y. House Sold Under Hammer
The Lyric, 213 W. 42nd St., New
York, brought $750,000 at an auction
sale, S. & S. Lyric, Inc., plaintiff in
the foreclosure action, purchasing the
property.
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Week*s Headlines

. ..12

Monday

"Broadway Melody" to be
Released in 30 Cities
With "The Broadway Melody"
playing $2 runs at the Astor, New
York, and Grauman's Chinese, Ix)s
Angeles, M-G-M plans simultaneous
release
of the picture March 30 in
'6
6
30 3additional
cities. Although these
theaters are one week stands, the
picture will play extended engagements in each instance starting with
an initial two weeks. At the Stillman, Cleveland, the picture opens a^
$2 run Saturday.
Morhange Sailing March
Marcel H. Morhange, Argentine
distributor and founder of the New
York Film Exchange of Buenos
Aires, sails March 8 for that South
American capital, as special sales
representative for J. H. HofTberg Co.
Wm.
West"

360

de

Coast

Mille

Bureau,

Signs

THE

New

FILM

Contract
DAILY

Los
Angeles — Following comple'26
6tion of the all-talker "White Collars,"
from Anne Nichols stage play, William C. de Mille has signed a new
long term contract with M-G-M.

Reduction of Pathe Assets
and (Continued
Surplusfrom During
1928
Page
1)
filed in connection with application
to the New York Stock Exchange
to list an additional 100,000 shares
of common stock. The issue, approved by the exchange, is being
sold under contract to bankers at a
minimum price of $11.50 a share net.
The proceeds are to be used for additional working capital. Current
assets of Oct. 6 totaled $8,161,444 and
current liabilities $2,998,438, compared with $10,230,735 and $3,108,596
respectively Dec. 31, 1927.

Correction
In reporting death of Paul H.
Cromehn, Feb. 25, THE
FILM
DAILY erroneously stated that he
formerly was president of Interocean
Forwarding Co. This should have
read Inter-Ocean Film Co. M.
Moran is president of Interocean
Forwarding
Co.

Thomson Talks on Talkers
"Talking Pictures — The Talk of
the Country" is the subject of a talk
that P. L. Thomson, director of pubRoseland Changing Title
Roseland is changing the title of
lic relations for W^estern Electric,
its first one reel disc talker from made Friday before 1,500 members
and guests of the Whitehall Club,
"The Life of the Party" to "Join New York. His talk was followed
the Party,"
as Paramount
the former release
title con-of by a demonstration of some of the
flicts with the
the same name.
most recent examples of talking pictures. Fox Movietone shorts comWampas
May
Hold
Frolic
prised the program.
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

Tuesday
Warners or Fox
soon is Coast
Return
news

deal for
belief.

Loew's

to be cIos(

of William
Fox
to New
York
r
report he is negotiating
for conti

U. S. Films again face antagonism in Franc
tract.
Universal
not to renew
Stern Film Co. co
Wednesday
of Loew's.
New

York

still buzzes with report Fox

Warners to acquire
control of Loew's.
W. C. Durant, financier, reported active
Thursday
film stocks, planning to offer issue-

I*"ox acquires
control
of Loew's,
obtainii
175
houses
in 21
states
in addition
public.
Friday two companies
MG-M
organizations;
remain
intact for some
time.
Monopoly
in Britain
feared
due
to sou
stand of Western Electric.
Industry

amazed

by

sudden

Fo.x coup

securing Electric
control Saturday
of interchangeability
Loew's. and M-G-M.
Western
sta
same
in England
as in LTnited States.
iMix and Warners
reported bidding for SI
bert chain.
Bills
aimed
at industry
to die in Congn
Monday.
Dept. of Justice silent on Fox-Loew deal, 1
point
out
principals
apparently are c
vinced
no law violation
is entailed.
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Los Angeles — Offer of the Elks to
the Wampas for holding of the Wampas Frolicconvention
in July during
the Elks'
national
is under
consideration.
Cantor
Completes
Short
Eddie Cantor has finished the filming' of a short talker, "Ziegfeld's
Midnight
for Paramount,
and
is soon Frolic,"
to start work
on his first
full length all talking picture, a musical comedy.
M-G-M
Quarterly
Dividend
Quarterly dividend of 47^ cents on
M-G-M Pictures preferred has been
declarexi,. pa..yable March 15.

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems I
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

—

QUALITONE
The Voice of the Screen

Exhibitors everywhere, who have seen and heard this marvelous sound reproducing device are tremendously enthusiastic over its fidelity of tone,
simplicity of operation and perfect synchronization
IN LOS ANGELES
Ray M. Robbins, proprietor of the MERALTA
Theatre, says:
"The fact that I am installing 'Qualitone' systems in my two theatres after investigating other
leading sound projection devices, speaks for itself."

BOTH

OF THESE

THEATRES

IN HOLLYWOOD

Mark Hansen, president of the MARCAL Theatre company says:
"Best I have ever heard.
My patrons are delighted with the wonderful results we are getting
with 'Qualitone.' "

ARE

NOW

BEING

SERVED!

■AND HERE'S THE BEST NEWSIi

I SALE PRICE
I DELIVERED AND
I INSTALLED
I

^^^^ ^^'^^^ DOWN
f\ i\
^
Ct^ O
1^ U vJ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ PAYMENTS
J^ ^
OF $29.70 PER WEEK
J
T^ (For Houses
under^^2000^^capacity)

"QUALITONE"
REGARDING
HERE ARE SOME PERTINENT FACTS
QUALITONE is Interchangeable.
QUALITONE is tone perfect.
QUALITONE can be installed without loss of a single show.
QUALITONE is simplicity itself.
QUALITONE is interchangeable and accommodates the product
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, First National, Warner Bros., Paramount, United Artists, Columbia and other companies now making sound pictures.
Write or wire at once for further details
Remember, we guarantee immediate installation!

QuALiTONE

Corporation

Samuel Freedman, President
5360 Melrose Avenue

Hollywood, Calif.

THE

SOUND

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

By CHARLES

Experience of Pathe in the sound picture field has convinced the
Pacent Reproducer Corp. of New company of superiority of the sound-on-film system of recording, deYork, has established a national sales
clares Colvin IV. Brown, executive vice president, in today's article of
organization of 26 branches extending from Coast to Coast and from the series on sound systems. The series is being conducted by THE
Chicago to New Orleans. A sales FILM DAILY to ascertain sentiment of industry leaders as to respecoffice has also been opened in Cantive merits of the sound-on-film, and sound-on-disc systems.
ada. Each of the offices in the United
States and Canada is equipped with
"Pathe's experience has established volume of studio production to the
service facilities.
conclusively to the company the su- photographing of thousands of feet
Louis Gerard Pacent, president of
periority of film recording as com- of news pictures under the uncertain
the corporation, says production is
pared with discs, states Colvin W. conditions that always confront news
being speeded and that installation Brown, executive vice president.
production.
dates were being met in all cases.
have been able to test severely
"The installation of disc machines the"We
The Pacent sales force has been
practicability of sound prints with
may
require
the
use
of
both
methods
completed rapidly since the machine
'The King of Kings,' which was our
was first introduced a few months tor the time being, but ultimately, re- first sound release, and which has
cording and reproducing will be ex- probably played in as many theaters
ago. Since that time, the instrument
clusively by the film method, he says.
has been approved for service of their
"Superiority
of the film method lies as any sound picture produced."
sound pictures by a number of leadnot only in the fact that recording reing distributors.
sults are better and simpler, but in
the fact that the problem of physical
Vitaphone for Miss. House
is much more satisfactory.
Durant, Miss. — Vitaphone sound distribution
equipment costing approximately
$13,000 will be installed at the Dixie
"Our experience in sound reproducing covers a wide
range, from
laere, it is reported.

NACY EXPONENTIAL HORN
USED FOR REPRODUCERS

RECORDS

GENNETT UNSYNCHRONIZED

Scenes — Fast Riding and ChasCrowd
Scene — Animated
0187 Western
Orchestra
Gatherings
nig — Cowboy
Orchestra
1
No.
Dance
War
Indian
0188
0189
War se Dance
No. 2
oOrchestra
^^l""^
•■
Chinese-Japane
0190 Indian
Orchestra
and Happy
Scenes — Carefree
Allegro — Woodland
0191 Rustic
Orchestra
Precipitoso — Pursuit — Intense Wranghng
0192 Allegro
lOrchestra
Suspense
Alia Valse — Dramatic
0193 Misterioso
Orchestra
0194 iStorm Music — Terrihc Storm on Land or Sea
— Desperate Action — Rage. .Orchestra
0195 Allegro Agitato — Excitement — DisputesFuneral
Orchestra
Music
0196 Death of a Hero — Sad Situations—
Orchestra
4— Suspense — Foreboding — Spooky
No.
0197 Misterioso
(12) —
Strikes
Chimes — Clock
Marching — Church
for
0198 Drums
Knocking at Door
0199 Screams — Snores — Typewriters
0200 Motorcycle — (a) Start and Fade, (b) Contmuous
Manufacturing Noises— (c) Planer, (d) Punch Press, (e) Automatic
Hammer,
(f) Anvil

Regular Monthly Releases of Additional Selections

CATALOG

WRITE FOR COMPLETE

scores
Recordings by one of the greatest symphony orchestras from
ns.
Situatio
Picture
Motion
wrritten to fit your
especially

ON

SALE

IN ALL

CITIES

House for your needs
Place your order with your Theatreor Supply
a complete set.
wrhether one record

GENNETT

RECORDS

RICHMOND,
Woodside, L. I., New York
6010 38th Ave.

IND.
Los Angeles, Calif.
1344 So. Flower St.

ON

EQUIPMENT
VARIOUS
DEVICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

P. HYNES

26 SALES BRANCHES IN Pathe 's Experience Proves
Sound'On-Film Best, Brown
NATIONAL PACENT CHAIN

March Release — Now Ready

TIPS
AND

Research Budget
Expenditure of $1,250,000
during 1929 for research work
in sound recording and reproduction is planned in behalf
of Electrical Research Products by the Bell Telephone
Laboratories.

WORLD-WIDE LINING UP «
ALL-TALKER RELEASES
With completion of sound stages
at Brighton and Elstree in England
in May, other all-talking pictures are
expected from World Wide for release in this country and Canada late
in the summer and fall. In the meantime Herbert Wilcox's all-talking production "Black Waters" made in
Hollywood will be ready for release

the middle
of March. "Moulin
with
synchronization,
directed Rouge"
by E.
A. Dupont, is now ready. In April
will appear "Kitty" from Warwick
Deeping's novel, produced at Henley
under direction of Victor Saville, and
A number of manufacturers of "Week End Wives," made in Paris.
sound equipment making installa- The first will be part-talker and the
tions throughout the country are us- latter synchronized. In May, World
ing the Macy exponential horn, prod- Wide will have ready E. A. Dupont's
uct of the Macy Mfg. Corp. It is "Piccadilly," with Gilda Gray, which
a standard horn adaptable to any will be synchronized.
equipment, it is pointed out by the
Inaugural Ceremonies in Sound
manufacturing firm, which was established in 1923.
Arrangements have been made for
Model S 120 is equipped with spe- a special edition of Fox Movietone
cial aluminum or fibre tone arm, News showing inauguration of the
suited for standard makes of dynamic President in sight and sound. As
soon as they are filmed scenes of
air feet.
column
Its air-column
ten
Theunits.
horn, which
is portable,is'
Herbert Hoover becoming thirty-first
weighs 38 lbs., is 36 inches in depth president will be rushed to various
and has a bell 40 x 40 inches. Macy sections of the country for exhibition.
also manufactures public address
Sound for St Paul First Run
horns, used for lobby and exploitation purposes. Pa 12 is furnished
St. Paul — The Palace-Orpheum
with or without standard size adap- and Tower theaters here are being
tors for all makes of units. Its bell
equipped with sound apparatus
is 22 inches round, with a length of RCA-Photophone
is being installed
42 inches and a weight of three and
one-half pounds. Pa 6 has a bell of at the Palace-Orpheum while Vitaphone and Movietone will be used
30 inches round, a length of six feet
at the Tower. All first run houses
and weighs ten pounds.
in the downtown section soon will
be equipped
with sound devices.

All F. N. Films in Coming
Months to Have Dialogue

Sound for McAllen House
McAUen,
Tex.— The Palace here
All First National pictures to be
and the National at Media, Texas,
released during coming months will
are soon to have sound equipmeni
contain dialogue, Ned E. Depinet, installed,
it is reported.
general sales manager states. A number of talkers have been completed
Farquhar with Marveltone
and are in production..
Salt Lake City— Dave Farquhar is
representing Marveltone talking picPhotophone For Keith Boston
tures in this zone with a roadshow
Boston — RCA-Photophone sound which includes six acts of vaudeville.
equipment is being installed at the
Keith Memorial, according to Tod
Mayfield,
Ky., House Wired
Browning, manager. The sound
Mayfield, Ky. — Vitaphone and
policy is scheduled to begin about Movietone have opened the new
"sound policy" at the Princess.
April 1.
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All over the map!

Pacent Reproducer Systems

DOTS indicate installalloii already made or
uill be made
shortly.

are being

SERVED

STARS
where

by these leading producers:
Paramount
First National
Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
Vitaphone
Warner Bros.
United Artists

indicate cities
six or more

Pacrnt Systems are installed or are on order
for delivery soon.

In larde ana small houses
The list below shows some of the theatres ordering Pacent Reproducer Systems up to
February 15th. Many are actually installed and giving daily service.
COLONIAL, Detroit, Mich.
LIBERTY, Peru. Ind.
REGENT, Clevelaiui. Ohio
BAYLES, New Bedford, Ma.ss.
NORDLAND-PLAZA. Cincinnati, Ohio
PLAZA, Linden. N. J.
UNION, Union, N. J.
OPERA
HOUSE. New Brunswick, N. J.
BOXY, Pertli Amlioy, N. J.
STRAND. Union. N.J.
WASHINGTON, Qiester. Pa.
STATE. Erie, Pa.
ORPHEUM. Livinpston, Mont.
REX, Id;Uio Falls. Idaho
WELLBAY. iMlwardsviUe, Ind.
PARK, Lehighlon. Pa.
CINEMA, Cleveland, Ohio
NEW SUN, York, Nebr.
BIJOU, Harvey, N. D.
RIALTO. Gushing. Okla.
CAPITOL. Ashboro, N. C.
PRINCESS. St. Jame-s, Minn.
SAVOY. Newark, N. J.
WALDORF. Lynn. M.is.s.
OLYMPIA, Cleveland, Ohio
COMPQUE. Lvnn. Mas.s.
ALHAMHHA, Quincy. Mass.
PARK. Barberton, Ohio
QUINCY, Quincy, Mas-s.
STRAND, Ridpeway, Pa.
TELLE SQUARE, Somerville, Mass.
ROWLAND. Wilkensburg, Pa.
GRAND, Camden, N. J.
RI.\LTO, Scollay Square. Boston. Mass.
HI ALTO. W<MMlbury. N. J.
CHEVY CHASE, Washington. D. C.

GUTHRIE, Grove City, Pa.
AVENUE GRAND, Wa.shinslon, D. C.
(JRANDOPERA HOUSE, Westchester, Pa.
ORPHEUM, Menominee. WU.
ARIS. Erie, Pa.
I'EARL. Philadelphia, Pa.
PERRY. Erie. Pa.
ELITE. Phila<leli>hia, Pa.
COLONIAL, Pompton Lakes, N. J.
CENTRAL. Washington, D. C,
RIALTO, Westchester, Pa.
TOWERS. Camden. N. J.
GRAND, Titusville, Pa.
GLOBE, Atlantic City, N. J.
MONTCLAIR. Montclair, N. J.
LINCOLN, Union City, N. J.
GARDEN, Charleston. S. C.
LEXINGTON, Lexington, N. C.
CONCORD, Concord, N. C.
CAPITOL. Lowell. Mass.
PARAMOUNT, Chicago, III.
DIXWELL, New Haven, Conn.
ASTOR, Minneapolis, Minn.
SCHENLEY, Pittsburgh, Pa.
GOODWIN, Newark, N. J.
UNITED STATES, Hoboken, N. J.
CENTRAL. Jersey City. N. J.
SANFORD, Irvington. N. J.
OLYMPIC. Pittsburgh, Pa.
LIBERTY, Sharon, Pa.
AMBASSADOR, Philadelphia. Pa.
VILLA. Philadelphia , Pa.
GLOBE. Philadelphia, Pa.
LAWNSDALE. Philadelphia, Pa.
EMBASSY. Jcnkinstown, Pa.

HOME, Washington. D. C.
ALHAMISKA. Philadelphia, Pa.
GARDEN, Paterson, N. J.
ORPHEUM, Titusville. Pa.
COLUMBIA. Br<K)kville, Pa.
JEFFERSON. Puiixsutuaway, Pa.
MANOR, Philadelphia. Pa.
IMPERIAL. Philadelphia. Pa.
GARDEN. Princeton, N.J.
TIVOLIA. Newark. N. J.
STRAND. U instead. Conn.
EMPRi:SS. Danhury, Conn.
PARKER, Darby, Pa.
MANOR. Pittsburgh. Pa.
PLAYHOUSE. Ridgewood, N. J.
APOLLO. Martiusburg, W. Va.
RIALTO, West field, N.J.
BUTLER. Butler, N. J.
BAKER. Dover. N. J.
STANLEY. Newark, N. J.
BELMAR, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ARSENAL, Pittsburgh, Pa.
CAPITOL, Newark, N.J.
BBADDOCK. Braddock. Pa.
REGENT. Beaver Falls, Pa.
BROAD. Penns (Irove, Pa.
COLONIAL, Atlantic City, N. J.
RITZ. Newark, N. J.
REGENT, Newark, N. J.
HVWTHORNF. Newark. N. J.
SHEBWOOr/, Philadelphia, Pa.
STHAM.. Pillsburgli. Pa.
CAPITOL, Belleville. N. J.
CLUSTER. Johnson City, III.
CAPITOL, Chambersburg, Pa.
STRAND. Pottstow.i. Pa.

ROYAL. BIcHMnfield, N. J.
CHANFORl). Cranford. N. J.
HOLLYWOOD, East Orange. N, J.
HAMILTON. Liinr^ster. Pa.
MILLBURN. Millburn. N. J.
ROOSEVELT. Union City. N. J.
El REKA. Ilackensaek. N. J.
RELLEVIKW. lip|Mr Montclair. N. J.
COLONIAL
Wilk.-nsburg. Pa.
LINCOLN. Trov. N. Y.
STATE, Dallas. Tex.
PALACE, Brvan. Tex.
COLONIAL. Florence. S. C.
(;LEN, (;ieaC.,ve. L. I.
CAYUA(;A, Philadelphia. Pa.
HERMANS. San Francisco. Calif.
AMBA.SSADOR. Washington. D. C.
APOLLO, Washington, D. C.
BOXY. Rock>
Mount. N. C.
HARROWtiA TE. Philadel|)hia. Pa.
RUBY, Philadelphia, Pa.
PLAZA, Pilt.sburgh. Pa.
LIBEBTY, Pittsburgh. Pa.
DUNKIN, Gushing. Okla.
YOBK. Washington. D. C.
COLONY, Washington, D, C.
CAPITOL. Alleiitown. Pa.
HUDSON. Kearnv. N. J.
BOOSEVELT. Ne«ark, N.J,
19th ST. TllEA'TRi;. AllcDlown, Pa.
RITZ, Jersey Citv. N. J.
SUN. Iloldrege. Nebr.
GRAND. Kiiislon. N. C.
FOREST, Cincinnati. Ohio
COMET. St. l-.iuis. Mo.
BROADWAY, Buffalo. N. Y.

$2,500 for Complete, Synchronous, Double-Channel Equipment for House up lo
2,000 Seats — Larger Houses $.3, .500 — Outright Sale — • \o Weekly Service Charges

REPRODUCER CORP.
PACENT
LOnS GERARD P.ACKNT. President

250 west 39th street, new york, n. y.
Telephone. \l isronsin 1029. WM)
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"Hearts in Dixie"

Fox

Length:

(All-Talker)

6600

"Wolf Song"

(Synch ronized)

ft.

ALL-NEGRO
CAST
AND
STORY
GENUINE
NOVELTY.
UNUSUAL
ENTERTAINMENT
VALUES OFFSET SLIM STORY
AND
SLOW ACTION.
Cast. . . . Stepin Fetchit gives a
fine characterization of a lazy negro
highlighted by great comedy work.
Clarence Muse as old Nappus also
delightful. Two pickaininnies, Eugene Jackson and Dorothy Morrison,
unusually good.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
drama of darky life in Dixie. Nothing like it has ever been done, so
anyone trjnng to hand out a positive
box-ofifice reaction on it is assuming
he is a prophet. Every showman
must judge it for himself. It is a
musical comedy put over very effectively with all the production resources of the Fox studio. The singing numbers are uniformly good,
with some effective spirituals. Into
the slim comedy story of the lazy
nigger is woven a warm, touching
story of the old granddad's love for
the little pickaninny. This sure gets
the women. Colorful bits of plantation life — cotton picking, dancing,
"blues,"
doctor atriver
work,boats,
etc. wedding, voodoo
Direction, Paul Sloane, clever;
Author, Walter Weems; Scenario,
the same; Editor, not listed; Musical Director, Howard Jackson;
Stage Director, A. H. Van Buren;
Dialogue, Walter Weems; Photography, Glen McWilliams, excellent.

FBO
Length: 4717 ft.
ONE OF THE BEST THE KID
ACTOR
HAS HAD.
STRONG
HUMAN
INTEREST
STORY
THAT
GETS
OVER
WITH
PEPPY
ACTION
AND
SUSPENSE.
Cast.... Buzz Barton as the vagabond kid gets a chance to do some
good stunts that will please the juvenile fans. Frank Rice again is his
elder buddy. Others Sam Nelson,
Al Ferguson, Bill Patton, Milbourne
Morante, lone Holmes.
Story and Production .... Western
for the juveniles. This kid Buzz Barton certainly can ride, and the way
he handles a lasso is really astonishing. They have tied him up to an
unusually good story in this one, and
it carries more than the usual amount
of human interest. Buzz and his older buddy stroll into the little mining
town that was Hank's home for
years. They grab Hank for the
murder of a mine owner, the hero's
father, who was killed the day Hank
left town. Buzz picks up a clew
which leads him to suspect that the
murdered man's partner is the real
criminal. Works up to a strong climax, with a very logical and stirring
three-cornered battle in a deserted
cabin.
Safe bet.
Direction, Louis King, good; Author, Oliver Drake; Scenario, Oliver
Drake; Editor, Jack Kitchen; Titles,
Helen Gregg; Photography, Virgil
Miller, smooth.

(Silent)

Paramount
Length: 7021 ft. Pole Pictures Corp. Length: 8000 ft.
OFFICIAL ACCOUNT
OF
POOR FROM
ALMOST
EVERY ANGLE. WEAK
STORY
SCOTT'S DASH
TO
THE
SOUTH POLE O. K. SELECTED
LACKS PUNCH. LOVE INTEREST UNCONVINCING AND
AUDIENCE. HAS TIMELY INTEREST ON ACCOUNT
OF
LUPE VELEZ SINGING IS A
SIZZLE. PICTORIALLY BEAUCOMMANDER
BYRD'S EXPEDITION.
TIFUL.
Cast. . . .Capt. Scott and his crew
Cast.... Gary Cooper as Kentucky
mountaineer in an artificial role. Lupe who made the dash to the South
Velez attractive, but sings between Pole under the auspices of the British Antarctic Expedition.
her teeth and heaves her chest like
Story
and
Production
This
is
a tirfd acrobat in "passionate" love
scenes. Louis Wolheim best of lot. an authentic pictorial record of the
Others Constantine Romanof?, Mich- expedition as photographed by Herbert G. Ponting who was a member
ael Vavitch, Ann Brody, Russell Columbo.
of the company. It builds up to the
Story and Production
Drama tragic death of Capt. Scott and his
of pioneer days in New Me-xico. Not three companions who made the final
very effectively handled. Situations dash to the Pole from their supply
are stereotyped; direction, stilted and base. They never returned. The survivors at the base ship later found the
performances average. Never impresses. Slim story tells of the Ken- small tent containing the frozen
tucky boy from them thar mountains bodies and Scott's diary. From the
eloping with a Mexican senorita of latter Ponting reconstructed some of
class, deserting her to go back to the last tragic scenes. The film is
the hills, and returning again to his loosely constructed and the editing
love. And just about as dramatic amateurish. ^ Carries a kick with
as that sounds. Lupe Velez grabs unique Antarctic shots never before
her mandolin and "sings" a half filmed. Unusual scenes of icebergs,
dozen times with little provoca- an interesting study of penguins and
tion. When the film sags, Lupe seals, and intimate flashes of the
sings — and the film sags more. Audi- hardships of the expedition make it
ence laughed at her love making, very entertaining in spots. Maps
with chest exercises.
charts and titles hook it up with
Direction, Victor Fleming, poor;
Byrd's present expedition.
Author, Harvey Fergusson; Scenario,
Edited and Titled, Vilhjalnnir
John Farrow, Keene Thompson; Ed- Stefansson, the explorer; Assistant
itor, to come; Titles, Julian Johnson; Editor, Robert Matthews; PhotograPhotography,
Allen Seigler, fair.
phy, Herbert G. Ponting, very good.

Buzz Barton in

"Vagabond
Cub"
(Silent)

"At the South Pole"

"Object—
Alimony"
(Silent)
Cohtmhid
Length: 6266 ft.
WILL GET BY WITH HUMAN
INTEREST STUFF AND PLEASING LOVE STORY. LOIS WILSON MAKES IT LOOK BETTER
THAN
IT REALLY IS.
Cast.... Miss Wilson does good
work as the girl trying to hold her
young husband. Hugh Allan acceptable as the male lead. Others Ethel
Gray Terry, Douglas Gilmore, Roscoe
Karns, Carmelita Geraghty, Dickey
Moore, Jane Keckley, Thomas Curran.

Glenn Try on in

"The Kid's Clever"
(Silent)

Universal
Length: 5729 ft.
POPULAR
NUMBER
WELL
BALANCED
WITH
COMEDY,
ACTION AND PLEASING LOVE
STORY. TRYON MAKES THIS
CLICK
WITH
CLEVER WORK.

Cast. ... Glenn Tryon smart alecks
intelligently. His comedy is very
good. Others: Kathryn Crawford,
Russell
Simpson, Lloyd
Whitlock.
Story and I*roduction. .. .Comedy.
Story
and
Production. . . . Drama. Has all the ingredients for popular
This is a story of the shop girl audiences. Carries some very strong
action scenes and comedy that is
who marries her employer's son and
has a tough time due to opposition scattered generously over the footage. Director William J. Craft who
of the boy's mother to the match. knows how to handle Tryon, has
It is directed by Scott Dunlap to
make it appear better than the story pepped this up into a real entertaining light comedy-fast action number.
warrants. Also Lois Wilson's work
is ahead of the part she plays. Lois And the story is unusual and filled
works in a department store, and with good twists that keep the suspense mounting. Glenn has invented
marries the son of the woman who
owns the establishment. Ma tries a fuelless motor car that can also
to poison the boy's mind against his
wife, leading him to believe she is
only after alimony. Placed in a compromising situation by a scheming
vouth, her hubby comes to believe
his mother, and leaves wifey flat.
The reconciliation is worked up with
good heart interest and considerable
punch.
Direction,
.Scott
R.
Dunlap.
•-'OMtli;
Author,
Elmer
Harris;
Srenario,
Sig Herzig;
Editor,
Ben
Fivpr;

T'tles, Not
listed; Photography, Joscjih Walker. ok:iy.

be
as auto
a speed
boat. The girl's
dad used
is an
manufacturer.
The
heavy is his secretarj', and is trying
to sell him another type of motor.
This sets the stage for some good
plot, with the heavy putting hero's
car on the bum for the public detnonstration. Last reel sizzles with a
chase that is well handled for thrills.
Direction, William J. Craft, excellent; Author, Vin Moore; Scenario,
Jack Foley; Editor, Charles Craft;
Titles, Albert De Mond; Photography, .M Jones, fine.
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"The Girl on the Barge"
(Par
lker
) ft.•
Universa
l t-Ta
Length
: 6908
OUTDATED
MELLER
IS
AMATEURISH. TELLS SORDID
STORY THAT IS DEPRESSING.
TALKING SEQUENCES POOR
Cast
Jean Hersholt only one to
click in strong characterization of
Q'Neil licked
captain.
barge she
when
opens Sally
her mouth audibly,
and not so hot in other parts. Malcolm MacGregor miscast as tough
helper on tugboat. Others Morris
Mcintosh, Nancy Kelly, George
Offerman.
Story and Production
Melodrama of life on an Erie canal barge.
Rupert Hughes wrote the story, and
should have known better. Only redeeming feature are the beautiful
canal shots which you can get in
newsreels. Story drags terribly for
four reels — as slow moving as the
canal. Poor little heroine is mothering three kid sisters and brothers
while her pa, the barge captain, reads
the Bible between drinks. Hero on
the tug takes best part of a reel
teaching the ignnorant gal the alphabet. And you have to listen to this
audibly
to Z. upSally
O'Neil's
voice is from
bad. APepped
at end
with
meller storm on the Hudson.
Direction, Edward Sloman, poor;
Author, Rupert Hughes; Scenario,
Charles Kenyon, Nan Cochrane; Editor, Edward Cahn; Dialogue Writer,
Tom Reed; Titles, Tom Reed; Photography, Jackson Rose, ragged.

Rex in

"Wild Blood"
(Silent)

Universal

Length: 4497 ft.
PANS OUT A FAIRLY INTER- 1
ESTING
HORSE
PICTURE, i
WITH
REX
AND
HIS
WHITE ;
MARE FEATURED IN CLEVER
STUNTS.
Cast.... Rex, the horse, is given
a lot of footage, and is featured in
some scenes with the white mare that
will please all the lovers of horses.
Jack Perrin is the hero, and Ethlyne
Clair makes a very attractive girl.
Others Theodore Lorch, Nelson McDowell, Starlight, the mare.
Story and Production

Melo-

drama featuring Rex, the "wild"
horse. Rex doesn't prove to be so
wild, but he does a considerable number of clever stunts that make the
offering well worth while. The story
is ordinary, built to give the horse a
chance to do his stufT. Connor, head
of the rustlers, is trying to capture
Rex. He finally succeeds in capturing Starlight, the mare, and this
arouses Rex's fury. Connor is infatuated with the girl whose father
and the hero are working an old mine
claim. and
Connor
steals
the old
man's
poke,
on the
pretext
of taking
her for a ride, kidnaps her. Strong
finish with Rex leading a stampede of
wild horses that crush the fleeing
villain.
Direction,
Henry
MacRae.
aclc
quate;
Author,
George
Morgan;
Scenario, the same; Editor, Thomas
Malloy;
Titles,
Gardner
Bradford;
Photography, George Robinson, clear.
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"Interference"
(Silent)

Vuramoxnit Length:
fiti43 ft.
FIRST CLASS ATTRACTION.
MELODRAMA MADE DISTINCTIVE BY FINE ACTING, EXCELLENT PRODUCTION VALUES AND FINE NOTE OF RESTRAINT.
Cast. .. .William Powell leads the
rest, but all are very Rood including
I Hve Brook, Kvelyn Brent, Doris
Konyon, Brandon Hurst. Nice comedy bit by Clyde Cook.
Story and Production. .. .Melodrama of the upper world this time.
The story is not unusual, but distinction islent the production by the
iieral excellence of the acting, fine
i loduction values and the dignified
handling. Story deals with efforts of
;m adventuress to blackmail the wife
of Sir John Marlay, the former's
suh«o(|uent murder and the chain of*
circumstances which leads to the
uniting of the doctor and his wife
through a confession which amounts
to sacrifice on the part of Philip
\'oaze,
husband
Ladydied
Mar-in
lay
who first
believes
Voazeof had
the war.
Direction, Lothar Mendes. very
good; Authors, Stage play by Ro' land Pertwee and Harold Deardem;
Scenarist, Hope Loring; Editor,
George Nichols, Jr.; Titles, Julian
J >hnson; Photography, J. Roy Hunt,
I arcilt Eduoard;
beautiful.
Sound version reviewed issue ofXov. 18, 1928
Ted

Wells

in

"Grit Wins"
(Silent)

Universal
Length: 4596 ft.
PEPPY OFFERING STEAMED
;UP WITH
FAST ACTION
AND
'VERY GOOD CLIMAX STAGED
IN
BURNING
RANCH.
THE
FANS WILL LIKE IT.
Cast. . . .Ted Wells does more than
Ihis share of fighting and riding, and
keeps the interest up all the way.
Others: Kathleen Collins, Al Ferguson, Buck Conners, Nelson McDonell and Edwin Moulton.
Story and Production. .. .Western.
Follows more or less the usual formula, but is well directed and has a
pip of a highlight at the end in a
very realistic fire scene with the hero
and heavy in a room upstairs staging a rousing battle.
Wells and the
girl are in love while their dads are
scrapping over the boundary line to
their adjoining ranches.
The heavy
frames the girl's father for shooting
the boy's father, and tries to get him
to sign over his ranch as the price
f his silence.
Dad refuses, and the
ang carry him and daughter off to
■ a hacienda.
Here the hero follows,
: and goes into a royal battle with the
! heavy.
Meanwhile
the
hacienda
catches on fire, and still they battle
to the last thrill. Good stuflf for the
' pop houses.
Direction, Joseph Levigard, good;
Author, George H. Plympton; J^ce' nario, the same; Editor, Gene Havlick; Titles, Val Cleveland; Photog• raphy, William Adams, very good.

Douglas MacLean

in

"The Carnation Kid"
(Part-Talker)

Douglas MacLean

in

"The Carnation Kid"
(Silent)

Length: 6290 ft.
I'uruniouiit Leuqth: Soinid, ()2i)0 ft. Paramount
FAIR COMEDY DRAMA WITH
WILL GIVE AVERAGE SATDOUG
MacLEAN BETTER
ISFACTION. COMEDY DRAMA
THAN HIS MATERIAL. SPOK- THAT
NEVER
HITS VERY
EN DIALOGUE IS WEAK AND HIGH SPOTS, BUT PROVES A
STORY ONLY PASSABLE.
PLEASING NUMBER.
Cast. . . .Douglas MacLean as typeCast. ... Douglas MacLean easily
writer salesman forced to i>ose as the tops rest of cast. He displays a nice
Carnation Kid is annising and ahead
personality in a part that never calls
of the rest of cast. Frances Lee so-so for much strain on acting abilities.
as the girl. Lorraine Eddy the averh'lorence Lee, Lorraine Kddy,
age vamp. Others William B. David- (Jthers
Carl Stockdale, William B. Davidson, Charles Mailes, Francis Mcson, Charles H. Mailes, Francis McDonald, Maurice Black, Bert Swor.
Donald, Maurice Black, Bert Swor,
Story and Production ..... Comedy
drama of the underworld. This one
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
is somewhat handicapped by the talkdrama of a typewriter salesman who
sequences.
MacLean's
voice is mistaken for the Carnation Kid,
recordsingwell.
In fact
Douglas makes
it look better than it really is. He tough Chicago bad man hired by
is amusing in the earlier sequences the opposition to put a crimp in the
before the story goes into the heavy Jr.
district attorney's re-election canvmeller. His feminine sui)port is weak. paign. The complications are plenty
As a typewriter salesman he is forced and, in the main, prove diverting although never uproariously funny.
to swap clothes with the Carnation
Kid who is making a getaway. The Doug comes out on top, of course,
gang pick the hero up as the man the D. A.'s life, politically and otherwise is saved, the underworld gang
they have sent for to do a job of
bumping off the district attorney the routed and the girl, who convenientnight he makes a speech to spill the
ly happens to be the daughter of the
lowdown on the head of the gang D. A., won. It will probably prove
who is the cause of all the trouble. a pleasant hour or so for all. Production values, good.
Direction, E. Mason Hopper, Leslie
Pearse, satisfactory; Author, Alfred
Direction, F,. Mason Hopper, satisfactory; Author, Alfred A. Cohn;
A. Cohn; Scenario, Henry McCarthy; Editor, Grace Davey; Titles, Scenario, Henry McCarthy; Editor,
Art Huffsmith; Dialogue, Alfred A. Grace Davey; Titles, Art Huffsmith;
Monte Steadman, Alex
Cohn; Photography, Monte Stead- Photography,
Phillips, good.
man. Alex Phillips, good.

"The Reward of Faith"
(Silent)

Pauline

Gar on in

"Must (Silent)
We Marry?"

Conquest Pictures
Length: .5927 ft. Trinity Pictures Length: 5400 ft.
GOOD FAMILY
PICTURE.
CHEAP PRODUCTION PLAYS
OLD FRENCH LEGEND TELL- UP SEX ANGLES AND PROVES
ING OF CHILD'S FAITH CAR- A FILLER FOR THE ONE-DAY
RIES ENTERTAINING STORY.
STANDS. STORY VERY UNCONVINCING.
Cast. . . .Andre Carnege impressive
Cast
Pauline Garon looks good
as the skeptic. Marcel Charbrie also
effective as the idealist. Pierette as the gal trying to win her sweetheart from the vamp. Loraine Eason
Lugand as the child of faith is sweet
and natural. Others French stage an attractive vamp. Bud Shaw as
the youthful hero shows nothing.
artists and peasants.
Others
Vivian Rich, Edward BrowStory and Production
Drama. nell, Louise
Carver, Charles Hall,
Produced by Cinematographique Thomas A. Curran.
Francaise. Filmed in Paris and the
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
Pyrennes mountains. Here is a sub- drama. The story is very loosely
ject that is good entertainment for
neighborhood houses, especially for strung together and the direction
family trade. It is the sort of pic- doesn't help it any. Production is
ture that will receive the endorse- cheap, and the sex angles are crudement of church bodies because of its
no particuarouse hero
lylar
played
kick.upTheandyoung
with a
high moral tone and the lesson of
faith that it carries. The theme is fortune is the object of a scheming
based on an old French legend of a gal who tries to win him away from
little shepherdess whose faith re- his sweetie by getting him in a
sulted in the building of the famous compromising situation in a lonely
shrine at Lourdes. In later years cabin. He promises to marry her,
another child, hearing the story, is but his sweetie steps in and pulls a
inspired to aid her crippled mother trick herself and wins him back
to go to the shrine and be cured. again. There are a lot of twists and
The story is well handled, working turns to stretch out the artificial
up to strong climax. Photography situation through the footage, and
the suspense aimed at falls pretty
high grade, with beautiful mountain flat.
scenery.
Direction, Frank S. Mattison. ordiDirection, M. Simon, very good;
nary; Author, Rachel Barton Butler;
Author, Not listed; Scenario, M.
Pene; Editor, P. M. Arnaud; Titles, Scenario, Cecil R. Hill; Editor, Minnie Steppler; Titles, Rachel Barton
B. F. Murray; Photography, D.
Butler; Photography, Jules Cron\ ignaud, clear.
jager. good.

(icorge fiancroft in

"The Wolf of Wall Street"
(Silent)

Paramount
Length:OF G'.iiiC,
TIMELY YARN
WALLft.
STREET AND SUCKERS. BANCROFT FINE, AS USUAL.
STORY RATHER
COMMONPLACE BUT CARRIES POPULAR APPEAL.
Cast. ... Bancroft is he-man. never
doubt it. Does very good work.
Baclanova, colorful; Paul Lukas,
satisfactory. Nancy Carroll, easy to
look at. Arthur Rankin, Brandon
Hurst, Crauford
Kent, pleasing.
Story and Production. ... Melodrama of Wall Street, "with a graveyard at one end and the river at the
other." Bancroft is the wolf who
rises from the streets to become the
cleverest, and also most ruthless,
trader in the Street. Nobody has
ever made a sucker of him, is his
boast. That is, until Paul Lukas
comes along and takes his wife away.
But Bancroft finds out and locks
himself and the other two in the
wife's boudoir until the market closes,
ruins Lukas and himself and after
which Bancroft throws wife and
lover out at one time. Shows how
sucker bait is prepared and how operators in the Street gather in and
then kill the lambs.
Direction: Rowland V. Lee, good;
Author, Doris Anderson; Scenario,
Doris Anderson; Editor, Robert Basseler; Titles, Julian Johnson; Photography, \'ictor Milner,
good.
Sound version
reviewedvery
issue
of
Feb. 3, 1929.
Ken Maynard in

"Cheyenne"
(Silent)

First Nationxd

Length : 5944 ft.

D'S
KENS MAYNAR
ONE OF
A STRONG
CARRIE
BEST.
WALLOP WITH EXCELLENT
RODEO SCENES AT CHEYENNE. ALSO HAS LAUGHS
APLENTY. BREEZES OVER
STRONG.
Cast. .. .Maynard gets a fat part,
and in his rodeo work he looks to be
at the top of his class. He will make
friends with this one. Others: Gladys
McConnell, James Bradbury, Jr.
Also Tarzan
(the horse).
Story and Production. .. .Western.
Very much up-to-date with a long
and interesting rodeo sequence actually taken at the annual Cheyenne
shindig. The story also is well knit
together, with lots of comedy angles.
Ken comes to town a stranger, and
riding for a local outfit, wins the
rodeo championship. The girl has
her string entered, and Ken's victory
puts her in a financial hole. Ken
falls in love with her, and agrees
to ride for her at Cheyenne. But
the heavy frames him on a fake
contract which calls for Ken riding
for him. However, Ken pulls a fast
one and appears at Cheyenne riding
for the girl. He appears in all the
events and his riding sure is topnotch.
Carries a great kick.
Direction, Arthur Rogell, first
class; Author, Bennett Cohen;
Scenar'o,
theDon
same;
Editor,
Fred Allen; Titles,
Ryan;
Photography,
Frank Good, very good.
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Writers' Unwritten Law Upheld

Services of Writers Demanded as Long as Story Concerned is in Production, Academy Holds — DeMille
Sees Day of Remote
Control
Direction — Wilk's Studio
Personalities and Other
Highlights

PRECEDENT ESTABUSiD
BY DECISION ON WRITERS
Unwritten law among writers as
well as producers, covering the story
with services of the writers as long
as the story concerned is in production was upheld by the conciliation committee of the Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences in a case
decided in favor of a producer against
two writers. The latter had accepted
full pay in advance for their story
from two producers, and were morally bound, it is pointed out in the
ruling, to do the story to the best
of their ability and were to write
the continuity and assist in the production.
The writers claimed they were paid
a certain sum of money for the story
and were also to be paid an additional sum weekly upon starting of
production. No certain date could
be decided upon, but after a month's
time the scribes were told the story,
in its condition, was unsatisfactory.
The writers offered to rewrite the
story in the parts not satisfactory,
on condition the producers would set
a production date, so they would be
on the weekly pay-roll. They were
refused, thereby losing several weeks
which they had spent in awaiting
word.
The producers cl.Tim they bouifht the story
without reading or considering the box office value. The story would be produced in
the event the writers would make the necessary changes. The writers refused until
they were given a starting date with the
compensation they were promised for their
services during production. The producers
claimed this unfair as they were not sure
of
even and
after payment
the changes
wereproducing
made. the
The s'tory
purchase
are
not questioned, but as to when the employment of the writers would again start work
on the changes to be made, is the big point
in the issue.
The Academy after reading the contract
.-ind statements received from both sides,
ruled that both parties were at fault, but
that the writers in framing the story should
make the work the best as to their ability
for the producers as well as to their own
benefit. The producers delayed reading the
story or informing the writers for over a
period of a month that changes were desired.
Summing the case up the Academy awarded
the complainants four weeks' pay, on condition that the continuity was finished 30
days from the starting date.

Caesar Writes Ainother
Clark
& McCullough
are making
"Nightie Knight," a Movietone short
by Arthur Caesar.

George Scarborough
Consulting
United

Artists

Dramatist

Cahane Manager
Leo

Cahane is new manager of the Metropolitan
studios, succeeding Phil Ryan,
who resigned to go join a talker company. William S. Holman will handle financial matters at the studio.

Halsey Preparing F. N.
"A Most Immoral Lady"
Forrest Halsey, contract writer at
First National - Yitaphone, has
just been assigned the task of writing
the adaptation and script for the
former Alice Brady play, "A Most
Immoral Lady,'' which is to be Corinne Griffith's forthcoming starring
vehicle. Halsey recently completed
"Careers," the Billie Dove picture
now in production at the Burbank
Studios.

Chaplin Recovering from
Ptomaine Poison Attack
Charles Chaplin is recovering from
the attack of ptomaine poisoning aggravated by an intestinal influenza
condition which he recently suffered.

A Little
from
By

RALPH

Film Direction by Remote
Control Seen by De Mille

Lots

«

ff

WILK

Hollywood
IT'S
We know
of severaFa great
trade life.
and daily
papers
that
continue to "fall" for material sent
out by a certain free-lance press
agent, who is not a member of the
Wampas. In his "news letters" the
press agent mentions his clients who
are supposed to be working in "pictures" being made in Hollywood by
a certain "producer." The "producer"
has not been in Hollywood for
months and has not made a picture
in years.
*

>ii

In "Red Riding Hood" my next
EPIS, I will play a girl not a

Ernest Pagano is a Denver boy
who has made good in Hollywood.
Ernie adapted Lew Upton's original, "Spite Marriage" and also
wrote
gags sofvrwell
the liked
comedy.
work was
that Ernie's
he was

RUBIN

Settlement

'

Roy
J. on
Pomeroy
has received
•
settlement
his contract
as directora |
of sound for Paramount, and is en
route to New York from where he
will sail for Europe for a vacation.
"U" to Make

"The Barnstormer"

Harry Pollard will begin production in Movietone of his own story,
"The Barnstormer," upon completion of "The Minstrel Show" for
Universal. The story is written
around Pollard's experience as a
trouper.

THE

Doorvray ol Hospitality

re-engaged by M-G-M to write gags
for "The Gob," starring Bill Haines.
Ernie ivill also adapt "Lighter Than
*
*
*

HARVEY GATES
Writer
WARNER BROTHERS

stranger but myself please don't
misconstrue as I don't ride
horseback
sidesaddle.

BENNY

Paramount-Pomeroy

«

Cast in "Dr. Fu Manchu"
Gilbert Warrenton, ace cameraman,
Warner Oland, Charles Stevenson,
declares,
that with voices doubling
Claude King, Lawford Davidson,
cameramen have less worWilliam Austin, Evelyn Selbie, O. P. for faces,
ries than heretofore.
Heggie and Jean Arthur are among
*
*
♦
Air."
Several of our old friends
players cast for "The Insidious Dr.
Fu Manchu," by Sax Rohmer, which
Paramount will make as a talker.
are continuing to accept wrrit- '
ing jobs in Hollywood studios.
Rowland V. Lee will direct.
John Russell has deserted his
Riverside Drive apartment to
Gus Edwards' Novelty Started
write originals and scenarios
M-G-M has started a Movietone
for RKO. John Brownell has
colordernovelty
called
unalso joined RKO.
direction of
Gus "Mexicano,"
Edwards, John
*
*
♦
T. Murray is to act as master of
ceremonies.
Through Holmes Walton, John
Loder has been engaged for an important role in "The Green Ghost, '
Davey Lee
Deep"
Warners
has in
cast"Skin
Davey
Lee in which Rupert Julian will direct for
M-G-M.
John will enact the role
"Skin Deep," Monte Blue's new picture. The child player also is in of an officer and he will be right at
cast of Al Jolson's new picture, ten- home, as he was an officer in the
British Army during the World War.
tatively called "Little Pal."

RUBINEWS'7

Direction by remote control has
come into picture production with
talkers, declares Cecil B. De Mille.

"The Desert Song"

1(NTER the doorway o*
thl* populan hoitelry and you feel at home.
There'! an atmoiphere of cordial welcom*
which mark* the difference between the
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary hoteU.
Your room, too, hmt that added touch
of diatincdon. Picture* on the wall, overstuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . these are but a few of the features
that make you feel at home.
Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures ths
best of food. Therefore, when you are nest
in hot Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD,

CALIFORNIA

^
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I fly CHARLES

m TENSION REEL IS
PLACED UPON MARKET
l-^specially clcsigiied for projection
t' souiul-on-tiliii pictures, the Kveii
\ nsiou Reel has been placed on tlie
rket by Mackler & La- Via, New
,.rk. The tirni will manufacture
iiul distribute the new reel.
The reel is built for 2.000 ft. of
ilni and, its sponsors
claim,
will

The

Even Tension Reel, just announced as ready
for the market

Scratching of the film in rewinding
is declared prevented. Thus, say
the manufacturers, if the rewinder
stops the film short, the convolutions or folds will . not rub against
•^eitp of spokes,
showing
lock/ arrangement
into the rim by one another.
When used in the projector the
Safe-T-Weld
Even Tension Reel takes up the
ake up the film evenly and smooth - film independently even though the
\ without jar or vibration from be- projector tension gears are not in
:iing
to end.
Tested
with
a alignment, Mackler & La-Via say.
^i-dometer, the reel does not vary The reel is made of Bessemer steel,
I point, declare
its manufacturers
and burnished
with a copper
solu-

^Just Around
Regardless of the location
of your theatre, NATIONAL
Service is, to all practical purner.

poses, "just around

the
corner

F. HYNES

,

INGENIOUS OSE OF FOOTS
ADDS COLOR TO TALKERS
Toronto — Color for sound jiictures
is tile innovation introduced at the
L'ptown, I-'amous Players house here,
througli ingenious use of foots. When
the variety numbers of talking shorts
are shown, the screen is flooded with
cokirs from the foots, placed on the
stage directly in front of the screen.
With the screen framed in black, the
colored rays do not show outside the
picture. Solid colors of red, green
and amber are changed with each
succeeding act. The colors are not
used strong enough to detract from
the sharpness of the picture, so that
the color photography effect is obtained.
tion said to make it smooth and rust
proof. The steel construction is declared to assure alignment.
There
arc no screws,
the flanges
Ijeing locked permanently by clamps.

Friction Hut Bearing of Netv Eveyi
Tension Reel

fVK Feb. 28, Joe Hornstein severed
" his connection with National
Theater Supi)ly Co., with which
company he has been since 1926, directing destinies of the New York
ofifice. Whether he is to retire from the
supply field, to which he has devoted
a number of the 25 years he has
been in the
yet made
promises to
connections

Since his start in the industry
cranking a projector at a Coney I.sland dance hall in 1904, through the
pioneer supply days, when he peddled efjuipment up and down 14th
St., New York, "Joe" has been a
big factor in equipment business in
the East. He sold their first projection equipment to such pioneers as
A(lol|)h Zukor, Marcus Loew and
William Fox — to mention but a few
— and kept pace with the field, while
it was outgrowing its swaddling
clothes. "Joe" has a fine record for
ability
shooting,
here's
hoping and
he square
continues
in thean theater
equipment

field.

y^^^^^^S^^

they buy. The co-operative deal entails no fuss or inconvenience. The
member merely orders direct from
G. E. If the number of lamps used
during the life of the contract, reach
a certain figure, a percentage of the
price is turned over to the organization.

VICTOR A.
RIGAUMONT
N.

^P
^P

A.

ARCHITECT
\m
M|

DESIGNER OF
THEATRES

HQ

Pittsburgh

U]

N<«York

•FOR SALESlightly used Stineman 35 mm.
Printer, in absolutely perfect
condition,

iSatiomd^iheabm Suppfy'^ompmtf

$62.50;

list

$90,00.

|f^|bXnAuO^Di Hlf!£i^^^fiVB\K)

(4258)

NATIONAL Service is One-Source, One-Quality,
One-Guarantee SERVICE!

industry, "Joe" has not
apparent, although he
make known his future
in April.

TIIF value of organization is stressed in the contract just closed between the General Klectric Co. and
the New Jersey exhibitor unit, headed by Joseph M. Seider. The agreement calls for a ii 1/3 per cent cut
for members on all electric lamps

30

Service Branches
completely stocked, are maintained
by us for the convenience and prot e c t i o n of the
American
Exhibitor.

"Joe" Hornstein
Leaves
National Theater SupBuying
ply Co.— A leader in
Field — Co-operative

Tiic spokes are designed to lock into the rim of the reel by a Safe-TWeld, adding safety to permanency.
The hul) is three-quarters of an inch
in diameter.

the cor-

No matter what equipment
you need or what emergency
arises, your nearest Branch is
always ready to serve you
promptly, expertly and economically.

TALKING StIOP

U/ILLOCICHByS
Phona Penna. 0330
LOEW
LOEW

BUILDING
1540 BROADWAY
TIMES SQUARE, NEW YORK
BUILDING
PENN AVENUE

pmsBuncH

Motion
U.

S. and

Picture
Canada

Department
Agents for Debris
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Presentations

Foreign Markets
By JAMBS

NEW CEKSOR BODIES ARE
APPOINTED IN mmm
Washington

Bureau,

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Royal Commission's recommendation for apointment of a censorship board and a
board of appeals has been accepted
by the Prime Minister of Australia,
advises the M. P. Section of the
Dept. of Commerce. A censorship
board has been appointed for one
year, and a board of appeals for
three years. The personnel of each
board consists of two men and a
woman of national, civic and literary
importance. Both boards are now
active.

Comedy Producing Co.
Is Formed in England
London — Surelaugh Pictures is being formed here to produce two reel
slapstick comedies. The company's schedule calls for six two
reelers to be made at the Shepherd's
Bush studio, under direction of Enrique Molina, who formerly produced comedies for Universal at Hollywood. Officers are Philip Class,
chairman, Jack Veronique, vice
chairman and John Kano.

Tobis Gets Injunction
Against Klangfilm Co.
Berl'n — Tonbild Syndikat (Tobis)
sound system, has secured an injunction against Klangfilm Co., subsidiary
of A. E. G. and Siemens-Halske,
which prevents that company from
showing talking pictures. Tobis alleged an infringement of patents.
Tobis declares it embraces patents of
Tri-Ergon, Kuchenmeister, Messter
and Petersen Poulsen devices, while
Klangfilm, or the other hand, claims
to control patents of A. E. G., Siemen-Iialske, Lignose and RCA Photophone of America.

Richmount
723 7th Avenue

Pictures
Inc.

D. J. MOUNTAN.

By HERBERT

P. CUNNINGHAM

Hew York City
Pre*.

E foreign
SIVtives
CLUsenta
prXrepre
for
Rayart Pictures°Corporation ,
and other leading independent producersanpl distributors
Cable Address: RICHPICSOC, Parte
Cable Addreu: DEEJAY, London
Cable Addreit:
RICHPIC.
N. Y.

Exporting
only tlie
best in Motion Pictures

Censorship in Irish Free
State Shows Increase
H'ashiiuiton

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — During 1928 films reviewed by censors in the Irish Free
State showed a slight increase over
1927, according to a report of the
censors to the M. P. Section of the
Dept. of Commerce. Despite the fact
that films brought into the Irish
Free State invariably bear the certificate of approval by the British censors, the films are required by law
to be examined by Irish censors before exhibition. They examined 1,671
films in 1928, an increase of 21 films
over 1927.

Sound and Color Film
Studio for Blattner
London — Blattner Picture Corp.'s
new studio at Elstree, especially constructed for sound and colored pictures, will be opened on or about
March 22.
Emelka Building Houses
Berlin — Additional theaters are
being built for Emelka. One, seating
1,500 at Gelsenkirchen-Buer, is to be
opened soon, while the Capitol at
Cologne, seating 2,000 is nearing
completion. Another house seating
3,000 is to be built at Hamburg and
one here on Koepenicker Strasse
which will seat 2,100.
Building in Birmingham
London — The Denman Construction Co., Gaumont British subsidiary,
plans to build a 3,000 seat house at
Birmingham to cost approximately
$250,000.

"U" Starts at Berlin Studio
Berlin — Josef Levigard has started
production on Universal's "The
House of Glass," starring June Marlowe. This picture will be followed
by

"Fallen

Angels."
Haik

Honored

Paris — Jacques
Haik
has
been
made
a Chevalier
de
la Legion
d'Honneur
by the President of the
Republic.
New

Company

in Spain

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington —
Cinematografica
Kspanola, S.A. of Madrid, is the
name of a new company formed here
With a capital of about $800,000, advises a report to the M. P. Section
of the Dept. of Commerce.

CARNIVAL ATMOSPHERE COLORFUL COSTUME HIT
CLICKS AT THE ROXV PEPS UP CAPITOL SHOW
Three nicely contrasting stage pictures
were presented liy tile Roxy, with the sets
and color harmonies done with the lavish
touch that only this house seems able to
achieve. "Ballet De Nuit" featured Patricia
Bowman in a fanciful dancing interlude that
was as delicately beautiful as anything yet
seen at this theater.
Contrasting with this was "The Angelus"
from "Scenes Pittoresque" by Massenet. The
setting was old Dutch, with the Holland
dwellings for a background as the choral ensemble in gay and colorful costumes went
through a rather lifeless number. But the
colors and settings with excellent costuming
made a great eye-smash. The Roxyettes did
a tap routine with the floor mat, a novelty
for this aggregation, and they delivered with
their usual snap and perfection. A pretentious prologue to the feature, "The Spieler,"
was called "The Carnival Is Coming." Set
'howcd the outside of a side show with Hugh
Cameron as the spieler. He was very good
in the short bit that was given him. The
show girls were here used as the mob of
carnival pleasure seekers, appearing in their
street costumes. The scene was intelligently
staged to give a very natural appearance of
a crowd surging liefore the I)allyhoo stand.
Then a screen was lowered as the title ot
tlie feature faded in, with the crowd and
ballyhoo still shouting and laughing as the
first scene flashed.
Very effective.

"HARVEST TIME" BRINCS
HICK SHOW TO PARAMOUNT
The Paramount show didn't show a thing
this week, and was about the slimmest entertainment shown along the main stem for
many weeks — as far as comparison can be
made W'ith the competitive Capitol and Roxy
houses. Dave Gould staged the affair, "Harvest Time," and why this was pulled on
the verge of spring is just another thing to
wonder at. All hands were rigged up in
hick costume, and the setting was evidently
a barnyard with the vista of an orchard and
hay field in the Ixickground.
The special acts were all weak. Fauntelroy and Van did their musical saw stunt
with gagging, this act being a repeat at
the Paramount. Ted Marks, whistling specialist, pepped up the party considerably.
But that's all he was allowed to do, with
his usual vaude monologue eliminated. They
called on Ted frequently to put the necessary paprika into the proceedings, resulting
in too much whistle on an already flat program. Then the Varsity Four contributed
several numijers, pulling their stuff straight,
without any comedy. That was the main
stjuawk on this bill — there was no comedy.
And this hick atmosphere requires comedy
more than anything. Two gals, the Stanley
Twins, did an acrobatic routine without any
distinction. The Dave Gould Girls copped
what honors there were, for they had two
goo<.l roiUines that went u'ell. Dave Rubinoff
in the pit put the Iwys through "Assyrian
Fantasy," which he handles in his usual
peppy manner. Jesse Crawford, with the
sisting.
wife at the stage console, featured "Yo Te
Amo," with Virginia Johnson, soprano, as-

British Censored 778 in 1928
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The total number of
features censored in Great Britain
during 1928 amounted to 778 according to figures published by the British Board of Censors, advises the
M. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
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for Motion Picture Presentation
Tlie FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

Lackawanna 7876
1531 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CITY

Chester Hale staged a very effective costume hit with "Versailles," showing the toys
and girls in the ruffles and hooped skirts
of yesterday. Emil Boreo was the outstanding artist, and caught the spirit of the romantic period increasively both in costume
and acting.
Yvette Rugel did the prima donna stuff
with her coloratura soprano, her voice registering well in two numbers. The Rodin
Trio, consisting of two petite girls and an
athletic male support, did an adagio that was
excellent for its grace and swiftness in the
various leaps and holds. Worked up to a
sensational finale. The stage band went
through their paces under direction of the
m. c, Dave Schooler. They did a comedy
number that fell rather flat. Production angles were up to the Capitol standard, and
the Chester Hale Girls were nothing less
than gorgeous in some striking costumes.
David Mendoza led the pit orchestra through
a niedley of popular numbers, and this furnished nice contrast to the stage show.

Hill with Publix-Saenger
Atlanta — Montgomery S. Hill, for
the past several years district manager of Publix, is resigning from the
organization to become affiliated with
Publix-Saenger Theaters of North
Carolina. In the new connection
Hill will serve as assistant to H. F.
Kincey, general manager. Hill will
establish his home in Greensboro, N.
C, where the Publix-Saenger circuit
maintains its executive headquarters.
King at Emmis, Tex.
Emmis, Tex. — W. B. King has been
here supervising redecorating of the
Grand here for John Sayeg, in getting the house ready for its opening
soon. Sayeg, it is stated has spent
over $12,000 for decorations. King
is also remodeling the Palace at McAlester, Okla. for Robb & Rowley.
Managing
Richmond
House
Richmond, Va. — Samuel Bendheim, Jr., local business man, has
succeeded Carroll S. Langue as
manager of the Capitol. Langue left
here to become identified with the
Metropolitan of Baltimore.
Walter
Morris Transferred
Jacksonville, Fla. — Walter Morris,
for more than a year assistant manager of the Florida, has been transferred to Miami as manager of the
Community,
Miami Beach.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
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Deal Further
"Sound Patents
with Early Synchronization
9 f

.\.I». I'JIJ
I'AUTKIIMIK'S

.M.\Y 4. N«
CoMri.KTK
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25,20Cl?
.Spkcikicatiok.
/J S»ECT)

the picture projection niachine. not
shown, i.s driven through a friction
wheel (14). friction disc (10) and
lielt (9). The speed of rotation of
the friction wheel (14) is always proportional to that of the drum (5) and
accordingly to that of the cylinder
(3). The speed of rotation of the
disc (10) relative to the disc (14)
is constant when the position of the
wheel remains constant at a definite distance from the axis of the
disc (10) but may be varied by sliding the disc (14) horizontally. A
screw (17) engaging a loosely mounted collar (20) on the shaft (12) of
the disc (14) serves to slide the disc
horizontally.
Another form of synchronous
drive is shown in United States patent No. 1,062,324, to H. T. Crapo.
on May 20, 1913, in which the projecThis is the third instalhnent of
tion machine and the phonograpli
are directly geared to the driving
".Souiul F'atents," an international mechanism. A feature of this patent
historical survey of sound devices is a centrifugal regulating device for
and what their patents reveal. This controlling the speed of the driving
material which will appear from element and for adjusting the regulator to any desired speed. This
time to time in the columns of
THE FILM DAILY is divided regulator, as shown in Fig. 3 of the
patent, is driven from a pulley (13)
into several major divisions. connected to the driving motor and
I'nder discussion at this time is which, in turn, drives a shaft (12)
mechanical synchronization with and a fly wheel (14). A friction
plate (17) is slidably mounted on an
which today's installment, as have inner shaft (10) and is pressed by
the two previously published, means of springs (19) against the
deals.
fly wheel (14) so as to be engaged
Apparatus of similar type is showi: and rotated by the latter. When
in British patent Xo. 25.206, granted the friction plate (17) engaees the
to William Edward Partridge on fly wheel (14) the shaft (10) is rotated and this rotation is transmitted
Dec. 31, 1914. As shown in Figs. 1
and 2 of this patent, which are re- to the projection machine by means
spectively an elevation
and a plan of a sprocket gear (43) mounted on
xw, the cylinder (2) and record the projecting end of the shaft. A
1.5) of a cylindrical phonograph are number of weights (20) are mounted
rotated by a drive shaft (1) on which on the springs (19) so that when the
is also mounted a friction drum (5), speed of the fly wheel (14) and plate
from which
the drive shaft (8) of (17) becomes too great, the centrifIn connection with this series
of articles dealing with the
patent history of synchronization and sound devices and presented under the general title
of "Sound Patents." THE
FILM DAILY draws particular attention to the following,
published with the first article
of the series:
While the articles may give
some insight into the patent
situation, it is not their purpose
to give any opinion or conclusion as to the value or strength
of any existing patent, but only
to bring to the attentions of its
readers what
the various
patents disclose.

FIG

2

H. T. CRAPO.
MOTIOH

1,062,334.

FIOTDBE AND VOICE BEFBODDCIRO
AFPLIOATIOH TILED JAI.IO, Itll

MACHINE

Patented May 20, 1913.
3 8H£ET»-8BEI;T 3

m
IVilliam

Ah early j^merican patent in which synchrony bctzcecn projector and phoiwgraph is obtained
by gearing both to a joint drii-ing mechanism.
U. S. Patent Xo. 1,062,324 granted to H. T.
Crapo May 20, 1913.

Edward
Partridge's system of mechanical
synchronisation,
similar to other
patents granted in this country and abroad.
British patent No. 23,206.

early

ugal action will throw these weights the fly wheel (14). The position of
(20) outwardly from the shaft (10) the collar (18) may be adjusted by
and thus draw the plate (17t away means of a lever {i2), one end of
from the fly wheel (14), whereupon which is fixed and the other end of
the plate (17) of the shaft (10) and which may be moved by means of
the mechanisms driven thereby will a threaded shaft (31) and a crank
be freed from the fly wheel (14) and
will slow down, decreasing the cen- (36).
trifugal effect on the weights (20)
Amplitone Steps Up Output
and will permit the plate (17) to
again engage the fly wheel (14). The
of a disc device recently placed
opposite ends of the spring (19) are turer
Royal Amplitone Corp., manufac-'
mounted on a rotating collar (18) on the market, has enlarged its production output to meet immediate
and by moving this collar toward
installation orders, states Elmer
centrifthe fly wheel (14), a greater
Hollander, company sales manager.
ugal force and correspondingly
The firm has moved to new offices
greater speeds are required to draw
with at 145 W. 45th St., New York.
contact
from
(17)
the plate
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Short Subjects

1)

Back from the West

about 800 combined theaters: a terrific array of talent, real estate, studio facilities, foreign offices, Amerin Tuesday:
that deal: This day's developments
ican exchanges, dominance on BroadWilliam Fox landed back on ihe
way and pretty much through Greatmain stem from a hurried trip to
er New York. Combined assets now
California. Coincident with his return
way over $200,000,000. The little
came a modest flood of reporf.s re- old paper, the first and only in the
garding Loew. The most persistent field to carry the deal, sure hand^
of them all was that, mow that Fox out
a surprise on this morning. And
was back, some action may be looked how !
for....
Elsewhere,
this is going
on:
California. The Sterns, long the
short subject mainstay on the Universal program, are about to part
company with Uncle Carl. Now
who would have thought such a
thing could have happened!
France. We now turn your attention to La Belle France and Gay
Paree where the native industry is
determined to make it very tough for
American companies. The quota
regulations over there are being overhauled and, if certain powerful meinbers of the French trade have their
own stubborn way, the sailing along
Parisian boulevards will be less harmonious then ever before. . . .
New York. Over at RCA, much
excitement prevails. There, by arrangement with George K. Spoor
who has spent much time and money
developing a third dimension process,
things are moving. By the fall, many
RKO theaters will be equipped to
show films made via the new development. Further, there will be
pictures to show. We knew, of
course, that dimension is certain to
come, but not so fast, thought \ye.
Incidentally, those who delight in indulging in forecasts may predict a
similar move over at Fox. . . .

Closing In
Wednesday: Adding to the fast
closing chapters of that colorful deal:
This day brought more reports.
Unusually insistent and persistent
were they. Warners and Fox both
angling, with our betting odds heavily placed on Fox. Yet, it is hard to
tell.
On the stock exchange, Loew's
jumps 6 1-8 points and Fox Film,
three. Significant? Some folks
think so. Others continue to pooh
pooh. But why do that when certain important figures in the industry
find enough of moment to engage
their attentions until the early hours
of the morning? Something is up,
never fear.

Explosion
Thursday: In the bag. Closed.
Signed. Also delivered. Fox succeeds in nabbing Loew's. Zowie,
what a deal? Easily the industry's
largest. Think of it! Fox and Loew's
one organization. No wonder the
industry is rocked. Schenck, the
Loew family, Dave Bernstein, Louis
Mayer, and others have sold out at
a very, very handsome profit. Open
market accumulations of Loew common round out the Fox holdings.
Look
what
it does:
Gives
Fox

Inside Stuff

Friday : Tremors of excitement
everywhere. New York is dumfounded. Hollywood worse. Nothing else talked about. How could
there
be? the
Here's
stuff from
inside:some interesting
Fox paid the major interests at
Loew's |12S a share for their 450,000
shares. For control about 700,000
shares were required. These were
bought in the open market. The

SOUND

Frank Orth and Co. in
"Meet the Wife"
Vitaphone No. 2710
Amusing, But Too Long
Type of production. .. .comedy skit
A rather goofy number, but furtny
in many spots, nevertheless. The
principal difficulty is twofold: The
sketch is too long drawn out and
occasionally the cast, headed by
Frank Orth, is not any too sure of
its lines. Which, of course means
either poor memories or lack of rehearsals. It's all about two old friends
who meet at the club, where one
tells the other about his bride. She
lets hubby stay out to 4 A. M.,
dosen't object when he brings the
friend home at that outlandish hour,
offers to get up and serve refreshments and generally proves so out of
the ordinary and so good, that Orth
finally shoots her. Bryan Foy directed. Time, eight minutes.

presentall,
regime
at Loew's
is to stay.
After
Fox needs
manpower
and
Dr. Sigmund Spaeth in
plenty of it. Of the future, it is difficult to tell. In many directions, Fox
"Old Tunes
for New"
Fox Novelty
Movietone
and M-G-M, which goes along in the
purchase, duplicate efforts. In all
American key cities but one, ex- Type of production. .Piano selections
This is a real novelty, with the
changes are identical. Abroad, both
companies have about the same num- musical authority. Dr. Spaeth illustrating at the piano how many of
ber of offices — 88 to be exact — althe
current
popular song hits have
though not always in the same cities.
On the coast, Fox has two studios; been freely adapted from well known
Metro, one. The duplication is con- classical pieces of nmsic. Spaeth desiderable,, as you can see, and for
livers an explanatory talk as he illustrates which is very entertaining,
much of it there is no real business
reason.
enlightening and amusing. Ainy audience will get a kick out of this,
In the meantime and in the face
of the biggest coup ever pulled in especially when he shows amusingly
this industry, Bill Fox says nothing;
No Bananas"
"Yes, We
how adapted
fromHave
no less than three
Nick Schenck can be found neither was
nmsical
selections
of
by
gone days.
at office nor home; the little old paper
continues to tell the world exactly Time, 7 mins.
what went on while others fumble
Mai Hallett and Orchestra
and guess. And everywhere, everyOrdinary
Vitaphone
No. 729
one wonders what to expect next.
K A N N Type
of production
jazz band
Neither very good nor very bad.
Houston Made Director
Just another jazz band number of
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
which Vitaphone has produced many.
Hollywood — Norman Houston,
who, in collaboration with James The boys, under Mai Hallett's baton,
play "Doin' the Racoon," "Tin Pan
Gleason, wrote the dialogue for "The Parade" and "We Love the College
Broadway Melody," has been ele- Girls" and do them well enough, but
vated to the rank of director at M-G- without particular distinction. The
M. His first assignment will be an last number is lifted by a dance which
two of the boys do with rag figures
all-talking short subject titled "Copy,"
written by Kendall Banning. Roscoe representing college girls. This is
Karnes will have the leading role.
amusing.
Time, six minutes.
West

Musical
Coast

Comedy

Bureau.

THE

for

Fox

FILM

"If Men
DAILY

Hollywood — Nils Asther has signed a new long term contract with
M-G-M.
Dismantling
Mich.
Lyric
Mount Clemens, Mich. — The Lyric
theater here is to be dismantled.

laughs. They
discuss each
clothes,
talk scandal
about other's
their
friends, and do everything but play
cards. George Kaufman wrote the
skit, a good satire. Time, 8 mins.

West

M-G-M

Coast

Bureau,

Signs

THE

Asther
FILM

DAILY

3, 1929

"Friendship"
Fox Movietone
Holds Suspense
Type of production. .Dramatic sketch
This is a dramatic playlet written
by Eugene Walter with an all-male
cast consisting of Robert Edeson,
Donald Gallaher, Paul Fung, Edward
Earle, Joseph Striker and Carl Miller,
all of the stage. It is very well built
up to a strong climax, and holds the
interest absorbed. The work of Edeson is especially convincing. Scene
opens at a private supper given by
a stage star to his four cronies in ■
his apartment. He breaks the news
that he is engaged to a notorious
woman. They decide to save him
from his fate, and the manager sends
him to London to open a show. Then
the other three play around with his
fiancee to prove to him that she is
not a fit woman for him. The punch
comes on his return from London
when

they disclose the woman's infidelity, and he tells them dramatically that he married her the day he
sailed. Strong drama well acted,
with dialogue exceptionally good and
all voices registering clear. Time,

18 mins.

Ruth Etting
Paramount
Popular Number
Type of production. . .popular songs
Ruth Etting, the Columbia Record
singer, under
contract
to Ziegfeld,
does very well with three favorite
ii
current melodies which she gets over f|
with a lot of snap. She makes a nice
appearance,
and knows
how to sell
the
numbers.
Her
enunciation
is
above the average, and the melodies
are the type that will register with
any audience.
Time, 8 mins.

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving
lists
Spetociathe
Motion
Picture
Industry

Played Cards As

Paramount
Good
Do"
Women Satire
Type of production, .comedy sketch
This is a clever takeofif on a womens' afternoon card party, with
four men saying and doing the things
which the ladies are supposed to do
when they get together for an affair of this kind. They play it
straight, without nancing the lines
or gestures, and it brings a lot of

Hollywood — Following the "Fox
Movietone Follies," Fox will produce
a musical comedy for which B. G.
De Sylva, Lew Brown and Ray Henderson are to provide the book as
well as music and lyrics.

March

DAY

AND

NIGHT

250 West 54th Street
NEW

YORK

Telephone: Coiumbut 4M1'1-J

Announcing

EASTMAN

R EPROTONE
NEGATIVE

L

the proved sound film
ABORATORY

measurement of its sound fidelity

— actual use in the studios — Reprotone Negative
has undergone these two tests and has emerged as
the pre-eminent medium for the recording of sound
with motion pictures. Developed through the joint
efforts of the industry and the Eastman organization, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached
standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

I^EAI^TS^ DIXIE
HERE THE BLUES BEGIN . .
Way down yonder in the corn field— the
cotton field— leveeland— land of song— where
the blues and jazz were born — you'll hear
the happy beat of

HEARTS

IN DIXIE

FOX
MOVIETONE
J 00% Dialog Musical Drama
and

200
NATIVE ENTERTAINERS
Singers, Dancers, Actors
Musical Comedy Stars
BILLBREW

with

CHORUS

of 60 voices

THE first authentic audible screen record of the
real South. All the happy-go-lucky joy of living,
laughter and all-embracing gusto of plantation life
below the Mason and Dixon hne has been re-created
with thrilling realism. Southern melodies are sung
by magnificent chorus — roustabouts and stevedores
croon folk tunes as the "Nellie Bly" pulls into dock
— cake walks, folk dances, native jazz orchestras
crowd the action of this box-office bonanza from
Dixieland.

Now Playing GAIETY Theatre, N, Y,,
Twice Daily at $2
to Record-Breaking Attendance

Hits the

With Another

Harris Cites Print 's Importance in Sound Symposium
^c NEWSPAPER
>/'FILMDOM
OL.

XLVIl

No.

ALL THE
ALLTHE TIME
PiicL- 5 Ccnls
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iOWERfUL NEW COMPANY

FOX ANNOUNCES LOEW DEAL;
[ FORMED jN^ AUSTRALIA
FOX THEATERS CORP., BUYER

-vdiiey,
Australia
(By
Cable) —
n C. Jones, former managing di' bctor of First National
lierc. has
called
company
iunched a new
which
l-"ilms,
reater Australasian
IS taken complete control of Aussystem,
distributing
alasian Films'
and
Australia
through
•ending
presages
move
The
\'. Zealand.
independent
of the
revival
j rrong
is backed
I n.irkct and the company
''ig first runs and other exhibitors.
A channels are opened to Amerlto
by the company,
tn producers
strong
are giving
liich exhibitors
iipport.

A Clean Beat
THE

While reports and counter reports were confusing the issue,
FILM DAILY last Thursday announced closing of the Fox

deal for acquisition of Loew's and M-G-M. Up to yesterday, that announcement was the only story stating definitely that the deal had
been closed.
The clean scoop scored by THE FILM DAILY climaxed a
series of stories reporting progress of the deal, in the face of the
denials. As early as Nov. 22. 1928, THE FILM DAILY tipped
off the impending deal. On Saturday, reporls that it had been
closed, were first picked up and sent over the financial ticker.

OASI EXECUTIVES NOT TO
OPPOSE EQUITY ACTIVITY Fox and M-G-M Foreign Offices
f Coast Bureau, THE

l.os Angeles —

FILM

DAILY

Duplicate All Over the Globe

Studio executives

[will not seriously oppose" activites
It .Actors' Equity Ass'n into the film
■eld. The maiority of players appearing in talkers are members oi
iquity. offering a new wedge for
Organizing the studios.

'28 EOX FILM PROFITS
TO REACH men PEAK

fniversal Pictures Net
for 1928 Is $1,004,644

.\ forecast of Fox Film earnings
for 1928 indicates that the company
has just closed a record year. Net
earnings will total somewhere between $6 and $7 a share on the 920,660 comljincd shares of Class .^ and
Class B common outstanding after
deducting all charges and taxes. On
this basis, the profits would range
between $5,523,960 and $6,444,620.
In each of the two preceding years
ended Dec. 31 net profit totaled about
$3,120,000. which were the highest

Net earnings
of the year ending
Viivember 3, 1928, for Universal Picts Company. Inc., after all charges
!uding
Federal
income
taxes,
lountcd
to $1,004,644
equivalent,
ter
provisions
for
dividend
reuirements
on the first and second
efcrred stocks, to $2.69 per share
n 250.000
shares
of no par value
oinnion
outstanding
stock.
First
referred
stock originally
outstandng in the amount of $3,000,000 had
leen reduced to $2,386,100 as at Noember,
1928.

lig Warner Broadcast Set
Over 30 Stations Tonight
Thirty stations will broadcast a
special Warner program tonight. The
highlights will be Davey Lee. giving an imitation of Al Jolson singing "Sonny Boy"; Jolson singing
three new song numbers from future pictures: Colleen Aloore singing
the theme song from "Why Be
Crood?" and talks by Dorothy
Mac(Continued

on

Page

2)

(Continued

on

Page

i)

An almost identical parallel exists
between the foreign sales organizations of Fox and M-Ci-M. Fox operates S7 ollFices ill ?t2 foreign countries, exclusive of the United -Stales
and Canada. Metro operates 82 offices in ?il countries, exclusive of the
United States and Canada.
Both sets of overseas branches,
are not scattered through the same
countries, however. In all major
for?ign territories both companies, of
cour^e, operate. On the otiier hand,
Fo.x functions in six lands where
Metro does not, these specifically being Dutch P-ast Indies, Greece, Korea. Latvia. Poland, and Sitraits Settlements. Similarly. Metro o])erates direct offices in Denmark,
Guateuiala. Morocco. Norway, Portu(Continued

on

Page

3)

// Print is Good Sound-onFilm Better, Harris States

Filmdom's nation
Biggest
CombiNow Officially
Confirmed
W illam Fox yesterday announced
l"ox Theaters Corp. had i)urchased
"a subsiantial block of the connnon
stock of Loew's. Inc." The formal
announcement. Iwief and from its
construction savoring of a statcirent prepared by lawyers, did not
declare whether or not the "substantial block" carried control but a reference appearing later gave official
intimation that the transaction. i?>
first definitelv announced in THF
FILM DAILY on Thursday last,
was for a majority interest.
"Its (Loew's, Inc.) policies and
personnel," read the statement, "in
the domestic and foreign fields will
be Newspa|)ermen
continued by Foxpresent
Theaters
Corp."
attenijited
to ply Fox with questions. Confusion apparently existed in their
nrnds over the difference between
the
of Corp.
I'ox Film
Corp.corporate
and Fox entities
Theaters
Fox
was careful to explain that the Loew
(Continued

on

Page

3)

"SUBSTANTIAL BLOCK" OF
LOEW COMMON ACQUIRED
Text of William Fox's fot .<.. aniiouiicetiient regnrdiny the acquixition of Loew's, I tic, folloivs:
"Fox Theaters Corp. has purchased a substantial block of the com-

mon stock of Loew's, Inc. The transaction was concluded by Mr. Fox, on
behalf of Fox Theaters Corp., acquiring the shares held by the widow
and family of the late ^farcus Loew
group intimately assoIf prints arc in proper condition, sound-on- fiUn recording is the and thoseciatedofwitha the
management of
better of the fti'o systems, states John H. Harris, veteran Pittsburgh Loew's, Inc., which owns also the
Pictures
Corp.
sli07i.'inan, in expressing his vieivs on the tzvo systems for the "Sound Mctro-Coldwyn
"It is the intention that Loew's.
Symposium" being conducted by THE FILM DAILY. His article Inc..
shall operate as a separate unit
is one of a scries on the respective merits of the two systems.
in the amusement field. Nicholas M.
Pittsburgh — L'nder proiier condi- states John H. Harris of the Harris Schenck will remain as president
tions, meaning proper production of Amusement
Co., chain operator.
and David Bernstein as vice presithe picture, so that tonal (|uality
dent and treasurer. The officials and
"Sound-on-film is less expensive to
of executives of the Metro-Goldwynequals that of discs, sound-on-film handle, and there is less chance
(Contlnued
on Page 3)
(Continued
on Page 3)
is the better method
of recording,
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Financial
STOCK

MARKET

(QUOTATIONS

AS OF SATURDAY)
High
Low
Close
Sales
Am.
Seat
35
35
35
100
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd ITYt,
21Va.
27^
100
•East.
Kodak
184?^
•do
pfd
128
•First
Nat.
pfd
106^5
Fox
Fm.
"A"
98J^
97J4
9734
4,300
•do
rts
3
•Keith
A-O
38
♦do pfd
120
Loew's,
Inc
80^
79
7954
5,200
do
pfd
108% 108.>^ 1085^
100
•M-G-M
pfd
25-^
M. P. Cf.p
ilVa,
36
36^
1,200
Para.
F-L
66i^
o55^
66
8,200
Pathe
Exch
\2Vi,
\2Vi,
12i^
1,500
•do
"A"
26
Radio
K-A-0
.... 38'/
37
37^
13,000
Stanley
Co
35J4
3554
35J4
100
•Univ.
Pict. pfd
98 KWarner
Bros.
.. 123J^
122
123^8
400
•Warner
Bro>.
pfd
56^4
Warner
Pet. Rts...
A'A
4
4
1,400
CURB
MARKET
Acoustic
Prod.
.. 11
10I..4
i^Vs
400
•Bal.
& Katz
81
Con.
Fm.
Ind....
23 J4
22%
22 ->^ 1,700
•Film
Insp
15i
■■•.
Fox
Thea.
"A"..
33'A
33
33'A 14,600
(iririith, D. W. "A"
3*4
3M
Hi
100
Intern.
Proj
23
23
23
inn
Loew do deb rts . . 47
47
47
100
•Nat.
Scr. Ser
27^4
....
♦Nat.
Thea.
Sup
S'A
Trars-I.ux
12
11 J^
11 J^
1.000
Univ.
Pict
23
17
23
100
BOND
MARKET
♦Keith A-O 6s 46
95
Ixiew
6s
41ww...l2'2
12n4
122
5
do 6s 41 x-war... 98?^ 98^i 987.^
Paramount 6s 47.. 99!^ 99'/^ 99'/2
far.
By.
5'As
Sl.lOl'X
101'/^ lOli^
1
Pathe 7s37
• 795i
79
79
2
CURB
BONDS
•Am. Seat. 6s 36
96^
•Warner
6^4s 28
198
OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy units"A"
do
do
com
Skouras
Bros

31
34
4J4
50

33
37
^'A
54

•Technicolor
United
Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do
pfd

173^
5
75
2
75

18-4
10
83

...

;%g^

Bristolphone at Pitman
Approved by 4 Companies
Pitman, N. J.— R. D. Wilkins,
nian;;ser of the Broadway, which recently completed the installation of
Sonora - Bristolphone equipinent,
states that M-G-M, United Artists,
Paramount and First National have
approved his sound reproduction system for the playing of their pictures.
.'\s a result he has booked in "Alias
Jimmy Valent'ne," "The Barker,"
"The Bellamy Trial" and "Interfer-

Max
ence." Gordon Leaves R-K-0
to Produce Independently
Max Gordon, formerly in charge
of the vaudeville production department has resigned from Radio-KeithOrpheum. He requested that lie be
relieved of his contract, which has
one year to run, that he might resume his former activities as a producer in the vaudeville, picture and
legitimate fields.

De Kruif in Charge at N. Y.
National Supply Branch
George De Kruif, general sales
manager of National .Theater Supply Co., now is at the New York office in a supervisory capacity, following retirement of Joe Hornstein
as manager. William C. Click is continuing as assistant manager of the
branch.

Witmark Plans Chain
of 38 Music Branches
Edwin

Morris will establish immediately 83 branch offices from
Coast to Coast for M. Witmark &
^"'ons, music pubhshers, as a result
of the firm's recent affiliation with
Warner Bros. Morris already has
left new York to launch the chain.

15 Paramount Films to Be
Under Way by April 15
(!>.v(

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

Los Angeles — Fifteen
will be started between
time

aiu"

.-Vpnl

15

by

DAILY

productions
the present
Paramount.

DAILY
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The War Is Over
i^

By

JACK

HARROWER

NOW
that the battle
those AM PAS at the
urday night is over, we
our hospital cot and recall
we were supposed to

Book
TheDate
Industry's

^^

staged by
Astor Satrecline on
dimly that
report the

slaughter
the lil'
paper. Let's
see. Whatforreally
didoldhappen?
We
know we Vi'crc there physically and
mentally, ui5 to, let's say, 2 A. M.
Then either Al Selig or Paul Benjamin told us that there was a .guy in
Room 314 who had the finest bottle
of film cement in a f|uart bottle that
he had ever sampled, and that this
bird was saving the last sample in
the bottle for your correspondent.
Well, we sampled the film cement.
After that our poiver of assembling
our thoughts in orderly sequence
seemed to get all guymned up. So
did our legs. We wore a hired white
Cossack uniform. What is left of it
hangs beside ?(s alongside our hospital cot. When ive get through
paying the costiimer for that suit —
in instalments — ive don't expect to
groiv enthusiastic when anybody
mentions those colorful Cossacks.
No, sir.
But about that Hollywood Masque
Ball. That masque stuff was the
applesauce. It was a Flask Ball.
.\nd you can take it from us if you
weren't there that the stuff in most
of the flasks sliould have been masked
instead of the guests.
Let's see. It started with a grand
tnarch. Then there was dancing —
a half dozen bauds playing alternately— o lot of people dressed up
as princes, countesses, film salesm/'n, sound equipment, and others
disguised in tuxedos. A strange gal
came up to us and said as she
lamped
yo'i
the the
new Cossack
doorman layout:
at the "Ain't
Paramount f" Right there we went down
to the basement and started to make
a bum out of this Volstead law —
which hitherto we have always respected. That's why
your
corre-

.Kohn Leaves for England
Ralph
Kohn
of Paramount
sailed
Frida}'
for lingland.

A RECORD

Gotham-Bristolph
Premiere
of "Times
Square,"
one
picture fi
Metropolitan,
Baltimore.

Today:
March

7 Criterion,
Openmg

of
New

"The
York.

Letter"

March

8 Warner,
Opening

Newof

"Sonny
York.

Boy"

March

9

Premiere at of Rialto,
"Lady
ments"

of
New

theYorkPa-

March

12 Opening
Ark"
ter Garden,of "Noah's
New
York

March

17

at W

Premiere
Boat" at Pa
C<
itol, Miami,of "Show
and Paramount,
Beach

spondent's reporting on this hoi
caust isn't so good as it should b
Blame Russia and Paramount.
When we came up for air, th(
were awarding the prizes for ti
cutest blondes, the curviest brunette
and the gal with the most ooh-la
lah. Personally we met two cuti
Saturday night whom we are su
had more ooh-lah-lah than the dan
the judges picked. But then ti
judges didn't have the advantage
the inside dope we had.
And the bathing beauties! A)
the whoopee cuties from the nig,
clubs! And a coupla hundred dam
who were just nice gals out for c
evening's eruption. And how soii
of 'em did erupt! Well, if you wc
there, and conscious part of fi
time, you know as tnuch about thi
as we do.
All the worthwhile Broadw:
night club and theatrical talent w:
there — and how! From Leon Err
and Tex Guinan up and down tl
list. A riot — a howling successdizzy, mad, glad, whooperup — win
whnmin, song — a gen-uine blowo
that will long be remembered. Ai
the headache lingers on. But \vl
cares? It won't happen for anotln
year. That's time enough to r
cuperate.
Blumenthal Sailing
Paris — Ben
Blumenthal
sails f<
New York on the 6th.

TO BE PROUD

OF

Wood Reopens Smithfield House
Smithfield,
O.— H. D. Wood
has
reopened the Strand, which has been
closed since Christmas.

INCREASE
BUSINESS

YOUR
WITH—

Now showing on Broadway

Roxy
Embassy
Astor
Capitol
Criterion

Strand
Warner
State
Winter

The Spieler
Lucky
Boy
Wolf
Song
Broadway

Melody
All

Redskin

Garden

Paramount
treated by

The Barker
The Redeeming Sin
The Singing Fool
Strange Cargo
Trail of '98

85

♦LAST PRICE QUOTED
To Secure Auditorium
Brattleboro, Vt. — Arthur Sharby,
owner of the Princess, which recently was destroyed by fire, is arranging to secure the Auditorium.

We have been well pleased with your
service and believe they will increase
any exhibitor's business.
ISABELLE THEATRE,
Stevenson,
Ala.

which makes film scratch proof, oil proof, water proof, prevents
buckling, and prolongs life of film considerably.
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.
BRYant 3108
15

YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

IN

BACK

OF

THIS

PROCESS.
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and M-G-M Foreign Offices ANNOUNCEFOX-LOtWDEfll;
I!PRINT 18 GOOD SOOND- Fox Duplicate
All Over the Globe fOXlHEAKRSCORMUYfR
ON-PILM BEfTER, HARRIS
l^t oil (III II HI

\fum

}'a<it

I)

Ills on shipinenti-," Harris says.
niiicli as you may
receive the
Is and not the fihn, or receive
;ni and not the records on the
the
where
Secondly,
tic system.
ol)jectional)le
the
f*\ is censored
- are cut out.
On the disc for
■rship you understand, of course,
til the fader must he pulled down
vich leaves the characters lips mov11 the screen and, of course, no
..id. causing the people to helicve
on
tilt you have had a breakdown
\air equipment.
"The one great fault, however.
\4h the sound-on-fdni is the danger
d the tilm companies sending out
tL' films with a scratched sound
\\c\c. If the producers can keep
tMr films in 100 per cent shape,
ti^n to my mind there is no (luestm as to which is the better. If
f films arc not kept up the small
t-aters playing sound would be
iich better off to have the souiidi-disc niscmuch as they would be
iured of getting new records and
tt sound

would

not be affected."

Substantial Block" of
,oew Common Bought
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

Jayer studio in California will cont ue in authority and the production
irsonnel and activities will be unlanged.
"Loew's and Metro-Goldwyn-May« tiicaters. branch offices, etc., in for»;n countries as well as in America
jll continue
to operate
separately.
b change in management, policy of
deration or production at the Caliirnia studios is contemplated.
"The
distinguished
production
ihievemcnts and the splendid busi'ss conduct of Loew's, Inc., are ac'lowledged in the amusement world,
id its policies and personnel in the
•mestic and foreign
fields will be
ntinued by Fo.x Theaters Corp.
r'Fox Theaters
Corp.
present
asciations augmented by its new afiations will be productive of a vastimproved quality of screen enterinment
bringing
to
audiences
roughout
the world
operatic, mural, dramatic, audible
news
reels
lid a variety of entertainment in the
lucational. industrial and theatrical
!lds through the medium of ^lovie•ne, the sound-on-film
method
de;loped by the Fo.x Case
Corp. an
isociated company of Fox Theaters
lorp."

Jig Warner Broadcast Set
Over 30 Stations Tonight
I

(Continued

fr(nn Page
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aill, Monte Blue and Jack Mulhall.
iroadcasting will be made from .Sta|on KFWB. the ^Yarner's own stajOn in Hollywood and relayed
irough the chain. In New York,
tation WOR
will rebroadcast.

K I'lifiiiiiri/

from

gal and Roumania
not.

Pagr

<.Lunl.iiueJ

I)

where

Fox does

If I'"(>\ otticials deleriuino to continue the .M-ti-.M branches in tlie
countries where the parent organization has no direct representation
such a step would give Fo.x operating Lranches in 40 foreign countries.
I'aramount functions in 38 via its
own ofVices and is represented in five
ot!;trs, h'inlaiul, Jugoslavia, Korea,
Roumania and Switzerland by agents.
First Natior.al is in 16 countries
with its own ofiices, the remainder
of that company's foreign business
being handled b\' agencies; while
L'nited .-Vrtists maintains offices of
its own in 26 lands. \\ arner branches
are to be found in six countries, but
their control of First National gives
them distributing facilities wherever
this latter company
operates.
The duplication prevailing abroad
is graphically demonstrated by the
following data. comi)iled from THE
1929 FIL.M D.AIl.V VE.\R BOOK:

GERMANY
Fox and .M-Ci-.M m.iiniaiii .>,cparatc uflicc!>
in Ijer.in, Ureslau, Uu»selil .rf, Frankfurt,
Uanib.iTg,
Leipzig,
Munich.
.tit'ttU'KjotUzvyn-Alayct
opciatcs
in
Germany itiider a jartiienhip
arrangement
uiitli
I'aijinuuHt
and
L/a
and
release:,
as dues
raramount, thruuQh J'aiujamel.
GREECE
Fox--.\thens.
M-G-M-

M ("i-.M niuintain
separate
officer
ARGENTINA
Foy -liiicii','; Aires, Kosario.
M-G-M — IJahia Ulauca.
bucnn?
.Aires. Rosario.
.Nai:ta Fe, Tiiciiman.
AUSTRALIA
Fox- .Adelaide,
liriskme,
Launccton,
Melbourne. Perth, Sydney.
M-G-M — Adelaide, Brisbane, Melbourne,
Tertli, Syaney.
AUSTRIA
Fox
and M-G-M
maintain
separate
offices
in Vienna.
BELGIUM
Fox
and M-G-M
maintain
separate
othces
in Urnssels.
BRAZIL

Fox — Bologna,
-Sapies,

CUBA
Fox — Havana, Santiago.
M-G-M — Havana.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Fox — Prague.
M-G-M — IJrucnn,
Prague.
DENMARK

maintain

separate

ofiices

sei)aratt

ofiices

Floreiica,

Genoa,

.Milan,

Rome,

'Irieste,

Turin,

Fox
and
in Zagreb.

otttces

FRANCE
Fox
-Bordeaux,
Lille,
Lyon,
Marseilles,
Paris,
Strasbourg.
M-G-M— Bordeaux, Lille, Lyon, Marseillouse. les, Nancy, Nantes, Paris, Strasbourg, Tou-

Hartford House To Open
Hartford, Conn. — The license committee of the Common Council
unanimously voted in favor of recommending that a license be granted
the Rialto theater here. The house
was placed into receivership more
than a year ago.

M-G-.M
maintain
City.
MOROCCO
Fox — None.
M-G-M — Casablanca.
IMiiW

scp.arate

offices

POLAND
Fox- I.cnibcrg, Warsaw.
M-G-M — None.
PORTO
RICO
and
M-G-.M
main
separate
Juan.
PORTUGAL
Fox — None.
M-G-M — Lisbon.

Fox
at San

offices

ROUMANIA
Fox — None.
M-G-M — Bucharest.

SETTLEMENTS

SWEDEN
Fox
and
MG-M
maintain
separate
ofiices
in Stockholm.
SWITZERLAND
Fox
and
M G -M maintain
separate
ofiices
in Geneva.
UNITED
KINGDOM
Fox — Birmingham,
Cardiff,
Dublin,
Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool,
London,
Manchester.
.\ewcastleon-Tyne.
M-G-M — Birmingham, Cardiff, Dublin,
Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, London,
chester, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Shefiield.

Gets

Loew's,

'28 foxImTrofits
(Continued

NORWAY
Fox — None.
ftl-kj-M — Oslo.
PHILIPPINES
Fox
-Cebu,
Mani.a,
Pulupandan.
M-G-M — Manila.

Strand

as
of
many president
years.

TO REACH men PFAK

ZEALAND

Fox — Auckland,
W'elliiiglon.
M-«j-M
— Wellington.

Lowell

of the Loew

continue
Inc., for

Fo.\ and
Mexico

Seville, STRAITS
\'aleneia.
Fox — Singapore.
M-G-M— None.

Formal announcement

purchase was made at the Roxy theater yesterday. Representing the

MEXICO

oliices

KOREA

Fox — Seoul.
M-U-M — None.

in

1;

LATVIA

I'okyo.

JUGOSLAVIA
M-G-.\i
maintain
separate

Fox — Riga.
M-G-M — None.

/'j./.

I'ox interests were William l-'ox, Winfield Slieehan and John Zanft. Nicholas M. Schenck and Uavid Bernstein appeared for the Loew intereits. I'ox was spokesman for the
grou]). Schenck, under stress of a
heavy cold, made but one comment
and that was that he expected to

Fox
— Fukuoka
fti-vj-M
— lokyo. City, Osaka,
JAPAN

SPAIN
Fox — Barcelona,
Bilbao,
Madrid,
Valencia.
M-G-M — Barcelona, Bilbao, Madrid, Murcia,

Fox — -N'one.
M-G-M — Copenhagen.
DUTCH
EAST
INDIES
Fox — Soerabaia.
Weltevrcdcn.
M-G-M — None.
EGYPT
Fox
and
.M G-M
in Alexandria.

Palermo,

separate

m-ci-M — Bologna, Florence, Genoa, Milan,
.Naples, lurin.

I'ox iind
.\lgicrs.

Fox— Divinipolis,
Jniz
dc
Fora.
Porto
.Alcsre, Rccilc, Ribeirao,
Rio de Janeiro,
Sao
I'aulo. Sao
Salvador.
Uba.
M-G-M — Hello Horizontc, Campos, Juiz
de Fora. Porto Aiegre. Recife. Ribeirao, Kio
dc laneiro,
Sao
P.iulo.
CHILE
Fox
and
M-G-II
both
maintain
separate
ofiices
in
Concepcion,
Santiago
and
Valparaiso.
CHINA
Fox — Shanghai.
M-G-M— None.

GUATEMALA

tti-G-M — (juatcniala
City.
HOLLAND
Fox
and
.M-G .\1 maintain
in Amsterdam.
HUNGARY
Fox
and M li .11 iii.iiiitam
in JiuiJapcsi.
N'enice.
ITALY

ALGERIA
in

.\uiie

Fox — ^Nonc.

ji.-iii

deal was on behalf of Fox Theaters
an ! that I'ox I'ihn did not enter the
traiisaelion in any way. When asked
concerning the present theater holdings of Fox Theaters, he said, prior
to the Loew actjuisilion whicli involves about 175 theaters, the company nad been operating 65 houses,
making a new total of 240.
In about ten days. Fox said tie impending deal for acquisition of the
Greater N'ew York independent theaters will be closed. Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses will operate these theaters, the common stock of this company to Corp.
be wholly owned by Fox
Theaters

Man-

License

Lowell, Mass. — John Glazier, representing the Olympia Operating
Company, has been granted a license
to operate the Strand which was recently taken over by that concern.
The
old license was cancelled.

from

Page
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ever earned. Figured on the present
920,660 sliares of both classes of
common outstanding, earnings in
1927 and 1926 were equal to $3.38 a
share for each year. On the SOO.fKJU
combined shares outstanding on Dec.
31, 1927, earnings equalccl $6.24 a
share.
For the nine months ended Sept.
29, 1928. Fo.x reported net income
of $4,016,461 equivalent to $5.23 a
share on the 767,216 shares of common then outstanding, compared
with $2,273,456 or $4.55 a share on
the 500,000 combined common outstanding in the corresponding period of 1927.
The Class A conmion stock was
increased twice during 1928 and on
each occasion stockholders were given rights to subscribe to additional
stock. The first was in January.
1928, when stockholders were given
right to subscribe at $75 a share to
125,000 additional common in ratio
of one new share for each four held.
Proceeds were used for absorption
of West Coast Theaters and W'esco
Corp. In September, stockholders
were offered rights to subscribe at
$85 a share in ratio of one share
for each five held to 153,444 additional common.
The purpose of the new financing,
involving offering of rights to stockholders in the last quarter of 1928,
was to free the corporation by the
end of the year from all of its funded indebtedness and place it in a
stronger position than it had obtained
up to that time.

*BY

ALL

ODDS

THE

SMART-

EST SHORT

TALKING

COMEDY

THAT

HAS

APPEARED

ANY

SOURCE

FROM

ll-ff'tf'ti

"ASK DAD"
JK Gives Edward Everett Horton a supreme chance which he utilizes to
the best advantage. This is by all
odds the smartest short talking comedy that has appeared
from
any
source
It is reminiscent of the
Drew comedies at their very best,
with *he added value of smart and
clever dialogue. While the first Coronet Talking Comedy was good, this
is ten times better.

-ARTHUR
in EXHIBITORS
and MOTION

DAILY

PICTURES

JAMES
REVIEW
TODAY

A personal triumph for Edward Everett Horton,who shows a high brand
of artistry that marks this as just
'about the classiest comedy of the
season. Joseph A. Jackson wrote the
skit and the dialogue and did a remarkably fine job. The beauty of it
is that it is not so classy as to be
subtle. Even the ordinary crowd that
feeds on pure slapstick can appreciate this, for Horton is so darn
human and the spoken lines are
simple and very understandable in
the humor they carry with an awful
wallop ... A "natural" that will score
wherever folks enjoy fine comedy.
-FILM DAILY

"THE ELIGIBLE

MR. BANGS"

A distinctively different kind of comedy from the usual run.
-CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
A smart society comedy with excellent lines.
. . . Can readily be stamped with the trade mark: (juality
. . . class — in the acting, dialogue, settings and all the other
important things that can either make or break a picture.
— MOTION PICTURE NEWS
A smart comedy

FILM DAILY

Folks, it's bang-up comedy. It is a gem of a skit, with sparkling dialogue well spoken.
-Service Talks in EXHIBITORS HERALD- WORLD
Head and shoulders above anything that we have yet seen
and heard in the field of audible picture entertainment. It
is smart and sophisticated and as funny as can be without the
slightest hint at slapstick. A triumph for the talking short.
- ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS

HKINGING A NEW AND DISTINCl IVKLY
DIFFERENT KIND OF CLASS
COMEDY TO THE SCREENS OF
SMART THEATRES /

.J^:
■'t

/ rOI{()M:T TALKFNC;

T

-7

V;

/

W

COMEDIKS are ojx'niii^i ii|> a whoir
new field of humor, smart, sophisticated, eharmin*';.

v^v> V

j\.<

^<->>

"THE

KLI(;iBLK MI{.BAN(;S'^ is revealing to surprised and delighted

vV^

audiences

'

/^

-f'-i

new
type of comedy
entertainment that has

y

■^J'
}li

4^1

in America's
smartest
theatres
a refreshing

ii

heretofore
sible except

<5

heen
im[)oson the stage.

And now 'ASK DAD" carri<\s
this triumph of the talking
comedy to still gr<^ater heights. It
stamps the CORONETS as a series
that will build up a following of
eager patrons that will watch foithem and come again and again.

kj^^i^Mi^^^-'^'!^-*^

Presents

"ASK

DAD"

/>>■ Joseph A. Jackson

with EDWARD

^.cted by Hugh Faulcon
■ V

EVERETT
>

HORTON

Supervised by Sidney B. Brennecke
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OFTHE
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"SOUNDPATENTS"THROWS
LIGHI ON WRIY DEVICES
This is the fourth instalhiient in
''Scniiid Patents," a series of articles (leaHng with the patent history
of sound and synchronization devices in the United States, England, France and Germany. The research entailed covers a period of
several months and is the first to
be directed toward early movements in the development of mechanical synchronization.
French Patent of Addition to No.
16,318 issued in 1913 to patent No.
443,167 held by Raoul Phihppe is
directed to the provision of a resilient
device between the driving mechanism of the phonograph and projection machine in order to avoid the
transmission of shocks in startin.e
and stopping and during the operation of the apparatus, thus filtering
out the shocks and avoiding vibra
tion of the sound and projecting apparatus. As shown in Figs. 1 and
2 of the patent, the driving mechanism is connected to a hollow shaft
(17) supported between gear wheels
(3) and (4) which drive the projection machine and phonograph respectively. The shaft (7) is provided
with arms (8) which are connected
to the gears (3) and (4) by mean:^
of springs or other resilient connecting device. It will be apparent thai
although the shaft (7) may be subjected to shocks and torsional vibrations, these vibrations are taken
up very largely, if not entirely, by
the springs (9).
In British patent No. 22,459 issued
to Charles Pasteur on Aug. 27, 1914,
which corresponds to German patent
No. 272,873, issued to Pasteur on
April 14, 1914, separate driving elements are provided for the phonograph and projection machine, but
the speed of movement of the latter
J^iSr.t

A British equipment designed to control speed
III projects
through
attachment
to phonoijniph.
British patent No. 22.4.';9

Monday,

March 4, 1929

Important!
While the "Sound Patent"
series may give some insight
into the patent situation, it is
not their purpose to give any
opinion or conclusion as to the
value or strength of any existing patent, but only to bring
to the attention of readers what
the various patents disclose.
is controlled and limited by an escapement mechanism controlled b>
clie rotation of the phonograph. Aa
shown in Fig. 2 of the patent the rotation of tne phonograph driving
mechanism reciprocates a slide (l4>
on which is mounted a three-arm
escapement (16). i'he arms {,ib)
are alternately held fast from rotation by means of oppositely opposed
projections (,17) on the sliae (14;
and as The slide reciprocates, one or
uie other of these projections is released and engaged, tnus permitting
the supporting shaft of the escapement wheel to rotate at a speed governed by the reciprocation ot the
slide (14).

Illustrating

a French synchronisation device designed to filter the shocks and avoid
iH starting and stopping the machine.
French patent No. 443,167

vibration

driven uniformly in spite of such ir- at one end engages a clutch plate (21)
of one phonograph and is disengaged
regularities.
F,-ench patent No. 471,712, issued from the clutch plate of the other,
in jjritish patent No. 15,683, is- to Ernest Costantini July 18, 1914, and when shifted in the opposite direction the former clutch is disengaged
sued to i^eonard Hugh Bonnard on shows apparatus in which a phonoand
the
latter engaged. The clutches
graph is driven directly from a drive
June JO, 1915, Figs. 1 and 2 show
a machine (a) driven by a crank shaft (1), Fig. 1, and the projection (21) are loosely mounted on the shaft
shaft (A-1) and phonograph (B) machine is driven from the shaft (1) (20) and drive the phonograph record plates (46) through gears (22).
driven trom shaft (A-1) by means ot through a coupling (2), shaft (3) and
a Hexible shaft (c), thus insuring a differential gear (5 and 13) the action The clutches (23) are shifted by a
synchronism of the two machines, of which is similar to that of the gears longitudinally sliding rod (45) having a projecting arm (34) slidr,
i he speed of the phonograph is con- in French patent No. 438,935 issued
trolled by a centrifugal regulator (B- to Charles Georges Williams on ably engaging a groove (32) in.
2) of the usual type to insure a steady March 12, 1912. In the Costantini its' respective clutch (23). The
and uniform rotation of the phono- patent, a brake (13), controlled by a rods (35) are shifted automatically
graph. he
1
purpose of the Hexible lever (15) and screw (14), controls by means of a cam (24), shown in
shatt (C-1) is not only to enable the the rotation of the gear casing (11), Fig. 2, which is driven through
speed
reduction
gearing
phonograph to be operated at a dis- and thus controls the speed relation suitable
tance from the projector but also between the driving shaft (3) and
machine driving gear
to take up and regulate irregularities the projection
m the projection driving mechanism
and enable
the phonograph
to be
This Costantini patent also discloses a mechanism by which either
(7)-two alternate phonograph records
of
may be driven alternately. For this
purpose a cylindrical shaft (19)
mounted on an inner shaft (20) at
right angles to the drive shaft (1)
is rotated from the latter by suitable
gears. The shaft (19) carries
clutches (23) at its opposite ends.
When the shaft (19) is shifted longitudinally in one direction, the clutch

A 14 year old synchronization system, two sketches of which illustrate the principle of the
mechanism.
Patented by Leonard Hugh Boniuurd on June 30, 1915 in England via patent
15,683

The
Costantini
system
of
Also illustrated on next page.
No. 471,712

synchronisation.
French patent

from the shaft (1) and is so shaped
as to shift the rods (35) at the
proper time. The rods (35) also
actuate brakes (45) for their respective record discs promptly to stop
the record when its clutch is disengaged. The brakes are actuated
from their respective rods through
springs (44) and levers (43).
A German patent No. 282,895,
granted to Thomas Graf on March
25, 1915, provides a regulating
mechanism between a phonograph
and a projection machine driven independently of each other in which
any tendency on the part of the projection machine to run faster than
the phonograph is counteracted by
a br?king device and in which a manual control enables the relative positions of the phonograph drive and
the projection machine to be adjusted during the running of the machines to correct any variation from
their proper phase relations. In
Figs. 1 and 2 of the patent, which

i!
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about the axis of the shaft (31), it is
mounted on a gear wheel (35) centered, on and loosely mounte<l on.
the shaft (16) and the gear wheel
(35) is connected thrt)ugh gear (3'>).
shaft (40), bevel gears (41) and (4J)
and shaft (44) to a knurled hand
wheel (45). Thus by turning tlu
hand wheel (45) in one direction or
the other the relative positions of
the piojection machine drive and phonograpli drive may be adjusted
through the movement of gear (37)
and alst) while the wheel (45) i.^
stationary tiie relative rotation of the
phonograph and i)rojection machine
drives is undisturbed. A brake (48)
acting on the shaft (44) serves to
keep the latter from turning until
moved by the wheel (45).
Another instalment of "Sound Patents" will appear in an early edition of THE FILM DAILY.

Another

diagram

illustrating

the

Costantini
system of obtaining
patent No. 471.712

synehronisation.

re respectively an elevation and a
jlan view, the shaft (4) is connected
hrough
a sprocket
wheel
(5) and
hain to the projection machine, not
>hovvn, and the shaft (16) which is
;Iidable longitudinally in its bearings,
s connected through the sliding pin
(51), slot (52), collar (53), shaft

French

brake drum (26) on a shaft (27)
which is geared to the shaft (4)
through gears (28) and (29). This
braking action would slow up the
projection machine drive until the
brake is released by a slowing down
of the projection machine until synchronism isattained.
If,
at
any
time, the machines are
'50). dif?erential (38 and 33) and puli\- (32) to the phonograph, not shown. running at the same relative speeds
\ helical groove
(15) on the shaft but one machine is ahead of the
4) engages a gear wheel (14) rigid- other, and thus the machines are out
ly mounted on a transverse shaft (12), of phase, their positions may be adjusted by rotating; the differential
in which is also rigidly mounted a
iear (13)
meshing
with
a helical gear (37) in one direction or the other
groove
or worm
(17) on the shaft about the axis of the shaft (31). It
If)). The gears (13) and (14) and will be understood in this connection
he wortn grooves (15) and (17) are that, when the mounting of the gear
•o proportioned that, when the pro- wheel (37) is held in fixed position
cction machine and phonograph arc relative to the shaft (13) the gears
Iriven at their proper relative speeds, (33) and (38) and the shafts (31)
he shaft (12) is actuated in the same and (16) rotate at the same relative
lirection and at the same speed by speeds but that when the position of
loth gears
and worm
connections. the gear wheel is moved in one direction or the other about the axis
hi the event that the shaft (4) should
otate faster than the shaft (16), the of the shafts (31) and (16) one shaft
otation of the shaft (12) would be or the other will rotate faster or
aster than the proportionate rate of slower than the other, depending on
otation of the shaft (16) and as a the direction of movement, and that
•esult the gear (13) would shift the when the gear (37) is again held stationary the shafts (31) and (16) will
;haft (16) to the left against the arm
23) of a lever pivoted at (22) and again rotate at the same speeds. To
the gear (37) to be rotated
f ;ause a brake (25) to bear against a enable

Thomas

Graf

{German)

on

March

25,

1915

patented

a system for
braking

Interchangeability of
Tobis Device Asserted
Berlin — Interchangeability is claimed for Tonbild Syndicate (Tobis)
sound device with Movietone, Vitaphone, Phonofilm, Cinephone and
other American apparatuses. Tonbild
Syndicate grants to all purchasers
the right of showing any sound film
on their device as long as permission
is obtained from the company. In
regard to showing any Tonbild sound
films on other apparatus, the company has no objections as long as the
other device does not infringe, or
has i)een licensed by Tonbild.

British International to
Use RCA-Photophone
London

(By Cable) — British International isinstalling RCA-Photophone recording equipment at the
Klstrcss studios.
Niblo Plans Silent Version First
li'cst

Cnast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

D.4ILY

Hollywood — Fred Niblo will make
silent
version the
of "Redemption,"
after which
talker version first,
will
be made. The film stars John Gilbert, marking the M-G-M
appearance in a talker.

star's first

securing synchrony
hel-ween a phonograph
and a projector
device, illustrated here.
German patent No. 282,895

wherein

Life is Like That
It was in one of the chain
houses in Greater New York.
Eddie Peabody was doing his
stuff on the banjo, to a crowded house, when suddenly the
sound accompaniment ceased.
The manager quickly signalled
the operator to put on a new
record, and for the balance of
the reel, Eddie did his banjo
strumming to saxaphone music.

5 Bills Affecting Industry
Pending in New Jersey
Five l)ills affecting the industry are
jjcnding in the New Jersey legislature, which has adjourned until Mar.
11, states Joseph AI. Seider, president
of the state exhibitor unit. Two of
the measures have passed the Assembly and now are up in the Senate.
They are: a bill to lower the age
limit of minors permitted to attend
theaters unaccompanied, from 16 to
14 years and a "padlock" measure to
close theaters showing indecent pictures, as well as making violation a
misdemeanor. The former is supported and the latter opposed by the
exhibitor unit.
In addition there is a bill providing
for a censor board of three members,
similar to the New York law; a bill
for Sunday shows, and one making
compulsory installation of an automatic shutter in booths of the state.
The latter bill is opposed bitterly by
the state imit, which charges it is
vicious
and that passage would establish a nionoi)oly.
Photophone for Paris
Paris — RC.\ Photophone will be
(ieinoiistrated here early in March.
according to E. O. Heyl, chief of
RCA Photophone in England, who
's on a visit here.
Momand
Shawnee,

Co. Plans Three

Okla.— .\. B. Momands.

president of the Momand Theat'-rs,
states that the company plans to erect
theaters at Maud, Wewoka and Clinton. The Wewoka theater will cost
$125,000 and the Maud

identical

speeds

were

house $50,000.

obtained

through

a

Exclusive
shots
of
today's
inaugural
ceremony vs^ill be rushed to all accounts
via AIR MAIL

30

Cameramen
are
covering
Hoover's
inauguration
insuring
complete reproduction of this historic event
What a pity Abraham Lincoln couldn t be
seen and heard as he made his speech of
acceptance at this same impressive ceremony.

=rOX MOVIETONEWSE
li Speaks for Itself-

—this elaborate SOUND and SIGHT Scoop
included in

A

No. 22— Issues A-B-C
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FOX-LOEW DEAL SEEN SPEEDING
F-P-L-R-K-0 NEGOTIATIONS

Minneapolis — Dept. of Justice iuvuigators arc to be sent here and
• •''(■ Milwaukee territory to invcspracticcs
concerning
inter■iL;eability of various sound sys! ; -, according
to information
obliied
by
"Greater
Amusements."
A
iniber of complaints
arc said to
l)een made, sonic of them to
ail V. Myers,
head of Allied
I'urther mergers to readjust the
balance of power in the industry arc
.•\ss'n, and others direct to the
forecast by "The Wall Street Jouricy general's office.
M\ers renal" as a direct result of the Fox acappealed to the de))artnK-nt fo.
Loew's,
Inc.reflects
This pubjunction in connection with in- (piisition of
lication,
which often
the
angeability.
opinions and connncnt of ^Vall .Street
points out that the groups in the industry are now reduced to five-Paramount and l''ox as the two largest
systems, with Warner and RKO
coming next and Universal as the
only remaining independent.
is the
The h'ox-Locw
transaction
(Continued
on Paijc 10)

New Moves Seen Forthcoming
to Adjust Balance of Power
Stocks Off
Theaters
anddownward
Loew's,
Inc.Fox
stocks
reflected
movements yesterday in the
face of formal announcement of
the deal linking the two companies. Fox Theaters, which is
traded in on the curb, reached
a high of 33^, a low of 32 and
a closing quotation of 33, which
was a drop of 54 l>oints over
Saturday's closing. The sales
were 24,400. Loew's, Inc., a
big board stock, reached a high
of 78, a low of lSy% and a closing figvure of 75^ or a drop of
four points over Saturday. The
turnover was 22,000 shares.

IICENT TO DELIVER SOUNDON-riLN DEVICE Ml
Developineat of its sound-on-lihn
ducer, to a point where it now
ady for the market has been
'cted by the Pacent Reproducer
Its president, Louis Cierard Fai It stated yesterday.
The new atI hnient, which is the result oi two
II

(Continued on Page 4)

]. & R. Signs Ten Year
Contract With Warners
Miniiesapolis — Northwest Theater
(rciiit (Finkelstein & Ruben) has
.';ned a ten year contract witli Warjrs.

miladelphia Meeting
To Hit Cost of Talkers

Philadelphia — Sound pictures will
I the topic of a special convention
it be held here March 15 by the eastei Pennsylvania, southern New
Jrsey and Delaware exhibitor unit.
}{hibitors of this territory, states
(Continued on I'aric 4)
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m REPORTED BACKING
WIS. BOOKING COMBINE
Milwaukee — Etta Wiesner is organizing a booking combine here,
ostensibly with Fox backing. The
move is seen as one to combat activities in the state of L. K. Brin. While
no official protest has been made, it
is said, there is strong resentment
•iga'nst the move.
Weisner, located at Fox headquarters here, refuses to confirm the
report he is forming a booking combine, but admits there is something
to it. Opinion here is that the proposed combine will be carried out.

UAII.Y

Washington — Newsreels
wrote new history here yesterday in covering the inaugural of
President Hoover. Both silent
and sound newsreels today are
being rushed throughout the
country, in the race to the nation's screens.

U. S. Firms May Withdraw
If French Quota Passes?
Paris — Withdrawal of American
distributors from the French is presaged by informal discussions between
"a responsible official of the American government informed the French
minister of imblic struction that it
probably will be impossible for the
Amcrcaii firms continue to oi)erate in
France, if the proposed 3 to 1 quota
is adopted. The move was purely
unofficial. The present rate is 7 to 1.

Walsh Probe, Brookhart Bill
Headed Measures Introduced
Washington Bureau

Nezvsreel Race

5 Cents

of

THE

PIJM

DAILY

Washington — No disappointment
has yet been voiced by the film industry over the failure of Congress
to enact motion picture legislation
during the short session which came
to an end yesterday.
So far as the picture trade is concerned, the failure of the bills which
were pending in Congress was gain,
not loss, for, with the possible exception of the legislation to repeal
the law prohibiting the interstate
transportation
of fight films, there

was
was

nothing for which
clamoring.

the industry

Senator Walsh's resolution for an
investicHtion of the alleged failure
of the Department of Justice to spank
the motion picture industry; Senator
Hrookhart's bill against blind bookiiiK. block booking and everythiiii;
else, and similar bills introduced in
the House by followers of the fiery
Towan, and Representative Lankford's measure to close everything
in the District of Columbia on Sunday except the gas stations were
(Continued on Page 4)

N.

Y. Theater Situation
Seen Big Factor in
Reported Moves

Closing of the Fox deal for acquisition of Loew's, carrying with it control of M-(}-M, will give impetus to
the deal of Paramount and RadioKeith-Orpheum for management of
R-K-O houses, it is widely believed
in New York film circles.
While deal for such an arrangement has been generally denied,
those who insist that the transaction
is under way point to the powerful
affiliations secured by Fox as necessitating a new hook-up for Publix
and Paramount, particularly in the
Greater New York territory.
Fox, by the Loew deal, assumes
a donunating position in the New
York territory, so far as theaters are
conrcrned, where Paramount has
only first runs in New York and
Brooklyn. Fox dominates the subsequent run situation, and its position will be strengthened when independent deals now set are shortly
consummated. The R-K-O chain
offers the biggest outlet, other than
Fox, in the '"-reater New York territorj'.
By thebecome
new deal.
Fox's theater
holdings
the largest
of the
nation, so that while, it is figured.
Fox must trade time in certain key
spots, its holdings in others amount
to a sewing up of situations, with
exception of the R-K-O outlets,
which many believe would prove of
value to Paramount if the R-K-O
deal becomes fact. The reported deal
is a five year percentage arrangement.

A Wall St. Angle
'The Wall
Street Journal,"
declared
last night:
"Interest will probably center
around the course to be pursued

^ *■
by Radio-Keith-Albee,
r'
senting
amuser^trO
Corp. in thethe interest
*
I'
and Paramount.
ably hasten the afF
it
between ood ' '
outis underst

THE

"Great Power" First Indie May Designated as Sam E.
Sound Films Thru M-G-M Morris Month by Warners
Warners' sales force has designated
Release of "The Great Power" by
M-G-M, will mark the first time a May as Sam E. Morris month, and
Western Electric licensee has handled plans a drive for playdates for that
Vol. XLVII Nt. 53 Tuesdq, Mar. 5,1929
Prlci5CBnts a sound picture made on other than month in tribute to the vice president,
Western Electric equipment. "The who heads the company's distribution
JOHN W. AUCOATE
PUBLISHER Great Power" was filmed at the Bris- system.
This is the fourth consecutol plant at Waterbury, Conn., by
tive year that such a drive has been
conducted.
Published daily except Saturday and holiday!
the Sonora-Bristolphone process. The
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
cast is the same as that of the stage
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and play. It was produced by Franklyn
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
Warner Prod. Matty Radin general
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered manager of the producing firm, closed
West
Coast
Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
as second class matter May 21, 1918, at the the deal with M-G-M.
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
Los
Angeles
—
"The
Birth
of
a Naof March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
tion," "Intolerance," "The HunchUnited States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
back of Notre Dame" and "The
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
Phantom of the Opera," are among
remit with order. Address all communicaSound pictures are here to stay, outstanding pictures which are to be
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
reissued as synchronized films.
way. New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 47J6- S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel declared at a
4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
luncheon at the National Democratic
Three
Warner
Openings
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Clul). He emphasized the field which
WUk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
Three Warner Bros, pictures are
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The sound films have opened for talented
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
musicians, predicting the day when scheduled to open on Broadway
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
leading
composers will write directly within a week. They are: "Sonny
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francalse, Rue de la for the screen.
Boy," March 8, at the Warner;
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
"Noah's Ark," March 12 at the Winter
Paramount to Retire Bonds?
Garden; "Queen of the Night Clubs,"
Paramount is considering plan to March 16 at the Mark Strand. "The
retire its outstanding bonds. If this Singing Fool" transfers March 12 to
is undertaken, it is expected a new the Sam H. Harris.
issue would be offered shareholders.
Reopening Europa Fabriken Office
Starr Gets 5 Year Contract
STOCK
MARKET
Europa Fabriken Cine will reopen
Martin J. Starr, executive editor an office in New York, with E. F.
High
Low Close
Sales
Am.
Seat
35
35
35
100 in the Macfadden Publications, has
Kastner in charge. The company last
Con. Fm.
Imi. pfd. 27^4
27
27 Yx
800 been given a five vear contract.
May closed its American office, and
*East.
Kodak
184%
Starr's new duties, beside that of be- attempted to do all business direct
*do
pfd
128
ing general manager of True Storv from Dresden, Germany, a plan which
•First Nat. pfd
106;^
Fox
Fm.
"A"
... 97-5^
95K 95S/^ 11,100 Pictures, will be to act in an adKastner says proved unfeasible.
♦do
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3
visorv capacity to both the comKeith
A-0
37
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200
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lis
115 lis
100
Warner Sails for Havana
manager.pany's art editor, and its advertising
I^ew's
Inc
78
75^ 75 M 22,000
Talkers are turning the small
do
pfd
10714 10754 107^
100
towners into cosmopolitans, and bePrice Returning to N. Y.
*M-G-M
pfd
25^
M.
P. Cap
37
35J4 35^
1,900
fore long persons in all sections will
Oscar
A.
Price,
president
of
GenPara.
F-L
bSYs,
64M 65
21,300
eral Pictures, returns to New York be more alike in manners and cusPathe
Exch
12-5^
12^ 12^
6,400
toms, Albert Warner declared on his
do
"A"
25^
25
25
200
Radio K-A-O
37J^
35!^ 36^4 23,000 today from W^ashington, where he departure from New York for a vacaattended
the
inauguration
yesterday
Stanley
Co
35"^
35
35
300
tion in Havana.
•Univ.
Pict. pfd
9854
of_
President
Hoover.
Price
hasn't
Warner
Bros
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12,200 missed an inauguration since that of
do pfd
56
SSYi 56
400
Morrow
Gets District Post
Grover Cleveland in 1885.
Warner
Pet. rts...
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4
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CURB
MARKET
Atlanta — Ralph Morrow has been
Acoustic
Prod
Schoedsack En Route to New York
lOM
9Y2 9Vi
3,800
appointed district manager of Tif81
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
♦Bal.
& Katz
..
Con.
Fm.
Lid.
fany-Stahl. He will have supervi23
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5,900
Hollywood
—
Ernest
B.
Schoed*Film
sion over the Atlanta, Charlotte, DalInsp
sack, who, with Merian C. Cooper
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Fox
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"A"
las, Oklahoma City and New Or3
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Griffith, D.W.
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leans branches.
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Intern.
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recently
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final
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Nat.
Sen
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600 on Paramount's adventure film, "The
N. D. Hill Escapes
Tabling
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Sup.
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8Y2 17Ys
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200
Four Feathers," left here yesterday
12
I2Y2
15,400
Bismarck, N. D. — Motion to table
for New
York.
Trans-Lux
12 Yz
Univ.
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the bill providing county
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using Motion Pictures

Should Subscribe for

JHE EDUCATIONAL

SCREEN

March

Criterion,
7 Opening

March

8 Opening
Warner,

March
March
March

March
April

York. Letter"
ofNew "The
New
of

j

York.
"Sonny

Boy"
;
9 Premiere
of "Lady
of the Pav
ments"
at Rialto, New
York.
12 Opening of "Noah's Ark" at Wii
ter Garden,
New York.
15 Convention
of
eastern
Pennsy
vania,
southern
New
Jersey
an
Delaware unit at Philadelphia.
Beach.
17 Premiere of "Show Boat" at Caj
itol. Miami, and Paramount, Pali
6 Warner - First
National - Stanle
Frolic at Commodore
Hotel
Ne^
York.

April

14-15-16 Convention
of
sylvania
Exhibitor
burgh.

May

Western
Unit
at

Peni
Pitti

6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M.I
Engineers in New York.

Jeanne
Eagels
Starts Film
Jeanne Eagels, star of Paramount')
all-talking picture, "The Letter," ha:
begun "Jealousy," her second filn
at the studio in Astoria. The pic
ture will be directed by Jean de Li
mur,production
who directed
"The
Letter" am
the
will be
under
the gen
eral charge of Monta Bell, produc
tion executive of the studio. Alfrec;
Gilks is cameraman.
Le Baron in N. Y.
William Le Baron, production heat
of RKO
Coast. Prod., is in New York fron
the

STUDIO

FOR RENT

12,000 ft. clear, floor space in
Times Square district.
Box A-115
c/o

FilmNew Daily,
York 1650
City B'way.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn. 3S80

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

..

Buys Farm
Cohen
has just pur^ell Farm comprising
on the east side of
ers, near Lincolnounty.

CO
from

Coast

S. L. James At Eaton, O.
Los Angeles — Establishment of a
television broadcasting station is
Eaton, O. — S. L. James has become
planned here by RCA.
manager of the Star here.

Book
TheDate
Industry's

**1001

FILMS''

[Fifth EdMoni

Complete reference booklet, listing nearly 3,000 educational films given
at reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year - 5 South Wabash Ave., Chioago, III.

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the
world for the purpose of public
instruction.

I

HOOVER
PROSPERITY!
Guaranteed in the motion picture industry by ^*THE BROADWAY
melody;* the Talking, Singing, Dancing Wonder Drama; WILLARD
MACROS "THE VOICE OF THE CITY,^^ 100 per cent TALKING,
also silent version; "THE DUKE STEPS OUT'' (Haines, Crawford)
"THE FLYING FLEET'' (Novarro) "ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE"
William Haines' $2 Astor TALKING Hit; "THE BELLAMY TRIAL,"
The $2 Embassy TALKING Success; "WILD ORCHIDS" (Garbo) "A
WOMAN OF AFFAIRS" (Gilbert-Garbo) and many more great MetroGoldwyn'Mayer Pictures.

z-^^

5, 192

PROJECTOR EKPOIiTS Si!
Walsh Probe, Brookhart Bill
Headed Measures Introduced
BIG INCREASE IN 192

1384 Wired
Western Electric has wired
1.384 theaters of the United
States for sound pictures, as
of Feb. 23. During the week
which closed on that date, 46
houses were wired, all of them
for the dual system of film and
disc sound reproduction.

(Continued

Sound-On-Film Device
from Pacent June 1
{Continued from Page 1)

years' experiment, will be ready for
deliveries by June 1, he states. Appearance of the new sound-on-film
attachment will prove revolutionary,
Pacent believes. Projectors will be
equipped for $500 per machine over
the cost of the sound-on-disc reproducer, which Pacent placed on the
market some time ago.

Philadelphia Meeting
To Hit Cost of Talkers
{Contimted from Page 1)

'The Exhibitor," are up in arms over
what they term exorbitant prices being asked for equipment and talking
films. Abram F. Myers, head of
Allied States Ass'n, is among
invited speakers.

Tuesday, March

DAILV

the

Repeal of "Blue" Laws Is
Sought by Wisconsin Bill
Madison, Wis. — Repeal of the
state's "Blue" laws is sought in a
bill introduced in the Assembly by
Representative John W. Grobschmidt
of Milwaukee.

Baum to State Right Two
Reel Series in Sound
Eighteen two reelers in sound will
be state righted by Lou Baum who
has engaged Harry Delf to write and
direct them. Production starts on
the first at the De Forest studio
on Thursday and, while the pictures
will be made via the sound-on-film
system, Baum declares they also will
be released with discs as well. Delf
did considerable work with Fox
Movietone having directed, among
others, "The Family Picnic," first
all-talker, outdoor comedy ever produced.

from

Page

1)

among the measures that failed.
While the failure of Senators
Brookhart and Walsh to go to bat
for their measures may have been
a great disappointment to the international conference on motion pictures, which last fall was promised
by both that prompt and energetic
action would be taken as soon as
Congress convened, the industry as
a whole has not protested.
However, there is too much at
stake for the reformers to permit the
legislation to go by the board and
undoubtedly most of the bills will be

rc-iiitroduced when Congress again
meets. They will have to come in
as new bills, though, thus losing any
advantage which they may have
gained through hearings or other
consideration during the 70th Con-

During the past few years, the regress.
form organizations have coniplained
that they did not get as much sympaLhy from the White House as the-}desired. Under the new administration it is not anticipated that they
will have occasion to change their
view. But give the reformers credit; they will continue to fight for
control of the film industry just as
long as they can raise the money.

Abe Berman Leaves Films
Joseph R. Miles, Pioneer
To Deal In Securities
Film Man, Died; Age 48
Funeral services will be held at
CaniijbeH's at 11 A. M. tomorrow
morning for Joseph R. Miles, one of
the pioneers of the industry who met
an accidental death on Sunday afternoon when he slipped on a polished
floor at his apartment at 340 W. 87th
St., struck his head on a radiator and
pitched through a window.
Miles and his brother, Herbert
were among the earliest of theater
and exchange operators, having been
active in those two branches of the
industry until 1910 when competition
of the M. P. Patents Co. forced them
out of business. Later, the deceased
became president of the M. P. Sales
Co. in which a number of independents were banded together. His next
enterprise was the Exclusive Supply
Co. In 1914, Lloyds Film Storage
Corp. was formed in New York. Since
that time, the company has developed
its business until at the time of Mile's
death, it maintained New York offices
at 130 W. 46th St., and two storage
plants in Long Island City.
Miles is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Florence E. Miles and Herbert
L. and Earl Miles, brothers. He
was 48.

A. C, Berman, for many years with
United Artists, yesterday started business in New York as senior partner
of Berman, Thomson and Co., a new
firm specializing in bank, insurance
and investment trust stocks. In 1921
and 1922, Berman organized Allied
Artists, Ltd. English unit of United
Artists, returning to this country as
assistant to Hiram Abrams and then

manager of partment.
theHe resigned
company's
fromforeign
U. A. deto
become assistant to F. J. Godsol, at
that time president of Goldwyn Pictures, later returning to United Artists
in charge of German distribution.
Following a year in that post, Berman returned to New York and was
instrumental in arranging the neces.^ary finances for formation of First
National's various German enterprises, acting as liason officer between
the German and American groups.
Some months ago he arrived back
in New York and arranged for launchtry. ing of his new enterprise which takes
him completely out of the film indus-

Warner-Stanley Moves to
Cut "Philly" Seat Surplus

Philadelphia — Elimination of surplus seatage in Philadelphia is being
undertaken by Warnt-r-Stanley, which
S.R.O. business being done at the plans sale of the Globe, for dismantling. The next house to close will
Astor, New York by "The Broadway
be the Arcadia and probably the
Melody," has necessitated addition of
a supper show Saturdays and Sun- Savoy and Princess. The company,
days. This gives the picture 17 per- with opening of the Mastbaum, is
formances weekly.
running that house and the Stanley
Net loss of $8,931, after interest,
and Karton as week stands .while
depreciation etc., is reported by
the run houses are the Boyd, Aldine
Cut Youngstown License
Orpheum Circuit for the year ended
and Stanton.
Youngstown, O. — Finance commitDec. 31, 1928. This compares with
tee of the council here recommended
net income of $1,121,469, equal after
Balaban & Katz Fined
a modification of license fee provided
8 per cent preferred dividends, to
by
ordinance
for
local
theaters.
The
Chicago — Judge Fairbanks in the
$1.13 a share (par $1) earned on
549,170 common shares outstanding in recommendation provides the reduc- Jury court here fined Balaban &
ing of fees from $200 to $100 on the- Katz chain operators $683 and costs
1927. Balance sheet as of December
aters seating 1,000 and from $120 to for violation of the child labor laws
31 shows current assets of $1,046,487
and current liabilities of $724,023, $75 for houses seating not less than in connection with the appearance of
600 or more than 1,000.
children under 16 years of age on
against $1,609,506 and $1,368,930, retheir stages during the Christmas
"spect^-'ely, at end of the previous year.
season.
Kennedy Elected
Business Agent
Profit and loss surplus amounted to
$2,395,417, against $3,755,467.
Detroit, Mich. — Roger Kennedy
has been elected business agent of
De Croteau at Somerville
Dismantling
Madison
House
the Detroit M. P. Operator's Union,
Somerville, Mass. — William De
Madison. Wis. — The Madison here succeeding Max Ruben^ who re- Broadway.
signed.
Croteau now is manager of Viano's
is to be dismantled.

$8,931 Net Loss of
Orpheum During 1928

"Broadway Melody" Plays
to 17 Shows a Week in N. Y.

IVashiiuiton
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Washington — Preliminary figur
of projector exports of standard :
millimeter and 16 millimeter hon
projectors for 1928, show increase
2,911 over 1927. During 1928, J
953 projectors with a declared vali
of $950,202 were exported to 71 di
ferent countries throughout the wor
as compared with 3,042 projecto
valued at $641,461 exported in 192
These figures include both 35 ar
16 millimeter projectors and probab
do not give as true a picture of stai
dard projector exports as might 1
desired. However, this condition w
no longer exist as a distinction b
tween the different size projectors
being made at the port of export
tion in the new table of classific
tions which become operative Jam
aryKurope.
1, 1929.
best

market for pictures is likewi
leading projection market. During 19:
there were exported to Europe 2,092 Amt
ican projectors of both types valued at $34}
910 as compared with 991 projectors valu(
at $241,859 in 1927. Closely following
the Far East which imported 1,918 of oi
projectors with a value of $330,732 durii
1928 as against 1,193 projectors valued
$214,801 in 1927. Next comes Canada whii
imported 1,257 projectors with a value
$137,442 in 1928 as compared with 483 pr
jectors valued at $91,059 in 1927. FoIIowii
is Latin America, which imported 598 pr
jectors with a declared value of $111,465 :
against 300 projectors valued at $76,463
1927. Africa and the Near East import!
the remaining 8S American projectors wil
a value of $21,653 during 1928 as again
75 projectors valued at $17,279 in 1927.
American projectors exports increased I
all but two of the ten leading countrie
Canada has supplanted Japan as leading pu
chaser, importing during 1928, 1257 proje^
tors as against 483 in 1927, while the latti
imported 1216 projectors, in 1928, compare
with 641 in 1927. United Kingdom, thii
leading market, increasing its 1927 irapor
of 391 American projectors to 952 projei
tors in 1928. Australia is next with a slig!
increase over the preceding
year.
Durir
1928, 295 projectors were imported again:
243 in 1927. France, jumped from sevent
position in 1927 to fifth for the year 1928, in
porting during the year just closed 267 pr(
jectors as compared with 102 in 1927. Spaii
has for the first time come into the list (
the ten leading countries. During 1928 Spai
imported 184 projectors as against 30 i
1927. Belgium, also secured a place as on
of the ten by importing 180, as compare
with five in 1927. Eighth is Germany whic
shows a decrease, importing 131 America
projectors as against the 188 imported i
1927. Switzerland, also shows a decrease, inporting 122 in 1928 compared with 136 i
1927. Argentina decreased to 11 in 1928 a
against 26 in 1927 and thus becoming ou
tenth market. Close following, are Swedei
Netherlands, Italy and Cuba each importin
well over 55.
Exports of stereopticans, magic lanterns an
other projection apparatus during 1928 shoi
decrease in 1928 being valued at $308,030 a
dompared
with $473,082 in 1927.

Smallest Sound House?
Aberdeen, N. C— Roy P. Rosser
owner and manager of the Dixie an(
the Carolina at Hamlet, N. C, claim
the distinction of being the first ex
hibitor to install complete sound am
talking picture equipment in a towi
of less than 1,500 inhabitants. Botl
theaters "went sound" with "Alia
Jimmy

Valentine."

I

Where on Ihis larth
(No* 624-— Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl
WHERE ON THIS EARTH CAN YOU
match this most amazing collection of box*
office values in any one entertainment?
Carl Laemmle

Edna Ferber

Joseph Schildkraut

Jerome Kern

FIRST, EDNA FERBER^S best* selling
noveP^ow Boat*" (a)
SECOND, FLORENZ ZIEGFELD^S MU*
sical stage production of ^^Show Boat*"
(b)
THIRD, JEROME KERNES EXQUISITE
music*
FOURTH, OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN,
2^'s, heart-touching lyrics* (d)
FIFTH, HARRY POLLARD^S DIREC
tion*
(e)
(a) MISS FERBER IS ONE OF THE GREATEST LIVING
AUTHORS. Every book she writes is a best-seller. "Show Boat"
topped them all in sales and the royalties from it still pour in upon
this gifted young woman.
(b) FLORENZ ZIEGFELD IS EASILY THE WORLD'S
greatest producer of brilliant musical shows. Paying as high as
$25 per seat to see one of his productions is nothing startUng to
New York. And now, for the first time, the cream of his best is
sent out to the whole world to be enjoyed at popular prices within
the reach of all.
(c) MR. KERN IS THE MOST SUCCESSFUL LIVING
composer of music for musical comedies. He is a multi'millionaire
as the result of royalties from his world'known music hits.
(d) MR. HAMMERSTEIN, A MEMBER OF ONE OF THE
most illustrious stage families in America, adapted Miss Ferber's
book for Mr. Ziegfeld, wrote the lyrics and produced the London
engagement of "Show Boat."

First the novel. Then the play. Now the
Where on this earth

Oscar Hamm<

Harry Pollard

Can You Match This?
Laemmle, President of the Universal Pictures Corp.)

SIXTH, A CAST HEADED BY LAURA
LaPlante, Joseph Schildkraut, and Otis
Harlan,
(f)
SEVENTH, HELEN MORGAN SING^
ing her famous songs,
(g)
EIGHTH, JULES BLEDSOE, SINGING
''OV Man River/'
(h)
NINTH, ZIEGFELD^S PLANTATION
Singers,
(i)
NOW LOOK AT THE FOOT NOTES
and see in more detail what box-office value
has been packed into this master production
of all'time.

Florenz Ziegfeld

Laura L41 Plante

(e) MR. POLLARD DIRECTED THE "COHENS AND
Kellys," "Uncle Tom's Cabi^," "Sporting Youth," "California
Straight Ahead," and others which have fattened yourbankaccount.
(/) THESE NAMES SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES. MISS
LaPlante, Mr. Schildkraut and Mr. Harlan have always been
associated with successful pictures.
(g) MISS MORGAN

IS THE GREATEST

LIVING

SINGER

of crooning love songs. She has "it" and she puts it into her work.
(h) MR. BLEDSOE IS THE GREATEST LIVING NEGRO
singer. He is now singing in concerts. I don't suppose any one
thing contributed more to the success of Mr. Ziegfeld's show than
Bledsoe's rendition of "OP Man River."
(i) THE PLANTATION SINGERS WILL DELIGHT YOU
with their rich, mellow voices, such as are found only within the
negro race. They are a terrific hit on the stage. They will sing
for ycu in "Show Boat."

k picture

combining the cream of both!
can you match it?
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Coast Wire Service

Columbia Speeds Films
HIGH MARK OF ACTIVITY i
IS BEING MAINTAINED

Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences Honors Warners
.■\ gold and brnn/i.- >latuitl(.- h.i>
licen presented to Warner Bros, by
the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences as one of the merit awards
lor conspicuous achievements during
1*'28. The award is a special one

for production is heji High mark
inR maintained at the Columbia where
three productions are in work, two given ior their N'itaplione acci)nii)lishhave been completed, one is being nients in general and their producJazz .Singer" in particusynchronized and several others in lini! oflar. It"The
was made in recognition of
preparation.
R. William Neill has completed the revolutioninzing effect of "The
Jazz Singer" upon the industry as a
whole.
camera activities on "Behind Closed
Doors," featuring \irginia Valli and
The trophy was received by J. L.
Gaston Glass. Andre de Segurola, Warner in behalf of his organization
Torben Meyer, Otto Matiesen. Fan- and will occupy a conspicuous place
at the studio.
and Broderick O'Farrell
are nie
in Midgley
the cast.
On one of the sound stages Frank
R. Capra is in the fourth week of
production on "The Donovan Affair,"
Columbia's initial all talker based on
Owen Davis's stage play. Jack Holt,
Dorothy Revier, and William Collier,
Jr. head the cast which includes Ethel
vVales, Fred Kelsey, Agnes Ayres and
John Roche. Wheeler Oakman, Edward Hearn, Hank Mann and Al>!ionse Ethier.
Earle C. Kenton recently signed
to another long term contract has
started a talker tentatively titled
"Father Lrvc." which will star Jack
Holt and Dorothy Revier. Wheeler
Oakman, Helene Chadwick and
Mickey McBann are the featured
vers so far signed.

Maynard Heads Own Unit
Contract
Under
Ken
Maynard,
westernwith
star 'U'
just

T-S Closing?
Closing of the Tiffany-Suhl
studios for an indefinite period, is reported planned. The
company is ahead of production schedule, it is pointed out.

Ina Clare To Work
In 3 At Pathe Studio
l*"irst of the three ina Claire talkers for Pathe is to be made at the
Hollywootl studios, instead of in the
East as planned originally. The picture will be "Paris Bound," stage
play, and will be started about the
middle of April.

PUIL
M.
DALY
SEZ/
"The exhibitora of the
Philadelphia zone plan a
pow wow March IS on
sound, and they're not
going to mince any words
about what they claim is
the exorbitant cost of
sound equipment and
sound films. It should be
an interesting meeting."

"Divorce Made Easy"
Next MacLean Talker
"Divorce Made Easy" is to be
Douglas
next talker
for
Christie.MacLean's
Marie Prevost,
Johnny
Arthur, Jack Duffy, Frances Lee and
Dot Farley have been signed for the
picture. Alfred A. Cohn is doing the
adaptation of the comedy by Wilson
Collison. Either Walter (iraham or
Raymond
Kane will direct.

WARNER CASES AGAIN
HEARD BY N.W.ARBITERS

Minneapolis — Sale of Warner
sound pictures to the Leb at Closigned by Carl Lacmmle on a long
quet, Minn., for showing via Talkterm contract, will make "The
Lupe Velez's Next Set
A-Phone, has removed the "prejuWagonmaster," a historical western,
dice" against the company, and its
Yelez will follow "Lady of
as his first Universal picture. It is theLupe
Pavements" with an all-talker, cases again are being heard by the
by Marion Jackson and will be di- to be based on an original screen arbitration board. W. M. Miller,
rected by Harry J. Brown. Maynard, story by Jules Furthman, set in Ar- Leb owner, on Jan. 28 declined to
gentine locales, and under direction sit on cases involving Warners,
will have his own producing unit and
will make pictures under his own of Lewis Milestone. Story details claiming personal prejudice, in that
supervision, for Universal release. are now being worked out in Holly- the company had declined to do
wood by Milestone, Furthman, and business with him. When the two
This puts him in the same category
as Hoot Gibson, who now has his John W. Considine, Jr., production other arbitrators followed suit, Warown producng unit, making pictures executive at the United Artists stuner cases were deadlocked, as no
under a like arrangement.
dio. This means that "Take It other exhibitors could be obtained
Easy," announced for Milestone di- to act on the board.
rection and for appearances of Miss
I nit filming "The Eternal Woman," under
Cast Set for "The Midway"
lirection of John P. McCarthy, has left for
N'elez, William Boyd and Louis WolTiffany-Stahl's cast of "The Mid- heim, is temporarily deferred.
ocation. Olive Borden, Ralph Graves, John
way" (tentative title) starring Joe E.
Vliljan, Nina Quartaro, Ruth Clifford are
Brown, includes Virginia Bradford
n this party.
Cast in Columbia Film
and Helen Foster, the two leads,
Joseph Henabery and "The Quitter" comColor lighting equipment costing
)any have returned from location at Tia Wallace MacDonald, Wm. Davidson,
Ruth Clifford is in cast of "The
nana, Ben Lyon, Dorothy Revier and Fred
Richard Tucker, Barton Hepburn, Eternal Woman," which John. P. SiSO.OOO and designed and built by
iCohler are the featured members of the cast.
McCarthy is directing for Columbia
Joan Standing and Allan Cavan. It with Olive Borden, John Miljan and the Ward Leonard Electric company,
Howard J. Green and Frank R. Capra
is being directed by Albert Ray.
lave completed adaptation and screen dialogue
of Mount X'ernon, New York, is now
Ralph Graves featured.
)f "Redemption," to go into immediate probeing
shipped
to theThe
World's
at
luction under direction of Frank R. Capra.
Barcelona,
Spain.
effect Fair
of the
Signed for F. N. Film
Lewis
Retiu-ning
to
Screen
Loretta Young, Carroll Nye, Ralph
First National has cast Ralph color lighting produced by the Ckiu'i^
"Show
Boat"
Completed
Lewis and Julia Swayne Gordon have Lewis, who has been in retirement, ment has never before been approached, it is claimed. The apbeen engaged for principal roles in
Work has been coniplcled at Unifor a role in "The Girl in the Glass
paratus will run through a cycle of
versal City on the dialogue sequences
"The Girl in the Gilded Cage," which
will be directed for First National by Cage," which Ralph Dawson will various colors, with each color redirect with Carroll Nye and Loretta
"or
Boat."
The and
picture
maining for 12 minutes. The lighting
low "Show
in its final
cutting
editingi> Ralph Dawson, formerly a film edi- Young as leads. George Stone is in
tor
for
Warners.
Ernest
Haller
will
equipment
is secured by means of a
the cast.
itages, with Harry Pollard, interthe photography.
polating the Movietoned highlights handle
motor driven \'itrohm dimmer bank,
designed and built by the Ward LeonNot to Renew
Horn Contract?
rem Ziegfeld's "Show Boat" and getard Electric Co. In addition to this
O'Brien Recovering
:ing the first print readv for an air
Camilla
Horn's
contract
with
rip to Miami and Palm Beach, where
automatic
equipment there is a WestGeorge O'Brien is recovering from I'nited Artists will not be renewed
:he picture will have its world pre- the fracture of a toe sustained during when it expires next December, it is inghouse 20 scene, pre-set, manually operated board, said to be the
mieres, day and date, on St. Pat- a fight in the making of "A Son of understood, with the player reported
largest of its type ever constructed.
Anak." This is the second time that planning to return to Germany.
rick's Day.
the Fox leading man has broken a
toe, the first accident occurring while
Chaney on Location
RKO
Contract for Bebe Daniels?
Ark."
"Noah's
in
Lon
Chaney
has left the Metroappearing
was
he
Bebe Daniels is joining Radio PicGoldwyn-Mayer studio for Manitotures, it is reported.
Ghost" from
in "Green
Milwaukee — Universal's expansion
YoungYoung
woc, \\'is., where he will make snow
Roland
has arrived
for "Thunder." William Nigh, program in Wisconsin is being workSeeks Damita Contract
New York to play the male lead in scenes
ed out slowly and cautiously, Fred
the director, has gone on in advance
M-G-M
is reported dickering with M-G-M's "The Green Ghost," a Ben of Chaney, accompanied by a staff Flader, general manager of the chain,
Samuel Goldwyn for contract of Lily Hecht story which will be an all- miit.
said during his visit here for conferDamita.
ences with Fred S. Meyer, managing
talking film. Rupert Julian will direct.
director of the Milwaukee Theater
Featured in F. N. Role
New Contract for Gates
Bodil Rosing is to be featured in Circuit. Flader said that 55 houses
Cukor with Paramount
Universal's chain have been wired
Warners has signed a new contract
Babies,"
starring
Alice of
Paramount
has
signed
George "Broadway
for sound.
White for First National.
with Harvey Gates, to write talkers. Cukor to direct dialogue pictures.

Ward Leonard Completes

Lighting for World's Fair

"U" Moving Slowly in Wis.
Program of Expansion
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Fox-Loew Deal May Mean More Mergers
HOWFOXTHEATERS,LOEW
OWNER, IS CONTROLLED

Approaching the Fox Goal
By the end of 1929, there would be 1,000,000 seats in
theaters of the Fox circuit, William Fox stated on Jan. 10
last, in announcing that he had practically completed deals
for approximately 200 independent theaters in Greater New
York. Those deals, which still are pending it was stated at
the time increased total of seats in Fox's holdings to about
700,000. Acquisition of the Loew chain adds several hundred seats to the Fox chain.

Fox Theaters Corp., which has acquired a controlhog interest in Loew's
Inc. and M-G-M operates under the
identical management as Fox Film
Corp. Fox Theaters was incorporated on Nov. 5, 1925 as an operating and holding company for various
Fox enterprises in the exhibition
field.
The company has 800,000 shares of
Class A common outstanding. This
stock has no voting power. The
Class B common totals _ 100,000
shares and carries the exclusive vot{Continued from Page 1)
ing power. This stock is all owned
by William Fox and associates, while most important that has occurred in
Fox also owns 300,000 shares of the industry in years, according to
Class A.
this source, its reasons for this viewOfficers of the theater company
point being that the deal combines
are WiUiam Fox, president; Saul two of the oldest and strongest
Rogers, Aaron Fox and Milton groups in the field into one unit
Schwartz, vice-presidents; Jack G. which it declares will be the largest
Leo, treasurer and Charles S. Levin,
in the industry. "Hitherto," declares
secretary. The directors total 11 and the paper, "Paramount Famous
are William Fox, Jack G. Leo, Mil- Lasky has been predominant in the
ton J. Schwartz, Saul E. Rogers, industry in point of size, but a comCharles S. Levin, Aaron Fox, Jack
bination of Fox and Loew's will exW. Loeb, Joe Leo, William Fried,
ceed Paramount in earnings, total
Herman Leitstein and Felix A. Jen- assets and number
of theaters."
kins. William Fox, Jack Leo, Aaron
The
"Journal"
beheves
the efifect
Fox, Rogers, Levin and Loeb are of the new combination upon Waralso directors of Fox Film.
ner Bros, will be interesting, adding
The high and low range
of Fox
that
it is not unlikely that the arTheaters stock which is traded in on
rangement between them and the
the N. Y. Curb Market for the last
Shubert
Theater
Corp. may be refour years follows:
vived in order to give the Warners
High
Low
1925
32
2S additional theaters in the New York
1926
34
19 zone.
1927
25
12
The
article continues:
1928
32
17
"Fox
Film Corp. and Fox Theaters
The stock was quoted yesterday
at 33 at which figure it closed. Sales Corp. have combined total assets of
for the day were 24,400.
Higli for considerably over $100,000,000, and
net profit of Fox Film for 1928 was
1929 is 37% and low, 28.

New Moves Seen Forthcoming
to Adjust Balance of Power
around $5,000,000, while earning
power of Fox Theaters is around $2,000,000, without including certain new
acquisitions. If the projected acquisition of 200 independent theaters in
New York district is completed FoxTheaters will have net of around $5,000,000. This transaction, however,
may not be completed in view of the
purchase of control of Loew's.
"Loew's, Inc., has total assets as of
August 31, 1928, of $108,626,630, of
which $45,707,114 was represented by
property account and $17,087,018 by
investments. Net profit was $8,568,162, equal to $5.97 a share on 1,334,453 shares of no-par common
stock.
"Thus the combination of the two
companies with Fox Theaters would
give total assets of over $200,000,000
and an annual net earning power of
from $15,000,000 to $20,000,000, according to the number of theaters
that will actually be acquired by Fox
Theaters.
"Loew's has approximately 200
theaters, most of which are in
Greater New York, while the Fox
system comprises about 620 houses
of varying sizes located all over the
country."

Fox Takes 21 Year Lease
Stock Up $6,712,$106,050,000 Market Value Loew's
855 in Feb.; Fox Also Up
on Largest House in South
of Loew's, Inc., Holdings
Fox Theaters Corp., has taken a
Book value of Loew's stock on the
On the basis of current market

21 year lease on the South's largest
theater now being built in the Yaarab
Temple in Atlanta. An issue of $1,500,000 6^4 per cent first mortgage
bonds is planned.

New

quotations, Loew's, Inc. was worth
$106,050,000 at the close of the New
York market yesterday. The common
stock in which voting power is vested,
closed at 75j4 a share. There are 1,400,000 shares outstanding.

York

Stock Market

advanced

$6,712,855 during February, according to "The
New York
Sun."buying
This
advance
was caused
by heavy

HEARST PUBLICITY FOR
FOX SEEN AS ASSURED
Fox IS expected to receive the benefit of national publicity in the
Hearst chain of newspapers, as a result of the deal for control of Loew's
and M-G-M. Hearst for some timthas been allied with M-G-M, producing pictures a.s Cosmopolitan
Prod. The national pui)licity given
M-G-M pictures by the Hearst papers
has been a big factor in their success.

"UNCLE LOU" REMY
RESIOKS FOX POST
Dallas — Lou B. (Uncle Lou)
Remy, for 16 years a leading figure
in distribution in the Southwest, is
resigning as district manager of Fox.
A mutual agreement has terminated
Remy's contract, and his resignation
is to become effective March 30.

NO FOX OFFER TO LOEW
MINORITY HOLDERS NOW
Belief is prevalent in financial circles that for the time being the Fox
interests will make no ofTer to buy i
Inc.,thealthough
is reported
from
up
minorityit shares
in Loew's,
downtown circles that this is being
planned after the mass of detail attendant upon the merger is cleared
away.
it is declared, will take
a numberThis,
of months.

',
'
;
i
.'

Changes in Midwesco
Forces
■
Milwaukee — Several
changes
have i
lieen made
in the
Fox
Midwesco
staff here including
the addition
of
David Flam and Lawrence S. Stein

to the publicity
staff.
Stan Segel-j
in the open market by Fox, which baum has been named the new man-j
climaxed the action by acquiring con- ager of the circuit's Oriental, while
Clifford Lindblond has been_ named',
Chaney Unit in Wisconsin
trol of Loew's, carrying with it con- manager
of the Plaza succeeding Leoj
trol
of
M-G-M.
Fox
Film
stock,
Manitowoc, Wis. — Fifteen memGhost"
"Green
in
Torrence
who has been named manGrossman
DAILY
THE FILM
meanwhile, advanced $1,230,205 durager of the Mojeska.
bers of Lon Chaney's unit headed West Coast Bureau.
d
Hollywood
surprise
—
Ernest
Torrence
is
a
,
ing
the
month,
while
Paramount
dedirector
by William Nigh,
creased $1,653,504 and Warners
this city in an effort to get a snow new addition to the cast of "The
dropped
$5,146,174.
Ghost," Ben Hecht's story of
Lyons at Milwaukee
setting for Chaney's next picture. aGreen
murder in a British army camp,
Chaney arrived Saturday to be folIrene
Rich
with Sue Carol
, Wis. — Al Lyons has ar-j
Milwaukee
lowed later by Mary Nolan. At pres- which will be produced by M-G-M.
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
rived from California as stage bandi
ent Laddie Briggs, George Duryea Roland Young, stage star, has the
Hollywood — Irene Rich has been
and Gilbert Fones are at work on principal role in this all-talking film. signed by Fox to play the role of leader at Fox's Wisconsin here, replacing Al Belasco who has been at|
the picture which casts Chaney in
s.ately sixjI
ek
for approxim
the house
Fox Not To Build Mass. House
Queen Charlotte in "The Exalted we
the role of a railway engineer.
Flapper," Sue Caroll's new vehicle
Springfield, Mass.— Herschel Stu- which
James Tingling will direct.
art, general manager of Fox New
M-G-M Signs Loder
Nairn Gets Capitol Post
i
that
ced
announ
rs,
Theate
d
Englan
Robarge and Fox Building
IVest Coast Bureau.
THE
FILM
DAILY the
Fox interests have no program
Merrill, Wis. — A. L. Robarge, vetNairn, formerly'
Hollywood — John Loder has been for the building of a theater on the
Washington — Don the
eran local exhibitor, plans a new office
Minneapolis
at
manager
here
site
St.
Vernon
and
ay
cast in "The Green Ghost," for M- Broadw
I
house here in association with Fox. pacity.
this year.
G-M.
Rupert Julian is directing.
Fox office, is here in a similar ca-l

'uesday,
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IMIIN EXHIBIIORS MEET B.C. 80L0NS FROWN ON i
TO MODIFY PRESENT TAX ADVERTISING CENSORS
Berlin — The Berlin Exhibitors'
L'nion has proposed a nioetinp to protest aRainst the present entertainment
?ax. There has been considerable
igitation throughout the country to
nodify the tax and these meetings
ire held to bring about a modificaion. Similar demonstrations are to
ake place in other important German
pities, it is believed.

Vancouver — Legislature of British
Columbia has thrown cold water
upon the bill of .^tty. Gen. Pooley
which is intended to establish a strict
form of censorship on picture theater advertisements in newspapers of
the Province. Members of the House
have declined to consider the bill as
drawn up, and there is a probability
that the measure will be withdrawn.

Publix Sells Atlanta^ House
.\tianta — John .\. Comzy, of Chicago, lias acquired the Rialto here
1 Memphis. Tcnn. — I'ower of the from Publix. Comzy reached herei.\(cniphis board of censors received late last week to meet Nicholas G.
ts biggest boost in many months
Weiss, special representative of Pub'Saturday, with announcement of a
lix, to conclude the negotiations. Op>tate supreme court verdict in its
favor, upholding its right to delete .'^aturday.eration of the Rialto passed to Comzy
(he scourging scene in "The King of
.Kings."
Vincent J. Carlisle, manager of the
Haynes
Leaving Loew's
Cleveland
— William
A. Haynes,
Lyric, where "King of Kings" show- who resigned last week as assistant
?<i at its roadshow run in Memphis.
manager of Loew's Theaters,
rt-as denied the writ of certiorari he general
lad asked, on the ground that the will sever his connection with the organization, itis reported, to enter
-Shelby county circuit court was powbrless to review the action of a board production. W. A. Finney, district
manager will remain in Cleveland
'if censors unless that board had exceeded its authoritv.
until Haynes' successor is appointed.

Cesors Upheld on "King
of Kings" Deletion

Publix Division Changes
Oklahoma City, Okla. — Charles E.
Sasseen, who for four years was dis:rict manager of the Oklahoma-.^r<ansas division of Publix theaters
U'ith headquarters here, has been
placed in charge of all Publix houses
n Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas and
Colorado with the exception of Den/er. L. E. Snyder, former manager
■>f the Texas district has been named
director of all Class B theater manigers in the country
Buys Two Clarinda Houses
Clarinda, la. — Herb Bluechel and
fohn Philip Lannan have purchased
:he Armory and Rialto theater here.
1. F. Van Tassel owned the Armory
while the Rialto was in the possession of F. B. Pennington, who will
retain his interest in the building.
Van Tassel is retiring, it is reported.

Carrier With "U" at Cleveland
Fred Flader, general manager of
Universal Chain Theatrical Enterprises, has announced the appointment of James A. Carrier to the district managership of the Universal
houses at Cleveland. Carrier already
has taken up his new duties.

An average
of two and
sometimes
four or five
people read
each copy of
The Film Daily
that is distributed*

Netoco Gets Waltham House
Boston — Samuel Pinanski, president of the New England Theaters
Operating Corp., has acquired the
Embassy on Moody St., Waltham,
and will take immediate possession.
The house seats 2,200.
EUchenlaub at Boston
Boston — E. J. Eichenlaub, general
press representative of the Martin
Johnson African Expedition Corp.,
has been transferred here, headquartering in the Rayart exchange.

Theater War in Richmond
Ad Mat Service Incorporates
Wilmington, Del. — Theater Ad
Richmond, N. Y. — A theater and
office building to compete with the Mat Service, which supplies advertising layouts and mats to theaters,
new theater being built for the Isle
Theatrical Corp., will be erected on has been incorporated here with 100,site of the old Vanderbilt estate for 000 shares of common authorized.
Charles and Louis Moses, it is reported.
Rothschild
Sellingveteran
"Simba"
JacI^
Rothschild,
Middle
West exchangeman, now is handling
Lehnian "Simba" Sales Rep.
Atlanta— W. H. (Ruddy) Leh- sales
York. of "Simba" in Greater New
man has been appointed sales representative in Florida for "Simba," by
Gallagher Assets to be Sold
James H. Thompson, district manChicago — Bids now are being reager of the Martin Johnson African
ceived on goods and chattels of the
Expedition Corp., with headquarters
here. Lehman was formerly con- Gallagher Orchestra Equipment Co.,
The bidding ends Monday.
nected with Fox, M-G-M and First bankrupt.
National.
Floyd To Manage Kirby
Lowell House Gets License
Houston, Tex. — E. E. Collins, city
for Publix, has appointed
I Lowell, Mass. — The Capitol license manager
Floyd, former manager
of
■has been renewed. The house is now Manson
the Queen, as manager of the Kirby
Jwned by the Elangee Corp.
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SYSTEMS
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and Backed, by the Entire Resources of

THE STARR

PIANO

CORP.

One of the World's Largest Builders of High Grade
Pianos and Related Products

Gennett Synchronizer Systems ^
Are Pledged

to the same high standard of quality which has made possible the steady
continuous growth of this organization over a period of more than sixty
years and has achieved for it the position of outstanding leadership in
its present field it holds today.

Gennett Synchronizer Systems
will sell at $2,500— and offers
more value per dollar than any
other equipment you can buy.
Gennett Synchronizer Systems

The Biggest
TalkingHitsPicture
Will Be Served You by
the Leading Producers,
Because

Gennett
SYNCHRONIZER
SYSTEMS

WILL STAND
THE TEST

are guaranteed to stand the
test by which every sound
ultimately
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equipment
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CTION IN FRENCH CRISIS HOOVER
S [XPECTEDBY APRIL 15
Paris (By Cable) — Suggestions
' the French industry covering
jports to be permitted next year,
)W are under study by a French
Wernment official for suitable recnmendations, when they are to be
ferred to the commission for final
;tion, which is expected by April 15.
iNo Q)ie of the local industry exfcts the trade's recommendations
; be entirely approved. Drastic
\anges, however, are expected, as
le trade feels that the present sysjn is not practical and effective.
le local industry is depressed, with
otection sadly needed. American
terests are to get special governont consideration but the best hope
Americans is revision of the
■ench demands to prevent complete
ithdrawal of American
films from
ance.

OF
PURPOSE OF STOCK ISSUE

TO CONTINUE LIBERAL
U. S. VIEWS TOWARD MERGERS

Fox Getting Schine and Reade
Chains; Other N. Y. Deals Set

IVashington Bureau of THE

In Battle Array
Dotting keys, semi keys and
tributary territories, the Fox
holdings are spreading out
fan-like in a number of sections of the Nation. The extent of Fox activities in the
theater field, and the keen
competition in some spots is
graphically shown in a review
of key city situations, which
appears on pages 6, 7 and 8.
This national survey of the
competitive situations now existing is the most complete
ever published.

rOX-LOEW COMBINE GIVES
FORMER TWO NEWSREELS

Expansion
of Columbia
in the
und and silent fields is the purpose
first public issue of stock, to be
fered Friday on the New
York
urb Exchange.
The common,
it
stated, will be placed on the marit at $31 a share. Twenty-five thouWitii Fox Movietone News rend shares of no par preference and
leasing three times a week under a
0,000 shares of no par common, of program that will increase that schedhich 100,000 will be outstanding,
ule to a release a day by September
ill be issued.
Joe Brandt, Harry the Fox organization, by its acqui(Cmitinued on Page 7)
id Jack Cohn retain control of the
impany.
Issue of the stock marks
1 important milestone
in progress
the company.
The issue will be
-iiT<ne'd by Goddard
& Co., Inc.,
ickson, Storer & Schwab and Godird, Kneesie
Co., Inc. of New
ork.

Papers are being drawn in deals
under which Fox Theaters Corp.,
will take over the Schine circuit, upstate New York and Ohio chain, and
the Walter Reade chain in New York
and New Jersey. All details have
been set, only tiie drawing of papers
remaining.
Tiic Schine and Reade deals are
part of the series of transactions involving independent houses and circuits in and around Greater New
York. The remaining deals now are
being ironed out, with indications
that the houses will be taken over
as speedily as their nature permit.
Routine acquisition of the houses
alone will consume 30 days.
While there are 94 theaters in the
Schine group,
it onis Page
doubtful
if all
(Continued
7)

Victor Merger with RCA
Is Declared Operative

Disc recording now has the edge over souiid-on-filin recording,
but research ivork being conducted in the latter field, presages getieral
Invasion of eastern territory by adoption of the system, Barney Balaban of Balaban & Kats, states m
anchon & Marco presentations is the accompanying brief article. This is one of a series of similar
II purpose of a trip to New York
prepared for THE FILM DAILY ''Sound Symposium,"
f Marco. The firm is planning ex- articles
which is presenting viexvs on respective merits of the tzvo systems.

'ancho
n rn
& Marco
Mappi
ng
Easte
Invasion
Plans

^athe Soon to Announce
Season Production Plans
Production plans which he promises
vill be sensational have been comleted by Pathe, Phil Reisman, gen(.Continued

on

Page

2)

Chicago — Sound-on-film recording
is preferred by Barney Balaban of
Balaban & Katz, who says it is the
more practical of the two systems.
"While at the present time it is
our experience that sound-on-disc
gives better tonal results, we find

FILM

DAILY

Washington — No material change
in the government's attitude toward
mergers in industry is expected to
be made by the Hoover Administration. For the last few years the
Dept. of Justice has viewed leniently amalgamations which did not result in the suppression of cuinpeiltion. This is expected to continue
under the new administration. An
indication of Hoover's view on this
subject was given during his service as Secretary of Commerce when
he took the attitude that trade associations should not be subjected to
interference so long as their activities were not in violation of the antitrust acts.
As a result
(Continucd
on Page of4) his repre-

W. E. Nets $22,023,282 On
$287,931,000 1928 Gross
Western Electric, parent company

of Efectrical Research Products,
Merger of Victor Talking Machine grossed §287,931,000 during 1928, an
Co., with RCA was declared opera- increase of 13.5 per cent or more
tive yesterday, when more than the than $34,000,000 over the previous
required seven-eights of Victor stock year, President Edgar S. Bloom says
to stockholders.
Volume
was deposited under terms of the ex- in a report
(.Continued
on Page 4)
two
the
between
upon
change
agreed
firms.

Disc Edge on Tonal Quality
to be Offset, Balaban 's View

'nsion of its route to all sections
f the nation.

Justice Dept. Advice to
Avoid Trust Violations
Is U. S. Policy

sound-on-film to be so much more
simple and convenient to handle that
we feel it is much to be preferred.
This is particularly true in view of
the extensive researches that are beby the various manuing conducted
facturers in the field in the direction
of

improvement

of

sound-on-film."

U. 5. Probing
IVash. Bur. of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Agents of the
Dept. of Justice still are studying the interchangeability situation and now are making an
investigation in the Northwest
where there have been some
complaints of the manner in
which the situation was shaping up. THE FILM DAILY
yesterday printed a Minneapolis despatch that such investigation was under way.
With Colonel Donovan out
of the Dept. of Justice, it is
probable that nothing important will develop until the new
attorney general has appointed
an assistant to succeed him as
head of the anti-trust division.

I

THE
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Pathe Soon to Announce
Pollard to Direct Trio
Season Production Plans
of Stage Life Talkers
(.Continued from Page 1)

Release of "Show Boat," this
month, will mark first of a trio talking
pictures dealing consecutively with
M XLIH No. 54 Utimtti, Mir. S, 1929 Prlei 5 Ciiti three phases of American stage life,
and all directed by Harry Pollard.
PBBUSHEI
JOIN W. UICOATE
The other two are: "The Minstrel
Published daily except Saturday and holidays Man," starring Eddie Leonard and
by Pollard.
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and "The Barnstormer,"

eral sales manager, said yesterday.
Reisman has just returned from a
cross-country sales trip and conferences on the Coast with J. P. Kennedy and J. J. Murdock. The New
York studios figure prominently in
the production plans, and its activities now are co-ordinated with those
(1929) by Wid's Films and Film
copyright
of the Culver City studios. During
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
Sales Mgr.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President Gould Made
his tour of western branches, Reisand Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
of
Affiliated
European in 7 man
placed the Pathe Sound News
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
additional theaters.
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
Charles Gould, for the last five
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) years with Tiffany-Stahl and previUnited States outside of Greater New York.
ously with other firms, has become
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, sales manager of Affiliated European
should
Physical "Exams" for
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers
remit with order. Address all communica- Producers, states President Michael
Employees of Netoco
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- J. Gourland.
Boston — New England Theaters
Y. Phone Circle 4736way, New York, N.Cable
4737-4738-4739.
address: Filmday,
Operating Corp. has made arrangeGeyer Joining Famous Canadian
ments to learn the physical status
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
Ernest E. Geyer, for 18 months on of every one of its several hundred
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W. the field exploitation staff of United employees. A Boston physician has
I. Berlin — Karl Wolflsohn, Lichtbildbuehne, Artists, and for three years on the been named medical and surgical adFriedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, field exploitation staff of Paramount,
visor and appointments are now beLa Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la has recently left New York to accept
ing made for the complete physical
Courdes-Noues, 19.
a position on the staff of Famous examination at the corporation's exPlayers Canadian Corp., Toronto, in
pense of each one of the Netoco pera publicity and exploitation capacity sonnel.
under the direction of H. M. Thomas,
western division manager.
Brown Denies Brin Shakeup Report
Milwaukee — Reported shakeup in
'
2
66
STOCK
MARKET
Fire Destroys Ind. House
the Brill personnel is denied by Stan
High
Low Close
Sales
400
Attica, Ind. — Fire gutted the in- Brown, general manager of the cirAm.
Seat
35
34^ 34J4
terior of the Messner here. The
400
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 27 H
27
27
cuit, who says that, with one excepS'
400
,3
66 damage, estimated at $15,000 to
East. Kodak
184
182^ 184
tion, the staff has remained the same,
*do pfd
128
equipment and building, is covered as when the company was formed.
♦First Nat. pfd
106J4
by insurance. The house will be reFox Fm. "A"
... 94J4
92 92^
built according to S. D. Messner,
♦do rts
3
"Abe" Fischer Back at Minneapolis
♦Keith A-O
36}4
owner of the property.
do pfd
US
115 lis
l',806
Minneapolis — A. H. Fischer, who
Loew's
Inc
76}4
7434 74/^ 17,200
100
recently resigned as branch manager
Federhar Sells House
do pfd
107
107 107
•M-G-M pfd
255^
Akron, O. — Max Federhar has sold of the Chicago United Artists' branch,
M. P. Cap
3S!4
33 33
Para.
F-L
65/j
64^ 64J4 19,000 the Rialto to N. J. Kirchbaum who has returned here as head of the Tiffany-Stahl exchange, replacing Roy
also has the Norka. Federhar conPathe Exch
12Ji
12K 12^
600
2,900
do "A"
25
25 25
Miller,
transferred
to Omaha to suctinues to operate the People's Regent
Radio K-A-O
36}4
35^ 35^
ceed Harry Lefholtz.
and Cameo.
Stanley Co
3S'A
35-4 3554
♦Univ. Pict. pfd
9854
Warner
Bros
123^ 120}^ 12054
do "A"
55
545i 545^
Warner Pet. rts....
454
i'A 3^
CURB
MARKET
Acoustic Prod. ... 105^
9H 9J4
♦Bal. & Katz
81
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 22Ji
22 5^ 22^
♦Film
Insp
1^
Fox Thea. "A"
..33
3154 31/2
♦Griffith, D.W. "A"
3
Intern.
Proj
26
2554 26
Loew
do deb. rts.. 39
38 J4 39
Nat. Scr. Ser. ... 30
27 29
Nat. Thea.
Sup...
854
854 854
Trans-Lux
13
12 }4 12H
♦Univ.
Pict
175i
BOND
MARKET
♦Keith AG 6s 46
95
Loew 6s 41ww
...11754 11754 11754
do 6s 41 x-war... 98J4
9854 9854
Paramount 6s 47 .. 99J4
99}4 99/j
♦Par. By. 554s 51
102
Pathe 7s 37
8054
8054 8054
CURB
BONDS
♦Am.
Seat. 6s 36
9654
♦Warner 654s 28
198
OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"
32
3354 ....
do units
35
37
....
do com
454
S
....
Skouras Bros
50
54
Technicolor
18
18H
United Art
5
10
do pfd
75
85
Univ. Ch. com. ...
2
do pfd
80
85

7,400
200
200
12,800

'

266
Saturday
Change at London, Ont.
London, Ont. — R. S. Roddick,
16,000
l",666 manager of the Capitol, sound house,
3,400 is the latest exhibitor in the Dominion to fall in line with the Saturday change plan.

Guinan Opening Friday at Midnight
Premiere of Texas Guinan's
"Queen of the Night Clubs" is
scheduled at midnight Friday at the
Mark Strand, New
York.

Inc.

Walter A. Putter, Pre*,
for

Library Stock Scenes

130 W. 46th

St.. New

Bnraat 8181

York

March

7 Opening
Criterion,

ofNew "The
York. Letter"

March
March

8 Opening
of
"Sonny
Boy"
Warner,
New
York.
9 Premiere
of "Lady
of the P.
ments"
at Rialto, New York.
March
11 First
Premiere
ofristolph
"Timesone Squaj
March
Gotham-B
Pici
at Metropolitan, Baltimore.
12 Opening
of "Noah's
Ark" at V
ter Garden,
New York.
March
15 Convention
of eastern
Penn
vania, southern
New
Jersey
Delaware unit at Philadelphia.
March
Beach.
May
17 Premiere of "Show Boat" at (
itol, Miami, and Paramount, P

April

6 Warner - First
National - Stii
Frolic at Commodore Hotel. I
York.
4-15-16 Convention of Western Pi
burgh.
sylvania Exhibitor
Unit at P

April 1 6-9 Spring meeting of Society of I
Engineers in New York.

Lupe's Act
Lupe
Velez's
impersonations
Gloria Swanson, Dolores
del Rio ;
Jetta Goudal, which Chicago has
ready seen and heard at the Uni
Artists theater, will form part of
stage act at the Rialto in New Y :
when
she appears there next S
urday in conjunction with "Lady
the Universa
Pavements."
l Club Clear $3,500
Matt J. Etchingham, president i
the Universal Club, yesterday rep( ■
ed
that Astor
the club's dinner-dance, hi
in the
Feb. 15, made a pr t
of $3,500 for the club. This mc •
goes into the Sick Benefit Fund.
Sunday Shows
Bartow, Fla. —
declared in favor
by a majority of

Win at Bartow
Voters of Ban (
of Sunday pictJis
nearly two to c

to Baltimore

Mike Simmons, Gotham Photoplays publicist, leaves today for Baltimore, to prepare for the opening
of "Times Square" at the Metropolitan, where it has been booked in
10,666
for a week. Arthur Lubin, co-star
"Sonny Boy" Release Set
with Alice Day in the picture, leaves
300
Davey Lee's initial vehicle, "Son- Monday for a week of personal ap900
40U
ny Boy" is to have pre-release runs
pearances with the picture.
with Vitaphone beginning April 13,
17,700
and be released in silent form
May 18.
Metzger Returns to N. Y.
Enthused
over the
move
in scheduling
day company's
and date
opening
"Show
17
at Miami ofand
Palm Boat"
Beach,March
Lou B.
Metzger, general manager of Universal, has returned to New
York.

Let Us Solve Your Problems !

INCREASE

YOUR

BUSINESS

WITH-

_#

#ft'&

We have been well pleased with you
service and believe they will incroai
any exhibitor's business.
ISABELLE THEATRE,
Stevenson, Ala.

"WE NEVER

DISAPPOINT"

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

♦LAST PRICE QUOTED

CaU
WAFILMS,

Simmons

Book
TheDate
Industry's

PICTURE

fABORATORiE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
mCORPORA'nED

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

[powFH
INCORPORATED

220WEST42^-?STREE
NEW YORK
Phone: WlSconiin 6876

ALLAN

A.LOWNES,

CEN.MCR.

The cocl{ of the walk, m tal\

PATHE SOUND NEWS
RECORDING OF THE
INAUGURATION OF
PRESIDENT HOOVER
IS AN ATTAINMENT
WITHOUT PAP.ALLEL
PERFECT IN BOTH
SOUND AND PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE SCENES

THE

Short Shots from
New York Studios
;;^By

ARTHUR

W. EDDY',

FRANK McGLYNN, Jr., who has
been shot at by many Coast
cameras, is back in New York after
a tour with the Shubert show, "My
Maryland." His father is the gentleman who has gained fame through
impersonations of Abraham Linhis
coln.
♦
♦
*
Fox Movietone, which is sweeping
the world clean with a photographic
broom, has sent Neal Sullivan, cameraman, to Naples to get some special stuff. ♦
♦
*

As the second stop on his exterior-making tour, Lon Chaney arrives
in New York this week to shoot
scenes for "Thunder," his next MG-M. William Nigh, his megaphone
man, is with him.
♦
♦
*

sg^

Hoover to Continue
U. S. Merger Views
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

sentations the Dept. of Justice materially changed its view of such organizations.
The present policy of investigating
proposed mergers as a routine matter has been found by the Dept. of
Justice to work out very well and
it is likely that it will be continued.
Hoover's
lean toward
this
as he opinion
has heldwould
the view
that it
was better to step on illegal mergers
before they were consummated than
to wait until law had been violated
and then resort to lengthy and expensive litigation.

W. E. Nets $22,023,282 On
$287,931,000
1928 Gross
(.Continued from Page 1)

of business was 22 per cent greater,
but lower prices caused the lower
gross. Net for the year was $22,023,282 or 6.7 per cent on sales, compared with 6.9 per cent in 1927. In
addition to its other widespread activJames Corhett has completed a
ities, Western Electric manufactures
series of four shorts produced at the the Movietone and sound disc reproBristolphone plant at Waterbury.
ducing equipment, and has already
Buddy Harris was first camera on equipped 1,384 theaters of the United
the series, with A. G. Penrod grind- States, with the number slated to
total more than 3,000 by the end of
ing the second one.
1929.
♦
♦
♦
American Sound Pictures immediately starts preparations for a series of 12 shorts starring Phyllis
Dore. Production will be at American Sound Studios, formerly the old
Tec-Art plant on West 44th St.
♦
*
*

New Management at Morton
Morton, Minn. — ■ Earl Daun and
Amber Johnson have taken over
management of the Gem here from
Ed Fell and R. J. Schell.

New Boston Company
Photographers of the M. P. IndusBoston
— The Merchant Theater
try launched the first of a series of
lectures with two Du Pont men as Co. has been incorporated here with
the speakers. They are Dr. H. W. a capital of 400 shares of no par
stock. The incorporators are: Norman
Moyse and S. B. Sease.
A. Walker of Braintree; Eleanor
4>
*
*
March and Josephine M. Cannata of
Beth Brown, who has mothered this city.
many a corking screen story and set
of titles, has won a song writing
Bridgeport
Globe Closed
contest conducted by "Musical AmerConn. — The Globe will
ica." Her lyric is being published by be Bridgeport,
closed here for repairs, according
Carl Fisher. Miss Brown's entry, to Matt L. Saunders.
titled "With Love Along," was one
of 35,000 submitted.
Villisca, la.. House Closed
Villisca, la. — Dr. F. J. Liken, owner of the Villisca here, has now
closed the house due to the lack of
interest and cooperation of citizens
here and the town is now without
a theater He recently tried unsuccessfully to secure permission to operate on Sundays.
ON THE OCEAN END OF
KENTUCKY AVE.

The HOTEL

Jefferson
ATLANTIC

CITY, N. J.

AN HOTEL WHOSE COMFORTS
WILL ASSURE ONE OF FULL
ENJOYMENT
OF THIS GLORIOUS RESORT.
Each Room has Bath — Strictly Fireproof — Luxurious Lobbies — Sundeck
Overlooking the Ocean.
Golf Privilege!

American Plan $7 up
European Plan $4 up
OWNERSHIP— MANAGEMENT

FETTER

& HOLLINGER
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Hamilton For Talkers
LLOYD HAMILTON TALKING
COMEDIES CO. fORMED

A Little
from
By

Lloyd Hamilton, former Educational star, and who recently played
talking role in the British all-talking
feature production, "Black Waters,"
has signed with Harry Donald Edwards as the star in a new company
to make all talking two-reel comedies. The new company will be
known as Lloyd Hamilton Talking
Comedies and will start in production immediately. The company has
already signed William Watson, who
was for many years an outstanding
comedy director and editor with
Mack Semiett, to direct the first of
Hamilton's talkies; and Edwards has
also signed Gilbert Pratt, forrner
Paramount writer, to write the stories
and assist in editorial supervision for
Hamilton.
Edwards, who heads the new
Lloyd Hamilton producing organization, is a veteran production manager, and recently signed the Marquis
Henry de La Falaise for pictures,
the Marquis' pictures being postponed to make a trip abroad.

"Ham" Beal Elected New
President of Wampas
Harry Hammond Beal is new
president of the Wampas. Other officers are: Joseph Sherman, first
vice president; Pat Dowling, second
vice president; Hank Arnold, secretary; Edward Perkins, treasurer;
George Brown, sergeant-at-arms, and
George Alandy, Arch Reeve, Pete
Smith, Ivan St. John, Charles West
and Harry Wilson comprise the
board of directors.

RALPH

t(

a

Lots

WILK

Hollywood,

lyiAURICE
is making
■^"
elaborateREVNES
plans for
"Paris
Bound," which he will produce for
Pathe, with Ina Claire in the starring role. Miss Claire is due in Hollywood about March IS.
*
*
*
Seattle may be cold in the winter,
but its picturegoers are very appreciative, according to Lina Basquette,
who
a week's
engagement
there played
in a Fanchon
and Marco
unit.
After each of her numbers, she was
forced to take several curtain calls.
She did five shows a day in the
northern city and will play a return
engagement at Loew's, Los Angeles,
ayid is the first film star to play areturn date at the local theater inn
seven weeks.
f

*
* Show
*
Our Passing
: Rudolph and Joseph Schildkraut,
Frayik Reicher, Sarah Padden,
Rita Kissen, Guy Coburn,
Karl Brown, at "The Graven
Image";
Harold J.
McCord
and Jack Jarmuth
chatting
on
Bronson Ave.
*
*
*

'

J. Farrell McDonald's fans arc;
chiefly boys, girls and men. He,
averages 70 fan letters a day and;
his written "applause" comes from;
various parts of the world.
j
*
*
♦
Frank Gay, who worked on
"Red Wine" and "Joy Street,"
is writingtles."
a Frank
play,is"Empty
Botconsidering

two offers to join studio scenUniversal Signs Two
ario departments.
Dorothy Mathews and Kay Bryant, both from the New York stage,
"Rainbow Man" Sound on Film
have been signed by Universal to
"The Rainbow Man," talker which
appear
Tree of
Love,"
the
next of in
the "The
Movietone
short
subjects
Sono-Art Prod, is filming with Edstarring the Pat Rooney
family.
die Dowling starring, will be released
all on film. It is being filmed with
Pneumonia
Fatal to Albert Russell Western Electric recording system;
Albert Russell, brother of William
Russell, who recently succumbed to at the Metropolitan studios with
the same illness, died from pnumonia. three sound engineers, H. W. Bergman, Robert Harper and Dodge
He was a serial director in the early
Dunning, in charge of the recording,
Johnson Buys at Anita, la.
days of the industry.
and with a staff of 14 sound techAnita, la. — Arthur Johnson has
nicians at work on the picture in adpurchased the Rialto here from C. O. Would GiVie Police Charge of Schools
dition to the regular picture staff,
Police here are considering proLacey, who will devote his time to
posal of the Association of M. P. headed by Fred Newmeyer, who is
his other house at Creston, 111., the
George Crone will edit.
Creston.
Producers, which asks that so-called directing.
"movie" schools be placed uiider diCormack Signs Piara. Contract
rection of the police commission.
Buys Fischer-Paramount Bldg.
Bartlett Cormack, who wrote the
Madison, Wis. — John Kelly, conCompleting Installation
stage play, "The Racket" and who
tractor, has purchased the Madison
RCA-Photophone engineers have has
recently been on the Paramount
theater building from Fischer-Para- completed all preliminary work in- writing staffs, has signed a new conmount theater corporation for $125,cidental to the installation of sound
tract. He has just completed an
000. The new owner contemplates
in the Darmour-RKO stu- adaptation of "The Greene Murder
remodeling the building for stores and equipment
dios. Everything will be ready for Case," which will go into production
apartment purposes at a cost of ap- the beginning of production of next soon with William Powell again
proximately $50,000.
season's program early in March.
playing the lead.

The wheels
are humming
WITH the introduction of the RCA
Photophone the statement was

to bridge the gap between date of order
and date of installation.

made that "Superior facilities and superior resources automatically attract

On the present basis, theatre owners
may confidently anticipate a calibre of
delivery service in keeping with the
resources and production scope of these

superior public support."
Although but ten months have elapsed
since the initial announcement of RCA
Photophone, the correctness of this
statement is attested today by a demand
that is taxing the production resources
of the world's largest electrical organizations.
In this brief period, the RCA Photophone has become the standard by which
the tonal quality and efficiency of sound
reproduction are measured. Sound pictures made by the RCA Photophone system of recording are receiving universal

organizations.
And they may confidently look forward
also to an equipment that embodies all
the advances of today, plus the assurance of such improvements as may develop tomorrow.

public acclaim.
The facilities of the plants of RCA,
General Electric Company and Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company are constantly being expanded

CHICAGO
100 U'. Monroe
Room 1810
DENVER
817-17lh St.
V. S. ^atI. Bank BIdg.

St.

SAN FRANCISCO
235 Montgomery
St.
Russ BIdg.

Address all Inquiries to Commercial Department

RCA

PHOTOPHONE,
411 FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

Subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America
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Chain First Run Holdings Compared
Now Completely Dominates
WHAT THE LiNE-UP IN Fox
Theater Situation in New York
32 m INDICATES With
Central. In the Broadway situation
an additional 175 theaters
The lines are tightening. Moves
for dominance, already keen, become more so with the Fox-Loew
deal. The situation in important
key cities, as summed up by correspondents for THE FILM
DAILY, follows:
All Reported Peaceful in
Albany; No Change There

soon to be added to the rapidly expanding Fox chain in New York, Fox
is in a commanding position in the
Greater New York territory. Heading
the list are the Roxy and Capitol,
the ace houses of the Fox and Loew
chain. Fox, by the Loew deal, also
gets Loew's State, Loew's New York,
the Astor and Embassy leases, Loew's
Roof and Loew's American. In addition, Fox is planning a 52 story office
building on the present site of the

Fox and Publix In Merry
Tussle
for Boston Trade
Albany — With Fox bucking its

principal opposition, the Warners
(via Stanley) through a first run outlet at the Leland, operated by Chris
Buckley, no inkling is obtainable here
regarding any switch in plans which
might result in building of Fox's own
first run. Stanley operates the Mark
Strand, Mark Ritz and Regent.

Boston — By the spring of 1930,
the new Fox theater to be built with
a capacity of 5,000 or more on the
site of the old Hotel Touraine will
be making merry with the first run
situation here. In the interval, the
Loew deal gives Fox the State and
the Orpheum to buck the stiff competition offered by Publix via the
Metropolitan, Fenway, Globe, WashFox vs. Publix Is Situation
ington, and Scollay Square and the
bid for business made by RKO
Now Prevailing in Atlanta
through the brand new E. F. Albee
Atlanta — Fox's acquisition of nnd the older B. F. Keith theaters.
Loew's gives the former interest in
two theaters in Atlanta, key city of
the Southeast. These are the Cap- Buffalo Competition Keen
itol, built by Universal and now
owned in part by Loew as well as With Publix-Fox Opposed
Buffalo— William Fox and M. E.
operated
it, and Loew's
Grand,
second runby theater.
Both are
wired.a Comerford are fifty-fifty partners in
Fox intends going ahead with the the Great Lakes theater, which is
theater to be part of the Yaarab first run for Fox product. Their
Temple, but it is figured here the principal — and toughest-competition is
theater cannot be ready for a year. found in the Publix holdings which
Principal opposition is Publix which include the Buffalo and Hippodrome
has two de luxe operations in the as well as several suburbans. Unconfirmed reports have it that Fox
city, the Howard and Keith's Georgia. The latter is a partnership ar- made his first suburban invasion recently when he acquired an unnamed
rangement.
theater.

Deal Places Fox in Strong
Position at Baltimore
Baltimore — Fox is projected into a
strong position in the local first run
field by closing of the deal for control of Loew's. Fox previously had
no theaters of his own here, although a
house was declared planned. Whether
this will be carried out in view of
the overseated condition existing, is
problematical. This overseating condition was emphasized by the deal
between Stanley-Crandall and Loew's,
for operation by the latter of the
Stanley. I^oew's also has the Century, Valencia and Parkway here, the
latter owned jointly with United
Artists. The Rivoli is operated by
Wilson Amusement Co., the New
Garden by the Schanbergers, and
playing- Radio-Keith-Orpheuni vaudeville.
Fox product has been played in the
Whitehurst houses and has been getting plenty of breaks in neighborhood
houses.

podrome, Palace and Worth in Ft.
Worth; Kirby, Metropolitan and
Queen in Houston and the Empire,
Princess, Rivoli and Texas in San
Antonio. Publix, together with
each own's 25 per cent of
Publix-Paramount have the Para- Saenger,
the Dent theaters, a chain of 63
mount, Rialto, Criterion and Rivoli. houses operating in Texas and New
United Artists has a half interest in Mexico and is reported affiliated with
the Rialto and Rivoli. Warners has Robb and Rowley, who operate 61
the Warner, Mark Strand and a lease houses in Oklahoma and Texas.
on Colony.
the Winter Garden. "U" has
the
In the Greater New York territory, Wesco Theaters for Denver
Fox added to his holdings, the 69 the- Again Considered Possible
aters of the Loew chain, getting a
Denver — -Fox has no holdings here.
dominant position in the field, with Publix is very strong, operating the
Radio-Keith-Orpheum chief competi- new Denver, Rialto and Victory,
tor throughout the city.
while Fox product has been playing
the Victory and American, owned by
was one of the cities where Fox Harry Hoffman. Fox is not in this
planned to build a first run. Through- territory, except for unconfirmed reports that the company, via Wesco,
out the territory, Balaban & Katz,
with Great States Theaters and Mid- has bought two Denver suburbans.
west Theaters, occupy a powerful Wesco, at various tirnes, has been reposition. B. & K. has downtown here
ported planning to build here and in
the McVickers, Oriental, Chicago and other Colorado towns. Publix has
Roosevelt. Fox has the Fox-Monroe. theaters in Colorado Springs, Pueblo
here. Greeley. RKO has the Orpheum
Warners, the Orpheum; Radio-Keith- and
Orpheum, the State-Lake and United
Artists, the United Artists.

Cincinnati Reported 0. K.
Under Deal with Libson
Cincinnati — While it is a fact that
Fox has announced plans for a large
first run here, there is some speculation about it in view of the pleasant
business relations prevailing with Ike
Libson whose town Cincinnati practically is,theatrically speaking. James
R. Grainger, Fox sales chief, has been
selling Libson regularly for four
years and the representation is understood to be satisfactory to William
Fox.
RKO is a partner with Libson here.

Loew Deal Gives Fox Plenty
of Outlets in Cleveland

Cleveland — Public announcement
of a big Fox house here may never
Fox with Strong Hold in
become fact. Before the Loew purchase, there was reason for a Fox
Montana, Plans Expansion
show window here, but with the deal
Butte — With three houses here, the Fox interests have the following
four at Great Falls and one at Lewis- theaters in their local roster: Alhamton, Fox, through Wesco, has a
Stillman, Park,
Allen,State,
Loew's,
Mall,
strong theater hold in Montana and bra,
Metropolitan,
Alhambra,
recently announced plans to build in Circle and Cameo.
keys and semi-keys of the state. The
Principal opposition is two RKO
Butte list includes American, Parkhouses,
way and Rialto which represents drome. the Palace and the Hippopractically dominance of the city.

Fox Moves in Chicago
Are Being Anticipated
Chicago — Expected move of Fox in
this territory is awaited with keen
interest. Several times Fox has indicated intention to build here, where
the situation is dominated in the loop
and many outskirts by Balaban &
Katz, Publix subsidiary. Fox is interested in Chicago in the Cooney
and Ascher chain holdings. Recently, it was announced
that Chicago

Publix Dominates Des Moines;^
No Theater for Fox There
Des Moines — Fox has no theater
here, where Publix controls a majority of first runs, including the Capitol, j
Strand and Des Moines. In addition, '
Publix has a strong hold on the territory, by virtue of its deal with A.
H. Blank. Radio-Keith-Orpheum has
the Orpheum, split-week house here.
In the territory, Universal owns
houses, secured in the Hostettler deal.
Fox product has been split between
Publix and Orpheum.

Fox in Detroit Situation
Now With Both Feet
Detroit — Fox is in the local situation here with both feet following
recent opening of the new Fox, 5,000seat house, largest in the city, a
Kunsky-Publix stronghold. The Kunsky firm has about a dozen houses in
Detroit and suburbs. In addition to
its hook-up with Kunsky, Publix is a
part owner of the Butterfield circuit with Butterfield and Radio-KeithOrpheum. There are no Loew houses
liere. RKO has the Temple and
Keith's
in addition
here,
Uptown
and
Keith's
Regent
at Grandto Rapids.
The Butterfield chain has been playing Fox practically 100 per cent.

Hoblitzelle Franchise Gives
Fox Outlet in the Southwest

Fox Chain Has No Houses
In the Indianapolis Zone

Dallas — Texas is pretty much Publix's meat. Fox gets his outlets in
Houston, Fort Worth, San Antonio
and Dallas via a long term contract
with Karl Hoblitzelle under a deal
which has about a year to run. What

Indianapolis — Fox representation is
secured through a franchise with Fred
Dolle who operates the Apollo here
and theaters in Kentucky. The first
run situation is practically controlled
by the Skouras-Warner interests
Lieber thewhich operate thetheformer
Circle, Ohio and
aters, including
Indianapolis. Publix is a partner with
Skouras-Warner.
RKO operates
Keith's
here.

will happen after that is anyone's
Publix's strength is best indicated
guess.
by a list of its holdings which include
the Melba and Palace in Dallas; Hip-
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Fierce Competition Rages in Many Keys
Fox Enters K. C. First Run
b'leld by Deal With Loew

Kansas Ciiy — I'ux is iiijccied iiUo
lie nr»t run situaiiou licrc liirouyli
losing ot tne Locw aeal, gainnig uie
ity s uiggcst house, J-oc\v s Miaiand,
i-aiu^g -tjuyO. i-oc\v s lornicriy opcritcd me iviewman and Royal here lor
I uonx, but tnc latter lias resumed
ipcration of these two houses. Uthcr
irst runs are the Mamstreet, owned
)y KrvU, tne Vantages and Globe,
universal has a nuniuer ot suburbans
icre and otner houses m the territory.

Los Angeles Position Same
Vviih rox in [Strong bpot
li t-jf

Coojt

Bunau,

t lit.

1-IL.\1

DAILY

Los /\iigcies — l*oxs position rena.iis uic same here loiiowmg closMig 01 tne Qeai tor control oi i-oew s
inU M-O-M. Ihis IS the key city ol
the principal territory ol I'ox West
Loaat i Heaters' operations. The
(irni, whicn uominaies the southern
Lamornia territory, aireaay had been
operating tne Loew s btate, under
terms oi a management deal. Meanwime, there is spirited competition
here between l<ox and i^ublix, which
recently resumed operation of the
I'aramount (.Million JJollarJ. in addition, there are the Warners, United
Artists,
Chinese Fox
and
lower as Oraunian's
hrst run opposition.
operates as hrst runs, t^arthay Circle,
^ ox-boulevard, Lgyptian and Fox
Lritenon. United Artists is a partner
in the two last named. Fox some
time ago announced plans for a new
3,U00-seat theater here, and also plans
'a big house at Hollywood. RadioKeith-Urpheum has the Hill St. here.
The Orpheum recently was purchased
Irom RivO for Frlanger shows.

Fox and Publix Now Strong
Contenders In Tennessee
Memphis — Fox now becomes a
partner with Publix in the operation
of Loew's State, Palace and Majestic
here. 'I'hese three houses are held in
partnership with Publix, wliile the
Loew organization manages them.
Practically the only opposition in the
city is the Pantages.
However, Publix is a strong factor in other Tennessee cities with theaters wholly owned or operated in
Chattanooga, Jackson, Johnson City
and Knoxville. In Knoxville Fox
gets the Loew and in Nashville, the
Vendome.

Fox's Wisconsin Holdings
Make Firm Strong There
Mihvaukee — Fox holds a strong
position in this territory, controlling
several first runs here which are part
of a chain of 45 houses throughout
the state, operated by Fox Midwesco,
which is a subsidiary of Fox West
Coast Theaters. In Milwaukee, Fox
has the Wisconsin, Strand, Merrill
and a number of suburban houses.
Downtow'n, chief opposition is L. K.
Brin with the Garden and Majestic.
Brin also has the former
Fischer-

Fox Getting Schine and Reade rOHOEW COHBINE GIVES
Chains; Other N. Y. Deals Set FORMER ™ NEWSREtLS
(Continued

from

Page

1)

will be taken over. Fox pursuing a
policy of selection. Fifteen New
York and New Jersey houses, arc
embraced in the Reade transaction.
Theaters of the Schine circuit, as Hsted
by THK 1929 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
are:
XliW YORK, Amsterdam: Regent, Rialto
and Strand; Auburn: Capitol, Church, Jefferson, Palace and Strand; Bath: Habcock ;
Buffalo: Granada, Jubilee and Riverside;
Canajoharie: Capitol and Strand; Canandaigua: Liberty and Playhouse: Carthage:
Hippodrome, Opera House and Strand; Cobleskill: Park; Coming: Princess, Regent
and State; Dolgeville: Strand; East Rochester: i\ialto; Llmira: Capitol and Colonial;
Fairport: Temple; Geneva: Regent, RollardPalace, Smith and Temple; GloversvUle :
Family, Glove and Hippodrome ; Herkimer :
Liberty and Richmond; Little Falls: Gem,
Hippodrome and Rialto; Lockport: Hi-Art.
Palace, Rialto and Temple; Lowville: Bijou;
Malor.e: Grand; Massena: Opera House.
Rialto and Strand; Massilon: Lincoln; Madina: Park; Newark: Capitol and Crescent;
Norwich: Colonial and Strand; Ogdensburg:
Star and Strand; Oneonta: Oneonta, Palace
and .Strand; Oswego: Capitol, Richardson
and Strand ; Palmyra : Park ; Rochester :
Grand, Liberty, Riviera, State and Webster ;
Salamanca: Andrews; Saranac Lake: Pontiac; Syracuse: Eckel; Utica: Avon, DeLuxe,
Gaiety and Majestic; Watertown: Avon,
Olympic and Palace.

Paramount chain throughout the
state, a number of houses of which
are competitive to both Fox and Universal holdings. The latter, which is
the third point of the triangle of
competitors, has the Alhanibra first
run here a string of suburbans and
a chain of others throughout the
state. Radio-Keith-Orpheum last
year opened the new Riverside here.
Loew had no outlet here. Fox Midwesco also operates under a franchise
from Publix, acquired when the theaters were taken over from the Saxe
Brothers.

OHIO, Akron: Colonial; Alliance: Morison, lOhio and Strand; Lima: Schinc"s Ohio
and Schine's C'uilna ; Portsmouth: LaKay
and Columbia; Sidney: Capitol, (iem and
.Schine's Ohio; Springfield: Fairbanks, Majestic, Regent and
State.

Holdings of the Walter
chain follow:
NEW

JERSEY,

Asbury

Park:

Reade
Mayfair,

ReaJe's Lyric, Rcadcs' Main St., Reade's
Rialto,voy;Readcs'
St. James and
andStrand;
Reade'sLong
SaFreehold: Embassy
Beach: Hroadway and Strand; New Brunswick: Keith's State and Reade's Rivoli ;
Perth Amboy: Crescent, Ditmars, Majestic
and .Strand; Plainfield: Oxford, Plainheld
and Strand ; Red Bank : Carlton ; Trenton :
Trent.
Keith's Capitol, Reade's Palace and Reade's
NEW

VORK,

Kingston:

Broadway

(Continued

from

Page

I)

sition of two
Ltiew's
and M-G-.\[,
now
controls
newsrecls
in the field.
This is M-G-M News, produced by
the Hearst Newsreels which also
produce International Newsreel for
Universal.
M-G-M News is silent, as against
Fox Movietone News, which is, of
course, in sound. The former releases twice a week under a contract with M-G-M which has several
years to run.

and

Savoy
Readcs; New York: Astor (leased to Loew's
Inc.), iBijou, Columbia- Burlesque, Metropolis, .\lorosco (leased to Shuberts), and
OHIO,

Cleveland:

Reade's

Hippodrome.

No statement on reported closing
of the Fox-Reade and Fox-Schine
deals was obtainable at the Fox office
yesterday. Walter Reade could not
be reached, and telegraphic request
for a statement from Meyer Schine,
was unanswered, at time of going to
press. houses are Fox-Poli, Bijou and
The
Hyperion. The competition includes
the Oiympia, a Publix house used as
the opening stand for Publix unit
shows and the Roger Sherman, operated by Alfred Gottesman.

Fox Gets New Orleans First
Run As Result of Loew Deal

New Orleans — Loew's State, one
of the major theater operations in
this city, becomes the Fox stronghold here as a result of the FoxLocw deal. Fox has never had a
theater here until now. Bookings
for Loew's State, as well as operaFox Expected to Build in
tion, are handled by the Saenger EnMinneapolis and St. Paul
terprises.
Saenger is in control here. Fox
Minneapolis — Fast on the heels of
F. and R.'s ten year contract for and the Saenger group have had
Warner service, are rumblings that many squabbles in the past five years
Fox will build large first runs here over product and prices, but relaand in St. Paul. Fox has had scouts
tions are now reported very friendly.
making a survey of the situation and Particularly is this reported true
available choice property on several since William Fox visited the city
occasions. There are no Fox or Loew last winter.
houses in this territory, dominated by
Northwest Theater Circuit, (Finkel- Fox Has Two First Runs,
stein & Ruben). F. 8c R. are allied Building Third In Phila.
with Publix in ownership and operaPhiladelpiiia
With Fox's
andfront
the
tion of principal Minneapolis first Locust
now the— backbone
of the
runs. The only opposition in the line fortresses in the Fox theater
Twin City first run field are Radio- representation here, another big one
Keith-Orpheum and Pantages. The is in the works. A proposed Fox theformer has three houses, two in Minater for Market
St. will seat 5,000.
neapolis and one in St. Paul, while
There is plenty of competition
Pantages has one house in Minnea- downtown, with the Stanley forces
holding dominant position. Their
polis.
big operations, exclusive of neighStrength in New England
borhoods and Philadelphia suburbs,
Hinges on Poli Holdings
are the new Mastbaum which opened
New Haven — Fox gets its the- last week, the Boyd, Earle, Stanley,
ater representation here with three Stanton, Victoria, Aldine and Palace.
houses, all of them part of the 16
There is strong reason to believe
(.Continued
on page
8)
acquired some months ago from Poli.

ANSON lA
BROADWAY AT 73 ST NLW YOPk

Patrons of
Prominence
Choose
the Ansonia!
1400

Large Homelike
Rooms
Comfortahle Furnisliings

Soundproof Walls
Rates will surely please!
Rooms with private
from bath
$3 per day
For two
from $3 per day
Parlor, bedroom from
and $6
bath
per day
Booklet on Request
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Fox Has Two First Runs,
Building Third in Phila.

Fox Without Holdings in
Salt Lake Zone; May Build

that Fox will go through with his
plan to buck the Stanley organization in Philadelphia neighborhoods
and suburbs with theaters of his own.
Elsewhere in this territory, Stanley
is practically ruler, except for opposition in Atlantic City, Camden and a
few other spots.

Salt Lake City — Fox has no holdings in this territory. Recently, both
Fox, through Wesco, and Publix
were reported planning an invasion.
At present, Louis Marcus is the
dominating factor here, operating the
Victory, Capitol and Paramount.
Publi.x recently denied in New York
that houses are planned here. Other
competition includes the Pantages
and the American.

(Continued from Page 7)

"^
Holds Two De Luxe
Houses
in Pittsburgh with U. A.

Two for One

Pittsburgh — Whether or not Fox
will build here is highly speculative.
Many see no reason for such a move New House to Strengthen
in view of the Loew purchase which Fox in San Francisco
gives the former a partnership
San Francisco — Loew's Warfield,
arrangement with United Artists in
the William Penn and the Aldine. which had been operated by Fox
West Coast Theaters, passed to
Competition, there is plenty. Stanley
(Warners) operate the new Stanley, ownership of Fox in the Loew deal.
the Grand, and Columbia. John Harris The local situation is a highly comhas the Harris and RKO the Davis.
petitive one and has been since Publix resumed operation of its first
runs. These include: Granada, CaliPortland Another Spot with
fornia and St. Francis, while RadioPublix and Fox at Grips
Keith-Orpheum has the Golden
Portland, Ore. — This Fox West Gate and Orpheum, and the Embassy
Coast stronghold has been witnessing
a keen battle for business, similar to (Wagnon) is an independent sound
house. Fox has under construction
that raging between Fox and Publix
a
5,000 seat first run and occupies a
in other Pacific Coast keys, ever since
dominating position throughout the
Publix resumed operation of its the- northern California territory.
aters, formerly operated by West
Coast. Fox has two first runs here
The Fox dreadnaught, seating 5,and a number of houses in this ter- 000, opens in September. This will
ritory and is adding to its holdings. further strengthen his position. In
Publix has the Portland, John Ham- surroundmg towns, Fox product serick the Blue Mouse and Music Box.
cures representation by virtue of his
Others are the Pantages, Hippodrome appro.ximate one-third ownership of
and Oriental. Universal has a stri.ig the Golden States Theater Corp. and
of Oregon houses, including the form- the T. and D., Jr. circuit which
er Multnomah chain.
about 150 theaters.
jointly operate

Fox Theaters Corp. will subsequently offer to exchange one
share of Loew's, Inc. for two
of Fox Theaters, it is the
understanding of "The Wall
Street
Fox Journal."
Theaters closed yesterday at 3154 a drop of 1^ points
over Monday's close. Loew's
closed at 7414, a drop of 1%
points over the previous day's
closing
active. price. Both issues were

Ihis highly-competitive town.
Tiay !
uic
li.i. I'ox, OjUuU-bcaicr
rccciiiij
.--I'l-'iK-a, auu
i^ocw s iiaie.
buu V
^ijcuuig 01 tue I'ox, tnere has been 1
Warner- I
a real struggle for business.
are big figures here, witii
:3kouras
Publix a partner of that combniation
.n two first runs, the Ambassador and
has other first
Warners
Missouri.
runs and has a strong hold on the
the comwhich
situation
bUburban
pany has by virtue of its control of
tne St. Louis Amusement Co.

Fox Has Two First Runs
At Tacoma, Wash.

Tacoma — Fo-x West Coast has twq
first runs here the Rialto and Colonial, and is strong throughout this
Seattle — Fox West Coast now is
territory. Chief opposition here is
at grips with Publix in the "battle" Hamrick's Blue Mouse and Pantages.
which has raged since Publi.x resumed operation of its Seattle, for- Gained Two First Runs
merly operated by West Coast under
a management deal. Fox recently At Capital by Loew Deal
strengthened its local position with Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
acquisition of the Mayflower, new
Washington — Strength of Fox in
house which was built independently the capital city was increased by addition of two important Loew first
but never opened. Fox has the
Fifth Avenue and Coliseum; Pub- runs, the Columbia and Palace. The
lix, the Seattle, Universal, the Colum- situation here has been a highly competitive one since the new Fox was
bia and Winter Garden and John
Hamrick, the Blue Mouse and Music opened last year, so that the inclusion of Loew's houses under Fox's
Box. A Pantages and Radio-KeithOrpheum house round out the first wing will aid the latter. StanleyCrandall,
controlled by Warners, is
run situation. In the territory. Fox
West Coast holds a strong position, chief opposition, with the Metropolitan and Earle in the first run field.
owning a string of houses, and UniThe Warner holdings are particuversal has 11 houses here.
larly strong in neighborhoods, two
St. Louis Primed for Keener of the principal outlying theaters being the Tivoli and Ambassador, each
Struggle in First Run Field
seating
2,500.
St. Louis — Fox has two houses in

Seattle "Battle" Rages
Between Fox and Publix
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i A Picker
ou think ot Bill
on
i at once associate
Nox. yoyc
y HEI'
ythat name with a man
uD engineers mighty business
n ves, a doer of big things. The
star rides higher in the con^ nations today than ever before
i; its spectacular history. The
Ji'ew coup, of course, is respon»'le.
^iBut every general must have
; aides. Fox knows it and has
:ked his lieutenants ably and
jll.
t:

Let's run over part of the
Sheehan

The reins of production are held
mly in the grip of Winnie Sheehan.
tirst went to the coast se>eral
ars ago, kicked a lot of old ideas
to the Pacific and elevated Fo.x proiction standards to hciglits never
iChed before via a long list of notle pictures beginning with "What
•ice Glory?" His record of acconishinent is like an open book.

Grainger

Thursday,

Price

7, 1929

5 Cents

Loew Officers Re-elected; No
Changes Foreseen by Schenck

No Foundation to Alleged
Deal, Paramount Head
Emphasizes

BIG nitsT RUN roR rox
IN CHICAGO LOOP $[EN

"There is absolutely no foundation
to such report." That was the emphatic statement made j'esterday to
THE FILM DAILY by Adolph
Zukor, when his attention was directed to reports that a ParamountRadio-Keith-Orpheum deal was progressing. Itwas reported from the
coast late last night that an option
for purchase of Paramount is held
by R-K-O. Previously all reports
of a deal declared it was for a management of R-K-O houses by I'uijlix.
Tie-up between Paramount and RK-O has been regarded in some
circles as impending, the negotiations

Pt)inting to the re-election of the
entire personnel of Loew's, Inc. at a
meeting held on Tuesday as an indication that the sale to Fo.x Theaters
Corp. will not disturb present operations, Nicholas M. Schenck told THE
I'lLM D.MLY yesterday that it was
Chicago — It is an open secret that his opinion the organizations of
which he is president will continue
William i'ox is not satisfied with
the representation his product has as separate entities.
"I e.xpccl to continue as president
been getting in this city and surrounding territory. .\ big first run of Loew's, Inc. and to maintain the
downtown is expected to be the re- policies of this organization as I have
sult.
in the past. We are functioning today as we have before the Fo.x transFor the{Continued
first timeon inPageFox's
history,
action was made and I have notified
8)
my heads of department to continue
as they have formerly.
'"Of course, Loew's, Inc. is now

(Continued

on

Page

7)

LASKY SEES SOUND SOON
UP-STATE BUILDING TO
Gets Hurry Call to
FOLLOW THE SCHINE BUY Hatrick
FINDING PROPER LEVEL
Confer with Hearst in L. A.
(Continued

Leo

Blumenthal

March

NOTHING TO R-K-0 REPORT,
ADOLPH ZUKOR DECLARES

Selling and its tremendous responbilities are vested securely in the
mds of Jinniiy Grainger, the gowtting Irishman who made the PullBuffalo — .-\cfiuisition of the .Sciiine
U" name a by-word in the film in- circuit of up-state New York houses
y.
Everyone
knows
Grainger will be the opening shot in a buildliis inexhaustible store of salesing campaign by the Fox interests,
-hip energy. The way he has in- ii.xpansion in New York has i)een
-id the auditing expense at Fo.x talked about for some time, but closfit subject for economic
invesing of the Schine deal is expected
gation.
(Continued
on Page 8)
You never hear much of him. Yet
•T"': Leo, who has a string of viceilents trailing after his name, i.*
Kc the cream in the Fo.x coffee. His
bb is finances which means he has
ty on his young mind the way
is speeding along.

\

on

Page

8)

Edgar B. Hatrick. general representative for the William Randolph irest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hearsts' film interests leaves for
.'\ngeles — "There is no need
California soon to confer with forLos
excitement or h\sleria concerning
Hearst. The latter holds a contract future of the business despite the
with M-G-M for M-G-:M News, and
Cosmopolitan Prod, while Marion revolution caused by the introducDavies, long a star under the Hearst said tionJesse
of soundL. and
talkingjust
pictures,"
Lasky,
before
-Monday. Hollywood for New York on
wing, is making a series for M-G-M.
leavirg

Advantages of Disc System
Cited by Rockett of F. N.
His reasons for preferring souud-on-disc recording arc cited in
the accompanying article bv Al Rockett of First A'ational. The article
is one of the series prepared by industry leaders for THE J'lLM
D.IILY "Sound Symposium," outlining vie-ii.'s on the respective merits
of sound-on-disc and sound-on-fihn systems of recording.

j And then, a young man who never
rashes the headlines.
A. C. Blumenhal is his name.
He moves impreswly through all of the big deals
DAILY
^ox has negotiated beginning
with West Coast Bureau. TUP. FILM
he Roxy and Wesco purchases and
Los Angeles — Al Rockett, First
:riding — for the present at least —
vvith the Loew
bombshell
and the National executive, prefers sound on
mpending
New
York
independent the disc "by all means." "Most of the
theaters to date are equipped for the
'heater buy.
"Bluniy"
gets
them disc
method, which makes the outlet
started, whips 'em into a frenzy and
fromsays.
the industry in much demand,"
chen Fox finishes 'em off. What a he
r.vstein!
K A N N
"The public must be satisfied but

"The future of the talking pictures
is the future of the business itself.
Sound pictures are here to stay but
whether the talking jiicture or the
combination of sound plus certain
seciuences in which dialogue is heard
(CoHiinucd

on

Page

7)

Missouri Tax Bill Is
Expected to be Killed

St. Louis — With state cenrorship
and anti-standing room sale bills dead
latest advices from Jefferson City arc
in as much speed as possible," Rock- the ten per cent tax on amusements
ett continues, "they not only demand
probably die in the Educational
good clear prints, but also plan in- will
teresting dialogue, or true tone to the Committee of the House. Governor
sound. This is all to be found in disc Caulfield has sent word that he will
recording. We have our portable not sign any tax increase measures,
truck, making it possible to shoot al- init instead will insist on strict econmost impossil)lc scenes for exteriors
omy in all departments in an endeavand record the sound over remote
or cial
to solve
some of the state's finanproblems.
control."
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H. Judge and A. Cowley
Hungary Reduces Import
Join French Phototone and Entertainment Taxes
London — Horace Judge, formerly
director of advertising and publicity
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Sales
500
200
700

9,600
100
14,600
100

for First National-Pathe, is leaving'
for Paris in an administrative capacity
for French Phototone. Another addition to the French firm's staff is A. F.
Cowley, formerly recording manager
for \'ocalion Co., and British Brunswick. Cowley will handle recording
for the company in Paris.
Tiffany

Foreign Cast

Set

London — Tiffanj'-Stahl's first British production, "To What Red
Hell," adapted from the stage play
b}' Perc\' Robinson, is now in its
second week of production with a cast
headed by Sybil Thorndike and including John Hamilton, Drusilla
Wills, Arthur Pusey and JuUian
Sande.
Craff

Joins

1,200
200
200
10,900
2
24
10
5
14
7

....
....
....

85
QUOTED

New Eng. Corp. Gets Mass. House
Waltham, Mass. — The Embassy,
costing $250,000 has been purchased
by the New England Theater Operating Co. The Waldorf and Central
Square here also are owned by the
New
England
company.

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Braddock

Appointed

Booker

Michigan City, Ind. — Fitzpatrick &
McElroy, operators of the Tivoli,
Starland and Willard houses here,
has named George E. Braddock, former manager of the Tivoli and Starland, to the Chicago office where he
will be engaged in the booking department. Herbert A. Kaufman
succeeds Braddock at the Tivoli and
Starland.

George Lewis Craff, former Victor recording engineer, has been engaged for research and development
work by Powers Cinephone and to
serve in an advisory capacity on all
pictures made in the East using the
system.

Emig
Manager
at Waterloo
Waterloo, la. — R. F. Emig has
been ajppointed manager of the
Rivieria here succeeding Herbert
Grove, who will become manager of
the Capitol, Publix house, at Cedar
Rapids.

. Bronx,
N. Y., House
Opens
Golden Stars Film Prod. Co. has
opened the Bronx Opera House,
New York, with F. Gallo as manager. "The Imperial Guard" was
the initial attraction, under the combination policy.

Taylor Theatrical Incorporated
Roanoke,
Va. —
'I'aylor of
Big
Stone Gap,
Va.,J.isR.president
of
the Taylor Theatrical Co., which has
been incorporated here with a capital of $50,000.
Geller Heads

New

Theater at Mt. Horeb, Wis.

Goebel Building at Bristol
Bristol, Va. — Not only is C. A.
Goebel, head of the Goebel theaters
here, to equip his Cameo for talkers,
but is planning to build a theater on
the property occupied by the Isis and
Eagle.
Reilly With Stanley-Fabian
Elizabeth, N. J.— Richard A. Reilly
has been appointed manager of the
Regent here. The house is one of
the Stanley-Fabian chain.
Finlay Theaters Incorporated
Raleigh, N. C- — Finlay Theaters of
Goldsboro have been incorporated
here with authorized capital stock
of $50,000. Incorporators are Kenneth E. Finlay, Hugh Dortch and
Wyatt E. Blake all of Goldsboro.
Charter for War

N. W. Theaters

Portland, Ore. — I. Geller has been
named president of Northwest Theaters, succeeding W. W. Ely, resigned. The company operates the
Hippodrome here. Allan Cushman
has been retained as house manager.
Norma

Homer

West

at Rochester

Rochester, N. Y. •— Mrs. Norma
Homer West, for years manager of
the Superior in Brooklyn, will be
manager of the Lyndhurst here.
John H. W. Fenyvessy is owner.
Publix Gets Worcester

Capitol

Worcester, Mass. — J. J. Fitzgibbons, general manager of Publix New
England Theaters, has completed arrangements whereby the Capitol here
becomes a Publix house. Vitaphone
and Movietone sound equipment has
been installed.
Lurie Buys
Cleveland
House
Cleveland — Sam Luric, Pittsburgh
and Cleveland showman, has purchased the Crown, East lOSth St.
and Kempton Ave. from Louis Korobov. The house has been closed for
the last month. After redecorating,
Lurie reopened it recently.
2-Day Week Policy
Lorain, O. — The Cozy, operated
by George
is now open onhon
Saturday Shenker
and Sunday.

Theaters

Charleston, W. Va. — War Theaters
of War, W. Va., has been incorporated here with capitalization of
$5,000. Incorporators are: Hyman
Banks, Louis Nannie, Jacob and Belman
Shore.

TheDate
Industry's
Book

DAILY

Washington — Entertainment taxes
and imports on raw films taxes have
been reduced by the Hungarian government. The entertainment tax of
10 per cent has been cut to six for
first run houses and five per cent
for others, while the tax on import
of raw film has been cut by 75 per
cent.

Cinephone

Mt. Horeb, Wis. — With the completion of the Buechner building here,
3,966
20,600
Mt. Horeb will have a new theater.
14,800
The project is being carried out by
1,000
the Buechner Investment Co. which
21,500
100
will operate the theater. The company has been capitalized at $22,500,
24,606
members of the concern being J. B.
1,300
17,500
3',966 and Christine M. Buechner and M.
P. Schneider. The house will have
2,400 a seating capacity of 500 and will be
100 wired
for talking pictures.
21,600
200
100

Washington

Schwartz
Bros. Buy Another
Painesville, O. — Jules and Abe
Schw.artz, owners and managers of
the Utopia, have purchased the Park,
formerly operated by J. S. Cagney
and Herbert
Ochs.
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Today:
March
March
March
March
March

March

Opening
Criterion,
8 Opening
Warner,
9 Premiere

May

of
New

"Sonny
York.

Bojr"

of

"Lady
of the Py
ments"
at Rialto, New
York '
11 First
Premiere
of
"Timesone Squar.
Gotham-Bristolph
Picti
at Metropolitan,
Baltimore.
12 Opening of "Noah's Ark" at W
ter Garden,
New York.
15 Convention
of
eastern
Peniu
vania,
southern
New
Jersey i
Beach.
Delaware
unit at Philadelphia.
17 Premiere of "Show Boat" at C
itol, Miami, and Paramount, Pi
York.
6 Warner
- First
National - Stan
Frolic at Commodore
Hotel, N

April
April

ofNew "TheYork. Letter"

14-15-16 Convention
of
burgh.
sylvania
Exhibitor

Western Pe
Unit at Pi'

6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M
Engineers in New York.

Fannie Hurst Going to Coast
Fannie Hurst will leave New Yo
for Hollywood next week, to wr
dialogue for "Lummox," her sto
which Herbert Brenon is bringing
the screen as an all-talking pictu
Elizabeth Meehan will write
scenario.
Lupe Velez Arriving
Lupe Velez arrives in New Yc
tomorrow
from
Hollywood
to s
and dance on the stage of the Ria
Saturday and succeeding days of
run of "Lady
of the
Pavement
new D. W. Griffith film.
Henry

Henry Daniell Signed
Daniell,
now
playing

the stage in "Serena Blandish,"
been engaged
by Paramount
for
part with Jeanne
Eagels
in "Je
ousy,"
now
in production
at
Long
Island studio.
Jean de Lin
is
directing.
Rockaway Houses Sold
The
New
Theater
Bldg. and
Rivoli, Rockaway have been sold
Sherman and Jacobson to Davis
Goldbaum.
Adolph Sofferman ac
as broker.
Anna Patterson in N. Y.
Anna Aiken Patterson, editor
publisher of "The Weekly Film 1
view,"
well
know.'n
Southeast'
regional is in New York at the P
amount
Hotel.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tiieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York Cit}
Phone

Penn. 3580
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Kecreating the Broadway Stage Sixccess"FOG" I
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James Kirkwood as "Rev. Kelly"

^

"I'm just a poor servant of the Lord— come to
save souls."
"Damn you all! I'm giving a party in Hell, and
you're all coming with me, NOW!"
Robert Ames as ]immy

"I'm a reporter on the press. We'd been tipped
to watch "Tiger" Laraby — and I managed to get
aboard — but they got me and tied me up."

Ben Hendricks as the watchman

"That drummin' you hear? That's Laraby's
blackbird — a cannibal 'e is, a Voodoo cannibal
that does Laraby's dirty work. You better not go
aboard that ship, young lady."
Hallam Cooley as "Chester"

"Hang on to me, Charlie, something's got me by
the legs. Oh, damn it, pull! Help! Help!

Bits of dialogue from ^^Black Waters^^ the

Lloyd Hamilton as the Valet
Noble Johnson as the Cannibal

^

His bare feet were as silent as his voiceless lips,
his black face matched the darkness, only his
eyes gleamed green as he fixed a poison dart in
his infernal blow pipe —

"M-nvm-m-m — (whistle) My G-God!
— Oh! th-th — (whistle) d-devil.

Uh-uh-uh

John Loder as "Charlie"

"Get behind me, Eunice.
I've got the axe,
smash through that door to the deck."

I'll

Mary Brian as Eunice
Frank Reicher as "Randall"

^

"Mr. Laraby wasn't expecting me tonight. He
always preferred my wife — until he got her!"

sensational

melodrama

"Oh my dear! I couldn't tell you why I came to
this awful ship — but now, take me away, don't
ever leave me."

in evening dress*

l^^^^

V€tf

%%t#

_^.<^

-^^

^Bk

<^Nitt(p'^f^^'-

:^^ Tkey don^t need eyes ! the dialogue is that fpod- but
the photo|raphy is ^reat too,^ ^^stern Electric Rccorffin^^^p
' ^
Both Film and Disc Z^^^^S^

Physical Distribution thru Educational Exchanges

.jm-
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
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A. Zukor Declares No
Truth to RRO Report
(CoiitiniieJ

from

Fage

1)

being speeded by closing of the FoxLoew deal. R-K-O, it is said, is desirous of obtaining the Publix buying
MORTON BLUMHXSTOCK, who power and picture house operating
.
has riRlitly been credited with exi)eriencc, while Paramount is declared to desire the outlets otTered by
numerous excellent editiiiR and titling jobs at the Coast, is now work- R-K-C) houses, particularly in the
Greater New York territory, where
|ing on "The Hole in the Wall" at Fox has a number of situations virtuParamount's Astoria studio. His
initial litlinij job at the Lonv; Island
ally sewed up, except lor R-K-O
houses.
[plant was "The Letter," which has
RKO-Paramount gossip gained imits Xew York premiere this evening.
petus yesterday witli return to New
i Drk from Morida of Michael J.
Arthur and Ray Cozin have re- Median, Wall Street operator, who
\tired from aviatiou, it seems. They has been handling RCA stock. He
\haye sold their flyinci field at Rhine- is reported to be the prime figure in
beck, N. Y., to the Government, a pool pushing Radio to new high
\ which jcill nse it for military and levels.
leotnmercial
purposes.
Arthur
is
stage manager for Paramount, while Lasky Sees Sound Soon
Ray has been assistant to Robert
Finding Proper Level
Florey on "The Cocoanuts."
^^By

ARTHUR

Coast Wire Service

Wiring Tec-Art Studios

IV. EDDY ^^^

(Continued from Page 1)

Two Paramountites Rot away with will prove most popular will have to
pri/'.-s at the Anipas frolic the other
be determined
by theandpublic,
he said."
evening. H. M. Baldwin, Monta There
are no hard
fast rules
for
Bell's assistant, wore a composite regulation of the type of sound picture to be released.
costume, the hat coming from "The
"As to the future of these persons engaged
Cocoanuts" and the cloak from "Say
business. Common sense reasIt Again," Richard Dix vehicle of in the picture
will answer that the director who
a few years ago. Helena Turner, studies oning
the new medium of expression has
film cutter, the other Paramount no future worries nor has the stage director
prize winner, wore a costume which who diligently applies himself to a study of
made you think she had a dual face. motion picture technique.
Much red-hot Harlem steppin' is
due at Paramount's Astoria plant
during the making of a short starring James Barton. Talent for the
number was captured in nocturnal
Harlem by Lari~y Kent, production
manager for shorts; James Barton,
Emerson Yorke and William, N.
Saulter, all of the studio. They
toured the Black Belt ivhoopee parlors 'till came the daion.
Paul C. Sprunck's name now appears on the Paramount studio payroll. He's in charge of technical effects. Sprunck has just returned
from Europe after studying methods
used there. He was with Cecil B. de
Mille for three and a half years.
With "The Cocoanuts" finished,
the Paramount unit is scurrying in
quest of vacations. Robert Florey
has gone to Havana, tchere he tvill
write his next story as ivell as rest.
Mrs. Florey is with him. Joseph
Santley, who co-directed with Florey,
has checked in at Atlantic City.
George Folsey, ivho did the first
class camera job on the picture, has
gone to Bermuda and you can draw
your oivn conclusions.
74, Not Seven
Phil Reisman, general sales manager of Pathe, placed Pathe sound
News in 74 additional theaters on
his recent cross-country trip, and
not seven as reported yesterday
through a typographical
error.
Organ for Tex. House
Ralls, Tex. — A Robert Morton pipe
organ has been installed at the Crystal.

"Some stage players will have sensational
success in the new field hut by no means
will the stage player supplant the screen
artist because of the peculiar demands of
the new form of expression. Beauty is
stdl an important part of screen entertainment. A melodious voice will never t:ii<e the
place of physical l)eauty; it can add to it,
but can never supplant it.
"I believe the next technical development
will be the wide angle lens, giving a broader
screen. The screen of the future will be as
big as the present stage theater. The new
development will make every seat in a theater a front row vantage point, because of
the close-up possibilities of the camera."

SOUND RECORDING AT TECART FOR INDEPENDENTS

A Little
By

To provide sound facilities to the
independent producer, .\lfred T.
Mannon, president of the Tec-Art
studios, is constructing two sound
stages.
Under the supervision of H. Kirk
Kellog, the engineer responsible for
the sound units at United Artists
studios and RKO studios, work on
the sti.ges, which are to be 75 by
lUO feet each, are under way.
The stages will be made available
to iiulependents including: Edwin
Carewc Prod., Inspiration Pictures.
Technical M. P. Corp., Gotham
Prod., Burr-Hines Enterprises, Qualitone Corp., Chesterfield Pictures,
Quality Prod., Smitty Comedies and
others.

Rothstein Heads Publicity
for Columbia on Coast
Nat Rothstein
has joined Columbia as studio publicity director.

RALPH
WtLK
from **Lots''

Hollywood

JEANNE
blonde
lead for
I'athe, was LOFF,
approached
recently
by
an advertising man wdio asked her
to make a blindfolded test of certain
cigarettes for an indorsement.
"I don't smoke cigarettes," rcplie<I
Jeanette, "and bcsi<les I never go
into anything
blindfolded.
*
*
*
Carol Lombard has been accorded
honor by Alexander Pantages, who
has
named
one
of his
racing
thoroughbreds after her.
*
*
*
Eddie Quillan is still haunted by
his past. Despite the fact that he
gave up the stage for the screen
nearly three years ago. this Pathe
comedian has been called upon to do
some of his former vaudeville act
upon three difTerent occasions during the past month, when he made
personal appearances
in Phoenix,
*
*
Ariz., Sacramento *and Santa
Ana.

Adapting
"Diversion"
Harold
Shumate
is writing the
"Nobody's Children," Alfred E.
adaptation, continuity and dialogue Werker's first directorial effort for
for "Diversion," screen version of Fox, ivill be released under the title
the stage play of that name to be
*
*
*
produced by First National-Vita- of "Blue Skies."
Our Passing Show: Robert
phone pictures with an all-star cast.
Robert North, assistant to Al RockAndrus, now a rancher, visitiyig ivith Jack Luden, his old
ett, will act as producer. John Griffith Wray will direct.
classrruite at the Paramount
school; Harold J. McCord
Rogell to Direct Original
busy at Warner Brothers;
Publix Managers School
Albert S. Rogell, who directed
Oscar Smith demonstrating
Opening in N. Y. Today •'The Shepherd of the Hills," will dihis ability
a "dialectician,"
with
David as Newell
an interrect his own original story. "The
\\'ith 28 students in attendance, the
ested listener.
Flying
Marine,"
for
Columbia
.
It
fifth session of the Publix Managers' will be made with dialogue and
School, opens in New York today,
"U" Buys Two Stories
with Jack Barry, who organized the sound used. Following "The Flying
Marine,"
Rogell
is
expected
to
school in 1925, as director and Henri
"The Song Plugger," an original
make a series of talkers for UniSchwartzberg as his assistant.
by Paul Sidney, has been purchased
versal,
which
will
be
based
on
industrial life.
by Universal as a Gleim Tryon talkFreihofer Buys More Houses
er. The company also has bought
"Heart
and Hand," short story by
Philadelphia — William Freihofer
Warner Signs Contract
has taken over the Oxford here and
H. B. Warner has been signed to Olive Edens.
is negotiating for the Fernrock. Frei- a four picture contract by Warner
hofer now owns the Towers, Frank- Bros. His first assignment under
Casting
lyn and Roosevelt here and is build- the new contract is an important role
"She
Knew "She
Men" Knew
is the Men"
final picing a 4,000-seat house in the Olney
in "The
Argyle
Case."
which
Howsection.
ard Brethcrton will direct.
ture of the
series of Assigned
18 on this inyear's
Warner
program.
the
cast
are:
Davey
Lee,
Betty Bronson,
Remodeling Wheeling House
Colleen Moore
Buys Story
Gertrude
Olmstead,Breese.
John T. Mur"Love Is Like That," by John rav
and Ednmnd
Wheeling, W. Va. — James Circosta who recently purchased the Emmett, is to be a forthcoming starring vehicle for Colleen Moore. No
building housing the Ohio theater
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Signed
here is having the house remodeled
definite
place on MisshasMoore's
schedand redecorated.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has been
ule of productions
been decided
for the leading masculine role
upon for "Love Is Like That." but signed
it probably will be produced this for the Vitaphone version of the
Gates Managing Va. House
Norfolk, Va. — Sidney Gates, vice
Wrav will"Diversion."
direct.
stagefithplay,
John Grifpresident and southern division man- Richard
Wallace
Leaves for N. Y.
ager of the Theater Corp. of Amer- year.
Riciiard Wallace, Paramount di- Barthelmess
Retiirns to Hollywood
ica, has succeeded Harrj' D. Slearn
rector, has left Hollywood for New
as manager of the Gates here. Stearn York. He will view the new plays
Richard Barthelmess has returned
has joined the Wilmer & Vincent and will return to Hollywood with to Hollywood after a vacation of two
circuit.
Maurice
Chevalier in a few weeks. months.
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Two Pathe Companies
Re-elect Loew Officers Big First Run for Fox
in France Now Separate No Changes Foreseen In Chicago Loop Seen
Washiiuiton
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of THE
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(Continued

from

Page
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(Continued from Page 1)

B. & K. this year are playing his
Washington — Societe Pathe Cin- an ally of Fox.
Mutual benefits are
ema and S'ociete Pathe Consortium certain to result. Particularly is this pictures in the loop where, until this
liave reached an agreement whereby so in production where lapses in the season. Fox's outlet was his own theater, the Monroe. The B. & K. deal
the latter is to abandon the word
activities of players under contract' gives Fox 20 pictures
in the loop
"Pathe" as well as the Pathe trade to one producing organization may
Negotiations are under way for marks, according to the M. P. Sec- be utilized by the other. Similarly and five each in the North, South
tion of the Dept. of Commerce. So- with directors while the experience and West side B. & K. theaters.
site for a Power's Cinephone studio
at Los Angeles. WilHam N. Garity,
ciete Pathe Consortium now becomes and cooperation of each company Marks Bros, are playing 20 additional in the Marbro and Granada
chief engineer, leaves New York for Paris Consortium Cinema and will
Los Angeles March 15 to supervise be entirely independent of Pathe. No will (|in'te naturally be available to which are opposition to B. & K. on
installation of recording apparatus changes are to be made and it will
the West and^ South sides. This deal
and to act as technical advisor to continue to distribute Cineromans
with B. & K. was made only after
the other."
Walt Disney who will install a product. Pathe is to start production
James R. Grainger found it necesPowers Cinephone recorder in his and handle its own distribution, it is
sary to make several trips here from
New York.
animated cartoon studio under a li- reported.
(Continued
from Page 1)
cense signed last week.
In addition to stationary recorders,
to
see
it
get
under
way. Theaters
Frick, Jr. at Plainfield
the new Powers Cinephone studio
are
planned
for
Schenectad}-,
Olean,
Plainfield, N. J.— Fred Frick, Jr.
will have a number of portable
Niagara Falls, Rome and Elmira. Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
has
been
made
manager
of
the
Strand
equipments mounted in a fleet of
Local talk hinges largely around
Washington — Announcement
made
sound trucks which will be used for here. He formerly was connected
with
one
of
the
Walter
Reade
houses
Fox's plans to take over suburban by Fox some months ago of a plan d
silent studios and location work.
theaters to buck the Publix compe- to build de luxe theaters in various I
at Asbury Park, N. J.
tition in this direction. Syracuse
vVashington
suburbs
will probably
and Rochester are now fortified for
Seattle Montlake Sold
go
through.
As noted, the Fox inFox since Loew operates the State in
Seattle — The Montlake here has each city.
theaters
now have
the Foxterests
and
the three
Columbia
and here,
Pal- '
Max Glucksmann, the largest ex- been leased from Auburn R. Mayea
ace.
latter
two
were
acquired
The
hibitor in the Argentine, has decided to the Aletropolitan Talking Picture
from
Loew.
The
Stanley-Crandall
to wire his houses with Western Co. The lease is for ten years at an
interests are strong all through
the
Electric sound system. His initial aggregate rental of $54,000. More
capital,
two
of
their
fine
neighbororder, according to E. S. Gregg, ex- than $20,000 will be spent for remodEstablishing the world's record of Palace. hood houses being
the Tivoli and
port manager of Electrical Research
eling and equipping the house for 13,000,000 in attendance and a gross
Products, calls for immediate wiring talking pictures and will open under of $11,000,000 in two years, the Roxy
this week is celebrating its second
of five houses, w^ork on which will the new management on March 15.
First Casualty in St. Louis
be started before the end of the
anniversary. During the y.ear just 'Battle' Reported
month. The first house to be wired
passed, the house has played to 6,Publix Ft. Wayne Report Denied
St. Louis — First casualty of the big
700,000 patrons, with a gross of $5,
will be the Grandsplendid in Buenos
Fort
Wayne,
Ind.
—
Sam
Wolf,
Aires.
Glucksmann is in New York.
600,000. The figures are prepared battle of the box office of St. Louis,
temporary trustee of the property at
which started when the new Fox
Washington Blvd. and Calhoun St. by the theater. Report of Roxy
opened on Jan. 31 has been reported.
Theater
Corp.
for
the
fiscal
year
denies that the site has been bought
ended Oct. 26, 1928, indicated net of The new bulletin is this:
for a new Publix house as reported.
The Midtown, Skouras-Warner
$607,676 or $4.86 a share on the 125,house has closed. Official reason is
George I. Matthews, vice president
000
shares
of
Class
"A"
outstanding.
To Improve Waco Hipp.
the lack of sufficient high class sound
and sales manager of Scoredisc Serpictures to attract the type of patrons
Waco,
Tex.
—
Building
inspectors
vice Corp., is in Philadelphia where
that are needed to make it a success.
he will arrange distribution in the here issued a permit for the remodeling of the Hippodrome. The house
Pennsylvania territory of Scoredisc
Colton Goes to Coast
is one of the Dent chain- and will be IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Service. He expects to return to
remodeled at a cost of approximately
Los Angeles — Irving Thalberg is . John Colton, author of Greta GarNew York Friday to make prepara- ?100,000. it is reported.
to arrive in New York Friday pre- bo's latest, "Wild Orchids," as well
tions for an immediate countrj'-wide
sumably for production conferences as of "The Shanghai Gesture" and
tour of key cities. On this trip he
with Nicholas M. Schenck. Louis other stage productions, has left New
Corporation Moves to Bangor
will appoint sales representatives for
York for the coast. He will do diaMayer now is in New York.
the Scoredisc
Service.
Bangor, Me. — Belfast Theater Co.
logue and write original stories at
"We estimate that preparation for Score- has changed headquarters from LewShearer
Film
Started
the M-G-M
studio.
disc for all feature pictures released since
West
Coast Bureau.
THE
FILM
DAILY
Aug., 1928, will Ije ready for the market iston. Me., to this city, according to
"Buddy" Stuart at Buffalo
within tracts
a for
fortnight,"
Con- ahere.
certificate filed at' the court house
Hollywood— "The Last of Mrs.
Scoredisc states
ServiceMatthews.
can be taken
Buffalo — Laurence F. (Buddy)
now for distribution starting about March 18.
Cheyney" has gone into production
at the M-G-M studio, with a cast Stuart, veteran theater executive and
headed
by Norma Shearer. Sidney exploiteer, is new manager of the
Owner Running Malvern, O.
Tom McKean Joins Cinephone
Franklin
is directing this all-talking Great Lakes, Fox-Comerford house.
Tom McKean, president of ProgMalvern, O. — Park C. Brady did
He succeeds H. M. Addison, recently
ressive Pictures, of St. Louis, is now not renew his lease on the Odessa.
picturization of Frederick Lonsdale's
representing Powers Cinephone in The house is being run by F. E. Broadway play. The cast of the pic- named general representative of the
ture includes Basil Rathbone, George Comerford
circuit.
Missouri, Southern Illinois and Ten- HofTee, owner of the building. Brady
Barraud, Herbert Bunston, Hedda
nessee under an appointment made by still lias the Park, Carrollton.
Hopper, Maude Turner Gordon and
E. J. Smith, vice president in charge
Howard
Roth with M-G-M
'
Cleveland — Howard
Roth
has reJohn
Battan.
of sales of Powers Cinephone. McLloyd Get Ark. Lease
signed as Vitaphone booker to sucM-G-M Signs Shaw
Dierks, Ark. — Kenney Lloyd has
Kean will contimle to make his" headceed Carl Senning as local M-^i-M
quarters in St. Louis.
taken over the theater lease here held
Oscar Shaw has been signed to ap- office manager.
Arthur
Ehrlich
is!
by Mrs. S. C. Yates and son, Curtis,
head Vitaphone
booker.
;
pear in M-G-M all-talking features now
Buy
Pacent
Machines
it is reported.
and
will
have
the
masculine
lead
opCleveland — Max Lefkowitz and
Fox
Signs Two More
Gallman at Ardmore
Henry Greenberger have purchased
in "Marianne,"
Davies
posite
Shaw is
enMarion
route
to the
Coast. He West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
four Pacent Reproducers for the
Ardmore, Okla. — R. .A.. Gallman
Hollywood — Ivan Lebedeff and
Commodore, Euclid, West Park and has taken the place of Mrs. Billy previously had been under contract
for Metro Movietone Acts, and has Douglas Gilmore have been signed
nuts."
Lyric theaters.
Silliphant as manager of the Rex
"The One Woman Idea,"
Fox forRod
here and has also purchased an in- just finished a role in "The Cocoa- in
by which
La Rocque and Marterest in the house.
Vitaphone For Niles, Mich.
celine Day are featured.
Niles, Mich. — Joseph M. Stutz, of
Loew Quarterly Dividend
Newboldt Buys Kansas House
the Swanberg Electric Company,
Granada to Have
Sound
Loew's, Inc., has declared regular
has been awarded the contract for
Marion, Kan. — S. A. Mudd has sold
the
on
cents
50
of
the
Garden
here
to
M.
Newboldt
of
quarterly dividend
Loew's:
the installation of Vitaphone at the
Granada
The is
Clevela
being , equipped
Sidend—house,
West
Kansas
City.
common, payable March 30 to stock
Ready
here.
of record March 14.
and Movietone '
with Vitaphone

Powers Cinephone Studio
Planned at Los Angeles

Up-State Building to
Follow the Schine Buy

Fox Expected to Build in
Washington Suburbs >

Max Glucksmann to Wire
Houses in Argentine

13,000,000 Admissions In
Two Years Roxy Record

Matthews Arranging
Scoredisc Distribution

Thalberg Leaves for East
for Production Confab

Many Coast Workers Prefer Sound-on- Film System
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Who Knows ?
T]\\: iiidu.strys most iK-iplcxin<; question : "W lio's mergSometimes
ing today?"
-kfd in jest. More often in full
Vou can't tell what
iriousness.
morrow will bring. One thing is
The era of concentration
crtain.
vhich is the order of the day in
jill large .American industries, has
jeen speeded up in this field by
'he Fox-Loew deal.
There will be more mergers.
Write that on your hatband. The
balance of power will have to be
adjusted and to accomplish this
there is open but one course. Right
vou are.
Merge.

Zukor

The loKical spot to look for an
interesting
development
is ParaI mount.
\\'liat will come out of Zuk■ or's office remains to be seen.
We
recall however,
how certain important operators identified with I'ublix
came to New York some months ago.
held some meetings and determined
— or perhaps had determined for ih-.'m
i — that their coiiniion good conld l)Ct• ter be served if the Warners, rather
'■ than Fox, controlled First Xational.
We remember
how
Paramount,
an
, active bidder for the Stanley company, strangely rested on its haunches
wliije-— tlie Warners
stepped in and
JkJiight where Fox had almost beaten
them to it. All of which may mean
nothing,
except
that when
Harry
vWarner calls Adolph Zukor he gets
Zukor
\'ice versa
as
well.on the telephone.

Radio

In the picture, one day as a known
and the next day as an unknown factor is Radio. Where the tie-up will
end likewise remains to be seen. We
point out one most significant fact,
however and this is it:
The entire historj- of RCA, proves
conclusively that when Radio enters a
deal it is Radio that dominates. Remember that.

"The Letter"
Love, not so true, in a Maia.\ Peninsula setting. Most certainly not
the sort of picture to take the kiddies
to see, for "The Letter" is strong
red meat — the kind they eat in big
cities only. Generally a suspenseful
drama that proves the female of the
species continue more deadly tlian
the male. Climaxed with a five minutes at the close that will well nigh
rock 'em from their seats, with
Jeanne Eagels
hurling said rocks.
K A N N

Friday,

March

Price

8, 1929

5 Cents

FOX TUSSLE WITH B. & K. IN
/
CHICAGO AND MID-WEST SEEN
TEXtS SWDAV HIM UW
NOW IIP 10 Mum
-Austin. Tex. — B'll to legalize Sunday pictures tliroughout Texas has
heen passed by the Senate 21 to 2
and now goes to the governor for
signature. Passage of the measure
in the legislature climaxes a strong
campaign for enactment waged by
Col. H. A. Cole, president, and his
aides of the Texas exhibitor unit.
-Sunday shows are permitted in some
towns of the state and prohibited in
others.

Hearings Next Week on
Ohio 'Blue' Option Bill

Columbus, O. — Hearings arc scheduled in the Senate chamber March 13
at 7 P. ^L on the bill providing for
local option on the question of Sunday shows. All theater owners in
closed communities are urged to attend the hearings. The measure is
favored by Gov. Cooper.

Los Angeles Building
Orgy Seen in Prospect
IVi-st

Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los -Aingeles — There is a veritable
building orgy impending in the film
(Continued on Page

11)

An "In" via M-G-M
Chicago — Funny how things
tie up. For the first time, B.
& K. this season are playing
Fox pictures in the loop. Yet
the Fox treasury will get ample money out of Chicago for
some years to come since, by
acquisition of Loew's, Inc.
Fox inherits a ten year franchise for M-G-M product
signed by B. & K. several
years ago when Jimmy Grainger was sales manager for MG-M and when Marcus Loew
threatened to build in the
Windy City.

6 COSMOPOLITANS LEFT
ON CONTRACT WITH M-G-N

ll.-'t

Coast

Bui can,

TIIII

I-II.M

DAILY

Chicago First Run Looks
Certain — May Invade
Illinois Towns
Chicago — Dark clouds arc gathering on the Chicago and Illinois horizons. This second most important
territory in the United States may
be the scene of a competitive theater warfare of extensive propor-l
tions. Fox, long dissatisfied with the/
revenue he has been securing from!
Chicago and surrounding territory^
is understood to be considering competition for B. & K. in the loop and
in all Illinois towns where Great
States Theaters, B. & K. subsidiary
A Fox first run in the loop, long
operates.
talked of, probably will become fact.
Several times surveys have been
made of the spots in which Great
States operate and now, it seem*,
those surveys have been removed
(Continued

on

Page

11)

Fox Building on Broadway
to House Executive Offices

Los Angeles — With arrival here
Theater and office building which
early in the week of Edgar B. Hatrick, who handles all film matters for Fox will erect on the present site of
Wiliani Randolph Hearst, it is learned the Central will he 55 stories high and
in the Times Square disthat two of the latter's various con- the tallest
trict. In addition to a 2,200 seat
tracts with M-G-M, now Fox condesigned for sound
trolled, are in their last stages. Mar- house, especially
(Continued on Page 11)
ion Davies who holds a personal
(Continued on

Pane

11)

Strong Sentiment for Film
Track Shown in Symposium

Loew's Net $2,102,033
for 12 Weeks to Nov. 18

Net of $2,102,03.? for the 12 weeks
ended Nov. 18, 1928, is reported by
Loew's, which recently passed to
control of Fox. Operating profit for
Sentiment of Coast zvorkers on respective merits of sound-on-film the period is listed at $2,997,276 and
and sound-on-disc recording comprises the folhzving article on the depreciation and taxes at $895,243.

subject. This is one of a series of articles gathered in the "Sound
Symposium" being conducted by THE FILM DAILY.

First Subject Completed
at New Gramercy Studio

ll'cst Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Strong sentiment fn
favor of the sound-on-film system of
RCA-Photophone has completed its recording is shown in the second
first sound production at the new in-italment of the Coast studio surGramercy studio. New York, for revey. As previously reported, opinlease by RKO. It is a short subject
ions at the Coast generally favors the
number featuring Godfrey Ludlow film track method, except at the
and the first of a series to feature Warner and First Xational plriuts.
concert artists and musical organiza- which use disc recording exclusively.
tions. Richard Currier is production
Following
is a summary
director at the new studio.
(Continued
en Page 10) of view-

Frank Brockliss Heads
T-S Activity in France
Paris — J. Frank Brockliss is director general of Tiflany-Stahl activities
in France. The company is a link
in the world expansion program recently undertaken by L. A. Young,
president, and Grant L. Cook, secretary and treasurer, following their
visit to Europe. The main office will
be here with branches at Marseilles,
bourg.
Lyons, Bordeaux, Lille and Straus-

THE^
Cruze Sales Head in
Parents' Responsibility
on Child Films Stressed N. Y. With Short Subjects
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at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
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copyright
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St. Louis — Despite the efforts of
the industry to arrange special children's programs, to consult with national groups of special lists of pictures for children and generally to
maintain a high moral standard in
pictures produced, there always will
remain a vital responsibility on the
part of parents to select intelligently
their children's entertainment fare,
Carl E. Milliken, former governor of
Maine and now secretary of the Hays
association, told the Woman's
position here last night.

Signed for Jessel Talker
Charles C. Wilson, stage director,
has been engaged by Tiffany-Stahl
to direct talking sequences in George
Jessel's new talker. Rudolph Flothow
will supervise synchronization and
sound. The picture will be made at
the RCA-Photophone studio in New
York.
Licenses Necessary in Montreal
IVashUujton

Financial
STOCK

Ex-

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington- — City authorities at
Montreal require that anyone operating a projection machine, either at
home or in a theater must obtain a
permit, state advices from the M. P.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
Operators of portable projectors must
pass an examination and pay a small
fee of $2 or $3 in order to obtain
licenses.

J. Samuel Berkowitz, General
Sales Manager for James Cruze
Prod, is in New York with two
prints, which are a part of a series
of 13 one-reel novelties Cruze is making. The title of this series is:
"What Would You Do in a Case
Like This?" the action in each onereel version ending in an unsolved
dilemma, to which the public is
asked to contribute a solution. Seven
of this series will be talkers. The
other six will be synchronized with
music and sound effects. Among the
stars featured arc Betty Compson,
Gladys Brockwell, Charles Delaney,
and Gaston Glass. Berkowitz says
that eight are completed.
Big Cantor Turnout Seen
Over 2000 people of the social, political, theatrical, motion picture and
literary world are expected to attend the dinner, entertainment and
dance given Sunday by the Jewish
Theatrical Guild of America to Eddie
Cantor, at the Commodore, New
York.
Fox Expedition Returns
After shooting scenes in the South
Sea Islands, George Schneiderman
with his party of cameramen and
helpers, has returned to Fox studios.
In the party were Dan Clark, Arthur
Buchanan, Chester Larsen, Jack
Dunn, Dave Flarity and Walter
Scott. The scenes will be used in
forthcoming Fox productions.
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Biggs
Gets Another
Reubenson Here
Memphis, Tenn. — The Ace, colored
Reg Reubenson of the Seventh
house, Mississippi and Walker, MemAve. Film Co. Ltd., is here on a buyphis, has been taken over by William
ing trip from
London.
"Bill" Biggs, who will operate it
along with his New theater, HollyH. Rowson
Leaves Ideal
wood, Tenn.
London — H. Rowson has resigned
from Ideal Films to devote his time
Moving to New Office at London
London — Tififany Prod., Ltd., is to exhibition.
moving to new offices at 167 War3 Shows Sunday at Palace, N. Y.
dour St. C. F. Bernhard is managing director of the firm.
Three Sunday shows is new policy
being put into effect at the Palace,
"The Letter" Opens
New York, by Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
"The "Letter." Paramount talker,
opened last night at the Criterion,
New York.

Gane Managing Park
Williaiiisport, Pa. — William J.
Gane, former manager of the Regent at Philadelphia, has assumed
his duties as manager of the Park
I'cre.

Pittsburgh
House
Reopened
Pittsburgh— The State, Rowland &
Clark house, has been opened here
after redecorations. R. P. Wheeler
is manager. The house will feature
straight pictures.

Purchases
Corinth,
N. Y. House
Corinth, N. Y. — Vincent Dailey
and S. E. Severance, Granville theater operators, have taken over the
lease on the Star here from Raymond Eastman of Albany.
Henley to Direct Paramount Film
Hobart Henley has been engaged
by Paramount to direct at the Long
Island studio. He has been in New
York for several weeks, since his return from a vacation trip abroad.
Doane For Kunsky in Detroit
Brockton, Mass. — Shelton Doane,
resident manager of the Colonial
here, has resigned to join the Kunsky
interests in Detroit. No successor
at the Colonial has been appointed.

TheDate
Industry's
Book
Today:

March
March
March

March
March
April

Opening
of "Sonny
Boy" at
York.
New
Warner,
9 Premiere of "Lady of the Pavements" at Rialto, New York.
11 Premiere of "Times Square,"
First
Gotham-Bristolphon
e Pictu'r'
at
Metropolita
Baltimore.
n,
12 Opening of "Noah's Ark" at Win-i
ter Garden, New York.
15 Convention of eastern Pennsyl-i
vania, southern New Jersey and
Delaware unit at Philadelphia.
Beach.
17 Premiere ef "Show Boat" at Capitol, Miami, and Paramount, Palm
6 Warner
- First National - Stanley
York.
Frolic at Commodore Hotel, New

April 14-15-16 Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittsburgh.
May

6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.

World-Wide Adds 2 More
World Wide Pictures, adds two
more releases to its program this
month in "The Doctor's Women" and
"Berlin After Dark," both 'inported
productions by Ufa. World Wide controls the release in this country and
Canada for all territory with the exception of New England, New York,
New Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania
and Delaware. Physical distribution
is through
Educational.

Schwartzberg
to New
York
Chelsea,
Mass. — Henri
.Schwartz
berg, former manager of the Broad
way
here, has been
promoted
and
leaves for New York where he will
Renovating Oregon House
Pendleton, Ore. — The Alta here, become an assistant instructor in the
one of the West Coast theaters, is Pubii.x school to train future man
being renovated with additional im- agers.
provements being made, according to
Larry Goux, manager.
Sound for Newport Opera House
Newport, R. I. — The Opera House
Redecorates Barre, Vt., House
here will be closed for remodeling
Barre, Vt. — Lester Davie of Bos- which will cost approximately $60,ton will soon reopen the Magnet 000, according to Harry R. Horgai
here. The house has been redeco- manager. Complete installation 01
rated with a new screen and genera- Vitaphone and Movietone will be intor installed.
stalled.

French
Exhibitor
Combine
Paris — M. Brezilon, who already
owns eight large theaters, is to attempt forming a combine. Some 67
theaters, it is believed, will join.

Santley
Signs New
Contract
Joseph Santle\', stage actor and
producer who has been co-directing
with Robert Florey on the talking
film, "The Cocoanuts," starring the
Four Marx Brothers, just signed a
year's contract as a director.
Theater Burned
Bradfordsville, Ky. — The Community here was destroyed by fire.
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We have been well pleased with your
service and believe they will increase
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Short Shots from
NewYork Studios

"SOUND PATENTS" SERIES;
THE FlfTlljNSTALMENT
This is the fifth instalhnent in
"Sound Patents," a series of articles dealing with the patent history
of sound and synchronization devices in the United States, England, France and Germany. The
research is the first to be directed
toward early movements in the development ofmechanical synchronization.
A German patent No. 294,558,
granted to Erich Gasch, Eduard Ritter von Mertens and Franz Oprendek,
on Oct. 13, 1916, discloses a mechanism for automatically bringing cylindrical records, in succession, in position for reproduction. In Figs. 1 and
2, which are respectively a side elevation and a vertical section, four horizontal supporting shafts for the records (6) are mounted on a vertical
gear wheel (4), loosely mounted on a
shaft (1), which is driven from the
projection machine mechanism (51 and
60), through sprocket wheels (55) and
(56). A gear (11), rigidly mounted
on the shaft (1) engages and rotates
gears rigidly mounted on the shafts
(5) and thus rotates the individual
records on their respective shafts
through a clutch (8 and 10). A screw
shaft (13), driven at a slow speed
from the gear (4) serves to move a
tone arm
(19) and sound
box (20)

m^By

ZZ-

film colony at Miami.

George Lane, who looks a lot likil i
Harry Langdon, has been workinjlj
in
a short
at Vitaphone
from
the vaudeville
stage.studio. He' |
Sessue Hayakawa is again work
ing in front of the camera, thi
time at the Vitaphone studio. Brya) .
Foy is directing him in a tivo-ret
drama adapted by Murray Roth any
Edmund Joseph. The Japanese at
tor has been playing in vaudevilU
A side elevation z'iav of German patent No.
294,558 for mechanism
brings cylindrical records into place for so'uid reproduction

lengthwise of the records at the proper speed when the support (14) of
the tone arm is lowered so that a
half nut (18) at its lower end rests
on the screw (13). At the end of
its travel to the left the support (14)
is lifted by means
of a cam
(42),

—n

thai

automatically

freeing the half nut (18) from
the
screw
(13) and bringing a half nut
(17) at the upper end of the support
(14) into engagement
with an oppositely and rapidly rotating
screw
(12). At the same
time a tappet
(41) on the support
(14) engages
a shift
rod
(40)
of the
clutch
(27) pushing
it to the left to engage the gear (4) and rotate the
records
one
quarter
turn
about
the
shaft
(1)
and
thus
bring
a
newl record
into
position
beneath
the tone bo.x (20). A tappet (36) on
the support (14) also disengages the
clutch
(10)
by means
of a lever
{33).
Upon the return of the support (14) to its right hand starting
point a cam (45) on the shaft (13)
engages an arm (46) on the support
(14) to lower the latter into position
to engage screw shaft (13).

Berlin — An international combine,
consisting of American, French and
a Dutch group, has acquired the foreign patents for the Tonbild Syndicate (Tobis) sound device. It is
proposed to establish national subsidiary companies in the different
countries and, in order to guarantee
successful co-operation and proper
working of the device, a continued
exchange of experience and information will be developed between all
the companies.

r-Zb

ef German

patent

No.

EDDY^^^__

Having finished luith the syn
chronizafioH of "Molly and Me,'
Tiffany-Stahl picture with Bell
Bennett and Joe E. Brown, Ah
Meyer has joined the theatrical am

International Combine
For Tonbild Syndicate

section

W.

"DROOKLYN
and environs maj
•" swelter with 1929 summer hea
but the Vitaphone studio boys an'
girls are going to keep cool. /
Frigidaire system is to be installed
Close, stuffy sound stages make ;
supply of cool air necessarv.

Fig. 2

Vertical

ARTHUR

294,558

described

above.

John D. Williams, stage directc
who put on "Rain," in which Jeann
Eagels starred, is working with Jea
de
in making
the Limur
Broadway
play. "Jealousy"
Al Gilkes, fror
ac
cameraman who recently returne
from the Coast, will do the photog
raphy end of the picture.
Auburyi-haired Evelyn Hyde ha
reached the stage via the Littl
Carnegie Playhouse and throug
the efforts of John Balaber, ass(
dated with that little art theate
She penetrated to Manhattan frw
the wilds of Shamokin, Pa., and
ferv days ago landed as a chorine i
"Pleasure Bound."
Ernest Maas, who is editorial su
pervisor of shorts at the Paramoun
Astor studio, has written an originj
with the usual title (tentative) c
"The Slums of Heaven."
Another

German

Washington Bureau

Co.

of THE

Formed
FILM

DAIL

Washington — Trent Film Co. He
been formed in Berlin with a pn
liminary
capital ofof the
$4,800,
M. P. Section
Dept.advises
of Contl'
merce. The company is formed t
undertake production and distributic
of pictures. Carol Trent is managin
director.
Fect-A-Tone
Firm
Incorporates
St. Paul — Fect-A-Tone has bee
incorporated here to manufacture tl
non-synchronous device of the san

Extra
Girl Gets Role
M-G-M
has
selected
Edwina
Booth,
extra girl, for the feminine
lead in "Trader
Horn,"
which
will
be made on location in Africa.

name, which has been on the ma'
ket for about a year. R. T. Laatsci
John H. Deeth, R. J. Rydeen and I
E Burlinghame are incorporators

Voting on Sunday Shows
Houston, Minn. — Voters here will
decide the Sunday show question
March 12. At Litchfield, the matter
is to be voted upon April 2.

Amityville, N. Y. — The Star, lease
by Jack Clifford, was damaged b
fire with loss estimated at $2,00
Repairs will be made and the houi

Pire at Amityville

opened

soon.

House

at the Pantheon, Toledo,

Years
is a Lot of
Time

and FOUR

at the Stillman,

Cleveland —
"lining them up

for two or three blocks"
at the Grand, Pittsburg,
opening —
and, in fact,

a bigger attraction than

such box-office landmarks

breaking records
in EVERY

Twenty years

as these?

s a lot of time —

That's hard to believe —

particularly in this

but when you see

of its runs to date —

this Barthelmess talker

show game.

doing over

Ch icago showman

50% bigger business

comes right out and says

than any previous attraction
at the Central

PICTURE

IN TWENTY

YEARS"

breaking house records

IN TWENTY

at the Melba, Dallas,

And 20 years

and the Lafayette, Buffalo —

and think.

holding over
for THREE

Lincoln"

and "Shoulder Arms" —
of "The Sea Hawk"
"Birth of a Nation"

has hit the nail on the
nozzle ....

on Broadway —

it makes you stop

It makes you think

to look very much

"Weary River" MUST be
THE BIGGEST PICTURE

that "Weary River"
is "THE BEST
MADE

then it begins

as though the gentleman
from Chicago

So when a hard-headed

of "Abraham

one

YEARS—

is all there is
of Motion Picture history. . .

weeks

there isn't any more!

First National

and

mo^

CHARLES

MOSKOWITZ

JOE VOGEL

H. M. MESSITER

CHARLES

MOSKOWITZ

JOE VOGEL

FRED

FRED

A. FLADER

SAM DEM BOW, JR.

A. FLADER

H. M. MESSITER

SAM

DEMBOW.

JR.

BILL SAAL

Dear Charlie and Joe:

Dear Fred and H. M.

Dear Sam and Bill:

Last week

You men are extremely fortunate in having as your

I am sure that you took an
intense pride in the fact
that Paramount produced
and released such a mar-

at the Chinese

Theatre in Los Angeles,
I fought my way through
crowds to see BROADWAY
MELODY, and how I enjoyed
it and how I envied you.
But listen, Charlie and
Joe.
Since I returned
from the Coast we screened
a picture, MOTHERS BOY, an

All talking, all singing
Melody Drama with Morton
Downey that makes me honestly feel that we haye a
better picture than "Broad
way Melody. ' '

I feel certain that you
are just as happy about
this as we are, because
being in the theatre busiess you want good pictures, and whether they
bear the roaring lion or
the crowing rooster is
secondary. It's the results at the box-office
that count.
Sincerely,

These

guiding genius, Mr. Carl
Laemmle, whose methods pf
conveying ideas, not only
to the trade but to the
public,

"Straight

from the shoul-

the picture and thought
it was great, and I know
that it is doing a tremendous business in all of
your

But here's another one
straight
from my shoulder.
er!"
We have an ALL TALKING,
ALL SINGING, PATHE Melody
Drama titled MOTHER'S BOY,
with Morton Downey, that
will make more money for
the Universal Theatres than
either
or
'Show Boat'
"Broadway" and - we make
this statement with the
full realization that
"Broadway" and "Show Boat"
are two of the outstand-

theatres.

But let me tell you something, Sam and Bill. You
haven't seen anything yet.
MOTHER'S BOY the AllTalking and Singing PATHE
picture, from a box-office
standpoint starts where
"The Canary Murder Case"
leaves off, and I am sure
you will share my enthusiasm when you see it.
Sincerely,

ing pictures produced dur-a^
ing the current season.
Sincerely,

*-i

letters

have been an inspiration to all of us.

velous picture as THE CANARY MURDER CASE. I saw

are

very

personal,

indeed

a^

SPVROS

BILL SAAL

CHARLES

SPYROS

SKOURAS

ED

JACK SULLIVAN

S. LEVIN

CHARLES

ALPERSON

of

foresight

the

Mr.

perseverance

of Warner

and
Brothers, we

JACK SULLIVAN

Pictures.

Two

of

William

Sheehan

have a new medium of expression
in this business of ours; that is
Talking

S. LEVIN

Dear Jack and Charlie:

Dear Spyros and Ed:

Because

ED. ALPEKSOX

SKOURAS

Fox

and

Mr.

Winnie

again demonstrated

what a

new idea was worth

in the picture

business by giving the public "IN
OLD ARIZONA." And then to prove
that it wasn't an accident, they
repeated with HEARTS IN DIXIE."

the

greatest talking pictures, THE
JAZZ SINGER and THE SINGING FOOL
were produced by your company, and

Both Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan undoubtedly feel very gratified because the results at the box-office
substantiated their judgement.
I

when I say great I mean great —
both from an artistic and boxoffice standpoint.

sat spellbound through both of them.
But let me tell you something.
This business moves fast.
Your

These two pictures had a very rejuvenating effect on all of the
theatres.

They have been rejuvenated just in time to appreciate a
better picture than either one of

company

a big picture and
then makes a bigger one — and now
we make one that surpasses either
of them.

them. It is MOTHER'S BOY, an AllTalking and Singing PATHE_ Melody
Drama that will establish new mo-

That picture is MOTHER'S BOY, a
Singing, Talking Pathe Melody
Drama with the golden voiced tenor

tion picture history.
It

looks like it's another
ture for the Hall of Fame.

pic-

Morton
*^

Sincerely,

makes

Downey,

ing role.

playing

the lead-

Sincerely,

VI

But

as

a

special

favor

you

may

read

the

a^

Mr.

P a t h c

S t r it t -v A g a i n YD

^^

MOTHER'S

BOY

PATHE
ALL
TALKING
ALL SINGING PICTURE
with

Broadway's

MORTON

Golden

Voiced

Tenor

DOWNEY

HELEN CHANDLER, BERYL MERCER
BARBARA BENNETT, OSGOOD PERKINS

From Story by Gene Markey
Directed by Bradley Barker
Supervised
by Robert
T. Kane

A

Story

of Romance

and

Sentiment

Tunefully

Told

DAILV

10
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I
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Sound- on- Film Advantages Claimed
STRONG SENTIMENT fOR
FILM TRACK IS SHOWN
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Coast workpoints, on preference of the
previous
ers, which supplements
list of Coast opinions:

Sound-on-Filmed Called
Advantage on Location

an enClarence Brown, director is on
the
thusiastic believer in sound
says
mg
edit
in
ease
"It's
film
Brown, "is one of the outstandmg
features of this method of recording
On location, filming scenes, which
take
would be almost impossible to
comcinch
in many instances, is a
pared to earlier methods. We nthave
of
more practical, on accou
it
found
sevnot
and
there being only one unitcont
end with.
eral bulky packages to
souiu
the
is
so
is,
ra
came
the
Where
combined
are
two
the
as
atus,
appar
with sound on the film."

Lining up Policies
Opinions received to date in THE FILM DAILY Sound symposium, indicate a swing toward sound-on-film in production next
year. Paramount, RKO, M-G-M and Fox will concentrate on soundon-film recording, it is indicated. Some of the pictures, of course,
will be available with discs, but these it appears, will be kept to a
minimum. A number of other companies prefer the sound-on-film
system and will specialize on pictures made by that process.
On the other hand, Warners, pioneers of the talker field, insist
that the disc system is the better, and will continue to use that
process of recording. First National, it is indicated, also will use
discs exclusively, as will a number of the independents.

film only lends itself to greater moart." is recorded on the
bility of the
".Since
the sound
film, the entire rendition is concentrated in one medium," he says. "The
sound track on the film siini)lifies the
work of the cutters. Soinul and story
alike are represented right before
their eyes. They are not confronted
with the awkward task of incessantly
changing between two different media
— one of which is cinematography
and the other of which, in the case
of the disc method, is nothing more
than a phonograph.
"It is quite possible that the time
will come when the cutters will know
marks
just what each of the little
in the sound tract means in the way
of sound and words. All of this tends
toward the greater simplicity and
hence, the greater force _ of the art
pictures."
that is motion

sembled for release and for getting
out release prints.
"In producing we can look at our
finisiied results of picture and sound
track together much (juicker just as
it will be when released, and there is
the further advantage of being able
to use the (lortablc recording outfits
which are designed for film recording
for exterior work and all .-ilioniing
awav from the main sound studios.
This last feature is what is the chief
aid in getting real motion picture
treatment in our pictures. And perhai)s most important of all the sound

Sound Track "One Way"
to Assure Synchronization

M

Sound track system furnishes "the
one and only method to date for perfect synchronization," states (Jeorge
Vohalein, asociate Paramount producer.
" Possibdities of dialogue or sound
not following the scenes of the picture, is absolutely eliminated," he
says. "With disc recording, I have
Seen t!ie needle race ahead of the
picture and the sound has dropped
back and in either instance throw
the picture out of balance. Long
shots or close-ups have the same
even tone and modulate to the highest degree with

sound

film."

More Natural Tones Secured
by Sound Track, Says Milton
Scratching, buzzing and jumpiiif,'
of sounds are all eliminated in tiic
sound-oii-filni s>steni, declares Robert Milton, Paramount writer, wlm
says sound-on-film has more appeal.
and reproduces more natural tones.

Lefholtz Representing Powers
Harr>- Lefholtz has been appointed
on the film has the human 'lote "
special representative for PowerCinephone in the Nebraska and Iowa
"There is no question in my opinFilm Editor Says Sound-onterritory. Lefholtz was connected
ion as to the desirability of sound-onFilm
Method
Is
Timesaver
recordfor a number of years with L'niverfilm as the better method of
Arthur Huffsmith, chief film editor sal as manager of the Omaha office
So far he
ing," states Jack White. ' possi
to
at
the Christie studios, declares that and for the past two years has been
ble
it
found
have
says "we
the film method of recording saves manager of the Titifany-Stahl branch
still reconform and edit films, and
tain the speed of tempo so essential
the cutter's an enormous amount of in Omaha. He will open an office
in itse It
time which would have to be used for Powers Cinephone at the Upto our type of pictures. 1 his which Sound-on-Film Better
town, Omaha.
is an achievement regarding
with
the dies methods. "When editin the for Director, Gillstrom Says
ing a picture the film sound track is
there was a great question
Arvid Gillstrom, Christie director right in front of you while cutting
Miner
Wiring
House
minds of all comedy producers. With
demactual
betby
much
so
is
,
g
so
you
can
see
with
your
eye
where
nated
recordin
elimi
"film
says,
this bogey
Rice Lake, Wis. — Vitaphone is beonstration, short pictures are on
people start and stop talking. You
director's needs,
ter adapted for the
ing installed at the Majestic here at
ever
than
on.
s
comparis
no
stride
ly
er
apparent
is
there
do not need to go to the projection a cost of $17,000, according to
their way to great
By shooting our pictures on one film room constantly to find out. New
before attained."
George Miner. The equipment wil
and our sound records on another
developments have been made in cut- be ready in three weeks.
inared
best
ting devices so that continuously you
film we are able to get the
Sound-on-Film Decl
dividual development in the labora- can unwind in front of you, always
s
itie
ibil
Poss
Big
So. St. Paul House Redecorated
Opening
tories for the particular qualities in synchronization, at least four dif"The novelty of talking and sound
So. St. Paul— The Ideal here baferent sijools of film, one containing
needed in each," he declares. "The
pictures has now passed," states Rup- value of the disc should not be over- the sound track film which always been redecorated and remodeled. K
looked in furnishing an immediate remains the same sequence by se- H. Eckberg is manager.
ert Julian, director. "It has ceased
to be something to be seen la the playback of the scenes recorded, the
of
quence, and additional reels containfault-finders mind. The pictures
chief value of this being that when
ing the main long shot of the picture,
Fire Destroys S D. House
sound are now accepted for their we hear a disc playback we know that the additional camera shots and close
ordirect
ail
actors
title,
the
of
merit
the sound is going through the sys- ups. You can cut back and forth
Toronto, S. D. — l'"ire coiiipletti.\
ial ability of the company producing.
tem and being recorded on the film from one camera take to another, al- destroyed the building which liousci
ce
audien
the
film,
the
on
In sound
recorders lor permanent use in the
ways keeping the sound track perfect- M. \\'. Thompson's Grand here.
abandon the idea of looking for flaws picture aside from the playback discs,
ly abreast. This makes for free acand follow the trend of the story. however, all the other advantages
tion in the pictures and a variety of
Sunday Shows For Naperville
inseem angles and camera takes, where more
nt
They listen for every little sound
standpoi
s
director'
the
from
cluding the swish of skirts, or any to us to be in favor of the film. than one camera has been used on
Naperville,
111. — Since
tiie towi
held that the present
ordi
sound that would lend atmosphere to With film you can do the same things the set. An enormous amount of time council
the scene.
nance
against
Sunday
shows,
is
in
pictures,
silent
with
do
to
used
you
is also saved, once your sample cut- definite and iionenforcible the Graiu;
With disc recording, the audience
into
lve
lap-disso
a
from
ng
everythitricate double and triple exposures,
ting print is properly assembled, in iiere is playing Sunday show.
Othe ;
has to prepare for the dialogue setowns
showing
Sundajj
quences, but are forwarned by the and all the time your sound track is getting out the negative cut and the surrounding
lowering of the score and scratching
pictures
Downers,
Grove,
Hins ;
dale
and are
Berwyn.
final master prints."
of a needle on the record. Sound on right with you."
the film will open new fields and Christie Views Film Process
Sound-on-Film Developed
Southport Co. Leases House 1
prove greater possibilities to produc- Far Superior to Disc
Further, Levee Contends
Both disc and sound track sysAl Christie, head of the producing
Blaine
Building
Corn'
tems have their respective values, hasChicago
leased — the
800-seat
theater unde!
organization making a large number
Greater Mobility is
construction
in
the
Blaine
buildiiiff
of short plays for Paramount, is in but he believes that sound film recording isbetter, because it has been for 15 years to the Southport Ainuse,
Claimed for Sound-on-Film
favor of using film recording for all
William J. Cowen, RKO director releases. "From our experience so developed further and ofTers better ment Co. Jacob Lasker is president
and Maurice Lasker secretary of th
favors the souiid-on-film method of
far," he states, "the quality of tone is reiiroduction, states M. C. Levee,
i)usines>
manager
and
in
charge
of
Southport Co. Completion of tli
talking jjictures. "The system," Cow- better on the film, it is a much quickbuilding is scheduled
for Mav
1. j
sound
stages at llnited .\rtists.
en states, "of putting the sound on the
aspictures
er process in getting

Editing Advantage is
Claimed for Sound-on-Film

THE
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Coast Wire Service

New

Medium

ERN SAYS DISCOVERY
10 BE BflOST TO SCREEN

By

' Discovery of a new niediiiin of
raniatic expression wliicli combines
'picture wifii all tlie dramatic appeal
f the screen plus the addition of diaf)Kue and the power of personal api-al of the voice so handled that tlie
iaioRue does not slow up action of
le picture is predicted hy Paul Bern,
lathe studio executive.

Fox Tussle With B «S: K
In Chi. and Mid-West

Forecast
A Little
from
RALPH

(Continiiril

tf
it

Lots

WILK

Hollywood
Tl/f 1;K\VX LeROV. First National
■^" director, gets a big kick out of
his first sound i)icture. The story
is another of the show girl tvue starring .Mice White, with Charles Delaiiey. Lou's Nalheuax. Fred Koliler.
George
Riley, and
a large chorus
trained by Larry Ceballos.
* " *
*

I "Could any stage prt)duction eepial
lie beauty of emotional appeal of
Tliowas F. O'Neill, art director
i>eventh Heaven?' Have you ever
:en anythiiiR like the audience reac- for "Broadway," which Paul Fejoi;
is directing, han added new laurels
on to The Big Parade' on the
hij his designs for this 100 percent
aRe?" screen, because of its capabil.'"The
dialogue production. O'Neill was responsible for the art direction for
y of moving right up at will to
tic face and figures in the dramatic "Eric the Great" and "Lonesome "
tion, Re!s fown to the fundan'.em il both of which were directed by Feactions of the person in the audi*
*
*
ice. The screen story well told in
jos.
Harry Beaumont is all smiles
antoniime appeals to one and all.
ow with the appeal of the voice
these
days,
why shouldn't
he be?
Theandveteran
director
Jded, there is not a doubt but that
le dramatic and emotional appeal
has turned in one of the biggest hits in some time in his
ill be stronger and more nrojunced. But the real and perfect
"Broadway Melody," and has
just returned from New York,
lelding of the screen and stage techwhere he witnessed the triumique has not yet been accomplished
phant premiere, and received
"ir the way of working il out yet
the plaudits of the trade on his
•nnd."
achievement.
*
*
*

itanford Memorial Bid
to M. P. Arts Academy

11

Color used in decoration of sets
gives players tempo before the camera, Cedric Gibbons, M-G-M art diRay Lyman Wilbur, president of
rector contends. Just so it doesn't
tanford University, has issued an
make them see red, temperaments
ivitation to the Academy of M. P.
probably thrive on the color schemes
rts and Sciences to participate in used.
*
*
^
ie Stanford-Muybridge memorial ex'cises to be held May 8 on the uniDudley Early, who titled
:rsity campus. The event will be
"Three Passions," the Rex
u' of the outstanding
celebrations
Ingram production, is writing
IT held at the school and will be
"The Belle of New Orleans,"
;tendcd by many notaliles.
which will serve as a vehicle
Edward Muybridge, scientist, who
for Lupe Velez.
liotographed the first animal in aeon, was in charge of photographic
New Columbia Sound Studio
udio which w-as erected on one of
Ground has been broken for the
ie founders race tracks iit Palo
new sound studio being built by CoIto. During this celebration photolumbia. The schedule calls for comraphs, which were taken over 50
pletion in about six weeks.
ears ago, will be on display as well
5 manv other articles.
Berger to Direct Jannings
Ludwig Berger, who has been in
Jack Duffy Joins Talkers
Europe for several months directing
Add Jack Duffy to the growing an L^fa film, has returned to the
St of comedy stars who are getting Paramount studio to resume work
ito the talkers. He has been busy under his contract. He will direct
arring in the Sandy MacDuf? silent
Jannings in "The Concert." an adapsmedies for Paramount-Christie, but
tation of Leo Ditrichstein's play.
ext week will join the cast with
>ouglas MacLean and Marie PreM-G-M
Casts
Natalie
Moorhead
ost in the all-talking feature, "DiNatalie Moorhead. stage actress,
orce Made Easy."
has been signed for Ben Hecht's
"The Green Ghost," to be directed
Sue Carroll Free-Lancing
by Rupert Julian as an all-talker.
Sue Carroll, recently
declared
in The cast to date includes Roland
ourt as freed* from
her contract Young, Ernest Torrence. John Loder,
ith Douglas MacLean, now is free- Lionel Belmore, Richard Tucker
incing.
and John Miljan.

from

I'lU/c

Thanks
To the Editor,
The Film Daily:

1)

from tlieir (iling cabinets and goiu
over with niuwed interest. The
scope of such a move may best l)e
grnspid |)erhaps when it is pointed
out that Great .*^tates has holdings
in tlie following towns: Joliet. .\\i
rora. I'"lgiii. (lalesburg. Decatur,
Springfield. Iilooniington. HIne Nland Chicago Heights, Danville,
Harvey, Joliet. Kankakee, La Salle,
North Chicago, Ottawa, Peoria,

I want

to congratulate you

as
being the world's
premier
prognosticator
in connection
with the Fox-Loew deal. Enclosed is a clipping from "The
Columbus
Despatch,"
andnice1
call
your attention
to the
reference to your publication. —
P. J. Wood, Business Manager, M.P.T.O. of Ohio.

yuinc\-, Rockford, .Spring \'alley.
.^•■terling. Streeter and Waukegan.

6 Cosmopolitans Left
On M-G-M Contract
Fox Building on Broadway
(I unliinted from Patie I i
to House Executive Offices agreement
with M-G-M to star in
a oiiliiiiird from
I'aiir 1)
.Vlarion Davies Prod, has three more
and o])erated on a two-a-day policy |)ictnres to make which, it is underat legitimate theater prices, it is
stood, must he finished this year.
nnder.stood the structure will house Cosmopoltan Prod. likewise has
the executive headquarters of the three to make for delivery in a year.
combined
Fox enterprises.

Los Angeles Building
Orgy Seen in Prospect
{( oiiliiiiicit

from

I'aqi'

1)

capital. Alexander Pantages alreadv
has obtained permit for the $2,500,000
house to be erected on HolKwood
Blvd., at Argyle St.. Hollywood. William Fox now plans a $10,000,000
downtown theater, modeled after the
Roxy, New York; and a house at
Hollywood. and Radio-Keifh-Orpheum is considering a Hollywood
theater.

Reelected Officers of
Loew's, Inc., Listed

Headed by Nicholas M. Schenck,
president. officers reelected by
Loew's, Inc.. at the recent meeting
are:
\'ice President and treasurer, David
Bernstein; vice presidents, David L.
Lnew. .Arthur M. Loew, Edward A.
Schiller; secretary, Leopold Friedman; assistant secretary, J. T. Mills,
Isidor Frey; assistant treasurers,
Charles K. Stern, Charles C. Moskowitz, and Lew Cohen.

Ne'ws
For news, real news and authentic news, there is no substitute for
the publication that is capable of
covering important stories with
the degree of thoroughness and
accuracy as can surely be done

The Film Daily
by-

.^est Bulletin from New York showina ^Doug'las Fairbanks /nlhe Iron Masic

IRON
isJWeek
Business
MASK'
Best
Previous
Business
at
RIVOLI
UNITED
ARTISTS
NEW YORK

MARCH 7^ -PULSE
WON DE RFU L- APPETTITE
ENORMOUS-GENERAL
H EALTH
Another

United Artists Offspring ooins top prize/

AND WEEKLY
FILMDIGEST
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lOO FIRST-RUN

BOOKINGS

already set for week beginning St. Patrick's Day —
March 17th. National
"Cohens and Kellys Week"
is going to sweep the country ^^
with a trail of broken rec^W
Vm!*».'^JQIJ? THE PARADE
m^
^

-^f s.

1^:
wit

COHENX'^
^
/
Y
L
L
E
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S8SStarri

ng

GEORGE
SIDNEY
with VERA GORDON, Kate
Price. Mack Swain.
Two negatives: 1 silent.
1 with hiiarious dialog.

miliam James Craft Production

I'

'-StUnt or Sound- Carl laetnmle leads the Way///

SHORT

SUBJECTS

ARE COMING
INTO

THEIR

BACK
OWN

THIS SEASON

For Shorts or Features, Sound or Silent

Film Daily Revieiw^s
the recognized authority

KEEP POSTED ON
SHORTS
THRU
THE INDUSTRY'S
LEADING
MEDIUM

Sales
a nd
Service
throughout

the
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763 THEATERS IN fOX
CHAIN OR BEING BOUGHT
The Loew-Fox deal gives the combined Fox interests control of nearly 763 theaters, according to revised
figures. Previous reports placed now
Fox holdings at between 700 and 800.
In the line-up are included 225
houses of Wesco Holding Co., (comprising West Coast, Midwesco, and
other subsidiaries), and controlled by
Fox Film Corp. Fox Theaters Corp.,
a Fox Film associate company, holds
majority interest in the remaining
425, these including about 175 Loew
houses; 16 in the Fox New England
chain; 32 operated directly by Fox
Theaters Corp., which is buying 113
more in deals for the Schine and
Walter Reade Circuits; and 175 New
York theaters to be purchased and
operated by Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc.

Columbia Pictures Stock
Goes On N. Y. Curb at 31

Sunday,

N. Y. Warner House
Two-a-day theater planned
in New York by Warners will
be on 52nd St. and Broadway,
it is understood. The house,
it is said, will seat about 2,500.
Entrances on both Broadway
and 52nd St. are declared
planned, the Broadway entrance through a new building
now under construction. This
will give Warners three Broadway houses, the Warner, and
Mark Strand being the other
two.

March

Price

10, 1929

25 Cents

SOUND FILM OVERHEAD
IS SMALL HOUSE WORRY
Increase
Held
Grombacher in Control of Business
Below Expectations in
All Spokane First Runs
Spokane — Deal of Ray A. GromMany Instances
bacher, president of Spokane Theaters

Chicago — There are plenty of small
for purchase from Universal of the
Clemmer here has been completed, town exhibitors in this and other territories of the nation who are viewing
giving him control of the first run
situation. Name of the house is to with genuine alarm the increased
be changed. Grombacher has closed "nut" caused by the adoption of
a five-year deal for Universal product. sound picture policies. The increased
overhead in wired theaters runs from
Vogue
TalkerReinha
rdt "Postp
Film
U. A.ones"
Max
60 to as high as 100 per cent, with
receipts, in many cases, not advanced
Proposed production of a picture RKO Planning to Build
in proportion.
by Max Reinhardt for United ArExhibitors who have wired their
$3,500,000 Frisco House
tists has been postponed indefinitely,
th-OrRadio-Kei
—
Francisco
San
with the German producer scheduled pheum plans a new house here to houses, find themselves in many instances sewed up on a ten year propto sail Saturday from New York for cost $3,500,000. The firm recently
osition for equipment which they do
Germany. Lillian Gish was to have
which is to be re- not own but only lease. While the
starred in the production, tentatively sold its Orpheum,
modeled and used for Klaw & Er- public is flocking to see dialogue
titled "The Miracle Woman." Her langer shows. Meanwhile, Fox is
next picture, it is said, will be made completing a 5,000 seater soon to films, the increased "nut" is said to be
by Caddo Prod. Present widespread open here, and a spirited competition causing many headaches in sound
houses. In addition to the outlay for
demand for talkers is understood to
under way between Fox-West equipment, the exhibitor has the
be the reason for postponement of is
Coast and Publix in the first run field. weekly service charge, increased
the Reinhardt film.
wages for operators and doubled and
even trebled film rentals to worry
Public
Personalities
in
Spanish Government Plans
about.

Common stock of Columbia PicI tures Friday was listed on the New
York Curb Market, going on the
board at 31. A turnover of 700
shares advanced the stock to 31^.
Preference shares were offered Friday
at $42.50. Each pireference share
Enactment of Quota Law
Talkers, Griffith View
may be converted into one share of
Paris — Survey of the Spanish film
screen stories will be writSpecial
common on or before March 31, 1934. industry, for the purpose of estabten for public personalities, such as
lishing a quota law is under way by statesmen and authors, who have
Columbia's net for the year ended
June 30, 1928 was $249,931, equal
to the government there, which is plan- proved their ability to attract and
$1.75 a share on the common. Upon
ning to make pictures for propa- hold audiences, D. W. Griffith precompletion of the present financing,
dicts.
ganda and profit.
the first public offering, there will be
outstanding 25,000 shares of preference stock and 100,000 shares of
common.

Believe It, It 's So

11 Houses in Texas Chain
Operated by Rubin Frels

Dallas — With acquisition of the
Grand and Queen at Yoakum, the
Rubin Frels circuit now embraces 11
Texas houses. The towns included
are: Victoria, Cuero, Yorkton,
Sealy.
Gloiad, Columbus, Belllville and

: The preview of the Roxy is the scene. Newspaper
Daylight Saving Law
MONDAY
men assembled. In walks Bill Fox, Winnie Sheehan, then Pathe News Issue
for Baltimore Sought
Claimed As Largest
Nick Schenck and Dave Bernstein. In the offing is John
Zanft. Fox starts to talk. Then asks Truman Talley to read a single
slip of paper. Not so many words thereon, but what significance they
carry ! "Fox Theaters Corp. has purchased a substantial block of the
common stock of Loew's, Inc.," reads Talley. Comes the end and some
questions.
The daily newspaper crowd had heard and read — where they read
you should know if you scan the little oldpaper as diligently as you
bought control. But the statement didn't say
should
whose business it is to pry, tried to do that very
boys had
the Fox
that. —So that
thing. That is, until Fox told them that the statement contained all
there was to say.
Publix School Emphasizes
Now comes the announcement, formal and official. The Fox-Loew
is acknowledged. Fox in control of Loew ! A year ago anybody
deal
Sound Projection Training
Special emphasis is to be placed on who suggested such a combination of interests would have been
sound projection in the present course committed to a padded cell or laughed down as a plain dam fool. Yet
of this industry that what was held
Managers' such is the changing complexion
Publix Theater
of the {Continued
on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 3)

Baltimore — Bill providing daylight
saving for Baltimore has been introduced in the Legislature by Delegate
John W. Gray. Clocks would be advanced one hour from 2 A. M. the
first Sunday in April and continue
until the last Sunday in September
at 2 A. M. each year according to
measure. One clergyman has written the governor opposing the bill
claiming it would reduce church attendance and interfere with services.

Pathe News release today, containing 39 pictorial news stories, is the
largest regular newsreel ever issued,
according to Ray L. Hall, editor.
With the previous midweek release
containing the pictures of the Hoover
inaugural in most of its footage, today's issue carried more than double
its usual portion of subjects.

British Players Coming
to N. Y. to Finish Talker

For the first time since America
has been stampeded to talking pictures, a company of English players
is coming to the United States to
complete the important dialogue sequence in a production made on the
(.Continued

on

Page

2)
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Sales
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East. Kodak
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French Players Earn
British Players Coining
Small Fees, Go Abroad
to N. Y. to Finish Talker
Other side. Several of the principals
appearing in "Kitty," directed by Victor Saville from Warwick Deeping's
story, will make the trip over within
the next few weeks as the English
sound stages will not be ready until
May, and "Kitty" is soon to be released here by World Wide Pictures.
Estelle Brody, leading woman, is in
New York, and Saville is preparing
to leave England within two weeks
bringing with him Dorothy Gumming, who plays the mother, John
Stuart, who has the male lead, and
several other players in the cast.

Book
TheDate
Industry's

March

Premiere
of "Lady
of the Pavements"
at Rialto, New
York.
11First
Premiere
of "Times Square,"
Gotham-Bristolphone
Pictur*

March

at Metropolitan,
Baltimore.
12 Opening
of "Noah's
Ark" at Winter Garden,
New York.
March
15 Convention of eastern Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey and
Delaware unit at Philadelphia.
May
Beach.
March
17 Premiere of "Show Boat" at Capitol. Miami, and Paramount, Palm
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Today
21
3

14-15-16 Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittsburgh.
April

takes pains to see that
everything is right
offers no excuses but
does it over until it is

FILM LAD
a little tribute from one who
still bears theladsscars of other

6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.

Gets Collinsville Lease
Collinsville, Okla.— P. J. Duffy,
who has operated the Grand here for
a number of years, has leased the
house to M. R. Parks of Seminole.
The new owner has changed the
house name to the Roxy. Parks plan
to install sound equipment.

Paris — M. Jean Toulout, president
of the French Film Artists' Union in
an article in a French newspaper,
Sunday Shows For Big Springs
stated that the reason for French
Big Springs, Tex. — The Ritz here
players leaving France was due to inaugurated
its first Sunday show
the fact that earnings of French players was insufficient. Most of the with "Lucky Boy" accompaniment
time players must obtain other work with sound. Jewell Robb is manin order to make both ends meet, he
says.
ager.LeMaire Starts New Comedy
George LeMaire has started filmD. E. Griffith with F. N. P.
ing the fourth of his series of 12 talkLondon — D. E. Griffith, formerly
ing comedies which he is to produce
with Paramount and Fox in United
for
Pathe. It is entitled "The PerStates, has been appointed general
fect Day." Louis Simon and K. Malsales
manager
for
First
Nationallory are the principals.
Pathe here.

BROOKS

To Rebuild Lubbock House
Sunday Shows For KendallvUle
Lubbock, Tex. — The Lindsey is to
Kendallville, Ind. — Theater owners
be rebuilt at a cost of about $40,000,
here paid the expense for a special
it is reported. Sampson Construc- election to repeal the city ordinance
tion Co. has been awarded the contract.
which banned Sunday showing. The
theater owners won by a vote of 1,Carr Leases Beaumont House
251 for Sunday shows and 405 aganst.
The ordinance has been in effect for
Beaumont, Tex. — Matt Carr of
Tucson, Ariz, has signed a ten year 16 years, it is stated.
•WANTED
lease on the Strand. The house seats
400 and will open soon according to
FIRST CLASS MECHANIC,
George Tinkle, who will be manager.
thoroughly
experienced
in all
Fischer Recovered
systems of talking machine reCleveland — Meydr Fischer, presiproducers. Write
dent of the Fischer Film Exchange
Box B-103 c-o Film Daily
in Cleveland and Cincinnati, who has
1650 Broadway N. Y. C.
been ill for the past month, is back
on duty.
be it the correct frame line or
the proper density
here is a lad who

6 Warner
National - Stanlty
York. at- First
Frolic
Commodore Hotel, New

April
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CLIENT
WILL
FINANCE
FIRST CLASS UP TO DATE
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Write
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1650 Broadway
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By HERBERT

mmm puts on

idiculous a few short months ago is and better mergers, it appears to us
that stumbling blocks will not be
>\v definite, inescapable fact....
found strewn too obviously in the
Adjustments
paths of business affiliations....
Eiaht Words
Tuesday: All through these last
Thursday: The telephone wire
-■w days we wished that this was the
antastic period when genii and Alad- starts from ye editor's desk and ends
Ted Claire is still emcccing at the Paramount, and did very nicely with the help of
in's lamps held sway, for muchly did
Adoiph Zukor's elegant office. The a production
ft desire to transform ourselves into in
by C. A. Niggemeyer called
subject is RKO and Paramount. In
V blotter lodged on certain well eight words, Zukor disposes of the "lUibbling Over," which was as good a
cogrnomen as any for a rather peppy show.
,nown desks. It would have been in- 3'arn. "There is absolutely no foun- Hoyd Scnter and his clarinet playing were
teresting indeed to respose there in
dation to such report," is his cryptic the standout, and the applause called for an
iconsi)icuous security with one, or dismissal of it. We sought for some- encore. Senter's first number was on the
*etter, two ears cocked. There must
thing further, but A. Z. asked what saxophone, but when he finished with his
clarinet he fairly rocked the house.
lave been plenty to hear.
else was there to say? We conceded jazzyMarkcll
and Faun as comedy dancers supI That the Fox-Loew deal will ignite the point and went back to the pantplied what little laughs there were on tlie
•ther explosions, we have no doubt.
ing typewriter.
stage end of the program. The Gamby-Hale
Girls had a novelty number dressed in one
The balance of power, jealously
But, the trade, running true to of
those reverse costumes which made them
;uarded by the big interests in this form, persists in believing what it be- appear to be walking on their hands. This
•usiness, is due for adjustment. No
lieves and one of its beliefs hinges number would have been much stronger if
eer is required to fathom that out. around Paramount and RKO. In- more care had been employed in designing
the heads and faces, which from the front
Mready rumblings are to be heard.
jecting
themselves
into you
Zukor's
busirows spoiled the eflfect of the novelty cosness,
on
many
sides
will
hear
tumes. The Williams Sisters were rather neat
.'he underground is buzzing with this
eport and that regarding Paramount arguments why a working arrange- in their songs, just missing being a heavy
nd Radio. You know, while many
ment or a combination would be ad- number by a lack of pep in their delivery.
acts were Elaine Pring, soprano; Carl
vantageous. What these arguments Other
'>f the RKO theaters are not new,
Byal, tenor; and Fynan and Doris as dancers.
hey are strategically placed throughwe discussed
under Wednesday's Dave Rubinoflf contributed a special, "Rubinmonicker.
...
>ut the nation. As a matter of fact, are,
ofT Rhapsody," purporting to relate in harhis is the one chain which can lay
mony the highlights of his career. It was
We visited with Nick Schenck tomdisputed claims to being a national
day. A long talk developed several well received, as was also Crawford's well
balanced organ program of classic and popuircuit. Publix, under the Katz re- interesting tidbits:
lar melodies.
L That on Tuesday the entire
cime, has demonstrated its unquesioned ability to operate theaters.
Loew executive personnel had
Paramount can use the RKO theater
been re-elected to office, thus in)Ower; RKO can use the Publix
dicating in what direction the
wind bloweth.
nanagement. RKO represents a tidy
um of money, available and poten2. That, in Schenck's opinion,
ial and every big business can find
Loew's and Metro will function
)laces for new funds. From this
in the future as in the past, deHjint you figure it....
spite the Fox control.
Highlighted with colorful scenic staging,
Big things going on.
Look these
I The Fox deal and its repercussions
the Roxy bill held to standard with one
lave shoved all other developments over:
Chicago reports Fox will build a repeat which could stand being shown regularnto the background. Yet, Washingly every two months indefinitely. That's how
on reports that the Justice Dep't is big first run in the loop. That won't good
bit the
is, trick
called costumes
"A Quaintof Bouquet."
It is this
all in
the ballet
getting ready to probe the inter- set so well on Barney Balaban and and
the Roxyettes. The former appear
:hangeability situation. A whole nest Sam Katz.
grouped to form an immense bouquet, which
pf dynamite reposing there. . . .
is disclosed as they lift the front of their
believes
Fox's
of Buffalo
the Schine
circuit
will acquisition
mean the skirts above their heads, each costume repism
ver
resenting a gorgeously colored flower. It is
Hoo
launching of a building campaign in
j
. Wednesday: A business engineer upper New York State. . . .
simply breath-taking in its loveliness. Then
with a brilliant record behind him,
to top this the Roxyettes appear in a rainThe Land of Gats
bow number, and as the 32 girls sway in
the President elect, it is discovered
line the effect is dazzling. Patricia DowFriday: There is a country man
today, has given generous indications
heads this unit with what is probably
in the past anent his attitude toward known far and wide for the careless- the finest exhibition of toe work to be seen
business concentrations. As matter
ness with which its citizenry flour- anywhere. She is grace personified.
"Fosteriana" was a fine arrangement of
ishes gats. In geographies, it is
3f timely interest, we set the Washngton Bureau of F. D. to work to see called Chicago. The Windy City and compositions of Foster, with the superb
aggregation making it an event.
what it could discover. And interest- its tributaries happen to constitute the Asymphony
distinguished looking couple alongside this
second largest territory in the United reviewer came in in evening dress just to
ing it proves itself to be.
For example, it is learned on the States. There, Fox feels he has not catch the orchestra selection before going to
best of authority that, in respect to been getting the break he and his a legit show, and went out audibly satisfied
mergers and amassing of buying product deserves. What to do, you that they had got their $1.60 worth. Which
just a sidelight on how good Erno Rapee's
power in industry. Hoover will follow say? Well, the answer might be is
outfit really is. Followed "Song of the
in the path cleaved by Coolidge. Big several things, among them build. Bayou," by Rube Bloom, which won the
business will not be penalized by Which is exactly what it looks like. second prize of $5,000 in the Victor contest
original composition. It was sketchy,
Government interference.
Not onlj- may you expect Fox to erect for an the
lament of darkies which finishes
One of the stumbling blocks in the a whoopee of a theater in the loop, being
on a note of gladness as the sun shines
merger complex of this business has but in every one of the twenty-three through the clouds. The stage set is an
hall with a large window through
been the Government's attitude. towns wherein Great States Theaters immense
When Keith-Albee finally whipped Corp., healthy B and K subsidiary, which the sunshine pours after the clouds
the Orpheum deal into shape, the operates. Imagine how B. Balaban pass over. Very effective, with the singers
as darkies making the composition sound betgentlemen in Washington almost and .S. Katz must feel about that!
"Jade" was another
ter than it really was.
An interesting sidelight on the size
voted thumbs down. The Fox-Loew
of
the
business
which
Mr.
Fox
has
matter was subjected to careful scruItiny. Lawyers for both groups iust acquired: The Loew company
Standard
!worked and did some mild sweating reports a net of $2,102,033 in 12
over this angle, but the fact that the weeks. Divide by 12 to learn how
for Motion Picture Presentation
combination went through would in- formidable are those earnings per
week.
We
refuse.
Our
experience
idicate, we assume, that the Departiment of Justice found no objections in filmantics might lead us to add
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
I.Ackawani3a 7876
' to it. With the Hoover administra- a couple of inadvertent ciphers.
1531 BROADWAY. NEW YORK CITY
K A N N
Ition leaning with favor toward bigger

GOOD PARAMOUNT BILL

SMART STAGING AND
EFfECTS AT THE ROXY

VAUDEVI LLE
The FALLY MARKUS

S. BERG,
artistic interlude, with a group of dancers
in old Chinese costume finishing their number by grouping themselves on a set piece
center stage to represent an enormous piece
of antique jade. The Roxyettcs did a handdrill seated in a long row that carried a
novelty punch, done with their usual perfect
precisioiu

INDIAN PRESENTATION
FOR "JIMMY VALENTINE"

Rome & Gaut, whose turn might well be
termed "The Long and Short of It," nosed
out the remainder of the stage bill for first
honors, the short part being the big shot of
the act. The stage show was a heavy, running into considerable time but containing
awas
number
of ingeniously
staged bits. with
"Navajo"
the name
of the presentation,
Dave
Schooler and his gang of Capitolians dolled
up in Indian fashion. They get oflF some
good Indian burlesque in a mountain effect.
Outstanding as usual were the Chester Hale
girls, attired as cowgirls. Their stepping furnished real pep to the bill. Evelyn Wilson,
in Indian costume, did a novelty song turn
with Schooler, which proved a hit. There
were in addition, Horton Spurr, who did some
sensational dancing and tumbling; Lia Maris,
and Amund Sjovick. All in all, a colorful
and fast moving show, staged by Arthur
Knorr. But why, an Indian show, with atmospheric opportunities like those offered by
"Alias Jimmy Valentine."

Adams At Brockton, Mass.
Brockton,
Mass. — William
W.
Adams, has been appointed manager
of the Colonial here succeeding Shelton Doane who has left for Detroit.
Sarr Managing G-B Houses
Springfield, Mass. — Fred J. Sarr
has been appointed district manager
of G-B Theaters Corp. houses here
and at Westfield, Pittsfield and Worcester.
Lang Gets House
Milwaukee, Wis — Otto Lang, assistant booker at the Milwaukee
Theater Circuit, Inc., has resigned to
become manager of the Alcyon,
Highland Park, III. He is succeeded
by Miss Ellen Mueller.
Lorenzo

At

Springfield

Springfield, Mass. — U. J. Lorenzo,
formerly
with Fox's
Poli will be
manager
of the Phillips here when
the house is reopened.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

SOUND
\By CHARLES

SCOREDISC SOON TO BE
PLACED IN DISniTION
Production plans are being speeded
on Scoredisc, record guide manufactured for cueing of films on non-synchronous equipment, giving the effect
of synchronized pictures, with the device to be placed in distribution
March 18.
In making a scoredisc, states Arthur J. Abrams, president of Scoredisc Service Corp., a print is secured
and projected many times for the
purpose of working out music and
sound effects necessary for that picture. After this is done selections
are made from their library of records, those bearing the precise selections and effects to be incorporated
into the scoredisc. In this manner
the exact number of bars of music
and amount of sound effects are selected. A heavy cardboard disc is
placed over the regular record selected and scored by cutting groves into the cardboard where the part of
the records to be used are required.
The groves thus formed on the
scoredisc represent the portion of the
record which will be reproduced. The
various slots or groves on the scoredisc are charted with numbers representing each different part of the record which is to be played.
The operator in the theater selects
the records supplied by Scoredisc,
those bearing the number on the
scoredisc chart and runs them through
on the turntable. The Scoredisc
Service furnishes all records used in
conjunction with the scoredisc and
I also replaces records without charge.
Scorediscs are not rented but are
supplied to theaters using their service and can be thrown away when
the picture for which they were
intended for has completed its run
at that theater.

F. HYNESi

288 Seater Wired
Detroit — The Blackstone
here is claimed as the world's
smallest house wired with
Western Electric sound equipment It is 84 by 17 feet in
size and seats but 288. It operates on a 24-hour basis, eight
operators being required daily.

Laugh Currency Boosts
Talking Sennett Comedy
Ten thousand specimens of Laugh
Currency were distributed by Al W.
Gillis of the Palace, Meriden, Conn.,
when
he played "The Lion's
Roar,"
the Educational-Mack
Sennett
alltalking comedy. He used three of
the "ad" cuts furnished in Educational's broadside and press sheet
issued on this comedy. On one
side, in addition to "The Lion's
Roar," ad cut and usual line matter similar to that found on currency, the wording "1000 Laughs"
was printed on opposite corners of
the bill. On the reverse side, the
lettering was: "Worth 1000 Laughs —
You'll Roar as the LION ROARS
when you hear and see Mack Sennett's Talking Comedy, etc." In addition, Gillis used special banners,
lobby cards and has the name of the
comedy played up in lights on both
sides of the stage for ten days in
advance
of the opening
playdates.

Soman Makes Sound Shorts
for Showing in Homes

Lester Soman, independent producer, ismaking a series of shorts in
New York for showing via the DeVry home sound projector. The 16
mm subjects are synchronized with
stock records. Six so far have been
completed. Soman selects a record,
and then makes the film to fit. The
DeVry sound film machine recently
vvas placed on the machine. It consists of a projector and disc turntable
attachment, both mounted on the
same base, the turntable hooked up to
Traveltone Opens Offices
Traveltone Corp., manufacturer of the projector to assure synchrony.
a portable disc synchronizer, has Soman's
by DeVry.pictures are being handled
opened offices in New York at 729
Seventh Ave. The Traveltone is a
Hayakawa in Talker
double turntable synchronizer, all
Sessue Hayakawa is at work on his
equipment for which is contained in
six trunks. A resynchronizer, which first talking picture at eastern Vitaspeeds or slows the projector to re- phone studios, under direction of
gain synchrony is a feature of the Bryan Foy. The sketch is a twodevice.
reeler and is titled "Dead Laughter."
Murray Roth and Edmund Joseph
have made the adaptation from a
Dr. Gromon Zuro's Aide
vaudeville sketch, "The Man Who
Dr. Francis Gromon, musical di- Laughed," by Edgar Allen Woolf.
rector of the Paramount-Publix theRuffo Makes Sound Short
aters for the 1926-1927 season, has
become associated with the Pathe
Titta Ruffo recently made the secstudios in New York as assistant to
ond of a series of sound recording at
the M-G-M Movietone studio in New
Josiah Zuro, director general of York.
music.

TIPS
AND

ON
EQUIPMENT
VARIOUS
DEVICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

Short Shots from
New York Studios]
i^i^By

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY,

T ARRY WILLIAMS, who
■■-^ focused a camera for Vocafilm lastis
now chief
aman
's
just West atof M-G-M
Publix School Emphasizes Eastern plant,camer
the East
River. Larry's been in the business
Sound Projection Training since the old Thanhauser days when
(Continued from Page 1)
New Rochelle was on the picture
Training School, which got under map. Ira Morgan, better known as
way Thursday in New York. The Joe, IS being transferred to the Coast
session lasts six months. This is the to continue for M-G-M.
fifth session of the school, which was
Nick Grinde, who capably bears
organized in 1925 by Jack Barry, who
continues as director. Twenty-eight all the directorial burdens of M-Gstudents, selected from a group of M's Eastern studio, finds that life is
more than 1,000 applicants, comprise ]ust one short after another. Among
recent subjects have been the
the present class. From previous his
Tita Ruffo. Boys, Georg
classes, 74 graduates now are engaged Happiness
e Price and
in theater operation in various sections of the country and abroad.
David Mendoza, the chap who conThe course in training includes:
principles of management, poUcies of
ducts at the Capitol theater, is busy
operation, community analysis, selec- synchronizing scores at the M-G-M
tion and training of theater staff, plant
. "The Duke Steps Out" has
equipment maintenance, projection, just been
completed, with "Spite Martheater and stage lighting, stagecraft,
public relations, advertising (copy, fH^^'
featur
n n
e, and
The" Buste
Paganr,"Keato
Ramo
Novar
ro
layout, media, rates, advertising ma- vehicle, soon to get microphoned.
terials, mechanics of printing and en- Anna Cohen, who has been transgraving, etc.), publicity, relations with
planted from the Capitol, is Mennewspapers, exploitation, selective doza's assistant.
merchandising, theater forms and acAlfred Hall, announcer at Station
counting, insurance, fire and accident
prevention, program arrangement and WOV, has again been working close
schedules, budges, etc.
to a microphone, this time at the De
Forest studios on East 48th St. He
Sound for Memphis Keith House
has been playing a part in "The Clock
Struck 12," made by Jesse Goldburg
Memphis — Arrangement for instal- for
Sound Pictures, Inc. Niles
lation of sound equipment is being
Welch,
who was formerly a screen
completed at the Orpheum here.
favorite, and Maude Malcolm were
George Brown and J. W. Reeves are also
in the cast.
supervising the installation for RadioKeith-Orpheum. Sound pictures are
expected about the first of April.
With the coming of Fairbank's
latest
film, thinks
"The Iron Mask," Larry
Darmour
he might do the
3 More Tex. Sound Houses
Houston — Three more houses here "Man in the Iron Cask," as a forthcoming RKO Larry Darmour comare soon to be equipped with sound
edy. Larry says its no trick to get
apparatus, they are the Iris, owned lay
Will Horowitz, the Queen, a Publix an iron cask or to tease a comedy
house and the Royal. This leaves star into it, but "what am I going
only the Ritz, owned by Horowitz to do with him when I get him in
and
several neighborhood houses, still
unwired.
Lollier Heads Fox-W.
C. Realty
Bristolphone for Pocatello
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Pocatello, Ida. — Don Carruthers,
Los Angeles— W. H. (Bud) Lolmanager of the Orpheum here an- there."
lier, who has been in charge of budnounces that Sonora-Bristolphone
statistics, has been named
sound equipment is being installed head getofand the
real estate department
at that house. The machine is distributed by the Sheffield Exchange of Fox-West Coast Theaters, succeeding Louis Cohen, who resigned
in the Salt Lake City and Denver,
territories.
to join Universal.
Sound at Baltimore Keith's
Baltimore — Keith's theater here,
managed by J. L. Schanberger, starts
it sound policy Monday, with "The
Girl on the Barge." This is a combination house. The orchestra will
be held and no change in policy except presentation of sound and talking pictures will be made. RCAPhotophone
system has been installed.
Sound for South Bend House
South Bend, Ind. — The Tivoli
here has been closed for the installation of De Forest sound equipment.

Lower Prices At K. C.
Kansas City— The Madrid, second
run house, has reduced its prices from
40 to 30 cents, offering talking pictures at the lowest price in this city.
Vitaphone sound equipment is used
at the house.
Orchestraphone For Texas House
Goose Creek, Tex.— C. W. Griffin
who will soon open his De Luxe
house here, has bought complete
equipment including seats, machines
and
atus. an Orchestraphone sound appar-
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Radio Pictures Lines Up Talent
Company
Signing
Stars, Directors
and Writers
Under
Changed
Production
Policy- Nazimova
to Star in Talker for Columbia — Other Highlights of Studio News and Wilk's Personality Paragraphs

mm OF NEW NAMES
SIGNED BY RKO PROD.

Nazimova to Star in
Talker for Columbia

A Little
**Lots''
om WILK
frRALPH

By

Talent tor Radio I'icliiros is beiiiK
ddcil at the RKO studios. A luiinker of players, writers, directors, iiiu>ical composers and technicians have
leen signed to dale, with other conracts still pcndin.ir.
Sally Blanc, Betty Conipson and
Olive Borden are the first trio of
stars to be signed by the company,
which recently changed its production policy to make special productions.
Ben Hecht and Charles McArthur

Hollywood

HOWARD J. GREEN, for several
years a member of the vaudeville producing firm of Hockey and
Green, has written "The Broadway
Hoofer," which Edward Small will
Howard also has furnished
produce.
the dialogue for the picture.
*
♦
*
Harry Cording is one of the
busiest character actors on the
Coast. He recently finished an
important role in "The Squall."
He gave a noteworthy per' date.
head the
list already
of writers
signed to
Hecht
has completed
formance in "The Patriot" and
an original under the deal. Maude
*
also
appeared
in* "The* Rescue."
Fulton. John Russell. Jane Murfin,
Edward T. Lowe, Jr., veteran
John Brownell and Samson Raphaelson are among writers who will con- scenarist, adapted and wrote the
tribute to the new program. Raphael- screen play of "Broadway." He also
son's "My Boy" soon is to be placed fiwnished the dialogue arrangement
in production.
for the production which is being
Fejos.
William Cowen and Bert Glen- directed by Paul
*
♦
»
non head the list of directors. The
According
to
Harrison
Carlatter recently returned from New
roll,
"There's
merger
in
your
York where he produced "Syncopadreamy eyes," has been sugtion."
gested as a theme song, by
The studio now is establishing a
Arthur Freed.
*
*
*
musical and orchestral department.
Contributors of musical numbers alPaul Perez, title writer, is all enready signed include: Vincent Youthusiasm when he discusses dogs.
mans, Dorothv Fields and James
McHugh.
His
dog, ribbons
"Firebrandr—
Haywire"
won seven
at the
Golden
Gate show in Frisco — four blues,
two specials and one purple.
*
*
•
Songs in "Broadway Babies"
.\\ Bryan and George Meyer, song
Paul Weatherwax is busy at his
writers assigned to "Broadway Ba- first love — Fox. He is editing
bies," have completed two
"Empty .Vrms," which was directed
numbers and others are to musical
follow. by
Irvin Cummings. During his
The finished numbers are "Broadway two years absence from the Fox lot,
Baby Dolls" and "Jig, Jig, Jigaloo." Paul has been at First National and
"Broadway Babies" is adapted from Pathe.
*
*
»
Jay Gelzer's magazine story, "BroadOur Passing Show: Patsy
way Musketeers," and the cast includes Marion Byron, Sally Filers,
Ruth Miller, Vera Reynolds,
Tom Dugan. Charles Delaney, BoBill Beaudine, John Waters,
dil Rosing, Fred Kohler, Louis NathMalcolm St. Clair, B. F.
eau and others.
Zeldman, Richard Wallace,
Bob Ellis, Tay Garnett, Geof^
frey Shurlock, Bill Branch, at
Four Directors on Christie Talkers
the world's premiere of John
Production is moving along at
McDermott's farce-comedy,
such a clip on the Paramount-Chris"Squawk" ; Roland Young,
tie Talking Plays that four directors
John Loder, Ernest Torrence
and Clarence Locan chatting
are being kept busy either in filming
or preparatory work. Directors so
at M-G-M.
far on the first eight of these short
features are Arvid E. Gillstrom, A.
Leslie Pearce, Walter Graham and
Four out of five — hits.
The
Kane.
Raymond
other one not so bad.
Completes
Synchronization
Synchronization
of "She Goes to
War" has been completed. The story
IS by Rupert Hughes.
U. A. release.

LON

YOUNG

At Tec- Art— Hollywood

Bill Danziger, for two years a field
representative for Harold Lloyd, is
pounding out publicity matter for
Nazimova talkers will be made for
Paramount.
Bill is a veteran exColmnbia,
it is reported. The star
.'Xschcr.
*
*
*
ploiteer.
recently was signed by Small and
'Tis a wise director, who
knows
the songs
added
to
Warners Sign Tearle
his pictures.
*
*
*
Conway Tearle has been signed by
Paul Sloane is not superstitious. Warners.
His first role is expected
He bought 13 tickets for the Coast to be in "Gold
Diggers,"
negotiations for which now
arc in progress.
premierehe directed.
of "Hearts
in Dixie,"
which
*
*
*
Big Ben Silvey has transferred his
activities to the Warner studio. Ben
is acting as assistant to Howard
Bretherton, who will direct "The
Argyle
Meighan. Case," starring Thomas

George Scarborough
Consulting
United

M-G-M Casts Sarah Padden
Sarah Padden. stage and vaudeville
star, has been given a featured part
in Clarence Brown's current M-G-M
production,
"Wonder
Women."
The
cast includes
Lewisof Stone
and
Peggy
Wood.

Dramatist

Artists

THE

Doot^ray ol Hospitalltjr

Gleason Writing Dialogue
Dialogue of "High Voltage," starring W illiani Boyd for Pathe is being written by James Gleason. Howard Higgin directed this Elliott
Clawson
story.
Mary Nolan in Paramount Cast
Mary Nolan has been signed by
Paramount to play in the talking
picture version of W. Somerset
Maugham's play, "The Constant
Wife." Ruth Chatterton will have
the title role and Clive Brook and
Pan! Lukas the principal male roles.
Add

Dialogue Sequence

"The Lady from Hell," Mary Astor's new vehicle for Fox, hitherto
designed as a silent feature, is to
have a dialogue sequence added.
This is to be written by John Hunter Booth, one of the new group of
Broadway playwrights recently engaged by F"ox.

HARVEY GATES
Writer
WARNER

BROTHERS

'The Desert Song"

^NTER tha doorwsT of
thi* populmr hostelry aad you feel at horn*.
There'* an atmotphere of cordial welcom*
which marki the difference between th«
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary hotel*.
Your room, too, ha* that added toach
of di*tinction. Picture* on the wall, over*tuffed furniture, a floor lamp and readlni
lamp . . . theie are but a few of the featura*
that make you feel at home.
Pix'n Whittle Dining Service in*ure* tha
be*t of food. Therefore, when you are next
in Lo* Angele* be *ure to inve*tigate.

THE

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street at Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD.

Boulevard
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Further Insight Into the History o/
"SOUND PATENTS" SERIES;
THE SIXTH INSTALMENT

The Series to Date
Earlier instalments of "Sound
Patents" appeared in THE
FILM DAILY on Feb. 24,
Feb. 27, March 3, March 4 and
March 8.
This series wnll be publish-

ed at frequent intervals
This is the sixth instaUment in
throughout
the spring.
"Sound Patents," a series of articles deaUng with the patent history
of sound and synchronization dewheel (23) and its associated driving
vices in the United States, Eng- elements. The elements (19 and 23) are
land, France and Germany.
shifted by means of a cylindrical

cam (30), acting against a roller (38)
and a sliding follower rod (31) connected to the elements (10 and 23).
The cam (30) is rotated by means of a
gear (35) secured on the shaft (12)
meshing with a gear (31) keyed to
the cam (30) and is moved longitudinally by means of a screw (36) on
which it is mounted so that the roller
(36) traces a helical path around the
surface of the cam. The surface of
the cam is so shaped for its respective record as to give the sprocket
slight variations from perfect syn- wheel (23) the sliding movement rechronism that might be caused by
quired to speed up or retard the projection machine to attain perfect syninaccuracies in the phonograph recchronism with the phonograph record.
ord or film. As shown in Fig. 1 of
U. S. patent No. 1,226,883, granted
the patent, the phonograph (1) is
to
D. Higham, May 22, 1917, is dih
throug
(3)
driven from a motor
rected to insuring a correctly timed
gear wheels (5) and (6) and a shaft starting of the phonograph and projection machine. In the general ar(4), and the projection machine (2)
rangement ofthe apparatus as shown
is driven from the shaft (4) through
in
Fig.
4,
a phonograph (48) posibevel gears (10) and (11), shaft (12),
tioned back of a screen (A) is conbevel gears (14) and (15), shaft (16),
nected to the projection machine (47)
bevel gears (19) and (20) and a Dy means of a cord (49) running
sprocket (23) and chain (24) shown jbout pulleys on the respective machines. In taking the film and the
in elevation in Fig. 2. The gears
pnonograpii record, a hammer (53) is
(19) and (20) and the sprocket wheel -nnsed to strike a gone; (54) at the
{23) may be shifted as a unit longi- right of the range of vision, this action being recorded at the right in
tudinally on the shaft (16) and thereby the chain (24) may be accelerated
he- fihTi as shown in Fig. 5 and the
or retarded relatively to the sprocket sound being recorded on the phono-

In the preceding patents, mechanism is provided for insuring synchronous running of the projection
machine and the phonograph, any
shifting or adjustment being done
manually. In U. S. patent No. 1,222,626, to H. Hess on April 17, 1917,
an automatic variation of the running
of the phonograph and the projection
machine is provided to correct any

graph record at the start of the selection. In reproducing, the phonograph
is run until the sound is heard and
is then stopped and held by a suitable
release mechanism. Then the film is
started and when the operator sees
the corresponding picture in the film
the phonograph drive is released and
the phonograph and film then run in
synchronism.
In U. S. patent No. 1,252,304,
granted to D. O. Royster on Jan. 1,
1918, a projection machine shown at
the left of Fig. 1, which is a plan
view, is driven from a motor (46)
through gears (48) and (44) and a
manually controlled clutch (51), and
a phoiiograph at the right of the fig-

ure is similarly driven through i
manually controlled clutch (51). Tht
phonogrsph has a pair of record cylinders (X) and (Z) and tone boy
moving screws (12) and when th«
tone box (32) reaches the end of om
cylinder it is automatically shifted tc
the other by an arm rotated by thf
phonograph drive, which engages :
projection on the tone box, as the latter reaches the end of its movement
and lifts it from one record and carries it to the other. The second record is grooved reversely to the firs!
and carries the tone box to the 33
opposite end of the phonograph. A
telephone circuit and loud speakei
are shown.

H. HESS.
APPARATUS

FOR PRODUCING
APPLICATION

1,222,626.

FILED

AUDIBLE
1UNE20,

MOVING

PfCTURES

1913.

Patented Apr. 17, 1917.
2 SHEETS-SHEET

I.

r^cy..^
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The Hess system,

U. S. Patent No.

1,222,626,

which provides an automatic variation of the running
by inaccuracies in cither reccrrd fr film

of the phonograph and projector to correct

variations caused
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Sound Development

Mayor for Sunday Shows
("(jschocton, (). At a ricciit iiiictiiiR of the city council here H.-ilph
E. Reisinger, nianaKcr of the Sixtli
St. theater, appeared to discuss tlie
opening of local houses for Sund.iy
shows. Mayor Jolinson Smith expressed himself as in favor of tlie
move while other members of the
council
were
divided.

'^fi

0"

(^

J^/Cf-^

Sunday
Shows for Hastings
Hastings, Nel). — - Ordinance proposed for the closing of theaters here
on Sundays was defeated by a majority of 289 votes at a special election recently held. Interest in this
issue is reflected in the fact
that the total presidential election
vote in this city was 6,000 as com-

A

^tHCral arrangement of system dciised by D.
I
1,226, 88 J and designed to correctly time

Higliam
starting

and outlined in U. S. Patent
of phonoffraph and projector

No.

lUlY 13. I»I2.

Patented Jan. 1, 1918.

1,252,304.

5 SHEETSt^BHEET
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I.

Patented May 22, 1917.
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Royster's synchronisation

device.

U.

S.

Patent No.

1,252,304
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The first time he played a role
at the M-G-M studios, Lloyd Hughes
had to carry Mae Murray up a
flight
of stairs,
in "Valencia."
his latest
role, with
Lon Chaney In
in
"Where East Is East," he carries
Lupe Velez upstairs. "Roles at this
studio always seem to be good exercise" ishis comment.

RccordiiM
action
Sound. Higham's

Joseph Chemiavsky is receiving
congratulations at Universal City 07i
his score arrangement

for "Show

Ruth Burr only flashes for a few
minutes in the Publix unit "Carnival
Cocktail," but when she opens her
cape to give you a view of her side
Boat."costume — well, it's worth the
show
price of admission. And what the
bulloney.
barker says about her figure is no
Conrad Nagel was allowed a
lunch hour as his vacation before
he left Brother William to start
work for Brother Cecil De Mille at
M-G-M. Nagel fiyiished William de
Mille's "White Collars" in the
morning, and began his work as
Roger Towne in Cecil B. De Mille's
"Dynannite," the same afternoon.
Joseph S. Hummel, manager of the
Warner contract department, is the
proudest person in VVarner Bros. He
is the father of a new babv bov.
Bert Ennis, veteran publicist, is
doing a column headed "That's My
Story" for "M. P. Classic," offering
some inside stuff on Coast doings.

3
3
3
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C
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3
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3
3
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SAM
E. MORRIS,
vice president
of Warners,
has allotted
himself
his first vacation in a year. Calling
a short recess from work, .Morris
sails Saturday for Cuba when- In- will
spend some time in Havana. Hr
will return to his duties in New York
in about two weeks.

All activities were suspended for
ten minutes on the Darmour-RKO
lot recently while Director Al
Herman exhibited his seven weeks
old baby to the company. It cost
MacAllister Managing
Mass. House the organization exactly $2,486.32, according to Business Manager Pell
Gardner, Mass. — N. H. MacAllister has been appointed manager of Mitchell, but was worth a million.
the Orpheum here. Both the Or- Everybody insisted the baby would
pheum and Gardner are operated by grow up to be a gag man until they
George A. Giles Co. Joseph V. Shea learned it was a girl. It is Al's first.
will continue as manager of the Mrs. Herman was also present.
Gardner.

COMBINED ■MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS AND PHONOGRAPK
riUO

pared with 4,795 for the "blue" is-

Quinn at Redonda Beach
Redonda Beach, Cai. — Tom Quinn
has been appointed resident manager
of the Fox Redonda here which was
recently opened. The house is one
of the Fox West Coast chain.

D. 0. ROYSTER.
APPUCATION

sue.

And Thafs That
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while phonograph
records
method, V. S. Patent No.
1,226,883

The enthusiasm at the M-G-M
studio, which began with completion
of "The Broadway Melody," and was
carried through "The Voice of the
City" and "The Trial of Mary Dugan," is being carried still further
by "Madame X," just previewed on
the Coast.
New
Haven House Closed
f^'
New Haven, Conn. — De Witt
Theater Corp., which recently took
over the De Witt here has closed
that house, it is reported.
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of Youth"
"The Spirit
(Silent)

"Hey Rube"

Tiffayiy-SUM Length: 6216 /t.
A FINE STORY THAT CARRIES A STRONG HUMAN INTEREST PUNCH WITH UNUSUAL LOVE STORY AND
SNAPPY ACTION.
Dorothy Sebastian handles
Cast
a sweet part with feeling and understanding. Larry Kent as a gob who
becomes middleweight champ is also
fine. Uniformly good cast includes
Betty Francisco, Maurice Murphy,
Anita Fremault, Donald Hall, Douglas Gilmore and Charles Sullivan.
Story and Production .... Love
drama. This stands out in the program field as a fine example of direction, tied up to a story crammed with
nice characterization and a really
beautiful love interest. It can stand
a first run anywhere. The gob hero
meets a little librarian and she falls
hard for him. He goes oiif on a
cruise and forgets her. In four years
he has become middleweight champ,
and is engaged to a rich heiress who
wants him only because he is famous.
He gives a charity exhibition bout
and his sparring partner and manager
frame him for a knockout. His
fiancee quits him;, then he makes a
comeback and licks the doublecrosser and wins back the little
sweetheart of byegone days. A
worthy film.
Direction, Walter Lang, excellent;
Authors, Eve Unsell, Elmer Harris;
Scenario, the same; Editor, Desmond
O'Brien; Titles, Frederick and Fanny
Hatton; Photography, John Boyle,
fine.

FBO
Length: 6262 /t.
TOP-NOTCH PROGRAMMER
THAT CARRIES A STRONG
PUNCH IN THRILL CLIMAX.
GOOD CIRCUS ATMOSPHERE
AND LOVE STORY.

"Underground"
(Silent)
Ameranglo
Length: 7300 ft.
INTERESTING BRITISH PRODUCTION CARRIES FINE LONDON ATMOSPHERE AND
CHARACTERIZATION. WEAKENED BY LOOSE CONTINUITY
AND MELLER CLIMAX.
Cast
Cyril McLaglen does good
as a typical "rotter." Elissa
work
Landi very natural as the shop gal.
Nora Baring well cast as the seamstress. Brian Aherne also okay.
Drama of
Story and Production
the London underground railway.
Produced by British Instructional.
Chief credit goes to Anthony Asquith, who directed and also wrote
the story. Asquith has apparently
benefitted by his Hollywood observations, and turned out a very hurnan
drama of poor people of London life.
The characterization is well drawn
and holds the interest till the last
quarter when it goes violently meller
— amateurishly so. If it had stuck to
the natural story it would have been
a British contribution of some importance. As it stands, it is away
ahead of the current British productions caught here. Tells of the loves
and hates of two young couples, the
men working for the underground,
where some of the scenes are set.
Good atmosphere of a public tavern,
and London street scenes. Fair program number.
Direction, Anthony Asquith, commendable; Author, the same; Scenario, the same; Editor, Not listed;
Titles, Not listed; Photography, S.
Rodwell, good.

(Silent)

Cast. . . .Hugh Trevor as a carnival
racketeer is very good. Gertrude
Olmstead very appealing and winsome as the girl. Ethlyne Clair, as
a carnival performer is a hit. Others
Bert Moorehouse, Walter McGrail,
James Eagle.
Story and Production. . . .Drama of
carnival life. George B. Seitz directed this virith a keen insight into
the psychology of carnival crowds,
and got some corking atmosphere
into the film that combined with a
bang-up story and a pip of a thrill
climax, makes it surefire as popular
entertainment. The story was written by a bird who evidently knows
his carnival stuff. It holds the interest all the way. Hero is running the
wheel of chance and falls hard for the
secretary of the president of the local
association who is running the
carnival. She catches him gyping the
rubes, and walks out on him. Thrill
finish with rescue from top of burning high-dive ladder.
Direction, George B. Seitz, first
rate; Author, Wyndham Gittens and
Louis Sarecky; Scienario, Wyndham
Gittens; Editor, Ann McKnight;
Titles, Randolph Bartlett; Photography, Robert Martin, fine.

Milton Sills and Dorothy Mackaill in

"His Captive
(Silent)Woman"

Cast.... John Roche is a pretty
youth who acts without any distinction. Mabel Julienne Scott just soso. This applies to the rest of cast,
including Rosemary Theby, Robert
Walker, Adabelle Driver, Adolph
Faylor, Elinor Leslie.
Story and
Production.
Love
drama.
.\ rather
dull and..."....
altogether
conventional film. Tells of the gal in
the night club who befriends the
down-and-out song writer. Under
her inspiration he writes the Dream
Melody, she sings it at the night club
and he goes over as a riot. A rich
vamp coralls him to exploit him socially. Poor little night club cutie
pines and pines. Then the hero finds
out that the vamp has been stringing
him about her promise to get him
a hearing before the great singing
master. So he then realizes who his
real sweetie is, after all. It has been
before — and
done
much many,
better. many times
Direction, Burton King, ordinary;
Author, Leonore Gray; Scenario,
Hazel Jemieson; Editor, Betty Davis;
Titles, Isadore Bernstein; Photography, Walter J. Miller, Walter Haas,
fair.

M-G-M

Length: 7999 /(

WILD

YARN OF INTERNATIONAL SPY ORGANIZATION
AMATEURISHLY
DIRECTED.
POOR
ENTERTAINMENT
FROM ALL ANGLES.
Cast
Rudolph
Klein-Rogge as
master mind is the best of the cast,
but the crazy theme licks him as well
as the others. Gerda Maurus appealing as the chief spy. All-German cast
includes Lien Deyers, Louis Ralph,
Craighall Sherry, Willy Fritsch, Lupu
Pick, Fritz Rasp.
Story and Production. . Melodrama
of international spy system. Ufa production made in Berlin. This is a
very unbelievable and far-fetched film
that ambitiously tries to show the
operations of an international scheme
of a master mind to control the
world. Trying to cram a theme like
that into six reels of poor material
and loose direction you can figure for
yourself what a mess the whole affair
proves to be. The master mind is
shown to the audience, so you are let
in on his scheme and how he operates
to fool the government agencies. The
reels are crammed with plot, counterplot and intrigue, with murders, train
wrecks, gas attacks and a hectic love
story thrown in for good measure,
Just a jumble of film.
Director, Fritz Lang, ragged; Author, Thea von Harbou; Scenario, the
same; Editor, Not listed; Titles, Not
listed; Photography,
Arno Wagner,
fair.

just

passable
as thestraight
Hindu for
faker's
ant who goes
love assistof the
hero. Charles E. Delaney better than
his artificial role. Warner Gland as
the faker can't do much with the
weak part. Others, Charles Hill
Mailes, Gaston Glass, Flora Finch,
David Mir.
Story

;
j
1
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(Silent)

(Silent)

Length: 5651 ft. Carlos Prod.
Columbia
Length: 5700 ft.
WEAK, WITH VERY ARTI
INANE FILM POORLY DIFICIAL STORY AND POOR
CHARACTERIZATION. A LOT RECTED AND ACTED, RATES
OF
SPIRITUALIST FAKING
POOR. LITTLE TO RECOMSEANCE
STUFF
DOESN'T MEND IT.
CLICK.
Cast. .. .Jacqueline Logan

i
i

"Jazzland"

"The Faker"

(Silent)

"Spies"
(Silent)

First National Length: 7692 ft.
FAIRY TALE OF DESERT
ISLAND WITH A NEW YORK
COP BEING SENTENCED TO
LIVE THERE WITH A CABARET SWEETIE.
Cast. . . .Milton Sills is a hardboiled
cop who plays the role in so-so fashion. Dorothy Mackaill very alluring.
She makes the silly offering almost
worth while. Others Gladden James,
Jed Prouty, Sidney Bracey, Gertrude
Howard, Marion Byron, George Fawcett, William Holden, Frank Reicher.
Story and Production
Drama.
Draw up your chairs, children, and
listen to the fairy story of the bad
little night club cutie who bumped
off her sugar daddy and got away
with it. You see, she escaped to a
South Sea island, and they sent
Stony-faced Officer McCarthy to
bring her back to justice. She tried
hard to vamp him, but he was true
to his trust. Then on the way back
they get wrecked on a desert island.
After months of living in separate
apartments Stony Face falls for her
and marries her with the help of a
Swedish Bible. After seven years
they are rescued and Stony brings
her back to justice. And the judge
sentences them to go right back to
the island and live happy ever after.
Direction, George Fitzmaurice,
blame the story; Author, Donn
Byrne; Scenario, Carey Wilson; Editor, Stuart Heisler; Titles, Paul
fine.
Perez; Photogfraphy, Lee Garmes,

"The Dream Melody"
Excellent
Length: 5050 ft.
JUST ANOTHER FILM THAT
TELLS AN OUTWORN STORY
THE SAME WAY. LACKS ANY
REAL
ENTERTAINMENT
WORTH TALKING ABOUT.
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and Production. ... Melodrama. Gets off on a lame foot, and
stays that way to the end. Story,
cast and direction are generally ina(lec|uatc, and result in a weak entertainment. The faker comes to
town and with his assistant planted
as secretary of the rich man starts to
get him hepped up on spiritualism
so that they can get his jack. But
the gal falls for the stepson of the
wealthy man. Meanwhile his other
son is playing with the crooked
Hindu to get hold of the money. At
the seance the gal who plays the
"ghost" exposes the scheme, and
proves to her sweetie that she was
sacrificing herself for love.
Direction, Phil Rosen, poor; Author, Howard J. Green; Scenario,
Same; Editor, Not credited; Titles,
Not credited; Photography, Teddy
Tetzlaff. ragged.

j
\

/j
j

Cast. . . .Vera Reynolds away ahead j
of the rest of cast and her ineffectual
role.
Carroll Nye an unimpressive ■
hero.
Bryant Washburn has sketchy
part.
Others Forrest Stanley, Vir- '■
ginia Lee Corbin, Violet Bird, Carl
Raph.
Stockdale,
i-^dward
Cecil,
George i
Story and Production .... Drama of
small town life. Just another adaptation of a magazine story that proves
a washout in picture form. Evidently
made for the backwoods trade where
they are still supposed to believe in
the wickedness of the big city and the
purity of their own little burgs. Hero
and his brother run the town newspaper, and are fighting Jazzland, a
whoopee joint. They are out to uncover the real owner, whom they
suspect to be the head of the town
council. Heroine's young sister gets
mixed up with some roughnecks who
take her to parties at Jazzland.
Brother is murdered there, and hero
uncovers the criminal.

,
;
,
,
,
,
;
\
!
j
;
i
|
j
j
;
;

Direction, Dallas Fitszgerald, poor;
Author,
Samuel
Merwin;
Scenario,
not listed; Editor, George McGuire;
phy,
Photogra
Miranda;Draper,
Tom Lauron
Titles,
F'axon Dean,
ragged.
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"The Godless Girl"
(Part-Talker)

^^

"The Dummy"
(All-Talker)

"The Lone Wolf's

(Part-Talker)
I'annnoiDit Length: S.^SJ /^
ZASU PITTS IN COMEDY
Columbia
er" G214 ft.
DaughtLoiijtk:
ROLE SAVES IT. RATES AS
DULL ENTERTAINMENT IN
JUVENILE FARE WITH MICK- DENATURED CROOK STORY
EY BENNETT AS THE BOY
THAT HOLDS LITTLE SUSWONDER
DETECTIVE.
PENSE. PLOT VERY THIN
AND
ACTION
IS LACKING.
. . . Ruth
C'hattcrton
miscast;
sheCast.
emotes
too much,
but her
voice
Cast
Bert Lytcll as the reis superb. Mickey Bennett as the
formed
Lone Wolf trying to be skitboy detective is good but the part
makes him too clevxr to be natural. tenisli gets nowhere. Gertrude Olmstead very pleasing to the eye. LilyZasu Pitts tops them all as a scared an
Tashman best of the lot as a
crook and gets all the laughs. Others classy crook who is the only one who
Frederic Marsh, John Cromwell,
appears genuine. Others Charles
I'red Kohler, Vondcll Darr.
Gerrard, Donald Keith, Florence Allen and Robert
Elliott.
Story and Production. ... Comedy
drama. Based on stage play by HarStory and Production. .. .Comedy
vey J. O'Higgins and Harriet Ford.
One of those child-wonder affairs, drama. Adapted from a "Lone
Wolf" story by Louis Joseph Vance.
where Mickey, as the detective's as- When Vance made the Lone Wolf an
sistant, foils the kidnappers and honest-to-gawd crook he was fascingenerally proves himself a rival to
ating. But as a reformed crook trySherlock Holmes. Rather silly stufT
ing to ritz around and play skittenish
to feed grown-ups, but the kids will he is uninteresting. So is the story.
no doubt enjoy it. Mickey is played Bert Lytell did his best with the
r; get the agonies, cruelties, miseries up throughout the footage till his snappy role, but it had him licked
id general cussedness of the dis- wonder exploits fail to click. Talking At an engagement party given by the
«)line in the reformatory presided sequences hold up the action and kill family of her fiance the Lone Wolf
I'er by a brutal head keeper. It is off the suspense. It is a queer mix- finds a pair of international crooks
ture of comedy, meller and human masquerading as guests. They frame
Inded out in close-up detail shovv{? the physical agonies and suflfer- interest touches, poorly strung to- him to help them steal the jewels
gether and with the characterizations from the safe on penalty of exposing
igs of the inmates. Meller fire
:ene well handled.
not forcefully drawn.
who he really is. One talking seDirection, Robert Milton, indifferDirection, Cecil B. de Mille, orquence.
oary: Author, Jeanie Macpherson;
Direction, Albert S. Rogell, handient; Author, Harvey J. O'Higgins,
enario, the same; Editor, Anne Harriet Ford, (stage play) ; Scenario,
capped by material; Author, Louis
lucheiis; Titles, Beulali Dix, Jeanie Herman J. Mankiewicz; Editor, Geo. Joseph Vance; Scenario, Sig Herzig;
acpherson; Dialogue, Jeanie Mac- Nichols; Titles, Not listed; Dialogue, Editor, not listed; Titles, not hsted;
ferson; Photography, Peverell Mar- Herman J. Mankiewicz; Photogra- Dialogue, Harry Revier; Photography, James Van Trees, very good.
phy, J. Roy Hunt; fair.
(•, good.
,th<
Loii/th: li;{-JS ft.
'TWO HOURS OF AGONY■ISERY SCENES IN REFORlATORY WITH VERY WELLONE FIRE SEQUENCE. ONE
ALKING SEQUENCE FAILS.
jCaBt. . . .Liiia Bas(|iictte in name
«rt shows httle screen technique.
}"orge Duryea gives a fine pcrtorniice away ahead of the story. Noah
];ery as brutal head keeper is brutal
< point of gruesonieness. Others
Jdie Quillan, Mary Jane Irving,
arie Prevost.
Story and Production. .. .Mclo^ama. Here is a queer jumble with
i theme that of a girl atheist and a
jiritual boy opposing each other.
^e agonies they endure together in
ie reformatory teach the girl to helve in Divine law and bring underjnding and love. They are sent to
X reformatory after a fight in the
feh school between the atheists and
ie believers
resulting
a girl's
dth.
Then for
several insolid
reels

"Marie Antoinette"
(Silent)

nusnal Photo.
Length: 6000 ft.
SLOW MOVING IMPORTED
UMBER RATES POOR WITH
INTERESTING SERIES OF
ISTORICAL PICTURES. DIECTION AND ACTING DON'T
MOUNT TO MUCH.
Cast. . . .Diana Karenne in title role
•eracts and appears amateurish,
'alter Schwanneke as Louis XVI
yes a creditable performance. Rest
■ cast European players not known
re.
Story and Production. ...Historical
ama.
This may have gotten by
ith Continental
audiences
as a
raight historical drama of the hectic
ents that led up to the beheading
this royal pair.
But it will not
iss with American audiences.
The
enes at the court of Versailles and
e other "authentic"
locales look
te cheap studio settings.
And the
itire production looks as if it was
Jt over on a very limited budget,
•en for a European production. This
pe of film called for the gorgeous
:ttings that only Hollywood could
reduce, for it should have
been
eated purely as a spectacular proJction.
Follows closely the historiil incidents when
Marie took the
overnment
from her weak consort
id made a mess of things.
Direction, Rudolph Meinert, poor;
.uthor.
History;
Scenarist,
Not
sted; Editor,
Herman
Weinberg;
'itles,
sted. the same; Photography, Not

"Sajenko(Silent)
the Soviet"
Ufa
Leyujth: 5921 ft.
ONE OF THE BEST UFA HAS
TURNED OUT, FOR IT HAS
BOX-OFFICE WITH A DRAMATIC STORY WELL
ACTED
AND DIRECTED.
Cast. .. .Michael Bohnen is featured. He does very good work,
which in fact can be said for all the
principals, including Suzy Vernon,
Walter Rilla and Henry Stuart. The
types of large cast are well selected,
being about the best Ufa cast that we
can recall for over a year.
Story and Production
Drama.
Here is one film based on Russian
revolutionary atmosphere that is not
a propaganda picture. So the exhibitor will have no kick-back on that
score. It tells a straight story of a
Russian brute of a sailor who had
wronged a girl of the nobility in the
days of the Red uprising. Later she
and other Russian refugees are in a
foreign city when the sailor appears
on a mission for the Russian Secret
Service. They trap him in a restaurant, and are about to finish him, when
the hero suggests another plan to get
rid of him without any disastrous
consequences to themselves. So they
frame him with the girl who lures
him on till she gets him to sign a
check on Russian government funds.
Direction, Eric Washneck, very
good; Authors, B. E. Luthge and
Eric Washneck; Scenario, Same; Editor, Joseph R. Fleisler; Titles, same;
Photography, F. Behn-Grund, good.

2Short Subjects
SOUND
"At the Dentists"— Pathe
A Hit
all-talker.
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Chalk this down of the ones you
can t afford to miss. It's surefire anyLe
Mair?^e ^aslaugh
the -gett
dentier,
st piles
up the
and Geor
i^ '[/
ge
laugh
s, ably seconded
by Louis Simon
as the first victim, George Gould as
a prize fighter, Helen Knapp as the
latter's wife, and Susan
oy as
the nurse. Lc Maire has Conr
set a high
standard in this, his initial production. he
I skit is cleverly gagged, and
expertly directed by Basil Smith The
laughs are beautifully timed, and to
us It looks like a model in this respect for all the rest of the sound
shng:ers to shoot at. The first victim,
Louis Simon, registers his audible
terror, thinking the dentist is murdering a patient in the chair. But
the highlight is the climax, with the
prizefighter in the chair, and the first
victim aiding the dentist in pulling
out all his good teeth at the wife's
orders. The linesPeare all spoken, and
ppy
they are natural laugh-getters. You
can't go wrong on this.
Those
Pullman
Vitaphone No. Porters
2101
Type

of production

Harmony

The four colored entertainers do
quartet.
their warbhng labeled as "Kings of
"The Black Pearl"
Harmony" in a Pullman car setting.
(Silent)
Opens with shots of the train speedRayart
Length: 5100 ft. throu ing around mountain curves and
gh tunnels, with the four black
MELLER TALE WITH MUR- boys in their white
Pullman coats
DER MYSTERY AND A LOT OF
singing in their quarters: as they
JUMBLED HAPPENINGS THAT
work. Their harmonizing is very
MAKE MEDIOCRE FILM FARE.
good, and they line out about eight
Cast....LiIa Lee as the girl melodies in quick succession. There
screens well and her acting is passable. IS a lot of solo work
Carlton Stockdale is the best, with all the voices are interspersed, and
well registered.
good characterization of criminal in- Shots are shown of the passengers
vestigator. Others Ray Hallor, getting out of their
as the
Thomas Curran, George French, jazzy melodies get themberths
steppi
up
Howard Lorenz, Sybil Grove, Adele and down the aisle of the car. ngGets
Watson.
over nicely with lots of pep. Time,
Story and Production. . . . Meller 10 mins.
based on murder mystery. Taken
"Now Classy
and Then"
from a "Best seller" by Mrs. Wilson
Paramount
Woodrow, this lags badly with a lot
of involved plot and impossible happenings concerning a murder mystery. A big fault lies in long ex- Type of production. .Costume sketch
Joseph Santley staged this number,
planatory titles as an old grouch who
is the murder victim of the story which is put over with a lot of detail and an evidence of painstaking
gathers his relatives around him and
tells in detail just what each one is care in getting the atmosphere right.
going to inherit in his will. Then he Opens with a modern party of young
is murdered before their eyes, with people in evening dress making merno criminal visible. Two reels are
ry with up-to-the-minute songs and
then devoted to a lot of weird hap- dances in a private home. The grandma appears, and starts telling the
penings in the house as women are
scared into fainting and a couple of youngsters of a party that was held
men are strangled into insensibility. in that very room when she was a
Nice story for hardboiled eggs. May little girl. Here the scene fades into
days of yore, and the various guests
please thrill fans.
Direction, Scott Pembroke, poor; are called on to do their bit. Old
songs and dances are indulged in,
Author, ^Irs. Wilson Woodrow; and
at the close the scene fades into
Scenario, .Arthur Hoerl; Editor, Not
the modern party, with the girls and
listed; Titles, Not listed; Photog(Continued on Page 11)
raphy, Hap Depew, ragged.
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Theater
TALKING SHOP
Technical Progress Is the
Concern
of the Whole
Industry — 3 Worthwhile
Organizations
RECENT formation of the Projection Advisory Council marks another step forward in the efforts of
organizations and individuals to secure a better understanding of the
technical departments of the motion
picture industry. An active vi^orker
in bringing technical problems to the
attention of the industry has been
P. A. McGuire, advertising and publicity director of International Projector, Corp. The men who built
up this industry possessed a very
practical knowledge of showmanship
combined with sufficient business
shrewdness to make their efforts a
financial success, he says, but the
leaders of the motion picture industry
had little or no technical knowledge
and as a rule left technical details
almost entirely to subordinates. It
is true that these subordinates in time
developed executive ability and became experts in their own departments, but they have always been
handicapped by indifference to the
importance of their work.
Heads of important departments of
the industry in some instances could
not be made to realize that the final
result of all their efforts was when
the picture was placed upon the
screen. Up to this point everything
done was a mere preparation for the
final delivery of the product to the
public. When the picture is projected
on to the screen it becomes for the
first time finished merchandise for
which the public pays. All the work
at Rochester, Hollywood, etc., is
of no commercial value until assembled in such shape that the public
can pay for it at the box office. It
is not strange that there should have
been so much ignorance regarding the
importance of the technical side of
the industry, but it is certainly unfortunate that more attention has not
been given to certain very important
details. However, in each department
leaders were developed and a technique created which produced results
which have been a credit to the industry. But much more could have
been accomplished and is still possible
if those who control this industry
will take a real interest in the departments and organizations which
are seeking in various ways to advance the industry along technical
lines.

Equipment

By CHARLES

ganization of the industry. The
founders of this society were men of
vision and enterprise and the society
unquestionably deser(ves credit for
much of the advance that has been
made in projection.
The American Projection Society
has a membership of over 2,000, publishes its own magazine and has
branch chapters in ten cities.
THE

Society of Motion Picture Engineers is wider in its scope and
includes in its membership of more
than 500, the engineers of the large
firms manufacturing material and
equipment for the industry. It holds
meetings twice a year at such places
as Lake Placid, New York, Hollywood, Washington, Norfolk, Virginia,
etc. This year the meeting will be
held in New York, May 6 to 9, and it
is expected that it will be extremely
successful from every viewpoint. The
introduction of sound hasi greatly
stimluated interest in the technical
departments and it seems quite probable that the sound engineers will
dominate the coming convention of
the S. M. P. E. An important activity of the society is the publication of
its transactions which contains the
papers read at the meetings and the
discussion of same. This feature of
the S. M. P. E. in connection with
the meetings has been of almost inestimable value to the industry.
Knowledge has been increased, interest has been created and pride developed which has been a tremendous
force for the advancement of the industry in its technical departments.
The motion picture industry should
give the coming convention its fullest
support.

THE Projection Advisory Council
although formed only a few
months ago already has to its credit
definite and important activisome
ties.
The Projection Advisory Council
will recommend and imitate whenever
necessary, but hopes to encourage and
assist existing organizations and activities. It is not part of its plans to
do any work which can be done better by others. The Projecton Advisory Council will function in an
effective way by pointing out existing
diseases and calling upon individuals
and organizations for the cures.
Through various committees it will
do certain work not within the province of other organizations. The
safety committee will secure the fullest possible information regarding
rules and laws on safety in projection
rooms, condition of equipment, etc.

When this information has been secured from the various states, conclusions will be reached, recommendations made and presented to the industry. The committee on projection
room planning, soon will issue a reon "Fundamentals of Projection
The American Projection Society, Room port Planning."
Copies of this will
which recently celebrated its 15th in- be sent to owners and architects as
niversary, is the pioneer technical or- soon as plans are filed; that is the

F. HYNES

time to consider fundamentals, not
when the theater is approaching completion. For exact technical information the Projection Advisory Council
will recommend that the architect and
owner consult experts in the various
departments connected with the construction and equipping of the projection room.
No attempt will be made to have
the Projection Advisory Council comprehensively function at once; each
committee will be given one simple,
workable but important task before
starting any other activity for the
Council. Elaboration of the plans of
the Projection Advisory Council will
be postponed until, by the successful
performance of certain practical but
highly essential work, the confidence
of the industry can be secured.
The work of these technical organizations ishighly important and
their growth extremely interesting.
All those engaged in any department
of the production or presentation of
motion pictures will do well to realize
how great a part the physical side of
showing plans in the success of this
industry. Any co-operation given to
technical organizations contributes to
the advancement of the industry.

Device for Checking Films
In Rewind Is Invented
Portage, Wis. — Franklin H. Avers,
operator of the Brin theater at Portage, Wis., has invented a device for
the checking of films with the continuity of sheets in laboratories and
for checking up scenes without the
slow method of wood, a concealed
electric light method of screening.
The device has a moving shutter and
sprocket arranged for screening the
film on the rewind. The picture can
be run as fast as desired, it is said,
without damage to the film.

DA-TONE-XNOWSTANDMI
SCREEN FOR W.LSYSm

Use of the Da-Tone-X Screen now
is being standardized by Electricai
Research Products, for use with
sound pictures projected by its system. The screen is manufactured by
the Da-Lite Screen Co., Chicago.
Electrical Research recently was
made exclusive distributor for the
screen. Adoption of the screen was
the the
result
of several
study
by
theater
engineermonths'
ing group of
the Bell Laboratories, which developed the Universal Projector Base,
also adopted as standard equipment.
This base is manufactured by the
company.

The Da-Tone-X has a smooth,
white, washable surface, something
like that of table oilcloth, punched
full of small holes which, it is said,
allows the sound to penetrate freely,
but which are invisible from a distance of a few feet. It reflects 30
per cent more light than the type
previously used, Electrical Research
says.
While the new screen will be included as part of its Western Electric sound equipment for all larger
houses, its use in smaller houses will
be optional.

Ventilators Noiseless;
by Use of New Unit, Claim

Dallas — Larger and heavier slowspeed distributing units now are used
with both Arctic Nu-Air and Carrier
Air Washer ventilating systems, assuring noiseless operation, declares
George W. Thornton, general manager of the Buffalo Engineering Co.
Rebuilding at Havre de Grace

Havre de Grace, Md. — ^Frank H.
Durkee Theatrical Enterprises is rebuilding the State here, recently destroyed by fire. The house will show
Oklahoma City — ^Washed air venti- talkers as formerly. The Opera
lating systems in all houses of the House now is being operated by the
Griffith's chain, throughout Oklahoma circuit, pending completion of the
and Texas is planned, states H. J. State Easter Monday.
Griffith, director of maintenance. Remodeling and refurnishing of all
houses, along the lines of Re-Construction and Re-equipping advocated
Exceptional Value!
by John Eberson also is planned.
Larger seating capacities and new
DEVRY
furnishings are among improvements
to be made.
standard automatic camera, 100 ft.

Re-Construction and ReEquipment for Okla. Chain

Re-construction and Re-equipment
of theaters was advocated by John
Eberson in a special section of THE
1919 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK,
recently placed in circulation. Eberson advocates policy of bringing existing houses up-to-date, rather than
to build new houses when such
building is unwarranted. His views
have won widespread praise atid endorsement throughout the industry.

capacity with F3.S Velostigmat lens,
perfect condition, fully guaranteed.
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Beautiful Automatic Showcase
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ing grandma as she conboys applaud
cludes her description. Gives opportunity for a nice contrast between
of "now" and "then."
the songs
15 mins.
Time.
Snappy
"Alpine Antics" — Oswald
Universal

knows the strains of "Old Black Joe"
if not the words. This cartoon supplies the words and invites you to
sing them while the unseen, mechanical orchestra plays. This subject is best when the cartoon master
of ceremonies, so to speak, does his
funny antics and drops when the
words only appear on the screen. Diverting. Time, 6 mins.
Bobby Folsom in
"A Modern Priscilla"
Vitaphone
No. Stuff
2839
Funny
Drunk

. .1 reel animated
production.
Type
The ofusual
line of Oswald antics,
Type of production. .Vaudeville turn
pepped up with funny sounds that
Folsom opens with "Priscilla
imsubject
help this type of short out to rescue of Miss
the Puritan Days" which hits an
mensely. Oswald starts
average
level.
Discarding the garb
his gal who sends an S O S by a big
of
ye
Puritan
days,
this entertainer
St. Bernard. So Oswald rides on the
steps forth in evening clothes and apdog's back to rescue his sweetie. The
plies the modern touch to the Puritan
cartoon gags are very ingenious and idea.
Closing with a drunk scene
funny
the
how
comical, showing
which
is
very well done and easily
rabbit helps Ihe poor exhausted dog the highlight of an otherwise average
to
run
making
record
his
to complete
number.
Miss Folsom
finishes to a
ani- slightly
The synchronized
the girl.
save mal
grand
finish.
Time,
six
noises will make the kids laugh. minutes.

on
Cash Receipts

75
Mark up on Cost of
Merchandise

A Nominal Installation Charge and a
small rental per
month for each Automatic Showcase for
the Sale of Candy.

Seventeen Branch Offices
MAIN

PACK
9 East 38tli Street

OFFICE

SHOPS, Inc.
New York, U. S. A.

James Gleason in
"Meet the Missus"
Paramount-Christie Comedy
Gleason Fine; Effort Flat
Type of production, .talking comedy
"Jimmy" Gleason is the one bright
spot in this Christie Talking Play.
He proves himself a coupla miles
ahead of the material. The principal
difficulties about this one is the very
ragged continuity, emphasized no
so far nothdoubt by the fact thatfadeout
of the
ing analagous to the
genin
placed
been
has
silent picture
eral use for sound. The dialogue is
snappy, in the main, dealing as it does
with the jargon of show life. Whether
get it, we are inthe average fan willAll
about an old
clined to doubt.
new flame
the
and
troupers,
of
team
for whom Gleason wants to divorce
wifie. The new girl proves to be a
buddy of friend wife and there you
are. Directed by Arvid Gillstrom.
Time, 20 mins.

Eddie Cantor in
"A Ziegfeld
Midnight Frolic"
Paramount
That's
Enough
ber. of production
Type

singing num-

The famous Eddie Cantor, star of
"Whoopee" and "Ziegfeld's Midnight
Frolic takes for a short visit to the
Frolic. He wisecracks as Cantor can
so well and sings two numbers, introduced Richard Dix and others and
generally provides an amusing 10
mins. This is in.
Fleeson and Baxter
Vitaphone No. 434
Fair
team.of production. . .piano and vocal
Type

The musical satire on the play
"Rain" shapes up as just a fair number. The girl sings the song as Sadie
Thompson, the bad gal whom the reformers tried to save down in the
South Sea island. Her partner at the
ons— "InNo.The2883Tropics"
piano impersonates the reformer. The
The Parag
Vitaphone
lyric carries out in satire the theme
A Fair Number
of the play, and the idea is not any
musical revue too well done. It rates as just fair
Type of production
No excitement will develop over entertainment due to the very good
this, an average number at best. Five delivery of the girl who has a pleasing voice and nice appearance. Time,
songs make up this musical revue
which has a tropical barroom for its 7 mins.
setting. The numbers are "Happy
Walter Huston in
"Come on
Days and Lonely Nights," "Kentuck
y
Son,"
"Winter
Baby," and
"The Paramount
Carnival Man"
"Happy (My Baby Just
Babe"
Slo iv-Mov ing ; Fa ir
Said Yes)". The second is put over
nicely by an unnamed blonde girl Tj'pe of production, .dramatic sketch
Walter
Huston is away ahead of
which
who has a good "blues" voice
registered excellently. The others the material he had to combat with.
are rendered by a quartette m This actor, who has a splendid repusoldiers' uniforms. Will have popular
tation on the dramatic stage, demonappeal. Time, seven minutes.
strates that his recording voice is excellent indeed. This is all about a
barker who tears the alleged tinsel
"Old Black Joe"
ParamountDiverting
Sound Novelty
from the eyes of the world and explains how empty carnival life is. He
sings
two songs, the first with a jazz
cartoon
Type of production
strain that gets over nicely.
The
We get a kick out of the Inkwell
(Continued on Page 12)
course.
of
Everybody,
cartoons.
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Foreign Markets
By JAMBS

P. CUNNINGHAM

AUSTRIAN EXHIBITORS FOR
ENTERTAINMENT TAUUT

Rowson Cites Reasons
For Leaving Ideal Film

London — Harry Rowson, who recently resigned from Ideal Film,
states, in surveying the British film
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY activities, that attempts to regulate
Washington — The Central Union of the periods of booking after pictures
Austrian Exhibitors is endeavoring have been shown has become a sheer
to obtain a reduction of the enter- nuisance. He suggests an alteration
tainment tax on domestic films, ac- of the Film Act, to which the Board
cording to a trade report to the M. of Trade will likely agree. Although
P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce. the Film Act was instrumental in
President of the Austrian Exhibitors introducing large capital, normal difficulties of new companies have been
Union believes the reduction would
increase the demand for national pic- intensified by conditions arising from
tures and thereby further domestic domination of the industry by one
company,
he says.
production.
No British Jannings Contract
London — John Thorpe, production
manager of British International Pictures at the Elstree studio, denies
that Emil Jannings is tj star in pictures for that company directcl by
E. A:. Dupont.
McGaw With British Cinemas
London — William McGaw, former
manager of the Regent at Glasgow,
has been appointed to an executive
position with Associated British
Cinemas Ltd. with headquarters here.

Plan To Survey Field
In Europe for Supply
Washinqton

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Publication of a trade
information bulletin covering market
possibilities of Europe for sale of motion picture equipment is planned by
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce.
Following is a comparative table of
exports of projectors in 1927 and
1928:
UNITED
STATES
EXPORTS
OF
Countries of Destination
Rank
Number
1927
Canada
Japan
United Kingdom
Australia
France
Spain
Belgium
Germany
Switzerland
Argentina

2
1
3
4
7
19
33
5
6
25

Pictures
Pu

Richmount
723 7th Avenue

483
641
391
243
102
30
S
188
136
26

Inc.

D. J. MOUNTAN.

New York City

"
Pr

USIVE foreign
pXCL
representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable AddrcM: RICHPICSOC. Puii
Cable Address: DEEJAY. Loodoo
Cable Addrew:
RICH PIC.
N. Y.

Exporting
only tlie
best in Motion Pictures

Short Subjects

Week's MoHea
diines
nday

(.Continued from Page 11)

other, a sentimental blah about four
walls and an empty house — not so
much. However, Huston is real material for talking pictures. He deserves better material. Directed by
George Abbot.
Time, IS mins.

SILENT
"Ladies

Must Eat"— Sennett
Pathe
Average

William Fox announces that Fox Theater
Corp. is purchaser of control in Loew's
Inc.
Coast executives Tuesday
not to oppose studio ac

tivity of Actor's Equity Ass'n.
Fox-Loew deal seen speeding reported Para
mount-Radio-Keith-Orpheum negotiations
new moves seen to adjust balance of power
ability situation in Minneapolis and MilUept of Justice
reported probing interchange''
waukee territories.
Fox
reported
Wednesday
Wisconsin
backing
.
booking combine in'

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy Action in French crisis expected by April 15.'
Johnny Burke is featured as the Hoover
administrai
governmen
to amalgamat
t viewstiontoward
continue ions
liberal'
youth who is employed in a beanery. Fox acquiring Schine
Thursday
and
Walter
cults; Greater New York deal set. Reade cir.
He falls hard for a vamp who comes
in to eat a lot of food and signs her
check for it. The boss sends him out Nothing to Paramount-Radio-Keith-Orpheum
deal report, Adolph Zukor declares.
to collect. Meanwhile Johnny's wife Fox planning first Frrun
idayin Chicago; upstate
Three-quarters of the British rent- (Daphne Pollard) has got a job as
New York building program
to follow acquisition of Schine chain.
ing interests are now under one con- servant in the vamp's home. Johnny
trol, so that independent producers is there trying to collect the bill, but Loew officers reelected; no changes to be
made, Nicholas M. Schenck declares.
and renters are largely dependent on the gal starts to vamp him. Just
one company for support, Rowson
planning to invade Balaban & Katz
then his wife and the girl's hubby Fox
states, claiming that the company walk
strongholds throughout Chicago territory;
in and it's curtains for Johnny.
Chicago "in" Saturday
acquired through
which controls all these, renting com- Carries a fair amount of laughs.
M-G-M
franchise held by B. & K.ten year
panies also controls most of the important theaters.
"Love and Sand" — Horace in Holly- Increased overhead of sound films reported
wood— Universal
worrying owners of small theaters.
Fair
New Jugoslavia Law
New Durkee House
Type of production
2 reel comedy
finds a lot of trouble trying
Baltimore — Frank H. Durkee EnFor Copyright Adopted to Horace
outwit his rival who is also set
terprises has plans for a new theater
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
on taking the gal to the beach. The for Edmonson Ave. at Edgewood.
Washington — Jugoslavia Parlia- fun consists in mixups with the two
ment has adopted a new law concern- cars which the boys hire to take the
Avera Buys Hydro House
Hydro, Okla.— Walter Avera of
ing film author's rights, following a girl on the outing. Arrived at the
proposal of the Jugoslavian Minister beach a lucky break gives Horace Sentinel, has purchased the Hydron
of Public Instruction, advises a report the edge and everything is hotsy here from G. W. Carlyle.
from the M. P. Section of the Dept. hotsy.
Average comedy.
of Commerce. Copyrights continue
Smitty
Lively
"No Children"
for SO years after author's death and
violations will be punished by from
three
fines. days to six months prison and
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is one of the best of the
BY
INCORPORATED
PROJECTORS
COUNTRIES
"Smitty and His Pals" series thus
Rank
Number
Value
far, being nicely gagged with little
1928
Value
Smitty contributing a lot of comedy
1
1,257
148,830 antics. The family try to find lodg2
74,996
$91,059
$137,442
145,602
1,216
3
952
110,109
ings but are turned away with the
83,155
4
295
61,596
sign
"No
Children Allowed." Final5
267
31,109
52,790
ly dad hits on the scheme of taking
180
6
184
11,612
36,022 the kids in under his arm as his
7
21,310
2,451
8
131
dummies in a ventriloquist act. He
41,664
26,062
9
122
13,646
19,612 gets up to the hotel room with ma,
10
111
7,047
15,144 but soon the house detective grows
suspicious and starts snooping
British and Austrian
around. From there on it is a series
Specialists
to the
Film Co. Form Alliance of laughable escapades, with the kids
Motion
Picture
Industry
London — British International Pic- stiffening into their poses as dummies every time the dick shows up.
tures has completed negotiations with
Sascha Films of Austria for joint Will sail over nicely anywhere.
production and distribution agree"A Lad and His Lamp"
ments. Sascha Films, of which Leo
Fables
Fanciful
Mandl is general manager, is to produce in Vienna a British picture with
of production..! reel animated
Betty Balfour in the leading role. Type
The setting is a la Arabian Nights,
DAY AND NIGHT
Mandl recently visited he.re to dis- with Milt the mouse hero trailing
cuss program arrangements for both the Oriental king who has had his
companies.
soldiers kidnap little Rita, Milt's gal.
A lot of funny adventures occur
To
Form
Swiss
Ass'n
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY through the corridors of the castle
Washington — The formation of a as Milt breaks in and goes to the
250 West 54th Street
Swiss Union for Film Art, similar to mat with the king. The two finally
NEW YORK
the German Volksverband fur Film- escape on a camel. Some time later
kunst, is being planned by a number they are seen sitting on the camel
of Swiss authors and film personali- which now carries a family of a
Telephone: Columbui 4HI-J')
ties, advises a report from the M. P. like
dozenit. kids. The youngsters will
Section of the Dept. of Commerce.

EGGERS
Photo
Engraving

Announcing

EASTMAN

R EPROTONE
NEGATIVE
the proved sound film

L

LABORATORY

measurement of its sound fidelity

— actual use in the studios — Reprotone Negative
has undergone these two tests and has emerged as
the pre-eminent medium for the recording of sound
with motion pictures. Developed through the joint
efforts of the industry and the Eastman organization, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached
standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

TXT^
h

its laughter, quarrels, songs and

"i

revelry

the hustle an
!'!>qua
bustle
of Tim

"^^

roar of sub
^vays, traffi

'^

%

and Grand
Central
linal

bloodthirsty
elamor of
20,000 fight
fans Ski
Madison
racing at
Belmont Par

You Hear and See
'a^

Square Garde
ilazxiing night
life — a real
speakeasy in
operation

this living spectacle of
the ^'orld'S greatest
metropolis in

SPEAKEASY
FOX MOVIETONE

100% DIALOG FEATURE
>vith

PAUL PAGE _ LOLA LANE _ HENRY B. WALTHALL
Helen Ware — Sharon Lynn
Benjamin Stoloflf Production
PACKED WITH THE THRILLING, TEEMING GLAMOR OF
A GREAT CITY — ACTl ALLY
PHOTOGRAPHED
IN
NEW

REST EASY— Th<> <ioiigh will
roll in ^vitli this i»UJ>iliover from

?sSSi: —

"

OPENED AT
ROXY, N. Y*
Yesterday—
€elebratlng
Anniversary
Week
YORK, THE CITY'S REAL
SIGHTS AND SOUNDS ARE
REPRODUCED
FOR THE
FIRST TIME ON THE SCREEN

Jnderstanding Reached to Postpone Sales Meet
iTHE
;/f<>HEWSPAPER
i!DL. XL VII

No. 58

Yell About It
SPEAKEASY" is its name,e
but if you take the titl
We
literally, you're loco.
ive seen and we know whereof
It's a whoopee picspeak.
0, if ever we have laid optics
ji one.
A
Plenty.
Entertainment?
irn that never lags, all in sound
Sport,
nloors and outdoors.
,
er,
edy
smart
mell
nth, com
acks and cracked jaws and a
ip that gets you from the beinning and keeps you sold right
It is a swell
I the last clinch.
icture with an appeal that is
road enough to embrace highrow, lowbrow and any other
ind of brows that the dictionry may list.
Newcomers
So much for its entertainment val1. In other respects, "Speakeasy"
• interesting. It proves, for instance:
Tliat the player should be fitted to
u story, not the story to the playrs Fox here took two unknowns,
'anl Page and Lola Lane, put them
1 the leads and gave a fat part to a
oy named Stuart Erwin — he's new,
i>(>. The experiment is immense,
(It only for the picture but for Page,
-aiie and Erwin who are definitely
n the running from now oh.
That the sound-out-of-doors camra is iiivaluable as a technical Sanaritan by which real movement
nay be added to talking films, there>y dealing a death blow to the agonzing slowness which makes most
iourKl films today an awful bore.

"Sonny Boy"
The millions who heard that precous youngster, Davey Lee sing over
:he radio the other night right then
ind there made the success of "Sonny
Boy" assured. The picture is worth
the price of admission to hear that
marvelous baby sing the title song.
It is unfortunate the Warners did
not give him a better vehicle. "Sonny
Boy,"what
even does
for a itfarce,
is full In
of holes
but
matter?
it is
Davey Lee, blessed with the faculty
of creeping into your heart and cuddling there, talking some of his lines
and singing. That's more than
enough for the mob.
K ANN

ML THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
Price 5 Cents
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TRIAL OF U. S. SUIT AGAINST
DISTRIBUTORS STARTS TODAY
Distributors Welcome U, S, Action
Testing of the legality of arbitration, rules and regulations of
Film Boards of Trade to enforce arbitration decisions and credit
committees is welcomed by distributors, Cadwallader, Wickersham
& Taft, defense attorneys in the government suit, stated April 28.
when the two actions were filed in New York. The cases are against
the Hays organisation, 32 Film Boards and ten distributors. The
purpose of credit rules, the attorneys say, is "to obtain information
regarding transfers of theaters in total disregard of existing contracts and to afford reasonable protection to distributors against
fraudulent transfer of theaters."
The industry has co-operated in the investigation which preceded the suits, freely opening files to government investigators.

ERLANGEIt HOUSES TO BE
LAEMMLE, JR., DENIES
DEALONFORSfllEOFT WIRED FOR ROAD SttOWS

Federal Action Brought to
Test Legality of Credit
Committees
Trial of the first of two Dept. of
Justice suits in equity against the
Hays organization, ten distributors
and 32 Film Boards of Trade under
the .Sherman anti-trust act, is scheduled to get under. way in New York
today in Federal District Court.
Cadwallader, Wickersham & Taft
will defend the action.
The action concerns the operation of credit committees, throughout the country and is a step to test
the legality of the system now employed by distributors in connection
with granting of credit to exhibitors.
Permanent injunction is sought by
the government, alleging conspiracy
and restraint of trade.

The government's suits were filed
in April of last year. The two actions concern legality of arbitration,
Hest
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILi
rules and regulations of Film Boards
Wiring of al! Erlanger theaters, located in key cities of the nation, is of Trade in enforcing arbitration deUniversal City — Denial that sale of
Universal is contemplated is made by reported planned. Pivot of the road- mittees. cisions and operations of credit comUarl Laemmle, Jr.
show film chain will be the Liberty,
Distributor defendants are: M-GNew York, which often has housed
film roadshows. Houses include the M. Universal, United Artists, RKO
"Doug" and Mary to CoChicago; Erlanger, Buf- (FBO), Fox, Pathe, First National,
star in a Talking Picture Erlanger,
falo; American, St. Louis; Columbia \^itagraph. Paramount and EducaH'est Coojt Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
and Erlanger, San Francisco; Bilt- tional.
Los Angeles — Douglas
Fairbanks more and Mason, Los .'\ngeles; Nixand Mary Pickford are to co-star in
on. Pittsburgh;
Erlanger
and Gar- Franklin Conferring on
(Continued
oii Fagc 2)
a dialogue picture, as 3'et untitled.
Fox West Coast Expansion
Plans for the building of 50 new
theaters are understood
to be subjects of discussion
in conferences

Year's Sales Conventions
Not to Start Until June 1 5

(Continued

on

Page

2)

The Defense
Selling for 1929-1930 will not get
French Showmen Protest
under way until June 15. The delay
of antiual sales drives this year is
Limiting U. S. Pictures occasioned
by a desire on the part
of
distributors
to get straightened
Paris — Twenty-five
F'rench
exhibitors
have signedhundred
a petition
to out on sound, and clean up current
be presented to the government pro- product as well as a disinclination on
testing proposed regulations urged the part of exhibitors to bay early.
by French producers which would This has resulted in an understandresult in a three-to-one quota on
ing among major distributors to postAmerican pictures as against the
sales conventions until the midseven-to-one quota now in operation.
dle ofponeJune.
The producers claim that the latter
Exhibitors, as pointed out some
has failed to help them, whereas the tiuie ago by THE FILM DAILY,
exhibitors claim their patronage has in announcing the season was to be
(Continued
on Page 2)
been built up on .\merican films.

Defense of the Hays org^anization. Film Boards of Trade
and ten distributors, against
the government's action scheduled to start today will be handled by George W. Wickersham and Eklwin P. Grosvenor.
Wickersham formerly was attorney general of the United
States, while Grosvenor was
for years a special assistant attorney general in charge of
cases involving the Sherman
anti-trust law.

THE

Sales Conventions
Erlanger Houses to Be
to Start on June 15 Wired for Roadshows
(Continued
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Quebec Seeks to Halt Writs
on Law Banning Children

Wrightsville, Pa. — The Imperial,
managed by David S. Witmer, will
be torn down to make way for a newbridge, lea\ ing this community without a theater.
Seek Meadville Site

Photophone at Denver House
Denver — RCA-Photophone
now
166 being installed at the Colorado.

Fort Worth, Tex.— The Jesse Jones
interests of Houston are planning to
build a theater at the southwest corner of Sixth and Lamar Sts.
Netoco Buys Theater
Boston — The New England Theaters Corp. has purchased the Embassy in Moody St., Waltham, seating

Premiere
of "Times
Gotham-Bristol
phone Square,"
Picture Fi
Metropolitan,
Baltimore.

March

12 Opening of "Noah's Ark" at W
ter Garden,
New
York.
15 Convention
of
eastern
Penna
vania,
southern
New
Jersey a
Delawar
Beach. e unit at Philadelphia.
17 Premiere »f "Show
Boat" at Ci
itol, Miami, and Paramoun
t. Pa..

March

March
May

6 Warner
- First
National - SUnl
York.
Frolic at Commodore
Hotel, N<

April

4-IS-16 Convention of
burgh.
sylvania
Exhibitor
April

Western
Unit at

Pea
Pitt

1
6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M.
Engineers in New York.

Franklin Conferring on
Fox West Coast Expansion
(Continued

from

Page

1)

now under way in New York be
tween Harold B. Franklin, presiden
of Fox-West-Coast Theaters, an'
Fox officials. The outlay for house
in Pacific Coast states is to be $15,
000,000. The building program em
braces California, Washington, Ore
gon, Montana and Nevada.
Stevenson Heads Visuagraphic Sale
Frederick F. Stevenson has beei
named sales and advertising special
ist of Visuagraphic Pictures, Inc.
New Yi.rk, producer and distributoi
of advertising and educational films
John Gardiner has been named di
rector of publicity.
Fire in Ohio House
East Palestine, O. — A fire backstage in the Liberty caused a damage
of $10,000.

ANOTHER

CIRCUIT

Very Much Pleased!

I

2,200.
F.
N.
West

BuysBureau,
"FootUghts
THE

Coast

and

FILM

Fools"
DAILY

Hollywood — First National has
is bought filming and talking picture

rights for "Footlights and Fools,"
Katherine Brush's College Humor
story, as a starring vehicle for ColIVest
Coast
Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
leen Moore, to follow "When Irish
Hollywood— Hal Skelly arrived Eyes Are Smiling." William A.
here to bring his characterizat'ons in S'eiter probably will direct.
"Burlesque" to the talking picture
Virginia Sale Signs
which is going into production at
Paramount. Rehearsals are now in West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
progress under the direction of John
Hollywood^Fox has signed Viri^romwell, who, in association with
Sale forBorzage
"The Lucky
Star,"
Edward
Sutherland,
will
direct
the
which ginia
Frank
is directing.
film.
She is a sister of Chic Sale, who has
been starred in a number of MovieZuro at Pathe Studios
tone shorts.
West Coast Buieaii, THE FILM DAILY
"U" Signs Jackson
Hollywood — Josiah Zuro, director
West
Coast
Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
of music for Pathe, is here for conferences with Benjamin Glazer, in
Hollywood — Howard Jackson has
charge of sound production. While been engaged by Universal to arhere, he will seek locations for
range the score and direct synchronscenes of the grand opera shorts he
ization of "Broadway." He also will
:s to make for Pathe.
write score for the silent version.
Hal Skelly in Hollywood

Book
TheDate
Industry's
Today:

British Anthem Sound
House Problem in Canada

s66
266

266

from Page

late this year, are wary of sewing rick, Philadelphia; Tremont and Coup playing time until they find out
lonial, Boston. RCA-Photophone
where they stand in connection with is to be installed, the schedule callsound. The uncertainty of last year,
ing for completion of wiring by May
when distributors ran into a buying 1. Other Erlanger-booked houses
strike in attempting to start sales may be wired as well.
campaigns May 1, still obtains in
many instances. This is reflected in
hand-to-mouth buying, throughout
the country, a condition which is expected to prevail until midsummer
at least.
Toronto — One more problem can
be chalked up against the sound film
programs in Canadian theaters and
this is a patriotic one. A time-worn
requirement calls for the playing of
the national anthem either in openQuebec — Because the Quebec goving or closing a performance. With
ernment and the courts have been so
tangled up with writs of prohibition sound pictures projection, the show
comes to an end, of course, when the
and certiorari by exhibitors of Montreal in test cases involving the law film "runs out." Then it suddenly
prohibiting the admission of children occurs to the manager that there is
under 16 years of age and also the no orchestra or organist to play the
Sunday show issue that the Quebec national anthem. The difficulty has
Legislature has taken the first step been solved, however, by the securin the adoption of legislation to reing of phonograph discs of "God
strict such injunction proceedings. A Save the King" and the projectionist
measure now is pending.
has to switch to the non-synchronous system or Vitaphone equipment
if necessary for the presentation of
Theater Adds Aviation
the official hymn.
Meadville, Pa.— The Park Theater
Corp. has donated the roof of the
Incorporate
Boston
Concern
Park in the campaign of the Dept.
Boston — The Embassy Realty Co.
of Commerce to secure air markings
at prominent spots along recognized has been incorporated to own and
airways for the purpose of guding manage theaters, with 1,000 shares
air pilots by day and night. The let- no par stock. The incorporators are
ters on the roof will be 12 ft. high, Samuel Pinanski, of the Netoco Co.;
and the sign will be illuminated at ' I^ourie and Edward Canter of
Boston.
night to guide aviators.
"so
b
Theater to Be Razed
New Fort Worth House

Meadville, Pa. — A representative
200 of a large eastern concern has been
here to make arrangements with a
2■6^
166 local real estate concern to select a
200 site for a proposed
theater.

"
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After screening
your
trailers we are
very
much
pleased
to enclose
three
yearly contracts for same.
SAMUEL
H. LEVIN
THEATRES,
San
Francisco,
Calif.
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who has to his credit such late hits as

The Family Picnic; Ladies Man with CHIC SALESI
plus many others which added to his
stage successes puts him right up front
as writer and sound picture director.

"MEET
Now

THE
FAMILY"
FIRST OF THE SERIES

Completed and Ready for Immediate Delivery
To Be Followed by One Every Other Week

ELLBEE

FOR TERRITORY

WRITE OR WIRE

PICTURES
LOUIS BAUM, Pres.

1650 Broadway

CORP.
New York City
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'ialk Persists Publix-RKO Management Deal is on
iTHE
lf<* NEWSPAPER
ALL THE NEWS
^<FILMDOM
ALL THE TIME
/

K.. XLVII

U*f

No. 59

The Second

I

k ( )\Y'S
anuy — il uuniljcrs
. al)out
650 — gave
him
a
beauthe
at
party last night
iil theater that bears his name.

P'^^ was a glad hand shindig with
il reason, for the Roxy this
is two years old.
jr the statistically-minded, we
pose it will be interesting to
w that 13,000,000 mortals have
sed through the theater's doors
:e that March night in 1927.
y five, the story runs, have
e on record as dissastified.

Accomplishment
or those who lean toward the
hetic and find an occasional conution to the arts from motion
ures and the stage, it is no exeration to state that Roxy-theater
man — has contributed a share.
'or the thousands that throng its
lies weekly, this striking nionuit to motion pictures stands as a
en wherein entertainment and dision of real merit are harbored.
you gather from these few hnes
t we are partial to Roxy and his
ater, you will surmise correctly.

Mobilizing
'he center of interest shifted from
■gers yesterday
to the Federal
jrt where the Dep"t of Justice is
oosing its guns on the credit sysin arbitration.
Charlie Pettijohn
been working.
Twenty-five Film
Sard secretaries are here; the Allied
c wd, on the other hand, gets in
t. ,i\-. Fireworks?
You betcha there
hi be.

Get This!
{\\o names
you know
very well
rt late last week.
Before they
jished the business at hand, the
rk had traveled tintil it pointed at
o in the morning.
Individually
;h man
represented
a large corration; jointly their enterprises agpigate multidinous millions.
Mow w'hy they met and what they
soke about is another day's telling.
J)r the present, it will be sufficient
t say that they exchanged more than
lire pleasantries.

Tuesday,

March

Price 5 Cents

12, 1929

DISTRIBUTORS DENY COERCION
AS U. S. OPENS CREDIT SUIT
Gov 't Will Press Credit Case
Without Calling on Witnesses
38,000 Exhibits
Dept. of Justice operatives
are understood to have secured
38,000 exhibits, for their credit
committee and arbitration cases
against ten distributors. Film
Boards of Trade and the Hays
office. The investigation covered two years- All the documentary evidence to be used
has been secured from files of
the defendants, which were
opened freely to the investigators.

PtANS PICTURE POLICY
Showing of pictures will be started about May 15 at the Madison
Square Garden, New York. The film
policy will be an experiment during
the summer, outcome of which will
determine
the future policy of the
(.Continued

on

Page

7)

No power is given to anyone by
rules and regulations of credit committees under which he can injure
any exhibitor.
That is the keynote of the defense
of the Hays organization, ten distributors and Film Boards of Trade,
in the action in equity brought
against them in Federal Court, New
York, by the government charging
conspiracy in restraint of trade in
operation of credit committees
throughout the nation. Ii was
sounded by Edwin P. Grosvenor, head
of defense counsel in his opening argument to the court. The case is being heard by Federal Judge Thatcher
in the Woolworth Building and in
the first of two, the second concernFilm Attachment Soon for
ing arbitration.
expedite matters; the first case
Talk-A-Phone, Disc Unit hasTo been
brought against First National, the co-defendants being ParaMinneapolis — Attachment to Talkmount, Mctro-Goldwj-n-Mayer, UniA-Phone, disc device, for sound-onversal, United Artists, Fox, Pathe,
film will be available soon, accord- F. B. O. (now RKO), Vitagraph,
ing to J. P. Shea, general sales man- Inc., and Educational. While the
arbitration case names Paramount,
ager.
Talk-A-Phone, which is being dis- et al, as defendants.
"At all the times mentioned in the
tributed by W. A. StefJes, is manufactured at Des Moines, la., and has petition there has been, and there is
today, keen competition throughout
installations throughout the territory. the United States in the distribution
of motion pictures by the defendant

No witnesses will be called in the
credit connnittee case, under plan of
campaign of C. Stanley Thompson,
and Ralstone R. Irvine, special assistants to the attorney general who
are handling the case. All of his evidence will be documentary. Assistant Attorney General Thompson
yesterday told THE FILM DAILY.
On the other hand, about 15 exhibitor witnesses are to be called in the
arbitration case. It is the Government's plan, he says, to start the
arbitration case -imediately upon
completion
of tht credit committee
action.

RKO-Publix Management Deal
Again Reported; Brown Denies
Warner to Use New Color
Process in Future Films
H'est Coast Bureau, THE

Line of Defense Mapped
In Opening Argument;
Session Today

Reports were more persistent than
ever yesterday that RKO and Publix were about to close a deal which

FILM DAILY
vest management of the former's
Hollywood — A new natural color will
houses in Publix.
process is being used in filming of the
Hiram S. Brown, president of
Warners picture "On With The RKO
declared:
Show," Jack Warner stated on his
return fiom New York.
"There is nothing to it. We are
and will continue running our theChanging Loves
aters the best way we know how."
The mj'Stery deepens! A produc- Nat'l Campaign on Sound
to Be Launched April 1 At Publix, Sam Katz had gone for
)n figure — really important, this
Beginning with the issue of .■Xpril the day and Sam Dembow was reHow — is linked w'ith an interesting
ported out of the city. Last week,
irn about a change in affiliation. It's 1, "Erpi" will launch a national advertising campaign on behalf of Adolph Zukor told THE FILM
.is way and that at present. When
sound in the Saturday Evening Post. D.-MLY that no deal was impending
i swings, we'll tip you.
K A N N A double truck is the opening shot. between RKO and Paramount.

(.Continued

on

Page
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The Authority
The
YEAR

1929 FILM DAILY
BOOK figured prominently in argument yesterday
of Edwin P. Grosvenor, of the
firm of Cadwalader Wickersham & Taft, which is handling the defense of ten distributors. Film Boards of Trade and
the Hays office in the government's action charging conspiracy in operation of credit
committees. Referring to it as
the recognized authority in the
industry, Grosvenor cited a
number of statistics from the
Year Book, to back up his assertions on product available
each year since 1915.

'Erpi' Service Managers in Universal Gets Cameo,
'Frisco from Wagnon
N. Y. on Sound Convention

The first sound conference to be
San Francisco — William B. Wagheld since Electrical Research Prodnon has leased the Cameo to Uniucts entered the sound field is under
versal at a rental involving $315,000
Vol. XLVII No. 59 Tuesday, Mar. 12,1929 PrictSCiots
waj' in New York. Service man- and covering a period of seven years.
PUBLISHER here. agers of the company's 26 oiifices are Wagnon will continue to operate the
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Embas:;y as well as his new house
which
he expects to open April 1.
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
Hammons Off For Coast
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
M-G-M Get Portable Device
E. W. Hammons, president of Educopyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
cational isen route to Los Angeles
A
portable automotive recording
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer, on his semi-annual visit to the studio. apparatus, was delivered to M-G-M
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered He will confer with E. H. Allen and Eastern studio yesterday by Elecas second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the Jack White, regarding production for
trical Research Corp. The new depost-office at New York, N. Y., under the act the 1929-30 season.
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
vice permits sound filming of outUnited States outside of Greater New York.
door sequences and will be used for
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
shooting
atmospheric scenes in New
"U"
Plans
"Hollywood
Melody"
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
]Vcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
York as well as for short subjects.
remit with order. Address all communicaUniversal
City
—
Universal
plans
to
tions to THE FILM DAILY. 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 4736- make a talking and singing picture,
Freedman To New York
4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph to be entitled "The Hollywood Melody." It is an original, written by
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
Hollywood — Samuel Freedman,
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The Arthur Howard, and deals with HolFilm Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
president of Qualitone, who recently
lywood under the sound regime.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
disposed of his interest in the Fine
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle,
Arts studio here, will shortly leave
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Campaign
for
"Times
Square"
Cour-des-NouM, 19.
for
New York to arrange for eastBaltimore — Gotham's "Times
ern distribution of his device. It is
Square" opened at the Metropolitan
yesterday following a campaign claimed that Qualitone is interchangeable with other devices.
which included an airplane trip by
Arthur Lubin, who is writing his imSt. Leo With General Pictures
pressions of Baltimore as seen from
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Sales
600
200
1,800
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the sky,deluged
in a tieup
with with
"The heralds
Sun."
Lubin
the city
while on the trip.
Warner Buys Estate
Albert Warner has purchased Caradel Hall, country estate at Rye, N.
Y., for a sum reported in real estate
circles to exceed $2,000,000.

100

"Divine Lady" for B'way
"The Divine Lady," starring
Corinne Griffith, will have its Broad4,666
way premiere sometime this month.
58,500
Arrangements
'ido a theater.are being made to
4,300
600 secure
13,000
100

18,500
100

IV est Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

Book
TheDate
Industry's
Today:
Opening
of "Noah's
Ark" at W
ter Garden,
New York.
March 15 Convention
of eastern
Penni
vania, southern
New
Jersey i
Delaware unit at Philadelphia.
Beach.
March 17 Premiere
of "Show Boat"
C
itol, Miami, and Paramount,at Pj
April

6 Warner
National
- Sttnl
York.
Frolic at- First
Commodore
Hotel,
N

April 14-15-16 Convention of Western Pa
sylvania Exhibitor
Unit at Pit
burgh.
May

6-9 Spring meeting of Society of H.
Engineers in New York.

Former
Publix House
Reopening
Chattanooga — The York, whic'
has been taken over from Publix h
Independent Theaters, Inc., is bein
completely remodeled, refurnishe
and redecorated. The name has bee
changed to the Cameo and it will H
reopened about March IS.
After Political Office
Cleveland — Phil Selznick, brothe
of L. J. Selznick, will be a candidal
for election in the Shaker Height
council.

DAILY

Royal Quits RKO
Cleveland — John F. Royal, genera
manager of RKO theaters in th
midwest district and manager c
Keith's here for 11 years prior t
that, has resigned, effective April 1.
Otterson in France
Paris — J. E. Otterson, presiden
Products o
re- of Electrical Research
is New York, is here.

Hollywood — Leonard St. Leo has
been placed under contract by Oscar
Price of General Pictures for a series of four to be made at Universal
City
under supervision of Richard
Talmadge.
Pomeroy In London
London — Roy Pomeroy,
who
cently resigned from Paramount,
here.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatret
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

Kennedy Back
Joseph P. Kennedy arrived back
in New York yesterday from the
Coast.

"Pola
Negri With
UFA
Berlin — Pola Negri will make a
Radin Sailing
11,700 picture for Ufa. Her German vehWith a London premiere as his
icle, tentatively titled, "Golden
4,300 Moth," will be directed by Paul
objective,
Matty Radin, general manCzinner.
ager for Franklyn Warner Prod.,
sails Friday night.
4,700
Greta Garbo Arrives March 19
10',866
Lorain Theater Closes Down
100
Greta Garbo is aboard the Drott1600 Broadway, New York City
ningholm,
which is expected to arLorain
— The Cozy theater, operPhone Penn. 3580
200
rive in New York March 19.
ated by George Shenker, is closed
500
permanently.
20,900
Stallings And Younger Here
100
Laurence Stallings and A. P.
Younger have arrived in New York
to work on a John Gilbert story,
"Way For A Sailor."
NOW AVAILABLE
6,966
500

Phototone in Rolling Fork
Rolling Fork, Miss. — Frank B.
Sharbrough of the Royal, has bought
a Phototone
synchronous
outfit.
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^hat Warner Bros. Promise Warner Bros. Deliver!
Tonight's the Night!

Tonight thousands will see and hear the Spectacle of
the Ages — The Colossus of all pictures — The supreme
achievement of the motion picture industry — Thousands
will block Broadway — America's exclusive social registrites will pay tribute to this mighty wonder — Milling
crowds will gasp in amazement at the most colorful and
spectacular opening in the history of show business — A
riot of color on land and in the sky — All this will attest
to the genius of the Warner Bros. — And will earn due
praise. . . .

♦I

l!

But above all, nothing so gratifies Warner Bros. —
nothing gives them that soul-satisfaction as the irrefutable knowledge that

What Warner Bros. Promised -^Warner Bros. Have Delivered!
-TONIGHT:

830 P. M.— GALA

PREMIERE'

The Spectacle of the Ages

n^

Warner Bros* present

11%

LORES COSTELLO
m

"NOAH'S ARK"
with

George O^Brien
WINTER
Broadway

GARDEN

'
B»l\lWW!?-'"
at SOth Street

Tickets for Premiere
Performance— $11,00

New

York
Beginning Tomorrow
Twice Daily

— .;g^

Tuesday, March 12, 192

DAILV

Newspaper Opinions

"Noah's Ark" Opens Here Discs and Film Tracks
Tonight; Five Runs Set Used by Cinephone in N. Y.

"Noah's Ark," will have its premiere tonight at the Winter Garden,
New York, and has been definitely
set for the following cities: Globe,
"Lady of Chance"
Atlantic City, March 23; the Aldine,
M-G-M
Philadelphia, April 1 ; Majestic, BosCapitol, New York
AMERICAN—* * * is the best Norma
ton, April 15 and the Wood's, Chicago April 7. Detroit will see
Shearer picture we've seen in many a movie
moon. It is light and airy, well-dressed and "Noah's Ark" beginning April 21 at
• • •
the New Detroit.
expensive-looking.
DAILY MIRROR—* * * The picture is

all Norma Shearer and she makes the most
of her opportunities to provoke tears and
is better
Ladyany ofof Chance"
"A than
giggles. ent
her recent vehicles.
»entertainm
* *

DAILY NEWS—* * * Robert Z. Leonard
wields the megaphone. And the man has a
way with him. He, of all directors, has
been most successful in bringing the talents
of the lovely Miss Shearer to the fore. • » •
EVENING JOURNAL—* * * The picture's good fun, amusingly handled by Robert Z. Leonard and well played by Miss
Shearer, Lowell Sherman anl Gwen Lee.
You'll like it. * * *
EVENING WORLD—* * * is a pretty
little story of crooks and crime handled in
a pleasantly delicate manner. It is quite
amusing and entertaining, and in spots Miss
Shearer forgets her position and puts over
some really fine comic touches.
GRAPHIC—* * * It's a foolish little
crook film. It makes no pretenses at being
than it is — just an hour's
more amusement.
anything
worth of light
Lowell Sherman
is the best and slickest he-crook we have
seen in a long, long time. * • *
HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * even if "A
Lady of Chance" is hardly epoch-making
in its story, it manages to be almost consistenly entertaining. * * *
POST — * * * None of this was particularly well acted, and none of it seemed very
credible. Miss Shearer was occasionally
amusing, but, on the whole, she lacked that
sparkle and freshness which have so frequently been hers. * • *
SUN — * * * A patterned mixture of comedy and drama, "A Lady of Chance" has
received a charming, handsomely-appointed
production. Its sentimental bits are quite
moving in a "pop" way, due to the sincerity
of Miss Shearer, and to a greater degree,
that of John Mack Brown. • » ♦
TELEGRAPH—* * * It is Lowell Sherman who runs away with the picture. He
has the role of a debonair crook whose suave
methods are understood and thwarted by his
pretty accomplice in the person of Miss
Shearer. * • •
TIMES — * * * Considering her luckless
part. Miss Shearer does exceedingly well.
As her type of beauty is essentially classical, it cannot be said that she is suitably
cast. * • »
WORLD—* * * This one is a fairly happy
farce concerning gold-diggers indulging in
that form of separating rich men from their
bankrolls known as the badger game. * * *

Hitchcock in Vitaphone Subjects
Raymond Hitchcock has just completed a short talking picture at eastern Vitaphone studios under direction of Bryan Foy. The act is titled,
"An Evening at Home with Hitchy,"
and is a monologue.

THE
WILD
HEART
OF
AFRICA

Floods Recede in Southeast ;
Atlanta Reports Missouts

Neiv Theaters

No interference has been made
against showing of product of WestRobinson, 111.— Joe Hewitt plans to rebuil
ern Electric and RCA licenses over
■
the btrand which was recently destroyed hi
Powers Cinephone device at OlymDeSoto, Mo.— Joseph Rosen's 700-seat hous
pia theater, 107th St. and B'way. On
completion here.
IS nearing
.> <• u I
the current bill with "The Jazz Sing- t
ire.
Kan.—
er," (on disc), appears a Pathenews, by Ellis
Crystal is being built her "'
L. C. Snyder The
of Oakley
and W. H Snydei
(sound-on-film).
Clinton, Mo.— Lee J. Lenhart
's Family th(
recently opened here.
In addition to Warners, sound fea- aterVirgil,
Kan.— A theater is to be housed i
tures and shorts of M-G-M, Pathe, the new I.O.O.F. lodge building here.
Hartford, Conn. — Negotiations are undc
First Nat'l, and Universal have been
scicened via Cinephone at the Olym- way for the construction of a theater here oi
pia, without protest by distributors. the site of the old Parson's theater now ownei
Shubertsown,
.
O.— A. H. McCelleland is t
M. J. Korsman is managing the the- by Youngst
atei for Leo Brecher.
build an 800 seat house here, it is reported

Atlanta — With clear weather preEast Barnet, Vt. — The Lyric, seating 600
vailing flood conditions in Georgia
IS to be built here, it is reported.
and Alabama gave evidence of imTiajuana, Mex.— A new theater is plannei
provement. Both states looked for Warners About to Take
here by the Lower California Commercial Co
a recession of rivers and streams to
Newcastle, Ind.— Cicero M. Bailey plan
normal spring stages. No theater Over 2 Houses in Cleveland a Beatrice,
1,250-seat house here.
United Theaters has open
Cleveland — It is reported that a ed the Ritz Neb.—
closings have been reported although
here.
a few missouts had occurred as a deal will soon be concluded whereby
Waco, Tex.— A $350,000 theater
plat
Warners will take over the Uptown ned here by J. W. Colvin and T. J. isAhern
result of disruption of train sched- and
ules.
Variety.
it is reported.
Philadelphia— The Parker has been open
here.
Natick, Mass. — Bids have been receivet
ater
Corp.
for the
erection of a theater for Harris The

ed

DAILY UPS WHICH MEAN DOLLARS FOR SUOWMEN
"Lilac Time"
(First National)
Arranged a Model Airplane building stunt with the newspaper, which
has been promoting the making of
miniature airplanes, capable of actual
flight and a number of model airplane meets. The paper played the
meet up over double column headlines for a week in advance — Ray C.
Brown, Strand, Akron, O.
"Revenge"
(United Artists)
Distributed playing cards advertising the picture. There were five cards
to a set including the Jack of Hearts
(the bandit), the 10 of Hearts (the
jealous hearted), the king of hearts
(the bear tamer), the 2 of spades
(the dreamer), of which 1000 each
were printed and distributed. The
fifth card making up the set was the
Queen of Hearts (Dolores Del Rio)
of which only 26 were printed and
distributed. These cards were distributed among storekeepers, in barber shops and wherever a Bridge or
Whist party was in progress. As explained on the reverse side of the
cards, every person was entitled to
a free admission to see the picture by
presenting a complete set of five
cards at the box office window.
Inasmuch as there were only 25
of the Queen of Hearts printed and
distributed it was a rare instance
when a patron could gather the entire set. However, it was excellent
publicity for the picture and started
a lot of talk.
In addition to copy about the picture, theater, star, and play dates appearing on the backs of these cards,
there
was
also series
a line,in "Follow
the
Fortune Teller
the Chelsea

H.
Schwartzberg, Broadway, Chelsea,
Mass.
"The

Flying Fleet"
(M-G-M)
Got two window displays on Boy
Scout uniforms — tying that idea to
the Scouts as America's future fliers
for the Flying Fleet. In addition to
Boy Scout uniforms in the window
together with stills and window
cards there was also a small airplane
in one of the windows. The propeller on this plane was made to revolve
by a hidden electric fan.- — A. M.
Roy, Tampa, Tampa,
Fla.
"The Haunted House"
(Paramount)
Spooky looking house was built
around the box office — made of beaverboard and having three windows,
one of w'hich opened for the box office. The other two windows had
crepe paper over them with a shadow of a ghost behind, with flashers
behind this. To create some weird
noises within the spooky booth, a
bucket with a drum head tied over
it and a siren were used. — Guy Bryson, Egyptian, Greenville, S. C.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
(Universal)
To sell the idea that a $2.00 road
show was being offered for popular prices, used a new telephone gag.
He had two girls placed on the phones
four hours a day. They would call
up Mrs. John Schwartz. "We have
your
for We
two must
seats return
for 'Uncle
Tom's order
Cabin.'
your
money. While this is the regular
roadshow production, we are showing it here for popular prices and
thus have no reserved seats." When
Mrs. Schwartz protested that she
had
ordered no seats, the girl would
Record." The tie-up consisted of six
installments on the Dolores Del Rio
inquire:
Fortune Teller series which was good
"Isn't this Mrs. George Schwartz?"
for 120 inches of free space or 20 Of course, the answer would be
inches per day for six days prior to
negative, the girl's apology very courthe
showing
of
the
picture. —
teous and sincere — State, Toledo.

La Grange, lil. — A
der construction here,
B. Harshe, director of
Meadville, Pa. — The

studio theater is un
according to Roher
the art institute.
Strand, seating 400 r.

her
opened Miss.—
has Tunica,
J. C. Hester
plans a the '
e.
ater here.
Anacortes, Wash.— The Paramount ha
opened here, according to A. A. ilaley, genj
eral manager.
]
Glen Falls, N. Y.— Bolton Realty Corp!
plans to erect a theater heie.
Memphis, Tenn. — Construction of a the
ater will soon start here, according to Alj
bert J. Suzore.
j
Milwaukee, Wis. — A 700-seat house wil;
be erected here by the West Bend Theater
Co.
Los Angeles — Excavation has started on i
theater here for the Whittier Amusement Co
West Chester, Del. — A theater is to b(
erected here by Philip and Nathan Harrison
Carrizo Springs, Tex. — Mrs. Mabel Whiti!
of Big Wells, is financing construction ol;
a $22,000 house here.
here.
Trinidad, Colo. — The West has reopened'
Wheeling,
munity houseW.
has Va.
been— Beech
opened. Bottom's ComSouthampton,
N. Y. — Contract
has here;
beert'
awarded
for construction
of a theater
Pasadena, Cal.— Negotiations are being
handled here by James C. Hersey for the
erection of a theater.
!
Delavan,
Wis.
—
Construction
of
the
new;
Delavan
is nearing completion.
]
Manchester, N. H. — States Theaters, Inc.
has secured site for a theater here.
St. Paul, Neb. — The Legion Auditorium
has been opened here.
Hammond, Ind. — Calumet Cily Theater ,
Corp. plans to erect a 1,500 seat theater here.
Battle Creek, Mich. — Camp Custer is to
have a new theater in place of the Liberty,:
according to the War Dept.
Montreal, Can. — Construction of a theater
is planned at St. Catherine and Stanley Sts.
Dalhart, Ind.— G. A. Hart, owner of the
City erection
at Stratford,
issued
for
the
of a 500has seat
housea contract
here.
Ventura, Cal. — Richard Langdon has awardcontracthere,
for the
of a $40,000 ed atheater
it isconstruction
reported.
Pueblo, Colo. — The Broadway has been
opened here.
Red Bluff, Cal.— The State is nearing completion here.
Santa Barbara, Cal. — Louis Kaplan will
build a 1,800 seat house equipped with Vitaphone and Movietone.
Billings, Mont. — West Coast Theaters plans
a 1,500 seat theater here.
Zeigler, 111.— The Reed, Yemm & Hays
Theater corporation, plans to build a theater
in the business district of Mt. Vernon, it is
reported.
Idaho Falls, Ida. — The American is nearing completion
and will
open April 1, according to Joe George,
owner.
Middletown, O. — Work has been started on
the new Strand, estimated to cost $320,000.
Summer, Miss. — R. W. Tyson will soon
open his Strand, seating 200 here. He also
is building a new house at Moorehead, Miss.

Fox First Again!
Mexican Revolt!

FOX NEWS
— with REAL

motion pictures

biggest spot news story of recent months is the revolt in Mexico. Here is a story with life, color, romance. When the first flash
came Fox News rushed experienced staff men from all available
points to the zone of excitement to augment Fox News cameramen already
on the job.
I

THE

This gave Fox News first and exclusive scenes at the Battle of Juarez
and the internment of the Federal troops in El Paso, as well as the seizure
of Nogales and the first Catholic church services in three years.
First to reach the screen, these pictures were sent airmail to accounts
on Monday, March 11.
The editorial policy of Fox News is identical with that of the highestclass American newspapers. Fox News presents only actual and authentic
pictures with straightforward titles.

'\

Fox News is predominantly first because its resources are greatest
and its staff the most extensive and enterprising.

FOX

The authenticity of Fox News
alw^ays can be depended upon.

ffirst,

again ^^^^-^^-^—

THE

Competition in Film Industry Stressed
Exhibit 1.

BY RULES, IS DEFENSE
distributors and by other distributors
engaged in the motion picture business." Grosvenor said, quoting from
the answer to the complaint. "At all
such times the defendant distributors
have been, and they are today, competing actively with each other, and
with all other distributors, in the distribution of their pictures throughout the United
States."

Delayed Until Afternoon
An unfinished case precluded start
of the action until 2:20 P. M., when
Chief Counsel Thompson, of the
government's legal forces, recited a
brief outline of the case. He outlined the two actions to be heard in
the government's case against the
Hays office, ten companies, and Film
Boards of Trade. The action, he
pointed out, alleges a conspiracy exists in violation of the Sherman anti-

From the Bench
The defense's assertion that
no power is given to anyone by
credit committee rules, under
which an exhibitor could be injured, brought from the court
the query: "Provided he's willing to assume a probable
ridiculous contract?" The court
was referring to a theoretic
contract, and when defense
counsel asserted that such was
not the case, the court added:
"Well, can't a man in the moving picture business make a
foolish contract?"

(5) Amounts Involved
OF
Purchasers refusing to assume
contracts
any part of
Theatres
Amount
N umber
450
21
773
102
43
62.185.73
$16,141.00
12
U65
36,204.50
110
S«
71
34
92,294.95
181
28
6
7,176.75
52,756.00
506
65
86
1200
184
58
400
242,571.42
1700
189
38
128,830.59
700
121
54
(.56
175,812.32
1100
219
85
122,317.91
130
31,462.10
79
«0
12
2,645.00
285
15
875
53,349.70
100 J
107
36
150
96,068.10
109
475
12
113,298.27
19
43,246.25
0l2
81
31
No Records Available
43,837.43
225
657
104
41,628.64
50
10
23
60,631.70
85
01
689
1276
190
64,565.62
38
77.120.04
375
647
99
38
111,351.27
57
530
111
903
61
825
153
38.229.00
29,346.22
81
84,596,55
257
55
23
No Record
23
114
125
72,820.05
535
48
7
1358
11,479.60
525
88
431
34,253,00
85,55285
000
64
27
74,775.30
22,133
3.950
48

Film
Board
Albany

{Continued from Page 1)

The Government's Stand
On the other hand, C. Stanley
Thompson, special assistant to the
attorney general, who heads government counsel, says the government
contends and the evidence will show
a conspiracy to coerce or intimidate
purchasers of theaters to assume contracts of the former owner. This,
he says, is done through shutting off
of service with the purchaser even
deprived of his right of relief in
court. A large number of Film
Boards have exceeded even the rules
of credit committees, he charged,
pointing out that the existence of a
system permitting such excesses,
should result in granting of the relief sought by the government, which
is a permanent injunction against the
alleged practices listed in the complaint.
Considerable secrecy had surrounded scheduled opening of the
casCj a fact which cut down attendance, and it was not until THE
FILM
DAILY
exclusively announced yesterday that the action
was to come up for trial, that the
trade generally was aware of the
scheduled
opening.

Refusing to
Transfers,
Statement Showing foe 1927, Number
(2)
(1)
Theatres,
Part
of
Contracts
and
(3)
Purchasers
Purchasers
Assuming
All
or
Assume Any Part of Contracts, (4)

Atlanta
Boston
Buffalo
Butte
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Dcs Moines
Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Memphis
New Haven
New Orleans
New York
Oklahoma City
Pliiladelphia
(a) Omaha
Pitt^burph
Portland
St. Louis
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Seattle
.
Washinston
Totals

42
Transfers

(a) Cases where there were no contracts 54to assume

1,237
199
27

Purchasers assuming all or part
of contracts
Number
27
63
30
37
18
42
121
71
151
59
115
58
138
124
11
176
67
50
H
40
83
1.52
61
379
121
44
17
41
27

Amount
91,678.00
147.213.65
$35,750.75
138,700.21
15,843.70
51,878.48
331,072.10
134,757.84
276.681.28
203,357.46
91,859.50
100,301.35
515.481.32
224,035.70
223,128.29
177,937.75
120,693.02
52,801.75
219,048,35
33,316.50
418,498.49
111,053.25
85,278.06
554,083.00
188,099.18
No205,530,50
Record
102.346.25
121,529.25

41

88,408.99
124,262.28

2,425

55.185,820.25

$2,111,547.88
27

trust laws. He explained the status
of the three types of defendants, the
Hays office. Film Boards and the ten
distributors. Sixty per cent of films
are distributed by the companies

$1,000, is posted to assure fulfillment
of
contracts. Understandings,
which amount to a conspiracy exist,
he contended, to refuse film service
unless the purchaser of a theater assumes all uncompleted contracts, and
named, he said, while Film Boards'
membership controls 98 per cent of to refuse even spot bookings until
films distributed in the United
the credit committee's rating is favorable, unless a deposit is posted.
States. This forces an exhibitor, regardless of zone, to deal with at least The ratings are CIR (Credit Inone of the defendant companies, if
formation Refused) and FT (fraudulent transfer of a theater to avoid
he wants to keep open his theater,
he added.
fulfillment of contracts).
Continuing, government counsel
Injunctive Relief Sought
outlined the duties of an exchange
The
government, he said, asks an
manager, dwelt briefly on playdates,
uniform contract, protection and injunction against this alleged conbookings. He then read the various
spiracy, contending the credit agreement is restraint of interstate trade
rules and regulations of credit com- and commerce. Its real purpose is to
mittees and said that their purpose
force assumption of contracts, it is
is to "coerce or intimidate" the pur- charged.
chaser of a theater to assume outstanding film contracts. He said this
A "large number" of boards, he
is done through shutting off film ser- said, "have exceeded even these
vice, in manner which even deprives rules," declaring that the existence
the exhibitor of his right to seek re- of a system which permits such excesses, should convince the court
lief in the courts. Detailed information of sale of a theater is demanded that the government should have the
relief
sought.
before they will sign contracts,
Thompson continued, and if the re"It is easy to see," he said how the
port of the committee is unfavorable, rules could intimidate the exhibitor
service is refused tinless a cash de- who gets an FT or CIR rating.
posit, which he says is as high as Operation
of credit committees
ap-

Allied Leaders Will Testify
in Second Government Action
concerns operation of arbitration
Leaders of the Allied States Ass'n boards and methods of enforcing decisions. H. M. Richey, secretary of
are to testify in the second of the
two government suits. The first case, Allied, and general manager of the
which got under way yesterday, Michigan unit, was on hand at Federal Court yesterday, with W. A.
charges conspiracy in restraint of Steffes, Col. H. A. Cole and other
trade in the operation of credit com- leaders slated to arrive in New York
mittees. The Hays office. Film today. A convention of Allied heads
Boards of Trade and ten distributors will be held during progress of the
two cases.
' are defendants.
The
second action

EXCESSES SHOUID
SYSTEM J. S.

plies primarily to small theaters, he
contended, declaring the government
can show that some of the "little
fellows" could not financially comply
with credit committee demands, and
couldn't make a deposit of more than
In opening his argument, Grosvenor called attention of the court
to the fact that there has not been
any word of monopoly or elimination
of competition in connection with the
$50.
action. Nearly all anti-trust cases
are concerned with those factors, he
said. The question, he said, is whether
there is concert of action and whether
this constitutes conspiracy and is it
harmful to the individual against
whom it was directed?
' The government, he said, must
show that there is an obstruction of
commerce, and whether this is interference with the trade of others.
There have been very few cases
brought under the Sherman law, in
which the government admits that
competition
exists, he says.
Cities Fur Industry Case
Decision of Federal Judge Bondy,
made in the same courtroom, in the
case of the government vs. the Fur
Dressers' Ass'n, stands as a precedent for the demanding of security
before performance was upheld by
the court, Grosvenor pointed out. He
says it is the only similar case and
that the rules of credit committees
in the film industry are not as drastic
as was the decision of the fur association to demand guarantees on contracts, together with credit ratings of
customers which were supplied to
members. The court held the action
reasonable he continued, as its object
was to prevent dishonesty.
Grosvenor then cited Supreme
Court Justice Brandeis, in a case
against the Chicago Board of Trade,
in a ruling that evidence should be
based on effect of certain practices,
and the peculiarities of the business
concerned. Purpose should be the
consideration, he argued, stating there
is no business in which profits of a
distributor depend so much upon the
honor and credit of customers, as
does the film industry.
In the film business,
he said, in

The Line-up
The

government is represented by C. Stanley Thompson and Ralstone R. Irvine,
special assistant to the attorney
general. Edwin P. Grosvenor,
of Cadwalader, Wickersham
and Taft, is leading counsel for
the industry. Other counsel
are Arthur L. Fisk, Jr., and
Charles C. Pettijohn, general
counsel, and Gabriel L. Hess,
general attorney, for Film
Boards.
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Present Credit System Called Essential
)mmm point to
fl 4600 CHANGES IN 1928
iiany cases if a contract is breached,
here is a total loss to the distribuors, as the films cannot be resold. He
liaid there are 25,000 theaters in the
United States, and said that 4,600
louses changed hands last year, innlving some $9,000,000 in unfinished
lUracts of which
$4,000,000 was
->t.
These figures are a part of Defence Exhibit "I" reproduced oyi
oage 6 of this issue.
Some of the houses changed hands
liree and four times he said, pointing
3Ut that tiie credit committee's function is to prevent dishonesty and supply d_istrii)utors with needed protec'ion in determining a prospective cusiier's financial standing. The value
. . tilms entrusted to an exhibitor's
rare and subject to abuses including
damaged print and bicycling, necessitate a guarantee to the distributor
that his customer be entitled to credit
he continued.
Claim
I No Coercion in Rules,
A purchaser, he said, could assume
ne or as many of the predecessor's
contracts as he wishes, without posting a desposit, he said. Deposit
demanded never is as high as $1,000,
he insisted, usually being $50 or $100
except in large cities.
"The rules are not to coerce, not
to injure anyone," Grosvenor continued, stating a purchaser could estab\':>h
his
priorwould
to time
of sale, right
and to
no credit
deposit
be
required. In any event, he said, the
'exhibitor
can spot book
for ten days,
until he establishes
his financial
reliability.
The government then cited the
manner of gathering its exhibits, said
to total 38.000. Free access was given
to files of all defendants, and photostatic copies made, with originals later
determined upon and secured. The
defense agreed to accept their introduction in bulk, without specification
as to the particular point involved,
but reserved right to question their
admissibility as pertinent and to question witnesses. Rules of 21 boards
were examined and show, the government contends, deviations from the
rules and excesses which forced assumption of contracts. In consideration of this stipulation, the defense
has been granted right to call Film
Board secretaries to the stand.
Questioned by the court as to
whether the letters are to be taken
as evidence, the defense stated that
it would not agree that the statements
contained in the letters are fact, stating no desire to make any technical
objections exists. Distributor letters
are to be taken in evidence, the defense agreed, but pointed out there
may be misstatements in exhibitor
letters. These were obtained from the
files, Thompson pointed out, and if
it can be shown
they are not as

worth tower right there, it was quite
natural that Dave Palfreyman, Detr(jit secretary, should take it in.
liy CIIARLP.S /■■. IIYXES
*
•
•
On hand at yesterday sessions, in
Don Douglas, go-getting secretary
addition to the Film Board secretaries and a few exhibitors, were from Dallas, arrived with copies of
to preparation
Exhibit "A,"
which
court wasof adjourned
until after
this Felix l-'eist, M-G-M sales manager; Tile 1929 lexas Theater Almanac.
morning.
S. R. Kent of Paramount, and Xcd Don's been publishing the Almanac
for the last five years, and his 1929
E. Depinet, First National.
edition is a wow. It covers the field
*
*
*
C. C. Pettijohn is proud, as he frf)in practically every angle, and is
should be, of his aggregation of Film of trcniendoiis value in the information it gives on the territory Don
Board secretaries. It's some job, knows so well.
though, he finds taking the gang out
to lunch. As C.C.P. as he is afSq. Garden
fectionately known to his organiza- Madison
Twenty-five secretaries of Film
tion, remarked to a court attendant:
Boards of Trade are in New York
Plans Picture Policy
to testify in the credit committee and "They don't look like a bunch of
(Continued
from Page 1)
arbitration cases brought by the gov- crooks, do they?"
big sports arena. The films will be
ernment, the first of which went on
That the government cases may projected simultaneously on four
trial in h'edoral Court yesterday. Last consume considerable time was screens, hung in the center. There
night a convention of secretaries was
will be available 12,619 seats. The
held by C. C. Pettijohn, head of Film indicated yesterday, in the maze remainder of the 20,000 seats will
Hoards of Trade.
of evidence to be introduced by
the opposing counsel. While the not be sold. A 100 piece orchestra
government will have no witnesses in is planned, the music to be amplithe first case, there are many sheafs
fied through loud speakers. Mechanical music also will be used. Singers
of exhibits to be offered in evidence,
and exhibitor witnesses are to be may supplement the film programs.
called in the second case. On the
Use Seventh Arbitrator
other hand, the defense has a long
list of witnesses for both cases.
Cleveland — Common Pleas Judge
If
*
*
Fred Walther acted as seventh arbiLivingston — Montana, by unanitrator in a case before the Board of
The delay in starting the cases yesmous vote, has joined Allied. Withdrawing from the M.P.T.O.A., the
terday, enabled many of the visiting Arbitration, concerning interpretation
state unit at the same time raised witnesses to "see New York," briefly of a contract and made his award in
$1,500, its Allied quota. E. P. White, at least. Of course, with the Wool- favor of the exhibitor.
who was re-lected president, was also
named delegate to Allied.
By resolution, Abram F. Myers,
Allied head, was condemned for introducing legislation affecting the industry without first consulting exhibitors, but at the same time was given
a vote of confidence. Another meeting is slated for Butte July 9-10.
claimed, the government will withdraw tlKiii. After brief argument
over stipulations and admissions, the
(ielensc called its first witness, assistant to Gabriel L. Hess, who testified

Govt. Sidelights

FILM BOARD SECRETARIES
HERE FOft THE DEFENSE

,LATEST STATE

TO JOIN ALLIED ASS'N

Coverage

Sunday Option Bill Up
In Ohio Senate Mar. 13
Columbus, O. — First meeting on
the Sunday local option bill will be
held before the Judiciary Committee
in the Senate Chamber at the State
House here Wednesday. The M.P.
T.O. of Ohio is confident that the
measure will pass the Senate if it
can make a good showing in point
of members at the hearing.

Censorship Provided in
New Wisconsin Measure
Madison. Wis. — State censorship is
provided in a bill now before the
legislature and introduced by Frank
L. Prescott, assemblyman from Milwaukee. A tax bill introduced by
S'cnator Teasdale and which called
for a five per cent tax on all theaters
and other places of amusement has
just been killed.
Churches Opposed Sunday Shows
Greeley, Colo. — Minister associations of the city here have proposed
and adopted resolutions against the
nullification of the state law which
relates to the question of Sunday
shows.

When

an advertiser makes an

announcement in the Film Daily
he not only knows he will reach
everyone of importance in the picture business but he knows his
announcement will be seen and
read and believed.

Everyone reads the FILM DAILY

"ECU.S

PAT OFF

First to recognize tlie need— first to
produce the film required.
Announcing t-nro ne-w^ films to improve the quality of recorded sound,
each designed to fill a special requirement.
VA

[Variable Area Recording Type Film]

Makes

possible optimum sound track density with
lower recording lamp amperage and without
necessity of forcing development in
laboratory.
VD

[Variable Density Recording Type Film] Characterized byhigh-resolving power — and low
maximum contrast. This film made to conform with specifications approved by leading
sound engineers.
A bulletin has been prepared, containing complete technical Information regarding these
new sound films — A copy will be sent to you upon request.

"THE
DuPONT
BEEN PLACED

TRADE
MARK
HAS NEVER
ON AN INFERIOR PRODUCT"

DuPONT-PATHE

FILM

35 W. 45th St.
New York City

MFG. CORP.
1056 N. Cahuenga Ave.
Hollywood, Cal.

Consolidation of Two Sound DevicesX Seen Near
;Sf^NEWSPAPEK

XLLTHE Him
ALL THE TIME

•^/FILMDOM
•DL. XLVII
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"Noah's Ark"
S a spectacle, "Noah's Ark"
'4
•\ lives up to many
of the
claims that its producers, the
,'arners, have made for it. As
most eflforts of this type, the
ory is often smothered under
le weight of the spectacle. Likeise does the narrative take liberes in dramatic license.
It is very apparent that there
[as no stinting of money here,
ong stretches of the picture are
upendous in their scope and often
.ve-inspiring in their effect. If
"Noah's Ark"
to sumweupshould
say that
sentence,
Ie awere
le sheer impressiveness of its
)ectacle rates for it the roadshow
itegory its producers declare it is.
"hat, we ask you to remember, is
Lying plenty for any picture.
'
Impressive Spectacle
Technically, in scenic investiture,
omposition, photographic charm and
i:hievement in the field of spectacle,
Noah's Ark" is indeed noteworthy.
lo much so indeed, that we predict
5r it a widespread word of mouth
dvcrtising. The picture, from these
ngles, properly deserves it.
It appears to us, however, that in
oint of story construction a more
'orkmanlike job could have been
jrned out in order to give "Noah's
irk" what every spectacle requires
0 make it more than a terrific eye
isplay: a yarn, warm with human inerest and down to earth characters,
ot players used as unimportant mites
gainst towering sets.

The Story Wanders
The war furnishes the canvass
'gainst which the modern portion of
Noah's Ark" is drawn. Describng the conflict as a deluge of blood,
n analogy is drawn with the Biblical
pisode and circumstances leading to
he building of the ark, the rescue
)f the faithful, the deluge and drownng of the unbelievers in the divinelyrreated flood. The moral is, of
-ourse, that just as the flood of w^t;rs cleansed the world so the flood
jf war blood has bathed and absolved
;he world of its desire to kill.
Into this piece of story construction move Dolores Costello and
George O'Brien as the two prime
characters. They do nice work in
(he comparatively brief minutes they
appear on the screen, but when the
picture irises out, it is not the hu{Continued

on

Page

2)
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Price 5 Cents

TESTIMONY STIPULATION TO
SPEED U. S. GOV'T CREDIT CASE
"Salvaging" Contracts
Purpose of credit committees is to "salvage" outstanding contracts, which represent great potential losses, but there is no coercion
in trying to induce purchaser of a theater to take over unplayed contracts, Edwin P. Grosvenor, chief defense counsel emphasized yesterday. AH of the three witnesses he was able to put on the stand
during the day, backed up his assertions denying any agreements
or uriderstandings existed to force assumption of contracts.

Trial
Continues
Today
After Court Moves to
Prevent Delay

Taking of testimony will be continued in Federal Court, New York, at
10:30 A.M. today in the credit committee case brought by the government
against First National, nine distributors. Film Boards of Trade and the
Hays office, but it will be under a
stipulation, presaging early end of
the trial. The stipulation is to determine which additional evidence is
salient in the case, and which may
be considered as cumulative.
The government is asking a permanent injunction against alleged
Trial of the suit in equity of the
United States versus Paramount, nine practices in operation of credit committees, which practices are charged
other distributors, the Hays organization and Film Boards of Trade, in a as conspiracy in restraint of trade.
move testing arbitration system pro- The case is the first of two, the other
cedure, is scheduled following com- concerning arbitration.
The speeding up of the trial, which,
pletion, probably today or tomorrow
Following weeks of negotiation, a of the credit committee case. The it had been expected, would consume
weeks,on provided
deal whereby Sonora-Bristolphone speeding up of the latter case late at least two
(Continued
Page 7) a draand General Talking Pictures Corp. yesterday by Judge Thatcher, came
will consolidate their sound devices as a welcome step to prosecution and
as part of a tie-up with Acoustic defense, witnesses for which were facing a long wait in New York to
Products is about to be signed. The testify.
details and actual signatures may be
affixed to contracts today.
As noted yesterday, the government
Thereby Sonora - Bristolphone intends to call no witnesses in the
would secure a sound-on-film attach- credit committee suit, being content
on documentary evidence
ment since
General Talking* markets to depend (Continued
on Page
7)
It won't down. Reports piled up
(.Continued on page 8)
yesterday regarding the reported
management deal between Publix and
R-K-O Hiram S. Brown, president
of the latter organization, adhered to
his denial of Monday. Eflforts made
to secure a statement from Publix
proved unavailing.
That the deal was set was reported
in
several Wall Street quarters yesWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
terday as well as generally throughTile
Warners
opened
"Noah's
Ark"
out the film trade.
Washington — Reports were cur- at the Winter Garden last night a la
Hollywood.
A
representative
slice
The
financial
comnient
in last
rent last night that Louis B. Mayer,
(Continued
on page 8)
an active adherent of the President of Broadway stopped to take in the
in the recent campaign will be ap- show for it was something new.
pointed ambassador to Turkey. Grouped atop the new building at Wilmer and Vincent Sale to
Mayer recently said he had no inten- Broadway and 51st and across from
R-K-0 Reported, Denied
tion of leaving the industry for dip- the Winter Garden was planted a
It is reported in several quarters
lomacy. This, however, was before battery of eight sunlight arcs each a that
Wilmer and Vincent, operating
and making an enFo.x secured control of Loew's and differentsemblecolor
that embraced the full colors about 37 theaters in Pennsylvania
M-G-M.
of the rainbow. It was diflferent and and Virginia, are about to sell out
the public stopped to gape. The to R-K-O. Walter Vincent disLouis B. Mayer is under contract lights played in all directions, cencounted the report yesterday, declarto M-G-M until 1933 and is now in
tering largely on a stationary blimp
ing there was no truth in it. MaurNew York conferring with officials
ice Goodman of R-K-O also entered
reproduction
of the on arkPagew-hich
of his company.
(Continued
6) floated an emphatic denial.

Early Start for Arbitration
Case Seen by Court 's Step

BRISTOLPitOKE,PHONOFILM
ACOUSTIC DEAL IS NEAR

PUBLIXMAJilNTDEAL

WITT! R-K-OWON'T DOWN

DIPLOMATIC POST SEEN "NOAH'S ARK" PREMIERE
FOR MAYER AT CAPITAL SETS BROADWAY TALKING

THE

Mary Garden Sees Talkers
Replacing Grand Opera

'^Noah's
Ark''
(Continued from Page 1)
man equation that is remembered but
the spectacle through which they
move.
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Library Stock Scenes

130 W.

46th St.. New
Bryant 8181

York

San Francisco — Sound pictures will
eventually replace grand opera, according to Mary Garden, star of the
Chicago
Opera Co. It is only a matEyefuls
ter of time, stated Miss Garden, who
Vast scenes, tremendously effec- sees this situation developing in five
tive and sweeping panoramas of spec- years at the outside. Operas in
tacle are embraced. They have been French and Italian may survive in
produced on the most lavish of scales their present form in her opinion.
and directed with an appreciation of
the colossal that reflects great credit First Canadian Vaude House Wixed
on the director, Michael Curtiz, and
Toronto — Loew's here is the first
the ambition of the Warners to
house in Canada to
achieve the worthwhile. The flood vaudeville-picture
be wired, installations so far having
which climaxes the picture is a stir- been confined to straight picture thering sequence, magnified at the openaters. Manager Jules Bernstein deing last night by the use of a wide
cided against a raise in prices and
screen. But sweeping as it was, this will continue to make good use of
particular episode was but one of the organ which was installed when
many that stamp "Noah's Ark" as a the house was rebuilt.
picture to talk about.
California Hits Lobbyists
Color, An Asset
San Francisco — The legislature
Particularly impressive was the yesterday passed a bill requiring all
judicious and highly dramatic use of lobbyists to register with the secrehand coloring all through the unfoldtary of state and. to make a daily rement. The application was confined
port of all money received by them,
to flames and lanterns and, rather the purpose of these funds are and
than detract from the characters or
by whom such lobbyists are emthe spectacle, this treatment definitely enhanced the effect. Color, one
of the future steps by which films ployed.
Sholtz with RCA-Photophone
Bernard Sholtz now is associated
will reach their maturity, has an undisputed niche of its own when util- with RCA-Photophone as commercial representative.
ized as Curtiz did in "Noah's Ark."
KANN
Wallace in New York
Richard Wallace arrived in New
York yesterday for a visit, during
Partington Out, Halperin which
he will view the current plays
Handles Publix Production and confer with Paramount.
A shake-up in the production deGreeley to Vote on Blue Law
partment at Publix has resulted in
Greeley, Colo. — Ban on Sabbath
the resignation of Jack Partington,
may be lifted, if anti-blues are
for a number of years with the shows
Rothschilds in San Francisco. I. M. successful at the polls on April 2,
when voters will decide the question.
Halperin, a relative of Sam Katz's
has been placed in charge of unit
T.O.C.C. Party for Raives
show production. It is understood
Sol Raives, president of N. Y. TheMurray Anderson is again producing
ater Owners Chamber of Commerce,
units for the chain.
will be tendered a beefsteak dinner
at the Astor on March 20.
Reprimand Meyers; Endorse Myers
New Fox-Wesco Division
The Montana exhibitor organizaThe Montana division is the sixth
tion passed a resolution condemning
Harry Meyers, secretary of the Butte to be created by Harold Franklin,
Film Board of Trade and not Abrani president of Fox-West Coast. Will
F. Myers, as reported yesterday. Steege will manage, with headquarMeyers was instrumental, it is un- tesr in Great Falls.
derstood, in bringing about enactment of a law making arbitration
Frels Buys Texas Houses
coinpulsory in Montana. This was
Yoakum, Tex. — Ruben Frels of
the action frowned upon. Myers was Victoria has purchased the Grand
endorsed by the unit which has just and Queen houses here from R. C.
Barbade.
voted joining Allied.

Let Us Solve Your Problems !

TheDate
Industry's
Book
March 15 Convention of eastern Pennsj
vania, southern New Jersey ai
Delaware unit at Philadelphia.
March 17 Premiere
of "Show Boat" at Ca
itol,
Beach.Miami, and Paramoimt, Pal
April

6 Warner
National
- Stanli
Frolic at- First
Commodore
Hotel,
Ne
York.

ANOTHER

CIRCUIT

Very Much Pleased!

lersBg
After screening your trailers we are
very much pleased to enclose three
yearly contracts for same.
SAMUEL
H. LEVIN
THEATRES,
San Francisco,
Calif.

THE
WILD
HEART
OF
AFRICA
be it the correct frame line
or the proper density
here is a lab
takes pains to see that
everything is right
offers no excuses but
does it over imtil it is

FILMLAB
a little tribute from one
who still bears the scars
of other labs

"WE NEVER

DISAPPOINT"

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
mCORFORATED

1S40 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant 3040

£ABORAT0Ri&
H

[POWFJI

INCORPORATED

STREET
NEW 42^-°
YOPK
220 WEST
Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

'

ROARING
LOUDER
THAN
EVER!

^

^
\

* . s.

THE
BROADWAY
MELODY

\»

Netf York! Los Angeles!
A riot at $2. Making
history ! And notv in Cleveland, Stillman scale advanced
from pop prices to $2 Twice Daily, amazes show world by
S.R.O. business!

THE VOICE OF THE CITY
Willard Mack's 100% Talking Melodrama {also silent version) is
another sample of Young Blood in the Talking field ! It's a housepacker !

a

WILD

ORCHIDS — Greta Garbo's romantic thriller is sensational hit. San Francisco, Chicago, Los Angeles, everywhere it
tops the town.

THE PAGAN -HEAR

RAMON

1/
->

NOVARRO

SING • Reams of publicity about his great operatic voice.
Notv they'll hear him!

THE DUKE

STEPS ODT-wntiam

Haines and Joan Crawford in a grand
entertainment.
Oh boy, how
the hits roll in!

^^

^

talk en

PACEMAKER

for the

INDUSTRY

WILLIAM

HEARTS
DIXIE

FOX presenU

FOX movieton:
100% DIALOG FEATUR;

ALL -TALKING
ALL-SINGING
ALL-DANCING

"Entertainment? Plenty! A yarn that
never lags — sport, youth, comedy . . .
and a zip that gets you from the begin-

-Film Dai

ning. It's a swell picture."

Musical Drama of Dixieland
with a Cast of 200

** it contains everything —
thrills, action, suspense aplenty, the
slickest entertainment in town."

Smashes All Existing Records at
United Artists Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
■"K\<'«'llent •>iit<'rtainm»>nl .
. a fnutd dral (»•
ilrrlin<; <'«>in«'dy. The flial<>j>;ii<- in tlii.>« prodiution
is udniirahlc

?

— N. Y. America

"standing room was at a premium and
a long line stood awaiting admission
. . . one of the most pleasing pictures
offered at the Roxy in the past few
I
months. '
_jy y. Morning Telegrapl
"colorful and entertaining. It's good

. . . d<'s«'rvinji <if hifrh praise. "*

snappy — moving entertainment. It's
a lulu ... a real breath-snatcher."
— N. Y, Daily Mirrc

— .\ . ) , I'ir'H-s
"One «»f" tlif most delightful shows in lo%*n
<-4>ntainin^ ♦episodes as funny as anything I ha\e
seen in a motion

pieluro in years." — V. } . U i,rhl

N22 1 '48 BLUE FO HOLLYWOOD
HEARTS IN DIXIE HERE BROKE
BIGGER THAN ANY OTHER WEEK
BUSINESS WAS MORE THAN SIX

PACEMAKER
for the
INDUSTRY

CALIF
EVERY HOUSE RECORD SUNDAY AND INTAKE ON WEEK
WITH EXCEPTION OF OPENING WEEK OF THEATRE
THOUSAND DOLLARS YESTERDAY •

P^^*^^f- ttaalkiern.grs
nmfi
mat'

BREAK

RECORDS Coast to Coast
IN OLD
ARIZONA
M^L PAGE - LOLA LANE

First ALL-TALKING
Outdoor Screen Spectacle

Sharon ^"*
Lynir
ENRY B. WALTHALL ^^^"^
injamin Stoloff Production
""'" EDMUND LOWE -WARNER BAXTER

'

"a bet is hereby offered that Roxy will
top theatre receipts for alJ time this
week and next."
— N. Y. Evening World

'a good, rousing picture

-N. Y. World

"has lots of pep . . . thrilling."
— N. Y. Daily News

ROXY ZX $69,500
ast Saturday, Sunday and Monday breakng every existing record for Sunday and

DORTHY BURGESS

Breaks All
Existing
Records
at McVickers Theatre, Chicago

PACKING 75,896
persons into the theatre to see this
all - talking

Fox

Movietone

smash!

'•What a picture this is! Your eyes and cars arc glued
to it until the final flicker is gone and the last whisper
has died away.
of THE

-VHial a troal >ou have in sloro "In Old Vri/ona."
>o\* tluT«' i- :i £»i<-Liir«>. ll is «-vim\ I liinj;. I wisli I
liJMliri svvi\ it >«» I rtmlcl sec il ayain for lh«> (irsl
liinr." — Chira»a llvraUl ami Examiner

TALK

There's not a dull moment

in it. One

pictures of 1929." — Chicago American

'■' 'In Old Arizona" is one grand movie! Ucniarkablc? I'll say so! It pcr<-olatcs with arlion and
is tense with suspense. Direction, pholograpliy.
scenery are superb throughsyiK hroni/.ation,
out.""— Chicago Tribune

MONEY "^ Every Box- Office

Wednesday,

DAILV
City Council to Act On
Atlanta Sunday Ordinance

Jannings in Talkers
GERMAN STAR'S FIRST
WILL BE 1IIE COMCERr

A Record for Mae Murray
Louisville — It is estimated that attendance at Keith's Rialto during
Mae Murray's personal engagement
is now the house record. Some estimates indicated over 20,000 people
paid to see her act.

This may have an important bearing on Jannings' future relations
with Paramount. His present contract runs out in a few months. So
far there has been no renewal because of the vogue for dialogue pictures and the German's meagre
knowledge of English.

..-J--

*Noah's Ark' Premiere
Sets Broadway Talking
(Cotdinued

Patrons of
Prominence
Choose
the Ansonia!
1400

Large
Homelike
Rooms
Comfortable Furnishings
Soundproof

Rates

will

surely

Walls
please!

Rooms

with private bath
from S3 per day
For two
from $5 per day
Parlor, bedroom and bath
from $6 per day
Booklet

on Request

Wire at our expense for
Reservations

A Little
from
By

Emil Jannings will appear in talkers for Paramount. His first will be
"The Concert," originally designed
as
a silent film. Ludwig Berger will
direct.

Freemont House Closes
Freemont — Paul Geyer has notified
local exchanges that he has closed
the Jewel.

BROADWAY AT 73 ST NLW YOPK

13, 1929

Coast Wire Service

Atlanta — Anti-blues will make an
attempt at next meeting of city council to legalize Sunday pictures and
baseball. Councilman Cobb, Jr., will
lead the fight, following success of
our other councilman in legalizing
Sunday collection of golf and tennis
fees on municipal courses.

ANSON lA

March

from

Page
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in the air high above the theater. As
far down as 42nd St. the arcs with
the gorgeous, effective lighting were
visible.
That was one kick. The second
was a huge electric sign replica of
the ark strung clear across the front
of the theater with electrical raindrops pouring over it. From the
marquee, at intervals arose clouds of
steam through which different colored lights played. While the public probably didn't get the significance
of it, events later proved this to be
indicative of the outpouring of the
elements prior to the deluge and
journey of the ark.
The theater was thronged with
well known figures in evening clothes.
Following two short Vitaphone acts,
the house darkened, a huge drop
across full stage was lowered while
two effect projectors off stage played
cloud effects and then rain through
which there was occasionally interspersed lightning flashes. As accompaniment, the strains of the overture were heard while in the upper
boxes, left and right, special sound
effect machines added to the impressiveness and realism of the symbolical
prologue. Immediately prior to the
main title and credits, a rainbow suffused the stage and was kept plaving
there until the opening shot. The
applause that burst forth from the
audience was spontaneous.
The outdoor ballyhoo and the prologue were arranged and handled bv
Harry Charnas. A. P. Waxman and
their staffs. The opinion appeared
unanimous that they had put on
something new and extremely effective— even for Broadwav.
Wisconsin Houses Changes Hands
Milwaukee — The Comet, a Milwaukee neighborhood house, formerlv operated by Moy Toy, is now being
managed bv J. Honthauer. At Sheboygan. Wis., the Lincoln, formerly
operated by A. J. Schurrer, is now
operated
by Blask and Lennig.

Added to Columbia Cast
Wheeler Oakman, Edward Hearn,
Hank Mann and Alphone Ethier
have been added to cast of "The
Donovan Affair," Columbia talker.
Jack Holt and Dorothy Revier head
the list of players which include:
William Collier, Jr., Agnes Ayres,
Fred Kelsey, John Roche and Ethel
Wales.
Loughran
Gets
Screen
Test
Tommy Loughran, contender for
the heavyweght championship, has
just arranged to take a screen test
for Fox following a visit to the West
Coast studio. After an eastern trip
which he is now pursuing Loughran
will return to Hollywood in a few
weeks for his test.
Start "One Woman Idea"
Rod La Rocque and Marceline
Day have started production in "The
One Woman Idea." It is adapted
from a magazine story by Alan Williams. Others in the cast are Frances Rosay, Ivan Lebedeff, Gino Corrado, Joseph W. Girard, Sharon
Lynn, Maria Alba and Arnold Lucy.
Louise Fazenda Starts in Talker
Louise Fazenda, Johnny Arthur,
Walter Hiers, and Jimmie Harrison
are starting work in "Hot Lemonade," for Christie. Arvid Gilstrom,
who directed the Gleasons in "Meet
the
Missus"
the all
talker. for Christie, will handle
Barbara
Bedford Featured
Barbara Bedford has the featured
feminine role in "The Heroic Lover,"
an action comedy-drama produced by
Oscar Price at the Universal Studios in Hollywood under the personal supervision of Richard Talmadge for release through Generaf
Pictures.
Eugenie Besserer Cast
Eugenie Besserer has been signed
for George Bancroft's new all-talkproduction, "Thuning Paramount
derbolt." This is an original which
berg.
will be directed by Josef von Stern-

RALPH

u

Lots

tf

WILK

Hollywood

IF "Alibi"
doesboxofftce
not prove
sensa-of
tion at the
and a one
the best talkers of the year, your
correspondent can be classed as a
poor prophet. "Alibi," produced and
directed by Roland West, was tradeshown at Grauman's Chinese before
ony.
an
audience of trade and newspaper
critics and members of the film col*

*

*

"Alibi" is gripping from the start
and well acted. Before next week
rolls around, we expect some fat
contracts will he tossed into the laps
of Chester Morris and Regis Toomey, newcomers to the screen. Ray
June is responsible for the excellent photography, while
Fanchon
arranged the*dance
numbers.
*
*
Eddie Bowling, accompanied
by James
Hanley,
scored
heavily at the
annual
Wampas
meeting. Eddie offered several
songs he and Hanley had written. By the way, Hanley and
Condon, former publicist, now
a scenarist, held a re-union at
the meeting. They were boyhood friends in Chicago.
*
*
*
Charles Grapewin, stage veteran,
who appeared in the first motion picture comedy made in this country,
in 1897 on a New York roof, entertained with an original song. Earl
Goebel, described by Pat Dowling,
"as an early day partner of the Warner Brothers when they had one
was
one theater,"
phonograph asand
introduced,
Weeks.
* was * George
*
Grapewin referred to Hollywood as "the 'yes' and 'no'
"Drag" Selected Next Barthelmess
colony"!
With
the return of Richard Barthelmess to the First National Studios, Burbank, it is announced that
"Drag" a novel by William Dudley
Pelley has been selected as his next
picture.
Warners Sign Marion Nixon
Marion Nixon is the latest to be
signed by J. L. Warner. During the
next
year she will appear in four productions.
Gleason to Write Dialogue
Dialogue for Wm. Boyd's new alltalker, "High Voltage," will be vvritten edbywithJames
Pathe. Gleason. who has signDialogue for "Queen Kelly"
Completing her plans for the diaKelly,'L.
logue version of
signed Paul
has "Queen
Gloria Swanson
Stein to direct.
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em is ^Clarified
Credit SystIssue
by Move
ARBITRATION TRIAL TO
<< TODAY IN CREDIT CASE

of U. S. Court for Stipulation

Move i>f Justice Thatcher in the
credit committee case followed defense declaration that the purpose of
the credit committee system is to
safeguard against dishonesty.
There is no dishemesty involved on
the
purchaser's
he declines
assume
contracts,part,
the ifcourt
ruled. to

government, replied Assistant Attorney General Thompson, head of gov{Continued
from Page 1)
ernment counsel, but said that in some
I tic close to yesterday's proccedinstances, circumstances were differ^s, after Judpe Tliatclier had sugent.
ted that opposing
counsel agree
A few instances do not make a
stipulation on evidence.
The sugcondition general, the court declared,
,'cstion was quickly agreed to, and
and turning to the defense, stated that
^-ourt adjourned
at 4:30 P.M. after
unless a different line of testimony
"We
do
not
deny
for
a
moment,
,in all day session, to permit drawing
that the purpose of the rules is to was to be introduced, to save repetiiip of the stipulation.
tion and delay a stipulation with the
The court's interposition into the collect salvage," declared Edwin P.
taking of testimony came after a Grosvenor, chief of defense counsel, government should be entered into.
' Tiic government hasn't shown a
we deny any coercion."
desolutory day's proceedings, and "but
Is tlie government alleging some- single conspiracy complaint so far,
proved the highlight of the session.
thing else, the court queried, and turn- why do you go into it?" the court
The judge interrupted the testimony
ing to government counsel, asked if asked.
With the government de'•"« declare that much of it was waste
claring its willingness to stipulate on
time, and that an agreement could the government claims any more than
PC reached between counsel which that the way the credit system is oper- testimonj-, court was adjourned until
ated is with the plan, purpose, intent 10:30 A.M. today, to permit considerawould provide speedier disposition of and effect
of persuasion to make new
tion of the testimony to be heard or
the trial, after which and at a subse- purchasers assume contracts.
tion.
not heard, according to the stipulaquent date points of law could be
That is the general claim of the
argued by counsel.
Don Douglas, secretary of the Dallas board, was the first witness called
by the defense when the trial was resumed yesterday morning. The W'itness, who was on the stand the larger
part of the day, cited practices of
the Dallas board in operation of its
credit committee. Ninety papers
from Dallas were included in the government exhibit, and it was around
these cases that Douglas' testimony
revolved. All of them were introduced, government counsel said, to
prove that agreements supplementary
to the rules of credit committees,
existed in the Dallas territory.
Instances of overbuying, bicycling,
fake closings, refused shipments,
fraudulent sales, "bad boys" of the
state and their effect on subsequent
runs in certain situations, periodical
sales of houses, figured in his testimony, covering a variety of cases.
He cited instances where the new
[uirchaser assumed but part of the
c.intracts, and said that only in five
• lit of 100 cases could suits be instituted against defaulting former owners with hope of collecting. The improvement in the situation showed
tlie effectiveness and fairness of the
credit committee, he said. The $50
deposits demanded in some instances.

i
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he said, covered
$3,000 or $4,000
worth of contracts.
Douglas was asked by the court
if it is his understanding that board
members follow his recommendations
on credit committee cases as orders,
or as recommendations, and replied
that the latter was the case, although
defense counsel stated that there is
agreement on FT (Fraudulent Transfer) accounts. Douglas had previously testified that contracts of distributors who serve FT contracts
would not be recognized in arbitration. This rule never was used to
penalize an exhibitor, he said, and
was abolished two years ago. Members he said would be fined if they
violated the rule. He outlined one
instance, however, where two companies had violated this rule, and the
contracts were fulfilled, pointing out
that they were signed while investi-
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gation of the status of the exhibitor
was pending, and so had to be lived
up to by distributors.
Credit committees,
said Douglas,
have minimized fraudulent transfers,
bred respect for contracts, and made
(Continued

on

Page

8)

GET UNDER WAY SOON
(Continued

from

Page

1)

and evidence brought out in cross-examination. The defendants, on the
other liaiul, had planned to call about
2.S secretaries of Film Boards in the
lirst action. This number now will
he released by the court's suggested
stipulation, on principle of which
counsel are agreed, and which will
be anncunced in court this morning.
'J'hen, upon completion of testimony
by a few more witnesses, immediate
trir.1 begin.
of the second or arbitration suit
will
Secretaries, in view of expected
appearance in the two suits, were
expecting to spend considerable time
in New York in connection with the
actions. As a number of them, practice law in addition to their secretarial
duties, this would have proved a hardship. A number of exhibitor witnesses scheduled to appear for the
government in the arbitration suit
already are in New York, so that
the speeding up of the credit action
was welcome news to them.

Accuratelygiving its' readers the important news of the day,
news of vital importance
to a progressing industry which needs news
when it is news —

The Film Daily
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TESTIMONY CONTINUES
TODAY IN CREDIT CASE

Wednesday,
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Bristolphone, Acoustic/

tion and combined two theaters, he
said, one house having outstanding
$12,110 in unplayed contracts, cover(.Continued from Page 1)
ing 404 features, 369 shorts, 64 newsreels and a serial, the other $18,581,
De Forest Phonofilm, while the latter i
covering 480 features, 391 shorts, 30
will add to its present sound track j
newsreels and three serials. Prom- l^^mUBy ARTHUR W. BDDVSLm^^
disc arthe Bristolphone
system,
(Continued
on Page 7)
ise was given the $12,110 contract
rangement.
Acoustic enters the deal ,
HAROLD
LEVEY,
musical
direcwould
be
fulfilled,
but
the
other
was
exhibitors more prudent businessmen.
tor for Vitaphone pictures being by virtue of its recording experience '
He denied the allegations in the com- a total loss, he said. The FT rating put together at Vitaphone studio, ac- gained over a period of years
as holdplaint, that there are any dealings be- was applied, but periodically lifted,
quired his experience in the musical
for Sonora talking matween members outside the Film on representations made the agree- field through intensive training on mg company
chines. M. A. Schlesinger of Gen- ;
Board of Trade, or that there exists
ment would be kept he said, but de- the musical comedy stage. For a eral Talking Pictures yesterday declared no security ever had been long period he was associated with nied any negotiat
any agreement to refuse to serve the
ions have been car- •
purchaser of a theater unless outHenry W. Savage as a composer and ried on with Bristolphone.
Officials
standing contracts are assumed. He posted.
of the latter company could not be
Atlanta's board lives up to the conductor.
reached.
also denied there is any agreement credit committee rules and makes no
Roy Deutsch, president of
to keep new buyers, on a credit list, side agreements, Cole said. He denied
Metropolitan
Studios,
Fortscoring
Lee's Acoustic, maintained silence although
active
studio, has
finished
asked for a statement.
or that there is any agreement to re- that there are dealings of exchange- "Simba,"
camera record of the Afrifuse spot bookings to theater pur- men outside Film Boards, or that
can open spaces. Fifty-two cartoon
chasers unless they assume contracts, there was any agreement to refuse shorts
are now being scored.
or that there is any agreement to de- service to purchasers of theaters, unprive such purchasers of their right
Details which Louis K. Sidney is
less outstanding contracts are asto relief in court for any alleged insumed. There is no agreement to re- too busy to handle receive effective
justice, growing out of operation of
(Continued from Page 1)
fuse spot bookings to such owners, performance through Dorothy Schiffthe credit committee.
or to deprive them of their court man, his secretary who has been ing:
On cross-examination, Douglas rights, he said. He says a purchaser transplanted from the Loew office to night's World
included the followsaid that established firms are not re- can a.<'.siime all or one or any part M-G-M's eastern studio.
"Acc
ordi
ng
to one report, the
quired to fill out the credit question- of existing contracts, as exchanges
It may be the Four Marx Brothers strength in Paramount Famous
naire, stating their credit rating is
desire
to
"salvage
what
they
can."
established. Pressed by C. Stanley
Contracts of each company are con- on the stage but in the picture busi- Lasky is not merely coincidental with
Thompson, chief government counsel,
ness, it's still the Fov.r McGuire the buoyancy in Radio but is reflectsidered as one contract, he said on
ing the possibilities of a merger, or
he denied that credit committees op- croos-examination, estimating the Brothers. Frank is chief electrician
erate only for small towns, and said average exhibitor has contracts with at the Vitaphone plant in Brooklyn, at least a joint managerial operating
that while accounts are listed as CIR, from four to ten different companies. Bill is with Pathe, Walter was for- arrangement which will be mutually
which he said stood for Credit In- Financial standing is a big factor in
merly on the payroll of Cosmopolitan beneficial. The details of this plan
formation Requested, or Credit Infor- establishing rating, although ability Productions and Joe is an assistant are not yet availa
ble, however."
mation Refused, the individual case and willingness to pay are important, director. Frank, by the way, remembers
when
what
he
believes
to
decided the matter, so far as any de- he said. Questioned what would be
K-A-O, Orpheum Dividends
mand for deposit was concerned.
be the first talking picture was
Credit information is given as a done in the case of a known "dead- made at the old Edison studio about
The board of directors of the Keithmemorandum on the credit commit- beat" who assumed contracts, he said 18 years ago. It was titled "Chimes Albee-Orpheum have declared, the
that service would be up to the comregular quarterly dividend of lii per
tee report, and only when an exmittee, but then said the distributor
change requests more details is it has no alternative if the contracts of Normandy."
cent
August Vimnera, who has seen stock on the convertible preferred
given. Under the CIR rating, an ex- are assumed, and must serve such ex- considerable of the picture
payable on April 1, 1929, to
business stockhold
ers of record at the close of
change serves an exhibitor at its own
hibitor, who has indicated by assump- since he started at Nice in 1911, has
discretion, but in case of a FT rating
tion of contracts his willingness to been appoit;ted art director for Amer- business on March 19.
is expected to refuse service, he ad- fulfill them.
The board of directors of Orpheum
ican Sound Pictures Studio, which is
mitted. Exchanges, he said, check
Asked by the court if he ever knew the new title of the old Tilford studio Circuit, Inc., have declared the reguup and report violations, in certain of a distributor refusing to do busion West 44th St. Vimnera, who is
lar quarterly dividend of two per
instances. No members ever have
ness with a purchaser of a theater, well known throughout Europe as an cent on the preferred stock payable
been fined, however, he said. Dis- unless the latter assumed existing artist of distinction,
was formerly on April 1, 1929 to stockholders of
tributors are not required to recog- contracts. Cole replied in the negative. tion.
at the close of business on
with
the
old
Sawyer-Lubin
organiza- record
nize assignment of contract, he said,
March 19.
Rosemary Foley, Omaha secretary
in answer to a question as to wheth- was the next witness, and the line
er the credit committee will clear
of questioning by defense counsel was
the purchaser of a theater, obtained similar. She said that in the Omaha
from an exhibitor whQ has defaulted
territory there were 328 theater transan arbitration award.
fers in 1928, of which 16 were placed
Questioned by the court as to on the FT list; with 140 cases of
whether members could spot book assumption of contracts, and 13 where
an exhibitor after the ten day period, assumption was refused.
Douglas said the board does not try
She said that distributors are perto tell salesmen who to sell or not
mitted to rewrite contracts with new
to sell, he said it is up to the man- owners, but are not permitted to sell
ager to ascertain the account's status. more than the number of pictures
He said exchanges do not get "his under contract, but in reply to a
permission" on spot booking, but query by the court, said that, if the
usually tell him when they are serv- contracts are assumed, the exhibitor
ing an account on that basis. Doug- could buy all he wished, because the
las identified ABCD markings, on a matter then is out of the credit comphotostatic copy of one of his credit
mittee's nands, as the assumption is
reports, stating they stood for de- evidence of credit standing.
posits of $50, $100, $150 and $200 reNo hardships had been worked
spectively, and after verifying state- upon exhibitors in getting films, and
ments made in letters introduced, FT accounts could get films under
was excused.
outstanding contracts without a deE. L. Cole, Atlanta secretary, was
posit. A sumption of contracts is a
next witness. He testified to a num- big factor in credit rating, she testiber of transfers yearly in the Atlanta
fied, adding that the question as to
territory, pointing out the loss sus- whether contractual relations will be
tained in contracts which were not observed is more important than the
assumed. He explained the FT list- exhibitor's capital.
It was at this juncture that the
ings which had been made in his terIS YEARS'
EXPERIENCE IN BACK OF
ritory, principally one concerning R. court interposed, to say that time was
B. Wilby of Ensley, Ala., and Joe being wasted by same testimony and
The only process that has made good
Steed.
The two formed a corpora- urged the stipulation.
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U. S. ARBITRATION SUIT GETS
UNDER WAY IN N. Y. TODAY
Stipulation Brings Quick Close
to U. S. Credit Committee Trial

■When those 175 independently■vned theaters are annexed, as
ley will be, Fox will be pretty
luch the boss of the richest teri:ory in the United States. That
something to think about, a situ;ion which the moguls in opposing
■ mps are far from overlooking.

Stipulation of counsel, who agreed
that the evidence introduced in exPublix R-K-O?
hibits secured from files of three Film
New York film circles conBoards
of Trade, and entered as evitinued yesterday to buzz with
dence by the government as well as
reports of an impending Pararebuttal testimony and cross-examinamount-Radio- Keith - Orpheum
tion of the three boards concerned is
deal, calling for management
typical of existing practices, brought
by Publix of R-K-O houses.
a quick conclusion yesterday to the
One report had it that conAfter First Place
credit committee case.
summation of the reported neThe action was brought by the govWhile the industry is narrowing
gotiations would be announced
ernment under the Sherman law,
)wn, it is a fact, nevertheless, that
today. All parties have denied
charging
conspiracy in restraint o
there is any deal under way.
e competition for dominance contrade in operation of credit con.
Paramount yesterday closed at
lues to wage with fierce and unremitlees. The suit was brought
68, a new high for the year,
nting fury. If Paramount and Waragainst
First National, nine other dis!rs can help it. Fox will not have
sales totaled 53,500.
tributors, the Hays organization and
s own way in New York. If Fox
Film
Boards
of Trade as co-defend.n help it, on the other hand, you
ants. A permanent injunction against
in bank on his continued intention Consolidated Industries
alleged illegal practices was sought.
» crack the whip in the metropolitan
The sudden close of the case folrritory.
Net
Up 38 Film
Per Cent
in '28
lowed two days of testimony during
Consolidated
Industries
reHow it will end is delving in fuport for 1928 an increase of 38 per which the government banked its case
ires, usually a doubtful procedure, cent in net income, bringing earnings on some 38,000 exhibits obtained from
'ne prediction seems safe to make available for dividends up to the high- files of the defendants. The latter
id this is it:
(Continued on Page 5)
totallast
in the
history.
The gage of battle has been hurled. Net estfor
year company's
was $1,575,966
as
he actual tussle impends. Perhaps compared with $1,141,484 in 1927. Conn. Exhibitors To
usiness diplomacy will result in Earnings increased steadily from
forking agreements or mergers. This $351,344 in the first quarter to $455,Fight New Tax BiU
;ems more than a mere probability. 546 in the last quarter, and this progHartford, Conn. — Theater owners
t may be that the each big group,
ress continued during the first two are preparing to battle against the
ow on the outside, will go it alone. months of 1929.
proposed two per cent state tax bill
f this happens. New York will see
on all grosses, now pending. The
frenzied building campaign. If we
measure was secretly drawn up in
/ere to make a wager, we should say Publix-Fox Race Seen as
judiciary (.Continued
committee on with
aid of State
page 8)
fforts will be made to counter the
Looming in New England
'ox
first by Inmergers,
then by
Boston — 'i'here is reported to be
Dint control
construction.
this connection,
looming in New England a real race
on't forget R-K-O.
for theaters between Publix and I-'ox.
Publix has been adding to its holdLegal Inspection
ings steadily of late, and is reported
And now, the arbitration system is seeking other houses in Fox-Poli
o be scrutinized and passed upon by strongholds. Meanwhile, Fox is said
he Federal court. The government's to be planning expansion.
est case gets under way today, and
m interesting affair it promises to be.
^Vhisperings indicate the credit com- Technicolor Developing
Three-Color Process
nittee case, so quickly disposed of,
»vas but a preliminary to the legal
Technicolor is developing a three;otnbat in arbitration. It may be a color process and has taken steps for
long, drawn out affair, productive of installation of the initial laboratory
:nany surprises and fireworks. On unit for manufacture by the process,
the other hand, it may prove a tame as well as building of equipment for
iffair.
Either way, it's worth watch- production of color sound pictures,
ng.
states William Travers Jerome, in a
K A N N
(Continued
on page 8)

Conspiracy Action Second
of Two Actions Under
Anti-Trust Laws
Trial of the conspiracy suit brought
by the government against Paramount, nine other distributors, the
Hays organization and Film Boards
of Trade, is scheduled to open at
10:30 A.M., today in Federal Court,
New Voile. The case will be heard
before Judge Thatcher, presiding
judge in the credit case, brought to
a close yesterday following a stipulation between opposing counsel.
Both sides in the case are prepared
to call a number of witnesses, majtjrity of whom are on hand for the
action. The government plans to
summon to the stand between ten
and 15 exhibitors, to back up its
contention that there is a conspiracy
existing between defendants in connection with operation of the arbitration system. A permanent order
restraining the alleged conspiracy is
sought by the government.
C. Stanley Thompson is chief counsel for the government, assisted by
Ralstone R. Irvine. The defense is
represented by Edwin P. Grosvcnor
of Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft,
Arthur L. Fisk, Jr., Gabriel L. Hess
and Charles C. Pettijohn will appear
(Continued on Page 5)

Warn Cleveland Exhibitors
to Stop Theater Lotteries

Cleveland — Local exhibitors have
been warned by assistant law director Ben Levine, at a meeting of the

Cleveland
M. P. Exhibitors'
.\ss'n to
stop all lotteries
in their theaters.
Numbers given out with admission
tickets, followed by a prize drawing
Harrisburgh, Pa. — Bill to exemin is illegal in Ohio, said Levine, and
talkers from censorship in Pennsyl- warrants will be issued for all exhibitors violating this law. George
vania has been sent back to committee for reconsideration, due to W. Erdmann, secretary of the association had practically stamped out
protests received from a number of
religious leaders, who have asked this practice.
Sen. Woodward to fight the measure.

Bill to Exempt Talkers
from Censoring Protested

Baltimore Referendum on
Sunday Shows Adopted

Bahiiiiore — Bv a vote of 18 to one,
the city council recently voted to
carry the question of Sunday shows
to the public. A referendum will be
held on an undetermined date.

Nebraska Senate Kills
Sunday Opening Bill
Lincoln — Wilcox Sunday opening
measure was defeated in the senate
when a majority ruled on indefinite

postponement.
"trick"killed
amendments, made bySeveral
its author,
all
chances of passage.
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London (By Cable) — Herbert Wilcox, Victor Saville and John Stuart,
all prominent in the British industry,
are booked on the outgoing Aquitania for New York.
John Maxwell, chairman of British
International Pictures, sails on the
Berengaria next week.
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Wide Officials on 1929-1930
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Sugarman Columbia Salesman
Pittsburgh — Benjamin Sugarman
has been appointed salesman for Columbia. He comes to Columbia from
Paramount.

Thursday, March 114, 192!

Prominent Britishers Due Paula Gould Feted at
in N. Y. from London Soon
Press Luncheon in N. Y.
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"
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Paula Gould was honor guest yesterday at a farewell press luncheon
at Sardi's in New York, prior to her
departure for the Coast. Radie
Harris of Cosmo Syndicate and Virginia Morris of Warners acted as
hostesses. Guests included in addition
to Miss Gould: Irene Thirer, "The
Daily News;" Bland Johaneson, "The
Mirror;" Betty Colfax, "The Graphic;" Eileen Creelman, "The Sun;"
Marguerite Tazelaar, "The HeraldTribune;" Delight Evans, "Screenland;" Alma Talley, "Picture Play;"
Ethel Rosemon, "M. P. Stories;"
Eva Bernstein,
Lenore
Samuels. "Screen Book" and

Berg Synchronization
Heads World Wide's
Dept.

World Wide has formed a new
musical department for synchronization, with S. A. Berg in charge.
Berg was formerly with Sam Fox,
The Aquitania, with Wilcox, Sa- music publisher. He is working out
ville and Stuart aboard, is due in a development in sound and synNew
York March
19.
chronization whereby sound in connection with pictures will not be confined merely to effects.

Microphone Conquered,
'566Jesse L. Lasky Believes

Films have conquered the microphone, is the message brought back
from Hollywood by Jesse L. Lasky,
first vice president in charge of production of Paramount, who returned
to his New York desk yesterday after
spending several weeks in the California him capital. In an incredibly
short time producers have solved the
mechanical difficulties of making
talking films, Lasky declares. Pictures which he saw before leaving
Hollywood have eliminated the
"26
amateur
staginess which marred the
6
pioneer dialogue films and now combine that swift flow of movement
which
has always been characteristic
'60
0 cniema, with the best qualities
of the
of stage technique, he adds.
Robson Recovers from
Injuries
Toronto — Clarence Robson, eastern supervisor of theaters for the
Famous Players Canadian Corp., has
recovered from injuries received when
he took a bad fall down the stairway
of the Uptown here, key house of
the
big Famous
Dominion.

Players' chain in the

Schwartz
Back from
Florida
A. H. Schwartz, head of Century
Circuit, is back in New York from
Florida. The Sheepshead, at Sheepshead Bay, is Century's newest.
Fox
West

Coast

Signs
Bureau,

Richardson
THE
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DAILY

Hollywood ■ — ■ Frank Richardson,
blackface minstrel, has been signed
by Fox and will first sing several
numbers for Fox Movietone Follies.
Keith's Now Houses WCBM
Baltimore — Studio of Station
WCBM has been moved from Chateau Roof to Keith's roof, where
programs will be broadcast from this
R-K-O
combination house.

Referendum in Orlando
Orlando, Fla. — A Sunday show referendum isto be held here March 19.
The other day 320 citizens registered
with City Clerk J. Arthur Stinson to
take part in the balloting.
Leaves for "Show Boat"
Helen Morgan left New
her two Broadway shows
for Florida where she is

Premiere
York and
yesterday
to appear

Friday
at opening
"Show
at
the Capitol,
Miami,of after
whichBoat"
she
will go to Palm Beach for the premiere at the Paramount.
Cohens and Kellys Day
"Cohens and Kellj' Dsy has been
set aside for March 17 by Universal,
in connection with national release
of "The

Cohens

and Kellys in At-

lantic City."
M-G-M to Make Musical Revue
Musical comedy and vaudeville
headliners will appear in an all-talker
revue to be made by M-G-M, tentatively titled "M-G-M's Revue of Re"U" vs. Veiller

Suit

Starts

Bridgeport, Conn. — Two-year old
suit of Universal against Bayard
Veiller,
vues." playwright, started yesterday
before Judge Carl Foster, in Superior Court. Plaintiff claims Veiller
defaulted on a contract by which he
was to have written an original story
for $10,000.
Fire At Colimibus, Mo.
Columbus, Mo. — The Columbia
here was destroyed by fire causing
a loss of several thousand dollars, it
is reported.

A Million Feet oS
Everything
FILM

LIBRARY SCENES
Stone Film Library
220 W. 42nd St.
Room 2002
Phone Wisconsin 2141

Book
TheDate
Industry's
March IS Convention of eastern Pennsy
vania, southern New Jersey an
Delaware unit at Philadelphia.
March 17 Premiere
of "Show
Boat" at Pali
Ca,
itol,
and Paramount,
Beach.Miami,
April

6 Warner
National
- Stanle
Frolic at- First
Commodore
Hotel,
Ne\
York.

Pathe News Cameraman Killed
Charles R. Traub, veteran Path.
News cameraman, was killed yester
day when the triplex racing autc
driven by Lee Bible in an attcmp
to break the world's record, over
turned and crashed into him at Day
tona Beach, Florida. Bible also wa;
killed. Traub had been with Ra)
Hall Pathe News editor, since 1914
when the latter was editing tht
Hearst-Selig Pictorial.
Harris Gets New Fox Post
John Zanft, of Fox Theaters Corp.,
has appointed Milton Harris, associate director of publicity, to act as
traveling publicity director stopping
a month or two in each city through
the West and California in order to
install the Fox system in each theater.
Trop Closes Roseland Deals
Five territorial deals for Roseland's series of 12 one-reel talkers
have been closed by Jack Trop, who
sold them to Maurice Chase for
Upper N. Y. ; Liberty for Eastern Pa.
and No. N. J.; Celebrated Players'
for Wise, Minn, and Dakotas; Samuel Ludwig for No. 111. and Ind.; and!
Premier for Eastern
Mo.
\

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn. 3580

THE
WILD
HEART
OF
AFRICA

f
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■'Jeanne Eagels in 'THE LETTER' gives one of the most
gorgeous portrayals ever caught upon the silver sheet. A
talking picture triumph."

— I\ew York American

"Intelligently produced and most compietently acted. True
passages of life-like drama. Compellingly performed.'"
— iVeit? I'orfc Times

"THE LETTER' accomplishes still another step forward
in the eye-opening development of the talking film. Miss
Eagels gives a performance that holds the spectator from
first to last with compelling intensity. Reginald Owen as
the husband and O. P. Heggie are admirable. Herbert
Marshall is his own engaging self." — i\'ew York Telegram
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Now playing at $2
Criterion Theatre, N.Y.
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THE LETTER"

With O. P. HEGGIE. From the play by W. SOMERSET
MAUGHAM. Directed by JEAN de LIMUR. Another
all-talking hit from PARAMOUNT.
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Decks Cleared for Arbitration Action
U.S. SEEKS INJUNCTION
m ARBITRATION CASE
(Continued from Page I)

for the defense. I3oth staffs acted in
similar capacity in the credit committee case, which closed yesterday.
On hand for defense witnesses are
29 secretaries of Film Boards of Track-,
who are in New York to testify in
the credit committee case. However,
only three of their number were held,
the court urRinR that testimony of
the remainder he foregone by stipulation.

STIPULftTliliCS
CREDIT CJIS^TO CLOSE

The Procedure

Sidelights

Credit committee case of the government charging conspiracy
in restraint of trade against First National, nine other distributors
and the Hays organization, resolved itself, by points of stipulation
on testimony, into points of law, which will be argued by counsel.
The case was brought to a quick close, following agreement to the
st'pulation
between
counsel. case now to be heard, a date will be
With the
arbitration

(icorge Erdmann, P. J. Wood, A!
.Stcffes, Jim Ritter and Col. H. A.
Cole were among exhibitors who

set by the court for argument between counsel on the points of law
involved. It is expected that briefs will be filed, covering points at
issue, so that a decision may not be handed down for some time.
Date of argument may be set to immediately follow disposition of
the arbitration case.

Exhibitors Arrive to
Testify On Arbitration

Special Meeting of Allied
Ass'n to Be Held in N. Y.

Special meeting of Allied States
W. A. Stc*'i'es, Northwest unit leader; H. M. Richey and James Ritter Ass'n will be held in New York during or following completion of the
of the Michigan unit; Col. H. A. Cole, government conspiracy case against
Texas unit head, P. J. Wood, presi- ten distributors. Film Boards of
dent of the Ohio unit, and George Trade and the Hays association,
(Continued from Page 1)
Erdmann of the Cleveland associa- which gets under way in Federal
has subpoencd secretaries of 39 Film
tion, were among exhibitors who are
10:30 A. M. today. A numBoards for rebuttal. After three of in New York and expected to testify Courtber ofatAllied
leaders are to testify
the secretaries had been placed on for the government in the arbitration for the government in the action
the stand, the court interposed to say
gets under way in Fed- which concerns legality of workings
that the evidence apparently was suit which
of the arbitration system.
eral Court at 10:30 A.M. today.
cumulative, and that a stipulation of
counsel on testimony was advisable.
. This was agreed to readily by both
sides on Tuesday, and overnight the
stipulation was drawn up.
The stipulation was read when
court reconvened yesterday morning,
with Edwin P. Grosvenor chief of
Cross-examined
Miss F"oley
testified that investigation
determines
Less than one hour was required
defense counsel advising the court
when
transfer
of
a
theater
is
frauduto bring the credit comthat it had been agreed that the Dal- yesterday
mittee case to a close after counsel
lent and when it is not; that in the
las, Atlanta and Omaha exhibits are
typical of the government exhibits for the government and for ten dis- meantime the committee does what it
tributors, the Hays organization and thinks right, although it may be
obtained from the other 18 Film
Film
Boards
of Trade agreed to stip- wrong on a number of cases. QuesBoards and that the testimony of the
ulation on testimony. Agreeing that
tioned as to why but two or three
secretaries of those three boards is
FT
accounts
remained at the close of
the
evidence
was
cumulative,
both
typical of testimony which would be
obtained from the other 29 secretaries. sides decided that exhibits covering the year, she said some had been
In view of this fact, it was agreed activities of three boards, and testi- cleared and others had gone out of
mony of secretaries of the three business. Asked if an exhibitor on
that the remainder of the exhibits
would be withdrawn and the secretar- boards concerned, was sufficient on the credit list is notified he may spot
ies of the other 29 boards would not which to argue merits of the case.
book, she said he usually is informAccordingly, only Rosemary Foley,
ed of the fact, and said that the polbe called upon to testify.
who was on the stand when court
icy is for salesmen to call upon, exadjourned Tuesday, was called upon
plain and attempt to make an adjustment with exhibitors on the credit
to testify. She offered rebuttal testimony to several cases cited in the listing, principally for the convenience of the exhibitor.
government exhibit, explaining the
Mrs. Theresa Drazin, assistant to
credit committee stand in each instance. Of the 16 FT accounts list- Gabriel L. Hess, was recalled to the
ed during 1928, "all but two or stand to explain the difference beAttitude of the court toward testi- three" were cleared by the end of the
tween the system of arriving at tomony to be introduced is expected to year, she said. She reiterated testitals in the national report of credit
be determining factor in length of the
mony of previous witnesses, denying committees in 1928, as contrasted
there exists any conspiracy to refuse with 1927. The 1928 report, she said,
trial
of
the
government's
arbitration
action against ten distributors, Film service to purchasers of theaters who represented the ultimate report, while
Boards of Trade and the Hays or- do not assume outstanding contracts; the 1927 report was based on first
ganization. The government has beany conspiracy exists to re- listing, with no information available
tween ten and 15 witnesses to call in denying
fuse such purchasers spot bookings as to disposition of the case listed.
support of its contention that a con- or to deprive them of their rights in
Both plaintiff and defense passed
spiracy in restraint of trade exists court, in matters growing out of opfurther argument, with the case adin connection with the conduct of
erations of credit committees.
journning at 11:10 A.M.
arbitration. On the other hand, the
defense has 29 Film Board secreRussian Film Screened Today
Film Guild Site Transferred
taries as witnesses. The court may
The .\merican Society for Cultural
suggest or insist upon stipulation on
Property housing the Film Guild
testimony in the arbitration case, as Relations with Russia will show "10,- Theater on West 8th St., New York,
was done in the credit committee 000 Miles Thru Russia with a has been conveyed bv the 52 W. 8th
case, reducing estimated time of two Camera," todav, at the Engineering St. Realty Co. to the M. & H. Operweeks for trial, to but little more Auditorium, 29 W. 39th St., New
ating Corp., subject to a mortgage
York.
than two days.
of $290,000.

Less Than An Hour Needed
To Wind Up Credit Case

LENGTH flAL TO
DEPEND MSTIMONY

^^

By CHARLES

F. IIYNES

^

have shinvn case
up for
the government's
arbitration
in New
York. They
came posthaste to testify in the goverimient arbitration action, joining
H. M. Richey who was on the scene
when the credit rase opened Monday.
When it looked like a long seigc
ahead before the arbitration case
would be reached, the boys began
sharpening their iiencils, figuring out
they were dropping plenty of bucks
a day on the government's allowance
to witnesses. And that's without
figuring the loss to their business
at
However,
court'strial,
action
in home.
speeding
up thethecredit
so
that it was brought to quick conclusion yesterday morning, caused smiles
all around.
*
*
*
Film Board secretaries, resigned
to a loTig stay, figured they could
use
recess toa
catchyesterday
various afternoon's
shows. However,
meeting precluded this, for the
credo of the organization
is hard
work.
*
*
*
"Buck"
Steffes
was
reminiscing
yesterday on his previous jump to
New York as a witness in a tractor
case. After being kept in town about
ten days, he was called to the stand,
to answer five questions, and all his
replies were: t "I do
* not* know."
Yesterday's gathering of Film
Board secretaries, was augmented
by Mrs. G. Moffet, Cleveland; A. L.
Mermugh, Kansas City; Duke Duihbar of Denver and James Fitzgerald, Washington.
Ben Koenig, who besides being
secretary of the Milwaukee Film
Board, has an enviable "rep" in the
Beer City as an attorney, is following the
proceedings
with
a professional
interest. Ben is
a brother
of
"Bill" Koenig, veteran production
executive, who now does his stuff at
Warners' Hollywood
«
* plant.
*
Charles Zears, secretary of the
Oklaho^na Film. Board, runs out and
grabs a paper bright and early each
moi~ning, to see if any more goverback
home. nors have been impeached
*
*
*
Seems rather strange that Frank
J. Rembusch, "stormy petrel of Indiana," is not in New York for the
arbitration case. Rembusch is credited with urging, if not actually investigating, the two year government probe of arbitration, and has
been a consistent foe of compulsory
arbitration.
«
*
*
// the case lasts much longer,
maybe a convention of secretaries
won't be needed this year.

'Greatest Screeil
??-,^^

DAVEY

"BOUND

PICTURE

TO GLEAN

THAT

UP"

IS BOUND

TO

clean up. Easy to forecast a box office sensation comparable to Jackie Coogan's early
features. The youngster sings "Sonny
Boy," after which the returns are all in and
there's nothing to it. Will make 'em rave.
Nothing could be sweeter on the box office
— Yarkty.
side.

"SUCCESS

THE MILLIONS

ASSURED"

WHO

HEARD

DAVEY

Lee sing over the radio, right then and there
made the success of "Sonny Boy" assured.
Davey Lee is blessed with the faculty of
creeping into your heart and cuddling there,

talking some of his lines and singing. That's
more than enough for the mob.
— Film Daily.

DAVEY

"DAVEY

LEE CLICKS.

find.

VARNERl
BROS.

CLICKS"

HE IS A MOVIE

— Evening Graphic.

VlT^ntoi»]

"SCREEN
LEE

IS,

FIND"

WITHOUT

A

doubt, the greatest screen find of years.
The Warner Bros, have reason to congratulate themselves.
— New York Evening Journal.

"ACTION

FAST"

"SONNY BOY" WILL BE A FAVORite with all movie lovers. The action is
fast, the story interesting and the playing
"PAent.
CKED — Morning Telegraph.
excell

DAVEY LEE AN INfant prodigy that can
HOUSE
keep
a packed " house
hugging itself
in glee.
— Telegram.

NOW!
Warner Bros.
^^^S.
atre DA/LY
TheTW/CE
At $2-^0 Top
-and taming 'eman^ay

ind of Years!
"BOX OFFICE
HTER"
LAUG
MERRY
FARCE
COMEDY.

A
Seldom have such gales of laughter
eeted a talking picture.
— New York Times.

"SWELL

BOY"

THE DOL
BOX
OFFICE
LARS"
may burst with dollar
bills at the Warner Theatre where Davey Lee
made his starring debut.
— Daily News.

)AVEY LEE IS A SWELL LITtie boy. Hundreds and thousands of
I people will like to see the little fellow. — Nevj York
Evening Post.
^^

WARNER
BROS.
have a star of the first
magnitude in Davey
Lee. His performance
is positively amazing.
He brings the house
down. — Evening World.

KIP

Sonny
Bog
HEimS-Hf

EDWARD EVERETT
NORTON
BETTY BRONSON
DiKectet/ 6y ARCHIE

L.MAYO

TAIKS-HE CHARMS

NOAHS

DESERT

Aleui

If Cnminq Along

X/orks

*iill
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<^E^
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Editor,
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Adding of Depth, Color and Technicolor Developing
Three-Color Process
Sound Forecast by Milliken

Sound Pictures
iSjf CHARLES

OAiLV

(Continued from Page 1)

P. HYNESi

1,456 Wired
Western Electric has wired
1,456 theaters in the United
States for sound projection by
the dual system of film and
disc as of March 9.

Renter"

Springfield, Mass. — "Depth will
soon be added to movement, color letter to stockholders. Meanwhile,
and sound to make pictures the the firm is doubling its capacity for
greatest medium of expression in the manufacture of positives by the twohistory of the world and the most color process. All plants are on a 24complex form of art that man has hour basis.
The firm, Jerome says, has paid off
evolved," in the opinion of Carl
Milliken, secretary of the Hays or- its bank indebtedness of $500,000 and
ganization, told the Women's Club reduced materially loans made by
of Springfield. Milliken stressed cul- several principal stockholders. Bank
tural advances already made by pic- cash of $200,000 in excess of liabilitures.
ties was on hand as of March 1, the
company
and subsidiaries report.

Films Via Television Are
'Erpi' System for Erlanger
Houses, Not Photophone Promised Soon by Jenkins Conn. Exhibitors To
Fight New Tax Bill

London — "Talkies" still continue
to be the chief topic of conversation
in the trade, the battle raging principally around the question of interMotion pictures will broadcast
Electrical Research Products holds
changeability. Various councilatory
over the radio via television in New
(Continued from Page 1)
statements have been made by E. O. a contract for wiring of all Erlanger
York by about April 1, according to
Heyl, vice-president of RCA Photo- theaters for sound, states C. W. Bunn, James W. Garside, president of the Tax Comm. Blodgett. Republican
phone relative to the freedom which general sales manager of the West- Jenkins Television Corp. A station state organization is understood to
ern Electric subsidiary. Previously
will be allowed exhibitors to play any
be actively backing the bill.
sound films on RCA apparatus and it had been stated erroneously that to transmit the images is being erectA censorship committee would be
RCA sound films on other types of RCA-Photophone equipment would
ed atop the new Jenkins' manufac- created by another measure now beturing plant at 346 Claremont Ave.,
be installed in the Erlanger chain of
equipment.
fore the legislature. It provides for
Jersey
City.
Meanwhile, it is being urged by houses, for roadshowing of talkers.
a board of two men and a woman,
at an annual salary of $4,500 each,
many in the trade that the "talkie"
situation will re-act strongly against
which would be met by a tax of $2
exhibitors if anything but the best
per 1,000 ft. of film. Newspapers
editorially oppose the measure.
and most effective systems are inPortland, Ore. — Portland Theatristalled. The allegation that America
Dover, O.— Capitalized at $100,000,
cal League has been formed by theais trying to get round the Films the Chrest Sound Equipment Co. has
Publix Students to Visit Studio
ter owners, who seek protection and
Act by exercising its domination in received a charter to manufacture
the matter of sound installations is and market a sound device invented a means of cooperating on local
John Barry, head of the Publix
problems. Bill Parker, of the U. A. Managerial School, and 28 of his
repudiated by Western Electric cham- by George Chrest, of the Ohio thea- Rivoli and Peoples theaters, is a students
will visit the studios of
pions who state that indifferent proter. Manufacture has already commember
of
the
board.
An
adjustmenced
at
the
Walter
Robb
machine
jection of the new medium will do
Aesop's Film Fables this afternoon
ment of early morning prices will be to study the making of animated carincalculable harm and that cheap ap- shops and first installation will be
taken
immediately.
It
is
understood
toons. Paul Terry and his stafif will
paratus will in the long run turn out made tomorrow in Akron.
give
demonstrations
for the embryo
the
25
cents
opening-till-1
o'clock
inwho
exhibitors
to
expensive
to be
managers.
price will be abolished.
stall it. So far, however, the main
body of the trade is not impressed
with these arguments.
Minneapolis — Vitatone, newly perfected sound device, will be distributed in the Northwest by L. H.
("Mickey") Coen, who directed perfection of the machine, under Strom
Toronto — Twenty-three theaters of
Canada now are presenting sound
patents.
Installations will cost $1,500, which
programs on a permanent basis and
practically all have Western Electric includes extra replacement • parts.
installation. There are two Canadian It is planned to manufacture 25 machines monthly. Ofh,ces have been
cities already boasting three wired
theaters, these being Ottawa and opened at Film Exchange Bldg.
Winnipeg. At Ottawa, the Regent,
Avalon and Rex are wired and a
A Feature Production of Sardou's
Marketing "Noah's Ark" Songs
Great
Story
fourth, the Imperial, is opening with
Irving Berlin, Inc., has put on the
sound pictures March 16. Winnipeg
market special Vitaphone editions of
has the Metropolitan, Capitol and
the two songs heard most frequently
Garrick wired. The Capitol, King- during the action of Warner Bros.
stonj Ont., has opened with Western
Electric equipment. Manager R. J. Vitaphone spectacle, "Noah's Ark."
Harrison closed the Capitol, St. Cath- They are "Heart 'O Mine" which is
theme melody, and "Old Timer,"
erines, Ont., early in March for reno- the
vation and for installation of sound another number. The music publishers co-operate with exhibitors in exfixtures.
ploiting songs and pictures.
The smallest town in Canada to have a

Portland (Ore.) Exhibs.
Chrest Organizes to
Manufacture New Device
Form Protective Ass'n

Coen to Handle New Sound
Device in 7 N. W. States

To Every Independent Exchange
and Roadshow Man • • •

23 Theaters in Canada
Now Wired for Sound

The Opera ThrilloDrama

La Tosca

Synchronized with song and music for
use on non-synchronous machines
SEE — HEAR

sound-film theater is Sherbrooke, Quebec, this
being the Granada, recently opened by United
Amusements, Montreal. The policy of this
house is to play a synchronized program three
days each week with a silent progrram for the
other three days. The Prince Rupert, new
house in Prince Rupert, is being wired.
Incidentally, announcement has been made
by the Northern Electric Co., Montreal, which
controls Western Electric installations in Canada, that the Electrical Research Products,
Inc., of Philadelphia, Pa., is looking after
the wiring of seven picture theaters in Alaska.

Pacent Debut in Cleveland
Cleveland — The Regent, owned by
Paul Gusdanovic has installed a Pacent Reproducer sound installation.
This is the first of this make in operation in Cleveland.

Nebraska

House

Wired

York, Neb. — The Sun, which is
equipped with Vitaphone and Movietone, will open
soon.
Georgia House to Get Sound
Moultrie, Ga. — The Grand Theater
Co. will build a $75,000 house to seat
1,000.
It will be equipped for sound.
Massachusetts House Wired
Greenfield, Mass. — Goldstein Bros,
have opened the 2,000 seat Garden.
It IS equipped with Vitaphone and
Movietone.

La Tosca

A specially composed theme number
"TOSCA WALTZ"
For territorial rights bookings, etc. apply at once to

PRIME

PICTURES

729 Seventh Avenue
PORTABLE

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

CORP.
New York City
FURNISHED

Zikor's Famous Players Canadian Holdings Sold

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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The Family
rVSHIONING

public tastes is

[^ a large order.
Any industry which rises ^r falls in
0 as the man in the street
ts it should watch its otep.
lice is directed today to the
i)f sophistication which is
^ its mark on the current
pictures.

;ing films with a greater dematurity is a splendid idea.
1 fluff has been turned out
llywood in years past to
ihe most exacting of PollyYet to attempt to swing
■astes into different channels
r-i overnight is the wrong way
;i about it. If motion pictures
e () be made from stories that
e ock-ribbed in life and drama,
change should be gradual.

False Speed
l_ii pears to us that producers are
ipting to hurry along a movewhich cannot be hurried solely
ise the public must be gently
d. The keystone of the indussuccess is to be found in family
. Lose that because of unsavory
;s or daring treatments and the
ig situation will be well nigh
rous.
: stand foursquare behind any
ment that makes for a sturdier
n, but we do insist that bringhis about by upheavals bordern the violent will never accomthe purpose. Only i long, careexecuted educative process will
ve the desired result.
Hollyand New York, take heed.

Smashed!
St Sunday, the Roxy ended a
wind day witli $27,635 in its
rs. A one day record for the
;er which means for the history
>ition. What next?

Reward

le of the charming bits of the
ih's Ark" program is an operatitaphone number in which Hope
ipton demonstrated that for the
ful worker there is reward. Miss
ipton sang several arias from
non' and did them delightfully,
happen to know how diligently
has worked. Therefore this
enition.
K A N N

Friday, March

Price 5 Cents

15, 1929

ARBITRATION CONSPIRACY
IS DENIED IN U. S. ACTION
Compulsory Arbitration Under
''Unfair Contract, U.S. Target
Charge that the uniform contract
[The surprising
Gov't suddenness,
Rests
With
C. Stanley Thompson, chief of
government counsel in the arbitration action being heard in
Federal Court, New York, yesterday announced that the government rested its case. The
move followed introduction of
the government exhibits, with
Thompson resting on documentary evidence, without calling
any witnesses. However, witnesses are to be called by the
government
in rebuttal testimony.

Exhibitor Agreements Are
Basis of System, Is
Defense Keynote

Maintaining its denial that there is
no conspiracy to coerce exhibitors in
is one sided, imposing most liabilities he oi)erations of the arbitration board
on the exhibitor and is most advan- and enforcement of awards. Paratageous to the di.slributor; and that
mount, nine other distributors, the
arbitration system, practices im- Hays organization and Film Boards
pose restraint on interstate commerce of Trade will continue their defense
in violation of law, is made by the
against the government's conspiracy
Dept. of justice in its suit against charge
in Federal Court, New York,
Paramount, nine other distributors at 10:30 A.M. today. The governand Film Boards of Trade, in the
ment has rested its case.
second of two suits in equity, which
Operation of the arbitration sysopened in Federal Court New York
tem and enforcement of awards, the
yesterday.
defense contends, through its chief
The government's position was out- counsel, Edwin P. Grosvenor of
lined by(Continued
C. Stanley
spe- Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft, are
on Thompson,
Page 4)
conducted under agreements between
the dcfcMuhnts and exhibitors. The
{Continued

REPORTED INCLUDING RCA
Berlin (By Cable) — It is understood here that RCA Photophone,
.Acoustic Products, Sonora-Bristolphone and De Forest Phonofilm are
the American sound systems reported
linked in a combination of French,
German and English sound companies
which will attempt to sew up the
British and continental markets. The
(Continued

on

Page

18)

London — The New Empire, recently completed on the site of the famous theater of the same name, becomes Greater London first run for
Fo.K as a result of the Loew deal.
(Continued on Page

16)

Page

4)

Interchangeability Status
$5,957,218
EOR
'28
PEAK
EARNINGS EOR EOX FILM Change Pleases Exhibitors
With net profits of $5,957,218 after
all charges and taxes for the year
ending Dec. 29, 1928, Fox Film Corp.
reads a new high mark in its carnin.us. The current profits are equivalent to $6.47 a share on the combined 920,660 shares of no par Class
A and Class B outstanding. This
compares with §3,120,556, or $6.24 a
.'^hare on the 400,000 shares of Class
A and the 100,000 shares of Class B
outstanding as of Dec. 31, 1927.

Paramount Sells Interest in
Famous Players Canadian Co.

FOX GETS 27 HOUSES IN
FOREIGN LANDS VIA LOEW

on

-Satisfaction is being expressed by
exhibitors throughout the country
over the improvement in the interchangeability situation, according to
.'\bram F. Myers, president of Allied
States Ass'n. Letters backing up
their views have been received at his
Washington headquarters. He recently appealed to the Dept. of Justice for an investigation of the situation. Myers is in New York attending trial of the arbitration case.
He may be called as a witness, it is
understood.

Publix Move to Offset
Fox Under Way in N. E.

Boston — Construed here as steps in
a campaign to combat tlie Fox-Poli
holdings in New England, Publix
Paramount has disposed of "a sub- will build a 2,150-seat theater in
stantial interest" in Famous Players Salem. It will be ready Labor Day.
Canadian Corp., according to a form- The chain has also leased a 1,400-seat
al statement issued yesterday by house now being built in Newport,
Adolph Zukor. The holdings were R. L
bought by various unnamed Canadian
interests, but understood to be the
Temporary Delay in Springfield
group until now holding control.
Springfield, Mass. — Legal difficulThere will be no changes in manties are reported to have temporarily
agement, Zukor contiiming as president of the Canadian
chain, which delayed the purchase of the CapHol
Negotiations will be reoperates 140 houses throughout
the by Publix.
sumed later.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

THE

"Show Boat" Premiere Set
Paramount Sells
for Sat. at Palm Beach
Interest
in
F-P
Gana,
(Continued from Page 1)
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Sales
13,400
1,500
400

Universal's "Show Boat" opens at
the Paramount, Palm Beach, Saturday night, with most of the leaders
at the winter colony scheduled to attend the premiere.
Paramount is understood to have
Box-holders include J. J. Raskob,
controlled about 30 per cent of the
Canadian company. Under a franchise E. T. Stotesbury, J. Leonard Reploarrangement which has a number of gle, Drexel Biddle, H. C. Phipps, E.
years to run, the Famous Players F. Hutton, Jerome D. Kern, Helen
Canadian Corp. secures the full out- Morgan, Mrs. G. F. Vanderbilt, J.
S. Phipps, Florenz Ziegfeld, E. R.
put of Paramount for the Dominion.
Bradley, Jules Bache, Frank Hutton, Gerald Dalil, Barclay WarburT. King, and others.
Consolidated '28 Earnings ton,TheJohnpicture
Equal to $2.44 Per Share Capitol, Miami. opens tonight at the
After allowing for the $2 cumulative dividend on 300,000 shares of Du Pont to Market 2 New
preferred, Consolidated Film Industries, in 1928, earned $2.44 a share
Types of Stock for Sound
on 400,000 shares of common. CurDu Pont-Pathe has developed two
rent assets of $3,253,088 are listed specialized sound recording negaon the balance sheet as of Dec. 31,
to be known as "V.D." and
1928, with liabilities of $1,634,279. "V.A.",tives,former
to be utilized for vaCash and marketable securities total
riable
density
recording,
and "V.A."
$850,772.
for variable area recording. LaboraCompany's statement reveals that
tory technicians have been at work
it extended its operations during many months determining correct
1928 into allied fields through acqui- types of stock for sound production,
sition of Combined Title Studios, Inc., embodying characteristics desired
of California; Elco Gelatine Publish- both by recording engineers and
ing Co., Wyanoak Pub. Co. and Com- laboratory technicians.
bined Photo Industries, Inc.
Dominion, under active management
of
tor. N, L. Nathanson, managing direc-

Thalberg Leaves for Coast
Warner Assets Up to
Following Meeting in N. Y.
$17,181,446 as of Dec. 1 Irving Thalberg, M-G-M produc-

As of Dec. 1, 1928, Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc. showed total assets of
4,200
$17,181,446 compared with $15,785,801 on Aug. 31, 1928, and surplus $3,728,153 against $810,429. Current
4,500
300
assets totaled $8,623,103 and current
liabilities $5,610,937 as contrasted
4,s66
85,700 with $8,103,374 and $9,166,741 respectively on August 31, 1928.
3.900
10,966
100

3o'666
900
17,300
700
3,400
300
5,600
6,000
45,000
400
100
3,000
11,800
100

5
1
2
30

Marmoulian to Direct
Rouben Marmoulian, who staged
"Porgy" and "Wings Over Europe"
for the Theater Guild, has been
signed as a director for Paramount.

4

"U" Declares Quarterly Dividend
A regular dividend of $2 on the
first preferred was declared yesterday by Universal Pictures, payable
on April 1 to stock of record March
25th.
Orlando "Blue" Election
Orlando,
Fla. — The Passage of the
'"
7
ordinance repealing the "blue" law
here has been requested in a petition signed by approximately 1,000
voters. A referendum is to be called
soon. The city commission is against
the proposed ordinance.

tion executive, left for the west coast
yesterday following a series of conferences with ofificials of the company in New
York.

TheDate
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April
May
May
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Convention
of eastern P(
vania, southern New Jerse
Delaware unit at Philadelpl
P;
Premiere of "Show Boat" l
itol,
Beach.Miami, and Paramount

,).
id
,,.
m

Warner - First
National - S ey
Frolic at Commodore Hotel
York.
14-15-16 Convention
of Western
nsylvania Exhibitor Unit at
burgh.
1 Annual meeting of Quebec i.
itor unit, Montreal.
6-9 Fpring
meeting
of Society
Engineers
in New
York. of >.

Alden to Make 104 Shoi
Talkers for Sam Ef 3
Several series of short reel tal
embracing 104 subjects, will be •
duced by Alden Film for Safrus ■
ture Corp., headed by Sam F
who is marketing Moviephone.
entire group will be all-talking 1
made both for film and disc. }
of the first series have already i
delivered.
Alden Miller heads a produc
unit which leaves tomorrow
Havana where the next four wil
produced. Billie Rainsford is s
ring. Jack Brown and Tom Br
are cameramen. Three of the
series are single reel detective stc
and the fourth a two reel come

Leslie Jordan Dies
Leslie Jordan, well known |
licity man and lately press b
writer for RKO, died at his horn
56 Lincoln Ave., Newark, Wed
Chaplin Recovers
IVea Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY day evening. Funeral services
Hollywood — Charles Chaplin, hav- expected to take place Saturday af
ing recovered from his recent illness, noon.
is expected to resume work on his
Johnson With Publix
unfinished picture next week.
Fort Smith, Ark.— D. L. Jolir
has succeeded Tom Schmidt as n
Roach Here Today
ager of the New and Joie. Johr
Hal Roach, arrives in New York was formerly manager of the Ca[
today on a business visit. He will at Oklahoma City. Smith has t
confer with M-G-M executives and transferred to Austin as managei
arrange details of the forthcoming the Queen.
production schedule at the Roach
Wilcox Here
studio.
Charles
Wilcox
of British I
Dominions
Film
Corp.
Ltd. is in ^
Morgan Leaves for Coast
York from London.
His brot
Having completed his task of or- Herbert, arrives next week.
ganizing the M-G-M eastern studio
camera staff, Ira Morgan departed
"Mons"
at Cameo
on Saturda
yesterday for the coast, leaving
American
premiere
of New Els
Harry Williams as chief cinematog- day.
British picture, "Mons", takes p)|:
at the Cameo, New York on Satr
rapher.

Baldwin at Detroit Sold
Detroit— Mabel Baldwin has sold
Fire Damages St. Paul House
the Baldwin here to Louis and WilSt.
Paul — Damage to the extent of
liam Kimmel. The deal involved $350,$5,000 was done by a
000, it is reported. The Royal, owned approximately
fire at the Garrick here. The house
by Kimmels', was turned over to
Miss Baldwin as part payment with is owned by F. & R. and seats 1,200.
the understanding that it is not to
Buys Colbertson House
be used as a theater for 10 years.
Colbertson, Neb. — J. J. Book has
purchased the American.
White, Receiver for Toledo Co,
Toledo, O. — Harry White, manager
of the New Empire here, was apCall
pointed receiver for the Toledo TheWAFILMS,
Inc.
Walter A. Futter, Pres.
atrical Co. by Common Pleas Judge
for
Gosline. The receivership was asked
by the Commerce Guardian Trust &
Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46th St.. New York
Savings Bank Co. to satisfy a judgment.
Bryant 8181

ANOTHER
CIRCUIT
Very Much Pleased!

After screening your trailers we are
very much
pleased to enclose three
yearly contracts for same.
SAMUEL
H. LEVIN
THEATRES,
San Francisco,
Calif.
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Defense Insists That U.S. Show Injury
Government
mm. OPENS DENYING
Loses a Round

(.Continued

from Page

1)

The government lost a round in the arbitration suit yesterday,
in its contention that arbitration of bicycling cases is "going beyond"
the powers vested in the board by the contract. The government
contended that, as violation of the copyright act, such cases should
be submitted only to the Federal Court. In answer to query from
the court, the government counsel said, such procedure does not
seem to be proper.
The court could see no reason why a copyright law violation
could not be compromised between the parties and arbitrated, and
declared it could not exercise responsibility for what can and cannot be arbitrated.

system, the defense insists, has proved of great benefit to the entire industry.
Defense of the action, the second
brought by the government against
the same defendants, was started yesterday, after the government suddenly rested its case without calling any
witnesses. The case is an action in whose different functions in the inequity with a permanent injunction
dustry be outlined.
sought by the government against alLike the credit committee action,
leged illegal features of the arbitra- the arbitration case is brought under
tion system.
the Sherman anti-trust law. As 60
Gabriel L. Hess, general attorney per cent of films are distributed by
for the Hays organization and for the companies named, and 98 per
Film Boards of Trade, was the first cent by members of Film Boards of
witness, testifying as to the history Trade, the exhibitor, it is alleged, is
and adoption of the uniform contract forced to comply with the demands
of which the arbitration agreement the government contends are made
is a part.
by the defendants.
Government counsel read the text
The preceding case had a similar
purpose and concerned operation of of the uniform contract, including
credit committees throughout the the arbitration agreement, and outlined arbitration laws existing in
United S'tates. That action, was
brought to a close by stipulation on some states. He said that in each
testimony. It was started Monday Fihn Board there are about 15 distributors, who are organized, while
afternoon, and taken under advisement by the court. Briefs are to be exhibitors are scattered in the varifiled, with argument of counsel to
ous zones. The government, he said,
follow.
is attacking the legality of the arbitration system and methods used to
Thompson Reads Complaint
enforce it.
The arbitration case opened yesIt appears, government counsel
terday morning with reading of the
said, that arbitration boards sliould
complaint by Thompson, special assistant attorney general. The gov- have discretionary powers in fixing
ernment contends there exists be- deposits to be demanded from exhibitors who do not comply with
tween the defendants conspiracy to
awards. The board does not fix the
coerce exhibitors to arbitrate, foregoing their right of going to court maximum, but the Film Board secretary does, he said. An arbitration
on claims arising under the contract,
information
list is supplied members
and to refuse them film service, unless they post deposits, in case of of each board, and sometimes exchanged with other boards in cases
failure to comply with an arbitration
award. In addition, the government of overlapping territories.
contends that side agreements beWhat Gov't
Contends
tween exchange managers result in
Thompson then attacked the right
their exceeding rules or arbitration, of arbitration to hear bicycling cases,
without knowledge of the defendants, contending that as violations of the
copyright law, they should be heard
only in Federal Court, although the
court declared he could see no reason

A Break

p. J. Wood, business manager
of the Ohio exhibitor unit;
George Erdmann, business
manager of the Cleveland association and Nathan Yamins,
Fall River, Mass., a member of
the contract committee, yesterday were permitted by government counsel to return to their
respective homes, but instructed
to hold themselves in readiness
for call as witnesses. Meanwhile, Abram F. Myers, president of Allied, W. A. Steffes,
president of the Northwest unit,
H. M. Richey, business manager of the Michigan unit, and
Col. H. A. Cole, head of the
Texas unit, remain in New
York under government subpoena.

$ EXHIBITS AND WITNESSES
AGREED TO BYSTIPOLATION
For the purpose of speeding up
trial of the arbitration case, counsel
have agreed to select tlie exhibits
from files of eight Film Boards of
Trade, stipulating that these are typical ef exhibits gathered from all
boards, whose files were examined
by the government. It is planned
to have only the secretaries of those
eight boards testify, but more may
be called and additional exhibits
placed in evidence, if deemed neceslation. sary, under reservations to the stipu-

EXCEED^ER, Clfll
government's claim is that the power'
of arbitration boards had been un-'!
fairly used or overreached.
',
The government contends the con- '
tract is one-sided, replied Thompson ;
and as 98 per cent of films are dis-l'
tnbuted by the defenants, exhibitors'
are
forced to sign it to operate their
theaters.

Grosvenor
Opens
Defense
As in the credit case, no charge of
The government contends evidence monopoly or price agreements is
will show that boards have gone be- niade by the government in the arbitration complaint, Edwin P. Grosyond the powers vested in them by
the contract, Thompson contended,
venor, defense counsel chief, declared
using the arbitration system as a col- in opening the defense. The governlection agency, for collection on open
ment, he said, admits that competition exists, declaring that exhibitors
account shipments, bad checks, payment for refused shipments, and for favor the system. He branded the
disputes
advertising.and payments concerning government case an attack on commercial arbitration, to which ThompThe contract, said Thompson, is
son replied that the attack is on comfor licensing of film only and the arpulsory arbitration.
Grosvenor then cited the accord
bitration of disputes not arising under the contract is illegal.
existing between distributors and exhibitors in arbitrating cases. Tlie
The evidence will show, Thompson promised, that the agreements governmen
t, he said, shouldn't come
existing, implied if not expressed, re- in with the theory that the system
sult in blacklisting of an exhibitor was wrong, but should prove that
who does not comply with an award, there was any injury to an individual
unless he posts deposits with each or to the public.
exchange.
"After all, said Grosvenor," it is
The court then asked why the gov- our industry, "adding that the government is concerned in the matter
ernment must prove injury or the
and how the public is interested, Sherman law was not involved. He
querying whether there is any op- cited the need for quick decisions
and drew attention to an exhibitor
pression, complaint or injury.
Hundreds of exhibitors have com- request for arbitration of cases on
plained that they do not feel they
hours' notice."
should be forced to accept the con- 24 Tracing
origin and development of
the
uniform contract, the defense
tract and compulsory arbitration, replied Thompson, and feel that they called attention to the multiplicity of
should be free to negotiate agree- contracts prior to 1923 and told of
ments on product they buy.
the contract negotiations to date,
Replying to declaration of the which have resulted in adoption at
court that he had listened in vain for various stages of seven different
any claim of damage, Thompson said standard contracts. He also stated
the alleged agreements existing re- the contract was changed in August.
strain interstate commerce in viola- 1926 to conform to the views of the
tion of law.
Attorney General. He touched upon
The most essential factor is the ef- the Trade Practice Conference in
fect, the court replied, asking if the 1927, at which he said the principle
of arbitration was endorsed with but
why such
bitrated.

disputes

could

not

be

ar-

(Continued
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cial assistant attorney general and
chief counsel for the government in
the case. His statement was in reply
to queries from the court as to why
the government is interested in the
workings of the arbitration system
in the industry.
"Why is the government concerned," asked the court, "how is
the public interested?" addmg that
throughout the reading of them comvam
plaint the bench had listened
for any claim of damage.

on

Page
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Long Trial?

Indications were yesterday
that the arbitration case would
run into next week. Only one
witness has been heard to date,
Gabriel L. Hess of the Hays
organization. With exhibits
from eight Film Boards of
Trade and testimony of eight
secretaries to be introduced,
several days' sessions seem likely. However, Judge Thatcher
speeded up the credit case, by
urging a stipulation, and may
find
a short cut for the present
action.
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THE PERFECT 100% TALKING-DANCINGTHRILLING-GRIPPING MELODRAMA

What A
Spellbinder!
Alibi is everything these folks who

know their pictures

have to say about it. Alibi |ust literally knocked them off
their seats at a recent preview in Hollywood Stars, directors, exhibitors and press just went wild with enthusiasm
over this great production.

Let their opinions be your guide.
Alibi is wonderful entertainment.

NORMA r^TALMADGE

Since seeing and

now at work on a 100% ^i^ talking picture

J

,-^ —

i

•

—

^-^^

.

hearing Roland

West's triumph; have exhausted my
supply of superlatives telling every-

DOUGLAS ^ FAIRBANKS
'v^ose"lron Mask" is break -'ff

ing records in New York

great it is."
body how
"'Alibi'th
rilled me to death. I think

it is a masterpiece and one of the
finest box-office promises imaginable. Everything about it is great
and Roland West has sure given
the world a classic talking produc-

HERBERT ^BRENON
Director of "Sorrell & ^^
"Lummox"

Son" and now making 100% talkie of

HENRY 0 KING
who has just finished^p'^ "She Goes to War," biggest picture of its
kind, with dialogue and sound

SAM ^r- TAYLOR
Director of
^/
"Coquette"

"A magnificently directed picture
that will bring magnificent revenue

Mary Pickford's sensational 100% talkie

box-offices."
to tion."
"It's a great show and that is what
everybody wants to see. It will pack
them in at the box-oPFice and is
superior to anything in talking and
sound yet released."
"'Alibi'is the most surefire picture I

have ever seen. Is perfect for everybody and will put them on the edge
of their seats from start to finish. Its
melodramatic

situations are abso-

lutely without equal."

What a picture. It nfiakes me shud-

LEWIS ^^MILESTONE

der to think what I have to follow."

Preparing for ^^Jl^rl 00% Talkie starring Lupe Velez.

GEORGE fll FITZMAURICE
Directing "The Locked^^*(yDoor," 100% talking picture

Most
thrilling
melodrama
ever
produced on the screen.
I predict
tremendous box-office for it everyere.

ective

JOSEF ^ VON STERNBERG ;j;r:;,\x:hl°.".tr:s

Paramount direc ^P' tor of'Underworld," "The Drag Net,
'The Last Command"

C GARDNER K SULLIVAN
famous scenario creator

to the talking picture book that it

who views it."
'Tm a tough critic but Alibi just
went ahead and bowled me right
out of my seat into the center aisle,

actor

Popular screen

Alibi will be the greatest stimulant
could ever receive. It is a truly wonderful piece of work that will be
rewarded by satisfying everybody

WOLHEIM

LOUIS.'

gvehicleproduced.l cannotpraise
ing vehicle produced. I cannottesttalki
it too much. I'm crazy about it."

and I have to say marvelous."

J. BOYCE t? SMITH

"'Alibi is far in advance

in any-

thing of its kind. It held me spell-

Production Manager, (^BK^ Inspiration Pictures

DOROTHY

HERZOG

"Thank God I You gave me
bound."
greatest picture I ever saw."

well-known newspaper critic

Now

the

from the heart of the

^™**fiTheatre-The

Box-Office

Here's a wire from A. H. Yeomans
elled from Arizona

who trav-

to attend the preview —

'Made special trip from Arizona to see 'Alibi' and am sure glad I came. It is greatest talking
picture I ever saw and held me spellbound — start to finish. Public wants entertainment and Alibi
has more than any sound or talking picture I ever saw and have seen them all. Prophesy it will
be 1929's biggest box-office success.
with talking equipment."

'Alibi' like a breeze

from

heaven

to we

theatre

owners

I Wait a minute, there are more on the next page|

f

^
■J

D.E. RICE

f(

West Coast Circuit

.^

"Biggest surprise of my life and
words cannot express the greatness
of this production. Most interesting
thing I have ever seen and it's 100%

1

FRED MILLER
Carthay Circk Theatre

RUSSELL ROGERS
"XBi* Pacific Coast Theatres

Alibi'

is better than 'Broadway

Melody'and you can say I said so."
perfect."
"We attended the preview of Alllw
and want to congratulate United
Artists on producing what is the
best crook melodrama ever made.
Consider 'Alibi' both a fine contribution to the new art and a great
box-office attraction."

HAROLD

HORNE

United Artists Theatre

"From the standpoint of box-office
'Alibi' is greatest bet I have seen.
Am

aching for a release date."

You v/ill need no alibis for booking "ALIBI" but
you'll have to think up a good one if you don't.
Get Happy with

UNITED ARTISTS
"Where

the Great Big
Grow

0/^ILY
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Dialogue in All First Nationals
Gilbert at Work on "Redemption"^ —
Columbia Renews Two Picture Contract With Lois Wilson
Esther Ralston, Dix's Lead— George Abbott Engaged for "Ringside" — Wilk's Pertinent Comment

WILL USE VITAPHONE IN
18 PICTURES SCHEDULED
All First National-Vitaphone sound
features will have dialogue, following
release of "The Barker" and "Weary
River." Sound stages at Burbank
have been completed and all equipment installed.
Dialogue pictures either in pnxluction or
scheduled to start .soon include the next Colleen Moore picture as yet untitled; "Man
and the Moment," an Elinor Glyn story
starnns Billie Dove, with Rod l-aRocque;
"His Captive Woman" starring Milton Sills
and Dorothy Mackaill; "The Squall," with
Alice Joyce, Myrna Loy and others: "Saturday's Children," starring Corinne Griffith;
"Prisoners,"; "(lilies of the Field," also
starring Corinne Griffith, two Barthelmess
pictures, as yet untitled; "Careers," "Rivstarring Billie
"Dark with
Streets,"
starringiera,"Milton
Sills Dove;
and another
the
same star: "The Girl in the Glass Cage";
"Two Weeks Off," with Dorothy Mackaill
and Jack Mulhall; the Alice White pictures,
"Hot Stuff" and "Broadway Babies" and a
mystery
story, "The
House
of Horror"
with
Chester Conklin,
Louise
Fazenda
and Thelma
Todd.

Cast Opposite Dix
Ksther Ralston, who has played
opposite Richard Dix in a number
of silent films, will be the star's leading woman again in his second talking picture, "The Wheel of Life,"
soon to go into production at the
Paramount studio under the direction
of Victor Schertzinger. O. P. Reggie and Arthur Hoyt have been
signed for the cast.
Eaton Cast by Fox
Charles Eaton, who made his first
screen appearance for Fox Films in
the Movietone comedy, "The Ghost
Talks," has been added to the cast
of "Nightie Knight," Clark and McCullough talking vehicle now in production. Lucy Beaumont is another
newcomer to the cast.
M-G-M

Starts Gilbert Picture

John Gilbert's next for M-G-M,
"Redemption," is in work. Support
includes Conrad Nagel, Eleanor
Boardman, Renee Adoree and Claire
McDowell. Fred Niblo will direct
both silent and sound versions.
Carol Film Started
Sue Carol has started on her newest production for Fox, called "The
Exalted Flapper." Miss Carol, who
recently finished "Girls Gone Wild"
with Nick Stuart, is being directed
by James Tinling.

A Little from ''Lots''
By

RALPH

IVILK

Hollywood

Charles hurlluiian, production supervisor for Paramount, will give you
HARRY JOE BROWN, former his right arm, but try and get a
associate producer with Charles chance to borrow his new Ford town
Rogers, is now directing Ken May- car. According to Furthman, he has
nard in "The Wagon Master" for to make many rush calls during the
Universal. This is Ken's initial pro- course of the day, but his driver can
duction for this company and inci- take him faster and park easier now
dentally his first dialogue and sound than ever before. He also has two
picture. Lesley Mason is writing the large cars but they are for evenings
scenario and dialogue.
and Sunday only.
*
^
*
Edward Steveiison, costume directo-r and designer for First Natiorial Vitaphone productions, succeeding Max Ree, is one of the busiest men on the lot creating the wardrobe for three feature productions
which will start within the next few
days.
*
*
*
Harry McCoy, one of Mack
Sennett's ace scenarists, is putting the dialogue to his original story, "Broadway Blues,"
which Mack Sennett is directing with Harry Gribbon and
Andy Clyde in the cast.
*
♦
♦

EOlS WILSON SIGNS WITH
COEUMBIAEOR TWO MORE

*

*

1*

George Bancroft, Paramount star,
was never interested in the stock
market until he made his latest and
incidentally his first talking picture,
"The Wolf of Wall Street." Now
he can be seen almost daily at the
stock exchanges looking at the tape.
George says there is something extremely fascinating about the little
ticker, especially when it means
dollars on paper.
*
•
«
Try and find a talker, with
dancing girls missing.
*
*
*

Alan Hale, who recently completHoward J. Green of Columbia soon
ed a leading role in Pathe's "The
will complete his dialogue sequences Leatherneck," and Gretchen Hartman, also in pictures, have been
for his original story, "The Broadway
happily married since the old BioHoofer." This will be the first pic- graph
days. Hale proposed and was
ture to be produced by Edward
accepted during the filming of an
Small for Columbia.
actual love scene in the Biograph
*
*
«
two-reeler,
"The
Cricket
and the
Gene Towne is writing the
*
*
*
dialogue and putting the comedy vuiterial in Richard BarDiane
Ellis who has a fea."
Hearth
thelmess' next vehicle "Drag,"
tured role infor"High
Voltage,"
He is also preparing the diasaw snow
the first
time
logue for Billie Dove's next.
when she went on location.
The
Immoral Lady," f'or
FirstMost
National.
Diane was born in Los Angeles and never left southern
*
♦
*
California until she went into
El-nest Torrence, Jr., will never be
*
*
a chip off the old block, so far as
pictures. *
character acting is concerned. No,
A reward may soon be offered for
young Torrence is going in for the
the
discovery of a dramatist, who
writing game. He has been signed
by RKO to write original stories and has not been invited to write a
talker.
dialogue.

Mary Astor To Talk
in "Ringside"
RKO Abbott
yesterday
engaged
George
Mary Astor will be heard on the
to assist on production
of
Movietone for the first time during Abbott
co-authored by Hy Daab,
"The Woman from Hell," her new "Ringside,"
Fox production, being directed by Ted Paramore and Abbott.
A F. Erickson. It has been deDe Mille Engages Jack King
cided by Sol. M. Wurtzel. in charge
Original for Fetchit
of the West Coast studios, to have
King, who comi)oscd "How
Stepin Fetchit, negro, being fea- exterior scenes between Miss As- AmJackI to
Know?" therhe song for
tured by Fox, is having an original
"Dynamite,"
has been signed by
tor, Dean Jagger and James Brad- Cecil B. De Mille
to appear in the
written for him by Walter
Weems.
bury, Sr., doing a talking sequence,
The story, as yet is untitled.
comprising about 1,000 feet.
picture.

Lois Wilson will appear in two
more for Columbia, option on her
contract having been renewed.
Kirkwood Talks for Trailer
James Kirkwood is spokesman of
the novelty Vitaphone trailer just
completed at the Warner studio for
"The Time, The Place and The Girl."
In addition to Kirkwood, other members of the cast speak for the trailer,
among them Grant Withers, Betty
Compson, Gertrude Olmstead, Gretchen Hartnian and Vivian Oakland.
M-G-M Starting Casualties
"Casualties," Little Theater play
and one of three purchased recently
by M-G-M from Martin Flavin, will
be produced as an all-talker. Robert
Ober, who had the principal rol':
when this piece was presented by the
Writers Club in Hollywood, will have
the same part in the picture, which
he will direct. Mary Doran will play
the chief feminine part.
Harry Myers in Cast
Harry Myers his been signed by
M-G-M for an important part in
Clarence Brown's current production,
"Wonder of Women." This film,
which will have dialogue sequences,
is an adaptation of Hermann Sudermann's dramatic novel, "Stephen
Tromholt's Wife." Lewis S^one and
Peggy
Wood
have featured parts.
Added to Fox Cast
Further additions to the cast of
"Cape Smoke," George B. Seitz's
new production for Fox Films, include Henry B. Walthall, who recently made his Movietone debut in
"Speakeasy"; Fritz Feld, Earle Foxe,
Marguerite Churchill, Dorothy Jordan, John Holland, Ivan Linow and
Sheldon Lewis.
Clark & McCuUough at Work
"Nightie Knight,' with story and
dialogue by Arthur Caesar, author of
"Napoleon's Barber," has just gone
into production at the Fox West
Coast studios as Clark and McCullough's latest Movietone comedy. It
is being directed by Harry Sweet.
Maynard Lead for Edith Roberts
Edith Robert.-) will return to Universal after an absence of several
years to play opposite Ken Maynard
it] his first picturfe under his new contract with Universal, titled "The
Wagon Master," an adaptation of the
novel by Marian Jackson to be dir^ted by Harry J. Brown.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

SOUND
By CHARLES

TIPS
ON
EQUIPMENT
AND
VARIOUS
BEVICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

F. HYNES

Sound-on- Film or Sound-onWORK SPEEDED ON SOUND W.E.SOONDCilMPillGN
TO REACH 8,
Disc, Which Shall It Be?
SHORTS BY VITAPHONE
Relative merit of the soundon-disc and sound-on-film systems of recording are discussed in the accom,panying
article by Merritt Crawford,
veteran publicist and trade
paper editor. Crawford's conclusions are the result of several years of study of sound
picture history and development. The views presented
are his own, and not necessarily a reflection of the editorial
viewpoint of THE FILM
DAILY.
By MERRITT

CRAWFORD

Recent announcement that certain
important producers would in future
confine their 'talker' production activities to sound-on-film, to the exclusion
of the disc system of sound recording
and reproduction, brings sharply to
the fore the question — hitherto, mainly academic — of the relative merits
of the two methods.
The economic phases of the situaation created by this decision need not
be enlarged upon here. Nevertheless,
it should be borne in mind that it
was sound-on-disc and not sound-onfilm, which first developed and made
possible the 'talker's' present vogue,
for the reason that the phonographic
system of sound recording and reproduction was a highly developed
and highly specialized art years before sound-on-film had even emerged
from the laboratory.
Neither should it be forgotten that
the disc, both "sync" and "non-sync,"
has proved the salvation of many a
theater, since invasion of the industry by the 'talker' created a widespread popular demand for this new
form of eye and ear entertainment.
Had

It is sound quality, in the final
analysis, which is going to deterJ. C. Nugent, actor-author, is at
mine the 'talker's' future entertain- work on a new sketch at Warners'
ment and box office value, and as Eastern Vitaphone studios, under
yet, sound-on-film is certainly not Bryan Foy's direction. Nugent heads
superior to sound-on-disc in tone the cast in his newest sketch, supported by Natalie Schaffer, Kathryn
quality, while in photographic values
it is, on the average, much inferior. Byron, Helen Carew and Percy Helton. .\rthur and Morton Havel,
In the newsreel field alone, sound-on-film's
position is fully established, for here it has vaudeville comedians, are featured in
enjoyed an exclusive domain without cotnpetition, because the wax system of recording a new Vitaphone sketch, "Just a
sound has to date been limited to the studio. Minute." Harry Tate, English comProbably sound-on-film would not have progedian, is making a series of sketches
ressed even as far as it has, but for this fact.
at Vitaphone. Three numbers are
Within recent months, however, a metallic
disc has been developed, which is not sub- sung by Clarence Tisdale, interpreter
ject to changes of temperature like the wax of negro spirituals, in a Vitaphone
disc, and which can be produced at a little number just completed
recently.

of the cost of either sound-on-film or the
present
method
of recording
sound-on-disc.
It may well be, therefore, that at some
future time the sound-on-film newsreel may
be challenged in the field it has hitherto
regarded as exclusively its own by a sound
newsreel made by the disc method.
The ahief arguments against the disc are
not based on its sound reproducing quality,
but on the material of which the disc is made.
All the difficulties of distribution and handling,
breakage, warpage and lack of durability or
wearing qualities, refer back to this material.
They constitute the heaviest charge which can
be laid against the disc as opposed to the
sound-on-film talker. In actual dollars and
cents, however, the extra costs for the disc
system due to these disadvantages, are about
oflset by the extra prints required for the
sound-on-film.
These objections to the disc system probably will not continue indefinitely, for the
reason that eventually there probably will be
several other types of disc in use, which
will not contain the weaknesses of the present standard type.
The metallic disc mentioned above is one
of these. There is also another recently
seen by the writer, made of a specially processed fiber, which, it is claimed, is practically
unbreakable and many times as durable as the
shellac disc now in general use. Certainly, it
is much lighter and more compact in contruction than the standard disc, and it has
exceptionally good tone quality. Its manuiacturing cost is said to be much less than
those now in use.
This indicates that many of the present
physical disadvantages of the disc soon will
be eliminated. When and if they are, it
will surely then be difficult to make out a
case, which would warrant limiting the industry to a single sound system, much less
that of the sound-on-film.
The idea of this article is not to present
a symposium of the opinions of the protagonit.
ists of either system. Rather it is designed
to be an impartial, unbiased and authoritative
in its conclusions, as it was possible to make

the 'talker's' popularity depended on sound-on-film alone for its
development, it is not presuming too
much to assert that the sound picture
would not be much further advanced
in public estimation, than it was in the
years 1923-1926, when Dr. Lee DeForest, dubiously felt the patient's
fluttering pulse and justly wondered
whether there still was life enough
left to hope.
For this purpose the writer consulted three
Whether the announced decision of men,
all of them engineers and experts, whose
these producers, who propose to use experience in the development of the art of
and recording sound and in the
the sound-on-film process exclusively, reproducing
technique of the motion picture dates
is based on strictly scientific reasons peculiar
back for more than three dedades.
and the conviction that this system
The foregoing is a summary of their opinis the better of the two or whether
ions, coupled with observations made by the
writer,
personally. From this point, however,
the consideration is one of competi- the statement
made shall be fared solely upon
tive business policy, is unimportant.
the expert opinions of these experts.
It is sufficient to point out that
such a policy limiting the industry to
Subsequent instalments of Crawone system and that, sound-on-film
should be based on the soundest
ford's interesting article will appear
economic reasons, if it is to be carried in early editions of THE
FILM
DAILY.
to its logical conclusions.

Western Electric's campaign to acquaint the public with facts concerning sound recording and reproduction by the company's system
will reach 8.000,000 readers of "Satevepost,"
"Liberty,"
"Collier's,"
Pho oplay," "M. P. Magazine,"
"M
P. Classics," "Time," "Life," "College Humor," "New
Yorker"
and
American
Campaign Boy."
commences with a double page spread
".Satevepost" issue
of April 6. Copyin will
be divided
tween recording at the studio and bereproduction in the theater. Both disc
and film methods will be featured in
the advertisements, drawings for
which were sketched from life at
Paramount Astoria studio by Dela-

Photophone for Tenn. House
Memphis, Tenn. — RCA-Photo- vanye,zine ofsection.
the Sunday "Times" magaphone sound equipment is expected
Enla
rgem
ents of all ads, 22 by 28
to be ready at the Orpheum here
within a month, according to L. R. have been prepared as lobby disPierce, manager. This will make the
plays for all Western Electric accounts. P. L. Thomson, of Western
sixth sound house in the loop district.
tlectric, prepared the campaign.

More Sound for Memphis
Warners Over Talk-A-Phone
Memphis, Tenn.— Latest additions
Minneapolis — Warners has closed
with the Palace, Mandan, N. D., to Z ®°T'^ houses in this territory are'
athone
Colu
using Princ
mbus
supply sound product for Talk-A- the
, Miss.',
both ess
Vitap
and
Movie
tone
Phone. This follows a Warner con- 3nd the Lexington, Lexington,
Miss.
tract with the Leb, Cloquet, Minn., bound installations are expected
at
which also uses Talk-A-Phone.
the I^ox, Louisville, Miss., owned by
Frank Click and L. F. Haven's ImTalkers for Cal. House
pei;ia
at Forre
Bnnklley,
Ark. st City, Marianna and
Alhambra, Cal. — The Alhambra
here will be used exclusively for talkSound for Wisconsin Theater
ing pictures. The house is owned by
Ashland, Wis.— A. I. Latts, operaPrincipal Theaters and seats i,-tijU.
sountor
the pmen
Royat.
d of equi
l, will install "Erpi"
Vitaphone for Detroit Family
Voicephone At Marshfield
Detroit — Vitaphone and Movietone
Marshfield. Wis.— The Trio will
sound equipment is to be installed at
the Family here. Admission prices be closed for a few days for the instal ation of the Voicephone.
wnl be increased from 20 to 25 cents
when sound policy starts.
Sound at Janesville
Sound at Coschocton
Janesville, Wis.— Lyle Turner is
Coschocton,
O. — Harris
Amuse- installing Moviephone at the Beverly
ment Co. is installing Vitaphone and
Sound at Minneapolis
Movietone at the Sixth St. theater.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Photophone
Sound at Rice Lake
has been installed at the Orpheum.
Rice Lake. Wis. — Vitaphone
and
Open Minneapolis Office
Movietone are being installed at the
Minneapolis, Minn. — Elec-TroMajestic.
Fone Corp. will handle the Brunswick cue service here.
Pacent Office at Memphis
Memphis, Tenn. — J. N. Talley has
been appointed representative in this
territory for Pacent Electric Co. with
office at 502 South Second Street.
"Syncopation" First

New Stanley Policy at Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh— The Stanley Co. has
maugurated a new policy for the
Grand. The house formerly featuring
straight first run sound pictures, will
now feature indefinite runs.

New Orleans — "Syncopation" will
Virginia House
Being Wired
be the first sound picture to be prePortsmouth, Va. — Tivoli reopens in
sented by the Keith-Orpheum theater.
en days with a sound policy.
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GERMAN DISTRIBUTORS
FORM NEW TRADE ASS'N
By KARL
WOLFFSOHN
Editor, " Lichtbildbuehne"

Berlin — German distributors have
organized a trade association, representing 80 per cent of the field and
including Ufa, Einelka, Parufamet,
First National-Warner, German Universal, D. L. S., Sudfilm and others.
The new organization, known as the
A. D. F., will operate on a national
scale to enforce contracts and otherwise help to place the industry in
Germany on a sound financial basis.
First reaction already has been felt,
bringing forth counter-action from
the cr.mp of exhibitors, local branch
of which is undergoing a shake-up.
Fireworks are expected at the April
meeting.

18 German Societies
Against Censor Revival
Berlin — Dr. Carl Severing, Minister of the Interior, acted as chairman
at a meeting held here by 18 leading
cultural societies against the reestablishment of censorship. It was
carried unanimously. Gerhart
Hauptmann, in a letter to the assembly protested against any censorship, stating, "that the only free
art is real art."
Davis Managing Gem and Kiva
Durango, Col. — Dave Davis, former manager of the Oriental at Denver, has arrived here to assume the
management of the Gem and Kiva
houses, owned by Consolidated Theaters, Inc. O. G. Brown will devote
his time to the advertising end of the
business.
Pittsburgh State Opened
Pittsburgh— R. P. Wheeler has
opened the State here after redecorating and refurnishing. The house
was formerly owned by Rowland &
Clark.
Honore At Fresno
Fresno, Cal. — George
resident manager of West
aters, has appointed Hal
manager
of the Wilson

House
F. Sharp,
Coast TheHonore as
here.

Short Shots from
New York Studios
,By ARTHUR

W.

EDDY,

Walter Huston, who is rating high
GARRETT FORT, who is the big
picture script m^an at the Para- with Paramount after a series of excellent performances at its Long Ismount Long Island plant, can sell
land plant, has just played a dual
plays as well as write 'em. He's
just induced Crosby Gaige to pro- role, representing both General Grant
and Abraham Lincoln in a two-reel
duce his "A Lady Descends," which
"Two Americans." John
will star
Helen
Hayes'
theat- drama,
Meehan, w. k. to stage people, wrote
rical season.
Garrett
did next
the scripts
on "The Letter," first talker to be and directed the picture with AI
Gilkes as the cameraman. Supplemade at the studio, and "Jealousy,"
menting Huston in the cast was his
which has just entered production.
son, John, who made his debut as
Morton Downey, who is rating an actor; Robert Barrat, Brian Dunbig time with Pathe, has brought levy, George Probert, Seymour Taub
his bride, Barbara Bennett, back and Sarah Edwards.
from the much-advertised climate of
It's "Jealousy" that's causing all
Palm Beach and Havana and now
the talk at the Paramount studio.
is ready to start on his second allJean De Limur, who nutde "The Letdialogue feature for Pathe.
ter," is again directing Jeanne
Fred Allen, who recently wrote Eagels in this all-dialogue version
of the play in which Fay Bainter
and played m "The Instalment Col- sta7~red on Broadway this season.
lector," Paramount short, has been Al Gilkes, who has photographed
cast for the "Little Show," stage pro- about 40 features for Paramount,
duction now in rehearsal.
including "Old Ironsides," is first
Wheyiever a cloud of dust arises camera. Pat Donahue, whom everybody knows, is script girl. She last
at the Paramount studio it's Dave
worked
"Nothing But the Truth."
Sarecky hurrying around to justify The setson are
the work of William
the titte of the plant's busiest man. Saulter. Costuming of the picture is
He manages to produce an efficient in charge of A. M. K. Smith.
brand of wit and business.
Martin Hall, outside property man
Talking pictures continue to rake at the rejuvenated Vitagraph studio
the speaking stage. Violet Singer, in Brooklyn, is mighty good when
scheduled to appear in the forthcom- it comes to this "remember when"
ing musical production, "Broadway stuff. He had his first job at the
Nights," and Danise Whiting, who studio, now known as Vitaphone
recently appeared on the legit in studio, nine years ago. OfThand, he
Paris, are set to face microphones.
recalls production incidents on such
once-popular pictures as "The Enemy
After having inhaled Harlem at- of the King," starring E. H. Southmosphere for several days J. Kay
ern; "The Battle Cry of Peace,"
Kaufman has finished a short star- "Womanhood," "Tale of Twt) Cities,"
ring James Barton, now current in "The Goddess," "The Girl PhilHppe,"
the stage
production
"Burlesque,"
of the Light Brigade" and
and
dealing
with of
Harlem,
night "Charge
"A Million Bid."
clubs and such. Elaine Arden, in
addition to the star, was the only
Alfred Hall, announcer at Station
white person in the cast of this WOV, has again been working close
Paramount opus.
to a microphone this time at the De
Fo7'est studios on East 48th St. He
Chief cutter at Paramount's As- has been playing a pa/rt in "The
toria is J. P. Sweeney, who, you may Clock Struck 12," made by Jesse
remember, worked on such once- Goldburg for Sound Pictures, Inc.
famous serial as "The Perils of Niles Welch, who was formerly a
Maude MalPauline" and "The Exploits of screencolm favorite,
were also in and
the cast.

Capitol, Danbury
Leased
Danbury, Conn. — A group of Danbury business men have leased the
Capitol here at an approximate rental of $30,000 a year, according to
Robert Walsh, of the Knight Realty Elaine." Midwesco Changes
Co. who negotiated the deal. The
Minneapolis, Minn. — David Flam
theater is part of the Sarah L. Tay- and L. S. Stein have been added to
lor estate.
the publicity staff of Fox's Midwesco. Stan Segelbaum is managConroy at Conn. Globe
ing the Oriental and Clifford LindBridgeport, Conn.— Fox-Poli office blind has succeeded Leo Grossman
here has appointed James Conroy as manager of the Plaza. Grossman
manager of the Globe here. Conroy has been transferred to the Mojeska.
for
tant. years had been Saunder's assisRoseland Starts Second
British Actress With M-G-M
Moon Carrol, British actress will
Gulfport and Brown, colored comedians, are featured in the second of
make her film debut in "The Last of
Mrs. Cheney," all-talking version of a series of 12 one-reel talkers being
Frederick Lonsdale's play now in produced at R.L.A. studios. New
production under Sidney Franklin at York, by Roseland Pictures. Ray
Friedgen is directing.
M-G-M studios in Hollywood.

Exhibitors
Daily Reminder

Alabama House Bums
Atlanta— With a loss of $11,000,
the Royal at Samson, Ala., was practically destroyed by fire. The Royal
was a comparatively new theater operated by G. S. Owen.
"U" House Leased
Cleveland — The Oriental, belonging to the local Universal chain has
been leased by Universal to Sam Miller, D. Corsillo and Tom Tomaselli.
Deisler, Plymouth, C, Operating
Plymouth — The Deisler, closed
since the death of Ruben Deisler,
has been taken over by M. C. Barck,
who will operate.

Spring cleaning
will be in order
soon.
Get ready.

, Friday, March 15, 1929

Motion Picture Device Is
Used as Smoke Inspector
.St. Louis — A film device is being
used to apprehend violators of St.
Louis' anti-smoke ordinance. It was
perfected in the research laboratory
of the Citizens Smoke Abatement
League, and was devised by Victor
J. Azbe, chairman of the Research
Committee, and L. R. Aldrew of the
laboratory. It consists of a motion
picture camera and an electric timing
device which can be set to take pictures every 15 seconds or every minute. It will operate for four hours
and ten minutes without attention
and does the work of several smoke
inspectors.
Publix Mich. Changes
Ann Arbor, Mich. — Richard Watson, former manager of the Wuerth,
has left to join Publix in New York,
and Ronald Ennis, former manager
of the Michigan succeeds him. A.
J. Stevens of the Arcade will be in
charge at the Orpheum and Paul
bethe Michigan
of assistant
Seippel comes
to Geraldstaff
Hoag,
manager at that house.
Theater for East Gadsden
Atlanta — Business men of East
financially interAla.,
Gadsden,
ested in the
newaretheater now being
constructed there. The house will
be under management of E. L. Deyer.
Buys Redfield Theater
Redfield, N. D.— Ralph Blume has
h's interG. WentwortLyric
purchased F.Lyric.
TheThe
est in the
Lyric and
the
operate
ater Co. will
the State.
Improve Winona House
Winona, Minn. — Improvements are
made and the F. & R.
now
State being
will reopen March 31.
N. D. House Reopens

Churches Ferry, N. D. — The
Churches Ferry theater has been reopened.
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MOVE FOR TAX REDUCTION
London — A last minute move is
being made in Great Britain and Ireland to secure, if possible, a reduction in the Entertainments' Tax. Less
than a month has now to elapse before the introduction of the budget
in the House of Commons and the
Northern Ireland Parliament, and
committees of the entertainment industries are besieging the respective
chancellors with petitions for, either
abolition of the tax, or some substantial alleviation.
The Tax Abolition Committee, a
body which is strongly supported by
the Scottish Kinema exhibitors recently waited on Mr. Churchill. It
is generally considered that the prospects of any reduction are not very
great, while the possibility of total
abolition at the present moment is
confined to dreams of optimists.
In Northern Ireland where the tax
is on a higher level than it is in England, exhibitors have been promised
more than once by the finance minister that he would endeavor to
secure a cut. But recently he has
refused to see any deputation and
has publicly stated that he "doesn't
care if every amusement house in
Ulster is closed down." As a result
of this, exhibitors have united their
stand. They threaten that they will
leave no stone unturned to see that
he is defeated at the forthcoming
general election.

ISew Theaters
fircen Bay, Wis. — The Green Bay Orpheum
Co. will build a theater and office building
here.
Marinette, Wis. — A house to be known
as the New York will be built on the site
of the old Marinette.
Sacramento, Cal. — Max Weiss has opened
the Sutter on J street.
Corona, Cal. — West Coast Theaters will
build a house here.
Burkburnett, Tex. — R. H. McFarlane is
building a theater here.
Karford. Cal.— West Coast Theaters will
build a house here.
Baltimore, Md. — The Lyndhurst Corp. will
build a $35,000 house here.
Natick. Mass. — Thomas F. Kirby will build
a 1,500 seat house to cost $130,000.
Waltham, Mass. — Boston interests are considering building a theater here.
Red Bluff, Cal.— The State will open this
month.
Rochester, N. Y. — A Little Cinema Theater, to seat 300, will be built at 242 East
Ave.
El Paso, Tex." — Dent Theaters, Inc., are
building a $500,000 house here.
Austin, Minn. — F. & R. Theaters are building a house here.
Austin, Tex. — A syndicate of Austin and
Houston men will erect a $250,000 house to
be known as the Norwood.
Floydada, Tex. — A $46,000 house to seat
will be built here.
Mouessin, Pa. — A new theater will be built
here.
Boston — M. Pinanski has opened the Seville at E. Boston.
Leominster, Mass. — The Metropolitan will
open Easter Monday.
Marion, N. C. — E. J. House will open his
700 seat house during April.
Montecito, Cal. — A house will be built
here.
Visalia, Cal. — West Coast Theaters, Inc.
has started work on a $250,000 house.
800
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And That's That
By PHIL

M.

DALY

T'WO years ago, H. M. Addison
-■■ went to Buffalo from Binghamton, to open the Great Lakes theater and become its managing direc(alo. tor. He knew not a person in Buf- )

"Secret meetings. Midnite oil. Much overwork.
What is all this business
that's going on anyway?
Another merger?

Fox Gets 27 Foreign
Houses Via Loew

Recently he left town to becomtr.
general representative of- the Comer*
ford chain and as a final honor for
a, man who in two dozen short
months had made a host of friendti
in this town than any other man
ever did before in so short a tinie/>
he was mnde mayor of a city for a
day by Mayor Frank X. Schwab, at
a stag beefsteak dinner given by the
theater men, the film, exchange mien
and the officials of the city.

Big smiles these days in the Van
Beuren organization, and why
The
wired. house seats about 4,000 and is shouldn't there be? The Orpheum
circuit has booked Walter Putter's
sound "Curiosities" over the entire
9 Theaters in France Pass
circuit. The reel is a real program
builder.
from Loew to Fox Control
Paris — -Leaseholds on four theaters
in Paris and one each in eight
the government's
suits
French provincial cities revert to the thisTrial
week ofoccasioned
some surprise,
Fox organization by virtue of the as it had been expected that retireLoew purchase. The chain is the
ment of Col. W. J. (Wild Bill) DonGaumont string and passes to conovan from the Dept. of Justice,
trol of Franco Films when the pres- might cause some delay. Donovan, <
ent agreement runs out in about six who has retired to private life, was
years. In Paris, the houses are the
of the various investigaGaumont Palace, seating 5,000; the in charge
tions of the industry instituted by
Madeleine and two others. In Bor- the department.
deaux, Lyon, Toulouse, Toulon,
Strasbourg, Lille, Havre and Rouen,
there is one each.
S. Jay Kaufman is doing whatever
megaphoning is necessary on a short
recital of Harlem night life, in pro5 Houses in Belgium Under
duction at Paramount's Astoria plant,
Loew Management Go to Fox with James
Barton featured. Joe
Brussels — Five theaters, now op- box.
Ruttenburg is the man in the camera r
erated by the Loew organization, become Fox outlets in Belgium. Two
are in Brussels, the others are in
Agnes
and
Frederick
James t
Charleroi, Liege and Ghent.
("Photoplay")
Smith are receiving ij
congratulations
on the birth of a
12 Brazilian Houses Under
son, Frederick Anthony.
{Continued

from

Page
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Loew Control Pass to Fox

One theater in Sao Paulo and 11
James Brown, cinematographer for
in Rio de Janiero represent theater
has started a taxiholdings, not wholly owned but con- Darmour-RKO
This air -L
trolled by the Loew organization in plane company in Pasadena.
Brazil. These, it is understood, now service features short jumps at short i\
revert to Fox in addition to the other
theaters in London, France and Bel- prices.
Title writers must look to their
laurels, for Premiere Mussolini of
gium.
Italy is trying his hand at the craft,
Denman at Loew's State, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn. — J. O. Denman, recently writing captions and editing a newsreel made in Rome.
formerly with the Strand, has been
named
assistant
of Loew's
State here.
He manager
succeeds Robert
E.
Edwin Morris, son of Sam Morris
Fowler, former assistant at the State, of Warners, vrtll soon be married to
who now is manager of the Strand.
Carlyn Nathan, of Parkersburg, West
Va.
He is a junior executive of M.
Travis Publicizing Loew Houses
Witmark & Sons, music publishers.
Memphis, Tenn. — H. B. Travis,
former ad manager at the Paramount
Remodeling Texas House
exchange, is now doing publicity for
San Antonio — The interior of the
th'e three Loew houses! here, the
State, Palace and Strand.
Palace at San Saba, which was recently destroyed by fire, is to be reSells Pomeroy House
modeled according to Clinton De
Ponieroy, la. — L. Willis has sold Wolfe, manager. C. W. DoiTlemeycr
is owner of the house.
the Royal to Margaret
Francis.

now
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If it were only
HALF as good as
the FIRST TWO,
it would be GOOD
ENOUGH ... So picture
the profit possibilities
when they find if s even
BETTER than "Weary
River'' or ''The Barker

Sills and Mackaill Talking for all they're worth
— and "The Barker" proved they're WORTH
the higgest money you ever |)ai(l for a talking
attraction! All-Talking courtroom scenes
New York night life
a "love nest" murder enacted hefore your eyes
then to
the seductive South Seas, with Dorothv
in dazzling desert

island decollete.
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Amateur Developes Device
To Eliminate Vibration
Louis or
— Vibration
mars,
(1 St.
a more
less extent,w'nich
the sound
•ffects obtained with many devices
low in use, is claimed to be completely eliminated by* a new sound
levice perfected by Robert Laughin, youne amateur experimenter, who
,vill market his apparatus for theater
md home use.
Laughlin uses the disc method of
eproduction and to eliminate vibra:ion he has placed the disc on a
jedestal at some distance from the
iiotor.
St. Louis Showmen

Arraigned

St. Louis — James P. Brennan, foriier manager, and Lawrence C.
■Ituever, former treasurer of the
3pera House were ordered held unler $1,000 bond each by Judge Gayer
)f the Court of Criminal Correction
ollowing a preliminary hearing of a
:harge of embezzlement. They are
illeged to have used $7,000 belonging
o the theater.

ARBITRATION CONSPIRACY
DENIED IN U. S. ACTION
(.Continued

one

on

vote dissenting
tract called for.

Page

and
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a new

con-

At the court's request he told of
the manner of representation for exhibitors employed for the conference.
He said he was reciting this history
to prove that the matter had been
"threshed out by the industry."
The government, he pointed out,
claims the defendants coerce exhibitors to surrender their right to go to
court and coerce them to arbitration.
Supplementary agreements of managers, also are alleged, he said, but
even the petition admits these were
without knowledge of and against
instructions of the defendant distributors.
Cites Case
Arbitrated
Out of 25,000 cases arbitrated in
1928, the defense said only 134 resulted in court actions, 125 of which
were for judgments confirming
awards, while seven were litigated.

of Justice on the contract
in 1926
also was denied.
The afternoon session opened with
counsel announcing that a stipulation had been agreed upon to classify
exhibits and testimony of secretaries from eight Film Boards as typical.
With introduction of exhibits, the
government rested on the documentary evidence presented.
Grosvenor ex4)ressed surprise at
this sudden move, but immediately
placed on the stand Hess, who outlined the situation existing prior to
adoption of a standard contract
identified a number of different forms
and traced the history of the contract deliberations.
Hess Takes Stand
Exhibitors, Hess testified, offered
the deposit system to make arbitration awards enforceable. Effort to
introduce the statement signed by e.xhibitors at the Union League meeting, when the standard contract first
was ratified, was blocked by government counsel on the ground that it
was signed by only one party to the
agreement. Hess then detailed some
typical arbitration cases, outlining
the manner in which awards are

"Evangeline" Unit in Louisiana
New Orleans — United Artists has
sent a company, headed by Edwin
3arewe, to Lafayette to shoot scenes
The government then sought unor "Evangeline." The decision to
successfully to amend its petition in
nake the trip from Hollywood, it is
that supplementary agreedaimed, was inspired by an editorial its charge
ments existed in order to strike out
n "The Times-Picayune" urging the portion referring to agreements
:hat film be made in its original
made without knowledge of distrib- made against distributors and stressLouisiana background.
utor defendants. A motion to bar
ing the protection which arbitration
as irrelevant the position of the Dept. offers the exhibitor.
"Melody" Big in Cleveland
Cleveland — "The Broadway MelGets Toronto Post
Fireworks Expected at T.O.A. Meet
)dy" playing at $2 top at the StillToronto
— Howard Knevels, forMontreal — A battle among various
Tan is completely selling out for
merly with several theaters in Mont- functions of the Theater Owners'
;very performance. Advance sale is
;o big that a special telephone switch
real, has succeeded to the manage- Ass'n of Quebec is expected when
ment of the Pantages here, largest the organization meets in convention
)oard had to be installed to take care
theater in Canada. This was the here on May 1. Although exhibitors
)f telephone reservations.
house which was opened and man- have contributed heavily to fight imaged eight years by the late Ned
8 Stories for Orpheum Bldg.
pending legislative matters, they have
Miller.
been unsuccessful.
Green Bay, Wis. — The Green Bay
Orpheum Co. has decided to erect
m eight story office building and the•ter instead of merely a theater as
originally planned, it was announced
>y Oppenhamer and Obel, architects.

European Sound Combine
Reported Including RCA

models will be placed on the market.
The first will cost $5,500, the second
move is believed to be aimed direct- $3,750 and the third, $2,000. Tobis
ly at Western Electric.
Milton Diamond, a New York has a tie-up with the Deutsche Lichtlawyer now here, is reported to be spiel Syndikat, a German cooperative embracing about 700 theaters
the
representative of Roy Deutsch,
Norman Gets Racine Post
president of Acoustic Products. He which are understood to be committed to buy sound reproducers only
Racine, Wis. — Thomas Norman,
veteran Wisconsin exhibitor has tak- refuses to divulge the identity of the from Tobis. The directorates and
American group for which he is act- financial interests of both groups are,
en over the management of the ing.
Capital. Norman at one time operThe European combine embraces in some instances, cross-sectioned.
ated the Rex.
Berlin reports Tobis claims interabout 500 patents held by the British
national rights of many patents. The
Phototone, French Phototone, SieTo Redecorate Fla. House
Associated
Press quotes an unidenmens-Halske and General Electric
tified Tobis representative as saying
Bonifay, Fla. — The Bonifay here is
I) l)e redecorated and remodeled ac- representing Klangfilm and the Tobis that existing American contracts will
"nling to L. C. Moore, manager. syndikat which in itself is a pool of be indirectly affected, adding that the
\\ iirk will be completed in about the Tri-Ergon, Kuchenmeister, Meis- exact bearing is premature to outline
iliree weeks at a cost of approximate- ter, Petersen-Poulsen and other sys- at this time.
iv $1,200.
tems.
Oyens and Sons, fiscal agents for
According to press dispatches re- Tobis, are to handle financing. ComEvans at Griffin
ceived in New York last night, the
pletion of the company is slated to
Griffin, Ga.-^W. G. ("Billy") European sound combination repre- take place in Amsterdam in a month.
sents grouped interests involving
The "Times" stated yesterday prolivans, formerly with Loew's Capitol
in Atlanta, is here to assume the $100,000,000. Manufacturing will be
duction will be launched at once. The
managership of the Kincaid. He suc- taken over by Sieniens-Halske and
ceeds M. Fuller, who has returned to
"1812"
be Tchaikowsky's
first
be will
supervised
by Clayton Hutton,
General Electric, two of Germany's to
Atlanta.
powerful
electrical trusts and three
an Englishman.
Milwaukee House Changes Hands
Milwaukee — Herman Von Wolfskeel has taken over the Paris,
neighborhood house here, from Leo
Behring.
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Pathe Features Released
In Silent, Sound Versions
Majority of Pathe feature releases
will be made available for both silent
and sound markets. Commencing
with "King of Kings," two versions
of features have been offered, including: "Captam Swagger," "Show
Folks," "Sal of Singapore," "Marked
Money," "Annapolis," "Ned McCobb's Daughter," "The Spieler,"
"Shady Lady," "Geraldine," "Noisy
Neighbors'
'and releases
"Office having
Scandal."
Forthcoming
sound
and silent editions are: "The Leatherneck," "Sq;uare iShoulders," ''Godless Girl" and "Strange
Cargo."
Madison Firm Names Officers
Madison, Wis. — Officers and directors were elected as follows at a
meeting of the East Side Theater
Co.: H. J. Loftsgordon, president; A.
P. Desormeaux, vice president; J. J.
Jepertinger, secretary; O. J. Lunder,
treasurer; directors, A. M. Toussaint,
R. E. Armstrong, G. A. Benson, A.
J. Stang, W. R. Lee, S. A. Rosendahl, Henry Vogts and G. W. Sauthoff. The full amount of $50,000
capital stock has been subscribed, it
was announced.
Sewnig Back at Milwaukee
Milwaukee — L. G. Sewnig has been
recalled to manage the Riviera and
Kosciuszko, neighborhood houses.
For the past six months he has been
managing the Sheboygan at Sheboygan and before that the Milwaukee
Theater Circuit. All the houses are
part of the Milwaukee Theater Circuit chain. He is succeeded at Sheboygan by A. Siefried.
Opposer Sunday Shows
Coshocton, O. — The City Federation of Women's club recently held
a meeting here and went on record
as being opposed to Sunday pictures.
Fire At

Youngstown

Youngstown, O. — Fire
erty here resulted in loss
mately $20,000. A. Cohen
manager said the loss is
insurance.

Liberty
at the Libof approxiowner and
covered by

1)

Starting Hanford, Cal. House
Hanford, Cal.— F. E. Knight supervisor of construction for the Beller
Construction Co. arrived here and is
preparing for erection of the new Fox
West Coast house on North Irwin
and Lacey Blvd.
Meeting Rooms in Theater Bldg.
Corona, Cal. — Theater building being constructed here for Jefferson
Asher, of Los Angeles, will afford
organifor fraternal
meeting rooms
zations. The house
will seat 1,150
and is expected to open about Aug. 1.
Fire At Tacoma House
Tacoma, Wash. — Fire gutted the
Kent here with a loss estimated at
$15,000. A new $10,000 pipe organ
recently installed had been completely destroyed.
Pueblo House

Reopened

Pueblo, Colo.— M. L. Sanders has
tions.
reopened the Majestic after altera-
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WILKINS
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EXPEDITION

DANGER! Looking down from 8000 feet!
Below them scores of cracks into which their
machine could fall and leave no trace}

Personally photographed for the
Hearst Neivsreel Service b}!
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SIR HUBERT

WILKINS

Front page news everywhere! The public hails
the discoverer who braved death to chart new
lands at the bottom of the world. Just returned
from South Polar regions with amazing scenes
of weird, strange lands seen for the first time
by human eyes!
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ML PATENT POOL
I IS NEXT EURftPEAN MOVE
By KARL
liOLFFSOHX
Editi^, ■■Lichtbildbuehne"

Berlin (By Wireless) — An iiuerna■nal aRrecnient coverinpr excliance
-.»und patents between the A. E.G.,
I' ihe General Electric of Germany
bnd RCA in America is beinp con'i-red as the next step in the big
nbination of sound
manufacturrs closed earlier in the week.
Developments Friday indicate that
there is no lonfjer speculation about
the participation of RCA in the deal.
David SarnofF, executive vice-presi<lent of the Radio Corp. of America
and president of RCA Photophone
is here and has been sittinp on the
deal as has Milton Diamond, repretinc Acoustic Product of New
rk.
It is generally accepted here that
the tie-up is aimed at Western Electric. The fusion of RC.\ and .\cous(Ccmtintied
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U. S. NOT CHARGING INTENT TO
COERCE IN ARBITRATION SUIT
More Exhibitor Witnesses

na by Gov 't
Under Subpoe
Subpoenas for additional exhibitor

The Stipulation

Exhibits, which comprise the
government's
in itsfiles
arbitration action, case
are from
of
the following eight Film
Boards: New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, St. Louis,
Kansas City, Memphis and
Butte. These are to be regarded as typical of all exhibits,
according to stipulation of
counsel. Secretaries of these
eight boards will testify.

2)
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MER
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H\-st Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

witnesses arc being issued by the
government as the case testing legality of arbitration procedure continues.
New faces at the trial, under subpoena are: Joseph M. Seider, president of the New Jersey exhibitor
unit: Sidney Samuelson, Newton, N.
J., exhibitor; E. P. Smith, president
of the Iowa association : Steve Bauer,
Milwaukee: Oscar Lehr, St. Louis
and F. J. Herrington, Pittsburgh.
The new witnesses augment the
previous list which includes: Abram
F. Myers, president of Allied States
-Ass'n; W. A. StefTes, head of the
Northwest exhibitor unit; H. ^L
Richey. business manager and James
(Continued

on

Page
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Doug and Mary Consider
Shakespearian Vehicle
West

Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Gov't.
Position
Defined
at Court Request; Next
Session Monday
No charge of intent to coerce exhibitors to sign compulsory arguments is contained in the government's case against Paramount, nine
other distributors, the Hays organization and Film Boards of Trade,
now being heard in Federal Court,
New York.
That point was made clear by government counsel, Friday, when pressed by the court to define the government's attitude in the case, in the
solitary skirmish between counsel.
The day's session was taken up b}'
testimony on the standard contract
by Gabriel L. Hess, general attorney
for the Hays organization and Film
Boards of Trade. Sessions continue
at 10:30 .\.M. Monday in Federal
Court, New York.
It intent
is the togovernment's
that
coerce is notcontention
material,
and intent is not charged in the petition, declared C. Stanley Thompson,
head of (Contittued
governmenton Page
counsel.
How14)

Philadelphia — Phonofilm, Pacent
Los Angeles — The joint vehicle
Hollywood — Reports that Univerand Bristolphone will market both
sal is to provide the nucleus of a which Doug and Mary plan will
disc and film attachments for their new merger are denied by Carl probably be a Shakespearian play,
equipment, representatives of these Laemmle.
reported to be "The Taming of the
three devices told the 200 or more exShrew." Plans for "Romeo and
"On the (.Continued
contrary,"on hePagesays,
2) "I inhibitors assembled Friday at the first
Juliet" are declared abandoned.
sound convention to be held by the
M.P.T.O. of Southern New Jersey,
Eastern Pennsylvania and Delaware.
Phonofilm is now being marketed
Berlin (By Wireless) — Terra and
as a sound-on-film device, but Lee
These are days of heavy banking participation in United .Artists are about to close a
De Forest who represented General MUXDAY:
Talking Pictures of New York dethe picture business. Today, an additional chunk of said in- deal calling for production in Gerclared adisc attachment will shortly
many. United, having distributed
dustry moves downtown, for this is the morning on which the
make its appearance. L. G. Pacent United States Government gets the first of two important actions no German pictures last year, finds
whose
device likewise is sound-ona single
itselfthewithout
(Continued
on Page 2)
new season.
This"kontingent"
is the priunder way. Xumbcr one deals niih the operations of credit com- for
mittees inarbitration. Xuinber two, with arbitration itself. Both are
transacthe Terra
marywhich
purpose
tion
willof permit
continuance
T-S Sound Features To Be vital, since they affect the operating machinery of the entire indus- of U. .\. distribution in this market.

Downtown

Made with Disc and Film

Future Tittany-Stahl dialogue features will be made available for
sound-track and disc reproduction,
with silent versions available on all
subjects.
First disc to be completed is for
"Lucky Bov," already released with
RCA Photophone. this will be followed by "Molly and Me," "^ridstream." "Whispering Winds." "New
Orleans," "My Lady's Past" and
"Two Men and a Maid."

try. ...
Sensible, this ])lan to hold back sales conventions until June 15.
Gives distributors a chance to clean up on current product and exhibitors to ])lay it. . . .
\ ia Hollywood and Western Union comes a denial for Laemmle,
Jr., that Universal is to be sold. Everybody is doing it— making
denial^, we mean. . . .
Periodically out of Hollywood comes word that Doug and Mary
will co-star in a picture. Until now. it was to be a silent affair. Now,
sound. Maybe they will do it. However, we point to the fact that
so far they haven't. . . . (Continued on Page 16)

U.A.DEAilTirrERRATO
SOLVE CERMAN PROBLEM

Producers Must Submit
Dialogue to Va. Censors
Richmond — Typewritten specimens
of all dialogue must accompany films
submitted to the state censor board,
despite protests of distributors. The
board has not secured funds for installation of sound eciuipment and
insists upon passing on d-alogue. Attempts are being made to rush
through necessary appropriation at
ne.xt legislative session.
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To Rebuild
Pittsburgh
House
Pittsburgh, Pa. — The Cameo,
which was destroyed by fire, will be
rebuilt.
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Doering
Buys
Texas
House
Mineola, Tex. — Gus A. Doering
has purchased the Select here from
R. T. Hooks who is moving to New
Mexico in quest of another theater
adventure.
Move Tenn. House
Chatanooga, Tenn. — The Liberty
Amusement Co. will remodel the
house at Lindsay and Ninth streets
and open it in place of the Grand,
colored house.
Whaley Jr. Sells Pa. House
Parkersburg, Pa. — Edward M.
Whaley Jr. has sold the Opera House,
seating 455, to L. W. Parks of Philadelphia for approximately $40,000.
Whaley will announce future activities soon.

BROOKS

May

tic Products with Klangfilm and
Tobis and their English and French
allies is recognized as far-reaching
amalgamation of interests, embracing
over 500 sound patents.
The A. E. G. and Siemens-Halkse,
two big electrical groups have an
exclusive on manufacture of equipment for all of Europe. Tobis,
which is a combination of several
German sound devices, will take over
production in Germany.

F.B.L After British Data
On Interchangeability
By ERNEST
"The

1 Annual meeting
of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal,
6-9 Fpring meeting o£ Society of M.P,
Engineers in New York

Laemmle
'U' Is
Involved Denies
In Mergers

W. FREDMAN
Daily Film

Renter"

London (By Cable) — The Federation of British Industries which
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tend to follow the same policy to
which I have adhered during twenty
years of activity in motion pictures
— that of independent
producer.
"The many new alignments entered into by motion picture producers recently only strengthens
Universal. The outlook is bright
for a big year for our company."
Change in Tiffany Managers
Los Angeles branch of TiffanyStahl will be managed by S. D. Perkins, who succeeds J. W. MacFarland. In Portland (Ore.), J. R.
Beale is new manager, replacing L.
A. Samuelson.
Fox Seattle House Opens Soon
Seattle — The Mayflowtr at 7th and
Olive Way here has been renamed
the Fox and will open about April
1, according to S. T. McDonald, assistant district manager of the West
Coast chain.
Bushell Signs With Paramount
Anthony Bushell, selected for the
lead opposite Jeanne Eagels in
"Jealous}',"
has signed a long term
contract.

To Remodel Harrisburg House
played an important part in fostering and securing an enactment of the
Harrisburg,
Pa. — The Victoria lobFilms Act has stepped into the sound
by will be remodeled.
situation. A meeting of exhibitors
and sound manufacturers held here
Williamsport House Reopens
under the wings of the F.B.L was
called for the purpose of outlining the
Williamsport, Pa. — The City theinterchangeability situation which, as
ater has been reopened. It will operate evenings only for a time.
in the early days of sound in the
States, is beclouding the situation in
England. A questionnaire outlining
Buys Milwaukee House
the stand of each device has been dis- Toy.
Milwaukee, Wis. — J. Honthauer
tributed with answers scheduled to has taken over the Comet from Moy
be returned in a week.

Let Us Solve Your Problems I
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in
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April
April I4-I5-I6 Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittsburgh.

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
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Warner - First National - Stanley
Frolic at Commodore Hotel New
York.
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Editor,

Premiere of "Show Boat" at Capitol, Miami, and Paramount, Palm
Beach.

May

Film and Disc Methods Intern'l Patent Pool
for 3 Devices Promised Next European Move
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued
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First to recognize tlie need—first
produce tlie film required.

to

Announcing t^ro neiv films to improve the quality of recorded sound,
each designed to fill a special requirement.
VA

[Variable Area

Recording Type Film] Makes

possible optimum sound track density with
lower recording lamp amperage and without
necessity of forcing development in
laboratory.
VD [Variable Density Recording Type Film] Characterized byhigh-resolving power — and low
maximum contrast. This film made to conform with specifications approved by leading
sound engineers.
A bulletin has been prepared, containing complete technical information regarding these
new sound films — A copy will be sent to you upon request.

"THE
BEEN

DuPONT TRADE
PLACED ON AN

DuPONT-PATHE

MARK
HAS
NEVER
INFERIOR PRODUCT"

FILM

35 W. 45th St.
New York City

MFG.

CORP.

1056 N. Cahuenga Ave.
Hollywood, Cal.
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Sunday, March

Dolores Costello in
with

George

"Lady of(Singing)
the 'Pavements"

O'Brien

"Noah's Ark"

United Artists

Length: 8329 ft.

(Part-Talker)
FINE
WOMAN'S
PICTURE.
LOVE
INTEREST
9478 ft. NICE
Length:
Warners
IMPRESSIVE SPECTACLE OF PLAYED AGAINST A COLORFUL BACKGROUND. A BEAUCALIBRE.
SHOW
ROAD
TIFULLY MOUNTED PRODUCHANDLED IN A BIG WAY, BUT
TION.
STORY
A
BY
WEAKENED
THAT ALMOST GETS LOST.
Cast....Lupe Velez rowdies her
Miss Costello beautiful and way through most of it ending on a
Cast
note of restraint (for her) and conpleasing; George O'Brien, effective. sideraljle sympathy. William Boyd,
Spectacle almost buries them, how- satisfactory. Jetta Goudal, splendid
ever, as it does others in cast, including Noah Beery, Louise Fazenda, George Fawcett, fine as usual. Cast
Guinn Williams, Paul McAllister, includes Henry Armetta.
Story
and
Production
Period
Anders Randolf, Nigel de Brulier,
Armand Kaliz, Myrna Low, Wm. V. story of Second Empire in France
Mong and Malcolm White.
from story, "La Paiva." The first
Story and Production. ...A modern half is merely average, because of
melodrama with a war background overemphasized sequences and comtied in with an impressive spectacle
edy that doesn't click. The second
- builds up and puts the picture over
highlighted by a realistic reproduc
with
considerable to spare. Boyd, in
tion of The Deluge. As a production
achievement this unquestionably ranks love with the countess (Goudal) discovers she is unfaithful. Words lead
with the best. As an effort through
which a warm, human story moves, to insults. The countess formulates
this slips. Dolores and George are her revenge in the form of Lupe
the two lovers. An analogy is drawn Velez, cafe singer, who finally falls
between the flood of waters which in love with Boyd. They marry and
in the Bible cleansed the world of at the wedding dinner, the countess
sin and the flood of blood which the vrtaks her revenge. Finally comes
titles tell you will cleanse the wiorld reconciliation. Miss Velez sings sevof the desire for war. The conclueral songs, among them "Where Is
sion is not convincing and borders the Song of Songs for Me," an Irving
Berlin number that carries the earon a preachment.
marks of plenty of popularity.
Direction, Michael Curtiz, very efDirection,
D. W. Griffith, very
ZaFrancis
fective; Story, Darryl
nuck; Scenario, Anthony Coldeway; good on straight stuff, bad on comedy; Author, Karl VoUmoeller; ScenaEditor, Harold McCors; Title Writer,
rio, Sam Taylor; Editor, Not listed;
Harold McCors; Dialogue, B. Leon
Anthony; Photography, Hal Mohr, Titles, Not listed; Photography, Karl
Struss, lovely.
Barney McGill, splendid.

"Fancy Baggage"

ivith Audrey Ferris, Myrna
George Fawcett

"The Ware Case"

Lay,

ivith Stewart Rome, Betty Carter

(Silent)

Davey

Jeanne Eagels in

Lee in

"The Letter"

"Sonny Boy"

(All-Talker)

(Part-Talker)

Warners

Length:

6010 ft.

MARVELOUS BABY SENDS
THIS IN. HIS ONE SONG
ENOUGH FOR ANY AUDIENCE.
STORY VERY WEAK EVEN
FOR A FARCE.

Cast. ... America will go into
ecstasy over Davey Lee. He is
precious beyond words. Supporting
cast pleasing enough and includes
Betty Bronson, Edward Everett Horton, Gertrude
Olmstead,
JohnLucy
'T;.
Hamilton,
Tommy
Dugan,
Prouty.
Beaumont,
Edmund Breese, Jed
Story and Production .... A farce
that often gets far more silly than
vyould appear necessary. Davey is
tlie pivot around which wife and husband wrangle. A divorce impends
so mother gets sister to spirit Davey
away. Landing in the apartment
of the hubby's lawyer while the latter is away, who should enter but
lawyer's father and mother. Then
the deception and the final clearing
away of all misunderstanding. Davey
speaks part of his lines and sings
"Sonny Boy." Nothing short of sensational when the boy talks. When
he's off the screen, the opus sags
sadly. Concentrate on him. You
can't possibly miss. He's all you can
promise for him.
Direction, Archie L. Mayo, average;Author, Leon Zuardo; Scenarist,
C. Graham Baker; Editor, Owen
Marks; Dialogue, James A. Starr;
Titles,
same; Cameraman, Ben Reyno'ds, O.K.

"A
Woman
with Maria

in the Night"
Booth

Corda, Jameson

(Silent)

17, 1929

Paramount
Length:
5868 /(
A
RED-BLOODED
DRAMA
WITH A FINAL FIVE MINUTES
THAT KNOCK YOU FOR PLENTY. MISS EAGELS
EXCELLENT. FILM VERY DUBIOUS
FOR FAMILY TRADE.
Cast. .. .Jeanne Eagels first screen
appearance, but by no means her
last. She is excellent and dominates
throughout. Others, all very good
are O. P. Heggie, Reginald Owen,
Herbert Marshall, Lady Tsen Mei,
Tamaki Yoshiwara.
Story and Production. .. .Drama
of infidelity in the Malay Peninsula.
Those who take their drama straight
will find "The Letter" very much to
their tastes. By no means, however,
the type of picture which the heads
of families will want their children
to see it through. In it there is a
murder, committed by a frenzied,
passionate woman who finds her
lover turned against her. An incriminating letter, fallen into the hands
of the lover's Chinese 'mistress, and
later purchased from her, is the keynote around which the trial and the
ultimate acquittal revolves. The picture ends on a note of tragedy and
despair which dramatically ranks
with the finest filmed, sound or silent.
Direction, Jean de Limur, spotty,
generally very good; Author, from
stage play by W. Somerset Maugham; Scenarist, Garrett Fort; Editors, Jean de Limur, Monta Bell;
Dialogue, the same; Cameraman,
George Folsey, variable.
with
"The Rainbow"

Dorothy Sebastian, Lawrence Gray
(Silent)
First National
Length: 6185 ft. World-Wide
Length: 7688 ft.
Warners
Length: 6447 ft.
BRITISH
MADE
SUBJECT
Tiffany-Stahl Length: 61U ft.
HEAVY
BRITISH PRODUCHODGE-PODGE
OF COMEDY,
TELLS MYSTERY MURDER
IN
GOOD GOLD RUSH ATMOSTION
TREATS
A
BROAD
MELLER
AND
WHATNOT,
HEAVY
HANDED
MANNER
PHERE WORKED OUT WITH
THEME
THAT
IS DUBIOUS
STRUNG
TOGETHER
IN A OVERBURDENED
THRILLS
AND
SOME
FAIR
WITH
DE- FOR
FAMILY TRADE. DIRECWEAK
STORY
THAT
FAILS TAIL.
COMEDY
CHARACTERIZATION
AND
STORY
STILTED
.
TO GET OVER. TALKING SETION. WILL PLEASE.
Cast. ...All-British. Stewart Rome
Cast
Maria Corda emotes heavQUENCES POOR.
the best as profligate accused of
Cast.
..
.Dorothy Sebastian a good
ily.
Jameson
Booth
the
best
as a
Cast. .. .Audrey Ferris not much crime. Betty Carter too old for
who handles her part well.
on acting here, but her baby face is American standards of a sweetheart. typical British business man. Paul looker
Lawrence Gray ordinary. Sam Hardy
cute. Myrna Loy shows little. Others Ian Fleming, Wellington Cavanaugh fair.
the
best as the crooked promoter of
Story and Production
Drama.
George Fawcett and Edmund Breese Briggs, Cynthia Murtagh, Patrick
as two old daddies razzing each other Stewart, Cameron Carr, Syd Ellery, Produced by British International. a gold rush racket. Others Harvey
Clark, Paul Hurst, Gino Corrado,
This film gathered some laughs in King Zany.
grow tiresome. Hallam Cooley good Patrick Ludlow.
for laughs as a society souse. Others
the
wrong
places
when
shown
at
an
Story and Production. . . . Murder
Story and Production
Drama.
Burr Mcintosh, Wallace MacDonald,
mystery
of London society life. The arty house in New York where they The story has an original plot and
Eddie Gribbon, Virginia Sales.
are
usually
sympathetic
toward
forStory and Production. .. .Comedy sets are handsome, showing a beautieign productions. That was because is highlighted with' some good atmosful English country estate, with enphere of a gold rush town with welldrama. One of those dizzy love mixchanting views of the Thames. The of the naive situations which the director tried to treat dramatically but handled mob scenes. In fact the atups, with the old grouchy fathers of atmosphere is good, especially the
mosphere is the best part of the
the sweethearts ragging each other
reproduction of the Old Bailey court only succeeded in making them ineffective. For instance, the stolid show, together with some good comthrough the reels. The plot is uncon- in the murder trial. Principally inedy contributed by Harvey Clark and
vincing and was evidently designed to
teresting as showing the English business man wants to marry to get Paul Hurst. Sam Hardy as the crook
too
any
not
are
which
laughs,
get the
court customs and procedure. But as a son to succeed him in his business, v\'iho plants a gold strike story and
gets mixed a murder mystery it rates secondary. and the doc says: "But supposing gets the stampede headed for the
dad
gal's
The
heavy.
in a crooked stock deal to help out Directed in the British fashion of too
you don't have a child; wouldn't that deserted mining town on the edge of
daughter's extravagance. His one- much detail. Lacks snap. The be a terrible shock?" At which tiie Death Valley is convincing and
time partner .ind now bitter enemy
customers giggled. Then the Russian
investigation is too long
swings the story. The love interest
plans to send him to jail. The action coroner's
Jrawn out. Too many titles. Story actress who also wants a child goes is weak. The hero is one of the
mooning
around
her
room
looking
at
yacht.
latter's
the
tells
of
murder
of
brother
of
wife,
on
place
suckers who comes seeking gold, and
takes
Daughter gets a job as his secretary with her husband accused of crime. babies' statues. This tale tells how
falls for the girl who is working with
to recover the incriminating evidence.
they
married,
five
years
pass,
and
He proves an alibi. The kick comes no children. She finds a solution to the racketeer. Works up to strong
Falls in love with his son, of course. in
climax when he confesses to his
climax with the mob tracking the
Hijackers on the high seas, a chase, wife that he really killed her brother. the matter, which puts the film out.
and all hands reconciled at end.
escaping
of crooks to their
doom
in a gang
sand storm.
Direction, Victor Saville, stilted;
Direction, Manning Haynes, too
Direction, John Adolfi, indifferent;
from story
"Tesch" Not
by listed;
CounAuthor, Jerome Kingston; Scenario, heavy; Author, George Pleydell Ban- Author,
Direction, Reginald Barker, adetess Barc\nska;
Scenario,
C. Graham Baker; Editor, Not listed;
quate; Author, L. C. Rigby; Scenario,
croft; Scenario, Lydia Hay ward; EdiEditor,
Ed.
Holland;
Titles,
Ed.
Holtor, Not listed; Titles, Not listed;
the same; Editor, Robert Kern;
Titles, Not listed; Dialogue, James
Titles, Frederick and Fanny Hatton;
A. Starr; Photography, Bill Reiss, Photography, Wm. Shenton and Paul spotty land; Photography, Werner Brandes,
Lambert, very good.
Photography, Ernest Miller, okay.
fair.

(Part-Talker)

THE
Sunday,

March
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Murder Case"
"The Canary Murder Case" "The Canary
(Silent)
With JdDics
W'illidmHalt.
I'owell,
Broolcs,
.h(i)iLmiinc
Arthur

k

"The Passion Song"
(Silent)

LcHi/th:
.")8I3 it. Excellent
Leiiijlh: 5080 ft.
MYSTERY
DRAMA
THAT
INTELLIGENT
STORY WELL
ruraiitoutit Lvnyth: 7171 ft. NEVER GETS VERY MYSTERIACTED.
NICELY
PHOTOOUS.
A
MILDLY
INTERESTING
EFFECTIVE TALKING SEGRAPHED WITH GOOD INTERQUENCES PUT OVER ORDIN- PROGRAMMER, THAT'S ALL.
IOR SETS.
ARY MYSTERY MURDER FILM. SALES OF BOOK WILL HELP.
Cast....
Noah Beery does a strong
Cast. .. .William Powell, effective
WILLIAM POWELL'S VOICE
as the detective. Good cast com- characterization as an Englishman
AND
ACTING
STAND
OUT.
posed of Louise Brooks, who has little v.ho goes back to the vcldt in South
Cast
William
IVuvcll
walks
to
do;
James Hall, who inclines to Africa. Gertrude Olmstcad very ataway with actiiiR iioiiors as criminal
tractive, and does some good acting.
investigator. James Hall ordinary, overact; Lawrence Grant, Jean Arthur, Gustav von Seyffertitz, Charles Gordon Elliott competent as her supalso Louise Brooks as the Canary.
Others Jean Arthur, Gustav von Lane, Eugene Pallette, Ned Sparks,
Story and Production. . . .Drama of
Seyffertitz, Charles Lane, Eugene Louis John Bartels, K. H. Calvert.
life ill England and South Africa.
Story and Production. .. .Mystery port.
Pallette, Lawrence
Grant.
Story and Production. . . . Mystery drama. The Philo Vance detective Adapted from story, "Paid With
drama. Adapted from a Philo Vance series by S. S. Van Dine have a great l\-ars." The story is well presented,
and works out with an unusual love
detective story by S. S. \'an Dine. popular vogue. Don't overlook this angle. Hero and his pal, the husAs an all-talker, it is far more effec- in your advertising. You'll probably
band of the girl, return from Africa.
tive tlian the silent version, but still need a substantial angle like this to
it does not rate more than program help tide the picture over for the Hero learns that the girl he loved
calibre. The story is at fault, being mystery in it never particularly im- has been married to his friend, she
presses. Neither is its development thinking that he would never return.
another instance of magazine material making indifferent film fare. The especially clever although the story Some nice love scenes are worked
chief difficulty lies in the fact that maj' be responsible. The Canary, in, with an African chief on a visit
the audience can anticipate the dis- show girl, is murdered. Suspicion, to his white friend, the married man,
closure of the murderer long before as usual, fastens on several men. discovering the love between the hero
he is revealed. Then there is an Powell as the detective, steps in and and wife, and telling the husband.
anti-climax sequence tacked on to unravels the knot. Usually, the well- The latter horsewhips him and drives
clear up a secondary murder.
done mystery play keeps you guessing him from the house for slandering his
The outstanding work of Powell as concerning the murderer, but here wife and friend. The scene shifts
the investigator holds the picture up. anyone with average deductive pow- from England to Africa, where the
ers can figure it out before the screen native chief wreaks his vengeance,
Good talkmg sequences.
and with the husband killed the two
tells
you about it.
Direction, Malcolm St. Clair, ordinary; Author, S. S. Van Dine; ScenDirection, Malcolm St. Clair, aver- lovers are united at last.
Direction, Harry O. Hoyt, good;
ario, Florence Ryerson, Albert Le
age; Author, S. S. Van Dine; ScenVino; Editor, William Shea; Titles,
arist, Florence Ryerson; Editor, Wm. Author, Frances Fenton; Scenario,
H. J. Mankiewicz; Dialogue, S. S. Shea: Titles, Herman J. Mankiewicz; Elizabeth Hayter; Editor, Leonard
Van Dine; Photography, Harry Fish- Cameraman, Harry Fishbeck, nice WMieeler; Titles, Camille Collins;
work.
beck, very good.
Photography, Andre
Barlatier, fair.

(All-Talker)

"The Younger
with Generation"
Je<in

Hersholt,
Ricardo

Lbia
Basquette,
Cortez

(Part-Talker)

Columbia
Length: 8217 ft.
A LOT OF SENTIMENTAL
BLAH
TELLING
A FAR
I- ETCHED STORY.
Cast
Jean
Hersholt
struggles
through a tough role as a brokenhearted Hebrew father. His work is
away ahead of the story. Lina Basquette adds little by way of entertainment. Ricardo Cortez couldn't do
much with poor part. Others Rex
Lease, Martha Franklin, Julanne
Johnston.
Story and Production. . . .Drama of
East Side Jewish family life. This
Fannie Hurst magazine story makes
weak film fare. One of those preposterous sentimental yarns about the
East Side family that conies up from
a pushcart to a Fifth Avenue mansion. Daddy and daughter continue
to pine for the Delancey Street atmosphere, while momma and her
ambitious son work together. Daughter has an East Side song writer for
a sweetie, who gets mixed up in a
robbery and does a stretch up the
river. Meanwhile they have been
married, a babe is born, and a death
bed scene is staged at the climax, the
tnoral teaching the ambitious son that
riches without love is nothing.
Direction, Frank Capra, poor; Author, Fannie Hurst; Scenario, Sunya
Levien; Editor, Not listed; TTitles,
Not listed: Dialogue, Howard J.
Green; Photography, Teddy Tetzlaff,
good.

I'd ni »ii)i( )it

"The Peacock Fan"
(Silent)

Chesterfield

Length:

"His Last Haul"
with Tom Moore, Seena Owen

(Silent)

5400 ft. FBO
Length: 5797 ft.
CHEAP AFFAIR RATES POOR
GETS BY AS AVERAGE ENTERTAINMENT BUT THERE WITH SLOPPY STORY AND
HAVE BEEN BETTER MUR- LITTLE ACTION IN STORY OF
DER MYSTERY PLAYS.
REFORMED CROOKS
THAT
SOUNDS PHONEY.
Cast. . . . Lucien Prival very comCast. .Tom Moore and Seena Owen
petent and gives clever characteriza- are the reformed crooks trying to
tion as_^criniinal investigator. Fair
cast includes Dorothy Dwan, Tom go straight with the police hounding
them. They show nothing but indifO'Brien, Rosemary Theby, Carlton
ferent acting. Others Charles Mason,
King, Gladden James, David Findlay, Al Roscoc.
James Wilcox, Fred Malatesta, Alice
Story and Production. ... .Drama.
True.
just another film that tells a commonStory and Production
Murder
place and uninteresting yarn of the
mystery. This film follows quite two crooks who try to go straight.
closely the technique of the usual The plot is a lot of hash that is very
mystery yarn. The opener is good, artificial and unconvincing. Slippery
with a prologue showing the tragic Joe sneaks into a Salvation Army
history of the peacock fan. which fig- meeting to dodge a cop, and meets
ured in the murder of a Chinese wife there a girl who thinks he is really
and her lover by the jealous husband. looking for religion. W^hen she finds
Then the story proper opens with the he is a crook, she starts to take an
fan now in the possession of an interest in him. Meanwhile the cops
-American curio collector. He is pick up his trail, and uncover the
mysteriously murdered in his home, fact that the girl is wanted for an
and the criminal investigator enters old blackmail iob. Joe escapes, and
and proceeds to unravel the mystery. runs into a Christmas party for some
A dozen people are apparently impli- rich kids. He knocks out the gent
cated, but it finally develops that the who was to impersonate Santa Claus,
collector's wife and her lover com- and dons his costume. Works out with
mitted the murder. Little action, and the lovers pledging undying love
too draggy. Fair direction and act- when they finish doing their stretches.
ing get it by.
Direction, Marshall Neilan, averDirection, Phil Rosen, satisfactory;
age; Author, Louis A. Sarecky, Scenario, W. Scott Darling; Editor, MilAuthor, Adelaide Leitzbach; Scenadred Richtcr; Titles, Randolph Bartrio, Arthur Hoerl; Editor, James
Sweeney; Titles, Lee Authmar; Pho- lett; Photography, Philip "Tannura,
ragged.
tography, M. A. Anderson, good.

"Speakeasy"
(All-Talker)
Fox
Li'H!)th: r^lir^ ft.
AN ENTERTAINMENT NIFTY. FAST MOVING STORY,
ALL SOUND INDOORS AND
OUT, THAT
NEVER
LAGS.
WHATEVER A GOOD PICTURE
NEEDS, THIS HAS.
Cast. ... Paul Page, Lola Lane,
Stuart Erwin newcomers but this
proves they are here to stay. Gcnerallv fine cast rounded out by Henry
R. Walthall, Helen Ware, Warren
Hymcr and Sharon Lynn.
Story and Production. . . . Melodrama of New York, its night life.
This is a corking good yarn of the
big city. The central figure is a college-made pug in the game for the
dough. He loses his middleweight
championship and is ready to quit.
That is, until the newspaper reporter,
comes along for her story. She gets
it and also a dart from Cupid. How
she instills the desire for a return
match through her complete confidence in the boy's ability and his ultimate success gives you the rest of
the story But it is the dialogue, the
comedy, the fine, real shots of Times
Siquare, Park Row, the subway and
Madison Square Garden, plus a tempo that never lags that really make
the picture what it is.
Direction, Benjamin Stoloff, fine;
Author, from stage play by Edward
Knoblock and Geo. Rosner, Scenarists, Edwin Burke, Fred. H. Brennan; Editor, J. Edwin Robbins; Dialogue, Edwin Burke; Cameraman,
Joseph Valentine, excellent.
Ranger in

"One Man Dog"
(Silent)

FBO
Length: 4481 ft.
GETS OVER NICELY AS A
DOG OPUS WITH THE CANINE
DOING SOME CLEVER WORK
AND KEEPING THE INTEREST
GOING.
Cast. .. .Ranger, the police dog, is
the best part of the show and gets
ample opportunity to show his cleverness. Supporting cast includes Sam
Nelson, Edward Hcarne, Virginia
Bradford and William Patton.
Story and Production. .Melodrama
of the North woods. This will please
the dog lovers and the thrill fans,
for Ranger sure knows his stuff and
the plot gives him every chance to
show
Thepost
girl'sis
father W'hat
who he
runscana do.
trading
murdered by a half breed for his
bank roll. The brother is a Northwest mounted, and his buddy who
comes north is suspected of the
crime. But the buddy has his dog
pick up the trail of the murderer,
and then Ranger gets into action and
the film becomes real interesting.
One se(|uence is especially good,
showing the heavy with his hands
caught in a trap which he had set
for the dog. The canine forces the
prisoner to walk thus back to the
settlement where he is apprehended.
Direction, Leon d'Usseau, satisfactory; Author, Frank Howard Clark;
Scenario, Frank Howard Clark, Editor, Ted Chessman; Titles, Helen
Gregg; Photography, Robt. De
Grasse, fair.
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Laemmle Preparing for 1929-30
Paramount Starts Work on "Fu Manchu"— Fitzmaurice Directing One for U. A.— "Russian
Rhapsody" New Sound Musical Comedy from Fox Lot— Ralph Wilk's Comment on Notables

MM CHANGES AT STUDIO

A Little

SINCE"U"HEAD'S ABSENCE
A busy season will start in a few'
days now that Carl Laemmle has returned from New York. The Universal lot has taken an altogether
different aspect in the eyes of "Uncle Carl" as many changes have been
made in personnel since his departure several weeks ago.
He will start making arrangements
for his 1929-30 productions at once.
Plan "Russian Rhapsody"
"Russian Rhapsody" has been tentatively decided upon as the first musical production for Fox Movietone,
to be done by DeSylva, Brown and
Henderson.
"Dr. Fu Manchu" Starts
Sax Rohmer's story, "The Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu" has gone into
production as an all-talking picture
at the Paramount Hollywood studio
with a cast composed of Warner
Oland, Neil Hamilton, O. P. Heggie, William Austin, Jean Arthur,
Claude King, Charles Stevenson,
Evelyn Selbie, Charles Gillyan, Lawford Davidson, Noble Johnson, and
Charles Stevens.
StolofT Starts "Protection"
Benjamin Stoloff has started "Protection" for Fox. It is based on a
story by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan.
In the cast are Robert Elliott, Dorothy Burgess, Francis McDonald,
Paul Page, Joe Brown, Dorothy
Ward and Arthur Hoyt.
Gets Lead in "Locked Door"
Barbara Stanwyck will play the
lead in "The Locked Door," an alltalker picturization of Channing Pollock's "The Sign on the Door."
George Fitzmaurice is directing, C.
Gardner Sullivan handling the scenario, and there will be dialogue by
George
Fitzmaurice.
Olive Hasbrouk Signed
James Cruze has signed Olive Hasbrouk for the next talking featurette
he is to produce at the Chadwick
studios.
O. P. Heggie Assigned
O. P. Heggie, one of the best
known actors of the Broadway stage
who recently was signed to a long
term contract by Paramount, will
play in Richard Dix's new all-dialogue, "The Wheel of Life." Dix
will be directed again by Victor
Schertzinger who handled him m
"Redskin" and his recently completed
all-dialogue film, "Nothing But the
Truth."

"Lots"
m WILK
fro
RALPH

By

Hollywood
SARAH Y. MASON, a Tucson,
Ariz., girl, who made good in
Hollywood, is writing the continuity
of "Back to Harvard," the sequel to
"Brown of Harvard." Miss Mason
also wrote the continuities for
"Broadway Melody" and "Alias Jim*
♦
*
my Valentine."
Fritz Feld is crowding a lot of
work into his days and nights. He
is working in "Broadway," at Universal, and in "Cape Smoke," at
Fox. In addition, he has an imporpart in but
"Squawk,"
not a tant
talker,
a play. which is
*
+
*

Kothryn Crawford, Universal contract player, is one of the few that
has not given up horseback riding
for aviation. In company with
others, she can be seen daily astride
of a spirited horse, off for a morning gallop. Ike St. John, publicity
director, has been teaching her the
finer points. *
*
*

When Douglas Shearer and a number of aviation enthusiasts started
their studio flying club, Jeanette Loff,
Pathe's coming star, put in her application for membership. But she
is plenty in the lead of the others,
having been flying now for several
months. She is now taking a course
from Roy Wilson, stunt flyer of
"Hell's Angels" which the Caddo
company have been "years" making.
She will
be a eligible
for trips
a pilot's
license after
few more
in the
air.
*
*
♦
Lon Chaney is now breaking into
"Sandy," the most popular dog on
the Fox lot, has been giving his own- music. Karl Kramer, a new music
er, J. Edwin Robbins, the film editor, master from New York is doing the
much worry. Twice during one "M-G-M"
orchestration
fora girl
Gus show
Edwards'
Revue,"
which
week,
"Sandy"
disappeared
from
his
he is scheduled to direct in the near
home.
*
i»
*
future. The title of the num,ber will
Paul Page, one of the leads in be "Lon Chaney," shading the many
tures.
disguises Chaney uses in his pic"Speakeasy;" Ben Stoloff, who di*
*
*
rected it, and J. A. Valentine, who
photographed it, will be re-united
George O'Brien, Fox star,
for "Protection," which will soon
has more trouble with his feet
go into production at Fox. Page is
then Rex Bell has with his fan
a recruit from the stage.
mail. Not that the feet are as
♦
♦
*
large
as Bell's mail, but neverOur Passing Show: Smiling Dave
the-less, O'Brien only recently
Epstein dodging traffic on Sunset
recovered from an injury on
Boulevard; Al Mannon making an
the other foot which he reanalysis of production and distribuceived while he was working
tion problems; Adolphe Menjou, June
in "Noah's Ark." Now after
Col'yer, Charles Rogers, Edmund
a few days work in "The Son
Breese, Robert Edeson, Nick Stuart
of Anak," he broke his right
at "Hearts in♦ Dixie."
toe in a fight scene. Dave But*
*
ler, the director, is taking out
Stephen Fechit, who sprang into
insurance on George during the
balance of the production.
prominence in "The Ghost Walks"
^
*
«
and "Hearts in Dixie," is rnaking a
careful study of his performance in
of James Hall's friends will
the latter production. Wednesday he be Many
glad to learn that he has been
sat through five performances of chosen to play opposite Colleen
the
picture at the United Artists' Moore in her next production.
theater.
♦
*
*
George Melford, veteran director,
is making his first picture at M-G-M.
It is the silent version of "The Voice
of the City." George was with Paramount for several years and has also
Writer
directed for Universal, FBO, Tiffany-Stahl and other companies.
WARNER BROTHERS

HARVEY GATES

George Scarborough
Consulting
Uaitod

Dramatist

"The Desert Song''

Dorothy Revier Signed
Dorothy Revier has been signed by
Paramount for "Burlesque," adapted
from the George Manker WattersArthur Hopkins stage play. Another
player just engaged is James Farley.
John Cromwell and Edward Sutherland, directorial team, will direct.
Nancy Carroll and Hal Skelly are
now rehearsing with other members
of the cast.

Patsy Miller Opposite Mulhall
Patsy Ruth Miller has been signed
by First National-Vitaphone to play
opposite Jack Mulhall in "Twin
Beds," to be directed by Alfred Santell.

THE

Doorway

of Hompitality

>NTER the doorway of
this popular hostelry and you feel at horn*.
There's an atmosphere of cordial welcoma
which marks the difference between tha
HoUyrrood Plaxa and ordinary hotels.
Your room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the ivall, oveto
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . these are but a few of the features
that make you feel at home.
Pig'n Whistle Dining Service insures the
best of food. Therefore, when you ara ne»l
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.
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Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard
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SOyND-ON-FILM OR ON
IHE DISC ^WHICH ONE?
This is the second and condudmy
on
portion of an intirestuicj article
traiv
itt
Merr
sound recordiny by r editor wlio,
iord, former trade pape
conductior many months, has been
arch into sound
e rese
nsivlems
exteprob
iny its
.
and

By CHARLES

TIPS
ON
EQUIPMBMT
AND
VARIOUS
DBVICES
ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

F. HYNES

WISCONSIN HOUSES COING
IN FOR SOUND RAPIDLY

"Sound Patents"

The seventh instalment of
"Sound Patents" appears on
page ten, this issue. This
series discusses the international development of sound,
as revealed by research into
patents filed in Germany,
Great Britain, France and the
United States.

or these processes can be reduced
to positive
None of these ihrce men is affiliated film terms.
otheiwise idenlitied with any of the big
are
To attempt to cite here all the highly techconmanies or the electrics. At present all
nical and mechanical problems, which have
in conengaged in independent research work develo
yet
to be solved before the fundamentals of
pnection with various phases oito talker
add that their this system are as well understood as those
ment It hardly is necessary
acies which govern the disc, is mainfestly impossiknowledge oi the fundamentals and intric il, ble.
of tlie arts involved is highly specialized,bed
Such, for example, as the combining suc, it may not more properly be descri
indeed
.
profound.
as
cessfully of the two sound variables, viz. the
These men are: Eugene A. Lauste, pioneer number of vibrations within a given period
original pa- and their accompanying amplitudes, with the
inventor of sound-onhlm, whose the
basis lor "linear velocity" of the film. In simpler
tents, dating back to 1^06. form
getting a true and instantaneous record
the development of these processes today; terms,
er of the sounds received within the limits
Captain James H. White, research engine
of
the
length of film required for the action
Ihomas A. tdiand inventor associated with from
the earliest photographed.
son for nearly 20 years,
Or again, the experiments being made to
and the phonodays of the motion pictureauthor
ity in both control the curious — but exceedingly costly —
graph, and a recognized
affinity of the film emulsion for water, dirt,
arts; and James L. Carlton, for many years, oil and grease, etc., a chemical peculiarity
diief engineer of the Gaumont Laboratories
which for many years has puzzled and still
Paris, producer and designer of numerous baffles the ablest experts. It is a problem,
devices in connection with the motion picture
and sound reproduction. Mr. Carlton was which one day may make the cost of soundon-film commercially prohibitive, provided
principally responsible for the Gaumont
some of the economies already forecast for
Chronophone, which successfully produced
the disc are realized.
synchronized sound pictures commercially Zi
In printing sound-film there has as yet been
years ago.
Then collective opinion is that lor years devised no adequate system for combining
the sound negative with the picture negato come, both sound-on-film and soundon-.
tive. Photographic values, affecting either
disc, will be generally in use in the industry
the the sound record or the picture, must bo
In fact, the healthy competition betweenment
sacrificed.
two is useful for the successful develop
This is due principally to two reasons. One,
of the sound picture as an art and as a
is that the scene negative has to be printed
satisfactory commercial product.
through
the clear or unexposed part of
Mr. Lauste speaks with enthusiasm of the the sound negative, as both pass before the
yet
-tilra,
soundon
of
future potentialities
"window" of the printing machine. This
he concedes that years of further research unexposed
film, although transparent to the
and experiment probably will be required to
s
ntal processe
eye, forms a sort of "veil' 'over the scene
perfect it and reduce its fundame
print, which definitely diminishes its definito a set of definite, scientific formulae.
tion and photographic values.
On the other hand, neither Captain White
The second reason is that the sound negaed that soundnor Mr. Carlton are convincdisc
tive must be printed continuously, and this
as a means
on-film will ever surpass the
for recording and reproducing sound effects, has necessitated printing the picture negative
if, indeed, it ever equals it.
in the same maner. Many years ago, experience proved to motion picture makers,
It is their stated conviction that the art of
that to maintain photographic values, action
its
at
sound recording and reproducing is
film must be printed step by step. Many
height in the wave cut disc record, which, as
dollars worth of apparatus was disthey point out, is the product of more than thousand carded,
when the discovery was made that
40 years intensive research and development. to print a motion picture continuously meant
Sound-on-film, in their view, is still very much
or at least the loss of photoin the laboratory or invention stage and can- the blurring
graphic definition of the individual scene.
not properly yet be deemed an art.
The results of continuous printing, now
In the case of the disc, to obtain what is
by the addition of sound photogpractically a perfect result in sound recording necessitated
raphy to the motion pictures, may be seen
a matter of techand reproduction is mainly
fully
is
in the inferior photographic values (often atnical skill. Each step in the process
tributed to bad studio lighting) apparent in
and exactly understood by the expert, whose
of the sound-on-film type.
knowledge is based on the precedents estab- "talkers'
It is in the field of photography, itself,
lished by years of experiment and the experience of many other experts.
however, that the real problems of sound-onWith sound-on-film the reverse is true. film lie, and which make it seem probable
that its ultimate perfection as a commercial
While the photographic process for recordis still a considerable distance in the fuing and reproducing sound has been known art
ture.
about and experimented with by scientific
ic
The
colloid or gelatin, which forms the
photograph
he
as
men for almost as long
the film emulsion, holds in suspensystem, it is only within the past four or base of
sion numberless molecules of silver salts,
five years, that it has become the subject of
very
in
which
a chemical change takes place when
Only
t.
experimen
and
research
intensive
has it become even com- exposed to light. This change in the silver
recently, indeed,
molecules is what makes the photographic
mercially possible.
Many steps in the intricate mechanical, impression, whether of the images projected
electrical and scientific processes involved in through the camera lense or the light waves
the consistent successful recording and re- superinduced by the sound energy transproducing of sound photographically are not mitted.
George Eastman has spent literally millions
yet fully understood. It may well be that
years of earnest and painstaking experiment of dollars in an endeavor to discover just
will elapse before what happens, when light strikes these silver
trained minds
by many

M Iwaukec — "Xunierous installations are being made in Wisconsin
.md many more are scheduled to
>\vitch to sound policy in a few
weeks. Recent installations include
the Monroe, at Monroe, which
bought "Krpi." At Chippewa Falls,
II. .A. Scliawahn is installing the Pacent device, showing its first sound
pictures on Easter Sunday. Bristolphone is being installed at the New
London (irand. Biophone opened
last
week atat(Jzaukee
and is
\''annow
Dyke's
\'audette,
Kaufman,
operating with Movie-Phone.
A/ucy

exponental

Itorn for sound
Model
5-120

reproducer.

Sound at Frankfort

Frankfort,
Ky. — "Erpi" sound
equipment
will be installed in the
Says Sound Censors Hit Free Speech made.
Capitol while alterations are being
Minneapolis — Beniidji (Minn.)
'I'ioneer," in denouncing sound cen"the
states isthat
editorially
Movie Phone in Wisconsin House
directly
speech
of free
(|uestion sorship,
involved," and power to regulate
Mt. Horeb, Wis.— The New Strand
dialogue in pictures should not be
opened
here recently under managevested in the hands of a censor
board.
ment of J. B. Buechner and A. P.
Desormeaux. It has a capacity of
400
Phoneand is equipped with Movie
molecules.
To date it remains
a mystery
of science.
Yet it must eventually be ascertaitied if
the sound-on-film process is to attain its
height as an art.
Unless these molecules are completely oxidized by exposure to light they do not stay
"fixed' 'and tend to "fade." This fading
process may take place immediately or later.
On the other hand, if they are over-exposed
they undergo other changes equally disastrous.
In the one case, the "fading" results in
diminishing tha sound recorded to the vanishing point, in the other, distortion. Everyone
sound-on-film
heard
seen ofandthese
who has some
observed
phenomena.
_ has^^

Holdridge Buys Han-A-Phone
Shenandoah, la. — Han-.\-Phone has
been installed at the fCmnrcss. owned by B. B. Holdridge, of Des
Moines.

Hamal Distributing
Pacent
Salt Lake City — C. J. Hamal is
handling the Pacent equipment in this
territory and already has lined up 16
installations including the L H. Harons of the "talker,
many itimperfecti
ris circuit of five houses at Burley,
today, which are common to
we know
as The
both systems of sound reproducing and re- Rupert and Buhl, Idaho, and Greencording, in the opinions of the experts con
river and Evanston, Wyo .
suited by the writer, are due to the methods
of synchronization and amplification now generally in use. They believe that in the effort
to amalgamate or combine the arts of sound
recording and reproducing and the motion
fundamentals
picture, into a single art, certain
in the technique of both arts have been
disregarded or overlooked.
The result has been to seriously handicap
of both sound-onal developm
the
recording.
isc ent
and sound-on-d
film commerci
(and not merely
truly
been
has
Once sound
mechanically) synchronized with the film, the
tion.will be j greatly
problems
in
all verityofan amplifica
art
ci
simplified, and the talking picture will become

Then the relative merits of sound-on-hlm
and sound-on-disc will be fully disclosed, and
. ,
parent. apthe commercial possibilities of each made
and
White
Messrs.
It is the opinion of
Carlton that the wave cut disc record for
the reasons already given, then will receive
conthe major consideration. Mr. Laustesoundtents himself with the confidence that
on-film will also have its place m the sun,
though he does not believe it will soon replace
the disc,. at least as a means of popular entertainment

3 Bristolphones for N. D.
Dickinson, X. D. — Three SonoraBristolphone machines have been installed in this territory, according to
Frank Rubel of Talking Pictures
Corp. The first is the Rialto here,
owned by Mugridge and Johnson,
another in Redfield at the Lyric,
owned by Claude Johnson while
equipment is being installed at the
(irant in Brookings, S. D.
Handling Oraphone in N.W.
Minneapolis — Oraphone, a non-synchronous device, is being handled
here by Talking Pictures Corp.. with
an installation being made at the
.'\merican here operated by Ben
Friedman.
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Western Electric,
working with producers and exhibitors, has
made possible a new art
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The Western Electric Sound Picture
advertising will appear during 1929
in the following publications,
the first advertisement to be in:
THE SATURDAY EVENING
LIBERTY, April 6

POST, April 6

COLLIER'S, April 6
LIFE, April 5
THE NEW YORKER , April 6
TIME, April 8
PHOTOPLAY, May
MOTION
PICTURE MAGAZINE, May
MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC, May
COLLEGE HUMOR.
May
AMERICAN BOY, May
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' O CIENCE, art and business, working shoulder to shoulder
O have accomplished it." This statement is made in the
first of a series of advertisements on Sound Pictures, to
be published this year by Western Electric.
These advertisements will set the public straight on three
important facts— First, that Western Electric made the first
successful Sound Picture system— a development of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories. Second, that leading producers have faced the difl&culties of the new studio tech-

Reprint
of inofidzine
advertisement
A national <-anipaiirn uill hliou
howres Sound
I'ictu
were made
p o s 8 i 1> 1 e by
Western Ellectric with the cooper ation of
progressive
producers
and
exhibitors.

YOUK

PUBLIC

nique and, with the help of Western Electric equipment,
are making better and better Sound Pictures. Third, that
exhibitors in more than two thousand theatres have
shown characteristic eagerness to serve their patrons by
equipping with the Western Electric Sound System.
This is your advertising, sellingyour customers in millions
of homes, month after month. It will give the nation a
better understanding ami a greater appreciation of what

authoritative interpretation of a great new art in which
picture industry is making a tremendous
the moving
nt.
investme
Thus to its recopiized services as manufacturing
Western
pioneer and technical sponsor of SoundrolePictures,
of interpreter.
Electric now adds the important

Sound Pictures are and where they are going. Here is an

250 WEST 57lh STREET, NEW YORK

Electrica/ Research Products Inc.
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'SOUND PATENTS' SERIES
THE SEVENTH INSTALMENT
An apparatus by which a braking
means is automatically applied to the
projection machine driving means,
wlienever tlie latter is driven more
rapidly than the phonograph, is
shown in United States patent No.
1,054,203, to D. Higham, applied for
Nov. 10, 1908, and issued Feb. 25,
1913. An elevation of one form of
embodiment of this apparatus is
shown in Fig. 1 of the patent and
the arrangement of the phonograph
and projection machine for this form
of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 5.

D. BIOEAH.
COHBIIilTIOH FBONOORAPB

iHD HOVINO PICTDRE APPlHlTD^

tmicilioli IlLID 10, lu ,,u*

1,054.203.

PaUDted Fell. 25, 1913

gear (14) and the relation of each
worm to the gear remains unchanged.
In the event that the shaft (24)
should rotate faster than the shaft
(12,) however, the teeth of the worm
(18) would advance relatively faster
than the teeth of the gear (14) and
the worm (18) would thread its way
to the left, carrying the shaft (24) in
the same direction. This movement
of the shaft (24) is transmitted to
one arm of the bell crank lever (26)
causing the upper arm of the lever
and a brake shoe (10), suspended
therefrom, to be pressed downwardly against a brake drum (9) connected through a shaft (8) and gears (6)
and (7) to the shaft (2) of the projection machine, thus retarding the
rotation of the latter. The patent
also shows mechanism for adjusting
the speeds of the phonograph and
projection machine relative to each
other to atiain synchronism and also
an electric apparatus that will be described later.
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Patented June 17. 1919,
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Cinephone in Dallas
Dallas — ■ Local headquarters for
distribution of Powers Cinephone in
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas will
be opened here by the LeathermanBranon Co., agents for this sound
device in the 11 Southern states.
Set in Washington
Washington ■ — ■ Powers Cinephone
has opened an office in the Mather
Bldg. Mike Levinson, w)ho handles
Pennsylvania and southern Jersey,
will supervise.

#
fa^T?,W'.>

As shown in the latter figure, a pulley {17) associated with the projection machine is driven by a belt (30)
from a pulley (31) of the phonograph.
The shaft (12) of the pulley (27),
as shown in Fig. 1, is provided with
a worm (13) meshing with a gear
(14), which also meshes with a
worm (18) on a slidable shaft (24)
diametrically opposite the worm (13).
The shaft (24) is slidably connected
to the drive shaft (2) of the projection machine (1) and is thus rotated
at the same speed as the shaft (2).
When
the shafts
(12) and
(24)
are rotated
at the same
speeds
by
their
respective
driving
apparatus,
and in opposite
directions, they exert the same
rotative effect on the

Cinephone in Tulsa House
Tulsa — The Palace will have a
Cinephone reproducer installed in
about
three weeks.
Distributor for Phototalker
Oklahoma City — Tol Teeters, local
exhibitor, has taken over distribution of Phototalker in Oklahoma.
Phil Isley of Midwest Film Exchange, isconnected with Teeters in
this venture.
9 Movie-Phones
Placed
Kansas City — Glen Dickinson has
purchased Movie-Phone for his chain.
Other installations ordered include
the Sherman, Goodland, Kans.; the
Gent Gauntier, Kansas City. Kans.,
and the Hubbell, Trenton, Mo. The
Gene Gauntier will probably be the
Ifirst house in this territory to get
i this type of sound
equipment.

In United States patent No. 1,307,323, issued to Samuel F. Stein on June 17, 1919, a
phonvgraph (12) is directly coupled to a projection machine (11) and immediately adjacent
thereto and the sound is transmitted from the phonograph through a telephone transmitter (13) and a circuit (14) to individual ear phones 16) mounted on the seats (18) of
the theater.

Sound for Holte's House
Minneapolis — Second Vitaphone installation in northern Minnesota has

(sr

been made
H. Holte's Lyceum,
Thief
River at
Falls.
05—

-4^'^

Illustrating the Higham system

of synch ronization.

U.

S.

patent

No.

1,054,203

Writing Dialogue for Walsh
George Brooks, co-author of
"Spread Eagle," is preparing the
dialogue for Raoul Walsh's forthcoming production, "The Cock-Eyed

California House Wired
Dynaphone, the Latest
Napa, Cal. — Sam Gordon will inKansas City — A reproducer known
stall sound equipment at the Hipas the Synchronous Dynaphone is
World."
podrome.
being used in the Delharco at Concordia, Kans. The house is under
Improving Chillicothe House
the management of the Delmar F.
Chillicothe, Mo. — Construction
Harris Co., and seats 350.
starts soon on the general alterations
to the Strand. Sound equipment will
be installed. The house will be comGallaher Turns Author
pletely redecorated and refurnished.
Donald Gallaher has been assigned
Butte House Reopened
to write an original for Fox Movietone following the
completion
of
Butte, Mont. — Jack Gavan has re"Thru Different Eyes."
opened the Peoples on E. Park St.
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Pacent Reproducer

'

o**

EXHIBITORS install sound equipment to make money. And
they are making it with Pacent Reproducer Systems. Scores
of telegrams from theatres, large and small, tell of the wonderful success of Pacent Reproducer installations.

SERVED

Not in one theatre, not in half a dozen, but in dozens of houses

By These Leading Producers:

Pacent Reproducer Systems are giving the highest degree of performance and satisfaction.

PARAMOUNT

We take this opportunity to thank exhibitors throughout the
country for their hearty words of praise and endorsement. The
Pacent Reproducer Corp. is dedicated to the one idea of supplying better sound equipment at lower prices. Constant cooperation
with the exhibitor after equipment is installed is an outstanding

NATIONAL
BROTHERS

feature of Pacent Reproducer Corporation's service.

M-G-M
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Pacent Reproducer Corp.

VITAPHONE
UNITED

Endorsed and Praised
By Scores of Exhibitors !

ARE BEING

WARNER

CO'

khO

Systems

FIRST

,«o^

Av^^:

Louis Gerard Pacent, President

250 West 39th Street

ARTISTS

New York, N. Y.

Telephones: Wisconsin 1029, 1030
and others

SALES AND SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES

s^

V^

THROUGHOUT

THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA. WRITE FOR LIST
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Theater Equipment
By CHARLES

TALKING SHOP
IMPROVEMENTS
being made in
cooling systems this year, presage
a more general use of air conditioning in theaters this summer. Happily, the improvements are, in some
instances, being accompanied by
price reductions and modification of
terms, to place the systems within
the reach of all exhibitors.

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit
In the equipment field the character and reputation of the manufacturer isall important, a fact which is emphasised in selection of
projection and stage equipment. The highly technical nature of the
equipment needed forces the exhibitor to lean upon his dealer for the
best selection of material and product to meet his particular needs.
Steady growth of the Chicago Cinema Equipment Co. reflects
the reputation established by that firm through quality product and
efficient service. Manufacturing a wide variety of product, the firm
assumes full responsibility for and guarantees equipment it makes, on
a replacement or repair basis. Because of its product, standing and
service, the Chicago Cinema Eauipment Co. has THE FILM
DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

EASY OPERATION MAJOR NEW RELAY FOR WARNING
FEATURE or ANY POWER FAILURE

That's good news, for air conditioning cannot be overstressed as an
important and essential feature of
the theaters, regardless of size. In
articles and editorials, we have for
years been advocating installation of
conditioning equipment, as a sound
St. Louis — Operation of any of its
investment which would bring dol- 50 to 200 subdivisions of the illumilars to the box office.
nation, can be operated individually
or in combination with any or all
Engineers in the field have been other control units by operating only
wiorking hard to lower cost of equip- one of the ten all master pilot
ment without impairment of effi- switches of the master control secciency. To their problems has been
tion of the FA Major system pilot
added that of the sound house, where switchboard. The board, which has
absolute quiet of operation is essenremote control, is mantial. This requirement, now is be- pre-selective
ufactured by the Frank Adam Elecing met, it is said.
tric Co. More than 500 installations
Your house will knock the summer bugaboo for a goal, if you obtain proper air conditioning. If you
haven't already installed a conditioner, sharpen your pencil and figure out the system you can afford,
and get set on an installation. Then,
when summer rolls around, you'll be
prepared, with a better-than-everchance to draw and keep patrons.
Install Cooling System
Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp. has
installed its cooling and heating systems in the Durfee, Nathan Yamins'
house at Fall River. Mass. Both
systems are also being installed at
the Palace, Fort Worth, Texas.
Double

SEPT

Spring

Motor

CAMERA

Practically Brand New Condition

$16

Complete with Case and
6 Magazines

uiiuoa^HBys
Who

yu<"it 32«*sr_N«!«>bH«.Ny<i*
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion
U.

S. and

Kcture

Department

Canada AgenU

for Dcbria

have been made, the company states.
The system includes a number of
types of control, depending on the
individual theater. A special design
provides the necessary number of
dinmier resistor plate for control
units. The additional ro\v's of dimmers are placed above the regular
switchboard height. Large capacities
are furnished in magnetic or reactance type dimmers. The firm also
furnishes auditorium dimmers with
a motor drive for each color and
placed in the remote control switchboard room.

$30,000 Sign System Is
Installed at L. A. House
West

Coast

Bureau,

Okay
"The Suicide Sheik"
Oswald Cartoon
Universal

F. HYNES

The Stamp of Approval

Air Conditioning Devices
Are Now Showing Signs
of Improvement for
Summer

Short Subjects

THE
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Los Angeles — Declared to be the
only one of its kind in the West,
and one of the six in existence, a
new electric sign system has been
erected at Loew's State at cost of
$30,000.
The new system includes two vertical Neon signs with bulb flashers
and marquee signs which travel in
an endless strip around the two theater canopies. It is being installed
at a cost of $30,000, and will be the
only one of its kind in the West and
the sixth to be erected anywhere.

Schenectady, N. Y. — Development
of a new relay, CR-2810-1245, especially adaptable to theater use, to
actuate a warning signal in case of
failure of power is announced by
General Electric, which has placed
the new relay on the market.
The device is of the normallyclosed type. Quiet operation is
claimed for it. The contact is of
the silver-to-silver type and is double-break. It is made in standard
ratings.
The warning signal controlled by
the relay may be a bell, a horn, a
whistle, a light or any other common device, and wtould probably be
energized
by batteries.

QUIET OPERATION CLAIMED
FOR NEW SUPREME SYSTEM
St. Louis— New 1929 model of the
Supreme cooling system has been
placed on the market by Supreme
Heating and Ventilating Co. A
number of improvements over the
old model are claimed for the new
system. The equipment now is available for installations. Quiet operation is a feature claimed.

Type of production.. 1 reel animated
Oswald,
the
funny
rabbit
gets
turned down by his gal and steps out
to commit suicide. The tale recounts
his various efforts, trying to get himself bumped off by a falling safe, and
then
a cannon.
But
the cannon
shoots him back to the gal's house
which
has caught
on fire.
He is
just in time to save her, and she falls
in love with him all over again.
Diversity
Pathe Review No. 11

Type of production.. 1 reel magazine
Opens with some good shots of
Greenwich Village, showing the interiors of various atmospheric joints
where the out-of-towners go to make
merry. Then come views of "The
Very Lonely Eskimo," showing how
he tries to pass an
evening that lasts
for six months — and no night clubs
or radio sets to while away the time.
The finish are some enchanting views
of the famous Killarney lake district
m Ireland, delicately with the Pathechr
ome process. Nicely balanced entertai
nment.
Lively

"Riding

for Universa
Love"—
l Featurette

Type of production
2 reel western
The tenderfoot cowboy has his
troubles trying to woo the ranch
gal, for his rival is a tough guy who
decides to get Cuthbert out of the
way for good. So he kidnaps him
and has him locked up in a lonely
cabin, forcing him to write a note
to the girl saying he is married and
the father of a large family. Later
he breaks jail and comes back to his
sweetie, convincing her that he is
really single after all. Rides along
nicely with some fair comedy gags.
George Chandler takes the part. Directed by Walter Fabian.

"Seeing Sights"
— Stem
Universal
Good Gags

Comedy

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
George and Steve call on the Van
Dusen girls, and their pa gives them
a job running one of his sight-seeing
buses. They have a tough time getting passengers, until George stages
a fake fight with a dummy. When
the bus fills up with sightseers, he
drives away. The girls act as comeons to hold the passengers. A kid
opens a snuff box, and then some
good trick shots are worked with the
passengers sneezing their heads off
and blowing everything and everybody over that they pass along the
route. Peppy stuff that will please.
Directed by Gus Meins.

Votes Dividend
Chicago — Dividend of 20 per cent
on the Class "A" stock has been declared by Universal Theaters Concession Co. This is in lieu of all accumulated and unpaid dividends to
July 1, 1928. Stockholders have authorized an increase from 40,000 to
150,000 of $5 par value, and decrease
Pathe Review No. 10
of the Class "B" to 5,000 from 40,000_. The name of the company,
Up to Standard
which handles candy in theaters, is Type of production..! reel magazine
Corp.
Starts off with intimate views of
to be changed to General Candy
"Famous
Editors
You
Do
Not
Know,"
such as the editor of the

THE
Junday,

March

13

17, 1929
the girl. .Tnd Jay Wilsey the support.
Directed
nicely by Ray
Taylor.

Short Subjects

Foreign Markets

"Good Night, Nurse"
Lupino Lane — Educational
C'/<'1t;'

New York telephone book, the editor
of "Who's Who," etc The reel concludes with a neat stiulv in color of
the huniniing bird, and also in Pathechron.e some entrancing views of the
South Seas. Nice balance which will
entertain.
Well edited.

By

JAMBS

F.

CUNNINGHAM

fRENCH UNITS COMBINE NORWAY GROSS REVENW
TO DEVELOP THEATERS snows LOSS IN I92S

Type ol production ... .2 reel comedy
As usual, Liipiiu> Lane turns out
a superior comedy highlighted with
some original gags ami his own inimitable brand of acrobatic comedy
ant cs with leaps, falls, slides and fine
pantomime. The comedian goes to
a nerve specialist, played by his
DAILY
Paris — .\ deal has been closed be- H'ashitiijlon Bureau of HIE FILM
Washington — The combined gross
tween Pathe Cinema and Societe
brother, Wallace Lupino. The lat"Back to the Soil" — Fables
Pathe
ter takes him to his private hospital Rapid Film for formation of a theater reveime from theaters in Norway for
Anitiial Fun
192« amounted to $3,251,546, accordfor special treatment, and has the chain. .'\s a result of the merger,
nurses
put
him
to
bed.
But
Lupino
M.
Xatan,
of
Rapid
hilm,
has
been
ing to advices to the M. P. Section
animated
reel
Type of production..!
I Al Falta, the farmer, starts for a gets mixed up with several other appointed managing director of Pathe of the Dept. of Commerce. In 68
ride in his flivver but the day is patients whom he tries to help, ami Cinema. Societe Rapid Fdm has al- towjis, 106 municipal theaters earned
spoiled when an army of dogs hop st>on has the ward in an uproar. It
ready made arrangements for a num- $2,642,696, while 131 i>rivately owned
aboard and start to raise a riot. Al is really surprising the variety of
ber of new theaters and has pur- houses in 128 different towns earned
chased sites and building in various $608,850. This is a decrease of 2.2
dumps them into a muddy ditch and gags the comedy specialist can extract from simple situations. Good
cent as compared with 1927. The
laughs at their discomfiture. But
sections while Pathe Cinema's pro- per
gram includes construction of thea- attendance in Oslo theater totaled
later he goes for a ride in a plane fun anywhere, and done with class.
2,726,000 as compared with 2,677,000
ters in principal
cities in France.
and the dog aviator steers the rna- Directed by Henry W. George.
in 1927; therefore the loss in revenue
chine over the mud hole and doing
Pathe
Review
No.
13
of
the year is not due to falling off
sit
dogs
The
out.
a loop spills Al
Gets Over
in attendan
around and give him the laugh. The
missionceprices.but to reduction in adType of production..! reel magazine
kids will appreciate this.
Starts off with a sequence that will

Berlin Studios Active;
Theater Attendance Low
IVasbington

"Beyond the Smoke" — Western
Feattirette — Universal
Old Stuff
of production. .2 reel western
Type
Again we have the familiar layout
of the noble ranger, the gal in distress who is kidnapped
by the evil
is varformula
The
gang, etc., etc.
ied a little by having the bootleggers
after the gal's father who is the district attorney in an effort to keep him
Edtheir leader.
from prosecuting
mund Cobb is featured and his action work somewhat
atones
for the
sappiness of the plot.
"A Final Reckoning"— (Serial)
Universal
Promising Start
Type of production. . 10 chapter serial
This serial is adapted from one of
the old G. A. Henty stories that
thrilled us in our childhood. This
one follows the story very closely,
and the atmosphere has been carefully worked up. It represents a departure from the general theme of
serials, and the novelty angle should
make it a draw. If the rest of the
offering fulfills the promise of the
first few episodes it looks like a surefire booking that will bring in the
kids anywhere. Newton House is
the boy hero. He is shown in England with his sister, where they receive a letter from their father to
come and join him in Australia. He
sends them a chart of a gold mine
that he has forwarded for safe keeping, fearing Black Jack, a notorious
bushranger, will take it from him.
The scene shifts to the Australian
bush country. Here incidents develop with swift action, showing Black
Jack killing the old man. who knows
liim as an old friend under his right
name. -Xn officer of the Australian
constabulary, also a friend of the old
man, picks up the trail of the murderer, and vows to get Black Jack.
The boy and his sister arrive from
England, and are lured to a public
tavern room by Black Jack's gang
He tries several ruses to get the mine
chart, and the thrills and action come
fast and plenty.
Louise Lorraine is

Bureau

of
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please the girls, showing "Alice in
Wonderland." a business girl viewing the fine raiment in a fashion
shop window. Then in a dream se(|uence you see Alice getting into
the finery and she is in the seventh
heaven of bliss — then she \\"t;ikes up.
Then "Romances of '49" shows Sutter's Fort, historic trading jjost in
the west, as it is today and as it
was in pioneer times. The reel ends
with "Cock-Eyed World," showing
some clever novelty camera technique with a lot of jumbled scenes
from the camera of a nutty news
man.

Washington — The 23 studios of
Berlin were active during Januac.v,
426 full studio days were used and
94 partly occupied out of 552 days
available, with 32 studio days remaining free, according to a report
to the M. P. Section of the Dept. of
Commerce. Theater attendance, compared with the same month of 1928
was unsatisfactory due partly to numerous cases of "flu" and the number
of unemployed.

"Prodigal Pups"
Novelty — Universal
Good Subject
Type of production ... 1 reel novelty
The story is that of a pup that
sneaks away from his ma to go on
an adventure. He runs into a cider

Wasluiiijton

Quota for India Is
Proposed in Legislature
Bureau

of

THE
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New British Unit Formed
To Take Over 7 Houses

London — City and Suburban Cinema, Ltd., has been formed here with
a capital of $1,697,500, to take over
seven houses here and in the provinces. The houses are: Capitol, Forest Hill; Kingsland, Empire; Apollo, Stoke Newington, and .Amherst
Hall; Plaza and Palace at Woking
and the Tredegar Hall at Newport.
Officers are M. Sampson, chairman;
D. J. Jacobs, director, and E. Davenport, secretary. Plans are being made
to have Western Electric sound
equipment installed in six of the
houses. The Capitol already has
talker equipment.

Washington — At the next session
of the Imperial Legislative Assembly,
a resolution urging the Government
Rejoins B. I. F.
London — H. L. Adler, general
of India to give immediate effect to
the reconnnendations of the Indian manager of British International Film
Cinematograph Committee for a Distributors, Ltd., has been recalled
barrel, and gets pickled. The pup's quota will be brought up, according by I. W. S-chlesinger to undertake
actions in slow motion are well pho- to a report to the M. P. Section of duties in South Africa.
tographed. In fact, the camera tech- the Dept. of Commerce.
nique is the chief point of interest
British Films for Austria
in the offering. Finally a rich little'
Vienna — M. Felce has bought the
Sovkino
Official
in
Berlin
girl in a big car stops with her nurse
Berlin — K. Shvedahikow, president \'ita Studio here to establish a Britand takes the pup to her home. The
ish production unit.
mother discovers the little tramp and of Sovkino of Russia, is here with
has him thrown into the street. Sad- intentions of arranging distribution
der and wiser, the pup wanders back for his product in Germany. He also
to his ma in the pouring rain. Good plans arrangements with Derussa for
novelty with strong appeal to the joint production.
kids. Directed wSth intelligence by
Jacques Rollens.
2,300-Seater for Manchester
Mew York Oty
be. N, Ptm.
723 7th Avenue
D. J. MOUNTA
Manchester — A London syndicate
r
"Kitty Kitty"
proposes to erect a 2,300-seat house
Cameo — Educational
Good Gags
in Hall's Crescent, Rochdale Road
EXCLUSIVE
foreign
here. Architects have modeled their
representatives
for
Tyi)e of production ... .2 reel comedy
idaiis upon those of the Roxy in
Rayart Pictures Corporation
Billy Dale is the featured comed- New
York.
ian, assisted by Estelle Bradley, in
and other leading: independa number that gets a fair c|uota of
ent producersand distributors
Receiver App>ointed
laughs. Billy brings his wife home
Cabte Addreu: RICHPICSOC. Parto
a big black cat. which immediately
Nevada,
la. — Charles
I. Merrick
Cable Addreu: DEEJAY, Loodoo
Cable
Addrcai:
RICHPIC,
N. Y.
proceeds to ruin her nice new hat. has been appointed receiver for Circle Amusements Co.
She orders Billy to throw the feline
outdoors, but the cat comes back.
Billy in desperation carts it a mile
Remodeling New London House
away, and runs into a batch of stray
New London, Conn. — The Lyceum
cats in a crate. A cop makes him
is
being remodeled and a new
roof
cart 'em home. Poor wifie faints at
the spectacle of a cat-ridden
home. is being built.

Richmount

Pictures

Exporting
only tlie
best in Motion Pictures
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Defense Wins Skirmish on U. S. Evidence
U.S. NOT CHARGING INTENT
TO COERCE INARBITAATION
(Continued from Page 1)

ever, the effect of the contract and
arbitration agreement, it is contended, is to restrain trade and it is along
these Hnes that prosecution of the
case by the government may be expected to proceed.
The government rested its case on
Thursday, in a surprise move, following introduction by stipulation of
government exhibits from files of
eight Film Boards. Both sides
agreed that these exhibits may be
considered as typical, to expedite
trial of the case. In resting its case,
the government retains the right to
call its witnesses in rebuttal. Fourteen so far are on call, and the number may be increased. The defense
plans to put on the stand a number
of witnesses, including secretaries of
the eight Film Boards whose exhibits
comprise the government's case.
Definition of the government's
case by Thompson came in the
course of his efforts to block defense
action to introduce letters written by
Former Assistant Attorney General
William P. Donovan, to the effect
that the Dept. of Justice had approved the revised standard contract.
Hess had testified that the government's investigation of the contract
and its operation began in March
1925. and after a lengthy probe, a
statement had been issued by the department, announcing its approval of
the contract, revised in line with suggestions made by department counsel.
eviThompson protected that thiscourt
dence was immaterial. The
wanted to know why the department
issued such statements to newspapers, and refused to admit the mimeographed statement. Defense counsel
then offered correspondence betwieen
Edwin P. Grosvenor, chief defense
counsel and Donovan.
When Thompson protested, the
court asked him if he disputed Donovan's signature, and Thompson, stating he did not, said that the correspondence didn't indicate the government's view in its entirety.
The court then asked if the government believed that there was or
is intent to violate the Sherman law,
or that the defense, seeking to provide certain rules for business procedure, was violating the law l)^' application of these rules. When
Thompson declared that no intent is
charged, the court overruled the objection and the correspondence was
admitted.
Testimony of Hess consumed all
of Friday, the witness detailing the
deliberations which led to and followed adoption of the various standard forms of contract, and explaining clause by clause the contents of
eacli form of agreement.
He reviewed the first uniform con-

2 Years to Gather
Twelve investigators from
the Dept. of Justice assembled
the estimated 38,000 exhibits
secured from files of the defendants inthe credit and arbitration cases. The investigation covered two years.

tract and stressed the situation vVhich
ensued when distributors added
clauses to the form of agreement.
These, he explained, were made neces.sary by the different methods of
doing business of the various firms,
and their different needs. He cited
the statute of limitations in arbitration, the added clauses concerning
roadshows, which permitted a distributor to withdraw a given number
of films each year for roadshow purposes. Tracing the changes made by
the contract committee, he reviewed
the various forms of agreement up
to the present one.
The Trade Practice Conference
was outlined in considerable detail,
and the contract committee meetings
which followed it, outlining point by
point the suggestions made at the
contract committee meeting. He was
on the stand when adjournment was
taken.

Exhibitor Witnesses
Under(.Continued
Gov'tfrom Subpoena
Page 1)
C. Ritter of the Michigan unit; Col.
H. A. Cole, president of the Texas
exhibitor unit, and one of the members of the committee which drew
the contract.
Nathan Yamins, contract committee member, has been permitted to
return to Fall River, Mass., under
instructions to hold himself in readiness for government call, and a similar arrangement has been made with
P. J. Wood, of Columbus, business
manager of the Ohio unit, and George
Erdmann, business manager of the
Cleveland organization.

With Film Board Secretaries
iPy CHARLES P. HYNESiL
Lola Adams Gentry is on tap from
'I'^ALENT and how!— and beauty,
Los
Angeles. And she's mighty par-■- too. A bevy of business-like
ticular of the order in which the last
secretaries, who know their onions
when it comes to secretarial work two names are used.
which combines required legal knowlEdna Pfister of Albany will have
edge with necessity for tact and
catch up on sleep when she goes
understanding of problems of the to
back home. Staying up nights to
i)usiness. Add a goodly sprinkling of
read government exhibits is the reason.
legal
talent,
and
you
have
it,
the
"it"
l)eing the organization of Film
r^oards of Trade secretaries.
Here's hoping there's a banquet or
say. ing so Mrs.
Georgia Moffett,
The social side, is something else someth
Cleveland, will get a chance to speak.
again. But the bunch hasn't had a Oratory is her middle name,
they
chance to know it. So far as they
are concerned, life this week is nothing but meetings after court sesDave Palfreyman, genial secresions and court sessions after meettary in the Detroit sector, Friday
ings.
issued a formal denial that he is
responsible for the break of one of
It's a case of join Film Boards the court benches.
and see New York — out of a courtroom window.
Harry Meyers of Butte wore a
Knee deep in secretaries for a smile when the court ruled on arbitration action for bicycling. Harry took
week, to find out their lives, habits
and customs.
What an assignment! the lead in establishing the fact that
bicycHng is a copyright violation, subject to criminal prosecution in the
Now there's Mrs. R. B. Lynch Federal Courts.
trekked across-country from Seattle
to be on hand for the sessions. She
And then, there are the Irish.
recently was honored by exhibitors "Katie"
Sullivan, New Haven, was
of her territory. The boys out West
all
hot
and
bothered, wondering if
surely are strong for her.
she would get to see the St. Patrick's Day Parade.
Welcome news was brought by
Mrs. Lynch, and that is that her
Added to this contingent, are the
daughter Patricia, Portland secretary, is recovering from illness. Foleys, Clare and Rosemary. Although both are from Omaha, they
Meanwhile, E. K. Oppenheimer, sec- are not related.
retary counsel, who formerly was
at Portland, is representing that
territory.
Clare Foley now is San Francisco
secretary. Despite her recent illness, she made the long train jump
Fmma M. Ablanalp, is very much without
a murmur.
in evidence. She's the smiling and
efficient secretary at Buffalo.
And Rosemary Foley who succeeded Clare in Omaha was a star
Just say chuckles and you're pag- witness in the credit case. She also
ing Secretary E. McNamee of Cincinnati. None of the wheezes about is to be on the stand again in the
action, but it doesn't seem
"Vos
you
ever in Zinzinyiati" go, arbitration
either.
to worry her.

Edgerton Theaters Chartered
Some of the Weisenheimers
Roanoke Rapids, N. C. — Edgerton
thought
that D. T. Lane of Salt Lake
Theaters have been incorporated
here. Authorized capital stock is City would come in disguised with
$50,000. Incorporators are C. G. a toupee, but he fooled them.
Edgerton, H. D. Camp, R. P. Allen
Jack Greenberg of Philadelphia,
and others.
Beau Brummel of the orgayiization,
is lending some real class to the
Hamilton
Co. Gets Two
Houses
case. He will have a chance to talk
Cincinnati — Henry Levy has sold some tiyne next week.
the Park and Liberty. Frank W.
Huss, head of Hamilton Amusement
James Fitzgerald, Washington secCo. takes over both houses.
retary, is in evidence without the
scars he's said to have incurred at
Krier Switches to Broadway
last year's session at Los Angeles.
Council Bluffs, la. — John N. Krier
succeeds Herbert Chatkins as manSpeaking of that pow-wow, Leone
ager of the Broadway, following Matthews, Des Moiyies, was expecttransfer of Chatkins to the Piccadilly
ed to br-eeze in with the Sjxinish
at Rochester, N. Y. Krier was for- shaivl presented to her at the dinmerly assistant at the Des Moines
ner of the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences.
Capitol.

// only there were a piano around
Mrs. Alma A. Walton of Memphis
would be in her glory. Tickling the
ivories is a hobby with her.
Speaking of accomplishments. Secretary L. B. Schofield of St. Louis
wields a mean tennis racket, and
classifies as an amateur prima donna
as well.
Former Secretary A. L. Menaugh
of Kansas City came to New York
for the trials.
Some Texas exhibitors, Don Douglas testified in the credit committee
case, welcome the credit committee
system, for it helps them keep salesmen out of the town, in cases where
the exhibitors are of the "can't refuse
to buy" variety.
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Boiivif Loxfi is the .'nrrrldii/, ii'lm Ellbeo To Release 18
\eplaced Miss MrCiilloiiyh at InditiiiHarry Delf Sound Shorts
ipolis. That territonj's loss was
Series oi IS all talkin.g short.-., one
Dallas' gain, fvr she fonm'rli/ sfcrfd in that territorji with Don C. every vvl-ek, will be made by Harry
Delf, for states rights release through
Douglas.
Kllbee Pictures. "Meet the Fam\ Louis Xizcr, New York secretary,
ily," first in the scries, has been comkvlio has done yeoman service in ])ieted. Delf is author of the stories
and
will
direct.
ielpin)4 to cure the hold-over evil,
'•usied himself with drawings of
leading figures in the two trials.

Three Openings In Little

Out Milwaukee way, ichcu you
Theater Expansion Move
'alk attorneys, the locals immediLittle theaters in Phihuklpiiia,
itely refer yon to Ben Koenif/, Rochester and HutTalo will be spons■louthfnl solon, who has bronyht the
Film Art Guild, headed b>'
Milwaukee secfctaryship itp to a Symonored byGould,
as a nucleus for an
high point of efficiency.
expansion program covering key
cities. Theaters open at Philadek
The Kansas City post is being filled phia and Buffalo today, followed by
hy Marion McCullou,e;h. who used to another at Rochester on Monday.
'do her stuf? at Indianapolis. Miss The Philadelphia house, called Film
McCuUough is reported to he making Chi'ld Cinema, is located on Market
'eal hit in the Casey territory.
St. The Delaware is the Buffalo
house, while at Rochester, the Fast
Charles Zears is one of the long
.-\yenue Playhouse has been taken
distance witnesses, having come to over.
New York from Oklahoma City,
where he is secretary of the Film
Board.

No Hope for "Blue Law"

Relief in Pennsylvania
The arbitration case should be of
llarrisburg
— .Ml action on measreal interest to Audrey Lytell, Pittsi)urgh secretary. .Arbitration for
ures
atTccting
relief from "blue laws"
some time has been halted in the has been indefinitely postponed by
the legislature. This kills all hope
Pittsburgh territory, due to a pend- for remedial measures this session.
ing court action, .\udrey incidentally is trying to get up courage enough
To Reopen la. State
to ride the subway.
.Sioux City, la. — Olaf Nelson, owner of the State here has agreed to
Duke Dunbar, watchdog of Denver, has a hard time from smoking make reasonable iniprovenients at the
his w.k. pipe in the court roo^ni. house, as ordered by the city council
Duke captured a burglar last year, and will reopen the house soon.
but he's not talking about that.
Mrs. Mabel Dietz of Minneapolis
probably is attending to keep an
eye on .\\ StefTes. but disclaims the
report
Mrs. Julia B. Heine who

hails

from New Orleans hasn't picked out
a career for her son, as yet, but it's
probable that he will be a government investigator.
Joe Abramson came clean from
Chicago, without a machine gun.
Joe is a shorthand and typewriting
speed demon.
E. L. (Atlanta) Cole is Joe's
nemesis, by the way. They've been
fighting the Civil War over again
all week.
Martha W. (Boston) Ferris blushed in court when she thought the
hizzoner was looking at her.
Mrs. Marion
Wren
of Charlotte
typifies the cordiality of the South.
Fire Destroys Canadian House
Rossland,
B. C. — -Fire completely
razed the local theater and several
other structures in a blaze which destroyed the downtown
section.

S. F. Orpheum to Close
San Francisco — April 19 is the date
set for the closing of the Orpheum
here which will be remodeled and redecorated and controlled by Klaw &
Hrianger for legitimate shows. RadioKcith-Orpheum plans a new house
here.
New Sun Opens This Month
York, Nebr. — Final construction
work on the Sun is being rushed to
meet the opening date, set for late
this month.
Leases Oklahoma House
Cushing,
Okla.— W.
II. Howell
has leased the Columbia and will remodel it before reopening
as the
Rialto.
Straw Managing
Palace, Calgary
Calgary, Alta. — Charles
Straw
is
new manager of the Palace.
Sells Sheboygan House
Sheboygan,
Wis. — A. J. Schurer
has sold the Lincoln
to Blask &
Lennig.
Buys Mitchell
Mitchell, Neb.— Dr.
has taken over Harry
trolling interest in the

House
C. G. Steen
Rodell's conCrystal.

Another for T. & D.
Reopen Madison House
Santa Cruz, Cal. — Several sites for
a new house are being considered by
Madison, Wis.— Joe Buechner and
T. & D. Circuit, which operates a A. P. Desormeaux have reopened the
Beuchner.
string of 70 California houses.
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Presentations
By HERBERT

ROXY ANNIVERSARY 1$
A SPECTACULAR SMASH
The second .-innlvcrsary g.ila ^huw nt the
Roxy w.is a colorful eyeful hixhliKhted liy
all the cntertainnient values that this house's
exceptional prtxhiction <lepartnients could pour
into it. The first stawe effect was "I'roccs
sional to the I.inht." cmployintr the symphony
orchestra, chorus nf male and female voiceof 100, hallet cori>s and the Roxyettcs. The
choral troui)e<l down from the balcony stair^
to the static, all in white. The stage set was
simple Init impressive, with a hlack drape
and lilack stairs leading to a platform center
on which was an ancient altar fire sending
u|) incense, with colored lights playing from
within. In front of altar stood a female
figure as the gtMldcss of the altar, draped in
gold cloth. Three separate groups of the
hallet in gorgeous co.stumes did ceremonial
dances, featuring silver capes. Then came
the Koxyettes in vivid red soldier uniforms,
al-o with capes. The finale was an eye
smash, with the female figure of the symhol
of light rising from the lighted urn. Mechanical contrivances from tlie bridge spread
her immense silver wings, while the i)allet
groups and Roxyettes opened their capes of
taking.
white and silver. The effect was breathDance lovers were in for a rare treat with
the appearance of Leonide Massine, an ace
among Russian ballet male exponents. First
he appeared with Patricia Bowman and then
in
a Russian
dancetwowitli
l*'lorence
Exceptional
as these
female
dancersI^ogge
are,
they appeared almost awkward in con., ari.-on
with the marvelous work of Massine. His
choreography work was dazzling, and rounds
of applau.-e greeted him at the conclusion.
"The .Sewing Kit " was a quaint concept,
showing an immense sewing Ikix center with
Colonial girls trouping out in groups representing pincushion girls, tape measures and
samplers. Three girls were garbed in black
tights with outline silhouette in silver of
scissors. A novelty that clicked strong. The
popular
was "Hello,
with
Roxynumber
in a Movietone
clip Everyl)ody,"
introducing,
anrl commenting on the work of his organization the past year. (jirl's voice on mike
gave
"Hello. Everybody"
lines,
which the
werefamiliar
sung throughout
by the chorus.
Opened with a novel drop reprwlucing the
cover of the theater program. Curtain goes
up to reveal replica of the theater rotunda.
I'arade of uniformed staff, then various girls
represented the Spirit of the Ballet, Organ,
etc.
A super show from every angle.

WALTER O'KElfE GETS BY
STRONG AT THE COLONY
Walter O'Keefc is holding forth at the
Colony as master of ceremonies and delivering a lively line of patter from the vantage
point of a runway that has been laid to
cover the big gap of the vacant orchestra
pit. This brings him in intimate contact
with his audience, and his particular line
goes better that way. Walter is practically
the whole show and docs two long stretches
of fast chatter with some pretty good nifties.
He gets the house warmed up and the laughs
flow easily. The band under Sam Kahn is
not so much, and when the individual mem
l>ers are called on to do their bit in one of
those alleged comedy songs, the result is
rather terrible. Musicians really should
stick to their instruments,
from all we have

S. BERG,
been .able l„ ..Lmtvc. Iiri-na Ilcarh is a
tealnred act. and a good one. She has her
own style of acrobatic dancing consisting ol
slow, graceful bends and turns, one especially
where -he balances in a back l«nd and comes
up slowly benig a pip. The girl has class,
a good figure, and is big time calibre. Emily
harlc ui songs is (lat. That wa.s almut all
but O Krefe and Orena made it look l*t
ler than it really was.

TTI
POP STAGE ENTERTAIMENT
rhey stepped on it at the Paramount, and
I. A. -NiKKemeyer turned out a pepi>y stage
nIiow called "Happy
Bobby
.\gnew from the films Cowas Lucky."
featured, beinR
uitroduced before the drop by Ted Claire,
master of ceremonies. Hobby did little but
lead the girls in a couple of numbers and
stand around and look handsome in a riding
suit. The 'Jlirce Swifts, comedy Indian club
jugglers, were the best part of the fest, and
pulled some sensational three-cornered juggling with plenty of laughs mixed in. One
pl.iyed straight, another the Ikh.Ii, and the
tliird came on as a stranger dragged in the
last minute to sub. Al Norman rated .second with some eccentric stepping that go^
a generous hand, his weaving steps being
the best thing of its kind caught in this
burg for a long while.
The Aubrey Sisters were good to look at,
liut their dancing rated way down the list.
The Foster (Jirls from the front row provea
to be a mediocre aggregation, lacking looks,
style and pep. They could stand a lot more
drilling, for their precision stuff was notable
for its absence. Wonder if the chap in
charge of them ever steps down the line to
look over the Chester Hale (iirls or the
Roxyettes? If so. he is due for a large
headache. These girls were helped out considerably with a pony number, six of the
small white ponies being led out for a slim
r.mtini- that clicked with its novelty. Clair
and his stage band were soft pedalled, and
did little. Rubinoflf in the pit is still .-•
shownian. and led his gang through a fine
weaving of "Italian Airs," with Dave contributing his usual violin interlude. Mrs.
Crawford at the console pined with tremulo
stops for hubby who beat it to Miami, and
wondered when hc"ll come back again. The
lyrics thrown on the screen were very blah.
Hut the Paramount audience like this sentimental gush, and applauded.

New Unit Acquires Two
iS'orfolk, Va.— Theaters at Ocean
\'ie\v and \'irginia Beach, both summer resorts, will be purchased by
the recentb' incorporated Xew Casino, Inc., capitalized at $100,000.
and headed by Leigh D. Williams.
Horton Starting Another
Edward Kverett Horton is starting
soon on the third subject in Educational's Coronet
talking comedy.
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
^i^By

ARTHUR

W.

{Continued from Page

EDDY ^^^

FISHER has arrived
BUDDY
from the Coast to work in talkers and do his rapid-fire master-ofceremony stuff. He has been doing
his antics in front of Coast cameras.
Buddy a whole lot resembles Benny
Rubin, who wowed 'em at the Colony,
this town, a few months ago and
now is making side-splitting comedies for Universal.
Albert Gran, who trouped in pictures some years before drawing the
knockout role of the old taxi driver
in "Seventh Heaven," is New Yorking. He recently finished work with
Dolores
Costello in "Alimony An-

Week's MoHe
ndayadlines

Downtown
They're Off

Tuesday: Many of our best known
names lore-gathered in the tiny
courtroom on this day to hear what
the government had to say about
credits in arbitration. Kent, Feist,
Depinet were there. Also Hess,
Pettijohn and most of the Film
Board secretaries. Distributors deny
coercion as the suit opens. They
stress the fact competition does exist
in the industry and that the credit
system is essential in operation. Government counsel turns to documentary evidence only and calls no witnesses. That's the first day. . . .
The day's news budget of events
elsewhere divulges the following:
New York — Madison Square Garden goes into pictures May IS with
four screens working simultaneously
and a mere 12,000 seats for sale.
What will happen to Broadway will
prove interesting to watch. . . .
Times Square hears that R-K-0
deal with Publix on management is
about set. Hiram Brown denies;
bam
that. Katz
. . . can't be reached. That's

Big p'ctures are commonplace for
a pair of cutting room girls at Paramount's studio in Astoria. Kitty McIvor, whose first talking picture,
"The Letter." has just reached tbp
screen, did the editing, among other
pictures, of Douglas Fairbanks'
"Robin Hood." Emma Hill, a teammate in the cutting room with Miss
Joe Kennedy arrives back from
Mclvor, is the cutter who put to- the coast. The conjecture campaign
gether the prize-winning success, takes a new spurt. . . .
"Beau Geste."
A big day for the Warners.
"Noah's Ark" opens in New York
The projection staff at the Para- and Spyros Skouras nabs two more
mount studio has just been joined by theaters in Cleveland. . . .
Michael Campbell, an old friend
Butte advises Montana has joined
and teammate of Jack Winick, chief Allied States. The quiet Mr. Myers
projectionist at the studio. The thereby gets another adherent. . . .
others of the crew include Max
Quick Action
Berner, Rudy Kouback and Morris
Wednef-day: The advance dope
Katz. Eight projection machines
are in operation at the studio now, proves all wet. No fireworks at all
and four more projection rooms will m the government case. A perbe equipped in the new building
manent injunction against alleged
which is being added and is due for practices in the operations of credit
committees is sought, but why take
occupancy in April.
up
the court's time to delve into 38,Ed du Par and Ray Foster, stellar 000 exhibits the bench inquires?
cameramen in the eastern Vitaphone A stipulation therefore results which
firmament, are proud of a pocket makes it possible to cut off about
weeks of arguments. . . .
German camera which has a capacity twoElsewhere:
of 40 still pictures. Everybody around
A deal impends between Bristolthe studio seems to be a target for
its shots.
piione, Phonofilm and Acoustic Products. Bristolphone would thereby
secure a film attachment; Plionofilm,
"Slums of Heaven" has found its a disc reproducer while both would
tongue. In other words Frederica
available the recording exSagor has completed the dialogue have made perience
cf Acoustic which, you
for this original, written by her know, is holding company for Sonora.
husband, Ernest Maas, one of Para'Frisco hastens to advise that, in
mount's busy men.
the eyes of Mary Garden, sound will
replace grand opera. Five years is
Interesting. . . .
Jack Noble, recently directing her deadline.
Jannings is to talk. Thereby his
shorts for M-G-M, has joined up with
American Sound Studios. He'll act contractual difficulties witli Paraas supervising director for sound
mount may end. Dialogue and Janshells to be produced by American
nings' German accent provided the
Sound Pictures and North American trouble. . . .
Another
day of reports linking
Sound Pictures at the 44th St. plant.
R-K-O and Publix together. Hiram
Brown stands by his guns of denial.
In Osgood Perkins' dressing room Sam Katz still elusive. . . .
back stage at "The Front Page,"
One Down
you'll find a director's chair labeled
"Herbert Brenon." It is one of a
Thursday: That credit case didn't
take long. Stipulation of coun'isel
group of
"Famous"
chairs
he
purchased when the Astoria studio was brought an unexpectedly quick close.
closed, when the production business Now the arbitration suit follows in
migrated westward a few years ago. quick order.
This, too, is a con-

I)

spiracy action filed under the antitrust laws and aga'n the government
argues for injunctive relief. . . .
Paramount closes at 68, a new high
for the year. Which may have nothing at all to do with the case, but
nevertheless that persistent yarn
about R-K-O hangs on like grim
death.
it.
. . . Remember, Zukor has denied
Dowin East, Publix and Fox are
pitted against each other. A theater
tussle, of course. It won't be the
only spot. . . .
The legislative flood continues. The
bill to exempt talkers from censorship is running into stormy waters
in Pennsylvania. In Nebraska, the
Sunday opening bill is effectively
slaughtered. A two per cent state
tax on gross is worrying Connecticut exhibitors, it appears, while in
Baltimore, an encouraging sign develops in a decision to carry the
Sunday show question to the public
a la referendum.
. . .

Denied
Friday: It's on. The arbitration
suit. The industry formally denies a
conspiracy exists. Perfunctory and
to be expected. The government, on
the other hand, declares the uniform
contract is one-sided, said side favoring distributors, and that arbitration
under its provisions is unfair. So it
goes. What is interesting is this:
The government is doing little talking
in court and plenty of listening. We
wonder what's behind that. . . .
Berlin comes through with a bearcat. The systems that count in England, France and Germany have
Dooled their sound patents. RCA
has a hand in the deal. That means
a tussle, merry no doubt, with Western Electric for dominance in the
European market.
New York and Mr. Zukor submit
the second surprise of the day. Paramount sells out its holdings in the
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
making that company wholly-Canadian owned. However, Zukor holds
a franchise that runs until 1939 or
thereabouts. Which keeps Paramount set up over the border.
K A N N.
N. J. House
Named Warner
Atlantic City, N. J.— The new theater under construction here has
been renamed from the Embassj' to
the W^arner. The project will cost
approximately $1,500,000, with a seating capacity of 4,500. The policy
will be premiere presentation of motion pictures. The house is expected
to be complete in June.
Meyers
With
Disney
Cartoons
Manny Meyers, formerly with
Pathe, will be in charge of the New
York exchange for Disney Cartoons.

U. S. (Jovernment lirings action against
organization. Film Boards and ten Havs
distri mtors to te.st legality of credit comTuesday
mittees m arbitra
tion.
Sale of Universal denied.
Distributors

deny

coercion

Wednes

credit

system

reported again.
in New York
Forest Phono-

for diplomatic

Friday
Government
ends credit case; arbitration
acton
slated for trial today
in New
York
fubJix-1-ox
race looms
in New
England.
post.
Distributors deny conspiracy prevails in ar_ bitration
as government
suit opens.
European sound combina
tion may include
and Phonofilm.
Bristolphone
KCA,
Adolph Zukor sells minority interest in Fa^ mous
Players
Canadian
Corp.
Fox gets 27 foreign theaters as result of
purchase.
Loew
Abram F. Myers Saturday
reports exhibitors now satisfied with interchangeability
situation.
U. S. not trationcharging
intent to coerce in ArbiSuit.
move.
Internat
ional Patent Pool is next European

Laemmie denies
any merger.

Universal

is involved in

Hartley At la. Sold
Hartley, la. — Charles Sartorius
has
the Capitol from M.
here.
Inman purchased
Mt. Vernon
House
Opened
Mount Vernon, Wash. — The New
Paramount, owned by A. A. Halej-,
seating 550 has opened.

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving

Specialists
to the

Industry
Motion
Picture

DAY

AND

NIGHT

250 West 54th Street
NEW

CareyCarey
For "Trader
Harry
has been Horn"
signed by
M-G-M for the title role in "Trader

in

KK.U-1 nhlix management day
deal
Diir> T,",",- ^'"'^^ "P'^''^ **"''
Bristolphone, Acoustics and De
tilm deal near.
Thursday
Louis B. Mayer reported
slated

YORK

Telephone: Columbut 4I4I-J'3

Announcing

EASTMAN

R EPROTONE
NEGATIVE

L

the proved sound fdm
ABORATORY

measure tnent of its sound fidelity

— actual use in the studios — Reprotone Negative
has vindergone these two tests and has emerged as
the pre-eminent medium for the recording of sound
with motion pictures. Developed through the joint
efforts of the industry and the Eastman organization, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached
standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

YOU^

CITY

IN and ABOUT

nlMH^^'i

SPEAKEASY

|r^*«Ui(MHjr

FOX MOVIETONE
100% Dialog Feature
with
Paul Page r Lola Lane f Henry B. Walthall
HELEN WARE
^ SHARON LYNN
BENJAMIN STOLOFF Production

Actually photographed in New York

,A' f "^-'

' "fS'i

the siglits and
sounds
of tlie
greatest
are
reproduced
for the
first time
on world's
the screen.
You metrojX)lis
HEAR roaring
subways, traffic and Grand Central Terminal — hustle and l)ustle
of Times Square — Madison Square Garden — Empire Race Track
— glittering night life — a real speakeasy in operation.

'V

■.•>■

I

i"

' ' K n I 0 r t a i n in e n t ?
Plenty! A yarn that
nsver lags — sport, youth,
comedy . . . and a zip
that gets you from the

'■ 1

beginning. It's a swell
— Film Daily
i.

\

I

picture." have we seen
"Never
such a stunning program— it contains everything — thrills, action,
suspense aplenty, the
slickest entertainment in
— N. Y. American
town."

"standing room was at a
premium and a long line
stood awaiting admission . . . one of the most
pleasing pictures offered
at the Roxy in the past
— N, Y. Morning
few months." Telegraph

"a bet is hereby olfered
that Roxy will top
N. Y.
I heal re— receipts
for all
Evening
time this week and next."

"a

World

good,

rousmg
pic— N. Y. World

"colorful and entertaining. It's good snappy —
moving entertainment.
It's a lulu ... a real

"has lots of pep . . . thrill-

hreath-snatcher."
— N. Y. Daily Mirror

— N. Y. Dailv News

ture . . ."

PROFIT-TAKING
TALKERS; THEY
Iing."
A L K M O N E Y

YOU CAN'T MISS
IHE BOX-OFFICE
BULL'S EYE WITH
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MNTS A FOOT LEVY
IS NEW TAX WRINKLE
St. Paul — SonutliiiiK lu-w in the
ne of taxation has been intTO(h:cccl
I the Minnesota legislatnre. It is
measure providing for a levy of
,\o cents per foot on film shown
1 theaters, the tax to be paid by the
neater owner.

Michigan Gag Is 5 Cents
Tax on Every Admission
Detroit — Miciiij;an's projHised adiiission tax, opposed by the fjoverlor, still is pending. The bill pro.ides a levy of five cents per ticket.
;o that in the case of ten cent houses,
he levy would constitute 50 per cent
•f the adniis>ion fee. .\ number of
.Iiedlers of llic Strtte will be forced
.)ut of business if the bill becomes
law. it is stated.

Ohio Exhibitors Facing 5
Per Cent Admission Tax
Columbus. O. — Ohio exhibitors are
faced with a five per cent tax on admissions. P. J. Wood, summoned
to New York as a witness in the

March

Until 1939
Toronto — It is understood
the franchise agreement between Paramoun t Famous
Lasky of New York and the
Famous Players Canadian Corp.
runs until 1939. The sale of
Paramount's holdings in the
Canadian company has no bearing on the franchise.

SYNCHRONOUS DEVICE
FOR ORCHESTRAPHONE
Chicago — Orchestraphone has developed a synchronous disc system.
The device, distributed by National
Theater Supply Co.. heretofore has
been non-synchronous. The double
turntable device is geared for .53'/.
rpm.
records.

Invasion of East Is
Plan of Talk-A-Phone

Invasion of the East with Talk-.\Phone. synchronization device is
planned by W. A. StefTes, who is
government's
arbitration
case,
has
redistributing the equipment. Talk-.\turned to watch the situation.
Phone, now a disc synchronizer, is
to have a sound-on-film attachment
in the near future, states Steffes,
who is in New York as a witness for
the government in the arbitration
Madison, Wis. — With the tax bill case. To date, activities of Talk-.APhont.- have been centered in the
defeated. Wisconsin's legislature now
will consider a censorship bill, just Middle
West
and Xorthwi-st.
introduced. The projiosed tax measure was killed, when it was pointed
out that amusements are a necessity,
not a luxury.
More than 75.000 miles of film, or
enough to encircle the earth three
times, was processed last year by
the Consolidated Film Industries, a
statement from the corporation deMiami, Fla. — Billed as Universal's clares.
most important picture to date,
"Show Boat." talking and singing
adaptation of the Florenz Ziegfield
stage pl.ly, opened at $5 top Saturday at the Capitol here, and the
Paramount, Palm Beach. The event
Universal states, was one of the most
important social functions of the season at the two winter resorts.
Chicago — Invasion of this territory
Scheduled opening at the Capitol on an extensive scale by Fox, which
Friday was postponed by disappear- is reported in the offing, will culminance of the operators, with the sound
ate a plan of long standing, harbored
reproducing equipment out of order. bv the "lone eagle" of the industry.
Harry Re chcnbach and Helen Mor- .•\s earlv as Februarv, 1926, THK
gan appeared on the stage, but pa- FILM D.-MLY in New York reported that Fox planned an aggrestrons' money was refunded when
sive drive in the Chicago territory.
showing of the film became impossible.
That
was
following
completion
of

Wisconsin, Tax Bill Dead,
Considers Censor Measure

Consolidated's 1928 Output
About 75,000 Miles of Film

Auspicious "Show Boat"
Opening at Fla. Cities

Price 5 Cents
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DEFENSE IN ARBITRATION
CASE RESUMED TODAY
UNDER SOUND COMBINE
By KARL
WOLFPSOHN
l-.ditor, "Lichibildbuchnc"
Berlin (By Wireless) — The working arrangement between RC.'\
Photopiione, Tobis and Klangtilm
calls f(;r innuediate production of
sound pictures in Paris, London and
New York.
German productiim will be vested
Solely in Tobis. Production elsewhere will be outlined, it is understood, by Ojens and Sons which will
head the financing group at a m^fting to be held in Amsterdam in about
four weeks.
The .Associated Press reported
Saturday from Berlin that Tobis has
already started production on a serieof sound short subjects.

Shapiro to Handle Studio
Publicity for THEFox FILMin L.DAILY
A.
II est Coast Buieaii,
Hollywood — Karl Wingart has
been ordered Fast. Fox studio publicity will be handled by Victor M.
Shapiro, formerly director of publicity and exploitation for Cnited
Artists, as his first assignment with
Fox. Shapiro is due here in about
two weeks.
Ifcst

Fox
Coast

Appoints
Middleton
Bnieaii, THE
FILM
DAILY

Hollywood— George Middleton has
been designated editor-in-cbief of
dialogue
for Fox.

Fox Chicago Theater Invasion
Has Been Planned Since 1926

U. S. Marking Time Until
Rebuttal Testimony
Will Be Heard
With the government marking
time, pending rebuttal testimony,
and the defense fortified by the government declaration that no intent is
charged to coerce exhibitors to arbitrate, the Dept. of Justice suit on
arbitration will be continued at ll):30
York.
.•\.
M. todav in Federal Court

\'«-w

The acifon i:^ against Paramoui.t,
niiTfe other distributors, the Hays organization and Film Boards of Trade.
The government last Thursday rested
its case reserving right to call witnesses in rebuttal.

3-

Tox

E OF SOUND IS
CEAIMfD EOR DEVICE
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILV
Hollywc)od — Invention of a fader
on a sound mixer tal)Ie which will
eliminate e.xtraneous noises on exteriors as well as interiors and make
sound stages unnecessary is claimed
by
\'ance.
He focused
also states
that
his Byron
invention
can be
directly
on any sound desired.

Griffith Planning Film
with Molly Picon in N. Y.
D. W. Griffith, now

in New

York

following opening of his "Lady of
the Pavements," is considering making a picture starring Molly Picon.
Jewish actress. The story would
deal with life in New York's Fast
Side. Release would be through
United Artists.

the W esco deal, when national expansion of the Fox holdings was getting under way. .\ tie-up with Janus
Costen and the Cooneys was being
proposed at the time. Now. Fox is IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
preparing to build a first run house
Los Angeles — Bebe Daniels is genas forerunner of an expansion camerally reported as having signed with
paign embracing the entire Chicago RKO for four talking pictures, with
territory, where Balaban & Katz.
the first scheduled to go into producPublix subsidiary, virtually has contion at an earlv date.
trol.

RKO Signs Bebe Daniels
for Four All-Talkers
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^By

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY ^mm^

Eastern plant,
M-G-M'
UP BillatBoettch
er sis the sound flaw
i^lfHth, if you know what we mean.
As chief test engineer he listens to
every record to detect errors in recording. Boettcher was formerly
with Radio Station WHN, which
Loew operates.
Barton Adams, who used to handle Chamberlin Brown's m. p. department, is now associated with
Max Hart's
booking enterprise.
Alice Weaver, who is soon to work
in a M-G-M short, missed a nice
lil'
"The
Broadway
whenpart
sheinwas
at the
Coast. Melody"
An auto
in which she was riding faw down
and went wreckage, with Alice landing in a hospital. She's fully recovered now and is playing a featured
part in "My Girl Friday," the stage
show which the cops raided and then
renegged.
Nick Grinde, sound shorts impresario at M-G-M's plant, has finished
d'rection on a subject with CecH
Lean and Cleo Mayfield.

Easter Greetings!

exception
of "Singing
Fool"
switching
from
Winter
Garden
to the
Harris, long-run lineup remains unchanged.
Warners,
following the "Noah's
Ark" opening last Monday, is now in the lead with three Broadway
shows.
United
Artists
and
Paramount
have
two, and First National,
Fox
and
M-G-M
each one.
They
include:

=1

Picture

Distributor

Theater

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

"The Wolf Song"
"Hearts
In Dixie"
"The Letter"

Paramount
Fox
Paramount

Feb.

23

Feb.
Mar.

27
7

"Sonny

Warners

Warners
Mar.
"Lady of the Pavements'^United
Artists. . . Rialto
Mar.
"Noah's Ark"
Warners
Winter
Garden. . . Mar.

8
9
12

Boy"

"Singing
Fool"
{Cuiifiinialiuii
of

niii

Warners
iK'hich started

E^mbassy
Gaiety
Criterion

at

Harris
Winter
Garden

.Adelaide — Union Theaters Ltd ot
Sydney, has i^urchased the holdings
and assets of the Greater Wondergraph Co. Ltd. of this city for $911.800, according to Stuart F. Doyle
managing director of Union Theaters.
Union Theaters, it is intended, will
form a new companj' at South Au>tralia, to be known as LInion Theaters of South Australia, Ltd., which
will take over the purchased property and launch further developments
here. This new company is to have
a capital of $2,425,000. LInion Theaters now own or control five theaters here, they are: West's Olympia,
York, Wondergraph, Grand and
Pavilion. W. E. sound equipment is
expected to be installed at the Wondergraph according to Stuart F.
Doyle.

West

THEATRE
Spencer,

COMPANY.
Mass.

Mar.
Sept.

April

May
May

matinees. "It was high time," he
said, "that exhibitors should start to
sell their entertainment to the pubI'c for what it was worth as none of
them were getting, from their pawhat they
were out
entitled
It was trons,
also
pointed
that to."
the
British Gaumont Corp. was not responsible for the 12 cent matinee as
it was in vogue before they acquired
the houses. M. Greenfield was of
the opinion that the 12 cent matinees
was not doing as much harm as some
seemed to think as the trade was
suffering from a general
depression.

Coast

Bureau,

to Direct
THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Christy Cabanne will
direct "M-G-M's Revue of Revues,"
a nnis'cal comedy in sound. Gus
Edwards will do a number, Sammy
Lee will arrange the dances and
Nacio Herb Brown, who wrote the
nnisic fur "The Broadway
w'U write several numbers.

Melody."

THE

Frolic at
Commodor
e Hotel,
Warner
- First
National
- Stanley
New
York.

14-15-16 Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittiburgh.
1 Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.
6-9
Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.

Financial

12
19)

London — .'\t the recent monthly
meeting of the Leeds Cineniatographers E.xiiibitors' -Ass'n Harry Hopkins,
chairman, alluded to the practice of
theaters in the city running 12 cent

Coast Buremi.

Resumption
of U. S. ar
bitration
case of intrialFederal
Court
New
York.
6

April

Gaumont Co. Promotions
Lf)ndon — W. J. Gell, joint managFilming Building Construction
ing director of Gaumont Co., an.\ motion picture record of every
nounced the promotion of A. E. Anstage of progress in the construction
drews and R. L. Sheridan, to be
of the new 53-story Lincoln Building, joint sales managers for the company.
New York, is now being made by Andrews has been with the company
Dwight P. Robinson & Co., Inc , since 1912, while Sheridan joined the
builders. The pictures taken of this staff at Dublin about 15 years ago.
engineering feat will provide a reference for future construction nrobKeith Richmond
Ready
lems of similar nature, it is claimed.
The latest addition to the RadioKeith-Orpheum chain in the metropolitan district is the B. F. Keith at
Ricker, Grinde Assistant
Richmond Hill, seating 2,500, which
Jack Ricker has been appointed as- opens Friday, Mar. 22. The house
sistant to Nick Grinde director, at
policy will be vaudeville and pictures.
the M-G-M eastern studio. R'cker
was formerly an assistant to Major
Bodine with Duograph
Bowes of the Capitol, New York.
H. O. Bodine, former eastern sales
manager for Bell & Howell, has
been appointed general sales manHenley Joins Paramount
ager of Duograph, Inc., manufacHobart Henley has signed to diturers of a 16 mm. home projector.
rect another for Paramount. It will
lie made in. the East.
Dowling Plans Another
Cabanne

PARK

mi

Date

24
8
21

C.E.A. for Increase
Union Theaters Ltd. to
in Admissions at Leeds
Form Australia Co.

West

We received your trailer for Easter
and wish to thank you for it. We
know of no other company sending
holiday trailers without charge and
wish you to know that we appreciate it.

Opening

"Weary
River"
First National. . . Central
"Broadway
Melody" .... M-G-M
Astor
"The
Iron
Mask"
United Artists .... Rivoli

Today:

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Eddie Dowling has
finished "The Rainbow Man" and
will probably make "Honeymoon
Lane" as his next. He starred in
the stage version.
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Sales

Am.
Seat
41^
Con. Fm.
Ind. pfd. 27
*East.
Kodak
*du
pfd
*First
Nat.
pfd

40^
27

*(lo
rts
Fox
Fm.
"A"
Keith
A-0
*do
pfd
I.oeu's,
Inc
'lo
pfd
*M-C;-M
pfd

91%
ii%

91H
35 W

72
102-5^

71
102.^

41^
27
184
128
106^

1,100
100
]

91'h
800
3
35 H
100
110
71}^
900
\Q2%
100
255^
43>i
4,700
69->8
2,200
12
1,400
24%
100
36^'4
1,900
32%
100
98%
120H
1.300
53
200
3% 10,900

M- P. Cap
435^
41
Para.
F-L
70J4
69>/.
Pathe
Exch
12
11%
do
"A"
24%
24%
Radio
K-A-()
.... 37
36%
.Stanley Co
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32%
*Univ.
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Warner
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1207-^ 119^
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S3
Warner
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MARKET
Acoustic
Prod.
...
9
8J4 8J4
ri il. «; Katz
80
*Columbia
Pet
31
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
. . . 24J^
24
24
"l-ilm
insp
2
Fo.x Thea.
"A"...
30^
29-% 30^
*(;riffith, I). \V. "A"
3%
Intern.
Proj
58
58
58
*Loew do deb rts
35
*.\at. Scr. Scr
28
Xat.
Thea.
Sup...
13^
12
12
Trans-I.ux
18
16% 18
*Un.v.
Pict
22
BOND
MARKET
•Keith
A-O
6s 46
93%
Loew
6s 41ww
115%
115% 115%
dn 6s 41 x-war
97%
97% 97%
Paramount
6s 47.. 100
100 100
Par. By. 5 %s51 . . . IOUj
101% 101%
Pathe
7s37
80%,
80}^ 80%
CURB
BONDS
*Am.
.Seat 6s 36
96
•Warner
6%s
28
198
OVER
THE
COUNTER
K.>xy "A"
31
a
do
units
ii
36
(Id com
'\
5
Skouras
Bros
40
44
Techn color
18
18^
United
Art
5
10
ilo pfd
75
85
L'riiv. Ch. com.
..
2
d<. pfd
75
85
*LAST
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100
1,000
....
500
....
100
....
2,000
1,000

2
7
2
3
4
....

TALK and SOUND
TRAILERS
Thrill and Entertain
as well as

SELL

Srachronized Attraction*

Smith with
Walter Smith,
at the Capitol,
chief editor at
studio.

M-G-M Studio
formerly chief editor
New York, now is
the M-G-M eastern
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HEAR, SEE AND COMPARE
MORE
VALUE
PER DOLLAR
INVESTED
THAN IN ANY
OTHER EQUIPMENT
YOU CAN BUY

dentil
§YNCHROMZERC

Now Being
Served by
Warner Brothers
First National
Vitaphone
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Columbia and Other
Leading Producers

MR. EXHIBITOR!
If you are investing in Sound Equipment, would you rather have the finest equipment
that money can buy NOW — or do you prefer to put out your good money for a lot of glowing
promises for the FUTURE?
Exhibitors will profit by analyzing the FACTS cited below,
concerning Gennett Synchronizer Systems.
SYNCHRONIZATION— Vibrationiess.

The ut-

most finesse and precision combined with a sturdiness that will
outlast your theatre. Gears and bearings are of the finest material
which insures you against the trouble and expense of frequent
gear replacement, caused by excessive vibration.
AMPLIFICATION.

GENNETT

SYNCHRONIZER

SYSTEMS

are so designed that by a simple lever movement you can detach
the synchronous equipment from your projectors. Thus: 1)
You can switch from "talkie" to silent and run your projector on
its own power at any speed to conform to time schedules; 2)
Keeps current bill down; 3) Saves overtime payrolls.

The finest that money plus the best

GENNETT

enginep'-ing brains i" that field can create. FULL DOUBLE
\:,fl[ANNEL amplification system (2 complete units) is the standard equipment of all Gennett models. AH built into a compact
rack and pane! combination — a feature typical of ONLY the
highest price equipments, size 69x19x15 inches.

REPRODUCTION— Without

SYNCHRONIZER

are all A-C 110 volt operated and are adaptable to any and all
standard makes of projection machines.

Distortion.

FILM
ATTACHMENT.
We expect to be ready in a
very short time to offer exhibitors a film attachment which will
conform both in price and quality to the standards of our present
product. With this ir view present amplification is so designed
as to handle such film attachment with but slight additions
whenever such attachment is added to your equipment.

GIANT DYNAMICS — cone type or enclosed type for air column
horns — specially designed for and so perfectly matched with entire
system as to reproduce naturally and with fidelity the entire range
of frequencies — form the highest soprano to the lowest bass notes
without distortion.

PRICES
MODEL

GN

200

MODEL

GN

202

MODEL

GN

301

unDEr"40^^SEATS

DELIVERY

modern plants now at top speed we can
the largest
with one cf
guarantee
delivery
as follows:

$1,750

uP°To'2"o?o''lfAls $2,500
sZ%%V^^IiZoo $3,500

mqdEL
^qDEL

NOTE:
MODEL GN 301 has power output equal to highest
priced equipment?— sufficient to cover the Roxy Theatre.

WATCH

SYSTEMS

Tv/rrkr»T?T
mUUtjLi

THESE

GN 202
GN 301

m<<J onn
LtlN ZVl)

15 to 30 Davs
15 to 30 Days

A f+
AllCr

COLUMNS

In our next advertisement we will announce 1) a complete
organization covering all exchange centers in the United States
and Canada; 2) A deferred payment plan available at a nominal
cost to aU responsible exhibitors, by arrangement with one of the
largest financial institutions in the country.
Meantime address
your inquiries to

GENERAL SOUND EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
1650 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

CITY

IVTo
1 f
iViay ISl

II-G-M to Continue as a Separate Producing Unit

ULTHE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

]f<> NEWSPAPER

lypiLMDOM

V>L. XLVII

T

They Stay

UK
midnight
oil burned
freely most of last week.
The meetin{,'s were many.
^ Nohind closed, if not barricad'lors. The discussions hinged
ly around a broad argumenta(hesis which might be called,
V That It Is, It Is. So Why
.^i Work
the
Problem
Out

brnioniously?"
n\ell, anyway, Irving Thalberg,
ipued oflf The Chief yesterday.
U:li his return to Hollywood, it
„s announced — by inference — in
:w York that Messrs. Mayer,
ibin and Thalberg will continue
the M-G-M production helms.

Fifty That Talk
\lso that M-G-M will continue on
separate way as a producing unit
d that 50 talkers will be produced
)ct season, for eati. of which there
II be a silent version. A most imrtant announceinent, let it be real-

Excitement

It's nothing but "Show Boat" up
Universal these spring-like days.
lu Metzger kept Sidney Meyers
ig enough on the telephone yesfday to find out what was doing in
ianii, one of two spots where the
jrld premiere was held Saturday.
n Meyers, true to the traditions of
hibitordom, couldn't talk. He had
5 mind on the long lines waiting
t front. Up at Palm Beach, so:ty and the bloated rich turned out
full regalia. It must have tjeen
evening.
Metzger, by the way. intends opensf the picture at S5 top in all key
ies. Universal is yelling out loud
out this one.

New Hunting Grounds

Price 5 Cents

Tuesday. March 19, 1929

No. 65

MAYER, THALBERG, RUBIN STAY;
50 METRO TALKERS FOR 1930
Contract and Arbitration
Held as Boon to Industry
Adoption of the standard form of
contract containing rules and reguThe Record
lations of arbitration has stabilized
the industry by making contracts
Copies of eight editions of
valid and enforceable. This will be
THE FILM DAILY year
a highlight of the defense of ten disbook, adorn the table of detributors, the Hays organization and
fense counsel in the governl~ilm Boards of Trade, in testimony
ment's arbitration action. The
to be resumed at 10:30 A.M. today in
1929 FILM DAILY YEAR
l\'deral Court, New
York.
BOOK has been quoted at
Tlie defense yesterday stressed the
length by the defense, as the
improved conditions declared brought
standard authority and encyabout in the industry through adopclopedia of the industry.
tion of the contract and the arbitration agreement and summoned five
witnesses to the stand in its behalf.
These were: (jabriel L. Hess, who
yesterday concluded testimony begun
last week, Charles C. Pettijohn. S.
R. Kent, general manager of Paramount; Felix Feist, M-G-M sales
head, and Jack Grecnlierg. secretary
of the Philadelphia
Film Board.
\c\vijeen
Orleans
— K. president
\'. Richards,
Greenberg will resume testimony
lias
elected
of Jr.,
the
.Saenger Theaters, Inc., succeeding at the opening of today's sessions.
Julian H. Saenger, who has been The government's
(Continued on exhibits
Page 11) covering
made chairman of the board.
With Juhan H. Saenger. .\. D
Saenger, vice president, and L. M.
.4.511, treasurer, Richards founded
Saenger Theaters, Inc., serving after
the organization was incorporated as
vice president and general manager.

RICHARDS NOW PRESIDENT
or SAENGER THEATERS

(Continued

on

Paqc

9)

WARNERS TO CLOSE MORE
PHILADELPHIA THEATERS

— In a further effort
Publix Takes Over House to Philadelphia
stabiHze the tlieater situation in
Philadelphia, the Warners
in Conn. Fighting Fox? downtown
expected to close the Stanton, at
Hartford — PubHx has closed for a arc
16th and Market. The Globe and
long term lease on the .'\llyn, a dc Arcadia will be siiut down on Oct. 1.
luxe operation. The deal was closed The new Mastbaum with its 4,700
witii the Allyn Theater Corp., R. J. seats is responsible.
Allyn and Dorothy Bell Allyn ScyThe realty on which the Stanton
moure. Sound equipment is being is I)uilt is rei)orted to be wortli close
installed. The transfer takes place on to $1,800,000.
March 23.
Fox-Poli operate the (.Capitol and
Charnas, Waxman, Head
Palace here.

a few
\'ic on
Shapiro
leaves
:In the
Foxdays,
studio
the Coast,
lere he will handle publicity and
ve considerable to do with buildf into pictures the important ele;nt of showmanship. Shapiro is one
the men — we are inclined to beve there are too few — who has a
al showmanship sense. Aggressive Franklyn Warner Starting
ri quick-thinking to a degree that
Second of Four Talkers
ikcs him stand out in the field of
"Love Shadows," by Joel Wellnian
iblicity and exploitation, we pre- second
of a series of four talk:t for him with much confidence a
ers to be produced by Franklyn Warccessful Hollywood sojourn.
ner, goes into production
in New
K A N N
{Continued
on Page 9)

Warner Roadshow Dept.

Newly organized Warner roadshow
department will be headed by Harry
Charnas and A. P. Waxman. with

M-G-M
Studio Continues
As Separate
Plant,
Despite Fox Control
Louis B. Mayer, J. Robert Rubin
and Irving Thalberg will continue as
producing chiefs of M-G-M, it was
indicated in a statement released in
New York yesterday coincident upon
arrival in Hollywood of Thalberg.
Fifty talking pictures, with a silent
version of eachj will constitute the
M-G-M program for 1929-1930.
Speculation thus is brought to a
close over the future activities of
these three executives who are under
contract to M-G-M for several years
but regarding whose activities in the
organization Hollywood and New
York had commented upon in view of
the Fox control.
Thalberg declares the studio is to
continue as "a progressive, separate
organization. His statement, read,
in part:
"Nineteen twenty-nine and nineteen
thirty will
be our on greatest
(Continued
Page 9) picture

Censorship Measure is
Introduced in Minnesota
St. Paul — Censorship of films is
provided for in a bill introduced in the
legislature here and added to Minnesota's other anti-film bills, which
include a proposed tax of two cents
per
foot on films, payable by the exliibitor.

Plan Chain of Small
Houses in Chicago
Chicago — J. B. Koppel and Henry
Kru^e have taken over the Clybourn
from W. W. Okuni.
According to
Koppel, this will be the first of a
string of smaller houses that he ■> •*
Kruse
to take
over. i; I '
er
was expect
formerly
general
Louis Laemmle's ch.ii:
Park.

Sparks Closing
His Florit
Atlanta — It is undc
E. J. Sparks, head c
aters
and
P •
aters
houses in inthaFlo- ■

latter in charge of "Noah's Ark" and
other V'itaphone specials. They will
open "Singing Fool" at Shubert's
Majestic. (Continued
Brooklyn,on on
7, fol- the O
Page April
9)
at

-i^
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have You
Major Segrave
goes 4 miles a minute — first
actual pictures of world-beating dash, escaping tragedy
at 231.36 miles an hour.

Andrew Mellon
Secretary of the Treasury and
world's richest man, speaks of
his cabinet work.

FIRST TALKING PICTURES
ever made East of Suez
showing India's fakirs,
snake charmers and
bazaars.

These
PACEMAKER

for the

INDUSTRY

MOVIETONE
FOX
NEWS
sound-photography unit circling
the globe after exploring India
will take you to Ceylon, Java,
Siam, China and Japan.

First

permanent newsreel unit now
established in Orient brings
East to West.
No. 24 — Issues A, B and C

Talking Nevfsreels

have EVERYTHING

HEARD such
NEWSREELS
as these
jfe Chinese

Maiden

sings on the streets of old
Peking and a wandering troupe performs on
the streets of Shanghai.

Peggy Joyce
who just had her voice
lifted, arrives in Monte
Carlo to dazzle the
millionaires.

One of the

Siamese Twins
announces her wedding
to Carlos
Josefe
of
New York
as her attached sister welcomes

Meet Attorney-General

W. D. Mitchell

of the new
Hoover Cabinet

the new in-law.

Trained Seals ^ Peggy Joyee^
See^y Mellon^ Siamese Twins ^
Jftajor Segrave^ Chorus Girls
Kissing^ Attorney General
Sn

Ill „
CUB and

Ik Sensati

Savage ■Jiomm
FOa TERRITORIAL RIGHTS anc/ OTHER INFORMATION

write or wire

PARTHENON
1650 BROADWAY,

NEW

OSCAR PRICE
President

YORK

PICTURES, //ic.
CIRCLE 6131

MACK D. WEINBERGER
General Manager
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
iBy ARTHUR

W.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

SOUND

TIPS

ON
EQUIPMENT
ARE NOWDEVICES
AND
VARIOUS
AVAILABLE

EDDYi

SYLVIA SIDNEY has bag and
baggaged to Manhattan after alluringly port'raying a role in "Through
Different Eyes," Fox opus. Broadway critics last raved about her in
"Gods of the *Light*ning."*

iBy CHARLES

TOBIS, GEitNAN DEVICE,
FORMS FRENCH COMPANY

Augmenting "Jealousy" Anthony
Bushell, yoking English actor ivho
Paris — Tobis, German sound equipplayed opposite Jeanne Eagels in
form a French company,
"Her Cardboard Lover," has been known ment,asis toSociete
Francaise des Films
cast for the Paramount picture star- Sonores Tobis. Dr. Henkel, a diring Miss Eagels, says H. Emerson
rector of Tobis while here stated the
Yorke, studio casting director. Car- group of French, Dutch, Swiss and
lotta Coerr, whom you may remem- German capitalists, which has bought
ber as one of the pretenders in "Way
Down East," has also been signed the 500 Tobis patents, is granting
patent rights to the new company.
for a part. *
♦
*

Returned from real-estated Florida
and reinstated in health, Abe Meyer
is getting set to handle the synchronization of music on the next Tifpicture. Prior to a batahl
fany-St
tle with pneumonia Abe worked on
"Molly and Me." Wolfe Gilbert and
Abel Baer are writing special songs
for the number, which goes into production shortly at the new Gramercy
studio.
*
*
*
ne studio
Vitapho
the
at
The gang
are greatly interested in the openof the Night Clubs,"
ing of "Queen
Bros, production in which
Warner
Texas Guinan returns to the picture
business. It broke into speech Friday night. Mar. 15, at a midnight
press agents' show at theg Strand.
Bryan Foy, now directin talking
shwts for Vitaphone and Edward
du Par, his first camera, made the
picture, which has been grossing big
money on the Coast.
*
*
*
Having sworn off trying to do
camera work on New York streets,
Buddy Harris soon leaves for Waterbury, Conn., to photograph a series
of 100 shorts for James Corbett at
the Bristolphone plant. His camera
work on a recent series at this studio
Won him a return engagement.
Working with Harris as second cameraman will be A. G. Penrod and
Charles Harten, with Danny Cavelli,
John Visconti and Ashley Abell as
assistants.

Chrest Sound Co. Gets
Factory, Speeds Product
Dover, O. ■— The Ciirest Sound
Equipment Co. has secured a factory
here for the purpose of speeding
manufacture of its disc gynchronizer
which, it is claimed, has sufficient
amplification to furnish adequate volume for houses seating 5,000. The
device consists of a three-stage
speech amplifier, not less than two
dynamic speakers per installation as
well as suitable meters and switches
for easy operation and a steel record
case to hold amplifiers. Installation
of the' device is scheduled at the Ritz,
Akron, O. The apparatus sells for
$1500. A film attachment is expected
to be ready for delivery early in the
summer, it is claimed, with installations promised in ten days to two
weeks. Officers of the company,
which recently was incorporated are,
Arthur A. Hoopingarner. president;
George Chrest, vice-president and
Edward Schoelles, secretary-treasurer.
Wiring in Three Towns
Burlington, Wis. — Community
Theaters, Inc., are wiring their
houses at Burlington, Lake Geneva
and Delavan. The Orpheum here
inaugurates sound today, while the
other two Community Theater
houses will complete installations
shortly.

|

F. HYNESi

"Hearts in Dixie" Praised
byCoastCritics
inTHELosFILMAngeles
West
Bureau,
DAILY
Los Angeles — Local comment on
"Hearts m Dixie" playing at the
United Artists theater was praiseworthy. Critics say:
EXAMINER— The resonant, musical quality of the negro voice and the discriminating
direction of Paul Sloane contribute toward
making "Hearts ia Dixie" one of the few
remarkable
talkinghavepictures.
* *directed
*
Few pictures
ever been
and
cut with as much intelligent discrifhination
* * ♦ EXPRESS—* • * is the sign-posted
way to the talking picture's immediate future. ♦ * * really is notable and its director, Paul Sloane, is to be congratulated.
HERALD—* * * should appeal to the
average theatergoer through its novelty
alone. Those interested in solving one of
America's problems might find it engrossing.
It has too narrow an appeal to be successful as regular motion picture fare, I'm afraid.
RECORD — The picture is distinguished by
the subtle and sure direction of Paul Sloane,
who has made a film with an all-negro cast,
without sentimentality on one extreme or
cheap-derisive humor on the other. There is
an uncompromising intellectuality, an understanding tenderness, and a wholly delightful
sense of genuinely humorous values in his
direction of the story.
TIMES — And without preamble or hesitation it may be remarked that here is a picwhichthere
is like
no other.
• • I about
don't
know ture
that
is much
to be • written
this film, except to say that it marks the
arrival of further development in sound technicque, and shows the new possibilities of
this medium.

WONDERPHONE,NEWDEVICE
MAKES CLEVELAND DEBUT I
Cleveland — M. O. Mattlin and Don
Canady have formed the Film Sound
Corp. to market a new synchronous
device known as Wonderphone.
Originally designed to reproduce
sound-on-disc, an attachment for
sound-on-film is being provided. The
company is not leasing the equipment, but selling it outright. Immediate deliveries are promised.
Ina Claire Leaves For Coast
Ina Claire, stage star, left New
York for Hollywood yesterday to
make her first picture under her Pathe
contract. All her pictures for Pathe
will be all-talkers.
Hotel Wired for Sound
IVest Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Roosevelt hotel
has been wired for sound reproduction. The installation is in the lounge
on the mezzanine where the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences holds its
meeting.

March Release — Now Ready
GENNETT

UNSYNCHRONIZED

RECORDS

0187 Western

Scene — Animated
Crowd
Scenes — Fast Riding and Chasing— Cowboy
Gatherings
Orchestra
Indian War Dance No. 1
Orchestra
Indian War
Dance
No. 2
Orchestra
Chinese- Japanese
Orchestra
Rustic
Allegro — Woodland
Scenes — Carefree
and Happy
Orchestra
Allegro
Precipitoso — Pursuit — Intense Wrangling
Orchestra
Misterioso
Alia Valse — Dramatic
Suspense
lOrchestra
iStorm Music — Terrific Storm on Land or Sea
Orchestra
Allegro Agitato — Excitement — Disputes — Desperate Action — Rage. .Orchestra
Death of a Hero — Sad Situations — Funeral
Music
Orchestra
Misterioso
No. 4 — Suspense — Foreboding — Spooky
Orchestra
Drums
for
Marching — Church
Chimes — Clock
Strikes
(12) —
Knocking at Door
0199 Screams — Snores — Typewriters
0200 Motorcycle — (a) Start and Fade, (b) Continuous
Manufacturing Noises — (c) Planer, (d) Punch Press, (e) Automatic
Hammer,
(f) Anvil
0188
0189
0190
0191
0192
0193
0194
0195
0196
0197
0198

Regular Monthly Releases of Additional Selections

NEARLY

1100 PAGES

WRITE FOR COMPLETE

Recordings by one of the greatest symphony orchestras from scores
especially written to fit your Motion
Picture Situations.

ON SALE
Not only handy but has come to be actually indispensable—just like a telephone book.
CHARLES H. CHRISTIE

IN ALL CITIES

Place your order with your Theatre Supply House for your needs
whether one record or a complete set.

GENNETT

FREE to Film Daily Subscribers
Subscription $ 1 0.00

Foreign $ 1 5.00

CATALOG
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Richards Is President
Mayer, 'Phaiberg, and
of (Continued
Saenger
Theaters
Rubin(Continued
Stay fromAt PageM-G-M
1)
from Page I)
season. After a conference with my
associates Louis B. Mayer and J.
Robert Rubin, in New York, we have
completed our plans for 50 talking
pictures with ct)mplete silent versions.
Our plan of production in assembling
t.ur pictures is to have the greatest
cast, directors and stories that can be
acquired.
"Mr Mayer, Mr. Rubin and I wish
give assurance to the people in our
Franklyn Warner Starting tostudio
that wc are to continue to be
Second of Four Talkers a progressive separate organization.
{Continued
from Page 1)
Wc state unreservedly that the confidence that the theater going public
York in a few days. All stage playtrs will constitute the cast. War- of the world have shown in our product during the last five years will
ner's first, "The Great Power" which
has been taken for distribution by be more than justified in the comM-G-M, opens at the Capitol in New
ing season."
; York on Satuiday.
It is understood that as pre.sidciU lie
will continue in general cliarge of the
company's business. Saenger Theaters, affiliated with the Publix, owns
and operates more than 150 theaters
in SO cities and 11 Southern states.
It also has theaters in Panama,
Havana and many inii'ortant Central .\nierican cities.

Wis. Censor Bill to Give
Board Widespread Power
\fadison, Wis. — The bill introduced
into the legislature here which would
place censorship in the hands of a
state commission, consisting of three
appointed by the governor, fixes the
term of office at two years and siiecifies an annual salary of $3,600. Full
power is also given this commission
to appoint any deputies needed and
fix their salaries. Under the bill the
conniiission is required to issue a
license for showing a film "unless the
film is obscene, indecent, immoral, inhuman, sacreligious or of such a
character that its exhibition might
tend to corrupt public morals or incite to crime."
Fees ranging from $2 to $3 per
thousand feet of film would be charged for inspection of films submitted
for licensing and city and county officials would be charged with responsibility of prosecuting in cases
where unlicensed films might be
shown in Wisconsin.
A license for showing a film might
be revoked under the proposed law
in case advertising for the film fell
under the same ban as that applied to
obscene or other improper films.

Sparks Closing Part of
His Florida Holdings
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Phillips at Orlando and the Princess
at Sanford.
This action was taken, it is understood, as a result of conditions, attendance being so small ttiat it was
held inadvisable to keep the five
open at this time. It is reported beginning about .'Vpril 15 the Sparks
circuits will confine operations of
some of their Class B houses to four
days in seven-day towns and three
days in si.x-day towns. This would
include houses at St. Augustine, Orlando, Gainesville, Bradenton and
Sarastoa. There is a probability that
some of the Sparks sound-equipped
houses will either suspend operation
after May 1, or be operated on a
part-week schedule until the fall.

Charnas, Waxman, Head
Warner
Roadshow
Dept.
(Continued
from Page 1)
lowed by others at the same house.
New posts will not interfere with
present duties of Waxman and
Charnas, Charnas as managing director of Warner's Broadway houses,
and Wa.xman as publicitj- and advertising director.

Daylight Saving in N. Y. Memphis Headquarters
In 3rd Reading ; Is Doomed for New Warner District?
Albany — A measure to wipe out
daylight saving in New York is now
in its third reading before the legislature. The consensus of opinion is
that it will be passed, largely as a
result of the rural vote.

Memphis — Warners are expected to
establish a branch here. A new
Memphis district is anticipated. Such
a step would include theaters now
served from New Orleans, Dallas,
St. Louis. Kansas City, Oklahoma
City, and Atlanta.

Price to Distribute Film
"Chi" Houses Fighting
Daylight Saving Change
of African Hunting Trip

Chicago — Owners of Chicago theThe Walker-Arbuthnot
aters are being backed by heads of Expedition has closed withHunting
Oscar
other enterprises in fighting proposed Price of Parthenon Pictures. Inc.,
change to advance date of daylight to handle the film of its trip to Censaving from April 28 to April 7, now
tral Africa. "The Wild Heart of Afbefore city council.
rica" is the
Covering
3500 miles the title.
expedition spent over
four
Three Added to "Trader Horn" Cast months on the trail.
Harry Carey, Duncan Rinaldo and
Edwina Booth are new additions to
Nevy Kenton Amuse. House
Kenton,
O. — Kenton Amusement
cast of "Trader Horn," dialogue picture to be made by W. S. VanDyke Co. has completed plans for the erecin Africa. VanDyke and an advance
tion of a new theater building here
unit will sail from New York this 000.
which will cost approximately $75,week on the lie de France.

TUNE IN ON
WO R TONIGHT
AND HEAR MR.
PATHEIt's all in fun, but a million ears will
hear a,ll about Pathe Sound News
tonight.
The folk of "Main Street", nationally
popular feature of station WOR, have
arranged with Pathe Sound News to
make a sound and talking picture of
their celebrated citizenry tonight at
8 o'clock.
Hizzoner Mayor Luke Higgins and
his board of Selectmen, together with
all the other droll characters of this
famous radio feature, will be there as
the chief actors. Major Ross Whytock,
of Pathe, will direct the clowning.

Just another up-to-the-minute method
of telling the world about Pathe Sound
News for you.
(It's Entertainment — Not Advertising)
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"Birth of Nation" As a Talker?
Columbia's
Sound
Stages Nearing Completion — Hersholt
Released
from "U" Contract —
Paul Bern Resigns as Pathe Production Manager — Ralph Wilk Comments on Coast Doings

GRIFFITH WOULD DIRECT
FOR U. A. DISTRIBUTION
There is a possibility that D. W.
Griffith may remake "The Birth of
a Nation" in sound, using many of
the original cast. If the plan should
go through, United Artists will release the picture.
Should the picture be re-made, a
number of negro spirituals would be
introduced as well as some dialogue
and many battle effects.

Quits 'U";
Hersh
Jean
act olt
Contr
Ends Amicably
Universal has agreed to release Jean
Hersholt from his contract efTective
March 26. Hersholt has been on the
Universal payroll for three years,
during most of which time has been
"farmed" to other producers.
M-G-M's "Revue" Set
Among those already signed for
M-G-M's "Revue of Revues" are
Bessie Love and Charles King, Gus
Edw;ards, Marie Dressier, the Brox
Sisters, Chi? Edwards, Conrad Nagel,
Polly Moran, Albertina Rasch and
troupe, the Rounders and Joyce Murray. Jack Benny will act as master
of ceremonies, with Christy Cabanne
directing. Arthur Freed and Nacio
Herb Brown have contributed special
song numbers, and Joe Goodwin has
supplied the lyrics for Gus Edwards'
music.
Gilbert on First Talker
Tully Marshall and Nigel de
Brulier have been added to the cast
of "Redemption," John Gilbert's first
talking picture, now in production
under Fred Niblo's direction. In the
supporting cast are Renee Adoree,
Eleanor Boardman, Conrad Nagel,
Claire McDowell and Michael Vavitch.
Title For MackaiU

Vehicle

"Hard to Get" is the title of Dorothy Mackaill's forthcoming
F. N.
vehicle soon to go into production.
Edmund Burns will play the lead.
Barthelmess Gets New Lead
Richard Barthelmess has chosen
Alice Dav to play opposite him in
"Drag," from the novel by William
Dudley Pelley. Tom Dugan has also
been cast for a role.
O'Brien Title Changed
Final title selected for George
O'Brien's latest production for Fox,
in which he has been directed by
David Butler, is "Masked Emotions." It is taken from a story by
Ben Ames Williams called "A Son
at Anak."

Bern Quits Pathe
Paul Bern, production chief
for Pathe, has tendered his resignation. His successor has
not yet been named.

Seven Resignations in Fox
Story
Comedy
Dep'ts
Several and
changes
have been
made
in the Fox scenario and comedy construction departments. Among the
scenarists who have resigned are
Marian Spitzer, Robert Horwood,
Ray Doyle, W. Scott Darling, Ben
Markson and Matt Taylor. Weed
Dickinson and Ray McCarey have
resigned from the comedy construction department, which continues in
charge of Andrew Bennison, with
Henry Johnson and Lew Breslow as
his assistants.
E. H. Griffith Signed
E. H. Griffith has been signed to
direct for Columbia. It is reported
he will handle a dialogue picture,
tentatively titled "The Broadway
Melody." The title, of course, would
be changed.
Cohen Completes Black Crows' Story
Octavus Roy Cohen has left Hollywood for his home in Birmingham,
after spending two months at the
Paramount studio writing an original
story which will serve as the first
talking film vehicle for Moran and
Mack, the Two Black Crows.
Tom

Miranda

To Title

Tom Miranda will title two recently completed pictures at the First
National. One is "Two Weeks OfT,"
which stars Dorothy Mackaill and
Jack Mulhall, and the other is "The
House of Horror."
Former
Stage
Director
Cast
Lloyd Ingraham, for years a stage
and picture director, has been engaged to play one of the important
character parts with Eddie Dowling
in "Rainbow Man," the Sono-Art
all-talking and musical production
being filmed at the Metropolitan
Sound Studios at Hollywood. The
addition of Ingraham brings the cast
up to include Dowling, Marian Nixon, Frankie Darrow and Sam Hardy
in the principal roles.
Added to Carol Cast
Sylvia Field, stage player, has been
added to cast of "The Exalted Flapper," in which Sue Carol is to appear for Fox. Miss Field has lately
been appearing with Robert Benchley in his latest Movietone comedy,
"Stewed, Fried and Boiled."

COLUMBIA'SSOUNDSTAGES
NOW nEARING COMPLETION

A Little

from **Lots"

By RALPH
WILK
Hollywood
Austin Co., Hollywood, is completing construction on sound stages at
A. SEITER,
who is
Columbia. New system will allow WILLIAM
now
completing
Corinne
Grifseveral companies to shoot at one
fith's current First National
Vita- >
time without interference. The
phone picture, "Prisoners," has been '
Western Electric recording system awarded
a two-year contract by that i
will be used.
producing
Incidentally, '
The main stage measures 92 x 140 the story organization.
has leaked out that First ;
ft. The monitor room measures 55
National
has placed
a "joker"
X 47 ft. and projection booth, 14 x 16 in
the contract
of each
of the clause
seven
ft. The recording building, 51 x 72 directors
recently
signed stipulating
ft., is of reinforced concrete and steel just how these men behind the megaframe.
phone may receive screen credit for
their directorial efforts.
Filming Another Maugham Play
*
*
*
"The Marriage Holiday," adaptaWade Werner, who has been
tion of a W. Somerset Maugham
transferred to the London office of
play, went into production at the the Associated Press, informed the
Paramount studio yesterday with a
"I am departing for Loncast including Ruth Chatterton, Wampas,
don, where I will have to buy my
Clive Brook, Mary Nolan, Montague
*
*
*
Love, Paul Lukas, Florence Eldridge, Juliette Crosby, Lorraine Eddy oivn dinners."
This
"Provided
and Claude Allister. It is being di- that
you provision
fully and reads,
completely
keep,
rected by Robert Milton. Doris An- and observe all of the terms, covderson made the adaptation. An allenants and conditions to be kept,
talker.
performed, and observed by you
hereunder, we agree to give you
Berry In Grey Story
credit on the screen in connection
Zane Grey's new novel, ""Stairs of
Sand" is to be filmed with Wallace with said photoplay." Wonder if
Beery in the lead. Otto Brower, who this means "temperament?" The directors recently signed who are efdirected Paramount's two most refected by this are William A. Seiter,
cent Grey films, "Avalanche" and George Fitzmaurice, John Griffith
"Sunset Pass," has been assigned to
do this.
Wray, Reginald Barker, William
Beaudine, John Francis Dillon, MerDe Sano With Paramount
Nc
*
« E.
vyn LeRoy and
Ralph
Dawson.
Marcel De Sano was signed yester3ay to acontract as a Paramount
Nine years ago William Boyd
director. His first assignment will went to Truckee, Cat., as an extra
boy on his first picture. Last week
be Maurice Chevalier's second pro- he
duction.
returned to the same town as
the star of Pathe's "High Voltage,"
a production being directed by Howard Higgin. As "Power," another
dialogue picture, "Careers," which is Boyd picture was showing at the
now under way at First National- little local theater, the town was
Vitaphone studios. A romantic duet treated to its first personal appearis being written for the star and
ance. Higgin directed
the other
Antonio Moreno, her leading man,
picture
also.
*
♦
♦
by Al Bryan and George W. Meyer.
John Francis Dillon is directing, and
Our Passing Show: Sarmnj/
the cast includes Noah Beery, RobLee, erstwhile of Broadway,
chatting with Harry Rapf at
ert Frazer, Thelma Todd and SoM-G-M; Paul Lukas and Dick
Kline discussing athletics at
Completes Color Symphony
Paramount; Ralph Block en"Melodic," a Tiffany Color Symthusing over getting Siberia,
phony,
has
been
completed.
Dorothy
on the radio ; Bill Boyd, Owen
Jin.
Nourse and Vadim Uranefif play
Moore and Phillips Snvalley
featured roles, supported by John
displaying
skill, in tossing
Reinhart and Carl Weigel. It was
parofin snowballs.
directed by Martin Justice from an
original by Duncan Rinaldo.
New Contract for Hickox
Billie
"Careers"
Billie
DoveDove
will insing
in her first

Cooper in Sennett Series
Jack Cooper, it is stated, soon will
be seen in a series of comedies under
direction of Mack Sennett.

Syd Hickox, former eastern cameraman, who photographed eight
First
tract. National pictures last year, has
been signed to a new one-year con-
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Defense Cites Contract Betterment
ONLY 6 OR 7 WITNESSES
of U. S. Trial
CONTRACT ItELD I'^pccrf/ng' isupSough
t by Both Sides
REAL BOONJO INDUSTRY
TO BE CALLED BY GOV'T
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Further effort will be made to
speed trial of the arbitration case,
Federal Judge Thacher indicated yesterday, when the court requested advise as to just what point had been
Edwin P.
leached in the procedure.

Grosvenor, chief of defense counsel,
then expressed the hope that the
eight exhibits might be covered by
one situation, and hopes to establish that the one concerned is typical
of the others.

ts Philadelphia
probe, arc among
he eight selected as typical.
Hess On Stand
Hess was on the stand as testinony was resumed yesterday mornmember
of the original contract
ng, outlining the meeting last year insure the future of arbitration, with acommittee.
if the contract committee
at Chi- subsequent meetings planned to disOn cross examination, Kent testicago. He outlined
the proposed
cuss modifications of the systcni to
fied as to the various unaffiliated
The
s.
condition
orequitable
exhibitor
more
assure
to finance
agreement
chains
stating that about 75 per cent
ganizations and arbitration.
This contract then was drawn pursuant
are
owned
by ten or 12 national cirprovided for payment by distributors to the agreement on financing.
cuits. Tiie situation in the industry.
cross
oneon
The industry, said Hess
of one per cent of film rentals,
half of which was to go to the Hays examination, has been getting better Kent said, is "100 times better" since
adoption of the contract because of
organization and one-half to the M. steadily since establishment of Film
P.T.O.A.
This was to be used for Boards of Trade. In reply to query the time and nionej- saved, the rcsi)onsibilily fixed and the elimination of
of arbitration
of expenses
payment
on as to whether exhibi-in "bad blood" between distributors
Thomps
of
orexhibitor
and the building up of
tors are less honest than retailers
and exhibitors.
ganizations. It was a tentative ar- other lines of business, Hess said he
Feist Discusses
Competition
rangement, calling for a five year had had no experience wnth retailers
involved.
points
the
The
film
industry
is
"highly comcontract covering
in other lines. The exceptional conpetitive,"
I-'elix
Feist,
M-G-M
was
industry
The move was planned by exhibithe
dition prevailing in
liead declared. He was followedsales
on
tors, said Hess, to "insure arbitra- cited by the witness in reply to ques- the stand by Karl Kirchwey, fortion," the importance
of which
he tioning.merly of Select, who was special
stressed at considerable length.
The
Thompson then brought out that counsel for distributors in drafting
one per cent levy was to have l)een
had started an in- the original uniform contract. Kirchincluded in rules of arbitration but the government
vestigation ofF.I.L.M. Clubs in 1925
wey drafted the arbitration rules and
not made a part of the contract, he and had recommended criminal and
said that the $500 maximum was
said. The plan still is an open ques- civil action in at least one instance. fixed, in order that the deposit fee
tion he said, but pointed out that it
The department always has insisted should not be excessive. The fee
would be coercive so far for non- that the Film Board system is illegal, was decided upon as a safeguard
members of exhibitor units.
it was brought out, and has sought rather than a penalty, he said. He
In tracing various clauses of the to bring about promised
changes.
referred to the old Hoy system, decontract, Hess
called attention
to
delivery clause of the contract
The
claring itone-sided.
the minimum
admission
fee clause, assures the exhibitor his right to a
Charles C. Pettijohn then outlined
stating this was inserted to protect
ng
formation of Film Boards of Trade
tc. Hess testified, declari
exhibitors against the danger of free playda
that an exhibitor can force delivery and arbitratioif boards. He cited his
The court then of a film under the advisability clause.
show competition.
counsel as to The availability, he said, is fixed by visits to the various key cities in conqueried government
nection with organization w^ork and
whether the government \vas making the first run, and there is an implied
an issue of this price-fixing clause. agreement between the parties on was followed by Jack Greenberg,
secretary of the Philadelphia Film
but C. Stanley Thompson,
chief of availability.
Board, who outlined arbitration progovernment counsel, said it was not.
cedure in his territory.
Kent, Next Witness
Hess then outlined the "new deEvils of the old system of doing
parture" in the contract as concerns business as contrasted with that
Colvin & Ahearns Expanding
This is the cancellablock booking.
adoption of the
Austin
— Three local theaters will
tion clause suggested
at the Trade brought about by were
outlined by
Practice Conference
by .Abram
F. standard contract
shortly
be
under control of Colvin &
general manager of
Myers, then a trade commissioner Sidney R. Kent,
Ahearns.
who
have acquired the Hanfor
witness
second
and
cock O. H. and will operate Majestic
who presided.
Myers, who now is Paramount
unthat
testified
Kent
president and general counsel of the the defense.
and Queen when lease of present
der the old system, Paramount colmanagement expires.
Allied States Ass'n of exhibitors, is
five
lected advance deposits of from
present at the trial and is expected
to be a witness for the government. to 25 per cent, and at one time had
Raives Banquet Tomorrow
Discusses Block Booking
T.O.C.C. beefsteak dinner in honor
money.
exhibitors' biggest
$1,200,000 esof are
factor
the
Playdat
This clause permits cancellation of
will be tendered tocon- of Sol Raives
ten per cent of pictures bought
in of distribution in liquidating
morrow
night
at the Astor, New
York.
the
tracts. Kent testified. He cited
block, provided
the exhibitor pays
,
disputes
of
ent
settlem
one-half the amount of the rental of need for quick
pictures so cancelled.
Exercise
of stating that the industry must move
outNo Issue
this option generally by exhibitors rapidlv to profit on pictures. He tion,
lined the machinery of distribu
would prove a serious handicap
to
stating that his company writes an
distributors, Hess declared.
Little possibility that the government would make a point
The arbitration clause, he said was estimated 125,000 contracts yearly.
Actual playing of a picture is the
approved at the Chicago meetings to
of issue of the minimum admission fee clause in the standard
only the rentgoal of distributors, not
al involved, Kent declared. The
contract was seen yesterday by
distributor, he said, "lives on circulaC. Stanley Thompson, chief of
9,000 to 10,000
tion," just as does a magazine. The
counsel in the
government
Between 9,000 and 10,000 acproblem in building trademarks or
case. His position
arbitration
counts are served on the averstars is to get the picture before the
was outlined in response to a
age by Paramount, Sidney Kent
greatest possible number of people
query from the court, as to
testified yesterday in the govquickly.
the government is conwhether
contract
d
ernment's arbitration action.
Adoption of the standar
tending
that the clause is illegal.
was
who
was cited in detail by Kent,

Only six or seven witnesses are
to be called by the government in
rebuttal testimonv in the arbitration
case, C. Stanley Thompson, chief defense counsel slated yesterday. Fourteen exhibitors are under subpoena
by the government, a check-up indicates. Some of them, however, have
been permitted to go to their homes,
instructed to hold themselves in readiness for the government's

call.

Sidelights
^

By CHARLES

F. HYNES

^^

pABRIEL
general
at"
torney of L.
the HESS,
Hays office,
finally
concluded his testimony yesterday.
Hess was on the stand so long that
it began to look as though the case
were the government
versus Hess.
In opening hin testimony, Charlie
Pettijohn, said in answer to a question as to his occupation, that he ia

"a lawyer."
F"elix F"eist, M-G-M

sales chief,

session
yesterday
hizhad with
Felix's even
humor.
hit of up
apepped
zoner wreathed in smiles.
Opporttniities
filmSidney
business? And hmv.in Inthe1917,
Kent started with Paramount as a
salesman. His rapid rise to the
especially-created post of general
manager of Paramount, was dwelt
upon m his testimony.
We're hoping that Bonnie Long,
Indianapolis secretary, won't hold us
accountable for the typographic error, which crept into the chatter of
the Sunday issue. Anyway, our intentions were right.
And while we're on the subject,
we're not forgetting the fact that
Roivena Foley, sister of Clare, has
been holding down the San Francisco post during Clare's illness.
As we dope it out, tlie defense is
one up on stipulations. At the
Woolworth building they fell time
by stipulations. When stipulation
two
etc. comes around, it's time to eat,
Carl Kirchwey 7vas a star ivitness
of yesterday, reciting the many
times the contract and arbitration
agreement had been written and rewritten. Plenty of midnight oil was
burned whipping into shape the
standard agreement.
Feist, by the way, saw to it that
he got his full quota of drinking
wlater, which he rated, as a witness.

We Predicted
SHOWBOAT
BROADWAY
THE MINSTREL

MAN

would be the outstanding pictures of the year.

SHOWBOAT
has been completed. Wonderfully directed by Harry Pollard.
The verdict of the society premiere at Miami and Palm Beach will
be the verdict of the world.
In SHOWBOAT, Carl Laemmle has the greatest talking and
singing picture ever made.
Of course we had something to do with it or we wouldn't be
paying for this ad.
No. 2 is BROADWAY.

Prepare to rave over Carl Laemmle

Jr's. production of this greatest of all Broadway stories.
Then
ask us how we can possibly top these two with
THE MINSTREL MAN, but we are doing it.

EDWARD

J. MONTAGNE

Editor in chief— Universal Pictures

No Change in M-G-M

Personnel, Feist Tells Force

iTHE
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Dying
DURESS IXti a secret session of the Actors' Equity
'n,
William .\. Hrady,
Ass
once of and for motion pictures,
remarks :
A

"The legitimate stage has but
three years to Hve."
The blame, he argues, must I)e
afttributed to films, talkative and
silent and the advantages, such as
Sunday performances, which they
enjoy where the legitimate play
does not. Mr. Brady is so naive
about the whole matter that we incline to wonder whether he wants
to be taken seriously.

Some of the Truth

It is generally known, and recogj nized, that the decadence
which
; has come upon the American stage
is entirely due to its own misguided
I propensities. The theater, acknowledging as it did the growth of motion pictures as a mass entertainment, came to the unhappy conclusion that the propulsion of dirt
onto its stages might be one way to
I bring in the American public. So

NO BIAS IN ARBITRATION CASES
CHARGED, U. S. COUNSEL SAYS
No Bias -Charged
No contention that bias exists in functioning of arbitration boards
is made by the Dept. of Justice, C. Stanley Thompson, chief counsel
for the government, admitted at yesterday's hearing in Federal Court,
New York. There ir. a natural inclination on the part of distributors
to work more closely together than do exhibitors, but admitted that
is inherent with the system. The department's attack is on the
entire arbitration system, and with distributors' good faith conceded
the case now is purely a question of law.

BRI$TOLPHONE,PHON0nLM
NT PlLIX-R-KWI-0SE
DISCOU
TflLRING TGJIttJNSWICK DEftL; TRMOTHfR
In the face of persistent reports
Pcxssibilities of a three-cornered tieup between Bristolphone, De Forest in the trade that a deal between
Phonofilm and Brunswick-Balke-Col- R-K-O and Paramount, or its theater subsidiary, Publix is impending,
lender arc to be discussed at a meeting to be held in Chicago beginning the "Wall Street News" last night
today. The Brunswick group, it is
quoted
"interests
to Paramount'
declaring
no close
negotiations
have
understood, may replace Acoustic as
Products and Sonora in a combination been, or are at present, under contem(Cotttinued on Page 4)
of sound niterests. negotiations for
which have been under way for a
number of weeks.
It is understood a number of meet- Fox Forming Stock Co's
(.Continucd

on

Page

4)

15 Nations to Attend

l*into the slime it delved and there
Paris Congress
' it remained
just a w-ee bit too llasltliifitonJune
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
'long. For, before its s])onsors exWashington — Fifteen nations have
'ercised enough good sense to drag promised their collaboration in the
it out, disintegration had set in. nternat onal Cinema Congress, which
will be held in Paris, in June, acReally very simple.

The Film
On the other hand, what do you
find? Motion pictures, keyed to a
price scale well within the pockets of
the average theatergoer, cleverly concocted an entertainment that grew
grander as the years went by.
Whether you realize it or not, the
regular run of de luxe show sold at
an average price of seventy-five cents
is the greatest entertainment bargain
ever presented to the buying public.
When you further realize that this
celluloid medium keeps its skirts generally clear of the gutter and treads
on high, dry ground the argument
of healthful motion pictures vs. a
dying stage reduces itself to no argument at all,
K A N N

Price 5 Cents
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the M.4) P. Seccording
to advices onto Page
(Contiiiucd

Final Rounds
in Action
Get Under Way Today;
New Stipulation
Final rounds in the government's
action alleging conspiracy and coercion in restraint of trade in connection with the industry's arbitration
system, will get under way at 2:30
P.M. today. The gow;rimient, in today's action, will inj/roduce evidence
covering 16 types o^rbitration cases,
considered typical^f those heard in
the industry, together with a general
h'e of evidence ufi the system. This
will be followed/by testimony of secretaries of Filni Boarrls and other
defense witne^es involved in the
casts concerneil, following which rebuttal testimoijy will get under way.
The line of! procedure to be followed, was dedidcd upon yesterday by
C. Stanley Tliompson, chief of government couniel, and Edwin P. Grosvenor, 'cad o\ the defense, following
suggestion of \ the court to get together in order to expedite the proceedintrs. Tiie stipulation culminated
a brie' session yesterday, during
which the(Conlinucd
defense on
won pagefrom8) the gov-

as Source of Sound Talent Musicians In Protest
n and exiJcriBy way
ment,
Fo.x ofis innovatio
establishing a number
Parade Against Talkers

of slock companies throughout the
U:iitcd Sta<es to stinuilate new talent in acting, writing and producing.
The first is now operating the Fox
Palace in Hartford. Conn. The purposes of the plan are twofold; to develop new plays and new players for
Fox Movietone.

Sales Organization Remaining
Intact, M-G'M Force Advised

Several iiundred musicians, thrown
out of work by advent of sound pictures, are scheduled to parade in New
York today in protest against the
new development, which is claimed
to have left 35,000 jobless through{Continucd

on

Page

4)

Sound Causes General
Strike in Frisco Area

San P'rancisco — Union stagehands
and operators in the Bay District
went out on strike yesterday in sympathy with nuisicians in despite of
with theater managers.
latter
the
"As you know, I expect to be
.-\c(iuisition by Fox of a large
its contracts wnth
contends
union
The
president of our company for a long
block of stock in Loew's, Inc., shall time and you may be sure of my un- exhibitors obligates the latter to retain nuisicians in sound houses.
in no way alter or affect operations
bounded faith in my executive assoof the M-G-M organization, which
l Balks at
ciates and our entire organization"
remains as before, a separate entity. Schenck's statement said. Feist's Atlanta Counci
message
called
for
continued
activity
Its personnel continues unfhnnged.
Requesting Open Sunday
That is the substance of a mes- on the part of his sales organization
.Atlanta— Thumbs down was turnsage from Nicholas M. Schenck, to the work of today and "to planed vesterdav l)y the city council on
the
to
ning
for
the
increased
responsibilit
broadcas
t,
presiden
legislature
company
ties and larger opportunities of a proposal that it ask the.Atlanta
and
sales organization of M-G-M by
for Sundav pictures for population.
other cities above 50,000
Felix F. Feist, head of distribution.
tomorrow."
better
greater and
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George Jessel's contract with Tiffany-Stahl has been bought by William
Fox, who intends to make four dialogue
star.engaged
A directorpictures
and castwith
hadthebeen
for Jessell's next TifFany-Stahl picture but the Fox offer led to abrogation of the agreement.

TheDate
Industry's
Book
Today:
April

Little Hope Held for
Mabel Normand Recovery

May

Ifcst Coast Bureau,

May

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Little chance of recovery is held out for Mabel Normand, who is declared suffering from
advanced tuberculosis. Death is not
imminent, however, unless hemofrages occur, it is stated.

Resumption
of trial of U.
bitration case in Federal

New
"ork.
Warner - First
National - Stanley
Frolic at Commodore Hotel, New
York.
14-15-16 Convention
of Western
Pennburgh.
sylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pitts1 Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.
6-9
Fpring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.

McCormick Signed by Warners
Theater front and inside displays
and decorations on future "Noah's
Ark" openings will be handled by
Langdon McCormick, who has been
signed by Warners, following success with electrical and scenic effects
on the Winter
Garden
front.

World Wide Sales Staff Completed
Sales orgar.ization of World Wide
was completed this week with the
appointment of two new managers
Heads Warner Exploitation
by Joseph Skirboll. S. B. Taube is
Louis R. Brager has been appointin charge of the Toronto office, headed chief of Warner exploitation, by
quarters of World Wide in Canada.
A.
P. Waxman, who has lined up a
(Chicago office starts operation with
force consisting of Eddie Bonns,
appointment of W. W. Bramberg
Mrs. Isabel Turner, Herbert Copeformerly with Columbia.
land and John Curran.
T. & D. After Cal. House
Santa Cruz, Cal. — Frank Macauley,
owner of the Unique here has returned from San Francisco where he
was negotiating with the T. & D. Jr.
Enterprises, Inc. in connection for
sale of the house.
Chevalier and Wallace to Coast
Maurice Chevalier and Richard
Wallace, who directed him in "Inof Paris," have left New
York for nocents
Hollywood.

Easter Greetings!
lersB??
We received your trailer for Easter
and wish to thank you for it. We
know of no other company sending
holiday trailers without charge and
it.
wish ciateyou
to know that we apprePARK

THEATRE
Spencer,

:?§■

'WE NEVER

Let Us Solve Your Problems !
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

S. arCourt,

6

April

Because of the fund required to
Grist Joins Publix
'io on the program of relief work
carry
o
Greenville, S. C. — Willis Grist, Jr.,
now in operation, a national drive will is now city manager for Publix here.
Sales
be organized during the week of Grist, for the past two years, has
2,200
200 April 14 in every vaudeville and picbeen with Universal in Indianapolis
3,800
ture theater in the United States and and
Detroit.
Canada, and concluding with an all17,966 star show at the Metropolitan O. H.
Simril at "U" Atlanta Exchange
in New York April 21.
Atlanta — R. M. Simril, for some
200
The press relations and exploita- time at the Universal Jacksonville
tion committee selected with one rep- office, has been transferred here.
4,600
resentative of each of the principal Ruben Brenner, formerly with FBO,
lOU
1,000
organizations
and circuits represent- is now with Universal.
1,400
33,300
ed, includes Tom Gorman, V.M.P.A. ;
1,600 A. 'iM. Botsford, Publix; Frank SeltG-B
Mass.
House
Opened
66
1,100
zer, Fox; Terry Turner, Loew; A. P.
Greenfield,
Mass.
—
The
Colonial
300
5,800
Waxman, Warner Bros., and Mark
Garden, seating 1,900, a G-B house
costing approximately $450,000 has
200 A. Luescher, Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
7,866 This committee w'U meet today to opened here. The house is wired
with Western
Electric equipment.
17,800 formulate plans for national exploitation.
4,400
The N.V.A. Relief Fund has long
"Dugan"
Succeeds "Wolf Song"
2^,600
been known for its charities and bene"The Trial of Mary Dugan" opens
volent activities. Last year nearly at the Embassy the middle of next
4,500
$550,000 wias expended among the week. "The Wolf Song" closes there
night.
8,366 aged, ill and unfortunate members of tomorrow
11,400
200 the vaudeville fraternity. Aside from
Hart on Arbitration Board
its charities in New York and throughout the country, hospital v^fards are
Auburn, Ind. — H. E. Hart, manager of the Court and Embassy, has
maintained in large cities and in Arizona and Colorado. In addition a i)een named as a member of the Indiana arbitration board. Meetings are
large sanitarium is now being built
at Saranac.
held twice a month at Indianapolis.

Pres.

Library Stock Scenes

130

The entire amusement industry, allied with vaudeville, yesterday endorsed the National Vaudeville Artists' activities and formed a committee with vaudeville and motion
pictures represented, to organize and
further that club's sick and benevolent fund.
The various executives were assembled yesterday by Pat Casey, at
the offices of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Ass'n and a permanent N.V.A. campaign committee
formed. The committee consists of
Harry Warner and Spyros Skouras
of Warner Brothers-First National;
Sam Katz and Milton Feld of the
Paramount-Publix group; William
Fox, Harold B. Franklin and Charles
Levin of Fox theaters; Hiram S.
Brown, Joseph Plunkett and L. E.
Thompson of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum, and Nicholas Schenck,
Charles C. Moskowitz and E. A.
Schiller of the Loew'-Metro organization.

Fox Buys George Jessel's
Contract from T-S

March 20, 1929

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

COMPANY,
Mass.

DISAPPOINT'

CaBORATOrI^
<

INCORPORATED

220 WEST
STREET
NEW 421°
YORK
Phone: Wisconsin 6876
ALLAN A.LOWNES.CEN.MCR.

The M'G'M salesman
is on the way to see
you with the big news!

Get out the pen» There's
no time to lose! Booking now starting!

(VICTOR
RECORDING)

S
'
H
C
A
O
R
L
A
H
ALL-TALKING
COMEDIES ARE
NOW READY!
Wired Hoiises Attention!
BOOK THESE TODAY!

Act quick! You must get for your house the funniest
cleverest ALL-DIALOGUE pictiires that can he had!
Imagine! These stars in Talking Pictures!
OUR

GANG
"SMALL TALK"
and Twoin More

LAUREL-HARDY
and Two More in "THEIR LAST WORD"
CHARLIEand CHASE
Two More in "THE BIG SQUAWK"
ROACH'Sand ALL-STARS
in "NOISY NEIGHBORS"
Two More

Starting

IVIAY 4th
ONE A WEEK

-G-

The TALK of the
Industry.'

tHE
Wednesday,
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Coast Wire Service

12 Talkers from Roach
Christie Studio Preparing
for Talking Pictures

NEW SERIES IN
TO 40 ALREADY
Twelve all-talking comedies are to
be produced by Hal Roach at once
for M-G-M release. The first four
are now in work and will be released
one a week beginning May 4. The
twelve will include three each from
the Our Gang, Laurel and Hardy.
Charley Chase and Roach's All Star
units.
Roach leaves New York for the
coast today to supervise the series
which are an addition to the 40 on the
M-G-M
schedule.

Burr Plans Series of Sound
for "Indie" Market
Shorts
Series of all-talker shorts will be
produced
independently
by C. C.
Burr,
who
will
distribute on
the
states rights market.
"Bachelor Girl," Columbia's Latest
Jacqueline Logan's first Columbia
production under her new contract is
"The Bachelor Girl," an all-talker,
scheduled for immediate production.
William Collier, Jr.. and Edward
Hearn are the only other featured
members of the cast selected so far.
Taurog Starts Another
Clark & McCullough's sound short
is in production at Fox. Norman
Taurog will direct instead of Harry
Sweet. In the cast are Dixie Lee,
Carol Hines, Charles Eaton, Gavin
Gordon and Clifford Dempsey.

Plans are in preparation for reconditioning Christie studios for
talkers, operating with Western Electric system. During a temporary lull
in pi eduction at the plant, due to alterations, production is going forward at Metropolitan sound studios
on the MacLean feature, "Divorce
Made Easy,"
and an Octavus Roy
Cohen
story.
Christie studios to date have been
used only in filming silent comedies,
and they will soon be ready for the
talkers, with arrangements being
made to make full recordings by remote control from the recording
plant at Metropolitan. Two stages
will be used at Christie.
Ten of the new Christie "Talking
Plays" for Paramount have already
beeii completed, with the finishing
this week of "Hot Lemonade," featuring Louise Fazenda, with Johnny
Arthur and Walter Hiers.
Lane Picks Leading Woman
Charlene Burt, who has been appearing in Ideal Comedies in support
of Jerry Drew, has been selected by
Lupino Lane for his leading lady in
his first talking comedy now in production at Educational. Wallace
Lupino is playing opposite his brother, Lupino Lane, in this picture.

"Exalted Flapper" in Work
Sue Carol has started work in
"The Exalted Flapper," which James
Tinling is directing for Fox from his
story. In the cast are Barry Norton
and Irene Rich.

Maynard
Starts First
Ken MayiVard, western star recently signed by Carl Laemmle has
started work on his first picture,
which is to be a talking western. It
is "The Wagon Master." Harry J.
Brown is directing.

Harry Green, vaudeville pla3'er has
been cast m one of the leads in the
first all-dialogue picture which Moran
and Mack, will make for Paramount.

The HOTEL

Allan Dwan
has completed
"The
Far Call," with Charles Morton and
Leila
Hyams,
ten
days
ahead
of
schedule.

Jefferson
ON

THE OCEAN END
KENTUCKY AVE.

ATLANTIC

CITY,

OF
N. J.

AN HOTEL WHOSE COMFORTS
WILL ASSURE ONE OF FULL
ENJOYMENT OF THIS GLORIOUS RESORT.
Each Room has Bath — Strictly Fireproof — Luxurious Lobbies — Sundeck
Overlooking
the Ocean.
Golf Privileeet

American Plan $7 up
European Plan $4 up
OWNERSHIP— MANAGEMENT

FETTER

& HOLLINGER

Green in Moran and Mack Film

Dwan

Ahead of Schedule

Discount Publix R-K-O
rwise
; TradefromOthe
Deal (Continued
Page 1)

Foreign Markets

^Zj

New Film Co. Being
Formed in Australia

plation. The strong position enjoyed
by Paramount does not make it necessary for it to seek further amalgamations at present, this financial pub- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Elston-Helmet Piclication further quotes its informants.
In the interim, many quarters in
tures and Distributing Co. is the
the trade beheve a working agreement name of a new company being formbetween Publix and R-K-O has been
ed at Adelaide with a capital of $485,effected, but that, in view of the fact 000, according to a report to the M.
that it would become operative next P. Section of the Dept. of
Commerce. The company is formed for
season, announcement has been withheld for the time being.
the product
of Australian films
Paramount has denied any such deal, witJi Germanionstars
and technicians.
as has R-K-O. No statement has
The
program
is
to
consist
of six coml)een obtainable from Publix officials,
edies to cost approximately $97,000.
despite several efforts made in that Herr Max Mack is to be appointed
direction.
film director and the Australian manis J. J. Politzer, who states that
Predicts First Quarter Record their agerfilms
have been guaranteed a
for Paramount This Season
market in Europe and will be distributed throughout Germany and Bal"The Wall Street News" said last
kan countries.
night operations of Paramount so far
in the current year have been showing increases over the corresponding
periods in previous years, and present prospects are that the corporation
London — Steve Slinger, head of
will enjoy the best first quarter's profits in its history eclipsing peak earnPro Patria Films, has completed arings of $2,264,149 for such period, rerangements for the distribution of its
ported for the three months ended
1929 output for India to Madan TheMarch 31, 1928.
aters Ltd. Among the features in-

Pro Patria's '29 Output
Secured by Madan Ltd.

Bristolphone In On
3-Gornered
Tie-up?
(.Continued from Page 1)
ings were held in New York in the
last ten days with Brunswick officials
and their attorneys. At the same time,
the deliberations with Roy Deutsch
and Acoustic were under way. Sam
Sax, Charles and Budd Rogers of
Bristolphone arrive in Chicago this
morning to represent their end of the
proposed combine. The Schlesinger
sound interests centered in General
Talking Pictures Corp. were understood last night to have already arrived there or were on their way.
If the deal is closed, it is reported
Brunswick will enter the group with
$1,000,000 or more in cash.

15 Nations to Attend
June Paris Congress
(Continued from Page 1)

tion of the Dept. of Commerce. The
French C.E.A. has given its official
authorization while Belgium has
promised to send at least 200 members of the industry. The meeting,
Butler on Fox Follies
originally scheduled June 3 to 6 may
David Butler has been assigned his be advanced on motion of British exhibitors, due to the June elections.
first talking picture, in the form of a
short musical comedy to appear in
"Fox Movietone Follies."
Chatterton Opposite Jannings
Rutli Ciiatterton will play tlie lead

March 20, 1929

Musicians In Protest
Parade
Against Talkers
(Continued from Page 1)

of Dice,"Heart,"
"Sin,"
are "A Throw
"God's cluded
Guest,"
"The Burning
"A Cottage on Dartmoor"

and "The

Living Corpse."

50 First Runs Organize
Berlin Protective
FILM Ass'n
DAILY

U'asUiniiton Bureau of THE

Washington — Fifty first run theaters in Berlin have formed a union
for economic protection, the M. P.
Section of the Dept, of Commerce
is advised. The new union will supplement the Berlin Exhibitors' Ass'n.
Prometheus
iVasliington

to
Bureau

Assist

Mleschrabpon

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Meschrabpon-Russ
has determined to increase its German production with the assistance
of Prometheus, the M. P. Section of
the Dept. of Commerce is advised.
The first picture under this policy is
to be a version of Tolstoy's "The Living Corpse," with Poudowkin playing the lead opposite Maria Jacobini.
Otiiers to follow' are, "The Volga
Song," an adaptation of Tolstoy's
"War and Peace," and Zola's "Ger83 Censored
Washington

Bureau

In Great Britain
of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — During Jan., 1929,
minal."
out the nation and 6,000 virtually there
were 83 feature productions of
3,000 feet or more censored in Great
penniless
in
New
York.
These
figin lunil Jannings' next picture, "The
ures were issued by the Musical Britain, according to statistics supMutual Protective Union. The
plied by the British censor board to
Concert."
American Federation of Musicians the
M. P. Section of the Dept. of
Commerce.
"College Spirit" Started at "U"
sets unemployed musicians of the
C^arl Lacnnnle, Jr., started produc- United States and Canada at 3,000
tion of "College Spiiit." It will have and in New York at 200.
Ufa To Enlarge Scientific Films
sound and dialogue. George Lewis
Another for the Coopers
and Dorotiiy Gulliver will iilay tiie
Berlin — Scientific and instructional
lead with other members of tiie "ColChicago — Cooper Bros, who oper- department of UFA productions,
ate the Twentieth Century on Roose- which produced the short subject,
legians" series including Eddie
Phillips, Churchill Ross and Hayden
velt Road, will take over the Gold "Killing The Killer," is to expand
Stevenson.
in September.
short subject program for 1929-1930.

Oscar Price
PCtCSENTS

i

X

u?~.

Aini

The biggest bet in the
independent market
Richard Talmadge
in "THE
BACHELORS
CLUB "-a fast moving
comedy - drama — no such opportunity to make monfe^has
been offered exhibitors for months.
^ \\

The

Movietone
method of synchronization has been employed- in the
production of this picture — for sound, mu;^ic and song
— by MR. ERNO RAPEE, famous composer and
director; with his ROXY Theatre orchestra.

Immediate^ Delivery
on all prints, lithograph's and advertising accessories.
For territorial rights and further information communicate
by letter, wire or telephone with —

OSCAR

PRICE

MACK

D. WEINBERGER

President
Qeneral Manager
GENERAL PICTURES CORP.
1650 Broadway

NEW

Telephone Circle 6131

YORK
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CHARLES BUTTERWORlll
it
moui
rara
d
by
been recruite
from the IlaMiniorstein show, "Ck> ul
Boy" for a venture in the short subby l-'red
directed
be direc
field. He'll
and
ts, acts
writes,
Allen,ject who
helps keep the Astoria studio aiiuii
in good spirits.
Barney Rogan is an expert citt-<(p
at the Paramount studio. In other
words he is a crack film cutter and
the chap who worked on "The Cocoo.nuts," Marx Brothers' vehicle recently completed. Rogun, who works
tinder the jurisdictioit. of James
Cowan, started with Paru mount in
1920.
Feminine scenery in "The Cocoanuts" is provided by Dolores Del
Fina, who is working in Paramount
pictures. She was one of the charmmoon Lane" a couple
ers in "Honey
of vears
back.

DAILV
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Winnipeg — CoiumbiaTheatcrplione,
record library, cueing service and
Colmnbia Publix Address S>'Stem,
will i)e sold in the Dominion by Radio Industries of Canada, Ltd., with
hcadfjuarters in the Birks Bldg. Radio Industries handles Capehart Orchestrope, also a non-synchronous
device.

"That certain big deal
is very much on. Don't
.Tiir.d the denials; they're
ir.erely perfunctory. Our
b g picture companies cer,a;nly are going in for
this bigger and better

stuff."

Visugraphic Sending Unit
to South America Soon

Border Houses Battle for Sound
Svarnia, Ont. — Canadian border
towns are rushing to install sound
because of competition offered by
theaters in U. S. towns nearby. The
Imperial, operated by John Meyers.
is the latest with a sound policy and
follows installation at the Algoma at
Sault Ste. Marie.

The

Cover the World through

Scott, who

photographed

'Melody of Love," Universal's initial
100 per cent talker, in record time at
the Coast, is in Manhattan on a vacation. He's now with Fox.

CinemaTrade
Papers International
THE FILM DAILY
New

Herman's New House
Opens
Walker
theater, at 64th and 18th
Ave., Brooklyn,
has opened
with a
sound policy, operating with the Pacent system.
Sam Berman operates.

York — Jack

DAILY

Alicoate,

FILM

London — Ernest

Casanave Books Ohio Houses
Cleveland — Charles L. Casanave of
.Associated Theaters, Chicago, was
here last week-end, booking for his
Ohio houses.

Fredman,

Publisher

Pioneers in Trade
alliance

Paper Journalism

Prestige — Stability — Coverage— Independence
of front rank motion picture trade publications of the world for the
betterment of service to their readers.

te
:o

Toronto — Sound equipment will be
installed in forty Famous Players
Canadian houses, by January, 1930.
Twenty already show sound pictures.
The chain operates about 130.

le
II

Springfield
House Wired
Springfield,
Mass. — The
Bijou
installed De Forest Phonofilm.

:r

Raymond

House

has

:r

Ic
s.

Wired

Raymond,
Wash. — Bernard
Mulligan has reopened
the South
Bend
Tokay after wiring it for Phototone.

I-

ANSON IA

BROADWAV

AT 75 ST. NLVc VOPK

Patrons of
Prominence
Choose
the Ansonia!
1400

Large
Homelike
Rooms
Comfortable Furnishings

Soundproof WaUi
Rates will surely please!

Publisher

RENTER

LICHT-BILD-BUEHNE
Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn,
Publisher
CINEMATOGRAPHIE
FRANCAISE
LA
Paris — P. A. Harle, Publisher
An

d

F. HYNES

Canadian Distribution for 40 F. P. Canadian Houses
to Be Wired This Year
Columbia Theaterphone Set

foreign department of Visugraphic Pictures, Inc.. producer and
distributor of advertising and educaColumbia Majestic Opened
tional films, will send a unit to South
Columbia, S. C. — The Majestic, on
America next month. The company
the site formerly occupied by the
leaves New York April 20 and will
Rialto, has been opened here with
Brazil, Uruguay and the ArgenIrving Rapper, who is director at cover tine,
with the probability of the tour H. L. Dobson, manager. Sound apthe new sound studio opened by
paratus has been installed.
Venezuela
Publix, is busy looking for stuff being extended to include
and the West Indies. Last year VisuTalkers for Anderson, S. C.
for Mother's Day and Mesuitable morial
graphic visited the west coast of
Oay shorts.
South America, making pictures for
Anderson, S. C. — A. M. Pinkston
of the Garden, upon his reChiei ongiiieer at .■\mcrican Sound the Grace Line, Inc., and the Re- manager
turn from Charlotte has announced
Pcture Studios, rejuvenated West
is
public of Chile. This year's tour
purchase of talking film apparatus
44th St. studio, is Roljert J. Marshall. sponsored by the Munson Steamship the
for ilat house.
Line. In Buenos Aires a Visugraphic
He's credited with several important
developments in the talking picture. production will be made for "La
Sound for Griffin House
Xacion," and large industrial corporations of the east coast.
(jriffin,
Ga. — Sound equipment for
Bari-y Macollum, who scored a
both on film and on disc will be
notable sticcess in the Theater Guild
Brown Gets Dubuque House
installed at the Imperial here accordproduction, "John Ferguson," some
ing to James T. Freeman, manager.
time ago, is .scheduled to next apDubuque, la. — A. M. Brown form- Installation is expected the end of
er
manager
of
the
Avon
here,
has
pear in "Who's Your Father?"
March.
Broad^vay stage show. His last pic- taken over the Star and changed the
ture tvork was in "The Hole in the name to the Rialto. The house reBuys
Movie-Phone
Device
cently was decorated and remodeled.
WaU," which Paramount made at
its Astoria plant.
Rittman, O. — J. A. Goffinet has
purchased a Movie-Phone sound
Judge to Open Fla. House
The man who suffers from jealTitusville, Fla. — Johnnie Judge, equipment for the Goffinet from Edousy in the picture based on that former manager of the Aladdin here, w)ard Casanave, district sales mansubject will be Anthony Bushell, cast has taken over and soon will open
by Paramount to play opposite the Magnolia.
ager.
Sound For Glynne House
Jeanne Eagels. He played with Miss
Sound at Belfonte, Pa.
Patchogue, N. Y. — Michael Glynne
Eagels
in
"Her
Cardboard
Lover"
and was last seen on the stage in
Bcllonte, Pa. — Sound reproducing who operates a Long Island chain
equipment has been installed at the has contracted for installation of
"The Sacred Flame."
Vitaphone at the Patchogue here.
Cathaum here.
"Buckaroo" will soon start its antics on Broadway. In case you don't
know it is a play written by Charles
Beahan, Fox story editor, and A.
W. and E. L. Barker.
Walter

n

Sound Pictures

PUIL
DALY
SEZ/

Short Shots from
New York Studios
i^^iBy

jgE^

Rooms

with private bath
from $3 per day
For two
from $5 per day
Parlor, bedroom and bath
from }6 per day
Booklet on Request
Wire at our expense for
Reservations
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Sixteen Cases Will be Listed as Typical
NO BIAS IN ARBITRATION
CASES CnARGED,SAY$U.S.
{Continued from Page

1)

ernment the admission that no bias is
charged
against the defendants
in
operation of arbitration boards.
To Offer 16 Cases
The 16 types of cases covered in exhibits to be offered by the government today will embrace various
kinds of actions, it is indicated, including bicycling, miss-outs, blow-ups,
damaged prints, violation of run
agreements and other forms of contract breaches, with which arbitration
boards have been concerned, since the
system was adopted. A number of
these cases, the government alleges,
should not have been heard by arbitration boards, which are claimed to
have overreached their power in several instances.
In addition, a general file will be
offered in the government's exhibit,
in an effort to support its contention
of supplementary agreements, alleged
to exist, the affect of which is to
violate the Sherman law, under which
the action is brought.
Greenberg Takes Stand

Still Going; End Not in Sight
General expectation that the government's arbitration case
wbuld be brought to a close late tcday seems unfounded in the light
of yesterday's developments. A number of Film Board secretaries
are to be called today, it is indicated, for the purpose of testifjdng
in connection writh the 16 typical cases to be introduced by stipulation. C. Stanley Thompson, head of government defense counsel,
also plans to call six exhibitor witnesses for rebuttal testimony on
the contract, but said yesterday there is little likelihood they will
reach the stand today. However, the court may seek another short
cut to speed the case to a close.

Philadelphia Film Board continuing
on the stand. He testified that the
amount of film used by an exhibitor
depended on the policy of the particular house and said that cases heard
by the arbitration board in his territory only are cases brought under
the uniform contract. There had been
exception, by agreement of the parties, but the rule is to hear only cases
arising out of the contract.
Greenberg outlined the various
types of cases brought by distributors
against exhibitors and by exhibitors
againstj distributors and saiid; that
most of them were uncontested. Only
three heard last year required a seventh arbitrator, and no court cases,
to his knowledge, had been brought
to set aside awards in his territory,
Greenberg declared. Some were
brought to confirm awards, he added.
It was at this point that a clarificaYesterday morning's session opened
with Jack Greenberg, secretary of the
tion of the government's position was

Wisconsin Bill Seeks to
Make Dog Races Illegal
Madison, Wis. — Theater owners
who have felt their business drop off
during the summer because of dog
racing, may secure relief. E. G.
Davies of Waukesha, Wis., has introduced a bill in the legislature
which brands dog racing as gambling and would consequently make it
illegal in Waukesha county.

THE trial has been a tough break
all-around for Nathan Yamins,
Fall River, showman, and a member
of the contract committee named at
the Trade Practice Conference. Nate
was permitted to go home last week,
instructed to hold himself subject to
call by the government.

Yost New District Manager
Edward Yost, recently director of
the Yost Broadway theaters, Santa
Ana, Gal., has been appointed diviHe got to Pinehurst, N. C, Sunsion manager of the Universal Caliday morning for a round of golf,
fornia Circuit. Universal houses in
handed a telegram, inCalifornia include two in Fullerton only to he
structing him to beat it hack to New
and two in Whittier. They are all York. With just 15 minutes to grah
sound equipped.
a train, Nate in his speed grabbed
a
pair the
of coat
trousers,
Tennessee Theater Sold
match
and which
vest hedidn't
was
wearing.
Humboldt, Tenn. — Sharp's has been
sold by J. P. Sharp to J. F. Lowrance owner of the Princess, Humboldt, and the Gem, Trenton, and
Arrived in New York, Nate learned
will be changed to the Capitol.
that he wouldn't be called Tuesday,
with little
likelihood seen that he'll be
called
today.
Vaughn Building in Hartselle
Hartselle, Ala. — Work has started
on a theater to cost $30,000. The
house is being built by the Vaughn
Rosemary Foley, Omaha's secreinterests and has been rented to Ray
tary, is sporting a new pair of
M. Howell.
shoes, which she bought betiveen
meetings of secretaries.
Clccu-water Gets Sunday Shows
Clearwater,
Fla. — Sunday
shows
Joe Seider was back yesterday, but
I have won out here, the vote being
I 565 for and 301 against.
wasn't called as a witness. Joe's been

SEEKS GOV'T STIIHIUITION

is.
how fair the arbitration system really
With the good faith of the defendants conceded, the matter now resolves itself into a question of law,
the court stated.

Seek Stipulation
Grosvenor then asked the government attorney to make a stipulation
that there is no conspiracy or coercion
in the arbitration system, to which
Thompson replied the government is
attacking the legality of the entire
system Grosvenor wanted an admission from governmental counsel that
certain cases are typical and the government countered with declaration
The situation of the parties is such
that there is a natural inclination on that all its exhibits are typical of
existing practices. Greenberg then
the part of distributors to "stick to- concluded his brief testimony and the
Thompson said, but the court sug- attorneys went into conference at the
gested that this is inherent in the court's request to see if they could
not agree on a stipulation to shorten
system. The arbitration system, the testiriiony.
gether,"
court
suggested, seemed attempts to
adjudicate disputes fairly and queried
The stipulation was arrived at durGrosvenor, as to what he was trying
ing the recess, the two attorneys
to disprove, when there is no charge
agreeing to sift the government exhibits and to select the evidence
of bias. Grosvenor called the court's
attention to desire of the defense to claimed as typical of cases alleged
have the records exhibited to show
to support the government's charge.
sought by the court. Thompson said
that the validity of the contract is at
issue, although he admitted there is
no charge of bias made by the government. He questioned Greenberg
as to whether the board would not
hear any case filed, and the defense
pointed to the witness' assertion that
cases are heard only under the contract.

Sidelights
iBy CHARLES

gro$venor¥r defense

Hearing on Ohio Local
Option Bill Put Off

Columbus, O. — Hearing of the Marshall bill, which provides for local
option on the Sunday show question,
up to his neck in work opening his scheduled for last Wednesday, has
new theater.
been postponed until further notice.
A postponement was asked by P. J.
Wood, secretary of the M.P.T.O. of
Lola Adams Gentry of Los An- Ohio, because he had to be in New
geles has a possession she greatly
suit.
York to bitration
attend
the government archerishes. It's the diamond ring
presented to her at the convention
"U" Slant on Veiller
of Film Boards of Trade secretaries
last year.
Universal stated yesterday that,
while it was a fact that its action
Jack Greenberg of Philadelphia was against Baynard Veiller, playwright,
making a big squawk the other morn- had been settled out of court in
ing about bum service in a restaurant, Bridgeport, Conn., Veiller returned
when he failed to get a menu. How- to the company the $1,000 paid as a
ever, he soon discovered that he was retainer to insure writing of the origin a cafeteria.
inal story contracted for and Universal did not pay Veiller $500 as reGabriel L. Hess had a real rest
ported.
Park, Louisville, Sold
yesterday
ivasn't Hess
even did
called
the stand. and
However,
someto
Louisville
— The Park and adjoinreal pinch hitting in helping to
property at 41st and Market, has
clarify the situation leading up to been ingsold
for $120,000.
adoption of the new stipulation.
F. HYNESi

Bogalusa House Opens
Defense Counsel Grosvenor drew a
Bogalusa, La. — The State has formally opened. It is owned and operlaugh Monday when he said he was
ated by Elias and M. A. Berenson.
pul.ing Jack Greenberg on the stand,
because of the eight cases concerned
in the stipulation, exhibits in the
Baxley Rejoins Pathe
Philadelphia investigation are the
Dallas — L. C. Baxley will again sell
for Pathe, traveling out of Dallas.
smallest, numbering "only 225."
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Newspaper Opinions
"Noah's Ark" — Warners
Winter Garden, New York
AMERICAN— The Biblical cpis.xle of the
picture has been done on a truly gigantic
scale. * • • There is a rather stunning
trench scene between O'Brien ami Williams,
reminiscent of "The Big Parade." And the
beginning of the picture features a breath
taking train wreck, too. These two bits were
more vital and thrilling to us than any part
of the spectacle. • • • You really should put
"Noah's Ark" on your "pictures to see"
list, for it's been so much heralded that
you'll want
to know
what
it's all about.
DAILY MIRROR— "Noah's Ark" is a
good spectacle. The dazzling biblical drama
which Warners' put out "to top any picture
ever made" may fall somewhat short of that
ambitious dream, but on the enlarged screen
of the Winter Garden the spectacular set
tings, the tremendous .sound etTects are thrilling enough to excuse the maudlin elements
in the story. • • •
DAILY NEWS— The result of a great
labor was
this :
A modern story which is only fair film
stuff. A biblical sequence which surpasses
everything of its kind ever given to the
cinema — silent or audible — Ijefore.
• ♦ •
The fire on earth, the great flood — torrents,
avalanches of water, water, water submerging
the world * * * is depicted powerfully, impressively, tremendously, * ♦ • But of the
modern story, with which the movie starts
out, we must admit that there is too much
of it and that in several places it actually
smacks of incongruity hardly befitting a film
which reaches the gigantic proportions "Noah's
Ark" does in its breathrtakjng spectacle
sequences.

,it Ic i.st half of It is a gocxl, solid bore, being
a very second rate war story in which everything from "The
fiet*M slKil'Itily
copied.Big Parade" to date has
SUN — * * ■ it is a large, long, excessively
elalx>rate old-fashioned movie spectacle. • * •
And as a matter of fact it is excessively ordinary • • • until that final episode when
all the waters of southern California reservoirs were turned loose in their fury * * *
I he result was one of the finest examples of
spectacle that the cinema has ever offered.
It was the flood at the very end of the film,
howtver, that lifted "Noah's Ark" in more
ways than one.
■TELEGRA.M — There are sequences which,
from the point of view of studio props, undoubtedly justify some descriptive superlatives. Considered in its modern scenes, aside
from its Biblical analogies, the narrative is
so trashy that it is doubtful whether it would
have made the grade as a one-week program
picture. * • * Sequences of the great flood
represent an accomplishment for the director, Michael Curtiz.
TIMES — The audience last night applauded
the first glimpse of the animals scurrying
to safety aboard the Ark. They also clapped
when the flood came, for they had evidently
expected this climax long before. * • •
There is also quantity about the biblical
scenes, which are impressive chiefly because
of the numerical strength of the persons involve<l than through
what happened.
WORLD — As a spectacle, Warner Brothers
"Xoah's Ark" * * * is a brilliant success.
I do not recall ever having seen incorporated in one motion picture more persons,
more water, more masonry, more war, more
violent deaths, more weeping or more acres.
• " * It seemed to me that when the heavens
bore down upon the poor, despairing world,
as here set forth, there had been a remarkable amount of intelligence and ingenuity
lavished upon the efforts by all hands concerned. • * • Throughout the picture the
producers have made it a point to arrest and
to shock their audiences by sheer impact of
movement and noise. And in this they have
not failed. * * *As a plot it is slow moving
and te<lious, and more often than otherwise
its players act too freely and become genuine
too seldom. However, it is the effect of visual and audible impressiveness which the
Warners have sought. This they have found,
and I wish them the unqualified success which
they deserve.

EVENING
JOURNAL— Considering the
fact that the picture was produced on such
a large and lavish scale, it is regrettable that
the story that threads its way through quite
a few effective backgrounds should be so
weak and hackneyed; furthermore, the intended analogy between the war and the
flood IS neither clearly defined nor convincing.
EVENING
WORLD— Devisers of this
spectacle apparently overlooked one little detail, however. They appear to have forgoi
ten about a story. They have attempted to
set up a parallel between the flood and the
late war, the one washing away sins of the
world with water and the other carrying out
a similar mission with blood. * * • There
isn't a doubt that, with all this lavish out"Seven Footprints to Satan"
lay, "Noah's Ark" could have been made
First National
into a tremendous spectacle, but, as it is,
it falls far short of what the Warners
Ambassador,
St. Louis
planned
for it.
GLOBE DEMOCRAT—*
* * so closely
HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
♦ • some of the
resembles the antiquated serial type of enmost stirring episodes in the annals of screen
tertainment that the producers might have
spectacles were, with much imagination and
ingenuity, devised by the producers. A ti- saved time by bundling together several installments of one of their early efforts.
tanic chaos of water; huge, crashing blocks
POST DISPATCH— Not so good is the
of masonry; the mad, despairing terror of
imitation thriller, "Seven Footprints to
doomed fugitives from the wrath of Jehovah.
a tumult of sound — all were allied in bring
Satan,"
• •
STAR —• After
seeing "Seven Footprints to
ing about an enormously effective assault on
at the Ambassador, you will underthe emotions of the embattled spectator. * * * Satan,"
stand that no unseemly punning is meant here
The trouble
with the
"Noah's
is, ancient
among
when its mystery is described as a helluva
other
things, that
modern Ark"
and the
episodes really possess no significant rela- joke. * * * The story is not what the title
tionship.
would
indicate
* * *
TIMES— It isn't hard to believe that all
GRAPHIC — Remarkable mechanical effects
and sets of gigantic proportions, such as the people in "Seven Footprints to Satan"
might have been worthy of a great film are mad, but it is hard to understand how
epic, gave "Noah's Ark" * * * its super- an audience which isn't can sit through the
special classification. Certainly, neither the picture.
mediocre plot, jerking its thread of story
from biblical allusion to modern marital
"Wild Orchids"
drama of cheaply sentimental nature, nor
the characterizations, warranted the extrava
M-G-M
gant
treatment.
"Noah's Ark" presents eye-filling moments
of imposing and breath-taking spectacle which
have seldom been equaled on the screen.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH
— The flood
scenes are not only marvelously directed but
ingeniously photographed and become awe inspiring, convincing and compelling, displaying an adeptness for the direction of mob
scenes that will take their place among the
finest ever presented kaleidoscopically. » • *
It is, however, of sincere regret that with
such a stupendous outlay in the production
of Biblical scenes — and such an acute value
of the spectacular — the producers had not
concentrated upon a more workman-like story.
POST — * * * scenes, while never particularly convincing, are certainly spectacular,
and will probably keep crowds of visitors in
the Winter Garden for weeks to come. • * •
My chief quarrel
with "Noah's Ark" is that

Exhibitors
Daily Remimkr

Loew's State, St. Louis

GLOBE DEMOCRAT— The old theme of
the devastating influence of perpetual heat
and dampness that formed the motif for
"Rain"
is present
* • ♦
"Wild Orchids" is a heavy with romance
as its titular flower (Greta Garbo) with perfume and as extravagantly set.
POST DISPATCH— The story is rather
pointless but the picture is beautifully photographed and Greta
is worth
seeing,
always.
STAR — Showing that Hollywood springs
tales it doesn't necessarily believe itself.
"Wild Orchids" is more than a fairy story
in the beauty of its scenery and in its intriguing triangle.
■TIMES — The picture is futile and goes
through a lot of film before it comes to an
end. But Greta looks good, wrapped in a
figured shawl or draped in evening dress.

Watch sound picture
advertising. Don't
misrepret*€nt but
shoot square with
the public.

Wed., March 20, 1929

Cry Room, Bicycle Room,
Ontario House Features
I^ondoii, Out. — Room for parking
baby carriages, another for bicycles,
and a third for crying babies are features of Hyatt Bros.' new Palace, at
Dundas and Elizabeth Sts., which
opened
manager. recently with Sam Marks aThe cry room is located on the
mezzanine and is a glass enclosed
structure where mothers with their
howling youngsters may sit and
watch the show without disturbing
other patrons. Policy is stage shows
and pictures, without sound.
Pictures for Cleveland School
Cleveland — The Cleveland Heights
i)oard of education has voted to establish a department of visual education and the appointment of a director of visual education, which director will have charge of all phases
of the illustration of school work.
Pictures will be used to teach the industrial processes employed in making familiar products such as shoes,
cotton etc. It is planned to have this
department fully organized and ready
to operate when school opens next
fall.
Oppose Sunday Shows
Cleveland — The Women's Civic
Club of Cleveland Heights, in cooperation with the majority of the
Parent-Teachers' Ass'n, together with
other women's groups is organizing
to fight the effort to open the picture theaters on Sundav.
Cummings Promoted
Des Moines — Everet B. Cummings
has been named district manager of
A. H. Blank Publix theaters. Cummings, who has been manager of the
new Capitol in Cedar Rapids succeeds Harry L. David, who has been
promoted division manager.
Estes Opens Agency
San .Vntonio — Joe M. Estes, former publicity director of the Aztec
and Palace, has opened the Estes
Theatrical agency here.

British Unit in New York
to Complete Talking Film
Victor

Saville, director, John
.Stuart, leading man, Dorothy Cummmgs, Charles O'Shaugnessy and
James Campbell, musical director,
last night joined, Estellc Brody, feminine lead, in New York to complete
the Briti.-,h film. "Kitty," as a talker
lor release by World Wide Pictures.
The film will be completed at the
RC.\-Phot()ph(>ne studios. Campbell
and Saville may make another talker
from an original, before returning to
England.
Thunder Bay Films Active
Fort WilHam, Ont.— Regal Films,
Ltd., will distribute first feature made
l)y Thunder Bay Films, a new production unit, which will immediately
start on another, "Spirit of the Wil-

"Interference" Banned in Quebec
derness.
Quebe"c — The only Canadian board
banning "Interference," Quebec cenfidelity.
sors have refused to license the picture because it depicts marital in-
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BERLIN HfARS PARAMOUNT
''Syncopation"
out
slice
l)le
sizea
a
cut
ICV
TH

FOX SET TO TAKE OVER
fi-K-O REPORT; DENIED
N. Y. INDTTS APRIL 1

of Broadway and its wisecracks, built in plenty of
By KARL
IVOLFFSOIIN
nit^ht dub atmosphere, nabbed
Editor "Lichtbildbuehne"
Martin Downey to croon in that
Berlin (By Wireless) — It is reported here R-K-O has secured an opplaintive tenor of his with Fred
tion on purchase
of Paramount.
ns
ania
Waring and his Pennsylv
"Ridiculous and absurd" was the
supplying music such as is a decryptic manner in which one Paralight to hear. When Radio Picmount official yesterday dismissed
tures finished the assembly job, the the above report.

result was "Syncopation."
Story not so much. Acting over
which nobody would get excited.
What the picture has, however, is
the spirit of the main artery and
its Tin Pan Alleys, several songs
Dallas — No action has as yet been
that are sure-fire hits and plenty taken by the governor on the bill
of the Pennsylvanians. Recom- repealing Sunday shows, recently
passed by both houses of the legismended for the mob. It's in.
lature. The measure has been be-

TEXAS SUNDAY MEASURE

IK GOVERNOR'S HANDS

Once Again

Don't yawn. The argument is old,
but never faihng. Anniversary week
at the Roxy, extra advertising and a
gorgeous show— all these are factors,
but the picture, as usual, proved the
pivot around which business revolved. The big house did $136,000 with
"Speakeasy." The week before it
just about made the $90,000 mark.
There's a whole book of lessons in
that.

fore the governor two weeks, as of
today. If the governor does not veto
the measure by next Wednesday, it
automatically becomes law, as there
is no pocket veto in Texas.
The Texas measure is more than
(.Continued

on

Page

2)

Bill to Censor Talkers in
Ohio Killed Unanimously

Columbus, O. — Bill to extend powers of censors to include jurisdiction
over talking films and to increase
Chicago
inspection fees of censors, has been
Much ado in Chicago. Bristol- killed unanimously by the Senate
phone and Phonofilm are sales argu- committee on education. Proposal
ing with Brunswick. Out of it may to abolish all forms of film censorcome an important new factor in
ship in the state also was killed.
sound. You know how these deals
are, however. The ink on the dotted
line alone tells the story.

Sixes and Threes

MERGER GOSSIP LINKING
TIEFANif-STAHLRIDICUlZD
West

Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Following delays due to rearrangement in financial structures as a direct outcome of the Fox Theaters

Hollywood — Grant L. Cook of Corp. acquisition of Loew's, Inc.,
Tiffany-Stahl brands as ridiculous April 1 has been set for final day
reports linking his organization in a on which Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc. will take over 175 or
merger. New York reports tied in
independent theaters in the
T-S with a combination involving more
Greater New
York zone.
Bristolphone and Phonofilm.
Yesterday Morris Kutinsky who
operates a string in Jersey City and
other towns in that section as well
British Orders for W. E.
as William Brandt who operates
11 in various neighborhoods in
Wiring Over Opposition about
Brooklyn received first remittances
London — Despite the agitation here
over alleged domineering attitude on agreed upon when the original contracts(Continued
were signed. on These
Page are
2) underthe part of Western Electric, in connection with interchangeability, the
company is understood obtaining Warners Control 67
orders at a rapid pace. One report
has it that between 175 and 200 W.
Of the 200 in Phila.
Philadelphia — The Warners own or
E. equipments will have been installed by the end of the year.
are affiliated with 67 of the 200
licensed theaters in Philadelphia, according to a survey made by "The
Sound Film Protest March Exhibitor."
The group of 67 includes
15
houses
of the Equity chain in
Forbidden by N. Y. Police
(Continued
on Page 2)
Protest parade of unemployed New
York musicians against sound pictures, which they claim have thrown Efforts to Kill Daylight
them out of work, was forbidden
Saving in N. Y. Defeated
yesterday by the police, who refused
to grant a permit to the Musical billAlbany
— .Assemblyman
to abolish
daylight savingCuvillier's
in New
Mutual Protective Union.
York was killed in the Assembly
yesterday when by a vote of 78 to
64 the bill was re-committed to the
rules committee. Cuvillier argued
daylight saving time in some cities
and standard time in others led to
confusion, but New York city legislators, as well as those from other
Distributors, under Film Board large cities, joined in opposition and
rules, are not prevented from taking the measure went down to defeat.
contracts or serving without deposit
any exhibitor who has defaulted on
an arbitration award, if such contracts Appeal in Dallas Damage
are taken sujjscquent to the time the
Suit Under Advisement
exhibitor is placed on the arbitration
Dallas
Appeal of Paramount et al
list. Deposits are required from such from the— decision
awarding $337,000
exhibitors, only on contracts existing
damages to the late Si Charninsky
at the time the award is defaulted.
This was pointed out in testimony and his partner, Roy Stinnett of the
Capitol here, for alleged unfair comyesterday of Don C. Douglas, secrepetition, isunder advisement by the
tary of the Dallas Film Board in Fifth Court of Civil Appeals. Oral
testifying for the defense in the gov- argument in the appeal recently was
ernment's arbitration
case 11)
against ten heard.
(Continued
on Page

Only Existing Contracts Held
Affected by Deposit Demand

It's close.
A big
who
should
be a wow
in male
sound star
is about
to pocket a handsome contract. Not Lazarus Returns to U.A.
ready to break yet, but the fellow
has six letters in his name and he is
M'g'r
Promotion
Paul
N. Lazarus
will resume
his
as Sales
signing with a company that has
three.
former post of sales promotion manager of United Artists on Monday.
Front Page Stuff
Announcement was made yesterday
Aware of our weakness for head- by Al Lichtman, sales head of the
that Lazarus will continue
lines, a chap responsible for many in company,
an association with United Artists
the last year tantalizes to the extent of tipping us off that more are that was begun in April of 1919, when
on the way. His, plus some others the company was organized. During
we happen to know about, indicate his 13 years in the business, Lazarus
has worked for only two companies.
the Spring will be far from dull.
Vitagraph and United Artists. After
KANN
(Continued
on Page 2)

Kutinsky and Brandt Get
Payments
— Finances
Arranged

Thursday, March
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Texas Sunday Measure Fox Set to Take Over
In Governor's
Hands N. Y.(Continued
Ind'p'ts
1
from PageApril
1)
(Continued
from Page 1)
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PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

a local option bill, in that it repeals
the state "blue" statute. MunicipaHties are given local option in the matter, but only througih enactment of
Sunday closing measures. If the bill
becomes law, Texas will be the second state in the nation's history which
has repealed its "blue" law. Passage
of the measure in the legislature culminated along campaign on the part
of the Texas exhibitor unit, headed
by Col. H. A. Cole.
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address: Filmday, option on Sunday pictures throughout the state has been defeated in the
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite North Dakota legislature, as has the
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W. censorship measure.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, Ten Per Cent Admission
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues,
19.
Tax Bill Fails in S. D.
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Lean And Mayfield With M-G-M
team of Cecil Lean
comedy
The
and Cleo Mayfield made their first
Movietone record yesterday at the
M-G-M
Eastern studio.

Stood to be the first two circuits to
be so dealt with, the others to follow in short order.
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc.,
the proposed holding company, will
be controlled 100 per cent by Fox
Theaters Corp.
Fox Dividends Declared
A regular quarterly dividend of $1
has been declared on Class A and
Class B stock of Fox Film, both payable April 15 to stockholders of record at the close of business on
March 30.

Warners Control 67
Of the 200 in Phila.
(Continued

from

which the Warners
est.

Page

1)

bought an inter-
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Book
TheDate
Industry's
Today:
April
April
May

6

Resumption of trial of U. S. arbitration case in Federal Court,
New
"ork.
Warner - First
National - Stanly
Frolic
York. at Commodore Hotel, N«w

14-15-16 Convention
of Western
Pennburgh.
sylvania Exhibitor Unit at PittJ1 Annual
meeting
of Quebec
itor unit,
Montreal.

exhib-

Lazarus Returns to U.A.
(Continued from Page 1)
as Sales
Promotion M'g'r

a period of affiliation with the Hearst
magazines, he became associated with
Vitagraph, remaining with them for
three years, until United Artists was
organized.
Managing 3 at Burlington
Burlington, la. — Harold Barnes,
veteran Middle West showman, who
for several years has managed the
Rialto here for Central States Theater Corp., has been named director
of all of the firm's houses here, including the Palace and Grand recent-

Contrary to a prevailing impression, declares the regional, the Warners do not control the city. There
Pierre, S. D. — Ten per cent admission tax bill was killed in committee are seven groups operating independently of these interests.
in the Senate. Charles Lee Hyde,
The largest is the Freihofer group
local theater owner, who now is a
of 15, which the Warners have been
ly acquired.
senator, was among leading opponnegotiating for, but which deal is now
ents of the measure.
Seeks Talking Films
declared definitely off. Other indeIsidore
Zack, Winnipeg exchangependents outside the fold are: William
Drive on Obscene Films
man, is in New York negotiaitng for
Fox,
with
two
downtown
theaters
Drive against obscene (stag) reels
some talking features for releases in
is under way in New York. John and a building program, which in- western Canada.
cludes four additional de luxe
D. Carmack, said to be a salesman
of such films, has waived hearing and houses; Morris Wax, with Fays, the
European Deal Closed
the Keystone; Jay EmanWeiss Bros. Artclass Pictures
is being held for the Court of Spe- Royaluel and
and
his
associates,
with
four;
cial Sessions, in bail of $500, which
Corp. has closed with HoffbergGeorge Gravenstine, with the Car- Cornfeld
was continued.
Co. for distribution by the
man and the Galard; Mike Stiefel,
latter of 100 subjects in Central Europe.
with
the
Roxy,
the
Roxboro,
and
Garbo Remaining Week in East
Greta Garbo, who has just returned shortly the Empress, and the Iris and
from Sweden, is to remain in New Lafayette, on which the Warners
York about a week, before returning still have a one-year lease, and Morris Gerson, with five.
to the M-G-M Coast studio. Her
The strength of the Warner-Stannext picture is expected to be "Tiger
ley circuit is downtow'n. In the
Skin"
Elinor Glyn and is design- neighborhoods Warner-Stanley have
ed as aby talker.
competition
at every point.
Attractions for
Hedley Smith Dead
Evans Joins British Gaumont
Hedley Smith, one time chairman
Picture
Tiieatres
London — Will Evans has been elecof the board of Pathe Freres Cinema
ted to the board of British Gauof England is dead, according to priStandard
mont Corp. He will also serve as
vate advices received in New York
joint
managing
director
with
R.
C.
from
London
yesterday.
Vaudeville Acts
Bromhead.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY

Ruben Back
Marmont on Way to N. Y.
Al G. Ruben, well known insurPercy Marmont is en route to New
ance broker, has returned to New
York following nine weeks spent in York from England.
Hollywood.
Corinne Griffith Sails
Corinne Griffith, and her husband,
Walter Morosco, sailed on the Leviastay
in
Europe.than for a two-months'
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Cleveland Policy Change
Cleveland — Loew's Heights has
changed its policy from three changes
a wteek to two changes a week.

^^^

The excellently compiled and
Daily Year Book carries . . .

invaluable

WELFORD

Film

BEATON

(From a recent anicle in the Film Spectator)

FOR

RENT

COURT STREET THEATRE, Buffalo, seating capacity 2389 — well located. Ideal for stock purposes. Will
consider propositions. Communicate
with Theo. C. Young, 1501 Broadway.
Telephone Chickering 7050.

FREE to Film Daily Subscribers
Subscription $10.00

Foreign $15.00
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M-G-M Re-signs Chaney
ti

ff

UNDEft OLD CONTRACT

A Little
"Lots*'
om WILK
frRALPH

By

Loii Chaney has renewed his conHollywood
tract with M-G-M. He is now en
TREMENDOUS
demand
on the
route from Greenbay, Wis., to CaliCoast for the Gleasons, Jimriiie
fornia, making snow scenes for
and Lucille Webster. Jimmie is an
"Thunder," in which he has the part
all-around star performer, as player,
of a raihoad engineer.
playwright, dialogue writer, director
Milestone
to Make Talmadge
Film apd producer, and his wife is a talented player. They've been working
Norma Talmadge's first all-talking
picture will be directed by Lewis at top speed since coming to the
Milestone, who has just completed Coast, in feature and short comedy
Now, they've been signed for
Emil .Tannings' new film and who work.
a series of four two reel comedies
directed "The Racket" and "Two
Arabian Knights." Jules Furthman, by Pathe, and the forthcoming sescenarist of "Underworld," is work- terest.ries is being awaited with keen ining on the script with Milestone,
*
*
*
and the picture will be put into proAubrey M. Kennedy, at one
duction at the United Artists studio
within a few weeks.
time general manager of Universal City and a well known
playwright,
is writing the sce"Dialoguing "New Orleans"
Dialogue and sound sequences are
nario for "Snake-Bite," which
Edwin Carewe will direct and
now being made for the TifTanyStahl Reginald Barker production,
produce.
"New Orleans." The principal roles
are played by Buster Collier, Ricardo
Bebe Daniel's vnsh that her former dressing room at Param-ount be
Cortez and Alma Bennett. Dialogue
sequences were written by Frederic assigned to Richard Dix has been
carried out, and the genial Richard
and Fanny Hatton.
is happy in his new surroundings.
Breeden in Fox Follies
Bebe spent $4,000 in decorating the
John Breeden, has been signed on dressing room,.
*
*
*
a long-term contract by Fox. He
Walton Butterfield, who has
has been cast to play the juvenile
been successful in re-writing
lead opposite Lola Lane in the story
pictures into stage plays, has
being introduced into "Fox Moviejoined Paramount. His vertone Follies" under direction of David
Butler.
tions of "The Canary Murder
Case" and other pictures are
being used by stock companies.
Theme Song for "Twin Beds"
He is now collaborating on
Al Bryan and George W. Meyers
stories and later will direct
have composed a song titled "Twin
dialogue.
Beds," which will be the theme song
*
*
V
of the forthcoming picture of the
Sound and dialogue will be added
same name which is now in production starring Jack Mulhall. Al San- to "Satanesque" which was voted
tell is directing "Twin Beds" and the second most unusual picture of
Patsy Ruth Miller is playing opposite. 1928 by "The Los Angeles Record."
"Satanesque" was produced and directed by John Reinhardt.
Tully
Marshall
Signed
Tully Marshall was engaged yesCody Also Seriously
111
terday by Paramount for a supportWhile Mabel Normand is critically
ing role in George Bancroft's new
all-talker, "Thunderbolt." Richard ill of tuberculosis here, from which
Arlen and Fay Wray will play the it is doubtful whether she will recover, her husband. Lew Cody is in
juvenile leads in "Thunderbolt,"
w'hich is to be directed by Joseph a resort near San Bernardino, seriously ill from nervous breakdown.
von Sternberg.
Cody became ill on a recent trip to
Cast Additions
to "Hard
to Get" New York and was summoned West
Louise Fazenda and Jack Oakic
has been added to the cast of Doro- on account of his wife's illness.
thy Mackaill's new First National
starring vehicle, "Hard to Get,"
which is being started soon. Others
already assigned are Charles Dclaney,
Edmund Burns and James Finlayson.
Two

Vehicles Bought by RKO

Radio Pictures has acquired "High
River," by Gwendolyn Ranger
Wormser, and "Tanned Legs," by
George Hull.

CLEANER ADDS TO LIFE OF
NADZA STUDIO LAMPS
The efficiency of Mazda lamps,
used widely for lighting in studios
East and West is claimed to have
been increased through development of a mechanical cleaner by
means of which bulb blackening
caused by evaporated tungsten may
be easily and economically removed.
This innovation is now available with
5,000 and 10,000 watt lamps.
A small quantity of specially-prepared coarse tungsten powder is used
within the bulb. When the bulb becomes blackened, it may be removed
from its socket and held base up between the two hands and revolved so
that the powder scours the inside of
ing.
the bulb and removes the blackenAccording

to F. J. Cadenas, illuminating engineer who serves as
contract between the National Lamp
Works and executives of studios in
New York, the use of the new
cleaner will add to the life of the
lamps because higher efficiency
means a more than proportional increase in brilliancy of the filament
and this greater brilliancy means, in
turn, a beam of higher intensity and
greater effectiveness, particularly in
photographing dark sets such as
black velvet drops, black tuxedo
suits, etc.
New style lamps will be available
after April 1 at no price increase,
states Cadenas.

Real "Sour Sabbath" for
Lakewood if Shows Close
Lakewood, N. J. — If this town
wants "blue" Sunday, it will get it
with a vengeance, it is indicated with
announcement that all "blue" laws
are to be enforced. Under the law,
it is said to be illegal for Sunday
trains to go through the village, or
automobiles to be operated. It all
started, when effort was made to discriminate and close the Palace on
Sunday. This led to gathering of
evidence against other violators. Barney Ferber, Palace manager, says
the house will operate next Sunday,
despite fact that he is awaiting grand
jury action on previous Sunday
shows.

R-K-0 House Opens in
Richmond Hill Tomorrow

Keith's Theater, latest in the R-KO string, opens at Hillside and Myrtle Aves., Richmond Hill, L. I. tomorrow night under a vaudeville and
picture policy. Two showfe a day
Fox
Renews
Bell's Contract
Rex Bell was signed yesterday to will be given and continuous performances on Saturdays and Suna long-term Fox contract as a redays. The opening picture is
sult of his work in "Whoopee," a
Raymond Cannon production with "Strange
Cargo."
Sue Carol.
The new house seats 2,500 and is

"The Midway" in Production
Work is well under way on Tiffany-Stahl's production, "The Midway," starring Joe E. Brown.

midway between Loew's Hillside and
Loew's Willard. This section of
Queens is amply provided with seats
and, in the opinion of some local operators is already overseated.
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I Short Shots from
York W.Studi
EDDi os
I NewiBy ARTHUR
DUNCAN
RINALDO
bag and
baggages into Manhattan late this
week preliminary to going to Africa
with M-G-M's "Trader Horn" unit,
in charge of Director W. S. Van
Dvke. Duncan's excellent work in
"The Bridge of San Luis Rey" resulted in his trip abroad to play the
role of Little Peru.
Merle Johnson is working on a series of special productions for Walter Flitter, whose "Curiosities" help
make the RKO program interesting.
The M. P. Laboratory workers
have organized the M. P. Laboratory
Technicians. Meetings will be held
every
at 8 Artists,
o'clock
at the Tuesday
rooms ofevening
the Scenic
161 West 44th St. John Hans of
961 Second Ave., Astoria, is business
agent of the new union. A similar
organization soon will be formed at
the Coast.
George

Folsey, who last photographed
Cocoanuts"
which
the four Marx"The brothers
makein merry,
has returned to Manhattan after inhaling Atlantic City ozone and sitting on sun porches. His address
is Paramount's Long Island studio.
Ralph Dietrich, film editor with
Fox Movietone, has started railroading back to the Coast.
When there's research work to be
done on shorts at Paramount, it's
P^99y Quis who starts digging into
history and other sources of information.
Floor boss is what they're calling I
William McGuire at Pathe's eastern
studio. He's been in the picture for
14 years, nine of them being spent j
at the old Cosmopolitan plant.

Equity Election to Be Held
Late in May or Early June
Annual election of Actors' Equity
Ass'n will be held the last week in
May or the first week in June, under arrangements made at a general
meeting in New York. The agency
controversy will be appealed to Federal Court in April. This is the Equity
ruling seeking to limit the amount an
agent may charge a member as fee.
A test case is being made as to legality of the ruling.
Close Evansville House
Evansville,
Ind. — Radio-KeithOrpheum has closed the New Grand
for an indefinite period.
Move S. C. House
Charleston,
S. C. — H. Kirby
will
move the Kirby to the first floor of
the Thompson Bldg. to meet the requirements ofhis Vitaphone contract.
Acquires Southern House
Earle, Ark. — Mary Elizabeth Maxwell, who owns the Princess, has acquired the Empress, Haiti Mo.
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NITED ARTISTS
presents to
t

a new

Mary

Pickford,

u
yogrown-up,

a modern,

.1-V'

marvelous, bobbedhair Mary Pickford —
in the most sensational
box-office picture of
her whole screen career
or of any exhibitor's
booking career ^y^ »•* •*

NOW
READY

MARY
ICKFORD
in her first

100
A SAM

TAYLOR

Production

%

talking picture

COQUETTE

"

Adapted
From Tremendous Stage Success by
George Abbott and N.
Ann
Preston Bridgers.

//

"line-'em-up"
st
ate
gre
e
Th
picture released in years

Theatres

who

have

already

set their dates for

"Coquette/' lucky boys, are looking forward to what
'
fimm be the biggest business •" ^^e history
they know will
of their house, AND

THEY'LL GET IT.

UNITED
ARTISTS
'where the BIG ones ore mode"

congratulates the industry

Theme song"Coquette'
written by IRVING BERLIN

[

j

in being able to book a

f

picture
Talking
100%
of such
tremendous
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Eighth Instalment, Soui^d Patent Series
RESEARCH COVERS U.S.,
FRANCE, GERMANY, U. K.

the left am ^

This is the eighth installment
in "Sound Patents," a series of
articles dealing with the patent
history of sound and synchronization devices in the United
States, England, France and
Germany.
An apparatus for automatically
shifting from one to the other of
two disc records is shown in U. S.
patent No. 1,331,049, granted to A.
Cortella on Feb. 17, 1920. In this apparatus, of which Fig. 1 is a view in
elevation, a pair of turntables (15) for
the phonograph records (16) are continuously driven by a motor (12a)
through a pulley (12), shaft (11),
worms and gears (13 and 14) and
vertical hollow shafts (9), on which
the turntables are mounted. The
shaft (11) also serves to drive the
projection machine, which is not illustrated in the drawings. When a
record is to be rotated it is permit1.331.049.

i^lcolnl FpU 171 1'J.'U

the lever downward

as
the lately ^^^
released.is
/^ccordingly,
thetheleftright
handis record
lowered as the right hand record
reaches the end of its second groove.
.Similarly v.hen the left hand record
reaches the end of its sound groove
the lever (24) is tilted to lift it and
lower the right hand record.
In U. S. patent No. 1,341,933 to
J. G. Saltzman, issued June 1, 1920,
an elaborate apparatus is disclosed
whereby either of two records may Another detailed diagram of Saltzman device,
U. S. Patent No. 1.341,933.
be automatically stopped and started
at any predetermined
points in the shown in Fig. 3, and spiral gear§ (26)
and shaft (17), which has an extension (17') to the projection machine
1,341.933
r>iaiudJiiii> I. imi.
(P) as shown in Fig. 1. A pair of
records (R) as in Fig. 1, are also
driven from the shaft (25) through
spiral gears (27), a common shaft
(28) and a pair of worm gears (34).
one at each end of the shaft (28),
which drive vertical supporting shafts
(32) on which the records (R) are
mounted. Interposed between the
shaft (28) and the worm gears (34)
are clutches (36 and 37), respectively, by means of wliich the worm
gears maynectedbefrom connected
or disconthe shaft to (28).
The
I I. ik.I^UtN.

■ OTiga riciuil t<s SOU«» lltloDoCikt f iliiut
...tllillOl iill* ■••. I>. •>•» «I*I«IB «(< t ••■•

Non-iolaling
shaft used in Cortella
U. S. Patent No. 1.331,049.

system,

ted to rest on its respective turntable, but when it is not operated, it
is lifted out of contact with its turntable by means of a non-rotating
shaft (17), shown in detail in Fig. 7.
The shafts (17) are lifted and lowered by means of a lever (24), shown
in detail in Figs. 3 and 4. The lever
(24) is pivoted at (25) between the
shafts (17) so that when one shaft,
with its respective record is lowered,
the other is necessarily lifted, thus
insuring that but one can rest on its
turntable at a time. When tilted in
either direction, the lever (24) is
held
in its
position
means'
of one
or tilted
the other
of aby pair
of
spring pressed latches (27), which
engage lugs (28) on the lever (24).
The latches are released and the lever
tilted by vertical rods (30) carried
by the respective tone arms (49) on
the phonograph, which, when the
phonograph reaches the end of a record, rides over, and depresses, a cam
surface (29) on one of the latches
(27), as shown in Fig. 3, thus releasing the lever. At the same time,
the rod (30) engages and displaces
to the left a pivoted lever (39), carrying with it a connecting rod (40)
secured at one end to the lever (39)
and at its other end to a swinging
arm (34) mounted on the lever (24)
to bring this arm in position to be
depressed by a pin (41) on a disc
(42) mounted on the rotating shaft
(11). The arrangement is such that
the post (39) engaged and moved by
the tone arm at the right, swings
the arm (34) at the left, thus tilting

clutches are biased towards engagement by springs (46), but when a
record is to be held from rotating,
its respective clutch is held out of
engagement by a notch on a tiltable
lever (46') in which an arm (47) oi
the clutch shifter is engaged. Al
appropriate intervals in the length oi
the film one or the other of the
clutches is released by tilting the
lever (46'). The tilting of the levei
(46') is actuated by a drum (59)
The Saltzman system of disc attd projection lotated in synchronism with the prosynch, onization, U. S. Patent No. 1,341,933.
jection machine by means of a shaf1
length of a film. As shown in Figs. (69) driven from the shaft (17) b>
1 and 2 of the drawings accompany- gearing shown in Fig. 3 and geared
to the drum through a worm gear
ing the patent, the projection ma- The drum (59) has a helical groove
chine (P) is driven from a motor
(M) through a friction disc drive (60) marked at intervals to corre(18 and 19), a vertical shaft (20),
spond with the length of the film anc
spiral gears
(24) (and shaft
(25), in this groove may be inserted pegs
(63) or (64) adapted to lift one oi
the other of levers (65) or (66), respectively as the pegs come beneatl
the ends of the levers. One of th<
levers (65) or (66) is adapted tc
lift
one end of
the latchshown
(46') througl
connecting
leverages
in Fig
2 and the other to lift the oppo
site end to release their respective
clutches. Mechanisma are alsc
shown to stop the rotation of the rec
ord.-; and to disengage one clutcl
when the other is released and tc
shift the position of the drum rela
tively to the projection machine driv
ing mechanism in the event that th(
film should slip from its proper po
sition.
'"0- — <^i£
^

e3*

£3

e3»S3<»£>3<:

Illustrating the Cortella method of automatically shifting from one disc to another.
U. S. Patent No. 1,331,049.

Detailed drawing sluKving working of Saltsman
method covered in U. S. Patent No. 1.341,933.

An apparatus for shifting from on<
record to another at predetermine(
film intervals which may be adjustec
for any desired conditions is als(
shown in U. S. patent No. 1,418,181
issued to W. P. Stunz and L. R. Gil
bert issued May 30, 1922, but whicl
crnnot adequately be described ii
tides
the space available in the present ar
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Sound Pictur
By CHARLES

F. HYNES

Movie-Phone Adds SoundTraveltone Adds Soundon-Film Attachment
on-Film to Equipment
Traveltone, portable disc synchronizer, recently placed on the market
in New York by the Cinesonore Co.,
has just closed a contract for asound-on-film system, states Maurice
Livingston, sales manager. The machines now are in production, with
the first lot to be ready by April 1,
he says. Price for the dual installation is$2,950, regardless of the size
of the theater. Twenty roadshow
companies will begin operation during April, he declared.
Pacent Bought in South
Memphis — Pacent sound reproducers in seven tri-state houses have
been contracted by J. M. Talley, Pacent representative. Four Arkansas
Amusement Enterprises houses and
three Sudekum houses in west Tennessee are on the list, which includes
the Conway, Conway, Ark.; Rialto,
Camden, Ark.; Majestic, Stuttgart,
Ark.; Capitol, Newport, Ark.; Capitol, Dyersburg, Tenn.; Capitol, Paris,
Tenn., and Capitol, Union City, Tenn.

Chicago — Sound-on-film attachment
now is available for Movie-Phone,
heretofore a disc synchronizer, states
L. E. Goetz, national distributor of
the equipment. The disc device heretofore sold for $1,000, and the soundfilm-attachment is $1,000, making
$2,000 the cost of the dual system.

Phonofilm
at Painesville
Painesville, O. — The Utopia, owned by Jules and Abe Schwartz, has
installed a DeForest
Phonofilm.

Have You Any SOUND

Equipment to Sell?
THE EXHIBITORS IN THE
WORLD'S BEST MARKET
WANT
TO KNOW

WHAT TO BUY
HOW TO BUY
WHEN TO BUY

Tell Them Your Story in the
THE

NUMBER
NEW

By

First day of Spring.
Give a thought
to
ing.
general

houseclean-
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vSTATE
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Out April lO—Forms Close April 3
Barrist-Goodwin Publications
219-23 N. Broad St.
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"DILL BRADY solemnly says the
-'-' legitimate stage has but three
years to live. Probably being talked
to death by pictures.
No sales conventions this year until after June 15, says General Hays.
Well, after
all, May is the best
month
for golf.

Thur., March 21, 1929

On Tour for Bristolphone
Bristolphone in Wisconsin
M. Millen, Consolidated Bristolphone supervising engineer, is on a
Prairie du Chien, Wis. — George
tour of the country to inspect instal- Banka, manager of the Metropolitan,
lations.
has installed Bristolphone.

SOUND

Exhibitors
Daily Reminder

Sound At Riverhead, N. Y.
Riverhead, N. Y.— The Capitol
here has been equipped with Vitaphone and Movietone, according to
Robert Bertschy, manager. Approximately $15,000 has been spent for the
installation.
Gusdanovic Installs Pacent
Cleveland — The LaSalle, owned by
Paul Gusdanovic, opened on Sunday
with sound pictures reproduced with
the Pacent machine. Gusdanovic
also has a Pacent in his Regent.

-ANDThursday,

FOR GEiEH DEVICE

Wonder
what has
that fellow Myers?

Theme

of

Twfinkle
twinkle
little star
Know you what it's all about.
Can you talk and can you sing
If you can't you'll soon go out.
*

THE

FILM

General Sound Equipment Corp.,
has been formed in New York to
market the Gennett Synchronizer.
The device is a 33 1/3 rmp soundTo the sales
on-disc method, but a sound-on-film manager he looks
attachment soon is to be made avail- like:
able. Establishment of a national
distribution system, embracing 26 key
cities is to be undertaken at once, according to J. L. Stern, sales head.
The Gennett instrument will be
manufactured in three models, selling
respectively at $1,750, $2,500 and $3,500 and designed for theaters under
To his wife he
400 seats, up to 2,000 and over 2 000.
All models will have a double chan- looks like:
nel amplification system, Stern points
out. A deferred payment plan will be
offered through a financing company.
In from 15 to 30 days, deliveries in
To
himself
he
he says.
any
number of machines are assured,
Interchangeability of the new synchronizer has been demonstrated at
the Tivoli, Omaha, which Stern
states, is being served by Warners.
All models of the instrument are
adaptable to any standard-make projector, Stern declares. The synchronizer is manufactured by the Gennett
record division of the Starr Piano Co.
The firm for years has manufactured
Gennett record and mantains a disc
library for synchronous and non-synchronous machines.

become

To

the

exhibitor

*

+

SALESMAN

looks

he

like:

looks

like:

Song Ready

"One Stolen Night," will have as
its theme song a composition called
"My Cario Love," just pubHshed by
the Sam Fox Publishing Co.
Orpheum, Memphis, Going Sound
Memphis — Sound at the Orpheum
gets under way April 1, with "The
K. C. Office for Vitaphone
Barker."
Kansas City — Vitaphone will open
manage.
an
office here shortly. Ed Solig will

No matter how
high Fox
stock
may get it will always he Loew.
Famous
Film
Conversations:
"No, we are not merging today.'

THE
Thursday,

-s^mi
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Policy on Deposits is Outlined in Trial
F.E.T. MEMBER EXPELLED
FOR RULE VIOLATION
(C(»ttinucd

from

Page

1)

distributors, the Hays organization
and Film Boards of Trade. The case
continues at lOuiO A.M. today in
Federal Court, New York.
Douplas'
was in
connection with testimony
a defaulted
arbitration
award against tlie Alamo, San Antonio, and the point of rules was
made clear after M-G-M had taken
contracts from and had served the
house without deposit, after otiier
exchanges had demanded deposits on
M-G-M's conexistingtractscontracts.
were taken subsequent to the
placing of the account on the arbitration list, and so did not violate any
of the Film Board rules, it was stated.
The Dallas board had been disposed to treat the M-G-M action as
a violation, but had been set right
by Gabriel L. Hess of the Hays organization and Film Boards of Trade
after a special meeting had postponed
any action concerning M-G-M's move.
Since, the board has been guided
by Hess' instruction in the matter,
Douglas testified.
The San Antonio decision resulted
in expulsion of Warners from the
Dallas board for 30 days for serving the theater pictures under a
contract existing at the time the account went on a deposit basis. Warners, it was pointed out, contended
that its percentage contracts were
different from flat rental contracts
and served the pictures upon advice of a Dallas attorney. This
brought about expulsion from the
board, a protest to A. L. Warner for
the infraction of the rules, and a
letter to all sales managers in New
York asking their co-operation in seeing that rules were obeyed.
Cites San Antonio Case
Douglas, who was on the stand
yesterday when recess was taken until

All Week at Least?
Continuance of the conspiracy tn:il throughout the current
week at least, wlas stien forecast by yesterday's proceedings. Four secretaries were
placed on the stand by the defense, one of whom Don Douglas of Dallas has not yet concluded testimony. Under the
plan in the stipulation, 16 exhibits to be considered as
typical are to be introduced.
FoUowing testimony on these
by secretaries, the government
plans to call six or seven exhibitors as rebuttal witnesses.
However, as the case has been
marked by speeding up of proceedings by the court on several instances, there is possibility that further time-saving
steps may be forthcoming.

Exhibits Have a Dual Purpose
Exhibits offered by the government are placed in evidence
for either or both of two purposes (1) those typical of cases heard
by arbitration boards, and (2) those supporting the government's
petition alleging supplementary agreements.
Both purposes are to support the goverrunent charge of an
existing conspiracy and coercion in operation of the arbitration system, legality of which is under fire. Intent is not charged by the
government, but rather that the system has the effect charged in
the petition.
this morning, testified that the Alamo
case originally had involved $2,100
in rentals on an unplayed contract,
which amount was reduced to $1,500
by the arbitration board with a compromise settlement of $1,000 subsequently made after long deliberations
and threats of an injunction suit
against distributors. Previously, he
had identified a copy of an arbitration list, sent to Film Board members
weekly, advising of exhibitors in default on awards, and those to whom
service is suspended. There is no
intent to prevent any exhibitor from
securing service, but the list is only
to remind Film Board members of
exhibitors in default on arbitration
decisions, he added. In no case, he
said, had any house been darkened
because of an award, but said that
some had been closed voluntarily before service had been suspended.
The Dallas board, declared Douglas, never fixed maximum amounts
on deposits to be demanded, but left
that up to distributors. Deposits, he
said, were fixed by the latter on the
basis of print costs plus average film
rental, but not more than $500, even
though the rental equalled that
amount.
An arbitration chart prepared by
Gabriel Hess' assistant was identified
at the opening of the proceedings
yesterday afternoon. Following this,
Mrs. R. B. Lynch, Seattle board secretary, vi'as placed on the stand. She
said the Seattle arbitration board adheres to the rules of arbitration, except in cases of the thee day notice
provision, letting circumstances determine tile individual case. Seventy
per cent of 380 theaters in the territory are embraced in membership of
the
exhibitor
association, she estimated.

an action against the Rivoli, Portland, Ore., which refu.sed shipment
of a newsreel direct from New York.
A booking arrangement the house
had with Pacific-Nothwest Theaters
figured in the case.
C. Stanley Thompson, chief of
government counsel, asked why the
exhibitor, whose headquarters was in
Portland, was required to have the
case heard in Seattle, which the witness said was necessary because Educational has no Portland oflfice, and
serves that territory out of Seattle.
Alaska exhibitors, she replied to a

to query of the court, was that the
contract was followed too literally.
Palfreyman, si)eaking as a former
exhibitor and exchangenian. said that
arbitration had been "exceedingly
i)eneficial" to the industry in Michiness.
gan where it has stabilized the busiPalfreyman was not cross-examined, nor was Rosemary Foley,
Omaha secretary, who was next on
the stand. She testified similarly to
])receding witnesses on general questions and then explained several cases
included in the government's exhibits.
Omaha Next
One concerned Victor Newton,
who, she said was a theater broker,
and who took over the Garden,
Omaha in 1926. An award against
him was not compiled with, and nine
distributors demanded deposits of
$250 with service suspended in January because the deposits were not
posted. The house later was closed
and sold, she said, pointing out the
theater since has changed four times,
and now is dark. Other cases for
fulfillment of contract against Newton were instituted in connection
with the Lyric, Pacific Junction, la.,
and awards made and deposits demanded. Newton asked a rehearing
in one case, but later claimed to have

question,
of cases.
time"
to
appear are
for given
hearing"plenty
of their
The secretary of the exhibitor unit
represents a majority of cases, she
said, and testified that exhibitors and
distributors are allowed to compro- sold the house. Miss F'oley testified.
mise bicycling cases.
When it became apparent that Newton stili operated the house, deposits
Palfreyman Testifies
were demanded. The rehearing was
Dave Palfreyman, Detroit secre- granted and previous award sustained.
tary, was the next witness. He tes- Another default case where service
tified that usually unanimous decision was suspened was the Community at
was rendered in the 427 claims heard Havens, Neb. The house subsequentlast year, with only three cases rely was sold.
quiring a seventh arbitrator. Rules
Letters between the Omaha board
of arbitration and I-'ilin Boards are and other boards were cited, some
observed literally, he said.
asking the procedure in service to
He cited an instance of deposit de- houses on the arbitration list. One
manded from the Merrill theater, instance was outlined where an exhibitor defaulted and opened another
Merrill, Mich., against which a levy
of $120 was asked for a damaged Fox house and where the award was enforceable at any theater he might opprint. The exhibitor deposited $200
erate. These were introduced on the
on a contract with Pathe, played
that out, and then made a similar de- allegation of supplementary agreements existing, to which the witness
posit with Fox. Of Hie amount, $120
was applied to fulfill the award and replied on direct questioning that
none exist so far as the Omaha
the exhibitor cleared, Palfreyman board
is concerned.
said.

Case of Charles Carlisle of the
Mecca-Palace, Sagniaw, w'ho brought
action against M-G-M to force deHow Seattle Operates
livery of "The Big Parade" was
cited. The exhibitor, he said, had
No rule exists for out-of-court settlements in arbitration, she testified, sold the house, but demanded a playstating that this was a matter for date on the picture before relinquishing possession. The distributor conagreement between the parties. The
tended the picture was a roadshow
board, she says, encourages settle- and had not been released to film
ments Ijoth prior to and after awards.
No suits to set aside awards had been houses, and the case went to a seventh arbitrator who found for the
instituted in the territory, she testi- distributor.
fied, stating a few had been introduced
This resulted in withdrawal of the
to confirm awards. In only one case,
she said, had deposits been asked. Michigan exhibitor unit from arbitration, which was at a standstill for
That was at Lake Stevens, Wash.,
where maximum deposits of $100 three months. Asked by the court
were asked and the exhibitor obtained how arbitration was resumed, Palfilms. The board sets the maximum,
freyman said that he made a trip to
she said.
New York with H. M. Richey and,
On a case involving assumption of after a conference with Hess and C.
contract by the playing of pictures, C. Pettijohn, agreed to resume. The
she said that Educational
had won exhibitor objection, he said in reply

Counsel Have Tilt
Skirmish between opposing
counsel on the question of
typical cases marked yesterday's session. Edwin P. Grosvenor, chief of defense counsel, during the testimony
sought in each case to have C.
Stanley Thompson, head of
government counsel, stipulate
just what class of case each
exhibit introduced was typical
of. Thompson insisted that all
are typical of cases heard by
arbitration boards, and was
sustained by the court, which
declined to be restricted, as to
the purpose for which each exhibit is offered.
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Future Buys
"Of course Warner Bros,
will not stand stilL We have
some important projects under
consideration which cannot be
divulged at the moment but
which will be startling when
the proper time comes for public announcement." Harry M.
Warner, in a statement to "The
Walldeparture
Street Journal"
prior to
his
for Europe.

Washington — Officials of the State
Los Angeles — In many quarters of
the film colony, it is taken for granted Dep't here are without accurate information regarding the French quota
that R-K-O's deal for control of
Paramount has been closed and that situation to which their attention w'as
formal announcement will be made called a few days ago by American
next week.
producers. The entire negotiations
are being conducted in Paris where
Paramount and R-K-O are on re- representatives of the industry are in
cord with official denials that negotia- conference with officials of the French
tions of any nature are under way be- government following receipt of intween the two organizations.
formation from the domestic producers that a move was on foot to reduce the quota.
The department has instructed
Ambassador Herrick at Paris to asV/arner Bros, have closed for a
sist the industry in its representations
license
with Electrical Research Prodto French officials to the fullest possible extent.
ucts, Inc. to produce via the Western Electric system in the British
Isles
and in Germany. Sailing yesirest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
terday of H. Warner and George
Los Angeles — Vitavox, a new
Quigley for Europe is reported on
connection with production plans
sound-on-film recording and reprounder the new agreement.
ducing device, is the latest to make
its debut. Walter Ford Tilford is
general manager of Vitavox Co..
Harry Warner Predicts
which controls the device.
Earnings of $18,000,000
Sound is photographed on the side West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
of the film on a variable area tract,
"Warner Bros, should show net of
and is interchangeable with all reproHollywood — Gap left in Universal's $18,000,000 to $20,000,000, before inducing devices using the sound-on- short subject release schedule by withterest, taxes, amortization and depredrawal of the Stern Bros, unit will
film, its sponsors claim. Having done
ciation, for fiscal year ending Augaway with all reflecting mirrors, the
ust 31, 1929," according to Harry ^I.
be
filled
by
a
group
of
SO
two-reel
Vitavox optical system is claimed to
Warner, who predicted, before sailbe so constructed that it records a comedies which Universal will make.
ing on an European trip, that curOne
series
will
star
Arthur
Lake.
variable sound record at high frerent year's earnings would top prequency with no fuzz or overlapping Sig Newfeld will supervise.
vious year's by more than $8,000,000.
densities. The results reproduced are

WARNERS TO MAKE SOUND
FILMS IN U.K., GERMANY

VITAVOX, LATEST SOUND
DEVICE, READY IN L. A.

"U" WILL REPLACE STERN
COMEDIESJTH(TSOWN

Means Control to Warners
If Closed-Deal Is
Being Discussed
Warner Bros, may succeed in purchasing a controlling interest in the
United Artists Corp. Negotiations
have been carried on for a number
of weeks and are now reported to
have advanced to the point where the
deal, which would rank second in importance to the Fox-Loew amalgamation and among the most far-reaching in filmdom's history, is no longer
remote.
It is understood the refinancing and
r( (irganizaton plani on which Joseph
M. Schenck, president of United, has
been at work for some time, is practically arranged. Pooling of assets
and the revamping of the United
Artists structure to make the organization both a pjoducing and distributing company are provided. The
United Artists Theater Circuit, Inc.
Att Cinema Corp. which finances
niany of the pictures now made by
the independently-operated units producing for U. A., it is understood,
are to be moulded into the one corporate entity with Wall Street financing
and a large block of stock to be
offered to the public. This would
place U. A. on a basis where an exchange of stock on whatever terms
:'re determined upon is easily possible.
I'he Warner deal would give that

the reinterest inand,
a majority
organized U. A. corporation
proowner-mempresent
the
of
vided
ali
l^ers are embraced, unite under the
Warner banner such personalities and
groups as Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin, Gloria
(Continued on Page 14)
Swanson, D. W. Griffith, Caddo
Prod., Joseph M. Schenck Prod, which
includes Norma Talmadge and SamIndustry Scores a Double
uel Goldwyn Prod, which takes features starring Banky and Colman.
Victory in Ohio Assembly
CcUimbus. O. — With the death in
Schenck yesterday admitted serious
committee of the bill to censor talk- Okla. Exhibitors to Fight
Service without deposit under new discussions with the Warners had
ing films, it appeared yesterday that
contracts to exhibitors on arbitration been held, althcugh he denied flatly
prospects are bright tor passage of
Passage of Briggs Bill lists and the right of both parties to that any deal had been consummated.
an impending measure which would
EfTorts made to reach Albert WarOklahoma City — Passage of the settle disputes after an award has
ner and Sam Morris for comment
give Ohio exhibitors local option on Briggs House Bill No. 397, which been made are looming as two of the
from Warner angle proved unavailing.
Sunday. This bill was reported seeks to make valid written provisbig issues in trial of the government's
favorably by a senate committee and
ions of agreements for arbitration of arbitration
Schenck leaves for Hollywood Sunsuit against ten distribunow goes to the entire body for ac- disputes, will be fought by Oklators, the Hays organization and Film (iny, in company with his brother,
tion. Senators leading the fight conhoma theater owners, through the Boards of Trade, which resumes at Nichola.-: M.. president of Loew's Inc.
tend they have taken a poll of the M.P.T.O., which claims it would be 10:30 A. M. today in Federal Court, Dennis
F. O'Brien, a director of U.
upper house which would indicate operative against exhibitors. The New
A. and attorney for Pickford and
York.(Continued
The ongovernment
conFairbanks.
Page 4)
(.Continued on Page 14)
passage there.

Service Without Deposit and
Compromising Awards, Issues
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PAILV
New Sound Producer to
Gillmore Answers Brady
Start Work in N. Y. Soon Statement on Destruction
American Sound Pictures has been
formed with E. B. Kohlenbeck, New
estate operator, as presiM. XlVn No. 68 Friday, Mar. 22. 192S Prici 5 Ciits Jerseydent.real
The corporation controls American Sound Studios, which has just
JOHN W. ALICOATE
PUSIISHER leased and will operate the old Tilford studio on West 44th Street; and
Published daiJy except Saturday and holidays the American Sound Theaters Synat 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
dicate which, it is promised, will encopyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
ter the exhibition field on a national
Folk, Inc. T. W. Alicoate, President and
Publisher; ilaurice D. Kann, Vice-President
scale. In a few days production
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
starts
on a series of 12 short subBusiness and Advertising Manager. Entered
jects, witii dialogue and sound efas second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
fects. Jack Noble, formerly with
of March 3, 1879. Terras (Postage free)
M-G-M at its Eastern studio, will
United States outside of Greater New York.
supervise and direct. A series of
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should roadshow productions is also schedremit with order. Address all communicauled. August Vimnera immediately
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadstarts production of a series of 50
way, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 4736short musical comedies.
4737-4738-4739. Oible address: Filmday,
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Work of constructing sound stages
Wjlk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
is fast progressing and is expected
66D7, London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
to be complete in about a week. The
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
studio and building are now being
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la altered to provide more stage space
and executive offices.
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

Assembly Kills State
Censorship Repeal Bill
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Albany, N. Y.— Measure for repeal
of censorship in New York was defeated yesterday when Assembly re"ib
b fused to
support a motion by minority leader Maurice Bloch to discharge
Bules Committee from further con'26
sideration ofthe Steingut repealer.
6
Corinth
Stays "Blue"
Corinth,
N. Y.—
By a .vote of 190
to 124, Corinth has defeated a proposition to permit motion pictures in
the village on Sundays.

M-G-M

Building L. A. Exchange
Coast
Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
Los Angeles — Plans Ihave been
'
3
66 for a two-story, $50,000 conmade
crete and brick exchange building at
Vermo
Ave. and Cordova St for
M-G-Mnt
.
11 est

"Dugan"

Opens March 28
"The Trial of Mary Dugan" will
open at the Embassy, New York, on
March 28.

Lourie
Buys Brighton
Bldg.
Brighton, Mass.— Jack Lourie, of
Netoco, is understood to have purchased the Brighton theater property
follow
ing
expirahas
tion been
of lease of M".
Scott. House
dark since
Feb. 28.
Belle Baker Starts Film May 1
Eph Asher and Edward Small
who have signed Belle Baker, vaudeville star, for three talking pictures
announce that the first will go into
production in New York about May
1. They point out, incidentallv, that
in the larity
Coast
to Miss
CoastBaker
RKO" is popuselection.
leading
the
radio
ballet
by
considerable
margin.

has said it is," declared Frank Gillmore, Equity president yesterday, in
answering the producer's prediction,
made before an Equity meeting, that
"in three years, the legitimate theater will be nearly of? the map."

Spitz Declares He Has
Bought Vocafilm Control

Vocafilm sound device and studio,
at 122 Fifth Ave., New York, have
been' purchased by Eugene Spitz according to the latter. He will immediately commence production of
talking shorts.
Lily Damita

IVest Coast Bureau,

Borrowed

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lily Damita will play
the feminine lead in "The CockEyed World," having been borrowed
from Samuel Goldwyn. Raoul Walsh
will again direct.
Kingsmore to Cleveland
Baltimore — Howard Price Kingsmore, at present city manager for
Loew's Baltimore theaters, has been
appointed general manager in charge
of the Loew Cleveland theaters, a
group of fourteen. He leaves for the
new post April 6.
Buysd "Pointed Heels"
"•.Pointe
HeelsJ" by Chai^les
Brackett, has been purchased by
Paramount. Mary Eaton, Ziegfeld
player, will be featured. Ludwig
Berger will direct it in Hollywood as
an all-talker and singing production.
Griffith

Opening

Tonight

"The Divine Lady," starring Corinne Griffith, opens at the Warner,
New
York
tonight.
Acoustic
to
Stockholders
Co. will meet
on a proposal
common of no
1,000,000.

Increase
Common
of Acoustic Products
on March 29 to vote
to increase authorized
par to 1,300,000 from

Schwartz Quits Radio Post
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

Book
TheDate
Industry's
Today:

Resumption
of trial of U. iS. arNew
York.bitration case in Federal Court,
Warner - First National - Stanley
York.
Frolic at Commodore Hotel, New

April
April 14-15-16
Convention of Western Pennburgh.
sylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pitts-

May

May

1

Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.
6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
York.
in New
Engineers

Storm

Plans

H est Coast Bureau,

WAFILMS,
A. for
Futter,

W.

46th St.. New
Bryant
8181

Series
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"Show Boat" on B'way April
16
"Show Boat" will have its Broadway premiere, April 16 in the Globe,
which Universal
has engaged for a
term of months. Paul Whiteman and
his orchestra, in person, will play
as one of the features of the opening.

Green Changes Name to "Ohio"
Erwin,
N. C— The old Baron now
operates as the Ohio. C. E. Green
closed
remodel.the .house for several weeks to
Favorite — to Handle
"Linda"
Detroit
Distribution
rights
Linda"te Film.
have
been
purchased
Favori

to
by

Gelsey Joins Paramount
IV est

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY
Hollywood— Edwin Gelsey will
act
as Eastern story contact at the Paramount studio here.

Easter Greetings!

We received your trailer for Easter
and wish to thank you for it. We
know of no other company sending
holiday trailers vvithout charge and
it.
wish ciateyou
to know that we appre-

DAILY

Hollywood — Harold
Schwartz
Ihas
resigned as production supervisor for
Radio Pictures.

PARK

THEATRE
Spencer,

COMPANY,
Mass.

192

YEARBoo9
it

NOW BEING DISTRIBUTED
The Film Daily Year Book is certainly bigger and
better every year.
It is certainly a great job.
R. H. COCHRANE

Inc.
Pres.

Library Stock Scenes
130

Sound
THE

Hollywood— Series of sound shorts
will be produced and directed by
Jerom
markete
. Storm, for the states rights

CaU
Walter

Cromwell Signs Paramount Contract
John
Cromwell,
Broadway
stage
actor and director, has signed a new
contract
with Paramount.

William A. Brady's "record as a
prophet is not such as to lead inevitably to the conclusion that the legitimate theater is doomed because he
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" 'T/ie Letter^ should cause everyone in the business to stop,
look and, above all tilings^ listen. This picture, now visible
and audible at the Criterion Theatre, New York, is more than
a milestone in motion picture history. It is the herald of
of a new order. It is as far removed from the standard conception of a sweet, sloppy, sentimental movie as 'The Wild
Duck' is from 'Pollyanna.' And it will make considerable
sums of money."
— Robert E. Sherwood {Bell Syndicate) in
!\. Y. Evening Post and other leading newspapers

Why does a keen and experienced motion picture writer
like Mr. Sherwood make a statement about "The Letter"
like the above? Why do the five leading New York newspaper critics call "The Letter" the greatest talking picture
yet made? Why is all New York discussing this picture?
Why is the Criterion Theatre sold out weeks in advance
at $2 admission? Why is every film man of any importance
pulling every wire to get a look at "The Letter" as soon as
possible?
Because "The Letter" is a history maker. Because it
tosses overboard 25 years of motion picture tradition and
leaps to something far greater than anyone has ever seen and
heard before! Because with "The Letter" the talking picture officially comes of age and proves itself the world's
greatest entertainment on stage or screen.
Because Jeanne Eagels, with her soaring talent, magnificent voice, gives a performance of such gripping power and
savage intensity as the screen as never hitherto known.
Because the fame of "The Letter" is already sweeping the
country and will sweep theatre grosses to new high figures.
Because now more than ever PARAMOUNT'S supremacy
in the talking picture field is proved beyond question.

<$Mt^

JEANXE EAGELS
"
LETTER
in O. P.THE
With
Heggie; Play by
W. Somerset Maugham
Directed by Jean de Limur

THE

-a^!Si
DAILV
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Service Without Deposit a Big Issue
ATFILIATEDEXIIIBITDRAS
No Deposits Required to Sell
Theaters on Arbitration List ARBITRATOR AHACKED
URGED BY ALL BOARDS
CContintied from Page

1)

tends that the entire arbitration system is illegal.
The government has rested its
prima facie case on documentary evidence covering 27 Film Boards. Testimony covering 12 of these exhibits
already has been taken. The government plans to call six or seven
exhibitor witnesses in rebuttal.

All witnesses to date have stressed the
point that deposits are demanded from exhibitors on arbitration lists only on existing
contracts, declaring that exhibitors are free
to make new contracts without paying deposits. In addition, they have emphasized
that Film Boards permit and urge settlement
of disputes prior to and after arbitration
awards have been made.
Secretaries of the Philadelphia, Washington, Milwaukee, Buffalo, Minneapolis, Charlotte and New York boards testified yesterday.
Several skirmishes between counsel marked
yesterday's proceedings.

Can Hold Deposits Until
Contracts are Fulfilled

Distributors who receive deposits on existing contracts from exhibitors who have not
complied with arbitration decisions are not
required to return such deposits until the
contracts are completed, according to testimony of Jack Greenberg, Philadelphia secretary. He outlined this position in explaining
a case concerning the Strand, Easton, Pa.,
which placed deposits when an award was not
complied with. The deposits finally were returned, however, he said.

Trade Term Held Applies
To Working of Board Rule
Omission of the words, "without security"
from correspondence between the Atlanta and
Charlotte Film Boards, relative to serving on
an uncompleted contract an account on an
arbitration list was the point at issue in the
government exhibit from files of the Charlotte board. Mrs. Marian Wrenn, secretary
in Charlotte, said even though the words
notterm
in theused knew
was
awere
trade
and letter,
under the
thephrase
rules she
its meaning and the "without deposit" was
implied.
She explained another case in which an exhibitor claimed expenses for appearing at a
hearing on a complaint which had been withdrawn. The board disallowed the expense
voucher, but, on appeal to Pettijohn, the expenses were paid.
Citing the fact that Charlotte has two arbitration Iwards, one including members and
one non-members of the North Carolina exhibitor unit, she said in reply to a query
from the court that non-members are selected
by the Chamber of Commerce from a list of
25 to 50 names she supplies. These are of
exhibitors within a 50 mile radius of the
city. She makes no recommendations in suhmitting names, she said. The exhibitor association represents members, but non-members must appear or their cases are decided
without representation, although all evidence
at hand is considered. There was no litigation in connection with arbitration during
1928, she testified.

Censure Denied in Sale to
House on Arbitration List
Inclusion

in the

minutes

of

the

Washing-

2 Carolina Boards
Charlotte has two arbitration
boards, one including exhibitor
members of the North Carolina
association, the other nonmembers. This action was
caused by refusal of the association to act on cases involving non-members.

Exhibitors on an arbitration list can, under
/Film Board rules, be sold with or without
a deposit, Gabriel L. Hess advised secretaries
of the organization at its annual convention
at French Licks Springs in May 1927, Ben
Koenig, secretary of the Milwaukee board,
testified yesterday. Hess advised secretaries
to so advise members, Koenig said.
Previously, in 1926, in the Milwaukee territory there had existed an erroneous impression that no new service could be sold
an account on the arbitration list without
securing a deposit.
Koenig, who has been secretary of the
Milwaukee board for seven years, said that
rules are followed to the letter. He declared
the board permits and encourages settlements of disputes before or after arbitration hearings and awards. He cited the case
of the Rex, Sheboygan, Wis., which recently
place deposit of $96 with Educational and
of $150 with FBO and has bought films
from M-G-M and World-Wide without deposit. The account still is on the arbitration
list. He also outlined the case of L. C.
Flynn, the Auditorium, Cuba City, Wis.,
who asked allocation of his playdates because he couldn't nay deposits asked. This
was done and when United Artists sold new
product to the account, the fact was brought
to that firm's attention, he said, because
United Artists had been a party to the allocation understanding. Distributors, he said,
had given the exhibitor new films in place
of old and had cut prices, with the understanding no new contracts were to be made
until those in the agreement were fulfilled.
In response to query of the court as to
whether there is anything in the rules on
allocation, Koenig pointed out, allocation only
was undertaken with approval of all distributors involved, and the consent (usually the
request) of the exhibitor. New contracts he
said could be taken unless an agreement
to the contrary had been made. United
Artists, he said, had taken it for granted
the allocation agreement
had been fulfilled.
ton Film Board of a reference to taking by
FBO of a contract from a Langley, Va., theater on the arbitration list was stressed by
Chief Government Counsel Thompson in testimony of James P. Fitzgerald, Washington
secretary, with the government pressing for
an admission that the minutes constituted
criticism of FBO
for taking the contract.
Fitzgerald said the minutes were made out
by his assistant, while he was in the hospital, but that the reference was on account
of reported sale of the house and concerned
living up to credit rules.
Isn't the reference in there because of the
contract, and is it your claim that this has
nothing to do with the fact that the theater
is on the arbitration list, Thompson demanded, to which the witness replied he saw no
reason for its inclusion in the minutes.
Efforts of defense counsel to secure explanation as to why the reference was in the
minutes were blocked by Thompson, who insisted that such evidence would be hearsay.
Fitzgerald explained the case of an exhibitor who practiced giving day and date
bookings to a number of exchanges, tieing
up several prints when only one could be
used. He said this led distributors to compare dates on this account to prevent print
tie-ups. a practice he said was approved by
Gabriel L. Hess as being within the law.
Thompson objected and Grosvenor asked the
court for the right to explain and amplify,
stating in view of the fact that the files had
been turned over voluntarily to the government and that the exhibits are isolated and
incomplete,
"in fairness,"
shouhl
grant the
that government
right.
The court then instructed Fitzgerald to
jirocecd with facts, but warned him from offering conclusions, halting testimony soon after to explain, that it was the court's funcsented.tion to draw conclusions from facts preA case of a violated protection agreement
was awarded in favor of the exhibitor but
the latter's request for cancellation of con-

Gov't Again Rests
With agreement on the new
stipulation which called for in^
trodiiction of 22 exhibits and a
general file by the government, the Dept. of Justice yesterday again rested its prima
facie case against ten distributors, the Hays organization and
Film Boards of Trade. Right
of rebuttal is reserved, as in the
previous instance, when the
government rested on the previous stipulation after introducing exhibits which stipulation is
superseded
by the new agreement of counsel.

leading the court to query whether United
Artists,more
as athan
party
the agreement,
didn't
know
was tocontained
in the letter.
This was denied by Koenig.
Explaining
the Claire
government's
involving the Eau
Theater exhibit
Co., which
sold its Eau Claire houses to Finkelstein &
Ruben, but retained its Chippewa Falls houses,
he said awards had been made in favor of
four Milwaukee independentj. National distributors, which served the account out of
Minneapolis, were advised and two of them
obtained deposits, Koenig explaining that an
erroneous impression existed at the time to
the effect that no new contracts could be
taken without deposits.
Why should two secretaries be under the
misapprehension on selling new contracts
without deposits, to accounts on the arbiration list? queried the court, referring to tesretaries. timony of the Charlotte and Milwaukee sec-

Service of an affiliated exhibitor on an
arbitration board was under fire yesterday,
the government training its guns on A. Julian
Brylawski,
the District
of Columbia president
exhibitor unit,of who,
with James
P.
Fitzgerald, secretary of the Washington Film
Board, had been serving as an arbitrator.
Chief Defense Counsel Thompson asked if
Brylawski served in the Stanley Co. of America real estate department in addition to operating his theaters, and then demanded to
know whether Stanley wasn't controlled by
Warners, which in turn controls First National. Receiving affirmative answers, he
wanted to know if permitting Brylawski to
serve was in accordance with rules of arbitration. Fitzgerald replied that Brylawski
had been "certified" by the exhibitor unit,
because of his national prominence in exhibitor affairs and his knowledge of the contract. This was stricken out as secondary
evidence when Thompson objected, and the
court then took over questioning of the witness, who testified that at a meeting such
statements had been made by Louis Rome of
the Maryland unit and Herman Ruben of
the District of Columbia association. The
court pressed questions on these statements,
which Fitzgerald reiterated, and then declared in reply to query of Thompson that
affiliated exhibitors belong to the Washington
unit, pointing out that Brylawski had offered
to resign, but was retained on the board
when "certified" by the exhibitors.

CASE NOW CERTAIN TO
INTO NEXT WEEK

Indication
the government's
tration case are
will that
continue
until Tuesdayarbiof
next week, at least. Edwin P. Grosvenor,
chief of defense counsel, had expected to complete his case by tonight, but that seems unlikely. The court will not convene tomorrow,
tract refused, the board holding that a breach
so that means the defense testimony goes over
on one picture doesn't breach the entire con- until Monday. There are some dozen or
tract, which Fitzgerald said is a regular rule.
Only cases brought under the arbitration more files of exhibits to be introduced, on
clause in the contract are heard by the board which testimony of secretaries will be heard
Fitzgerald said, reciting the procedure in as well as a general file. C. Stanley Thomptwo bicycling cases, including the Dalke case
son, chief of government couiisel, then will
which attracted widespread attention when it present rebuttal, and tentatively iias scheduled
was prosecuted by the Copyright Protection calling of the first of the six or seven
Bureau, and an award of $4,553 made against
morning.
William Dalke, who operates a Virginia chain. exhibitor witnesses by Tuesday

Workings of N. Y. Board are
Outlined by Lewis Nizer
Of the 8,000 arbitration claims filed in
New York in 1928, 5,000 were settled prior
to submission to arbitration, only 202 actually were tried, and 23 notices of security
demands were made, in none of which was
money posted and all cases have been complied with, Lewis Nizer, secretary of the
New York Film Board testified yesterday.
Ninety-nine per cent of decisions made
were unanimous and in only several cases
was a seventh arbitrator required, in each
case the seventh being a noted jurist, he said.
There were 2,700 defaults, many of which
really were "no defense" pleas he asserted.
Nizer explained the arbitration procedure
in New York in great detail. He said that
exhibitors who declined to post requested deposits did not suffer dark houses, because
they purchased films from non-members, or
made contracts with members of the Film
Board, with whom they had no existing agreements.

between exhibitors and distributors. Often,
parties to contracts over which the board
might not have had jurisdiction, had asked
the board to act in determining their disputes, he said.
A skirmish between counsel resulted m
barring of testimony to the effect that Film
Board members do not advise exhibitors as
to contracts they have with exhibitors, or
exchange
similar information.

Service Without Deposit in
Minneapolis Zone Cited

Distributors in a number of instances have
sold films without deposit, to exhibitors on
the arbitration list, and right of the territory's arbitration board to allocate playdates with the consent of both parties, never
has been questioned Mrs. Mabel Dietz, secof the Minneapolis yesterday.
Film Board, testified onretarydross-examination
The witness outlined a number of itistances where distributors had served exhibitors who were on the arbitration list and
The board Nizer testified, encourages set- said these had been brought to her attentlement of cases prior and subsequent to
tion, as they were referred to the Film
arbitration hearings and awards. This is Board. She cited a number of cases of
done as a policy of good business, he de- allocation of product for exhibitors who had
clared. Special cases often are heard on overbought, stating the whole purpose of
from ten to 24 hours' notice in emergency allocation is to "help out exhibitors."
cases, Nizer said.
Among cases she explained was one in
Arbitration in New York, said Nizer, has which she said the arbitration board inprovided a beneficial and economical way of
structed distributors to refuse to sell an exiContinued on Page 14)
settling disputes and has bettered relations

At last ! — Broadway
roadshow premiere of
"The Most Beautiful
World."
in the
Thing
With H.
B. Warner,
Victor Varconi, Ian
Keith,Marie Dressier.
Produced by Frank
Lloyd, who made
"The Sea Hawk." Pre.
sented by Richard A.
Rowland.
Theme

Song

Published
by
"Lady
Divine"
M. Witmark & Sons
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A hundred million ticket buyers are waiting to see
and hear the Princess of Good Cheer in this actionpicture of New York's Main Stem — Broadway!
Get your dates set now!
Directed by
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Real Acts!
Big Acts!

Sound Pictures
By CHARLES

Six S. W. Houses Install
"Master" Reproducer is
Phototalker Sound Device
Approved by Warners
Dallas — Six theaters in Texas and

Philadelphia — The Warner exchange will service the Lorraine theater which is equipped with a Master
Talking Picture reproducer. The device is controlled by Gene and Harry
Marcus and is a development of
Han-A-Phone.

Oklahoma were wired for Phototalker during the week. These include
the Rialto, Wellington; Normana,
Cuero; and Princess, Victoria; all
Texas; Gem, Ryan; Aldridge, Oklahoma City; and Chickasha, at Chickasha, in Oklahoma.

Albany, Ga. — The Warners have
placed a stamp of approval on the
Phototone equipment now in use at
the Albany theater.

Six Intermountain Houses
to Install RCA Equipment

Chicago — Movie-Phone, installed at
the Chateau, has been approved by
the local Warner office.

Drama, Comedy,
Opera, Musical,
Humor, Pathos

ALL discussed
and covered
carefully In
the March
3lst Issue of

THE

FILM DAILY
ALL about

Shorts^ Sound or Silent

F. HYNES

Sold in 8 Ohio Towns

Butte — RCA sound equipment will
be installed in six theaters in this
territory, including the Broadway,
Butte; Liberty, Kalispell; Antlqrs,
Helena; Ellen, Bozeman; all Montana, and the Egyptian, Boise, Ida.

Cleveland — Pacent sound reproducers to be installed during March
include the LaSalle, Olympia, Commodore, West Park, Lyric and
Euclid, Cleveland; Park, Barberton;
Temple, Bryan; McKinley, Canton;
Royal, Findlay; Opera House, New
Philadelphia; Bexley, Dover, and
Liberty, Wellsville.

Moviephone for Dallas
Dallas — Frank A. Salisbury has
been appointed manager of the Audien Distributing Co., distributors of
Moviephone in this territory. Moviephone is made by the Goetz Co. of
Chicago and can be had in sizes
suitable for any theater, it is said.

Split Policies
Florence, Ala. — The Majestic after
complete remodeling has been opened here with Louis Rosenbaum as
manager. The policy of the house
will be silent pictures, while talkers
will be featured at the Princess.
Muscle Shoals Theaters, Inc., control both.

Hartso
"Erpi" Newton
Newton,
N. Buys
C. — North
theater has changed to sound policy,
"Erpi" equipment having been purchased by G. Otto Hartso. This
house is the only sound theater between Asheville and Charlotte.

Grand Buys Sound Device
Lenoir City, N. C. — Sound is new
policy at the Grand, which is now
operating
with Orchestraphone.
M. Patterson will install sound
ecuiipment at the Best' in Palaski.
Palace, Danbury, Goes Sound
New Haven — Two Connecticut theaters have reopened with sound, the
Palace, Danbury, and Fox-Poli theater. New Haven. Both are using
Wi'stern Electric system.
Remodeling Salt Lake Granada
Salt Lake, U. — Remodeling of the
Granada will cost more than $100.000. When completed the house will
feature sound pictures.
Electrophone for Minn. House
Minneapolis — The Alhambra, a
suburban house, will open March 25
with an Electrophone, non-synchronous sound reproducer.
W. E. Sound Device in S. D.
Rapid City, S. Dak. — The Elks
here will soon have "Erpi" sound
equipment installed, according to Leo
Peterson,
nvanager.
Remodeling Fargo, N. D., House
Fargo, S. D. — The State here has
been closed for remodeling and will
complete '"Erpt"
iii May withinstalled.
reopen e(iuipnient
sound

Hartford

House

Wired

Hartford — The Schuman-Dolgiii
interests have reopened the Lenox
after wiring it for sound. Two others,
the Lyric and Rialto, will be wired
by Easter Sunday.
Momand Houses Have Sound
Oklahoma City — Three theaters of
the Momand chain, at Wewoka,
Pawhuska and Holdenville, are opducers. erating with Western Electric reproVitaphone Branch at Boston
Boston — New England territory
will be served by Vitaphone from a
new ofifice to be opened at 7 Isabelle
St.RCA-Photophone for Bellingham
Bellingham, Wash. — The Grand
here will be equipped with RCAPhotophone. The sound policy will
be inaugurated in April.
Soimd for Cincinnati
House
Cincinnati — The Nordland here recently inaugurated its sound program
with the Vitaphone

feature, "The

Singing Fool."
Cozy Installs Movie-Phone
Wagner, S. D. — Movie-Phone
the
Cozy.
sound
system has been installed at
State, Dallas, Installs Pacent
Dallas — Pacent
Reproducer
has
been installed at the State.

International Photo Play
Distributors, Inc.
Announce
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Electrically • Actuated Patents Studied
"SOUND PATENTS" eiES
THE NINTH INSTALLMENT
This is the ninth installment

Important!
While the "Sound Patent"
series may give some insight
into the patent situation, it is
not their purpose to give any
opinion or conclusion as to the
value or streng^th of any existing patent, but only to bring
to the attention of readers what
the various patents disclose.

; in "Sound Patents," a series of
j articles dealing with the patent
i history of sound and synchronization devices in the United
In U. S. patents No. 1,210,665, issued to F. W. Matthewson on Jan.
; States, England, France and
2, 1917, and Nos. 1,408,620 and 1,408,Germany.
621, issued to F. V. Madaler on
j In addition to the patents previously described for mechanically
connecting the driving elements of
a phonograph and of a projection
apparatus a number of patents have
been granted apparatus f-or connecting a phonograph positioned in
back of the screen to a projection
machine. As such apparatus is usually rendered unnecessary when a
telej)hone circuit is used between a
phonograph, which is positioned
adjacent to the projection machine
and a loud speaker in back of the
screen, these patents will be mentioned only briefly.
In U. S. patent No. 925,933, issued
to J. G. Meredith on June 22, 1909,
and in U. S. patent No. 1,182,897, issued to Thomas A. Edison on May
16, 1916, the phonograph and projection machine are connected by shafting passing beneath the floor of the
theater. In French patent No. 438,937 issued to Fritz Hildebrand on
May 31, 1912, the machines are connected by means of pistons and a
connecting water pipe. In U. S. patent No. 1,031,315, issued to A. D.
Adamopouios on July 2, 1912, and
in British patent No. 191,059, issued
to Emilio Zeppieri on Dec. 20, 1923,
the moving elements of the phonograph and projection machine are
connected by means of wires.

March 7, 1922, the projection machine
is placed adjacent to the screen and
thus close to the phonograph and the
pictures are projected onto a mirror
in front of the screen and are reflected on the screen, while in U. S.
patent No. 1,312,103, issued to C. J.
Coleman on Aug. 5, 1919, both the
projection machine and phonograph
are positioned back of the screen, a
transparent screen being used
through which the pictures projected
ftom the rear may be seen.
During the development of the
patent art of mechanically coupling
a phonograph and a projection machine in synchronous relation to
each other, a number
of patents

were granted for electrically actuated devices and apparatus for starting one element of the combination
in a definite relation to the other,
these devices being of a type somewhat similar to the electrically operated sound box release of the early
German patent No. 104,475 described
in a preceding article published
Feb. 24.
An early example of such apparatus
is shown in a French patent No.
375,869, granted to Oswaldo de Faria
on July 25, 1907, in which, as shown
in the accompanying Fig. 1 of the
drawings a projection machina (C)
and a phonograph (Ph) are driven
from a common driving motor (M).
The film and phonograph record are
placed in properly synchronizing positions in their respective apparatus
and the motor is started. A tachometer (Ta), driven by the motor
(M), is provided with a fixed contact, adjustable on the scale as shown
in Fig. 4 and a contact on the moving pointer so that, upon the completion of a number of rotations of
the motor these contacts close a circuit from a battery (P) through the
electro-magnet of a switch (D). When
the electro-magnet is energized by
the closing of the circuit from the
battery (P) a circuit is closed from
the microphone (Mi) of the phonograph through the loud speakers (T)

and a second circuit is closed from
the power mains through the arc
light (L) of the projection machine
and through an electro-magnet (O)
to lift a shade from the lens of the
projection machine.
Another early apparatus is shown
in a French patent No. 378,146, granted to Gaumont and Co. on Sept. 25,
1907, in which an electric circuit is
closed when the needle of a phonograph reaches the end of the record
and the closing of this electric circuit is used to start a second phonograph. One of the many devices for
this purpose illustrated in the drawings of the patent is shown in the
accompanying Figs. 2 and 7. As
shown in Fig. 2, one pole of a battery (C) is connected through an
electro-magnet (D) to a metallic
plate (a) centrally located on a
phonograph record (A) while the
other pole is connected to the tone
box and needle (b) of the phonograph. When the needle (b) reaches
the end of the record it is carried by
the groove (c) into the plate (a)
thus completing the circuit from the
battery (C) through the electro-magnet (D). As shown in Fig. 7 the
electro-magnet (D) when energized,
attracts one arm of a shifting lever
(F) of a clutch (gg) to connect a
motor (E) to a second phonograph
In a French patent No. 380,777,
(G).
granted
to Henri Hantz on Dec. 17,
1907, a somewhat similar electric circuit is used to start a projection machine at a fixed point in the phonograph record. In one of the embodiments of the invention shown in Fig.
2 of the drawings, one side of an
electric battery is connected to a
contact on the phonograph record
at its starting point and the other is
connected through an electro-magnet
(E) to the sound box and needle of
the phonograph so that a circuit is
n&.2.

Hants

Figs.

1 and 4 of electricallyaFrench
ctualcd Patent
synchronizer
dez'ised by Os7valdo
No. 375.869.

de Faria

under

Figs. 2 and 7 illustrating how electric current
was used in early Gaumont system. French
Patent No. 378,146.

system Patent
similar
Gaumont.
No. to380,777.

French

closed ihrough the electro-magnet
(E) as the needle passes over the
contact on the record. When the
electro-magnet (E) is energized, it
attracts one end of an armature
lever (y) on the other end of which
is a latch (g) which is thereby lifted
to release a slide (t) to which the
clutch plate (o) is connected. The
clutch is thus released and is moved
into engagement with the projection
machine drive shaft (C) by means
of a spring (r) thus connecting the
shaft (C) to the phonograph shaft
through the mechanism (Ac).

AN AUDIENCE
OF 92.000.000
MORTON

DOWNEY

for

in

Pathe's all singing— all talking picture

MOTHER'S

33 STATIONS TO BROADCAST
GOLDEN VOICE OF MORTON

DOWNEY IN GIGANTIC NATIONAL COAST-TO-COAST HOOK-UP
More than 92,000,000 fans will tune in tonight to
hear Morton Downey the Star of "Mother's Boy"
sing "Fll Always Be Mother s Boy", by Bud
Green and Sam Stept, the featured song in this
great production. Here's just an appetizer to whet
the appetite of the fans who will storm your doors
to see and hear this new screen idol in "Mother s
Boy", the most sensational all singing talking
picture to date.

BOY
lONIGHT
BETWEEN

Eastern Standard Time over
WJZ

the following stations:
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WBAL
WHAM
WRVA
WDKA
WLW
WJR
KVW
KWK
WREN
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best
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critics for a ride. Well, thirty critics
hing anyway.
anyt
less don't mean
+
*
*
Jack Cohn (To exhibitor who had
just sold out to Fox): "Why don't
you go to California?"
Exhib: "Where is it?"
Jack: "Go out there and you'll
+
*
*
find it."
Looks like fewer and louder
pictures for nineteen twentynine.

The above is a picture of a group
of New York exhibitors snapped
yesterday by THE FILM DAILY
stafif sound photographer just after
they had heard that Fox is ready for
the payofT. *
*
+
While no official confirmation has
been made, we know Harry Reichenbach is back in town by the noise
we hear while passing the M. P.
Club.
*
*
*
Daily Poem
Violets are blue
Roses are red
He doubled three Clubs
Now he's dead.
Clarence Brown says that mouths
are more important than eyes. Of
course. Who ever heard of a director telling his boss how it should
be done with his eyes.
To the left is a
composite photograph of six thousand ko o - k o o
birds, sometimes
called executive
assistants, assistant directors, assistant producers,
assistant whatnots
and yesmen. Habitat: principally
Southern California. Sometimes
found in the East
near Times Sq.
*
*
♦
Famous Film Conversations
"Sorry,

he is in conference."

(Continued from Page 4)
hibitor new product, at his own request, until
such time as tlie pictures on allocated contracts had been played up.
Distributors
usually lose revenue on allocation, she said.

U. S. Enters Buffalo Award
on $2.10 Advertising Claim
Hearing by the Buffalo arbitration board of
a claim of $2.10 on advertising accessories,
was the highlight of testimony of Emma M.
Ablanalp, secretary of the Buffalo Film Board.
The exhibitor refused to comply with the
award and notice of deposit demands were
sent out, but before suspension the exhibitor
settled, paying the claim with 210 pennies,
she testified.
The case concerned
a spot

booking, the exhibitor having ordered the pic
ture and advertising, stating contract on the
film wouM be made out later. Because of
the circumstances, the board found for the
exchange
considering the case a breach of
faith.
When members of the exhibitor unit of the
Buffalo
zone, of
"walked
out" there
on arbitration
the
Chamber
Commerce
appointed
a board of non-members of the exhibitor
unit, which heard cases and made awards
which were compiled with during the few
weeks the exhibitor unit kept its members
off the board, she testified.
Lola Adams Gentry, Los Angeles secretary,
testified briefly as to conditions she found
in that office on assumption of the secretaryship last year.

Sidelights
i8y CHARLES

P. HYNESi

Sydney S. Cohen, former president
WORK and nothing else but for
made his appeargovernment and defense coun- of the anceM.P.T.O.A.,
at the trial yesterday. Oddly,
sel and Film Board secretaries.
he took a seat next to W. A. Steffes,
Tuesday's afternoon recess, didn't
mean a thing so far as rest was con- Northwest unit head, who led the opposition in the Chicago split of the
cerned, deliberations between attorneys running until 2 A.M. Wednesday M.P.T.O.A.
morning. And the secretaries had
to be on hand to find out wlhether
Government counsel has been augexhibits concerning them wfere
mented by William. R. Benham, who
nesday.
arrived from Washington on Wedtypical.
George P. Aarons, busi7iess manager of the Philadelphia zone exhibitor unit, joined the exhibitor
Meanwhile, the evening pep meetings are being continued between
coyitingent
at Wednesday's court sessions.
opposing counsel, secretaries and
agents, to sift the exMeanwhile, Al Steffes was fretting government
hibits which are being produced.
over the tax bills, which are being
introduced with a vengeance in the
Fred Herrington of the PittsMinnesota legislature during his abburgh zone exhibitor unit got a
sence.
break yesterday, being permitted to
Col. H. A. Cole, head of the Texas return hom,e, as it is unlikely that
exhibitor unit, whose organization Fred will be called by the governhas succeeded in getting a Sunday
ment. He plans to save tip his ammunition for the impending Pittsopening bill passed by the legislature, also is away at a time when
burgh arbitration suit. Fred promises some surprises when that case
matters
in his state demand attention.
is called for trial.
How long will it last is the question of the hour and every hour of
the trial. The witnesses are really
tired of their long courtroom vigil
but one guess is as good as another,
as to when the end will come.

With the proceedings livened up
considerably yesterday by arguinents
between counsel, it began to look as
though a box scorer would be requirwon ed toa chalk
point. up each* time either side

Okla. Exhibitors to Fight Mich. Exhibitors Move
Passage
of Briggs Bill to Boost Monday Trade
(Continued from Page 1)

Detroit — Patrons of Michigan theproposed measure would throw disaters will be urged to "Go-to-a-Movie
puted matters and controversies into on Monday," through a campaign to
which the arbitration element enter- be conducted by all state M.P.T.O.
ed into established courts at the dis- members, who will attempt to point
cretion of the aggrieved party and out to fans that there are days when
the court would be empowered to seats at picture houses can be had
appoint an arbitrator, or arbitrators, venience.
without waiting and with most conwlhose findings could be enforced like
Theaters will flash the suggestion
judgments in regular court actions.
on screens at all shows.
Back in Hollywood
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM
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Hollywood — Clara Bow, Mrs. Clar- IVest Lina
"U" DAILY
Basquette
ence Badger. Maurice Chevalier and
Hollywood — Lina Basquette has
Richard Wallace, the director, all of
whom have been vacationing in New been placed under contract by Universal to appear in "Come Across."
York, returned yesterday.
Ray Taylor will direct.

Memphis Shows
Memphis, Tenn. — Innovation
in local theater publicity has
been made by the "Evening
Appeal," which devotes full
page to current attractions at
neighborhood houses. Loop
theaters are played up in Saturday editions.

OREGON LIGISIMIIRE
KILLS CENSORSHIP BILL
Portland, Ore. — A bill for censorship of talkers has been reported
"unfavorably" by
to the house
backcommittee,
the
which means that the
bill will not be brought up again at
this legislature.
A tent show bill, introduced by
H. W. Poole, theSenator Upton for
ater owner of Klamath Falls, was
passed without dissenting vote. The
measure provides that a tent show
operating just outside city limits is
under jurisdiction of the county clerk
and compelled to pay a license fee
ranging from $10 to $15. Heretofore
a tent show or dramatic stock commonths.pany operated on a $10 fee for six

Vitavox, Latest Sound
y in L.A.
Read
Device,
(Continued
from Page 1)
clear cut with an even role and voice
distinction, it is asserted.
The process is declared to employ
a synchronism system which is not
mechanical, thereby giving freedom
of cameras from sound machines, but
which permits the starting and stopof camnumberrecordi
ping ofat any
ng,
timeor during
any one
eras
this
says
who
,
Tilford
to
according
feature permits the cutting in or out
of a camera for closeups, semi-closeups and angle shots.
plans include man-s
It is announced ducin
g attachment
ufacture of repro
standard proany
on
fit
will
which
jector. Tilford also states that his
a portable refactory is turning out ble
for news
cording device, suita
recordfor
ors
direct
and
amen
camer
ing on location, because its bulk and
that of the
t of aboutpmen
weightry consis
t. .
equi
camera
ordina

"Another feature of the recordmg devices,
is the mechaniboth permanent and portable,"Th.s
mechanism
cal driving head," he says
and sprockment of gears
is a simpleis arrange
practically perfect m smoothness,
ets which
at the standard
even though it drives the film does
so without
speed of 90 ft. a minute, it
the usual wobble which is noticeable m most
recordespecially in music
sound recording
""rhe Vitavox Co. is organized for $10,000,000 under laws of California. It has among
its ofT.cers and board of directors: Charles b.
Tones vice president and treasurer of the
Oil Co. ; R. A. Broomfield, presiRio Grande
dent of Bamsdall Oil Co.; Wm. Foretimeof
L. E. Lockhart, vice president
capitalist;
the Rio Grande Oil Co.; Lyman J. Gage,
Electrical
theJ.Precision
presidentturingofCorp.;
engineer,
radio ManufacMiller,
Tilford.
Ford A.
and Walter

Central

States

Buy Two

Burlington, la.— Palace and Grand
have been acquired by Central States.

FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS

THE King of Sweden, Gustaf V
and the King of Denmark, Christian X,are heard and seen in this issue
of FOX MOVIETONE NEWS - the
former playing tennis and the latter
piloting his own boat in the Cannes
Regatta.
First pictures ever made inside, a
Mohammedan place of worship are
also presented, showing and reproducing in sound a strange ceremony in the
Juma Masjid Mosque, Bombay, India.
A swift panorama of events takes you
from one end of the earth to the other

From all over
the world
//

It Speaks for Itself
No. 25 — Issues A, B and C

— Monte Carlo, Tia Juana, Shanghai,
Ceylon, the Mexican Border, Vienna —
all pass before youreyes in this greatest of all newsreels.

has the profit taking talkers

at the ROXy
WILLIAM FOX Presents

SPEAKEASY
FOX
100%

MOVIETONE
Talking

Paul Page

Lola Lane
Helen Ware
BENJAMIN

Feature

with

Henry B. Walthall
Sharon Lynn

STOLOFF Production

Another indication of quality and box-office
success in Fox talking pictures.
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Expert analysis of the synchronization field

SOUND
timely, concise,

thorough

COMPLETE
COVERAGE
OF NEWS
AND
TECHNICAL
IMPROVEMENTS

Type 2MDA
$2,500

Type 4MDA
SYNCHRONOUS
$3,500

SYNCHRONOUS

Full Double Channel^rfor

Full Double Channel— for
houses up to 2000 seats

f houses 2000 to 4000 seats

Greatest Values
IN SYNCHRONOUS

SOUND EQUIPMENT

by
estabhshed
of performance
high standard
THE
Pacent Reproducer Systems in actual service has been

Bear This
in Mind

the final proof for exhibitors that Pacent Systems reptoday! resent the greatest value in synchronized sound apparatus

when buying
Sound Equipment !

The Installation of

PACENT REPRODUCER
SYSTEMS

Quality — consistently high performance — low price —
no service charge; these factors have made Pacent Reproducer Systems the outstanding success of the industry. The
nearest Pacent representative will gladly explain the merits
and advantages of our equipment in your theatre. His
name will be supplied on request.

Assures you of

Film Attachment Available

SERVICE
by these

leading

producers:

PARAMOUNT
FIRST

NATIONAL

WARNER

BROTHERS

M-G-M
(Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer)

VITAPHONE
UNITED

The Pacent Film Attachment,
which is equally as efficient as
Pacent Systems themselves, is the
result of exhaustive research and
will be available for installation
on June 1st. It fits right on the
present disc reproducer
equip-

and

^

Louis Gerard Pacent, President

Now

ARTISTS

Service

Price $500 per attachment.
Two required with each complete Pacent Reproducer System.

Pacent Reproducer Corporation
9th Avenue

Sales

ment, and gives the exhibitor
both disc and sound-on-film reproduction in compact, trouble
free form.

Representatives

in FILM

CENTER

BUILDING

and 44th Street

Throughout

New

U. S. and

York, N.

in

Y.

Canada

Albert Warner Denies Any Deal Is On With U. A.
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PLAKS m TO ORGANIZE
CHAPLIN
m METROPOLITAN UNIT
Indicating further tliat plans have
been completed to take over 175 or
more independent theaters in the
Greater New York zone, A. C. Blumenthal who negotiated the deals on
behalf of William Fox, declared Friday steps in the formation of Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Fox Theaters
Corp. have been completed with the
process of taking titles to theaters
involved.
Preliminary announcement of the
formation of this company, which will
operate or control theaters in the
New York metropolitan area and in
New Jersey and Connecticut, and
{Continued

on

Page

2)

fRENCH TRADE SPLIT OVER
ANSWER TO QUOTA ISSUE

STATES HE WILL QUIT
U. A. IN EVENT OF ANY MERGER

Exhibitors Did Not Ratify
Contract, U. S. Contending

A. H. BLANK Houses NOW

Contending that exhibitors generally never ratified the standard contract, accepting it by usage as the
best they could get, the government
has begun its rebuttal in the arbitration case brought against ten distributors, the Hays organization and
Film Boards of Trade. The rebuttal
A. H. Blank has sold his fifty per
Friday will be continued in
cent interest in the Mid-West circuit began
Federal
Court, New York, at 10:30
bearing his name to Paramount, it A. M. Monday.
was announced in New York Friday.
The government contends that the
About 25 theaters are involved.
For some time. Blank and Publix contract and arbitration system were
voluntarily by exhibihave been equal partners in this cir- not accepted
tors, declaring that all exhibitors were
cuit. As(Continued
far back onas July
1,
1928
rePage 2)
not a party to nor were represented
in negotiations on the contract and
is an evident lack of mutuF. P. Canadian Offers New that there
ality in the contract.
of the defense was completed
Stock at $51 Per Share withCase surprising
suddenness
Friday,
(Continued
on Page 10)
Voting trust certificates for 165,375 shares of common stock will be
sold for $51 by Famous Players R-K-O's Cameo Switching
Canadian Corp., which operates 153
To Long Runs on Mar. 30
theaters in the Dominion. ApplicaR-K-O's Cameo will feature long
tion will be made immediately to list
the issue on Montreal and Toronto runs after Saturday, March 30, when

IN TOTO BY P-E-L

Would Hold Amalgamation
Automatic Cancellation
of His Contract
West

Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Charles Chaplin,
through his representatives, told
THK FILM DAILY Friday that if
United Artists is merged, he would
consider such a step an automatic
cancellation of his contract which
calls for three more pictures.
Chaplin's consistent opposition to
any amalgamation involving United
Artists is unchanged, his representatives assert. In the event that the
deal now under way with the Warners is consummated, it is stated on
his behalf that Chaplin would probably place his pictures in the market
to be sold to the highest bidder in
open competition.

Paris (By Cable) — Ambassador
Abe Warner Denies Deal
Herrick, upon advices from the State
Is on for U. A. Purchase
Department at Washington, is assisting representatives of the American
"I deny any such deal is under
industry in the quota problem which
way," was the statement made Friday
continues vexatious.
bv Abe Warner commenting on negoThe situation may split into two
tiations pending between the Wardistinct phases. The producing end
ners and United Artists for the formof the industry which has Jean Saer's control of the latter organization.
pene, publisher of "Le Matin" and
(Continued
on Page 2)
titular leader of the domestic busiSamuel Goldwyn refuses to make
it opens with "Godless Girl."
ness as leading factor, is seeking some
comment on the proposed Warner
sort of financial assistance from the
deal. Mary Pickford and Douglas
American industry. Just what form
Fairbanks are not in town.
this might take is not clearly defined
in Paris.
much excited over that sound combination.
The other side of the picture finds MONDAY : Berlin is
Tobis, which represents a merger of
these:
are
factors
The
French exhibitors protesting vigorousal
sound systems ; Klangfilm, which has
four or five Continent
ly against curtailment of American
importations. Almost 2,000 have the backing of the A. E. G., or General Electric of Germany, and the
signed petitions urging the govern- Siemens-Halske electrical group, and RCA Photophone of New York.
ment not to regulate against American films. The Chambre Syndicale The first two are tied in by agreements with British and French PhotoLondon — G. W. Pearson, of British
meets Tuesday to formulate its final tone and, in toto, the cables advise about 500 sound patents are em- Screen Prod, is understood to have
braced.
stand.
acquired control of Rayart Film Co.
It appears that the step is akin to thrusting a mailed fist under the of America.

A Few Close-Ups

Powers Cinephone Holds
Interchangeability Test

Powers Cinephone on Friday held
a demonstration at Brecher's Olympia. New York, to prove the device
can reproduce Vitaphone, Alovietone
and RCA films, according to E. J.
Smith, general manager. The program consisted of subjects from Warners, Fox, Pathe and Educational
Exhibitors from the metropolitan
area, were present.

LONDON REPORTS SALE
or RAYART TO PEARSON

nose of Western Electric insofar as sound markets in England and
W. Ray Johnson, Rayart president
the Continent are concerned. There will be joint production. RCA
is now in Hollywood and other ofnabs itself what at this early stage in the manouevres looks like a
ficers of the company on Friday refused to discuss the reported sale.
significant affiliation. Tobis and Klangfilm secure an American ally.
Such is the picture. That is, except for the bland statement made by
Gross Tax, Advertising
J. E. Otterson in London that "Erpi" considers the step a constructive
one. Well, these guns are evidently trained on him and if Otterson
Levy Sought in Minnesota
Minneapolis — Two
more tax bills
feels calmly about it who are we to get disturbed? . . .
have been introduced to the growing
Charlie Petti John has enough of immediate concern on his hands
list of anti-film legislation in the Minwhat with those 25 Film (Continued
Board secretaries
nesota legislature. One provides a
cm Page 11) in New York, night meet(Continued

on

Page

2)
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F. P. Canadian Offers New
Stock at $51 Per Share
(Continued
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exchanges. Royal Securities Corp. is
the fiscal-agent. The company reports net of 1710,291, after all charges,
depreciation, taxes, etc., for six
months ended Feb. 23, 1929, as compared with a net of $482,070 for the
entire 12 months of 1928. First six
months gross totaled $5,097,000.
Eisenstein Not Coming to America
Projected trip to America of S.
M. Eisenstein, Russain director, responsible for "Potemkin" and "Ten
Days That Shook the World," will
not materialize, according to information received by the Film Guild Cinema.
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ports were current that Blank was
dickering to sell the remaining interest, but it was apparently not until
Iriday that the negotiations ended.
Blank declares he has no plans for
the future, but intends taking a long
rest.

of Fox) Theateirs Corp., is to be
five per cent admission tax bills on
handled by Halsey, Stuart & Co. The all
amusements, while the other seeks
company soon will acquire title to be- to place a tax on film advertising.
tween 175 and 200 houses in Greater
Previously there had been introduced
New York, New Jersey and Connec- a bill providing two cents per foot
ticut.
on film shown, payable by the exhibitor, and the usual censorship meaMrs. Strauss Off for Coast
sure. W. A. Steffes, head of the
Northwest exhibitor unit who usually
With "U" Story Line-Up handles legislative matters, is in New
With 100 stories reported to be York as a government witness in the
valued $750,000 in her possession, arbitration case.
Mrs. Florence Strauss, scenario editor for Universal, is en route to the
Coast for a conferenece with Carl Pathe Places Marshall
Laemmle and his son, Carl, Jr., and
Neilan Under Contract
Robert E. Welsh at which time the
West
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
scripts will be sifted and options exLos
Angeles
—
Marshall
Neilan
has
ercised on the material picked.
been signed to a Pathe contract. He
will be associated with the producCompleting Ithaca House
tion staff at Culver City.
Ithaca, N. Y. — Work of redecorating the Strand, a Cornell Theaters,
Inc.. house, is nearing completion.
1929
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Fox N. Y. Theater Deals Gross Tax, Advertising
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REVIEWS

which is expected to yield annual
earnings of $4,000,000 to Fox Theaters, was made in January. Financing in connection with deal will be
arS.
U.
of
trial
Monday: Resumptionbitrationofcase in
Federal Court, handled by Halsey, Stuart & Co.

New
York.
April 6 Warner - First National - Stanley
Frolic at Commodore Hotel, New
York.
April 14-15-16 Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittsburgh.
May 1 Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.
May 6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.

Financial
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March 21,

Mr. J. D. Williams
World Wide Pictures,
150 T/est 46tii Street
New York City

1929

Inc.

lify dear Mr. Williams »
This is to acquaint you with the fact that the
World Wide production "Piccadilly", reviewed by our Committee
on Exceptional Photoplays on Llarch 20th, was selected by that
group for major mention in the National Board's exceptional
photoplays list.
It was the consensus of opinion of the Committee
tliat this film is the finest picture yet imported from England
and one of the finest pictizres, for that matter, to re£U3h this
country from anywhere else.
They considered its production
quality all that American standards and American picture taste
demand and particularly commented on the consistency of its
story, the truthfulness of its characters, the very high level
of acting on the part of the entire cast and, last but not
least, the great distiiKJtion of Mr. Ihapont's direction which
holds the plot at a point of continuous interest.

film.

With best wishes for the success of this very fine

Sincerely yours.

\7ABjHAC

Executive SocrGtary

^dyi^P"^
Physical Distribution

Thru Educational

THE

Fred Waring' s Pennsylvanians in

"Syncopation"
(All-Talker)

Radio Pictures
Length: 7626 ft.
UNUSUALLY GOOD
JAZZ
DOWNEY'S
MARTIN
BAND,
SINGING,
SEVERAL CORKING
GOOD SONG NUMBERS AND
NIGHT LIFE ATMOSPHERE
SEND THIS IN. VERY GOOD
ENTERTAINMENT.
Cast
All stage players. Barbara
Bennett, as lead, calls for no cheers.
Bobby Watson, out of musical comedy, satisfactory; Martin Do\yney
sings and that's plenty; he clicks;
Osgood Perkins, fine as the agent;
others, Ian Hunter, Veree Teasdale,
Dorothy Lee. Waring's musicians are
the highlight.
Story and Production. . . . Comedy
drama adapted from Gene Markey's
novel, "Stepping High." The main
stem and its lure once again do yoeman's service. Story not so good.
All about a hoofer and his wife trying to make the electric bulbs on
Broadway. The rounder, wealthy as
usual, falls and opens a night club
for the girl. Then the girl goes society, breaks with husband, learns the
backer means no good by her and returns, properly chastened, to hooferhubby. Into this not-so-hot yarn has
been injected night club atmosphere,
plenty of music.
That's enough.
Direction, Bert Glennon, satisfactory; Author, Gene Markey; Scenario,
Frances Agnew; Dialogue, Gene
Markey; Editor, Edward Psitzenneier; Titles, Paul S. Haschke; Pho^
tography, Dal Clawson, Geo. Weher,
Frank Landi, good.

"The Life
of Beethoven"
with Fritz
Kortner
(Silent)

Film Art Guild
Length: 7000 ft.
SLOW MOVING IMPORTED
NUMBER HOLDS LITTLE INTEREST EXCEPT FOR MUSIC
LOVERS. POORLY DIRECTED
AND LOOSE CONTINUITY.
Cast. .. .Fritz Kortner as Beethoven gives a painstaking reproduction of the composer's life but the
characterization is too heavy and
sombre to please theater audiences.
German cast includes Ernst Baumeister, and Lilian Gray.
Story and Production. .. .Drama
founded on the life of Beethoven the
famous composer. This is nothing
but a detailed biography of the composer's life, and the detail is so faithfully set forth that it runs into a lot
of unnecessary footage and becomes
very tedious and draggy. It is only
the faithful cliaracterization of the
great composer by Kortner that
holds the interest in any way. The
scenes are more or less authentic,
being taken in the locales where the
incidents in the life of the composer
transpired, mostly at Bonne and
Vienna.
Then he is discovered by the master
Haydn, who introduces him to Prince
Liclinovsky, who makes him his
protege. His loves, trials and death
follow.
Direction, Dr. Hans Otto, stiltedAuthor, Not listed; Scenario; Robert West; Editor, (krald Mack;
Titles,, Same; Photography, John
Hoffman, spotty.

j2E2

"The Sin Sister"

with Nancy Carroll, Lawrence Gray

(Synchronized)

Fox
Length: 6072 ft.
NEAT
NUMBER
CARRIES
GOOD SUSPENSE AND ENTERTAINING STORY. NANCY CARROLL ADDS SEXY STUFF
THAT GIVES IT A WALLOP.
Cast. .. .Nancy Carroll has a good
role that gives her a chance to play
up the sex angle. Lawrence Gray
adequate support. Others Josephine
Dunn, Myrtle Stedman, Anders Randolf, Richard Alexander.
Story and Direction. .. .Drama.
Director Charles Klein made a very
entertaining programmer out of this
one. He was helped greatly by an
unusually intelligent story that gave
a chance for some strong characterization. Klein worked up some scenes
with the principals marooned in an
Alaskan cabin that are noteworthy
because of the sense of realism which
he has created. Seldom does a picture bring out character exposition
as well as in this mstance. You see
the little hoofer who is supposed to
have a loose sense of morals proving
to be the decent girl, while the psalmsinging evangelist and the daughter
of the rich man are willing to do almost anything for their own safety
and comfort. The Alaskan scenes
are realistic, and action gripping.
Direction, Charles Klein, very
good; Authors, Frederick H. Brennan, Becky Gardiner; Scenario, Harry
Behn; Editor, Not listed; Titles, Wm.
Kernel!; Photography, Charles Clark
and Geo. Eastman, okay.

"The Cleanup"

with Charles Delaney

(Silent)

Excellent
Length: 5660 ft.
MELLER FILM OF UNDERWORLD REHASHES ALL THE
OLD STUFF AND GETS NOWHERE WITH POOR STORY
AND DIRECTION.
Cast. .. .Charles Delaney is always
ahead of the story and the indifferent
part he is given to play. Betty Blake
just the average girl. Others Lewis
Sargent, Harry Myers, J. P. McGowan, Charles Hickman, Bruce Gordon.
Story and Production. . Melodrama
of the underworld. This has been
done so many times before, and much
better, that the offering rates as a
number for the daily changes. The
worn out situation of the newspaper
editor and the chief of police out to
clean up the bootleggers and racketeers starts it off, and from there on
all sorts of wild and meller situations
are thrown in regardless. The girl is
the sister of the police chief, engaged
to the hero newspaper editor. The
gangsters try to bump the editor
and chief off with a machine gun, but
they escape miraculously. Then a
couple of ambushes are staged, and
one results in the death of the chief
and his men. Finally the hero has
the usual finish fight with the gang
leader, and everything is jake.
Direction, Bernard McEveety, poor;
Author, Isadorc Bernstein; Scenario,
Cannclita Sweeney; Editor, Betty
Davis; Titles, Isadore Bernstein;
Photography, William J. Miller, Walter Hess, spotty.

DAILY
Tim McCoy in

"The Overland Telegraph"
(Silent)
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Douglas Fairbanks in

"The Iron Mask"
(Part-Talker)

United Artists
Length: 8855 ft.
DOUG PUTS ANOTHER
M-G-M
Length: 4815 ft.
OVER. FAST MOVING, ZIPPY
COLORFUL FILM
WILL
WITH FAIRPLEASE THE KIDS WITH IN- ADVENTURE
DIANS ATTACKING PIONEERS
BANKS TALKING IN PROAND LOTS OF FIGHTS AND
LOGUE AND EPILOGUE AS IMACTION.
PORTANT ADVERTISING ANCast. . . .Tim McCoy does his usual GLE.
Cast. . . .Fairbanks heads the list as
heroics as a captain of the Federals
during Civil War, and keeps the pic- per usual. Others, all pleasing, include Belle Bennett, Marguerite de
ture humming. Dorothy Janis a pleasing ingenue. Others Frank Rice, la Motte, Dorothy Revier, Rolfe
Lawford Davidson. Clarence Geldert. Sedan, William Bakewell, Gordon
Story and Production. .. .Western Thorpe, Nigel de Brulier, Ulrich
of pioneer days. Made to order for Haupt, Lon Pofi and Leon Bary.
Story and Production. . .Adventure
the kids who will eat up the fights
between the Indians and the TJ. S. melodrama based on Dumas' "Three
cavalry. Tim is commissioned by no Musketeers" and "Man in Iron
less than Abe Lincoln to go out single Mask." This is the end of the cycle,
handed and persuade the Indians with for it terminates in the death, for
whom he is friendly to quit bumping France, of the three musketeers.
off the men who are building the tele- Story hinges around a conspiracy to
graph line to connect Washington remove the king and place his twin
with Utah and California. The whole brother on the throne. The ruler is
fate of the war depends on Tim. If captured, placed in an iron mask to
he fails, these two states will be lost keep his identity secret. Fairbanks
to the Union. "I'm depending on and his companions after many tight
squeezes come to the rescue. With
you," says Abe, and Tim says "All this broadly expressed theme as the
right, Abe," or words to that effect.
Then he starts a whirlwind campaign basis, Doug has built up a meller that
and successfully fights treachery, spy- never stops moving. Intrigue and
ing, and the dumbness of the fort plot cross swords with exciting adcommander. The telegraph line goes
venture. Doug, as D'Artagnan, natthrough on time. Good love story.
urally comes out the winner. A divertgaffair for
and good;
kids.
Direction, John Waters, satisfac- in Direction^
Allangrownups
Dwan, very
tory; Author, Ward Wing; Scenario,
Edward Meagher, George C. Hull; Author, Elton Thomas; Scenario,
Editor, William Le Vanway; Titles, Ldtta Woods; Editor, William Nolan;
Harry Sinclair Drago; Photography, Photography, Henry Sharp, fine;
Arthur Reed, good.
Dialogue, Elton Thomas.

"A Daughter of Two
(Silent)
Shockiichi (Japan) Length: 6200 ft.
FOR ARTY
HOUSES ONLY.
Fathers"
JAPANESE FILM A NOVELTY
SHOWING NATIVE LIFE AND
CUSTOMS BUT HOLDS LITTLE
APPEAL FOR AMERICAN
SCREENS.
Cast.
. . .Omitsu,
best
screen
actress,touted
takes astheJapan's
name
part, and may be good according to
Japanese standards, but means little
here. All-Japanese cast includes Masso Inouye, Hideo Fujino.
Story and F*roduction
Love
drama of Jap(anese life. This is
claimed to be a new departure in
Japanese screen technique. The acting is done in the modern realistic
manner, discarding the usual pantomime of the traditional Japanese stage.
It is as an interesting novelty, of interest only to arty theatergoers and
students of Japanese life. The story
is told simply and with a lot of naive
touches that require an understanding
of the Japanese temperament to appreciate. Ittells of a girl abandoned
as a baby, adopted and brought up
by her foster father in a village to
the age of eighteen. Then her real
father appears on the scene. There is
a pretty little love story.
Direction, Heinosuke Gosho, good,
from his standards; Author, Hezaburo Tamura; Scenario, Kobo Noda;
Editor Upton Close; Titles, Upton
Close; Photography, Not listed;
beautiful in spots.

"The Devil's Apple Tree"

with Dorothy Sebastian, Larry Kent

(Silent)
Tiffany-Stahl Length: 6430 ft.
COLORFUL MELLER WITH
TROPICAL ISLAND ATMOSPHERE CARRIES KICK WITH
SEXY SITUATIONS THAT
WILL PLEASE THE MOB.
Cast.
Dorothy
Sebastian gets
over nicely in sexy part that gives
her plenty of opportunities. Larry
Kent the usual male lead. Others
Edward Martindel, Ruth Clifford,
George Cooper, Cosmo Kyrle Bellew.
Story and Production. .Melodrama
of the South Seas. This is good popular fare for daily change houses.
Nothing about the story or direction
to rave about, but the atmospheric
stuff is there, and the meller and sexy
situations make it hoorah entertainment that the mob likes. Dorothy is
on a vessel going to a tropic isle to
marry a man she has never met. She
arrives to find him a bum, and takes
the name of another girl whose father
is a rich planter. She falls in love
with his son, is kidnapped by drunken
natives, and about to be offered as a
sacrifice on a fire. The boy friend
rescues her in the nick of time. There
is a battle with the no-good guy, who
tries to run off with her and altogether there is enough excitement to
satisfy the crowd.
Direction, Elmer Clifton, satisfactory; Author, Lillian Ducey; Scenario, the same; Editor, Frank Sullivan; Titles, Frederic and Fanny
Photography, Henry Sharp, fine; Dialogue, Elton Thomas.
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Guinan

Renee

in

Clubs"
Nigh
theTalke
"Queen of(Allr)t

Adoree

in

"Tide (Silent)
of Empire"

M-G-M
Length: 6552 /(.
l.,-,u/th: 5424 ft.
Warners
G
NICELY
DIRECTED
STORY
STIN
DULL AND UNINTERE
EXPOSE OF NIGHT CLUB OF OLD CALIFORNIA IN THE
DAYS OF '49 CARRIES STRONG
STUl-F MECHANICALLY ACTTEX ACTION.
ED AND DIRECTED.
Cast. .. .Renee Adoree as a SpanGUINAN SKIDS IN ACTING
ish scnorita screens beautifully and
AND TALKING.
Icxas Guinan only proves handles her part well. George
Cast
tliat she should stick to night clubs, Duryea strong male lead, looks like
for she shows nothing here. Eddie a comer. George Fawcett and Fred
Foy, Jr., and Lila Lee are better Kohler in good character parts, also
than their mechanical parts. Others William Collier, Jr., Jas. Bradbury,
Jack Norworth, John Davidson, John Sr., Henry Gribbon, Paul Hurst.
Story and Production. . . . Drama of
Miljan and Arthur Housman.
Drama of
Story and Production
B. Kyne's
Peter
California.
early proved
night club lite in New York. This story
to be full
of good
screen
film was built solely to give Te.x material. Director Allan Dwan did
Guinan a chance to show how she a painstaking job and succeeded in
runs her Broadway night club, but it catching the spirit of the gold rush
has been done so often and so much of '49 admirably. Money was spent
better in other films of night club rather freely and the mob scenes are
life that it carries no kick. The plot especially well handled. The hero is
is unconvincing, the characters fail among the gold seekers and on his
to build any sympathy, and what is way runs into the Spanish Don and
supposed to be a sweet love interest his daughter. The life of the hacienda,
falls down hard for lack of clarity and the fiesta and other events are colorinfully portrayed and are unusual.
any semblance of genuine human
terest. The drama is far-fetched, and Later the scene switches to the
they drag in the frapped situation of frontier mining town and the events
the nice boy being held for the night surrounding the first historic gold
club murder on circumstantial evi- shipment by VVtlis Fargo express.
dence. Then the trial scene, with a The climax is filled with suspense
through it all is woven a nice
phoney climax. Licked by its arti- and
love theme. Strong program number.
hciality.
Talking good in spots.
Direction, Allan Dwan, showmanDirection, Bryan Foy, poor; Authors, Addison Burkhart, Murray
ship; Author, Peter B. Kyne; Scenario, Waldemar Young; Editor,
Roth; Scenario, Same; Editor, Not
credited; Dialogue, Addison Burkhart, Blanche Sewell; Titles, John Colton;
Murray Roth; Photography, Eddie Photography, Merritt B. Gerstad,
Du Par, good.
very good.
tvith

"Fugitives"
Madge Bellamy, Don

Terry

"That tvith
Murder
in Berlin"
Magda Sonja

(Synchronized)

(Silent)

Fox
Length: 5356 /t.
WEAK NUMBER RATES JUST
FARE.
PROGRAM
AVERAGE
Madge Bellamy looks atCast
tractive but does little acting worth
mentioning. Don Terry registers
light as her support. Others Arthur
Stone, Earle Foxe, Matthew Betz,
Lumsden Hare, Hap Ward, Edith
Yorke. Jean Laverty.
Story and Production
Drama.
the story "Exiles" by RichBased ardonHarding
Davis. It was very
with a lot of underfreely adapted,
world stulf worked in to modernize

Big 3 Prod.
Length:
6800 ft.
AVERAGE IMPORTED NUMBER, WITH THE MURDER
TRIAL IDEA PRESENTED
WITH SOME NOVELTY.
Cast.... Carl Goetz as the aged
husband of the woman does a good
character bit. Magda Sonja as the
wife is too heavy to meet American
standards of a heroine. German cast
includes Anton Pointner, Gustav
Diesel, Karl Ettinger, Gustav Riekelt.
Storj' and Production
Drama.
This is founded on a notorious recent
Berlin murder case which the police
were unable to solve. The producers
have treated this in a rather novel
manner, having the prosecuting attorney and the lawyer for the defense
suggest in their handling of the case
two widely different and hypothetical
solutions. It is contrary to all the
accepted American legal procedure,
but as pure screen entertainment,
registers a novel kick. The old husband has been shot, and the prosecutor seeks to prove the wife did it in
order to prevent her husband from
casting her off because of a love
affair with a former sweetheart. The
defense attorney , who has fallen in
love with the woman, presents the
idea that the old man killed himself.
Direction, Frederick Feber, interesting; Author, Not listed; Scenario,
Not listed; E^tor, Donald Weston
Bartlett; Titles, the same; Photography, Not listed; ingenious.

it. The story is unconvincingly presented and the love interest is too
thin to arouse any real interest in the
principal characters. It is the tale
of the good little girl working in
the night club who goes straight
home to mother after the show. The
owner of the club is shot by the
gang, and circumstantial evidence
pins the crime on the girl, Madge
Bellamy. The district attorney secures a conviction, she escapes on the
way to prison, with the help of a
loyal underworld admirer, and they
escape to a refuge town for criminals
in the Orient. District attorney
learns of her innocence, follows, and
into the usual clinch.
Direction, William Beaudine, ordinary; Author, Richard Harding
Davis; Scenario, John Stone: Editor,
Not listed; Titles, Mai. S. Boylan;
Photography, Chet Lyons, fair.

Jack

I
Holt

in

Helena Chadimck in

"Sunset Pass"

"Confessions of a Wife"

Paramount
Length: 5862 ft.
ZANE GREY STORY WITH
JACK HOLT HAS THE KICK
FOR THE CROWD, FEATURING
A LOT
OF SNAPPY
ACTION.
Cast.... Holt docs his usual big
hero stufiE as a Zane Grey hero and
makes the film interesting. Nora
Lane appealmg. Chester Conklin adds
the comedy relief, along with Pee
Wee Holmes. Others John Loder,
Christian J. Frank, Pat Harmon, Alfred Allen, Guy Oliver.
Story and Production. .. .Western.
Treats of cattle rustling days in the
west. Enlivened with a cattle drive
in .Arizona with an immense milling
herd. It is a typical Zane Grey story
and the natural scenery of Arizona
makes this an attractive outdoor
offering. Jack Holt as a U. S. marshall serves a term in a penitentiary
to get the lowdown on a gang of
rustlers. The trail leads to the leader
who is the brother of the girl the
hero loves. Jack is torn between
love and duty when his girl is trapped
in a forest fire which her brother has
set in order to successfully pull off
a big cattle raid. The climax comes
when the cattlemen and the rustlers
fight a pitched battle. The action
moves swiftly and there is plenty of
suspense. As a Zane Grey story
featuring Holt this one is safely in.
Direction, Otto Brower, expert;
Author, Zane Grey; Scenario, J. Walter Ruben, Ray Harris; Eklitor,
Jane Loring; Titles, Ray Harris;
Photography, Roy Clark, clear.

Excellent
Length: 6047 ft.
GETS OVER NICELY AS AN
INTERESTING
PROGRAM
NUMBER.

George Sidney in

Bob Custer in

"The Cohens and Kellys

"The Silent Trail"

(Silent)

in (Part-Talker)
Atlantic City"
Univerftal
Length: 7400 /(.
TIRESOME. HAS A LITTLE
OF EVERYTHING THROWN
INTO A SLAPSTICK COMEDY
STORY
DOESN'T RATE
FEATURETHAT
LENGTH.
Cast. .. .George Sidney and Mack
Swain both grow wearisome long before the last reel with their slapstick
browbeating of each other as the
partners. Vera Gordon and Kate
Price as their wives rate the same.
Others Cornelius Keefe, Nora Lane,
X'irginia Sale, Tom
Kennedy.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy.
Another in the Cohen and Kelly
series, this time with the two partners
manufacturing bathing suits and
mixed up in a lot of wild and hectic
proceedings at Atlantic City. The
best part of the film are the scenes
where thf girls parade. They at least
are interesting and a generous eyeful. The story is blah, and at points
childish. The son of Kelly and the
daughter of Cohen start to put their
fathers' business on its feet by staging
a prize bathing beauty contest at Atlantic City. .^11 kinds of wild doings are worked in for the laughs.
Talking
sequences
poor.
Direction, William Craft, poor;
Author, Jack Townley; Scenario, Earl
Snell; Editor, Chas. Craft; Titles, Albert De Mond; Dialogue, Albert De
Mond; Photography, Al Jones, spotty.

(Silent)

Cast. . . .Helcne Chadwick screens
well and does some intelligent acting
with emotional highlights. Others
Arthur Clayton, Ethel Grey Terry,
Walter McGrail, Carl Gerard, Clarissa Selwynne, Sam Lufkin, Dc bacia
Mooers, Suzanne Rhoads.
Story and Production
Society
drama. From the stage play by Owen
Davis. This gets over nicely w'th
some good theatrical effects which
the playwright knows so well how to
create. The story is of unusual interest to women, especially those who
are fond of bridge, and their name
is legion. This should be borne in
mind in booking the picture. The
j.;<.od and virtuous wife has one weakness. That is playing bridge for high
stakes. She is taken plenty. She
does not know it, but there is a
shrewd gang of crooks in back of
the manipulation. The time comes
when she has to settle. Her husband
refuses to advance any more checks.
Then to square herself she is forced
to deal where she acts as a decoy to
get the gang into a swell society
function so that they can rob the
guests of their jewels.
Has the stuff.
Direction, Albert Kelly, satisfactory; Author, Owen Davis; Ekiitor,
Betty Davis; Titles, L Bernstein;
Photography, Not credited, okay.

(Silent)

Syndicate Pictures Length: 4315 ft.
LOOSELY
CONSTRUCTED
STORY WITH A LOT OF FAR
FETCHED SITUATIONS CARRIES MODERATE AMOUNT OF
THRILLS AND FAIR ACTION.
Cast. . . .Bob Custer gets over nicely with pleasing personality. Peggy
Montgomery the average girl. J. P.
McGowan tries to do a George Bancroft smiling villain, but is not so
hot. Others Jack V. Wright, Nancy
A. Lee, Jack Ponder, John Lowell.
Story and Production. .. .Western.
This apparently was made for small
town consumption and, as sudh, it
rates just average. The story is farfetched and presents a conception of
the west which the big producers
discarded in their productions long
ago. Custer horns in on a fight in
a saloon and helps a young fellow
whose gal had been insulted by the
head of a gang. They are chased out
of town, and another gang of rustlers
headed by Tiger, stnrts a gun battle
and save the two fugitives. Tiger
takes them to his secret camp. Later
Custer rescues Peggy, daughter of
a judge. He marries her to save her
from the unwelcome attentions of the
Tiger. Fights and double crossing to
the happy ending.
Direction, J. P. McGowan, ordinary; Author, Brysis Coleman; Seen*
ario, the same; Editor, Not listed;
Titles, Not listed; Photography, Paul
Allen, fair.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

;By CHARLES

nmm, new device,

SPONSORED BY STERN

IVest Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Walter Stern, business manager for Universal for the
past three years, who has resigned
and will go into business for himself
will devote his time to developing
Paratone, a new talking picture device, and to the manufacturing of a
stereoscopic camera.
Wiley With Atlanta Company
Atlanta — George H. Wiley will represent Talking Picture Equipment
Co. in tliis territory, with headquarters in the Baker Hotel.
Amateur Develops Sound Device
Kansas City — Robert Laughlin,
local amateur, is developing a disc
synchronizer, and has applied for patents on his device.

Witmarks in K. C.
Kansas City — M. Witmark and
Sons, music publishing firm now
owned by the Warners, will open an
office here to exploit sheet music, particularly theme songs for various
Warner pictures.
Installs RCA

Muskegon, Mich. — First exhibitor
in this state to install RCA equipmen; is Paul Schlossman, who is
wiring the Majestic.
Completing Pathe Seattle Office
Seattle — The new Pathe exchange
building here will be ready for occupancy by the first of June. A projection room equipped with RCAPhotophone sound equipment will be
one of the features.
Handling "Jealousy" Dialogue
John D. Williams, Broadway stage
producer is now making his picture
debut at the Paramount studio in

Kaley in Sound Film
Chicago — According to Coast dispatches, Al Kaley will make a sound Astoria, in the production of "Jealfilm.
He is master of ceremonies
ousy," Jeanne Eagels' second talking
for the Marks Bros.
picture.
,

March Release — Now Ready
GENNETT UNSYNCHRONIZED RECORDS
0187 Western
Scene — Animated
Crowd
Scenes — Fast Riding and Cliasing — Cowboy
Gatherings
Orchestra
0188 Indian War Dance No. 1
Orchestra
0189 Indian War
Dance
No. 2
Orchestra
0190 Chinese-Japanese
Orchestra
0191 Rustic Allegro — Woodland
Scenes— Carefree
and Happy
Orchestra
0192 AUegro
Precipitoso — Pursuit — Intense Wranglinjr
Orchestra
0193 Misterioso
Alia Valse — Dranoatic Suspense
(Orchestra
0194 iStorm Music — Terrific Storm on Land or Sea
Orcliestra
0195 Allegro Agitato — Excitement — Disputes — Desperate Action — Rage. .Orchestra
0196 Death of a Hero — Sad Situations — Funeral
Music
Orchestra
0197 Misterioso
No. 4— Suspense — Foreboding — Spooky
Orchestra
0198 Drums
for
Marching — Church
Chimes — Clock
Strikes
(12) —
Knocking at Door
0199 Screams — Snores — Typewriters
0200 Motorcycle — (a) Start and Fade, (b) Continuous
Manufacturing Noises — (c) Planer, (d) Punch Press, (e) Automatic
Hammer,
(f) Anvil

Regular Monthly Releases of Additional Selections

WRITE FOR COMPLETE

CATALOG

Recordings by one of the greatest symphony orchestras from scores
especially
written
to fit your
Motion
Picture
Situations.

ON SALE IN ALL CITIES
Place your order with your Theatre Supply House for your needs
whether one record or a complete set.

GENNETT

RECORDS

RICHMOND,
Woodside, L. I., New York
6O10 38th Ave.

TIPS
AND

ON
EQUIPMENT
VARIOUS
DEVICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

F. HYNESi

Magnaphone in California House
San Francisco — The Majestic in
the Mission district has installed a
Magnaphone
sound reproducer.

Schlossman
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IND.
Los Angeles, Calif.
1344 So. Flower St.

CASEY AND LEE READY TO
MARKET CINCROW SYSTEM
Cincrow Corp., following a few
test installations, will immediately
Ijegin marketing a new synchronous
disc device, to which a sound-on-film
attachment will be added in June.
The company, with headquarters
in New York, is headed by Pat Casey,
prominent in the vaudeville field, and
Arthur Lee, of Artlee Pictures, with
sales in the Metropolitan territory
handled by Joseph Patridge and
Harry Lyons.
Cincrow equipment consists of two
turn-tables running on ball bearings
synchronized by a universal joint directly from the main shaft of the projector head. Turntable bolts on to
the projector head, eliminating bulky
stands. Apparatus is heavily insulated against vibration.
Stromberg-Carlson magnetic pickups are used and the fader box is of
special design. Amplification is supplied by double amplifiers with a
one turn switch, permitting an immediate turnover from one amplifier
to the other. Speakers are supplied in series with a switch arrangement, permitting the hooking-up of
numerous speakers, according to
house requirements.

Tiff any-Stahl Plans 10
Two-Reelers in Sound
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Josephine Quirk, scenarist, has I :en engaged by TififanyStahl to produce ten two reel subjects. These are to be all-talking pictures. George Mcintosh has been
engaged to play the leading male role.

Industrial Sound Shorts
Planned at St. Louis

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^^By

ARTHUR

IV.

EDDY^m^

T>OY OVERBAUGH, crack cam-■■*' eraman who has been in England for several years, is back in
New York, renewing friendships at
the various studios.
Joh)i. Meehan, who has been dialogue directing for Paramount and
more recently honeymooning, has returned to the Astoria plant, ready
to work Henley.
on "TheHeLady
with
Hobart
wroteLies"
the play,
as a matter of record.

Under Larry Kent's watchful eye.
Paramount has just finished another
talking short, this being with Leo
Donnelly and Dolph Singer. Fred
Allen handled the directing end of
the opus. Next short to be cameraed will co-feature Joseph Santley
and his wife. Ivy Sawyer. Joe will
be the megaphone man as well as
the featured male.
Photocolor is about to resume
production of shorts at its plant at
I rvington-OTi-the -Hudson. Ollie Leach
is first camera at the studio.
Kitty Mclvor, who is justly known
as a high-calibre wielder of the
shears (or whatever they're using
nowadays) is now busy with the silent version of "Gentlemen of the
Press." She's the lady who cut "The
General Motors is reported seeking a studio site at Huntington, L.
I.,
with
object of making commerLetter."
cial shorts.
Sound shorts are being produced
at the Recording Laboratories of
America, on East 38th St., with
Charles Levine and Fred Chaston as
them.
cameramen.
Jess Smith is making
A certain fan magazine started
something when it published a photo
of Nick Grinde, director of shorts at
M-G-M's eastern studio, and labeled

St. Louis — National Film Publicity
Corp., 311 South Sarah St., St. Louis,
him the industry's "most eligible
Mo., has acquired patent rights and bachelor-director."
Then from Havrecording equipment of the Warner
ana Nick received the applications of
Recording Co. of Kansas City for six senoritas with matrimonial inclinamaking industrial and educational
tions. They (meaning the applicasound shorts. J. F. Warner, inventions, not the torrid mamas) all arrived in one mail. Oddly enough
tor of the Kansas City company's
method for sound reproduction, has
who directs for Parabeen retained as consulting engineer Bob Florey,
mount, was vacationing in Havana
for National. Heretofore the company at the time all this happened.
has produced only silent advertising
and commercial films. The company
Second of a series of 18 talking
also plans to produce unbreakable
shoi'ts
goes hito production at the
I)lionograph records.
De Forest studio on East 48th St.
next week, under direction of Harry
Finishes
Synchronization
Delf, who also wrote the stories. The
Synchronization on Columbia's
is titled "At the Photognewest, "Trial Marriage," has been new subject rapher's"
and follows "Meet the
completed at the Victor studios in
Family," which Delf also made.
Camden, N. J. David H. Brockman Harry
inspected approximately 150
composed the score, which is played
school
children
the other p. m. in an
by the Victor symphony orchestra.
Spike Hamilton wrote the music and effort to find a girl suitable for an
important part in the new film.
Gus Kahn the lyrics.
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Montagne,"U"Story Editor, Resigns
Ann Pennington to Star in "The Gold Diggers" for Vitaphone— Craven Engaged by Lloyd
To Write Dialogue — Eugene Walter Joins Radio — Wilk's Observations on Coast Notables

Craven to Write Dialogue

fiwy

0" EXECUTIVE WITH
LAEMMLE HANY YEARS

A Little from "Lots"
By

RALPH

Hollyivood
More clianges under way at Universal. Edward J. Montague, for MARY DUNCAN, a Luttrelville,
some years chief of the story departV'a., girl, who made good in
ment at Universal City, has resigned. Hollywood, is enjoying her first vacation in several months. She will
No successor has as yet been named.
Montagne has nothing to say about spend most of her holiday visiting
his future plans.
in New York and attending the theater. Before joining Fox, Miss Duncan made a sensational hit in "ShangWarners Sign Ann
hai Gesture." She recently finished
Pennington for Sound work in "Through Different Eyes,"
Ann reniiington is in Los Angeles her first talker. Her "Our Daily
Bread" is also
* yet* to be
* released.
to make her debut in talking pictures. She has signed a contract with
Anton F. Grot is one of' the busiWarner Bros, and will have for her
est of art directors. He is designinitial Vitaphone picture "The Gold
ing acts for the neiv Colleen Moore
Diggers."
picture, "When Irish Eyes Are
Smiling," at First National, and for
Walter Joins Radio
"Hearts in Exile," which Michael
Eugene Walter has been signed by Curtiz will direct at Warner Bros.
Radio Pictures to write stories for
*
+
*
Rita"
talkers. He may adapt "Rio
Our Passing Show: B. F. Schuland "Hit the Deck" as his first two berg, Sam JafTe, Dave S'clznick,
assignments.
Lothar Mendes and Bill Wellman
visiting United Artists; George FawFabian Novel Goes to "U"
cett, Jetta Goudal, Frederic Sullivan,
The film and dialogue rights to Crauford Kent. Horace E. Hand
Warner Fabian's ne.xt novel, "Flam- Joseph Zigmond at "The Old Shoe";
ing Daughters," have been purchased Jack Hawks and Robert F. Hill dinbv Universal.
ing .at Universal.
,
*
*
*
Fred Newmeyer celebrated the
Mack's
Next by Mrs. Mack
Willard
Mack
will next
direct
completion of "The Ra'nbow Man,"
"Cold Supper," a vaudeville playlet, which he directed, by rushing off to
for M-G-M.
Mrs. Mack is the au- Sonora, where he is part owner of a
thor.
gold mine. His partners are William LeBaron, Gregory La Cava and
"Casualties," AU Talker
Reginald Denny. Fred made "The
Man," his first talker, at
M-G-M will produce "Casualties" Rainbow
with all dialogue. This is one of the Metropolitan studio, at which
he has also directed several with
three properties purchased from Martin Flavin, to be directed by Richard Harold Lloyd. By the way, "The
Ober.
Rainbow Man," which stars Eddie
Dowling, will open at the George M.
Cohan, New
York, April 11.
Hall Opposite Colleen Moore
*
*
*
James Hall will play the leading
Eye" Charlie Abrams is
masculine role opposite Colleen the"Camera
latest to join the ranks of the
Moore in "When Irish Eyes are beret wearers. Charlie, who is a
Smiling." William A. Seitcr has veteran contact and location man, is
been signed to direct.
a member
of Harold
production staff and
is one Lloyd's
of Malcolm
St.
"Behind That Curtain" Starts Soon
Clair's assistants
on
"T.
N.
T."
*
*
*
"Behind That Curtain," is now in
the final stages of preparation at the
Ludwig Berger, who directed "Sins
Fox studio. The first scene will be
and "The
Waltz
ihot this month under direction of of the Father"
Irving Cummings. Warner Baxter
will play "Colonel Beetham."
Sarah Padden Cast
George Scarborough
Sarah Padden, stage and vaudeville
player, has been signed by M-G-M
Consulting Dramatist
for a part in "Wonder of Women,"
cast of which is headed by Lewis
Uohed Ardsts
Stone and Peggy Wood.

WILK

Dream," is making elaborate plans
for the first talker he tvill make for
Paramount. He recently returned
from Germany, ivhere he produced
and directed *"The * Burning
Heart."
*

for
Harold
Latest
Iriiiik
C ravin, Lloyd's
well known
stage

>tar and director, has been signed by
Harold Lloyd to \\Tite the dialogue
and work on titles for the comedian's
forthcoming picture. Lloyd is still
at work on the silent version under
direction of Mai St. Clair. The sound
version will not be started until the
silent film is finished and previewed.

Excellent reports filter in on "She
Preparing Barthelmess Film
Goes toviewedWar,"
which One
has been
Director F.ank Lloyd is rapidly
on the Coast.
critic prehas
compared it favorably with "The Big completing preparations for Richard
Parade." Henry King directed "She Barthelmess' First National picture,
Goes to War," the screen play of "Drag." from the novel by William
w'lhich
written by
Howard
Esta- Dudley Pclley. Lila Lee, Lucian Litbrook.wasMadame
Fred
de Gresac
tlefieki and .^lice Day will be in the
wrote the adaptation, while Tony cast.
Gaudio handled the photography.
*
*
*
G. W. Gibson, president of Fashion Feature Studios, has gone to
New York for the Easter week. He
will be gone about three weeks. It
is rumored that he is making negotiations for sound to his fashion
features having stars of the screen
speak to the audience.
*
*
*
Marian Nixon is planning to fulfill a long-cherished ambition, a trip
to New York. She is leaving for the
East in about a week.
*
*
*
Columbia and Ralph Graves are
happy over the new contract signed
by the star, who first will appear in
"The Flying Marines" to be directed
by Frank Capra. The hit Graves
scored in "Submarine," nw.de him
much sought after as a player.
*
*
*
J. M. Strauss, veteran newspaper
man. now is on Universal's publicity
staf?, under direction of Ike St. John.
Strauss formerly was associated with
the "Denver Express," but more recently connected
with "The
Times"
and Universal
Service.
His wide
acquaintance will prove valuable in his
new connection.

HARVEY GATES
Writer
WARNER

BROTHERS

'The Desert Song"

THE

Doorvray ol Hoapltalitjr

l/NTER di« iloorwmr •<
this popular hostelry and you feci at hon>«.
There's an atmoipherc of cordial welcoaaa
which marks the difference between tha
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary hotels.
Tour room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, overstuffed furniture, a floor lamp and readlas
lamp . . . these are but a few of the features
that make you feel at home.
Pic's Whistle Dining Service Insures tha
bast of food. Therefore, when you are nasi
in Los Anceles be sure to investigate.

THE

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine

Stract at Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD,

Boulevard

CALIFORNIA

THE
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Theater

Equipment
By CHARLES

MORE LIGHT PROVIDED
BY NEW TRANSVERIER
Cleveland — To provide more current in the arc at the projector and
in order to meet increased light demands, particularly in connection
with sound transmitting screens, as
compared with the reflecting type of
screen, the new C. P. type Transverter has been placed on the market by the Hertner Electric Co. National Theater Supply Co. is handling
distribution.
The new Transverter delivers within three per cent of the rated voltage
under all conditions and loads within
the rating of the generator, it is
claimed. Voltage, it is said, is not
affected by varying loads outside the
booth, eliminating need for manipulating the field regulator throughout
a performance.

F. HYNES

The Stamp of Approval
An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit
ATMOSPHERE in a theater is one of its biggest selling points.
Whether a house is of the so-called atmospheric tjTse, designed
to create a certain effect and define a certain mood, or whether it
depends upon its lighting and floral decorations to obtain the inviting effect sought.
A specialist in the field of floral decorations, valances, floor
mats, plateau feet, fiber roping, tinsel curtains and similar decorations and displays is G. Reising & Co.
The firm works from plans and blue prints furnished by the
architect, treating each house differently according to its individual
needs. In addition, the company stands ready to aid wjth suggested
decorations and displays, and maintains an art department to make
plans and sketches. The new Toledo Paramount is the latest house
which the firm has supplied. Because of its standing in the field,
based upon performance and reliability, G. Reising & Co. has THE
FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

Kansas City — Installation of the new
Kool-er-Aire system of cooling, heating and ventilating is being made in
the Warwick here. A number of
other installations in this territory
are scheduled.
The Kooler-er-Aire has been developed by the Arctic Nu-Air Corp., and
noiseless operation is claimed for the
system. Special low-speed action,
working out of which is said to be
an exclusive feature, achieves this result, it is claimed. More general distribution of the air throughout a theater, in manner to aid projection of
sound waves, also is claimed. This
is termed positive directional control
of air delivery.
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WTHAT constitutes proper booth,
'" stage and permanent equipment?
There have been many factors contributing to this problem. Probably
the greatest factor is the development of such equipment to meet
present day requirements in theaters.
In the hope that the complexity
of the problem of proper booth,
stage and permanent equipment will
be minimized, the following suggestions are ofifered by the Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.
Picture Machines — Double Dissolvers
Rewinds, Enclosed and Open
Speed Indicators — Rewind Tables —
Generator Sets meters
— Ammeters — VoltMetal Color Frames — Color Wheels
— Color Frame Holders — Spot Lamps,
Large Arc — Picture Lenses — Waste
Cans — Tools — Carbon Cans — Trailer
Cabinets — F i 1 m Cabinets — Patching
Machines — Operators'
Reels Stools — Extra

Chicago — Plans are going forward
for the first annual American Theater Equipment Exposition, to be held
here at the Coliseum, June 1 to 9.
Boiled down, the convention here
means a national exhibition of sound
Stage Equipment
equipment, for everything pertaining Olivettes or Bunchlights
um Spots — Proscenito sound is expected to be shown.
Members of the local industry antici- Color Frames for Olivettes or Bunchpate that the event will be big from
lights
Proscenium Spots
several angles. The public is to be Color Frames for
invited to the exhibits
Nitrogen
Spots — Sitriplights — Portable Olivettes
sion Spots or SuspenHanging
Spots,
Barrel
All-Aluminiun Sound Reels
San Francisco — Quick reaction to Pin Spots — Plugs — Slip Connectors
the new all aluminum sound film
Towers,
Wall Bracket
Arms, Pipe Hangers
reels is reported by the Freddy Co.
Stage
Music Cable
Stands

Spring Motor

Complete with Case and
6 Magazines

A Discussion on What Constitutes Proper Equipment for Booth
and Stage

Permanent Equipment

Kilgen Net $107,237 in '28
St. Louis — Net earnings of $107,237 for 1928 compared with $52,967
in 1927 is reported by George Kilgen & Sons, organ builders.
Double

TALKING SHOP

Booth Equipment

iMBER OF FEATURES ARE KOOL-ER-AIRE INSTALS PLANS UNDER WAY FOR
CLAIMEDFORNEWSUPREME MID-WEST EQUIPKENTS EQUIPMENT EPSITION
St. Louis — A number of new features are claimed for the 1929 model
Supreme Cooling System, recently
developed by the Supreme Heater &
Ventilating Co. The system, it is
said, changes the air from 20 to 40
regulated by
and is switch.
"perofhour
timesturn
an electric
the
Other features claimed for the
new system are: six foot blower,
which operates quietly at all speeds:
all-steel, electrically-welded integral
blower, 45 inches in diameter; Timken roller bearings; new type belt
declared to be stretch proof and
needs no tightener; adjustable air
diffuser regulating the flow of cool
air at the will of the operator; threespeed motor and all enclosed and
ball-gearing.
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A view of the FA
Major System pilot
svntchboard installed at the New Palace, Marion, O. This
is one of more than
5 0 0 installations
made by the Frank
Adam, Electric Co.

Stage Switchboard — Floor Pockets
Footlights — Aisle Lights — Border
Lights
Spots for Organ
Grilles
Spots for Balcony Rails
Spots for Orchestra
Lighting
Cleaner Stands or Worklights
Wall Pockets
Cove Lighting
In the decoration of theaters today, the use of plastic paint opens
up a new field of expression to the
architect and decorator. It is not
only applicable in many striking and
unusual texture effects to walls and
ceilings, and in remarkably beautiful
blended color combinations — but it
is also adaptable to many unique,
original and conventional treatments.
It reproduces Travertine and Caen
stone, can be used in panels and frescoes, in graffito and relief work.
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-AND
THATS
THAT
By

PHIL

M.

A
DIRECT
COVERING
IN

AMERICA'S
OVERSEAS

IMPORTANT
MARKETS
^

DALY

IX proposing to a society gal at
Miami, a big producer tlirough
force of habit expressed it this way:
And
"Won't you merge with me?"
she slapped his
* face.
*
*
OUR
FIRST
READER
Oh. see the little
doggie.
He is hot on the
scent.
He
thinks
he
smells a lot of
baloney.
He's
right, dear
He's V'
children.
'
following a studio efficiency expert.

TELEGRAM

*
:|: *
These all-talkers are certainly
tough on the dames ivho like to read
titles out loud.
*
*
^
Daily Poem
Roses are red
N'iolets are blue
Book Blah Pictures
You'll
* be* blue,* too.
Our Own

By BR\Ei'T
W. FREDMAN
Editor, "Tlie Daily Film Renter"
London — An Anglo-Italian alliance is in the ofling. The Film Group
of the Federation of British Industries which had considerable to do
with fostering the Films Act is discussing an alliance with the Ente
Xazionalc Cineniatografica, a semiofficial organization, to become effective the end of this year. The step
is a direct result of the visit to London of Signor Bisi who is endeavoring to revive production in Italy.

London — The W'olff-Heide color
process which has been acquired for
'lie world by the United Film Industries, Inc., of New York will begin
demonstrations by May. Regular
cameras are used while the coloring
is done via a secret chemical process.

PICTURES:
SOCKEM
JAKE HOOSCH,
"CRAZY DAMES" A RIOT. AUDIENCE WENT NUTS OVER IT. THEY
TORE UP THE SEATS AND THREW
THEM
AT THE
SCREEN.
MIKE GLUTZ, MGR. OF
WHAT'S LEFT OF THE
OOMPAH
THEATER.

Sound Patent

U. S. patent No.
411-44. A simple
sound device. Remove cork, inhale
contents for one
minute,
talk backandto you'll
your
mother-in-law.
*
*
Exhibitors' Daily Reminder
The suckers are
now biting down
at the old creek,
even if they have
quit at your boxoffice.

Famous Film Conversations:
"Say, I've got a hot tip on Sockem
Pictures stock.
It's touted to go to
" And so far into the night.

By JAMES

ANGLO-ITALIAN ALLIANCE

Demonstrate New Color
Process by Early May

Picture of a
producer joyf-uUy
running to congratulate another
producer who has
gone over big
with his latest
special.
EXHIBITOR'S

Foreign
Markets

NEWS
SERVICE
DEVELOPMENTS

P.

CUNNINGHAM

Foreign Service
Tlirough the medium of
Trade Papers International, a
reciprocal news arrangement in
which this publication participates, spot news of all important foreign developments is
brought to the readers of THE
FILM DAILY as rapidly as
modern news-gathering facilities permit.
Trade Papers International
is represented in London by
Ernest W. Fredman, editor of
"The Daily Film Renter"; in
Berlin by Karl Wolffsohn, editor of "Lichtbildbuehne," and
in Paris by P. A. Harle, editor
of "La Cinematographic Fran-

PARIS CINEMA CONGRESS
TO BE HELD MAY 27-30
cais."

Editor

"La

By P. A. HARLE
Cincmatographie
Francaise"

United Film) Industries, Inc., is
Paris — The International Cinema
operating from Irvington-on-the- Congress organized by the InternaHudson in the plant formerly owned
tional Federation of Exhibitors, has
and occupied by Charles Urban and been definitely set to take place here
the Urban M. P. Industries, Inc.
on May 27-30. The date has been set
back in order to accommodate the
British delegations, whi.;h have their
Supremacy Film Issue
London — Supremacy Films, Ltd., general elections the first week in
is to issue $970,000 worth of stock
divided into 800,000 shares of which
Secures Sound
700,000 will be issued. CoUinsw'ood Smith
June.
Hughes is managing director of the
Device
for Australia
company, which recently secured
— Joynton Smith, publisher
rights to the film of the first Croy- andSj'dney
racetrack owner, has secured an
don-to-Karachi
flight.
option on Australian rights of British Phototone. English experts are
Lars Hanson for B.I. P.
London — Lars Hanson has been now conducting tests as a result of
which Smith may enter the talking
signed by British Instructional Pic- picture field. British Phototone is a
tures to play the male lead opposite
link in the new German and French
Lya
de
Putti Robison
in "Theis Informer,"
which Arthur
producing combine and works in alliance with
Tobis and Klangfilm
of Germany.
for that company.
German Sound Film for London
London — Alpha
Film
Corp.
will
distribute the first German sound picture, "Lost Illusions". The picture, it
is stated, is synchronized with sound
s. with British Sound Co.
effect
Hill

U. K. Non-Synchronous Device
Sydney — Harrington, Ltd., has secured distribution on a non-synchronous sound reproducer. The equipment, it is claimed, will enable exhibitors to install standard sound devices which will cue silent films with
proper music and effects.

London — Sinclair Hill, former managing director of Stoll, has been
Eichberg Completes B.I. P. Film
signed by British Sound Films to
London — Richard Eichberg, former
make three sound shorts. The first
has completed "Paveis "Peace and Quiet" and will be Ufa producer,
ment
Butterfly,"
British
produced at Wembley.
tional
Pictures. for
Anna
May InternaWong
heads the cast supported by Louis
British Co. Issues Bonds
Lerch, Gaston Jacquet and Tilla
London — Provincial Cinematograph Garden.
Theaters is issuing to stockholders
1,250,000 shares of 6 per cent first
Gainsborough Deal with Franco
Paris — Franco-Films have secured
mortgage debentures at $94 per share
to finance new theaters in construc- the Gainsborough Production, "The
tion and contemplated.
First Born," for distribution here.

FILM

DAILY
CORRESPONDENTS IN WORLD
CAPITALS
FLASH
OVERSEAS
NEWS
BY
RADIO
AND
CABLE

NO TAX RELIEF SEEN
FOR GERMAN THEATERS
By KARL
liOLFlSOU.X
Editor "Lichtbildbuehne"

lierlin — No relief from existing entertainment tax is to be allowed German exhibitors, it is reported. Certain
houses are to receive privileged treatment and respites will be made in
emergency cases, it is claimed. While
theater conditions here have suffered
due to cold weather, efforts are being
made the
by tax.
exhibitors to obtain relief
from

New Era in U. K. Field
With Non-Synch. Device

London — New Era has entered the
talking picture field and soon will
have available a portable non-synchronous device, consisting of a small
turntable attachment coupled to a dynamo-projector with a cable connected to a loud speaker. The machine
will be offered on an instalment plan
and can be installed within a few
hours, it is claimed. A manufacuring
company is at present busy constructing parts and the company will be
able to supply machines at the rate
of 100 a month, it is said.

"Refuge" First Color,
Sound Blattner Film
London — The first film for the
Blattner Pictures Corp. containing
color and sound will shortly go into
production at the Elstree studio.
The picture is "Refuge," and will be
photographed by Carl Freund, noted
German cameraman.
ReissueGance
"The intends
Wheel" reissuParisTo— .Abel
ing "The Wheel"
which first made
its appearance
in 1923, possibly in
sound.

Richmount
Idc.
723 7tli Avenue
O. J. HOUNTAN.

Pictures
Hew Yort Oty

Pre*.

'-^ representatives for
PXCLUSIVE foreign
Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Addreu: RICHPICSOC. Pari*
Cable Addreu: DEEJAY, Loodoo
Cable Addreaa:
RICHPIC.
N. Y.

Exporting
only tlie
best in Motion Pictures
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tion
Arbitra
d
Blocke
PhaseContract
Legal
Committee Sought to
Sidelights
MOTUALITY OF CONTRACT
UNDER COHENTiriRE

''Junk'' Arbitration, Cole Says
Exhibitor members of the contract with the system.

committee which drafted the present
standard contract sought to "throw
SO quickly that it found the govern- out" the arbitration system, as the
ment unprepared with all its_ wit- first step in the deliberations at Chicago, but were prevented from doing
nesses, but testimony was continued
after the court declined motion for so by endorsement of the system by
recess.
the Federal Trade Practice Parley,
Col. H. A. Cole, an alternate on the
Nizer Back on Stand
The session opened with Louis committee, testified Friday in the arbitration suit. The endorsement was
Nizer, secretary of the New York
board on the stand, continuing his part of the resolution authorizing the
outline of procedure of the New York new contract, he pointed out, and the
arbitration board. He cited the value committee was advised by counsel
of arbitration in relieving court con- that it had no right to do away
gestion and outlined the methods of
allocating product in New York for had rested on a "paper case" and had shown
no complaints on the arbitration system, alexhibitors who have overbought.
though contending that thousands had been
Testimony that deposits are requir- received.
Steffes
said that there were about 15 reg
ed only on existing contracts, that
aWards can be settled between the ular exhibitor units in the country, the rest
being "paper organizations." Objection to
brought reminder that testimony of Film
parties and that rules are observed this
was adduced from other witnesses Board secretaries on exhibitor organization
strength had not been questioned. Steffes
among them: Joe Abramson, Chicago; then told of the many meetings on the first
Schofield, St. Louis; Clare Foley. San uniform contract, original copy of which was
Francisco; Mrs. Welsh, former Kan- produced from his files.
sas City secretary; Georgia Mof?ett,
Steffes' Testimony
The arbitration plan, said Steffes, first was
Cleveland; Marion McCulloch, Kan- proposed
in 1922 and suggested by Will H.
sas City; Charles Zears, Oklahoma Hays. He said exhibitors approved the principle, but said that adverse action was taken
City; Harry Meyers, Butte; Alma
Walton, Memphis.
on the specific plan presented in 1923, albeen accepted by the contract
The Trade Practice Conference committeethough it had
of which he was a member.
was called by the Federal Trade
The Northwest unit, he said, continued the
Commission to correct certain alleged voluntary arbitration plan it had been a
to for several years, but in 1923 was
unfair clauses of the contract, to party
forced to accept the distributor plan, after
designate unfair practices and to bring a suspension because exchangemen refused to
about drafting of a new contract, act under any system. Added clauses to the
uniform contract, inserted by distributors,
Abram F. Myers, president of Allied made
the situation as bad as before adoption
of
the contract, he testified. Hays designated
States Ass'n testified. Myers, then a
the
contract
committee which drafted the contrade commissioner, presided at the
tract, Steffes declared. He served as an inconference.
dividual, Steffes declared, receiving permisHe testified that the system of repsion from his organization to do so, alresentation for unaffiliated exhibitors
though he said the contract was not binding
any exhibitor units.
at the conference was considered fair, uponAlthough
a continuing committee was
and identified a statement he made at named to improve
the contract, he said that
the conference to the effect that the exhibitors tried two or three years to get
distributors to meet with them to negotiate
government's
policy is in favor of ar- changes. The Northwest unit, said Steffes,
bitration.
^Continued from Page 1)

Effort to introduce testimony to the
effect that Allied was formed because
of objection to the contract was
blocked.
' I ■*!
W. A. Steffes told of the various
negotiations on the several standard
contracts which have been used in the
industry. There was agitation among
exhibitors in 1921 for a standard form
of contract, he said. Question as to
why Allied was formed brought a
skirmish between counsel, the government contending it was seeking
to show that all exhibitors were not
a party to the contract agreement and
that it lacks mutuality.
The

court

reminded

that

the

government

Winding up
End of the arbitration suit
by Monday is expected. There
are but a few' additional government witnesses remaining
to be heard, and these are expected to consume but a portion of the day.

has "quit arbitration several times" because
of
exchangemen's
insistence
the board
adhere
to the letter
of the that
contract.
This
prevented exhibitors from getting equity and
justice, he said and then outlined side agreements and other trade practices to explain the

He signed the contract agreement, because
point.
he was convinced it was a "step in the right
direction," said Steffes, and because exhibitors
were told "it was as much as we could get."
Calling of the meeting two years ago at

Cole outlined exhibitor efforts to
secure a financing plan for exhibitor
units, as a "balance wheel" for the
arbitration system. He said that the
recess taken by the committee was
for the purpose of working out the
plan, and, said the meeting scheduled
last June was not held. He cited his
efforts to bring about a meeting, and
declared it finally was held in October
at which session, he was "under the
gun" as blocking progress, in insistmet.
ing that the financing agreement be

Battle Creek, Mich., at which a
states withdrew from arbitration,
assurances by C. C. Pettijohn
was to govern all cases was cited

number of
until given
that equity
in detail.

By CHARLES

F. HYNES

W. "Fighting
A. "Buck"
STEFFES,
or
Al," as
he is better
known, was as happy as a schoolboy
late yesterday. He had finished his
testimony and was hurrying to catch
a train back to Minneapolis.
Speaking of the Mill City, C. Stanley Thompson, chief of defense counsel, also is a native of Minneapolis.
Steffes
asked to
uniform
up at the
York.

drew some laughs when
identify signatories to the
contract agreement drawn
Union League Club in New

Al blushed when Grosvenor asked
"Contract
Not Ratified"— Steffes
The contract committee never ratified the him if he were not the guiding head
added clauses to the contract, said Steffes, of the Northwest exhibitor unit, inwho reiterated he never had been given ausisting that he is only the president.
thority by any group to represent it in the
deliberations. The first contract was to have He has been for 14 years.
been ratified by exhibitor units, he said, but
declared it was put into effect without ratification. The standard contract now in force,
he declared, hasn't been approved by any exhibitor organization.
He said that exhibitors tried to convey
their wishes to the contract committee at
Chicago and held a meeting pointing out alleged iniquities of the 1926 contract. Distributors, he said, protested they had authority
to act on the contract and insisted that the
exhibitor committee exercise the same right
to
save but
time.
haven't
ratified
must He
use said
the exhibitors
standard contract,
pointing out it was the only one in use.
On cross examination, Steffes said that his
organization uses a standard contract in connection with films it distributes in the Northwest. He testified concerning members of
the original contract committee and about organization of Allied States Ass'n. In answer
to query of the court as to whether collective bargaining in the industry has been
strengthened, he said it will be when Allied
becomes stronger and added that generally
speaking the industry is better off today than
before adoption of the arbitration system.
This he attributed to a "better class of exhibitors" and "what are left" of distributors.

Cole on Stand

Col. H. A. Cole, head of the Texas unit,
followed Steffes on the stand, testifying that
he signed the uniform contract agreement
because he felt it was the best form of agreement exhibitors could get at the time. He
said it was an improvement. He outlined arbitration in Texas, stating arbitrators there
often "tear up the contract" and make awards
on the basis of equity alone. His work as
an alternate on the contract committee was
detailed by the witness, following which court
adjourned.

Allied Considers It is Only
National Ass'n, Steffes Says

Frank J. Rembusch, he said, represented himself mostly although he
called himself president of the Indiana exhibitor unit at the time. He
said he didn't know who Jules Michaels represented. Questioned as to
A. Julian Brylawski's organization,
he said he didn't believe he had any,
although he admitted that Brylawski
at one time was chairman of the
administrative committee of the M.
P.T.O.A.
R. F. Woodhull, Steffes identified
as a Dover, N. J., exhibitor, and in
reply to a question said he believes
Woodhull is president of the M.P.
T.O.A.
Some of the secretaries were
wreathed in smiles Friday, when
told they could go home. How good
it's going to look to them after their
long court sessions.
Charlie Zears of Oklahoma City
was so tickled to get his testimony
over with, that he shook hands with
Chief Defense Counsel Grosvenor.
"Just
arbitration meeting,"
remarkedlike onean wisecracker.
The defense showed such
yesterday that the government
ingly was at a loss, ivith some
witnesses absent. Request for
cess was denied by the court,
ever, and testimony continued.

speed
seemof its
a rehow-

No regional exhibitor unit is asked

Edwin P. Grosvenor, chief of defense counsel. In answer to a query
by Allied States Ass'n, to withdraw by the court as to whether Allied is
from the M.P.T.O.A. and join Allied representative generally of exhibitors
ranks, the latter unit taking the posi- of the nation, he stated it is not as
tion that it is the only national or- yet, as organization work was started
ganization in existence at the pres- but recently. He says Allied ement time, W. A. Steffes, Northwest
braces "the strongest state units with
unit president, and one of the leaders
exception
of two
others."
No mention
of the
M.P.T.O.A. is
of Allied testified Friday in the government arbitration suit.
made by Allied in its work of organization throughout the country, Steffes
Steffes outline of the organization's
policy was on cross examination of declared.

New York arbitrators always are
sworn and witnesses usually, according to Louis Nizer, secretary of the
New York Film Board.
Nizer, by the way, was one of the
real star witnesses for the defense.
The able secretary of the New York
Film Board outlined in detail the
arbitration
system, in what <i,mounted to an oration.
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Presentations

A Few Close-Ups
(.Continued

from

iiiKS, and early nioniing iiicctiiigs and
the government hammering at the arbitration system. But proving once
again the whiskered wheeze that it
doesn't rain but pours you find state
legislatures all over the country
sharpshooting at the business with
every known form of taxation. Minnesota wants a two-cent-a-foot tax;
Michigan a levy of five cents on each
ticket sold. So it goes. Looks like
a conspiracy to keep Pettijohn away
from that Rye home of his this
spring.
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wise, often indulges in curious nieiUal
processes. This will perhaps account
for the conviction, growing firmer
each day, that such an agreement involving these two companies has been
reached. . . .

They slipped out of New York on
the Century. But old Phil M. Daly
was on the trail and this is what he
discovered:
That Messrs. Rogers — Charles and
Budd — and Sax have hied Chicagoward to meet officials of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender outfit regarding
a three-cornered sound merger, the
MT-R With MG-M
other corner to be supplied by PhonoTuesday. Speculation gets another film. All very secretive and spoken
body blow. Irving Thalberg, back on about only in whispers. Neverthethe Coast from all night business sesless, it's on. . . .
sions in New York, tells a world
Copious sighs of relief will shortly
that wondered muchly that Mayer, emanate from every one of the AmerThalberg and Rubin are to stay with
ican keys. Felix Feist has advised
M-G-M. Contracts there were, to be his gang that the Fox control of
sure, but you know how these things Loew's and M-G-M will in no way
are. The Fox acquisition of Loew's alter the Metro distributing machine.
and M-G-M created what might be The boys have been wondering when
mildly described as a surprise. Thal- the axe would swing. . . .
berg has been pretty much the boss
No Fooling
of the Metro lot. When he wants to
hire somebody, he does it. Nobody
Thursday: April 1 is the day on
interferes. Mayer, as chief generalis- which America and its wags turn
simo, very much ditto. In the East, practical jokesters. But all the wiseBob Rubin has been buying plays
poked at Fox's long-pending
and stories and dovetailing with the deal forcracksacquisition
of those New
studio on matters production. New York independent theaters is now
control might have meant new op- ended. April 1 is the day. Two inerating ideas. They wanted to know.
dependent chains have received
Therefore, the meetings. There were checks covering the agreed-upon advances in their contracts. From this
plenty held and with a careless disregard for hours. Now, harmony point on, the machinery, finely wellappears to suffuse the horizon like a oiled, will function without delay.
lovely rainbow. Everything is as is. Originally, the Fox organization exiFox and Metro continue in real propected to close the metropolitan deal
duction competition. Metro promises
before nabbing Loew's. Then cerf?fty talkers for next season....
tain events hurried the Loew purchase along. It finally happened that
Back and forth it goes, this government arbitration trial. The Federal the order was reversed and where
attorneys seek to throw out the en- Loew was to follow the independent
tire system. Not so, says the indus- purchase, the reverse became true.
try. Arbitration and the uniform This meant changes in financial
contracts are boons and necessary to structures. Consequently, the delay. . . .
the operating machinery of the business. So more exhibits are given the
From overseas — Berlin, to be exact
light of day and more witnesses take — comes word that R-K-O has
the stand. An interesting procedure, secured an option for control of Paracross-sectioning as it does the dealsilly and ridic, says a
ings between buyer and seller. It Paramountmount. 'Tis
official. O. K. with us.
has long been our contention that the
We're us.merely
principle of arbitration can never be reach
. . .reporting 'em as they
battered down. It fills a necessary
Ohio's bill on censorship
spot in an industry where the goods of Victory.
talkers has been smitten unto the
is perishable and where turnovers death.
Cheers for that. . . .
must be quick. The application is a
Back with his love of long standdifferent problem. Here errors will
ing. Paul Lazarus returns to United
and must creep in. If our memory Artists as sales promotion manager.
functions oo this bright day, we recall For some time, he has been selling
having heard from Will Hays' own very substantial blocks of U. A. prodlips the statement that the system
uct via mail. It is a good job he has
is not perfect, but with experience been doing. . . .
methods of for betterment will asWhoopee!
sert themselves. . . .
Friday: Those Warner boys.
Yes or No?
What do you think they have on tap
Wednesday: New York's film now? Even in these days of dizzy
row continues to be permeated with
reports, you probably won't guess,
stories about Paramount and R-K-O. so
we hasten to pass it on. No less
Wall Street reports, quoting interests than a deal for control of United
allegedly close to Paramount, have it Artists — the whole works, stars, prothat such a deal has never been disducers and theaters.
Nothing signed
(Continued
on Page 12)
cussed. The trade, properly or other-

By HERBERT

S. BERG

^

CAPITOL PRCSENTATION DAVE GOUID PUTS COLOR
IS EFFECTIVELY STAGED ON PARAMOUNT STAGE
Colorful stage setting at the Paramount for the Dave Gould production
"Rainbow" Trail." Set showed a
winding trail through the mountains,
with big California redwoods in the
foreground. The stage band led by
Ted Claire as m.c. were in conventional cowboy costume. Jean Boydell
was the featured comedienne. She
proved above par as an entertainer,
getting over strong with her nutty
steps and actions. The next best
item on the bill was the work of
Bud Carlell with his lariat. He did
some rope stunts that brought a big
round of applause. His best bit was
the manipulation of five lassos at
once for his windup. Ossman and
Schcpp spilled a few jazzy banjo
melodies, and the Bachelor Four
shaped up as a strong vocal aggregation. The Gluck-Sorel Girls are a
better bunch than the usual precision
peddlers featured at this house, for
they have the looks and some real
class in their two routines. The
finale flash was above standard, showing six girls raised on panels wearing silver spangled dresses, as an immense Indian head was lowered in
center. Dave Rubinoff still clicks
big as the leader of the pit boy, his
"Irish Rhapsody" having popular appeal, and his violin solo work outstanding as usual. Mrs. Crawford at
the console told in screened words all
about being het up over the fact that
Jesse comes home from
The Colony stage bill was very husband
Miami the end of the week.
light, with only two acts to help out
the work of Walter O'Keefe as m.c.
Wadkins Transferred
and Sammy Kahn's stage band.
Atlanta— Virgil ("Doc") Wadkins,
Lydie Harris stepped out and did several hot blue numbers that got over for some time manager of the Rialto
well enough in the slim audience. The under the Publix banner, has been
Vercell Sisters are a good looking transferred to Birmingham to be assistant manager of the Alabama, de
and graceful team, and did some funluxe
Publix
house there. The Riny stepping that helped a lot. Outalto has been acquired by John A.
side of that Kahn and his band depended on the Uncle Tom comedy Comzy of Chicago.
harmonizing with the various memRidington at Norristown
bers of the band contributing their
Norristown,
Pa. — Lawrence
C. K.
bit. O'Keefe was the life of the party Ridington
has
succeeded
Francis
as usual, stepping out on the runway
as manager of the Riant, Novwith his funny little musical instru- Case elty
Amusement Co. house.
ment and delivering some lively chatter and a long winded satire on the
tabloids that was a wow. But the
audience was too slim to give him
AMALGAMATED
the reception he deserved.

Tallyho is title of the presentation tliis week at the Capitol, and
the fact that it gives the Chester
Hale girls a chance to get off their
steps in some bizarre costumes, plus
effective scenery and a final treadmill galloping horse hit, justifies the
title. The rest is a combination of
dancing, clowning, stage band bits
and novelty turns. Before an inn
drop, the male singing ensemble,
dressed in riding attire, sings the
"When Good Fellows Get Together"
song, w'ith the girls following
through in a woodland setting,
wherein the band is parked. There
is the Lomas troupe, with a "twodancer human horse" getting some
laughs. Gus Mulcahy, doing some
mouth organ numbers and hoofing
and David Schooler trying his hand
at wisecracking and leading the Capitolians. An effectively staged show,
with the costumes standing out. For
novelty there are the eight wooden
soldiers, each of different stature
ranging from about three to 12 feet,
the various higher altitudes being accomplished by means of stilts.

O'KEEFE MAKES NERRY
ON THE COLONY BILL

VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions Sor
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville
Acts

Spitalny at Capitol, N. Y.
Phil Spitalny, of Pennsylvania
Hotel orchestra, opens at the Capitol
today as guest conductor.
Standard

VAUDE VI LLE
for Motion Picture Preeentalion
The FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE
I^ackawanna

1531 BROADWAY,

1600 Broadway, New York City

AGENCY

Phone Penn. 3S80

7R76
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Short Subjects

A Few Close-Ups

SOUND

{Continued from Page 11)

yet, but the deliberations might adequately be described as flourishing.
Let's dwell for a minute on the
names: Mary Pickford, Doug Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin, Norma Talmadge, Gloria Swanson, Ronald Colman, Vilnia Banky. What a line-up!
Always provided, of course, that all
of the sev^en owner-members go
along. Joe Schenck admits the negotiations are on. Abe Warner denies
and Harry is on the bounding deep
Europe-bound.
. . .
First New York. Then Berlin.
Now, Hollywood takes it for granted
that the R-K-O Paramount merger
is all set. Might be assuming a lot
on the part of the Coast folks, but
nevertheless, assume it they do. . . .
For some time, the Warners have
been growling whenever "Erpi's"
name is mentioned. Likewise, Electrical Research ruffles its feathers if
you happen to talk about the Warners. Price of sound reproducers
and speed in installations are the reasons. However, that doesn't prevent
Warners from securing a license to
produce pictures, via the W. E. system, in England and Germany. . . .
KANN

Fannie Ward
Vitaphone
Flat No.

721

Type

of production
Songs and
chatter
The veteran vaudeville performer
is billed in this one as "The Miracle
Woman." Her voice registers poorly in her sing song way of delivery,
while her patter is dull and carries
no comedy kick. First she appears
as Flapper Fannie, and then as Radio Widow. The screen is rather uncharitable toher, and brings out too
forcibly the age of the artist. Only
a draw where she has a following.
Time, 8 mins.
"Plane

Crazy"— Walt Disney
Powers
Cinephone
Clever

Type of production. . . .Animated cartoon
Mickey Mouse does his animal antics in the latest mode via areoplane.
The cartoonist has employed his usual ingenuity to extract a volume of
laughs that are by no means confined
to the juveniles. The sound effects
are particularly appropriate on this
Weber Off on Sales Trip
type of film, and certainly add greatly to the comedy angle with the abJohn N, Weber, Gotham's assistant
general manager, has left for a trip
surd squeaks, yawps and goofy
noises.
through most of the principal key
cities to the West Coast.

SILENT

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving
Specialists

"A Dominion of Diversity"
Hodge
Podge — Educational
Scenics
Type of production. . 1 reel magazine
Canada is shown in various scenes
depicting lumbering activities, waterfalls and the wonders of its mountains and lakes.
A colony of Russians is showing as wfell as various
type of Indians.
The joys of vacationing are depicted and the winter
sports at Ottawa, especially the activities of an immense ski club.
It
finishes with good views of Niagara
Falls, and some mountain climbing.

to the

Motion Picture
Industry

DAY AND

NIOHT

250 West 54th Street
NEW

YORK

Telephone! CokjinbtM 4141'!')

"This Way, Please"
Mike and Ike — Universal

Not Much

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Mike and Ike are thrown from a
train for lack of tickets, and pick
themselves up and walk into town.
They start scrapping, and pretty
soon half the town is mixed up in
the scuffle. A cop chases them, and
they take refuge in a dentist's, where
they don white coats and go to work.
When the cop appars they feed him
laughing gas, and leave him laughing himself to death. Then they escape to a hotel and become bell
hops, where they get mixed up in a
girl's room. Winds up w'ith both of
them wearing one pair of pants and
being chased down the street. Just
the usual slapstick with nothing new.

Sunday, March 24, 1929

Mayer, Garbo, Vidor to L. A.
Louis B. Mayer is en route to
Culver City following conferences
with M-G-M officials in New York.
Greta Garbo's vacation terminates
today when she returns to the MG-M studio to commence work in
"'] iger Skin."
Florence Vidor, with her husband,
Jascha Heifetz, is also Hollywood
bound. She returns to the Paramount
studio after a New York vacation.

Monday
European sound bloc will result in joint
product
ion in England, France and America.

Tuesday
Flood of adverse
legislation continues in
states.
many
Mayer, Thalberg, Rubin stay as Metro production heads. Fifty talkers for 1929-1930.
Industry contends uniform contract and arbitration are boons in government case
testing latter system.
E. V. Richards, Jr. becomes president Saenger Theaters. Wednesday

Urges
Baltimore
Daylight
Saving
Baltimore — Authorities at Annapolis have been petitioned by various
local organizations to pass an ordinance providing for daylight saving
in Baltimore.

Bristolph
one-Phonofilm
discussed.
Reports
persist
Paramount.

Postpone
Daylight Action
San Francisco — Action on state
daylight saving bill, scheduled for
vote this week, has been postponed
through activity of theater interests.
Downey On
Morton Downey
song of "Mother's
day.
NBC hook-up of 33

Coast

Bureau,

THE
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intact,
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Chaplin
will quit
P-F-L. ofsaysany he merger.
event
A. H. Blank houses now

United

Artists

in

owned

in toto
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Plans set to organize Fox Metropolitan unit.
French trade split over answer to quote issue.
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Felix

for control of United
set.
Coast believes Paramount
R-K-O
merger
is
Universal to make own comedies next season.
Warners
licensed Saturday
by Electrical Research
to
produce in British Isle and Germany.

They're Spending Millions!

SOUND

with

Artists. negotiating
Warners

Hollywood — Pathe
has promoted
Theodore
Dickson
to wardrobe and
prop chief at Culver City.
Talkers Close Variety House
East St. Louis, 111. — Competition
of talkers is blamed for bankruptcy
of the Lyric, vaudeville house.

Brunswick

Foxfor deal
York
independents
set
April for1. New
iday
Berlin hears R-K-O FrParamount
deal; denied
in New York.
Texas
Sunday
show
bill
before
governor;
chances for passage good.

at Pathe
FILM

with

M-C-M
sales force
to
Thursday
Feist advises field
force.remain

the Air
sang the theme
Boy," over an
stations on Fri-

Dickson Promoted
IVest

deal

NUMBER

Out April 10— Forms Close April 3
Barrist-Goodwin Publications
219-23 N. Broad St.

Philadelphia

Announcing

EASTMAN

R EPROTONE
NEGATIVE
the proved sound fdm
-LiABORATORY

measurement of its sound fidelity

— actual use in the studios — Reprotone Negative
has undergone these two tests and has emerged as
the pre-eminent medium for the recording of sound
with motion pictures. Developed through the joint
efforts of the industry and the Eastman organization, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached
standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

and a couple of records
hit the dust
Let These Telegrams
Tell the Tale
From Leiand Theatre, Albany:
HEARTS IN DIXIE BROKE ALL HOUSE
RECORDS
INCLUDING
OLD ARIZONA AT
LELAND THEATRE ON OPENING DAY STOP
MY PATRONS PRAISING PICTURE VERY
HIGHLY STOP HAD TO TURN AWAY
THOUSANDS STOP TUESDAYS MATINEE
FAR EXCEEDS ANY RECORDS STOP YOUR
COMPANY TO BE CONGRATULATED FOR
TURNING OUT SUCH WONDERFUL
PICTURES

From United ArtistsTheatre, Los Angeles:
FIRST SUNDAY GROSS WAS SLIGHTLY IN
EXCESS OF SIX THOUSAND
DOLLARS
WHICH WAS THE BIGGEST SUNDAY BUSINESS IN HISTORY OF THIS THEATRE STOP
FIRST WEEKS BUSINESS EXCEEDED GROSS
AMOUNT ANY PICTURE EVER RECEIVED IN
THIS HOUSE SINCE ABOLISHMENT OF
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA AND STAGE
SHOW SO THAT PICTURE MUST BE THE
ONLY REASON
FOR TERRIFIC BUSINESS

WILLIAM

FOX

presents

HEARTS
FOX

IN DIXIE

MOVIETONE— ALL-TALKING,

ALL-SINGING,

ALL-DANCING

Musical Drama of the Southland
with Cast of ZOO

including

BiLLBREwand Chorus

Stepin

Fetchit

** comedy find of the year**

NOW

PLAYING
^^ AlEX Y to capacity

^^

Theatre, N. Y. at $2

N

for the

INBIISnOG

RINGS
the BELL
every time with
RECORD-TOPPING TALKERS

j.

/

R-K-O Dickering for Pantages, Hoblitzelle Chains?
:[^<> NEWSPAPER
o/'FILMDOM
VOL. XLVII

No. 70

Sound Only
e. Winrturced
depaoun
ALhan ann
K"Sliee
AR.\I)nie
yesterday Fox will make sound
pictures only. Silent versions are
out. An interesting commentary
on trends in the industry and a
vital decision which emphasizes
more heavily than ever that the exhibitor future is dark unless his
house is wired, no matter what
the type of equipment may be.
Yet the problem is most serious.
Optimists place sound installations
at between 4,000 and 5,000 by
September. A high figure and assuming it is met what about the
thousands unwired? If the Fox
departure becomes general, what
ai^e these exhibitors to do? Many
jre groping for an answer.

ULTHE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME
Price 5 Cents

Monday, March 25, 1929

MOVIETONE FILMS ONLY FROM
FOX; SILENT PRODUCT DROPPED
II.s. wimtiioN m.
Wm EMCUD lODiV

Wind-up
the government's
tration caseof
is anticipated
today, arbiwith
testimony of several exhibitors to
be taken at the session, which gets
under way in Federal Court at 10:30
A. M. Following completion of the
rebuttal testimony, the court may
hand down a decision, or may ask
that briefs be submitted, with a subsc'iuent date to be set for argument of Cdunsel on points of law involved.
V
"The Divine Lady"
The action is against Paramount,
.\n intelligently-produced and entertaining film based on one of the nine other distributors, the Hays organization and Film Boards of
most famous romances of history:
the love between Lady Hamilton and Trade. The government is attacking legality of the entire system of
Lord Nelson. "The Divine Lady" is
a story of the late 18th and early arbitration, charging consirpacy to
19th century made by a sympatiictic compel exhibitors to arbitrate. No
hand, with fine iiroduction vahics, intent to coerce is charged, however.
marked with studied direction and
uniformly excellent performances.
Corinne Griffith is starred. She docs 1,505 Theaters in U. S.
Wired by W.E. to Mar. 16
very well.
Theaters wired for Western ElecTne same may be said for a sterltric sound reproducing now total
ing supporting cast embracing H. B.
Warnei, Victor Varconi and Ian 1.505, as of March
16.
Keitn. All through it is found the
experienced directorial influence of
Three Groups Embraced in
Frank Lloyd. We place "The DiBlank Chain Publix Bought
vine Lady" in
that should
be tiie
seen.listing of pictures
Three groups are embraced
in tincha':i of 25 A. H. Blank theaters,
The Doughty Colonel
complete
ownership
of which
has
Down Texas way. the tussle for passed to Publix.
They are: A. li.
junday shows has waged long and
(Continued on Page 2)
•itterly. Both legislative houses have
»assed the bill. Now it's up before
Governor Moody. If he uses the
veto before Wednesday, the fight is
lost. If he sky gazes until then, the
fight is won. Regardless of the outcome, H. A. Cole, president of the
Texas M.P.T.O. and colonel from
Marshall, has waged a splendid bat- Gaumont British Seeking
tle. He deserves credit. Which is
Klangfilm for U. K. TQse
By ERXEST W. FREDMAN
what we are hereby fastening upon
him for his sturdy efforts.
Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"
London — Gaumont British is neSelling Sound
gotiating with Klangfilm of Berlin
Commendable indeed is Western to secure this sound recording device for its producing units and its
Electric's national advertising campaign to carry directly to the pub- reproducing system for the P.C.T.
lic the entertaining merits of sound theaters. Reginald Bromhead, C. M.
pictures.
Constructive
stuff.
W'oolf and Simeon Rovvson and
K A N N other
officials are now in Berlin.

Will Rogers Signed
Fox has signed a two year
contract with Will Rogers to
appear in Movietone features.
The nationally-known humorist is now appearing in "Three
Cheers" on Broadway and, following its closing in a few
weeks, will leave for the Coast
to start work for Fox.

Drastic Change of Policy
Goes Into Effect Today,
W. R. Sheehan States

Beginning today, Fox will produce
only talking and musical Movietone
films, abandoing the making of silent pictures. Announcement of the
step, one of the most radical in the
industry's history, was made yesterday by Winfield Sheehan, vice president and general manager in charge
of production.
Present plans call for production
ot one feature talkmg or musical production a week. At Fox Movietone
City, 25 recording units are in operation, and the Hollywood studios have
been revised to meet the new production requirements with addition
of a $500,000 laboratory and new
projection room.
Waterbury, Conn. — Bristolphone Movietone
Owen Davis now is at work on
expects to merge with Acoustic Prod- the first talker to star Will Rogers.
ucts of New York, according to Wil- Oscar Strauss has completed score
liam H. Bristol, president of the
Bristol Talking Machine Co. and in- and book for "Married in Hollyventor of Bristolphone.
wood." Leo Fall's operetta, "The
Dollar
Princess,"
is to be made as a
His company announces that S'am
Four original muSax and Budd Rogers only hold syn- musical feature.
(Continued
on Page 2)
chronization and selling rights

SAY BRISTOLPIIONE MAY
MERGE WITH ACOUSTICS

(Continued

on

Page

2)

Meyer Schine in N. Y. to
Close Chain Deal with Fox

Johnston Denies Sale of
Rayart Is Under Way
West

Coast Bureau. TIIE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — W. Ray Johnston,
Ironing out of details incidental to president of Rayart Film Co., denies
taking over the Schine chain of 98 that any sale of the company is under
upstate New York and Ohio theaters way. or planned, as had been reis scheduled in conference in New
York today between Meyer Schine Silent Films Not Doomed
an 1 A. C. Blumenthal. head of the ported.
Fox realty department.
by Talkers — Reinhardt
Berlin — While the American public is "clamoring" for sound jjictures
this does not mean the end of silent films. Max Reinhardt stated on
liis return here from New York. He
said he intends to return to .America to be connected with the film inIVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
{'ustry. His sche<Iuled picture for
Los Angeles — Radio-Keith-Orph- Unit»d Artists, which was to have
eum is negotiating for the Pantages starred Lillian Gish, was postponed
circuit, it is understood here. Just indefinitelv.
how far the reported deal has progressed is not apparent. Recently,
it was reported that Joseph P. Ken- Brulatour-Eastman "Lab"
Building in Hollywood
nedy and J. J. Mindock were dickering for the Pantages chain of com- West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood/ — Construction
is now
bination houses, but this was emphatically denied to THE FILM being completed on a research laboraD.\ILY bv Alexander Pantages, who
tory at 6706
Santa on Monica
Blvd.
J.
(Continued
Page 2)

Negotiations Reported on for
Pantages and Interstate Houses

(Continued

on

Page

2)

Monday,

THE MEWS
MI^^ULlULTUE
TIME

Deal Reported on for Sound Films Only;
Silent to Be Dropped
Pantages,
Interstate
(Continued from Page 1)
{Continued
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M-G-M Signs Ruffo
Titta RnfTo, baritone, has resigned
from the Metropohtan Opera Co. to
apucar in ten M-G-M Movietone
shorts, he said prior to sailing from
York for Italy.
New

Page
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Bristolphone May
Merge with Acoustics?

Today:

Three Groups Embraced in
Chain Publix Bought
Blank (Continued
from Page 1)

U. S. Film Showings
'28
forDAILY
in Austria
Increase
IVaslnnt/ton Bureau
of THE FILM
Washington — Increase of American
picture showings in Austria during
1928 is shown in the report of George
R. Canty, Trade Commissioner at
Paris, who states that the United
States and Germany suppHed 88 per
cent of all films shown. The American share of the total was 240 or 47
per cent and the German 210 or 41
per cent.
Pinanski Convalescing
Atlantic City — Samuel Pinanski,
president of the New England Theaters Operating Co., is here for a
few days' rest. He is recovering
from a slight illness.

FOR

RENT

COURT STftEET THEATRE, Buffalo, seating capacity 2389 — well located. Ideal for stock purposes. Will
consider propositions. Communicate
with Theo. C. Young, 1501 Broadway.
Telephone Chickering 7050.

"Joan of Arc"

6 Warner - First National - Stanley
Frolic at Commodore Hotel, New
York.
burgh.Convention of Western PennApril 14-15-16
sylvania Exhibitor Unit at PittaMay
May

1 Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.
6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.

Soviet Planning to Make
130 Films for Next Year
Orie hundred thirty films are to
be made by the Soviet during the
coming year, according to Constantine SchwetchikofF, director of the
Soviet industry, who is here for a
study o*" the export of the pictures.
Fiftv of the pictures will be exported
to European countries and 15 of the
number are scheduled to be sent to A
the United
.States.
^

''BUDDY'*

De Forest Studio

FOR SALE
PROJECTION
MACHINES
employed in SimbaRoad Shows

Qood as New

FRANK

New

York City

Room

Maberry on Sales Tri
Cecil E. Maberry, general sales
manager of Columbia, is in Chicago
on a s-j-lcs trip to Middle West exchanges.

Coast

R. WILSON

51 E. 42nd Street

producer.

Tyler to Make
Bureau,

Eight Talkers

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Trein Carr has signed
Tom Tyler for eight talkers.

An Asset To Any Theatre!

■SgA'qiailersW
I can truthfully say that your song
film trailers are an asset to any theatre, regardless how large or small
the house may be.
COULD EN THEATRES
By Louis
B. Goulden,
Indianapolis,
Ind.

HARRIS

now
photographing
talking
comedy shorts for Harry Delf.

Opening

"The Passion of Joan of Arc,"
French film, will have its premiere
at the Little Carnegie Playhouse
Thursday sponsored by the Societe
Geiierale des Films of France, the
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New
York.
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aters and Commonwealth Theaters.
300 The chain includes de luxe houses at
Moines, Omaha, Cedar Rapids,
Des
'20
I400
'ooo Davenport
6
and Waterloo, Iowa, and
Rock Island, 111.
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said tiie circuit is not for sale. Pan- sical comedies will be produced with
tages is in practically every key city words and music by De Sylva,
of the West and has 26 theaters, and
plans several others, including a big Brown and Henderson. Dave Stamper has completed a musical comedy.
Hollywood house.
Fox Movietone Follies is finished,
the first of an annual series of muNegotiations are under way by Rasical reviews. Words and music are
dio-keith-Orpheum for the Inter- by Con Conrad, Archie Goettler and
state chain in Dallas, it is understood.
Sidney Mitchell, the book by Billy
The circuit, headed by Karl Hoblit- K. Wells and direction by David
zelle has the Majestic, Dallas; Ma- Butler and Edward Royce. George
jestic, Houston; Majestic and Pal- Jessel leaves for California next
ace, Fort Worth; Majestic, San An- month to make his first picture for
tonio; Lyric, Ritz and Trianon, Bir- Fox.
mir.gham;
Majestic,
Little Rock.
Other sciicduled pictures announced
by Shethan are: "Cameo Kirby," by
Booth Tarkington and Harry Leon
Wilson; "The Passing of the Third
Floor Back," by Jerome K. Jerome;
(Continued from Page
1)
"Behind That Curtain," by Earl
through Gotham-Bristolphonciand are
unauthorized to enter into or use the Der Biggers, which Irving Cumname of the Bristol Talking Ma- mings will direct; "The Cock-Eyed
World," which Raoul Walsh will dichine Co. in any merger.
rect from an original by Laurence
It is understood Acoustic Products Stallings and Maxwell Anderson;
has called a meeting of stockholders "King of the Khyber • Rilles," starring Victor McLaglen, under direcin New York for March 29 at which
time thev will be asked to vote on
tion of John Ford; "The Man Who
the issuance of 300,000 additional Came Back," by John Fleming Wilshares of stock and on a merger
son; "Conquistador," "The Mad
with Bristolphone.
Song" and "Frozen Justice."
Sam Sax, Charles R. Rogers and
Budd Rogers have returned from
Chicago where, it is understood,
meetings looking toward a merger
(Continued from Page 1)
of Bristolphone, Phononlm and
E.
Brulatour,
Inc., is building the
Bruns\v)ick - Balke - CoUender were
tructure which will house a staff of
held. Efforts to reach them Satur- the Eastman Kodak organization and
day for comment regarding the state- a theater equipped for sound and
ment made by Bristol m vVaterbury
capable of seating fifty. It is intendproved unavailing.
ed to keep the laboratory open without charge to accredited technicians
and studio executives.
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AN OPPORTUNITY
is available with a major
distributing organization for
a man who can act as

Combinationand Secretary
Ass't to House Organ
Editor
Must have full knowledge of
film distribution, ability and experience in writing publicity
and selling talk, arranging
make-up, knack of handling details and records systematically
and A-1 stenographer. Give
complete details including education, business record, age,
salary expected.
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IS the one year round cooling and ventilating system that will reduce temperatures
from ID to 19 degrees at a very small cost.
Make us prove it.
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Is it not a fact that the motion
picture theatre industry has been
waiting many years for a temperature reducing cooHng system for
theatres from 800 to 2000 at a
low price with a moderate cost
of ^upkeep that does not take the
.v
weekly profits?
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23,869 Involving $6,503,474 Arbitrated in '28
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SILENT FILMS TO STAY
HAYS SEES INDUSTRY ON
EVE OF GREATEST ERA
The industry is entering upon its
most successful year.
New audiences are being attracted
by sound.
Sound has opened a new wealth in
story material, formerly unusable because it lacked sufficient action for
silent pictures.
Censors constitute the one obstacle
wliich stands in the way of progress,
and the arbitration system in 1928
reached its maximum in usefulness.
These were the highlights of the
seventh annual report of the M.P.
P.D.A., read before his directors yesterday by Will H. Hays.
Speaking of arbitration, Hays said:
"During 1928, 23,869 controversies involving $6,503,474.75 arose between exhibitors and
distributors. Fifty-two per cent of these claims
were settled between the time of filing and
actual hearing by the arbitration boards. Only
28 claims of this vast number required a
seventh arbiter and not a single claim was
litigated before arbitration. In the five years
since the institution of this arbitration system, 73,652 controversies involving $17,724,380.82 have been disposed of. This achievement unprecedented in the annals of any
other industry has more than an economic
importance. It breathes the very spirit of
ethical conduct in business."

Cruze Buys Studio and
Win Make 16 Talkers
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — James Cruze, Inc. has
purchased the Chadwick studio and
plans a schedule of 16 talkers. Cruze
has been producing a series of one
reel talkers at the studio.

20 Talkers, 16 Silent
Westerns from Rayart
IVest Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — W. Ray Johnston,
president of Rayart who is here arranging for 1929-1930 production, declares he will produce 20 talker melodramas available in silent and 16
silent westerns.

While filing of briefs and argument of counsel remain before
a decision will be handed down, little doubt in the outcome of
the arbitration case was expressed yesterday by those who have
followed the trial.
Arbitration has benefited the whole industry, Federal Judge
Thacher, before whom the gcverimient's arbitration case was
tried, observed from the bench yesterday just before the case
closed. In his questioning of government counsel, the court
indicated a cool attitude toward the government's case.

NAKKEN SOUND HLN FOR
TRAVELTONE REPRODUCER
Sound-on-film attachment secured
by Cinesonore Co., manufacturer of
Traveltone is to be made under the
Nakken patents, under terms of a deal
closed with the Lumophone Corp.
This is declared to be a basic patent
on the photo-electric cell. The deal
gives Cinesonore exclusive license in
the theatrical field, Leonard Day of
the Xakken interests, said yesterday.
Acquisition by Cinesonore of a soundon-film svstem was reported last
week by THE FILM DAILY, but
at the time no statement was available as to which system was to be
used. First machines are to be delivered April 15, under present plans.
The company is headed by Herman
Heller, while Maurice Livingston is
executive vice president and general
manager. A group of bankers is understood to be backing the company.

House Ditches Bill to Lift
Balto. Sunday Show Ban

Baltimore — Final passage of the
Callan bill to gives Baltimore Sunday
films and amended to give mayor
and city council here power to hold
H. Y. Yates, president of Consol- referendum on it, was sidetracked in
idated Film Industries, Inc., yester- the House at Annapolis. Delegate
day denied that control of his com- James J. Lindsay's move that it be
pany had been purchased
over his recommitted to the Baltimore deleon Page

4)

Whi.e reduction in number is in
sight, practically every producing organization in the iiidustry save Fox,
will continue to market silent films,
a survey made by THE FILM
DAILY revealed yesterday. The Fox
decisio'i to concentrate on sound only
with complete elimination of silent
versiors is not to be reflected in the
dustry.
policies of other companies in the in-

U. S. Position Muddled as
Arbitration Case Closes

Report of Consolidated
Sale Denied by Yates

{Continued

Numerical
""ut in Order
A.l but F-x Will Offer
Silent Prints

Arbitration Victory Seen

iContinued

on

Page

4)

In most instances, producers are
committed in a body to production
of talking and singing pictures. They
will eliminate silent versions of some
of them, but, so far as careful investigation develops, silent prints for the
With the position of the government somewhat muddled, trial of the major portion of their 1929-1930 output will be available.
arbitration case brought by the Dept.
Winfield Sheehan, who announced
of Justice against Paramount, nine
other distributors, the Hays organi- the switch for Fox, declines to comment on its effect on M-G-M. It is
zation, was brought to a close yesterday and now is under advisement understood, however, that while Metro
by Federal Judge Thacher. Briefs will make 50 talkers for 1929-1930,
30 of them will be available
are to be filed, April 22 after which about
sound and silent and the remainder in
counsel will argue points of law involved. No intent is charged in sound versions only. All of the
Metro's
starring pictures will have
the conspiracy action.
silent
versions.
Government counsel was interruptUnited Artists points to its present
ed by the court several times during
summation of the case, the court schedule as proof that its product will
wanting to know just what restraint be available for both unwired and
was charged and whether the govern- wired theater. "Coquette," the new
ment was attacking the concert of Pickford picture, is the one excepaction on the adoption of the con- marketed.tion. No silent version will be
tract, stating that if the concerted
{.Continued
on Page 4)
Albert \Varner told THE FILM
D.A.ILY his company has been making sound films for over two years,
although in this instance, silent
prints are always available. Warner
said it would naturallj' be some time
before all of the nations's theaters
are wired,
andwillthatbe incompelled
the interim
unwired houses
to play
Details of the so-called trade on whatever type of picture is placed
the new standard contract, under on the market. If the bulk of
terms of which exhibitors made con- the market is composed of sound
cessions on the contract in return for
pictures, he concluded the exhibitor
a plan to finance exhibitor organiza- will have to run them minus the
tion, were outlined on the stand yes- soMnd.
terday by Nathan Yamins, Fall River,
"We hope to have sufficient silent
Mass., exhibitor, who is a member of product to meet our domestic as well
the contract committee named at the
as foreign needs," said Lee Marcus,
Trade Practice Conference.
vice president of RKO Pictures.
The contract draft, Yamins
said, "Our plans for 1929-1930 call for 30
was tentatively approved at Chicago pictures. Of the all-talkers to be
on condition that the financing plan made, between 40 and 50 per cent

CONTRACHRAOE" IS
OUTLINjD^BY YAHIN8

{Continued

on

Page

4) _
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DAiLV
Goetz, Thomas, Start on
"Great Power" PuUed Off
After one Day at Capitol
Feature
in Teachers*
IVest Coast Bureau,
THE FILM Tieup
DAILY
Declaring the difficulty was^caused

March 26,

1929

Book
TheDate
Industry's

Hollywood — "Woman Who Was
"The Great PowForgotten" has been placed in work by amplification,
er," an all-talker made by Franklyn
Vil.XUnNi.71 Tue$dn,Mar.26,192S PriciSCiib at Sennett studios by Richard ThomNationalHotel,
Warner Prod, and distributed by M- April 6 Warner
- Stanley
Yoric. -at First
Frolic
Commodore
New
as and Charles Goetz, who will dis- G-M, was taken off the current show
tribute as a roadshow, in a tieup
PDBLISHER
JOIM W. M.ICOATE
burgh.
of Western Pennwith various educational interests. at the Capitol and "The Spite Mar- April 14-15-16 Convention
sylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittsday.
riage"
with
Buster
Keaton
put
in.
Published daijy except Saturday and bolidajrs Twenty-five per cent of the gross "The Great Power" ran for a full
■t 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
May 1 Annual meeting of Quebec exhibwill be turned over to Nat'l Educaitor unit, Montreal.
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
day
and
up
until
two
o'clock
on
SunIWk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
May
6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
tional Ass'n to help build a home
Engineers in New York.
Pnblisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President for the aged of the teaching profesand Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
sion, according to Goetz. Belle Ben- "Noah's Ark" Opens
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
with
Lindeman
Leaves Griffith Force
nett and Jobyna Ralston are featai second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
ured in the production.
E. L. Lindeman has resigned as
Pacen
Sound
Device
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
t
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
eastern representative of D. W. GrifUnited States outside of Greater New York.
Atlantic
City— is
"Noah's
fith, to accept a proposition he is to
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
ner production
being Ark,"
shownWarvia
Hays Urges Aid for Teachers
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
announce on his return to New York
Pacent
reproducer
at
the
Globe
here,
remit with order. Address all communica"The U. S. owes old age pensions at $2 top.
in two weeks from a vacation at
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- to the nation's school teachers,"
French Lick Springs, Ind.
way, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday, stated Will Hays in Sunday's New*
Allvine, Shapiro Leave for Coast
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph York "American," in a lengthy
Glen Allvine, director of publicity
Wak, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite article which pointed out necessity
Six Vitaphones
Broadway
is housing onsixB'way
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The for the country providing for the and advertising for Fox and Victor
Vitaphone
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne, teaching profession. "Every tax- M. Shapiro, who will take over stu- films this week. "Noah's Ark" is
dio publicity, left for the Coast last playing the Winter Garden; "The
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle,
payer," stated Hays, "should be priIft Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
marily
interested
in
the
teacher,
benight.
Allvine's objective is to se- Singing Fool" is at the Harris;
Cour-des-Noues,
19.
cure data on the 1929-1930 program. "Weary River" at the Central;
cause the teacher is the most imShapiro's stay in Hollywood is per- "Sonny Boy" at the Strand; "My
portant servant of the government." manent.
Man" at the Hippodrome and "The
Divine Lady" at the Warner.
Arrested
Over "Show Boat" Affair
"Met" Drops Sound Policy
Miami — Paul Robertson and W. L.
Atlanta — Straight sound policy at
''BUDDY'* HARRIS
Haggard,
operators who were sched- the Metropolitan was yesterday dis'26
6
Sales
High
Low Close
continued, after a year, in favor of
to project at
"Show
Boat" athave
its
STOCK
MARKET
world uledpremiere
the Capitol,
now
photographing
calkins
Am.
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3754
37J4 37^
1,000 been arrested on charges of malicious a band-show policy. Charlie White's
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 27 K 26 J^ 26!4 2,100
comedy
shorts
for
Harry
Delf.
"Jolly
Jazzers"
will
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featured.
mischief
and
destruction
of
private
East Kodak
180
178 178
White serving as leader and m.c.
2,100
property in conjunction with the al*do pfd.
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De Forest Studio
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manager for Publix in Montgomery,
Attractions for
R. H. Cochrane, vice-president of
♦Stanley Co
3254
Ala., is here to undergo treatment at Universal, and Mrs. Cochrane, an♦Univ. Pict. pfd
9854
Picture
Theatres
Warner
Bros
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nounce the engagement of their
900 Kelly Hospital. Farley has been ill
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Dorothy Farnum Here
Dorothy
Farnum, M-G-M scenario
8,900 writer, arrives
in New York today
19,666
100 and on Friday will sail for Europe on
for a vacation.
200 the He de "1France
6

Columbia

400

500
10,400

...
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...

2
2
4
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Publix

to Build

IVest

Coast

Vaudeville

Sig^ns Graves

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Columbia Pictures has
renewed
its option on services of
Ralph Graves for five more years.

at Peekskill

Boleslavsky, Claire's Director
Peekskill, N. Y. — Publix has pur- IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
chased property here on which will
Hollywood — Richard Boleslavsky
be erected a 1,500-seat theater, on Will direct Ina Claire, stage star, in
Brown St., near Division.
a talker original for Pathe.

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3S80
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A very valuable book.
E. W. HAMMONS

85
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Short Back at Howard
Atlanta, Ga. — Al Short returrned
to the Howard theater yesterday as
director of the stage band and as
master of ceremonies.
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Thank God Fve Got It !
y^'^'^WjOR thirteen years now, I have been handling cluck pictures for
I
JL every firm in the industry. Some of the cuckoos I have publicized
^*^

I were enough to drive myself and the audiences to drink. For thirI teen years now I've waited and hoped and prayed that some day,
K^^
in some way, I would be entrusted with the handling of THE BEST
PICTURE ON EARTH.
THANK GOD I'VE GOT IT!
I've seen it. I've watched it through eight shows before eight widely
varying audiences, and it had the same effect on each audience.
At Palm Beach I watched the richest and most exclusive audience in all
the world laugh and cry, cheer and applaud.
At Miami I saw an audience made up of society folk, industrial leaders,
commercial geniuses, sit for three hours, barely moving in their seats ; and at
the finish, wipe away their tears and applaud until their white gloves
cracked.
I saw Florenz Ziegfeld wipe away a tear, and Billy Burke, that charming woman of the stage, so impressed that it took her a full twenty minutes
before she could tell me it was one of the greatest entertainments she had
ever experienced.
I saw E. J. Sparks, the noted Southern exhibitor, sit entranced through
the picture, and watched him as he wrote a five hundred word telegram to
Carl Laemmle.
And what a telegram !
Yes, I've got it!
A Press Agent's prayer is answered.
After thirteen years of broadcasting about the ordinary pictures it has
been my misfortune to guide, I have —
THE BEST PICTURE ON EARTH.
"SHOW BOAT."
"SHOW BOAT."
/ COULD SCREAM

IT FROM

THE

HOUSETOPS.

THE ANSWER TO THE SHOWMAN'S PRAYER.
JUST PAINT THE NAME ON THE FRONT OF THE THEATRE,
PUT THE TICKETS IN THE RACK AND WATCH THEM POUR IN,
AND KNOW THAT WHEN THEY DO GO IN THEY WILL COME OUT
ENRAPTURED.

THERE
TURE.

CAN NEVER

A PERFECT

BE A KNOCK.

IT'S THAT

KIND OF A PIC-

PICTURE.

ITS THE GLORIOUS
AND rVE GOT IT!

ADVENTURE

OF THE

THEATRE—

Harry Reichenbach
{I'm Paying for this myself)

i^^

THE
■
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■
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Contract "Trade" Is
ined by Yamins
Outl
(Continued from Page 1)

be worked out in the recess until
June 11. In June, Yamins met R.
F. 'Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A president,
and R. H. Cochrane, respectively
chairmen of the unaffiliated and distributor committees. He said it was
agreed that the two chairmen were
to work out individual plans to be
submitted by Aug. 1 and heard by
the committee Aug. 20. This latter
meeting was not called. Yanuns testified, who said that he had received
several demands from exhibitors that
the meeting be held. It finally was
on Oct. 4.

At this meeting, he said, it was stressed
to committee members that the best that
could be done was to get enough affiliated exhibitors to join the M.P.T.O.A. to bolster
finances, through the dues they would pay.
Under the plan, affiliated exhibitors were not
t(J have any voting power. Hays agreed,
Yamins testified, to appoint, with the approval
of the contract committee, a contact man to
see to it that affiliated exhibitors joined the
of contact beorganization and be the pointand
the distribtween unaffiliated exhibitors
utors. Nothing was done on this, he said.
offered by
were
Two plans of financing
exhibitors, said Yamins. One was to add
either half percent or one percent to film
rentals, the other to establish a fee system
in connection with filing arbitration cases.
Injection of C. C. Pettijohn into the New
York meeting, said Yamins, prevented either
plan from being drafted. He said he had
no knowledge that H. M. Richey was offered the post of contact man.

Report of Consolidated
Denied by Yates
Sale
(Continued from Page 1)

The
head by leading film interests.
report has been circulated in the
financial district.
"Consolidated," Yates said, "controls one of
for the reproducthe most efficient patents has
resulted in a
tion of sound film. This
large increase in our earnings during the
past six months and we plan to take full
and the direcadvantage of this condition
tors have no intention of disposing of this
process."

Net earnings of Consolidated for
the first quarter of 1929 will approximate, according to company estimates, about $600,000 or the equivalent of an annual rate of about $4
per share on the common.

Drive for New York
Civic Cinema Launched
Under leadership of Anne Morgan,
an organization of prominent New
Yorkers j-esterday launched a drive
to secure funds for 1,000 holders of
$100 stock certificates in a civic cinema which will be the city's first noncommercial picture house, scheduled
for fall opening.

First Bow Talker Set in
at Rialto, N. Y., for Run
Paramount is trying an innovation
with Clara Bow's first talker, "The
Wild Party," setting it in at the
Rialto, New York, where it opens
Saturday for a run. Bow films previously have played the Paramount
on one week stands. Two other
Paramount players make their screen
talking debut Saturday. They are
Florence Vidor and Wallace Beery,
who open at ■ the Paramount in
"Chinatown
Nights."

House Ditches Bill to Lift
Balto. Sunday Show Ban
(Continued

from

Page

1)

gation was passed without its advocates objecting. Referendum amendment is claimed unconstitutional for
Maryland but redrafting of bill is expected to be made to make it conform
with a Court of Appeals decision before it is brought up in House again.
Stanley Net, $1,120,293
The Stanley Co. of America reports net earnings, after interest, depreciation and minority interests of
$1,120,293, equivalent to earnings of
$1.23 per share on the common.
Joseph

Laemmle

IVest Coast Bureau, THE

Dies

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Funeral services
were held yesterday for Joseph
Laemmle, father of Edward and
Beth Laemmle, and brother of Carl
Laemmle.

Silent Films Will Remain
Shown by Latest Survey
(Continued from Page

1)

prints."
Will be available with silentsilent
verUniversal will market
sions for its talking pictures, according to R. H. Cochrane who predicted
the company's decision on the fact
that to date less than 2,000 theaters
of the nation's 20,000 are wired for
sound.
Pathe has been buying story material with talking pictures in mind.
All of next year's output will be
in sound. However, .officials of that
organization declare they have not
overlooked the large number of unwired theaters and say, therefore,
their product will be available in
silent form as well as sound.
Joe Brandt of Columbia stated his
to offer silcompany wouldforcontinue
all sound pictures.
ent versions
"And the silent versions will be good,
too," lie added.
In the absence of Grant Cook on
the Coast,
Oscar
Hansen,
general

sales manager for TifiEany-Stahl, had
no comment to make.
Paramount officials, likewise, were
silent, as were First National.
For World-Wide, J. D. Williams
said there would be silent pictures on
his schedule after the fall. The alltalkers will be available in sound
only, but the company likewise will
have a number of silent films, these
being of the type "which do not lend
themselves to sound."
Budd Rogers of Gotham, declared: "With part of the nations
theaters wired, the need for silent
pictures continues. Therefore, while
we will make dialogue pictures only
for each there will be a silent version. This policy will be continued
as long as there is an exhibitor requirement for silent prints. Naturally, some day we hope to find ourselves in a position where it will be
necessary to make one version of
each picture only, that version in
sound."

PAILV

Tuesday,

March 26,
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U. S. Position Is Muddled as
Arbitration Case Closer
(Continued from Page 1)

action on the contract is lawful, then
so is concerted action on arbitration.
The government counsel replied that
the contract is attacked as coercive.
The defense, on the other hand,
contended that the contract was
adopted by industry leaders to bring
the business out of chaos and contends that the arbitration clause is the
only protection a distributor has that
contracts will be fulfilled.
Joseph M. Seider, president of the
New Jersey unit, was yesterday's first
witness, outlining his work in connection with the various contract deliberations. He defined the instruction given at the Trade Practice Conference to exhibitor members of the
committee at a caucu sof unaffiliated
exhibitors. These were, he said, (1)
to vote only as a unit, and (2) not to
agree on a final draft until the proposed contract had been referred to
each delegate. Seider denied that
the instructions were secret.
Efforts of the government to have Nathan
Yamins' testimony concerning the unit vote,
were blocked by defense objections. Yamins
outlined details of the so-called trade made
by exhibitor
members
of the contract
mittee, stating
that exhibitor
objectionscom-to
parts of the conract were wihdrawn on distributors' promise to work out means of
financing exhibitor organization.
The government then called C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays organization, who identified minutes of a speech on the contract he
had made at the Los Angeles convention of
tht M.P.T.O.A. in 1926. He said he explained to the convention that there was to
be no new contract deliberations at the time,
and that the contract, then in force was to
continue, as was being demanded. Exhibitors, he said, had been threatening to strike
out clauses not approved by the contract
committee.
H. M. Richey, business manager of the
Michigan unit, then was called by the defense
to testify that Will H. Hays had offered
him the position of contact man in the proposed bringing of affiliated exhibitors into the
M.P.T.O.A. to bolster financing, under the
contract "trade" made at Chicago.
In summation Thompson declared that the
Sherman law is violated by the compulsory
arbitration clause, which he said is coercive.

Both Decisions Expected
to Be Made Same Time
Decisions in both the credit and
arbitration committee cases will be
handed down at the same time, it is
imderstood. Briefs in both cases are
scheduled to be filed by April 22.

ed"
cussHays
Richey
H. M. Post
Will
with"Dis

He said the right to contract is guaranteed
by the constitution which protects against re
straints. One distributor, he said, can con
tract as he sees fit and impose restraints
but when it is done in concert it become un
lawful. He said the government wants an
injunction against agreements between dis
tributors said to force signing of contracts
containing the arbitration clause and against
methods
of enforcing awards.
Does the government contend an association cannot limit the personal action of its
members, the court asked, to which government counsel replied that such limitation may
not be done by agreement. The Binderup
case then was cited by government counsel,
who alleged that the reported agreements made
in that case by Omaha exchangemen were
similar to alleged supplementary agreements
on arbitration and the circulation of arbitration lists.
Does the government want to go back to
"the old days" in the industry, queried the
court, to which counsel replied in the negative, stating that the enjoining of arbitration
lists is desired.
In his summation, Edwin P. Grosvenor,
chief of defense counsel, said that only the
question of whether concert of action is illegal per se, is involved, and that in the
500,000 contracts made yearly, no cause of
complaint or evidence of coercion had been
shown.
didn't thi
government
Binderup,Why
he wanted
to know.
The bring
standardin
of rule and reason — which is common sense —
should
apply
this shown,
action, and
he said.
"There
has
been
no in
injury
the government
case
fails
if
it
can't
show
injury
or
unreasonable restraint, he insisted, pointing
out that it was only through concert of action
that a contract could be arrived at. He cited
the keen competition in the industry, pointed
to the speed accomplished by arbitration and
reiterated that exhibitors on arbitration lists
always can buy new contracts.
The government then, pressed by the court,
as to its position, said that compulsory arbitration is the point at issue. Does the government, asked the court, contend that nothing new can be adopted in the industry by
agreement,
no matter how beneficial?

ANNOUNCING
the First Annual
American Theatre
Equipment
Exposition
and
Exhibitors
Institute
to be held in

The Coliseum, Chicago
June 1 to 9, 1929
The leading manufacturers of
theatre equipment — including
the latest developments in the
art of sound reproduction, both
synchronized and non-synchronized— will show their products
to thousands of motion picture
theatre exhibitors from all parts
of the country.

H. M. Richey discussed the post
of contact man between unaffiliated
exhibitors and the distributors, he admitted on the stand yesterday. To
THE FILM DAILY he later declared that he had asked for further
particulars, concernhig the position,
and the matter has gone no further.
R. R. Biechele also was offered the
post, it is understood.

This project
is soundly
ceived and amply
financedconby
a group of responsible Chicago
business men experienced in the
successful management of similar enterprises.

ism a
"Vandal
kee are
Milwaukee
— Police
holding
Probing Milwau
motion picture machine operator in
connection with the dynamiting of
the White House theater in the heart
of the city. Damage was slight. The
theater has been picketed for many
but this was the first sign
months,
of violence.

American Theatre
Exposition Corporation

Complete information regarding exhibition spaces, rates,
terms, reservations, and general information may be secured
by writing.

W. G. Newbould, Manager
Headquarters
Fourth
Floor
Hotel Stevens, Chicago
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Silent Versions of Some To
Be Made— 41 Talker
Units Working

Wednesday,

March

27,

348 TALKERS THIS YEAR
I

Film Boards

T was a fine impression that
the Film Board secretaries
made in the government suits
which came to an end in New
York the other day. Well-educated— most of them have university degrees — tactful, grounded in a knowledge and sympathetic understanding of the business, this group is representatively characteristic of the higher type personnel constantly
being brought into the industry.
The secretaries function often
under handicaps. That they
have held rigorously to their
sense of fair play without sacrifice of their sense of humor bespeaks well for their mental
make-up.
A Task Well Done

Los Angeles — Considerable concern is felt at Coast studios over
the talker development, which was climaxed by the Fox move abandoning silent production. This is due to the fact that the whole development isexpected to be used as a lever to cut salaries. Free
lance directors, finding silent production waning, are accepting talker
assignments at substantially lower salaries.

SERVICEWIIHOUTDEPOSir 200 AFFECTED 6YfOX
HIGHLI0liTOFU.S.TRIAL POLICY or ALL SOUND
Empliasis on the fact, iieretofore
not generally understood by exhibitors, that placing of an account on
the arbitration list, does not prevent
him from obtaining pictures on new
contracts, is one of the important developmentscase,of the
government's
arbitration
which
was brought
to a close Monday.
The case, which with the credit
action, dragged along for two weeks,
had entered its tliird week Monday,
when apparent weakness of the government's position brought the testimony to a quick close, the court
indicating that the government had
failed to establish a strong case.
Briefs in both action are to be filed
next month.
The defense,
throughout
the ac(Continued
on Page 4)
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Los Angeles — Three hundred fortyeight talkers will comprise tiie output of Coast studios during the year,
according to present schedules.
Many will be available as silents.
Production is prooeeding at a
rapid pace, with 41 feature units
shooting or rehearsing.

T-S Plans 24 Talkers but
Silent Policy Indefinite
West

Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Policy of TifTanyLos Angeles — About 200 Fox peo- Stahl
on silent pictures is indefinite.
ple, including 42 contract actors, 26
actresses and 16 ballet girls are af- The company plans to make 24 talkers, also four color features and 12
fected by the new policy, under which two-reel
talkers.
the companj- has abandoned iiroductiiin of silent films. Former silent
casting department has been consoli- Columbia Making 36 as
dated with the Movietone casting de- Talkers and Silents
partment.
West
Coast Bureau.
THE
FILM
DAILV
Contract people expect to be transLos
Angeles
—
Columbia
will
make
ferred to Movietone production, while
other changes await arrival Friday 36 talkers, it is stated, all of which
of Winfield Sheehan, production will be available also in silent form.
chief.
Fox will convert seven silent Warners Spending $150,000
stages into sound stages. The com- Converting Sound Stages
pany's move was rather anticipated
at the studio, where not much alarm West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
has been created.
Los Angeles — Warners is spending $150,000 rebuilding the Vitagraph
Warners O. K. On Seattle plant's interior stages for sound production.

Instances such as these, you will
admit, would try the most indulgent:
One secretary fell mighty hard for
the wailings of an exhibitor — an unscrupulous cuss he proved himself
to be — who sought a reduction because business was bad. Miss Secretary strained every point to meet
his request, although it was not
within her province to do so. Then
it was learned this exhibitor was doing a whale of business but disguising the truth via a double set of $1,000,000 South Africa
books. When the facts were unMasterphone Installation
Issue for Expansion
earthed, the reduction demands were
Seattle — Warner Bros, will serve
By ERNEST
W. FREDMAN
dropped and so the matter ended.
Hal Cawthorne's Grand which is
Editor. ■'The Daily Film Renter"
wired with a De Luxe Masterphone.
Week in and week out, the secreLondon
(By Cable) — Issue of $1,taries do all in their power to mainwill be the first picKinemas,on Ltd.,
was quick- "The tureTerror"
tain the entente cordiale between 000,000 of(Coittinued
shown under the arrangement.
Page 4)
buyer and seller. :\nd a splendid job
they are doing, despite the many obstacles that strew* the path. Their
song of praise is unsung, but nothing is detracted from their merits
thereby.

Fox Seen at Grips With B. & K.
as Former Seeks Marks Houses

23 Theaters Launched in
East During February
Representing investment of $870,800, F. W. Dodge Corp. reports contracts were awarded for 23 picture
theaters in February in 27 eastern
states. Contracts were also awarded
houses.
for 11 "legit" and mixed policy

Solace

While Charlie Pettijohn may turn
occasionally morose because of legislative lambastings which fall on his
head from the four quarters of the
land, there should be enough comfort for him in knowing, as he must,
that the organization he has developed is a sufficient source of pride to
counter the rebuffs which may pile
upon him from other directions.
KANN

Pathe Sound News Being
Issued Twice Weekly
Pathe Sound News will be issued
twice weekly beginning .A.pril 6. The
reel, which made its debut last September, has been issued on a once
Weekly basis. New equipment received has enabled stepping up the
schedule. Increase to three a week
is expected at an early date.

Chicago — William Fox's wholesale
invasion of Chicago, B. & K. strongiiold, is about to get under way.
Startling in its scope, the plan is reported to embrace the following:
A deal for control of the Marbro
and Granada, two of the finest theaters in the United States operated
by the Marks Bros, who are understood to(.Continued
be conferring
with Fox in
on Page 4)

Filling Gap ?
West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — M-G-M is expected to fill the gap on the
Fox program, so far as silent
films are concerned. The company plans 50 talkers, 30 of
whichent form.
wrill be available in sil-
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PLANS FOR TRAVELTONE COL. COOPER REELECTED
MARKETING OOTLINED
CANADIAN ASS'N HEAD

Plans for marketing Traveltone
JOHN w. kumn
PUBLISHER
were outlined yesterday confirming
exclusive announcement in THE
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and FILM DAILY yesterday that Traveltone Cinesonore Co., Inc., had secopyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and scured rights of the Nakken patents
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer, to manufacture sound-on-film equipBusiness and Advertising Manager. Entered
ment, under photo-electric cell sysas second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
tem of Theodore Nakken.
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
Machines will be sold outright to
United States outside of Greater New York. exhibitors for $2,950, plus a royalty
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should fee of $5 per week for 14 years to
remit with order. Address all communica- the Nakken - Lumophone interests,
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 4736- which control the 70 Nakken patents. This fee, according to Maurice
4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph Livingston, general manager of TraWilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
veltone, will not be collected while a
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The theater is dark or when a machine
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne, fails to function. No installation or
Fnedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, service fee will be levied.
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
Present plans call for first delivCour-des-Noues, 19.
eries about April 15. The machine
is a synchronous and non-synchromous disc and sound-on-film device
and will be manufactured for portable
and regular theater use. It can be
re-synchronized, while in operation,
or by remote control.
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Woodhull Making Talks
With censorship once again being
proposed in New Jersey. R. F. Woodhull, president of the M.P.T.O.A., is
making a series of talks throughout
the state. Yesterday he addressed
the Continental Chapter, Daughters
of the American Revolution at a
meeting
in Plainfield, N. J.
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Conte With World Wide
0
Eugene Conte, musical director, has
been engaged by World-Wide Pictures, as an assistant to S. M. Berg
head of World Wide music synchronizing department.
"30

Brown
Colvin W.
president of
York today

Returning Today
Brown, executive vice
Pathe, returns to New
from Europe.

Toronto — Three hundred sixtynine arbitration cases involving
$111,326 were filed in Canada last
year, 100 of which were settled prior
to hearing. Col. John Cooper, who
was reelected president, reported at
the fourth annual meeting yesterday
of the M. P. Distributors and Exhibitors Ass'n of Canada. Satisfactory
progress
the organ-zation,
increase in
the of
number
of theaters
and film rentals in the Dominion during the year, were shown in the report. Cooper has been president
since inception of the organization.
Directors reelected are: Henry
Xathanson, (Regal Films) ; James
Travis (Canadian Educational); P
C. Taylor (RKO); Morris Milligan
(Famous Lasky Film Service); R
S. Bell (First National); Claire
Hague (Canadian Universal) ; J. P.
ers).
O'Loghhn (Fox); B. F. Lyon (Vitagraph); Jack Arthur (Famous Play-

Book
TheDate
Industry's
March

28

Opening

of "The Trial of Mary
April 5 Opening of "Coquette" at RivoliYork.
A., New
U.
A •, .
Dugan,"
at Embassy,
New
York.
April 6 Warner
- First
- Stanley
Frolic at
CommodNational
ore Hotel,
New
York.
April 8 Openin
New g York.
of "Alibi" at 44th Street
April 8 Opening ner,"The
Desert Song" at WarLos Angeles.
burgh.
April 14-15-1
6 Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pitts-

April 16 Opening of "Show Boat" at Globe
May

1 Annual

meeting of Quebec
itor
Montreal.
Yo
New unit,
rk.

REQUIRED

Two good Film Salesmen for New
York Territory. Preference given to
men with Independent Exchange Experience. Write stating experience,
salary,
commission
expected.
Box

care Film

Daily,

Dorothy Famum
Sailing
Dorothy Farnum, Al-G-M scenario
writer, who did the script of Ramon
Novarro's new film, "The Pagan,"
is in New York and sails Friday
for
a vacation abroad.
Fox Follies on Wide Screen
Fox Movietone Follies are to introduce the wide screen sponsored
by Fox. The musical film is being
shot with an oversize film.
Van Dyke
at AMPA
Meeting
W. S. Van Dyke will be guest at
tomorrow's
meeting of the AMPA.

''BUDDY''

HARRIS

now
photographing
talking
comedy shorts for Harry Delf.

De Forest Studio

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

B'way,

N.Y.C.

"This Is Heaven," Vilma Banky's
first dialogue
picture for Samuel
Goldwyn, will be previewed at the
Astor, New York, tomorrow morning to an invited audience.

Let Us Solve Your Problems !

B'WAY

1650

An Asset To Any Theatre!

I can truthfully say that your song
film trailers are an asset to any theatre, regardless how large or small
the house may be.
GOULDEN
THEATRES
CORP.
By Louis B. Goulden, Pres.
Indianapolis,
Ind.

Columbia Pictures
CORPORATION

Announces that it has in
course of production

"FLIGHT"
and

"AVIATION"
Copyrighted and

TELEPHONE

AU

Rights

Reserved

mmm
"WE NEVER

1540

'

Previewing Banky Talker

B.I.P. Head Arriving
John Maxwell, managing director
of British International Pictures, arrives in New York today from London.

MOTION

exhib-

DISAPPOINT"

£ABORAT0RiE?
INCORPORATED

220 WEST
STREET
NEW 42^-°
YORK
Phone: WlSconiOn 6876
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in one of the biggest newspaper campaigns ever put
behind a great picture.
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IT'S ON BROADWAY
$2-Can Book It NOW!
AT You
All New York awaits the second great AlU
Talking MetrO'Qoldivyn'Mayer Picture! Coni'
ing right after "The Broadway Melody/' "The
Trial of MaryDugan*' establishes -firmly in the
public mind the supremacy of M-Q-M in the
entire field of TALKINQ pictures. Watch for
more Big Ones to Come!
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Echoes of U. S. Suit
ijBy CHARLES

Richey didn't see
H. M.
BE Mond
MAYred
ay. After having
spent the major portion of two weeks
waiting to be called, Richey went back
to Detroit Thursday, but was summoned again Sunday. And, he wasn't
even called.
However, Edwin P. Grosvenor, defense counsel, summoned Richey to
the stand, to answer that he had been
asked by Will H. Hays to becoTne
contact man in the organization,
under the proposed plan to bring
unaffiliated exhibitors without vote
into the M.P.T.O.A.

F. HYNESi

Nathan Yamins finally ivas placed
on the stand Monday, after cooling
his heels for a week, following a
summons from, Pinehurst, N. C.
M.

And, who, Grosvenor queried, is H.
Richey?

"That fellow there in the front
row," was Nate's quick rejoinder.
It looked as though counsel had
made a trade; Grosvenor calling
Richey and the government placing
C. C. Pettijohn on the stand.

Suit of the government
against distributors, the Hays
organization and Film Boards
of Trade is understood to have
cost the Dept. of Justice in
the neighborhood of $300,000.
The department's probe was
begun two years ago. On the
other hand, the defendants are
said to have spent around
$100,000 on the case.

Service, No Deposit
Highlight of Trial
(.Continued from Page 1)

tion, questioned a number of its witnesses, to corroborate the contention that exhibitors on arbitration
lists could be and are served films
It was, as Abraham F. Myers, presion new contracts. Deposits are and
dent and general counsel of Allied
can be demanded only on contracts
States Ass'n., remarked, a case of
existing at the time the award was
many are called but few are chosen.
defaulted,
it was emphasized by deThe list of excused government witfense testimony. There had been
nesses includes: Sydney S. Cohen,
The government subpoenaed a number of the records of Sydney S. some misunderstanding of this rule,
Sidney Samuelson, Fred Herrington,
Steve Bauer, Otto Lehr, E. P. Smith Cohen. To him it was just a single until it was clarified by Gabriel L.
Hess at the Film Boards of Trade
reeler with no sound or effects.
and James Ritter.
convention in May 1927, the evidence
brought
out.

KNOW

Pettijohn had a long face during
the suit. Here he's gone all through
the trial wlthoi.it a chance to talk.
The government came to his aid and
placed him on the stand, getting his
speech at the Los Angeles convention into the record.

YOUR

SHORTS

Know who is making sound shortsKnow what they are —
Know how good they are —
What system is used —
And how good they sound —
Know who is making silent shorts —
(there are a great many un wired houses)
Know what they are —
How good they are —

Know the studios, directors, producers.
Stars, players and what part they are
Playing in building shorts, sound or silent.

Everything pertaining to shorts, will be covered carefully in the next

SHORT SUBJECT QUARTERLY
OF

THE

FILM
OUT MARCH

DAILY
31st

Daylight Saving Bill
Defeated in California
Sacramento, Cal. — Daylight saving
bill, strongly supported by stock
brokers, oil companies and broadcasters, has been defeated in the legislature, through efforts of film interests. Vote for tabling the measure
was 11 to 2. Opposition was led by
W. H. Lollier and Major A. C. Wyman of Fox West Coast, and Thomas
D. Van Osten, secretary of Allied
Amusement Industries.
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Fox at Grips With
Balaban and Katz
(.Continued

New

from

Page

1)

York.

A new house in the loop which, reports declare, is designed to be
the finest in the world.
A big theater on the South Side
across the street from B. & K.'s
Tivoli. The site is understood to
have been acquired.
Acquisition of the National Playhouse groups, formerly operated by
the Cooney Bros. This includes the
Capitol and Avalon, two de luxe
houses on the South Side and ten
other neighborhood theaters.
Negotiations are also reported on
with Jimmy Costen of the Costen
booking circuit which buys films for
a considerable number of houses
throughout the
city.
As understood here, if these vari-,
ous ends are tied into one big deal,
the Marks Bros, would operate. Fox
then would have a monster house
downtown and five de luxe houses
in various neighborhoods to give B.
& K. plenty to think about.

B. & K. Gets Delay for
Filing U. S. Suit Answer
Washing
ton Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Instruction has been
given the district attorney at Chicago,
to arrange for an extension of time
until April 1 for filing of answer to
the Dept. of Justice conspiracy case
against Balaban & Katz and subsidiaries, and 13 distributors, charging
restraint of trade and monopoly. The
restraint was practiced through limiting product available to independent exhibitors through long term exclusive contracts and long protection
agreements.

$1,000,000 South Africa
Issue for Expansion

Columbia
Net Estimated
(Continued from Page 1)
Net of the Columbia Picture Corp.
of Hollywood for complete fiscal ly oversubscribed state advices from
year ending June 30 next, after Johannesburg, South Africa. The incharges and provision for Federal
creased capitalization was the largest
tax, will approximate $400,000, equal issue floated
in South Africa, in reto $16 a share on the 25,000 shares
cent years. Its purpose is to finance
of no par value preferred stock or expansion program now under way
$3.25 a share on 100,000 shares of
common, officials of company an- by the company, which is adding
to its chain of 60 South Afrapidly
rica houses.
nounce to "The Wall St. News."
This is against $249,931 or $10 a
share on preferred or $1.75 on com
Kusiel Going to India
mon for previous fiscal year.
Sigwart Kusiel, who has been sales
manager in Northern New Jersey for
"Alibi" Opening April 8
Universal's New York exchange, will
"Alibi," all-talking underworld pic- sail Friday to take up the duties of
ture, has its premiere at the 44th sales supervisor for Universal in
Street, New York, on Monday, April India. He will make his headquar8, instead of on Sunday, April 7. As
ters at Bombay, proceeding to India
the Marx Brothers do not close at
by way of Europe, stopping over in
the theater until midnight Saturday,
Stuttgart, Germany, for a brief stay
with his family.
the Western Electric engineers cannot move in to set about their wiring
of this legitimate theater until the Davis Heads Portland Film Boards
early hours of Sunday morning.
Portland — Les Davis, veteran First
National branch manager, is new
Pickford Premiere April 5
president of the Film Board
"Coquette," Mary Pickford's all- here. Davis replaces R. C. Hill,
talking screen production of the Warner manager, who was transferBroadway play success, will open
red to Seattle to fill vacancy caused
at the Rivoli-United Artists, April by death of Carl Stearn. A. H. Huot
is new Warner manager at Portland.
5, at a special $3. top reserved.

BROADWAYS^

PHOTOPHONE

PUBLIC recognition of the tonal superiority
of RCA Photophone is in direct proportion
to the showings of the pictures recorded by it.
Nowhere is this truer than on Broadway — the
testing ground of all things theatrical.
Characteristic of the enthusiasm with which
Photophone has been received on this famous
thoroughfare, is the comment of Sime Silverman,
editor of "Variety" upon the occasion of the
showing of "Lucky Boy," starring George Jessel,
at the Capitol Theatre, New York.
Similar acclaim w as accorded ^'^ The Spieler,"
shown at the Roxy the same week, and "Strange
Cargo" at the Paramount the preceding week,
both Photophone-recorded.
Mr. Silverman's comment

on "Lucky Boy "follows:

"If you want to accept this Photophone sounding,
heard for the first time by this reviewer in a

theatre {previously heard in the projection room
of Photophone) as indicative of the possibilities
of sound pictures, then Photophone seems to have
it considerably over the others.
''Clear, without a blur or whirr, you must hear
Jessel talk and sing to know how far ahead
Photophone appears to be as a sound recorder
and reproducer. In one number, 'My Real Sweetheart,' which Jessel sings, he is supposed to be
on the rear end of an observation car on a transcontinental train, //'s the actual sameness, as
though Jessel were singing himself in 'one,' near
the apron."
Praise
from such source is praise indeed, but the
truest test of Photophone superlative qualities is
to let it speak for itself in your theatre. It will
give your audiences a new conception of the
entertainment value of sound pictures— and your
box office a new index of their popularity.

Address all Inquiries to Commercial

RCA

Department

PHOTOPHONE,

INC

Subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America

411

FIFTH

DENVER
aiT-17Ui St., U. S. INatl. Bank Bldg.

AVENUE,

NEW

SAN FRANCISCO
235 Montgomery

St., Ru^» Bldg.

YORK
CHICAGO
100 W. Monroe St., Room

1810

I

TIFFAN/'/TAHL
TO BE RELE^^ED
FOR THE
IRXTTIME

ANNOUNCED
IN <IPRIL

BELLE
T/ILK
THE

GREAT

Lucky Boy —a screen novelty custom-built, to
the amazin;^ proportions of George Jessel as an enter*
tainer. Directed by Norman Taurog and Charles G.
Wilson.
Dialogue and titles by George Jessel.

"Midstream"— Startling drama of a
man whose withered old age is restored Co
fresh youth and love. With Ricardo Cortez,
Claire
Larry byKent.
Frances Windsor
Guihan. and
Directed
JamesStory'by
Flood.

New Orleans — Revelry, racing and romance in
Mardi Gras land with William Collier, Jr., and Ricardo
Cortez in love with the same girl, portrayed by Alma
Bennett. Story by Jack Natteford. A Reginald Barker
production.

ALLTHEXC FEflTURCX Cflfl BE UflDWiTH

TIFF<lMy-</>T^I-IL
l^^O

BRO/DDV<iy

PRODUCTIONc/^
MEW

YORK

INC
CIT>

ANOTHER

BOX-OFFICE XEN/ATION

BEHKETT
J"CREEN

FAVORITE

Wednesday,
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Coast Wire Service

—AND

"Bit" Casting Act
ive
"U" Denies

THAT'
THAT S
By PHIL

M.

DALY

*

*

*

IMAGINE our embarrassment when
David Belasco stopped us on
Broadway the other day and greeted
g: "Hello, Ben Turpin!"
by sayin
us
blonde had just passed us on
A nifty
the righ-t as a redhead brushed past
our left shoulder. And trying to
at once — you know
look two ways
how it is.

*

*

*

EXHIBITORS'
GOLDEN
RULE
Blessed are the meek, for they
shall take it on the chin from the
producers and get socked on the
jaw by the dear public.
*
*
*
FINANCIAL
Palooka Pictures common experienced a sharp decline when Wall
Street bears heard
they had taken
over a cheese factory as an experiment. But the
bulls are not worried. They know
that Palooka Pictures have been
r^L<^>'H.<
cheese specialists
all the time.
Latest Song Hit
My castle in Spain
Is a shack
in
the lane
/?!|V;
Since
bookingH ^
your pictures
My

theater's
same.

the

Advice to the Lovelorn
"A film salesman has been keeping company with me for two months,
and all I get from him are passes to
palooka picture houses. Do you
think
Gertie. he really loves me?" — Anxious
Answer — If a film salesman gives
you as much as a last weeks' newspaper, he must think a lot of you.
But if he gives you theater passes,
Gertie, he's just crazy about you. —
Editor.
*
*
*
Sunday
School
Lesson
The Lord made heaven and earth
and saw that they were very good.
Then the devil
came along and
*^\ made
ref o r censors
m e r s, and
and
now heaven and
earth are not so
good.
why
a lotta That's
film folks
S^are going to hell.
Famous
"How

Film Conversations

about a pass for tonight."

1,000 CALLS AHSWERED
SINCE START ON TEB.IO
More than 4,000 players have been
registered and 1,000 studio calls for
players answered by the "bit and
part"
of the
of
M. P. department
Producers since
its Ass'n
inception
Feb. 10, reports Mable Johnson,
manager.
The

department is a separate organization from the Central Casting
Office, being organized at the request of the actors to elini'nate
crooked agents. The call comes
from the studio casting office to Miss
Johnson, who in turn looks in the
files to see if said person or persons
are available for certain date. The
office then makes out a call sheet m
triplicate mailing one to the actor's
manager, one to the actor and retains one for its files. In this manner, a complete record can be Jiad
at any time as to where an actor or
actress is working and when he is
available.

Daily Showing of Films
for Women's Clubs Plan

Daily showings of pictures will be
held at the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences for Coast reviewers of
national women's organizations. Thirty or more organizations, with an
estimated membership of nearly 10,000,000 will be represented.
At present reviewers attend various previews and, in the majority of
instances, do not see the picture in
its final form. The pictures shown
at the Academy will be the final versions, and it is believed the new arrangement will result in more pictures being indorsed by the various
clubs than heretofore.
Among organizations which will
be represented at the regular screenings will be the Federation of Women's Clubs, D. A. R., the International Ass'n of Policewomen, and
the Parents'-Teachers'
Ass'n.
Starting
Leonard Talker
Eddie Leonard will start his first
picture "Harmony Lane" in two
weeks. Robert Hill will direct. With
the aid of J. G. Hawks, he is making
the adaptation from story. Jane
La Verne, child player, will also apstory. pear in this 100 per cent dialogue
Mulhall

Replaces

Sills

Jack Mulhall will play the starring role in "Pat and Mike," which
was originally assigned to Milton
Sills, who is ill in the East. Frank
Lloyd will direct.
Contract
For Ian Keith
First National has signed Ian
Keith to a contract calling for three
pictures in 1929.

Report that Robert E. Welsh
is leaving Universal is denied
emphatically. Duties of the
business manager are being
handled jointly by Martin
Murphy, production manager,
and Sam Wiesenthal, assistant
to Welsh.

Patrons Demand, "Happy
Ending," Is Bern's View
The "happy ending" is provoking
much

interest at lectures being given

in the "Introduction to Photoplay"
course sponsored by the University
of Southern California and the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.
Motion picture "fans" desire the
happy ending, according to Paul
Bern, who was one of the lecturers.
He declared spectators identify themselves with the characters on the
screen and seek happiness,
"What I think they require is a happy ending that they can understand or an unhappy
ending
that they
can lecture,
understand,"
said Irving; Thalberg,
in his
in referring
to
picture audiences. He cited the difference
in the taste of New York audiences and
audiences of smaller communities, giving the
ending to "Love"' as an example. In New
York, the unhappy ending was used and the
picture was successful. When the picture
reached the smaller communities, the spectators did not understand the unhappy ending,
ending.
and the producers had to supply a happy

Margaret Livingston to
Star in 6 for Columbia
Columbia has signed Margaret Livingston to star in six pictures.
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A Little
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Lots

WILK

Hollywood
■piRST NATIONAL
is reported
*- planning to remake "The Marriage Circle" as a talker. The original, directed by Ernst Lubitsch for
Warners, was one of the screen's
outstanding sophisticated comedy
dramas.
It will be interesting to see
what is done with the new version.
*
*
*
Everyone will undoubtedly
agree that Lupe Velez' work
in "A Lady of the Pavements"
entitled her to stardom, which
is being awarded the Mexican
actress by United Artists.
*
*
*
"Good

•morning, friends. We

en-

joyed working
withF. you."
ThisJones
was
a message
that
Richard
and his assistant, Paul Jones, found
in their office t'other morning. It
was signed by I. W. Sindler, representing "the gang." "The gang"
omprised the men working on "Bullrected.dog Drummond," which Jones di*
*
*
Neil Hamilton, imchallenged magician king of the Paramount studio, has serious competition in the
person of Harry Green, the comedian. Neil visited "The Close Harmony" set and found Green pulling
a cigar from his ear and lighting it
with a match. Later, he learned that
he and Green are fellow members of
a national magician's
society.
1^
*
*
Larry Darmour is keeping
in shape for his heavy production duties by starting each day
baU.
with a tussle with a medicine

*
*
*
Cinephone Equipment on Coast
Arrival of the first Powers CinePurnell Pratt, long a familiar figphone recording apparatus at the
ure at the Lamb's Club, New York, is
Disney studios also marked the occasion of the first sound recording by keeping busy on the Coast. After a
this method of the initial subject of long engagement in "Alibi" he was
the Silly Symphonies series titled signed for an important role in "On
With the Show," being produced by
"The
Skeleton Dance,"
the Warners.
*
*
*
Colleen
Moore
Schedule
Set
Hank Arnold, demon statistician
"Footlights and Fools" will follow "Smiling Irish Eyes" as a star- of Santa Monica Boulevard, has unring vehicle for Colleen Moore. The
earthed the fact that precisely 189,picture
duction. will be an all-dialogue pro- 954 ft. of sound track were filmed
during the mxiking of "Bulldog
Drumw.ond." We wish to toss a
"U"
Assigrns
Crauford
Kent
Crauford Kent has been added to for
bouquet
the first
direction
"Hank"to
beingin the
pressof agent
submit
an
article
on
the
amount
of
cast of "Come Across," Ray Taytrack
footage
used
for a
lor's next directorial effort for Uni- sound
versal, Lina Basquette and Reed talker.
*
+
*
Howes play the leading roles. Clarissa
Selwynne
also
has
an
important role.
By the way, just to keep his statistical record intact. Hank also uncovered the fact that approximately
Warners Add to Cast
three and one-half miles of music
Nancy Welford and Nick Lucas were used by Hugo Riesenfeld in
have been added to the cast of "The scoring "This Is Heaven." Hank declares Hugo had to supply separate
Gold Diggers of Broadway." which
will be made in color by Warners.
sheets for each of his 45 musicians
and the numerous sound experts, and
that the total number of selections
Demond, Tec-Art Vice President
sic.
Maurice Demond
has been named
used exceeded 16,000 sheets of muvice president of the Tec-Art studios.

twice-a-week
beginning with

April 6

PAT HE
SOUND
NEWS

-""""'"'

''mill,,

MR.

PATHE

.

STRUTS

AGAIN!

Harry

Reichenhach

says

^^ Thank God for S/iow Boat''

BUT

YOU

CAN

THANK

PAT HE

MOTHER'S

FOR

BOY

We ivi/l excuse Mr. KeichenbacJi s
extraordinary enthusiasm about the
picture he is promoting, because, after
all he has not seen our our ^^ Mother s
Boy.'' Phil Reisman says, ''Let him
be happy — // wouJd be cruel to show
him Mother s Boy now."

''Mothers Boy" presents Morton
Downey, Broadway s Golden Voiced
tenor, with a cast which includes
Helen Chandler, Beryl Mercer, Barbara Bennett and Osgood Perkins.

The story was

written by Gene

Mar key. The picture was directed by
Bradley Barker, and the production
was supervised by Robert T. Kane.

PATHE
ALL
ALL
SINGING

TALKING
PICTURE

SOUND
ON FILM AND DISC
IMMEDIATE
Exhibitors
Permanent
Installations
Also Road
Showing at
Your Theatre

ONLY

DELIVERY

IrMveltone
Licensed and

Protected

NAKKEN

Producers
Ask for Our
Road Showing
Proposition
WeCountry
Cover the

Patent No. 16,870

$2,950 COMPLETE ON BOTH FILM & DISC
NO INSTALLATION CHARGES
$785 CASH REQUIRED.
BALANCE IN SMALL PAYMENTS
NO SERVICE CHARGES
"Traveltone" has the new Heller Automatic Re-synchronizer. If
the picture is "out of step" with the sound, either your operator
or you can press a simple button and immediately put the picture
"in step."
These re-synchronizer buttons can be conveniently placed either
in your office or in the theatre, so that you can quickly adjust any
mistake or defect in the record.

k

Each "Traveltone" has two
amplifiers, powerful enough
for any theatre, eliminating
all distortion and dead spots.
"Traveltone" patents are
non-infringing and carry
complete protection.

"Traveltone" can be attached to any make of projector.
PRODUCERS — We are
now ready to
license producers for making sound on
film pictures under protected

and controlled patents. Our
mediately.
equipment is available im-

MANUFACTURERS—
are prepared to license
to manufacture sound
film reproducers under
Nakken Patents.

Order today to secure Prompt Installation
Orders Are Coming in Faster than Production Schedule

Iraveltone
General Offices:

729 Seventh Avenue, Ne^ir York, N. Y<
Long Distance Phone: Bryant 2691

We
you
on
the

R-K-O Deal for Pantages Again Reported in L. A.
:9f^ NEWSPAPER
o/'FILMDOM
VOL.

XLVII

ULTHE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

No. 73

348
HollyFORTV-ONI-: imit.s out
wood way are busy making
talkers. For next season
early compilations place the number at 348. For a trifle more than
half there will be silent versions.
The difference will be made up of
dialogue and singing pictures, sans
silent prints.

The industry unquestionably is
concentrating the full force of its
efforts on sound. Arguments to the
contrary are not sui)ported by the
facts. This is, of course, a reflection of public demand and, if so
as we have no doubt it is, the conclusion isthat the big money will
continue to be found in sound
films.
Closing In
As the days shp by and the now
selHnj; seasons approaches, it grows
more apparent that the unwired exhibitor is finding himself in a tight
spot. The flow of silent product, feature and short, may prove inadequate
to meet the requirements of unwired
houses. The exhibitor then will either
have to nab an ec|uipmcnt, comb out
unplayed, available pictures from release lists or do considerably more
worrying.

Rejuvenation
John Maxwell, who ranks high in
the British industry,
speaking:
"Sound means a rebirth to the industry, in America and abroiid. The process
of rejuvenation is complete. The spectacle of several powerful companies, selfsatisfied with their position and their
power sitting back contented with their
progress is being eliminated. Sound is
proving a great leveller."

All opinion to which many in the
industry subscribe. On differences
in colloquialisms and language idioms.
Maxwell foresees no radical difficulties. It is his opinion well-made
American talkers will prove acceptable in all English-speaking countries.
Here we are prone to disagree. There
are figures of speech tliat fit too
smugly into the American mould to
be understood in England or her
colonies exactly as the English spoken in Britain often falls on unfamiliar
ears in this country.
KANN

Thursday,

STORM AGAINST W.E. IN
ENGLAND GATHERS FORCE

March

Price 5 Cents

28, 1929

SCHENCK ON COAST FOR
WARNER DEAL ANSWER?

By ERNIiST
W. FREDMAN
Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"

London — Storm against Western
Electric is rapidly gathering force
among British exhibitors. At the
annual meeting of the C.E.A.. Victor Davis, the retiring president,
said that it was "monstrous" that
interchangeability should not be permitted. It was not impossible that
the government might be induced to
step in to protect the interests of
the British industry and prevent the
objects of the Films Act from being
flouted.
This attitude Was sui)portcd at a
meeting of the London and home
counties branch whicli, however, dcl)lored the inaction of the association
on the matter hitherto. F. H.
Cooper, new president of the C.E.A.
{Continued
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Talkers and Silent
West
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Los Angeles — First National, Pathe and Warners intend
to continue with silent product
next year, their production
plans show. First National
will make 35 talkers, all of
which will be made as silents;
Pathe will make from 24 to
30 talkers, all of which will
have silent versions and Warners plans 35 talkers, 30 of
which also will be silents.

7)

Returning East in A Few
Weeks — Chaplin Seen
Stumbling Block
H'-est

Coast

Bureau.

THE
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DAILY

Los Angeles — Joseph M. Schenck
is here from New York, for the reported purpose of rounding out the
proposed merger of United Artists
with Warners. Schenck's visit here,
it is said, is to get a final decision
on the matter, returning to the East
in two or three weeks with the "anMeanwhile, Charles Chaplin is said
to be biggest stumbling block to the
reported deal, having declared he will
consider his United Artists contract
cancelled, if the declared deal is consummated.
swer."

N.Y. ARBITRATORS BEAR
ENGLAND SOLD ON SOUND DOWN ON FILNHOLDOVEItS
BRITISH INTERN! SET ON
SAYS BROWN ON RETURN
ALL-TALKER PROGRAM
The big topic of the day in England
is talking pictures, according to Colvin Brown, executive vice-president
of Pathe. who arrived in New York
vesterday on the Berem'aria.
"They have had a taste, just that,
of talking pictures in England and arc
-eady for more. Sound is the talk
of the trade there as it is here.
"In France, there are three installations and all of them are in boulevard
theaters in Paris. Widespread leanings toward sound have not developed
there as thev have across the channel
was away Irom New York
England."
in Brown
for a month. He spent all of his time
ill England and France on company
business.

Holding over prints is getting to be
expensive in the New York territory,
for arbitrators are bearing down on
violators. This was emphasized again
yesterday when three awards for $250
each were made in favor of Warners,
R-K-O and Universal against the
Maple, JefTersonville, N. Y., for one
holdover in each case brought. Louis
Nizer ajipearcd for the plaintiffs in the
cases brought under the copyright
law.

Lower Insurance Rates in
N. Y. Zone are Secured
Reduction
in insurance
rates for
theaters in the New York City division has l)een secured through eflforts
of the M.P.T.O.A.
auxiliary
depart(CovtiuHcd

on

Paye
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Goodman Coast Visit Revives
Report of R-K-O- Pantages Deal

Pathe Audio Review to
Make Bow on Screen

Pathe Audio Review is being
launched by Pathe, and prints of the
first issues are on the way to exchanges. Terry Ramsaye, editor of
Pathe Review, edits the Audio Review, production of which has been
(.Continued

on

Page
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Los Angeles
— \'isit of Maurict
Goodman
of Radio-Keith-Orpheum
to the Coast has revived report that
R-K-O is seeking acquisition of the
Pantages chain of 26 combination
houses. It is believed here that the
deal is near consummation despite
repeated denials.

Fifteen to 20 talkers this year and
20 to 25 in 1930, plus a series of
sound short subjects to be launched
at once constitute all-sound production plans of British International
Pictures, according to John Max.vell,
managing director of the company
who arrived in New York on the
Berengaria yesterday from London.
The pictures will be released in the
United
States by World-Wide.
Two stages at the Ellstree studios
of B. I. P. have been converted into
(Continued

on

Page
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Air Mail Service to Coast
To be Cut by 12 Hours
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — New York mail will
have a "second morning" delivery on
the Coast, under rearrangement of air
mail schedules, anounced by the Post
Office Dept., and expected to be
used extensively by the film industry.
This is a cut of 12 hours. Doubling
of air mail is forecast. Under new
schedules soon in eflfect, mail deposited in New York as late as 7 P.M.
will reach Los Angeles by 5:30 P.M.
the second morning following, in time
for regular delivery. Delivery to
points along the route will be speeded
up accordingly,
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Hollywood — "The Desert Song"
will have its world premiere at the
Warner theater April 8. A $5 top
will be Ciiarged for the opening
showing, but starting April 9 the
picture will be shown continuously
at popular prices.
Synchronizing "Piccadilly"
World Wide will synchronize "Piccadilly," introducing songs, dances
and effects, and will release it in a
month, sinuiltaneous with the Broadway showing, which the company
says is scheduled.
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"Desert Song" Premiere

IVest Cuast

Otterson Returns to N. Y.
J. E. Otterson, president of Electrical Research Products, which markets Western Electric sound projection equipment, returned to New
'26 yesterday from Europe.
York
6

Financial
STOCK

Union
Dispute
Settled
Birmingham — Difficulties between
operators' union and the Rialto and
Princess were settled with the signing of a contract by the twb theaters. Demands of the musicians
have been withdrawn. It is also said
that the union will take into membership one of the operators employed at the Rialto during
the strike.

Loew's Books Lupe Velez
Lupe Velez, will make personal
appearances with "The Lady of The
Pavements" at Loew's Penn, Pittsburgh, the week of April I, and
Loew's Stanle)', Baltimore, the week
of April 15.
Sovkino
Film
Opens
Saturday
"Revolt on the Volga," new Sovkino production, will have its Ameri'16can premiere at the Film Guild Cin6 ema, New York,
on Saturday.
Films Dropped at N. Y. House
Combination policy is being abandoned at the Riverside, R-K-O house
at Broadway and 96th St., and the
theater is reverting to straight vaudeville.
Portland Walk Out Settled
Portland, Ore. — Musicians and
stage hands' organizations have returned to the Hippodrome. The house
will use fewer musicians and stage
hands.

Dowling Premiere Set
World
premiere
of Eddie
Dowling's
first
starring
all-talking
musical
comedy "The Rainbow Man" will be
April 16 at the Selwyn, New York,
it is announced by O. E. Goebel and
George W. Weeks who will present
the stage star in his first Sono-Art
production.
"Mother's
Boy"
on Discs
"Motiier's Boy," with Morton
Downey will be synchronized on
discs as well as by the RCA-Phophone sound-on-film method. Bradley
Barker directed the picture from the
story by Gene Markey at the New
York studio.

It

RKO
Signs Two
Radio Pictures has signed Ann
Greenway, vaudeville headliner, for

Snyder to Edit for Cameramen
Si Snyder, for several years editor
of "The American Cinematographer,''
has resigned to edit the new monthly publication established by the
Cameramen's Union. Local 659. Flal
R. Hall men'ssucceeded
him on the camerapaper.
Secures "Bachelor Club" Rights
Frank Bates, of Paris, has closed
with Oscar Price of General Pictures for distribution of "The Bachelors' Club" in Germany, Scandinavia
and Belgium.
Named
Educ'l Comptroller
Dario L. Faralla has been appointed
comptroller of Educational, to succeed Charles Van Zandt, recently resigned.

USES IT

Another F. N. Opening
"His Captive Woman," will have its
premiere at the Central, New York,
April 2, succeeding
"Weary
River."

April 8 Opening
of "Alibi" at 44th Street
New
York.
April 8 Opening ner,"The
Desert Song" at WarLos Angeles.
burgh.Convention of Western PennApril 14-15-16
sylvania Exhibitor Unit at PittsNew York.
April 16 Opening
of "Show

May

I am certain this book will prove to be of interest
to me— the same as it has for many years past.
HERMAN STARR
Pres. First hlational Pictures

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn. 3580

The HOTEL

Jefferson
ON THE OCEAN END OF
KENTUCKY AVE.
ATLANTIC

CITY,

ENJOYMENT
OF
RIOUS RESORT.

N. J.

FREE to Film Daily Subscribers
Subscription $10.00

m

Foreign $15.00

THIS

GLO-

Each Room has Bath — Strictly Fireproof — Luxurious Lobbies — Sundeck
Overlooking
the Ocean.
Golf Privilege*

American

i

Boat" at Globe,

1 Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.
6-9 Spring Meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New
York.

AN HOTEL WHOSE
COMFORTS
WILL ASSURE ONE OF FULL

85
QUOTED

Opening of "The Trial of Mary
Dugan,"
at Embassy,
New
York.
April 5 Opening of "Coquette" at RivoliU. A., New
York.
April 6 Warner - First National - Stanley
Frolic at Commodore Hotel, New
York.

Film Pioneer to Talk
San Francisco — John D. Isaacs, retired consulting engineer of the
Southern Pacific, will be a principal
speaker at the Stanford University
Van
Dyke
Unit Sails Friday
memorial celebration, honoring EdW. S. Van Dyke is in New York.
ward Muybridge, who is credited
Edw/ina Booth, who will have the with being the first to make pictures
feminine lead in "Trader Horn," is of moving objects. Isaacs, who is
also here. The company unit will 90 years old, also has many supsail for Europe on the He de France
porters, who declare he was the first
Friday, bound for Mombasa, Africa. to make pictures of objects in motion. One of his strongest supporters
is Terry Ramsaye.
Le Maire
Selecting
Beauties
George Le Maire will select live
Muybridge was a professional photographer, who was engaged by
girls for the "Pathe Pretties," the
beauty group in the Pathe-Le Maire President Leland Stanford to phototalicing comedies, at the Elephant
graph a horse race 30 years ago.
Fund Ball in Brooklyn to-day. Isaacs also set up a row of cameras
Le Maire will have B. A. Rolfe,
to photograph the race.
Rudy Vallee and Paul Ash as associate headliners.

^

....

Today:

featured roles in "Rio Rita" and "Hit
the Deck." Pearl Eaton is en route
to Hollywood to start producing tlie
dance numbers for the two pictures.

^^

....
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Plan $7 up

European Plan $4 up
OWNERSHIP— MANAGEMENT

FETTER

& HOLLINGER

TALKING
OF
B. O. RECORDS !
You don't know
the half of It"
until you HEAR
as well as SEE

Her First Paramount

All-Talking

Picture. By the author of "Flaming Youth." Directed by Dorothy
Arzner. Adaptation and Dialogue
by E. Lloyd Sheldon.
Also available silent.

PARAM
THE

ONE

LEAHER

Yor Ml ST Choose!
Rifiht nowyoii must choose I Between ordinary talking pielures
— and super talking attractions
like Clara «ow in "THE Will)
PAKTY"
(PARAMOUNT).
Between
uncertanity
as to your
future in sound — and guaranteed
talking hits week after week, like

Jeanne Eagels in "THE LETTER",
Maurice
( hevalier
in "IINISOCEN TS OF PARIS", Richard Dix
in' NOTHING BLTTHETRITH'%
"CLOSE
HARMONY"'
and
15
more from PARAMOL NT before
Aug. 1. CHOOSE — between the
back seat — and the golden profits
that reward exhibitors who book

T
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U
IN SOUND

!

MR.

PATHE

STRUTS

AGAIN!

twice-a-week
beginning with

April 6

PAT HE
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Lower Insurance Rates in Flood and Rain Paralyze
Pathe Audio Review to
Dipson Expanding Into
All Business in Alabama
N. Y. Zone are Secured
Make Bow on Screen
West Virginia Territory
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
in progress for three months at the
Pathe sound studios in New York,
under direction of T. J. Ryan-Hogan and in Culver City under direction of Donn McElwaine. Special
film stock by Pathe-DuPont will permit tint and tone treatments said to
be unique. Prints for the first eight
issues are in the laboratories.

Technicolor Closes Deal
For Tremont Laboratory
Technicolor has purchased the Tremont film laboratory, in which it will
install its own equipment. The company's present plant will be continued, as well as the Boston release
laboratories.

Wheeling, W. Va. — Nikitas Dipson, head of Theatrical Utilities
Corp., which has a chain of New
York, Pennsylvania and Ohio houses,
has leased the Capitol here, and will
take over the house May 1.

mcnt, the exhibitor organization announced yesterday. Lower rates have
been brought about on sound reproduction equipment, it is stated Reduction of rates, in line with the
New York arrangements are to be
extended to other sections, it is declared.

Famous Players Planning
Press Sheet Issued for
Canada's 2 Biggest Houses
Theaters Wired by W. E.
Toronto — Plans of new theater to be
Press sheet on Western Electric
sound systems now is being issued
by Electrical Research Products. The
campaign book contains advertising
layouts, press stories and illustrations. Mats and cuts are furnished
free. The sheet contains copies of
the first advertisement in national
advertising campaign the company
now is conducting. Enlargements
are being mailed to all wired houses
and reprints of subsequent advertisements are to be available for all
wired houses
without charge.

erected by Famous Players Canadian
Corp., in the heart of Toronto show
that it will have 5,000 seats, making it
the largest in Canada. The present
largest Canadian house is the Toronto
Pantages with 3,700 seats. The theater will have frontages on Yonge,
Hayter and Gerrard Sts. The structure will be eight stories high and the
offices will accommodate the headquarters of the Canadian corporation.
Arrangements are also well under
way for the erection of a theater in
Montreal by Famous Players, to seat
4,500. This, too, will have an office
tower.

Claudert Colbert Signed
Claudert Colbert, appearing in the

Seeks Injunction

stage show, "Dynamo," has been
signed for sound pictures by Paramount, through the Edward Small
Play Co. First appearance will be
in "Lady Lies" at the Long Island

Brockton, Mass. — I. Manuel Rubin, representing Morris Pearstein,
has asked for a permanent injunction
against the Musicians' Stage Employers' and Moving Picture Operators'
Union, restraining them from operating against the Majestic theater.
Damages are also sought.

studio.
Renews
Rathbone's
Contract
Option on contract of Basil Rathbone has been exercised by M-G-M.

World's Best Market
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from $3 per day
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Bad Weather and Roads
Cause Hardships in Tenn.
Memphis — General business conditions in Tennessee are bad. Continued bad weather and bad roads have
seriously hampered traffic to say
nothing of the fact that building construction and farm work are at a
standstill. Theaters in small towns
here have been the worst sufferers.
Battk Over Sunday Opening
Chickasha, Okla. — Opening on
Sunday of a local theater has resulted
in an impending battle. Although no
ordinance against Sabbath shows
exist, no performances have been
given in many years. Ministers have
banded to insist upon passage of an
ordinance making Sunday shows illegal.
Seek New Vote on "Blue" Law
Chicago — Petition bearing 400
signatures has been presented to Gibson City Council, asking for a second
referendum of Sunday pictures at the
forthcoming April election. At a spe-

"Blues" Win

BY
YORK

Business is virtually at a standstill in the stricken areas, the work
of rescue and relief being the one
imperative consideration. In other
sections where rising waters offered
no great menace the torrential rains
have slowed up everything. Even
after the waters subside it will take
weeks to restore property damage
and make evacuated areas habitable.

cial election
in July,
1928, a of"blue"
law was
enacted
by majority
19.

mj^IBIToR
g^ THE

Large
Homelike
Rooms
Comfortable Fumishingg
Soundproof Walla

COVERED

ONLY

Patrons of
Prominence
Choose
the Ansonia!
1400

EQUIPMENT

Montgomery, Ala. — With large
areas in the state inundated, and
heavy rainfall continuing, a new flood
crisis has been precipitated. Thousands are homeless, roads washed
out, traffic almost paralyzed in certain sections, and general demoralization has resulted.

Philadelphia

in Orlando Fight

Orlando, Fla. — Voters have decided by a margin of 150, not to repeal an existing city ordinance which
Sunday.
prohibits showing of pictures on

Saving
^Vest Daylight
Coast Bureau,
THEProtested
FILM DAILY
Los
players
against
saving
senate.

Angeles — Film executives,
and directors have protested
enactment of the daylight
bill introduced in the state

Montreal Goes Daylight
Montreal — Without objection, city
council voted on daylight saving,
commencing April 28, and ending
the measVoters approved
Sept.ure in29.
a referendum
last summer.
Club Attacks Crime in Films
Madison, Wis. — Stickers attacking
newspapers and theaters for publication and showing of articles and
plays featuring gun play, violence,
crime and weak morals, have been
distributed by the Common Sense
Club.
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-AND
THATS
THAT

British Intern'l Set on
All-Talker Program
{CLiiiliitueii

from

I'mjc

1)

muiihI wiili RCA recortUnu (-(iiiipnunt. \'eliicles will include straight
dialoguers, t)peratic, singing and dancBy PHIL M. DALY
ing stories as the current market max
dictate.
Maxwell, a prominent figure in the
British
industry, is of the opinion tliat
is
ta
(iiio
tihn
aii
Gcriu
'S
TO-UAV
this
is
very much the day of sound
lita
gets
set at 210. When it
"I first formulated this opintle hinhor why not split it three for picture.
ion when I was in New York in Auone and put it on a dividend hasis.
gust," he told THF. hlLM DAILY
*
*
*
\esterday," and since then events have
strengthened the conviction. The
Have you a Httle merger in
production plans for British Internayour office?
tional offer proof of our opinion on
*
*
*
talking
pictures."
Maxwell
said that to date there
TO-DAY'S BRIDGE STORY
are 150 theaters in England wired for
By .-Irthui Lociy.'
sound and that, Ijy the end of the
"I'll hid two year, he anticipates the figure will
Bidder:
First Deaf
reach between 600 and 700. Of the
''<-*=*''ts.
,„, , . ,
one
present total, he imagined there were
hid
U
"1
:
Second Deaf Bidder
spade.
about 25 Western Electric reproduc•Til hid one
Bidder:
Deaf
ers in operation, a few RCA-PhotoThird
club.
,.,,
phones
and the remainder Englishmade
devices.
pass,
'111
Bidder:
Deaf
Fourth
Asked about the quota, he declared
*
*
*
too."
the passage of the Films Act had accomplished a purpose in definitely
Ode to a Silent Star
focussing the attention of the public
on the production situation to the end
Little Boy Blue
Come blow your that finances were more easily obtainable.
drum
Maxwell will remain in New York
new talk- two or three weeks and may go to the
These
ing pictures
Have made nie Coast to study the talker situation.
a bum.
DIRT
A young lady jui^t told us that a
man had just phoned to tell her
that he had just heard it from his
brother-in-law who got it straight
from a cavteraman that a director
who is married was seen out in
Hollywood one evening last week
with an extra girl.
A Film Tragedy
Here is a photograph of an exhibitor
who has not had
anything to eat for
eleven weeks. He refused to put in
s o u n d equipment
and his patronage
has dwindled to his
liead usher and his
ticket cliopper.

IN
ADVERTISING
THERE i;
NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR GOOD

RES ULTS

Storm Against W. E. in
England Gains Force

During the past few months we
persuaded several of our advertisers to "key" their ads. And the
coupon returns were more than
gratifying — in fact one advertiser
declared the results to be amazing. Another firm, formerly operating in a strictly local field has
expanded into a national business
after satisfactory tests in our

(.Continued from Page 1)

expressed the opinion the day before
that many exhibitors would rue the
day on which they had signed contracts for equipment, and he advised
members not to buy a "pig in a poke"
which would turn round and "squeal
at patrons with a nasal twang."
Meanwhile the question is being
taken up by the Federation of British Industries. At a recent meeting
it was decided to take steps to insure
that exhibitors shall have full freedom to install any equipment, and to
use it for the exhibition of any pictures.
In view of the urgency of the matter it was agreed to set up a special
coniniittec to consider the problem
in detail, and decide upon some line
of concerted action.

papers.

Franco-Film to Outline
U. S. Releasing Plans You Want

STOCK MARKET
NOTE
.Since the stock market explosion
an accurate check-up by Phil M.
Daly of Motion Picture Chili nieniAmerican releasing plans of Fr.inbers reveals the startling informa- co- Film are to be announced at a 'press
tion that 16 are missing, 11 are in gathering in Xew York today by
the insane asylum, three started Herbert Hurcl. executive director of
swimming to Europe and seven are the French company. A number of
in jail for beating their wives. The pictures are slated to be released
Club House is deserted.
by the company. Hurel, who sails
for France Friday, has named M. Edward Sullivan American representaFAMOUS FILM CONVERSAtive
of the F'rench company. He
TIONS
formerly was managing director of
the
York.Little Carnegie Plavhouse, New
"The Report is Ridiculous"

RESULTS

— You Get Them Thru

Associated Publications
National in Scope — Local in Service

THEc

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^i^By

ARTHUR

W.

Thursday,

DAILY

Coast Wire Service

Hollywood Happenings

A Little

EDDi

A TRAIN from the West has
landed Anthony Moreno and
Duncan Rinaldo in New York. The
former sails Friday for a Spanish
vacation, the latter joins the W. S.
Van Dyke unit which embarks
Friday for Africa to make exteriors for "Trader Horn." The unit,
by the way, includes Harry Carey,
who plays the trader himself; Edwinna Booth, recruited from the
ranks of extras; George Kann, business manager; Clyde de Vinne, first
camera; George Nogle, second camera, and Robert Roberts, still man.

By

Warners Spends $750,000
Academy Plans Dinner
Remodeling Vita. Plant
For Making Merit Award
Rebuildi

Ways and Means Committee of the
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences
is making plans for the first annual
awards dinner, which will be held on
or about May 1 and at which time the
awards of merit will be presented.
Next year, the awards will not be
made public until the day of the
dinner. The Ways Committee comprises Harry Rapf, chairman; Conrad Nagel, Jane Murfin, Fred Niblo,
Fred Pelton. The dinner will be held
at the Hotel Roosevelt, with Douglas Fairbanks presenting the awards.
After shooting on "Jealousy" is
finished each week end, Jeanne
Eagels, its star, retires to her new
Italian villa at Aubum-on-the-Hud- Bern Returns to M-G-M
son.
As Associate Producer

Paul Bern has rejoined M-G-M as
an associate producer under Irving
Thalberg.

Kay Francis, who does a wicked
piece of vamping in "Gentlemen of
the Press" (the Paramount studio
gang is mighty enthusiastic about
Tully Marshall
"Fu been
Manchu"
this one), soon departs Coastward
TuUy
Marshall inhas
signed
with a Paramount contract. She last
for "The Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu",
worked
film adaptation
Rohmer's
Paramountin "The
film. Cocoanuts," also a story
now being of
madeSaxwith
a cast
headed by Warner Oland, O. P. HegIt looks like Robert Florey, recent gie, Neil Hamilton, Jean Arthur and
arrival from Havayia, and Joseph William Austin. It is being directed
Santley, will co-direct on a talking by Rowland V. Lee.
version of "Kid Boots," with Eddie
Zane Grey Story Started
Cantor doing the comics. Paramount made this speechlessly a few
Zane Grey's "Stairs of Sand," is
in production at Paramount with the
years ago.
following cast: Wallace Beery, Jean
Fred Kohler, Chester ConkJames R. Cowan of the Para- Arthur,
mount studio is seeking rest and lin, John Darrow, Guy Oliver and
Leone Lane. Otto Brower is diquiet at White Sulphur Springs, Va., rectinpf.
leaving his secretary, Helen Straus,
to carry on. Johnnie Butler of the
Two Directors Sign
same outfit has resumed activities at
Contract of Albert S. Rogell has
the plant following an Atlantic City
been renewed by Columbia. He divacation. Syd Newman, his secre"The Lone Wolf's Daughter"
tarial aide, represented him during for therectedcompany.
Frank Strayer
his absence.
also has signed a contract to direct
for Columbia.
The Paramount studio force is
proud of the prowess of George
Theme
Song for Costello Film
Folsey, ace cameraman, on the ping
"My Madonna" is the title given
pong court as well as behind a pic- to the theme melody for Dolores
ture-taking apparatus. During the
next Vitaphone producnoon-hour skirmishes he has shown Costello's
tion, "Madonna of Avenue A." The
championship form, with William words are by Billy Rose and the
Mills, William Saulter, Frank Tours music is the work of Fred Fisher and
Louis Silvers.
as keen competition.
Max Laemmle, Wyler Appointed
With the personnel of the ParaMax Laemmic has been appointed
mount studio constantly expanding
since its reopening, the duties of Bill a supervisor and Robert Wyler has
Clark, head of its accounting depart- been named a director at Universal.
ment, have been considerable multi"Hurricane" To Be Made by Ince
plied.
Ralph Ince is to direct "Hurricane"
S. C. Chapman, superintendent of for Columbia, with Hobart Bosworth
sound for Paramount, is the inventor starred.
of an adjustable camera support for
Camille Horn
Report Denied
use in a sound proof booth. It elimDenial is again made of report
inates the cumbersome tripod.
that Camilla Horn is leaving United
Ernest Maas will make Para- Artists. Her contract does not expire until September.
mount's initial exteriors with its
newly-acquainted Movietone truck,
Names Hovey as Aide
Iirobably the first of a sound-recording fleet. The subject will be golf
Carl Hovey has been named assistcourse excitement,
ant to Benjamin Glazer at Pathe.
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ots**
from **LHollywood
RALPH

WILK

PDDIK
BYRNES,royalty
who when
hobnobbed
witli Euroijean
he acng of the old Vitagraph '-^
companied D. W. Griffith a few years
studio at "Talmadge and Prospect
Sts., is to cost $750,000, and not ago, is en route to New York. Eddie
$150,000, as previously stated. Two spent a year on the Coast, but is
sound stages have been completed anxious to re-enter eastern producand a third is under way.
tion.
*
*
*

Montague Named Scenario
Editor at Para. Studio
Edward J. Montague has been
named scenario editor at Paramount,
succeeding Geoffrey Shurlock, who
has been appointed an editorial supervisor on production.

Heads Scientific Research
Department for Fox
Ralph Hanuneras has left First
National to head the scientific
research department
at Fox.

Cast Additions to "Diversion"
Wilfred Noy, Wilson Benge and
Ilka Chase have been added to
the cast of "Diversion," First National's adaptation of the stage play
by John Van Druten which John
Griffith Wray is directing. Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., is playing the leading
role and other parts have been assigned to Carniel Myers, Holmes
Herbert and Kenneth Thompson.
New Academy Members
Membership of the Academy of M.
P. Arts and Sciences has been raised
to 378 by the enrollment of Harry
Warner, Albert Warner, Hal Wallis
and Carl Laemmle, Jr., for the producers' branch and Sidney Lazarus
for the writers branch. Membership
is by invitation only.
Leading
Woman
for Barthelmess
Richard Barthelmess is to have two
leading women for his First National-Vitaphone picture, "Drag", they are
Alice Day and Lila Lee. Recent cast
additions include: Katherine Ward,
Margaret Fielding and Lucien Littlefield. Frank Lloyd is directing.
in "Anna
Christie"
AnnaGarbo
Christie
is to
be remade
as a talker, this time by M-G-M.
Gre'ta Garljo will be starred under
Clarence Brown's direction. The
Eugene O'Neill play was made several years ago by Thomas H. Ince,
with Blanche Sweet in the title role.
Cruze Selects Vehicles
James Cruze is to make "The Soul
of the Tango" as a talker starring
Gaston Glass and also plans to produce "The Roadshow."
Newman Loses Foot
Kurt Newman, Universal director,
injured recently in an auto accident
has had his left foot amputated.

Jules White, director of Cam,eo
Comedies for Educational, is anxiously waiting the closing dawn of
the studio, so that he can take his
annual fishing trip to Oregon. The
studio is expected to close around
the first of April for several weeks.
Oh, by the way, Line Quarberg
has given orders to his secretary to
tell all who ask, that the Caddo Company is nearing the completion of
"Hell's Angel's." Miss Benham is
some
sec.
She will tell 'em, and
*
*
*
how.
As one of the wise crackers on
Universal said the other day, when
he was again seen on the lot after
being fired several days ago, "They
merely fired a blank, I was stunned,
that was all."

Now

is the Time

to Reserve Exhibition Space
in the First Annual

American

Theatre

Equipment Exposition
to be held in

The Coliseum, Chicago
June 1 to 9, 1929
Wise manufacturers are making
early reservations — and thus se-curing the choicest spaces. The
exhibitors will be given every
facility for the demonstration
of their products under actual
theatre conditions.
Owners and managers of motion picture theatres in all sections of the country are planning to attend.
For complete information — including chart of spaces and rentals— address

American

Theatre

Exposition Corporation

W. G. Newbould, Manager
Headquarters
Fourth
Floor
Hotel Stevens, Chicago
"Come to Chicago in June"

Rush to Sound Is Reflected in Short Subject Field

iTHE
ML THE HEWS
ALL THE TIME

o/'FILMDOM
VOL. XLVII

No. 74

Friday,

''Mary stDugan"
mystery-court

THE
room be
picture since films
learned to talk. "The
Trial of Mary Dugan" is like
that rare offspring of the theater : good drama. It is excellent in plot construction, developed with expert craftsmanship,
permeated with suspense, made
notable by splendid performances from H. B. Warner, Norma Shearer, Raymond Hackett
— he's new to us, but most promising— and Lewis Stone and directed by Bayard Veiller, who
wrote the stage play, with a sure
and deft hand.
Destined to click at the boxoffice with triphammer precision. A distinctive production
that merits the success it will
achieve.

Price 5 Cents

March 29, 1929

WARNERS SEEK HALF INTEREST
IN U. A., SCHENCK DECLARES
niltl TO MM DEUS
fl

$20,000,000 Price Quoted
in Deal
A. Forming
New— U.Company

52 From Fox
Fifty-two
for in the
the coming
ing
der thepictures
new

talkers are called
Fox schedule for
year. Only talkwill
policy.be made, un-

Willi production tie-ups on talkers
completed in England and France,
Joe Brandt, president of Columbia
sails today for Europe to make hook- Fox Buys Chain of Ten
ujjs ill Germany and other foreignFar Northwest Theaters
uinguage countries. He will stay
abroad three or four months. In West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Fo,\ West Coast has
England, Columbia has an affiliation
acquired
Dolan
circuit of ten
with I'.B.O.,
Ltd., and
in France
with theaters intheWashington.
{Continued
on Page
6)

West

Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

Los Angeles — Warners
a 50 per cent interest in
tists, valuation of which
set
at
$20,000,000,
Joseph
announced
yesterday.

DAILY

are seeking
United Arinterest is
M. Schenck

United Artists Consolidated Corp.,
is to be formed, the assets of member-owners of United .'\rtists pooled
and $20,000,000 of preferred stock to
be issued to stockholders. Blair &
Co.. New York, may be bankers in
the transaction.
If the Warner deal is closed, it will
be only for physical distribution of
Three
Fox
First
Runs
to
3 to 1 Quota in France Seen
United Artists mainBe Built at Los Angeles product, tainingwith
its own sales force. ConGoing
Into
Effect
in
April
"This Is Heaven"
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
solidated United .Artists is to make
By f. A. IIARLB
A delightful picture is this, Vilma
13 talkers, nine of them with silent
Los
Angeles
—
Three
first
run
Fox
Editor "La Cinematografhie
Francaise"
houses, one of which is to cost $10- versions for 1929-30 release.
Banky's latest. The Hungarian
Paris — Barring unforeseen incident OOO.OOO,
are to be built Jiere, according
beauty speaks in a few scattered se- or representations by the American
to Harold B. Franklin, president and
quences. Just why Sam Goldwyn
Joseph M. Schenck, prior to leavgovernment,
the French quota of 3
ing New York admitted to THE
experienced cold shivers before degeneral manager of Fox West Coast
{Continued
oh Page 6)
Theaters. The largest house is to FILM DAILY that the deal with
ciding
whether
\'i!ma
should
talk
or
seat 5,200.
not, we fail to see. Miss Banky has
Warners was on, although Albert
a lovely voice and an accent that is Small Towns Hard Hit
Warner next day said that no negotiations were in progress. Several
St. Louis Unions Oppose
positively entrancing. Always cliarniBy
Talker
Competition
ing, the Banky personality in this West Coast Bureau, THE FILM
weeks ago inquiries at Blair & Co.,
DAILY
effort takes on a further hold and
Hollywood — Small town theaters
the reported United ArDaylight Saving Measure concerning
tists stock issue, brought reply that
St. Louis — Union labor here is enwill, we are certain, annex new- are being hard hit by talker compefriends.
was known of any issue by
tition, itis
indicated by reports reacli- saving. listed in the fight against daylight nothing
the company.
(.Contimied on Page 0)

"The Spite Marriage"

Transporting the dear reader bodily
into the editorial room, we reverse
a rule of many years' standing and
give j'ou an advance headline from
the review of Keaton's latest:
FUNNIEST FILM RELEASED IN
MONTHS.
BUSTER AND DOROTHY SEBASTIAN PUT OVER
THREE BIG LAUGH SEQUENCES.
SUREFIRE.

DON'T

MISS

IT.

Good news is too good to hold.
Which explains this proceedings.

"Zip Boom Bang"

Another good comedy from Educational. Jack White's first of a series
of six, "Zip Boom Bang" is an amusing two-reeler in dialogue and sound.
You have all seen animals escaping
at the circus and the general mix-up
that ensues. That's antique. In this
comedy, however, vou get it in sound
without sacrifice of the action. That's
the difference in treatment — and entertainment.
K A N N

Drastic Reduction in Silent
Shorts Expected This Year

MORE STRESS ON HLMS
UNDER NEW R-K-0 POLICY

By RALPH
WILK
West Coast Bur. THE FILM

DAILY

Los .\ngeles — Drastic reduction in
the number of silent shorts to Inproduced for next season is noted in
production schedules now in process
of formation.
p-eature production rapidly is being whipped into shape, so that the
companies know about where they
stand in that field, as concerns sound
and silent output. The rush to sound
is being reflected in the short field,
to an even greater extent than the
feature field, a check-up shows.

The "assets" referred to by Schenck
in California yesterday included the
United Artists studio, the United
.Artists theaters in key cities where
partnership arrangements largely with
I'liblix
and Loew's
prevail and the
Art
Cinema
Corp.

Va. Unit Votes M,P.T.O.A.
Loyalty at Convention
Ricliniond
— X'irginia's
exhibitor
unit
will remain
in the M.P.T-O.A.,
it was decided by unanimous vote at
the convention here. I. Weinberg,
president, is affiliated with Universal.

Radio-KeithOrpheum is "going
after" big pictures, under policy of
Joseph Plunkett, general manager of
M.P.T.O.A, Directors Called
the company. The new policy is reflected in the switch at the Stateto N. Y. Meeting April 1-2
Lake, Chicago, which started of? last
Directors of the M.P.T.O..\. will
meet in New York April 1 and 2.
week with "The Godless Girl,"
hanging up a record for the house.
Members of the board are: Colvin W.
The Cameo, New York, is changing
A complete outline of the short Brown. M. E. Comerford, Harry
to a long run policy Saturday, with
Crandall, Samuel Dembow, Fred
the same picture. The Hippodrome subject field, sound and silent, will Desberg. Harold Franklin, Fred
appear
in
the
Short
Subject
Quaralso is to change to a similar polWehrenberg, Jack Miller, and J. W.
terly of THE FILM DAILY, out Walsh.
tomorrow.
icy, it is understood.
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DAILV
w Boat
$3 Top
Show"ing
N. Y.
for "Sho
Plan for
fol.XlVHNo.74
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When "Show Boat" opens its
New York run at the Globe on April
17, the opening price will be $3. That
figure will be maintained throughout
the run. The picture has been held
over for a third wbek at the Capitol,
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Sales
300
300
2,000

9,300
100
4,900
100
500
1,800
42,400
10,500
2,500
25,800
200
26,560
900

Miami,
to be'
a record
for
thatunderstood
city. Harry
Reichenbach
stated business yesterday was $1200
above normal.

Newsreels in Race to Get
Foch Funeral Film to N.Y.
Newsreels now arc engaged in a
race to New York with films of the
Foch funeral ceremonies in Paris,
one of the most impressive events of
history. The steamer Paris has a 24
hour start on other ships, it is stated.
Morse with Radio Pictures
Wilbur Morse, Jr., former Eastern
publicity man, who has been doing
free-lance work on the Coast, has
joined the Radio Pictures publicity
He succeeds Marc Bowdepartment.
man, who has returned to Seattle
where he will handle publicity at the
Fox-Mayflower.

200
100
7,400
6
60
107
9
1

... .
....
. . . .

85

Contract for Katharine Francis
Katharine
Francis,
a newcomer
has been signed for Paramount talkers. She appears in "Gentlemen of
the Press."

Atlantic City Auditorium
Seating 40,000 is Wiring
Atlantic City — Western Electric
equipment is to be installed in the
new municipal auditorium here. Two
systems are planned, one in the ballroom, which accommodates 6,000, and
one for the main auditorium, which
seats 40,000.

McKain to Open Columbia
Branch in Australia
Seattle — Columbia is opening a
branch in Australia. C. Mclvain, exchange supervisor was here recently
en route to Vancouver, from where
he booked passage to Australia.
Ziegfeld Asks
Injunction
Injunction to restrain Seymour
Felix, director of "Whoopee," from
carrying out a contract with Fox, on
the ground that it interferes with a
contract with him, is being sought

29, 1929

TheDate
Industry's
Book
2
April
April
April
April
April
May
April

5

Opening
of "HisNewCaptive
at the Central,
York.Woman"

Opening
of "Coquette"
at RivoliU. A., New
York.
6 Warner
First
National
- Stanley
York. at Commodore
Frolic
Hotel,
New

8 Opening
of "Alibi" at 44th Street
New
York.
8 Opening ner,"The
Desert Song" at WarLos Angeles.
14-15-16 Convention of Western Pennburgh.
sylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pitts16

April
April

Opening
of "TheNewRainbow
at the Selwyn,
York. Man,"
New York.
17 Opening
of "Show
Boat" at Globe,

1

Opening
"The York.
Rainbow
at Selwyn,of New
Annual
meeting
of Quebec
itor unit, Montreal.

Man"
exhib-

Seeking Broadway
House
Negotiations are under way for a

Broadway theater for "The Wild
by Florenz Ziegfeld. Felix was as- Heart of Africa" which Parthenon
signed to direct Ziegfeld's next show, is to distribute states Mack D. Weinno time for production of which was
berger, general manager. Kenneth
specified. Meanwhile, Felix signed a R. Walker of the Walker-Arbuthnot
six months contract with Fox.
hunting expedition, which made the
film, brought the print to New York.
Gromon to Assist Zuro
Siegel
with
"U"
at
Seattle
Dr. Francis Gromon has been apSeattle — Sam Siegel, formerly dipointed assistant to Josiah Zuro, direcrector of publicity for Sterling Chain
D. W's Next "Cradle of Deep"
tor of music for Pathe. Both are in
D. W. Griffith's next picture will
Theaters,
Inc..
will
handle
advertisCalifornia and are due back in New
ing and publicity for the Columbia be "The Cradle of the Deep," by
York City ne.xt month. Gromon was
and Winter Garden theaters here, ac- Joan Lowell, able seamen for 7 of
formerly a music director for Publix
her 24 years. The author, who has
houses.
cording to K. L. Burk, northwest di- lead.
played extra roles, will appear in the
vision manager for Universal.

William Raynor Promoted
Rochester, N. Y.— William H. Raynor, former managing director of the
Lafayette in Bufifalo, has been made
general manager of the Greater Rochester Properties, which owns and
operates
the Lafayette and Rochester,
"io
o
combination
houses. H. M. Addison will manage the Rochester. Addison formerly was at the Great
Lakes, Bufifalo.

Fire at Capitol, Nashville
3,800
Nashville, Tenn. — Fire practically
destroyed the Capitol. The house
was owned and operated by Crescent
5,400
Amusement Co. Damage was esti200
mated at about $400,000.
5,666
100

Friday, March

Nobile

Rescue

in

Films

Amkino will roadshow "Krassin,"
showing the rescue by the ice-breaker of the stranded members of the
Nobile expedition in the Arctic.
Fox Managers Switched
Racine, Wis. — H. W. Foerste, manager of Fox's Oshkosh, has been
transferred to the State here. He
succeeds Nat Blank, who has been
switched
to Oshkosh.
Long
Beach
House
Burned
Long Beach. Cal. — Fire caused
damage estimated at $20,000 to the
Liberty.
CaU
A.

Futter,
for

Pres.

Library Stock Scenes

130

W.

46th

Bryant

St..

joined the company's Washington
exchange while Hunt will work out
of the Memphis office.
New

Hays Westbound
Will H. Hays left New York yesterday for Hollywood.

An Asset To Any Theatre!

Tiffany Exchange

Saltexchange
Lake City
new
will— beTiffany-Stahl's
opened here
at 205 E. First South St., according
to M. A. Brown, western division
supervisor.
Perkins at T-S Los Angeles
Los Angeles — Seth Perkins has replaced J.McFarland as Tiffany-Stahl
branch manager here.
Pennsylvania House Burned
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. — The
Gaiety
has been destroyed by fire.
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I can truthfully say that your song
film trailers are an asset to any theatre, regardless how large or small
the house may be.
GOULD EM THEATRES
By Louis
B. Goulden,
Indianapolis,
Ind.

EVERY

CORP.
Pres.
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WAFILMS,
Walter

Joins Columbia Sales Force
Samuel E. Fried and David W.
Hunt are the latest additions to the
Columbia sales staff. Fried has

New
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York
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Find Writers' Position Improving
Free Lancing on Dialogue Writing Seen Ideal Arrangements — Salary Increases Seen With
Film Writers Qualifying for Talker Work — Other Wired News — Ralph Wilk's Personals

TALKER PROGRESS NOT
HURTING EILM WRITERS
Dialogue writing and the writing
of original plays for the screen are
improving the position of the writers
in the studios, say studio executives.
Many dialogue writers complain
that they are being rushed and are
expected to produce good dialoguein a much shorter time than play
Wrights devote to their stage opuses.
'I'hey point out that they are, at times,
required to furnish dialogue for period
pictures and are. of necessity, forced
to do much research work.
Observers believe that the ideal
arrangement will be freelance dialogue writing, with larger sums to
be paid the better writers for important assignments.
Despite the Fo.x announcement
that the talkers will center attention
on playwrights, many observers contend that film writers still are needed. In one studio, the veteran scenarists are writing the scenarios, with
the imported writers furnishing the
dialogue. The scenarists incorporate far more titles than in the silent scripts and the dialogue writers
amplify the titles to supply dialogue.
For the last six months, a major
studio has kept its old staff practically intact, despite the importation
of some playwrights.
Although "gag men," or comedy
constructionists, have practically dis
appeared from several of our larger
studios, it is believed that they will
be used on some talkers. In fact,
their supporters contend that they
should be on the set. At the Hal
Roach studio, if present plans are
carried out, the directors and writers
will ad lib on the set, and will not
start a picture with complete dialogue.
It is predicted that within a year,
many of the leaders among talker
writers will ask for royalties, in ad
dition to their weekly salaries. The
majority of the talker authors are
succesful playwrights, who are accustomed to reaping large royalties
from their Broadway hits. At present, they are willing to accept weekly salaries, as the screen is a new
medium, to them.
Dance Director Signed
Earl Lindsay, director of dance
ensembles for New York stage
productions, has been retained by
Paramount to direct choruses for
"Burlesque." He also is instructing
Nancy Carroll, featured in the cast
with Ilal Skelly, in a number of special dances for the production, which
John Cromwell and Edward Sutherland are directing.

A Little
from

Work Rushed on New
Paramount Sound Stages

\\ hile plasterers and roofers are
completing its exterior, technicians are
working night and day installing apBy RALPH
WILK
I)aratus in the four new sound stages
at the Paramount studios in HollyHollyivood
wood. The new stages, which are
WHEN Diane Ellis started work in housed under one roof, are scheduled
a feature role in "High Voltage," to be ready for operation in the next
William Boyd's next starring picture few weeks, at which time "sets" will
for Pathe, she could not tell the be moved in and actual filming of
wardrobe man the size of her stock- talking pictures will commence. This
ings. She has not worn stockings e(|uipinent will give Paramount 14
for so long that she had forgotten stages for dialogue films.
her size. But she hustled to find
li

Lots

ff

out when she learned that the company was to go to the High Sierras,
where the thermometer was hitting
zero, and the snow almost fathoms
deep.
*
*
*
Since Russell Gleason seems destined to follow in the footsteps of his
famous father, James Gleason, it
seems significant that the young
Pathe player's first stage appearance was in the title role of "The
Heir to the *
Hurrah."
*
*
Frank Reicher temporarily has
droi)ped his make-up case and his
megaphone, and has taken to a long
ruler and blackboard instead. He is
getting great results in teaching
Pathe's junior stock company how
to be good little
talking
»
*
* picture stars.
Every day the veteran Reicher
gives Marilyn Morgan, Lew Ayres,
Dorothy Ward and Jiw.my Aldine
lesso7is 171 the talkie A. B. C.'s, and
many a time the more experienced
players like Jeanette Loff, Stanley
Smith, Diane Ellis and Carol Lombard come into class, also, when
they are not working before the
camera.
Coiy Greatly Improved
Both Lew Cody and Mabel Normand are reported as considerably
improved, the former out of danger.
The latter, however, still is seriously
ill suffering with tuberculosis.
Paramount
Buys "Magnolia"
Booth Tarkington's play, "Magnolia," has been acquired by Paramount to serve as a starring vehicle
for Charles Rogers, with Mary
Brian playing opposite.
Rooneys Coming E^st
Having completed his sixth talking
and singing short for Universal, Pat
Rooney and his family plan a trip to
New York before entering into negotiations for further picture work.
Fred
Pathe.

Pathe Signs
Newmeyer

Newmeyer
is to direct

for

Weeks Place in Charge of
Sound Maintenance at Fox
Keith Weeks, Fox Movietone production manager, has been placed
in charge of sound maintenance. Edward Butcher, Fox studio manager.
is assuming Weeks' former duties
under supervision of Sol Wurtzel.
"U" Cutting "Broadway"
"Broadway," Universal talker, now
is in the cutting room.

Teaching Diction
Alice Kelly, Fox dramatic
coach, is teaching diction to
the company's contract players. It is believed that contracts of beauty winners of
seven foreign countries will not
be renewed.

War Vets Claim Producers
Favoring Foreign Players
Claiming that producers are discriminating in favor of foreign actors. Disabled War Veterans of
America,
the Academy of M.hasP. appealed
Arts and toSciences
for
assistance and will seek an inquiry
by the United States Senate.
Helene
Chadwick
Helene Chadwick has
by Paramount to play a
in "The Greene Murder

Signed
been signed
leading role
Case."

Contract for Sally O'Neil
Sally
signed a long term
contract O'Neil
with has
Pathe.
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What Warner Bros. Promised ^
Warner Bros. Have Delivered •
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Records swept away in the go^en flood ! Get ready to ride
the flood tide of prosperity with "NOAH S ARK!
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3 to 1 Quota in Fiance Seen Brandt to Make Deals
Going Into Eff»t in April for Production Abroad

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^By

ARTHUR

LOUISE

W.

DuPRE,

[Continued from Ungc 1)

EDDYmm^m,

who doubled for

Mary Pickford in "Pollyanna"
and divers others opuses, has gone
matrimony with Major A. B. Goodwin, New York City engineer. The
couple have left for Europe where
Miss DuPre will work in English
pictures under the name of Bates
Goodwin. Later she intends to resume activities before American cameras.
It's William Mills' business to
know what's going on at Paramount' s
Long Island studio and where to
find it. He is the receptionist, whose
duties require him to escort invited
visitors on tours of inspection.
At Paramount's Astoria plant, Bill
Lally is the man who puts the ideas
of William Saulter, art director into
set form. In other words Bill is
superintendent of construction.
Francis X. Bushman has gone
vacationing in Havana after a successful season in vaudeville. After
returning to New York in a few
weeks he'll railroad to the Coast to
resume picture work.
Jane Jennings, who is one of the
screen's better mothers, has been
working for Visugraphic Pictures in
and around Manhattan.

AND

(Continued from Page 1)

THAT
THAT'S

Aubert Film and Jacques Haik. The
German plans are practically completed. While abroad, Brandt will
being discussed by U nerican film make plans for American distribuBy PHIL
M. DALY
tion of the talkers to be made abroad.
men here. There is ^T*ile likelihood
that American producO^ will accede
Brandt believes that American pro- TT used to be that if you talked too
to the French demanB for virtual
ducers have neglected to give suffi- -'• much in Hollywood they gave
subsidy of French proWction.
cient attention to the foreign market,
Now if you can't talk
and the problem it presents on talk- you the gate.
*
* than* that.
ers. The 40 per cent of the gross, you're out quicker
Franco-Film Has Produced realized
from the foreign field, as
Kindergarten Note
16 Films, Hurel Declares well as supremacy of American films
abroad
are
threatened
by
the
talker
Bill Fox
Sixteen pictures have been made
watch
out. will grab you if you don't
*
*
*
by Franco-Film, French companj', advent, which European producers are
preparing to take advantage of, he
since organization of the company, says.
Ordinarily when they want to fire
Robert Hurel, executive director,
a guy they give him a blue envelope.
stated at a press gathering in New
In pictures they send him to Europe.
York yesterday. The company,
*
*
*
which controls a chain in France is Supertone Synchronizer
Daily Poem
undertaking release of its product in
Sponsored by Sanford There once was an extra named May
the United States, with M. Edward
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Who worked in a picture one day
Sullivan as American representative.
Hollywood — Frank M. Sanford, in- Along came a mug
dependent producer, has placed on
Who fell hook, line and jug
Md. Senate to Vote on
the market Supertone, disc syn- Now she has a Rolls Royce, they say
*
*
*
chronization device. A sound-onBaltimore Sunday Bill film reproducing attachment is to be
A Hoboken
exAnnapolis, Md. — The House of De- added he said. Sanford says he will
hibitor cancelled
legates here has passed the Sunday
start quantity
production
immediately. He has been developing the " SPEAKEASY"
amusements and Sports bill by vote
of 65 to 51, which will give the mayor instrument several years. Sanford on account
cal cond i t iofo nlo-s.
of talking films.
and city council of Baltimore power plans production
to act during 30 days beginning June
Says it is impossible for any pic1 when "Blue Laws" affecting the Small Towns Hard Hit
ture to compete 1
city will be repealed, for that period.
with thousands of ^
the real thing.
No restrictions will apply to BaltiBy
Talker
Competition
*
*
*
more during that time but ordinances
(.Continued from Page 1)
must be passed during that time to
Lou Metzger tried to open his
continue the effectiveness of measure. ing local independent producers. One door with a cigar the other night.
producer reports that his records
showed that, in two weeks, 313 sitiall Says he must have smoked his key
game.
theaters has been forced to close. during THAT* bridge
*
*
Good roads, enabling farmers and
Who's
Looney
Now
others to go to cities to attend sound
theaters, are among the factors inA year ago they all said young
juring the small town.
Phil M. Daly was nuts in advocating
talk i n g pictures.
If that's the case
3,000 Musicians Out of
to 1 will be adopted in^oril. it is be
lieved to
here.
means
retainMeanw'^^,
the 7A o 1ways
ratio and
arc
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Manufacturers and Distributors of
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EQUIPMENT

are invited to use the ONE
medium that fully covers the
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xSTATE

WBIBIToR

^i'K "Bfj^Vyyy Supplement

OTHERS

SOUND

CANNOT!

NUMBER

Work Due to Sound Films

About 3,000 musicians of the 158,000 membership in the United States
and Canada have been thrown out
of work

by the synchronization development during the last year, according to Joseph N. Weber president
of the American Federation of Musicians. Of the number, 400 are located in New York.
Form

Washington

Corp.

Olympia, Wash. — Pacific Bellingham Theaters, Inc., has been formed
to operate theaters throughout the
state.
Innovations at Frisco Granada
San Francisco — Latest innovations
at the Granada are a special children's matinee and a "whoopee night"
held every Monday. Tryouts and
novel entertainment are featured.
Desormeaux Incorporates
Madison, Wis. — The Desormeaux
Theater Co. has been incorporated,

Out April 10— Forms Close April 3
Barrist-GoodMTin Publications

capital $15,000, with A. P. Desormeaux, J. Wegener and L. Weinand
as incorporators.

219-23 N. Broad St.

California
House
Closed
Riverside,
Cal. — The
Regent
closed and will be sold.

PhUadelphia

has

the insane
industry's
big
asyluma
now for there are
three hundred and
fiftyers feature
on the fire.talk*
*
*
Famous Film Conversations
"I'll bid five spades."
Blue and

Livingston Join

Jack Blue, dance instructor who
has a number of musical comedies
to his credit, and Jack Livingston,
who has had considerable experience
in booking, have formed Blue, Livingston, Inc., an agency to devote
particular attention to booking talent
for sound pictures.
Hartford Rental $1,000,000
Hartford, Conn. — Acquisition of
the AUyn by Paramount through
Olympia Theaters, Inc., a subsidiary
involves $1,000,000. This is based
on an annual rental of $52,000 for 20

Sells Oregon House
years.
Bend, Ore. — Claude H. Smith has
sold the Liberty to O. M. Whittington and is leaving for Tillamook to
take over the Coliseum.

THE
Friday.

March

Talkers

29,
Hit

House

l-last St. Louis, 111. — X'oluntary petition ill bankruptcy has l)ci'u tiled in
ist St. Louis by the Krco .\iiiuscnit Co., which had presented vaude\'lle in the
Lyric.
Assets
w'liere
: .ted at $476,648
and Iiai)ilities at
42,586.
Failure
of the show
was
...tributcd to the competition of talkiiiij
pictures in other F'ast St. Louis
tlieatcrs.
Evans Managing

By CHARLES

CirilTin, (ia. — W. (i. l-"vans, wiio
formerly operated the Delray, Delray, Fla., is now inanaRcr of the Kincaid at Experiment, Ga., near here.
The house is owned by Thomas and
Copcland, who recently installed
Movie-Phone.

Paccnt
Headquarters at Film
BIdg.
I'.ueiit Reproducer Co. has leased
the lOth floor of l^ihii Center Bldg.,
9tli Ave. and 44th St.. New York,
and will install laboratories and rcprodnclion rooms to be used in demonstration of sound equipment and
conduct a school for salesmen.
Oregon Houses Wired
Portland — William Morclock has
wired his Cott.ige Grove and La
Grande houses with Western Electric equipment. Harry Poole soon
will wire both his Klamath Falls
houses.
Four Wired in Montana

"Broadway Melody" on Bristolphone
Atlantic City — P. Mortimer Lewis,
owner of the Strand here, states he
has booked M-G-M's '"Broadway
Melody" for showing on SonoraBristoiphone reproducinp; equipment.
Brin to Handle Masterphone
Seattle — L. K. Brin, Milwaukee
chain
operator,
is contemplating
a
sales organization to handle Masterphone in this territory.

Allentown
House
Wired
Allentown,
Pa. — The
Nineteenth
St, theater has been opened after being wired for Vitaphone.

F. HYNES

Photophone Opening at Cleveland
Handling Sound Equipment
Toronto — Two more of llie theater
Cleveland — Keith's Palace will
houses here liave announced arrange- open with RCA-Photophonc equipments for the Canadian sale of film
ment Sunday The first sound picrepro<lucing de%-ices. The Coleman
ture will be "His Captive Woman."
l~.lectric Co., Toronto, is olTering the Keith's East 105th St., also wired,
Baldwin reproduction e(iuipment, will open with sound programs the
while the Perkins ICIectric Co, lias following week. In both houses
also secured a line of sound eciuip- vaudeville will continue in addition
ment for the Dominion.
to sound pictures.

Georgia House

Griffith Buys
Fairfax,
Okla. — Griffith
Amuse.
Co., of Oklahoma City, has purchas"Erpi" equipment
for the Tall
Chiefed theater.

^^

^m^
Sound Pictures

1929
Variety

■c

W, E. Equipment for Tacoma House
Photophone
at Orpheum,
Seattle
Tacoiiia, W'asii. — ']~lic new theater
Seattle — I'red Xoriiiand, represen- being
constructed on the site of the
tative for RCA-Photophone, has
closed with Carl Reiter, manager of former Liberty will open about April
15 with Western Electric equipment.
the Orpheum for the installation of
RC.\ sound equipment at that house.
April 15 is set for the opening of
Photophone
for Salem,
Ore.
the sound program.
Salem, Ore. — RC.\-Pliotophone
sound apparatus has been installed
at the Elsinore. The opening sound
Two Phonofilm Installations
Memphis — De Forest Phonofilm
equipment is being installed in the
Palace. McGehee, Ark., owned by
Timothy Shea, and the Strand, Wilmot, Ark., owned by J. C. Kistlcr.
Secures Disney Films
J. H. .Alexander, of Columbia Film
?«rvice, Pittsburgh, has secured the
Mickey Mouse Cartoons for distribution in Western Pennsylvaira and
West Virginia. The cartoons are
synchronized by Powers Cinephone.

film

WHS

"The

Dummy."

Wiring
SkirboU
Houses
New Philadelphia, O. — The Strand
is being equipped with a Paccnt Reproducer. The Opera House is having "Erpi" equipment installed. Both
houses belong to Skirbolls.

Butte, Mont. — Four Montana
houses are wired for sound. They
are: Fox-Rialto, Butte; Liberty,
Great Falls; Judith, Lewistown and
Babcock. Billings Other houses are
planning installations.
Sound at Idaho Falls
Idaho Falls, Ida. — Joe George has
purchased a $15,000 Photophone reproducer for the Broadway. Installation is expected to be completed
l)y the first of April.
"Erpi" at Palo Alto
Palo Alto, Cal. — "Erpi" equipment
ford.
lias been installed at the New StandNew

Grand Rapids House Wired
Grand Rapids, Mich. — .Sound equip
ment has been installed at B. V.
Keith's theater.

Disc Device

Canton, O. — Musictone, a disc reproducing device made in Akron by
the Musictone Co., has been installed
in the Orpheum here.

A nnounctng

SUPERTONE

PAY

AS

IT

EARNS

"SUPERTONE" is the fruit
of months of experiment and
RESEARCH
A

Disc

Reproducer that is
interchangeable
WHY
NOT
GIVE
YOUR
PATRONS THE BEST
"SUPERTONE"
QUALITY
IS AS NATURAL AS THE
HUMAN VOICE

ONE

The REAL tone of the
REEL voice
MORE SILENT THAN YOUR
PROJECTOR

1500 capacity
2000 " extra)
(Sound on Film

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Wire — Write — or phone
Hollywood 5156

REPRODUCER

Blvd.

PAY

$14.63 per WEEK
(Interest included)
Above price; for theatres up
to 1000 capacity

CO.

Frank M. Sanford, Pres.

6276 Hollywood

TO

PRICE §1450.00
$725.00 DOWN
and

PERFECT SYNCHRONIZATION

SUPERTONE

YEAR

Hollywood, Cal.

Territorial Sales Representation Wanted — Your territory may be open.
Ernest E. Van Pelt, Gen. Sales Manager
Sold Outright — Not leased — Own your own Equ ipment

$1650.00
$1850.00
equipment

Review Lines
ihai are draieBox'of'
ing Lines
fiee
for
Every Show!
"One of the handsomest things iu
town."
— Herald- Tribune.
"Thrilling romance
. . . Replete with
thrills."— American.

^

on Broadwai/, says

QUINN

MARTIN

in N.Y. WORLD

"Rare beauty. Almost continuous enchantment."
— World.

"By far the finest
since ' Th e Sea
Hawk.'"
— Telegraph.
"Corinne delightful."
—Dady Mirror.
"Lady Hamilton
beautiful enough to
captivate a whole
British navy."
— Graphic.

I
1

"A great picture,
which we heartily
recommend. Miss
Criflith is divine."
— Daily P^eivs.

"Thrilling reproduction of the Battle of Trafalgar."
— Journal.
"An ambitious and
handsome production."— Tunes.

"Enriches filmed
archives of history.
Eye-filling and im-

Immediato Selloul!
Reigning Sensation
of the Street at

*2.00

pressive."
— 1 elegram.

Even more
applause iiuMn
for ^- Weary
River "/

Wilh II. B. Warner, Viclox Varconi, Ian
Keith, Marie
Dressier.
Produced
by

Lloyd, who made "The Sea Hawk. '
Frank
Presented by Richard A. Rowland.
^

Theme Song "Lady Divine." Puhtished by M. Witmark & Son^
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Complete Survey oS the Short Subject Field Embracing Sound and Silent Product.
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The Trend
upheaval unloosened
THE
upon the industry hy sound
is leaving its impress on the
short subject market. This development, as impossible to check
as a Niagara, was a trifle slow in
coming perhaps, but arrived it has.
The condition being what it is, the
facts might better be faced squarely and with as little squirming as
possible.

Signposts
There will be a curtailment in production of silent shorts. The slashings will be generous and widespread,
present indications have it. The reasons are several. Firstly, rentals have
jumped. Just how much, in many instances, would prove astonishing. One
release for which the distributor was
satisfied with SI. 25 a day silent is
now getting $25 and this, only because it is in dialogue. Secondly, the
list of wired houses is growing appreciably week by week. Distributors
will swing where the most money
is to be found. You can't blame them.
If they did otherwise, they would be
rotten business men.

Sunday,

March 31, 1929

FLOOD OF TALKER SHORTS WITH
FEWER SILENTS IN PROSPECT
What Short Subject Survey Shows
More shorts than ever before to be made the majority of them
in sound.
Drastic reduction of silent short production, the unwired houses
to great extent to be forced to rely during the coming year on product already released. Abundance of sUent product on hand for
unwired houses.
Tremendous demand for sound shorts from first runs throughout country, turning the market, long stagnant, upside down.
Heavy exploitation campaigns being given sound shorts, in many
instances top billing over the feature.
Sensational advance in use of advertising accessories for selling
sound shorts.

R-K-0-PANTAGES HERGER
REPORTED PROGRESSING

Repeal
"Blue"
Law Is
Under ofWay
in Minnesota

St. Paul — Minnesota is following
the lead of Texas in seeking to erase
its state "hlue" law from the statute
books. The bill has passed the Senate. Sunday shows and sports are
San Francisco — Further progress permitted in many towns throughout
The Unwired
in the reported deal between Radio- the state, but prohibited in others,
Pantages is re- under the state law. The new bill
You will W'Onder about the unwired Keith-Orpheum andpapers
are said to would permit Sunday shows unless
ported here. Final
houses? For the spring and sumr Pan- forbidden by ordinance.
Alexande
to
sent
been
have
mer, current schedules will meet martages and to Maurice Goodman of
ket needs. When the drift toward
R-K-0, who is on his way back to
sound becomes more pronounced in
na- Michigan Bill Would Tax
the fall, as it is inevitable that it New York. The deal is in the with
ture of a merger, it is said,
Advertising Slides 50%
will, you will find distributors enretain an interest in the
deavoring to focus the unwired ex- Pantages to
Lansing, Mich. — Something new
merged circuits. Between $15,000,in taxes is provided for in a measure
hibitor's attention on the hundreds 000
is
it
involved,
is
000
$20,000
and
of short subjects which he has never
which has been added to the bills
played. Those who make it their stated. The Pantages here would be
in the legislature. The latbusiness to nose out these things are changed to the Orpheum and the pending
est is a tax of 50 per cent on revenue
of the opinion that there are enough new Pantages in Hollywood would obtained from advertising slides. Thesilent comedies and other types of not be included.
aters (Continued
would be prohibited
from raison Page 29)
short subjects in exchanges to meet
(Continued on Page 29)
the needs of the unwired houses for
two years. Others are prone to extend the- estimate to something beyond that.

Styles

Price 25 Cents

T^o opposition to Warner Deal
Anticipated by Joe Schenck

After all, it appears to us that comedy fashions as of 1928 and 1927
are not materially different from the U.A. to Remain Intact,
No Opposition
mode of today. If the quality is
Schenck Tells Lichtman
Hollywood — "Absolute conthere, why should the exhibitor hesifidence" in Joseph M. Schenck
United Artists is to continue as a
tate to show this product? Even
is expressed by Mary Pickford.
its sales perseparate sonnelorganization,
ifmuch
he should
file protest,
it won't
is to be maintained intact, IV est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
difference
for he
will make
have
no way to turn. The business has and Joseph M. Schenck will continue
to head the company, regardless of
Los Angeles — While he anticipates
gone sound, irrevocably and comoutcome of any negotiations. The.se no opposition from members of Unitpletely. Nothing can be done about statements
were made by Schenck in
ed Artists, Joseph M. Schenck intiit except recognize the trend — and
to Al Lichtman, sales
mates that unless their action is unantelegram
a
get sound equipment as rapidly as
head, in New York. They supplement
imous, proposed sale of 50 per cent
it can be arranged.
the company to Warners
in an inter- interest in
K A N N remarks made by Schenck
{Continued on Page 29)
view upon his arrival in Hollywood.

Field Turned Upside Down
by First
Sound Run
Craze
— Meet
Favor
More short sutjjccts than ever before on the market is the prospect
for next year, the majority of them
sound shorts. With practically every
company in the business of making
features rounding out their programs
hy producing sound shorts, as well as
silent in some instances, a record
output will result.
Despite the ambitious plans in the
sound field, a drastic curtailment is
to be made in silent shorts. Few of
the sound shorts will be made in
silent version and schedules are being shaved as concerns straight silent
comedies and novelties.
The short subject field is undergoing the greatest upheaval of its
history. The transition to sound is
more marked in the field of shorts
than in features, for the reason that
the sound and silent combination
won't mix in short subjects. That
is to say that unlike the feature and
because of its earning potentialities
the both
short sound
subjectandcan't
oftenform.
be made
in
silent
Because of this situation, the short
subject field, according to indications
and opinion, is to witness an interesting experiment, due to production
curtailment. It is argued exhibitors
will be forced to depend on siletit
product already released for their
short subject needs. This catching
u-^ process is looked upon as a real
benefit to the field by distributors.
Fox's step in abandoning all silent
production is being followed to great
extent by short subject producers.
Paramount, with the Christie talkers
and the many sound shorts being
made at the Long Island studio which
will number 100 within a few months,
Krazy Kat cartoons deonly hascidedthe
upon for silent product next
vear, while RKO's three series, the
Mickey McGuires. Curiosities and H.
C. Witwers, are all to be sound. Fox
is making only sound films, as is
Warners, to mention but a few producers, which will make sound shorts
exclusively.

Practically every distributor handling shorts has an abundance of product on hand, which has not begun
Many
sales possibiliti
to plav out
3)
on Page es.
(Continued
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Short Subject Section, covering developments
m the sound and
silent field, featured in this edition.
THE
TREND,
An Editorial by Maurice
Kann
FINANCIAL
SOUND REVIVES SHORT SUBJECT PRESTIGE,
by Jack Harrower
MEETING THE PROBLEM OF A DUAL
MARKET
TALKING COMEDIES
WIN FIRST RUNS' FAVOR
PRODUCTION
OF SHORTS
HINGING
ON SOUND
SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS— SOUND AND SILENT
15,
IVHAT THE FIELD HAS TO OFFEER IN SHORTS 20, 21, 22, 23,
SOUND
PICTURES,
by Charles F. Hynes
REVIEWS
OF NEWEST
RELEASES,
by Jack Harrower
AND THAT'S
THAT, by Phil M. Daly
HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS,
Coast News
by Telegraph
■■A LITTLE FROM
LOTS," by Ralph Wilk
THEATER
EQUIPMENT,
by Cliarlcs F. Hyncs
FOREIGN
MARKETS,
bv James
P. Cunningham
PRESENTATIONS,
by Herbert
S. Berg
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STOCK MARKET
High
Low
Close
Am.
Seat
36^
36
36J4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 26J4
25^ 26^
East.
Kodak
179
179 179
*do pfd
128
*First
Nat.
pfd
108
Fox Fm. "A"
... 89%
87J4 89>|
*do
rts
3
•Keith
AO
28%
do pfd
98
98 98
Loew's Inc
65 J^ GSyi MVi
lio pfd
99
99
99
M-GM
pfd
26
26
26
M. P. Cap
38^
37
37
Para.
F-L
66%
63% 66
Pathe Exch
10-^
WA 10%
do "A"
21 J4 19 J4 20
Radio KAO
30
28J4 30
Stanley
Co
30
30
30
Univ. Pict. pfd
98"/^
Warner
Bros
109J4 105% 109
do pfd
50J4
4954 49H
•Warner
Pet. rts
3%
CURB
MARKET
Acoustic Prod
8%
7% 7%
•Bal. & Katz
74 Ji
Columbia Pet
31%
31 31%
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 26
25
25%
•Film
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2
Fox Thea. "A" ... 2914
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Griffith, D.W.
"A"
2
2
2
Intern.
Proj
51}4
50
50
•Loew do deb. rts
30%
•Nat. Scr. Ser
25
Nat.
Thea.
Sup... 11
10^ 11
Trans-Lux
18%
18% 18%
Univ. Pict
22%
22% 22%
BOND
MARKET
Keith A-0
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92% 93
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...112
110% 110%
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97 97
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99
99%
Par. By. 5%s 51 .lOlJ^ 101 101
Pathe 7s 37
79J4
79J4 79%
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•Am. Seat. 6s 36
96
•Warner 6%s 28
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Roxy "A"
30
31
do units
31
32
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3%
4%
Skouras Bros
40
44
Technicolor
19
20
United Art
5
10
do pfd
75
85
Univ. Ch. com.
.. 2
do pfd
75
85
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SMILIN' GUNS
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TRIAL
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28
29
28
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Sales
300
2,000
300

9,300
...,
100
4,900
100
500
1,800
42,400
10,500
2,500
25,800
200
26,500
900
3,800

100
Butler Names Steiner Chief
5,400
Walter C. Steiner, second camera5,000
man at the Paramount Long Island
200
studio, was promoted yesterday by
100
John
W.
Butler,
studio
executive
's
stry
....
Indu
TheDate Book
manager, to be chief cameraman and
200
assigned to work with Director Ho7,400
bart
Henley
on
the
new
talking
100
April 1-2 M.P.T.O.A.
New
York. Directors' Meeting in
drama, "The Lady Lies."
April 2 Opening
6
Bank to Buy Theater Property
of "HisNew
Captive
Film Center Increase Leases
at the Central,
York.Woman"
60
Richmond,
Va. — Academy of MuApril 5 Opening
Fourteen new leases have been
of
"Coquette"
at
Rivoli10
U. A., New York.
sic, destroyed by fire recently, will signed for space in the Film Center
7
National - Stanley not be rebuilt.
April 6 Warner - First
Federal
Reserve
Bank
9
Frolic at Commodore Hotel, New
Bldg., according to Abe N. Adelson,
1
is dickering for the property.
York.
president
of
Film
Center.
New
lesApril 8 Opening
of "Alibi" at 44th Street
sees are: Amusement Supply Co.,
New
York.
April 8 Opening "The Desert Song" at WarRuschmeier at Prove
Aywon, Aacony Studios, Capitol Exner, Los Angeles.
change, Color Life Motion Pictures,
Provo, Utah — S. C. Ruschmeier has
....
April 9 Meeting of Michigan M.P.T.O.A.
at Detroit.
resigned as manager of the OrpheurO Goodart Pictures, Film Inspection
Machine,
Jawitz
Pictures,
Industrial
14-15-16
Convention
of
Western
PennApril
at Milford and will manage the
Film, Progressive Poster Exchange,
sylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pitts- Bonita.
burgh.
Jack
Mahmarian, Newark Film DeApril 16 Opening of "The Rainbow Man,"
livery and Reeland Publishing.
at the Selwyn, New
York.
Lincoln, Sheboygan, Sold
April 17 Opening of "Show Boat" at Globe,
New York.
Sheboygan, Wis. — G. N. Blask and
Buys Theater Lease
May
1 Annual
meeting of Quebec
exhib- Reuben Nennig, who took over the
Huntington Park, Cal. — Charles
itor unit, Montreal.
Lincoln and after completely redeco- Rowland and C. C. Allen have taken
rating, are operating it jointly.
over lease on the site occupied by
Kimmell
Bros. Buy Third
the Park theater from Paul Callow
Detroit — The Baldwin, at Royal
The NAME VOU GO &Y
and Frank C. Osgood.
Oak, is the third house to be added
Elect Officers
JVHEN
YOU GO TO BUY
to the two operated by Kimmel Bros.
Auburn, Ind. — W. H. Schaab has
Buy Wilmington House
Ferndale and West End are other been
elected president, I. M. Zent,
Wilmington, Del. — The Parkway
■ ALSO es.<
propeit'ts. Following purchase of vice president, and Donald C. Schaab,
■KU5586
PENN.I
OOW^NS
.AND
IJNtFO
RIMS
Ir4.37 bWay, K
the Baldwin, Kimmell Bros, closed secretary and treasurer of the Court Co., Inc., took over remaining interest in the Parkway at public auction.
their Royal, at Royal Oak, leaving Theater Co.
COSTVMES TO Rent
The firm now owns the theater 100
two
houses
in
the
town,
Kunsky's
. Tti ttPN-r
'
house and the Baldwin.
per cent.
Theater Planned for Brenien
New Haven
House Reopens
Bremen, Ga. — Unnamed interests
New Haven, Conn. — The Hyperion are negotiating with citizens for construction of a theater.
has been reopened by Fox-Poli.
NOW AVAILABLE

Fox Seattle Ready Soon
Seattle — The Fox theater at Seventh and Olive will open here April
15, according to Harold B. Franklin.
The house will feature sound as well
as silent pictures. Lou Golden, of
ii. Loew's Warfield at San Francisco,
will be manager.

BROOKS

COSTUMES
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Let Us Solve Your Problems !

SOUND

FOR

PRODUCERS

MOTION

PICTURE

INCLUDING

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCX>BP»BATSD

1540

KWAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

STUDIO

OF SOUND

COMPLETE

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

"SOUND

THE

STUDIOS
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Unplayed Shorts, Silent House Mainstay
SALES POSSIBILITIES TOR
SOUNDSnOIITSNEftRI.OOO
{Continued from Page 1)

of the pictures haw just scratched
the surface, so far as playdates are
concerned, and it is to these that
the unwired houses must turn for
product, if present indications are
borne out by developments.
As one distributor, remarked: "If
no comedies and novelties are produced for the next two years, there
still would be plenty of silent product on hand to fill the demand."
Another distributor reasons that by
next fall, tlie wired houses will be
developed to a point where he can
afford to forget the silent houses so
far as new product is available, getting his revenue out of the sound
houses exclusively. The cost of production and distribution in providing
silent versions of his product, makes
such a course unwise, he believes.
This unusual situation will not work
a hardship upon the silent houses, it
is argued because a great many of
those which are not wired by the
time the fall selling season rolls
around, are from six to 18 months
behind release schedule so that it will
be a year before they will be affected
by the revolutionary change now anticipated.
It is not a case of neglecting the
silent houses, for distributors intend
to be guided by the developments in
the situation feeling that both wired
and unwired houses must be given
due consideration. In line with that
policy, some of them, notably Pathe,
Universal, Educational and Hal
Roach will continue production of
silent product. No announcement
has been forthcoming as to Christie's
silent plans, but the company is
speeding production of talking comedies.
Wired houses, for the most part,
have lost interest in silent shorts,
except for outstanding pictures which
may come along from time to time.
At present, it is figured on features
that there are between 800 and 900
sales possibilities on sound product,
while the short subject possibilities
run considerably above that, due to
ability to sell the same shorts, on
occasion, to competing houses.
So far as sound comedies are concerned, the short subject field has
been turned upside down in recent
months. Reports show talking comedies have gone over "like a house

Silent Sales Up
In spite of the sound trend,
the Darmour company, which
makes comedies for RKO, reports that sales are rumiing
ahead of last year on its silent
product, which is all that has
been made by the firm to date.
Darmour is switching to sound,
however.

Selling Short Subjects
Sound shorts are getting a break in advertising throughout the country. Top billing in newspaper advertising,
marquee and lobby displays are among the means being
used, and testify to shovi^men's appreciation of the changed
situation. This is reflected in accessory sales, which have
mounted at a rapid pace. Educational, for instance, notes
an increase of 1,000 per cent on 8 by 10 stills and a 500 per
cent increase on standing orders for publicity and advertising mats, as well as tremendous increase on posters. Other
companies have noted big increases on talker shorts.
uct is going forward by leaps and
afire" everywhere throughout tlie bounds,
observers agree.
country. Where for about two years,
Where two years or even one year
the short subject was an "orphan," ago, the short subject was considso far as getting a break was conered almost as a thing of the past,
cerned, there is heavy demand for in first run houses, today it is no uncommon thing to see them given top
talkers and practically every key city
has come back into the fold with a billing over the feature, so effectively
rush.
has their comeback been staged.
For the first time in years, first
This has been brought about in a
comparatively few months and was runs have reverted to the all short
due to the intelligent treatment sup- subject show. With the variety of
phcd by short subject producers. sound shorts increasing rapidly, ;
Quality of sound shorts has been steady increase in the all-short show
given real consideration and the prod- may be looked for next year.

Producers Combing the Nation
to Secure Sound Talker Talent
Marcel Silver has directed several
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Fox Movietone subjects, including
"Marching On," starring "Chic"
Sale. A Leslie Pearce, the stage director, is another importation. He
has directed many light comedy subjects for Educational and the Christies.

UNWIRED HOUSES BEHIND
RELEASE ON COMEDIES
H'est
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Hollywood — Although production
schedules at the major comedy studios are still incomplete, the number
of silent comedies for next year will
l)e much less than that of last year.
The lone producer who is definitely
conmiitted to a policy of making
some silent versions of sound comedy shorts is Larry Darmour.
The producers who have as yet
to map out a definite program for
the year are Educational, Christies,
Weiss Prod, and Larry Darmour,
but with the exception of Darmour,
all have decided not to make any silent versions of their comedy shorts.
The decided drop in the number of
silent comedies for this year is due
to the poor market, according to the
producers. It is likely that some old
comedies will be re-issued.
The plans of Stern Brothers, pioneer producers of comedies, are very
indefinite. Universal has not renewed with the Sterns, but will make its
own comedy subjects to fill out its
program. At present, space at Stern
Bros, studio is being leased to independent producers.
Weiss Bros, have seven more pictures to make on their old program,
which calls for 30 pictures. They
will enter the sound field, but have
not decided upon a recording system.

Hollywood — In an effort to provide excellent entertainment in sound
short subjects, producers have scoured the country in order to sign the
best talent available. Their representatives have been busy for months,
with the result there has been a veritable influx of comedians, playwrights, dialogue and song writers
from Broadway.
Established screen artists, such as
Lionel Barrymore and Lowell Sherman, have turned their attentions to
the directing of short subjects. Eugene Walters, the playwright, wrote
and directed a short subject for Fox.
Fox also had John Ford, one of its
ace feature directors, direct "Napoleon'sCaesar.
Barber," from the pen of Arthur
Clark and McCullough head the
list of Broadway comedians, who are
working in sound short subjects. At
the Fox Westwood studio, they are
being directed alternately by Norman
Taurog, Harry Sweet and James
Parrott. Robert Benchley, the humorist, has attracted favorable attention in his starring comedies,
which he writes and directs.

Dumond
Goes to St Louis
Cleveland — George Dumond, manager of Loew's State, has been transferred to Loew's State in St. Louis.
Gus Edwards, brought here from Sanford Farkus of Syracuse. N. Y.,
New York, was so successful in the succeeds Dumond at the Cleveland
direction of a short subject for M- house. R. L. Jones, assistant manG-M,rect a revue.
that he was assigned to diager at the Stillman has been appointed manager of Loew's Akron,
James Cruze, veteran feature direc- which will open April 20, and Jactor, has found the sound short field
ques Denarde, service chief of the
so interesting that he is directing a State, succeeds Jones at the Stillman.
series of shorts.

Herschmann Joins Acme Film
Max Herschmann, manager of
Loew's Circle, and formerly a member of the home office staff, has resigned to join Acme Film Co., producers of trailers.

Third for Buchanan
Asheville, N. C— M. Buchanan has
acquired the Ritz, Elizabethtown,
Tenn. He now has three houses,
controlling the West Asheville, in
Asheville, and Strand at Canton.

Marks Managing at Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C. — J. Marks is temporarily managing the local TiffanyStahl branch.

Buy Santa Clara House
Santa Clara, Cal.— T. & D., Jr.,
Theaters
has taken over the Casa
Grande
from Peter Kyprious.

Ben Holmes, a graduate of the
legitimate stage, is busy at Universal, where he has directed a series
of six Pat Rooney and Marion Bent
comedies. Benny Rubin is also appearing in a series of comedies for
Universal. Carlo de Angelo, erstwhile of New York, has been directing at M-G-M and Univeral.
Warner Bros, have filmed innumerable Broadway acts for Vitaphone, but recently have been doing
the major portion of their short production, in the East.

Twenty First Runs
Set Square,"
on "Times
"Times
Gotham'sSquare"
first dialogue picture, has been set for 20
first run dates, starting April 6 in
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul,
Boston, Rochester, Buffalo, Albany,
Dallas, Salt Lake City, St. Louis,
New Orleans, Seattle, Portland,
Washington,
Richmond, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh.

Reviewers Ailing
In the rebirth of shorts, due
to sound, the reviewers are
playing an important part,
focussing attention on sound
comedies. National magazines
are giving space to the short
subject and newspapers are
giving space to short reviewers, news and stills.
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Sound Revives Short Subject Prestige
TACTS THAT DEMONSTRATE
AfiEMARKABL[COME-BACK
By JACK

H ARROW ER

PROBABLY never in the history
of the industry has there been
such a remarkable development along
so many different lines as in the case
of the sound shorts subjects being
released this season. The possibilities of sound in this field are practically limitless and the instant appeal to the general public which has
greeted several new^ developments
proves that sound short subjects are
an entertainment factor to contend
with.
The audience reaction in the
Broadway theaters is a pretty fair
barometer to go by. The novelty of
the new medium is still sufficient to
arouse audible comment. If any producer is in doubt as to whether he
is on the right track, all he needs do
is pass some hours in the Roxy,
Capitol, Strand and Paramount, and
he will get an earfuU of valuable
criticism from the source that criticism counts — the public who must be
pleased.
General Trend
The following article will endeavor
to show the general trend of sound
short development in the last few
months. Comments are primarily
based on the general audience reactions in each picture used as an
illustration of the particular angle in
question.
Comedies are by long odds the
most popular. A good comedy, be
it slapstick or grade stuff, creates
an instantaneous reaction in the average Broadway audience. Regardless of the reviewer's personal reactions, the. audience's reception of
the offering is unmistakable — and
that is the only criterion to go by.
Mack Sennett has come through
with three pips, released by Educational. They are "The Lion's Roar,"
"The Bride's Relations," and "Whirls
and Girls." These three comedies
are all hallmarked with the touch of
original treatment, capably acted and
directed and getting over a very concise plot in the space of two reels.
They all carry two or three big
laugh sequences and finish on a
strong gag that leaves 'em laughing.
For consistent policy in comedy
short production, Sennett has got
something on the ball that is unmistakable to the close observer.
A New Field
Fox Movietone is pursuing more
a policy of featuring vaudeville headliners and either building them a skit
to order, or revamping one of the
headliner's vaude sketches to meet
the special requirements of the talking short. Incidentally here is a tremendous new field for the development of short themes, for the vaudeville comedy acts lend themselves
naturally to the new treatment. The
wealth of material tapped is one of

New Faces
Fifty-five directors are regularly concentrating their activities in the production of current short subject product, in
which approximately 140 players are being featured. This is
revealed in a survey conducted
by the 1929 "FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK," which embraced home offices and East
and West coast production
sources. The numerous directors and players who only occasionally work on short subjects are not included in the
compilation.
New players are being recruited daily from legit and
vaudeville to appear in sound
shorts, which opened an entirely new field for talent. Stage
directors, new to films, are being constantly signed for this
tjrpe of product.

the most promising things that
augurs a splendid future for comedy
shorts for an indefinite period.
To return to Fox Movietone. Qark
& McCullough's "The Bath Between"
is one of the shining examples of a
popular laugh-producer employing
vaudeville headline names. Here the
two comedians have a subject built
to order. Their expert training in
timing laughs is perhaps the big secret. That is something the screen
players have yet to master. Then
there is Will Mahoney in "Mammy
Songs." one of the funniest single
acts that has yet been put over in
the short sound department. Chic
Sale's "Marching On" is a comedy
characterization classic. It might
well serve as a model for all future
themes of this type. Another gem
from the Fox Movietone gallery is
the exterior sound picture "The Family Picnic" which probably will stand
for some time as perhaps the finest
example of a comedy taken with most
of the shots outdoors — and perfect
recording.
Wide Choice
The Vitaphone catalogue of sound
short subjects is by far the most
complete in the industry. It embraces over 600 numbers, covering
every recognized form of dramatic
and entertainment expression. Vitaphone seems to favor vaudeville
names, as instanced by the recent
Phil Baker offering of "A Bad Boy
from a Good Family." This is a natural that will click anywhere. Baker
has a pleasing, easy personality, and
gets his stuff over with a naturalness
that is refreshing. He is good in all
departments.
,
Paramount has a good example of
a popular comedy in "The False
Alarm Fire Company," while Pathe
clicks strong with George Le Maire
in "At the Dentists" that is guaranteed to knock 'em for a row of guffaws in the most hard boiled audience.
Novelty shorts probably hold the

second most popular public appeal.
Here we cite only a few of many
outstanding examples merely to illustrate our point.
Christie produced "Melancholy
Dame," an all-negro cast that delivered a genuine novelty, based on
a story by Octavus Roy Cohen, who
knows his colored South. To those
who are familiar with the darky, this
will
prove a genuine treat and a real
novelty.
Paramount have contributed "Two
Little Chinese Maids," featuring Anna
Chang in a Chinatown setting with
Chinese players. The novelty gets
over strong with a very pretty love
story, star.
and the cute singing of the
little

on the hand-picked gags. Last but
by no means least is a new idea in
Grantland Rice's "Sportlights." Rice
himself appears and talks intimate
ly
of three outstanding champions in the
sport world. The late Tex Rickard is
shown in his only talking picture
shots.
In the field of musical shorts, there
is a wide diversity that carries an appeal to a variety of picture patrons.
The vocal artists are undoubtedly the
most popular and where these employ
pop songs mixed with patter and
comedy gags, their offerings usually
get over decidedly. Some of the best
recently caught are Ruth Etting on
a Paramount release singing three
popular songs with a pleasant voice
and oodles of personality. The Kentucky Jubilee Singers are a classy
negro aggregation that Fox Movietone should have no trouble in booking indefinitely. Then there is that
new light among colored artists,
George Dewey Washington, who
Metro Movietones to rounds of applause in his fine characterization
work with three popular song hits.
He looks like an Al Jolson among
colored artists.

An unusual monologue is that of
the humorist, Donald Ogden Stewart,
called "Traffic Regulations," a neat
satire on the Broadway traffic problem which is broad enough in its
appeal to be appreciated anywhere.
Fox Movietone made "Old Tunes for
New," in which the musical authority
Dr. Sigmund Spaeth at the piano
shows how the popular song hits of
the hour have been cribbed from ancient classics and t(he songs \that
grandmother used to sing.
Joseph Santley from the fund of
his vast stage experience kicks in
with "Now and Then," (Paramount)
a very pleasing offering carrying a
genuine novelty kick.
Late Releases
Last-minute releases include some
pips from Tiffany-Stahl, RKO, Pathe,
and Van Beuren Enterprises. Just
caught are a few that are outstanding
and a pleasant indication that the
technicians now know where they are
going and are on the way. TiffanyStahl has "Melody," a Technicolor
gem that carries a' wide popular appeal with a fine love story and a
musical atmosphere that will prove
generally diverting anywhere. Walter
Putter's "Curiosities" has added to its
appeal with "Follies of Fashion," a
brand new development in which
shots are shown from the days when
the pictures were still nickelodeons,
showing the difference in traffic conditions on New York thoroughfares,
and the startling fashion changes in
milady's hats and gowns. The shots
are made screamingly funny by an
unseen monologist who comments on
every one. Whoever wrote the lines
should
be given
at
his own
figure.a five year's contract

clever workcomedy
in "Ask,
aHorton's
fine Educational
thatDad,"
will
delight any high grade audience, and
at the same time carries a wide pop-

"Topics of the Day" has also been
rejuvenated and put on a bigger and
better plane of popularity than ever,
The device employed is simple but
effective. A dozen good gags are
selected that under the old method
would have been presented simply as
reprinted jokes from the dailies and
weeklies. But here each is dressed
up as a tabloid skit, with the two
people involved in the gag dressed
in character. They appear before a
black drop as if on a vaude stage, deliver their lines, and the skit immediately fades into another skit with
the actors in character. It has snap
and novelty, with the laugh surefire

ular appeal. Eddie Cantor in "A
Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic" and "That
Party infrom
Person"
contributes
two
numbers
the Paramount
studios
that will go over strong anywhere.
Probably one of the finest shorts
vet produced with the help of the
synchronizers
is Fox which
Movietone's
"Napoleon's Barber,"
excels
in all departments of production. The
story is finely moulded, the acting
superior, and the sets and costuming
of feature calibre.
Then there are specials, which
make up in quality for their lack of
numbers. (Ceittinued
"Forget on MePageNot,"
8) a Fox

Opera has been well represented.
Here of course the appeal is limited
to class audiences who can appreciate this type of entertainment. Fox
Movietone has given us Richard
Bonelli in "Pagliacci," and Vitaphone
kicks in with a wide selection including Beniamino Gigli in "La Giaconda"; Giovanni Martinelli in "Vesta La
Guibba"; and Marion Talley in "Rigoletto" and many more impossible
to adequately outline here.
It would be possible to list many
band and orchestra aggregations who
have been featured in sound shorts.
But the sad story is that this class
of entertainment seems very definitely
on the wane. It is about time the
producers awoke to the self-evident
fact. That little trip to the theaters
previously proposed would convince
any optimistic exponent of this class
of entertainment that they are far
from popular.
Class Offerings
There have been a select list of
class offerings appearing in the short
field. Amone these, for illustration,
can be mentioned Edward Everett

1^ of the
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Meeting the Problem of a Dual Market
Paramount

DISTRIBOTORS READY FOR
SOUND, SILENT MATERS
For the first time in the history of the business, producers
and distributors are faced with a
dual market. Houses wired for
sound have dispensed with silent
short subjects, as they have with
silent features. Yet numerically,
the unwired theaters are in the
majority.
The problem then is to meet the
double requirement. What distributors are doing this Spring and
for the remainder of the 1928-1929
season to combat an unprecedented
situation, is outlined in the following survey of the short subject
field :

Bray
For available playdates, Bray has
one subject, "Little Friends of All
the World," sound and silent. It is
in one reel and the sound version
was made via RCA-Photophone.

Castle Films
No sound product from Castle.
Silent releases include six Color
Novelties, available one every other
week beginning Jan. 1, of this year.

Columbia
Short subjects from Columbia will
be available in sound only. By contract with the Victor Talking Machine Corp., Columbia has a call on
Victor recording artists who will be
used for a series of 26 sound subjects
to be known as Columbia Gems.
"Screen Snapshots," now in its ninth
year, likewise is being made only with
dialogue and sound effects. Twentysix are on the company's schedule
for the present season. .

Educational
With three series of dialogue tworeelers already under way, and another X.0 be started shortly, Educational's silent releases continue to
outnumber the talking variety. Present indications are that they will
continue at least to equal dialogue
pictures in quantity through the rest
of the spring. The sound and silent
subjects are entirely different groups,
there being no silent versions of the
comedies released as dialoguers.
This is in keeping with the policy
announced by E. W. Hammons, who
.stated Educational's silent short subject product would be curtailed only
as the wiring of houses curtailed the
exhibitor's
need
for these pictures.

3,000 Subjects
Three thousand sound and
silent short subjects of all t5rpes
are available for the 1928 29
season, according to the 1929
"FILM
DAILY
YEAR
BOOK." The survey covered
schedules of 35 distributors and
embraces sound acts, serials,
comedies, dramas, cartoons,
novelties, newsreels, etc.

times a week and which will be increased to an edition a day by September of this year, according to
company plans.
Silent product includes two issues
weekly of Fox News and Fox Varieties. Of the latter series, 17 as of
today have been released and nine
are scheduled between April 1 and
Aug. 4.

International Photoplay
Distributors

State righting 15 one and two reel
all-talkers, produced via the De ForUp to and including the month of
est Phonofilm system. Nine are now
March, Educational this year has retitles including "The Marileased 14 two-reel silent comedies, ready, the onettes,"
"When the Clock Struck
embracing the Lupino Lane, "Big Twelve," "The Meal Hound," "Hoak"
Boy," Mermaid, Tuxedo, Ideal, Dorothy Devore and Russ Farrell series. and "The Miser"
Of the one-reelers, there have been
six Cameos, three of the Our World
Today series, and three of the Hodge"The Fatal Warning," 10 episode
Podge. For April, May and June, serial, silent, now in distribution.
there are scheduled ten silent two- Ralph Graves and Helene Costello
reelers, while the Cameo Comedies featured.
will be released, every other week,
and Our World Today and HodgePodge once a month. Kinograms,
continues to be issued twice a week.
The dual market problem now conIn sound, a Mack Sennett will be
fronting the industry has been fully
released every two or three weeks. recognized at M-G-M, officials there
Coronet Talking Comedies, of which declare. They point to the balance
"The Eligible Mr. Bangs" and "Ask struck in the company's releasing
Dad" have been released, have four program as proof of their contention.
In sound, Metro Movietone Acts
more to go. Jack White Talking Comedies, have completed two of the have formed the backbone of the
new series, Lupino Lane has com- company's service to wired theaters.
pleted the first of his new series of Fifty-two have already been released
all-talking comedies. In addition in one and two reels. The third senegotiations are now being made for
ries which has just been announced
one more talking comedy series.
for immediate release brings 26 more
of these subjects, varied in type as
were the first 52 with dramas, soloists, musical numbers, dancing, orchestral renditions, operatic and muExclusively sound. A series of 18
sical revue numbers also. In addition
two reel domestic comedies produced
group of 12 Hal Roach all-talking
by Harry Delf. The first is "Meet acomedies
is now in production.
the Family" and the second, "At the
In
the
field of silent shorts with
Photographers." Produced via the
De Forest Phonofilm system and de- which M-G-M entered short subsigned for the state rights market.
ject distribution, the company has
continued each of its various classifications of product, thus assuring
the unwired houes the same volume
West
Coast Bureau,
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they have been accustomed to expect
Hollywood — A series of 12 two- from this source. Whatever sound
reelers is planned by First Consoli- product is now available from M-Gdated Pictures, Inc. They will be M is in addition to its schedule of
grouped under the general heading silent product.
of "The Varsitans."
Seven varied series of short features comprise the current releasing
schedule. Four are comprised of Hal
Roach comedies as follows: ten starThe bulk of Fox's short subject
ring Stan Laurel and Hardy; ten
product is in sound. Some time ago
starring Our Gang; ten starring
the company abandoned production of
Chase, and ten featuring the
silent comedies in favor of Movie- Charley
Hal Roach All Stars.
tone releases. Since last July, 57
sound subjects have been released,
M-G-M News, silent, is being isincluding songs, vaudeville sketches,
sued twice each week as per schedule. The Great Events series of two
orchestras, humorous lectures, playlets and two and three-reel all-dia- reel Technicolor productions depictlogue comedies, the principal group
ing high spots of romances of hisin this latter classification being the
tory consists of six releases. The
Clark and McCullough series of M-G-M program of silent shorts is
which 11 have been made.
brought to completion with the seOne of the highlights of this comries of Ufa "Oddities," 26 in all,
pany's sound program is Fox Movie- w^hich are in one reel and released
tone News which
is released
three one every other week.

Mascot

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

EUbee

First Consolidated Film

Fox

j

In sound, Paramount is releasing
currently four two reel acts and five
in one reel, five Christie comedies in
dialogue, eight one reel acts with
personalities such as Eddie Cantor
and Ruth Etting, two song cartoons
and two of the Fitz Patrick Famous
Composer series.
Silent product embraces Christie
comedies starring Bobby Vernon,
Billy Dooley, the Chorus Girl series
and the Mac Duff series. Paramount
News, wellKrazy
Kat cartoons and InkImps.

Pathe
Pathe declares it is paying equal
attention to the supplying of first
class sound and silent short features,
in full realization that there are many
thousands of unwired houses that require good short product to balance
their programs.
In meeting the newer demand for
sound subjects, Pathe has attempted
to maintain a sense of balance and
diversity. Pathe Sound News was
inaugurated to provide a reel for
Pathe News' customers whose
houses have been wired. Meanwhile,
the two weekly issues of Pathe News
(silent) have been uninterrupted. As
an example of the service given customers of the silent reels. Issue No.
22 hadcals"the
greatest
"loin history
— 39 number
subjectsof were
prepared for the national releases
with regional added matter. Pathe
Sound News holds its chief coup to
date to be the reproduction in picture and sound of the inauguratioa
of President Hoover.
Pathe is offering Mack Sennett
and the Smitty series as silent comedies. To balance this product in
sound, George LeMaire was signed
to produce a series of two reel talking comedies. Aesop's Film Fables,
Topics of the Day and Grantland
Rice S'portlights continue to supply
the
unwired
Aesop's
Sound
Fables,houses,
Topicswhile
of the
Day
Talkies and Sound Sportlights meet
wired demands. Pathe Review,
which is now functioning under editorship of Terry Ramsaye, will soon
have its sound counterpart in Pathe
Audio-Review.

Perfect Talking Co.
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Hollywood — Anthony J. Xydias,
well known in the state right field
and now head of Perfect Talking
Pictures Co., declares his company
will produce a series of one reel acts
in sound via Perfect's own process.

RKO Pictures
Current schedule composed

of all

exception of "Cursilent shorts,
iosities,"with
releases of which in sound
was begun a few weeks ago. Silent
series include the Mickey McGuire
comedies, Toots and Caspers and the
Barney Googles.
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Qet in touch with our nearest representative
Milton
Tony
Mike
Elmer
•C. F.
W. L.
A. E.
Charles
If no

Simon. 1650 B'way.. N. Y. C. — Greater New
York
Luchese,
1339 Vine St., Philadelphia
Siegel, 805 Mather
Bldg., Washington,
D. C.
E. Cromingshield,
Albany
and Buffalo, N. Y.
Bessenbocher,
1818 Wyandotte,
Kansas
City.
Stein, 1508 Davenport,
Omaha,
Neb.
Nolder, 1344 So. Flower, Los Angeles
Saule, 15th and Kearney,
Portland,
Ore.
representative
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General Sound Equipment Corp.
1650 Broadway

New York City
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SYNCHRONIZER
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Stern Bros.

PRESIDENT

UNION
AM
GEORGE

W. E. ATKINS.

FIIIST VICE-PRESIDEMT

NL M 11
Shenandoah, Iowa, Feb. 27, 1929

Sound Equipment Corp. Film Bldg., Omaha, Nebr.
Opened today with SUBMARINE COLUMBIA FEATURE and METRO
GOLDWYN SHORT on your Gennett Synchronizer stop Everybody pronounced it a GREAT SUCCESS and I congratulate you on your wonderful
machine stop Tone quality synchronization and reproduction has not been
excelled by any machine.
EMPRESS THEATRE
B B HOLDRIDGE

ACID

TEST

BUY THE
OF QUALITY PERFORMANCE

"More value per dollar invested than in any other equipment
you can buy."

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

K7m

DEFERRED
*G.
PAYMENTS
*G.
to responsible
exhibitors

Prices
N. 200 $1,750
de2ls* 2,500
N.Mo20
N. 301

Actual Photograph of synchronous part of- G. S. S.

3,500

.> *■ *■ * °
Actual photo of double channel amplifier,
stand 60 x 19 inches.
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Current Shorts Sufficient for Deman
Radiotone
All sound schedule. The program
includes one and two-reel featurettes
and novelties for release of one a
week.

Roseland
Plans call for a series of 12 onereel sound shorts to be made on discs.
These will not be available in silent
form.
Silent product includes a series of
26 Bonzo cartoon shon^ts released
twice a month.

Safrus Pictures
Alden Pictures is making for this
company a series of 52 sound short
subjects on discs, the first scheduled
for release in April. The first in
the group are "Ticket Please,"
"Vaudevillia," "This and That," "The
and "Varieties."
Party"
No silent product.

Tiffany-Stahl

Plans include 10 sound shorts in
one-reel and made on discs which
Tiffany-Stahl states can be reproduced over all devices geared for
records at 33 rpm. The sound series
will be released at the rate of one
every other week.
Silent product embraces a series
lor, likeof IS subjects all in Technico
wise available one every second week.

Ufa Eastern Distributors,
Inc.
A series, silent, of Ufa one-reelers.
Releases every other week. Group
includes "Peculiar Households," "We
Parents" and "Salt Water Millinery."

Universal
The bulk of Universal's short suband reject program for the spring
mainder of the 1928-1929 season is
silent. Comedy series include the
Snookums, Let George Do It, Keeping up With the Joneses, Mike and
Ike, and the Buster Browns. The
westerns include The Forest Rangers,
Stunt Cowboy Westerns, a series of
reissues with Art Acord and Jack
Hoxie, and another with Bob esChand(one
ler. Also Laemmle Novelti
reelers), Snappy Comedies, Oswald
cartoons. International New and serials.
Sound releases to date total eight.
Four are Oswalds and the others
are Movietone Acts, two of the latter
with the Brox Sisters. The Collegians in sound begin release April
1.
Sound Cartoon at Cameo
Pathe has booked the Aesop sound
cartoon "Presto Change" on the bill
with "The Godless Girl" opening tonight at the Cameo under the new
sound policy of the house.
West

Thursday
Coast

Bureau,

Change
THE

Policy

FILM
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Los Angeles — -Thursday change is
the new policy at the Fox Boulevard,
sound house.

£i ouvER HARDY

UBERTY

One-sheet
fefared
by blue
M-G-M
Roach
comedy.
Bright
sky for
with"Liberty"
brilliant
red beam, plus actionful figures of Laurel
and Hardy, result in a colorful piece of paper.

Vitaphone
Catering obviously to the requirements of the wired theater alone,
Vitaphone, wholly owned subsidiary
of tJhe Warners, has produced over
600 acts and short subjects in the
three years of its production existence. With practically an unlimited
field to draw from, Vitaphone releases which constitute the largest
line-up of sound short subjects in
the industry, have embraced the
stars of the operatic, musical comedy,
variety, concert and legitimate stages,
and, in addition, have presented the
well-known jazz bands of the country. Leading players of the legitimate theater and of motion pictures
have appeared in one and two reel
playlets, many of which were written by prominent playwrights.
When Vitaphone moved to Hollywood Bryan Foy began his experiment with picture stars. Original
playlets were used to introduce them
in short talking productions. Irene
Rich was given the leading role in
"The Beast;" Hobart Bosworth appeared in the title role of "A Man
of Peace;" Mitchell Lewis and Jason Robards had the leading roles
in "The Death Ship;" Gladys Brockwell made her talking picture debut
in "Hollywood Bound;" Lois Wilson
and. Edward Everett Horton starred
in "Miss Information;" and May
McAvoy bowed before the microphones in "Sunny California." Lately Sessue Hayakawa was signed to
appear in a Vitaphone playlet and
Kenneth Harlan was given an imAlibi."
"The reel
portant part
The one
andin two
playlets have
been used also to introduce stars of
the legitimate theater. Sarah Padden, dramatic actress; Leo Carrillo,

Elsie Janis, Hugh Herbert, Richard
Carle, and Charles Middleton entered
talking pictures in these vehicles. J.
C. Nugent, author-actor, is now engaged in writing two original playlets for Vitaphone production. He
will have the leading role in each.
It is from the variety stage, however, that Vitaphone has drawn largely for the personnel of its 600 productions. From that field, names
like Willie and Eugene Howard,
Fleeson and Baxter, Eddie Conrad,
Benny Rubin, Sissle and Blake, Jack
Benny, Jimmy Clemons, The Brox
Sisters, Whiting and Burt, Miss
Marcelle, Cunningham and Bennett,
Fred Ardath, Stella Mayhew, Jay
Velie, Pat West, Dorothy and Rosetta Ryan, Joe Lewis, Bobby Folsom, Hope Vernon, Xhe Neal Sisters, McKay and Ardine, Jim and
Betty Morgan, Codec and Orth, Eddie Lambert, Val Harris, Florence
Brady and Karyl Norman have been
added. And musical comedy has
given its share of performers. In
the Vitaphone array are Van and
Schenck, Julia Sanderson and Frank
Crumit, Phil Baker, Janet Adair,
Raymond Hitchcock, Frances Shelley, Donald Brian, Jack Norworth,
Trixie Friganza, Irene Franklin,
Irene Stone, Shaw and Lee, Joseph
E. Howard, Winnie Lightner, Joe E.
Brown and Val and Ernie Stanton.
Among the jazz orchestras whose
music is available for picture houses
are Vincent Lopez's Orchestra, Roger Wolfe Kahn's Orchestra, Abe Lyman and His Band, Earl Burtnett
and His Biltmore Orchestra, Tal
Henry and His North Carolinians
Mai Hallett's Orchestra, Roy Fox's
Band, Dave Bernie's Orchestra, Gus
Arnheim's Cottage Grove Orchestra,
Waring's Pennsylvanians and Rudy
Vallee's Connecticut Yankees. Included in the group of orchestras are
five feminine bands among which
are Green's Flapperettes, the Faydetts,
Wayman's Debutantes
and
TheNed
Ingenues.
Finally, there is the tabloid drama.
Short farces, comedies, burlesques
and revues have been produced. Larry Ceballos has prepared five short
revues, the cast of each of which
contains about 40 chorus girls and
stars. "Tuning in," "PaBroadway
pa's Vacation" and "The Movie
Man" come under the group heading
tabloid drama, and of this type, Vitaphone has produced a dozen.

FRISCO HOUSE REPLACES
FEATURES WITH COMEDIES
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

the headliners on the vaudeville program and more than twice as much
as was used in advertising the remainder of the vaudeville bill. Special ad cuts were employed, each
comedy being billed as "all-talking."

SOU! REVIVE8PRESTIGE
IN SHORT SUBJECT FIELD
{Continued from Page 4)

Movietone Christmas special that can
be shown advantageously the year
round, is a gem. George Bernard
Shaw was induced by Movietone to
appear before the camera and talk
right out loud in his characteristic
way. As the great writer refuses to
come to America this is probably the
only chance that most of his legions
of admirers will ever get to see and
hear the Irish wit. Fox Movietone
News has persuaded a long list of
world notables to appear and talk for
American audiences. Pathe turned
out a notable ofTering in "Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address," with George
Billings impersonating the Emancipator in a most impressive fashion.
Here is a genuine contribution to the
field of sound shorts that carries
tremendous popular appeal as well
as a definite historical value. Van
Beuren Enterprises has just shown
to the reviewers a little classic called
"The Swan," done in colors and beautifully synchronized by RCA with
compositions from Saint Saens. A
musical novelty that will delight the
most critical.

Series of Talker Shorts
With Supertone Planned
West

Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Production of a series
of talker shorts is planned by Frank
M. Sanford, who has just placed
on the market Supertone, disc synchronization device. Sanford, for several years an independent producer,
also plans a series of talking features.

Melotone OK.'d by Warner
at Bijou, Trenton, N. J.
Trenton, N. J.— Installation of
Melotone at the Bijou here has been
okehed by
Warners.
"Theapproved
Home
Towner"
is the
first picture
for service via the disc device. The
Bijou is a Hildinger house. Three
other local theaters of the chain are
to be wired for Melotone.

DAILY

San Francisco — Two talking comedies took the place of the usual
feature at the Pantages recently. The
Bride's Relatwo comedies,
tions" and "Ask "The
Dad" (Educational)
in advertising as "the
were played up
outstanding attractions of the alltalking picture program." Approximately half as much space was devoted to these comedies as was given

35 Qualitones

Ordered

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

— Qualitone synchronLos izersAngeles
are to be installed in the new
Junior West Coast house at Redlands
and the Granada, Ontario, Cal., states
Samuel Freedman, head of Qualitone
Corp. This brings to 35 the number
man says. ions contracted for, Freedof installat
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Talking
Comedies
Win
First
Runs'
Favor
BIG HOUSES AGAIN TURN
A Yell From the Marquee

TO QUALITnHORT STUFF
Smnid has done much to rei'ivp
the intefest of leading theaters in
short subjects. This is generally
recognized among observers of the
present trend in the business. The
following are the conclusio)is drawn
by Educational based upon its own
experience, but may be held to apply
generally to the situatioyis as it
stands today:
Convincing"; evidence that exhibitors everywhere are getting behind
all-dialogue short features with exploitation effort tliat far exceeds anything the industry has ever experi«nced comes from Educational's accessory department, whicli reports upwards of twenty times as manv mat'
cuts and other forms of advertising
matter are being distributed nation
ally on current dialogue releases a?
went out on silent subjects in recent
years.
Educational states there has, as
well, been a noticeable increase in
the demand for st'lls for lobby display purposes while leading theaters are dressing up the front of their
houses wiith display matter to an
extent formerly unheard of. Many,
first-run houses for the first time
are now devoting considerable space
in the marquee lights to the short
feature attractions.
The most revolutionary development, however, is the general and
liberal use of paid newspaper "ad"
copy devoted. In many instances
the space devoted to the short dialogue attraction is above and exceeds in size that allotted to the long
silent or dialogue feature. One important western theater, the Pantages at San Francisco, for the first
time, so far as is known, substituted
two all-dialogue subjects — "The
Bride's Relations" and "Ask Dad" —
in place of the usual long feature.
Western theaters have been pioneering the way where it concerns
24-sheeting the short dialogue feature. Entire displays of this size have
been used by the Fifth Avenue theater of Seattle and the Hillstreet theater in Los Angeles. Others to use
similar methods of exploitation are
Loew's
State and the Carthay Circle
in
Los Angeles.

Leigh Jason to Direct
Quirk
Sound THE
FilmsFILMfor DAILY
T-S
IVesi
Coast Bureau,

Hoiv

Itvo tvisc

Kansas City shozvmen took adz'on-

in lights two sound
all-talking comedies. They report

tage of their marquees to advertise

no regrets,terestingitto report.
is in-

PORTABLE SOUND DEVIGE SECOND EILBEE SOUND
FOR "CANNED" VAUDE COMEDY NOW IN WORK
"At the Photographers," second in
a series of 18 two reel domestic comedies in sound to be made by Ellbee
Pictures, is now in work at the De
Forest studio in New York. Harry
Delf, who produced "The Family
Picnic," first outdoor sound comedy
for Fox Movietone, is writing and
directing the series the first of which
is "Meet the Family."
The stories will deal with domestic tangles in the average family.
Future titles include "At the Beach,"
"When the Stork Arrived," "At
Johnnie's Graduation Exercise," "At
May's Wedding," "On the Wrong
Day." "In the Easter Parade," "At
the Christmas Reunion," and "Buying a New Car." They will be released one every second week on the
state rights market. ,

PUBLiX TRAINING SCHOOL PATHE AUDIO REVIEW TO
A BOOSTER FOR SHORTS BE EDITED BY RAMSAYE

The importance of the short subject in the well-rounded iprogram
and how short subjects should be
Hollywood — Josephine Quirk, who used to balance the show are included in the carriculum of the Publix
is now producing her own pictures
under the Tiffany-Stahl banner, has Theater Managers' School. There
selected most of the cast which will
are 28 students in this year's class.
John Barry, director of the school,
appear in her series of all-talking
short subjects. In the cast are is a firm believer in the place of the
George Macintosh, leading man, short subject, sound and silent, in
John Alden, Marie Quillan and J. J. the theater. He holds the quality
Clark, the heavy, who will also have short subject to be an integral and
charge of voice culture. Leigh Ja- important part of the entertainment
son, who recently completed his con- formula and will impart this thought
tract with Universal, will direct.
to the student body in the spring.

I'ox Movietone News, which has
been "speaking for itself" for more
than 15 months, has established a
record for expansion. This new
method of presenting news events
in sound has taken on such importance that many theater managers
liave given Fox Movietone News
e(|ual
tions. billing with the feature attracTo tone
meet
this demand
Foxstationed
MovieNews units
have been
in all the key centers of the United
States. European capitals, including
England, France. Germany, Austria,
Italy and Spain and in the Far East.
These units furnish material for the
three weekly issues which are now
being shown in nearly 1000 theaters
and which are to be increased to
four weekly at an early date.

ISIS

"Canned" vaudeville shows of five
to six acts with portable sound equipment are now made available for
one night stands only to small town
exhibitors who cannot afford to have
their theaters wired. Sidney W.
Korthcote
is sponsoring
the idea.
He is now operating in Pennsylvania and New York State. He books
regular picture houses, sending men
out into the field with acts and sound
equipment, who come in with the
road show, in the same manner in
which one-night-stand vaudeville
shows have been playing in the past.
Each act averages about 200 ft. and
runs about seven minutes. The run
of the show is apprioximattly 35
minutes. Northcote books on a percentage basis and is planning to develop a route of theaters.

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
EXPANSION RAPID

Terry Ranisaye, editor of Pathe Review, will in addition act as editor of
the new Pathe Audit) Review firsi
issues
of which are being delivered t>
exchanges.
Production of the talking se(|uences
has been in orogress at the Pathe
sound studio in New York for three
months under direction of T. J. RyanHogan and on the coast under direction of Donn McEIwaine and a special sound staff.
There will be important representaof European material in the
.'Xudio tionReview.

Interesting sights, sounds and
conversation have been filmed in 35
foreign countries; kings, presidents,
diplomats and business leaders have
spoken before the Movietone camera; important news events like the
inauguration of President Hoover
have been shown 24 hours after hapton and pening48in New
hoursYork
laterand
on Wash'--^the West
Coast.
This development of a new style
of journalism followed the first showing of sound news reel subjects at
the Roxy Oct. 28. 1927 and the release of the first weekly issue on Dec.
3. 1927. Courtland Smith, head of
the F"ox Case Corp. which controls
Fox Movietone News, started biweekly issues on Oct. 6, 1928 and triweekly issues on Dec. 3, 1928.
Recently highlights for these issues have been furnished by a unit
rounding the world on the Canadian
Pacific Liner Emi)ress of Australia. This began at Madeira, Gibraltar, Algiers, Naples and Egypt and
will continue for some time. Another unit stationed at Shanghai has
contributed
a number of subjects.

Silent Fox News Continues
Bi-Weekly Issues
Fox News (silent) will continue to
issue twice Weekly, according to
James E. Darst, director in chief
There will be no curtailment of the
activities of its camera staff in all
parts of the world. Instead of falling off. the circulation of Fox News
is actually increasing, he says.
Song for Dooley Comedies
"Dooley-Dooley-Do," a theme song
for Billy Dooley comedies, made by
Christie and released via Paramount,
has been published by Sherman,
Clay and Co.
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GLOBE

On The Boardwalk^ Atlantic City
Opened In Sound
MARCH

23, 1929

Playing

Noah's
Ark
At Two Dollars
and Usini

PACENt 4MDA
REPRODUCER
SYSTEM
Playing "Noah's Ark" at $2.00 as the first
production in sound, the Globe on the Boardwalk, Atlantic City, New Jersey, had a highly
successful opening last Saturday. Everything
THE GLOBE, BRILLIANT
NOW

SPOT OF LIGHT ON THE BOARDWALK,

PLAYING "NOAH'S ARK" IN SOUND ON PACENT
REPRODUCER SYSTEM TYPE 4 M D A

100 percent, including box office receipts.
Just as in the case of over 200 other Pacent
Reproducer System openings, Pacent Engineers supervised the installation.

PACENT

REPRODUCER

FILM CENTER

BUILDING, NEW

Chickering 7950-48-49-51-52

CORP.

YORK, N. Y.
LOUIS GERARD

PACENT,

President

Cornel
JJfhe

..

PacenI Filni
AllachmenI

The Finest Sound-On-Film "Device 8ver "T^uilt
Over six months ago, Pacent engineers started a survey of all available sound-on-film devices. These devices were thoroughly examined and
subjected to rigorous test and were found wanting.
It was thereupon decided by Pacent Reproducer Corporation to devote whatever time was necessary to the development of a sound-on-film
device which would set new standards in the quality of sound-on-film
reproduction.
With the assistance of six additional consulting engineers, the Pacent Sound-on-Film Device has been developed with no saving of time or
expense.
We can say, without fear of contradiction, that the Pacent Sound-onFilm device, resulting from the combined labors of Pacent engineers and
consultants, is the finest and most efficient ever built. It is just around
the corner!

*T>eUvertes Start JMay ist
The Pacent Film Attachment is already
in strong demand. Dozens of orders are
now in our hands.
Deliveries on the remarkable new attachment which fits right on the present
Pacent Reproducer machine will start
May Ist.

Substantial production of the device begins within ten days. Orders will be filled
in order of receipt.
The price is $500 per attachment, the
lowest price ever placed on a quality film
attachment. Two attachments required
with each Pacent Reproducer System.

PACENT REPRODUCER

CORPORATION

FILM CENTER BUILDING
New York, N. Y.
Louis Gerard Pacent, President
Chickering 7950-48-49-5X-52

Sales and Service Representatives Throughout U. S. and in Canada— Write for List
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Production of Shorts Hinging on Sound
Top Billing

PARANOONT BUSY ON LIST
"THTIMES
or 100 SHORTS IN SOUND LAST
E
Approximately 100 sound short
subjects in one and two reels will be
produced at the Paramount studio in
Long^ Island City this season. The
32 dialogue comedies the Christies
are making on the Coast rounds out
the company
sound short program.
In the East, production are touching a wide list of subjects, ranging from serious dramatic sketches,
vaudeville skits and musical numbers
to broad comedies. The use of music
is growing in the material now in
work.
Short production got under way
ahead of the big feature-length pictures when Paramount re-opened its
studio in Astoria. Monta Bell had
an active hand in directing some of
the earlier shorts. James R. Cowan,
now production manager, was at first
general manager of short subject production. The first of this year he
was succeeded in that position, by
Larry Kent.
Many of Broadway's leading stage
actors have appeared in these pictures. Eddie Cantor, James Barton,
Walter Huston, Fred Allen, Lynne
Overman-, Donald Ogden Stewart,
Ruth Etting, Charles Butterworth
and others made their debut in talking
pictures at the Long Island studio,
Paramount has made little attempt at
development of entirely new material.
Most of the productions have used
sketches which were thoroughly tried
as vaudeville and revue playlets.
An idea of the range of product is
indicated by analysis of typical pictures. Walter Huston made "The
Bishop's Candlesticks," "Carnival
Man," and "Two Americans." Smith
and Dale and their Avon Comedy
Four made three roughouse comedy
pictures, all using vaudeville material.
They were "Dear Teacher," "The
False Alarm Fire Company" and
"Knights in Venice." James Barton
went into his vaudeville repertoire
for "Moonshine," "It Happened to
Him" and "After Seben." Borrah
Minevitch brought over his troupe
of boy harmonica players from the
Broadway show, "Good Boy." "Now
and Then" written and directed by
Joseph Santley, contrasts a musical
evening in the seventies with a modern wild party. Eddie Cantor's "Ziegfeld Midnight
Frolic" is a reproduction of the entertainment
scene on
top of the New Amsterdam theater
in New York.
About fifty short features in all
have been produced at the Long
Island studio since it was opened last
fall. The immediate outlook is for
more music in the shorts. Lillian
Roth, of the Ziegfeld roof show is to
come over with an orchestra for
songs and dances. Joseph Santley
and Ivy Sawyer are to do a romantic
fantasy with music and dancing called
"Booklovers."

TODAY

Kansas City — The first of a group
of 15 all-Educational programs booked for different theaters in the territory was played at the Palace, Anthony, Kans., recently. This idea,
called a "Movie Vaudeville Program," was arranged by R. C. Borg.
The Palace billed the "movie
vaudeville" program as "something
new under the sun" and "the latest
screen
sensation.ofMovie
Vaudeville."
The community
Anthony
was well
covered with 6 by 18 inch handbills,
devoted entirely to this program.
The first picture on the prograin
was "Carter De Haven in Character
Studies." This was followed by
Big Boy in "Follow Teacher." An
aviation subject, "The Cloud Patrol,"
starring Reed Howes was next. "New
York's Sweetheart," a Curiosities release depicting Manhattan of 20 and
30 years ago and today followed. To
add variety "The Call of the Sea,"
with Hope Hampton w*as placed in
ne.xt to closing position. The concluding subject was "Companionate
Service,"' the two reel comedy starring Dorothy Devore.

LION'S
JOHNROAR"
AND-

GILBERT
with

GRETA
GARBO

''A Woman
ol Affairs''

ALL m SOUND

The Palace, Meriden, Conn., tlumght so much
of this comedy that fop billing zvas given
to it. And over Gilbert and Garbo at that!

ROACH'S FOUR UNITS NOW
West

Coast

Bureau.

THE
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"MOVIE VAUDEVILLE" IS METRO LISTS 26 ACTS IN
LATEST MID-WEST IDEA NEW MOVIETONE LINE-UP

DAILY

Hollywood — Each of the four units
making Roach comedies will do
three talkers in the 12 that are to be
released one a week beginning Mav 4
as a special group via M-G-M. The
first four, now in work include:
"Our Gang" in "Small Talk"; Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy in "Their
Last Word"; Charley Chase in "The
Big Squawk," and the All Star troupe
in "Noisy Neighbors."
The new series of 12 bears no relation to the current group of 40
now being released and likewise has
no bearing on the Roach output for
1929-1930. It is a distinct series designed to meet the market demand
for all-talkers.
Sound recording will be supervised by technicians of the Victor
Co. with which Hal Roach has a
contract covering this phase of pro' duction.

M-G-M has prepared its release
scheduled for a new series of 26
Movietone acts. These will be available at the rate of two weekly, beginning April 6, and include:
April 6— Al Wholman: (a) "What
You Gonna Do Do Now," (b) "Pullman Porter Parade," "The Spell of
the Blues." Bernard & Henrie: (a)
"Blackbirds
Are
Bluebirds
Now,"
(b) "He's Wonderf
ul," "Happy Go
AprilLane."
13— The Revellers: (a)
Lucky
"Comin'
Home," (b) "Evenin'," (c)
"I Know That You Know."
April 20— Carl Emmy's Pets. Phil
Spitalny Band
Revue: "Ship
featuring
Al Wholman.
Hale Ahoy"
Girls,

Ponce Sisters, and Peggy O'Neil.
April 27— Van & Schenck: (a)
"Broadway's Not a Bad Place After
All, (b) "Real
Papa,"
(c)
"Chloe."
Metro Estate
Movietone
Revue
No. 4, featuring George Dewey
Washington, Ponce Sisters, Ella
Shields, Joseph Regan with Jack
Pepper, as master of ceremonies.
May 4— Ukelele Ike: (a) "Half
Way to Heaven," (b) "Good Little
Bad Little You." Bernardo DePace:
(a) "Caprice Viennois," (b) "It Goes
Like This," (c) "Bridal Rose Over."
May 11 — The Man Higher Up. Jan
Garber's Band: (a) "Washington and
Lee Swings," (b) "Oh, Baby," (c)
"That's My Weakness
Now."
May 18— Eight Victor Artists, "At
West
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
the Club." Titta Rufifo: "Figaro"
from "The Barber of Seville."
May 25— llobert Chisholm: (a)
Hollywood — That story value and
freedom of movement, with typical "When the Sergeant Major's on Papicture action, should be the chief
rade," (b) "When Summer Is Gone,"
requisites of the talking short sub- (c) "The Two Grenadiers." Happijects, with the actual dialogue itself
ness Boys: (a) "How d'ya Do," (b)
ranking third in importance, is the "Who's
That Pretty Baby," (c) "I
belief of Al Christie. These require- Love to Dunk a Hunk of Sponge
ments are governing the selection of Cake," (d) "I'm Wild About Horns
material and the production plans
Automobiles that go Ta Ta Ta."
which Christie has entered into cov- onJune
1 — Craig Campbell: (a)
ering the season which will include "There'll Never Be Another One
32 comedies.
Like You," (b) "Iris," (c) "You,
Christie is also of the opinion that Just You Dear and I." Irving Aarontalking short subjects are spelling son's Commanders: (a) "Oh, You
the deathknell of slapstick comedy. Sweet Old Whatchama Call It," (b)
Down,"
(c) "Woably Walk."
Sound, he believes, lightens the bur- "Low
den of pantomime and makes less
June 8 — Fuzzy Knight: (a) "My
necessary dependence on mechanical Cincinnati Ohio Home," (b) "Buckwheat Cakes." Raymond Hitchcock:
gags, chases, spills and the other ordinary methods of securing laughs "Sardines A La Carte."
which have been done to death.
June 15— Yvette Rugel: (a) "GiaHe says in talking short comedies, ninna Mia" from "Firefly," (b) "Way
according to audience tests, it has Down Upon the Swanee River," (c)
been found that there is not so much "Rose of Yesterday." Biltomore Trio.
June 22 — Gilbert and Sullivan Male
boisterous laughter from the juvenile
element, but much more genuine en- Ensemble. Emil Boreo: (a) "Sur
tertainment for the majority of the les Baum, Sur les Bee," (b) "Parade
audience.
And
Christie's
angle
on of the Wooden Soldiers," (c) "Nathe audience is that
it is far
better
Big Parade."
June 29poleon's
— Ed
and Lou Miller: (a)
to get chuckles and real enjoyment
from 90 per cent of the house, than "Auf Wieidersehen," (b) "Rigoletto,"
to please the few kids in the front (c) "High Up on the Hilltop." Bob
rows and run the chance of having Nelson: (a) "That's a Drop in the
the
adults disgusted or bored with Bucket Compared to My Love for
the comedy.

CHRISTIE PLACES STORY,
ACTION BEFORE SPEECH

THE
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Short Subject Reviews— Sound and Silent
SOUND
"Melody"
Tiffany- Stahl
Surefire for CUtss
Type
of production
Musical
novelty in Technicolor
This production has been exceptionally well directed and authentically built up in costuming and general old world atmosphere of the
period in question. It treats of incidents in the life of Bachmann, the
great musical teacher and violin
maker. He is shown instructing one
of his favorite pupils, a hunchback,
vA\o is a musical genius. A musical
concert is to be given for his pupils
and the favorite student is to play a
new composition. He is in love with
the daughter of his teacher, but believes that she favors his rival, another student. So after his rival performs, he sacrifices himself by making a mess of his selection. The great
Bachmann is mortified and brokenhearted, but then the girl discovers
the student later praying in the
church before the altar and makes
him confess that he sacrificed himself for the rival. She tells him that
it is he that she had always loved.
Neat sentimental bit nicely combined
with classic melodies, costumes and
color.
Time, 11 mins.
"The Swan"
Van Beuren
Class
Type of production. . Musical novelty
Here is a little gem that will grace
any screen. It is an idyllic treatment of a composition of Saint Saens,
and the swan theme is beautifully
presented in delicate colors showing
two graceful white swans swimming
back and forth on the still surface
of a pond set amid a background of
trees. It makes a fine interlude for
any prograni that needs a classy novelty to round it out. Here it is. Look
no further. The recording is done
handsomely, and the tonal qualities
of the orchestration are of the high
grade symphony calibre. Time, 10
mins.
"Follies of Fashion"
Curiosities— R-K-O
Novelty Comedy
Type of production. . . .Novelty shots
Walter Putter did himself proud on
this "Curiosities" release. He dug
up one of the finest assortments of
ancient film shots we have ever seen
and gagged the offering with a monologue accompaniment that goes over
with a succession of laughs. The
highlights are some shots taken 25
years ago, showing the traffic "problem" on Fifth Ave. with the horse
drawn vehicles and a stray auto chugchugging along laboriously, with everybody staring at it as a novelty.
Then there are views of the women's
fashions on the Avenue, in the boudoir and at the bathing beach. And
the way the monologist comments
on them is nobody's business. A surefire laugh getter. Time, about 9
mins.

of new gags that click. He mixes of the reel. Robert Ober and his
the chatter with four numbers on his wiUc have a problem on their hands
accordion, accompanying with a very with wife's sister who has camped
Type
of production
Comedy pleasing voice. The numbers are at their flat along with her lazy husband who is out of a job. Finally
A promising start for the Jack "Baker Blues," "Big Butter and Egg
Ober
gets the goods on his brotherWhite series of talking comedies Man from W'est," "How .'\bout Me?"
and
in-law,
has pawned his wife's
"I'll
Get
By."
Phil
has
enough watch. who
which Educational will release. "Zip and to spare.
He makes him admit that he
Time,
9
mins.
Boom Bang" carries little that is
has received an offer of a job, but
new in comedy construction. The
is
too lazy to grab it. The outcome
Fred
Ardath
in
gag about the animals breaking loose
is that the lazy chap is forced to take
and chasing the players all over the
"The Corner Store"
the job and get busy with his wife
Vitaphone No. 720
lot certainly has been done many
to do the housework and earn their
Good Slapstick
times before. This time, however,
sound is used and here it is that Type of production. .Comedy sketch board. Shows nothing worth talking
Time, 12 mins.
This is a neat offering of the old about.
the difference is noted. As an alltalker, you hear the animals roar country store variety that gets over
Hope "Manon"
Hampton in
and the characters gasp. Raymond easily with the clever slapstick of
McKee plays the lead, and sap hus- Fred Ardath as the storekeeper. He
Vitaphone No. 740
band burdened down with a wife and starts out with a girl customer who
Charming, but Long
three kids, two of them mischievous gyps him out of two sides of bacon
Operatic
and the third, too young to be that by returning a ham as a fair swap. Type of production
Hope Hampton proves that she
way. They visit the circus where The gag conies with Fred trying to
plenty happens to keep father out figure out whether she owes him has a pleasant voice, nicely modulated yet indicative of considerable
of temper and wind. The kids get money for the ham she hadn't paid
vocal power. Her rendition of one
lost, a clever monkey lets the ani- for, finally deciding that it's okay. of the arias from the fourth act of
mals free and general pandemonium Then the skit goes into a slai)stick "Manon"
is sympathetically done. Of
holds sway. It's an entertaining painting job, with two rubes assist- course, this is the type of sound short
ing him, finishing with the two rubes
comedy worth a play. Directed by
Jack White.
Time, about 15 mins. all mussed up and the painting job subjects which appeals only to music
still unfinished. Directed by Murray lovers. Exactly how far you can
get with operatic stuff depends upon
Koth with o^igina1it^'
Jay Velie
in "Songs
Snappy
the requirements of the individual
Vitaphone
No. of
713 Love"
theater. Where it appeals, this is a
Class
"Topical Hits"
safe number by a comfortable marType of production. . . .Male songster
Topics of the Day — Pathe
gin. The principal difficulty is the
Jay Velie has an unusually pleaslength.
Time, about 12 mins.
Series of
ing baritone, and his songs are of the Type of production
comedy
skits
classical-popular variety that carry
"Three
Aces"
They have hit on a pip of an idea
a wide appeal. He opens with "You
Grantland Rice — Pathe
for
the
"Topics,"
and
it
looks
as
if
Gave Your Heart to Me," at the
piano, and then is assisted by a wo- the new treatment if followed up
of aproduction.
."Sportlight"
No less
personage ..that
Grantland
man nianist for his two remaining will make this popular series one of Type
the highlights of the short sound Rice himself acts as master of cerenumbers. These are "Tommy Lad,"
monies in introducing some real stars
a very pleasing ballad, followed by field. Every gag is played up individually
as
a
separate
skit.
The
two
of
the
sport
world. He has a neat
the favorite,
"Mother
Machree."
which
is his best
selection.
Tonal players putting over the gag appear little monologue that runs throughout the interspersed shots showing
qualities way above the average. in character before a black curtain
Time, 9 mini;.
and the skits follow one another in the various aces in action in their
a snappy manner and with a laugh particular field. The champions presented are Glenna Collett in golf,
coming on each one. It has class
"Fishing Fools"
Oswald Novelty — Universal
and is strictly in line with the latest Tommy Hitchcock in polo, and Gene
Clever Antics
trend in sound comedy development. Tunney in boxing. Miss Collett
Type of production...! reel cartoon Recommended without any reserva- exhibits her various strokes. Next
This is a fish story, with Oswald
tions. Directed by Charles McDon- is shown Hitchcock, captain of
as the fisherman who falls asleep,
ald. Time, 11 mins.
the U. S. "big four," and while he
what ensues is a fish dream. The
exhibits some fast play individually
fish relish his bait but not his hook
"Presto Chango"
and in actual team work. Tunney
is introduced, but first Rice springs
Aesop— Pathe
so finally he uses a stork for a fishcomedy
catching device. Later he tries to Type of production
Animated a surprise by presenting the late Tex
lure the innocent fish through phonoRickard, sports promoter, which co"graph music and nearly lands a small
Paul Terry and Frank Moser com- stitutes
the only talking pictures of
bined their cartoon talents in turning Rickard in existence. Also Jimmy
member of the family when along
comes papa (or maybe, mama) fish out a clever animated that is placed
and ruins his plans. Finally when definitely in the real laugh numbers Bronson. Tunney's second and adviser,
thefollow
two discuss
Gene's
cahe does catch a fish, a thief steals by tlie comedy sound effects. Hero
reer.andThen
scenes of
Tunney
it for the fadeout. This is a fine Cat takes his gal for an auto ride, in his brilliant career from his A.E.F.
piece of cartoonist ingenuity, with and finally lands up in a Chinese victory in France down to the presthe sound effects helping a lot.
joint. Here the chinks get busy and
ent. A real treat for sport lovers
kidnap the gal, and after some hair- that will go over big. Time. 12 mins.
Phil Baker in
raising adventures the hero succeeds
Niftya Good Family" in vanquishing the horde of pig-tail"A Bad Boy from
"King of
the Campus"
Vitaphone No. 734
ed villains smgle handed. A good
Universal
laugh number for grown-ups as well
Type of production
Song and as the kids.
Snappy Entertainment
Time, 8 mins.
chatter
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
The initial number in the fourth
Robert Ober in
This boy, Phil Baker, sure has a
series of Collegians brings the stupersonality that gets over without a
dents back to school, with plenty of
Four
a Flat"
struggle. He does his stuff with an
Van inBeuren
cheering and racket. On the eve of
easy naturalness that is refreshing
Fair
to watch. He comes out with an ac- Type of production. .Comedy sketch the inter-class push ball game
cordion and begins a line of patter
'J'his one takes too much footage (George Lewis has reached the junior
that is clever and makes the laughs in developing
the comedy,
which stage) the seniors stage a fake fire
ripple from the start. He has a lot only gets going in the last quarter in the dormitories and run the juniors
"Zip Boom Bang"
Jack White
— Educational
Enterhiinxng

Presents

ZIP! BOOM!

BANG!

with

RAYMOND

MCKEE

directed by

JACK WHITE
recorded by RCA

Photophone

i
^

#

<lS'!

Z-^'

LA-DEES

AND GEN-TUL-MEN!

We now take great pleasure in introducing
to you for the first time in any land, that
, mammoth collection of rollicking rib
crackers-JACK WHITE TALKING COMEDIES! Aglittering galaxy of six scintillating
roof raisers in two reels, each and ev-ery
one packed with laughs and each and ev-ery
one jammed with thrills, if it's speed and
laughs you want, remember the man who
makes 'em— JACK WHITE— the man who
holds all records for packing fast action
into a comedy. You've known him for years;
but you don't know how funny he can make
'em when they talk! Now, la — dees — and
— gen— tul — men, you want to know, of
course! So step right in and see and hear
the first one-''ZIP! BOOM! BANG!"

DACKW/IITE
TALKING
COMEDIES
EDUCATIONAL
EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS,

FILM
Inc.
President.
>

THE SPICE
Member.

OFTHE

PROGRAM'

Motion Picture Produt-ers and Distribu-

^
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into a furniture moving van. The
outfit is moved out into the country,
with the juniors being held prisoners
to weaken their class at the big tussle the following day. A hunter
finally releases the boys and via a
motorcycle-ladder vehicle, they manage to get to the athletic field in time
to push the rubber balloon to victory. The picture, thanks largely to
the use of sound effects, is snappy entertainment. There's nothing sensationally clever about the dialogue.

thread is spun from silk. But in
"Broadway Blues." they wrote in
dialogue even if it wasn't funny and
meandered through the footage until
enough w*as shot to call it a day.
The affair deals with a couple of
vaude flops who try to crash in big
time, eventually meeting the musical
comedy producer at the home of the
girl's country folks and finally getting over just in time to buy off the
mortgage so that ma and pa can
remain in the old homestead. If the

Altogether tainment
it's which
a good
enterNat piece
Ross of
directed.

quips had been clever, the proceedings wouldn't have been so dull. Directed by Mack Sennett. Time, about
15 mins.

Paul

MONTE
BRICE
SHORTS
PATHE

Sunday,

Tremaine and His Jazz Band
Vitaphone No. 742
Indi^ event
Type
of production
Jazz band
Apparently one of the fixtures in
sound acts is the jazz band number.
Paul Tremaine is just another. Neither very good nor very bad, it hits it
off as one of the great in betweens.
And while you never get very excited about it, neither do you get
particularly bored. Time, about 7
mins.

"Gossip" Keane in
Robert Emmett
Vitaphone
No. 2849-50
Mildly Amusing

Type of production. .Comedy sketch
"Gossip" rambles on and on without ever learning when to stop. This
is what's wrong. Stringing out the
laughs judiciously over a period of
15 minutes or so is no easy matter,
as builders of comedy sketches in
vaudeville can well testify to their
Eleanor Painter
sorrow. This story is predicated on
Vitaphone No. 746
a discussion between Claire Whitney,
once a familiar figure in pictures, and
Very Good
Type of production. .Song selections John Miljan over the respective gosThe noted lyric soprano delivers a
sip inclinations of male and female.
selection of three numbers that are Claire insists men, contrary to prevanicely diversified. Miss Painter has
lent opinion, are worse offenders,
a beautiful tonal qualitj' in her lyri- Miljan scoffs at the idea. Then encal voice, and she can act. Hep
ters Keane, friend of Miljan, who
vivacitj^ makes this offering a real starts the gentle verbal process of
worthwhile number that carries a wide tearing all and sundry into shreds.
popular appeal. First she sings Wifey thereupon chuckles unmercifully in the general direction of hub"Love Is Best of All," then follows
by. Later, when hubby leaves for a
with "Habanera" from "Carmen."
She finishes with Irving Berlin's few minutes, Keane gets in his dirty
"How About Me?", and probably w(ork which is plenty. Then the
this popular song has seldom been situation reverses itself and Miljan
sung to the accompaniment of such hears plenty about his wife. Both of
them take Keane to task who then
clever acting.
Time, 8 mins.
admits the mischief, but insists he
Rudy Vallee Yankees
and His Connecticut
meant no harm. Comes a promise
to drop it, when the phone rings
Vitaphone No. 771
and. lo and behold, the male talking
Very Pleasing
machine is at it again as the picType of production
Jazz band
ture fades out. Humorous in spots,
Rudy Vallee, college boy turned but woefully long. The few laughs
jazz band leader, first created his
aren't enough recompenses for the
vogue over the radio. Then came
in between. Dihis engagement at the Palace in New draggy rectedminutes
by Byron Foj'. Time, from
York. This Vitaphone number gives 15 to 18 mins.
a very definite insight into the ways
and wherefores of his charm. Vallee's stuff is decidedly different. He
has a repose that marks him as apart
Pathe Entertaining
Review No. 14
from the rank and file of jazz band
iiounds. This restraint seems to have
been imparted to his boys with the Type of production. . 1 reel magazine
result the offering carries the •^tanip
Opens with views from the activities of Coolidge while pursuing his
of the different. Vallee himself has
an extremely pleasing voice of the social vacationing at various times
while President. This is followed by
crooning variety. From the moment he begins to sing, the audience a Pathecolor series of views of flowbelongs to him. Recommended evers photographed by Dr. Arthur Pillserywhere. Time, about 10 mins.
bury. Finishes Pe
withy "Siamese Cavalry." showing theppnative
troops doing
some
fine
horsemanship.
Johnny Burke in
"Broadway
Blues"
Sennett — Educational
"The
Cop's Bride"— Fables
Pathe
Blue, Like Its Title
Type
of production
Comedy
of produc on. . 1 reel animated
Following on the heels of "The Type
Al Falfa and Waffles,
In this one ti
Lion's Roar," "The Bride's Relamo
de
th
e
to
mo
rcycle cop, cooperate
n
tions" and "Whirling Girls," this latest Sennett talker proves sad more to rescue little Kitty from the bold
often than funny. Even comedies, it bandit
s. Then follows a running batappears to us, should have some
tle with the gangsters, with Waffles
sort of a story thread, even if that mixi
ng it up in the stvle of the hero

SILENT
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DONT BUY
"TALKIE"
MACHINES
YOU
MAY
USE OURS
FREE!

in the big iiiulcrworld Icaiiircs. Imod Washington oltKial> doing some
burlesque, witli the comedy slants goofy stunts for the flickers and
plentiful. Winds up with a fiKJit in newspapermen. Then follows a
subject, the famous AlAl Falfa's cellar, endiuK with the i'athechrome
cazar of Seville, one of the most
house being blown up.
resplendent architectural creations in
the world, and it is beautiful. ConPathe Review No. 12
cludes with "Birds and Beasts of
Entertaining
the
Jungle,"
some unusual
Type of production .. 1 reel magazine pictures of oddshowing
animals of the AmaDivided into tiiree interestiiig se
zon that are seldom photographed.
qnences, the first showing impartialYou can't play talking and singing pictures unless you have machines to
ly just what has transpired in tlu
play them.
Some theatres have machines but cannot procure reasonable
"Red Romance"
rum industry since prohibition. Raids,
priced film — We give you both — Machines and Pictures.
Universal
and spilling of good liquor in the
The Old Story
gutters will make some of the boys
RECORDINGS
AND
MACHINES
MANUFACTURED
BY
feel rather sad. Then follows "Cos- Type of production. .2 reel western
tumes for Sea and See." The seeing
(ieorge Chandler, playing a teiuieris worth any man's attention, and the fi)ot artist, lands in the great open
girls will enjoy the sporty new mod- spaces to paint the old West, now
els. Finishes with shots of "Moor- past tense. The cowpunchers stage
DISTRIBUTED
WITH
PICTURES
RELEASED
BY
ish Rug Makers of .A.lbacyn," show- a cloud of Wild Bill atmosphere to
ing how the ancient art still survives entertain the Kasterner, who in the
among the Moors in Spain.
meantime seems to be falling in love
1600 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK CITY
with the sheriff's daughter. The
"Magic"
sheriff is made prisoner by an eswith our SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES
^
caped bandit but the tenderfoot, be- w-^, r^^^.^»
Stern Bros. — Universal
lieving the episode to be a framcup.
Pretty Poor Stuff
MUSICAL
refuses to aid the girl in liberating
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy her dad. However, he finally sees
A lot of hash is served in this the light and licks the villain, frees
number of the Buster Brown series.
father, saves the girl and regis- If you Haven't Got an installation we offer you
Most of it is too inane to record and poor ters
love in the last near shot. Very
is pretty flat with moth-bitten gags weak from the standpoint of enterusing the baby, Mary Jane and Tige.
tainment. W^alter Fabian is director.
The better part of the picture starts
of a Complete Patented and Protected Synchronous "TALKIE"
Equipwhen a magician gives a show at
ment— Interchangeable with Vitaphone and Other Systems
"The Night Watch"
Buster's house. Tige's curiosity leads
to the gunmiing up of most of his
Horace in Hollywood — Universal
Passable
tricks, all of which are familiar. Rabbits run loose, chickens lose their
CONSISTING OF
feathers and there is much excite- Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
In this one Horace acts as the asment without an equivalent in entersistant janitor and gets very excited
ta nment. Tige gives the best performance, with Buster and ^lary w-atching the director shoot scenes
Jane doing a couple of typical of on a medieval set showing a tavern
with the knights making merry. He
stage or movie kids.
plays up to the ingenue, and falls
asleep dreaming about his new love. (ENOUGH TALKIE FOR ANY THEATRE)
He imagines himself the hero knight
"Bridle Byways"
This Gives You a Guarantee of at Least 312 Vaudeville and "Talkie"
Grantland Rice
Shorts per Year
way back in ye olden days, wakes up
to discover he has wrecked the set
Good Action
Type of production..! reel Sportlight in his sleep and the director is ready
murder him. Directed by Doran
An interesting collection of various to
Cox.
shots of high-blooded horses in action in various outdoor sports. The
FILM RENTAL FOR THEATRES with 600 SEATS—
8100 FOR 6 SHORTS WEEKLY
racetrack, bridle path and fast step"A Rider of the Sierras"
pers in the various equine sports are
FILM RENTAL FOR THEATRES up to 1000 Seats—
Western Featurette — Universal
all shown going through their paces.
Blah
S125 FOR 6 SHORTS WEEKLY
Will please lovers of horses.
FILM
RENTAL
FOR THEATRES over 1000 SEATS—
Type of production . .2 reel western
$150 FOR 6 SHORTS WEEKLY
Edmund Cobb is the brave ranger
"Howling
Hollywood"
doing the usual daily dozen special- And you get Xhe FREE USE of our TALKER EQUIPMENT— InterMermaid — Educational
ized in this series with little variation.
changeable with Vitaphone and Others
Ordinary
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy The eastern banker is vacationing out YOU AS A SHOWMAN
CAN REALIZE WHAT THESE
VAUDEwith daughter, who is rescued
VILLE-FILM ATTRACTIONS WILL MEAN IN CREATING
This is a take-off on the Holly- west
NEW LIFE AND INTEREST AT YOUR BOX-OFFICE
wood studios, with shots of the di- from a runaway by the ranger. Later
rector at a preview of a picture. The a bandit raids the camp, tries to abHAVE TO PURCHASE A TALKER EQUIPMENT
duct the girl, but the ranger inter- AND YOUUSEDON'T
scene is laid in a haunted house, with
OURS
FREE— AND
SAVE
YOUR
MONEY
venes in time. Flat as a punctured
the usual mixups
and some
good
comedy wiprk by George Davis and tire, and just as exciting. Directed I^U
MUSICALAnd COMEDY
V nrv PTCC
AT^A/RUn
1 iCiC . SINGING—
And aU kinds DANCING—
of Talking Pictures—
Cash In—
Vernon Dent.
The titles are pretty by Ray Taylor.
blah and fail to get the laughs.
Directed by James Jones without show"Dogging
It"
Grantland Rice — Pathe
ing anything worth talking about.
THE ONLY
OFFICES
FOR THIS PROPOSITION
P*PPV A.ction
Pathe Review No 15
TvjJe of production....!
reel
Sportlight
Oddities
The lovers of dogs will get a real
Type of production..! reel magazine
Some novelty shots are presented kick from this one. It shows the
under the general title "What They part the canines play in lending pep
W'ill Do to Get Into the News- to various outdoor sports. A nice
papers." The notoriety seekers in- sequence of a whippet race carries
clude "Shipwreck" Kelly, the flag- plenty of action, and then the marsh
NOTE:
If you desire to purchase the Talker Equipment without
pole sitter, doing his stuff; "Cold scenes with the dogs pointing for the
contracting for the film shorts — you may purchase
the Tnachinea
is an
art
study
in
beautiful
aniCash" Pyle promoting his coast-to- quail mal
posing.
coast marathon;
and a few of our
for $2,000 on terms to suit.
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I What

OF HEAVEN

SLUMS

the Field Has

RELEASES EOR EIRST
OF '28
THREEtypeMONTHS
'C'VERY
of short subject,

oej?^p^i-s>c

f

sound and silent, may be found
in the following tabulation. The
list is comprehensive enough to
meet requirements of all types
of theaters.

(Sound)
'Little
reel Friends of All the World," one

Story by

ERNEST

MAAS

Paramount Long
Island Studio

(Silent)
"Little Friends of All the World," one
reel

Castle Films

Continuily and Dialogue by

FREDERICA

SAGOR

"Down
Hawaii
Way"
"60 Minutes from Bway"
"Flaming
Canyons"
"Trailing the Western Sun"
"Sunshine"
"Kids and Pets"

Release Date
Jan.
1
Jan. 15
Feb.
1
Feb. 15
Mar.
1
Mar. IS

»C)'«^()«H»C)«

Columbia
(Sound)
Screen Snapshots, each in one reel, 26 in
the series. Released alternate weeks with
Columbia Gems, series of 26 acts in sound.
Three of the Screen Snapshots have been
released up to April 1.

CURTIS F. NAGEL

HOWARD

C. BROWN

Producers of

Tiffany -Stahl Color Symphonies
One-Reel Masterpieces
in Sound and Technicolor

»i>4i»i)«i»H 1■^m^■o^^tt^l^^^■^m■(t^^^im^^i^

LANE COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Releaso Date
Only
Me"
Jan. 20
"Summer
Saps"
MERMAID
COMEDIES Mar. 17
(2 Reels)
.
Gomg
Places"
(George
Davis)Release Jan.Date13
"Whoopee
Boys"
(Monty
Collins) .. Feb. 10
"Smart
Steppers"
(Al St. John).. Mar.
3
"Parlor Pests"
(Collins-Dent)
Mar. 24
TUXEDO
COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Husbands
Must Play"
ReleaseJan.Date*
(Wallace
Lupino)
,
„,^,
CAMEO
COMEDIES
(1 Reel)
Release Date
"What
a
Trip"
(Vernon
Dent)
Jan. 13
"Dumb — And How"
(Thatcher- Young- Allen)
Jan. 27
"Served
Hot" (Cliff Bowes)
Feb. 10
"Pep Up"
(Cliff Bowes)
Feb. 24
"Her Big Ben"
(Gene Stone)
Mar. 10
"Time to Expire"
(Gene Stone) ... .Mar. 24
HODGE
PODGE aNOVELTY)
(1 Reel)
Release Date
"Question
Marks"
Jan. 20
"A Dominion
of Diversity"
Feb. 24
"A Moving
Movie
Show"
Mar. 31
SPECIAL
(1 Reel)
Release Date
"Lewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling Match. Jan. 13
OUR
WORLD
TODAY
(1
Reel) (MAGAZINE)
Release Date
"Walking
Fish"
Jan. 13
"The Best Dressed
Woman
in the
World"
Feb. 17
"Jungle
Kings and Queens
of the
Screen"
Mar. 24

Fox Film
(Sound)
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
Release Dates Not Designated
MOVIETONE ACTS
(1 and 2 Reels)
Release Dates Not Designated
"On the
at Friedman
Atlantic City," revue withBeach
Anatole

"Stewed, Fried and Boiled," with Robert Benchley; two reels of doings of
amateur
suburban
gardener
"Furnace Trouble," with Robert Benchley; comedy dealing with suburban
dweller who wrecks bridge game arranged by his wife
Sketch with Pat Rooney, Marion Bent
CORONET TALKING COMEDIES
and Pat Rooney III, in songs,
(2 Reels)
dances
Release Date
"Waltzing Around," two-reel comedy in
"The Eligrible Mr. Bangs
which Clark & McCullough, as
(Edward Everett Horton)
Jan. 13
tramps, crash into the fight game..
"Ask Dad"
(Edward Everett Horton)
Feb. 17 "In Holland," with Clark & McCullough;
SENNETT
TALKING
COMEDIES
they destroy tulip bed of a man who
(2 Reels)
befriends them and seek out the
Edelweiss flower in the Alps to atone
Release Date
for their mistake
"The Bride's Relations"
(Johnny
Burke)
Jan. 13 "Beneath the Law," two-reel comedy
with Clark & McCullough, who act
"The 0:d Barn"
(Johnny
Burke) .. .Feb.
3
as lawyers for the defense of a night
"Whirls and Girls"
(Harry Gribbon and Andy Clyde). Feb. 17
club dancer; dancing, music, dialogue
"Broadway Blues"* (Johnny
*
* Burke) .. Mar. 10
"The Music Fiends," Clark & McCullough two reel comedy with the pair
portraying
musicians
NEWSREEL
"The Medicine Man," Clark & McCulReleased
twice weekly
(Kinograms),
beginlough comedy in two reels; deals with
adventures of pair of patent medicine
nmg with No. 5,463, to No. 5,488.
sellers
DOROTHY
DEVORE
COMEDY
(2 Reels)
"Knights Out," outdoor comedy with
Release Date
Clark & McCullough wearing mediaeval armor
"Auntie's Mistake"
Feb. 17
RUSS
FARRELL,
AVIATOR
SERIES
"The
Belle of Samoa," two-reel tab(2 Reels)
loid musical comedy with Lois MoRelease Date
ran and Clark & McCullough as prin"The Air Derby"
(Reed Howes) ... .Jan.
6
cipals; dancing, singing and dialogue
"The Cloud Patrol" (Reed Howes). Feb. 24 Richard Bonnelli and Ruby Keeler;
IDEAL
COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Bonelli does
sings a prologue
Keeler
tap danceto "Pagliacci,"
Release Date Miller & Farrell, in song and instru"Beauties Beware"
(Jerry Drew) ... .Jan. 27
mental numbers; (a) "For Crying Out
"Wise Wimmin"
(Jerry Drew)
....Mar. 31
Loud"; (b) "My Ohio Home", (c)
"It's a Hard, Hard World"
"BIG
BOY-JUVENILE
COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Release Date "Why Be Serious?" with Will Mahoney; jokes
and songs;
(a) "Yawn"The
Fixers"
Feb.
3
ing," (h) two
"mammy"
songs;
"Ginger
Snaps"
Mar. 24
(c) "Brokenhearted"

Educational
(Sound)

COLORART PICTURES, INC.

LUPINO

(Silent)

■s

THE
Sunday,

^m

i

DAILV

March 31, 1929

To Offer in Shorts
"Schubert's
Serenade,"
playlet
with
music
"Mind Your Own Business," two-reel
dialogue comedy with Herbert &
Bard
"Napoleon's
Barber,"
three-reeler
"Sound Your A," three-reel comedy
centering alx>ut an old cornet player
"Forget Me Not," story of Christmas in a German village in 1754,
with musical effects; three reels
"Friendship." two-reel drama with
Donald Gallagher, Robert Edeson,
Edward Earle, Carl Miller, Joseph
Striker and Paul Fung
"Happy Birthday," domestic farce revolving around lady's wrist watch
which nearly wrecks two homes
"Royal Hawaiian Singers" in (a)
"South Seas, (b) "Across the Seas,"
songs and dances
"Old Tunes for New," in which Dr.
Signiund Spaeth e.xposes origin of
jazz
"The Knife." dramatic sketch starring
Lionel Atwill

•

•

•

(Silent)

FOX
NEWS
Released twice weekly.
FOX VARIETIES
(1 Reel)
"The
Harvest"
"Ends of the Earth"
"North of the Battery"
"King
Cotton"
"An Alpine Pastoral"
"Details on Dogs"
"Historic
Hungary"

Release Date
Jan.
6
Jan. 20
Feb.
3
Feb. 1 7
Mar. 3
Mar. 17
Mar. 31

Internat'l Photo Play
Dist.
(Sound)

ONE
REEL
ACTS
"The Marionettes," No. 1, talking and
singing
"The Marionettes," No. 2, talking and
singing
"Clyde Doerr and His Saxophone Sextette"
"Hoak," comedy with Frawley &
Smith
"Radio Franks and the Four Bachelors"
"The Miser," sketch with Bransy Williams, from Dickens' "Bleak House"
"A filmTrip to the Zoo," animal sound
TWO
REEL ACTS
"\Vhen the Clock Struck 12," comedy-drama with Niles Welch and
Maude Malcomb
"Club Alabam," New York colored revue with Abbie Mitchell and Her
Crowd
"The Meal Hound," comedy sketch
with the Nugents

Mascot
(Silent)
"The Fatal Warning"
serial in 10
First episode released March 1.

episodes.

(Sound)

CHASE

COMEDIES
(2 Reels)

Release Date
Lips"
Tan. 19
LAUREI^HARDY
COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Release Date
"Liberty"
Jan. 26
"Wrong
Again"
Feb. 23
"That's My
Mar. 23
OUR Wife"
GANG
COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Release Date
"Noisy
Noises"
Feb.
9
"The Holy Terror"
Mar. 9

"Ruby

inisamflltoini

Ti

Zi=^

METRO

....

MOVIETONE
ACTS
SECOKD EDITION
Release Date
"Ukelele Ike" (1 reel on film)— Cliff
Edwards singing, playing and story
telling; songs: (a) "What a Night
for Spooning," (b) "Oh, Baby, Don't
We (iet Along"
Jan.
5
"Gus Edwards Song Revue" (1 reel
on disc) — Tabloid revue in Technicolor; singers and dancers
Jan.
5
Bernardo De Pace (1 reel on disc) —
mandolin solos; (a) "Thais." (b)
"Ramona," (c) "Morning, Noon ana
Night"
Jan. 12
"Confession" (2 reel on disc) — one
act drama dealing with tragedy of
the War; cast: Kol)ert Ames, Carroll Nye, Christianne Yves, Yvonne
Stark
Jan. 12
Van and Schenck (1 reel on film) —
songs: (a) "Pasta Vazoola," (b)
"Hungry
Women"
Jan. 19
"Nearly Divorced" (2 reels on film) —
one act comedy concerning domestic
troubles of a British peer and his
extravagant wife; cast: Lowell Sherman, Cyril Chadwick, Betty Francisco
Jan. 19
"Metro Movietone Revue," No. 3 (2
reels on film) — Jack Pepper, ra.c. ;
cast: Frances White, Ponce Sisters,
Reynolds Sisters, Joe Regan, Jack
Pepper; musical numbers: (a) "Monkey in the Zoo," song; (b) dance
number, (c) sentimental ballad, (d)
monologue
and songs
Jan. 26
Marion Harris (1 reel on film) — songs:
(a) "He's All Mine," (b) "Ten
Little Miles from Town"
Jan. 26
"Song of the Roses" (1 reel on disc)
— song and dance revue, by Gus
Edwards, done in Technicolor
....Feb.
2
George Dewey Washington (1 reel on
disc) — baritone; songs: (a) "Lonely
Little Bluebird," (b) "There's a
Rainbow Round My Shoulder," (c)
"Sonny
Boy"
Feb.
2
George Lyons (1 reel on disc) — singing harpist; (a) "Mother of Mine,"
(b) "Bouquet of Memories," (c)
"King for a Day," (d) "Happy.
Days, Lonely Nights"
Feb.
9
Janband
Garber's
Bandeach(1 play
reel solos;
on disc)
—
members
song
numbers: (a) "Blue Shadows," (b)
"Memories of France," (c) "Tiger
Rag"
Feb.
9
Vincent Lopez (1 reel on disc) —
Lopez renders piano solos; band
plays: (a) "Flapperette," (b)
"Twelfth St. Rag," (c) "Canadian
Capers"
Feb. 1 6
"Jimtown Cabaret" (2 reels on film)
— comedy with Flourney Miller and
Aubrey Lyles, with jazz orchestra,
singing, dancing
Feb. 16
William O'Neal (1 reel on disc) —
songs:
(a) "Lolita,"
(b) "Duna,"
(c) "Until"
Feb. 23
Duci de Kerekjarto
(1 reel on disc)
— violin solos; (a) "Andalusian Romance," (b) "Spanish Dance"
....Feb. 23
"The Revellers" (1 reel on disc) —
composer-pianist and male quartet;
songs: (a) "I'm in Love Again,"
(b) "De
Train,"
(c) "Nola".Mar.
2
Gordon
andGaspel
Squires
(1 reel
on disc)
— comedy program in dialogue and
song; songs: (a) "Faust," (b)
"Soothing Serenade," (c) "If You
Were
a Dreamer"
Mar. 2
\^an and Schenck (1 reel on film) —
singing; (a) "Chinese Firecracker,"
(b) "Way Down South in Heaven". Mar. 9
Eight Victor Artists (1 reel on film)
— includes: Henry Burr, Monroe
Silver, Billy Murray, Frank Banta,
James Stanley, Carl Mathieu, Stanley Baugham; Sam Herman; presents "Rube Minstrels"; (a) ensemble
sings "Hail, Hail, the Gang's All
Here"; quartet sings: (b) "Farmer
Took Another Load Away"; (c) xylophone solo; dialogue throughout . .Mar. 9
Bob Nelson (1 reel on film) — comedy
singing act; songs: (a) "Everything
I Do, I Do for You," (b) "Berlin
Melody," (c) "She's Got a Great
Big Army of Friends"
Mar. 16
Phil Spitalny's Band (2 reels on disc)
— with the Penn Trio, Paul Sisters,
8 Chester Hale Girls, Al Wohlman
as m.c; musical numbers: (a)
"Jumping Jack," (b) "Hungarian
Rhapsody"
(jazz) ; (c) "Among My

r?

JT
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Produced by

siinry Do Edwardlg

LARRY

WILLIAMS

Chief Cinematographer

f

i

WYN-MAYER'S
METRO-GOLD
Eastern Studio
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Sunday,
FAMOUS

Souvenirs," (d) "There's a Rainbow Round My Shoulder"; (cj
"(liggling Gertie," (f) "Keep Smiling," (g) "OneWashington
Step to (1
Heaven"
George Dewey
reel on. Mar.
disc) — songs: (a) "Lonely Vagabond," (1j) "Sun Is Shining at My
Window," (c) "Curtain Comes
Down"
Mar.
Ersi and Ayers (1 reel on film) —
songs: (a) "She Was Wonderful,"
(b) "When
to Me"..
Keller
Sisters You
and Belong
Lynch (I
reel onMar.
disc) — harmony trio, introduced by a
dance act; (a) "Where Did You
Get Those Eyes?" (b) "Oh. What
a Nightcoon"
for Spooning," (c) "Rac- Mar.

16

23
23

30
"Stepping Along" (1 reel on disc) —
"Sunshine Sammy" and brothers, featuring songs and a buck dance;
songs; (a) "Half Way to Heaven,"
(b) "Way Down Upon the Swanee
River"
Mar. 30

ENS
UES forROLL
JACQDirecting
Universal
Series of 13
"LAEMMLE

"HOUSE

NOVELTIES"

Directedof Dialogue
"^^ote andVersion

CLEANING"

(With Charles Grapewin —
Anna Chance)
Two-Reel All Talkie Comedy

'THE

twice

weekly.
ODDITIES
(1 Reel)

"Napoltou's
Homeland"
"Uphill and Down"
"Dying
Jungle"
"Secret
Boozehounds"
"An Ancient Art"
"Allah 'i Allah"
"Jungle
Orphans"
GREAT
EVENTS
(1 Reel)
Love"

CHARLATAN"

>.■».■#■■»•■♦•»»••«•»»»•»» •:^^*^^*^>%^.^..%*^^*m^•^*^^"•••**•*-•'*^"^"0••^"•••^•^^*^^^•^

FRED A, FLECK
directing talking shorts at

"Election
Day"
"Noisy
Noises"
"The Holy Terror"
CHASE
COMEDIES
(i Reels)

•*•«•••»•••«••

Schubert s Songs
Schubert's
n
^
, Inspiratio
c u ,
SC. SONGS
(1 Reel)

Feb. 23
Release
.Mar!Date
30

Sidewalks
"A
1.
..CI Yankee

Feb.
2
ReleaseMar Date2

of New
York"
»,
rDoodle
• Boy"
*

*

(Silent)

PARAMOUNT
NEWS
Kelcascd twice weekly.
VERNON
COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Why
Gordlas Leave Home"
Jan. 12
.,„,, Angel
,. .,,
Release Date
'|His
Child"
Feb. 16
"Turn
Him
Loose"
Mar. 16
DOOLEY
COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Release Date

Release Date
Ian. 12
JFeb. 1
Mar. 9

"Papa
Spank"
"Are
Scotchmen
"Single Bliss"
CHORUS

Tight ?"

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

GIRL
iSERIES
(2 Reels)
Release

2
2
30
Date

"Footlight
Fanny"
Feb.
9
"Tight Places"
Mar.
9
KRAZY
KAT
CARTOONS
(1 Reel)
Release Date

"Cow
Belles"
Jan.
5
"Hospitalities"
Jan. 19
"Reduced
Weights"
;
Feb.
2
"Flying
Yeast'
Feb. 16
"Vanishing Screams''
Mar.. .2
"A
Joint Affair"
Mar. 16
"Sheepskiinied"
Mar. 30
INKWELL
IMP CARTOONS
(1 Reel)
Release Date
"No
Eyes
Today"
"Noise
Annoys
Koko"
"Koko
Beats Time"
"Koko's
Reward"
"Koko's
Hot Ink" . . ."Koko's Crib"

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

12
26
9
23
9
23

Release Date
Jan. 19
Feb. 16
Mar, 16

"Ruby
Lips"
"Off to Buffalo"
"Loud
Soup"

laukEl-hardy
(2 Reels) comedies

Release Date

"Liberty"
"Wrong
Again"
"That's My Wife"

Jan. 26
Feb. 23
Mar. 23

Lasky
Paramount Famous-

PATHE SOUND
SOUND NEWS
Released weekly,
beginning
with No.
1,11,. I) til No. 15, on Mar. 31,
LINCOLN
SPECIAL
U-cb. 10—1 Reel)

5

ou

"AT (A/(ir.
THE 24—2
DENTIST'S"
Reels)

Silent

PATHE
NEWS
Released twice weekly, beginning with Nos.
6 and 7, week of Jan. 6. to Nos. 30 and
31, for week of March
31.
SERIALS
SINGLE
UNIT
SOUND
SHORTS
(2 Reels)
Release Date
Release Date
'That Party in Person
"The
Tiger's
Shadow,"
beginning
Nu.
(Eddie Cantor)
Jan.
5 3 on Ian. 6, and released one each with
week to
'Blue Songs"
(Ruth Ettinger)
Jan.
5 Xo. 10, ou Feb. 24.
"Just One Word" (Comedy Sketch). Jan. 26
"The Fire Detective," beginning with No.
"Rnvhond Days" (Bor'-ah Minevitcb J . Jan. 26 I on
Mar. 3, and released one each week, to
"Bishop's
Candlesticks"
Xo.
5, on Mar. 31.
Ovaucr
hustun)
Kcb. 23
AESOP'S
FILM
FABLES
"His College Chums"
(Eddie Peabody)
Mar. 16
(Tzvo-thirds of a Reel)
"Land
o' Cotton"
Jan.
6
"Crooning
Melodies"
(Giersdorf Sisters)
Mar. 16 "A
White
Elephant"
Jan. 13
TWO
REEL
ACTS
"Snapping
the Whip"
Jan. 20
Release Date "The
Break of Day"
Jan. 27
Adeline"
Feb.
3
'Kis.ses"
Feb.
2 "Sweet
Money"
Feb. 10
'Carnival
Man"
(Walter
Huston) .. Feb. 2'3 "Wooden
Bee"
Feb. 17
"Apartment
Hunting"
Mar.
9 "The Queen Honse"
Feb. 24
"Now
and Then"
Mar. 23 "'-randma's
ONE
REEL
ACTS
"Back to the Soil"
Mar.
3
Release Date "A Lad and His Lamp"
Mar. 10
Black
Duck"
war. 1/
'Two Little Chinese Maids"
Feb.
9 "Tlie
■'What Is It?"
(Elinor Glyn )
Feb. 16 "The Big Burg"
Mar. 24
Mar. 31
'False Alarm
Fire Comjiauy"
Mar.
9 " 1 lie Under Dog"
'Favorite Melodies"
(Ruth Etiitiger) . Mar. 16
GRANTLAND
(1RICE
Reel) SPORTLIGHTS
'Knights in Venice"
Mar. 23
CHRISTIE
COMEDIES
Release Date
(2 Reels)
"Kniiwing
the Ropes"
Jan.
6
Release Date
"Players
at Play"
Jan. 20
'Melancholy
Dame"
Feb.
2 "Mild
or Mighty"
Feb.
3
'Bird in the Hand"
Feb. 16 "Girls
Be
Boys"
Feb. 17
'Post Mortems"
Mar.
2 "Close Will
Figuring"
Mar.
3
'Music
Hath
Charms"
Mar. 16 "Dogging
It"
Mar. 17
'Meet the Missus"
(Gleason)
Mar. 30
"Bridle
Byways"
Mar. 31

(Sound)

Paramount's Long Island Studio

Release Date
Jan.
5
Jan. 19
Feb.
2
Feb. 16
Mar. 2
Mar. 16
Mar. 30

Release Date
Ian. 12
Mar. 9
ALL-STAR
COMEDIES
(i Reels)
Release Date
"Going Ga Ga"
Jan.
5
"Pair of Tights"
Feb.
2
"When Money Comes"
Mar. 2
(2' Reels)
"Why Is a Plumber?"
Mar.
30
OUR GANG
COMEDIElS
"Manchu
Untitled

COMPOSERS
(1 Reel)

Happy
Heels
Jan. 19
"Off the Deck"
Feb. 23
"Crazy
Doings"
Mar. 23
MAC DUFF
COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Release Date

(Silent)
M-G-M
NEWS
Released

March 31, 1929

Sunday,

March

31,

SENNETT-HANDY

ANDY

(2 Hci-h)
"Cliiiikrd
on tlic Corner"
(Johnny
Burke)
"Ladies
Must
Eat"
(Johnny
PATHEEDUCATIONAL
( 1 A,-.-/ )

SERIES
Release

Date

Jan.
Burke) Mar.
SERIES
Release

"Uncle
Tom"
"The
Rodeo"
SENNETT

LUXE
(2 Reels)

COMEDIES
(2 Reels)

"Calling
Hubby's
BlutT"
"Foolish
Husbands"
CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
(REISSUE)
(2 Reels)
•.\

Day's
Pleasure"
SENNETT-DAN
THE
SERIES
(2 Reels)

Jan.
COMEDIES

10

Release Date
Jan. 27
Mar. 24
(STRAIGHT)

Release

3
17

Date

Feb.
MAN

Release

10

Date

"Taxi
Spooks"
(Jack
Cooper)
Feb. 17
SENNETT-TIRED
BUSINESS
MAN
SERIES
(2 Reels)
Release
Date
Button

SOUND
(1
"X'auc'e
"Ticket villia"
Please"

KuniiiuThru
the
Kye"
".Sunshine's
Dark
Moment"
•Neigh,
Neigh,
Spark
I'lun'
CURIOSITIES

Jan. 27
Feb. 2-1
Mar. 24

Release Date
Jan.
2
Jan. 17
Jan. 30
Feb. 13
Feb. 27
.Mar. 13
Mar. 27

SOUND

SHORTS

Release Date

.Mama"
.Mar. 31
PATHE
REVIEW
(1 Reel)
Released
weekly,
beginning
with
No.
2 on
Jan. 6. to No. 14 lor Mar. 31.
TOPICS
OF THE
DAY
(Oiietlniil
Reel)
Released
weekly,
beginning
with
No.
2 on
Jan. 6 to No.
14 on Mar.
31.

SERIES
Release Date

'■|. overs'
Paradise"
■'Little
Vagabond"
"Tinkle
Toes"

J-oi.
Feb.
Mar.

IS
1
1

T-iVO

Completed

"JOIN THE PARTY"
With A Stellar Cast of
17 Broadway Players

"ASLEEP AT THE SWITCH'
Featuring the Famous Colored
GULFPORT
and BROWN
Comed'ans
Comedy
In A Rollicking
Railroad

UFA Eastern Dist.
UFA

SERIES

Mar.
1
Mar. 15

(1 .Reel)

Release Date

OF

"76

on Any
33 1-3
Machine

i

One Reel

26

MOVIETONE-VAUDE

SERIES
Reel)

1
1.5
1
15
1
15

Flay
Disc

(Sound)

(Silent)
Jan.
"Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
M.Tr

H^ill

Jan.
1
Jan. 15
Feb.
1
Feb. 15
Mar.
1
Mar. 15

Universal

Release Date
■Join the Party"
••.\sleep at the .Switch"

SHORTS
SERIES
(1 Reel)
Release Date

'Peculiar
Households"
"Natuies
Tiny
Trahedies"
"Love's
Witchcraft"
"We
Parents"'
"Tally Ho"
"Salt Water
.Millinery"

(Sound)

'•Bfjnzcbna'*
".Madd'n
Bonzo""
"I'dld Bciiizo'"
■"Spook
Boiizu"'
""Detective
Bon/d^"
""Booster Bnti/(."
LIBERTY (2 BOYS
Reels)
.Series o! six.

hirst

1
l.i
1

(Silent)
TECHNICOLOR
(1 Reel)

NOVELTIES

Roseland Pictures

BONZO
(1

Jan.
Jan.
.Mar.

(Silent)
&

SHORT
I I Reel)

Release

AU-Talking-Pictures

(Technicolor)

■'In a Persian
Market"
"The Tov
.Shop"" ( 1 A'<-.-/ )
■Ila«aii
Love
Call""

(Sound)

SOUND

State-Right

One Reel

(Sound)

Radiotone Pictures Corp. || i
ACTS.
FEATURETTES
Released one each week

For

TiflFany-Stahl

Reel)

".SeeinKS
Believing "
"I'ot I'ourri"
■.\ctualities"
Birds
and
Beasts"
■ .Novelties"'
•Orienta""
•"Faces"

12

SERIES
Reel)

OFFERS

■Thi- and
Th.it"
■■The
Parly^'
■\ ar. dies'"

Smile
Buttercup
Smile"
Jan.
6
"Bit;
Hearted
Toots"
Feb.
3
•Casper's
Niwht
Out"
Mar.
3
"Tools'
Bin Idea"
.Mar. 31
BARNEY
GOOGLE
COMEDIES
(J Reel>)
Release Date

(1

ROSELAND

(Sound)

(Silent)
McGUIRE COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Release Date
'Mickey's
(Ireat
Idea"
J-'n. 30
'Mickey's
Fxplorers"
Feb. 17
'.Mickey's
MenaRcrie"
Mar. 17
TOOTS AND CASPER COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Release Date

My
Back"
(Billy
Bevan) . Feb. 2-4
SENNETT-GIRL
COMEDY
•
(2 Reels)
Release Date

".Matchniakiny

Safrus Prod.

Date

Feb.
Mar.
COMEDY

TAXI

Pictures

MICKEY

Date

Release

RKO

6
3

"The
Masai"
Jan.
6
"The
Forest
People of Central
Africa"
Jan. 20
"The
Cycle
of Erosion"
Jan. 20
"Head
Hunters of the Solomon
Islands"
'. I'"e1>.
•'
"Glaciers"
Keli. 10
PATHE-EDUCATIONAL-SCIENCE
SERIES
(1 Reel)
Release Date
"Shore
Lines
and
Shore
Developments"
Mar.
j
"The
Great
Ice Age of North
Anxrica"
Mar. 24
"SMITTY"
SERIES
(2 Uccis)
Release Date
"No
Vacation"
Jan. 1.!
"Circus
Time"
Feb. 10
"No
Children"
Mar.
10
SENNETT-SMITH
COMEDIES
(J Kctis)
Release
Date
•Haby's
Birthday"
SENNETT-DE

23

DAILY

1929

ACTS
Release

■Three
Brox
Sisters in Hawaii"
"Bailey
and
Barnum""
"Zimmerman
anrl Gran\ille"
■■At the Night
Club"
( Brox
Sisters)
OSWALD
CARTOONS
(1 Reel)
■Hen
Fruit"
•Sick Cvlinders""

Date

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

14
21
28

Mar.

25

Feb.
Feb.

4
18

"BONZO"

CARTOONS

25,000,000 people are reading
this famous comic strip daily
in the Hearst Newspapers.

ATTENTION!

INDEPENDENT

EXCHANGES

When in the Market for 100% Talking
One Reel Subjects
PERFECT

Wire or Write to
TALKING
PICTURES
ANTHONY

J. XYDIAS,

4376 Sunset Drive

"Liberty Boys

CO.

President

of '76"

Faithfully
adapted
from
the
famous
stories
that
every
American boy has read.

Hollywood, Calif.

Now Producing One-Reel Talking Pictures
Eight Pictures Already Completed
Exhibitors Wire Us for the Name of Your
Nearest Exchange

ROSELAND PICTURES
CORPORATION
1697 Broadway

New York

THE

'^&

^
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"Hold 'em Ozzie"
"Suicide
Slieiks"

Mar.
Mar.

4
18

(Silent)
NEWS REEL
weekly.
(nternational NewsSERIALS
(2 Reels)
"Mystery Rider," beginning with No. 7 on
Jan. 7, and released one each week, to No.
10 on Jan. 28.
"Diamond Master," beginning with No. 1
on Feb. 4. and released one each week to
No. 8 on Mar. 25.
OSWALD
CARTOONS
(1 Reel)
Release Date
"Homeless
Homer"
Jan.
7
"Yankee
Clippers"
Jan. 21
"Hen
Fruit"
Feb.
4
"Sick Cylinders"
Feb. 18
"Hold 'em Ozzie"
Mar.
4
"Suicide
Sheiks"
Mar. 18
COLLEGIANS
(2 Reels)
Release Date
"Speeding
Youth"
Jan.
7
"Winning
Point"
Jan. 21
"Farewell"
Feb.
4
STERN-BUSTER
BROWN
COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Release Date
"Out at Home"
Jan.
9
"Have
Patience"
Feb.
6
"Knockout
Buster"
Mar.
6
WESTERN FEATURETTES
(2 Reels)
Release Date
"Range
of Fear"
Jan. 12
"Clair Jumper"
Jan. 19
"Men
in the Raw"
(Reissue)
Jan. 26
Released
reel).

twice

"The Girl With the Guitar." Frances
Shelley sings and plays: (a) "She*!
Funny
That Way,
(.b)
I'll oet
By"
"Meet the Wife," one-act sketch featuring Frank Orth
"Musical Melange," with Al Lyons
and His Four Horsemen, playing and
singing, aided by singing and dancing of Edith Murray; musical numbers; (a) "Some of These Days,"
(b) "Normandie," (c) Waltz Castini," (d) "African Can," (e)
"Oh, Mariel" (f) "Lotta Notes,"
(g) "Casta-Lyons Blues," (h) "Da
Da Go"
Jan Rubini, violinist, assisted by Vernon Richard, tenor, and Mona Content; numbers: (a) "Zigeunerweisen," (b) "I Love You Truly,"
sung by Rickard; (c) "I Hear You
Calling Me"
"Stranded
in Paris,"
comedy
sketch
with Codec and Orth
"Tin Pan Alley," with Dave Dreyer
in songs, assisted by Nora Schiller;
(a) "What
a Night for Spooning,"
(b) Medley of Hits, (c) "I'm Crazy
for You"
"Songs As You Like Them," sung by
Jim and Betty Morgan; (a) "And
Then I Forget," (b) "Just a Little Bit, Not Just Right," (c) "That's
All I Wanted to Know"
(^us Arnheim & His Cocoanut Orches-

2789

Hope Vernon, four songs and imitation
of violin; (a) "Beloved," (b) "Arms
of
(c) "I Loved You Then,"
(d)Love,"
"There's
a Rainbow Round My
Shoulder"
"The
ng Cornetist," Roy Fox
and Whisperi
His Montmar
tre Orchestra; (a)
"My Melancholy Baby," (b) "Sally
of My Dreams,"
(c) "My Window
"The Fall Guy," with Ray Hughes and
_ of Dreams,"'
(d) "Louisiana"
Pam in dialogue, funny stories . . .
"Syncopated Breezes,"" Bobby Gillette,
banjoist, assisted by Doris Walker;
(a) "Happy Days and Lonely
Nights,"" (b) "The Rosary," (c)
"St. Louis Blues,'" (d) "Ida, Sweet

2790
2798

Applie Cider"
"AAs Modern
Priscilla," with BobbyFolsom,
"Puritan song:
Days" (a), "Priscilla of the
"APhil
BadBaker,
Boy and
fromaccordion
a Good; plays
Family,"
(a)
"Baker Blues," (b) "Big Butter and

713
2710

2889

712

tra, jazz band, playing: (a) "Who's
You, That's You," (b) "Sing Me
a Baby Song," (c.) "Flapperette".
2136
"Here Comes the Bridesmaid," starring Janet Adair, who relates story
in narrative songs: (a) "Bridesmaid," (b) "No One's Fool," (c)
It's Right Here for You"
2629
"The Country Gentlemen," Born &
Lawrence,
comedy
skit with songs:
(a) "Sleepy Time Gal," (b) "Silver
Threads Among the Gold," (c)
"Down
Home Rag"
2885
VITAPHONE
ACTS
(All Aets Are In Oiie Reel, Except Those "After the Round-Up," with The
Rangers, a cowboy carnival with male
With Double
Release Numbers)
quartet;
musical:
(a) "Cheyenne,"
Release Date
(b) "San Antonio," (c) "West of the
"America's Foremost Concert Pianist"
Great Divide," (d) "Rose of Monintroduces Eddie Lambert in comedy
terey," (e) "Pony
Boy"
2900
skit in which he mispronounces words
"Back From Abroad," comedy sketch
and plays classic airs in modern
with McKay & Ardine; song: (a)
"You
Will Like Fun"
708
style, including: (a) "Two Guitars,"
(b) Prelude in C Minor," (c) "So
"Green's Flapperettes," girl jazz band
You're Tired of Me," (d) "Doing
702
playing:
(a) "St.
Blues,"
the Raccoon"
(b)
"Mother
Goose Laui3
Parade,
(c)
"The Surprising Fiddler," Frank
"That Redhead
Gal"
711
Whitman, who plays violin with a
"The Original Hillbillies," "North
card, a bottle, and a bow as small
as a match stick; numbers: (a)
Car. Jazz_ Band," under direction of
Al
(a) "Carry
Me Hopkins,
Back to playing:
Old Virgjnny,
(b)
"Irish Wash Woman," (b) "Oh
Katherina," (c) "We Won't Get
"Echoes of the Chimes," (c) "The
Home
Until
to Live
in Morning,"
Loveland (d)
With"I'da Love
Girl
Frank Wilson Rage," (d) Wasn't
703
She a Dandy?",
(e) "Chicken Reel"
715
Like You"
"Songs of Love," sung by Jay Velie,
'The Ace of Spades," with Jack Goltenor; (a) "You Gave Your Heart
die, talking and singing act in blackto Me," (b) "Tommy Lad," (c)
face; .songs: (a) "How About Me?"
"Mother
Machree"
718
(b) "II Bacia," (c) Lonely Little
704
"Blondes That Gentlemen Prefer,"
Bluebird"
with Neal Sisters, who sing: (a)
'National Mexican Orchestra," the
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," (b)
Mex. Tipica Orch., (all string),
"Doin" the Raccoon," (c) "Boola
playing (a) Mexican Rhapsody, (b)
707
Boola"
719
"La Paloma,"
(c) "Jarabe Tapatio"
"Ain't It the Truth," two-reel comedy by Ralph Spence; cast: Wm.
Davidson, Grace Valentine, Dot Farley, Patricia Caron, James T. Mack,
Walter
Rodgers
2648-49
"A Musical Melange," with Kjerulf's
Mayfair Quintette, three harpists,
violinist and vocalist; musical num- "
hers: (a) "Neapolitan Nights,'" (b)
Sextette from "Lucia," (c) "Lonely
Little Bluebird"
2650

Vitaphone
(Sound)

SAM ROSEN
Pianist
Formerly with Joseph
Knecht at Waldorf-Astoria and with Hugo Riesenfeld at the Colony Theater, now
Assistant to

Frank Tours
Paramount's Long Island
Studio.
(Thanks to Larry Kent,
Joe Finston, Morris
Press, Phil Cohan and
Frank Tours.)

Now

"A Daring
Dude"
Feb.
2
"Range
Wolf"
Feb.
9
"Phantom
Riders"
Feb. 16
"In Line of Duty"
Feb. 23
"Two-Gun
Morgan"
Feb. 28
"Ridgeway
of Montana"
(Reissue)
Mar.
9
"Kidnapped"
Mar. 16
"Beyond the Smoke"
Mar. 23
'Fair Fighting"
LAEMMLE(Reissue)
NOVELTIES Mar. 30
(1 Reel)
Release Date
"Shadows"
Jan. 14
"Rag
Doll"
Feb.
9
"Just Monkeys''
Mar. 1 1
STERN-MIKE
AND
IKE
COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Release Date
"Hold
Your Horses"
Jan. 16
"Take
Your
Pick"
Feb. 13
"She's a Pippin"
Mar. 13
JR.
JEWEL-NEWLYWED
COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Release Date
"Newlyweds'
Headache"
Jan. 23
"Newly wed's Visit"
Feb. 20
"Newlywed's
Holiday"
Mar. 20
HORACE IN HOLLYWOOD COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Release Date
"Whose
Baby?"
Jan. 28
"At the Front"
Feb. 25
"Love and Sand"
Mar. 25
STERN-GEORGE
DO
IT COMEDIES
(2 Reels)
Release Date
"Crushed
Hats"
Jan. 30
"Television
George"
Feb. 27
"Seeing
Sights"
Mar. 27

In Production

"THE VARSITANS"
A Series of

Twelve Two-Reel Varsity
Stories of Pep and Punch

First Consolidated Pictures, Inc.
p. O. Box 562

Hollywood, Calif.

i

|
|

|

Egg Man from the West," (c) "How
by" and
(d) "I'll
About andMe?",
"Mirth
Melody,"
with Get
Dorothy
Rosetta Ryan; (a) "I Love You
Sweetheart of All My Dreams," (b)
"Scups of Coffee," (c) "Just Like
a Melody"
"The Aristocrats," Born & Lawrence
in pantomime stunts done in accompaniment to songs ; (a) "I Wonder
What's Become of Sally?'" (b)
"Down by the Old Mill Stream,"
(c) Hot
"Wobaly
Walk"' The Serenaders,
"Red
Harmony,"
double quartet of male voices; (a)
"It Goes Like This," (b) "Stars and
Stripes Forever," (c) "You Tell Me
Your Dream," (d) "Every Sunday
Afternoon"
"Artistic Mimicry," by Bruce Bowers
in imitations

Dora," (c) "Sweet Senorita"
"The Night Club Favorite,"' Joe West,
as m.c. of typical N. Y. night club ;
songs:
(a) "Sonny
"Chicago,"
"Oh,
Gussie," (c)
Boy,"(b)(d)
original
selection

2838

2839

724

726

2640

2814
2870

2919

2868

"The Flaming Youth," Little Billie,
midget, sings originals and does tap
dance; (a) "Wonderful Wife," (b)
"Down on 33rd and 3rd," (c) "Sweet
2869
Georgia Brown," (d) "Anything You
Say"
"In the Tropics," atmospheric presentation featuring The Paragons, quartet, assisted by Doris Walker ; songs :
(a) "Happy Days and Lonely
Nights," (b) "Come On Baby!",
(c) "Winter Song," (d) "Kentucky
Babe," (e) "Happy, My Baby Just
2883
Said
Yes"
'Pigskin Troubles,'" sketch with Born
& Lawrence, who sing: (a) "Me and
My Shadow," (b) "Dirty Hands. 2940
Dirty Face"
'Lerdo's Mexican Orchestra," string,
playing: (a) "Celito Lindo," (b)
"Rancho Grande,"
(c) "Patria Mia"
'A Few Absurd Moments," featuring
Stanley & Ginger, song and dance
team; musical
My Weakness
a Melody Out
'A Journey of

numbers: (a) "That's
Now," (b) "Just Like
of the Sky"
Songs," sung by Jay

70S

717

Velie;
Maid."
(h)
"When (a)
Irish "Vienna
Eyes Are
Smiling,"

714

(c) "Italy"
'In .Spain," Phil Baker, in sketch....
'The One Man Glee Club," Frank
Crumit,
singing his own
composi-

725

Acting in and Directing
"SHORTS"
LONG

2819
2837

"Ship Ahoy," with Arthur Pat West
in
(a) "La
(b) song-comedy
"She's My ;Sweet
Dumb,Paloma,"
Dumb

FRED ALLEN

PARAMOUNT'S

2815

ISLAND

STUDIO

Sunday,

fs^^
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tions: (a) "Songr of the Pnint,"
(b) "I Miss You Lizc." (c) "Little
Annie Rooney," (d) "In the Shade
of the Old Apple Tree." (e) "A
Bird in a Gilded Cage." (f) "Bedelia," (g) "She Was Happy 'Till
She Met You." (h) "The Preacher
and the Bear."
"The Hallelujah Lady," Stella Mayhew.
singing darky songs: (a) "Comfort."
(b) "Judgment Day," (c) "Feet"..
Mai Hallett & Orchestra, featuring,
ta) "Doin' the Raccoon," (b) "Tin
Pan Alley." (c) "Bugle Call." (d)
"Yankee Doodle." (e) "Harvardiana." (f) "Come Let's Take a
Stroll," (g) "We Love the College
Girls"
"Musical Moment." with Four SyncoPets, in semi-classical instrumental
offering; (a) "Indian Dawn." (b)
"Neapolitan Nights." (c) "Sweet
Mystery of Life." (d) "The Fortune
Teller." (e) "I'll Never Ask for
More"
"What Price Burlesque?", with Sammy Cohen, doing imit.itions and
songs; (a) "Me and My Shadow,"
(b) "Sleep,"
(c) "My
Mammy"..
Ben Bard in comedy sketch in which
Bard teaches Bobby Callaghan how
to play golf
"The Side Show," comedy featuring
Born & Lawrence; (a) "Dear Old
Girl," (b) "Humoresque"
"Tajados Tipica Orchestra." all string,
playing; (a) "Dansa Tipica," (b)
"Anapola del Caraino," (c) "Gao
Monter"
"The Corner Store," comedy with Fred
Ardath; songs: (a) "Sipping Cider
Through a Straw." <b) "The Swiss
Yodeling Song." (c) "Oh, Molly, the
Cuckoo Is Calling Me," (d) "Rock
Me to Sleep"
"Words of Love." with Julia Sanderson & Frank Crumit, who sing: (a)
"No Wonder You're a Wonderful
Girl," (b) "I Can Live Without
You," (c) "Precious Little Thing
Called Love"
"June, the English Musical Comedy
Star," who sings, assisted by John
Hundley; (a) "Me and the Man in
the Moon," (b) "My Troubles Are
Over."
Paul Cunningham & Florence Bennett,
singing three numbers: (a) "Sleep,
Baby, Sleep,' (b) "Boy of Mine,"
(c) "Hollywood Parade," (d) "Kentucky Home"
Guido Deiro, piano-accordionist, playing: (a) "Romeo and Juliet," (b)
"Drigo's
Serenade"
"Greens 20th Century Faydetts," girl
jazz band; (a) "Because My Baby
Don't Mean Maybe Now," (b)
"Sweet Mystery of Life," (c)
"Changes"
Mai Hallet and Way Down East Orchestra, playing: (a) "Lots of Mama," (b) "Mother
Machree,"
(c)
"War
Melody"

727
728

729

731

2800
2910

2920

706

720

733

735

736
2968

710

730

lOOVITflPHONESHORTS
COMPLEIE IN 3 MONTHS
In the three months ending with
March, Vitaphone has produced 100
acts. Tliis large number is attributed
to concentration of all short subject
production
in the former \'itaf2;raph
studio in Brooklyn.

DAILY
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(|uisitions include Fannie Ward, Jim
and Betty Morgan, Codec and Orth,
McKay and Ardine and Fred Ardath.
Ardath appears in a comedy called
"The Corner Store."
J. C. Nugent leads a group of legitimate stars now working at the Vitaphone studio. He is preparing two
playlets in which he is to have the
lead. Rudy Vallee brought his musicians over to the Brooklyn studio

I'nglish comedian, has just completed two short sketches which will
be shown here and in England.
Codee and Orth appeared in "A Bird
in the Hand" a German sketch which
has also been translated into English.
Miss Codee also made two individual
numbers, one in French ad the other
in German. And the last foreign
star was Josie Heather, Scotch comedienne, who completed her act this
week.

last week Preceding
for their first
\'itaphone
subject.
Vallee
at the
Chase Stays With Roach
new
studio
were
Mai
Hallet
and
His
The list includes a wide variety of
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
material. From the musical comedy Orchestra, Tal Henry and his orHollywood — Hal Roach states
chestra, two girl jazz bands — there is no truth to the report that
stage, Phil Baker has made two acts,
both of which have been seen in Green's Flapperettes and the Faydetts— three Mexican orchestras, and Charley Chase is through. "I signed
vaudeville. Raymond Hitchcock did
an orchestra from the Xorth Caro- a new contract with him just before
lina mountains.
an original sketch, "An Evening at
I left the coast for New York," deHome With Hitchy;" Grace La Rue,
clared Roach. "The rumor may have
Coming under the classification of
three songs in her talking picture
started when we agreed to loan Chase
debut; Julia Sanderson and Frank variety are the presentations of Max to Universal to play a part in a talkCrumit, a singing act; The Howard Schmeling. contender for the heavyweight championship; the operatic
brothers, an original playlet; and Arthur and Morton Havel, featured in presentation of the fourth act of
ing feature."
"Manon" in which Hope Hampton
their vaudeville routine.
sketches in which Harry Tate
Whiting and Burt, Cunningham sings;
is featured with Bryon Foy directing
and Bennett, Stella Mayhew, Miss
Marcelle and Jay Velie are few acts and the comedy act of Red Donohue
and his trained mule, U-No. Foy has
from vaudeville recently added to also
Still Photographer
completed a immber with Jimmy
the Vitaphone list. More recent acDuffy of the Follies and "The 99th
Amendment," a farce in one reel.
Tal Henry & His North Carolina Orchestra, playing: (a) "Come On
And cided
finally
has for
been foreign
a demove tothere
prepare
Baby," (b) "Shame on You," (c)
"Millenberg Joys"
732 markets. Lately Isa Kremer, singer
"Bedtime," sketch with Hollingsworth
of folk songs, made her V^itaphone
& Crawford; sleepy husband and a
Warner Brothers' Eastern
appearance in two numbers, one of
nagging, jealous wife are characters;
comedy
2753 which shows her singing two French
Vitaphone Studio
Dave Bernies Orchestra, playing: (a)
songs, and the other three German
"Ilappy-Go-Lucky Lane," (b) "Down
pieces. June, English musical comWhere the Sun Goes Down," (c)
edy star, did a number.
Harry Tate,
"St. Louis Blues."
(d) "San"
2797

WILLIAM

"Singing Southern Syncopated Songs."
character act starring Miss Marcelle
singing three numbers in Southern
dialect; (a) "Shine," (b) "If I
Never See You Again," (c) "My
Troubles
Are
Over"
Hope Hampton in 4th act of "Manon,"
with Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra
"Song Sayings," by Whiting and Burt,
assisted at the piano by FMmund J.
Weber; (a) "What Did You Say?",
(b) "The Frog Song," (c) "That's
My dea of Heaven"
Eleanor Painter, singing scene from
"Carmen" and (a) "Love Is Best
of All." (b) "Habanera," (c) "How
About
Me ?"
"Headin' South" with Three Brox Sisters, harmonizing in Southern songs:
and (a) "Doin' the Raccoon." (b)
"Imagination," (c) "Way Down
Sobth"

A. QUINN

716
740

741

NICK GRINDE

/

746

2888

E. B. DU PAR
Chief Cinematographer

(rv9
Photographing Vitaphone Shorts
Warner Brothers' Eastern Studio
(TVS)

"The Jazz Singer"
"The Singing Fool"
"Lights of New York"

has just directed
his 60th Short at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
Eastern Studio

DAILV

Subscribe to our Service and we dare you to cancel !

BECAUSE NOT ONE of the multitude of accounts we are servicing HAS CANCELLED
since we are in business. Our cueing service is
complete and perfect in every detail for nonsynchronous machines.
Our staff of musical experts CUE DIRECT
FROM PICTURES. If you are a DISCRIMINATING EXHIBITOR you will SUBSCRIBE
TO OUR SERVICE.
For information

or WIRE

MOTION PICTURE SYNCHRONIZATION SERVICE, Inc.
1650 Broadway, New York City
Telephone CIRcle 9956

THE SECRET OF PERFECT
SOUND REPRODUCTION

—THE

MACY

RKO's short product program for
1929-30 comprises two series of Larry
Darmour comedies from Standard
Cinema Corp. one called "The Record
Breaker Series" from H. C. Witwer
stories; and another the "^Mickey
McGuire" comedies based on the cartoons of Fontaine Fox; and Walter
Futter's "Curiosities," presented by
tlie Amedee Van Beuren Corp. All
will be in sound.
"The Record Breaker Series" will
have a theatrical background similar
to that in "The Racing Blood Series,"
a 1928-29 release, while the plots will
be concerned with airplane stunts,
auto races, motorcycles races and
motor boat contests. "The Mickey
McGuire Series" will be two reelers
with Mickey McGuire, as well as the
Scorpions Club, Tomboy Taylor,
his
gang Johnson, Stinky Davis and
Hambone
Script writers and gagmen include:
E. V. Durling, Ben White, H A.
Woodmansee, Joseph Basil. Pinto
Colvig, C. M. Kerr. The directors
will be Albert Herman, Ralph Ceder,
Slim Summerville,
St. Elmo
Boyce.
"Curiosities," hitherto silent, will
have sound for the '29-30 program.
Monologue spoken from the side
hnes and prepared by humorists on
the subjects presented, will be one
of the dialogue features. The latest
sound "Curiosities" release is "Follies
of Fashion" and deals with fashions
worn 25 years ago and the styles of
today. "The Mysteries of Pearl
Growing" and "The Spooks of Winchester House" are two recently
completed pictures of this series.
Martin

HORN

H-'est

The most costly and elaborate Sound and Talking Systems may be counted as useless if there
is the slightest imperfection in the operation
of the Sound Reproducing Apparatus.

Let us solve your horn problems through our expert engineering service.
and

mail

MACY
MANUFACTURING
Pioneer Makers of Acoustic
1451 39th St., Brooklyn, N.
Please send full particulars on
HORN.

Coast

Writing

Bureau,

White's
THE

Dialogue

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Al Martin
is writing
dialogue for Jack White's series.
Horton's
West Cast
Coast for
Bureau,
THE

ComedyDAILY
FILM

Hollywood — Betty Boyd, Wampas
baby star, will be opposite Edward
Everett Horton in his new all-dialogue comedy.

Beginning tomorrow, the Collegians go sound and dialogue. This
is the fourth series and the first in
sound. There will be ten two-reelers
in the group. The Oswald cartoon
series is being synchronized. Several have already been released, while
15 are scheduled for this season.

52 Sound Shorts From
Columbia This Season
Through its deal with Victor, Columbia is making a series of 26
sound acts to be released as "Columbia Gems." Frank Crumit appears in the first, while the others
will be made from artists in the
Victor ranks.

"Screen Snapshots," now in its
ninth year has also gone sound. There
"will be 26 this season. Several have
already reached the market. Columbia's short subjects from now on will
be entirely in sound.
Stocker New Branch Manager
Oklahoma City — F. L. Stocker,

formerly
attached
to company's
las office,
has been
promotedDalto
branch manager of Columbia's newly
acquired exchange here. L. C.
Montgomery, former Pathe salesman, succeeds Stocker at Dallas.
Buys
Montana
House
Ronan, Mont. — John Dishman has
taken over the Gaiety from
Harold
Resner.
Alterations are being made.
Bonifay House

now

CORP.
Horns,
Y.
the MACY

Now Directing
FOR

Under the Supervision of

Theater
City..

State.

Sig Neufeld

Reopens

Bonifay,
Fla. — L.after
S. Moore's
Bonifay has reopened,
alterations.

GUS MEINS

Name
MODEL
S 120
Illustrating giant dynamic
unit
complete,
ready
(or installation.

31, 1929

While complete plans are yet to
be made. Universal has two series
of sound short subjects ready for the
1929-1930 season. Pat Rooney has
made a series of six in two reels
from scripts prepared by Edgar Allen
Woolf. Benny Rubin, former master
of ceremonies in presentation theters, is also making a series of six,
each in two reels.

—The MACY
HORN
claims
the following advantages, —
No
Drumming
Tone.
The
Finest Acoustic Properties.
No loss of pitch.
Extremely
easy installation.

Tear off coupon
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SOUND
By CHARLES

TIPS

ON

AND
VARIOUS
DEEQUIPMENT
VICES ARE
NOW

\

AVAILABLE

F. HYNES

GENNETT
SYNCHFjONIZER
100
rOREIGN
THEATERS
RAPEE GIVES FILM
ILM
-OK-F
SOUND
T
PACEN
TRACK EDGE OVER DISCS ATTACHMENT READY SOON WIRED EORJ^E. TALKERS EXPANSION PLAN SPEEDED
Erno Rapee, conductor of Roxy's
Symphony orchestra, who has scored
and synchronized a nuniher of pictures' on both film track and wax
discs, beheves sound-on-fihn has a
slight edge on sound-on-discs, hut
adds that there are sufficient virtues
to both to justify their perpetuation.
"Sound on film can record in greater quantity than sound on disc — i. e., while disc will
record the sound of 20 to 30 performers;
film can record over 60 he says. Film, too,
is capable of more numerous
tone colors.
"An advantage of disc recording over film,
is that the disc can be played right back
after completion. But a disadvantage is
that once it is played, it cannot be used any
more. If the test proves good, the same results will be striven for in the next recording, but the number will have to be played
exactly as before, a feat fraught with difficulties. Disc reporting, thus, depends on
the memory of the conductor, since, as pointed out, it is destroyed when played back.
"In sound-on-filra, the action and sound
are more unified. In soundon-disc, they
depend on separate bodies, and operations
must be started on the same split second for
perfect reproduction. I have actually seen
a shot of a girl falling downstairs and heard
the scream in the next sequence. Thus, the
performances on the screen will vary with
the timing ability of various projectionists.
"An advantage of disc over film is that it
has less ground noise. Film recording is
good only when it is new; that is, in first
run houses, because it degenerates proportionately faster than disc. The careless handling by operators is more injurious to film
than to disc. It is cheaper to replace the
disc accompanying the film than to replace
the film with a new sound track, an important point to every small exhibitor and to
every producer."

Western Electric Sends
Agents to Foreign Cities

One hundred foreign theaters have
Continuing its rapid expansion
been e(|uippe(l for sound and more
throughout the country, Pacent Reproducer Corp., is preparing to place than 400 orders are on hand, according to J. E. Otterson, president of
on the market its sound-on-film attachment, making the synchronizer a Electrical Research Products, who
dual device. The company has sales has just returned from a trip abroad.
and service representatives in key By the end of 1929, the company
cities of the United States and Can- hopes to have from 800 to 1,000
ada. The 50und-on-film attachment houses wired. Western Electric reis to be supplied for $500 per atcording equipment is installed in
tachment, states Louis Gerard Pacent, two British
and one German studio.
president of the company.
Service of sound films Pacent says, H. M. Warner and George E. Quigis assured users of the device from Icy of Vitaphone sailed last week
the following companies: Paramount, with first franchise granted American
First National, Warners, M-G-M and
producers to make Western Electric
United Artists.
talkers abroad, and Joe Brandt of
Columbia sailed Friday.

British Sound Film Co.
Plans Public Issue

April, 1929, Release

GENNETT UNSYNCHRONIZED

Audiphone, Disc Device,
Marketed in Atlanta
Atlanta — Audiphone. disc synchronizer, lias been placed on the market
by the Audiphone Corp. of America.
The machine is made in three sizes:
Type D-1 for houses under 500 and
costing $1,250; Type D-2 for houses
from 500 to 1,500 seats and costing
$1,750; Type D-3 for houses above
1,500 seats and costing $2,500. Audiphone is in use at the Ponce de Leon
theater here.

CAMERAMEN

1.

Talking Policy in Texas
Town of 800 Population

Kosse, Tex. — Talking film policy
Dent
Chain in Labor
Dispute
London — British Sound Film Prohas opened at the Palace in this town
Tyler,
Tex.
—
Open
shop
now
preducing Co. in April, will make a pubvails at local Dent theaters, follow- of 800 population. Paramount's "The
lic issue of stock in $25 shares an(f
Kid" was the initial ating controversy over installation of Carnation traction
probably be capitalized at $3,637,500.
under the policy, shown
over Phototalker equipment.
The company, it is reported, will pay sound.
British Phototone Co., an annuity
for the transfer of reproduction apparatus which it holds in Britain and
the Empire and which the French
Phototone Co. holds throughout the
Continent and elsewere.

Western Electric is increasing its
activity in foreign countries. Representatives are en route or leaving for
the following foreign countries; T. A.
Hurlburt, John Donelson, Jr., of Atlanta, J.L. Quick, of Cincinnati, are
en route to London. Hurlburt will
be in charge of engineers for installation on the Continent. C. W. WilPacent for Detroit House
kinson has left for Panama to assist
Detroit
— Pacent disc synchronizer
M. Benson. Wilkinson will also survey conditions in Costa Rica, Cuba is to be installed at the Colonial, operated by Lew and Ben Cohen.
and Santigo. A. L. Anjard has left
for Brazil to relieve P. S. Smith who
has been transferred to Buenos Aires.
J. W. Watson is on his way to Sao
When in need of motion picture
Paulo to install W.E. equipment at
the Odeon. H. C. Given will be in
charge of installation and service in
Argentina.
call
Wisconsin
3465
Keith Co. Expands in South
International Photographers
Atlanta — Territory of F. B. Keith
of the
& Co., Pacent representative in the
South, will be enlarged to cover 14
Motion
Picture Industries
states, including W. Va., Va., Carolinas, Ga.. Fla., Ala., Miss., La., Ark.,
Local 644, I. A. T. S. E.
Tex., Okla., Tenn. and Ky. Keith will
233 West 42nd St.
N. Y. C.
handle installations in the entire
Suite 606-610
South and guarantees deliveries by

June

Plans are being speeded ioT the
building up of its national distribution system in 26 keys by the Gennett Sound Equipment Corp., manufacturer of a sound-on-disc synchronizer. A sound-on-film attacluncnt
soon is to be made available, states
J. L. Stern, sales head, who is building up the distributing organization.
The Gcnnett firm is a subsidiary
of the Gcnnett division of the Starr
Piano Co. The firm for years has
manufactured records. A library is
available for both synchronous and
non-synchronous
machine'

RECORDS

To Be Used for Exhibition in Public Places
0201
0202
0203
0204
0205
0206
0207
0208
0209
0210
0211

(a)
(a)

Howling Winter Winds,
(b) Blizzard with Howl of Wind
Steamboat
Whistle
(Two — Continuous),
(,b) Police Whistle
(Two — Continuous)

Dog Barks (Two
Dogs) — Fox Chases- — Hunting
Baby Crying — Continuous
Serenade — Love
Scenes
Western
AUegro
No.
2 — Mining
Camps — Bar
Scenes

Scenes
Orchestra
Rooms — Oriental

Speed Devil (Galop) — Joyful Scenes — Racing — Crowds,
etc
Carnival Grotesque
No. 2 — Merrymakers,
Peasant Gatherings
Western
Allegro No. 1 — Joyful Scenes — Racing— Crowds, etc
Allegro Misterioso Nottumo — Stealthy Action
Sweet Genevieve — Reminiscence
Harp, Violin,

WRITE FOR COMPLETE

Orchestra

Orchestra
Orchestra
Orchestra
Orchestra
Cello, Flute

CATALOG

Recordings by one of the greatest symphony orchestras from scores
especially written to fit your Motion
Picture Situations.

ON SALE

IN ALL CITIES

Place your order with your Theatre Supply House for your needs
whether one record or a complete set.

GENNETT

RECORDS

RICHMOND,
Woodside, L. I., New York
6010 38th Ave.
HAVemeyer 6401

IND.
Los Angeles, Calif.
1344 So. Flower St.

=sSBg»S
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"The Norma
Trial Shearer,
of MaryLewis
Dugan"
with
Stone,
H. B. Warner,
Raymond Hackett
(All-Talker)

Buster Keaton in

"Spite Marriage"
(Synch ronized)

M-G-M
Length:
7047 ft.
FUNNIEST FILM RELEASED
M-G-M
Length: about 10,000 ft.
IN MONTHS. BUSTER AND
RATES BEST MURDER
SEBASTIAN PUT
TRIAL SOUND FILM. TER- DOROTHY
RIFIC DRAMATIC PUNCH — OVER THREE BIG LAUGH SESUSPENSE— POWERFUL ACTQUENCES. SURE-FIRE.
ING. SEX STUFF DUBIOUS
Cast. .. .Buster Keaton puts over
FOR FAMILY TRADE. BUT one of the best he has ever done and
OTHERWISE SPLENDID.
'em fairly rocking in their seats.
Cast. .. .Norma Shearer surpasses has
Dorothy Sebastian springs a big surherself in name part, with superb
prise as a comedienne who can only
voice range and remarkable emotion- be compared to Marion Davies. This
al ability. H. B. Warner rates sec- one should make her. Others Edward Earle, and Leila Hyams.
ond in highly theatric but effective
Story and Production. .. .Comedy.
part of prosecuting attorney. Lilyan
Tashman overplays. Fine work by Here is one you can book and then
Lewis Stone, Raymond Hackett, shout about without any reservations.
Olive Tell, Adrienne
D'Ambricourt. It is a natural for real laughs that
Story and Production. .. .Murder keep coming with practically no letup right through the footage. There
mystery, adapted from Bayard Veiller's stage play by himself. Veiller are three outstanding comedy sefollowed his stage work practically
quences, all hitting the funny bone
throughout, consequently you have from a new angle. In one gag that
the court room constantly before you, Buster pulls, it is so original and
with the exception of opening shots screamingly funny that the audience
showing scene of murder. But so at the Capitol broke out into spondramatic and graphic are the court
taneous applause. Buster falls for
room proceedings, that you have the the leading lady of the show, gets a
sense of visualizing every incident small part and ruins the performance.
as the witnesses describe them. One Later married to the dame, she gets
dramatic surprise follows another.
drunk, and here DorPace is gripping, tense. Too theatric a champagne
othy Sebastian is a knockout. On
in spots, with some exaggerations in board a yacht Buster pulls so many
characterization, but very effective.
that Edward
you couldn't
clock aces;
'em.
Direction, Bayard Veiller, splendid; laughs
Direction,
Sedgwick,
Author, the same; Scenario, Becky Author, Lew Lipton; Scenario, RichGardiner; Dialogue, Bayard Veiller;
ard Schayer; Editor, Frank Sullivan;
Editor, Blanche Sewell; Photography, Titles, Robt. Hopkins; Photography,
William Daniels, spotty.
Reggie Lanning, very good.

"Livingstone in Africa"
Amer-Anglo Corp. Length: 5799 ft.
(Silent)

HISTORICAL DOCUMENT
MECHANICALLY DIRECTED
HOLDS NOTHING FOR FILM
HOUSES. AFRICAN SCENES
GIVE IT SOME APPEAL.
Cast
M. A. Wetherall who produced the film, also impersonates
David Livingstone, the explorer.
Others Henry Walton, Molly Rogers, Reginald Fox, African natives.
Story and Production .... Picturization of the historical exploration of
Livmgstone in Africa. Wetherall produced this film several years ago, visiting the actual locales in Nyasaland
and Tanganyika where the great explorer in the days of Queen Victoria
made his historic journey in to the
heart of the then unexplored black
country. It has been done with
painstaking sincerity and sticks closely to the actual events as Livingstone
lived them. The trials, hardships and
sufferings of the expedition are rather
vividly portrayed, but the direction
and acting are crude in many spots
and the camera work is little better
than amateurish. The events covered are Livingstone's visit to Queen
Victoria, his trek through the jungle
with his faithful blacks, his rescue by
Stanley, and final death. It belongs
principally in the educational field,
and for use by missionary societies.
Direction, M. A. Wetherall, poor;
Author, historical incidents; Scenario, M. A. Wetherall; Editor, Not
listed; Titles, Not listed; Photography, Not listed, poor.

Jacqueline Logan in

"Ships (Silent)
of the Night"
Rayart
Length: 5940 ft.
STRONG MELLER OF SOUTH
SEA LOVE AND ADVENTURE
FULL OF COLOR, FIGHTS,
AND SEXY SITUATIONS. GOOD
SMALL
HOUSE
OFFERING.
Cast. .. .Jacqueline Logan has sex
appeal, although her acting is nothing to talk about. Jack Mower a
strong he-man and J. P. McGowan
does picturesque villainy. Sojin also
there with the Oriental menace.
Others Andy Clyde, Arthur Rankin.
Story and Production
Melodrama of the South Seas. This was
definitely made for the mob who like
their entertainment served hot and
wild. It has all the ingredients for
popular approval. Jacqueline for
some reason is living with her trader
brother and a lot of dirty natives.
In a card game he quarrels with another white gent and flees to Derelict Island, thinking he has bumped
the other off. Only he hasn't. Then
follows a lot of plot and fast action,
with Jacqueline in the clutches of the
villain on a trading steamer, rescued
by the hero, wrecked on a desert
island, again rescued, and taken prisoner to Derelict Island ruled over by
Sojin who runs the island with his
coolies. Hero and gal's brother mix
it up with Sojin's gang to fast close.
Direction, Duke Worne, good and
meller; Author, Frederick L. Nebel;
Scenario, Arthur Hoerl; EMitor, John
S. Harrington; Tides, Arthur Hoerl;
Photography, Hap Depew, clear.

DAILY

"The Battle of Mons"
(Silent)

New Era
Length: 5900 ft.
FINE BRITISH PRODUCTION.
DRAMATIC
PRESENTATION
OF HISTORIC RETREAT GETS
OVER STRONG WITHOUT ANY
LOVE STORY.
Cast.... All British cast, representative types of officers and soldiers
who took part in actual incidents.
Story and Production. .. .Reproduction of historic events of the British Retreat at Mons which saved
Paris during the World War. Several sequences are introduced which
have been taken from the files of the
Imperial War Museum. There is no
central character or love story, therefore no connected story theme. Simply a dramatic presentation of the
long, gruelling battle, highlighted and
made tremendously interesting by
some very human interest bits that
portray the historic event more
graphically than the big sweep of
the battle itself. For instance, footsore and groggy from lack of sleep
after days of steady retreat, a British brigade reaches St. Quentin, and
they fall down in the streets to
snatch a few hours' sleep. The Germans are on their heels. The major
and his aide beat a toy drum and
blow a toy flute, and the soldiers respond to the retreat call.
Direction, Walter Summers, commendable; Author, Not listed; Scenario, Not listed; Editor, Harold Auten; Titles, Harold Auten; Photography, Horace Whaddon and Stanley Rodwell, very good.

"Shiraz"
(Silent)

Amer-Anglo Length:
8065 ft.
IMPORTED NUMBER RATES
AS FINE NOVELTY. BEAUTIFUL LOVE STORY OF INDIA
WITH
ALL-HINDU CAST.
FAULTS ARE SLOWNESS AND
WASTED
FOOTAGE.
Cast. . . .All-Hindu players, produced by the players who made "The
Story
and
Production
Love
Asia."
Light offounded
drama,
on story of building
of the duced
great
temple,Instructional
Taj Mahal. films,
Proby British
assisted by Ufa. Tells how the prince
fell in love with a beautiful slave girl
who proves to be a princess who was
stolen as a baby. His love is sincere and they are married. Before
this development, the film recounts
the history of the girl as a babe, kidnapped eventually by bandits and sold
to the prince. Meanwhile as a young
girl she had fallen in love with the
son of her adopted father. Shiraz
breaks in the harem to rescue her,
is condemned to be trampled to
death by elephants, and saved at the
pleadings of the girl. Later she dies,
and Shiraz, a great artist, plans the
wonderful Taj Mahal, one of the
seven wonders of the world. Has a
beautiful love story, gorgeous scenes,
rich
unique Too
view's
of
Indiancostumes,
life and and
customs.
slow.
Direction, F. Osten, V. Peers,
commendable; Author, Niranjan Pal;
Scenario, Not listed; Editor, Not listed; Titles, Not listed; Photography,
not listed, very good.
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Hoot Gibson in

"Smilin' Guns"
(Silent)

Universal
Length: 5270 ft.
FAST ACTION WESTERN
WITH HOOT GIBSON DELIVERING THE THRILLS MIXED
WITH COMEDY. RATES GOOD
PROGRAM NUMBER.
Cast. .. .Gibson does his usual role
as a fast rider and ready fighter. The
story gives him apportunity for some
good comedy stunts. Blanche Mehaffey the usual heroine. Others Virginia Pearson, Robert Graves, Leo
White, Walter Brennan, Jack Wise.
Story and Production. .. .Western.
This
is in
line a with
Hoot's
films that
carry
modern
storyrecent
tied
up with some comedy situations.
Starts off with Hoot frustrating the
robbery of the Limited and meeting
a rich girl and her mother who owns
a big menranch.
gentlewith cleanMother
necks prefers
as suitors
for
daughter's hand. Hoot takes this live
tip and goes to the city to learn how
the well bred gentleman should act
under all occasions and how to keep
his face clean. This education of the
cowboy brings a lot of easy laughs
and helps to make the film very entertaining. Thus qualified, he becomes
foreman of the ranch for the rich
dame where he can be near daughter. Works up to strong finish.
Direction, Henry McRae, satisfactory; Author, Shannon Fife; Scenokay. ario, George Morgan; Editor, Gilmore Walker; Titles, Harold E. Tarshis; Photography, Harry Newman,

"The Whirl of Life"

with Louis Lerch, Fay Malten

(Silent)

World-Wide Length: 7000 ft.
HEAVY IMPORTED NUMBER
OF CIRCUS LIFE WITH MECHANICAL DIRECTION AND
ACTING AND THE THRILLS
ARE MISSING.
Cast
Louis Lerch as the unhappy clown is fair, also Henry
George as the young lover. Fay
Malten as the wealthy girl who becomes a circus performer, average.
Story and Production
Drama of
circus life. Produced by British International. Again we have the laugh
clown laugh idea, put over with a
heavy hand and cumbersome comedy
and very few legitimate thrills. The
story is tedious, involved, with some
good camera angles its chief asset.
Scenes are shown of London and
Berlin, and in fact the plot wanders
over a good part of Europe before it
settles down. Greta, the heroine, has
killed her stepfather to save her
brother from a beating. She flees
and finally makes the acquaintance of
a man who introduces her to circus
life. He turns out to be the clown
who falls hopelessly in love. His
partner also loves the girl. They
stage a death-defying leap with the
clown holding girl and partner by
his teeth as the climax.
Direction, Richard Eichberg, poor;
Author, Clara Ratzka; Scenario,
Adolph Lantz, Helen Gosewish, L.
Vajda; Editor, James McConaughy;
Titles, Same; Photography, Heinrich
Gartner, good.

THE
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Vilma

Banky

CoHnne (Jriffith in

in

"This is Heaven"
United Artists
Length: 7948
(Part-Talker)

ft.

HAS MUCH CHARM. SLIGHT,
FAMILIAR STORY MADE VERY
APPEALING BY VILMA BANKY
AND HER CAPTIVATING HUNGARIAN ACCENT. LIGHT AND
PLEASING ENTERTAINMENT.
Cast.... The gorgeous \ilina will
smite you all over again with her
foreign English. James Hall, pleasing; Lucien Littlefield, fine; Fritzi
Ridgeway, good.
Story and Production. . . .Romance.
Not much story. Neither is it startlingly new. The treatment, however,
plus the augmented attractiveness of
Miss Banky via the spoken sequences
as well as the nice love interest put
over "This Is Heaven" with nary
a struggle. Hungarian immigrant
lands in New York, becomes a waitress at Child's, meets the boy in the
subway, thinks him a chauffeur, falls
in love, encounters a misunderstanding which never seriously threatens
the affair of the heart, and then the
clinch. It may sound like one of those
things, but really this is a most
pleasurable entertainment. Light,
frothy and inconsequential, it is lifted
gracefully at the right moment by
comedy bits that never cause uproarious laughter, but merely agreeable chuckles.
Direction, Al Santell, first-rate;
Author, Arthur Mantell, Scenarist,
Hope Loring; Editor, Not listed;
Titles, Not listed; Photography, Geo.
Barnes, excellent.
Ken

Maynard

"The Divine
Lady"
ivith

in

"The Lawless
SILENT Legion"
First National
Length:
6109 ft.
POPULAR NUMBER CROWDED WITH FAST RIDING,
FIGHTS AND CLIMAXED WITH
A STAMPEDE
OF CATTLE
THAT
CARRIES A
REAL
PUNCH.
Cast.... Ken Maynard works like
a combination of Douglas Fairbanks
and Richard Talmadge in a succession of daring stunts that go strong,
with the assistance of that intelligent
horse, Tarzan. Others Nora Lane.
Paul Hurst. J. P. McGowan.
Story and Production. .. .Western.
Bennett Cohen supplied a pip of an
action story and Ken Maynard and
his director made the most of it. The
offering zips along right through the
footage and the way the cowboy
hero gets himself in and out of tight
corners will keep the western fan well
satisfied. Ken gets himself in dutch
with the settlers in the cattle country who are getting ready to drive
their herds across the bad lands to
the valley where the cattle can find
rain. Ramirez, the cattle rustler,
has a renegade white working with
him among the cattlemen. He dopes
the hero who has been delegated to
handle the drive. Then Ken starts
out to locate the gang who got away
clean with the immense herd. It is
one exciting adventure after another.
Direction, Harry J. Brown, very
good; Author, Bennett Cohen; Scenario, Not listed; Editor, Fred Allen;
Titles, Lesley Mason; Photography,
Frank Good, clear.

//. B.

Warner a)id Victor

(Synch ronized)

Varconi

First National
Length: 8993 ft.
A HIGH GRADE ATTRACTION. DISTINGUISHED PERFORMANCES TEMPOED WITH
FINE RESTRAINT IN HISTORI
CAL ROMANCE OF 19th CENTURY ENGLAND.
Cast. . . .Corinne Griffith, splendid
and beautiful as ever. Victor Varconi makes a most acceptable Nelson;
H. B. Warner, excellent as always;
Ian Keith, very good. Others, Marie Dressier, Dorothy
Cunnnings.
Story and Production
Drama
i)ased on novel of same name by E.
Barrington. The story of the love
between Lord Nelson, one of England's greatest naval heroes, and
Lady Hamilton, cook's daughter risen
to the British peerage, needs no retelling. Frank Lloyd has done a
splendid job; his hand is apparent all
through the effort. The story development suffers one serious setback— definite establishment of the
love interest between Nelson and
Lady Hamilton. It is merely glossed
over and is, therefore, weak. Two
sea battles, heightened by gun
flashes in hand color, are effective.
Direction, Frank Lloyd, sympathetic, splendid; Author, E. Barrington; Scenario, Agnes Christine Johnston; Editor, Hugh Bennett; Titles,
Harry Carr, Edwin Justis Mayer;
Photography, John B. Seitz, beautiful.

RKO-Pantages Merger
Repor
ted Progressing
(.Conliniicd from Pane 1)
I'.csl Co,ist Ihtrcau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los .\ngeles — "1 know nothing of
any deal being closed, .Mexander
Pantagcs states in commenting on
the San Francisco report.

THA TS
THAT
By PHIL

M.

DALY

ll^ILL II. II.AY.S is championing
"^ an old age pension for the nation's teachers. This will be cheering news to all the veteran camera{.Continued from Page 1)
men in Hollywood whose real job is
will not be consummated. No single to teach the new sound directors
member has veto power, however, it w*hat it's all about.
is pointed out.
*
*
*
Schenck expects that formation of
CABLE NEWS
United Artists Consolidated, which
Vladimir Drubilovsky, our Mosis to merge United Artists production units in Art Cinema- Corp., will
cow correspondent, cables as folbe completed within two weeks. Legal loivs: "Niibzik ka blub izky itch mop
representatives of all subsidiaries, zug kerflop?" Which being freely
with the exception of Nathan Burkan translated means: "Audiences here
for Charles Chaplin are here.
don't object to sound pictures because everybody talks in the theaters anyway, so why shouldn't the
*
*
*
screen actors?"
(Continued
from Page 1)
You are probably wondering why
iiig admission prices to cover the tax.
this
pretty bow-wow has appeared
Another bill proposed a straight five several
times in
cents tax on admissions.
the column. He is

No Opposition to
Warner U.A. Deal

Michigan Bill Would Tax
Advertising Slides 50%

Plunkett Made R-K-O Director
Joseph Plunkett, head of theater
operation for Radio-Keith-Orpheum,
has been named a director of the
company, filling one of the two vacancies caused by recent resignation
of
Joseph P. Kennedy and Marcus
Heiman.
Holbert to Build at Jasper

really an
cover guyunderfrom
the Hearst
newspapers
looking the column
over for something worth while.
But we'll fool him
doing you.
the same as we're
*
*

*
Jasper,
Ga.
—
"Jasper"
will
be
the
with Warner Baxter, Helen Foster, name of the theater now in construcExhibitors'
Daily Reminder
Noah Beery, Mitchell Lewis
tion here. H. G. Holbert is sponsorToday is Annual
Neck-Washing
ing the project.
(Silent)
Day.
Hold a neck-tvashing contest
First Division Length: 6775 ft.
Two Southern Houses Open
in your lobby.
And don't forget
that you have a neck, too.
EXCELLENT FAMILY PICAtlanta — Golden, at Acworth, Ga.,
TURE. SWEET STORY OF
BACKWOODS
LIFE CARRIES and T. F. Ford's City, at Lawayette,
TOMBSTONE TITLES
Ala., have reopened. The Golden was
FINE HUMAN
INTEREST
Lack
of dough
closed for repairs following a fire.
TOUCHES
AND UNUSUAL
LOVE STORY.
Snouse
Buy W. Va. House
licked man showCast. .Warner Baxter scores strong
Fairmont, W. Va. — Local men
as the doctor in love with the little
headed by James E. Watson, Jr.,
He ran a honbackwoods girl. Helen Foster cre- have acquired the Fairmont from the
ky-tonk
He
couldn't pay
ates a really superior role in a deli- Consei >rative Life Insurance Co.,
for
cate, spiritual characterization. Noah who took it over from the Golden
house a wired
Beery and Mitchell Lewis ably brothers.
So took it on
handle character roles.
the
conk.
Story
and
Production
Love
Leases Iowa House
«
*
*
drama of backwoods life. Here is
Burlington,
la. — Central States
This device is knowr. as a motion
a film that is nicely gaited for family Theater
Corp. has taken over the
trade. It carries a very sweet love
picture projection machine. By laylease on the
ing out pictures on the screen it prostory with unusual angles, and a lot interests.
It Grand
has ten from
yearstheto Jacobs'
run.
vides the wherewithal for directors
of natural suspense. Linda is the
to
lay
out heavy
daughter of an ignorant and brutal
Raynor Promoted in Rochester
backwoodsman, who forces her into
Rochester, N. Y. — Wm. R. Raynor, jack for Hollywood
a marriage with Noah Berry, a mid- manager of the Lafayette, is now bungalow parties and
exhibitors to lay out
dle aged mountaineer. Meanwhile
manager of Greater Ro- the dough to pay for
the girl has fallen in love with a city general chester
Properties, Inc., operating the
the directors. What
doctor. A woman later appears and Lafayette and new Rochester.
dough
is left, the
claims to be Beery's wife, and although an imposer, convinces Lindy.
Ho£Fman House Opens Easter
producers take to
She meanwhile has borne a child.
Waterbury, Conn. — Julia Smith, Wall Street, and get
She goes to visit a rich woman friend now managing Strand, will manage laid out plenty.
♦
*
*
in the city, who educates her. Here the new State, opening soon, and
she again meets the doctor.
operated by Hoffman Bros.
Direction, Mrs. Wallace Reid, satisSpring isLove
Mr. Paramount
still reported to
factory; Author, Margaret Prescott
Spoehr at Bridgeton
Montague: Scenario, Wilfred Noves;
Bridgeton. N. J. — Stanley Spoehr be singing to Miss RKO: "I'll Get
Editor, Willis Kent; Titles, Ruth has been appointed manager of the
*
*
*
If I Have You."
Todd; Photography, Henry Cron- City.
Stanley, succeeding Louis J. Allen- By, Famous
Film Conversations
jager, Ernest Laszle, Bert Baldridge, mann, who has returned to Atlantic

"Linda"

good.

"Can you cash a check?"

0/^1 LY
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24 Hour Schedule on Sound Shorts
New Faces in Sound Short Subjects Making New Starring Material — Norma's First Talker is
"Tin Pan Alley" — Ruggles Joins Radio — Milton Directing Paramount Talker — Wilk's Comment

WIRED STAGES IN DEMAND
BYHOLEYWOODPitODOCERS
Coast sound stages have been in
use night and day for the production
of short subjects.
The MetropoHtan stages have been
in heavy demand, while much work is
also being done on the new stages
at Educational. Larry Darmour is
having sound stages installed at the
Cal-Art studio, while Tec-Art will
also install stages for talkers.
Warner
Bros, have pioneered
in
sound production, while Fox is already represented by a large list of
comedies
and other types of short
subjects.

THE

Doorway

of Hospitality

A Little from ''Lots''
By

GEORGE"

MANKER

RALPH

Hollyzvood
WATERS,

co-author of "Burlesque," also
wrote the adaptation and dialogue
for the screen version, which is now
in production at Paramount.
*
*
*
"We used to be noisy in making
silent pictures, now we're silent in
tnaking noisy pictures," says our
good friend, Gilbert Warrenton.
*
*
*

Although Sammy Cantor is a native of Russia, he specializes in tap
dancing. He will appear in a dancvue. ing specialty in the new M-G-M reOur Passing Show: Jason C. Joy,
Hallam Cooley, Paul Perry at "The
House of' Womeri" ; Charles G.
Clarke hurrying at Fox; Norman I.
Sper and George Rogan, scenarists,
showing
ingenuity
in designing
"Gleason hats."
*
*
*
Charles "Buddy" Rogers is worried. In "Close Harmony," he plays
five instruments, but he fears that
audiences will think the playing is
faked. He worked his way through
college, playing trombone and drums
in a jazz band and since has practiced constantly to master other instruments.
*
*
*
It is interesting to note that
t'other day, the general manager of
a major studio assembled 12 of his
directors and escorted them to the

LON YOUNG
./NTER the doorway of
thli popular bottelry •m'l you feel at horn*.
There'* an atmosphere of cordial welcome
which marki the difference between the
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary hoteli.
Your room, too, ha* that added touch
of dittinctlon. Picture* on the wall, ovci^
(tuffed furniture, a floor lamp and readinf
lamp . . , the*e are but a few of the feature*
that make you feel at home.
Pig'n Whl*tle Dining Service in«urea the
be*t of food. Therefore, when you are next
in Lo* Angele* be *ure to inve*ti8atc.

THE

HOLLYWOOD

HOLLYWOOD,

onhow*

THE

DEADLINE"
Tec-Art Studios
Hollywood,
Calif.

HARVEY GATES
Writer
BROTHERS

"The Desert Song"

Boulevard

CALlFOR^aA

'BELOW

WARNER

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street at Hollywood

Supervising
— and
Now
working

'

WILK

United Artists studio, where
attended
a special
showing
"Alibi."
*
*
*

rUTURE STARS SEEN AS
DEVELOPHENT Of SOUND

they
Whether sound shirt subjects -ivill
of rival
the old comedy days, which
produced Gloria Swanson, Marie Prevost, Phyllis Haver, Bebe Daniels
It's great fun watching talkers, in and numerous other screen satellites,
which one or two voices have been is a question of much speculation.
doubled. As a rule, the "doubling" The comedy shorts are proving a field
has been so well done, that it is dif- for many new faces and i tis believed
ficult to detect it.
will yield some future stars.
*
*
*
The new type of short subjects
One paper — the St. Louis Star — calls for more diversified talent than
found
thatwonthe it"playing
up" readers,
of stu- the comedies of the early days.
dio news
22,000 new
so it rushed dapper Harry Brundage,
one of its ace reporters, back to
Hyams
in Brown's
Leila
Hyams
has beenNext
given a
Hollywood for more special articles.
featured
part
in
"Wonder
of WoHarry was here for several weeks
men," Clarence Brown's new produclast year and the Star used most of
tion now under way at M-G-M. The
his stuff on its front page. Kasper
Monohan, Denver newspaper man, completed cast includes George Fawalso found much excellent material cett, Harry Myers, Sarah Padden.
Mack Swain, Wally Albright, Carfor
his newspapers,
as did "Ace" mencita Johnston and Dietrich
Goodman
of *Kansas
City.
Haupt, with Lewis Stone and Peggy
*
*
Wood.
We feel like doing some handsprings and throwing somersaults
now that our good friend, Schuyler
Ruggles with Radio
Grey, has returned to the Coast. He
Wesley Ruggles has signed a contract with William Le Baron to diwill act as contact man for the Fo.x
studio.
rect
Betty Compson's first Radio pic*
*
*
ture, "The Viennese
Charmer."
Robert Wilber, character heavy,
never gets the opportunity to dress
Boyd's Next Two in Dialogue
as a gentleman. No sooner does he
"High Voltage" and "The Flying
shave off his whiskers, than he is Fool" William Boyd's next pictures
called for another bearded role. He for Pathe, will be all dialogue. Silent versions will also be produced.
is at present working with Fred
"High
Voltage" is nearly completed.
Niblo, in John Gilbert's latest, "Re"U" Signs Birinski
demption." Wilber's portrayal as a
crook in "Stool Pigeon" won many
Leo Birinski has been signed to
favorable comments
*
* from
* the critics.
write the adaptation and continuity
of Universal's "A Bargain in the
Universala direcRollens,
Jacques
story Kreml
is finishing
tor and writer,
in" in collaboration with J. G.
based on the hfe of Rip Van Win- Hawks. The story by Sir Philip
kle, but with a modern angle. This Gibbs. Paul Leni will direct and
is Rollens' meat, as he portrayed the Joseph Schildkraut will play the leadrole of "Heinrich" in the play with
ing role.
Joseph Jefferson for many seasons.
He will also direct the picture with
Assigned
M-G-MLee, Karl
dialogue and sound. He recently
William
Haines,by Gwen
wrote "The Charlatan" dialogue se- Dane and George K. Arthur have
which he* also * directed.
quences,*
been added to cast already assembled
tion.
Robert J. Flaherty, Fox director for M-G-M's "Revue of Revues," an
who is Tnaking an Indian picture in all-musical production now in producArizona, was a recent visitor to the
studio for a couple of days. He reWilliam Powfell Cast
ported production going nicely.
Paramount has added William
Powell to cast of "The Marriage
Holiday," W. Somerset Maugham
story which Robert Milton is directGeorge Scarborough
ing as a talker. In the cast are Ruth
Chatterton, Florence Eldridge, Clive
Brook, Mary Nolan, Montagu Love,
Consulting Dramatist
Juliette
Crosby, Lorraine Eddy and
Uultod Artists
Claude Allister.
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Equipment
By CHARLES

F. HYNES

DeVry Co. Mergers Q.R.S.
Motion Picture Activities

TALKING SHOP

Chicago — DeVry Corp., manufacturer of cameras, portable projectors
and 16 mm cameras and projections,
has merged with Q.R.S. The DeVry
Corp., for 15 years has been specializing in the field of mot'on picture equipment, while Q.R.S. is a
recent entry, having formerly been
in the music roll and radio business,
before entering the field. All of the
motion picture activities of Q.R.S.
will be transferred to the DeVry factory, under management of H. A.
DeVry. The DeVry portable is used
widely by theater owners who also
use the cameras for local newsreels.

Largest Meeting of S. M.
P. E. Expected at Spring
Gathering in New York
— Theaters
Way Lead the

OF

great interest to the equipment
field is forthcoming meeting in
New York May 6 to 9 of the Society
of M. P. Engineers. The meetings
always develop something worthwhile
and of benefit to theaters generally.
This year's meeting is the first held
in New York and gives promise of
being the largest ever held by the
society.
While it is true that there has be^n
a gradual growth of interest in the
technical departments of the industry the introduction of sound has
undoubtedly greatly increased the
realization of their importance. It is
too early yet to announce even the
tentative plans of the spring meeting, but the personnel of the convention committee conveys an idea of
the preparations being made.
W. C. Kunzmann, National Carbon
Co. is chairman of the convention
committee which is as follows: reception. W. C. Hubbard, H. T. Cowling, M. W. Palmer, \V. C. Kunzmann; registration: Kenneth Hickman, W. C. Kunzmann; Hostess:
Mrs. L. C. Porter, (assisted by Mrs.
Palmer); banquet: W. C. Hubbard;
master of ceremonies at banquet: J. 1.
Crabtree; sound equipment: R. V.
Terry, Bell Telephone Laboratories;
projection; Harry Rubin, Publix theaters; entertainment and amusements: M. W. Palmer; bulletins and
transportation: A. N. Goldsmith;
press: P. A. McGuire; official photographers: H. T. Cowling, Irl Gordon; announcements: C. E. Milliken.
J. \V. Coffman, chairman of the
papers committee, in the near future
will issue a preliminary list of papers
to be read at the spring meeting.
Theater ventilation, cooling, and
refrigeration has been a subject
that has been exhaustively studied,
particularly during the past two or
three years. Ventilation in winter
and the cooling or refrigeration system used in summer, in the theater.
is, nine time out of ten, superior to
any other type of public building,
whether it be church, restaurant, office or even home.
Now, the Typhoon Fan Co., snecialist in theater ventilation for 15
years is being called on to give the
same type of cooling and refrie^eration to such prominent buildings,
thus emphasizing the fact that Theaters lead the way in this important
field of public comfort and health.

The L-29, 2b0-watt, L-30, SOO-watt, and L-31, IQQO-watt
{left to right)
floodlighting projectors just placed on the market by General Electric.

3 New Types of Floodlights
Placed on Market by G. E.
Schenectady, N. Y. — Three types
are embraced in the new line of
floodlighting projectors for use in
floodlighting theaters and other buildings or objects, which has just been
placed on the market by the General
Electric Co.
The projectors have non-ferrous, and hence
non-rusting, casings, are light in weight and
the glass reflectors and lamps are totally
enclosed so that dust and dirt cannot enter.
Ease and accuracy in focusing are claimed
through special universal focusing mechanisms.
The projector is mounted on a small threepoint base design.
The projectors are built with a formed,
single-piece sheet copper casing and a singlepiece door of the same material. The rear
of the casing is hemispherical, and is provided with a clearance hole for the socketholder rod of bronze which is part of the
focusing mechanism. The lens is held loosely within the door by means of four punched
clips, in accordance with automobile headlight practice. The reflectors are supported
by means of punched supports and screw
clamps, fitted with asbestos cushions to prevent breakage. The focusing mechanism is
universally adjustable, consisting of a clamping chuck or collett similar to that used on
lathes.
Two sizes of lenses are available, the clear
leisfi with plain, liehtly stippled, heavily
stippled and spreadligbt distribution. The
colored lenses are supplied with plain or
heavily stippled distribution. All lenses are
of heat-resisting glass. For projectors equipped with clear lenses, color plates of red,
amber, blue or green are available. Where
projectors are mounted close to the base of
the surface to be illuminated, most efficient
illuminations afforded by the combination of
a new asymmetric reflector and spreadligbt
lens. The reflectors are of silver-plated glass,
projected by copper backing. Reflectors of
the same size are interchangeable in any of
the projectors.
The Type L-29 projector, designed primarily for use with a 250-watt floodlighting lamp,
is small in size and is particularly adopted
for mounting in places where the available
space is limited. It is equipped with a medium-angle parabolic reflector, and is suitable
for working distances of from 85 to 200 feet.
The paraboloidal reflector is 10 7-16 inches
in diameter and gives a medium-angle beam
of approximately 12 degrees; the asymmetrical
reflector produces a wide-angle beam. The
lens diameter is 11 1-4 inches. A universallyadjustable swivel crow-foot fase of cast bronze
is employed.
The Type L-30 projector is designed primarily for use with a 500-watt floodlighting
lamp. For it there are three reflectors, one
giving a medium-angle
beam for a working

distance up to 400 feet, one of sectional
glass construction giving a wide beam for
a working distance up to 100 feet, and one
of special construction that gives an asymmetric distribution when used with a spreadlight lens These three reflectors, with the
various lenses available, afford the desired
distribution of light.
The Type L-31 projector is designed primarily for use with a 1000-watt lamp. One
reflector is of comiJosite type, but of a single
piece, for general service with 1000-, 750-,
500 or 300-watt PS lamps. It gives a wide beam
and is suitable for mounting distances up
to 175 feet. Another type of reflector is
designed for use with a 1000- or 500-watt
G 40 floodlighting lamp. It gives a mediummgle beam and is suitable for working distances up to 400 feet. There is also available a combination of asymmetric reflector
and spreadligbt lens for use with both the
1000-watt general service lamp and the 1000
watt floodlighting lamp. Types L-30 and
L-31 are supported on a swivel trunnion
bracket of bronze, with a bronze crow-foot
base that permits universal adjustment of
the
beam. Their lenses are 15 3-4 inches in
iliameter.

Sirocco Claims Noiseless
Operation as a Feature

Detroit — Noiseless operation is a
feature claimed by the new ventilating fans of the American Blower Co.,
marketed under the name of Siroccos.
The fans are distributed through National Theater Supply Co. They are
especially designed for sound houses

FOR sale:
Camera

DEBRIE

"L"

Latest Model, Complete with
4 Lenses, 6 Extra Magazines
and Case, Akeley Tnpod,
Guaranteed New Condition,

uiiaoatsHsys
$1100.00

▼▼no

UJest

Motion
V. S. and

W^St. N<^ XotK.MV •▼

Pbona Penna. 0330

Picture
Canada

Department
Agents (or Debrla

Neon Patents Upheld in France
Paris — Claude Neon companies,
France, have been victorious in patent suits against English, French
and German firms, said to have been
infringing. The Claude Neon firm
controls patents for manufacture of
neon tube I'ghts for theater and commercial aviation lighting, it is stated.
S & N To Build Another
Floydada,
Tex. — Simpson
& Nelson will add another to their string
of small town theaters, with opening of a new $40,000 house here.

"A Nine Days' Wonder!"
Chicago Replaces Holh wood
as Capitol of Motion Picture
Industry, as All Roads Lead
to the First Annual

American Theatre
Equipment Exposition
to be held in

The Coliseum, Chicago
June 1 to 9, 1929
This exposition offers an unparalleled opportunity to enterprising manufacturers of motion picture theatre equipment
to show, to demonstrate, and
to sell their products to the
hundreds of theatre owners and
managers
ery day. who wnll attend evExhibition spaces are being
leased rapidly, but there are
still a number of desirable
spaces available.
For further information — including chart of spaces and
schedule of rentals — address

American
Theatre
Exposition Corporation

W. G. Newbould, Manager
Headquarters
Fourth
Floor
Hotel Stevens, Chicago
"Come to Chicago in June"
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Presentations

Foreign Markets
By JAMBS

JAPAN PRODUCED 800
FEATURES DURING I

By HERBERT

P. CUtfNINGHAM

Sound Devices Given Free
In U.K. For Advertising
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — General Film Prod.,
Ltd., of Kingsway, England, according to a statement of Edward Cook,
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY managing director, will offer exhibitors in Great Britain free talking deWashington — During 1928 there
vices, the Dept. of Commerce is adwere 800 features produced in Japan,
vised. The company is engaged in
according to a report to the M. P.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce. producing advertising films and will
sound reproducing sets costThere are approximately 122 film pa- supply
ing approximately $1,700 to about 200
pers and magazines published in that
theaters where its product will be
country, according to the report.
shown, it is claimed.
Lardenorff Is UFA Rep.
Sydney — Walter Lardenorff has ar- Jones Now Operating
rived here to replace Baron Gronfica
Australasian Film Ltd
as representative for Ufa. Gronica
Sydney — Australasian Film Ltd.
has been transferred to Vienna.
now is operating as Greater Australasian Film Ltd. with John C.
Allied Artists Changes Name
Jones heading the new company. The
London — Allied Artists Corp., Ltd., organization now is one of the stronghas changed its name to United Artest distributing companies in Ausists Corp., Ltd., and is now located
tralia operating entirely separate
at Film House, Wardour St.
from Union Theaters Ltd. It has
been for several months reported
Gainsborough Talker Started
that Australian Film Ltd. would susLondon — Denison Clift, upon the
pend distribution on account of huge
completion of "The City of Play," theater-building program now in opwill start production on the first 100
eration by Union Theaters.
per cent talker to be produced in
New
Producing
Co. Formed
England for Gainsborough Pictures.
Perth — Westralian Film ProducUfa Gets Pommer For 6
tions Ltd., with a capital of $48,500,
is issuing 20,000 shares of stock of
Berlin — Erich Pommer, producer, which
9,000 are offered to the public.
has been signed for six more UFA
The
directors
of the company are:
productions. Joe May and Hans
Clifford M. Clarke, Quintin Whyte,
Schwarz. directors, again will be con- Ernest A. Evans. H. H. Field Martel
nected with the Pommer unit.
and Harry Southwell, producer. The
first production planned is "Modern
Cutting T-S "Red Hell"
London — The Strand Film Co.'s Chariots."
U. T. Ltd. Building Unit Houses
production, "To What Red Hell,"
first British film for Tiffany-Stahl
Sydney — Union Theaters, Ltd. has
is being edited and cut. Edwin completed the first two of a number
Greenwood directed the film with of unit houses which are to be built
Sybil Thorndike in the leading role. in the capital city of each state in
Australia. The State at Melbourne
Associated Cinema Dividends
opened last month, while the State
London — Associated British Cine- here will have its premiere with Parmas Ltd. showed profit of more than amount's "The Fleet's In." The
$48,500 for the year ending and have house seats 3,500.
declared to pay a dividend of 10 per
cent.
Provincial Theater's Profits
London — Provincial Cinematograph
Theaters, Ltd. has yielded a profit of
$1,379,411 for the year and has declared a 15 per cent dividend on orRichmount
Pictures
dinary shares of stock. The company
723 7th Avenue
Inc.
!**« ^'^ ^*» is to issue an appeal for $6,062,500
D. J. MOUNTAN, Pre*.
of 6 per cent first mortgage debenture stock.
EXCLUSIVE ^foreign
representatives
for
Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
C«ble Address: RICHPICSOC, Parii
Cable Addreu: DEEJAY, London
Cable Addreii:
RICH PIC.
N. Y.

Exporting
only tlie
best in Motion Pictures

BORIS PETROFF STAGES IARTHUR KNORR'8 IS
CAPIT
OL
THERE
SLICK PARAMOUNT SHOW
The Paramount show was light and breezy,
carrying a good seasonal idea with the golf
motif featured. Boris Petroff staged the
show called "Fore I" He did a good job.
Ted Claire, the usual m.c, was here used as
the comedy, dressed in a goofy golf rig with
wide trousers. He clowned acceptably
throughout the show and collected a nice
quota of laughs, developing a surprising facility as an eccentric stepper with some
tumbles and turns that drew a big hand.
Stage set showed the front of a country
club to the left, with the fairway and a vista
of trees in the background. There was a tee
to the right, from which Alex Morrison, golf
specialist, pulled some nifty shots with the
comedy uppermost as Claire laid against the
green and Morrison clicked the pellets right
off his dome. A musical comedy idea was
worked throughout, with Brian Macdonald,
tenor, acting as the leading man in love with
the star, Alina Fay, and his rival being the
new golf professional, Alex Morrison. Miss
Fay was not so hot on her lines, but when
she went into her acrobatic contortions with
Russian steps thrown in, she was more than
passable. The Albertina Rasch girls lent
plenty of color and their costumes were nifty.
First they appeared in novelty sport costumes
wearing pantalettes, and later in summer
frocks. Cliff Crane also got a break in his
blackface and handling a warm number on
his clarinet. He had a knockout pantomime,
parodying
Al Jolson in
all
the
body movements
and"Mammy,"
exaggeratedwith
facial
expressions, but without uttering a word. It
was a scream, and with the help of the
band accompaniment went over strong. The
finale was neat, with the Rasch Girls in blue
satin nifties building a toy house with blocks
for the lovers to spend their honeymoon.

WEAK STAGE PRODUCTION
ELIWERS AT THE COLONY
The Colony stage show is still in the
economy era of the days before the big stage
presentations hit the Broadway picture
houses. Maybe the attendance at this house
doesn't warrant blowing the bankroll, then
maybe again the slim shows account for the
slim attendance. In any event, Walter
O'Keefe as the effervescent m.c. does yeoman service, and his stuff is good enough
to entertain in a much better patronized
house. Again Walter steps out on the runway masking the darkened pit, and with his
little mandolin-guitar, strums silly little
ditties to which he singsongs topical stuff
that carries oodles of laughs. He is the
l)rig;ht spot on a very so-so program. Sammy
Kahn leads his 10 stage band boys through
some commonplace harmonizing that leaves no
impression. Two gals, the Stewart Sisters,
dressed in Hawaiian grass, did a conventional kooch that was not outstanding. Another little girl named Sally Sweet tried a
cooing number with the band leader, and
played
to O'Keefe's
kidding,
and that
was
neutral straight
in both.
Just another
offering
fails to rate the big time classification.

German Ass'n Disbands
Berlin — Affairs of the Central
Keese Gets New Post
Ass'n of German Film Distributors
Birmingham — Alex Keese, southare beng liquidated. The dissolution
ern musical supervisor for Publix,
of the organization, formed 12 years
ago, was decided upon at a recent has been assigned to the Alabama
session of the Berlin Chamber of theater as "personality" leader.
Commerce. Rudolph Firmenich, sec,
Standard
retary, is liquidator.
Bentley with B. I. P.
London — Thomas Bentley has been
engaged by British International Pictures to produce Eden Philpott's
story, "The American Prisoner," at
the Elstree studio.
I

S. BERG:

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Picture Presentation
Tlie FALLY MARKU8
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

LackawanDa 7876
1531 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CITY

A very classy show was staged by Arthur
Knorr__ under
the stage
title of
"Black
Gold
Blues
with the
decorat
ions and
carrying
out the color motif. Opened with the drapes
parting to reveal Dave Schooler at the piano,
doing a solo number. Then into the full
stage, with the Chester Hale Girls appearing
m one of the most eye-appealing costumes
seen on Broadway in a long while. They were
in black and gold silk, tight fitting costumes,
with number one girl all gold, including
slippers, and the costumes graduating along
the line until the center girl was in all-black
then tapering to the left of the line till the
last girl was all in gold. They went through
a variety of maneuvers and the effect from
out front with the various color combinations was immense. Ziegfeld could have been
proud of this number.
Johnny Burke was the highlight, giving
his old time variety monologue about the
dopey doughboy caught in the draft, and his
experiences till he was finally shot at the
front. Old as the gags were, they clicked as
if the customers had never heard them before,
and most of them probably hadn't. Evelyn
Wilson did a Helen Kane, and put over her
baby songs and a souse number with the
aid of the m.c. She went over like a flash
bomb. Benny and Western doing their precision stepping, were just fair, showing nothing that hasn't been seen in these parts
many times before. Phil Spitalny has been
drafted from the Pennsylvania hotel dance
orchestra as leader of the orchestra, and he
met with a warm reception. He handled the
band of 80 pieces like a veteran. Nice program from all angles, especially strong on
costumes and settings.

W. B. Fulton' Promoted
Atlanta — W. B. Fulton, southern
division sales manager for Vitaphone,
has been appointed special representative, with headquarters in New
York. He is now on final tour of
the South. Fulton has appointed J.
W. Greenleaf sales representative in
Atlanta territory and E. W. Whaley
in Memphis.
Rose M. C. at St. Louis
St. Louis — Harry Rose has been
selected to serve as master of ceremonies at the Missouri succeeding
Eddie Peabody, who moved to the
Warfield, San Francisco, recently.
r
Saperstein Appointed Treasurer
Chicago — Aaron Saperstein, owner
of the Lexington and Garfield, has
been appointed treasurer of the local
exhibitors' association.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions Sor
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Announcing

EASTMAN

R EPROTONE
NEGATIVE

L

the proved sound film
ABORATORY

measure nient of its sound fidelity

— actual use in the studios — Reprotone Negative
has undergone these two tests and has emerged as
the pre-eminent medium for the recording of sound
with motion pictures. Developed through the joint
efforts of the industry and the Eastman organization, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached
standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

fTRECORDS

RECORDS
RECORDS
^4

IN OLD ARIZONA"

FOX MOVIETONE

OUT-DOOR

ALL-TALKING

SMASH

with

Edmund Lowe— Warner

Baxter— Dorothy Burgess

Raoul Walsh and Irving Cummings
BROKE

ALL EXISTING

RECORDS

Production

McVICKERS

THEATRE,

CHICAGO

With 3 Weeks of Turnaway Business — It's Miles Ahead of
Anything That Ever Played There

"HEAR TS IN DIXIE"

FOX movietone

ALL-TALKING, ALL-SINGING, ALL-DANCING
Musical Drama

of the South

*

Paul Sloane Production

MAKING

BOX-OFFICE

HISTORY

WHEREVER

IT PLAYS!

FIRST SUNDAY GROSS AT. UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE,
LOS ANGELES, BIGGEST IN HISTORY OF THAT HOUSE.
First week's business
exceeded gross
of a-nypolicy.
picture in that theatre
since introduction
of sound

|

Broke all existing house records at Leland Theatre, Albany, and played
to terrific business at Hippodrome, Cleveland.

"j
J

4<

SPEAKEAS Y

FOX MOVIETONE

ALL-TALKING

yy

FEATURE

with

Paul Page — Lola Lane — Henry B. Walthall
Helen Ware — Sharon Lynn
Benjamin Stoloff Production

HELD FOR 3RD WEEK AT THE ROXY —
IT BROKE ALL EXISTING 1-DAY RECORDS IN THE HISTORY
OF THE INDUSTRY FIRST SUNDAY IT PLAYED
Only 3 other pictures held over for
3rd week at Roxy in past 2 years!

•'What Price Glory'
"Street Angel"
our 3ons

has the record - wrecking
money - talking talker S

Brunswick Plans to Enter Industry on Big Scale

(THE

rAeHi¥S?hPUt
9/'f\lMDOH
^OL. XLVIII

ML THE NEWS
ALLTHE TIWE

Step Carefully

the family.
REMEMBER
Three words that prochicers
might well adopt as a perlanent slogan and with them as a
asis select their story material
■ith discretion. The backbone of
leater attendance and, conseuently, the prosperity of the enire business is family trade. The
ensibilities of the mob may be
outed, but the industry cannot get
way with it forever.
Impressionable minds must be
uarded and carefully moulded,

'he head of every family will tell
ou this. If the tendency in moion pictures, for instance, is to
roduce entertainment in the guise
f questionable themes, there can
e but one out for motion pictures.
Sound and the possibilities it has
pened up via the dialogue route
;nd to do this. Sophistication is
eing heaped on films at too rapid
gait. For proof, you need but
jrn to a number of current talkig pictures. And so we again urge
lat the family be borne in mind.
There is something to this indusry's structure aside from the New
f^orks and the Chicagos.
Merger Time

Price 5 Cents

Monday, April 1, 1929

No. 1

Paramount' FILM
s Plans
DAILY

West Coast Bur. THE

Los Angeles — Twenty-eight
talkers, 13 of which will have
silent versions, and one silent
picture are provided for in
plans of Paramount for the
first six months of the current
year.

T
STATE ARBITRATION LAW?
Oklahoma City — Exhibitors of the
state, through their organization, are
reported mobilizing against the proposed arbitration law, now pending
in the legislature. The bill seeks to
make arbitration agreements and decisions valid and enforceable.

$8,713,063 Net Reported
by Paramount for 1928

Net of $8,713,063 for the year and
$2,737,318 for the three months ended
Dec. 29 last after charges and reserves is reported by Paramount.
This compares with $8,057,000 for
the year and $2,407,000 for the corresponding period of 1927.
The 1928 net equals $4.22 per share
{Continued

on

Page

8)

U. A. TO CARRY OUT ALL
LOEW, P-F-L CONTRACTS
W. E. INTERCHANGEABILITY
POLICY aANEIN ENGLAND
London (By Cable) — Interchangeability policy of Western Electric is
the same in England as in America,
based entirely upon quality of reproduction, the company has assured the
Federation of British Industries. The
circumstances require that the Western Electric policy be considered as
"reasonable," the British trade body
asserts, holding that it is not directed
against British reproducing systems.

32 TALKERS TRON "U"
PIANNEDJOR 1929-30

IVest Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Universal will produce 32 all-talkers for 1929-1930. Six
of these are designed to fit into the
super special class. Silent versions
for each are planned.

Brunswick Unsuccessful in
Negotiations for Pathe Control

Harry Delf, who earned much
ommendation by his early work with
•"o.x Movietone — we have "The Fanily Picnic" particularly in mind — is
usy on a series of talking comedieii'
or Ellbee. "Meet the Family" is
he first. It is down-to-earth and a
iiverting cross-section of average
amily life in America. Humorous,
latural and close to home.
K A N K

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

Not

DAILY

Los out
Angeles
— United
Artists' with
will
carry
existing
agreement
Loew's and Paramount, in event the
deal with
consummated.
There
are \\'arners
24 housesis in
the United
Artists chain w'hich, according to
Schenck made $540,000 last year.
United Artists holds long-term
franchises with both organizations
which give the former automatic
bookings of its product over both
chains.

Schenck Reverses Position
and Now Favors Talkers
West

Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Joseph M. Schenck
has reversed his former antagonistic
position toward talkers. He says
talkers can be made at a lesser cost
than silent pictures. The latter, he
believes in future will be made primarily to hold the foreign market.

Fox Picking a Site for
10 Original Musical Films No United Artists Stock
Oklahoma City House
To Be Issued To Public
in THERKO's
Plans
Oklahoma City — Negotiations for H'estIncluded
Coast Bureau,
FILM
DAILY

Spring fever is identical with mer- a site for a Fox house in the busiHollyw^^od — Eight to ten musical
er fever. Medical science may
ness district here were being con- talkers, written directly for the
xplode the theory higher than a kite,
ducted last week with local interests screen, are embraced in Radio Pict is a fact, however, that spring days
by
representatives
from the compature's plans for next season. The
re also merger days. Take the
ny's
home
office.
It
is
planned
to
Jnited Artists-Warner situation, by start construction in the near future. company
"Hit the now
Deck,"owns "Rio Rita" and
.'ay of example. Joe Schenck delares there w-ill be no deal unless all
J. A. members concur. Chaplin delares he will kick over the traces,
'erhaps he will, but if Hollywood
esearch and New York investigation
lean anything, that deal is set to go.

"Meet the Family"

Warner Deal Would
Affect Existing
Franchises

Myers to Address Michigan
Convention on April 9

West Coast Burtau, THE

FILM

DAILY

If Warners sec e the one-half interest sought in United Artists, $40,000,000 in common stock will be issued, one-half of which Warners
will buy for cash. No stock will be
placed on the market.

Goldwyn Denies Report He
Is to Get U. A. Post
West

Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Samuel Goldwyn
denies report that he is to become
vice president and general manager
of United Artists Consolidated.

Los Angeles — Brunswick-BalkeCollender intends to enter the synchronization field on a big scale, it
is understood here. That is why litDetroit — Abram F. Myers, presitle surprise occasioned by the re- Mae Murray Signed for
dent and general counsel of the Alported deal being negotiated for SonTiffany-Stahl Talkers
era Bristolphone. Two months ago,
lied States Ass'n, will be principal
speaker at a meeting here April 9 of it is stated, Brunswick was interested
Tiffany-Stahl has signed Mae Murthe Michigan exhibitor unit. The in acquiring Pathe, but the reported
ray to a long term contract. Alltalking and singing pictures she will
state organization is a unit of Al- deal did not materialize.
lied. At the session, H. M. Richey
make for the company are "Peacock
will outline the recent government
— Brunswick-Balke-CollenRose" and "Fascredit and arbitration suits in New derChicago
has taken
over the Bremer Tully Alley," "Broadwiay
cination." Production of "Peacock
York.
Co., radio firm.
Alley" is to be started by July 1.
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Financial
(QUOTATIONS AS OF THURSDAY)
STOCK MARKET
Seat
Fm.
Ind.

East. Kodak

High
36J4
pfd. 26}^

179

Low
36
25^

179

Close
36H
26^

179

•do
pfd
128
•First
Nat.
pfd
108
Fox
Fm.
"A"
... 89^
87J4 89^
•do
rts
3
•Keith
A-0
28^
do
pfd
98
98
98
Loew's
Inc
65 J4
63^ 64^
do
pfd
99
99
99
M-G-M
pfd
26
26
26
M.
P. Cap
38"^
37
37
Para.
F-L
66^
63>i 66
Pathe
Exch
105/^
lOJ^ lO'A
do
"A"
21M
19^4 20
Radio K-A-0
30
28^4 30
Stanley
Co
30
30
30
Univ. Pict. pfd
981/2
Warner
Bros
109>4
105^ 109
do
pfd
SOYi
49^ 491/^
•Warner
Pet. rts
3^
CURB
MARKET
Acoustic Prod
8H
7%
7%
•Bal. & KatE
74J4
Columbia Pet
31 Ji
31
31^
Con.
Fm.
Ind. ... 26
25
25 "^
•Film
Insp
2
Fox Thea. "A"
... 29J4
285/J 29
Griffith, D.W.
"A"
2
2
2
Intern.
Proj
51}4
SO
50
•Loew do deb. rts
30 J^
•Nat.
Scr.
Ser
25
Nat.
Thea.
Sup...
11
lOH H
Trans-Lux
18^
185^ 185^
Univ.
Pict
225i
22fi 225^
BOND
MARKET
Keith
A-0
6s 46. 93
92^^ 93
Loew
6s 41ww
...112
110^ 110^
do
6s 41
x-war..
97J4
97
97
Paramoufnt 6s 47 . . 99^
99
99}^
Par. By. S'As 51 .10134 101 101
Pathe
73 37
7954
79^4 79J4
CURB
BONDS
•Am. Seat. 6s 36
96
•Warner 6^^s 28
198
OVER THE
COUNTER
Roxy
"A"
30
31
do units
31
32
do com
S'/z
4K
Skouras
Bros
.... 40
44
Technicolor
19
20
United
Art
5
10
do pfd
75
85
Univ.
Ch. com.
.. 2
do
pfd
75
85
•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Sales
300
2,000

300

9,300
100
4,900
100
500
1,800
42,400
10,500
2,500
25,800
200
26,500
900

spring drive for the big

Broadway

Book
TheDate
Industry's

is in full swing, with fcmr new

April 2-3

"Broadway
Melody" .... M-G-M
"The
Iron
Mask"
United Artists
"The I^etter"
Paramount

Astor
Rivoli
Criterion

April
April

"Noah's

Winter

Ark"

Warners

Garden

Feib.
Feb.
Mar.

8
21
7

Mar.

12

"Singing
Fool"
Warners
Harris
"The
Divine
Lady"
First National, . . Warners
"Trial of Mary Dugan" . . . M-G-M
Embassy
"Christina"
Fox
Gaiety
"The Wild
Party"
Paramount
Rialto

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

12
22
28
30
30

"His Captive
"Coquette"

Apr.
Apr.

2
5

Woman" .. First National. .. Central
United
Artists. . . Rivoli

Harrisburg, Pa. — Opposition effectually blocked the bill of Senator
Max Aron, which called for exemption from censorship of all newsreels,
films synchronized with sound or
dialogue and reels showing local
shots. The Senate adopted a motion
to send it back to committee, which
means that it probably will remain
there.
Backer Co. Handling Phonofilm
Seattle — James J. Backer has been
appointed distributor of DeForest
Phonofilm in Oregon, Washington
and northern Idaho by General Talking Pictures Corp. The company,
which is already in the electrical
business, will handle the installation
of the equipment in its territory.
Binghamton

House

Reopened

Binghamton, N. Y. — The Regus
here seating 744 and owned by Anthony Lalley has been reopened after
redecorations and the installation of
a Link organ.
Hendel Theaters to Build
Monessen, Pa. — Hendel Theaters
Corp., Pittsburgh, will invest $70,000
in a theater building here. Hendel
operates a string in Pittsburgihi and
suburbs and recently opened the new
Roosevelt,
Pittsburgh.
Jungert With Tri-State Theaters
Lewiston, Ida. — • George Jungert,
former Oregon exhibitor, has purchased a 50 per cent interest in the
Tri-State Theaters, here. The company was reorganized last fall by
Eddie Rivers, who operates the Rex
and Granada.
Alger Secures Illinois House
Morrison, 111. — E. E. Alger, who
operates several houses in the middle
section of this state, has acquired the
Capitol, formerly operated by L. J.
Burkitt. Alger recently acquired the
Park at Champaign, 111.

Elinor O'Reilly with Fox
Kalberer at Terre
Haute
Elinor O'Reilly has resigned from
Terre
Haute — A. J. Kalberer
is National Artists Service to join casting staff of Fox, and will leave for
managing the Indiana.
He was forHollywood tomorrow.
merly at Fort Wayne.

M.P.T.O.A.
New
York.

2

April

5

Directors'

Meeting

in

Opening
of "HisNew
Captive
at the Central,
York.Woman"

Opening
of "Coquette"
at RivoliU. A., New
York.
6 Warner - First
National - Stanley
Frolic
Hotel,
New
York. at Commodore

April 8 Opening of "Alibi" at 44th Street
New
York.
April 8 Opening ner,"The
Desert Song" at WarLos Angeles.
9 Meeting of Michigan M.P.T.O.A.
at Detroit.
April 14-15-16
burgh.Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pitts-

April

April 16

Opening
of "TheNewRainbow
at the Selwyn,
York. Man,"
New York.
April 17 Opening
of "Show Boat" at Globe,

Tri-State Meeting planned
Blocked Anti-Censorship
Bill in Pennsylvania by Va., D. C. and Md. Units

100
5,400
....
5,000
200
100
....

6
60
10
7
9
1

money

shows hitting the big street this week.
"Weary
River,"
"Hearts in Dixie,"
and "Lady of the Pavements" fade from the lineup.
Two each for M-G-M, United,
Paramount, Warners and First National.
Picture
Distributor Theater
Opening Date

3,800

200
7,400
100
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The Broadway Parade

NDtfS
THE

Am.
Con.

■JX

May

1 Annual meeting of Quebec
itor unit, Montreal.

exhib-

Guinan
Coast Trial May 3
Richmond — Tri-state meeting with West Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
the Maryland and District of ColumLos Angeles — May 3 is date set for
bia exhibitor units, is being arranged trial
of the Texas Guinan suit against
by the Virginia association, as de- Fox West Coast. She asks $25,000
cided upon at the recent convention. in connection with her engagement
Issac Weinberg
is president;
Chas
A. Somma, vice president and H. at Loew's State last October. A
$1,500 counter claim has been enterRubin, secretary-treasurer. On the
ed by the theater firm.
board in addition to officers are: E.
B. Ross, Joel A. Levy, Walter CoulFull Week
at Columbus
ter, Morton Thalhimer, C. E. GeogColumbus
—
The
Keith-Albee Palhegan, B. T. Pitts, J. L. Fray, E.
ace, for the first time in its history,
D. Heins, F. W. Twyman and H. is now a full week stand, a new
W. Robertson.
vaudeville bill opening each Sunday
in addition to sound pictures which
Clary
at Public
Auditorium
will also be introduced on the same
Cleveland — Fred H. Clary, manManager Burns O'SulIivan alager of Loew's Allen for the last date. ways
has been in favor of week
year and manager of the Stillman for stands and was a prime mover for
four preceding years, has been ap- the nistallation of talker equipment.
pointed assistant manager of the
Cleveland Public Auditorium. The
Public Auditorium contains a conBest and Most Entertaining !
vention hall that seats 15,000 and two
complete theaters.

Rebuilding Mansfield House
Mansfield, O. — The Madison, owned by W. N. and H. R. Skirboll,
which was completely destroyed by
fire a month ago is being rebuilt.
The new house will have 1,850 seats.
"I

West Arriving Tomorrow
Roland West, producer and director of "Alibi," will arrive in New
York tomorrow to attend premiere
April
Street. 8 of his all-talker at the 44th

consider your TRAILER SERVICE the best and most entertaining
for advertising my programs.

method
Yours

COMPLETE

for the greatest success."
GEM
THEATRE,
Amery,

Wis.

THEATER LIST

We checked four hundred names taken at
randonn on the theater list with our own contracts and the score was 100%
C. C. BURR

FREE

to Film Daily Subscribers

Subscription $ 1 0.00

Foreign $ 1 5.00

"BROADWAY

MELODY'*

Box Office Smash!
Strand Theatre, Atlantic City, N. J.

"THE

SINGING

FOOU*

Colossal Sell-Out !
Midland Theatre, Newark, Ohio

"INTERFERENCE"
Nation-wide Hit!

"THE BARKER"
Capacity Audiences!
Broadway Theatre, Pitman, N. J.

And Many Other Outstanding Successes

OVER

ALL PLAYED
THE BRISTOLPHONE

SYSTEM

Sold With Guarantees of

Sound-on-Film-Attachment
AND FREEDOM
OF
INFR IN GEM ENTS
OF ANY^ KIND!

PHONE
WIRE,
OR WRITE TO
1650
BROADWAY,
NEW YORK
CITY

EXTRACTS from UNWRITTEN
WE never RECEIVED
LETTERS
TERRY RAMSAYE
Editor Pathe Audio Review
New York

SIR: — Ajter viewing one issue of your reel 1 will
never use the word 'guts" in an ad again.
HOWARD

DEAR

DIETZ

SIR:—

I have never seen or heard an issue of Pathe
Audio Review — and I hope I never do.
COURTLAND
DEAR

SMITH

MR. EDITOR:—

I have not seen Pathe Audio Review and I
do not like it.
EMANUEL
DEAR

COHEN

OLD PAL:—

After screening Pathe Audio Review I have
decided to discontinue my presentations.
SID GRAUMAN
DEAR

MR. EDITOR:—

Pathe Audio is the first release in the
history of the industry I have not had to
re-edit for my public.
HAROLD

B. FRANKLIN

DEAR EDITOR:—

We tvould rather see and hear Pathe Audio
Review than travel.
THOS. COOK

& SONS

DEAR MR. RAMSAYE:—

After seeing and hearing Pathe Audio Review I am without words to express my
emotions
NOAH

WEBSTER

PATH E <JluMo REVl EW
SOUND

RECORDING

by

RCA

PHOTOPHONE

SYSTEM

AN
AVALANCHE
ACCLAIM -WILDER
DEAR

of WILD
every HOUR

TERRY:—

1 do not choose to say anything about Pathe
Audio Kevietv. This letter was never ivritten.
CALVIN

COOLIDGE

«

HERR

EDITOR:—

Ajter seeing one issue of Pathe Audio Revie w^ I wondered where you got your ideas.
SIGMUND
DEAR

FREUD

MR. RAMSAYE:—

After screening Pathe Audio Review I prayed
that nothing trivial should happen to you.
EDGAR B. HATRICK
DEAR & VENERABLE RAMSAYE:—
1 have never heard of Pathe Audio Review
and hope that no one ever does.
HARRY

DEAR

REICHENBACH

PATHE:—

Can Pathe Audio Review put me in touch
with some pretty girlsl
FLORENZ
DEAR

ZIEGFELD

MR. EDITOR:—

I have paid three admissions to see Pathe
Audio Review.
ONE EYED CONNOLLY

P. S.: — Pathe Audio Review is the sound and
talk edition of Pathe Review, the only screen
magazine reel on earth — if there are any
prints to spare yon may be able to book it.

y

PATH E cAudio REVI EW
SOUND

RECORDING

by

RCA

PHOTOPHONE

SYSTEM
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Coast Wire Service

Predicts Uplift

Talker Improvements
LAP DISSOLVE, DOiLE
EXPOSORE DEVELOPED
Marking another step in the technical advancement of the talking pictures, Lodge Cunningham, sound engineer of the Christie staff, has
worked out what is believed to be
the first perfected lap dissolves done
with voice and picture, in the current
Douglas MacLean feature, "Divorce
Made Easy." Scenes which dissolve
back and forth between various characters in which the voices as well as
the pictures merge perfectly on one
picture and sound track with no dupings of scenes, required much careful manipulation, and the results are
said to be strikingly novel and developed to the same state of perfection which the simpler lap dissolves
had attained in the former silent pictures.
Even more of an achievement has
just been accomplished by Cunningham in completing a process for double exposures in picture and sound,
whereby a talking character can plav
a dual role, conversing with himself
on the screen and using two different voices. First use of this will be
made in a new Christie Talking Play
to be started this week.
Fox Making Movietone
Operetta
"Married in Hollywood," an original operetta written by Oscar
Strauss, Viennese composer, will be
produced at the Fox Movietone studios, early next month under the direction of Marcel Silver and Edward
No cast has yet been seRoyce.
lected.

Cast Additions to "Twin Beds"
Alice Lake and Carl LeVines have
been added to the cast of First National's "Twin Beds," which star.^
Jack Mulhall. Patsy Ruth Miller is
playing the leading feminine role and
others are Gertrude Astor, Armand
Kaliz, Eddie Gribbon, Jocelyn Lee
Edythe Chapman and Ethel Gray
Terrv.
Al Santell is directing.

Declaring that the ear is
more moral than the eye, Prof.
Walter B. Pitkin of the Columbia School of Journalism, predicts that talkers will uplift all
film more thani reformers ever
can in an article in the April
issue of "Children, the Parents'

2,532 Censorships Cuts
Reported During 1928
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles— During 1928, 2,532
individual eliminations were made in
feature pictures censored throughout
the world, according to a recent report submittedThe
to theeliminations
Ass'n of M. on
P.
Producers.
short
subjects
numbered
869.
t(
»
Very few major eliminations were
made on the 500 pictures on which
Magazine."
By RALPH
WILK
representatives of the association
"Storm and Strife" Burr
the pictures
Two Reel Sound Series were consulted orbefore
released. The asHollywood West Coast Bmeau, THE FILM DAILY were produced
sociation has a censor in each of
HERBERT CLARK, Pittsburgh
Hollywood—
C.
C.
Burr,
of
B.
&
H,
boy, who made good in New
the 16 studios, which are representYork, is now determined to make Enterprises, is planning a series of
ed in the organization, and self-cengood in Culver City. Culver City is two reel comedies entitled "Storm and
sorship has been found effective.
the home of the Pathe studio and Strife," He is organizing a staf?
Pennsylvania continues to impose
Herbert has been signed by Pathe. and will start as soon as his scripts the severest censorship in the United
are ready. No cast has been an- States, with Ohio believed second.
first saw
We
Broadway
play. him in "My Son," a
nounced. All will be 100 per cent Australia is the severest foreign
*
*
*
dialogue films.
country in the matter of censorship.
Massachusetts has a state law that
By the way, Herbert believes
Burns at Fox Studio
in numerology. He appeared in
imposes a Sunday censorship, which
Among the newest additions to the differs from the regulations on the
five stage successes and in five
failures and has five letters in
Fox Movietone personnel is Bobbie daily showings. Exhibitors of the
his last name.
Burns, formerly of Earl Carroll's state are not troubled to a great ex*
+
*
tent, as the majority of the towns
"Vanities," and in Keith-Orpheum
Our Passing Show. Harry D. vaudeville. He is awaiting assign- and cities do not have Sunday showment to his first picture.
ings.
Wilson and Don Eddy, two master
Boswells, chatting at the RKO studio; Marty Santell discoursing ov
Signed for Mackaill Film
Fire Destroys Swiss Films
Louise Fazenda and Jack Oakie Washington
love, at a wedding; Irvin Willat and
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
— Fire at the offices of
Jack
tional. Oakie conferring at First Na- have been signed for Dorothy Mac- theWashington
Swiss Educative Cinema at Berne
kaill's forthcoming First National
*
*
*
To Get," which re- completely destroyed the entire colPaul Perez is tossing off dialogue picture,cently"Hard
lection of educational and scientific
went into production. Charles
and titles with equal facility. He Delaney is playing opposite Miss
Mackaill in the picture and the cast films,
reportof toComthe'
M. P. according
Section of tothea Dept.
wVote the dialogue for "The Man
merce. The damage was estimated
and the Moment" and "The Captive includes James Finlayson, Edmund
Clarissa Selwynne, Wil- at several million francs.
Woman" and recently titled "Pris- Burns liamandBeaudine
is directing.
*
*
*
Bulgarian Historical Film
Holmes in New Bow Film
Gladys Lehman, scenarist, for
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
oners."
Phillips Holmes, who recently was
several years connected with
^^''ashington — At the Sofia studio, an
signed to a Paramount contract, will
Universal, is writing the conhistorical film, "Under The Yoke,"
play in Clara Bow's new all-talking is being produced from a novel by
tinuity for Howard Green's
picture, an original by Lester Cohen Ivan VasofT and directed by Dr.
original, "The Broadway HoofSetoitscheff, states a report to the
er," for Columbia.
*
♦
*
Finishes Dresser Film
M.
P. Section of the Dept. of Com"Not Quite Decent," with Louise merce.
First National's musical units are
as near complete as possible with Dresser, has been finished at Fox,
the arrival of George Meyer and Al under direction of Irving Cummings,
LondonCast
— Kenneth
McLaglen has
Bryan. Many of the directors, in One sequence is in dialogue.
For "Outlawed"
their spare mom^^nts, are taking adbeen
cast
for
the
part
of Dick TurDillon Finishing F. N.
vantage of the opportunity to visit
pin in a series of two reel pictures
Future affiliation of John Francis which will be produced by George
the melody masters studios to listen
to themes which thev think will syn- Dillon, First National director, whose Banfield for British Filmcraft Prochronize with their forthcoming pro- contract is expiring with the com- rect.
ductions. Reginald Fogwell will diductions.
nounced. pletion of "Careers," is so far unan-

A Little
from

Lots

Horton Making New Talker
"The Right Bed," third of the
series of six Coronet Talking Comedies for Educational is in work
Hugh Faulcon, is directing, Edward
Everett Horton is starred.

Ziehm
Starting New Film
Recording Engineers Arrive
Berlin — Arthur Ziehm, independent
Hugh McDowell, Jr., and John
producer, who formerly was with
Tribl)y, recording engineers, have arN. Y. "Lab"
rived at R-K-O from the RCA-Pho- M-G-M, is making "1813," a historiOpen
May
cal picture with Mulino von Kluck,
Harold Glickman and Edward
tophone headquarters in New York.
Horn, who sold the Tremont film
17-year-old
granddaughter of the faThe sound staff will be further augmous general, as lead.
laboratory and equipment to Technimented
with
the
arrival
soon
of
GilSennett on His Seventh
color, arc retaining their firm name
bert Brown and James Maresca.
Mack Sennet is now* working on
3 Bridgeport Houses Dark
and may open a laboratory in New
his seventh all-dialogue comedy, havYork.
Fox Renews with Albertsom
Bridgeport, Conn. — Three of the
Frank Albertson, juvenile, who re- six Fox-Poli theaters here are dark.
ing thus far produced "The Lion's
Wampas Reject Frolics Plan
Roar," "The Bride's Relations,"
cently finished a featui-ed role in They are the Lyric, Park and Plaza.
Plan to hold the Wampas
Frolic "The Old Barn," "Whirls and Girls," "Blue Skies" with Helen Twelve- The Fox-Poli Palace and Majestic
at the national Elks' convention
in "Broadway Blues," and "The Bee's trees, had his option renewed at Fox, are playing vaudefilms while the
June has been rejected.
Albertson was picked from the ex- Globe is playing burlesque.
tra ranks by Dave Butler, who diVon Sternberg Renews
Ruschmier Gets Utah House
Astor Film Completed
Buzz."
Josef von Sternberg has signed a
rected him in "Prep and Pep."
"The Woman from Hell," Mary new contract with Paramount.
Provo,
Utah — S. C. Ruschmier, forCalvert in New Talker
merly connected with McDermond &
Astor's new vehicle for Fox, has been
finished under direction of A. F.
E. H. Calvert, has been signed for
Loretta Young Renewts
Thornberg at the Orpheum at MilErickson. There will be no dialogue
First National has renewed option "The Greene
Murder
Case."
Wil- ford, Utah, has taken the Bonita
liam Powell heads the cast.
sequence in this picture.
on services of Loretta Young,
here from J. W. Nixon.

THC
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Lent Bugaboo Overcome
by W. C, Franklin Says|

irest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ancient Lent bugaboo
DAILY TIPS WHICH MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN
has been slain this year by Fox West
Coast, which according to President
a morning showing. The paper
Harold B. Franklin, has experienced
"Canary Murder Case"
By PHIL M. DALY
no letdown this year, during the peplayed up the story with extra em(Paramount)
riod which is supposed to deliver a
phasis several days in advance of
Used a ballyhoo with a group of the event,
READ the column very carefully
and with scare headlines
body
blow
to
show
business.
Shatoi
marathon dancers strutting their steps
today. You may find an offer
on the day of the party. The boys
tering of the legend, he says, is due
a prize for the best original contribu- to product, advertising and general on a moving truck. Banners on each marched to the theater accompanied
truck
Maration. You may — but you won't. confidence of the public in the en- side ofthonthe
Dancers
on read,
their "The
way to
see by a brass band, waving banners inApril foo-ell!
tertainment the circuit offers.
dicating the nature of the event.
*
*
*
and hear "The Canary Murder Case — N'ext, came a hook-up with a local
a Paramount All-Talkie — Worth — flying field, which furnished free, an
BIRTHDAYS
Soimd at Fortuna
Mounted on a truck an electric airplane, which circled over city 45
Paul Gulick —
Fortuna, Cal. — Redwood Theaters,
minutes. Radio stations cooperated
Phone him conDeacan L'naphone played by an or- with four broadcasts, on a hook-up
Inc.,
has
reopened
the
F"ortuna
State
ganist who was completely hidden
gratulationes, f 1 - after altering and installing sound.
lows. Or send him
from view by compoboard displays idea that their programs were big
on sides and rear advertised the show. time stuff from Times Square. — CarLeases California House
roll Langue. Metropolitan, Baltimore.
poll parrot.
acrazy
Now."
about He's
poll
Merchants co-operated with the
Lemoore,
Cal. — L. Marvin
has theater by displaying flags and penIt isn't leased the Liberty.
parrots.
really
his birthday,
He will remodel
"Weary River"
nants while a huge banner advertisbut send him the and reopen the middle of April.
(First National)
ing the picture was across the street
poll parrot, anyway.
in front of the theater. — Marsline K.
Using six columns of an eight*
*
*
Gordinier
at Marion
column page and running eight inches
Moore, Publix Worth— Fort Worth.
deep, the advertisement dominated
Marion, O. — C. H. Gordinier has
Exhibitors' Daily Reminder
"Give and Take"
the amusement page of "The Toledo
been appointed manager of the PalBlade." It had attention-getting
This is April Fool's Day. Fool
ace,
Young
Amusement
Co.
house.
(Universal)
yo^ir patrons by shonxing them a
Had the girls carry trays suspended qualities and was at the same time
by ribbons about their shoulders. informative, giving due emphasis to
good picture.
They'll be surprised.
Sue Indiana Houses
*
*
*
The envelopes on the trays bore a the fact that Barthelmess was to be
Hammond, Ind. — Harms, Inc., has legend that they contained a game of heard as well as seen. The lines
Caution to Executives
brought suit against Robert J. Ull- chance but you took no chance see- "Here Him on Vitaphone," "Hear
rich of Auditorium for alleged inBe a wise owl today, and don'tyour
let
ing "Give and Take" at the Grand. Him Talk," "Hear Him Sing," "He's
fringement of music copyrights. Inside
the envelope was a pair of Wonderful" were prominently dis'em fool you. Don't answer
Irving Berlin is suing the Valpo at small dice. Over 15,000 of these enphone. Don't accept
played. In the center of the lay-out
Valparaiso for the same reason.
velopes were distributed on the main over heavy block type spelling out
any checks. Don't
receive any callers.
streets. One girl gained particular "Barthelmess in 'Weary River'" was
New Manchester (N. H.) House
Don't do anything.
prominence by dispensing her envel- an illustration of the star and Betty
In a word, do what
Manchester, N. H. — States Theopes from a new automobile. — Grand, Compson in a love scene, bringing
you do every other
aters, Inc., will operate a new house Pittsburgh.
out the romantic qualities of the picbeing built here.
It will seat 2,300.
day — nothing.
ture. Above the illustration were the
That's
fooling
'em
"Times
Square"
lines "He Sings His Way to Freekid.
Lease Pennsylvania
House
(Gotham)
*
*
«
dom and Love" and "A Story You'll
Waynesburg, Pa. — Frank Pishioery
Arranged with newspaper
to play Remember
— John F. Kuniand Larry Puglia have leased the host to more than 700 newsboys at ler.
Casting Expert
Pantheon,Forever."
Toledo.
Eclipse from Charles F. Sdlveus. WilBertha Karp has been a casting exliam Anderson will manage.
pert at Edward Small Play Co.
for years. She has
Kuhn at Ithaca
just cast Saul
Ithaca, N. Y. — Theodore C. Kuhn
F a r b e r of the
the Strand, Cornell TheShepard Press to is managing
aters house.
play the part of
her meal ticket
Leases Dayton House
for the rest of his
Dayton, O. — Louise Fair has leased
life. That's sonic
casting, girls!
the Wyoming from Albert Staehlin
for two years.
His Milk Maid
Rebuilding Texas
House
*
♦
*
San
Saba,
Tex.
—
C.
W. DoffleIt was April first. A film sales- meyer is rebuilding the Palace
man phoned his home when he vwas recently destroyed by fire.which
'cached the office, and just to fool
iis wife, said: "Hello, this is the
nilkman."
"You're a liar," a voice replied.
'I'm the milkman."
*
♦
*
What's
to the
famous
Mew
York happened
Film Curb?
With
half
he exhibitors going over to the Film
i^enter building on Ninth Avenue,
he salesmen still left at 729 are runling themselves bowlegged. And
vhen they get over there they are so
■)ut of breath that they have only
enough wind left to ask $17 instead
)f $35.
*
*
*
Famous Film Conversations
"Whadja knaiv?"

NATIONAL
SCREEN
SERVICE

TH£
Monday,

Short Shots from
New York Studios
SiSBy

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY',

has gangMARMONT
PERCY
planked ill Manhattan after some
months in England and on the Continent. Before saiHng he completed
a starring role in "The Silver King,"
Welsh-Pearson production, and now
has been signed to star in a dialogue
version of the picture which will be
made next Soimmer. Marmont, who
is at the Lambs Club, recently starred
in "Yellow Stockings" and "Sir or
Madam."
"Kitty" is breaking into speech at
RCA's Gramercy Studio on Eas*
24th St. Having made the silent
version in England, Victor Saville
is now directing the same yarn in
part-talker form, with Estelle Brody,
big b. o. number in Europe, starred.
Dorothy Cummings, who has been
working in English pictures for
some time, is in the cast, along with
John Stewart and Charles Courtneigh.

rememLee Beggs, who youanmay
of the old
ber as the fat comedi
Solax Co., if your memory goes
back that far, will produce a series
of two-reel talking comedies at
American Sound Studios, West 44th
St. More recently he has been working in front of the footlights. A
number of years ago Beggs directed
for Universal and Vitagraph.
Frank Zucker, chief cinematographer for RCA-Photophone, and
Walter Strange are grinding first
cameras on "Kitty," British International picture being made at
Gramercy studio for World Wide
distribution. Alex Saville is production manager. Harold Godsoe is assistant to Director Victor Saville,
who has another assistant in Marjorie Gaffney.
Dudley Murphy, who has done a
lot of screen writing, has been appointed story editor at Gramercy Studio, operated by RCA-Photophone.
He has selected 26 subjects for making into sound shorts. Dudley will
also work with the megaphone.
Alice Boulden of Broadway shoiudom fame goes before camera and
microphone Thursday at rarumount,
under supervision of Larry Kent.
Next week Lillian Roth, musical
comedy illuminary, and her band
gets recorded and cameraed and on
the two following days, a Rogers'
and Hart production has same experience.
RCA-Photophone will erect a 40x
70 studio adjoining its Gramercy
plant on East 24th St. The stagenow in use, probably the largest in
the East, measures 60x200.

Harry Green, Will Cohen
$8,713,063 Net Reported
by (Continued
Paramount
for 1928 Retire from Equity Chain
from Page 1)
after the recent split-up of three-forone and $12.67 per share on the old
basis; and the profit for the fourth
quarter 1928 equals $1.33 per share
on the new basis, and about $4.00
per share on the old basis, on the
common stock entitled to dividend
paid Dec. 29. The stock was split
three-for-one on Sept. 26, 1928.

Fox Will Go Ahead With
Plans for Philly House
Philadelphia — Denial of abandonment of plans for building a theater
at 17th St. and Market in Philadelphia is made by Fox. The company
assembled a site for a theater and
ofiice building here over a year ago,
and continued delays gave rise to reports that Fox had abandoned the
project.
Abandons R. I. Theater Plan
Providence, R. I. — Max Makowsky,
has abandoned plans for the construction of a theater on Hope street
to replace the Olympia which was destroyed by fire.
Stocker New Branch Manager
F. L. Stocker, formerly attached
to company's Dallas office, has been
promoted to branch manager of Columbia's newly acquired city exchange. L. C. Montgomery, former
Pathe salesman, succeeds Stocker at
Dallas.
To Replace Condemned House
Lake Worth, Fla. — Phipps theater
interests will build a new theater on
site of the condemned Liberty.
Plymouth Houses Darkened
Plymouth, Mass. — Scarlet fever
epidemic has closed all local schools,
churches and theaters.
Ward Added to Cast
London — Warwick Ward has been
added to the cast of the British International picture, "The Informer."
Lars Hansen and Lya de Putti have
the leads.
Jackson Buys Strand
Spartanburg, S. C. — Strand theater
end office building has been purchased
by John
L. Jackson.
Business
Men
to Build
Middletown, Conn. — Local business
men are sponsoring a new theater,
scheduled for fall opening.
Miller in Racine
Racine — H. Compton Miller, formerly connected with the National
Theater Circuit, has been named
manager of the Ambassador succeeding Don Kastler.
Sells Kansas House
Little River, Kan. — George W.
Downing has sold the Majestic to G.
E. McAlaster.

George Jessel's swiyig to Fox is
Clark Gets New
Post
a real homecomiyig , for it was William Fox, who 20 years ago gave
Oklahoma City — R. M. Clark has
Jessel his first booking — over the been promoted to assistant manager
of the Griffith chain.
Fox circuit.

Philadelphia — Retirement of Harry
Green, former treasurer of Equity
Theaters, and Will Cohen, the circuit's president, has been announced
following the completion of the Warner-Equity deal. Green and Cohen
still retain their stock holdings, but
active management has been assumed
by Ben Amsterdam, Jack Rosenthal
and Abe Altman.
Clara Bow

in Circus Film

Clara Bow's next will have a circus background. Florence Ryerson
will adapt the Cohen story and Viola
Brothers Shore is writing the dialogue.
Lavine Now

at Medford

April 1, 1929

On Broadway
Astor — "Broadway
Melody"
Cameo— "The Godless Girl"
iCapitol— "Wild
Orchids"
Central— "His Captive Woman"
Colony — "Clear the Decks"
Criterion — "The
Letter"
Embassy — "The Trial of Mary
Dugan"
Gaiety — "Christina"
Hippodrome — "Queen of the Night Clubs"
Loew's New York — Monday,
"Alias Jimmy
Valentme"; Tuesday, "Circumstantial Evidence" and "It Can Be Done"; Wednesday, "Eternal Woman" ; Thursday, "The
Greyhound Limited" ; Friday, "Murder in
Berlin" and "The Girl on the Barge";
Saturday, "Trial Marriage"; Sunday, "The

Mark Strand— "Children of the Ritz"
Paramount — '"Chinatown
Nights"
Rialto— "The Wild Party"
Rivoli — "The Iron Mask"
Roxy
— "Strong Boy"
Barker"
Warners — "The Divine Lady"
is Winter Garden — "Noah's Ark"

Medford, Mass. — Phil Lavine
new manager of the Riverside. He
formerly managed theaters at Springfield for Cohen Bros.

Texas House Wired
Palestine, Tex.— R & R Theaters
has installed "Erpi" equipment at the
Ritz. They are also remodeling and
increasmg seating capacity of the Star.
Norfolk House Wired
Norfolk, Va. — Sound equipment is
being installed at the Tivoli while
alterations are being made.
Buys Indiana House
Huntington, Ind. — The John Jack
Adams-V. W. Tate Amusement Co.
has taken over the Colonial from J.
Frank Bailey.
Hammersmith to Seat 3,000
London — Marcus Estate, Ltd., are
building a new Hammersmith theater,
the Olympic,
at King
St., seating
3,000.
British Theme Song
London — For the British Filmcraft
production,
Overa theme
Man," song
Pat
K. Heale has"Power
composed
titled, "That's All Love Means to
Wires Oregon House
Hillsboro, Ore. — Oscar Phelps has
installed Pacent sound equipment in
iiis house here.
You."
Wire
Montana
Houses
Kalispell, Mont. — McDaniels &
Anderson are installing Photophone
at the Liberty.
Haug a Publix Manager
Birmingham — C. D. Haug, for
many years attached to the southern
division of M-G-M as exploiteer, has
become manager of the Strand and
Galax,
Publix
theaters.
To Build at Rochelle, 111.
Rochelle, 111. — Construction on a
new house planned by Bel L. Berve
has started here. Berve is associated with Frank Allaben, of Oregon
(111.) in several theaters.

Newspaper Opinions
"Chinatown
Nights" — Paramount
Paramount,
Los Angeles
EXAMINER—* • » Wallace Beery's first
all-talking picture. * * * He doesn't lisp on
his esses, he ennunciates distinctly and dearly, and he's a fine actor in spite of the story
given him. The same attributes may be
applied
to Florence* •Vidor.
« • * is so meloEXPRESS—*
the story
dramatic that it manages to keep audiences
HERALD—
But while "Chinatown Nights"
make
no bid* for
interested.
* * the gold medals of filmdom,
it is fully as diverting as the majority of
current films. It is the sort of picture you
will sit through to the bitter end once you
start it.
RECORD—' • * somewhat hard to classify as to central theme because the storjr
seems to be suffering from a certain weariness all the way through. • • » Wallace
Beery has had better chances to exert his
heavy masculine
appeal in other pictures.
TIMES
—
* * * is a ten-twenty-thirty J
melodrama of that garish and forgotten period]
when
white women
found themselves
alone
and unprotected
in the haunts of celestialsj
but most of the thrill has been removed.

"Chinatown
Nights" — Paramount
Ambassador, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * Beery, wbd
has been going dramatic lately, has the row
of Chuck Riley, the white leader of the Chi]
nese underworld. "Boston Charlie" i»
rival gang chief and between these two ladl
and an enterprising reporter who pits ond
against the other in order to get a good
story, this cinematic Chinatown is a prettj
POST-DISPATCH— ♦ • • Its an excitin
and interesting film of its sort and Beerj
hot
» » » and the rest of the ca^
and place.
Miss Vidor
carry on a continuous stream of conversa
tion for "Chinatown Nights" is an even 10^
STAR—* * * The talking is extra clear
except
some * Chinese
repartee, whereia
per cent for
gabby.
« *
it is a toss-up whether laundry bills or ton|j
TIMES—*
Wallace * *Beery,
who slop
whoopee
is the* *subject.
•
ped making
funny
pictures, comes
to th^
Ambassador this week in a real he-man role
which gives him a chance to show that
natural comedian
can easily be one of thai
screen's few gold character actors. • • •

"Why Missouri,
Be Good?—
St. First
Louis Nat'l
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * is a dandy
little picture of the flaming youth mode and
Colleen perhaps has never been better.* " •
POST-DISPATCH — • • • It's one of
those snappy, peppy comedies written right
to order for Colleen and she romps through
* * Colleen
the STAR—*
film in great
fashion. Moore
* • • is seen at

the Missouri in another of her romantic taaCinephone at Sandusky House
talizers about the ups and downs of a flapSandusky, O. — The first Cinephone
called "Why
She flapshelp
U
to be installed in this territory, is nobodyper, else
can andBe theGood?"
tickler captions
now being placed in the Plaza.
her new demonstration funny. • • •

Hearst to Continue With M-G-M, Hatrick Declares
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Forget
B'way
telephone tinkled. On
THE

the other end of the wire
was an important executive
\liose duties concern the operamn of a chain which has about
me hundred theater links. He
:iM:

"I have noticed your remarks
I cgardin^j motion pictures and
family trade and want to tell you
firstly, that I agree with you.
Secondly, I think you should be
commended for your stand.
"We operate many houses, as
you know. Our managers advise
headquarters they are concerned
over the sophistication rampant
in most pictures today. The family trade and the absolute necessity of making pictures for it
seems lost in the shuffle. Yet. as
you have pointed out, the foundation of the industry is in the
family.
"The industry would do well to
forget Broadway and make entertainment of the right calibre
for the rest of the country."

Awaits Return
Any action on Warners' plan
to buy a one-half interest in
United Artists must await return to New York of Harry
M. Warner, who is to return
from abroad in about a month.

"Christina"
Leaving the spoutings against the
luggestive for the time being — alhough it is a fact that we shall have
omething to say about this pressing
natter again and again — we now
;ome to a picture which, in some
Ineasure, illustrates the other side of
he argument. "Christina" it is.
~'anet Gaynor here gives a charming
md delicately wrought characterizaion in a story of windmills and Holand and, while the tale is rather
kimpy, we found Miss Gaynor
ttoned for that which was missing.
A. heartily reconmiended affair for
amily trade. No need to be squeamsh about it.

Doubling Back
Mae Murray returns to TiffanyJtahl. Talkers, of course. She is
;o remake "Peacock Alley," "Fasinatipn" and "Broadway Rose."
Turning back some pages of box>ffice history, uncarthings reveal that
iach one of them created excitement
>ack in the misty days of '22. That.
nind you, was sans dialogue and
inging. Now sound is available. It
ooks like an opportunity.

KANN

W. E. REPRODUCER SUIT
SEEN FIRST IN SERIES

in

PACENT MAKES COMPLETE
MINE DROVE HIM OUT PATENT CHARGE DENIAL
OF BUSINESS IS CHAilGE

Complete denial of charges of patent infringement, as alleged in the
Western Electric suit was made yesBoston — Charging several distrib- terday by Louis Gerard Pacent, presutors with conspiracy to drive him
ident of Pacent Reproducer Corp.,
out of business. David H. Brand, who
and
Pacent
Electric Co. Before enoperated the Humboldt at Roxbury.
tering
the
reproducer
field, the comnow closed, has brought suit for
pany declared it made a study of the
$100,000 damages in Federal District patent situation and proved to its own
<tourt. As the action is under the satisfaction the Pacent machine is no
anti-trust laws, treble damages are
infringement on any other. From the
involved.
exhibitor's standpoint, all users of
equipment are protected against patent suits, he pointed out.
Sound Films to Highlight

A.F.M. Convention May 20

As was the case last year, sound
films is expected to be the main topic
this :'
"Forget Broadway
at the annual convenmdGetmake
entertainment
of the of discussion
tion of the American Federation of
be held May 20 at Den■ight calibre for the rest of the Musicians, tosituation
expected Labor
ver. The
lountry." To the gentleinen at the
contracts exlelm, we suggest they commit the Day, when many union
be gone into in detail, it
pire,
will
ine to memory.
is expected.

I

Price 5 Cents
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Columbia Advertising and
Publicity Post for Hodes
Hal Hodes, veteran sales, advertising and publicity executive, yesterday
took over the post of advertising and
sucpublicity director of Columbia, been
ceeding Alex Moss. Hodes has
with the company two months as
head of the short subject department.
He is credited with originating the
first printed press sheet, while with
Kalem.

Minneapolis — To eliminate delay in
deciding arbitration cases which require a seventh arbitrator, board
members here will appoint 12 representatives, six distributors and six
exhibitors, of which six are to be
weeded out, and seventh arbitrators
the remaining six, whenpickedeverfrom
the occasion arises.

Concerned
Injunction Action
Against Pacent

Outline of patents involved
in the Western Electric suit
against Pacent, appears on

Infringement
suit brought by Westpage 7.
ern Electric and allied firms against
Pacent Electric Co., and Pacent Reproducer Corp., is the first of a series of similar actions reported planned by the company. Eight instances
of alleged infringement are cited in
the bill of complaint filed in Federal
Court, New York. An injunction
and accounting of profits and damages is sought. Disc synchronization only is involved. Plaintiffs in
Plunkett and Kahane Get the action are: American Telephone
Telegraph, Western Electric and
R-K-0 Vice Presidencies and
Electrical Research
Products.
A. T. & T. is named as patent
Joseph Plunkett and B. B. Kahane
are new vice presidents of Radio- holder of the entire group involved.
Keith-Orpheum. Kahane also is The eight patents, listed as issued
secretary. Herman Zoebel is new between 1915 and 1924, are concerntreasurer. Hiram S. Brown contined chiefly with amplification.
ues as president, and Maurice Goodman vice president. Herman Zoebel
is treasurer. Plunkett previously Fox to Build 3,000-Seat
Theater at Birmingham
was named a director. David Sarnoff continues as chairman of the
Birmingham, Ala. — William Fox is
board. He
also continues
as chair- reported planning a theater here. It
(CotUimied
on Page 7)
will seat 3,000. A site on Second
Ave. has been secured. Inter-State,
2 Per Cent Tax Bill Is
local first run operator, has Fox product under a five yesr contract.

Introduced in Connecticut

Hartford, Conn. — Tax of two per
cent on the gross of theaters has
been proposed in the Connecticut
legislature.

Films Chief Amusement of
N. Y. Boys Survey Shows

Pictures and the theater furnish
chief amusement for 83.6 per cent of
the 65,000 employed boys attending
continuation schools in New York,
ranging from 14 to 17 years, it is
shown in a survey just completed by
the New York State Education department. The survey in the three
IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY largest cities, namely New York,
Los Angeles — Cosmopolitan will Buffalo and Rochester, indicate the
continue to release through M-G-M, same choice, with percentage approximately the same as that of the
states E. B. Hatrick, general man- state as a whole.
ager of the Hearst film activities.
Cosmopolitan and Marion Davies
each have at least one more year un- Talking Pictures for Home
der the contract with M-G-M, he
New Company to Produce
states. M-G-M News has three more
The Home
Talkie Machine
Corp.
years under the present contract, he has been formed to produce talking
(.Continued on Page 7)
says.

Cosmopolitan to Fulfill Davies
and M-G'M News Contracts
Waiting List of Seventh
Arbitrators to be Chosen

8 Patents

THE
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Seidelman Sails

16 World Wide Films
Being Made Available
Nine imported photoplays are announced in the second list of pictures
ready for release in April and May
Vol. XLVIII No. 2 Tuesday, April 2, 1929
Price 5 Cents by World Wide Pictures. With the
all-talker "Black Waters," also to be
JOHN W. ALICOATE
PUBLISHER released in April, and the six pictures
released in January, World Wide is
now oiTering 16 European pictures to
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
exhibitors, about one third of the
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
total number the company expects to
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
import during the year.

Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolfifsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.

M.P.T.O.A.
New
York. Directors'
Opening
at the

of "His
Central,

Five

Meeting

in

Captive
New
York.Woman"

April 5 Opening of "Coquette" at RivoliU. A., New
York.
April 6 Warner - First National - Stanley
Frolic at Commodore Hotel, New
York.
April 8 Opening
of "Alibi" at 44th Street
New
York.
April 8 Opening

"The Desert Song" at Warner, Los Angeles.
April 9 Meeting of Michigan M.P.T.O.A.
at Detroit.
April 14-15-16 Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittsburgh.
April 16

Opening of "The Rainbow Man,"
at the Selwyn,
New
York.

April 17 Opening
of "Show Boat" at Globe,
New York.
May
1 Annual meeting of Quebec exhibibitor Unit, Montreal.
May 6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New
York.
May 20 Annual Convention of American
Federation of Musicians at Denver.

Exposition Representative Here
W. Y. Zwietusch is in New York
selling space for the first annual
American Theater Equipment Exposition to be held June 1 to 9 at Chicago. There are to be 197 booths in
the exposition, he says, and a model
theater will be part of the display.
The show is to be open to the public niglits. It is backed by an exposition company, which has had no
previous connection in the industry.
Davis Remains with Brin
Madison, Wis. — Joseph E. Davis,
for .39 years connected with the Parkway, formerly the Fuller Opera
House, has reconsidered his resignation after L. K. Brin, present operator of the liouse urged him to stay
through Louis Lutz, manager of the
I'arkway and Sitrand.
Meyer
iVcst

Coast

Opening
Bureau,

Coast
THE

FILM

Mr. and Mrs. Sam E. Morris will
entertain at a dinner dance on Wednesday evening, April third, at the
Progress Club, 1 West 28th Street
in honor of the betrothal of their
son, Edwin H. Morris, to Miss Carlyn
Nathan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Nathan of Parkersburg,
West Virginia. Young Mr. Morris
is an executive of M. Witmark &
Sons and his father is Vice-President
of Warner Bros. Pictures.

5 Stocks Skid for March
Loss of $46,711,157

TheDate
Industry's
Book
Today:

Morris-Nathan Betrothal
Party to Be Given April 3

Office
DAILY

Hollywood — • Abe Meyer is here
opening an office to handle synchronizations.

amusement stocks depreciated $46,711,157 during March, an

average of 8% points loss, "The N.
Y. Sun" compilation shows. The
stock and their decrease follow:
Fox
Film
"A"
Loews,
Inc
Paramount
Pathe Exchange "A"
Warner
Bros.
Pict.
Total depreciation
Average
point loss

"A"...

—
$5,539,455
—
26,164,276
-j- 2',757,629
—
1,384,498
—
16,380,557
$46,711,157
8%

Sam E. Morris Back
Sam E. Morris, Vice-President of
Warner Bros., is liack at his desk
in New York. He returned last week
from
Havana.a fortnight's vacation trip to

"Show

Boat" Gross $17,000
Atlanta — "Show Boat" grossed
$17,000 during its first week at the
Capitol, Miami, smashing every
house record.
"Show Boat" at Cleveland Soon
Cleveland — "Show Boat" is expected to be released here very soon as
a road show attraction. Negotiations for an engagement are now
pending.
Oklahoma Houses Wired
Moniand Enterprises has wired its
houses at Wewoka, Pawhuska and
Holdenville with Vitaphone.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Perm. 3580

j
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Financial

2654

J. H. Seidelman, assistant man'26 foreign departager
b
ment,ofandParamount's
Mrs. Seidelman
are on their
cation
trip.
way to Europe for a six weeks va-
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Univ.
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Roxy
"A"
28
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do
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30
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Skouras
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38
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Technicolor
21
22
United
Art
5
10
do
pfd
75
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Univ.
Ch. Cora. . . 2
....
do
pfd
75
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LAST
PRICE
QUOTED

3,900
6,100

100
2,200
4,100
500
6,900
1,0001
3
15
6
10
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Sales Manager
Big Exposition
at

Hotel Commodore
W. Y. Zwietusch, space
sales manager of the
First Annual

American

Theatre

Equipment Exposition
to be held in

The Coliseum, Chicago
June 1 to 9, 1929
is now
dore.

at

the Hotel

Commo-

Mr. Zwietusch will be pleased
to call upon manufacturers of
theatre equipment and any
other persons who are interested in securing information regarding this most important
event in the history of the motion picture industry.

American
Theatre
Exposition Corporation
W.
Hotel

G.

Newbould,
Manager
Fourth Floor

Stevens

Chicago

The

new

era

is

here • • . • and

PARAMOUNT
is

its

aeli^nowleilged

LEADER!

^It's a new world! These changing times! Paramount said it more than a
year ago. And knew it was true. And acted on it. Geared up its mighty
production forces to supply, not one or two good sound pictures, but a
continuous supply of new era talking pictures week after week! QParamount signed up the cream of the Hollywood talking talent for its great
studio there. Paramount raided the Broadway stage and took its outstanding stars, acting and production, for its mammoth Long Island studio, a
stone's throw from the amusement hub of the universe. New faces, new
ideas, new brains. ^Results? A mighty and unending flow of great, tradition-smashing pictures that have shot box office records sky-high. That
have revolutionized this business. That have shown showmen for the first
time the glorious possibilities of the talking screen — and filled your
pockets while you're being shown! ^"''The Letter' is as far removed from
the ordinary movie as day is from night", raved one well known critic.
It's typical of Paramount 's talking product. QThe exhibitor who ties with
the one organization — PARAMOUNT — with the resources
and showmanship to produce the new era talking pictures
of today and tomorrow, becomes the leader and biggest
money-maker

in his town!
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lOth Instalment, ^^ Sound Patents'' Series
ELECTRfCALLY-ACTUATED
DEVICES NOW^DISCUSSED
Benjamin T. Rauber, New
York patent attorney, is the author of this series on international patent history of which
today's
is thedelved
tenth into
instalment.
The research
records

provided with an annular insulating
strip (C) having a metallic contact
(D) as shown in Fig. 2. As shown
in Fig. 3, an electric circuit from a
battery (S) through an electro-magand switches
has ofa
pair net
of (d)contacts
(cc) in (gg')
the path
the strip (C) and in position to be
bridged by the contact (D) in one
position in its path of rotation about
the axis of the phonograph
and to

in England, France, Germany
and the United States.
The group now under discussion concerns electrically-actuated sound devices.
On Feb. 8, 1908, Thomas A. Edison applied for an American patent
for an apparatus of this type. The
apphcation was issued May 16, 1916,
as patent No. 1,182,897.
An improvement on the general
idea embodied in the Hantz patent is
shown in U. S. patent No. 1,074,943,
issued to Leon Gaumont on Oct. 7,
1913, in which the closing of a circuit by the phonograph turntable
serves to engage a clutch between

Mff.4.

Further illustrating an early Gaumont device.
Covered by U. S. Patent No. 1,074.943.

close the circuit through the electromagnet. As the electro-magnet is
energized by the closure of this circuit, it attracts the armature (e) releasing the lever (F) and permits it
to fall to the position shown in Fig.
4, thus closing the clutch (k) between a drive shaft and the projection machine.
In a French patent No. 458,718,
issued to Ernst Nitsche and Anton
Knieper, published Oct. 17, 1913, electric circuits are used for automatically
switching from one to the other of a
pair of phonographs having driving
means operated from the projecIllustrating the turntable used in the Gaution apparatus. The drive mechanmont device. U. S. Patent No. 1,474,943.
ism is shown in Fig. 3, in which the
projection machine at the left of the
the projection machine and its drive figure continuously drives the shafts
shaft. As shown in Fig. 1 of the (b) of an upper and a lower phonograph, through shafting and gears
patent the turntable has a projection (a) that enters an opening (b) (d). As shown in Figs. 1 and 2,
in a disc record to ensure the po- the turntables (e) of the phonographs
sitioning and holding of the record are slidably mounted on the shafts
in a definite relation to the turntable. (b) and, as described in the patent,
The under side of the turntable is

the lower part of each shaft is octagonal in cross-section to fit and
engage a corresponding shape in the
central opening of the turntable,
while the upper part of the shaft is
cylindrical so that it may rotate
without carrying with it the turntable. Accordingly, the turntable is
rotated when it is lowered to engage
the octagonal portion of the shaft
but is not rotated when it is lifted
to the cylindrical part. The turntables are lifted and lowered by levers (g) which are individually controlled by electro-magnets (i) in
such manner as to lift the turntables
and thus disconnect them from engagement with the octagonal part
of their respective shafts when their
respective electro-magnets are energized, and, when de-energized, to permit the turntables to descend into
engagement with their respective
shafts. An electric circuit so controls the turntables that one is lowered when the other has completed
the running of its record and is lifted out of engagement with its shaft.
The electric circuit is shown in
Fig. 6 of the drawings, in which,
however, the positions of certain elements are not consistent with the positions of other elements. As shown
in this figure and also in Figs. 1 and
2, a branch circuit for each turntable
passes through its respective electromagnet (i) thence through a lower
contact iV) of its respective phonograph and lever mechanism and
through an upper contact (1) of the
other turntable to a return wire
shown at the right of Fig. 6.
Each electro-magnet is also connected directly through a contact, shown
in Figs. 4 and 5, of its respective
sound box to the return wire. The
sound box contacts (p) and (n) are
normally open during the playing of
their respective records but, as the
sound box reaches the end of its
record, it is engaged by a central
button (q) which closes the contacts.
In starting the records, the sound
box contacts are both open and one
turntable, for example the upper
one, is lowered into engagement with
its shaft while the other is lifted,
thus closing its circuit through the
contact (1') of the lower phonograph

and the upper contact (1) of the upper phonograph, energizing the lower electro-magnet (i) and thus holding the lower turntable in its elevated
position, as shown in Fig. 1. When
the upper record is finished, the contacts on its tone box are closed,
energizing the upper electro-magnet,
(i) and lifting the upper turntable
out of driving engagement with its
respective shaft. The movement of
the upper lever, (g) also opens the
upper contact (1) of the upper turntable and thus breaks the circuit
through the lower electro-magnet (i)
permitting the lower lever (g) to
tilt to the position shown in Fig. 2
and cause the lower turntable to engage its shaft (b), the positions of
the levers (g) then being as shown
in Fig. 2. In this position, a circuit is closed through the upper electro-magnet (i)and through the lower contact
(1')upper
of the
upper (1)
turntable and the
contact
of
the lower turntable thus holding the
upper turntable in lifted position and
enabling the record to be replaced.
When the lower record has been
played a corresponding shifting of
the electric circuits lifts it and lowers the upper turntable into engagement with its shaft, the shifting accase. tion being instantaneous in each

A French patent in which electric circuits me used to automatically switch to two different
phonographs.
French Patent No. 458,718, described above.
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BesTone Okehed by Many
Companies, Sponsor Says
Omaha — Installation of BesTone,
synchronization device, at the Lyric,
Creighton, has been okehed by Paramount. M-G-M, Warners and First
National, states Mayer Monsky of the
BesTone company. Dad Largen,
maker of Blizzard fans, has been
working on the synchronizer for the .
last two years. The machine sells
for $1,100."
^

Nat'l Expansion Planned
•
for Talkophone Company

Wonderphone Machine Installed
Cleveland — First Wonderphone
installation in Cleveland was made
last week at the Astor. This is a
Cleveland-made sound projection system made by the Film Sound Corp.

issued

^

The "Sound Patents" series was
begun on Feb. 24. Succeeding instalments appeared in THE FILM
DAILY on Feb. 27, March 3-4-8-1017-21 and 22. Publication will continue throughout the spring and perhaps into the summer.

Minneapolis — Expansion of the
Talkophone sales organization on a
national scale is planned by W. A.
StefTes. A number of territorial deals
are understood to be pending.

Fig. 2 of U. S. Patent No. 1,074,943
to Leon Caumont in 1913.

_
■
■

Hanaphone Deal Pending
Proposed deal of the Starr Piano
Co., manufacturers of Gennett soundon-film attachment, with the Hanaphone Corp. is still pending.
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TI1M

TAKES
ITS
PLACE
SUN
OF THE
SHOW

IN
THE
WOMED

RADIO PICTURES has set the
stage and bids the curtain rise.
IN ONE

MONTH THE SWIFT AND SUREFOOTED DEVELOPMENT OF MADIO
PICTUMES MAS ASTONISHED THE SKEPTICS
AND WON THE ADMIMATION OF THE
MOTION
PICTURE
INDUSTRY
AT LARGE
Stalwart offspring of mighty indtistries, of
science and of art, Radio Pictures assumes
overnight a commanding position in the
Amusement World .... a unit of show*
manship unmatched and incredible in its
resources and far-reaching interests.

RADIO'S

PAGEANT

OF THE TITANS

BEGINS

I

Be sure to follow this epoch-making series
of advertisements in all trade publications,
in which will be told the dramatic story of
Radio Pictures and its plans.

PICTURES

The Golden Voice

MKO

W of the Silver Screen

Distributing

Corporation

Asit

THE

-AND
TH
THAATT'S
By

PHIL

M.

DALY
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ANOTHER job for the General.
Ping Pong Lo. our Shanghai
correspondent, informs Red Kann
that the majority of film patrons in
China cannot understand our talking
Fawncy that!
pictures.
♦
♦
♦
"Merger, I Love You"
thousand 7)uisiciaus are

Six

idle

Refrain
sad words
can say
are these:

"No casting today."
♦
*
♦
John Eberson tells us that when
entering Chicago from a certain direction there is a sign on a building
that reads "ROD aiid GUN CLUB."
OVER THE HILL
An exhibitor in New Orleans wired
an independent sales manager that
unless he sent him a rebate on certain pictures promptly that he and
his family would have to go to the
poor house. Sales manager wired
back to exhibitor: "Wait a week and
I'll come down and go with you."
*
*
*
Exhibitors have given up bicycling,
according to young Harry Reichenbach, because they are afraid the
films will talk.
KEEP GRINDING
success was this man
Who kept grinding away
For he was a cameraman
Both night and day

A

Fashion

Note

For the benefit
of those who have
not bought their
spring golf outfit
the date of the
S<pring Film Golf
Taurnanient has
been set for May
22.

Famous Film Conversations
"The picture is a sensation."

Involved in W. E.-Pacent Suit♦♦♦♦Date
Patents
of appended
HistoryRecords
and all data presented here are claims made by
**Paand
Western Electric Co., Inc., Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
tent
American Tel. and Tel. Co. in its suit against Pacent Reproducer Co.
and Pacent Electric Co. The chart data was culled from the original
bill of complaint filed in the United States District Court in New York:

U. S.
Letters
Patent
No.
1.128,292
1,231.764
1.426,754
1,432.022
1.448,550
1,483,273
1.493,595

on account of talking pictures. That's
nothing. If these mergers keep xtp
we'll all have to go back to work.
♦
*
»
Hollywood
Of all the
That they
The saddest

DAILY
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1,504,537

Inventor

Invention
Elec. Wave Amplifiers
Telephone
Relays
Electron
Discharge Devices
Electron Discharge ApThermionic
Amplifier Cirparatus
cuits
Circuits for Heating Filaments of Audions
Tubesying with Vacuum
Amplif
vices Limiting Ampl.
Power

De-

Edwin
H. Colpilts
Fritz
Lowenstein
Robert
C. Mathes
Raymcmd
Harold

A.

David G.
David

G.

Harold

*Date of

Date Patent

Issued To:

Application

Feb. 16,
1915
Was
Issued

Western

Elec.

Western

Elec.

June 7. 1919
Sept.
9, 1918
Nov. 15,
1922

Western
Elec.
Inventor***

Dec. 21, 1922

Jan.
Apr.
Oct.

3, 1914
1912
23. 1916

July
3. 1917
Aug. 22.
1922

Heising

Oct.

11, 1916

Mar. 13. 1923

Arnold

Feb.

Blattner
Blattner

A. Arnold

Oct.

Oct.

3, 1919

Feb.

4, 1920

June

4, 1921

Sept.

3, 1915

(*)

May

{Conlimied

from

Page

1)

man of the boards of both Keith-.Mhcc-Orphcum and Orpheum circuit.
Hiram S. Brown heads the Orpheum
Circuit, and E. F. Albee was reelected president of Keith-Albee-Orpheum. Maurice Goodman is vice
K-A-O.
president of Orpheum and
Zoebel is treasurer and Kahane secretary of both firms. Kahane and
Plunkett have been named vice presidents of both companies. Brown is
executive vice president of K-A-O.
The board of R-K-O now comprises: David SarnofT, chairman;
Hiram S. Brown, Owen D. Young,
Gerard Swope, James G. Harboard,
Edward W. Harden, Edwin M. Herr,
Paul D. Cravath, H. P. Davis, M.
H. Aylesworth, Monroe Gutman,
Paul M. Mazur, Arthur Lehman,
Edward F. Albee. Maurice Goodman,
B. B. Kahane, John J. Murdock, Mrs.
C. L. Kohl, Walter P. Cooke,
Louise E. Kirstein, R. C. Hunt and
Joseph Plunkett.

Talking Pictures for Home
to Produce
Company
New (Continued
from Page 1)
pictures for the home. A synchronizing turntable, which operates like
a phonograph and is attachable to
any type of 16 millimeter projector
' on the market, has been developed
and ten subjects already completed.
Production will be handled by Home
Talker Prod. Inc. Charles R. Rogers is president of the producing unit
and A. Pam Blumenthal. treasurer.
The latter also serves as president of
Home Talkie Machine Corp. Ben
K. Blake is vice-president.
W. E. For Detroit House
Detroit — Alex Schreiber. of the
New Plaza and Oriole, has returned
from New York where he viewed the
latest sound pictures and sound equipment. At his Oriole, W'estern Electric equipment is being installed and
the sound schedule for late April.
Install Six Developers
Six additional developing machines
Paramount's
are being
Long
Islandinstalled
studio. at

Western

Elec.

13, 1924

Western

Elec.

Western

Elec.

Feb.

7, 1924

Jan. 26, 1925
Jan. 26, 1925
Jan. 26. 1925

Western Electric Equipment Installed
Kent, O. — Western Electric equipment is being installed in the New
Kent and the opening date for sound
programs is set for April 10th.
Davey Lee's Billing
New Haven, Conn. — Davey Lee,
playing "Sonny Boy" at Gottesman
Roger Sherman, is being billed as
"the juvenile idol of the talking

SOUND

Elec.

u
■
,^
i .
....
by inventor, but before patent was duly issued.
, ,
.
1918.
titles to all patents involved.

Installing Talker Device
Birmingham — The Harrison talking
device is being installed in the Imperial at Bessemer. Jim Lundy will
open with "Interference" as his first
sound picture.

screen."

Western
12. 1924

Aug. 12, 1924

Aoolications were all filed by inventors.
.
c, j
acquired rights after application was filed
Electric
Western
cases
(♦») In some
title directly to Amer. Tel. & Tel. Co. on Sept. 9,
transferred
***) Lowenstein
the
owns
Electric,
of Western
Co., parent company
& Tel
Tel
Amer
(*»»*)

Plunkett and Kahane Get
R-K-0 Vice Presidencies

17. 1922

of Title
Transfer

Pacent Office Moves
Cleveland — Pacent has moved to
larger quarters in The Film Bldg.
Ray Morris is local sales representative. Maurice Lebensberger is central sales manager. Al Lebensberger
also
with the organization in a
sales is
capacity.
Mass. House Wired
Newburyport, Mass. — Vitaphone
and Movietone have been installed
at the Premiere.
"Melody" Opens at Hartford
Hartford, Conn. — "The
Broadway
Melody"
has opened at the Strand
for two Weeks starting Saturday.

STUDIO

Available
For Producers of Sound and Talking Pictures who
have waited for perfection
The largest and most completely equipped
Independent Sound Stage
Using the most modern lighting and sound
equipment
A demonstration of Talking Pictures produced in
our studios will convince you of the perfection attained by our method
te^a^m^rs*

Recording Laboratories of America, Inc.

!

(Affiliated with)

William M. Brown & Company, New York City
Van. 9562-3
220 E. 38th St.
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F. N. Renews

Pathe Signs Talker Talent
NUMBER or NAMES ADDED
TO PATHE BY NEW DEALS
Pathe has augmented its talent
with the signing of stars, authors and
directors. The latest additions in
featured players are: Ann Harding,
while
stage star and Sally O'Neill,
the directorial staff has been increased with the signing of Fred
Newmeyer, Gregory LaCava, Carl
Harbaugh and Paul Powell, also
Monte Brice as a comedy producer
and Richard Boleslavsky to direct
Ina Claire. Stage plays by Philip
Barry and Arthur Richman have also
been purchased.
Ann Harding will appear in "Paris
Bound," an all-talker adapted from
the stage play by Philip Barry. Sally
O'Neill will play the feminine lead
opposite Eddie Quillan in "Field College," an all-dialogue serial story by
soon to appear in "ColFord
Cory
lege Humor." Joseph Poland is
writing the adaptation, and the picture will have William Conselman
as producer.
Fied Newmeyer, the director, will
direct Alan Hale, in "Sailor's HoliPoland.
Franklin
day" by Joseph

John Francis Dillon has been
given a two year contract by
First National. William Beaudine has renewed for one year.

The adaptation will be done by Ray
Harris. Gregory LaCava is to direct Robert Armstrong in a picture
temporarily entitled "For Two Cents."
Richard Boleslavsky, who will direct Ina Claire, was a Polish stage
director, and put in fifteen years with
the Moscow Art Theatre. His first
work in America was as assistant to
Reinhardt in the ensemble scenes of
"The Miracle." Then +ie did the ensemble scenes for Ziegfeld's "Three
Musketeers."
Arthur Richman, who will write
an original
play pictures,
for Ina Claire's
but in talking
began dehis
career as a playwright with "Not So
Long Ago." in which Eva Le Gallienne and Sidney Blackmer appeared.
Other plays by him include "The Far
Cry," "All Dressed Up" and "A
Proud Woman." Philip Barry is author of the play "Paris Bound" purchased by Pathe for an all-talking
picture in which Ann Harding will
star. Paul Powell will direct some
of the comedies in the "Wild Cat"
series. Monte Brice, producer of the
"Wild Cat" comedy series directed
"Casey at the Bat," for Paramount,
and wrote "Hot News" and "The
Fleet's In," and others.
With the many contracts, new
faces are arriving daily at the Pathe
studio.

\

A Little
By

RALPH
WILK
from **Lots**

12 Warner Vitaphone
Productions for Summer

Hollywood
WILLIAM
SLAVENS
McNUTT.
popular fiction author,
arrived

Warners Bros, has completed 12
Vitaphone productions to be offered
during the spring and summer as part
of their current year's schedule.
Among the 12 recently completed are;
"The Desert Song," which will have
its premiere at Los Angeles April 8,
two more Dolores Costello productions, "Madonna of Avenue A" and
"The Glad Rag Doll." "The Time,
The Place and The Girl," May McAvoy in "Stolen Kisses," Betty Bronson in "One Stolen Night," "Kid
Gloves," with Conrad Nagel, "No
Defense," with Monty Blue, Myrna
Loy in "Hard Boiled Rose," "From
Headquarters," with Monte Blue and
Rin Tin Tin in "Frozen River," and
Betty Bronson in "She Knew Men."
Holmes Gets Lead
Phillips R. Holmes, recently placed
under contract by Paramount, has
been assigned to play the juvenile
leading role in the picturization of
Zane Grey's latest novel, "Stairs of
Sand." He replaces John Darrow,
who previously had been announced
for the part.
Wallace Beery, Jean Arthur, Fred
Kohler, are principals.

Now that "Evangeline" is almost
finished, Finis Fox, the scenarist is
doing som,ething different. He is
novelizing his own scenario.

yesterday from New York to bask
in California's sunshine and do a
race track story for George Bancroft. McNutt's stories are best
known with a sports world background. Series of this nature has
been appearing
in The Saturday Evening Post.
*
*
+
Hollywood whisperings have it
that Columbia's "The Donovan Affair" is a bell ringer. It was directed by Frank Capra, who made
"Submarine," the coTnpany's outstanding picture to date.
*
*
*
Now that Fred Newmeyer has
signed on the dotted line at Pathe
studios, we are wondering if they
will have a strong baseball team.
Fred, a former professional, was
among the first of this klan to enter
the directorial field. Benny Stoloff,
of F"ox, Lambert Hillyer and E. MaHopper they
were are
all "grandstanders"
once. son Now
watched
*
* closely
*
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I am privileged to announce that Jean Hers holt has completely fulfilled his contractual
obligations with the Universal Pictures Corporation.
. ;)
Thanks Carl Laemmle and your worthy son, Junior, for the opportunities you so
) generously afforded him to reach stardom.
DAVE A. EPSTEIN, 6404 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, CaUS.
Gladstone 6237

What makes a picture "BIG ' ' No. 1

a good story

Can you imagine tiow a dirty plate could lead a man into complications between
two women— one London's favorite cabaret dancer the other an obscure little
Chinese dish washer- who with all the wiles and venom of their sex aroused,
would engage in a veritable dance to the death to possess him? You can't guess
the end of this story— until the story ends.
You'll understand why Arnold Bennett is one of the world's favorite
novelists when you see this, his original play for the screen.

"PI
LY"
has a good story
An CCA
E. A. DIL
DUPONT
Production
GILDA GRAY
Starring
with Jameson Thomas and Anna May Wong
Photographed by Werner Brandes
A British International Picture made at Elstree, London

'::::^^^^4^l:
Physical Distribution
thru Educational

L&^tl^tUvtte^X hear

JH TALKING
FECTCKESa^
The Central on Bix>adway

The DecisBve
MPemoiistration of

FIRST

NATIONAL'S

Milton (l[|;<7^Dpfothq Machaill
(H(ff§ €AS(PirflSV(E W<DK4I>^K(
c/^ GEORGE-

FITZMAURICErt ,'-"!■*- ---'-fMwpi'f'iftfialMiiM

production

Chaplin Pleads Ignorance of Deal With Warners

TAeHl¥S?kPUt
oypiLMDOM
VOL. XLVIII

ULTHE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

No. 3

Captive Woman it

SOME of it good, most of
far-fetched and still other portions just indifferent, "His
( aptive Woman" takes wholesale
liberties in dramatic license. It's
a [iretty bad gal around whom the
proceedings are built. She commits murder, escapes, finds herself wrecked on a gorgeously-photi'i^raphed desert island, goes
through the pangs of regeneration
aided by a New York cop out after his woman and finally gives
lu-rself up. Comes freedom, the
dawn and the end of the film.

Implausibilities ran rampant at
last night's opening. So many in
fact that they kicked the story slats
pretty badly most of the time.
Where they don't pick their pictures apart, this will probably
please. For the family — well,
there is a good deal that parents
won't want their children to see.

Eye Smashes
Two of the finest sound shorts and
we have seen many. Gus Edwards
made both. One is known as Gus
Edwards' International Revue and
the other, "Climbing the Golden
Stairs," both in Technicolor. Absolute eye smashes and loaded down
with beautiful girls, beautiful sets,
effervescing music and the spirit of
jazz. Metro has box-office fodder extraordinary inthese subjects. If we
were in the theater business, we
would nab them in a hurry. The best
sort of attractions, a find for wired
houses everywhere.

The List Grows
An industry figure who travels far,
gathering wisdom as he goes and, in
our properly humble opinion, one of
the best of the best-informed individuals connected with this business
does some talking this morning:
"Many states are raising the censorship bugaboo again. Sound, as the new
censorable factor is the reason, of course.
The producers whose interest it is to rap
censors for the count are nevertheless
the guiltiest of accomplices. Whether
dumbly
or otherwise,
I don't
but
it is a fact
that the borders
of know,
good taste
are being constantly overstepped. In
stories and treatments and misuse of the
sophisticated is this sadly apparent. As
for family trade and the dire necessity
of keeping it through unobjectionable entertainment— this seems to be entirely

Wednesday,

April

Price

3, 1929

5 Cents

LONG PROTECTION BEING PROBED
BY U. S., JUSTICE DEPT. SAYS
Chaplin
'*Knows Nothing** of Deal
Charles Chaplin knows nothing of proposed sale of a one-half

interest in United Artists to Warners, the comedian declared in an
interview with the United Press. The proposed deal was announced
last week by Joseph M. Schenck.
"I'm on the board of directors of United Artists," Chaplin
said, "and I don't know anything about such a deal." The comedian
has resumed work on "City Lights," following recovery from illness.
He expressed his disapproval of talkers, and says he never will make
one. He has no idea of the screen future, as it concerns talkers,
but hopes they are only a passing fad.

Number of Other Practices
Under Still
Scrutiny
— 5 Cases
Pending
ll^ashington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — With five anti-trust
suits pending, the Dcpt. of Justice
is continuing its probes into affairs of
the industry, says an announcement
by the department summarizing the
various actions.
New probes relate to alleged
monopolizing of the exhibition of
films by ownership of many theaters;
contract by producers with exhibitors
who own many theaters, giving
priority for exhibition with protection against competing exhibitors
reaching as long as 53 weeks; and
overbuying to prevent competitors
from obtaining product.
Sale of a 50 per cent interest to
Two of the five cases pending, alPublix in the United Artists theaters
ready have been tried; the credit
(Continued
on Page 6)
at Chicago, Detroit and Los Angeles,
has been completed, and Publix is to
operate the three houses, under their R-K-0 Pantages Deal
present names. This will leave but
one house of the chain in which
to Be Ready in a Week
Merger between Bristolphone and United Artists is interested to be
IVest Coast Bureau, THE I-ILM DAILY
Acoustic Products is practically
Hollywood — Completion of the
agreed upon, as William H. Bristol operated by the company. It is Grauannounced in Waterbury about ten man's Chinese, which the company Radio-Keith-Orpheum- Pant ages deal
and operates with Sid Graunian is expected within a week, states
in charge.
days ago it would be. There is one owns
Alexander Pantages. Pantages is
angle yet to be ironed out, but this
United Artists and Publix now are sure the deal is going through. The
is reported to involve no difficulties.
50-50 partners in five houses, the reported price is ?14,000,000. Rodney
other two being the Rialto and Rivoli,
will continue
on Pagewith
6) the cirKew York. Six houses are operated Pantages (Continucd

U. A. Sells Half in 3 Houses
to Publix, Latter to Operate

I

MERGER REPORTED READY

"U" EPPSOTIO PLANT
FOR RECORDING ON DISCS
Universal City — Universal has
equipped its sound plant for disc
recording, as well as film recording.
.As rapidly as the demand warrants,
Universal talkers will be made available with discs. Universal believes
the sound-on-film system is the betthe present situation deter, but that
mands disc recording, to supply
with disc reproducing systems.

by Loew's, under a partnership arrangement, the Penn, Pittsburgh;
Century, Parkway and Valencia,
Baltimore, and the Broad and Ohio,
Columbus. The Egyptian. Los Angeles, in which the firm is partner,
is operated by Pox West Coast, and
the United Artists, Portland, operated
locally there.

Publix District Managers
to Meet in N. Y. Thursday

District and divisional managers of
Publix, about 30 strong, will meet
in New York for four days beginning
Taube General Manager
tomorrow. Forthcoming pictures will
for World Wide in Canada be screened and a general discussion
Toronto — S. B. Taube of Toronto held. Sam Dembow will launch the
has been named general manager for meetings after which the visitors will
forgotten."
Another adherent. There are others. World
Pictures for Canada.
Wide
break up into smaller groups for conone of the veteran exchange
tinued conference.
K A N N Taube is (,CotUinued
on Page 7)
houses

Final Silent Film, on Fox
List, Being Completed
IVcst Coast Btw-.: riiP r:ii u n^lLY
Hollywood — Final silent picture
will be completed by Fox
this week, after which only dialogue
and singing pictures will be made.
There is speculation as to whether
the supervisor
system
at the studios
(Continued
on Page 6)

Kennedy Stays
Joseph P. Kennedy has
signed tracta withnew
Blairtwoandyear
Co. conthe
Chase National Bank and
Jeremiah Milbank, the moneyed
interests behind Pathe to continue as business advisor.

DAILV
Eastman Kodak Co. Net
$20,110,440 for 1928
Rochester — Net earniiiRs of Eastman Kodak and subsidiaries for 1928,
are
reported
as $20,110,440.24, equal
Vol XLVIII No. 3 Wednesday, April 3. 1929 Price 5 Cents
to $9.59 a share on the common stock.
This compares with $20,142,161.24 or
PUBLISHER
JOHN W. UICOATE
$9.62 a share in 1927. The report
disclosed that the company formed
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
subsidiaries in Panama City, Lima,
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
Peru, Honolulu and Manila for wholecopyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
sale distribution while branches of
Folic, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
existing
subsidiaries for the same
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
purpose were opened in Hong Kong,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the Tientsin, Breslau and Madrid. The
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act report also lists the activities of the
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
color Cine-Kodak, which was first
United States outside of Greater New York.
introduced last summer.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday.
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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First Nat'l Net Profits
$1,167,459 for 1928

First National Inc., reports net of
$1,167,459 for 1928, equivalent after
allowance for preferred dividends to
$12.54 a share on the 72,093 shares
of outstanding company stock. This
compares with a net profit for 1927
of $1,156,665 equal to $11.94 a share
on the 73,627 shares of common stock
then outstanding.
B. & K. Net $1,860,798

Today:

M.P.T.O.A.
New
York. Directors' Meeting

in

April 5 Opening of "Coquette" at RivoliU. A.. New
York.
6 Warner - First National - Stanley
Frolic at Commodore Hotel, New
York.

April

April 8 Opening
of "Alibi" at 44th Street
New?
York.
April 8 Opening

"The Desert Song" at Warner, Los Angeles.
April 9 Meeting of Michigan M.P.T.O.A.
at Detroit.
April 14-15-16 Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittsburgh.
April 16

Opening of "The Rainbow
at the Selwyn,
New
York.

Man,"

April 17 Opening
of "Show Boat" at Globe,
Nev? York.
May
1 Annual meeting of Quebec exhibibitor Unit. Montreal.
2 Opening of "Bulldog Drummond"
at Geo. M. Cohan, New York.
May 6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New
York.
May 20 Annual Convention of American
Federation of Musicians at Denver.

Chicago — Consolidated net income
for the year ending Dec. 31, 1928, as
reported by Balaban & Katz Corp.
is $1,860,798 equal after charges and
dividends to $6.28 a share on the 264,206 common outstanding. This compares with $2,021,092 or $6.89 a share
on
1927.the same common share basis in
New
House for Famous
Ottawa — Plans have been completed for the $1,000,000 theater to be
built here by Famous Players Canadian Corp. The house will seat
2,400. The foundations already have
been built.

May

Back to Germany
Camilla Horn will arrive in New
York next week, en route from Hollywood to Berlin. She will star in
productions to be made by a German
company.

To Exchange Columbia Stock
The Bank of I'lorth America, is
prepared to exchange interim receipts
Pettijohn Sailing
of the Columbia Pictures Corp. for
Charles C. Pettijohn sails for
convertible preference stock and com- Europe on his annual vacation in
mon stock.
early May.

Chromotone
Film Studios, Inc.
NOW AVAILABLE
First independent studios having
facilities to produce both with

SOUND

ON

FILM

AND

(Disc recording at 33 1/3 and 80)

CHROMOTONE
122 Fifth Avenue

AND

New

Halsey Stuart & Co. is to ofifer
an issue of $12,000,000 for Fox Film
in 6 per cent notes due April 1, 1930.
It is stated that the proceeds of the
notes will be used to reimburse the
company for expenditure made by it
in anticipation of more permanent
financing, through the issuing of additional capital stock or otherwise, of
certain major projects which Fox
Film Corp. contemplates before the
maturity of the notes.

M-G-M
12 Weeks' Net $1,082,321
Net income of M-G-M for 12 weeks
ending Nov. 18, 1928 amounted to
$1,082,321 before taxes have been depreciated. Gross profits amounted to
$2,355,202.

CaU

r--»'

Fejos and Lowe Leave for East
Dr. Paul Fejos, Universal director, has left for New York and will
arrive East on Friday, for conferences with Paul Whiteman in preparation for "The King of Jazz,"
which Fejos will direct. Edward T

Walter A.

Inc.

Futter,

Pres.

Library Stock Scenes
130 W.

46th St.. New
Bryant 8181

York

Best and Most Entertaining !

"I

consider your TRAILER
SERVICE the best and most entertaining
for advertising my programs.

method
Yours

for the
GEM

greatest success."
THEATRE,

Amery,

Wis.

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

CpowniH

fABORATORriS

Lowe, Jr., who will scenarize "The
King of Jazz," is coming with Fejos.

I

WAFILMS,for

INCORPORATED

WANTED

220 WEST42'iP
STREET
NEW YORK

for Foreign Service
Thoroughly experienced film executive with a knowledge of Spanish.
Unusual opportunity. Box A 118,
care
Daily, 1650 Broadway,
N. Y. Film
C.

Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.
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Fox Film Plans Issue
of $12,000,000 Notes

Financial
dtOCR
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Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

DISC

Studio equipped with
PRODUCTION FACILITIES

Wednesday,

York City

1540 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

telephone

bryant

3040

"I knew it
all the time^^ ,
These wires are no surprise to Leo I

BROADWAY MELODY >;o.i>i; U^^cr
each. Jay. All house records hrokecv
Standint; room today on matincc. 0>n\pelled to stop sellinj; tickets. Audience
approval highest praise of any prc)dii>.tion presented m Atlantic City.
— C. Morfim«*r Lcuis,
SirdiiJ Thcutrf, Atlantic City. hi. J.
BROADWAY MELODY broke all existing house records Dayton. Most demonstrative enthusiasm ever witnessed this
city. Approximately two thousand turned
away Saturday and on Sunday greatly
in excess of this number. Metro is to
be congratulated on this phenomenal
achievement.
— }. McManus, Dayton, Ohio
BROADWAY
MELODY opened at
Broad Theatre to all time record week-end
business. Screen entertainment beyond
expectation and headed for an all time
house record. There is no stopping this
M-C-M outfit.
— E. ). Melnifcer, Columbus, Ohio

BROADWAY MELODY opened Saturday and broke all remrds for attendance
Sunday was better than Saturd.iy Had
to call tioliie to handle crowds. Line iwo
blocks long waited hours in dri::lin^ rain
to get in.
—Ham 2eii:.
State TKeutre. Neu fJeJ/orJ, Muss.
BROADWAY MELODY broke all hou^c
records. Had to turn away thousands
daily. Think this is the greatest box-office
picture ever made.
— C H Buckley. LeUnd. Albany
BROADWAY MELODY
Adams, Detroit.

tremendous

BROADWAY MELODY opened to tecord-breaking business Middlesex, Middletown, ness!
Conn.
Doubled Theatre,
"Big Parade"
busiOpenedStamford
Stamford,
smashing all previous records.
BROADWAY MELODY broke all baxoffice records at Strand, Hartford. Audience very enthusiastic. Looks like most
successful engagement in hlstoryof theatre.
— /. ./. Hoffman, Hoffman Rrov Enter/irise.t,
iVeu Haien. Conn.

Screening of BROADWAY MELODY
great success. Everyone enthusiastic.
Picture will pile up new highs.
— luhn H

Hiirrn CiriMit

Pii(J)uri;/i. Pii.

BROADWAY MELODY exceeded all
previous Sunday receipts at Columbia,
Washington Expect biggest business ever
done on any picture in this cityl
BROADWAY
MELODY opened to
packc-d houses at advanced prices Tivoli
Theatre. Toronto. Tratuportation commission has special cars waiting on side
streets to take crowds home. Double line
two blocks long waited for doors to open!
Congratulations BROADWAY MELODY. It's not only the first musical
comedy to be brought to the screen but
It has everything to make it a big success.
The color sequence alone is worth twice
any admission price. BROADWAY
MELODY IS all to the good and is going
to make box-office history.
— Chu! W Ptcquet Carolina Theatre,
Southern Pinej, ,\' C.

and more coming!

-G-M has cracked the
TALKIES wide open!
THE TRIAL OF

MARY
DUGAN
Sma.shin^ Sell-out at $2
Embassy, N. Y.

Waitl Watch!
WeWe telling you—
You'll tell us

-G-

The TALKIES of
the Industry

100% TALKING
With NORMA SHEARER. LEWIS STONE.
H. B. WARNER, RAYMOND HACKETT,
DtrcCTcd hv '^^' anchor, B.Tv;trd \'eillcr

THE

IDLE
RICH
Based on the Broadway and
Road Success "White Collars"

100% TALKING
Wiih CONRAD NAGEU
BESSIE LOVE.
LEILA HYAMS. From the play by Edith Elh(.
DicccieJ by William de Mille

FOX
MOVIETONE
IOO9& Talking Sensation
with

MARY DUNCAN
WARNER BAXTER
EDMUND LOWE
Earle Foxe
Florence Lake
Donald Gallaher
Sylvia Sidney
Stepin Fetchit

John BIystone
Production

reputation Torn to Shreds...
by the prosecutor— her husband on trial for the murder of his best friend who
he thought had trifled with his lovely wife— circumstantial evidence pointing
i at the doomed man — a wild party, mad revelry, wives exchanged, a pistol
shot— that was the sordid story, and then... as the jury returned the verdict
of guilty, a wild scream pierced the hushed courtroom and the tragic story of
what really happened at the Manning home that night was vividly recounted.

HEAR and SEE
the Evidence
in this amazing, thrilling and
gripping drama thru the
eyes of the prosecution ....

Then

thru the eyes of the defense

Then

thru the eyes of the actual
murderer.

#
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DAILV
R-K-0 Pantages Deal
Protection Is Probed
to Be Ready in a Week
Justice Dept. Says
(Continued from Page 1)

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^By

ARTHUR

(Continued

W. EDDY^^^

SAM ROSEN, who is assistant to
Frank Tours, musical supervisor
at Paramount's Long Island abode,
was with Hugo Riesenfeld at the Colony theater and previously pianist at
the Waldorf Astoria. He has playedtrawithover the
Silvertown Cord' orchesWEAF.
H. Emerson Yorke is another busy
chap at ihe Paramount plant, casting
"The Lady Lies," the next feature
on the production schedule; two trailers and three shorts. His able assistance comes from Marie E. Carolan, secretary extraordinary.
Annette Margules, creator of the
famed role of Tondelaya in "White
Cargo,"
abmit starred
to go into
talkers.
She
hasis been
in musical
comedy and dramatic offerings.

from Page

1)

cuit, it is understood. The new Hollycommittee case brought against
wood Pantages will not be included
First national, nine other distribu- in the deal.
tors, the Hays association. Film
Boards of Trade, and the arbitration
Maurice Goodman of R-K-O could
case brought against Paramount and
not
be reached for a statement yesterthe same other defendants. These
day. He has just returned to New
cases were heard recently in Federal York from conferences on the Coast.
District Court, New York.
The other cases are: against
West Coast and others, charging a Claud Saunders Is Middle
conspiracy in the granting of alleged- West Head of RKO Houses
ly excessive protection; one against
M-G-M and other distributors and
Minneapolis — Claud Saunders, formerly of the Paramount exploitation
exhibitors charging conspiracy to refuse service to theaters which sought department, has been named general
to remain open during the Chicago manager for Radio-Keith-Orpheum in
operators' strike; one against Bala- this division, with jurisdiction over
ban & Katz, which contains similar all theaters at St. Paul, Minnecharges as the West Coast action.
apolis, Omaha, Winnipeg and Denver. He will make his headquarters
The report cites the department's
success in obtaining a consent de- here, replacing Frank Phelps.
cree, restraining the Oklahoma exhibitor unit from interfering with service to films to non-theatricals of the Chromotone, Taking Over
state.
N. Y. Vocafilm Studios

Probably the record for photo- Final Silent Film, on Fox
graphing the largest number of sound
List, Being Completed
shorts is _held by Ed Du Par, first
(Continued ^rom Page 1)
camera at the Vitaphone plant. Ed,
who is one of the pioneers in the will be abolished. Meanwhile the
talker field, has focused his camera Movietone administration offices are
on nearly 2,500.
being transferred to the Fox studio
and five stages are being soundBryan Foy has completed a talkproofed at the Fox plant. "Lucky
ing short with Harry Tate, English Star," a Frank Borzage film, started
comedian, at Vitaphone studio. Phil as a silent, will have dialogue.
Quinn is his assistant directoi.

Fox Silent on $1,000,000
Court Action for Damages

Manager
oSales
f

No comment was made yesterday
by the Fox offices in regard to the
$1,000,000 suit for damages filed in
the Supreme Court in New York by
Schwartz and Muller, operators of
three Brooklyn and Queens theaters
who allege Fox has failed to go
through w;ith his purchase of these
properties as the plaintiffs claim he
agreed to. The Fox answer is returnable in 20 days.

Big Exposition
at

Hotel Commodore
W. Y. Zwietusch, space
sales manager of the
First Annual

American Theatre
Equipment Exposition

Clara Bow Film Switch to
Rialto Runs Up Gross

to be held m

Switch of Clara Bow's first talker,
"The Wild Party," to the Rialto,
New York, for a run proved a good
move, Saturday and Sunday receipts
indicated, the picture getting nearly
$20,000 for the two days, about $1,500
under the house record, held by
"The Wolf of Wall Street." Heretofore, the Bow films have played the
Paramount's week stand houses. The
week-end business was considered
the more remarkable, with many
other houses on the street hit by
Easter.

The Coliseum, Chicago
June 1 to 9, 1929
is now at the Hotel
dore.

Commo-

Mr. Zwietusch will be pleased
to call upon manufacturers of
theatre equipment and any
other persons who are interested in securing information regarding this most important
event in the history of the motion picture industry.

American Theatre
Exposition Corporation
W.

G.

Newbould,

SIMON

Manager

.,
^Foiu-th Floor
Hotel ^tevens
/
Chicago►'^l;:
/
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H. BROWN

is now associated with R. V. HISCOE & CO., members of the New
York Stock Exchange and Associate
Members of New York Curb, carrying securities and commodities on
reasonable rates.

Chromotone Film Studios, New
York, has purchased Vocafilm Studios, to lease space and to produce
a number of shorts and features. New
equipment has been installed. A
natural color process will be prooratory.vided through Artchrome Film LabBoth sound on film and disc recording are available. Eugene Spitz
is head of the organization. Adolph
Phillip, Broadway stage producer,
has been engaged to direct. Anthony
J. Weber is recording engineer and
Jack Kelly, chief electrical engineer.

THAT
THAT DALY
S
By PHIL M. '

■■-^ more or less — from the bank that
PPH ASHER drew a 100 grand—
day last week when the stock market went boom and then skyrocketed.
With the dough in his kick he strolled into Harry Brandt's brokerage
office, got cold feet looking at the
slaughter, and strolled right out again,
remarking: "A hundred grand taken .i
out of a broker's office is a hundred Ij
When Harry Brandt learns what *'
grand saved."
he missed,
he'll probably run amuck
and
l)ite a dog.
*
♦
*
US COLUMNISTS
H. I. Phillips in his "N. Y. Sun"
column chirps: "Mr. Fox says that
at first the public tvas apparently
not so keen for talking pictures, but
that now they have been convinced.
The first hundred thousand ears
As the
one hardest."
Phil to another, we rise
were
to remark that they had to be hard
to stand those first sound shudders.
*
*
*
CACKLE
This being Easter Week, a lotta
eggs will be cracking wise about the
fillum business. Just the usual chirps
from the booby hatch. If they ever
f^

Alabama Theaters Hit
by Series of Misfortunes
Birmingham — Rain, cyclones, tornadoes, floods, train and auto wrecks
have hit Alabama heavily the past
month and caused loss of many millions of dollars worth of property,
to say nothing of loss of life and injuries. However, there seems to be
a change in weather conditions which
will help to remedy the situation.
Nearly all small town theaters report
they have had an exceptionally hard
winter and spring. They all believe
that once the "flu" and bad weather
is out of the way, they will begin to
make money again.

Spain, Germany Present
Talker Problem, Katz Says
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Talkers are proving
successful abroad, states Sam Katz,
but it is particularly in Spain and
Germany that the talker problem
must be solved, for it is from these
countries that American producers
realize greatest foreign returns.

First Installation of
Amplitone Being Made
First installation of Royal Amplitone is being made at the Heights
theater, New York. Elmer Hollander
is sales manager of the Amplitone
firm.

grow*
up we'll
tocrow.
be
ten to their
roosters
lisBut speaking as

;3 anew spaperman
looking for a stomost roosters
turnry, out
to be
cackling hens.

// most guys
who sign on the
dotted line were
as im,portant as
they think they
are, this is the size
have to use.
of a pen they'd
Daily Pome
Little Bo Peep has lost her sheep
And doesn't know
where to find
them
They're ing
down
the tapein Wall Street watchLeaving their kale behind
*
*
*
OF

ALL

them.

THINGS!
Howard Dietz
sent in his income
tax statement, and
closed one of enhis
by mistake
ads that was headed: "Don't fall
for the old bunk."

Famous Film Conversations
'Send up some ice."

THC
Wednesday,
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and belief as to the circumst
security
and
ers
ditions under which stockhold
holders who do not appear upon the books
of the company as trustees, hold stock otanda
securities in a capacity other than that
bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe that any other person, association, or oorporation has any interest direct or
indirect in the said stock, bonds or other
securities than as so stated by him.
5 That the average number of copies
tion sold or disof each issue of this publica
tributed, through the mails or otherwise, to
paid subscribers during the six months preceding the date, show^n ^^^l.^^'^^'^tAV.
Business Manager.
before me this
to and subscribed
Sworn
iga'g.
March,
of
28th day
(Seal)
F'lorence C^ Lyons.

Coast Wire Service

6 in Work at First Nat'l
NUHBER OF OTHERS NOW
B[ING CUT AND TTTLED

U. A. Plans Extension
of Sound Film Policy

A Little
Bi

from "Lots*'
RALPH

ffll.K

H oUyivnod
A • Wright,
A. KLINE,
New up
York
has taken
the playfirst
United Artists is (icfinitely com- (if his new duties at Patlic studios
mitted to a large talking picture program for 1920, and M. C. Levee, gen- where he signed a long term contract. He is starting on the adaptaeral business executive of the United
tion of "Noblesse Oblige," assisting
.\rtists
.Studio.<-.,
is
en
route
cast
to
Six I'irst Xalional-Vitaphone pro- confer with officials of Electrical Re- Bill Conselman, who is writing the
scenario.
ductions are under way. .'\ number
search Products aliout expansion of
«
•
*
of others on which shooting has just
been completed, are being cut and the
company's
sound
studios
in
Hollywood.
Tommy Duyan is a good radio arvtitled. Colleen Moore has started
nouvcer as well as a splendid actor.
on "Smiling Irisii I-lyes," the first in
He was called upon last week to do
which she will sing and talk as well Talent Registered Free by
the honors over Wanier Brother's
telling the world about Davy
Central Casting Bureau station
as dance. I-'inal scenes are being
made for "The Man and tiic MoTo provide specialized lah-nt for Lee's first starring picture "Sonny
ment." in which Billic Dove is
the Central Casting Bu- Boy." Everyone in the cast assisted
starred. In the cast are: Rod La the talkers,
reau is registering singers, dancers, him by saying a few words to the
Rocque, Gwcn Lee, Doris Dawson, whistlers and others. Each regis- "mike."
"A great time was had by
Robert Schabic and Charles Scllon.
trant
will
be
given
tests
to
determine
•
*
*
"Careers" is well advanced. Billie Dove
is the star with Antonio Moreno playing op- their ability, and specialists will be
Norman Chaney, the 11 year old
posite. John Francis Dillon is directing. in cliarge of the tryouts. It is exBaltimore lad who won the contest
pected
that
more
than
1.000
dancers,
Richard
Barthclmcss
is
Nvorkiiig
in
"Drag."
In the ca.st are: Lila Lee, Alice Day and
singers, whistlers and others seeking
Tom
Dugan.
si)onsored by Hal Roach and "the
Alice White is making final scenes for engagements in the talkers will reg- gang,"
arrived today to work in picister. The test will he made gratis.
"Broadway Babies." Mervyn LeRoy is directing.
tures. He was given a three month
contract. He is a rotund little fel"The Girl in the Glass Cage" has been
Sound Truck
in production several weeks with Lorctta 1st Columbia
low. aj)pearing similar to Joe Cobb.
*
*
*
Young. Carroll Nye. George Stone, Matthew
Betz and Lucicii Littlefield in the cast under
direction of Ralph Dawson.
"Dark Streets" is ready for production with
Jack Mulhall and Lila Lee heading the cast.
Before sailing for a vacation in Europe,
Corinnc CJritfith finished "Prisoners." "The
Squall," a pictorial version of the Broadway
stage play, is also in the cutting room.
Myrna Ix)y. Alice Joyce. Richard Tucker,
Carroll Nye, Loretta Young and Zazu Pitts
are in the cast under direction of Alexander
Korda.
,, , .,,
"Two Weeks OfT" with Dorothy Mackaill
and Jack Mulhall, is nearly ready. William
directed. "The House of Horror"
Beaudine
is being titled. Chester Conklin, Louise
Fazenda and Thelma Todd are in the cast.

Thomas Coming E^ast
Richard Thomas, director of the
"Woman Who Was Forgotten," will
leave here April 12 for New York
with the finished negative of the picture. Charles Goetz will distribute
the picture as a roadshow with 25 per
cent of the gross going to the National Educational Ass'n to help build a
home for the aged of the teaching
profession. Belle Benentt, Leroy
Mason, William Walling and Gladys
McConnell head the cast.

Taube General Manager
Wide in Canada First Will Rogers Film
for World
(Continued
from Page 1)
for Fox is Selected
He was formera.
Canad
of
ls
officia
ian Univerly associated with Canad
sal for years. Physical distribution
is via Canadian Educational. '

DAILV

First vehicle for Will Rogers, under his contract to Fox, will be
Plans
to See
Had been
"They now
whereby the
set Paris."
have
Bristolphone Distribution comedian will start work on this
musical version of HoDeal for Canada Closed talking and book,
following terminaCroy's
mer
Luxe
De
Samuel Reichbach. of the
run in "Three
present
his
of
tion
acquired
has
,
Montreal
Film Corp.,
is scheduled to
which
"
Cheers.
the agency for Bristolphone for round out its season in New York
Canada and the maritime provinces. in the near future. Owen Davis,
Reichback. who was in New York
t, has been put under confor a week arranging details of dis- dramatis
tract to do the adaptation.
execuphone
Bristol
tribution with
tives, has returned to Canada.
Cast in Chaney Film
James Murrav has been cast in a
Buys N. Carolina House
der," Lon
High Point, N. C— L. W. Unkle supporting role in "Thun
starring film
has taken over the Ritz from T. M. Chaney's new M-G-Munder William
now in production
Nigh.
Elliott.

Being Used on Location

Columbia has dedicated its sound
truck,ton which
l-'rle C.filming
Kenis using Director
on location,
scenes
for "Father
number of other
trucks Love."
arc to beA added.
The company has completed its sound
stages.
Denny Starting New Feature
"Companionate Troubles." Reginald Denny dialogue comedy drama,
is in production at "U" studios.

Eleanor Packer, former publicity writer with United Art." has joined the forces of
allists,
Hal Roach stuflio. She will
work under the supervision of
Pete Smith, Metro-GoldwynMayer's publicity
♦
* director.
*
Marcus Aurelius was the first title
writer and "gaq man" according to
writer. W. Krafft, Pathe's chief title
John

SHOW

SHOW

BOAT days are happy days-

BOAT

days are thrilling days-

SHOW BOAT days are prosperous days—

SHOW

BOAT days are here!

IT*/ IN TtiE AID!
IT'/ CVECrWHEKE:

LNIVEC/AL

Trade Practices on Coast Under Scrutiny of U. S.

ALL THE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

oyFILMDOM
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No.

4

Geometry
by way of observaPURELY
tion :
In the dead heat of the

United Artists' negotiations with
the Warners, PubHx springs a surprise in the form of a half -interest buy in the former's Chicago,
Detroit and Los Angeles theaters.
Now one of the reasons for the
U. A.-Warner round robins concerns the latter's desire to secure
an interest in United's theaters, although there are, of course, other
contributing factors. If the deal
becomes fact, that makes Publix
and Warners partners in at least
five theaters, the other two being
the Rivoli and Rialto in New York
which United and Publix own
jointly.
Which takes us back to our
school days and reminds us of a
simple geometric axiom that things
equal to the same or equal things
are equal to each other. We merely wonder, that's all.

"Black Waters"
World-Wide's first all-talker and a
disappointment. Here is an instance
of a picture in complete dialogue that
hits the market some months behind
time. If these were the early days of
the sound, the story might have been
diflerent. Unfortunately, however,
this is April, 1929 and not September,
1928. Seven months make a ditTercnce
in a market that moves with precision
and speed.
The characters never appear particularly scared or impressively mystified. "Black Waters" ambles on and
on, hitting an occasional suspense but
never clinging to it long euuugli to
do more than momentarily grip. The
mystery explains itself to any who
are at all discerning several reels before the explanation comes. And the
actual exposure, since you know what
it is going to be, quite naturally is
minus the punch which this type of
story must have to make it plausible
entertainment.

Price

Thursday, April 4, 1929

5 Cents

fOX TALK[i{S AVAILABLE U. S. JURY IS SCANNING
ON DISCS IN TWO WEEKS WEST COAST ACTIVITIES
Fo.x talkers on discs will be available to exhibitors beginning April 15
at which time, "In Old Arizona,"
"The Ghost Talks," "Hearts in
Dixie," "Through DilTerent Eyes,"
"Speakeasy"' "The X'aliant," and a
combination unit of a Clark and McCuIIough comedy and "Napoleon's
Barber"
as
on the goes
film. out on records as well
Movietone Entertainments, as various Fox sound acts are known, likewise are to be submitted to the same
treatment. All future releases will
be available via both methods.

Hest Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Suit in equity
brought by the Dept. of Justice against West Coast and
others in connection with clearances allegedly granted the
circuit, now is pending in Federal Court here. Trial of the
case has been set for April 15.

Indictment
for
Alleged
"Freeze Out" Expected
to be Asked
West Coast Bureau, Till'. FILM

DAILY

Los Angele.s — Grand jury investigation of alleged illegal combinations is under way here, with John
II. Amen, special assistant to the
Attorney General, expected to ask a
1-ederal indictment against Fox West
Coast for alleged conspiracy to
"freeze out" independent exhibitors.
This proposed criminal action would
be brought under the anti-trust laws.
The government has made exhibits
B. & K. Property Holdings
of Film Board of Trade records for
Listed in Annual Reports
the last 14 years and is expected to
RCA-Photophone is available only present them to the Federal grand
Chicago — Balaban & Katz owns
outright six theaters, leases five and for Simplex projectors because the
is interested in five other chains, it sound head fits only that type, hav- jury.
ing been designed for it, states E. E.
is shown in the company's annual re- Bacher executive vice president of De Forest Suit Against
port. The houses owned arc: Chi- RCA-Photophotc.
Fox-Case Starting Soon
cago, Tivoli, Roosevelt, Central
There is no hook-up between InPark, Uptown and Paradise, all in
Trial
of the DcForest patent suit
ternational Projector, manufacturer
Chicago. Houses under lease are:
against Fox-Case Corp. is expected
Oriental, Norshore, McVicker's, Ri- of the Simplex machine, and RCA- to start at an early date. The acviera and Maryland, all in Chicago. Photophone, it is pointed out, altion now is No. 16 on the calendar
though the latter supplies Simplex in Fefleral District Court. New York,
Companies in which B. & K. is interested are: Lubliner & Trinz, machines with its sound reproduc- and is expected to come to trial in
Greater States Theaters, Kunsky
ing equipment. This, it is stated is about three weeks. The DeForest
Theaters. Diversey Theater Co. and because size requirements of the proRiviera Theater Co.
jector match those of the sound head, action alleges that Movietone infringes Phonofilm patents. Th
and not because of any discrimination
Canadian
Phonofilm firm ha
iifwimachine.
of
make
England Debates Talkers ; against any other
lar suit pending in Montre-e ^.

PHOTOPHONE DESIGNED TO
USE OK SINPLEJl MACHINE

Public Gives B.O. Answer Better Machines Held Aid
London — Pro and con argument
to Interchangeability 15,000,000 Estimated as
over talkers continues in England
I-^xhibitors are taking the precauListeners for R-K-0 Hour
Considerable support for Chaplin's
mastand against talkers is noted, but
the public is supplying its answer by
packing theaters where talkers play

2,000 Stage Players
Appearing in Talkers

Actors Equity soon will be meeting in Hollywood, declares Roland
West, stage and screen producer,
who is in New York for premiere of
his new picture "Alibi." an all-talker,
which opens at the 44th St., .\pril 8.
Clever
West estimates that nearly 2,000
Did you notice how Bruce Gallup, Broadway stage players have fo>md
smart young feller, copped practically jobs in the talkies in Hollvwood durevery amusement page in the greater
ing the past year, and flatly disagrees
city with his ingenuous ad copy for with the statement of Griffith, that
"Alibi." Merely a four inch display talkers will cause the death of the
over two columns, but copy and lay- .'\merican theater in five years. He
out turned the trick.
thinks the concentration
of public
K A N N
(Continued
on Page 6)

tion of obtaining a serviceable
Fifteen million persons listened in
r\\\nc. so that .sound pictures are benight on the R-K-O Radio
•ng furnished generally for inter- Tuesday
Request Hour, Radio-Keith-Orpheum
changeability use. the M.P.T.O.A. estimates.
board of directors concluded at their
two day sessions which closed in New
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Theater Construction in
'28
Europe Decreased inDAILY

H'ashinalon

Btucau

of

THE

FILM

Washington — A survey indicated
that approximately 484 theaters were
either constructed, renovated or reconstructed inEurope during 1928 as

compared with 7,1'? undergoing the
same process in 1027. the M. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce is
advised. This activity added •> total
of 44.=;. 250 seats as compared with
.^OLfiO."; in 1927. Germany and Great
Britian dominated with 157 and 70
new houses respectively.

Injunction is Denied in
Ufa Case Against Brill

Anplication of Ufa Films Inc., for
• n injunction against Ufa Eastern
Division Distributors. National Security Co., and David Brill, in connection with proposed termination of
contract with the defendants, has
been
in Supreme
York.denied
It appears,
the Court,
court Newsaid,
that the defendant "actually overpaid
the plaintiff on the proper basis,
and therefore there was no justification for plaintiff's termination of the
contract." The defendants distribute
the Ufa product in eastern states.

'ioo

^JXI^.
Hays to Make 4 Coast
Trips a Year to Studios
IVest Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

TheDate
Industry's
Book
April
April

5

Opening
of "Coquatte"
at RivoliU. A.. N«w York.
6 Warnar - First
National - Stanley
FroHc at Commodore
Hotel, New
York.

April 8 Opening
of "Alibi" at 44th Street
New
York.
April 8 Opening

"The Desert Song" at Warner, Los Angelas.
April 9 Meeting of Michigan M.P.T.O.A.
at Detroit.
April 14-15-16 Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittabnifh.
April 16

Opening of "The Rainbow Man,"
at the Selwyn,
New
York.

April 17 Opening
of "Show Boat" at Globe,
New York.
May
1 Annual
meeting
of Quebec
exhibibitor Unit, Montreal.
May 2
Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at Geo. M. Cohan,
New York.
Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
May 6-9
Engineers
in New
York.
May
20
Annual
Convention
of
American
Federation
of Musicians
at Denver.

Thursday, April \ 1929

DAILV
Cohan to Be Twelfth N. Y.
Legitimate House Wired

Financial

DAILY

Hollywood — Quarterly visits, instead
of
trips to the Coast
Vol. XLVIII No. 4 Thursday. April 4, 1929 Price 5 Cents willsemi-annually
be necessary, due to advent of
talkers, Will H. Hays declares. The
PUBLISHER
iOHN W. ALICOATE
head of the producer-distriliutor
association, will remain here about
Published daily except Saturday and holidayf two weeks.
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., »nd
"My visit is for conferences incicopyright (1929) by Wid'i Filir,: and FiliL
Folk, Inc. J. W. Allcoate, President ant.
~ whole swift-moving presPublisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
ent suuauon," Hays said. "It may
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
be impossible to overstate the furBusiness and Adrertising Manager. Entered
as second dass matter. May 21, 1918, at the
ther progress thaf is ahead. Actors,
poBt-ofHce at New York, N. Y., under the act directors, writers, technicians and
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
producers have adapted themselves
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
to the new conditions and are ab$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
sorbing and effectually using the
remit with order. Address all communicachanges.
tion* to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 4736"The development of sound prom4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
ises great wealth of new material,
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralpii
immense broadening of opportunity,
WUk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607. London — Ernest
W.
Fredman,
The
greatly increased audiences and
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
larger usefulness for the film indusL Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-de9-Noue«, 19.

'266

T-S Forms Canadian Firm
try."
in New Expansion Move
Tiffany Prod, of Canada Ltd., has
been formed as Canadian s ubsidiary
of Tiifany-Stahl. This is in line with
the expansion program bein
Cook,
out under direction of Grant gL. carried
vice president and general manager.
Recently Tiffany Prod., Ltd.
land and the Societe des F
, of Engfany, France, were formed ilms TifFilm Television Broadcast
Film pick-up technique will be used
for the first television broadcast
films, but a direct pick-up is being
developed by the Jenkins Television
Corp. Playlets for the broadcast are
being scenarized and will be filmed
and then broadcast.
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Work has begun on the wiring of
's66
the George M. Cohan,
New York.
300 m preparation for the premiere May
2 of "Bulldog Drummond," Ronald
Colman's first dialogu
'ioo e picture. Installing sound equip
ment in the
200
'ioonumber of New
100 Cohan brings the
York legitimate theaters wired for
talking pictures up
'ioo to a total of 12.
3,200 Recent additions to
the list include
100 the Sam H. Harris, the 44th
Street
and the Winter Garden as well as
100
7,200 the Liberty, Gaiety, Hannnerstein's,
Criterion, Astor, Hippodrome and the
Central. Only the Knickerbocker,
Enipire and Casino remain as straight
400
9,400
6,700 legitimate houses on Broadw
ay. Not
s'.oooa single theater remains unwired on
5,400
Broadway above 42nd St.
200

7,000
12,300

Casanave in Larger Quarters
Cleveland — Ed. Casanave, district
manager for Movie-Phone has
sales
Film Bldg.
moved
into larger office space at 426

2,200
200

"Desert Song" Opening
IVest

15
1,600

Coast

Bureau.

THE

FOR
9

io
72

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood —of Premiere of Warner
Bros., first Vitaphone operetta, "The
Desert Song," is scheduled to take
place April 8, at Warner Theater.

Two
For

RENT

outside vaults
film storage

sired,
Capacity 15,000 and 10,000 containers.
Watchman
Circle

on

premises,

service if-'de-

ARTCHROME
10237

or

Fort

Lee

1637

Sales Manager
Big Exposition
Hotel Commodore
W. Y. Zwietusch, space
sales manager of the

at

First Anyiual

American

Preparing for "Show Boat" Opening
Reproducing apparatus of the
Globe, New York, is being overhauled
and rewired, in preparation for premiere April 17. of "Show Boat."

Equipment Exposition
to be held in

The Coliseum, Chicago
June 1 to 9, 1929

N. Y. House Closed
Dundee, N. Y. — The Beeknian has
been closed because it does not comply with the state fire laws.
-

- -

'

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

""

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Theatre

is now at the Hotel
dore.
'

Commo-

Mr. Zwietusch will be pleased
to call upon manufacturers of
theatre equipment and any
other persons who are interested in securing information regarding this most important
event in the history of the motion picture industry.

American

Theatre

Exposition Corporation
W.

G.

Newbould,
Manager
Fourth Floor
Hotel Stevens
Chicago

(

CLARA BDW'SLATEST HIT
WILD P ARTY ALL TALKING
~ T vT-nir: T-r» •:

CLi\RA I50W
t SI I k N ^ a ml
i^vliat a line!

-i
W'VW'j

>*^ •?]

■SP'

Photo shot IN THE RAIN
at 8:55 INIonday morning,
April 1st at the Rialto
Theatre, New York.
Camera could not catch
the whole line, which
extended over a hlock!

I

t
^ All New York is flocking to the Rialto Theatre
to hear Clara Bow talk! Your favorite red-headed
wonder-girl has the higgest money-maker

of her

career in "The Wild Party". No douht of that!
^ "Clara Bow's first talking picture is a pip", says
the New York Daily Mirror. "The little hox office
riot has a great voice for either wise cracks or soh

^.
/

•^

^

>0

Wire from
MINNEAPOLIS!

stuff. And she still has her legs and her lure."
^ You don't know the half of "It" until you play
"The Wild Party"! ^ You don't know

-WILD PARTY' Rl\MNG WILD. OPF.MNC;
50% ABOVE NORMAL
BUSINESS. RECORD

the hig

money there is in quality talking pictures unless
you're playing this one and "Close Harmony"

and

"The Letter'* and "Innocents of Paris'* and the other
MINNESOTA
SURE!"

THEATRE

in "THE
BOW
CLARA
WILD
PARTY".
By the
author of "Flaming Youth".

week-after-week knockouts from the talking leader

PARAMOUNT
Member Motion Picture Producers & Dijtributors ot America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President

\

QomeSni

Here's the break you Ve
been waiting for! Now
Vour fortune's made!
#"THE DIVINE LADY''
is coming through with
the kind of business that

'Jazz Singer" record
n first weekbroke
i<day on Broadway. —
Sellout and tumaway
at $2.50 top!

1

I

i^'^P^^

i

Absolute capacity first two days
at. Metropolitan,
Washington, opening March 30th.
Critics hailed it
masterpiece.

With H. B. Warner,
Victor Varconi, Ian
Keith, Marie Dressier.
Produced by Frank
Lloyd, who made
"TheSeaHawk,"Pre.
sented by Richard A.
Rowland.

?

Ihviiif." PubTliciiip. SoupM. "hilly
tf^itmurk & Sons
lished by

/

'

^

'iM^^EK?!

fe- *•,
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Better Machines Held Aid
to Interchangeability
(Continued

from

Page

1)

York yesterday. A number of other
matters were discussed and review
rnade of general conditions, legislation and organization work.
The following directors were present: Fred Desberg, Chairman, Cleveland, Ohio; Samuel Dembow, New
York; Fred Dolle, Louisville, Ky.;
M. E. Comerford, Scranton; Major
L. E. Thompson, New York; J. W.
Walsh, Hartford, Conn.; Charles
Levine, New York; Harry M. Crandall, Washington; Jack Miller, Chicago; and Colvin Brown, New YorkPresident R. F. Woodhull, Secretary
M. J. O'Toole and Treasurer Jay
Emanuel were other officers present.

2,000 Stage Players
Appearing in Talkers
{Continued from Page 1)

interest on the art of the talking
actor is already making for a tremendous revival of interest in the
stage. In support of this he says
that the good plays offered in New
York during the past season had been
successful, and that the talking pictures had not hurt the season.
Hardcastle in 'Frisco
San Francisco — B. T. Hardcastle,
has been appointed branch manager
here for Qualitone, synchronization
device manufactured in Los Angeles.

By CHARLES

F. HYNES

R. L. A. Pictures Formed; 13 New Phonofilm Houses
Open With Sound Policy
26 Sound Films Planned
Recording and production is now
under way at Recording Laboratories
of America. The R. L. A. Talking
Pictures Corp. has been formed as a
production division of the Recording
Laboratories of America and is also
affiliated with the William M. Brown
& Co., Inc.
Jess Smith, vice president and production director, announces a series
of 26 subjects. The first was produced in association with Sidney
Phillips, based on the vaudeville
sketch, "Five Minutes from the Station," by Elaine Stern Carrington.
The company has recorded and
produced since March 1, ten short
subjects for Home Talkie Prod., and
two for the Roseland Prod., including "Join the Party," and "Asleep
at the Switch."
Sound at Edmonton House
Edmonton, Alberta — After being in
the hands of builders and electricians
for two months and a half, the Capitol has reopened as a wired house,
the feature being "Mother Knows
Best." The capacity of the Capitol
has been increased from 1,000 to 1,600
by the construction of a new balcony
and the whole theater has been practically rebuilt and refurnished under
the
direction of Manager Harold
Bishop.
Wiring
Winnipeg
House
Winnipeg — The Orpheum is being
wired for RCA-Photophone, this
being one of the first houses in Canada to have this type of sound mechanism. The Orpheum is an R-K-O
house under management of F. E.
Wadge.
6 Pacents for Penn. Houses
Pittsburgh- — Orders have been received from the Affiliated Theatrical
Utilities for the installation of Pacent
reproducers in six of their houses.
They are; Anton, Monongahela City;
Casino, Vandergrift; Family, St.
Mary; Ritz, New Kensington; Brushton Avenue, here and the Richelieu at
Blairsville.

COVERS

EVERYTHING

It contains much valuable information.
J. D. WILLIAMS

FREE
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Sound Pictures

Father^ Son Rivals
Montreal — This city is witnessing the interesting situation
of a father and son as managers
of rival picture theaters. Gordon Dahn has been appointed
manager of the Seville, St.
Catherine and Chomedy Sts.,
opened recently by United
Amusements. His father, Harry
Dahn, has been manager of the
Capitol lot some years, the
Capitol being one of the big
houses of the Famous Players'
chain. Gordon formerly was
assistant manager of the Granada, Sherbrooke, Quebec. The
Seville is the fourteenth theater
in the Montreal district of
United Amusements.

—AND

to Film Daily Subscribers

Subscription $10.00

Foreign $15.00

Completion of 13 new De Forest
Phonofilm installations has been
made by General Talking Pictures.
The theaters are: America, Sterling,
Colo.; Strand, Allentown, Hollywood, Pittsburgh, Star, Stroudsburg.
Ro.xania, Keys Rock and Rialto,
Beaver Falls, in Pennsylvania; the
Avalon, Lawrenceville, Illinois, Centralia and Strand, West Frankfort,
in Illinois; Palace, McGeehee,
Ark.
Michigan, Flint, Mich.;
Victoria,
Wheeling, W. Va : Colonial, Portsmouth, N. H.

THAT
THAT'S

By PHIL

M.

DALY

every week we
JJEGULARLY
on adevote
given date
this
fascinatingand interesting column to
QUESTIONS
and
ANSWERS

Since we last did this some
five weeks ago we have received
several baskets full of questions
Four of Safrus 52 Sound
Shorts Already Completed and picked out the following entirely at random.
I''our of the 52 sound single reelers

planned by Safrus Pictures Corp.
are completed, three others are being
assembled, and the seven will be
ready for release by April 15, states
Sam Efrus, president of the company.
Movie-Phone recording is employed.
Efrus is distributor of the MoviePhone reproducer. The 52 subjects
he plans include comedies, satires
and vaudeville acts.

Q. — Is there such an organization
as the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Science?
A. — They are thinking of reviving
it any day now.

Non-Syndhronous Music for Serial
Q. — I have been an exhibitor for
Ottawa — Manager Ray Tubman is
presenting a serial, "The Chinatown twenty-tw<o years and cannot remember the name of the company that
Mystery," at the Saturday afternoon
shows only at the Imperial. Follow- uses a big rooster as a trade mark.
ing the wiring of the house, the sub- Who is it?
sequent chapters of the serial were
A. — Universal.
presented with non-synchronous musical accompaniment. Non-synchronous music is also being provided with
the presentation of Laurel and Hardy
comedies and the Paramount News.
Q- — Can you tell me how I can
reach Will Hays?
Buy Mickey Mouse Rights
A. — The last time we heard of
Territorial rights for the state of
him
he was fishing in Wyomdng
Michigan on the Mickey Mouse series of Disney Cartoons recorded by about five months ago.
Powers Cinephone were contracted
*
*
*
for by Olsen and Forbes who operate the Theater Equipment Corp.,
Detroit.
Q.— When I played at the last Film
Golf Tournament I took 192 strokes.
Whaley at Memphis
What is the matter with my game?
A. — Everything.
Memphis — E. M. Whaley, Jr., sales
representative of Vitaphone, arrived
here last week from Atlanta, to make
his headquarters and work in the
Memphis territory. He will work for
Q. — What
the present out of the First National "Broadway"? company is making
branch office, as Warners now have
no office in Memphis.
A. — Every company has already
made
it, but called it something else.
5 Movie-Phones Ordered
Birmingham, Ala. — Nat L. Royster,
representing the Movie-Phone Corp.,
has closed deals which will place five
Q. — Last year I directed seven picinstruments with the Southern Thetures and all seven were the outstand- I
aters, including installations in their
ing
hits
of the season.
Am I just
Ensley, Fairfield, Wylam and North
lucky
or
am
I
a
genius?
Birmingham houses, and also has arA. — You are a damliar.
ranged to install Movie-Phone in the
Grand, Bessemer, which is operated
by John A. Snider and Son.
Abrams Wires House
Canton, O. — A. H. Abrams has installed Movie-Phone sound equipment
in the Mozart.

Famous Film Conversations
"// it's my

broker,

tell him I'm
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Coast Wire Service

Number
ol" Improvements
for Paramount
L. I. Studio

Producers^ Opinions Vary
lENTIMENT DIFFERS ON A Little
TALKER QUALinCATIOflS
from **Lots'*

I lure is imicli variance of opiiiiuii
i mong producers as to the value oi
jtage directors on talkers.
Thus far.
arainount and Fox liave ])lace(l the
trongest vakie on the directors fri)ni
he "legit."
Paramount is using George Abott and Robert Milton, prominent
tagc directors, as talker directors,
"he directorial team of John Cromvell and Edw'ard Sutherland is busy,
he directors now handling "Burcsque." following their work on
Close Harmony." Cromwell is a
irmer stage actor and director,
hile Soitherland has directed picres for the past four years.
Edwin Knopf and Louis J. Gasier comprise another Paramount
rectorial team, the former being a
[ecruit from the stage, while the latr is a veteran in screen production.
eorge Cukor, who has directed sevral stage productions, will soon start
he direction of his initial picture.
Fox has also issued orders that
ormcr stage directors are to work
rith the silent directors on talkers.
J. Van Buren, Lester Lonegran and
)on Gallagher are among the stage
irectors now on the Fox payroll.

At United Artists, First National, Warier Bros, and Columbia, the producers are
placing their entire productions into the
lands of their veteran screen directors. Uniersal is also relying on its old directors.
Edgar Selwyn and Willard Mack are among
he former stage directors now with M-G-M,
irhile Lionel Barrymore has abandoned actng in favor of directing. Pathe is import
ng Richard Boleslavsky to direct Ina Claire
n her initial talker.
Several new directors, recruited from the
licture field, are being given their first op•ortunities with the talkers. Tay (Harnett.
^ho directed "The Spieler," will also direct
'The Flyng Fool" for Pathe. Charles Kle n
las been assigned a talker at Fox, while
lalph Dawson has completed his initial picurc,
in the Gilded
for
rst "The
National.Girl William
Cowen Cage,"
will direct
talker for RKO.

*U" Scenario Dept. Under
J. G. Hawks Temporarily
J. G. Hawks is in charge tempoarily
ncnt. of Universal's scenario depart"Flying Marine" for Lyon
Ben Lyon's
for
Columbia
this second
season api^earance
will be in the
itle role of "The Flying Marine," a
alker. Shirley Mason and Jason
iobards will have the other featured
oles.

By

RALPH

WILK

Hollywood
IGRUBB ALK.X.WUKR is one
• of Warner Bros.' busiest writers,
lie is writing the screen play and
original dialogue for Pauline l-'rederick's next veliicle, which is temporarily titled, "Kvidence." He also
wrote
original
dialogue
for "The
*
*
*
Gamblers."
Ralph Dietrich, like Al Jolson, is
also singi)ig the praises of- California. Ralph recently returned from
the East and is busy cutting the
Fox Movietone
* "Follies."
*
*
Ray Harris, who worked witli
hred Newmeyer on "The Quarterl)ack," "Warming Up" and other
l)ictures.
F'redplay,
at Pathe.
Ray will has
writerejoined
the screen
which
Fred will direct.
*
*
*
Our Passing Shoiv: Ann
Harding visiting Pathe for
a conference with Frank
Reicher; Carl Laemmle and
Wesley Stout, associate editor of the "Saturday Evening Post" posing for j)ictures at Universal, ivith Ivan
St. John instructing the cameranuni.
*
*
*
John Stone and Edwin
Burke are writing "The Girl
from Havana," an original story,
w^hich will be produced by Fox.
They will also furnish the
scenario and dialogue.

Springfield, Mass. — Speech-reading
Club of Philadelphia is to send a petition to every Hard-of-Hearing Club
throughout the country in protest
against reductions contemplated by
l)roduccrs in silent pictures. The petition, it is stated, will request producers to continue with silent pictures,
or at least have titles with .sound pictures to enable the deaf to properly
follow a screen story.

Stanley to Direct Series
of Para. Sound Shorts

£^^By

ARTHUR

W.

EUDYm^^

has been
HARRY
g Movietowho
ne shorts
directinSWELT,
at
the Coast for I'ox, is New Yorking
these (lays. "Rythms of a Big City,"
which he produced himself, has been
playing in nimierous arty houses.
Sweet recently made a Clark and McCnllough short for Fox.
The latest Manhattan ether erpert to go to the Coast is James V.
Marcsca, for the past five years
chief engineer and more recently diyrctor of Station WRNY. He's joining RKO to work on sound pictures.
Freddie Britt postcards to the cameramen's organization that he is now
vietone.
in Tokio grinding a camera for MoAbe Meyer is noiu experiencing
California climate, having gone to
that region to confer ivith Hugo
Riesenfeld. He returns to New York
^April 9. "My Lady's Past," TiffanyStuhl picUwe, will be the next to receive synchronizing under the Meyer
supervision.

Joseph Santley, who has completed
at the Long Island studio, filming of Gest to Present "Passion
Paramount's talker "The Cocoanuts," Play" at N. Y. Hippodrome
starring the Four Marx Brothers, beMorris Ge.st is taking over the
gins work today on the production
of a series of Paramount sound Hippodrome, New York to show the
"Freiburg Passion Play," opening
shorts, starring Broadway
talent.
April 29. The pictures and presentation policy, which Saturday supplants
Columbia, S. C, House Reopened
Columbia S. C, Hoyle L. Dodson pictures and vaudeville, will be resumed at the end of the "Passion
has reopened the Majestic after re- Play" run.
decorating.

Universal is preparing a special
synchronized
version of theaters.
"Broadway"It
for foreign Movietone
will show the silent action with translated titles. Musical numbers will be
in English.

John Lizadary in Charge
of Columbia Sound Dept.
of

John I'aul Lizadary is new head
the Columbia
sound department.

Handling
Fox Maintenance
H. H. Barter is to handle the
nerged Fox Movietone maintenance
department.

"Mozart"
to Be
Pathe is to produce
pperettii,

Gets "Paris Bound" Assignment
Edward
H. Gritilith is to direct
"Pari.s Bound," for Pathe.

an

Deaf Club Sponsorinjj:
Petition Against Sound

Short Shots from
New York Studios

Special "Broadway" Sound
Version for Foreign Use

Laska Winter Signed
Laska Winter has been cast as
Warner Oland's Chinese wife in
Paramount's dialogue mystery melodrama, "The Insidious Ur. Fu Manchu." The cast includes. O. P.
Heggie, Jean Arthur, Neil Hamilton, William Austin and other players.

Filmed
"Mozart,"

liidicaling that Paramount intemU
to cc)ntinue production activities in
the l'"ast, that company is making a
ininiber of improvements at its Astori,i siudit>. A structure 200 x 50 feet,
two stories in height, is being erected
on the lot in back of the studio,
riiis will house the carpenter shop
and power and heating plants, removing tlieir interference with sound
picture recording in the main building
and incidentally providing more stage
space. Half of the roof on the lal)oratory building across the street is
being raised to permit installation of
six mechanical developing machines.

Donovan Affair

t
r
t
e
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At the Criterion Theatre N.Y.

AL CHRISTIES
"MEET

THE MISSUS"

By KENYON

NICHOLSON

with

JAMES GLEASON
LUCILLE

and

WEBSTER

GLEASON

CHRISTIE
TALKING PLAYS
are leading the field of
short features —

Never was there such unanimous
praise from audiences, exhibitors
and critics as on these

all-talking
all-laughing
all-entertaining —

"It was preceded by an amusing playlet by Keayon Nicholson. James Gleason
and Lucille Webster performed entertainingly.—N. Y. Sun

Netoco, 6 Distributors Charged with Conspiracy
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THE
a ])ractice which this editorial mouthpiece would prefer to see inflicted less often on the
supporters of the business. Up

and down Broadway you find pictures housed in legitimate theaters
at a scale that reads $2 top, an
asking price far beyond their intrinsic worth.
There is little excuse for such a
system. Producers know that, in
the majority of these instances,

NO HITCH IN FOX DEAL
mm mm m\
pOR N. Y. INDEPENDENTS

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Consideration of alleged conspiracy of Fo.\ West Coast
and exchanges, to dei)rive independent exhibitors of first run pictures,
is slated today, with opening of the
l-'ederal grand jury session. The
sission, scheduled to start a few
days ago was postponed. An indictment under the anti-trust laws is
reported sought by John H. Amen,
special assistant
attorney
general.

Mary's Decision

Mary Pickford is abandoning
silent production and in future
will make talkers only, she
states in a letter to her New
York office. The star never
again will make a silent film,
she declares, expressing her belief that "the real future of
the screen is in the talking pic-

STtER CLEAR OF PATENT
"JAMS," ROGERS WARNS .E. WIRES ANYPROJECTOR
MEETING REQUIREMENTS

About 150 To Be Leased—
Auditing Causes Few
To Be Dropped
Despite rei)urt,-> to the contrary,
Fox will go through with his plan
to acquire the independent theater
chains in (jreater New York for
which negotiations, in many instances,
liave been under way for a number
of months. THE FILM DAILY
learns.
The line-up is somewhat

diflferent

from the original plan. About ISO
their wares don't rate the heavy
houses will be leased, all of them for
money they extract from the pubperiods of 25 years, as against the
tures."
lic. It will be argued that if the
aiiproximafe 174 which figured in the
original discussions. The trimming
public can be brought in for $2
process is declared to be a result of
Careful investigation of sound
as easily as it can be seventy-five
the auditors' reports which are said
e(|uipnien[s before purchase, to asto have divulged figures on earnings
cents why be squeamish about it?
certain whether any infringement of
and property values in contradiction
Western
Electric
points
out
that
patents
are
involved,
is
urged
upon
There may be something to that,
the claims advanced by exhibitors.
but it does seem to us a far better exhibitors by Charles R. Rogers, it never has refused to install equip- to William
Fox, A. C. Blumcnthal and
Bristolphone executive.

Otherwise,

course to keep faith with the buy- he says, exhibitors may find themers who make the film business go
selves in "the unenviable predicament of having paid out good money
round rather than squeeze the generous plum completely dry. The for equipment which can't be used
because
of a court injunction.
simile may be mixed, but the point
IS clear.
Germany Leads Film
Zukor on Sound

Production in Europe

ment on any type projector, except
for physical reasons. The company

has supplied Simplex, Power's and
Motiographs machines, wherever proper installation could be made, and
stands ready to serve any projector
which meets such requirements.

Sound Equipment Free for
Radiotone Films Users

"The introduction of talking pic- Washinoton Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
tures, which at first brought some unWhat is claimed to be an innovaWashington
—
Of
the
518
feature
ccrtainti', has given tremendous imtion in the handling of sound c(iuipfilms
costing
approximately
824,260,petus to the business, and the swift
ment has been instituted by Radioimprovement in the better type of 000 made in Europe during 1928, Ger- tone Pictures Corp., New York,
many. Great Britian and France con- which offers free equipment to thetalking pictures indicates a tremendtributed 79 per cent, according to a
ous future for this Jiew type ^of
aters which plav its talker shorts.
report to the M. P. Section of the The machine, made by Pathe Phono
entertainment." — Adolph Zukor, in a
business survey published bv the New Dept. of Commerce. American motion pictures represented 60.6 per cent and Radio Corp., is claimed to be inYork World.
terchangeable with ii 1/3 rpni disc
of
all
pictures distributed in Europe.
Skeptics need but turn to each
reproducing systems. The firm will
succeeding
talker for proof.
Germanv's percentage of the 518 was make six vaudeville and two reel
221 as compared with 241 in 1927;
Great Britian 95 as compared with dramas weekly, 52 weeks of the year.
The same source quotes Nick 44 in 1927 while France accounted for Machines can be secured ick $2,000
without contracting for films.
Schenck:
94 or 20 more than 1927.

And Schenck Says —

"The talking picture has revitalized
the entire industry; has attracted
thousands of persons who had little
interest in the movies before and has
served as a link between stage and
screen which may result in hitherto
undreamed-of developments."
Nobody can deny the unquestioned
revitalizing force of sound. As phenomenal as progress has been so far,
the accomplishments to date are
merely an indication of what is to
come. It is the surface alone that
has been scratched.
K A N N

Boston Exhibitor Says Films
Refused by Six Distributors
Boston — Jacob Lourie, Samuel
Pinanski and James Solomany, officers and directors of the New England Theater Operating Co. (Netoco),
and six distributors arc defendants in
the $100,000 conspiracy action
brought in Federal Court here under
H.
David
laws, by
the anti-trust

Brand, who operated the Humboldt
at Roxbury. The distributor defendants are: First National. Paramount,
M-G-M. RKO, Warners and Pathe.
Brand alleges that agreements made
by Netoco with the distributors prevented him frotii obtaining any films
from them. Triple damages are asked
under the Sherman law.

V\illiam Brandt made a tour of the
prospective{Continued
acquisitions
this
on Page earlier
14)

BRITISH a¥0NIY EVEN
BREAK, MAXWEIE SAYS
Only ordinary business consideration is asked for its productions in
America by British International Pictures. John Maxwell, company chairman, yesterday told the AMPA at its
"Anglo-American Day." His company
does not believe, he said, that it is
entitled to distribution
just because
(Continued on Page IS)

N. Y. Hippodrome Starting
Presentations Tomorrow
Claiming to be the large>l picture
and presentation house in the world,
the Hiijpodrome. New York, tomorrow adopts that policy after years
of vaudeville and pictures. "Syncopation,"(Continued
first RKO on talker,
introduces
Page 15)

Local Option Bill on Pa.
"Blue" Laws is Defeated
Harri>l)urg.
— I-'ailure
of attempt in the Pa.
House
of repeal
to
modify state "blue" laws is seen in
refusal of the lay and order committee to report out the local option bill.

—jm^
DAILV

Friday,

Marilyn Miller to Star in Fred Meyer Named Head
"Sally," a F. N. Talker of Milwaukee Association

Marilyn Miller, star of the Ziegfeld show, "Sally," will appear in a
Vitaphone version of the play for
Vol. XIVIII No.S Fridajf, April 5, 1929. Price 5 Ceots First National. She is to arrive in
Hollywood by June 9. The comJONN W. ALICSATE
PUBLISHER
pany says it is paying her $100,000
for the picture, and has an option
on her services for a second. If a
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and third is made, her salary jumps to
claims.
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film |150,000, the company

Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 BroadY. Phone Circle 4736way, New York, N.Cable
4737-4738-4739.
address: Filmday,
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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M-G-M
Writer in N. Y.
Becky Gardiner, who did the continuity of "The Trial of Mary Dugan," is visiting New York and may
spend several weeks before returning
to the M-G-M
studio.

Lou Goldberg Forces Busy
Mamie Smith, colored record star,
is to make a short for Columbia
Pictures, states Lou Goldberg, who
handles colored talent exclusively.
He states that Gulfport & Brown
have just completed a short for
Roseland Pictures.
Second Delf Sketch Completed
Shooting has been finished on "At
the Photographers," second of the
series of 18 two-reel all-talking comedy sketches, which Harry Delf is
writing and directing for Ellbee. The
picture is now in the cutting room
and is expected to be ready for release shortly. "The Stork Arrives,"
third in the series, is now in preparation.

Milwaukee — Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the Milwaukee Theater Circuit, was named president of
the Milwaukee Theater Owners'
Ass'n, at a meeting here. Other officers elected include A. J. Guttenberg of the Grand, vice president;
Sherman Brown, Jr., Davidson, secretary and Ernest Langemack, Colonial, was re-elected treasurer. The
board of directors includes besides
the officers, Henry Goldenberg, retiring president, Harold Fitzgerald,
James A. Higler, George Fischer and
Steve Bauer.
New

Publication Planned

iVest Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A new publication
will make its initial bow to the public next month. This magazine will
be called the "Filmland Fashion Review," and will be devoted to the latest dress innovations.
Mary Ellis With Fox
Mary Ellis, star of opera, musical
comedy stage and of drama, who is
now appearing on Broadway in "Meet
the Prince" at the Lyceum, has just
signed a long-term contract with Fox.
MicCormack to Sing for Films?
John McCormack, Irish tenor, is
considering an offer to appear in
sound films. He has just returned
to New York from abroad.

Paramount
Signs Ruggles
Charles Ruggles, a featured comedian in musical comedies and farces
on the stage and member of the cast
Handling Sjmchrophone
of Paramount's talking picture, "Gen- West Coast
Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
tlemen of the Press," has been cast
Hollywood
—
Superior
Talking
Picin "The Lady Lies," soon to go into
tures is marketing
Synchrophone,
production
at Paramount's
Long and
Is- disc recording device.
land studio.
Walter Huston
Claudette Colbert, who appeared toS. F. Cameo Now Marion Davies
gether on the stage in "The Barker,"
San Francisco — The name of the
will have the leading roles in "The Cameo here has been changed to the
Marion Davies, William B. Wagnon,
Lady Lies."
operates the house.
F. & R. SRO Week Apr. 20
Minneapolis — Plans are being arPortland Hipp Drops Vaudeville
ranged by Finkelstein & Ruben manPortland, Ore. — The Hippodrome
agers for SRO Week which is to take here will soon drop vaudeville for
place between April 20 and 26. musical comedies and first run picMeetings of the committee are to be
tures. There is no indication as to inheld here and at St. Paul, Fargo,
crease in prices.
Sioux Falls, Duluth and Mankato.
Wheeling House Wired
Yost 'U' Theater District Manager
Wheeling, W. Va. — Sound equipSanta Ana, Cal. — Edward Yost,
ment has been installed and the Victoria reopened.
former manager-director of the
Broadway here, has been appointed
MansHeld House Reopens
division manager for Universal Theaters, according to Fred A. Flader,
Mansfield, O. — The Majestic, closed
general manager of the chain.
for some time, has opened with "The
Broadway Melody."
Sets Cleveland Precedent
Sells Denver House
Cleveland — "Simba," playing this
Denver,
Colo. — Mountain States
week at Keith's East 105th St. for
the first time at popular prices, estab- Theater Corp. has sold the Victory
lished a precedent by being the first to the Colonial Amusement Co.
picture to be held over an entire
Jersey House Being Wired
week since the house went into a
Nutley, N. J. — Western Electric
split-week policy more than a year equipment
is being installed while
alterations are being made at the
ago.
Capitol.
For Sunday Movies
Rochester,
N. Y.—in"Blue"
laws
have
been defeated
three New
CaU
York towns. At Clyde a vote of 444
WAFILMS,
Inc.
to 386 was recorded, at Geneseo, 348
Walter
A.
Putter, Pres.
to 318 and Naples 262 to 179.
for
N. Y. House Damaged
Falconer, N. Y. — Fire caused
000 damages to the Victoria.

Library Stock Scenes

$1,-

130 W.

46th St.. New
Bryant 8181

Yoric
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Book
TheDate
Industry's

Today:

6

Opening
U. A.,
Warner
York.
Frolic

8

Opening
of "Alibi" at 44th Street
New York.

I

of "Coquette"
at RivoliNew
York.
- First National - Stanley
at Commodore Hotel. New

April
April

Opening
Desert Song" at
Warner, "The
Los Angeles.
of Michigan
M.P.T.O.A.
9 Meeting
16
at Detroit.
April
15-16
Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittsburgh.
May
April
Ma
178

April

y

April
May 20
April
April

1
2
14-

May

20
6-9

Opening
of "The New
Rainbow
at the Selwjui,
Yoric. Man,"
Opening of "Show Boat" at Globe,
New
York.
Opening
of "Innocents
Paris"
at the Criterion,
New of
York.
Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor Unit, Montreal.
Opening
Druiranond"
at Geo. of
M. "Bulldog
Cohan, New
York.
Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers
in New
York.
ver.
Annual Convention of American
Federation of Musicians at Den-

Silverman Returns
Following a trip to Florida and
the Coast held to four weeks, Sime
Silverman
New
York. of "Variety" is back in
Here to Produce
Al Boasberg, one of the best
known gag men on the Coast, and
Louis Brock, who will jointly produce a series of sound shorts for
RKO distribution, are in New York
to start work. They will produce
at the RCA-Photophone studio.
Wilcox Sailing
Charles Wilcox of British and Dominions Films Co., Ltd., is slated to
sell for London tonight.

"Innocents of Paris" Opening:
"The Innocents
of Paris," Paramount talker starring Maurice Chevalier, is to open at the Criterion, New
York April 20.
Prince Co. Plans Series of 6
Pietro Raino, who had a principal
role in "Who Am I?" is to star in
a series of six features for Prince
Film Co. The pictures will be made
in
New York.
Casting of the first
is under
way.
Al Ruben on N. W. Trip
Al Ruben left New York yesterday
on a trip
to Minneapolis. He will return on Monday.

Best and Most Entertaioing !

"I consider your TRAILER SERVICE the best and most entertaining
method for advertising my programs.
Yours for the greatest success."
GEM
THEATRE.
Amery,

Wis.

1
I;

.'^s-^v^.
CLOSE

HARMONY"

MOU'LL be singing the praises of "CLOSE HARMONY," Paramount's 100% singing, talking, dancing revue-romance too! PRERELEASED IN FIVE KEY CITIES THE WEEK BEFORE EASTER
—THE WORST WEEK IN SHOW BUSINESS— IT AVERAGED 26%
ABOVE NORMAL BOX OFFICE GROSSES! Actual figures: San
Francisco, 30% above normal; Kansas City, 25% above; Los Angeles,
20% above; Seattle, 30% above; Portland, 28% above. 'XLOSE
HARMONY". Charles "Buddy" Rogers as the revue band leader playing and singing. Nancy Carroll singing and dancing. Jack Oakie, "Skeets" Gallagher, Harry
Green. And Hollywood's most luscious beauty chorus. Written by the stage star, Elsie Janis, and Gene
Markey.
Directed
by John
Cromwell
and
Edward
Sutherland.
"CLOSE
HARMONY."
" ^Close Harmony^ is a ^honey^ of a picture. Everything is right about
it. People stream into the night saying, ^What a picture!^ "
— Landon Laird in Kansas City Star

PARAMOUNT
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■K
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Coast Wire Service

Fox Sets 5 All Talkers

7S MOVIETONE ACTS FROM
METRO BY END OF JUNE

FIRST IH TALKERS-ONLY
POLICY ARE SCHEDULED
Five all-talking Fox productions,
under the new talkers-only policy,
have been decided upon by Winfield
Sheehan, vice-president and general
manager. Frank Borzage will make
his debut as a Movietone director with
the first Will Rogers feature, "They
Had to See Paris." Owen Davis is
adapting the comedy from the novel
by Homer Croy. Borzage now is
finishing "The Lucky Star," with
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrcll.
George Jessel's first Movietone production under his new contract with
Fox will be "The Hurdy-Gurdy
Man," written by John B. Hymer.
Warner Baxter will play the leading role in Elinor Glyn's "Such Men
Are Dangerous." Dialogue is being
written by Brian Marlow. Guthrie
McClintic, who has staged many
spoken dramas, will direct. "Serena
Blandish" has been bought from Jed
Harris, who produced it on Broadway. Sam Behrman, who dramatized
the comedy from the novel will write
the dialogue and adaptation. Hugh
Sinclair will have the leading male
role.
Fox also has bought dialogue
rights to "Cradle Snatchers," which
the company produced a couple of
years ago in silent version.
100 Chorus Girls in "Burlesque"
Almost a hundred chorus girls in
costumes were dancing and singing
in rehearsal of the Follies sequences
in "Burlesque," Paramount's talking
film of the George Manker WattersArthur Hopkins' stage play, being directed by John Cromwell and Edward Sutherland. Hal Skelly and
Maucy Carroll have the principal
roles with Dorothy Revier, Ralph
Theadore, Charles D. Brown and
Oscar Levant in support.
Added
To "Diversion"
Cast
Doris Lloyd and Raymond Laurence have been added to cast of First
National's "Diversion." Douglas
Faribanks, Jr. has the leading role
supported by Carmel Myers, Holmes
Herbert, Kenneth Thompson and
lika Chase. John Griffith Wray is
directing.

"Black Magic" New Title
"Black Magic" is the new title
chosen for "Cape Smoke." the picture which George B. Seitz has
adapted and directed for Fox, with
Josephine Dunn, John Holland, Dorothy Jordan and Henry B. Walthall
in the cast.
Arlen For Bow

Film

Ricliard Arlen is to be Clara Bow's
leading man in her new Paramount
talking picture, as yet untitled. The
story is an original by Lester Cohen,

"Thunderbolt" Bancroft's
Next, in Production

1929

A Little
By

By the end of June, 78 Metro
Movietone Acts will have been released. The majority of them were

April 5,

RALPH
ots**
''LHollyu'ood
m WILK
fro

JAMES GLEASON who wrote the
dialogue for "High Voltage," Wm.
made in the company's Eastern stuBoyd's
latest Pathe film, has Billy Bedio
in
New
York,
although
produc"Thunderbolt," George Bancroft's
tion is under way simultaneously on van playing an important role in the
new starring vehicle is in production
production.
The association of Gleaat the Paramount studio as an all- the Coast.
son and Bevan marks a reunion aftalker under direction of Josef von
In Hollywood, a large number of
Stromberg. Fay Wray and Richard one-act plays, principally groups by ter_ fifteen years. Their first theatrical meeting was in 1913 when BeArlen have the juvenile leads. Other Kenyon Nicholson and Martin Flavan, fresh from Australia, joined the
vin,
have
been
acquired.
Among
principals are Eugenie Besserer, Tully Marshall, James Spottswood, and the dramatic sketches which have Fletcher Stock Company in VancouWilliam L. Thorne. It is an original been released so far are "Nearly Diver, B. C, and Jimmy of "Is Zat
So!" fame was a member of the comby Julian Furthman and Charles
vorced," directed by and featuring
Furthman. The dialogue and screen
+
*
+
Lowell Sherman; "Confession," a
adaptation was written by Herman one-act play directed by Lionel Bar- pany.
J. Manckiewicz.
Ethlyn Clair, who -plays the title
rymore. and "Casino Gardens,"
which
Carlo de Angelo directed.
role in Pathe's latest serial, "Queen
Gus Edwards, revue producer, who of the North Woods," claims descent
recently signed a long-term contract from George Walton, one of the
with M-G-M, achieved a remarkable signers of the Declaration of Indesuccess with his first short musical
*
*
*
"Points West," Hoot Gibson's lat- productions, has finished "Gus Ed- pendence.
est starring vehicle, is now in the
wards Colortone Revues," "Songs of
Laura La Plante, pretty Univercutting room. The story was writ- the Roses," "The International Resal star, soon will start work on anten by B. M. Bower. Alberta Vaughn,
vue," and "Mexicano," in Technicolor.
Frank Campeau, Jack Raymond,
other dialogue picture entitled "Evidence," William Wyler, as a recogAt the Eastern Sound Studio the
A/lartha Franklin, Milt Brown are in
nition of his past services, will dithe cast.
Arthur
Rosen
directed.
entire facilities of the plant have
rect her for the first time. This is
been devoted to Movietone acts. a combinatioi that will be hard to
From three to six Metro acts are
beat and with an original story writbeing turned out weekly.
ten by Edward Montague, it looks
like a natural.
*
*
*
James Hall, Paramount player, has
William
Beaudine,
director
been loaned to Edward Small for the
and maker of stars, has given
lead in "Watta You Say?", which
"The River Gambler" will be Ronan opportunity to another of
Small is producing for Columbia.
his hopefuls. This time it is
ald Colman's next starring picture for
This is the first of a series of three Samuel
Goldwyn. It is taken from
Virginia Bruce, of Fargo, N.
pictures Small will make for Colum- the "Natzhez" story in Joseph Herbia release.
D. Her first picture "Hard
gesheimer's recent book, "Quiet
to Get," with Dorothy Mackaill, under the direction of
Cities," adopted for the screen by
Hergesheimer himself. It will be
Beaudine, is a talker, and she
Signed for Dix Film
screened in both dialogue and silent
is speaking
her first lines to
Regis Toomey, who played in "Ali- productions. Sidney Howard is writthe "mike," via Vitaphone.
bi," has been signed for Richard
*
*
*
ing the dialogue, and Wallace Smith
Dix's new picture, "The Wheel of is at work on the silent script.
James
Cruze,
producer
director, is
Life," which Victor Schertzinger is
planning his first all-dialogue picdirecting as an all-talking production
ture so it can be handled with either
at the Paramount studios. "The
Joan Crawford
Crawford will
in "Revue"
Joan
appear with sound on the film, and also disc. He
Wheel of Life" is an adaptation of William Haines, Conrad Nagel, Gus will also make a silent version, but
the stage play by James Bernard Edwards, Karl Dane, George K.
Fagan. Esther Ralston and O. P. Arthur, Natacha Natova, the Brox w'ill have a musical score accomHeggie are in the cast.
paniment, by a non-synchronous recSisters, and other stars of screen and ord.
*
*
♦
Adrienne Dore For Cameo Comedy stage in the forthcoming M-G-M
"Revue of Revues." Christy Cabanne
Some pictures have their bad
Adrienne Dore who has been ap- is directing, with Sammy Lee, Broad- points
and others the good, from
pearing in the Mermaid Comedies, is dances.way ensemble director, handling the
a personal point of view. F. Richfeatured in the Cameo comedy, "Deard Jones, who directed Ronald
licious and Refreshing." Eleanor
Frederick, who appeared in several
Colmayi in "Bulldog Drummond" is
New
Building
for administra"U"
thanking his lucky stars and wonConstruction
of a new
Ideal Comedies, has the lead in "Four
deriyig how much credit he will get
tion building is under way at UniWheel Brakes," also a Cameo,
versal studios. It will consist of one in a few years. The story is really
story, but it is so planned as to per- this: Montague Love, a tough vilDe Mille Film Titled
mit of the addition of three more lain, ( screen) met and married
Miss Majorie Mollis, Lawrence
"The Idle Rich" is final title for stories when desired.
Grant, took Ipheignia Hay to the
William De Mille's first all-talker for
altar a short time before, and now
M-G-M. This picture was formerly
Shurlock Wins New Post
Geoffrey Shurlock was appointed Paul Jones, his ambitious assistant
known as "White Collars," the title
of the Anne Nichols stage play from
on telling.
the picture, — well, perhaps that
an
editorial supervisor for Para- is
which it is adapted. Bessie Love,
mount. His first assignment in pro*
*
*
Leila Hyams and Conrad Nagel have
duction is the supervision of Zane
featured parts.
Members of the film colony who
Grey's "Stairs of Sand."
are seeking to improve their golf, are
Lane Brothers in Edu. Comedy
Frank Lloyd Signs With F. N.
spending much time at the Fairfax
Lupino Lane and his brother Wal- golf range, which is presided over by
Frank Lloyd's contract with First
National has been extended two
lace are playing opposite each other James Noble. James is an efficient
years. He is now directing Richard in the new Educatiorfal comedy teacher and was a "pro" instructor
at Cleveland
clubs
. ,,,
"Good
Night, Nurse."
Barthelmess' "Drag."

"U" Completes Hoot
Gibson's "Points West"

James Hall is Loaned
For Columbia Picture

"River Gambler" Next
Colman Dialogue Film
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A Sensation
De,
downright screen sensation,
• which is without question the
greatest mystery play, talking or
silent, that has appeared on the
screen, was presented yesterday by
World Wide at the Criterion Theatre at a morning critical matinee.
A

Fabc
i
ofi t
a
twhen
thotr
ti
Pu
a
cla

Of

Another

Waters",
The picture is "Black
and it is a copper-riveted, blownin-the-bottle, all-wool and a yard
wide thriller. It deals in mystery,
murder, suspense and romance. It
is
is an all-talker, made by Marshall
S'
Neilan, with a cast that could be
an'
well described as all-star.
• • •
Wat
the
JAMES KIRKWOOD, one of
w
early heroes and favorites of the
screen, plays a dual role so effec- Tin
tively that it would appear that this
Sel
duir
is the triumphanter.dramatic per- th
formance ofhis care
0
• • •
I
the
K WATERS'"' has all
BLAC
stirring elements of hokum
melodrama, with the added quality
of being believable. It is the first
pc
international talking picture, as it
by British and Dowas produced
minions Films Ltd. in Hollywood,
with a cast that is both American
and British. Mr. Kirkwood, Mary
"BLACK
WATERS" A SENSATIOX
ilBrian, John Loder, Lloyd Hamley
,
(Continued
from page 1)
ton, Robert Ames,, Hallam Coo
Ben 'Hendricks, Frank Reicher and
would be:
Noble Johnson are the persons in
If the picture catches
and
the cast, which is so balanced .is tc
holds
you,
don't
analyze it, book
give the two chief roles to Mr.
it!
r.
• • •
kirkwood and •Mr.• Lode
•
""DLACK WATERS" is a definitet
abou
gs
thin
ing
^-^ and a very great contribuamus
ONE of the
t
any mystery play is the effor
tion the screens of^ the woild.
It undouto btedly will
be a striking
certain type of
on the part of ' a yze
it after the
individual to anal
success in America becapse it is extremely well done, absorbiiigly
s'Oura.' sugge
nce bito
is rsover
performa
in the
in. this
interesting and. exceptionally fine
tion to exhi
case of all other mystery plays
entertainment.
(Continued on paere ^)
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INTRODUCING-

FROM

THE NOVEL OF "kitty'' BY

WARWICK
AUTHOR

DEEPING

OF ^^SORRELL^ son''

Directed hy

VICTOR

SAVILLE
with

Estelle Brody
John Stuart
Marie Auld, Dorothy Gumming
Charles O'Shaugnessy

Exteriors made at Henley on the

Get this —

Thames, London's fashionable
watering-place and one of England's Famous beauty spots.
Dialogue at the new

R. C. A. Studios, New York
A Burlington Production

A BRITISH

INTERNATIONAL

Picture, Studios Elstree, London

/s';:

the story's laid
where
made
plays
Photo
PICTURES
EUROPE

A5IA

I

from a best-selling novel
{^'Aiuy' is now in its 9th edition)

INVITATION
fo

Exhibitor's Wives
and/or sweethearts

Ladies are cordially invited to be present
at Trade Showings of '''KITTY" in various cities when announced.
In fact — we want the ladies present
whether the men come or not.

''KITTY"
ciate
appreits
or can
No HE-ex
likehibit
the women
will because
a perfectly
lovely love story — a natural for the ladies.

Trade showings Soon
(,i

Exhibitor'' s Choice Selling'''^
Physical Distribution thru Educational

Bring the

w^orld

to your screen'

ALL

STAR

CAST

HEADED

BY

JOHN BOLES
CARLOTTA KING
LOUISE FAZENDA
MYRNA LOY
JOHNNY ARTHUR
Based
Harbach, on

the play
Laurence

bySchw
Otto
Scenario by
ab,
HARVEY
GATES
Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd, Sig_.

Mandel.
DEL
RUTH
by
Frank ROY Directed
and
Romberg
mund

What Warner Bros. Promised

NOAHS
ARK

Warner Bros. Delivered

Topsever
OMtf tnade
picture
Member

of Motion Picture Producers : J

Utors

WARNER BROS.
THEATRE
HOLLYWOOD

$S TOP
Something never before attempted on the screen!
Brilliant cast of singing
stars — chorus of 132 voices
— grand ensemble of 116
exotic dancers — 109 musicians — gorgeous settings !
Glorious entertainment for
eye and ear!

of America,

Will

H.

Hays,

Pres.

/

THE
Friday,

DAILY,

10

Om the
Mir agaim
TONIGHT
Over N. B. C. National
£oast to £oast Hook-up
Hudson- Essex
Hour

10.00-10.30

Morton StarDo
wn
ey
of

Singing "There'' II Be You
and /" by Bud Green
and Sam Slept. One of
the featured numbers in
''MOTHER'S
Boy

Ik

PATHE
ALL
ALL
TALKING

SINGING
SPECIAL

5,
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Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes
IOWA

Openings
House.— Opera House ; Gladbrook — Opera
Batavia

Changes in Ownership

time ; Douds — Cons. Schoo's ; Galesburg — •
Opera House; Gladbrook — Opera House;
Hawkeye — Cozy; Hedrick — Garden; Lytton — ^Lytton ; Manley — Legion ; Maynard —
Maynard ; Melcher — The Melcher ; Melvin
— Movie; New Hartford — Lyric: Oto —
Movie; Ottumwa — Orpheum; Rembrandt —
Community Hall; Shelrock — Orpheum;
Sioux City — ^Star ; Willisca — Cozy and
Villisca; Volga City — Opera House; Wayland — Electric ; Whitten — Opera House.

Alton — Opera House, sold to H. Van Boxtel
by B. G. Hoxetneier; Cedar Rapids —
Colonial, sold to Ralph Ackerman by L. S.
Stedman ; Grand, sold to L. A. Stedman
KANSAS
by F. E. Williams; Olympic, sold to B. L.
Williams by Scolaro Bros. ; Dagenport —
Changes in Ownership
Gaertz ; Dawson — Opera House, sold to Arkansas City — Masonic, sold to Richardson
.T. Warren Roberts by N. B. Leonard;
& Anderson by Carl Dees ; Clifton — ElecDenison — Opera House, sold to Henry
tric, sold to D. A. Bray by D. F. Harris;
Saggau by Denison Opera House Co. ;
Jetmore — Majestic, sold to B. C. Peniston
Dunlap — ^Idylhour. sold to W. A. Bowker
by C. M. Buel ; Lyons — lOdeon, sold to
by Earl Miller; Earlville — Crystal, sold to
Standard Theater Co. by H. P. Hartley;
W. C. Holscher by O. N. Loomis; Fort
North Topeka — Princess, sold to H. GalitDodge— Lyric, sold to C. V. Cole by F,
ski by Eli Ulamperl ; Osborne — Delharco,
F. Weiss ; Goldefield — Cosmo, sold to .T.
sold to Delmar F. Harris by Joe Buck ;
H. Jeffries by Harry Gottlieb; Holstein —
Overland Park — ^Overland, sold to Hazel F.
State, sold to C. R. Seff by J. A. EberSifers by M. McCambridge ; Sterling — The
sole ; Hornick — Hornick, sold to C. R.
Sterling, sold to H. P. Hartley by StandBlubaugli by E. L. Wellington; Lewis —
Lewis, sold to A. S. Ames by J. D.
ard Theater Co. ; Sylvan Grove — Cozy,
.sold
to D. M. Hurlbut by W, W. Dehler ;
Sheets; Lohrville — Gem, sold to W. A.
Vermillion
— Lone Star, sold to Leslie F.
Marley by F. E. Robertson; Mason City —
Smith by F. W.Closings
Meyers.
Liberty, sold to Mr. Pirtel by J. Bolinger;
Milton — Columbia, sold to O. J. Luman by
Leona Conner; Modale — Opera House, sold Bentley — ^Gilchrist ; Clayton — Electric ; Dresto Lobe Alexander by S. C. Beebe ; Nashua
den— Electric; Elgin — Royal; Hiawatha —
— Grand, sold to O. R. Laird by M. LarAudit; Leon — Leon; Lewis — Community;
son; Rock Valley — Orpheum, sold to W.
Menio — Best ; Norwich — Norwich ; Portis
— Best ; Selden — Legion.
S. Bogart by W. L. Hill ; Scranton—
Rialto, sold to O. E. Holmes by .T. E.
LOUISIANA
Michael; Toledo — Strand, sold to Wm.
Changes in Ownership
Pickett by C. N. Dayton ; Volga City —
Opera House, sold to Peters Bros, by Alexandria — Fox, sold to G. T. Jones by A.
Volga City lOpera House Co. ; Waterloo,
E. Grosz ; Garyville — Pictureland, sold to
sold to C Sawyer by Waterloo Orpheum
Nicholas J. Navarro by A. Navarro; GibsClosings
Bldg. Co.
land — Palace, sold to J. N. Houck by
Closings
Robt. Reno.
Arispe — Community; Arlington — Opera
Derry — Arcade; Gonzales — Bourcpie; KurthHouse; Batavia — Opera House; Blencoe —
wood — 'Pastime ; New Orleans — Grand ;
Movie; Bode — Rialto; Brandon — Pastime;
Cedar Rapids — I sis; Chariton — Lincoln;
Pleasant Hill — Taylor's ; West Monroe —
Colesburg — Opera
House ; Dayton — PasCrystal.

DAILY TIPS WHICH MEAN DOLLARS

Mother's Boy

April

"The Barker"
(First National)
It happens that the Strand Roof
is closed and that the entrance to
the roof two doors north of the
Strand lobby was available for "The
Barker" ballyhoo. Using plenty of
color to catch the eye, transformed
the entrance to the Roof into an exact replica of a tent show with awnings colored lights and cut-outs of
the figures of Milton Sills and Betty Conipson as they appear in the
picture. Throughout the hours of
the afternoon and evening when the
display was on view, a crowd of people was always gathered around, listening to the record giving Milton
Sills' spiel with which the production
opens. The lights playing on the
two figures added to the realism. —
Moe
Silver, Strand,
New
York.

FOR SMOWMCN
"Nigth Club"
(Paramount)

Arranged a tie-up with a local
manufacturer of cosmetics and perfumery. One week in advance of
picture, a girl gave out samples of
the manufacturer's perfume and face
powder to women, the samples being
inside a small envelope which contained copy about the picture, stars,
theater and play dates. The envelopes were also numbered and further
copy revealed that 50 perfume and
cowder sets were to be given to hold'-\ :if lucky numbers. The numbers were picked at random and posted in the loliby during the week of
"Night Club" showing — Abe Sundberg, Publix
Tower,
St. Paul.
"On

Trial"

(Warners)
"My Man"
Purchased two thousand copies of
(Warners)
Put over a page spread of adver- "The Bayonne Evening News" on
tising in newspaper which cost only which was super-imprinted the headline: "Extra— Extra— Big Murder
price of small space and a little energy in interesting local merchants. Trial Starts Today— See Page 5."
More than a dozen stores selling
Page 5, of course, displayed the Degoods of interest to men joined this Witt advertisement. Had own corps
cooperative page which ran under a of newsboys to distribute the papers
within a few minutes on the principal
streamer headline reading " 'My
street. — DeWitt, Bayonne,
business
Jersey.
first!" — New
comes Meriden.
Man,'
Palace,
Fox
Gillis,Meriden
W. says
A.

A nnouncing

FOX

Flying
Unit
No. 1

MOVIETONE

NEWS

At 1 1 A. M„ TODAY
at CURTISS FIELD,
THE FIRST AIRPLANE TO BE OWNED AND
OPERATED BY A NEWS GATHERING ORGANIZATION WILL BE CHRISTENED AND DEDICATED.
THE PLANE HAS A SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED APPARATUS MAKING POSSIBLE THE
FILMING OF SOUND PICTURES WHILE IN
FLIGHT.
IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE DEDICATORY
CEREMONIES IT WILL FLV TO THE FORD
AIRPORT, DETROIT, TO COVER THE
DETROIT AIRCRAFT SHOW.

NOTE: In No. 27-^Issues A, B, and C,
Fox Movietonews released tomorrow —
Exclusive Views in Sound of Marshal
Foch's Funeral are Shown.

foremost news gathering organization on land, sea and in the air.
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llth Instalment, ^ Sound Patents' Series
1 <)e4 32»

RESEARCH COVERING 4
COUNIRMNTINUED

This is the eleventh instahnent
in "Sound Patents," a series of
articles dealing- with the patent
history of sound and synchronization devices in the United
States, England,
Germany.

France

and

In U. S. patent No. 1,162,433, issued to E. H. Amet on Nov. 30, 1915,
apparatus ^or simultaneously taking
pictures and recording sound is disclosed m V/hich a recording phonograph is electro-Tnagnetically coupled
to a camera and the place in the
film at which the phonograph or
sound
recording
machine
is started
MIC

AND Honor,

PiCIORt

SCIOIRONOUS

1.162.433

Important!
While the "Sound Patent"
series may give some insight
into the patent situation, it is
not their purpose to give any
opinion or conclusion as to the
value or strength of any existing patent, but only to bring
to the attention of readers what
the various patents disclose.
clutches the shaft (27) to the shaft
(17) and drives the sound recording
blank (43) from the camera (3). The
electro-magnet (29) is in a circuit
with battery (SO) and a switch (42)
^9 therefore
on the camera (3) and ■is
energized when the switch (42) is
closed.

«f/»H,:

fllCOROS.

I'-iuulvil No\. 'M, r.JI'i

Further

describing Amet
ing. U. S. Patent

the fiim marker (45) and buzzer (46),
as shown in Fig. 3. When the camera (3) has been started, the switch
(42) is closed starting the rotation
of the record blank (43) and the
switches (44), (60) and (61) are
closed connecting the receiving horn
(47) to the telephone receiver (51).
At the same time a circuit is closed
through the film marker (45), which
is shown in detail in Fig. 6 and consists of an electro-magnet {Ttlt) and
an armature lever (35) which is held
in the position shown in Fig. 3, by
a .spring (40) when the electro-magnet ij>^) is not energized. When
the switches (44), (60) and (61) are
closed, a circuit is closed through
the eleclro-magnet (TiZ) and the latter is energized drawing the lever to
a position to bring a marking point
(38) into contact with the passing
film. The patent also shows, in Fig.
7, a sound sensitive device (57) in
the horn (58) connected through tubing (56) with a diaphragm (62) carrying a marker adjacent to the film so
that the vibrations of the device (57)
by the sound waves are transmitted
through the diaphragm and marker
to the film. The patent also shows
couplings and mounting devices to
eliminate
vibrations.
U. S. Patent no. 1,186,494, issued
to J. B. dinger on June 6, 1916,
discloses, in addition to a special
mechanism for driving a phonograph
placed back of a screen, an electromagnetic system for shifting the
drive from one phonograph to the
other.
The system is diagrammati-

patent for recordNo. 1,162,433

The sounds to be recorded are received in a horn (47) having a telephonic transmitter (48) connected
electrically to a telephone receiver
(51) positioned on the record blank
(43) and also connected to an electric
circuit through the battery (50), and
the switches
(44), (60) and (61) to
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U. S. patent No. 1,464,329, granted
to Mosley Aug. 7, 1923, in which
any one of a number of phonographs
may be stiirted and stopped automatically at predetermined intervals in
the running of a film. The general
arrangement of the apparatus is
shown in Fig. 1 of the patent, in
which a number of electro-magnets
(72), one for each phonograph, are
connected in branch circuits from a
battery (73). Each of these circuits
is connected to a contact terminal
(43) which is biased, by means of
a spring (44), to press against one
of a series of metallic discs (31),
mounted on a shaft (3) driven from
the projection machine, and thus at
a definite' speed relation to the passage of the
film.
Each of the discs
(Continued on Page 14)

Device

to shift from one photograph
to another. Otinger system, U. S. Patent No.
1,186,494

^i^.5

cally shown in Fig. 8 in which a
drive shaft (V) is slidable to the
right to cause a bevel gear (V) at
its right hand and to mesh with a
Amet device for recording sound.
ent No. 1,162,433

bevel
gear (x') onat the
of
a phonograph
the spindle
right, or(S')is
slidable to the left too, in a similar
manner, mesh with and drive a
phonograph at the left. The shifting of the shaft (V) to the right or
to the left is actuated by one or the
other of a pair of electro-magnets
(Y) having branch wires (y^) and
(y"), which
may
be alternatively
connected into
circuit
with a battery
(y'') by(y*).
means of a double throw
'switch

V. S. Pat-

is automatically marked on the film.
The general arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Figs. 1 and 2
of the drawings of the patent and
the electric wiring of the apparatusis shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3.
A.S shown in Figs. 1 and 2, a shaft
( 17) is coupled to the driving mechanism of the camera (3) and is provided with an electro-magnet (29)
having an armature (31) mounted on
a driving shaft (27) of a recording
phonograph (43). When the electromagnet (29) is energized, it magnetically engages the armature (31) and

A further development of this general type of circuit is shown in British patents Nos. 166,850, granted on
July 11, 1921. to Frank E. Mosley
Sound sensitizer used by Amet. Fig. 7, U. S. and 168,831, granted lo Mosley on
Patent No. 1,162,433
Sept. 12, 1921. which
correspond
to

«o-^

Mosley

system.

U.

S.

Patent

No.

1,464,329

WX\ff€OAfM

Ihe Thrilling Talking
Sensation of 1929!
A CHEAT DIRECTOR.
A GREAT AUTHOR.
P^AN K. fc. CAPftA
^cREATCAST
OWEN DAVIS
Jack Holt DOROTHYHEVIEIlWILLIAMCOaiERy/:
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Research Covering 4
Countries Continued
(Continued

from
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electrically connected
to a contact ring (33)
on the
shaft
(3),
which is in turn connected through
a brush (49) and return wire to the
Lattery
(73) so that a circuit may
thus he closed through each of the
phonographs.
The
discs
(31)
are
spaced and insulated from each other
by insulatirg discs (32) and the circumferential surface of each disc is
interrupted
by insulating
insets so
spaced
as to make
and break
the
circuit of its respective
phonograph
at the desired time intervals or space
intervals of the film at which it desired to start or stop the respective
phonograph.
The
arrangement
for
controlling
the phonograph
by the
electro-magnet (72) is shown in Fig.
9, in whicli an armature (71) is suspended immediately above the electro-magnet from a lever (69), which
carries at its end a gear (63) slidably keyed on the drive shaft (62),
and adapted, when the lever (69) is
drawn downwardly by the energization of the electro-magnet
(72), to
mesh with a gear (64) and drive a
gear
(65)
and
shaft
(66)
of the
phonograph.
When
an
insulating
inset
in the
respective
disc
(31)
comes
into contact
with
its slide
(43) and breaks one of the electromagnet circuits, the corresponding
electro-magnet
is de-energized,
permitting a spring
(70)
to lift the
lever (69) to unmesh the gears (63)
and (64) and stop the corresponding phonograph.

Sound Pictures
By CHARLES

New Sound Device
Manhattan, Kans. — The Kipp Music Co. has brought out a synchronous disc attachment known as Cinemaphonc to sell at $950. Twelve
lo.al installations have been made.
Brown

with

DeForest

New Hriven- — Jay F". Brown is in
charge of sales in this territory for
the General Talking Picture Corp.,
makers of the DeForest Phonofilm.
The Capitol at Lynn, Mass.. was recently equipped with Phonofilm.

New

Pacent Engineers

Minneapolis — Langford Electric
Co., 611 S. Third St., has been named
service engineers for Parent Corp.,
according to P. F. Talcott, local
representative.

The HOTEL

Jefferson
ON THE OCEAN END OF
KENTUCKY AVE.
ATLANTIC

CITY,

N. J.

AN HOTEL WHOSE COMFORTS
WILL ASSURE ONE OF FULL
ENJOYMENT
OF THIS GLORIOUS RESORT.
Each Room has Bath — Strictly Fireproof — Luxurious Lobbies — Sundeck
Overlooking the Ocean.
Golf Privilege*

American Plan $7 up
European Plan $4 up
OWNERSHIP— MANAGEMENT

FETTER

(Continued

F. HYNES

Installing Master-Tone
Birmingham, Ala. — John M. Miller, of the Dixie, Cordova, is installing a Master-Tone sound device for
synchronized projection and sound.
Wiring Birmingham
House
Birmingham, Ala. — Installation of
Western Electric sound equipment
now under way in Empire (Marvin
Wise Circuit), is progressing rapidly.
Frank V. Merritt announces he will
open with sound in the next two
weeks.

from

Page

1)

week. Financing is to be arranged via
$12,000,000 in six per cent notes, to
be floated for the Fox interests by
Halsey, Stuart and Co. As noted on
several occasions, the holding company will be Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., conmion stock of which
will be owned entirely by Fox Theaters Corp. First leaseholds will be
assumed about April 15.

American Films Dominate
Austrian Market for 1928
H'ashington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Of the 507 films censored in Austria during 1928, the total
from
United States was 240, from
Vitaphone Gets Missouri Charter
Kokomo,
Ind., House
Wired
Germany, 210 while France supplied
St. Louis — The Vitaphone Corp. of 14 with 23 from the Austrian market,
Kokomo, Ind. — Young Amusement Co. has installed Western Elec- New York has taken out a foreign according to a report to the M. P.
corporation ciiarter in Missouri and
tric equipment at the Sipe.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
plans to use $12,000 of its authorized
The remaining 20 consisted of films
$500,000 capital stock in this state.
Leases New Jersey Houses
from England. Denmark, Italy, Russia and Sweden. There were 930
Ocean City, N. J.— Ralph L. ChesGoodall Device for Pa.
ter has leased the Moorlyn and Park
shorts and 55 cultural films imported
from Ocean City Casino Co. Sound
Pittsburgii — Abe Sternberg, who in 1928 as against 732 shorts and 36
handles the product of the Goodall cultural in 1927. Most of the short
equipment will be installed.
Electric Co. here, is installing the subjects came from United States,
Goodall reproducers at the Academy,
Sound for Schuman-Dolgin
Chain
Germany and France while the culHartford — Vitaphone equipment is North Side. The device is a disc Germany.
tural films were mostly supplied from
to be installed at the Lenox, Rialto synchronizer made by the manufacturers of the Goodall Orchestrola,
and Lyric, three Schuman-Dolgin
circuit houses.
which is a non-synchronous machine.
Wiring Tenn. House
Dyersburg. Tenn. —
Crescent
Amusement Co. is installing Western
Electric equipment at the Frances.
Poli Stock House

Wiring New Philadelphia House
New Philadelphia, O. — F. L. Bowers is installing Western Electric
equipment at the Union Opera
House.
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No Hitch in Fox Deal
For New York Houses

12)

is

April

Opens

Vitaphone for F. & R. House
Watertown, S. D.^Vitaphone has
been installed at the Colonial, F. &
R. house.
Farber Leases House
Cleveland — Sam Farber is the new
lessee of the Manhattan, Superior
Ave. and East 106th St. L. Korobov,
former owner, will manage the house.

New Haven, Conn. — The Fox-Poli
Hyperion opened Monday with a
stock company. Herschel Stuart
general manager of Fox-Poli chain,
has announced that the only FoxPoli houses in Connecticut playing
"Bulldog Drummond" to Get Run
stock will be the Hyperion and PalRonald Colman's first talking picace in Hartford. J. Victor Wilson is
ture, "Bulldog Drummond," will
managing
the Hyperion.
have its world premiere at the George
M. Cohan, New York, May 2. The
Sparkman
House
Opens
picture version of "Sapper's" famous
English comedy melodrama is Samuel
Sparkman, Ark. — The Crystal, new top.
Goldwyn's first 100 per cent talker.
house here, has opened under managerial direction of W. Crosby, it It will be shown twice daily at $2
was reported on Film Row.
Labor Injunction Sought
Buys Louann Theater
Brockton, Mass. — Permanent inLouann, Ark. — Mrs. L. M. Hanjunction and damages are asked in
Ian has acquired and will continue
a bill in equity filed by Morris Pearlto operate the Majestic here, accord- stein against the theater union here.
ing to reports on Film Row
He asks that the unions be restrained
from alleged interference with his
Wolfe Buys Lorain, S. D., House
business.
Platte, S. D.— Edward Wolfe, forSwitow at Lexington
mer publisher of "The Tribune"
here, has purchased the Lorain, acLexington, Ky. — S. W. Switow,
cording to H. W. Hewitt, former vice president of Switow Enterprises,
owner.
of Louisville, and Harry Switow,
Briegel Buys Erie, 111., House
I'^ric, 111. — Theodore Briegel has
purchased the Erie from L. W. Osborne.
Inverness House
Reopened
Inverness,
Fla. — Thompson
Bros,
iiave leased and reopened the Avalon.

& HOLLINGER
Wichita Continues "Blue"
Wichita, Kan. — Sunday shows have

secretary, were here last week
arrange for opening of the State.

to

Triangle Opens Atlanta Branch
Atlanta — Triangle Poster and
Printing Co. of Philadelphia is establishing a branch in Atlanta with J.
Shapiro in charge.
"Broadway Melody" at Boston
Boston — "Broadway Melody" opened at the Loew's State here recently.

Changes in Theaters of
Southeast Are Listed

Atlanta — Changes in ow'aiership of
a number of theaters in the Southeast include the following:
Empress, Pikeville, Tenn., from P. C. Tallent to T. J. Swofford; Moonglow, Homosassa, Fla., from Albert L. Freeman to E. M.
McKenzie; Gadsden, Gadsden, Ala., from B.
G. Hall to C. R. Hatcher; American, Green
Cove Springs, Fla., from F. H. Lewis to J.
M. Biddle; Biltmore, Buena Vista, Fla., from
E. R. Collins to Samuel Rosenblum; Ariana,
Auburndale, Fla., from G. C. McCabe to
H. G. Moore; Ritz, Montgomery, Ala., from
DeWees & Katz to Mecca Theater Co., Inc.;
Ritz, Bridgeport, Ala., to J. L. Hackworth;
Liberty, Homerville, Ga., from Hughes &
Jernigan to W. J. Hurn; Rex, Lakeland,
Fla., from J. T. Ashby to W. L. King; Mjljestic, Nashville, Ga., from Ed Falte to J.
W. Giddens; Burlington, Knoxville, Tenn.,
from Tim W. Smith to W. H. Bright; Lincoln, Palatka, Fla., to Clarence
E. Walker.

Raymond at Baltimore
Baltimore — Charles Raymond

for

11
monthsinmanager
of Loew's
theater
St. Louis,
Mo., State
has
assumed his new duties as district
manager for the Loew theaters here.
The houses that will be under his direction are Century, Stanley, Valencia and Parkway. Raymond has
been succeeded at Loew's State by
George Dumond, formerly manager
of Loew's State. Cleveland, and for
eight years in the Loew organization.
"Lady Lies" Next
Walter Huston and Claudctte Colbert will have leading roles in "The
Lady Lies" which will be the next
feature made at the Paramount Long
Island studio. Hobart Hanley will
direct from John Meehan's play.
Schroeder at Union City
Union City, N. J. — Fred W.
Schroeder is managing the Embassy,
which was opened recently.
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British Ask Only Even
Break, Maxwell Says
um

I'iiiji-

1)

American films get wide distribution me>tic effort, was the keynote of rein England, hut instead realizes that
marks by J. D. Williams of World^
it must produce pictures acceptable Wide I'ictures.
By PHIL M. DALY
Several other English film men
to American exhibitors and public.
Maxwell stated he is in America to were present, including Charles WilTHE Spiritus o( Motion Pictures vis- study box office requirements, and
cox of British and Dominion Picited tlic other day. He is that his company intends to make
tures and Reginald Reubensen, managing director of the Seventh Ave.
tor. There's pictures to meet these re(|uirements.
Roy, the inven
jean Lewith
guts. Last .\ugust they He thanked the AM FA for its ser- Film Co. Ltd. of Loiuk)n. Among
a fiuy
had him in Bellevue with a douhle
members of the American industry
vice in recognizing
British which
producers'
stroke of paralysis. He listened to efforts
interested in foreign distribution who
to
make
pictures
will
the doctor tell the nurse to have a
appeal to American as well as Euro- were present were William V'ogel,
basket ready to cart him out in 10
vice president and general manager
pean audiences.
of
Pathe International Corp. and J.
fool
Competition
of
imported
films
as
a
"I'll
lf:
himse
to
sez
Jean
.
hours
'em." He did. His left side is use- means of rendering service to the Wide.
D. Skirboll, sales manager of Worldless, hut his brain is clickinR as it American industry by stimulating dodid on Feb. 5, 1894. when he showed
the first celluloid tilm ever screened.
He's only 74— one of the finest ex- N. Y. Hippodrome Starting Operator Shortage and
amples of young blood in the indusMusician Surplus Seen
Presentations Tomorrow
trv.
*
♦
♦
(.Continued from Page 1)
Ottawa, Ont. — There are indications
that the musicians will have to beThose Press Agents
the new policy, with Vincent Lopez
come projectionists if they wish to
and his orchestra heading the stage remain identified with the theater busiOne of 'em took a whirl at his show. The change is made on the
ness in that city. With the introductypewriter and came out gasping with
this:
theater's twenty-fourth anniversary.
tion of sound pictures at four local
Morris
Crest
is
taking
over
the
house
"'His Captive
houses, and two others likely to have
Woman' is unique April 29 for a run of "Passion Play," talking screens before the end of
in the annals of after which "The Miracle" will be April, there is an acute shortage of
presented.
,
qualified operators whereas the musipresent day dialinogue pictur
es
cians arecording
getting
their
"notice."
Acasmuch as IT
to a local
report,
25 nmsiNO
HAS
Moberly Firm Incorporates
cian» are affected, including nineTHEME
Moberly, Mo. — The Randolph The- piece orchestras in two theaters, two
ater Co. Ins been i:icorporated with organists and others.
a 50 shares of $100 par value preferSONG!"
like
Just
___^_^^^^___^
cuckoo blowing
"Hold Everything" Lead Signed
red stock and 450 shares of non-par
Alice Boulden, featured singer and
about his bananas because he ain't common stock. The incorporators
got none.
are: Theodore P. Davis, Arthur Mil- dancer in the current nmsical show
*
♦
♦
ler and David L. Sheffrey, of Kan- hit, "Hold Everything," will make a
sas City; Charles C. Non, Morris talking picture this week for ParaFred Wehreuberg, St. Louis themount at the Long Island studio.
ater owner, tired of being held up Bierman, Ci. O. Perry, H. J. Lotte, The picture will be one reel in length,
Fred
Prcsmeyer,
Leo
Eisenstein,
T.
by bandits, advertises to highwayHall, Joseph M. Berger and Louis presenting Miss Boulden as a singer
men in the -papers that he noiv keeps C.
Klein, all of Moberly, Mo. Davis, with an orchestra. It will be directhis money in the bank vault.
ed by Joseph Santley.
Miller and Sheffrey are directors.
It's getting tougher all the time
for producers and distributors to
Ravenna Opening Set
Company Formed at Columbia, Mo.
lift an exhibitor's jack.
Ravenna, O. — The new Ravenna,
Columbia, Mo. — The College The- seating 1,000, now under construcater Co., with 100 shares of nontion by the Ravenna Theater ComHoly Golf
par common stock has been organpany has been opened here. It is a
Tom Gerized to own. buy, sell and operate Spanish type house decorated in antheaters in Columbia and elsewhere
tique plaster. Movietone and Vitaety, M-G-Tkf
in the state. The incorporators are phone will be installed.
J.
Dozier
Stone,
H.
Sydney
Stephens,
shorts speFrank W. Deering, H. H. Banks
Rebuilding
Marinette
House
and FVed B. Beaver. These five men
cialist, has
Marinette, Wis. — Work
is procompose the board of directors of Marinette. gressing on the rebuilding of the
invented a
the company.

simple ninehold indoor
golf course.
The holes

THE

BEST

EVER

are in his
golf socks.
Daily Pome
Old King Cole was a merry old soul
Running his theaters three
But he got a loan from the bankers
Now he sleeps in the old apple tree.
*
*
*
Famous
Film Conversations
"Damn that pi-inter!"

Positively the best ever, and certainly will be of
great value to me.
LEE MARCUS

FREE

Short Shots from
New York Studios

to Film Daily Subscribers

Subscription $10.00

Foreign $15.00

^By

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY

M

V L.'\UV LIES" goes into actual production next Monday at
Paraniount's Long Island studio under direction of Hobart Henley. John
Mecban, who wrote the play, is rehearsing the dialogue. Waller Huston and t landettc Colbert will have
principal roles, others being Charles
Kuggles, Janis Seeley, Virginia True
Boardman, Bernadeane Lillford,
Janis Richardson. Elaitie .Arden and
Patricia Deering. William O. Steiner, recently promoted to first cameraman, will photograph the picture,
which will be all-dialogue.

Frank Ross is deserting the Long
Island real estate business for Paramount talkers. Having John Hancocked a contract he is due in the
East within a f-ew days to dispose
of his holdings and then he returns
to
the Coast to enter this acting business.
Gaston Duval, in charge of research at Paramount, has 10,000 pictures to work with in digging up authentic matter in connection with
production. He was formerly in the
diplomatic service, representing Mexico under the Diaz regime.

4€TM4

ANSONIA
B'WAY at 73 STREET
NEW YORK
J'iitioiis of Promiiietue
Cluttivr the Ansonia,
1400 large homelike
rooms. ComfortSoundproof
wall>^
Rates able
will furnishings.
surely please!
Rooms with private bath
For one
from $3 per day
For
two
from SS per day
Parlor, bedroom and from
bath $6 per day
Booklet

on request — Wire
pense for reservations.
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TALKING PICTURE ever mode— "COQUETTE/"?^;j'ir
DETROIT has gone "Coquette" mad for unheard of records.

The opening in Los Angeles was sold
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Here's Big Ne-ws!
CARL

LAEMMLE

TALKING

presents THP] FIRST

FEATURE— the

hottest

sizzled on your screen — Carl

film

COLLEGE
that

ever

Laemmle, Jr's. !

with the original "Collegians" cast in all their glory
. . . .Sporting — speedy — jazz-excited youth. . . dialog
jingling with laughs. .. .ringing songs of the campus
the University of California Glee Club). The
boys and girls are all there — George Lewis, Dorothy
lliver, Eddie Phillips, Churchill Ross. Directed by
Nat Ross.

niversaTs Surprise Special
100%

SHORT
ARE

SUBJECTS

COMING

BACK

THEIR

OWN

THIS

YEAR

INTO
AGAIN

Talking and Singing

lor Shorts or Features, Sound or Silent

Film Daily Revie^ws
are the recognized authority

KEEP

POSTED

SHORTS

ON

THRU

THE INDUSTRY'S
LEADING
MEDIUM

25% DOWN
Buys
One

Quarter

Price

of

Machine,

Plus

Finance

Charfies

Any Pacent Representative
will gladly give full details of New
and Liberal Time Payment Sales Plan

THE

PACENT

AND

REPRODUCER

ACCESSORIES

CORPORATION

announces a new and

generous time-payment plan whereby the exhibitor can pay for his
machine as it produces profit. Our records show that many exhibitors
have made in two weeks, as a direct result of a Pacent Reproducer installation, the full price of the machine.
Under the new time-payment plan, no theatre, large or small, has any
excuse for further delaying the installation of a Pacent System, with its
sure, steady drawing power at the box office.

Delivery on the Pacent
Film Attachment
Starts May 1
The Pacent Film attachment, the finest
Sound on Film device ever built, will
be ready May 1st. Dozens of orders
are already in and will receive preference in delivery. The price is $500.0!)
per attachment. Place your order immediately to insure Sound on Film
reproduction with present Pacent disc
equipment.

10 Months to Pay
The new time-payment system introduced by Pacent with this announcement, allows the exhibitor ten months to pay the balance
of the purchase price. Finance and interest charges are extremely
generous. They are much lower than is usually the case in timepayment selling.
For full details of the time-payment plan on Pacent Reproducer
Systems get in touch with the nearest Pacent representative or with
the New York Office.

PACENT Reproducer
LOUIS

GERARD

PACENT,

President

FILM

CENTER

Corp.

BUILDING,

Sales and Service Representatives Throughout the United States

^
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Coast to Coast Time for Fanchon & Marco Units
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W.E.PAKNT8UIT BROUGHT
AGAINST TOBIS COMBINE
By KARL
WOLFl-SOHN
Editor "Lichtbildbuehne"

Berlin — Western Electric lia.s fileii
suit here chalienKing the validity of
certain sound film patents of the Sieniens-Tobis-Phototone combine. Lawrence Hermes of the Tobis combine
stated that outside of America the
combine is in a strong position as
regards basic patents, holding patents
of Tri-Ergon and Kuchenmeister, in
addition to those already held by Siemens and A. E.G.
"Our position in Europe as regards
sound film patents," he said, "is sufficient to ensure a practical monopoly
not merely in Continental Europe
but also in the British Isle and Em-

April

Musicians Protest
West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los

Angeles — Union musicians are protesting the action
of some independent producers
in synchronizing pictures from
phonograph records.
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Price 25 Cents

EQUITY MEMBER DRIVE
AT STUDIOS EXPECTED

TANCHON & HARCO ROUTE
KLAKGriLN-TOBIS SEEKS PRESENTATION TO EAST
ACOdSTICS PROD. DEAL

Gilmore on Way to Coast
on Annual Trip — Talkers
Pave Day for Drive
Hcst Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — There is much speculation at the studios as to whether
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
arrival here next week of Frank GilLos Angeles — Fanchon & Marco is more, president of Actors Equity
By KARL WOLFFSOHN
presages entrance of Equity
completing plans for invasion of the Ass'n,
Editor "Lichtbildbuehne"
East under the program announced into studio affairs on an extensive
Berlin (By Cable) — Klangfilm- exclusively more than a year ago by scale.
Tobis is dickering with Acoustic THE FILM DAILY. F. & M. reStudio Members Being Added
Products for the handling in America
vues are to play Denver, Omaha and
at
Rapid Pace, Equity Says
Milwaukee
on
week
stands,
then
four
of its sound process. Meanwhile, Director Auerbach of Tobis is en route weeks in Chicago and eight weeks in
Equity always has been active at
to London to form an English Tobis New York.
the studios, it is pointed out at the
compa;ny.
New York ofTice of the association,
pire."
by Alfred Harding, associate editor
5 Division and 13 District
Van Praag Hold Sales
of "Equity Magazine," who states
is Weekly
that Gilmore's Coast trip is an anHeads of Publix in N. Y. 2,250,000
nual event. The advent of talkers has
Australia Attendance
Five division and 13 district manBoat"
"Show
on
increased
Equity membership at the
Meeting
Boat" studios, and new members are being
for "Show
campaign
agers are in attendance at the con- Washinnton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY in Sales
the
East
was
launched
at
a
meetvention in New York. Publix DiviWashington — Average weeklj' ating and preview yesterday of eastern added at a rapid pace he says.
sion managers are: John Friedl, New
tendance at picture theaters in Ausat the Universal home oftralia and New Zealand is 2,250,000, managers
York; Barry Burke, Texas; Charles
fice. M. Van Praag, general sales
Sasseen, Oklahoma; E. A. Smith, according to the M. P. Bureau of manager, presided. Present were: Nat Financing Completed for
5 Wis. Fischer Houses
Minnesota; J. O. Cherry. Dallas. the Dept. of Commerce. Australia
Charles P. Lester, AtDistrict managers are: C. C. Perry, has 1,200 theaters seating 937,000 and Levy, Albany;
lanta; Al Herman, Buffalo; T. O.
Chicago — Financing of five proDenver; Nate Frudenfeld, Omaha; representing an investment of $125,- Tuttle, Charlotte; Morris Joseph;
posed Wisconsin houses has been
C. B. Stiff, Florida; J. A. Koerpel, 000.000. Eighty per cent of the 2,000
S. Wittman, Philadel- completed by Fischer Paramount
Tennessee; W. A. Patterson, Atlanta; films shown last year were American, New Haven;
phia; H. Milstein, Pittsburgh; Nate Theaters Corp., through sale of a
William Jenkins, Georgia; Jesse and 12 of British origin.
(Continued
on Page 2)
bond issue of $1,400,000. Financing
Clark, Florida; T. W. Erwin, Texas;
was handled by James J. Redding &
Harry Gould, Texas; Clare W^oods,
has been let for exCo. Contract
Colorado; E. R. Cummings, Iowa;
cavation work at Appleton, Beloit,
Monand to
Point are
W^alter
Lloyd, Indiana;
BranWatertown,
ton, Minneapolis.
Also inRalpli
attendance
roe. All ofStevens
the houses
be
com'^Ietcd
by
Thanksgiving,
except
are the following of the booking and
merger
in
latest
the
about
plenty
buzzes
od
Hollywo
:
maintenance departments: Tracy MONDAY
bombshells. All of the Coast columnists are hard at the War- the Beloit theater, which will be ready
Barham. A. C. Cowles, J. M. Baker,
ner-United Artists flirtation. Some of them appear to be in next February. Seating capacity and
A. M. Holtz, J. H. Elder.
costs are: Beloit, 1,800. $8000,000;
; others are hitting pretty much in the dark as to exactly what
the
happen.
will know
Appleton. 1.800, $750,000; Stevens
Watertown,
$450,000;
Point, 1,500;
Unions at Loggerheads
[Continued
on Page 2)

A Few Close-Ups

Over Control of Signs

Sheet metal workers and electrical
workers are at loggerheads in New
York over control of metal sign construction. The new sign on the Central was hung by electrical workers
inider police protection.

West Coast in Deal With
Rosenberg & Finkelstein
Bellingham, Wash. — Fox
Coast, which has three houses
has acquired the Avalon. Its
houses are: America, Dream
Mount Baker. The firm also
{Continued

on

Page

2)

West
here,
other
and
plans

Harry W^arner is in Europe. Due back in New York in late
May. Nothing happens until his return and then it will be plenty.
That refinancing plan we told you about these many weeks ago is
scheduled to go through. As a result of it. U. A. will take on the guise
of a producing as well as a distrilmting company, like its brethren
in the field, as against a distributing unit only as has been the case
since the company was organized about nine years ago. United Artists
Consolidated will' be the new monicker whether the Warner angle develops or not. Such is the dope at the moment. . . .
Now that all the fuss in England has spent itself, it appears interchangeability there will be identical with the practice here, insofar as
Western Electric is concerned. Quality of reproduction is the requirement. All of which should occasion no surprise. It couldn't be any
other way — in England at least. Elsewhere abroad where laws are
(.Continued

on

Page

3)

Ushers in Charge
Minneapolis — Ushers of the
Minnesota this week are operating the F. & H. Publix
house, which is celebrating its
first anniversary. From the
ranks of the ushers were recruited a manager, assistant
house manager, treasmanager,
urer, director of advertising and
publicity, stage manager, suand projecof sound on
tion andpervisor
advisor
program
arrangemeiit.
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April

8

April

8

April
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of "Alibi" at 44th Street
Opening
New York.

Opening "The Desert Song" at
Warner,
Los Angeles.
M.P.T.O.A.
of Michigan
Meeting
at Detroit.
April
Convention of Western Penn15-16
14sylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittsburgh. i_
16
April
Opening of "The
Rainbow
Man,
at
the
Selwyji,
New
York.
17

April

April 20
1
May
May

2

May 6-9
May

20

Opening
of "Show
New
York.

Boat" at Globe,

Paris"
nts of
of "Innoce
Openin
,
York.
New
at theg Criterion
Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor Unit, Montreal.
nd"
Drummo
g of
Openin
at Geo.
M. "Bulldo
Cohan, gNew
York.
Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers
in New
York.
Annual Convention of American
Federation of Musicians at Den-

Ithaca House Reopened
Ithaca, N. Y. — The Strand
been redecorated and reopened.

has

Lichey at Oil City
Oil City, Pa. — Imperial Chain Theaters has appointed Howard Lichey
to the Latonia staff as director of
public relations.

Editorial
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Remodeling

Sparta,

Ga.,

700
Sales
400

100
5,200
100
2,300
700
4,200
2,200
500
5,900
3,700
3,600
2,800

400
4,300

2
1,600
26
17

House

Sparta, Ga. — R. B. Bryan
model the Grand.

will re-

BROOKS
THC 'NAM¥ VOU
WHEN

YQIj

GOTO

(30 fiy
BUY

COSTUMES

&OWIOIS
AND
IJ?>n(FORlV<S
'4^37 BWAY, H.V.
TEL. 5586 PENN
ALSO

25.000

COSTUMES

TO

RENT====

A WEALTH OF MATERIAL
It contains a wealth of material that is most
valuable to the average motion picture executive.
FRED C. OUIMBY

FREE
BRYANT

iSy2
64
9^
2114
27-54

do

Sauber, Washington; Clair Hague,
1,200, $300,000; Monroe, 1,000, $225,- Toronto, Dave Miller, general man000.
All the houses will be atmosager and Max Cohen of the New
pheric. They were
designed
by York exchange. Sunday a similar
Hooper & Janus.
meeting and preview will be held in
Chicago for the Middle West manAbel With N. Y. Brokerage Firm
agers.
Sydney E. Abel, veteran film executive, has joined Moyse & Holmes, West Coast in Deal With
New York brokerage firm. Abel for
Rosenberg
& Finkelstein
a number of years was connected with
(Continued from Page 1)
Fox anddepartment.
was head of the company's
foreign
to build at Everett. In operation of
these houses, the circuit will be associated with Al Rosenberg
and Al
Mae Murray Completing Tour
Finkelstein.
Mae Murray will return to New
York to complete her personal apChester Morris Arriving
pearance tour, prior to going to the
Coast to make her first talker under
Chester
Morris,York
star of
"Alibi,"from
arrives in New
Sunday
her new contract with Tiffany-Stahl. Hollywood. The picture, which opens
first.
Hanson on Sales Trip
Monday at the 44th St., is Morris'
Oscar Hanson, general sales manager of Tiffany-Stahl, is on an exT-S Change at New Orleans
tended trip to exchanges.
New Orleans — L. C. Baxley has
been appointed manager of the TifJoseph Levigard Returns
fanv-Stahl exchange succeeding R.
Joseph Levigard, who went to Eu- A. Kelly.
rope last fall to make a picture in
Germany for Universal, has returned
Michigan House Damaged
to New York and will leave soon for
Ann
Arbor, Mich. — Fire damaged
Universal City. While in Germany the projection
room of the Rae here.
he directed "The House of Glass"
from the Max Marcin play, with
June Marlowe in the leading role.

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Spe(Aalists in
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STOCK
(QUOTATIONS

REVIEWS

(Continued

Warner - First National - Stanley
Frolic at Commodore Hotel, New
York.

An

AND
THAT'S
THAT, by Phil M. Daly
REVIEWS
OF NEWEST
REI EASES,
by Jack Ilarrower
HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS,
Ccast
Ne-cfs by Telegraph
"A LITTLE FROM LOTS."
by Ralph
Wilk
PRODUCTION IN THE
EAST. New Dep't by A. W. Eddy
THEATER EQUIPMENT,
bv Charles F. Hynes
SO UNO.
bv Charles
F. Hvnes
REVIEWS OF NEW SHORT SUBJECTS
PRESENTATIONS,
by Herbert S. Berg
FOREIGN MARKETS,
by James P. Cunningham
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES. Resume of the Ne7vs

PoUisher

JOHN W. AllCOATE

Today:

A FEW
CLOSE-UPS,
FINANCIAL

conducted
by Arthur
Turn to page 7.
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projector, rcgjirdless of the make. An
interesting tidbit of information for
the exhibitor at large. . . .
Charles R. Rogers, who has a great
(Continued from Page 1)
fondness for lUistolphonc urges exhibitors to make careful investigation
of sound equipment before purchase
to ascertain whether patent infringevaried, tlic j-lury may he dilVereiit . . . . I lilted Artists and I don't know
anyments are involved. A splendid idea,
deal."
a
such
thing
about
Let's fake a lookscc over the headlines:
hut
we
ask Rogers how the exhibitor
He is referring, of course, to the can tell.
What the theater owner
State-widf arbitration lias Okla- Warner negotiations. Charlie has should do is to see to
consis
tently
opposed the participation contract is so framed that init that his
homa exhibitors upset. A proposed
the event
law in that state threatens to bring of L lilted Artists in any merger. Only of patent suits
he
is
proper
ly prorecent
ly
he
down the ire of organized theater
told the little old paper
tected against damages....
owners there. . . .
that if the company is amalgamated,
K A N N
Universal is to make 32 talkers for he would consider such a step an
next season. Silent versions for each, automatic cancellation of his contract,
let Joe Schenck savs the Warner
Require Liscenses
loo.
L'nwired
will be glad artihation can go tlirough only if all
to
learn
of this.theaters
.. .
Marion,
O. — Local projectionists
ot his partners arc in accord. Both must
be liscensed as the result of an
The latest outsider to crash the Schen
ck and Chaplin, however, have ordinanc
e recently passed by the city
industry's gates will be Brunswick- been known to change their minds.
council.
Balkc-Coliender. .■\mbilions plans that By that we mean, Chapli
n may decide
company has. Synchronization first to go along
or he may not. Or
and then, perhaps many things....
Lease Hartford House
Schenck may eventually determine
that the unanimous approval of his
Number One
Hartford, Conn. — Olympia Theassociates is not necessary
aters, Inc. has leased the Allyn for
Tuesday: Many said it would
20 years.
Right
in
the
face
of the bigger
come. Now the prediction is bearing fruit. Western Electric, through deal, I'ubhx buys a half interest in
Pass Sunday Show Law
its battery of patent attorneys, tiles L lilted s theaters in Los Angeles,
Southbridge,
Mass. — Local houses
Chica
go
and
Detroit. Everybody is
an infringement suit in the Federal
will be given licenses for Sunday picCourt here in New York, naming Pa- everybody else's partner these days. . .
tures following a vote of 2,348 to
cent as defendant. Otterson, in a
Sympathy
1,640
against
Sunday"Blue" laws.
guarded statement, intimates this acThursday: On this day, it is distion is the first of many. So the
Berger With Silvermans
covered that RCA Photophoiie is
patent tussle is on!. . . .
Cleveland — Lee Berger, manager of
available only for Simplex projectors
Promotion. Joe Plunkett gets an- because, as E. E. Bucher descri
bes the Cedar-Lee for several years, and
other title. First, general manager It, the
reproducer was designed for lately manager of the Moreland, is
of RKO and now vice-president as that projector.
In other words, an managing the Variety theaters for I.
well. Plunkett has two gold pieces exhib
itor
buyin
g Photophoiie buys a and J. Silverman.
on his jeans, one for each company new proje
ctor
with
it or, as we undermeeting he has already attended. He
George Dumond Transferred
stand it, he can't get Photophone.
should keep them as good luck pieces 1 his latter
Cleveland — George Dumond has
slam
is
denie
d,
howev
er.
More cluttering of the Federal
One of the underground rumblings been transferred to St. Louis as mandocket in Boston. David H. Brand, heard
for some time has it that Genager of Loew's State, and Sanford
former Roxbury exhibitor, files a suit
of Syracuse has been apFarkus
eral
Electric
is
daddy
for
Intern
aagamst Netoco and six distributors
tional Projector. Now G. E. is also
pointed
manager of Loew's State here
claiming they drove him out of busi- big brother of RCA
to succeed Dumond.
and
RCA
Photo
ness. A comspiracy action. Nasty
phone. This may or may not explain
word that ....
Toledo Elk Reopens
several things. . . .
Toledo — The Elk, closed for some
Bill Fox is shaking the peace of
Fox, staunch advocate of the soundtlie Southland. A first run for Birmhas re-opened as the New Elk
on-film system, takes on discs as well. time,
ler.
ingham isplanned. Big fellow — 3,000 By April 15, seven
under the management of Phil Zeltalkers
and
a
seats. Another for Oklahoma City. number of Alovieto
ne Entertainments
Did you ever see such ambition?....
will be ready. The reason? Lar"-ely
Seville House Dark
Folks had been wondering about because
many wired houses are
Hearst and the Fox-Metro alignment. equipped to reproduce via discs only
Seville, O. — Fred Foster has anWhy being.
we don't
know Davies
— that is,
the and Fox, as is natural, wants some theater. nounced that he has closed the Home
time
Marion
hasforthree
of that playing time....
more to make. Metro News has three
Tense days in Hollywood — not in
Two Shows Weekly Policy
years to go and Cosmopolitan can't tlie studios, for once at least. Fox
call quits until a number of additional
Akron,
O. — The Pastime, operated
West
Coast
Theater
s
is
a subject of
pictures are delivered. After that — Federal
grand jury investigation. The by C. B. Stalder, now is open on Satwell, who can tell about the future?
urdays and Sundays only.
circuit is charged with being an illegal
Persistence
combination freezing out independent
Smith House Reopens
theater
Wednesday. Senator Walsh, who sought. ...owners. An indictment is
Alliance, O. — The Ideal, belonging
^its high in Washington officialdom,
to the Smith Amusement Co., which
Set to Go
has long thought the Department of
has been closed for several months,
Friday: Many wondered, but few re-opened recently.
Justice lax in its efforts. Of its activities in other fields we know little, knew. One day had it Fox would
but the senator can have no cause not go through with the independen
Wilson with Fox at New Haven
t
for complaint insofar as the depart- deal in New York. The next day.
New Haven — J. Victor Wilson,
ment and the film industry are conwas jake. But this week" formerly with the Palace at Springcerned, The Federal agents have every
l-ox. thing
flanked
by A. C. Blumenthal
field, Mass , has been transferred here
been prodding pictures with persis- and Billy Brandt, clambered over to install and manage a stock combalcon
ies and through orchestras on
tence and diligence for some years.
pany in one of the Fox houses.
Even today five suits are pending in an inspection tour that embraced the
oO
theate
various sections of the country. Parrs which are to be taken
Mart Cole Buys Texas House
ticular attention is being turned to over in a week or so. The move is
Liberty, Tex. — Mart Cole has purlong protection. Two, the credit dehnite. Financing is arranged and
chased the Liberty. This is the sevcommittee case and the action con- the detail all cleared awav. That
enth house under his control.
cerning arbitration, have been tried. . . settles that
Photophone is definitely linked with
In the briefest of statements,
Hulett Buys Dawson House
Charlie Chaplin tells the world:
Simplex. Western Electric ups and
Dawson,
Minn. — S. B. Hulett has
decla
res
it
will
equip any type of taken possession of the Grand.
"Pm on the board of directors of

—AND

A Few Close- Ups

THA
THA TT'S
By

rHlL

M.

DALY

I>ILLV FERGUSON, M-G-M pub*■* licity impresario, keeps cluttering
up our niail with a lotta stills of hosiery window tie-ups, and our latest

gal scz to us, sez she: "Why don't
this
we. ya the hosiery?"
say send
idea, bird
Good Billy
*
•
*
The Sticks
Kpidtmic Smoosh, our roving correspondent, sends us this news written on the back of a tomato can
ivrapper: "First sound film was
shown here at Chillblanes, Ariz.,
today, (Hid when the natives heard
it they all dived cellars.
into theBox-office
cyclone
receipts not so
hot, us you might

Toombstone Titles
Here lies Izzy Finkelcrook
A salesman hard to beat
They choked him with a )infer."
pressbook
For padding* his ♦ swindle
sheet.
•
Bedtime Story

This is the story about the Little
Red Fox who lived in a hole in a
hollow tree. All winter long he slept
in his cozy house, all curled up in a
bed of oak leaves. The Big Shaggy
Lion came along, and the Little Red
Fox juni|)cd out and gobbled him up.
could
Maybepen, youin think
a fairythat
stor
y. n't
But hapthis
ain't no evenfairv
story.
*
»
♦
Harry
Reichenbach
crashes
into
print with a page
ad headed:
"Thank God I've
Got It!" If he's
so
surew hhe's
got
"It,"
y i n'ell
doesn't he hire a
good press agent
like Elinor Glyii
to tell the world i_
the big news?
4 ALIBIS
•
♦
The Stenographer: "Quit gargling
your words if vou want your letters
*

t

*

Fashion Note
Pete Woodhull astonished Broadway with his new spring suit. With
his usual fastidiright."
o u s tion
discriminahe selected
an absinthe green
m aire ensembleof
consisting

■>

♦

pants, Very
coat chic.
and
vest.
*

Famous Film Conversations
"Who's paying for this lunch?"
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in
Greta Garbo in

"Wild Orchids"

"Children of the Ritz"
with Dorothy Mackaill and Jack
Miilhall

(Synchronized)

M-G-M
Length: 9235 ft.
SEXY GARBO FILM WITH
STRONG FEMININE APPEAL.
FINELY DONE. SHOULD GET
NOT FOR KIDS.
DOUGH.
Greta Garbo alluring and
Cast
capable; Lewis Stone gives fine performance and Nils Asther a handsome sheik. The three carry practically all the action.
ExploitaStory and Production
tion of Garbo's sex appeal. Not
much to the story which is not particularly convincing although excellent direction and acting carry it. It
is far too long. Most of footage con-e
cerns effort of Asther, a Javanes
prince, to seduce Greta, the wife of
a preoccupied American businessman
(Stone), who is on a trip to Java.
to Greta's apStone finally tumbles
parent infidelity, tricks the prince
into the jungle and there holds him
at rifle point while a tiger attacks.
He rescues the prince, prepares to
depart alone but Greta goes with him
telling him he is the only man. There
are great atmospheric bits, particularly the entertainment at the palace.
The tiger attack is a thrill and there
is a theme song to help sell the picture.

(Synch ronized)
First Nat'l Length: Synch.
6565 ft.
Silent, 6287
ft.

A PRETTY FAIRY TALE
MADE FOR THE MOB, WITH
THE RICH GIRL MARRYING
THE CHAUFFEUR. DOROTHY
MACKAILL ALONE GETS IT
BY. FAIR.

Cast. . . .Miss Mackaill is gorgeous,
and wears some nifty clothes, making
it her picture. Jack Mulhall lends
fair support. Others James Ford,
Richard Carlyle, Eddie Burns, Lee
Moran, Kathryn McGuire.
Story and Production
Society
drama. You can play this as the
$10,000 prize story in "College Humor." The yarn will not stand close
criticism, for it is one of those sappy
affairs where the ritzy girl's folks go
broke and she marries the family
chauffeur who wins $50,000 on a
horse race. On this sum they marry
and live at the Ritz at the rate of
$50,000 the first few months. The
chauffeur suddenly becomes a polished society man. The girl spends
his money extravagantly on clothes,
and he sneaks out at nights to run
a taxi at 20 cents a mile and support her in luxury on that. Not for
an intelligent audience, but will please
the flapper minds.
Direction, Sidney Franklin, excelDirection, John Francis Dillon,
lent; Author, John Colton; Scenario,
Hans Kraly and Richard Schayer; satisfactory; Author, Cornell WoolEditor, Conrad A. Nervig; Titles, rich; Scenario, Adelaide Heilbron;
Editor, Le Roy Stone; Titles, Paul
Marion Ainslee and Ruth Cum- Perez; Photography, James Van
NerA.
mings; Photography, Conrad
Trees, excellent.
vig, fine.
Wallace Beery in

"Chinatown
with Florence Nights"
Vidor
(All-Talker)

Paramount
Length: 7081 ft.
CHINACING
NVIN
UNCO
TOWN DRAMA WITH A FARFETCHED LOVE THEME. ORDINARY.
Cast. .Wallace Beery as the white
boss of Chinatown is effective and
colorful. Also Warner Gland as his
Chinese rival. Florence Vidor miscast, and her speaking voice not so
good here. Others Jack McHugh,
Jack Oakie, Tetsu Komai, Frank
Chew,
Peter
Morrison,
Drama
Story and Production
of Chinatown. From the story "Tong
War." This is a very theatric production that leaves you cold and unconvinced. It is very meller, and
only the fine work of Wallace Beery
and Warner Gland save it from going blah. Florence Vidor is miscast
in the part of a society girl who falls
for the white boss, and lives with
him in Chinatown. An angle that is
far from hot for family trade. The
constory is a jumble of incidents boss
cerning afeud between the white
and the Chinese leader of one of the
tongs. Lots of action, some good
thrills, and a snappy ending where
is "converted" to a
the white
decent
life. boss
Direction, William A. Wellman,
blame the script; Author, Samuel
Grnitz; Scenario, Oliver Garrett, B.
G. Kohn; Editor, Ally son Shaffer;
Titles, Julian Johnson; Dialogue,
William B. Jutte; Photography, Henry Gerrard, good.

William Boyd in

"The Leatherneck"

with Alan Hale, Robert Armstrong,
Fred Kohler
Pathe

(Part-Talker)

Length: Synch. 6965 ft.
Silent, 6898 ft.
SUREFIRE MONEYMAKER.
BEST MARINE PICTURE YET
FILMED. HAS COLOR— GUTSACTION— AND A SWELL CAST.
BOYD CLICKS BIG.
Cast. .. .William Boyd will make
himself with this role — a real U. S.
Marine type. And he has a fine speaking voice. His buddies, Alan Hale
and Robert Armstrong run him a
close second. Diane Ellis a very
attractive blonde and a hummer. Fred
Kohler fine.
Story and Production. . . .Drama of
the U. S. Marines. Here is a pip,
without any reservations. It's got the
money tag all over it. The author
knows his Marine Corps, and has told
a dandy yarn that keeps building
suspense right to the final shot. The
direction has class, and with a superior cast and authentic shots in Russia and China, here is entertainment
plus. The three buddies in China
have apijarently deserted the marine
unit. They are finally rounded up —
one dead, the other insane, and the
third — William Boyd — is courtmartialed. It has fine love story, action,
thrills — just about everything.
Direction, Howard Higgin, aces;
Author, Elliott Clawson; Scenario,
.Same; Editor, Doane Harrison;
Titles, John Krafft; Dialogue, Not
listed;
Photography, John Mescall,
fine.

Milton

Sills and

Dorothy

Mackaill

"Black Waters"
(All-Talker)

"His Captive Woman"

World Wide
Length:
7322 ft.
(Part-Talker)
STAGE PLAY MAKES AVERFirst Nat'l Length: Soimd 8305 ft.
AGE MYSTERY TALKER. CLISilent, 7692 ft.
MAX FALTERS AT THE CLIO. K. FOR UNCRITICAL AUDMACTIC HIGHLIGHT.
IENCES DIALOGUE HURTS
BECAUSE IT IS MISHANDLED.
Cast. .. .James Kirkwood in character role steals the picture in point
Cast.
.. .Dorothy
Mackaill's
splen- of acting honors. Lloyd Hamilton
did efforts
go for naught
in rather
impossible story. Milton Sills, ac- in overdrawn but nevertheless amusing bit. Others, Mary Brian, John
ceptable. George Fawcett, fine in
short bit. Others, Frank Reicher, Loder, Frank Reicher, Robert Ames,
Ben Cooley.
Hendricks, Noble Johnson, HalSidney Bracey, Marion Byron, Wil- lam
liam Holden, Gladden James, Jed
Prouty, Gertrude Howard.
Story and Production. .. .Mystery,
Story and Production
Drama
based
on "Fog," stage play by John
replete with artificialities for which
the story is not entirely to blame. Willard. "Tiger" Larabee and his
George Fitzmaurice permitted his mystery ship are the pivots around
which the principal characters gathprincipals to exaggerate their charer at midniglit. The mysterious
acterizations. Al about a lily of the menace
picks them off one by one
field who murders her lover, escapes
until
finally,
with the aid of a newsto the South Seas and finds regenerapaper
reporter
who bows into the
tion on a desert island, via the island
and the influence of Milton Sills, the picture conveniently as it reaches its
close, Larabee is unmasked and as
cop sent to bring her back to justice. They marry after months of the terror and hero's father. A poison dartends
fromhimLarabee's
separate abodes. Then comes the African
and the outraged
picture,
rescue and decision of the girl to
except
that
the
girl
learns
whose
offgive herself up. In a silly courtroom
spring
she
is.
Clinch
with
hero
and
sequence, the film finishes weak.
Direction, George Fitzmaurice, finis. Long before the close, however, you know who Larabee is and,
overemphasized, story partly responin mystery drama, that is most illsible; Author, from "The Change- advised.
lings," by Donn Byrne; Scenario,
Direction, Marshall Neilan, ordiCarey Wilson; Editor, Stuart Heisler; Titles and Dialogue, Paul Perez;
nary; Author, John Willard; Scenario, Not listed; Dialogue, Frank
Photography, Lee Garmes, gorgeous.
Reviewed as silent film March 10, Reicher; Editor, Rose Smith; Photog1929.
raphy, David Kesson, excellent.
Belle

Janet Gaynor in

"Christina"
(Synchronized)

Fox
Length: Syn., 6912 ft.
FINE FOR FAMILY TRADE.
A SWEET LOVE STORY IN A
PICTURESQUE BACKGROUND
HIGHLIGHTED BY JANET
GAYNOR'S LOVELY
WORK
AND SYMPATHETIC DIRECTORIAL TREATMENT.
Cast
Miss Gaynor has much of
the spiritual in her bearing and a
splendid ability to perform. Charles
Morton, very pleasing as hero; Rudolph Schildkraut, always good; Harry Cording, good; Lucy Dorraine
does nicely in a highly unsympathetic
Story and Production
Romance
of Holland. A thin enough story is
part.
this, but the vast charm that is Janet
Gaynor's makes amends. Briefly,
the tale deals with the romance between Christina and Jan, circus boy,
who visits the island of Marken and
steals the girl's heart by the time the
troupe is ready to leave. The betrothal is interrupted by a charge
trumped up by Madame Bosman, circus owner who makes an unreturned
play for Jan. Temporary imprisonment follows. Then Christian's
search for Jan and reconciliation. It
is old-fashioned, but it has considerable charm.
Direction, William K. Howard,
sympathetic, colorful; Author, Tristram Tupper; Scenario, Marion Orth;
Editor and Titles, Katharine Hilliker, H. H. Caldwell; Photography,
Lucien Andriot, excellent.

Bennett

in

Me" Vaughn
with Joe"Molly
E. Brown,and
Alberta
(Part-Talker)
T-S
GAITED

Length:
FOR

Sound, 8250 ft.
Silent, 7476 ft.

POPULAR CONSUMPTION. STORY OF BURLESQUE AND THE ELECTRICS WITH A THROAT
CATCH AT THE CLOSE.
Cast. .. .Belle Bennett, good, but
Joe E. Brown makes it his picture.
Alberta Vaughn, satisfactory as is
Charles Byer in small role.
Story and Production
Drama.
Story shows the earmarks of repetition, but enough kick is left in this
story of burlesque to make the effort easily suitable for the mob. Jim
and Molly Wilson, on the burlesque
wheel for years, finally get a chance
on Broadway. However, it is Jim,
appreciatively played by Joe E.
Brown, who is in demand. He accepts, takes on a new partner, drifts
from Molly who senses she is in the
way and decides to hit the road
again. Jim air mails her telling of
his love for Peggy, the partner; then
finds out Peggy is engaged and hotfoots it West to intercept the letter.
He takes his old spot in the show,
does the routine while Molly bridges
the gap via a white lie. She says she
hadn't read the letter. Gets you.
Direction, Albert Ray, good; Author, Lois Leeson; Scenario, Lois
Leeson; Titles and Dialogue, Frederic, Fanny Hatton; Editor, Russell
Shields; Photography, Frank Zucker,
Ernest Miller, satisfactory.
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"The Wild Party"
(All-Tolker)

Paramount

Liityth: Sound, 7U)7 ft.

Silent. ()(>:?("> ft.
JUST AS WILD AS ITS TITLE,
WITH ONE OF THOSE FLAMING YOUTH THEMES IN A
GIRL'S COLLEGE.
Cast. . . .1 l.tra r>i'\v speaks just as
you'd
slie would.
is liard I'xpcct
and metallic,
but sheHer
doesvoice
her
usual wild stutT in a way to satisfy
her fans. Frederic March s^^'^d as
the colleRe instructor. Joyce Comptoii as a httle tattle-tale is immense.
Others Shirley OHara, MarceUne
Dav. Adriennc Dorc, Jack Oakie.
Story and Production. .. .Comedydrama. The author of '"Flaming
Youth" tried to rei)eat in this one,
and the result is the sort of thing
the flappers will probably rave over.
It proves rather poor entertainment
those with any intelligence. It
also enters the list of subjects that
don't belong in the family album, for
the scenes are far too wild in spots
for nice young girls and boys to
absorb. Clara is the wildest girl at
college, with a bunch of other wild
girls to help her. She falls for the
stern male instructor, and after several escapades, realizes that life is
purposeful.
Available silent.
Direction, Dorothy Arzner, colorful: Author, Warner Fabian; Scenario,
E. Lloyd Sheldon; Titles, Same; Dialogue, Same; Editor Otto Loyering;
Photography, X'ictor Milner. good.
with

"The Eternal Woman"
Olii'e

Borden,
Ralph
John Miljan

(Silent)

"Born to the Saddle"
icilh Uiiiiiii
i hitiiip.-n'ii
(Silent)

ChentcrfieUl Ltuatk:
5200 ft.
RATES
GOOD
PROGRAM
PICUniverisal
l.,,i(/th: l\'2i> it.
TURE
WITH
SOME
SEXY
SITTHE USUAL WESTERN.
UATIONS THAT ARE WELL
WHICH IS GIVEN AN ORIGINAL TWIST WITH A SURPRISE
HANDLED BY HELEN FOSTER.
ENDING. TED WELLS MAKES
MURDER MOTIF JUST FAIR.
IT INTERESTING
NUMBER
Cast. . . . Helen Foster is appealing
Cast....ri<l W (.■]1> iindtT cover
posing as a cowboy when he is really as the little steiiOR who gets in a
a rich broker does some fast riding jam with her boss. Cornelius Keefc
and fighting. Duaiie Ihompson does adds fair support. Others Charles
the usual heroine stulT. Others Leo Cerrard, Alice Lake, Ray Hallor,
l-"red Walton. Jack Tanner.
White.
McL'orniick, Byron
Douglas, Merrill
Nelson McDj)well.
Story and Production
Drama.
Story and Production. ... Western. This has been well handled to bring
Travels along ii_>r 'li' ie-(|iiarters of out a lot of popular enlertainmciit
the footage with the usi.al routine values that the story coiitains. It has
plot and action, but giMs p-.'ppy at the no particular style and the direction
(.nd with a good twist to the story. is ordinary, but t','e work oi Helen
An eastern millionaire and his daugh- Foster lifts it out of the conimonter are on their way to vacation at l>lace and makes it a pleasi ig proa dude ranch, when the gang leader
gram number. The scx angle is
tries to molest the gal in the auto. han<lle<l without offen.se, and carries
Ted Wells, posing as a cowboy, res- a good kick in one scene where the
cues her. Later her dad is kidnapped gal disrobes when cornered in the
for a ransom, and again Ted does home of the heavy, but fools everythe heroics. The kick starts w.th a
body by leaping to the veranda, and
swell society dance given at the (living in the lake for a getaway.
mountain lodge by the millionaire, Highlights arc a party in a swimming pool, the affair at the country
with the gal's society beau trying to
show Ted up as a hick cowboy. But lodge where the girl escapes, and the
the hero walks in dressed in perfect murder of the heavy with the hero
evening attire. He is just in time to taking the blame to save the girl
\\ bom he thinks is the criminal.
frustrate a holdup by the gang.
Direction, Joseph Levigard, satisDirection, Wilfred N'oy, ordinary;
factory; Authors, Bruce Mitchell, Author, Wilfred Nov; Scenario, WilGef)rge Phnipton; Editor, Ted Kent:
fredLee
N'oy; Editor,
James
Sweene.N-;
Authmar;
Photography,
Titles, \'al Cleveland; Photography, Titles,
M. .\. Anderson, good.
W'm. Adams, okay.
Victor McLaglen in
Glenn Tryon in

"Strong Boy"

Graves,

Columbia
Length:
5812 ft.
STRONG PROGRAM PICTURE
GETS OVER NICELY WITH
GOOD
STORY
AND
FINE
WORK
OF RALPH GRAVES
AND
OLIVE
BORDEN.
Cast.. Ralph Graves very effective
as the wronged husband. Olive Borderr does her usual sexy stuff and is
very attractive. John Miljan adequate
as the other man. Others Ruth Clifford, Nena Kuartaro, Josef Swickard.
Julia Swayne
Gordon.
Story and Production. ... Drama.
Director John McCarthy handles this
with a deft touch, and keeps the suspense mounting to a very dramatic
climax. The action takes place in an
inn located in the Argentine mountains. The wife of Ralph Graves, who
has been carrying on an affair w-ith
his friend, follows the latter to the
inn. Miljan, the other man, meanwhile has led the young daughter
of the innkeeper to believe he is going to marry her. The innkeeper is
killed by Miljan, who escapes with
the woman. Olive Borden the other
daughter, starts out for revenge. On
board ship to America she and Graves
are the only survivors of the wreck.
Works up to a strong climax when
the girls confront the murderer, with
a great surprise kick.
Direction, John P. McCarthy, very
good; Author, Not listed: Scenario,
Welly n Totman; Ekiitor, Not listed;
Titles, Not listed; Photogaphy,
Joseph Walker, okay.

"Circumstantial
(Siltnlj ENidence"

Fox

(Synchronized)
Length:

Synch. 5567 ft.
Silent, 5526 ft.
McLAGLEN OUT OF HIS ELEMENT IN A SAPPY PART THAT
FAILS TO CLICK. THE STORY
IS ARTIFICIAL AND MECHANICALLY DIRECTED.
Cast. . . . \ ictor McLaglen as a railway porter lacks opportunity for h-s
usual stuff and seems completely
miscast. Clyde Cook and Slim Sunimerville collect all the laughs as his
buddies.
They are good.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy.
The story is 90 ))er cent tc> blame, for
it is just one of those things that
seems to have been concocted without aiiv regard to plausibilty or the
idea of making it warrant six reels
of entertainment. It could have been
told in two reels to better advantage.
McLaglen is a porter at the railroad
depot, in love with Leatrice. who
runs the cigar stand. Through a
little luck he saves a child from some
falling trunks, and later rescues the
movie star's necklace from a monkey.
Both times the superintendent promotes him. His one idea is to be a
locomotive fireman, but tlie girl wants
him to be a white-collar man. Then
the final whoojierup goes meller, with
Mac saving
a visiting queen's
Cook
and Summerville
save it.jewels.
Direction, John Ford, ordinary;
Author, IVederick H. Brennan; ScenK. McGuinness and Anario,
drewJames
Bennison; Editor, Not listed;
Titles, Malcolm Stuart Boylan; Photography, Joseph .August, okay.

"It tvith
Can Sue
Be Carol
Done"
(Silent)

li'i llmiiiit

It, III', I

,11

"Clear the Decks"
(rarl-Talker)
VnireiHul Ltiiyth: Snuiid, .'iT-lO //.
Siltiit, '>TJ2 ft.
I LIGHT OFFERING PEPPED
UP WITH SOME GOOD LAUGH
SEQUENCES. REGINALD
DENNY DOES GOOD WORK
AND HAS PLEASING VOICE.
Cast. KegMi.ild D( liny has a
typical role and gets lots of opportunities to score laughs with his light
comedy antics. (ilive Hasbrouck
I)leasing as the girl. Others Otis
Harlan, Colitte .\1eri<in, Lucien Littlefield. Brooks lU-iiedict, Robert Anderson, I'.linor Leslie.
Story and Production. .. .Light
comedy. From the novel, "When the
Devil Was Sick." Starts off rather
slow, with a lot of written titles that
seem unnecessary. The theme is that
of the hero who takes his friend's
place on an ocean voyage so he can
be near a girl he has fallen in love
with. But the fun starts when he
learns that he is supposed to be an
invalid, and has to (lo what a pest
of a male nurse tells him. One of
the re<|uirenients is that he live on
goats milk. Denny handles his part
very well and gets the laughs.
Pepped up with fast action at close.
Direction, Joseph P. Henabcry,
adeejuate; Author, K. J. Rath; Scenario, Karl Snell and Gladys Lehman;
Editor, Jack English; Titles, Albert
De Mond and Chas. Henry Smith;
Dialogue, Albert De Mond and Chas.
Henry Smith; Photography, Arthur
Todd, good.
Hill Cody hi

"Slim Fingers"
Thompson

with Duane

(Silent)

Universal
Length:
4232 ft.
Universal
Length: 6090 ft.
GIVES
BILL
CODY
A
CHANCE
RATHER WEAK NUMBER
TO DO HIS USUAL STUNTS
THAT GIVES TRYON LITTLE
THE FILM CARRIES THE
CHANCE TO DEVELOP HIS AND
POPULAR KICK WITH A LOT
COMEDY
STYLE, BUT SUE OF FAST ACTION.
ING.
CAROL
MAKES IT INTERESTCast.... Bill Cody is good as the
millionaire
stwrtsman branded as a
Cast. .. .Tryon has an indifferent
part that does not permit of any good crook, and keeps the action hopping.
comedy gags. Sue Carol alluring as Duane Thompson just the usual gal.
always and peps up the weak story. Others Wilbur .Mack, Monte Montague, Arthur Morrison, Charles King.
Others Richard Carlyle, Richard
Story and Production. .. .UnderCarle.
Tom
O'Brien.
StoryJack
and Kgan,
Production.
.. .Comedy. wcirld drama. This one is well suited
The author.-, are to blame, for they for the crowds with a popular program story that carries lots of action
handed in a story that gave opporsome good meller .stutT. Cody as
tunity for very few of the particular and
a millionaire clubman is in love with
brand of gags in which (ileiin Tryon
the underworld gal. She and her
is so expert in extracting the comedy. partner
steal a valuable painting, and
He is a clerk with an inferiority complex. His employer, a book publisher, Cody, not knowing of the girl's true
has just fired him. He meets Sue, character, helps her to escape in his
the telephone oiierator in the hotel car. Developments follow fast, and
who thinks he is the publisher, and when the hero learns of the gal's real
hands him a manuscript of a book identity, he starts to work to corral
the rest of the gang, and get the girl
her father has written, called "It Can out of the scrape. Works up to a zippy
Be Done." Glenn reads the script, finish with Cody overcoming the gang
gets the optimistic spirit, and starts on a boat practically single handed.
out to get his old boss to publish it.
The plot is nothing to rave about,
The big scene comes with the pub- and could have been made far more
lisher's convention, and (ilenii stam- plausible in several sequences. But
peding them with his sales talk.
as iiopular fare it carries the punch.
Direction, Fred Newmeyer, ordiDirection, Josef Levigard, fair;
nary: Authors, Mann Page, Edward Author, William Lester; Scenario, the
Montague: Scenario,
I'arle Snell,
Nan same; Editor, Harry Marker; Titles,
Cochrane.
Joseph Poland:
Eklitor,
Ted Kdit: Titles, Albert De Mond; V'al Cleveland; Photography, Charles
Stuniar, satisfactory.
Photography, Koss Fisher, good.
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Title Writers Meet Sound Evolution
0/^|LY>

Sunday, AprU

Advent of Playwrights Not Worrying Writers Who Are Adapting Selves Quickly to Dialogue
Requirements^Garson Takes Over Nordlinger Post — Wilk's Personals and Other Wired News

MAJORITY SWITCHtNG TO
DlALOGyE DEPARTMENTS

A Little from ''Lots''
By

Invasion of the studios by prominent playwrights writing dialogue is
not causing much worry among title
writers. The majority of title writers
have been transferred to the dialogue
departments of their studios.
Julian Johnson, Herman J. Jvfankiewicz and George Marion, Paramount's veteran title writers, arc
writing dialogue, while at First National, Paul Perez and Richard Weil,
recruits from the free-lance title writing field, are also busy fashioning
words that are to be spoken in the
new talkers. Gene Towne and Tom J.
Geraghty are also doing dialogue at
First National.
At Warners, Joe Jackson, \\'alter
Anthony and Jimmy Starr, former
title writers, are devoting most of
their time to dialogue, while the Fox
title writers, Malcolm Stuart BoyIan and William Kernell, are expected to be assigned to the Movietone
department.
Toni Reed and Albert DeMond of
Universal are wbrking on dialogue
Al Boasberg, former First National
and M-G-M title writer, is en route
to New York, where he will write
d alogue for comedies he will produce with Louis Brock.
John Colton, Edwin Justus Mayer
and Ralph Spence have written plavs,
and, of course, are familiar with dialogue, as is John Howard Lawlson,
who does occasional titling for MG-M. It is expected that Joe Farnham and Robert Hopkins, veteran
M-G-M title writers, also will do
some dialoguing this year, as will
John W. Krafift of Pathe.
Title writers of the short subject
studios are also expected to contribute much dialogue for next season's program comedies. Frederick
and Fanny Hatton, who are doing
the bulk of the Tiffany-Stahl titling,
are former playwrights.

RALPH

Living his or her part is not a hard
matter for an actor to do while they
are before the camera, but imagine
what the poor director has to contend with as he has to tell by 'touch'
as well as by action every move. This
is the reputation which Roland V.
Lee has achieved since directing
George Bancroft in "The Wolf of
of Wall ."street." Now that he has
finished "The Woman Who Needed
Killing" the title is stronger than
ever. In other words, he is a one
man picture with-in himself.
Spencer Bennet, serial king,
will start his fourteenth serial,
"The Black Book," for Pathe,
on April 2. The serial, which
will be in 10 chapters, was written by Joseph Anthony Roach.
During last year, Spencer also
directed "Marked Money," a
feature, starring Junior Coghlan.
Our Passing Show: Harold
Schwartz motoring on Vine
Street; Sig Schlager and
Casey Robinson in conference;
Archie Mayo and Nick Lucas
chatting at Warner Brothers;
Guy Cobum and Fred Newmeyer visiting Pathe.
Jose Crespo has joined the ranks
of the screen singers. In "Joy
Street," which was directed by Ray
Cannon, Jose will be heard singing
"La Chaparitta," a favorite Mexican
love song. Jose was a favorite with
Madrid theatergoers before coming
to this country.
*
*
*
Owen

Moore and Phillips Smalley

have been cast for "High Voltage,"
now in production at Pathe.

BENNY

William Austin, Paramount's English comedian, is
positive to sustain his reputation fo;' comedy, for George
Marion Jr. is literally "putting
them into his mouth.". "The
Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu" in
which he plays the role of the
fussy secretary, he has several
comical situations, and from
reports promises to outdo any
of his former performances.
Thelma Todd with Columbia
Thelma Todd will play the second
feminine lead in "The Bachelor Girl,"
Columbia's latest talker special. Jacc|uelin Logan, Willani Collier, Jr.,
and Edward Hearn have the featured
roles.

BROTHERS

George Scarborough
Consulting
United

Dramatist

Artists

THE

Doorway

of Hoapitality

present loaned to Paramount, is returning to Universal City this week
to support Eddie Leonard in "Harmony Lane," a new Universal talking picture just about to go into
production. It is being adapted by
from "The UnderstandJ. G.a Hawks
er,"
story by Jo Swerling.
M-G-M

Signs

Robert

Castle

Robert Castle, Viennese actor-author, will make his American debut
in "Marianne," Marion Davies' new
M-G-M picture. Robert Z. Leonard is directing this all-talking and
singing film. Oscar Shaw and Cliff
Edwards
have featured parts.
Ober Gets Assignment
Robert Ober, actor and former
stage director, has been assigned the
direction of "Casualties " one-act
play by Martin Flavin, recently acquired by M-G-M. Ober is also
playing the leading male role in this
film, with Mary
Doran opposite.

RUBIN

Starring and writing
^[) his original stories, f )
will complete
his
Universal contract

"The Desert Song''

Making 4 Columbia Talkers
Gei.irge .-Xrcha-nbaud has been
signed to direct four talkers for Columbia.

Mary Nolan Opposite Leonard
Mar\ Kolaii, Universal star, at

Writer
WARNER

Harry Garson
has succeeded VicL'niversal
.
tor Nordlinger
as casting director of

WILK

5*

HARVEY GATES

Harry Garson Named
Director for Universal

May 1st.

yNTER tfaa doorwrny ml
diia popnlkt hoitelry uid yott feel at homa.
Thcra's an atmotphcre of cordial welcoaaa
vrfaich marki the difference between tbe
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary hotel*.
Tour room, too, ha* that added touch
of dlitinctlon. Picture* on the wall, ovai^
•tuffed furniture, a floor lamp and readlns
lamp
these arc but a few of the feature*
that maka you feel at home.
Pls'n Whittle Dining Service Iniure* the
belt of food. Therefore, when yon are neat
in Lo* Angele* be cure to inve*tigata.
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PARAMOUNI COMPLEIING
6TH TALKING FEATURE
Willi five all-dialoKiK- Icatiires completed since the reopening "t its Astoria plant last Fall. FaranKHiiit now
lia> one in production, with plans deset for three more. "Jealousy"
tinitcly
the picture now near.nK completion
is
under direction of Jean de Linuir,
with Jeanne Kagels starred. Next
Moiulay "The Lady Lies" ^oes into
production with Walter Huston and
(. laudette Colbert. Hobart Henley
will direct.
Pictures made since the plant reHole
e.pened are: "The Letter,"ng "The
But the
Ml the Wall," "Nothi
Truth." "Gentlemen of the Press'
and "The Cocoanuts." Director de
Linuir made "The Letter' and is
low finishing "Jealousy." "Gentlemen of the Press" was directed by
Millard Webb, who is slated to make
"Glorifying the American Girl." A
talker version of "Kjd Boots" is
understood nlanned, with Kddie Cantor again starred. Cantor has already
appeared in two two-reel subjects.
Monta Bell is producer at the studio
Cowan officiates as proand James
duction manager.
The short subject department is
making several subjects each week
under supervision of Larry Kent,
for shorts.
manager
(iroduction

Three Paramount Talkers
Set For B'way Release

Paramount has booked three alldialogue features made at its Eastern
studio into the Paramount. New^
York. The tentative schedule opens
"The Hole in the Wall." directed by
Robert Florey with Claudette Colbert
and Edward Robinson, on April 14.
"Nothing But the Truth" is set in for
.^pril 21, this being a Richard Di.x
vehicle. On May 11 "Gentlemen of
the Press," with Walter Huston,
comes into the big house.

"Trader Horn" Unit Due
At Nairobi on April 30
unit arWhen the "Trader Horn"
rives at Nairobi, British East Africa,
.'\pril 30, it will meet its advance
guard of eight men, including Clyde
deXinna, chief cameraman. The first
section of the party is now doing
location work.
The main party, which has just
arrived in France comprises 19 persons, with Director W. S. ("W'oody )
s
\'an Dyke in charge. The player
are Harrv Carey, Edwina Booth and
Duncan Renaldo. Carey will leave
his family at Nairobi before the unit
or, it is estiplunges into the interi
mated that the trip will occupy a year.

WHAT'S

^ttfii

IN THE EAST

WHAT

IN GREATER

NEW

YORK

VITAPHONE STUDIO BUSY
MAKING TALKER SHORTS

Short Shots from
Eastern Studios
,By

ARTHUR

W.

Production at the X'itaphoiie studio
in Flatbu>li is progressing at a fast

BODY

rULR.-. ulu. is well
in the musical worlds on

Miss Cast, the prulc of Xtic Kochelle, won a lot of praise for her

both si<les of the "big drink." wrote
the original score which Joseph Santshort
ley used in "Booklovers." talker
he recently made tor Paramount, with
Santley).
(Mrs.
ivy Sawyer

doubling in "Way Down East,"
"Sally of the Sawdust," "That Royle
Girl," "The American Venus" and
other opuses.

FR.VXK
known

Applicants for work iu shorts to
he produced at American Sound
Studios, West AAth St., are being
registered by Marion Hennessy, receptionist.

STUDIOS

Some of Larry
Kent's burdens
Paramount
are relieved
by Markat
Howe, his assi.stant. .\s refreshment
for
your memory,
in charge
of production
in the Larry's
short sul)ject
de

clip,
withRoth
Bryan
directing
ami
Miirrav
andl-'i>y
Kdniund
Joseph
handling scripts.
The unit has just completed "The
Singing
.School," a vaudeville act with
l-'n-d .Xrdath
and company, including
K ar Mangus and Claude Allen. Another short recently made "The Outlaw In-Law," a coinedy-drania written by Ruth and Joseph. The cast
is headed by Louise CHosser Hale
and includes Warren Hull, Madeline

Grey, Hugh O'C'onnell. Marcia Manning and Lucille Anton. Irene Franklin was recently photographed ami
2 Paramounts Titled
recorded in a short, in which she
Edward Cordner is unit manager
Mort Blumeiislock. the only titl<
sings
two specially-written numbers,
for "Jealousy." Jeanne Eagles vehicle WT'ter in the Paramount studio in
being cameraed at Paramount. He Astoria, the studio having devoted
"The Waitress" and "The Flapper."
was formerly associated with the its attention exclusively to talking "Maminay's Lullaby." Jerry JarniAscher circuit, out Chicago way.
assisted at the piano. Tinytowii
pictures, has completed the editing gan
Revue, a midget act, was also made
of two silent pictures and now is recentlv.
Evcrytime the Paramount casting working on the third. Those finished
Ed. Du Par is chief cineinatographdepartment ivants a /ilium "drunk" are the silent versions of "The Let- er. Ray Foster, first cameraman, is
ter" and "The Hole in the Wall." working with him.
it culls for William "Bill" Crane. He
has played intoxicated gentlemen in The other is "(ientlemen of tlu
"Two Americans," a short, and in
Raise Initiation Fee
"Nothing
But
the
Truth,"
Richard
Dix talker.
The cameramen's union has raise<l
McCoy En Route to Coast
its initiation fee from $250 to $50(1.
Tim McCoy is eii route to the ot>erative
May
1.
In
November,
Betty Lawrence is prima donnaing
Coast
I ress."after making two talking shorts 1926. the fee was onlv $2.
in the initial picture in a series of for Fox Movietone at its 10th Ave.
shorts to be produced by American
..^ound Pictures at its 44th St. plant
plant. He
directed
"Hot Shots,"
prising a series
of gags.
McCoy comalso
She recently appeared in vaudevilk
directed and played in "A N'ght on
with Lou Tellegen.
the Range." Western short. He reAvailable for All Purposes
ce:;tly returned to New York alter a
When Paramount )ieeds dope on vacation abroad.
how this murrijing business is done,
"Judge" Golden supplies the techcaU
Wisconsin
3465
Fort Doing "Applause" Script
nical aduice. Golden, who has charge
Garrett Fort i> <loii:g tiie adaptaIHTfRNATIO^AL PHOTOGRAPHf RS
of the floormen, was formerly a )u»tion on "Applause," novel of burlestice of peace in Jersey City, as well
que life, written l)y Beth Brown. This
OF THE
as formerly secretary of the Jersey Paramount picture is to be made at
MOTION PICTORE INDUSTRIES
City baseball club.
the Long Island studio. Fort recentLocal 644. I. A. T S E.
lv didatheParamount
script on "The
Lady Roubei
Lies."
233 West 42nd St.
N Y. C
talker.
Buddy Harris and Danny Cavelli also
the De For- Mamoulian. recent, y signed to direct
are grinding cameras at Delf.
Suite 606-610
making a feature for Paramount, will handle
est studio for Harry
Eltalking comedy shorts. Clarence
mer has joined the unit as assistant the megaphone on "Applause."
director.
partnient.

CAMERAMEN

Sound recording of the better kind
at the Vitaphone plant, Brooklyn, is
being done by George Satin, recorder; Harold Baunian, maintenance
man, and N. Dean Cole, mixer. They
the jurisdiction of Porworkter H.under
Evans.

The chap who knows all about
cameras at Paramount is Eddie Baglex- Eddie presides over that department.
Mildred Case, stunt girl extraordinary, is standing in for Jeanne
Eagels in "Jealousy," in production
at Paramount's Long Island studio.

Chromotone
Film Studios, Inc.
NOW AVAILABLE
First independent studios having

SOUND

ON

facilities to produce both with

FILM

AND

DISC

(Disc recording at 33 1 3 and 80)

Scores Written and Synchronized
Natural Color Process
COMPLETE

Studio equipped with
PRODUCTION FACILITIES

CHROMOTONE
122 Fifth Avenue

AND

STAFF

FILM STUDIOS, INC.

Watkins

8536-7

New

York City

THE

-<^E^

Theater

Equipment
By CHARLES

STUDY or WIRED HOUSES
ON FIRE INSURANCE
St. Louis — Widespread use of
talker devices is raising a new problem for fire insurance companies. The
National Fire Protection Ass'n is
understood studying the situation. A
special sub-committee of the national
dectrical code committee of the association issurveying the subject.
Fire insurance men are said to be
concerned with use of high electric
voltage in operation of sound devices.
At present there are no set standards
for handhng the wiring used in connection with the sound picture machines, it is said. In Chicago the
regular high voltage rule is being applied by the insurance companies.

Representing Arctic Nu-Air
Atlanta — F. W. Young and Joe
Fieldman are Southern representatives of Arctic Nu-Air with headquarters here.

F. HYNES

The Stamp of Approval
An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit
Plastic copies of ancient and modern statuary masterpieces are
being used effectively by many theaters throughout the country.
This statuary adds to the beauty and atmospheric effect of some of
the nation's foremost houses. Prohibitive cost of obtaining originals
is overcome by the plastic copies.
In this field, P. P. Caproni and Brother, long have been recognized as leaders. Their work adorns many theaters, museums, art
colleges, etc., throughout the country. Models are made directly
from originals, assuring fidelity to detail
The copies are made in plaster (white or ivory, bronze colorl
or terra cotta finish), bronze metal, marble or cast stone. Because
of their record of faithfulness of reproduction and economy of installation, Caproni casts have THE FILM DAILY STAMP OF
APPROVAL.

Racketeering Alleged in
New Safety Projection
Device in Germany
Chicago Theater Signs
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A safety apparatus
for projection machines, consisting of
a shutter which is instantaneously

Chicago — Temporary injunction
against Thomas J. Malloy, business

manager of the local operators' union,
assistant,
O'Hara, ofMichclosed when anything goes w'rong his ael
Kennedy, Ralph
commissioner
gas
with projection has been invented in
Germanv.
and electricity, and Thomas J. Flannery, president of White Way Sign
Co., has been secured by the Wagner Sign Service. Defendants are restrained from alleged efforts to coerce theaters and other electrical
sign users to break contracts witii
Wagner in favor of White Way.
The complaint claims that one
month's gross was demanded, in reThe Picture's the thing! Yet it's a soundturn for cessation of alleged hostiliconscious public these days, and make-shift
ties against the company. A permanent injunct'on and $25,000 damages
musical and "effect" accompaniments bring a
is sought.
"thumbs down" mighty quick. Successful
sound synchronization is pullin<> big houses.
Install Cooling
Device

What about Sound Pictures?

Perhaps

you're depending upon non-synchronous devices! If you are, sound effects
are here for you through

BRUNSWICK

MOOD
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Oklahoma City. Okla. — W. P.
Florence has installed a Carrier air
washer at the Macon.

ACCOMPANIMENT

TALKING SHOP
Industry
Expected
to
Watch
With
Interest
Equipment Exposition
Planned at Chicago
OCHEDULED
exposition of equip^ ment at Chicago, June 1 to 9
will be watched with considerable interest throughout the trade. The
affair, which is to be called the American Theater Equipment Exposition
and Exhibitors Institute, is the first
of its kind attempted in the industry,
as previous expositions attempted all
been as adjuncts to exhibitor
have
conventi
ons.
The Chicago affair is sponsored by
the American Theater Exposition
Corp., managed by W. G. Newbould.
The company has staged various expositions inother lines and this is the
first venture in the picture business.
Opp hundred and ninety-seven booths
are to be provided, together with a
model theater. Revenue from booths,
it is stated, will not cover expenses,
the sponsors relying on an admission
fee from the public to get ofif the nut
and make a profit.
Present confusion and uncertainty
existing with regard to sound equipments is depended upon by backers
of the expositions to bring exhibitors
to Chicago for the affair. With many
exhibitors casting about to determine
what equipment they will install, the
exposition sponsors feel the time opportune for launching of the affair.
If it is successful, they intend to
make it an annual event.
Transferred to Philadelpihia

Record Library and Cueing Service

Leo Hirshfield, veteran Arctic NuAir representative, has been transferred from Cleveland to head the
Philadelphia division.

Here you have records made expressly for cueing
service — music composed especially and exclusively for theatre use. A record for every kind
of Motion Picture scene! Special sound effect
Records without musical accompaniment! A cue
sheet for every Feature picture! A complete service to take care of the musical needs of theatres
equipped with non-synchronizing instruments!
Never before have strictly theatrical records been
available — and now, only from the Brunswick
Mood Accompaniment Record Library.

FOR

SALE?

Camera
Latest Model, Complete with
4 Lenses, 6 Extra Magazines
and Case, Akeley Tripod,
Guaranteed New Condition,

DEBRIE "L"

Double your patronage with "sound" pictures!
Ask your nearest National Branch for details and
demonstration, or send for Descriptive Booklet to
General Offices: 624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

$1100.00

Vi0330HBy^
QaPenoa.
WlLLPhoiw
(4271)

LOEW BUILDING
1540 BROADWAY
TIMES SQliARE. NEW YORK
LOEW BUILDING
PENN AVENUE
PITTSBURGH

Motion
U. S. and

Picture

Department

Canada Agents for Drtria
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NEW
DBVBLOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
OROWINO
FIELD
OF
3THCHRONIZATION

SOUND

9s:

By CHARLES

8 TALKERS RELEASED BY
"U"~-9 MORE TO COME

TlPa
ON
EQUIPMENT
AND
VARIOUa
DBVICES ARE
NOW
AVAILABLE

F. HYNES

|

SYNCOPHONE PLANS TO
EXPAND THfiyOUT NATION

Stamford House Goes Sound
Stamford, Conn. — The Stamford,
for many years a vaudeville house
London — All Tiffany-Stahl
is now featuring sound pictures and
sound and dialogue pictures on
has started an innovation of reserving
the 1929-30 program made on
a few rows of seats in the front of
the RCA Photophone sound dethe balcony for those who do not
vice will be available for bookUniversal has released eight fea- wish to stand on line.
Oconto, Wis. — Field forces of the
ings by all exhibitors regardture talkers since Jan. 1. Two synMerritt
Syncophone Co., manufacturless
of
the
sound
reproducing
Day and Date for Netoco
er and distributor of synchronous and
chruiiized pictures were released bedevice their house is equipped
Boston — The remodelled Globe
fore that date. The remainder ol the
non-synchronous devices, now is bewith, it is announced here. The
season will see launching of nine operated by Netoco together with the
ing organized, with the firm exmore feature talkers and sound shorts. Casino and Modern and Beacon are
program consist of 52 features,
pecting to invade various keys within
to
run
first
runs
day
and
date.
This
the
next
90 davs.
In taking this step, Universal is not
the first "Lucky Boy," with
George Jessel.
receding from its former position, the will be the first time locally since
Syncophone was developed by A. L.
Merritt, local theater owner, for use
company believing that sound-on-film the old Chaplin contracts that the
four
houses
will
operate
a
day
and
is the better system. The question of
in his Gem theater here. When other
theater owners became interested in
playdates, and protection of accounts date policy.
are causes of the new policy.
the equipment, he formed a comJoins Brunswick Cue Service
pany,Now,
composedtheexclusively
exChicago — Marie Pierson has joinliibitors.
machine hasof been
Stillman Reverting to Old Policy
ed the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Hashintjton Bureau of TUB FILM DAILY
Cleveland — The Stillman will re- cueing department. She formerly was
synchronous.
conWashington — Societe Francaise des made trols
are claimed as Automatic
one of several
vert to its old policy of continuous
shows, continuing runs and popular with the Kxhibitors' Cueing Service. F-"ilms Sonores Tobis, of France, a exclusive features. The equipment
Wiring Uniontown House
subsidiary of the German Tobis com- sells for $750, including two synprices starting April 7 with "Cochronizing devices (one for each mabine, has rented the Menchen studios
Uniontown,
Pa.
—
Sound
equipment
quette." The Stillman inaugurated
chine), one amplifier, with tubes and
a reserved seat policy with two shows is being installed at the Penn while at Epinay, near Paris, according to
two speakers.
a day at $2 top on March 2nd with alterations are being made.
the M. P. Section of the Dept. of
the opening of "The Broadway MelKansas House Wired
Commerce. The studio will be equipWiring Waynesburg, Pa., House
ody." While this run was a success, it was decided that this is not
Lawrence,
Kans. — Sound equipped
for
sound
pictures.
The
manu\\'aynesburg,
Pa. — Western
Elecfacture of Tobis reproducers will be
the time of year to continue with
tric equipment is being installed at
ment is being installed at the Strand
concentrated in Paris.
the Eclipse.
while the house is being redecorated.
the roadshow policy.

Interchangeable

French Sound Company
Leases Menchen Studio

We Do Everything in Connection With Sound Pictures

STUDIOS
RECORDING
SOUND
PICTURES
For TALKING
Trailers — Talking Shorts — Personal Recordings
Sound and Effects Added to Shorts and Features

SYNCHRONIZATION— PRODUCTION
Studios Operating 24 Hours Daily
Can Be Rented by Hour, Day or Week
(Disc Method— 33> 1-3 and 80 RPM)

STANLEY

RECORDING
OF AMERICA,

CO.

INC.

Producers of Talking Pictures and Records

1841 Broadway, at 60th St., New York City

Columbus 3181-2
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Short Subject Reviews—Sound and Silent
Tim

SOUND

decades before, became a victim of
white slave traffic and finally drowned her shame in the river. Robert
"Climbing
Golden Stairs"
Metrothe Movietone
Edeson, as the former trafficker in
Great Stuff
vice and retired politician, comes to
Type of production. . .Musical revue Bosworth professionally and only
Metro bills this as a "dazzling after doors are barred, discovers who
miniature Follies." The description the doctor really is. The situation
is no exaggeration. Charley King, is tense. Bosworth tells Edeson that
one of the leads of "The Broadway at nine o'clock retribution will come
Melody" of isacts
featured,
assisted Once
by a in the form of an exploded bomb
number
from vaudeville.
which will wipe them both out. Edeson, his nerves frazzled from 30
again, Gus Edwards staged and directed while the entire production is years of hounding from the unknown
in Technicolor. The setting is beau- source which he now discovers to be
tiful and the groupings well nigh Bosworth, draws a gun, threatens
breath-taking. There are dancing to shoot and, as the hour strikes,
and singing moments, jazzy moments falls dead, a victim of heart disease.
and a dash of the classical all blend- Directed with appreciation by Wiled into what should be a knockout
liam de Mille.
Time,
20 mins.
short for wired houses. An eye
smash and real quality, all the way.
Van and Schenck
Time, 18 mins.
Metro
Movietone
Entertaining
Fox Movietone Magazine
Type of production
Songs
Vastly Entertaining
Big timers of vaudeville. Van and
Type of production
Travel stuff Schenck are, of course, well known
Fifteen minutes of the most en- throughout the land. Their particgrossing sound film this reviewer has
ular style of song delivery provides
seen. The charm of Fox Movietone entertainment of the better sort, alMagazine is to be found in the fact
though in some of the higher note
that it is different. The journey
ranges,
number didn't get over
takes the audience to Gibraltar, then so well. this
That, in fairness, may have
Italy, then the Near East, finally been the fault of the records used
India and Shanghai and in each spot, in the projection room where this
incidents highly descriptive of the
was caught. "That's How You Can
land and its people are show-n phoTell They're Irish," "Rainbow
tographed in sound and out-of-doors.
'Round My Shoulder," "Ramona"
Among the interesting shots is one and
Dixie Troubadours" are
wherein an East Indian charms a their "The
song numbers. Clicks. Time, 9
hooded cobra; you can almost hear mins.
the hiss of the snake as it darts toward the native. The Chinese se"Hot Shots"
quences are extremely interesting
Fox Movietone
showing as they do a local Punch
Risque
and Judy show, traffic in the city and
ending with an instrumental and vo- Type of production. . Pictorial jokes
cal rendition of an old Chinese love
Watch your step on this one. A
song. Recommended without reser- series of jokes, most of them falling
vations.
w'ell within the realms of the risque
are presented in pictorial and sound
Frank Bowie and Kay La Valle in form. One will illustrate the type
of subject this is. A boy and a girl
"Don't Handle the Goods"
hesitatingly approach the marriage
Vitaphone No. 2589
license bureau. They enter and the
Fair
clerk asks how old they are. Then

McCoy

in

Mutt and Jeff in
"Ghosts"

"A Night on the Range"
Fox Movietone
Far From Exciting

Fox Movietone
Very Amusing

Type
of production
Sketch
The drawing power of Tim McCoy.
Metro's western star, should prove a
factor in determining the advisability
of booking this subject, since in point
of entertainment pull it can be handed a fair rating only. McCoy does
his cowpuncher stuff around a campfire, exchanging banter with the
boys in his outfit and going into an
occasional song. Tim has a pleasing personality and an engaging
voice, but the material selected here
doesn't show him off so well.
Time,
Gus

Edwards'
International
Metro Movietone
Box Office Whoopee

Revue

Type of production. .Revue in color
In one reel are included Russian
dancers, a balailaka orchestra. Dutch
clog dancers, a Scottish chorus, Japanese Geisha girls, a Spanish tango
dancer known as Armida — and gorgeous colorings in a beautiful set.
Gus Edwards, whose specialty is tabloid revues, staged and directed. The
music is good, the action snappy and
it's all confined to 11 minutes. For
wired theaters in smaller towns this
will prove riotous. For big cities,
sure-fire as well.
Time, 11 mins.
The Biltmore Trio in
"Taking
the Air"
Metro Movietone
Plea, sa n t Harmonizing
Type
of production
Songs
The Biltmore Trio, it seems, is a
group of West Coast entertainers.
When this gets dates in the East
and Middle West, the popularity
of the boys will grow. They
deserve it. This is a simple little
offering which gets over with plenty to spare. The voices are pleasing, the song numbers judiciously
selected and the music good. Time,
9 mins.
8 Victor Artists in
"Rube Minstrels"
Metro Average
Movietone

of production
Comedy
musical team
This vaudeville skit rates average,
with the man playing straight to the

a few lines about the necessity of
parental consent. Whereupon the

girl's gagging and kidding of the
popular songs of tin pan alley. She
is supposed to be selling music sheets
in a department store, and hands out
her line of comedy patter as the customer looks them over. A xylophone
is featured, with both actors putting
over a couple of average numbers.
Voices register clear.
Time, 9 mins.

Type of production
Song
skit
This aggregation is well known
via the record route. Here they do
"The Revellers"
Metro Movietone
their stuff dressed as rube perforA Bell Ringer
mers planted on the opery house
Type of production. . Song quartette stage. Each number is interspersed
These boys have it. "The Revel- with a running fire of wisecracks,
lers" are well known over the radio. most of which are antiquated and
After this subject makes the rounds,
register as such. The opening numit would prove no surprise to learn
ber delves into the secret of where
that exhiijitors are asking for more. the mosciuitoes go in the winter
The four songliirds group themselves
time. Then comes "The Farmer
around a piano and warble. That's Took .Another Load Away" as it
all there is to it, except their voices, would be sung in various countries.
agreeable personalities and fine har- Will get by as an average sound
monizing. Three numbers comprise
short subject but has nothing distinctive to recommend it. The group,
their offering: "I'm in Love Again,"
"De Gospel Train" and "Nola." It however, may have appeal where
isn't what they do nearly so much as their records are popular. This is a
how they do it. Book it and smile. decision to be made by the individTime, 8 mips.
ual exhiliitor. Time, 10 mins.

Type

"The Metro
Man Movietone
Higher Up"
Effective Drama
Type of i^roduction .. Dramatic sketch
.'\ two character sketch, highly effective and containing considerable
drama. This is a story wherein revenge took 30 years to accomplish
its ends. Hobart Bosworth is the
German
doctor
whose
sweetheart,

boy turns and says: "Who do you
think that guy is over there with the
shotgun?"
Time, S mins.

Type of production
Cartoon
The famous cartoon characters
take animated form, aided by clever
sound effects and a smattering of
dialogue to help along. This is w'hat
is found here. To begin with a wellexecuted cartoon with amusing gags.
Secondly, music and sound effects
applied with a discerning hand. The
result is a sound short that never
causes outbursts of laughter but induces chuckles in more than sufficient numl)er to slide it over.
Harry Horlic and His
A. and P. Gypsies
Vitaphone No. 763
Average Band Num,ber
Type of Production
Musical
Mostly string instruments in this
group of musicians who find themselves in what is supposed to be a
gypsy veyscamp
setting.
con-a
the idea.
They The
opentitle
with
semi-classical number, switch to an
effort a la Russe and end up with a
popular tune. A little higher class
than the average band number in the
Vitaphone catalogue, but at that nothing more than an average subject.
This is the most that can be said for
it. Time 9 mins.
The Happiness Boys
Metro Movietone
Entertainers De Luxe
Type of Production
Song team
Ernie Hare and Billy Jones, two of
the best known
and best liked of
ether entertainers, have made a sound
short for Metro that is a corker, no |
less. The Happiness Boys appear on '
the scene in a. seagoing hack.
Billy
is the cabby
and
Ernie, the fare.
They sing a warble about a pretty I
girl "I Love
to Dunk
a Hunk
of
Sponge Cake," and "I'm Wild About]
Horns
on Automobiles,"
interspersing each number
with clever vvisecracks.
Their
personalities
register]
with a bang.
Most certainly do they]
know
how
to put over a number;
their songs constitute a fine selection.
What else would you have?
This is
a pip.
Go to it. Time, 9 mins.
Frank Crumit
Pleasing
Vitaphone
No. 727
Type of Production
Songsj
A vaudeville headliner of some re-l
nown, Frank Crumit, more than holds!
his own in this Vitaphone short. He I
and a]
has poise, an easy delivery
while not outstanding,
voice which,
is pleasing for the type of song he

This subject is titled "The
delivers.
We're for the
One Man Glee Club." puts
over his
Crumit
description.
lively songs in very good style.^ This
Time, 9 mins.
will entertain 'em.
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Willie and Eugene Howard
"The
Music
Shop"
Vitaphone No. 722-723
Ordinary

Marion

Kurenko — Metro-Movietone
Hi(jk (Irnde
Type of jiroduction. Operatic Soloist
.Madame Marion Kurenko, of the
Type of production. .Ciiiiicdy >kctch C hicaRo Opera Company, proves to
The
scfiif is a imi.sic shoi>, and have a remarkably fine voice for tinBy HERBERT S. BERG,
Willie is hired by the boss to sell screen, and pleases innnenscly with
records.
several
varied
selections
which
show
Two
society dames
enter,
and a lot of second-hand
Ra^s are her voice rauRc admirably. The sepulled on the names of various sours.
lections arc of the classic and operWillie crawls
in the cabinet
of a
atic variety, and will |)Ieasc any disvictrola and impersonates the differ- criminatiuR audience.
Time, 7 niius.
ent records.
He does CiallaRher
&
Sheen,
One of the t>c»t billii ever uliown at the
A! Jolsoii and Kddie
Cantor
.\ very weak ufTcringr at the Paramount
"Her New Chauffeur" — Pathe
(lisclnscd iiiitliitiK of Kasicr Wrck calibre. an<l
Koxy greeieil the Kaster holiday crowda.
C7icA;.s
— and all of them arc ordinary.
Just
It was a program that approached the
fair lauRhs. with no class.
Directed Type of production. .Comedy Sketch so John Mnrray Anderson's offerinR. "Lace* sensational in several respect'., including tiage
and
llraces,"
just
falls
into
the
category
of
by Bryan Toy.
Tiiiic. 11 luins.
Another GcorRe Le Mairc comedy one of those things. Hiey have ceased to settings, lighling, aiwl the novelty of two
that goes over strouR wiwth a very issue programs at the Paramount (or reasons tuimbeni that are pips. The first of the»e
Julia Sanderson and Frank* Crumit in clever idea which lends itself to some of economy, and the reviewers are provided is Ballet De I'apillon, with a dark stage
with a press sheet which merely lists the and the girls in luminous costume* reprenent
"Words of Love"
very witty lines. Louis Simon, who names of the acts. From what we could ing butterllies. I'atricia
Bownun
as the
Vitaphone No. 733
main butterfly with Leonide Massinc trying
from this nuagcr source of informaClctssy
did so well in "At the Dentists," does gather tion.
to catch her in his net is a dainty conceit
Cirillino
ami
Kortunello
were
the
ace
some of the fiuest comedy work that
Type of production. .Sour Numbers has appeared in any of the recent performers with their comedy act. Maylie that has seldom been ciualled on any New
we arc wrong. It might not have been C. & York stage. Then came "Krwpie Dolls."
^ The musical comedy stars, Julia shorts. A honeymoon couple are n. But they arc the only names Ii5te<l on with
eight girls in a line playing individual
Sanderson and Frank Crumit put stranded at a country hotel when their the press mimeiigraph sheet as a team, so pianos all strung together to form an immense
grand
piano. The top was raised, and through
over three sours with a lot of class. auto breaks down and their chauf- it must have liein ('. & It. who arc entitled
a scrim that formed a part of the piano out
to collect the credit.
Miss Sanderson screens very w^U,
feur beats it. Meanwhile Simon has
line, girls appeare<l as keupie dolls, while
Hie program on the stage led off with an
her actinR is superior, and she has a been put to sleep in an alcove in their Orient.il
others danced on the stage. These two disetting showing a dim background
vertissements had the audience fairly breathvery appealiuR voice. The best nummosfiues, niinarets and desert sands, and
room after RettiiiR soused at his bach- aofhunch
of choral singers arrayed in garb that less.
llie
Easter
motif was carrieil out with a
ber is "Precious Little ThiuR Called
elor party to celebrate his coming reminded us of the char.ictcrs in the period
Love." The other ofTeriuRs are "No uiarriaRc to a girl he has never seen. of (jurcn Klizabcth. They sang an Kaster splendid jiresentation of "The I'rocessional,"
and "The Resurrection" by Haendel.
Wonder You're a Wonderful Girl," His dad selected the bride. When he chant, and their voices were fine — but their "I^argo"
On the stage was a set representing the tomb
costumes
were
terrible.
Molly
O'Day
did
and "I Can Live Without You." wakes up, he finds Mrs. Newly wed some indifTerent dancing, and was assisted of the Nazari-iie. with great clifTs extending
Time, 9 niins.
in the room, and she thinks he is the by The Tommy .\tkins .Sextet in white dress up to the flies, and the dawn just breaking
new chauffeur. She talks to him of suits. The Ganihy Hale Girls were snappy, in the sky. As the disciples gathered there,
they found the heavy stone being rolled
"The Marionettes" — International
the proposed honeymoon trip and he and lent a lot of class to an otherwise in- away, and the .Angel appearing. Very imPhoto Play— Phonofilm
difTerent bill— excepting of course the work
Novelty
pressively done, and a great Easter smash.
thinks it is the Rirl he is to marry. of that clever
C. it F. team. Jesse Crawfonl
at the console with the missus di<l his usual
So
every
line
she
utters
to
him
as
For
the
kids,
was "Easter
Greetings,"
Type of production
Marionette
with the scenethere
representing
a candy
shop
her chauffeur means something else song slide stuff, and Ben Black is back as and the girls dressed as little chicks, rabbits,
Troupe
the m. c. Ben tries no theatric stufi, but
chocolate eggs, etc. .Altogether a splendid
An EuRlish production made by to him — and the lines are sure funny. seems to know more al>out leailing a stage bill, leading olT with a fine processional as
British International with the De But not for family consumption. It band than some other emcees who have the choir trouped down the balcony stairs
to the stage.
Forest Phonofilm. The troupe is a will get a big hand from grown-up appeared at this house. George Kay led
audiences
who
are
broad-minded,
for
the
pit
orchestra
through
"Easter
Greetings,"
well known Italian aRgrcRation and
a very acceptable
number.
has
NotTnan Back at Racine
He
their sketch is one they have Riven the fun is clean though snappy. V^erree Teasdalc and Averell Harris,
in London theaters. They do operRacine, \\'is. — Tom Xorman the
atic bits in the classical iiiauuer, and stage players, play the wife and hubreturned to manage the Capitol,
by.
Directed
by
George
Lc
Maire
formerly
owned
and
managed
the group of four siuRcrs arc operRc.x.
Time, 12 mins.
ated on invisible wires and are made with class.
up to look like marionettes. The ilSwitch Racine, Wis., Managers
lusion they create is perfect, and as
a novelty this should score easily.
I Racine,
Wis — H. W. Foerste
has
The voice recording is very good.
The
Capitol
went
in
heavily
for
stage
show
been
named
manager
of
the
Fox
Time,
12 mins.
"Four Wheel Brakes"
entertainment
this week,
despite
the strong
5,^,^
j,,,,] >s^-^f j^,
,^^ ,
,
Cameo — Fair
Educational
draw
of the features,
plus the passing
of ,
j .
,1
r/-^
1 1 ,■
■ V^ .
Oshat
Oshkosh
"When the Clock Struck Twelve"—
hox
the
to
kosh.
Bland
formerly
managed
the
'erred
is
presentation
the
of
title
The
Lent.
International Photo Play— Phonofilm Type of production....! reel comedy "Pastels," produced by Chester Hale and fea- State and Foerste the Oshkosh.
turing Dave Schooler and his Capitolians.
Good Acting
Jerry Mandy is featured as the This colorful
presenta boudoir
presentation offered
L. R Beatty at Houston
Type of production. Dramatic Playlet comedian, who as a conductor on a effect, the band seated in an open vanity box.
This is a product
of the British street car has been saving up extra The Chester Hale girls, always topnotchcrs.
Houston, Tex. — L. R. Beatty.
International studios, and is a highly nickels to buy an auto. Finally the do two numbers which stand out. P.-irticular acoustical engineer, has been put in
effective and appropriate is their dance
dramatic sketch well acted by three auto is delivered and he starts out inly Eastern
bunny
and chick
costumes.
charge of Vitaphone and Movietone
players.
Niles Welch appears before with his wife and child for an outing.
The Capitolians get over an effective bit installations at the Texan and Iris
the curtain with an explanatory talk But many disconcerting things hap- on "What Price Music," burlesquing a heav- theaters.
en scene, where old masters complain that
such as the American
producers
of
pen on the way to make the ride their musical work has been lifted by minlern
sound features are in the habit of em- very exciting and uncomfortable. writers. Strains from each — the old original
TuUy at Brockton, Mass.
ploying as advance
trailers.
The Finally Jerry starts to beat a train .md modern take-off — arc offered, with gagBrockton,
Mass.— Wilfrid
R. Tultalk is too long, and tells things that for the crossing — and loses out. The ging.
•Sammy Lewis and Patti Moore, comedy
ly
has
been
named
assistant
manager
are already covered by the opening offering rates fair, showing nothing duo get off two effective turns, novelty songs
titles.
But the sketch itself is well out of the ordinary. Directed by and dancing, which prove a highlight of the of the Brockton under J. J. Cahill.
bill. Joyce Coles' singing, and Ray, Ellis
' worth
while.
Welch
is seen at his Jules White.
and T^a Rue adagio dancers are other parts
' doctor's
desk fifteen minutes before
of the show, which winds up in a blaze of
coKir .Tiid beauty.
"Tige's Girl Friend"
I midnight of New Year's Eve, asleep
Buster Brown — Universal
' over a book.
His sweetheart enters,
Warren Hall at Iowa
Fair Juvenile
I the wife of his best friend. The husI band calls, upset over a prophecy of Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Burlington. la. — Warren fi. Hall
a gypsy that he would kill the docTige, the dog, starts out to act as now is luanaRing the Rialto. He
tor, his best friend, on the stroke of a champion when he learns that lit- succeeds Harry Ward who has been
temporary manager.
twelve
New
Year's
Eve.
The wife
tle Mary Jane's dog Fluffy had lost
conceals herself behind a curtain as a bone when the English bull dog
Standard
her husband cTiters.
Works out into scared her. So Tige goes out and
a very tense climax, with the husband beats up the intruder. Later Tige
shooting the doctor as he discovers and the dog visit the hospital where
for MoUoD Piclare Prrarntalion
his wife in the study.
Then the scene grandpa is sick. The kids and the
1600 Broadway, New York City
fades back to the doctor asleep at his dog turn the ward upside down and
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Phone Penn. 3580
desk — just a dream.
Not for family are finally thrown out unceremoniI.ack«wanna 7R76
ously. Good kid fun that passes the
trade, but fine for the sophisticated
1531 BROADWAY.
NEW YORK CITY
average test.
audience.
Time, 20 mins.

in

Presentations

WEAK PRE8ENTAII0N
SPLENDID EASIER SHOW
FAILS AT PARAMOUNT GOES BIG AT THE ROXY

SILENT

COLORPUL AND HEAVY
SHOW AT GAPITOL

VAUDE VI LLE
The FALLY MARKU8

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville
Acts
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By JAMBS

NEW FOREIGN COMPANIES
TO MAKE SHORT SUBJECTS
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A period of renewed
activity in the production of short
subjects, sound and silent, by companies in foreign countries is evidently under way, according to reports
received by the Motion Picture Division of the Dep't of Commerce.
In Germany, for instance, a subsidiary of Tonbild Syndicate (Tobis)
sound producer, has been formed
and will be known as Degeto. The
object is to exploit and produce scientific short subjects in sound for
educational purposes. Both companies will work cooperatively. Tobis
is to have an educational sound film
department under the direction of
Dr. Bohn.
The British Government is encouraging and financially aiding the
production of short subjects dealing
with trade with a viewi to making
the resources of the Empire better
known. No political propaganda is
to be incorporated in the films, states
the report. Production is now under
way by New Era Films, Ltd., for
the Empire Marketing Board, showing the cultivation, preparation, packing and shipping of colonial products. The government is financing
the film and, it is reported, will also
aid in publicizing it.
The Scientific and Educational
Film Society has been formed at Calcutta, India, to supply educational
short subjects and lecturers for school
and colleges as well as for the public. The working capital is to be
raised by public donations.
The Belgium educational film organization, Universite Cinegraphique
Beige, consisting of approximately
100,000 members, has produced its
first educational short subject, "The
Monks of the Cistercian Order in the
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Foreign Service
Through the medium of
Trade Papers International, a
reciprocal news arrangement in
which this publication participates, spot news of all important foreign developments is
brought to the readers of THE
FILM DAILY as rapidly as
modem news-gathering facilities permit.
Trade Papers International
is represented in London by
Ernest W. Fredman, editor of
"The Daily Film Renter"; in
Berlin by Karl Wolffsohn, editor of "Lichtbildbuehne," and
in Paris by P. A. Harle, editor
of "La Cinematographic Fran-

PITTALUGA TO HANDLE
B.I.P. PRODUCT IN ITALY
London — Arthur Dent of British
International Pictures, has closed
with M. Pittaluga of Italy, for latter
to distribute 10 of the 15 completed
B.I. P. films as well as six others to
be produced. In addition Pittaluga is
to produce two Italian pictures which
will be distributed here by B. I. P.
Preparations are being made to equip
the Pittaluga studios with Western
Electric sound equpiment for the
Italian productions.

Jeffrey With B.I.P.
London — R. E. Jeffrey, for the past
six years connected with the British
caise."
20th Century."
The film shows
a Broadcasting staff, has resigned to
Trappist monastery in all detail.
take charge of sound production deOliver Tuscsanyis and Schirry Ispartment for British International.
mail Bey are directors of the new
Turkish-Hungarian company formed
at Constantinople to produce propaganda short subjects.

Horn Film Output For
Internat'l Cine Corp.

London — International Cine Corp.
a subsidiary of Filmophone Ltd. has
secured 1929 output of Horn Films
of Berlin which has signed G. W.
Pabst as chief director and supervisor. The pictures in the agreement
are: "Secrets of the Frozen North,"
"Her Diary," "The Barbarians," "The
Theater" and "Midnight Morals."
Arrangements are also being made
to synchronize all the films with the
Filmophone system.

American Co. to Make
Sound Films in Australia
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Production of talking
and sound pictures is soon to be
started in Australia by an unnamed
American producer, advises a report
to the M. P. Section of the Dept. of
Commerce. It is understood that first
will come newsreels with sound effects and that Australian short subjects may be filmed later.
Bausback, Tobis Director
Berlin— Heinrick Bausback has
been appointed to the board of Tonbild Syndicate sound producer,
known in the trade as Tobis.
1 for 30 in Hungary
Vienna — The Hungarian kontingent
law requires that one native fihn must
be shown for every 30 of foreign
origin.

Week's Monday
Headlines
United Artists to c.ury out all Loew and
Paramount contracts, whether or not deal
goes through with Warners.
BrunswickBalke-Collender reported planning
to enter industry on big scale; unsuccessful in bid for purchase of Pathe.
Western Electric Tuesday
interchaiigeability policy in
England same as in United States.

Western Electric sues Pacent Reproducer for
alleged patent infringement; action reported
first of series; Pacent denies.
Hearst to continue
to release films through
Wednesday
Metro, E. B. Hatrick says.
Long protection and other trade practices
benig probed by Dept. of Justice, report
shows; dustry
fivepending.
anti-trust cases involving inUnited Artists sells one-half interest in Deand Los Angeles houses to
troit, Chicago Thursday
Puiili.x; latter to operate.

Friday

Federal grand jury at Los Angeles to probe
alleged illegal combinations on Coast; Fox
West Coast under scrutiny.
Fox to make talkers available on discs.
Fox deals for New York independent houses
going through.
Boston exhibitor Saturday
charges Netoco and six distributors with "freeze-out."
studios.member
Equity
drive is expected at coast
East.
Fanchon
and Marco
route presentations
in
Financing
Western
Tobis.

is completed
for Fischer houses.
Electric
files patent
suit against

Amioiiuciiig

EASTMAN

R EPROTONE
NEGATIVE

L

the proved sound fdrn
lABORATORY

measurement of its sound fidelity

— actual use in the studios — Reprotone ISegative
has undergone these two tests and has emerged as
the pre-eminent medium for the recording of sound
with motion pictures. Developed through the joint
efforts of the industry and the Eastman organization, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached
standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

^^The best picture of
a crowded schedule
of new arrivals is
housed
at the

QAIETY Theatretina\^^
ris
^Ch
— N^ ¥♦ Eve. Qraphic

wi ith

OR
YN
GA
ET
JAN
Charles Morton
WILLIAM K. HOWARD
Rudolph Schildkraut
production mmm with Fox Movietone Symphonic Orchestration
"Directed by a master hand . . . beautiful . . .
You'll love Janet's performance. Superlatives
can't describe this exquisite little creature.
— N. Y. Daily Neivs
"Miss Gaynor ... is so sincere and exudes so
so much charm and personality that that reputed box-office perquisite — sexapptal — is not
missed in her. Our Janet is more than okay."
— N. Y. American

NOW

"In it you are watching one of the great ladies
of the cinema . . .The picture is entirely Miss
Gaynor's."
_n_ y_ Herald Tribune
"Janet Gaynor touches the dramatic heights
she reached in 'Seventh Heaven'."
— N. Y. Morning Telegraph
". ..as for the players only the most generous
praise is to be bestowed upon them."
— N. Y. World

"... reminiscent of '7th Heaven'. . . makes
for an enjoyable session. The most charming
-N. Y. Sun
... in which the star has yet appeared."
"... captivating as ever . . . acting honors go
beyond a doubt to the delightful little Miss
Gaynor."
_n. y. Telegram
"Janet Gaynor is again . . . appealingly delightful in 'Christina' . . . she invests the role with
persuasive loveliness." — N. Y. Journal

PLAYING GAIETY Theatre, N. Y., at $2

Sock the ^ox-Office
H^
^ulVs'Cye tvith doughgetting features front

Traveltone Sound-on-Film for Other Reproducers
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''Coquette

Monday,
9 f

1' ic k 1 o r (1 legions
THE
throughout the land will
swear new allegiance to
.Mary as a result of "Coquette." It
i^ a different individual which they
u ill see. Much of the charm that
\y.i< built up the amazing Pickford
l( -end over the years remains. Yet
.Mary bridges the Pollyanna era
1 1 id grows up in her first talking
picture by virtue of a combination
I't the pert sophistication of this
modern day with the innate simplicity which, among other characu ristics, has preserved for her the
must unique of places in the stellar
ranks of the industry.

The departure from the well" 'in Pickford formula is success■ coquette otterea ivlary an
i'lil)ortunity for a fine performance. She grasped it. Her picture
1- marked with good drama, a gen■us tugging at the heart strings
., al an appeal that has no undeniaMe definiteness. The picture is
tragic, but it is box-office principal1\ because it reveals the old and
new Mary in a combination that
the public, we believe, will accept
with considerable enthusiasm.

Mary

ML THE HEWS
ALLTHE TIME

Talks

A major point which all showmen
should stress is the fact that Mary
talks for the first time in her long
career. Audiences will want to see
and hear her primarily, perhaps in
order to satisfy their curiosity. But
there is much more to offer them.
This is a well-handled Southern
story of thwarted love, Mary assumes
the drawl necessary to the character
she plays. .She is charming and,
while the accent is occasionally overdrawn, most capably does she perform. Her voice is pleasantly modulated and highly effective. It is,
therefore, easy to understand her decision never to make a silent picture again.

Pickford and Sound

She shouldn't for, aside from the
commercial success which "Coquette"
will make, it demonstrates that Miss
Pickford has found in sound a new
form of outlet for her wide abilities
as an actress. The public, moreover,
once having heard Mary talk and liking it as it is sure to, will never permit her return to what is fast becoming the archaic in motion pictures. KA N N

Price

April 8, 1929

5 Cents

TALKERS REPLACE STAGE
HINGES ON EVEN BREAK SHOWS FOR PUBLIX TEST
By KARL WOLFFSOHN
Editor "Lichtbildbuehne"

Berlin (By Wireless) — If obstacles
are not thrown in its way, Warners
will launch an ambitious production
program of sound films in Germany,
investing millions in a production,
H. M. Warner declared at a press
luncheon. Warner is here with
George Quigley, vice president of
Vitaphone Corp. The Tobis-Klangfilni combine is threatening to obtain
an injunction charging patent infringements ifeffort is made to show
talkers on Western Electric equip(Continued

cm

Page
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52 Talker Shorts from
Columbia This Season
Columbia Gems and Screen Snapshots are the two series of talking
shorts on the current Columbia program. There will be 26 subjects in
both groups, and release will be on
alternate weeks. Columbia Gems will
be produced jointly with Victor Talking Machine Co., at the latter's Camden, N. J., plant. Victor stars will
be featured in the series as well as
other names. Screen Snapshots,
which is entering its ninth year, was

1,598 Wired

There now are 1,598 theaters
throughout the United States
wired with Western Electric
sound reproducing equipment,
states Electrical Research
Products. Most of them are
wired for the dual system of
disc and sound-on-film reproduction.

TRAVELTONE AHACHMENT
EOR OTHER REPRODUCERS

Traveltone has made available to
manufacturers of sound-on-disc reattachits sound-on-film
ment. producers,
Traveltone
recently secured
exclusive license on the Nakken
sound-on-film patents, and now is
prepared to sub-license other manufacturers. A number of manufacturers have been seeking sound-onfilm systems, which could be used
year's without infringements. Traveltone
This
Columbia.
by
originated
product will mark first time sound
and dialogue have been used in the manufacturers a portable and permanent reproducer, for both disc and
sound-on-film systems, and also will
make recording equipment available
200 Fihns Available for
to producers.

British Talker Apparatus
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
Editor. "The Daily Film Renter"

Move May Be National if
Experiment in 3 Coast
Houses Successful
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Publix -is trying an
experiment, which if successful, may
be extended on a national scale, it is
believed, the dropping of presentations in San Francisco, Seattle and
Portland in favor of talker shorts.
Sam Katz came West to launch
and watch development of the experiment, which is regarded as trend
of the times, due to the popularity
of
talkers,
whichin have
^r]"-""*
sational
success
de luxe
houses.^e".
Theaters where the experiment is
being made are: Granada, San Francisco, Seattle, Seattle, Portland,
Portland. These houses have been
lined up in a keen battle for business
with Fox West Coast ever since Publix resumed operation of the theater,
which previously had been operated
by the former under a management
deal. Selection of these highly competitive spots for the experiments,
means that the draw of the talker
programs, as compared with the draw
of presentations, will be put to the
acid test. Singularly, Sam Katz, who
is making the experiment, is credited
with bringing about the presentation
vogue.

Wiesner No Longer with
Katz Said to Feel That
Fox on Booking Combine Presentations Waning
Milwaukee — JCtla Wiesner, who

London — More than 200 sound pictures, at least one-half of which arc
features, are available for houses has been at the local Fo.\ olTices here
wired for British Talking Picture ap- for the purpose of forming an indeparatus, the company states. The
pendent booking combine, is no longer connected with Fo.x and is now
Tiffrom
pictures
includes
product
exchange.
fany Prod., Wardour Films (B.I. P.), at the local Celebrated
and product made under the RC.AiPhotophone system, as well as First Fox iteported in Several
Pathe topical and magaNational
Theater Deals in West
zine shorts.
Oklahoma City— Fox is negotiata site for a first run house here,
Grauman's Chinese Being it is ingreported.
Plans have been completed for houses at Tulsa and El
Publix?
by
Sought
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Paso, Tex., it is stated. In addition,
tion of ten Kansas City
consolida
Grauman's Chinese,
Los Angelesg —United
house,
Artists
houses
is
reported sought.
remainin
only
which the company operates, is reported sought by Publi.x, which re- Michael Bohnen, German
cently closed for one-half interest,
Signed by Vitaphone
Star,
carrving with it operating agreement
Michael rK)hnen, German baritone,
of tiie United Artists theater at Los
Angeles, Detroit and Chicago. Sid has signed a long term contract as a
Vitaphone star.
Grauman operates the Chinese.

St. Louis — Talking and singing
pictures will bring about a change
in policy in leading picture houses
of the country, Sam Katz stated here
when on his way to the d-ist to
launch the innovation of discontinuing presentations in favor of talker
subjects at San Francisco, Seattle
and Portland de luxe houses.
With producers going
sical comedy and grand
on a large scale, there
place for similar acts on

in for muopera films
will be no
the stage.

Publix May Build Jlouse.s at
San Francisco and Oakland
West Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

San Francisco — Publix may build
new theaters here and at Oakland.
Fox has a 5,000-seater nearing completion here.

THE
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The Broadway Parade
rflHE lineup remains the same as last week, without any pictures dropping from
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Sales
*Am.
Seat
35 Ji
....
*Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
26J4
East. Kodak
175 J4 VS% VSH
400
•do pfd
128
•First Nat. pfd
108
Fox Fm. "A"
86J4
86
»6'A
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•do
rts
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Keith A-0
27
27
27
200
do pfd
98
98
98
100
Loew's,
Inc
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500
•do
pfd
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26
M. P. Cap
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20^
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Warner
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"Nightstick" Opening Tonight
"Nightstick,"
all-talker opens tonight at the 44th St., New York.

the parade, with the exception of "The Iron Mask," replaced by "Coquette"
at the Rivoli.
Only one new offering added, that being United Artist's
"Alibi" at th« Forty-fourth Street theater.
|
Picturs
Oittributar Tlveater
Opening Data
"Broadway Melody"
M-G-M
As*or
Fab.
8
"Tha Letter"
Paramount
Criterion
Mar.
7
"Noah's Ark"
Warners
Winter Garden. . . Mar. 12
"Singing Fool"
Warners
Harris
Mar. 12
"The Divine Lady"
First National . . . Warners
Mar. 2£
"Trial of Mary Dugan" . . . M-G-M
Etoibassy
Mar. 28
"Christina"
Fox
Gaiety
Mar. 30
"The Wild Party"
Paramount
Rialto
Mar. 30
"His Captive Woman". ..First National ... Central
Apr.
2
"Coquette"
United Artists. . . Rivoli
Apr.
5
"Alibi"
United Artists ..44th St
Apr.
8

Musicians Must Be in Pit
More and Better Children's to Hear Music from
Screen
Films Asked by Endorsers
Indianapolis — Producers are urged
to consult with heads of children's
departments in public libraries, for
selection of popular classics and modern stories to be filmed, for the purpose of making available a higher
and larger class of children's films,
in a resolution adopted here by the
State and National Endorsers of
Photoplays. Care also is asked that
American films shown abroad shall
give "just representation to America
and her people." Mrs. David Ross
of Indianapolis, was elected president
of the association. Terry Ramsaye of
Pathe addressed the meetings.

Akron, O. — Musicians at the
Strand here must remain in the pit
three hours each night and six on
Siinday, although they play but 15
minutes out of each three hour period, while the organists, two of them
playing six hour shifts, must remain
at the console during the entire periods, with only IS minutes work every
two hours. This ironical situation
was brought about when sound films
made their debut, and musicians insisted their contracts be fulfilled,
during the remaining eight weeks
they have to run. If any of the
players leave the pit during the time
the contract calls for their presence
there, the contract is broken.

Balaban & Katz Dividends
Chicago — Balaban & Katz Corp.
Robert Slote Resigns
declared three regular monthly dividends of 2Sc each, payable May 1,
Cumberland, Md. — Robert Slote has
June 1, and July 1 to holders of rec- resigned as manager of the Strand
ord April 20, May 20, and June 20, and vrtll leave for New York about
respectively, and the regular quar- April IS.
terly dividend of 1J4% on the preferred, payable July 1 to holders of
John Sawyer Promoted
record June 20.
Buffalo — Michael Shea has appointAM PAS at M. P. Club
ed John Sawyer as supervising proStarting next Thursday, the AMjectionist of all Shea houses. Sawyer formerly was chief projectionist
PAS will hold their weekly luncheons at the Motion Picture Club, and at Shea's Buffalo.
it looks as if the boys were going to
get a break for their buck at last.
Pathe Sig^s Constance
Bennett
Constance
Bennett,
daughter
of
Publishers
Merge
Richard
Bennett,
sister
of
Barbara
The MacKinnon-Fly Publishing
and Joan, has signed a contract with
Co., New York, publishers of "Screen Pathe, according to a cable just reBook Magazine," now control 11
magazines having taken over the Ex- York. ceived at the Pathe offices in New
perimental Publishing Co.

Books "Curiosities" for 20 Weeks
United Artists has booked Walter
Putter's sound "Curiosities" number
titled "Follies of Fashion" for 20
weeks, to open tonight at the 44th
St. with "Alibi."
Remodeling Conn. House
New London, Conn. — Exterior and
interior of the Lyceum are being remodeled.

FOR RENT
Two outside vaults
For film storage
Capacity 15,000 and 10,000 containers.
sired,
Watchman on premises, service if de-

ARTCHROME
Circle

10237

or Fort

Lee

1637

Book
TheDate
Industry's
Today :
Opening
of "Alibi" at 44th Street
New York.
Opening
Desert Song" at
Warner, "The
Los Angeles.
Meeting
of Michigan
M.P.T.O.A.
at Detroit.
April 9
15-16
Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittsburgh.
April
April 1416
April 17
April 20
May 1
May

2

May 6-9
20
May

Opening
of "The New
Rainbow
at the Selwyji,
York. Man,"
Opening
of "Show Boat" at Globe,
New
York.
Opening
of "Innocents
Paris"
at the Criterion,
New of
York.
Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor Unit, Montreal.
Opening
Drummond"
at Geo. of
M. "Bulldog
Cohan, New
York.
Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers
in New
York.
Annual Convention of American
ver.
Federation of Musicians at Den-

Sono-Art Group Arriving
O. E. Goebel, president of SonoArt Prod., Frankie Darrow, the childactor, who supports Eddie Dowling
in "The Rainbow Man," and James
F. Hanley, composer who wrote the
score of the picture in collaboration
with the star, has arrived in New
York for premiere of the picture
April 16 at the Selwyn.
AVAILABLE

MAY

1st

H. Nonnenbacher
Cinematographer, Photo Chemist, Laboratory Expert
(17

Years

674-49 St.

with

Biograph

Co.)

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ad-VancelBooster !

ers

^

#^fe

WWaili

I am an Ad-Vance booster because of
the excellent advertising medium it
affords, and the courteous and fair
dealing of the Company which brings
ultimate and lasting success.
DUNCAN THEATRE,
Killbuck, Ohio.

The Greatest Reference Book
There is little doubt in my mind that the
1929 Filmi Year Book will be consulted by
picture executives more than all other reference books combined.
VIVIAN

FREE

M. MOSES

to Film Daily Subscribers

Subscription $ 1 0.00

Foreign $ 1 5.00

A picture MUST be BIG
to play TWO WEEKS
at the GARRICK —
Winnipeg's First Run
Theatre !

YOUNGER
Based uponGreat
FANNIE
Play. HURST'S

Good for EXTRA playing
time Mrherever booked.
Big, Human, Vital— It
is no'w siveeping the
Country like a Tornado!

A TalkingSinging Sensation

-And out
in Oiicago
it's standing^
them
for a second
week too!

0/^ILy
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$1,000,000 M-G-M Building Plan
Seven Sound Stages and Private Sound Theater to be Built at M-G-M Plant — Hal Roach Program
Calls for Dozen Talker Comedies in Eight Weeks — Wilk's Personality Paragraphs — Other
News

500 MECHANICS COMPRISE
REGULAR M-C-M STAFF
M-G-M is to build seven sound
stages and a private sound theater
in a $1,000,000 building program being started. The company now has
four sound stages. The program includes a lumber yard salvage plant
and three warehouses. Five hundred
mechanics are to be employed regularly.

A Utile from "Lots"
By

RALPH

CHARLES BICKFORD and Joel
McCrea have returned to the MG-M studios after what can well be
termed a2153
"record
vacation."
They
covered
California
and Arizona
miles in five days — and didn't sleep
in a bed from the time they left.
They are appearing in Cecil B. DeMille's production
*
* of "Dynamite."
*
By the way. Bickpord may have
developed wanderlust while playing
in the stage version of "Outside
Looking In," which dealt with members of the I.W.W.
"Dynamite" is
his first screen
* vehicle.
*
*

M-G-M April High Mark
Eleven companies are now active
producing M-G-M features. Besides
the "Trader Horn" outfit, en route
to Africa, the following units are
busy: "The Green Ghost," "Hallelujah," "Thunder," "Dynamite," "Ma"Soipervisors are men who know
rianne," "Redemption," "Wonder of the film business backwards," according to Rollie
Asher— and
he
Women," "The Last of Mrs. Cheyset in italics.
ney," "College Days," "The Gob," wants the "backwards"
*
*
*
and the "M-G-M Revue."
Our Passng Show: Genial
Dell Henderson, now acting,
Tw'o T-S Titles Changed
making a call on Charles C.
Tiffany-Stahl's picture made under
Burr,
for whom he directed
the working title of "The Miracle"
several pictures; Bernard Mchas been re-titled "The Voice WithEveety and M. A. Anderson,
in." Eve Southern and Walter Pidthe cameraman,
chatting at
geon play opposite. This will be
Tec-Art.
*
*
*
Miss Southern's first singing and
talking picture. The company also
Since
Alice
Day
has been
announces that the picture starring
signed
by
Warner
Brothers
to
Joe E. Brown tentatively titled "The
play opposite Ted Lewis in his
Midway" has been re-titled "Painted
first starring vehicle, it is not
Faces." Helen Foster and Virginia
Bradford play the leading feminine
necessary to say "Is Everyroles.
body Happy." However this
will be the title of their picture
and the well known titlemas"U" Gets Van Story
ter Jimmie Starr will assist Joe
"You Can't Buy Love," a drama
Jackson in writing the story.
is in production at Universal City.
The picture will start as soon
It is an original by Beatrice Van
as Lewis returns from a vaudeand was originally intended as an
ville tour next month.
Ernst Laemmle production. Arch
*
*
*
Heath will handle the megaphone.
What Nate Slott taught Richard
The cast so far chosen includes Jean
Hersholt and Charlie Chase, come- Arlen about the fight game was nodian.
body's business. From reports on
the lot "The Man I Love" a prizefight story, will show Dick in anColor Ssmiphony Completed
other line. He not only has the phyA Tiffany Color Symphony, "The
sique but is also capable. His surSong Of Spain," has just been comroundings in the fight ring will add
pleted, with Joyzelle, Robert Caumaterially
to
picture as real ringtiero and Carleton King playing the wise seconds his
as well as Bob Perry,
leading roles. It was made under
veteran third man in the ring and
working title of "Gypsy."
also Dan Tobey, famous to all radio
fight fans will do the announcing.
Kathryn Crawford Assigned
Looks like a nifty combination.
*
*
*
Kathryn Crawford is to get a
chance at stardom in Universal's
Zonia, a Hollywood Mystic, has
"The Climax," from the stage play signed a contract for fifteen weeks
by Edward Locke. Jean Hersholt on the stage to brush up on her
will be in the cast.
diction. Now that talking pictures
is the vogue, she will be called by
Columbia Signs Strayer
many of the studios to tell her story
Frank Strayer has been signed to into the "mike." She has been workdirect several pictures for Columbia.
ing in the pictures for several years.

WILK

Frank Hagney, playing a
"heavy" role in George
O'Brien's latest "The Son of
Anak" took a neat fall, a big
splash, and a nice ducking
while the company was on location a few days ago. Kenneth Hawks, the Fox director,
had ordered Frank to make a
fast getaway in a scene, but
Frank's foot slipped and he
tookter aachange
"dip inofthe
drink."
Afclothes
he was
back on the job.

Now that Maurice DeMond, president of the Breakfast Club, has been
assigned a post on the Personnel
staff, he will have one more worry
on his mind. He is at present active in several organizations besides
the famous ham and egg establishment. His connection with the Tec
Art Studios automatically connects
the world with Inspiration pictures,
as DeMond has personal friends in
every Country in the world as well
as every key city in the United
States. And they all say "Hello

Neil Hamilton is having his
troubles. Most people in the
neighborhood have their horses
HamL"
and dogs, but Neil, as usual
has to be diflferent. He has a
pet bear which was sent to him
from an admirer in Quebec.
Said bear broke from the chain
a few days ago and was found
in the rear of Wesley Ruggles'
home, eating honey from a box
that Wes had thrown in the
garbage. Neil now has a
stronger chain, and feeds the
bear fresh honey at regular intervals.

ROACH PLANS 12 TALKERS
IN NEXT TWO MONTHS
With the two sound stages complete at the Roach studio plans are
being made for the production of 12
talking comedies which are to be
completed within the next two
months. Roach, recently signed a
five fear contract with the Victor
Talking Machine Co. and will work
co-operatively
on the two-reel comedies.
Billie Dove's Next
Alexander Korda will direct Billie
Dove's next, "The Lady Who Dared,"
for First National.
Dillon to Direct
John Francis Dillon will direct
"Fast Life," all dialogue picture,
starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
Loretta Young.
t-^ ,
Clara Bow's Title Set
"Dangerous Curves," is the title for
the next Clara Bow vehicle for Paramount. The story is an original by
Lester Cohen and will be directed as
a talker by Lothar Mendes. Viola
Brothers Shore is writing the dialogue.
Child Player For 'Fu Manchu' Cast
Evelyn Mills, four-year-old niece
of Mary Eaton, Ziegfeld player, has
been added to cast of Paramount's
"The
talker. Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu," allCast Worth,
in 'Stairs
of Sand'
Lillian
Frank
Rice and
Clarence L. Sherwood have been enfor Paramount's
"Stairs by
of
Sand," gaged
which
is to be directed
Otto Bower.
Barbara Leonard With Edu.
Barbara Leonard is appearing with
Harry Gribbon and Andy Clyde in
the Educational-Mack Sennett Talking Comedy, "The Bees' Buzz."

Maurice Chevalier, Paramount
star, famous as a European entertainer, as well as a headliner in
New York, has returned from a
short visit to Broadway, after appearing in Ziegfeld midnight show
only once. "They never want to go
home in New York" said Chevalier.
Well who would, when ticket sellers
and brokers were unable to fill the
demand one day after he was advertised. He will start to work at
once with his second all-talking picture under the direction of Richard
Wallace.

ue' to
'Burlesq
in been
Jimmy
added
Quinn has
Jimmy Quinn
the cast of the Paramount all-talker,
"Burlesque," which is being directed
by A. Edward Sutherland and John
Cromwell. The picture is an adaptathe George
Manker
Arthurtion of Hopkins
stage
play. WatterAdditions to "Come Across"
Crauford Kent and Clarissa Selwyne have been added to the cast
of "Come Across," new Universal
dialogue picture in which Lina Basquette is to be starred. Ray Taylor
is directing the picture.
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Warner (jcrman Plan
Hinges
on Itven Break
(Continued from Page 1)

—AND
THAT'S
THAT
By

PHIL
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BRUCE GALLUP, who spends his
days doping out advertising layouts for United Artists and his nights
figuring out bigger and better ways
to make the Motion Picture Club of
New York a paying proposition, sez
he hopes to join a club some day just
for pleasure, and not as a secretary.
SECRET AMBITIONS
Adolph Zukor — To have his biography adopted in the public schools
as a standard reader.

Daily Pome
Jack and Jill
W'ent up the hill
To get some bricks and mortar
But Fox came down
To build in the town
So they sold their site for a quarter
DEFINITIONS
Boloney — Popular food at the
studios. Some slice
it, others swallow
it, and a coupla
big shots recently
choked on it.

No. 1749 — Straight from the
Shmdder Talks by Carl:
"This is the year
of all years for
our company and
its customers! So
it was last year.
So it -will be next
year. And next
— well, figure it
out yourself."
CORRECT

ETIQUETTE

By Countess de Prune

nient. The quota and other restrictions are obsfacles referred to.
The Tol)is - Klaiigfilm combine,
claims a practical monopoly tiiroughout Europe of patents on reproducing
systems and it is believed that a
merging of interests or a working
arrangement will be cflFccted between
the combine and Warners. However,
as yet there has been no negotiations, it is stated. There is RCAPhotophone to be considered in tiiis
connection, that company being reported in an international deal witii
the German group.
Tobis-Klangfihn has not confirmed
the
brought byof W'estern
Electricof
but suit
is confident
the strength

PUIL
DALY
SEZ/

Short Shots from
Neuf°" ARTH
York Studios
-*•
UR

"It sure beats the
cars the strides that
are being made in
talking pictures.
Hardly
picture
comes
alonga but
you
notice tremendous
forward steps. There
are few bogeys being turned out, for
producers know that
class wins."

its position on patents.

Weekly Rentals Based on
Seats, Radiotone Plan
Rentals of its talking and singing
short subjects are to be based on
sealing capacity, under a weekly service plans, Radiotone Pictures, New
York, declares. The company is making six two reelers a week, over a
52 week period. To users of its
films a disc reproducing machine is
supplied without charge. Weekly
rentals for six shorts are to be: for
theaters up to 600 seats, $100; up to
1,000 seats, $125; more than 1,000
seats, $150.
Deaf Groups Protest
Hard of hearing clubs throughout
the country are organizing to petition producers not to eliminate silent
pictures or to at least use enough captions to enable deaf persons to follow
the story depicted.
Klein Distributing Bee Story
The Edward L. Klein Corp. will
distribute "The Adventures of Maya,"
the story of a bee, taken from Waldeniar Bonsel's story.
Distributing Disney Cartoons
James Alexander of Columbia Film
Service of Pittsburgh will distribute
the "Mickey Mouse" cartoons in
Western Pennsylvania and W. Virginia. Earnest H. Forbes and W. J.
Olson of Detroit will distribute in
Michigan.

Dear Countess: I have been inArkansas Consolidations
vited to an exhibitor's funeral. Should
Fayetteville,
Ark. — L. C. Drye is
I send his family congratulations, or
tell the newspaper reporters all the consolidating five theaters in this
dirt I have been saving up about slate. They are the Ozark and Palace at Fayettesville; Victory at Roghim?— K. Z.
ers; a house under construction at
Answer: You
Siloam,
and a Bentonville theater.
sound like a rival
The firm will be known as Arkansas
exhibitor. In that
Theaters.
case send a poison ivy wreath,
Homestead Seeks Sunday Shows
or act as pall
Homestead, Fla.— A special elecbearer and slip on
tion has been called for May 14 to
the stairs.
decide whether Sunday pictures will
be permitted here. This will be the
second time the question has been
Alibis
voted on. It was defeated before.
The Star: "The director cramped
Sunday Shows for Ft. Pierce
*
♦
my style." *
Fort Pierce, Fla. — The citizens of
this city by a vote of 365 to 49 have
Famous Film Conversations
decided
on a policy of Sunday picture shows.
"Not with my money."

Kelly Completes M-G-M
Movietone
Walter C. Kelly has completed a
.Movietone record of his monologue,
"The \'irginia Judge," at the M-GM eastern studio.
"Civilization"
Being Reissued
Pierre Arnaud has completed reediting of "Civilization," originally
released in 1916. The picture, made
by the late Thomas H. Incc, originally was in 14 reels, but will be reissued as a seven recler. American
Trading Co., New York, headed by
Phil Lewis, is reissuing the picture.

THE

W.

BDDYi

CHESTERFIELD,
fore has produced which
at (he heretoCoast,
lias estaltlished a unit in tlie East and
will make an ali-taikcr. "The House
iif .Si'crcts," at Mitrnpf)litaii .Studios,
i'ort Lee. Ednnind Lawteni-e will
direct with (h tries \'an Arsdalc as
.issislant. The •^inry was written by
Sydney Horlcr. who also wrote the
stage version of his book. The cast
nichides Joe Striker, Marcia Manning. Elmer Grandin, Francis Verdi,
Richard Stevenson, Harry Southard,
ilerl)ert Warren, Walter Ringham,
Bill Cavanaiigh and Edward Roseman. "The House of Secrets" is the
first of a series of Chesterfield pictures to be produced in the East.
William Duryea, former professional baseball player, is working
in "Jealousy." Duryea, who has
done a number of important roles on
the screen in the past few years,
recently played a role in "The CoRouben Mamoulian, stage director
coanuts."
w'ho
put on such successes as "Porgy," "Marco's Millions" and "Wings
Over Europe," has been signed by
Paramount to direct a picture to be
made at the Astoria plant.

FILM

DAILY

is aliw^ays ready and
ifvilling to give any
information
^which
ivill lielp exliibitors

in the selection of
tlie proper Sound
equipment for
tlieir liouses
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InDstTO alment, 'Sound Patents' Series
12LESthSCHEDULE

the switch and thus close a circuit
from a battery (99) through a clutch
controlling electro-magnet (100)
which is included in a circuit through
the switch (97). The electro-magnet
(100), through the levers (101) and
103), serves to shift a clutch (68) to
conrect the projection machine (62)
This is the twelfth instahnent to a drive shaft (13). The lever
(103) also serves to close a switch
in "Sound Patents," a series of (109 and 100) in the loud speaker
articles dealing with the patent circuit thus connecting the loud
siand synchroni- speaker to the amplifying system
history of sound in
multaneously with the starting of the
the United
zation devices
s, England, France and projection apparatus.

ARTIC
RUN WELL INTO SUMMER

State
Germany.

In U. S. patent No. 1,528,424, issued to N. H. Holland on March 3,
1925, and assigned to the Phonic
Laboratories, Inc., the starting and
stopping of the projection machine
is controlled by a transformer circuit in an amplifying circuit between
the sound box of the phonograph
and a loud speaker, so that the projection machine is started as the amplifying currents start with the startphonograph. In the ernthe
of
ing
bodiment of the invention shown in
Fig. 2 of the drawings, an amplifying system, shown diagrammatically
and 93), is inby the elements (84 sound
box (83)
serted between the
speakloud
a
and
graph
of the phono
er (94). A secondary coil (95) is
in.crted in the last transforrner of
the system and is connected in circuit with a solenoid or electro-magnet (96) in such a manner that the
current generated in this circuit by
the current of the amplifying system when the electric reproducer of
the sound box is actuated by the
record, will energize the electromagnet (96). When the electro-magnet (96) is energized it attracts an
armature of a switch (97) to close
Mv. 3. 1925.
RECOBOn";

N. H
»ND REPRODJCTISN

HOLLAND
OF TALKING KOTIOH

Fllt4 March 25. 19!1

U. S. patent No. 1,648,480, issued
to M. Hoffman on Nov. 8, 1927,
provides an apparatus by means of
which certain portions of a record
may be automatically skipped or
ts
jumped bv the reproducing elemen
to correspond with the cutting out
of corresponding portions of the film.
In Figs. 1, 2, and 3 of the dravvings
of the patent, which are respectively
and a vertielevat
a sidection
a plan,
the phonograph
of ion
cil cross-se
apparatus, a reproducing element
(20) is conveyed lengthwise over the
record (14) by a normal pitch feed
screw (4), which advances the reproducer at the proper speed for reproducing the sound, or by a high-

Hoffman
Mot. S. 1927.
STNCHnOMIIED

M
BOTIPM

HOrFMAN
TICTURE

AND

I,648,48C
SOimD

sound

system, U.
1,648,480.

S.

Patent

No.

HIMODUCTIOH

to contact with the record (14), and
to be lifted free of the screw (4)
when the reproducer is lifted free
of the record, whereupon the tilting
of the arm (15) on the bar (6) causes
a half nut (18) on the end of the
arm to(5).be lowered to engage the
screw

In the passage of the reproducer
lengthwise of the record, an end of
the arm (15) projecting past the re-

1,528,4^4
PICTUBES

2 Chp*ts-Shc,l )

producer (20) rests on a guide bar
(26), which ■is in the position shown
o
in Fig. 3, when
the phonograph is
running normally with the half nut
(16) resting on and engaging
the
normally
pitched
screw
(6), but
which is lifted to tilt the arm (15)
and lift the half nut (16) from the
screw (6) and lower the nut (18)
into engagement with the screw (5)
when a portion of the record is to be
skipped.
When the arm (15) is to
be lifted the guide bar (26) is lifted
an electro-magnetic
(29) ofupon
a core (30)
by
solenoid
energizing
the
latter.
The circuit for energizing
the solenoid (30) comprises a battery
(32) having one terminal connected
through the solenoid (30) and the
frame of the machine to the arm (15)
and the other terminal connected to
a contact bar (33), insulated from
the frame of the machine and runThe
ning the length of the record.
conof
out
normally
is
contact bar
tact with the arm (15), but when a
portion of the record is to be skipped
contact pieces (34) are mounted on
the contact bar at the portions^ of
the record to be skipped to project
upwardly into the path of the arm
Upon reaching these contact
(15).
pieces the circuit is closed through
the solenoid (30) and remains closed
until the arm has passed clear of the
To enable the contact pieces
pieces.
to be positioned at the proper places
with the cut-out porto correspond
tions of the film, a scale is provided
deas shown in Fig. 1. The patent
scribes a modification of the above
disc records.
apparatus for of
patents have been
A number
issued for arrangements of small
projection machines with phonographs in which the pictures are projected to a screen in a wall of the
phonograph. An example of such
apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 of U. S.

P«tNllriIS*lit li, iriiT

1,839,800

±> e? ■^M

,V fi-^fi

(5), which serves to adpitch screw
vance the reproducer at a very high
rate. For this purpose the reproducer is provided with an arm (15)
pivoted on, and stidable along a bar
(6), placed between, and parallel to
the screws (4) and (5), and the arm
(15) is provided with a half nut (17)
adapted to engage the screw (4)
when the reproducer (20) is lowered

patent No. 1,239,800, issued to A.
Luciano on Sept. 11, 1917, in which
the pictures are projected from a projection machine (20) through a
cabinet (12) to a transphonograph
parent screen (11) inserted in the
phonograph, the horn
the
of
w-all
(31) of the phonograph opening into
the cabinet (12) back of the screen.
Other arrangements are shown in
French patents No. 399,612, granted
ul LoiseHenri-Pa
to Rene Roupnel, Pappalar
do on July
is secured in Hoffman leur and Joseph
synchronizing
Haw
U. S. Patent No. 1,648,480.
system.
2, 1909; No. 430,977 to Ernest Co-

■

S

^
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\ stantaiii
and
Gaston
Lemann
on
Oct. 28. 1911; No. 444,965 to Krncst
Costantani
and
Charles
Georges
. Williams on Oct. 30. 1912.

'I
I
i

N'o. 2'-',l76,
Rranted
to British
Ernestpatents
Costantani
on Dec.
24,
1913; No. 192,4So to Roy Anthony
Brinknian on Feb. 2, 1923.
U. S. patents No. 230,633;
No.
1,277,991,
i.<sued
J. Moltchen
on
Sept.
3, 1918;
No. to1,301,045
to Aihert
L. Edmison atid John Hinkelinan on
April 15, 1919; No. 1,585,599 to J.
Monticelli on April 1, 1922, and No.
1,674,946 to .\. D. Brixey on June
26 1928.

Anniversary Jubilee of
Electric Light Planned
Plans arc going forward for "The
Golden Jubilee of Light," a national
celebration of the electric light and
power industry, which starts May 31
and will mark 50th anniversary of
invention of the incandescent bulb by
Thomas Edison. S. G. Hibben, chief
engineer of the Westinghouse Lamp
Works, is a member of the national
committee, which will direct the
celebration throughout the nation.
It is planned to spend $1,000,000 for
newspaper advertising this summer
and fall. Striking of a coin by the
government, and a concluding dinner
in New York, at which Edison will be
guest, are among features of the celebration.
Wiring Proceeding in Wisconsin
Milwaukee — Talking installations
continue throughout the state. The
Riverside, downtown Milwaukee
house, has completed the installation
of RCA-Photophone. Vitaphone will
be installed at the Brin theater in
Portage, according to an announcement by R. D. Hutchings, manager
of the house. Vitaphone is also being installed at the Rialto, Thorpe,
Wis., according to Leon Bogumill,
manager of the house.
Wiring
Seattle House
Seattle — R C A Photophone equipment is being installed at the Orpheum.
To Wire Simond's Circuit
The Simond's
Mont.
Missoula
its— Missoula, Mont.
will ,wire
circuit

and Wallace, Kellogg and Coeur D'
Alene, la., houses for sound.

New

Theaters

Tiicsuii, Ari^. — The I.yric Amusemrnl
will build ;i $.100,000 huu.se here.

Co.

C'lairltui, Pa. — Work ii prourcssiiiK in the
Ilciidel I'lalrluii which is beiiitc built by Henilcl I'litatcrs Co. of Pittsburijh.
Bcllcfont, W. \'a. — The Kichelieu has been
opened with Western Electric sound e>|uipnicnt.
Norfolk, Va.— L. U. Futrell will build a
800-seat house, to cost $25,000 on Cottage
Toll
road.
Muiichester, N. li. — Work is progressing
on the 2,JU0 seat house being built lor States
riieuttrs. Inc.
I'orllaiid, i\. Y. — I'cnn State Kcalty Co.
will Iniild a $J50,000 house to seat 1,500.
Port Jclleison, N. Y.— A $150,000 house to
seat 1,000 will be built by the Seidcr Amuseinent Co.
Natick, Mass. — Harris Theater
build a theater here.

Corp. will

Moiilgonicry, Ala. — .Southern Enterprise
Inc. will lease the $J00,0OU house seating
1,500 to be built here.
Detroit — Alex Schieibcr is planning another house here.
West Monroe, La. — Timothy Newell wil'
build a liouse to replace the Crystal recently
destroyed by hie.
Crewe, Va. — The new Crewe theater will
open 111 April.
Moultrie, (ja. — Grand Theater Co., will
build a 1,000 seat house to cost $75,000.
Oil City, Pa. — The Latonia is open.
Boston — ArtUino Guild is planning a house
to be called the Screen.
Fort Worth, Tex. — ^Jesse Jones will build
a house at bth and Lamar.
Madison, Wis. — The East Side Community
theater committee
will build a house here.
i'hiladelphia — Charles Segall will build a
J,000 seat house to replace the Apollo. It
will cost $1,000,000.
iNorth Platte, Neb. — E. C. Chitwood and
U. F. Glass will lease the 1,215 seat house
to be built heie.
Corona, Cal. — West Coast Tlieaters will
build a $100,000 house here.
Uuitmaii, Ga. — The 600 seat Hex theater
is open.
Anderson, Iiid. — Work is progressing on
the 2,000 seat Palace at 12th and Meridian.
Avalon, Catalina Island— A $2,000,000 theater and dance palace will be opened by
June
1.
Parkersburg,
V. Va. — Work is progressing
oa the Virginia on Juliana St. it will cost
$40,000.
Toledo, .O.— A $2,000,000 house will be
built at Summit
and Lynn streets.
Waynesboro, Va. — Wayne Theater Corp.
will build a 1,100 house to cost $100,000.
Norfolk, Va. — W. S. Wilder is planning
another house here.
Elyria, O. — A hotet and theater building
planned
here.
Evansvdle, Ind. — A 500 seat house is
planned
here.
Uantam, Conn. — Domenic Evangelist! and
Peter DaKoss have completed a 250 seat
house.
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Mount Vernon, Wash. — The Paramount, at
and
Washington
has opened.
Charleston, W. Va.— The New Oakford
has been opened here with Jack Cooper manager. The building and equipment cost approximately $60,000.
Hattiesburg, Miss. — Work is progressing
1st

Wiring Oregon Houses
Ashland, Ore. — Pacent equipment
is being installed at the Vining and
at the Arcade, Cottage Grove, Venetian, Hillsboro and at Camas, Washington.
To Wire Arizona Houses
Tucson, Ariz. — Lyric Amusement
Co. will wire its Douglas, Bisbee,
Nogales and Tucson houses with
sound equipment.
Melovox, New French Device
Paris — A. Krikorian and M. Jacques Natanson, producer, are forming a company to exploit Melovox,
a new sound device. The apparatus
will be manufactured in France. Natanson will continue as head of La
Centrale Cinematographique.

On Broadway

on the Saenger on F'ront St.
Evansville, Ind. — Isador and Oscar Fine
will build a $50,000 house.
Oxford, O. — Edward Keene will leaae the
theater
to be built here.
Greenfield, Mass. — G-B Theaters has opened the Colonial.
Manchester, N. H. — State Theater, Inc., is
Ijuilding a $400,000 house to seat 2,000 at
Elm
St. and Kidder Court.
Ridgewood, N. J. — Work on the Fabian,
on W. Ridgewood Ave. has been held up
pending a settlement as to whether the business zone shall be extended SO ft. south of
its present line.
Burnet, Tex. — The owners of the LandTex at Llano will build a $20,000 house here.
Waco, Tex.— .\ $350,000 house will be
built here.
Greenwich, Conn. — Work is progressing on
the Pickwick,
on \V. Putnam
Ave.
Courtland, N. Y.— William A. Dillon will
build a $20,000
house to seat 1,800.

Port Jefferson. N. Y. The Seider Amuse
mem Corp. will build a 1,000 scat bouse on
Joiira St., to cost $lb5,00U.
Baldwin, N. Y. — A $500,000 house will be
liiiilt oil Sunrise
Highway,
near Grand
Ave.
Wheeling. W. Va. — The Victoria has been
opened.
Pliuiiufilm
has been
installed.
AlU-ntown. Pa. — Work is pruKressing on
the ( apitui on Hamilton St. Sound equip
nieiit will be installed.
.Mcdford, Ore. — E. L. Childers bai opened
his new
house
here
Dallas, Ore. — Guy Matthews and Jim Moran have opened
the Granada.
Id:'ho Falls, la.^ — Paul De Mourdaunt has
(ipciitd the (iaiety.
Montreal — Confederation Amusements, Ltd.,
has completed the latest theater of its group
of suburban theaters in Montreal, this be
iiig the Cartier, 3994 Notre Dame Street
West.
The capacity is 1,200 seats.
Livingston. Tex. — C. F. Fain, Jr., is plan
iiing a 700 seat house.
Lecminster, Mass. — The Metropolitan is
open with Dan O'Kecfe as manager.
Midland, 'lex. — Southwestern Theaters will
lease the house being built by the Hogan
Petroleum
Co.
(ireentield, Mass. — Goldstein Bros. Corp.
has opened the Colonial Garden theater.
Ocean ("ity, N. J. — The Schermcrhorn and
Laiigley Co. will build a house on the boardwalk between llth and 12th Sts.
Oxnard. Cal.^The Boulevard theater has
been opened.
Peekskill. N. Y. — Publix Theaters will
build a $500,000 bouse.
Akron, O. — Work is nearly completed and
manager.
Loew's will open soon with R. L. Jones as
Marion, N. C. — Work is nearly completed
the house
being built here.
McKeesport, Pa. — Work is progressing and
the Harris
will be opened
soon.
Corona, Cal. — Glenn Harper is building a
house to be equipped for sound.
on

Astor
-••Hi.,udw.iy
.\Irl., !> '
Camea
The Codies* (in)"
Capitol
•Wild
Orchi.K"
Central
"His
Caplivr
Woman"
Colony -"The Sltakei|.,wn"
Criterion— "The
Letter"
Embassy
"Trial of Mary
Ihigan"
Forty-fourth
St.- "Alibi"
Gaiety
Hams

-"Christina"
-".Singing
Fixil"

Hippodrome— ".Syncopation"
Loews New York— Monday. "The Wolf of
Wall Street;' Tuewlay. "The House of
Shame" and •■llr..ther»." Wednewlay, "The
( oluiis ami KcUys in Atlantic City;"
Thursday. ".Scvni F..i.lpiints to Satan;"
Friday, •■When Dieams ('..me True" and
"Yellow Back;" Saturday, "Spite Marriage:" Sunday, "Speakeasy"
Mark
Strand
"riie Redeeming
Sin"
Paramount
-"Wolf
.S<jiig"
Rialto
"The
Wild
Parly"
Rivoli — "Co(iuetle"
Roxy — "Hearts in Dixie"
Warners
"The
Divine
Lady"
Winter

Garden — "Noah's

Ark"

Jacoby Leaves B. & F.
Berlin — Georg M. Jacoby, director
of Hritisli and l'"orcign Films, Ltd.
has resigned his directorship, accordingtions
to a revealed
report.
I-'urther
that there
was investigano news
uf his resignation, but that he has
been granted a leave of absence due
to ill health.
Pommer

Film Completed

Berlin — Erich
Pommer's
production for Ufa, "The Wonderful
Lies
of Nina Petrowna," has been completed at Neubabelsberg.

it^s worth printing
you will generally
read about it first
m

The
Film Daily
J

Important News to

SOUND
DEVICE
MANUFACTURERS
Why promise what you
cannot legally deliver?

W

E are the exclusive licensees under Nakken re-

issue Patent No. 16,870 covering amplification circuits for photoelectric cells for devices for reproducing
sound from film in theatres. We can deliver to you attachments for the reproduction of sound from film with

non-infringing amplifiers for your disc reproducers.

TRAVELTONE,

Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue, New York City, Suite 305
Phone, BRYant 2691

Industry Stagnant in Britain is Due
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"Close Harmony" is a darb.
;A wholesome, clever, zippy musical
land dialogue affair certain to make
Inew friends for sound pictures,
Buddy Rogers and Nancy Carroll
as well as Paramount.
Exciting tremors have been
drifting in from the field about
this new talker. Investigation was
in order and what subsequently developed proved to be a choice bit
news and, incidentally,
tor
of exhibi
a most enjoyable morning for this
reporter.

There— And How!

to Talkers

April

Price

10, 1929

5 Cents

CHAPLIN FLATLY REFUSES TO BE
PARTY TO POOL, WARNER DEAL
Talk of Four Cornered Merger
Reports from the Middle West last night united with
rumblings current in New York to link four large companies in what would be the biggest amalgamation so far
perfected in the industry.
R-K-O and Paramount were again joined in a community of interests. The United Artists-Warner deal was
reported set, with or without Charlie Chaplin, and the four
companies tied up in either a merger or a close working
arrangement.

British Exhibitors Refusing
to Contract for Silent Films

John Cromwell, stage director, and
Eddie Sutherland, protege of the
films, jointly led boyish Buddy
Rogers and entrancing Nancy Carets"
roll through their paces withe "Ske
the
as
Oaki
Jack
and
r
aghe
Gall
and
ans
villi
refreshing, amusing vaude
Harrv Breen, annexed from the vanemanties, as the very funny theater
ager. A gilt-edged cast in a pip of a
Educational will distribute the serpicture. Get it if you have to dive
ies of six two reel talking comedies
into the film vault and nab a print
is
made by Lloyd Hamilton Prod.
ger
be
to
mana
t
moun
when the Para
This marks return of Lloyd Hamillooking the other way.
ton to the Educational banner. The
Smiles
first picture of the series, "His Big
The daily lunch conferences of the Minute," was brought to New York
various United Artists vice-presidents by E. W. Hammons, Educational
returned
at the Motion Picture Club are now president, who has just
is to
series
The
Coast.
the
from
vvells— of the Last
with smile
punctuatedvari
Harry
of
ion
supervis
under
not?
made
be
Why
ety.
satisfied
Edwards. This gives Educational
Friday, it was -'Coquette.' Monday five sound series, including the Mack
these two
like h.
Two
••Ali
night,
ns enoug
reaso
arebi."
a "row
in
Sennett, Coronet, Jack White and
Lupino Lane comedies.

HAMILTON TALKfRS FOR
EDyCATIONAL RELEASE

Smart Mr. Katz

ix theThe orders are out. icPubl
the truth Ruling Slated Today in
aters will tell the publ
sound picand onlv that regarding-tal
kers and
tures All-talkers, part
Coast 'Trust' Case
defined Jf-Vrf West
be
Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
will
res
pictu
synchronized
bunkum refor vvhat thev are, all er
McFederal Judge
Los Angeles—
showman
moved. Katz, as a clev
today on request
rule
will
k
Cormic
who knows how vital it is to keep
disof West Coast Theaters and eight ning
faith with the public, realizes that
injunction restrai
an
for
tributors
deception and misrepresentation are
grand jury intwins of disaster for this business to the proposedvestigationFederal
of the companies. 1 he
not
ogle at. Therefore should Katz
begin the
ple jury\vas called April 3 to
only be commended, but his exam
violalaws
anti-trust
followed widely by all exhibition probe oftions,alleged
special
Amen,
H.
John
but
circles, high and low.
United States atto the
K A N N assistant (Continue
d
on Page 7)

London (By Cable)— Interchangeability soon will be a
settled issue in England, it is
believed, for renters will permit their soimd films to be run
on any satisfactory system,
their concern being chiefly
with securing playdates.
By ERNEST

W. FREDM.IN

Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"

London (By Cable)— Talkers have
caused consternation in the British
industry, which is stagnant on account of the development. Exhibitors are not booking silent films, and,
tly, renters' business is at
consequen
a standstill. The domestic market
apprehension and prois markedductionbyschedules
are being scrapped
in favor of a rush to talkers.

first British talker, "Blackmail," has been started at the Elstree
studios by British International.
The

Comedian Ready to Go On
Open Market to Keep
Independent Status
IC.-j/

CoaU

Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Charles Chaplin will
not join in pooling of United .\rtists
into United Artists Consolidated, as a
preliminary to an alliance with Warners. The comedian, instead, will
retain his status as an independent
producer. He made this clear in a
flat refusal to join the pool, rejecting $2,000,000 cash and 150,000 shares
for his bit in the proposed United
Artists Consolidated.
Had Chaplin accepted, he was to
have furnished seven pictures during
the next five years. Unless Chaplin
(Continued

en

Page

7)

UFA ENTERING SOUND
FIELD ON LARGE SCALE
By KARL
Editor

WOLFFSOHN

" Lichtbildbuehtu"

Berlin (By Cable) — Ufa has been
licensed by Klangfilm, which is wiring Ufa theaters, and will install
equipment in the four sound studios
to be erected at Xeubabelsberg.
Meanwhile, work on the first Uta
talker will start at the Klangfilm
studios iniContinued
about a week.
oh Page It 7)is expect-

Weiss Brothers Operating
DeForest Studio in N. Y.
Weiss Brothers Artclass is assuming charge of the New York studios
of General Talking Pictures, which
are being made available to independent producers licensed under the
De Forest(Continued
Phonofilm
In
on Panepatents.
7)

Sunday Option Bill is
Schnitzcr Denies Any
on With Paramount
Vetoed by Texas Governor WestDeal
Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Austin, Tex.— Veto of the Texas
Sunday option bill by the governor
proved a surprising and heavy blow
to exhibitors, particularly Col. H. A.
Cole, president of the state unit, who
has been working for years to pass
the measure.

Los .\ngeles — RKO I'rod. is spending $10,000,000 on its 1929-30 production program, according to Joseph I. Schnitzer, who reiterates denial of report that there is pending
(Continued

on

Page

7)
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WAFILMS,
Walter A.

Library

130 W.

Inc.

Putter,
for

Stock

Pres.

Scenes

46th St.. New
Bryant 8181

York

Sales
300
1,400
1,000
7,800
100
6,400
100
121,700
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21300
500
16,400
400
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Arthur Newman, well known in
Charlotte — R. B. Wilby, vice president of Publix-Saenger Theaters of film selling circles, has been appointed by Budd Rogers to cover the eastNorth Carolina, and his general manern territory for Bristolphone.
ager, H. F. Kincey, are contemplating renewal of activities in North
Newman for years has been assoCarolina. They have closed with U.
ciated with the industry, having formerly operated theaters in New York.
K. Rice for his Colonial at WinstonSalem, and with Wilbur Smith for He handled sales on a number of
the Lyric at Wilson. Rice will man- fight pictures. He has been with
age the former.
Bristolphone as special representative in the Middle West for the last
1500th W. E. Installation six months.

at Cleveland House Ontario Exhibitors Elect
Western Electric's ISOOth installation has been completed. The house
Harry Alexander Pres.
is Loew's Granada in Cleveland.
The house seats 2165 and has been
equipped to reproduce both disc-andfilm recorded pictures.

"Sound" Convention Is
Called by Texas Unit
Dallas — Sound problems are to be
discussed at a special convention
of the M. P. T. O. of Texas called
May 6 and 7. Routine matters also
will be taken up at the meeting.
"Capt. Billy" at AMPA
W. H. "Captain Billy" Fawcett,
publisher of "Screen Secrets" and
other magazines, will address the
luncheon of the AMPA at the Motion Picture Club Thursday. Claire
Windsor, screen star, and Mrs. Fawcett also will be present.
"Appassionata"
Next
"Appassionata" is the title of the
second
feature
to
be
released by
'366
Franco
Films, 551 Fifth Ave, which
has just opened a New" York office
with M. Edward Soillivan in charge.
This will follow "Morgan the Enchantress," just released.

2,700
21,100

Meighan in N. Y.
Thomas
Meighan,
WarnerhisBros.'
star who recently
completed
first

600

Vitaphone picture, "The Argyle
Case," has arrived in New York
from Hollywood.

5,600

Wednesday, April 10, 1929

Wilby and Rice Plan New Arthur Newman Covering
East for Bristolphone
North Carolina Expansion

Toronto — Harry Ale.xander of the
Park, Toronto, is new president of
the Ontario division of the M.P.T.O.
A., succeeding John C. Brady, who
has been president for many years.
Brady has been named honorary
president. M. Gebertig is new vice
president, A. Polokoff, treasurer and
J. Alexander, secretary.

Fox West Coast Dickers
for "U" California Houses
IVest

STOCK

DAILV

Otterson Goes to Coast Saturday
J. E. Otterson, president of Electrical Research Products, leaves New
York Saturday for the Coast.
Gallinaugh
Eddie Gallinaugh
editor for "Screen

Editor
is now western
Secrets."

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Fox West Coast is
reported dickering for the Universal
theaters at Anaheim, Fullerton and
Santa Ana, all in California.
$3,000,000 Insurance for Yates
Herbert J. Yates, president of Setay
Corp. and Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., has been insured for $2,000,000. The policies were negotiated
by Arthur W. Stebbins, of Stebbins,
Leterman & Gates, Inc. and are divided among John Hancock, State
Mutual, Equitable of U. S. Mutual
Life of N. Y. Mutual Benefit, Penn
Mutual and Union Central. Yates was
also insured by Consolidated for $1,000,000.
Cook on Way E^st
Grant L. Cook, vice president and
treasurer of Tiffany-Stahl, is en route
to New York for conferences with
the heads of the various departments,
in which he will outline production
plans for next year.
Sells Burr Series
Miss M. S. Rosenfeld has closed
with Morris Chase of Buffalo for C.
C. Burr's series of 12 two reel talking comedies.

Book
TheDate
Industry's
April 14-15-16 Convention of Western Pennburgh.
sylvania Exhibitor Unit at PittaApril 16 Opening of "The Rainbowr Man,"
at the Selwyn, New York.
April 16 Testimonia
to Carl'
mle. M.P.l dinner
Club, New
York.LaemApril 17 Opening
of
"Show
Boat"
at Globe,
New York.
April 20 Opening of "Innocents of Paris"
at the Criterion, New
York.
May 1 Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor Unit, Montreal.
May

2 Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Apollo,
New York.

Cohan, New
York.
May 6 Opening
of "Mother's
Boy" at
May 6-7 Convention
of Texas exhibitor unit
Dallas.

Ad- Vance Booster!

I am an Ad-Vance booster because of
the excellent advertising medium it
affords, and the courteous and fair
dealing of the Company which brings
ultimate and lasting success.
DUNCAN
THEATRE.
Killbuck, Ohio.

The HOTEL

Jefferson
ON THE OCEAN END OF
KENTUCKY AVE.
ATLANTIC

CITY. N. J.

AN HOTEL WHOSE COMFORTS
WILL ASSURE ONE OF FULL
ENJOYMENT
OF THIS GLORIOUS RESORT.
Each Room has Bath — Strictly Fireproof — Luxurious Lobbies — Sundeck
Overlooking the Ocean.
Golf Privileges

American Plan $7 up
European Plan $4 up
OWNERSHIP— MANAGEMENT

FETTER

& HOLLINGER

rRmO'HMjFmj^iH
'WE NEVER DISAPPOINT^

Let Us Solve Your Problems I
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant 3040

fNCORPORATED

220 WEST
42^-° STREET
NEW YORK
Phone: Wisconsin 6876

ALLAN A. LOWNES. CEN. MCR.

'HOME
JAMES!
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You might just as
well -ride around
in this hack as
put inferioYf old"
fashioned Talkies
into your house!
SURE! They were great in their day!
BUT old-fashioned now —
M-G-M has ushered in the
NEW era of talking pictures.
LAY off the old stuff before
YOUR public calls quits!
GET M-G-M's New, Big, Road-show-Size Talkies —
FOR immediate booking:
THE

THE

THE TRIAL OF

BROADWAY
MELODY

IDLE
RICH

MARY
DUGAN

TALKING, SINGING,
DANCING

THE TALKIES OF
THE INDUSTRY

The Sensation of
the Nation!
With Charles King, Anita
Page, Bessie Love. Direc'
ted by Harry Beaumont.

100%

TALKING

Based on the Broadway &
Road Hit "White Collars"
With Love,
Conrad
Bessie
Leila 'Sagel,
Hyams.
From the play by Edith
Ellis. Directed by
William De Mille.

100%

TALKING

Smashing Sell-out
at $2, Embassy, N. Y.
Norma Shearer, Lewi)
Stone, H. B. Warner,
Raymond Hacfcett.
Directed by the author,
Bayard Veiller.

JAZZ-QUAKE ROCKS

<

Smashes AU-time Opening Saturday, Sunday and
Monday Records at 6,100 Seat New York

Hippodrome!! Hangs ^Em on Rafters in Spectacular Premiere Exhibition Against StifFest
Competition of the Year!

RADIO

<Wl

ith

PICTURES

I

Fabulous 100% Talking! Sin{
Fred Waring's

PENNSYLVANIANS
and joyous host of Broadway stage favorites

The Sensational PENNSYLVANIANS TOOK
WIDE RKO RADIO HOUR LAST NIGHT
LISTENERS THE SMASHING SONG HITS
ALLY DRIVING THOUSANDS OF FANS

PART IN THE GIGANTIC NATION. . . BROADCASTING TO 30,000,000
OF "SYNCOPATION" AND LITERINTO YOUR THEATRE !

<

t

d RIOTS NEW YORK
Acknowledged and Acclaimed by Trade and
Daily Press.... A Grand Big Show Backed by
the Greatest Tie-ups
the Industry Has Ever
Known! GOLDEN JUGGERNAUT OF JAZZ RIDING
ROUGH SHOD OVER DEAD AND DYING RECORDS!

W'lN

ATTRACTION

g! Dancing! Musical Drama!
LAST

MINUTE

NEWS

FLASH:

"SYNCOPATION" HAS JUST BEEN BOOKED SOLID
BY THE ENTIRE WEST COAST THEATRES CIRCUIT
. . . Opening April 12th at Warfield Theatre, San Francisco.

RKO Distributing Corporation

iS^l

THE

Coast Wire Service =

Truthful Ads

Remaking Successes
HITS TO BE MADE AGAIN
AS DIALOGUE PICTURES

A Little
from
By

Box office successes of former days
are to be reborn, due to the talkers.
"The Green Goddess" and "The Gold
Diggers" are among silent pictures
that will soon be in production at
Warner Bros. The Warners have
also made a talker based on "The
Gamblers," which was first made
several years ago.
At First National, "The Isle of
Lost Ships," first directed by Maurice Tourneur, will soon go into production under the guidance of Irvin
Willat. First National will also
make a talker version of "Sally,"
and,
no doubt,
"Irene"
the screen
in music
form.will come to
"Classified," which brought Alfred
Santell into prominence, is in production at First National, with William
Beaudine directing. That company
will also give "Twin Beds," "Lilies
of the Field" and "Little Johnny
Jones" the benefit of the microphone.
"Grounds for Divorce" and "Magare among
the asformer
hits thatnolia"will
be made
talkerssilent
and
released on the Paramount program.
M-G-M will release talker versions
of "Redemption," and "Anna Christie."
Fox will make sound and dialogue

RALPH
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Los Angeles — Care in billing
of sound and talking films to
guard against misleading advertising has been ordered by
Sam Katz in all Publix advertising. Declaring that people
expect dialogue in all pictures
billed as sound films, he has
instructed special billing for
the three types — all-talker,
part-talker
and synchronized
films.

ff

WILK

Silent Films Continue
Popular in Toledo

Hollyzvood
■pNDRE
BOHEM,
M-G-M from
sce-^
narist, who
has returned
Europe, has lost his love for snow
and wintry weather. His train was
stranded for four days, while Endre
was l)ound from Budapest to Berlin.
He has written two plays, "Radium"
and "For Better
* —* Or *Divorce."
'Twas April Fool's Day avd we
were plying Alexayider Pantages
with questions regarding the RKOPantages' deal. "What are your
plans if you sell your theaters?",
we asked. "I am going to Africa
and cut out *diamonds."
*
*

Ben Wurtzel Named Head
of Fox Maintenance Dept.
Ben Wurtzel has been named head
of the Fox Maintenance department,
succeeding H. H. Barter.

Burr Producing Series
of 12 Talking Comedies
C. C. Burr will produce a series
of two reel all-talking comedies to
be
ket. released to the independent mar-

Jannings
Going Abroad
Joseph Schenck recently proved
Emil Jannings is going home to
an interesting, frank target for ques- Berlin on a vacation. He has been
tions. After he stated United Art- granted an indefinite leave of absence
ists would make only 13 pictures for
next season, we commented that was by B. P. Schulberg and will leave
a smaller number than the U. A. out- for Europe in May. This will be
put for the current season. "Last Jannings' first visit to his home since
season, we were more interested in he was placed under contract by Paramount in September, 1926.
quantity than quality," said Mr.
Schenck, "and our pictures suffered
Garbo's Next "Single Standard"
as a consequence." "You wouldn't
want to be quoted that way, would
"The Single Standard," Adela
versions of "The Fatal Wedding" you?", we asked. "Why not, go Rogers St. John's serial, has been
and "The Man Who
Came
Back." right ahead," *he said,
by M-G-M as Greta Garbo's
*
*with a smile. selected
next starring picture. John Robertson will direct from a scenario pre"Brownie" is broken-hearted,
Fox Adding Dialogue to
all because he forgot the adpared by Josephine Lovett. "Anna
Christie" will not be done by Miss
Murnau's "Four Devils"
monition, "don't bite the hand
Garbo until after the completion of
Fox is putting dialogue into "Four
that feeds you." It was Easter
the current assignment.
Devils," F. W. Murnau picture, reSunda
and
"Browm
was
y
ie"
leased months ago as a synchronized
chewdng up a collie, when Byfilm.
Carrillo Signed by T-S
ron Morgan, "Brownie's" ownLeo Carrillo, stage star, has been
er, intervened and tried to sepaCarmel Myers to Sing Again
rate the dogs. A bite on his
signed to make four pictures for TifCarmel Myers will sing again in
right hand was his reward.
fany-Stahl. Carrillo made his first
Byron is a veteran writer of
"The Careless Age," an adaptation
stage
in "Lombardi,
Ltd.,"
original stories for the screen,
at
the hit
present
time is playing
at and
the
of the stage play, "Diversion," in
which she plays opposite Douglas
but has not written any dog
stories.
President,
Los
Angeles,
in
"The
Bad
Fairbanks, Jr.
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"Jungle" Joan Crawford's
Next
Joan Crawford, who has just completed her role in "Our Modern MaidMan."ens," will next be starred in "Jungle," an adaptation of the story by
C. E. Scroggins. Sylvia Thalberg
and Frank Butler have prepared the
continuity.
Jack Conway will direct.
Working in Swanson Film
Otto Matieson is working in Gloria
Swanson's "Queen Kelly," Eric Von
Stroheim story, to which Paul Stein
is adding dialogue. Walter Byron
and Seena Owen are in the cast.
52 "U" Comedies Set
Twenty-six
Sid
Saylor
and
Snookums comedies are planned
Universal.

Toledo — J. A. Beidler, who is associated with Martin Smith in the
separation of a chain of neighborhood theaters in Toledo, states that
his theaters are doing very satisfactory business with silent pictures.
Beidler states that in all probability
sound will be installed in their houses
next season, not because they expect
to get more business, but because
they are forced to do so in order to
get next season's product, most of
whichson will
be in sound.
for preferring
silentBeidler's
picturesrea-is
because a large percentage of his patronage iscomposed of children. And
children, he says, do not like the
talkers. They want silent action
dramas. The dialogue slows them
up, and also they require absolute
quiet on the part of audience. Silent
pictures, Beidler thinks, are necessary to preserve the patronage of the
children.

Boston Musicians Not Hit
by Sound Film Situation
Boston — Only two or three members of the more than 260 musicians
affiliated with the Musicians' Protective Ass'n here have been affected
adversely by the sound picture development, according to President
Thomas Finigan. Managers here
realize that patrons want a real orchestra in addition to mechanical
music, he said. A two year contract
was signed by musicians last September.

Movie-Phone With Disc
and Film Device Installed
Cincinnati — Movie-Phone with
both sound-on-disc and sound-onfilm has been installed in the Lincoln. This is the first installation of
the device with both attachments in
the state. Recent installations of
Movie-Phone with the sound-on-disc
equipment have been made at the
Yorkville, Yorkville; Liberty, Middleport; State, Urichsville; Jewel,
Fremont; Community, Cadiz; Jewel,
Willard; and Park, Carrollton.

2 Houses in Alaska Get 5
Year Vitaphone Franchises
Two

theater in Alaska — the Coliseum, Juneau, and the Coliseum,
Ketchikan, have obtained five year
franchises for the total output of
Warner Bros.' Vitaphone pictures.
The first showings of Vitaphone in
these two towns will mark the initial
introduction of talking pictures in
that territory.

South Bend House Wired
26
South Bend, Ind. — DeForest Phoby nofilm
has been installed at the
Strand.

THE
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Ufa Hnterin<> Sound
(]!haplin Kcfuscs to Be
l^^ield
Party to Warner Deal
on I/ar^e
{Conliuued from Fage I)Scale

—AND
THA TS
THAT
By

I'll I L

M.

IConlinued

( ed to he completed by August. C!eneral Klectric and Siemens, which control the patents, are to co-operate
closely with Ufa under the deal.

2k

PALY

GKORGK HARVKY has developed a Hollywooil complex. He
lias broken out in one of those skyblue shirts. His side-kick, Paul Benjamin, is mourning the disaster in a
black Mussolini shirt. Now if Don
Hancock and Bert Adler can cop an
orange and cerise shirt respectively,
we'll
try to asbook
over the
Pubii.x circuit
the 'em
.WIPA
Rainbow
Four.
It's about time these AM PAS
went over in a big way.
*
♦
*
Speaking of the Amalgamated
Mammoth Publicity Associates, didja
notice they're now banqueting weekly at the M. P. Club/ But we'll lay
a bet that gang of gluttons won't
eat weakly. It's the first real
chance they've ever had to gouge
something out of their bosses.
0

*

*

Arthur Caesar
is now writing
the Epic of Hollywood Producers —
"From Poland to
Polo in Two
Years."
A DIRECTOR'S MEETING
Chairman: Who shall we merge
with today?
1st Director: Whose left to merge
with?
2nd Director: W'ill some one tell
me whether this is a board meeting
of Paramount, Fox or Metro?
Secretary: I knew when I sent out
the notices,
balled
up now.but you've got me all
Chairman: Fine. Meeting adjourned for golf.
*
*
*
Daily Pome
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall
He directed a film for a million yen
They wouldn't renew his contract
again.
*
*
*
'y
-^

*

SECRET
AMBITION
Pathe Rooster:
To crow at the
funeral of a coupla well
known
newsreels.
*
♦

Another Popular Phil
As we rested our tired foot on one
of those popular
brass rails in this
district, a voice
alongside said:
"Hello, Phil." As
we turned, he
continued to the
bartender: " — fill
'em up again."
*
*
*
Famous Film Conversations
"Who do you work for today?"

Unusual Results for U. S.
Predicted by Wynne-Jones

from

I'aje

1)

can be sold flic idea of joining the
pool, his existing contract tn deliver
three pictures tit United Artists will
be considered hv him as automatically cancelled, and he will put his pictures on the open market.

"I am sure that America will look Schenck Silent on Attitude
with interest to this advanced de- of Chaplin on Pool Plan
velopment, and we expect that Ufa H'est Coast Bureau. THE I-II..M DAILY
will have something of a very unusual
Los Angele.s — Joseph M. Schenck.
nature to ofTer the American motion who is engineering the United Artists
picture public," F. Wynne-Jones, Consolidated deal and the Warner
managing director in New York, said alliance, declines comment on Chapye,^terday in commenting on the Ulalin's stand in refusing to enter the
Klangtilm deal.
proposed pool.

Klangfilm-Tobis Sound
Warning on Patents

Ruling Slated Today in
West
Coastfrom'Trust'
(Continued
Page 1) Case

Foreign Markets
//f.U/;.9
p.

CUNNINaHAM^^_

Ukrainians To Increase
Theaters and Production

Washinglon Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Sukfu, a Ukrainian
company has arranged plans for the
next five years which
es for
increasmg theaters in theprovid
Ukrainian
Republic from 2,060 .ns at present to
9,200. states a report to the M
P
Section of the Dept. of Commerce
Lquipment will be installed in 2,388
workman clubs ui villages while
1,200
will be installed in schools. The company will build in the bigger cities
35 new theaters seating 1,800 each
and 20 houses seating 700 each.
Production plans call for 240 pictures to
be made
within five years as follows; 30 in 1928-29, 40 in 1929-30
51
in 3.1930-31, 55 in 1931-32 and 65 in
1932-3

Berlin (By Cable) — Showing of
foreign sound films in Germany can
be done only through agreement with torney general, asked lor a delay beKlangfilm and Tobis, tiie former
cause the government was "not quite
warns, in answer to recent statement
ready." Amen asks an indictment on S. F. Doyle Appoints Two
of H. M. Warner, stating his comalleged conspiracy
pany will enter the field here on a an
independent
exhibitors. to "freeze-out" Americans for New House
big scale if obstacles are removed.
Sydney— Stuart F. Dovie, director
Warning is sounded by the German Weiss Brothers Operating
of the State, a Union Theater Ltd.
combine against patent infringements.
liouse, has appointed Clyde Hood in
DeForest Studio in N. Y. charge of lightin
g and scenic effects
and Price Dunlavy organist at the
(Continued
from Page 1)
Tobis Wiring Houses in
22 Cities of Germany
addition to operating tlie plant, Weiss new house. Hood was formerly connected with a Chicago theater while
Hashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Brothers will produce a series of
Washington — Tobis will wire talkers, under a direct license from Dunlavy was formerly at the United
houses in 22 cities by the end of the General. General retains licensing Artists' Los Angeles house.
month and the number of apparatus power. The studios are equipped for
installed will be 30 it is estimated sound-on-filni and sound-on-disc re- Intercha
ngeability Is
in report to the M. P. Section of the cording.
Dept. of Commerce.
Set for New Zealand
London — Contracts recently signed
ill New Zealand show that Movietone
Pathe's
'Mother's
Boy'
Schnitzer Denies Any
Premiere
Set
for
$2
Top
films are allowed to be run on BritDeal on With Paramount
ish Talking Picture's device
"Mother's Boy," a singing and talk(Continued from Page 1)
Western Electric subjects on the and
De
ing production featuring Morton Forest
system.
a merger between his company and Downej', will have its Broadway preParamount. In addition, $1,500,000
miere at $2 top at the George M.
is being spent on new stages and Cohan Theater, New York, on May
Kinemas Issue Oversubscribed
6, according to Phil Reisman. The
equipment,
he
says.
The
company's
Johannesburg
— The recent public
program calls for 30 pictures for the surrounding program will consist of issue
of $2,412,500 made by Kinemas
new season.
all-talking audible Pathe oflferings. Ltd. here has been oversubscribed.
Two records featuring four songs The company now has a chain of 60
Last Rites Held for John from the picture have been recorded houses from the Cape to Rhodesia
by Victor and will be used in exploit- and an extensive building campaign
ing the picture.
has been launched.
Spargo,
W^ell
Kno
*vn
Editor
Funeral services were held yesterdaj' for John S. Spargo, who died on
'Bulldog Drummond' For Apollo
Completing Lang Film
Sunday at his home in Freeport.
following a lengthy illness. Rev. Dr.
"Bulldog Drummond," Ronald
Berlin — Final scenes are being conCarl Miller officiated at the services, Colman's first all-talker will have
structed at the Neubabclsberg studio
which were attended by representa- its premiere at the Apollo, New York
for
the
Fritz
Lang production, "The
tives of the industry. Spargo was a in Slay 2, instead of at the Geo. M.
Cohan,
as
previously
announced.
veteran in the trade paper field and
Girl in the Moon."
formerly managed the N. Y. Motion Picture Club.
"Madame X" Premiere Set
"Madame X," M-Ci-M's all-talker,
will have its April 23 premiere at the
Astor, New York. "The Broadway
Melody" will be moved to the Sam
H. Harris. Its first performance there
will be at the matinee, April 22.
RCA Sales Head on Victor Board
Joseph L. Ray, vice president and
general sales manager of RCA, has
been elected to the board of directors of the Victor Talking Machine
Co. and the Victor Talking Machine
Company of Canada, Ltd., respectively.-

Trem Carr Productions
Announces

in Preparation

"MOTHER
OF MEN"
ALL RIGHTS FULLY PROTECTED

FKANCO-'FIIM
Robert Hurel, Executive Director

Announces the
First American
Release!

IVAN
4 4

Here^s a Star
Here^s a Story!
Here^s a Director!

PETROVITCH
IN

Co-starred with Alice Terry in Rex
Ingrain's

"The Garden

MORGANE**

the ENCHANTRESS
with
CLAIRE DE LOREZ
Directed by

LEONCE PERRET

For rights, information^ etc,

M. EDW. SULLIVAN
American Representative

French Building
551 FIFTH
NEW

AVENUE
YORK

of Allah"

U. A. Members
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Continue Plans for Warner Deal
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In Line

Far Off

the National Roard
Now
of Review is swinging
the cudgels on behalf of
pictures that won't embarrass
father when he takes the children to his local i)icture house.
The cohorts are organizing.
The need is there. Our written
thoughts on the subject set us
down as a charter member in the
'■Remember the Family" crusade. Any time the march gains
t momentum to get
ien
fic
suf
er
way, we shall be found in
und
e
lin early and ready to stay to
the end — even if it gets bitter.

Popular television still is far
off and equipment commercially is successful now in only
a narrow sense, Louis B. F.
Raycroft, vice president of the
National Electrical Manufacturers' Ass'n, declares in a report
to
division. the association's radio

No Adverse Laws Enacted
in Canada This Year

Ottawa — Never before, in years,
has Canadian legislation been so free
of measures afTecting the theaters,
either adversely or beneficially, as
this year. .All Provincial Parliaments are through with their programs for 1929 and, with the excep"Thru Different Eyes"
tion of the rejected proposal in BritOn the crest of the current flair
ish Columbia for censorship of theater display advertising, there were
for courtroom and mystery pictures.
Fox kicks in with one that is way no alarming features for exhibitors
of? the beaten track in treatment. anywHiere. Practically no cliangcs
Consequently, splendid entertainment. were made in laws affecting the patrons of theaters.
4J'Thru
Eyes"
is its title
and
this is Diflferent
how Jack
Blystone
cleverly
directed:
F. N. Lease on Central
A press headquarters openinpf that
Extended to July, 1930
takes some of the guts right out of
First National has extended lease
"The
Page."Eddie
.A quick
to
the Front
trial where
Lowe switch
faces on the Central. New York, until July
a charge of murder. The defense 1930, Ned E. Depinet. general sales
attorney rebuilds the events leading manager, states. The house is owned
to the crime. Fadeout and his ver- by the Slnibcrts. First National has
had the house under lease since last
sion is shown in full dialogue.
Back to the courtroom where the August, when "Lilac 'J'imc" opened.
prosecuting attorney is hammering "His Captive Woman" now is current. It is expected to be followed
away. You then get his version,
again in full action and dialogue. The b}' "The Squall" and "Broadway
jury returns a guilty verdict, a scream
rings out and then the third flash- Babies."
back gives you the murder as it real- Eddie Bowling Film to Be
ly happened. Same players in the
First Talker Roadshow
three episodes, but their characters,
reactions and motives change. Great
"The Rainbow Man," Eddie Bowlidea, fine cast including Mary Duning's first talker, is to be roadcan— when "it" was handed out, she showed by .Sono-.\rt. The picture
certainly got her share — Warner opens next Tuesday at the Selvvyn,
Baxter, who rates the highest of New York, and May 6 at the Trepraise, and Lowe whose work is very mont, Boston. Negotiations are ungood.
der way for roadshow houses in DeThese Times
other
cities. It
will betroit.
the"Chicago
first and
talker
roadshow.
Peekfikill, which lies along the Hudson right here in the Empire State,
has lost its color blindness. Yes- Pathe Cinema Launches
terday, the blue-nosed regime was
Drive for French Houses
deposed, Sunday show^s accepted and
By P. A. HA RLE
the progress of America toward the
Editor "La Cinematographie
Francaise"
light given a further impetus. All
Paris — Pathe Cinema has launchover the land the forces of the uned an aggressive campaign of theacomprisintr and the ridiculously oldter expansion. The company recentfashioned are being similarly routed.
ly took over the Fournier circuit of
An occasion for the cheers to ring
approximately 30 Paris houses, and
forth.
a number
of others are to be acK ANN
(Continued
on Page 6)
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U. A. POOL IS SEEN AS
CERTAIN ON WEST COAST
IN FOUR MID-WEST STATES

Deal Without Chaplin to be
Made With Warners
Under Plan
HVrf Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Joseph M. Schenck
and other members of United Artists
Chicago — Expansion program of will go through with plans for United
Fischer's Paramount Theaters in Artists Consolidated, an affiliation
Wisconsin is to be supplemented by with Warners, without CTiarles Chapnew theaters in Illinois, Ohio and Inlin, it is understood.
diana. With contracts for five WisChaplin's
made Sunday at a
consin houses let, negotiations are meeting at stand
the Fairbanks estate is
under way for five additional houses final, and he has wired his attorney,
in that state, three in Illinois, four Nathan Burkan, to remain in New
in Ohio and six in Indiana. These
18 additional houses are expected to York as he will not participate in any
future conferences on the prnpo'pd.
be in operation within a year. Wis- consolidation.
consin towns where contracts for theChaplin has stated he will consider
aters already have been let are: Be- his present L^nited Artists contract
loit, Watertown, Stevens Point, Ap- cancelled if the deal goes through, in
pleton and Monroe.
which event he is ready to place his
films on the open market.

Answer Not Yet Filed in
Boston Conspiracy Suit Chaplin Ranked Eighth
Answer of New England Theater
In World News Figures

Operating Co., and six distributors in
Charles Chaplin ranks as the eighth
suit brought against them by David best world news personality, Karl
H. Brand of the Humboldt. Bos- Bickcl, head of United Press, declares
ton, for $100,000 triple damages, in a talking interview in the current
charging a conspiracy to drive him issue of Pathe Sound News. Others,
out of business, has not yet been in the order named by Bickel are:
filed, and there have been no new President Hoover, Calvin Coolidgc,
developments in the case. Brand now Henry Ford, Thomas A. Edison,
is in New York. Distributor de- Colonel Lindbergh, Mussolini, Genfendants are First National, Paraeral \'on Hindenbur^ and the Prince
Warners. mount. M-G-M. Pathe, RKO and of Wales and King George, bracketed
together in tenth place.

Publix Deal Gave Blank
Block of Paramount Stock

Newspapers Play Up Chaplin
Opposition to Warner Deal

De> M()ine> — .\. II. I'lank became
a heavy stockholder in Paramount
as a result of the deal with Publix,
under terms of which the latter took
over his major chain of houses in
Iowa. Nebraska and Illinois. Blank,
who is retaining his chain in 24 small
towns of Iowa, is planning a six
months' tour of Europe in the fall.

Emphasis
on isCharles
Chaplin's
value
as copy
being placed
by
newspapers throughout the country

Mont. Arbitration Switch
Not Planned, Allied Told
Minneapolis — Protot of .\llicd
States Ass'n, following circulation of
report that the Butte arbitration
board is to be moved to Salt Lake
to incorpoa result ofon plan
Citv, as (.Continued
Pof/e 6)

in reporting the comedian's opposition
to the proposed pooling of United
.Artists units and affiliation with Warner. Recently a long interview on
Chaplin's distaste of talkers was featured bv United Press members.

SarnoflF Denies RCA Going
Into European Combine
David SarnofF. vice president of
RCA, who is in London, has denied
his company is to join the European
talking film combination to combat
Western Electric abroad, according
to "The Wall Street Journal."
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New England Traveltone "Hollywood Magazine"
Interest Plan Dropped
Corp. Being Formed IVest Coast
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Book
McConville, Montague & Haase of
TheDate
Industry's
Los Angeles— Because, it is said,
Independent Films, Boston, will
handle sales of Traveltone, syn- terms of the contract prevented free
Vol. XLVIII No.10 Tbursday, Apr. 11, 1929 Price 5 Cents
chronous sound-on-disc and sound- development of the magazine as a April 1 4- 1 5- 1burgh.
6 Convention of Western Pennsylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittson-filin
device.
The company to be national publication, the Academy of
PUBLISHER
JOHN W. AllCOATE
known as New England Traveltone M. P. Arts and Sciences and the pubCorp.
lishers have agreed to cancellation of April 16 Opening of "The Rainbow Man,"
at the Selwyn, New York.
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
the agreement for an option for parApril 16 Testimonial dinner to Carl Laemat 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
tial purchase of "Hollywood MagaWith
mle, M.P. Club, New York.
Film FitzPatrick Back

and and
Wid's Films
copyright
Folk,
Inc.(1929)
J. W.by Alicoate,
President
Publisher; Maorice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscril>ers should
remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
New York. Hollywood. California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Llchtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. HarU,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-de»-Nou<«, 19.
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Geyer at Toronto
Toronto — Ernest E. Geyer, formerly with the Paramount exploitation staff. New York, and Publix has
joined the headquarters staff of Famous Players Canadian Corp.

New Feature and Scenics

James A. FitzPatrick, independent
producer, has returned from Scotland
where he produced, "The Lady of the
Lake," which is now being synchronized at the Victor studios. During his trip he also visited Spain
where 10,000 ft. of scenic material was
photographed. Sound effects are to
be applied to the scenic material.

Pupils Rewarded for Good
Marks in School Work

Hamilton, Ont. — To children prozine."
ducing their weekly school reports
showing pass marks of 60 per cent
or better, Manager H. E. Wilton of
the Strand grants free admission for
Saturday matinees. He also is offering a cup to the school which has the
Rowfland V. Lee in N. Y.
greatest number of 60-mark pupils,
Rowland V. Lee, Paramount di- results being announced from the
rector who recently completed "The stage each Saturday. The stunt is
a hit with the children, parInsidious Dr. Fu Manchu," arrived making
ents and teachers.
in New York yesterday and sails Friday
for a three months' vacation innight
Europe.
Three Kenosha Houses Acquired

Wires Nashville Houses
Nashville — The Crescent Amuse'36 ment which is wiring its Fifth Ave0 nue theater and the suburban house,
the Belmont, has signed for Pathe
features and the shorts. The equipment being installed in the Belmont
was originally intended for CresCapitol, which
burned just beforecent's
the material
arrived.

Akron House Sold
Akron, O. — Herbert Fischer has
sold the Victor to John Castigan.
Sound at Covington House
Covington Tenn. — "The Barker"
recently opened sound policy of the
Palace.

April 20 Opening of "Innocents of Paris"
at the Criterion, New
York.
April 23 Opening
of "Madame
Astor, New
York.

X"

at the

May

1 Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.

May

2 Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Apollo,
New York.

May

6 Opening
of "Mother's
Boy" at
Cohan, New
York.
May 6-7 Convention of Texas exhibitor unit,
Dallas.
May 6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.
ver.
May 20 Annual Convention of American
Federation of Musicians at Den-

Pine Tree Firm Expanding

Kenosha, Wis. — Through an exin Northern Mississippi
change of stock, the Roosevelt Theater Co. has taken over the ButterKosciusko, Miss. — Pine Tree
fly, Vogue and Roosevelt here from
Amusement
Co. is planning to exGoetz Brothers. The Roosevelt compand throughout the state and has
pany includes Sam Abrahams and
Julius Lamm. The former at one secured the A-Muse-U here. Options are reported held on a number
time was president of the Illinois of northern
Mississippi houses.
Theater Owners Ass'n and the latter was connected with Balaban &
Camilla Horn to New York
Katz in Chicago.
Camilla Horn is en route to New
Loewe Goes to Cincinnati
York from Hollywood. She sails
Cleveland — Walter Loewe has re- aboard the S. S. New York for Gersigned from the First National sales
many on Saturday where she will be •
force to become manager of the featured in several productions and
United Artist exchange in Cincinnati, later return to the United States.
succeeding W. C. Carmichael.

Heath on Vacation to Europe
Percy Heath, who adapted and
wrote the dialogue for Paramount's
talking and singing film, "Close Harmony," is en route to New York
from where he leaves on a two month
vacation to Europe. He will sail on
the He de France.
Senior Nugent with M-G-M
J. N. Nugent, stage player and
'ioo
McCormack to Make F. N. Record father of Elliott Nugent, who recent"1John
McCormack, Irish tenor, will
66
ly left the New York stage to acmake a Victor Red Seal record of
cept a film contract, will join his
"Lady Divine," the theme song of son at the M-G-M studio.
"The Divine Lady," the First NationSioux City Firm Changes Name
al-Vitaphone special starring Corinne
Griffith.
Sioux City, la. — Sioux Super Films
is new name of the former World44th St. Run 20 Weeks
Wide Outdoor M. P. Co., due to
Twenty weeks is called for in book- similarity in the latter name with
other companies.
ing of "Follies of Fashion," Walter
Futter sound Curiositv, running at the
Municipal "Philly" House
44th St., on the bill wfth "Alibi."
Philadelphia — A municipal theater
Kendall Aids Salvation Drive
to cost $750,000, is to be built here.
Messmore Kendall of the Capitol,
New York, has accepted the chairmanship for the annual maintenance
appeal of the Salvation Army to take
place May 1 to May 15.

"Olympia" Rights Bought
M-G-M has acquired film rights
to "Olympia," Ferenc Molnar's play,
and will make a talking picture adaptation.

April 17 Opening
of "Show Boat" at Globe,
New York.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Chromotone
Film Studios, Inc.
NOW AVAILABLE
First independent studios having facilities to produce both with

SOUND

ON FILM AND

DISC

(Disc recording at 33 1/3 and 80)

Scores Written and Synchronized
Natural Color Process
COMPLETE

Studio equipped vdth
PRODUCTION FACILITIES

CHROMOTONE
122 Fifth Avenue

AND

STAFF

FILM STUDIOS, INC.

Watkins 8536-7

New York City
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PAYING TO CAPACITY ^^^f^^^l.^iTTSSi^i^^^S^^^'"

CLARA
BOW
in her first ALLTALKING pioture,
"The Wild Party."
By author of
'•Flaming Youth."
Directed by Dorothy Arzner.

,,,, ,, .HE
,HE CHICAOO THEATRE EI« SHB^ ^^^
BUSINESS THAT WE ARE ™««; ° JJ ^„„ ,,r, .URNED
^^^^ ^^
OKIENTAL TO ACCOMMOBATE THOUSAND
AWAY. THIS IS FIRST TIME «E EVE ^^^ ^^^^^^^

IN OUR LOOP
E
PICTUR
A
MAX BALABAN
ED WEEK.
SECOND
AREPEAT
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il by Jo h \\.
(lr<>ni\««-ll and Edward
butbi-riuud.

Wh hat
of the hour— "THE WILD PARTY" and "CLOSE
your box office record by the widest margin!

-

a merry race the two biggest talking picture hits*
HARMONY"— are running to see which will smash

JL HE WILD I*AKTY*' has rolled up record grosses
already in these theatres: Rialto, New York; Buffalo, Buffalo; Eastman, Rochester; I!ii<liana, Indianapolis; Ambassador, St. Louis; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Riviera, Omaha; Palace, Dallas: Texas, San
Antonio; Metropolitan, Houston; Alabama, Birmingham; State, Chattanooga; Riviera, Knoxville;
Plaza, Asheville; Worth, Ft. Worth.

'^ClOSE HAK^IOXY" has knocked the box office
records for a loop at the Granada, San Francisco; Paramount, Los Angeles; Newman, Kansas City;
Portland, Portland; Seattle Theatre, Seattle; Fenway, Boston. Held over second week— T & D
Theatre, Oakland, Cal. — unprecedented! Outside of Chicago, these are about the only towns where
the picture has played at this writing.
1^ o matter which of these two sensational talking
attractions wins the race for records, they'll do bigger business for you than any other talking picture
on the market, BAR NONE!
And they're typical of the week-after-week talking hits produced by

PARAMOUNT

Year after year, doifvn from the
"^ood old days»** Lloyd Hamilton Kas made tbem laugk-~and
made them come a^ain to see
the next one. Rut throu^k all
tKe«e many seasons of fante* ke
kas never been so funny, kas
tte^rer keen suck a surefire koxoffice draifv* as ke is no-tv
-«vitk dialogue and sound
added to kis uproar*
ionsly
funny
pantontime
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First of a Series of Six
All -Talking Comedies

A grcAt moment in a ^reat year— "Afis Bi^
Minute." A year that is seeing tke rebirth of
screen hamor through the talking comedy. A
moment that sees the launching of a series of
talking comedies that is going to be among the
greatest of them all.
It's his hig minute. But it's yours, too. For no
Short Feature comedy star has ever topped the
record of Lloyd Hamilton as a constant favorite
M^ith the fans or consistent money maker for tke
exkihitor.
Tkere -will he six of tkem— >six tivo-reel talking
comedies that i^ill make your longer features
step to e^ual them in dra-wing poiver.

LLOVD HAMILTON
TALKING
COMEDIES
Directed by Williatn
Watson
Produced hy
Lloyd Hamilton Productiona* In«
EDUCATIONAL
EXCHANGES,
E.W. HAMMONS.

FILM
Inc.

'THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
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Mont. Arbitration Switch Pathe Cinema Launches
for French Houses
Not (Continued
Planned,
Allied Told Drive(.Continued
from Page 1)
from Page 1)

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^aay

April

HDDVS^S

ERNEST SCHOEDSACK of the
famous Cooper-Schoedsack fihiimaking combination has been paying
studio.
visits to Pa.ramount's Astoria ion
in
He soon leaves for a vacat
Paris.
George Le Maire has completed
his fifth Pathe all-conversation short
under the title of "Go Easy, Doctor." Supporting Le Maire and
Louis Simon are: Maurice Quinlivan, Marita Mackay, Althea Clark,
Miriam Stuart, Lillian Bond, Lillian
Williams, Gladys Hart and Coleman
and Hart.
Le Maire is doing the
megaphoning. if
*
*

rate the Butte Film Board in the Salt
Lake City organization, has brought
assurance from C. C. Pettijohn, that
no change of arbitration is planned.
Pettijohn says there is no basis for
the report. Meanwhile, it is understood Harry Meyers, secretary of the
Butte board, is- to be transferred to
Salt Lake. Meyers recently sponsored a compulsory arbitration bill,
whicli drew censure from exhibitors.

(luired. In addition, about ten new
theaters, w'ith capacity of 5,000, will
be built in Paris and other keys. The
Fournier purchase was the first important business deal of the comthan. pany under management of M. Na-

Cleveland Booking Agency
license Plan Studied

THAT
THAT'S
By PHIL M. DALY
SAM
KATZwithout
is experimenting
with
shows
stage presentations. Now some bright boy will
probably figure out a way to eliminate the screen. This will eliminate the audience. It all makes for
economy, and* reducing
*
* the old nut.

Cleveland — Investigation of Cleveland employment agencies has turnProduction at Fast Clip
ed to a discussion as to whether concerns furnishing theatrical engageat M-G-M Eastern Studio
"Ch i n a t o w n^^^
ments
should be licensed. Chief Po- THEME
SONG
More than 60 Movietone Acts have
lice Prosecutor Julius M. Kovacky,
been completed at the M-G-M east- Supt. B. C. Steiple of the State-City
ern studio in New York, under su- Employment Bureau and Dale Brown
pervision of Major Edward Bowes of the Better Business Bureau met Nights, You Daze » ^
and Louis K. Sidney,
with the managers of ten theatrical
This week two subjects are sched- bureaus operating in Cleveland, who
John T. Doyle, veteran stage playuled. They are: Nick Grinde's orig- said they would accept a licensing
er, makes his screen how-do-you-do
inal revue, in which Charles Irwin system provided they were assured
Exhibitors' Daily Reminder
in "Mother's Boy," Pathe talker will be master of ceremonies, with of protection against agencies operatmade at Sound Studios. Bradley Bar- Alice Weaver co-featured. The HapDon't
overlook Christmas. It's only
ing without licenses. After ascerker did the megaphoning
on this
taining from the members how their 8 months off. Dress your doorman
piness
Boys
also
are
to
make
a
secnumber.
ond subject. Last week, Walter C. business is conducted, Prosecutor up as Santa Claus for an advance
*
*
*
job.
expressed it as his opinion the
ballyhoo.
Show the folks you're on
Kelly in "The Virginia Judge" star- Kovacky
Percy Marmont made his 7-adio
ring Walter C. Kelly and George that theatrical agencies should be
*
*
*
debut the other night over WRNY.
classed as employment agencies.
He recently gangplanked from the Dewey Washington, in his sixth MTimely
Thought
Me."
British Isles after viorking in three G-M number, were filmed. SynchroniWe have the
Unions
Boycott
Theaters
zation
of
"A
Man's
Man,"
starring
pictures.
William Haines, also was completed.
Fox, the Rooster
for Firing Stagehands
and the Lion in
Chesterfield Starting Talker
the films. Some
Chico, Cal. — Fourteen unions of
Cleveland Deal Closed
Chico and Orville are reported in
"The House of Secrets," first allproducer might
Cleveland — The Norman Holding agreement to boycott the T. & D.
talker to be made by Chesterfield
tra d e m a r k the
Prod, is being rehearsed in New York Co., has purchased the Uptown and Enterprises houses in those towns
good old Bull if
under direction of Edmund Lawrence. Variety from Meyer Fine, A. Kramer as a result of the dismissal of union
Shooting began^Monday at the Met- and S. H. Stecher. This deal, pend- stagehands.
using
it.
ing several weeks, was definitely
i^^jr\y^t *
ropolitan studio. In the cast are
*everybody
if
wasn't
Joseph Striker, Marcia Manning, Ed- closed last week by I. and J. SilverNew, Baltimore, Sold
Daily Pome
man, officers of the Norman comward Roseman, Elmer Grandin, FracBaltimore — The New theater, here,
pany. Silverman brothers own and
Little
Boy Blue
cis Verdi, Richard Stevenson, Harry
owned and operated by New Theater
It'sCome
blow way
your horn
the only
Southard, Herbert Warren, Walter operate houses in Lorain, Canton, Co., Dr. J. H. Whitehurstr president,
Mansfield, Akron and Altoon, Pa.
Ringham and Bill Cavanaugh.
has been purchased from Whitehurst
To collect the corn.
The Variety company, former own- interests by Morris A. Mechaniic.
*
*
*
ers of the Variety theater, continue
Santley, Sawyer Next Paramount
HOROSCOPE
Joseph Santley and Ivy Sawyer, to own and operate the Union Square, The Whitehurst's formerly operated
Shaw-Hayden, Moreland, Imperial the Century, Parkway, Keith's
having recently completed "Book and Homestead. They also own the (formerly New Garden) and Century
If you were born on this April
Lovers," for Paramount are soon to New Kinsman, which is temporarily Roof here. The Century and Park- day and are still alive, that is a
favorable sign.
start production on "The Girl on the closed.
way erated
now byare
Keith'sandis opthe Loew's,
Schanbergers
the Even if your
Magazine
Cover,"
another
of
their
musical comedies at the Paramount
Century Roof turned into Valencia friends think you
Astoria studio.
Hoffman Opens Waterbury House
by Loew's. Seating capacity is to are a dead one,
Waterbury, Conn. — Hoffman The- be enlarged and the New improved don't let that disSommers at Jersey City
atrical Enterprises, which operates during summer. Changes in manage- c ou ra ge you.
Jersey City, N. J.— Henry A. Som- the Strand and Princess at Hartford,
ment will come up at next stockmers of Evansville, Ind., has been have completed the State here. Julia
holders' meeting.
They
taken. may be misappointed manager of the Stanley.
Smith will be manager.
To Build Theater And Hotel
Taunton, Mass. — George M. Cunimings, president of Associated HoEquipment
Mike Glutz,
rnatmgerNote
of the Oomtels, is seeking the Winthrop Club
pah
theater,
has
hit on a bright
property
here
for
a
site
for
a
hotel
and theater.
idea. He has installed a new style
of collapsible camp chair. The audiOkla. Theater Corp.
ence is kept so busy picking themselves up off the floor that they
Norman, Okla. — Ted Colbert, A.
F. Colbert and H. K. Buchanan have can't tell whether the picture is
It will occupy a place right on my desk — it formed
the Norman Theater Co.
good or rotten. That's using the old
is going to prove valuable a thousand times with capital stock of $5,000.
bean, Mike.
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EVERY

during the coming year.

DESK

*

PHIL REISMAN
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FREE

to Film Daily Subscribers

Subscription $10.00

Foreign $15.00

Fine Okla.
McAlester, Okla.
four employees of
ace were fined .$20
ly for showing on

Operators
— Sam Stokes and
the R. & R. Paland $5 respectiveSunday.

Topeka
House
Wired
Topeka, Kans. — The Gem has been
wired for sound pictures.

*

+

OLD TIMER
Tiieodore L. Hays of Finkelsteiii
& Ruben, has been in the show business since the days they started asking for Robinson
Crusoe
ducats —
two on the aisle.
*
*
*
Famous Film Conversations
"Tell him I'm out."

THC
Thursday,

April

11, 1929

J^^ ^IbL

Coast Wire Service

10 Christie Talkers Set
THREE-A-MONTH SCHEDULE
Operating sound studios since Nov.
1. Al Christie has produced ten of
his short "Talking Plays" for Paraiimunt release.
They are:
"The Melancholy Dame," by Octavus Roy Cohen, with all-negro cast
including F'lorian Slnppey, Pernianciit \\'illianis and Webster
Dill.
"A Bird in the Hand," by E. Percy
Heath, with Lois Wilson. Jason Robards, Roy D'Arcy and Dot Farley.
"Post Mortems," from the play by
Charles Devine, with Raymond Griffith, Tom Kennedy. Mabel Forrest,
Robert Emmett O'Connor.
"Mu.sic Hath Charms," by Octavus
Roy Cohen, with Florian Slappey.
Roscoe Griggers, Bud Peagler, Prof.
Aleck Champagne, Sam Gin and Willie Trout.
"Meet the Missus," by Kenyon
Nicholson, with James Glcason, Lucille Webster Gleason, Helen Mehrmann and Eddie Waller.
"Jed's Vacation," with Charley
Grapewin and Anna Chance.
"The Framing of the Shrew," by
Octavus Roy Cohen, with Privacy
Robson, Florian Slappey, Lawyer
Evans Chew, and Melissie Cheese.
"When Caesar Ran a Newspaper,"
by Waldemar Young, with Raymond
Hatton and Sam Hardy.
"Hot Lemonade," by Florence Ryerson and Colin Clements, w*ith
I uuise Fazenda, Johnny Arthur and
Walter Hiers.
"Dear Vivian," by Waldemar
Voung, with Raymond Hatton and
Sam Hardy.
Production is going forward rapidly in the Christie sound studios, with
Paramount releasing approximately
three month.
of the new "Talking Plays"
each

A Little
from
By

RALPH

*f

Lots

a

WILK

Hollywood
BILL" CLARK
gonehe towillSydney. Australia, has
where
be
associated in an executive capacity
with John Hicks, Famous Players'
general manager in Australia. We
liope he will be as lucky in Australia
as he was in India, where he was
with Fanious Players for three years.
He bought $7.50 worth of chances
and won $3,000 at the Calcutta
Sweepstakes.
*
*
*
Try and find a talker, in
which one of the characters
does not stutter.
Our

Passing Show: Edward H. Griffith and Morris
Small chatting at Pathe; Peverell Marley rushing to C. B.
De
Mille's "Dynamite" set at
M-G-M.
*
*
*
Twelve years ago Sam Newfield
was an errand boy for Carl Laemmle in New York. Now, he is supervising 52 two reel comedies for Universal.
*

+

*

Rowland V . Lee who has completed "The Insidious Dr. Fu. Manchu,"
will sail for Italy this month. His
first talker was "The Wolf of Wall
Street." During the past year he
also dh-ected "The First Kiss" and
other Paramount productions.
*
*
*
Qualitone claims a record for speed
in the installation of talking picture
equipment. The firm equipped the
Redlands theater of the Junior West
Coast circuit in ten days. The order
for the Qualitone device was received
Merna
Kennedy
Opposite
Denny
Merna Kennedy, who has just com- on March 21, and on March 31 the
pleted one of the featured roles in house was presenting its first sound
"Broadway," has been cast in "Com- picture, "The Bellamy Trial."
panionate Troubles," a Reginald
Denny production, which William
James Craft will direct. Others in
Cast for 'Magnolia'
Mrs. George Fawcctt, wife of
the cast will be Otis Harlan, William
Austin, and Greta Grenstadt. The George Fawcett, actor, and William
Holden have been assigned parts in
picture will be with dialogue.
"Magnolia," being directed by Richard Wallace for Paramount. The pic"Fare, Lady!" Dowling's Next
ture is an adaptation of Booth TarkEddie Dowling's next talker for
Sono-Art Productions will be a screen ington's story. Charles "Buddy"
Rogers and Mary Brian have the
adaptation of Frank C. Reilly's story, principal roles.
"Fare, Lady!" The story was originally written for a musical comedy.
Wood for Moran and Mack Film
Freeman Wood has been added lo
Lazarus to Write Pathe Dialogue
Sidney Lazarus has been signed to the cast of the forthcaming Moran
write dialogue for the screen version and Mack dialogue fijm as yet untitled. The story is an original by
of Hugh Wiley's "Wildcat" stories for
Pathe. Monte Brice is producing the Octavus Roy Cohen. George Abbott
Wiley stories with Paul Powell di- wrote the dialogue and will direct
for Paramount.
recting.

Los Angeles Record
r

-THIS WEEK'S-

EDITORIAL
T'S a wow!

I

Columbia Pictures has done it again!

"The Donovan Affair," produced by the same company and
directed by the same man who made "Submarine," is another outstanding production — only this time it is an all-talking film.

It isn't often that one can be completely thrilled by a feature which is supposed to both chill
and tickle the funny bone, but "The Donovan
Affair," which, after all, was a very successful
stage play by Owen Davis, has been transferred to
the screen in admirable fashion with excellent
sound and dialogue effects.
The talking picture medium is a natural aid to the
mystery play. It provides ample opportunity to
produce spooky storms with thunder and lightning.
Sound effects come into their own in this case. All
have been employed well in "The Donovan Affair."
Jack Holt plays the ma.ster detective — a different type of in.'^pcctor than is usually found in thrill dramas— and he plays it
with his u.sual finesse His voice registers well, and — you know how
t:<'od Jack is when it comes to motion picture acting.
Dorothy Rcvier, Agnes Ayres, Wheeler Oakman, William
Collier, Jr., Hank Mann, Virginia Brown Fairc. Fred KcLsey and
others complete the well chosen cast. Limited .epacc prohibits
individual tribute.
To Director Frank Capra we bow low with a grand
sweep of our editorial hat in appreciation of his splendid megaphone work.

To }:{arry Cohn, the man in charge of Co'
himhia Pictures: we congratulate him upon the
quality of the production and for the manner in
which it If 05 done.
"The Donovan Affair" is another \noc\out
from Columbia.'

JIMMY

STARR

The
Picture Business
lias just
Started!
X

HE Desert SOXG'' win revolutionize the mo■ion pietiire business as %%e iuiow it today just as

Vitapiione revolutionized the motion pieture business as we knew it yesterday.
FORGET anything you know
and receipts.
FORC«ET

anything

anout reeor«ls. runs

you have

learne«l about

past

performanees.
TELL your. patrons that nothing they have ever
seen in your theatre eau begin to compare with
what they will see and hear in "THE

DE^iERT SOXO.*'

MAKE them every promise you like, use all the
superlatives an«l a«ljectives that you can assemble
together and "THE DE<$ERT SOXO*'
your most extravagant promises.
THE

PICTURE

with "THE

will still top

RUSIIVES!!* starts all over

DESERT

again

SOIVC."

VI«'E

U'An.'MER

BROS
WHAT

WAKXEK

BROS.

rHO.M

Member of Motion

VIT^
Producers and

PICTURES,

INC.

iSGfl
9nt\ ^m

I SE H ••• • WARIV
Picture

PnESinE.MT

BROS.

Distributors
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of America,

Will

HAVE
H.

Hays,

HELIVEHEU!
Pres.

Myers Says Small Exhibitors Need Sound Rental Cut
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5 Cents

SCHENCK GOES AHEAD
OF WEST COAST CHARGES
WITH U. A. POOL PLAN

'R
ainbow Man
Wlll'iX this column tinishcs' u. 8. JURY STARTS PROBE
telling the exhibitor world
what's coming along, the
blood will rush to a lot of keen
business heads. Hold everything,

Hcst Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Government prosecutors have been instructed to subpoena only essential books and recfellows, "The Rainbow Man" will
ords of Fo.x West Coast and eight
be hitting your city after a time,
distributors, under investigation for
but not until fall. Eddie Dowling
alleged "freeze-out" of independent
takes his bow via this, his first pic- exhibitors. This instruction followof the defendants' motion
ture, in a number of key spots at for edandenial
injunction to restrain the Federal grand jury from hearing eviroadshow prices. Regular disdence against them. Tiie governtribution not yet set and no general

release until September, so keep
the pulse at normal.
But when you do play it, prepare
your audiences
for a top-notch
, piece of entertainment and your
I theater staff for a land office rush.
Roth promises will be fulfilled.
In the Bag
This is what is in store:
A musical comedy in talking and
singing celluloid with the usual girl
stuff replaced by a minstrel show.
First time in sound pictures.
A new name for the bulbs in Eddie
Dowling, known to New York and
many of the provinces for his musical
comedy endeavors. He can sing, and
— it is a high compliment to him —
wisecrack without getting smutty.
The Dowling personality will click.
Frankie Darro, a child player
familiar to picture audiences, in a
talking part that is immense. So
much so that young Frankie gives
Dowling a close race for first honors.
And for Marion Nixon who has
been largely submerged in the Hollywood maze, a real chance to demonstrate how capable she is. Mark her
down for potential starring honors.
She'll get them.
Frank Newmeyer directed and did
a grand job. "The Rainbow Man"
[slides over the plate by the widest
[of margins.
It reeks of big money.

Plums
The industry is now hitting a real
stride in talking pictures. In less
Ithan a week five plums have blossomed forth: "Coquette," "Alibi,"
•Thru Different Eyes," "Close Harmony" and now "The Rainbow Man."
I!Who said the future was anything
but bright?
K A N N

(.Coiitinucd

on

Page

9)
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Few Part Talkers
Hest Coast llui. -nil-

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Tlhfire will be
few part-talkers next year, as
producers favor all-talkers or
silent pictures.

TO PATHE SALES $17,265,321
EOR 1928, REPORT SHOWS

With or Without Chaplin
Schenck Plans Warner
Affiliation
IVest

Coast

By RALPH
WILK
Bureau.
TIIE
FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Despite published report that the proposed deal had been
abandoned, Joseph M. Schenck is
proceeding with plans for formation
of United Artists Consolidated and
affiliation with Warners, regardless

of Charles Chaplin's attitude. Chaplin, who had been asked to guarantee
delivery of three pictures in two
years, flatly refuses to be a party to
the deal.
Gross sales and rentals of Pathc
Schenck feels that Chaplin may yet
for the 52 weeks ended Dec. 29,
change his mind toward the deal, but
1928 totaled $17,265,321, the com- with or without Chaplin, he does not
Paris — American distributors, faced
pany reports. Cost of sales and intend to abandon the project.
by quota regulations, which will make rentals and administrative expenses
profitable operation in France vir- were $19,548,710. With transfer of Schenck has a new star under contract, but de^'lines to say whether it
tually impossible, have decided to $2,542,128 from the reserve and
take no more bookings for films, and other income totaling $489,348 is Al Jolson, who is understood to
to close their offices when present profit is shown, after interest and have been signed. Worthy stars and
contracts are fulfilled. There is hope depreciation, as $187,436. Siirplus as producers will be added to Consolidated, Schenck says. The United
that a compromise may be reached. per balance sheet is $805,447.
Artists president leaves Sunday for
The new regulations would oblige
New
York.
.■\nierican distributors to buy one
Shuberts,
Brady,
Harris
French film for every three American films shown in France.
Unite on Talker Project European Production Up
American Sound Films is the name
50 Per Cent in 1928
under which the Shul)erts, William A.
Constitutional Right for
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Sam H. Harris will proWashington — Production abroad inTalkers Seen by Will Hays Brady duceandtalkers
based on their stage
creased 50 per cent during 1928. GerWest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
productions. Western Electric ap- maiiv made 221 films at a cost of
paratus is to be used, Lee Sluibert
Hollywood — Freedom of speech i^
$11,000,000, while England spent $7,guyraiUeed to talkers by 'the Consti- is quoted as saying. Use of a sound 610,000 as compared with $2,600,000
tution, in the opinion of Will H. device recently demonstrated is enthe jirevious ye_ar. France, Austria
tailed, he said. Shubcrt, Brady and and
Hays, he declared in an address to
Czechoslovakia also made gains.
studio press agents. He urged them, A. H. Woods last sunmier were nego- American films declined ten per cent
however, to keep their copy clean
tiating adeal with Vocafilm, but this in the British market.
fell through.
at all times.

Allied Head Asks Solution
of Sound Rental Problem
Allied Ass'n Plans Drive
in Unorganized States
Detroit— Allied States Ass'n, plans
to launch an immediate expansion
program, and will send several field
men into states not now organized,
Abram F. Myers, president and genof Allied
States
Ass'n,
told eral
150 counsel
members
of the
Michigan
(Continued

on

Page

9)

27 Papers Tentatively Set
for S.M.P.E. Spring Meet

Twenty-seven papers teiUatively
are scheduled to be read before the
spring meeting of the Societv of M.
P. Engineers, to be held in New
Detroit — Declaring that films now York May 6 to 9. They cover a wide
cost but a fraction of what they range of subjects, dealing principally
formerly did to produce and that an with sound.
adjustment is needed, Abram F.
Mvers, president and general coun- Publix Will Buy Half and
sel' of Allied States .Ass'n, at the
Michigan convention here, called
Operate L. A. Chinese
upon distributors to take steps to West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Publix will buy a
solution"
an "immediate
bring
of
the about
film
rental
costs
for small the- half interest
in Grauman's
{Continued
on Page 9) Chinese,
(Continucd
on Page 9)
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Powers Cinephone Markets First Two Classic Sound
Shorts Started in N. Y.
Complete Disc Equipment

Disc sound reproducing equipment
to be offered separately from its
Vol. XLVIII No.11 Friday, Apr. 12, 1929 Price 5 Cents sound-on-film equipment is planned
by Powers Cinephone. With the introduction of this complete disc outPUBLISHER
JOHN W. AllCOATE
fit, synchronized to play standard systems of disc recorded sound pictures,
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway,
New
York, N. Y., and Powers Cinephone now has three distinct equipments. Exhibitors have
copyright
Wid's Films
and Film
Folk, Inc. (1929)
J. W. by Alicoate,
President
and
the
choice
of either disc or sound-onPublisher; Maurice
D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
film installations or a dual system to
Business and Advertising Manager.
Entered
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the play both. The disc installation complete for theaters up to 1500 seating
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March
3, 1879.
Terms
(Postage free) capacity will cost $2,500. The soundUnited States outside of Greater New
York. on-film for the same sized theaters
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers
should is $5,000. The dual installation inremit with order.
Address
all communicacluding sound-on-film with synchrontions to THE
FILM
DAILY,
1650 Broadous disc attachment is listed at $6,000.
way, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736-

4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
New
York.
Hollywood,
California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Granite
6607.
London — Ernest W. Fredman,
The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough
$t., W.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn,
Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse,
225.
Paris — P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic
Francaise,
Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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Chinese Theater for Boston
Boston — Samuel Pinanski, president of the New England Theaters
Operating Corp., states that the projected Netoco atmospheric theater
soon to go into construction in Mattapan, will be Chinese in architecture and appointments. The theater, together with office and store
building, which will house it, represents a development of $2,000,000
The seating capacity will be 2,500.

Daily Matinee Policy
Ottawa - — • Business has been so
600 good at the Avalon, suburban house,
since introduction of talking programs that a policy of regular mati2,900
nees daily has been started, with the
ioo
400 programs being changed twice weekly. Formerly the Avalon had mati400
nees only on Saturdays.
1,000
Sales
200
400

300
2,700
8',566
6,700
2,400

New Pathe Manager at Charlotte
Charlotte — L. J. Duncan has been
appointed Pathe branch manager
600 here, replacing E. L. McShane.
Duncan already has assumed his
8,366 duties.

Book
TheDate
Industry's

Classic Pictures, represented by
Carl Lipman, yesterday began production of the first two of a series
4-15-16 Convention of Western Pennof 12 sound two reelers to be made April
sylvania Exhibitor Unit at Pittsburgh.
at the Powers Cinephone studio,
New York. Charles L. Glett is to
April 16 Opening of "The Rainbow Man,"
at the Selwyn, New York.
direct the series and Jimmie AmTestimonial dinner to Carl Laembrose, formerly of United Artists will
April 16
mle, M.P. Club, New York.
handle sales. The two subjects under way are "The Line-Up" featuring Viola Richard and William
Black, and "Frankie and Johnnie" an
original
by Charles Beahan of the old
time song.

April 17

Opening
New York.
of "Show Boat" at Globe

April 20

Opening of "Innocents of Paris"
at the Criterion, New
York.
Opening
X" at the
Harris, of
New "Madame
York.
Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.

April 23
May

1

Publishing
Violin Miniatures
May 2
Miniature violin parts of the varOpening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Apollo,
New York.
ious numbers released to date in the May 6
Opening
of "Mother's
Boy" at
Witmark Philharmonic Photoplay
Cohan, New
York.
Convention of Texas exhibitor unit.
Series, will be issued shortly by the
Dallas.
publishers, M. Witmark & Sons, New
May 6-7 Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
York, and will be supplied without
Engineers in New York.
charge to members of the profession May
Convention of American
ver.
May 6-9
20 Annual
Federation of Musicians at Denwho are interested in receiving such
material. More than 20 numbers of
the series are now ready. Work has
"Madame
X" to Play Harris
been prepared for directors of large
"Madame X," M-G-M all talker,
orchestras engaged in the synchronization of pictures.
will have its Broadway premiere
April 23 at the Sam H. Harris and
New Sound Truck for Pathe
not the Astor. "The Broadway
Finishing touches are being put Melody" will not be moved to the
Harris but will continue its original
on another Pathe Sound News re- locati
on.
cording truck at the General Electric plant in Schenectady and deliv"Blue"
Law
Unconstitutional
ery is expected next week. The
truck and its crew will be routed on
Monet, Mo.— -Local ordinance forassignments
to various
big cities.
bidding Sunday shows has been declared unconstitutional by Judge
Emory E. Smith in circuit court at
Nolan Unhurt in Canadian Wreck
Cassville.
Ottawa — P. J. Nolan, proprietor of
three theaters here, figured in the
serious railway wreck near Bowmanville, Ont., on April 6, while making
the trip to Toronto but came through
uninjured.

Ad- Vance Booster!

Petersburg Incorporation
Petersburg. Va. — The Nottoway
1,800
Sunday Bill Again Postponed
Amusement Co., Inc. has been form100
Columbia, O. — The Marshall bill,
ed with C. W. Mays as president and
providing local option on the Sun- A. G. Simpson, secretary. Maximum
day film question, has twice been capital is $10,000
1,300
100
postponed for a hearing. The bill
was endorsed by the Senate judiciary
committee.
Coming to N. Y. Premiere
200
Both Ronald Colman and Samuel
1,500
Goldwyn will come to New York
100
Jean Dixon For "Lady Lies" Cast
Jean Dixon, stage actress, has been for premiere of "Bulldog Drummond," at the Apollo.
signed for a part in "The Lady Lies,"
which is now in production at the
Paramount Long Island studio under
direction of Hobart Henley. Walter
Huston and Claudette Colbert head
the cast.
1,000

MORE

McDonald
West

Coast

I am an Ad-Vance booster because of
the excellent advertising medium it
affords, and the courteous and fair
dealing of the Company which brings
ultimate and lasting success.
DUNCAN
THEATRE.
Killbuck, Ohio.

THAN VALUABLE

at Los Angeles

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Tom McDonald has
been appointed manager of the FoxWest Coast Westlake.

It will be more than valuable.
as always, indispensable.
CARL

'.'.'.'.
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QUOTED

Fox Buys Plot Next to Roxy
Fox
has purchased
the plot adjoming
the Roxy
running from SOth
to 5 1st St. between
Sixth and Seventh Aves.

Call

WAFILMS,
Walter A.

Library

130 W.

Putter,
for

Inc.
Pres.

Stock Scenes

46th St.. New
Bryant 8181

York

FREE

to FUm

It will be,
E. MILLIKEN

Daily Subscribers

Subscription $10.00

Foreign $15.00

Hailed
as file Class of tlie Market!
"A sereaniin«i;ly (iiiiny comedy

wame'

jil?i ^TiiE mi:la>€iioly

-^^ based on the adventures of 'Perma-

nent Williams' and his friends. What an amusing skit it is! Their dialogue
is highly entertaining while there is plenty of heat to the dancing steps they
offer in their cabaret scene."— L. ^. Dai/y iVeii^s 4^444
"One of the shorts
^ MUSIC
HATH
HARMS'
was a pip. I think these Cohen
stories are far ahead of anything on the market, as they are so distinct a
novelty. I hope you have more of these."— Carro// Lawler, Greenfield, Mass.

^B
fk.
™^ ^ - '^
iki

'^^'^ ^ talkie number called
US'
James
EET
and Lucille
^M
THE Webster
MISSGleason

offer the prize entertainment of the evening."— iV. Y. Journal

4

4

4

**A Christie Talking Comedy
^A BIRD
IN THE
HAND'
got a lot of laughs from the house.
It had a cast that was worthy of a feature."— Motion Picture News

*

*

*'One of the best of the short subjects is
^POST
MORTE3IS'
a Christie-Paramount Comedy. It
is a smart, most amusing talking comedy."— Los Angeles Times 4

4

PARAMOUNT

- CHRISTIE

ALL-TALKING

PLAYS

4

t ASKING
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BELLE
BEN N ETT

JOE E. BROWN

I

Heard for the
First Time!
Belle Bennett's Voiceas Matchless as Her Acting and
Talking
andPersonality
Singing. —
"In the- Land of
Theme Song, by
Make - Believe,"
L. WoUe
Gilbert and Abel
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PRObUCTION»«

INC

MflTURflLf
WITH

GEORGE

DKILOQUE

JE//EL
tainer Ui a acreen
A peeHes*
enternovelty. Crackling
with the famoua
Jesse! wit, lilting
with melody, rich
in love interest.

iXUCKY
BCLLC
BENNETT
•^

VlOUJ

^no /OUND

Charming
romance of the theatre in a poignant
drama tress
of an
acwho lost

VV»TW

step with her
husband on the
ladder to fame.

OE.E.BROWh

Startling,
ful dramapowerof a
man who turned
back the hands
of Time. FeaR'cardo
Certez, turing
Claire
Windsor
and
Montagu Love.

"
M
l
f
E
R
T
r
p
t^i n
ORLEflNf

"
^
M

Throbbing drama
of love vs. friendship told by Ric'ardo Cortex, William Collier, Jr.,
and Alma Bennett
amid Mardi Gras
revelrytrackand
thrills. race-

^VHI/PERINC

A new slant oti
the eternal triangle in a drama
of three who loved
— ^ach one differently. Enacted by
Patsy Ruth Miller, Malcolm MeGregor,
Eve
Southern.

TVO
AND

MEM

//

^

M/qiD
BaLE
BENNETT

Picturesque Algeria, burning
Sahara sands, the
Foreign Legior
alt background for
a throbbing love
story told
by William Collier,
Jr.,
Alma Bennett, Eddie Gribbon,
George Stone.

The rOfnance of a
Jilted spinster who
suddenly finds
herself notorious
provides Belle
Bennett with a
role that runs the
•motional gamut.

Can Be Had on Sound
Film, or on Disc, or
Silent.
Synchronization and Score by
HUGO RIESENFELD

Synchrontzed by
RCA PHOTOPHONE

joe.e.BROWH

TirF/lNy-</>T<INL

PRODUCTION./^
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On for a
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Hit

Opening at the Cohan Theatre in New York

I
1

Pathe

Talking

Singing

.."iiiiii

Sensation

ni,,,!

Helen Chandler, Barbara Bennett,
Beryl Mercer, Osgood Perkins. Story bjr
Gene Markey. Original songs by Bud
Green and Sam H. Stept. Directed by
Bradly Barker. Supervised by Robert
T. Kane.
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Stage Shows in Demand

JUNIOR RCA-PHOTOPHONE
TO SELL FOR $5,950

Theaters seating 750 or less will
be able to secure RCA-Photophone
dual system equipment for $5,950,
under new scale of prices outlined
u
ft
by E. E. Bucher, executive vice
president. For sound-on-film exclusively, the price is $4,750, and for
By RALPH
WILK
sound-on-disc exclusiyely, $3,450 he
This is on a ten year term.
Producers now are interested priHollywood says.
Installations will begin by July 1.
marily in plays and musical com- WILLIAM SISTROM, general
The terms call for a ten per cent
manager of Pathe studios, has
edies, with a resulting wane for originals. This is due to the talker de- announced a 100 per cent talker, payment on signing the contract, 15
velopment. More musical comedies starring Eddie Quillan in a College per cent on installation and the rewill be converted into pictures than
maining 75 per cent payable in 12
heretofore, while producers also are Humor story, entitled "Joe College." monthly installments. Service charges
Sally O'Neill, who has been signed for the first year will be at the rate
resurrecting picture hits of former under
a long term contract, will play
talkers.
as
them
remaking
and
years,
opposite. Joseph Franklin Poland of $95 per month, second year, $75
Originals w'hich are being bought is writing the scenario and dialogue, per month and the remaining eight
are from the pens of studio staff under the supervision of William years, $55 per month.
writers or free-lance writers promi- Conselman. The picture is schednent in the picture field.
uled to start *within
Pennsylvania Senate for
* ten* days.
Talking Newsreel Repeal
Agnes (Pat) McKemm, scenarist,
Synchro-Lights at M-G-M has been signed by Universal to Harrisburg — By unanimous vote,
Claimed to Cut Flicker write origiiial stories. She will be the Senate has voted for repeal of
under the supervision of J. S. censorship of talking newsreels. The
"Synchro-Lights" is the term ap- Hawks, who succeeds Edward Mon- House has reported the measure out
plied to an invention of technicians
of
committee twice and votes on
Monday.
tague, as scenario
*
* editor-in-chief.
*
at the M-G-M studio, which is claimed to eliminate flicker. This is done
Lou Marangella, veteran
by synchronizing the camera with
press agent, is now handling
electric lights used in the picture.
Sunday Shows Win in
publicity for the Hillstreet
By means of an electric timer, the
Two Minnesota Towns
camera motors are gauged so that
theater. Lou's first assignment
Detroit,
Minn. — Ordinances perthe shutter closed at the exact inwas "Syncopation."
*
*
*
mitting Sunday movies have been
stant the lights have their dim instants, so that no dim spaces are
Our Passing Show: Arthur Caesar passed here and at Alexandria.
picked up on the film, John Nicko- and manuscript entering the Paralaus, laboratory chief, explains.
mount studio; Jack Adolfi and J.
Hill Joining Publix-Saenger
Atlanta — Montgomery S. Hill has
Grubb Alexander dodging traffic on
Sunset Boulevard;
Frederic Chapin concluded his long connection with
Darmour Plans Program
Publix following plans announced
visiting United Artists.
*
*
*
several weeks ago when he tendered
of 25 Comedies for RKO
Jason 0. Joy of the Association his resignation to Lewis J. Schneider,
Plans are under way for start of
of
M. P. Producers will soon leave division manager. Hill is joining
sound production at the Darmour
on
his second annual visit to im- Publix-Saenger Theaters of North
studios, where 25 two reel talkers are
portant state and city censor boards. Carolina, as assistant to H. F. Kincey,
to be made for 1929-30 release
He
will
spend six weeks on his trip. general manager.
through RKO Prod. A series of 13
Micky McGuire comedies and the
Cutting Lost Article List
Record Breaker series of 12 two
Hal Roach Supervising
Welland, Ont. — Because many arreel H. C. Witwier comedies comticles were being left in the theater,
Director on Comedies
prise the schedule. RCA-Photophone recording is planned.
Hal Roach has assumed duties of Tom Forhan, manager of the Capitol, placed a sign on the inside of the
supervising director for his units.
entrance
read: "Stop! Think!
Wrote Dowling Script
The producer will direct personally Have you which
forgotten something — your
the
first
ail-dialogue
two
reel
film
Frances Agnew, scenarist and forscarf, pen, pencil, gloves?"
mer newspaper woman, wrote the made by the All-Star unit. Roach umbrella,
As a result of this notice, the losthas
also
written
stories
for
initial
article
list
has been nearly eliminated.
adaptation and continuity and collaborated with Eddie Dowling on sound pictures to be made by Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy, Charley
All Pathe-Sound Policy
dialogue of "The Rainbow Man." Chase, and the All-Star troupe.
Seattle — When the Orpheum here
Dowling's first Sono-Art talking picture. Another talking script to Miss
oi)ens with its sound policy on April
Morris- West Making Another Talker 14 it will present this all-Pathe proAgnew's
credit is "Syncopation."
Chester Morris, who made his
gram, "The Leatherneck," starring
Studies Talkers
William Boyd; Pathe Sound News,
screen debut in "Alibi." directed by Pathe Audio Review and Aesop
Because he considers talking pic- Roland W^est, is to make another
Sound Fable.
tures "an art deserving of the most talker under West's direction.
careful study," Karl Vollmoeller, auSunday Movies at McAlester
thor of Morris Gest's production,
Small Signs Marjorie King
McAlester, Okla. — The city coun"The Miracle," is spending some
Marjorie
King,
Ziegfeld
player,
nights on a set at the Paramount
cil has authorized Sunday shows
has been signed by Edward Small
studio in here.
from one to six P. M. -with a board
for talkers. Small is making three of
censors of three.
pictures for Columbia.
Berlin Preparing
"Mammy"
Preparations are being completed
Van Brunt Quits Alden
Monte Blue 111
Walter C. Van Brunt has resignfor Al Jolson's next Warner picture,
Monte Blue is ill at a local hospied as secretary and member of the
"Mammy," which Irving Berlin is
to direct, as his first picture.
tal, following a sinus operation.
board of Alden Film Corp.

STAGE SUPPLYING MOST
VEHICLES FOR TALKERS

A Little
from

Lots

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^By

ARTHUR

W. EDDYi

REAL life provided Harry Delf
with his ideas for "The Stork
Arrives," his next talking short which
goes before the camera and microphone in about one week. Mrs. Delf
has a new daughter, Enid, who
weighed seven pounds and ten ounces
in her debut in this world the other
day. Harry's last abbreviated talker
was "At the Photographers." He's
writing and directing "The Stork
Bert Cann has been appointed
chief cameraman at the Chrom,otone
Arrives."formerly the Vocafilm plant.
studios,
Director Millard Webb is rounding
up his cast for "Glorifying the American Girl," which at last seems destined to get into Paramount pictures
of the audible variety. J. P. McAvoy, who writes novels, plays and
such, had the final crack at the story.
H. H. Van Loan has bag and baggaged Westward to watch his latest piece of play-writing, "The State
Trooper," get a tryout. "Romance,
Inc.," which he wrote in collaboration with Crane Wilbur, will be his
next yam to reach the speaking
stage, i.e., Broadway.
Lloyd Sheldon, Paramount supervisor, is New Yorking these days,
seeing some of the sights with Jean
de Limur, who has just completed
direction of "Jealousy." Sheldon
supervised Clara Bow's first talker,
"The Wild Party," current at the
Rialto, New York, and wrote its
dialogue. He supervised "The Legion of the Condemned" and "Three
Sinners," two de Limur stories.

$250 for Each Child Death
in Montreal Theater Fire
Montreal — Two hundred fifty dollars for each child is compensation
voted parents of 24 children who
lost their lives in the Laurier Palace theater disaster in 1927. Seventyeight children \vlere lost in the fire.
The settlement was a voluntary one
with the city.

Alex Moss Now Scenario
Editor for Columbia
Ale.x Moss, former director of publicity and advertising for Columbia,
who resigned recently to enter production, has rejoined the company
as scenario editor, a post which
brings him into contact more closely
with production matters.
McGuinness at Castle Point
George A. McGuinness, formerly
with Loew's, A. H. Schwarts and
other circuits as house manager, now
is at the U. S. Veterans Hospital.
Castle Point, N Y., undergoing treatment for tuberculosis. He is eager to
hear from his friends in the industry.
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Sees Exhibitor Profits Cut
by Advent of Sound Films

Those AMPAS
^

/*.v

JACK

IlARROll'F.R

-;-;

THOSE
AMPAS
are now in the
Syracuse. X. V. — Business has
same class with the haute nionde, been stimulated by sound pictures,
as we say on Park Aveinii'.
but the great increase in the "nut,"
They thou^jht that Santa Clans was has cut profits sharply at Syracuse
here, after spending their Inncheon theaters, writes Chester B. Balm, dramatic critic, in "The Syracuse Herhour yesterday in the K"rKeous d'ning room of the Motion Picture (lul),
ald." Sound may be a panacea for
attended hy waiters who speak Eng- the producer-distributor, he says,
lish. But some of the boys are won- "but certainly not for the exhibitor
dering how some of the members of under existing conditions."
the M. P. Club can read the menu
"Sober analysis of the situation as
it is found in Syracuse, first muniFor that is also printed in English.
*
«
4>
cipality in the United States to 'go
sound' not only in its major de luxe
It 2vas delightful. First the re- houses, but in the neighborhood and
ception committee took us through repeat theaters as well, establishes
the club grounds. These are very this beyond the shadow of a reasonspacious, embracing Times Square
able doubt," he writes.
"Th.it the talkies have .stimulated business
and extending to the subway exca- (liiriiii;
the past year is admitted. The first
X'ations on Eighth Avenue. Here ivas flush brought an increased attendance weekly
of
from
15 to 20 per cent, and to some
pointed out to us the spot where the
that percentage has l)cen maintained.
M. P. ynembers bury them.Helves extent
Today, however, the cinema fans of this city
when they hit the wrong side of the
-and the conditions midoubtedly prevail
stock inarket. So back to the club elsewhere — are no longer content merely to
accept talkies as such. A mediocre talkie
house proper.
flops as surely as a poor silent film did in
*

4i

*

The committee then conducted us
through the library. An M. P. Club
member was putting on dog for our
benefit. He was reading a copy of
Shakespeare — upside down. The
gymnasium was the last word in
equipment. We missed the dumb
bells. Inquiring of the maitre de hotel, he said in perfect Polish: ".'\ren't
all the AMPAS here?" So we let
that pass, and sauntered into the
kitchen. Those AMPAS weren't
taking any chances before planking
their dollar down. They've had dealings with their bosses before.
Well, the luncheon was NOT a
film, luncheon such as you see in
those Hollywood pictures. The food
was real, appetizing and served ivith
eclat in the best Ritz manner. For
once the boys parted with their buck
without a squatvk. Maybe these M.
P. Club fellers were only trying to
hook us to come again so they can
trim us proper.
It HAS been done.
Bruce Gallup, on behalf of the M.
P. Club, wished the poor little orphans a Merry Xmas, and hoped
they would not eat too much and
get pains in their little tummies.
Claire Windsor, acting as Cinderella,
seemed just as surprised as the
.\MPAS at getting something to eat.
She, too, has had dealings with these
big film shots before.
Captain Billy Fawcett, publisher
of "Screen Secrets," got up and sez
that he f-elt very humble in the atmosphere ivhere all the REAL
screen secrets are launched on the
innocent public. He finished with a
beautiful pastoral story, which in a
way of speaking, ivas symbolical of
all this here fillum business. So,
back to work after a pleasant hour
m Famjland. Now the AMPAS understand how their bosses get that
way.
Who ivouldn't?

other years. Indeed, while silent pictures
are none too plentiful these days, it is only
recently that a Clara Bow film sans sound
did Iwtter business at the Eckel than passable
talkies.
"Between the exhibitor and the added
profits he visualized stand many things, all
of them however finding a place in the overhead column. To play sound pictures, costly
e<|u ipment is required, the exact amount varying with the device chosen and the seating
capacity of the theater. In this city, with
the wiring
of the theaters,
the payroll
has

JR-cn nicrcasfd as well. Where two operators
formerly were suflicieni, now four are mailr
niand;.lory ni the projection booth.
"Jn the days before the screen found its
voice, a fair price range for features .^^hown
in the major first run theaters in Syracuse
was $1,500 to I^.SOU. Today, for talkies^aiid the term is clastic in its application, including pictures with simply synchronized
scores the same exhibitor is paying from
$2,500 to $6,000. In addition to that, he is
forced to pay a so calleil synchronization fee
which runs between $150 and $500.
"The producer-distributor's appetite for the
lion's share of the profits is further manifested by the insistence upon a guarantee
and
split, the latter ranging from 50-50 to
vailing.
70-30, with 65-35 the terms generally pre
"From the exhibitor's standpoint, the guarantee and split plan is preferable to an
outright purchase of the picture, provided, of
course, that the guarantee is reasonable. Under those conditions, if a picture scores a
hit, both make money. If it flops, the loss
falls more heavily upon the producer-distributor.
"The same upward movement in film costs
rules all along the line. "Canned acts' —
Vitaphone and Alovietone ofTerings — cost from
$250 to $500. When first marketed, the price
was $100 and $125. In the silent era, a tworeel comedy set back the exhibitor $75. Today,
for the sound two-rceler, the tariff is from
$250 and $300 plus synchronization charge
of from $15 to $25.
"A sound newsreel commands $125, whereas a silent newsreel sold for $30 an issue, or
$60 for the week. Talking trailers, used to
herald coming attractions, set back the exhibitor $15 each. Silent trailers in the old
days were supplied for $25 a month, regardless of the number required.
"And as if all this were not sufficient to give
the exhibitor grey hair, the admission scales
effective in local houses today are less as a
rule than they were when silent movies were

the

vogue.''

Allied Head Asks for Jury Starts Probe
Sound Film Solution
of W. G. Charges
(Continued

from

Page

1)

ater owners. One hundred fifty exhibitors were present at the meeting.
Prices must be brought down within reach of independent exhibitors,
Myers declared, pointing out that
equipment manufacturers are lowering cost of installations and that film
I)rices must recede accordingly.
Myers discussed the sound situation at length, dwelling on the patent
litigation angle.

Allied Ass'n Plans Drive
in Unorganized States
unit at
here.

(Continued

from

Page

their

quarterly

1)

convention

He did not say what states would
be invaded, but THE FILM DAILY
is informed that the first objective will
be New England. After the meeting,
Myers promised an announcement on
this subject soon.
Myers declared that Allied now
embraces most of the recognized
states and expressed his disappointment at the apparent failure of the
Dept. of Justice arbitration case.
However, he declared, this is but one
of the many problems now facing the
independent exhibitor. The Allied
leader made three addresses here, a
convention of trade association secretaries, a meeting of tile manufacturers and the exhibitor session.

(Continued

from

Page

1)

ment is seeking an indictment on the
conspiracy charge.
Backed by the court's decision, the
grand jury yesterday began sifting
the charges against West Coast and
the distributors. The jury has taken
over a couple of truckloads of office
records of those under scrutiny, and
yesterday pored over the records,
while executives of the companies
waited in an ante-room to be called
as witnesses. Distributors are:
United Artists, Paramount, M-G-M,
First National, Universal, Fox and
Pathe.

Publix Will Buy Half and
Operate L. A. Chinese

THA TS
THAT
By

PHIL

M.

DALY

First National, has president ol
gone in for
HERMANN
STARK,
production as an
individual as well
as a company official. He
izing in future star material —IS and
has
specialtwo little Starrs in his home. The
.second daughter made her first
"squeakie" just the other day, the
preview being witnessed by seven
nurses and a doctor. Producer of
Starrs, we salute you.
*
♦
*
THEME
SONG
"Coquette,

I'll Mary You
*
*
«

Yet."

Exhibitors' Daily Reminder
Today
is Flagpole-Sitting
Day.
Distribute flagpoles to your competitor's patrons as they come
out of
his theater.
Smear top
^f^

of
Thisflagpoles
will keepwith his glue.
patrons up in the air permanently, and automatically eliminate competition in your town.
*

*

ie

TOMBSTONE TITLES
He was a pressbook writer
Who turned 'em. out by the score
But the tired adjectives went wild
And socked him on the jaw.
*
♦
♦
We Can't Forget
Warren
Nolan, publicist extraordinary for United Artists, is endowed
with unusual histrionic talents.
To
hear him deliver
"DafTy MacDougall," a dramatic
sketch,
is an
event.
It lingers
in your memory
like a redheaded
gal's
kiss — or
your unpaid rent.
*
*

*

Bob Doidge, of Educational publicity, calls his car Charleston, because of all the play in the rear end.
*

*

t

We Hope He Tries
Vladimar Drubilovsky, our Russian correspondent, has cabled:
it is expected. This will include the
"Imzky
nitch gazunk hooey kazook
one-third interest of Sid Grauman.
If the deal is closed, Grauman will Omsk vodka." After paying $6.75
relinquish management of the house, cable charges and $1.25 for translation, we read: "No news worth
whicli Publix wjll operate.
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Has Foreign
Rights
J. H. Hoffberg Co. has acquired
foreign rights to "About Trial Marriage," "Scarlet Youth" and "Unguarded Girls" from Harry Goetz
Inc.
and Consolidated Film Industries,
Graham at Philadelphia
Philadelphia — Hadley Gordon
Graham now is managing the Mastbaum, Warner house.

cabling about."

"Write
some back:
more
We cabled
heavy cables, tie
them round your

neck with a coupla anchors and
jump in the ocean.
Then try and ca*
*
*
ble TH.\T news."
Famous Film Conversations
"Fore!"

FOR A DAILY BUSINESS
The business of motion pictures
is a daily business with a daily
contact with the public.
Its changes are as rapid as the
shifts in the wind.
Its affairs step with the rapid
pulsations of progress.
Its records are written with the
rising and setting of the sun.
As a business it waits for no man!

THE DAILY NEWSPAPER
It is only natural therefore that the daily
newspapers in the film industry exceed and
excel all other trade publications in the matter
of advertising*
Because—
They lend an immediate service.

They reach the buying powder of the
trade and reach all of it*
They serve the business as the telegraph
serves the business man*
They are quick, fully circulated, completely read and we bespeak only your business judgment for
SNW

M O T I O ;M~ ^ ,P I C T IJ II E S

A Daily Newspaper

After the Storm and Uncertainty
in the Motion Picture Industry
comes

EDDIE

DOWLIN6
IN

''THE RAINBOW
With its Pot of Gold

MAN*'

ii2^<> NEWSPAPER
of FILMDO
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You'll see things you never saw before in //
CaH laemnfk'SVoSSasm candle power picture
1/

0

/

*

ldo.% Talking and Singing
with Original Play Dialog
with

Glenn Tryon, Evelyn Brent,
Merna Kennedy, *T. E. Jackson, Otis
-Harlan, Robert Ellis, *Paul Porcasi,
Leslie Fenton, George Ovey.
from

JED

HARRIS'
Stage Production of the play by
GEO. ABBOT and PHILIP DUNNING

A PAUL
CARL

FEJOS Production
Associate Producer

LAEMMLE,

Jr.

Two Negatives: one SILENT, one with DIALOG
Color Scenes Photographed by Technicolor Process
* of the original play cast

^
^

NOTE: The use of the name "Broadway" in as> ,
sociation with other film productions is unwith
no connection
and has play
authorized
this, the original
by that name.

"There is only
ONE

has it / ^

\tma UNIVEK.SAL
KEEP
ON
TIPS

POSTED

DEPENDABLE
ON

SOUND
AND

All the news of the field

SILENT,
SHORTS,

FEATURES

LATEST

PICTURE

BOX OFFICE

Theater Equipment
A service department that serves

THAT
ARE
AS

REVIEWS

EVERYWHERE
RECOGNIZED

THE

AUTHORITY

0dii£cUicmals3alhinq ^^anedies
Only a product of
the hi^ltesit merit
could reach .<«uch a
record in so sihort

Foreign

Restrictions

Lead

Government

to Act

iTHE
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FOX FILM JANUARY NET
REP0RTED^$1,26I,802
Net income of Fox Film for January, 1929 was $1,261,802, after all
depreciation and interest charges, but
before Federal income taxes. Feature pictures using Movietone, and
Movietone news reels contributed materially to making this month the largest in the histoj[y of the company.
Officials estimate that the earnings
for the first quarter of 1929 will be
in excess of $2,500,000 after all
charges but before taxes, against $1,363,561 after taxes, in the first quar(Continucd

an

Page

16)

murdockIleased with
pathe sales showing
'■\'cry high degree of satisfaction"
has been given by pictures produced
and the work of the sales departUR-nt under Joseph P. Kennedy's
management, states J. J. Murdock,
Pathe president, in commenting on
the annual report to Dec. 29, 1928,
which shows gross sales and rentals
of $17,265,321.
This is evidenced by a higher av(Continucd

on

Page

16)

"Svncopation" 1st Picture
Held Over at N. Y. Hipp
Establishing a precedent at the
theater, which last week switched to
a policy of talkers and presentations,
after years of operation as a combination house. "Syncopation," RKO
talker, is being held over a second
week at the Hiijpodromc, New York.
Radio-Keith-Ori)hcum estimates that
133,000 saw the picture during the
first week.

April

Price

14, 1929

25

Cents

U. S. GOV'T TO AID SEnUNG
OF FILM DIFFICULTIES ABROAD
France to Hear Protests
Paris — American distributors are to be given opportunity to
present their grievances to the minister of public instruction, in connection with the crisis which has developed here on account of the
proposed new quota law. This was decided upon followjing representations from the American embassy. Meanwhile, French producers are opposing any government interference. •

State Dept. Taking
Up
Matter in Number of
European Nations
Hashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — The State Department is taking a hand in settling
the dilemma in which .American distributors find themselves, as result
of restrictions being placed on .American films abroad. With .\inerican
Unwired Houses to Get
Arkansas Tornado Zone
companies i)lanning to suspend activities in I-'rance because ni the
Has
About
12
Theaters
threatened new quota, described as
'Syncopation' via Melotone
Memphis — Between eight and 12 unreasonable, the State Department
Mclotone Corp. has ol)taiiied contheaters
were in the path of the tor- is acting in France, as well as in a
tract for touring units of "Syncopanado which swept across northern tries.
number of other European countion," for showing in unwired houses,
over the Mclotone road equipment, .'Vrkansas leaving death and destrucunder a deal closed with RKO, S.
Discriminations
against .American
tion in its wake. Fifty-three dead
(Continued on Page 15)
S. Krcllberg, Melotone president, and property damage which may
{Continued on Page

16)

(.Continued

on Page

16)

Consolidated Closes For
Rudy Vallee Signed for
RKO Musical Picture
Bennett "Lab" on Coast
Rudy \allce, radio and RadioKeith-Orphcinn star, is to be featured
with his band in a forthcoming RKO
musical production the title of which
has not yet been selected. Vallee
is one of the biggest names in radio.
His band is known as "The Connecticut Yankees."

Texas Governor Believed
Sunday Show Bill Illegal?

.Austin, Te.x. — Gov. Moody vetoed
the Texas bill to permit operation of
H. J. Yates, lipcsident of Con- theaters on Sunday because he besolidated Film Industries, New York
lieved itillegal, he states. The measure would have legalized .Sunday
states his company lias purchased the
outstanding stock of the Bennett Film shows throughout the state, l)ut give
Laboratories, Hollywood. Part of each municipality the right to l)ar
this stock was owiied by Agfa Film them by ordinance. It will be two
Co. and H. F. James. The deal is years before the issue again is
brought uj).
said to involve nearly $1,000,000.

Experiments

New Theater Tax Bill in
Connecticut Rejected

Hartford, Conn.— Bill to change
the theater tax from an attendance
basis to a seating capacity basis was
of
word
conies
hef,n'ns
hhie
the
where
out
From
AY:
MONDwhat may prove to l)e anotlier revolutionary step ])roti,s:ht on rejected Friday by the legislature.
This is an upset as the bill had been
hy sound. In San Francisco, Portland and .Seattle wliere iniit favored bv ta.x experts.
shows have been playing Ptibhx theaters, the poHcy will he ditched in
favor of an all-sound program. Purely an e-X])eriment on the part of
Griffith Bros., Buy R. &
Continue Deal
Sam T\atz but if it goes, this drastic move will probably be extended
R. Theaters in Oklahoma nationally. . . .
Joseph M. Schenck, Douglas
Fairbanks, Mary Pickford and
Claremore, Okla. — Griffith Bros.,
It is coming to light. With a license from Western I'-lcctric to
Samuel Goldwyn are to leave
Universal ally, which operates a chain
Hollywood on Saturday for
of Oklahoma and Texas theaters, has produce talkers in Hritain and in Germany tucked under his belt,
llarrv
Warner
reaches
Berlin
with
plans
for
jjroduction
—
provided
New York to complete reorpurchased the holdings in this state
ganization of United Artists
of R. & R. Theater Co., Dallas. The quota and patent obstacles do not make the step im])ossil)le. Interestas a forerunner to sale of a 50
houses already have been taken over.
ing slant on sound abroad, regarding which there has been wide wonper cent interest to Warners.
Houses included are the Yale and
derment. .. .
No further indication from
Palace here: Liberty, Lyric and
Charles
Chaplin as to his attiA
Fox
bulletin.
First
runs
may
be
built
in
Ttilsa,
Oklahoma
Queen, Durant; Broadway, Orpheum,
tude
on
the deal has been reCity
and
El
Paso.
When
you
remember
Fox
has
no
houses
of
his
Palace and Yale, Muskogee; Grand
ceived, nor has he communiown
in
the
oil
country,
it
becomes
lots
easier
to
understand
the
reasons
cated with his attorney, Naand
Lyric,The\'inita.
a house
at
Farifax.
majorand
portion
of the
for the contemplated building
program.
. . . 4)
than
Burkan.
(Continued
on
Page
R. & R. chain is in Texas.
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Cleveland House Changes Hand
Cleveland — The Orpheum, East
Ninth St. operated for the past ten
years by Paul Gusdanovic, went to
Dr. Hollander, prominent local dentist,
Gusdanovic did not renew
his when
lease.

N. Philadelphia House Wired
New Philadelphia, O.— The Union
has been reopened after installing
Western
Electric sound equipment.

Mingo Junction House Sold
Mingo Junction, O. — Charles Papoulias has purchased the Ideal from
James Slanicus.

Dunlap Operating House
Scio, O. — John Dunlap, owner
of
the Scio, is now operating the house
himself.
James
Slanicus was the
former manager.

April 17

Opening
of "The New
Rainbow
at the Selwyn,
York. Man,"
Testimonial dinner to Carl Laemmle, M.P. Club, New York.
Opening of "Show Boat" at Globe,
New York.

April 20

Opening of "Innocents
at the Criterion,
New

April 16

MAN
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13
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13
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12
THRU
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12
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COME
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WITCH
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13
SHORT SUBJECTS
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14
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14

Witwer Sues Lloyd
Laemmle on Way East
West
Coast
Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
Carl Laemmle, president of UniLos
Angeles
—
Charging
that
"The
versal studios, is en route to New
Freshman" is a plagiarism of his
York to attend opening of "Show story, "The Emancipation of RodBoat." He is accompanied by his
ney," H. C. Witwer has brought suit
brother, Sigfried Laemmle and Mau- in Federal
Court here for an accountrice Fleckles with their wives, also
ing
of
profits
of the picture, which
'
266 Ross, secretary to Laemmle
Jack
he estimates at $2,300,000.
Sales
100 Florence Strauss, eastern story editor, also will make the trip. Robert
300
5th RCA-Photophone Branch Opened
300 Welsh, general manager, leaves Saturday.
Kansas City — Fifth in the chain of
branches beinft established by RCA13,300
Photophone is the local sales and
225 at Laemmle Dinner
The Laemmle dinner to be held at service office opened here in charge of
the M. P. Club on Tuesday is a C. F. Bamman of New York.
8,966 complete sell out. Over 225 will atHarmony Is New Sound Device
Detroit — • Thomas McGuire has
tend. Helen Morgan of "Show Boat"
1,966 wi,M sing several songs from the placed on the market a new sound
16,200
20,100
'16
Harmony.
show;
L. O'Reilly will de- device named
6 liver Charles
an address on behalf of exhibi6,100
20,000
tors while other speakers are yet
Sullivan Going to France
200
M. Edward Sullivan, American replow.be announced. Dancing will fol15',266 to
'36
resentative of Franco-Film, soon
300
6
leaves for Paris and Nice to visit the
Rogers Going to Boston
1,300
company's studios. With him will be
Budd Rogers, vice-president of Mrs. Sullivan, who is now visiting
2',366
Gotham Photoplays, leaves Monday her parents at Atlanta.
4,7
for Boston to arrange for first run
00
Two U. A. Players Arriving
deals for "Times Square" and "The
Lupe \''elez arrives in New York
River Woman" in the New England
territory.
Sunday and leaves a few hours later
for Hollywood, where she is to become a United Artists star. Camilla
2,500
Buys Philadelphia Theater
1,600
100
Horn,
who has been appearing in
Philadelphia — M. C. Sclarow has
taken over the store and theater United Artists films, arrives Monday
building at 69th St. and Elmwood bound for Germany, where she is to
be starred.
Ave. from George A. Kilian.
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RAINBOW

12
13
13
12
12
12
12
13
ARC... 12
13

15-16
Convention of Western Pennburgh.
sylvania Exhibitor Unit at PittsApril

May

2

May

6

May

6-7

May
May

20
6-9

Opening of "Madame
Harris, New
York.

of Paris"
York.
X"

Annual meeting of Quebec
itor unit, Montreal.

Dallas.
Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.
Armual Convention of American
ver.
Federation of Musicians at Den-

Simmons Writes Short
Mike Simmons, publicist for Gotham Prod, and Bristolphone, has written an original and the continuity
for a two reeler entitled "The Saving Grace," to be produced by the
Educational division of the Stanley
Advertising Co.
Austin Now With R.L.A.
Arnold Austin, formerly with Consolidated Recording Laboratories,
now is with Record Laboratories of
America as special representative.
Maxwell Sails
John Maxwell, managing director
of British International Pictures,
sailed for London Friday night.
Horwitz Gets Another
Cleveland — Universal has sold the
New Broadway, East 55th St. and
Broadway to Harry Horwitz. This
gives Horwitz three local houses,
new
one. the Olympia, Cedar and this
namely
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of "Mother's
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Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in
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Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Apollo,
New York.
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CRASHING INTO BROADWAY
^irith an Appeal to the Hearts
of the Whole Wide World
Comes the Premiere at the
SELWYN THEATRE

of the Stage's
Most Appealing Personality
EDDIE

DOWLING
in

THE RAINBOW

MAN

PROCLAIMED IN ADVANCE BY HARDBOILED SHOWMEN AS THE BIGGEST
SENSATION IN TEN YEARS
It is All Sound, All Dialogue, All Music
A SONO

ART

PRODUCTION

Presented By

GEORGE

WEEKS

and O. E. GOBEL
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With or Without

Tuesday: Bucher, spokesman for
Thursday: Chaplin may object,
RCA-Photophone, ups and declares and it seems he is, but plans for
a cheaper reproducer for the- United Artists Consolidated will go
aters seating 750 or less is on the through regardless. The Warner afway. As the months slide by, prices
filiation looks as definite as any deal
of all sound reproducers will get in this business can look until the ink
lower. Bound to happen. The vex- dries. Harry Warner gangplanks his
atious angle of the problem is whether way back to New York in about six
the exhibitor can afford to hold out weeks. Then, the speculation will
end. . . .
long
in view'of
the manner
First National is determined to
whichenough,
the entire
business
has gonein
sound-wild.
. . .
on Broadway. A year's lease
Fourteen million dollars in cash for stay
on the Central, just signed, makes
that
possible.
. . .
the Pantages chain. R-K-O is buySam Morris, through paid copy,
ing the string that way. We spell
the amount out, rather than use fig- goes the limit on "The Desert Song."
ures; looks more like what it really He declares it will revolutionize the
is that way. What a sweet position business and urges exhibitors to forget records, runs and receipts. Now
R-K-O holds in the vaudeville field
now! . . .
fancy any showman doing that. . . .
David Sarnoff, now in London
Five for Warners on Broadway. At
present, their big stem aggregation town, puts his foot down on reports
embraces the Warner, Strand and that RCA is affiliating with Tobis
Winter Garden. The additions are and Klangfilm on the Continent for
the Earl Carroll and the two-a-day purposes of fighting Western Electric. Nevertheless a lot of people
theater to be built at 51st St. Let's persist in thinking so. . . .
see what the competition has. Paramount controls the Paramount and
As Planned
Criterion all by itself and the Rialto
and Rivoli in partnership with United
Friday: Many stories get themArtists. Fox controls the Roxy, holds
selves in print, but not all of them
a lease on the Gaiety and, by control are founded on fact. For instance,
of Loew's, the Capitol, Loew's State, that yarn about Warners and U. A.
Astor and Embassy with a two-a-day and a rift in their negotiations. Not
theater planned on the site of the
so at all. Joe Schenck is functionCentral, which theater First National
ing along the set lines. Of course.
has under lease. Universal has the
U. A. would prefer to have ChapColony, but this house is about to
lin join hands with the rest of the
pass to musical comedy usages, and members, but if he continues obstia lease on the Globe. RKO has the
nate they seem prepared to count
monster Hippodrome and the tiny him out. . . .
Cameo and there you have the entire
An echo of the Broadway stage prolineup. . . .
ducers' original plan for sound production via Vocafilm. The Sliuberts,
Chaplin
Sam Harris and Bill Brady combine to film their own stage plays.
Wednesday: Consolidation or not,
A mass of very valuable material is
Charlie Chaplin says he won't go in.
. . .
My goodness, how he sticks to that pooled under this arrangement.
More shrapnel. Publix and Fox
story! He actually turned down |2,000,000 in cash and 150,000 shares of West Coast Theaters sure are lockstock. What price temperament
ing horns. A big 'Frisco house is
planned by the Publix cohorts. Now
now? . . .
A cable of importance from Berlin: it's a deal for a half interest and
of Grauman's Chinese.
Ufa ties up with Klangfilm to pro- operation
will be others, particularly in
duce sound in Germany on a large There
that sector. . . .
scale. Is this the out in foreignKANN
language countries? And if so, as we
are inclined further and further to
Canaan House Sold
believe, what happens to America's
Conn. — Antonio Boscorimportant overseas trade? We won- dinCanaan,
has sold the Colonial to Herbert
der, exactly as every foreign sales E. and Marion T. Blanchard. No
manager in the field wonders. . . .
change in policy is contemplated by
London on this same day reports the new owners.
the British trade is well nigh stagnant. English exhibitors are refusing
"U" Leases Cleveland House
to contract for silent films. There,
Cleveland — Sam Miller, D. Corsillo
too, they are hot for sound. . . .
and Tom Tomaseilli has leased the
Another for the record. Joe Oriental for Universal.
Schnitzer, at the moment a HollyWood sojourner, denies R-K-O is dickMexia House
Being Remodeled
ering with Paramount, pointing out
Mexia, Tex. — The
Palace is being
that his compani- is spending $10,- remodeled.
000,000 on its next season's program.
We do not see what the budget has Ark. Pass House Being Remodeled
to do with a possible deal with
Arkansas
Pass, Tex. — The
Rialto
Messrs. Zukor, et al.
is being remodeled.

By HERBERT who
S. BERG',
did some

NICELY BALANCED SHOW
AT
T

y

-»

The Paramount came through with
a real popular show this week, featuring some ace comedy work by that
doughboy Sammy Cohen of "What
Price Glory" fame. Sammy was a
riot and kept the house convulsed all
the time he was on. He is even funnier on the stage than on the screen.
He did a burlesque prize fight, and
shadow boxed himself into a knockout. The way he took imaginary
punches on the chin and went groggy
all over the stage had some of the
customers almost crying with laughter. He also did a snake-charming
bit that was a pip, as well as the
dance of the dying swan. Sammy was
on and off, cross-firing with Ben
Black, m.c, who handled the stage
band with a quiet but sure touch that
got the best they had. C. A. Niggemeyer staged the show, and did himself proud. The setting was real
summery, with lattices and garden
effects. The Dave Gould Girls were

eccentric stepping and
tried hard for the laughs that were
hard to produce. Don and Jerry,
adagio team, were very much off
in their routine, and several of the
turns seemed awkward. There was
also Hortense Ragland, a singer, with
Alvia Baker doing the blues, and
neither one caused any appreciable
ripple.

MONSTER MINSTREL SHOW
SHINES AT THE ROXY

A knockout show at the Roxy this
week, built around the feature,
"Hearts In Dixie." It took the form
of a monster minstrel show, with no
less than the veteran team of McIntyre & Heath opening in one with
their old line of props, the trombone,
trunk and drum, stranded at a hick
railroad station. They had been talking about minstrel shows, and fell
asleep. Then into the show proper,
and what a layout. The orchestra
was on the stage, which was arranged
in seven tiers grouping the Roxyettes,
very effective in a contrasting cos- ballet, minstrel men, archestra chorus
tume of light colored dress with pur- male and female. The minstrels in
ple gloves and shoes. They got some
striking effects with the use of their blackface were down front, and then
hands in the different movements, two rows of chorus girls. Lon Haskell acted as interlocutor, with Fat
especially in the final as they went
Thompson
and Bud Williamson end
out in a snake-line with the colored
forming the movement as they posed men. Many of the good oldtime minstrel gags were pulled, but everybody
arm to arm. A remarkable adagio
seemed to enjoy them immensely.
turn was that of the Stone and Vernon quartet, three men handling the The Roxyettes did a pop routine off
their toes in the variety manner, Patlithe and graceful girl in some sensaricia Bowman surprised with a blacktional loops and whirls that had the
audience breathless. They are about bottom, and the minstrel show ended
the classiest adagio aggregation ever in a fine and artistic lighting effect
that led into the next number. This
seen at the Paramount.
was the Forbes Randolph male chorus
singing "Wake Up, Chillun, Wake
Up." Probably never has a minstrel
show been so gorgeously produced,
with so many participating. There
must have been well over 200 on the

COLONY SHOW IS STILL
AN ECONOMY BUDGET

The usual slim show at the Colony,
with Bert Frohman appearing as the
m.c. Bert has a pleasing quiet personality, but his stuff failed to click,
and only in his song "Happy Days
and Lonely Nights" did he get a
hand. Sammy Kahn started his last
week as stage band leader, and he
and Frohman had their hands full
trying to round out a stage entertainment with some very ordinary
talent. The best of the lot was Stanley and Healy, a long and short gob
Standard
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massive stage, and the color harmonies were magnificent.
Mrs. Fairtrace at Dallas
Dallas, Tex. — Mrs. Bess Fairtrace
is now local director of public relations for Publix.
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Finance

Charges

Buys^M
Any Pacent Representative
will gladly give full details of New
and Liberal Time Payment Sales Plan

THE

PACENT

AND

REPRODUCER

ACCESSORIES

CORPORATION

announces a new and

generous time-payment plan whereby the exhibitor can pay for his
machine as it produces profit. Our records show that many exhibitors
have made in two weeks, as a direct result of a Pacent Reproducer installation, the full price of the machine.
Under the new time-payment plan, no theatre, large or small, has any
excuse for further delaying the installation of a Pacent System, with its
sure, steady drawing power at the box office. •

GUARANTEE
To Exhibitors
The sales contract of the Pacent
Reproducer Corporation guarantees
to protect and defend the exhibitor
against any and all actions and suits
which niifrht be broufiht against
the exhibitor for allcfied infringement of patents through the use
of Pacent Systems. Any Pacent
representative will gladly show you
a copy of the contract, and explain
Clause 10 which guarantees this
protec-lion.

10 Months to Pay
The new time-payment system introduced by Pacent with this announcement, allows the exhibitor ten months to pay the balance
of the purchase price. Finance and interest charges are extremely
generous. They are much lower than is usually the case in timepayment selling.
For full details of the time-payment plan on Pacent Reproducer
Systems get in touch with the nearest Pacent representative or with
the New York Office.

PACENT Reproducer
LOUIS GERARD

PACENT, President

FILM

CENTER

Corp.

BUILDING,

Sales and Service Representatives Throughout the United States
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ELEC-TRO-FONE CLAIMS
NOVEL PRESENTATION FOR New York Critics Divided on
IT'S INTERCHANGEABLE
WIRED HOUSE MAKES HIT '"Coquette"; Praised in L. A.
Toronto — Somewhat of a sensation
has been created at the Uptown, key
theater of the Famous Players chain
by combining the disc equipment with
the house orchestra in the playing
of overtures, synchronized records being used to add singing choruses to
the orchestra playing.
One presentation was called "Gems
comprised
from the Operas" which
Carmen March, the Anvil Chorus
from "II Trovatore," Meditation from
"Thais," Habenera from "Carnien"
and The Soldiers Chorus from
"Faust." "The Anvil Chorus" and
"The Soldiers Chorus" were played
with synchronized voices through the
horns, Victor records being used. The
two sources of music blended harmoniously and the number made a
hit.

9 Amplitone Installations
Completed, Hollander Says
Nine installations have been completed by the Royal Amplitone Corp.,
New York, Elmer Hollander, who is
handling sales of the disc synchronizer declares. The device is demonstrating its interchangeability at the
Heights theater. New York this week,
where Warners' "The Greyhound
Limited" is being shown. Other installations are: Laurier, Woonsocket,
R. I.; Rialto, Baltimore; Garden,
Des Moines; Le Claire, Mohne, 111.;
Colonial, St. Joseph, Mo.; Ritz, Chariton, Ia„ Garden, Iowa City, la.;
and Orpheum, Clinton, 111.

Play Talking Vaudeville
Acts on Portable Device
Booking of a circuit of film houses
to play his talking vaudeville acts,
with his portable sound equipment, is
planned by Sidney W. Northcote,
New York. Northcote is booking
his bills, which comprise five or six
acts, into picture theaters in the East,
working on a percentage basis. He
plans to develop a circuit over which
he will play his attractions on the
style of a vaudeville circuit. Northcote furnishes both the pictures and
the reproducing device, as well as
men necessary to operate the unit.

Sound-on-Film Attachment
for Movie-Phone Ready

Consensus of New York newspaper opinion on "Coquette," first Pickford talker, reveals a split opinion on the merits of the film. In Los
Angeles, newspaper critics gave the picture a unanimously favorable reception.

AMERICAN—* * ♦ We were a bit disappointed to find
theentirely
originaldepleted
play's
lighter moments
are that
almost
and feel that the picture would have profited
by an occasional amusing bit to enlighten the
highly dramatic tension. * * ♦
DAILY MIRROR—* » • It is unfortunate
that so much whoop-la has been circulated
about "Coquette." It leads you to expect
a better story. Intrinsically, the story is not
good. It is Mary's brilliant performance
which makes it interesting. She is greater
than ever. * * •
DAILY NEWS—* * * While it doesn't
have all the appeal, the color and the drama
of the stage play (they have changed it somewhat, and certainly not for the better, although it's still superior by far to the average
screen vehicle), the star herself does remarkatle work, and she's a great surprise to the
moviegoer who had no idea of all the fire, the
temperament, the emotional qualities which
have been hidden for years beneath Miss
Pickford's childish frocks. ♦ * *
EVENING JOURNAL—* * * If you saw
the successful play by George Abbott and
Ann Preston Bridgers, you'll also recall that
its success depended more upon the magnificent direction than upon the rather ordinary story.
The picture version does not have the
advantage of equally skillful direction. And
there are several Changes, apparently made
to placate the censors, which alter the entire
point of the characterization. * * •
EVENING WORLD—* * * Mary Pickford's transmutation, through the alchemy of
"Coquette" at the Rivoli, has not been productive of pure gold. Just why this is so is
an imponderable thing. But the sophisticated
Mary Pickford is not as compelling as
"America's Sweetheart." * * *
GRAPHIC—* * * But the new film, with
its great possibilities in the title role, fails to
prove what we have always contended — that
Miss pickford, given the proper vehicle, would
become a great dramatic actress. Not only
does she fail to live up to that expectation,
but we must confess with disappointment that
she does not reach the merit of Helen Hayes'
characterization on the stage. * * *
HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * Unfortunately the results are not altogether happy. Despite a rather too heavy Southern accent,
Miss Pickford was agreeable enough in her
earlier, lighter scenes, but in her more dramatic moments she seemed lacking in expertness and real emotional power. Neither was
oarticularly helpful. * ♦ *
supporting cast
theTELEGRAPH
— * * * No matter what
alterations have been made, the story is still
gripping and poignantly dramatic. Miss Pickford gives to the character of Norma Besant
a vitality that is heightened through its
nicety in repression. * * »
TELEGRAM — * * * The film version has
neither the advantage of first-class direction
nor of brilliant acting. Its shortdomings
glare at you uncompromisingly from the
screen.
The trite plot of the pampered Southern
girl whose indiscretions bring death to her

lover and disgrace to her family has been
still more weakened by a negative attempt
to whitewash the whole affair presumably for
the sake of the censors. * * *
TIMES — Sam Taylor not only undertook
to direct this picture, but he also wrote some
of the dialogue. Neither his direction nor his
lines reveal imatjination. Miss Pickford saves
the
picture byfine
her inearnest
efforts scene
* * *where
She
is especially
a poignant
Dr. Peasant's old friend endeavors to prevail
upon her to do all she can to save her father.
In other scenes Miss Pickford appears to
be n ore Mary Pickford than Norma Beasant.
SUN — * * * Certainly, however, "Coquette"
represents a courageous gesture for an actress
hitherto identified as a portrayer of child
parts. And when the memory of the stunning production given the original play and
the electrical performance of Miss Hayes, it
is a tribute to America's little girl that she
undertook the job and that she did it so
WORLD —* ** ** * Miss Pickford is in every
effectively.
way splendidly equipped for the talking films.
Her voice, sweet and pleasing, and with a
certain individual quality which seems to coordinate itself to a marked degree with the
visual Mary Pickford whom everybody knows
is clearly
practical
"Coquette,"
the
greater a length
of one.
its earlier
variationfora
direct transplant from the stage drama, gives
her opportunities to act a number of episodes
with genuine beauty and moving effect. Her
scenes directly after realizing that her father
has shot and perhaps fatally wounded her
sweetheart are masterfully approached and
constitute, in my opinion, the finest passages
yet played by an actress before this new
device which records the voice as well as
the picture. * * *
JVest Coast Bureau,

THE
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DAILY

Los Angeles — Local newspaper
opinions
on "Coquette" follow:
EXAMINER — In discarding her curls for

the modern bob, in forsaking the whimsical
Pollyanna, Mary Pickford has injured the
legend of herself not one iota. Here, with
the chapter entitled "Coquette," we are given
a modern sequel with all the up-to-date accoutrements, manners and speech.
EXPRESS—* * * None in last night's
audience could be convinced that Mary Pickford's old admirers will fall away at this
radical departure from her old guise. All
the charm and sparkle that have held preeminence against countless rivals for years
are HERALD
still in —evidence.
* • is the peak, the
* * * But* here
essence of her achievement. And of the
achievement of Sam Taylor, the director, and
of all the rest of the people who were connected with this
picture Miss
• *Pickford
*
TIMES—*
* * fine
It brings
to
the screen in a role unlike any that she has
ever played previously. It discloses her
changed in appearance by virtue of her bobbed
hair. It demonstrates that she has a voice
of lovely timbre, and that she knows how to
use it with excellent taste, and even more
definite

discretion.

* * *

Wire Madison House

To Wire Hominy House

Madison, Wis.— RCA-Photophone
equipment has been installed at the
New
Orpheum.

Hominy, Tex. — Western Electric
will be installed at the
equipment
Pettit.

Chicago — L. E. Goetz has introSuffolk House Wired
duced a sound-on-film attachment for
Movie-Phone, heretofore sold only as
Suffolk, Va. — Sound equipment has
a disc synchronizer.
been installed at the Chadwick.

Goodman

Wiring Starkville House

Starkville, Miss. — R. J. Goodman
will wire the Rex for sound.

St. Paul — Interchangeability with
existing 33 1/3 rpm disc systems is
claimed for Elec-Tro-Fone by Fred
H. Strom of the Elec-Tro-Fone Corp.
The cost of equipment runs from |276
up to $3,000, depending upon whether
the exhibitor buys a synchronous or
non-synchronous equipment, whether
he gets it completely assembled and
wired at the factory, whether he buys
both disc and film attachment and the
number and size of the speaker units.
At present, the equipment is available
in everything except the sound track.
An installation recenly was completed
Minneapolis.
at the Alhambra,

Traveltone Equipment is
Bought for New Zealand

Kelvin Cuff of Cuff & Thompson,
which firm is reported to control 164
of the 400 picture theaters of New
Zealand, sails from Vancouver Monday for New Zealand, taking with
him the No. 1 Traveltone unit, for
introduction of sound pictures in his
company's houses. Cuff has ordered
a ntimber of Traveltone equipments.
The unit he took with him is the
portable demonstration unit^ which
was the only machine available at
the time. Cuff will tour principal
houses of the circuit with the portable,
arriva lof sets for permanentpending
installations.

Royaltone Planning Soundon-Film Attachment Soon
Wichita, Kan. — The Royaltone Co.,
manufacturer of the Royaltone, synchronous disc device, soon to place
on the market a sound-on-film attachment, according to company officials.
The attachment is being designed by
Michell Bros., designers and engineers
for the company. Royaltone will be
in the national field within 30 days,
it is promised. Factory and installation forces now are being enlarged.

Jenkins' District Has
17 Theaters in 5 Towns
Atlanta — William K. Jenkins, new
Publix district manager, has been assigned to the territory formerly supervised by Montgomery S. Hill.
Seventeen theaters in five towns comprise his district. They are: Augusta —
Modjeska, Imperial and Rialto (the
latter now closed) ; Macon — Rialto,
Ritz, Capitol and Criterion; Montgomery—Empire, Strand and Plaza;
Savannah- — Lucas, Odeon, Arcadia
and Bijou; Anniston — Ritz, Noble
and Theato.
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RICHARDS DIVIDED ON
TWO SOUND SYSTEMS
Xcw Orleans— E. V. Richards, Jr.,
president of Sacnper Theaters is
divided in his opinion of the relative
merits of sound-on-disc and soundon-tilni recording:. His views arc outlined for THE FILM DAILY, which
has been conducting a poll of sentiment as to respective value of the
two systems.
"Perhaps more experience is needed
the tendency
he says, "but
by both," film
so far as reduced costs
is to the
and simpler handling are concerned."

ESSANY

CHARLIE CHAPLIN COMEDIES
Now

SOUND
J

Truetone, New Sound Device
Baltimore— Harry Cluster is president of the Truetone Synchro Co.,
manufacturers of Truetone, a disc
device. Experiments are under way
to make the apparatus suitable for
synchronization, it is reported. The
Irvington here and Capitol, Ocean
Md., both are equipped with
City, ne.
Trueto
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CHAPLIN COMEDIES
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Great Falls, S. C. — Charter has
the Carolina Fotobeen granted to
Voice Co. to sell sound equipment
to theaters. George T. Wilby is president; Charles E. Beach, vice presiFrank E. Vanting, secretaryand
dent
treasurer.

Two Newcastle Houses Wired
Newcastle, Ind. — Western Electric
equipment
is being installed at the
Starette and Royal.

Reels
The Tramp
The Champion
Night in a Show
By The Sea
His Night Out
Shanghaied
A Jitney Elopement
Police
His New Job
Woman
Triple Trouble
Work
The Bank
In the Park
Burlesque on Carmen
Chase Me CharHe
Chaplin Review

Wilby Heads Foto- Voice
Company in S. Carolina

Sound for Russellville, Ky.
Russellville,
Ky.— A. Mitchell of
the Dixie here, will install sound
equipment in about 30 days.

and EFFECTS
Recorded on discs

ct deTalking pictures will h,corre
Jesse L.
fects in American speec
Laskv, predicts.
"Silent films set styles m clothmg,
and influenced Amerkan living customs," Lasky says. "The audible
pictures are going to have theI same
look
result with talking fashions.
for better English and clearer enunciation as the result of dialogue films.
"If all of our popular feminine stars
let their hair grow long, they could
end the bobbed hair vogue in short
order. Slip-shod speech modes can
be influenced in the same manner."

To Wire Livingston House
Livingston, Mont. — Hi Knutson
will install a Pacent reproducer
at
the Orpheum.

V.

motion picture trade in

Talking Films to Correct
Amer. Speech, Says Lasky

Another Synchronous Device
St. Paul— George Carisch, who operates the Mohawk here, is marketing a synchronous device. It sells
for $1,000, complete, or $500 attached
to a non-synchronous machine already
installed.

Available to the

r
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The trade is advised that all rights are fully protected and is warned against all
infringements.
We shall hold all violators liable for damages.

PETER H. WHITE COMPANY
729 Seventh Avenue

New York City

Cable "PETERWHITE'
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EXPLAINS HOW BEST TO
USE MAM^EQUIPMENT
The extensive use of Mazda equipment, particularly in sound studios,
has resulted in some confusion as
to how this type of lamps may best
be used. Mazda lighting is new to
a large number of cameramen. The
following pointers, based on the experience of F. J. Cadenas, illuminating engineer and contact representative between the National Lamp
Works and Eastern studio technicans, have been prepared at the
request of this department, as a
guide :
A problem that seems to predominate among cinematographers is the
exact distance to place the various
types and styles of Mazda lamp equipment in illuminating the ordinary set.
Extensive tests made at various
studios have demonstrated that the
1500-watt rifle spots with diffusers
may be placed 12 ft. away from the
actors when used individually. When
three or four are bunched together
and directed at the actors, IS to 18 ft.
will give desirable effects. The 1000
and 1500-watt broads using diffusers
mav be placed from 10 to 12 ft. away
from the object photographed. A
2000-watt 18-inch spotlight should
never be placed closer than IS ft. and
is very effective at a distance as great
as 2S ft. The 5 and 10 KW. 24inch spotlights will bring very satisfactory results placed at a distance
of 30, 40, and 50 ft. However, when
using the 10 KW. lamp in a 36-inch
spotlight, placing it 75 ft. away from
the set is not too far.
It is important to remember always to use diffusers on double
broads when used close to the actors
and the same applies to the rifle units
which should not be used without diffusers at shorter distances than 15
ft. away from the subjects photographed. For extreme close-up work,
the double broads with double diffusers may be used as close as 2 or 3
ft. away from the actors. The utility
and gimmick reflector which houses
the 1000-watt tubular lamp is very
handy to use where very little space
is available to hide the unit. This
is a popular unit for close-up work
when used with diffusers.
We have not found it necessary
to suggest the use of diffusers on the
2000-watt 18-inch spotlights as they
are never used close enough to the
scene of action to make it uncomfortable as far as the heat from them is
concerned. The same, of course, applies to the 5,000 and 10,000-watt 24inch units which are usually equipped
with wireglass covers. When the 5
KW. and 10 KW. units are 40 and
50 ft. away from the set, no dififusing
covers are necessary.
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Dorothy Adelphi, gets credit for an\
assist, to steal a little baseball lingo.
The Norworth duo is vaudevilling.

Charles Ray is doing a single in
vaudeville and doing, it mighty well,
iBy ARTHUR
W. EDDi
as newspaper clippings through a
variety of cities testify. He intends
AL GILKES, who guides an ace to spend the summer studying voice
camera for Paramount, soon en- and go into musical comedy next
trains for the Coast after having
fall. The greater part of Charley's
photographed Jeanne Eagels in act
is devoted to vocalizing.
"Jealousy" at the Astoria studio. He
came East to work on the all-talking
Joan-Marie Liebelt got her bapfeature.
tism of screen fire in "Gentlemen of
the
Press,"
of Paramount's
H. Emerson Yorke, Paramount Long Island product
studio soon to be recasting impresario, is back at his
leased. She's the infant daughter of
office at the Long Island plant after William Liebelt, one of the "silent
an illness. "Glorifying the American men" at the plant. Incidentally this
Girl" is occupying his attention, in is Joan-Marie's initial press notice.
addition to castirig for shorts and
arranging of tests.
Fox May Make Several
As well as handling the script on
"The Lady Lies" Peggy Thompson
is doing considerable writing these
days. She worked on the revision
of that picture's script. Before coming to New York she was secretary
to Rowland Lee.
Tommy

April

Madden

seems to be the
at Paramount's
general utility
Astoria
studio.man
When
not working
in pictures Tommy's working as a
guard to preserve quiet when the
microphone is gathering in sounds.
"Tropic Madness" is the title of a
recently-made Paramount talking
short featuring Leo Donnelly. Supporting him are Delph Singer, Charlie
Burns, Harry Hewitt and Olive Shea.

Sets at Warner Brothers' Vitaphone studio are being designed by
Frank Namczy, art director.
Namczy, who started in the old Edison days, was formerly with M-G-M.

Films at Metro Plant

Current reports have it that Fox
will make one or more Movietone features at M-G-M's Eastern studio
which was acquired in the recent deal.
Only a short subject unit is working
at the plant at the present time and
there is ample room for other companies. The main floor is being used
to store sets from Capitol theater
presentations.

YORK

STUDIOS

15 TALKERS SCHEDULED
BY PARAMOUNT IN EAST
Production at Paramount's Long
Island studio is set for 15 all-talking
features per year. The bulk of the
company's short subject production is
now concentrated at this plant, with
about 100 shorts scheduled for the
current year. Only Paramount shorts
to be made at the Coast are 32 to be
produced at the Christie studio. Most
of the scoring of Paramount pictures
will be done at the Eastern studio.
When the studio was closed two
years ago it was operating on a production schedule of about 2D or 25
pictures a year. No shorts were made.
Executive Manager John W. Butler
reopened the plant last June 12.

Shorts In Production At
RCA's Gramercy Studio

Marc Connelly, who wrote "The
Beggar on Horseback" and "The
Wisdom Tooth," has just completed
the
principal
in "The
Traveller,"
a two
reeler role
made
by RCA
at its
Gramercy
studio.
Dudley
Murphy
De Limur Going Abroad
under supervision of Richard
Jean de Limur sails April 20 for a directed
Currier.
five weeks' vacation in Europe. He
In rehearsal is "Just Between Us
has just completed direction on "Jealby Lloyd Mayer. Curousy," Jeanne Eagels vehicle for Girls,"rier written
Paramount.
will handle the megaphone on
this one. Al Boasberg, who recently
arrived from the Coast, has been
Randolph
Writes
Score
Forbes Randolph, whose Kentucky signed to direct six comedy shorts
which
he wrote. Production starts
10 days.
Jubilee Singers have played the Roxy in
on several occasions, has written the
score for "Down Hawaii Way," produced by Castle Films.

NOW

Production at Vitaphone

IN PRODUCTION

SERIES

Underwere
Bryan
three
shorts
madeFoy's
at direction
the Vitaphone
Robert Florey took a brief trip into plant in Brooklyn this week. The
the short subject production field the acts filmed are Jimmy and Miriam
other day to direct Alice Boulden in Hopkins; Brendal and Bert; and
a one-reel talker. Alice is one of the Bobby Folsom.
reasons why the producers of "Hold
Everything," musical comedy hit, can
charge those high prices. In the opus
she sings "Easy Come, Easy Go"
and "The One I Love Loves Me."

OF

102

Sound and Talking Short Reels

Alden Motion Picture Corp.
220 W. 42nd St.

N. Y. C.

ChromotoneNOW Film
Studios, Inc.
AVAILABLE

Jack Norworth went Brooklyn the
other day to work in a short under
Bryan Foy's direction.
His wife,

First independent studios having

SOUND

Scores Written and Synchronized
Natural Color Process

and negative cutter on

SOUND

SILENT FILM

is open to- immediate offers

Box

A-120
1650 B'way.,

c/o Film
N. Y. C.

DISC

(Disc recording at 33 1/3 and 80)

EDITOR
AND

facilities to produce both with

ON FILM AND

Daily

COMPLETE

Studio equipped with
PRODUCTION FACILITIES

CHROMOTONE
122 Fifth Avenue

AND

STAFF

FILM STUDIOS, INC.

Watkins 8536-7

New York City

TRAVELTONE
NOW DELIVERING
SOUND on FILM and DISC
We promise only what we can legally deliver
We are the exclusive licensees under Nakken re-issue Patent No. 16,870 covering non-infringing amplification circuits for photo-electric cell for devices
for reproducing sound from film in theatres. Can be attached to any projector. No booth changes required.

Seeing and hearing is believing
See and hear the marvelous Traveltone reproducing. Watch the Traveltone
re-synchronizing attachment put a picture back "in-step" with the Sound
by merely pressing a button. You will then see why 320 Traveltones have
been sold in the past 16 days. No service charge.
TRAVELTONE

PRICES

AND

TERMS:

EFFECTIVE

APRIL

12, 1929

Type "A" Sound-on-Disc Only
down and 18 monthly
$2950
$
payments of $135
Cash or
No interest charge

Type "B" Portable Sound-on-Disc
$
down and 18 monthly
payments
$180
Cash or
No
interestofcharge

Type "C" Sound-on-Film and Disc
down and 18 monthly
$3885 $
payments of $185
Cash or
No interest charge

Type "D" Sound-on-Film only, with Amplifier
down and 18 monthly
$1950
$
payments
$90
No
interestofcharge
Cash or

785

885

$3750

845

485

All Prices Include Equipment For 2 Projectors: Also Double Channel Amplifiers
To Insure Prompt Delivery, Order At Once.

TRAVELTONE
729 SEVENTH

SALES CORP.

AVENUE

NEW
Phone Bryant 2690

YORK, N. Y.

DAILY-

Sunday,

April
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3 Jannings Talkers for Paramount

Series to be Made on Return of German Star from Europe and Schedule Spikes Report He's Leaving Ccmpany —
Company Formed to Make Spanish Talkers — Wilk's Personal Paragraphs and Other Wired News of Coast Studios

JANNINGS TO MAKE THREE
TALKEKS AFTER VACATION
Emil Jannings is to do three talkers for Paramount on his return
from a vacation trip to Germany.
This program is cited in denying
reports the German star is leaving
Paramount.

A Little from "Lots"
By

RALPH

TO

our list of former lawyers who
are prominent in production we
have added the name of Benjamin
Glazer. He practiced law for seven
years and was also an editorial writer
on the Philadelphia
Press.
^
%
^

Our Passing Show: George SidNext La Plante Sets
ney, Hans Winter, Marcel Silver,
Charles
King, Emile Forst, William
Laura La Plante's next starring
vehicle for Universal will be "Evi- Halligan, Tom Engler at a preview
dence." Production is scheduled to of two Pat Rooney -Marion Bent
start in about two weeks. William subjects, which were directed by
Wyler will direct the production, Ben Holmes; Ann Pennington dodgwhich will have dialogue. The story
ing traffic on Hollywood Boulevard.
is an original by E. J. Montagne.
"The Pair of Sixes." A great title
Signed to Write for Paramount
and not "Six Guns" although they
Alice D. G. Miller, scenarist, was do shoot a wicked line. Johnnie Grey
Amy, two lads of scesigned to a writing contract yester- and George
nario fame, both six feet tall, were
day by Paramount in Hollywood.
Miss Miller was associated with dubbed this at the beginning of their
Monta Bell when the latter was di- association on the Pathe lot. They
recting pictures in the west as scenar- are working with the nationally
known funster, Jimmie Gleason,
ist on a number of his productions.
writing originals and dialogue for
the "Gleason Shorts," a series of six,
Ian Keith Opposite Dorothy Mackaill which
will go into production soon.
*
*
*
Ian Keith will play opposite Doro"Unaccustomed As We Are" will
thy Mackaill in "The Great Divide,"
instead of opposite Billie Dove as an- just suit Laurel and Hardy. This
nounced. Creighton Hale also will is to be the title of their next picture which will also be their first
have a role in "The Great Divide."
The Vitaphone yersion will probably dialogue effort. Robert McGowan,
go into production as soon as Miss who is writing the story and dialogue, will also direct. Mae Busch
Mackaill completes "Hard to Get."
and Thelma Todd will play opposite the comedians.
Santell to Direct Irene Bordoni
*
*
*
Alfred Santell has been signed to
Sam Zimbalist, ace cutter, is
direct Irene Bordoni in her initial
First National Picture. Miss Bordoni
finishing up Jack Conway's
latest, "Our Modern Maidens,"
will come to the Coast during the
the sequel to "Dancing Daughlatter part of May.
ters," for M-G-M. Sam is also
responsible
for
the
cutting
RKO Signs Russell Mack
of
"Broadway
Melody."
*
*
*
Russell Mack has been signed by
RKO to direct dialogue.
Universal City has opened its new
post office with the usual pomp and
Dialogue Serial Planed by Webb
Harry Webb is to produce and direct a dialogue serial for the independent market.

HARVEY GATES

Frank Fay Signed
Warner Brothers has signed Frank
Fay, master of ceremonies.

Writer
WARNER

BROTHERS

Unitod

Dramadst

"The Desert Song"

Hispanophone is being formed to
produce Spanish talkers for Central
and South America.

Charles King Starred
Charles King will be starred in
story.
"Lord Byron of Broadway," M-G-M
picture taken from Neil Martin's
Josephine Quirk to Produce
Josephine Quirk has been signed
by Tiffany-Stahl to produce ten two
reel all-talking pictures. George Mcintosh will be featured.
Co-Stars O'Neill and O'Day
Tiffany-Stahl v«ll co-star Sally
O'Neill and Molly O'Day in a picture in which they will play sisters.

THE

Doorway oi HospitalHy

Mervyn LeRoy, First National's
young director, has been vacationing
for a few days at Palm Springs.
He was offered a ride in a plane by
Roy Wilson, but decided his R. R.
was fast enough. He is preparing
to
starta few
on "Little
within
weeks. Johnny Jones"

RAY
HARRIS
Engaged by Pathe
to write

DIALOGUE
and

STORIES

George Scarborough
Consulting

WILK

ceremony. Mrs. Susan M. Sigler,
who has found the fan mail of the
Universal stars crowding her former office, 'chiseled' around until
she obtained a larger place. Now
she can handle Tryon, La Plante
and Denny's mail without half the
effort. She has been post-mAstress
for the station
* for
* 12 * years.
A recent Paramount studio visitor
was A. G. Smith, president of the
Smith Bros.' Cough Drop Co. He
was shown about the plant by Lane
Chandler, attired in a regular Smith
Brothers' beard, and Doris Hill. In
spite of the fact that beards have
been an important part of his company's trademark for 82 years, Mr.
Smith has never worn one. By the
way. Jack Luden, son of another
cough-drop king, is one of Paramount's featured
players.
*
+
*

Company Being Formed to
Make Spanish Talkers

!>NTER the doorway W
ttUa popular hottclrf and you feel at lutaaa.
There'* an atmoaphere of cordial welcoaaa
which marlu the difference between th«
HoUrwood Plasa and ordinary hoteU.
Tour room, too, ha« that added touch
of diitinctlon. Pictures on the wall, ormf'
•tnffed furniture, a floor lamp and readhig
lamp . . . tfaeic are but a few of the feetnra*
that tnaka you feel at home.
Pis'n Whlitle Dining Service iniuraetha
bett of food. Therefore, when you are next
in Lo* Aniclee b« sure to invectisata.

THE

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard

Artists
HOLLYWOOD,

CALIFOIU«A

*
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Booths, curtains, switchboard
mountings, fire extinguishers and a
solution for fireproofiing canvas are
amonp' products for picture theaters
manufactured and marketed by JohnsManville Corp., in addition to its
sound-absorbing, acoustical and other
materials.
The Johns - Manville company
claims to be the world's largest miner
of asbestos, and for 50 years has
been manufacturing asbestos products.
Johns-Manville booths are so designed that in case of fire the shutters are closed automatically. These
are permanent and semi-portable
booths of asbestos wood. They can
be enlarged, as they are built in sections. Another is a portable asbestos
cloth booth, which can be assembled
in a few moments. It is made of
asbestos cloth over an iron pipe
framework. A special trap provides
ventilation and closes automatically
in case of fire.
Asbestos cloth theater curtains are manufactured by the company from yarns, spun
from fibers of asbestos rock. These have
lap seams, the breadth running full hnght
of the curtain, and pockets top and bottom
for battens. E.Ttra pockets for special rigging are provided according to specification.
Sewing is done with asbestos twine. Scenic
painting and rigging is furnished on special
order.
Vitribestos ciu-tains, literally a fire wall
between stage and auditorium, is another
Johns-Manville product. It consists of a
structural frame, covered on the stage side
with one inch vitribestos sheets, a dead air
space of four or five inches in the center
and a sheet of steel in front.
For additions to booths, partitions, back
stage equipment and other places in the
theater, the firm has a fireproof transite
asbestos wood. This is supplied in standard
sheets, 36 by 48 inches, 42 by 48 inches,
42 by 96 inches and in thickness from oneright inches to two inches.
Ebony asbestos wood, made of asbestos
and cement binder, impregnated with a dense
liquid, is supplied for switchboard panels,
bus bar barriers, switch bases and other
electrical requirements. It is supplied in the
same sizes as transite asbestos wood, in
thickness from one-eight inches to four inches.
Johns-Manville fire extinguishers, are of
2'/3 gallons capacity and built to withstand
.^50 pounds pressure and throw a stream 40
feet. Atignite is a fireproofing solution for
use on scenery, canvas and other inflammable
textiles.
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JOHNS-MANVILLE MAKES
MANY THEATER PRODUCTS

k

Equipment
By CHARLES

P. H^ES

The Stamp of Approval
An endorsement of -product and ■propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and marit
Installation of sound picture equipment has necessitated many
changes in cooling and ventilating systems. In many cases, a complete new installation hecame necessary, because of the noise of
operation of the existing system.
To meet this condition, the Arctic Nu-Air Corp., a leader in
the cooling and ventilating field, has developed the Kool-er-Aire
system. Noiseless operation is a feature of this new equipment,
achieved by special low speed action- The Kool-er-Aire also assures more general distribution of the air throughout the theater,
in a manner which aids projection of sound waves, through positive directional control of air delivery. Because of its efificiency
and low cost, the Kool-er-Aire system has THE FILM DAILY
STAMP OF APPROVAL.

AIR WASHING UNIT FOR CONTROL STAND FOR W.E.
SUPREME COOLING SYSTEM
St. Louis — Air washing attachment
has been added to the Supreme cooling system by the Supreme Heater
& X'entilating Corp. It is called the
Supreme Turbo Air Washing unit,
and added to the present Supreme
equipment for theaters.
The unit is intended for installation in the wall opening, through
which the cooling system gets its air
supply. There it creates a fine, misty
water spray through which the air
must pass before entering the cooling
blower.
A self-contained electric motor operates the unit, and a long cord and
plug are part of the equipment. In
addition, an auxiliary water storage
tank, with valve and feeder attachment, is furnished with each unit.

Acoustex Made to Correct
Theater Sound Conditions

Boston — Acoustex, manufactured
in tiles and sheets, is manufactured
for sound proofing and sound correction in theater acoustics. An advantage is that it may be used in theaters already built, the material being cemented directly to the existHumphries Back on Job
ing plaster ceiling or side walls.
The engineering department also
Dallas — Paul Humphries
of King
Scenic & Theater
Supply Co., has makes analyses of theaters to determine the amount of material
recovered from an operation for appendicitis.
needed to assure best acoustical conditions in any theater. This analysis may be made from a set of blue
Whirling Sign at Portland
prints of the existing or proposed
Portland — In keeping with the
name of the Circle theater, the neon building, without charge.
sign built over the marquee is in the
Form Washington Corp.
form of an upright disc whirling at
a rapid rate. A mirror ceiling on the
Ellensburg,
Wash. — H.
E. and
L. Ulsh have formed
Elbe
marquee adds to the effect. The Helene
Co. with capital stock of
house operates from 9 A. M. to 4 Theater
A. M.
$15,000.

~

~'

TALKING SHOP
Co-operation in Order for
Spring Meeting of S.
M. P. E. in New
York May 6-9—
A Worthy Organization

"C'VERY cooperation is extended by
-L' industry leaders to the forthcoming spring meeting of the Society of
M. P. Engineers to be held in New
York May 6 to 9. The meeting offers a splendid opportunity for executives to learn at first hand the great
work the society is performing in the
technical advancement of pictures as
an art and industry.

As might
expected,
this spring's
session
will be deal
principally
with
sound
pictures.
And
a wealth of
highly important and informative data
on the technical side of the situation
Chicago — Chicago Cinema EquipTo date, 27
ment Co., has placed on the market will be forthcoming.
a control stand for mounting the con- papers have been tentatively scheduled for the meeting.
More probably
trol cabinet of Western Electric installations. The stands list at 56-50 will be added, but those already listand are used for keeping the control ed give promise that the sessions will
box off the floor. The Chicago firm be the most important in the organhistory.
also stocks a record cabinet for use ization's
in the booth.
Without any fanfare, the society,
since
its formation in 1916, has perNew Heywood-Wakefield
formed great service to the industry.
Chairs for Griffith Houses The steady
forward march has been
Ardmore, Okla. — Griffith Amuse- carried on with comparatively little
ment Co. is reseating eight houses recognition or help from the industry
with Heywood - Wakefield chairs. generally. The Society's record of
They are: the Palace, Ardmore, 700 accomplishment speaks for itself, and
seats; Rivoli, Blackwcll, 888 seats; the industry should consider it a privPolard, Guthrie, 888 seats; Ritz, done. ilege to be able to aid the work being
Maude, 888 seats; Aggie, Stillwater,
000 seats; Sooner, Norman, 1,200
seats; Palace, Hobart. 500 seats and
First hand opportunity to see the
Palace, Wellington,
Tex., 700 seats. society functioning is offered by the
meeting. The sessions are to
Union Brands Wagner as spring
be open, so that those interested may
Unfair in Sign Fight avail themselves of the opportunity
Chicago — Electrical workers have presented. There should be a record
placed the Wagner Sign Co. on the turnout for the affair.
unfair list as the latest round in the
fight for sign business between the
FOR
SALE!
company and the White Way SerSlightly
used
Sept motion
vice. Erwin Wagner, president of
picture
camera
with double
the former, has obtained an injuncspring motor, complete
tion restraining union officials, the
condition.
with
case and
$16six magaWhite Way Co., and the commissioner of gas and electricity, from
zines, guaranteed first class
coercing exhibitors to break contracts with Wagner. He charges an
attempted "shakedown" in return for
support.
▼▼no Uio^t
Leased Port Orchard House
Phona WSrN^wVbrK.fiy^'
Pcona. 0330
Motion
Rcture
Department
Port Orchard, Wash. — Ernest J.
Miller and Vernie Morrison have
U. S. and CtnaAt Agents for DebrU
leased the Annapolis from John McGill.
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"Alibi"

(All-Talker)
U. A.

Length: Sound, 8167 ft.
No Silent Version
IN BIG MONEY CLASS. GRIPPING UNDERWORLD DRAMA
WITH STRONG OPENING AND
CLOSING AND
SEVERAL
TENSE
SEQUENCES.
Cast. .. .Chester Morris, stage recruit, gives stirring performance;
Regis Toomey, splendid. Long and
adequate cast includes Pat O'Malley,
Eleanor Griffith, Mae Busch, Harry
Stubbs, Irma Harrison, Al Hill,
James Bradbury, Jr., Elmer Ballard,
Kernan Cripps. Furnell Pratt, De
Witt Jennings, Edward Brady.
Story and Production
Underworld drama, based on stage play
"Nightstick."
the familiar
conflict
betweenDeals
the with
underworld
and

with

Paramount

"Coquette"

Length: 6271 ft
No Silent Version
A HONEY. ENTERTAINMENT
LABELED ALL OVER THIS
SINGING AND
DANCING
STORY OF ROMANCE IN A
PRESENTATION
THEATER.
Cast
Uniformly
excellent and
includes Buddy Rogers, Nancy Carroll, "Skeets" Gallagher, Jack Oakie
and Harry Green as important leads.
Others Wade
Boteler, Ricca Allen.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
drama confined to wings and stage of
a de luxe picture and presentation
theater. Buddy Rogers, home town
jazz band leader, gets his chance
through Nancy Carroll, stage headliner. They fall in love, but along
come Gallagher and Oakie, big
vaudeville headliners, to oust Buddy
and his stage opportunity. Nancy
plays both ends from the middle, gets
the vaudevillians arguing, causes ttie
act to split thinking Rogers will get
the break. He refuses it that way,
makes Nancy confess, the male songbirds reunite, Nancy and Buddy split.
Whereupon, madder than you know
what, he does his act, plays all of the
instruments,
'em and
gets desired contract.panics
No silent
version.

the police and the usual gangster
penalty for murder. The sympathy
for the crook is artfully played up
in the first half and later swings the
other way after you've really begun
to root for' him. A warehouse murder is traced to a convicted felon,
played by Morris, who attempts to
shoot his way through to liberty and
almost succeeds only to meet his
death.
Director, Roland West, excellent;
Director, John Cromwell, Edward
Authors, John Wray, J. C. Nugent;
Elaine Sterne Carrington; Scenarist, Sutherland, immense; Authors, Elsie
Roland West and C. Gardner Sulli- Janis, Gene Markey; Scenarist, Percy
van; Editor, Hal Kern; Dialoguer, Heath; Editor, Tay Malarkey; DiaWest and Sullivan; Cameraman, Ray
loguer, John V. A. Weaver; CameraJune, outstanding.
man, J. Roy Hunt, fine.
Mile. Falconetti in
John Gilbert in

"The Passion of Joan of

Nights" and
with"Desert
Ernest Torrence
Mary Nolan
(Silent)
M-G-M
Length: Synch. 6177 ft. Michel J. Gourland Length: 7000 ft.
Silent, 6177 ft.
FRENCH FILM IS REMARKMUCH RED MEAT SPRINABLE EXAMPLE OF ARTISTIC
KLED WITH HOT LOVE IN
BUT NOT
GOOD DRAMA OF THE GREAT PRODUCTION
FARE. RETHIRSTY SPACES. GRADE A POPULAR FILMArc"
LIGIOUS ANGLE. MAY PROVE
GILBERT ENTERTAINMENT.
TROUBLESOME.
BUT NOT FOR CHILDREN.
Cast
Mile. Falconetti, French
Cast
John Gilbert corking in
actress,
impersonates
the illiterate
sardonic, he-man role. Mary Nolan
fine as the cheating hold-up artist. Joan who became a martyr, and gives
Ernest Torrence as splendid as ever. a poignant and compelling characterStory and Production. . . .Drama of
ization that grips. Rest of cast mostly French, picked as types.
the African diamond mines and
Story and Production
Drama
desert. Not so original in story, but
nevertheless grippmg stuff. Both based on the trial and death of the
drama and comedy click loudly. Maid of Orleans. Produced by the
Bandits, including decoying lady, get Societe Generale des Films. Director Carl Dreyer establishes himself as
away with diamonds and take the
mine superintendent, Gilbert, along a master of the camera, and uncovers
into the desert on their getaway. Lost a directorial treatment that is entirely
and dying of thirst Gilbert gets the original and unique. He plays with
upper hand and treats the girl tough closeups throughout, and these are
until she falls for him. Finally out- shot so close to the lens that the
wits Torrence, head man in the out- features take up the entire frame. In
the trial scenes, he keeps the camera
fit, and saves diamonds. It's got a swinging slowlv from one judges face
Gilbert-Nolan
a
with
happy ending,
marriage in sight and Torrence wand- to another, showing every little
ering into the clutches of the police. change and expression as the action
The entire production strikes an au- proceeds. In fact the drama is althentic note. Not for people who
most entirely developed by this procdislike seeing life in the raw.
cess, the action shots secondary.
Director, William Nigh, splendid;
Director, Carl Dreyer, beautiful;
Authors, John Thomas Neville and
from "Joan of Arc"
unusual;
Dale Van Every; Scenarist, Leonore by
JosephAuthor,
Delteil; Scenarist, Joseph
Coffee; Editor, Harry Reynolds; Delteil; Editor, Not hsted; Titler,
Titlers, Marion Ainslee, Ruth Cum- Not listed; Cameraman, Rudolph
mings;
Cameraman,
James
Howe. Mate, exceptional.

with Mary Edmun
Duncan,
Warner Baxter,
d Lowe

(All-Talker)

(All-Talker)

(All-Talker)

United Artists

Length: 6161 ft.
No Silent Version
MARY'S FIRST TALKER.
THAT'S ENOUGH TO BRING
THEM IN, BUT PICTURE IS
VERY MUCH THERE, ESPECIALLY FOR WOMEN. TRAGIC,
BUT PLENTY BOX-OFFICE.
Cast.... An achievement for Miss
Pickford. A grown-up role, her first
and very definitely a success. Voice
lovely. Johnny Mack Brown, satisfactory as hero; Matt Moore, acceptable; John St. Polis, fine. Others,
Wni. Janney, Henry Kolker.
Story and Production. . . .Drama of
the South, based on stage play of
same name. A murder, a suicide and
a happy ending, but only by inference,
might infer that "Coquette" is pretty
heavy fare. Mary, as a Southern
flirt, proves responsible for the shooting of her lover by her father who
misunderstands the relationship. The
ensuing trial finds Mary willing to
sacrifice her pride in order to save
her father, but the latter realizing
what Mary is willing to give up,
kills himself in court to keep his
daughter's name unsullied. Good
drama tightened by charming touches.
Director, Sam Taylor, good; Authors, George Abbott, Ann Preston
Bridgers; Scenarists, John Grey,
Allen McNeil; Editor, Sam Taylor:
Dialoguer, Sam Taylor; Cameraman,
Karl Struss, expert.
with

"The Shakedown"
James Murray, Barbara
(Part-Talker)
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"Thru Different Eyes"

Mary Pickford in

"Close Harmony"
Buddy Rogers, Nancy Carroll

April

Fox

Length: Sound, 4991 ft.
No Silent Version
NOVEL AND UNUSUAL DEVELOPMENT OF MURDER
MYSTERY MAKES IT FIRSTRATE ENTERTAINMENT. EXCELLENT TALKER.
Cast
Mary Duncan and Warner
Baxter play three dififerent characterizations with distinction. Edmund
Lowe does well. Others, Earle Foxe,
Natalie Moorhead, Florence Lake!
Sylvia Sidney, Purnell Pratt, Felmer
Jackson, Dolores Johnson, Nigel de
Bruher, Lola Salvi, Stepin Fetchit
Story and Production
Murder
mystery which takes on an added
note of interest because of its intelligent and different unfoldment.
There are really three episodes. Lowe
is on trial for murder of his best
friend. Events leading up to the
crime and the murder itself as colored by the defense are shown in one
flashback; then as the prosecuting attorney describes it and finally as it
really happened. This places the leads
in three different lights, each varying
from the other. Clever and noteworthy because it has never been
done below.
An all-talker only .
Director, John Blystone, splendid
;
Authors, Milton Cropper, Edna Sherry; Scenarist, Not listed; Editor,
Louis Loeffler; Dialoguers, Tom Barry, Milton Cropper; Cameraman,
Ernest Palmer, first grade.
Monte Blue in

Kent

Universal Length: Synch, 6613 ft.
Silent, 5753 ft.
CHIEFLY INTERESTING FOR
ITS FIGHT SCENE CLIMAX.
SENTIMENTAL KID STUFF
OVERDONE
AND WEAKENS
PRODUCTION.
Cast. . . .James Murray good as the
pug, but
his has
voicelittle
not toso do.
good.Others
Barbara Kent
George Kotsonaros, Wheeler Oakman, Jack Hanlon, Harry Gribbon.
Story and Production. . . .Drama of
the prize ring. Started off pretty well
with a good human interest angle,
then overplays a kid's part with a
lot of sentiniental stuff that is piled
on too thickly. It's a story of regeneration, with the kid who adores the
hero bringing him back to the straight
and narrow. The kid's part is made
too precocious, and he even handles
the pug as trainer and manager when
he enters the ring for the big fight.
That stuff may go with the smaller
neighborhood houses, but not for the
film-wise audiences. Murray is part
of a shakedown gang. He goes into
a town to build himself up as a local
amateur fighter. Then when the town
is ready to play its money on him, a
frame-up
fight is pulled.
Director, William Wyler, overdone; Author, Charles A. Logue;
Scenarist, Same; Editor, Lloyd Nosier; Titler, Albert De Mond; Dialoguer, Albert De Mond; Cameraman, Chas. Stumar, good.

"TheEdmi
Greyhound
Limited"
with
Murphy, Grant
Withers
(Synchronized)

Warners

Length: Synch., 6114 ft.
Sileyit, 4696 ft.
POOR MELLER OF RAILROAD LIFE TIED UP TO A
WEAK MURDER STORY THAT
FALLS FLAT.
Cast
Monte
Blue as the hero
railroad engineer plays acceptably in
a weak part. Edna Murphy has little
to do. Others Grant Withers, Lucy
Beaumont, Lew Harvey, Ernie
Shields.
Story and Production. .Melodrama
of railroad life. Shapes up as a very
mechanical story with indifferent direction and acting. Monte Blue is
filmed by a part that offers him little
opportunity. He is the railroad engineer who tries to keep his pal the
fireman from going wrong. They
both love the same gal, waitress in a
restaurant. The fireman gets in bad
company and is framed for a murder
they pull. Then the old bunk about
saving the convicted man with only
a few hours to spare. This is accomplished by Monte and the gal,
who thwart an attempt of the gang
to wreck the train in order to kill
one of their crowd on board who has
squealed
the cops.
The "big"
scene fallstopretty
flat.
Director, Hovvard Bretherton, indifferent; Author, Albert Howson;
Scenarist, Anthony Coldeway; Editor,
Harold McLernon; Titler, Joseph
Jackson; Cameraman, Ben Reynolds,
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"Brothers"

"The Rainbow Man"

with

(All-Talker)

Barburtt
Bedford,
Cornelius
Keefe
Liii(/tli: Soiiiul, K500 ft.
Xo Silent, Wrsioii
(Silent)
THEY'RE ADVERTISING IT
Length: 6092 ft.
AS A POT OF GOLD. FOR Hnyart
ACCEPTABLE
PROGRAM
ONCE, AT LEAST, THIS IS NO
MISSTATEMENT.
HUMAN,
FILM CARRIES
VERY
HUMAN
CHARMING WHOLESOME
INTEREST
STORY
OF
TWO
AND
ENTERTAINING.
BROTHERS.
GOOD
OFFERING.
Cast. . . . K d (1 i e Do\vlinfj',<; personality gets him over easily. Has
plenty to learn about acting l)elore
Cast. . . . Barbara Bedford is the girl
tile camera, but that will come. working with crooks who falls for
Frankie Uarro, an amazing youngster one of the brothers. She does nice
who almost steals the picture. Marion work. Cornelius Keefe and Arthur
Nixon, splendid in what outranks Rankin as the brothers carry the film
anything she has ever done. Others, with conviction. Others Richard
all good, Sam Hardy, Lloyd Ingra- Carle, (ieorgc F. Chesebro.
ham, Ceorge Ha\es.
Story and Production. . . .Drama of
Story and Production. . . . A musical
the underw iirld. This film has a good
comedy yarn with a minstrel back- laniilv angle, starting with the story
ground. This is the type of picture
where logic in story means less than of two orphan kids, with the younger
carted off to an orphan asylum and
the dust. You know it's all going the older brother later adopting a life
to end happily and, moreover, you of crime as a clever crook in order
want it to. Dowling, as the minstrel,
takes Frankie in tow and together to get his brother from the asylum
they barnstorm the sticks with their and give him a college education. He
works it through his lawyer, so that
show. Marion Nixon supplies the
love interest. They meet, fall in love, tile younger brother does not know
identity of who is keepmeet parental objection, part and fin- the criminal
ing him in luxury. Works into a
ally reunite. Once again here is
proof that it is not so much what good situation with the kid brother
Sn)in-A)t

hooked bycard
the games
big brother's
into
crooked
where gang
he loses
his jack. Quarreling among themselves, one of the gang is bumped off,
and as the cops pin the crime on the
young brother, the other steps in and
takes the blame.

you do as how you do it. The dialogue is clever, clean and entertaining; acting, highly commendable, directorial touches and treatment of
the best. And two song numbers
of sure-fire appeal.
Director, Fred Newmeyer, fine;
lAuthor, Eddie Dowling; Scenarist,
France.5 Agnew; Editor, J. R. Crone,
Dialoguers, Dowling and Miss Agnew; Cameraman, Jack MacKenzie,
excellent.

Director, Scott Pembroke, adequate;
Author, Arthur Hoerl; Scenarist, the
same; Editor, J. F. Harrington;
Titler, Not listed; Cameraman, Hap
Depew, fair.

"New Year's Eve"

"The Witch Woman"

(Synchronized)

Ernest Mattison Length: 6000 /t.
SLIM STORY PRODUCED IN
SWEDEN TOO SLIGHT FOR
AMERICAN AUDIENCES. HAS
REMARKABLE
CHARACTER
STUDIES AND STRIKING
PHOTOGRAPHY.

with Mary Astor, Charles Morton
Fox

Length: Synch., 5959 ft.
Silent, 5909 ft.
FOX RUSHES HOLIDAY SEASON WITH SANTA CLAUS
FILM, BUT IT IS EXCELLENT
PROGRAM
PICTURE WITH
NICE ACTION AND LOVE
STORY.
Cast.. Mary Astor sweet in a very
sympathetic part. Charles Morton
who did admirably in "Christina" is
also good here. Other Arthur Stone,
Helen Ware, Freddie Frederick,
Florence Lake. Sumner Getchell, Virginia Vance, Stuart Erwin.
Story and Production
Drama.
Adapted from story, "One Hundred
Dollars." Understand this was made
originally for the Christmas trade, but
lield up. Tells the old story of the
poor girl's romance with the rich boy
with an original angle. Mary is
mothering her little brother as Christmas approaches, and penniless she
starts out to raise the jack to keep
the kid's faith alive in Santa Claus.
Works up into a good plot.
Director, Henry Lehman, adequate;
Author, Richard Connell; Scenarist,
Dwight Cnmmings; Editor, Not listed; Titler, William Kernell; Cameraman, Conrad Wells, good.

(Silent)

Cast

All Swedish players, including Einar Rod, Greta Almroth,
and Hildur Carlberg.
Story and Production. . . .Drama of
life ill a Swedish town. Produced by
Swedish Biograph Film Co. Tiiis was
directed by Carl Dreyer. He knows
\lu>w to develop character merely
through the use of the lens. But he
loses himself in his camera. The result is a series of interesting and different camera studies. It is the story
of a young Swedish minister who
marries the old widow of another
minister in order to get the parish
appointment. He still holds his young
sweetheart,
the old lady dies, and all
is
happy.
Director, Carl Dreyer, weak on
story, but splendid camera studies;
Author, From "Parson's Widow" by
Christopher Jaiisen; Scenarist, Carl
Dreyer; Editor, Not listed; Titler,
Not listed; Cameraman, (ieo. Schmeevorgt, fine.

"Appassionata"
(Silent)

"Seven Footprints to

with Thchim
Todd, Cn-ifihtnii Hair
Franco-Film LiiKjth: (i8()() //.
(Synchronized)
IMPORTED NUMBER
CARRIES TYPICALLY FRENCH First Niit'l LcHf/th: Synch.
5405 ft.
Silent 5237
//.
THEME THAT IS OUT FOR
JUST A HASH OF WEIRD
FAMILY TRADE. CAST IS ORAND
WILD DOIN
SatGS
an" IN A MYSDINARY AND DIRECTION
TERIOUS
HOUSE
WITH A LOT
OUTDATED.
Cast.... Leon Mathot, the director, OF PHONEY THRILLS. NOT
is a better actor than director, and FOR THE FILM-WISE.
is the only one in cast ciutside of
Cast. . . . Thelnia Todd lends lure to
the mother (Theresc Kolb) who
gives a natural performance. The a fantastic film. Creighton Hale the
others all overact. Tliey are Renec hero. Others Sheldon Lewis, William
Heribel,
Ruth W'evher and Fernand V. Mong, Sojin, Laska Winters, Ivan
F;il)re.
Christy, De Witt Jennings, Nora
Story and Production. ... Domestic Cecil, Kala Pasha, Harry Tenbrooke.
drama. It was directed in the style
Story and Production. ... Mystery
of five years ago, typically Conti- melodrama. The best nightmare wc
nental in slow tempo, unnecessary have seen in pictures since they quit
detail, and overacting. The big making the horror serials. Hero, an
scenes, supposed to be spectacular, adventure seeker, gets trapped with
are the outdated ones of the actress his girl in a mystery house run by a
taking innumerable curtain calls and guy named Satan and his followers.
the whole audience standing up ap- Then in and out of mysterious rooms,
plauding. The plot is all right for with all sorts of weird characters
French audiences, but certainly not grotesquely made up popping out at
for nice family tratle here. There is them from hidden doors and trunks.
no sexy kick to excuse it. The wife
of the artist becomes infatuated with There's a dwarf, a dog-faced man, a
spider person, witch woman, crazy
the great novelist and goes off and doctor,
and a lot of women and men
lives with him. The novelist in
at
a
dance,
with the men in black
turn flags the actress. Then he
robes
and
masks.
The title concerns
grows cold to the new flatne and
goes back to the actress. Ends in seven steps that the hero must choose
tragedy, with the husband killing the in a death trial scene. Turns out to
novelist. Needs cutting, editing and be all a hoax of the hero's uncle to
cure him of wild adventures.
titling badly.
Director, Benjamin Christensen,
Direcor, Leon Mathot, outdated;
Author, Pierre Frondalc; Scenarist, weird; Author, A. Merritt; Scenarist,
Pierre Frondale; Editor, Not lifted; Richard Bee; Editor, Frank Ware;
Titler, Not listed; Cameraman, Not Titler, William Irish; Cameraman,
listed, good.
Sol Polito, okav.

"PlunginV
(Silent)Hoofs"
Universal
Lenqth: 4344 H.
ORDINARY NUMBER WITH
REX THE HORSE THE MAIN
ATTRACTION IN HIS CLEVER
STUNTS.
STORY IS ROUTINE.
Cast.... Jack Perrin does the usual
heroics but his action stuff is just
fair. Barbara Worth, the girl. Others
J. P. McCowan, David Dunbar, and
the horses Starlight and Rex.
Story and Production. .. .Western.
Just anotiier story built to exploit
Rex, the horse. Perrin falls in love
with a dance hall girl, who conceals
her identity. The owner of the dance
hall is jealous of the hero and plans
to get the girl. He takes her from
Perrin's cabin, where she has gone
to marry him after he learns who she
really is. Rex does some good work
in warning the hero of the approach
of the villain. Director MacRae contrives to get Rex into some unique
action shots, and the fans will like the
horse
so-so. even though the storj' is just
Director, Henry MacRae, satisfactory: Authors, Basil Dickey, William
Lord Wrigiit; Scenarist, George Morgan; Editor, Thoiuas Malloy; Titler,
Gardner Bradford; Cameraman,
George
Robinson,
smooth.

'When
Dreams Come True'
with Helene Coatello, Rex Lease
(Silent)

Rayart
Length: 6242 //.
MECHANICALLY
CONSTRUCTED STORY OF THE
TRACK THAT FALLS RATHER
FLAT WITH JUST A FAIR
RACE FOR A CLIMAX.
Cast. .. .Helene Costello has just a
filler part and has little to do. Rex
Lease gets few chance for action,
playing up a sentimental angle
througliout. Buddy Brown, the kid,
does most of the work, rides the winning race, and is good. Others Claire
McDowell, Ernest Hilliard, Emmett
King, George Periolat, Danny Hoy.
Story and Production
Drama
of the turf. Here is the usual routine
story of the racetrack that has been
standardize<l down to a formula just
like the old style westerns. The girl
has the racing stable, her partner is
a crook, and the hero and his kid
brother come along in time to save
everything. Rex Lease is the poor
blacksmith in love with the daughter
of the rich racing stable owner. Ordinary program.
Director, Duke Worn, ordinary;
Author, N'ictor Rousseau, from his
"Sunburst N'allev"; Scenarist, Arthur
Hoerl: Editor, .\ot listed; Titler, Not
listed; Cameraman, Hap Depew, okay.
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Short Subject Reviews-Sound and Silent
SOUND
"The Right Bed"
Coronet Comedy — Educational
Class
Type of production. .Comedy sketch
Edward Everett Horton delivers
one of his usually fine comedy characterizations assisted by Betty Boyd
as his wife who puts him to a severe
test. They have been separated but
Betty sneaks back one evening while
Horton is out. She is disguised with
a blonde wig, and the valet on discovering this strange woman in his
master's bed, is horrified. The first
part of the film is the best, with
Horton coming home and talking
with the valet about what is to be
done with what they suppose to be
a woman's corpse in the bed, and
liis wife liable to hear about the
scandal. The last part of the film
comlets down, with Horton's sister
ing in to help straighten out the
"scandal." But the wife jumps up.
and throws ofT her disguising wig.
Horton makes it a very acceptable
offering. Directed by Hugh Fullerton. William Benge is good as the
nervous valet, and Helen Kent takes
the part of the sister. Time, 18
mins.
"Dancing Around"
LeMaire— Pathe
Laugh Riot
2 reel all-talking
Type of production..
comedy
George LeMaire and Joe Phillips
certainly send this one in strong. It
starts with a big laugh and stays
that wav right through to the final
shot. Joe Phillips, the little runt, is
a continual scream, and pulls some
of the funniest gags that have ever
been seen in a short sound comedy.
LeMaire borrows ten bucks from Joe
and takes two girls to a cabaret. Joe
follows with two other dames he
meets. The two parties sit at adjoining tables. Joe's gals are hungry, and with only 50 cents he tries
franctically to keep 'em from ordering expensive food. Meanwhile LeMaire and his girl friends are dining
sumptuously on Joe's ten dollars,
'i'hen Joe frames a phoney prohibition raid, gets his friend out of the
jilace and cops his ten dollars. The
dialogue is full of natural laughs, and
just to look at Phillips is to laugh
out loud. LeMaire has again rung
the bell of hilarity in a big way.

,
I

"Stage Stunts"
Oswald — Universal
Or-igiyial
Type of production. . 1 reel animated
I'cpped up with some clever cartoon ideas, and the sound effects are
Oswald, the lucky
goofy and funny.
rab))it, turns actor and docs a snake
charmer trick with a cat's tail as the
snake and the cat concealed in a jar.
Then
Oswald
gets a skinny
horse
for a xylophone and plays on the animal's ribs till the horse swallows a

bomb that somebody throws. Then
the usual wild chase and unexpected
finish.
Directed by Hugh
Harman.

aces and draws a mess, and when
the bad man returns the shooting
starts. This sequence is extremely
funny, but from there on it sags. The

"TheSnap
Rivals"
py
Collegians — Universal

balance concerns a visit to the girl's
house, where the bad man and his
pal arrive and prove to be her brothers. They try various ruses to get
Hamilton outside the house where

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
This is the first sound number in
the "Collegians" series and is far
superior to most of the recent releases. It has a well developed plot
and considerable human interest.
Sound belongs naturally with this
college stufT, for it gives the boys
and girls a chance to do their songs
and cheering, which is very effective.
The voices throughout are generally
good. A blonde comes to Calford
and shows up the basketball leader
with some fancy playing on the

they
can shoot
him, butWatson.
he fools 'em.
Directed
by William
The
cast consists of Gladys McConnell,
Ivan Chrysty, Fred Peters.

SILENT
"Watch

and play kids' games all around the
card room where the dignified members are trying to be peaceful and
quiet. After creating a near riot,
they depart to the billiard room and
soon have a couple of the dignified
members fighting all over the place,
accusing each other of the pranks
which the two visitors have played
on them. Winds up with the usual
rehash of all hands tearing each
other's clothes off and generally
abusing each other. This gag has
been worked to death in too many
r'^cent offerings, and so fails to click
here.
Directed by Stephen Roberts.
"Lumberjack"
Oswald — Universal
Clicks

My Smoke"— Smitty
Clever

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
This one is well gagged with a
team. The leader, who is the coach's
gal, gets jealous and quits. She lot of ingenious mechanical devices
changes her mind before the big made by Smitty and his pals. One of
game with the rival college, goes them is a fire engine contrived from
home, and comes back just in time odds and ends that the kids have assembled together. With the help
to save the game by some snappy
team work with her rival. This will of their friends, the firemen next door,
go big with the flappers and their they get a lot of old fire uniforms
boy friends. Directed by Nat Ross and start a fire department of their
with a lot of snap.
own. There is a lot of rivalry between Smitty and ritzy kid who is
"The Bees Buzz"
always
takinglittle
Smitty's
gal for
ride
in his fancy
auto cart.
It awinds
Mack
Sennett — Educational
up with a fake fire pulled by the rival
Good Slapstick
to show Smitty up. The kids' antics
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy are
amusing, especially those of
Here is a good laugh number filled Herbie and another little shaver who
with a lot of broad slapstick that in looks like a comer if they can find
certain spots is entirely too broad more material along similar lines for
for family trade. Starts off swell, him. Harry Edward did a good job
the directing. Surefire appeal for
with Harry Gribbon as the big sap on
the kids.
at a party where his engagement is
announced by the girl's father, Andy
Clyde. But his rival and his friends
Our World Today
give him the razz in a lot of kidding
songs. Then the rival elopes with
'
the girl to the justice of the peace
Novelty
Shots
ional
Educat
to get married, but the justice is Type of production..! reel magazine
taking a steam bath at the country
Gay's lion farm at El Monte, Caliclub. He starts the ceremony thus,
fornia, is shown, this being the place
when Gribbon bursts in, pursued by where the directors gets their lions
bees that have lodged in his pants.
Then the broad stuff comes with a when they need 'em in a picture.
Gay and his wife put the big cats
lot of disrobing, and the final shot
through
some hair-raising stunts.
showing the gal stung by a bee in Next is shown
the ancient Grecian
a very personal spot. Very funny,
monastery perched far up in the sky
but the rough stuff makes it dubious
on the top of an almost inaccessible
for family trade. Directed by Mack cliff.
Here the kindly monks who
Sennett. In the cast are Vernon
spend
their lives here are shown in
Dent, Barbara Leonard, Ruth Kane their devotional
duties. By way of
and Tyler Brooks. Sound effects and
a
unique
wedding
ceremony, views
talking are unusually
clear.
are presented of a marriage in Malacca of two Dyak pygmies. With these
"The
Big Minute"
folks, being "tied in matrimony" is
taken literally, for at the conclusion
Lloyd Hamilton — Educational
of the ceremony the chief ties their
Fair
hands together.
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
This is the first of a series of six
"Those Two Boys"
Lloyd Hamilton comedies done in
Old— Educational
Stuff
Mermaid
the typical style of this comedian.
The first half carries most of the
laughs, then the idea slumps. But
Type of production
2 reel comedy
if
they will
likecarry
Hamilton,
comedian's
work
it overthesafely.
Lloyd
Monty Collins and Vernon Dent
wanders into a tough bar in a west- carry the comedy as two newly rich
ern town and acts as substitute for oil millionaires who are invited to an
the bad man who goes to get more exclusive club as the guests of one
money on a poker hand of three aces of the members. Arrived there, they
and a pair.
Lloyd discards the three start to act like two little youngsters.

Type of production. .1 reel animated
Oswald the funny little rabbit, gets
a job as a lumberjack, and when he
chops dow^n a big tree discovers a
bag of gold. But the villain bear
grabs it, and Oswald starts hotfoot
after him. The bear escapes in a
canoe, so Oswald gets two logs and
rides them down the stream. Good
gags are worked by having the hero
use his tail as a wind-propeller and
then as an outboard motor. Finally
Oswald has passed the bear, and diverts the stream over a cliff. As the
bear passes they go into a clinch,
with Owald victorious. The sound
effects are ridiculously funny, and
will certainly amuse the kids. Directed by Ben Clopton.
"The

Newlyweds in Society"
Stern — Universal
Fair Juvenile

Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Another adventure of Snookums,
assisted by the Newlyweds, his parents. This time Snookums almost
breaks up a fashionable party to
which his parents had been invited.
It was one of those Russian affairs,
and a couple of thieves sneak in and
try to steal the jewels. But Snookums stumbles on them and by accident traps them, and becomes the
hero of the afternoon. Directed by
Gus Miens.
"Matchmaking
Mama"
Ordinary
Sennett— Pathe
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Daphne Pollard is the mama with
the social aspirations for her daughter
whom she is trying to marry off to
a young social lion. But her hubby,
Johnny Burke, has a daughter by his
first marriage at the convent, and she
comes home to the party in time to
make the hero fall in love with her.
The highlight is a lawn party in color
with the Sennett bathing beauties
taking part in a costume play. The
gals are an eyeful, as usual, and the
best laughs occur in this sequence.
Sally Filers is the convent girl, and
Carol Lombard the daughter of
Daphne Pollard. Directed by Harry
Edwards.
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voliinwants
A. PARSONS
* Kits for a symphony orchestra
those
to entertain in their homes
union musicians thrown out of work

VIENNESE STUDIOS TAKE
PRODUCTION SPURT

I by sound pictures. If you can't play
Here's
I any instrument, all the better.
a darned good chance to get even
with those musicians.
*
*
♦

Vienna — Several producers are engaged in new productions at local
studios. At Sascha, "Princess on Furlough," a Bachrich film, is nearing
completion, while at the Schonbrunn
studio two are in work, "The White
ANSWERS
Paradise," under direction of Max
No, Hortense. Just because a Roxy Neufeld and "Revolution of Youth,"
being produced by Conrad Wiene. At
usher made you a present of a hookthe Listo studio "Black and White
ed ruK you nuisn't think he stole it Ivory," and a Trent film as yet unfrom the theater foyer.
titled are in work. Astra Films are
*
*
*
soon to start production at Vita.

Tombstone
Titles
platifed here
is
editor
A ncwsreel
Whom cm awful shock has flattened
He got a scoop upon the screens
Before the darn thing happened.
*
*
♦

Hiscott At Alliance Studio
London — Leslie Hiscott has begun
work on his latest Strand Film, "The
Feather," at the Alliance studio. Julius
Hagcn is directing the picture adapted
from the story of the same name by
C. M. Matheson.
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Foreign Service
Through the medium of
Trade Papers International, a
reciprocal news arrangement in
which this publication participates, spot news of all important foreign developments is
brought to the readers of THE
FILM DAILY as rapidly as
modem news-gathering facilities permit.
Trade Papers International
is represented in London by
Ernest W. Fredman, editor of
"The Daily Film Renter"; in
Berlin by Karl Wolffsohn, editor of "Lichtbildbuehne," and
in Paris by P. A. Harle, editor
of "La Cinematographic Fran-

Device
For Broadcasting
caise."
Films Shown in Germany
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

SOVKINO NOT TO GIVE
UP SILENT PRODUCTION
iiy KARL
WOLFFSOHN
Editor "Lichtbildbuehne"

Ilerlin — Herr Schwcdschikoff,
president of Russian Sovkino, was
the guest of honor at a dinner given
here by the German industry. In
answer to questions regarding sound
films he said that he did not think
that they would oust the silent films.
The prospects for Russian film export to the United States, he thought,
were just as small as they were for
other Kuropean films.

U. S. Gov't To Aid
Foreign Film Trouble
(Continued

from

Page

1)

films have been the subject of diplomatic negotiations for several weeks.
THE FILM DAILY learns from
the State Department. Following
receipt of complaints regarding action of various European nations to
limit importation of American films,
bj' quotas and other means, the Secretary of State about two weeks ago
instructed the embassies at Paris,
Berlin. Vienna, Budapest, Prague
and Madrid to take the matter up
with the forc'gn offices of those governments. The purpose is to arrive at a solution of the problem.
As yet, none of the embassies involved has made reports to the department, hut it is understood that
the matter has been made one of negotiation with high officials of the
various European capitals concerned.

Washington — A device for broadParamount Buys Moulin Rouge
casting motion pictures were recentA Problem
Paris — Paramount has purchased
ly demonstrated in Berlin, advises the
exan
the Moulin Rouge and will feature M.P. Section of the Dept. of ComThe dentist was examining
the same policy at that house as at
merce. The apparatus can be atchange manager's teeth.
the Paramount on the Grand Bouletached
to an ordinary radio set as
lot
a
iiave
"You
vards.
\ I y
easily
as
a
loud speaker, it is claimed.
said the
of film,"
2^[ /T
.
dentist
The demonstration is said to have
"Yeah," agreed
Union Theaters Appointments
proven that the device was capable of
the exchangeman
Sydney — The following managerial projecting ordinary motion pictures
wire or wireless to many receivers
glo
o m can
i 1 y, I"but
where
get changes have taken place in the Union by
Theater Ltd. chain; Harry Gyles now in different places. In the sending
is at the Moonee Ponds house, Reg room a film w'as shown through the
some bookings?"
Gibson. West Brunswick, R. Hastie, regular projector falliiip upon an
Majestic, Andy McCallum, Empress, aperture in the transmitting apparatus
Prahan; and Arthur Dawes at the where it was touched by light rays.
DEFINITIONS
Burnley.
These rays touched at approximately
Publicity ■— A lotta typewritten
1,000 points a second and were then
words strung together that call for
transferred into electrical impulses
Pommer's Next For Ufa
Russian Film Completed
Berlin — Hans Szekely, author of and transmitted to a device which
bigger and better waste baskets.
Moscow — Director
Eisenstein
has
"The Hungarian Rhapsody" and is plugged into any radio. The Ger"The Wonderful Lies of Nina Pe"The
General
Line," a
man Post Office Dept. w^ill make completed
Russian film. The picture will be distrowna"
Erich
Pommer
productions,
exhaustive
experiments
with
this
intributed
in
England
by
Pro
Patria.
Another
is writing the scenario for the third
vention, it is reported.
jT
J
Definition
■^ / /
Pommer picture, "At Halfpast Three
5,611 Censored in Netherlands
on
Sunday
Afternoon."
Gross — The
IVasliiniilon Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
/
f
same as most fish"Washington — From March to DeUfa Unit In Paris
New York City
cember 1928 the l^ational Film Cen- 723 7th Avenua
ing stories.
Paris — William Thiele, director, is
Inc.
"
here with his staff shooting scenes
sorship commission of the Netherlands Government, censored 5,611
D. J. HOUNTAN, Pr
for the Ufa production, "The Model films, according to a report to the M.
From Montparnasse." Lilliam Har- P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
vey heads the cast of this Gunther
'-^ representatives for
Of these, 2,090 were new and 3,521
Lots of Rehearsals
Stapenhorst production.
ppXCLUSIVE foreign
old, being produced or imported into
t Pictures Corporation
Rayar
the country prior to the establishment
We've
just discovered
why
balB. & F. First Talker
headed J i m m y
and other leading independof the censorship committee.
London — "The Wandering Jew," is
ent producersanddistributors
Gleason and LuMore Theaters for Paris
cile Webster put the first subject on the British and
Cable Addreu: RICHPICSOC. Pari!
This will
Cable Address: DEEJAY, London
Paris — Haik Company has taken
up such good do- Foreign talker program.
Cable
Address:
RICHPIC,
N. Y.
mestic scraps on be followed bv "Chu Chin Chow ''
over the Olympia and will feature
the screen. They
silent as well as sound pictures synare married.
chronized via the Cinevox device. The
Ibsen Play for Talker
1,500 is under conLondon — Henrik Ibsen's play, Le Plaza, seating
struction. Another picture house will
"The
Doll's
House,"
is
to
be
proFamous Film Conversations
duced as a talker under direction of be built on the site of the Theater
des Varietes.
Paul Wertheim.
"It can't miss."
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New

Fox Film January Net Murdock Pleased With
Pathe Sales Showing
Reported as $1,261,802
(Continued from Page 1)

Theaters

{( ontinucd

Marshalltown, la. — Plans for a new $600.OOJ picture house here have been prepared
by Diaries B. Zalesky, Cedar Rapids, la.,
for a syndicate represented by Theodore
Stark & Co.
The house will seat 1,200.
North Platte, Mich. — Alex Beck of Oniaha,
has been awarded the contract for a theater
for the North Platte Realty Co. Plans for
the house were prepared by F. A. Henninger.
Evansville, Ind. — Isador and Oscar Fine'
plan to build a new theater at Washington
and Kentucky Aves., and recently bids were
taken from contractors by A. E. Neucks,
architect in charge of the plans. The house
will cost upwards
of $50,000.
Harrison, Ark. — A theater is planned here
by D. E. Fiton and F. M. Garvin of the
Lyric. The house will cost about $35,000
and seat 800.
De Kalb, 111.— Elmer F. Behrns, Chicago,
is preparing plans and will take bids soon
on new theaters to be erected in De Kalb,
and Plainfield, III. Name of the companies
that will operate the houses has not yet been
made public.
Burlington, la. — Central States Theater
Corp. is planning a $400,000 house.
Cairo, 111.— The Gem Theater Co., will
build a $100,000 house.
Harper, Tex. — Charles E. Bein is building a house.
Tampa, Fla. — E. D. Stone is planning a
$15,000 house at Lamar and Scott Sts.
Reideville, N. C. — A house will be built
on the site of the Grand. Sound equipment
is planned.
Tucson, Ariz. — Lyric Amusement Co. is
planning a $300, uOO house.
Ann Arbor, Mich. — S. A. Moran will build
a 1,700-seat house on the site of the Arcade.
The house will be operated by the Butterfield circuit.
Mount Oliver, Pa. — Work is progressing
on Harris
Amusement
Western
Electric
will wire.Co.'s house, which

from

Page

ter of 1928, and $806,983, after taxes,
in the first quarter of 1927.
It was explained that these figures
do not include any additional film
rental business from the Loew theaters, ablock of which stock recently
was acquired by Fox Theaters. Revenue from this source will not come
to Fox Film until later in the year.
There now are outstanding- 820,660
shares of Class A stock and 100,000
shares of Class B stock.

Arkansas Tornado Zone
Has About 12 Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)

reacii $2,000,000, is the known toll
so far, with a thorough check-up
now being made. No reports on theaters of the district have been received. Houses in the storm area
include: Gem, Swifton; Gem, Alicia;
Pathe, Monette; Gem, Batesville;
Dixie, Wynne; Princess, Parkin,
Bono, Loredo and Princedale are
other towns affected.

Grand Opera Dir., Cimini,
to Conduct for Radio Pict.

111

Torgan

Minneapolis — E. B. Kopman, local
representative of the National Screen
Service, is confined in the Northwestern hospital as a result of an internal indisposition.
Nolan

at

Reopens
Alliance
-MHance,
O. — Lemotto
reopened the Ideal.

is

House
Smith

Springfield

erage per picture and sales to a substantially increased number of exiiibitors, he says, pointing out Kennedy is to remain an additional two
years with the company. A new
contract also has been closed with
Radio-Keith-Orpheum for a period
of years and covering exhibition of
Pathe product,
he says.

At the beginning of 1928 Pathe set aside
a reserve for estimated excessive cost of pictures previously produced. After applying
a substantial portion of this reserve to absorb such, cost and losses and after providing for depreciation, interest and Federal
taxes, the operations of the company from
Jan. 1 to April 21, 1928, showed a loss of
$4I.'i,389. From April 21 to Dec. 29, 1928,
there resulted a profit of $602,825, making
net profits for the year as a whole $187,435.
Since the close of the fiscal year, the company has sold 100.000 .shares of common
stock, the proceeds of which have been used
to retire notes payable, except $106,568 not
yet matured and leave the company with a
substantial cash balance.

Unwired Houses to Get
'Syncopation*
viaPageMelotone
(Continued from
1)
states. For the present, the shows
will be confined to small towns of
Maryland and Virginia, but in Septcmljer, units will be sent throughout the country, he says. The Melotone road equipment is a compact
affair whicli can be carried in a passenger automobile.

Talkers replacing presentations at I'ublix (he
.•Iters in San Francisco, Seattle and Portwide.
land 111 exiierinient which may be nation-

Warners plan ambitious German program if
Tuesday
given
Berlin. even break, H. M. Warner says in
New RCA-Photophone equipment for houses
of /SO seats and under placed on market.
Government's arbitration suit to be disclares. missed, Abram F. Myers, Allied head,
deVitaphone exchanges to be opened in all key
Wednesday
cities.
Charles Chaplin refuses to be party to proposed United Artists pool and affiliation
with Warners.
R-K-O-Paramouait- Warners-United
Artists
pool reported sought.
British industry stagnant due to talker development.
Ufa entering German sound field on big
Thursday
licensee.
scale as Klangfilm

Friday
United Artists consolidation
and affiliation
with Warners regarded as certain on
Coast.
Federal grand jury hearing evidence against
West Coast and eight distributors, on government's request for an indictment.
Aliram V. Myers, Allied head, calls upon
distributors to Saturday
solve sound rental problem.
United States government asks foreign governments for solution of problem caused by
restrictions against American films; French
tors.
to consider protest of American distribu-

mmwmm

Springfield, Mass. — Sam Torgan
has succeeded Dr. J. V. Wilson as
manager of the Palace. Dr. Wilson
has been transferred to Lowell.

now

Buys Texas House
Bay City, Tex. — Jack Long has
taken over the Colonial from J.
Preddy.

has

First Detroit
Installation
Detroit — Tlie L^ptown is the first
Detroit house to install RCA-Photo-

Cleveland

Cleveland, — F. R. Nolan
managing
the Keystone.

at

nday

1)

Maestro Pietro Cimini, conductor
for the Chicago Grand Opera comFloydada, Tex. — Simpson and Nakon will
Thorpe To Direct Columbia Film
pany and the Los Angeles and San
build a $40,000 house.
Francisco opera companies, has been
Richard
Thorpe
will direct "The
signed for coming Radio Pictures, ac- Bachelor
Girl,"
Columbia's
latest
talker
featuring
William
Collier, Jr.
Owen Succeeds Hanlon
cording to a wire from William Le
Baron. He brings with him not only and Jacqueline Logan.
Dover-Foxcroft, Me. — David Owen
has succeeded Albert Hanlon as his own services exclusively, but that
of a grand chorus of 80 voices, all
manager of the New Star.
operatic and concert singers.
Ben Kopman

Week's Headlines
Mo

phone.

"MIGHTY

INTERESTING"

You may bet that 1 will keep my copy of
the 1929 Film Daily Year Book handy — it
looks mighty interesting.
NED

E. DEPINET

SPEED

PHOTO
Z44-ZSO

FREE

to Film Daily Subscribers

Subscription $10.00

Foreign $15.00
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-t- SKILL + SAVING

Proved!
Ill the research laboratory
ami ill the studios

EASTMAN

Reprotone
NEGATIVE
A film that perforins ivith notable
success its specific function
of reproducing

T

SOUND

HIS special film, tested by scientific
methods that would detect even inaudible

defects, is now in use in the studios. Giving
sound reproduction faithful and pleasing to
a degree hitherto unknown, it has proved itself adistinct step forward in the sound art.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

•v.. •

COMPANY
N.Y.

on Torn to Shreds...
by the prosecutor— her husband on trial for the murder of his best friend who
he thought had trifled with his lovely wife— circumstantial evidence pointing
[at the doomed man — a wild party, mad revelry, wives exchanged, a pistol
shot— that was the sordid story, and then... as the jury returned the verdict
' of guilty, a wild scream pierced the hushed courtroom and the tragic story of
[what really happened at the Manning home that night was vividly recounted.

FOX
MOVIETONE
FEATURE
with

MARY DUNCAN
WARNER BAXTER
EDMUND LOWE
Earle Foxe
Florence Lake
Donald Gallaher
Sylvia Sidney
Stepin Fetchit

John Blystone 4.
Production

in this amazing, thrilling and

Then

thru the eves of the defense

Then

gripping drama thru the
eyes of the prosecution ....

thru the eyes of the actual murderer.

OFFERS UNCHALLENGED
BOX-OFFICE EVIDENCE ON
MONEY-TALKING TALKERS

Bills Affecting Industry Slated in Congress
ML THE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME
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504 TALKERS, 403 SILENTS
RETALIATION HINTED BY
U. S. ON QUOTAS ABROAD
ti'ashinpton

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Retaliatory action by
the I'nited States government is possible if European countries which are
now selling their films in the American market refuse to abandon "Unfair restrictive leK'slation" aimed at
American films, it is intimated in a
statement on the situation just issued
by the State Department.
The

department last nJKht announced that its representatives in
France. (jermany, Czechoslovakia,
-Austria. Hungary, Italy and Spain
had been instructed to take up with
those governments the question of
abandoning unfair restrictions which
(Continued

on

Page

3)

SOUND SELECTIVITY IS
CLAIMED TOR NEW DEVICE

Production Schedules for 1929-30
Talkers
.•\fiiliatc<l European
Amkinii
.\rtclass
Chesterfield
Columbia
Cnize
Prod
Kxctllcnt
First Division
First
National
Fox
General
Pictures
Gotham
MG-.M
I'aramount
Pathe
Uu.ility
Ravart
RKO

Prod

2
Sclitdiile not yet
MItalkcrs only.
8
36
13
Schedule not yet
Schedule not yet
35
50
12
12
50
65
30
Sctiedule not yet
20
30

.Sono .Art
Tiffany-Stahl
I'niversal
I'nited
.Artists
Wanurs
World-Wide
Zakoro

10
26
32
12
35
26
-—

Total

504 .

'. . .

Silent Versions
of Talkers

2
determined
Number not set
None
36
13
determined
determined
35
None
12
12
35
50
30
deternuned
20
—IS
26
32
7
35
None
—
360.

Straight
Silent
Doubtful
None
NoneNone

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
It,
None
None
None
8
None
None
15
4
.43

details in connection with formation
of United .-\rtists Consolidated and
proposttl affiliation with Warners,
has been postponed until some time
this week. Schenck was slated to
leave Saturday with Mary Pickford.
Douglas I-"airbanks and Samuel
Goldwyn.

Little Chance of Passage of
Industry Bills by Congress

National "Alibi" Broadcast
with Members of Film Cast

Berlin (By Cable)— Denial is made
by the Deutsche bank that an interest in Ufa is being sold to RadioKeith-Orpheum.

rive hundred four talkers and 40.1
silent films already have been lined
up for production on schedules for
1929-30. it is shown in a survey of
25 companies just completed by
THK FILM DAILY. Five companies have not made plans for their
next year's schedule. Information is
furnished by the producer or distributor in each instance, and is subject
tt) revision.
Of the 403 silent films already
scheduled, 360 of them will be silent
versions of talkers. Forty-three films
to be made only as silent pictures arc
planned.
The number, of course, will be
swelled by the programs of the five
which have not as yet decided on theamount of product they will make
for next year, as well as by smaller
independents not fully canvassed.

More Than 2,000 Houses
Schenck Leaving for N. Y.
Some Time This Week Woods Buys 'Living
Wired for Sound, Schnitzer
liest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
]icst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Trip of Joseph M. Corpse,' 'Storm Over Asia'
Los .Angeles — More than 2,000 the.■\1 Woods has returned to -New-Schenck to New York to work out

New audio-selectivity device which,
aters of the L'nited States now are
according to its inventor, will enable wired for sound, and with installadirectors to give verbal instructions
tions being made at the rate of 250
in sound production, instead of using
monthly, engineers predict that withthe present signal system, has been
in a year 5,000 leading houses will be
developed by J. M. Laniar^ of Phila- wired. Joseph I. Schnitzer, RKO
delphia, who is in New York to sponsor a demonstration for sound en- president, says a survey by the comI)any shows.
gineers.
Lamar, in describing the svstem,
told the FILM DAILY that when attached to studio apparatus between
the microphone and recording machine, his audio-selectivity would completely eliminate unnecessary voices
of directors, technicians, and all foreign nc^ises, recording only voices of
the cast, or desired sounds, thereby
conserving time now being wasted i
lengthy rehearsals and retakes.
L;
(.Continued
on Page
3)
For the first time in the iiistory
of radio or pictures, the story of an
all-talking film is to be acted out in
a radio presentation by members of
the original screen cast. Ne.xt .Sun-

Ufa Deal with R-K-0 Is
Denied by Deutsche Bank

1929-1930 Schedules
List
Nearly 1,000 Films,
Survey Shows

day night, .\pril 21, ".-Mibi" will be
presented through the "Majestic Theater of the Air" at 9 P. M. over 47
stations of the Columbia broadcast(Continued

<m

Page

3)

York from Europe with two Russiar*

films he purchased in Berlin, "The
Living Corpse." from Tolstoy's novel, and "Storm Over .Asia." He has
made no plans for showing them, but
says he exi)ects to synchronize them.

Sono Art Planning Ten
Pictures During Year

Sono Art. new i)roduction company, which is making its debut with
"The Rainbow Man," starring Eddie
Dowling. plans iiroduction of ten
pictures for 19.^^-30 release, states
llashiiiylon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
O. E. Goebel, president. Three or
Washington — Reintroduction of four more Dowling starring vehicles
tile various i>ills affecting the film will be made, he savs.
industry is expected at the special
session of Congress, which opens today. Congressmen returning to
Washington for the session, called
for the primary purpose of enacting
Ward Lascelle and Chester Frankfarm relief and tariff regulation, inlin have formed A partnership and will
dicate tliat they will immediately reintroduce such of their pet measures
produce a series of pictures. They
as did not receive action last session, control "Naturaltone," a new recorddespite the fact that House
leaders
ing device, and will use it in the
(.Continued
on Poije 3)
production of their pictures.

Lascelle-Franklin Partner
on Naturaltone Series

=s^E22
The Broadway

Distributor Theater
Opening Date
"Broadway
Melody"
M-G-M
Astor
Feb.
8
"The Letter"
Paramount
Criterion
Mar.
7
"Noah's Ark"
Warners
Winter Garden. . . .Mar.
12
"Singing
Fool"
Wa ners
Harris
Mar.
12
"The
Divine
Lady"
First National .... Warners
Mar. 22
"Tria' of Maiy Dugan" . . . M-G-M
Embassy
Mar. 28
"Christina"
Fox
Gaiety
Mar. 30
"The Wild
Party"
Paramount
Rialto
Mar. 30
"His Captive Woman" . . . First National. . . . Central
Apr.
2
"Coquette"
United Artists. . . . Rivoli
Apr.
5
AUbi"
United Artists. . . . 44th
St
Apr.
8
"1 he Rainbow Man"
Sono Art
Selwyn
Apr.
16
"Show
Boat"
Universal
Globe
Apr.
17

Financial
STOCK

MARKET

Ql OT.II /0.\S

AS
Of
S.-l'IlRDjy
High
Low Close Sales
Am.
Seat
34 (j
34?-8 34?-8 100
Con. Km.
Ind. pfd. 26
2'5->8 25.>-s 200
East.
Kodak
171i4 170 !70 200
*(lo pfd
128
*First Nat. pfd
108
Fo.x
... 87K'
Sb'A
87
1.500
Keith Fni.
AG "A"
28
28
28
100
*do
pfd
Loew's,
Lie
*do pfd
M-G-M
pfd
Para.
F-1
Pathc Exch
do
"A"
Radio
K-A-O
Stanley
Co

()3f8

f'i'A

25.?.^
(.4?fH
11^
23/.
28/^
30

25-541
64
\0<A
23
27^^
30

94 X;
62.H -200
100
25-5^ 300
64;.. yoC
11
1.300
23^
300
28Kj 1,100
30
100

'■I'liiv. Pict. iifil
9SKWari-.er
Bros
106i^
102'/. 104
*do pfd
47/.
CURB
MARKET
Acoustic
Pnid.
...
7
7
7
*Bal. & Katz
•'Columbia
Pct.<
("on.
Fm.
Ind.
..
Fox Then.
"A"
..
-Griffith, I). \V. "A"
*Loew
do deb. rts.
*Nat.
Scr.
Ser
Nat. Thea.
Sup,
..
Trans-Lux
I'niv.
Pict
*do pfd
BOND
*Keith
A-O
6s 46
* Loew's
6s 41 WW
do 6s 41 x-war
..
Paramount
6s 47..
•Par. By. 5/.s5r
I'athe 7s37
CURB
j\m. Seat. 6s 36 . .

...
500
....
800

741-4
.... iO'y ....
24^
24
24.)4 900
28
2734 28
100
. .'
2.H
.'
30
....
25J^
I.i
iZ'/j 13
200
16/,
15% 15^8 400
29
28^ 28!-^ 300
1
MARKET
93
112
....
9»'A
98
98
2
98f^
98M 98.J4
1
101/
7')''.
79/ 79/
2
BONDS
94
94
94
3

■^Warner

6/s 28 THE
198
OVER
COUNTER
Roxy
"A"
2'7
29
do
units
29
31
<lo com
4
5
Skouras
Bros
30
40
. . s-i'j.i... . .
United
Art
5
10
■ ....
do
pfd
75
85
Univ. Ch. com.
...
2
do
pfd
7?
85
•LAST PRICE QUOTKn

Houses

Observed

Toruntd — Rt'Kal

Regal

W'ctk

Week

wa.s

Ii'^Id

in Canada under the auspices of ReKhI l-'ilms during the week (if .'\pril
8 to l.V The company says 662 Canadian tlieaters, out of a total of 1.008,
have been .sipned up for at least one
Regal release during the special
week. Regal is Canadian distributor
for M-G-M and Rathe subjects. Brit
ish productions and other independent releases.
Kate Smith at Do'wling Show

Kate Smith, "blue" singer who
scored first in EdcUe ]3ovvling's
"Honeymoon Lane," will appear at
Ihe Selwyn as an added attraction to
IJow ling's talking picture "The Rainbow Ivlan," tomorrow night.
Goodlander Joins Pathe
Akron, O. — O. L. (loodlanck-r has
resigned as manager of the Falls and

Lynn Theaters Under Scrutiny
Lynn, Mass. — Theaters here are
under scrutiny by the city fire departmenl following complaint that the
state fire marshal's office has winked
at alle.ged violations. The mayor
a so is ont after iietting jiarties in
theaters.
Imperial Has Two

Wenatchee

House

MAY

Names

(17

Years

with

Bwciriif>h

Co.)

Brooklyn. N, Y.

April

16

Opening
at the

April

16

Testimonial
mle, M.P.

dinner
Club,

to Carl LaemNew York.

April

17

New
York.
Opening
of "Show

Boat" at Globe

of "The New
Rainbo
w
Man,"
Selwyn,
York.

April 20

Opening
at the

of "Innocents
Criterion,
New

April 24

Opening
Harris,

of
New "Madame
York,

May

1

Annual itor meeting
of Quebec
unit, Montreal.

May

2

at the
Opening

6
6-7

Apollo,
New
of "Bulldog

of Paris"
York.
X"

at

the

exhib-

York,
Drummond"

Cohan, New
York.
Opening
of
"Mother's
Boy"
at
Dallas.
Convention
of Texas exhibitor unit

Unfailing Service and Courtesy!

At this time I wish to thank you for
your unfailing service and courtesy
and the trailers you furnish sell more
seats than any other medium I use.
More power to you.
I'LAYIIOVSIL
THEATRE,
Ala.
Faiihofc.

Weuatchee, Wash. — Fox-Libert\- i;
new
name
of the local Fox
West
Coast house operated by H. B. Sobottka.

Winchester Firm
Remodeling
Springficlfl, Mass. — Winchester
Alhambra at Cuyahoga I-'alls and is Amusement Co., is remodeling the
succeeded by H. J. Graybill, formerly
Phillips here. The firm also operates
with Interstate circuit. Goodlandt-r
will sell for Pathe out of Indiarapolis. tl^e Strand, JefTerson, Garden and
Libert\-, The Phillips is being wired
for sound
pictures.
Katherine Francis on Way West
Katherine Francis, Broadway stage
Spence Gets New R. & R. Post
actress recently signed to a ParaSherman. Tex, — Local R, & R,
mount contract, is en route to Holly- houses will be managed by George
wood to start work.
W. Spence, transferred from Claremore, Okla. J. F, Jones is shifted
from Sherman to Palestine, Tex.
Stanley Changes Stage Route
Pittsburgh — The Stanley changed
Burknurnett House Remodeled
its presentation policy yesterday. playBurknuructt,
Tex. — The
Palace
ing all shows direct from the Masthas been remodeled
baum,
Philadelphia.

((

A GREAT

WORK**
"He was received with tremendous

A great piece of work and I know
I shall refer to it often.

that

E. McCarthy

H. Nonnenbacher

674-49 St.

Convent
Pennsylvania
Exhibition
or of
UnitWestern
at Pittsbu
rgh.

Changed

1st

Cinematographer, Photo Chemist. Laboratory Expert

15, 1929

at Oil City

Oil City, Pa. — Imperial Chain Thcat^is, i'utsburgh, has taken ovei
both the Latonia and L\ric here.
Clarence L. Payne of the Latonia
anu ritrman L, Stahl, of the L>ric,
continue as resident managers.

CHARLES
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May
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April
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La Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues.
19.

Parade

THE
lineup remains unaltered this week,
with the addition
of two shows at
top prices.
These
are the
Sono Art
feature
"The
Rainbow
Man"
at
Selwyn,
and the Universal special "Show
Boat"
at the Globe.
And there
lots more in the offing.
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applause, many of those at the
club having heard him in Paris,
lie sang in English and Fi-ench,
repeated two favorites of those who
had seen hiin ahroad, and created
such a riot that finally his piano
had to be rolled off the floor so the
rest of the show might continue."
;-^^. T. Morning Telegraph
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PICTURE
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HECHT
swings a mean pen for

RADIO

PICTURES

"FMONT PAGE" AUTHOR
WRITES "UPPEMWORLD"
BEN HECHT IS THE GREATEST
WRITER OF PUNCH DIALOGUE
IN THE WORLD TODAY!
. . ♦ .
Ben Hecht gave you the sensa*
tional "UNDERWORLD."
Now he has written "UPPERWORLD" for Radio Pictures
Radio's hard 'hitting young aggregation
of showmen invited Mr. Hecht to join
its roster of great authors because he is
A BOX-OFFICE SHARPSHOOTER
as well as a literary genius •«••«•

HE CAMMES A TEMMIFIC
MONEY SMASH
IN HIS ,^PENl
FIRST, LAST AND ALL THE TIME i
•*THE
PLAY'S
THE
THING"
and RADIO'S Master Showmen
«•«•#•
are Prepared to Prove It!*

PICTURES

The Qolden Voice

mCO

DISTMIBUTIHG

of the SlUfir Screen

CORPOHAllOH
Pacb Prsss, Inc., N.Y.C
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Sound Pictures

LinLE CHANCE OF PASSAGE
Retaliation Hinted by United
States on Quotas Abroad OF FILM BILLS IN CONGRESS
(Conlinut-J

Wiring St. Louis "Legit" House
leRitiSt. Louis— The American.
aate house, is iiistallinp sound equip
The installation will be made
nent.
I his summer.
The St. Louis, operated by the
Radio - Keitii - Orpheum circuit has
.•one on a talking picture-vaudeville
basis via the RCA-Photophone. In
the Photophone arrangement at the
St. Louis sixteen sound units in which
of sound disthe "Fan Beam" system
tribution is employed.
McKean Making Installations
St Louis— Tom McKean, president
of Progressive Pictures, distributors
in this territory tor the Goodall reproducers, has sold equipment to the
Orpheum. Vandalia. 111.: Royal. Royalton, 111.; Curtiex' Lawson house in
Mount Olive, 111.; Idle Hour, Festus,
Mo.; the Wellston. Wellston, Mo.,
and the Barth. Carbondale, 111.
Gets Amplitone in Canada
Toronto — Perkins Electric Co.,
Ltd.. Toronto. Montreal and Winni
peg, has secured the Canadian agency
for the Amplitone sound equipment.
Amplitone outfits are being sold in
Canada as low as $550 F. O. B. Toronto.

jrum

tlireatcn the investment of .-\merican
producers in those markets which it
is declared "are often so subject to
arbitrary and unpredictable change
that they introduce an element of
commercial uncertainty and industrial instability to which American
and dismotion picture product ers
tributors find it (litTicul or impossible
to adjust themselves.
"This government," it was declared
"does not intend to question such
measures as may be imposed by any
country for the purpose of protecting through censorship the national
traditions or public morals but this
government has adopted no restrictive regulations similar in any %yay
to those enforced in certain foreign
countries. It believes firmly that the
interests of the motion picture industrv in all countries are best promoted by the freest possible inter-

Bridgeport Firm Formed
l AmuseBridKcport, Conn. — Capita
ment Corp., has been formed here
to operate the Capital and install
sound equipment in the theater. Incorporators are: William E. Burton,
rowski and Abraham
Domb
l
Isabe
Lew.

Western Headquarters for Good-All
San Francisco— M. M. Kravetz
who recently sold his Lincoln and
other theater interests at Cheyenne,
is establishing western headquarters
here for Good-All Electric Manufacmakes the GoodCo., whic
turing
. h
ducer
All repro

Seattle Chain Makes Changes
ck of the MaSeattle— Syd Schuba
drono Gardens. Herb Royster of the
Portola and Melvin Winstock of the
Columbia have resigned from) the
Universal Chain Theaters. Chauncey
Smith has been transferred from the
Cheerio to the Winter (harden and
Art Bishell from the Mission at
Nat'l Installing Sound
town to the Cheerio. A. M.
George
Chicago— Latest in the National Dunlop will manage the Portola in
is
Playhouses chain to install sound
addition to the Granada. Other rethe Stratford, now being wired, and
placements have not been announced.
and
Grove
the
to be followed by
y's Capital,
The compan
Highland.
Leveridge at Fort Worth
are wired.
and Jeffrey
Avalon
Fort Worth, Tex.— John F. Leveridge is now managing the Majestic,
d
Texas Houses Wire
Chic Shytles who was reeding
succe
inin an accident.
killed
cently
Victoria, Te.x.— Rubin Frelst has
stalled Phototalker equipmen at the
at
Victoria and at the Mornama
Milwaukee House Changes Hands
been inCurio Phototalker has also
Milwaukee— The Radio theater, a
stalled at the Rochester at Rochester
neighborhood house, has been taken
and the Grand at Mineral Wells.
over by Leon Lee from B. H. Fry.
El Dorado Houses Wired
McCormick at Cleveland
eAmus
nsas
Arka
—
Cleveland— S. Barrett McCormick
El Dorado, Ark.
ment 'Enterprises is installing Pacent is opening the week here doing adsound equipment at the Majestic
"The Iron
public'ty work for
Newport; Rialto, Mask."vancewhich
plays next week at
Stuttgard: Capitol.Conw
k was
ay.
rmic
'he Allen theater. McCo
Comdeii; and at
theathe first manager of thebyAllen
and
Jules
d
opene
was
d
it
Soun
when
er
ove
Appr
ens
Citz
Allen
J.
I.
of the
I nd.— Patrons
Hammond,
Parthenon voted approval of sound
Buy Cleveland Houses
policy of the house.
d— Joseph and Isaac Silelan
Clev
verman have taken over the Uptown
e
Hous
s
ousa
Sound at Opel
and Varietv theaters from Meyer
H. Stec er
has
y
polic
r-ne. A Dram r aSound
La.—
usas,
Opelo
'■■■'
Weiss
w
11
man^
,
the
Uptowmaness,
been launched at the Princ
aged b> H. C. Chandler.
d

'
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change of films based solely on the
quality of the product.
"Tlie deijartmeiit has observed
with sympathetic interest the increasing number of foreign tilms whcli
have entered the United States in recent years on a free ct)mpetitive basis
and that the .Xmerican motion picture industry has always shown a
willingness to collaborate in the most
friendly way with representatives of
I lie industry abroad for the unrestricted importation of liliiis.
"it is therefore the earnest liop'
of the United
of the Government
Stales that the governments to w boii
it is mak ng representations will havi
aiijiropriate steps taken to avoid t.i
.\iiuricar
to which
injury
serious
motion picture producers are subject
by restrictive regulations and wh.cb
it feels must
eventually
prove
a
developto international
hindrance
picture indu>ment of the motion

(Conlinued

from

Page

1)

plan to appoint no committees, other
than those required to handle agricultural and tariff matters, until the
regular session convenes in December. By taking this action, it is
hoped to keep to a minimum the
work of the special session and permit its adjournment by July.
In the Senate, however, which is
a continuing body, the committees are
already in existence and some pressure may be brought to bear upon
them to consider general legislation,
in an effort to get a head start on the
regular session It is not likely that
these efforts will get very far, as
administration leaders are pretty well
agreed on their program.

National "Alibi" Broadcast
with Members of Film Cast
((.'ontinucd

from

Pane

1)

ing svstem. Warren Nolan of the
United Artists publicity staff planned
and engineered the deal.
Grifand Eleanor
Morris
Chester
fith will act
the roles
they iday in

New Company in Carolina
Coluuibia. S. C— Charter has been
granted to Southern Amusement Co.,
Inc., of Sumter, headed by Geo. the film. Roland West, director, not
Hendrickson. The company w;ill only is directing the radio version,
try."
with Wendell Hall, but he will act
ment.
operate an exchange and sell equipthe role portrayed in the film by Pgt
O'Malley. Jewel Carmen will pi ly
Dart of Daisy Thomas, acted by Mac
Repairing Coast Theater
Busch in the picture.
Broadway, NaChicago. Cal.— The cate
will
,
house
Syndi
Theater
tional
be repaired. The theater recently
Fight
Pa. "Blue"
uing Despit
Contin
e defeat in the
urgh—
Pittsb
suffered damage of §5,000 in fire,
four
n
legislature of a bill to modify the
which broke out twice withi
"blue" laws a group sponsorinc the
of
dent
presi
is
R. 'Croo
s. L.
hour.theate
r compa
ny.k
the
measure plans formation of auestatethe
wide org-anization to contin
Chain Gets Hartford House
fight.
Werner at Century
Hartford. Conn.— Theater Operators. Inc.. has taken over operation
— Harry Werner, who
more
Bah
of the Colonial. A. M. Schuman
continues as general manager. Other was associated with the Keith interests for a long period, is now manlocal houses of the chain are: Lenox.
aging the Century.
Rialto and Lyric.

Sound Selectivity is Claimed for
New Device, Aid to Directors
(Cuittiiiticd

from

mar has adapted his device for use
on telephone, telegraph, radio or talking pictures.
Another feature of the attachment
pointed out by the inventor is its
star
use in a production featuring. aMany
who has a double in voice
ut good reimportant players witho
producing voices are now compelled
to turn their faces aside from the
camera, while a voice-double speaks
the lines. Lamar claims his device
will allow these players to directly
face the camera and talk, and the
sound will not be recorded, his device
selecting only the voice of the double.
Two methods can be used in elimthe unwanted sounds, he asFinatingTsX t can be used by any
erts.

Page

1)

number of companies, with each comation,in
certai
pany having
be used
, ntocombin
from a others
different
production of its pictures, the latter
ation to authorfurnishing its combin
ized theaters. When the device is
placed on reproducing apparatus of
the authorized theater, the undesircd
noises will be elinrnated If the
sound picture is projected by an unno auauthorized theater, which has foreig
n
dio-selectivity attachment, the
noises w ill reproduce along with
voices of the cast.
A second method claimed by Lamar
is complete elimination of foreign
noises directly at the studio, enabling
producers to distribute clear sound
exhibitor without his
pictures to the
attachment on the projector.
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A Little
from
By

Due to the concentration on talkers,
most of the short subject studios have
reduced their stock companies to a
minimum. Christies will not renew
their contracts with Billy Dooley,
Bobby Vernon, Jack Duffy and other
stars who have been on their roster
for several years.
Educational also has made wholesale slashes in its stock company, but
Lupino Lane and Monte Collins are
among the comedians expected to be
retained. Larry Darmour is carrying few stock players, as is Mack Sennett. Hal Roach still has several
players on his payroll.
Weiss Brothers have few players
imder contract.
Short subject producers find it is
more feasible to engage' free lance
players when they are needed than
to retain large companies of players.

W. stern Again Business
Manager of Universal City
Walter Stern has resumed his old
position as business manager of
Universal City .
To Attend Memorial
Louis B. Mayer, Cecil B. De Mille
and John Considine, Jr., who is a
graduate of Stanford University, are
among the members of the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences, who will
attend the memorial celebration of
the Muybridge experiments at Stanford May 8. Edward Muybridge is
credited with having been the first
to photograph
an object in motion.
Fox Buys English Drama
"Scent of Sweet Almonds" is the
tentative title of a new picture to be
started soon by Fox. It is by Monckton Hofife, English dramatist. The
cast will include Lelia Hyams, Earle
Foxe, Dorothy Burgess and Douglas
Gilmore. It will be directed by Donald Gallaher. Pictorial direction will
be in charge of Charles Klein.
Paramount Signs June CoUyer
June Collyer has been signed by
Paramount for "Magnolia," Booth
Tarkington's romance of the Mississippi. "Buddy" Rogers will have the
principle role and Mary Brian the
chief feminine role. Walter McGrail
and Anderson Lawlor also are in the
cast.
Richard Wallace will direct.
Goldwyn
Signs Sidney
Howard
Sanuiel (Jokhvyn has signed Sidney Howard to write originals and
adaptations.
Anthony With Paramount
Stuart Anthony, scenarist, formerly
with Columbia, has joined Paramount.

RALPH

Lots
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Hollywood
NOW
that
again at
ering when
will have the
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Reginald Denny is reported
leaving Universal in June.

f*

u

April

On Broadway

Denny Leaving?

Cutting Stock Players
COMEDY PRODUCERS TAKE
ON TALENT AS NEEDED

Monday,

"The Collegians" are on
Universal, we are wondNat Ross, the director,
'Junior' prom.
(Get it).
*
*
*

Three Pictures Completed
at Fox's Hollywood Plant

Three productions have just been Forty-fourth — ^" Alibi"
"Christina"
finished at the Fox studio. One of Gaiety
Globe —— "Show
Boat"
Harris — "Singing

Preview Suggestions of
Women's Clubs Valuable

staff of "Oswald, the Lucky Rabbit,"
according to Walter Lantz, producTaylor for Mary and Doug Film
tion supervisor. The first of the series
.Sam Taylor is to direct "The
entitled "Ozzie of the Circus," in
complete sound is ready for release, Taming of the .Shrew," which is to
co-star Mary Pickford and Douglas
and work on the second, "The Per- Fairbanks. The picture will be a
manent Wave" has already started.
talker in color.

Katzman
Making
"Voice
of Love"
Sam
Katzman
is to produce
and
direct "The Voice of Love," a talker.

Fool"

them "The One Woman Idea," in
Hippodrome
— "Syncopation"
which Berthold Viertel, makes his Loew's
New
York — Monday, "The Iron
debut as a director for Fox. Rod La
Mask ;" Tuesday. "The Red Sword" and
"The ISig Diamond Kobbery ;" Wednesday,
Rocque and Marceline Day have the
'.My .Man:" Thursday, "New Year's Eve;"
leading roles. The story is adapted
Friday, "The Quitter" and "The Voice of
from a magazine story by Alan
the Storm;" Saturday, "The Wolf Song;"
Sunday, "Children of the Ritz"
Williams. Another picture is "Black
Mark
Strand — "Weary
River"
Magic," George B. Seitz's first for Paramount
— "The Hole in the Wall"
Fox, with a cast including Josephine Rialto— "The
Wild Party"
Dunn, John Holland, Henry B. Walt- Rivoli — "Coquette"
hall and Sheldon Lewis. It is by Roxy — "Thni Different Eyes"
Beulah Marie Dix from a play by Selwyn — "The Rainbow Man"
Dickey.
Walter Archer Frost and Paul Warners — "The Divine Lady"

Much "whoopee" is being made by
airplane com.panies since aviation
pictures went into vogue. They are
selling many of the stars p^'ivate
ships after they have worked long
enough in a picture to gain some
The third is the newest Clark and
knowledge as to the operation. Sue
McCullough
short Movietone comedy,
'Carol Fox star, is the latest to succumb to the windy way. She is now called "Nerve," after having been
buying a plane for her ovmsome, and previously called "The Turkish Bath."
v/ill be a licensed pilot by the time
of its delivery. She was made a
convert when she was co-starred in
"The Air Circus."
*
*
*
Producers are receiving valuable
Dorothy Gowen, ingenue,
suggestions from representatives of
now playing an important role
various women's organizations who
Al Santell's Vitaphone producare attending the previews at the
tion "Twin Beds" at First NaAcademy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.
tional, has warned all of her
friends regarding pranks or
Among the organizations that are
represented at the showings are the
practical jokes. She was frightfully scared once when a child
Daughters of the American Revoluby an April fool gag, and even
tion, the American Library Ass'n,
the International Federation of Cathnow fights shy of all acquaintances on this day.
olic Alumnae, P'ederal Council of
:|:
:!-.
ij!
Churches, National Congress of Parents and Teachers, General FederaNat Rothstein, hard-hitting, twotion of Women's Clubs and the
fisted, go-getting publicity director American
Association of University
for Columbia is putting punch into
Women.
Each
organization is perthe exchanges. He is selling pictures
mitted to have five representatives
by his sound trailers. This new
at the various showings. Among the
angle will save running the entire
pictures that have been previewed
film for the small exhibitor, but will
show the highlights and create the are "Coquette," "Alibi" and "She
interest. Money and time saved
to both the exhibitor and producer
Goes to W^ar."
will be used for other purposes.
Archainbaud
Making
Four
*
*
*
Direction of four talkers are callLester Kline, commercial artist and
ed fortractinwithGeorge
Archainbaud's concartoonist, has been added to the
Columbia.

Muni's Next "Frozen Justix^e"
Paul Muni has just finished "The
\'aliant," his first talking picture for
Fox. His next appearance is in
"Frozen Justice," which Allan Dwan
is to direct. Lester Lonergan will
stage this dialogue film under his
new Fox contract.

Astor — "Broadway
Melody"
Cameo- -"Tlie Godless Girl"
Capitol — "Tlie Duke Steps Out"
Central — "His Captive Woman"
Colony — "The
Charlatan"
Criterion — ^"The Letter"
Embassy — "Trial of Mary Dugan"

Cast for "Lunmiox" Lead
Winifred Westover is to play the
ing.
title role in "Lummox," by Fannie
Hurst, whch Herbert Brenon is mak-

Winter

Garden — ".\oah's

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^By

W.

EDDY t

Talent from Club Casaruyva is liberally represented in the initial picture of its proprietor, Morton Downey, whose
be
released
by "Mother's
Pathe May Boy"
12. will
In the
\night
club sequence
of the
tion, ivhich
2vas made
at p^-oducSound
Studios, appear Downey himself presiding as master-of-ceremonies, DeLeon and Bebe, tango dancers; Ruth
Mayor, acrobatic dancer and Mildred
Hunt, vocalist.
Mark Sandrich starts directing
"The Talk of Hollywood," talking
feature, about the middle of next week
for Sam Zierler. He wrote the yarn
in collaboration with Nat Carr, who
will be featured.

Rowland V. Lee, Paramount director ivho last made "The Wo')nan
Who Needed Killing" and "The Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu," is out an
the bounding wet en route for a
he'll
which
i holiday,
and, during
Europeay
France
Germany,
Switzerl
visit
Mrs. Lee is with him.
and Italy.
Kane

has been signed to

to Write Talker

James Alshmore Creelman is to
write a story of the nineties in New
York as an RKO talker and musical
production.

ARTHUR

FOURTH
of acasts
series
of production
shorts using colored
is in
at the Recording Laboratory of
.A.merica, East 38th St., under direction of Jess Smith. Charles Levine,
chief cinematographer at the studio,
and Buddy Harris are grinding on the
opus, with Benny Wetzler and Danny
Cavelli as assistants. James Hanley
is chief electrician. Sam Friedman
is making the stills.

Helen
Creelman

Ark"

Cantorforina "Kid
Eddie
talkopposite
scheduled
play
which is
Boots,"
ative version at the Paramount Long
Island studio. Clara Bow played this
role in the silent picture, made several
years ago.

Clearance Case Against West Coast Is Postponed
iTHE
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On the Family
PERHAPS it is spring fever
that has turned us so rabid
on the pressing problem of
safeguarding motion pictures for
family trade. Fair-minded as we
attempt to be always, we determined to give voice to other opinions on the mooted question. From
Hollywood where they make 'cm.
one of the first comments to reach
this desk is that of George Scarborough, playwright and now
coast dialoguer. High intelligence
stalks through his observation :
The far-sighted prcxiucer will turn to
subjects such as "Torable David" and
"T'jrn t" the Right," '-lean, wholesoirtvehicles. To have the universal appeal
of silent pictures, the talker* must be
kept who'esome. It will be d tficult to
slip an>-thing over the censors, in the
inatter of dialogue. The censors realize
that youngsters who would miss inferences in subtitles and deft action, would
"get" inferences in dialogue — so wc must
be more cautious than ever.

Conferences Slated
Paris — Conferences to seek
a solution of the problem
raised by the French quota
proposals are planned by the
under-secretary of state for fine
arts, at which American and
French representatives are to
air their views. This decision
followed a conference with the
commercial attache of the
American embassy, who presented the American government's memorandum on the
subject.

London Hears RCA Seeks
to Buy B.I.P. Control
liv EKXIiST

H'.

f^'ir.mi.'IX

Editor, "The Daily Film Renttr"

London (By Cable) — RC.-\ Photophone is reported dickering for a controlling interest in British International Pictures.

John Maxwell, managing director
of British International, is at present Europe-bound. Efforts to secure
a statement by wireless, preceded by
Scarborough and the writer are several attempts to communicate witli
him prior to sailing late last week,
affinities in this thought. The sit- have proved unavailing.

uation calls for diligence in scrutiny and care in execution.

923 New Total of Films
to Be Available Next Year

5 Cents

PUBLIX EXTENDING ALLFILM POLICY IN SOUTH
RECORD TURNOUT SEEN
FOR S.N. P. E. MEETING
Tentative program of the S.
M.P.E.
meeting
and
papers
slated to be read at the sessions, appear on page 7.
Record turnout for the "sound convention" of the Society of M. P. Eni^ineers, to be held in New York
May 6 to 9, is predicted by the committee in charge of arrangements.
Every effort is to be made, the committee states, to assure attendance
at one or more sessions, by leaders
in the field. P. A. McGuire of International Projector, is chairman of
the i)ublicity committee.

U.A. Officials to Leave
for New York April 20

Joseph
to April
New
York
has M.
beenSchenck's
postponedtrip
until
20. The purpoje of the trip is to
Total of pictures to be available complete plans for United Artists
Tonight at the Motion Picture
which proposed sale of
Club in New York, the hosts vvill for 1^29-30 will be swelled to 923 by Consolidated,
(.Continued
on Page 4)
to be released by
gather to take formal note of Uncle the 16 pictures
(Continued
on Page 4)
Carl's twenty-third year in the bus-.
Michigan Bill Seeks to
iness and his twentieth as a producer
You know Laemmle is one leader in Sterns Preparing to Make
Abolish Screen Advertising
this industry for whom adherents Sound Features and Shorts
Lansing, Mich. — Proposed ta.x on
of all camps readily conclave in order
.\l>e and Julius .Stern arc rounding screen advertising has for its purs. While else- out plans for production of features
to pay their respect
pose the discouraging of such adverwhere this fact might mean nothing,
tising, rather than as a revenue proand short subjects in sound, mained
ly-guard
in this business of jealoiis
ducing law, according to Rep. James
taining units both in New York and
(Continued
on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
prerogatives and reputations, it bespeaks much for the regard in which
they hold the Universal chief. So
it is that the capacity figure of 225
plates was reached very shortly after
the dinner was announced and Universal is by no means the purchaser
MV.rf Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
of all of them.
Los -Angeles — Due to the Federal
About Face
Mixed Opinions on "The
grand jiirv probe of alleijed "frf^'fout" of independent exhibitors by Fox
First, talkers were out. Then,
Song"
West Desert
Coast Bureau,
THE by
FILM Critics
DAILY West
Coast Theaters and nine dif
eagerness.
recognizing the public's
Los
Angeles
—
Mixed
opinions
.
tributors,
demand
the clearance action bronc''«
the
to
Joe Schenck bowed
and committed United Artists to a marked reception by local critics of •ly the Dept. of Justice, has been
"The Desert Song," first comic posti)oned until May 22. This is an
generous sound policy. Now, silents operetta
to be brought to the talking action in equity, with an injunction
are to be crushed in toto by talkers.
screen. Excerpts of their reviews nought by the eovernment. Meanof Schenck's opinion
Thus, the
while, John H. Amen, special assilent to sound films. of the picture, now playing the Warfromcycle
veers
ner, follow:
sistant attorney general, is pressing
There should be no surprise. It was
EXAMINER—*
* * Another
milestone his request for an indictment before
inevitable that this should happen.
the grand jury.
of sound
K A N N in the progress
(Continued
on is
Pagemarked
4) by "The

Laemmle

Price

Tuesday, April 16, 1929

U. S. Action for Writ Held
up Due to Grand Jury Probe

Stage Presentations Being
Dropped at 10 Houses
of the Nation
Atlanta — Publix will discontinue
stage shows and presentation acts in
favor of a 100 per cent sound policy
in seven of its Southeastern theaters.
The houses are the Howard, Atlanta;
Alabama, Birmingham; Olympia,
Miami; Florida, Jackson\nlle; Florida, Tampa; Tivoli, Chattanooga, and
Tennessee, Knoxville. The last two
have been using Keith/ vaudeville
three days a week.
The decision was announced at the
convention of Publix division and district managers held in New York
last week. Returning to Atlanta
Willard C. Patterson, district manager in charge of Publix operations
in .Atlanta and Birmingham, announced that the Howard and .-Mabama
would return to the sound picture
policy April 29.
Elimination of stage shows and
presentation acts is in line with the
policy announced by Sam Katz for
Publix; theaters in San Francisco,
Portland and Seattle. The move is
regarded as experimental. If it
proves successful it may be extended
nationally. The points chosen for
the experiment on the Pacific Coast
are highly(Continued
competitive,
where Publix
on Page 4)

Bennett *Lab' Head Denies
Consolidated Deal Closed
IVest Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — -•Mthough announced
in New York by Consolidated as
having been closed, deal lor sale of
the Bennett l-'ilni Laboratory to
Consolidated Film Industries has not
been consummated, according to
President H. T. James of Bennett.
He admits, however, that the deal
is being negotiated.

Paramount Will Vote on
Stock Issue to Employes
Proposal to issue 250,000 shares of
the unissued capital stock to employes
at not less than S50 a share will be
voted upon today by stockholders of
Paramount. Five directors are to be
elected at the meeting, which is the
annual one. Market closing of the
stock yesterday was M%.

THC^

Mf^^ULTOE

HEWS

10,682 Playdates Already
Set for Sam Morris Month

Tabulation of business attained for
Sam E. Morris Month, set by the
Warner staflf for May, has already
Vol. XIVIII No.1 4 Tuesday, Apr. IB. 1329 Price 5 Cents reached 10,682 plajdates. This forecasts that May bookings will far
PUBLISHER eclipse any sales record ever before
JOHN w. humn
attempted by the Warner organization inasmuch as the drive has eight
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and weeks to go.
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225 to Attend Laemmle
Dinner in N. Y. Tonight
The Motion Picture Club of New
York will be taxed to capacity tonight at a testimonial dinner to be
given in honor of Carl Laemmle at
which 225 will attend. Harry L.
Reichenbach will be toastmaster and
speakers so far definitely set include
Al Lichtman, Harry Hershficid,
Charles L. O'Reilly and Nathan Burkan. Helen Morgan, one of the leads
in thesing
stage
"Show
will
two version
songs of
which
she Boat"
sings
in the picture which opens at the
Globe tomorrow night.

Financial

"Show Boat" Tops $5,000
in 2 Days at Omaha

STOCK

"Show Boat" grossed "well over
$5,000' on Friday and Saturday atthc World, Omaha, Universal states.
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Dan Fish Here
Dan W. Fish, is in New York from
London to study the talker situation.
It is understood he will handle marketing of "The Living Corpse," Russian film, here for AI Woods.

DAILV

Carl Laemmle
Arrives
Carl Laemmle, president of Lhiiversal, arrived in New York yesterday from Universal City, to attend
the Broadway opening of "Show
Boat," scheduled for tomorrow night
at the Globe. He was accompanied
by his brother and sister-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Siegfried Laemmle, and by
his secretary, Jack Ross and Mrs.
Florence Strauss, scenario editor for
"U" in the East. On the way to
New York, the party stopped over
in Kansas City for a day and in Chicago for two days, visiting Universal
exchanges.
Clive Brook in N. Y. Thursday
Clive Brook, who has just completed work in "The Marriage Holiday," a Paramount talking picture
adapted from a play by W. Somerset Maugham, arrives in New York
Thursday. After spending several
days here, he will sail for London.
Maine House Sold
Portland, Me. — -The Gem at Peaks
Island has been sold to Jack Agger
and Mitchell Goffin.
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M.C

Convention of Western Pennsylvania
Exhibitor Unit at Pittsburgh.

I

Opening
of "The New
Rainbow
at the Selwyn,
York. Man,"
Testimonial dinner to Carl Laemmle, M.P. Club, New York.
Opening
of "Show Boat" at Globe,
New York.
Opening
of "Innocents
of Paris"
at the Criterion,
New York.
Opening
of "Madame
X" at the
Harris, New
York.
Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.
Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Apollo,
New York.
National Music Week.
Opening
of "Mother's
Boy" at
Cohan, New
York.
Convention
of
Texas
exhibitor
unit,
Dallas.
Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.
Annual Convention of American
ver.
Federation of Musicians at Den-

No Film Board Convention
Is Scheduled This Year
There will be no convention of
Film Boards of Trade this year. The
meetings held in New York during
trial of the credit committee and arbitration cases took the place of the
annual get-together. This means that
this year the secretaries will have vacations to spend as they choose.
"Singing Fool" Closes AprQ 21
On terminate
April 21its"The
Sinking
Fool"
will
run of
30 weeks
on
Broadway. The greater part of its
New York engagement took place
at the Winter Garden but it moved
from there to the Harris several
v/eeks
ago to make room for "Noah's
Ark."
Brecher to Rebuild Plaza
Leo Brecher will erect a Plaza theater at 42-44 East 58th St., New
York. His former Plaza at Madison Ave. and 59th St., was razed to
make way for a commercial structure.
EDITOR
available
national

soon, 4 years with InterMUTOSCOPE
creating
Reel
Co., Inc. N. Y. C, experienced
50 ft. length
(Mutoscope)
I'm tired Neatest and most exhaustive
subjects.
editing in the world.
917
this short
tripe. Give me
get along.
that job. ofWe'll
MIKE
Park

ROBACH
Ave., Hoboken

"The very personable and
entertaining visitor was
welcomed by a roof-lifting
ovation, and when the affectionate reception subsided he
delivered his routine of lively
numbers in what appeared to
be the Al Jolson manner . . .
His debut was unquestionably
a smash hit. Every number
was received with fervent
hand -clapping, and some of
the spectators forgot that
they were in starched shirts
and placed their lingers in
their mouths to whistle in the
good old-fashioned manner."
— New York Evenin
g Graphic

James A. FitzPatrick's

"TRAVELTALKS'^
"The Talk of the World"

COMIXG
IN AN
ALL-TALKING
PICTIJIIE

"7^ DONOVAN
AFFAI RT
THE GREATE$r A1LIUJ(IN6 MY$IERir
DRAMA' CRASHING THRU
All OPPOSITION 7

THe
DAILV

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^i^By

ARTHUR

W- EDDi

DIRECTOR Charles McDonald is
likely to be known as the "Heinz
of the Talkies" from now on. Working at the RCA studio on Fifth Ave.
the other day, he shot 57 gags for
Topics of the Day and all in one
day. The gags required changes in
sets and players. The precision and
smoothness with which the McDonald
unit worked was certainly the topic
of the day.
J. Maxwell Joice, who has put
much pep into picture exploitation
and publicity, is now general press
"Conflict," curfor theater.
ative
represent
Fulton
rent at the

Joseph Santley, who is helping
Paramount make bigger and better
talkers, has been selected to serve as
"collie" at the Lamb's All-Star Gambol to be staged at the Metropolitan
O. H. April 27. Joe last directed
"The Cocoanuts" for Paramount,
working in association with Robert
Florey.
Fox West Coast Managers Meet
San Francisco — Division and house
managers of Fox West Coast met
"the first
y inmeetings
yesterda
herethree
. of a series
similar
of
The others will be at Seattle,
Thursday, and at Los Angeles next
Tuesday.

Phone Penn. 3580

{Continued
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is battling against Fox West Coast
theaters.
Atlanta and Birmingham also are
keenly competitive situations. Moreover, the experiment has been tried
before in the Howard and Alabama.
These houses switched to a straight
sound picture policy in October 1928
and maintained it four months, after
which stage band shows were re-instated, but not the full Publix unit
shows which had formerly prevailed.
Sound pictures had not then attained their present development, nor
wlas the volume of diversified short
subjects adequate to meet demands.
However it was the opinion of Katz
at that time that the trend foreshadowed the elimination of stage
shows.
As Katz now summarizes the situation, with producers going in for
musical comedy and grand opera,
with sound shorts embodying virtually all the features sought in stage
shows and presentation acts, there
will be no place on the stage for
similar acts.

(Continued from Page 1)

50 per cent interest to Warners. It
is expected that Schenck will be accompanied by Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Sarnuel Goldwyn and
Gloria Swanson^ D. W. Griffith is
in New York.~ Charles Chaplin is
continuing to remain aloof from the
proposed deal.

from

Page
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Franco-Film. Some of the pictures
will be synchronized. As noted yesterday, THE FILM DAILY survey
showed that 504 talkers and 403
silent films already had been lined
up by 20 companies^ with several independents still to indicate their proposed output.
Buy Publix Atlanta House
Atlanta — John A. Conzy and Arthur R. Johnson have purchased the
Rialto here from Publix.

INFORMATIVE
It will come in very handy for information
during the coming year on the motion picture industry.
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F. Thompson, its sponsor. He says
that he feels as do others that patrons should not be compelled to sit
through advertising in the theater,
stating he believes the place for advertising isin the newspapers. Speaker Fred Ming, author of an admission tax bill earlier in the session,
is an advocate of the new bill.
Gov. Green, who is strongly opposed to aay admission tax, favors
elimination of screen advertising,
but doubts whether the proposed
nuisance tax will accomplish the
purpose.

Sterns Preparing to Make
Sound Features and Shorts
(Continued

from

Page

Foreign $ 1 5.00

THAT
THAT'S
By

PHIL

Hollywood. The studio in Hollywood is being sound-proofed and will
operate as the National Sound Recording Studio. Stern Enterprises,
Inc. and the Stern Picture and
Finance Corp., have been formed for
these various purposes.

Desert Song." * * *The latter portion of
"The Desert Song" is a vast improvement
over its first half. It shows what should
have been done with the entire production.
The interest is maintained at first only because of the singing by John Boles and
HERALD—*
Carlotta
King. ♦ •» » * Vitaphone is tonally
perfect in its reproduction of Sigraund Romberg's melodies for "The Desert Song. . . .
The first half of "The Desert Song" is overlong and dramatic values are consistently
muffed. Not a single one of the characters
are established as human
Iieings.
Another weak factor in the film is the
comedy
relief.
RECORD
— * • * ♦ * * It opens new horizons
in technical achievement, and may be regarded as one of the important growing
pains of the new medium.
For, impressive as the production is, there
are However,
some rather
oppressive
» » *
balanced
against faults.
the tremendous
achievement of recording immense choruses,
and catching some of the spirit of the music
that made tlie operetta popular over half of
the world, the faults fade into a place of

beauty.

DALY

pubPubHx
F. STITT
RALPH licity
announced a ofparty
for redheads to see Clara Bow in "The Wild
Party" at a midnight Rialto showi
Here, sez we to ourselves, is a real
news item. So we hung around till
midnight to clock 'em and get an
eyeful. And the first redhead to come
along was a gal from Washington
Heights we useter know. But when
we trailed around with her she was
a blonde. Isn't anything on the
level any more?
^1

AN

*

*

AUTHORITY

// a lotta producers would folloiv the policy of our best bootleggers and
cut
their stuff,
there
would be better
pictures on
market. Give
thur Wilson
dy a great
hand for this

the
ArEdbig
one.

"Percentage" Harry
Harry Hirschman, press agent for
Erno Rapee and Harry Hirschman,
dashed into our office all out of
breath.
"Got a great story for the colyum,
Phil.
All about a big star."
"Fine.
Shoot."
"But there's no use spilling it undashedless I can
rightsign
out him
again.up." And he
It's things like this tliat makes
criminals out of colyumnists.
*
*
*
SONG
HIT
"// we
never
should meet again
That'll be soon

minor
significance.
• * *
TIMES—*
* * Unquestionably,
"The Desert Song" will be a hit. Its music assures
that. Also the attention directed to the interesting experiment of bringing a comic
opera to the screen is bound to be unusual.
The later scenes in the filming especially
show marked dramatic potency, and decided
pictorial

M.

1)

Mixed Opinions on "The
U.A. Officials to Leave
Desert
Song" by Critics
(Continued from Page 1)
for New York April 20

(Continued

1600 Broadway, New York City

AND

Michigan Bill Seeks to
Publix Extending All
Abolish Screen Advertising
Film Policy in South
(Continued from Page 1)

923 New Total of Films
to Be Available Next Year

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
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Sang
the for
broken
me,"
enough
hearted
director
To his star who
went f'loo-ey.
♦

♦ * *

Smith Named Production
Head for Columbia Shorts
Basil Smith has been named production manager for Columbia at the
Victor studios, Camden, N. J., In
addition to his supervisory capacities,
Smith wil direct the series of 26 Victor Gems, talking and singing shorts
to be produced by Columbia in association with Victor. Smith formerly was a stage manager for Broadway plays, later serving as stage director at the Roxy. He has been associated with Fox, RKO and Pathe
as
director of sound on eastern productions.
Sunday Shows Lose at Greeley
Greeley, Colo. — Sunday shows were
defeated in a referendum here.

Anything Goes in Brooklyn
Brooklyn neighborhood house
is advertising Emil Jannings in
"Othello" as "The Best Picture of
A

they ofdidn't
the Season."
tion it was the But
season
1923. men*
♦
♦

THEME
"Alibi.

SONG
Who

Shot That Bull?"
rM.^>m.i
Famous

Film

Conversations

"Going to the opening game?"

puhlix
entire
circuit hooks

theatre

PATHE SOUND
NEWS
^0

The Great Publix Theatre Circuit has
now been added to the roster of Big
Circuits that have swung to Pathe
Sound hJews, including Pantages,
Balaban & Katt, Butterfield, Saenger.
Radio ' Keith Orpheum, DipsonZimmerman, T. & D., Libson,
Nflthanson.

TWO
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Serial Production Being Trimmed
Only One Chapter Play in Work at Present, Due to Sound Development — Three Pathe Units Working
C.D.White Made Production Manager for Radio Pictures — Other Wired News and Wilk's Paragraphs

BENNET DIRECTING ONLY
SERIAL IN

A Little
from
By

Only one serial is in production
on the Coast. It is "The Black
Bag," which Spencer Bennet is directing for Pathe.
Universal, which has always been
a considerable producer of the chapter pictures, is doing little in the way
of serial production. Mascot Productions, has completed two serials
for the state-right field.
Most of the former serial directors are concentrating on features.
Ray Taylor is busy with a Universal
talker, while Richard Thorpe, who
directed the two Mascot serials, is
directing a talker for Columbia. J.
P. McGowan recently completed a
feature for Chesterfield.

Christie Supervisor Heads
Screen Writers' Guild
Alfred A. Cohn, editorial supervisor
of the Christie Talking Plays, has
been elected president of the Screen
Writers' Guild of Hollywood, the
writers' organization afifi-liated with
the Authors' Leaeue of America.
Other new officers elected are:
Winifred Dunn, vice president; John
F. Goodrich, secretary; Harold Shumate, treasurer; and the following directors: Grant Carpenter, Viola
Brothers Shore, Louise Long, Vernon
Smith, Julia Josephson, W. Scott
Darling, and Sonya Levien.
Henry B. Walthall Signed
Henry B. Walthall has been signed
for "Magnolia." "Buddy" Rogers
will play the principal role with Mary
Brian as his heroine. June Collyer
also has a prominent part. Richard
Wallace
will direct.
May
Boley, Joyce
Compton
Added
May Boley, who has just finished
work in Paramount's film of "Burlesque" has been engaged for another role in "Dangerous Curves,"
the circus story by Lester Cohen,
which will be Clara Bow's next.
Joyce Compton also has been added
to the cast, which includes Richard
Arlen and David Newell, former
leading man for Ethel Barrymore.
Lothar
Mendes will direct.

FRANCES

AGNEW

Writer
"SYNCOPATION"— R. K. O.
Now at Hippodrome, N. Y.
Next at Criterion, L. A.

RALPH

Gets RKO
((

Lots

ff

Post

C. D. White has been named
production manager for Radio
Pictures.

TWO TALKERS AND SERIAL
UNDER WAY BY PATHE

WILK

Three companies are at work on
Pathe productions, in addition to the
Gloria Swanson unit which is also
HERBERT BRENON, who blazed
making use of the studio. Half a
new trials in bringing "Beau
The first original operetta written dozen pictures are in preparation.
Geste" and "Sorrell and Son" to the
screen has given tests to more than especially for the vocal picture screen
William Boyd's latest "The Flying
30 stage and screen actresses who are will be filmed by Paramount, directed Fool," all talker, is under way with
by Ernst Lubits^ch, and is to have a
seeking the title role in "Lunmiox," libretto by Guy IBolton, author of Marie Prevost in the lead and Russell Gleason in the cast.
his next production. Each test re"Sally."
This
announcement
was
Producer
Maurice Revnes has
quired a full day's work. Winifred
Westover won the part.
made today by B. P. Schulberg, gen- started "Paris Bound," with Ann
*
*
*
eral manager of Paramount West Harding, stage star, in the lead. In
Coast production, following the sign- the cast are Frederic March, CharOur Passing Show. Douging of Bolton and simultaneously
lotte Walker, Carmelita Geraghty,
las Fairbanks, Mary Pickford,
with the departure of Lubitsch for Herbert Clark, New York stage playAl Jolson, Joe Schenck at the
er; Hallam Cooley, George Irving,
New York. Lubitsch will meet Bolworld pre-miere of "The Desert Song" at Warner Bros,
ton in New York on the composer's Ilka Chase and Juliette Crosby.
arrival from Europe Tuesday and "Paris Bound" is from the stage play
theater; Hal Home extolling
they will work out together the pre- by Philip Barry, and is being directthe
troutvirtues
club. of Noah Beery's
liminary plans for this production.
ed by Edward H. Griffith. Frank
*
*
*
Reicher will direct the dialogue.
The pest who read subtitles
The third in work is the new serto his fellow spectators is now
ial titled "The
Black
Book,"
which
humming
songs.
again brings to the screen Allene Ray
*
*
*
and Walter
Miller.
Spence
Bennet
Alfred Santell has been signed by
"You can get what you want if Fox to direct five pictures in two is handling the megaphone.
you go after it" said Nat Ross, direcRobert Wyler Made Director
tor of "The Collegians," now in production at Universal studios. Ross
Robert Wyler has joined his
Werker Gets Fox Assignment
thought of the idea of having the years.
Wyler, as a UniAlfred E. Werker, former RKO brother,versalWilliam
University of Los Angeles schoC)l
director. He has acted as susongs injected into the picture, and
director, who made "Blue Skies" for l)ervisor of "Buck Privates," which
after taking the matter into closer Fox,
will direct "Chasing Through Mel Brown directed, "Has Anybody
observance decided he could go a Europe," as his first all talker. EuroKelly,"
"The by
Shakepean sequences of this picture, which Here Seen
little better and have the University
down" which
were and
directed
his
Glee Club sing, well this is what he features Nick Stuart, were taken brother, who is soon to direct Laura
is doing. "Oh, How We Love Our abroad some weeks ago. Jeff Lazarus La Plante in "Evidence."
will act as supervisor.
College," a comedy number, and "it's
Lois Wilson Assigned
You," a love song composed by Dave
Richman To Write Claire Vehicle
Silverstein and Lee Zahler, also will
Lois Wilson again will be featured
be sung for the film.
A play written by Arthur Rich- in a Christie Talking Play, with pro*
♦
*
man, playwright, will be the vehicle
duction started on Florence RyerMontague
Love will be married for Ina Claire's first talking picture son's farce, "Advice to Husbands,"
.
after completing the final retakes under her Pathe contract Richman and with Harrison Ford playing opis en route to the Coast together with
posite Miss Wilson. Other players
on "Bulldog Drummond," the Sam- Richard Boleslavsky, who will direct.
uel Goldivyn picture in which he apare Nina Romano and Wanda Hawle\-. A. Leslie Pearce will direct.
pears in a prominent character role
supporting Ronald Caiman as star.
Cast For "Behind That Curtain"
"The Climax" Under Way
Warner Baxter, Claude King, GilHis bride will be Mnrjorie Hollis,
bert Emery and Philip Strange have
non-professional.
Production of the dialogue pic+
♦
*
been cast for e"Behind That Curtain,"
ture "The Climax," adapted from EdFox Movieton
version of Earl Derr
Jack Benny, the dry, wisecracking
ward Locke's stage play, is well unhumorist, and poi^ular Orpheum star, Bigger's story.
der way at Universal City under direction of Renaud Hoffman. In the
has been signed by M-G-M to do
Gleason Family on Pathe Lot
lead roles are Jean Hersholt, Kathryn
some of his strif? in pictures. He
With the signing of Russell Glea- Crawford, John Reinhardt and Henry
will be cast for his initial role in the
Armatta.
son for a part in William Boyd's
"M-G-M Revue of Revues," an all
talker, "The Flying Fool," and
musical extravanganza now in pro- next
Mr. and Mrs. James Gleason working
duction.
in
a
talker
series, the entire Gleason
*
*
*
Writer
family now is working under one
More Passing Show: Tod Brown- roof.
"RAINBOW
MAN"— Sono-Art
ing and Bob {"Hvppy") Hopkins
Starring
Eddie
Dowling
chatting at M-G-M; smiling Monte
Hale Back at Pathe
Tonight
at
Selwyn
Theatre
Brice greeting friends at Pathe;
Alan Hale has returned to the
Address: CHATEAU ELYSEE
George O'Hara and Allen McNeil Pathe studio after a brief vacation
Hollywood
HO-2171
Springs.
attending a pre-view of "Coquette." at Palm

Hollywood

Operetta to Be Written
for Lubitsch's Direction

Santell Signed by Fox
Following F.N. Contract
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No Interchangeabilityf
Montreal — Northern Electric
Co., Ltd., announces only
licensed exhibitors of Western
Electric or Northern Electric
sound equipment in Canada are
privileged to play the nroductions of U. S. producers licensed by the Western Electric
Co. The names of 11 licensed
producers are listed.

No Closed Market to Good
Pictures, Cohn Declares
Declaring that a closed hooking
system never can c.\i.st as long as
there arc good pictures. Jack Cohn
of Columbia Pictures declares tliat
the producer of good pictures have
nothing to fear from mergers and
combines.
"It is l>ecominK a popular conception that
the exhibitor-producer in his eflfort to freeze
out his competitor who has no theater affiliations, would rather present some of his
own mediocre product, than give the good pictures of the outsider a chance, he says, declaring his company now is writing its biggest
volume
of business.
"Now as in the past, it's the product and
not the trademark that counts," he says.
"The producer of good features has nothing
else to fear. Offer the exhibitor an outstand
ing vehicle and he will not only book it into
any theater, but he will also rearrange his
.schedule so as to give it an immediate showing. In many cases he will shelve a picture
for which he has already paid money, in order
to make

room

for a good

feature."

B.I.F. Gets Distribution
of Russian Films in U.K.
London — H. Bruce Woolf of British Instructional Films has closed
with the Russian Government for distribution ofall Russian-made films in
f-2ngland as well as securing an option on players and directors for films
contemplated by British Instructional. B.I.I"", thus secures films of Pudovkin, who directed "The End of St.
Petersburg," "The Mother," and
"Storm Over Asia", F^isenstein, Trauberg and Kosintzoff. Distribution
will be handled through Pro Patria
Ltd. a subsidiary of B.I.F. Woolf is
soon to leave for Moscow to arrange
for distribution of English films in
Russia.

British Educator Hails
Film's Triumphant March
Vancouver — "We might as well
try to stop the printing press as to
attempt to impede the triumphant
march of the film." Sir .•\ubrey Symonds, K.C.B., permanent secretary
of the British board of education, declared at the closing session of the
National Council of Education's
fourth triennial conference. His enthusiasm was so frank as to startle
the international audience.
Disc for "The Bachelor's Club"
SfV'nchronization of "The Bachelor's Club," Richard Talmadge
starring vehicle, is to be available
on discs as well as sound-on-film,
states General Pictures Corp., New
York. Erno Rapee wrote the score
which was recorded by Fox-Case.

Record Turnout Seen for
Society of M. P. E. Meeting
Tentative program of the spring
meeting of the Society of M.P. Engineers, tobe held in New York May
6 to 9, follows:
MONDAY.

MAY

6

10;(X) A. M. — Organization meeting. Park
Central. Committee reports. Convention
business.
I;00-2:00 I'. M. — Luncheon, Park Central.
2 :00-5 ;Oft -Program — papers of general interest, not rc<iuiring projection e<iuipnient.
8:30 — Park Central roof. Pre-vicw of
forthcoming sound film productions. Informal dancing.
TUESDAY,

MAY

MAY

7

8

9:30 A. M. — Special busses leave Park
Central for R. C. A. Photophone Projection
room.
411 Fifth Avenue.
10:00 A. M. — Program devoted to papers
and demonstrations of variable-area methods
of recording and projection.
1:00 P. M. — Luncheon.
2:05-5:30 — Continuation of program. Possibly to be held at Photophone 138th Street
Studios.
5:30 — Busses
leave for Park
Central.
7:30 — Banquet. Park Central roof. J. A.
Crabtiee, toastmaster, S. P. Grace, vicel>resident Bell Telephone Laboratories, will
demonstrate the possibilities, humorous and
otherwise, of inverted speech transmission
and reception. Dancing afterward to music
from
Park
Central
orchestra.
THURSDAY. MAY 9
9:30 A. M. — Busses leave Park Central for
Paramount-Famous Lasky Studios. Astoria,
L. I.
10:15 A. M. — P. F. L. Projection room —
program devoted to papers and demonstra
tions dealing with production
problems.
1:00-2:00 — Luncheon— P. F. L. Cafeteria.
2:00-3:00 — Interesting points from papers
presented by absentees. Round table discussion of motion picture engineering problems.
3:30-4:30 — Open
forum — general
business.
4:30-5 :30^Inspection
of P. F. L. Studios.
5:30 — Busses leave studios for Park Central.
8:30 — Bell Lalwratories Auditorium. Popular program of newly-organized Acoustic
Society
of America.
Adjournment,
sine die.

Papers tentatively scheduled for
reading at the spring meeting of the
Society of M.P. Enpjneers, to be held
in New York May 6 to 9 are:
1. The

6.

Universal-base Sound-film Projector—Mr. H. Pfaunetistiehl, of Bell Laboratories, Inc.

Harry Nolan Sells Last of
Colorado Houses to Publix
Denver — Harry T. Nolan, veteran
Denver theater owner, has disposed
of his holdings to Publix. The deal
includes the Majestic, and Avalon.
Grand Junction; and the Rex at Greeley. Nolan previously had disposed
of his interest in the Lincoln, Cheyenne, to the K. & F. Theaters.

Re-recording — Its Importance and Its
Problem"! — K. F. Morgan, Electrical Research Products, Inc., IIollywoo<l di
vision.

7. Motion Picture Theater
Architect
to be selectetl.

Architecture —

8. The Universal Camera Crane -Paper
and illustrative motion pictures Univer
sal Film
Co.
9.

9:30 A. M.^ — ^Spccial busses leave Park Central for Bell Laboratories.
10:00 A. M. — -IJcU Laboratories Auditorium.
Program devoted to papers and demonstrations of late developments in sound film production and projection
apparatus.
1:00-2:00 P. M. — Luncheon, Bell Laboratories Cafeteria.
2:00 P. M. — Demonstration of interesting
research apparatus and sound film equipment
— Bell Laboratories Auditorium.
2:45 P. M. — Program — More papers and
demonstrations of the same type as outlined
for morning session.
4:45 P. M. — Television demonstration.
5:30 P. M. — -Busses leave Bell Laboratories
for Park
Central.
Tuesday evening — free.
WEDNESDAY,

2. Some Propcrtif> of Fixing H.'iths -J.
I. Cralitrec.
3. A New .Screen for Sound Film Presentation— "Ua Tone"
Screen
Co.
4. Need for Improvement in Projection
E<|uipment and .Maintenance — F. H.
Richardson.
5. A New Wax- Recorder for Souiiil film
Projection
— L. A. KImer, Bell LalKiralorics
:

Sound-proofing
P. F. L. West

the Camcra^Rov
Coast.

Hunt,

10. A
Typical Sound .Studio Recording In
Inc.
stallation — Electrical Research Products.
11. Volume Levels in Theaters — H. B. Santee, Electrical
Research
Products,
Inc.
12. Some Typical Problems in Process PhoDunning.
tography, illustrated by film-Carroll
13. The
t^amera
Battery — Karl
Struss.
14. Studio Economics — Harry Coetz, Comp
I roller, P. F. L.
15. Public Announcement and Reinforce
ment Systems for Theaters —Electrical
Research
Products, Inc.
16. F^ngineering Problems in Set Construction— Cedric Gibbons, Art Director,
United Artists.
17. Sound-film
direction — William
dcMille.
18. Television Demonstration — Dr. Ives, Bell
Laboratories.
19. Lighting Equipment for Sound Photography— Peter
Mole.
20. Improvements in Incandescent Lamp
Manufacture — Mr.
Farnham.
21. Technique of Sound Film Editing — -Hal
Kern,
United
Artists,
Editor-in Chief.
22. Patent Problems in Business— F. T.
Woodward,
Electrical
Research
Products,
Inc.
23.

Characteristics of
Recording
— Emory
dak Company.

24.

Sound-film Sensitometry — A.
Bell Telephone Laboratories.

25. man.
Developing

Emulsion Used for
Huse, Eastman Ko-

Developments-^Joe

26.

The

27.

Motion Picture Problems
Major A. J. Prosser, U.

K.
W.

Aster,
Coff-

Results of the Experiment in Eastman Classroom Films — Dr. T. E. Finein the Army —
S. A.

gan.
Papers Committee
J. W. Coffman, Chairman; L. J. Buttolph,
J. L Crabtree, C. C. Dash, Carl Dreher, J.
A. Dubray, O. M. Glunt, J. B. Harlow, F.
L. Hunt, R. J. Pomeroy, V. B. Sease, J. B.
Taylor.

Following is a list of the convention committee:
W. C. Kunzman, Chairman; Reception, W.
C. Hubbard, H. T. Cowling, M. W. Palmer,
W. C. Kunzman; Registration. Kenneth Hickman, W. C. Kunzman; Hostess, Mrs. L. C.
Porter, (assisted by Mrs. Palmer); Banquet,
W . C. Hublard; Master of Ceremonies, Banquet, J. I. Crabtree; Sound Equipment, R. V.
Terry, Projection, Harry Rubin; Entertain
ment and Amusement. M. W. Palmer; Bulletins and Transportation, A. N. Goldsmith;
I'ress. P. A. McGuire; Official Phcrtographers,
H. T. Cowling, I. Gordon; Annotinccmcnts,
C. E. Milliken.

Truthful Ads
Hamilton,
Ont. — In a paid
advertisement in the newsnapers, Leonard Bishop, manager
of the Tivoli, gave definitions
of the terms, "talking pictures," "talking sequences" and
"sound pictures" and annoimced that these were the designations used by him as a gtiide
to the public so there would be
no mistaken impression on the
part of patrons.

Exhibitors Urged to Aid
National Music Week
Survey by Carl Milliken, secretary
of the M.P.P.D.A. contains suggestions for exhibitors and local civic
groups in connections with the plans
for National Music Week during May
5-11. Conferences between theater
managers or orchestra leaders and
musically interested citizens are suggested for the purpose of planning
the following activities; noon hour
concerts in theaters, an essay contest
conducted by schools, voting contest
to determine what persons contributed most to good music in community, showing of musical films and
other suggestions. Theaters also ai;e
asked to cooperate with the Music
Week committee in displaying posters. A list of films on musical subthe comfrom St.,
jectsmittee
may atbe45 obtained
West 45th
New
York.

Gainsborough of London
Turns to Talking Films
By

ERNEST

W.

FREDMAN

Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"

London — Future activities of Gainsborough Pictures will be confined to
synchronized and talking pictures
with the company's Islington studio
now being equipped with sound producing apparatus. Other sound pictures are to be produced in conjunction with Messrs. Fellner and
Somlo, a German organization, the
first being "Bride No. 68," to be directed by C. Gallone featuring Conrad Veidt, Elga Brink and Clifford
McLaglan. The company's next is
to be an all-talker, probably by Denison Clift. A company may be sent
to the United States to produce an
all-talker.

Roxy Planning Pageant
for NVA Show Sunday

S. L. Rothafel, "Roxy" in co-operation with the Allied Amusement Interests is preparing a pageant of
stars of musical comedy, picture presentations, vaudeville, radio and drama
Oraphone, Disc Device
Sunday night at the MetroClaims Interchangeability for next politan.
This event will be the climax
National Jubilee being
Oraphone is the name of a new of the Actors'
celebrated all over the country this
disc device being manufactured in week to aid the N.V.A. Sick and
New York. Sales are handled by
Benefit Fund, which in addition to
Harry Rathner, who says the instrung the Sanitarium at Saranac
ment is interchangeable with other completi
for the tubercular patients of all
33 ]/3 rpm systems. A number of branches of the theaters, looks after
installations have been made in the
Middle West and in Canada.
the ill, aged and needy of the vaudeville profession.
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Nezv Blood
nd
FURTlllCR pruDl that .sou
is topsy turvying the business piles up as more and
more all-talkers reach the market. Stage players who are unknown to picture audiences are
g
walkin away with first honors
in many instances. Silent players who have long since been
passed by the parade are being
rejuvenated by sound. Foreign
artistes are returning to their
native heaths, accent and baggage.
The transformation has merely
begun. F,eputations built by
silent films, in some cases, will
tumble into the dust stirred up
largely by recruits from the legitimate field. Production costs
will nose dive because many too
expensive silent stars will no
longer be found quite so essential as in the past. In a word,
sound is levelling production
and the entire industry to a plane
where the novice has an equal
opportunity with the veteran.
The leaders in quality will win,
as is natural.

The Dowling Debut
Last night "The Rainbow Man,"
in the person of Eddie Dowling. made
his bow before a representative NewYork audience. This column last
Friday advised exhibitors at large to
prepare for a top-notch piece of entertainment and a land office business. It was our opinion from that
look that "The Rainbow Man"
first
slides over the plate by the widest
of margins. You will perhaps be interested in learning that what happened at the Selwyn last evening convinced us for a second time that the
original appraisal fits. It's a picture.

The Hope Chest

Up

ALLTWE MEWS
ALLTWE TIME
Price
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NEW8REEL8 EXPECTED TO
BE FREE OF PA. CENSORS
Harrishurg, Pa. — Approximately
$45,U()IJ annually will be saved the
industry if the governor signs the
bill exempting newsreels from censorship. The bill, passed by both
houses, is expected to become law.

WoodhuU Advised Pa. Bill
on Newsreel Up to Governor

5 Cents

EXHIBITORS URGED TO
WIRE HOUSES QUICKLY
nRST OF MOIN PICTURE
BILLS UP IN CONGRESS
irashiiigton Bureau of THE

FILM

Pittsburgh Meeting Feels
Good Systems Should
Be Installed at Once
Pittsl)urgh — Install sound equipment as quickly as possible, but make
sure that equipment contemplated is
satisfactory.

DAILY

This advice to its members was
R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A. presiWashington — As anticipated, modent, yesterday received word from
tion picture legislation was intro- the highlight of the annual convention of the M.P.T.O. of Pennsylvania
duced in Congress innnediately after
M. J. O'Toole, secretary, of the passage in the Senate of the bill ex- the opening of the special session. and West Virginia, which last night
empting newsreels from censorship The first bill was submitted by Rep. wound up with a banquet and getin Pennsylvania. The bill passed Cannon (Mo.), the same as the one together. The convention pledged
the lower house last week. O'Toole he introduced by request at the last a closer knit orgam'zation to better
was a leader in supporting the bill.
So far all tax bills against the film session. The measure prohibits ini- safeguard the exhibitor's place in the
and interstate transporta- industry Bad
and weather
fight the
exhibitor's
failed
to hold
business have been defeated in Penn- portation
tion of films showing certain crimes battles.
down attendance.
svlvania.
(Continued on t'aije 4)
Anthony P. Jim was elected president, while other officers were reSound Not Hurting Legit —
elected. They are: William R. Wheat,
Selwyn; Wiring Houses vice president; Joseph Gellman,
treasurer, and Fred J. Hcrrington,
.'\lthough he declares the legitimate secretary.
field does not fear the talker invasion,
.-\rch Selwyn plans to wire the
.•\pollo, Selwyn and Times Square. Two Trade Restraint Suits
Formation of a talking picture Reports that talkers have hurt the
Against General Outdoor
concern is planned by six New York legitimate stage are "ridiculous from
Two restraint of trade suits are
point such
of view,"
Selwyn, under way in Federal Court, New
legitimate producers, who have a every
who styles
reportssays
propaganda
meeting scheduled today to discuss
to win theatrical audiences to pic- York, against General Outdoor Adthe matter. They are: Arthur Hamvertising Co., and affiliated concerns.
tures. Talkers, he says are depenmerstein, Arthur Hopkins, Sam Hardent entirely for success upon the One is brought by the government,
ris, John Golden, George E. White,
which charges a conspiracy to restain
Lawrence Webber and Winthrop ages and stage people.
trade in the general outdoor adver-Ames. Negotiations have been cartising field,
while the other is a $450,(Continued on Page 4)
ried on with RCA-Photophone, with "U" Dickering for Three
a view to making pictures at the
Theaters at Wheeling?
Gramercy Studios. Arthur HammerSunday Show Opposition
stein is quoted as saying that his wife,
Wheeling,
W. \'a.for
— Universal
is
reported
dickering
the
Capitol,
Dorothy Dalton, former film star,
Is Dropped in Quebec
probably will appear in the first Court and X'ictoria here. A fourth
Montreal
— Agitation for the clostheater may be involved, it is stated.
talker.
ing of picture theaters in the province of Quebec on Sundays has been
dropped. Quebec is the only portion of Canada where Sunday shows
are permitted.

SIX LEGIT PRODUCERS
PLAN TALKER COMBINE

7 Per Cent Gain in Domestic,
by P-F-L
1 0 in Foreign Market
Domestic business in 1928 was

Court Denies Writ on

"Connnon sense, we hope, will dicEquity-Agent Ruling
tate our (Paramount's) producing lyashimjton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
that
believe
further
I
policies and
common sense, in the main, will dicWashington — Rule of Actors'
tate the producing policies of the Equity Ass'n limiting commission
which may be charged by agents,
whole industry." So comments Ben
who
are required to have Equity perproof
tendency
Schulberg on the
mits in order to represent members,
duction toward the risque and the
stand, following action of the
to
is
danger of alienating family trade.
Supreme Court in denying an inWe join him in that hope.
Edelste
m Page
junction to Willia
ed on
(Contiiiu
10)in, LonKANN

225 Attend Dinner for
Laemmle at MP. Club

seven per cent ahead of 1927 and 19
Carl Laemmle was the guest of
per cent ahead of 1925, the previous honor at a dinner tendered last night
best year before 1927, stockholders
the Motion Picture Club of Newof Paramount were told at the an- by
York in honor of his 23rd year in
meetinganyesterday.
businessnualshows
increase of F"oreign
ten per the industry and his 20th as a proThe main dining room of the
cent over 1927, the best year before club wasducer.crowded
to capacity, about
1928. Net of the corporation was 225 being present.
$8,713,063 for the year, eight per cent
Harry Reichenbach acted as toastover 1927, previous record year.
master and
speeches were made by
(Continued on Page 10)
Subsidiaries
of the company open(Cotttinued on Page 10)
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Eddie Bowling Roadshow
Fox Signs Norma Terris,
Musical Comedy Star
Talker Opens in N. Y.

Norma I'erris, star of musical comedies who has been playing in Zieg<i=
Vol. XLVIII No.15 Wednesday, Apr. 17, 1929 Price S Cents feld's stage production of "Sliow
Boat," signed a long-term contract
PUBLISHER to make Fo.x Movietone pictures.
JOHN W. ALIC8ATE
After she joins the colony of Broadway names alreadj' in Hollywood on
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and June 10, present indications are that
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film Miss Terris will sing, dance and act
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
way. New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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Sales
High
Low
Close
100
Am.
Seat
3434
34M
34J4
Con. Fm. Ind
26?4
26^
26^8
East. Kodak
173
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♦First
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Acoustic
Prod.
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100
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100
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24^
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27
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do units
29
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Art
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46th St.. New
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Murra}', star of Ziegfeld's "Rio
Rita," playing opposite. Her second
veiiicle, according to present plans,
will probal^ly be a musical version
of
"Cameo Kirby," erstwliile stage
success.
Small Office Signs Two
Henry Daniell, stage player, has
been signed to appear opposite Ina
Claire in her first talker, "The Awful Truth," by Arthur Richman. He
left last night for the Pathe studio
on the Coast. Daniell was signed
through the Edward Small office,
which recently signed J. Kern Brennan, who is en route to the Coast to
write special material for "Is Everybody
Happy?",
Lewis' forthcoming
VitaphoneTed
picture.
"Show Boat" Opening Tonight
"Show Boat" will have its New
York premiere tonight at the Globe.
Carl Laemmle, Universal president,
came to New York from the Coast
for the event. A river boat calliope,
mounted on the marquee will be a
feature of the exploitation.
Returning F. N. Preferred
First National directors have voted
to return the outstanding eight per
cent participating first preferred stock
July 1, at $115 a share and accrued
dividends. Funds for the retirement
will be derived from earnings.
Arrested
For Sunday
Shows
Portsmouth, O. — Francis Mack,
Robert Risley and Carl Bennett,
managers of three local houses, were
arrested for operating on Sunday. A
case developing from Sunday shows
is still pending in court here awaiting a retrial.

Today:
May

bid as the first talker roadsiiow, "The
Rainl)0W Man," talking-singing picture, Sono-Art's first, opened last
night at the Selwyn, New
York.

May

Fox Seattle House Opens Soon
Seattle — Lew Golden, managing director is handling the advance campaign for the opening of the new
Fox house which opens here in about
two weeks. Al Brake, formerly with
the West Coast's Colonial, Tacoma,
has been appointed assistant manPrinting

Firms

Merge

Savoy Printing and Publishing Co.
and Reelaiul Publishing Co. have
consolidated under the new firm
name of Savoy-Reeland Printing Co.,
witii head<iuarters in Film Center
Bldg., 030 Ninth Ave., New York.
The concern is under the management of Jack Cohen and Louis G.
Wilson. Reeland was formed 20
years ago and Savoy has been operating for ten years. The company
will hold open house at its new
<iuartcrs Monday
and Tuesday.
Rodner

Back

from

Europe

Harold Rodner who has been representing Warner Bros, in Europe
for the greater part of a year, has returned to New York from Germany.
Rodner was recalled to this country
to undertake special work to be announced soon by Sam E. Morris,
vice president.
Groves

Installed

at Atlanta

Atlanta — Jack Groves has replaced
L. J. Duncan as head of TiffanyStahl's Atlanta branch. He was installed in his new post by Ralph A.
Morrow, district manager. Duncan
resigned several weeks ago to rejoin
Pathe as manager of tiie Charlotte
office.
Camilla Horn in N. Y.
Camilla Horn is in New York, en
route to Germany. She will star in
German
pictures.
Pommer

Inc

Berlin — Erich Pommer's new film,
"Nina Petrowna," has opened at the
Ufa-Palace.
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1
2

Opening
of "Show
Boat" at Globe,
Opening
of
"Innocents
of Paris"
at the Criterion, New York.
Opening
of "Madame
X" at the
Harris. New
York.
Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.
Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Apollo,
New York.
National Music Week,

6

Cohan, New
York.
Opening
of "Mother's
Boy" at
Convention
of Texas exhibitor unit,
Dallas.

6-7
6-9

Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.
Annual Convention of American
ver.
Federation of Musicians at Den-

Unfailing Service and Courtesy!

At this time I wish to thank you for
your unfailing service and courtesy
and the trailers you furnish sell more
seats than any other medium I use.
More power to you.
PLAYllOi'SIS
THEATRE,
Fair hope, Ala.

The HOTEL

Jefferson
ON THE OCEAN END OF
KENTUCKY AVE.
ATLANTIC

CITY,

N. J.

AN HOTEL WHOSE COMFORTS
WILL ASSURE ONE OF FULL
ENJOYMENT OF THIS GLORIOUS RESORT.
Each Room has Bath — Strictly Fireproof — Luxurious Lobbies — Sundeck
Overlooking the Ocean.
Golf Privileges

American Plan $7 up
European Plan $4 up

Film Opens

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as ^p^iaMsts in

MOTION

May 20
April

April

April

TheDate
Industry's
Book

20

ager.

Let \Js ^oXve Your Problems \

Pres.

Library Stock Scenes

130 W.

in a production of Oscar Strauss's
newest operetta, "Married in Hollywood," recently acquired by Fo.x from
the composer of "The Chocolate
.Soldier." In this screen version Miss
Terris is expected to have J. Harold

Marking picture debut of Eddie
Dowling, stage star, and making a

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates

Call

WAFILMS,

-U

BRYANT

3040

OWNERSHIP— MANAGEMENT

FETTER

& HOLLINGER

'WE NEVER DISAPPOINT'

OMMFIIM
[BOMlfiMa
INCORPOPATED

220 WEST
STREET
NEW 42^-°
YORK
Phone: Wisconsin 6876
ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

Do you serve coffee
in a MOUSTACHE
CUP?

—It's just as far behind
the times as some of the
early Talking Pictures!
CERTAINLY they were
GREAT in their day!
BUT Talkies have
ADVANCED! No more
EXPERIMENTAL stuff!
YOUR public wants the
BIGy New -Era 'Talkies
ROAD -Show- Size!

BOOK Them Now!

The TALKIES of the INDUSTRY

THE

BROADWAY

MELODY

All Talking, Singing, Dancing
TTie Sensation of The Nation. With Charles King, Anita Page,
Bessie Love. Directed by Harry Beaumont.

THE

IDLE

RICH

100% TALKING
Based on the Broadway and Road Hit "White Collars" by
Edith Ellis, with Conrad Nagel, Bessie Love, Leila Hyams.
Directed by William de Mille.

THE

TRIAL

MARY

OF

DUGAN

100% TALKING

$2 Smash Hit at Embassy, N. Y., Norma Shearer, Lewis Stone,
H. B. Warner, Raymond Hackett.
Directed by the author,
Bayard Veiller.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
NOTE: "THE DUKE STEPS OUT," (Haines, Crawford) has just broken every week-end record ;it the Capitol, N.Y. And it's smashing records righr
and left all over Americal "WILD ORCHIDS," (Garho, Aslher) is tremendous everywhere. "VOICE OF THE CITY," (WiUurd Mack) is a marvel
either All-Talking or Silent. ^X'hether your house is wired or not. M-G-M's Big Time Product brings the record receipts!

—ANDWednesday,

M. C.

April 17, 1929

First of Motion Picture
Bills Up in Congress
(Continued

from

Page

1)

and providing penalty of $1,000 fine
or one year at hard labor or both
for violations.
Thereures,areaffecting
a nuniber
of "pet" which
measthe industry
are expected to be introduced at the
short session, despite the demand of
administration leaders for speed and
confining work to the farm relief
and tariff revision
problems.

Two Trade Restraint Suits
Against General Outdoor
(Continued

from

Page

1)

000 damage action, begun ten years
ago by the William H. Rankin &
Co., of New York and Chicago,
against the Outdoor Advertising
Ass'n, of America, affiliated with
General, for its alleged refusal to
recognize the Rankin firm as an advertising agency. The government
asks an injunction against the alleged
conspiracj'.

Changes Made at Eight
Sparks Houses in Florida

THAT
THAT'S
By

PHIL

M.

DALY

GLENN
ALLVINE
will when
do doubt
be a national
celebrity
the
Fox organization grows to the point
where it merges the United States
Treasury Department. Being foresighted, we have accordingly started
a collection of Allvineiana. We are
ready to swap cigar coupons for
Glenn's cast-off socks, unfinished
press notices, office memoranda, and
phone numbers of gals who want to
be Fox stars.

THEME

SONG

"Strong Boy, Don't

Weaken."

Photograph of
a sales manager
after covering all
the exchanges in
two weeks.

Atlanta — Further adjustment in
the operation of eight of his Florida
theaters is being made by E. J.
DEFINITIONS
Si^arks, head of Peninsular Theaters,
Publix - Saenger - Sparks houses in
Stars — Not so shiny in Hollywood
Florida, and Consolidated Theaters. as they useter be, but getting noisier
The Arcade at Kissimmee. the Capi- all the time.
tol at Plant City and the Star at Arcadia, have been closed to three days
a week — Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Order of the Bath
The New Wallace at Bradenton
has been closed to one day a week —
Saturday, and the Palmetto at Palmetto, has been closed to two days
a week — Friday and Saturday. The
Baby Grand at Winter Park has
been closed to three days a week —
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, with
the Omar at Fort Myers closed to
one day — Saturday. The Cameo at
St. Petersburg, which has been operated seven days a week, has been
closed
Sunday. to two days — Saturday and

"Along about one o'clock in the morning 'the idol of
Paris' — as press agents call him — steps out onto the floor
and, assisted by his personality, his pianist and his old
straw hat, makes the magic all such undeniable artists
make. Between ourselves, it is a joy to watch him do it.
There is something of Charlie Chaplin in M. C. And
something of Will Rogers. But, most of all, there is something of the inborn artist who knows that what you
don't say is more important than what you do, that
there're times when method is more meaningful than
matter."
— The New York Telegram

Coming
In An
All-Talking Picture

Richland, Ga., House

Arthur James sez that Hollywood
has gone in for English butlers.
These British ideas are great, so
we're gonna trj- and introduce that
old Anglo Saxon custom of taking a
bath. If you
should happen to
k n o w somebody
in the fillum business who uses a
5- der.
bathtub
■fi>s
ally,
sendoccasionin his
name for the Or-

Sold

Atlanta — The Grand theater, Richland, Ga., which has been operated
for the past year by E. C. Turner,
has been sold to J. P. Mayo by E.
A. Mayo, who owned the property,
according to information received in
Atlanta this week. The Grand has
a seating capacity of 200.

(Daily

(Dedicated

Jingle

Pome)

to studio

bells,

officials)

jingle

bells

OhJingle
what all
funtheit waj'
is to ride
In a swivel chair all day.

Today's
Menu
Cream of Asparagus Soup: Mix
some film cement in a film can, add
Southeast
Houses
Change
Hands
Atlanta — Changes in management a few scraps from the cutting room
and ownership of four theaters in floor. Scrape in half a bunch of asparagus. Strain ofif the juice, add
the southeast are reported as follows:
Strand at Mountain City, Tenn., w^hippcd cream, and you turn the
soup into a nice dessert. Your guests
from J. C. Rambo to Airs. Rosinie way.
Clark; the Euclid at St. Petersburg,
probably wouldn't like the soup, anyFla., from E. J. Blaine to M. R.
*
*
*
Noble; the Reliance at Clermont,
Fla., to Mrs. D. L. Morrison and the
Famous Film Conversations
Grand at Reynolds, Ga., from G. H.
Goddard to Ray Milkins.
"I've got a proposition,"

EDDIE
a

Kainhow
By

Man''
Kann
thi> loluinii liii.Xs H'lli
WMl'i>lu'
n*; the rxhil)tor uurkl \vhal\ coming
along the hlood will rush to a
lot of keen Imsiness heads. Hold
everything, fellows. "The Rainbow Man" will I)e hitting your
city after a time, hut not until
fall. laddie Dowling takes his
how via this, his first picture, in
a numher of key spots at road
show prices.

In the Bag

By

DOWLING
One
of
the
CLICKED Greatest
with brilliant audience at the Selvvyn Theatre last ni^ht when the stage star with a
record of never having been associated
with a "flop" play gave to the motion picture theatre audiences of the world his first
all-sound, all-dialogue, all-singing motion
^picture, produced by Sono-Art Productions from an original story by Eddie Dowling, adapted for the screen by Frances
Agnew, directed by Fred Newmeyer and
presented under the title of

The
Rainbo'W

This is what is in store :
A musical comedy in talking
and singing celluloid with the
usual girl stuff replaced by a
minstrel show. First time in
sound pictures.
.\ new name for the Intlhs in
ICddie Dowling, known to Xew
York and many of the provinces
for his musical comedy endeavors, lie can sing, and — it is
a high com])]iment to him — wisecrack without getting smutty.
The Dowling personalitv will
click.

((

Man**

l-'rankie Darro. a child player
familiar to picture audiences, in a
talking ])art that is immense.
-And for Marian Nixon, who
has been largely submerged in
the Hollywood maze, a real
chance to demonstrate how capaable she is. Mark her down for

reviews of this picture, reproduced on this page, were written
by two of the ablest motion picture trade

potential starring honors. She'll
get them.
Frank Xewmeyer directed and

paper editors in the business. Their opinions are borne out in the acclaim with

did a grand job. '"The Rainbow
Man" slides over the plate by the
widest of margins. It reeks (jf
big money.

which the picture was greeted at its premiere showing.

A

DV.ANGE

A SONO-ART

Arthu

r

James

-^ had R.\i\TU)\\
its world premiere
''npHl-:
MAX"
last night at the Selwyn Theatre,
and all that was predicted for
this picture was exceeded. Its
reception was nothing less than
tremendous, and in F-ddie Dowling a new great star has been
added to the screen. Mr. Dowling has demonstrated the drawing i)ower of his jjer.sonalily on
lucky.
the legitimate stage, and now the
screen has him, and the screen is
T T F2 can sing, he can make
*■ -* kne. he can wear clothes,
he can move you to laughter and
to tears, and he can send you
away with the convicti(jn that
you have found a new friend.

lle and
life
deals l with
e minstre
1 IC pictur
Tl vaudevi
backstage surrounded by such
excellent players as Sam Hardy.
Marian Xixon and the wonderful child actor. F'rankie Darro;
a simple and very moving story
full of heart throbs, attuned to
sweet music and song. The pic.ure reaches into the hearts of
the auditors and makes it thoroughly satisfying and refreshing.
-*■ is due for a long run.
^'npHl-: KAIXP.OW MAX"
and we have no doubt that it will
releasing:
be
sought after by every major
ness.

o

j, company

in

the

I'k congratulations to Mr.
(). E. (ioebel and Mr.

(k'orge \\. Weeks on this, their
initial dialogue jjicture, as it is
a triumph which certainly is
greater than they could ever have
i reamed.

PRODUCTION

Presented by
O. E. Goebel and George W. Weeks

busi-

THE

Coast Wire Service

Many Stage Names at Coast
£ACH MAJOR STUDIO HAS
REPRESENTATION OF NAMES
With Hollywood dopoiuilatiiitr
[Broadway, each major studio is well
-eprcseiited by stars of the vaudeville and legitimate stages.

LupiiU) Lane Talking Comedies
now are ready for the market. They
are the latest addition to Educational's line-up of talking coincdies.
which now include Mack Sennetl,
Llo\d Hamilton, Jack White and
Coronet Talking Comedies, in addition to the Lane series. There will
be six in the series, first of which

May Make "Honeymoon Lane"
After "Fare, Lady," his next production, Eddie Dowling may do
"Honeymoon Lane," his musical comedy of a few seasons ago.
Columbia Signs Ralph Ince
Ralph Ince has been added to Columbia's staff of directors.

Valuable Reference Book
I am sure during all of 1929 jl will have
occasion to refer to this most valuable
book.
GABRIEL

FREE

from **Lots**
Holl\zi.'aod\

By

RALPH

W/; K

Columbia Sound Dept.
Educational Now Has 5
Post for Blanchard
Talking, Comedy Series

'^'ip two-a-day and musical coir
Mates."
edy have furnished Warner Bros, is "Ship
with several luminaries, including Al
Assembling "Great Divide Cast"
Jolson, Fannie Brice, Sophie Tucker.
h'irst National is completing prepaTed Lewis, Ann Pennington and
rations for the Vitaphone version of
others. First National will soon inWilliam
Vaughn Moody's play, "The
itiate Irene Bordoni and Marilyn
Great Divide," starring Dorothy MacMiller into the mysteries of the kaill,
and the picture will go into
screen. Warner Bros, are also us- production as soon as Miss Mackaill
■ng the services of George Arliss.
w*ho is not exactly a stranger to the completes her current vehicle, "Hard
to Get."
Myrna Littlefield
Loy, George
silent drama. However, the English cett
and Lucien
have Fawbeen
star is being used in a talker, "The added to the cast of players which
already includes Ian Keith and
Green Goddess."
M-G-M's roster contains a healthy Creighton Hale. Reginald Barker
list of stage favorites, including Ba- will direct.
sil Rathbone. Roland Young. Peggy
Laurel-Hardy
Film
Finished
Wood, Charles King, Robert Montgomery, Oscar Shaw, while Fox
First of the four Laurel-Hardy allnumbers Clark and McCullough, Syl- talking comedies included in the
via Fields, Paul Muni, Lumsden group of 12 which Hal Roach is now
Hare, Arnold Lucy, Clark Silvernail, producing for M-G-M distribution,
Paul Page, Leoto Lane, Warren Hy- has been completed. It is "Unacmer, Margaret Churchill, William
customed As We Are." Charley
Collier and many others.
Chase is busily engaged in completing his initial all-talking comedy to
United Artists is drafting many
be
known
as "The
Big Scpiawk."
familiar Broadway "names," including Barbara Stanwyck, Harry RichHome
Handling
Beery
Activities
man, Chester Morris, Harry Stubbs,
Hal Home, who recently resigned
while at Paramount, Moran and
as manager of the United Artists
Mack, Ruth Chatterton, Harry
Green, Frederick March, Maurice here, is devoting his full time to his
duties as general manager of the
Chevalier, Hal Skelly and David
Beery Enterprises.
Newell have exchanged the footlights Noah
for the "klieg lights."
Universal is starring Eddie Leonard and also has Hiarry Jolson and
Paul Whitenian on its list. Pathe
will introduce Ina Claire and Ann
Harding to the talkers, as well as
Herbert Clark. Edward Small and
Columbia will install Belle Baker in
front of a microphone.

A Little

I,. HESS

to Film Daily Subscribers

Subscription $10.00

Foreiirn $ I S.OO

lUONTE
BRICE
^^^
is as He
proverbial
busywill
"asprothe'
beaver.
duce several series
of coniedv
shorts
for Pathe. His background as
Harry Lester Blanchard has been
song
signed as sound mixer and head of helpful writer and scenarist is very
to bin, in his new work. In
the control room under the super- his first series.
Buck and Bubbles
vision of John Paul Livadary, head famous
vaudeville team, are featof Columbia sound activit es on the ured.
Coast. Blanchard was associated
*
*
*
with Warner Bros, as mixer, and
Sam Wood is emulating
with Paramount as specialist on muChristopher Columbus. He
sical i)rodnction, before joining Co"discovered" Anita Page
lumbia.
and
"St her for "TelUng the
World." Now he has chosen
Hamilton Working on Second
Sally Starr for a college picLloyd Hamilton already is at work
ture, in which Sam has suron his second talking comedy which
rounded her with several unwill be called "Don't Be Nervous."
knowns. Sam also guide
The series of six Hamilton comedies
"Red" Grange in "One Minuted
are being released by Educational.
to Play," which was the footThese are being made at the Metroball star's*first * scree*n effort
I)olitan Sound Studios under the
supervision of Harry D. Edwards.
Our Pass hi ff Shoiv: Hans
The recording is being done by the
Winter and Frederick Zelnik
Western
Electric System.
chatting at the Roosevelt hotel; Al Bryan and Ghs EdKelsey in Colleen Moore Film
wards discussing the probFred Kelsey has been added to
lems of so)ig writers.
cast of "Smiling Irish Eyes," new
*
*
*
Mary Pickford was so well pleased
Colleen
vehicle.
liam
A. Moore
Seiter isstarring
directing
a castW^ilincluding: Claude Gillingwater, Aggie with Karl Struss' photography on
Coquette" that she has engaged him
Herring, Robert Emniett O'Connor, for "Tami
ng of the Shrew," in which
Tom O'Brien, Julanne Johnston. she
Robert Homans, and l--dward
F^arle. banks.will co-star with Douglas Fair*
*
*
"Girl from
Woolworths"
r;e;-,(V .7. Lloyd, the New YorkProduction starts this week at the
First National studios on Alice Hollywood scenarist commuter, is
White's next starring vehicle, "The now preparing a treatment of "The
Girl from Woolworths." which will Cradle of the Deep," which D. W.
Griffith will produce and direct.
precede "No, No, Nanette" on the
jiroduction schedule. Charles DeJack," wrote the scenarios of
laney, who played opposite Miss <<f'"
^^'^ '* better known as
"Dru^',
ms of Love," "The
Battle of
White in "Broadway Babies." which
recently was completed, will play the the Sexes," "Lady of the Paveleading masculine role oi)p<)site the
ments" and other Griffith vehicles
star in the
new picture. W'illiam
Beandine
is directing.
'Galloping
Fish"
Being
Reissued
Selected Pictures Corp. will reFinishing
Work
on the "Come
sound Across"
and dialogue
issue "The Galloping Fish" with
sound and dialog
ue. First National
version of "Come .A.cross" is under made the
pictur
e
silent a few years
way at Universal City under the direction of Ray Taylor, the director. ago with Louise Fazenda and Chester Conklin heading
the cast.
Taylor finished the silent version
several days ago. The cast includes
Lina Bascpiette, Gustave von SeyfTerMaking is "The
Squawk"
C.BurrC. Burr
plannin
titz. Flora Finch, Craufurd Kent and
g a talker
based on the stage play, "The
Clarissa Selwynne. Peter M'lne recting.
adai)ted from a story by William Squawk." Howard J. (ireen is diDudley
Pellev.

Jack White Casts 3
Franklin Pangborn, John T. Murray and Vivian Oakland have been
selected by Jack White for the leading roles in iiis latest talking comedy in the series of six he is producing at the Educational studios. This
subject is under the direction of
Charles
Lamont.
Helen Jerome Eddy
Helen Jerome Eddy,
pearing in Our Gang's
ing i)icture. ".-'mall Talk
her niicro])li()ne debut
reel

conied''.

in Talker
who is apfirst all-talk" i^ mak nu
in tln\ two

3 Three
Added additio
to nal
"Dangerous
actors forCurves"
the cast

of "Dangerous Curves," Clara Bow's
new Paramount vehicle to be directed as an all-dialogue picture by
Lothar Mendes, with Richard .\rlen
and David Newell in supporting
roles, have been added They are;
Rita La Roy, .Knders Randolph and
Charles D. Brown.
Calvert in "Thunderbolt" Cast
E. H. Calvert has been assigned
to "Thunderbolt." George Bancroft's
new dialogue
picture.

Sound
Advice
Small Theatres Made
EQUAL Competitors of
Big Houses By Sound.
The exhibitor with the small theatre may not yet realize it,
but today the little theatre is on an equal footing with the big,
deluxe, downtown house in the matter of competing for patronage— thanks to sound pictures.
With the exception of a stage show — which a majority of
patrons care nothing about, and a lot of decorated interior
theatre space — which once seen holds little interest for patrons, the small theatre can now offer identically the same
high-class music, songs, dialogue and pictures as the deluxe
house, for much less money — which is always interesting to
the shopping public.
All the little theatre needs to immediately become a healthy
competitor in offering highest class entertainment — plus the
attraction of price and convenience — is a high-class sound
installation.

Silence Near End

J
NOTEl
/''""' '/'<■ txhihilor's I'ir'nf^oiul till douht
about tin- pcniMiiciicy of soutul f>iituri-s and the question of tiistalliiig sound cquipiiient should he settled by
three outstaudiny facts.
First, the increased attendance at Sound

Theatres.

Second and more important, the fact that few silent
pictures are beinf/ made and without product the silent
theatre cannot carry on.
Third and most important, Sound lifts the small Ihatre to a place of heen competition leitli the bitjf/esi
theahts in town.
^

r

The Theatre's Voice
Sound equipment is the voice of the theatre. That voice
should be clear, distinct and pleasing. It should be capable
of reproducing all notes of all musical instruments, and every
delicate inflection of the human voice, in full, rich, undistorted
volume.
If the voice of the theatre fails to meet requirements it cannot succeed in competition any more than weak-voiced untrained amateur performers can compete with high-class professional talent.
In giving the theatre a voice, give it the best there is— One
that will be permanent, efficient and pleasing to the soundcritical public. Give the theatre a voice of quality that can
and will compete with the biggest and strongest competitors.

Reasonably Priced Quality
The most reasonably priced high-class sound equipment is
the Powers Cinephone. This equipment is the triumphant
result of years of experimental work by technical engineers
and acoustical experts. It will reproduce with perfect tonal
quaHty and undistorted volume, all synchronized sound pictures produced by any and all standard systems either on film
or on discs.

The producing companies have now turned their entire attention to sound pictures. All stories for future production
are being arranged for sound, and pictures made especially
for sound are wholly unsuited for showing in silent theatres.

Powers

The technique of the sound picture is entirely different
from the silent drama. Sound pictures must be shown with
sound to be understood and appreciated by audiences.
Within one year competition between the silent picture
house and the wired theatre will cease. Within twelve months
the silent theatre will close its doors because there will be nf)
good silent pictures on the market and not enough silent product of any description to keep the unwired theatre running.

COMPLETE

And before this scarcity of product forces the closing, many
silent houses will go dark through loss of patronage taken
away by the sound theatres.

SOUND-ON-FILM
COMPLETE

(i.
^

For Both Disc and

t^

The opportunity of competing with the best of theatres counsels the investment in sound equipment — But the equipment
to be a sound investment, must be of the finest tonal quality.
Millions of radio sets in the home have trained the ears of
the masses to a keen aopreciation of tone quality. Every day
thousands of new radio sets are bought, and old sets ere discarded by the public in the demand for better and better sound
reproduction. The public is critical of tone quality and will
not pay admission to hear poor sound.

DISC

d>^

Equipment

Sound-on-Film

l.')00
For Theatres

^/-\/-\
A

"^ ( )( 1

5000.
^

c|) 6

Seating
Up to

^pVlESi
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^
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Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation
POWERS

72.3 7th AVENUE

BUILDING

NEW
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CITY, N. Y.
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13thSCHEDULED
Instalment,
ARTICLES
TO
RUN WELMNTO SUMNER
This is the thirteenth instalment
in "Sound Patents," a series of
articles dealing with the patent
history of sound and synchronization devices in the United States,
England, France and Germany.
Instead of positively coupling the
projection machine and the phonograph so that they are driven at the
same relative speeds at all tim,es,
the inventions of certain patents
have relied on the operator of one
machine, usually the projection machine, to run the machine at the
speed of the other, usually the
phonograph, which should in any
event he run at a constant speed. In
such arrangements, the driving
means for each machine is entirely
independent of the driving m,eans
of the other but the speed or progress of the machbie that sets the
pace is signaled to the operator of
the other so that he nmy speed up
or retar'd the machine under his
control to synchronize it with the
former.
An early example of this type of
apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 of a
British patent No. 413 to Oskar Messter, issued Sept. 21, 1905. In this
apparatus, a contact (f) on a gear
(d) of the phonograp!; driving mechanism, located back of the screen,
contacts with a fixed contact (g) at
each rotation of the gear (d) and
temporarily
closes a circuit through

yz^<^

Illustrating mechanism
of Messter
British Patent No. 413.

device,

BTnOUOHmBO

>

t SEIltft
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939,337.

Seller
Om^LKTK

April 17, 1929

'Sound Patent' Series

a bell or gong (h) located adjacent
the projection machine(b). The gear
(d) is so proportioned that the bell
(h) is struck once for each revolution
of tlie projection machine crank and
preferably when the crank completes
its down stroke. By turning the
projection crank in time with the
bell, it will be run at the same relative speed as the phonograph and
synchronism between the phonograph
and projection machine will be maintained.
A later British patent. No. 16,728,
issued to Oskar Messter on May 27,
1909, disclosed improvements on
this apparatus, one in which the contact making device was located directly on the record and another in
which it was driven directly from
the record carrying spindle. In the
form of the improvement shown in
Figs. 1 and 2 of this patent, a stationary contact (j) is carried on an
arm (g) extending to the center of
a disc record and bears on an insulating plate (b) on the disc which
carries a contact strip (d) so that
the electric
circuit is closed
each
MKSSTKICS

Wednesday,

PsIeuUid Not. 0. ItM)

dct'ice for synchronising
sound
film. U. S. Patent No. 939,337.

is driven from a projection machine
(b) by means of a flexible shaft (c)
and a worm and gear (v and u). The
pointer (r) mounted on a shaft (o)
rotatably extending through the dial
is driven by an electric escapement,
shown in Figs. 3 and 4., comprising
a pivoted lever (i) positioned to be
intermittently rocked by the periodic
energizing and de-energizing of electro-magnets (g). Such escapements
are common or standard devices for
advancing a hand a definite angle
with each making and breaking of a
circuit through the electro-magnets
or solenoids.
The circuit through the solenoids
(g) is opened and closed by a cam
(e) on the shaft of the phonograph
between a pair of contacts (d) of a
circuit through the solenoids, thus
insuring an opening and closing, or
making and breaking of the solenoid
circuit with each half revolution of
the phonograph shaft. An electric
starting or releasing device for the
phonograph under the control of the
operator is provided adjacent the
projection
machine.

and

^i^/. rg^

(I) is driven from a motor (2) which
is in an electric circuit through a
pair of contacts (21) and (22)
which may be bridged by a contact
on a lever (17) to close the circuit
and start the motor (2). The lever
is held in raised position by a support (18), which rests on a disc (19)
//^^.
geared to the projection machine
crank (8) through gears (5) and (6)
so that when the crank (8) is turned
the disc (19) is rotated, carrying the
support (18) to the position sliown
in dotted lines and permitting the
lever (17) to drop and bridge the
contacts (21) and (22). A branch
circuit through an electro-magnetic
ticker (7) is closed momentarily at
each revolution of a rotating contact
(II) driven from the record disc (1)
through gears (9) and (10). thus
causing a periodic sound, timed in
accordance with the speed of the
phonograph.
A British patent No. 24,091, issued
to Frank Donisthorpe on Oct. 17.
1912. also discloses a timing device
on the crank of the projection maMcsxtey's British
improved
Patent synchronizina
No. 16,728. system.
chine to sound simultaneously with
the phonograph timing device when
the phonograph and projection matime the strip (d) passes under the
chine are in synchronism.
contact (j). In the form shown in
In British patent No, 26,522, issued to Alfred J. Boult on Sept. 6,
Fig. 3, a rotatable contact (p) is rotated from the record spindle by 1906, which is for the same invention
means of bevel gears (k) and (m) as U. S. patent No. 839,152, issued
and the shaft (o) and contacts with to H. Joly on Dec. 25. 1906. a dial
a stationary contact (i) at each ro- is rotated by the projection machine
tation of the shaft (o).
and a hand in front of the dial is rotated by the phonograjdi in such a
U .S. patent No. 939,337. issued
to P. Seiler on Nov. 9, 1909, dis- manner that when the phonograph
closes an electric circuit, closed by and projection machine are run at
the starting of the projection ma- their proper speeds relative to each
chine, to start the phonograph and other, the dial and hand rotate at
thus to insure a simultaneous start- the same speed and the hand points
ing of the phonograph and prcjjec- to a mark on the dial. In the aption machine. As shown in the drawparatus of Figs. 1 and 2 of the patent, the dial (q) having a mark (s)
ing of the patent, a phonograph disc

Controlling synchron\ via dial is a feature of
Bimlt's apparatus. British Patent No. 26,522.

Photophone For Denver Orpheum
Denver — The Orpheum has been
equipped with RCA-Photophone
sound equipment and inaugurated
its first sound program yesterd ly
with "Love in the Desert."
Springfield
House
Wired
Springfield, 111. — RCA
Photophone
ec|uipment has been installed at the
Orpheum.
Port

Jefferson

House

Wired

Port Jefferson, N. Y. — Western
Electric equipment has been installed
at the Huntington.
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SOUND PROGRESS CITED
BY BELL, OE PARAMOyNT

ENTHUSIASM EOR SOUND
EILMATBRAZ

Sound Pictures
B\ CHARLES
llic

Greater pictorial quality, more action, a wider sweep of sets, increased emphasis upon music, iniprcned
facility in the joint handling of camera and microphone — these probably
are the outstanding developments of
talking pictures during the last six
month, according to Monta Hell, proin charge of Paramount's Long
Island ducerstudio.
"The pictures being turned out today differ from their predecessors
chiefly in being better to look at,"
Bell says. "We are finding, just as
this studio believed si.\ months ago,
that the product first of all nnist
please the eye. It must be first a
moving picture, then a reproduction
of dialogue. We intend to continue
this theory in our production.
"Such a policy will mean the breaking up
of dialogue with more action, the bringing of
freer movement into the scenes. This will
increase naturalness while it promotes interest.
Talking pictures are getting more vigorous
and sprightly all the time.
"It has already been proved that talking
pictures can be made successfully out of
iloors. That is an important discovery, for
six months ago the prevailing belief was that
you needed a soundproof room like a radio
liroadcastinR station. This studio now has
added to its equipment a location truck for
making pictures in the open, anywhere. Other
companies and studio are working along
the same lines. Within the next few months,
I believe
there will be a great
increase
in

number

of

outdoor

scenes

in

talking

pictures.
"Music, of course, is one of the most pleasing uses to which sound pictures can be put.
\\ c have made already a biK musical com
fily "The Cocoanuts', starring the Four
Marx Hrothers. It presented difficulties for
which there was no guiding precedent. It
was the first attempt to put a first class
musical show from the stage, preserving the
nuisical comedy technique, into talking pictures. We learned much from the expcrinient, and in some ways it represents our
most difficult accomplishment. We are planning for more musical productions."
Hell has been assisted in his task of build
ing up the studio as a producing center by
James R. Cowan, who began as general manager of short feature production and was
promoted to be production manager. Short
subjects now are in charge of I.arry Kent.
Virtually all productions of the studio have
been made with actors drawn not from the
H()ll>W()oil tradition l)Ut from the speaking
statje of Broadway. These have come to
Astoria originally for one picture only ; some
have been retained for longer engagements.
Contracts for continuance with Paramount
have been signed with Jeanne Eagels. Walter
Huston, O. P. Heggie. David Newell. James
liarton, Anthony Bushell, Katherine Francis
and others. Claudetfe Colbert, Charles
Uuggles. Betty Lawford and other stage
stars after one appearance in a talking picture have come back for a .second.
No attempt has been made to build up a
group of studio stars such as was customary in the old days of the silent pictures,
especially in Hollywood. Rather the whole
resources of Broadway have been considered
as available for the studio. More than 2,000
tests of prospective actors have been given.
The studio at the edge of the legitimate stage
capital has gone along developing in its own
I w'ay.

F. HYNES

RCA-Photophone License
for British International

Two thotisand citizens of Sao
Paulo, Brazil, participated in the formal opening of the first soimd equipRC.\-l'hotophone recording licenes have been e.vectited with the
ped theater in South .America last
British International Pictures, Lon- Saturday, when the new Paramount
don, and a contract has been closed
opened with "The Patriot." Cables
with the same company for 20 the- received by E. E. Shauer, general
ater e(|uipments.
manager of Paramount's foreign dcSuburban Super Cinema, Ltd., Km- l)artment, states sound was received
press Electric Theaters, and other with enthusiasm.
exhibitors have placed orders for theThe theater, which will he operater installations. To date arrangeated by the Paramount Brazilian organization, seats approximately 2,0(KI.
ments have been made for RC.\-Photophone for reproducing efpiipment Melville A. Shauer. special foreign
in Italy, Spain, China, Japan, .\us- representative of Paramount, and
tralia and Canada.
Mrs. Shauer, attended
the premiere.

Dozen Pacents Installed
Weekly in Southeast

Round-World Movietone
Unit Back in N. Y.

.\tlanta — .\veragc of from ten to
With a sound and sight film record
12 installations of Paceiit sound demany strange places and cities,
vices are being made weekly in the from
the Fox Movietone News crew which
Southern territory, according to W.
been traveling around the world
L. Bradenburg, sales representative has
has returned to New York. This is
of the Pacent Reproducer Corp.. in
the .Atlanta territory. A force of si.\ the first time in the swift development of sound pictures that such an
installation men is kept busy all the
expedition lias been attempted.
time, he stated.
Grand Closed for Sound

Memphis
House Wired
Mempiiis, Tenn — RCA-Photophoiie
has been installed at the Orpheum,
combination
house.

Bellingham. W'asli. — Loren Wahl
has darkened the Grand for installation of sound equipment.

DE FOREST PHONOFILM

STUDIOS

Licensed By General Talking Pictures Corporation

AN EFFICIENT AND HIQHLY CAPABLE ORQANIZATION
AVAILABLE TO ALL PRODUCERS DESIRING

COMPLETE
RECORDING

IS NOW

STUDIO

and EXTERIOR
For the
FACILITIES Production of TALKIES
including

A DEPARTMENT

FOR

THE

SYNCHRONIZATION

OF SILENT

PICTURES

Address All Inquiries to

WEISS BROTHERS
DE FOREST PHONOFILM STUDIOS
318 East 48th Street

Phone VANderbilt 7340

New

(In Production — A Craig Kennedy Story By Arthur B. Reeve
— Starring Robert Warwick— Direction by Edgar Lewis)
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Court Denies Writ on
7 Per Cent Domestic,
Equity-Agent Ruling 10 Foreign P-F-L Gain
(Continued
from
Paijc 1)
(Continued

don. booking agent. The court held
it was without jurisdiction. He asked a writ restraining any boycott
against him.

France Duo-Phone Latest
Synchronization Device
Detroit — France Duo-Phone, synchronizer, has been placed on the
market here. Installations are being
made at the East End, Kunsky's De
Luxe, the Grande, Lancaster, West
End, Baldwin, Del-The, Maxine.
Flamingo, Grosse Points Parks and
Your theater.

Fischer Buys "Linda"
Cleveland — Fischer Film Exchange
will distribulte in Ohio and Kentucky, "Linda," Willie Kent production directed by Mrs. \Vallace
Reid,
Publix
Toledo
Princess
ond run

Adds Another at Toledo
— Publix has taken over the
and will operate it as a sechouse.

from Paiie 1)

ed new offices at Lima. Pern; La
Coruna, Spain; Budapest. Hungary;
Riga, Latvia; Warsaw and Lemberg,
Poland; Prague, Czechoslovakia;
\'ienna, Austria, and Zagreb, Jugoslavia.
Stockholders approved plan to permit employees to subscribe to capital
stock not exceeding 250,000 shares at
not less than $.S0 a share, at terms
to be determined later.

$114,215 Voted for Upkeep
on Trenton, Ont., Studio
Toronto — The Ontario government
has voted $114,215 for maintenance
and expenditures of the Ontario studio at Trenton, while $25,125 has
been voted for the expenses of the
Ontario censor board for the next
fiscal year.
Guild
Meeting
Sunday
To commemorate its fifth year of
existence, the Jewish Theatrical
Guild of America will hold an open
meeting at the Jolson, New York,
(instead of the Bijou, as is customary) ne.xt Sunday afternoon, April
21, at three o'clock. Mayor James
J. Walker will make the principal
address.

Overhaul Tex. House
San Saba, Tex.— W. C. Dofflemeyer is overhauling the Palace recently damaged by fire.

Ambler House Reopened
Ambler,
Pa. — The
Ambler
Opera
House has been reopened.

Wednesday,

225 Attend Dinner for
Laemmle at MP. Club

Judgment
Cleveland — Last week the
Ohio censor board ordered a
cut in "The Wild Party," the
latest Clara Bow starring vehicle playing at the Allen theater. Because the synchronization was the disc type, the characters talked on while the
screen went blank during the
eliminated section. The Ohio
censor board may censor films
but not dialogue.

Buys
Waterloo
House
Waterloo, la. — Hageman Bros, of
Waverly, has taken over the Grand
from
E. A. Boss.
Portland, Me., House Soon to Open
Portland, Me. — The State will be
opened in July, according to John
W. Hill, who represents the owners.
Nolan Gets Akron
Akron,

O. — David

April 17, 1929

Post

(Continued

from

I'luie

I)

Charles L. O'Reilly, "Bugs" Baer, Al
Lichtman, Nathan Hurkan and Harry
Hcrshfield. Helen Morgan who sings
several "Show Boat" songs in the
prologue of the picture which opens
at the Globe tonight failed to appear,
although scheduled. Paul Whiteman.
who will star in "The King of Jazz"
for Universal, made a hurried appearance between shows and then a quick
exit with Paul Fejos, who will direct
the picture. Fejos, who has just completed "Broadway," arrived in New
York yesterday from Hollywood, having made the trip by aeroplane. He
will be here about four days.
Reichenbach, during the course of
the dinner, introduced a number of
the Universal executives including R.
H. and P. D. Cochrane, Lou Metzger,
Paul Gulick, M. Van Praag, Ted
Schlanger, Sydney Singernian, and
Siegfried Hartmann.
Jimmy Caruso's band supplied the
music for the dancing that followed.

Nolan, former

assistant manager at Keith's Palace,
Cleveland, has been appointed manager of the new Loew house to open
here .April 20 with "The

Troy, Ala. House Sold
Troy, Ala. — J. Glenn
Crouch
has
sold the Princess to W^ D. Patrick.

Voice of

Reopen
Toms
River
House
Lefkowitz Darkens House
the City."
Toms River. N. J. — The Traco. reCleveland — The Bronx, operated
cently damaged by fire, has been reby Max Lefkowitz as associate, is
permanently closed since acquisition installed. opened. Sound equipment will be
of the Orpheum.

FRED

NEWMEYER
DIRECTOR

((

The Rainbo^wr Man
100% Talking Picture

Starring Eddie

»»

Dowling

Playing at the Selwyn Theatre,
New York City

The Motion Picture Club Fetes Carl Laemmle
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EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc.

E. W. Mammons, President

R-K-O

Deal With Pantages Slated in Two Weeks
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Thursday,

COLOR AND SOUND ON
"ShowoitationBoat"
with
ure
pict
expl
AN
as
are
that
possibilities
SINOLE STRIP OF FILM
plentiful as the ingenuity of

a live showman can supply.

To begin with, "Show Boat" is
based on a best seller by Edna
Ferber. How many editions the
novel has gone to is information
not available as this is written.
There have been many — more than
enough to have made the story

West

Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

Price

18, 1929

5 Cents

NATIONAL CENSOR DRIVE
SECRETLY UNDER WAY

DAILY

Los .Angeles — Natural colors and
voices now can be recorded on a
single strip of film, it is announced
here. This development follows a
series of e.xperiments by Dr. Leonard
T. Troland of Boston and J. Arthur
Ball, Technicolor reserve engineers.
Troland is in Boston, while Bell is
here.

familiar to the country's millions.
Secondly, the name of Flo Ziegfeld, wizard of musical comedy, Technicolor Stock Hits
is linked with it. Thirdly, the
New High Over Counter
tremendously popular songs of the
Technicolor continued its advance
stage version sung by the original in over the counter trading in New
stage performers in a prologue and York yesierday, the stock reaching
used thereafter in the story proper. $42. Fifteen months ago it was sell-

ing for $1. Wall St. reports that
Th^ exhibitor who can't pu*. the various
are negotiating for
picture over with this material is control companies
oJ Technicolor, are denied by
slandering the profession.

Judge Williams Travers Jerome, although he admits there have been
The production is divided into two discussion with one large company.
parts. The prologue which runs In May the stock is to be listed on
1,800 ft., reveals Otis Harlan as mas- the N. Y. Curb, it is stated. At the
ter of ceremonies, introducing Carl beginning of the year. Technicolor
Laemmle first, Ziegfeld next. Both owed $750,000. Today it is clear of
?.peak: briefly. T hen two numbers by debt, has cash on hand, and bills receivable are 3 to 1 to bills payable.
Helen Morgan, who appears in the
stage play. She sings "Bill" and "I
Can't Help Loving Thai Man," most Murnau and Flaherty
charmingly, but photographically
to Make Talkers Abroad
Miss Morgan is poor. It may be the
lighting. The highlight is Jules Hest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — F. W. Murnau,
Bledsoe and chorus singing "Old Man noted
German director, is through
River."
It is a pip.
with Fox. He and Robert J. FlahThe Picture
Then the picture. It ran 12,400 ft.,
"Nanook" and
erty, plan
producera ofcompany
"Moana"
to prounderis
it
which,
footage
in
orgy
an
duce talking pictures in foreign
stood. I'niversal will cut for general lands. The first is expected to be
exhibition. This is vitally essential. made in the South Seas.
Practically every major sequence is
drawn out and made unnecessarily
repititious to the point of fatigue.
producHarry Pollard put plenty ofsuccessful
tion into the film and was
in injecting color and charm into the
atmosphere of the late 19th century.
Likewise did he insert teary and
Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
overdone sentimentality and huge ap- HVrf Coast
plications of hokum. Several seLos .\ngeles— Deal of Radio-Keith(luences, on the other hand, are splen- Orpheum for purchase of the Pandid and the ending, beautiful — made
tages chain probably will be comby a crooning song number
largely
so
pleted in two or three weeks, states
called "The Lonesome Road." make
.\lexander Pantages. R-K-O two
Pollard had an opportunity to
ago took a 30 day option on
weeks
didn't.
he
le picture, but
memorab
a"Show
Boat" is box-office, but it the chain, it was stated, in a deal
might easily have been outstanding
0. One rebox-office. The lost chance was the said to involve $14,000,00
that the
stated
here
current
port
director's.
K A N N deal already has been closed.

The Prologue

April

John Woody
It is a matter of deep regret to report the death of
John Woody. For years, Jack
Woody had traveled the roads
leading into the four comers
of the United States. Where
he was known — and that meant
all over the land — Woody was
admired for the sterling attributes in his character. A fair
man and a well-liked man, it is
indeed unfortunate that at the
early age of forty he should be
removed from this worldy
KANN

sphere.

JOHNS. WOODY DIES AT
40; LONG IN THE INDUSTRY
Following an illness that grew
steadily worse during the last two
months, John S. Woody, died Tuesday night from tumor of the brain.
The funeral will be held from Camp(Coiitinucd on I'agc 6)

"Reformers" Planning to
Back Bills at Next
Congress Session
St. Louis — Scheme to force national censorship is being <|uictly worked out by the same forces that put
across national prohibition it is discovered, and it is certain that within
the next few months effort will be
made to put across the initial steps
of the campaign. Not only is it
planned to censor pictures on the basis "morals" but the "reformers"
want to determine what political and
social copy could be used for motion picture script.
The whole plot was let out of the
bag at the annual luncheon of the
Civic Union of .St. Louis by Mrs. Robbins Gilman of Minneapolis, president of the Federal M. P. Council
of America. In the forenoon of the
same day (Continued
she spoke
at the Harris
on Page 6)

Garbutt Retires as P.F.-L.
Director; Others Reelected

Four directors, whose terlM^ were
expiring, were reelected at the Paramount stockholders meeting. Frank
A. Garbutt retired from the board.
Members
of the directorate
are:
(Continued on Fage 6)

Lyric, Indianapolis, Goes
to Dolle; Chain Expanding Bob Custer and Tom Tyler
16 for Syndicate
Indianapolis — The Lyric has been WestMaking
Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

secured by
in a series

Fred Dolle as one step
of expansion
moves
of

(Continued on Fage 6)

Option Held by R-K-O to Buy
14 Houses of Pantages Chain
Deal Not Yet Closed,
Maurice Goodman Says
Radio- Keith-Orpheum representatives are on the Coast in connection
with the deal for purchase of Pantages theaters, Maurice Goodman,
vice president of Radio-Keith-Orpheum, states. However, the purchase
is not yet complete, with the option
having about two weeks to go before e.xpiration. Fourteen houses are
involved, he says.

Los .Angeles — Harry H. Thomas,
head of Syndicate Pictures Corp. has
signed Bob Custer and Tom Tyler,
both former I-'BO western .^tars, to
appear in (Continued
eight pictures
each during
on Fayt 6)

French Insist
Paris — The French M. P.
Producers Ass'n, is standing
by its guns in demand for a
3 to 1 ratio, despite the agitation against the restrictive program
whichwrithdrawal
may leadfrom
to American
the
French market. Enforcement
of the ratio, however, has
been postponed pending outcome of representations by
both sides.

— :gEg»!;
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$700,000 For Houses Built "Show Boat" Premiere at
by Warners at Youngstown Globe Launches N. Y. Run
Young.stmvu, O. — Warners will
spend $700,000 on the iiouses to be
built here, seating between 3,000 and
Vol. XIVIII No.16 Thursday, Apr. 18, 1929 Price 5 Cents 3,500, states D. M. Robbiiis, manager of Warners Dome here. It will
PUBLISHER
JOHN W. ALIC0ATE
be a duplicate of Warners' Los Angeles house. Work
starts in fall.

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
Detroiters Indicted
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
ent
Vice-Presid
Anderson,
Ind. — Harry Goldberg
Kann,
D.
Maurice
Publisher;
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
and
Joseph
Cosco of Detroit, are
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the charged vvith obtaining money under
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act false pretenses in an indictment reof March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
turned by the grand jury here investiUnited States outside of Greater New York.
gating the promotion of the proposed
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should Crystal-Capitol Co.'s new |175,O0O
remit with order. Address all communicatheater. Work on the house stopped
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
several months ago following dispute
way. New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 4736
4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday, between the promoters.
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Grind
Policy Resumed
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Memphis — Continuous policy with
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, only the mezzanine reserved again
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
has been adopted by the new OrphCour-des-Noues, 19.

eum following a not too enthusiastic
reception of the two-a-day, reserved
seat policy, inaugurated coincidentally with the beginning of sound films
and a price reduction from 60 to 50
cents.
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T-S Branch at Film Center
Tiffany-Stahl's New York exchange
has moved into the new Film Center
Building
at 630 Ninth
Ave.
Phil
Meyer is manager.

Danbury Co. Seeks Opposition House
Danbury, Conn. — Danbury Theaters, owner of the Empress and
Palace are negotiating for the Capitol
here, it is reported. This would give
the company control in city here.
Jack White In Town
Jack White, producer of Educational comedies, has arrived in New
York for a vacation. He recently
completed the third of his new series. White will remain about two
weeks.
Shipments Held Up
Ottawa — A bad storm in Ontario,
accompanied by two train wrecks, so
disrupted railway service to Ottawa
that three of the principal theaters
had to do without regular pictures for
two days.
Thomas Recovered
Toronto — H. M. Thomas, western
division manager of Famous Players
has recover from a serious illness.
Clarence Robson, eastern division
manager, is on a holiday cruise
through the West Indies.
George Senger Dies
South Bend, Ind. — George Senger,
former theater owner, died recently
from heart trouble.
Woodland, Cal., House Burned
Woodland, Cal. — The Elite was recently destroyed by fire.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
Motion Picture Exchange and Company registered in New York for disposal. Has sole United States rights,
two exceptional features. Operating
business, equipped offices, substantial
bookings, fine prospects. Further
particulars
upon written
application.
Box
A-122
c/o Film Daily. 1650 B'way.. N. Y. C.

TheDate
Industry*
Book s

With a half hour's jazz recital
by Paul Whiteman and his band as
an opener. Universal launched "Show
Boat" at the Globe, New York last
night. The picture engagement will
be handled on a two-a-day basis at
a scale topped at $2.50. The usual
quota of film notables and what appeared to be a representative slice
of Park Ave. added tone to the premiere.

Vitaphone

Gets More

Radio

April 20
April 24
May

1

May

2

May

6

Opening
of "Madame
X" at the
Harris. New
York.
Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.
Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Apollo,
New York.
National Music Week.

May 5-11

Opening
of "Mother's
Boy" at
Cohan, New
York.
Convention
of Texas exhibitor unit,
Dallas.

May 6-7

Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.
Annual Convention of American
ver.
Federation of Musicians at Den-

Time

Warner Bros.' production activities as well as their presentation on
Broadway are the subject of five
minute broadcasts which now take
place three times a day from Station WGBS in New York. These
programs are in addition to weekly
coast-to-coast broadcast over the
Columbia Chain which is known as
the Vitaphone
Jubilee.

Opening
of "Innocents
of Paris"
at the Criterion,
New York.

May 6-9
May
20

American Theater Equipment Exposition and Exhibitors Institute
at Chicago.
June

1-9

Hollander

Going

to

Chicago

Harry Hollander of the Publix
production department leaves New
cago.
York today for a brief trip to Chi-

Repeal of R. I. Daylight Fails
Providence, R. I. — Local exhibitors
"Bob" Welsh in N. Y.
lost another attempt to repeal daylight saving time recently when the
Robert E. Welsh, general manager
State Legislature refused to place a of Universal City, arrived in New
ban on the idea by overwhelming York yesterday accompanied by Mrs.
vote. This is the third attempt voted Welsh, for a brief vacation. His trip
to New York was scheduled at this
down by legislators.
time so he could attend the BroadNorthwest Unit to Meet
way premiere of "Show Boat."
New Device in Texas
for the exhibitor
annual convention
o''
thePlans
Northwest
u.nit, are beColorado, Tex. — Ross Dixon, local
ing mapped by W. A. Steffes. The
has developed a sound demeeting is expected to be called late exhibitor,
vice he calls the Cinevox.
in May but may be held over until
June after the equipment exposition
at Chicago.
"Grainger Week" June 16-22
The Fox sales force has designated
the week beginning June 16 as
"Jimmy

Grainger Week" as a testimonial to the company's general
sales manager.
The drive is national.
Ottawa

Studio

Ready in July

Ottawa — The Canadian government
studio is to occupy its new plant in
July, according to F. C. Badgley.
This bureau is now also doing the
aerial motion piclur-e photography
for the government.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn. 3S80

i

EXECUTIVES NEED IT
Valuable book— I have it under my elbow
for a constant and ready guide.
BUDD

ROQERS

FREE to FUm DaUy Subscribers
Subscription $ 1 0.00

Foreign $ 1 5.00
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April 17, 1929

Vt . Eddie Dowling

Sam Harris Theatre Building
New York, N. Y.
Dear Eddie :
I was with you all during the time you were making
"The Rainbow Man;" I heard the comments about it;
I read the reports of the critics of the Trade Papers;
so, I knew you had a good picture.
But, before
it, I wanted
opening last
cess as one

telling you what I,
to see it myself.
night. And, I not
of the leading male

personally, thot of
This I did at the
only insure your sucstars of the talkies

but, if your future pictures are half as good as "The
Rainbow Mem" you, George Weeks and Earl Goebel will
have found the "end of the rainbow."
Eddie, it is not only a good picture, but a great
picture I
Very sincerely yours.

AGR:ET

ALBERT

G. RUBEN

A SONO-ARTPresentedPRODUCTION
by
O. £• Goebel and George W. Weeks

ees»

I.
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The belle
of the box office
rings the bell

»#

,

*,;.

AGAIN!

See and hear the golden lady, Dolores
Costello — never more beautiful, never
more fascinating, never more chic! A
.«

•■ U

i;e4^

gorgeously mounted production — scintillating dialogue — delightful story —
haunting melodies! "The Glad Rag
happy
Doll" !is sure to make your box office
Story by Harvey Qates
Scenario Directed
by Qraham
by Baker

^ARNERl
BROS.

MICHAEL

CURTJZ

iPHWKfl^S

Glad la DoM
ops OMii picture
ever made
Member

of

Motion

Picture

Producers

and

Distributors of America,

Inc.

Will

H.

Hays,

President.
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

J. S. Woody Dies at 40; National Censor Drive
Secretly Under Way
Long in the Industry
(Continued

from

Page

ARTHUR

W.

BDD YLmm^

Abe Maas is heading the newlyorganized scenario department at
the Vitaphone studio, Brooklyn. Assisting hirm is Anne Maxwell, who
fca-s been with First National for
the past six years, working with
Maas. Only short subjects scripts
will be handled.

Texas Small Towns Set
on Double Turntables

(.Continued

1)

bell's Funeral Parlors on Saturday
after which the body will be removed
for burial in California. Friends of
ALICE D. G. MILLER is the
the deceased may view the body belatest acquisition to the personginning late today. His widow, Lillian Woody, survives.
nel of the Paramount studio. She'll
be doing originals and adaptations.
Jack Sichelman, assistant general
Miss Miller worked on "The Devil sales manager, and John Nolan, Fox
Dancer,"' "Two Lovers," "Four district manager for Bufifalo, Albany
Walls," "The Bridge of San Luis and Boston, were with Woody when
he died.
Rey" and other noteworthy scripts.
Woody enjoyed a wide reputation
George Orth has switched from in the selling end of the industry.
Metropolitan studios at Fort Lee to At the time of his death. Woody was
the De Forest plant on East 48th
a special assistant to James R.
St., Manhattan, becoming studio Grainger, general sales manager for
manager. Weiss Bros, start produc- Fox.
tion on a mystery feature, xvith diaHis first connection with amuselogue, at the studio Monday.
ments was in the legitimate field. In
After a brief excursion into the the early days, he was theater owner,
French production field, Dorothy advance man and road show manager
Bond is back in Manhattan and has respectively. His first important post
perhaps in the film industry was with
just played a part in "The Lady Select where he served for two years
Lies" at Paramount. In France she
worked in "Mr. and Mrs. on the as vice-president and general manager. When Adolph Zukor and
Loose." Soon she'll invest in a return ticket for the other side.
Lewis J. Selznick came to the parting of the ways about ten years ago,
Monaer Lindley, just returned Woody was selected with Arthur S.
from, a Miami vacation, made her Kane to organize Realart for Zukor.
He remained with that organization
screen debut in "Booklovers," Paramount short which Joe Santley di- for three years as general manager.
rected. She recently played in stock Then came the formation of Associated Exhibitors and at a still later
in the Middle West.
date Woody's incumbency with that
Believe it or not, as Ripley would company as president in which post
he served for three years. Later he
say, Paramount intends to start probecame personal representative for
duction on "Glorifying the American Samuel Goldwvn and Hal Roach.
Girl" about the middle of next week,
with Millard Webb directing. Exteriors come first on the schedule.
m^^By
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Garbutt Retires as P.F.-L.
Director; Others Reelected
(Continued from Page 1)

Adolph Zukor, Frank Bailey, Jules
E. Brulatour, William H. English,
Daniel Frohman, John Cecil Graham,
Felix E. Kahn, Gilbert W. Kahn,
Sam Katz, Albert A. Kaufman, Sidney R. Kent, Ralph A. Kohn, Jesse
L. Lasky, EIek John Ludvigh, Emil
E. Shauer, Casimir I. Straleni, Sir
William Wiseman, Herman Wobber,
Eugene J. Zukor.

Dallas— Within the last eight
months about 200 double turntable
devices have been sold in Texas, embracing a variety of instruments,
states "M. P. Journal." This is deJefferson City, Mo. — Picture theclared to give the small towns a
aters of St. Louis will be forced to
break with the larger towns, in play- compel their patrons to pay $1,500,ing sound pictures, due to the syn- 000 more annually to see their shows
chronous attachments being made.
if a bill presented to the Missouri
House at Jefferson City levying a
Fox Detroit Policy Change
tax of ten per cent on theater tickets
Detroit — The new policy at the Fox is enacted into law. The dangerous
includes five acts of vaudeville with section of the bill is that it provides
each bill in addition to the regular that the special tax shall be collected
Stebbins stage presentations. Three by the county clerks outside of St.
shows will be given daily with four Louis and by the license collector in
on Saturdays and Sunday. Admission St. Louis, and these officials would
be paid ten per cent for collecting
prices remain
the same.
such taxes.
Seville House Closed
Clare Foley Resigns
Seville, O. — Fred Foster has closed
the Home.
San Francisco — Clare Foley has resigned as secretary of the Film Board
due to ill health. She is returning to
Buys
Wellsville
Interest
Wellsvilk,
O. — C. J. Vogel has her home at Omaha. Rowena Foley,
bought
W.
B. Urling's
interest in her sister, has taken over the secrethe Liberty.
taryship of the board.

Ticket Tax Would Hit
St. Louis Patrons Hard

from

Page
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Teachers' College and also at a conference of young women social
workers.
"Motion pictures have betrayed the womanhood and childhood of this country so
manysaid,
timesandin she
theiroutlined
many broken
promises''
she
what she
termed
the successive reformations and backsliding
of the industry.
"We are not 'anti' in any sense of the
word" she continued. "We have a constructive campaign to develop motion pictures
to their highest potential, and to make them
affect character as we in America want
character
to be that
affected."
She stated
a house to house survey
in Minneapolis revealed that mothers considered motion pictures the chief cause of
trouble with their children. She charged that
modern films are made up of scenes considered objectionable such as law-breaking,
martial infidelity, etc.
Her organization, Mrs. Gilman added, had
concluded that city and state censorship
would not eliminate those scenes nearly so
well as some means of preventing their inclusion in the picture when produced. She
then outlined two international schemes for
censoring the production of pictures, one of
which will be submitted at the next regular
meeting of Congress. Under her plan the
Dep't of Commerce would approve pictures
for export and make a notation of the department's findings and reasons for not approving a picture sent abroad. The other
scheme calls for a special committee of the
League of Nations to censor pictures at the
port
entry, and in
studios
Iiy a ofrepresentative
of the
that producer's
nation.

Bob Custer and Tom Tyler
Making 16 for Syndicate
(Continued

from

Page

THAT
THATM. 'DALY
S
By PHIL
-'-^
rated aDOWLING
new technique
among
PODIE
has inaugufilm stars. It consists in giving everybody in the cast a break, and not
trying to hog the picture. The result
is that all the players in "The Rainbow Man" gave the best they had —
and made it A PICTURE. Hollywood stars, please copy.

Sunkist Film Review
(From

the Los

Angeles

"Blowcmup")

We are overcome! Adjectives fail
us. What a picture! Los Angeles
did itself proud at the gala performance of "Gushing Gussie." It was
almost a 100 per cent Los Angeles
night. There were at least six native sons and daughters of Los Angeles directly connected with the picture— two extras, a stage carpenter,
the studio night wiatchman, the wardrobe woman and a film cutter. And
the
star
practically a Los Ancity. geles was
product, for her grandmother
was born only 17 miles from our fair

1)

1929-30 to be released by Syndicate
through independent exchanges.
Thomas also has purchased from
FBO inthethehorse,
Beauty,"
used
Bob "Black
Steele westerns.
This horse will be used in all the
Custer series, while a horse named
"Prince" has been purchased for the
Tom Tyler unit. J. P. McGowan
Prod. Inc. will produce the series,
under direction of J. P. himself.

REMEMBER
Sometives
of these
execu
you

WHEN-

can never see useter
parkr y inevery
the
b e ane
day ivith the boys
for
coffee,
in
those
daysandthey
were daiified glad
to see the waiter.

Lyric, Indianapolis, Goes
to Dolle ; Chain Expanding
(Continued from Page 1)

the 4th Ave. Amusicment Co. throughout Ohio and Indiana. The Lyric
is now being wired with Western
Electric Equipment and will reopen
Maj^ 4 as a sound first run. The
Apollo, about a block removed from
the Lyric, is also operated by Dolle
and will probably continue as a first
run house while the Lyric changes
shows weekly. Dolle has just opened
the new Indiana at Marion, O., his
fifth theater in that town which he
incidentally controls.

Teddy Pitts of the
staff has an idea for
that will fit a coupla
we know. "You May
to Your Mother, But
Short Subject to Me."

ALIBIS
"They're
trying
The Director:
to make a plumber out of a cre-

Sound Supplements for
All F. N. Press Sheets
With press sheets now in preparation. First National Pictures is preparing special Vitaphone supplements
with a view to giving exhibitors exploitation angles in putting over
sound
pictures.
St.

Paul

House

Remodeled

St. Paul, Minn. — The Uptown is
new name of the former Oxford
which has been remodeled and reopened.

Capitol theater
a theme song
sound pictures
Be a Feature
You're Only a

ative genius."
Daily Pome
Ding dong bell
The cat's in the well
Another merger on the way
Oh,
Famous
'Give me

what
Film

the

hell.
Conversations

the lowdoum."

THE
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Coast Wire Service

M-G-M Silent Policy Cited
riLNS TO BE MADE AS
8ILENT8 WHEN PRACTICAL

A Little

from

By

RALPH

i*

Lots

t>

fVILK

In each case where a story, proHoUyivood
duced as a talker, lends itself to silent
treatment, a silent version will he THE Thalians recently won the
chami)ionship of tlie Los .\ngeles
made, states Irving CI. Thalhcrg. M- Commercial Basketball League. The
G-M executive. This supplements
statement made in THK I'TLM players on the winning team included
D.AILV survey that of the 50 talkers George O'Brien, Rex Bell, Victor
on the 192V .\i-G-M program, 35 are Lewis,
brother
Bohny, "Buddy"'
and CharlesGrainger,
Rogers Kdmund
to he made in silent form.
of
Billie
Dove.
Certain stories and voices arc ideal
*
*
♦
for talking picture treatment and
Julian Josephson is one of
cannot he translated into the medthe busiest writers on the Coast.
ium of the silent picture without
greatly weakening the product, he
He recently adapted "The
says and these will be produced only
Green Goddess," which will star
George Arliss, and is now at
in sound. Present plans, however,
indicate that a decided majority of
work on "Disraeli," which will
also star Arliss.
our talking pictures will have com*
«
*
plete versions, he declares.
Allan Dawn, who completStock Chorus
Planned
ed "The Far Call" ten days
ahead of schedule, will direct
One hundred girls are to comprise
a stock chorus to appear in Radio
"Frozen Justice."
*
*
»
Pictures.
This is an innovation.
Mary Duncan Hurt
Mary Duncan of Fox was injured
seriously in an automobile
accident.

"What has become of the emotional actress, who had to have sideline m.usic," asks Gilbert Warrenton, who is photographing talkers.

TALKERS HAVE PEPPED UP
INDUSTRY, SAYS CHRISTIE

Talking pictures have done more
"to
pep up and put new blood into
Luc'ien Hubbard Is Made
the motion picture studios than anything which has happened in the
Supervisor at Warners
last
fifteen
according to Al
Lucien Hubbard has been made a Christie, whoyears,"
has just produced one
|iroduction supervisor
for Warners. of the first feature all-talking farce
comedies for the screen, in "Divorce
Jason Robards
Signed
First National has signed Jason .Made
Christie
Easy."points out that pictures
Robards for a picture which Irvin just before the coming of talkers
Willat will direct.
were in a sluggish condition. Stars
were riding on the crest of the
waves. A false set of entertainment
McCarey to Direct for Pathe
Leo McCarcy,
former Hal Roach values were sometimes handicapping
executive,
for Pathe. is to direct "Joe College" the producers in their selection of
players and material to be produced,
he says. In some quarters there was
Laemmle, Jr., in Charge
a growing lack of interest in pictures,
Carl Laemmle, jr., will be in and audiences were staying away and
charge of the production of "The listening to radio entertainments,
taking automobile rides, etc.
King of Jazz,"
will bringto Paul
Whiteman
and which
his orchestra
the
screen.
"The talking pictures have changed
all that over night," he declares.
"They have made it possible for the
Isadore
to producers to seek and find much
"U"
Withreturned
in Again has
BernsteBernstein
better material for their pictures, to
I'niversal to write an original for
Harry Jolson. Bernstein was the cast them more intelligently and to
first general manager of Universal get financial returns which enable
them to take ail kinds of forward and
City and later departed from the executive field to write for the screen. progressive steps. The actors have
Jolson was recently placed under had new pep installed into them.
contract and will leave the New York They all have to be on their toes,
stage as soon as the picture, in which no more just walking through scenes
he will star, is ready.
and registering just one expreseion.

M. C.
"Before an audience of New York's social and professional
elite, who expected to be shown, the 'Idol of Paris' stepped
from behind the silver mesh curtains and in less than a
minute demonstrated his ability as an entertainer of more
than usual merit ... A charming personality, a delightful
voice and a dynamic quality reminiscent of Al Jolson at his
electric best, are the attributes which will undoubtedly keep
M. C. packing them in at the Midnight Frolic."
— New York Evening Post

COMING m AN
ALL-TALKING PICTURE
(See tomorrow's Film Daily)

'
t
e

The biggest

^

A^
pf

before
Question"
this
industry
today.— And the
"Grablt!"-Bring
only Answer is —
back the good old
days of "Flaming
Youth" crowds —
'Tlaming Youth"
comment— "Flaming Youth" coin!

Fearlessly exposing the
kind of younger generation

i^'

stuff that's been whispered
about but never before
pictured — with a timely,
convincing moral back
of it all . . . Presented by

John

McCormick
A William A. Seiter
production
By Carey Wilson
With Neil Hamilton
Wonderful Vitaphone jazz score and theme sona;.
"I'M THIKSTY FOR KISSES — HVNCHY FOK
LOVE" pubtiahed by M. Wllmark & Sons

"i^'^

/

Griffiths and Momands in Oklahoma Theater Race
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Those Kids

lllC Xew \c)rk State luluI cation I)ci)artin<.'nt devclo])ecl the questionnaire
iirs^e recentl\- and asked the 65,000 working boys attending continuation school what they did
ill their leisure time. Pictures
and the theater headed the list
w ith 83 per cent.
ICIsewhere, the i)ercentage will
vary, of course, but no argument
that we have ever heard has
successfully battered down the
statement that young boys and
girls make up a very considerable portion of theater attendance all over the United
States. As a matter of business
policy then, this audience rates
attention which it should be, but
is not getting.
Forget Them Not

Friday, April

Price

19, 1929

PAKLEy ON niOICH WIA
IS nEDUlD SATUtDAy

British, German and
U. S. Combine Planned

Mix Quits Films
Toledo — Tom Mix, veteran
bread and butter ace of the
screen, has ended his long career, he announced here. The
former western star has signed
a long term contract with the
Combined Sells Floto-Hagenback Wallace Circus, which
calls for his services for the remainder of his career, at $15,000 a week.

PARAMOUNT 50 PER CENT
NET INCREASE IS SEEN
With Paraniount's first (piarter
business running con ilerably ahead
of last year, net of 5 SO a share is
expected to be showh un tin- 2.062.857 shares of capital s 'ck during the
(|uarter, states the "^ /all St. Journal." The managem nt api)arently
is aiming at a net foi the vear of
from $12.000.()()() to $13,00().0()() it is
{Continued

on

Page

II)

Reinhardt to Mai
German
Talkers with W. E. System
Hcri'n — Ma.x Reinhart't is planning
production of talkers for Terra Film
•i'o.. subsidiary of the German dye
trust and an ally of ITnited ■\rtists.
Western Electric recording is planned. .\ number of plays and originals
lare scheduled.

Oklahoma Witnesses Race of
Griffith and Momand Chains

Deals and Things

5 Cents

OPERATING DEAL REPORTED ON
BETWEEN PUBUX AND WARNERS

Paris — With both sides standing
pat on the issue, a conference on the
French crisis is slated for Saturday.
Leaders of the French and American
industries and representatives of both
governments will attend. Upon the
outcome of the conference depends
whether the proposed 3 to 1 quota
demanded by the French, will be put
into effect. If it is. .\merican distributors are exi^ected to withdraw from
the French
market.
Everybody is talking about talkFull text of the note of the Amerers. The staff statistical hounds
ican government, protecting against
compute over five hundred for next "arbitrary restrictions" on American films in. France and six other
season. Westerns, youngsters' delights, are to be scraped to the bone. countries, appears on page 10.
Few silent features, as such, \\\\\ be
available, although of silent versions,
of talkers, there will be no dearth.
Many exhibitors have experienced a
loss of juvenile patronage because of
London — Preliminary steps in the
sound. The dialogue is usually found
forming of a combine of British,
too sophisticated and difficult for the American and German organizations
young mind to absorb. In the fondly
were outlined by George W. PearpleasaiU days of the silent picture, the
son, director of British Screen Prod.,
action told the story, as is proper in in a letter to stockholders. A commotion pictures, and titles were large- l)any tentatively titled International
ly unnecessary. All that is gone,
Screen Productions, Ltd., is to bo
however, and the question worth
holding company for the combine,
cogitating over now is whether kid which plans to seek reciprocal releaspatronage is not disappearing as the
ing arrangements in the three countries concerned. Pearson stated that
silent him slips into nothingness.
Dual Commodities
British Screen Prod, would synchronize via discs "Master and Man" and
Talkers are the vogue and this in"Cupid in Oover."
dustry to succeed must watch changing fashions. Yet, if a substantial
slice of its patronage should be found
waning as some evidence indicates
to be the case insofar as juveniles
arc concerned, a definite percentage
of production could be diverted to
meet that demand. Why not? The
consumer controls production in
every other business.
In ten days, something of great
significance may happen. Yes, another merger. The flirtation is getting outrageous. No need to tell
you at this time what it is; you probablv won't believe anyway. K A N X

NEWS

Oklahoma City — This territory is
witnessing what promises to be a
s|)irited race for theaters between the
Griffith Bros, and Momand Theater";
Nine legitimate producers are join- chains. The Griffith firm, which is
ing in plans for a talking picture
combine, discussion of which is allied with Universal. Ins been expanding at a rajiid pace, building and
scheduled Monday in New York.
Those in the group are: Arthur Hop- taking over houses. Recently. Oklahoma holdings of the Robb & Rowkins. Sam H. Harris. Arthur Hamley circuit v.crc taken
over.
This
merstein. George White, Lawrence
(Continued
on Page 11)

Nine "Legit" Producers
Plan Talking Film Firm

(Continued

on

Page

11)

One Story, Publix Is to
Manage — Other, Deal
on Booking Planned
Negotiations are repf)rted under
way between Paramount and Warners for an operating arrangement on
Warner theaters. One report is that
Publix is to assume management of
the Warner chain, while another is
that a booking deal is to be made
between the two circuits. Position
of Fox in the theater field, is said
to have motivated the discussions.
Spyros Skouras, head of the Warner chain, denies that any deal for
i)l)erations of the circuit by Publix is
under way. A plan has been discussed for routing of Publix stage
shows into the following Warner
iiouses: .'^tanley, Philadelphia; Stanark. ley. Jersej' City, and Bradford. New-

Censorship Bill Pending
in Michigan Legislature
Lansing, Mich. — Censorship has
been added to bills against the industry now i)ending in the legislature.
The new measure is backed by Detroit women's organizations. The
l)ill makes it unlawful to produce,
advertise or show any obscene, indecent, immoral or impure drama,
play, picture or other entertainment,
which (Continued
would
tend
to corrupt
the
im page 11)

R-K-0 Pantages Deal Seen
Closed on SarnoflP Return
Deal of Radio-Keith-Orpheum for
purchase of 14 theaters of the Pantages circuit is expected to be completed upon return to New York
from F.urope of David SarnofF, chairman of the R-K-O board. This will
he in about two or three weeks.

Allied Affiliation Not
Up at Pittsburgh Meet
Pittsburgh — Proposed affiliation
with .-Mlied States -Ass'n, which was
slated for discussion at the Pittsburgh sessions, was not brought up
at the convention. .M)ram F. Myers,
Allied president, was unable to attend the sessions, due to illness.

DAILV
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First Battle Scenes
Annoyance of Hunters
in Sound Obtained
Mo. "Blue"
St.Brings
Louis — Because,
it is Bill
said,
For the first time in the brief his-
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Price 5 Cents
PUBLISHER

JOHN W. AIIC0ATE

tory of Fox Movietone News one of
its sound units has gone under fire
to get war pictures, this in spite of
the fact that the men must transport
1,000 pounds of batteries and camera
equipment. They secured sound and
sight pictures of the fighting between
the Mexicans and Federals in the
trenches across the border from
Naco, Ariz.

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
and Film
Wid's Films
copyright
Folk,
Inc.(1929)
J. W.by Alicoate.
President
and
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau. Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
aa second class matter. May 21, 1918. at the
Thompson Gets Sparta House
post-office at New York. N. Y., under the act
Sparta,
Wis. — Neil T. Thompson,
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) Fort Atkinson,
has taken over the
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months. $5.00; 3 months, lease on the Classic here from Jack
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should Draginis. Thompson has been in the
remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- business for nine years. Dragini.s
way. New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 4736- has gone to Racine as manager of
4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday, the Capitol.
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
Midwesco Building at Appleton
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
Appleton,
Wis. — Contract has been
I. Berlin — Karl Wolflfsohn, Lichtbildbuehne.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle. let for the erection of the new Midwesco theater here on the site of the
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noue«, 19.
old Bijou. Tiie building will cost ap-

proximately $400,000.
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Two Wisconsin Houses Reopen
Burlington, Wis. — Two houses
which have been dark here during
the winter months opened recently.
One, the Plaza, a $75,000 theater
closed by Community Theaters, has
been re-opened while the Crystal,
formerly operated by Community
Theaters, but dark for several
months, has been re-opened by Kenneth Uglow, formerly manager of
the firm's Strand at Whitewater.
10 Pathe Audio Reviews Ready
Ten issues of Pathe Audio Review, Pathe's sound and talk topical
reel, already produced, and first releases are already being shown in
wired houses throughout the country. Sound edition is released concurrently with the silent version.
National Screen Outing
An outing will be held Saturday
for the employees of the National
Screen Service, with dinner and dancing at Krafts near White Plains following abus ride through Westchester county.
Buy
Brownsville
House
Brownsville, Pa. — Frank Pishionery and Larry Pugli have taken over
the Eclipse from Charles F. Silveus.
William M. Anderson will manage
the house when it is wired for sound.

At this time I wish to thank you for
your unfailing service and courtesy
and the trailers you furnish sell more
seats than any other medium I use.
More power to you.
PLAYHOUSE
THEATRE,
Fairhope, Ala.

20

hunters frequently disturbed and annoyed him on Sundays, Representative F. E. Dubois of Texas County, a

May
May

minister, has presented to the Missouri general assembly a bill to prohibit Sunday motion pictures, ball
games, shooting or work of any kind.
The bill was presented on the last
day for introducing new measures
and would make violations a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of up
to $50.

April

Daylight Saving for St. Louis
St. Louis — In vote conducted by
the Real Estate Exchange, sentiment
was three to one in favor of daylight saving. The Chamber of Commerce here plans to conduct a more
comprehensive referendum on the
question, issuing special ballots to all
city voters. Care is to be taken to
prevent duplication of votes. Merchants expressed themselves in favor
of daylight saving.

West

Officials
See "Wild
Hearts"
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY

Los Angeles — Frank C. Jordani,
Secretary of State, and Governor and
Mrs. C. C. Young were given a private showing of "The Wild Heart
of Africa" in the council chamber at
Sacramento. "Wild Heart of Africa"
is being
released by Parthenon Pictures Corp.

Opening
of "Innocents
of Paris"
at the Criterion,
New York.

May
April
May

Book
TheDate
Industry's

24

I

2
May
May
6-76
May 5-11
20

6-9

Opening
of "Madame
X" at the
Harris. New
York.
Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.
Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Apollo,
New York.
National Music Week.
Opening
of "Mother's
Boy" at
Cohan, New
York.
Dallas.
Convention
of Texas exhibitor unit,
Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.
Annual Convention of American
ver.
Federation of Musicians at DenAmerican Theater Equipment Exposition and Exhibitors Institute
at Chicago.

June

1-9

Lasky
Sailing Tonight
Jesse L. Lasky sails for Europe
tonight. The Paramount production
head will spend several weeks abroad
looking over the current plays and
players.
EXCELLENT

OPPORTUNITY

Motion Picture Exchange and Company registered in New York for disposal. Has sole United States rights,
two exceptional features. Operating
business, equipped offices, substantial
bookings, fine prospects. Further
particulars
upon written application.
Box A-122
c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way., N. Y. C.

TWO OLD FIRMS NOW A BIGGER NEW ONE!
SAVOY PRINTING & PUBLISHING
of 729 Seventh Avenue
and

CO.

REELAND PUBLISHING COMPANY
of 630 Ninth Avenue
HAVE JUST CONSOLIDATED TO CONTINUE
THEIR UNEXCELLED SERVICE TO THEATRES
IN A BIGGER WAY
Under the new Firm Name of

SAVOY-REELAND PRINTING CORP.
under personal management of
JACK COHEN and LOUIS G. WILSON
with headquarters at
FILM CENTER
BUILDING, 630 Ninth Avenue,
44th to 45th St., New York, N. Y., Suite 412.
Please Use Phone, Pennsylvania 3960-1-2
ALL PUBLICITY NEEDS FROM A THROW A WAY TO
A 24 SHEET in type, block and lithography.
RECEPTION AND OPEN HOUSE— Monday and Tuesday, April 29th and 30th at our new quarters.
ALL EXHIBITORS and ALL CONNECTED with the
Motion Picture Industry are most cordially invited.

50,000 square feet of floor space with the most modern
machinery and equipment.
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70% SOLD
Seventy percent of the territory sold or promised in advance of this announcement.
The STORM AND STRIFE
for First Run Houses.

1 •• /"■
^'^:

■»•..

series are made

Among the first group of comedians and stage
stars who will appear in STORM AND
STRIFE SERIES of talking comedies are:
Rosemary Theby, Shannon Day, Virginia Sale,
Ray McKee, Tom Dugan, Tom Wilson, Hurry
Myers, Del Henderson.

•i '••■:■■■'.■•/•'•■ ■•
5»> <««i^

^.•:v* ;•.••.••■ ■.:.-r-

Among the authors are: GEORGE AREISS,
JOHN STOKES, and ROLLIE ASHER.

'Ot:

Among tlie titles arc: "The Monkey
Squawks," "Friend Husband," "Signed,
Seal and Delivered."
Sound installations are increasing; the vogue
for two reelers is spreading; the rentals are
several times as great as ive ever received on
pictures before, because the entertainment and
attraction value is there ; they are worth it.

YOUR
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TERRITORY

may still be open.

Write or wire today.
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IJRICE
i
M. t.

TALKING
SINGING
DANCING
. tV~l i> nW

"**^'

MTic.
"Before an JMMlu-nof of Xt-iv York'!- «ocia! ;ind professional
elile, who e\|ifclc{i lo \tv -hinvti. t!ie 'I<io! of Paris' stepped
from bebim] the silver iue<>h eiirtaiiix and in U'.h^ than a
fuinute liemonsl rated his a!>iliiy us an entertainer of utorc
than usual merit ... A rharinin^ personality, a delightful
voice and a dynamic <{ualily reruiniscrnt of Al Jol»ou at his
electric best, are l!»e attributes which will uudoublcdiy keep
M. C. paeking them in at the Miduight Froiir."
— Veie >«trA- Evt'tiing Pout

<:f»MING IN AN
ALL-TALKING PICTURE
[See tomorroiv'a Film Daily)

Kjk.Jk.,

HWALIEB
Straight from the gay boulevards and the famous
Folies Bergere he comes to you — the man whom
millions have hailed as the world's greatest
entertainer ! ^New York raved about him recently
when he dazzled packed houses at the Ziegfeld
Midnight Frolic. "Chevalier is the greatest
entertainer the public has ever seen! Charming
personality, delightful voice and a dynamic
quality like Jolson at his most electric best!"
said the New York Evening Post. ^Now through
the magic of the talking screen and the showmanship of Paramount, Chevalier comes to you! Your
public will rave about him too in his first singing,
dancing, talking picture — "Innocents of Paris."
q They'll HEAR him sing "Louise"— especially
written for Chevalier and already a popular song
hit. And four other big hit song numbers. They'll
HEAR him make love and talk — in English. They'll
SEE him dance. ^The great Chevalier in a spectacular romantic drama of a nobody of theParisian
streets who becomes the stage idol of the world.
^ Destined now to become the idol of America
with his first Paramount Picture.

ff

INNOCENTS
OF PARIS
With Sylvia Beecher, George Fawcett
and all-star cast. A Richard Wallace
Production (director of "The Shopworn
Angel"). Photoplay and dialog by Ernest
Vajda. From the story by C. E. Andrews.
Adapted by Ethel Doherty. B. P. Schulberg. Gen. Mgr. West Coast Productions.

PARAMOUNT

^9

ANY

Here's one

THEATRE

MARY PICKFORD'S first100% TALK
predicted, one of the greatest Big Busi
show the line-up at the Detroit and
New York, Syracuse, St. Paul, San Diego
Sam Taylor Producfion from the
stage success by George Abbott
and Ann Preston Bridaers.

^J

N

IT E D

ipV RT

IS T S

that ^ill take
OUT OF THE RED

ING picture ''COQUETTE'' is, as we
ness naturals ever produced. Photos
Minneapolis showings — Los Angeles,
—and others report the same— "BIG!

PiCTURE-Yes

Sir! Yes, Sir!
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14th
Instalment,
^
Sound
Patent^
Series
THREE FOREIGN DEVICES

closes, in Figs. 2 and 3, an alternative mechanism in which a dial (E)
is rotated by a motor (D) running
synchronously with a phonograph
through bevel gears (h) and (i) and
gear wheels (j, k, 1, m, n, and o)
the latter being secured to a hollow
This is the fourteenth instalment shaft on which the dial is mounted
in "Sound Patents," a series of A hand or pointer (F) mounted on
articles dealing with the patent a shaft extending through, and rotatable independently of, the dial
history of sound and synchroniza- carrying shaft is rotated by a gear
tion devices in the United States,
train (q, w, w', t, u, v and y) from
the projection machine, which is not
England, France and Germany.
shown in the drawings but which
may
be arranged to drive the gear
In British patent No. 2,157, issued
to Oskar Messter on July 26, 1906, wheel (q). When the projection machine is running at the proper speed
and in the corresponding French addition patent No. 7,121, issued to Leon relatively to the phonograph, the
Gaumont on May 23, 1907, two align- hand (F) and dial (E) rotate at the
same rate and the hand points to a
ed gears (a) and (b) of a differential gear apparatus are driven at mark fixed on the dial. Any variation from the correct speed is indiequal speeds in opposite directions
cated by movement to one side or
by a phonograph (A) and a projec- the other
of the mark on the dial
tion machine (C) respectively, when
and
the
operator
may vary the speed
the phonograph and projection machine are run at the same relative of the projection machine to bring
speeds. Under these conditions as it to its proper relative speed and
is shown in Fig. 1, the planetary position. The patent also shows an
gears (d) and the housing (e) and arrangement of synchronously-driven
dial (f) carrying the planetary gears motors for running a projection machine motor (D) at a desired speed
remain stationary. If, however, the
relative
to the speed of the phonophonograph or the projection magraph. An arrangement of motors
chine runs at a faster speed than its
speed relative to the other, one of or dynamos for synchronous running
the gears, (a) or (b) as the case is also shown in French patent No.
may be will rotate faster than the 379,351, issued to Louis-Nestor Laother and the planetary gears (d) fay on Nov. 6, 1907.
and the dial (f) will rotate in one
and will thus indicate to the operator whether he is running the projection machine too fast or too slowly. The dial (f) may be used to
control resistances for the driving
motor of the projection machine, in
case it is motor driven, or may operate a brake or other device for
controlling the speed of the projection machine. The patent also dis-

EXPlAINEDJLLUSTRAe

Pulley

used to control synchronism

in Duskcs

issued to Alfred Duskes on Jan. 17,
1908, published in 1908, synchronism
or lack of synchronism is indicated
by a weight (o) suspended from a
cord (f) which passes over pulleys
(g, g' and g^) from a drum (e) driven
from a phonograph, (a) through the
flexible shaft (b) to a drum (h) similarly driven from the crank (n) of a
projection machine through the flexible shaft (1) and worm (k). The
drums are so arranged that they rotate at equal speeds when the phonograph and projection run at the same
relative speed and the cord (f) is
then wound on the drum (h) as fast
as it is unwound from the drum (e).
In the event that the drum (h) should
run at a faster speed than the drum
(e) the slack in the cord (f) above
the weight (o) would be taken up
thus lifting the weight (o) above a
position at which a pointer (q) on
the weight is level with a stationary
pointer (r) while if the drum (h)
should run at a slower rate than the
drum (e) the slack would increase
and lower the weight below the
pointer (r).
Catskill House Wired
Catskill, N. Y. — Sound equipment
has been installed at the Community
theater.
W. E. System in Nashville House
Nashville — The Belmont ihas reopened with sound, using Western
Electric system.

.4 Circenbanm patent. Britisli patent No. 7,426.

lUusirating

British patent No. 2,157,
to Oskar Messter.

issued

Britisli patent No. 7,426, issued to
Jules Greenbaum on July 1, 1909,
discloses an apparatus in which a
gear (a) of a differential gear train
is driven from a projection machine
(B) through a flexible shaft (b)
while another gear (c) is driven from
the phonograph
(T) through a flexible shaft (d).
In

a

French

patent

No.

381,655,

Q-Phone at Curtis, Neb.
Curtis, Neb.- — Q-Phone has been installed at the Electric here.

device.

French

patent

No.

381,655.

Ultraphane Synchronizer
Is Made in Twin Cities
Minneapolis — Carpenter Engineering Works is manufacturing Ultraphone, new synchronous device. The
instrument has been installed in the
American here and six other installations are being made in Twin City
houses.
Markell for Movie-Phone Sales
New Haven, Conn. — Ernie Markell
of the Synchrophone Co. is taking
over sales of Movie-Phone equipment
in the territory. The device is made
for both sound-on-disc and sound-onfilm production.
De Forest Device for R. I. House
Olneyville, Conn. — Jacob Conn has
decided to equip his Olympia with De
Forest Phonofilm sound equipment.
Conn signed a contract with J. K.
Adams. New England distributor for
General
Talking
Pictures
Corp.
Sound for Manchester House
Manchester, N. H. — The Palace has
been equipped with Western Electric
enuipment.
W. E. Equipment at Arlington, Mass.
•Arlington, Mass. — Western Electric
equipment has been installed at
Locatelli's Capitol.
Sound for Lynn, Mass

Lynn, Mass. — The Waldorf recently opened with Western Electric
sound equipment.
Cjilifomia
Paula,
ment has been

House Wired
Cal. — Sound
equipinstalled while the

Sound at Long Island House
Huntington, L. I. — Western Electric system has been installed at the
Huntington.

Fox Glen
vation.

Wiring Uniontown House
Uniontown, Pa. — The Penn-State
Amusement Co. has closed the Penn.
While alterations are being made
Phonofilm equipment will be installed.

Sound for Casey House
Lynchburg, Va. — The Academy,
one of the Casey chain houses, has
been reconstructed and opened with
sound pictures.

Santa

City was closed for reno-

THC
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Testing

DAl.Y

^ ager of Coliinibia. i)ri>vcs that all
the good talkers arc not on the
screen. He has talked the F. & R.
t. ircuit into hookinj.; his company's
i-oniplete lineup in tirst-run hou.scs
of 26 cities. It takes sound talent in
the sales organization to sell sound
on the screen.

Sport Note on Soccer
Mike Gliitz, ivell known manager
of the Oompah theater, booked a
picture advertised as "The Box Office Sock of the Century." After
playing it, Mike ivriten in: "They
were right. It'.'i the worst sock 1
ever got."

THEME
SONG

TO
AMOUNT PAID
Wiictiier scenarios constitute tangible assets is the i)oint at issue in
action brought here by Universal to
recover $1.IJ9 in Los .Angeles county
taxes paid under protest in 1924. This
is bel;eved to be the first court procedure in the United States to determine the taxability of scenarios.
Universal contends that scenarios are
intangible assets, ta.xable only at the
company's home office.
Garbo Film Started
Production has >tarted at M-G-M
on "The Single Standard," Greta
(iarbo's first vehicle following her
return from Sweden. John Robertson IS directing the film, adapted

won't get a swelled head, the
above advertiser
only wants the
program for u
nifty c o c k ta i I
recipe he sci-ibbled on it.

FAIRY

STORY

Daily Pome
.\ diller. a dollar
A ten-o'clock
scholar
I
What
makes
you come
"I heard you were hiring
t A sales manager
Just for the afternoon."

so

soon:

DEFINITIONS

Famous
"Aw,

P)etty F'rancisco and Oscar Apfel
have been signed for Colleen Moore's
latest. "Smiling Irish Eyes." William .A. Seiter is directing. James
Hall is playing the lead and the cast
includes Tom O'Brien. Claude Gillingwater, Robert Knimett O'Connor,
Julanne Johnston, Aggie Herring.
Dan

Fred Kley Assigned

at a showing of Metro's "Broadway
Melodv.''

drives a theater owner
*

Cast

I'red Kelsey,
Crinnnins
and Robert
Kdward Homans,
Earle.

.•\ large delegation of Paramount
officials shouting themselves hoarse

Xut: What
oflf his.

Signed for Moore

*

*

Film Conversations

that guy's a lens louse."

"Lots"
RALPH
WILK
from

Business management of "The
Taming of the Shrew," color talker
which is to co-feature Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, has been
assigned to Fred Kley. The teaming arrangement is for one picture
only. .After its completion. Miss
Pickford expects to make a talker of
a play,
while
l'"airl)anks has
stories under
consideration
for two
his next.
Moran

and Mack

Title Chosen

"Backstage Blues," announced by
Paramount as title for the first talking picture to be made by Moran
and Mack. The story is an original
by Octavus Roy Cohen. George Abbott, Broadway stage director, is in
Hollvwood
and will direct.
Long Contract for Sally Starr
Sally Starr, screen newcomer
who
has the feminine
lead in "College
Days," has signed a long term contract with M-G-M.
Columbia Signs Melick
Weldon
Melick, 20-year-old
newspaper man, has signed a three year
contract as a title writer for Columbia.

HoUyivood
a while collie
dog, one
has
the distinction
of being
fc( KING"
of the animal pioneers in talkers. He
is playing in "The Ins dious Dr. Fu
Manchu" and is forced to act without
audible directions from his trainer.
He has to start and stop barking on
cue, make entrances and exits, portray excitement, terror and other
emotions. In an exhaustive test, he
demonstrated that he could play the
most difficult scenes demanded of
him. entirely in silent cues, after a
brief period of rehearsal.
Dorothy Fa)-num, scenario writer,
is on a three month leave of absence
from. M-G-M studio for a vacation
in Europe. While she is visiting
France, Swedeii, Spain and Germany
she will be gathering data for future stories.
*
*
*
"The Scent of Sweet Almonds"
ought to be good. Not onlj' because
Mary Astor is playing the lead, and
not only because it is a Fox picture
but for the simple reason Charles
Klein,
the director,
is writing
the
adaptation.

*

*

Tax
25 STARS, 16 DIRECTORS
ON PATHE CONTRACT LIST

A Little
By

from Mack
Adela Brown
Rogers hasSt.a John's
John
featuredstory.
role
"Captive Woand the cast includes Mahlon Hamilman. Why Did I
ton, Joel McCrea, Dorothy S'ebastian, Robert Castle, Kathlyn Williams, Lane Chandler and Prince
(iral) \'ou"'"
Yucca Troubetskoi.

LOST— In Hotel .\stor lobhy. a
gent's wallet containing laundry hill,
pawn ticket and Strand theater program. Reward for return of Strand
program.— Bo.\ 7. Film Daily.
Editor's Note: Just so the Strand
m a n age m e n t

Scenario

*

George O'Hara, writer and
actor, is assisting Mai St. Clair
on "49th Street," the latter's
first Radio production. This is
the 18th assignment that
O'Hara has filled since first
starting with St. Clair.
*
*
*
Dietrich Haupt is following in the
footsteps of his father, Ullrich
Haupt. Dietrich, who is three years
old, is playing in Clarence Brown's
production
"Wonder
Women"
at
the M-G-Mof studio.
His offather
has
attracted much attention by his
work in "The Iron Mask,"
Far Call" and "Madame X."

"The

Twenty-five stars and featured
players. If) directors and five writers
are under contract to Pathc and engaged in producing the 1929-.?0 products.
Among the players are: Ina Claire,
Ann Harding, William Boyd, Robert
.Armstrong, .-Man Hale. Kddic Quillan, Jeanettc LofT. Carol Lombard.
Diane Ellis, Stanley Smith. Lew
Ayres, Junior Coghlan, Marilyn Morgan, Dorothy Ward, Jinnny .Aldine,
Russell Gleason, Herbert Clark,
James Gleason, Lucille Webster
Gleason, Sally O'Neill, George Bannister and "Buck and Bubbles." In
New York, are Morton Downey and
Constance
Bennett.
The directorial stafT includes Howard Higgin, Paul Stein, Tay Garnett. Edward H. Griffith. .Spencer
Bcnnet. Richard Boleslavsky, Marshall Neilan, Frank Reicher. Anthony Brown, Paul Powell, Gregory
La Cava. Fred Newmeyer. Willis
Cioldbeck and Carl Harbaugh with
Kenneth
W'ebb and Bradley Barker
in
New York.
.Among the playwrights are Kcnyon Nicholson. .A. .A. Kline, .\rthur
Richman and I-Vancis Faragoh. John
Krafft is chief title writer.
William Sistrom is general manager of the studio, and Benjamin
Glazer is producer of sound production, with Ralph Block, Maurice
Revncs and William Conselman as
producers and Monte Brice as come<ly producer. .At the New York
studio Robert T. Kane is producer.
(Jeorge Berthelon is i)roduction manager of the Coast. Josiah Zuro. Director General of Music, with hcadrpiarters in New York.
Shep Camp Signed
Shep Camp, stock company

actor,

has beenfilm
engaged
talking
versionfor
of Paramount's
S. S. Van
D'nes's "'The Greene Murder Case."
Frank 'Tuttle will direct. William
Powell heads the cast with Florence
Eldridge and Jean .Arthur in support.

James A. FitzPatrick's

"TRAVELTALKS^^
"The Talk of the World*'

THE

-JX0^
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
ii^By

ARTHUR

A library of more than 10,000
songs and orchestrations has been
purchased by Harold Levey, musical director at the Vitaphone plant.
Unitsual value is attached the collection as mM7iy of the numbers are of
25 ayid 30 years ago and, in some
instances, cannot be bought today.
Osborne Pittman Stearns, former
conductor and 7nusicia7i, compiled
the library over a period of years.
From

CENSORS HOLDING UP HLM Full Text of Note Sent by
U. S. to Foreign Governments
BEnERMENT,D.A.R.TOLD
tVashinyton Bureau of THE

W. BDDYi

DOW, official secretary for
DM.
• Australia in the U. S. A., took
a brief fling into the talkers the other
afternoon at Paramount under the
guidance of Ernest Maas. It seems
that the 3,000-seat State theater at
Sydney, Australia, opens about May
24, and Dow is to talk to the premiere audience via this Paramount
short.

Philly comes

a report that

"Meet the Family," Harry Delf's
first of a series of 18 two-reel alltalking comedies, was cheerfully received at the Park, with "Times
Square" having its Quaker City first
night on the same bill. Harry made
the short at the De Forest studio.
Dave Sarecky of Paramount, supported by witnesses, admits that he
sank a 30-foot putt the other Sabbath P. M. on the Clearview course.
All this is in preparation for a
m,atch with his brother, Lou, whom
he hopes will soon visit eastern golf
courses.
"The Plumbers Are Coming,"
which may seem like a dismal title
despite the fact that the picture is
a comedy, has just been finished by
George Le Maire as his sixth alldialogue comedy made for Pathe at
Sound Studios. In addition to Louis
Simon, who is co-featured with Lc
Maire, the cast includes Audrey Maple, Doris McMahon, Robert Rendel
and Leo Kennedy.
Kenneth Webb, who directs pictures and writes plays with equal
facility, has beeyi signed by Pathe
to direct "My Lady's Man," Mort
Doumey's second all-dialogue picture.
Gene Mar-key, who wrote "Mother's
Boy," Mort's first, is responsible for
the story.
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Washington — Full text of the note
Washington Bureatt of THE FILM DAILY
sent
by the Dept. of State to France,
Wasiiington — Citing censorship in
Germany, Czechoslovakia, Austria,
Menipiiis of the "King of Kings," a
copy of which has been presented to Hungary, Italy and Spain protesting
restrictions against Amerthe organization by the Hays office, "arbitrary"
ican films follows:
Mrs. Newton D. Chapman, chairman
of the Better Film Committee of the
The department recently decided
Daughter of the American Revolu- to make approximately simultaneous
tion in her annual report severely representations to the governments
criticised the censorship activities of of France, Germany, Czechoslovakia,
the states as not being conducive to Austria. Hungary, Italy, and Spain,
wliich have or which, contemplate
improvement in quality of pictures.
One board, she told the organiza- restrictive film regulations, pointing
tion, has gone so far as to declare out the importance which the United
its power to cut or bar a talking States government attaches to the
picture carrying a speech by the pres- matter. The American embassies
ident, and in one state the organiza- and legations in these countries were
tion itself has been in conflict with instructed to call upon tiie Ministers
he censors having been told that any- for Foreign Affairs and to discuss
one distributing the D.A.R. trailer the existing situation affecting the
showing the form of salute and importation and distribution of American motion pictures.
pledge of allegiance to the flag withThe government of the United
out presliowing approval by censors
States has for some time observed
would be liable to prosecution.
Reverting to the Memphis episode, legislative and administrative develMrs. Chapman cited the decision of
opments in foreign countries as they
the Tennessee Supreme Court that affect the American motion picture
there could be no appeal from such industry, which has become one of
astounding autocracy on the part of the leading industries of the United
the censor board.
States. There have been persistent
Pictures are steadily improving, and substantial demands for Amerthe report stated, and the results of
ican pictures on the part of foreign
exhibitors, and this has created an
the organization's program of selection— not censorship, are justifying extensive foreign market for this
its adoption.
American
product.
The building up of this market has
Theater Unhurt In Twister
involved an investment of large
Piedmont, Ala. — The cyclone which proportions, and it is felt that this
struck near Piedmont killed six and investment is jeopardized by certain
seriously injured 15 persons. Great governmental measures arbitrarily
property damage was done but for- restricting the distribution of Amertunately the town proper was only
ican films. The regulations are often
sideswiped on one end. The picture
show escaped injury, other than heavy
Portland Dufwin Closed
rainstorm which followed the cyclone.
Portland, Ore. — The Dufwin has
Only 2 Poli Stock Houses
been closed because of reported deNew Haven, Conn. — Hartford and
mand of the engineers' union that an
New Haven will be the only Fox- engineer be placed in the house to
Poli cities to play stock companies turn the steam on and off. The
this year, according to Herschel Stu- house has no heating plant but buys
art, general manager of the organi- its heat from the central heating comzation. Previous reports that stock
would go into the Fox-Poli Majestic, pany.
Stahl at Antigo
Bridgeport, are unfounded.
Deny
Bombing
Implication
Milwaukee, Wis. — The Federated
Trades Council has denied that any
union member had any connection
with the bombing of the Whitehall,
non-union
theater.

Antigo, Wis. — Reginald Stahl. formerly manager of Fox's Colonial,
Green Bay, is the new manager of
the circuit's Palace at Antigo. Stahl
replaces Richard Bradley, who has
accepted a position with Paramount
in Omaha.

Providence Merger Dropped
Montreal Chain Adds Another
Providence — Proposed merging of
Montreal — The Princess has been
the Royal and Olympia, competitive
second run houses, has been dropped. acquired by Consolidated Theaters
Corp., through the purchase of a mastaged such stage hits as "Brothers,"
Buys Parkersburg House
jority stock interest. Consolidated
"The Little Accident," "The FireParkersburg, W. Va. — W. K. Shepalso
recently
secured His Majesty's
brand" and "The Desert Song."
pard has taken over the Palace in legitimate house,
and also leases the
East End from
Pete Thomas.
Gayety
and Orpheum
here.
Jane Allyn, last seen on BroadLambert at Meridan
way in "Night Hostess," in which
she played the feyninine lead, is
Buys Evansville House
Meridan,
Miss. — -John T. Lambert
about to enter this microphone-cam- is now managing the Strand.
Evansville, Ind. — Southern Amuseera business. She played an hnment Co. has taken over the AmeriMansfield
House
Reopened
can from Morris and Phil Holzman.
portant stage role in "The CharlaMansfield,
O. — Silverman
Bros, Western Electric sound equipment
tan," a talker version of which is entertaining at the Colony this week.
will be installed.
liave reopened
the Majestic.
Arthur Hurley, for six years general stage director for Arthur Hopkins, has joined the Vitaphone staff
at Brooklyn to make talkers. He

so subject to arbitrary and unpredictable change that they introduce
an element of conmiercial uncertainty and industrial instability to which
American motion picture producers
and distributors find it difficult or
impossible to adjust themselves.
This government does not intend
to question such measures as may be
imposed by any country for the purpose of protecting through censorship the national traditions or public
morals, but this government has
adopted no restrictive regulations
.similar in any way to those enforced
in certain foreign countries. It believes firmly that the interests of the
motion picture industry in all countries are best promoted by the freest
possible interchange of films based
solely on the quality of the product.
The department has observed with
sympathetic interest the increasing
number of films which have entered
the Ujiited States in recent years
on a free competitive basis, and that
the American motion picture industry has always shown a willingness
to collaborate in the most friendly
wiay with representatives of the industry for the unrestricted importation of films.
It is, therefore, the earnest hope
of the government of the United
States that the governments to whom
it is making representations will have
appropriate steps taken to avoid the
serious injury to which American
motion picture producers are subject by restrictive regulations, and
which it feels must eventually prove
a hindrance to international development of the motion picture industry.
Carrier

at Capitol

Cleveland — James Carrier, who
was general manager of local Universal theaters is now in Washington, handling publicity on "Show
Boat." Fred Holzworth is in charge
of Universal's Hilliard Square, Detroit and Oriental, with Frank Greenwald in charge of the Cedar-Lee.
Fairmont

Co.

Formed

Fairmont, W. Va. — Edwin Watson, who owns and operates the Virginia is forming the Fairmont Theaters Co. to take over the Fairmont
in addition to the Virginia. Sound
equipment
will be installed at both
houses.
Harris Co. Plans Another
Butler, Pa. — Harris Amusement Co.
which onerates the Harris plan to
build another house. The location
has not been decided unon but the
deal will be closed within a few days,
it is stated.
Scio Owner Managing House
Scio,
O. — John
Dunlop
is now
managing his house, the Scio.
Reopens Toledo House
Toledo— Phil Zeller has leased the
Elk and will open it as the New Elk.
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Film Boards of Trade Report
ONLY 2 MORE TO BE MADE
Additional Theater Changes
ON YEAR'S PEL PROGRAM
Changes in Ownership
Film Boards of Trade throughout the United States regularly
gather data on changes in the
exhibition field, by arrangement
DAILY.
FILM
with THE
New theaters, changes in ownership, re-openings and closings
are covered.
The latest reports
follow :
ALABAMA
Changes in Ownership

Birmingham — -Xvon. sold to Stamplcton &
Kent bv J. C. Orr ; CoUinsville — Cricket,
sold to M. G. Weaver by C. C. Siniard ;
Hurstboro — Royal, sold to S. L. Heath
by J. O. Park ; Midway — New Capitol,
sold to I. F. McCrary by Dan Tomlin ;
Montgomery — Ritz, sold to De Wees &
Katz by Bomberg & Creswell ; Moulton
— Palace, sold to F. O. Smith by F. D.
Gibson.

Covina — (xivina, sold to Wm. Knolts by
lack Brown; Fortuna — Fortuna, sold to
'Kr.lw.xid 'Hieatcrs by CHias. Wescott;
Kingsburg — •Kiiiursburg. sold to W. K.
BuckridKe by T. C. Clark ; Lomita — Lo
mita, sold to Alex Doucet by M. Stanton;
Los Angeles — Florcncita, sold to Marion
Bros, by J. P. Howarth; Joy (formerly
Olympus), sold to H. M. Popkin by Theat.
Enter. ; Fox, sold to Willard Wyatt by
Ray Rawson ; Riverside, sold to Baffa
Bros, by S. Warrick; Oakland — Home, sold
to Joe Blumenleld by M. Gluschkin ; San
Diego — Hillcrest, sold to James O. Orr
by H. B. Matthews; San Francisco — Imperial, sold to Bert Levy Circuit by Abe
Markowitz; San Jose — Heater, sold to
V. Bensen
by Joe Blumcnfeld.

Camp

ARIZOy^A
Closings

Casa

Grand!) — Oasis;

Hill — Ritz.

E. San Diego — Vista ; Gardena — Gardcna ;
Los Angeles — Alpine and New Star; Oakland— Majestic; Sacremento — Lyric and
Sutter; San Francisco — Gem; Santa Maria
— Gaiety ; San
Ysidrc>— Palace.

COLORADO
Openings

Earle — Princess, sold to -Mrs. and Miss Maxwell by Mrs. C. .\. Baucmian; Imboden
— Imboden, sold to Parent Teachers Assn.
bv V. Bottoms ; Little Rock — Argenta
(formerly Dunbar), sold to Palage &
Tappin; Marked Tree — Star, sold to Chas.
F. Boyd by Tri State Theater Corp.;
Pocahontas — Swan, sold to Chas. F. Boyd
by Tri State Theater Corp.; Walnut Ridge
—Swan, sold to Chas. F. Boyd by Tri
State
Theater
Corp.

New Theaters

Imboden — Comm.

Cripple Creek — Star; Eureka — Sunnyside
Club ; Victor —
Club ; Louviers — Louviers
Isis.

McNary — Apache.

ARKANSAS
Changes in Ownership

Playhouse.

Changes in Ownership
Colorado Springs — Isis sold to A. E. Judd by
R. Chamberlain; Denver — Electric, sold to
D. D. Carson by Curtis Bros.; Highlands,
sold to Sheffield & .^shworth by Highlands Amuse. Co.; Mission, sold to Mission Theaters, Inc., by Cons. Theaters,
to Cons. TheInc ; Durango — Gem, soldTheaters;
Kiva,
aters Inc., by H. & M.
sold to Con. Theaters by Ed Bluck ; Rialto,
sold to Cons. Theaters by E. VV. Mullen;
Gunnison — Unique, sold to Eilbrecht &
Snyder by Des Combes & Pittser ; Paonia
— Paonia. sold to L. E. Stewart by Dr.
W. E. Haley: Sanford— Star, sold to Oias.
Ausmus
by Oliver
Bros.

Closings

CALIFORNIA
New Theaters
Redlands ;

Redlands —
Redondo — Redondo;
Riverside — Riverside.

— America.
— Rialto ;
Boulder

Saguache— Saguache ;

Silt

CONNECTICUT
Closings

Re-Onenings

Delano — ^Star; El Centre — Tulane;
Strand.

Gilroy—

, W.

Hartford — Central;

from

Page
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gives the Griffiths about 100 houses.
hut the Moniaiul interests are stepping too, and it is understood will
have 500 houses within two months.

{Continued

The 11 all-talkers are: "Gentlemen
of the Press," "A Dangerous Woman," "Innocents of Paris," "The
Man I Love," "The Studio Murder
Mystery," "Thunderbolt," "The
Wheel of Life," "Magnolia," "Divorce Made Easy," "Dangerous
Curves," and "Grounds for Divorce."
During the next three months
Paramount will release 13 all-talking
two-reel shorts and a like number of
one-reel subjects, of which eight arc
in the all-talking classification and
five will have synchronized scores.
There will be the semi-weekly issues of Paramount News in silent
form and the 13 one reel silent cartoons, seven "Inkwccl Imps" and five
of the "Krazy Kat" series.

morals of youth
tion would be a
ishable by fine of
or 90 days in jail

from

Page

Burton at Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City, Okla.— Carl Burton has been appointed local booker
for RKO.

Change Theater Name
Oakland, Cal.— The Fox Oakland
is the new name of the Oakland, Fox
Coast House.
West

dough

to get dough is a
good policy, usually,
but at times it gives
us a headache, trying to figure get
out how
distributors
that
way
socalled on$2 some
pictures.
kiddedpublic
for long,
so
The
can't be
it's about time some
of the turkeys that
have been palmed off
as two buck specials
were put into the
grind houses where
they belong."

Kentucky Houses Close
Dixon, Ky. — The Rex, has closed,
also the Dreamland, Providence, Ky.
The Gem at Mount Olivet is closed
due to a smallpox epidemic.
Remodeling Mo. House
Joplin,
Mo.— W.
D. and
R. F.
Fife have taken over the Gem
and
are remodeling
it before
opening
about May 1.
Remodehng at Waynesburg
Waynesburg,
Pa. — The Eclipse is
being remodeled
with a new front
being built.

from

Page
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Stated, the anticipated 50 per cent increase to be the cumulative result
of the five year expansion program
and tlic talker development.

Regional
Covering
The
World's
Biggest
Market

1)

or others. Violamisdemeanor punnot more than $100
or both.

"Spending

Only
; ' The

Censorship Bill Pending
Nine "Legit" Producers
Plan Talking Film Firm
e
latur
Legis
in Michigan
{Continued
from
Page
1)
(Continued

SEZ/

Paramount feature and short feature releases for the balance of the
current season are now practically
finished, there being but two featui^cs
still to be completed which are included in this final group for this season.
Of 13 feature pictures scheduled
for May, June and July, 11 are alltalkers. One, the ICmil Jannings picture, "Betrayal," will be released with
a synchronized score, "Stairs of
Sand,"
will he marketed in silent
form.

Devon — Devon.

Oklahoma Sees Race of P-F-L 50 Per Cent
Griffith and Momand
Net Increase is Seen
{Continued

PHIL

Closings

Closings

Birmingham — Norwood;

11

Weber, John Golden, Arch Selwyn.
Crosby Gaigc and Winthrop Ames.
Lee Shubert is not in the proposed
combine. Use of RCA-Photophone
for recording is contemplated.
Tully at Brockton House
Brockton, Mass. — Wilfred Tully
has been named assistant manager of
the Brockton under J. ,T. Cahill, manager. Tully replaces John N. Madden who resigned due to illness.
Buy Publix Atlanta House
.\tlanta — John A. Comzy and Arthur R. Johnson have purchased the
Rialto here from Publix.

Solomon at Eastman
Remodeling Edna House
Rochester— S. S. Solomon now is
Edna,
Tex.— The Marion is being
d
operate
here,
Eastman
the
g
managin
remodeled.
by Publix.
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TALKAFILM
A

PLATTER

PHOTOTONE

PRODUCT

Talkaf ilm is the latest product of the Platter
Phototone Laboratories— a complete synchronous device reproducing sound from
disc and film. In line ivith our policy of
releasing only proved devices, Talkafilm
ivas announced only after ive ivere sure that
in it ^i^e ivere offering the best at a low^er
cost than is asked for any device of equal
merit. Shipments start in May. Already
scores of orders are on our books. Get your
reservation in at once. Mail the coupon for
details and name of our nearest distributor.
<We maintain offices in all principal cities.>

THE

PHOTOTONE

CO., NORTH

VERNON,

THE PHOTOTOXE CO.
North Vernon, Indiana
Give me full particulars concerning your new Talkafilm devicet
including disc and sound-on-film attachments.
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The Master Showman
Qives New York Its
Biggest Thrill —
— the $11 top premiere of Universal's
Talking and Singing Triumph at the
Globe Theatre on Wednesday, April 17.
And what a thrill it was!
Records fall wherever "Show Boat" plays.
In New York; at the Capitol, Miami; Paramount, Palm Beach; Capitol, Dallas;
World, Omaha; Granada, Salt Lake City;
Princess, Hot Springs — and soon it will
be breaking records IN EVERY CITY
AND TOWN IN THE COUNTRY!

CARL^ LE,
MM of
I1LAEproducer
\ "SHOW
^

BOAT"

A HARRY

POLLARD

PRODUCTION

and

^'BROADWAY"
EDNA FERBER'S novel portrayed by
a brilliant Universal cast headed by
Laura La Plante, Joseph Schildkraut,
Otis Harlan, Alma Rubens, Emily
FitzToy, Jane La Verne. ZIEGFELD
start singing Ziegfeld hits — Helen
Morgan, Jules Bledsoe, Aunt Jemima
and the Ziegfeld Plantation Singers.
Directed, silent and movietone, by
Harry Pollard. Synchronized score by
Joseph Chemiavsky.

--^^*^- ^-^-

THE FIRST COMPLETE
HISTORY OF SOUND
TOLD BY INTERNATIONAL SURVEY OF
ISSUED
PATENTS

Accurate— reliable- complete
44

SOUND

PATENTS

and exclusive Film Daily feature

11

ILLUSTRATED OUTLINE OF PATENTS
GRANTED IN THE U.S..
GERMANY. ENGLAND
AND FRANCE

25% DOWN

5.!!1£ Hi
One

Quarter

Prioc

of

INl a <• li i n <• , Plus

Finance

C hargtcs

Any Pacent Representative
will gladly give full details of New
and Liberal Time Payment Sales Plan

THE

PACENT

AND

REPRODUCER

ACCESSORIES

CORPORATION

announces a new and

generous time-payment plan whereby the exhibitor can pay for his
machine as it produces profit. Our records show that many exhibitors
have made in two weeks, as a direct result of a Pacent Reproducer installation, the full price of the machine.
Under the new time-payment plan, no theatre, large or small, has any
excuse for further delaying the installation of a Pacent System, with its
sure, steady drawing power at the box office.

GUARANTEE
To Exhibitors
The sales contract of the Pacent
Reproducer Corporation guarantees
to protect and defend the exhibitor
against any and all actions and suits
which might bo brought against
the exhibitor for alleged infringement of patents through the use
of Pacent Systems. Any Pacent
representative will gladly show you
a copy of the contract, and explain
Clause 10 which guarantees this
protection.

10 Months to Pay
The new time-payment system introduced by Pacent with this announcement, allows the exliibitor ten months to pay the balance
of the purchase price. Finance and interest charges are extremely
generous. They are mvich lower than is usually the case in timepayment selling.
For full details of the time-payment plan on Pacent Reproducer
Systems get in touch with the nearest Pacent representative or with
the New York Office.

PACENT REPRODUCER
LOUIS

GERARD

PACENT,

President

FILM

CENTER

CORP.

BUILDING,

Sales and Service Representatives Throughoii! ihe United States

£^

NEW
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G0LD8T0NE DISPOSES OF
IE TO A. WEISS
Phil Gold^tonc has sold to Alfnd
Weiss
his interest in Biophone and
the Metropolitan studio at Fort Lee.
N. J.
This
gives Weiss
conipleti
ownership
of the company.
Gold
stone, wiio owns the National Sound
Recording
Studio
at
Hollywood
plans production
of eight dialogut
films at that plant.
The S-tern Film
Co., also is to produce shorts at the
stud o, which
will be available
to
other
independent
producers.
One
stage already has been sound-proofed
Goldstone says.

"Legit" Must Meet New
Situation, Woods Warns
Erlanger and Shulxrt kgit niat<
circuits may be wiped out in a shor
time unless these operators meet the
changed situation in show business
caused by the talker development
savs a warning issued by A. H
Woods,
legit inate producer.
'"The talkie-i have the ediie because they
cin under ell us to the pubic." the Woods
■■tatement said. "The reason they are al>le to
do th.s is because of the seatioR capacity of
the'r theaters. Some time ago they fisured
that hou-es seating between L.SOO and 2.500
(.Continued
on Pane
12)

Industry Responsibility
Realized, Milliken Says
IVashiiifiton

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Wash ngton — "Xo med um of ex
pression in the history of the world
has had a higher sense of its own
attitude-fornnng power than the motion picture," delegates to the annual
congress of the Daughters of the
Amer'can Revolution were told by
Carl E. Milliken,
in presenting to the
organization a print of "The King of
Kings," wOiich will be the first picture placed in the film repository to
be maintained for the preservation of
mofon pictures of historical or educational worth.

Coming for Deal
Joseph M. Schenck and the
United Artists group, and Jack
Warner leave for New York
Monday in connection with the
deal for bringing the pronosed
United Artists Consolidated
into an affiliation with Warners.
In New York they will wi-)rk
out details, pending return
from Europe of Harry M.
Warner the first week in May.

April

21,

Price 25 Cents

1929

CREDIT SYSTEM AGAIN
UNDER U. S. SCRUTINY
NO COMMENT AT DEPT. OF
JUSTICE ON COMPLAINT

Conspiracy Denied in
B. & K. Suit Answer

It uil.nititon

Chicago- -Protection
of 53 week.>
for certain
houses
in 23 towns
is
tgainst
only
opposition
houses
in
hose towns,
with protection
of 14
lays over theaters adjacent to these
owns. Halaban & Katz, Publi.x, and
2 distributors
declare
in their an-

Dept. of Justice bv Momaiul Theaters of Shawnee, Okla.. against the
Oklahoma Citv hilm Board and the

wer
trade
barges denying
by
the restra'nt
Dept.
of of justice.
There is no conspiracy to violate the
anti-trust
law. the answer
filed in
Federal Court, sets forth.

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

V\'ashington — No comment on antitrust charges reported filed with the

Hays

organization, charging conspiracy to cut off service from Momand houses, is available at offices
of the department.
In the absence of a successor to
Col. William A. (Wild Bill) Donovan, as head of the anti-trust division the department has adopted a
policy of silence with respect to its
(CotUinued

on

Page

12)

German Sound Films to
Cook Mapping Program of
T-S Films for New Year
Be Free from Taxation
Berlin — Suggestions are made here
to allow talkers and sound pictures
to be shown free of the entertainment tax or pay only such taxes as
are paid by theatrical performances.
Otherwise it is believed, the GerI ;an sound films will enter the world's
market at a great disadvantage due
to poor home returns and domestic
taxation.

Tiffany-Stahl's program of 26
talkers for next year is being worked
out in New York by Grant L. Cook,
vice president and treasurer. Silent
versions of the talkers are planned.
Cook recently returned from the
Coast, where a number of changes in
personnel were made. He also
closed contracts bringing Mae Murray and Leo Carrillo under the company banner.

For Cry in' Out Loud

M()Xn.A"S': The addinj^ machines were oiled up for the si)rinfi
and demandins? to he kei>t hiisier. Hollywood was flashecl and
Xew York coml)?d. When the data was pieced toj^ether, it
appeared that 504 talkers will he produced for next season. The industry hasn't gone sound much, has it? Three hundred and sixty of
"This (Continued
is a God-fearin
on Parte g 12) nation,"
the dialoguers will have silent versions to take care of the fellows who
haven't as yet been jjiven the wires. Of silents in their forelorn and
pure form, there will I e hut 43 at this time, althoujih all fii:;ures are
Harry D. Goldberg Not
to rather considerable chaiii;e. Part-talkers are falling out of
One in Detroit "Jam" subject
favor.
Naturally so. .After all, this type of talking film is nothing
What's in a name? Plenty, declares Harry D. Goldberg. New York, more than the historic silent picture partially re-made with dialogue in
particularly when your name happens order to give it a marketable llavor. What you can count on for next
to be the same as that of a man
under indictment in Detroit in con- season is this: the picture that starts to talk will gab all the way. In
nection with an alleged promotion betweens are out. The silents are to be designed with a double
swindle. The New York Harry is thought : to meet the needs of the unwired houses of which there will
Harrv D. Goldberg, former Paramount still be many and to round out product for foreign distribution ....
and Universal theater executive.

(Continued

on

Page

3)

Okla. Chain Complains to
Department of Justice
Charging Boycott
Hu.t/.ii.,;/o»i Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — With action on the
government's credit case against ten
distributors, the Hays organization
and Film Boards of Trade expected
next week a new complaint involving the credit system in the industry
is understood to have been filed by
Momand Theaters of Shawnee, Okla.
The theater firm, it is said, claims
that a conspiracy exists between the
Oklahoma City Film Board and the
Hays viceorganization
to cut off film serto Momand
houses.
This alleged boycott, it is said,
followed refusal of the theater firm
to furnish its financial rating, and
persisted, it is claimed, even though
A. M. Momand, president of the
chain, was willing that films be sent
C.O.D.

Momand Chain Is Second
Largest Okla. Operator
Shawnee, Okla. — The Momand
chain is the second largest in Oklahoma and now is engaged in an expansion program, which in the next
few months is slated to faise to SO
the number the company operates in
the state. The Griffith chain, allied
with Universal, now has about 100
houses, and also is expanding in
Oklahoma.

Warners Seek Remaining
14 Per Cent of Stanley
liros.. which owns 86 per
cent is seeking to take over the remaining 14 per cent interest in Stanley Co., and is offering minority
stockholders of Stanley opportunity
to exchange their stock for Warner
stock on the basis of three shares of
-tanley common for one of Warner.
The latter was quoted at 111 Friday
closed at 37^.
Stanley
while
Warner

31 Houses in 37 States
of East Launched in Mar.
"TTh C2rtv-one
617 700.theater
wfre projects,
launched involvin ^7
March, accordstatesF. during
eastern
ing to the
W. Dodge Corp.^Of
the number. 22. involving $622,700,
are to be exclusive picture houses.
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W. E. and RCA Devices
Officers of Stanley Co.
for Scottish Circuit
Re-elected at Meeting
London — Scottish Cinema and

Irving D. Rossheim has been reelected president of Stanley with H.
M. Warner chairman of the board.
Other ofificers are Abe Sablosky, S.
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X'ariety Theaters Ltd. have contracted for Western Electric apparatus
for theaters in the following cities;
Glasgow, Kirkcaldy, Kilmarnock,
Dundee, Clydebank and Greenock.
While RC.'\ equipment has been
secured for their theaters in Arboath, Montrose, Dumbarton, Wishaw, Springburn, Govan and Edwinburgh.
Clive Brook To England
Clive Brook, Paramount featured
player, is en route to England for a
three week vacation. He recently

"Alibins"
P.M., statio
9 radio
night
Sunda
overat 47
be yacted
will
completed "The Marriage Holiday,"
from coast to coast, with Chester from W. Somerset Maughan's play.
Morris and Eleanor Grififith playing
for the radio version the roles which
they act in the picture. Roland West,
director of the film, and Jewel Carmen, also will play parts for the
radio The hook-up was arranged
by Warren Nolan of the United Artists publicity department.

Opening
of "Madame
X" at the
Harris, New
York.
Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.
Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Apollo,
New York.
National Music Week.
Cohan, New
York.
Opening
of "Mother's
Boy" at
DaUas.
Convention
of Texas exhibitor unit,
Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.
Annual Convention of American
ver.
Federation of Musicians at DenAmerican Theater Equipment Exposition and Exhibitors Institute
at Chicago.

June

1-9

Gallup Heads Service Committee
Bruce Gallup has accepted the
chairmanship of the service committee of the AM PA, succeeding Walter Eberhardt, who has resigned because his present duties with Electrical Research takes him away from
the film district. This committee is
the point of contact between the exploitation, publicity, advertising men,
artists and others and the film companies and theater organizations requiring manpower in promotional
work.
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Hollywood — James R. Grainger,
Eox general sales manager, returns
here Saturday and leaves the latter
part of next week for the East.
Pinanski House Opened
North Attleboro, Mass. — Samuel
Pinanski's new Netoco house, the
Community, seating 1,500, has been
opened, George Hanscomb is manager.
Feinman On Own Again
Al Feinman has resigned as special assistant to Harry L. ReichenBoat"
"Showpublicity
is exploiting
who resume
bach
and will
his own
bureau.
Lubitsch in New York
Ernst
Lubitsch
is in New
from
Hollywood.

York

Allen in New York
Kohn Returns
E. H. Allen, studio manager
of
Following a six week trip to EuEducational,
is in New
York
from
rope, Ralph Kohn of Paramount is
the Coast.
back in New York.
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More Experiments

ROXY FEATURES NATIONAL
SPORT SILK WEEK

reporter to dig out the plans. . . .
it killing? . . .
Tuesday: With tlircc Pacific keys Isn't
K-K-(> becomes the big gun in
set as experimental stations, Sam
Katz has extended liis research of the vaudeville. The i'aniages deal is in
the bag, but it will take two or
tastes of the American puhlic into
seven Puhhx houses in tlie Southeast. three weeks before the detail — §14,In tliese tlicaters, all sound shows 00(),tKX) in cash is reported involved —
will be introduced in an etTort to see is cleared away. If you would turn
analytical for the nonce, take the
it the buyers of entertainment will Year Bi>ok, for instance, and spot
The Roxy featured a "National
ST)orts Silk Week"d presentation,ly the
take them to their ample bosoms. If the Pan houses into the R-K-O list. idea
being carrie out lavish
in
they do, stage shows and jazz bands
prove interesting and, perwill be eliminated in the flesh and the It will
Silk Worm."'
haps, enlightening. . . .
three parts, h'irst "The
overhead cut considerably thereby.
of Japan,"
then n"Silks
ballet,
with the
a Bowma
Patrici
and the
femme
An interestinja: innovation and one
Links?
Sport,"
which theater operators at large will
finallyy "Silk
chorus,g and
showin
a countr
club and
.setting and
scrutinize with great care. . . .
Friday: They all say no, but don't a fairway. This gave Joe Kirkwood,
New York will soon be graced by they always? Apjiertainine to the the golf professional, a chance to
the presence of several of the il- well-defined report that Publix and show his trick shots, and this fealustrious United Artists group. Sam Warners arc about' to entwine via a
ture of the program was received
Goldwyn is already in the big town. management deal vesting Warner with enthusiasm. The silk motif was
Joe Schenck, Mary Pickford and operation with Publix or a joint
done gorgeously, with lavish silk cosDoug Fairbanks are coming later. booking arrangement. Publix has
tumes, drapes, and prints being feabeen
buying
half
interests
in
several
Harry Warner returns from abroad
tured throughout.
the first week in May at which time L). .•\. theaters right in the face of the
Two contrasting divertissements
that deal will be settled — or dropped. Warner negotiations for those very led off the program. The first was
The former will probably prevail.... houses with nary a muttering from
with Rachmaninoff's prelude. TinThe legal byways through which the Warner legions. Of course, all used
set showed a bleak hillsitle with only
competent lawyers meander make it this may carry no significance, but a gnarled trunk of a tree appearing
possible to stave od until May 22 the we cannot shake ourselves of the in the ghostly night. The gaunt figFederal grand jury probe of West hunch that it does. . . .
ures of the singers moved across this
Max Reinhardt, whose name is landscape. Followed the contrastCoast Theaters and its alleged
ing ""I'rench Fan," witii the fan
"freezeout" policy. Merely a tem- mentioned with awe on the Continent, will produce talkers in Germany. spread across stage and the male
porary delay of the fireworks. . . .
It wasn't so long ago that the profes- female dancers in old French court
sor was in Hollywood. A picture was costumes showing through a transIt's Sound
on tap — -a silent picture. Then the
Wednesday: Conclaving in Pitts- inevitable in the form of dialogue Bowman parency doing a minuet. Patricia
did her usual fine solo work.
burgh, the exhibitor organization that muddled the horizon. Reinhardt reThe Roxyettes followed in striking
embraces Western Pennsvlvania and
turned to Berlin to do there what he
West Virginia, mountains and all, could and should have done here. costumes of yellow and black, white
and silver. They wore beautiful
comes to the conclusion that theaters Ah well, it was ever thus. . . .
feathered head pieces, and did a neat
should install sound equipment as
K A K N
precision.
sound
That's
possible.
as
rapidly
advice, but who ever thought any
Blank at Oshkosh
other course was possible? Like it
or not as the case may be, it is neverOshkosh, Wis. — Nat Blank is new
theless a fact that all exhibitors — manager of the local Fox Midwesco
large or small — have no alternative. house.
The smaller house takes on an added
heavy expense when it takes on
sound, it is true, but without talking
Reopen Superior House
pictures the outlook would be that
Superior,
Wis. — The Princess
has
much darker. A rather tou.gh situa- been reopened
by Frank
Buckley.
tion. ...
Arthur Knorr handled the production "Crystals," at the Capitol. The
The gentlemen who pull the legisCal. House Bombed
setting was very good and gave
lative strings in Washington are sitting again. Many of the bills which
Chico, Cal.— Gas bomb explosion promise of a good show which was
died at the last session are slated to at the Senator was attributed to the not quite fulfilled. The talent was
make a re-appearance, in newer dress wage dispute between union labor rather light this week, with N'ick
Long, Jr., from the musical legit
perhaps. This business of taking a and T. & D., Jr., enterprises, owners
field doing a good dance number.
crack at dear old motion pictures is of the house.
There was a pretty good comedv skit
rapidly assuming a national pastime.
worked between Dave Schooler,
Ask Charlie Pettijohn; he knows. It
George Closes American
would be a grand day indeed when
and Evelyn W'ilson. Miss WilIdaho Falls, Ida. — Joe George has m.c, son
the lawmakers turned their attencomes up on a pit elevator repclosed
his
American
here
and
exresenting a miniature dressing room
tions to the nation's affairs and perpects to open
his new
house,
the set. The gag is that she is stranded
mitted this industry to advance untrammeled like other businesses. . . . Broadway, on May 1.
out the
in the
suburbs,
and gags
can't on
get the
in
for
show.
Schooler
At It Again
phone, and rides in on a comic auto.
Three for Favorite Exchange
Thursday: It's no longer amusing.
Detroit — Favorite Exchange has
The Federal M. P. Council is connivStandard
ing again. The old bugaboo of na- three sound pictures available for retional censorship is still a quirk in the
lease. They are "Times Square,"
for MotioD Picture Pre«eat«tioii
sour minds of this professional reRiver 'Woman"
and "Linda."
form group and in a few months, "The
All are available in silent versions.
its leaders, fortified by their hypoVAUDEVILLE AGENCY
critical righteousness, will swoop
Lackawanna 7876
Weaver at Mart, Tex.
down in Washington with a measure
tUl EHOAOWAT, NBW YORK CITY
Mart, Tex.— J. E. Weaver now is
for Federal control. It took a luncheon at St. Louis and an observant managing the Queen.

CAPITOL RUNS A LIGHT

SHOW WITH "CRYSTALS"

VAUDE VI LLE
The FALLY MARKU8

S. BBRG ,

."^Iiss Wilson sang effectively, with
-Schooler at his
small piano. Bob,
I'>()b and Bobbie, two jugglers with
their dog, were a good number for
the kids. Nayan Pearce led the
Chester Hale Girls with her high
kick waltz and some good acrobatic
bits. Rather light production, and
not quite up to the Capitol standard

FRANK CAMBRIA STAGES
CLASSY PARAMOUNT SHOW
Frank Cambria did himself proud
with "Pearls of Bagdad," which was
handsomely stagefl with more of a
splash than is usually given to settings at the Paramount. They must
have allowed Cambria to spend some
real dough, and the oriental setting
with its mosque, and merchants stalls
and rich trappings, gave us the momentary impression that we had
wandered into the wrong theater.
The problem now arises as to how
they are going to revert to the tinsel
and gaudy stuff of the usual settings
after this really handsome splurge.
Jac(|ues Cartier was featured as the
interpretative dancer, and nothing
but praise can be given this artist.
Walzcr and Dyer did some good
comedy work with their stepping, and
Idrena tied herself in knots and
proved a novelty of the first water.
The Publix Singing P2nsemble added
a^ lot of class to the show, led by
Carl Bitterl. Arch Cannon and
Gladys St. John did some nice vocalizing. Altogether, the Oriental showwas well worth while, and Rubinoff
ill the pit had a good feature with
his national variations on "I Wanna
Be Loved By \'ou," finishing with
a comedy takeoff on Chicago with
popping guns and the clang of the
l)atrol wagon.
Stock At Portland Hipp
Portland, (he. Ww stock policy
has been inaugurated at the Hippodrome with Ted I lowland director ( f
the stage show he brought from San
Francisco.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville
Acts
1600 Broadway, New York Citj
Phone

Penn. 3S80

0/^|LY\
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Rank of Directors Being Swelled

Talker Developments Brings Number of New Faces in Directorial Field Due to Promotions from Ranks
and Influx of Stage Directors — Rapf Denies He's Joining Warners — Tierney and LeBaron Doing Operetta

ARE GIVEN ASSIGNMENTS
Ranks of directors are being swelled daily, due to the talker development. Promotions from the ranks
and influx of stage directors are the
two sources of new directorial material.
At United Artists, Thornton Freeland, formerly an assistant director,
is being given his initial opportunity
w'ith "Three Live Ghosts."
Howard J. Green, veteran writer,
who has staged several vaudeville
sketches, will make his directorial
bow on "The Squawk," while Otto
Brower, formerly an assistant, has
two Paramount westerns to his credit. George Abbott, John Cromwell,
Edwin Knopf, George Cukor, Walton Butterfield and Robert Milton
are among the recruits from the
stage now under contract to Paramount as directors.
Ralph Dawson, former film editor,
has completed the direction of his
first picture, "The Girl in the Glass
Cage," which he made for First National. William J. Cowen, who directed "Ned McCobb's Daughter," is
directing "Companionate" for RKO.
A. E. Erickson "clicked" with his
initial picture, "The Lady from Hell,"
for Fox, and was immediately assigned to direct dialogue for "Four
Devils." Berthold Viertel, imported
from Germany, has made "The One
Woman Idea," for Fox. Ray Cannon has directed two pictures at Fox
Norman Houston, the playwright
has been directing dramatic sketches
for M-G-M. Gus Edwards, Willard
Mack and Edgar Selwyn are among
the other recruits from stage directing at M-G-M.
Ray Taylor, former serial director,
directed "Come Across" at Universal.
Lewis Foster is a new director at
Hal Roach's. Russel J. Birdwell,
former newspaperman, has attracted
much attention with "Street Corner,"
a "quickie."
Davey Lee in "Frozen River"
Davey Lee will be seen with Rin
Tin Tin in "Frozen River," which
was directed by Harmon Weight for
Warners.
Title

Change

"The Careless Age" is new title
of "Diversion," John Griffith Wray is
directing from John Van Druten's
play. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has
the leading role and Carmel Myers,
Holmes Herbert, Kenneth Thompson, Wilfred Noy, Ilka Chase, Nelson
Benge, Raymond Laurence and Doris
Lloyd are in the cast.

A Little from "Lots"
By

RALPH

PAUL LENL Universal director,
feels right at home in the talkers.
He has been an actor and playwright
and for several years he owned and
operated "Die Gondel," famous Berlin theater. He now designs sets
for his own pictures. He has introduced several innovations in direction and on "The Cat and the
Canary" used a huge metal gong,
with which to induce tempo and influence his actors in various situations.
*
*
*
Gregory LaCava, former Paramount director who has been signed
by Pathe, announced today the acquiring ofPaxil Jones as his assistant. Jones recently assisted F.
Richard Jozies on "So This Is Heaven" for United Artists, but for several years was also with Paramount.
*
*
♦

fVILK

Rapf Denies

Harry Rapf denies report he
will leave M-G-M to join Warners.
Ned Marin, producer of
First National productions, is
making preparations to start
"The Isle of Lost Ships," an
all-talker Vitaphone picture,
under the direction of Irvin
Willat. The cast to date are:
Virginia Valli, Noah Beery
and
Robert
Alexander
KordaM.willO'Connor.
start on
a Billie Dove feature as yet
untitled, about April 26. Frank
Lloyd, director of "Weary
River," wrill have his story and
cast ready to start April 29,
entitled "Dark
Streets."
*
+
*

Genial Gene Towne, First National
Looks like Frank Lloyd, First Natitle and dialogue writer, has sold
tional director, has the "Drag," (pardon the pun) for he is scheduled to "The Beggars Parade," a play, to a
start work on "Dark Street" as soon local producer. Following its stagas he completes his present picture
ing in Hollywood, it will be produced in New York in the fall. It is
starring Richard Barthelmess with
Lila Lee. This popular leading lady a tragic comedy and has received
will also play opposite Jack Mulhall novel treatment.
*
*
*
for Lloyd's future vehicle.
*
*
if
"We are placing the stage on the
Our Passing Show: Jack Wa7-ner screen in talking and sound pictures," says Joseph L Schnitzer.
showing Col. Fred Levy and Sol Radio Picture
s, of which he is the
Lesser poitits of interest at First
nt, is planning at least eight
National; Jirnmy Grainger hurry- preside
musical comedy productions, among
ing to the Fox projection room.
*
+
*
which are "Rio Rita" and "Hit the
Deck."
Ten will be roadshows.
*
*
*
B. P. Schulberg and Robert Milton are believed to be the only two
Count Phil de Esco, for several
men in Hollywood who attended the years employed at United Artists,
has
premiere of the first full-length fea- returned from an eight months' visit
ture ever shown in America. The abroad. He has made arrangements
picture was "Queen Elizabeth," pre- to produce a talker in Roumania. his
sented at a special invitation matinee native country, and will soon return
at the New York Lyceum on July to Europe.
12, 1912. Schulberg, at the time, was
publicity director for Adolpli Zukor,
who imported the picture; Milton
was then a New York assistant stage
director. Milton secured his ticket
through Richard Mansfield, who had
been mvited, but who had to appear
Writer
in a conflicting matinee.

HARVEY GATES
WARNER

BROTHERS

GeM-ge Scarborough
Consulting
Unitad AitiMa

Dramatist

"The Desert Song"

Tierney and Le Baron to
Write Operetta for RKO
Harry Tierney, who wrote music
for a number of Ziegfeld shows, is
to write an operetta for production
by RKO. William LeBaron, company production chief, will do the
book and lyrics.

Nathan Plans State Right
Series of Talker Shorts
Al Nathan plans production of a
series of two reel talkers for the
state right market.
Fox Renews Sprague Contract
Chandler
Sprague,
Fox
scenario
editor, has renewed
his contract

THE
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Hollywood Plasa and ordinary hotcla.
Tour room, too, has that added touch
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The
EXCLAMATION
of Sound

RCA

POINT

Kqnipment

Value

PHOTOPHONE

IN THREE NEW MODELS
At Record Low Prices
for Standard Sound Apparatus

Possessing all the life-like tonal quality
of Photophone^s standard equipment for
larger theatres, these new models, known

The introduction by RCA Photophone, Inc.
of a new type of sound reproducing
equipment for theatres with a seating
capacity of 750 or less, marks another
milestone in the progress of sound

as Type "F," bring to houses of limited
capacity the farthest advances in the field of
sound reproduction and synchronization.
The new equipment, which is available in
combination of sound-on-film and sound-on>

pictures.

disc, or sound-on-film alone, or sound-on-disc
alone sets new low price records for sound
New Type "F" Models
Combination Sound-on-Film
And Sound-on-Disc . . .
Sound-on-Film Only

.

.

Sound-on-Disc Only

. .

apparatus. Only the great research and manufacturing facilities of RCA, General Electric and

^3930
«4750
$3430

Westinghouse, jointly responsible for its perfection, make possible these prices.
Photophone, of course, will continue to market
its present type of sound picture apparatus, including its type P-2 sound picture projector,
which combines sound and picture mechanism
in one machine, and the sound head attachment, designed for mounting on standard

TERMS:
10% Down

. . . 1S% On In*talUlioB

. . . Balaoce in 12 Equal InstallmenU

DELIVERIES

FOR TYPE

projectors.
"F' MODELS START

JULY 1ST

Orders to be Filled in Order of Receipt
Address All Inquiries to Commercial Department

RCA

PHOTOPHOXE,
Subsidiary of Radio Corporation

411 FIFTH AVENUE,
DEN\ER
8I7-17UiSlreel
U. S. National Bank Building

SAN FRANaSCO
235 Montgomery
Kuss BuildingStre«t

NEW

of ^Vmcrica

INC

YORK

CHICAGO
lOO W. Monroe Street
Koom 1810

KANSAS aTY, MO.
Dairidaon Building

THE

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

i^^
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\By CHARLES
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TIPS
ON
EQUIPMENT
AND
VARIOUS
DE5VICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

m TRAVELTONE UNITS CREAM PUT ON MARKET
SHOW COLUMBIA HLMS BY DECA DISC COMPANY

SOUND SERVICE CHARGE
IS HIT BY P. A. POWERS

Ten Traveltone units are operating in eight exchange zones, showing
Cohimbia pictures in unwired houses.
Territories where they are operating
are: Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Washington, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis,
Minneapolis and Omaha. Pictures
being shown with the portable equipment include: "Submarine," "The
Younger Generation," "Trial Marriage" and "The Lone Wolf's Daughter."
The units are booked up for ten
weeks in advance, and negotiations
are now on between Columbia and
Traveltone for 40 additional units.
Each Traveltone unit consists of
a complete organization, including
operator and assistant, chaufTeur and
treasurer.

Properly designed and constructed
sound reproducing equipment does
not require constant servicing and
the weekly or monthly service charge
called for in sound equipment contracts is unnecessary and really is
an addition to quoted price of the
equipment. This is the stand of P.
A. Powers, head of Powers Cinephone, in commenting on prices of
reproducing equipment.
"A service charge averaging only
$50 per month and covering the usual
ten year license period, actually adds
$6,000 to the listed price of an equipment," says Powers, "whereas really
required service in that period may
not total one tenth that amount.
"Well designed reproducers require
only ordinary care to keep them in
perfect condition once they are properly installed and set in correct running order. I am so thoroughly convinced on this point," declares Powers, "that no fixed service charge is
called for in Powers Cinephone contracts.

Named N. Y. Representative
Friedman-Snyder Co., New York,
has been appointed representatives in
the metropolitan area of the CaswellRunyan Co., of Huntington, Ind.,
manufacturer of sound reproducing
equipment.
Warner Films Via Masterphone
Seattle — The local Warner exchange has granted sound product
to the Grand to be shown via De
Luxe Masterphone reproducing device. The device is handled by the
Great Western Theater Supply Co.
Davis with M. P. Synchronization
J. Charles Davis, 2nd, of the J.
Charles Davis Prod., Hollywood, has
been named Coast agent for M. P.
Synchronization Service, New York,
states Maurice A. Chase. The company has signed the Yost circuit in
New York for its service.
Bristolphones in 6 Kentucky Houses
Budd Rogers, sales manager of
Bristolphone, says that six Bristolphone installations are being completed in Kunsky's Detroit theaters.
These are: Columbia, Strand, Alhambria, Linwood-LaSalle, Avalon and
Grenada.

To Distribute De Forest Device
Seattle— James J. Backer Co. have
been authorized to distribute the De
Forest Phonofilm sound reproducer
in Oregon, Washington and northern Idaho by General Talking Picture
Corp.,
New York. The Backer comWaynesboro, Pa. — Deca Disc
pany established headquarters here.
Phonograph Co., has placed on the
market the Fulamatic Creatone, disc
Gets Pacent Agency
synchronizer. The instrument has
Cleveland — M. A. Lebensburger
dual amplification and can be athas secured distribution rights for
tached to a Power's or Sunolex pro- Pacent sound device for Ohio and
jector. Itcan be detached with slight
effort, to enable playing of non-syn- Michigan. A. C. Lebensburger and
chronous discs. The cost is $1,650 Ray Morris are sales representatives
with terms if desired. A number of in northern Ohio with headquarters
exclusive features are claimed and here and William McKabe representaimmediate
delivery promised.
tive for southern Ohio with headThe Deca Disc firm, which has
quarters atCincinnati.
been in the phonograph business for
a number of years, is experimenting Chrest Device Speeding Installations
with a sound-on-film attachment for
Dover, O. — Chrest Sound Equipthe machine.
ment Co., manufacturers of the
The disc device is interchangeable
Chrest Synchronizer will produce 30
with other 33 1 /3 rmp systems, it has units
during April the company says.
been demonstrated at the Arcade here,
which has played Warner, Paramount Installations already have been made
at the Ritz, Akron: Palace. Huntand M-G-M sound films.
ville, O. ington, W. Va., and State, WesterMagnaphone for S. F. House
San Francisco — Magnaphone sound
Photophone For Portland House
equipment has been installed at the
Portland — The Circle is being
Majestic, Lux and Gaiety theaters
equipped
with a special RCA Photohere.
phone device costing approximately
Canton Houses Wired
Canton, O. — Western Electric $28,000. First sound showing is
equipment has been installed at the scheduled for May S with "In Old
Palace and Movie-Phone has been Arizona," a Fox production.
installed at A. H. Abram's Mozart.
Movie-Phone Office For S. F.
Kinophone New Canadian Device
San Francisco — Movie-Phone Corp.
Vancouver — Kinophone, synchron- has opened a western division branch
ous and non-synchronous device is at 209 Golden Gate Ave. with M. Sebeing marketed here by Kinophone
bastian, manager. The device is availSales of Canada. W. A. Barnes is
able for both discs and film. The
general sales manager.
Haight here is equipped with the apSound at N. O. Orpheum
paratus.
New Orleans — The Orpheum theMovie-Phone for Ohio House
ater initiated its sound policy last
Cincinnati — Movie-Phone, soundSaturday by showing the talkingon-disc,
apparatus has been installed
singing picture, "Syncopation," and at the Lincoln,
vaudeville.
according to Edwin
J.
Casanave, who directed the installation.
Waynesburg House Wired
Waynesburg, Pa. — The WaynesSeven Ottawa Houses \A^red
burg O. H. has been wired with
Western
Electric equipment.
Ottawa — The Princess, is the fifth
in the Canadian capital to have sound
Pacent Device For Granada, Portland installed. B. F. Keith's theater and
Portland — Pacent sound equipment the Centre are also being wired, makhas been installed at the Granada
ing seven Ottawa houses to be wired.
here.

"The Powers Cinephone is serviced only
when service is called for by the exhibitor, and
is charged for on an actual time and cost
basis. This reduces the price to the actual
figure quoted for the installation without
any extras in the form of service charges,
which must be paid even while the equipment
is in satisfactory operation.
"When a Powers Cinephone is installed,
we impress upon the projectionist, the importance of three points in the operating instructions. These are — • first: Keep the bat
teries fully charged ; second : keep the optical
system perfectly clean ; third : keep the exciter lamp set to draw exactly four amperes
of electricity. And if these salient points
are taken care of little if anything will happen to re<|uire expert

service."

Pacent Office Moves
Cleveland — Pacent Reproducing
Co. has moved to a permanent office
at 216 Film Building.
McAIester House Wired
McAlester,
Okla. — Sound
equipment has been installed and the Palace reopened.
Wiring Portland House
Portland — The Circle is installing
RCA-Photophone equipment and will
open on May 5 with "Strange Cargo,"
Pathe's first all-talker, as the feature.

Sound Hurting Vaudeville
Providence, R. I. — Vaudeville house
managers are behind a bill in the
Wiring Richmond House
legislature which would modify SunBaltimore
House
Wired
Richmond,
Va. — RCA-Photoday vaudeville laws. They claim paBaltimore, Md. — Western Electric tional. is being installed at the Natrons would rather see a talking pic- equipment has been installed at the phone
ture than a cut stage show.
Ritz.
Two Pacent Devices Installed
Denver House Wired
Sound
for
Meadville
Academy
San Francisco — Pacent synchronDenver,
Colo. — Western
Electric
izers have been installed at the New
Meadville,
Pa. — Western
Electric
«quipment has been installed at the
engineers are wiring the Academy.
Granada.
Lyceum here and the State, Oroville.

Wiring
Chicago
Houses
Chicago — Sound equipment is being installed at the Stratford, Grove
and Highland theaters.

Akron House Wired
Martins Ferry House Wired
Wiring
Nashville House
Martins Ferry, W. Va. — RCANashville, Tenn. — Western Electric
Akron, O. — C. W. Brill has wired
Photophone equipment has been in- equipment is being installed at the the Miles-Royal with Movie-Phone
Fifth Avenue.
stalled at the Fenray.
equipment.

Long Island House Wired
Rockville Center, N. Y. — Powers
Cinephone
equipment
has been installed at the Atlantic.
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N. Y. Critics Differ on "Thru
Eyes ," "Rainbow Man"
Different
"Thru Dififerent Eyes"
Roxy,

Fox
New

York

AMKRIC'AN — • • • has the distinction of
novelty * * " is, with a single exception, the
best progrnmme talkie we've yet witnessed,
the exception
being
"The
Doctor's
Secret."
DAILY MIKKOR— (..Mary Duncan) gives
a tine pirlornuiiuc. and you'll like her. • • •
an amusing
novelty
* * * a Rood picture.
DAILY NEWS—*
* * has a new idea
which is given rather interesting directorial
treatment by John BIystone. And although
it leaves a good deal to the imagination it is,
nevertheless, absorbing program fare, which
packs
a surprise
right at the conclusion.
EVENING
JOURNAL— It has a good
idea and an element of suspense, but, one
regrets to report, the picture lacks both directorial and vocal
smoothness.
EVENING
WORLD— • • • the medium
of Mary Duncan's debut into the talkies.
And it is hereby reported that this is where
the
woman belongs. • • • she is superb.
• • young
•
GRAPHIC— John BIystone * * * tried to
do something dilferent, and almost succeeded.
The reason he failed, to a certain extcnj,
was the fault of the talkies. • • * The dialogue is unbelievable rotten. The acting is
of the old school, where actors strut about
the stage and gesticulate. • • * Mary Duncan is good. And so is little Sylvia Sidney —
when she isn't permitted to do too much of
that stage sobbing
which
she loves so well.
HERALD-TRIBUNE— • * * resolves itself into talking picturization of three oneact plays. * • * As a matter of fact, none
of the versions is tremendously believable or
dramatic or particularly striking. Yet there
is still enough of novelty in the idea and
of liveliness in the presentation of at least
the first two of them to make "Through Different Eyes" an entertaining, if hardly exceptional or brilliant, example of the new
drama.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH— All in all, a
cracking good picture, swift-moving, intensely
interesting, and a triumph for Mary Duncan.
POST — * ♦ * differs from the usual murder trial talkie, in that no fewer than three
different conceptions of what actually occurred are aaed out before you. • * • Above
average.
., „
SUN — * * * it is competently, if affectedly acted by the passion-swept Mary Duncan,
Sylvia Sydney, 'Warner Baxter and Edmund
X^we. * • • while it hardly represents a
fine spinning of words, it is at least acted
and put together well enough to make you
believe a good deal of it.
TELEGRAM— Director John BIystone has
taken a makeshift and inconsistent scenario
and projected it in quite an interesting manner. « • * The plot of "Thru Dfferent
Eyes"
doesn't convince at all. • * •
TIMES — An ingeniously conceived murder
trial story, * • » Its shining opportunities
for original treatment, pictorially and audibly,
have been seized upon most adroitly by John
BIystone.
* * *
,
■ ^,
WORLD — • * • a different and ,highly
dramatic court room picture, * * * is played
in its principal parts by Warner Baxter,
Mary Duncan and E^draund Lowe, • • *
each of these perform with skill and understanding. * * *

"The Rainbow Man"
Sono-Art
Selwyn, New York
AMERICAN — It's one of those "come and
bring the children" sort of entertainments
that ought to rake in cash in the hinterlands,
where audiences prefer good, clean fun to
the goofy sex stuff that has been doled out
in such profusion lately. * * * Mr. Dowling's, like his picture, is a nice performance.
Frankie Darro, a precocious child, walks off
for the boy's emowith first
tional acting
moments arehonors,
truly excellent.
DAILY MIRROR— If you like your sentiment straight, Eddie Dowling has inade
just the movie for you. It's a sweet little
story ♦ • • with the usual struggles, "smile '
philosophy and interpolated songs which go
to make up the average musical comedy. The
songs and dialogue are good. • * • Frankie
Darro, the little boy, comes off with first
acting honors.
DAILY NEWS—*
* * ought to color the
box-office with gold — and howl It is wholelots of laughs, plenty
with
some movie stuff
of heart-throbs, some snappy singing and
a number of right good performances.

EVENING
JOURNAI.— It's a guileless
little piece, and, to audiences partial to mild
plots of the every cloudhasasilvcr lining
type, "The Rainbow Man" oflfers gently innocuous sentiiiicntality. • • • Marion Nixon
is very api>e.iling as the girl, and Frankie
Uarro emotes the part of the youngster with
a precocious camera-sense. Sam Hardy is
effective.

EVENING WORLD— • * • a conglomera
tion of all the glad, sunny, Pollyanna stuff
which has ever been staged, a conglomeration
which he calls "The Rainbow Man." Like
all such conglomerations, it is sure-lire stuff
for universal appeal. • • • DowIing himself
hasn't what you might call sex appeal, but
there isn't a doubt that he will be an excellent talking picture subject. • • • Frankie
Darro * " * is superb, and you may now
look for great things for him in the talkies.
Sam Hardy has a prominent part too. Marion Nixon is the girl, and she is the personifica,tion of charm.
GRAPHIC— Little Frankie Darro pulled
the picture way over the top. What a little
trouper that kid is.. * * • If Dowling never
does another thing, he has won his gold
medal
for giving
Frankie
his
real chance.
* " * And then, of course, there was Eddie
Dowling. He can tell the oldest gag out of
Joe Miller's joke book and make people laugh.
Marion Nixon has a surprisingly fine talkie
personality and her voice registers remarkably well. * • • Simplicity
is the keynote
• * * anil yet there are moments of stark
beauty and rare pathos, interwoven with
comedy and three good songs. • * • There
are times when the picture moves slowly.
It drags in spots. But after it's all over
you've
forgotten
those
little
* * *
HERALD-TRIBUNE—
For things
its undeniable
virtues the work of a small but entirely
pleasant cast is almost completely responsible. • * * There is nothing very dramatic
or original about the narrative, and it is so
shameless in its appeal to your tears that
it frequently becomes embarrassing, but for
most of its distance it has certain virtues.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH—*
* * an appealingly sentimental and delightfully innocuous offering. It will strike a responsive
chord on the heartstrings of the most hardened moviegoer on account of its neat repression in its individual portrayals, on account of its heart interest and the amusing
infectious comedy, moments in which the
film abounds. * • * Young Darro in this film
certainly comes into his own. * * ♦ The selection of Miss Nixon • * • was a happy
one.
POST — Seldom has the screen seen and
heard a more successful blending of the weteyed sentimentalities and relentlessly cheerful platitudes which make a smashing boxoffice success * * * 1 think you are going
to hear a lot about Frankie Darro, who has
already been seen frequently wi,thout much
being
said about
him.
SUN — Perhaps,
however,
Mr.humor,
Dowling's
shamrocked
personality,
his sly
and
the ingenuous charm of Marion Nixon-;— to
say nothing of the proven abilities of little
Frankie Darro and Sam Hardy — are enough
to atone for the obtrusive lack of freshness
and distinction. Indeed, whatever success
■"The Rainbow Man" aphieves will be due
almost entirely to its perfwmers. ♦ • • The
songs are of the malted milk variety, pleasant
enough, hut lacking in tang. The dialogue —
it IS all in dialogue, incidentally — serves its
purpose, as it is simple, but that is about
all tliat it is, and the story moves over its
familiar paths with sufficient balance.
TELEGRAM—*
* * the kindest thing one
can say about "The Rainbow Man" is that
it is very, very naive. * • * The plot develops as deliberately as an all-day sucker and
as uneventfully. There is a terrible lot of
talking and veiy little oi it to the point. • * •
The story is backgrounded with minstreltroupe atmosphere, but the picture is nearly
all Eddie
Dowling.
TIMES^* * • an ingenuous stream of
slow music and tears, with occasiinal interludes of more or less effective comedy. • • *
The conspicuous attraction in this venture
is
Marion
Nixon, whose voice is soft and
charming.
WORLD — • • • Dowling's first audible
film, a minstrel yam entitled "The Rainbow
Man" * * * is a long way wide * * * Dowling's personal performance is in every way
promising of brilliant success in the talking
and singing films. He will get you. Give
him a story with a shaft of iron in it, a
strain of the genuine stuff of life, a draft
of the thing which you can believe. Then
see him go.

ReelPhone
Non-Sydironous Sound Devm
At a Popular Price for Every Theatre Owner To Install

50

and
79«— Ready
tpZComplete,

to Operate

F. O. B. Hazelton, Pa.

COMPAREWim OTHERS AND riNDMDirrERENCE
1 Webster 3-Stage Amplifier. 1 Racon Speaker
60x60x32 inches. 1 Walnut Table with the following: 2Electric Turntables, 2 Webster Electric Pick'
ups, Cue Sheet Holder, Lamp and the Scientific
Control Board that makes it simple to operate.

Save the Middleman's Profit and
Buy Direct from the
Manufacturer
Write for More Particulars, Terms, Etc.

STANDARD RADIO SALES CO.
P. 0. Box 23
W. HAZELTON,

Reel-Phon€ Dept.
PENNA.

Don't Buy Until You Look Over Our Line!

DAILY
William Haines in

"The Duke Steps Out"

with Joan Crawford, Karl Dane
M-G-M

(Synch ronized)

Length: Synch., 6236 ft.
Silent, 6201 /(.
GETS OVER NICELY
AS
FROTHY
ENTERTAINMENT,
WITH HAINES AS A MILLIONAIRE PUG DOING HIS SMART
ALECK STUFF. FAIR RING
BATTLE.
Cemedy-drama of college life, with
a prize ring angle. Director James
Cruze made the most of a very frothy
story, and with William Haines toned
down on his smart aleck stuf? the
offering registers neatly as one of
the advance crop of light summer
showings. Joan Crawford gets few
opportunities to show the quaHty of
work she did in "Dancing Daughters" and she was not always photographed to the best advantage. But
it was Haines' picture and all the
play was made to favor him. He takes
the part of a professional fighter under the name of the "Duke" to conceal his identity as the son of a millionaire. He meets Joan, a co-ed returning from a football game. So
Haines enters her college, makes love
in his original wise-crack style, wins
the championship in 'Frisco, and so
into a surprise climax.

Cast: William Haines, Joan Crawford, Karl
Dane, Tenen Holtz, Eddie Nugent. Jack
Roper, Delmar Daves, Luke Cosgrave, Herbert Prior.
Director, James Cruze; Author, Lucian
Cary ; Adaptors, Raymond Schrock, Dale Van
Every; Scenarists, Raymond Schrock, Dale
Van Every ; Editor, George Hively ; Titter,
Joe Farnum ; Cameraman,
Ira Morgan.

Tom

"The Charlatan"

FBO
Length: 6079 ft.
A FAIR WESTERN, WITH
TOM MIX DOING SOME GOOD
STUNTS IN A RATHER FARFETCHED STORY. ACTION
STUFF GETS IT BY.
Director Eugene Ford made the
best of a rather indifferent story and
succeeds in holding the interest and
pepping it up with some good action
shots. Mix as foreman of the ranch
visits the owner in fhe East, and
bumps into a plot to steal a famous
diamond that the boss has given to
his daughter. Tom's rival for the
girl's interest is at the head of the
gang, but only the audience is let
in on the secret. Tom succeeds in
recovering the jewel, and escaping
from the gang's hideout. Arriving at
the ranch, with the girl, Tom has the
boys stage an Indian attack while
he holds up the stage as the masked
bandit,
order
to satisfy the
craving infor
excitement.
The girl's
big
scene is the attempt of the gang to
recover the diamond and fasten the
guilt on Tom. But he turns the
tables in a whirlwind finish fight.

"The Hole in the WaU"

with Claudette Colbert, Edward G.
with
with Holmes Herbert, Rockliffe Fel- Marion Nixon, William Collier, Jr.,
Robinson
lowes, Margaret
Livingston
(All-Talker)
Carmel Myers
(Part-Talker)
P-F-L
Length: Sound, 5850 ft.
(Silent)
No silent version
Synch, 6506 ft. FBO
Length:
6243
ft.
Universal
Length: Silent, 5972 ft.
RATES JUST FAIR PROGRAM.
COLORFUL STORY OF RUSSTRONG MURDER MYSTERY
SIA MAKES FAIR PROGRAM CONTINUITY IS RAGGED AND
WORKS UP A LOT OF SUSSTORY DISJOINTED. GOOD
PENSE AND HOLDS INTEREST NUMBER WITH REVENGE
EASILY. ONE OF THE BEST THEME AND GOOD SUSPENSE. CAST AND CAMERA EFFECTS.
HARDLY A FAMILY PICTURE.
OF ITS CLASS.
Mystery melodrama. Adapted from
Drama of Russia before the Revo- the stage play by Fred Jackson. DiMurder mystery. Adapted from
lution. The direction of Robert Vigstage play. This one easily takes its
rector Robert Florey seemed more
place as a strong number that com- nola is the main attraction of this concerned with atmospheric camera
pares favorably with the best films of film. He has. worked in a lot of col- effects than with a concise and clear
orful Russian atmosphere and has development of the story. The picthis type. Director George Melford
has handled it expertly, built up some paced his action nicely till it reaches
ture proved to be very jumpy in spots
gripping suspense, and kept the ac- a strong climax. Carmel Myers does and some of the action is not proption nicely paced throughout. The good work, first as the wife of the
erly explained, thus probably confusoriginal play has been followed close- innkeeper who dies after being at
ing the minds of the average observly, and the plot is clever and keeps tacked by a Russian officer of the
er. Cbudette Colbert as the fake
you guessing right to t^e final dis- czar, and then as the actress who be- medium, and Edward G. Robinson
closure. Holmes Herbert as the
friends the dead woman's daughter. as the chief crook are immense, their
charlatan, who unravels the mys- The Cossack general is participating vocies register beautifully. In every
tery, creates a fine characterization, in a revel years later, when a gypsy way they are far superior to their
and does a slick piece of makeup in forecasts his death within three days vehicle
and make it look better than
impersonating the district attorney. at the hands of an unknown woman.
it
really
is. The rest of the cast is
Rockliffe Fellowes and Margaret Meanwhile he has come to the inn,
also commendable. Story concerns
Livingston lend splendid support, and
the rest of the cast is commendable. the scene of his crime, and the inn- a girl who becomes a fake medium to
keeper's daughter sets out to kill him. revenge herself on a woman who
Herbert as the district attorney un- Works up
to strong surprise climax sent her to prison unjustly. The accovers the criminal in a very dramatic manner. But the director takes and neat love story. Allan Roscoe
tion takes place in a weird underas the general gives best performance.
ground apartment with mysterious
the big credit for the dramatic dedoors and sinister atmosphere.
velopment of a very original story. Carmel
good astoothestrong
innkeeper's
wife.
Attack
scene
for
kids
to
Cast: Claudette Colbert Edward G. RobinCast: Holmes Herbert, Rockliffe Fellowes.
son, Nelly Savage, Donald Meek, Alan Brooks,
.Margaret Livingston, Fred Jlackayc, Philo see.
'McCu Hough, Anita Garvin, Craufiird Kent,
Rose Tapley, Dorothy
Gould.
Director, George Melford ; Authors, Ernest
Pascal, Leonard Praskins; Adaptor, Robert
N. Lee; Scenarist, J. G. Hawks; Dialoguer,
Jack Rollins, Tom Reed; Editor, Robert
Jahns; Titler, Tom Reed; Cameraman,
George
Robinson.

Ted Wells in

Mix in

"Big Diamond
Robbery"
(Silent)

"The Red Sword"

Sunday, April 21, 1929

'"The Border Wildcat"
with

Kathryn

McGuire

(Silent)

Universal
Length: 4259 ft.
NICE NUMBER PEPPED UP
WITH
LOTS OF THRILLS
WITH TED WELLS DOING
PLENTY OF STUNT RIDING
AND FIGHTING.
Western. Director Ray Taylor
handles the usual formula material
with some originality, and manages
to give a new slant to some of the
old true and tried western situations. Wells is always dependaljle
for some heavy action stuff, and does
not disappoint in this one. As the
sheriff, he is out to close up a gambling joint run by Tom London, who
is selling bootleg. The job is made
tough for Ted by the fact that his
girl's father is mixed up with the
gang through an obligation, and they
use him as a tool. Several good fight
and chase sequences occur, and then
suspense is injected when the sheriff
captures a truck of rum to find the
girl's father has been forced to drive
it. Then the old man shoots the heavy
for cheating at cards, and after some
fast work and fighting, Wells succeeds in cleaning up the gang. Will
please the fans.

Cast: Tom Mix, Kathryn McGuire, Frank
Beal, Martha Mattox, Ernest Hilliard, Barney
Cast: Ted Wells, Kathryn McGuire, Tom
London, William Malon.
Fury, and Ethan
Laidaw.
Director, Eugene Ford ; Author, the same ;
Director, Ray Taylor; Authors, Carl Krusada, Vin Moore; Scenarists, the same;
Scenarist, John Stuart Twist ; Editor, Henry
Editor,
Gene Hadlick; Titler, Val Cleveland;
Webber; Titler, Randolph Battlett; CameraCameraman,
Joseph Brotherton,
man, Norman Davol.

Louise Closser Hale, Katherine Emmet, Marcia Kagno, Barry MacoUum, George McQuarrie, Helen Crane.
Director, Robert Florey ; Author, Fred
Direotor, Robert Vignola; Author, S. E. V. Jackson; Adaptor, Pierre Collings ; Scenarist,
Taylor ; Scenarist, Windom Gittens ; Editor, the same; Dialoguer, the same; Editor, Morton Blumenstock; Titler, Fred Jackson; Cam*
Ann McKnight ; Titler, Randolph Bartlett ;
eraman, George Folsey.
Cameraman, Nick Musuraca.
Cast: William Collier, Jr., Marion Nixon,
Carmel
Myers, Demetrios Alexis, Allan RosBozoky.
coe, Charles Darvas, Frankie Darro, Barbara

"Prisoners of the Sea"
(Silent)

"Tommy
with WalterAtkins"
Byron

(Silent)
Amklno
Length:
7000 ft.
Length : 6803 ft.
RUSSIAN FILM MADE AS World Wide
NICE NUMBER
FOR THE
SISTER PICTURE TO "POTEM- SMALLER HOUSES, CARRYING
KIN" IS WEAK OFFERING
WITH ONLY A SUBMARINE GOOD ATMOSPHERE OF THE
BRITISH
SOUDAN
AND
SEQUENCE
WORTH
WHILE.
FIGHTS BETWEEN
BRITISH
This shapes up as a mediocre offer- AND ARABS.
ing that has such poor continuity that
This is an imported film, which
the story interest, which is very slight
was
produced by British Internationat best, becomes lost in the footage.
al in Egypt and England, the fightIt looks like propaganda for the Rusing scenes having been made with
sian navy, for it contains innumerable the cooperation of the British Army
shots of the ships and crews engaged Council. Actual British regiments
in various activities. It takes a long
are employed, so that the military
time for the story to get going, in- stuff is good and carries a real kick.
volves a sailor who has been double
story is typically British, and is
crossed by another, and gradually The
too inyolvcd. It concerns the son
works into the one good sequence of
the film. This shows the sinking of of a British captain killed in the Soudan with his garrison. The son is
a submarine. The shots of the men
brought
to England, and the boy is
in the submerged craft are well done,
and the acting very commendable. swindled out of an earldom by an
The camera work in this sequence uncle who substitutes another boy
is the best part of the picture, but as the heir. Then in later years it
what precedes and follows it makes it works out into a love theme, with
a rather aimless effort. The players both boys loving the same girl, and
are quite competent, although none the climax coming with both young
of them is listed by name on the men in the army in Egypt fighting
film. It holds little entertainment side by side as friends. Winds up in
for American audiences. Here is a a spectacular fight with tribesmen,
film that with a little intelligent build- with the bogus earl confessing to his
ing of the story could have been friend, and the latter returning to
made into real entertainment, for all claim the girl. Nice entertainment.
Cast: All-English, Walter Byron, Jerrold
the ingredients are there, and the
Lillian Hall-Davis, Henry Vicsubmarine sequence would have put Robertshaw,
tor, Shayle Gardner, Alfred Leonard, Pat
it over strong for a smash climax.
Courtney,
Leslie Thompson.

Cast : Russian players, mostly sailors.
Director, M. Werner;
Author, S. A. Yermolinsky ; Scenario, the same ; Editor, not
listed; Titler, Shelley Hamilton; Cameraman,
Edward
Flavinski,

Director, Norman Walker; Authors, Ben
Landeck, Arthur Shirley, from stage play;
Scenarist, Not listed: Editor, El'iott StanKsted.
nard ; Titler, Not listed ; Cameraman, Not
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Alice White in

"Hot Stuff"

A
DIRBCT
COVERING

(Part-Talker)
Fir.tt S'at'l Liiujth: Soiiud. 6725 ft.
Sih'ut, OXil ft.
FROTHY INCONSEQUENTIAL
COLLEGE LIFE YARN SUITABLE FOR FLAPPER CONSUMPTION. NOT AS HOT AS ITS
TITLE.
Comedy, witli a very slight dash
of drama thrown in. Based on "Bluffers," magazine story by Robert S.
Carr. Alice White gets a hotsy totsy
rule that takes her from disliing out
gas at service station to college, via
cash which auntie receives as an accident settlement. Parties and parties follow. Alice tries to live up to
the hot stuff reputation which has
been fastened on her and almost rides
into a jam with William Bakewell
when both take shelter from a storm
in a deserted cabin. Bakewell, in his
wisdom, knows Alice is playing a
part and finally weakens the posture
long enough for her to accept his
frat pin. The demands on Miss
White are never heavy; she fills
them. Bakewell, nondescript as the
lead. Louise Fazenda is clever in a
comedy character role, but is made
to put it on pretty thickly. Dialogue
sequences, very average.
\,a-i : Alice White, Louise Fazenda, WilLaiii Itaivewcll, Doiis Uawison, lien Hall,
Charles Sellon, Uuddy Messinger, Andy lievine, Larry Banthini.
i^uecior. Aier\yn l,t Koy, Author, Robert
S. Ca:r; Scenario, Louis Stevens; Editor, Le
Uoy Sto'c:
Diaopuer.
Hi mplirev
Pearson;
it!er. Not listed; Cameraman, Sid Hickox.

"Krassin (The Rescue
(Silent)
Ship)"

Amkiiio
Length: 6000 ft.
OFFICIAL RUSSIAN FILM OF
EXPEDITION THAT SAVED
NOBILE'S CREW OF ITALIA
MAKES REAL
ENTERTAINMENT.
This is the official motion picture
of the Russian expedition that saved
Nobile's crew of the Italia, and it is
so complete and well constructed
that it forms a very dramatic tale
carrying a big entertainment punch.
In fact, it ranks easily among the
best of the Arctic films yet produced.
The photography throughout is superior, with original camera angles
that are so characteristic of the Russian technique. The film covers the
initial efforts of the icebreakers "Perseus" and "Malyghin" to reach the
stranded men, and when they failed
the successful efforts of the "Krassin." The innumerable shots of the
gigantic icebreaker crashing through
ice ten feet thick is a thrill in itself.
Then the unlimbering of a giant trimotored Fokker plane from the
"Krassin"her.
when
ice rescue
finally scenes
closed
around
Thethefinal
are very dramatic. Real program
number carrying punch and realism.
Cast: Russian sailors forming the crews
of the three rescue shios, along with the
scientists and official obser\ers.
Editorial Supervisor, Vilhjalmur Stefanson,
the Arctic explorer ; Titler, Shelley Hamilton. The cameramen on board the three
rescue ships really made this picture. They
are Ignati Valentey, Wilhelm Bluvstein, Eugene Borgorov.
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BRITISH INTERN! STARTS
E
By LliSESr
»'. FRliUMAS
Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"

London — British Internat'onal has
completed sound studios at Elstree
and shooting is now under way. The
first film is "The Blackmailer." Various experimental tests are also being
carried out in preparation for further work in sound.
«
*
•

Interchangeability Issue
Near Settlement in U.K.
An agreement is likely to be reached between Federated British Industries and Western Electric over the
question of interchangeability. A
good deal of correspondence has
taken place between the two groups,
the upshot of which is that W. E.
have been induced to agree that they
have no objection to their films being reproduced upon any apparatus
providing it operates "properly, reliably and etticiently." The whole
point now to determine is what constitutes in the opinion of the W. E.
a system which would meet these requirements. In this respect the trade
view is that there is likely to be a
great difference
* of♦ opinion.
*

English Trade Shows Veer
Toward Pictures in Sound
Several trade shows are shortly to
be announced of films which will be
ipresented with "sound" orchestral
accompaniments. The first is "The
Wrecker." a screen adaptation of a
railroad play of that name. The
second is "Balaclava" in which there
will be a number of military effects.
A tie-up has also been completed between Gainsborough and Fellner and
Sonilo of Berlin by which sound films
will be produced in conjunction with
that organization. The first is
"Bride No. 68," a story of Australia in the '90s featuring Conrad Veidt,
Elga Brink and Clifford McLaglen.
The picture will be directed by Carmine Gallone.
♦

»

*
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CUNNINGHAU

Overseas
Trade Papers International,
a reciprocal news arrangement
in which th s publication participates, brings sp>ot news of
all important foreign developments to the readers of THE
FILM DAILY as rapidly as
mit.
news-gathering facil.ties perTrade Papers International
is represented in London by
Ernest W. Fredman, editor of
"The DaUy Film Renter"; in
Berlin by Karl Wolffsohn, editor of "Lichtbildbuehne," and
in Paris by P. A. Harle, editor
of "La Cinematographic Fran-

AUSTRIAN COMPANY READY
TO PRODUCE
Vienna — Works of Hungarian composers will be included in sound films
(o be made in Austria by the Austrian Sound Film Co. A symphony
by Hubay and Liszt's "Second Rhapsody," which contains an interpretation of the Rakoczy March, will be
used.

Jones of Australasian
Lining Up New Personnel

Sydney — John C. Jones, director of
Greater Australasian Films which recently took over Australasian Films,
has appointed the following branch
managers; Gerald Taylor remains in
caise."
.\'cw bouth Wales; Harry B. Clough,
By KAJ<L
WOLFFSOHN
formerly with First National in Victoria; Walter C. Adams, also from
Editor " Lictttbildbucliuc"
Berlin — National Film in submit- First National in Queensland; Architing a report of its balance sheet as
bald Young in South Australia and
of June 30, 1928, indicates that its Alan G. McGowan in New Zealand.
entire exchange and production acLeonce Perret Workng
tivity has been transferred to a subsidiary company, which is controlled
Paris — Leonce Ferret's next for the
by Warner Bros.
Franco-Film, on which he has started production, will be called "Life
ParisTerry
— Alicein "Broadcasting"
Terry, is making
a Begins Tomorrow," from an original
Guido de Verona. Ferret's last
picture
calledat Nice.
"Broadcasting"
for by
Franco-Film
It will be comproduction was "Possession" which
pleted some time in May.
will be released
Franco-Film's
American
office in by
charge
of M. Edward
Sullivan.
Sound For Lang Film

National of Berlin Now
in Control of Warners

Berlin — Fritz
Lang's
latest
for
Ufa, "A Girl in the Moon,"
is to
be synchronized
with the SiemensPhototone process.

Questionnaire Shows Women
Frown Upon Sound Pictures
The result of a questionnaire sent
out by Sidney Bernstein, well-known
exhibitor on the subject of the talkers shows that while male patrons
are equally divided in their attitude
on advent of talking pictures, women
have voted 70 per cent against it.
.'\mong people circularized there was
a preponderance
of votes
against
talkers, especially
among
the
women.
«
«
*

Gainsborough Revamping
Studios for Sound Use

Lauder in "Auld Lang Syne"
Showing at Plaza, London

British talkie preparations are go■ng ahead. The latest company, as
noted, to switch over is Gainsborough. Future activities will be confined to synchronized and talking
features, and to meet these requirements the company's studios are being rapidly converted.
Gainsborough has in prospect an
all-talker directed by Denison Clift,
while negotiations are on to send a
unit to America in order to make a
full dialogue feature there.

".Auld Lang Syne" with Sir Harry
Lauder has been shown at the Plaza.
It is a George Pearson quota picture
produced for Paramount. The story
is slight and the humor obvious, but
it affords Lauder an opportunity for
display of his semi-sentimental, semihumorous personality which will
doubtless please his public, but it
breaks very little new ground in
British production, and appears mainly as a vehicle for exploiting the
name of the chief character.

2 New

Houses for Chile

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Improved business
conditions are noticed at Santiago
with the contemplated construction
of two new theaters, advises a report to the M. P. Section of the Dept.
of Commerce. The Real seating
about 1,500 will be built by an American company while the Balmaceda
with 1,600 seats is also planned.

Richmount
723 7th Avenue
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IN THE EAST
IN GREATER

NEW

EASTERN PRODUCTION
Short Shots from
NOW AT RECORD PEAK
Eastern Studios
Never since the inception of picture business has there been such an
amount of short subject production
in the East as at the present time.
Concentration of this work is due
entirely to the advent of the talking
or synchronized picture. Every unit
working in New York and environs
is making sound pictures, with not a
company producing all-silent
single here.
films
At least 11 studios are in operation.
These are Paramount, M-G-M, Vitaphone, Sound, De Forest, RCA's
Gramercy, Power's Cinephone, Recording Laboratory of America, Metropolitan, Victor and Stanley. Two
more will soon be used by producing
units, these studios being the Chromotone and American Sound studios.
The former is the old Vocafilm plant
at 122 Fifth Ave. and the latter is
the old Tilford studio on West 44th
St.

Webb Is Again Directing;
Making Talker For Pathe
Kenneth Webb, who has been concerned with the theater the past few
years, has returned to direction in
with"My Lady's Man,"
connection
Pathe
talking feature which has just
gone into production at Sound Studios. Bradley Barker, who directed
"Mother's Boy" for Pathe, is production manager, and James Seymour
is supervising dialogue. Betty Lawford, who makes her screen debut in
"Gentlemen of the Press," plays opposite the star, Morton Downey. Colin Keith-Johnston, current in the
stageheavy.
play, "Journey's End" plays
the
Meyer Starting Synchronizing
Abe Meyer next week starts synchronizing "New Orleans," the first
of seven Tiffany-Stahl features to be
so handled under his supervision.
Cast of this dialogue feature includes
Buster Collier, Jr., Ricardo Cortez
and Alma Bennett. "Pals Forever"
has been written by Hugo Riesenfeld, John Raphael and Ted Shapiro
as the theme song. Meyer will finish synchronizing "My Lady's Past"
for Tiffany-Stahl late this week.
Some of the seven pictures will be
synchronized here, while others will
receive this treatment at the Coast.
Brendel In Vitaphone Talker
Ed Brendel will return to the
screen in a talking short which has
just been made at the Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn under direction of
Bryan Foy. Assisting Brendel, is
Flo Bert, his partner and E. Frederick Hawley.

'.By ARTHUR

WHEN Walter Huston, who is the
talk of the Paramount studio,
finishes his work in "The Lady Lies,"
he's
going to
Coastversion
to star
Paramount
in athetalker
of for
his
stage success, "Elmer the Great."
Kay Francis, who appeared with him
in the show and now is at the Coast
via a Paramount contract, will probably work in the opus.
Olive Shea, the attractive miss
with the personality who won a
jyi'ize for beauty and costume at the
Ampas' frolic a few weeks back, has
been signed by Paramount for
"Glorifying the American Girl."
She plays the role next in imporayice to Mary Eaton. Miss Shea
\wo.rked in "Booklovers," and, tA
B'lorida Nightmare," two Paramount
shorts.
Writing of this glorifying picture,
Dan Healy and Edward Crandall
have been engaged for important
parts. Production starts Monday
under direction of Millard Webb.

W.

BODY \

Elliott Lester, playwright has
joined the Fox staff of writers. He
ivill write the dialogue to "Our Daily
Bread" recently completed by F.
W. Murnau, director. The picture
is taken from Lester's original story,
"The Mud Turtle." He is also putting the dialogue to "Frozen Justice" based on Mikkelson's novel,
which will go into production soon.
Lester has written numerous plays
among which are, "Take
"The Star Muk^r" his
will be staged in New
tember, by Jones and

My Advice."
most recent,
York in SepGreen.

Joe Knecht, very much associated
with the Silvertown Cord orchestra,
got an earful and an eyeful of activities at the Paramount Astoria
studio the other afternoon as guest
of Sam Rosen, assistant to Frank
Tours, musical director. Rosen, by
the way, is becoming master of ceremonies at the Patio, Brooklyn, and
installing a 16-piece orchestra there,
supplementing his studio work.

Bobby Folsom, musical comedy
Charles Ruggles, who is telling
and vaudeville illuminary, has comNew
York and environs that "Spring
pleted a talking short a la Vitaphone
which Bryan Foy directed. She made Is Here" via that musical show, is
her initial Broadway appearance in
playing an important role in "The
"Make It Snappy" with Eddie Can- Lady Lies," which Hobart Henley
tor and later appeared for three years has started at Paramount. In "Gentlemen of the Press"
does a
in Earl Carroll's "Vanities."
news-detector
who hasRuggles
been visiting
places and doing alcoholic
Aleta Edwards, who has done alcoholic
things.
considerable work in studios in New
York and thereabouts, is appearing
Wilfred Rothschild is doing manuin the stage "Sea Gull" at the Comscript-inspection work for the Paraedy theater. Numerous picture peomount short subject department
ple remember her efforts in "The searching for material suitable for
Vagabond King."
filming and microphoning. Emily
Murray Roth, who works with both sistance.
Newman is providing secretarial asa typewriter and megaphone, recently directed Bur Harris and Frank
Radcliffe, colored comedians, in a
New sound stages will soo7i be
Vitaphone short. Another example available at the Gramercy Studios
of Roth's direction will be found in of RCA, East 24th St. The new
'The Family Ford," comedy sketch studio, adjacent to the present plant,
with Hope Eden, Marie Dolan, Joe ivill occupy two stories and measures
Kavanagh and Harry Lester, made 75 X 40. The addition ivill include
at the Brooklyn plant the other day.
the RCA Photophone music department, cutting room, electrical departWhen there is any "no casting toment, dressing and camera rooms.
day" to be said at RCA's Gramercy
studio, it's Elizabeth North who says
it. She is the casting director at
RELEASED THIS WEEK
this plant.
"The Try-out"
Charles Giegerich, whose typewritSound
and talking short
ter knows much about writing for the
ALDEN
MOTION
PICTURE CORP.
picture business, has done a screen
220
West
42(1
Street
New York City
adaptation of "The Criminal Ghost,"
which Artclass will produce.

YORK

STUDIOS

M-G-M'SEASrtRN SHORTS
NOW TOTALl 17 SUBJECTS
M-G-M has made 117 shorts in the
East since the resumption of production here last Fall. Of this total
37 were made at the Fox plant on
10th Ave. prior to the opening of the
old Cosmopolitan studio, now M-GM's eastern studio. These pictures
are being released in series of 26. The
fourth group will be released about
Monday
the Happiness Boys are
July
1.
scheduled
to work in another subject
under direction of Nick Grinde. The
Revelers, Van and Schenck and the
Happiness Boys, considered best
sellers on the M-G-M short program, were directed by Grinde at the
eastern plant. Another subject
scheduled for next week is Charles
Irwin's cluded
revue,
in the with
cast. Alice Weaver in-

Paramount Makes Another
Starring James Barton
Under supervision of Larry Kent
the Paramount short subject department is completing another subject
starring James Barton. S. J. Kaufman is directing. Barton wrote the
short in collaboration with William
Lemuel, who also works in the picture. Thursday Tito Schipa, operatic tenor, made a short.
"Glorifying the American Girl" is
scheduled to go into production this
coming week under direction of Millard Webb. George Folsey will probably photograph the picture, an alltalker, and Ralph Austrian will have
charge of sound.

Noifir Delivering!
Sound on film
and disc devices.

Traveltone Sales Corp.
729 Sevenlh Aye.

Tel. BRYant 2690

"THEME SONG
WriterWEI
of NBERG
CHARLIE"

"ONLY

FOR YOU"

theme song of

"The Leatherneck"
Pathe picture current at
Cameo. N. Y.
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Theater

Equipment
fly CHARLES

F. HYNES

Theater Lighting to be Feature NWN TUBE LIGHTING IS
of Permanent Display in N. Y.i ADOPTED BY FLEXLUME
Theater liKliting — including high
tensity and mobile color demonstrations, sign lighting, flood ligliting,
color and atmospheric I'ghting of
the auditorium walls and ceiling,
stage and proscenium lighting — will
be among features of tiie Westinghouse Lighting Institute to i)e opened at the Grand Central Palace,
New York, late in May.
This permanent institute for the
advancement of the art of modern
lighting will be conducted under
the auspices of the Westingiiouse
Lamp Co.
The opening of the institute will be
coincident with the opening of the
convention of the National Electric

11

Clean Up Nozv
This is the time of year to
clean-up and paint-up your
theater. Spring housecleaning
will do much to boost business,
and prepare you for the annual
fight against summer. Extend
the process to every part of your
theater, making sure that equipment is in first class shape. Replace old equipment your theater has outgrown, it pays.

Buffalo — Neon tube lighting has
been added to the Fiexlume line.
Tlu- signs are built complete in the
plant of the Fiexlume Corp., here.
The company claims to have develDped revolutionary electrodes based
on a new principle. Electric connections are automatic, high voltage
wires not touched and terminals
weatherproof, the company declares.
Designs include illumination with
exposed lamps, neon tubes, glass
letters and combinations of these effects. The signs also are furnished
with
interchangeable
glass letters.

TALKING SHOP
Talker Development Causes
Revolutionary Ventilating
Changes— Help the S.M.P.E.

INSTALLATION
sound equipment in theaters ofthroughout
the
country has brought about sweeping
changes in the field of theater cooling and vent'lations. Sound houses
require quiet operation of fans and
other methods of cooling, so that
many houses are finding that they
must itistall new ventilating equiptheir sound picture
Company Incorporated to showingsment to make
successful.
Light Ass'n in Atlantic City and the
Stage Equipment Exhibit This has resulted in the bringing
inauguration of Light's Golden Jubilee.
a number of new model coolThe mark of differentiation of this instiChicago — American Theater Ex- out of
ing
systems by leaders in the field.
pos tion Corp., has been organized to
tute of applied lighting from that of an ordinew models represent considnary exhibit is that it is a permanent instituhold expositions and exhibitions of These erable
improvement over old systems,
tion that will be an ever-changing demonstravaudeville and theatrical equipment
tion of modem practices of artificial illumiand
indicate
that the cooling and
nation.
etc. The company is to stage the
Likewise the changing conditions that may
ventilat'ng
field
is prepared to do its
equipment exposition scheduled here bit in keeping pace
with equipment
l>e observed as time progresses will be the reJune 1 to 9. Incorporators are: Tohn
sult, not only of the work of the founders,
Huntington. Ind. — Capehart Autobut of the profession of lighting engineers
G. W. Pearson, Mar- progress.
If you are wiring your house or
matic Orcliestrope, commercial mod- J. McManus,
throughout the country. It is a permanent
garet Ncwl)old and Charles Pierce.
experimental laboratory open to scientists,
el, now is being used as a lobby en- The affair is being promoted by W. contemplate doing so, make a careengineers, architects, designers and all others
tertainer in a number of theaters, G. Newbold.
ful study of your cooling and ventilatof every branch of industry seeking the so- and in some instances with loud
ing system. Call in an expert, all the
lution of lighting problems.
various companies have them, and
In this in'^titute, the industrial engineer speakers out front, to attract passersmay present his plans for the ereaion of a
Corozone Co. Formed
have him study your individual probmanufacturing nlant. receive advice, and by. The instrument plays 28 reclem. Such a course will save you
ords on both sides, changing and
on.
check his own lighting specifications, verifyTo Handle Ozone Device considerable grief and expense later
ing his calculations by actual measurement turning them automatically, making
and observation. Here the architect may
56 selections without repeCorozone Co. has been formed to
study and visualize throuwh scaled models a totaltitionof
or attention. The Orchestrope distribute Corozone, device for dethe floodlighting of prospective buildings and
monuments. It will !«; a meeting place for is housed in a walnut cabinet w'ith
odorizing theaters, etc. The firm is AN event which promises to be
students of technical schools and colleges, inlays and overlays of marquetry
the year's most important in the
lighting engineers from the public utilities, and Vermillion woods. The park or handling the product in Greater Newdesigners of lighting fixtures, editors of
York, New Jersey north of Trenton, equipment field is the spring meettechnical and business magazines, merchan- auditorium model is equipped with Long Island and Westchester County.
ing of the Society of M. P. Engiilising managers of central stations, and a twin
dynamic
auxiliary speaker.
neers, to be held in New York May
Coroz.one is in a case measuring
<iealers in lamps and equipment, each to
inspect, study or have demonstrated to him,
The society's long record
9.
to
6
5x4x8
inches.
It
is
electrically
opaccording to his individual interest, any
achievement, and the thoroughness
erated by plugging into any AC of
of a thousand applications of lighting, whethwith which it attacks and solves the
er It be in the home, the commercial or the Stunt Boosts Des Moines
light socket and turning on the
industrial field.
switch. An electric pack, with the technical problems at hand, give
The institute will occupy the entire seventh Theaters Pop Corn Machine
aid of ordinary electric current, turns promise and assurance that there will
floor of the Grand Central Palace, an entire
Des Moines — Pop corn nights arc part of the air in the room or audi- be itnportant developments at the
citv block of 40.000 square feet. Mazda
torium into ozone.
forthcoming meet'ng. Every co-opAve. is a typical city street and has front- being featured by Park Robuck of
eration should be extended this
ing on it a modern home, a bank, a theater the Ideal here, to sell the pop corn
rs.
leade
ten
A
and other business establishments.
le
organization by industry
worthwhi
will
board
machine which is a part of his equipscene preset Westinghouse theater
tie used in the theater display.
ment and revenue. On these nights Emergency Lighting Unit
purchase of a bag of pop corn enAdded to National Line
titles a patron to a free admission.
West
the Middle
from conside
RTSe that
REPO
^^^^ EXCEPTIONAL!
rable interindicat
This boosts his National Peerless
Chicago — National Theater .Supply
BARGAIN
est is being aroused by the equipmachine and side sales during the re- Co. has added the Enslen hydroSlightly used metal model
electric emergency lighting unit to
mainder of the week. National Sales
ment exposition to be held at Chicago June 1 to 9. The affair, whxh
Debrie w.ith automatic dissolvManufactufing Co. markets a spe- its line. The unit is a low^ pressure is being promoted by an exposition
cial theater pop corn machine, water wheel driven electric genera- concern, is the first attempt at a
ing shutter, 2" £3.5 lens, 2
magazines, carrying case and
tor which automatically cuts into
through National Theater Supply
Co.
Guarservice,
when
outside current fails. national equipment exposition, exprecision tripod in case.
anteed first class condition.
cept those held in conjunction with
various exhibitor conventions. As
$450
Sirocco Canadian Firm Formed
Typhoon Fans for South Africa
these latter have been none too successful, the industry is interested in
Max Schlesinger has purchased
Windsor, Ont. — Canadian Sirocco
Co., Ltd., has been organized under from Typhoon Fan Co., New York, seeing just what can be accomplished by stag'ng an affair of the kind,
a Canadian government charter with three 12-foot, four 4-foot and four
Phona Pannm. 0330
.3-foot
fans,
with
a
capacity
of
500,a
capital
of
$50,000
for
the
purpose
any exhibitor or other offiwithout
Picture Department
Motion
cial hook-up. Upon the outcome,
000 cubic feet of air per minute for
of
manufacturing
theater
ventilators
O. 8. wid C<nad« A««it» loc I>«I>tU
ent expothe Alhambra, Cape Town, South will depend future equipm
ion.
and other equipment in the Domin- Africa.
sitions in the industry.

ORCHESTROPE USED FOR
LOBBY AND OUT FRONT

THE

No Comment by Dept. "Legit" Must Meet New
Situation, Woods Warns
on Credit Complaint
(Continued from Paye 1)

Short Subjects

(Continued

Janet Adair in

"Here Comes the Bridesmaid"
Vitaphone No. 2829
Gets Over
Type

iS^an

DAILY

12

of production
chatter

Songs

and

from

Page

1)

activities
and
officials
Friday
declined to discuss the matter.
It long has been a subject of complaint with high officials of the department that despite the regulations against giving out any information, there have been steady leaks
and, it is indicated that restrictions
upon publicity will be drawn tighter
than they ever have been in the past.

Opens with a bridal part)' coming
from a church, with Miss Adair trailing beh'nd as a bridesmaid. She sings
a wheeze about always being selected
as a bridesmaid but never getting a
chance as a bride. She follows this
with a number about the men she
(Continued
from Page 1)
usually lands and all about their
Governor
Milliken
declared, in alweaknesses. She finishes with a colluding
to
the
attacks
made upon the
ored mammy song, with plenty of
film by atheists, "and the fact that
ginger. Screens nicely, her voice is we
have no state religion does not
pleasing, with personality to spare.
mean
that a deep-seated reverence
Time, 9 mins.
for the Deity is not instinct in the

Industry Responsibility
Realized, Milliken Says

Bobby Gillette, Doris Walker
Vitaphone No. 2838
Type

of

production.
Fan- .. .Instrumental
and song
Bobby
Gillette appears
with
his
banjo, and does the average
work
without
creating any particular
impression. He does his turn alone,
as does the girl, who
develops
a
sweet voice and gets a light number
over with a lot of personality.
An
unusual camera effect shows only her
face and shoulders.
Miss Walker's
work makes the film a fair ofifering.
Time, 7 mins.

Green's Twentieth Century
Faydettes
Vitaphone No.
Flat

710

Type

of production
Flapper
Orchestra
Billed as a flapper orchestra, they
fell down hard on the pep stuff, and
as musicians rated very ordinary.
The girls were lined up on steps.
with their leader in black male attire contrasting with their white
dresses. The background was also
light, so that the effect was blurred
and indistinct. The girls played a
Herbert selection ind fferently then
three of them soloed in a flat number, then the full band concluded
with a jazz selection.
Time, 9 mins.

fiber of our people."
Continued cooperation with the D.
A.R. and other organizations workng upon constructive lines for the
betterment of motion pictures was
promised by the speaker on behalf
of the Hays organization.

Talkafilm, Dual System,
Now Ready for Market
Mount Vernon, Ind. — Talkafilm,
synchronous device which reproduces
both sound-on-disc and sound-onfilm. is announced as ready for the
market by the Phototone Co., subsidiary of the Platter Cabinet Co.
The firm heretofore has been marketing Phototone, d'sc reproducer. Shipments of Talkafilm are to start in
May. The company maintains offices
in key cities.
Traveltalks Film Completed
James A. FitzPatrick has completed at Camden, N. J., "About
Spain,
Barcelona
Valencia "
the
firstfrom
of the
series ofto Traveltalks
he is making. Traveltalks are talking scenics, being recorded by Victor.
Wood at Paris Texas
Paris, Tex.— C. L. Wood has succeeded Milton Overman as manager
of the local Dent Theaters. Overman has been transferred to Abilene
as city manager.

Very Valuable Information
I shall continue to use the Film Daily Year
Book as my guide for the very valuable information which it yields.
JOE

FREE

BRANDT

to Film Daily Subscribers

Subscription $10.00

Foreign $15.00

persons

would be adequate, but with the increased popularity of pictures
and
talkies
they are building them to seat from 4,000 to
5,000.
"On the other hand, the legitimate producer has had to remain in theaters seating
between 900 and 1,200 persons. Consequently,
he has had to keep his prices of admission
where he can make a profit. * * * Now, if
Mr. Erlanger
and thepeople
Messrs.
wake
up, the picture
are Shubert
going to don't
turn
those 1,800 to 2,500 seat theaters, for which
they have no further use, into a new circuit
for stage shows, and if they do that the
Iiresent Erlanger and Shubert circuits will
be wiped out, because the producer will use
the theaters where he can scale his prices to
compete with

the talkies."

Geo. White Not Planning
to Enter Talking Firm

Sunday, April 21, 1929

Week's Headlines
Monday
Twenty companies plan 504 talkers, 360 of
which will be made in silent form and 43
films assilents only, survey by THE FILM
avai'able.
D.AILV shows; five companies' plans not
Retaliation hinted Tuesday
by U. S. governnicnt on
abroad.
film restrictions

I'ublix extending all-film policy in Southeastern theaters.
Dept. of Justice suit for injunction against
West Coast Theaters in clearance case held
up due to grand jury investigation of comand distributors
for alleged "freezeout" ofpanyindependent
exhibitors.

Wednesday

Exhibitors should wire houses quickly, Pennsylvania convention concludes.
Thursday
Paramount
and foreign business
shows gain.domestic

George White denies he plans to
enter the talking picture combine
under way.
drive
Federal
censorship
secretary
planned by eight other Broadway .N'ational
legitimate producers. Arthur Ham- Color and sound Friday
on single
film reported
achieved by Technicolor engineers.
merstein, leader in the movement,
had announced that White was one Tohn S. Woody dies in New York.
of the group, having asked to be
"counted in" on the deal.
lOperating
deal reported on between Publix
and
Warners.
Sells Cleveland House
Cleveland — L. Korobov has sold
the Manhattan to Sam Farber. Korobov will remain as manager of the
house.

Building race on in Oklahoma between Griffith and MomandSaturday
chains.
Credit system in industry again under fire
as Momand Theaters, charge Oklahoma City
Film Board of Trade and Hays organization with conspiracy to cut off service.

Vrovedl
In the research lahoratory
and in the stndios

EASTMAN

Keprotove
NEGATIVE
A film that perforins with notable
success its specific function
of reproducing

T

SOUND

AHIS
special film, tested by scientific
methods that would detect even inaudible
defects, is now in use in the studios. Giving
sound reproduction faithful and pleasing to
a degree hitherto unknown, it has proved itself a distinct step forward in the sound art.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N.Y.

^^J

'Tm a Wild, Wild Woman'
^zzy, whizzy whirl of rampant youth! Youth has its
In
., ..^ and what it flings! A gilded flapper tries everything — once, hut pays the' price of her
folly in the wildest party of all

I
ii

^
^

^
'■KA4

y

#*

says

V •■l-d&S-

it

^^wiW

means:

"impatient of restraint or
regulation; eager, as with

l\
WILLIAM

Webster

desire or anticipation."

Webster would
turn in his grave
if he saw this

FOX presents

GONE

ture — at
Openpiced
<y

[fp^

with SUE CAROL-NICK STUART
William Russell — ^Hedda Hopper
Roy D'Arcy- Lew Seller Production!

YESTERDAY

Watch — ^...^^^^^^

Sue Carol and Nick Stuart
in a Series of Pictures that will
make Box -Office History

Youll go wild, sivnply wild over this
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PACEMAKER
for the
INDUSTRY

Criminal Indictment Against W. C. by Justice Dept.

IHEi

.^_«««
all the time

o/Tfilmdom ^^1*'^^^
VOL.

XLVIII

No.

19

Both Cheeks
ONli •,^)Vfniincnt aj^cncy, the
Department of Justice,
smites the industry several
weighty smacks on one cheek via
criminal proceedings on the West
Coast, probes into extended protection, credit committees, arbitration
and overbuying. At the same time,
the Department of State pats the
other kindly and hints at retaliation unless Jiurope stops whooping itup against American pictures.
.\ long time coming, this belated
support from the government on
the foreign situation. Perhaps they
don't play the game on the Continent, but the perfection with which
they use American films as a foothall would indicate that an adept
pastime has been sadly overlooked.
The Price of Enterprise
In our opinion tlie industry here
has not shaped its policy abroad as
diplomatically as might have been
the case. We can hear the foreign
sales managers in Xew York growling as they read this. .At the same
time, little sympathy finds room in
our make-up for the unfair, legislative support of native industries to
which many nations across the sea
have turned. It is a generally disregarded fact that the dominance of
American motion pictures in Europe
and elsewhere is the direct result of
large investments and a careful and
arduous up-building process. Those
markets were not captured over
night. It is true that, in the instance of Europe, post-war economics made imperative rehabilitation of more essential industries and
that films were set aside for the time
being. But because this was so, we
see no substantial, fair reason why
America
should be penalized.

Monday,

April

22,

Price

1929

5 Cents

BONDS TO BE FILED BY TEN
FIRMS INDICTED ON COAST
U. S. Charges Conspiracy
to Restrain Trade in
Criminal Action

New Probes Under Way
Hashmgton

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Extended protection is the subject of investigations in addition to the West Coast case, now under way by the
Dept. of Justice, according to a recent report of the department
summarizing its actions in the industry.
Among other trade practices being investigated are: alleged
monopolization of the exhibition field by ownership of many theaters, and overbuying of product to prevent competitors from securing pictures.

Six Dept. of Justice Cases
Involving Industry Pending
IVashingtoii Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Criminal indictment
against West Coast Theaters and ten
distributors is one of six pending anti-trust actions involving the
industry brought by the Dept. of
Justice. The indictment is the only
criminal action among the six, all
By KARL H-OLFFSOHN
the others being suits in equity
Editor, " Lichtbildbuehne"
Berlin (By Cable) — Only such brought by the government to resound reproducing systems as are
strain certain alleged monopolistic
guaranteed to be interchangeable practices.
with all other systems used throughTwo of the five equity actions alout the world will be considered for
ready have been tried. They are the
installation in theaters of members, credit committee case. brought
tiie German e.xhibitor unit decided against First National, nine other
i)y unanimous vote. Herr Scheer distributors, the Hays association
(Continued
on Page 5)
was chosen as president and Herr
Kiechmann as vice president of the
association.
RKO Auditors Going Over

INTER-USE GUARANTEE

Dan Michalove Joining
Warner Theater Dept

Dan .Michalove. veteran theater
executive, today joins the Warner
A Gov't Awakening
.\side from the revenues which theater department, headed by Spyflow into coffers within the industry, ros Skouras. His capacity is to be
the impetus imparted by pictures to announced. Michalove for 17 years
sales of all American commodities was connected with the various en(.Continued
on Page 5)
abroad has been terrific. That the
State Department has for so long
overlooked the international eco- $47,563,855 Involved in
nomic importance of the film is at
once incomprehensible and amazing. Washxngton
British
Industry
'28
Bureau
of
THE FILM in
DAILY
Now, however, Washington is stirWashington — Capital of approxired. Late, it is true, but neverthemately $47,563,855 was involved in
less galvinated into a support for the film industry in 1928, according
.American films which should have to the annual statistical report on
been forthcoming months ago. Some new companies published by Jordan
good mav vet come of it.
& Sons, Ltd., state advices to the M.
K ANN
(Continued
on Page S)

Pantages Circuit's
FILM Books
DAILY

IVest Coast Bureau, THE

Los .A.ngcles — .Auditors of RadioKeith-Orpheum now are going over
books of the Pantages circuit, preliminary to the deal for accpiisitions
of 14 houses
of theon chain
(Continued
Page by
5) R-K-O.

"Lregit" Producers Seen
as Aid to Talker Field
Proposed entry of New York tiieatrical producers into the talking
picture field will !)e welcomed I)y
the industry as it will stimulate public interest in the talkers, Samuel
Goldwyn declares. He believes that
dialogue films are logical for roadshowing and that they will replace
mediocre performances of inferior
stage companies.

West

Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los .\ngeles — Bonds are to be
filed by Fox West Coast Theaters
and nine distributors, who were indicted last Friday by a Federal
grand jury, charged with conspiracy
to violate the Sherman anti-trust
law. Trial of the case is expected
at an early date.
The indictment, secured by John
H. Amen, special assistant to the attorney general, charges that by
means of "freeze-out" agreements,
illegal contracts and other practices,
independent exhibitors in the territory where West Coast operates, are
being driven out of business and
trade is being restrained.
The alleged "freeze-out" was accomplished by a clearance and zoning schedule, it is charged, which
prevented independent operators
from obtaining "first run or desirable feature pictures" unless they
agreed to accept the alleged unlawful conditions imposed by the exchanges.
Defendants in addition to West
Coast
are: First
Warners,
V'itagraph,
Fox,
.M-G-M.
National,
Universal,
Pathe. Paramount.
United
Artists.

DEFENDANTS SOUGHT WRIT
TO HALT U.S.JURY PROBE
H'cst Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los .'Vngeles — Grand jury probe of
government charges against West
Coast Theaters and nine distributors
iContinued
on Page to5) "freezefor alleged
conspiracy

1,680 Wired

Theaters throughout the
United States wired for sound
reproduction by Western Electric now total 1,680, the company reports. Practically all
of the houses now being wired
are for the dual system of
film.
sound-on-disc and sound-on-
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Radin Sells 3 F. Warners
to W. and F. for England
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Miller Starts New

Series

Alden Miller, who receiUly returned from Havana where he filmed
four short subjects, has started work
on a series of talker shorts at the
Stanley Recording Studios, New
York. Billie Rainsford is to star in
several of the series. The complete
program is 102 talkers and sound
shorts.
Gotham Closes N. E. Deal
Budd Rogers of Gotham has
closed a deal with Harry Asher of
American Feature Film Co. to distribute "Times .Square" and "The
Rrv'er Woman" in New
England.
Weiss Bros. Handling
Studio
Weiss Brothers will move from
1540 Broadway on Tuesday to the
De Forest Phonofilm Studios at 318
East 48th St., wliere they will assume charge of production. The offices of Artclass Pictures which they
control will also be at the studio.
Schwerin Gets Washington
Office
Washington — Charles Schwerin is
new manager of the Columbia exchange here, succeeding W. G. Button. Since December, he has been
serving as home office representative.
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Grauman to Sell Chinese?
Sid Grauman admits reports are
4'800
,166
true that Publix and another com100
100
pany believed to be the Fox organization are bidding for the purchase
Chinese.
3,200 of the

5,000
,S00
100
100

100
100
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MAY

1st

H. Nonnenbacher

Cinematographer, Photo Chemist, Laboratory Expert
(17

Years

7citli

674 - 49 St.

Buifiiapli

Brooklyn,

James A. FitzPatrick's

"TRAVELTALKS"
(I

The Talk of the World''

'io
o
'26

Book
TheDate
Industry's
Opening
Harris,

Miay

6

May S- 11

May

6-7

May
May

6-9
20

Co.)

N. Y.

Wins

X"

at

tfa«

Nchib-

Opening
of "BuUdog
Drumtaond"
at the Apollo,
New York.
National Music Week.
Cohan,
New
York. s
Opening
of "Mother'
Boy"
at
Dallas.
Conve
ntion of Texas exhibitor unit,

Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.
Annua
ver. l Convention of American
Federation of Musicians at Den-

American Theater Equipment Ekposition and Exhibitors Institute
at Chicago.
June

Baclanova

of "Madame
New
York.

Annual meeting of Quebec
itor unit, Montreal.

200

Levine Goes tD Ccast
Nat Levine
left New
York
Sun
day for the Coast where he is to reat Tec--\r;
studio. sume serial production
AVAILABLE

Three Franklyn Warner features
and a series of 12 two reelers in
sound, all to be produced, have been
sold to W. and F. Film Service for
England, according to Matty Radin
who returned late last week from
London. He states the cash advance
on each of the features rates among
the heaviest ever received from a
British distributor for American pictures.

1-9

Suit

Judge Hazlett has handed down
a decision in favor of Baclanova who
sought to break her contract with
Al Rosen as her agent, the justice
ruling that Rosen did not have a
state employment agency license at
the time he became
her agent.
Made
Eastern Representative
Radie
Harris,
formerly
of
the
"New
York
Morning
Telegraph,"
has been appointed eastern representative for "Hollywood
I'ilmograph."
Close Madison House
Madison,
Wis. — The
Majestic,
22
vear old house, has been closed.

SEE THEM
— And

!

Convince

Yourself '

lerspf
The more I see them, the better I
like them, and it seems that they
ence,
have the same effect on our audi-

FOUNTAIN
Gouldcn

SQ.
THEATRE
Corp.
Theatres

TWO OLD FIRMS NOW A BIGGER NEW ONE!
SAVOY
PRINTING & PUBLISHING
of 729 Seventh Avenue
and

CO.

REELAND PUBLISHING COMPANY
of 630 Ninth Avenue
HAVE JUST CONSOLIDATED TO CONTINUE
THEIR UNEXCELLED SERVICE TO THEATRES
IN A BIGGER WAY
Under the new Firm Name of

SAVOY-REELAND PRINTING CORP.
under personal management of
JACK COHEN and LOUIS G. WILSON
with headquarters at
FILM CENTER
BUILDING,
630 Ninth Avenue,
44th to 45th St., New York, N. Y., Suite 412.
Please Use Phone, Pennsylvania 3960-1-2
ALL PUBLICITY NEEDS FROM A THROWAWAY
A 24 SHEET in type, block and lithography.

TO

RECEPTION AND OPEN HOUSE— Monday and Tuesday, April 29th and 30th at our new quarters.
ALL EXHIBITORS and ALL CONNECTED with the
Motion Picture Industry are most cordially invited.
50,000 square feet of floor space with the most modern
machinery and equipment.
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[3IARIES
hrings dramatic genius and
incomparable showmanship to

RADIO

PICTURES

SIGNS
SMASH

WMITEM
STAGE

OF
HITS

Charles MacArthur keeps pace with Ben
Hecht in race for years writing laurels.
TOGETMEM
99

THEY

WROTE

**FROHT

M THE GREATEST
PLAYWRITING TE
OF THE GENERHAS THEM BOTH!
M?5\rthur, like Hecht, has an unfailing
"feel" of BOX-OFFICE VALUES. His
Belasco success "Lulu Belle*' was a masterstroke of showmanly writing. His contribution to "Front Page" was no less
vital than Hecht's !
Mr. MacArthur is at work on
**GOLD
COAST'*
(a Story of Chicago)

FIRST, LAST AND ALL THE TIME I
'•THE
PLAY'S
THE THIMG*'
and RADIO'S Master Showmen
are Prepared to Prove Itl
•

PICTURES
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■

^
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Six Justice Gases
Defendants Sought
for Films Pending
Writ to Halt Probe

—AND
THA TS
THAT

(ConliHHed from Page I)

out" independent exhibitors, was
marked by a legal situation described as one of the most unusual
ever presented, when the defenBy PHIL M. DALY
dants sought to prevent the investigation by injunction proceedings.
Tlie
action was brought because
' "PIIIL
RKISMAN,
manager
r of Pathe.
has closedsales
a deal
with the defendants already had been
Pubhx to play Patlic Sound News named in the eijuity action instituted
over its entire chain for the next
by the government to restrain alyear. Will wonders in this here filleged clearance agreements. The ariuni business never cease? Here wc
gument, which resulted in a ruling
have the Rooster and the Katz play- in favor of the government, concerning together.
ed records of the defendants which
hitherto had been refused to John
INTERVIEWS
H. .-Xmen, s|iecial assistant to the attorney general, who is handling the
(Aiiolplt
/.ukor)
case.
The
court instructed the gov"Is it true. A. Z.. that Paramount
ernment to subi)oena only what records were necessary, and granted a
is --"
"No, Phil.
Positively no!"
continuance in the civil action, when
"Can we publish your statement?" the government made known its de"Absolutely."
sire to proceed with the criminal
(It must be a gift, the way we charges.
get these big men to open up and
give us these sensational and exclusive stories.)
RKO Auditors Going Over
Launcfiing the Yips
"Would you call Lon Clianey's the
face
launched sneezes.
a thousandNowquips?"
Mike that
Simmons
that
this epidemic has been launched by
Mike, some bozo will probably
wheeze: "Ziegfeld — the face that
launched a thousand pips." Or some
jealous rival producer will send us:
"Lewis Selznick — • the face that
launched a thousand slips." In other
words, this scintillating colyum has
now been reduced to the common
level of those appearing in the tabs
and other dailies.
INNOVATIONS
Joe Fliesler, manager of that arty
56th St. Playhouse, ran his own reel
consisting of nothing but titles. Why
not go still further, Joe, and run
an entirely blank
r e el ?
At
the
"Rendezvous
for
Smart New Yorkers" they should
be smart enough
to imagine
their
own pictures.

THEME
SONG
"Desert Nights,
Where There Are
Xo

Crowds."

Tombstone Titles
Here lies Billy Sneeze
A director of films with noise
He spent a 7nillion on a flop
and they tore o^it his adenoids.
Famous Film Conversations
'Til fade you five."

(Continued from Page 1)

and I'"ihn Boards nl Trade; and tinarbitration case broiinlit again>;
Paramount and the same other defendants. These cases were heard
recently
in
New
York. I'ederal District Court,

Foreign Markets
^flv

JAMES

P.

CUNNINGHAM^

Julius Hagen to Form
New Co. For Talkers

London — Julius Hagen, managing
director of Twickcrham studios and
The other cases are: against Strand Film Co. Ltd. will soon form
West Coast and others, charging a
a new company for the production
conspiracy in the granting of alletied of at least six feature subjects, it is
ly
excessive
one agains'
M-G-M
and protection;
other distributors
and reported here.
exhibitors charging conspir
to refuse service to theaters which sought Alpha Plan Calls For
Sound and Silent Films
to remain open during the Chicatjo
oi)erators' strike; one against Bain
London — Maurice J. W'ilson and
ban (.*<; Katz, which contains similar Claude Marx, director of Alpha Film
charges as the West Coast action.
Corp. state their first feature sound
.Some months ago the dc|)artmeri picture will be produced in May. The
was successful in obtaining a con- company also plans colored sound
sent decree, restraining the Okla
pictures on panchromatic stock.
iionia exhibitor unit from interfering
Sound For Switzerland
with service to films to non-theatri- HailuHdton
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
cals of the state.
Washington — The Orient at Zurich
recently had its first sound picture
siiowing, advises a report to the M.
Dan Michalove Joining
P. -Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
Warner Theater Dept. The feature was Harry Liedtke, GerPantages
(Continued Circuit's
from Page 1)Books
(Continued
from Page 1)
man actor, singing "I Kiss Your
Whether Alexander Pantages will be terprises headed by S. A. Lynch
identified with the theaters after the Later he headed Universal theater
Madame."
Italian
Intem'lof Fair
transfer has not been determined. activity in the South and then was Hand,
Washington
Bureau
THE June
FILM 8-24
DAILY
The deal is expected to be closed in
Washington
—
The
International
about two weeks, following return placed in charge of the entire Uni- Model Fair will be held at Padua,
versal circuit. W'hen he resiencd
from Europe of David Sarnoff, chair- from Universal he became southern Italy from June 8 to 24, advises a
man of the board of R-K-O.
district manager of Pathe.
report to the M. P. Section of the
Dept. of Commerce. The Italian
government as well as Luce have
$47,563,855 Involved in
Hoffenberg Goes to S. A.
promised their co-operation by sendJoseph A. Hoffenberg of Jack
ing valuable material from their film
British
(Continued Industry
froyn Page 1) in '28
Glucksman's office. New York, has archives.
P. Section of the Dept. of Com- sailed for the Argentine to surmerce.
vey the theater situation and arTotal capital of $47,563,855 was rerange for installations of Western
ported involved in motion picture Electric ef|uii)nicnt in houses of the
companies registered last year at Glucksman chain. He will be away
Somerset House, Great Britain. To- from New York three months, durtal registrations of cinema compaing which he will visit a nu)nher of
nies, public and private, were 190. South .American
countries.
Of these, 35 were public companies
with a total capital involved of $45,Ziegfeld, Fox to Arbitrate
020,125. The remaining 155 were
private companies with a total capRepresentatives
Ziegfeld,
.'^ey ■
ital of $2,448,730.
mour Felix and Fo.xof will
meet today
to arbitrate differences which have
developed
over Fo.x signing Felix to
Behrendt-Levy to Merge
act as dance supervisor for six
with Stebbins Company months. Ziegfeld claims a prior
The Behrendt-Levy Co., which agreement that authorizes him to
handles considerable insurance for call on Felix for services by giving
players and pictures in Hollywood,
ssSILENT
him four weeks' notice.
shortly will be merged with Stebbins, Leterman and Gates of New
York.

NATIONAL
SCREEN
SERVICE

Insure "Trader
Horn"
The "Trader Horn" company now
en route to East Africa has been insured by Metro for $2,500,000
through Stebbins, Leterman and
Gates. The coverage includes players, director and the full equipment.
It is understood the premium for a
vear will cost M-G-M about $65,000.
"U" Officials at Capital
Carl Laemnile and his secretary.
Jack Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Siegfried
Laemmle. Lou B. Metzger and Paul
Gulick are in Washington for premiere tonight of "Show Boat." Many
government officials and diplomats
are slated to attend.

Used

Daily

Very
I am
usage
been

inviting^ in text and type and
sure will stand up to the daily
which its predecessors have
subjected to.
johnc.flinn

FREE

to Film Daily Subscribers

Subscription $10.00

Foreign $15.00
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Studio Competition Keen
TALKER ERA DEVELOPS
TALENT COMPEHTION

A Little
^^^

Keen competition between talent
on the Coast has been brought about
by the talker development. With
silent pictures to be trimmed considerably, many stars will be affected by the changed condition. Many
of the performers being recruited
from the stage. now are being groomed for stardom
Directors, also, are feeling the effect of the change. The majority
how'ever, will adapt themthem,
of
selves to talkers, it is indicated, and
will be able to hold their own against
the influx of stage directors.
The same keen competition for
work in the talkers also prevail
among writers. Many who have
been prominent as writers of silent
pictures are working on original
plays to convince producers that
they can write dialogue. They are
following the lead of farsighted actors and actresses, who turned to
stage work, so that their work could
be seen by the producers.

Lots'*
om **
frRALPH
WILK

By

JOHN V. A. WEAVER is now
known as a "dialogue interpolator," a new Coast title. He was
given the title in connection with
work
his
nt. on "Close Harmony," at
Paramou
*
«
*

Short Shots from
New York Studios

Sound Pictures
Mastertone Shows
Warner Film in Wis.
Milwaukee — Interchangeability of
Mastertone, disc synchronizer, handled by L. K. Brin, Wisconsin circuit operator, was shown here ThursTrial"Shorewas
shownday when
via Warners'
the device"On
at the
wood. The Radio here is installing
the device.
Disc Synchronizer at Portland
Portland, Ore. — American Sound
Equipment Co., local firm, is sponsoring a disc synchronizer. The company is headed by S. Featherston
and Garry H. Shields.

Joseph Chemiavsky, musical director at Universal, favors the use
of Southern voices for Movietone.
"I find that the pitch of Southern
voices is especially suitable f-or recording," he declares. "However,
they have one grave effect which
must be guarded against and that
is the liason, the linking of one
word with another."

m^aHMy

ARTHUR

W.

BDDYi

what they're
Charlesis
THEME
SONG calling
CHARLIE"
Weinberg, writer of numerous song
hits for Pathe and other producers.
"Only For You," his work, is being
played at the Cameo beginning Saturday as the theme song of "The
Leatherneck," starring Bill Boyd.
"Love," theme song of "The Godless Girl," is also a Weinberg composition. Another is "Mary Dugan,
I Love You," soon to be published.
Glen Hunter, who deserted pictures for the legit a few years back,
is now starred in "Spring Is Here,"
current musical show. "Young
Woodley" was his tremendouslypopular stage starring vehicle a
season or so ago.

First B & F Sound Film
London — "The Ship of the Lost
Men" and not "The Wandering Jew"
as previously stated, will be the first
sound film for British and Foreign
Films, Ltd. The picture will be pro"The Development of the Talking
duced at the B & F studio with a
British cast headed by Robin Irvine. Picture and Its Effects Upon Education" was discussed by Michael
L. Simmons before the Bronx VocaHopkins House Wired
tional School Friday night.
Hopkins, Minn. — Engler Bros,
Harry Joe Brown, the director, have installed sound equipment at
Tiffany-Stahl Moves Today
heard Ken Maynard giving music in- the Hopkins.
structions to his teamsters for the
The Tiffany-Stahl home office perTo Wire Missoula House
sonnel will be installed in the new
day.
synchronized version of "The WagonMissoula, Mont. — Western Electric executive offices on the sixteenth
master." "They've always called
equipment
will be installed at the floor of 729 Seventh Avenue tothese 'westerns' 'horse operas,' and Rialto.
now, they are," said Harry.
*

Elliot for "Thunderbolt"
Robert Elliot has been added to
More Passing Show: Glenn Allthe cast of George Bancroft's latest
for Paramount, "Thunderbolt," be- vine showing Wesley Stout and
ing directed by Josef von Sternberg.
Heaslip Lea of the SaturRichard Arlen and Fay Wray have Fanny
day Evening Post points of interest
the leads.
at Fox; Vilma Banky, Sam Goldwyn,
Abraham Lehr, Sam Taylor, Harry
Brviliw Cast for Dix Film
D. Wilson, Hank Arnold and Abe
Meyer
at the Hugo Riesenfeld party,
for
cast
been
has
Brulier
de
Nigel
Dix's
which
followed
the preview of "This
Richard
in
an important role
"The Wheel of Life," being direct- Is Heaven."
ed by Victor Schertzinger. Others
in the cast are: Esther Ralston and
O. P. Heggie.
George Melford, who is directing
at M-G-M, was a stage director and
leading man before starting his picCowen to Direct "Companionate"
ture career. "Under the Red Robe"
assignbeen
has
Cowen
J.
William
" and "The Palace of the King" were
of "Companionate,
ed direction Henry
Hobart will be two of his outstanding stage sucRKO talker.
cesses.
associate producer and Russell Mack
*
*
♦
in charge of dialogue.
Walter Fabian, who has directed
New Laurel-Hardy Film
several Universal pictures, is direct"Unaccustomed As We Are" is
title of the first all-talking picture,
ing his first talker, "Delicatessen,"
featuring Stan Laurel and Oliver starring Benny Rubin.
Hardy, now in production under the
Hal Roach-M-G-M banner. Mae
By the way, the phrase,
Busch and Thelma Todd are in the
cast.
"handling the megaphone" is
obsolete, due to the talkers.
Columbia Signs Gertrude Orr
Unknown in Wood Film
Gertrude
Orr has been added to
the Columbia
scenario department.
Sam Wood has selected an unknown for the feminine lead in "College
an all-talking picture.
Rita"
"Rio
for
d
Signe
Bert Wheeler and Bob Woolsey The new Days,"
find is Sally Starr, a Pittsburgh girl who has never before
for "Rio Rita,"
have been
which
RKO assigned
is producing.
played in pictures. Elliott Nugent,
stage player, will have the male lead
and Robert Montgomery, another
Hopper
with M-G-M
E. Mason
Hopper has been sign- stage player, will have a featured
ed by M-G-M to direct a feature.
part.
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Antiques
and syndironized pictures are rapidly becoming
museum pieces. Take not our
word for it. Merely ask any sales
manager you happen to know
SILENT

what's taking place. Every company isattempting to sell silent pictures and those theaters, not yet
d,
are of course compelle<l to
wire
take them. But what you can take
from us is that nolxxly is much
concerned about the non-squawkies
any longer.
They are tolerated good-naturedly as you would a house }>et. Synchronized pictures, ditto. It has
long since been discovered that
sound pictures are whoopee material for the public only when the
players talk their lines.

Nearing 3,000
Various estimates are advanced as
to the numtwrr of wired houses in
the United States. .\cceptinK figures from all sources and tiitn striking a mean average, it appears the
high figure is about 2,800 and the
low, 2,200. This, mind you, for all
types of devices with Western
Electric sitting triumphantly alone
in first place with 1,680 equipment-^
hurling sound at the publ.c.
These houses include the cream of
the nation's thousands— the theater^
that pay the heavy dougli. There
you have the big reason for the
switch in allegiance from silents to
talkers. And, as more theaters are
wired day by day, the passion with
which the business clings to sound
will be exceeded only by some of the
hot outbursts that burn themselves
before you on the screen.
K ANN

Gaumont

ULTHE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

Buys W.E.

By ERNEST
W. FREDMAS
Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"

London (By Cable) — Gaumont British has ordered 50
Western Electric installations,
to be completed by September.
The company, it is understood,
has given permission for playinflf on the equipment of films
recorded by the British Acoustic and Klangfilm systems.

Price 5 Cents
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NOT GUILTY PLEAS WILL BE
ENTERED IN U. S. COAST CASE
Arraignments Slated This
'Trust" Charge
Week on Government's

Schenck Predicts Fewer Theaters
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Number of theaters in the United States will be
reduced by one half in the next few years, in the opinion of Joseph
M. Schenck, United Artists president. Schenck believes that although the number will be reduced, the aggregate seating capacity
will be larger, because of larger houses he says will be built.
Formerly, says Schenck, only 40 per cent of return on films
came from first runs, which now are responsible for 75 per cent of
the domestic rental, he declares. Motor transportation largely explains the change, Schenck declares.

I

PUN OF U.S. ACIN WELCOMED,
THEAeS HAROLD ERANKUN SAYS

Financing arrangements are being
completed in New York by Sol Lesser, president of Principal Theaters
Corp.. and S. W. .Straus Co., for expansion program of Principal, which
has for its object increase of the
chain to 1,000 houses. The company
specializes in small town houses.
Col. Fred Levy of Louisville, has
been elected chairman of the board
of directors.

Another Meeting Slated
on French Quota Problem
Paris (By Cable) — Another meeting between French
producers
and
representatives
of
American
distribu(Contiiiued
oh Page 7)

H'est Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

FILM

DAILY

FILM

DAILY

Los .Angeles — Not guilty pleas will
be entered by Fox West Coast Theaters, its president, Harold B.
Franklin, and nine distributors, when
they are arraigned this week on
charges of conspiracy to violate the
Sherman anti-trust law. About 60
witnesses will be called. The government has been gathering evidence
since January.
The indict<nents, handed down by
a Federal grand jury last week, culminated two weeks' consideration of
the charges presented bv Jolm Harlan .^men and Joseph V. Mayhugh.
special assistants
(Conhnued
on toPan*the 7) attorney

Los Angeles — Trial of the government's conspiracy charges will be
welcomed by Harold B. Franklin,
president of Fox West Coast Theaters, who hopes it will settle permanently the question
of protection.
(CoiUiiiued
oil Page 7)

W.E.nLES INFRINGEMENT
SUIT AGAINST EXHIBITOR

Show Business Revolution
Forecast by Schnitzer

Western Electric lias filed suit in
I'ederal Court, Buffalo, against Sol
Wallerstein of the Broadway, Buffalo, charging infringement of patent. The Buffalo cxhihitor, who has
installed Pacent
equipment,
is the

Revolution of theatricals is impending, states Joseph I. Schnitzer,
president of RKO, who has returned
to New York from the Coast. He
says that financial limitations placed
on legitimate shows do not apply to
pictures, as money spent on talkers
can be got back.

Schenck Heads Group Coming
East Tomorrow for U.A. Deal
West Coast Bureau, THE

West Coast Bureau, THE

Miss Pickford, Fairbanks and D.
Los Angeles — Dennis F. O'Brien, W. Griffith each arc to he given $2.who has returned to \ew Yor'' is 000.000 and 150.000 shares in United
reported to hold proxies of Mary .\rtists Consolidated, for their share,
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks and it is understood.
will represent them in formation of
United Artists Consolidated. The
O'Brien Denies Holding
organization is scheduled to be completed nrior to return in May of H.
M. Warner from Europe. At that "Mary and Doug" Proxies
Dennis F. O'Brien yesterday told
time, negotiations for a purchase of THE
FILM DAILY that he holds
a 50 per cent interest in the pooled no proxies for Marv
Pickford and
{Continued
on Pag» 7)
company, are scheduled by Warners.

iCoHiinued

on

Page

7)

Rentals to Be Under Fire
at Oklahoma Convention
Oklahoma
on "exorbitant rentalsCityand— Attack
unbearable
demands" being made on exhibitors by
"some of (.Continued
the film exchanges"
on Pant 7) and dis-

Bills Up Again
(U',tjh Bur. of THE

FILM

DAILY)

Washington
— Repre«»itative
Celler of New
York yesterday reintroduced his bills
which provide for repeal of
the law banning interstate
transportation of prize fight
films and prohibiting block
booking. The latter is the
House version of the Brookhart bill of the last congress.

DAILVL
Two Geo. Le Maire Series Oraphone Installed at
Are Scheduled by Pathe Third Ave. House in N. Y.
George Le Maire is to produce 14
comedies for Pathe. under a new
made with the company.
MXLVIIIIIo.20 T0K4iy,»pr.2S.m« hiuSCnts arrangement be
Le Maire comedies,
will
Eight
t:
Le Maire, while six will be
minia featuring
JOHN W. AUCBATE
Majihattan comedies, featuring other
ns. Both series will be dicomedia
Published daily except Saturday and boJidaya
rected by Le Maire with Edward
Md
Y.,
N.
York,
New
.
at 1650 Broadway
assisting. Production is at
Manson
Fflm
and
Film*
(1929) by Wid'i
copyright
Folk Inc. J. W. Alicoate. President and Sound
S-tudios, New
York.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Meriereau, TrMaurer,
Busiueas and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Addrees all eoromunicatidns to THE FILM DAILY. 16S0 Broad
Y. Phone Circle 4736York, N.Cable
New8-4739.
way.
4737-473
address: Filmday,
a— Ralph
New York. Hollywood, Californi
Phone Granite
Blvd.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
6607. London— Ernest W. Fredman. The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
•Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographie Fraocalse, Rue dc la
Cour-d«s-Noue», 19.
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PRICE

2'00
4,100
59,100

15,000

l'200
,26o
2,900
100
37,100
3,500
100
11.000
1,500

37,266
1.100

Nicholas Schenck to N. Y.
'16
Nicholas
M. Schenck, president of
6
Loew's Inc., leaves Hollywood tomorrow for New York.
'96

6
"Innocents
of Paris" Opening

"ioo
"Innocents
of Paris," a Paramount

500
2,700
100
200
1
4
6
5
1
1
10

QUOTED

Pola Negri Not With UFA
Berlin — Pola Negri is not with
UFA and will not appear in "Golden
Moth" for that company, Ufa state«.

Leatrice Joy To Coast
Leatrice Joy having recently completed herfor
vaudeville
here leaves
the Coaste""-"Tpment
to appear
in First National's "A Most Immoral Lady." No cast has been
selected as yet.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Flcture Theatres
Standard
VaudevUle Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

TheDate
Industry's
Book

May
May

May 24
April
26
April

Peters Returns to N. Y.
William Frederick Peters has returned to New York froin Hollywood with the complete music score
Joe Daly Named Contact
for the forthcoming Paramount proMan for Pacent Company who is under
duction, "Four Feathers." Peters,
exclusive contract to
of
tile -Sam Fox Publishing Co., was
Joe Daly, veteran sales manager
General Talking Pictures, has joined sent to the Coast two months ago
the Pacent Reproducer Corp., as con- to write an all original score for this
tact man.
picture.
Morris and West Leave
Dr. Klein Assistant Commerce Head
IVojItini^ton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
".\libi."
of
star
andChester
RolandMorris,
West, director of the
Washington — Dr. Julius Klein, director of the Bureau of Foreign and
yestp'-'^''^^ for
left New
picture,
Hollywood.
He York
is to appear in a Domestic Commerce, has been named
arrival
his
First National picture on
assistant secretary' of commerce.
in Hollywood.
Klein has been active in promoting
.■\nierican films abroad.
Picttires Only at Birmingham
Birmingham, Ala. — Sound pictures
Color Life M. P. Incorporated
exclusively are being adopted by the
Pubnew
the
C.
L. Martino is president of Color
Alabama here, under
lix policy of experimenting to de- Life Motion Pictures, located at Film
terimine if sound fihns can replace Center, New York. The new procpresentations successfully.
ess, according to its inventor C. L.
Martino, allows unlimited reproduction from negatives without special
Sunday
Shows for Peekskill
Peekskill, N. Y.— Sunday
picture camera, screen or projector.
shows are to be resumed here, as a
result of the election which ousted
the Democratic reform element.

talking and singing picture starring
Maurice Chevalier, will have its
21,
world premiere Friday evening at
100
13,366 the Criterion, New York.
2,000

First installation in New York of
Oraphone, disc device, has been completed at the New Third Avenue,
96th and Third Ave., with "Lucky
Boy" the picture shown. Oraphone
sales are handled by Harry Rathner.
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1
2

Harris,
Opening

New
York.
of "Madame

X'

atParis"
the I
at the of
Criterion,
New of York.
Opening
"Innocents
Annual
meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.

Opening
of "The
the V/imeT,
New Desert
York. Song"

at

May
May
6
May 5-11

Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummoad"
at the Apollo,
New York.

May 6-7

Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers In New York.
Annual
Convention
of Amettcan
Federation of Musicians at Den-

20
May 6-9

\

Opening
of "Mother's
Cohan, New
York.
Week.Boy" -- . at
Music
National
Dallas.
Convention
of Texas exhibitor unit,

June 1-9 American Theater Equipment Exposition and Exhibitors Institute
at Chicago.
June 1 1-12 Convention of Oklahoma exhibitor unit at Oklahoma City. -

"Desert
Song" Opening
Set
"The Desert Song" will have its
New York premiere May 1 at the
Warner.

ASSISTANT MANAGER
WANTED
State

age,

experience,

salary.

Box A- 121
c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway
N. Y. C.
desired

'"

TWO OLD FIRMS NOW A BIGGER NEW ONE!
SAVOY PRINTING & PUBLISHING
of 729 Seventh Avenue
and

CO.

REELAND PUBLISHING COMPANY
of 630 Ninth Avenue
HAVE JUST CONSOLIDATED TO CONTINUE
THEIR UNEXCELLED SERVICE TO THEATRES
IN A BIGGER WAY
Under the new Firm Name of

SAVOY-REELAND PRINTING CORP.
under personal management of
JACK COHEN and LOUIS G. WILSON
with headquarters at
FILM CENTER
BUILDING, 630 Ninth Avenue,
44th to 45th St., New York, N. Y., Suite 412.
Please Use Phone, Pennsylvania 3960-1-2
ALL PUBLICITY NEEDS FROM A THROW A WAY TO
A 24 SHEET in type, block and lithography.
RECEPTION AND OPEN HOUSE— Monday and Tuesday, April 29th and 30th at our new quarters.
ALL EXHIBITORS and ALL CONNECTED with the
Motion Picture Industry are most cordially invited.

50,000 square feet of floor space with the most modern
machinery and equipment.

i

!

EMINENT

CRITIC

By

and publisher

•V .

''Show Boat'' a
Show Triumph

RS*
TO
BI
HI
EX
DAILY »EVI£W

"DEGINNING with sprightliness, I
\^-^ proceeding
with
poignant
human drama shot through with the

*j^

Ishining threads of humor, "Show[
Boat", the Show of the Season,
ends with a haunting"
* * * melody, sung]
by a negro with a voice like a cello.

y

j'T^HIS much heralded and much!
I -*• expected sound and dialogue |^"
entertainment will duplicate internationally the New York success of I

r/

•^'

• 4: 1

<

V

Florenz 2^egfeld's stage production!
and there's no doubt in the world |
Iabout that.
• • •
':';:

I A T the Globe Theatre last night,
Y^ Carl Laemmle who presents the
Ipicture
on behalf
of Universal!
shared his honors with Mr. ^iegfeld and both were in screen evi'l
dence.

^

'

■
• • contrived
I
DEAUTIFULLY
by the I
1*-^ superb
direction
of Harry |
[Pollard, triumphantly scored by that
[rising musical genius, Joseph Cherniavsky, acted with power, sincerity!
and feeling by Laura LaPlante,
Joseph Schildkraut, Emily Fitzroy,
Alma Rubens and Otis Harlan, as
[principals in an amazing cast, this]
Isupreme drama of the Mississippi
land its show world rises as high a£|
the sky itself and goes as deep as
the utter depths of the swirling [
surges of human emotions.
• music, oma• • with
1
TT \s, embellished
\~- mented with song and its temprj
Its in rhythm vnth the heart beat'[
lof the world.
• • •
I
,/IUNIVE
^^ Boat"
en
in "Shov
has achievem
RSALa box office
that is likely to break aU previou
picture records and is an entertain
It is a decoration for pic
ment
jture history.

CASH. PRIZES
WIRE OR PHONE

THE NEAREST

EXCHANGE

ALBANY, N. Y., Chase Pictures Corp.
BUFFALO, N. Y., Chase Pictures Corp., SOS Pearl St.
CHICAGO, ILL.. B. N. Judell, Inc. 808 South Wal>ash Ave.
CINCINNATI, O., Standard Film Service Co., Pioneer & Broadway
CLEVELAND, O., Standard Film Service Co., Film Exchange Bldg.
DENVER, COLO., Rayart Pictures, Inc., 2042 Broadway
DETROIT, MICH., Standard Film Service Co., 200 New Fihn Bldg.
KANSAS CITY, MO., Liberty FUm Exchange, Inc., 1818 Wyandotte
LOS ANGELES, CAL., AU-Star Features, 1926 So. Vermont Ave.
General Foreign Distributors: Richmount

PHYSICAL

IN YOUR

TERRITORY

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., B. N. Judell, Inc.
MILWAUKEE, WIS., B. N. JudeU, Inc.
NEW YORK, N. Y., Big-Three Exchange, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.
OMAHA, NEB., Liberty Films, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Philadelphia Film Exchange, 1333 Vine St.
PITTSBURG, PA., Standard Fihn Service Co., 1018 Forbes St.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., AU-Star Features, 209 Golden Gate Ave.
ST. LOUIS, MO. Columbia Pictures Corp., 3306 OUve St.
WASHINGTON, D. C, Progress Film Corporation, 916 G. •t.,K.W.
Pictures Corp., 729 Seventit Ave., N. Y.

DISTRIBUTION

THROUGH

Educational Exchanges. Inc.

$16,000.00 Cash Prize Contest
moOnuerx

wnat would you do
In a 6as6 LiKe TUls?
13

UNFINISHED

FEATURETTE

CINEMA

JEWELS

An
Amazing Array
of Box-Office Talent will
BrUiiant
depict these Engrossing Stories
sound and
Dialog q^ Your Screen. Each subject will ^'^^^^
be complete in itself — complete but for
the necessary solutions to the dilemmais in
which the players find themselves

Tallis
Sixty CASH PRIZES weekly to
YOUR

THEATRE
YOUR
YOUR

PATRONS

SCREEN
NEWSPAPER

$16,000.00

COLD
CASH
plus
UNPRECEDENTED
equals
PROFITS plusFOR YOU

Our
Stars

No Coupons - No Canvassing - No Strings
SILENT VERSIONS ON ALL 13 SUBJECTS

Weekly Cash Prizes Will Be Awarded the Best Solutions
MODERN PICTURES CORPORATION
Executive Offices and Studios, 6066 Sunset Boulevard

Hollywood

THE

DAILY
Coast Wire Service

New

Color Process

VITACOLOR PROCESS FOR
STANDARD SIZE FILMS

,

Max Du Pont, veteran cameraman
and inventor of the Vitacolor process,
which is being used chiefly by users
of 16mm stock, claims that the process is also practical for standard size
films. The process is based on the
electro-magnet theory of light waves.
A special filter made of gelatine can
be used in front or behind the lens.
The filter attachment is also used on
for prothe projection machine, but
fessional use, Du Pont has devised
an optical glass filter attachment.
Natural colors are secured with the
process which furnishes a great latitude of exposure, it is claimed. Filter
attachments for cameras and projection machines are being made by the
Du Pont Vitacolor Corp.

3 Talker Versions
Edward Small is planning
production of a talker starring
Nazimova in English, French
and Russian versions. It will
be released by Columbia.

-AND Tuesday,
THA TS
THAT
By

A Little

April 23, 1929

PHIL

M.
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RKO Preparing Three
New Sound Productions

JAMES R. GRAINGER, following
a preview* of "Fox Follies" at
"Companionate," "The Viennese Riverside, Cal., is so enthused at the
Charmer" and "49th Street" soon will possibilities that he is now wonderBy RALPH
fVlLK
ing how his company allowed that
go into production at the RKO studio.
Olive
Borden
will
be
featured
Ziegfeld
Follies person to monopoHollywood
the glorifying of the American
BENJAMIN STOLOFF, director in "Companionate," which William girl lize
all these years.
J. Cowan will direct with Russell
of "Speakeasy," will soon be
Mack,
stage
director,
aiding
on
diaready to start another with "Lola
logue sequences. Wesley Ruggles
Lane and Paul Page, the two principals of his last picture. He will will direct Betty Compson in "The
THEME
leave May 5 for Cuba where he will Viennese Charmer" and "49th Street"
"ChaSONG
r la tan.
will
feature
the
three
Moore
brothers,
start "The Girl From Havana."
Many scenes will be taken aboard Owen, Tom and Matt under direcship.
tion of Mai St. Claire.
You Knoiv Your
*
*
*

from "Lots*'

Wilfred Noy is versatile. He is
acting in "Diversion," which John
Griffith Wray is directing, and also
staged "Legitimate Lovers," which
will be pr-esented at the Theater
Mart.
*
*
*
Fritz Feld is keeping busy. His
Sid Graxmian Planning to first screen talking role was that of
"Sol Levith," a music publisher, in
Produce Talker Series "Broadway."
He has also appeared
Sid Grauman is planning to produce in "Squavi'k," a locally-produced
talkers. It is expected he will enter stage play, and has just completed a
production when the proposed acqui- role in "Cape * Smoke,"
*
♦ for Fox.
sition of a 50 per cent interest in
A7i
interested
spectator
at the first
Grauman's Chinese is completed by
Publix.
shovnng in June of "Hey! Hey!
Henrietta," a Fox picture, vnll be
"Eternal Love" for Rivoli
Velva G. Darling. She was paid
"Eternal Love," the tenth picture $2500 for the title, which is based
made in America by Ernst Lubitsch, on a newspaper feature serial, which
and the second John Barrymore-Ca- she wrote.
milla Horn production, will follow
"Coquette" at the Rivoli, New York.
Tv70 T-S Talkers Ready
Talking sequences and synchroniDenny's Next Starting
zation for Tiffany-Stahl productions,
Cast of "Companionate Troubles,"
starring Reginald Denny for Uni- "Two Men and a Maid" and "New
versal, has been completed, and the Orleans" have been completed. The
picture has gone into production at first was directed by George ArUniversal City under direction of chainbaud and has Buster Collier,
William James Craft. The cast in- Alma Bennett, Eddie Gribbon and
cludes Merna Kennedy, Otis Harlan, George E. Stone in the leads. "New
William Austin, Virginia Sale, Greta Orleans" was directed by Reginald
Granstedt and Mary Foy.
Barker and has Ricardo Cortez, Buster Collier and Alma Bennett as
leads.
Steers for Dix Film
Larry Steers, who last appeared in
Brownell at RKO
"Redskin," has been engaged for
John Brownell, New York playpart in Dix's latest, "The Wheel of
Life," an all-talker which Victor
wright, is at the RKO studio preSchertzinger is directing for Paraparing the screen version for "Rincrmount.
side." He recently completed a
Nagel Directing Color Subject
three-act farce comedy, "It's the Climate," which is slated for a fall
Curtis F. Nagel is directing "A
Festival of Bagdad," Tiffany Color opening in New York.
Symphony. Joyzelle Joyner, James
Marcus, Carleton King and Allan
RKO
Gets Creelman Story
Paull are in the cast.
James Ashmore Creelman, Jr., has
written "Wolves of the Waterfront"
Maresca
with RKO
which will soon be produced by
James V. Maresca, formerly with RKO.
RCA, has joined RKO as supervisor
M-G-M Signs Robinson
of recording.
Casey Robinson
has been signed
Wallace Beery Cast
to direct for M-G-M.
Wallace Beery will play in ParaDoyle with Columbia
mount's talking film version of Booth
Buddy Doyle has been signed to
Tarkington's
"Magnolia."
"Buddy"
Rogers and Mary Brian are leads.
appear in Columbia
Pictures.

"King of Jazz" to be
Directed by Paul Fejos
Paul Fejos, director of "Broadway"
has been assigned to direct "The King
of
made by Paul
WhitemanJazz,"
and to
hisbeorchestra.
Edward
T.
Lowe will write scenario and dialogue. Carl Laemmle, Jr., will supervise.
"Snookums"
Becomes
"Sunny Jim"
Lawrence McKeen, Jr., "Snookums," of "The Newlyweds and
Their Baby" comedies, made by
Stern Bros, for Universal, has been
signed by Universal for a new series of two reel comedies to be called
the Sunny Jim series. They will be
in both silent and talking versions.
Gus Meins is to direct.
McCIintic at Hollywood
Guthrie McCIintic, stage director,
has just arrived in Hollywood and
started conferring with Fox Movietone officials concerning his first assignment, the audible screen version
of Elinor Glyn's story, "Such Men
Are Dangerous," for which Warner
Baxter is scheduled to play the leading role.

What
Price Fame?
Hokum."
An exhibitor who saw a Clark --d
McCullough
talker told a friend that
he was going to the exchange to
book the comedy with those two
funny fellers. Cook and McGoogle.
(Charley Hynes pleaded guilty to
this one, and offered no defense.)
At Last— The Smellers
Palooka Productions announce
they have in work the first aromatic
feature, otherwise known as that
long-sought smell picture. They are
closely guarding their technical process. Our head snooper Simeon Snatz
reports he noted several different
scents at a studio showing. He admits he was sitting alongside the
producers, so we
are wondering.

But Simeon addthe proed that duction
smells
fects.
without the ef-

Barthelmess Going to New
York
Richard Barthelmess will leav-e
If 8 Published
Hollywood for New York as soon as
Dear
Phil:
I'm trying hard to
he completes work on his current make your colyum.
Do you publish
First
National
picture,
"Drag."
The
original
jokes?
—
Dave
Bader.
star plans to make this trip in the
Dear Dave: That's original enough
interests of future stories.
for us.
Evans In Cast
A new member to the cast of
Daily Pome
Paramount's talking versions of S.
S. Van Dine's "The Greene Murder
Mistress Mary, quite contrary
How does your picture go?
Case" was added with assignment
of Charles E. Evans.
"It's lots of advertising, sir
That makes the public blow.
Fox Buys "Yellow^ Ticket"
"The Yellow Ticket," stage play,
has been purchased for a talker by
Fox. No director or star has yet
been assigned to the screen version
of this drama by Michael Morton.
Hugh Sinclair with Fox
Hugh
Sinclair, English comedian,
has been signed by Fox for three

ALIBIS
The Switchboard
Sneeze:
"I wasn't
listenin'
in, an' besides,
ya lied
to ya
wife and if ya get fresh I'll tell her."
Famous Film Conversations
"/ gotta have a reduction."

THE
DAIL %#
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Schenck Heads Group
Coming to New York
(.Continued from Page 1)
Douglas Fairbanks in cciiincftion
with United Artists Consolidated.
Whether the I'nited Artists stars
come East depends upon their production schedule for "The Tnnrnc
of the Shrew." talkcr-coU>r film in
which they plan to co-star.

Warner-United Affiliation
Not Dependant on Chaplin
Hesi

Const

Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — With or without
Charles Chaplin. Warners will purchase a50 per cent interest in United
Artists, states Jack L. Warner. The
Warner production chief is scheduled to leave Hollywood for New
York tomorrow with members of
the United Artists group headed by
Nicholas M. Schenck to work out
final details.
Wamer Sailing Sef.
Paris — Harry M. Warner sails f'^r
New
York
April 30 in the He de
France.

Another Meeting Slated
on French Quota Problem
(Continvcd from Page 1)
tors is to be held during the week
to seek a solution of the problem
caused by French producers' demands
for a three to one quota. American
companies have signified their intention of withdrawing
from
the P'rench
market,
if the quota is
enacted.

Franco Film Negotiating
with Jannings for Series
Emil Jannings is being sought by
Franco Film of Paris to star in a
series of 12 sound pictures to be
produced at the company's studios in
Nice. Jannings arrives in New York
from Hollywood April 29 at which
further discussions are Reported
slated. He sails May 4. Paramount
declares Jannings is returning to Germany for an extended vacation and
will later return to resume work with
the company. In the interim, "The
Concert." Jannings vehicle, has been
assigned Adolphe Menjou.

iter

Not Guilty Pleas will be
Entered in U. S. Coast Case
(Ci'iititiucti
general.

More than 40 u-itnesses appeared before the grand jury.
The government charges an ngreemeiit between the defendants to
compel independent exhibitors of
Southern California to contract for
films only in accordance with terms
and provisions of certain so-called
zoning clearance schedules. These
schedules, it is alleged, restrained independent operators from contracting
for suitable first and subsequent run
pictures. These schedules, it is
charged,
show
arbitrary
discrimina-

1929 it

y

tion in favor of Fox West Coast.
.Assistant Attorney General .Xnien
points out that terms of the indictment are broader than those of the
information previously filed by the
government, in that the indictments
include three additional clearance
schedules not referred to in the information and name Warners and
Franklin
as additional
defendants.
Other

defendants an?: X'itagraph,

I'niNation.il.
First
versa!,
Paramount,
Pathe
and United
Fox, M-G-M.
Artists.

W. E. Files Patent Suit
Againstfrom Exhibitor
(Continued
Pane 1)
first theater owner against whom
Western Electric has proceeded for
alleged patent infringement.

Because counsel for the government
was not ready for completion of the
arbitration and credit committee
cases, both actions have been held
over until April 29. Filing of briefs

Buffalo — (By Telephone) — "We arc
not worried in the least." Sol Wallerstein, on whom papers were served
last nigl .., declared, in commenting
on the patent suit. His contract
willi Pacent carries a protection

was slated
in Federal
Judge Thacher's
court
in New
York yesterday,
but the
cases were continued upon government requests. Both were tried several weeks ago before Judge Thacl'^r
and are test cases, the government
alleging a conspiracy exists in operation of credit committees and compulsory arbitration. Edwin P. Grosvenor of Cadwallader, Wickersham &
Taft, handled the case for the defendants, while C. Stanley Thompson,
special assistant to the attorney general was in charge for the \.T- S.

(Continued jron\ I'atje 1)
cussion of the sound picture situaof the Oklahoma exhibitor unit, called
for June 11-12. Conventions usually
are held in fall, but the urgency of the
present situation led to advancing the
date.
Vaudeville
Mgrs.
Annual
Dinner
Annual dinner of the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Ass'n was held
last night at the Plaza. Theater and
civic officials were
guests.
Leases Cleveland House
Cleveland
—
Dr. Jack Hollander
has leased the Orpheum.

Los Angeles — Maximum i)enalty
case of conviction under the Sherman anti-trust law is $5,000 fine and

Morris on Radio Hook-Up
Sam Morris was a principal on
weekly

planned here by Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
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Washington — Building of a 4,000seat combination house is understood

rld's
Wo
Biggest
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\'itaphone

It will be of great value throughout
BOB

R-K-0 to Build New First
Run House at Washington

Regional
Co
vering
The

imprisonment of '^'le year. TVi<^ ' prisonment applies only to individuals, for in the case of coroorati' •• '
oiilv the fine is imposed. The only
individual named in the indictments
returned here is Harold B. Frnnkl-n
^resident and general manager of
West Coast Theaters.

last night's
"Jubilee Hour."

clause, against all infringement actions. Meanwhile, Wallerstein, declares himself greatly pleased with
the installation.

OThe
nly

s ty
and Year'
Finement
0 ison
$5,00
Penal
is
Impr
West Coast Bureau, TlUi FILM DAILY

"Of Great Value"

FREE

be inpossible were it not for protection.

Not Worried by Action
is Wallerstein Comment

ear.
the y"--'•
■'^^^(

I'tiitt' 1)

(Coittinoed from Page I)
Franklin says his attorneys feel
that the questions involved would be
handled more satisfactorily to all
parties concerned, in a civil suit
rather than a criminal action. He
declares that de luxe houses would

Credit Arbitration Cases Rentals to Be Under Fire
Continued at U. S. Request
at Oklahoma Convention

wa.Y'a*.

YEARBoo

fri>m

U. S. Action Welcomed
Harold Franklin Says

Foreign $15.00
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Story, action, and Vitaphone score that
make "Flaming Youth'* look like an
ad for Frigidaire.
With Neil Hamilton. By Carey Wilson.
A William A. Seiter production.
Theme song "I'm Thirsty For Kisses,
Hungry
Love" published by M.
Witmark For
&. Sons.
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Adverse Legislative Bills Forestalled in 43 States

ALL THE HEW5
ALL THE TIME
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Gun Bearers
industry is about to
THE
rge
from the bitterest
eme
trench warfare in its colorful history. Vcw are aware
of the legislative bomliardment
which has been concentrated on
motion pictures since the lawmakers in forty-three states,
bunking their collective heads
together in January, embraced
films in their oflfensives. It has
been terrific.

One hundred and sixty-seven
measures were aimed at various organs of the celluloid
anatomy. One hundred and
sixty-one have l)een defeated.
Six remain to be dealt with, but
jetferson City advices yesterday
indicated Missouri as a danger
spot has been successfully isolated. In numbers of bills 161
then ; in terms of money, $280,000,000 in taxation has been
dodged. A staggering sum and
one under whicli the industry
might easily have wilted beyond all hope.
How It Was Done

R-K-O Can. Deal?
Toronto — N. L. Nathanson,
managing director of Canadian
Famous Players, and Joseph
Plunkett of Radio-Keith-Orpheum. New York, have been
looking over R-K-O theaters
in the Dominion with a view
to the probable acquisition of
the R-K-O chain by Canadian
Famous
Players.
Joseph Plunkett could not
be reached for a statement on
the Toronto report.

MYERS RIDDLES BABSON
AmCK ON PICTURES
Uaslumiton

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Allegations of Roger
W. Baljson. nationally known statistical nnai\st. that motion pictures
are responsible for the present "crime
wave" were challenged yesterday by
-Xbrani F. Myers, general counsel of
Allied States Ass'n, in a formal statetruth of Babson's
ment denying
assertions
andthedeclaring
that he
"owes an apology to the industry as
a whole and to the smaller exhibitors

These facts and figures cloak a
hidden story of service of which this

in Babson's
particular."
report said "such studies

industry
large aknows
little.
is
in our at
opinion
disaster
lias W'liat
been
averted through the valiant efforts of
a group of men aiul women scattered
throughout the United States. The
results did not happen. They were
caused to happen. Because the industry at large and particularly tiie
leaders should know what has taken
place, the veil will be lifted this
morning.

Fox West Coast Plans
Big Expansion Program

A Roster of Honor
What follows is a partial poll of
the honor roll. It is not complete.
There are many champions whose
names it is well not to mention. If
they read this, they will be the first
to understand why.
In Michigan, the industry's cudgels
have been swung vigorously by Henderson Richey, several memhers (if the
Michigan M.P.T.O. as well a'; Dave
Palfreyman, Detroit Film Board secretary. The Kansas and Missouri roster
embraces names like Dick Biechcle. Arthur Cole. Barney Dubinsky, Joe Mogler,
Lila Schofield and others. In Ohio, an
incomplete list includes Pete Wood. William James, Fred Dcsberg. Jim Harwood,
Ike Lib'on, Georgia Moft'ett and Evelyn
McNamee.
Al StefFes, irresponsibly
dul)l)ed
Bol(.Continued on Page 6)

(CoHliiii'cJ

on

I'tuic

7)

San Francisco — I'ox West Coast
Theaters is out after reprcsciUation
in every city of the West, Howard
Sheehan declared at the regional
meeting liere of circuit managers.
Such cities as Hanford, Santa
Cruz and Visalia, which have no
West Coast theaters at this time, will
be included in the expansion program.

(Continued

on

Page

7)
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Des Moines — Concluding that the
proposed admission ta.x was unfair,
the Iowa legislature permitted it to
die on adjournment. Meanwhile, a
tax committee has been appointed to
consider wavs of raising revenue.

5 Cents

PACENT PLANS FINISH
FIGHT IN PATENT SUIT
SAYS COMPANY SQUflRElY
BEHIND ITS CUSTOMERS
I'accnt Reproducer Corp.. intends
to stand "scinarcly bcliind" its customers in defending them from any
patent infringement suits, Louis G.
Pact r.t declares in commenting on
Western KIcctric's action against
Wallerstein of the Broadway, Buffalo.
"Should Western Electric bring
similar suits against exhibitors using
(Continued on Page 6)

Several Reports Involve
Toledo First Run Houses
Toledo — There are a nmnber of reports in circulation regarding theaters
here. One is reported purchase of
the Rivoli by either Radio-KeithOri)heum, Warner or Fox, with
strongest report that the first named
would accpiire the house. Another
is that I'ublix plans a new house, has
taken over the Princess and is negotiating for the State. Reports involving the Valentine also are being
heard,ater as
is a reported new Fox thei)roject.

Canadian Ban on Child
Attendance Is Urged
Ottawa — A demand lias been presented to the Canadian government
by the National Council of FCdiication for legislation prohibiting the
admiss'on of children to all pictiirt
theaters in the Donn'nion. as is now
done in the province of Quebec.

161 Bills and $280,000,000 in
Taxes Defeated Since January
10 Per Cent Admission Tax
Dies in Iowa Legislature

Price

Company Ready to Go to
Mat, toHe beSays
— Showmen
Protected
I'inish fight on the issue of patent infringement, raised in Western
Klectric's suits against the company,
and Ben Wallerstein, of the Broadway, Buffalo, is promised by Louis
G. Pacent. head of Pacent Reproducer Corp., who again denies any
infringement. Martin W. Littleton
has been retained as chief of counsel and Kenyon & Kenyon, patent
attorneys,
the denying
def^-nse.
Answer of will
the ccmduct
Pacent firm
the Western Electric allegations now
is being prepared.
Pacent (Continued
sees in on
the Page
suits6) a chal-

PERCENTAGE BOOKINGS
Detroit — Members of the Michigan
exhil) tor association intend toi go
through with their proposal to ban
percentage bookings. The action
was taken at the recent Detroit meeting, at which 150 theaters of the state
were represented.
L'nfair j)rices are being asked for
xunid i)ictures
viewpictures
of the cost
admitted fact that "in
sound
(Continued on Page 6)

L. A. Patrons Loyal to
Silent, Survey Shows
lVc.<t Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
I. OS .Nngeles — Patrons here do not
prefer talkers to silent films. Tliey
favor sound effects to dialogue and
are almost evenly divided as to
whether their interest in talkers is
(Continued on Page 6)

E. A. Harms Music Firm
is Sought by Warners?

Tax bills wliich would liave fasten
Warners is understood to be comed levies trailing 5280.000.000 on
pleting a deal for purchase of the
the industry have been defeated since
E. A. Harms Music Publishing firm
Jan. 2 when state legislatures in 4.'
states throughout the nation convened in New York. Some time ago. Warto enact new laws. Since that date,
ners bought control of M. Witmark
191 measures 167 of them adverse, & Sons. Several days ago. A. L.
have been introduced. One hundred Warner. denied any deal with
(Continued on Page 6)
Harms
was under way or planned-
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No Roadshows for Bowling
Film; Goes to Paramount
Plans for roadshowing "Tlie Rainbow Man" in 15 cities have been
abandoned by Sono-.Art in favor of
immediate, general distribution of the
Dowling film via Paramount with
whom a deal has been closed.
Bowling's next may be "Honeymoon Lane." Distribution not set.
Lebensburger Returns to Cleveland
Ben A. Lebensburger last night
returned to Cleveland, after conferences with officials of Pacent Reproducer Corp. in New York. Lebensburger is Cleveland distributor of
Pacent devices.
Warner, Quigley Back May 6
H. M. Warner, president of Warner Bros., and George E. Quigley,
vice president of V'itaphone, will arrive in New York May 6 from Europe. At that time, the proposed
affiliation with United Artists Consolidated is slated to be completed.
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With five serials of all-dialogue
comedies launched. Educational executives are discussing in Xew York
additional plans. Wiiile independent
Sales producing units making three of EduI'.SOO
4,200
21.700 cational's five series are continuing
400 activity, the two talking units operating at Educational, have suspended
work for a brief period. Jack White,
21.500 director-in-chief, and E. H. Allen,
general manager of the studio have
been joined in Xew York by Charles
Laniont and Stephen Roberts, senior
directors in the Educational roster,
100 as well as Al Martin, comedy titk
22,700
writer, for conferences.
Woody Burial Tomorrow

lycst Coast

Bureau,
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Today:
April 26

May

1

May

1

Opening
of "The
the Warner,
New Desert
York. Song" at

May

2

Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
New York.
at the Apollo.

May 5-11
May

May
May

DAILY

Los Angeles — Funeral services will
be held here probably tomorrow for
John agerS.of Fox,
\\'oody,
sales York
manwho assistant
died in Xew
last week. His body, accompanied
by the widow, arrives here today.

Call

WAFILMS,
r-»Walter

A.

....

W.

46th St.. New
Bryant
8181

Henry
Lauste
Dies
Regular Loew Dividend
Regular
quarterly
dividend
of
London — Henry
Lauste, son of
Eugene A. Lauste, a pioneer sound 51.62^2 a share on the preferred, payfilm inventor, died here recently. A
able May 15 to stock of record May
wife and baby son survive.
3. has been declared by Loew's. Inc.

James A. FitzPatrick*s

"TRAVELTALKS"

20

Annual Convention of American
Federation of Musicians at Den-

Convention of Oklahoma exhibitor unit at Oklahoma City.

SEE THEM

!

— And Convince Yourself!
.^*^

for

The more I see them, the better I
like them, and it seems that they
have the same effect on our audience.
FOUNT AIX
SQ.
THEATRE
Gcnilden
Theatres
Corp.

Pres.

York

85
QUOTED

Shorts with "Madame X"
On the program with "Madame X"
at the Sam H. Harris tonight will be
Titta Rufto's first Movietone recording and a two-reel Technicolor
revue, '"Climbing the Golden Stairs."
Ruffo, recently contracted to make a
series of Metro Movietone .A.cts.

Cohan,
New
York.
6 Opening
of "Mother's
Boy" at
Dallas.
6-7 Convention of Texas exhibitor tinit.

JuneU-12

Library Stock Scenes
130

Music Week.

June 1-9 American Theater Equipment Exat Chicagoposition
. and Exhibitors Institut*

Inc.

Futter,
for

National

6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New
ver.
York.

May

New Philadelphia House Sold
Xew Philadelphia. O. — Justice of
the Peace S. H. Herron has sold the
Bijou which he has owned and operated for the last 18 years, to his
nephew, John W. Mathias.
Flinn Leaves for Coast
John C. Flinn left yesterday
the Coast.

Opening of "Madame X" at the
Harris,
New
York.
Opening of "Innocents of Paris"
York.
New
at the Criterion,
Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.

'WE NEVER

DISAPPOINT"

FOR SALE
Suitable for Sound Studio

POWFIWSIM
COiMfi

75 X 1081/2. height of ceiling
from floor 44'. All in the clear
including cellar, room for carpenter shop and offices. In the
80's off Columbus Ave., on
street level.
care

INCORPORATED

220 WEST
STREET
NEW 42^1-°
YORK
Wisconsin

Box A-117
FilmNewDaily,
York 1650
City B'way

ALLAN

A. LOWNES.

6876
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Let IJs Solve Your Vrohlems I
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED
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of the World*'

1540
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BRYANT

3040

Exhibitors, too,

"The Thinker" as
expressed by Rodin

THE
THINKERS!

are Thinking today'.

PLENTY of thinking going on in this industry today. The future? MetroGoldwyn-Mayer is the answer ! M-G-M product, Sound or Talking or Silent, is
the most reassuring note in the business. "THE BROADWAY MELODY," a
national sensation. "THE TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN" Broadway's new $2
smash.
"THE IDLE RICH" coming.
Those three ALL-TALKING pictures
^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ Road-Show-Size Talkies that
IHIBIHf
fl|%
^H^^^l
make early Talking efforts seem amateurish
by comparison. M-G-M's Movietone Acts are
marvelous. Now come HAL ROACH'S great
WILLIAM HAINES
GRETA GARBO
ALL-TALKING COMEDIES with "Our
WILD ORCHIDS
THE DUKE STEPS OUT
has broken et'ery week-erui
is doing sensational busirecord at Capitol, N.Y.
Gang," Laurel-Hardy, Charlie Chase and Roach
ness. 2Big Weeks on B'way.
Extended
run hit!
Smashing records all otcr.'
All-Stars. M-G-M silent pictures are life-savers
SOUND OR SILENT— THE GREATEST!
Ramon Novarro in 'THE FLYING FLEET"
"THE BELLAMY TRIAL" (Talking or Silent)
"WOMAN OF AFFAIRS" (Gilben-Garbo)
William Haines in "ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE"
(Talking or Silent)
Ramon Novarro in"THE PAGAN" (He sings .')
Lon Chancy in "WHERE EAST IS EAST"
Willard Mack in "VOICE OF THE CITY"
{All-Talking or Silent)
and More I More ! More 1

to many theatres today. The future? It's rosy
when it's secure! There's one company that
insures the future— that's M-G-M!
EXTRA!

Laurel-Hardy in their fint ALL-TALKING

COMEDY "Unaccustomed As We Are" is now fjlaying with $2
run of "Broadway Melody" at Columbia Theatre San Francisco.

METRO-GOLDWYN
Firm and Foremost

Wednesday,

Graham Baker, Anthony
Coldeway Switch Positions

Coast Wire Service

New Recording Tricks
A Little
from
By
Following up his processes for doing double exposures in sound to
permit the playing of dual roles with
both characters talking, Lodge Cunningham, one of the Metropolitan
Studios sound engineers, says he has
worked out new developments in
sound by completing several successful continuous lap dissolves.
He devised single lap dissolves in
sound soine time ago which are used
in the Christie-McLean production,
"Divorce Made Easy." With his
new completed process, it is said,
continuously dissolving scenes may
now be taken moving from long shot
through medium shot to close up,
with the character talking, with no
pauses and with no break in the level
of the sound.

RALPH

C. Graham Baker, assistant associate executive at Warners, has succeeded Anthony Coldeway at First
National. The latter has been transferred to Warners
old duties.

to handle Baker's

ff
ft

Lots

WILK ,

Hollywood
T UCILLE POWERS, 17-year old
'^ 'extra' girl, who was picked from
the ranks by Clarence Badger for
"Three Week Ends" with Clara Bow,
has now been cast for an important
role in "Magnolia" which Richard
Wallace will direct for Paramount.
B&nny Rubin says: "Did you hear
about the master of ceremonies who
ran out of inaterial and shot himself for a black-out?" Benvy is doing a double from, Universal City to
the Boulevard where he is m. c.
Lea McCarey, for two years supervising director of the Roach studio, has been signed to direct "Joe
College," Pathe 100 per cent talker.
Eddie Quillan, Sally O'Neil and
Jeanette Loff will have the leads.
*
*
*

Cunningham's double - exposure
process is being used by the Lloyd
Hamilton company in one of Hamilton's talking comedies in which he
plays a dual role, with both of the
characters played by Hamilton on
Joseph Schildkraut and Laura La
the screen together and talking simul- Plante, both Universal stars, ivho
taneously.
appeared together in "Show Boat,"
will be teamed again in an Eddie
Betty Bronson in Talker
Montague story, titled "Evidence."
Betty Bronson will be heard in This all-dialogue production will be
Wyler.
"The Locked Door," 100 per cent directed by William
*
*
*
dialogue picture which George Fitzmaurice is directing for United ArRobert Homans, New York stage
tists. Rod La Rocque, Barbara
Stanwyck and William Boyd, stage actor, appears in "The Isle of Lost
player, already have been announced Ships," as a result of his work with
for this cast by John W. Considine, Colleen Moore in "When Irish Eyes
Jr., production executive at United Are Smiling."*
*
*
Artists.
Frank Murray, for several years
with Fox publicity department, ivill
Columbia Talker Titled
leave the latter part of April for
"Father and Son" has been se- New York and Washington.
lected as title of Columbia's talker
produced under tentative title of
Robert Ellis, who played the
"Father Love." Jack Holt, Dorothy
Revier, Helene Chadwick and Mickheavy in "Broadway," has been
assigned a similar role in
ey McBan are featured. Erie C. Kenton is directing.
"Evidence," for Universal.

"Of Great Value"
It will be of great value throughout
the year.
BOB

KANE

April 24, 1929

Good Stunt
Sixty thousand copies of a
herald printed in the form of
a New York tabloid, are being distributed by Columbia on
the street to boost "The Donovan Affair," which opens April
27 at the Roxy, New York.

Nagel Continues with Both Gunmen Fire Chi. Theater
M-G-M and Warner Bros.
Although M-G-M has signed Conin Labor
Involv
Chicago ed
— Outrage
s at the"Jam"
Adams
rad Nagel to a new contract, ar-

rangements have been made whereby
he will be co-featured in five Warner
pictures.

loop theater, culminated in fire at the
house set by two gunmen. M. O.
Wells, owner, ascribes the outrage
to James C. Petrillo, president of the
Musicians Union, but the latter denies
any connection with firing of the
house. Some time ago, Petrillo ordered Wells to cease operating an
automatic organ or hire a union musician to operate it.

Josephine Quirk Series Started
The Josephine Quirk productions
to be released by Tififany-Stahl, with
George Mcintosh featured in these
two reel talking shorts, started yesterday under direction of Leigh Jason. Mary Carlisle, a newcomer,
Lee in New York
is feminine lead and Marie Quillan,
John Alden, Joseph Lykens and J.
Frank J. Lee, veteran press representative and exploiteer, who now
J. Clark complete the cast. Miss
Quirk wrote
stories and dialogue.
is national director of public relations for Aviation Industries, Inc.,
which is sponsoring a carnival of the
Neil Hamilton
Assigned
to be held in Minneapolis and
Neil Hamilton has been signed sky
St. Paul from Aug. 3 to Sept. 7, is
by Universal to play opposite Laura in New York.
La Plante in "Evidence," now in
production. Hamilton replaces JosBanned in Ohio
eph Schildkraut. The change was
Cleveland — "Why
Girls Gc
made because of Universal's desire
distributed in Ohio by Alto star Schildkraut in a separate ve- Wrong,"
bert Dezel, has been ordered withhicle. "Evidence" will be directed
drawn from circulation by John L.
by William Wyler.
Clifton, director of education, and
head of the state censor board. The
Booth
Writing
Dialogue
picture was passed Jan. 5 for genJohn Hunter Booth, who recently
eral admission, without age restr-cjoined the Fox staff of writers, is tion for children. Complaint wa.s
registered against advertising used
now putting the dialogue to "Lucky in connection with the picture. It is
Star," a Gaynor-Farrell story. "4 reported that the censor board also
Devils" which was released as silent,
is now being made about 75 per cent has re-called "The Road to Ruin."
talking. Among Booth's plays Her
are,
Yale Honors
Dr. DeForf'^t
"The Masquerader," "Keep
Dr. Lee DeForest, inventor of
Smiling" and "Rollin' Home."
Phonofihn and chief engineer of
General
Talking Pictures Corp. has
Kolker in Fox Cast
been initiated as an honorary memHenry Kolker, stage player, who is
ber of the Sigma Chi fraternity by
appearing in "The Valiant," has the Yale chapter at New Haven.
been signed by Fox for a role in This honor was accorded him for his
"Scents of Sweet Almonds," based invention of the audion amplifying
on the stage play by Monckton tube.
Hoffe. Charles Klein will handle the
pictorial direction and Donald GalBuys High Point House
lagher, stage direction.
High Point, N. C— L. W. Unkle
has taken over the Ritz from T. M.
Clark at Pathe Studio
Elliott. P. R. Parrish will manage,
Herbert
Clark, stage player, has house.
arrived at the Pathe studio and may
appear
opposite
Ann
Harding
in
One Day a Week Policy
"Paris Bound."
Farmersville, O. — The Liberty,
closed for the last six months, has
been reopened under management of
"The Concert," Menjou Vehicle
Because Emil Jannings is leaving only.
Jack P. Murray and Allen B. Twyfor Europe and also to meet release man. Throughout the summer,
dates, Paramount has made a switch shows will be given on Saturdays
in ils schedule, and "The Concert"
is being readapted for Adolphe Men-

FREE

to FUm

Daily SubscHbers

Subscription $10.00

Foreign $15.00

"Rainbow
Assigned to Bordoni Film
Clarence
Badger
is
to
direct
jou.
"Paris,"
Irene Bordoni's
first talker
for First National.

Man

Ready

For

Market

Paramount will place "The Rainbow Man" on Ihe market immediately. The picture, starring Eddie Dowling, is first picture produced by SonoArt Prod., new independent firm.
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Mclovox, French Sound
Device, Now on Market
l|-.i.v;Miic;f.'»

Bureau

of

Till':

I-ILM

DAILY

Washington — Mclovox
st)Uiul device, said to be of exclusively French
invention, promotion
and manufacture, is being offered on the market
here by Socicte Mclovox. a partnership directed by A. Krikorian, whose
principal associate, M. Jacques Natanson, is the managing
director of
La
Centrale
C^inematographique,
a
producing
organization,
states a re
port from Paris,
\'ice made
Consul public
Alfredby thII
Cameron,
M. P. Section of the Dcpt. of Com
merce.
"Mclovox" can be used with oi
without synchronization, but in any
case without the addition of any extra
attachments to the ordinary silent
projector. It is being built to sel'
at even less than the French Tobis.
although no price has definitely been
set upon either of these makes.
Installs Chrest Reproducers
Alliance. O. — Lcmotto Smith has
installed Chrest sound reproducers
in his Ideal and Columbia. He says
business is good since he has put in
sound. Smith plans to install Chrest
machines in the Duchess, ati Warrern
and the Palace, at Huntington. West
N'irginia.
Censors Installing PhonofUm
DeForest Phonotilni equipment
will be installed in the two project on rooms of the Pennsylvania cen'•f>r bpard at Philadelphia.

Sound Pictures

50 Houses Equipped for
Sound in Denver Zone

Denver — Fifty houses in this territory are wired for sound. This includes Colorado, New Mexico, WyoBy CHARLES F. HYNES
ming, Western Nebraska and the
South Dakota Black Hills. Colorado,
Talking Pictures to be up at Meeting Dave Silverman Heads
with i3, heads the list. Of the numl)iM.'u>^ion of talking pictures is to
Music for Vitaphone
ber, 22 have dual systems of sound
eature a meeting
tonight in New
St. Louis — Dave Silverman, direc- track and disc, 19 have disc only and
Vork of the Writers Club of Columbia
tor of the orchestra of the Ambas- two have sound track only. Denver
Cnlversity.
Speakers
will include:
sador, has gone to Hollywood to take has 14 houses wired, ten of them for
.. L. (Roxy)
Rothafel,
Ikrtram
over
his
new duties as general musi- the dual system.
5!i)ck. M-G-M
scenario editor; AlDenver now has 14 with sound
cal
director
of Vitaphone productions.
ert Howson, Warner scenario editor;
larold Herdee of the RKO research In his new position Silverman will equipment, ten of which arc equipped
be in direct charge of the scoring of for both disc and film. The last
lepartmeiit ; Alexander Bakshy, Continental critic.
all \'itaphone
National
pic- large Denver theaters to be equipped
tures. Albert and
Roth,First
assistant
musical
are the Tabor Grand and the Ordirector of the Missouri, has suc- pheum, where Photophones have reDuofone Opens Cleveland Branch
ceeded Silverman in the pit at the
cently been installed.
.•\mbassador.
Cleveland — V. F. France has openWyoming has seven sound equiped an olVicc here to distribute the
ped theaters. The Rialto of Casper,
Opening with Sound
the Lincoln of Cheyenne, and the
I'rance Duofone in Ohio. This is a
Toronto
—
There
has
been
a
rush
sound on disc reproducing device
Strands of Rawlins all have a disc
openings in Canada. The- and film equipment.
made in Detroit wnere 22 installa- of sound
aters which are opening with sound
In the Denver territory there are
tions have been made, including Kun- include: Pantages, Toronto, largest
29 having equipment for both disc
skv's DeLuxe, and the East End
theater. It sells for $1,800. A sound theater in Canada; Loew's, Toronto; and film. There are 17 having disc
on fdm attachment will soon be avail- B. F. Keith's, Ottawa, first in equipment only, and four having film
able. Duofone is sold on the time Canada with RCA-Photophone equip- equipment only.
ment; Centre, Ottawa; Monarch,
payment plan.
There are 11 companies now havEdmonton, Alta.; Regent, and Oring agents in the Denver territory
Benson House Wired
pheum,
don, Ont.Winnipeg, and Loew's, Lon- soliciting exhibitors for installing
Benson,
Minn. — Sound
equipment
some kind of sound equipment.
has been installed at the Viking.
New Company Formed for Talkers
Detroit House Wired
London — Another talking picture
Ohio Houses Wired
company has been registered here as
Detroit — Western
Electric equipment has been installed at the Grand
Kent, O. — Western Electric equip- World-Wide Talking Pictures with a
ment has been installed at the Kent capital of $4,850. Production plans Riviera.
The house is playing combination films and RKO vaudeville.
and at the New Ravenna at Ravenna.
are to be announced shortl}'.

There Will

PUBLIC

Be Exposed To

SALE

the real estate and other property (including stage property,
seats, modern organ recently installed, chandeliers, etc.) of

THE MAJESTIC THEATRE
situated at the Southwest corner of Pine and West Church
Street, in the Third Ward of the City of Williamsport, County
of Lycoming and State of Pennsylvania, more fully hereinafter
described.

Said Sale to be held in Auditorium

of said Theatre on

Saturday,
MAY 4, 1929, at 10 o'clock a.m.
The Majestic Theatre has been continuously running and in
The Real Estate To Be Sold Is More Fully Described as follows :
A lot of Land, bounded on the East by Pine Street, on the North
by West Church Street, on the West by land of Laverne L.
Bubb and on the South by other land now or formerly of the
Fred M. Lamade Estate. This lot is 74 feet 6 inches in width
on Pine Street, and in depth, of equal v^'idth, 140.55 feet. The
above described premises has erected thereon a large, modern
brick building used for theatre purposes.

f

The above property to be sold FREE
from Hens and encumbrances of every kind

1

operation for twenty years. It is the only theatre in Williamsport that has a stage upon which living actors appear. It is
also equipped for moving pictures. It is centrally located in the
business section of a city of approximately fifty thousand people,
drawing from a large suburban population. The theatre is beautifully and thoroughly equipped and in excellent condition, having a seating capacity of about sixteen hundred people.

Terms of Sale:
$10,000 in cash at acceptance of offer bid. Balance with interest
within thirty days on tender of proper deed.

LYCOMING TRUST COMPANY
WILLIAMSPORT, PATrustec
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161 BILLS AND MILLIONS
IN TAXK DEFEATED
iCcmtinued from Page 1)

and sixty-one are out of the way,
while six are pending in Connecticut,
Illinois, Michigan and Missouri. In
those states the outcome will not be
known until June 30 at which time
Connecticut, the last to adjourn, will
close its session.
Efforts to burden the industry with
taxation were more intense this year
than ever before. An indication of
the extremes to which state legislators have gone is found in the five
cent per ticket tax now pending in
Michigan, a measure which would
cost theaters $7,000,000 a year, the
danger in that state will not end until
May 5 when the legislature terminates
its session.
There were many bills prompted by
censorship boards seeking additional
revenue in order to install sound
equipment for talking picture supervision. In Ohio, Kansas, Pennsylvania, Virginia and wherever else
such measures were up for consideration, the moves were defeated.
While 167, or the preponderance of
laws were aimed against the business,
24 were favorably inclined. Of this
number, 12 were defeated and an
equal number enacted. Those passed
included repeal of sound newsreel
censorship in Pennsylvania, censor
repeal in Greeley, Colo., three antidaylight savings bills in Indiana and
enactment of arbitration laws in a
number of states.
Jefferson City, Mo. — The Municipal
Corporations Committee of the house,
has reported unfavorably the bill to
place a ten per cent tax on all theater and motion picture admissions.
Representative Poag of Butler county introduced the bill. It was estimated the bill would cost St. Louis
theater goers $12 each a year.
The committee also killed the Bauer
Bill providing for censorship of motion picture advertisements and advertising posters, by county clerks
and the St. Louis license collector.
Poag, while the author of the ten
per cent tax bill, did not put his name
on it but had Representatives Putnam and Morris sponsored it in the
House.
Neither bill has many friends in
the house and there appears little
chance they will get through at this
session of the General Assembly.

Gun Bearers
(.Continued
shevist and disturber, has, strangely
enough, been a valiant gun bearer in the
Northwest. Mabel Dietz, J. E. Hippie
and Charles Hyde have not been far behind. Dipping into Arkansas, you find
M. A. Lightman, president of the territorial M.P.T.O. girding his loins on behalf of the business of which he is a
parcel. Over in Nebraska, Charlie Williams, state exhibitor leader, is always
dependable as is Bob McGinnis, who represents railroads there for plenty yet who
takes motion pictures out of trouble for
nary a penny, and Rosemary Foley, efficient Film Board secretary. In the
Lone Star state. Col. Cole, oft-dubbed
revolutionist, has been doing a splendid
job on behalf of the entire business, regardless of faction. In this work, Jeff
Strickland and Don C. Douglas have
demonstrated their value beyond all question.
Let's hurry along. In Iowa, Dante
Pierce, E. P. Smith, Abram F. Myers
and Abe Blank have made a powerful
quartette. Frank Rembusch, Charlie
Metzger, Louis Markun and Earl Peters
ward off the blows in Indiana as do
Harry Myers and Pearl Davis in rockribbed Montana. It is natural, of course,
to depend upon E. V. Richards in Louisiana where Julie Heine, another of the
competent Film Board secretaries, helps
to hold the fort against the industry's
ill-wishers. Mississippi and Alabama
have their Farleys and their Knykendalls;
the Carolinas, their Picquets and their
Sams; Washington and Oregon, their
Northrups, their Lynches, their great
newspaper editors; and their Jim Hones.
That is not all. Colorado has Harry
Nolan and Duke Dunbar; Idaho, Billy
Mendenhall; Utah, Louis Marcus and
D. T. Lane; Oklahoma, Tom Boland and
others who had best remain unnamed;
California, Thomas D. Van Osten, Harold B. Franklin, Fred Beetson and many
more; Wisconsin, its well-knit exhibitor
association and Ben Koenig.
Were
it politic to list Massachusetts,

from Page 1)
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and many
more of the states where great battles
were fought and won, the roster would
amaze. The list, however, would he
woefully inadequate without mention of
Anna Aiken Patterson, editor of the
"Weekly Film Review" of Atlanta,
described by an impoirtanl) man you
know well as the "Joan of Arc" of the
Southeast. Burt New and Jim Fitzgerald unite times without number to aid
exhibitors to ward off legislative dangers
in many of the Atlantic seaboard states.

1)

to make only a fraction of the amount
of silent features," declares H. M.
Richey, business manager. Distributors attempt to book on percentage
in houses just wired and then to seek
a fixed rental after the novelty is
worn off, which rental is based on
the percentage showings, he says
pointing out that w/ith but few exceptions sound is not making any
clean-up in the state. Only talkers
are worth extra money, he says, advocating that synchronized pictures,
be run silent, as they will make as
much money.
Unless there is a downward revision of rentals, due to lower production costs and increased exhibitor
overhead, $1,000,000 in revenue will
be lost to producers in Michigan, because of elimination of from 100 to
150 theaters which can't gross operating expenses. He says exhibitors
are looking for a distributor who will
include records in film rental at no
extra charge, "and build for himself
a clientele of customers who won't

Montreal Disaster House Condemned
Montreal — Civic authorities have
ordered the demolition of the Laurier
Palace as unsafe. This was the
scene of tragedy in January, 1927,
when 79 children lost their lives forget."
Wiring Allentown House
through fire and panic and the house
Allentown,
Pa. — Western Electric
has not since been used. The city
equipment is being installed at the
for
compensation
in
has paid $250
Rialto while alterations are being
each victim or a total of $19,750.
made.
Scales For Fox Movietone
Sell Cleveland Hotise
London — Tommy
Scales, cameranun for Pathe, has left the company
Cleveland
— Henry
Greenberger
Lefkowitz
have sold the
to accept a technical position with and Max
Fox Movietone in the United States. Keystone theater to £. Moran.

(Continued from Page 1)

lenge "not only to our organization,
but one which will affect the producing side of the film industry and
more vitally the exhibitors. His
company, he says, accepts the challenge on behalf of ourselves and
So it goes. E.xchangemen, newspaper editors, clubwomen, potentates the industry in general." Pacent
in politics — from within and without, says the company "will devote every
there has been welded into a small, energy and resource to keep the fetters of unjust monopoly from this
but powerful army a group that beindustry,"
stating
friends the business through legis- rest
with the
court. the decision will
lative Dark Ages that few know
about.
Pacent charges Western Electric
Pettijohn
with being "sluggish and inactive"
The strategist who has so adeptly when producers were seeking an extended outlet for their sound pichandled the situation is the first to
tures, which was changed to a suddecry his own importance. Charlie
den display of great activity in startPettijohn to whom we refer, will tell
ing the suit wilien Pacent entered
you that whatever he has done, he the field with a low-priced machine.
has been paid for. The others, not.
But we have established the truth
for ourselves and now pass on to an
industry that should be grateful to
learn it, that it is to Pettijohn that
(Continued from Page 1)
the thanks are due. He has accom- our equipment, we will, as the party
plished what appeared to be the im- most interested in such litigation, depossible three months ago. Tonight
fend the same without regard to the
he sails for Europe. He should go
contractual
limitations of our responwith the complete peace of mind and
sibility,"
he
declared.
the great satisfaction that always
"Regarding Western Electric suit,
come with a job that is well done.
this is apparently another step in a
KANN
campaign to affect our sales and
create a monopoly in the talking picture industry." Pacent wrote in a
telegram
to Wallerstein.
"We have
been making
sound equipment
for

Says Go. Squarely
Behind its Customers

L. A. Patrons Loyal to
Mich. Showmen Ban
Percentage Bookings
Silent, Survey Shows
(.Continued from Page

PACENT PUNS FINISH
TIGHT IN PATENT SUIT

(Continued frotn Page

1)

increasing or declining, according to
survey made by "The Los Angeles
Times Preview" and local Fox West
Coast houses. A total of 7,216 votes
were cast. Fifty-six per cent does
not prefer talkers to silent films, and
80 per cent is against elimination of
silents. Fifty-five per cent oppose
musical recordings for films; 51 per
cent like pictures in which sound
effects are used, rather than dialogue;
73 per cent opposed part talkers,
while 51 per cent stated its interest
in talkers is not increasing and the
same
number denied its interest is
declining.
"The Times" votes showed a
larger preference for the silent than
did the theater vote although in both
instances a strong vote against eliminating all silent films was polled.
The theater and newspaper votes
somewhat offset each other in instances of the last two questions
which explains apparent discrepancies of interest in talkies both "increasing"— "declining."
Rebuilding Moberly House
Moberly, Mo. — Columbia Theater
Co., headed by Thomas Hall, plans
to rebuild its theater here, recently
destroyed by fire. Boiler Brothers
of Kansas City are preparing plans
for the new house which will cost
upwards of $25,000.
Cleveland House Wired
Cleveland — Wonderphone has been
installed at the Astor.

many years and expect to continue
for many more. There is no infringement. This suit vitally affects entire moving picture field. We have
retained some of the best legal counsel in country and propose to stand
back of our customers to fullest extent. Send papers to us for attorneys' action. I have no doubt of favorable outcome against this obvious
attempt to force industry to accept
overpriced machines."
Canadian Film to Be Auctioned
Ottawa — "Carry On, Sergeant,"
produced
by the now
defunct
dian International
Films,
with CanaCapt.
Bruce Bairnsfather as director, is to
be sold to the highest bidder, following the refusal of Premier G.
Howard Ferguson of Ontario to
permit the further use of the government studio at Trenton, Ont., for
remaking the picture.
Harry Rose Gets Contract
St. Louis — Harry Rose, who came
to the Missouri as master of ceremonies under an optional contract a
few weeks ago, has signed a long
termandagreement
withhere
Warner-Skouras
will remain
indefinitely.
$100,000 House for Corona
Corona, Cal. — Jefferson Asher,
former executive for West Coast Theaters, has closed a deal for the erection of a $100,000 house here. Glen
Harper of Los Angeles and secretary
of the M.P.T.O.A. has leased the
house.
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FRANKIE DARKO. the juvenile
minstrel in "The Rainbow Man,'"
is in line to become a baseball magnate. He learned there were 18 bellhops at the Lincciin hotel. So he
told the manager if he'd work 'em in
two shifts, he'd Ruarantee to turn
out two first-class b;isei)all teams that
would have the town talking. ".And
that," Frankie argued, "is saving you
the expense of a v)nblicity depart*
»
*
ment."
Cloudy, Eh, What?
Epidemic Snwosh, our roving correspotideyit, xvrites from Englaud:
"A British producer has shot a picture that starts in a London fog."
That's a real novelty, Smoosh.
Most British pictures finish in a
fog.
*
*
*

MYERS RIDDLES BABSON
AHACRJ PICTURES
(.Continued

from

Fayc

1)

as I liave made lead directly to the
mu\ ies as the basic cause of tiie
crime waves of today."
.\I\crs points out tliat the producerowned first run houses are excepted
by Babson "to make certain it is not
a "Chents
big business'
shouldgoat."
not make the mistake of judging the movies by the
pictures which arc being shown in the
gooil theaters which they attend,"
Babson declared. "Such pictures
represent only a small fraction of the
pictures siiown every afternoon aiul

evening
of the that
year."the data offered
it is evident
by Babson in support of his indictment of the motion picture industry
is "utterly worthless," says Myers,
if the Babson market reports were
based on such superficial research
and faulty reasoning they would have
none of the standing accorded them
by the public today.
Fishy Film
"To ignore such contributing
Some of the boys went fishing the causes
as heredity, environment, povother Sunday.
Believe it or not,
erty, evil associates, speakeasies,
they caught a nice mess of flounders. Ijrotliels, pool rooms, and gambling
Now
comes
the dens and fasten the blame for crime
tragedy.
Being on the motion picture theater with
film men, nobody
believes them. So its lights, nmsic and innocent entertainment isnothing short of ridicuAl Feinman, with lous.
his publicity com"In the motion pictures greater replex, sez: "Next stranit is practiced than in any other
time we'll take a branch of literature or drama. There
cameraman
is scarcely a bookstore or newsstand
in the country that does not offer
*
*
*
books or magazine stories which
along."
We walked in on Harry Brandt never could be produced on the screen
who is now taking the bovs for a witnout tiiorough expurgation.
ride disguised as a benevolent stock
have seen many pictures and
broker. Harry was singing this it "1
has been my observation that virpretty little parody on the latest
tue triumphs with almost monotosong hit:
nous regularity and happy endings
are a liabit. 1 sometimes wonder
"They
buy stocks high
And sell 'em low
whether the pictures are sufficiently
And that's the way
stinmlating to exercise any influence
They lose their dough
on motioti picture audiences. If so,
So that's the reason
it nmst be in the direction of emulatI chirp in glee
ing screen heroes and heroines, and
Sucker, oh siicker
even then they might do worse.
Come *back* to *me."
"The attempted distinction between 'good
Hip Pocket Technique
George Batcheller of Chesterfield
Pictures has just completed his alltalker, "The House of Secrets." It
is one of those creepy thrillers, and
has left George with frazzled nerves
A friend walked in and slapped him
on the back. G. B. jumped up and
in the best screen detective manner
reached for his hip pocket to defend
himself. The friend sez: "No thanks,
George.
I'm off the stuff."
THEME
SONG
"T he Duke
Steps Out and
Drags

'Em

In."

Famous Film Conversations
"S'help me, I kent afford it."

theaters'
theaters
thethe'poor
quarters'If
will
amuseandthose
engagedin in
business.
there is a question as to the morals of the
movies, it has to do with increasing 'sexiness' in pictures designed for and shown in
the big downtown houses. The box office
pull of these pictures is unmistakable but
the public did not learn to like them inside
the theater in the first instance.
"The demand for that sort of thing was
generated in other places and the screen has
lagged far behind the so-called legitimate
stage and other forms of literature and en
tertainment
in pandering
to it.
"If Mr. Babson were to devote his genius
and facilities to a good faith effort to discover why it is that the theater to which he
objects shows the kind of pictures he does
nut like, he would be in a position to tell the
public atx>ut some of the evils of compulsory
block booking and zoning and their effect on
the programs in the small neighborhood
houses.
"If Mr. Babson's grocer will not sell him
less than a dozen eggs, Mr. Babson doubtless insists on and is accorded the right to
exchange any eggs that are bad for eggs
that are good. Let Mr. Babson inquire of
any motion picture exhibitor in the 'poorer
quarters' whether he can get substitutions for
the bad pictures in his block. In this way
Mr. Babson might help to improve conditions in a business which, after all, is not

bad.''
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Western Electric Files Two
More Patent Suits at Toledo
Suit has been brought by Western
Electric in the Federal Court for the
Northern District of Oliio at Toledo,
against the Maiden-Toledo, Inc., of
Toledo, and C. A. Fox, an officer of
the corporation, for alleged patent infringement and unfair competition in
making and selling sound picture apparatus which the company says is
an imitation of Western Electric equii)nieiit. Two Western Electric patents
(relating to loud speaking
receiver^
volved.
Xos. 1.707,544 and 1,707,545 issued on April 2. 1929. At
the same time suit is also being
brought in the same court against tiic
Silverphone Corp. of Toledo for sale
of the alleged infringing devices. Both
suits ask for an injunction, accounting and damages.

the company, it is claimed. The company is usin? dynamic speaker units
of a type used by otner independents
and these units are not affected by
Western Electric patents, it is set
forth.

Fox West Coast Plans
Big Expansion Program
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

In each case the chain will either
ac<iuire existing theaters or build new
ones. Sheehan sa'd. He stated that
80 peraters cent
of and
the that
company's
the-1
are wired
by Sept.
all will have been wired.

Silverphone Says Firm Not
Using Disputed Speakers

Publix Plans New Frisco
House on St. Francis Site

San Francisco — Publix has plans
for a theater here which will be part
Toledo — Before April 2. Silverphone Corp.. purchased about 36 of of a 12-story project. It will occupy
the units involved in the Western the present site of the St. Francis,
it is understood.
Electric action, from the MaidenToledo Co., in which the Silverphone
firm has no direct or indirect inBuys Marion House
terest, officials state.
Marion. O. — Personal property of
As the Silverphone company has three theaters of the Marion Photoplay Co. in receivership for five
purchased none of the speaker units
since April 2 and have discontinued months has been taken over by the
using same, the suit will not affect Cleveland Theater Enterprise Co.
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SYDNEY

HORLER

MASTER MYSTERY MAKER
The Long Awaited Thrill
Your Audiences Crave
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ALL TALKING

FILM

Sh-sh — A Mystery
But no Secret about what a
Big Box Office Business it
will do
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A Great Stage Cast:
JOSEPH
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''Madame X''
out.stancling ijiclure.s. this
industry has produced many
in its long history. Fresh
from the unfoldmcnt of the latest
and one of the greatest, it becomes
dift'icult to erase "Madame X"
Iroxw the mind long enough to set
down some of the others which
we intended to recall for you
merely so that the observations
which follow might appear more
weighty thereby.
Nor does it matter. The facts
are these :
Last night, at the Harris theater
here in New York, Metro presented ''Madame X." Not merely
another opening. Far more auspicious than that was this de])ut,
for what the audience there assembled saw was a vital, stirring
and magnificent drama, enacted as
too few motion pictures are enacted, and directed with a firm and
masterful hand such as is found
all too rarely in the creative ranks
of either stage or screen.
Money and Art

OV

114 SILENT FILMS OUT OF 200
FOR FIRST QUARTER OF 1929
mim% m of w.e.

mn vm mm
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"

London (By Cable) — Relieving of
the sound situation in Great Britain
is anticipated here, following move of
Gaumont in ordering Western Electric equipment. The industry for
some time has been awaiting word
as to what Gaumont would do with
its several hundred houses, and the
move to Western Electric is expected
(Continued

on

Page

20,000,000 Fans?
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Talkers will
add 20,000,000 fans to clientele
of pictures, B. P. Schulberg
predicts. At present there are
45,000,000 fans attending pictures regularly, he says.

SHEEHAN SAYS 5J
TO BE WIRED BY JAN. 1

8)

Gaumont British Officials
En Route to Survey Sound

London (By Wireless)- — Simeon
Rowson, managing director of Ideal
and an executive of Gaumont British, and William Gell. joint managing
director of Gaumont British, are
For the hox-office analysts, it is sailing on the Homeric for New
proper to advise at the outset that York where they arrive May 1. Their
no promises will be over-flowery. purpose is to look over sound and
Anything and everything that may be talking pictures.
said on beh: If of "Madame X" will
Rowson and Gell will make their
be fulfilled ti 'he letter. As a coiner
New
York headquarters with Arthur
of profits, it ids unassailable. The
return in d
s will be as terrific Lee, American representative for
Gaumont British.
as the wall. the picture itself carries and tb-. you may take it from
us, will be as mild as the impact of C.E.A. Unsuccessful in
a mailed fist against a lowly cream
Getting Tax Reduction
pufT.
The heartbreak of it, the superb
London — Tiic government's budget
tragedy of the mother who sank to speech disclosed that there would be
no
entertainment tax relief despite
the dregs because of an unrelenting
the
fact that many sections of the
husband and her frantic, yet steadfast efforts to protect the name of industry, especially the Cinema Exthe son she revered from the slime
hibitors' Ass'n had onexpected
(Continued
Page 8)some adfrom which she shielded him play a
rat-tat-tat on the emotions that
reaches the stifling point ere the
story is over. On men and women
alike was this reaction identical last
night and on men and women alike
i will it similarly react whenever and
I wherever it is seen. The tears
flowed. It couldn't be helped and 3 Deals Await Return
because denial was futile, no attempt
of David Sarnofif in May
! to thwart them was made.
Three deals are expected to occupy
Sarnoff, execuattention of David
Mr. Barrymore
I
I Into
this
human
document
of
tive vice president of RCA, upon his
York early in May.
sombreness and despair, Lionel Bar- return to New

IVcst Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — By Jan. 1, 5,000 theaters, catering; to 85 per cent of
-American audiences, will be wired
for sound, Win field R. Sheehan, Fox
vice president, declares.
Schedule of Western Electric calls
for the wiring of 3,000 houses by the
end of the present year. Around
1,700 already have been wired by
the company. These houses, together
with those wired for other systems,
are estimated to total around 2,500.

500 Pacents Ordered ;
Making 250 Monthly
Five hundred orders for installations already have been taken by
Pacent Reproducer Corp., that coml)any states, and a production of 250
machines monthly is being maintained. The company now is preparing
to answer the Western Electric patent suit, and is ready for a finish fight
on the issues involved, according to
Louis G. Pacent.

Financier Has Made Overtures
for Purchase of Pathe Firm

iContinued

on

Page

2)

5 Cents

{Continued

on

Page

8)

There tween
have
been "discussions"
beMike Meehan,
financier, and
associates in a reported plan lor purchase of Pathe, but the negotiations
so far have not advanced beyond the
preliminary stage. Associated with
the Broadway
broker,
whose8) spectac(Continued
on Page

86

Talkers
and
Scored
FilmsBoth
withWays
80 Made

Ninety-one per cent of all features
released during the first quarter of
1929 are available in silent form, according to a survey made by THE
FILM DAILY. National and independent distributors listed 200 features on their releasing charts for
January, February and March of
which 194 are either silent, or silent
versions of sound pictures. Only
six all-talkers were released without
silent versions.
\\'hile total pictures available for
unwired houses reached 194, distributors listed 86 for wired theaters.
These figures do not embrace prereleases, such as "Alibi," "Broadway
Melody," "Coquette," "The Letter,"
"Syncopation," and more than a
dozen others which played key city
ngagements during the three months.
All in tlie latter classification will be
placed in general distribution later in
the year.
Distributors listed 114 silent features; 32 with synchronized scores
and sound effects; 41 part-talkers all
with silent versions; seven all-talkers with silent versions and six alltalkers without silent versions.

TAXATION AGAINST CHAIN
THEATERS, NEW RACKET
Bills for regulation of chain theaters made their appearance for the
first time this year in the multitude of
adverse legislation which the industry has had to combat. In several
states, laws were framed to license
chain theaters and to impose a tax
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Sound Combine Being
Launched on Continent
London — Executives
of the Tobis
sound combine
now are in London
conferring with international banking
interests on details for a European
(Continued on Page 8)

fi2E2
*' Madame
(Continued from

X''
Page 1)
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Walker Transferred from
Fox News to Movietone

Book
TheDate
Industry's
Blaine Walker, editor of the Pacific Coast edition, is in New York,
having been transferred to the Movietone department. He is succeeded April 26 Opening of "Innocents of Paris"
short subject,
initial
entrance this
into istheBarrymore's
directorial
at the Criterion,
New
York.
the Coast by Leonard Poole.
field. In one picture, he successfully on
May 1 Annual meeting of Quebec exhibitor unit, Montreal.
hurdles himself into the front line Walker and Russell Muth were
ranks and conies perilously close to guests at a dinner by their asso- May I Opening
of "The
the Warner,
New Desert
York. Song" at
ciates. Muth sailed yesterday for
complete capture of first honors as
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Apollo,
New York.
a producer of the best that motion Europe, where he is to serve as tech- May 2 Opening
nical director of production work May 5-11 National Music Week.
pictures can offer. He directed
Cohan, New
York.
May 6 Opening
of "Mother's
Boy" at
"Madame X" with a vast intelligence, planned.
Dallas.
a fine and thorough appreciation of
May 6-7 Convention
of Texas exhibitor unit,
drama and a consummate skill that "Show Boat" Grabs Record
Hollywood will admire exactly as it
meeting of Society of M.P.
First Day at Washington May 6-9 Spring
York.
Engineers in New
will envy.
rymore has thrown his rich stage experience. Aside from one splendid
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Miss Chatterton
In the title role, Ruth Chatterton
gives a performance that is both
amazing and impressive. When many
other outstanding pieces of acting
have faded from memory, the sympathetic and consummate work of
this comparative newcomer to talking pictures will remain fixed in your
mind.
Her artistry is inescapable.

Washiy.gton Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — "Show Boat" hung
up a weekday house record Tuesday
in its first full day at the reopened
Rialto, grossing $2,800. The house
had been dark three months.

"Coquette"
Shows
Draw
. "Coquette," Mary Pickford's first
all-talking picture, is being held over
for a second week at all Loew theaters in Providence, Kansas City, St.
The Cast
Louis,
Indianapolis and Toledo. All
And, while it is to her that first are one-week
stands and this is the
honors properly belong, the unusually first time any picture has been held
excellent support goes far to make a second week.
this production what it is. The hour
is late, time is fleeting and so in
Chevalier in Person at Premiere
quick order the principals are given
Maurice Chevalier will make a
Sales since this chronicle would be incompersonal
appearance upon the stage
300
plete and unfair without their men- of the Criterion,
New York, Friday
4,900
'
tion:
Lewis
Stone,
Raymond
Hac7
66
400
night
to
present
his
first talking pickett, Holmes Herbert, Eugenie Besture, "Innocents of Paris."
12,700 serer, Mitchell Lewis, Uhlric Haupt
and Willard Mack who does a fine
"Trader
Horn"
Unit in Africa
bit as the doctor and who is non
The
M-G-M
picture
unit which
1,200 de plumed in the cast as "John B.
will film "Trader Horn" in Atrica
200
has arrived at Mombasa. Then W.
Edington." Comment
S. VanDyke with his Hollywood cast
l",96o
7,800
It is said that few days ago and technicians will entrain for Nai1,600
200 "Madame X" was screened
robi, about 600 miles inland, and then
privately
for Bill Fox, Nick Schenck and four
on
foot,
by boat and by native conveyances into the heart of the Congo,
26',io6 others. In the generous eye-dabbing
that
'26 followed, Schenck — the story taking along 80 tons of equipment.
6
1,600 goes — ^jocularly turned to Fox and
said: "Maybe I made a mistake in
Greenstone
Reelected
1,800
100
selling
you."
7',366
In theMetro
lobby tolast
night, Felix Feist
Rochester, N. Y. — Rochester M. P.
to Julian Saenger and re- Theater Owners, Inc. elected Jules
6,666 turned
marked:
Greenstone president for the eleventh
"Weren't those tears I just saw you consecutive term. Other officers
elected are: vice-president, George H.
Caffery; treasurer, George J. Kress;
wipe
To away."
which Saenger replied:
4,166
secretary, Howard W. Shannon.
"Yes.
Not
because
of
the
picture,
1,000
1,200
100 however, but because I'm thinking
of the price I'll have to pay you."
What Schenck and Saenger really
felt, we have no way of knowing. It
is easily probable, however, that
Nick's remark to Fox might not
have been as jocular as he would
make itmarkappear
that Julian's
to Felixanddeviated
ever reso
slightly from the truth.
KANN

Buys Dawson
House
Dawson, Minn. — S. B. Hullett has
taken over the Grand from McCarthy Bros.

May

20 Annual Convention of American
Federation of Musicians at Denver.

June 1-9 American Theater Equipment Exposition and Exhibitors Institut*
at Chicago.
June 11-12 Convention of Oklahoma exhibitor unit at Oklahoma City.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
VaudeviUe
Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

FOR

SALE

Suitable for Sound Studio
75 X 1085^, height of ceiling
from floor 44'. All in the clear
including cellar, room for carpenter shop and offices. In the
80's off Columbus Ave., on
street level.
Box A-117
care

FilmNewDaily,
York 1650
City B'way

What is
CONSOLIDIZINQ

3 Directors Guests of A.M.P.A.
Jack White, directpr-in-chief of the
Educational studio, and Stephen Roberts and Charles Lament his senior
directors,
be guests
luncheon will
of the
AMPA.at this week's
Phyllis Haver Retiring
Phyllis Haver was married in New
York last night to William Seeman.
She plans to retire from the screen.

7
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GEMS
BIG PRODUCTIONS IN
EVERYTMING BUT LENGTH
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This ad ran in the trade papers the
week of July 23, 1921
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1 5th Instalment, ^ Sound Patent' Series
DEVICES DEVELOPED 20
YEARS AGO DESCRIBED
This is the fifteenth instalmcvt
in "Sound Patents," a series of
articles dealing with the patent
history of sound and synchronization devices in the United States,
England, France and Germany.
In British patent No. 16,611, issued to Jules Greenbaum on Feb. 11,
1909, a series of lamps (b) are arranged in a circle, as shown in Fig.
2, on a fixed plate (a) shown in Fig.
1, which is a diagranmiatic sketcli
of the apparatus. Each of the lamps
(b) is connected through a wire (v)
and a connecting contact ring (m) on
the under side of the plate (a) to
a contact pin (s) on a rotating insulating plate (d) which is, in turn
connected to a conducting ring (t)
on the under surface of the plate (d)

The

contact plates (h) are successively connected to the battery (k)
by means of a brush (i). The arrangement is such that the contact
posts (n) are successively connected
through the commutator contacts (hi
with the battery (k) and the rate at
which they are successively connected
to the battery corresponds w'ith the
rate of rotation of the contacts (h)
which is, in turn, proportional to the
rate of rotation of the phonograph.
The plate (d) is rotated from the
projection machine by means of the
flexible shaft (g) and gears (f) and
if the plate (d) is rotated at the same
speed as the contacts (h) the contact (n) that is connected, temporarily to the battery will be at a
fixed position and one of the lamps
(b) will be lighted and the others
will remain unlit. If, however, the
plate (d) should rotate at a different
speed from that of the contacts (h>
the contacts (n) temporarily connected to the battery (k) will progress in one direction or the other
and the lamps (b) will be lighted in
succession and will thus present an
appearance of rotation in one direction or the other according to whether the speed of the projection machine is faster or slower than that of
the phonograph, thus enabling the
operator to correct the speed of the
projection machine in accordance
with the mdications of the lamps.

/l^I

^

Illustrating

Greenbaum
device.
Patent No. 16,611.

,.- J*

in the direction marked "Fast," but
if it rotates more slowly than the
phonograph, the plate (22) rotates
more slowly than the ratchet wheel
(6) and the pointer is rotated to the

British

uid with a stationary contact (u)
:onnected to a wire (A) leading to
)ne pole of a battery (k). Each lamp
b) is also connected through a wire
w) to one of a series of contact segiients (1) arranged in a circle, but
iisulatcd from each other, on the
'late (a) only one of these conlections being shown in the drawTgs. Each one of a number of conact posts (n) on the rotating plate
d) is arranged to contact with a repective segment (D and is conected by a commutator
ring with
return wire (b) leading to one of
number of contact segments (h) on
plate rotated by the phonograph.

In British patent No. 27,717, issued to Francis Alexander Thomassin on July 15, 1909, a pointer is
moved towards one direction by the
projection machine and towards the
opposite direction by the phonograph
so that when the speed of the phonograph is the same as that of the projection machine these two movements
balance and the pointer remains stationary, but when these speeds are
unequal, the pointer moves in one
direction or the other depending on
whether the projection machine is
faster or slower than the phonograph. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2
of the patent, a pointer (7) mounted
on a shaft (25) is carried on a plate
(22) which is rotated in a clockwise
direction by the crank spindle (13) of
the projection machine, through the
sprocket wheel (34) chain (33)
sprocket wheel (32) and a worm drive
(27) meshing with teeth (26) on the
periphery of the plate (22). This
movement tends to rotate the pointer
clockwise to the position marked
"Fast." The movement of the pointer in this direction is counteracted by
a ratchet wheel (6) fastened to the
shaft (25) and actuated by a pawl
(3) which is reciprocated by a lever
(5) on which it is mounted, in such
a manner as to advance the ratchet
wheel the distance of one ratchet
tooth for each reciprocation of the
lever (5). The lever (5) is reciprocated, in turn, with each closing of
an electric circuit through a solenoid
or electro-magnet (1) and which is
included in a circuit with brushes
(15) and (16) bearing against a
commutator (14) carried on a shaft
(12) of the phonograph - driving
mechanism. In this manner the
pawl (3) is reciprocated at a rate
proportionate to the speed of the
phonograph and, when the speed of
the phonograph is the same as that
of the projection machine, this action
turns the pointer shaft (25) anticlockwise at the same speed as the
plate (22) rotates it clockwise. As
these actions balance each other, the
pointer remains stationary. If the
projection machine rotates faster
than the phonograph, the plate (22)
rotates faster than the ratchet wheel
(6) and carries the pointer clockwise

Pointers
importantly
system. figwrcBritish
patent

No.in

Thomasin's
27,717.

Pointers electrically controlled arc a feature
of another Greenbaum patent issued in Washington in 1909 as No. 923,511.

one for the phonograph and one for
the projection machine, in such a
manner that when the two driving
mechanisms are operating at the
same relative speeds, the pointers
will move at the same speed, but
when the projection machine runs
relatively faster or more slowly than
the phonograph, its pointer will advance ahead of, or lag behind, the
lihonograph pointer. As shown in
Fig. 1 of the drawings of the patent, the phonograph pointer (24) is
actuated from a shaft (8) of the
phonograph drive mechanism through
the commutator (10) rotated by the
shaft (8) a brush (11) bearing
against the commutator, and thence
through the circuit wires (14) and
(15) the electro-magnet (3) pawl
(17) ratchet wheel (21) and a gear
train in a manner similar to the electric circuit for the ratchet wheel (6)
and pointer (7) of British patent No.
27,717, issued to F. A. Thomassin on
July IS, 1909. In a similar manner
the projection machine pointer (29)
is rotated from a commutator (6) on
a shaft of the projection machine,
through the brush (7) wires (12)
electro-magnet (2) pawl (17) and
ratchet wheel (26).
Brin Visits Seattle
Seattle — L. K. Brin, who owns a
string of houses in Minnesota and
Wisconsin is visiting here. Brin is
using the Mastertone sound device
in several of his houses and according to present plans will organize
a local sales force to handle the
ritory.
device in the Pacific Northwest ter-

right in the direction marked "Slow."
A later British patent No. 264,046,
issued to Sunnners Brown on Jan. 13,
1927, describes an improvement on
the above patent whereby the relation of the driving mechanisms of
the phonograph and of the projection machine may be varied to correct loss of synchronism without altering the indicating mechanism.
•
Install Chrest Device
In U. S. patent No. 923,511, issued
Dover, O. — • The Chrest Sound
to Jules Greenbaum on June 1, 1909,
has Akron;
made installaelectric circuits controlled by the Equipment
tions at theCo.Ritz,
Palace,
projection machine and by the Huntington, W. Va.. and the State,
lihonograph rotate a pair of pointers. Westerville, O.
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2 Directors New

Policy

A

$400,000 Net Predicted
by Columbia Pictures

Net of the Columbia Pictures for
the fiscal year ending June 30, after
all charges and provision for Federal tax, was $-4tKJ,0<)0, according to
estimates of olticials based on the
earnings of the six months ended
December 31, 1928, and on contracts
A
lor film rentals with franchise holder> and exhibitors, it was staled recently. This would be equal to $10
By RALPH
Wll.K
a share on 25,UUU shares of no par
value i)referred stock, or $3.25 a share
Pathe has adopted the system of
LAX(; has joined the on 10U,U0() sliares of common stock
assigning two directors to each pro- WALTER
ranks of the talker directors. He after preferred dividends, as against
duction,— a stage director and a screen
ma<lc
"Ecstacy," a two-reel subject,
specialist. One supervises the action,
$1U a share, on the prefor James Cruze. Inc. and is expect- $249,931,ferred,or
the other the lines.
or $1.75 a share on the comed to direct some feature talkers for
mon after preferred dividends for
The first picture to he made under tlie same organization.
the previous fiscal year.
*
*
*
the new system will he "Paris
Bound," witii Ann Harding, Frederic
"If all the theaters that were
"Blue" War at Coliunbus
Marcii, Herl)ert Clark and Charlotte
announced for construction
Walker. Edward H. Griffith is the
were actually built there would
Columbus, Ind. — I'rank J. and
accredited director, and Frank Reichbe no place on the face of the
Truman Renibusch and Donald
er will supervise the dialogue.
Wagner were recently arrested for
globe for humanity," said HarRichard Boleslavsky was sent to the
old B. Franklin
day.
*
* t'other
♦
operating tiie Crump theater on SunCoast from New York to work witii
day. In retaliation Rcmbusch has
Marshall Neilan in tlie same capacity,
Our Passing Show: Reghiald
affidavits against 28 merwhen production is started on Ina Denny, Chester Couklin, Grant sworn out
chants and others who were doing
Claire's first picture. Arthur Rich- Dolge, Ben Bard, Pierre Gendron, business Sunday.
man, who has written an original play Jessie Wadsworth, Paid Gangeliii,
for Miss Claire's debut, also will as- John Breeden, Gordon Michie, Walter Lang, Schuyler Grey at the
Josack With Universal
sist on the preliminaries of this production.
Chicago — Joseph Josack, Jr., exopening
of
"Little
Orchid
Annie'';
Dave Epstein motorina on Sunset ploiteer and theater manager has
Blvd.
*
*
*
just been appointed exploitation diNorman Houston Signed to
rector of the Chicago Universal exE.
A.
Patterson
has
been
spending
change. His first assignment is to
Write for Columbia Films
handle the Midwestern premiere of
Norman Houston, who with James several days in his "old home town." "Show Boat" in Milwaukee. The
San Francisco, exploiting "SyncopaGleason wrote dialogue for "The
picture will enjoy similar premieres
tion," for RKO.
*
*
♦
in Lmcoln, South Bend, Omaha and
Broadway Melody," has been signed
Spencer Bennet, Pathe director, Des Moines.
by Columbia. He conies from MG-M to join the Columbia staff of
has started "The Black Rock," a
writers. Recentlv he directed "Copy" serial by Joseph Anthony Roach,
Usher
Writes
Song
for M-G-M.
who is also ivriting the scenario.
Howard
Leaden,
chief
usher at the
Allene Ray and Walter Miller have
Capitol theater, has composed a
the
leads
with
Paul
Panzer
and
"Lummox"
Casting
Brenon
With
Winifred
Westover
picked others in the support. The produc- song entitled "Forgetting," which is
tion ivill be made silent only.
to be published soon. Leaden refor the title role, Herbert Brenon is
cently wrote "Everything Depends
,"
"Lummox
his cast for
completing
Roach Signs Thelma Todd
all-talking picturization of the Fanon Something."
I nie Hurst
novel.
Edna
Murphy,
Thelma Todd has signed a fiveOliver Sells Miss. House
I Myrtle
Stedman,
Florence
Ash- year contract with Hal Roach and
will
appear
as
a
leading
player
in
brooke, Torbeii Meyer, Clara LangsAmory,
Miss. — B. H. Oliver has
Roach comedies. She has the femin- sold the Mingo
to Lloyd S. Hager
ner
and
Danny
O'Shea
have
been
cast.
ine lead in the new Laurel-Hardy and James Owens.
comedy, "Unaccustomed As We
Clark & McCuUough Film Titled
Home
At Tampa
"Hired and Fired" is final release
Tampa — J. T. Home has taken over
M-G-M
Signs Crane Wilbur
title of the new Clark & McCullough
the management of the Park.
E. A.
Crane
Wilbur,
playwright,
has
Are."
comedy for Fox Movietone.
It forCrane has been appointed manager.
been
signed
to
write
originals
and
nierlv was "Nerve."
direct tor M-G-M.
MacDonald in "Brass BoWl"
Biu-ton Steene Dies
Farrell MacDonald has been addE. Burton Steene, veteran cameraed to "The Brass Bowl." talking
man, died from heart trouble.
version of Louis Joseph Vance's
story which is now in preparation
M-G-M
Signs Beery
at the Fox studio.
\\'alllace Beery lias signed a long
term contract with M-G-M.
RKO
Post for Clermont

ONE IN CHARGE OE EILM,
ONE TO HANDLE DIALOGUE

Little

from ''hots''

Short Shots from
Neiv York Studios
^i^immliy

ARTHUR

W.

tUDY^^mm

¥J1.L1..\'E CHADWICK is
*■'■ Vorking these days largely New
for
vacation reasons but with the possibility of doing some work before she
returns to the Coast. Before heading
she con"-' '-(I
Manhatta
towards
lead oiipositc nJack Holt in the
the
talker for Columbia.
Billic Rains ford is starred in a
series of talking shorts being made
by the Alden Film Corp., the fifth
of which is now being cojnpleted.
Titles in the group are "Trailed,"
"Rio Slavey," "Ticket, Please," "X
Marks the Spot" and "Havana."
Donald Brian, who recently had
the experience of being X'itaphoned
over in Brooklyn, will bag and baggage toMilwaukee early next month
to [day in stock for a brace of weeks.
Helen Frances, ivho gave her
most recent stage performance in
"On Parole," is receiviiig pay
checks from Eastern studios. ReCorp.
cently she worked in shorts for
Paramount, Fox and Alden Film

Talker
"KidCantor,
Boots,"is
which
was version
to star of
Eddie
understood to have been indefinitely
postponed by Paramount.
Receiver is Named
Bellefontaine, O. — Charles M.
Johnson has posted $1,500 bond as
receiver for the Bellefontaine Amusement Co. operating two theaters. This
is said not to be due to financial difficulties, but only to settle a dispute
among the stockholders. Attorneys
for the company filed notice of appeal immediately upon the appointment of the receiver.
Change House Name
San Francisco — Lyceum- Vitaphone
is the new name of the house at Mission and 29th Streets.
Gruenwald
at Adrian
Adrian, Mich. — M. F. Gruenwald
is now managing
the Croswcll and
Family theaters for Butterfield Theaters.

Filmdom's Encyclopedia

Harvey Clermont, former assistant director at the First National
studios, has been engaged as assistant to Rex Bailey, casting director
for Radio Pictures.

Paramoimt
Buys "Brothers"
"Brothers,"
one-act play by Edwin Burke, has been acquired
for
production
as a Paramount
talker.
VVilliam Wellman
will direct.

F. N. Completes Another
"The Girl in the Glass Cage," featuring Loretta Young
and Carroll
Nye has been completed at First National.

John Miljan Signed
John Miljan has been signed by
Paramount for "The Concert," soon
to go into production in Hollywood
as Adolphe Menjou's dialogue film.

—the 1929 Film Daily Year Book,
which I know will prove useful.
N. M. SCHE^CK

FREE

to Film Daily Subscribers

Subscription $10.00

Foreign $15.00
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Taxation For Chain
Racket
ers, New
TheatiContinued
from Page 1)
So far, this
on their gross sales.
been suchas
new type of legislation
cessfully warded off.
Supervision of publicity and advertising matter, another new type of
legislation, has been sought in New
York, Ohio, Michigan, Missouri and
several other states. Danger from
this source has not been entirely
removed as yet.

Overtures Made for
Purchase of Pathe
(Continued from Page 1)

ular Stock transactions have been
headlined in Wall St. news, is reported to be John J. Raskob, chairman of the Democratic party. Any
definite action on the proposal, must
await return to New York of David
Sarnoff, executive vice president of
RCA. The latter firm, through Radio-Keith-Orpheum, owns stock in
Pathe. Meehan has handled a number of RCA stock issues, while Raskob is understood to be a heavy
stockholder in RCA.
Shapiro Forms New Firm
Memphis— The Princess, South
Main Street second run house, went
into voluntary bankruptcy last week,
and William Shapiro, its chief backer, this week organized the Shapiro
Amusement Co. and started over
again, with the announcement that
he intended to lease and operate a
number of smaller houses. The
Ritz, neighborhood house, was the
first house leased. It has been operated fch the past year by Mrs. Max
Kaplan, its owner. Reports indicate
the Shapiro company would make an
effort to lease the Princess, which is
being operated under the referee in
bankruptcy. Incorporators of the
new company, beside Shapiro, are
Howard B. Cranford, Gus J. Shapiro,
Mrs. Y. W. Shapiro and Joseph Shapiro.
Saenger Changes Listed
New Orleans — Julian H. Saenger,
chairman of the board of directors
of Saenger Theaters, before his departure on a brief trip through
Texas, announced that, at the quarterly meeting of the board, L. M.
Ash, treasurer of the company, was
elected to the position of vice-president, and William H. Gueringer, one
of the vice presidents and assistant
general manager, was appointed general manager.
Sell Cleveland House
Cleveland — Universal Theaters has
sold the New Broadway to Harry
Horwitz.
Buys Lorain, O., House
Lorain, O. — Mrs. Nazera Zigiob
has purchased the Dreamland from
E. G. Thomas.
Buys Theater Lease
Huntington Park, Cal. — Charles
Rowland and C. C. Allen have taken
over lease of the Park from Frank
C. Osgood and Paul Callow.
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Gaumont's Buy of W. E.
Relieves British Market
(.Continued

to have a profound effect on the entire market.
London — "Sixes and Sevens" would
be a mild description of the present
state of the British industry, especially in London, due to uncertainty in
regard to talkers. The American
companies are showing films that
they cannot book, and the exhibitors
are attending trade shows of dialogue
pictures which their theaters are not
wired to take. The result is a deadlock.
Enthusiasm for talking pictures is
growing in all sections, but the problem of interchangeability still looms
large. In a word, the economics of
the situation predominate over all
other issues, with the consequence
that a. temporary slump has set in in
all the renters' offices, and the stulent. dios devoted to silent films are — si-

from

Page

1)

THAT'S
THAT

Meanwhile it is stated that $121,250 is to be spent by South Wales
By PHIL M. DALY
theaters in wiring installations during the next few months. Advantage
ARTHUR STEBBINS has fallen
is to be taken of the summer season ■^^ a victim to the merger menace.
to wire at least a dozen houses pre- His irisurance company has merged
■ paratory to the opening of the au- a concern that has been insuring
tumn campaign.
»
*
*
pictures
Hollywood.
Nowin ifthese
Arthur canininsure
the sound
Glasgow also is going ahead on
talker equipment. The La Scala is pictures working smoothly on opening nights, what
* a* hero* he will be!
putting in the Western Electric system and patrons are being notified
WHEEZIES
of the coming change by means
of
The
sound
fever is starting to
slides and illustrated booklets.
*
*
♦
spread outside the studios. A Hollywood hot dog emporium calls itself
"Black Waters," the first talker The Barkies. The proprietor of
made by the British and Dominions some Coffee Pot should now name
Film Corp., has been seen by W. &
place The Coughies. And HollyF., who are to distribute it, and has his
wooders will probably start calling
pleased the whole executive staff. their handkerchiefs the Sneezies.
This is the film which was made by
Herbert Wilcox and Marshall Neilan And when the comedy writers organize a club called The Chokiesin Hollywood and is to be trade shown
shortly in London.
Quick,
Watson,
needle. Phil's
got
a violent
case the
of Gaggies.
*
i^
*
mony
"When Nancy
THEME SONG

C.E.A. Unsuccessful in
Sound Combine Being
Launched on Continent
Getting
Tax
Reduction
(Continued
from Page 1)
(Continued

from Page

1)

sound finance flotation which will justments. F. H. Cooper, president
take place in Amsterdam, Berlin and of the C.E.A. said that while the
London this month. Percy Deutsch C.E.A. did not wish to be antagonistic towards the government the orof Acoustic Products of New York,
ganization was fully decided that, in
recently arrived and is also taking
the event of no tax relief, it would
part in the conferences.
to take part in the General
In addition to Deutsch, the follow- hesitate
Elections.
ing executives of the various companies now in London are: Dr. Luschen, Siemens-Halske; Dr. Auerbach, Tobis; Dr. Meyer, A. E.G.;'
Lawrence Hermes, Sieniens-Schu(Continued from Page 1)
kert; Milton Diamond, Bristolphone
and
Anthony de Bosdari of British These will be the proposed Radioi^hototone.
Keith-Orpheum deal, with Paramount, deal for purchase of the Pantages chain and the reported Meehan
Roseland Makes Standard Deal
proposal for purchase of Pathe. The
J. D. Trop of Roseland Pictures Paramount deal is variously reported
has closed a deal with J. C. Fish- as a proposed merger of the two
man of Standard Film Exchange of firms and as plan for Publix to operCleveland for the release of a seate R-K-O theaters.
ries of 12 one reel talkers in that
territory. Two of thesp are comEd Weiss at Uptown
pleted, namely "Join the Party" and
Cleveland, O. — Ed Weiss, former
"Asleep
at third
the Switch"
and production of the
is scheduled
to start manager of Variety, is managing the
Uptown, St. Clair Ave. and East
within a week.
106th St. recently purchased from
Variety Amusement Co. by J. and I.
First Division Handling Gothams
Silverman.

3 Deals Await Return
of David Sarnoff in May

"Times Square" and "The River
Woman," Gotham Photoplays just
released, will be distributed in the
New York territory by First Division Pictures.

^

Carols Close Har-

That's Just
Like Heaven to
*

*

*

Phil's Own Tours
Now folks, we enter a Hollywood
studio. Here we see a score of players banging their heads violently
against the walls of the set. The director has just asked them to "exercise eration
their likeintelligence."
It's coopthis that produces
those
box-office wows.
*
*
*
Eddie Klein is worried for fear
that some of the boys may think
that "Artone" is a new talking
deMe."
vice when it is a radiator enclosure.
Also that "Vivatone" is a cosmetic.
All right, Eddie. Let's combine
the products and market an Artone
Vivatone as a cosmetic for hot mommers.
*
*
*
Daily Pome
There was a man in our town
Who was wondrous wise
He had the tip on a theater site
And gypped
* the* other
* guys.

Higinbotham Adds Another
Birmingham, Ala. — R. P. Higinbotham has added another house to
Slight Error
Somebody stole several reels of a
his chain, which now comprises the
Majestic at Leeds, Forsyth at Pell feature being screened at a theater in
Rebuilding Rialto at Edmonton
Conn. The local newsCity and the Homewood at Home- New Britain,
Edmonton, Alta. — The old Rialto is wood.
paper reports the incident as follows:
being torn down to make way for a
"Several persons went to the mannew Rialto which h;is been specially
Buy Cleveland
House
ager and told him
designed for sound picture presentaCleveland, O. — Myer Fine, A. Dration. The new house, which opens mer and S. H. Stecher of Variety hadn't put on the
in June, will cost $125,000 and will Amusement Co. have taken over the they thought he*
whole picture.
Fairvland from Sam Fine.
seat 1,400.
The manager vestigated
in-and
Everts at Spur, Tex.
Buys Mingo Junction House
found
it was true.
ing.
Spur, Tex. — H. O. Everts has been
O. — Charles Pa- The last three
MingohasJunction,
appointed
manager of local Wes-Tex poulias
taken over the Ideal from
houses.
reels were missJames Slantcus.

French Exhibitors Vote Against Quota Impost i
ALL THE MEWS
ALLTHE TIME
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HEARST HEADED EAST TO
DISCUSS HIS RELEASING
Cosmopolitan's plans for tlie future
are expected to be determined in
the next two weeks. William Randolph Hearst arrives in New York
from California today and, in addition to detail attendant upon operation of his publishing interests, it is
anticipated he will discuss his film
interests as well.
As noted, Cosmopolitan has a
number of pictures to deliver to MG-M. Marion Davies Prod, which
produces and distributes through
Metro has three more to deliver.
Hearst is report understood to be
eager to introduce sound into his
two newsreels, M-di-M News and International News, both of which are
now silent. M-G-M News has about
three years to run under existing
contractual conditions, while International is expected to end a long
association with Universal the end of
this year. The future outlet for International News is one of the particular matters which Hearst is expected to consider during his stay in
New York. Warners have been mentioned persistently in this connection.
Both of the Hearst Newsreels will
undoubtedly go sound beginning with
the new season, in recognition of the
present trend of the market.

Price
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Payments Made
Practically every New York
independent chain for wViich
Fox has been dickering has received the initial payments
provided under the optional
contracts made with each
group. This guarantees their
acquisition by Fox who will operate as Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses, Inc.

INT'L PROJ. TO SPLIT
COMMON LIVE FOR ONE
International Projector Corp. yesterday jumped 14J4 points to 90, a
new high, when it became known the
company would split the common five
for one. This issue, listed on the
New York Curb, has jumped from
a 1929 low of 12^. Stockholders
will attend a special meeting on May
7 to vote (Continued
on authorization
of a 1,on Page 6)

"Queen KeUy" Shelved;
New Picture Planned
West

Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— With a reported $750,000 invested and the film far from

PUBLIX-WARNER POOL
BELIEVED ABOUT SET
Roxy Reported Building in
Theaters ofto Latter's
Be
Baltimore, Denied in N. Y. Management
Baltimore — Real estate circles deVested in Publix
clare Ro.xy has purchased the Joel
Gutnian property at Eutaw and Lexington as the site for a big theater.
"I'm sitting right here in New
York trying to discover which way
we are headed and am not concerned
with building a theater in Baltimore
or elsew'here," said Roxy yesterday
in dismissing the above report.

3 Chains After Control of
Grauman's Chinese in L.A.
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Competition for purchase of the controlling interest in
Grauman's Chinese is growing more
furious. Fox and Publix have been
and continue to bid against each
other. Yesterday, however, a third
and unnamed group is understood to
have entered the lists with the outcome in the balance.

completed, it is understood "Queen Jack Buchanan and Eddie
Kelly" has been dropped and that
Gloria Swanson will make an enBuzzell for F. N. Talkers
tirely
new
production.
It
may
be
Sarnoflf Heads Board of
First National has signed Jack
"The
Goulding.Love Years" by Edmund Buchanan, musical comedy star, to
New RCA-Victor Unit
play opposite Irene Borden in
Sales activity of Radio Corp. of Fabians Intend Building
"Paris"
which Clarence Badger will
direct.
America and Victor Talking Machine
New Theater for Newark
Co. will be handled in the future by
Eddie Buzzell, another well known
newly formed Radio-Victor Corp.,
Newark, N. J.— It is understood musical comedy performer, will star
an RCA wholly-owned subsidiary the Stanley-Fabian Corp. will build in "Little Johnny Jones" for the
incorporated
in Maryland.
a new theater at Broad and Lafay- company. Mervyn Le Roy will diDavid Sarnoff is chairman of the
ette Sts., to be known as the Fabian. rect.
board. Over 99 per cent of Victor
common has been deposited by Victor stockholders pursuant to the unification plan announced in January,
thereby making the long-discussed
merger an actuality.

Plan Shutdown in France as
Protest Against Heavy Taxes

Franco Films Buys Aubert
Theater Chain in Paris
Paris (By Cable)— The -Hubert
chain was sold yesterday to Franco
Films. This is the same company
which recently closed for leases on
the Gaumont string, concentrated
chiefly in Paris. The latter group
reverts to Franco when Loew relinquishes these houses about si.x j'ears
hence.

Paris (By Cable) — French theater
owners, meeting at Nice, have formally voted their opposition to the
proposed quota, thus adding to protests of the American film representatives in Paris the objections of the
domestic exhibition business.
The Nice conference was the annual meeting of theater owners at
which motion picture houses were
largely represented. By unanimous
vote, they determined
to strike in

5 Cents

protest of government taxes on exhibition which are very heavy in
France. A committee was appointed to conclude arrangements for a
complete shutdown of theaters, as
well as cabarets, some time next
month. The resolution seeks removal of the state amusement tax
which averages from 17 to 40 per
cent of gross receipts in Paris and
from 15 to 31 per cent elsewhere.
These taxes, it is charged, make theater operation at a profit impossible.

Management of the entire Warner
chain is to be taken over by Publix,
under terms of a deal reported imminent last night. Spyros Skouras,
operating head of the Warner theaters, has persistently denied that
any such arrangement was in contemplation. Publix has been entirely non-committal.
In Philadelphia, Jcrsej' City and
Newark, the Warners are using Publix unit shows by virtue of a deal
closed recently. Both Publix and
Warners are co-interested in a number of de lu.xe theater operations
throughout the United States. If
the impending amalgamation between Warners and United Artists
should develop, Warners would acquire a half interest in the various
houses in which United is now a
(.Continued on Page 6)

HICH COURT TO RULE ON
BLUE LAW IN COLORADO
Denver — The State Supreme Court
will be asked to determine the legality
of the present Colorado Sunday law,
following acquittal of D. J. Mooncy,
Ordway exhibitor, on a violation
charge by Judge Samuel D. Trimble.
District Attorney J. Arthur Phc'ps,
in charge of the Mooney prosecution, i
vigorously battled against acquittal, '
but Judge(Continued
Trimble ohdeclared
Page 6) that the

U. A. Re-enters German
Field Via Deal with Terra
By KARL

WOLFFSOHX

Editor, "Lichtbildbuehne"

Berlin (By Wireless) — United
Artists has completed a partnership
FILM
DAILYwith
many
a number
arrangement
Terra,
as TH1-"oi
weeks ago intimated would be the
case. U. A., which found itself witha solitary
for the
new outseason,
will"kontingent"
now be enabled
to
continue distribution in Germany.
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Patrons to Supply Endings Sunday Films Offer No
for Featurette Series Competition for Churches
Weit Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Portsmouth, O. — People have
Los Angeles — ^Thirteen unfinished "more leisure on Sunday than on any
single reel tallcer featurettes, endings other day and it is only human that
Vol. XLVIII No. 23 Friday, Apr. 26,1929 Price 5 Cents of which are to be supplied by theathey should find something to reter patrons for weekly awards totalPUBLISHER
JOIN W. AUC8ATE
ing $16,000, will be produced by occupy their time," stated Bishop T.
I. Reese, Episcopal Church, in a serModern Pictures Corp., new indemon before the congregation of All
pendent firm. Seven will be all Saints' Church. "Sunday pictures
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and talkers. Physical distribution will do not interfere with the church and
copyright (1929) by Wid's Films and Film be through Educational, but sales
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
not enter into competition,"
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President will be handled by franchise holders. do
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer, Among players who will appear in Bishop Reese declared.
His opinion was sought because
Business and Advertlsin? Manager. Entered
aa second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the the series are: Edith Roberts, Jason of the advent of Sunday shows here.
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act Robards, Johnnie Walker, Hank
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) Mann, Eugene Pallette, Gaston Glass,
Deibel Plans New House
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, Bryant Washburn, Alice Lake and
Youngstown, O. — Christy Deibel
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should Charles Delaney. Silent versions
remit with order. Address all communica- will be available.
golf enthusiast and theater manager,
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadhas just returned from a trip to
way, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 4736
4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Florida. He has resigned as manJoseph Strieker
Signed For Lead
ager of the Liberty. Deibel makes
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
Thomas-Wheeler Prod., with head- known that he, in association with
6607. London— Ernest W. Fredman, The
Robert Graham of New York, will
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
quarters at 1650 B'way, New York,
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne, will commence
production shortly on erect a $1,500,000 office building and
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, the first of a series of features to be
3,500-seat theater.
La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la
made in th East. Joseph Striker has
Cour-de«-Noue«, 19.
been signed as a lead.
King
Coming
East
Henry
King,
who
recently
comConsolidated Net $576,853
pleted "She Goes
to War,"
is expected in New
York next week to
Net of $576,853 for the quarter make arrangements for the premiere.
ended March 31 is reported by Consolidated Film Industries, equal to
STOCK
MARKET
Rapee Signed for Home-Talkies
Sales 82 cents on the combined 300,000
High
Low Close
Home-Talkie Prod, has engaged
Am. Seat
39"^
38% i&Vi 7,000 shares of $2 no par cumulative parErno
Rapee to appear in two short
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 29.J^ 28^ 29
ticipating preferred and 400,000 shares
5,500
subjects featuring a pianologue of his
2,800
East.
Kodak
ISi'A 17854 180
of no par common.
*do pfd
128
most popular song hits, to be mar♦First
Nat.
pfd
108
keted for sound exhibition in the
Fox Fm. "A"
93
92
92
6,800
home.
Constance
Bennett
Back
*do rts
3
♦Keith A-0
30Ji
CoJistance Bennett, who recently
*do pfd
107
"Singing
Fool" for N. Y. Strand
1,900 signed a Pathe contract, returned to
Loew's Inc
62^
62
62
*do pfd
99
First
showing
of "The Singing
New
York
yesterday,
from
Euro"".
♦M-G-M
pfd
2SJ4
100
M. P. Cap
38J4
38^2 38^^
Miss Bennett has not appeared in Fool" at popular prices in the metropolitan district will take place May
Para.
F-L
67}4
65 Ji 66}4 14,200 pictures since her marriage several
Path*
Exch
10^
10!4 10}4
600 years ago. She is to appear in a 4 at the Mark Strand theaters. New
4,400
do "A"
2254
2154 215^
York
and Brooklyn.
talker series for Pathe.
Radio K-A-O
iO'A
29
2954

Financial

.Stanley Co
3854
3854 3854
*Univ. Pict. pfd
9854
Warner
Bros
118J4 11554 11654
do pfd
52
52
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Acoustic
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COUNTER
Roxy "A"
28
30
do units
30
33
....
do com
3
4
....
Skouras Bros
30
40
....
Technicolor
4454
4554
United Art
5
10
do pfd
75
85
Univ. Ch. com.
. . 2
do pfd
75
85
....
♦LAST PRICE QUOTED

7,000
300

25,266
400

2,000
3,800

Piazza
Going to Boston
Ben Piazza is being transferred
from the Chicago RKO Booking Office to Boston. RKO later intends
to bring Piazza into New York for
an executive position.

3,366
300
9,900

14,266
1,400
1,400
100

Buys Kalamazoo House
Kalamazoo,
Mich. — W. S. Butterfield has taken over the Fuller from
E. D. Stair.

Asher

Gets

Bristolphone

Budd Rogers, general sales manager of Bristolphone, has closed with
Harry Asher of the American Feature Film Co., Boston, to distribute
Bristolphone in New England territory. This excludes
Connecticut.

SEE THEM
— And

!

Convince

Yourself !

^=ca

lers^?.
The more I see them, the better I
like them, and it seems that they
have the same effect on our audience.
FOUNTAIN
SQ. THEATRE
Gouldcii
Theatres
Corp.

Fischer

Due

Here

Monday

Fischer, Fischer Film Exchange, distributor for Cleveland, is
due in New York on April 29 to
line up product for the coming season.

Book
TheDate
Industry's

Today :

May

1

Opening
of "Innocents
Paris"
at the Criterion,
New ofYork.
Annual meeting of Quebec exhib'
itor unit, Montreal.

May

1

Opening
of "The
the Warner.
New Desert
York. Song" at

May
2
May
6
May 5-11

Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Apollo,
National
Music New
Week. York.

May 6-7

Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.
Annual Convention of American
Federation of Musicians at Denver.

Cohan, New
York.
Opening
of "Mother's
Boy" at
Dallas.
Convention
of Texas exhibitor unit,

May
May 6-9
20

American
Theater Equipment
Exposition and Exhibitors
Institute
at Chicago.
June

1-9 2

Convention
of OklahomaCity. exhibitor unit at Oklahoma

"Cyran
June
11-1 o"

at 55th St. Playhouse
Following "Adventures of Maya,"
5Sth St. Playhouse will show screen
version of Rostand's play, "Cyrano
de Bergerac," produced in France
by members
of Comedie
Francaise.

"Innocents" Premiere Tonight
^ "Innocents of Paris," Maurice
Chevalier's first talking-singing n!cture, opens tonight at the Criterion,
New York. The star will make a
personal
appearance.
Picker Estate to Widow
David V. Picker, head of Loew's
real estate department who died recently left his entire estate, computed
roughly at $500,000 to his widow
under terms of the will filed in the
Surrogate's Court in New York.
"Godless Girl" in Denver
Denver — "Godless Girl," Pathe-De
Mille production, starts a run
at .the
.
— ,
Tabor Grand tomorrow.

Meyer

Publix in San Antonio
San Antonio, Tex. — It is renorted
locally Publix will build a theater
here.

WAFILMS,
Walter

A.

Futter,
for

Inc.
Pre*.

Library Stock Scenes
130

W.

46th St.. New
Bryant 8181

York

What is

<ONSOLIDIZIN<i

7
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THE

LA!l!iT WORD
lf» Stylet

Easter Parade — Fifth Avenue

THE LA!$T WORD
lit TaMhing Pictures
RICHARD DIX in
"NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH" with
Helen Kane and
Louis John Bartels.
Victor Schertzinger
Production.

"THE
I LOVE"
with MAN
RICHARD
VRLEN and MARY
BRIAN. Baclanova,
Harry Green and
Jack Oakic. William
A.Wellman Production.

MAURICE

CHEV-

ALIER in "INNOCENTS
PARIS."
Richard OF Wallace
Production. Now
playing
N.
Y. at $2Criterion,
top.

GEORGE

BAN-

CROFT in "THUNDERBOLTVithFay
Wray and Richard
Arlen. Josef von
Sternberg
tion.

PARAMOrNT

Produc-
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Hollywood Happenings
Pathe Working on Four
Talkies for New Season

First all-talkie for the new season
to be placed in production at Pathe
is "Paris Bound," featuring Ann
Harding, stage star. It is from
Philip Barry's stage play.
William Boyd's next, "Flymg
Fool," with Marie Prevost as lead,
is half completed. This is also an
all dialogue picture. "Black Narcissus," first Hugh Wiley "Wildcat"
story to be filmed, will be completed
this week. Mr. and Mrs. Gleason
have almost completed their second
all-talking comedy.

"U" to Make "Scotland
Yard" in Serial Form

Production will shortly start at
Universal on "The Return of Blake
of Scotland Yard," a 10 two reel
episode serial under the direction of
Ray Taylor. Craufurd Kent, Grace
Cunard, Arthur Pryor, Monty Montague, Florence Allen and Albert
Priscoe have been signed.

Beetson Denies Equity to
Operate Coast Call Bureau

Fred Beetson denies that Actors
Equity is to operate a call bureau in
Hollywood.

Mason for "The Climax"
LeRoy Mason has been cast by
Universal for a part in "The Climax" being directed by Renaud
Hoffman with Jean Hersholt in the
lead. The picture is an adaptation
from the stage play by Edward
Locke.
Chandler in Garbo Film
Lane Chandler will be seen as
Greta Garbo's brother in M-G-M's
"Single Standard," an adaptation of
Adela Rogers St. Johns' story. John
Robertson is directing and John
Mack
Brown has the lead.
Huston for "Brothers"
Walter Huston, stage player, soon
will leave New York for Hollywood
to portray the featured role in
"Brothers,"
which will for
be Paramount.
directed by
William A. Wellman
Chester

Morris,

is also

Drive Planned by
' Membership drive
■Catholic M. P. Guild
' Election of officers
•May 13.

cast.

Catholic Guild
is planned by
starting June 1.
will take place

'Archainbaud for "College Coquette"
' George Archainbaud, recently sign' ed by Columbia to direct a series of
four talkers, has been assigned "The
College Coquette," as his first.
Josephine
Dunn
Signed
Josephine Dunn has been signed
'ly Universal for the lead in Eddie
Leonard's vehicle, "Harmony Lane,"
to be directed by Robert Hill.

A Little
from **Lots

"Show Boat" Opened At
Eight Keys; 11 More Set
"Show Boat" is now playing prerelease in the following theaters in
various sections of the country: Rialto,
Box, Washington;
Portland andHamrick's
Seattle; Music
Blue
Mouse, Tacoma; Royal, Kansas City;
Publix, Houston; Liberty, Oklahoma
City and Grand Central, St. Louis.
Eleven more are set.

AND
THATS
THAT
By

PHIL

TIMMY

M.

DALY

STARR,

motion picture

editor of the "Los Angeles Record," sez that Columbia's "The Don"Show Boat" Set for L. A.
ovan Affair" both chilled and tickled
By RALPH
WILK
IVest Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
his funny bone. The tickle part is
Hollywood
all right, but if producers are going
Los
Angeles
—
■
"Show
Boat"
will
ARY COOPER made his first have its premiere at the Biltmore, on
to chill the summer patrons what's
stage appearance as a singer, May 6.
going to happen to all these theater
when he made a personal appearcooling devices?
ance at the Paramount, Los Angeles, 228 Traveltones Sold for
*
*
*
and sang two numbers from "The
New
England
Distribution
THEME SONG
♦
*
Wolf Song." ♦
New England Traveltone Equipment, Inc., has purchased from
"King for a Day" is a title that
"Rainbow Man, I Love Your Boxcan be applied to a certain studio Traveltone 228 machines for installaexecutive. This week he was given
tion in that territory. Montague, Mc*
*
*
added duties and authority, with
the result that his hat became too Conville, Haase and Mekelburg operate the branch, with headquarters in OffDirector
ice Hues."Harry Delf, unable) to
small for him. Twenty-four hours Boston.
after he had assumed the new duMorris Posner has purchased four secure twin babies for a forthcomties, he was given his discharge, for his Boston theaters.
ing Ellbee picture, is rumored to
with the studio records indicating
have advertised as follows:
it was a case of too much tempera'
WANTED:
Mixed
duo
(must
be
Birmont
Theaters
Incorporated
ment.
twins) not more than two weeks of age.
♦
*
*
Montgomery, Ala. — Birmont ThePrevious experience not essential.
aters, Inc., has been incorporated
By
the
way,
"King
for
a
Day"
is
Experience,
eh?
Any twins two
one of the songs that Ted Lewis has with capital of $90,000 in stock consisting of 1,800 shares of no par weeks old have staged more squawkmade famous. Incidentally, we met
the Circleville, O., boy recently in value common and 900 shares of ies than Harry has.
the company of Archie Mayo, who preferred at $100 a share. The com_
*
*
*
pany plans to build a theater at
will guide him in his initial talker, "Is
LAB
NOTE
Everybody
Happy."
also Montgomery and Molton Sts. Ofdirected Fanny
Brice Archie
in her first
ficers are: D. S. Meyer, of BirmingNat Saland of Hedwig Laboratorham, president; Dr. George E. Blue,
talker, "My Man," and has "On vice president,
ies has developed a short subject
and W. P. Engel, of
Trial," "Sonny Boy," "State Street
that
will probably cost him plenty.
Birmingham,
secretary-treasurer.
Sadie" and several other pictures to
his credit.
Nat
and
the missus call it Ronald
♦
♦
♦
Theater Deed Transferred
Stanley. It ain't a comedy number,
Six months ago, Weldon Melick,
Nashville, Tenn. — The Orpheum,,
as reception clerk at Columbia, an- included in property valued at $139,- but has all kinds of sounds.
swered many of our inquiries. Now, 800, has been transferred to the
*
♦
*
he has been placed under a three
Properties Co. The theaThe Crime Wave
year contract to write titles for Co- Central
ter was valued at $124,000 and was
lumbia— and we're happy to cheer transferred by Col. and Mrs. Luke
Hitting the high spots of the corn
for him. Weldon, former Uni- Lee.
belt, our roving correspondent Epiversity of Nebraska student, came
to Hollywood to write, but because
demic Smoosh reEmbassy Amuse. Co. Incorporated
of his youth, could not make con"Just that
saw
nections. His money nearly gone,
a talkingports:film
Wilmington, Del. — Embassy
had no trial scene,
he applied for any sort of work at Amusement Enterprise, Inc., has
but it should have
Columbia. He was made reception been incorporated here with a capihad for it sure
tal of $100000 to operate theaters.
clerk and later was allowed to submit titles. On his third try, his
gets away with
Gooksh Manager at Vicksburg
work overshadowed that of a veteran title writer, assigned to the
Vicksburg, Miss. — Asa Gooksh has
*
*
*
same picture — and the contract fol- been appointed manager of the Alalowed.
mo, succeeding J. F. Thames, Jr.,
♦
♦
♦
DAILY
POME
who has been transferred to Jackson
murder."
Arthur Caeser has been called in as manager of the Istrione. Gooksh
was
formerly
with
Saenger
theaters
at Columbia to put the "words" to
ie
Frank Capra vehicle, "The Flying at New Orleans, Hattiesburg and Wee Willie Winkthe
Runs throaigh
Gulfport.
town
his film
Marine."
Wilmington
Parkway
Sold
Edwin J. Mayer to Direct
Wilmington, Del. — -The Parkway Offering
M-G-M has made Edwin Justus
Forhousea dollar
has been bought by Parkway Co.,
Mayer, playwright and author, a didown.
rector. No assignment as yet.
Inc., a new company recently incorporated. Among the directors are:
William L. Todd, Mrs. Mary T.
New Dialoguer at Pathe
Definitions
Rollo Lloyds will direct dialogue Gambrill, E. Warren Smith and
George Isenberg.
for Pathe.
Independent— An obsolete species,
in
New Pathe Manager at New Haven now only to *be found
Two Added to Scenario Staff
* poorhouses.
*
New
Haven — John J. Lane
has
Harry Cohn has added Enid Hibbard and Gladys Lehman to Colum- been appointed Pathe branch manager
Famous Film Conversations
to succeed B. M. Moran, resigned.
bia's scenario department.
"$-$—$—$—$$"

G

AKNOUN<IN«

TALKAPILM
A

PLATTER

PHOTOTONE

PRODUCT

Talkafilm is the latest product of the Platter
Phototone Laboratories— a complete synchronous device reproducing sound from
disc and film. In line i^rith our policy of
releasing only proved devices, Talkafilm
ivas announced only after ^^e ivere sure that
in it ^ve ivere offering the best at a loi%^er
cost than is asked for any device of equal
merit. Shipments start in May. Already
scores of orders are on our books, diet your
reservation in at once. 3lail the coupon for
details and name of our nearest distributor.
CWe maintain offices in all principal cities.>

THE

PHOTOTONE

CO., NORTH

VERNON, IND.

THE FIIOTOTOXE TO.
North Vernon. In«liana
Give me full particulars concerning your new Talkafilm device,
including disc and sound-on-film attachments.
NAME
STREET

OF THEATER
AND ADDRESS.

CITY AND STATE.
SIGNED

BY

—JX0*»i
Exploit- O- Grams
"Alias Jimmy Valentine"
(M-G-M)
Mailed postcards to merchants on
which was printed copy advising
them that the world's cleverest crook
and safecracker Alias Jimmy Valentine was coming to Knoxville. And
upon leaving the office Monday they
w«re to be sure that the safe was
closed and all doors and windows securely locked — and then come to the
Riveria for an evening of entertainment.—Walter J. Price, Riviera,
Knoxville, Tenn.

Publix-Warner Pool
High Court to Rule on
Law in Colorado
Believed About Set Blue (Continued
from
Page
1)
(Continued

from

Page

fifty-fifty partner
with
Publix.
In
New York, the theaters are the Rivoli and Rialto.
It is not at all improbable that,
in the event of a Publix-Warner
pool, the combined interests will
build a Hmited number of big neighborhood houses in Greater New
York to offset the Fox hold in this
territory.

from

Page

1)

300,000
share
increase
in common,
from present capitalization of 200,000
all no par.

Theaters

Everett,
Wash. — Work
is progressing
on
A! Rosenbert's and Al Finkelstein's house, to
1 be operated
in conjunction
with
Fox
West
' Coast.
1
The
Dalles,
Ore — The
Granada
has been
opened.
*
Stamford,
Tex. — Burt
King
will build
a
house here.
Palacious,
Tex. — The
management
of the
Queens will build another house.
I
Woodsboro, Tex. — G. A. Leskin is building
: ( a 600seat house.
I]
Fort Worth, Tex.— R. A. Healy will build
a house to be named Healy's Home theater,
I
Happy,
Tex.^S.
B. Brock
& Son
have
opened their house.
>/
El
Paso,
Tex. — Work
is progressing
on
the $500,000 house being built by Dent The' aters.
1(
Fort Stockton, Tex. — Oscar Korn is build, ing a house here.
I
Apline,
Tex.— F. Ford
Taylor
will build
( another house.
;
Mexia,
Tex. — Dent
Theaters
will build a
house here.
Rocky
Mount,
N. C— W.
E. Armstrong
19 building another house.
I
Midland, Tex. — The Yucca will be opened
. Boon.
I
Waco,
Tex. — The
Shriners
will build
a
t house here.
Chittenango,
N. Y. — The
Chittenango
has
been opened.

law, enacted in 1861, was originally
intended for revenue purposes to require a license fee for amusements
for which admission was charged on
Sunday, and that it was "uncertain,
anibigious
and third
indefinite."
This is the
case where courts
ruled in favor of an exhibitor arrested for a Sabbath
violation.

Arrested on "Blue" Law
Int'l Proj. to Split
Charge in Ind. Fight
Common Five For One
Shelbyville, Ind. — A battle to lift
(Continued

Newspaper Opinions

1)

"Carnation Kid"
In yesterday's announcement of
(Paramount)
the stock split-up, company stated
The crowds had gathered around present factory facilities in New
the Tampa newspaper office — listen- York would be doubled immediately
ing to the fight returns as they came to care of new business. Orders alover the air through a large amplifier.
ready booked for the next two years
Assistant manager of the Victory are expected to net $2,000,000 this
managed to get on the roof of the year, and $5,000,000 in 1930, accordtheater which is directly across the
ing to announcement.
street from the newspaper's office and
with the aid of a large megaphone
Thompson in Charge of Stills
bellowed forth between rounds that
Paul Thompson, veteran news"The Carnation Kid" was the film
paperman, who operated his own
attraction at the Victory the next photographic syndicate for several
week. One week previous to the pic- years, has been placed in charge of
ture, all ushers were dressed in dark
suits and wearing caps as well white the Fox studio publicity "still" department. Rosalind Schaeffer, correspondent of the New York Daily
ribbons on which appeared, "Don't
miss the Carnation Kid." — Geo. B. News, has resigned to write fashion
Peck, Publix Victory Tampa, Fla.
articles for the same department. She
is succeeded on the News by Florabelle Meurer.
"Fancy Baggage"
(Warners)
Transfer company furnished a new Last of Whitehurst String Changes
Baltimore — Morris A. Mechanic is
truck and driver on opening day.
This truck was loaded with trunks new owner of the New, on Lexington
and suitcases from a leather firm, and St., last in the string operated in
bannered on both sides witli co-opera- Baltimore by Whitehurst. Mechanic
tive copy about the picture as well as will remodel.
a line or two about the two concerns.— George M. Watson, Strand,
Elsie Janis With
Paramount
Des Moines, la.
Elsie Janis will write dialogue and
develop musical numbers at Paramount's West Coast studio, following a month's rest at Tarrytown, N.
Y. She returned from England on
the Olympic this week.

New
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the local blue law, or close the lid
down tight on all Sabbath business,
b.as been launched by Frank J. Rembusch, who is now out on $500 bail
following arrest for operating his two
local theaters last Sunday.

Britisher Says Films Fail
to Stress Ideals of Empire
Vancouver — Imperial characteristics,
stressing the ideals and ideas of the
Empire as an influence, is entirely
lacking in present home product. Sir
Grant Robertson, of Birmingham, told
delegates
to the Canadian
Nat'l British
Council of Education.
He urged
producers to use 100 per cent home
talent in stories written exclusively by
English authors, and predicted that
this would occur within two years.
Dr. Leslie Pidgeon, Montreal,
voiced regret that so many theater
restrictions and regulations were of a
negative nature. Pidgeon, widely
known Canadian clergyman, fought
against passage of the Quebec childadmission law.
Morris

Plans

to

Rebuild

Memphis — Moorhead, Miss., will
have a new theater, the Regent, remodeled from the former Strand,
when P. E. Morris completes plans
now under way. Morris now operates
the Regent at Indianola, Miss. The
house he has taken over in Moorhead
formerly was operated by R. W. Ty-

The

Paramount,

Truth"

New

York

AMERICAN—*
* * While Mr. Dix anpeared to be self-conscious in the first sequence, he soon forgot the "mike" and gave
a hne account
of himself. His voice records
excellently, as does Helen Kane's, who gives
a slick performance as a baby talk girl that
has probably forgotten more than most of
us DAILY
will ever MIRRO
know. R—^
* « * • * The Dix fans
will love him more than ever. He has a
fine voice and talking doesn't mar his great
gift for comedy. * * ♦ This is really a
hrst rate little picture. Plenty
of suspense
of laughs._ « » ♦ • * ♦ Richard Dix.
plenty NEWS
AndDAILY
healthier and handsomer than he has appeared in his two most recent pictures, introduces his perfectly swell voice to the
talkies. * ♦ ♦ And, if you're keen on Uix,
you 11 be glad to learn that he has one of
the very best talkie personalities as yet offered by the younger men of the cinema. . . .
EVENING
JOURNAL — * * * Richard
Dix does nobly in his first all-talking picture "Nothing But the Truth," current at
the Paramount. Having been on the stage
before going movie, he speaks his lines naturally and his WORLD—*
voice records
well. ♦ » »
EVENING
♦ ♦ The picture
IS funny all through, with that sort of
chuckling comedy. It is excellent entertainment and will greatly enhance the already
formidable
following
of Richard
Dix
* » *
HERALDTRIBUNE— * * * The comedy
IS Mr. Dix's first talking effort, and he
does admirably in it. Always an agreeable
performer of light farcical roles, he loses
nothing with the coming of speech and his
portrayal of the troubled hero of "Nothing
But the Truth'' is an expert, human and

POST—*impersonatio
* * As n.to Richard
amusing
* ♦ ♦
Dix's screen
voice, it is one of the best I have heard.
It is simply Mr. Dix talking. There isn't
any English accent, any society accent or
any attempt to be arty. It is frank and
good-humored and just what you always ex-

SUN — * * * Mr. Dix is entirely acceptpected it would
be. * ♦ »
al)le as an audible farceur, and jjlays as
though he knew his stage tricks. In fact,
he played better than the material deserved.
Helen Kane, however, came out the best,
she is fresh face
forTELEGRA
PH—*
movies, Dix was a
and his low, deep
well over the mike.

a cute comic.
entering* *the♦
* Before
*and
well-known stock actor,
voice records unusually
This voice quality, plus

clever dialogue, makes "Nothing But the
Truth" one of the most amusing light comedies that has come to Broadway film houses
_ * *♦ ♦* ♦This talking film, with
time.
some
forTIMES
Richard Dix in the principal role, makes a
satisfactory entertainment, which was evidently greatly enjoyed
by the throng
in the
Paramount
theater at an early performance.

» » *

Northern Ontario House Burns
Takes Over Cleveland House
Toronto
— Timmins, in the picturCleveland — Variety Amusement
Co. failed to renew the lease on the
esque northern Ontario mining country, was the scene of a thrilling blaze
Lakewood and A. Shiffer, owner of
the house, has taken it over and will when the Goldfields theater was practically destroyed in the early mornoperate it. Larry Mellert will maning hours, the loss being $40,000.
age.
The fire department saved the films
from the projection room.
Warner
House
Rumored
Cleveland — Warner Bros, is reExchange Managers
ported to have leased a site on Euclid Ave., opposite E. 14th St.
Oswego, N. Y.— Elbert W. Smith
now is managing the Strand succeeding W. J. Kelly who succeeds
Empire, Mass. To Reopen
Smith
as
manager of the Broadway
Whitman, Mass. — Harry Stanley,
at Springfield, Mass.
owner of the Empire, will soon reopen the house under his own manFire at St. Joseph
agement.
St. Joseph, Mo. — Fire caused $12,000 damage at the Empress.
Sunday
Shows
at 3 Towns
Benson, Minn. — "Blue" laws have
been defeated here and at Hutchinson and Litchfield. They have been
upheld at Sac City, la., and at
Worthing.

"NothingParamount
But the

To Reopen Madison House
Madison, Wis. — S. M. Kernan, who
recently took over the Majestic, will
reopen it May 1.

WORLD—*
* * But the film is definitely
amusing. Much of the mirth is due to the
excellent, racy performance of Helen Kane
as one of tlie tough, slangy chorus girls
who caused so much delicious embarrassment
in the stage version by turning up at the
rich man's house and getting him into all
sorts of trouble
with his wife.
* * ♦

Downey to Sing Over Radio
Morton Downey, star in Pathc
sound pictures, is to broadcast over
Hudson-Essex hour on WJZ and network of National Broadcasting Co.
today, May 3, 10, 17, 24 and 31.
Hook-up
covers 33 stations.
Reade Leases Community

House

Asbury Park, N. J.— The City will
erect a $4,000,000 convention hall and
theater on the Boardwalk at Fifth
Ave. The theater has been leased for
20 years to Walter Reade, annual
rental $55,000. Warren and Wetmore
are the architects. Theater will be
completed by January.

The
Quality Group
of ^ilm '^rade
Papers

Largest
Issue
in our
History

'T^HE April 20 issue of our ten regional
^ publications, with KINE^QUIPMENT
supplement, establishes a new high record
for advertising volume.
More money was invested in this issue by
advertisers than in any we have ever published— and this following one week after
a previous advertising record.
Only one thing has brought about this
high record — advertisers invest money
with Associated Publications to get
RESULTS, and they GET RESULTS !
IN

ASSOCIATED

PUBLICATIONS

" U^tional in Scope - Loca I m Service "

advertising
THE RE
IS N O
SUBSTITUTE
FOR
GOOD

RESULTS

jyew J^o r h
won^t tet her
sol... Capacity^
standee Saturn*
away . nis^Bt
after night at
$!d.OO top!

MILTON SILLS and
DOROTHY MACKAILL
in a George Fitzmaurice
production. Presented by
Richard A. Rowland. From
the story by Donn Byrne.
Scenario by Carey Wilson.

iJfEain
mu

Street J
rrees with J
roadway'!

Qdav we
we are
are showing
showins
"His
Today
"His
Captive Woman" and frankly
we have never had a picture on
which our patrons have complimented us so much as this
one. It is a pleasure to show
attractions like this, and it is my
judgment, bated considerably
on the audience reaction, that
this talking sensation is a really
marvelous picture.
(Signed) A. G. STOLTE
Mgr. Strand Theatre
Waterloo, Iowa,
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T
HOW up BonOAthe
^isShigh
list of New York musts/
says Quinn Martin, in the N.Y. World
"'Show Boat' is probably the best thing ever turned out
by Carl Laemmie and his Universal cohorts ... it really

HAS BEEbLEMlTTINilABOUT

|T:^eraOT:
—GeorgeCTcOTPiard, N.Y.

I Wo rlc^^"Mu?^B?[i redly repeat its successes
. . . a close approach to an ideal American saga of a
family and a place"— John S. Cohen, Jr., N.Y. Sun -^"Handsomely mounted-j
...screen fairly bursting wlHHoyous snatches
— Katharine Zimmerman,
KCAL

IKCA!

AWAfllfNVjr

N.Y. Telegram J\J\J

A I int

THERE'S

A,

\j\

IIV-. — -. ■ JLiUL

genuinely
beautiful musical score"— Richard Watts, Jr., N.Y. Herald
Tribune ^— ^"'Shov/ Boat' floated . . . v^ith a good deal of

last evenino" — Irene
majesty into the Globe Theatre
Blessed
with a wealth of
Thirer, N. Y. Daily Nev^s ^splendidly recorded songi

ALL

THE

COAST
WHILE
BY

NEWS

OF

STUDIOS
IT IS NEWS

DIRECT

WIRE

Keep posted on production through

Holly^rood IVire Service
a daily feature

ANOTHER

EXAMPLE

OF FILM DAILY'S
READER SERVICE
AND

LEADERSHIP

^ducaiicmals^alhinq^^^
Only a product of
tke ki^hest merit
couldL reach such a
record in so short
a time
a a a a
UdxJjJAJL^

»WWWmWsw»

THE SPICE

OFTHE

PROGRAM'

EDUCATIONAL
EXCHANGES,
E. W. MAMMONS,

FIL1
Inc.
President

B. & K. in Deal for South Side Chicago Control
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FRENCH EXHIBITOR STAND
TO AID IN QUOTA EIGHT
Paris — American distributors will
be aided in their fight against the
proposed 3 to 1 quota by action of
the theater congress at Nice in
threatennig to close French theaters
in protest against the quota plan and
high taxes. All of France's 2,400
picture houses were represented at
the Nice meetings, so that the resolution will carry considerable
weight in deciding the issue of the
quota. Ail indication of the importance of the congress in the matter
is contained in the fact that action on
the quota has been held up pending
the Nice meeting.

Advertising Agencies
Win Bill Poster Awards
William H. Rankin Co. and Charles
A. Ramsey Co., advertising agencies,
were awarded damages of $78,266.60
and $6,037.33 respectively by a jury
betore Federal Judge Harland B.
Howe against the Associated Bill
Posters of United States and Canada.
The action was under the Sherman
anti-trust act which allows triple
damages. The verdict climaxes a ten
year struggle due to the refusal of the
defendant to recognize the advertising agencies as their agents. Nathan
Burkaii represented the plaintif?s
whle Daniel S. Murphy was counsel
for the defense.

Jack Warner in New York
on United Artists Deal
Details of the proposed purchase oi
a 50 pJr cent interest in United
Artists are to be considered by Jack
L. Warner, production chief for
Warners, who has arrived in New
York from the Coast. He now is
conferring with Albert Warner, and
the two will await return from
Europe May 6 of H. M. Warner,
company president, at which time the
United Artists deal is expected to be
completed.

Sound and Arbitration to
Highlight Little Rock Meet
Little Rock, Ark. — Sound pictures
and arbitration are to highlight the
convention of the M.P.T.O. of
Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee,
to be held here April 2% and 29. R.
F. (Pete) Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A.
president, has been invited to attend.

Sunday.

Chevalier
This tall, blonde and goodnatured Frenchman who is the
rage of the Parisian music
halls has a magnetic personality. Friday night his "Innocents of Paris" gave him opportunity to show it. Paramount threw a mediocre story
around
young
neck,
however,theand
so man's
it happens
Chevalier's first picture leaves
considerable to be desired. It
has a nice start, maintains it
much of the way and then
suddenly dips to a level several points below par. A French
story, presimiably unfolded in
Pans, but about as French as
the pastry that masquerades
under the name. And those
gendarmes with their New
Yorkese lingo! There'll probably be an official protest
about it.
Anyway, the review appears
on page 9 this issue.
KANN

William Powell Elevated
to Stardom
byTHEParamount
West
Coast Bureau,
FILM DAILY

April

28, 1929

Price

25 Cents

B. & K. GETS COONEY,
SCHOENSTADT HOUSES
3.723 HOUSES IN ITALY,
SWEDEN AND BULGARIA

Complete Control of South
Side Obtained by B. & K.
in Chicago Deals

Chicago — Position of Balabaii &
Katz. Publi.x subsidiary, has been
strengtheiufi greatly as a result of
Hashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
deal for acquisition of the
Washington — Of the 2,405 theaters reported
National Playhouses (Cooney) chain
with combined seating capacity of 1,- and other houses.
1)63,800 in Italy. 1,305 houses seatB. & K, it is sa'd. lias closed with
ing 628,300 are operated daily, advises
Title and Trust Co.. receiva report to the ^L P. Section of the Chicago
ers of the Cooney chain, for the De
Dcpt, of Commerce. In addition,
there are approximately 300 places in Luxe, Capitol and Avalon, and with
the Schocnstadts
for the Piccadilly.
which pictures are shown Sundays.
Stage shows from the B. & K.
There are 136 theaters in Bulgaria
Tower are to be transferred to the
with a total seating capacity of 50,- Capitol, with the Tower adopting an
975. Of this total 133 houses, seat- all sound picture
policy. Policy of
ing 49.475, are operated daily while
the Piccadilly has not been deterthe remaining operated irregularly.
mined.
In Sweden, of the 1,182 theaters
The reported deal gives B. & K.
seating 200,000, 571 houses seating
complete control of the South Side.
105.000 are operated daily. The re- Fox and Marks Bros., has been negomaining 611, seating 95,000, operate
tiating for these houses.
irregularly.

Sam Katz said Friday that he had
Hollywood — William
tured player, has been Powell,
elevated feato Instructional Talkers
not
been advised that the deal for
stardom by
Paramount and will reCooney and Schocnstadt houses
Are Planned by W. E. the
ceive top billing in all pictures fea- Wevt Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY had been closed.
turing him for the company, it was
Los Angeles — Electrical Research
announced. Powell has scored in "In- Products is planning production of 3 Named to Comprise Fox
terference," "The Bright Shawl." talkers which will instruct projecCabinet on Production
"Forgotten
tionists in proper onshowing
Page 2)of sound
Paramount. Faces" and other for
Wet Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
(Continued
in
Hollywood — Three executives have
been named to the Fox production
cabinet under Winfield R. Slieehan
md Sol Wurtzel. The cabinet, it is
believed,
will eliminate the supervisor
shortly
will
much
e,
sunshin
of
Out in the land
MOXDAY:
system.
Named
are
Chandler
happen. Los Angeles is the scene of an important govern
Sprague,
ton Levy George
Dylan. Middlcton and MilCoast Theaters anc'
ment action against this husiness. West
s
ar(
nine distrihutors are under F'ederal indictment. The charge
several which many would fain have cleared away. For instance, th
White Member of Group
ts
ancontrac
illegal
ents,
agreem
out"
"freeze
d
of
accuse
group is
Planning Talker Combine
practicing unfair protection. What the coast trial will do is to definGeorge
has not
rcpudia'cd
stateeach of the allegedly anti-trust allegations. Knowing what is withi:
ment that White
he would
be a party
to
and outside the law will clarify matters and that, we take it, will help. . the proposed talking picture combine,
says that if the group, headed by
Up from the South comes Dan Michalove to do this and that fo and
Arthur
Hammerstein. makes a deal
Spyros Skouras in furthering Warner theater expansion. Michalove
with
RCA
or any other firm, he will
is an old hand at this sort of thing. He should do well. . . .
Smart boys over in Berlin. There, German exhibitors have fie go along.
termined that the only sound reproducers they will go in for are those Richard Heller to Handle
Traveltone on West Coast
that are completely interchangeable throughout the world. Get that .
They know their squawkies. . . .
Throughout the world.
Richard I. Hcllc-r, brother of Herman Heller, president of Traveltone
continue'
Electric
Western
S.,
U.
old
dear
the
in
here
And right
New on York
within the
week by week to put all competitors to rout in the matter of sound Corp., leaves
(Continued
Page 2)

The Charge in the West

(Continued

on

Page

12)
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Improve Amery House
Amery, Wis. — Heywood Amusement Co. is improving the Gem and
increasing
the seating
capacity.

from

Page

pictures.
The company's plans were
outlined
to the Academy
of M. P.
Arts and Sciences by J. E. Otterson.
Arnold Joins Victor

Billy Arnold has resigned as •-•!clironizing director for RLA StuTakes Over Talker Series
to join Victor Talking Machine
Realtalk Distributing Corp., has Co. dios
as assistant conductor at the
taken over distribution of the series eastern
recording
laboratory.
of 12 talkers being made by Reelsound Pictures, headed by Hugo S.
Steege Heads New Division
Sebastian. The 12 shorts are known
Great Falls, Mont. — Will Steege,
as "The
Golden
Dozen."
who heads Fox West Coast houses
here, has been named head of the
Sigmund Romberg
Returns
newlv-created
Montana
division.
Signunul Roniljtrg, composer, has
returned to New York for premiere
Sharkey in N. Y.
of "The Desert Song," which Warner
Jim Sharkey, nianager of Columbia
adapted from his stage production,
and which will open at the Warner Pittsburg exchange is in New York
confering with Jack Cohn, on forththeater
next Wednesday.
coming talking productions.
West

Ryan

Plans

Coast Bureau,

New

THE

Hook-up
FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Phil L. Ryan is in
New York to affiliate with a new
sound film company which is to produce in Hollywood.

Lease Cleveland House
Cleveland — Sam Miller, D. Corsillo and Tom Tomaseilli have leased
the Oriental from Universal Theaters.
Rosener to Fox 'Frisco
San Francisco — Walter Rosener
will be master of ceremonies at the
Fox when it opens June 19.

Convention
of Oklahoma
exhibitor unit at Oklahoma City.

Brecher Plans Little Theater
Leo Brecher opens a little theater on Oct. 1, at 42 E. 58th St., on
the site of the Clark Art Galleries,
which will be demolished in three
weeks. Brecher's house will show
sound and silent films and be called
the Plaza.
U. S. Office for Scherl Group
New York cable and news service for the group of German trade
and fan publications operated by
.'August Scherl will be directed from
a new branch opened at the Pulitzer
Bldg., Park Row. The group includes adozen papers and is owned
by interests which
control
UFA.

BROOKS
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B
Buys Fort Dodge House
Fort Dodge, la. — I. E. Stone, of
Des Moines, has taken over the
Strand from W. S. Johnson, J. B.
Julius and E. P. Smith. New equipment, including sound equipment,
will be installed.

Glett Completes First
Charles L. Glett has completed a
Atwood at Elsinore
two reel talker at Cinephone studios,
Elsinore.
Cal. — G. H. Atwood
New York. It is titled "The Lineup." It was produced in co-opera- is managing the Elsinore.
tion with the New York police department. The subject is the first of
a series of 12 talkers.
Close Battle Creek House
Battle Creek, Mich, — The Garden,
13 year old house, has been closed
and will be razed.

Annual
Spring
Film
Daily
Golf
Tournament
at Glen
Oaks,
Great
Neck,
L. I.
American
Theater
Equipment
Exat Chicago.
position and Exhibitors
Institute

22

10

1)

next week 1o open a Pacific Coast
agency at Los Angeles. Associated
with him will he M. _H. Newman,
who
'io recently resigned from RadioKeith-Orpheum
in New York.
o

PfMT

FILM SALES!
WANTED
Man

IMMEDIATELY
thoroughly

experienced

port film sales.
Man
to handle
domestic
State Right
basis.
See

now

1560

in

ex-

sales

on

Mr. Wright
Suite 906

Broadway — New

York

City
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Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in
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PICTURE

INSURANCE
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INCORPORATED

1540
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N.Y.C.

at

Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.
Annual
Convention
of American
ver.
Federation
of Musicians at Den-

June
1-9
June 11-12

SOUND

exhib-

Opening
of
"Mother's
Boy"
at
Cohan,
New
York.
Convention of Texas exhibitor unit,
Dallas.

PAGE8
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THE
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8

May

meeting
of Quebec
itor unit, Montreal.

at the Apollo,
New
Opening
ofMusic
"Bulldog
Drummond"
National
Week. York.

6-9
THE
BUT

of ArkanTennessee,

Opening
of "The
the Warner,
New Desert
York. Song"
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BELL Telephone Laboratories— Western
Electric — leading producers — progressive exhibitors — together these brinn
to you Sound Pictures!
Calling upon fifty years" experience in
the telephone art, Western Electric produced the first practical system (used bv
Vitaphone and Movietone) for recording
and reproducing Sound Pictures.
Producers have standardized on^estern
Electric equipment
and are successfully

Western
sou N

meeting the technical difficullies natural
to a new and revolutionarv art.
Discriminating exhibitors, eager to provide the best in entprlainmeiit. have installed the Western Electric Sound Svstem.
The success of Sound Pictures ishistorv
now. Continuing progress is certain. Make
sure of enjoying it. Go to the ihealroshowing these great producers' pictures
with the sound eijuipment recognized as
the world's standard.

Wlectric
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IfEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

\By CHARLES

TIPS
AND

F. HYNES,

REEL-PHONE OFEERING 2

1,200 NON-SYNC DEVICES
IN USE, SAYS PHOTOTONE
North Vernon, Ind.— About 1,200
installations of non-synchronous machines, and 15 of the synchronous
disc machines recently placed on the
market had been made up to April by
Phototone Co., subsidiary of the
Platter Cabinet Co., according to O.
R. Platter. A number of other installations have been made during
this month, figures for which have
not yet been received. The firm also
is marketing a new film track attachment. Installations are being made at
rapid rate.
Sound Censorship Fails
Akron, O. — Efforts of the Ohio
State League for Clean Motion Pictures have failed as the senate committee on education has decided that
talking pictures do not need censoring. This decision will hold for at
least two years.

The

Coronet Talking Comedy,
"Ask Dad," released through
liberal mention
on the marquee
of the Minnesota,

Atlanta — Sound installations are
rapidly being completed in many theaters throughout this territory. Latest
installations in Georgia are; Grand,
Fitzgerald; National, McRae; Italian
Garden, Claxton; Princess, Millen;
Lyric, Waycross; Dunbar, Savannah,
and Palace, Cedartown. Also at the
Emada, Bartow, Fla. ; Show Shop.
New Bern, N. C; Capital, Clarkesville, Tenn.; Princess, Columbia,
Tenn.; Grand, Houma, La.; Yazoo,
Yazoo, Miss.; Ensley, Birmingham;
Princess, Asheville and Carolina,
Dunn, N. C. Early installations are
planned at Imperial, Newton, N. C;
Rex, Starkville, Miss, and Dreka, Deland, Fla.

Educatio^ial,
Minneapolis.

secures

E
MADE IN THREE MODELS

MANY HOUSES IN SOUTH
EQUIPPING EOR TALKERS
West

Coast

ON
EQUIPMENT
VARIOUS
DEVICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

Bwreau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

West Hazelton, Pa.— Reel-Phone
non-synchronous device is manufactured in two types, portable and stat-onary, by the Standard Radio Sales
Co. The portable has the same control board, amplifier, electric turntables and pickups as the stationary
type, but has a smaller speaker. It
can be installed in one hour, the company says. The stationary type has
the larger speaker and the record
holder. This retails at $349.50 f.o.b.
West Hazelton. The portable sells
for $279.50.
Equipment consists of three stage
amplifier for 110-115 volt, 60 cycle
AC. It uses two 210 tubes in the
push pull, one 281 tube in the rectifier and two 226 tubes. The dynamic speaker is mounted on a special
base. Turnables are all electric,
equipped with t ming controls. There
are no brushes nor conmiutators, the
machine being equipped with an induction motor. The stationary model has a record holder of 36 disc
capacity with felt edge cue sheet
stand and lamp included.

Los Angeles — Three models of Supertone reproducer, which is to be
supplied for sound-on-film and soundon-disc reproduction, now are being
made. The device is claimed to be
interchangeable with other systems.
Frank M. Sanford is president of
Wiring
Nashville
House
the company and E. E. Van Pelt,
sales manager. The machine is
Nashville,
Tenn. — Western
Electric equipment is being installed at
priced at $1,450 F.O.B., Hollywood,
and installation can be made in one the Fifth Avenue.
Demonstrating Voxtone
day, Van
Pelt says.
Atlanta — Hank Hearn and Bill
Phototone
in Akron
Specht are handling Voxtone, synAkron,
O.
—
Phototone
equipment
chronous sound-on-disc device. ArNew
Qualitone Office
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY is being installed at the Waldorf and
rangements have been completed for
theaters.
Los Angeles— Qualitone Corp. of Liberty
demonstrating the device here.
Los Angeles has opened an office at
Sound
at New
Orleans
1956 S. Vermont Ave. in addition to
Charnas Buys Equipment
Two Mastertone Installations
New
Orleans,
La.
—
The
Orpheum,
the
production
headquarters
at
5360
Marion, O. — Phil Charnas of Melrose Ave.
Milwaukee — The Shorewood is the
combination house, has been wired
first Milwaukee house to operate with Bucyrus has purchased all of the
for sound pictures.
Mastertone, new sound device. The equipment of the Marion, Grand and
To Wire Klamath Falls House
Radio, another Milwaukee house, is Orpheum at receiver's sale. He has
Southampton
House Wired
installing. Leon Lee is new oper- also leased the Marion, and will reKlamath Falls, Ore. — Pelican TheSouthampton,
N.
Y. — Sound equipator of the latter.
open it May 1. The three Marion
ater Corp. will wire the Pelican with
ment has been installed at the Garhouses were formerly owned by Ed RCA-Photophone and the Pine Tree
den.
Reynard and George Foster.
Wiring Keokuk
House
theater with Western Electric equipment.
Keokuk. la. — Phonofilm equipment
Dramaphone for Iowa House
Ramicone Wiring House
is being installed at the Grand and
Slaton
House
Installed
Isis theaters.
Akron,
O. — Philip Ramicone
has
Sioux Falls, la. — The Strand featured its first sound program via
purchased Movie-Phone for his Gem
Slaton, Tex. — Sound equipment
at
Barberton.
Edwin
P.
Casanave
has
been
installed
at
the
Custer
Using W. E. at Canajoharie
Dramaphone with "The Donovan
which has been renamed the New
Canajoharie, N. Y. — Western Elec- is handling sales in this state.
Palace.
tric equipment is being installed at
Installing Movie-Phone
Sound at Springfield
the Capitol.
Bellevue, O. — Movie-Phone has
To Wire Rocky Ford House
Springfield, Mass. — Sound equipbeen installed in the Lion by Edw.
To Wire Kellogg House
ment is being installed at the PhilRocky
Ford,
Colo.
—
Sound
equipP.
Casanave,
district
sales
manager
Kellogg, Idaho — Western Electric
lips while alterations are being made.
ment will be installed at the Grand.
Afifair."
for
Movie-Phone.
equipment will be installed at F. F.
W. E. in Troy
Moe's
Liberty.
Seattle Orpheimi Wired
Orchestraphone at Butte
Idaho Falls House Goes SounH
Butte, Mont. — Orchestraphone has
Seattle, Wash. — The Orpheum has
Troy, N. Y. — Western Electric
been installed at the Peoples.
Idaho Falls, Ida. — Al Hager has been wired for RCA-Photophone equipment is being installed at the
Mayflower by Troy Amusement
Co.
wired the Rex for sound pictures.
equipment.

Qualitone Installations Set
San Francisco — Qualitone is to be
installed in the Irving here and the
Merced of the Golden State Circuit.
An installation also is to be made in
the Griffin, Oakland. The Qualitone
office here, recently was opened by
Bertram Hardcastle.

To Wire
Forest
Grove
House
Forest Grove, Ore. — Western Electric equipment will be installed at the
Star, A. B. Caples' house.

Ekiuipping 'Frisco House
San Francisco, Cal. — Sound equipment is being installed at the Princess.

Chicago
House Wired
Chicago — Western Electric equipment has been installed at the North

Center.

Sharon
House
Wired
Sharon, Pa. — RCA Photophone
equipment has been installed at the
managing.
Columbia which N. C. Wagner is
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Coast Art Directors Unionizing
Charles R. Rogers Forming New Talker Unit — Bebe Daniels Slated for "Rio Rita" at Radio Pictures;
Buddy Rogers Cast for "Illusion" — Metro Renews Contract with George K. Arthur — Wilk Sidelights

CHARTER FROM AMERICAN
LABOR fEDER'N SOUGHT

A Little from "Lots"
By

RALPH

STOLOFF, Fox direcEfforts of the United Screen Art- BENNIE
tor, no sooner finishes one than
he is hard at it again. His most reists' local in Hollywood
to unionize
art directors
and draftsmen
in the
cent picture "Protection," is in the
film colony have failed.
cutting room and now he is making
It is reported a newly-organized preparations to start on "The Girl
association composed of art direc*
*
«
tors is seeking its own charter from From Havana."
the American Federation of Labor.
Speaking of a friend, Gilbert
One hundred and twenty-five are in
Warrenton
said, "He is a hunline for the step.
* talker."
*
«
dred percent
Renew with Arthur
Sign painter, traveling salesman,
M-G-M has signed George K. Ar- editor of a small town paper, secretary to a governor, reporter and
thur on a new contract.
feature writer on New York newspapers were among the posts filled
"Rio Rita" Role for Bebe
Mai St. Clair will start rehearsals by Tom J. Geraghty before starting screen writing. Tom's Boswell
on "Rio Rita," Radio Pictures musi- neglected
to state that Tom. also
cal adapted from the Florenz Ziegfeld show, within the next two weeks. owned a picture theater in RushBebe Daniels is to have a featured ville, Ind. Tom is now writing the
role. Pearl Eaton is selecting the dialogue for "The Great Divide,"
which Reginald Barker will direct.
chorus girls.
He recently finished the dialogue for
Roland Young Joins Cast
"Fast Life," which John Francis
Roland Young, prominent in New Dillon directed.
*
*
*
York theatrical circles, Brandon
Byron Morgan, a prolific writer
Hurst, Mary Forbes and Zasu Pitts,
have been added to the cast of Billie of original stories, is working on an
original for William Haines, for
Dove's forthcoming vehicle, "The
whom
he fashioned "The Smart Set."
Lady
Korda Who
will Dared,"
direct. which Alexander Byron was also the co-author of "The
Flying Fleet," for w'hich he wrote
Cast in Next West Talker
the continuity. His original, "ThunJewel Carmen is to make her
der," is now in production at M-G-M,
directing.
talking picture debut in Roland with Bill Nigh
*
*
♦
West's next picture for United ArtEdward
H.
Griffith,
who directed
ists. Chester Morris, the star of
"Hold
'Em
Yale,"
Pathe's
first pic"Alibi," also will have a role in the
ture for the 1928-29 program,, will
film. Production is scheduled for
the early summer.
also direct "Paris Bound," Pathe's
initial picture for next season. Incidentally, "Paris Bound" will be
;
Walter Writing Dialogue
Ann Harding's
first
screen
vehicle.
»
*
*
,' Eugene Walter has been assigned
■ the job of writing the dialogue for
Our Passing Show: Edward H.
"Forty Ninth Street," an all-talking Grififith and Rev. A. Neal Dodd conRadio Pictures production with the
ferring over a wedding scene for
three Moore brothers, Owen, Tom
and Matt. Mai St. Clair will direct. "Paris Bound"; Al Wilkie dodging
traffic on Hollywood
Blvd.
George O'Hara, screen star, wrote
the story.
Apfel in Twfc» F. N. Films
Oscar
Apfel is playing in both
"Smiling
Irish
Eyes,"
Colleen
Moore'sRichard
new Barthelmess.
vehicle, and "Drag"
with

HARVEY GATES
Writer
WARNER BROTHERS

Unltad

Ardaa

Dramatist

Robert Farfan and Dick Pritchard, two young producers aspiring
to make a name for themselves, are
on their way with their "Movieland Secrets," which they are filming at players'
etc.
Pritchard,
who ishomes,
playing clubs,
the lead,
has already been photographed with
Bryant Washburn, Gaston Glass,
Lynn Cowan, Donald Keefe, Edvnn
Carewe, Al Cooke, and Johnny Harron.
Hughes Gets Fox Contract
Llewellyn Hughes, short story
writer and author of "This Chap
Called Bardells," purchased by Fox,
has been put under contract to write
for Fox. He leaves New York for
the Coast May 1.
Paramount
Buys
"Illusion"
"Illusion,"
hasArthur
been Train's
purchasednovel,
by Paramount
for an all-talker featuring Charles
"Buddy" Rogers and Nancy Carroll.
Dorothy Arzner will direct.

'The Desert Song''

Charles R. Rogers, former assotiate producer with Harry Joe Brown
at First National, has returned to
Hollywood. He is making preparations to start another production unit,
making all-talkers. It is more than
likely Brown will rejoin him in the
enterprise.

EARL BALDWIN
DIALOGUE

LAUGHS
CULVER

CITY

4510

OR

PATHE

and-

THE

Doorwair el Ho^ltetksr

Brown for Garbo Film
John Mack Brown has been given
one of the leads in the new Greta
Garbo production for M-G-M "The
Single Standard,"
which John S.
Robertson
is directing.

RAY
HARRIS
Engaged by Pathe
to write

DIALOGUE
and

STORIES

George Scarborou^
Consulting

WILK

Rogers Organizing Unit
To Make Talker Series

^NTER tha doorway ml
thla popular kostclry and you feel at homa.
There'* an atmoiphera of cordial welcone
which marlu the difference between tha
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary boteU.
Tour room, too, ha* that added touch
of diitinctlon. Picture* on the wall, oyer*
*tuffed furniture, a floor lamp and readins
lamp . . . thcic arc but a few of the feature*
that mak« you feel at home.
Pis'n Whi*tle Dining Service inaure* the
be*t of food. Therefore, when you are neut
in Lo* Ansele* be *ure to Inveatigate.

THE

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD,

CALIFORNIA
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PRODUCTION
WHO'S

WHO

AND

PLAN TALKING FEATURE
AT
The sound stajjc at tlio old Tilford stHdio on West 44tli St., now
operated by American Recording
Corp., is practically coiuplctod. Production soon starts on an all-talking
feature for a Broadway stage producer.
S. Edwin Graham is production
manager for the new organization.
He was formerly with X'ocafilm, Bristolphone, M-G-M and North American Sound. John W. Noble is supervisor. Noble has directed for various major producing firms, including M-G-M. The Graham-Noble
combination has made more than 100
sound shorts duriiig the past two
years.
.\ disc system of recording is being used at the studio and later a
sound-on-film system will be installed. A large projection room has
been built on the second floor of the
structure, with a rehearsal hall and
dressing rooms alongside. The sound
stage is on the third floor. The
plant, which will he available to all
producers, will be open for inspection ne.xt week.

Artclass Set To Make
Talking Mystery Feature
.\ mystery all-dialogue feature
goes into production next week for
Artclass Pictures at the De Forest
studio on East 48th St. with Edgar
Lewis directing. Robert Warwick
is the principal name in the cast.
George Orth is production manager
with Tom Malloy and Billy Miller
as cameramen. Rehearsals were held
this week. The story is one of the
Craig Kennedy detective yarns, written bv .Arthur B. Reeve.
Vitaphone Act For S.A.
Vitaphone made its first subject
for exclusive South .American release
yesterday when Don Alberto, Argentine dance orchestra leader, appeared
at the Vitaphone studios. Don Alberto's program consisted of a group
of South American songs and special
tango music.
Ruth Dwyer Returns
Ruth Dwyer has returned to NewYork from a European trip. She intends to resume picture work in the
East.

•ovr

No'w Delivering!
Sound on film
and disc devices.

Traveltone Sales Corp.
729 SeveDlh Ave.

Tel. BRYaot 2690

WHAT'S

IN THE EAST

WHAT

IN GREATER

NEW

Short Shots from
Eastern Studios
.By ARTHUR
BELIEVE it or not no less an
actor than Bull ^^o^talla is going to help Paramount glorify the
.Vmerican girl. Bull, who is just
about the toughest-looking guy who
ever scowled into a camera, has been
cast for the Millard Webb talker
dealing with Mr. Ziegfeld and his
noted beauties.
Another

vcw

entrant in

the

"Glorifying the American Girl"
cast is Kaye Renard, who recently
danced in. Paris at the Moulin
Rouge, which has a lot of fame attached to its title. In Neiv York
she has appeared in "Rose-Marie"
and "A Connecticut Yankee."
H. I'mcrson Yorke, Paramount
casting head, is enthusiastic about
the screen future of Patricia Deering, 17-year-old miss who is doing
an important part in "The Lady
Lies." Patricia abandoned (temporarily, at least) her studies at the
Kensington school at Great Neck in
order to try this picture business.
San Francisco calls her one of its
daughters.
Ernest Maas had what some people wouldn't call a boring assignment the other p. m. He had a
nu.ynber of tests with Ziegfeld girls,
all for the sake of "Glorifying the
American Girl."
H. ^L K. Smith, costume director
at Paramount, has been haunting the
fashionable Fifth Ave. gown shops
for recetit productions, "Jealousy"
and "The Lady Lies."
Nick Grinde, ivho has been doing
all of M-G-M' s directing at its Eastern sttidio, has gone to Montreal for
a vacation or u-hatever people go to
Montreal
for. He'll return in a few
days.
Discovered by Fred Ardath in the
Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia,
popularized by song and drama, the
Blue Ridgers have been brought to
the Vitaphone studio and Vitaphoned
in a short.
They sing and dance.
Hope Hampton, who has just finished her first operatic tour for the
Franco-Italian Opera Co., sails ori
the Leviathan May 25 to sing with
the Opera Comique in Paris, no less.

W. iDDY \
Charles King, Broadway 7nusical
comedy ilhiminary and featured in
M-G-M's "Broadway Melody," is arriving from the Coast and on Saturday begiuK a week of personal
appearances at the Capitol. Afterwards he'll return to Culver City to
cvtitinue receiving attention from
microphone and camera.
Harry Dclf, who seems to have
deserted the stage for the talkers,
has sold dialogue rights to "The
Family Upstairs," stage hit of a fewseasons ago, to Fox. Harry is making a series of talkative shorts here
in the East.
Donald Dillaway has entered the
cast of "Courage," Janet Beecher
show which is clicking claudly. Don
has done considerable highly-praised
work in studios roundabout Manhattan.
Adriania Dori, ivho has faced
cameras mostly abroad, leaves Manhattan Sunday for a Coast tour unth
"The Bachelor Father," in ivhich she
played on Broadway for a season.

YORK

STUDIOS

SEES INCREASED DEMAND
FOR STAGE PLAYERS
Increased demand for stage players to work in talkers and decreased
demand for screen players is seen by
Joseph Santley, Paramount director
and former musical comedy star.
.Santley says:
"No doubt, with the era of talkies
and sound i)ictures will come a lessening of demand for screen players
and a proportionate increase for stage
talent. This is inevitable. It is the
penalty of progress.
"The ac(iuisition of Broadway talent for talking films means manifestly better pictures, fine individual production and a greater enjoyment
value to each production. The star
talent secured from Broadway for
dialogue pictures is almost a guarantee that each picture will be well
acted. For each player, recruited to
the films, comes to the part assigned
him or her with a reputation as a fine
dramatic or musical artist. The dissemination of such films all over the
country will bring with it. I believe,
a greater appreciation of the motion
picture
industry
a fine
art — and
will,
I am
certain,as add
adherents
to
the cinema who never before evinced

an interest in the films."
Add Monitor Man
The addition of E. .\. .Schabbehar
to the staff of monitor men at the
Having worn his makeup for the Paramount Long Island Studio brings
fmal time in "The Talk of Holly- up the list to six capable of filling
wood," w'hich Mark Sandrich is mak- that position. Under the present oringliam
at RCA's
Gramercy
ganization, the man in the monitor
(Bill) Crane
is now studio,
set to Wilplay booth has the
responsibility for the
a Sherlock Holmes in "Gloriyfing sotnid recording of the picture to
the American Girl" for Paramount. which he is assigned. In addition to
He recently worked in "The Lady -Schabbehar, the staff consists of C.
A. Tuthill, who has general supervision; Ernest Zatorsky, Ralnh B.
.Austrian. S. C. Chapman and Robert
To Film O'Neill Play
Eugene CNeill's "Before Break- Johnston. Zatorsky was assigned
fast" will be made into a two-reel "Jealousy," starring Jeanne Eagels.
Lies."at the RC.\'s Gramercy stu- Chapman is on the current "The Lady
talker
dio next week for RKO release. Zita
Lies," and .Austrian is on "GlorifyJoliann will be starred.
ing theisAmerican
E.
.Stewart
in chargeGirl."
of all G.
sound
AI Bosberg has completed "Head- work at the studio.
work," the first of a series of talking
shorts for RKO, released under title
of Radiant Pictures.
Make Talker For Alden
Diane Doering and a cast of ci^ht
plavers have just finished a talking
short "The Casting Office." for .AlStart "Applause" in June
den Film Corp. The cast includes
From Monta Bell comes announcement that Rouben Mamoulian. noted .Ann Howe, .Anita Nieto, Myrtil Miller and Svdncv Deane.
stage director, and Garrett Fort are
pounding a collaboration typewriter
in preparing "Applause" for talking
RELEASED THIS WEEK
fare. Beth Brow'n, who has done
much editing and titling as well as
"The Casting Office"
screen and novel writing, is the author of the novel. Mamoulian staged
Sound and talking short

Vitaphone studio cameras are being focussed on Albert Spaulding,
legit plays as "Porgy" and
concert violinist who has begun work such
"Wings Over Europe." This is his
on JSL series of six sound shorts under first step into the picture business.
Productfon begins about June 1.
direction of Bryan Foy.

ALDEN MOTION PKTURE CORP.
220 Weit 42d Strett
New York City
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"Madame X"

unth Ruth Chatterton, Lewis Stone,
Raymond Hackett

"Nothing
But the Truth"
with Helen Kane, Louis John

mond Hackett, Hohnes Herbert, Eugenie
Besserer, John P, Edington, Mitchell Lewis,
Uhlrich Haupt, Sidney Toler, Richard Carle,
Carroll Nye, Claude King, Chappell Dossett.
Director, Lionel Barrymore Author, Based
on play by Alexandre Bisson ; Adaptor and
Scenarist; Willard Mack; Dialoguer, Willard Mack ; Elitor. William S, Gray ; Cameraman, Arthur Reed.

"Girls Gone Wild"

with Sue Carol, Nick Stuart

(Synch ronized)

Length: Synch. 5282 ft.
Silent, 5232 ft.
LIGHT
ENTERTAINMENT
JAZZED UP WITH FLAPPER
PARTY DOINGS AND SOME
UNDERWORLD
ACTION.
PLEASING.
Light drama. Rather a frothy yarn
that deals for half its length with
the wild doings of a flapper and her
pals at a house party. Director Lew
Seller made the most of an inconsequental script all about the policeman's son who wins the rich society
girl. It has been done before and
carries nothing particularly new. The
most convincing work is that of William Russell the motor cycle cop
who
is
hero's to
dad.
an air oftherealism
the Russell
work ofgave
the

Ben Lyon, Dorothy
Fred Kohler

Paramount

Length:
7256 ft.
No Silent Version
CLICKS STRONG AS A CLEVER FARCE COMEDY
WITH
EXCELLENT CAST AND RICHARD DIX GETTING PLENTY
OF LAUGHS.
Farce comedy. This was adapted
from the stage play by James Montgomery. For a climax it gets a married man all involved in a situation
With two gold digging chorus girls,
yet unlike most films of this type it
keeps the comedy clean enough for
the kids and grandmother to see.
That's a record in itself. Nothing
but praise for Richard Di.x, who does
about the best light comedy work
of his career. He is most natural.
His speaking voice checks up as one
of the best, and whenever he is on
the laughs come readily. Helen
Kane, late of the Paramount stage
productions, does the baby stuff as
the gold digger. This should set
her in strong. Most everybody
knows the plot of the chap wlno bet
his partners he could tell the absolute truth for 24 hours.
Cast: Richarl Dix, Berton Churchill, Louis
John Bartels, Ned Sparks, Wynne Gibson,
Hcleji Kane, Dorothy Hall, Madeline Gray,
Nancy Ryan.
Director. Victor Schertzinger ; Authors.
John McGowan and James Montgomery;
Scenarist, John McGowan ; Adaptor, John
McGowan; Editor, Norton Blumenstock ;
Dialoguer, William Collier, Sr. ; Cameraman, Eddie Cronjager,

with

"Trial Marriage"

Norman Kerry, Sally
Jason Robards

Revier,

"Scandal"

with John Boles, Jane Winton,
Huntley
Gordon

(Part-Talker)

(Silent)

(All-Talker)

Filers,

Universal Length: Synch., 66Sb ft.
Columbia
Length:
5670 ft.
Silent, 6475 ft.
PROGRAMMER THAT WILL
EFFECTIVE NUMBER HANDSOMELY MOUNTED WILL GET
PLEASE WITH USUAL STORY
THE WOMEN WITH UNIQUE
OF REGENERATION THROUGH
LOVE TANGLE. DIRECTION
AND
PLOT ARE WEAK
IN
SPOTS.
A GIRL'S SACRIFICE. WORKS
IN SOME
GOOD
SUSPENSE.
Drama. This is the sort of story
Drama, The work of Ben Lyon, that is bound to please the women.
Dorothy Revier and Fred Kohler lift It has one outstanding scene that is
this out of the ruck and make it a
unique. That is the "scandal" scene,
programmer that will please gener- wlnerein Laura La Plante after publicly exposing her love affair and
ally. Ben as a young surgeon goes
to the dogs and becomes a derelict. confessing to her husband, attends
He is befriended by a racetrack man the polo game and listens to the fashionable scandal mongers all around
for whom he does a favor. His friend,
played by Fred Kohler, runs a dance her tearing her reputation to shreds.
hall, and takes Ben there. The plot You get the whispered comments,
see Laura writhing under the
gets suspenseful when the propri- and
vicious lashing yet bravely taking
etor's girl falls in love with the derelict, and Kohler learns of the situa- the gaff in order to make good with
tion. He plans to bump Ben off, her husband. It's a pip — and carries a fine dramatic wallop. Laura
but the girl saves him. The former
does perhaps her best work of her
surgeon performs a difficult opera- career
in this scene, and proves she
tion and saves his rival's life, and he
and the girl find love and happiness. is more than a comedian. For the
Not much in the way of originality, rest, it is not so hot. Story is too
but the work of the three principals artificial, and direction misses in spots.
Boles and Jane Winton do
makes it a suspenseful number. Doro- John
real trouping.
thy Revier especially shows
some some
Cast: Laura La Plante, Huntley Gordon,
nice truuping ability.
John Boles, Jane Winton, Nancy Dover,
Cast : Ben Lyon, Dorothy Revier, Fred
Kohler. Charles McHugh, Sherry Hall, Jane
Daly. Henry
Otto, Claire McDowell.
Director, Joseph Henabery ; Author, Dorothy Howell, from story, "The Spice of
Life." Scenarist, Dorothy Howell ; Editor,
Not listed ; Titler, Not listed ; Cameraman,
Joseph
iValker.

Tow

Tyler

Columbia

Length: Synch. 6639 ft.
Silent, 6506 ft.
MAKES STRONG PROGRAM
ATTRACTION WITH POPULAR
TRIAL MARRIAGE THEME,
LOVE MIXUPS AND SOME
GOOD SEXY SITUATIONS.
Drama. Set in a society atmosphere, this one rides nicely with an
interesting story and a good cast to
put it over. It tells of the escapades
of Sally Eilers who is always stealing beaux from her half-sister, played
by Thelma Todd. She steals a doctor from her sister and breaks her
engagement with another man to enter riage.
uponA scandal
six months'
trialbazaar
marat a charity
juveniles which is just average, with causes the trial husband to leave her.
the exception of Sue Carol as the He marries sister, and later Sally
wild girl. She peps it up with the marries her first love. The fault
flapper stuff and is always appealing with this picture is that there are
to look at. Story tell of the copper's
son who gets himself in bad with the too many mixups, for in the end the
are divorced and Sally realgirl and her family when his dad ar- couples
izes that her trial marriage love was
rests her for speeding. Later he the real thing, and hooks up with
saves her from the bootleg gang that
permanently. But the dihas kidnapped her. Here fast action the doctor
rector, Erie C. Kenton, manages to
quite meller puts a kick into film.
Cast: Sue Carol, Nick Stuart, William sustain interest. The sexy scenes
Russell, Roy D'Arcy, Le,slie Kenton, Hedda carry a kick.
Cast: Norman Kerry; Sally Eilers, Jason
Robards, Thelma Todd, Charles Clary,
Naomi Childers, Rosemary Theby, Gertrude
Short.
Director, Erie C. Kenton; Author, 'Son^a
Levien ; Scenarist, Sonya Levien ; Editor,
Not listed ; Titler, Not listed ; Cameraman,
mart, Joseph Walker.

and

Frankie

Darro

in

Length: 4769 ft.

A FAIR AMOUNT
STUFF

FOR

FRANKIE
MAKE

TOM

DARRO
IT

AN

OF ACTION
TYLER

"Making the Grade"

tvith Edmund

Lowe, Lois Moran

Fox

(Silent)
FBO

Julia Swayne Gordon,
Eddie Phillips.
Director. Wesley Ruggles; Author, Adeie
Rogers St. John, from her story, "The
Haunted Lady;" Scenarist, Paul Schofield ;
Editor, Ray Curtis ; Dialoguer, Walter Anthony ;Titler, Walter Anthony ; Cameraman,
Gilbert Warrenton.

(Part-Talker)

"Idaho Red"

(Silent)

Fox

Hopper, John Darrow, Matthew Betz, Edmund Breese, Minna Ferry, Louis Natheaux, Lumsden
Hare.
Director, Lew Seiler ; Author, Bertram
Milhauser; Scenarist, Beulah Marie Dix;
Editor, Not listed; Titler, Malcolm Stuart
Boylan; Cameramen, Arthur Edeson, Irving
Rosenberg.

"The Quitter"

with

Bartels, Ned Sparks

(All-Talker)

Length:
8806 ft.
No Silent Version
IMPRESSIVE MELODRAMA
WITH
TERRIFIC PUNCH.
BEAUTIFULLY ACTED AND
DIRECTED. A BOX-OFFICE
NATURAL.
There is an old adage in show
business that the public will always
pay for a good cry. The idea is correct, even if the phraseology is
wrong. "Madame X" is exactly that.
It's a tear inducer, yet never gets
maudlin. The story, so well known,
is one of mother love and the extremes, including murder, to which
that love went so that the son may
never know how low his mother has
fallen. It's fine drama, directed by
Lionel Barrymore superbly and with
complete appreciation, and enacted
by one of the finest casts ever assembled for a single motion picture.
Miss Chatterton is outstanding in a
difficult role. She handles it with
consummate skill. The support is
unusually effective, the outstanding
players being Lewis Stone, Raymond
Hackett, Eugenie Besserer, Holmes
Herbert, Uhlrich Haupt and Willard
Mack,
billed as "John B. Edington."
Cast: Ruth Chatterton, Lewis Stone, Ray-

Laura La Plante in

Richard Dix in

M-G-M
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DAILY

WITH

HELPING

TO

ACCEPTABLE

PROGRAMMER.

Length: Sound, 5403 /*.
Silent, 5024 ft.
LIGHT COMEDY MAKES THE
GRADE EASILY AS LAUGH
NUMBER
FOR POPULAR
CONSUMPTION, WITH
EDMUND LOWE AND LOIS MORAN A STRONG TEAM.
Comedy. Adapted from one of
George Ade's old fables in slang,
this one has been modernized and
brought strictly up-to-date. Edmund
Lowe proves himself a light comedian with a strong flair for this type
of role. Director Alfred E. Green
handled it intelligently, andj)aced it
so that the laughs come steadily
through the footage. There are two
sequences that stand out for merriment. One where LoWe is towed
through the ocean by a giant tuna
fish, and the other where he makes
a speech welcoming the Order of
Chipmunks to the home town. The
latter is' almost as good as Robert
Benchley's famous "Treasurer's Report," and. in fact, seems to have
been modeled after it. In this scene
Lowe does ace work. As the spoiled

Western. The story has a strong
human interest angle, with Tom Tyler as the ranch owner acting as guardian for the little orphan kid. The
plot has a new angle, with the
crooked foreman and his gang running a counterfeit plant on the ranch.
They try to frame Tom as the guilty
party, and it looks pretty bad for
him for a time. Then Frankie and
the girl, who is part owner of the
ranch, get busy and start the action
going for a hurricane finish and some
fast riding and fighting. The girl,
Patricia Caron, is above the average
as a western heroine, and helps to
inject some nice heart interest. This
combination of cowboy heroics, with millionaire, he tries to "do things"
the kid angle and the love interest, to win the girl, messing everything.
Cast: Edmund Lowe, Lois Moran, Albert
always gets a play from the neigh- Hart, Lucien Littlefield, James Ford, Sherman Ross, John Alden, Gino Conti, Rolfe
borhood houses, and this current exSedan, Lia Tora, Mary Ashley.
ample meets all the requirements.
Cast : Tom Tyler, Patricia Caron, Frankie
Darro, Barney
Furey, Lew
Meehan,
Director, Robert Delacy ; Author, Frank
Howard Clark; Scenarist, Same; Editor,
Leona De Lacey ; Titler, Helen Gregg ; Cameraman, Nick Musuraca.

Director, Alfred E. Green ; Author, George
Ade; Scenarists, Harry Brand, Edward
Kaufman; Editor, J. Edwin Robbins; Titler,
Malcolm Stuart Boylan ; Dialoguer, Malcolm
nell.
Stuart Boylan; Cameraman, William O'Con-
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"Bridge of San Luis Key"
with Lily Dainitu, Kriient Torrfucf,
Raquel

Torrea,

Don

"Innocents of Paris"

(Part-Talker)
M-G-M

Length: Sound, 7980 ft.
Silent, 7880 ft.
A CHARMING AND EFFECTIVE DRAMA OF 18th CENTURY SOUTH AMERICA. OFF
THE BEATEN PATH; THEREFORE, BOX-OFFICE.
In old I'trii, the bridge of San
Luis Rcy had stood from t me immemorial. It was an accepted part of
the inhabitants' lives. When it fell
without warning one day carrying
five people to the r death, alarm
followed. But Father Jun i)er. played splendidly by Henry B. Walthall tells why. Lily Damita is
Caniila, the dancer; she does very
good work in a sexy role, but inclines to overact. Emily Fitzroy
makes a splendid marquesa; Don Alvarado and Duncan Renaldo are
Manuel and Esteban, twin brothers;
both are fine. Ernest Torrence makes
a delightful Uncle Pio and Raquel
Torres, a pleasant Pepita. The-r
separate stories intertwine and finally lead all but Manuel and Camila
to the bridge on the fatal day.
Cast: Lily Damita, Ernest Torrence, Raquel
Torres, Don Alvarado, Duncan Renaldo,
Henry B. Waltha'l, Michael Vavitch. Emily
Fitzroy, Jane Winton, Gordon Tliorpe.
... I lie 1 Lewis, Paul El. is, Eugenie Besserer,
Tully Marshall.
Oirec'or, Charles Hrabin; Author, Thornton Wilder: Adaptor, Alice D. G. Miller;
Scenarist, Not listed ; Dialoguers and Tillers,
Marion Ainslee and Ruth Cummings ; Editor,
Margaret Booth; Cameraman, Merritt B.
'
Cerstad.

(Silent)

Edward L. Klein
Length: 5400 ft.
UNUSUAL FILM OF THE
LIFE OF A BEE TOLD WITH
CHARM AND EXCEPTIONAL
CAMERA WORK. FINE FOR
KID MATINEES AND ARTY
THEATERS.
Dramatic study of bee life. This
was adapted from "Die Biene Maya,"
a German book that is having quite
a vogue. The author, Waldemar
Bonsels, also adapted his story to
the screen and is credited with the
direction. The story is told by the
little bee itself, the titles serving to
create a really dramatic atmosphere
and making you feel that the insect
is almost human. German camera
technique is evident throughout, and
is really noteworthy in many respects. The story shows the bee adventuring forth from the hive and
meeting with all sorts of adventures
in the insect kingdom. The spider
is the villain, gets the bee in its web,
and the hero beetle saves her. The
conclusion is a unique example of detailed photography, showing an attack on the hive by hornets. Great
for kids and arty houses.
Cast: Consists entirely of the insect world
photographed in close ups and magnified
shots.
Director, Waldemar Bonsels ; Author,
the
same ; Scenarist,
the same ; Editor,
Frank
Greef;
Titler,
Frank Greef;
Cameraman,
not listed.

"Crime and l*unishnient"
with

(All-Talker)

Alvarado

"The Adventures of Maya"

in

I'aramount Length: Sound, 7816 ft.
Silent, 7816 ft.
CHEVALIER A ONE MAN
SHOW.
DELIGHTFUL PERSONALITY BURDENED WITH
iNANE
STORY.
DESERVES
BETTER
MATERIAL.
Maurice
Chevalier,
one
of the
.lost popular music hall players in
t'rance, demonstrates
he has a fine
icrsonality, an engaging
sni'le and
I pretty good voice.
It is too bad
le wasn't given a more plausible and
<etter kn.t story for his debut. He
.eserves it. The yarn deals with
.1 junk man wiio saves David Durand a clever youngster,
from the
Seine, meets the boy's aunt, falls in
love, endeavors
to prove his worth
by crashing musical comedy; almost,
but not quite, loses her and — clinch.
For about two-thirds
of the way
this looked very good.
In the sequence where Sylvia Beecher, a newcomer with looks,
has
Chevalier
arrested, the picture begins to slide
and wobbles
through
to the end.
Story
is principally
to blame,
although the direction could have helped had it been more adroit.
The
picture has several catchy songs.

Cast: Maurice Chevalier, Sylvia l>eecher,
Russell Simpson, George Fawcett, Mrs.
George Fawcett, John Miljan, David Durand,
Margaret Livingston, Jack Luden, Johnnie
Morris.
Director, Richard Wallace ; Author, Ernest
Vajda, based on story by C. E. Andrews;
Scenarist, Ethel Doherty ; Dialoguer, Ernest
\'ajda; Editor, Xot listed; Titler, Not listed;
Cameraman,
Charles Lang.

Bob

Custer

in

"Arizona Days"
(Silent)

Syndicate Pictures
Length : 4139 ft.
THE
AVERAGE
NUMBER
THAT
WILL
MAKE
THE
GRADE FOR SMALL HOUSE
SHOWINGS. BOB CUSTER
DOES THE HEROICS ACCEPTABLY.
Western. Director J. P. McGowan
knows his stuff on the usual western
and keeps this humming along till
the finale. The story itself is the
average theme recounting the villainy
of the cattle rustlers, with the hero
bringing them to justice and winning
the girl. McGowan plays the part
of the rustler chief. The girl's
father, a rancher, joins the gang on
the understanding that his cattle will
not be molested. He is really a spy
working for the cattleman's association to get the goods on the gang.
Then enters the stranger, our hero,
who is in time to save girl's father
after the gang learns that he was
spying on them. Works up some
fair action stuff, with enough fighting and riding to please the fans.
Bob Custer does nice work throughout.

(iiiyor

(hnuira

(Silent)
Michael J. Gourhnid

"Two Wee
withks Oflf"
Dorothy

Miirhiill,

.Jarl:

(Part-Talker)

Mulholl

First National
Length: Synch., 8017 ft.
Length: 6000 ft.
Silent 6751 ft.
PRODUCTION OF MOSCOW
ART PLAYERS FEATURES
MAKES
LIGHT
SUMMER
SOME STRONG ACTING BUT ENTERTAINMENT
WITH
HEAVY THEME IS NOT SUIT- LAUGHS.
SPOTTED
NICELY
MACKAILL
AND
MULHALL
fc-NCES. ABLE FOR AMERICAN AUDIDrama of Russia. Adapted from
the novel of Dastoyefsky. This was
directed by the German, Robert
Weine, who directed "The Cabinet
of Caligari." The treatment is heavy
and sometimes involved, and emphasizes the gloom and misery that, of
course, are so much a part of the
famous Russiati novelist's story. The
production values are weak and the
continuity often ragged. The outstanding part of the production is
the work of Gregor Chmara who
enacts the leading role of the visionary student who thinks he has a divuie mission to right wrongs and
punish by even taking life if he
thinks it will help humanity. He
murders a pawnbroker, and then the
sister. He begins to imagine that
the whole world knows his secret,
and conscience at last forces him to
confess.
Cast: Gregor Chmara, Michael Tarshanoflf,
Maria Gernianova, Maria Krysh.inovskaia,
Pavel Pavloff, Toma, Vera Orlova, Ivan
liersenniefl.
Director, Robert Weine ; Author, Dastoyefski ; Scenarist, Not listed ; Editor, Not listid ;
Titler, .Not liste<I ; Cameraman, Not listed.

Bob Steele in

"The Amazing Vagabond"
(Silent)

FBO

Length: 5075 ft.

Light comedy. This is probably
the last of the series teaming Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall, and
follows the general idea of the others
in featuring the love affairs of two
children of the common people. The
plot is pretty goofy and far-fetched,
but It was made for laugh and sentimental purposes. Taken in this
spirit, it furnishes an hour's entertainment with the merriment uppermost. Mulhall, a plumber, ritzes at
the fashionable summer resort on his
two
' hyvacat
ion.
he
- mmeets weeks
Dorot
Macka
ill.Thf>Circu
stances fasten on Jack the rep of
being a film star, and he is forced
to live up to it. Then the clima.x at
a charity bazaar shows him up as
just
plumb
to or
Dorot
hy'sam intense
humilaiatio
n.er,
Direct
Willi
Beaudine worked in a lot of laughs.
Cast: Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mulhall,
Gertri:de Astor, Jimmy Fiii.avson, Kate
Price, Jed Prouty, Eddie Gribbon, Dixie
.Messinger.
Gay, Gertrude
Director, William Beaudine; Authors, Kenyon Nicholson, Ihos. Ballows; Scenarist F.
McGrew Willis; Editor, Ralph Holt; Titler
Not listed; Dialoguer, Richard Weil; Cameraman, Sid Hicko.x.

Hoot Gibson in

"The Lariat Kid"
(Silent)

Universal
Length: 5247 ft.
SUREFIRE POPULAR NUMBER, WITH HOOT GIBSON IN
A BANG-UP PART WITH PLENTY OF COMEDY MIXED WITH
THE THRILLS.
W cstcrn. This is one of the best
films Hoot has turned out for some
time. The part was made to order
for him, and gives him a chance to
pull some laughs in among his fighting and general thrill stuff. He is
a U. S. marshal on the trail of the
man who killed his father who was
marshal before him. The tough gang
is located in Hell's Gulch, where
they
run
things
the a law's
interfer
ence.
Hootwithout
runs into
girl
whose guardians are trying to force
her to marry the leader of the gang.
The plot has been effectively handled
by director Reaves Eason, who
shows Hoot coolly kidding the tough
outlaws with a very unusual gag.
Hoot's assistant plays the part of a
half-wit driving a sprinkler cart, and

GIVES BOB STEELE
A
CHANCE TO DO HIS STUNTS
IN A COMMONPLACE STORY
THAT CARRIES NO NEW ANGLES. FAIR PROGRAM.
Melodrama of the North Woods.
Bob is the son of a wealthy lumberman. His dad gets tired of his escapades and insists that he go to
work. So our hero gets himself a
job as a parachute jumper to advertise a line of goods. He meets the
daughter of the superintendent of
his father's lumber mill when he accidentally drops through the roof of
a store while doing a parachute
jump. This is a sample of the thrill
stuff that is worked through the film
with a variety of far-fetched situations. Then into the lumber country, with the star performing more
acrobatic feats as he uncovers, the gets the lowdown
gang who are robbing the lumber. movements. So he
nap the gang one at
Winds up with the usual meller
prison them in the
fight and Bob and love triumphant.
and exciting finish.
Will please uncritical thrill fans.

Cast: Bob Steele, Tom Lingham, Jay MorCast: Bob Custer, Peggy Montgomery, J.
Perry Murdock, Lafe McKee, Thelma
P. -^I<:Gowan, Mack V. Wright, Jack Pon- ley.
Daniels.
der, John Lowell
Russell.
Director, Wallace Fox ; Author, Frank
Director, J. P. McGowan; Author, Brysis
Howard Clark ; Scenarist, the same ; Editor,
Coleman ; Scenarist, Mac \'. Wright ; Edi- Delia King; Titler, Helen Gregg; Camerator, Not listed ; Titler, Not listed ; Cameratnan, Virgil Miller.
man, Paul H. Allen.

on
and the
Hootgang's
kida time and imsprinkler. Fast

Cast: Hoot Gibson, Ann Christy, Cap Anderson, Mary Foy, Francis Ford, Walter
Brennan, .Andy Waldron, Bud Osborne, Joe
Bennett, Jim Corey.
Director, Reaves Eason ; Author, Buckleigh Fritz Oxford ; Scenarists, Jacques Jaccard, Sylvia Scid ; Editor, Gilmore Walker;
Titler, Harold Tarshis ; Cameraman, Harry
Neumann.
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Presentations
Monday

SOUND
Clark and McCullough in

"TheFoxMusic
Fiends"
Movietone
Surefire Laughs
Type of production. .Comedy sketch
This is done in the typical manner
of these two comedians, and crowds
a lot of hilarity into the footage.
They enter an auction room to kid
the auctioneer, and the next moment
you see them coming out loaded up
with a violin, a shotgun, and an old
cloak. The auctioneer had trimmed
them out of all their jack. Broke,
they wander up the street, and are
rushed into a mansion by the butler,
who thinks they are the violin genius
and his assistant who are to play
at the fashionable party. So Clark
acts as the violin master and McCullough isat the piano. And what
they do to that house and its furnishings isplenty. There is one gag
where they get the hostess to aid
them in moving the piano, and it's
a wow.
Time, 12 mins.

"On Guard"

Collegians — Universal
Flat
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
The Calford college boys and girls
whoop it up at a hockey game with
the rival college. But some students
from Midvale framed the captain and
tried to make it appear that he had
run somebody down with his auto,
and had a phoney sheriff ready to arrest him. But the junior hero
'stepped in and took the sock to save
the captain. Then the usual stuff
of making a dash for liberty just as
his teammates are getting the
stuffings kicked out of them in the
big hockey game. With the girl's
assistance, he gets there just in time
to save everything — but the picture.
It's pretty flat and uninteresting, and
the talking doesn't help it much.

"Night Watchman's
Mistake"
Sennett— Pathe

Amusing
Type of production
2 reel comedy
All about an escapade in a girls'
boarding school, with Johnny Burke
as the night watchman and Daphne
Pollard as the matron. The comedy
hinges on a gag which has the dean
of the college minus some of his
clothing trying to sneak in to the
college unseen but who is discovered by the watchman with all the
girls running around in their nighties.
Lots of sex appeal, with Johnny
Burke getting over a fair amount of
laughs.
Directed by Harry Edwards.

New
probes under way by government
as
firms
indicated
on West
Coast
prepare
to file bonds.
German
exhibitors demand
international
interchangeability
guarantee
on all sound
devices.

Tuesday

SPRING MOTIFF EATURED
PARAMOUNT FEATURES
ON THE ROXY STAGE
MELODY STAGE SHOWS
By HERBERT

Not guilty pleas to be entered by West Coast
and distributors in conspiracy
case.
Western Electric files infringement suit
against Broadway
Theater, Buffalo.

The Paramount show goes melody with
John 'Murray Anderson's "Say It With
.\Iusic." Charles Irwin, an Englishman with
Wednesday
a good line of patter and a very neat song,
went lighter than he should. But it was the
Pacent
Reproducer
plans
finish
fight
in fault of the house, for he was away ahead
Western
Electric suits.
'em most of the time. He opened up the
Radio-Keith-Orpheum
reported
in deal
for of
show before the curtain, and did not show
operation of Canadian houses by Canadian
again
till the uresentation v.-as half over.
Famous
Players.
The stage set was a novelty, with a gigantic
Adverse
bills totaling
161
and
involving book shelf on which were immense volumes
$280,000,000 of proposed taxation defeated
in i9 states.
in contrasting colors labeled "Syncopation,"
Thursday
"Blues," etc. Two girls were posed on the
book ends and the entire setting was strikOne hundred fourteen silent films out of 200
ingly effective. (One or two of the specialties made their entrance from the books. The
released in first quarter of 1929.
Mike Meehan reported discussing proposed 12 Foster (Jirls appeared in ruffed blue cosFriday
purchase of Pathe.
tumes and did a routine, with a special
interpretation of Irving Berlin melodies by
Black's band. Ben's aggregation did
Publix deal for operation of Warner houses aBen
neat parody on the Dempstey-Tunney fight,
reported about set.
with the band leader griving an animated
French exhibitors propose shutdown as pro- monolog of the fight. The Wainwright Sisters
test against high taxes and 3 to 1 quota. just took up so much time on the bill with
Saturday
their weak little voices. Also there was
Balaban & Katz reported to have purchased Henry Garden singing operatic airs, but he
Cooney and Schoenstadt houses in Chicago. was too much class for the Paramount regulars to appreciate. Stadler & Rose did a
good burlesque on the fancy adagio craze,
got the laughs with some clever tumbles
the famous "Figaro" aria "The Bar- and
and goofy falls. The Foster Girls were
ber of Seville." He has a beautiful, on
again
for an effective number, each girl
resonant and well-rounded voice.
carr>'ing two drums as they went through
Very worthwhile.
Time, 4 mins.
the military stuff, then finishefl with a pyramiding of the drums on which they grouped
Codec and Orth in
themselves. Irwin finished his laugh monolog with a "Yes — No" song that registered
strong. The finale was an eyeful with two
girl
trumpeters in gold cloth lowered from
Vitaphone No. 2799
above as silver wings spread each side the
Good Laughs
full width of the stage. The books on the
Type of production. .. .Comedy skit enormous shelf swung around, disclosing
artistically posed. On the sides
The scene is at the railroad depot other girlsorgan
pipes were lowered, thus
in Paris. Ann Codee as the French immense
carrying out effectively tlie melody motif of
dame tries to show Frank Orth how the presentation.

"Stranded in Paris"

things are done in Paris. She speaks
French, and tries to tell Frank what
to say to the clerk at the desk where
they are to exchange their American
money for French coin. This gag is
well worked up, with Frank bringing
back Russian rubles, German marks,
and everything but the right article.
Finishes with a good bit showing
Frank falling hard for the story of
a stranded American girl who comes
from his home town of Philadelphia.
He gives her all the money he has
been holding out on his wife. Then
the wife steps in and divides the jack
with the girl she had planted as a
decoy.
Time, 10 mins.

Pathe Audio Review No* 2
Diversity

Chas. King at Capitol
Charles King is in New York to
make personal appearances at the
Capitol during engagement of "Voice
of the City," all-talking picture written and directed by Willard Mack.

S. BERG',

George Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue was
the symphonic overture which was followed
by two divertissements. The first was "The
Music Box," with three figures posed inside the large instrument center stage imitating the mechanical movements of the
figures as the music played. Then came toy
the
Roxyettes in a black and gold costume for
one of their characteristic routines. The first
stage feature was a series of animated pictures behind a scrim called "Woodland
Sketches," with the Indian motif emphasized.
In an effective woodland scene the different
bits followed each other smoothly with nicely
contrasting effects. Patricia Bowman appeared as the Will o' the Wisp, then an
Indian
and maid at "The Old Trysting Place,"
with the
stage screen throwing a waterfall
scene for a background to the wooded effect,
"In Autumn" was a silhouette of dancing girli
against a vivid red background. A male
chorus grouped before a campfire sang "From
An Indian Lodge." Finished with Leonide
Massine, Florence Rogge and Harold Van
Duzee
in "To a Wild
Rose." The girl
dancer imperso
nated the rose, Massine was
her Indian lover, while Duzee off on th«
side sang the ballad. Following the usual
elaborate Newsreel, came the main presentation, "Voices of Spring," Massine in his
marvelous dance movements personified the
spirit of May. with the help of Patrocia Bowman. Douglas Stanbury and Isabel Norwood added the vocal touch in an atmosphere
of old Vienna. The Roxyettes had a smash
number in gorgeous costumes representing a
rainbow.

Samuels and Brothers on Loew Time
AI Samuel.s and Brothers, now are
playing the Loew circuit with White
and Manning. They recently played
the Palace, New York, and the Canitol. Prevously, they had been with
"The Wonderful Girl" unit on Publix time. This is said to be the first
musical comedy produced by Publix.
It was made under supervision of
Joseph
Stamper. Santlej', with music by Dave
E. F. Barnes at Memphis
Memphis — E. F. Barnes this week

Keefe Shifted to Milwaukee
was in the manager's office at Loew's
Milwaukee — J. C. Keefe, who for- Palace, under City Manager Ernest
merly handled publicity for Fox- Emerling. Barner came from HousPoli in Connecticut and Massachuton,
where he was with the Horowitz chain.
setts, has been named advertising
chief of the Fox-Midwesco circuit,
Browning at Carson City
with headonarters here.
Carson City, Nev. — Roy Browning
has succeeded Joe Rochon, Jr., as
Raymond at Wheeling
manager of the Grand.
Wheeling, W. Va.— Jack Raymond is now managing the White
Front.

Type of production. .1 reel magazine
The sound effects are very well
Jones With the Fox
handled, and the accompanying music
Seattle, Wash. — Ray W. Jones has
helps to put the reel over nicely. resigned as publicity director of the
Orpheum and has joined the staff
Opens with "Voyageur," a study on of
the Fox soon to be opened.
the waters of the Mississauga in
Ontario. Next comes an interview
Titta Ruffo
with Nathalia Crane, the Brooklyn
Standard
Metro Movietone
girl poetess, who recites her poem,
Splendid
VAUDEVILLE
"Janitor's Boy." It concludes with
Type of production
Operatic "Bal Tabarin," scenes taken in the
for Motion Picture Presentation
This is the first of a series of famous Parisian cabaret, and shows
The FALLY MARKUS
shorts which Titta Ruffo, well known how they conduct whoopee in gay
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Montmartre.
A
nicely
balanced
baritone of the Metropolitan Opera,
Lackawanna 7876
will make for M-G-M. It is an number with plenty of class and the
lUl BROADWAY. NEW YORK CITY
auspicious beginning.
Ruflo renders sound effects that are good.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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Theater
TALKING SHOP
Sensational
Business
Being
Done by International Projector— A Dramatic Rise in
Firms
Stock Recorded

ONE

of the sensational developments of the year in the field of
theater ec|uipnieiit is the rapid forward march made by International
Projector Corp., which manufactures
the Simplex and Power's machines.
The company, which is said to supply 75 per cent of the projectors used
throughout the world, now is engaged in an expansion program,
which is taxing its capacity.
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Equipment

By CHARLES

F. HyjJES

ALLIED MEETING TO BOOST
CHICAGO EPPMENT SHOW

The Stamp of Approval
An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

Chicago — Allied States Ass'n is
cxi)ected to give impetus to the first
annual .American Theater Equipment Exposition to be held here
June 1 to 9, by holding a convenhibit. tion simultaneously with the ex-

REGULATION of the speed of the picture is all-important in th s
day of the sound picture. Proper synchronization is deperdent
upon careful check of the speed of both film and records. Especially
designed for use with sound p'ctures is the Strong Film Speed Indicator. The device is manufactured by the Essanay Electric Manufacturing Co., which markets the Strong change-over devices.
The Strong indicators are read ly adaptable to any type projector. The purchaser specifies the type of machine being used and
the indicator comes to him ready for immediate installaton. Because
of its low cost and demonstrated efficiency, the Strong Film Speed
Indicator has THE FILM DAILY STAMP
OF APPROVAL.

Abram F. Myers, president and
general counsel of Allied, announced
the
plan at the recent Michigan convention.
W. G. Newbould, general manager
of the company which is sponsoring
the exposition, says that his org-nization will be more than glad to cooperate in every possible way with
any associations which will hold
their meetings in Chicago at the
same time as the exposition is being
held.

Talking
Film Ads Available
Dallas — Talking film ads and talking trailers are soon to be made
available by the .Vrtwin Products
Co., states Sebe Goodlett, Texas
Buys Curtain Control
Washington — The Central CommitLima, O. — The new Ritz recently
tee for production of machines in representative.
built and operated by Ritzier and
This has been due in great part to
Kool-er Aire Dallas Office
Kerwin, has installed a Tiffin curtain
the talker development. Manufac- Soviet Russia requests the government to prohibit the import of procontrol made by the Tiffin Studios
turing a machine, the Simplex, for
Dallas
—
W.
O.
Jorgcnson,
district
jectors, projection lamps and other
which Western Electric sound equip- aiiparatus, since a sufficient number manager of Kool-er Aire, has open- of Lima. especially for houses
office in the Film Exchange equipped with Movietone and Vitament is particularly adaptable, and of equipments of all sorts is being BIdg.ed an here.
for which RCA-Photophone equip- produced by the Optic Mechanic
ment is designed. International is in
phone.
in Len'ngrad. advises a report
a particularly formidable position. Trust
.\dded to this is the fact that new to the M. P. Section of the Dept. of
machines almost invariably are speci- Commerce.
| . -i • '"
fied for sound installations, with a
Reising Flowers Installed
result that sales have increased at a
Akron, O. — Installation has just
tremendous pace.
Now being made in
been completed by G. Reising & Co.
of artificial shrubs and flowers in
The projector industry virtually Loew's here and the Harris, Mcwas swamped with orders, following Kcesport, Pa. Both theaters were
by John
Ebcrson.
Good pictures and poor sound- equipment spell failure for the theatre ownthe sudden onrush of sound pictures designed
ers; his pictures must talk like real live living people to be successful. Audistates W. C. Michel, vice president
ences are not only demanding "talkies" but are insisting on
of International. The company, he
Installing New Ekjuipment
^ays, has acquired a number of basic
Cape Girardeau, Mo. — The New
patents. International was prepared Broadway plans to install a comfor the emergency, bringing out its
plete new refrigeration and ventilaV^
as reproduced with ihe
Model M, especially designed for
tion system, while the heating plant
■-ound installations.
will be revamped. Plans for these
improvements were prepared by
Boiler Brothers, Kansas
City.

Russia Seeks to Halt
Equipmentof THE
Importation
WasUinaton Bureau
FILM
DAILY

Don't Cheat Yourself
of the BIG MONEY

Sound

Pictures

The Best Screen Talk

Construction of Lighting
Institute is Under Way

Construction of buildings which
are to be a part of the permanent
lighting display to be opened this
month at Grand Central Palace under
auspices
the started
\\'estinghouse
Co., has ofbeen
by J. Lamp
Odell
Whiteneck, contractor. Included
among them will be a model theater.
The display is to advance the art of
lightiiig and various phases of theater lighting and lighting equipment
will be shown. Opening of the institute, which will occupv an entire city
block of 40,000 square feet, will be
coincident with opening of the convention ofthe National Electric Light
Ass'n, at Atlantic City and inauguration of Light's Golden Jubilee, a naI tional observance.

MACY
HORN

To

Renovate
Boston
House
The Park Theater will be
renovated.
Boston-

Dialogues, music and the minutest i>oi:nds
reproduced with absolute fidelity — with this
outstanding
quality horn.

Macy engineers will demonstrate
and solve your sound problem. We
invite you to use the coupon.

ICO foot rolls, repacked, Eastman and Du Pont panchromatic film, on daylight loading
spools for Eymo or Debrie,
guaranteed absolutely perfect
and fresh.
$3.75 a Roll.

u/iuoacHBys
▼▼ no UJ'st

i?'*St_N»«'VterK.N.y ••

Phona Penn«. 0338

Motion
U. S. and

Picture Department
Cansdj

Agents for DcbrU

r
^

MODEL S 120
llIiistr.TtiiiK giant dynamic
unit
complete,
ready
for
installation.
We
Guarantee
No
drumming
tone,
no
loss of pitch ; txtrcmely easy
to install, and
none better
made.

r

Tear off coupon and mail now
MACY
MANUFACTURING
CORP.
Pioneer Makers of Acoustic Horns,
1451 J9th St., Rrooklyn. N. Y.
Please send full particulars on the MACY
IIORX.
Name
Theatre
City

State
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Foreign Markets
By JAMBS

The Charge in the West
(Continued from

Berlin — Production activities are
rapidly being whipped into shape at
the Ufa studio at Neubabelsberg
where five pictures are now in work.

installations.
The
number
1,680.
Climbing rapidly.

SWISS EXHIBITORS' ASS'N

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The increasing number of theaters in Switzerland is reported to be causing alarm among
Johannes Mayer will start on "High exhibitors, advises a report to the M.
Treason," adapted from the stage
play of the same name by Wenzel P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
Goldbaum. Director Alexander Wol- The Swiss Cinema Ass'n, at a recent
koff is working on the Bloch-Rabino- meeting unanimously voted to carefully study a bill recently introduced
witsch production, "Hadschi Murat,"
in the Federal Parliament proposing
while Fritz Lang is directing "The to limit the number of theaters and
Girl in the Moon." Jenny Jugo is
portraying the lead in "The Girl to prohibit further construction.
from Valenc.a," under direction of
Hanns Behrendt and Brigitte Helm,
Dita Parlo, Ivan Mosjoukin and
Heinrich George are working on
"Manolescu," another Bloch-Rabinowitsch production being directed by Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
W. Turjanski.
Washington — Of 576 films shown
in Finland during 1928, United
States supplied 364, according to
statistical information published by
the Finnish Film Conmiission, adWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILi
vises a report to the M. P. Section
Washington — Atlas Film Co. has of the Deot. of Commerce. In combeen formed in Germany by Erich
parison with the preceding year the
Morawsky, states a report to the M. American percentage fell from 67^
P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
to 64 per cent, while that of GerThe company will concentrate on inmany, which supplied 133 films, international sound films. Directors
creased from 20 to 22 per cent.
and players are to be engp^ed as well
as contracts signed with German au55 Films Banned in Czecho
thors.

American Films Are
Mostly Shown in Finland

New Sound Film Co.
Formed in Germany

B.I.P. Studio Active
London — Since completion of two
sound stage at the British International studios, production has taken
on considerable activity. "The Informer" now is in work with "The
Blackmailer" to follow. "The Wrecker" is being synchronized at the Elstree studio with Syd Chaplin's
"Mumming Birds" also ready for
production.
Eichberg Gets Blattnerphone
Berlin — Richard Eichberg, producer, is reported to have signed for use
of Blattner-Stille sound device.

723 7th Avenue

Picture!
PicI
Inc.

D. J. HOUNTAN,

1)

P. CUNNINGHAM

5 UFA FILMS IN WORK AT

Richmount

Page

New York City

"**

Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Of the 2.063 films
censored in Czechoslovakia during
1928, 55 were banned by the Ministry of Inter'or, according to a report
to the M. P. Section of the Dept. of
Commerce. Pictures released for
public exhibition totaled 2,008, the
argest number recorded since the creation of the board of censors. Of
the 55 rejected, 29 were German, 17
American, three Austrian and two of
English
and Russian producers.
B.I.P. Film in Work
London — G. Von Bolvary has
started production at the B.I.P. studio
of the Betty Balfour film, "The Vagabond Queen." Cast consists of Harry
Terry, Ernest Thesiger and Glen
Bvam
Shaw.

PrM.

C'XCLUSIVE
foreign
representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersanddistributors
Cable Addreu: RICHPICSOC. Pari!
Cable Addcesi: DEEJAY. London
Cable Addrcji:
RICHPIC.
N. Y.

Kean Witlh New Era Co.
London — Gabriel Kean, former representative for Tiffany Prod, in the
east and north Scotland territory, has
resigned to become special representative for New Era's portable sound
system.
Catholic

Congress June

Washington Bureau of THE

Exporting
only tlie
best in Motion Pictures

17-20

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Second itnternational
CathoHr Film Coneress will be held
June 17 to 20 at Munich, Germanv,
X nder supervision of Dr. Ernst Manee
of Leofilm, states a report to the M.
P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.

is

now

Fewer Theaters
Tuesday: Much of interest is happening in the region of Hollywood
and not all of these developments
• concern government trials and such
forbidding terms as conspiracy
charges. Joe Schenck, for instance,
makes this very interesting observation:
That in the next few years, the
country's theater total will reduce
itself by half while the aggregate
number of seats increases. Larger
houses will do it.
Now, there you have a peek into
the future which is not so visionary
as would appear at first flush. Some
other folks of repute feel the same
way. But more of that at some other
time. We must get on....
Early in May, as we have told you
on at least three other occasions,
the United Artists group will barricade a few doors and go into session with Harry Warner anent that
big afifiliation. Indications are that
everj'thing is jake, but you never can
tell what will happen when a lot of
mill'on dollar temperaments get
closeted in the same council room. . . .
About a year ago, Sol Lesser,
quondam mogul in West Coast Theaters, formed Principal Theaters with
the genial Fred Levy as interested
partner. Something like 30 small
town houses were annexed. Then
silence. Now, it appears, financing is
all set so that the principal activity in
Principal from now on will be the
annexation of theaters until a cool —
or
hot — thousand
are acquired. That's
ambition.
.. .

More Legal Stuff
Wednesday: Of course, nobody
who had paid any attention to the
patent situation really believed Western Electric would stop with filing
of its one suit against Pacent. Not
at all. This week two more actions
developed. The Broadway, Buffalo,
uses a Pacent reproducer. Therefore, a suit. We were curious to learn
why a small exhibitor out of New
York should be signalled out and
were advised the calendar in the upstate city was less congested. That
>5ounds reasonable. Toledo was the
scene of the second action and the
Silverphone Corp., the defendant.
In the meantime, Pacent declares
he will battle the suits to the death.
Charges Western Electric with this
and that — not nice things to talk
about in a family column like this.
The next chapter takes place before
the judge. . . .
R-K-O and Famous Canadian are

Statistics
Thursday: The
staffs
lightning
calculator, Jim Cunningham,
walked
into the editorial sanctum this morning and thrust under our nose some
extremely
interesting
figures about
releases for the first quarter of 1929.
It seems
200 features
were
placed
on the market during January, February and March.
Nothing strange
about that.
It happens every year.
But, sound this year has turned many j
viewpoints askew.
And so, it is a real!
surpris191
learnavailab
that le
of silent.
the 200, One
ex- ''
e towere
actly
hundred fourteen were all-silent and :
nothing else; 32 additional were real- f
ly silents, but fall into the class of
sound misnomers because they were
synchronized;
41 were
like Saturday's children: silents revamped with
part dialogue in order to make them
marketable;
while
seven
were
alltalkers, available
in silent form
as
well, and
six were
all-talkers
and
nothing else. Interesting?. . . .
Winnie Sheehan predicts 5,000 theaters will be wired by January 1.
These theaters, he adds, will cater
to 85 per cent of the picture-going
public in America. Discount that,
Up
if you can Creeping
....
Friday: Skouras denies; Katz says
nothing. Yet whisperings grow louder that Publix's deal for management
of the Warner chain is very, very
close. . . .
William Randolph Hearst, who
runs newspapers and make films and
gets a kick out of both, is in New
York from that well known California ranch of his. Cosmopoitan and
the Hearst newsreels are still functioning under Metro and Universal
contracts respectively, but who
knows about the future? In two
weeks, there may be a real yarn....
Fox and Publix are paying court to
Sid Grauman these days. Both are
waxing warm under the collar and
Grauman's Chinese theater in Hollywood is the sole reason. Now a third
bidder enters the picture just to complicate matters and there you have
matters as they stand. The onl-- '-tire
angle is that Grauman will sell out,
but to whom?
There's the rub....
The blending nrocess runs on and
on. Now Jack Buchanan and Eddie
Buzzell, both clever boys in musical
comedy, are to embrace talkers, via
the First National route. There won't
be any suitable names left exclusively
for the stage by the time these aggressive producers of ours round out
their raids.
K A N N.
Buy Joplin House
Joplin, Mo. — Troy O. Hall and
Roy Brunson have taken over the
Empire from Robert
E. Phillips.

each other.
Santa
Rosa
making
tell,
but eyes
if theat former
shouldYou
turncan't
its
Santa
Rosa.
houses over to Nathanson to operate,
been reopened.
refuse to be surprised

House Reopened
Cal. — The
Elite has

Proved!
Ill llie research lahoralory
and ill the studios

EASTMAN

Keprotone
NEGATIVE
A film that performs with notable
success its specific function
of reproducing

'1'

SOUND

AHIS
special film, tested by scientific
methods that would detect even inaudible
defects, is now in use in the studios. Giving
sound reproduction faithful and pleasing to
a degree hitherto unknown, it has proved itself a distinct step forward in the sound art.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

^^^

COMPANY
N.Y.

^^^^

SHE came a THOUSAND MMES to learn the TRUTH
but faced a myster^^^^^Med every
>r in the country

the VALIA

.. .

T

ALL-TALKING Feature
FOX MOVIETONE
with PAUL

MUNI

Marguerite Churchill

JOHN

WILLIAM

__

MACK

BROWN

Don Terry

K. HOWARD

Production ^—

He gave himself up as a murderer— but his vaHant courage guarded his indentity from a sensationhungry pubHc lest his mother and sister behumihated by his disgrace. You HEAR and SEE not a trite
story of mother love — but a powerful, compelling, gripping struggle of a weakling who had sunk to the
depths — yet proved himself a giant in the strangest test of courage a man was ever called upon to face.

TENSE -GRIPPING -DIFFERENT -it has a universal,
- - - SET YOUR DATES NOW!
box-office appeal

r

PACEMAKER

tor the
INDUSTBY

HAS THE BIG MONEY, RECORD

SMASHING

TALKERS

U. A. Heads Arriving Tomorrow for Warner Deal
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Flesh and Film
1 .\T follows appears to us
W\
to carry a potentially great
significance :
At the Criterion the other night,
Maurice Chevalier introduced "Innocents of Paris" to New York in
person. He made several quips,
bowed out and the picture was on.
To us, not one bit of his enormously pleasant personality was lost
when the engaging Frenchman
passed from the flesh to the film.
If this should be true in his
case, why not in others? And,
carrying this argument further, if
human players and flesh-and-blood
Stage units are found to carry the
same a]>peal, or nearly the same
appeal, when transferred to celluloid form, the all -sound program
in de luxe theaters becomes a serious possibility. We don't know.
It is to be doubted if anybody can
foretell, but at least such a development is worth serious consideration. This, Publix is now doing in
a limited number of spots. The
outcome will be closely scrutinized.

Price 5 CenU
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Katz Denies
There is no truth to report
that a deal is being engineered
between Warners and Publix,
providing for operation by the
latter of Warner theaters, Sam
Katz declared on Saturday.
"Just applesauce," he said.

WEST COAST CASE TO
BE PROTECTION TEST

U. A. GROUP ARRIVING
TALKERS SEEN SOUNDING TO CLOSE WARNER DEAL
DOUBLE FEATURE KNELL

Chain to Stress Need of
Clearance in Defending
U. S. Charges

Silent Newsreels Reported
Planning Switch to Sound

ofChicago
Cooneys'
Grove
Theater
— Sound
pictures
at the

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Protection will be
defended as an esseiuial safeguard of
Marj' Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks. the film business, when the Fox
Gloria Swanson and Joseph M. West Coast circuit is brought to trial
Schenck, United Artists president, in the conspiracy case brought by
arrive in New York tomorrow to
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
the government. Under indictment
Los Angeles — Producers arc won- continue conferences on formation of are Harold B. Franklin, president of
dering what effect talkers will have United Artists Consolidated and af- the chain, the West Coast corporafiliation with Warner Bros. Jack
on second and subsequent run
tion and nine distributors. The trial
houfes that have been playing double Warner now is in New York in con- will be a test case on the issue of
bills. One observer believes the
nection with the deal, which is expected(Continued
to be closedon following
return protection.
smaller theaters may occasionally ofWithout(Continued
protection,
there would
Page S)
on Page 5)
fer a talker and a silent picture on
the same program, but many execuFireworks Looked for at
tives believe this would be inadvis- Sound Film Device is
able.
Oklahoma Unit Meeting
The number of small independent
Developed in Russia
(Continued
on Page 5)
Oklahoma City — Fireworks are
Simplicity of construction is a fea- anticipated
at the annual nieeting of
ture claimed for a Russian sound
Mich. Bill Against Ads on film system, recently demonstrated the Oklahoma unit here June 11
Leningrad, according to advices and 12, when instances of alleged unScreen Out of Committee at
reasonable demands of exchanges
received in New York by Anikino.
are slated to be cited. The mcetinjf
Lansing. Mich. — After being buried
The device is the invent''^" of the
temporarily, Michigan's bill to tax Soviet engineer Shorin of the elec- has been advanced from fall, because
of the sound film situation.
(Continued
on Paqe 5)
Before or Behind?
theater screen advertising out of existence, has been reported out of the
House general taxation committee.
Agitation Against Film
Lionel Barrymorc's direction in The bill previously had been report- Raising of Duty on
"Madame X" was so deft and so ex(Conlinued
on Page 5)
Censorship in Berlin
Carbons
Is
Proposed
pert that the problem of how best
Berlin — There is considerable agito use his abilities becomes knotty.
Washington Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
tation here regarding film censorship,
If he abandons acting for direction, Record First Quarter
Washington — Increase of one-third
the public loses sight of one of the
Reported by Paramount in the import duty on carbons and following
closing
of "Po-'son
Gas Over police
Berlin."
communist
film.
screen's most brilliant players. If
Paramount estimates its consoli- el'.ctrodes, from 45 to 60 per cent The
government has been forced by
he sticks to his well-established place
ad
valorem,
is
understood
to
have
net profit, after all charges and
the protests to go on record against
before the camera, directorial ranks taxes, datedfor
the first quarter of 1929 been agreed upon by the majority censorship.
inarch on minus an invaluable mem- to be $2,565,000, which amounts to membership of the House Commitber. It's entirely Barrymore's fault, $1.16 per share on 2.206,505 shares
tee on ways
(Continuedandon means,
Page S) now at- Sound Films Cause Closing
(.Continued on Page 5)
but it becomes Metro's job to work
it out.

Cheerio, Bill!

Even in this machine age. good
things happen to those who wait
long enough. Bill Powell, personification of suavity and good acting,
has been a luminary
and a saving 5 Patents Involved in W.E.
■ grace in many Paramount pictures
over
the years.
He
was
stellar
Suit vs. Tobis-Klangfilm
Berlin — One amplifier patent and
. material, although in billing many.
and often inferior, names preceded four others covering phases of speed
his. It seems that sound demon- control are involved in action of
strated to Lasky, Wagner, Schulberg Electrical Research Products, Westet al that Powell deserved what he
ern Electric subsidiary, against the
is now getting: individual stardom. Tohis-Klangfilm group. The defendants, who dominate the sound
A worthier elevation would be difficult to find.
film field in Germany, express conK A N N
fidence over the outcome.

I

While only two newsreels have
adopted sound to date, all are consideimg a switch to a sound policy.
Fox Movietone News now is issued three times a week and Pathe
-Sound News twice weekly. Both
plan a stepping up of their schedules.
Fox, of course, has a big lead in the
sound news field, by virtue of the
fact that it was first and held the
lead without opposition for so long.
Meanwhile.
Paramount
M-G(Continued
on Page and
5)

Grove
have caused closing of the
Chatham,
at one time the moneymaker of the Cooney
circuit.
The
(Continued

on

Page

S)

New French Deal?
Paris (By Cable)— There is
a remote possibility that the
French industry will evolve
new protection provisions to
replace the proposed quota.
The American attitude is calm
in the situation. A second conference indicated that agreement may be reached.
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Financial
STOCK
MARKET
QVOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY
High
Low
Close Sales
Am.
Seat
38J4
385^
38J4 100
Con. Fni. Ind. pfd. 2iyk
28^
28Ji 200
East. Kodak
179 J^ 17954 179 J4 200
*do pfd
128
•First Nat. pfd
108
Fox Fm. "A"
... 91J4
90K
91^ 1,000
*do
rts
3
Keith A-0
30J4
30-4
3054 100
do pfd
105H 105H 105 J^ 100
Loew's, Inc
61^
603^
61 J4 500
do pfd
98^^
97
98-/^ 200
♦M-G-M
pfd
26J4 ••••
M. P. Cap
40
39
40
600
Para. F-L
67J4
66^
67
1,200
Pathe Exch
10^
lOJ^
10}4 800
do "A''
21^
20'4
20J4 300
Radio K-A-0
29^
28^
29^
400
Stanley
Co
40^
39%
40}4 400
•Univ
Pict. pfd
98j4
Warner
Bros
\22yi 118^122^ 25,700
do pfd
54
53;^
54
600
CURB
MARKET
Acoustic Prod.
. . . eyi
6
6
1,500
•Bal. & Katz
70^
•Columbia
Pets
29
Con. Fm. Ind. '.. 26J^
25^ 26i^ 700
•Film
Insp
IJi
Fox Thea. "A"
.. 29Ji
285^ 29
500
•Griffith, D.W. "A"
2!4
Inter. Proj
98
96
96?4 1,500
•Loew
do deb. rts
29}4
Nat. Scr. Ser. ... 3154
31^ 31^ 1,200
Nat.
Thea.
Sup... I654
14^ 16?^ 6,600
•Trans-Lux
14%
•Univ.
I'ict
26
•do pfd
2
BOND
MARKET
•Keith AG
6s 46
92
•Loew
6s 41 WW
1125^ ....
do 6s 41 x-war
. . 99
98^ 98^
3
Paramount
6s 47 . 99
99
99
1
•Par. By. S'AsSl
lOlK
•Pathe 7s 37
78^
CURB
BONDS
Am. Seat. 6s 36 . 9S'/z 95'A
95^1
1
•Warner
6!4s 28
198
OVER THE
COUNTER
Roxy unts "A"
29
31
do
31
34
do

com

Skouras Bros
•Technicolor
United
Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd
•LAST

3J4

30

5
70
.. 2
PRICE

The Broadway

NEWS

THE parade now numbers 14 in the big money lineup, with M-G-M, Paramount
and United Artists leading with three each.
The month
of May starts off
with "The Desert Song" and "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Warner and the
Apollo respectively.
The battle array:
Picture
Distributor Theater
Opening Date
"Broadway Melody"
M-G-M
Astor
Feb. 8
"Noah's Ark"
Warners
Winter Garden. . . .Mar. 12
"Trial of Mary Dugan". . .M-G-M
Embassy
Mar. 28
"Christina"
Fox
Gaiety
Mar. 30
"His Captive Woman". . . First National. . . . Central
Apr. 12
"Coquette"
United Artists. . . . Rivoli
Apr. 5
"Alibi"
United Artists
44th St
Apr. 8
"The Rainbow Man". . . . Paramount
Selwyn
Apr. 16
"Show Boat"
Universal
Globe
Apr. 17
"Madame X"
M-G-M
Harris
Apr. 24
"Innocents of Paris"
Paramount
Criterion
Apr. 26
"Close Harmony"
Paramount
Rialto
Apr. 27
"The Desert Song"
Warner
Warner
May 1
"Bulldog Drummond". . . .United Artists. . . . Apollo
May 2

Banfield Arriving Tomorrow
Cody Making Personal Appearances
Capt.
George Banfield, British proBill Cody, who is starred in a
ducer, with his wife, who is known
series of Pathe westerns, is making
in British films as Gabrielle Morton,
personal appearances over the Play- arrives in New York tomorrow for
house circuit on Long Island, in cona survey of the talker situation.
nection with "The Arizona WhirlBritish Filmcraft Prod., which Banfield heads, plans to make its next
picture silent in England, with a
Dowling and King AMPA Guests
talker version to be made in New
wind."
Eddie Dowling, star, and Marion
York.
Nixon and Frankie Darro of "The
Motion Pictture Corp. Net
Rainbow Man," and Charles King of
"Broadway Melody," will be the
Motion Picture Capital Corporation for the quarter ended March 31
guests
at next Thursday's luncheon
of the AMPA.
reports a net income of $507,518 after charges and Federal taxes,
Gotham to Produce at RCA Studio
equivalent after preferred dividends
Gotham Prods, is negotiating with to $2.42 a share earned on 194,100
RCA for the use of their Twenty- common shares. This compares
fourth St. studio for the production with $42,865, or 18 cents a share
earned on 175,164 common shares
of "Auctioned."
in the first quarter of 1928.
Complete Goldberg Productions
R. L. A. Talking Pictures Corp.
Rapee Doing Score
has completed three all-colored talkTiffany-Stahl, through Abe Meyer
ing comedies for Lou Goldberg Pro- Inc., has engaged Erno Rapee to do
ductions under direction of Jess
a special score for "Whispering
Smith.
Winds," via the RCA Photophone.
He will also write a theme song for
Arthur Friend Moves
the
feature. Through the Meyer ofArthur S. Friend has removed his
fice Tiffany-Stahl has also secured a
law offices to the Lefcourt National number
of Hugo Riesenfeld scores.
building at 521 Fifth Ave.
Buys Moimt Baker House
Home-Talkie to Produce
Mount Baker, Wash. — Sherman
Home-Talkie Prod, has signed Phil W. Bushnell has taken over the
Baker for two short subjects to be house formerly operated by Bud
Williams.
directed by B. K. Blake.
Rayart
Remaking
Girl Marry?"
is being done
in Fort Lee.

85
QUOTED

Copperman at N. Philadelphia
N. Philadelphia, O.— Charles B.
Copperman, formerly of Cleveland,
is now nianaghig the Strand.

Remaking Feature
of Rayart's "Should a
with talking sequences
at the Biophone studios

Very Satisfactory Indeed !

4}4

40
46;^
10
80

Parade

^=ca/

Wf

lers\^s:

I have been using your trailer service
for the past several years and it is
very satisfactory indeed.
MINER

AMUSEMENT
COMPANY
Rice Lake, Wisconsin
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May
May

Book
TheDate
Industry's

May
May
Today:
May

Meeting
of M.P.T.O.
Little sas,Rock,Mississippi
Ark. and
Annual

1
5-11
1

meeting of Quebec
itor unit, Montreal.

exhib-

Opening
of "The
the Warner,
New Desert
York. Song"

2
May
May

of ArkanTennessee,

at

Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Apollo,
New York.
National Music Week.

6

Opening
of "Mother's
Boy"
at
Cohan, New
York.
Dallas.
Convention
of Texas exhibitor unit,

May
May 6-7
22
20
6-9

Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.
ver.
Annual
Convention
of American
Federation
of Musicians at Den-

1-9

Annual
Spring
Film
Daily
Golf
Tournament at Glen Oaks, Great
Neck, L. I.
American
Theater
Equipment
Exat Chicago.
position and Exhibitors
Institute
2

Convention
of Oklahoma
tor unit at Oklahoma
City. exhibi-

Italian Theaters Install
American Sound Devices

June 11-1
June

Rome — The Pittaluga circuit controlling 200 theaters throughout Italy
has contracted for 10 American
sound reproducing devices to be installed in its largest theaters in
Rome, Turin and Milan, reports
George R. Canty, trade commissioner at Paris, to the M. P. Section of
the Dept. of Commerce.

After Emelka Output
Berlin — Stefano Pittaluga is reported negotiating with the Emelka
Co. for securing their entire output
for distribution in Italy.
Paris — L. Aubert of Paris has secured "Waterloo," "Marquis d'Eon"
and "Behind Cloister Walls," three
Emelka films for distribution in
France and French colonies.
AVAILABLE

MAY

1st

H. Nonnenbacher

Cinematographer, Photo Chemist, Laboratory Expert
(17

Years ufith Biograph

674-49 St.

Co.)

Brooklyn, N. Y.

What is

CONSOLIDIZING

7
♦

otimeTIIMS

on

Master Craftsman of the
American Theatre Writes for

ABBOTTS DIALOGUE TO
'^MIHGSIDE"
ENMICM
Because he gave ** Coquette" to the
stage . « 4 Because he co'authored and
directed ''Broadway** . . ♦ Because these
were hut two of a series of brilliant
dramatic triumphs undimmed by any
note of mediocrity, George Abbott was
destined to give to RADIO PICTURES
his sensational melodrama of the Neti;
York fight racket

€€

RINGSIDE

99

[In collaboration with Ted Paramore and Hy Daah)

Actor
director
author
he
stands unchallenged
AMERICANS
MASTER OF STAGECRAFT, who now
contributes to a program where showmanly
merit alone shall count*
Percy Hammond, eminent drama critic of Hew
York Herald 'Tribune tvrote of Mr. Abbott:
"It t$ my impression, as a drama'
lover of many year's devotion,
that Mr. Abbott is the most
trustworthy man in the American Theatre today ... He blends
faithfulness with cunning and
lie employs ru) devices that ara
not legitimate."

FIRST, LAST AND ALL THE TIME !
**TIIE PLAY'S
THE
THIHG"
and RADIO'S Master Showmen
are Prepared to Prove It!
.♦*♦**

PICTURES

The Golden Voice

RKO

DISTMIBUTING

of cKe SilftT Screen

CORPORATION

THE
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AND
THA TS
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Silent Newsreels Plan
Switch to Sound?
(.Cintlinurd from Pagt

Talkers Seen Sounding
Double Feature Knell

Record First Quarter
Reported by Paramount

A lotta emotion goes into the studio "mike" that only comes out as
asthma, sez Ed McXamee.
Yea, Ed, and the way some of
these screen players heave in their
emoting, you'd think they had cards
in the longshoremen's union.
*
*
*
Secret

Ambitions
K.Kchange Manager — To have
his sales force
stand up and
cheer him when
he enters the an
nual sales convention.

Famous
Film Conversations
"Are you being sued/"

{Continued from Page

(Conlinued from Page

1)

M News have been preparing for
sound, and Kinograms and International News also are understood conBy PHIL M. DALY
^
sidering sound policies. Paramount
has been experimenting for months
THE bashful publisher of THE on its sound news, but has withheld
FILM DAILY has asked us the change until satisfied with results obtained.
through this highly interesting colIn the silent newsreel field, the
umn to thank with graceful appreciation that rising young short sub- competition continues keen. The sijects impresario, jack White, for lents aren't being killed off by sound
the gift of those exquisite imported news, although the latter admittedly
hand-tailored pastel green plus-sixes is cutting in considerably. Many exhibitors feel tliat they must keep the
golf trousers just received.
«
«
*
silent newsreel for coverage, it being
obvious that the sound trucks miss
And when you burst forth with the
out
on many spot news occurrences.
garment, J. W. A., at the Spring
Golf Tournament at the Glen Oaks
Golf Club at Great Neck on May
22, and the boys stare at you in envy
and awe, be nonchalant — light a Murad.
{Continued from Page 1)
»
♦
*
|)roducers has been materially reLita Gray Gets Darker
duced in the past year, partly due to
Charlie Chaplin had his hair dyed the advent of talkers. Small town
black yesterday. — News
Item.
theaters have been hit by nearby
Probably to back up his assertion, city theaters that offer talkers, while
that the Warner deal isn't worry- the "shooting galleries" of the big
ing him.
cities are also decreasing in number.
These houses have always provided
Hot Stuff
an attractive market for the produc"The
sunkist
products of Calier, who worked on a "shoestring"
fornia are justly fa- and did not spend much money on
mous," writes Cya- his pictures, mostly westerns.
nide Konk, our Hollywood scout, "but
tlie process bTst'-^C^. some of the pictures."
THEME
SONG
Madame X, I Know You Now
You're Really A. "B.O." WOW.
*
*
*
Studio Stuff
Charles McDonald was directing
"Topics of the Day" taking sketches
at the RCA studio when he discovered a man with a glass eye had
slipped by the casting director. So
Mac and Don Hancock immediately
wrote three glass-eye gags that are
part of the day's work.
the
Whichbest
proves that even a glass eye
can have a cast in it.
»
*
*

West Coast Case to
Be Protection Test

1)

of common stock outstanding. This
compares with $2,264,000 in the first
quarter last year and $2,067,000 in
1927.
Estimated profit for the first quarter of 1928 is approximately 13 per
cent greater than the corresponding
tiuarter of 1928, the previous record
first quarter of the company. The
profit recently realized by the company from the sales of securities in
Canadian companies has been added
to reserve for contingencies.

1)

be no de luxe first run iiouses. West
Coast will contend in its defense,
pointing out that clearance is i)rotcction for the public in making possible such houses and low admission
prices.
Elimination of protection would
necessitate reorganization of the industry "on a nmch larger scale,"
West Coast attorneys may be expected to say at the trial. The circuit resents the criminal proceedings
contending that a civil action would
better have served the purpose of
settling issues involved, but is prepared for a finish light, confident of
the strength of its position. Meanwhile, the equity action brought by
the government and involving the
same issues, is expected to be drop-

25 Out of 135
Cleveland — Twenty-five of
the 135 theaters of this city
are showing talkers.

Sound Films Cause Closing
of Cooneys
' Grove
{Continued
ftom Page Theater
1)
Chicago Title and Trust Co., n
ceivers for the National Playhouses
(Cooney) chain, which has operated
the house, is reported to have closed
with Halaban & Katz. for sale of the
Dc Luxe, Capitol and Avalon. This,
with reported acquisition of Schoenstadt's Piccadilly, gives H. & K. control of the Suuti) Side. The Chatham,
which seats 1.200. was opened in
November, 1922. The Grove a short
distance away, also is operated by
the receivers and is booked by the
Costen circuit.

U. A. Group Arriving Sound Film Device is
To Close Warner Deal
Developed in Russia
{Continued from Page 1)

ped.

{Continued from Page

1)

trical research laboratory, Leningrad. Several concert and vaudeville numbers were shown at the
The parties are reported in agreement on major points of the affilia- demonstration. Work has begun on
tion, working out of which now is a sound short at the Sovkino sturegarded but a matter of time. laborating.
dios in Leningrad, with Shorin colCharles Chaplin has refused to be a
party to the deal, and present plan*
On March 1. a theater devo*"H onare to close without him. He is ex- tirely to sound films was opened in
pected to release his films on the Leningrad. Another soon will be
open market if the deal goes through. wired in Moscow.
Irving Berlin also is a member of
the Schenck party.
ner.
from

Europe

May 6 of II. M. War-

Mich. Bill Against Ads on
Screen Out of Committee
{Continued from Page 1)

cd out. but was reported back to the
committee for a minor amendment.
The measure provides for a 50 per
cent levy on revenue received from
screen advertising. The sponsor of
the bill says its purpose is not to
provide revenue but to eliminate
screen adverti.sing.

Raising of Duty on
Carbons Is Proposed
{Continued from Page

1)

tempting
to conii)Iete its labors on
the new tariff bill.
Introduction of the 'b\\\ in the
House planned for .-Kpril 20, has
been postponed because of controvers-es over certain of the rates. It
is now scheduled to come out today
but it is believed likely that it will
not be submitted for several days
after.

It is our pleasure to announce that the inspired ivork of
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Creators of the Music for Practically Every
Fine Picture Produced, May Now be
Obtained Through Us

M
%
M

In all the world, today, there is no organization so ideally equipped _^
to supply the musical needs of any producer.
^^HA

ABE MEYER

Inc
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Short Shots from
ISlew York Studios
-i^^By

ARTHUR

W.

On Broadway

Coast Wire Service

Hollywood Happenings

EDDYt^mm

BETTY LAWFORD is providing
the feminine charm opposite
Morton Downey in "My Lady's
Man," which Pathe has just finished
with dialogue at Sound Studios. In
both talkers in which she has worked so far, she has been near a Webb.
In "Gentlemen of the Press," Millard Webb was her director and now
Kenneth Webb is doing a similar job
on her current Pathe opus.
Joseph Santley, who co-directed
with Robert Florey on "The Cocoanuts," about which the Paramount
studio gang is mighty enthusiastic
has just completed a talking short
with Billy Hillpot and Harold
(Scrappy) Lambert, radio artists.
Al Gilks was the man behind the
camera.
Bradley Barker, who has been
working as production manager on
"My Lady's Man" for Pathe, is the
director of "Mother's Boy," which
starts a $2 run at the Cohan May 6.
Phil Tannura and Harry Stradling have been grinding first cameras on "My Lady's Man" for Pathe.
Dan Cavelli is assisting the former
and Frank Landi is working with
Stradling.
Walter Nase is still man.
Expert aid is being given Pathe
at Sound Studios, also known as
Manhattan Studios, by George Nelson, chief electrician; Jack Strieker,
boss carpenter and Sam Klein, chief
scenic artist.
About 30 Pathe and RKO pictures have been scored at that plant
under supervision of F. B. Fitzgibbon. This is in addition to the
scoring
Pathe's
Topical Revue
and
Patheon Sound
News.
Kenneth Webb is writing the book
for a new) musical show. His last
production on Broadway was "The
Houseboat
the Styx,"
the book
of
which heon wrote
in collaboration
with Jack Hazard.
Liberty Closes Deal
Omaha — John Weber, Gotharn
sales executive, closed with Phil
Monsky of Liberty Films to distribute "Times Square" and "The
River Woman" in the Omaha territory.
Ban on Dog Races in Wisconsin
Madison — Davis anti-gambling bill
has been passed by the legislature.
It is expected to prevent dog races,
which have offered serious competii
tion to theaters in many spots.
Buy Montgomery House
Montgomery, Ala. — L. H. DeWees
and Ike Katz have taken over the
house on Bell St. and will reopen
it as the Dixie.

Darmour Sound Studios
Available for Independents

A Little

Larry Darmour intends to make
his studio available for independent
producers. The plant is equipped
By RALPH
WILK
for RCA-Photophone recording. It
reopened recently, with the first of
asyears with
two and
Metro,
sociated with for
the Mickey McGuire talkers placed in JACK ALTON,
work.
George Hill in Europe, as cameraman of special effects, has been
Cromwell and Sutherland in Cast
signed byMooreFirst National for the Colunit.
leen
*
*
*
John Cromwell and Edward Sutherland, directing the talking picture
Fox is calling assistant diversion of "Burlesque" at the Paramount studio are both playing small
from nowrectors
on. "apprentice" directors
*
*
*
parts in the production.

from '*Lots*'

Astor — '"Broadway
Melody"
Cameo — "The Leatherneck"
Capitol — "The Voice of the City"
Central — "His Captive Woman"
Criterion — "Innocents of Paris"
Embassy— "Trial of Mary Dugan"
Fifth Ave.— "The Betrayal"
Fifty-fi
fth- "The Adventures of Maya"
Forty-fourth — "Alibi"
Gaiety — "Christina"
Globe — "Show Boat"
Harris — "Madame
X"
Loew's New York— Monday, "Wild Orchids;"
Tuesday, "Strong Boy" and "California
Mail;" Wednesday, "Queen of the Night
Clubs;" Thursday, "The Younger Generation;" Friday, "Love in the Desert" and
'Stolen Kisses :" Saturday, "The
Three
Passions;" Sunday, "Hearts in Dixie"
Mark Strand— "Saturday's Children"
Paramount— "The Letter"
Rialto — "Close Harmony"
Rivoli — "Coquette"
Roxy — "The Donovan Affair"
Selwyn — "The Rainbow
Man"
Warners — "The
Desei-t Song"
Winter Garden — "Noah's Ark"

James Tinling, Fox director and
Lois Moran
Cast
one of the youngest on the lot, is
Lois Moran has been selected to
his first 100 per cent talkplay the leading feminine role in the preparing
er. Jimmie, as he is known to the
Fox Movietone version of Earl Derr boys, has made a quick rise in the
Biggers' "Behind That Curtain." industry. He was apprentice to
Others in the cast are Warner Bax- Raoul Walsh, in the direction of
Roanoke, Va. — National Theater Corp. has
ter, Gilbert Emery, Claude King and
Price Glory" and after that purchased a site on Kirk Ave. and may
Phillip Strange. Director Irving "What
build a the.iter.
was signed to+ direct.
*
*
Cummings is to start soon with a
Attica, Ind. — Carey and Alexander has
caravan of 80 to Furnace Creek
opened the Messner. Sound equipment has
Ben
Johnson,
Fox
studio
gatebeen
installed.
Ranch in Death Valley.
Mattapan, Mass. — New England Theaters
Tnan, says, the Grand Canyon started ivhen the Scotchman lost his golf Corp. will build a house here.
Monissin. Pa. — Hendel Theater Corp. will
Resuming Newsreel Picture
ball in a prairie dog hole.
Well, build
a $70,000 house.
Madison, Me. — A house will he built to
Active resumption of "Chasing why not?
*
*
*
replace the Pastime which was destroyed by
fire.
Through
is scheduled
start this Europe"
week at the
Fox studios.to
Since talking pictures started such
Burkburnett, Tex. — Work is progressing
This is the production for which a rumpus, a hard working assistant on the Liberty.
David Butler took Nick Stuart, Sue
builtAthol,
here. Mass.— A 1,200 seat house will be
Carol and a technical staff to Europe yelled "forty-five minutes for lunch,"
when a wise-cracker added "and toKansas City, Kan. — The Granada will be
and obtained unique shots in pracopened in June.
night
we
get
one
hour
for
dinner."
for
it
is
day
and
night
work
now,
tically every foreign country. Due
West Bend, Wis. — Community Theaters
Inc. has leased the 800 seat house to be
to the fact that Butler is in the midst With most of the mornings spent in built
here.
rehearsing.
of another production, Alfred L.
Beulah,
N. D. — Local business men are
*
*
*
Werker, who recently produced
building a $25,000 house.
Eugene. Ore. — Walter Leverett and George
George Melford, the director, at Roy
"Blue
will
mainder. Skies," will direct the re- one time operated a stock company built
here. lease the 735 seat house to l>e
in Salt Lake City and among his
Anderson, Ind. — Work is progressing on
actors were Jimmy Criize and Luke the Palace.
Wichita, Kan. — The Nomar has iieen openPreparing
"The Genius"
Cosgrave. When George operated
ed. House is wired for sound pictures.
Alice D. G. Miller is at work pre- his company at the Olympic, CinW. Monroe, La. — Cole and Sherrouse will
cinnati, his leading juvenile was build a house on Trenton St.
paring screen version of "The GenJacksonville, Fla. — Neal D. Witschen will
ius," a story by William N. Rob- Tom Moore.
*
*
*
build a house for colored patrons.
son, 2nd, for Paramount. The cast
S. Norwalk, Conn. The Darien Theater
includes Jean Hersholt, Phillips R.
Co. is building a house here.
Victor
Schertzinger,
director
and
Holmes, and Kay Francis. Louis J.
Bliiefield, Va. — Work is progressing on a
Gasnier and Edwin Knopf, formerly song writer, has composed a theme $45,000 house.
Blacksburg, Va. — A $70,000 house will be
of the New York stage, are co-di- song entitled "You, My Melody of built
here.
rectors.
Love," which will be sung by KathNashua,
N. H. — The Tremont has opened.
Red Bluff. Cal. — The State has opened.
ryn Crawford
in "Theof Climax"
produced
under direction
Renaud
Waco, Tex. — Huaco Corp. will build here.
11 Cast for "Greene Murder" Cast Hoffman at Universal. Hoffman is
Connersville. O. — The Auditorium Co.
will build a $70,000 house.
Eleven additions have been made credited with writing- the lyrics.
to the cast of "The Greene Murder
Case," which Frank Tuttle will direct for Paramount. They are: Florence Eldridge, Ulrich Haupt, Brandon Hurst, Mildred Golden, Zeeda
You Can Not Successfully Operate a Ship Without a
Buckland. Gertrude Norman, Marcia
Harris, Jean Arthur, Lowell Drew,
Captain
Morgan Farley and Eugene Pallette.
William Powell will play the lead.

New Theaters

SPECIAL

NOTICE

The Same Theory Applies to Theatres

Kenton Assigned
Erie C. Kenton will direct "The
Road to Broadway," first of the series of all-talkers to be made for
Columbia under supervision of Edward Small. Howard Green and
Gladys Lehman are collaborating on
the dialogue.

Who Wants the Best Theatre Manager in the Country?
Have had twenty-five years experience managing theatres, thoroughly familiar with every department and know the business from "A
to Z." Last six years w^lth one firm as City Manager managing
eight theatres. Am an American, Christian and business producer;
salary or percentage. Address Manager, P. O. Box 3734, West
Palm Beach, Florida.

Films Get Clean Bill of Health in Child Survey

iTHE
/ILL THE NEW5
ALLTHE TIME

oyFILMDOM
VOL.

XLVIII

No. 26

Twists
rtant film buys
WHEXfor neximpo
t .sea.son are made
in the not di.stant future,
it is highly probable that protection
will worm its way in as a topic
of prime importance.
As matter?
stand today, the medium and small sized theater is in a position tc
counter the competition of the dc
luxe operation far more easily than
ever before in exhibition annals
Sound
has done this by making
available the big names in show
business for all houses, regardless
of size.
In the flesh, Al Jolson panicked
them in two or three Coast houses.
His price looked like bank clearance figures for the week and, of
course, counted him out for the
rank and file. Yet in celluloid, hi?
name has adorned unnumbered
marquees. Merely, an instance
which illustrates the point.

Price

Tuesday, April 30, 1929

5 Cents

WARNER DEAL IS FOR CONTROL
OF POOLED UNITED ARTISTS
Serials Passing Out?
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— "The Black Book," it is reported, will be Pathe's
last serial. It is the only chapter play in production at the pres&nt
time.

Schenck, Mary
Pickford
and Fairbanks Arrive
Today on Detail

Deal of Warners with United Artists calls for acquisition of a conPathe has not made any decision as to whether it will produce
trolling interest of 51 per cent, THE
FILM D.MLY learns. It previously
any more serials, following "The Black Book," CoW.n W. Brown,
executive vice president, stated yesterday.
lias been reported at various times
that Joseph M. Schenck was preparing to sell only a 50 per cent interest in the company, now being reorganized as United Artists Consolidated.
Schenck, Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks comprise a party arriving in New York this morning by
special car from Hollywood. Jack
Atlanta — All sound film policy war, Warner arrived last week and is conLondon (By Cable) — First round
in a well planned warfare against instituted yesterday at four Publix deferring with .-Mbert Warner, with
luxe theaters in the South under the the deal slated to be whipped into
Western Electric throughout Europe,
Chins and Profits
final signing by next week
are to be fought in Chancery Court experiment to be conducted by the shape for (Continued
on Page 7)
Representing the big money in here today, when injunction suit circuit to determine relative drawing power of talkers and stage
rentals and with many proper argu- brought by the Klangfilm-Tobis
ments in their favor, Class A theaters group, against the Regal Cinema, to shows. The theaters concerned are:
are not going to sit back and take restrain use of Western Electric Howard, Atlanta; Alabama, Birit on the chin. And the distributor equipment, charging infringement of
mingham; Tivoli, Chattanooga; Tennessee, Knoxville.
since he either owns or is interested patents. The cjise is a test action,
in most of the large first runs a? with a permanent injunction sought.
Sound programs face a particuwell as getting something like 7(! Upon the outcome depends the future
larly hard test in Atlanta and Birper cent of his return from them, will of W. E. installations here.
will the Howfor not onlyeliminate
ard and mingham,
Alabama
stage
Junior DeForest Phonofilm and
Similar actions are to be brought
(Continued
on
Page
7)
lend
a
wil'.ing
ear.
For
these
and
(Continued
on Page
7)
Phonodisc equipment for theaters of
sundry reasons, protection of a more
750 seating capacity, or under, has
extended nature than has yet apSound Houses Declared
been developed by General Talking
peared, may easily prove one of the 1,728 Houses Wired for
Pictures Corporation. It will lease
outstanding and vexatious problems
Finding Gross Level for
W.E. Sound Reproducing
ten years for $4,975 complete for
of the new amusement year.
Sound houses throughout the coun- both sound-on-film and sound-on-disc
Houses wired for Western ElecFast Stepping
try are finding their level, although
tric sound reproduction now total
Three more trucks have been
the
majority
are doing big business, projection.
Either the Jimior Phonofilm or
1,728, the company reports. Pract
added to the growing Pathe Sound cally all houses now being wired arc Cecil E. Maberry
Junior
Phonodisc will be leased sepmansales
general
(Continued on Page 7)
arately,
with the price
on the
former
News fleet. Others to be added rapid- for the dual system.
(Continued
on Page
7)
ly. The reel has been traveling forward at a fast clip since entering the
field and is out after a record in
Briefs to be Filed This
editorial achievement — and contracts
Week in U. S. Cases
not so incidentally — in the best Pathe
tradition. Reflecting over the active
Briefs are expected to be filed by
history of Pathe News for a moment,
the end of the week in Federal Diswe venture to remind you that this French Trade Paper Editor
Charge that films are responsible
trict Court, New York, in the arbiis a real mark to shoot at.
for juvenile delinquency cannot be
tration and credit committee test cases

KlANCniM-TOBIS nCHT AIL-SOUND EXPERIMENT
VS. W.E. STARTS TODAY IS UNDER WAY IN SOUTH

JUNIOR PHONOniM FOR
HOUSES UP TO 750 SEATS

Survey Proves Films Not A
Juvenile Delinquency Factor

Being Different

in U.S. for Sound Study

Expressing his belief that sound
Car! Laemmle earns a vote of
pictures will be international in
thanks for a refreshing and different scope, and that in a few years it will
idea. In this era of mergers and
business concentrations, he declares be necessarj' for American and European to combine forces on proUniversal will play out the hand all
duction "in the interests not only of
bv itself.
commerce but of international film
(Continued on Page 7)
K A N N

backed up l)y fact, a survey comj^'eted
by the Columbia University Psychology Extension Dept. proves, according to Dr. Joseph L. Holmes of
the department. The theory that
films incite to crime is a picture only
in the imagination of elders. Dr.
Holmes says, in giving films a clean
(Continued on Page 7)

brought by the government against
ten distributors, the Hays association
and Film Boards of Trade. The defendants' briefs already have been
completed by Edwin P. Grosvenor,
chief counsel, but printing of the
government's briefs is not yet finished, it is stated.

^J3&l»»i
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New Air Mail Schedule
Mary Nolan to Be
to Save Day to Coast West Starred
by THE
"U"FILM
in Four
Coast Burcatt,
DAILY

An additional business day will be
Hollywood — Mary Nolan will star
saved in the transmission of air mail
in four Universal pictures for reVol. XLVIII No. 26 Tuesday, Apr. 30,1929 Price 5 Cents between New York, Brookljn, and
lease next season. The first to go
nearby cities, and the Pacific Coast,
into
production
will be "Madamoiselle
PUBLISHER when the new schedules of the transJOHN W. AllCOATE
Cayeime,"
an
original
by Stephen Alcontinental line go into efTect tomorlen Reynolds. "Flaming Daughters"
row.
With
the
inauguration
of
the
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
will be the title of the story which
new service, made possible by the Warner Fabian, is writing. This will
at 1650
Broadway,
New
York,
N. Y., and
completion of the lighting of the Salt
copyright
(1929)
by Wid's
Films
and Film
Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate,
President
and
the second. "The Come On Girl"
Lake City — San Francisco section of be
is the title of the third, an adaptation
Publisher;
Maurice
D. Kann,
Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
the airway, mail and express planes
Business and Advertising Manager.
Entered
will make two through trips between of a story by Otto Henry and "Wina> second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
nie O'Wynne," adapted from the Satthe Coasts everv 24 hours.
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
urday Evening Post series by Bertof March
3, 1879.
Terms
(Postage
free)
ule. ram Atkey, will complete her schedUnited States outside of Greater New
York.
Barthelmess and Berlin Arrive
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers
should
Richard
Barthelmess and Irving
remit
with order.
Address
all communica
Badger in New York
tions to THE
FILM
DAILY,
1650
Broad
Berlin arrived in New York yesterClarence Badger, director, is in
way. New
York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736day
from
the
Coast.
They
accom4737-4738-4739.
Cable
address:
Filmday,
panied members of the United Artists New York conferring with Irene
New
York.
Hollywood,
California — Ralph
Bordoni, who is finishing her run
Wilk,
6425 Hollywood
Blvd.
Phone Granite
party.
6607.
London — Ernest
W.
Fredman,
The
in the stage play "Paris" which will
Film Renter, 58 Great
Marlborough
St., W.
be produced by First National. Miss
Russian Film
Premiere in May
I. Berlin — Karl
Wolffsohn,
Lichtbildbuehne.
Bordoni will leave for Hollywood
Friedrichstrasse,
225.
Paris — P. A. Harle,
"The Village of Sin," produced by June 1. Jack Buchanan will appear
La
Cinematographie
Francaise,
Rue
de
la
Sovkino of Moscow and directed by
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
Miss Bordoni. He is schedOl.ga Preobrazenskaia, starring two opposite
uled to leave England in the next few
Russian actresses, E. Zessarskaya
and R. Puchnaya, will be the next weeks.
Amkino release, and is scheduled to
Forms New Department
have its American premiere sometime
Abe
Meyer, Inc. has organized a
in May.
new department through which novelSTOCK
MARKET
ists, pla\\vrights, lyricists and comAllvine Back from Coast
High
Low Close
Sales
posers will be engaged for producAm.
Seat
38Ji
381^ 38;.^
600
tion work, Mindret Lord is in charge.
Glcndon Allvine, advertising and
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UNIQUE

OPPORTUNITY

for a man with high executive ability
and experience in organization and
operation of chains of M. P. theaters.
Must be willing to go abroad. Only
man of outstanding record need apply.
Write full particulars confidentially to
Box A-123. c-o Film Daily
1650 Broailw,-!y,
Nerv
York
City

1

publicity director for Fox, has returned to New York from the Coast,
where he studied angles for putting
over pictures now in work.
Whittington with Paramount
Marjorie
Whittington,
Ziegfeld
player,
started
work
yesterday
in
"Glorifying
the American
Girl" at
Paramount's
Astoria
studio.
N. C. Meeting June 17 and 18
Charlotte, N. C. - — Soimmer convention of the theater owners' association of North Carolina will be
held June 17 and 18 at Wrightsville
Beach.
Cleggs
Leaves
Atlanta
Post
-A.tlanta — C. A. Clegg. for the last
year
National's
.Atlanta manager
exchange,of First
is leaving
that
l)ost

and

going

to

New

York.

Fox to Give Radio Talk
Dcveiopuicnt of the industry, past,
present and future is to be discussed
in a Coast-to-Coast radio hook-up
Tluirsdaj' by William Fox.
Warner on Radio
J. L. Warner, vice president of
Warner Bros., talked on the radio
last night during the Vitaphone Jubilee Hour broadcast from Coast to
Coast.
Lubitsch En Route
Ernst Lubitsch. is en route to
Hollywood where he will begin preparation for an original musical
operetta he will direct for Paramount
with Maurice
Chevalier as star.
Wiring
San Antonio
House
San .\ntonio — Sound equipment
iieing installed at the Princess.

What is
CONIOLIDIZINO

7
♦
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Book
TheDate
Industry's
May

1

May

1

Annual meeting of Quebec
itor unit, Montreal.

exhib-

Opening
of "The
the Warner,
New Desert
York, Song"

at

May 2
May 5-11

Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Apollo,
New York.
National Music Week.

May 6
May 6-7

Cohan,
New
York.
Opening
of "Mother's
Boy" at
Dallas.
Convention
of Texas exhibitor unit,

Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.
ver.
Annual Convention of American
Federation of Musicians at Den-

May

6-9

May

20

May

22

Annual
Spring
Film Oaks,
Daily Golf
Tournamen
t at Glen
Great
Neck, L. I.

PACIFIC COAST
SALES and SERVICE
Representation available thru
concern dealing with theatrical
trade for 15 years.
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An Open Letter to the
Moving Picture Industry
Gentlemen:
I demand a job.
I want to get into a moving picture studio
where
I will be given an opportunity to design and execute
settings.
I am a novice, I admit.
But I have a feeling that once I lay my
hands on the tools of the trade I will build
powerfully,
grandly — and thriftily.
My brain is impatient to set itself on the
actual problems
of staging,
I don't give a damn about salary, I will
take any job that is offeretl. But I would
I)refer to hook up with a very small company
which cannot afford expensive sets but is
willing
to take artistic sets instead.
I want to be given a few months trial in
such a company to show what I can do to
up.
make the sparks fly and the box office light
I ain not interested in any job unless it
offers the opportunity to do original, creative
work. I cannot do everything myself but
I am master enough of my craft to get things
done the way I visualize them,
I have had some stage experience, I executed the settings for one Broadway play
and am
the designer and builder of an intimate theatre.
I want to work with a congenial company
for a number of years, serving a sort of apprenticeship to myself, growing to artistic
maturity
with it.
I am neither prodigy, genius, nor faker.
I have only ambition, determination, sincerity, youth, belief in self and in the moving
picture.
I will not be a failure if I never get into
moving picture work, but I know that if I
do get into it, I will be my best success and
carry others along with me.
So here you are gentlemen:
A young student, twenty-five, of a little
accomplishment and some promise offers his
services on the most reasonable terms in
keeping
with self-respect.
Will you take up my challenge?
This is a paid advertisement.
It will not
appear
again.
Please
write, phone
or telegraph immediately.
350

M. J. Spivack

Bedford Ave.,
Greenpoint

B'klyn,
1219

N.

Y.

THE
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30. 1929
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Hollywood Happenings
Brady to Staj^e Musical
Show at L.A., Then Talker

A Little

William A. Brady will product."L'p She Goes," musical comedy, at
the Los Anseles theater. Later, the
By RALPH
WILK
play will be filmed as a talker. Ben
Lyon and Nancy Welford are in the LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD has
cast.
been chosen to portray a romantic lover in Ralph Dawson's initial
Starting Third Christie Film
production "The Girl in the Glass
Cage" for First National. A new
With the completion of the Chris- part
for Littlefield.
*
*
*
tie-MacLean feature, "Divorce Made
Easy," and "Her Husband's Women,"
U'lV/iV/m Craft has made a disfeaturing Lois Wilson, plans are in
covi't~ii. Reginald Denny wrote the
preparation for "The Sleeping Porch," dialogue for his last three pictures
a short talking play featuring Raymond (iritTith and Barbara Leonard to and collaborated on "Companionate
*
*
♦
be directed by A. Leslie Penrce.
Trouble."
A stop-watch, commonly used in
sport events, is being used by JosCast For "Lummox"
eph von Sternberg on "ThunderThe cast for "Lummox," United
The director has found this
Artists' production now includes method bolt."
saves time.
*
«
*
Winifred W^estover, William Collier,
Jr., Edna Murphy, Myrtle Stedman,
Dorothy Burgess is going in for
ncr,
y
a, speed boats. She is -negotiating with
ClaranceLangs
Flore
Ashbrooke, Dann
Torben O'She
Meyer
and Bobby Ullman. Herbert Brenon a friend in Honolulu, who is a manufacturer, and expects its arrival
will direct.
in about three weeks.
*
*
*
Menjou Film Started
"The Garden of Eatin' " is the first
Production has started on Adolphe of the Jimmie Gleason shorts, written by George Amy and Johnit
Menjou's latest "The Concert," with
John Miljan. Miriam Zegar, Joan Gray.
"Tea For Two" has been put
Standing, Rita La Roy, Robert aside until later.
*
*
4>
Wayne and Jacques Vanaire supArch B. Heath, Universal director
porting the star.
and supervisor of the Movietone departmeyit, has completed his first
"Brass Bowl" now "Masquerade"
picture in "You Can't Buy
"The
Brass Bowl,"
the dialogue dialogue
Love." Kathi~yn Crawford, Jean
Vance's
Joseph
of Louis
version
Hersholt, Charley Chase and Edward Martindel have the leads.
I story, which is to be made for Fox,
*
*
♦
the
under
will appear on the screen
Gertrude Orr has been signed by
title of "Masfpierade."
Columbia as scenarist. She is credAnother Newspaper Story Film
ited with writing "Married Alive"
Plans have been completed by and "Singed"
for Paramount; "Loves
feature
to
producer,
Ralph Block,
of Carmen" and "Mother Machree"
Robert Armstrong in "For Two for Fox and "Night Life" and "A
Cents," a newspaper story purchased Woman Against the World" for
from Jed Harris, to be directed by TifTanv-Stahl.
for Pathe.
LaCava
Gregory
Fox Title Changed
Santell With Fox
"Scents
Ml swict .\iMH)nds," the
Al Santell, director, has been signed
P'ox
all-talker
adapted from the play
by Fox. His first assignment is the by Monckton Hoffe, has been changed
Elinor Glyn story •'Such Men Are to "Pleasure Crazed."
Dangerous," which will be produced
in dialogue. Warner Baxter has the
lead.

from **Lots"

Geraghty Free-Lancing
has left
J. Geraghty
Tom
National to free-lance.

First

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY
for man, age limit forty, with exchange and theater experience to become connected with large theater
circuit. Must have booking and buying knowledge. Will pay right man
$iOO per week to start, with excellent
chance for immediate advancement.
Answer
Box A-124
care Film Daily, 1650 B'way. N.Y.C

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3S80

European Producers Seek
U. S. Talker Talent

Correction

.Vccordiiig to radio advices received
from William Morris. Jr.. international booking agent now en route to
-N'ew York, a number of foreign lilm
producers soon will enter the talking
report of the new- Fox production cabinet. Boylan is one of
picture fuld, and will utilize in their
the trio which includes Chanmitial all-dialogue pro<luctions a numdler Sprague and George Midber of Broadway actors and actresses
dJeton.
now appearing on the legitimate stage.
Accompanying Morris from abroad
are .Maurice and Isidore Ostrer, man"The Squall" Completed
aging directors of British Gaumoni,
"The Squall," hirst National pro- one of the pioneer European film organizations. With the cooperation of
duction with Myrna Loy, Alice
Joyce, Loretta Young, Zasu Pitts Morris I he Ostrers will make a survey
Richard Tucker, Carroll Nye and of the American 'talker' industry, and
George Hackathorne has been com- also negotiate for the film rights to
several Broadway plays as well as
Korda. pleted under direction of Alexander
engaging American casts for their
first series of European-made talkRandolf For Bow Film
ing pictures.
Andir.s Randolf has been added to
While
abroad Morris booked a
whirlwind
tour of Europe for Tom
the cast of Clara Bow's latest vehicle
"Dangerous Curves," which Lothar, Mix, the screen star, and his rodeo
Mendcs is directing. Others in the troupe of cowboys, Indians and trick
riders.
cast include Richard Arlen, Kav
vce
(dnipt
on. David Newell and Joyc'
Francis,
Terra After Sound
Device
Berlin — Terra is reported seeking
Cannon for "Cradle Snatcher
with Klangfihn similar
Raymond Cannon, directors"
, has an agreement
that
already
existing
between
been assigned to direct the talking to
Klangfilm and Ufa.
version of "Cradle Snatchers," featurnig Walter Catlclt. Cannon reHarvey Vehicle Ready
Berlin— Lillian Harvev's latest Ufa
cently completed "Joy Street," also
lor Fox. Con Conrad, Sidney Mit"The
Model
of Montchell and Archie Gottler composed production,
parnasse,"
which
was directed by
W
illiam
Thiele,
is ready for release.
songs for "Cradle Snatchers."
Due

to an error in telegraphic transcript, Malcolm
Stuart Boylan's
misspelled in THE name
FILM was
DAILY

TALKING

PICTURES

MADE

BY

SHOWMEN

The
Pendulum
of Profit
is again swinging
changeynan.

Talking-Pictures
anew.

towards

present

the

him

State-Rights

jcifh

Ex-

opportunity

We invite Independent Distributors to get in touch
with us regarding our Talking-Shorts — productions
of splendid quality, made by showmen.
Address IMPERIAL
way, New York.

PICTURES, Inc., 1841 Broad-

mm

piam^
INCOR

PORATED

PRIZE

ALL
TALKirs
ALL
SINGINC

SMASH
$2
HIT
at the
Selwyn The
New Yorlii

it

EDDIE

O.E.COEBEL

- GEORGE

W. WEEKS

PRESENT

DOWLI Nl
Story by Eddie Dowling. Adapted for the screen by Franaf
Agnew. Music and Lyrics by Mr. Dowling and James F. Hanle .

TALKING
HIT IS
PARAMOUNT
release — naturally!

\

T

HAT'S probably no news to you. Paramount is releasing all the real talking picture hits. "THE RAINBOW MAN" is one of the outstanding successes of the
season.
You knew Paramount would have it.

Read the New York critics:
" 'The Rainbow Man' is surefire for universal appeal."
— Evening World.
"The picture ought to color the box office with gold." —Daily Neivs.
"A smashing box office success."

— Evening Post.

See your Paramount exchange
for immediate bookings!

THEREIN BOW
WITH

MARIAN
NIXON
SAM
HARDY
DIRECTED

BY

NAN

FRANKIE
DARRO
LLOYD INGRAHAM
FRED
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White House to Be Wired
For Sound Film Showings

y

Short Shots from
New York Studios

Ifashiiigton Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Engineers are making
a survey of the White House with a
^^By ARTHUR
W. EDDY^^
view to wiring it for showing of
talkers. The work is to be started
"ORUDENCE PICTURES, headed witii as little delay as possible. Both
by Sam Zierler, is the name of
the outfit which has been making the President and Mrs. Hoover are
very fond of pictures, but have seen
"The
Talk studio.
of Hollywood"
at RCA^sis few other than newsreels, which are
Gramercy
The direction
by Mark Sandrich, who has mega- shown two nights a week. Selection
phoned for Fox, Columbia and other of the sound apparatus to be installed,
has been left to Will H. Hays.
producing firms. Cast of the picture, which is all-talking, includes
Nat Carr, Fay Marbe, Hope Suther- Bill Bans Sunday Shows
land, Sherling Oliver and Al Goodwin and his Follow Thru Orchestra.
Tax 'Em
Would
and Then Fla.
Tallahassee,
— Banning SunAlice Weaver is going to lend her
day shows in one clause, and calling
beauty and ability to help Para- for a 25 per cent admission tax
mount "Glorifying the American on such shows in another, a confusGirl," now in production at the As- mg tax law has been introduced in
toria plant. Alice recently stepped the House here. A ten per cent admission tax on week day shows is
out of a principal role in "My Girl
Friday" and before that, did a lot sought.
to make George White's "Scandals"
entertaining.

Kansas Censors Without
Power to Censor Dialogue

Sylvia Sidney, who got plenty of
commendable press notices through
Topeka — Kansas censors have no
her work in "Through Different power to censor dialogue, althought
Eyes" when it displayed itself at the
pass on scenes, the atRoxy, is now in Rochester, playing they may
torney general has ruled.
Mary Dugan in the stage play about
that lady.
Texas Houses Sold
Paducah, Tex. — Two towns operSo busy are the incandescents at
ated by Wes-Tex Theaters, have
the Vitaphone studio that several
been taken over by Simpson and
of its departments are working on Nelson
Theaters, with headquarters
a 2i-hour a day schedule. The new at Paducah. The Lyric and Spur at
arrangement permits actors playing
in and around Manhattan to do Spur and the Palace at Anson arc
the houses involved in a deal just
their stuff in front of microphone
completed
the new owners
and camera after their evening per- and C. J. between
Musselman
of Paris and
formances.
C. J. Bain of San Antonio, owners
Harry Delf, who manages to of Wes-Tex.
sandwich-in show writing between
Silliman Re-entering Field
pictures, has a new play which Lew
Cantor will produce in September.
Milwaukee
— Jack
Silliman's
new
Avalon,
on the
south side
opens early
It's titled "Innocents."
in May. The house seats 1600 and
The Palm Beach Four, who have is wired for sound. Silliman formerhelped viany a nocturnal pleasure
ly operated a chain in Milwaukee
seeker rruike whoopee in a serious which
he sold to Milwaukee Theater
way, recently went Vitaphone. Circuit.
Bryant Foy directed the short at
Warner Bros. Brooklyn studio.
Seventh "Noah's Ark" Show Opens
Warner Bros, have launched the
To Build Tipton House
Tipton, Ind. — The Masonic lodge seventh road show engagement of
will rebuild the Martz which was "Noah's Ark," in Detroit at the Shudestroyed by fire.
bert-Detroit Opera
House.
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It will be a great help to me during the coming year.
RALPH

A. KOHN
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Newspaper Opinions
"Show Boat"
Universal
Globe, New York
DAILY NEWS— "Show Boat"' floated lazily, slowly, lengthily and yet with a good
deal
Globe
It our
did
not, of
by majesty
quite a into
big the
shot,
come* *up* to
expectations. It is good, when it should
have been great. » * ♦ There are moments
throughout the film when he does charming
things with his megaphone. It was a mighty
difficult picture to direct, we grant. Still,
we do believe that the director could have
filmed "Show Boat" in a swingier, faster,
less sentimental strain. * * *
EVENING JOURNAI^A novel Movietone column
prologue precedes
* * * as
This
wishes the
to picture.
go on record
saying
that Bledsoe's
number is about
the most rendition
effective of
yet the
recorded
on the singing screen, * • *
But for the most part the action is dialogueless, and set to a score that includes songs
from the Ziegfeld show, the strains of a
calliope and a medley of Southern airs. Incidentally, the best of the audible bits is a
sequence on the boat in which the cast presents an old-fashioned melodrama. "Show
Boat" holds one's interest, although, as the
picture stands now, it is little long.
EVENING WORLD— This picture is probably the best thing ever turned out by Carl
Laemmle and his Universal cohorts. It has
its faults, as what picture hasn't, but it
really holds up to all those superlatives. Uncle Carl has been emitting about it. * • •
Harry Pollard * * * and, of course, this
is his crowning achievement. But one wishes
that he had speeded things up a bit and that
he had
not permitted his story to run to
such
length.

AMERICAN — Insofar as pictorial quality
'S ^concerned, the production rates are high.
* Indeed, everybody, players and spectators alike, have one good cry. And, since
there s still a lot of us that would rather do
that than eat, "Show Boat" should have a
vast and appreciative audience on that score
alone. * • * The scenes are dragged out
unbelievably, which tends to take the punch
out of the production as a whole.
There is so much meat to this story, and
so scenarized is it as to form that we believe itcould afford speed and sweep instead
of such great attention to rather unimporMORNING
APH— The story altant detail. » *TELEGR
♦
lows a wide latitude for colorfulness and picturesqueness, and Harry Pollard has allowed his directorial hand to take full sway of
these opportunities.
During the first half of the picture, which
is practically all silent, the story moves rapidly— it is in the second half, after intermission, when dialogue is introduced together
with numerous and lengthy close ups, that
the story takes on a rather slow tempo. However, in spite of this there is such a vast
amount of poignant drama in the story that
interest
never
lags. * there
» » is in the motion
WORLD
— Beauty
picture "Show Boat," and the glamour of
moonlit nights on the old Mississippi. It is
this rich, romantic flavor of the silent river,
this melancholy, haunting breath from out
the deep mysterious waters which makes Carl
Laemnile's annual superfilm at the Globe a
noteworthy and, for the greater part, a su-

perbly managed
* » a* doubt,
TELEGR
AM— picture
* • *play.
beyond
a
very handsomely mounted and impressive
production so lar as the pictorial end of it
is concerned. The first few reCiS are packed
with breath-taking shots * * » There are some
compelling shots of the river by moonlight
with the show-boat drifting along on its
merry mission to the gentle gurgle of the
paddles. The storm scenes are admirably
manoeuvred • » ♦ When the scenic excitement is over the weakness of the continuity
stands out all over like gooseflesh, and one
slow-moving scene advances ponderously into
Laura La Plante, Joseph Schildkraut and
the next in a mood of ultimate dejection * ♦ •
TIMES — The melodies in this well-stage
Emily Fitzroy make "Show Boat" what it is.
Miss La Plante as Magnolia, Schildkraut as lachrymose tale are so fine that they atoned
Ciaylord Ravenal and Miss Fitzroy as Patsy for some of the prolonged melodramatic
Anne Hawks. All are superb. Between them, stretches. A good deal of the singing takes
they brought a lot of tears to the opening place in the introductory portions of the film
wet.
night audience. And this, perhaps, is one and wlien the sobbing is heavy, toward the
fault the picture has — it is altogether too closing scenes, the feeling of disappointment
is relieved by the excehent Movietone renderGRAPHIC — The photography in spots was
ing, supposedly by Laura La Plante, of
magnificent, even more beautiful than the
"Or Man River" and "1 Can't Help Lovin'
That
Man." * * * It is a pity that he (Polpictures in a travelogue. ♦ * ♦ But, after
two hours of tears, interspersed with negro
lard) has such a passion for pathos, for he
melodies, synchronized sometimes not too does not realize where misfortunes on the
well behind scenes, one rather wearies and
screen become tedious to the onlooker. * • *
rolling.
wishes that, unlike "Ole Man River," it
would start hurrying along instead of just
When the picture takes to the road, it
will arrive in about half the length of its
present state. Cut in half, it ought to become a fine swift-moving drama.
HERALD-TRIBUNE— Though it possessed
the tremendous advantage of the haunting
and genuinely-beautiful musical score that
Jerome Kern prepared for the Ziegfeld production, it must reluctantly be said that the
picture, upon which so many pains had been
lavished, is a long, tedious and only occasionally attractive exhibit. * * ♦
POST — » • * }]as many fine sequences,
some excellent singing, and follows the book
with considerable fidelity — but as a whole I
am afraid it needs several things. To begin
with it is too long — some scenes should
have been cut to a third before the picture
was taken out in public. In the second place
"Show Boat" needs a story suitable for
filming. • ♦ ♦ the most successful sequences
seemed the final one in the moonlight with
the darkies singing on the lower deck and
Laura La Plante standing against the skyline— ville
andtheater.
that episode in the cheap vaudeSUN — This time "Show Boat" glides into
the movies — at the Globe — and, tricked out
with Movietone
JeromeandKern's
entrancing
score, melodies
dialogue from
sequences
Miss
Ferber's talent for heartbreak and sentiment,
it must assuredly repeat its successes.
If "Show Boat," the Ziegfeld production,
was a close approach to an ideal American
opera, then "Show Boat," the movie, is a
close approach to an ideal American saga
of a family and a place. * * * They (the
characters) live in them despite an uneven
production — one that is sometimes magnificent, and other times terribly ordinary — and
despite the frightening lengthiness of their
tale. But this unevenness is more than offset by the quality of the affair as a whole.

"Saturday's
Children"
First National
Paramount, Los Angeles
This is a part-talker and Corinne
Griffith's first speaking part.
EXAMINER— The choice of "Saturday's
Children" for Miss Corinne Griffith's first
dialogue vehicle was a happy one. Her voice,
almost as pleasant to hear as she is to see
* * * is perfect for the character she plays.
* * * The very simplicity and humanness
of both sides, pre-and post-marriage, give
Anderson's
play 100 per cent appeal.
EXPRESS— The picture is not all talking, but the episodes that are are all enjoyable. The divine lady has a voice she
knows how to use. ♦ ♦ ♦ The result is a
simple American comedy drama about a
private secretary and a shipping clerk, who
cannotised quite
happiness. solve life's problem of promHERALD — It simply doesn't put out the
romantic assurance life-muddled people usually go to
theater
to buy.
• ♦ that
♦ Corinne
reveals
a the
voice
in this
picture
suits
character rather than personality. Places
where
the playwright's
lines out
and like
storypatches
have
been deviated
from stand
on

a hack-driver's overcoat.
RECORD — * * * is a splurge of tired
realism that makes only a half-hearted bid
for therinnehonors
* * » into
CoGriffith ♦the
♦ *play
putsdeserved.
little vitality
TIMES — Her voice, low and melodiously
pleasing,
too slow, colorless
the
»is• nevertheless
*
and part
"tired''
for
the talking medium. She
puts no expression into her words, and conAnderson's
delightful
prize stage sequently
play Maxwell
is not
as effective
as it
might
have
been.
•
*
*
loses
considerably
in
its transfer to the screen.
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T NOT INTERESTED IN
MERGERS, LAEMMLE SAYS

Junior Phonofilm For
Houses up to 750 Seats
a I'lilmiicd

from

I'aye

1)

WARNER DEAL IS FOR
CONTROL OE POOLED U. A.

set at $J,y'J5 and the sound-on-disc
device at $2,745.
K ,inlinucd jivm I'agc ])
'Ihe junior model as far as the when
II ..r Coait Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Europe. Harry
Warner
returns from
and synchronizing deLos .-Xngelos — .\s long as he iias disc turntable
By PHIL
M. DALY
vice and sound boxes is concerned,
It is understood that the deal is
a "voice in the matter," Universal is identical with those supplied with
will be a Laemmie corporation, Carl
set insofar as Warners are concerned
the
standard
model.
The
difference
80- Laennnle declared on his return
TlIK other iin>riiiiiK Roxy'sarsin
g from the Last, pointing out that in the price has been accomplished and is dependent largely on the abilpiece orchestra was rt-he
ity of Schcnck to reorganize his
through a modification of the volume
Rudy Valicc's latest hit, "I'm Just Universal is not interested in any
forces
into United Artists Consoli,i X'agabond Lover," when a 5-picce mergers. Universal will make films capacity of the amplification system
dated. .\s noted on several occaold-time German band stopped on
and
loud
speakers.
Both
the
ainpliin both silent and soimd form, uns'ons. the presence of Charles Chaptication
system
and
speaker
system,
the sidewalks outside and answered
til it determines whether final verlin is not necessary to consummahowever remains identical in design
•It's Nobody's I'auit Hut Her Own."
tion of the transaction.
dict has been won by talkers. Andidn't even
other year will supply the answer, and efficiency with that of the standgang
And the
.
throw
them Roxy
a nickel
ard model.
L.'iemmle believes.
♦
*
*

\l Seiig. publicity manager of Tif- French Trade Paper Editor
I my-Stahl, received a wire from Mae
in U.S.
for Sound 1) Study
Murray that she would reach New
(I. iintniiiej from Page
^ork from Hollywood shortly to
work on a picture. So Al is wearing entertaimnent," Paul Auguste Harle,
himself out meeting all the overland publisher-editor of "La Cinematatins. Probably Mae has gone by graphie Francaise," leading French
paper, and a member of Trade
ly of China. She may be pulling trade
Papers International, has arrived in
a Stahl on a Tiffany picture.
New York. He will stay about 12
♦
*
♦
days in New York, in connection with
A Spiritual
the study of sound, he is making and
Our West Coast scout, Cyanide then go to Rochester and Hollywood.
Konk, irepo-rts: "Since Hollywood He returns to France June 8.
heard that Billy Sunday is going to
make a talkie of a revival meeting, Sound Houses Declared
a lotta studio sinners are hitting
Finding Gross Level
the sawdust trail and singing
(Continued from Page 1)
'Brighten the Corner Where Yoii a.ger of Columbia, said yesterday on
Are.' The comer they are brightening has a table with bottles his return to New York from an exfended sales trip throughout the
it."
on
country. With the first novelty
♦
*
*
wearing ofif, quality now tells the
The Accommodating Irish
story so far as grosses are concerned,
As Mike Simmons he declares.
Columbia, says Maberry, is writing
came up on the elevator to visit us, he call- the biggest business in company hisfloor.
ed for the fifth
tory, securing representation in many
The Irish elevator man de luxe houses. The company is
sez: "We don't shtop continuing to release both sound and
■silent pictures.
at the fifth, but I'll
♦slow » up for
* yez."

Musical Tab Picture is
Produced by Columbia

Phil's Own Tours
We are now on Broadway, folks.
"Old Man Trouble," a tabloid
Those big electric signs announcr
musical
comedy, starring Jules Bledgone
have
rs
produce
our
of
that two
soe and a cast of Negro players, has
in the shipping business. You will
note that Warners are booking pas- been completed by Columbia in association with \'ictor Talking Machine
sengers for "Xoah's Ark" and Uni- Co. Bledsoe was a featured member
the
And
versal for "Show Boat."
the cast of "Show Boat." Basil
owd 'ern the less of
more they overcr
Smith directed.
chance they have of sinking,
♦
*
*
Helms Gets Special Post
DAILY
POME
Charlotte, N. C. — Robert E.
Helms, who has been office manager
Baa, baa, black
sheep
and booker of RKO's Charlotte
branch for seven years, has been
Have
you any
wool?
named special representative and
w-ill work out of the home office in
"Not
since that
film man
New York. Helms' position in
Handed me the
Charlotte has been filled by Carl
Patterson, formerly booker for Uni*
*
bull." ♦
versal.
Puffs
Constance
Bennett on Radio
If you are a member of the Mo
Constance Bennett, who has just
tion Picture Club and can't meet arrived from Furope to fulfill her
your monthly bill without hocking talking picture contract with Pathe,
your auto, be nonchalant— light a will go on the air for the first time
Murad.
Thursday evening in conjunct'on
+
*
*
with broadcasting ceremonies for
Famous Film Conversations
the opening of "Bulldog Drum"Don't
book
till you
see
our mond" at the Apollo. There will be
a national hook-up.
product."

Goldwyn or Considine Seen
U. A. Production Head

Irving Lesser Heads De
Forest Phonofilm Sales

K<- *

Irving Lesser, veteran production
and distribution and iiulependcnt exhibitor, has joined General Talking
Pictures as sales manager of De
Forest Phonofilm.

Coast

Bureau,

TUE

I-II.M

DAILY

Hollywood — Either Samuel Goldwyn or John W. Considine, Jr., will
be named general manager in charge
of production for United Artists
Consolidated, it is understood here.

All-Sound Experiment
Survey Proves Films
Way in South
no Delinquency
Factor is Under
(.Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
shows, but their orchestras as well.
Moreover,
they must buck competition in the shape of strong vaudeville-aiul-picture combinations.
Last October both the Howard
and Alabama first tried out tne
straight sound picture policy. Then
three months ago they resumed
stage shows making contracts with
musicians, which expred Saturday.
So there will be no pit orchestras to
help the new policy on its way —
nothing but mechanical
music.
The situat'on is different in Chattanooga and Knoxville. The Tivoli
and Tennessee have been playing
valve."
Keith vaudeville for the past several
{Continued from Page 1)
months, three days a week in each
in France, Italy, Switzerland, and
town. The vaudeville went out yesSweden, according to Klangfilmterday, but the pit orchestra will reTobis, which claims to have millions
main,
the musicians' contract being
to spend if necessary. Today's ac- still in force. And neither of those
tion will be first test of strength be- theaters has either stage show or
tween the German combine and West- vaudeville competition.
ern Electric.
Meanwhile, the European group has
McShane Managing T-S Branch
obtained a solid front through the
Charlotte — E. L/ , McShane,
for(leal between Klangfilm-Tobis and
merly branch manager for Pathe exBritish Instructional Films, for large- <liaiii,'e. is managing
the Tiffanyscale production of sound films in Stahl branch.
England. The British firm has two
Buys San Diego House
large studios at Welwyn and another
San Dxgo, Cal. — Edgar A. Goebel
studio is to be acquired. The Klangfilm system, both film and disc, will has taken over the United States thebe used exclusivelv.
ater from D. J. O'Brien.
bill of health. Five hundred children
furnish basis for the survey, selected
from all types of schools and ranging in age from seven to 14 years.
Several years of exhaustive research
were covered by the survey, which
showed conclusively that "films cannot be considered as a factor in juvenile crime and delinquency," but on
the contrary are a crime preventative
and an "excellent emotional safety

Klan^film-Tobis Fight
vs. W.E. Starts Today

SPECIAL

NOTICE

You Can Not Successfully Operate a Ship Without a
Captain

The Same Theory Applies to Theatres
Who Wants the Best Theatre Manager in the Country?
Have had twenty-five years experience managing theatres, thoroughly familiar with every department and know the business from "A
to Z." Last six years w^lth one firm as City Manager managing
eight theatres. Am an American. Christian and business producer;
salary or percentage. Address Manager, P. O. Box 3734, West
Palm Beach, Florida.

/

Financing Arranged for Fox N. Y. Theater Deals
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PATHE PLANS COLOR FOR
ITS SOUND PICTURES
Pathe is planning use of color in
sound pictures, using the new Pathechrome process, developed by the
American and French Pathe firms,
which have been conducting experiments in the Pathe laboratories in
France. Extent of the use of color
in sound films will be "as the occasion warrants."
First shipment of Pathechrome
sound pictures has just left Havre
for America, according to cables received by Terry Ramsaye, editor-inchief for Pathe under whose direction this development has been in
progress.
The first Pathechrome sound pic{Continued

on Page

11)

Kennedy Heads Board at
Pathe; Officers Re-elected

Joseph P. Kennedy was elected
chairman of the board of Pathe at
the annual meeting of company directors yesterday. He has been business advisor until now. J. J. Murdock
was re-elected president, but in so
doing turned over the duties of board
chairman to Kennedy.
Colvin Brown was re-elected execuiCotttinued

on Page

11)

British Sound Film Suit
Continued Until Friday
London (By Cal>ie) — Injunction
suit of the Tobis-Klangfilm group
against the Regal Kinema and Western Electric, has been held over until
Friday.
Latest developments in the sound
situation m England and other European nations appear on page 3.

All-Sound Film Policy is
Adopted at Cleveland Thea.
Cleveland — Following lead of Publix in other sections of the country,
the Uptown here has adopted an allsound film policy. The house recently was sold by Stecher, Fine &
Kramer to Silverman Bros., said to
be acting for Warners.

Net of Hal Roach Shows
71 Per Cent Increase
West Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Net profit of $89,163
for the six months ended Jan. 26,
1929, on new films released through
M-G-M is reported by Hal Roach
{Continued

on Page
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56 ALL-COLOR-SOUND FILMS IN
2 YEARS FROM WARNER AND F.N.
Mid- West Deal
Dover, Del. — Publix, Fitzpatrick and McElroy, Inc., was
formed here yesterday.

TALKERS TO GET ACID
TEST THIS SUMMER

Move Expected to Cause
Revolutionary Changes
in Production

Marking the first wholesale attempt to introduce color, Warners
Talker shorts will be put to the have signed a contract with TechF. and M. operate a number
of theaters in Indiana and
nicolor to produce 56 pictures in the
acid test this summer in many theaters when they will be called upon next two years. The deal covers
Michigan in some of which
to fill place of presentations. Upon Warners and First National and the
Publix is partially interested.
whether they will be able to fill the pictures are to be made in sound.
A deal, more sweeping in
scope, is under way.
gap
will depend to great extent their
"On with the Show" will be the
future.
first all color, all sound picture from
A number of operators are follow- Warners. It is of the musical coming example of Publix in adopting
edy variety and is now being finished
all-film policies in de luxe houses, under direction of Alan Crosland.
and their experience is expected to "Sally," a remake but in sound, will
serve as a guide to future policy of be made via Technicolor and with
many first runs.
Marlyn Miller starred.
Practically every producer in the
industry has used color, most of
them for special sequences although
Organization of Fox Metropolitan
there have been a limited number of
Playhouses, Inc. has been completed
films made in complete color. The
and arrangements made for financing
Warner step, however, is the biggest
through Halsey, Stuart and Co. It is
move so far undertaken in this parunderstood $14,000,000 will be offered
ticular direction and may mark the
shortly through this Wall Street
Toronto — The sound situation in beginning of important changes in
banking firm which has figured prom- Canada is complex. First permaninently in various Fox flotations.
ently introduced in the Dominion at production.
Initial payments to many New York the Palace, Montreal, Sept. 1, sound
exhibitors involved in the transaction as it advanced across the country
have been paid and others are re- during the past eight months has
ported to have received checks yes- caused an upheaval. There has been
terday through A. C. Blumenthal who a rush on the part of exhibitors to
has developed the deal. Fox New have their houses wired and now it
England Theaters is the next corpora- can be said that sound pictures are
tion to be formed.
firmly established in Canada as they
Development of a method of print
are in the States.
protection which the company states
Approximately 20 of the leading will increase the life of prints by at
Fox Denies U. K. Deal
cities of Canada have wired theaters. least SO per cent, is announced by
For Use of Photophone The most progressive in this con- Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,
William Fox, president of Fox
nection is Ottawa, with seven wired which today is ready to apply the
Film Corp. yesterday issued an ab- houses ranging from B. F. Keith's process, developed from a secret
solute denial of the cabled report from with 2,596 seats down to the tiny chemical formula, to new prints. It
{Continued o$i Page 11)
is planned to charge only a nominal
London in the "New York Times"
figure for applying this process to
that his company had signed a contract with the RCA for reproducing West Coast Arraignments new prints.
Fox sound films in London on PhotoThe method is known as "ConsoliAwait
Return
phone equipment.
IVest CoastProsecutors'
Bureau, THE FILM
DAILY
dizing" and
is declared
be the re{Continued
on Pageto 11)
"Under (Continued
the contract
which
the
Fox
Hollywood — No arraignments in
on Page 11)
the government conspiracy case
against West Coast Theaters, Harold Government Film Control
Imperial Pictures Making B. Franklin and nine distributors, are
Sought for Australia
Independent Talker Shorts expected until return here of John Sydney—
A bill to bring the AusProduction
of a series of talker H. Amen and Joseph MacHugh, spetralian industry under Government
shorts for release on the independent
cial assistants to the Attorney Gen- control is urged by Walter Marks,
marekt is under way in New York by
eral. The prosecutors left last Thurs- member of parliament, in the house of
Imperial Pictures.
Tabloid dreams,
here. In urging
day for a two weeks' stay in Wash- Representatives
{Continued on Page 11)
{Continued on Page 11)
ington.
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Profit Shown in First
O'Reilly to Head T.O.C.C.
Report of R-K-0 Agains; Slated Nominated
Quarterly
Eadio-Keith-Orpheum reports for

Charles L. O'Reilly, a former presithe quarter ended March 31, 1929,
dent of the Theater Owners' Chamber
consolidated net income of $608,209, of Commerce, will again head this
of Greater New York theater
after charges and provisions for Fed- body
eral taxes, equal to 34 cents a share exhibitors. The slate for next year
was selected yesterday and will be
"A"
par isclass
1,778,627 no This
on the outstanding.
shares
the first
elected without opposition at a meeting to be held May 28. Louis Geller
quarterly statement by the RadioKeith-Orpheum Corp.
will be vice-president, Human RachConsolidated income account for retary.
mil, treasurer and Sam Sonin, secthe quarter follows: profit from operations, $181,373; profit from other
sources, $486,836; total profit, $668,- F-P-L Signs Lawrence
209; provisions for Federal taxes,
$60,000; net income ,$608,209.
for
"Gay Lady," A Talker
It is understood Gertrude Lawrence
has signed a one picture contract with
Grainger
Returns
Paramount under terms of which she
James R. Grainger, general sales
manager of Fox, returned to New will make "The Gay Lady," an original by Gene Markey at the comYork yesterday from a long trip to
pany's Long Island studio. Monta
the coast where 1929-1930 produc- Bell is scheduled
to direct. Production plans were discussed with Wintion
starts in June.
field Sheehan.

OPPORTUNITY

for a man with high executive ability
and experience in organization and
operation of chains of M. P. theaters.
Must bo wrilling to go abroad. Only
man of outstanding record need apply.
Write full particulars confidentially to
Box A-123, c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway,
Now
York City

Daylight Saving in Canada
Toronto^ — Daylight saving smacked
exhibitors here and in Montreal this
week. There has been so much fan
excitement over musical talking and
dancing pictures that managers of
wired theaters are refusing to worry.

'ioo

Sharrick Back at Cleveland
Cleveland, O. — Andrew Sharrick.
Universal exploiteer, has returned
from a six weeks' trip through the
Southwest to exploit "Show Boat."

Will Hays and Col. Joy in N. Y.
Will H. Hays has returned to New
York from his semi-annual trip to
the Coast. Col. Jason Joy came
East with him.

Leases Pitstburgh House
Dodge with W. E.
Pittsburgh — J. Golden
has leased
Chicago — Harry Dodge, former the Rialto from Charles Rosenberg.
manager of the local United Artist
exchange is now with Western ElecRAPEE
tory. tric selling equipment in this terrinow

Fire at Montezuma, Ga. House
Montezuma, Ga. — Fire damaged
the booth of the Grand here. The
house is operated by Nick Economou,
Valley.who has the Franklin at Fort

1

preparing
a special
musical setting for

"WHISPERING WINDS"
A Tiffany.Stahl Production
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TheDate
Industry's
Today:
Annual
May
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iPABE MEYER

Let Us Solve Your Problems !

meeting of Quebec
itor unit, Montreal.

exhib-

Opening
of "The
the Warner,
New Desert
York. Song" at

2

Opening
of "Bulldog
Drummond"
at the Apollo,
New York.
National Music Week.

May S-116
May
May 6-7

Opening
of "Mother's
Boy"
at
Cohan, New
York.
Dallas.
Convention
of Texas exhibitor unit,

May 6-9
May
20

Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.
ver.
Annual
Convention
of American
Federation of Musicians at Den-

May

22

Annual
Spring
Film
Dally Golf
Tournament
at Glen Oaks, Great
Neck, L. I.
American Theater Equipment Exat Chicago.
position and Exhibitors Institute

June 1-9
June 11-12
June 17-18

Convention
of Oklahoma
exhibitor unit at Oklahoma City.
iSummer
convention
of North
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrightsville, Beach, N. C.

PHOTOTONE
(5)
NONSYNCHRONOUS
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
First Class Condition $500 each which
is 50 7o off Value. Special price for
someone who can take the five. Terms
to suit.
Immediate delivery.
Apply
MISS ROBINS,
1531 B'way
5th Floor
Chickering
5800

CaU

WAFILMS,
Walter A.

Futter,
for

Inc.
Pre*,

Library Stock Scenes

130 W.

46th St.. New Yoik
Bryant 8181

PACIFIC COAST
SALES and SERVICE
Representation available thru
concern dealing with theatrical
trade for 15 years.
BOX A-126
c/o FILM DAILY,

^A

1650
I r^ Nv'V --^ V

May

■

Guests at AMPA
Meeting
Trader Horn, and Eddie Dowling,
Frankie Darro and Marian Nixon of
"The Rainbow Man," Charles King
of "The Broadway Melody," and
Olive Shea, beauty winner at the
AMPA Masque Ball and Helen of
Hollywood will be guests Thursday
of the AMPA at the M. P. Club of
Sales
200
New York. Harry Reichenbach will
Observing Anniversay
be master of ceremonies and the
200
600
Cleveland — Loew's State theater is
celebrating its eighth birthday this meeting will be broadcast.
week. A large cake with eight canMetro Signs Zita Johann
7,500
dles adorns the lobby. Among its
Zita
Johann, New York actress
2',i66 presents are new additions to the
who scored a hit in Arthur Hop2,400 marquee, new stage equipment and
kins's "Machinal," has been signed
inauguration for the season of its by M-G-M
for talking picture work
12,400 cooling system.
and plans to leave for the coast soon.
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Talkers Complicate European Markets
SOUND CAUSES
or INDUSTRY
H'ashingtm Bureau

of THE

L
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Rapid development
of the synchronized sound and talking fihn by American producers has
brought about comphcations in the
European market, according to Trade
Commissioner George R. Canty, in
a survey which has just been issued
by the M. P. Section of the Commerce Dept.
Because of the large expense involved in installing the necessary apparatus, itis a problem, Canty states,
as to how many of these sound pictures European countries will absorb.
The most sanguine estimates indicate that only the largest of the
European picture houses will be adequately wired during the current
year.
European exhibitors take it for
granted that the most important
American companies will concentrate
their activities during the present season on talking films. For the most
part these films can be shown in
Europe only as silent pictures, except in Great Britain where some
theaters are now wired and where the
language difficulty will not be present. In most cases, it can be presumed that without dialogue, the
talking picture will appear slowedup, a situation which will probably
react in favor of European silent
films. However, there is little possibility of American pictures losing
their present dominant position —
from the quality standpoint at least.
European producers have been remarkably active during 1928, the report shows, their studios turning out
more than 500 features at a total
cost of $24,000,000. This is a record both as to number produced and
total production costs. In the opinion of experts who have studied the
European situation, the market has
been vastly over-produced and the
money spent in production is not
justified by the potential income
from a very restricted field.
Germany, France and Great Britain continue to be the foremo'=t producing countries in Europe, accounting for 80 per cent of total output.
In 1928, Germany produced 221 feature films, while France and Great
Britain each produced about half that
number. Increased Euronean production was due principally, the bulletin states, to the protective policies
of the various governments, a fact
which is especially true of Great
Britain.
Notwithstanding the marked activity in the German producing field in
1928, more American pictures were
distributed in that year than in 1927.
In Great Britain and France, oh the
other hand, American films continued
to lose ground.
American
pictures

International
Ass'n
lyashinyton BureauTalking
of THE FILM Film
DAILY
Washington — Plans for formation of an international talking
picture association may soon take shape, according to a German
daily newspaper, states a report to the M. P. Section of the Dept.
of Commerce by George R. Canty, trade commissioner at Paris. A
number of leading exhibitors abroad seem to be interested in the
foundation of such an organization. The principal point to be dealt
with is the question of interchangeability. The new international
combine will have representative units in London, Paris, Vienna,
Warsaw, Zurich and Rome. It is further stated that the necessary
steps have been taken to bring about a much closer cooperation
with America than it was possible to arrive at in this respect until
now.

British Exhibitors, Rebuffed
in Budget, Continue Tax Fight
By

ERNEST

W.

FREDMAN

W.L MOVING AT FAST PACE
London (By Cable) — With the
Klangfilm-Tobis test suit in the
courts, Western Electric is going
ahead with its sales drive throughout
the United Kingdom. The signing
of contracts to wire the GaumontBritish chain was an important stroke,
and placed the company in an advantageous position. The company is
making installations rapidly and expects other British exhibitors to follow the Gaumont lead in wiring their
houses.
Despite the sales resistance created
by the continued argument over interchangeability, and difficulty of
building up its engineering staff in
Europe, Western Electric is understood to be aiming at 300 installations by the end of the current year.
Around 25 theaters now are running
sound pictures and the schedule calls
foi 20 installations per month. This,
it is expected, will increase to almost two a day by October.
So far as American producer
licensees are concerned, the beginning
of 1930 will find available here a considerable market for their sound pictures, provided there is no legal
obstacles thrown in the way due to
patent fights. Western Electric now
is working on wiring of the British
Dominions studios, which is expected
to be completed by June.
Upon the Continent, too, Western
Electric is active, and expects to have
representation in every country by the
end of the present year. The Continental situation, of course, will develop slower because of the necessity
of ironing out the language difficulties.

lent by theater owners, will be at the
disposal of those who are favorable.
London — Great disappointment is No stone will be left unturned to
the public with the quesfelt, and expressed, by British ex- familiarize
tion.
hibitors at the failure of the ChanIt is estimated that 3,500,000 pay
cellor of the Exchequer to include in
his budget some measure of relief on for admission to picture houses in
the entertainments tax. The indus- Great Britain every day, and out of
try had been lead to believe that, out the total received at the box-office,
\2yi per cent is absorbed by the tax.
of this year's surplus, something The
trade suggests that the tax
would have been set apart to reduce
the tax — though complete abolition might be removed in three stages,
was not expected.
and if this were done lower admission prices would be charged to the
But the budget does not contain a
single allusion to picture houses, and
*
*
*
it is felt that there is now not the public.
slightest hope that Mr. Churchill will
Denison Clift has finished "The
relent and introduce some relief at City
of Play" for Gainsborough, and
the last moment. The trade has been is about to start on a long all-talker
flouted— and the trade feels sore.
for the same company. "The City
However, the situation is not to be of Play" includes some film shots of
the Eiffel Tower in Paris, taken with
taken lying down. A stronger "ginger committee" has been formed, and the co-operation
* of* the * Paris police.
a big campaign is on foot to oppose
Welsh-Pearson-Elder Films, Ltd.,
the government at the approaching
general election. The screens are to has announced that T. C. Elder has
be used to help the candidature of all resigned as joint managing director,
would-be M. P.'s who pledge them- as the company is not proceeding at
selves to work for the abolition of present with its renting department.
Rai On Next Indian Film
the tax. Every candidate is to be The resignation may be looked upon
Madras — Himansu Rai, producer
approached with a view to eliciting
comtheir views on the question, and on as a natural sequence of the
"Light of Asia" and "Shiraz,"
rived here en route to Mysore
from the K.R.S.
resignation
the day of the election motor cars upon thepany'ssame
grounds.
connection with the production
Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"

of
arin
of

his next
picture
of Dice."
accounted for 40 per cent of the
No French Titles for Turkey
The
picture
is to "Abe Throw
an Indian
story.
features shown in Germany during IVashinglon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
1928, 54 per cent of those shown in
Washington — It has been decided
France and 71 per cent of those
shown in Great Britain.
the French sub-titles
to suppress
shown with the Turkish in all films
shown in Turkey, advises a report
Very Satisfactory Indeed !
British Board Censors 59
from Constantinople to the M. P.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
Washington — Statistics published Local exhibitors have protested due
by the British Board of Censors re- to the fact that more than half of
veal that 59 feature pictures of 3,000
the population of Turkey is able to
feet or over, were censored in Great read
French only, it is stated.
Britain during February, states a report to the M. P. Section of the Dept.
of Commerce.
Next
Filmcr
Prepar
ll, who
ald aft's
London
— ing
Regin
Fog^ve
io of
scenar
I have been using your trailer service
the
wrote
directed and
for the past several years and it is
n"
the
"Dick
Turpi
two
reel
series
very
satisfactory indeed.
"Evaded" has fin- for British Filmcraft, is preparing
ete Menessier
Paris — Compl
Henri
COMPANY
MINER AMUSEMENT
ished shooting the "Evaded" for his second for the company. The
Rice Lake, Wisconsin
Franco-Film. Henri was formerly
will
and
life
varsity
with
story deals
assistant to Rex Ingram.
feature sport events.
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16th Instalment, ^ Sound Patent' Series

GERMAN PATENTS FILED
1910 EXPLAINED TODAY

ThU is the sixteenth instalment
in "Sound Patents," a scries of
articles dealing with the patent
and synchronizahistory of sound the
United States,
tion devices in
England, France and Germany.
U. S. patent No. 945,976, issued to
George P. McDonnell on Jan. 11,
1910, shows a similar arrangement^ of
pointers, circuits and connecting
pawls and ratchet wheels, but instead
of driving the circuit making and
breaking commutators from the drive
mechanisms of the phonograph and
of the projection machine, the phonograph contact mechanism is connected directly to the phonograph turntable, while the projection machine
contact is rotated by a cog wheel
meshing directly in the marginal
opening of the film.
In French patent No. 412,107, issued to Eugene Paul Latrait on July
4, 1910, electric circuits and electroally controlled pawls simimagnetic
lar to those of the preceding patents
were arranged to drive the gears of
a dififerential gear mechanism acting
similarly to the dififerential gears and
pointer of the British patent No.
2,157, issued to Oskar Meester on
July 26, 1906.
German patent No. 222,958, issued
to Deutsche Bioscop G.mb.H. June
10, 1910, is directed to a device for
closing the electric circuits of the
indicating apparatus by the phonograph release mechanismGerman patent No. 219,576, issued to
Duskes Kinematographen und FilmFabriken G.m.b.H., issued March 7,
1910, utilizes an electric circuit, an
electro-magnetic solenoid and armature to insure the synchronous operation of a phonograph and a projection machine. The projection machine is connected to the control
mechanism through a flexible shaft
(1) as shown in Fig. 1, having on
its end a worm (2) which meshes
with a gear (3) shown in Fig. 2.
The gear (3) is connected through a
hollow shaft (4) to a planetary gear
train comprising a central gear
wheel (5) planetary gears (6) and
(19) and a central gear (18) meshing with the gear wheel (19) the
gear train being so designed that
when the phonograph and projection
machine rotate at their proper relative speeds, or in synchronism, the
gears (6) and (19) will remain in
fixed position relative to the axis of
the gears (5) and (18) but if one
or the other of the gears (5) or (18)
should rotate faster than the proper
speed relative to the other, the planetary gears (6) and (19) which are
i7iounted on the same shaft, will rotate in one direction or the other.
The planetary gear wheels (6) and

German
No. 2'19,576sound
usingand electrical
impulsespatent
to synchronize
film.

(19) are mounted on a common
shaft (7) carried on an arm (9) centered on shaft (14) secured to a
spring (15) which holds the shaft
(7) in fixed position when the gear
wheel (18) is free to revolve, but
permits the shaft to rotate about the
shaft (14) when the gear wheel (18)
is held from revolving. An arm (26)
is also rotatably mounted on, and
secured to the shaft (14) by means
of a spring (25) which permits some
rotation of the arm relative to the
shaft but limits the extent of such
movement. A stop (28) is mounted
on a spring (31) to project into the
path of the arm (26) but is withdrawn at each revolution of a shaft
of the phonograph to permit the arm
(26) to pass if it reaches the stop
at the time the latter is withdrawn.
The means for withdrawing the stop
(28) comprises an electric circuit
from a battery (25) through an electro-magnet (30) so positioned as to
attract and withdraw the stop (28)
when energized, thence through a
wire {Z3) to a contact {Z7) positioned
to contact with a projection on a
plate (38) carried on a shaft (36)
of the phonograph, which is in turn
connected to the battery . Accordingly, with each revolution of the
shaft (38) the circuit is closed by the
contact {Z7) through the electromagnet (30) and the stop (28) is
withdrawn to permit the arm to pass
and then is released. If the projection machine and phonograph rotate
at the same relative speeds the stop
(28) is withdrawn immediately at
or after the arm (26) reaches it but
if the projection machine rotates
somewhat too fast, the arm (26) is
held for a longer period by the stop
(28) the projection machine being
permitted to move somewhat by the
spring (15) but the holding of the

shaft (14) causes the arm (9) and
planetary gears (6) and (19) to rotate about the shaft (14). This motion is conveyed to a pointer (8)
mounted on the planetary gear mechanism and thus indicates the lack of
synchronism.
Electro-magnetic circuits are also
used in German patent No. 223,153,
issued to Cecil M. Hepworth on
June 15, 1910, to indicate synchronism or lack of synchronism between
a phonograph and a projection machine. In this patent the projection
machine is connected to a current
breaker (a b) to periodically break
and make a circuit from a battery
(y) through an electro-magnet (c).
Similarly the phonograph is connected to a circuit breaking and making device (d f) to periodically make
and break a circuit from the battery
(y) through an electro-magnet (g)
the connection being such that, when
the phonograph and projectin machine are running synchronously, the
circuits through the electro-magnet
(c) and (g) will be broken and
closed in periods of equal length.
The electro-magnets (c) and (g) are
provided with pivoted armatures (i)
and (h) respectively, biased away
from the electro-magnets by springs
(n) and (m) so as to be swung to
and from their respective electromagnets upon each energizing of the
latter. The armatures (h) and (i)
are provided with pawls (k) and (1)
respectively which engage on opposite sides of a ratchet wheel (o) and
advance the wheel one notch with
each movement of the armatures (h)
and (i) the armatures and pawls
acting on the ratchet wheel (o) in
opposite directions. The ratchet
wheel (o) is pivotally mounted on
a pivoted arm (r) which also carries
a shield (s) placed before a lamp
(v) as shown in Fig. 2. It will be
apparent that if the projection machine is driven faster than the
phonograph,
the armature
(i) will

be vibrated faster than the armature
(h) and the ratchet wheel will be
pushed by the pawl (1) to the left
at a greater speed than it is pushed
to the right by the pawl (k). The
arm (r) will consequently be pushed
to the left and will uncover the lamp
(v) through a colored screen carried by the shield (s). Reversely, if
the projection machine rotates more
slowly than the phonograph, the arm
(r) and shield (s) will be swung to
the right and the light (v) will be
seen through a shield of a screen of
different color thus indicating the
of the projection marelativechinespeeds
and phonogra
ph.
Further developments and refinements of electro-magnetic systems
for indicating the relative speeds of
a projection machine and phonograph are shown in U. S. patents
No. 1,184,704, issued to G. P. McDonnell on May 23, 1916, and No.
1,080,265, issued to H. T. Crapo on
Dec. 2, 1913.
Opening with Sound Policy
Arkadelphia, Ark. — The Royal,
owned by Cecil Cupp, has opened
with a Pacent installation, and "The
Barker" as the feature. The Strand,
Wilrnot, Ark., has opened with "His
Captive Woman," using MoviePhone equipment. Other openings
are: Strand, Tupelo, Miss., operated
by F. L. Marshall, who also will play
"His Captive Woman," and the Rex,
Starkville, Miss., owned by R. J.
Goodman. Both the latter are to use
Phototone equipment.
Refunds For Sound Break
New Haven — During the showing
of "Speakeasy" at the Palace, the
sound apparatus went wrong and the
management refunded admissions to
approximately 1,800 patrons, it is reported.
Wiring Springfield Houses
Springfield, III. — RCA-Photophone
has been installed at the Orpheum
and ticisandbeing
Gaiety.installed at the MajesCapitol, Bend, Ore., Equipped
Bend, Ore. — Western Electric
equipment is being installed at the
Capitol.
Kokomo House Wired
Kokomo, Ind. — Western Electric
equipment has been installed at the
Isis.
Winnipeg Suburban Goes Sound
Winnipeg — The Regent is the first
suburban house in Winnipeg to have
sound equipment, opening with "In
Old Arizona" for a week's run.

iH

Electro-magnetic
circuits
figure
largely
iit
German
patent No. 223,153 issued to Cecil
M. Hepworth of London.

Cleveland House Get W. E. Device
Cleveland, O. — Western Electric
equipment has been installed in the
Rialto, one of the houses of the
Scoville, Essick and Reiff circuit.
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THE KIBITZER
MURDER
CASE
or "Who Killed The Kihitzerr

it doesn^t matter who killed him
because Kibitzers never die!
— you find them everywhere

THE

CARD

KIBITZER

— he tells you how it
should have been played!

THE STOCK MARKET
KIBITZER— he knew that
Steel was going up I

THE RESTAURANT
KIBITZER— he advises

THE MERGER KIBITZER
— he knew the inside stuff
all along!

what'sgoodfor yourhealthl

Don^t listen to them» Get
the facts yourself and
make your own decisions!

DON'T
LISTEN
TO
TALK unless IT'S ON
THE SCRE
The
Talkies
Industry
of the

M-G-M
Qet an earful

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer brings you for immediate booking, three All -Talking pictures that make previous
talking efforts look very amateurish indeed:

1. THE BROADWAY

MELODY

THERE will have to be another invention like the Talkies to bring forth
another "Broadway Melody." It is unique. It is the first to present as
a thrilling drama the wonders of a $6.60 Broadway show. No surprise
therefore that in its 3d month in New York and Los Angeles at $2 it is
an S. R. O. sensation. In Cleveland it converted the pop price Stillman to
the $2 class! It is currently playing extended runs in
many houses previously restricted to one week and per- With Charles King. Anita
Love. Directed
forming such box-office miracles as this industry has byPage,HarryBessieBeaumorit.
never before seen — nor may ever again witness.

2. The Trial of MARY

DUG AN

PROFITABLE as it was as a stage hit during its sensational Broadway
run, and with its many gold-mine road companies, watch the meteoric
course of "The Trial of Mary Dugan" when it is revealed to a waiting
nationwide public on the magic Talking screen. The Talking picture version ismarvelous. All the drama, the heart-appeal, the physical lure, the
humanity of "The Trial of Mary Dugan" have become
intensified on the screen. Already it is a magnet at the With Norma Shearer, Leu'ij
B. Warner, RayDirected by
Embassy, N. Y., where it plays at $2 Twice Daily to Stone, mondH Hacketi
the author. Bayard Veiller.
packed and enthusiastic houses. You will reapa harvest too!

3. THE IDLE RICH

T^HE perfect vehicle for the Talking picture. Many producers eagerly
-■■ sought the thrilling Broadway and Road success "White Collars." Its
dramatic story, its humanness, its color stamped it unquestionably as the Big
opportunity for audible films. M-G-M obtained it and has made a brilliant
Talking entertainment. A worthy companion picture for "The Broadway
Melody" and "The Trial of Mary Dugan." You will enjoy With Conrad hlagel, Bessie
the same kind of phenomenal, new Era business with Ijjte, Leila Hyams. By Edith
Directed by William
"The Idle Rich." Book these three Talking hits. Insure for deEllis.
Mille.
yourself a miraculous profit on your talking investment.

And here's a prophecy

The TALKIES
of the
INDUSTRY!
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER has shown the
industry the true possibilities of the Talking
screen. While earlier, experimental Talkies were
accepted by the public for their sheer novelty, that
is no longer possible today. Metro^Goldwyn-Mayer
has ushered in a new era of Talking pictures with
its big Road'show'size attractions. Up-to-date theatres must now play Talking pictures of "Broadway
Melody" calibre. Exhibitors to safeguard their
huge Sound investments must look to M-G-M hereafter for the Big Time Talking Pictures. This is
true not alone of M-G-M full-length Talkies, but
likewise of Metro Movietone Acts, which are vastly
superior to all others in reproductive quality and
in the box-office value of names ! And now M-G-M
is bringing to wired theatres Hal Roach All-Talking
Comedies in which Our Gang, Laurel -Hardy,
Charlie Chase and the Roach All-Stars talk to their
public for the first time. M-G-M is concededly
releasing the outstanding silent pictures of the day.
It was to be expected that Young Blood, too, would
leap to the Top of the Talkies!

^^Qreat work Leo, you
solved the Kibitzer
Murder Case!^^

AS EXPECTED!

They don^t writCf
they WIRE!
If Broadway Melody business continues

I will have to call out the National
Guard as the local police threaten to
arrest me for blocking traffic on Pearl
Street. And this is not maybe. Never
in the history of Albany show business
have such mobs congregated around
any theatre
in Albany from ten a. m.
until
midnight.
— C. H. Buckley, Uland, Albany, N. Y.
Broadway Melody closed week engagement at Stamford Theatre, Stamford,
Conn., with absolutely phenomenal
gross, more than doubling previous house
records. Broadway melody was given the
most enthusiastic reception ever accorded any show in the history of the city.
Broadway
Melody
a picture without
precedent will undoubtedly create anew
era in screen entertainment.
Norfolk
public tremendously enthusiastic.
— Pierre Boulogne, Norva, Nor/olfc, Va.
Broadway Melody opened State Theatre
to record breaking business. Thousands turned away. Accept our congratulations
for the L.year's
greatest picture.
—W.
McConrxell.
State, Youngstown, O.
Just completed
tremendous
week'sPicture
business with the Broadway
Melody.
such a great hit that we are bringing it
back to other first run house.
— Hairy Zeitz, State, New Bedford, Mass.
Broadway Melody opened on Saturday
at State, Syracuse, to more thai> capacity
business at every performance. Opening on Saturday was at ten forty-five A.
M., an hour earlier than the usual starting time and the house was packed before' eleven o'clock. This was through
every performance Saturday. Sunday
afternoon they had a line four wide,
practically two city blocks long. It was
the most sensational opening in theatre
history in Syracuse.
Broadway Melody smashing all previous
records at the Columbia. Press and
public acclaiming it the greatest of entertainment. Expect to break the long run
record for Washington.
Regards.
M. J. CuHen, Washington, D. C.
Broadway Melody opened to recordbreaking business, received with overwhelming acclaim. Broke all records
over week-end with Tuesday going
stronger than Saturday. Without quesyou have
the We
mostarenatural
boxoffice tion
talkie
to date.
proud to
be
among exhibitors for early showing.
H. E5fein, Weiss Amusement Corp,
Stamford, Conn.
Broadway Melody at Stanley doing best
business in history of house. Will shatter all records. It is talk of Baltimore.
It's sensational.
Stanley Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Broadway Melody opened both Richmond and Norfolk. Broke house records.
Public and press raved. Anticipate biggest business houses have ever done.
Joe Levy, Richmond and Norfolk
Theatre, Richmond, Va.
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Roach to Make Sound Comedies
No Silent Versions of 12 All-Talkers Now in Work and Sound Only After 12 All-Silents Are
Completed — Capra, Graves

40 8ILENT8 FOR CURRENT
YEAR FINISHED BY ROACH
Hal Roach will make no silent
versions of the 12 all-talking comedies now in production. The first
Roach two-reel talker, "Unaccustomed As We Are." featuring Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy, will be released on May 4. Following this,
each week for 12 weeks, an all-dialogue picture produced by one of his
four units will be released through
M-G-M.
Roach has completed the 40 silent
comedies scheduled for this year.
Four are being held in reserve for
September. His tentative plans for
his 1929-30 include the production of
12 silent comedies, three to be released by each of the four units.

and Holt

United for "Flight" — Wilk's Personality Paragraphs

Reunited

A Little

*'Lots"
m WILK
Byfro
RALPH
Hollywood
WILLIAM J. GARITY, sound
engineer for P. A. Powers, who
is making a tour of the west coast,
has been supervising the recording
of Walt Disney's animated cartoons.
Disney has now completed his first
Mickey Mouse sound opus recording here. In the past it has been
added in New
York.
Seven of the
series are ready
for
release.
*
*
*

Oscar Levant, pianist, whose
name Radio Pictures has placed on
the dotted line, ivill write songs for
productions to be featured in conjunction *
with sound
pictures.
*
*
The initial talkers "Unaccustomed As We
Lon
Young
has
the
distinction of
Are," featuring Laurel and Hardy and directed by Lewis R. Foster; "Small Talk," representing the independent comwith Our Gang, directed by Robert Mcpany, which was the first to comGowan, "Old Man Trouble," featuring Nelplete its program for the current
lie V. Nichols and Max Davidson and personally directed by Roach, and "The Big season. Lon supervised the eight
Squawk,'' starring Charley Chase under di- Chesterfield productions made on the
rection of Warren Doane, have been completed and are being made ready for im- Coast this season and none of the
mediate release.
exceeded the cost estimate
Roach believes that the day of the silent pictures
over schedule.
comedy is past, that, after the production or went a day
*
*
*
of the 12 silent two-reelers scheduled for
next year, the studio will be devoted entirely
William Wyler, now directing an
to all-talkers.
all talking picture for Unversal,
has completed his cast tvith signing of Neil Hamilton as the lead
Huge Portable Generators
opposite Laura La Plante. "EviUsed for "Burlesque"
dence" is adapted frovi an origitial
Three portable generators, each by Edward
J. Montagne.
*
*
*
powerful enough to furnish light for
a small city were used to augment the
Sterling Sherwin, composer of
electrical energy from the studio's
central power plant when the Follies "Melancholy Mama" song written
especially for "The Melancholy
revue in Paramount's talking picture, Dame" for Christie, is displaying a
"Burlesque," was filmed. This amper- letter from Octavus Roy Cohen
age was necessary because the en- praising his melody. The picture
tire scene was filmed in natural color
on Cohen's story. Sherand cameras require more than aver- was winbased
will start soon on a new melody
age photographic light so that none for another Paramount-Christie feaof the color values will be lost.
ture, "Divorce Made
Easy," which
stars Douglas McLean.
*
*
*
Lane and Page Together Again
Edward Laemmle, Universal diLola Lane and Paul Page, who
rector, is starting soon on his first
appeared in "Speakeasy," are to be
reunited in another Fox production, all talker, "The Drake Murder
Case." He is considered one of the
"The Girl From Havana," by Edwin most capable directors on the lot.
Burke and John Stone. Benjamin
StolofF will direct.
Laemmle,
Jr., Feted
Charles Chaplin was among
F. N. Secures "The Vow"
First National has secured the mo- speakers at the banquet celebrating
birthday of Carl Laemtion picture and talking picture rights twenty-first
mle, Jr.
to "The Vow," British novel by
Richard Tront. No production date
Janney Signed by Fox
has been set.
ney.Fox
has
signed
Williams
Jan-

"Big Boy's" Leading Lady
"Big Boy," Educational's five-yearold star, again has Lorraine Rivero
as his "lead" in "Joy Tonic."

THREE STAGE DIRECTORS

Director and two featured

Lake Leaving
Universal
Arthur Lake is leaving LTniversal
in July, it is reported.

players of "Submarine" are to
be reunited
forbe"Flight,"
lumbia film to
produced Coin
co-operation with the Marine
Corps. They are Frank Capra, Jack Holt and Ralph
Graves.

Lupino Lane Continues
With Silent Comedies

ARE SIGNED BY M-G-M

M-G-M has signed Bertram Harrison, Edgar MacGregor and Hassard
Short, New York stage directors, all
of whom will do talking picture work
irr the conipany. Each will leave for
the Coast before the end of the week.

The original production of "The
Great Divide" w^as one of the plays
Despite his entry in the sound field, staged by Harrison. For A. H.
Lupino Lane l^s not forsaken silent Woods he directed "Parlor, Bedroom
comedies. He is planning to deliver and Bath," "Lawful Larceny," "The
to the last reel, the silent comedies Girl in the Limousine" and others.
that are scheduled by Educational on "Hold Everything," current musical
the current program, continuing well comedy
Harrison. play also was directed by
into the summer, anyway. Having
MacGregor's 25 year career
just completed his first talking com- as Edgar
stage director is divided between
edy, "Ship Mates," Lane is making dramatic and musical comedy fields.
preparations for his next silent reHe directed "The Little Rebel," with
lease, eight
"Battling Lane
Sisters."
Of the
silents on the Mary Miles Minter and Dustin Farcurrent schedule, "Pirates Beware," num, Daniel Frohman's "The Pride
Jericho," "The Haunted House,"
"Fisticuffs," "Be My King," "Only of
w.'th Wallace Eddinger, and other
Me," "Sunmier Saps," and "Good plays. Recently his efforts have been
Night
leased. Nurse" have already been re- ccii fined to musical comedy. He directed three current Broadway musi"The New Moon," "Follow
Wm. H. Branch and Zelda Thru" cals,
and "Lady Fingers," and last
Sears Join Metro Staff season was general stage director for
Two new writers have been added "Good News," "Funny Face," "The
to the M-G-M scenario stafif. They Sidewalks of New York," "Honeyare William Houston Branch, short
moon Lane"Short
and "Queen
High."
Hassard
is known
for his
story w-riter and Zelda Sears, playwright-novelist and actress, whose staging of the "Music Box Revues,"
contract retains her services as di- and also handled the production of
rector as well as writer of dialogue several editions of the "Greenwich
V'illage Follies." He was associated
and originals. Miss Sears's stage with
Floreiiz Ziegfeld in presentation
pieces include "Lady Billie," "Patsy,"
"Lucky Break," "Lollipop," and "The of "Sunny" and "Lucky."
Clinging Vine." She wrote "The
Scarlet Woman" in which Pauline Herbert Brenon RKO
Frederick is now tourin^- and her
Film to be Started Soon
newestuled forplay,
"Undertow,"
is schedBroadway
in the fall.
Plans are under way for production of the picture Herbert Brenon
Dolores Del Rio to Sing
Dolores Del Rio will sing three is to direct for RKO Prod, under
terms of a contract just signed.
songs in "Evangeline," which is not
a 100 per cent dialogue film but
Hamilton Starts Second
which will have sound effects and a
Lloyd Hamilton, who already has
synchronized score, as well as a
theme song composed by Al Jolson. made his debut in talking pictures, is
now working on his second all-dialogue comedy for Educational release,
Colored Reed,
Player colored
for "Magnolia"
(ieorge
stage and
titled
"Don't Be Nervous." Mahlon
screen player will play in Charles Hamilton,
Leo White and Rita Le
Rogers' starring vehicle, "Magnolia." Roy head the supporting cast. WilThe story is an all-dialogue adaptaliam Watson, is directing from a
storv bv Gil Pratt.
tion of Booth
the same
name. Tarkington's play of
Cast in Educational Film
Estelle Bradley plays the leading
feminine role in "Kitty, Kitty," the
new Educational-Cameo comedy fearected. turing Billy Dale. Jules White di-

Hibbard
Adapting
"Hurricane"
Enid
Hibbard,
recent
addition to
Columbia's scenario staff, has been
assigned
adaptation
of "Hurricane"
as
her first
script. The
story is by
Norman
Springer.

PAILV

Short Shots from
New York Studios
i^SSBy ARTHUR

Gerald King, who tells at least
part of the world about Warner
company's
via that
picturesKFWB,
Bros, station,
at Hollywood,
radio
is New Yorking, owing to the vacation urge. He recently completed
his first role as an actor, working
in Vitaphone's "The Time, The
Place, and The Girl."
Earl Wingart, who used to help
Gotham film editors fill their columns, is back at Paramount's Long
Island studio, again in charge of publicity there. He has been publicizing
Fox stars and pictures at the Coast.
Betty Garde, making her picture
debut in "The Lady Lies" at Paramount, worked in such stage hits as
"The Poor Nut," "The Nervous
Wreck" and "Easy Come, Easy Go."
Incidentally her father is known to
many ex-newspapermen in picture
business as managing editor of
"The Philadelphia Enquirer."
With her feminine lead in "The
Lady Lies" finished, Claudette Colbert is going motoring in Canada.
Her first picture for Paramount was
"The Hole in the Wall."

Vail— Cozy.

IOWA
Openings

Harold Leonard, who wears both
screen and stage makeup, is back
in New York after playing in stock
in Dayton, O. He last worked on
Broadway in "The Trial of Mary
Dugan."

Closings
Pittsburg — Lure ; Sharon (Springs — Strand ;
Williamsburg — Community.

Changes in Ownership
Burlington — 'Palace, sold to Central States
Theaters by Oscar Jacobs; Dayton — Pastime, sold to Henry Wiltinze by C. E.
Swanstrom; Dubuque — ^Star, sold to A. M.
Brown by B. Levinson ; Greenfield — Grand,
sold to G. W. Morgan by H. H. Stanley ;
Hartley — Capitol, sold to C. H. Sartorius
by A. M. Inman; Hawkeye — Cozy, sold to
Mr. Libby by E. Mills; Independence —
Grand, sold to E. W. Hagemann by E. A.
Boss; I^eds — Leeds, sold to M. C. Kirkpatrick by Mrs. N. Danse ; Newton —
Strand, sold to F. Wayte by Newton
Strand lOper. Co. ; Pershing — Family, sold
to Geo. Bruck by Tony Shavonne; Waukton — ^Cot, sold to H. G. Ludemann by A.
A. J. Eaton.

Closings

Paducah —

KENTUCKY
New Theaters
Leaoto.Re-openings

— Piketon.
Paducah
— Laeto (formerly Loope) ; Piketon

Changes in Ownership
Cawood — ^Mary's, sold to J. F. Cawood by
H. R. Pyle; Dry Ridge — New. sold to
James Falls by M. B. Rice; Louisville —
Walnut, sold to Jack Kane by Raynor
Lehr ; Virgie — Virgie, sold to Utilities Elkhorn Coal by John Utley ; Wallins Creek —
Wallin's, sold to Wm. Millerby by C. C.
Bowling; Walton — Unique, sold to James
Falls by M. B.Closings
Rice.

1, 1929

KANSAS
New Theaters

Munden^ — ^Electric ; Ottawa — Webster.

Changes in Ownership

'Innocents of Paris'
means what
BLOOM inquires: "If
Y
DEWE
it
says, is it possible that 50,000
Frenchmen
CAN
be wrong?"
Mur-Ad
If you are run over by
truck while on your way to
the Motion Picture Club,
chalant— light a Murad from
*

*

a Mack
lunch at
be nona spark

*

plug.

Bonita — Bonita High School; Derry — Arcade;
Jonesboro — Palace ; Kurthwood — Pastime ;
Morningsport — Lakeside ; New Orleans —
Grand and Roseland ; Olla — Lone Star ;
Pleasant Hill — Taylor's ; Sulphur — Sulphur ;
W. Monroe — Crystal.

dump
in Podunk, back
Arkansas.
They are holding
a community
sing-fest as we
take our seats.
On the screen
you see colored 1
slides with pretty kindergarten picand the
words
of a song:
"I've tures,
been
a gon-e
r

Anthony — Palace, sold to Mrs. B. Koch by
G. M. Pohlenz; Belle Plaine — Opera House,
MAINE
sold to J. L. Leonard by Dewey I. Gates ;
in Ownership
Florence — 'Mayflower, sold to H. C. Mus- Lee — Elm Changes
wood (formerly Town Hall), sold
grave by Whitney Bros. ; lola — Elite, sold
to W. A. Sherrard by Hollis M. Jones;
to O. D. Taylor by T. M. Magruder; McWoodland — Opera House, sold to E. W.
Donald— McDonald, sold to Moore &
Gilnian by F. D.Closings
Johnson.
Knock by Ritter Bros. ; Marion — Garden,
sold to Glen Newbold by S. A. Mudd ;
Russell — Mainstreet, sold to E. B. Daniel- Mechanic Falls — Murray Hall ; Oxford — Robinson Hall ;Welchville — Grange Hall; West
son by Wallis Bros. ; Utica — Olympic, sold
Minot — ^Grange Hall.
to Ed Wheatcroft by H. E. Davis.

DAILY UPS WHICH MEAN DOLOVRS FOR SHOWMEN

"Redskin"
(Paramount)
In shoe store windows were sixsheets serving as a background. Then
there was a large bow stretched
across the back of the window with
ribbons tied to the bow and each
leading to a beautiful pair of shoes
of various colors. Indian trophies,
such as bows, arrows, tomahawks,
etc., were also placed in the windows
to lend an Indian atmosphere while
neatly-lettered cards gave the title
of picture, theater and play dates.
On opening afternoon of picture, 100
Boy Scouts in their regulation uniforms, met on the State House steps

THAT
THAT'S
By PHIL M. DALY

Dixon — ^Rex ; Prestonburg — Princess ; Providence— Greenland ; Water Valley — ^Arcade.

LOUISIANA
Boone — Strand ; Calumet — Opera House ;
Clutier — Grand ; Coggon^Opera Housei ;
Changes
in Ownership
Davenport — Family ; Des Moines — U and
I ; Grundy Center — Empress ; Morning Sun Church Point — Bijou, sold to C. A. Fontenot
by Claude Keller; ViUe Platte— World, sold
— Opera House; Palmer — Opera House;
to C. A. Fontenot
by Claude Keller.
Closings
Stanhope — -Lincoln ; Stratford — Stratford.

"Lilac Time"
(First National)
With the production staff at MArranged with two music houses to
G-M's eastern studio virtually dis- place phonographs on their sidewalks
banded, both cameras and micro- and play theme song, using specially
phones are vacationing at the plant. made records that give a talk on the
Reorganization of the studio force picture.
Tied up with music stores,
is planned, it is understood.
book shops, florists and five and ten
chain stores to display plaques with
Tom Brown, the young feller play- picture stills and play dates in their
ing Walter Huston's son in "The windows and on counters. Tied up
Lady Lies," is better known to ra- with legion band, for a parade to the
dio set owners than to picture fans. theater and a half hour music ballyHe has a S4-week contract to broadhoo out front on opening night." —
cast in the Real Folks feature for M.
Pa. M. Shenkman, Rialto, Allentown,
National Broadcasting Co.
Rudy Vallee, the young band
leader with personality and that
thing which referred to as "it," is
set to make a number for the Paramount short subject department on
May 8. Lillian Roth is another
act scheduled to get microphoned,
this being her second adventure in
synchronized sound.

May

Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes

W. EDDYSm

WILLIAM Steiner, who has just
completed first cameraing "The
under Hobart Henley's
Lies"
Lady ion,
turned a second camera on
direct
four of the talkers Paramount has
made in these parts. He worked on
"The Letter," "The Hole in the
Wall," "The Cocoanuts" and "Jealousy." "The Lady Lies" was his
initial effort as first cameraman.

-ANDWednesday,

and marched to the theater carrying
a 18-foot banner, "We are on our
way to the Ritz to see Richard Dix
in "'Redskin'."— Robert Talbert, Publix Ritz, Columbia,
S. C.
"Trail
of '98"
(M-G-M)
Automobile agency staged parade.
A covered wagon was secured and
signs were placed on it reading,
"Studebaker
in 'TheledTrail
'98'."
The covered led
wagon
the ofparade,

Phil's Own Tours
Here we are, folks, in one of
Broadway's big picture palaces. You
feel right at home, just as if you
were in the little

Since Ithat
When
met time
her

Tia-jua-na

The
That audience
da-ay." only hums the tune
because they can't pronounce those
big words. That's the reason they
break 'em up on the screen, like
"gon-er" and "da-ay." Oh, well,
children
Broadway. will be children — even on
*
*
*
The AMPAS are considering
nominating Baby Stars of the East.
First in line is Erno Rapee, concertmeister at the Roxy. He makes
his first bow on the screen for the
Home Talkies. But what troubles
us
is: Can a baby star have a mustache?
*
*
*
***""
woman
DAILY
POME
' ' ^

followed by several new model Studebakers bannered with signs reading,
"And Studebaker still leads."— Victor
B. Lowery, Burns, Colorado Springs,
Colo.
"The Singing Fool"
(Warners)
Tied up with music stores. These
stores fixed up their windows one
week in advance featuring cut-outs
and stills from the picture as well
as records and sheet music and cards
announcing the picture. The windows were on display throughout play
dates. In return for this tie-up,
agreed to allow each of them one day
apiece during the run to sell music
featured in the picture in the box
office. — Roy Slentz, Colorado, Pueblo, Colo.

in

There was an old
She lived in a
shoe
If these mergers
continue
You will, too.

What's In A Name?
No, Clarice, "House of Secrets" is
not the name of a merger promoter's
home. It's an all-talking picture in
which everybody tells everything
they know. ♦
*
♦
Famous
"//

you'll

Film
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commis-
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Consolidated Offers
New Print Process
(Con<i°nNfd

-c^m

1)

suit of four years of experiiiicutation.
The emulsion side of the film is
treated with a chemical compound as
soon as tiie prints arc finished. The
results, as demonstrated over a period of months, have shown the practical application of the process. Consolidated oft'icials say. EnRineers are
reported to have found after experiments that neither the gas treatment
nor the celluloid varnish process
treatment proved satisfactory in print
preservation. This lead Consolidated
to work along entirely different lines
and "Consolidizing" is the outcome
The following results are claimed
for the process:
Prevention of moisture penetration, thus overcoming emulsion
granulation.
Creation on the emulsion side of
the film of a surface equally as hard
as the celluloid itself.
No increase in the rigidity of the
print.
Does not dull the print, but on
the contrary adds to its lustre.
"Consolidizing" is a process which
will prove of benefit in sound prints,
it is stated by the company. The
process is claimed to protect the delicate sound track from distortion
which is caused by dirt, oil, finger
marks or other foreign substances
which gather once the print is in
general circulation.

Imperial Pictures Making
Talker Shorts
Independent
(Continued from Page 1)

Pathe Plans Color For
Its Sound Film Productions
yCvnlmued

from

(Cotttinved

from

Page

1)

Studios. This compares with $52,036 in the preceding period, an increase of 71 per cent.

cennes, in France. This is said to be
the first time that prints made in
the United States have been colored
abroad.
In the making of Pathechrome
prints with sound, a special color
positive of Dupont-Pathe manufacture is required, made from a formula so adjusted as to permit the
transmission of light through the
nitro-cellulose base with less color
absorption and filtration than was
previously possible. The dimming of
color, said to be inherent in many of
the generally used film bases with
the applied dyes, is declared avoided
by the use of the special stock. Pathe
holds exclusive contracts for the use
of the Pathechrome process.

Kennedy Heads Board at
Pathe;(Continued
OflScers
Re-elected
from Page 1)

Sound Film Situation
In Canada Is Complex

tive vice-president; John C. Flinn,
vice-president; Lewis Innerarity, secretary and John Humm, treasurer.
A number of vacancies in the board
of directors was filled while new
names were added. The personnel
follows: Elisha Walker, president
of Blair and Co.; Joseph P. Kennedy,
George Armsby, C. A. Reynolds, R.
C. Hunt, Jeremiam Milbank, Frank
Callahan, Paul Fuller, Jr., J. J. Murdock, Lester D. Burton, Colvin W.
Brown, Stuart Webb, E. B. Derr, C.
J. Scollard and Lewis Innerarity.

Fox Denies U. K. Deal
For Use of Photophone

Hoffberg to Handle
Davis Product Abroad

Government Film Control
Sought for Australia

film industry is the purpose of Cinema Week, under way in Paris under
auspices of French companies.

1)

ture will be "Mr. Pathe" himself, the
crowing rooster. Now "Mr. Pathe"
can sport his voice on the same
.screen with his red hackle feathers
and glossy black tail. This Pathechrome sound picture will be used
as the introduction to the new Pathe
.\u(Iio Review, soon to be released.
Owing to the fact that prints for
Pathechrome have to be on special
stock, the color being applied by machine through the medium of stencils
which are made by hand, many difficulties for sound films were presented. They were finally overcome
by the use of positive prints with
sound track, made in the United
States, to which the Pathechrome
coloring was added in the laboratory
of the Pathe Cinema,
Ltd., in Vin-

one and two reel comedies, musical
show and concert numbers are
planned in the series. The subjects
will run from two minutes to two
(.Continued from Page 1)
full reels. Herman J. Weinberg, secFilm
Corp.
has with the Western
retary and treasurer of the company
Electric
Co.
for the production and
relaand in charge of its business
reproduction
of pictures with sound,
tions, says the independent market offers big opportunity for sound shorts. we are showing our Movietone productions all over the world in theArrangements with writers and proaters equipped with the Western
ducers are being made through ImElectric sound system. We not only
perial Pictures Artists Bureau, head- have signed no contract with the
ed by Walter Batchellor.
Radio Corp. of America to use its
system but we have no expectations
of signing such an agreement for this
country or anywhere else," said Fox.
J. H. Hoffberg, New York, has
contracted with the J. Charles Davis
Prod., for the foreign distribution of
their 1929-30 product consisting of
(Continued from Page 1)
entitled "False Fathers" members to support his proposed
special
one
featuring Noah Beery; a series of 12
two reel comedies; eight new west- bill, Marks stated.
"Defects in the Australian distribuerns featuring Art Acord, eight westtion system has caused losses last
erns featuring Yakima Canutt and
six westerns featuring Buff Jones, a year which might have been avoided,
new star. Fifty per cent of these pro- Canadian exhibitors are very anxious
ductions are complete and the rest to obtain our pictures but cannot get
is expected to be finished by the end them, there is therefore something
of September.
wrong
with cited
our distribution
He also
the progresssystem."
in the
British industry due to the assistance
it received from the Quota Act.-

French Cinema Week On
Films
Boost Home
I Paris —toRehabilitation
of the French

Page

Net of Hal Roach Shows
71 Per Cent Increase

Buys Tacoma House
Tacoma, Wash. — Lewis Perunke
has taken over the Capitol from D.
Constant!.

(Continued

Hal Roach Files $1,866,000
Suit Against Pathe
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Charging unfair discrimination indistribution of his prodduct, Hal Roach has filed suit for
$1,866,000 damages against Pathe.
Colvin W. Brown, executive vice
president of Pathe, stated yesterday
THE FILM DAILY query was the
first information he had on the Roach
action,
make. and so had no comment to

from

Page
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the other hand, it has been shown in Toronto that a silent second run, after a picture has had its synchronized first run locally,
is a flop. This has proved the greatest
for the smaller houses. Famous has
in Winnipeg while four of the big problem
suffered as much in this one respect as any
houses in Toronto, the Uptown, others because the company operates many
houses in Toronto.
Tivoli, Loew's and Pantages, are ueighborbood interesting
angle is exemplified
wired for synchronized presentations. in Another
the case of the Centre at Ottawa. When
London and Edmonton each have the manager procured his equipment he also
all United Artists productions, addthree wired theaters. A great ma- bookeding these
to his First National bookings.
jority of these are Western Electric For some weeks
the Centre, with its silent
screen, had done only fair business but now
equipment.
With its network of 154 houses, its direct this independent house is pulling them in.
film exchange affiliations and resources. Fa- The same applies to the Keith, Ottawa. It
mous Players Canadian Corp., naturally got suffered considerably because of sound picthe jump on its rivals in Canada in the mat- tuies in other local houses but is now all
the first RCAPhotophone installainstallations.
Famous
Players'cities
housesto set with
wereter ofthe
first in their
respective
tion in the Dominion and RKO and other
introduce sound films but it is interesting pictures to draw from. The Orpheum, Winto note that, in practically every case, it was
nipeg, was in the same spot for weeks until
the sound product of Fox, a company not wired. Of the seven wired theaters in Otaffiliated with Famous, that was used for
those using
"non-synch"
twoincluding
are operated
by Famous,
one by
the introduction of synchronized features. devices, tawa,
and the four are independent.
The choice was either "Street Angel" or RKO
"Mother Knows Best." For the moment
There has been no scarcity of sound picthere was an attitude of watchful waiting
tures in Canada. One reason for this has
on the part of independent exhibitors but been the comparative paucity of wired theaters, Canada being some months behind the
sound pictures became so immediately popular in the Famous Players houses that there United States. Therefore, some features
was a general demand for equipment almost which should have been presented first run
at once. Incidentally, Famous will wire all in sound were shown silent. This is where
of its houses in the immediate future but the second run wired houses have been able
probably 40 of them before the end of 1929. to make a big play for patronage.
Much interest has been aroused in the fact
that quite a few second run exhibitors are
now cashing in on sound. The public has
Close Detroit House
flocked to the second runs, even though many
had seen the same pictures silent. This has
Detroit — The Motion Picture Guild
been very much the case at the Avalon, Ot- of America has closed the Little thetawa, which, literally, has found its feet ater.
with synchronized
second run pictures.
On

Princess, with 490 seats, the latter
employing
device. Therea arenon-synchronous
five sound theaters

Filmdom's Encyclopedia
I shall have many occasions for its
use.
SAM

FREE

E. MORRIS

to Film Daily Subscribers

Subscription $10.00

Foreign $15.00
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DIXINC

Another Triumph in Motion Picture Progress
A new secret process perfected through four year's
research and presented only after the most complete
chemical and microscopic examinations as well as
practical operating tests have demonstrated its worth.

NO]>!-CO]\SOLIDIZED

FILM

(Magnified 600 Diatnelers)

COIVSOLIDIZED

Note the granular,
uneven
surface

FltM

(Magnified 600 Diameters)

Note the smooth,
fine textured surface— highly resistant to scratching

Amazing Results
CONSOLIDIZING prolongs the life and
preserves the brilliancy of the print for
at least 50% more showings.
Oil does not penetrate CONSOLIDIZED
Film and any surface accumulations
may easily be removed.
It does not increase rigidity.

It avoids excessive drying and undue
moisture absorbtion.
It protects the perforations.
CONSOLIDIZING overcomes the objections to all former processes and means
uninterrupted
projection and better
screening.

Look for the CONSOLIDIZED

Label
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FORECAST UPHILL FIGHT
ON CAROLINA TAX LAW
Coliinibia. S. C. — Members of tlie
South Carolina M. P. T. O. who
plan to test the constitutionahty of
the state ta.x on tlieater admissions
have a long, uphill battle ahead, with
prospects of but little relief, according to attorneys who are familiar
with this type of legal battle.
The contest will be based on the
question of whether the revenue
measure amending the state stati'*-".
recommended by the free conference nmittee, is constitutional, due
to the act that the amendment did
not originate in the House of Representatives, as is stipulated in legislative statutes which define the procedure by which revenue measures
become laws.

FOX INT'L SALES CONFAB
OPENS AT N.Y.MAY 23
Fox will inaugurate its Silver Anniversary season with an international sales convention at the Park
Central, New York, May 23-31. In
addition to home office executives,

Wednesday,
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PUBLIX AND FOX CONTINUE
FLIRTATION WITH STANLEY
No Licenses for Anti-German

Producers

Berlin (By Wireless) — Germany is determined to let war hatreds
die. The industry here is set on bringing this about through legislation. A movement is under way to prevent issuance of import
licenses to any producing organization, no matter in what part of
the world it may be located, which makes pictures construed here
to be anti-German in theme.

FIRST NATIONAL ADDS
TWO SPECIALS TO LIST

shown will(Continued
be "The on Good-Bye
Kiss,"
Page 2)

WHYTF JOINS SAPIRO
GROUP AS FILM BUYER

L GETS SET I
FOR THREE-DAY MEET FOX BUILDING TWO IN
{Continued on Page 2)

Managers
36 and
exchanges in of
the Educational's
United States
Canada vvill attend the annual sales
convention, scheduled for Montreal
May 22-24.(Continued
Headquarters
will be at
on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

Golf Tourney Set
Thursday, May 24th, is the
date. The Rockville Country
Club, home playground of John
Spargo and Tom Gerety, is the
place. The event is the 14th
semi-annual Film Golf Tournament sponsored by THE FILM
DAILY. Everyone is getting
hot, so it looks like a record
breaking turn out. Extra special eats and a record list of
prizes. Check off the date and
send in your entry and fee of
ten frogs to-day.

IND'PTS NOT BANNING $3 EXEMPTION BILL IS
REPORTED IN SENATE
FRENCH FILMS--SAPIRO
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Form Trinity Pictures;
12 Features on Program
With its 1928-29 program
12 features and two
serials. Trinity Pictures
been formed to distribute

(Continued on Page 2)

"U" Middle West Meet
Opening at St. Louis

St. Louis — Managers and salesmen
providing
exchanges
have
10-episode from Middle West
Corp. has gathered here for the opening of the
sales convention
at the
product of L^niversal (Continued
on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 4)

Hasltington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Fox will build two
large suburban theaters in Washington, similar in size to the Philadelphia suburbans planned. 4,000 seats
each. No information is available regarding sites, but reports have it that
the theaters will be opposition to the
Stanley-Crandall holdings.

DAILY

In an effort to counteract any imWashington — The S-enate tax bill,
pression that might have been gained
to the effect that Will H. Hays, in carrying a $3 exem])tion for admissions, was reported yesterday to the
iiis conference with French officials,
(Continued on Page 2)

The Stanley Company again steps
into the picture. Well-posted film
men are speculating over the future
of the organization in view of several interesting moves now developing in Philadelphia.
William Fox, as reported yesterday, will build two large theaters in
I'liiladelphia suburbs. He already
operates the
Fox's Locust
downtown
andFox
plansanda gigantic
house
at 17th and Market. Ai Boyd will
build at 19th and Chestnut first and
in other Stanley strongholds later.
The Stanley Co. is understood to
have lost its position of absolute
dominance in the Philadelphia theater situation and now has competilive houses in practically every zone.
Whether these factors will swing
the company into an affiliation is the
subject of considerable conjecture.
Boyd, a close friend of Adolph Zukor for many years, is building his

Chicago — Addition of two more
specials to the First National program for 1928-29 was announced
yesterday by Richard .\. Rowland at
the sales convention. The first to be

district
andin branch
managers
all
offices
the United
Sta. „ '' ....v.
Canada, and a number of foreign
representatives
will attend.
Plans for next season will be outlined by William Fox, Jack G. Leo,
Artliur G. Whyte, who has been
Winficld Shcehan, and James R.
Grainger. At least 10 productions film buyer for the Keith organization
of the new season and Movietone for years, has resigned to join the
subjects will be shown.
Independent
M. P. Exhibitors'
ciation in a similar
capacity andAssoalso
After the big New York gather(Continued on Patjc 2)
ing, regional conventions to be held

Deal Still Talked About—
Philadelphia Theater
Map Changing

Off Until June

Indianapolis — The Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors of
America of which Frank Rembusch is secretary will meet in
June. Original date was sometime in May, but several states
asked for a postponement, according to Rembusch.

-

^

^
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Sennett's special was

Publix, Fox Continue
Ind'pts Not Banning
Films — Sapiro
Stanley Flirtation French
(Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)
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Stanley Plans Another
Philadelphia — ^A 4,000-seat house,
called the largest in West Philadelphia, is planned by the Stanley Co.
at a cost of $2,000,000. It will be
erected at 52nd and Chestnut Sts.
Fox, Detroit, Soon Completed
Detroit. — The Fox is Hearing com
pletion, operations having been delayed for three months by the structural workers who walked out in
sympathy with striking San Francisco workers. Thev have returned
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in New York, Chicago, attended by
district and branch managers, as'3
sistant managers, salesmen and
%bookers.
2,000
900

4154

40"^
354
414
15

2454
33%
....

and

800

21
97
J454
33%
112!^

200
600

Asked).

Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
St. Louis;
Stanley,
Philadelphia.

Filmarte Opening

May

7

Hollywood — Pathe's Swedish picture, "The Golden Clown," will open
the new Filmarte on May 7. Regge
Doran, who has been in public relations work for Pathe, will manage
the house.

"Independent M. P. Exhibitors' Association representing several millions annual film
rentals wishes you to avoid your reaching
conclusion that independent exhibitors of
United States desire to exclude films from
France or other foreign countries. The
producers' organization cannot speak for the
the exhibitors and does not speak for the
public. The people want good films from
all sources. Regardless of action of any
other group this association assures you
that we will consider importation and exhibition of desirable
pictures
at any
The same
cablegram
went
to time."
Edouard
Herriot,
Minister
of Education
in France.

Whyte Joins Sapiro
Group
as Film Buyer
(Continued from Page
1)

"U" Middle West Meet
Ope
ningfromatPageSt.1) Louis
(Continued
Coronado today. The sessions will
run to Saturday. Principal speakers
will be Lou Metzger, Nat Rothstein,
and Morton Van Praag.
Attendance of home office officials
will include Ted Schlanger, Morris
Safier, Ben Y. Cammack, Douglas
Leishman, and R. V. Anderson.
Ralph
Williams will also attend.
Scott Gets States Rights
Oklahoma City— W. B. Scott, former booker at Pathe, has secured the
rights for Oklahoma and Arkansas oi
"The Street of Forgotten Women"
and is now roadshowing the film.
A feature on the shelf gathers
no greenbacks.
Constructive
editing performs miracles.
WILLARD
A. DuBRUL
Scenarist

Editor

1400 Locust Ave.
Urooklyn,

N.

V.

Phone

Navarre 4800
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$3 Exemption Bill
Repo
rted in Senate
(Continued from Page
1)
Senate by Senator Snioot of Utah,
chairman.
The bill carries the House provision for a 25 per cent tax on prize
fight admissions, in excess of $5, and
also amends administrative features
to permit the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to call for tax reports at any period in order to catch
prize fights and one-night film shows
which might otherwise be able to
avoid the tax. It is contemplated,
that reports from established houses
shall be made monthly, as at present.

Dent Increases Capital
Dallas, Tex.— Dent Theaters, Inc.,
to handle the allocation of pictures to has mcreased its capital stock from
$100,000 to $500,000.
members.
Eighteen owners and circuits, operating 79 theaters in Great New York,
are now affiliated with the association.

}^•*•'i^•*^••^^•^^i^••^'if>••^.»■^fl■*^

T
For
? and
i

Educational Set
I
■*
For (Continued
Three-Day
Meet ^
from Page 1)

A. S. Kirkpatrick, assistant general manager; J. R. Wilson, domestic sales manager;
Gordon S. White, director of advertising and
publicity, and Harvey Day, Kinograms sales
manager. Others will include Captain G.
McL. Baynes, head of the Kinogram PubCorp., and several
of Educational's
special lishing
representatives,
among
them being

5,200

sou

is talking for the entire picture industry, Aaron Sapiro, president of
the L M. P. E. A. yesterday cabled
Jean Sapene at Paris. The message
read:

the Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal.
Oscar Hanson, Canadian general
manager, and his six branch managers will welcome those attending
the convention. Executives from the
home office who will accompany
president
E. W. Hammons
include:

neVi
126
4
825^

lOOJ^
354 10254
354 1 1',666

' Last Prices
Quoted.
'(b) Bond
Market.
(c) Curb
Market.
•(o) Over the Counter
(Bid
<s) Stock
E.xchange.
NOTE:
Skouras,

first theater with his own money.
One individual said yesterday it was
not improbable that Publix at a
later day may buy into this and other
Boyd projects, thus possibly influencing Stanley into an alliance with
Publix in order to ward off competition, iffor no other reason.
Fox will not only build in Philadelphia but in Washington suburbs
as well. There he will buck the
Stanley-Crandall holdings. And so,
Stanley probably will face another
difficult situation. The forecasts are
various. Nothing may develop for
six months or a year, but eventually
some assert Stanley is to have one
or more partners.

May

Box

New
York
territory.
Feature)
Short
Subjects.
Write full particulars.
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Walter A. CaU
Putter,

Inc.
Pre«.

Library Stock Scenes
New York
HoUywood
for
130 W. 46th St.
c/o Leon Schlesinger
Bryant 8181
1123 No. Bronson Ave.

Arthur Lucas, Atlanta, southern representative, and Jack Skirl)oll of Ohio.

First National Adds
Two(Continued
Specials
to List
from Page 1)
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a Mack Sennett production which will
have its world premiere at the Million Dollar, Los Angeles, tomorrow.
The other is "Toilers of the Sea,"
to be produced by Robert Kane from
Victor Hugo's novel.

Ned Depinet sprang a surprise on the
convention when he walked in with Mack
Sennett.
Announcement
of
acquisition
of

rmHiowFjiH
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Thursdai

tfiepiibluKHARi
MODiriCATION or QUOTA
IN FRANCE IN PROSPECI
Paris (By Cable) — Modification o
the
French
quota
law,
possibl'
changing
the basis to ^seven-to-onJjlijii
instead of foiir-to-one,* is indicattby the decision to have the Cineni
Control Commission
reconsider
th
measure, following a conference b
tween Will H. Hays and M. Herrio|
An
extraordinary
session
of tl
Commission has been called for th
morning to take up the matter. Pen
ing the issue Hays will remain
Paris, with prospects

because

the smart,

modern public knows PARAMOUNT
alone is making outstanding entertainment, qHits like ''Beau Geste," "Underworld," "Legion of the Condemned,
ff

Last Command,"

Harold Lloyd in

ff

Speedy" (Lloyd prod.. Par. release)
have taught them. ^ Bear that thought
4
4
•*
4
«
in mind for 1928-29.

Kansas
City — Box office record
have been climbing steadily since De
cember, basic industries indicate good
times ahead and honest statistics on
nother

Paramount
rRADe\,-^'^^3f

^ MARK

/

fig

uaiMici

— Sapiro
(^Continued
from Page
1)
Films
|rench

— Coast Wire Service-

'talking for the entire picture inStry, Aaron Sapiro, president of
: L M. P. E. A. yesterday cabled
an Sapene at Paris. The message

Barsky to Tiffany- Stahl
TO ASSIST
COAST

AT

Barker"
in "The
Irwin
ed "Sailor
play
who
John
then, stage show, will por" inIrwi
West
tray the same role in the First Na"The Barker,"
tional version
Miltonof Sills.
which stars

M. H. Hoffman announced yesterlong a proday that Bud Barsky, t
ducer in the independen field, had
ny-Stahl as assistant genjoinederalTiffa
manager.
A-ay, iNew

lorK.

in. i.

x uvii-*- w.. —

- -

4737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.'Renter.
London 58,
— Ernest
W. Fredman,
Film
Great Marlborough
St., The
W.
I. Berlin — Licbtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse,
225.

Fawcett
Sign George
George Fawcett has been signed
for a role in "Tide of Empire," Peter
filmed by MB. Kyne's novel being directi
ng.
Allan Dwan is
G-M.
Paramount Signs Chandler
Lane Chandler has been signed for
the role of one of the brothers m
"Four Brothers," which Rowland V.
Lee is to direct for Paramount. Gary
Cooper and Fay Wray have featured
roles.
"Four Walls" in Work

Gilbert has started producwhich
Walls."
his "Four
William Nigh is directing for M,Gin the
appears
Joan Crawford
feminine
lead. 13 -

o John on
^Btiiion

13
35

39
40/2
3K
414
15

500

Preparing

Two

"Ark" in Sixth Week
Noah's
Ark"
is now
week of production.

in

its

si.xth

V^hyte Joins Sapiro
Group
as Film Buyer
(Continued from Page 1)

ducational Set
For (Continued
Three-Day
Meet
from Page 1)

Nora Lane Signed
Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal.
Nora Lane has been signed for the 3scar Hanson, Canadian general
branch manhis six
lead opposite Fred Thomson in "Kit nager,
ors willand
welcome
those attending
I convention. Executives from tlie
Carson."Cast for Gilbert Film
(lie office
who
will
accompany
Anna Spanier has been cast for a

part in "Four Walls."
Role for Russian Actor
"I
has been signed
Michael Vavitch
by First National to play in "The
Lady."
Divine
Vacationing
and Hale
Boyd
"The Cop."
compl
Havin
Alan Hale are in
andeted
am gBoyd
Willi
Northern California on a vacation.

Coi
run

Duryea with M-G-M
85
George Duryea will play the lead
wil in "Tide of Empire," which Metrois producing.
Goldwyn-Mayer
n
Christie Signs'^ATCoh
.\1 Cohn has been signed by Al
Christie to handle adaptations on the
Titling "Roulette"
Graham
Oiristie-Douglas MacLean features
will title "RouGraham
Garrett
for Paramount
release.
latest.
lette," Richard Barthelmess'

JOHN

'Independent M. P. Exhibitors' AssociaII representing several millions annual film
itals wishes you to avoid your reaching
iclusion that independent exhibitors of
lited States desire to exclude films from
ance or other foreign countries. The
iducers' organization cannot speak for the
exhibitors and does not speak for the
blic.
The people want
good films from
sources. Regardless of action of any
ler group this associati'on assures you
it we will consider importation and exlition
of desirable
pictures
at any
The same
cablegram
went
to time."
Edouard
irriot. Minister of Education
in France.

ration "AnnapoPathe has in prepa
lis," with Lina Basquette and John
handle the allocation of pictures to
Mack Brown, and "Love Over
;mbers.
Night," with Jeanette Lof?.
Eighteen owners and circuits, operng 79 theaters in Great New York,
e
Pictur
Sills'
g
Titlin
K. C. Robinson will write the titles
now affiliated with the associafor "The Hawk's Nest," starring
Milton
Sills.

"Snapshots" for Keaton
Buster Keaton's first comedy under his M-G-M contract will be
"Snapshots."

Alii
800

Complete "Revenge" Cast
With the signing of James Marcus, Sunshine Hart, Sam Appel and
n, the cast of "ReMarta Goldestarring
Dolores Del Rio,
venge,"
has been completed.
Pathe

Sloman to Direct "Grease Paint"
Edward Sloman will next direct
"Grease Paint,"
Conrad Veidt in abando
ned plans
having temporarily
on the
Girl
for producing "The
Barge."

13
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at the Windsor where it was enthusiastically
received.
A. Rowland
is acting
. , ,„. ofRichard
.the sessions.
picture
was later
screenedas
chairman

$3 Rxemotion Bill
Releasing "Mother's Day" Film
"Thoughts for Mother's Day" is being distributed by James A. Fitzior Patrick for shovi'ings the week starting the second Sunday in May.
ch:
als
Se

to
tei

O. B. Sheppard Dies
Toronto — O. B. Sheppard,
inent theater owner,
is dead
age of 79.

wl
av
th:
sh;

Form Trinity Pictures;
Features on Program
(Continued

from

Page

1)

several independent California producers. Sponsoring the organization
are Frank S. Mattison, Charles U.
Penfield and Charles Hall. Concerns
to release through Trinity will include Hercules Film Productions,
po
prl
Pacific
Pictures Corp., Sovereign
Serial
tures. Productions and Mayfair PicFour

features and one serial are

ready. The features are "Better
Days," with Dorothy Devore; "The
Little Wild Girl," with Lila Lee;
"The Old Age Handicap," with
Gareth Hughes; "A Gentleman Preferred," with Gaston Glass. George
O'Hara is featured in the serial entitled "Pirates of the Pines." Howard
S. Hummell, sales manager, is on the
road, closing franchises.

NowinOur New Home
The Warner Theatre Buildiiig
HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

DIRECTOR

LICHTIG & ENGLANDER

Just Completed His Eleventh. Picture at Paramount

Better Service to Producers and Artists

w

'THE VANISHING

PIONEER"

(By Zane Grey)

Starring Jack Holt

HARRY

promat the

SPINGLER,

Associate

French

Tangle

May

Unravel; Hays

Conferring
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BROOKHART BILL DEAD
Protection

MODITICATION or QUOTA iHARBOIID SAYS R.C.A.
IN FRANCE IN PROSPECT CONTROLS FBO; DENIED

time is approaching to
THE
check it. Day by day, this
problem of protection assumes more aggravating form.
Control of FBO has been acquired
Paris (By Cable) — Modification of
It is merely a question of being
the
French
quota
law,
possibly
by
Radio Corp. of America, (ieneral
generous enough with the rope
James
G. Harbord said at the anchanging
the
basis
to
seven-to-one,
before the theater situation gets
nual meeting of stockholders, adding
itself eral
tied
and And
sevds sail
otherupkinin
of or's
knots.
when the unraveling process begins, as it must sooner or later,
the yelps will be h'?ard from one
end of the industry to the other.
Distributors interested in the
theater business will have to
share the responsibility for. in
the majority of cases, it is their
exhibition affiliations which are
insisting and obtaining ridiculous protection over subsequent
runs. What B. & K. is getting
away with in Chicago and most
of the sovereign state of Illinois
is merely one example of a condition that may now be termed
general throughout
the States.

Rights and Wrongs
.\ny normally sound individual
will agree that Class .A. theaters deserve protective privileges. They
usually pay rather handsomely for
their films and, therefore, it is hardly fair for a competitor to trail in on
the big
of aside
the very peakBut,
advertising.
fromoperators'
the fact
that producer-distributor partners ariwilling accessories to the slaughter.
we have yet to be given one sound
reason why key city runs are entitled
to protection for 60 days over a territory radiating 25 miles in all directions, for example.

Waves of Discontent

instead of four-to-one.' is indicated
by the decision to have the Cinema
Control Commission reconsider the
measure, following a conference between Will H. Hays and M. Herriot
An extraordinary session of the
Commission has been called for this
morning to take up the matter. Pending the issue Hays will remain in
Paris, with prospects of his sailing
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Woodhull Hits Sanim
New
Spanish Company
Formed
Barcelona — With offices at Barce
lona and Buenos
Aires, a Spanish
South American production and distribution unit has been formed with
capital of 1,000,000 pesos.
The organization will operate as Hispant^
Americano Manzanera.

that the deal was made in order to
secure a direct outlet for its sound
pictures. Denial of such a deal was
made by FBO yesterday.
In speaking of the deal with FBO,
Harbord remarked other leading distributors approached the radio company on the proposition but their
response was not as encouraging as
"it might

have

Washington

Bureau

been."

UP TO 74;
LISTS THREE ROADSHOWS
of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Paramount's program for 1928-29. announced in detail yesterday at its annual sales conFilm Developing Process
vention here, totals 74 features, inPromises More Economy
cluding three roadshows and about
Prospects of greater economy ir 200 short subjects including Paramount News.
film developing are in view with thi
announcement that M-G-M is to ex
The roadshows will be: "The Paperiment at its Coast studios with ;
triot," an Ernst Lubitsch production
process for handling films without starring Fniil Jannings, with Florence \^idor. Lewis Stone and Xeil
chemicals. "Drugless" film is now
being experimented with in PhiladelHamilton: (Coniinued
"Wings,"on Pageand i) "Ab'e's
phia by the "Public Ledger."
So far

SAPIRO CROUP READY to
AID DEP'T OF JUSTICE

The Independent M. P. E.\iiibitors'
.■\ss'n has volunteered to aid the DeIt is unfair, inequitable and all wet.
partment of Justice in the contemplated suit against Hays members
The practice, which is being coun- .md Film Boards of Trade. Aaron
tenanced by some distributors beSapiro, it is understood, has been
cause they can't help themselves and
by others because they own part of yrithering data from his exhibitor
the theaters, is stirring up a wave of nic:nbers on arbitration operations in
indignation at many points. By every the New York territory which he
right of fair play to the great mass will turn over to government counsel should they express a desire to
of exhibitors it should be stopped.
have it.
KANN

Banquet Final Feature
of Paramount Convention
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Paramount brought
to a close its annual sales convention
last night with a banquet which attracted a special carload of home
office executives to this city from
New "\'ork. Otto H. Kahn was
toastniaster and the guests of honor
included Vice-President Dawes. Secretary of Commerce Hoover. Secretary of the Navy Wilbur. Commander Richard Byrd and Senator Robinson. The attendance of these personages made it onthePapemost
notable
(Continued
3)

Senator Sees No Chance
For Action Before
Congress Adjourns
IVashington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — .■Ml hope of securing
Senate action on block booking legislation has been abandoned by Senator Brookhart of Iowa, author, because of the short time remaining
before adjournment.
Discussing the situation with the
Washington representative of THE
FILM DAILY, Brookhart pointed
out that with Senator Watson of
Indiana, chairman of the committee,
engaged in campaigning and not to
return to Washington until probably
May 10, it will be practically impossible to secure any action before adjournment of Congress, which is anticipated for early June. Upon Watson's return to Washington, Brookhart will seek to have the bill taken
up by the committee in the hope that
a report may be made this year.

ERA OF PROSPERITY FOR
ALL FORECAST BY FEIST
Kansas City — Box ofificc records
have been climbing steadily since December, basic industries indicate good
times ahead and honest statistics on
business conditions presage another
era of prosperity, comparable to that
enjoyed by the industry during the
war, Felix
F. Feist
told 8) the Mid(Continued
on Page

ADMISSIONS TAX DROPS
FOR 9-MONTH PERIOD
Washington BMreau of THE

FILM

DAILY

C. — Admission
Washington,
taxes
to theatersD.and other places of
amusement
nine months
ended March 31,during
last, totaled
$13,003,838,
against $13,352,570 in the corresponding period of the preceding year, according to the Internal Revenue Bureau. Between 1924 and 1927 admission to theaters, etc., declined from
$77,712,523 to $1,940,636.

THE

i^^

Chesterfield Lists 8
for 1928-29 Season
Eight features are announced bj'
Chesterfield for 1928-29.
They are:
VgL XIIV No. 29

Thursday, May 3, 1928

Price 5 Cents
PUBLISHER

lOHN N. ALICOATE

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class itatter. May 21, 1918, at the
post-offic« at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879. Terras (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York.
SIO.OO ene year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
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"The Adorable Cheat," by Arthur Hoerl,
directed by Burton King, with Lila Lee;
"The House of Shame," by Lee Authmar;
"Campus Knights," a college story by Bernard Anthony; "Circumstantial Evidence,"
a drama by Adeleine Leitzbach; "South of
Panama." adventure story by Lee McConnville; "Below the Deadline," underworld
yarn by Ada Lee; "The Roaring Forties,"
Broadway drama by Fanny D'Morgal; and
"The thurPeacock
Fan," mystery story by ArHoerl.

Sues Toledo Paramount
Toledo, O. — Chris Daniels, owner
of the Grand Hotel, has started suit
for $25,000 against the Toledo Paramount organization, claiming damages
to his hotel during excavation work
on the old Paramount theater site
next door. He obtained a temporary
restraining order against further operations until settlement.
Arkansas Convention Closes
Little Rock, Ark. — A large percentage of the 300 members of the
M.P.T.O. of Arkansas attended the
semi-annual convention which has
just closed at the Hotel LaFayette,
concluding the two-day gathering with
a banquet. Orchestraphone was
demonstrated.

T. A. Br anon Reinstated
by Atlanta Film Board
Atlanta — Thomas A. Branon,
president of Eltabran Film Co., has
been reinstated by the Film Board
to membership in full standing, despite the fact that his injunction suit
against the board is still pending.
Branon declines to comment upon
the vote reinstating him, declaring
he deems it improper to discuss the
case as no hearing on the court case
has been held. Late in March he
secured a temporary restraining order nullifying the board's action in
expelling him from membership.
Von Sternberg Returning
Josef Von Sternberg returns to New
York today after attending the Paramount convention at Washington. He
will remain in New York about 10
days and will be joined within a few
days by Jules Furthman, scenarist,
who is to work on Von Sternberg's
next picture, a George Bancroft
vehicle.
Sapiro, Ampas Guest
Aaron L. Sapiro, president of the
I. M. P. E. A., will speak at the A. iiM. P. A. luncheon today at the Cafe
Boulevard.

* Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(0) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

_ "Tempest"
Opening
May
17
"Tempest," starring John Barrymore, will have its world premiere
Thursday night. May 17, at the Embassy, New York. It will succeed
"Two Lovers."

Secure State Rights
Chicago — B. W. Beadell and Major
Boening have secvred rights to "The
Port of Missing G.'rls" for Northern
Ilhnois and Indiana. They have
opened offices at 835 So. Wabash
Ave.

Spacious
private office, also outside
space.
With or without stenographers
service.
Reasonable
rent.
All
inquiries confidential.
Box M-391
c/o Film Daily
1650 Broadway
New York City
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CLEVELAND EXHIBITORS
SEE HIGHER ADNISSK
Cleveland — Higher admissions are
seen as an outcome of present selling methods and, in order to lessen
the burden to the public, the Brookhart bill should be supported, representatives of the Cleveland M. P.
Exhibitor Ass'n told the Federated
Women's Clubs at a meeting during
which Carl Milliken's recent remarks
on block booking were refuted.
Milliken had stated block blind
booking is like buying a subscription
to a magazine— that exhibitors can
buy pictures one at a time instead
of in a block if they desire and if
they want to pay more for them.
George W. Erdmann and M. B.
Horwitz spoke in behalf of the exhibitor organization and explained
that a inagazine is available to everybody sinuiltaiicously, that it is purchased to please only the buyer, and
that a subscription is a convenience
to the subscriber rather than a
money saver. Pictures are available
to exhibitors in turn, they are bought
to please a multitude, not an individual, and "fill a community want
rather than a personal want.
Single pictures are not available to
exhibitors, Erdmann said, giving a
specific example of an exhibitor who
tried to buy one picture from a national exchange without success. Not
even for added price could the picture be bought out of a block. He
added block and blind booking is the
reason for many poor pictures and
for many unsuitable pictures for
given locations.

NowinOui

National Film of Berlin
Denies Sale to Warners
Berlin (By Wireless) — Control of
National Film has not passed to the
Warners, according to the former.
Both organizations are associated in
a deal for German production and
distribution.
Columbia, 39th For Reade
Acquiring his 39th theater, Walter
Reade has added the Columbia, New
York burlesque theater, to his chain.
He will continue the Columbia as a
burlesque house for two years and
then convert it into a "legit" theater.
Sunday Shows for Lawrenceville
Lawrenceville,
111. — The
recent
election of all aldermanic candidates
avoring Sunday shows indicates an
overwhelming
vote
for the open
Sunday here.
Radin Joins Gotham
"Matty" Radin has joined Gotham
as Eastern sales manager. Radin is
a pioneer exhibitor, exchangeman
and sales executive.
George
Steele in New
Post
Birmingham,
Ala. — George Steele,
for four years connected with the Interstate Amusement Co., is now
manager of the Trianon.
Ufa Signs Jina Manes
Berlin — Jina
Manes
has
signed
with
Ufa,
making
"Looping
the
Loop" as the first.
Morton Play in Films
London — Michael Morton's "Remnant," has been completed.
Changes in Schine Personnel
Gloversville, N. Y. — The Schine
interests have made several changes
in personnel. L. J. Carkey, who has
been in charge in Watertown, has
been made manager of the newlycreated Mohawk Valley district.
Howard Lickey, manager of the Liberty at Herkimer, has been appointed exploitation supervisor. Joseph
Liberty.
Settle is temporarily in charge of the
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Paramount Schedule
Raised to 74 Features
(Continued

Irish
be:

Rose."

from

The

Pane

25

1)

specials

will

"The Wedding March," directed hy Ericli
von Stroheim, with Fay Wray; "The Man
Who Never Missed," starring Emil Jannings
ami directed by Lothar Mendes; "KUis
Island," another Jannings vehicle; "Beggars
of Lite," Wallace Beery starring vehicle with
Louise Brooks and Richard Arlcn, directed
by William Wellman; "The Tong War," an
other Beery picture; "The Canary "Murder
Case." a story by S. S. Van Dine, with
William Powell; "The Crime of Interfer
ence," directed by Rowland V. Lee with
Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook and William
Powell; "The Letter," based on W. Somerset Maugham's stage play and featuring
Evelyn Brent and Clive Brook; "Tahiti
Nights," co-featuring Brent and Brook;
"Glorifying the American Girl," superviseil
liy Florenz Zicgfeld, with Louise Brooks and
Nancy Carroll; "The Perfumed Trap," directed by Victor Schcrtzinger with Clive
Brook, Mary Brian and William Powell;
"The Wolf Song," directed by Victor Flem
ing withWellman
Gary Cooper;
which
William
will make"Dirigible,"
from a story
by
John Monk Saunders; "The Man I Love,"
co-featuring Richard Arlen and Nancy Carroll, Mai St. Clair directing; "The HardBoiled Angel," with Gary Cooper and Nancy
Carroll; "Living Together," with Richard
Arlen, Mary Brian and Chester Conklin;
"The Upstart Gentleman," featuring Rich
ard Arleti and iLiry Brian; "Three Week
Ends." "The Fleet's In" and "The Saturday Night Kid," all three with Clara Bow;
"Redskin" and "Unconquered," Richard Dix
vehicles; "The Case of Lena Smith." starring Esther
Waterby Hole."
starring
Jack Ralston;
Holt and"The
directed
John
Waters; "Behind the German Lines," foreign picture.

Other

-;x^.

features

scheduled

include:

"Warming Up" and "Moran of the Marines," with Richard Dix; "The Docks of
New York" and "Swag," both George Ban
croft vehicles, and two more Bancroft stories not yet selected; four starring Belie
Daniels; "The Sawdust Trail," "High So
ciety,"
both this
starring
Ralston, andlater;
two
more with
star Esther
to be announced
"Avalanche," "Sunset Pass" and a third
story, all featuring Jack Holt; "Loves of
an Actress" Pola Negri vehicle directed by
Rowland Y. Lee, and "Fedora," Negri story
directed by Ludwig Berger; "The First
Kiss," with Fay Wray and Gary Cooper;
"Divorce Bound," with Florence Vidor
starred; four starring Charles Rogers, one
being "Bulldog Yale," which Frank Tuttle
will make; three co-featuring James Hall
and Ruth "Taylor; three with Adolphe Menjou,
the first being "His Private Life."
From outside producers will be taken one,
and possibly two from Harold Lloyd, and
two from Christie, starring Douglas Mac
Lean, the first being tentatively titled.
"Wanted — A Woman." The foreign list includes "Huntingtower," with Harry Lau
der, made by Welsh. Pearson and Co. in
England, inandFrance
"The by
Model
of Montmartre."
directed
Leonce
Perrett with
Ivan Petrovitch.
Approximately 200 shorts will be released.
This number includes 104 issues of Paramount News, 32 two-reel Christie comedies;
two two-reel Edward Everett Horton comedies; 26 one-reel Krazy Kat cartoons, 26
one-reel Inkwell Imp cartoons and 12 tworeel "Great Stars and Authors."

^ Banquet Final Feature
P of Paramount
Convention
(Continued
from Page 1)
film banquet ever held, its sponsors
claim.
The business end of the convention
was staged behind closed doors at the
Carlton. In addition to a discussion
of the new program, "The Dragnet"
and "The Patriot" were shown.
Conditions in the foreign field,
short features and news reels were
discussed by E. E. Shauer, head of
the foreign department. He said
that Paramount now has 105 offices
and 3,000 employees abroad. Foreign conditions are not as good as
they might be, he said, although
Paramount can claim an increase for

the past year. Emanuel Cohen said
that Paramount N'ews is now K'>'i»K
to 45 foreign countries and i.s translated into 29 languages, with nine
t and nine occasional edipermanen
tions.
Jesse L. Lasky and Sidney K. Kent
addressed the convention during
various sessions.
".As one who
Kahnnot said:
infrequently found
past has
the part,
in In
liimself at odds with the methods
and the products of Hollywood, 1
view with particular satisfaction the
new spirit which is making itself
felt in the cinematic field. Not that
we are in sight, as yet, of the ideal
combination of 50 per cent business
and 50 per cent art, but when you
consider that the early standards
were — and{ perhaps had to be — at
least 90 per cent commercial, the advance is full of promise."
Kearney, Neb., for Sunday Shows
Kearney, Neb. — By a vote of 1,70U
for and 1,578 against, the proposed
ordinance,
favoring
Sunday
shows
has been passed.
Clark, S. D. — This town will vote
soon upon the Sunday show question.
Sentiment is strongly in favor of the
proposition.

And That's That
By PHIL

M. DALY

h class at the Columbia
A.\ Knglis
University School of Journalism
is going to get a slant on how picture publicity is handled. Warren
Xolan
of United .Vrtists will give 'eiii
the angles.
Paul Ash, whom

Publix terms the

"Rajah of Jazz," will be "naturalized" as a real Broadway ite at the
Crystal Room of the Ritz Carlton at
midnight May 9 when a multitude
of celebrities will officially welcome
him to Manhattan. It's in connection with his beginning an indefinite
eyigagement as M. C. at the Paramount.
Douglas, Ariz., had the pleasure
of
seeingHea is
starRex
"shot"
for new
the first
time.
Bell,
Fox
cowboy illuminary, who went there
on locatibn for "Wild West Ro-

Mrs. V. G. Purvis, organist in a
New
York little art theater, knows
mance."
McNeiU With "Movie Age"
something
about smurt showmanOmaha — H. N. McNeill has been
ship. When she found that the feaappointed editor and manager of
ture was "terrible" she decided to
"Movie
Age," succeeding Margaret "kid" it along with her score, and
Foley.
consequently the picture went over
bifi, with the newspajiers howling
Authorize Roxy Dividend
A dividend of an initial quarterly their approval.
rate of 87)4 cents a share on Class
"A" stock was declared by Rox>
The distinction of being the first
Theaters yesterday. This stock is
theater architect to qualify as a cinentitled to preferential cumulative
ema critic goes to Victor A. Rigaudividends of $3.50 a share annually.
.nont, for his "technical review" of
r'athe's "Skyscraper," published in
New
Spanish
Company
Formed
the "N. Y. Sunday Times." RigauBarcelona — With offices at Barcemont declared the opus a true depiction of happenings during a big
lona and Buenos Aires, a SpanishSouth American production and dis- structural job.
tribution unit has been formed with
capital of 1,000,000 pesos. The orUniversal's New York exchange
ganization will operate as Hispani.'
Americano Manzanera.
boasts of real acting talent, with
Esther Furlong, popular telephone
operator, playing the ingenue lead in
"The Family Upstairs," which is to
be presented at the Moose Hall, AsProspects of greater economy in
toria, L. I.
film developing are in view with the
announcement that M-G-M is to exThere is at least one comedy star
periment at its Coast studios with a
who
does not yearn to forsake the
process for handling films without
short field for feature length prochemicals. "Drugless" film is now
ductions and that star is Charley
being experimented with in Philadel- Chase,
Hal Roach comedian.
phia by the "Public Ledger." So far
it is only in the form of "wet plate"
film for photo-engraving, but, made
'If You Are in the"
in the proper emulsion, might be
Market
for Any
Kind
of
practical for motion picture film, according to John Nickolaus, head of
the M-G-M laboratories.

Film Developing Process
Promises More Economy

Two

Fox Directors Arrive
Fox directors arrived in New

York yesterday from the Coast. Irving Cumniings left immediately for
New Bedford, Mass., to make exteriors for "La Gringa." James Tinling will spend a week in New York
to shoot on "Red Lights and Green."
Col. Levy in Town
CoL Fred Levy, of Louisville, is in
New
York for a brief stay.

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT
SEND

FOR

US AND
SAVE
MONEY
OUR
PRICE
LIST

U/tUQCI^HByS

▼V no West
Phone i2«'St,Nc«yorh.Hy^
Penna. 0330
Motion
Picture
Department
U. S. and

Canada Agents for Debric

Modification of
Quota
in Prospect
(Continued from Page 1)
for New York Saturday on the Bcrengaria. American film companies
have decided not to take final steps
f(jr the suspension of activities in
l'"rance until the Conmiission makes
known its decision.
In promising American cooperation, Hays said that French productions would be given generous consideration, providing coercive features
were removed. Herriot is understood to favor a less severe form <if

"'98" Opening

on Coast

quota.

Hollywood— "The
Trail
of
'98"
will open
Monday evening at Grauman's Chinese Thea
ter.
PUmack
Leases Space
Chicago — -The Filmack Co. has
leased the entire floor at 730 S. Wabash Ave. "Fel
Irving
ix" Mack
In Sonisg president.
Educational

is popularizing

its

"Felix the Cat,"
screen characte
through a songr, by that title, published bv the Sam Fox Publishing
Co.

Inheriting
a "Million,"
Pat Continues
to Work
Chicago — Pat Campbell, who used
to be sales manager for Pathe, has
broken into the "big money" class,
says "The Chicago Daily Journal,"
which states he has inherited $1,000,000 from a rich uncle. Pat is pressagenting the show "Companionate
Marriage," due to open here within
a few days, but his inheritance has
not interfered with his work. Incidentally, his wife, Mildred Booth,
is the leading woman
in the show.
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Coast Wire Service

Cameramen Organizing?
REPORTED DiSSATISfP
WITH WORKING HOiS

Fitzgerald to Make 8
Artclass will release eight
features to be directed by
James A. Fitzgerald.

Plan Television Service
A radio television broadcasting
service, covering North America, is
planned by an American syndicate
which has purchased the Canadian,
United States and Mexican rights of
the Baird Television Development
Co. of London. The organization,
which will probably be called the
American-Baird Television Corp.,
will conduct its first demonstration
between New York and London
within 60 days.

Coast cameramen are attending
meetings designed to bring about the
formation of a Coast branch of the
New York cameramen's union.
They are reported as dissatisfied with
the length of present working hours.

Television For Radio Sets?
Television will be incorporated in
radio sets for amateurs within a
Colman in "Tale of Two
month in this country, according to
Cities"; Brenon Directing Nathan Feldstern of the American
Ronald Colman's initial starring Radio Stores and Herbert Z. Pokers,
vehicle for Samuel Goldwyn will be
that they represent Amer"Tale of Two Cities." Lilli Demiti, who said
I.A.T.S.E. Chief Denies
ican capital which had purchased
ry," will
newest "discove
to television patents for ihis
Goldwyn'
Cameramen Will Organize sail
May 5 to play rights
froms Germany
continent. They have just arrived in
A.
I.
the
National operating body of
which Her- New York from England.
in this
direct.
will picture,
bert Brenon
T. S. E. will not give West Coast opposite
"Ramona" Next at Rivoli
camermen a charter and the right to
unionize separately, despite reports,
"Ramona" will follow "Speedy" at
according to William F. Canavan, I.
Chaney in "Willow Walk"
Rivoli. Lou Lusty, formerly of
the
"Willow
novel,
yesterLewis'
who
r
t,
Sinclai
A. T. S. E. presiden
that
York
s
the Rialto and Rivoli, has been enday stated in New
Walk," is to be one of Lon Chaney'
starring vehicles for the coming
he had "no intention of giving season.
gaged by Inspiration to publicize the
,-( charter to the cinematographers of
ment.
picture during its New York engageHollywood studios. All authority in
Austin Going to England
the photographic field will continue to
Offer Reward for Slayer
rest with Local No. 644, of New
William Austin will leave Hollytwo
spend
to
June
in
early
— Rewards totaling $1,000
wood
Chicago
York."
months on vacation in England.
are being offered by the City CounEddie Phillips Signed
cils of this city and Berwyn for apExteriors
in
Maryland
prehension of the three bandits, one
Universal has signed Eddie Philwhom killed Pearl Eggleston,
lips to a new long term contract.
Rowland V. Lee, with John Far- of
usher at the Ritz, Berwyn.
Phillips first came into prominence
row and Sidney Street, have left Holns."
lywood for St. Martin's, Maryland,
through his work in "Collegia
E. H. Forbes Made Manager
to prepare for arrival on May 18 of
Nelson on "U" Serial
Fay Wray, Gary Cooper and supDetroit— E. H. Forbes has bf-en
NaJack Nelson has been assigned by
of the
manager
porting cast in "The First Kiss."
ed branch
appointtional
dmg R.
succee
Theater Supply,
Universal
to direct "The Diamond
Miller and Gray Teamed
G. Colvin, who has been transferred
Master," a serial. It is an original
to Kansas
Patsy Ruth Miller and Lawrence for
Kansas. City as sales representative
by Jacques Futrelle.
Gray have started work on "MarThe First Collegian
Tomorrow," which Tiflfanyriage ofproducing.
Stahi is
De Duisin Joins Columbia
"Climb, Benson, Climb" will be
Appointment of A. V. de Duisin
Her First Part
the title of the first of the new seas special foreign representative is
ries of "Collegians," which Universal
Vonceil Viking, who rode from announced by Columbia. He has left
is planning. George Lewis and Dor- New York to Los Angeles on horse- New York on a sales trip through
othy Gulliver have principal roles.
back in 120 days, has been cast in South America.
Murray to Star in Four
picture for Universal, "Ridher first
Bern Arrives from Coast
Romance," under direction of
Under a one-year contract signed in'
Henry
MacRae.
Ted
Wells
will
be
Bern, assistant to Irving
Paul
with First National, Charlie Murray starred.
will be starred in four comedies.
Thalberg at M-G-M, arrived in New
York yesterday, and will return to
"U" Plans Stunt Westerns
who arCruze Dickering with Players
the Coast with Thalberg,next
week.
rives back from Europe
One of the three series of twoJames Cruze is negotiating with
reel
productions
to
start
at
Universal
Ricardo Cortez, Louise Dresser, Bessie Love and Gaston Glass to play in May 15 will be the "Stunt Cowboy"
Named 55th St. Manager
group, starring Bob Curwood.
his independent
productions.
apbeen
has
Sullivan
Edward
pointed manager of the 55th Street
Playhouse, with John Balaber as his
assistant.

JOHN

WATERS

DIRECTOR

Just Completed His Eleventh Picture at Paramount

"THE VANISHING

PIONEER"

(By Zane Grey)

Starring Jack Holt

Marguerite Clayton Sailing
Marguerite Clayton sails tomorrow
night on the Homeric. She will appear in pictures in Europe.

Reese Joins Paramount
Omaha— Carl Reese has resigned
Universal
Moines
Des
the
from
here.
ount
Param
with
go
branch to
State at Fairmoimt Closing
&
Minn. — Finkelstein
Fairmount,
purRuben and W. L. Nicholas behave
closed.
It will
chased the State.

CHANGES REPORTED BY |
FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
Continued
ILLINOIS
New Theaters
Brownstown — Lone
Palace.
(47th & Grand

Star ; Chicago — Regal
Ave.) ; Franklin— New

Re-Openings

Armstrong — Armstrong ; Harvard — ^Majestic ;
Industry — The Industry ; Nauvoo — Community ; Thayer — Opera House.

Changes in Ownership
Cambria — ^American, sold to Everett Smith
by
Jones;
Chicago
Clybourne,
sold
to J.
W.R. W.
Okun
by —Louis
Fleischer;
Lawndale, sold to State Congress Amuse.
Co. by R. C. Amuse. Co. ; Lyda, sold
to Morris Hellman by C. W. Spanuth;
New Home, sold to T. Savik & A. Kimak
by Jim Best; Rosette, sold to L. W.
Chlinger by Bayers & Kryzlowski; Clayton
^Pastime, sold to A. P. Kniss by H. S.
Toops; E. St. Louis — Waverly, sold to
Jos. Blowitz by Dr. Geo. Hobbs; Grand
Tower — Star, sold to Chas. E. Adams by
Williams & Koopman; Harvard — Majestic,
sold to Nat Wayne by Arthur Leavitt;
Hurst— The Hurst, sold to Ed Deasou by
Hurst Theater Co. ; Industry — The Industry ; Jacksonville — Majestic, sold to
Jacksonville Theater Co. by G. M. Luttrel;
La SaUe— Colonial, sold to E. H. Stiffel
by Joe Marchesi; La iSalle — La Salle, sold
to Great States Theaters by Fischer Paramount Theaters; Mark — ^The Mark, sold
to Pio & Al Zanardi by Basil Ferrari;
Moline — iPalace, sold to M. W. Madison
by Joe Hopp ; Odin — Grand, sold to John
Locken by D. J. Palmier; Orion — The
Orion, sold to Ted Russell by H. V.
Conover ; Quincy — Princess, sold to Mulinex & Ziegler by Abe P. Werbner; St.
Ann — Opera House, sold to B. E. Spaulding by
Mrs.soldE. toBruellete;
Villa
The
Park,
D. Sachsel
by Park—
A. J.
Closings
Cooper.
Franklin — New Palace and Princess; Hums
— The J J ; Industry — Gayety.

INDIANA
New Theaters

Blooming ton — ^Ritz.
Redkey — Lyric.

Openings

I

Changes in Ownership

Anderson — Apollo, sold to Bennett & McMilan by Mrs. Featherstone ; Booneiville —
•Opera House, sold to Cussman by Forrest;
Indianapolis— Circle, Indiana and Ohio,
sold to Publix & Skouras Bros, by Circle Theater Co. ; Jewell, sold to Stone &
Rosenburg by L. Goulden; Lincoln, sold
to Joseph Clausner by V. E. Ehirkle;
PaJace. sold to Loew by Keith; Kokoma—
Grand and Paramount, sold to Hoosier
Theater Co. by Paramount Amuse Co. ;
Indiana and Sipe, sold to Young Amuse.
— ColumMcNevin;
Co. by H.of F.
Theaters
Ohio;
Oxford —Muncie
Princess, sold
bia, sold to T. C. Lacey by Associated
to A. Hickman by H. Atkinson; Peru —
Colonial and Grand, sold to E. T. Goll
by Don Hammer ; South Bend — Honey,
moon, sold to C. W. Rohn by I. B.
Lukaszewski; Terre Haute — ^Indiana and
Western, sold toClosings
I. Libson.
Coalraont — ^Palace; Colfax — Arcade; Harlan
—Variety; Hamlet— Idle Hour; Milford—
Comus.

LOUISIANA
Changes in Ownership

Farmersville— Davis, sold to C. E. Baker bj
A. L. Davis; Jena — La Salle, sold to D
N. Whetley by A. P. Cloud; LecompteRialto, sold to Frank De Grauw by W
L. Brown ; New Orleans — Reo, sold ti
Lacy & Fitzmorris by Dresel & Miller
St. Maurice, sold to Eisworth & Strai:
by O. M. Herbert; Rajrville-^Mecca, solj
to Insley & Graw by J. A. Mc Knight;
Shreveport — Union, sold to Gillian & Haiji
field by O. M. Closings
Dale.
Coushatta —

Dixie; Grammercy

Jonesville — Liberty,

—

Bradjj

Tenth Anniversary
Number of
The Film Daily

Adding a T'wo-Hundred Page Volume
oS Historical Value and Human Interest
to the Library oS All Picture People

To Every Theater
and Newspaper
— Out May 24th

DAILY
THE adjectives are being spilled to
the four winds, with indications
that there will be a run on dictionaries for the next month, now that
the sales conventions arc under way.
♦
♦
*
"Get a load of this," proud sales
managers are telling their sales
forces, as they bubble with enthusiasm over the good things they
have in store for next season.
:^
*
*
Many of the boys are on a merrygo-round, trying to figure out what
it's all about, for they've got a thorough study of the new uniform contract to add to their labors, before
hitting the trail, urged by the great
incentive
and bugaboo — quota.
♦
*
4>

time the mayor presentFROM ed the
Lou Metzger the keys to tlic
city until the close, the boys were
much on their toes. They've got a
le'p
Laemm
Carl 26
of ng
becau
edge,ent
real
res
achievem
inse havi
pictu
e
completed befor
May
1.
*
*
*

boys are going to be on the
spot, thongji. for they've had such
a line-up of hits this year, that it's
going to be hard to dope out just
how "Winnie" Sheehan can better
his production* record
next
year.
*
♦

^L

^

*

Rem^m,ber when the company produced but a few pictures yearly,
selling them on a franchise basis?
Contrast that with its 36 features
and 24 short subjects announced for
1928-29, and its rating as a national distributor operating its own exchanges throughout the coxmtry, and
you appreciate the reason for the
enthusiasm.

• has HOFF
done a MAN,
whale of you'll
a job. admit
With
MH.
John M. Stahl the generalissimo on
the Coast, big things are expected
from T-S this year.
*
*
*
Ned E. Depinet and his men are
in Chicago, for the big ballyhoo.
First National's having a lot to
talk about at the Windy City, in
the meetings now under way.

The company steps into the talking picture field this year with the
Western Electric and phonographic
sound system. Victor is going to
furnish the musical end, which should
prove a real combination.
thing new to sell.

Some-

Joe Kennedy and Lee Marcus will
do their stuff in Chicago May 14.
outlining the 60 features and 72
shorts the company will handle during the new year.
They'll probably have to reinforce
the roof when Kennedy makes his
announcement that Tom Mix. the
one and only Tom, will provide four
pictures for the new program.
:ti

*
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These Here Conventions

Paramount Pep is now very much
in evidence at Washington where
Sid Kent has swung into action
in the first of three sales conventions to be held by the company.
Seveyity-four pictures, he will tell the
A lot of exhibitors should be tak- boys, is their ammunition for the
ing courses in gymnastics in prep- new year. 25 of these are specials, and he's shouting to the world
aration for what's to come. They'll
have cramps from signing contracts, that the company's out for its biggest year. *
if the pep being shown by the var*
*
ious film peddlers is carried through
One of the best bits of news
the selling season.
♦
*
*
to gladden Paramount salesmen's
Time was when a salesman could hearts, is that "Wings" goes out on
enjoy the summer, without being the program next year. Hot diggitypushed to the limit, for he could be dog, what a selling argument with a
backing up for a fresh start in the picture like that to rave about. Paramount officials go to Detroit and
fall, which was the official start of
San Francisco after the Washington
the season.
♦
*
*
meeting, to bring the old pep message to salesmen of the Middle and
However, them days are gone for- Far West.
4<
>i<
*
ever, for they've been advancing the
selling season by leaps and bounds,
However, they'll find that the good
to a point where they threaten to news
has preceded them, so these
overlap. They're announcing the two succeeding
conventions
should
1928-29 product now, and if the be wows.
if
*
*
season keeps moving ahead, it will
be but a few months before the
Watch Warners, is good advice
1929-30 push is on.
for Warners is first under the wire,
♦
♦
♦
having completed its convention the
If that takes place, a salesman will other day. All division and branch
have to hire a secretary to keep track heads of the United States and Caof the calendar, and an exhibitor will
nada were in New York to cheer Sam
need a few more date books to keep Morris' announcement of product for
track of what he has bought.
1928-29.
♦
*
♦
*
*
*
Then if he gets into a jam, the
Harry Warner sounded the keyexchange
can base its arbitration
note of what might be expected,
case on years rather than pictures. when he tvarned the gang that junk
«
*
*
was out, stating that the company
M-G-M's lion is roaring, now that line-up for next year is class-plus.
the sales conventions are under way. People expect a lot in pictures these
There was a ton of pep displayed at days, and Warners will give it to
the Pittsburgh convention and them, he said.
now the gang in the Middle West
and Far West is meeting at Kansas
What
a hotsy-totsy
feeling
to
City.
know
they'll have
Jolson
to sell
♦
♦
*
again next year, plus Fanny Brice
At Pittsburgh, the convention hall and the rest of the Warners.
>•<
*
<*■
at the Penn was gaily decorated
with stars, most prominent of which
They've hit the road, this gang
was the M-G-M lion, Leo, labelled which piled up such a flock of playas the greatest star of them all.
dates for Sam Morris Month in May,
♦
♦
*
and they're prepared to deliver.
*
*
:(<
Forty-four features, 72 shorts and
the News comprise the line-up, and
In Chicago, Tiffany-Stahl campaign managers had difficulty holdthe boys are rarin' to go.
Fifteen
ing the boys in check, so vociferous
hundred new accounts this year, and
word,
that)
were
they in
still stepping
fast.
Keep
your eye (good
on those lion tamers.
their applause* for* the *new line-up.
♦
*
*
Lou Metzger's go-getters in the
East wound up their first regional
meeting at Atlantic City Sunday. Most people go to the seaside
resort for a rest, but there hasn't
been any lying down by the Universal crowd. It's been hit-the-ball
from the start, and they're straining at the leash.

Thursday, May

*

The rest of the schedule will call
for some more hooraying, and it will
be a case of a good time was had by
all, when the big show is over.
♦
*
*
Phil Reisman will be all smiles
when he assembles his boys at Chicago, to spill the news about next
year's line-up. There have been a
lot of ugly rumors, some of them,
no doubt inspired, but the Pathe
force has been going ahead despite
the hammer methods used.

Despite this, if you get an eyeful
of some of the Fox hits, now monopolizing Broadway, and some of the
good things
to come,
stand why the
three you'll
cheersunderand
tiger will be *
very i^
much * in evidence.
Educational is sticking to its last,
as a short subject producer and distributor. The company has been
keeping its plans under cover, hinting at interesting things.
*
«
*
One

thing is sure, the sales organization has been stepping this
year in the face of terrific competition. It's hard work bucking firms
which can offer feature and shorts
together. During the year, the company has recapitalized, entered production and assumed complete
charge of its exchanges. Earle
Hammons has reason to feel proud
of the record.
The convention is to
be held at Montreal.
*
*
♦
Not a peep yet from Cecl Maberry
as to Columbia's convention plans.
Cecil's been too busy selling pictures,
and has been on the go ever since
he took over the post of sales manager. No long-distance sales direction for him, he believes in staying
tact.
in the field, maintaining direct con
*
Columbia's

*
been

*
going

awfully

fast. Well nigh an overnight sensation during the last year. Now the ;
company has its own exchange system, and Maberry is building up
and welding together its sales
force. There'll be plenty to crow
abmit when Columbia's meeting
starts.

Feist Forecasts
(Continued

from

Page

1)

y EreProsperit
on of M-G-^

conventi
sales
Western
in
its final
session
here. The com
sellbusy
too
just
were
boys
The
pany, recognizing v^'hat was to conK
ing film to pay much attention to had therefore lined up what it cor
sidered its greatest production sched
all the wild reports they've been
ule, Feist added.
colon
record
a
hearing. Cracking
More motors have been sold in th
lections in spite of the poison is
something to crow about, and Philo last six months than during any othc
tvill tell them so.
hi,
in thathe industry's
similarhe period
tory,
said. This,
asserted, w:|
but one of many factors which fori
More welcome news, though, will
cast a period of better business whit
be the new season announcement
will not reach its peak until the ei
Around 36 features will . be the of 1929. Referring to radio, Fei
said:
nucleus of the new output, buttressed
"The competition of the ear mu
by a line-up of shorts, which will be
comSennett
be met. That's why this compai
headed by 38 Mack
edies. If that doesn't make the boys
plans bigger things than ever befoi
get up and emulate the red chantipubhc must get superior moti(
The
cleer which is their company empicture entertainment to make the i
blem, we miss a guess.
ducement to go to theaters gre
♦
♦
*
M-G-M This
has we
unofficially
to do.'
propose adopted
enough.
If someone can, stop him from
"Close That toGap"
of instructions
slogan to
sal ■
the whi
boarding trains, "Jimmy" Grainger refers
theater owr
the Fox conventhe
open
to
sell
to
is going
force
tion May 23. What a feeling of
M-G-M one hundred per cent, — ff
satisfuction he'll have in summing
short subjects and news reel
tures,
up the last year, and outlining plans
Hows
by
accompanied
Feist,
for the next.
Dietz, is on his way to the coast.
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CONGRESS TALKS PROBE
NEW TRIAL IS SOUGHT
IN BALTO. BLUE lAW CASE
Baltimore — A new trial motion in
the Sunday Blue Law case against
John G. Callan and associates was
argued before nine judges on the
Supreme Bench here, by John Phillip
Hill, former Congressman, and Paul
B. Mules, attorneys for Callan. Representing the Lord's Day Alliance at
the hearing were Joshua W. Levering and Dr. W. W. Davis.
TTmnJuii^^^ c^iio i.
for Warners;
first week in June.
Betty Morrissey Signed
Betty Morrissey, who appeared
Charlie Chaplin's last three produ
tions, has been signed by M-G-M.

Tapper At Story Confab
Tristam Tupper, author of "Bac
wash," has arrived in HoUywoc
from New York to confer wi
Frank Borzage who is to make t
story for Fox. Charles Farrell w
be featured.

Golfers, Attention!
Arrangements are taking
splendid shape for the 14th
semi-armual Film Golf Tournament, sponsored by THE
FILM DAILY, to be held on
Thursday, May 24, at the
Rockville Country Club on
Long Island. The course will
be in splendid shape and we
are promised unusual eats. A
big prize list awaits those who
do their shooting on the course
instead of in the club house.
The newly formed Motion
IHcture Club is co-operating
and an aiuiouncement of interest will be made early next
week. You can help the committee by sending in your entry, accompanied by ten iron
men, at an early date. It looks
like the biggest of all the Film
Daily Tournaments.

175 COAST CAMERAMEN
FORM ORGANIZATION

Added to Daniels' Cast
Supporting Bebe Daniels in "K irest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
News," will be: Mario Carillo, B
Hollywood — With 175 members,
Hall, Jack Woody, John Kole, W
Wallace, Gino Corrado and Mai the Hollywood branch of the International Photographers of M. P. InTurner Gordon.
dustries, Local 644, has been formed.
Leaders of the new organization
Dooley To Star in 8
contr; claim that a majority of Coast camhis
extended
Having
eramen are being paid 50 per cent
Rillv Dooley, will star in eight ci:
less than last year. They point out
York cameramen's
that
union, the
with New
230 members,
are paid

ANOTHER BUL AIMED
AT FIGHT PICTURES
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— With object of makj ing more stringent the law prohibit; ing interstate transportation of fight
films, a bill has been introduced into
the House by Representative
Hammer, Democrat, of North
Carolina.
Incidentally, half a dozen measures
yhich would repeal the statute are
ow pending in Congress.
• The Hammer
bill would make it
unlawful for a person or company to
(Continued on Page 2)

(Cojitinued on Page 2)

Some Quarters Not Satisfied ^
with Justice Dept. 's Course
IVashington Bureau of THE

DAILY

Washington — Considerable dissatisfaction exists in certain
Congressional quarters over the inquiry of the Department of
Justice into the motion picture industry, despite the fact that
conspiracy charges have been filed by the Government agency
against members of the Hays organization and the thirty-two
Film Boards of Trade. It is reported that a Congressional investigation of the Department will be sought.

Sen. Norris, it is understood, is
preparing a resolution calling upon
the attorney general for a complete
explanation of the entire inquiry. It
has been alleged that investigators
of the Department have found themselves mysteriously hampered when
attempting to get action, that the
suits brought are "friendly" in charNeitherin Universal
Carl Laemmle's
norSt.hisLouis—
own stock
is for dustry.acter and do not fully cover the evils
sale and. on the contrary, both are said to be existent within the in-

U"NOTTOBESOLD,
MID-EAST FORCE TOLD

company's shares
the stated
buying
whenever up
offered,
R. H. Cochrane in a telegram read before the
Universal Mid-Western convention
yesterday. The wire, Cochrane believes, is sufficient refutation to reports regarding the sale of Universal
to other interests.
The
Carl
Laemmle
Medal
of

T TO nLM
BYRD'S DASH TO POLE

(Continued on Page 2)

Paramount cameramen will accompany Commander Richard Byrd
on his airplane dash to the South
Pole. One will remain at the base
Hollywood — Cecil B. DeMille is of operations while another will make
reported as undecided whether to the actual trip to the Pole. Releasing arrangements for the pictures
majce "The Pioneer Woman", or
some other story. In case he de- will be contingent upon the amount
cides not to make that feature Ru- and type of scenes taken.
pert Julian will direct it. Providing
DeMille (Continued
directs himself
it is poson Page 2)

DeMille's Next Film
"The Pioneer Woman"

French Commission Meets
on Film Quota Tangle

U-B Circuit Files an Action
rust Laws
Under U.S. Anti-T
ner Bros., Vitagraph, Standard Film

Cleveland— Attacking the legality
of the Standard Exhibition Contract
and the arbitration system as an alleged violation of the anti-Sherman
trust act, U-B Theatrical Enterprises
have filed suit in the Federal Court
against 11 producers and exchanges.
The defendants include United Artists, the Film Board of Trade, War-

FILM

American
quota
tangle
under
Paris (By
Cable)
— ThewasI-'rancodiscussion yesterday at an extraordinary session of the Government
Cinema (Continued
Control onC^—imission
with
Page 2)

Service, Fox, the Ohio exchange for Midwesco Reorganized ;
Educational, Pathe, Universal and
Paramount.
Managers in Big Switch
Milwaukee — H. J. Fitzgerald, genThe plaintiff charges that neighborhood houses are forced to coneral manager of Midwesco Theaters,
tract for pictures before they are Inc.. has made
in
several changes
made; that they are compelled to personnel.
unDeubach,
William
2)
on Page
( ConJ.tinned
buy pictures
which on are
and
(Continued
Page failures
2)
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Weshner in New Post
David E. Weshner, formerly with
C. C. Burr, has been named publicity and advertising director for the
Stanley Fabian houses in Hudson
mail or deliver fight films from one County, N. Y.
state to another and also for the
party vides
receiving
the more
pictures.
proa fine of not
than It
$1,000,
WAFILMS, Inc
nor less than $500, and sentence to
CaU
Walter A. Putter, Pre«.
imprisonment at hard labor for not
for
more than one year nor less than
three months. Provision is also
Library Stock Scenes
New York
Hollywood
made for the confiscation and de130 W. 46th St.
c/o Leon Schlesinger
stroying of fight films violating the
Bryant 8181
1123 No. Bronson Ave.
law.

175 Coast Cameramen Another Bill Aimed
at Fight Pictures
Form Organization
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued
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Commenting on the report of the
formation of a Coast branch of the
cameramen!s union, William F. Canavan, I. A. T. S. E. president, yesterday reiterated his statement that
no charter will be granted any Coast
group. At present, he said, about 50
members of the national union are
working at the Coast.

Midwesco Reorganized ;
Managers in Big Switch
(Continued

from

better and have less unemployment,
owing to work on industrial and 16
mm. films.

from
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til recently manager of the Oriental,
has been named purchasing agent
with George F. Crismann, formerly
with B. & K. as assistant. Louis
Orlove, formerly in charge of buying, has been made manager of the
Mirth.
Orlove succeeds Milton Harman who has
been transferred to the Savoy. Harry Perlewitz, former manager of the Savoy has
resigned to take over the Jackson, Astor
and Murray which he and John Ludwig
have taken over in Milwaukee. B. R. Giiifiths, formerly with the Fischer circuit, has
been named manager of the Tivoli to succeed Donald Smith who will manage the new
Capitol theater, Racine when it opens in
May.
Charlie Murray, formerly with F. & R.
at Minneapolis, succeeds Deubacb as manager of the (Oriental. Russell Leddy has
been appointed assi^ant production /manager under direction of E. J. Weisfeldt,
while Cliff Gill has been added to the advertising department in charge of publicizing
the circuit's deluxe neighborhood
houses.

"U" Changes in Milwaukee, Too
Milwaukee — Changes in management of several Milwaukee Theater
Circuit houses in Milwaukee are announced. The Venetian, formerly
managed by Emil Franke, is now
under management of Marvin S. Harris, while Franke is to manage the
State. Harry J. Tondreau, former
manager at the State succeeds Harris as manager of the Lake.
The Venetian will use five acts of
vaudeville, employing a stage band
policy with Harry Glaser as master
of ceremonies, each Sunday, in addition to the picture.

French Commission Meets
on Film Quota Tangle

Convention Set for Detroit
Detroit has been selected as the
convention city for the annual sessions of the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees and
M. P. Operators, to be held for six
days, starting June 4. Delegates will
approximate 735. The Tuller will be
convention headquarters, with sessions held at the Moose Temple. Officers will be elected.
Carlos Back From Eiu-ope
Abe Carlos of Quality Pictures returned to New York from Europe
yestei'day after closing deals for his
product. He leaves for the Coast
next week to start production on the
second of the Quality Twelve.

DeMille's Next Film
"The
Pioneer
(Continued
from PageWoman"
1)

sible that Lina Basquette, whom
Pathe has just signed to a long-term
contract, will play the lead.

U-B Files Action
Under Trust Laws
(Continued

from

Page

Batcheller Going to Coast
George Batcheller, president of
Chesterfield, will leave New York for
the Coast in the next few weeks in
connection with his plans for eight
pictures next season. Accompanying him will be Lon Young, who
will supervise production.

"U" Not To Be Sold,
Mid-East Force Told
(Continued

from
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Columbia's been going awfully
it. Well nigh an overnight senion during the last year. Now the
npany has its own exchange sysi, and Maberry is building up
i welding together its sales
ce.
rts. There'll be plenty to crow
nit when Columbia's meeting
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sched-
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Rockville
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Honor, to go to the crack salesmen
of 1928-29 and to be awarded at the
next convention in May, was announced. In design, it will be a
badge of gold studded with diamonds.
The convention ends Saturday at
which time home office executives
will leave for the third and final
meeting in San Francisco.
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also to accept pictures that treat of
subjects undesirable in particular
neighborhoods.
Attacking the system of arbitration the papers allege ten of the defendants have conspired and agreed
U. A. Officials to Coast
service to U-B TheaAl Lichtman, John W. Considine, to discontinue
ters because the latter refused to pay
Jr., and Victor M. Shapiro, all of
an $800 award to United Artists, folUnited Artists, left New York yeslowing arbitration of a dispute over
terday for the Coast, where they will
films.
This,
it is claimed, is a violaconfer with Joseph M. Schenck on
tion of the Sherman act.
1928 releases.
It is asserted locally this is the
first arbitration suit in the history
of the industry to be taken into a
Second Week for "Singapore"
Federal court.
The Capitol will hold "Across to
Singapore" for a second week.

(Continued from Page 1)

Will H. Hays prolonging his stay in
France to await its outcome. Expectations were that the commission
would appoint a sub-committee coml)rising French producers and other
prominent figures in the industry to
confer with a committee representing American film interests.

Change Barrymore Title
Preliminary to opening of the
John Barrymore picture at the Embassy May 17, United Artists has
changed
its title from "Tempest" tj
"Red Tempest."

Cot ^^ s^'^-

This, he asserted.
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Coast Wire Service

"Talkies" Jump Costs
$500,000 ADDITIONAL FOR
SOUND FEATURE PICTURES
Feature length pictures entirely devoted to soniid and voice will cost
$500,000 moTc than present features.
due to increased production time and
other additional costs, Roy Pomeroy
of the Writers'
a meeting
at of
said
Branch
the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences.
Added te Columbia Cast
Anita Stewart, Gaston Glass and
Kuntley Gordon have been added to
the cast of "Name the Woman,"
Columbia production which Erie C.
Kenton is directing.
NeUan Making FBO
Film
FBO
has signed Marshall
Neilan
to make
"Taxi
13," with Chester
Conklin.
Lord to Write Brice Script
Robert Lord will write the story
for Fannie Brice's debut in pictures
for Warners. Production starts the
first week in June.
Betty Morrissey Signed
Betty Morrissey, who appeared in
Charlie Chaplin's last three productions, has been signed by M-G-M.
Tupper At Story Confab

Tristam Tupper, author of "Backwash," has arrived in Hollywood
from New York to confer with
Frank Borzage who is to make the
story for Fox. Charles Farrell will
be featured.
Added to Daniels' Cast
Supporting Bebe Daniels in "Hot
News," will be: Mario Carillo, Ben
Hall, Jack Woody, John Kole, May
Wallace, Gino Corrado and Maude
Turner Gordon.
Dooley To Star in 8
Having
extended
his
contract,
comeight
in
star
will
Dooley,
Billy
edies to be produced by Christie for
Paramount.

JOHN

Roy D'Arcy in Four
A contract calling for four pictures
for Tiffany-Stahl has been signed by
Roy D'Arcy.

A record year is in prospect for
Paramount, it is indicated by first
quarter earnings, which are of record
Back on De Mille Lot
proportions, even eclipsing the prePhyllis Haver has returned to the
vious peak, reached in the correDe Mille studio from her work in
sponding period of 1927.
Estimated earnings in the first
"Battle of the Sexes," and will soon
start work in a new Pathe feature.
quarter of $2,250,000, after all
charges and taxes including nndis
Bancroft's Next Set
tributed share of earnings of Bala"The
Docks
of New
York," an ban & Katz Corp., were equal to
original by John
Monk
Saunders,
$3.27 a share on the 687,379 sharewill be George Bancroft's next. Josef of common stock outstanding comvon Sternberg will direct.
pared with $2,067,000 or $3.01 a
share in the same three months in
Morey, McDonald Added
1927.
Harry T. Morey and Francis McThese returns are also the larges
Donald have been added to cast of
of any third quarter in the historj
"The Perfumed Trap."
Clive Brook of the organization
and are only
and Mary Brian head the cast.
$250,000 below the record of $2,500,000 for the fourth quarter of 1924.
Work Started on "Hot News"
Camera work on "Hot News,"
105^4
new
is under
way.
Neil Daniels'
Hamilton picture,
and Chester
Conklin
74'/,
play other roles. Clarence Badger is
directing.
Close

Quotations

Mankiewicz Titling Two
Herman Mankiewicz is titling
"The Magnificent Flirt," and "The
Big Killing."
Evelyn
Brent En Route Eiast
Evelyn Brent will vacation in New
York.
"Cameraman,"
Keaton
Title
"The
Cameraman"
has
been
chosen as the title of Buster Keaton's
first comedy for M-G-M.
Sudermann

Novel to M-G-M

"Stephen Tromholt's Wife," a
novel by Hermann Sudermann, has
been purchased by M-G-M and will
be filmed as "The Wonder of WoSign New
Paramount
Contracts
men."
Among those signed ta new Paramount contracts in the past few days
are Chester Conklin, Lane Chandler
and Victor Milner, cameraman.

WATERS
COMPLETED

"THE VANISHING
(Zane

"BEAU
"TWO

FIRST QUARTER INDICATES EARNING POWER Of DOLUR
RECORD PARAMOUNT YEAR HIGHESTINNEARLYSYEARS

Montagu Love Signed
Montagu Love has been signed to
make four pictures for TifFany-Stahl.

DIRECTOR
JUST

Financial

PIONEER"

Grey's Story Starring Jack
RECENT
RELEASES

Holt)

SABREUR"
"THE
MYSTERIOUS
RIDER"
FLAMING
YOUTHS"
"NEVADA"
"DRUMS
OF THE
DESERT"

Finishing Two-Year Contract at ParamountAvailable in June
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We Will Build i.
For long term lease to
responsible tenants

DE LUXE THEATRES
in Seattle, Spokane,
Hartford,
Corm., and Washington, D. C.
on properties
controlled owned
by us or

Flatiron Bldg.

New York

18,500

84'A

uni

1914. Purchasing power of the dollar has been enhanced by a net decline in the cost of living of 21.2
per cent since July, 1920, the peak
of the post-war inflation period.

L. N. Financing
ROSENBAUM
1,700
400

99
112'/4
90/2
293 A
127«

112
101%

90%

13.000
400

366

126
16>4
16
4
24
73«
106
21%
8

112!4
.102

.129%

Salea

The earning power of the dollar,
as measured by average living costs,
today stands higher than it has for
nearly five years, according to a survey made by the National Industrial
Conference Board. The dollar is now
worth, on the basis of living costs
during March, 62.1 cents in comparison with its purchasing power of
the pre-war dollar in July, 1914. It
was lowest in July, 1920, when it
stood 48.9 as compared with July,

i66

900

5,100
4,666
400

.W'

EDWARD B. SMITH
&C0.
Membtrs Niw York, Philadtlfhia
and Btsttn Stock Exchanges

3,000
100

600

Corporate
Financing
2.i66
5,700
1.000

(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter
(Bid and Asked).
(s) Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras.
St. Ix>uis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

Nolan
Sells Interest
Canton. O. — Frank Nolan has sold
a half interest in the Orpheum
to
Walter St«uve.
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In Number of Installations
In little more than sixteen weeks Pacent has installed five hundred
Reproducer Systems throughout the United States. In December
Pacent installed the first Pacent System in New Jersey.
Since that time five hundred additional installations have been completed
all the way from Maine to California. Thirty sales and service depots
have been established throughout the United States and Canada and are
working to co-operate in every way possible with the exhibitor.
That Pacent has assumed the lead is best proved by the nation-wide
acceptance of Pacent Reproducer Systems as the standard by which others
are judged.
See the Circuits Using
Pacent :
Stanley Co. of America
Coston
S. &S.
Universal Chain
Saenger
Midwest Theatre Corporation
And 16 others

Pacent will continue to lead the way in equipment, in engineering, in
service, in dollar for dollar value, in fair and square, business-like dealings with exhibitors.

PACENT
FILM
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Louis Gerard Pacent, President

31 Sales and Service Representatives in Principal Film
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CORP.

New York, N. Y.
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COMMIHEE MEETING TO
BREAK FRENCH DEADLOCK
Paris (By Cable)— Effort will be
made Saturday to break the deadlock
in the quota negotiations between
French and American producers, by
a committee of five from each group.
Meanwhile, there has been feeling
aroused by circulation of posters attacking American pictures and their
influence. This, however, has been
done by an unofficial and anonymous
group, and is resented by French film
and government leaders. The Frencii
insist that the 3 to 1 quota is essential.
while Americans are just as firm that
such an imposition would make distribution in France unprofitable.

Sunday,

Price

May 5, 1929

25 Cents

U.S. MOVES FOR INJUNCTION WITH
DEFENSE HiniNG BRIEF CLAIMS
More Golf Prizes!
Additional trophies and cups
for the 16th Semi-Annual Film
Golf Tournament have been
offered by National Theater
Supply Co., Associated Publications, J. P. Muller Adv.
Agency, Jack T. Cosman and
Ira Haupt & Co.
The committee urges all to
send their entries in early. A
special entry blank will be
found on page 12. Sign, enclose ten bucks (which covers
ever5rthing) and shoot it in
immediately. May 22 is the
date and Glen Oaks, in Little
Neck, the place.

TREND TO COLOR WITH
SOUND FILMS IS FORECAST

Concert of Action Held
Illegal — No One Injured,
Defense Replies

\Vith the government insisting
that
the evidence presented in both
Technicolor has a number of big
cases
proves a conspiracy in recontracts on hand, William Travis
straint of trade exists among ten
Jerome stated yesterday. This is in
line with the trend to color with distributors, tiie Hays organization
and Film Boards of Trade, and the
sound pictures emphasized yesterday
defendants contending that none of
by the exclusive story in THE FILM the charges had been proved, briefs
DAILY that Warners and First Na- in the credit and arbitration cases
tional would make 56 all-color sound were filed Friday in Federal Court,
pictures during the next two years. New
York.
The two-color process now in use
Two of them were filed by the
seems to meet the present demands
government, moving for granting of
of the market,
Jerome
states.
Ac(Conliiined on Page 10)
its request for an injunction against
the alleged illegal practices complained of, while the other two were
Members Arriving in N. Y.
Request for a preliminary injuncfiled
by
the defense, praying for distion has been withdrawn by the
for S.M.P.E. Meeting
missal of the complaints. The deKlangfilm-Tobis group in the suit
X'anguard of the membership of the
against Regal Cinema for account- Film Firm "War" Blocking
fense's position was outlined exclusively in THE FILM DAILY.
ing and damages charging that the Fox Boston House, Charge Society of M. P. Engineers, has arrived in New York for the spring In addition to its briefs, the defense
Western Electric equipment installBoston — "Undercover war" be- meeting to be held May 6 to 9. The Friday filed a reply memorandum in
ed in the theater infringes patents of
tween large picture organizations is
the group. J. E. Otterson, president holding up construction of the new Park Central Hotel is headquarters rebuttal to statements made in the
of Electrical Research Products, was Fox theater and office building on for the meeting. Papers on the var- government briefs.
ious phases of sound pictures and
advised by cable Friday. The hear- the Hotel Touraine site, William K.
Tiie "one and only purpose" of the
ing consumed but three minutes.
Bean, realtor, ciiarges. Taxpayers equipment are to highlight the session. credit committee system and of the
{Continued
on
Page
3)
Attendance of 250 is anticipated.
operation of credit committees is to
In withdrawing request for the
compel each new owner of a tiieater
preliminary writs, following presento assume and complete existing
tation of an affidavit by Western
contracts of the former owner, acElectric counsel, the plaintiff asked
(Continiicd on Page 10)
for a speedy trial of the case, which
is a test of validity of Western Electric patents in England.
Protection. An important element in the success- "U" to Make "Phantom"
MONDAY:
ful operation of de luxe theaters. Accepted as a necessity, yet
The decision of the court gives the
Sequel in Sound and Color
plaintiff two weeks to present argurarely does discussion of it seep into the public prints. But
ments for the case after which West- the system will get its full measure of the spotlights glare when the
Universal has acquired all screen
ern Electric has a month's time for
rights to "The Return of the Phanfts defense.
gets. under
Coastin Theaters
against asFoxan West
governme
n willaction
tom," sequel to "The Phantom of the
it is.
And way.
this business
essential
be stressed
Protectiont's
Opera." It is by the late Gaston
The one danger that we discern from this mountain peak is the inclina- Leroux, who died before the manu1,780 Houses Wired for
tion to cover too much territory and too many days ....
script was completed, but left the
W.E. Sound Reproduction
Some
of
the
smaller
producers
out
Hollywood
way
are
concernplot
well
outlined and the story sufWestern Electric has wired a total
ficiently advanced for Universal to
ing theniselves about the effect of talkers on double feature bills. The
of 1,780 houses, the company states.
it. The picture will be made
camp has divided itself. There are some who believe sound will end develop
with full dialogue and sound effects

W.E. WINS nRST ROUND
IN BRITISH PATENT FIGHT

A Test Case

Audio Vision Formed for
RCA-Victor Manufacture

the practice. It is difficult to foretell, of course, but it is this column's
"The Phantom"
color.
the record
of Universal
grosses.
fervent hope that the ill-advised type of showman who goes in for the holds
and probably
dual program cuts it out. It cheapens the theater and serves to saturate
Audio Vision Appliance Co., has the public with too much film at one sitting. . . .
Pantages Denies Publix
been formed to take over the manuUndercover Stuff
facturing unit of the merged interests
Seeking
Part
of Chain
Tuesday : The light of day occasionally takes time to seep through, West Coast
of Victor Talking Machine Co., and
Bureau.
THE
FILM
DAILY
This is merely apropos of that United
RCA. E. E. Shumaker, Victor presi- but filter through it does.
Hollywood — Denial that Publix is
dent, heads the new company, which Artists-Warner deal.
It .seems
the Warners are interested in U. A., seeking any of the Pantages houses
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued
on Page 2)
is made

by .Alexander

Pantages.
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Introduces "Blue" Ordinance
Dothan, Ala. — Alderman Charlie
Newton has introduced an ordinance
proihibiting Sunday amusements.
Harry Matthews Dies
Owensboro, Ky. — Harry E. Matthews, local manager of Strand
Amusement Co. interests, died recently. He was 62 years old.
To Rebuild Portland House
Portland, Ore. — L. H. Hoffman
will rebuild the People's here.
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is taking over the Victor plant at
Camden, N. J. Radio-Victor Corp.,
of America has been formed to handle
sales.

Loud Speakers Inside
Sound Picture Screen
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Universal Loud
Speaker Screen Co. is making a
screen here for sound pictures, which
has four loud speakers inside the
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screen.
For other up-to-the-minute news
on developments in theater equiqiment and sound pictures, turn to
page 5 and 7.
Warner
with Loew's
Cleveland
— Eugene
P. Warner,
Music Week to be Observed
National Music Week, which will formerly of the Keith Palace publicity staff, is now with the publicity
be held from May 5 to 11, will receive the co-operation of many ex- and exploitation department of
hibitors throughout the country who Loew's Ohio Theaters.
Montague in N. Y.
A|be Montague of Independent have availed themselves of suggestions outlined by the Music Week
Films, Columbia's franchise holders committee for arranging tie ups with
in the New England States, is in
Civic Groups and schools in local
New York for a brief stay^ to confer sections.
with Jack Cohn, treasurer of the company on forthcoming talkers.
Warners' All-Color Talker
West
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
fiOWNS
AI>iD
Otterson Back in N. Y.
I 14.37 "B"i^AV. «
Hollywood — "On With the Show"
f^^m
J. E. Otterson, president of Elec' . ■ ALSO ZS.6I
trical Research Products, has re- is Warners' first all-color talker. Five
turned to New York from the Coast. stage scenes are included in this revue.

Completing Netoco House
Portland, Me. — The new Netoco
house, the State, will be housed in a
22 story office building nearing completion here. The house will seat 2,500 and is part o_f the $1,750,000 real
estate development. Herbert W.
Rhodes is architect.

GREAT

formerly known as "The

BROOKS
COSTUMES

Inc.

Road

Personally directed by JAMES

CRUZE,
Hollywood

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems !
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists ia

GABBO"

100% dialogue

Executive Offices
6066 Sunset Blvd.
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8
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Hollywood
— "Burlesque"
will and
introduce the combination
of colors
sound photographed simultaneously
on the same film. Heretofore sound,
when used with color film, has been
projected either by the use of separate
film — one containing color and the
other the voice track — or by the disc
method of reproduction, all early tests
having shown the gelatine on colored
celluloid causing discord in the tiny
adjoining sound track.

CRUZE,

JAMES

Berg
F. Hynes
Coast News

Audio Vision Formed for
"Burlesque" to Introduce
Manufacture
Sound, Color on One Film RCA-Victor
(.Continued from Fage 1)

annoimces the production of

"THE

Kami

REVIEWS

West Coast Bureau, THE

May 5-11
National Music Week.
May 7 Opening
of "Mother's
Boy" at
Cohan, New
York.
May 6-7 Convention of Texas exhibitor unit,
Dallas.
May 6-9 Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York.
May 9 Opening
of "The
Central, New
York.Squall" at the
May 20 Annual Convention of American
Federation of Musicians at Denver.
May 22 Annual Spring Film Daily Golf
Tournament at Glen Oaks, Little
Neck, L. I.
June 1-9 American Theater Equipment Exposition and Exhibitors Institute
at Chicago.
June 11-12 Convention of Oklahoma exhibitor unit at Oklahoma City.
June 17-18 :Summer convention of North
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrightsville, Beach, N. C.

Maurice

MOTION

Show"
CRUZE

Inc.

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

Studios
1440 Gower St.

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

THE
Sunday,
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STAGE PLAY FILMING IN
SEQUENCE HELD PRACTICAL
Feasibility of making a sound film
version of a stage show in the same
sequence as it is presented on the
■-tage was shown during filming of
Lady Fingers" by the Spoor proct ss, states E. E. Bucher, executive
vice president of RCA-Photophone.
During the filming regular cameras
were placed 50 feet from the stage,
to obtain footage to be used for
editing purf^oses. This was 30 feet
ahead of the stereoscopic camera.
The scenes were shot twice, once with
a directional "mike" placed behind the
camera, and one with a direct "Mike"
iiung overhead on the stage.

Film Firm "War Blocking
Fox Boston House, Charge
(Coniinurd from Page

1)

liave objected to closing of a street
lor the project, with a hearing scheduled Mav 15.
Business Men Backing House
Chatham, Ont. — Business men of
Sarnia, Ontario, are back of the Harris Theaters, Limited, which has
started the erection of a theater here.
\L Harris is the head of the organization.
Charlottesville House Wired
Charlottesville, Va. — F. W. Twyman, manager of the Jefferson, has
announced the completion of the installation of Western Electric sound
svstem.
Repairing

We

are Pleased to Announce

The Spring Meeting
of the

Society of
Motion Picture Engineers
New York City
MAY

6-9, 1929

Damage

H'est Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Reconstruction has
been started on the West Coast theater at 632 Avalon Blvd., recently
damaged by fire.
Mann at Chico
Chico, Cal.— W. P. Mann has succeeded Paul Nelson as manager of
the National.

New Theaters
Placerville, Cal. — Management of the Elite
will build another house here.
N. Attlebore, Mass. — Netoco's Community
ha3 been opened with George S. Hanscomb
as manager.
Salem, Mass. — The Salem Realty Co. will
build a 2,300 seat house.
Camp Custer, Mich. — A house will he built
to replace the Liberty which was destroyed
by fire.
Faribault, Minn. — A theater is being built
here.
Marion, Ind. — Fourth Ave. Amusement
Co. has opened the Indiana. House is wired
for sound pictures.
Cortland, N. Y.— If Fox does not build
here, one will be built by William A. Dillon of Ithaca.
Akron, O. — Dave Nolan is managing the
Loew's Akron, combination house, which
opened recently.
Hartford City, Ind. — Charles and Mrs.
Gucker have opened the Dawn. They will
install sound equipment soon.
Anniston, Ala. — The Calhoun Hotel Co.
will build here.
Corpus Christi, Tex. — R. & R. Gulf Amusement Co. will build a 2,000 seat house.
San Francisco— The Marion Davies theater has opened.
Burnett, Tex. — -George Shaw will build a
house to cost $17,000.

' * Through the Society of Motion Picture Engijieers
knowledge has been increased^ interest created and
pride developed which have been a tremendous force
for the advancement of the industry in its
technical departments. ' '

INTERNATIONAL
PROJECTOR CORPORATION
Manufacturers of

SIMPLEX
NEW

PROJECTORS
YORK, N. Y.
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Explosion

our interFriday: The latest of be
striking
esting mergers appears to
hidden reefs. The United Artists
members, so our bloodhounds sniffg
out are not in accord about sellin
control to the Warners. Yet Brothers
Harry, Abe and Jack want their firm
at
grip on the steering wheel or noteach
all. So it stands, except that
hour brings Harry M. Warner closer
bounding over
to New York. He's and
Monday is
the main from Paris
the arrival day. ...
Another upset is centered in Los
Angeles. The Pantages deal, apparently all set with R-K-O, is also
developing temperament, although in
this case, it is of the financial ilk.
There seems to be a difference on
property valuations and, while both
parties are sitting around a common
table, somehow or other their feet
don't seem to touch.
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Presentations

A Test Case
(Continued from Page

Sunday, May

S. BERG,

VALLEE AND BAND PULL SPRINGTIME ATMOSPHERE
PLENTY AT PARAMOUNT FOR THE ROXY STAGE

Famous Players Gets Quebec House
Quebec— The Auditorium, largest
theater in the Citadel City, has been
acquired by Famous Players Canadian Corp., which previously had arranged for the erection of a large
house here. No announcement is
forthcoming whether F-P will proceed
with the new house or not.

Stockton House For West Coast
Stockton, Cal.— Fox West Coast
Theaters have signed a SO year lease
with E. L. Wilhoit and associates
and announced plans for theon conthe
struction of a $350,000 house
site of the California theater. The
California will be razed July 1.

The overture

The Paramount sihow was all toutce with
appearan
Vallee's
for Rudy ut
his ed Connectic
Yankees,
but as a
of fact the much-advertised
matter
bandsman does not appear till the end
But that was
of the presentation.
enough
for the fans, especially
the
women, who audibly raved after he
finished cooing his "I Love You" in
his soft lyric voice through a meganeeded
was
phone. And the meg.
to carry his light voice through the
big house.
His band
is limited to
seven, without any brass, wth Rudy
doing most of the work with his sax
and sexy singing voice.
The stage
was set to represent the band platform of a night club, with tables at
seated there.
the side with couples
The earlier part of the program
is
carried by the orchestra from the pit,
with the Vallee
band
in the background until Vallee
comes
out for
the finish.
Then the stage band is
moved
forward
on the sliding platform. Fifi D'Orsay acted as mistress
of ceremonies till Vallee's appearance.
She did a baby number with a French
accent.
Janies demons
was good
doing a comedy drunk with eccentric
The Gambysteps and a neat song.
Hale Girls appeared in plumed headgear and reversible colored costumes
front and back, assisted by five boys.
The Three
Demons, an outstanding
sensational
did some
group,
adagio
stuff that added nice contrast to the
class work of the Vallee aggregation.

Cleveland House Leased
Cleveland — The Orpheum, East
Ninth St., has been leased by the
Chester-Ninth Theater Co. Max Lefkowitz is president. Lefkowitz and
his associates operate a circuit of
houses in Cleveland.

2 Bridgeport Houses Silent
Bridgeport, Conn. — The Strand
and the Fox Poli Globe are the
sionly downtown theaters playing ly
lent pictures. The Globe recent
dropped burlesque.
Pittsfield House
Opened
The Union
—
Mass.
ield,
Pittsf
Siquare, closed since last November,
five act vauhas reopened with e a pictur
e policy.
deville and featur
Thursand
y
changes Monda
Progr
days. am

Buy Chicago House
and
Silverman
Chicago — Edward
the
over
taken
have
Sidney Spiegel
Goldwon.
Harry
from
Embassy
equipment
sound
Electric
Western
Iwill be installed.

Nice presentation at the Capitol
headed by Charles King of "Broadway Melody" fame who sings several
of his hits. But King is much better
on the screen than on the stage, for
his voice failed to carry strong to the
far reaches of the house. Still, the
way the audience received him indicated that they were thoroughly satisfied. He sang "Broadway Melody"^
and "WeddinjT of the Painted Doll."
Dave Schooler, master of ceremonies,
was at the piano. The show was a
Chester Hale production called
"Shades
of Blue,"
and was
neatly

DEVILLE
VAU
for Motion Picture Preaentalion
The FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE

LaoLawanna

ISSl BKOASWAY.

AGENCY

7876

NKW

YORK

terludes, starting with "My
Lady's
Pillow," a gorgeous arrangement of
the ballet to represent an enormous
fancy boudoir pillow.
The girls then
wient
through
some
pretty
formations, manipulating their vari-colored
costumes
to produce
a variety
of
beautiful designs, then closing by going back to the pillow formation for
the curtain.
This was followed by
the Roxyettes dressed as midinettes,
and dancing their tap on the boxes.
As usual, they were one of the highlights of the bill. Closed with "At
the
Convent,"
a gorgeous
church
fancy with a cathedral
setting and
the choir in white robes parading to
the chancel
where
the altar lights
burned.
The ballet and ballet corps
were used, with M. Vodnoy featured.
A light entertainment, judged by the
Roxy
standards,
but sufficiently diversified to go over nicely.
staged with a nice balancing of talent.
The Chester Hale Girls did two nice
routines, and the stage band was
second to King in collecting applause
with some well arranged numbers.
Estelle Fratus did a nifty tap, with
Bert Nagel & Company doing fair
pantomime work made up as cats.
Schooler continues to hold his popularity, and it seems well earned, for
he has got that band working in
great form and Dave knows how to
work with the featured acts in an un- J
obstrusive way that gives them all
the breaks that can be had. He is a
ters of ceremony.
diplomat
among the Broadway

mas-

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

CITT

Roxy was an

arrangement
of Romberg's
"Lover
Come Back to Me."
The stage entertainment led off with a holdover,
"Voices of Spring," quite a lengthy
number beautifully staged with Leonide Massine and Patricia Bowman
doing some unusual work and Isabel
Norwood
and
Douglas
Stanbury
handling the vocalizing.
The Roxy
Ballet Corps were used throughout,
as well as the Roxyettes.
The
divertissements consisted of three in-

CHARLES KING LEADS THE
CAPITOL STAGE SHOW
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NEW
DEVELOPMENTS
IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

OAILV

SOUND
By CHARLES

52 POSSIBILITI[S FOR TALKERS HAVE GREAT
OPENING AT OHAWA
TEXAS SOUND FIRST RUNS
Dallas — I'ifty-twt) first run sound
possibilities per individual picturtand eight subsequent run possibilities per picture were to have been
offered in the Dallas market, as of
May 1, according to "The 1929 Texas Theater Almanac," compiled and
published by Don C. Douglas, secretary of the Film Board. The volume
is the fifth annual edition, and is replete with information concerning
the Dallas market.
Sound equipment was to be in operation as of May 1, as follows, according to "The Almanac": 69 Western Electric (all dual systems), four
Bristolphones, seven Pacents and
three Photo-talkers. There are, of
course, many orders on hand for the
various systems, which number has
been increased considerably sincipublication of "The Almanac."

Ottaw.'i — Talkers opened sensationally at H. F. Keith's, the Centre and
Regent here, the city hailing a new
era in entertainment. The picturc^
were respectively: "Syncopation,'"
"The Iron Mask" and "The Broadway Melody." With this development, Ottawa was having screen
synchronization in seven local houses.
The new
with
talking
filmspolicy
calls atforKeith's
continuous
performances with the five acts of
vaudeville being presented three
times daily with full orchestra. Formerly there were two performances
daily. There is no advance in prices.
.\X the Centre, where United Artists
and First National features are to
be shown. Manager Don Stapleton
has raised prices ten cents while
daily performances start at 12 noon
instead of 1:30.

Traveltone Demonstration
Trend to Medium-Priced
Equipments, Gennett Says in Exhibitor's Own House

Kansas City — Declaring that flyby-nights are being eliminated in
stabilization of the sound cquiimH'iit
business. Fred Gennett, head of the
Starr Piano Co., stated on a recent
visit here that the trend is toward
medium-priced equipment. E.xhibitors
who install cheap machines usually
find them unsatisfactory, he state.-.
The Starr firm manufactures tlio
Gennett synchronizer, which is tlistributed by CJeneral Sound Equipment Co.

95% Favor Talkers
Over Silents in Survey
Tuskogee, Okla. — ^ Ninety-five per
cent of patrons who replied to a
questioiniaire by F. L. Wadsworth,
Jr.. of the Rose, favor sound over
silent pictures. Seventy per cent
stated they were willing to pay increased admissions for talkers. Seventy per cent were in favor of talkers and acts, rather than silent feature and silent shorts.

IraxchuiK ."^alo Cor))., upon u.xH ))itcir rt-dUf-t now dtTers to make
demonstrations in the exhibitor's
theater. A portable machine is installed in one hour's time, a demonstration given, the sale arrangement
completed, and the portable removed
from the house, all within two hours,
the company states. The firm has
both
ments. portable and permanent equip-

Sydney Exhibitors Probe Talkers
S\(liK-y — A special meeting of the
New South Wales M. P. Exhibitors
Ass'n has been called for probing of
talker issue. .Many suburban exhibitors have been hard hit during the
i)a>t few mont'.is. not due to the
drawing power of talkers, but because
: the standard of silent pictures have
fallen off considerably and many picI tures, which prior to sound, has been
specials now prove to have only ordinary program drawing power.

Royal Amplitone Deal in South
New (.)rleans — Gus A. Doering,
president of Southern Pipe Organ
Synchronous Mellaphone Installed
Cadogan, Pa. — Mellaphone, which Co., has taken on distribution of the
recently added a synchronous at- Royal -Vniplitone in six southern
tachment to its non-synchronous ma- states, Louisiana, Mississippi. Alachine, has installed the new model
bama, Georgia, Florida and Tennessee. The account will be handled
in the Cadogan here. The double
turntable device can be attached to out of the local branch with G. B.
Mars in charge of sales. Doering
any type projector.
will spend a great deal of his time
Using Different Systems
in New Orleans and in the southern
Kansas City — Jay Means is wiring
his four theaters here. Western Elec- territor\-.
tric equipment is slated for the Oak
Bellingham House Wired
Park; Phonofilm for the Bagdad, and
IJellingliam, Wash. — RCA-PhotoPhototone at the Murray and Pros- phone equipment
has been installed
pect.
[at the Grand.

TIPS

ON
EQUIPMENT
VICES
AND
VARIOUS
ARE NOWUEAVAILABLE

|

F. HYNES

NEW PHONOHLM PIJINT
IS OPENED IN NEW YORK

Sees Radio Alliance
Sound films in color and a
permanent alliance between pictures and radio are forecast
within the next few years by
Paul August Harle, publishereditor of "La Cinematographic
Francaise," French trade paper, who is in New York for a
study of the sound situation.
He is to visit Rochester and
Hollywood in connection with
the survey he is making.

"Voice of Action" for
Midwesco Chain Houses

A new factory has been opened
by General Talking Pictures Corp. in
New York. It is under the same
management as the original plant of
the Del-'orest Phonofilm and Phonodisc reproducing equipment. Dr. Lee
De Forest is chief engineer of both
plants. Bert Rosenberg continues as
general superintendent. Chester Tappan contiinies as general manager of
proJuction with Duncan Fyfc as engineer supervising manufacture and
Ed Scahill as engineer in charge of
assembling. The opening marked beginning of the manufacture of the
Junior DeForest Phonofilm and
Phonodisc for houses of 750 seats or
less. The additional facilities puts

.Milwaukee — H. J. Fitzgerald, general manager of the Fox-Midwesco
circuit, states "The Voice of Action"
sound equipment will be installed
shortly at the Miller, Princess, Savoy, Tivoli and Mirth. The circuit
is also installing sound equipment in
DeF'orest
devices on aof basis
of 44 reproducing
machines a
ts two Neenah and Menasha the- production
aters.
week.

May, 1929, Release

GENNETT UNSYNCHRONIZED RECORDS
To Be Used for Exhibition in Public Places
0212
0213

Marry
March

Widow
(From

Waltz — (lencval Use
"Nutcracker Suite") — Juvenile

Orchestra
Scenes
Orchestra
Song Of Love (From
"Blossom Time") — Love Scenes, General U.se
0214
Orchestra
0215 The Herd Girl's Dream — .Mnine, .Sliepherd Scenes. .Harp, Violin, Cello, Flute
0216 Smilin' Through — Happy and Peaceful Home Scenes. Hani.Volin, Cello, Flute
0217 (a) General Confusion Of Voices — Conventions,
I.arge Social Gatherings
(b) Excited Crowd Voices — Haselial. Football Camt-s, Mobs, etc.

WRITE

FOR COMPLETE

Marching,

Play

CATALOG

containing
0132
0131
0133

many additional "effects" taken from life and recorded
by the latest electrical methods.
"Evei-yday
Effects Needed Every
Day"Passing, Receding
Passenger Trains
Appro.iching,

Freight Trains
Approaching,
I'assing. Receding
Airplane Effects — (a) Varied, (b) Constant
0134
Fire Apparatus — (a) Intermittent,
(b) Continumis
0156 Machine Gun Fire — (a) Intermittent,
(b) Continuous
0157 Automobile Crashes — (a) 4 Crashes with Screams, 3 Without, (b) Continuous
Crash
0170
Laughing — (a) One Man, (b) Two
Men. (c) Scveial Persotw
Bugle Calls — (a) Reveille, (b) Assembly,
(c) Retreat, (d) Taps, (e) Aaps
Kcho
0171
0198
0199
Drums for Marching — Church Chimes — Clock Strikes (12) — Knocking at Door
Screams — Snores — Typewriters
0200
Motorcycle — (a) Start and Fade, (b) Continuous
Manufacturing
Noises — (c) Planer, (d) Punch
Press, (e) Automatic
Hammer, (f) .Anvil
0202
0201
(a) Howling Winter Winds,
(b) Blizzard with Howl of Wind
(a) Steamboat
Whistle
(Two
Continuous),
(b)
Police
Whistle,
(TwoContinuous)

O203

0204

Dog Barks (Two Dogs)- Fox
Baby Crying — Continuous

Chases,

Hunting

Scenes

ON SALE IN ALL CITIES
Place your order with your Theatre Supply House for your needs
whether one record or a complete set.

GENNETT

RECORDS

RICHMOND,
Woodside, L. I., New York
6010 38th Ave.
HAVemeyer 6401

IND.
Los Angeles, Calif.
1344 So. Flower St.

T^r^'iUlXff'^u^
24 Westerns from Davis for 29-30
DAILY

Sunday, May

Four Stars Series Planned by Independent Producer Who is Making 16 Westerns This Year — Independents
See Opportunity in Western Field — Ralph Wilk's Studio Personals and Other Wired News of Coast Production

TEN Of 16 WESTERNS
ARE COMPLETED BY DAVIS
With ten of the 16 westerns on its
current program completed, J. Charles Davis Prod, is planning 24 westerns for the 29-30 program. Narrowing down of the field of western production by nearly all major producers except Universal, is looked upon
by the company as opening up a favorable market for independentlymade westerns. Three stars for the
ne.\t year's product already have been
signed, with the fourth soon to be
under contract, when names of the
four will be announced. Each star
will make six pictures.
The 16 for the current year consist of eight Art .Acord and eight
Yakima Canutt features. The six
remaining on the scliedule will be
completed by September, states
President J. Charles Davis, 2nd.
Last year, Davis made eight Bob
Custer westerns.
M-G-M
Signs Bertram
Harrison
Bertram
Harrison, stage director,
has been signed to direct for M-G-M.
Beebe, Drexel Free-Lancing
Marjorie Beebe and Nancy Drexel
are leaving Fox to free-lance.
Title Set For M-G-M Revue
"Tlie Hollywood Revue of 1929,"
has been definitely set as the title
for the M-G-M revue. Charles Riesner and Christy Cabanne are codirecting with Bessie Love, Anita
Page, Charles King, Joan Crawford, Marion Davies, William Haines,
Buster Keaton, Marie Dressier, Cliff
Pldwards, Brox Sister and Natacha
Natova in the cast.
Le Roy For "Johnny Jones"
Mervyn LeRoy besides directing
"Little Johnny Jones," screen ver■sion of the Geo. M. Cohan stage
play, for First National will also play
the leading role as the jockey.
Ford Cast For "Fast Life"
James Ford has been given a part
in First National's "Fast Life' and
turing Douglas
Fairbanks,
Jr
feaLoretta Young.

GEORGE

Harry Cording, one of the screen's
M-G-M has
best "menaces," has been given the
E. Hopper
Mason Signed
Hopper, By director,
role of "Gallagher" in "The Isle of been added to the M-G-M directoru
Lost Ships," which h-vin Willat is
ial staff.
directing at First National. Harry
attracted
much
attention in "The
Byron Morgan Get Contract
By RALPH
WILK
Patriot" and*"Christina."
*
*
Byron Morgan, scenarist, has
Hollywood
Hollywood is full of "human in- signed a new contract with M-G-M.
STAGE producers are not going to
terest" stories. We know a sce- He is author of "College Days,"
sit idly by while Hollywood ennarist, who failing to land a studio directing.
talking picture which Sam Wood is
tices their stars away, judging from
job,
drove
a
milk-wagon
all
night
the bidding for the services of Nancy
and spent part of the daytime purWelford, who is featured in "The
suing work on the "lots." His perEARL BALDWIN
Gold Diggers of Broadway," which serverance won and he is again
Roy Del Ruth is directing for Warner writing scenarios.
DIALOGUE
*
*
*
Bros. Flo Ziegfeld has offered Nancy
the starring role in the musical verMaurice Revnes is one of Pathe's
sion of "East *Is West."
*
*
most active producers. He has "Paris
Botmd" hi production and will soon
CULVER
CITY
4510 OR
PATHE
It is impossible to enter a Holly- have Ina Claire facing the camera
wood studio without having the pleaTruth." Hr has ensant experience of meeting an Eaton. in "ThegagedAwful
Paul Harvey, who appeared in
At Fox ymi will find young Charles
Eaton, while over at Radio you will the stage version of "The Awful
andTruth," to play the same role in the
THE
find Pearl Eaton training chorus talker.
*
*
*
Doonray ol Hospltalitir
girl for "Rio Rita." Their cousin, Edwin Mills, who is ten years old, was
Rasch inRasch,
"Backstage
recently featured in a Hollywood
Albertina
dance Blues"
producer,
stage production of "Courage." hi has been signed by Paramount to
June, the Batons will be joined by stage the big dancing sequence in
their sister, Mary, who is to be
"Backstage Blues," featuring Moran
starred by Paramount. By the way, and
Mack in an original by Octavus
their sister, Doris, made a hit in the Roy Cohen.
Hollywood Music Box revue, produced by Lupino Lane.
"Bugs" Baer to Write Dialogue
*
*
*
"Bugs"
Baer will write dialogue
for six RKO productions.
Hat"
"native.
gone
has
Fay
Frank
Frank can be seen dashing up
less,
and down
Hollywood
Boulevard.
*
*
*

A Little
from

ff

Lots

LAUGHS

T'other day, one of our best known
producers ushered an Eastern visitor
into the private dining room of his
studio. "Here is where my executives eat— U7itil
he said.
* I * fire 'em,"
*
Lya Mara, European star, is en
route to Hollywood to visit her husband, Frederick Zelnik, and to study
the talkers. Zelnik, who has produced several important pictures
abroad, is now attached to the Paramount studio. Among his foreignmade pictures are "The Crimson
Circle" and "The Blue Danube."

HARVEY GATES
Writer
WARNER BROTHERS

SCARBOROUGH

Consu'ting

Dramatist

United Artisti

"The Desert Song

»»

RAY
HARRI
Feature
Dialogue
Writer

S
yNTER tha iloorwmy •#
this popular hottelry and you feel at bom*.
There's an atmosphcra of cordial welcoM*
which marks the difference between tk«
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary hotels.
Tour room, too, has that added touch
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, overstuffed furniture, a floor lamp and wading
lamp . . . these are but a few of the fcatnna
that make you feel at home.
Pis'n Whistle Dining Service Insures the
best of food. Therefore, when you ara ne»t
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

THE

PATHE

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine

Street at Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIFORNIA

*'

■s

&m
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Theater

Equipment
By CHARLES

LOBBY POSTER SERVICE
LAUNCHED BY NEW FIRM

TALKING SHOP

F. H^BS

^

Harrisburg, Pa. — Drilling for
water is under way at the State
here, as an aid to its coolirg
system. Manager C. M. Gibble says he hopes to strike a
spring down about 300 feet.

C. E. HAS NEW TICKET
TOTALING^EOUIPMENT

Schenectady — 'TotaJing equipment
for ticket sales has been developed
Bridgeport,
Conn.
—
To
provide
exSteady
Advance
Being
by General Electric. It covers sales
hibitors at low cost with posters deMade by National Screen
of tickets of different prices, from as
signed by leading poster service artists. Poster Art Design Service has
Service
Due
to Wider
many as 50 d'ffercnt windows.
been formed with studios here. The
Whether the sales occur successiveTrailer Use
company is headed by J. Edwin
ly or simultaneously, the totalizing
Elicker, formerly art director for
equipment will function and correctStanley theaters in Philadelphia and
ly total all sales.
Radio-Keith-Orpheuni has again
Fo.\-I'oli houses here. He is invenThe equipment involves the use of
STEADY progress is being made by
tor of the patented system which the engaged the services of the organiza- a motor-driven ticket machnie. A key
National Screen Service. The ad- firm will market. Charles H. Armtion of M. G. Harbula, consulting
depressed in the usual manner to
vance has been consistent and is acstrong, former vaudeville producer. engineers of Chicago and New York; is
issue a ticket of specified value. This
companied by increasing gross, being
this
time
to
prepare
designs
and
rolled up by the sales organization is treasurer, R. E. Stewart, associ- specifications, obtain bids, award starts the motor which runs until the
ated with Fox-Poli, is an inactive
headed by Pat Garyn, as a result of member of the company.
contracts and also to take entire ticket is cut off and ejected through
increase of the use of trailers.
The service will contain miniature charge of the installation and super- an opening in the top face plate of
vision of air cooling plants in the the machine. During this operation,
posters designed and drawn by a
new
Keith
Memorial, Boston, the an electric circuit to the totalizing
National Screen has exclusive con- staff of metropolitan artists mainnew
Keith-AIbee,
Flushing, Long machine is momentarily interrupted.
tracts with a number of producers for
tained by the corporation, and inIsland
and
the
Keith-Albee
Palace, Each key is associated with two regiscludes
a
system
whereby,
through
the making of trailers with scenes
ters of the Veeder counter type, one
from the pictures they advertise. In the use of a machine known as a Akron, O. Plans and specifications
registering continuously while the
posterscope,
these
posters
can
be
have
been
completed,
contracts
aladdition, the firm makes a number of
ready awarded and the plants are in other can be reset to conform with
stock trailers of the announcement enlarged and painted with the use
the serial number of tickets issued.
type, covering various messages which of suggested color combinations by the process of installation at the
present
time.
Contracts
in
each
case
An impulse-collecting device resign
men
with
little,
if
any,
artistic
the exhibitor may desire to put over ability.
sponds to the ticket machine operaprovide that the plants be in operato his patrons.
tion and functions to place an impulse
tion between June 1 and 6. Harbula
Posters will be designed for all rein the totalizing device.
leases of principal producers. Busi- is in New York directng the work.
ness operations are to be under way
Among companies with which exclusive contracts are held are: First by May 15, with first issue of the
National, RKO, Columbia, Para- service ready then.
mount, Fox, M-G-M, Universal and
Artists everywhere also will be able
United Artists. These trailers are to see pictures of Broadway fronts
distributed from three central points, which are to be published along
New York. Chicago and Los Angeles, with news stories of particular interwith branches maintained in a numest to poster artists, Elicker says.
— thirty branches located in strategic sections
ber of other keys.
of the country, ready to serve every need of
Kessler Selling Sentry
the American Exhibitor.
There have been a number of reCleveland — John Kessler, former
ports of an impending merger in- owner and manager of the Alhambra,
— day and night maintenance service, to
volving the company, but these are Canton, is now in charge of sales of
"keep the show going."
scouted bv officers of the company.
Sentry Safety in Ohio. Kessler is
Meanwhile, further expansion is to making his headquarters in the offices
— the service of expert installation men for
be undertaken, it is said.
of the National Theater Supply Co.
every phase of theatre equipment, assuring
the application of equipment best suited to
Lighting Institute Open June 1

Harbula Handles Coolinff
of Three R-K-0 Houses

the individual theatre's needs.

Formal opening is planned June 1
of the Lighting Institute at the
Grand Central Palace, New York,
sponsored by the VVestinghouse
Lamp Co. A large portion of it will
be devoted
to theater
lighting.

— products of the highest quality, which have
demonstrated their actual merit before being

To sum itoffered.
up in a few words — behind National's One-Source,
One-Guarantee, One-quality service stand the world's largest manufacturers of theatre equipment and accessories. The superior
100 foot rolls, repacked, Eastman
and Dupont
Panchromatic Film, on daylight
loading
spools
for Eyemo
or DeVry
camera,
guaranteed
absolutely
perfect and fresh.
$3.75 a Roll.

j

quality of their products, the constant perfection of new equipment, the reliability of their firm policies combine with the
NATIONAL GUARANTEE, to assure the Exhibitor more for
his money in equipment, accessories, maintenance, and repair
work.

|
;

j

THERE'S A NATIONAL

U/IUQG^HByS
▼▼110

West SJ^St.l^cwyork.My ^
Phone Pemva. 0330

Motion Picttore Department
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debric

LOEW
I LOEW
I

BUILDING
1540 BROADWAY
TIMES SQUARE. MEW YORK
BUILDING
PITTSBURGH

PENN

AVENUE

BRANCH

NEAR YOU!
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"Show Boat"

(Part Talker Version)

Sound, 11,772 ft.
Length:
Univ.
Undetermined
Silent,
jj
CERTAIN TO SCORE AT BOXOFFICE. ZIEGFELD MUSIC,
POPULAR NOVEL, COLORFUL
PRODUCTION MAKE IT AN
EXPLOITATION PICTURE.
LOADED WITH OVERDRAWN
SENTIMENTALITIES.
Drama of show boat life on the
Mississippi in late 19th century.
Helen Morgan, Jules Bledsoe and
Aunt Jemima sing the nationally
known song hits of Ziegfeld's musical version of Edna Ferber's novel
in a prologue. The picture proper
deals with the love between Magnolia played satisfyingly by Laura
La Plante, and Gay Ravenal, played
excellently, in the main, by Joseph
Schilldkraut. Life on the show boat,
separation, heartbreaks and eventual
reunion comprise the story. Director
Pollard has captured much of the
charm of the period. Scenically the
production is excellent as are a number of sequences dramatically. But
the hokum and tears are applied
with too much frequency.

Corinne Griffith in

"Honeymoon Abroad"

ivith Jack) Holt, Dorothy Revier,
William Collier, Jr.

"Saturday's Children"

unth Monty Banks, Gillian Dean

(All-Talker Version)

First Nat'l Length: Sound, 7550 ft.
Silent, 6742 ft.
MILD PRODUCTION THAT
IS SHY ON MATERIAL FOR
FILM ENTERTAINMENT. CORINNE MISCAST AND DIRECTION ORDINARY. TALKING

World Wide
Length: 6000 ft.
A FAIR LAUGH NUMBER.
MONTY BANKS DOES SATISFACTORY COMEDY WORK IN
A PLOT THAT IS RETARDED
BECAUSE OF TOO DRAGGED
OUT INTEREST.

"The Donovan Affair"

tColiimbia

Length: Sound 7154 ft.
Silent 7189 ft.

STRONG

PROGRAM ENTERTAINMENT WITH THRILLS
AND LAUGHS IN MURDER
MYSTERY.
AGED
PLOT
HELPED BY COMEDY STUFF.
Murder mystery. Adapted from the
stage play by Owen Davis. The director, Frank R. Capra collects the
most credit for his individual treatment that has snapped up some old
theatrical situations that creak with
age. In Davis'
play two
are
committed
in exactly
the murders
same way,
and then they pull another near-murder along similar lines in order to
trap the criminal. This repetition
would prove monotonous if it were
not for Capra's clever handling. The
usual treatment is used of casting suspicion on everybody at the dinner
party where the victim is murdered
while seated at the table when the
lights go out. Jack Holt is satisfactory, only that, as a semi-dumb
police inspector. And Fred Kelsey
as the dumb dick is made to overplay
the dumb
stuff to get the laughs.

Cast: Laura La Plante, Joseph Schildkraut,
Emily Fitzroy, Otis Harlan, Elise Bartlett,
Alma Rubens, Jack McDonald, Jane La
Verne, Neely Edwards, Theodore Lorch,
Cctst: Jack Holt, Dorothy Revier, William
Stepin Fechit, Gertrude Howard. In the Collier, Jr., John Roche, Fred Kelsey, Agnes
prologue: Helen Morgan, Jules Bledsoe, Ayres, Hank Mann, Wheeler Oakman, VirAunt Jemima.
ginia Brown Faire, Alphonse Ethier, Edward
Director, Harry Pollard; Author, Edna Hearn, Ethel Wales, John Wallace.
Director, Frank R. Capra; Author, Owen
Ferber; Scenarist, Charles Kenyon; Editors,
Maurice Pivar, Daniel Mandell ; Titler, Tom Davis ; Scenarist, Dorothy Howell ; Editor,
Reed ; Dialoguers, Harry Pollard, Tom Reed : Arthur Roberts; Dialoguer, Howard J. Green;
Cameraman.
Teddy
Tetzlaff.
Cameraman.
Gilbert Warrenton.

Ivan Mosjouki7ie in

"Loves of Casanova"
(Silent)
M-G-M

"The Betrayal'
(Silent)
Ameranglo

Length: 6179 ft.

FRENCH FILM POORLY DIRECTED AND BADLY CUT AND
EDITED. RAMBLES TOO MUCH
TO HOLD ANY REAL INTEREST.
Romance. Produced by Cineromans
of Paris. To meet the American
market this was cut wholesale, and
what is left is a very garbled account
of the great Casanova's love affairs
all over Europe. In following the adventurous Italian through his various
adventures of a period long since
past, the film fails to get over that
charm and entertainment that is
known to everyone who has read the
Casanova memoirs. The main love
adventures are reproduced more or
less faithfully, without the snappy bits
that the censors would ban. The
result is that it is very mediocre entertainment, with Mosjoukine as Casanova overacting in a way that will
appeal little to American audiences.
Some fair colored sequences are
worked in, but the sets and costumes
in spots are really gorgeous and are
the picture's only charm.
Cast: Ivan Mosjoukine, Suzaiuie Bianchetti,
Diana Karenne, Jenny Jugo, Rina de Liguoro,
Nina Koshetz.
Director, Alexander VolkofI ; Author, from
"Casanova's Memoirs" ; Scenarist, Norbert
Kalk, Ivan Mosjoukine; Editor, Not listed;
Titler, Edwin Jastus Mayer; Cameranuui, Not
listed.

Length: 7400 ft.

BRITISH PRODUCTION TOO
HEAVY AND INVOLVED TO
HOLD INTEREST. STORY OF
NAPOLEON'S TIME HAS LITTJLE POPULAR
APPEAL.
Drama.

Produced by British Instructional. This was adapted from
the novel by Leo Perutz. Its one entertainment claim is based on some
very alluring camera shots and the
acting of certain people in the cast
which is quite competent. But the
story is a hash that is made worse
by poor directing and worse continuitv— or a combination of both. A'Jl
about three officers who have had affairs with the late colonel's wife during the Peninsular Wars somewhere
around the year 1800. The troops
are in a Spanish town, when the
colonel falls in love with a girl who
closely resembles his late wife. The
three young officers start to play up
to the new flame, the same as they
had done with the old. The result is
that through jealousy of each other
they help betray their army to the
enemy, they are all killed, and the
girl stabs herself to death.
Cast: Elissa Landi, Jerrold Robertshaw,
(jcrald
Pring, Charles Emerald.
Director, Walter Summers ; Author, from
"Bolivar" by Leo Perutz; Scen<u-ist, Walter
Summers; Editor, Brunei and Montague;
Titters, Same; Cameraman, Jack Parker.

(Part Talker Version)

SEQUENCES
DON'T GET
OVER.
Drama. Adapated from the Pulitzer prize play. But that doesn't
make it a picture. The part-talker
fails to impress, and the contrast
with screen titles is poorly managed.
The story itself is draggy, and with
Corinne playing out of character in
gingham dresses of a poor little
stenog and trying to be coy and
juvenile, the line-up is anything but
fortunate. Corinne as the boss' secretary is in love with the shipping
clerk. The boss is making a play
for the secretary and tries to ship
the boy to South America. But they
get married, quarrel, get reconciled
and start all over again. All hands
including the director seemed to go
through with this production as just
another of those things that had to
be done. their
But serious
the storyattenion.
really didn't
warrant

(Silent)

Comedy.

Produced by British International. Itwas directed by Tim
Whelan, who worked in some of the
old stuff that he used to put into the
early Harold Lloyd comedies. The
plot must have been British for
many of the bits have a heavy atmosphere that will appear strange to
American audiences used to the peppier Hollywood brand of comedy.
But Monty is good, and succeeds in
getting a good quota of laughs on
his own ability regardless of the story
and direction. Mother-in-law insists
on going moon.
along
on daughter's
They start
from New honeyYork,
arrive in Paris and from there to
London and so on the way home
again.
all the time combine
mother-in-to
law andAnd
circumstances
keep Monty a kissless bridegroom to
the end. Just fair entertainment for
the daily changes.

Cast: Corinne Griffith, Grant Withers, Albert Conti, Alma Tell, Lucien Littlefield,
Cast: Bonty Banks, Gillian Dean, Lena
Charles Lane, Ann Schaeffer, Marcia Harris.
Kenny.
Director, Gregory LaCava ; Author, Max- Halliday, Judy Kelly, CoHn
Director, Tim Whelan ; Authors, Rex Taywell Anderson ; Scenarist, Forrest Halsey ;
Editor, Hugh Bennett ; Titler, Paul Perez ;
lor, Tim Whelan, Edward Holland ; ScenarDialoguer, Not listed; Cameraman, John
ists, Same; Titler, Edward Holland; CameraSeitz.
men, Rene Guissart. Geo Pocknall.

Ken Maynard in

"California Mail"
(Silent)

First National Length: 5446 ft.
THRILLS FOR THE UNCRITICAL. OVERPLAYS WITH A LOT
OF HEROICS BY KEN MAYNARD THAT ARE TOO EXAGGERATED TO CARRY ANY
REAL KICK,
Western. All about the early Civil
War days when California gold was
being shipped to Washington to help
Abe Lincoln lick the South. A gang
of bandits are systematically robbing
the overland mail, and things look
tough for the North. What's to do?
So Ken Maynard, acting as a secret
government agent, gets in with the
bandits, double-crosses 'em, and puts
them out of business. The events
leading up to the climax are fair thrill
stuff, with three mail wagons racing
to win the government contract. Then
when Ken wins the honor, he starts
on the first trip with the gold. With
the help of a confederate he gets the
plans of the bandits to waylay the
coach atthefour
different
where
hooey
comes points.
in, withHere's
Ken
performing miracles single-handed
and capturing the whole gang in
four sections.

"Alias Jimmy
Valentine"
with
William

Haines,

Lionel

Barrymore

(Silent Version)

M-G-M

Length: Silent, 7142 ft.
Synch., 7803 ft.
OLD STAGE MELLER MAKES
GOOD FILM FARE WITH
HAINES
AND BARRYMORE
KEEPING THE SUSPENSE GOING. NICE PROGRAM.
Crook melodrama. This was
adapted from the stage play by Paul
Armstrong. It has been modernized in directorial treatment and
carries a strong punch with steadily
mounting suspense. The love interest is well handled, and a good
vein of comedy runs throughout,
chiefly contributed In' the work of
Karl Dane. Lionel Barrymore as the
detective lends the production a lot
of class with his finished performance. William Haines in the name
part gets little chance for his smart
aleck stuff, and is all the better for
it. As a serious performer, he handles the role with distinction. The
climax is tense and gripping, with
Jimmy Valentine forced to disclose
his real identity as the crook in order
to save the child who has been imprisoned in the time-lock vault. A
safe booking for the popular crowds.

Cast: William Haines, Lionel Barrymore,
Leila Hyams, Karl Dane, Tally Marshall,
Howard Hickman, Billy Butts, Evelyn Mills.
Cast: Ken Maynard, Dorothy Dwan, Lafe
Director, Jack Conway ; Author, Paul ArmBurns.
McKee, Paul Hurst, C. E. Anderson, Fred
strong; Adaptor, A. P. Younger; Scenarist,
Sarah Y. Mason ; Titler, Joe Farnham ; Editor, Sam S. Zimbaiist ; Cameraman, Merrit
Director, Albert Rogell ; Author, Marion
Jackson ; Scenarist, Same ; Editor, Fred Allen ; D. Gerstad.
Titler, Lesley Mason ; Cameraman, Frank
(Reviewed
Good.
Nov. as18,sound
1928) version
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"The Desert Song"
(Operetta)

Waruem

Ro)itild Colnian

i)i

"Bulldog
Drummond"
(All-Talker)

Length: Soitud, 11,034 ft. United
Silent, Not yet determined

FIRST OPERETTA IN SOUND
HAS SPLENDID MUSIC. BEAUTIFUL SETS. MADE IN MUSICAL COMEDY. NOT MOTION
PICTURE MOLD. AND. THEREFORE. IMPOSSIBLE TO FIGURE DRAWING POWER.

ArtiKts
Length: Sound, 8256 ft.
S'o deci.^ion on xHent verition
VERY
FINE ENTERTAINMENT. ADVENTURE STORY
FULL
OF LAUGHS
AND
CHARMING DIALOGUE. ONE
OF THE BEST ALL-TALKERS
SO FAR MADE.

This is a treat. A story of a blase
Britisher who longs for adventure so
No precedent exists for "The Des- much that he advertises in the newspaper for it. And so the yarn deert Song." It is an operetta, the tirst
velops about tli£ American millionaire
in sound, and must be advertised as
such. How the public will take it, held captive while the blackguards
is impossible to dope out. Operetta attempt to secure his money and the
and musical comedy technique have attractive niece who enlists Drunibeen used throu)j;hout which means niond's aid. A most pleasajit yarn,
that in the accepted motion picture never serious in intent but always
sense, the picture is full of theatrical- delightful because of the lightness in
isms, bad acting, exaggerations and treatment and the ingenuity with
inconsistencies. The comedy char- which laughs are induced by the situacters are occasionally clever, more
ations and smart dialogue. Fine intel igence isevident from scenario to
often not. John Boles prepossessing
as the red shadow and has a very cast and direction. Ronald Colman
good voice. But for straight acting, in his first speaking part is excellent.
the less said the better. You'll have Watch his popularity grow after this.
Joan Bennett, a newcomer, is in from
to decide for yourself on this one.
Cast: John Boles, Carlotta King, Louise now on while rest of cast acquit
Fazenda, Johnny .Arthur, Edward Martindel, themselves with distinction.
Cast: Ronald Colman, Joan Bennett, Lily an
Tashman, Montagu Love, Lawrence Grant,
Wilson Benge, Claude Allister, Adolph Milar,
■Charles Sellon. Tetsu Momai.
Director, Roy Del Ruth ; Authors and ComDirector, F. Richard Jones ; Author, from
posers. Otto Harbach. Laurence Schwab.
stage
by "Sapper"; Adaptor, Sidney
Oscar Hammerstein. 2nd ; Sigmund Romberg. Howard play
; Scenarist, Wallace Smith ; DialoguFrank Mandel ; Scenarist. Harvey Gates ;
er. .Sidney Howard. Editors, Frank, Viola
Editor. Ralph Dawson ; Dialoguer, Xot listed ; Lawrence; Cameramen, George Barnes, Gregg
Toland.
Cameraman,
Bernard
McGill.

Jack Pratt, Otto Hoffman. Robert E. Guzman, Marie Wells, John .Miljan, Del Elliott,
Myrna
Loy.

"Love in the Desert"

with

Noah

Beery,

Olive

Borden

(Part Talker Version)
FBO

Length:

Sound, 5365 ft.
Silent, 6365 ft.

VERY TAME SHEIK STORY
ONLY PEPPED UP AT END
WITH BATTLE SCENE AMONG
ARABIAN TRIBESMEN. RATES
AVERAGE PROGRAM.

Melodrama. A very artificial story
of the Arabian desert, mechanically
acted and directed. There is no sliciking in this picture worth talking
about. Noah Beery acts as the bandit
sheik, and hardly qualifies, for he
plays a sinister role with his usual
smile and insists on overacting and
throwing his arms around wildly in
his white robe. Olive Borden as the
native princess is pretty tame, and
Hugh Trevor as the hero lacks punch
and uncovers no personality. All in
all, the cast is mediocre, and the story
is no better. They threw in a peppy
atttack on a desert town by tribesmen
at the end, and this perks it up considerably, but it comes too late to
save the draggy sequences that precede it. All about an Ainerican youth
working on an irrigation project who
falls in love with the Arabian princess and saves her from a forced
marriage
to the bandit sheik.
Cast: Olive Borden, Xoah Beery. Hugh
Trevor, Frank Leigh, Charles Brinley. Pearl
V.-ir\ell, William H. Tooker, Ida Darling,
Gordon Magee, Alan Roscoe, Fatty Carr.
Director, George Mellord; Author, Harvey
Thew ; Scenarist, Same; Editor. Mildred
Richler; Titler, Randolph Bartlett ; Dialoguer,
Harvey
Thew ; Cameraman,
Paul Perry.

May McAvoy

in

Short Subjects
in detail just how the stars put on
their make-up with the help of an
e.xpert. This is sure to interest the
Dare Bernie'n Orcheatra
in
"Here Comes the Showboat" girls.
N'e.xt is "Wheat," showing
the methods employed in harvesting
Vitaphone No. 2796
the immense crop on one of the
Nothing New
western wheat fields. Concludes with
Type of production. Songs and Orch. "Ebony," i)icturing the manners and
Opens with a shot of a Mississippi customs of an interesting African
river boat ajjproaching the landing. tribe known as the Kavirondos. The
Then the orciiestra is shown in first sequence is all-talker, with mucostumes of the period before the
sic and sound effects on the remainCivil War, playing pop numbers of
ing two sefjuences. A very well balthe present day. Ihe contrast sim- values. anced reel with lots of entertainment
l)ly doesn't click. It puts the players
entirely out of character. And their
Oka y
playing is ordinary. Vocal solos
"The Faithful
Pup"— Aesop
ditto. A girl is dragged in to sing
Pathe
one number, "Oh, You Have No
Idea." Just ordinary. They open
with band playing "Here Comes the Type of production.! reel animated
Old Al Falfa and his dog Danny
Showboat," and a member of the
band sings "High, High Up on a start off on a hunting expedition to
Hilltop" and "Constantinople." Time, -Africa. There things start to hap9 mins.
pen fast and plenty to poor Al, and
sometimes the bow-wow helps him,
Sha w and Lee in
but more often he makes matters
"The Beau Brummel Come- worse. All the wild animals of the
jungle take turns giving Al the time
of his life, but all ends happily. The
Vitaphone No. 2686
sound effects are funny, and build up
Clicks
the
comedy highlights of the reel
immensely.
Type of production. .. .Comedy duo
The vaude comedians, Shaw and
Lee, pull the old
familiar line off
dians"
vaude jokes and a couple of goofy
Lupino Lane in
songs, and get away with it because
"Ship
Mates"
Educational
Good Gags
they know how to put it over. They

SOUND

play
with and
"dead
a la throughout
Buster Keaton,
singpans"
and
talk their gags in perfect sing-song
(Part Talker Version)
unison. This snap and perfect delivery gets their stuff over and they
Warners Length: Sound, 6273 ft.
Silent, 5658 ft. score the laughs on some old jokes
fall flat among wise audiDRAGGY STORY OF MAR- that will
ences but will probably go big in
RIED MIXUP IN PARIS POOR- the sticks.
Time, 8 mins.
LY CONSTRUCTED. INDIFFERENT ACTING BY ENTIRE
Laurel and Oliver Hardy in
CAST EXCEPT CHARLES GIL- Stan
LINGWATER.
"Unaccustomed As We Are"
M-G-M
Comedy. Something was radically
Laugh Riot
wrong in the production of this film,
for the story needed tightening up as Type of production
talking comedy 2 reel allit sags badly in several sequences.
Billed as the first Hal Roach allThe work of Charles Gillingwater as
talking comedy, these two outstandthe bridegroom's grouchy father who
comedians do one of their best
tries to straighten out the troubles films ing
to date. At the Capitol in New
of the young jiiarried couple is far York Laurel and Hardy kept them
ahead of the rest of the cast. He gets
steadily throughout the enthe biggest laughs and makes the laughing
tire two reels. Hardy brings Laurel
offering look better than it really is.
to his wife for a home-cooked
May McAvoy just walks through her home
meal, and she walks out on them.
part, and Hallam Cooley is inclined So Hardy and Laurel start to get
to overact. Cooley is the young
bridegroom who allows his wife to their own supper. They almost
the place, and a pretty marrun things and pay too much atten- wreckried lady
next door comes in to help
tion to her pet poodle. So his dad them out. Then her husband, a big
frames it w-ith a young sport and a cop, arrives home. From there on
French girl to get his son and wife it is a riot of laughs, with the two
violently jealous of each other in the comedians trying to conceal the
hope oftiiaking them eventually hap- married dame from her husband and
pier. Misses through poor use of maHardy's wife. Bound to click anywhere.
terial.

"Stolen Kisses"

Cast: May .\fc.\voy, Hallam Cooley.
Charles Gillingwater, Edna Murphy, Reed
Howes, Agnes Franey, Arthur Hoyt, Phyllis
Crane.
Director, Ray Enright ; Author, Franz
Suppe ; Scenarist, E. T. Lowe, Jr. ; Editor,
George Marks; Titler, James A. Starr: Dialoguer, the same; Cameraman, Ben Reynolds.

Pathe Audio Review No. 4
Novelties
Type of production . . 1 reel magazine
Opens
"Make-Up,"
incident in a with
Hollywood
studio, an
showing

Type of production. .2 reel all-talker
.■\s a sailor learning the ropes, Lupino Lane on shipboard uncovers
some nice comedy work enlivened
with his original brand of acrobatics.
He is ably assisted by Stanley Blystone as an ensign and Wallace Lupino as the cook. One sequence is
particularly good where two of the
sailors pull an invisible banjo-playing gag on the gob. One is hidden
with the banjo, and his pal proceeds
to entertain Lupino with his invisible
playing,tions.
going
the moThen he through
hands theallimaginary
instrument to Lupino, and when the
concealed player whangs the instrument, the comedian almost dies from
fright. The wind-up is done in the
old reliable slapstick style, with a
scene in the cook's quarters and
dough and pies being thrown regardless. Carries the laughs easily.

"Cold
Shivers"
Ordinary

Educational
comedy
Type of production. .. .2 reel talking
Raymond McKee and Lucille Hutare featured in some old situations involving the spooky house atmosphere. The rich man has determined to test his relatives on their
nerve before he makes his will and
distributes his fortune. So after his
death is announced he summons the
family to his home, and appears before the various
individuals
who
think they are seeing their rich relative's(Continued
ghost. The on principal
Page 12) laughs
ton
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NEWS
SERVICE
COVERING
DEVELOPMENTS
IN
AMERICA'S
IMPORTANT
OVERSEAS
MARKETS

Foreign
Maricets
By JAMES

KINENAS LTD. INCREASES
CAPITAL fOR EXPANSION

P.

723 7th Avenue

Pictures
Inc.

D. J. HOUNTAN,

Hew York Oty
Pro.

USIVE foreign
pXCL
representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersanddistributors
Cable Addreu: RICHPICSOC. Firii
Cable Addreu: DEEJAY. London
Cable
Addrut:
RICH PIC.
N. Y.

Exporting
only the
best in Motion Pictures!

U. S. Injunction With
Defense
Hitting Brief
(Continued from Page 1)

FILM

DAILY
CORRESPONDENTS IN WORLD
CAPITALS
FLASH
OVERSEAS
NEWIS
BY
RADIO
AND
CABLE

CUNNINGHAM

Hungary Censored 1,618
in '28, 809 From U. S.
IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — During 1928, the
Hungarian Censor Bureau, censored
1,618 films, according to a trade paper
IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
report to the M. P. Section of the
Washington — In order to proceed Dept. of Commerce. The productions
with its building program, Kinemas from the various countries censored
Ltd. of Johannesburg, has increased vi'ere as follows; 809 from United
authorized capital to $1,210,500, di- States, 269 from Germany, 316 of
vided into 200,000 eight per cent cum- Hungarian origin, 94 from France,
ulative participating preference shares 75 from Great Britain, 26 from Ausat approximately $4.85 each and 200,tria, 18 from Italy and 11 from Scan000 shares of common at aproxmately dinavia.
$1.25 each, states a report to the M.
P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
British Exhibit for B. A.
Directors of the company, it is stated,
London — A British Empire Trade
propose to spend up to $2,425,000 on Exhibition to be held in Buenos Aires
new theaters. There now is in the
is being organized for 1930. The
course of construction or contemplat- Ass'n of British Chamber of Comed one theater in each of the followmerce is supporting the venture and
ing 12 cities; Benoni, Boksburg, Bula- urges a wide and thoroughly reprewayo, Caledon, East London, Kimsentative display of British products.
berley, Krugersdorp, Pretoria, Parow, The Argentine market has not been
Port Nolloth, Witbank and Worces- fully exploited in regards to British
ter. Four houses each are planned at funis and this venture would seem to
Cape Town and Johannesburg. The repay producers for the exhibit, it is
company has approximately 50 the- stated.
aters. The company also has contracts for film extending to 1932 with
Scenario School for Sovkino
producers in Great Britain, United IVasl'ingtoti Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
States, Germany, France and ScanWashington — Sovkino of Russia,
dinavia.
has opened a special school wherein
authors are taught scenario writing
Sound Device Ban Due
under direction of N. Zarbi, author
To Interchangeability of "Mother" and "The End of St.
London' — At a recent meeting of the Petersburg," advises a report to the
Bristol and West of England branch M. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce. Twenty-five authors are now
of the Cinema Exhibitors' Ass'n, opin- being trained.
ions were expressed that interchangeability was absolutely necessary for
Mondial to Release Five
small exhibitors. It was agreed uoon IVashington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
that the following recommendation be
Washington — Mondial Film Co. of
circulated to mejribers:
Germany during the 1929-30 season
"That the Bristol branch recom- will release five German features, the
mends that no form of sound or talkM. P. Section of the Dept. of Coming apparatus be installed until intermerce is advised. Titles and cast
will be announced shortly.
changeability has been agreed."
Copies were also sent to circuits
operating in territory.
German Studios Busy

Richmoufit

Sunday, May 5, 1929

ARE MADE FORQUOTA LAW
London — Proposals are being made
to the Roumanian Parliament, it is
reported, to pass a "kontingent" law
regulating imports in proportion of
one to 25. Inasmuch as there are
no studios in Roumania, it was suggested aforeign company should be
invited to build a studio and receive
rental advantages in exchange. A tax
on foreign films of $250,000 a year is
also proposed for the purpose of
furthering the industry.

complishment of which is restraint
of trade, the government alleges in
the credit case. Alleged forcing of
the standard exhibition contract upon exhibitors by agreement, compulsory arbitration and refusal of service
to exhibitors who refuse to submit
to arbitration or abide by and comply with arbitration awards are cited
in the arbitration case as constituting a conspiracy.
The defendants' answer, as outlined by Edward P. Grosvenor, asserts that none of the government
allegations is substantiated by the
evidence presented at the trial, although an opportunity was given it,
vvhich is called unprecedented in anti-trust case history. No evidence
was brought forward of injury to
anyone, both briefs point out.
In its reply memorandum, the defense hits at a number of government statements as inaccurate.

Trend to Color With
Films Forecast
GermanBanExhibitors'
Contract Ass'n
Terms Sound(Continued
from Page 1)
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Film Renters'
Working Ass'n, composed of principal
German and American distributors in
Berlin, has met with considerable opthe exhibitors'
part of
positionn on the
associatio
which
disapprov
es the
terms of the new renting contracts,
state a report to the M. P. Section
of the Dept. of Commerce. Competition is keen between theaters in German provinces. In some towns, theaters are featuring four five reel features and a two reel comedy and instances of admission price cutting
also is noticed. The exhibitors' association has advised its members to
deal with distributors not belonging
to the Film Renters' Ass'n.

Amusements in Paris
Gain; Pictures Lead
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

cordingly, the company has not
brought out the three-color process
it developed some time ago. This
new process, of course, is considerably more expensive than the twocolor process. The latter costs eight
cents per foot on a silent picture
and 854 cents per foot on a sound
On the other hand, as announced
picture.
yesterday, Pathe has developed
Pathechrome to a point where it is
considered feasible for sound film
use, and intends to use it on a number of pictures during the coming
There are in various stages of development several other color processes.
year.New Censorship Rule for Italy
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — In connection with
public entertainment in Italy regulations were outlined in the new Law
Washington — New high gross on Public Safety reported in the local
was established during 1928 in the press, states a report from the M. P.
entertainment field in Paris with an Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
increase of 8.6 per cent as compared Some of principal points of the reguwith the previous year, states a relations adopted, is that motion picport to the M. P. Section of the
tures will be prevented from public
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Dept. of Commerce. Motion picture exhibition when they: excuse vice or
Washington — German studios dur- theaters led all other- forms of en- crime or endeavor to create aversion
tertainment getting approximately or hatred between various classes of
ing January and February of 1929
worked 374,919 hours as compared $8,164,942 gross receipts for the year society; offending sacred person of
with 168,839 hours during the same collected from 176 theaters. Non- the King, the Pope, heads of the
period of last year, according to a subsidized theaters showed gross of Government, ministers, public bodies,
report to the M. P. Section of the slightly oxer $6,400,000, a gain of oppose national or religious feelings
approximately $385,200 over 1927
Dept. of Commerce.
of troubling interwhile, subsidized theaters fell ap- or are susceptible
national relations.
proximately
$128,000
short
o?
the
A.B.C. Theaters Active
1927 figure.
Straits Settlements Censor 1,495
London— Associated British CineWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
mas Ltd., are extending their field
Jolson Films Big in Australia
Washington — During 1928, 1,495
of theater operations to Oldham,
Sydney — At the Lyceum, a Union films were censored in the Straits
where it is planned to construct a
Theater house, "The Jazz Singer," Settlements, states a report to the M.
ncM house seating 3,000.
Warners, now is in its 17th week and P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
according to present indications will Of the film viewed by the censors
B. & P. Sold for Brazil
have a run of at least 26 weeks. 154 were banned.
London — British International Pic- Stuart F. Doyle, managing director of
tures have closed with the Serrador Union Theaters^ Ltd., is of the opinCorning House Wired
company of Brazil whereby the latCorning,
N. Y. — Pacent sound
ion
that
"The
Singing
Fool,"
will
run
ter will distribute 16 of the 20 B.I.P. for 52 weeks here and 26 in Mel- equipment
Plaza.
has been installed at the
bourne.
subjects in that country.
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PRODUCTION
WHO'S

WHO

AND

ARTCIASS MAKING 12
TALKERS IN NEW YORK
Twelve talking features will be
produced in New York by Artclass
for next season. Six of the stories
are Craig Kennedy yarns; the other
six have not yet been selected.
The first talker, a Kennedy story,
will be completed early next week.
Edgar Lewis is directing with Robert
Warwick featured and Mack Cohen is
supervising. In addition to VVarwick
the cast includes Susan Conroy,
Lyons Wickland, Milton Krims, William Corbett, Helen Mitchell, Waldo
Edwards, Kate Roemer, Clyde Dillson and Charles Slattery. George
Orth is studio manager.
The picture is untitled as yet. Lewis
will probably make the second feature which goes into production in
about a month.

Vitaphone Studio Busy
Making Talking Shorts
Warner Bros. Vitaphone plant is
maintaining its customary speed under
the direction of Bryant Foy. Subjects made recently include Blanche
Ring, last seen on the stage in "The
Houseboat on the Styx." The Hauser
Bros., Babe, Bob and Jack, who recently made their vaudeville debut,
was directed by Murray Roth in a
number, Mme. Frances Alda, Metropolitan Opera star, worked in a short

WHAT'S

WHAT

IN THE EAST
IN GREATER

NEW

r

YORK

STUDIOS

Stuart Stewart Named
Vitaphone Casting Chief

Constance Beiniett, wlio is returning
to the screen under the Pathe banner,
will make her pictures in tlie East.
Stuart Stewart has been appointed
Negotiations are now under way for
a stage play which will serve as her casting director for Warners' Vitaphone studio, and will have charge of
first vehicle. Miss Bennett recently
^^ By ARTHUR
IV . EDDY,
returned from France.
all work in connection with the newly-organized casting offices in the
«ET1I BROWN, who is successstudio. Stewart has for many years
•■-' fully diligent, will soon have a
"I'll Alivays Be My Mother's Boy"
new novel on the market, the book is the title of the theme song of been associated with Rosalie Stewart,
being scheduled to go to press in two "Mother's Boy" which Mort Downey his sister, as casting director and
weeks. Henry King is now negotiat- sings for Pathe. The picture, made general assistant. He began his theatrical work producing vaudeville acts.
ing for her "Little Girl Blue," her at Sound Studios, opens at the
George
M.
Cohan
May
7.
novel wliich Doubleday brouglit out.
RELEASED THIS WEEK
Miss Brown's "Applause," a tale of
life in burlesque houses and such, is
Handling Colored Players
"Flood, McNew and Jacoby"
being prepared by Paramount for
Lou Goldberg is handling colored
production early in the summer.
Sound and talking short
players exclusively for pictures and
shows.
During
the
past
four
weeks
ALDEN MOTION PKTURE CORP.
Kaife Renard, now playing the
he has supplied people and in sonic
220 Wot 42d Street
New York City
somewhat hard-boiled Mooney of a cases, scripts, to Columbia, RCA,
team of hoofers in "Glorifying the Roseland and Recording Laboratories
American Girl," inteyids to gang- of America.
plank again for Europe during the
"MY LADY'S PAST"
anticijKited torrid spell. She has
A Tiffany-Stahl Production
been dancing to entertain foreign
Musical Setting and Syn- I
Airplane Boosts "Iron Mask"
chronization Recorded at \
Winnipeg — As a stunt for the
audiences the past year or so, apR.C.A.
Photophone
Studios
^m
pearing at such world-famous places presentation of "Tiie Iron Mask" as
a talking feature at the Garrick, D.
as the Moulin Rouge.
E. L. Fisher had an airplane drop
400
passes in city flights on Monday
The good-looking camera work on
and Tuesday. Special prices ranged
"The Bishop's Candlesticks" at the
Criterion theater, occupying part of up to 65 cents.

Short Shots from
New York Studios

ABE

MEYER

the program with "Innocents of
Paris," is that of Joe Ruttenburg of
Paramount's
Long Island plant.

Pat Doyiahue is holding script on
"Glorifying the American Girl" at
Paramount. This is the fourth talker on which she has worked since the
plant reopened last Fall, the others
under Foy's direction. "Sympathy," a
single-reel comedy sketch written by being "The Letter," "Nothing But
Murray Roth and Edmund Joseph, the Truth" and "Jealousy."
was directed by Foy, with Hobart
Fred Allen both acts and writes
Cavanaugh, Rella VVinn, Harry T.
Shannon, Regina Wallace, Leona cleverly, if you'll believe the dramatic
Woodworth, Alan Goode, Fred Sum- reviewers who sat in at the opening
ner, Wynne Gibson and Hugh Carel. of "The Little Show" at the Music
Box the other evening. He has been
Casting Classic Short
working on talking shorts for ParaClassic Pictures is casting "Frankie mount.
and Johnnie," the second of a series
of dialogue shorts to be made at
Viola Richard has been working in
Powers' Cinephone studio, starting the East after an absence of several
early next week. Charles Beahan years, spent at the Coast in Hal
wrote the story, as well as the initial
Roach and other comedies. She's
one, "The Lineup," just completed.
Charles Glett is directmg the series, just finished a lead in "The Lineup," Classic Pictures opus. Viola got
which embraces 12 subjects. Players her picture
start about four years
in the first picture included Viola ago in New York. Having been
Richard, William Black and Charles signed for a lead opposite Glenn
Slattery.
Hunter she went out on location on
the first day of production and
Making
Shorts at Fort Lee
slipped and sprained an ankle.
E. Bloom resumes production of a
series of talking shorts at Lincoln
studio, Fort Lee, in a few days. Bill
Miller is first cameraman.

Noifir Delivering!

Cameramen Go Abroad
Fox Movietone has sent three more
cameramen abroad to work for Movietone News and to secure other
shots. They are Johnny Tondra,
Ben Miggins and David Gobbett.
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Sound on film
and dice devices.

Traveltone Sales Corp.
729 Seveath Ave.

Tel. BRYant 2690

THOMAS -WHEELER
PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.
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Nation 'Wide
''LOCAL
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MOVIE-MAKING'*
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GOLFERS.

ATTENTION!

Sign this and forward to The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway!
Here is my entry and Ten Dollars for the Spring Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Wednesday, May 22nd, at the Glen
Oaks Country Club, Little Neck, L. I.

It will simplify matters for the Handicap

Committee

if you

will forward your last three scores

The Committee
Bruce

Gallup,

William
Brandt,
Earle Hammons,

United

Artists

Corp.

where Horace is supposed to be a
star. So Horace fixes it with the
girl who is starring in the picture,
and she lets him play leading man to
fool the visitor. Works up some
slapstick stuff that carries a good
percentage of laughs. Directed by
Doran Cox.

Pathe Review No. 18
Very Good
Type of production. .1 reel magazine
Opens with "Shropshire," being
glimpses in Pathechrome of rural
England. Then follows "Speed,"
showing some dizzy work on a motor
rampage. The Canadian wheatfields
are shown in some gorgeous shots,
and the reel concludes with unusual
views of present day Paris. Makes
a nice assortment of subjects photographed in the usual splendid manner
of this series.
Messy

"Newlywed's
Excuse"
Stern — Universal

Brandts'
Theaters
Educational

5, 1929

Week*s Monday
Headlines
There is no truth to report that a deal between Warners and Publix is under way,
Sam Katz declares.
West Coast conspiracy
case brought by govTuesday
ernment to be test of protection.
Warner
deal is for 51 per cent interest in
United Artists.
Columbia
University survey proves films are
not even a factor in juvenile delinquency.
Junior PhonofilmWednesday
announced
for houses up
to 750 seats.
Fifty-six all-color sound pictures planned
during next two years by Warners and
First National; Pathe plans color for its
sound pictures.
New print process offered by Consolidated
Film Industries,
SO per cent increase in life Thursday
of claiming
film.
All-sound film policy proves hit in four
cities of South. Friday
Conference of Americans and French deadlocked; further effort to be made to un-

Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Snookums runs wild with a paint Charges in
tangle credit
"jam."
and arbitration cases unproved, distributors, the Hays organization
brush, and ruins everything in the
and
Film
Boards
of Trade, declare in
house before they discover him.
& Gates
briefs asking dismissal of arbitration and
credit
committee
cases.
Meanwhile the pup got full of paint,
Warner-United Artists deal may fall through,
and in trying to clean him Snookums
Jack Alicoate, "The Film Daily"
due to 51 per cent control sought by Warflooded the house with the bathtub
ner, rather thanSaturday
50 per cent interest.
running full force. Then the family
goes to an auction room to get anS. Government moves for injunction with
other supply of furniture, and here U. Defense
hitting brief claims.
Pathe serial gets under way with a Snookums again wrecks the place Western Electric wins first round in British
Patent
Fight.
maximum of thrills and promises to and his daddy has to foot the bill.
Committee meeting to break French deadlock.
be a fine bet — for serial fans. Run- For those who get their fun laughing Trend
to color with sound films forecast.
at
a
kid
destroying
everything,
this
(Continued
on Page 9)
Society
M. P. Engineers to meet in New
ning true to serial form, logic doesn't
York ofMonday.
enter into the story too much but the will fill the bill.
excitement element is there strong.
are contributed by the scared antics The opening chapter tells of the mysterious thing called The Wolf Devil
of two negroes. Otherwise the material follows the old gags and de- who is terrorizing the country around
velops nothing new. Stephen Rob- a trading post. A mounted police oferts directed.
ficer, played by Walter Miller, is attacked by the Wolf Devil. Ethlyn
Clair, playing a girl who is operating
Phil Baker
a trading post, arrives in time to see
in
the fight. Miller is knocked uncon"Spain"
scious and the Devil starts after the
Vitaphone No. 725
fair heroine, who is apparently trapped
Satisfactory
on the roof of the trading post.
sketch
of production
Type
The second chapter "A Bottomless
A pretty good number dealing with
the adventures of Phil Baker in a Grave," finds the girl saved by an unknown person. Ethlyn starts back to
musical comedy "Spain." The patter
concerns itself with a bull fight and her trading post and after falls into
the description of it supplied Baker by quicksands. In the third chapter,
a native. Some of its funny, most of "Devil Worshippers," she manages to
it just pretty good and several gags, crawl out and reach a hermit's cabin.
rather rough.
Time, about 6 niins. Later she is lured by superstitious Indians, working with the Devil Wolf,
into the woods and they are about to
Tito Schipa
sacrifice her when the hero starts
Paramount
fighting
his way to her rescue. SpencHigh
Grade
er Bennet directed this serial, which
Type
of production
Operatic Phil L. Ryan produced. George
The two offerings which Tito
Arthur Gray wrote the story and
Schipa renders are both very well
Eddie Synder photographed it. The
CHICAGO
done and extremely high class. There cast includes Frank Lackteen, Tom
NEW YORK OFFICE
Wabash OFFICE
1063
is nothing that savors of popular ap- London, Edward Cecil, Nelson McMurray Hill 10191
peal about them, yet discriminating
Dowell, Jean Diamond, Arthur
audiences will readily appreciate the
Dewey, Arthur Taylor, Fred Burns
fine timbre of Schipa's voice. Time, and George Magrill.
about 5 mins.
OR WRITE
Wm.
A. Johnston, "M. P. News"
Don Mersereau, "The Film Daily"
Arthur Stebbins. Stebbins, Leterman

Short Subjects

THE SOUND

NUMBER

of the KINE-QUIPMENT Section of
the 10 Associated Publications, reaching 20,000 prospective buyers, will be

in the mails May 18- Copy dead^
o
line is May 10. o
o
Telephone

SILENT

"Cleaning Up"

of the
PatheNorthwoods"
Exciting Stuff
Type of production. ... 10 reel serial
Under title of "The Wolf Devil's
Challenge" the initial chapter of this

Horace Series — Universal
Good Slapstick
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
Arthur Lake as the assistant to the
janitor is in a tough spot when he
learns that the mayor of his home
town
is going
to visit Hollywood

"Queen

ASSOCIATED
GLOVER

PUBLICATIONS

"National in Scope — Local in Service"
BUILDING
KANSAS CITY, MO.

1

III tlw interest of an even greater
motion picture industry

EASTMAN

KODAK

COMPANY

and

J. E. BRULATOUR, I \C.
announce the completion of three
new west coast service facilities:

A RESEARCH

LABORATORY

Supervised by Kodak service engineers ready
to advise on

and

solve local

film problems

A PRIVATE THEATRE
Fully equipped for the projection of sound
and silent pictures

A REFERENCE

LIBRARY

Freely available, like the other facilities, to all
technicians and executives in the

industry
<

6706 Santa Monica Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD
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you need them
Released May 19th
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ALL SINGING
ALL TALKING
ALL DANCING
MUSICAL U)ithCOMEDY
SUE CAROL

DAVID ROLLINS

DIXIE LEE

SHARON

LYNN

DAVID PERCY

FRANK

TALKING
these

^•X

RICHARDSON
LOLA LANE
JOHN BREEDEN
STEPIN FETCHIT
Words and Music by
Story and Direction by
CONRAD, MITCHELL and GOITLER
DAVID BUTLER
Staged by
Ensembles by ARCHIE GOTTLER
Dialog by
MARCEL SILVER
and FANCHON & MARCO
WILLIAM K. WELLS

Hear from the Screen the Songs That All America Will Be Singing —
"THAT'S YOU, BABY" — "WHY
CAN'T I BE LIKE YOU" — "THE
BREAKAWAY"— "PEARL OF OLD JAPAN"— WALKING WITH SUSIE"—
"BIG CITY BLUES"

Released May Zbth

THE BLACK WATCH
JOHN FORD'S thrilling triumph weaving adventure, intrigue,
mystery and love into a masterpiece of melody and dialog

From TALBOT

TALKING

Famous Novel
u>ith "KING

VICTOR
MYRNA

'PICTURES^

MUNDY'S

Dialog by JAMES

K. McGUINNESS

iiirn^cfT

EarJ Derr Diggers Sensational
Saturday Evening Post Mystery Melodrama
tcith

BAXTER and LOIS MORAN
CUMMINGS

Cfo*- E««*ndeii h«mij

CIRCLE

MASQUERADE
with LEILA HYAMS
CLYDE COOK
LUMSDEN HARE
ALAN BIRMINGHAM
FARRELL MACDONALD
From the celebrated mystery story
"The Brass Bowl" by Louis Joseph Vance
Directed by LEW SEILER
Staged by LUMSDEN HARE

Released July 20th

CRAZED

with MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
CAMPBELL GULLEN
HENRY KOLKER
From the stage {ylay by MONCKTON HOFFE
Directed by CHARLES KLEIN
Staged by DONALD GALLAHER
Dialog by CLARE KUMMER

for PRODUCTION
**-.

Production

Released June ISth

PLEASURE

HARE

Released June 22nd

Behind That Curtain

IRVING

ROLLINS

Staged by LUMSDEN

HAT
6th, FOX Lot CART
Angeles

MAY

RIFLES"

McLAGLEN

Begins Reserved Seat Engagement

WARNER

KHYBER

LOY
ROY D'ARCY
DAVID
DAVID TORRENCE
CYRIL CHADWICK

Released June lOth

MOVIETO:
CITY

OF THE

WORDS

and MUSIC

A Dazzling Musical Comedy Ret'ien'
with LOIS MORAN and DAVID PERCY
Music and Lyrics by
DAVE

STAMPER and WILLIAM KERNELL
Directed by JAMES TINLING

PERFECTION

>

y

Society of M. P. Engineers' Convention on in N.Y.
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Shopping
but
perhaps,
BROMIDE
nevertheless the undisputed
fact is that the public is
shopping diligently for the worthwhile in sound. Wearisome as
A

Price 5 Cents
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INDUSTRY ASSERTS ARBITRATION
ATTACK BY GOV'T IS UNFOUNDED

RfPMT M-C'M EHDINC SMITH, SEARS HEAD F. N.
DKHMDUCnON SALES UNDER NED DEPINET

these remarks may appear, certain
happenings in high production
councils out Hcjllywood way make
it imperative to repeat that the
novelty which first carried sound
Rcdividing the country into two
M-G-M is suspending production
to the mountain peaks is gone and in the East with the future of its divisions, instead of three, Ned E.
that in its place has come the studio, the Cosmopolitan plant, un- Depinet, general sales manager of
absolute need for quality production. Without it, the talker fever
may burn itself out.
We do not mean to infer that
progress has not been made. The
record is of sufificient weight to
sink such an inconsequential statement. What this discussion UKans
to convey is that, because such
strides are being made, thoughts of
turning out quickies in sound
which exist in some directions
should be unceremoniously ditched
in favor of the continuation of the
real goods.
Talkers and Figures

determined, it is understood. The
studio was reopened last fall and production of sound shorts and synchronizing work of shorts ceased a
few weeks ago and Nick Grinde who
has been directing is now en route
to the Coast. The studio staff is
being released, it is understood.
Franklyn(Coittinucd
Warner on has
been schedFage 8)

Damage Suit Against Fox
Dismissed; New 'Plaint

The $1,000,000 damage suit recently brought against William Fox,
Saul E. Rogers and A. C. Blumenthal by Schwartz and Muller has
been dismissed by Supreme Court
Justice Ingraham in New York on
the ground that the plaintiffs had not
(Continued

on

Page

2)

As you well know, in the early
days of the conversational films anything got over. If the players spoke, Saenger Earnings for 1928
nothing else was needed. This is
Jump to $4.67 Per Share
all gone. We have seen some interNet earnings in 1928 of Saenger
esting figures. It is too bad they
cannot be divulged for they demon- Theaters, Inc., were equal to $4.67
share, as compared with $4.62 in
strate what rotten business talkers a1927.
can do when such talkers are poor.
It is a burden that the business
must bear that the industry has educated its public to look for worthwhile entertainment. Not always an
easy responsibility. Yet it must be
done. If the way to do it means
making less pictures in favor of better pictures, such a policy, in all
Wesco Ready to Acquire
wiseness, should be adopted.

First National, has just completed
aforce.
reorganization of the company's

The plan, which goes into effect
immediately, brings about a re-division under eastern and western sales
supervisors instead of three divisions.
A. W. Smith,
Jr., will be in charge
(.Continued on Page 8)

Rembusch Wins 3 Year
"Blue" Tussle in Indiana

New York is graced this week
with the convention of the Society
of M. P. Engineers. An earnest,
scientific body of men whose efforts
toward greater technical achievement
in all industry branches make their
mission all-important. Take note of
the S.M.P.E. The solution of many
problems is in their hands.
KANN

Dolan's 13 Wash. Houses

Report Gest Buys Film
Right to
London
(By "Journey's
Cable) — MorrisEnd"
Gest
is understood to have purchased film
rights to "Journey's End," sensationally successful war play now current
in New York.
Efforts to get into communication
with the Morris Gest office in New
York Saturday
failed.

Interesting developments in sound
will be announced at the various sessions of the Society of M. P. Engineers which launches its spring conmorning. vention at the Park Central this

Seattle — Ownership
Ed Dolan's
four-town
chain of 13oftheaters
will
soon pass to West Coast, it is understood. Both interests have been
With 100 members already regisnegotiating for weeks. The string,
tered and others arriving all of Saturday and yesterday, it appeared last
all in Washington, includes the Bijou, D. & R. Dream and Weir, at night that the attendance would
reach the 250 mark. The sessions
.\berdeen; Liberty and St. Helen's,
in Chehalis; Hoquiam, Arcade, Cap- will terminate Thursday night ,and
itol, Dreamland and 7th St. at Ho- in the four days that the S.M.P.E.
quiam.

Cliargiiig tlie government with an
inaccurate presentation of statements
in its briefs seeking to prove that
the Film Boards of Trade, the Hays
organization and ten distributor defendants arc operating in conspiracy,
the defendants, in rebuttal of the government briefs, hit at many of the
points
in the
stand.
In a raised
63 page
replyplaintiff's
memorandum,
Edwin P. Grosvenor, chief of defense
counsel, claims that the record of
deiil)crations leading to tlie formation
of the Standard I--xhibition Contract
under wliich arbitration functions

demonstrates
that the government's
charges
are unfounded.
Section VII
of the defense memorandum deals
Indianapolis — The three year battle with the so-called enforcement provisions of the arbitration system. It
of Frank J. Rembusch to open the
Crump and American theaters, at is pointed out that the failure of exColumbus,
Ind., on Sundays,
was iiibitor representatives
(Continucd on Pageon 8) the con(Continued
on Page 2)

Progress in Sound to Feature
M. P. Engineers Meet in N. Y.

The Engineers

New Memo Charges U. S.
with Making Many Inaccurate Statements

(Continued cm Page 8)

British Combine Formed
to Combat Hold of U. S.
London — A British comi)any is being formed with a capital of $4,850,000, whicii will, it is reported, acquire a controlling interest in British
Instructional
l""ihnson and
(Continued
Page also
2) acquire

Entries Pour In
The flood of entries for the
16th semi-Annual Film Golf
Tournament has forced the
committee in charge to adopt
new measures governing attendance. Because club facilities cannot comfortably accommodate more than 180, golfers
are advised that no more entries
will be received when that mark
is reached. The list now runs
far past 100. If your name is
not on the list, send it in immediately, before it is too late.
Enclose a check for ten dollars,
which will cover eats, prizes
and a great big day.
The event is scheduled for
May 22 at Glen Oaks, in Little
Neck, L. I.

Monday,

DAILV
Rembusch Wins 3 Year
Damage Suit Against Fox
"Blue" Tussle in Indiana
Dismissed;
(Continued fromNew
Page
1)'Plaint
(Continued from Page 1)
inEiwM
Mj^^iuULTHE^
won
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♦First
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when
the jury refused
to convict Rembusch for violating the Sun-

Theday "blue
jurylaws."
was composed

mostly of

farmers. However, Rembusch's attorney, William E. Reiley, of Indianapolis, thoroughly convinced them of
the moral fitness of motion pictures,
their absolute necessity on Sunday,
and tlheir contribution to the welfare
and happiness of the community.
The chief theme of the defense on
behalf of Rembusch by the attorney
was a plea for religious tolerance.

"U" Shows Operating Loss
Is $98,023 for 1st Quarter
Despite gain of .$596,823 in gross
income over same period last year,
Universal reports a net operating
loss of $98,023 for quarter ending
Feb. 2, 1929, compared with a profit
of $265,497 for the first quarter last
Reductions in earnings was due
year.
directly to increase in charge-off of
$1,157,516 taken during the quarter.
Company charges oH all negative
and positive costs of pictures upon
release, except in a few cases, and,
in consequence, quarterly earning
statements are subject to extreme
fluctuation.

Roach Net Capital Shows
Increase of Over $50,000
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

stated a cause of action. They had
charged Fox and his associates had
entered into a conspiracy to use them
in gaining control of Loew's, Inc. In
his opinion, Justice Ingraham pointed out that the plaintiff had made
no contracts with the defendants but
with Fox Film Corp. He granted
them 20 days to file an amended
complaint.

Another Ind. Publix House
in F. & M. Agreement
Indianapolis — First development
in the expansion program of PublixFitzi'atrick-McElroy, Inc., is announced for Anderson, where F. &
M. will lease the theater to be constructed downtown at a cost of $300,000. Publix, which recently purchased an interest in the seven F. &
M. Indiana houses, will operate the
new
.'\n.derson theater.

Ohio Judge Gets Death
Threat in Sunday Fight
Portsmouth, O. — An anonymous
letter received by Judge W. Sprague
demanded that he use more stringent
measures to stop Sunday shows, under penalty of death. The letter culminated aday in wihich two theater
managers were arranged for a third
successive week on charges of having
violated the Sunday ordinance. Despite the arrests the shows have been
allowed to continue.

May 6, 1929

Book
TheDate
Industry's
May 5-11

National

Music

Week.

Cohan,
New
York.
Opening
of "Mother's
Boy"
at
Dallas.
Convention
of Texas exhibitor unit,

May
May

7
6-7

May

6-9

Spring meeting of Society of M.P.
Engineers in New York

May

9

May

20

Central,
New
York.Squali"
Opening
of "The
at the
ver.
Annual
Convention
of
American
Federation
of Musicians at Den-

May

22

June

1-9

Annual
Film Oaks,
Daily Little
JJplf
TournamentSpringat Glen
Neck,
L. I.
American
Theater
Equipment
Exposilion
and Exhibitors
Institute
at Chicago.

June 11-12
June

Convention
of Oklahoma
tor unit at Oklahoma
City. exhibi-

17-18

:Summer exhibitors
convention
of
North
Carolina
unit, Wrightsville. Beach,
N. C.

British Combine Formed
to Combat Hold of U. S.
(Continued from Page 1)
a license to record on the KlangfilmTobis system. The combine is a sequel to the German sound film con-j
sohdatio
n carried through by Coun^
Bosdari, whose shares in British Inn
structional are being purchased.

Goldberg in New Quarters
Albert S. Goldberg has moved his J
law offices to the Powers Bldg., 723
7th Ave., New York. Goldberg ii
attorney for National Theater Sup4
dustry.
ply and other companies in the in-i
Beach
Richard

Story for Barthelmess
Barthelmess
returns

toj
Los Angeles — Hal Roach studios,
Seek Lien in Wisconsin
after a net profit of $89,163 for the
the Coast in July to work in "SonJ
six months ending Jan. 26, 1929,
First National
Stevens Pt., Wis. — Hooper & Jan- of the Gods," which Rex
Beach.
showed an increase of working capi- usch, Chicago architects, have filed has purchased from
tal of from $750,077 to $804,144 while claim for a lien for $25,000 against
Remodel Tenn. Theater
current liabilities decreased $50,788. the property at Main and Union Sts.,
Nashville,
Tenn. — The
Hillsboro |
Earned surplus increased from $238,- upon which the Fischers Paramount
072 to $249,535; notes payable de- Theater Corp. plans to build a three- has been remodeled.
creased $47,770; funded debts were
story theater and apartment buildreduced from $400,000 to $350,000 by
ing. The architects say that their
retirement of $50,000 of the com- claim is for labor and services renRely on us exclusively
dered in preparation of preliminary
\
pany's secured seven per cent gold
notes on Aug. 15, 1928. Book value sketches, etc.
qui
rem
ent
s
^
of the eight per cent preferred on
\
remusical
their
for
Jan. 26, 1929, was $67.25.
Jannings Leaves for GSrmany
Emil
Jannings is a passenger on
Columbia
Declares
Dividend
the S. S. Hamburg, which left New
Initial quarterly dividend of 75 York for Germany
on Saturday.
I r^ VN/ /^x N^
cents a share on the convertible prefer.ed has been declared by Columbia.
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Built by Johns Manville
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EQUIPMENT
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TELEPHONE
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7511
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Tests

Run

Prove

Worth

of

Ol^l DIXINC

COH$

CoNSOUniZKI) Film demonstrates remarkable resistaiiee to seratehiiig, oil
penetration, excessive moisture, heal
and other causes of fibn destruction.
The secret formula for this protective
coating to be applied to the emulsion

side of fdm was perfected through
four years' research in CONSOLIDATKD
laboratories. It gives a smooth
resilient surface to the film without
increasing rigidity or affecting the
brilliancy of the Print.

Amazing Results
The loop of film of which these are magnified
photographs had 150 runs at 120 feet per minute.

The emulsion
side of this
<'OI>>iOI^II>I%ED
section
is:
1 — Free from Scratches
2 — Unaffected by Oil
3 — Perforations undamaged

CONSOLIDIZED

The

emulsion

FILM

side of this

1V01N-<0>S0LII>IZFI>

portion

of the loop shows:
1 — .Many scratches and abrasions
2 — Edfjes saturated with oil and
many unremovable oil spots
thruout the entire section
3 — Perforations
broken

cracked and
NON-CONSOLIDIZED

FILM

CONiilLipiXED
NE\^

YORK

iConsolidated Film Industries,inc
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"MOLLY

ME"

AND

A Great Woman'a Picture
Starring Belle Bennett
with Joe E. Brown
Booked by

®

®

®

ORPHEUM
U>EW'S

GREATER NEW
SAENGER

YORK

And Other Leading Circuits

"LUCKY BOY"
George Jessel's TalkingSingigg TnuQiph
Playing to Box-OBice
Profits and Pleased
Patrons Everywhere

TTFFflNy-</^T<lHL
729

c/'EVEMTH

«VE.

/Z^
P R O D U CTI O N</> INC
IT

AND
William Collier, Jr. "Alma Bemiett " Exidie Gribbon '-George E. Stone
In a Drama of Lust and Love— of Death and Life
Lies on Her Lips — Truth in Her Heart — Torment in Her
Soul ! What Was the Way of Such a Maid with Two Men
— the One Who Possessed Her and the One WTio Loved
Her?

What

Was

the Boundary of Her Morals? — The

Depth of Her Passion? — The Limit of Her Sacrifice?

Algeria, Land of Burning DeScrt Sands, of the French
Foreign Legion, of Love and Adventure — Background for
a Flaming Triangle Drama by John Francis Natteford.
Directed with Virility and Color Characteristic of George
Archainbaud. Set to a Charming Music Score by Hugo
Riesenfeld.

Theme Song, "Love Will Find You" by Abel Baer
and L. Wolfe Gilbert. Published by Leo. Feist, Inc.

Synchronized by RCA

^^

2 ^^

Photophone

N

[irr^NV-o^T^II-IL

speaking of Talkies —
We Have the Last Word!
Ready for Booking
"NEW

ORLEANS"

Thunder, of Racing Hoofs — Revelry of Mardi Gras —
Thrill of a Powerful Drama of Honor and Disgrace,
Friendship and Passion. A Reginald Barker Special Production— With Ricardo Cortez, William Collier, Jr.,
Alma Bennett.
Startling
at Youth
Fire to
Montagu

"MIDSTREAM"
Drama of How Science Gave a Second Fling
and Love to a Man Who Sacrificed Hia First
Riches. Ricardo Cortez, Claire Windsor and
Love — Directed by James Flood.

"MY LADY'S PAST"
When Can Disgrace Become a Virtue? Belle Bennett
Discloses the Se6ret in This Romance in which a Jilted
Spinster Becomes the Most Notorious Heart-breaker in
Town. With Joe E. Brown and Alma Bennett. Directed
by Albert Ray.
"WHISPERING

WINDS"

Which Woman Does fi Man Love Best — the One He
Won, or the One He Lost? A Triangle Drama with a
New Slant. Enacted by Patsy Ruth Miller. Malcolm
McGregor, Eve Southern.
Directed by James Flood.

All Sound Productions Available
on Sound Film, Or on Disc, Or
Silent

PRODUCTION./^
MEV/

yOl^K

INC
CITY

TIffE \ i U/
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10 little ushers, who slept most of the time,
The boss booked United Artists Pictures, then there were 9

9 little ushers hoping business would abate,
Came

"Lady of the Pavements," then there were g

^V

3 little ushers, doing the work of eleven,
with "Doug" in "The Iron Mask," then there were 7

y little ushers who with hard work could never mix.
Up popped an "Alibi," then there were 6

^ little ushers on laziness did thrive,

5

little ushers at their boss got very sore,

Vilmo Banky played "This is Heaven," then there were 4

4

little ushers, as rushed as rushed could be

on Barrymore's "Eternal Love/' then there were 3

3

little ushers, hoped the rush was nearly through, when

Colman's "Bulldog Drummond"

appeared, then there were 2

2 little ushers said from work they wouldn't run
But "She Goes to War" packed the house and then there was I

.v^

— ''■^
v^^^

little usher, almost down and out and done.
Saw Brenon's "Lummox"
'

1-

coming next, then there was none.

Big Business and Busy Times Always Come When

UNITED

You Play

Monday,

PAILV
Progress in Sound to
Smith, Sears Head
SMPE Meet
Sales Under Depinet Features
(Continued from Page 1)

Hollywood

May 6, 1929

On Broadway

(.Continued from Page 1)

of the eastern territory and Gradwell L. Sears of the western. W. E.
Callaway, southern sales manager,
and Stanley W. Hatch, western sales
manager, have resigned. The new
First National's scenario and story alignment places seven additional offices under Smith, who previously
department will be in charge of C.
Graham Baker, who has been ap- managed the Eastern and Canadian
pointed chief of the staff of adaptors, divisions.
continuity
writers and dialoguers.
Other changes follow: Carl Leserman, for six years with First NaComplete Garbo Cast
tional and at the present time manager in Cleveland, will succeed Sears
Garbo's
Greta
of
cast
complete
The
a.i Chicago manager. Walter J.
new starring film, which John Robertson is directing for M-G-M, includes Brandt, a salesman working out of
Nils Asther, John Mack Brown, Joel Cleveland, will become manager of
McCrea, Lane Chandler, Robert Cas- that exchange. With the resignation
of C. A. Clegg of Atlanta, F. M.
tle, Kathlyn Williams, Dorothy Semanager, is transferbastian, and Prince Yucca Troubets- Jack, redMemphis
to Atlanta. George Almon, a
koy.
salesman in the Atlanta territory,
becomes manager in Memphis. R. S.
Lyon in "Lumox" Lead
Ben Lyon will play the lead in Wehrle has resigned as Albany manager and is being succeeded by Har"Lummox," which Herbert Brenon
ry E. Thompson, formerly assistant
will make for United Artists before
manager.
joining Radio. Others cast are
Winifred Westover, Edna Murphy,
Myrtle Stedman, Wm. Collier, Jr.,
Ullnian, Danny O'Shea and
Bobby Langsner.
Clara

Baker Heads 1st Nat'l
Story, Dialogue Dept.

Industry
Asserts
Gov't
Attack Is
Unfounded
{Continued from Page 1)

Powell's First Set
"Pointed Heels" will be William
Powell's first starring vehicle for
Paramount, with Edward Sutherland
directing. Two feminine leads will
be played by Esther Ralston and
Helen Kane. Neil Hamilton and
Richard (Skeets) Gallagher will be
in the cast. Florence Ryerson is doing the adaptation and the dialogue
is by John V. A. Weaver.
Rogers Plans Four Talkers
Charles R. Rogers will produce
four feature talkers starring Benny
Rubin. The first is "The Understudy," which Harry J. Brown will
direct. No releasing arrangements
have been made as yet.
6 "Radiants" Titled
Titles for the first series of six
Radiant Comedies to be released by
RKO are to be "Head Work," "Palooka Flying School," "Strang Interview," "What Next?" "Low
Bridge" and "Clown Topics."
Natteford Joins Columbia
Columbia has signed John Francis
Natteford to write. His first assignment will be the script of the
forthcoming special, "Light Fingers."
M-G-M Signs Carlotta King
Carlotta King has been signed by
M-G-M. Her last assignment was
feminine lead of "The Desert Song."

will meet in New York 34 papers will
be either delivered in person or read
on behalf of many leaders in the field
of technical research and experimentation.
At ten o'clock this morning, the
gavel will sound and the tJhe presidential address read by L. C. Porter
of the Edison Lamp Works at Harrison, N. J. Edward J. Bowes will deliver an address of welcome on behalf of the industry. One of the
highlights of the morning session will
be the report of the Committee on
Progress of which J. I. Crabtree of
Eastman Kodak is chairman. This
report consolidates the highlights of
technical advance for the last six
months and covers not only the
United States, but foreign countries
as well, particularly Germany. With
the preliminaries cleared away, the
convention, according to program,
will adjourn for lunch and reconvene
at two o'clock at which time the
presentation of papers will begin. In
the evening and following dinner,
"Alibi" will probably be presented in
one of the dining rooms on the roof
of the hotel. Electrical Research was
busy Saturday
installing equipment.

Astor — "Broadway
Melody"
Cameo — "Why
Be Good"
Capitol — "Desert
Nights"
Criterion — "Innocents
of Paris"
Embassy — '"Trial of Mary
Dugan"
Fifth Ave. — "Red Majesty"
Fifty-Fifth — "Adventures
of Maya"
Forty-Fourth — "Alibi"
Gaiety—— "Show
"Christina"
Globe
Boat"
Harris — "Madame
X"
Loew's New York — Monday, "Redskin,"
Tuesday, "Shanghai Rose" and "Manhattan Cowboy;" Wednesday. "Shakedown;"
Thursday, "Girls Gone Wild;" Friday,
"Peacock Fan" and "Just Off Broadway;"
Saturday, "Sonny Boy;" iSunday, "SyncoMark
Strand — "The
Singing Fool"
Paramount — "Betrayal"
Rialto — "Close Harmony"
Rivoli — ^"Coquette"
Roxy -"Not
Quite Decent"
Selywn — ^"The Rainbow
Man"
Warners — ^"The Desert Song"
Winter
Garden — "Noah's
Ark"
pation"

Report M-G-M Ending
Eastern
Production
(Continued from Page 1)
uled to make a talking feature at the
studio but whether or not this plan
will be carried out seems undecided.
Efforts to reach Edward Bowes,
who has been in charge of production
in association with Louis K. Sidney,
were unsuccessful.

tract committee to request that the
matter of enforcement provisions go
"Mother's Boy" for Boston
to a seventh arbitrator for decision
is evidence of their satisfaction in
Boston — "Mother's Boy," Pathe
talking feature, opens at the St.
these provisions.
The memorandum inquires how James May 12, maugurating a sound
the government can reconcile its policy at this house.
statement that exhibitor members of
the contract committee never approved compulsory arbitration provisions in the contract form with the
fact that each member voluntarily
attached his signature to two documents. These are outlined as one
in which the contract committee
agreed on rules of arbitration.
The defense further contends that
in October, 1928, each member signed a third document, placed in evidence during the recent trial in New
York, agreeing upon the contract
"without reservations or exceptions
of any kind or character." The defense also characterizes as important
the statement that the contract committee reached an agreement without
recourse
to a seventh arbitrator.

W. E. for Norwich
Norwich, N. Y. — Western Electric
sound equipment will be installed at
the Oakland.

THE SOUND

NUMBER

of the KINE-QUIPMENT

Section of

the 10 Associated Publications, reaching 20,000 prospective<> buyers, will be

Henry
H'est

Coast

Gets
Bureau,

Newr
THE
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Hollywood — Bill Henry
will head
the new
public relations
studio department of Radio Pictures.

Very Satisfactory Indeed

in the mails May 18. Copy dead^
!N
line is May 10>
I'elephone

CHICAGO
Wabash OFFICE
1063

NEW YORK OFFICE
Murray Hill 10191

Buy "Gorilla" Dialogue Rights
First National has bought dialogue
rights

to "The

Ralph Spence Free-Lancing
Ralph
Spence
has left M-G-M
free-lance.
RKO

OR

Gorilla."
to

Boles in "Rio Rita"
has signed Jolm Boles for

lead in "Rio Rita," all-talking-singing vehicle.

I have been using your trailer service
for the past several years and it is
very satisfactory indeed.
MINER

AMUSEMENT
COMPANY
Rice Lake, Wisconsin

WRITE

ASSOCIATED
"National in Scope PUBLICATIONS
GLOVER

BUILDING

■

l in Service"CITY,
LocaKANSAS

MO.

I

M. P. Engineers Seeking Membership of 1,000
ML THE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

o/'FILMDOM
VOL.

XLVIII

No.

32

Spotlight
l their
TWICE a year, arDUiu
convention time, this industry hecome.s aware of the
existence of tliat serious-minded
'Organization known as the Society
of Motion Picture luiijineers. To
the man in the trade, the S.M.I'.l".
is merely another consoHdation of
initials and that's as far as it j.;<k>
Yet in the hands of this group
of highly proficient technicians, oi
engineers as they describe themselves, rest the answers to many ol
the unanswerable problems facing
the scientific progress of the indus-

try. Their work is splendid, h'ven
into our laymans mind has stepcc
the significance of their reheard
and the potential, as well as actual
importance Of their endeavors.
Encouragement
The business at large long since
should have accorded this organiza
tion the recognition it deserves. Tht
responsible factors in . productior
which the S.M.P.H. persistently seek'
to aid and in exhil)ition where much
effort at improvement is intensive!)
concentrated should lend tlier sup
port. How this should i)e done is not
within our province to determine
Perhaps, through membership; per
haps, through more substantial sum;
for experimentation. I'lu
asidecould
set hod
me'
be determined.
What does appear very plain tc) us
is that a group such as this should
not be compelled to waste valuable
minutes, perhaps hours, in discussing
how its financial being may be sustained. There is too much of vital
importance yet 'to be accomplished.
The engineers know not the \vay>
of publicity. Yet because we feel
they need it, we take it upon ourselves to fasten the spotlight in their
direction this morning.

Ladder Rungs
Andy Smith and Grad Sears are
tnoved up the First National ladder.
It is pleasant to note this. .\lso that
several salesmen in the field have
earned their branch managerships. No
finer w-ay in the world to build organic ition. Ned Depinet has the idea
and it's right, too.

Tuesday, May

More Prizes
"The President's Trophy"
was added yesterday to the
long list of special cups and
prizes to be presented at the
18th semi-annual Film Golf
Tournament, scheduled for
May 22, at Glen Oaks, Little
Neck. Al Lichtman, president
cf the N. Y. Motion Picture
Club, offered the trophy, a solid
sliver placque which will be
displayed permanently in the
N. Y. M. P. clubrooms. Winners' names will be engraved
on the placque after each tournament.
Entries continue to pour in
fast. All must be filled early
and no entries will be accepted
after 180 have been received.
Send yours in NOW! The fee
is $10.

Price

7, 1929

5 Cents

SEE OPEN MARKET AGAIN
FOR INDTT PRODUCERS
ON U. A. DEAL
LOOKED EOR IN TEW DAYS
While various United Artists members who are now in New York are
meeting with Joseph M. Schenck regarding the proposed sale of a controlling interest to Warners, Harry
M. Warner last night neared New
York on his return journey from
luiropc.

Coast Expects National
Distributors to Buy
Outside Pictures
West

Coast

bureau,

THE

Pll.M

DAILY

Hollywood — With mergers lessening the number of major distributing
companies, farsighted studio executives predict that next year will find
several well-financed independent producing units making important pictures and the national releasing companies eager to handle
them.

One of Hollywood's highest salaried production men recently accepted executive responsibilities to fit
It is understood the possibilities of
himself for the time when he will
(Continued
on Page i)
have his own independent imit. He
believes the studio iiituation will
parallel that of the legitimate theater, with the distributors likened to
the Shuberts and A. L. Erlan^er, accepting pictures from the ii*»lep.*-n-

SUIT IN CANADA OVER USE AN ERA or SPECIALIZED
or VITAPHONE TRADE MARK EFEORIGOLDWYN STATES
Toronto — The

use

of the word

The day of wholesale in this busi"\"itaphone" as indicating sound or
ness is gone and with it the production of 50 or 60 pictures a year bv
talking pictures in Canada is now a
legal issue. Baldwin International an individual producer, .Samuel GoldRadio of Canada, Ltd., has entered wyn told THE FILM DAILY prior
suit against Famous Players Cana- to his departure for London Saturdian Corp.. and the Tivoli, for $100.day, where he will arrange for pre000 "damages alleging wrongful use
miere of "Bulldog Drumniond."
of the trade mark.
"This is the era of specialization.''
Baldwin bases its claims on the al- said Gokhvyn, adding, "Not how
(Continued
on Page 3)
(Coiitinued
on Page 3)

RKO Vaudeville Invasion J. C. Brady, Leader in
Is Planned in Florida
M.P.T.O. Activities, Dies
Toronlo — J. C. lirady died at his
Jacksonville — An invasion o! RKO
here on Sunday,
following
a
vaudeville,
after being out of Pub- home
lix houses for more than a year, is lengthy illness.
He was 80 years old
planned in houses here and at Miami, and is survived by his widow and an
(Continued
on Page 3)
(Continued on Paijc 2)

Evolution Brought on by Sound
Captures Engineers' Attention
Tri-State Exhibitor Body
Condemns Babson Attack

Developments at the initial
session of the Societv of M. P.
Engineers are covered more
fully on pages 6 and 7.

Little Rock, .^rk.— More than l.=10
members of the M.P.T.O. of Arkansas. Mississippi and Tennessee in
The evolution now underway in
convention here passed a resolution the business- owing to tlie advent of
against Roger Babson. condemning sound was discussed in its various
his "false and unwarranted attack" on phases as a highlight of the inaugural
motion pictures in saying they were day of the S. M. P. E. Spring session
{Continued
on Page 3)
(Continued

on

Page

6)

ntn.'-'
Roland
West, producer and -direcproducer.
deiit
tor of ".-Mibi," is convinced that next
year will find a large number of important independent producers.
"Mergers do not necessarily furnish desirable manpower," said one
executive. "No studio can supply
fifty 'hits' a year, especially with the
talkers. Most of the plays from
Broadway must be revamped for the
talking screen."

KLEIN BLAMESIaRGE
WASTE JOJROMOTION
Hashtngton Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI-LY

Washington — Industrial and coinmercial interests waste from SS.OOO,000.000 to SIO.OOO.OOO.OOO yearly in the
conduct of .American business as a result of excessive expenditures in sales
promotion and because of failure to
gain adequate information as to prospects in a given market,
ac</ording
(Continued

on

Page

3)

'

Players With Foreign
Accents Study English
By RALPH

IVILK

Hollywood — About 75 stars and
featnred players, who speak with
foreign accents, are affected by talkers. Thus far many of the players
have been able to survive the advent
(Continued

on

Page

3)

1

THE
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Fox Film in 1st Quarter
of '29 Earns $3,047,138

Financial
Tuesdai, May 7, 1929 PrieeSCeots

Fox Film Corp. net income for the
first quarter of 1929 shows an increase of 109 per cent over the corresponding period of 1928, with a
Sales total of $3,047,138, after all charges
600
and depreciation, but before Federal
1,700
600 taxes. This compares with $1,451,842 for the
'26 first quarter of 1929.
6
2',166 After making allowances for Federal
taxes, the earnings were equivalent
500
to 12.93 a share on the 920,660 shares
100 of Class A and Class B stock now
11,400
100 outstanding, and compares with $1.78
"56
a share earned
on the 767,216 shares
6
12,800 of Class A and B stock outstanding
in the first quarter of 1928.
5,800
The company states it did not in1,600
clude any revenue from the Fox
15,000
300
Theaters enterprises, nor from the
22,166
interest in Loew's, Inc.,
900 controlling
which was recently acquired by the
Fox Theaters
Corp.
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RKO Vaudeville Invasion
Is Planned in Florida

Paramount Did $8,713,063
in Foreign Markets in '28

West

Sound for Wrigley House
Coast Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — William Wrigley,
Jr.'s $2,500,000 theater is nearly completed at Catalina Island. Supertone, reproducing device, is being
installed.
"Jango," New Hunt Film
Quigley - Davenport Expeditions,
Inc., is a new" organization which
expects
to shortly
market
an
African
hunt film.
The "Jango,"
picture
was made by Dr. Daniel Davenport
while a member of a Belgian scientific expedition.

Tuesday, May 7, 1929

DAILV
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"Mother's Boy" Opens Tonight
"Mother's Boy," singing, talking
picture in which Pathe presemts Morton Downey as star, opens in New
York this evening at the George M.
Cohen.

Today:

Second Day, National Music Week.
Day, S.M.P.E. Meetine,
Second
York.
New
Second
Day,
convention.
Opening
Cohan,

of

of "Mother's
New
York.

58:

R. C. A.

Photophone
has been under our direct
personal supervision!

IABE MEYER

^\
^^^

Im

at

the

9

Central,
Opening

Second
Anniversary
and
Awards
Dinner of the Academy
of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Hollywood.

May

20

Annual
Convention
of American
ver.
Federation of Musicians at Den-

22

Annual
Springat
Tournament
Neck, L. I.

Film
Glen

Daily Little
Qoll
Oaks,

June 1-9

American
Theater
Equipment
Exat Chicago.
position and Exhibitors Institute

June 11-12

Convention
of Oklahoma
exhibitor unit at Oklahoma City.
iSummer
convention
of
North
Carolina exhibitors
unit, Wriehtsville, Beach,
N. C.

June 17-18

Montreal — General Sound Equipof 113,000,000 Fox Metropolitan Playment, Ltd., has been appointed exhouses, Inc., 6^ per cent convertible
clusive Canadian licensee and disnotes, to be used in connection with
tributor for DeForest Phonofilm.
the acquisition of 115 New York the- Offices are located in Toronto, Winaters by William Fox.
nipeg, Calgary, Vancouver, St. John
and Montreal.
Stevenson Buys Two
Aberdeen, N. C. — The S. S. StevenPrice With F. N.
son Amusement Co. 'has purchased
Atlanta
—
Walter
Price has joined
the Dixie here from R. P. Rosser and
the local sales force of First National.
the Carolina at Hamlet N. C.

TALKING

PICTURES

MADE

BY

SHOWMEN

Comedies
In 1 and 2
Reels

t

Each a natural.

Built on scripts by writing-showmen;
spoken by talented stage-comedians.

tvay, New York.
m

at

16

acted and
Inquiries

Address IMPERIAL PICTURES, Inc., 1841 Broadof the total number of feature pictures recorded by

Boy"

May

May

New
York.Squall"
of "The

Texas

May

For release by State-Rights Exchangemen.
invited from Independent Distributors.

The Synchronization of

M.P.T.O.

Fox Launches $13,000,000
Issue to Back N.Y. Chain Canadian Sales Agent for
A banking group headed by Halsey,
De Forest Phonofilm Set
Stuart & Co. has purchased an issue

of super-excellence.

Williams in New York
Barney Williams of Superior Dist.
Corp., Hollywood, has arrived in New
York to arrange for distribution of
"Some Night" and "Whoopee Justice," two reel talkers.

Book
TheDate
Industry's

-3^
DAMLV
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Hollywood

Klein Blames Large
Suit in Canada Over
An Era of Specialized
Wast
e to Promot
(Continued from Page 1) ion
Trade Mark
Effort, Goldwyn States Vitaphone
(Continued from I'aije 1 )
(Continued frotn Page

I)

many, but how good will mark the
standards of the business.
"Sound is responsible. .Mready it
has been demonstrated that quality
must go forward hand in hand with
sound and that more dialogue is no
longer sufficient to draw in the public. It is my opinion that a poor
sound picture drives audiences out of
Columbia has signed Frank R. a theater faster than a poor silent
Capra on anotlier long term con- picture. The problem is, therefore,
tract. The new arrangement covers
five years. The contract follows the producer's.
"While the industry has reorganized itself to meet the new condition
closely upon completion of "The
Donovan Affair," Capra's eighth for brought on by sound, it is my oiiinthe company. He also directed ion that talking pictures, as good as
"Submarine" and "The Younger they appear and undoubtedly are today, will seem inadequate and trashy
Generation" and is now making
a year from now wlieu producers
"Flight."
learn how to handle the full possibilities of the new medium.
Sennett Completes Five Reeler
A five reel comedy, tentatively
"It seems to nie that the technique
which has to be developed must be
titled "The \ew Bankroll," has been
completed under direction of Mack a combination of the best features of
Sennett with Harry Gribbon featured the silent picture and the new vista
opened up sound. In other words,
in a talking sequence. The cast, be- retaining the highlights of both forms
sides Gribbon, includes Andy Clyde,
expression and blending them to
.\lma Bennett, Addie McPhail, Rose- of
secure the ultimate in results.
mary Theby, Nathalie Joyce and Vernon Dent.
"In exhibition, you will find conditions adjusting themselves accordingly. Already throughout the coun"Skeets" Gallagher With F-P-L
try, theaters are playing the same
"Skeets" Gallagher has been picture two, three and four weeks
signed by Paramount to appear in and establishing precedents that are
two productions. The first is astonishing the business day by day.
"Pointed Hills," while the second Pictures will be, and have to be, good
will be "Elmer the Great," to be re- enough to do this.
leased as "Fast Company."
"Mergers and consolidations alarm
the producer. It is difficult to understand why. Let as many chains
To Remake "Galloping Fish"
amalgamate
they like; let as nian\"Galloping
is toand
be Chester
remade theaters fall asinto
one band as their
with
Louise Fish"
Fazenda
Conklin in the same featured roles operators deem necessary for ecounder direction of Edward Klein.
nomic purposes. This condition cannot hurt the producer of worthwhile
This time the picture will be made
attractions for it is a.xiomatic that
in sound.
those houses must have big pictures
to maintain their level of business."
Dorothy Sebastian Signed
Dorothy
Sebastian has been signed to a long
term
contract
by Tri-State Exhibitor Body
M-G-M

COLUMBIA SIGNS CAPRA
TO 5 YEAR CONTRACT

Condemns Babson Attack

Schildkraut Leaving "U"?
Joseph Schildkraut may leave Universal despite the fact that he has just
signed a new long term contract, according to the Los Angeles Times.
Nagel Gets M-G-M Contract
Conrad
Nagel has signed a two
year contract by M-G.-M.
He recently completed a part in "The Hollywood Revue of 1929," for M-G-M.
Zita Johann with M-G-M
H
M-G-M
has placed Zita Johann,
Hungarian
actress, under contract.
Her work in "Machinal" created considerable comment last season.
Colman on Way East
Ronald
Colman
is en route
to
Hollywood from New York, following the premiere of "Bulldog Drummond" at the Apollo.
Guild Will Elect May 13
The Catholic M. P. Guild will hold
its election for 1929-30 on May 31.

(Cotititiued jrom

Page

\)

a cause of crime. The resolution,
sponsored by R. F. Woodhull was unanimously passed. It also called on
Babson to "broadcast to his followers
a refutation of his indictment in justice to the industry. The advances in
sound pictures were outlined in
speeches by M. A. Lightman, president of the association; Cecil Cupp,
Royal, Arkadelphia and Sidney Nutt,
Hot Springs, Ark. exhibitor.
Another resolution passed put the
association on record against service
of its members on any board of arbitration which includes non-members
of either the Tri-State or the national
M.P.T.O.

leged ownership of the trade name
which it claims is registered with the
government
"Vitaphone"
is alleged to at
be Ottawa.
a trade mark
formerly
used by the Canadian Vitaphone Co.
It is claimed the trustees of that
company made an assignment of the
name to the Canadian Baldwin Co. in
January, 1927, for use in connection
with its sound reproducing and radio
products. The plaintiff claims that
the defendant companies have made
wrongful use of the registered title in
talking pictures with devices which
are not the products of the plaintiff.
Evidence in the case has been heard
at Osgoode Hall. Previously Baldwin announced it controlled the use

New

BOX
A-125
c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway
N. Y. C.

Players With Foreign
Accents
Study English
(Continued from Page 1)

()f sound, but the majority have had
little work.
Among the contract players who
speak with accents and are studying
Abel C.
attorney
phone,
hadThomas,
no comment
to for
make\'itaon English with the hope that they will
the suit yesterday.
lose their dialects are Baclanova.
Paul Lukas, Paramount; Ramon
Xovarro, Karl Dane, Nils Asther.
Decision on U. A. Deal Renee Adoree, Raquel Torres,
Greta
Garbo, Dolores Del Rio, Vilma
Expected
in Few Days Bank_\-, Lily Daniita, Mona Rico.
(Continued from Page 1)
Free lance players, who speak
a deal continue in the balance in view with accents, see some hope in that
of the disinclination of Mary Pickford l)roducers now casting talkers, will
and Douglas Fairbanks to relin(|uish insist on authentic dialects.
a majority hold on their company.
Buys Winston-Salem House
However, with Warner's arrival in
the city, it is anticipated the end of
Winston-Salem, N. C. — J. Bonner
the week will witness a decision. That sams, has Durchased the Pilot from
United Artists Consolidated will be the Piedmont Amusement Co. which
formed appears set. That a sale to operates the Auditorium. Amuzu and
Warners will be closed is far from Ideal here.
agreed upon.
of
the trade itmark
"Vitaphone" in the
Dominion,
is claimed.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatrei
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

J. C. Brady, Leader in
M.P.T.O. Activities, Dies
(Continued from Page

1)

adult
family,
several
members
of
which are in the Canadian film business. Funeral services will he held
tomorrow.
J. C. Brady, president of the M.P.T.O. of Canada and vice-president of
the M.P.T.O. of America, was a
pioneer in Canadian exhibition, operating many theaters in association
with two of his sons. He had been
active in fighting adverse legislation.

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Announcing the Consolidation of

STEBBINS, LETERMAN & GATES, INC.
Insurance

Brokers

1540 BROADWAY

New York City

and

THE BEHRENDT-LEVY INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
Insurance

WANTED
or used developing
machines

to Dr. Jnlius Klein, assistant secretary of commerce.
Klein also charges that this huge
waste was, in addition, due to unwise
credit methods, unfair grading practices of small trading minorities, disorderly marketing particularly of perishable g(K)ds, earless and injudicious
procedure in the retail trade, high cost
of unsystematic warehousing, extravagant delivery services, ill-judged advertising, unwise instalment methods
and packing, handling and transportation of merchandise.
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Engineers Assemble From All Over U, S.
PAPERS HINGE LARGELY
AROUND SOUND PICTURES
{Continued from Page 1)

at the Park Central yesterday. Nearly every paper read dealt with the
chamges influenced by sound. This
topic is scheduled to predominate the
session, which will conclude Thursday.
With 160 members registered, the
opening session got under way with
President L. C. Porter of the Edison Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J.,
in charge. He welcomed the conventioneers and recalled that the last
meeting the organization held in New
York was in 1917. A membership
goal of 1,000 by 1930 should be the
II aim of the society, he said. The re" cently-organized London section of
the organization now has a membership of 80. Analyzing the roster of
the American organization Porter
said that his check-up indicated its
composition as follows: engineers,
129; executives, 79; managers, 56;
producers, 11; distributors, 7; exhibitors, 10; miscellaneous, 14.
An address of welcome in behalf
of the picture industry w'as briefly
.
delivered by Major Edward
Bowes,
I; who said he hoped for a more com'
plete
the work of the
membersrecognition
of the ofS.M.P.E.

"During the year from July 1, 1929,

With the S.M.P.E. Today
9:30
10:00

iSpecial busses leave Park Central for Bell Telephone laboratories.
Papers (Bell Telephone
Laboratories Auditorium):
"On
Tinted Kodak
Film for
Eastman
Co. Sound Positives"^!,. A. Jones, Research Laboratory,

"A Machine for Cutting Master Disc Records" — D. G. Blattner and L. A.
Elmer, Bell Telephone
Laboratories,
Inc.
"A Reproducing Machine for Picture and Sound" — H. Pfannenstiehl, Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
"Technical
Problems
Encountered
in Re-recording" — K. F. Morgan,
Electrical Research Products, Inc., Hollywood Division.
"Public Announcement
and Re-inforcement
Systems
for Theaters" — J. B.
Irwin, Electrical Research
Products, Inc.
1:30-2:30
Luncheon:
BeU Laboratories
Restaurant.
2:30
(BeU Laboratories
Auditorium)
Exhibit and Demonstration
of Research
Apparatus and Sound-film Ekjuipment.
Papers :
'^Servicing Sound and Picture Eiquipment in Theaters" — Coke Flannagan,
Electrical Research Products, Inc.
"Typical
in Process Phcrtographjr" — Carroll Dunning,
Dunning
Process Problems
Co.
"The

5:30

Universal Camera Crane" — Frank Graves, Universal
Studios, Hollywood, California.
"Television Demonstration" — H. E. Ives, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
Busses leave Bell Telephone
Laboratories
for Park Central Hotel.
No evening program.

make a French version of a feature
in New York.
"Although over 11,000 persons are
registered at the Central Casting
Bureau at Hollywood only about 900
are employed daily," says the report.
"Producers are making two negatives of each picture, it is pointed
out. Two hundred prints are made
for American distribution from one
negative and from the other, which
is shipped to England, 140 prints are
produced for European use. Fortyfour Films Boards of Trade have
been established and more than 700
institutions receive the benefits of
Report of the arrangements com- showing free films, says the report.
mittee was submitted by W. C.
One firm has demonstrated a machine especially designed for sound
I, Kunzman, chairman. William C.
1 Hubbard, treasurer of the society, film projection, the report states. A
reported that $11,166.10 in dues was projection device, called the Tripreceived during the period from Sept. tique, permits simultaneous projec20, 1928, to May 1, last. The balance
tion of three pictures to give either
in the treasury May 1 was $13,368.29, a panoramic view or three separate
he stated.
interconnected
pictures.
A gradual increase in the use of
"Faulty projection conditions in
incandescent lighting, replacing to a theaters
have been denounced by a
certain extent mercury, vapor and
of the Technicians' Branch
arc lighting units, has come about meeting
of the Academy of M. P. Arts and
with the more general adoption of
opinions were expanchromatic stock during the past Sciences, pressedalthough
that the indifference of some
two years, said J. L Crabtree, of the producers towards the theater was
Research Laboratory at Eastman
Kodak, reporting as chairman of the partly to blame," says the report.
Approximately 2,500 sound instalprogress committee. In presenting
lations had been made up to April
his report he only touched upon its
15,
this
year. One firm reports 1,700
highlights, owing to its extreme
installations, says the report. A new
length.
A studio census taken in Febru- screen, just announced, claims better acoustic properties and projecary, this year, "showed that a fairly
tion qualities. Plans for a double
large number of the 60 or more pictures were being photographed with theater, each half seating 5,000, have
more or less incandescent lighting, been prepared, Crabtree said: "Rear
his report pointed out. With the in- projection would be possible from a
troduction ofpanchromatic stock and central projection room located between the two auditoriums. Six proincandescent lighting, the art of makjectors arranged in two tiers of three
ing-up has undergone extensive
each would project segments of the
changes.
Quoting information supplied by picture on a large screen."
Educational films are being adaptJ. A. Ball, Crabtree reported the installation of 33 recording channels
ed in this country, Japan and Hungary and a sound picture has been
by two companies. In connection
with the transmission of sound, it made for instructional purposes at
has been sent over telephone lines the U. S. Army Infantry School at
for considerable distances but with Fort Benning, Ga. Touching upon
a degree of success unknown. One television the report says that "it is
company,
Crabtree
said, plans
to now possible to transmit a picture

5x5 inches in 48 seconds or a message at the rate of 630 words per
minute, quoting Zworykin.
"A new type of scanning device
for television transmission and reception has been announced by C. E.
Ogden, president of the Kodel Electric and Mfg. Co., Cincinnati. The
device is based on the use of a circular disc which is so mounted that
it can be rotated simultaneously
about its center and about one of its
diameters. The disc is mounted in
a forked support in which it can be
rotated at a high speed, and then the
base of the fork is mounted in bearings so that the fork and disc as a
whole can be rotated at some other
speed. On the periphery of the disc,
photo electric cells are mounted, depending on whether the device is to
be used for transmission or reception. An odd number of these tubes
is used, five being suitable, the tubes
being spaced at equal intervals. . . .
It is also stated that an image as
large as that of a moving picture
can be reproduced with clearness."
Speaking of a television process
using natural colors the report says:
"Three exposing spirals, each covered by a daylight filter, are arranged
consecutively around one scanning
disc. The filters transmit green, red
and blue light, respectively, the subject being scanned first by a red spot
of light, then by a blue spot and last
by a green spot. The receiving station has a similar disc in synchronism
with the transmitter and includes a
neon tube (red) and two separate
glow discharge lamps made from a
combination of helium and mercury
vapor
There(blue-green)."
have been no outstanding advances recorded in the field of professional color motion pictures, declares
the
"Sound
movies in progress
the homereport.
may now
be
realized since the introduction of a
phonograph turntable operated from
an extension sihaft to the projector to
maintain synchronism. A magnetic
pick-up transfers the sound record to
the audio amplifying system of an
ordinary

radio

receiver."

to June
30,can1930,
a 'limit ofinto
210 Gerfeature films
be imported
many," declares the summary. "No
restrictions have been made on newsreels and short comedies." It is estimated that over |163,000,000 will be
invested in theater building during
1929, says the report. A questionnaire returned by 20,000 patrons of a
New York picture house reveals that
over half the patrons come on their
friends recommendations.
"More tihan 325,000 persons depend
on the picture industry for their livelihood," says the report.
Report of Secretary Robert Burnap
showed that 200 new members have
been added to the roster since last
Oct. 1, bringing the total to 485. L.
A. Jones, reporting for the committee
appointed to investigate the matter
of starting a journal, said that a
majority of the committee favored the
plan. The matter will come up for
definite action at the October meeting of tihe society.
Simeon Rowson, English distributor, spoke to the meeting and told
of the activities of the new British
section of the society. He pointed
out that many British scientists are
available for picture work in this
country. The English branch of the
organization now has 80 members,
having started with a roster of 30.
A. C. Downes reported for the studio lighting committee.
After some discussion the society
voted to reduce its entrance fees for
active members as applied to persons
living in foreign countries.
Warren Nolain of the United
Artists' publicity department opened
the afternoon session with a discussion of "Talking Pictures and the
Public." He pointed out the advisabilit of avoiding misleading advertising
in this connection, emphaszing the
need of differentiating between sound
aind talking pictures.
"The Motion Picture Camera in
Sound Pictures" was the subject of

{

a paper by A. S. Howell and J. A.^
Dubray of the Bell & Howell Co., the '
latter presenting the paper. Efforts
of the company in working on a camof sound'
were erarelated
Dubray.
producingbya minimum
Vance,
and
DePue
of
Oscar DePue
for
on "Aof Printer
spoke
Chicago, ous
Sound and
Printing
Simuhane
Silent Negatives." Adaptations of
building into sound-proof stages was
the •
H. C. Humphrey
discussed
Products, ofInc.,
Electrical byResearch

whose subject was "A Typical Sound'
on." "PaStudio Recordingin Installati
Business" was the
tent Problems
theme of F. T. Woodward of Electrical Research Products and "The
Need of Improvement in Projection
was the
Equipment
n, technical
Richardsotce"
H. Maintenan
of F. and
topic
editor of the "Exhibitors HeraldWorld." Actvities of a monitor man
were described by C. Tuthill of Paramount's Long Island studio.
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To Spend Entire Day at Bell Laboratory
SOUND AGAIN HIGHLIGHT
Of ENGINEER CONFABS
Nine papers constitute the second
day's program of the Society of M.
P. Engineers'
Leaving
from
the Park coaiv?ntion.
Central at 9:30
this
morning, the group will spend the entire day at the Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Those who registered yesterday and
last night at convention hesdquarters
include:
(icorge Applegate, Electrical Research
Products;
Ludwig
Arnson.
W. D. Baldwiefeii; F. C. Badgley, Director Canadian M. P. Bureau, Ottawa; C. W.
Barrel!, Western Electric Co.; Thaddeus C.
Barrows, Metropolitan Theater, Boston; William C. Barry, Jr., Eastman Kodak; E. W
Beggs, Westinghouse Lamp Co., Newark, N.
J.; Eric M. Berndt, New York; J. M. Blaney, Brewster Color Film Co., New York;
J. C. Boylen;
Freemen
Lee
Brown,
Westi'oghouse E. & M. Co.; Robert S. Burnap,
Edison Lamp Works; J. C. Burnett, Burnett-Timken Research Lab., Alpine, N. J.;
J. C. Bylander, Electrical Research Prod.
Inc.. New York; James R. Cameron, New
York; John G. Capstaff, Eastman Kodak
Co.; A. W.
Carpenter,
New
York;
Arthur
A. Catlin, Electrical Research Prod.; G. L.
Chanier, Pathe; C. H. Clark, New York;
J. W. Coffman, Carpenter-Goldman Labs,
i-ong Island City, N. Y.; Roy D. Conway,
Elec. Research Prod. Inc.; R. O. Conway;
Willard B. Cook, Kadascope Libraries; L.
W. Corbett, Technicolor, Boston; Edward
Corwin, engineering dept., Claude Neon
Lights, Inc. ; Herford Tynes Cowling, Eastman Kodak Co.; James Crabtree, Electrical
Research Prod. Corp. ; John L. Crabtree,
Eastman Kodak Co. ; John S. Cummings,
Cummings Labs., New York; Thomas B.
Cunningham,
Mt. Vernon,
N. Y'. ; Chas. E.
Curie,
Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Lawrence W. Davee, New York; George
DeKruiff, National Theater Supply; O. B.
DePue, DePue & Vance, Chicago; R. B.
Dickson, Pyrene Mfg. Co.. Newark, N. J.;
F. L. Dieterich, Dieterich Corp., New York;
L. M. Dieterich, New Y'ork; Geo. C. Dobbs,
Grantwood, N. J. ; George Dobson, Clifton,
N. J.; T. W. Doran, Burgess Battery Co.,
New York; C. Downes, National Carbon Co.,
Cleveland; Joseph A. Dubray. Bell & How
i«ll Co., Chicago; Frank Uudiak, Faimont
Theater,
Fairmont, Research
W. \'a.;Prod.
Albert
H.
Duflield. Electrical
Inc.;W. Otto
B. Durholz, Paterson. N. J.; A. S. Dworsky,
Dworsky Film Machine Corp., Long Island
City.
George C. Edwards, Ozone Park, N. Y. ;
Carl E. Egeler, Natl. Lamp Works, Cleveland; Charles F. Eichhorn, Machine Operators' Union, Local 306, New York; J. D.
Elms, Widescope Camera & Film Corp.,
.Staten Island, N. Y.; Theodore J. Engel,
;Goldtnan Laboratories, Long Island City, N.
Y'.; Raymond Evans, Chief, Office of Mo-tion Pictures V. S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Washington.
Francis M. Fatge, Publix Theaters Corp.;
^revon Faulkner, Paramount-Famous-Lasky;
John R. Freuler. New York; E. J. Fulcher,
Sault
Ste.
Marie,
Ontario.
J. N. Gelman, 3449 Jay St., Cincinnati;
E. R. Geib, National Carbon Co.. Cleveland;
Wm. J. German, Long Island City; William
Gluck; N. D. Golden, Dep't of Commerce,
Washington; D. R. Goldthwaite, Dillon Read
Co., New Y'ork; Carl L. Gregory, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Rufus O. Hardin, Knoxville, Tenn.; John
B. Harlow, New Y'ork; Wni. W. Hennessy.
Eastman Theater, Rochester, N. Y. ; Kenneth
Hickman, Eastman Kodak; Rochester; Roger
Hill, Washington; Harry R. Hillier, Metro-politan M. P. Co., Detroit; F. W. Hochstetter; H. Hollander; Arthur J. Holman,
Brookline, Mass.; L. Hoist, Electrical Research Prod., Inc.; Philip S. Hopkins, Bingbamton, N. Y. ; Charles A. Hoxie, General
^Electric Co., Schenectady; M. C. Hoxie,
■RCA Pbotophone;
Roscoe C. Hubbard,
Con-

solidated Film Lab., New York; Wm. C.
Hubbard, Plainfield, N. J.; II. C. Humphrey;
Kmiiklin L. Hunt, Bell Telephone Labs.
Inc.
J. B. Irwin, Electrical Research Products
Inc., New York; Lester B. Isaacs, Loews
Inc.
W. S. Johnston, Bristolphone Corp.; L. A.
Jones,
Eastman
Kwlak
Park,
Rochester.
Lawrence J. Katz, Harrishurg, Pa.; L. A.
Kennedy, Fox- News; J. F. Kienninger, Technicolor M. P. Corp., Boston; J. E. Kilts,
Springfield, O. ; Jess Kizis, Fox News; J.
C. Kroeson, Belleville, N. J.; W. C. Kunz.
man, Cleveland.
George Lane, Carpenter-Goldman Lab.,
Long Island City, N. Y. ; Francis I.awton,
Jr., New York; J. F. Leventhal, New York;
Jacob Lieberman, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; W. F.
Little. Electrical Testing Lab., New York;
M. B. Ix>ng, Bell Telephone Lal»ralorics;
C;. T. Lorance, Electrical Research Prod. ;
C. W. Lowe, Electrical Research Pro<l. Inc. ;
Tore Lundahl, Pacent
Reproducer Corp.
Percival A. McGuire, International Pro
jector Corp.; William McWhirter, West
Warren, Mass.; J. S. McLeo<l. Metro. (ioldwyn-Mayer; Walter A. MacNair. Bell Tele
phone Laboratories; Donald MacRac, J. E.
McAuley Mfg. Co.; Felix Malitz, Ufa Films;
N. Metzger, Associated Screen News. Montreal; E. B. Middleton. Dupont-Pathe. Par
Ion, N. J.; Rudolph Miehling, New York,
L. T. Monosson, Amkino Corp., New York;
W. B. Morehouse, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.; R. M. Moreno. Dupont-Pathe
Film Mfg. Corp.; E. Morrison. Fox News;
H. S. Morton, Detroit: Wm._ McK. Morton,
Knoxville, Tenn.; Hollis W. Moysc, l)uPontPathe Film Mfg. Corp.; O. S. Mungillo. Paramount
News.
Otto Nelson, National Cash Register Co.,
Daytcn: Montrose Newman. Carpenter-Goldman Labs., Long Island ; Robert F. Nicholson, Fox Case Corp., New York; J. A.
Norling, Loucks & Norling, New York; B.
E. Norrish, Associated Screen News of Canada, Montreal.
Frank D. Ormston. RCA
Photophone;
Freeman
H.
Owens.
New
York.
M. W. Palmer, Paramount-Famous-Lasky
Corp.; F. W'. Peterson, care 1. G. FarbenIndustrie Aktiengesellschaf. Kinetechnische
Abteilung. Berlin; Louis Phillips, National
Theater Supply Co., New Haven; H.
Pfannenstiehl, Bell Telephone Labs. ; L. C.
Porter, Edison Lamp Works, Harrison, N.
J.; John H. Powrie. Warner Research Lab
oratory; Frank Puffer. New York; G. Puller. Bell Telephone
Laboratories.
Gerald F. Rackett. Assn. of M. P. Prod..
Hollywood; H. F. Raess. Warner Research
Lalxiratorv. New York; Reid H. Ray. Rav
Bell Films Inc.. St. Paul; William B. Ray
*^n. Rausr-h & T.omb Ontical Co.. Rochester;
E. C
Richardson, Mole-Richardson Inc..
Hol]ywo<Mi; Huljert .M. R.cks. Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.. Newark. N. J.; H.
Roberts. Jr.. Electrical Research Prod. Inc.;
Heinz Rosenberger. Rockefeller Institute,
New York City; O. A. Ross, New York; M.
Rulien. Dep't of Interior, Washington; J. A.
Rudolph,
Fox
News.
Arthur T. Sanial: Howard B. Santee,
Electrical Research Prod. Inc.; A. W. Saunders, Electrical Research Products, New
York; Virgil B. Sease. Dupont-Pathe. Parlin. N. J.; Irving Siegel. New Yorlt; H.
.Smith, Electrical Research Prod. Inc.; H. M.
Stoller. Bell Telephone I.alwratories, New
York City; J. F. Strickler, Newspapers
Film

Notice
Ward Lascelle. Chester M.
Franklin and Eklward R. Harris with headquarters at Universal City, Calif., announce
that they are using the wtord
NATURALTONE
as their
trade mark for their productions, recording and equipment
and therefore establish an exclusive and prior right to the
use of same.

Corp.. Chicago;
Harry
Strong,
Strong, I^mp
Co., Toledo.
John B. Taylor, General Electric Co.,
Schenectady; Lewis M. Townscnd, Eastman
theater. Rochester; Charles Tronolonc, ("on
sulidatcil l*'ilni Industries; Nick Tronolonc.
Consolid.ilccl Film Inilustrics; Frederic G.
Tutton,
W. O. Filling, Inc., New
Yotk.
Morgan
Upton,
Harvard
L'niversity.
Morton L. Vance. Deput & Vance; John
K. Volkmann,
RCA
Photophone.
Rol>ert O. Walker. Walker Screen Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. ; J. .S. WaLson, Jr., Rochester, N. Y. ; Julius Weinlwrger, Engineer in
charge research dept.. Radio Corp. of America; Deane K. White. DuPont-Pathc Film
Mfg. Co.. I'arliii. N. J.; Donald F. Whiting. Fox Case Corp.; E. A. Williford, National Carbon Co., Inc., Cleveland: M. Wnlsky, Elec. Research Products, New York;
I.. (". Wright, Jr.. New York; W. WynneJones,
Ufa
Films.
Al Y'oung,
Du-Art
Film
Lab.
Inc.,
New

Yorfc.

Talk of Holding Next
Spring Meet In London
Discussions concerning the next
Spring convention in London was in
the air at the opening session of the
S.M.P.E. yesterday at the Park Central. Early in the gathering an invitation had been extended via Simeon
Rowson. chairman of the London section, for the society to hold a meeting
in England. That the fall meeting
will be staged at Toronto is a prospect. However, no definite action has
been taken as yet.

S.M.P.E. ENTRANCE FEE
REDUCED AFTER DEBATE
Entrance fee of the Society of M.
P. Engineers was voted reduced as
it pertains to foreign members, following abrisk discussion of the matter at the opening session of the
Spring meeting at the Park Central hotel yesterday morning. The
rate for active foreign members was
cut from $30 to $15 and for foreign
associate menibers, from $20 to $10.
The deciding vote, by ballot, was 36
against
16.
The discussion
arose when the
meeting was asked consider an
amendment to its constitution and
by-laws. J. L Crabtree, in opposing
the motion, pointed out that the society needs more funds. Alighted
with him in opposition to the proposal was L. A. Jones and F. H.
Richardson. Speakers in favor of
the pmendment were Simeon Rowson, Dr. Kenneth Hickman, Herford
T. Cowling and F. C. Badgley of the
Canadian Govt. M. I^. Bureau. Rowson, pleading for the British section
of the society, said that many men
wh(^ would like to join the organization in England are unable to, owing to the high entrance fee.

THE SOUND

NUMBER

of the KINE-QUIPMENT Section of
the 10 Associated Publications, reaching 20,000 prospective buyers, will be
in the mails May 18- Copy dead^
line is May 10.^

-^

-^
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Look out for
NUBI! — She's an
ill wind that blows
no man
good!

WATCH FOR $2. B'WAY OPENING
AT THE CENTRAL— MAY 9th
* ALICE

JOYCE

• MYRNA

■ • LORETTA YOUNG
• ZAS|U
• RICHARD TUCKER
_

LOY
PITTS

Presented by Richard A. Rowland, Play by Jean Bart, Screen
. Version by Bradley King, Directed by Alexander* Kdrda.
Hauiilinn Theme Soltg "Cypsy Charmer" publilhed by
M.

Jl'lttnark tind Sons.

FIRST NATIONAL

Color as a New Medium Discussed by S.M.P.E.
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"Mother's
Boy"
STICKILY sciitiinental. maw-

kish in treatment, badly acted
and indiflferently produced —
these are several of the factors

Wednesday,

mm OF FOX m m
FOX nes Foitsaii

Joe Merrick, know him? He has
had a long and varied experience in
the sales end of this business. For
six years with Educational in Los
Angeles and now ensconced in a
new, big office right here in New
York with "General Sales Manager"
splashed on the door. That's sonij
jump.
At R-K-0, a young man named
Frank Shea has been brought in from
the road to buy film for that entire
chain. We don't know, but we"ll
wager a lot of sales managers have
left their visiting cards already. Shea
will be sought after from now on.

The Irish Tenor
McCormack was not persuaded
easily. Many weeks slid by before
that contract was signed. Now,
however, he will make his sound debut via Fox. Our -wtorking knowledge of this business urges us to say
that some competitive gentlemen will
now begin thumbing the list of availables in the concert and operatic
field in order to spring surprises of
their own. It has long been a hunch
— entirely private, of course — that
every big name in show business, no
matter what part, will finally wend
its way into talking and singing pictures. McCormack, important addition as he is, is merely one of many
to come.
K ANN

8, 1929

5 Cents

NEW BROOKHART BILL IN SENATE
SEEKS TO END BLOCK BOOKING

which anchor "Mother's Boy" fast
as a very mediocre entertainment.
To tell you that it is another obvious tale of a tenement lad — Irish
this time — who passes through a
barrage of situations patriarchal
with age but who reaches some sort
of night club success via his crooning tenor only to pass it all up so
Financial circles are connnenting
that he might return to his mother's on renewed reports that Fo.x Film
ailing arms is a sufficient idea of Corp. will shortly acquire the assets
of Fox Theaters Corp., thus mergwhat the shooting is all about.
Last night's opening was not an
inspiring affair. Morton Downey
sings pleasantly enough, but the
deck was stacked pretty heavily
against him. Accurate reporting
being an obsession with us, it is
proper to state that "Mother's
Boy" is just a picture and not a
good one at that.
More Ladder Climbers

May

*' Radio Revels"
Hest Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Radio Pictures
vnll
"Radio
Revels," a
revueproduce
featuring
a formidable

Would Place Film Industry
Under the Control of
Trade Commission
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Senator Brookhart of
Iowa yesterday re-introduced his bill
to prohibit block and advance and
blind booking and to eliminate socalled trust activities in the picture
industry. The bill is along the lines
ing into one large company the two
of that introduced a year ago, but is
major corporate entities under which
much stronger and would place the
the various Fox enterprises operate.
industry under the thumb of the FedBoth Fox Film and Fox Theaters
eral Trade Commission.
are controlled and operated by WilBrookhart accompanied his measure
liam Fox and his associates, but
their financial structures are entirely West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY with a long statement attacking Will
H. Hays in which the latter was
distinct.
Hollywood — Richard Dix, one of charged with having brought about
the biggest drawing cards in pic- the elimination of competition in the
may leave Paramount after industry, it being pointed out that beFox May Build Big House one moretures,picture.
Insiders here say
fore Hays, Adolph Zukor sought to
in St. Paul; Deal is On he will join Radio.
monopolize the business .but was
St. Paul, Minn. — Fox is dickering
by First National and United
In the absence in Europe of Jesse fought
for the site of the City Hall. If
Artists. This competition, declared
(Continued
on Page 8)
municipal authorities determine not L. Lasky, no comment was forthcoming yesterday from Paramount.
to build the proposed court house
there, it is considered likely Fox will
Schenck and Others at U.A.
nab it. Ten millions is mentioned as Frank Shea to Buy Film
Re-elected for New Term
the cost of the contemplated theater.
for all R-K-0 Theaters Joseph M. Schenck and other officers of United Artists were re-elected
Frank Shea, recently promoted asMcCormack Signs With
sistant sales manager of the western at the 10th annual meeting of the corporation held in New York yesterday.
Fox for Singing Film office for RKO, has been apnointed
picture buver
for
R-K-O.
He
has
Dennis
F.
O'Brien, Harry D. Buckley,
(Continued
on Page 8)
Following six months of negotiaArthur W. Kelly and Al Lichtman
tions, John McCormack. celebrated
were again named vice-presidents,
Irish tenor, has signed a contract with M.P.T.O. of Mich. Calls
while Kelly
was again
named
(Continued
on Page
8) treasurFox to appear in a singing and talkMeet on Protection
ing picture. McCormack has cancelled his concert tour for next fall
Detroit— The M.P.T.O. of Michto devote his time to the Movietone iean has called a meeting for May
Lambs Challenge
production.
Tom Barry, author and 10 at the offices of the Detroit Film
{Continued

on

P(.iie

8)

array of radio personalities.
One of next season's specials.

COAST HEARS DIX MAY GO
OVER TO RADIO PICTURES

(Continued

on

Page

8)

E. K. Perfects 1 7 Tinted Film
Bases for Sound Production
Color used in; conjunction with
sound and its value in expressing
moods was the highlight of the
morning session of the S.M.P.F.,
nounced promotion of J., L. Merrick now holding its Si>ring meeting in
from branch manager of the Educa- New York. Most important among
tional Los Angele* exchange to gener- the developments of the day was the
al sales manager. Merrick arrived in announcement and demonstration of
New York a few days ago and will new tinted film perfected by East(Continued
on Page 8)

Merrick Promoted to Gen*l
Sales M'g'rship of Educ'l
E. W. Hammons \esterdav an-

(Continued on Page 4)

M. P. Club

N. Y. Motion Picture Club
yesterday accepted a challenge
to again defend the Albee Trophy in a match with the Lamb^
Club at the forthcoming 16th
Semi-annual Film Golf Tournament, to be held on Wednesday, May 22, at Glen Oaks,
in Little Neck. Artie Stebbins
will captain the M.P. Club
foursome and Leon Errol, the
Lambs team.
Send in your entry for
the taunianient NOW! The
fee

i.s $1().
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Music Discs for Theater
'Frisco Theaters Defeat
Music Union on Talkers Use, New Company's Plan
San Francisco — A victory was
Herman J. Weinberg, of Imperial
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Roxy "A"
do units
do com
.Skouras Bros
Technicolor
United Art
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd
♦LAST

Pictures, Inc., has formed as Musical Disc Prod., Inc., announced to
make musical records for theater use.
By May 15 a dozen compositions
are promised and after production
will average five each week. The
discs will be 33 1/3 rpm type. They
will run four, seven and ten minutes
respectively. Overtures, concert numbers and other types will be made
available in record form, Weinberg
"great
hardship
and
lasting
injury"
on theaters.
states.

Unveil Placques to Loew's MacLean Drops Suit, Sue
y in Chain's Houses Carol to Remain With Fox
Memor
At ten o'clock yesterday morning
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

in the lobby of every Loew theater
Los Angeles — Sue Carol will remain
in the United States, a bronze placque
was unveiled with fitting ceremony with Fox under a long-term contract,
to the memory of Marcus Loew, following decision of Douglas Macfounder of the circuit. The day was Lean to vacate his appeal from recent court decree in the contract prothe 59th anniversary of Loew's birth.
ceedings which permitted Miss Carol
At Loew's State in New York, J. K.
Emmett was in charge of the cere- to work for Fox.
mony. Several hundred attended.

Columbia Phonograph Deal
Hill of K.R.S. to Study
with RCA Temporarily Off
Sound Film Copyrights Merger negotiations between RCA
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scored by theater owners against local musicians' union when a temporary injunction restraining a number
of bay district houses from discharging their orchestras was set aside by
Superior Judge Jame G. Conlan. The
injunction was vacated at the request of attorneys for the Allied
Amusement Industries of California,
who stated the order would be a

London — The question of distributors and exhibitors who find themSales
selves faced with demands for payment of license fees or royalties, and
1,100
2,100 possible actions for infringement
5, SOU where questions of copyright have
35"666 not been adequately considered, was
raised at the last council meeting of
the
Kinematograph Renters' Society
400 here, with the result that Frank
2,600
200 Hill, secretary, has been appointed
300 to study the situation during a com800
ing visit to the United States.
12,600
'soo
500
$101,790 for Quarter
7,500
22,500
For the quarter ended March,
200 1929, Technicolor, Inc., and the
'eoo
Technicolor
M. P. Corp. report after
19,000
charges,
but
before taxes, a profit
"466
1,200
of $101,790.
Outstanding stock consists of 17,425 no par preferred
4,500
shares and 495,782 shares of common.
2,400
600
6,000

2,000
1,900

27
29
29
31
3
4
30
40
40
41
5
10
70
80
. . 2
75
85
PRICE QUOTED

Install Fotovoice
Norfolk, Va. — The Wilbur at
Orange, Va., has installed a synchronous and non-synchronous Fotovoice equipment.

and the Columbia Graphophone,
Ltd., have been broken off temporarily at least, James G. Harbord told
shareholders yesterday at the annual meeting of RCA.

Fox and Bernstein Figure
in New Investment Trust
William Fox and David Bernstein,
the
a vice-president
of Loew's,
Inc, latter
are directors
of the Ungerleider
Financial Corp., a new investment
trust chartered in Delaware yesterday which expects to start business
with $25,000,000 in cash.

Book
TheDate
Industry's
Today:

Third
Third
New

May
May

9
16

May

20

May

22

Opening
of "The
Central, Nev»
York.Squall" at the
Second
Anniversary
and
Awards
Dinner of the Academy of M. P.
ver. and Sciences, Hollywood.
Arts
Annual
Convention
of American
Federation of Musicians at Den-

June 1-9
June 11-12
June

Day, National Music Week.
Day,
S.M.P.E.
Meeting.
York.

17-18

Annual
Spring
Film
Daily
GoH
Tournament at Glen Oaks, Little
Neck, L. I.
American Theater Equipment Exposition and Exhibitors Institute
at Chicago.
Convention
of Oklahoma exhibitor unit at Oklahoma City.
iSummer
convention
of North
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrightsville. Beach, N. C.

Butte F.B.T. Dissolved;
Arbitration Continues
Butte — The Film Board of Trade
has been dissolved, its work being
taken over by the Salt Lake board.
Arbitration, however, continues with
Harry Meyer as secretary. The territory, ithas been determined, is not
large enough to maintain its own
board.

Publix May Build in L.A.
If Grauman Deal Fails
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Publix will build a
theater on Vine Street if the company is unsuccessful in purchasing
Grauman's Chinese.
Rapee Sailing
Erno Rapee, music director of the
Roxy, sails on the He de France
Friday for a vacation. The theater
staff gave him a party Monday
night.

Seek to End Sign Ban
The Theater Owners' Chamber of
Commerce has joined Master Sign
"Shanghai"
Paris — Negri
Pola in
Negri
in a talker verMakers' Ass'n in the fight against
sion of "The Shanghai Gesture" is
the efTorts of the Fifth Avenue Ass'n being discussed here. British and
to obtain passage of further amend- German interests are mentioned.
Russian Film at Guild Cinema
ments to the city ordinance restrict"Moscow Today" will have its trict. ing electrical signs in the retail disAmerican premiere at the Film Guild
^^1
RIESENFELD
Cinema, May 11. The picture is re■P^ Completing
Musical
ProducParamount Plans Warehouse
ported to embody a new technique
*
tion and Synchronization
of
1
1
"MIDSTREAM"
\
Plots
assembled
by
the
Paramount
Sovkino producers call "Kinok."
\
A Tiffany-Stahl Picture ^
realty department on West 43rd St.
Huston to Leave for Coast
across from the Paramount News
Walter Huston will leave New building will be used eventually for
York this week for the Coast where a warehouse for properties of various subsidiaries.
he will appear in "Brothers."

^ABE
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HITS! HITS!

HITS!

Leo is Home Run
King ALL YEAR
GROUND!
Honestly, did you ever in
your entire show experience
see so many hits in One
Season from One Company!
BOX OFFICE SCORE
OUR DANCING
DAUGHTERS
WHITE
SHADOWS
IN THE

SOUTH

SEAS

A WOMAN
OF AFFAIRS

Joan Crawford's glorious stardom hit!
From Coast to Coast the businessgetter. M-G'M recipe for happiness
in every box-office.

Depend on M-G-M to get the boxoffice out of the rut with the new,
the different, the unique. "White
Shadows" everywhere the season's
>urprise sensation!

TALKING PICTURE
HISTORY IS BEING
WRITTEN TODAY!
-and Leo is
writing it!

John Cilljert and Greta Garbo wowed
them in 15.000 theatres! Clarence
Brown direction ! M-G-M gives the
folks the romance they crave! And
you collect !

THE FLYING
FLEET
ALIAS JIMMY
VALENTINE
WILD
ORCHIDS

Showmen everywhere told us this is
the greatest aviation thriller of them
all. And Ramon Novarro added a
host of new friends to his box-office
army of admirers.
M-G-M hits hit!

THE BROADWAY

Talking or silent, a marvel at the
box-office window. Records broken
North. East. South and West. Happy
Bill Haines in M-Cj-M Big Ones wins
the moh'«> money !

Greta Garbo was never more exquisite. And what a drama of heart
throbs ! No wtjnder it played extended Tuu on Broadway and everywhere. The Big Stars in Big Hits
come from M-G-M.

THE TRIAL OF MARY

DUGAN

Bayard Veiller's gold-mine Broadway and Road-show hit still stands them
out at $2 at Embassy, hi. Y. With hlorma Shearer, Lewis Stone,
Raymond Hackett.

THE DUKE
STEPS OUT

MELODY

Fourth packed month at $2 on Broaduay. Los Angdes, Clet'cland, Frisco
$2 smash.' Playing amazing extended runs in houses that normaUy play
one week. Unbelievable grosses until you count up yourself} With Charles
King, Bessie Lote, Anita Page.

Miss Shearer's first taUcing picture'.

THE IDLE RICH

William Haines greatest box-office
mop-up to dale. The list of shattered
records extends from the Atlantic
to the Pacific! The Money Star!

"White Collars" the famed hlew York arul Road stage success is a Talkie
masterpiece. With Conrad Nagel, Bessie Love, Leila Hyams. Worthy
follow-up to "Broadway Melody" and "Mary Dugan"!

THE VOICE
OF THE CITY

MADAME

All-Talking or Silent it's leading
the box -office leaders right now.
Willard Mack in his own marvelous
drama. M-G-M class is in a class of
its own !

X

The first sell-out on 42r\d Street since "Birth of a Nation." M-G-M shows
the show world that a sensational picture can play at $2 on a side street
arxd still do capacity! Ruth Chatterton is marvelous!

OLDWYN-MAYER
/Always on Top!
Mrtitbfi>'o(

Motion

Ptcfuic .Producrt*

kn4

Dunibuton of. Amntca.

tnc
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Discuss Technical Advances in Sound
8.M.P.E. SPENDS FULL DAY
AT BELL TELEPHONE LABS
man Kodak for sound pictures. The
process permits tinting to simulate
closely the lighting of a scene without destroying the sound-reproductive qualities of the film, Eastman
Kodak claims.
Yesterday's session was held at
the _Bell Telephone Laboratories, to
which the conventioneers went in
busses from the Park Central. The
chief interest-absoroing announcement came from Lloyd A. Jones,
head of the physic department of the
Eastman Kodak laboratories, who
presented the first paper.
Although tints in use have only
numbered eight up to the present
time, this process provides 16 tinted
bases and a neutral 17th tint which
"imparts a silvery tone to scenes that
would ordinarily be left untinted."
The process of printing on tinted
positive sound films is no different
from that involved with untinted
film. The tints reside in the "raw"
positive film as it is received at the
laboratories, Jones explained.
Importance of color in creating
moods in harmony with the scenes
shown was emphasized by Jones,
who used slides and a short reel
made by Fox, to illustrate his talk.
Jones demonstrated a method whereby colored bases are used without
color having a minimum of influence
upon the synchronized sound. At
present black and white bases are
generally used.
Jones dealt
with value
"the of
possible
emotional
and artistic
color

9:30

10:00

With the S,M,P.E, Today
Special busses leave Park Central Hotel for R. C. A. Photophone projection
room, 411 Fifth Ave.
Papers:
"Seeitig Sound
and Hearing
Pictures" — John Klenke, Visual Instruction
Section, General Electric Co., Schnectady.
"Parallel Track Recording and Reproducing
Equipment" — C. W. Hewlett,
Research Laboratory, General Electric Co.
"The Needle
of the Optical Phonograph" — John B. Taylor, General Electric Co.

SEES OPPORTONITY FOR
U.S. PROJECTORS ABROAD
Washinfitmi Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Possibility of replac"The Mitchell Recording
Camera
Equipped
Interchangeably
for Variable
ing worn-out equipment of EuroArea and Variable Density Sound
Recording" — Research
Laboratory.
pean theaters by American projecWestinghouse, Electric and Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh.
Projection of recent Photophone
productions.
tors and generators is worth serious
consideration of American exporters,
12:30
Special busses leave for Photophone studios, Gramercy Park.
1:00
Buffet Luncheon at Gramercy Park studios.
in the opinion of N. D. Golden, as2:00
Inspection of Gramercy Park studios.
sistant chief of the M. P. Section.
Papers :
"Combined
Neon and Mercury Vapor
He points out that many obstacles
Lamps for Panchromatic
Photography"— Frank A. Benford, Research
Laboratory,
General Electric Co.
have to be met in introducing this
"Some Improvements in Incandescent Lamps for Studio Lighting"
D K
Wright, National Lamp Works,
Nela Park, Cleveland.
type of equipment into Europe. It
is claimed that American projectors
"TheFinegan,
Results Director,
of the Eastman
ExperimentTeaching
in Eastman
Classroom
Films" — T
E.
Films, Inc.,
Rochester.
are too complicated for easy opera"A Combination Automatic Projector Fire Extinguisher and Electric Cuttion, and that they will not take old
off"— R. B. Dickson, Pyrene Manufacturing Co., Newark.
5:30
Busses leave Gramercy
Park studios for Park Central Hotel.
films as well as foreign machines.
7:30
Banquet,
Park Central Hotel— J. I. Crabtree, toastmaster.
Dancing afterThe real difficulty, he states, arises
ward to music from Park Central orchestra.
from the fact that parts and repairs
can not be obtained as readily as for
uration characteristics the color of a paper read by H. Phanenstiehl of foreign makes.
Notwithstanding, Golden avers the
spring foliage, may connote by di- the Bell laboratories. Under the
rect subjective association, sipring- heading of "Technical Problems En- superiority of American projectors,
countered in Re-recording," K. F. not only in construction but in retime, trees, grass, gardens, etc."
sults obtained, makes it possible to
Quoting Wells, the speaker told Morgan of the Hollywood division
of the emotional reactions produced of Electrical Research Products sell them if sufficient sales effort is
by 12 different colors. Yellow, or- pointed out that film sound cutting employed. In 1928 more than 2,000
ange-yellow, deep orange, scarlet and is simple as compared with disc cut- machines of the 35 and 16 mm. type
crimson have a definitely exciting
ting. Producers are finding that the were sold in European markets, a
influence. In the mid-spectrum yel- most effective way of putting sound figure which was double that of 1927.
(Continued
on Page 8)
low-green, green and blue-green, effects into their pictures is to insert
seem to be tranquilizing or soothing. them after the production is made,
Blue, violet-blue, violet and purple he said.
miliarize the projectionist with the
are depressive or subduing.
After luncheon in the Bell cafeteria sound picture program. Sound sysL. A. Elmer and D. G. Blattner, the session resumed with a paper by
tems afford stage directors with an
Bell Telephone Laboratories, spoke J. B. Irwin of Electrical Research efficient means of instructing their
on "A Machine for Cutting Master Products who spoke on "Public An- players and stage crew, said Irwin.
nouncement and Re-inforcement
Disc Records," explaining its mechPrincipal difficulties in reproducanism and various improvements Systems for Theaters." He told the
ing sound lie in maintaining the
made. "A Reproducing Machine for audience that exhibitors should re- proper sound level, said Coke Flanhearse their shows in order to fa- nagan of Electrical Research. His
Picture and Sound" was the title of
applied to the motion picture macompany, he pointed out, eliminates
much trouble by periodic inspection
chine." "Color, if properly employed,
may exert a powerful influence on
of equipment. In order to properly
control sound the operator must
the emotional reactions," he said,
adding:
know the size of the audience, he
declared. Too loud amplification is
"The literature pertaining to the
a common ill at the present time,
language, symbolism and emotional
effects of color, though scattered and
The conventioneers learned yes- Flannagan pointed out.
fragmentary, extends over the en- SOUND-PROOF camera booths,
"Typical Problems in Process
terday that Rose Doree means a new
which are generally much-cussed
tire period of recorded history.
Photogra
color
phy," a paper prepared by
and
not
a girl. L. A. Jones,
by suffocating cameramen, received
Mythology is replete with the sym- a new title via J. I. Crabtree at the who was the star performer on the Carroll Dunning of the Dunning
bolism of color. On the Greek stage
Process Co., was presented by G. F.
the colors of the costumes were ad- recent session. He dubbed them bill, enlightened them on this point, Rackett in Dunning' absence. He
s
justed to the mood of the action. "Turkish bath cabinets," which is telling them *
its a *"deep * warm pink."
the "special efof
work
the
of
told
probably
the
most
polite
name
Color is intimately associated with
fects technician" and cited examples
Members who advocated holding
in
some
time.
the entire history of the Chris- they've received
*
*
*
the current session in New York of what is sometimes called "trick
tian Church and a very definite
are
gratified by the attendance. photography." Miniature work on
color symbolism has developed.
"The voice heard 'round the
the flood scene in "Noah's Ark" cost
Color has been so inseparably linked world" is the way President L. C. Yesterday five busses were necessary $40,000
Rackett said.
to
carry
the
crowd
down
to
the
Bell
with sensory experience throughout Poi-ter introduced Major Edward Laboratories.
Workings
of the "Universal Camthe evolution of mankind that it Bowes of the Capitol theater to the
era Crane," new device invented by
*
*
♦
has acquired by objective and sub- conventioneers. Naturally the refPaul Fejos for securing unusual camjective association definite and imThe photography end of the Vicera effects, were discussed by Elmer
tivities. erence was to the Major's ether actor-Columbia studios at Camden, was Richardson, reading a paper written
portant emotional value."
*
*
♦
represented by Frank Zucker and by Frank Graves of the Universal
"Every passion and affection of
Dal Clawson. They ferried across
the mind has its appropriate tint; and
Charlie Barrell ran his own side- the Hudson between shorts, which studios. Shots from "Broadw-""
coloring which, if properly adapted,
illustrated the paper. Concluding
show, featuring a trick cigarette they are photographing.
lends its aid, with powerful effect, case which
originated in Japan.
*
*
*
the program was a talk on "Telein the just discrimination and forci*
*
*
vision Demonstration" by H. E. Ives,
L.
Leo
Meehan,
ivho
has
been
ble expression of them; it heightens
of the Bell Laboratories. An actual
demonstration
followed.
Arthur Carpenter, w. k. figure in directing for RKO at the Coast,
joy, warms love, inflames anger,
deepens sadness and adds coldness archaeology and now with United attended yesterday's vieeting with
The conventioneers returned to the
Research, dropped in at the Bell the RCA crowd. He's set to do Park Central at 6 o'clock. There
to the cheek of death itself."
some directing for them.
was no formal program last night.
"A green matching in hue and sat- Ilab. for yesterday's session.
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"BAB GIRL** AUTHOR
WMITES "BAKCE HALL
Vina Delmar created an international
sensation u^hen her novel, ^^BAD
GIRL/^ came from the presses. In*
stantly she became one of the great
writers of best sellers ♦ • • . with a truer
understanding of the human heart
than any contemporary author.

yiHA DELMAR
IS
PUTTING HER HEART
AHD SOUL INTO A
DRAMA OF MODERN
YOUTH

Tf^TO

TO '^ FIIO ?

FIRST. LAST AND ALL THE TIME I
"THE PLAY'S THE THING"
and RADIO'S Master Showmen
are Prepared to Prove Itl

PICTURES

.«...•
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$1 3,000,000

Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc
(^ViX Convertible Gold Notes
Due May i , 1932

Price gg and i7ite?'cst^ yielding about <5%%

These Notes will be convertible at the option of the holder at any time on or prior to maturity into a like principal
amount of 6V2% Sinking Fund Gold Debentures due May 1, 1944 with Stock Purchase Warrants attached. The
Debentures will carry non-detachable warrants entitling the holder to purchase, subject to the terms of the Agreement covering
the warrant
20 Boston
shares of
ClassExchange,
"A" Common
Stock$1,000
of Fox ofTheatres
Corporation,
on
the New
York Curb
Market privilege,
and on the
Stock
for each
Debentures
(warrantslisted
for the
purchase of a proportionate number of shares will be attached to the S500 and $100 Debentures i at $40 a share from
May I, 1929 through August 1, 1929; at $42.50 a share from August 2, 1929 through November 1, 1929; at $45
a share from November 2, 1929 through February 1, 1930, the price thereafter increasing $ 1.00 per share for each
three months from February 2, 1930 through February 1, 193 1, and thereafter at $50 a share through Mayl, 1937.
A letter from Mr. Willittm Fox, President of the Company, is summarized in part asfollozvs:

Business: Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc.,
awhoUyownedsubsidiaryof Fox Theatres Corporation, will constitute by far the largest group
of theatres under one management within the
limits of New York City, and will form a strategic link in the Fox Theatres Corporation's
chain of motion picture houses. The Corporation has existing contracts for the acquisition
of 115 theatres, 4 in fee and in under
leases, having an aggregate seating capacity
in excess of 140,000, a majority of which
are located in New York City.
Earnings: The earnings of the properties
to be acquired by Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., pursuant to existing contracts, as
certified by independent auditors, after a net
credit adjustment of $1,012,835, giving effect
to the elimination of non-recurring items of
income and expense and to certain estimated
savings in film rentals and cost of vaudeville,
less estimated head office administration expense, are summarized as follows for the year
ended October 31, 1928: Gross Receipts,
|ii 4,794,000; Net Earnings available for Interest, Amortization and Federal Taxes,
$2,967,000. Maximum Annual Interest Requirements on the Company's Funded Debt
(these Notes) amount to $845,000.
Security: These Notes and the Debentures,
in the opinion of counsel, will be a direct obligat of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc.
The commercial value of the operation of the
theatre properties to be acquired by the Com-

pany, as appraised by independent engineers,
totalled $19,500,000 as of April 25, 1929.
The Trust Indenture will provide for a semiannual sinking fund calculated to retire not
less than 90% of the greatest principal amount
of Debentures at any time outstanding.
Fox Theatres Corporation: With the acquisition of the Metropolitan Playhouses,
Fox Theatres Corporation's chain of motion
picture houses will total approximately 157,
including the Roxy in New York. The Corporation recently acquired a substantial stock
interest in Loew's Incorporated which engages
in production through its subsidiary, MetroGoldwyn Pictures Corporation, producers of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pictures. In addition,
Fox Film Corporation, which is operated by
substantially the same management, controls
through subsidiaries approximately 250 theatres located from coast to coast.
Net profits of Fox Theatres Corporation
and subsidiaries, after all charges, including
Federal taxes but before dividends, for the
fiscal year ended October 28, 1928, as certified
by independent auditors, totalled $3,111,440,
after giving effect to the acquisition of Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc. on the basis
indicated above. The capitalization of Fox
Theatres Corporation consists of 1,663,100
shares of Class "A" Common
shares of Class "B" Common
"A" Common Stock, based
tions, has a market value of

Stock and 100,000
Stock. The Class
on current quotaover $44,900,000.

The foregoing is subject to a circular fuli-^ descriptive of the issue which will be sent upon request

HALSEY,
HALLGARTEN
WM.

R. COMPTON

& CO.

CO.

STUART

INCORPORATED

& CO.

GRAHAM,

GREENEBAUM

PARSONS

SONS

& CO.

SECURITIES

CORP.

The 6H% Convertible Gold Notes due May 1. 1932 will be non-callable. The 6H% Sinking Fund Gold Debentures upon issuance will liave attached
thereto Stock Purchase Warrants as above indicated, will be due May 1. 1944 and will be redeemable. Both will be dated May I. 1929 and in both
cases principal and interest will be payable at the office of Halscy, Stuart 8e Co., Inc.. in New York or Chicago. Interest payable Alay 1 and November
1 without deduction for the Federal normal income tax not in excess of 2% per annum. Coupon Notes and Debentures in interchangeable denominations
of $1, 000, SSOOandSlOO. These .\otesarc offered when, asand if issuedandaccepted by usand subject toapprovalof counsel. Interim Receipts of Halsey,
Stuart &Co.. Inc., later exchangeable for definitive Notes will be ready for delivery on oral-out May 22, 1929. All statements herein are official or are based
on information which we regard as reliable, and while we do not guarantee them, we ourselves have relied upon them in the purchase of this security
May 8, 1929
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McCormack Signs With
Brookhart Bill Seeks
Fox for Singing Fihn
to End Block Booking
(Continued from Page I)
(Continued from Page

1)

playwright, has been assigned to write
Brookhart, ceased after Hays assumed a special story. The story will have
office.
an Irish atmosphere, a stafl[ going to
Unless some legislation is enacted, Ireland in August for scenes. Mc(.Continued from Page 4)
By PHIL M. DALY
iirookhart warned Congress, the large
Cormack is sailing Friday and will
England is by far the largest mar- producers will eliminate all competi- return to United States in October to
ket, taking 952 machines last year
■■■
his three-year
pRANK
J. REMBUSCH
has won
and bring about the destruction make the film.
fight to keep
his
as compared with 267 for France, of thetiontheater
owner.
It is generally known that nego- theaters open Sundays in Columbus,
184 for Spain, 180 for Belgium and
Brookhart said he had been given
tiations with McCormack are the di- Ind. A farmer's jury refused to
131 for Germany.
assurances that the bill would receive
rect
result
of such a suggestion by
"American exporters have obtain- favorable consideration in the Interhim for
violating
the getting
"blue"
laws. With
Hoosier
farmers
James R. Grainger to William Fox. convict
ed the greater part of their Eurostate
Commerce
Committee,
to
which
pean business with little effort on
broad-minded, it wouldn't surprise
us to hear that Canon Sheafe Chase
their part. It is probable that the it was referred, and that it would be
growing popularity of sound pictures reported out in time for action at Merrick Promoted to Gen'l is running Sunday shows in Brookin Europe will greatly enhance the this session of Congress.
*
*
*
Sales(Continued
M'g'rship
possibilities of the market from the
from Pageof 1) Educ'l lyn.
DAILY THOUGHT
standpoint of American exporters Schenck and Others at U.A.
make Educational's
home
office his
of equipment. Besides the standard
Irene Bordoni will soon depart for
headquarters.
Re-elected
for
New
Term
projectors for use in theaters, EuroMerrick started in the business as
(Continued from Page 1)
Hollywood
to and
make she"Paris"
for
pean countries offer a rapidly growFirst
National,
is taking
ing market for the sale of amateur er; Mary Rusk, assistant treasurer an exhibitor in Montana, and in 1912 with her a cook, a personal maid, a
joined General Film as branch manportable projectors," Golden's bulle- and Albert H. T. Banzhaf secretary.
ager at Portland, Ore. From this butler and a secretary — everything
tin on the subject points out.
Sumner Taylor was made assistant
secretary filling the post vacated by company he went to the old Mutual make
BUT the
a press
agent.regulars
Won't gasp?
that
Hollywood
Frank Beach. Directors re-elected Company as western supervisor of
Committees Engineering
exchanges, holding a similar post later But Irene says: "Why a press agent,
Schenck, O'Brien^ Buckley,
S. M. P. E. Program include
Nathan Burkan, Bertram Nayfack, in the east. Subsequently he be- when my picture will speak for itPersonnel of the committees in
came general sales manager. He left
James Mulvey, Banzhaf and Christocharge of the S. M. P. E. meeting
pher Dunphy.
Mutual to become general sales manare:
ager for Robertson-Cole, and six years
Mystery Solved
Reception, W. C. Hubbard, W. C.
ago he joined Educational as branch
A
publicity
yarn informs us that
Kunzman, N. W. Palmer and H. Frank Shea to Buy Film
manager in Los Angeles.
during
the
filming
of a certain picT. Cowlmg.
for aU R-K-0 Theaters
ture, the company while on location
Registration, Kenneth Hickman, W.
(Continued from Page 1)
took a siesta every day. We saw
C. Kunzman.
Marcus Appoints Cohen
been identified with some of the forethe picture, and were wondering
Hostesses, Mrs. L. C. Porter, assistRKO West. Div. Manager whyself?"
most distributors in the business.
the players looked like a bunch
ed by Mrs. W. M. Palmer.
Lee Marcus, vice president of of sleep-walkers.
R-K-0
thus
abandons
practice
of
Banquet, W. C. Hubbard.
if
It
1^
dividing the country into sections RKO, announces appointment of
Master-of-ceremonies at banquet, with a buyer to handle each.
Harry
Cohen,
manager
of
the
RKO
Mumble & Howe have signed
J. 1. Crabtree.
exchange in Los Angeles, as westSound Equipment, R. V. Terry.
ern division manager. N. P. Jacobs Singer's Midgets to appear in shorts,
M.P.T.O. of Mich. Calls
Projection, Harry Rubin.
it is just an
goes from city salesman to manage- and Dewey Bloom thinks
advertising stunt
Entertainment and Amusements, M.
ment of the Los Angeles exchange.
'^*^forAnd
Meet
on
Protection
if D.s.
they're
B. V.
W. Palmer and Ex-Gov. C. E. Mil(Continued from Page i)
liken.
talking shorts,
Press, Bulletins and Transportation, Board of Trade, where exhibitors Four De Luxe Theaters
Dewey, those
P. A. McGuire.
will be given an opportunity to enPlanned for Lynn, Mass.
—midgets
and how. will
ter their objections to protection and
Studio Demonstrations, Dr. A. N.
Lynn, Mass. — Four de luxe thezoning now in effect with local exGoidsmith.
probably mumble
aters, each costing approximately
changes.
Official Photographers, H. T. Cowl$1,000,000,
are
planned
or
conteming, Irl Gordon.
plated by different operators here.
WHY NOT?
The Olympia interests, under PubOutdoor Advertising
Coast University to Honor
plan a $1,500,000 house at Union
H. I. Phillips, in his colyum in
Anti-Trust Suit Ends lix,
St., while the Stanley interests also "The Sun," runs this: "Talking picMotion
Pictures'
Birthday
The anti-trust suit against General plan a house. Another is contemture afterthought: What's all the
San Francisco
— Stanford
Univerplated by interests said to be allied
Outdoor
Advertising Co. and others
sity today will celebrate what it calls
with Fox, while a local exhibitor
It's just possible, Phillips, me lad,
the birthday of motion pictures. The alleged to be combined in controlling
shouting
that they,for?"
too, are trying to find a
interest of Leland Stanford in horses outdoor advertising throughout the plans a $500,000 theater.
United States and Canada has ended
place in the sun.
is generally credited in having with a consent decree entered before
*
I*
prompted the Edweard Muybrudge
Federal Judge Mack in New
York. Intern'l Projector Stock
experiments which resulted in phoMovies
Increase Goes in Effect Home
Under its terms. General Outdoor
"/ hear
your
tographs of horse in continuous ac- Advertising Co. and National OutStockholders of the International
tion. A memorial table commemodoor Advertising Bureau, Inc., one Projector Corp. at a special meeting wife's a perfect
rating the event will be unveiled.
of the co-defendants, are enjoined yesterday ratified the increase in the
"Yeah — a one
authorized common from 200,000 to
from acts in restraint of trade.
Michigan Ad Tax
1,500,000 no par shares, and authorized afive for one split-up in the com- hundred per cent
Meets Defeat in House Miles Theater Suit Against
mon through exchange of 200,000
Lansing, Mich. — An overwhelmpresent
outstanding shares for 1,- picture."
F.
&
R.
Settled
Privately
ing defeat in the House by 79 to 12
000,000 new shares.
greeted the Thompson bill here. The
Mur-Ad
Mnneapolis — The long-standing
measure called for a tax on motion Miles theater action, first brought
If
you
turn
in a score of 186 at
talkie."
picture advertising in Michigan against F. and R. 1920, has been Kunsky Plans Detroit
the
Film Golf Tournament on May
equal to one-fourth the amount settled out of court. The arrangeHouses for Long Runs 22, after telling the foursome how
charged for the advertising.
ment calls for payment of $250,000.
Detroit — A new policy has been good your game is, be nonchalant —
The suit charged F. and R. with mis- introduced at the Kunsky houses here light a Murad and swap your golf
New Haven Leads
management and misuse of funds with the State, Adams, Madison and clubs for a croquet set.
At close of the first week in Sam while Miles theater stockholders al*
♦
*
United Artists being used for indefiE. Morris Month, the Warner New
leged they were induced to sell their
nite runs while the Michigan, Fisher
Famous Film Conversations
Haven office led the country with stock on the ground that it was and Capitol will feature one week
worthless.
New Orleans second.
stands, changing every Friday.
"Is it on the level?"
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Out of Date
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NEWS
g
rockin tlie industry hecause of sound has apparently not yet reached the fastnesses
of Iowa where resides Senator
lirookhart. Had he but inquired,
the senator would have learned
(|uickly enough that the operating
l)rinciples on which the machinery
of the business rests have, in many
cases, been junked. lie would have
discovered that a rebirth had taken
l)lace ; that rock-ribbed trademarks
had tasted the dust ; that sound, the
great leveler, had unscrambled the
scramble long enough to start all
competitors from scratch and that
the old standards are day by day
succumbing to the irresistible
march of the new.
He would have learned further
that to apply a theory founded on
what has happened to what is now
transpiring is illogical.
Restful Repose
But the senator, it seems, did none
of tiiosc things. His block booking
bill having been disposed of once, he
adheres to a cardinal axiom in political
manouevering by introducing it again.
However, the lawmakers in Washington have far weightier problems, such
as the tariff and farm relief to worry
about. Industry regulation such as
Brookhart proposes will find no place
in the legislative agenda. His block
booking measure is in committee,
where it reposes until December.

Hays and a Record
So much for the bill. When Brookhart, wildly and indiscriminately,

Thursday,

May

Price 5 Cents
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LITTLE CHANCE SEEN FOR BLOCK
BOOKING BILL IN WASHINGTON
Talkers in Foreign Tongues to
Be Made Overseas, Says Lasky

Brookhart Measure Now in
Committee Where It
Will Remain

SALE or FOREIGN SOUND
RIGHTS LIKE PLAYS, PLAN

Washington — With the tariff, farm
elief and only legislation of nationil importance before it, the special
session of Congress is expected to
ind no time to consider the Brooklart anti-l)Iock booking measure inroduced on Tuesday. The bill has
)eeii referred to the Interstate Com-•arliest. merce Committee where it will probibly remain until December at the

Loss of revenue in foreign countries
because of the barrier thrown up b\
sound is un(lerstt)c)(l to have been tin
subject of several recent conferences
in New York. The following plan,
similar in many aspects to the Paramount conception tliscussed by Jessi

Paris — Paramount intends making
talkers in the country of distribution,
Jesse L. Lasky declared here. lii.
intends buying stones with interna
tional appeal, work out full details oi
production, slioot the picture in Lnglish dialogue and then re-make it hi
foreign countries with a foreign director and players using the liiiglisli
model as a basis.
I lie arrangeiueiit, Lasky iiuiniates
will become effective when the num
ber of rantswired
houses in Europe warit.

llashiHfilon liureau of Tllli FILM

DAILY

The Brookhart legislation is unlerstood (Continued
to carry the
support
of reon Page
4)

MLINGlijlDINN.W.
ENDS
SOUND
NEWSREEL
S.M.P.E. TAKES UP SOUND
CENSORSHIP IN PENN. OF SOUNDJYING STRIKE
(Continued on Faye 4)

Minneapolis — Threats of a sound
buying
strike are centering attentio:i
Harrisburg, Pa. — Governor Fisher
of
this
territory
on the convention of
signed the bdl removing
New developments in sound record- yesterday
the Northwest exhibitor unit schedcensorship
on
talking
newsreels.
The
ing and reproducing experiment were
uled for May 21 and 22.
victory for the industry is clear cut.
Exhibitors are determined, states
explained and demonstrated at yesterday's session of the Spring meeting of "1 lie industry itself, " said tiie gov- .\\ Steffes, to bring down the cost of
the S.M.P.E. Both the RCA studio
ernor, "if it were ever open to criti- discs and sound films to reasonable
cism in this respect, has cleansed itat 411
Fifth
Ave.
and
Gramercy
levels. Grosses throughout the ter(Continued on Page 4)
f^L anttntwit on i'uyc -t t
ritory(Continued
have increased
due4) to sound
on Page

ENTRY LIST FOR GOLF MOVE ON TO CUT ALL
TOURNEY PASSES 100 ST.LOUIS PRESENTATIONS

huris false charges at this industry's
spokesman, the remarks should not go
unchallenged.
Since the days Hays entered motion
pictures, this business has assumed
the dignity in the public eye to which
Players participating in the forthit has always been rated. Hays made
coming Semi-Amiual Film Golf
the industry cohesive and coordinated, Tournament will compete for the
alive to its responsibilities and a far largest and most attractive display
more harmonious whole than ever was of cups, trophies and prizes ever assembled for any of the 15 previous
deemed possible. His organizing abil(Continued
on Page 4)
ity has influenced a steady influx of
new capital for legitimate expansion
purposes. Through him public confidence in motion pictures has been
rebuilt. Hays has done an excellent
operators'
job. Never doubt it. The responsible is Minneapolis
adamant in —itsThe
demands
for aunion
new
factors in the industry know and ap- wage scale at Gateway houses. Unpreciate it. That is why they stand
less a compromise is reached by
foursquare behind him.
a strike impends. The
K AN N Saturday,(Continued
on Page 4)

St. Louis — Elaborate state presentations, beginning this Saturday, wili
be abandoned at the Fox, Granii aiiu
Washington Blvds. as a result of tiK
advance of sound pictures. The entire staff of 150 will be dismissen
and as soon
as union
rules permit
(Continued on Page A)

Minneapolis Gateway Faces
Union Strike Over Sound Para. Gets "Vagabond
in Warner
West King"
Coast Bureau.
THE
FILM Trade
DAILY
Hollywood — Warners

are

under

stood to have traded "The N'agabond
King" with Paramount in exchange
for

"Springtime."

Salaried Censors Are
Abolished At Dallas
Dallas — Ma\or .1. W aJdy Tate. ii.
abolishing censors for Dallas, voice. 1
the opinion that "pub ic morals and
public taste have advanced to the
point where they can be depended
upon to reject the vicious and un-

"Pjn'
wholesome."

Switching?

West Coast Pur.

IJIF FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Tantages is
consid-iring stra ght pictures
only this summer at his various
theaters. If this decision is
adopted,
it marks
theinmost
r-'H'cal policy
switch
the
history of this vaudeville circuit.

Thursday, May

DAILV
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Sign Ass'n to Darken
B'way;
Oppose Ordinance
To further defeat the proposed

Financial
34M
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Sues Chicago Owner
Chicago — James C. Petrillo, president of the Chicago Federation of
Musicians, has filed a suit for $100,000 against Maurice O. Wells, owner of the Adams. Wells claims the
federation was responsible for the
throwing of stench bombs which destroyed the organ in his house. Petrillo denies.
Traub En Route to Germany
Joe Traub, under contract to International Pictures, is en route to Germany aboard the Aquitania where he
will produce for the company.
Henri Ellman

Here

Henri Ellman, central division supervisor of Tififany-Stahl with headquarters in Chicago, is in New York
for a conference with Oscar Hanson,
general sales manager.
Trader Horn Sails
Trader Horn sails today on the
Muenchen for Southampton. After
several weeks there he leaves for
Africa where M-G-M is producing
the screen version of his book.
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1,200
800

city ordinance sponsored by the
Fifth Avenue Ass'n against signs
projecting beyond the building line
in cross-streets between 5th and
Park Aves. in New York, the Master Sign Makers Ass'n will attempt
to plunge Broadway into a partial
eclipse for three minutes some night
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York Electrical League and
organizations.
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and
recorded by us in Los Angeles
and New York
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16

May

20

Second
Anniversary
and
Awards
Dinner of the Academy
of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Hollywood.
Annual
Convention
of
American
ver.
Federation
of Musicians
at Den-

May

22

Opening
Central,

June

QUOTED

TIFFANY COLOR
SYMPHONIES

Fourth Day, National Music Week.
Last York,
Day, S.M.P.E. Meeting,
New
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Bureau,
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4,200
•Griffith,
D.W. "A'
)4
Intern.
Proj
6,866
*Loew do deb. rts
Morton Downey, star of "Mother's
700
Nat. Scr. Ser. .
Boy," and Robert T. Kane, producer,
Nat. Thea.
Sup.
..
600 will be the guests of honor at today's
Trans-Lux
15
luncheon of the A.M.P.A. at the M.
*Univ.
Pict
P. Club. Sam Stept and Bud Green,
do
pfd
2%
writers of the songs, will also be
BOND
MARKET
present to accompany Downey when
•Keith
AG
6s 46
92/
he sings.
Loew
6s 41ww
..110/
110/ 110/
do 6s 41 x-war...
99
98)4
99
Paramount
6s 47 . 98)^
98)4
98)4
Par.
By.
5/s
51.101/
101/ 101/
Gibbons, Art Director, in N. Y.
Pathe
7s 37
79%
79-%
79-%
,
Cedric
Gibbons, M-G-M art direcCURB
BONDS
tor, has arrived in New York to
Am.
Seat. 6s 36 . . 95
95
95
study stage designing.
Warner
6/s
28
198
"
OVER
THE
COUNTER
24
29
40/
Roxy
"A"
27
"
31
do
units
29
23
do com
3
4
10
40
Skouras
Bros.
... 30
Technicolor
39/
United
Art
5
80
do
pfd
70
Univ.
Ch. com.
. . 2
85
do
pfd
75
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of "The
New
York.Squall"

Annual
Spring
Tournament
at
Neck,
L. I.

1-9

Film
Glen

Daily
Oaks,

June 11-12
17-18

Connecticut Suit Finds
Bridgeport, Conn. — The Connecticut River Valley Theaters Corp. has
settled its suit with the Connecticut
Cities Entertainment Corp. out of
court. The C. R. V. T. acquires full
control of the Capitol, Middletown;
Palace, Norwich, and Cameo, Bridgeport. The suit has been pending in
Superior court for several month--.
company.
The C. R. V. T. is a Go'tesman
"The Squall" Opens Tonight
Station WGBS \vi:l broadcast t'-.e
preliminaries attendant upon the pr.miere
Central tonight
theaterof in"The
New Squall''
York. at the

MADE

BY

SHOWMEN

Tabloid Dramas
With Stars
and Stories

known to audiences far and wide, are in the group
of releases ready or planned.

((

The Voice of the Globe

f>

Address IMPERIAL
way, New York.

GoH
Little

Convention
of Oklahoma
exhibitor unit at Oklahoma City.
iSummer
convention
of
North
Carolina
exhibitors
unit, Wrightsville. Beach,
N. C.

To be released on the State-Rights plan. Independent Distributors are invited to communicate with us.

"TRAVELTALKS"

the

American
Theater
Equipment
Exat Chicago.
position and Exhibitors
Institute

Real Talking-Pictures, just as natural and attractive
as "legitimate" spoken-drama.

James A. FitzPatrick's

at

PICTURES,

Inc., 1841 Broad-

PARAMOUNTtrlfii*
the BiMM'/oM Test . . . /

This is the time of year when

wise

showmen, with an eye to next season's
buying, are conducting the "Bill- fold
Test" to determine what company's
pictures made them the most money
in 1928-29. q It is a significant fact
that PARAMOUNT
one

is winning every

of these tests by a wide and

overwhelming

margin.

^

j^

jk. j^

Some of the Big Talking and
Sound Hits that win the Billfold Test for Paramount
t

f

"WINGS"
"INTERFERENCE"
"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"
"THE SHOPWORN ANGEL"
"THE DOCTOR'S SECRPZT"
"WOLF OF ^ ALL STREET ' (Bancroft)
"CANARY MURDt:R CASE"
"THE DUMMY"
"THE WILD PARTY" (Bow)
"CLOSE HARMONY '
"NOTHING BUT THE TRITH" (Dix)
"INNOCENTS OF PVRIS" (Chevalier)
"THE RAINBOW MAN" (Douling)
t f

With

13

more
coming
between
and August I

now

DAILY

10:00

Last Program of S, M. P. E.
Picture

Activities

••So^?'pr'fp"'iL''"- Fixing

of the Arn.y"-W.
Baths"-J.

E.

I. Crabtree.

Prosser,
Research

Major.
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Little Chance Seen for Entry List for Golf
Tourney
Passes 100
(Continued from Page 1)
Booking
Bill in Wash.
(Continued from Page 1)

Park Central Hotel.
"Mot?on

Thursday, May

Signal

Laboratory.

W. Coffman. _ Carpenter
torip<; ping^Dete
Inc
Loneiopments"
Island -Joe
City.
. . -Goldman
^.
r,Laboraj
■■D^etel^
ProducPicture
to
and Its Relation
t
Departmen
Electrical
Studio
"The
Astoria.
Palmer, Paramount-Famous-Lasky,
ivr w
,:„_"
Paramount-FamousGilks.
Photography"-Al
of Sound-film
"Problems
.«j
,t n
j....
Astoria.
Lasky studios,
Hollywood. _
studios,
Artists
"The Camera Battery"— Karl Struss. United
— Its Activities and Functions —
"The Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences
d.
Frank Woods. Secretary, Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences, Hollywoo
Astronomy"— Leslie E. Cufle, Hollywood.
"Photographic
ogy"— Lester Cowen. Academy
in Motion
Courses
"College
Sciences.Picture Technol
Arts and
of M. P.
Hotel.
Central
Park
Luncheon:
-.30
-30-1
12
TcI,.,^
tit
Open forum— business meeting.
1:30-3:30
Island
Long
Central for Paramount-Famous-Lasky
Bussses
3:30
studios. leave Park
studios.
Inspection of Paramount-Famous-Lasky
4.15
Busses leave Paramount-Famous-Lasky for Park Central.
5-45
with Acoustic
Joint meeting
Auditorium.
Laboratories
Telephone
BeUSociety
8:30
of America.
,
^^
,,
t^
«
u
lecture by Dr. H. D. Arnold,
Facsimile"— A demonstration
"Acoustic
Inc.
Laboratories,
Telephone
BeU
Research,
of
Director

S.M.P.E. Takes up
Sound Recording

form organizations headed by Canon
William Sheafe Chase and others.
However, legislative circles here consider it significant that last year
many exhibitors deserted Brookhart
and his first bill and see no energetic support for the proposed law
from within the picture business.
Brookhart's second bill is very
similar to the first. It authorizes the
Federal Trade Commission to make
suitable rules and regulations for enforcement of the act, and, in case of
a disagreement between producers
and distributors on the one hand and
exhiiiitors on the other, to fix the
differentials which shall be observed
between the price of a block of films
arately.
and
the price of the films sold sepNot only does it prohibit block and
blind booking but producers are also
to be prohibited from advance sales,
it being required that films must be
completed and available for immediate release so that the exhibitor

ization of projection booths were
made in a report submitted by the
standing committee on projection
through F. H. Richardson, its chair(Continued from Page 1)
man. In addition to Richardson, the may be given an opportunity to preview them if he desires.
studio were inspected. Sessions were committee comprises Arthur H. Gray,
held at the Park Central, convention Chauncey L. Greene, Herbert Griffin,
headquarters and at the Fifth Ave. Lester B. Issac, J. H. Kurlander,
studio.
Harry Rubin and Mark S. Swaab.
Conventioneers reassembled at 9:30
"Seeing Sound and Hearing Pic(Continued from Page 1)
o'clock at the hotel and split up into
tures" was the topic of John Klenke,
two parties, one going by buss to Visual Instruction Section, General films, but increased overhead prethe RCA Photophone studio at 411 Electric. John B. Taylor of G. E.
cludes possibilities of making profits,
Fifth Ave. and the other to the
he adds. He charges distributors with
spoke
on
"The
Needle
of
the
Optical
Gramercy studio of Photophone. The
Phonograph." C. R. Hanna of the having no fixed policy on prices of
guests inspected the plant with the Westinghouse
Research Laboratories, records, claiming they run from $7.50
aid of Richard Currier, in charge of
a day up to any figure salesmen can
production. Walter Strenge, first Pittsburg, spoke on "The Mitchell Re- get. Discs are being sold separately.
cording
Camera
Equipped
Intercamera, and Phil Faulkner, who has
changeably for Variable Area and .\s instances of what he calls the
charge of sound, interested the gathfallacy of the present system. Stefifes
ering with their explanations.
Density Sound
Variable
C. W. Hewlett,
whose Recording."
topic was cites the wide difference in disc renThe section of the party which "Parallel Track Recording and Retals. For instance, on a program picvisited the Gramercy plant returned
ture an exhibitor may buy a set of
producing Equipment," presented his
the Park Central about 11 o'clock subject via a talking film. RCA discs for $10, but the same numlx-r
to
and went into session, with Frank showed several of its subjects.
of discs on some other film would
A. Benford of Research LaboratoA banquet was given last night at cost him $25.
ries presiding. R. B. Dickson of the Park Central, with J. I. Crabtree
of the
States
Ass'n
Pyrene Mfg. Co., Newark, spoke on as toastmaster. Various members areLeaders
to attend
theAllied
session,
including
"A Combination Automatic Projec- promiment in the society were called Abram F. Myers.
tor Fire Extinguisher and Electric
upon for remarks. Dancing followed
Cut-OfT," supplementing his talk by and "The Broadway Melody" was
a demonstration of the device. "No screened.
industry has more fire prri'-'-ms t'-'-"!
(Continued from Page 1)
the picture business," he said, and explained that his attachment projects
self. We all know it has been raised
"liquified gas" which smothers fire
into a higher plane since it was orand shuts off o.xygen. Using a Model
ganized on a large scale, and has
S Simulex projector he demonstrated
Boston — Arbitration Board awardbeen taken up from small irresponthe working of the device in putting
ed $2,750 damages to M-G-M and
sible operators and consolidated in
out a fire in its aperture.
Educational, plaintiffs in a holdover the hands
of those who feel a moral
Recommendations towards standard- action against the Bijou at Holyoke.
Exchanges claimed defendant held responsibility for the performance
several comedies after playing the
contracted run. The defense was
based on alleged oral agreement of they give."

events.
The tourney will be held on
May 22, at Glen Oaks, Little Neck.
Prizes will be awarded, as usual,
to each foursome winner and the
runner-up. In addition, silver cups,
trophies and placques have been offered by Pathc, Stebbins, Leterman
& Gates, J. P. Muller Agency, J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., "M. P. News," Al
Ruben, DuPont-Pathe Film Mfg.
Co., Radio-Keith-Albee, A! Lichtman. Associated Publications, National Theater Supply Co., William
Massce, "Screen Secrets Magazine,"
Carl Laemmle-Universal, Ira Haupt
& Co., Jack Cosman and The Film
Daily. Other prizes will be given to
participants, including a set of tees,
presented in attractive containers by
J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
H. J. Yates, of Consolidated Film
Industries, has offered again to shoot
a newsreel of the day's happenings,
which will be screened at the dinner
and funfest that night. Important
film folk and celebrities will attend
the banquet.
Send in Your Entry Notv!
Enclose Entry Fee of $10

Rumblings Heard in
N. W. of Sound Strike Move on To Cut All
St. Louis
Presentations
(Continued from Page I)

Exhibitor Loses Suit
on Holdover Action

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY

Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn. 3580

Ends Sound Newsreel
Censorship in Penn.

Minneapolis Gateway Faces
Union(Continued
StrikefromOver
Sound
Page 1)

plaintiff's salesman permitting the
theater to hold the prints involved
and the fact that the local theater
union, due to sound, is demanding
manager had not been authorized to four men in each booth and a ten
sign contracts.
per cent increase. These theaters
Louis Nizer, secretary of the New
have a top price of 15 cents and their
York Film Board acted for the distributors and M. Mackaye, local at- move in installing sound is considered risky here since it means boosttorney, for the defense.
ing the nut over 100 per cent. First
runs, like the Minnesota, are chargJohnson Appointed Dist. Manager
ing only a quarter for afternoon
Indianapolis — Earle J. Johnson shows, (Wihich makes it tough going
has been appointed district manager for the smaller houses. Yet they
of U. I. Theater Circuit, Inc., a sub- down.
feel they must install sound or close
sidiary of Universal Chain Theaters.

the orchestra will be cut from 45 to
31 pieces. The house seating 5,200,
under the new policy will depend upon sound pictures and vaudeville. In
the near future, it is probable, other
first run houses in this city will follow the same
policy.
experiments in their
houses Publix's
at Atlanta,
Birmingham, Knoxville and Chattanooga, may affect the Ambassador
and Missouri here.

Sale of Foreign Sound
Rights Like Play, Plan
(Continued from Page

1)

L, Lasky in Paris, was discussed in
important quarters.
It provides for purchase of material
considered to carry an international
appeal which then would be produced in English dialogue for the domestic and English-speaking trade.
The rights would then be sold piecemeal to producers in non-English
speaking lands for reproduction
either in their own studios or in domestic studios where standing sets
and technicians who worked on the
English version would be hired at an
agreed upon figure.

Decide "Mary Dugan" is a
Special, Not a Shearer
Milwaukee — The arbitration board
has determined "The Trial of Mary
Dugan" is a special, and not a Norma
Shearer release, the series of which
the Majestic here had contracted for.
The theater brought action against
M-G-M seeking delivery of the picture, but the board determined otherwise. The film now plays the Merrill which bought it as a special.
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She did it in "The Barker"

She did it in

"His Captive Wonian" . . . . Vitaphone hju
given Dorothy Mackaill
new greatnesit.
Herald -Tribune said: — "At
New York
one stroke Mis» Mackaill changes her
status from just another pleasanti
screen actress to one of the important people of the cinema". ... And
now you can get her in the first
talking appearance
of the
screen's (greatest comedy-romance team —

WEEK!
w/Hi

DOROTHY MACKAILL
JACK MULHALL

The hilarious story of a good-looking plumber posing as a movie star.
He claims he knows
in Hollywood— but
bust in his first big
scream from start

all the "joints"
he's a terrible
love scene ! A
to finish . . .

FIR8T
J^ATIONALi

Funnier than "Subway Sadie."

;DHifi
*N#r

Direcud by William Beaudiru
Presented by Richard A. Rowland

<^amer ^ro^-'prei^ent-

^^HE Belle of the Box
Office — gorgeously
gowned — delightfully alluring! Dolores Costello captivates in this gay romance
sparkling with clever dialogue and tinkling tunes! A
golden triumph for the
Golden Lady!

Uenbcr, Motion Picture Producw* and Distributon of America. Inc.

Will H. Hayi, President.
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ARBITRATION ROW PENDS
WITH WARNERS IN N.W.
Minneapolis — A sc|ual! involving
Warner Bros, is likely to i)e kicked
up at the forthcoming exhibitor convention, with the prospect that Al
Steffes will ask that the firm be refused arbitration. Exhibitors are
chargincr that the company compels
them to do business with its sub\'itaphone,
which docs
not
use the sidiary,
standard
exhibition
contract
and has an agreement which sets up
its own arbitration system.
Exhibitors are also claiming that
after Warners have wired approval of
sound film contracts, the theater is
compelled to negotiate separately on
discs. Statement is made that chains
are given runs of silent version of
pictures ahead of sound runs of inaependent houses which pay three to
four times as much for them ycl
charge lower admissions. In other
words, if the house has been fourth
or fifth run heretofore, the zoning remains the same even under the advanced scale of sound rentals.
Sam E. Morris, vice-president and
general manager of Warners, had no
connnent to i;iake.

RCA Cuts Prices on 3
Types of Photophones

May

Price

12, 1929

25

Cents

AMERICAN TRADE IN COMPLETE
BREAK WITH FRENCH ON QUOTA
U.S. INDEPEHDir OF 11$
f(IIIEICNMKrS,$A($W(
The industry in America, is selfsufficient and can get along without
foreign markets, International News
Service quotes Jesse L. Lasky in an
interview secured in Paris.
"All this talk about America fearing a boycott by a foreign country —
France, for instance, is sheer nonsense," said Lasky. "With the silent
pictures we have long since learned
to stand on our own legs; with the
'talkies' we were forced to do so from
the very beginning."

New Firm to Make Four
Pictures in Germany

Tax
Hagen and Golf
Walter Hagen's sensational
victory in the British open
championship apparently must
have spurned Easten film golfers on, judging from the number of entries received Friday
for the 16th Semi-annual Film
Golf Tourney, to be held on
May 22, at Glen Oaks in Little
Neck.
Only 180 entries will be accepted by the committee. A
word to the wise is sufficient.
Use entry blank on page 12.

LOEW PR0EIT8 EGR HALE
YEAR JUMP ALMOST 16%

Plans

Fails Because

French Gov't Fails
To Concur
Paris (By Cable) — The accord between the French and American industries on film importations which
seemed in sight is at an end. The
film commission hearings ended Friday in a complete break.
American representatives in Paris
refused point blank to give consideration to any other plan but the one
which would impose a tariff restriction, not a quota, on films imported
in France. The rift came over the
inability of the French trade to secure
its government's approval over for
the proposed additional frontier tax,
the bulk of which was designed to go

to support
ing industry.of the domestic producThe entire situation now reverts
to the Ministry of Fine Arts for deInternational Pictures, Inc., has
termination. It is expected that
Inc. which includes M-Gbeen formed in New York with Carl M Loew's,
and subsidiary companies, reports eventually the problem will be
Nicolay as president and director- a net profit of $5,251,958 for the 28 handled directly and determined
general. The company plans to pro- weeks ending March 10, 1929. This solely by representative of the French
duce in Germany, wHth Paul Vasel. represents an increase of almost 16 and American governments.
first vice-president
and treasurer of per cent over the first half of the

RCA announces reduction in price
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued
on Page 3)
of Photophone equipment of the "B",
"C" and "D" type for sunmier
months installation, the price becoming effective immediately. Proportionate reductions in service charges
are also announced.
Y day: :In which we give you our slant on the happenings
Under the new scale Type "B", MONDA
of the
for houses of 2,500 to 3,500 seats, is
reduced from $15,500 to $13,500;
Counsel for the defense — in this ca.se the industry — files
Tvpe "C", for theaters from 1,250 to
2.500, is cut from $13,000 to $11,000. brief upon brief, bearing down hard on the government's stand in the
arbitration and credit suits. Government retorts with a verbal landslide
Type "D", for houses from 750 to
1,250 seats, is reduced from $10,500 of its own. Each one declares the other fellow wrong and there you
to $9,000.

About This and That

Universal Reported Not
Renewing Denny Option
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Universal will not
renew contract with Reginald Denny
when its option expires June 1, it is
understood.

Dept. of Agriculture
to Make Talker Shorts

are.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
It's up to the honorable judge. . . .
Metro is about ready to give up the production ghost in the East.
Washington — Talking short subT-S Quizzes Critics On
The New York venture has been a rather costly afTair ; the company
jects will be produced by the U. S.
Films Audiences Want is way ahead of release on its sound shorts and, after all, there is a Dept. of Agriculture. For the present production will be limited to
In a national survey to secure the very big and very modern plant out in Hollywood with enough, if not
short subjects for such occasions as
opinion of picture critics as to what
a super abundance, of competent picture makers on hand to meet re{Continued
on Page 3)
type of pictures audiences want, Tifquirem nts.. .
fany-Stahl has sent a questionnaire
to the 326 reviewers listed in THE
London flashes word — unconfirmed — that Morris Gest has pur- U. K. Premier Charges
1929 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK.
chased the film rights to "Journey's End," that great and moving EngFilms Hurt White People
The newspapermen are also being
lish war play which is the current sensation of the New York stage.
asked what they consider the most
London — Premiere
Stanley
Baldpromising newcomers, who is good Difficult picture material, it appears to us, yet a stirring and true closewin, speaking at the conference
of
star material and whether men or up of the war and its devilish, havcc-wreaking tentacles. If it should be
International
Council
of
Women,
dewomen stars are most popular with made, this is a property that will make one of the greatest pictures
clared films are derogatory
to the
(.Continued

on Page

12)

{Coniinued

on Page

11)

(.Continued

on

Page

3)
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STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS
AS OF FRIDAY)
Am.
Seat
36 J4 35^
35^
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 28
2754
27?^
1 500
700
East.
Kodak
179% 178
178
,200
*do pfd
128
18
200
*First Nat. pfd
108
Fox Fni. "A"
... 97yi
9514
96
*do rts
3
♦Keith
A-0
32"^
Loew's Inc
•do pfd

62

M-G-M
pfd
M.
P. Cap
Para.
F-L
Pathe
E.\ch
do "A"
Radio K-A-O
Stanley
Co
♦Univ.
Pict. pfd. .
Warner
Bros.
<lo pfd
CURB
Acoustic
Prod.
. ..
B.il. & Katz
....
Columbia
Pets.
.. .
Con. Fm.
Ind.
. . .
♦Film
Insp
Fox
Thea.
"A" . .
♦Griffith, D.W. "A"
Intern.
Proj
♦Loew do deb. rts..
Nat.
Scr.
Ser.
..
Nat. Thea.
Sup.
..
Trans-Lux
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16 (Second Anniversary and Awards
Dinner of the Academy of M. P.
ver.
Arts and Sciences, Hollywood.
20 Annual Convention of American
Federation of Musicians at Den-

22 Annual Spring Film Daily Golf
Tournament at Glen Oaks, Little
Neck, L. I.
1-9 American Theater Equipment Exposition and Exhibitors Institute
at Chicago.
11-12 Convention of Oklahoma exhibitor
unit at Oklahoma City.
June 17-18 Summer convention of North
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrightsville. Beach, N. C.
June
June

Hart Gives Land for Road
Westport, Conn. — William S. Hart
has deeded to the state of Connecticut, without consideration, one-third
of an acre of his estate to be used
for widening the Post Road.

12

One

Fox

Preview^

West Coast Bureau, THE

Camden, N. J.— In addition to the
election of Edward E. Shumaker, and
Alfred Weiland as president and vice
president respectively, the following
were elected officers of Audio-Vision
Appliance Co. formed here to take
over the manufacturing plant of the
Victor Co.:
H. P. Davis, chairman of board; E. K.
MacEwan, secretary; E. F. Haines, treasurer and P. G. McCoIIum, comptroller. The
board in addition to H. P. Davis, vice-president of Westinghouse Electric, consists of
W. R. Burrows and C. E. Eveleth, vice
presidents of General Electric; W. G. R.
Baker, J. W. Lewis, Phillip Reed and F.
R. Deakins, all of (jeneral Electric; E. R.
Morris, L. W. Chubb and F. E. Eldredge
of Westinghouse; J. L. Ray of Radio Corp.
of America and E. E. Shumaker and Alfred
Weiland, president and vice-president respectively of Victor Co.

St. Louis — In a vote taken by the
Chamber of Commerce to ascertain
local sentiment, daylight saving was
killed by a vote of 8082 against and
6206 for. Organizations active on behalf of daylight saving were Chamber of Commerce,
change, Real Estate Merchants'
Exchange Exand
Associated Retailers, while associations against included the Building
Trades Council, Central Trade and
Labor Union and Retail Druggists.
Proponents of daylight saving are

House

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — The Fox Belmont
will soon
"official"Action
preview housebefortheFoxonepictures.
n selecting one theater for pre-release showings is prompted by what
West Coast Theaters believes is an
abuse of the preview idea.
Drop Carroll Deal
Warner Bros, have ended negotiations for the Earl Carroll theater.
Instead the theater will house the
next
edition of scheduled
the "Vanities,"
was originally
to gowhich
into
the Colony.

"Mother's Boy" Song on Air
"Mother's Boy," theme song of the
now discussing
campaign
with the art
hope"educational"
of forcing Pathe picture of that name, was
400
19 .300
the plan on the city for 1930.
featured on two coast-to-coast radio
3
43 ,200
hook-ups Friday night. Billy Jones
300
and Ernest Hare offered the number
Another
for
F.
&
R.
,500
1
,300
Bismarck, N. D. — Purchase of the over WJZ and 33 NBC stations at
24
Eltinge
theater building from E. A. nine o'clock on the Interwoven Pair
Pension for Fire Victims
1
,766
Hughes has been made by F. & R. program. Morton Downey, was
Montreal — Following the payment which plans to spend $75,000 enlarg- heard as featured artist on the
,300
2
Hudson-Essex Challenger program
,400 of $250 compensation by the city to
ing and redecorating the house.
1 100 parents or guardians of each of the
at 10 P. M. over the same hook-up.
1 ,700
,900 79 child victims in the Laurier Palace
O'Brien Vacationing in East
ioo disaster two years ago, the adminis3
tration has announced that a life
George O'Brien is in New York for
a short vacation
after completing
6
THE NAME
Voij GO BY
pension is to be paid various children
^WHEN
YOU GO tO BUY
"Masked
Emotions,"
under direction
,606
300 who were permanently crippled in of Kenneth
Hawks.
the fire and panic.
800

466

COSTUMES

2 900

,400
92
92
110
98/,
98 .y« 110
96M
98

1
2
3
4
6
6
7
7
8-9
10
11

Directors Elected for
Daylight Saving Killed
By Local St. Louis Vote
New Audio- Vision Co.
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♦do pfd
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Milwaukee Circuit Switches
Buys Waupun House
Milwaukee — M. C. Ames has been
Waupun, Wis. — John Draginis has
named manager of the Milwaukee taken over the house formerly owned
circuit's Downer. Frank Cook, for- by Mrs. Katherine Gregory.
merly at the Juneau, succeeds Ames
at the Riviera, and Arthur Wertheimer, formerly at the Kosciusko,
succeeds Cook.

1437

AMD

UVIFOR.IMIS

B WAY. N,V

TEL. 5580 PENN.

rr^Auso 25.000 COSTUMES t© a^MT — - —

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems !

Ashton Buys Wisconsin House
Eagle River, Wis. — The Eagle,
owned and operated by N. M. Emmons, has been sold to W. R. Ashton, owner of the Vilas.
New House for Washington
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Fairlawn Amusement
Co. Ihas been organized to erect a
Change House Name
one-story brick theater building at
Minneapolis,
Minn. — Uptown
is 1342 Good Hope Road at a cost of
the new name of the former Lagoon.
120,000.

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

telephone bryantt 3040
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New Firm to Make Four
Pictures in Germany
(.Continued from Pag* 1)

tlic tiriii .starred. l-\nir pictures will
be made the first year, " The Barlur
of Seville" beiiiR the initial one. D'stribution will be through Laenderfiliii, German company. OtVicers include: vice president, Helmut Mark
of Berlin, formerly with Ufa; Georui
F. Schmidt, secretary; George Guth,
assistant secretary-treasurer.

A
DIRECT
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German Film Producers
Discuss Sound Problem

THEATERS TO 9,200

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington- — At the hst meeting
of the board of the German Ass'n of
I'"ilm Producers, it was decided, after
lengthy discussions on the sound
London — Increase in Ukrainian problems, to inquire of the Tobis
{.i. ottliitui'U jtotn l\iiic 1)
prestiRe of Western
civilization in theaters from 2,060 to 9,200 during system under what conditions it is
the next five years is planned by the distributing licenses, w^hether and in
Africa and the East.
Sukfu,
state film company. Thirty- what way the various systems of
"There are a Rreat many films at
large in the world which are a gross five houses, each seating 1,800, and sound apparatus are considered in
20 theaters, each seating 700, are
and whether it is postravesty of our western civilization," scheduled for construction in the the licenses,
sible to exploit these licenses abroad,
he said. "The display of these films
throughout the world constitutes, to larger cities. Equipment will be in- states a report to the M. P. Section
stalled in 2,388 workmen's clubs in of the Dept. of Commerce.
my mind, one of the greatest dangers
to which our western civilization is villages while 1,200 projection outFilms for Graf Zeppelin
fits will be placed in scliools. Prosubject today."
duction plans call for 240 pictures to
Berlin — Plans are being completed
be made during the five-year period. for the showing of motion pictures
Dept. of Agriculture
The line-up follows, 30 in 1928-29;
Zeppelin when it unTo Make Talker Shorts 40 in 1929-30; 51 in 1930-31; 55 in aboard thedertakes itsGraf
second trip to the United
1931-32
and
65
in
1932-33.
(Continued {rem Page 1)
States, set for May IS.
the National Dairy Show, where faNew House for Finland
cilities for reproduction can be pro- British Voice Claimed
Washington Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
vided, but as soon as portable equipment is available at a reasonable cost
Washington — Suomi Films will
Best
in
Talkers
—
Ingram
production for general circulation
a new theater at Lahti, FinLondon — Upon his arrival here. build land,
will be undertaken.
according to a report to the
Rex Ingram announced he intends
M.
P.
Section
of the Dept. of Comto produce two talkers with interiors merce.
N. C. Convention
Set
made in England. One is to be a
Wilmington, N. C. — North Caro- Continental story with an English
Films to Campaign
Baldwin
lina Theater Owners' Ass'n will hold
its annual convention at the Oceanic and Spanish cast and Spanish backLondon — A talking picture of
ground, while the other is to be a Prime Minister Stanley Baldwin was
Hotel, Wrightsville Beach, June 16
and 17. More than 200 delegates modern story with Alice Terry feat- made for the Conservative Party by
ured. Ingram stated talkers are British Talking Pictures to be used
are expected. R. F. Woodhull, president of the M.P.T.O.A., will attend. Britain's opportunity, pointing to the during the coming election. The film
fact that the English voice and Eng- will be exhibited from a fleet of 12
lish actors are acknowledged the best trucks supplied by the film company.
Fox Changes in New Haven
for sound reproduction.
New Haven, Conn. — Jack Dillon,
manager of the Fox office here, has
64 Censored in Britain
Sacha Guitry For Talker
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
been succeeded by B. J. Simons, ofParis — Jacques Haik, has engaged
Washington — During March, 1929,
fice salesman. Dillon has been asSacha Guitry, French playwright, and 64 features of 3,000 ft. or over were
signed elsewhere.
his wife, Yvonne Printemps, for fea- censored by the British Board, states
tured roles in a dialogue and sound a report to the M. P. Section of the
"Hearts of Africa" Sold for Japan
picture.
Pierre WoltT, French dra- Dept. of Commerce.
Oscar Price, president of Parthematist, has been engaged to write
non Pictures, has sold the Walker
London Projector for Sound
adventure film, "The Wild Heart of the scenario and dialogue for "The Washmgton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Singer," in which Andre
Africa," for Japan to the Tokyo Street
Washington — -The Kales projector,
Eiga Shokai (Tokyo Film Co.) of Baugc will have the featured role.
manufactured by Kershaw Projector
Tokyo.
Co. of London, is adaptable for
Barkas with British Sound Films
Buy Clarinda House
London — Geoffrey Barkas, produc- sound film systems, says ^L Shilling,
Clarinda, la. — Bluechel and Laner of "Palaver" and "Q Ships," has sales manager, according to a report
nan has taken over the Armory and been engaged by British Sound Film of the ^L P. Section of the Uept. of
Rialto. Sound equipment will be I'red. to direct "The Third Gun."
Commerce. The Kale projector, fitted and adapted for British Talking
installed at the Armory.
i'ictures'
reproducer, has been inHarvey for "Equator Tramp"
stalled in about 50 theaters.
Fined for "Blue" Violation
Berlin
—
Lillian
Harvey's
next
Ufa
Troy, O. — Christian F. Pfister. production to be produced by GunNew German Sound
Co.
manager of three local Troy Amuse- ther Stapenhorst under direction of
ment Co. houses, pleaded guilty and
Washington Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Johannes
Guter
will
be
"The
EquaWashington — Melodic, a sound
was fined $25 for operating the Mayflower on Sundaytor Tramp."
film company has been formed in
Fawcett,
Production
Manager
Germany,
with headquarters at BerMemphis House Damaged
lin, advises a report to the ^L P.
London — L'Estrange I'awcett, for- Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
Memphis — Wind and Lightning
merly in charge of the scenario de- Otto Ernst Lubitz, banker, Herman
caused the back of the Royal to colpartment atGaumont studio has been
lapse and destroy
the projection
Millakowsky of Greenbaum Films
appointed
production
manager.
room.
are managers, while French and British interests will be represented on
B.T.P. Sale Denied
Studio Ready Next Week
the board. The company, besides
London
—
The
reported
rumor
that
The addition to RC.'V's Gramercy
studio which provides an additional British Talking Pictures was for sale handling its own distribution in Gerpictures of intersound stage will be ready for opera- rectors.
many, national
will produce
has been denied by the board of diappeal.
tions next week.

U. K. Premier Charges
Films Hurt WTiite People
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AND
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TRI-CORNERED TIE-OP IN
EOROPE COVERING SOUND
London — Harold Holt, managing
director of British Talking Pictures,
for the
a deal
has made official
producing
and"Ente,"
distribusemiting
organization in Italy to use hi>
company's sound apparatus in Italy.
All
filni. talkers made in Italy by Ente
will be shown in Germany via Klang-

Gainsborough Closes
Contract With Greenbaum
London — Gainsborough Pictures
have closed an agreement with Greenbaum Films of Germany for joint
production of six pictures, to be produced in England and in Germany.
The first has been started with Ivan
Petrovitch and Lil Dagover in the
leads.
Boxall Manager of Gainsborough
London — Due to the death of
George Hopton, H. Granville Boxall
has been appointed general manager
of Gainsborough. He was formerly
studio manager.
Tobis Wires 22 for April
Berlin — Twenty-two more houses
in Germany were wired for the
Klangfilm-Tobis sound system in
April. This brings their total installations in Germany to 30.
Rogers with F. N.-Pathe
London — Following the resignation
of H. A. Wallis as director of publicity for First National-Pathe, P. M.
Rogers was appointed in his place.
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Richmount
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

By CHARLES

11 Champion Disc Installations
Atlanta — Talking Picture Experiment Co. have completed 11 installations of the Champion disc devices
in the following theaters in this territory :

Alamo, Newnan, Ga. ; Haven, Canton, Ga.;
Palace, San Marcos, Tex.; Columbia, Dallas;
Gypsy, LaFayette, Ala.; Palace, South
Pittsburg, Tenn. ; Rose, Dublin, Ga. ; Olive,
Donaldsonville, Ga.; Milan, Milan, Tenn.;
Dreamland, Ocilla, Ga. and the Selba, Central City. Ky.

F. HYNBS

Newspaper Opinions

SET FOR NATIONAL MARKET
Memphis — The McAlpin, sound
reproducing system, will be marketed nationally by Eli W. Collins
of Jonesboro, Ark., using this city
as his headquarters. Collins is former president of the National M.
P.T.O. Home State Film Co. will distribute the reproducer in Arkansas,
Oklahoma and Texas. Glen Alt has
become associated with Collins, who
returns to the business via this deal.

DAILY

44th

"Alibi"
United Artists
St. Theater, New

York

AMERICAN—* * * is a knockout story.
It is packed with suspense and characterization possibilities. Each player, quite unintentionally, becomes a man of mystery. One
cannot figure out until almost the final fadeout ing
who
is really
wolf inonsheik's
clothor which
gent the
is honestly
the square.

* » «

DAILY NEWS—* * * On several occasions during the eighty minutes unreeling
"Alibi'' is so tense, so full of gripping
drama as to make one grasp his theater seat
and absolutely shiver with excitement. * * *
EVENING JOURNAI^* * * Roland
West, the director, has turned out an excellent job. The picture has all the speed
that made the silent drama interesting, and
the talking enhances rather than retards the
action.
EVENING WORLD— • * * Considered
from a viewpoint of dramatic construction,
"Alibi," * * * is doubtless * » * most commendable talking picture * * * due to the
adroit treatment of Roland West. * * *
GRAPHIC—* * * It would be impossible to enumerate the dozens of skillful
scenes which held the picture together and
helped
eradicate
a few
of the sequences

Gets Color Shorts
Sound Film Dist. Corp. has closed Philly Censor Board to
with Castle Films to distribute Castle
Install Phonofilm Device
color novelties in Philadelphia, Boston and Buffalo exchanges. Some of
Philadelphia — Engineers of General Talking Picture Corp. are installthe early releases are "Kids and Pets,"
ing DeForest Phonofilm in projec"Down Hawaii Way," "Flaming Cantion booths of the Pennsylvania
yons," "Trailing the Western Sun,"
Board
of Censors. Completion is exand "Sixty Minutes from Broadway."
pected the first of the week.
Wiring
Wisconsin
Houses
Phonofilm installations are now in
Neenah, Wis. — Fox Midwesco is
wiring its local house and the one progress at 10 more houses: New
at Mensha.
Metropolitan, Leominster, Mass.;
Arcadia, Olney, III.; Blake, Webb
Maryland House Goes Sound
City, Mo.; Scenic, Keene, N. H.;
Mt. Ranier — Elmer Hunter, for- Ritz, Oaklyn, N. J.; Vernon, Chicago; Palace, San Antonio; Capitol,
merly with Pathe, has assumed management of the Cameo, Mt. Ranier, McKeesport, Pa.; Orange, Orange,
Md. The house has re-opened with Cal. ; and Moore's Opera House,
synchronous and non-synchronous Clarksburg, W. Va. The following
Fotovoice equipment after complete nine houses are to be equipped with
renovation.
Phonodisc: Colonial, Augusta, Me.;
Cameo, So. Orange, N. J.; Rivoli,
Syracuse; Strand, South Bend, Ind.;
Wiring Watertown House
Watertown, Wis. — The Water- Haltnorth, Cleveland; Bagdad, Kansas City; Tivoli, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
town Amusement Enterprises is wiring the Classic for sound pictures.
and McKinney's Regent, Los Angeles.
W. E. Equipment at Wellsburg
Three More Phonofilms Installed
Wellsburg, W. Va. — Western Electric equipment is being installed at
Chicago — Three houses in this terthe Palace.
ritory have installed DeForest Phonofilm, including Bagdad, Kansas City;
Blake, Webb City, and Liberty,
Wiring
Albany, Ore., House
Albany, Ore. — Sound equipment Marysville, all in Missouri.
is being installed at the Globe.
Jossey Gets Amplitone
Sound in Outdoor Theater
Cleveland — J. S. Jossey, former
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
manager of the Progress Picture
Los Angeles — What is believed to exchange, has opened an office here
be the first presentation of talking for distribution and sales of Royal
pictures in an open air theater is Amplitone. The device is synchronized for both film and disc and sells
under way at the Fox Airdome at
El Centro.
for $1,750 installed.

which could have been left on the cutting
room floor and made "Alibi" fully 100 per
cent.
All in all, "Alibi" is a picture you will
POST—*
want
to see. * * * * On* the whole "Alibi" is a
good show — probably a much better one than
it was a stage play, and I feel that Mr.
West would have done even better had he
started with a clean slate and ignored the
second-rate stage piece "Nightstick" from
which "Alibi" was derived. The truth is
that his direction shows imagination and
sharpness, and is sufficiently good to make
a second-rate play with a bunch of stencil
characters and stencil situations intoi an
entertaining
tense usage
talkie. has
• » been
*
SUN — * *and *Aoftensuperb
made of the talking and sound photoplays
by Roland West in "Alibi,'' and an ordinary
stage melodrama of last season, "Nightstick,"
becomes thereby vivid entertainment. Beautifully acted by Chester Morris and others,
the piece excited applause at various moTELEGRAPH—* * * It would be very
ments. * * *
much
your with
while the
to visit
"Alibi"
and
becomeworth
familiar
playing
of Mr.
Morris. If you have any respect for and
interest in intelligent acting it is your duty
to see this man. It seems hardly credible
that there are many who have not become

TIPS
AND

ON

EQUIPMENT
VARIOUS
DEVICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

100 KINETONES WEEKLY
IS AIM OE S n CO.
Boston— The S & S Enterprises,
Inc., have increased their manufacturing facilities in order to produce
100 Kinetone equipments weekly.
Kinetone is a disc synchronizer, consists of two stands and gear boxes
vvith motors and turntables with
pickups; one double channel amplifier with tubes, fader, monitor horn
and a dynamic speaker unit. Installations of Kinetone have been completed or contemplated at the Coolidge, Watertown, Mass.; Strand,
Woonsocket, R. I,; Strand, MontVt., and Arcade, East Mapeher
chias, , Me.

14 Houses Start Sound
Policy with Phonofilm

Fourteen additional DeForest
Phonofilm installations have been
completed. The houses, which inaugurated their new sound policies
aware of him. * ♦ ♦
over the week-end include:
More Southern Houses
Strand, Rochester; Teatro del Lago,
Wilmette, III.; Olympia, ProviInstall Sound Devices
dence; Grand, Keokuk, la.; Stillwell,
Atlanta — Additional sound installa- Brooklyn, N. Y.; Liberty, Marystions have been made recently at the
ville, Kans.; Bagdad, Kansas City;
following houses: Pastime, Kannap- Capitol, Ft. Worth; Family, Jackolis, N. C. ; Dreamland, Ocilla, Ga. ;
son, Mich.; Majestic, Burlington, Vt.;
Princess, Winnsboro, La.; Carolina, McKinney's Regent, Los
Lumberton, N. C; Webb, Shelby, Ritz, Clarksburg, W. Va.; Angeles;
lowana.
N. C; Newton, Newton, N. C; Cres- Red Oak, la.; Milford, Chicago.
cent, Dalton, Ga. ; Callahan, Bainbridge, Ga.; Horn, Forest City, N.
C; Strand, Carrollton, Ga.; Strand, British Sound Systems
Tifton, Ga. ; Anderson, Hattiesburg,
Miss.; Bijou, Wilmington, N. C;
Flood Italian Markets
Grand, St. Pauls, N.C., and Lexing- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ton, Lexington, Miss.
Washington — So far only six
American sound devices have been
Make 8 Sets a Week
installed in theaters in Italy, advises
Dallas — Eight Photo-Talker sound a report to the M. P. Section of the
reproducing devices are being manu- Dept. of Commerce. Two American
factured each week here for installa- devices each have been installed at
tion in theaters in smaller towns. Rome and Milan and one each at
Houses recently equipped include the Turin and Florence. British appaWellington, Tex.; Palace, Olney;
ratuses and the inability of AmeriGrand, Midland; Resort, Mineral
can companies to supply any installations within the next few months are
Wells; Lyric, Ennis; Palace, Paduliable to impede the progress of
cah;
homa. Tol Teeters houses in Okla- sound
in the Italian market, since
the British sets are claimed to be of
Get Gennett Synchroniser
inferior quality, continued the report.
Hattiesburg, Miss. — A Gennett
Synchronizer has been installed in
the Anderson here and at the Strand
Scoredisc Men on Trip
Arthur A. Abrams, president, and
at Cullman, Ala.
George I. Matthews, vice president
Wiring Indianapolis House
and sales manager of Scoredisc Service, have left New York on a visit
Indianapolis, Ind. — Western Electric equipment is being installed at to key cities to demonstrate their
the Lyric.
service for non-synchronous machines. The company states it can
Denver House Wired
now provide accompaniments for nationally-released pictures dating from
Denver — Bristolphone
equipment
last August.
has been installed at the Victory.

In the last
months

RacenI
has led rh

e

Way< <
In Number of Installations
In little more than sixteen weeks Pacent has installed five hundred
Reproducer Systems throughout the United States. In December
Pacent installed the first Pacent System in New Jersey.
Since that time five hundred additional installations have been completed
all the way from Maine to California. Thirty sales and service depots
have been established throughout the United States and Canada and are
working to co-operate in every way possible with the exhibitor.

■W;^>*c»vy3^(jy

See the Circuits Using
Pacent :
Stanley Co. of America
Coston

s. &s.

Universal Chain
Saenger
Midwest Theatre Corporation
And 16 others

That Pacent has assumed the lead is best proved by the nation-wide
acceptance of Pacent Reproducer Systems as the standard by which othera
are judged.
Pacent will continue to lead the way in equipment, in engineering, in
service, in dollar for dollar value, in fair and square, business-like dealings with exhibitors.

PACENT
FILM

REPRODUCER
CENTER

BUILDING,

Louis Gerard Pacent, President

CORP.

New York, N. Y.

Tel.:

Chickering 7948-49-50-51-52

30 Sales and Service Representatives in Principal Film Centers in United Stales end Canada
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B'way Transferred to Hollywood
All-Color Films Are Here, Says Roy Del Ruth— Metro to Remake "13th Chair"— Radio Starts
"Viennese Charmer" — More Playwrights Join Fox — Wilk Comments on Coast Personalities

WHOLESALE STAGE INFLUX
CONTINUES WITHOUT END

A Little

**Lots*'
om WILK
frRALPH

By

Invasion of Hollywood by stage
directors and actors continue. Agents
find that they can sell their Broadway talent with little effort.
Screen players of foreign birth are
now handicapped by accents and are
attempting to master English and
lose their dialects. A few of the foreign stars may escape the talker
sceptre, but it is pointed out that it
is difficult to find vehicles for them
and that audiences may be bored
when finding their favorites playing
the same type of role.

Roy Del Ruth Predicts Day
Soon of All-Color Films

Hollywood
T INA BASQUETTE is "happy that
*-^ her birthday this month was not
marred by cloudy or rainy weather.
Whether celebrating her birthdays
here or in the East, Lina has found
the sun shining. She recently finished
work in "Come Across," for Universal.
*
*
*
Now that the microphone rules the
studios, it takes a microscope to
locate some of our former actor
favorites.
*
*
41

Dave Thompson, veteran production executive, has entered business
as an artist's representative. Among
the players he is representing are William Boyd, Alberta Vaughn, Ruth
Roland, Charles Middleton, E. J.
Radclifife, May McAvoy. His list of
directors includes Albert Ray, Alan
Crosland and Ralph Ince. Dave entered production in 1908 and was
production manager for the old
Metro, in the East. He also built
the first Metro studio on the Coast
and the first National studio. He was
production manager for First National for six years.
*
*
*
Hugh Trevor has the distinction
of being the first actor placed under
a long term contract by Radio Pictures. Hugh appeared in 18 FBO
productions. He left the insurance
business, when Richard Dix encouraged his histrionic ambitions.
*
*
*
The former short cut to pictures
Sound Refrigeration at M-G-M
M-G-M has installed a large ice was through Ziegfeld's "Follies."
Now the tennis court may be the
plant in conjunction with the sound best
route, if the case of Carmelita
stages to keep the temperature at a Geraghty can be taken as a criterion.
predetermined constant during the
summer. The plant will handle four Tom J. Geraghty's daughter was playing tennis with our good friend, Edsound stages.
The day is near when all pictures
will be filmed in their natural colors,
according to Roy Del Ruth, who directed "The Desert Song" and who
is making "The Gold Diggers of
Broadway,"
entirely in Technicolor.
"By natural colors," he states, "I
mean exactly that, and not the unearthly, vivid pigments which marked
the early days of color photography
experimentation. The perfection of
color marks a new era in motion
picture advancement, just as talkers
revolutionized and gave impetus to
the silent films."
Buys Marion Story
George Marion, Jr., has completed
an original, "Sis Boom Barbara,"
which has been purchased by Paramount. It will be adapted for an
all-talking and singing production directed by Frank Tuttle with Nancy
Carroll featured.

HARVEY GATES
Writer
WARNER

ward H. Griffith, whom we have
filso battled on the courts, when Edward noticed the excellent quality of
her voice. By the way, we believe,
"E. H." pays more attention to our
game than our voice. However, when
the director was casting for "Paris
Bound," he remembered Carmelita's
voice and signed its owner for a good

Radio Starts
"The Viennese
Charmer" got under way at Radio yesterday. Betty
Playwrights on Fox Lot
Compson is featured.
Wesley RugOwen Davis, who is to write the gles is directing.
part.
dialogue adaptation of Will Rogers'
EARL BALDWIN
first vehicle, "They Had To See
Paris," has reached Hollywood.
DIALOGUE
Llewellyn Hughes, author of "Chap
Called Bardell," which is to be made
into a Movietone feature as "The
Sky Hawk," is also here for Fox.
CULVER
CITY
4510 OR
PATHK
"13th Chair" for M-G-M
"The 13th Chair," by Bayard Veiller, has been secured by M-G-M and
andupon completion of the adaptation will
THE
be directed by Tod Browning as a
talker.
Doorwray- ol £loapltalit)r

LAUGHS

Charles
champion
Sign Peterson,
Billiard world
"Champ"
fancy and trick shot billiard player,
has been signed by Warner Bros, to
make a Vitaphone short.
New Metro Player
Mary Doran has signed a new longterm contract with M-G-M.

GEORGE

Consulting

RAY HARRIS
PATHE
DIALOGUE
STORIES

m

"THE

^

Dramatist

United Artitts

HARRY

yNTER th* doorway tt
this popular hostelry and you feel at hooia.
Tbcra'a an atmosphere of cordial welaoaM
which mark* the difference betweea thm
Hollywood Plasa and ordinary hotcU.
Tour room, too, haa that added
of dlitlnctloa. Picture* on the wall, '
■tnffed furttlturc, a floor lamp and i nadlm
lamp . . . theie are but a few of the featoN*
diat make you feel at home.
PlS'n Whittle Dining Service Insure* the
be«t of food. Therefore, when you are aeat
in La* Ancele* be *ure to invesdsate.

THE

UNDERSTUDY"

First of a Series of Feature Talking
Written by Benny
Rubin
To be directed by

"The Desert Song"

SCARBOROUGH

CHARLEIS Presents
R. ROGERS
BENNY RUBIN

BROTHERS

KearneyKearney,
Signs With
Patrick
who P-F-L
has been
writing dialogue for Paramount talking productions has signed a new
contract. His recent work was
"Thunderboldt," starring George
Bancroft.

Pictures

J. BROWN

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine

Street at Hollywood
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DEATH OF SILENT SHORT
IS SEEN BY BRYAN TOY

WHAT'S

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^07

There will be no more silent short
subjects, according to Bryan Foy
director-in-chief of Warners' eastern
Vitaphone studio. The silent one
and two reelers, he declares are as
obsolete as the lantern slides with
phonographic accompaniment whicli
were one time billed as "talking pictures." Talking shorts have taken
their place, not as a fad, but as a
definite form of entertainment, because their scope is wider and more
varied; because anything from Grand
Opera to slap-stick comedy can be
presented.
"The talking picture should be considered
as an individual form of entertainment,"
says Foy. "While it may, and should, combine all the best features both of stage and
screen, it should not be considered as an
off-shoot of either medium. Talking pictures
must have good dialogue, and at the same
time plenty of action. The director must be
a student of speed. And, at the same time
he must maintain a nicely of balance between
the dialogue and the action. He is able to
cover more ground in pictures than on the
stage, and that is one reason why the
'talkies' will continue
in popularity.
"I think that talking pictures are pretty
well set for the time being, although no one
can foresee what may happen. We have
all kinds of drama in talkng pictures, and
now with "The Desert Song'' we have the
comic operetta. Music and drama, with
their combinations, have always been the basis of good entertainment, and good entertainment is what the 'talkies' are proving
to be. So that their development will uudoubtedly continue along these lines for some
time to come."

LeMaire on New Comedy
Another in George LeMaire's
"Manhattan" talking-comedy series
for Pathe has been started at Sound
Studios, with Frank Davis and
Helyn Eby-Rock in the leads.

WHAT

ARTHUR

W.

EDDYm

MARY EATON bag and baggages
to the Paramount lot on the
Coast early in June to work in
"Pointed Heels" whatever that might
be. She received her initial taste of
screen work in "The Cocoanuts"
along with the Marx Brothers. Stagegoing people remember her work in
"The Five O'Clock Girl."
Sarah Edwards is playing the
mercenary mother in "Glorifying the
American Girl," Paramount talker
which Millard Webb is making. Mise
Edwards, who comes from the speaking stage, recently worked with
Donald Ogden Stewart and Walter
Huston in Paramount talking shorts.
Sam Park, who is directing dialogue
shorts for Reelsound, was formerly a
writer of sketches for Keith vaudeville
acts and has been a stage director.
For three years he was associated
with the Pat Casey office.

Eddie Bowling, star of "The Rainbow Man," has completed two dialogue shorts featuring his favorite
song hits for Home Talkie Prod.
Jimmy Hanley, is his accompanist.
Direction is by B. K. Blake. The
pictures will be released early in
May for home use.

Andy Wright, formerly a producer
of acts for Keith time, is sales manager for Reelsound, producer of talking shorts. He was formerly with
in the South.
Paramount

Third Ellbee Sketch Into Production
Harry Delf has completed casting
of "The Stork Arrives," third of the
Walter Strenge is guiding the first
series of 18 two-reel all-talking com- camera on the series for RCA. Bert
edy sketches of American family life
The unit inwhich he is authoring and directing Pike is his assistant.
cludes Fred Bowen, Harold Godsoe
for EUbee.
and Paul Oury, who has charge of
sound recording.
Making Talking Shorts
Series of dialogue shorts with
Eleven hundred employees of
and "Sliding Billy" Western Electric's Kearney, N. J.,
Farnum
Franklyn
Watson are being produced by Reel
sound. The first Watson short has will have their own rooting war at
the Polo Grounds Saturday when the
just been completed at R. L. A. studio
with Sam Park directing. Other Cubs play the Giants. Half of them
ire loyal McGrawites and the other
shorts made include "Inspection" and half are transfers from Western
"Our Party."
Klectric's plant at Hawthorne. Chicago and natural Cub rooters. Bert
Finish Third Short
Bonnell, publicity director at the
The Boasberg-Brock combination Kearney plant will liead the rival
has just completed "The Strange delegations who will have their banners behind third base. News reel
Interview" for RCA at the Gramercy studio. This is the third short .>iiotograptiers have arranged to make
in a talking series, the fourth to go films of their ant;cs_ for general use
into production soon. Dick Currier in the New Jersey and Chicago
houses.
is supervising.

IN THE EAST
IN GREATER

NEW

Shooting of a 100 or more gags a
'lay in just about average fjr Charles McDonald, who is directing
"Topics of the Day," now being
made with dialogue at the RCA studio on 5th Ai'c. About 15 players
are
ule. being used i'n each day's sched-

YORK

STUDIOS

SEES ORIGINAL SCORES
FOR PICTURES IN FUTURE

"Three months will see the end of
synchronized detached iimsical scores
Edward Senz gave a chap a black to s.lent pictures," it is the opinion
of Abe Meyer. He believes better
eye
the
other
p.
m.
at
RCA's
Fifth
Ave. plant, following instructions of results are obtained through the reDirector Charles McDonald, making
cording of music simultaneously
the photographing
of a picture. with*
"Topics of the Day." You see, F —
In the future, Meyer believes, in
is makeup expert at the studio.
the large majority of cases, comp'lcd,
unorig.nal scores will not be used.
Gilkes Leaves For Coast
Al Gilkes, Paramount cameraman. Instead, original scores will be used.
has left for the Coast after working He sees the beginning of a new type
of entertainment, using opera, plays,
in "Jealousy," Jeanne Eagels vehicle novels and musical comedy.
and also a number of talking shorts.
Anticipating this evolution, Meyer
is lining up playwrights, lyricists and
Vallee In Paramount Short
Rudy Vallee, band leader and composers with the idea of creating
picture stories and scores.
singer now featured at the Paramount theater, has made his first
sound short for Paramount. Some
MacFadden Will Direct
weeks ago he made a short for Vitaphone,
Bennett In Pathe Film
Yankees. also using his Connecticut
Robert T. Kane has entia'-red
Hamilton MacFadden, stage director
Synchronizing Traveltalk
Series
and producer, to direct Constance
James A. FitzPatrick is synchron- Bennett in Iier initial starring talking velricle for Pathe under the title
his "Spanish
series
at theizingVictor
studioTraveltalk"
at Camden,
N.
of "This Thing Called Love." The
J. Six subjects comprise the series. picture, based on the Broadway play,
FitzPatrick is doing the descriptive soon goes into production at Sound
dialogue.
Studios. MacFadden was formerly
with the Theater
Guild.
Open Local Pictures Tour
"Cabiria"
Revived
Thomas-Wheeler Prod, on May 6
opened a picture-making tour in con"Cabiria" is to be revived and will
nection with theaters throughout the
at the Fifth Ave. Playcountry. Opening took iilace at the be shown
house in New York for one week beFloral Park theater. Floral Park, L.
ginning Saturday.
I., where the unit will work in cooperation with Manager William
Murphy. Joseph Striker, who reThorn as- Wheeler
cently completed the feature role in
Productions
the
"The House of Secrets,"
will talker,
be featured.
now making
a picture for
C. C. Thomas is president and
Floral Theater
producer. Robert Wheeler is vice
Floral Park. L. I.
president and treasurer. Joseph McGuire, formerly with Cosmopolitan
Prod., is production manager.
Lillian Roth for Short
With the Paramount short subject
up to schedule, little shooting is going on at the .Astoria studio on shortsized entertainment. A talker with
Lillian Roth is the only short scheduled to be made next week, with
Joseph Santley directing.

RELEASED
•'AT

THIS WEEK
SEA"

Sound and talking short
ALDEN MOTION PKTURE CORP.
220 West 42d Street
New York Cky
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Now^ Delivering!
Sound on film
and disc devices.

Traveltone Sales Corp.
729 Sevenlh Aft.

Tel. BRYant 2690
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THE
Milton Sills in
Emit Jannings in

**Betrayar

"Not Quite Decent'*

with Louise Dresser, June Collyer

(Part-Talker Version)

with Gary Cooper, Esther Ralston

(Synch ronized)

Fox

"The Voice of the City"
with Robert Ames, Sylvia Field,

"The Barker"

(Silent Version)

Willard Mack

(All-Talker)

Length: Sound 4965 ft.
Silent, 4653 ft. M-G-M
Length: sound 7427 /*.
Paramount Length: Synch, 6614 ft.
LIGHT
NUMBER
WITH
Silent, 6492 ft.
(Release sion
of undetermined.)
silent verFRAPPED
THEME ONLY
JANNINGS
MAGNIFICENT, RATES ATTENTION FOR FINE
WILLARD MACK AS DIRECAS ALWAYS, IN A TRAGIC CHARACTERIZATION
BY
TOR, ACTOR AND AUTHOR
STORY WHICH IS LIGHTENED
LOUISE DRESSER,
TURNS OUT A COMMENDABLE
ONLY
OCCASIONALLY BY
UNDERWORLD
FILM.
COMEDY TOUCHES.
Drama. Adapted from a story "The
Grouch Bag" by Wallace Smith. It is
Drama of the underworld. All about
Drama.
The story was written in just
the old story of the mother who
the tragic Russian manner, all about hits the more or less crimson path and the youth who was framed for a
a Swiss burgomaster
who marries years later meets up with her daugh- prison stretch, escapes, and the man
ter whom she saves from the same hunt to get him with the girl trying
a girl who has a young artist sweetheart. Later it develops that their fate that overtook her 20 years be- to save him and adding the heart irin
oldest boy is really the son of the
fore. To follow out the long arm of terest. Willard Mack in the triple
artist. When the burgomaster learns coincidence still further, the bad man role of detective, director and author
■ this after his wife's tragic death, he who ruined mother is the same gent did a workmanlike job in all three dechanges from an amiable and kindly now making a play for daughter. In
partments. His work has a quality
man
to a vengeful
demon.
Half other words, the story is a lot of of realism, aliveness and snap that
crazed, he determines to throw the
hokum, and not very good hokum at occasionally jerks you up out of your
boy over a mountain precipice.
The that.
the sterling trouping of seat and makes you realize that even
kid slips over the cliff on a rope, and Louise Only
Dresser
saves it from going in the underworld dramas there is a
Jannings, the burgomaster, realizing
chance for new angles. The climax is
his error, finally saves him.
This ga-ga completely. Miss Dresser a strong one, done differently, with
builds
a
characterization
that
put
a
climactic scene is handled in rather
unexpected developments that keep
tame fashion, with a phoney
Swiss lot of real sentiment and sympathy the suspense mounting. The cast is
into
a
very
theatrical
plot.
But
she
mountain set and the kid dangling in
exceptionally good, with Robert Ames
space while Jannings digs his heels is not very happily cast as a Texas
as the escaped convict doing a naturGuinan
type
running
a
night
club
and
into the synthetic snow and labors to
alistic bit of acting that is refreshing.
save him.
Nothing
but praise for blacking up for a mammy song. So Sylvia Field is good, as well as John
daughter
is
saved,
and
goes
back
to
Jannings, Cooper and Esther Rals- her sweetie in the sticks.
Miljan, the heavy.
ton.
Cast: Emil Jannings, Gary Cooper, Esther
Ralston, Jada Weiler, Douglas Uaig, Bodil
Rosing.
Director, Lewis Milestone ; Authors, Victor Schertzinger, Nicholas Soussanin; Scenarist, Hans Kra'y; Editor, Del Andrews;
Titler,
Gerrald. Julian Johnson ; Cameraman, Heiu'y

Cast: Louise Dresser, June Collyer, Allan
Lane, Oscar Apfel, Paul Nicholson, Marjorie
Beebe, Ben Hewlett, Jack Kenney.
Director, Irving Cummings; Author, Wallace Smith ; Scenarist, Marion Orth ; Editor,
Paul Weatherwax; Titler, Malcolm Stuart
Boylan ; Dialoguer, Edwin Burke ; Cameraman, Charles Clarke.

"Russia"

'When Dreams Come True*

vnth

Marcella
Albani, Vladim.ir
Gaidarov, Wilhelm Dieterle

with Helene Costello,

(Silent)

(Silent)

Affiliated European Length: 7500 ft.
VERY COMMENDABLE PRODUCTION HAS FINE ACTING
AND TELLS REALISTIC STORY
OF COLD RUSSIA. TOO LONG
AND INVOLVED.
Drama of Czarist Russia. Produced
by A. Greenbaum in Germany. This
harks back to the days before the
Revolution when the Czar's Cossacks
held sway and hunted the Nihilists
and shipped them off to Siberia. The
cast is exceptionally good, with such
names as Vladimir Gaidarov and Marcella Albani who are well known on
the Continent. These two as principals give finished performances, and
in fact the large cast do work far
above the usual German production.
The story tells of the love of a poor
Nihilist girl for a count, whose family
will not permit him to marry her.
They have a child, and later a Nihilist
sweetheart of the girl escapes from
Siberia, and in trying to locate the girl
is pursued by Cossacks and takes his
own life. The girl is arrested as a
Nihilist, escapes from Siberia and secures a pardon through her royal
sweetheart. Entirely too long, but if
cut will make entertaining neighborhood film.
Cast: Marcella Albani, Vladimir Gaidarov,
Wilhelm
Dieter'e, Louis Ralph.
Director, Vladimir Gaidarov ; Author, Not
listed ; Scenarist, Not listed ; Editor, Not
Vsted; Titler, Not listed; Cameraman, Not
listed.

Rex Lease

Rayart

Length:

6242 ft.

THE USUAL REVIVAL OF
THE GOOD OLD RACE TRACK
STORY WITH THE VILLAGE
BLACKSMITH THROWN
IN
FOR NOVELTY,
Drama of the turf. Victor Rousseau wrote "Sunburst Valley" and
hit on a splendid idea of working in
the village blacksmith as the hero
for the Kentucky Derby stuff. The
combination is perfectly logical, for
the blacksmith shoes horses, and
horses make the horse race possible
which makes it possible to write
these "Checkers" stories where everybody at the race stands up and
shouts "Come on, Remorse!" So the
producers filmed the story and put
■n everything but Remorse which
they should have had after they saw
what they had done. If you gather
from these remarks that the picture
is pretty bad, you're right. Dream
Lad is the horse, which the village
blacksmith hero shod, and the rest
of the proceedings are pretty shoddy
also. But the blacksmith scenes are
good.
Cast:

Helene Costello, Rex Lease, Claire
McDowell, Ernest Hilliard, Emmett King,
George Periolat, Danny Hoy, Buddy Brown.
Director, Duke Worn ; Author, Victor
Rousseau ; Scenarist, Arthur Hoerl ; Editor,
J. F. Harrington ; Titler, Not listed ; Cameraman, Hap Depew.

Cast: Robert Ames, Willard Mack, Sylvia
Field, James Farley, John Miljan, Clark Marshall, Duane Thompson, Tom McGuire, Alice
Moe, Beatrice Banyard.
Director, Willard Mack ; Author, Willard
JMack ; iScenarist, the same ; Dialoguer, Willard Mack ; Editor, William S. Gray ; Cameraman, Maxmilian Fabian.

First Nat. Length: Silent, 6821 ft.
Synch, 7100 ft.
STRONG CARNIVAL FEATURE WITH MILTON SILLS AS
THE BARKER PUTTING IT
OVER FOR THE POPULAR
CROWDS.
Drama of carnival life. This was
adapted from the stage play by Kenyon Nicholson. It has been expertly directed by George Fitzmaur
who gets some real atmosphere iceof
the midway all through the footage,
ihe love interest is very unusual,
with two carnival janes and the barker and his son all tangled up The
father tries to save his son from getting mixed up with one of the gals
and the outcome is altogether satisfactory. It contains a good sex
kick, and some very tense and dramatic situations that build to stron
suspenses. Milton Sills as the barkerg
does one of his best performances
in a role that is filled with human
interest touches. Here is a production that will click easily as a programmer.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Betty Compson, Sylvia Ashton,
George ^'."''
Cooper,
Tom
Dugan.
n^Vyi^^^l°",
^Dorothy
Mackaill,
Director
George Fitzmaurice ; Author.
Kenyon Nichoson; Scenarist, Benjamin Glazer; Adapter, Same; Editor, Stuart Heisler;
litler, Herman J. Mankiewicz; Cameraman

Reviewed as a part-taJker Dec. 9, 1928.
Lee Garmes.

"Red Majesty"

Bob Custer in

"The Manhattan
(Silent) Cowboy'*
Syndicate Pictures Length: 4650 ft.
ANOTHER RUBBER STAMP
EDITION FROM THE DIRECTOR'S MEMORY. SOMETHING
TO THROW ON YOUR "SCREEN
IN BETWEEN
PICTURES.
Western. That boy J. P. McGowan sure has a good memory, for
when he directed this one he didn't
miss any of the tried and true stuff
that Billy Anderson used to do in
the old days. And Sally Winters
aided and abetted in the memory test
when she wrote the story. Bob has
been a wild city youth, and his rich
dad sends him off to the ranch to get
toned down and learn something
aboutter falls
work.
The and
foreman's
for him,
a ranchdaughhand
swears re-ven-ge, for he, too, has his
evil eye on the pretty maiden. And
so the abduction, the pursuit to the
lonely cabin, the fio;bt by the hero
against heavy odds single handed.
The timing on this scene was perfect. The villain cowboys stood in
a line and advanced on director's
signal to take a sock on the jaw from
the hero, one at a time. If they had
all jumped on the hero at once they
might have licked him.

Cast: Bob Custer, Lafe McKee, John
Lowell Russell, Mary Mayberry, Lynn Sanderson. Mac V. Wright, Cliff Lyons, Charles Whitaker, Dorothy Vernon.
Director, J. P. UcGowan; Author, Sally
Winters ; Scenarist, Not listed ; Editor, Not
listed; Titler, Not listed; Cameraman, Not
Isted.

(Silent)
No distribution set Length: 6000 ft.
JUST A TRAVELOGUE FILM
RECOUNTING THE LIFE AND
HABITS OF AN INDIAN TRIBE
IN BRAZIL. HOLDS LITTLE
PICTURE
HOUSE
VALUE.
This is simply a film recounting of
the experiences of Harold Noce, the
explorer who became celebrated
through his rescue work in 1924 on
Wrangel Island. The film was taken
several years ago on an expedition
that Noce made to the home of the
primitive Tariano Indians, probably
the oldest communistic colony in the
world. We see the simple natives
living together in a large hut, sharing their food, their work, and their
native drink. The latter is made from
the root of an herb, and the result
should be of value to all those interested inany way in the prohibition
question. The liquor knocks them
clean cuckoo, and they seem perfectly happy and come to without any
noticeably bad effects. There are
tribal dances, and other quaint customs. Some very beautiful shots of
children swimming, the tropical scenery, etc. But no story.
Cast:

Natives of the Tariano

Indian tribe.

Directed and handled throughout
old Noce, the explorer.

by

Har-

'

THE
Sunday,

May

St

Mice Joi/cc, Loretta Young, Mt/nia
Iahj, Carroll S'l/e, Rirhiird Tufkvr

(All-Talker Version)

Length: Sound, 10,000 ft.
Silent, undetermined
NG, PONDERMOVI
SLOW
OUS DRAMA HANDICAPPED
BY POOR DIALOGUE. BEAUTIFULLY PHOTOGRAPHED. BUT
IN PUNCH.
LACKING
The locale is Hungary and the
farm of a wealthy farmer. The family, consisting of wife and son, is
a happv combination. But along
comes Nubi, hot gypsy gal. The minute she steps in virtue and family
ties step out. Nubi, played very well,
in the main, by Myrna Loy, requires
who
a lot of loving and isn't fussyPeter,
supplies it. So she goes from
the servant, to Paul and then almost
nabs dad. Then the gypsy husband
returns and, to the tune of his cracking whip, carries Nubi off to her
people. A slim story which might
have been far, far better had the director seized his opportunity for
character development. Only he
didn't. The dialogue is pretty bad
and that helps to bear the proceedings down. Alice Joyce and Miss
Loy do the best work in the cast,
the standard of acting is
although
not high.
, ^ ,
.1-

F. S.

Cast: Myrna Loy, Ridiard Tucker, Alice
Joyce, Carroll Nye, Loretta Young, Harry
Soussanin,
■Cording. Zasu Pitts, Nicholasome.
Kmite Erickson, George Hackath
Director, Alexander Korda; Author, Jean
Bart; Scenarist, Bradley King; Dialoeiier,
Bradley King; TiUer, Not listed; Editor,
John Seitz.
Sclirocder; Cameraman.
Edward

"Three Passions"

Tei^-y, Ivan Petrovitch,
Shayle Gardner

(Synchronized)

Length: Synch., 6646 ft.
U. A.
Silent, 7576 ft.
REX INGRAM'S DIRECTION
AND
TYPICALLY ENGLISH
OUTDATED. OKAY FOR THE
NO
BLUE-STOCKINGS BUT
APPEAL FOR THE POPULAR
CROWDS.
Drama of English life. Made in
ProducGeorge's
St. from
by Adapted
linglandtions.
the Cosmo
Hamilton story. Another instance
where a clever author's fine writing
doesn't shape up as quality screen
entertainment. The story has class,
is sincerely developed, and presents
a spiritual and social problem that
will appeal to thoughtful people. But
most screen audiences don't want to
be troubled with thinking. And Rex
Ingram who directed has been so
long away from the pulse of production and American audience reaction
that he is still directing in the style
of years ago. Ivan Petrovitch as
the son of the wealthy shipbuilder
who turns reformer screens well and
the girls will like him. Alice Terry
too old for Lady Victoria, his sweetheart. And Alice forgets to act.
Shayle Gardner effective as the shipbuilder. Lacks snap.
Cast: Alice Terry, Ivan Petrovitch, Shayle
Gardner, Claire Eames, Leslie Faber, Gerald
.Fielding, Andrews Englenian.
Director, Rex Ingram ; Author, Cosmo
Hamilton; Adaptor, Rex Ingram; Editor,
Cosmo Hamilton : Titler, Cosmo Hamilton ;
Cameraman.
L. H. Burel.

k
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Morton Dmvncy in

Irene Rich in

"The with
Squall"

with Alice

■<

with

"Shanghai Rose"

Richard Wallivg, Ruth
William Conklin

"Mother's Boy"
Hiatt,

(Silent)
Rayart
Length: 6539 ft.
MECHANICAL REHASH OF
THE MADAME X IDEA WHICH
IT FOLLOWS CLOSELY AND
PROVES A CHEAP IMITATION.
Melodrama. Just to give the original Madame X idea a different atmosphere they call her Shanghai
Rose and have her running a gambChinaling joint
town. in
From San
there Francisco's
on you can write
your own story from your memories of "Madame X." The press book
even admits that the courtroom sequences is "equalled only by that
'Madame
stage
famous
What could be success
fairer than
giving X.'
this"
credit to the original source? But
like most imitations, it is pretty
shoddy. Irene Rich performs the
best she could under loose direction
and a mechanical story. She got little support from a very indifferent
cast. Then the "big" courtroom
scene with the disclosure that she is
the mother of the young lawyer. If
they can find an audience that has
never heard of "Madame X," this
film should prove a real novelty.
Cast: Irene Rich, William Conklin, Richard Walling; Robert Dudley, Ruth Hiatt,
Sid Saylor, DeSacia Mooers, Anthony Merlo.
Director. Scott Pembroke; Author. Arthur
Hoerl ; Scenarist. Arthur Hocrl ; Editor, J. F.
Harrington; Titter, Not listed; Cameraman,
Hap Depew.

Colleen Moore in

"Why
Be Good?"
with Neil Hamilton

Short Subjects

(All-Talker)

Pathe

Length:

7423 ft.

SOUND
GETS BY AS FAIR
PROGRAM
No Silent
I'erxion
PICTURE WITH STAR'S TENIrene Franklin
OR VOICE CHIEF
ASSET.
Pleasing
STORY SLIM. MUSHY, AND
Vitaphone
No. 777
LOOSELY
PUT
TOGETHER.
Drama of Inroad way. It follows
Songs
the well worn trail telling all about Type of production
In her particular tyjic of song dethe poor boy with a voice who makes
lineation, Irene Franklin is distincthe grade and the heavy sugar on
tive.
Her
first Vitaphone short subBroadway. This time Downey turn?;
ject demonstrated and now along
the trick as a poor Irish lad who becomes the main wow at a night club. comes this to prove it further. She
He forgets temporarily the old folks puts over two numbers, one dealing
and the little tenement girl and gets with a hasii thrower in a one-armed
mixed up with a society jane. Then restaurant and the second, a golfing
flapper number that is as pleasantly
the news of his mother's illness sophisticated as it is entertaining.
brings him back just before the curEach sung in a set that typifies the
tain on opening night of a big Broad- number.
Time, about 6 mins.
way show. Violating the strictest
tradition of the theater by leaving
the show flat is capitalized by the "The Wicked
West"— Oswald
press agent to get Downey a bigger
Universal
contract. This is a sample of the hooey
Good Burlesque
throughout the film, which is very
amateurishly constructed. But the
of production. 1 reel animated
sweet sentimental stuff, mother love Type
Oswald, the rabbit is now a westetc., will get by with the mob, and
ern cowboy here. He goes through
Downey's lyric tenor can be talked the heroics just like the heroes in
about.
the feature films. He rides into a
Cast: Morton Downey, Beryl Mercer, John
T. Doyle. "Brian Donlevy. Helen Cliandler, tough joint, and amuses himself
Osgood Perkins, I^rin Raker, Barbara Ben- listening to the automatic player
nett, Jennie Moskowtiz, Jacob Frank, Louis
Sorin, Robert Glecklcr, Tyrrell Davis, Allan piano. When he drops a nickel in
the slot, a mouse comes out and
Vincent. Leslie Stowc.
Director. Bradley Barker ; Author, Gene plays the keys. Then Oswald gets
Markey ; Scenarist. Gene Markey; Editor, Kd in a poker game with Bruin, the
Plitzenmcier : Dialoguer, Gene Markey; Cameramen, Philip Tannura, Harry Stradling. bear, and when he trims the big boy
Walter Strenge.
out of his bankroll there is a terrific
tight. Good burlesque, with the
ical.
sound effects making it quite com"Yellow-Back"

with Tom Moore, Tom Santschi

(Silent)

(Silent)

Length: Synch., 7500 ft.
Silent, 7000 ft.
A LOAD OF APPLESAUCE
NOT EVEN DAINTILY DISHED OUT. FLAMING YOUTH
STUFF GROWS GRAY WITH
AGE.
Comedy drama. Colleen insists on
doing the Clara Bow stuff when she
should be romping around in sweet
little school girl parts — which is one
thing she can do with class. So she
teeters for six reels on the verge of
all the naughty situations that have
been pulled in a dozen other films.
Pert was just a poor little department store girl trying to get the
hotsy-totsy thrills out of life without
giving anything up for them — a
nuaint little Cinderella idea that
Hollywood has taken to its heart.
The son of the store owner falls for
her, and dad gives her the gate. On
father's advice he starts out to determine if Pert really is a bad girl.
He gives her clothes, goes on wild
parties, and finally takes her to a
roadhouse's private dining room.
Pert resents his advances, and the
hero is tickled silly to find that she
is just a pure sweet girl after all.

FBO
Length: 5957 /(.
VERY ORDINARY NORTHWOODS YARN SLOPPILY DIRECTED AND INDIFFERENTLY ACTED. CARRIES GOOD
FIGHT SCENE FOR CLIMAX.
Melodrama of the Northwoods.
Adapted from the story by James
Oliver Curwood. Just another yarn of
the Northwest Mounted, with Tom
Moore as the redcoat doing the heroics better than the sloppy production
deserved. Tom Santschi as the bad
French trapper is also good, and these
two make the offering fairly interesting. But the direction and general
story theme are so poorly put tothat it is only
entertainmentgether
for uncritical
fans.fairTom
of the

F. N.

Cast: ("olleen Moore. Neil Hamilton, Boflil
Rosing, John Saintpolis, Dixie Gay, Eddie
Clayton, Ed Martindel, Lincoln Stedman,
Louis Natheaux.
Collette Merton.
Direction, William Seiter ; Author, Carey
Wilson ; Scenarist, Carey Wilson ; Editor.
Perry Morse; Titler, Paul Perez; Cameraman,
Sid Hickox.

Mounted starts out to get the trapper
wanted for a murder. He is shielded
in his getaway by a French backwoods girl. But when the trapper
kills her father, she starts to aid the
Mounty in getting his man. The trial
leads to a trading outpost inhabited
by a lawless element. Here is staged
the finish fight which is played up
with some heavy rough-and-tumble
that adds a needed kick.
Cast: Tom Moore, Tom Santschi, Irma
Harrison,
William
Martin, Lionel
Belmorc.
Director, Jerome Storm; Author, James
Oliver Curwood; Scenarist, John Gwist; Editor, Jack Kitchin: Titler. Randolph Bartlett ;
Cameraman, Phil Tannura.

"Humorous Flights"
Paramount

Very Good
Type of production. .. .comedy skit
Donald Ogden Stewart, the humorous writer, appears in an original
sketch written by himself. It is
modeled somewhat along the lines of
Robert Benchley's "Treasurer's Report," and is almost as funny. Stewart appears as the speaker at the
Friday Morning Club, a group of
ladies interested in the higher things.
His talk is on bird life, and he delivers it in the awkward manner of
a man unused to public speaking. It
is all a lot of clever nonsense, done
with class and drollery. The lines
are funny,
Stewart's
of delivery is original
andmethod
will get
the
snickers anywhere it is shown. The
better the class of audience, the better it will be appreciated, yet it is
also
for popular consumption. Time,
12 mins.
Lively

Pathe Audio Review No. 5
Type of production..! reel magazine
Greenwich Village night life is depicted in a review of "The County
Fair," one of the places where Broadwayites go to make refined whoopee.
Don Dickerman is master of ceremonies, and introduces a lot of celebrities who are present as guests.
(Continued on Page

12)
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Theater

Equipment
By CHARLES

S.M.P.E. Outlines Standardized
Requirements for Projection
One of the many interesting reports read before the Society of M.
P. Engineers which terminated its
Spring convention in New York on
Thursday dealt ivith projection and
methods of improving standards.
The Society has taken cognizance of
projection and its importance in appoiyitment of a stayiding committee.
The personnel is as follows: F. H.
Richardson, of the Exhibitors Herald-World, chairman; Arthur H.
Gray, Chauncey L. Greene, Herbert
Griffith, Lester B. Isaac, J. J. Kurlander, Harry Rubin and Mark S.
Swab.
The com/mittee determined to first
concentrate efforts upon definition
of what constitutes the fundamental
requirements of a m.odern projection room,. The first extract of its
report follows subsequent instalments will appear in "Theater
Equipment," published in the weekend edition of THE FILM DAILY.

There is great need for such a treatise.
The lack of any autlioritative standards to
which architects may, and will refer, lias
resulted in a very large number of poorly
planned projection rooms, and a still greater
number which are hopelessly inadequate for
modern motion picture and sound projection.
Your committee therefore selected as the
subject for its first report "The Fundamental
Requirements of The Modern Theater Projection Room," the various items o£ which
will be set forth in their order, together
with such recommendations as may seem
proper.

Location

It is essential to good projection that the
projection room location be such that there
will be no objectionable distortion of the
screen image due to the projection angle
being excessive, and furthermore it is essential
that the projection distance and picture size
be so related as to require the use of a
lens of such focal length as to combine critical
definition over the entire field with reasonable
optical efficiency. Your committee realized
that the great variation in theater auditorium
conditions demands considerable elasticity in
the matter of projection room location, and
therefore recommends.
1. — That the relatonship between picture
size and projection distance be such as to
require a projection lens of not less than
four and one-half inches nor more than seven
and one-half inches equivalent focus.
2. — That within this range of lenses the
projection angle be as nearly zero as it is
practicable and, in no case, exceed 17 degrees.
The recommendation as to the equivalent
focus of the projection lens is based upon
the observation oi the members of your committee. The decision in the matter of the
limiting angle was reached througii a mathematical analysis of the situation.
Realizing that for a given projection angle
the distortion would be more serious with
short focus lenses than with those of long
equvalent focus, your committee sought to
express the increase in height of the projected
picture due to tlie projection angle in terms
of this angle and the angle of divergency of
the light beam, that is to express the ratio
Now the maximum permissible amount of
distortion is a matter on which there seem;
to be consderable range of opinion. Your
committee feels that in recommending 5 per
cent as the maximum permissible 'nrrencc i*picture height it is erring on the side of laxity
rather than rigidty, and is particularly anxio"^
to hear discussion of this matter by the Society.
Thus it becomes apparent that, through the
range of focal lengths recommended the per-

centage of increase in picture height is practically influenced only by the projection
angle, the percentage beingi approximately equal
to the "secant minus one" of the projection angle. The present standards of the Socity set the maximum projection angle at 12°,
coiTesponding to an increase in picture height
of about two and one half per cent. Thus
we see that the distorton has doubled for a
40 per cent increase in projection angle,
and it becomes exceedingly apparent that it
is a serious thing to add even as much as
two degrees to the projection angle when
designing a theater; that it should never be
done except for the most urgent reasons, and
never merely to obtain architectural symmetry
in a part of the theater which the audience
seldom sees.
The sidewise location of the projection
equipment should be so graded as to favor
those projectors which have to produce the
most sharply defined images. This consideration would place the motion picture projectors as closely as possible to the center line,
Imt there is the additional consideration
of the increasing practice of simultaneous operation of stereopticoii, effect projector and motion picture projector to secure special and
very beautiful effects which lose much of
their beauty if the images are not very closely
matched. These considerations have led your
committee to classify its recommendations regardng transverse location of equipment as
follows :
For the installation of either two or three
motion picture projectors, stereo, and efifect
projector, with or without spot lamps and
flood projector we recommend that the axis
of projection of the motion picture projector
nearest the stereo be at right angles to the
horizontal axis of the screen.
For installations of three motion picture
projectors with or without spot lamps we
recommend that the axis of projection of the
(.Continued on Page 12)

Northwest Shows Interest
in Chi. Equipment Show
Minneapolis — Indications here are
that the American Theater Equipment Exposition to be held in Chicago June 1-9 will be an event of
real interest. Many exhibitors from
this territory are making arrangements to attend.
Orders New

Simplex

Jackson, Mich. — Two of the latest Model M Simplex projectors
have been installed at the Family,
M. H. Fritchie of National Theater
Supply supervised
the installation.
100 foot rolls, repacked, Eastman and Dupont Panchromatic Film, on daylight loading
spools for Eyemo or DeVry
camera, guaranteed absolutely
perfect and fresh.
$3.75 a Roll.

UIILCOa^HBYS
▼▼no

UJ^st

F. H^NBS

Improvements Feature
New Equipment Ordered
For Tabor Grand, Denver
Supreme Cooling System
Denver — New theater accessories
installed at the Tabor Grand by the
local branch of National Theater
Supply Co. consisted of a new Master Brenograph, reel cabinets, speed
indicators, screen and film measuring machines.
Orpheum Gets New Accessories
Denver — Speed indicators, reflecting arc lamps and change-over devices have been installed by National
Theater Supply Co. at the Orpheum.
Reflectors for Bay City House
Bay City, Mich. — Two Peerless
high intensity reflector arc lamps
have been installed at the Regent.
Arc Generators for Michigan
Benton Harbor, Mich. — A Hertner 80-160 ampere multiple arc generator was installed at the Liberty.
Net Profit $41,645
Net profit of $41,645, after interest and depreciation but before Federal taxes, for quarter ended March
31, is reported by American Seating
Co. This compares with $64,960 in
the first quarter of 1928. Outstanding stock consists of 210,000 shares
of no par value.

A

Agents for Debris

New

Trade;

B. F. Shearer Equipment
Firm Expands in West
Seattle — Expansion of the B. F.
Shearer Co., manufacturer and agent
for theater equipment and furnishings
is under way. Plant equipment valued
at $200,000, it is stated. A furnishings department, headed by H. L.
Byrd, has been added. The company
has branches at Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Trick of the
that is

BRINGING BROADWAY FRONTS
TO MAIN STREET
POSTERS — colorful — forceful — impressive — the kind you
have admired
on Broadway — can now be yours with
little additional monthly cost to your present art department budget.
HOW?
Through the use of this new service, we will
bring to you bi-monthly, for each current release, miniature postersartists,
designed
by a asstaff
of the world's
theatrical
as well
a general
service foremost
of poster
designs for vaudeville programs, short subjects and plans
for shadow box displays.
BY means of a posterscope, these miniatures can be enlarged to any size, easily traced by your artist or sign
man, and painted with the aid of a color combination
chart supplied with the service.
IN fact, this system is so simple, anyone who can swing
a brush will be able to produce posters of Broadway
quality. And, at Main St. prices!
WHY

don't you use this service —

TO HERALD YOUR SHOW IN BROADWAY STYLE TO EVERY PASSERBY!

52''St.Ne«>Mork.N.y "^

Canada

St. Louis — Among some of the
features of the Supreme Cooling
System, manufactured by the Supreme Heater and Ventilating Corp.
are an improved six foot all-steel
cooling blower with Timken bearings; new three speed ballbearing
motor with controller that eliminates
all variable speed pulleys and oil
switches; new dual diffuser and new
cable cord and stretchproof belt.
"Many of the improvements con- 1
form with the requirements of sound,
picture theaters," said Hugoniot.
"Theaters throughout the country, including many chain houses, have installed the Supreme cooling system
with good results.

GIVE-A-LOOK!

POIFER ARTDEIICN fjRVKE IKC

Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U. S. and

12, 1929

WRITE AT ONCE
FOR FULL DETAILS
516 INtWutLU t)l.UC.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

TERRITORIAL
AGENTS WANTED
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NOVELTY NUMBERS CLICK RUDY VALLEE STILL KNOCKS
STRONG AT THE ROXY 'EM CUCKOO AT PARAM'T
By HERBERT

of thoin all, or v>iio of tlie worst. No
in between
liere. . . .

Hollywood Cheers
Tuesday: A word of ^ooi\ cliccr
from Hollywood. Some of the most
astute of coast observers have come
to the following conclusion:
That, for the first time in several
years, the market will open up for independent productions of real merit.
Of course, they mean pictures in
sound and shooters.
they
don't
sharp-is
The line
of mean
reasoning
that, with the keen competition for
Grade .A. product, national distributors will welcome with open arms
real pictures of merit no matter who
makes them. A healthy sign. It
should always be thus. . . .
Ralph
Wilk, of
thematters
little old
paper's
coast
surveyor
important,
has been indulging in mathematics.
He opines there are about 75 stars
and leads whose foreign accent
makes them dubious quantities for
sound. A number have so far survived, but many of them are wisely
seizing time by its much grabbed
forelock and brushing up on their
English. They want work; producers can well use them, provided the
requirements of talkers can be met
We, for one, are hopeful that thicomes to pass. That list of 75 contains some of the best performers in
Hollywood.
. . .

On Spring Breezes

ives. Tiiey do so that connnittcc
archives at the Capital have a most
pronounced dust-collecting proclivity.
Aside from that, the party bosses
have plenty on their hands, what with
farm relief and the proposed jacking up of the tariff. It may be too
bad for Brookhart, but it does seem
that his pet bill will remain in status
quo for many r»onths to come. . . .
Sound, the disturber, is causing considerable talk in the Northwest as
where is it not? Out there, however,
there are rumblings of a strike. Discs
cost too much; rentals are sky racing;
something has to be done. And so
when the exhibitors of the territory
meet on May 21, there may be a lovely display of pyrotechnics....
Get this: The beautiful Fox house
in St. Louis is eliminating stage presentations. Sound is on the way in
and the other first runs are thinking
of playing copycat. Important and
significant. Watch the experiment
grow ....

Holy Smokes!

Friday: It's hard to stand such
shocks. Via the cable route, word
comes that Fox either has or is negotiating to take over the Gaumont
British
circuit,
film giant
and the modest England's
owner of about
three
hundred theaters. London, cautious
as it usually is, advises in the next
breath that confirmation is entirely
lacking. Diligent inquiries in New
York lead to a blind wall. Those
who might know declare they are in
the dark. Others who should know,
can't be reached. The excitement
which pervades us is due to this.
The closest, analogy we can draw
in order to get over the idea is to
tell you that acquiring Gaumont
British — we again caution that definite word cannot be had — would be
to the British trade what Fox's acto this. . quisition
. of .Loevv's and Metro was
New York had its own secret confab on this day. Three companies
sat around a table and talked it all
over. One outfit is an important
stage producer. The second has had
years of experience in sound recording. The third is a well known producing and distributing organization
What do you think they talked
about? Right you are. If they warm
up to each other sufficiently, you
may find coming out of it all a really
formidable production alignment.
That's all we'll pass on now.
KANN

Wednesday. Senator Brookhart,
Iowa fire eater, is diligent at least.
Appearing before the august senatorial body in Washington, he has
introduced a second bill looking for
the elimination of block booking.
The first, 3'ou will remember, hit the
light of day in the winter of 1927.
Since then, sound has smacked its
waj- clear into the vitals of the business. Topsy-turvy conditions which
have resulted have rendered the purpose of the Brookhart measure largely inefifective. Yet the senator,
either through ignorance or just
plumb persistence we don't know
which, is waving the old war cry
again. Mr. Brookhart is outmoded,
outdated and sadly behind these stirring times. Someone should talk to
him.
Really. . . .
A re-election at United Artists and
another vote of confidence in Joe
Schenck. The president is returned
to office and with him, the entire
executive slate. The significance of
this happening is that it proves the
U. A. group stands I)ehind Schenck
and his policies. Those policies may
or may not result in an affiliation
Leases Texas
Houses
with Warners. There are some reasons for such a step and many more
Pearsall,
Tex. — Ray
Pennington
against. . . .
has leased the Ritz and the Palace
at Dilley.
Official

Thursday: Senate Bill 1003 — the
"Blue Law" Closes Mo. House
Brookhart measure — stands I'ttle
chance of surviving the legislative
Webster Grove, Mo. — Because the
recently
voted
against
milling in Washington. The Inter- community
state Commerce Committee has the Sunday shows, the Ozark has been
closed.
proposed statute reposing in its arch-

S. BBRG',

'Caslle of Dreams" was the name of the
Tlic Koxy uncovercil several novelties tliat 1 aramount show staged very niflily by Frank
more than entertained the select clientele in Cambria with a set that was a fine repr.jducthe ritzy mezzanine seats at $1.60. First lion of a famous Maxfield Parrish painting in
came "Scene Espana," with a typical Spanish tho.se heavy blues for which this artist is
square fille<l with scores of players in bright note<l. It carried (ner beautifully the ilreani
and colorful costumes. Leonidc Massinc dis- motif of the production, backed up by flutinKuished himself with some original danc- crooning singing of Rudy \allee who packs
ing. Angelita I^)yo, Mexican soprano making caresses in his tones for the f1ai>pcrs out front
her debut, found her voice rather lost in the to heave over— which they do. Rudy ctrtiies
immense house, and the chorus had to help on as master of cerenvjnies, and does not
her out. only succeeding in drowning her unlimber his megaphone warbling till near the
completely. The ballet and chorus did their close. But they gave him some go<xl talent
bits, with the Koxyettes as usual outstanding to carry the show till then. Eddie Allen and
in costumes of toreadors.
Dons Canfield did their mixed comedy and
their voices carried strong through the big
The divertissements were si)lendid. "Ballet house. The girl was cxcei)tionalIy
good with
Des Bulles" uncovered one of the most
striking and beautiful novelties Koxy has yet an eccentric comedy manner that carried a
real
laugh punch. Spoor and Parsons had a
done. Center stage was a large white foun- novelty
number with the girl as a mechanical
tain decorated with marble figures of girls
which came to life. Water flowed from the doll which her partner manipulated. They
fountain, and then the water changed to light clicked neatly. Henry Mack did the vocalizfoamy bubbles which covered the entire base
ing tdl Rudy unlimbered. Luster Brothers
of the fountain. A remarkable mechanical did about the neatest contortion and tumbling
effect that had the customers gasping. Then seen in a Broadway picture house this season. Their stiufif was snappy and original.
for contrast a darkened stage, with Douglas
Stanbury in doughboy unifonn seated at a The Foster Girls were on for two routines
table with a dim lamn singing a song of quite ordinary, but their precision work was
memories about the days in the trenches. The perfect and their costumes very snappy. Then
song was "I'm Marching Home to You," came Rudy with his band of seven who did
with the memory stuff developed as a fde of ordinary work, with Vallee paying little attention to them. He was just standing around
doughboys marched across the stage with a
ghostly light revealing their forms dimly. Then to wait for the spot and pull his seductive
for a climax a single doughboy on a tread- \yarblmg through the meg to carry a very
mill above them was seen advancing toward light voice which would have been a flop
the audience with his sabre set in the charge without the mouth amplifier. Probably no
across No Man's Land, and the other dough- feature performer on Broadway has ever exerted less effort than this radio star — but his
boys booming out the song. A he-man number with a terrific punch. Finally, "In Front caressing voice makes the girls sigh and
of and Behind the Footlights," a self-explana- tremble, and that's the answer.
tory title, with the Roxyettes opening up on
a novelty showing a back stage set and the
Vaudeville Out at Uptown
girls dancing with their backs to the audience. Then the curtain dropped, covering
Cleveland — The Uptown has abanthe back stage set, and the girls repeated the dotied vaudeville and will confine its
number in the regular way, facing the audience.
policy to sound. The house was pur-

WELL STAGED PRODUCTION
AT CAPITOL CARRIES KICK
In the absence of David Mendoza, the
orchestra was led at the Capitol by Phil
Spitalny of the Hotel Pennsylvania band. He
was well received. He put the boys through
the old reliable, "1812," and contrasted with
"Old Man River," while the Paul Sisters did
some light singing in between. "Dreams of
Hawaii" was the name of the stage presentation, and the setting was very good. The
standout was the costume of the Chester Hale
Girls rigged out as totem poles, with extra
heads and heads also carried on their hands.
Evelyn Wilson was here again to wow them
with her "Hello Montreal" done in her clever
drunk style with the hic-hic catch in her
voice that gets 'erru An aesthetic dance with
a lot of class was put over by Dan McCarthy. King, King and King had them
applauding loud and long with some nifty
tap dancing. Coscia and Verdi worked with
violin and cello from a comedy slant. Altogether a bang-up show that rates well up
in the Capitol's repertoire.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Picture PreoentatioD
The FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

Lackawanna 7876
iUl B£0ADWAV, new YORK

chased reccently by Silverman Bros.,
whom,
it
is reported, acted for Warners.

Stevens Managing New Broadway
Cleveland — George Stevens, former manager of the Hippodrome,
has returned
hereisafter
a year's
sence and now
manager
of abthe
New
Broadway.
Salt Lake for F. & M. Tryouts
Salt Lake City. U. — Future activities of the Fanchon & Marco units
will be centered here as a tryout
spot, according to Miss Fanchon.
Moline House to Be Remodeled
Moline, 111. — Publix will remodel
and redecorate the LeClaire.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville
Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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GOLFERS,

ATTENTION!

Sign this and forward to The Film Daily,

1650 Broadway I

Here is my entry and Ten Dollars for the Spring Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Wednesday, May 22nd, at the Glen
Oaks Country Club, Little Neck, L. I.
NAME
ADDRESS
It will simplify matters for the Handicap Committee if you
will forward your last three scores

The Committee
Bruce Gallup, United Artists
Wm.
Brandt, Brandts' Theaters
Earle Hammons,
Educational
Jack Alicoate,

"Film

Daily"

Wm. A. Johnston, "M. P. News"
Don Mersereau,
"Film Daily"
Arthur
Stebbins, Stebbins,
Leterman
& Gates

S.M.P.E.

Week's Headlines
Monday

Sees open market again for independent producers; national distributors to buy outside

Loew Profits for Half
Year Almost 16%

New Brookhart bill in Senate seeks to end
block booking; would place industry under
control of Federal Trade Commission
Merger of Fox Films and Fox Theaters foreseen.

(Continued from Page

1)

1927-1928 fiscal year when profits
of $4,423,860 were reported for the
28 weeks to March 11, 1928.

T-S Quizzes Critics on
Films Audiences Want

when the proprietor gets himself arrested. An old geezer comes in
with his daughter, and when Pal
(Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page 9)
wins the right to attend to the gal,
audiences.
The idea of the survey
George gets sore and takes it out on
the poor old dad and gives him an originated with Grant L. Cook, vice
These include some prominent literary awful trimming in the barber chair. president in charge of production.
lights and well kno\yn illustrators and Then they land in the hoosegow for
others who will prove interesting to their pains. It has the necessary
Heller at Loew's, Richmond
the public who are familiar with their laughs to get it across.
Richmond, Va. — Emanuel Heller,
literary and artistic work. The real
recently connected with the Earle at
Atlantic Ctiy, has been named assistfinishes with "Round Up," showing
"Stripes
and Stars"
some very interesting views of MonO s wald — Universal
ant manager
at Loew's,
Charles
Brennan,
who has succeeding
joined the
tana plains with the horses being
Clever
Universal
exchange
staff.
brought to the corral. Atmospheric
of production. .1 reel animated
music is used on the latter, and in Type
Oswald is the porter in the police
Seek Phoenix Site
the scenes of the night club all the
all the cops are mursounds of the resort are well pro- stationderedwhen
Phoenix, Cal. — West Coast Theby the gangster Bear. So the
duced.
aters have ofifered the city $14,000 ancaptain appoints him a special ofnual rental for 50 years for a portion
ficer to round up the terror, which he
the City Hall block on which a
"Go Easy, Doctor!"— Le Maire does after some very clever work on of
Comedy
the part of the animator. But they theater building would be erected.
really should be told (whoever is reGood Laughs
Change
Omaha
Name
sponsible) that there is nothing funny
Type of production. .2 reel comedy for intelligent patrons, even if they
Omaha, Neb. — The Riviera will be
A hilarious skit with George Le are kids, in having shots of the Bear renamed the Paramount when it
Maire as a chiropractor who has just
to do porter work, swab- opens May 15 with an all-sound
graduated from a correspondence sentenced the
expectorations of the policy.
course and starts on his first victim, Captainbing upbehind
the desk. This may
that funny little fellow, Louis Simon.
Talkers for Whitehall, Wis.
be
a
big
laugh-producer
in Poland.
The way he throws Simon around But this picture was presumably
Whitehall,
Wis. — The local Amerimade
when he lays him out on the table for American audiences. Outside of
can Legion Post has acquired the
will keep any audience chortling
Trio Amusement Co. and plans to
it's good.
throughout the footage. Then Le that
cartoon
work. Walter Lantz did the show talking pictures.
Maire ofifers to make Simon his assistant and promises to let him handle the first patient who walks in.
"Days of Daring"
Western
Universal
She proves to be a very pretty girl,
Old— Stuff
and Simon is handling her roughly
when the chiropractor arrives in time Type of production. .2 reel wfestern
to save her and throw his assistant
Bob Curwood is the cowboy hero
out of the window. A trifle too long doing the same old stuff that has
on some of the gags, but otherwise been worked to death. He rides to
well up the list of laugh numbers.
the ranch and saves the gal owner
from a runaway horse. The foreman
is using the ranch as a cache for his
bootlegging. Hijackers arrive and
"Close Shaves"
start shooting. The foreman takes
George Series
this opportunity to lure the girl away
Okay— Universal
on the pretense of saving her. CurType of production. . . .2 reel comedy
wood follows and does the usual
George and Pal start out as brick- heroics, and saves her after a very
Subscription
layers, but mess things up and get the ordinary fight. Walter Fabian dirazz when they blow up the works.
rected from his book of old memoThen they take over a barber shop
ries. He didn't forget a thing.

Short Subjects

Industry asserts arbitration attack by government is unfounded, charging U. S. with
making
eral suits.many inaccurate statements in Fed-

(Continued
from Page
10)
center projector be at right angles to the
horizontal axis of the screen.
For installations comprising two motion
picture projectors only Cor with the addition
of spot lamps) we recommend that their axis
of projection make equal and opposite angles
with the horizontal axis of the screen
In certain special cases it will be highly
desirable to locate the projection room in (not
on) the front of the balcony. In such cases
a careful check of the balcony construction
should be made to insure that there will
be no shifting of the axis of projection as
tlie balcony fills and empties. Ventilation of
a projection room so located becomes more of
a problem than in the case of the more common locations, but it is of nruch greater importance. This will be treated later.

Report M-G-M is ending Eastern sound production.
Tuesday
Progress in sound to feature S.M.P.E convention in New York.

pictures.on U.
Decision
in few days.
Suit m Canada
mark.
Ju'ius Klein,
blames
motion. large

A. deal with Warners expected
Possibility considered remote.
over use of Vitaphone trade
Dept. of Commerce ofificial,
waste
in industry due to proWednesday

Thursday

Coast hears Dix m.-iy go with Radio Pictures.

Little chance seen for block booking bill at
Washington; measure now in committee
where it remains until December.
Ends sound newsreel censorship in Pennsylvania.
Rumblings heard in Northwest of sound buying strike.
Friday to be made overTalkers in foreign languages
seas, says Jesse Lasky in Paris interview.
CMoye ontions to
cut all
Louis stage presentain favor
of St.
sound.
OneS.M.P.E.
standard sought for sound equipment by
U. A. Consolidated to go through on schedule ; Warner deal practically ofT.
De Forest girding for Canadian patent fight.
Saturday
Custom tax in France
may solve quota situation.
American trade in complete break with French
on quota.
Arbitration
row
pends
with
Warners
in
Northwest.
Loew
pront for half year jump almost 16
U. per
Independent
saysS. cent.
Lasky.

of

its

foreign

market,

Purchases Salem, N. C. House
Salem,
C— R. W. Strickland has
Massey. N.the
purchased
Playhouse from J. D.
Remodeling at Fort Wayne
way.
Fort Wayne, Ind. — The Rialto
Theater Co. is remodeling the BroadTham«s at Jackson
Jackson, Miss. — James Thames is
ater.
now managing at the Istrione the-

Of Great Value

SILENT

An invaluable publication to which
we refer very often.
BILL YEARSLEY

FREE to Film Daily Subscribers
$10.00

Foreign $15.00

In the interest of an even greater
motion picture industry

EASTMAN

KODAK

COMPANY

and

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC.

announce the completion of three
new west coast service facilities:

A RESEARCH

LABORATORY

Supervised by Kodak service engineers ready
to advise on

and

solve local

film problems

A PRIVATE THEATRE
Fully equipped for the projection of sound
and silent pictures

A REFERENCE

LIBRARY

Freely available, like the other facilities, to all
technicians and

executives in

the

industry

6706 Santa Monica Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD

He
risked

his

country for a
few moments in
an Oriental beau-

I

ty^s arms — voluptuousy exoticy mysterious,
alluring and passionate---but brought to his
senses he saved an empire
from a horrible massacre.
THRILLING

ADVENTURE,

INTRIGUE, MYSTERY AND
LOVE
WOVEN
INTO
A
MASTERPIECE
OF
AND DIALOG.

MELODY

Released May Zbfh
Now Playing FOX

CARTHAY
^^to

WILLIAM
-«t''»'^ f*^

X-

LOS ANGELES

tremendous

busincj

THE

FOX

presents

WATCIi

ACK
,V BL
oAll-Talking

Movietone Feature
with VICTOR McLAGLEN

MYRNA
TACEMAKER^
for the

CIRCL

LOY

DAVID

ROLLINS

ROY

D'ARCY

yrom Talbot Mundy's famous novel "King of the Khyber Rifles"

JOHN

FORD

Production

More First Runs Drop Presentations for Sound
ULTHE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME
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I
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Big Doings

N two ottices, headlines are in
the making. Conferences —
weighty, serious ones — are
under way. If the topics under
discussion eventualize, as it appears they may, the toi)ography of
the motion picture map is due for
changes so radical that the terrain
will no longer look familiar.
Wall Street and some names that
cuddle very close to the top of the
nation's industrial and banking
heap are involved. X'erily, this is
big business.
Peering In
Let's see how far we can go witli
it this morning:

Monday,

May

Price 5 Cents
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PERCENTAGE AS NAT'L SALES
POLICY LOOMS FOR 1929-30
American Industry to Combat
French Quota to Last Ditch
In Gov't Hands
Paris (By Cable) — The
French quota situation is more
beclouded than ever. Failure
of the customs tax plan means
the French government will
take up the situation and settle it with American government officials with neither the
French nor American industry
participating. Prediction of
such settlement will be impossible.

It isn't breaking any confidences
to tell you, for one thing, that one
of the big men in the picture busi
ness will shortly step out in favor oi
an altogether different field of endeavor. Or that a second headlim
name will relinquish active control ol
his interests for a lot of casli aii'l
consent to a nominal post on thi,-'^ particular company's directorate. .\nd
I that a certain man, who not so long
-o enjoyed a reputation that was
Chicago — The sound situation a?
lutirely provincial, will take over a
it aflfects exhibitors and alleged exorbitant rentals asked for sound films
I title and a most important i)ost after
which he has been cleverly angling will i)e thoroughly investigated by
ior lo these many months.
attorneys on behalf of the Exhibitors' .Ass'n of Chicago, which have
been instructed to submit the findTwo Camps
ings to the U. S. Dept. of Justice.
This
step was taken at a meeting
If, when and as this unnamed
organization's
the at
called
something happens, you will find just
tiveby
connnittee
the Stevens execuHotel.
about two all-powerful forces in the
picture business. They will be high- Anderson Joins Columbia
ly competitive. They will have milas Southern Sales Head
lions— more than you can imagine —
Richard \'. .Viulcrson, for 10 years
at their disposal for any expansion
general sales manager for Internathey might care to undertake.
tional Xevvsreel Co., has been appointed Southern division sales manager for Columbia. He leaves New
Around the Corner
York today to make his headquarters in New
Orleans.
Under
his
The consolidation itch, teniiJorar(Continued
an Page 10)
ily dormant in this industry, is about
to break out more virulently than 2 Canton First Runs Turn
ever before. And what a rash that
From Vaudeville to Sound
will be!
Canton,
O. — Loew'stoanddiscontinue
tiie Palace are expected
As Jolson says: "You
ain't seen
vaudeville
for
the
summer.
A
straight
nothing yet."
K A N N sound policy will be put into effect.

\\ hile a customs ta.\ on each picture imported into France is acceptable to the American industry, efforts on the part of the French trade
to fasten a quota on American pxtures may be expected to be resisted
to a bitter end. This is a summation of the attitude now prevalent in
New
York.
The trafle here lias no objections
to a tax inlpost. Hearing in mind
that tile United States operates under a high protective tarif? and is
now considering
a measure
that is
{Continued

*»i Page

10)

GOLF TOURNAMENT ONLY
TO SUBMIT HNDINGS ON
NINE MORE DAYS AWAY
SOUND TO JUSTICE DEP'T

Looks Like a General Plan ;
Distributors Talking
It Over
With

the 1929-1930 season, percentage will come into force on what,
it is reported in many quarters, will
approximate a national scale.
Policies for the new amusement
year are now being set by major
distributors and percentage is understood to be generally agreed
upon as a sales method to be used.
Since the advent of sound, most
deals with theaters have been handled
on a percentage basis, except in
those cases where exhibitors were
far-sighted enough to see the boxoffice possibilities of talking pictures
and made flat rental contracts accordingly. This condition exists almost
exclusively with the Warners.
The percentage arrangement will
become operative in all theaters except those that function under a
daily grind policy, according to present indications.

i-Lastern film golfers murdered va- 'Frisco Houses Win New
rious links in the Metropolitan disPoint in Union Squabble
trict over the week-end to get in
trni for the 16th Semi-annual Film
San Francisco — Elimination of musicians in theaters equipped with
Golf Tournament now only nine
days away. The event will be play- sound devices has so far continued
ed over the Glen Oaks
course in without being blocked by the local
(Continncd
on Page 10)
inusxians' union, although legal »f
forts are (Continued
being made
to do
.Mo« Page
10) so.

NoPlanInterruption
in Fox*s
for Big Philly
House English Firms to Make
Philadelphia — Despite local conjec- "Journey's End," War Play
ture. Fox intends j^oing ahead with

plans for a 5,000 seat theater at 17fh
London
(B. nased
L-)— Welsh-Pearson-Klder ha?
talking and
and Market. The Fo.x-Locust, it appears now, will not be converted to silent rights to 'Journey's End,"
other uses, but will !)e maintained as war play hit. The price is reported
at $80,000.
a long run house.

Paramount to Hold Dual
Sales Meeting in June

.Xrthur A. Lee, American representat ve for(.Continued
Welsh-Pearson-Elder
and
on Page 10)

Paramount will hold two sales conThinks Talkers May Enable
ventions this year. The first, embracing the Middle West and West, England to Find Her Place
will be held in St. Louis beginning
That talking pictures may provide
June 15 and running four or five the means whereby England will
days. This will be followed by a sec- find her place in the production sun,
ond at Atlantic Ctiy beginning the
is the opinion of Capt. George Ban22nd in all probability, which the East field,
head of British Filmcraft, Ltd.,
and South will attend.
(C<mtinued on Pogt 10}
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Buys Austin House
Austin, Tex.— J. R. Freddy has
taken over the Texas theater from
"
85
J, L, Brown.

May
May

16 Second Anniversary and Awards
Dinner of the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Hollywood.
20 Annual
Convention of American
ver.
Federation of Musicians at Den-

May

22 Annual Spring Film Daily Golf
Tournament at Glen Oaks, Little
Neck, L. I.
June 1-9 American Theater Equipment Exposition and Exhibitors Institute
at Chicago.
June 11-12 unit
Convention
of Oklahoma
exhibitor
at Oklahoma
City.
June 17-18 Summer convention of North
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrightsville. Beach, N. C.

Witmark
Adding
to Library
M. Witmark & Sons will hold a
special reading rehearsal at Carnegie
Hall, Tuesday when a number of
the new compositions submitted for
the Witmark Philharmonic Library
Detroit — Ninety houses will com- will be played by a full symphony
prise the W. S. Butterfield chain by orchestra and passed upon by a
July 1, 1930, said the head of the committee of musicans. David H.
circuit upon his return from Holly- ries.
Broekman is editor of the new sewood. Ninety per cent of his houses
are equipped
for talking pictures.
Butterfield plans new houses at
Stinnett
Plans New
House
Jackson, Muskegon and Sault Ste.
Dallas
—
Ray
Stinnett
of
the CapMarie and also has several replaceitol plans a theater in the vxinity
ments scheduled. At Jackson a
1,950-seat house will be erected, to of Southern Methodist University.
open about Jan. 1, next year. The Paul Scott, operator of the Haskell,
site is on the Dwight property. The has a large suburban now under
Muskegon theater, which is set to construction near where Stinnet proopen early next year, will seat 2,000
poses to build.
and will be located on the Central
Methodist Episcopal Church propSkouras,
Warners
as Realtors?
erty. At Sault St. Marie a house
St. Louis — Skouras and Warner
seating 1,000 is nearly completed and Bros, are declared to be interested
will open next December.
in a proposed 35-story office building to be erected on Locust and
Otis Loyd Changes
Eighth.
Milwaukee — Otis V. Loyd, formerly general manager for the United
Williams
Sails
Theater Circuit, is now managing

Butterfield Chain Set
5 Film Companies Formed;
for 90 by July 1, 1930
Two for Sound Pictures
Albany — Recent incorporations of
here inmotion picture companies
clude Proxima Prod., incorporated
by W. L. Berk at 70 W. 40th St.,
New York, with a capitalization of
"566
$50,000 and Sound Film Dist. Corp.
and Super Features, both incorporated by Schreiber, Myers and Butcher
of 285 Madison Ave., New York, and

2rZ%'' ^^^^
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Book
TheDate
Industry's

run features this
one addition this week to the Broadway lineup of long
ONLY
His Captive
beine -Eternal Love." United Artists picture, at .the RivoU.
The score gives three
and ••Coquette- have taken their departure
WoiLn"
each for Paramount, M-G-M and United Artists.
Opening Date
Distributor Theater
Picture
8
Astor. ■■■■■■■ ■ ■ Feb.
M-G-M
•'Broadway Melody"
Mar. 12
Winter Garden
Warner
"Noah's Ark"
.pmbassy
iMar. 28
"Trial of Mary Dugan" . . . M-G-M .
Gaiety
Mar. 30
"Christina"
Fo". ...
.44th St
Apr.
8
United Artists.
"Alibi"
16
Apr.
^elwyn
Paramount
17
Apr.
■The Rainbow
Globe
Boat" Man" .....' Universal
"Show
Apr. 24
Harns
,M-G-M
X"
"Madame
Apr. 26
^ritenon
Paramount
"Innocents of Paris"
271
Apr
Rialto
Paramount
"Close Harmony"
2
May
Warner
Warner. .
"The Desert Song"
6
May
Apollo
.
.
.
Artists.
.United
.
.
.
d"
"BuUdog Drummon
May
6
Cohan
Pathe
••Mothers Bov"
RivoU
May
11
May
Central
.
.
.
First
••The
Artists .
UnitedNational.
Love" . .'.
••EternalSquall''

[•'•-Bi'rHrka^l
ichstrasse,

»do pfd. ••■goj^-D-MXRkET '
92
♦Keith A-O 6s 46

Parade

May

Dover, Del. — American Sound Recording Corp. of Yonkers, NewYork,, has been incorporated here
by the Corporation Trust Co. of
with 100,000 shares of comAmerica
mon stock.

'46New
6

House

for Marshalltown

MarshalltowTi, la,— A $565,000 theater and office building is being constructed here by Theodore Stark &
Co.,
'266 contractors.
"Traveler"

for

RKO

"The Traveler," all-talking comedy written and played by Marc Connelly, has been completed at RCApicture will
The RKO.
hone,
Pho'top
through
ted Inc.
distribu
be
Lustberg

Resigns

Jack Lustberg has resigned from
the sales staff of Excellent Pictures
to enter the state right field on his
own.

the Community
at W. Allis.

Theater, Inc. Cameo

Very Satisfaclorj Indeed !

Wide
J. D. Williams, of Worldrope-bound.
Pictures, is aboard inthe Majestic Eu-

Song Writers Going to Coast
Herb Magidson, Michael Cleary
and Ned Washington of the WarnerWhitmark office leave for the Coast

Music for the
Motion Picture

Barnes at Memphis
Memphis, Tenn. — E. F. Barnes is
now managing Loew's Palace.

ABE MEYER
^ix-N'
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Built by Johns Manville Co.
THE FINEST LIGHTING AND
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EQUIPMENT
I have been using your trailer service
for the past several years and it is
very satisfactory indeed.
COMPANY
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Rice Lake, Wisconsin
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today to join the song-writing battery at Warners
studio.
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SOUND

ON FILM and ON DISCS
"STEAMBOAT WILLIE"
"GALLOPING GAUCHO"
"PLANE CRAZY"
"The BARN DANCE"
For
Booki
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OpennDirect
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Address
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723 7th Avenue
New York City

THE

Newspaper Opinions
"The Dangerous Woman"
Paramount
Missouri, St. Louis
GLOBEDEMOCRAT— A fair little i.ic_
ture with a plot generally along the lines of
Baclanova's vehicle-;. "The Dangerous \Vo_
man" is a talking picture and voices of
the principals and that of Clyde Cook, a
cockney
servant,
are its main
assets.
POST-DISPATCH—* * * a talkie and a
well-made one.
STAR- Baclanova ♦ ♦ ♦ creates an out
standing characterization * * * It is an in
ten«ely
diamatic
talkie.
TIMES — * ♦ * is not a good picture, liu'
there's Clyde Cook and also Neil Hamilton, besides the siren Baclanova, and plenty
of African
jungle
and
native
tribes.

"Voice of City"
M-G-M
Loew's

State,

Los

Angeles

EXAMINER— Mack plunged in, sketched
a story, wrote the dialogue, directed the
picture and assigned himself one of the
principal roles. His versatility is not«
worthy and the result deserving of a hearty
and a pat on the back. • * •
handshake
The
story is of the underworld, with jealousy,
and revenge as its source of motivation. Its
recounting is suspenseful and made more
poignant by the avoidance of extraneous
comedy. Humor has its place, but is well
tempered
to the mood.
EXPRESS— It is largely Mack's workmanship that makes the story flow so smoothly that in the final analysis "The Voice of
the City" should rank among the most in
teresting
of underworld
melodramas.
HERALD — * * • a fast-moving suspenseful picture * * (Mack) not only has written a good melodrama and directed it with
punch, but he gives the best performance
of
cast as
towncrisp
detective.
* *_its*
its he
dialogue
hasthe
thebig
same
values of
action.
TIMES — • * • a crook melodrama, and
quite an enlightening one. * • • really has
a very acceptable plot and technically is exceptionally well carried out.

Cincy Exchanges Change
Cincinnati — Independent Pictures
has moved into the office formerly
occupied by First National in the
Film Bldg. First National has moved
into the Warner Bldg.

Synchronizes "Midstream"
completed
has
Riesenfeld
Hugo
the synchronization on "Midstream,"
picture.
Tiffany-Stahl

New Seating-Aid Device
Would Eliminate Ushers
Ciiicinnat' — Another invention desifjned to eHniiiiate ii.sher.s in theaters
and to do away with Kropin^ in the
dark for seats is claimed hy Alhert
C. Carper. His system automatically displays on a panel in tlie foyer
by means of electrically-lighted numbers, the location of all vacant seats.
Number of seats occupied are dark
and are lighted when vacated. On
the floor at the end of each row
there is a series of electrically-lighted seat numbers, the lights going
out as the seats become occupied.

Enforce Fire Regulations
in Five Houston Houses
Houston — Five local houses were
warned not to open their doors un'ess regulations requiring trap doors
in the operator's boo'h have been
complied with. These theaters, not
in the downtown section, are being
watched by the new fire marshal,
Clarence Davidson.
Hall and Foreman

Memphis — Webber Hall, cameraman and James Foreman, sound expert, connected -whh local Fox Movietone News have been transferred
to the coast. Hall will temporarily
work at Seattle and Portland and
later be transferred to the Far East.
Lubin
Leaves
for
Arthur Lubin, who

By

General

Coast
makes

Scoring
"Bachelor
Girl"
Constantine Bekaleinikoff has been
signed by Columbia to score and synchronize "The Bachelor Girl," dialogue
featuring
Logan and special
William
Collier.Jacquel'nr
Jr. The
musical accompaniment will he played by the Columbia Symphony Orchestra.

Talking

Pictures

STUDIOS

Corporation

AN EFFICIENT AND HIGHLY CAPABLE ORGANIZATION
IS NOW AVAILABLE TO ALL PRODUCERS DESIRING

Complete Studio and Exterior
Recording Facilities pJ;^;,J|::; „f Talkies
Including
A

Department

For The

Synchronization

Of

Silent

Pictures

Address All Inquiries To

WEISS BROTHERS
DE FOREST PHONOFILM STUDIOS
318

E. 48ih

Street

New
Phones:

his

screen debut in Gotham's "Times
Square," has already left for the
Coast to resume picture work.
He returns late in July, preliminary
to playing in a Crosby Gaige show
on Broadwav.

WEISS BROTHERS' DE FOREST PHONOFILM
Licensed

to Coast

Vanderhilt

7340. 3754

York

Hollywood Happenings
Ina Claire Picture Started
ft
Ina Claire's first talking picture
for Pathe was put into production
recently.' It is from an original
«
play by Arthur Richman, the title
not yet selected. Marshall Neilan is
directing, with Richard Boleslavsky
By RALPH
WILK
director of dialogue. In the supporting cast are Henry Daniel, Paul rjEORGE MELFORD
is writing
" an article for a prominent
Harvey
and Blanche
Frederick.
odical on the relation between perithe
legit-mate stage and talking pictures.
Writing Dialogue for T-S
Melford was formerly a stage actor,
_ Sada Cowan has been signed by playing everything from light comedy
'I'iffany-Stahl to write the dialogue to Shakespeare.
*
*
+
for "Painted Faces," a talking and
singing production starring Joe E.
Denison Cliffs play, "The Woman
Brown; also for "The Lost Zeppelin," Disputed," had its first showing west
featuring Conway Tearle, Claire of Chicago
in an Oakland theater.
Windsor and Larry Kent.
A. H. Woods will soon take the play
abroad, but it is probably that Los
Angeles imll get a booking when the
Signed for Compson Picture
author returns.
Radio has signed Ivan Lebedeff for
*
*
*
"The Viennese Charmer," Betty
Conipson's initial talker for this comJack Conway's success with M-Grect. pany which Wesley Ruggles will di- M's pride, Joan Crawford, has been
so pronounced that he has been given
ano'her story entitled "Jungle." Sylvia Thalberg and Frank Butler adaptLarkin to Wr;te Scenarios
ed the story from a' Saturday EveMark Larkin has resigned from
ning Post yarn of C. E. Scroggins.
"Photoplay" and will devote his time
This will be Joan's initial talking picto writing scenarios and fiction.
ture, although she does appear in
"M-G-M
Revue of Revues."
*
*
*
Song Part of Brown's Story
Clarence Brown has selected a song
A story of the "Golden Nineties"
that will play a part in "Wonder of will be James Ashmore Creelman's
Women." It is called "Liebeslied," first for Radio. The picture will be
was composed by Martin Broones all sound and dialogue and will feature songs sung by Weber and
and lyrics were written by Dorothy
Parker. The song plays a part in Fields, De Wolf Hopper, and the
the storv.
Floradora Sextette tvhen they were
in their prime. Diam,ond Jim Brady,
Newlands Technical Dialoguer
Jim Corbett, and Steve Brody will
R. H. Newlands, professor of be prominent figures.
*
*
*
English literature at the University
of Southern California, is called the
Roy Del Ruth is facing a problem
first technical dialoguer. He is work- in the direction of "The Gold Diggers
ing on Charles (Buddy) Rogers' all- of Broadway," Del Ruth found it
dialogue vehicle, an adaptation of necessary to change make-up because
"Magnolia."
the picture is in color. He has the
blend to a perfection now.
Love Cast for F. N. Film
Montagu Love has been added to
Camilla Horn to Remain
Camilla Horn will stay in the U.
the cast of Billie Dove's forthcoming First National production, "The S. for another picture. Warners will
Lady Who Dared," which will be feature her with Alexander Moissi,
directed by Alexander Korda. Wal- in "The Royal Box." Miss Horn
ter Pidgeon has the male lead.
was scheduled to return to Germany,
when Warners completed arrangements with United Artists for a oneDonlin in "Thunderbolt"
Mike Donlin, one time slugging picture contract.
ace of the New York Giants, has
Switch at Paramount
been added to the cast of "Thunderbolt," George Bancroft's second allLothar Mendes will direct "Illurect.
sion" instead of Dorothy Arzner, as
talker. Josef von Sternberg will discheduled. Buddy Rogers and Nancy
Carroll will head the cast. Miss Arzner gets another assignment shortly.
"Kathleen Mavourneen" for T-S
"Kathleen Mavourneen," in which
McCarey Now Pathe Director
Sallv O'Neil is to be starred, is schedLeo McCarey, formerly supervising
uled to go into production at Tiffanydirector for Hal Roach, has been
Stahl around June 1.
signed by Pathe to direct Eddie QuilCawthorn in Radio Film
Joseph Cawthorn has been signed lian in "Joe College."
Brady Dead
by Radio for a featured role in "ComJames
K. Brady,
assistant
studio
panionate," Olive Borden's first for superintendent at Paramount, is dead.
this firm.
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Director of "The Big Parade"
"Ujiniistakably you have shown
us a phase of ihe world war never
hcforc touched upon. The picture superbly directed, story
beautifuHy tohl and execution of
battle scenes nothing short of
GEORGE

amazing."
FITZMAVRICE

Director of "Lilac Time"
"Think
it marvelous.
Industry
will be proud of it."

^«^

i^

3

m

R. DeMILLE
Director of

"Tlie Ten Commandments"
"A magnificent piece of work."
SAM

TAYLOR

FRED

NIRLO

Director of "Ben I] i
"Entire picture is a ma
willi the most expert bl«
comedy pathos, heart th j
big dramaticSTALI
thrill'
LAWRENCE

Director of "Coquette"
"I think She Goes to War is one
of the best war pictures ever pro(hiced. It is beautifully handled.
A human story climaxing in
most llirilling war scenes I have

author of "What Trice i
and "The Big Para
"No one has used the &

girl in war time in such .-i
ing manner.
A beaul i
spectacnlar product i

ever seen."
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StoryBOOK
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RUPERT
HUGHES
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iinil ;;lanuuir Itrin^in;; out tlir host
or »orst in individuals. || is
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gave you

^'Resurrection" in 1927, ^^Ramona" in 1928
and now, in 1929, presents this United Artists
picture with the assurance that the exhibitor
and theatre-goer will find in it a source of
revenue and entertainment that conies rarely
from the studios of Hollywood.
^ ^ ^ ^ ▲
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Exploit-O-Grams

DAILV

Sound Pictures
0v CHARLES

F. HYNES

Two Musical Shorts Being
Weiss Preparing For
Second Dialogue Feature
Prepared at RCA Studio

"Abie's Irish Rose"
(Paramount)
A window display showed luinicrnus sonp. sheets on the tlieme song
\\ itii their lir.st l^astern-niade allwhile a large red rose ai)ont two feet talker
now being ed ted, Weiss
tn diameter and made of paper with
Brothers are now niak ng preparaa small cut-out of Nancy Carroll in
tions for a second dialogue feature
the center was placed in the midstarring
Robert Warwick. Producdle of the window. Several holts of
tion will begin in about two weeks
silk cloth were used in the hack of at the Dc Forest Phonofilm studio,
the window as a hackground. to- which the company now controls
wrcthcr with the sheet music, roses,
Kdgar Lewis, who directed the first
^jreen shamrocks and a card an- talker, will also make the second.
nouncing the title, theater and playdates. — Hugli J. Smart, Strand,
Jossey Handling Amplitone
Montgomery,
Ala.
Cleveland — J. S. Ji)-.si\ lias oi)ened an otlice in l-'ilni lildg. for sales
"Drums of Love"
and distribution in Ohio of the Royal
(United Artists)
Extending a special invitation to .\niplitone, sound-on-fihii and soniidon-disc reproducing e(|uipnient mad
World War and Spanish-American hv the Roval .\niplitoiie Cii. of New
War veterans, and Boy Scouts, the York.
Akron "Times-Press" ran a drum
contest. Through the newspaper,
De Forest in Un'ontown
announcement was made that anyCniontown,
Pa. — The
Pcnn
is bebody who could play a drum was
ing
installed
with
Dc
Forest
Phonoeligible to enter the contest wliich
by engineers of General Talking
would be held on the stage of the film
Pictures Corp.
theater on a Saturday. — Colonial, Akron, O.
Gets Creatone
Sales Agency
Cleveland — Creatone. sound-on"The Barker"
disc device manufactured in Waynes(First National)
boro. Pa., will he sold west of the
A life-size giraffe and a life-size
Alieghenys
by the Interstate Klccbear motivated by electricity were tric Fngineering
(lo. .\ Salzman is
fenced in by wooden slats in the out- head of the company.
er lobby. Directly in front of the
fence was a small platform on which
stood a life-size cut-out of a barker
pointing his stick in the direction of
Brandt Made F. N. M'g'r
Cleveland — Walter Brandt of the
the animals. To make the lobby disFirst National sales force has been
effective, ran the "Barker"
play more
record
giving the spiel by Milton appointed manager. He succeeds
Sills as he does it in the picture. The Carl Lesserman who returns to Chirecord was on a turntable inside the
cago as manager, while Gradwell
theater and the recording was car- L'Sears. former Chicago manager, is
ried by wires to an amplifier horn promoted to be western division
mana.ger.
on top of the box office. — F. Hookailo, Olympia,
Boston.
Reopen Ambler House
.A.mbler,
Pa. — Si Henry
has
reopened the Opera House after altering and increasing the seating capacty to 1,100.

I^ew Theaters

Milwaukee — The Avalon, seating 1,650, wil!
open this month with Lou Sewnig managing
Maiden, Mass. — FreH Green, owner of
theater at Brookline, plans an SOOseat house
here.
Milford, N. H. — Peter Latchis plans a
theater here.
North Attleboro, Mass. — New England Theater Operating Co. has opened the Community.
Flint, Mich. — The Michigan, seating 1,600,
has been opened.
Eugene, Ore. — GeorRc Roy and Walter
Leverett will open their new house here in

July.

Orange, Cal. — The Orange has opened here.
Champaign, 111. — G. J. Gallavin, plans to
build a theater and apartment here costing
approximately
$550,000.
Cairo, 111. — Gem Theaters Co. plans a
house here.
Rockford, 111.— Casper E. and Burt Johnson will build another house.
St. Paul — The Uptown has opened
Stevens Point, Wis. — The Fox has opened.
Beaumont, Tex. — Interstate Circuit may
build here.
Goose Creek, Tex. — Henry Cathriner u
building a house to be known as the D*
Luxe.
Skowegan, Me. — Somerset Theaters Inc.
will build a house to seat 1,000.
Kenton, O. — Kenton Amusement Co. is
building a house on W. Franklin St.

AND
THA TS
THAT

.Modern jazz is the subject of two
musical novelties in preparation at
the (jramercy studio of RCA-Photophone in N'ew York. The first, a
two reeler. will be ".St. Louis Blues."
based on W. C. Handy's "blues"
song. S'tory and continuity are being prei>ared h\- l)udle\- Murphy.
Tlie second will he "Jaz/'." also heiig prepared by .Murphy. Negotiations are muler wa\- with Duke Fl
lington and his Cotton Club band
to furnish
the nuisical background

Remodeling
Litchfield
House
Litchfield, III.— The Ca|)itol is being remodeled.

M.

DALY

PAT (iARYN of National Screen
Service send> in his $10 entry fee
for what he terms "the Civil War
(iolfers' semi-annual get-together at
Glen Oaks on May 22." Right under
Pat's signature on the National
Screen letterhead is their slogan:
"Trai'ers
Build Business."
^'eah, Pat. it's golf trailers like you
that help us to finance this business of
givii;g cups to the rest of the Civil
War veterans who stagger over the
18-hole course.
*

Bristolphone Perfecting
Device for Small Houses
Bristolphone is perfecting a smaller
model system suitable for smaller
houses. William H. Bristol has been
making a survey of small theaters to
study their mechanical ai;d acoustical
requirements.
Phonofilm

Makes

Ohio

Debut

Cleveland — The first De I'orest
Phonofilm in this territory was installed in the Haltnorth, belonging
to M. B. Horowitz. The Utopia,
I'aincsville has also received its disc
eciiiii'nicnt.
Closes Pasadena

House

Pa.sadena, Cal. — The Raymond
been closed.
New

Columbia

Corp.

House

Ramsey, N. J.— The Holley Theater Co., Inc., has taken over the Holley from Stocker
Bros.
Sbund
equipment will be installed.

Wilmington
Incorporation
Wilmington,
Del. —
Nichols

A.

Jones,
.•\rthos theand Savoy
John The<"•->ventos James
have formed
ater Co. with capital of $100,000.
Buy at Mount

Horeb

Mount
Horeb. \\'is. — .V. P. Lesornieaux
and
J. Harold
Rupp
have

Chicago
Corp. Formed
Chicago — Bell Theater Enterprises. Inc.. have been formed by
Fdward Friedman. Ben Eisenber and
Sam Schachter.
Capital is $20,000.

takenest in over
Joseph
the Strand.

Sell Rome
House
Rome,
N. Y. —
Kallct Theaters,
Inc., have sold the Strand.

Marion.
O. — Damero
Gutilla
has
leased
the
Grand
from
the
Elks
Holding Co.

Boechner's

iti

lifted a story from another trade paper and
gave the original publication FULL CREDIT.
*
♦
*
The president of Hooey Films remarks: "Let the big producers make
the all-color pictures. I'm satisfied
with the off -color films — if the censors
will let me get away with it."
(The modest contrib who sent this
in said: "Don't mention my name,
but please spell it correctly — Dewey
B-l-o-o-m.")
"Will the
Theme
Song

Squall

Columbia, S. C. — The RelianceBluebird Corp. has been formed by
James Izlar Sims to operate theaters.
Buy Ramsey

*

Believe It or Not —
A film trade paper

has

Union Operators Out
Fisher at Titusville
Fort
Worth, Tc.x.— J. P. Murrin
Titusville, Pa. — John C. Fisher is
his union operators go benow managing the Grand and Or- has let
cause the union insisted on two men
pheum.
in the projection room while sound
pictures arc being shown.
Peterson at Gulfport
Gulfport,
Mis.s. — Ray N. Peterson
is now
managing
the Strand,
succeeding Joseph Lew, who has been
transferred to Bilo.xi.

By PHIL

inter-

Leases Marion House

Blow

Soo)i
Over!"

*

♦

*

Ed McKaniee was coming east
from Jamestown, N. Y., where the
Erie Railroad is full of curves. Ed
fell into a passenger's lap as the train
hit a curve, and explained to the
porter who lifted him up that he
hadn't had a drink.
"Dat's all right, boss," said the
ebony. "On dis road you all gets
* ." *
♦
drunk automatic
Mur-Ad
If you write a press book and tell
the .gawd's truth how punk the picture
is, and your company LIKES it, be
nonchalant — light a Murad before
j'ou lose consciousness.
*
<*
Why is the Motion Picture Club
like an auto?
It's not the original cost, but the
upkeep.
*
*
*
A friend of ours has invented a new
cocktail in honor of this cglyum. He
calls it That's That, because it leaves
♦
♦
you cuckoo. *
Famous
"/

wouldn't

Film Conversations
trust

that guy."

-stu
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GOLFERS,

American Industry to
Combat
French Quota
(.Continued from Parte 1)

ATTENTION!

Sign this and forward to The Film Daily,

1650 Broadway!

Here is my entry and Ten Dollars for the Spring Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Wednesday, May 22nd, at the Glen
Oaks Country Club, Little Neck, L. I.
NAME
ADDRESS
It will simplify matters for the Handicap

Committee

if you

Bruce Gallup, UnJtsd Ard&ts
Wm.
Briutdt, Brandts' Theaters
Earle Hanvn(»is,
B^duoa^lonal
Jack Alicoate, "Flbn Daily"

Wm. A. Johnston, "M. P. News"
Don Mersereau,
"Film Daily"
Arthur
Stebbins, Stebbins,
Le^erman
& Gates

Film Golf Tournament
Only Nine More Days Away
(Continued from

Little Neck on Wednesday, May 22,
with a record-breakiiiK crowd lined
up and a large and attractive array
of silver cups, trophies and special
prizes assembled for Eastern amateur play.
RKO Dist. Corp. is the most recent trophy donor. Others include:
Pathe, Western Electric, Eastman
Kodak Co., Stebbins, Leterman &
Gates, J. P. Muller AdvertisingAgency, Keith-Albee, J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Al Ruben, "Motion Picture News," DuPont-Pathe Film
Mfg. Co., National Theater Supply
Co., William Massce, "Screen Secrets Magazine," Carl Laemmle-Universal, Ira Haupt & Co., Jack Cosman, Al Lichtman-New York Motion
Picture Club, Associated Publications, and The Film Daily, all supplying cups and trophies for the
20 different tourney events. Prizes
will also be given to winners of foursomes, and to each foursome runner-up.
The latest batch of players to be
added to the entry list includes the
following:
.
Abbott, p. M., "M. P. News"
Abeles, Arthur S.
Alicoate, Jack, "Film Daily"
Barondess,
Benjamin,
Universal Lab.
Benjamin, Paul, Xat'l Screen Service
Brady, Richard, Eastman Kodak
Cunningham. J. P., "Film Daily"
DeFabritis, Walter, Barnes Printing Co.
Eysmann,
Henry, Universal Lab.
Fields, Sy, Coyne Engraving
Co.
Gallup, Bruce, United Artists
Garyn, Pat, Xat'l Screen Service
Gerety. Tom, M-G-JI
Gulick, Paul, Universal
Hall, Fred Mordaunt,
"X. V. Times"
Harding,
Fulton, Universal
Lab.
narrower. Jack, "Film Daily"
Hodes, Hal, Columbia
Hudson,
Earl, "M. P. News"
Jensen, Emil, United Artists
Johnson, Wm., "M. P. News"
Kann,
Maurice,
"Film
Daily"
Kirsch,
Klemmer, Marvin,
L. C. "Film Daily"
Levy, Jules, First National

Page

1)

Mersereau, Dave,
Don, "Film
Daily"
Mountain,
Riclimoiint
Mueller, F. Walter, Continental
Litho
Reisman,
Phil, Pathc
Stebbins. Arthur W.
Steinbuch.
A. C, Universal
Stolzer, Irving, Universal Lab
Stuart, Max, Harnes Printing Co.
Tierney, Howard S.
Walsh, Eugene, Universal
Wilson, George
C, Tyrone.
Pa.
Yates, H. J., Consolidated
Film Ind.

How's Your Pitch?
After you smacked clean
and high to land right to the
pin and then — but why not
pitch your entry right NOW!
Encloae ten bucks to pay for
plenty of prizes, some good
golf, a lot of prizes aud an
abundance of eats. Use the
entry blank on this page!

May

13, 1929

On Broadway

more stringent, it is the opinion here
Astor — "Broadway
Melody"
tliat objections to a similar policy on
Cameo — "Hot Stuff"
the part of a foreign nation to pro- Capitol— "The Pagan"
tect a favored home industry cannot Criterion — "Innocents of Paris"
reasonably be opposed. If such a Embassy— "Trial of Mary Dugan"
protective tax should be too high Fifty-fift
Fifth Ave.—
"Cabiria"de Bergerac"
h — "Cyrano
insofar as films are concerned, the Film Guild— "Moscow
Today"
and "DecepAmerican trade is ready to stay out
of France. Direct subsidy for the Forty-fourth — "Alibi"
— "Christina"
support of the French producing in- Gaiety
Globe — "Show
Boat"
dustry such as a quota would cre- Harris
— "Madame
Loew's
New YorkX"— Monday, "The Duke
ate is a different matter. Producers
Steps Out;" Tuesday, "George Washington
in New York take the attitude that
Cohen and "Daughters of Desire;" Wedsuch legislative means is an unfair
nesday, "The Cliarlatan;" Thursday, "Thru
mit.
means to which they will not subThe Devil's Chaplain;"

will forward your last three scores

The Committee

Monday,

'Frisco Houses Win New
Squabble
in Union
Point(Continued
from Page 1)
lied .Amusement Industries, T. & D.,
Jr., Enterprises and Nasser Bros,
have just had sustained by the courts
a demurrer to injunction proceedings
filed by the union May 6 on tlic
ground that the latter had no legal
capacity to sue. A. S. Newburgii,
attorney for the Loew interests, apl)eared for Allied Amusement and
secured the demurrer, now continued, on the premise that Allied is not
engaged in theater management, and
therefore, no cause for action against
it is tenable. The complainants
were allowed ten daj's to file an
amendment to the original complaint, although advised against it
by the court. The union originall\
charged theater circuits had violated
their contracts in discharging musicians playing in wired
houses.

Thinks Talkers May Enable
England
to Find Her Place
(Continued from Page 1)
which produces quota pictures for
Paramount in Great Britain. Banfield
is now in New York, studying sound
systems with a view to entering
sound production on a large scale
upon
his return to England.
"1 foresee a tremendous impetus to Hritisb
film production and a great widening of the
market for Hritisb pictures in the sound film
field," he said Saturday. "Here, it is possible, we niay have a slight advantage over
our American cousins, for the English stage
or speaking voice is popular everywhere and
we have a supply of this talent to draw upon
that is almost unlimited, but which hitherto
has not been available for si'ent pictures."

, "Holej
and
"Blockade"
..4.?'"'^' ^-y^^'" Friday, Saturday
River"
in the Wall ;" Sunday, "Weary
Mark
Strand—
"The
Singing
Fool"
Paramou
nt— "Gentlemen of the Press"
tion"
Rialto — "Close Harmony"
Rivoli — "Eternal Love"
Roxy— —"The
X'aliant"Man"
Sel-wyn
"Rainbow
Warners — "Tlie Desert Song"
Winter Garden — "Noah's
Ark"

Churchgoers Threaten to
Strike in Sunday Fight
Jacksonville, Fla.— A new wrinkle,
m Sunday fights occurred here whein
MW South Jacksonville churchgoe'-j
idedged themselves not to attend
church Sunday unless the SoutH
Jacksonville Ministerial Alliance,
halts its campaign against SabbatliJ
shows. The pro-Sunday shows]
group, comprising local business]
men, have formed a club to stren"-tl-ien^Troubl
their ebattlefront.
started when the Minis-,
terial Alliance introduced a bill inj
the city council attempting to halt]
Sunday shows under an old Florid'' I
law. Business men developed in'er-l
est in the situation owing to fearf
that the clergymen would next trvj
to close drug stores and filkng sta-]
tions as their
"blue" Sunday
move. Women next
played an importanti
part in the organization of the strike]
threat campaign, which was carried]
on largely by the telephone.

Anderson Joins Columbia
as (Continued
Southern
Sales Head]
from Page 1)

jurisdiction
are Columbia's
recently-l
acquired
exchanges
in
Memphis,
Dallas, Charlotte, Atlanta, Oklahoma]
City and New
Orleans.
Anderson has been associated with]
the industry as a sales executive j
Kansas Citj', Kans. — Exhibitors in
Banfield brought with him two re- since 1912. He started as booker for
jiractically every Kansas town are
cent productions, "The Burgomaster
be'ng watched
keenly ofby the
"blue"
in- of Stilemonde" starring Sir John the General F'ilni Co. at Atlanta andl
terests for violations
Sunday
Martin Harvey, and a story of later acted as branch manager fori
closing law. The reform element re- South African adventure and ro- General Film, Universal and Pathe.I
cently enlisted aid of city and state
both in Charlotte and Atlanta, and!
mance, "The Blue Peter," with as southern district manager for|
authorities in putting teeth into the
Matheson Lang. Both pictures will North American Film Co.
Sabbath measure.
be edited and re-titled for the American market and will have sound effects and dialogue added before released.

Authorities Aid "Blue"
Element in Kansas Fight

Minneapolis House on a
Two-a-day Policy Now

Minneapolis — Reserved seat twoa-dav iiolicy went into effect Satnrdaj- at the Hennepin-Orphemu, whicli
has been operating under a grind
policy. Six acts of vaudeville and
an M-G-M feature will comprise the
IJrograms, expected to remain in
force for the summer.

Olympic Leases Theater
Springfield, Mass.— Olympic Theaters, Inc., will pay the Dimlap Realty Corp. a yearly rental of $85,000
for the house under construction on
Main, near Railroad St., the lease
covering 14 years. The house, which
will be called the Paramount, will
open early in the fall.

English Firms to Make
"Journey's End," War Play
(Continued from Page 1)

Ciainsborough, said on Saturday that
both firms will collaborate in producing the picture, which is scheduled
for release in this country in March,
Rights were acquired from Maurice
Browne.
play. It had previously been rethe
ported that Morris Gest had bought
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Talking film will be available for re-

lease throughout the United States and Canada
on thirty-first March, nineteen thirty.

ARTHUR A. LEE
American Representative
701 7th Ave., New York City
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CONSOLIDIZED Film resists scratching and oil penetration.
It avoids excessive drying and undue moisture absorption.
The protective coating improves the original brilliancy of the
prints and preserves them for 50% more showings.
CONSOLIDIZING also means uninterrupted projection and
better screening.

To

The

Industry

CONSOLIDIZED Film is a genuine economy and a real contribution to the industry from CONSOLIDATED laboratories
where the secret formula was perfected through four years
research and announced only after the most exhaustive tests
had demonstrated its worth.
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When?
P. A. Haric, editor and publisher
of "La Cinematographic Francaisc" one of the most important
trade papers in France and Paris
correspondent of The Film Daily,
is nozy.' in .Imerica. His vieics, presented here, are his 07<.'n and not
necessarily those of this publication.
iu Europe are about a year
behind tlie American development in sound. If tlie American producers do not seriously interest themselves in aidin.u Kurope to
take advantage of conditions, it simply
means progress abroad will be evci
more retarded.
On the Continent, there arc over
20,000 theaters which we must keep
supplied with product. With European
audiences as much interested in dialogue films as the American, this
means we must be in a position to
supply real sound product to this va>t
market. That means the perfected
dialogue picture as you in tiiis country are now producing and not nierel\
the synchronized film, which does ni>
interest us.
WE

Two Suppositions

In the event that the American iiulus
try fails to cooperate in solving the very
pressing situation, using the (|Uota as a
prete-xt for the lack of interest, it sim
ply means it will lo>e a h.g proiiirtimi
of
its foreign
/narkets.their
as own
("ontincntal
producers
will develop
smnul
systems. On the other hand, it shciiM
be possible for the tremendously crgaii
ized American industry to make pro
visions to produce good dialogue p cture>
in French, (Jerman and English (cpecially designed for the British market)
for only in th;s way can it pre crvc in
tact its markets.

France Seeks Friendship
France especially is ready and willing to do everything possible to secure talking pictures and the necessary
equipment for its theaters. French
producers stand ready to cooperate in
every possible way. In fact, they are
ready to furnish the necessary capital
and bring French companies to America to meet this most urgent condition. We present this question: Are
American producers ready to cooperate with French producers in making
immediately 100 per cent French dialogue pictures?
If not, the opportunity will be lost
forever. In six months, it will be too
late for America to participate. For
by that time, the universal demand
f<~'r dialogue pictures will have forced
uropean producers to meet the problem, thus making them independent
I'f the American
industrv.
HARLE
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PUBLIX MAY DROP STAGE SHOWS
IN FAVOR OF ALL-SOUND POLICY
Paramount Leads Rumor Market
Financial and film circles were rife with reports yesterday that
Paramount is to provide the nucleus of a new combination expected
to become effective shortly. This conversation was held to be
strengthened, in one quarter, by the report that a number of executives at Paramount — men who had been with the company for a
number of years — were being given five year contracts in order to
safeguard their future if and when such a merger eventualizes.
In Wall Street, it is more or less an accepted fact that the
company will be a central figure in a new coalition of film interests.
In the last few days, this has been reflected in the financial chatter
of various New York newspapers. Typical of such comment is
that which appeared in last night's Evening World which declared:
"Merger rumors, coupled with optimistic estimates of 1929
earnings are behind the buying in Paramount Famous Players. . . .
Talk in speculative quarters is to the effect that certain favorable
developments are in prospect for stockholders."

Conspiracy Action is Set for
Trial in Los Angeles Sept. 13
Los Angeles — The case of Fox
West Coast Theaters, Inc. and nine
W. E. LICENSEES SAID TO distributors,
versus the government
which charges the defendants witii
of the Sherman anti-trust lawBE AFTER U.K. THEATERS violation
has been set for Sept. 13. .'\s exBy RALPH

London — In an effort to entrench
itself in Great Britain. Western Electric, through its American licensed
companies, is offering to lease British theaters for five vears, install it:
reproducing device and split the ne'
with the exhibitor, reports "The Daily
(Continiii'd

mi

Paiic

10)

47 More Installations
Jump W. E. Total to 1,827

Western Electric in>tallations to
date in houses throughout the country total 1,827. This is an increase
of 47 in one week.

VVILK

pected, the defendants have entered
pleas of not guilty before Judge
(Continued
on Pane 9)

FOX CLOSES SCHINE DEAL;
LEASES ABOUT 30 HOUSES
Ciloversville, N. Y. — J. Meyer
Seh!ne, president of the Schine Theater circuit, has signed a contract
with Fox Metropolitan Theaters,
whereby the latter will take over
under lease about 30 Schine houses
no later than July 1. Among houses
i.i the deal are the Hippodrome and

To Extend Test, But Leaning is Toward Straight
Sound Films
Serious consideration is being
given by I'ublix to the eliniination
of presentations and substitution of
all-sound programs over its entire
circuit. No decision has been reached in this regard pending what the
officials of the circuit deem is a fair
test in a limited number of theaters
in v;.rious parts of the country where
the complete
sound shows are being
tried
out.
It is about three weeks since the
innovation was introduced. In the
Southeast, the opening programs
went over extreinely well, but pictures like "Close Harmony," "Show
Boat" and "Coquette," backed up by
iieavy advertising, were contributing
factors. Publix feels that the test
must he extended and must embr;^re
every known
factor in exhibition be(.Contimied on Page 10)

Publix to Rename House in
Every town, the Paramount
Under its plan to substitute Paramount-Publix as the name of Publix
houses throughout the country. Paramount intends to bestow this title on
one tlieater in each city where the
company
operates.
The aPalace,
las will next
undergo
changeDalin
name.

Line Up 40,343 May Dates
for Sam E. Morris Month
Warners state 40.343 play-days have
been secured already for Sam E. Morris Month which is being observed
during May in honor of the company's
vice-president.
this
iContinued
on PageAlthough
10)

iContittncd on Pane 10)
Terra of Berlin Signs
"Broadway" Opens At
Lubitsch, Is Report
Globe, N. Y., on May 27th Fox Taking Titles Daily
"Broadway" will have its premiere
Berlin (By Wireless) — Terra Films,
In N. Y. Theater Deals which
in New York on May 27 following
recently made a production deal

the run of "Show Boat". Evelyn
Brent, Merna Kennedy and Glenn
Tryon play the leads. Paul Fejos directed.

Organization of Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses, Inc. is continuing rapidly.
Title is being taken to acquired chains
(Cotttinued

on

Page

10)

with United Artists, is reported here
to have signed Ernest Lubitsch to
make sound pictures. The contract is
said to run for one year.

Tuesday, May 14.

DAILV
Newspaper Contest Gets
Talent for Cuban Film
^yFILMDOH

j
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Artificial Sound Device
Invented in Hollywood
West

Coast Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Vincent Meyer claims
to have perfected a machine which
manufactures artificial sound and
registers it on any film.
Smith, Librettist, With Warners
Harry B. Smith, librettist, has
signed a contract with Warners to
adapt musical properties for Vitaphone. He will revise musical comedies and other material acquired by
Warners through their interest in
M. Witmark & Sons, and will act in
a general advisory capacity in making Vitaphone operettas. Smith will
make
his headquarters
New be
"York.
His first
assignment inwill
an
operetta for next season.
Eckhardt Gets Rest
Chicago — Clyde W. Eckhardt, district manager for Fox, with headquarters here, is at French Lick under doctor's care. He recently suffered abreakdown. Max Roth, home
office representative, has taken over
Eckhardt's
work temporarily.
'Phone Hookup For Opening
Toledo — Ohio premiere of "The
Desert Song" at Vita Temple was
featured by a novel exploitation stunt
arranged by J. S. O'Connell. Through
a San Francisco-Toledo telephone
hookup, Carlotta King, featured in
the picture and a former Toledoan,
greeted the premiere audience.
Loew in Germany
Berlin (By Wireless) — Arthur
M.
Loew of M-G-M has arrived here.
AT LIBERTY
executive with an extraordinary record for past ten years in
N. Y. territory. Skilled exploiter,
booker, film buyer, personnel director.
Will start for $100 if chances of
doubling salary are good. Can handle
one or ten houses or head any department in running
them.
Box
A-127
c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
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Columbia Names Agent
Columbia has appointed the Bank
of America
N. A. as dividend
distributing agent.

^^^
%
%
%

T

BERTON

Composer
of the Operetta 1
"The
Dagger and the Rose" 1
under
our exclusive
^\
management
^H

^ABE

MEYER

Inc

May
May

May

16

Second
and Awards
Dinner Anniver
of the sary
Academy
of M. P.
Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood
20 Annual Coftvention of American
Federation of Musicians at Denver.
22 Annual
Daily Golf
TournamSpring
ent at Film
Glen Oaks.
Little
Neck, L. I.
27

Opening
of "Broadway
"
Globe, New
York.

at

the

May 28 Opening of "On With The Show"
at the Winter Garden, New York.
June 1-9 American Theater Equipment Exposition and Exhibitors Institute
at Chicago.
June U-12 Convention of Oklahoma exhibitoti
unit at Oklahoma
City.
June 16-17 Summer convention of North!
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrights- 1
N. C.
ville, Beach,

1600 Broadway, New York City

PICTURES

MADE

BY

SHOWMEN.

Since
Our First
Announcement
two weeks ago, we have entered negotiation to distribute our Talking-Shorts in all domestic trade
centers as well as many points abroad.
Before closing any territory, we want to confer with
every reputable State-Rights Exchangeman.

Address IMPERIAL PICTURES, Inc., 1841 Broadway, New York.

Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
Penn. 3580

May

Independent Distributors, who are able to do well
with a good product, are invited to get in touch with
us promptly, if they have not already done so.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY

Phone

Book
TheDate
Industry's

'36
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6 Completes Talker
Photocolor
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21
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31^ 27,800
It is "The Dress Rehearsal," directed
41
100
by T. C. Leonard and featuring Jack
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Fulton, Peggy Parker, the Melvin
S'A 31,500
121!4
Klein, Turner Partners
54
700
Sisters, Mickey Feeley and Owen
Arthur Klein, formerly with Fox j
27J4
Jones. This is one of the series of Theaters and
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35
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rated here by
holders of record on June 7.
James Bros, of New York, with a
capital of 100 shares of common.
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Delayed to the 28th
98K
Ivy Lee to Address AMPA
Warners have set the New York
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EUGENE

Havana — A feature, using Cuban
talent secured through a "movie type
contest" ran by "El Mundo," local
newspaper, is planned here, with
Raymond Peon, director and producer, working on the project. Out
of 3,000 photographs received 150
persons have been selected to work
in the picture. Their photos will be
sent to Hollywood with a view to
interesting
producers in new personalities.

1

'

Ultimate
In Tone and Dependability
and now

Loiiver in Price

CCA

PliCTOrUCNE
The Quality Sound System of the Screen

It was inevitable that the manufacturers responsible for the
development of the screen's
most highly perfected sound
system should find a way to
bring that system within the
reach of every theatre.

Effective
at once:

5,000 seats.

Reductions of

RCA Photophone's Type "F"
Equipment for theatres of 750
seats and under already offers
the greatest value of any sound

$1,500 to $2,000
for the famous

RCA
Production economies, resulting
from increased demand, coupled
with the engineering resourcefulness ofthe Radio Corporation
of America, General Electric
Company and the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, have now made this
possible.

theatres of from 750 seats to

PHOTOPHONE

TYPE

Xow

$12,000

TYPE

C Equipment

TYPE

D Equipment

Now
Now

apparatus in the field.

B Equipment

$9,500

i

$7,500

S^nchronouB dive attachment for above
equiptnrni, ffl,500 extra

TYPE

"F" Equipment

For Iheatre* of 7S0 aealt and ander

Effective at once, cuts of $1,500
and $2,000 have been made on
the prices of the equipment for

Combination Sound-ongi-rk^ri
Film and Sound-on-Di8C 5950
Sound-on-Film Only

4T50

Sound-on-Disc Only

t>45U

The monthly service charges on
all types of equipment have been
proportionately reduced.
Prepare for Fall business and
give Summer business an extra
pull, by placing your order
for this superior sound equipment now. Contracts filled in
order of receipt. Immediate action will mean installation within as quickly as thirty days.

Address All Inquiries to Commercial Department

RCA

PHOTOPHONE,
Subsidiary of Radio Corporation of America

Inc

Chicago
411 Fifth Avenue, New York
Denver
817— 17tb Street
U. S. National Bank BIdg.

San Francisco
235 Montgomery Street
Rasa Building

100 W. Monroe Street

Room 1810 ■

Kaniaa CItj; Mo.
Davidson Bldg.
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Portable Recording Units Ready
Fewer Amateur Scripts Reaching Studios — Heifitz May Appear in Talker Version of "Humoresque" —
Edward Sloman Joins Paramount-Maynard to Make Film in Texas — Wilk's Sidelights on Studios

W. E. DELIVERING ITS
"SOUND WAGON" UNITS

Heifitz Reported Set
for
M-G-M's 'Humoresque'
Jascha Heifitz, noted violinist, will

A Little
ots'*
om "L
frRALPH
WILK

By

A "sound wagon," containing
KATZMAN,
youthful
portable recording equipment, devel- SAMMY
believes in advertising.
oped by Western Electric, is being He producer,
has ordered several hat bands
used on the Paramount lot. The
for
his troupe with the name of
trucks are capable of a speed of 55
miles per hour over any sort of "Samuel Katzman Prod." in red letters. The same idea prevails in Al
country. Western Electric states.
Within a small, sound-proof space Jolsou's gang, for they are wearing
approximately 6x12 over-all, are a sweater with a face and "Mammy"
housed the recording instruments. inscribed. Jimmie Gleason advertises his "shorts" with a hat, and so
Microphones are suspended over the
it goes.
*
+
*
players' heads as in the studio.
Lester Lonergan, director of dramatic dialogue for Fox, made the

M-G-M Music Staff Being
Increased; Robbins Due

In addition to the 18 song writers
and composers now under contract
to M-G-M Jack Robbins, publisher of
all M-G-M music, will soon arrive
from New York with the second contingent consisting of Ray Egan and
his writing partner, Vincent Rose, Dr.
William Axt, musical director of the
Capitol, New York, and a staff of
musical arrangers and orchestration
writers.
The lyric writers now working at
the studio include Martin Broones,
Joe Trent, colored lyric writer and
author of "Muddy Water," Fred Fisher, Lou Alter, Gus Edwards, Jesse
Greer, Raymond Klages, Vincent
Bryant, Louis Leeson, Jack King,
Nacio Herb Brown, Arthur Freed,
Ballard MacDonald, Dave Dreyer,
Milton Ager, Jack Yellen, Roy Turk
and Fred Allert.
Brown-Bennett,
New
Team
John Mack Brown, and Joan Bennett will have principal roles in
"Three Live Ghosts," United Artists
all-talker to be directed by Thornton Freeland, 28-year-old assistant
to Roland West in the making of
"Alibi."
7 Songs in "On With Show"
Harry Akst and Grant Clarke
have composed seven new song hits
which will be introduced for the
first time

in "On

With

The

Show."

tests for Alan Dwan's next production, "Frozen Justice." Lonergan
was imported from New York
where he is well known as an actor
and stage director.
*

+

*

Douglas Fairbanks has the aviation bug strong, in fact so strong
that he is planning buying a large
water and land plane. Doug is a
capable pilot, although he does not
hold a license. Two years ago, he
piloted a large plane from Paris to
London, and since has been at the
stick many
times.
*
*
*
Improvement, progress and perfection, is the vi'atchword of directors but one of the most ardent of
all is Roy Del Ruth, the director
of "The Desert Song." Several
times since the opening in Hollywood, Del Ruth has been sitting
quietly in the rear of the house studying tiie reaction of the audience.
To Make One in Texas
Ken
Maynard
is going
to Texas
to make a picture.
Dillon Assigned
John I'rancis Dillon will direct
Marilyn Miller in "Sally," all-color,
dialogue picture for First National.
Gary Duncan for P-F-L Music
William Cary Duncan, New York
librettist and lyric writer, has arrived
and has started an untitled musical
production for Paramount.

Option On Virginia Bruce
Paramount has taken an option of
Virginia Bruce, Fargo, N. D., high
Wray to Direct Joy
school girl, who is the protege of WilJohn Griffith Wray has been signed
liam Beaudine and who was "discov- by First National to direct Leatrice
ered" afew months ago by the direcJoy ill "A Most Immoral Lady."
tor's wife.
Baclanova for Vaudeville
Wilbur Writing
Story
Baclanova has left for New York
Crane
Wilbur,
signed by M-G-M
to direct, is now
writing
his first where she is scheduled for a two week
story which he will also make.
vaudeville engagement at the Palace.

appear
in "Humoresque"
MG-M remakes
it into a soundwhen
picture,
it is understood. Gaston Glass and
Vera Gordon played the principal
parts when the story was originally
film abcfut eight years ago by Cosmopolitan and directed by Frank
Borzage.

"Welcome Danger" Title
for Lloyd's New Talker
Harold Lloyd has selected "Welcome Danger" as the title for his
initial sound and dialogue production through Paramount. Two versions are scheduled, the silent being
almost completed. After several
previews, sound and dialogue work
will be started on the second. Tht
cast consists of Barbara Kent in the
female lead with Mary McAllister,
Noah Young and Charles Middleton
Collins Collins,
for "Backstage
Blues"
Monte
Jr. Educational
comedy actor, has been signed by
Paramount for a talker role in the
Moran and Mack film, "Backstage
Blues," being directed by George
Abbott.

TALKERS REDUCE FLOOD
OF AMATEUR SCIIPTS
Number of amateur scenarios
pouring into Coast studios has been
substantially curtailed by national
publicity reporting the demand for
skilled dialogue in scripts, says Luther Reed, associate producer of
Radio Pictures. Los Angeles and
Hollywood postal clerks figure that
the total of manuscripts handled has
been cut more than 80 per cent during the past three months. At Radio,
prior to the advent of the talkers, the
reading department handled an average of 1,500 manuscripts a month.

Sees Dialogue Merely as
Supplement to Story
"Dialogue

iidwin Burke, to "The Woman Trap."
The company has also selected the
title "Youth" for an original^ written
by William N. Robson, 2nd under
title of "The Genius."
Dorothy Ward Assigned
Dorothy Ward is back on the Pathe
lot, assigned to work in "The Flying
Fool," William Boyd's next vehicle
which Ted Garnett is making. She
had been loaned to Fox for two pictures, "Joy Street" and "Protection."
Sloman
Assigned
"Kibitzer,"
Broadway"Kibitzer'
stage play
starring Edward G. Robinson which
Paramount recently acquired, will be
directed by Edward
Sloman.
Rita Flynn for White Film
Rita Flynn, having completed her
part in "Fast Life" has been given a
role in Alice White's current vehicle,
"The Girl from Woolworth's" which
dine.
is being directed by William Beau-

Helen
Kaiser
For
"Rio
Rita"
Helen
Kaiser, recently
in "Three
Cheers," Will Rogers show, has been
signed for "Rio Rita" by Radio Pictures.

supple-

ment the story, not subjugate it,"
says
Ruggles.
"Actionof a\n\
motionWesley
are still
the essence
the
motion picture." He believes that
"so much attention has been centered on dialogue in the recent talk'es that the story has seemed to suffer, and today the public wants
movement

Paramount Switches Titles
Paramount has changed title of
"Brothers," from the one-act play by

should merely

and action."

Birdwell
to Birdwell,
Direct "Masquerade"
Russell J.
former New
York newspaperman, has been assigned to direct "Masquerade" for
Fox. The cast includes Alan Birmingham, Leila Hyams, Clyde Cook,
and Farrell MacDonald. Lumsden
Hare is dialogue director.
for "Fast
Life"
John Cast
Sainpolis
and Purnell
Pratt
have been signed for parts in "Fast
Life," being directed by John Francis
Dillon. Chester Morris, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. and Loretta Young
head the cast.
15.
La Rocque In Special
Radio has signed Rod La Rocque
to work in "A Woman Decides," special which goes into production June

Very Idea" for Talker
"The Very Idea," stage play which
William Le Baron wrote some years
ago and in which Richard Bennett
and Ernest Treux starred, will be
made into a talker by Radio Pictures.
Murray Driving to Coast
J. Harold Murray, musical comedy
star, is motoring to the Coast from
New York to appear in "Married in
Hollywood," talking and singing picture to be made by Fox. Norma Terris, signed for the same production,
soon leaves New York.

You*ll see things you
never saw before
because ♦ . .
»

%

J
»'>

Glenn

Tyroit,

Evelyn

Brent,

Merna Kennedy, *T. E. Jackson, Otis
Harlan, Robert Ellis, *Paul Porcasi,
Leslie Fenton, George Ovey.
from

JED

HARRIS'
StaKe Production of the play by
GEO. ABBOT and PHILIP DUNNING

A PAUL

FEJOS Production

Associate Producer

CARL
Two

LAEMMLE.

Jr.

Negatives: one SILENT, one with DIALOG
Color Scenes Pho(ot;r»plu-J hv Tfchnict>Ior Process
* of ihe original piav ca<t
NOTE:

The »i«o of ilie nnnie "Broadwav" in association with I'llit-r film productions is unauthf>ri:L'J and has no connection with
this, the oritiinal play by that name.

There is only One

m
llMiltt
O

4^

'LASS" is the one wor<I above
all others that must he asso-

k .-:

eiated with ''Broadway*".
Nothinj; hut the l)i<5«;est sets ever
huilt eouhi he hi«; enou«;h for the
hijijjjest moments

%

the stage has ever

known; nothing hut the most intense direction and the most elah-

Nothing

for the material at hand.
in the world

spared to make

could he

of the picture ah

attraction destined

>•

Talking

orate production could he good
enough

*#

ng|ng

to pull the

^,«'

greatest crowds you ever played to!

an-

111

hae

ii
^

i\

rama
• •

»••

IIK most Hiilrlv

plav «'ver pirtiiri'<l — liecause
it's tli<> <!reatc'8t nielodraiiia
<*vt*r concrivtMl.
(ireatness ran ho

p. A,

\

With the

imitaU'iL

/j

but

it rannot be repro-

thicvtl. The nvin<; esspnce of any

JB|
^^

<>:r<'at work eludes the eopyist.
That's the nay it is with the ONE
and ONLY ''Broadway", the play
that ran for two vears on Broad-

!

X

iinitatcd

way . . . and now the talking, singing picture that will continue living

?*R^•

t-iv

%».

j

year after year as the gn'atest melodrama ever produced.

IRTH and madness—
^ gayety and despair —
laujihter and tears — gilded towers
an<l grimy depths— love, hate, greed,
fear, eourage, ambition — EVERY
IWMilS EMOTION is played on
the strings of tlirobhing hearts in
" Broadway." Here you have life
in the raw — souls laid bare 'midst
a background that has been the
Mecca of ambitious youth and
hungry age for decades. Here you
have the living, breathing, pulsating spirit of BROADWA Y, made
from the greatest money melodrama the stage ever saw !

Tuesday, May
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Rules and Regulations for
Credit Committee Operation
govcrument's credit comIn e the
suit vs. the Film Boards of
ndtte
I'rade, the Hays oryunizcition and
',n distributors, including the malor cotnpanies in the industry, it is
charged the Sherman anti-trust lau
has been violated. Edwin P. Groslenor, as chief of counsel for thi
defense, has filed a brief askiuii
that this action be dismissed. This
brief, in one section, describes thi
rules and regulatioyis governing thi
establishment and operations of the
credit ccmimittee, text of which l^
as follows:

The purpose of the credit rules is statoil in
Rule I to be "to correct abuses aiul unfau
practices which now prevail in the motion
picture industry arising out o( changes o
ownership of theaters for the_ purpose ol
s."
avoiding uncompletedeadicontract
Film Board of Trade
The president of
appoints, with the advice and consent of thea
members, three members, each of whom is
branch manager of a distributor, to serve
on the credit committee for a period of three
months.
The function of the credit committee is to
investigate and report to the nicnibers the
names of all persons who have acciuircd by
purchase oi transfer theaters located in the
territory within which the Film Hoard of
1 r.icie operates
(.Rule I).
. t,
The secretary oi the l-ilm Board of Trade
is secretary of the credit committee (.Rule
ll). Wemlwrs are required to report
ii.oiuptly to the secretary all sales or transfers of theaters oi which they receive know-1c ge. 1 he secretary makes a list called the
( r.dl Information List, a copy of which is
furi.ished to the members for their conftdcnlial inljimalioii. Each meml)er forthwith
sends the secretary a statement showing each
e.\ ^l.lJg con.ract with such member for the
exhibition of pictures at each theater on the
name of the exsecretary's list, giving the
hibitor with whom the contract was made,
the name of the new owner if known, the
number of pictures and playing dates contracted for, and if known whether the exhibitor provided as a condition oi the transfer of his theater for the assumption and
complete performance by the new owner of
the existing contracts, and whether the new
(Rule III).
owner agreed to such condition
As soon as the secretary of the credit
committee learns of ,the sale or transfer of a
theater he requests by letter the new owner
to furnish the credit committee within five
days information and references to enable th'?
committee to intelligently report to the members the credit standing of the new owner.
The secretary sends the new owner a questionnaire to be filled out (Rule
II').
The credit committee meets at least once a
week to examine and report upon the credit
standing of new owners of theaters. It furnishes to the members a copy of its report
for their confidential
information
(Rule
('').
If the new owner of a theater refuses or
fails to furnish the information requested the
credit committee indicates such fact upon the
Credit Information List opposite the name of
such theater by the words "Credit Information Refused" or by the initials "CIR." The
credit committee also indicates on the Crc<iit
. Information List every sale or transfer of a
theater which upon investigation the credit
I committee concludes upon information received
I and considered was made by the previous
owner for the purpose of avoiding or being
relieved of uncompleted contracts for the
exhibition of pictures at such theater. This
conclusion is indicated opposite the name of
the theater by the words "Transferred or
Sold to Avoid Existing Contracts" or by the
initials "FT"
(Rule
VI).
On the Credit Information List, opposite
the name of each theater which has been
listed as "CIR" or "FT" (with one exception noted in the next paragraph), there
is also indicated, in a column headed "Casli
Security," the amount of cash security, not
to exceed the simi of $1,000. which in the
judgment of the credit committee is a reasonable sum which the members shall require
to be deposited as security for the full and
complete performance of each contract tl'ereafter made and entered into for the exhibi-

tion of pictures at «'icli theater. In ilitir
mining the amount oi such security the creilil
committee is re<iuircd by the rules to consider aiui does consiiler the total amount ot
the rental ot pictures likely to be conlractetl
for and the lre<|uency of the possession b;
lie cxni'pilor ol prints of such pirtiire*
It
»«">

a /■/).
new owner

lias not furnished the in

ionnation rei|iiested but has agreed to .'issunic and complete all existing contracts en
tered into by the previous o« lur. oi which
igrcenient the creilit c miniittee has received
notice, the credit coniniitlee does not indicate
on the list op;iosile the name of such theatei
any amount of cash security. The name of
the theater then goes off the li-.t (iVi</r 17).
.\fter the name of a thiatcr has appeared
on the Credit Information List, as having
been transferred each member for a period of
ten days from the date of the first appearance
of the name of such theater on such list is
ob'igated to refrain from entering into any
new contract for the exhibition of pictures at
sucli theater, except that contracts known as
"spot-booking" cinitracts for pictures for exhibition at such theater may be made during the ten day period. After the expiration
of the ten day period, if the credit committee
has reported either that credit information has
been refused or that the theater was .sold or
transferred to avoid existing contracts, each
member is obligated to refrain from entering
into any contract for the exhibition of jiictures at such theater, unless the new owner
or lessee has paid to such member with whom
the new owner or lessee desires to contract
for pictures the amount of ciish security
specified on the Credit Information List opposite the name of such theater which has
been reported "CIR"' or "FT," (Rule VII).
No security is specified if the new owner has
assumed existing contracts of the previous
owner.
As stated above, during the ten day period
members may "spot book" pictures for exhibition at the listed theater and, if the credit
committee has not reported upon the credit
standing of the new owner or lessee of the
listed theater within the ten day period, they
may "spot book" pictures after the ten day
period until the credit committee has made
its report. It is not necessary for the new
owner in "spot booking" to deposit cash
security. During the period of investigation a
new owner may obtain pictures by "spot
booking" without putting up any cash security. The new owner at all times can also
obtain pictures, without depositing security,
under such of the existing uncompleted contracts of the previous owner as he may be
willing to assume or an assignment of which
he has accepter!. It is not necessary for the
new owner to obtain the consent of the distributor to the assignment of the previous
owner's contract to the new owner as the
contract
authorizes
such an assignment.
The requirement that cash security be deposited does not apply where the new owner
has assumed the contracts of the previous
owner. It applies only to a limited number
of the cases in which the new owner has not
assumed the contracts of the previous owner,
namely, to those cases in which the credit
committee has reached the conclusion, after
investigation and con.sidcralion oi information
received, that the transfer was made by the
previous owner for the purpose of avoiding
uncompleted contracts, or to cases in which
credit information has been refused by the
new owner. It is a condition precedent to
the demand for security on a new contract
that the credit committee after the investigation shall have ascertained that the existing
contracts have not been assumed, and shall
have found further that the transfer was for
the purpose of avoiding uncompleted contracts
or that the new owner has refused to furnish
credit information.
From time to time the credit committee
removes from the Cre<lit Information List the
name of a new owner which has been carried
"CIR" or "FT." This is done upon satisfactory evidence of the cre<lit standing of any
new cwner (Rule VIII). In such case, the
members of the Film Board of Trade are free
to contract with the new owner for the exhibition of pictures at such theater without
requiring the new owner to deposit any cash
security as a condition for the makng of such
contract
(Rule
VIII).
Except as stated, there is no restriction
upon the members against contracting with an
exhibitor who has acquired a theater under

ILV Action is
Conspiracy
Set for L.A. Trial
(CtiHtiiiuril fiom

l\itie

1)

llcnniiif^. No bonds have been re(Itiirfd and one indictiiuMit covers all
(li'lcMidaiit>.
Till' indici'iiKMits, iiandt'd down by
a Kcdt-ra! uratid jury in mid April,
I'liiniinatod two weeks' consideration
of the cliarRes presented by Joim
Harlan Amen and Joseph V. \fayiiikIi. special assistants to the attorney' nenerai.
The Kovernnieiit charges an aRrcement i)etween the defendants to
compel independent c.\hii)itor.s in
'southern California to contract for
films only in accordance with terms
and provisions of certain zoning
clearance schedules. These scliedules, it is alleRcd, restrained independent ojjcrators from contractinR
for suitable first and subsc(|uent runs
The schedules, it is charged, show
arbitrary discrimination in favor of
Fo.\ West Coast.
.Assistant Attorney General Amen
pointed out that terms of the indictment are broader than those of the
information previously filed by the
Kovernment, in that the indictments
include three additional clearance
.schedules not referred to in the information and name Warners and H.
H. Franklin as additional defendants.
Other defendants are Fo.\, M-G-M,
First National, Universal, Paramount,
Pathe, United Artists and Vitagraph.

Palfreyman
to AssistService
Hays'
Bureau of Theater
David Palfrc\nian, for five years
secretary of the Detroit Film Board
of Trade, has Ijeen released to join
the Hays organization in New York
where he will assist in the theater
contract service department. Palfreyman has had 13 years in business. He
began as general auditor for the John
H. Kunsky enterprises in Detroit,
then resigned to enter the ariny. After
the war he jjecame assistant branch
manager for First National at Cleveland and from there went to the Detroit Film Board of Trade.

New Building Doubles
Int'l Projector Capacity
\ irtually doubling llie company's
capacity. International Projector
Corp. lias ac(|uired a six-story building adjoining its plant. Four more
stories will be added to the building,
thus increase the firm's manufacturing
space to 150,000 square feet. Work on
the addition starts in a few months.
New Theater Co. Formed
St. Louis — Queens Amuse. Co. Inc.,
ba.s been formed by Maxwell Goldman, Thomas \'urley and William
Goldman, to operate the Queens.
an "F. T." transfer. Members at all times
are free to contract with such an exhibitor.
The only condition imposed is that they shall
demand not less than the amount of deposit
specified by the credit committee as security
on a new contract as long as thi- name of
the exhibitor appears on the list. There it no
cgrecment at any tirr\e to refuse to cot\tract
with
hibitor.such exhibitor or with any other ex-

M.P.P.D,fl. UNES UP
ASS'NS FOR BEnER niMS
Plans are now

operative by which

the public's suggestions and criticisms will reach the director's and
studio executives before and during
production. At the same time facilities have been made available to
representatives of public groups to
preview pictures as soon as they are
completed, in order that lists of endorsed pictures may be circulated
throughout the country for guidance
of the family in the selection of its
entertainment.
Complete detail was recently announced by Will H. Hays when representative of 46 tiational organizations, representing total membership
of
York.52,000,000 assembled in New
Hays

explained how, during experimental stages in the cooperative
effort, suggestions were relayed directly to the executives, who in turn
passed them down the line to the
studios. As experience was gained
and new ideals began to permeate
the industry, this method was discarded and a direct contact made
with the studios.
The result is a Studio Relations
Committee in Hollywood made up
of 16 persons, each of whom represents a studio. Through these members advice is given to the men and
women actually engaged in writing,
directing or acting while in producThe committee's operation is
entirely tion.advisory.
The studios send their scripts to
be read, asking for an indication of
judgments as to theme and treatment. Conferences are held with
the studio executives. If expert advice is required, the association proceeds to get such advice from the
most authoritative source.
Careful study is made of public
opinion as expressed through editorial comment and in suggestions
reaching
the Public Relations
Dep'tis
of the M.P.P.D.A.
The result
not censorship but "policyship," it is
explained. Effort is made to make
pictures as dramatic and as interesting as possible without giving
offense to the millions, who with
varying tastes and standards, see the
pictures, Hays declared. The second objective is to guide the family
attendance by calling attention to
outstanding and deserving productions.
Among the 46 public groups
represented are the Boy Scouts
of America, Federal Council of
Churches of Christ in America, General Federation
of W^onien's
Clubs,
International
Federation
of Catholic
.Alumnae, Daughters of the American Revolution, and English Speaking Union.
Leases Wisconsin

House

Madison,
Wis. —
Ed Michelson,
operator of the Palace and Orton has
taker, a lease on the Majestic, formerly operated by L. K. Brin.

=^JXI^.
10

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^By

ARTHUR

W. BODY,

JOSEPH SANTLEY is receiving
plenty of screen credit on Broadway. At the Apollo, on the bill with
"Bulldog- Drummond," he has two
sound shorts, one with Tito Schippa,
Met. star, and "Booklovers," in
which he plays opposite Ivy Sawyer,
his wife. "Then and Now," another
talking short he directed, played at
the Rivoli for several weeks along
with "Coquette."
Berton Church, who got much of
the praise which the reviewers
handed to "Nothing But the Truth,"
has gone to the Middle West as guest
star in stock for a month. In the
fall he appears in a David Belasco
show.

DAILY

Publix to Drop Shows W.E. Licensees Said to
U.K. Houses
for All-Sound
Policy? be After
(Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)
fore a decision can be struck regarding a general policy.
It was reported, but unconfirmed
last night, that the Paramount in
Brooklyn is the next de luxe theater on Publix time to swing from
a presentation and picture policy to
an all-sound picture program.

Mail." Under the plan the exhibitor
is freed of all responsibility in connection with operation of his house,
which he receives back at the end of
the period, along with the apparatus.

Line Up 40,343 May Dates
E. Morris Month
Fox Closes with Schine for Sam
(Continued from Page \)
for About 30 Houses tabulation only covers part of the
(Continued from Page

1)

month, it is pointed out as being four
Glove here, and houses at Herkimer, times larger than any total obtanied
Little Falls and Utica. Schines still in previous years. Philadelphia,
retain 65 houses of their chain which Brooklyn, New Jersey, Boston and
they will operate as well as the Cleveland have already doiiljled
houses to be taken over by Fox.
quotas set for them.
New Orleans is in first place for
gross business and Los Angeles in
second. New Haven in third, followed
by Minneapolis, Winnipeg, Detroit
(Continued from Page 1)
Ted Nelson, who has a lot of in the New York area daily. The Boston, Philadelphia, and Albany. Six
friends in both the picture and radio Calderone houses on Long Island, branches are almost tied for tenth,
fields, has been signed by Imperial the Brandt theaters in Brooklyn and all of them having reached 75 per
Pictures to direct a number of talk- the Kutinsky houses in Northern cent of their quota before the miding shorts. Lew Hearn, comedian, Jersey are to be taken over on the City. dle of the month. Slightly in the
lead of these offices is Salt Lake
has also lined up to star in several 20th.
short talking sketches.

Carr at Sound Studios
Alexander Carr yesterday started
workmg at the Pathe studio where
Robert T. Kane is producer. He is
appearing in a two reel farce comedy, "The End of the World." Lorin
Raker and Marcia Manning are in
the cast and Hamilton McFadden is
directing it.
3 Wired in Hamilton, Ont.
Hamilton, Ont. — The Pantages and
Capitol, operated by the Hamilton
United Theaters, Ltd. have been remodelled for installation of sound
equipment. There are now two
wired theaters in Hamilton, the
other being the Tivoli.
Gets Plymouth House
Plymouth, Wis. — Midwest Amuse.
Co. has taken over the Princess from
the Gillmans. Midwest recently was
formed by Charles Trampe, MidWest Dist. Corp.; John Strain of
Milwaukee and Steve Bauer, operator of the Elite there.
Shea Plans Buffalo House
Buffalo, N. Y. — The Shea interests
are building a $1,000,000 theater on
the site of Whittemore's Tavern.

Exhibitors
Daily Reminder
Clean-up Week
in your
community
is a public
service and
builds goodwill.

Fox Taking Titles Daily
In N. Y. Theater Deals

Cinephone Plans to
Produce at New Studio

Powers Cinephone will increase its
production facilities today by opening
a new studio in Long Island City.
This plant, which has been converted
from an industrial building into a stufull stage, has been installed by Fox
Montreal — A film exchange buildat the Gaiety, New York, whe^e
dio, supplements the firm's studio in
ing in the heart of Montreal to cost New York.
"Christina" is now current. It will
Production
of features, some of
not be used for this picture however, $200,000 is planned. Those in the
which
will
be
musical
in nature, and
Famous-Lasky Film Serbut is being prepared for future at- projectvice,are
Ltd.
and
Fox
Film
Corp.
of
shorts,
is
planned
by
Powers Cinetractions.
Canada. For years many of the
phone, with details undetermined as
Shift Milwaukee
Managers
leading exchanges and theater sup- yet. Actual production will begin
ply companies have been using the about June 5, when the studio will be
Milwaukee — Morgan C. Ames,
formerly of the Riviera, has been Albee Building on Mayor Street. The completely outfitted.
appointed manager of the Downer, new structure, for which plans have
succeeding Stan Gross who resigned. been drawn, will allow for expanFrank Cook has been transferred to sion.
the Riviera from the Juneau where
Canadian Profits Up
he is succeeded by Arthur WertWest
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
heimer who has been transferred
London, Ont. — Loew's London
Los Angeles — The Project-o-phone
from the Kosciusko.
Theaters, Ltd. showed a slight in- Co. has been formed with Lynn Yost
crease in gross profits for the past as president; Lester A. Reynolds,
Famol In Colorado
fiscal year. Loew's Theater, just
Lynn Farnol, publicity director for wired for, apparently suffered in com- vice-president; and Russell Nordwall,
Secretary-treasurer. The device was
Samuel Goldwyn, has gone to Marpetition with talking attractions. invented
by Reginald A. Millington.
vine, Col., for a two months' vaca- Profits for the past year were $51,tion.
602, as compared with $50,617 for
Nathanson in Welfare Work
the previous period. Gross ticket
West Coast in Hanford
Toronto
— A campaign to raise
receipts showed a decline from the
West
Coast Bureau.
THE
FILM
DAILY
5100,000 for establishment of a camp
Los
Angeles — Fox
West
Coast previous year, the total being $231- in Ontario for Jewish boys is being
Theaters will build a $400,000 theater 545, as compared with $233,573 for conducted under auspices of N. L.
the previous 12 months. The phyhere.
sical property is valued at $448,768 Nathanson, managing director of
while total assets are $864,114, as Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
compared with the previous total of with the co-operation of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies.
$870,590.
Milwaukee House Changes
Publix in Niagara Falls?
Milwaukee — Jacob Roemer now
Niagara Falls, N. Y. — It is re- operates the Miramar formerly
here the
Publix-Shea
ests willportedbuild
a theater
here. inter- owned by Al Bartelt, at Emerald, H.
E. Boch has sold the Bock to H. L.
Boch and at Webster, Mrs. Jesse
Another for R. and N.
Whipple has taken over the Webster from J. W. Erickson.
THEODORE C. DIETRICH
Phoenix, Ariz- — Rickards and
Nace, circuit operators, plan a theater for Casa Grande. The chain is
Opens Memphis House
affiliated with Universal.
Memphis, Tenn. — J. A. Evans,
owner of the Princess has reopened
Gross Gets Dayton House
the house. It recently went bank$10.00
Foreign $15.00
rupt under management of William
Dayton, O. — The Columbia on Jefferson St. has been sold to Charles J. Shapiro and had been closed by the
receiver.
Gross for $500,000.

Fox Installs Full-Stage
Size Screen at Gaiety $200,000 Exchange Bldg.
The Grandeur screen, occupying
to Be Built in Montreal

Valuable Reference Book
It seems
every
year.to be gettin' better

FREE to Film Daily Subscribers
Subscription
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Launch Project-o-Phone,
New Device on the Coast

i

NEW

LOW

THE

PRICE

NEW IMPROVED
GOETZ

MOVIE-PHONE
THE PROVEN TALKIE
EQUIPMENT
CO
NOW
AS
LOW
AS

$

500

T'wo Machines

DEPENDING UPON SIZE OF THEATRE
AND SPECIAL EQUIPMENT DESIRED
DEAL No. 1— $500.00, 2 machines Disc units with tone arms, fader and volume control —
but less amplifier — tubes, and speakers, for houses having adaptable non-synchronous equipment. Complete directions for self installation. Terms, $200.00 with order,
$300.00 on delivery.
DEAL No. 2 — $750.00, 2 machines Disc units complete with accessories including amplifier,
tubes and 3 speakers. Terms, $300.00 with order, balance on delivery — For theatres
up to 900 seats.
DEAL No. 3 — $1,000.00, 2 machines Disc units complete with all accessories including 5
speakers. Terms, 25' ^ with order, balance in easy payments — For theatres up to
3,000 seats.
The same proven equipment now in successful operation in over 550 theatres throughout the
country. Shipment made same day order received ! Immediate installation — absolute guar$1,000 Additional.
Sound On Film deliveries — Now!
antee against patent infringements.

GET

IN TOUCH

WITH

YOUR

OMAHA, NEBR., 1506 Davenport Street, P. WIXTROUB.
KANSAS CITY, MO., 115 West 17th Street, A. BURKE.
MILWAUKEE, WIS., 713 Welis Street, H. HART.
ORANGEBURG, SO. CAR., J. I. SIMS.
CHARLOTTE, NO. CAR., H. R. SCOFIELD.
NEW YORK CITY, 220 West 42ncl Street, S. EFRUS.
BOSTON, MASS., 45 Church Street, E. MARKELL.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN, 3505 Colfax Avenue South, B. F.
BISHOP.
SLATON, TEX., O K Theatres, O. KORN.
ATLANTA, GA., Robert Fulton Hotel, E. F. TARBELL.
MEMPHIS, TEXN., Chisco Hotel, G. A. TURNER.

ORDER

NEAREST

DEALER!

MOINES
lA., 513 Sixth Avenue, DES
MOINES,
RADIO
SERVICE.
Theatre, L. E.^xx^T^T,/GARRIS
IND., Colonial
ON.
INDIANAPOLIS,

DES

RG.
ST. LOUIS., MO., 2735 Cherokee St., F. WEHRENBEAVE.
O., 419 Film Building, E. P. CAbAN
LAND,
CLEVE
De
.es, F. c-rrTrAxi
Chain Theatr
Frank's UW
L.^., AA
'ILLE,GR
ABBE\
MICH., 412 Film Exchange Building,
DETROIT
& LKVY.
, SHEAN
^^ _.
FRANCISCO,
SAN SEBASTIAN.

M. E.
Avenue, rcc
^ ^..^AXTt
CAL., 209 Golden Gate

A. R. CAVANESb.
PHOENIX, ARIZ., Plaza Theatre,
LA JUNTA, COLO., FRANK HARVEY.

GOETZ
^^^^^^m^^m^

^

Th^^^ 724
movie-phone
CORP.
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago

PHONES
HARRISON
8250-1-2
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WITH High Quality of
recording now so essential in talking pictures,
Metropolitan Sound Studios have made available
the very best for leading
independent producers.
Metropolitan has spared
no expense in building and
equipping sound studios
where production facilities are of the highest calibre, and where trained
staffs of engineers offer
the most whole-hearted
co-operation to the individual producer.

STUDIOS
HOLLYWOOD
ND

ttEStLTS COfj
^

And Coming

HESE
GREAT
TALKING
PICTURES HAVE ALL BEEN
PRODUCED AT METROPOLITAN

Eddie

THE

THE

MAN

RAINBOW

DONOVAN
AFFAIR

Dowling

in

ing
Broadway
success.
^"° *" '""'■
produced by
Columbia

BLACK WATERS

British
and Dominion, re leased
by
World-Wide

DOUGLAS MAC LEAN^'V'^-EDWARD EVERETT
HORTON

Made Easy"
in "The Eligible Mr.

first

HAROLD

sot

talking picture
mount.

LLOYD'S *°^ p^"^*-

HELL'S ANGELS

s
o'
dden
Caem
dtr
ous epic of
the air.

JAMES CRUZE*

big special
production

THE SQUAWK

produced
by
Burr C. C.

SYD CHAPLIN

in a British
International
duction pro-

Bangs" and other
comedies for Educational.

LLOYD HAMILTON

"His
Big Minute"
and other
talking
comedies
cational.

for Edu-

THE MELANCHOLY
DAME

and other great
Octavus Roy Cohen
story hits from
Christie.

CHRISTIE
TALKING PLAYS

- - sensationally
successful talking
short features for
Paramount.

Arrangements can still be made with a limited number of responsible independents for high grade productions

THE BEST RECORDING

METROPOLITAN
1040 LAS PALMAS AVENUE

Charles H. Christie, president
H. W. Bergman, chief sound engineer

- AT A REASONABLE

SOUND

COST

STUDIOS

* J.
l#>€^#£>-#-#-f
«-"l.->,-%x#**-^-4-^- HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
-SSv-.i' .«.■ «■
William S. Holman, secretary-treasurer
O ^•>^-^M:>t-*ci ILeo Cahane, studio manager

Gov't Commission Finds Theaters Grow Fewer
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Romance
is spring. Still the
THIS
period when a younp "jnn's
i
fancy •^urns to *'
love. Right within your owii-.iasiness, a charming affair is progressing. Its unfoldment is this morn-

ing's pleasant duty.
Not quite the triangular romance. Three men and a woman
play the principal parts. The men
are extremely successful. One
symbolizes a big film organization ;another, a second ; the last,
the third of this important triumvirate. The woman in the case is
no woman

at all, as you must

have gathered, but our own manner of characterizing a fourth extremely formidable company at
which the others are simultaneously making eyes.
In the Beginning
It all began with a flirtation, as
romances so often do. But in these
lovely days of early spring, the heart
often rules the head. So it is in our
tale. Our heroes pressed their
court with great diligence and the
attractive miss listened. Being coquettish and clever and roguish, she
was successful in holding one of
these ardent lovers at arm's length.
She feels rather certain about him
and so he becomes the leaning post
and a sort of court of last resort to
turn to perhaps if the enthusiasm of
the other two suitors wears off.
Swain No. 2 is promising many
things: lots of money, for instance.
^o. 3 is not far behind.

June Approaches
And thus it stands. Women demand much in these modern days
and so it seems this one's affection
will be bestowed on the chap who
comes across the heaviest. In the
meantime and feminine to the last,
our heroine will lead our heroes on
plenty. It seems these courtships
are done that way.
How will it all end? Where is the
one who can tell? Time will answer
that question. There is only one
more thing to add. however. The
girl may be a June bride. The wedding would be sensational.
KANN

Wednesday,

May

Price 5 Cents
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PUBLIX-RKO DEAL FOR N. Y. ON,
AS LATTER ACQUIRES PROCTOR
''Abie'' Plagiarism Suit Filed
Against Universal Thrown Out
Fox Wins in L. A.
II est Coast Bur.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Holljrwood — The stiff competition between Publix and
tox
for
control
of Grauman's
Chinese is over vfith
Fox the
winner. West Coast Theaters
yesterday closed for the property under a long-term lease
that involves $3,000,000.
Publix, it is expected, will
now build in Hollywood to
counter the Fox coup.

The $3,000,000 suit of Anne Nichols, author
of "Abie's
Irish Rose,"
against
Universal,
Carl Laemmle
and
Harry Pollard, charging plagiarism
in the production "The Cohens and
the Kellys," was dismissed by Judge
Goddard in United States District
Court in New
York yesterday.
Trial of the case was ended after
weeks of testimony in December.
Special performances and viewings
of both plays were presented before
Judge Goddard and there was much
evidence (.CotUinued
taken from
theatrical proon Page 15)

Working
Agreement
Offset Fox Hold
Behind Talk

to

The Proctor chain, 11 strong
located in seven New York cities and
Newark, was acquired yesterday by
R-K-O. Announcement of the purchase was made by Hiram S. Brown
on behalf of the buyer.
The theaters which will be taken
over on Aug. 1 are:
Proctor's new S8th St. recently
opened; the new Proctor 86th St.;
Proctor's 125th St. and Proctor's 23rd
St. in New York^ also Proctor's Newark; Proctor's, Schenectady; Proctor's, Yonkers; Proctor's, New Rochelle; Proctor's, Mt. Vernon; Protor's, Troy; and Proctor's, Albany.
Close on the heels of this purchase,

HND SMALL THEATERS 27 GOLEERS JOIN RANKS;
GIVE WAY TO THE BIG TOURNEY ONE WEEK AWAY PUBLIX INVADING UPPER
NEW YORK TERRITORY
(Continued

IVashingtott Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The number of picture theaters in the United States
is declining. Small houses in small
towns are slowly disappearing, but
the vanishing of the little house is
more than offset by large-size theaters in the bigger towns.
This fact is revealed in a national
survey just completed by the National Bureau of Economic Changes
for the Committee on Recent Economic
Changes of
the 15)
President's
(.Continued
on Page

The faithful kicked in yesterday.
Tvvcnty-scven more golfers yesterday
signified their intention of attending
the 16th semi-annual golf tournament
to be today.
held at Glen Oaks one week
from

Not only that. The long and illustrious list of cups and prizes was
swelled by a trophy offered by Columbia Pictures. That makes the
chances very broad for each golfer
(Continued

on

Page

15)

on Page

15)

Buffalo — Joint plan of Publix and
Mike Shea to build a theater in Niagara Falls is seen here as the first
step in a wholesale invasion of Upper New York by the Paramount
interests.
With acquisition of approximately
35 of the better grade houses in the
Schnie string by Fox Metropolitan
FMayhouses, Inc., portions of the local
Film Row
lean toward the opinion
(Continued

on

Page

15)

Deny W.E. Seeks to Settle
Colleen Moore Finishing
Tobis Suit Out of Court Publix Denver House Not
London
—
Interest has been
1st Nat'l
West Contract
Coast Bureau, with
THE
FILM
DAILY- aroused over current reports that the
to Drop Presentations

Hollywood — Colleen Moore has
one more picture to make for First
National. There will be no renewal.
Miss Moore's immediate plans arc
undetermined.

Mascagni, Opera Composer
Sought
for Italian
"Cavalleria"
Pietro
Mascagni,
composer

patentWestern
fight between
and
ElectricKlangfilm-Tobis
will be settled
out of court on a basis which will
(Continued

on

Page

15)

Denver — The Denver here, a Publix house, will not discontinue its
stage presentations for an all-sound
picture policy, according to C. C.
Perry, district manager for Publix.

New Sound Device Coming
from RCA, Reports State Talker Censors Ruled Out
in Kansas, Decision Holds
A new device has been perfected

in General Electric laboratories combining the principles of the sound
of the opera "Cavalleria Rusticana,"
has been approached by an American films and the phonograph, according
company to supervise the making of to "The Wall Street Journal."
a talking film of his world famous
Representatives of the Radio Corp.
(Continued on Page 15)
(Continued

on Page

15)

Topeka, Kan. — The Kansas State
Board of Review has no authority
to censor dialogue, is the gist of an
opinion Attorney-General Smith has
handed down. Emma Viets, heads
the State board.

=<2^
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"MaryandDugan"
Stage
Film inon Louisville
Louisville — Theatergoers this week
are having an opportunity to compare screen and stage productions
since "The Trial of Mary Dugan" is
being shown here in both mediums.
The film version is playing Loew's
State, while the stage version is at
the Brown.

Pola Negri to Sing in
Whittaker Production
London — Pola Negri will sing in
part of the production she will shortly make for Whittaker Prod, under
direction of Paul Czinner at the Elstree studio.
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Erie, Pa. — In order to enlarge its
membership, the new board of airectors of the M.P.T.O. of Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia, has
decided to hold a series of regional
meetings in the territory. The following have been scheduled at which
Anthony P. Jim, president, Fred J.
Herrington, secretary and Alex
Moore, chairman
of the board, will
'ioo
attend.
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for Carl Laemmle. He will be gone
three weeks. Bader's former post as
accessory sales manager will be filled
by Lee Balsly, for some time a member of the Universal's home office exploitation staff.
Sound Studio For Munich
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Churchill at Fort Collings
Fort Colling, Colo. — Roy Churchill, former Colorado Springs organist, is now managing the America.
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Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

FOR RENT
unusually low

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates

price

part of large airy office, fully furnished. Can be rented with separate cutting room and vault space if desired.
Apply
SUITE
502
729 .Seventh
Ave
N. Y. C.
Phones:
Bryant 4417-4418

PICTURE

INSURANCE

INCORPORATED

1S40 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

Book
TheDate
Industry's

May
20

May

27
22

Second Anniversary and Award:
Dinner of the Academy of M P
Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.
Annual Convention of America
i
Federation of Musicians at Den
ver.
Annual Spring Film Daily Goll
Tournament at Glen Oaks. Litth
Neck, L. I.

Opening of "Broadway" at the
Globe, New York.
American
Theater
Equipment
Exposition and Exhibitors
Institut<
at Chicago.
June 11-12
1-9
Convention of Oklahoma exhibitoi
unit at Oklahoma
City.
16-17 Summer
convention
of
Nortf
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrightsville. Beach,
N. C.

Baclanova in New York
Baclano
va, Russian actress, accomJune
panied by her husband, Nicholas
Soussanin, is in New York to fill a
vaudeville engagement with R-K-0,
opening Thursday night at Keith's
Fordham for a week's run.
June

IWANT TO BUY!
Foreign travel, educational,
scenic and animal negative
suitable to magazine reel. Any
length over two hundred feet
Address
per subject.
c-oBOX
FilmA-128
Daily
J1650 Broadway

N. Y. C.

iONIZED
II mil !^HiKir

telephone bryant

Inc

nUIMIIL

I— 1>^ L— I—

Let JJs Solve Your Vrohlevfis I
MOTION

16

May

EXPERIENCE

Reopen Rome House
Rome, N. Y. — The Capitol has
been reopened after being decorated.

at an

DAILY

Washington — A sound studio is being built near Munich, Germany, according to a report to the M. P.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
The studio will be completed in six
weeks and will be available for independent producers.

W. C. Seeks Phoenix Site
Fox Opening 'Frisco House
San Francisco — June 25 will mark
Phoenix, Ariz. — West Coast Theaters is bidding for a site on part of opening at the new Fox at Ninth
the City Hall Plaza Block, propos- and Market, with 5,000 seats.
ing to erect a house there within two
Italian Film Opening Set
years.
"Kif Tebbi," produced by the Adia
Coz, Italian firm, has its American
Reverts to Pictures
Maiden, Mass. — ■ The Auditorium, premiere Friday night at 8:15 at the
New
York.
which has been playing stock, is to Fifth Ave. Playhouse,
switch over to talking pictures May
No Silent "Desert Song"
19 with the opening of "Coquette."
Warner Bros, will release "The
only.
Desert Song" in Vitaphone version
Murnau Film Premiere Set
"Nosferatu the Vampire" will have
its American premiere at the Film
Guild Cinema, New York, on Saturday. F. W. Murnau directed it four
years ago.

May

M.P.T.O. of Penn, W. Va.,
To Meet at Erie, May 28

Financial
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LIKE GRANT
T • II K RICHMOND!
That's how Metro'Qoldwyri'Mayer has
Ik
taken the Talkin
g Picture fieldl
■(icfi

MARYPUGAN
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Pocfcingthem
in at $2 ^mhasy^y'i^
.Y . Criterion,
Los Angeles, extended
run is a sell-out!
Norma
Shearer's itfirst
Talking
sensational
uherever
plays.
M-G-Mpicture
Talkiesis make
others
look amateurish !
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

By CHARLES

Phonofilm Active in New
England; Offices Expand
Boston — J. K. Adams, New England distributor for General Talking
Pictures, has taken the entire building at 48 Melrose St., formerly occupied by Producers Distributing
Corp. Recent installations made of
De Forest sound equipment include:
Auburn, Auburn, Me.; Capitol, Concord, N. H.; Colonial, Portsmoutlv
N. H.; Strand, Rumford, Me.; Majestic, Burlington, Vt. ; Bijou, Springfield; Capitol, Lynn; Colonial, Augusta; Conn's Olympia,
Providence.
Silverman Buys Creatone
Cleveland — S. Silverman has purchased a Creatone sound reproducer
for the Windamere. Creatone is made
by the Deca Disc Co., Waynesboro,
Pa.
Traveltone at Denver
Denver — Installation
of
Traveltone has been completed at the Hiawatha, operated by A. J. Hamilton.
Omaha House Wired
Omaha,
Neb. — The Avenue Theater has been wired for sound.

F. HYNES

Preparing Vitaphone Exchange
Cleveland — • Herman Goldberg,
Vitaphone representative is spending
a few weeks here, getting in shape
the new Vitaphone exchange which
is in conjunction v/ith the Warner
exchange.

California House Add Disc
Orange, Cal. — The Orange has arranged to add the De Forest Phonofilm equipment to the De Forest
Phonofilm which is already mstalled.

W. E. Equipment for Rockland
Rockland, Mass. — Western Electric equipment is being installed at
the Strand with the first sound pictures scheduled August 1. Lee Rhodenizer is manager.
Duofone Trial in Cleveland

Sound for Jackson House
Jackson,
O. — Sound
equipment
is
being installed at the Broadway.
To Wire Moundsville House
Moundsville, W. Va. — Sound
equipment will be installed at the
Strand.
Wiring Pueblo
House
Pueblo, Colo. — RCA Photophone
equipment is being installed at the
Rialto.

15, 1929

TIPS
ON
EQUIPMENT
AND
VARIOUS
DEN
VICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

Mc Kinney With Champion Disc
Atlanta — J. L. McKinney, of Dallas, has been apoointed distributor
in Texas and Oklahoma for the
Champion Disc sound equipment,
manufactured by the Talking Picture
Equpiment Co. of Atlanta.

Wiring
Paulding
House
Paulding, O. •— Guerin Bros, has
taken over the Grand and are wiring
it for sound
pictures.

May

Cleveland — J. J. Harwood is installing a France Duofone in '.his
Lexington. An invitational hearing
of the device will be held Friday.
W.

E. in Willoughby, O.

Willoughby, O. — Western Electric
equipment is being installed in the
Willoby.

Sound Rush in Cleveland
Continues Without End
Cleveland — Local exhibitors are installing sound eqftpment with a rush.
Howard Price Kingsmore, manager
of the local Loew theater, states the
Mall and Liberty will be wired with
Western Electric equipment by the
end of the month. When these are
completed
two will
of Loew's
ten
Cleveland only
theaters
be silent.
With sound in at the Liberty, vaudeville will be out. At both the Liberty
and the Mall onlv two changes a
week will be offered.
Pacent for Lake Geneva House
Lake Geneva, Wis. — Pacent sound
device is being installed at the Geneva, operated by Community Theaters, Inc.

He

Fargo House Wired
Fargo, N. D. — Western Electric
equipment was installed while the
State was being decorated.

'
Adrian House Wired
Adrian,
Mich. — Sound
equipaiient
has been installed at the Croswell.

Cape Girardeau, Mo. — De Forest
Phonofilm and Phonodisc is being
installed in the New Broadway.

Pacent in Oberlin
Oberlin, O. — Jerry Steele
opened with sound at the Apollo,
has a Pacent installation.

has

Missouri

Theater

Wired
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Why Play Poor Pictures?

(

^ One of the World^s great showmen heads a circuit famous
for its enormous earnings* According to this Exhibitor, his
company is successful because it plays only the hest pictures
of each distributor's output*
'^His attitude is that a solid program contains too many weak
pictures* Therefore, since he is in business to sell entertainment at a Profit^ he only uses those pictures from the programs he has bought that mean money at the box-office*
^No exhibitor can afford to tie up all his playing time if he
is in business to make money* The big pictures now available mean so much at the Box-office that it is worth his
while to Shelve and Pay for the Poor pictures to make room
for the good attractions* In the long run, such a policy will
find him money ahead*
^Hundreds of exhibitors have shelved ordinary pictures this
season to make room for such productions as ^^Submarine^'
and ^^The Donovan Affair'\ Hundreds more will shelve
program pictures to make room for ^^FATHER AND
SON'% which will be given its world Premiere at the
ROXY, Commencing Saturday*

^^^FATHER AND SON'' is the second Columbia Picture
to play the Roxy in Three weeks* Quality — that's why
Columbia is the Talk of the Industry !

1
O/^ILY

T:^^io&f>>^LfliUtJaUfUA
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Coast Passing Up Free Lancers
Major Studios Developing Dancing Troupes — Columbia Signs Gene Markey — Roach Comedy Units
Busy on Talkers — Brenon Starts "Lummox" — Some Personals by Wilk About People You Know

HOLLYWOOD GOING IN FOR
PERMANENT DANCE CORPS

fromWILK ''Lots''
A UttleBy RALPH

Western Street, one of the prize
landmarks at R-K-0, is to pass into
the discard to make room, for progress, in the way of sourid stages.
The street was built six years ago,
for Harry Carey when the studio
was onmed by Robertson Cole, but
has since been used for approximately 200 companies. Fred Thom.pson,
Yakima Camutt, Bill Cody, Bob
Custer, Bob Steele, Tom Tyler, Buzz
Barton and Tom Mix have worked
George Green and George Wagg- on the street. The street will soon
ner are two of Hollywood's busiest be only a memory.
songsmiths. They wrote "I'm That
« * *
Victor Schertzinger is planning a
Way About Baby and She's That
Way About Me" and "If I Had My non-de-plume. Perhaps not at once,
Way" for "The Flying Fool" which but in time it will be necessary, if
Tay Gamett is directing for Pathe. he is asked to write many more theme
Roach Studios Working
They also write "Colleen O'Kildare"
while making a picon 12 Talking Comedies for "High Voltage," which Howard songs, ture.especially
At present, he is putting Richard
Working both night and day, the Higgin made for Pathe.
Dix through the paces in "The Wheel
♦
•
♦
Hal Roach studio is making its first
of Life." Schertzinger is a director and wants to be known as such.
series of 12 all-talking comedies.
"Hurricane" a sea yarn, will bring
Four units are in production, using two landlubbers, but real sea dogs to- And music and composing have always been just a hobby.
gether again. Ralph Ince will again
the two sound stages and the plant's
*
**
portable recording equipment. Each
the his
megaphone
the Hobart
crow's
Lee Garmes is garnering new
unit has finished its first two com- weild
nest at
mariner from
friend,
Bosworth. Both director and star laurels as a cameraman. He photoedies anl is working on its third.
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy have many sea stories to their credit,
Al Jolson
in "Little
and also graphed
did
the camera
workPal"
om
have finished their second talker, but this is their first all-talker.
*
*
*
"The Barker" and "His Captive
"Berth Marks." Our Gang's first
two talkers, "Small Talk" and "RailJimmie Townsend, for some time Woman." He will also be in charge
roadin'," have been completed and connected with Fox Movietone cast- of photography on "The Great DiCharley Chase is finishing his secing, has joined the ranks of the
ond all-talking short, "Lingering
agents
is now picking 'em for
Love." Hal Roach has finished per- Myron and
Selznik and Frank Joyce. has Byno theconnection
way, "The
Divide"
withGreat
mergers.
sonal direction of "Hurdy Gurdy" Jim/mie is well know7i and has many
and
"Madame Q" and is preparing
vide."
his third.
friends.
Now that Joseph Levigard, Uni•
♦
*
versal director has doyie his bit in
Europe,
he is being director of a
Rex
Bell,
former
Fox
cowboy
star,
Brenon Starts "Lummox"
Herbert Brenon has started "Lum- saw the handwriting on the wall and series of 13 two reel comedies starring Ted Carson. The pictures will
mox," with Winifred Westover in started well in advance to prepare for
the name role. The cast includes talkers. He has been training for the be made silent only. Levigard, while
Ben Lyon, William Collier, Jr., Dor- "mike" for several months. Bell re- in Berlin, directed June Marlowe in
a feature for the company.
othy Janis, Edna Murphy, Myrtle
cently apeared in "Joy Street.'
Stedman, Clara Langsner and Bobby Ullmaii. Karl Struss is first
camera.
Youmans to Supervise
Mermaid All-Talking
Dancers have invaded Coast studios. First National and RKO are
among the studios that have corps
of chorus girls under contract.
Larry Ceballos is in charge of the
dancers at First National and Warners, while Doris Eaton is training
the girls at RKO.
Earl Lindsay is responsible for the
dance numbers at the Paramount
studio, with Sammy Lee and George
Cunningham sending the girls
through their steps at M-G-M.
Maurice Kusell is arranging the
dances for James Cruze's productions, while Seymour Felix is with
Fo.x.

Radio Signs Two
Radio has signed Rajniond Maurel, operatic baritone, and Victor
Barravale, nmsical conductor, for
forthcoming i)roductions. Muriel is
better known as Mario Cozzi. Barravale has conducted for Dillingham
and Ziegfcld.

JULIAN JOHNSON is versatile.
In addition to writing dialogue,
he recently titled two silent pictures
and supervised titling of several
other silent productions. He also
edited "The Soul of France," a
French war picture, and adapted the
"Hungarian Rhapsody." Together
with George Arthur, he has edited
several others of late.
*
*
*

Lou" for M-G-M
Series
Latest Educ'l Group "Louisiana
Educational will make another ahVincent Voumans, who wrote tb.i.-

talking comedy series, its sixth since
entry into the sound field. This new
series, Merniaid-All-Talkin" Comedies, begins with "The Crazy Nut,"
supervised by Jack White. Franklin Panghorn, stage director, appears
in the picture, as well as John T.
Murray
and \'ivian Oakland.

Cast in "Three Live Ghosts"
Beryl Mercer and Charles McKaughton, who acted in "Three
Root Gets M-G-M
Contract
Live Ghosts,"' when presented on
Wells
Root,
former
New
York
the stage in New York in 1920, have
l)een cast for the same roles in newspaperman, has been placed under contract by M-G-M
to do storUnited Artists' all-talking picturizaes and dialogue.
tioii of the Max Marcin plav.

music for "No, No, Nanette" and
"Hit The Deck," has been signed h\
M-G-M and will first supervise
"Louisiana Lou." William Cary
Duncan assisted on the book whilv
WUiam Rose and Edward Eliscn
did the Ivrics.

STAGE EXPERIENCE HELD
TO BE ESSENTIAL NOW
Established free lance screen players, with little or no stage experience, find that producers do not dare
give them talker "tests," declariHg
such tests are expensive. The producers, in many instances, are preferring players who have attracted
attention on Broadway or in Coast
engagements.
The least afTected branch of production is the writing department.
Many scenarists and title writers
have proven satisfactory dialogue
writers and are being given important assignments. At Paramount,
Percy Heath, Lloyd Corrigan and
Doris Anderson, scenarists, who
have done little or no playwrighting, have furnished some of the best
dialogue.

Markey with Columbia
Under Exclusive Contract
Columbia has signed Gene Markey, scenarist and novelist, to write
exclusivel}' for its program. Although a comparative newcomer to
pictures, Markej' has written six
stories since the fall. These include
"Close Harmony," "Listen, Baby!"
"S\ ncopation," "Sweethearts," and
"The Gay Lady." Among his novels
are "Dark Island," "Book of Caricatures." "Literary Lights," "Man
Aljout Town," and Stepping High,"
filmed as "Syncopation." He has
also had several plays produced, including "The Eskimo" and "Right

Marston,
Psychologist
You Are."
WorkMarston,
on "U"
Serial!
Dr.AtWilliam
psychologist,
is at work on "Ace of Scotland Yard,"
Universal's talker serial, has evolved
what he terms a new suspense formula for serials, which is being incorporated in theconsists
"U" chapter
stories.
The formula
of intensifying
the suspense at the end of each chapter and addin" pull-back power to
each episode. It also supplies, a
problematical menace with several
possibilities of escape. Crauford
Kent and Florence Allen have the
leads.

"Touchdowm," Mulhall's Next
Fire At Universal City
Jack
Mulhall's next production for
Fire at Universal Citv destroyed
National
will bestory.
"Touchdown,"
the sets which were to be used for First
an original football
Ted Maynard's next talker, "T(he
Swikcard
Dead
Dark Horse," thus holding up production for a week or so. Nora Lane
Charles F. Swikcard,
veteran dihas the lead opposite Maynard.
rector, is dead.
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H^ifferent!
The first spectacular
musical extravaganza of the talking screen

oAll jtngtng

That's You, Baby-and we don't mean maybe!

The Hottest,
Fastest,
Merriest
^
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DATES NOW

or NATIONAL
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Q/ill "Vanctng
COMEDY
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Screen s First Spectacular

Stunning girls, irresistible melodies,
bewitching ensembles— dazzling dances

Extravaganza

WEEK

SAMPLE. »
of the lobby cards on
this se ns at ional
production.
The exhibitor
is given a lobby

display of Broadway quality
and perfection
which the f inest de luxe
house in the
country
would be
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Instalment, 'Sound Patent^ Series
19th
ANALYSIS ENTERS NEW
FACEJN_TH1S ISSUE
instal-

This is the nineteenth
fncnt in "Sound Patents," a
scries of articles dealing zvith
the patent history of sound and
synchronication devices in the
United States, England, France
and Germany.
Benjamin
T.
Rauber,
Netv
author.
the
is
attorney,
York patent

French patent No. 421,795, issued
to Maurice Couadeon Jan. 4, 1911
shows a still different type of electric timing device. The principle
underlying the invention is illustrated
in a wiring diagram in Fig. 1 of the
patent, in which (A) represents a
drum driven by the phonograph and
provided with a pair of insulated
contact strips (1) and (2) extending circumferentially to within a
short distance of each other and connected respectively with collecting
and (4). • A drum (A')
(3)
rings
similarly
provided with insulated contact strips (T) and (2') and collecting rings (3') and (4') is driven
by the projection machine at such a
Tate that its rotation is equal to that
of the drum (A) when the projection machine is driven in synchronism with the phonograph. As shown
in the diagram a number of brushes
(5), (6) and (7). bearing against the
contact strips (1) and (2) as the
latter rotate, are spaced about the
circumference of the drum and a
numbersimilarly
of brushes
(5'), (6')
and (7')
are
disposed
about
the
drum(7)(A').
' The brushes
(6)
and
are connected
to the (5),
brushes
(5'), (6') and (7'), respectively by
connecting wires (8), (9) and (10).
Also, the commutator ring (3) of
drum (A) is connected to the commutator ring (4') of drum CA')
through a wire (11), a lamp or other
signal device (15) and a battery (13)

and the commutator ring (4) is connected through a wire (12), lamp
(16) and battery (14) to the commutator ring (3').
be apparent, therefore,
that It
thewill
battery
(14)
and lamp (16) are always connected
in circuit with the contact strips
(D and (2), while the battery (13)
and lamp (15) are always connected
to the
strips
(2') and and
(1)
and
that,contact
when the
phonograph
projection machine are in synchronous relation to each other and the

drums (A)
and (A')
are isin no
the return
same
relative
positions,
there
circuit for either of the batteries (13)
or (14) and neither of the lamps
(15) or (16) glows, inasmuch as the
strip (1) is then connected only to
the trip (T) and the strip (2) to the
strip
(2') through
the wires
(9)
and (10).
However,
if the(8),drum
(A') advances in the direction of the
arrow relatively to the drum (A),
strip (Z) is connected through the
wire (10) to the strip (1) completing tlie circuit throhgh the wire (11)
and lamp (IS) and the latter glows.
If, on the other hand, the drum is
retarded until the brush (6') conthe strip
the
brusli tacts
(6) withcontacts
with(1')
the while
strip (2),
strips (1')
(2) and
are a connected
through
the and
wire (9)
circuit is
completed through the wire (12) and
lamp (16) and the latter glows. Consequently, when synchronism is attained neither lamp glows while a too
rapid or too slow driving of the projection machine is indicated by a
glowing of the lamp (15) or lamp
(16). The patent also shows other
wiring arrangements employing the
same principle and apparatus cmbodying the same principle and apparatus embodying these wiring arrangements.
In British patent No. 183,763, issued to Arthur T. M. Johnson on
July 28, 1922, a vibrating reed is
used to indicate when the driving
mechanisms of the phonograph and
of the projection machine are running at the correct speed. The apparatus isillustrated for phonoe'-p'ihs
in Fig. 2 of the patent drawing,
which shows a switch and brake (e)
for the phonograph and a rheostat
(g) for controlling the speed of the

A vibrating rccd plays an important part in this British patent \o.

phonograph motor (4a). On the
shaft (h) of the phonograph motor is
mounted a commutator (u), which,
with each revolution of the shaft,
makes and breaks a circuit through
a circuit, (r) and a solenoid or electromagnet (s), and thus energizeand de-energizes the solenoid periodically at a rate corresponding to the
speed of the motor. A magneti
reed (w) is mounted adjacent tht
solenoid to be attracted with each
energizing of the latter. At the correct speed of the motor, the alternate
energizing and de-energizing of the
solenoid (s) will take place at tht
same intervals as the period of vibration of the reed (w), that is the rotation of the shaft (h) and commutator (u) will be in tune with the
reed, and the latter will vibrate. At
all other speeds the reed will fail to
vibrate and will thus indicate a
deviation from the correct speed.

Electric Synchronizing
Apparatus

Instead of using mechanical apparatus, such as gears, shafts, cams
and chains, bettveen and connecting
the phonograph or sound reproducing apparatus and the projection machine, a number of patents have been
^granted for electrically controlling
the driving of one apparatus from
the other or from a driving source.
Of such electric apparatus one type
uses escapements controlled by electric solenoids or electro-magnets,

Figrl

s

^S^ FiffTS.
K

Wt

FioJ
Illustrating

Early
the Couadeon

device,

patented

in France

in

1911

as

So.

421,795

example of device using electrical escapements to control speed; British Patent
No. 22,415

183,763 issued to Johnson

somewhat simalar to those described
previously for indicating the relative speeds of the phonograph and
projection machine to control automatically the driving mechanism, of
one reproducing apparatus, usually
the projection machine in accordance with the speed of the other.
An early example of the use of
such electric escapements for controlling the speed of a projection
machine by the speed of a phonograph is shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 of
British patent No. 22,415 issued to
Casimir De Proszynski on Dec. 31 j
1908. In the apparatus shown dia:-;
grammatically in these figures, a shaft
(A) is driven by the i)rojection machine apparatus and carries a crank
arm (B) which is connected by a
rod (L) to a bellows (S). The interior of the bellows (S) is connected by a tube (T) to a chamber (1)
formed in the shaft (A) and closed
at one end by a rotatable plate (C)
having a vent opening (2), which in
one position co-incides with or overlaps and thereby vents the chamber
(1). The plate (C) is loosely mounted on the shaft (A) but is rotated
from the shaft (A) through a spring
(F) which permits a limited rotation relative to the shaft. Normally
the plate (C) is held by the spring
(F) in such position that the opening
(2) overlaps the chamber (1) and
the bellows (S) '^.is vented to permit
the free turning of the shaft (A) and
rotation of the crank arm (B). The
rotation of the plate (C) is, however,
controlled by the rotation of the (phonograph and if the shaft (A) should
be rotated at a somewhat more rapid
speed than that of the phonograph
the chamber (1) would be displaced
in advance of the vent (2), the escape of air from the bellows (S)
would be prevented and the accumulation of air under pressure in the
bellows would act as a brake on the
turning of the shaft (A) until the
latter had been retarded sufficiently
to bring the chamber (1) into coincidence with the vent opening (2).
To control the rotation of the plate
(C), ismthe
phonograph-driving
mechanis provided
with an interrupter
(X) comprising contacts to open and
close an electric circuit through a
solenoid or electro-magnet (V) adjacent the shaft (A) at each revolution of the interrupter and to
thus alternately
energize
(Continued on
Page 12) and de-
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energize the solenoid. This periodic energizing and de-energizing
of the solenoid serves to rock an
anchor escapement (H) controlling,
as in the ordinary clock, a wheel (Q)
geared to the disc (C) by gears (E)
and (J) as shown in Fig. 2. The
electric circuit is also used to control the starting of the phonograph
from the projection machine, a drum
(O) driven by the phonograph mechism being provided with recesses to
receive the end of a hooked lever
(K) which is lifted to free the drum
by an electro-magnet (W) when
energized by the closing of a switch
(a) by contact with a finger (i) on
the projection machine shaft (A).

Estimates World's Film
Output at 1,340 Yearly
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The world's feature
film output has been estimated at
1,340 pictures yearly by a prominent
German economist, according to a
report to the M. P. Section of the
Dept. of Commerce. He allocates
production as follows: U. S. 700 or
53.7 per cent; Canada and the rest
of America, 50 or 4.1 per cent; Europe, 520 or 37.8 per cent; Asia, 50,
or three per cent; and Australia 20
or 1.5 per cent. Of the European
productions
Germany's share is more
than 220 features.
Arrested Fifth Time
Portsmouth, O. — Three local managers have been arrested for the
fifth time for showing Sunday pictures. They were released on $100
bond and half an hour later they
opened their houses to capacity business.
Sunday Victory in Alabama
Dotham — Attempt to abolish Sunday shows has met defeat when city
council by a margin of six to three
voted down an ordinance sponsored
by a committee of laymen from
Dothan
churches.
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Sunday
Shows
Stay
Jacksonville, Fla. — Lake City, Fla.,
voters defeated Sunday shows and
baseball
at an election.
KiU "Blue" Law
Bedford, la. — Bill prohibiting
Sunday shows was killed at a special
election by a majority of 158.

T
THHAATT'S

By PHIL

M. DALY

T\AVID PALFREYMAN,
secre■■-' tary of the Detroit Film Board
of Trade, will join the Hays organization in the theater contract service
department. Dave is one of those
old-timers who remembers the days
when Frtd Cubberley of F. & R.
used to peddle "Dante's Inferno," the
first all-talker. Fred was the alltalker, and stood alongside the
screen with a teacher's pointer explaining what it was all about. In
those days the continuity was so terrible they had to use a pointer to
bridge the jumps from one sequence
to another.
*
*
♦
Dave recalls that Fred used to
talk in English so the Swedish
audiences in Minnesota wouldn't
find out how little he knew about
Dante. But the filliim business has
since the
taught
both
about
Inferno.
*
*

lot

"Mother's Boy, It Takes a Mother
*
to Love You."
Believe

*
*
It or Not

The city editor of the "New York
Times" phoned Al Selig of TifTanyStahl that he had some space to fill
and wanted a story WITHOUT
FAIL. But when Al came to, hours
later, the doggone
sheet had gone
to press.
*
*
*
Mur-Ad

*

MORNING

a

Remember
When
— from the Bond
You could
walk
building at 46th St. and Broadway
to the Paramount building and get
there the same day? Now, with the
traffic jam holding you at every
corner, it is like traveling abroad.
When you get back to your office,
years later, all ragged and gray, your
lease has expired, your wife has left
you for desertion, all the M. P. Club
members on the
sixth floor have
learned to talk
English, and your
office boy owns
the Bond building
and tells a porter
to give that dirty
looking tramp the
bum's
rush.
*
♦
*
Theme
Song

Protest
Sunday
Shows
Bath, Me. — Local church and ministerial associations have filed a protest with the licensing board against
Sunday shows.
Sunday Shows for Clarkfield
Clarkfield, Minn. — At the recent
spring election residents voted 193
to 95 for Sunday shows. Twice previously the project had been defeated.

of 'em
*

reproduces like a
buzz saw in your
first talking picyour v-'-l-'-e
If ture,
be non
ant— ^light
a cha
Murad before you
light
out
from
Hollywood.
*
*

No,ris" isHyacinth,
"Innocents
of Panot a miracle
play.
*
*
*
Famous Film Conversations
"Ain't I your friend?"

•

•

•

"CONSOLIDIZED"
is the best you can say about a
film. It means that its life and
beauty are protected for at least
50% more showings.
CONSOLIDIZING means an end of
film troubles. No more scratches
or damage from oil, heat or moisture. No more checked perforations. No more returns, complaints
and losses.
It means satisfied producers and
exchange managers. Uninterrupted
projection, more brilliant screening, satisfied audiences, satisfied
exhibitors.
The CONSOLIDIZED

label is a

guarantee of satisfaction backed by
CONSOLIDATED— world's foremost
laboratories who developed this secret formula for film preservation.

Amazing Results

CONrOLIPIZED
Consolidated Film Indu5TRIE5,inc.
NEW

YORK

Look for This Label

HOLLYWOOD

Of The Year

Noisiest Production
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Glen Oaks Golf Club, Long Island
The Committee
Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp.
William Brandt, Brandts' Theaters
Earle Hammons, Educational
Wm. A. Johnston, "M. P. News"
Don Mersereau, "The Film Daily"
Arthur Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Jack Alicoate, "The Film Daily"
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"Abie" Plagiarism Suit Filed
Against Universal Thrown Out
{Continued

duccrs, critics, dramati.sts and students of drama history.
Universal's defense was "The
Cohens and the Kellys" was derived
from a play, "Two Blocks Away,"
written by Aaron Hoflfnian and produced on Broadway by Charles DillinKham.
From the legal standpoint the case
was of interest because Miss Nichols'
counsel advanced an unusual tlieory
for the determining of copyright infringement. Tlie story consisted, in
the words of Judge Goddard's decision, of "the segregation of the
scenes of a play or picture, and the
extraction and comparison of the
ideas or emotions forming the collocation of the play and picture under
consideration, the theory being that
if these be similar the underlying
ideas, emotional themes, basic characters and "the crucible" must be
similar and hence that infringement
follows." This theory was rejected
by the court.

fro^n

I'mje

1)

grouping of them winch prochicc tlic
emotions that are to be compared.
Similar emotions may be caused by

IS

GOLFERS,
Sign this and forward

ATTENTION!
to The

Film Daily,

1650

Broadwmyl

Here is my entry and Ten DoUara for the Spring Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Wednesday, May 22nd, at the Glen
Oaks Country Club, Little Neck, L. 1.

very different ideas," said the decision.
If any such legal theory had been
judicially accepted and applied to the
extent of declaring infringement to
NAME
have been committed in this case,
it is thought by some lawyers and
copyright experts that the foundaADDRESS
tions of the copyright law would have
been undetermined so as to render
It urill amvpUfy matters for the Handicap Committee if you
hazardous the undertaking of any motion picture or theatrical work dealing with a subject already treated by
will forward your last three scores
another. From this viewpoint, it is
reasonable to assume the industry
The Committee
has been saved from curtailment of
Bruce Gallup, Unjtad Artists
its rights.
Wm. A. Johnston, "M. P. News"
Tiiis case was originally filed in
Don Mersereau,
Daily"Leterman
Wm.
Brandt, Brandts' Theaters
Arthur
Stebbins, "Film
Stebbins,
Earle H amnions, Educatlooal
March, 1926. For various reasons,
& Gates
it was postponed until February,
Jack Alicoate, "Film Daily"
1929, involving three years of preparation by the attorneys of both
sides — O'Brien, Malevinsky & DriscoU for Anne Nichols, and Siegfried
"That two productions display the F. Hartman, general counsel for
same trend of emotions is not enough Universal. The trial counsel for
to show plagiarism. Emotions, like Miss Nichols was Judge I. R. Oeland
mere ideas, are not subject to pre- and ex-Governor Nathan L. Miller
(Continued from Page 1)
emption; they are common property. and Siegfried F. Hartman handled
Gulick, Paul, Universal
It is the incidents or elements
or the defense.
to carry away some memento, other
Hall, Fred Fulton,
Mordaunt,
"N. Y.Lab.Times"
than a bad score. Arrangements have Harding,
Universal
Hatrick,
E.
B.
been finally completed. The commit- Harrowor, Jack, "Film Daily"
Find Small Theaters
Publix-RKO Deal on,
tee urges prospective players to bear Homstein,
Hodae, Hal, Joe.Columbia
Latter Gets Proctor
in mind that absolute capacity is 180.
Give
Way
to
the
Big
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
When that figure is reached, the lists Hudson, Earl, "M. P. News"
reports grew more persistent last Unemployment Conference, of which close, whereupon late comers are Jensen, Emil, United Artists
Kahn,
Herbert.
Johnson,
Wm., "M. P. News"
night that Publix and R-K-O were President Hoover is chairman. The simply out of luck.
To date, the roster embraces
the Kann, Maurice, "Film Daily"
working out a deal covering the committee, which was appointed in following:
Greater New York territory by which January, 1928, finished on March 2
Kirsch, Marvin,
Daily"
Klemmer,
L. C. "Film
both ciiains will enter upon a the- its study of the facts shown by the
Levy, Jules,
May,
Mitchell,PirstJr. National.
P. M., S.
"M. P. News"
Abeles, Arthur
ater buying and building campaign survey, and will publish its report Abbott,
this
month.
as a move to offset the strong hold
Mersereau, Dave,
Don, "Film
Daily"
Alicoate,
"Film
Daily"
Mountain,
Richmount
Asher, E. Jack,
M.
which the Fox organization secures
The increase in the use of auto- Barondess, Benjamin, Universal Lab.
Mueller, W. Walter, Continental
Litho.
Pelterson,
Arthur.
mobiles and the construction of
in the metropolitan area via the Loew
Benjamin,
Paul,
Nat'l
Screen
Service
Blumenthal,
Louis F.
Price, Oscar.
purchase and the acquisition of in- good roads in rural areas are the Brady, Richard, Eastman Kodak
RabeU, William.
dependent chains under the name of main factors in determining this de- Brandt, Harry, Ira Haupt.
Reisman,
Phil. Pathe
Robinson.
Myron.
cline in the number of the small Brandt, William.
Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses,
Inc.
Brown,
Geo., Warner
Bros.
Rothafel, Samuel.
houses. The total number of pic- Cohen,
Julius.
theaters on March 1, 1927. was
Schwartz.
Marty.
Cohn, Jack,
Kydell.
Lon, "Variety."
Publix Invading Upper 15,119,ture and
iShapiro, Jack.
a year later 14,235, acCunningham,
J. P., Barnes
"Film Printing
Daily" Co.
DeFabritis, Walter,
cording to this source.
Sherman. Ben.
New York Territory
(Continued

from

Page

1)

the step credited to Publix is necessary. A. C. Hayman has long been
in practical control of the situation
in Niagara
Falls.
The theater to be built by Shea
on the site of Whittemore's Tavern
will have Publix participation and is
the theater called for when the partnership arrangement between Publix
and Shea was entered upon some
time r.go. Locally. Fox owns a half
interest in the Great Lakes theater,
Mike Comerford retaining a similar
share.

Mascagni, Opera Composer,
Sought
(Continuedfor
from"Cavalleria"
Page 1)
work, and is expected to accept the
offer, according to word received by
International News Service in London from Rome.
The offer was made some time
ago. His friends say he has intimated that he will consent.

27 Golfers Join Ranks:
Tournament One Week Away

Deny W.E. Seeks to Settle
Tobis Suit Out of Court
(Continued

from

Page

1)

permit interchangeability
over both
systems.
The German group originally
fijf.d suit against tiie Regal Cinema
claiming that its Western Electric reproducer involved infringement
of the former's patents. Request
for a preliminary injunction against
Western Electric was withdrawn
in London on May 4 in favor
of an immediate trial. The action
is considered to be a test of the

Ebenstein,
Herbert
R.
Eysmann,
Henry, Universal I^ab.
Fields. Sy. Coyne Engraving
Co.
Frankel, William.
Gainsboro,
Hy.

Siegel, Henry.
Stebbins, Arthur W.
Steinbuch,
A. C, Universal
Stolzer, Irving, Universal
Lab
Stuart, Max, Barnes Printing Co.
Tiemey,
Howard
S.
Walsh,
Eugene,
Universal
Weinstein, Charles,
Wilson,
George
C. Tyrone,
Pa.
Yates, H. J.. Consolidated
Film Ind.

Gallup, Bruce, United Artists
Garyn, Pat, Nat'l Screen Service
Gerety, Tom,
MG-M
Goetz,
Harry,Jack.
Paramount.
Gottfreund,

the Klangfilm-Tobis action out of Entire novels or operas may )>'-.
court, or that any such moves would placed upon a comparatively short
film, which, replacing the familiar
he undertaken.
disc, might be placed on the "film
and reproduced over a
New Sound Device Coining phonograph"
period
two hours or more without of
interruption.

from RCA, Reports State
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Buy Kansas City House
validity
of Western Electric's patents declare Radio owns the device but
in England.
Kansas City, Mo. — Joseph B. Petthat it is not expected that there will
be commercial use of it for at least tito and associates have taken over
W. D. Turner, general patent at- a year, and that it is intended large- the Bagdad from Abe Baier.
torney for Western Electric, is en
ly for theatrical use in connection
Wilmington
Corp.
route to London to advise in the pa- with sound.
tent suit pending there against his
Perfection of means of recording
Wilmington, Del. — Mid-Continent
company. It has denied in New York sound on films in connection with Theaters Corp. has been formed by
L.
F. Brown, C. W. and John J.
by Western Electric yesterday that the picture industry is said to lie at
overtures
had been made
to settle
the basis of the "film phonograph."
Jolls.

$1 HIT! oF
s a pictui'e
Usr^th
e Bu/ie/t
Myrna Loy wins acclaim in
role of volcanic gypsy
charmer. Nubi is bolder and
badder than ever. Telegram.

'A good evening's entertainment*. .Evening
.
World.

Box OfFice Man
in Hew York I

Two performances glowing
and genuine and believable.
Alice Joyce and Myrna Loy
distinguish themselves.
... World.

I

it

Flaming hot entertainment.
Glorious background.
Plot
absorbing. . .holds audiences'
interest all the way through.
It has the power to keep an
audience engrossed for every
moment of its seven reels!'
. . . Daily News.
A good evening's entertainment.Interesting, compelling
drama . . . Graphic.

With ALICE JOYCE, RICHARD
TUCKER, MYRNA
LOY,
LORETTA YOUNG and ZASU
PITTS. Played by Jean Bart.
Screen version by Bradley King.
Directed by Alexander Korda.

FIR/T
NATIONAL'/
K>07oi,/6er

Y

OU'LL

meet

p him at the
f box-office
F window

of

[ the Central Theatre. He'll be glad to
[ give you a few minutes of his time
k to tell you just how far in advance

I you must buy seats for

Menjou, Jannings, Dix Off Paramount Program

iHE
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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In the Booth
destiny of sound picTHE
tures, insofar as the public
is concerned, rests weightily in the lap of the man in the
theater booth. The projectionist
can make or break the show and,
therefore, his importance in the
exhibition scheme should be realized.

Thursday,

does not already — that patrons
daily are being converted against Jersey Houses Go to Fox
Wednesday; 9 Involved
sound because of unsatisfactory
Union City, X. J.— Fox Metroixilperformance so that he can give itan
Playhouses, Inc. is slated to take
his best in the opposite direction.
over theaters of the New Jersey
Theatrical Enterprises, operated by
A Motion Picture

Bullish

The rumor market staggered
through a bullish raid yesterday.
Everything happened and yet nothing happened. Certain gentlemen
continued to croon "I See a Merger in Your Dreamy Eyes" at a particular company, which failed to join
in the chorus.
K A N N

16,

Price

1929

5 Cents

PyKLIX BUYS 10 MID-WEST W. E. TO WAR AGAINST
HOUSES; OUT AFIER MORE
SOUND INFRINGEMENTS

A Publi.\ invasion in Indiana and
Ohio is planned, acquisition of ten
theaters in Gary, Marion, Kokomo,
Anderson and Canton merely being
the first step in the contemplated
move.
Tile houses just annexed are to be
operated by a new company in which
will hold a fifty per cent inThe task, serious as it is, is two- Publix terest,
the remaining share to remain
in the hands of the former owners,
fold. First, it is the manager's
job to instil in the mind of the C. J. Wolf and V. U. Young. The
theaters are the Palace, Broadway
projectionist how vital a human and Orpheum in Gary; Palace and
cog he is in the proper functioning Marion in Marion; Indiana and Sipe
of this mechanical contrivance. in Kokomo; Palace in Anderson and
Lyceum in Canton. OperaSecondly, the projectionist himself Palacetionand
under the Publix wing becomes
should learn to appreciate — if he effective June 2.

In it slipped. Even passed by the
Fox crowd as a routine affair. Reference ismade now to "The Valiant"
which has built up so solidly at the
Roxy this week that yesterday ended
a decision to hold it for a second
week. Paul Muni, another newcomer, is the particular shining
luminary in this story of heartbreak
and heroism and of a gallant gentleman who, although a convicted
murderer, lied magnificently so that
his family would never know how he
died. Muni gives a sterling performance— a study in restrained and
dramatic acting. The picture intermingles real power with its tragedy.
In point of audience effectiveness.
the eye wiping that may be seen at
> its Roxy daily supplies sufficient evidence. William K. Howard directed
this all-talker and did a notable job.
"The Valiant" ranks easily among
the best of the talkers so far proT duced.

May

Morris Kutinsky, on Wednesday in
New York.
The theaters included are the Ma(Continued

on

Page

8)

Moissi to Make Foreign
Talker for Warners
Alexander Moissi, German actor,
is to make a full length all talker in
a foreign language for distribution
abroad for Warners.
The play is
{Continued

on

Page

8)

M-G-M Net for 28 Weeks is
$3,041,026 Before Taxes

M-G-M reports for the 28 weeks
ended March 10 a profit of $3,041,026 after expenses but before Federal taxes compared with $3,032,838
in the 28 weeks ended March 11,
1928.

the long
List on
ThreeOffstars,
Paramount program, will
appear when the schedule
1929-30 is announced; They

the
not
for
are

Suits Reproducers
Against Being
'Bootleg'
Prepared

Attorneys for Western Electric are
busy preparing a number of suits
against manufacturers of sound reproAdolphe
Menjou,
Richard
D'x
ducers. In each instance, charges of
and Emil Jarmings.
patent infringement will be made and
Menjou has been talking
the actions will not be confined to
about production abroad; Dix
any particular section of the country.
may go with RKO while JanNot only is the move contemplated
tioning.
nings is now in Berlin vacain order to protect what W. E. terms
its patent rights, but the plan is
understood to reach further. Western
Electric officials are known to feel
that the progress of sound pictures
is being seriously impeded by the
presence of "bootleg" equipment on
the market. The proposed legal fireworks are aimed at some of them in
order to eliminate poor sound reproSeventy pictures will be released
duction in theaters and in that way
bv Paramount next season, all of maintain the prestige of good sound
them in sound. Of this number, with the theatergoers of the nation.
about 33 will be star pictures with
personalities such as George Bancroft, Nancy Carroll, Buddy Rogers,
Clara Bow, Clive Brook, Evelyn
Brent, Harold Lloyd, Moran and
Mack, William Powell, Maurice
Chevalier and others.
Approximately 20 will be musical
Differences between Warner Bros,
comedies or contain a generous pro- and Western Electric over the price
portion of singing.
and speed of delivery of W. E. sound
reproducers is to be resumed today
Anne Nichols to Appeal
in New York. The contract signed
Decision in "Abie" Case between these two companies proAnne Nichols' suit to collect $3,vides that all dispjutes on -it' er side
000,000 damages from the Universal must be settled by arbitraf i -■ .
Pictures Corp., Carl Laemmle and
When (Continucd
the hearings
were terminon Page 8)
Harry Pollard, will continue in the

33 STAR FILMS, 70 AIL
TOLD FROM PARAMOUNT

WARNER-WIAilTERS TO
RESUME HEARINGS TODAY

(Continued

on

Page

8)

Jules Levy Becomes Film
Buyer for R-K-0 String

Gross profit was $5,935,809; operHiram
S. Brown, president of Rating expense, $3,354,824 leaving an
yesterday appointed Jules Levy,
operating profit of $2,580,985 to aK-O
former sales manager for Universal
which is added $460,041 for miscel- and for some time New
York sales
laneous income.
(Continued
on Page 8)

M.P. Academy Plans Series
of Sound Investigations
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Sound problems and
how best to surmount them will be
the basis of a series of investigations
to be conducted by the Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences.

Double Features in Sound, Golf Tournament Creeping Skouras Continuing Stage
Latest New England Gag
Up;
Where's Your Entry? Shows in St. Louis Houses
.'"i.x more days to go for the spring
New Haven — New England re-

mains true to its double feature
bogey. The Bijou has just launched
a double sound bill with "The Shake
Down" and "Blue Grass."

golf tournament.
Yet, as the committee went over the list of entries
yesterday many of the players who
(Continued

on

Page

8)

St. Louis — Skouras Bros, will continue stage shows at the Ambassador and Missouri, despite the fact
that Publix, which is interested in
(Continued

on

Page

8)
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'U' Film Shown On Derby
Train Going to Louisville
The Kentucky Derby special, de
luxe all-Pullman train of the Pennsylvania raliroad, which leaves New
York City to-day for Louisville loaded with racing enthusiasts bound for
the American turf classic Saturday at
Churchill Downs, will carry a special
motion picture theater car in which
will be shown Universal's racing feature, "Silks and Saddles" for entertainment of passengers en route. International Newsreel also will be
shown. The showing will be repeated on the return trip. "Silk and
Saddles" was made from a Gerald
Beaumont story, with Marian Nixon
and Richard Walling co-featured.
Robert F. Hill directed.

Zelnik, Back from Coast,
U. K.
i Plans Operettasin in
Hollywood

Back from a month
where he studied sound production
methods, Friedrich Zelnik, German
producer until recently associated
with First National in Berlin, is in
New York. He sails on the Mauretania May 22 to produce two opei
ettas in sound in England after
which he returns to New York.
Sidetrack Sunday Bill
Bridgeport,
Conn. — Bill
which
would
permit
pictures
on
Sunday
afternoons has been pigeonholed by
the common
council.
Renovating Beloit House
Beloit, Wis. — The Rex is being
renovated and rewired.

J
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Initial financing for Ungerleider
Financial Corp., investment trust
formed under Delaware laws and
sjionsored by Samuel Ungerleider,
William Fox, W. C. Durant and
500
Sales
others, will offer an issue of 500,000
1,300
3',5 66 shares of capital stock today by
200 Samuel Ungerleider & Co. at $52 a
share.
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WANT

1650

B'way,

18, Mike Simmons will present a
theme song feature, during his radio
hour, built around the melody, "Dear
Little Boy of Mine," which serves
as theme song for the film. The
musical offering which will go on
the air today and Friday, will be
broadcast over a network of 14 stations through WGBS of the General
Broadcasting System.

Catches
Accident
Scene
Kinograms, through Charles Sanwald, staff cameraman, caught pictures of the death of Harry Wirth,
who was killed when his car was
overturned during a race at Deer
Park Speedway,
Babylon, L. L
Banky Talker for Rivoli
"This Is Heaven," Vilma Banky's
first talking picture, comes into the

Rivoli May

25, following "Eternal

Tom Mix at St. Louis
St. Louis — Tom Mix opens a personal appearance engagement Saturday at the Ambassador.

PICTURES

MADE

BY

SHOH^MEN

The
Lists
Are
closing. State-Rights Exchangemen who want to
distribute the best Talking-Shorts of today, are
wanted by us.
We have talked with many. Before closing, we want
to be sure we have the best in each territory.

N. Y. C.

TO BUY!

Foreign travel, educational,
scenic and animal negative
suitable to magazine reel. Any
length over two hundred feet
per subject.
Address
BOX A-128
c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway

"Father and Son" Song on Radio
As an advance exploitation campaign for "Father
Columbia talker,
opening and
at theSon"
Roxy,
May

TALKING

SECRETARY,
BOOKKEEPER,
STENOGRAPHER,
CORRESPONDENT, LEGAL KNOWLEDGE
Young
Lady — Many
years
experience
practically every branch of motion picture industry.
Capable taking charge
of office or department.
erences. Box A-130 Excellent refDaily,

Second Anniversary and Awards
Dinner of the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Hollywood
May 20 Annual Conventiom of American
Federation of Musicians at Denver.
May 22 Annual
Spring
Daily Little
Golf
Tournamen
t at Film
Glen Oaks.
Neck, L. I.

Love."

THE

Clements Dead
Camden N. J.— Joseph Clements,
director, died of pneumonia at the
Bellevue Hospital here yesterday. He
was 41 years of age.

care Film

Today:

The company has authorization to
Opening
of "TheNew Black
at
the Gaiety,
York. Watch"
issue a total of 5,000,000 shares makof "Broadway"
at the
ing possible expansion to $750,000,000 May 27 Opening
Globe, New
York.
or more. Of the shares now being is- June 1-9 American Theater Equipment Exposition and Exhibitors Institute
sued 50,000 have been bought by
at Chicago.
Samuel Ungerleider & Co. for cash June 11-12 Convention of Oklahoma exhibitor
unit at Oklahoma City.
at $50 a share. The company is to
start business with a cash capital June 16-17 Summer convention of North
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrightsof $25,000,000.
ville. Beach, N. C.

King En Route to Coast
6"
3Charles
King
is en route to the
Coast to resume
work for M-G-M.

101
78

Book
TheDate
Industry's

N. Y.

C.

If among the readers of this advertisement there are
leading Independents who have not communicated
with us, now is the time to do it.
Address IMPERIAL
way, New York.

PICTURES,

Inc., 1841 Broad-

Adding Value
to the Big BroadAvay Sliows!

W^fm

-JNYALL

SHANCUARRO

LL

FALSK ALARM
KIUK COMPANY.
lA>nte<ly with Sniith und Dale.
IIIGIILO\( BROW.

Novelty Sketch.

YA.NKKK DOODLK
Screen Son);.

BOY. Paramount
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=
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PARAMOUNT
TALKIXG
and MUSICAL SHORTS

Coming
A WAVE- ^
PROSPERITir
NATIONAL
PRE-RELEASE

JUNE IS^
ONE

Get your dates set now^^

WITHOUT
>NE ^^^
ON
ONE
VMTH
VnAPHONE
VTTAPHONE
rAPHONE^^VHAF

INEG^IVESI

"piGHT
now—
IT
^ MOST—
whileWHEN
it's redYOU
hot—NEED
while millions are feverishly keen to see and hear it—
that's when Warner Bros, give you this boxoffice colossus! Right now — today — launch
your box-office on a record-breaking run —
get your dates set for "NOAH'S ARK".

■H...

Ems

present

DOLORES

COSTELLO -NOAH

BOX
OFnCE
RSCORD
IfVRECKERS
THE

V

DESERT
SONG
The world famous stage musical play brought to the screen
in a glorious Vitaphone production. All Singing — All Talking— All Box Office! Now at Warner Bros. Theatre. N. Y.
C.
Two-a-day — at $2.50 top.

WAKNtlLhROS. present

\*f,

GQsnuo^^

DOLORES'^

X

The Belle of the Box-Office Rings the Bell again! 'The
Glad Rag Doll" is sure to make your box-office happy !
A corking picture featuring a nationally popular song hit —
"The Glad Rag Doll."

}
DOLORES
COSTELLO
MADONNA^

i

AVENUE A
Golden Dolores in a new and entirely different role. Sure
to win her new fans and the acclaim of millions of her followers. Get your dates now I

J^

Ue aTIME,
nd
ThePlACC
The GIRV

e Spectacle of the Age
FuU
your
vour

Hey! Hey!

of Pep.
box-office
dates?

CoUegiate!

Youth,
Gaiety.
Music
LIFE.
thermometer show a new high!

Will
What

yi^/it-jafiir-^iy ■<;-.— '..'■»^,r*. .o.-y,^-,-^^,.^-

iRK"-^^ George

Bastd OK 6ke Storu b^ DARRYL FRANCIS ZANUCK
Scenario 6y AMTHONY COLDEWAY

Directed 6^ MICHAEL CURTIZ

make
about
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Carewe Drops Directing
To Head U. A. Companies
Deserting the directing end of the
business, Edwin Carewe is set to
become the producing head of two
United Artists units. He is now
completing direction of "Evangeline," starring Dolores del Rio.
Gray Opposite Marion Davies
Sound version of "Marianne,"
Marion Davies vehicle for M-G-M.
will not have Oscar Shaw as the
male lead owing to his return to
New York to fulfill a stage contract.
He played in the silent version.
Lawrence Gray instead will do the
part in the dialogue version.
Renews Gulliver Contract
Dorothy Gulliver has signed a new
contract with Universal.
MacLean
Quits Production
Douglas MacLean is reported finished with the production end of the
business.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn. 3580

AL SHEAN

"The Black Watch"
Fox
Carthay
Circle, Los Angeles

A Little
''Lots'*
om WILK
frRALPH

By

Hollywood
EDDIE CLINE, the director, is a
booster for Wisconsin. He declares the Badger state has produced
many good directors and names J. G.
Blystone, Bill Night, Nick Grinde and
Ralph Ceder among those who hail
from Wisconsin.
*
*
*
Monte Carter, former stage producer and director, directed the dialogue inversal.
"Come
Across,"
for m.uch
UniMonte has
directed
dialogue at Universal and p^-om.ises
to have a busy year.
*
*
*
A. Leslie Pearce, director
of dialogue pictures, is now; coproducing "Little Orchid Annie" at the
* Mayan
*
* theater.
Buck and Bubbles, Orpheum headliners, have been signed by Pathe to
star in Hugh Wiley's Wild Cat
stories, which Monty Brice is producing.
*

*

EXAMINER _ ♦ ♦ • almost achieves
greatness. In the latter portion it becomes
just another motion picture. From a viewpoint of new uses for sound, John Ford's
latest directorial effort for Fox reveals brilliantly clever effects in synchronization and
photography. » ♦ ♦ Victor McLaglen is
given the best character assigned him since
Captain Flagg in "What
Price Glory?"
EXPRESS—* * * the finest dramatic picture of the day. * * * Big in theme and
treatment,
it has
true epical
* * of*
As a technical
specimen
of thepower.
progress
dialogue
pictures,
Black Watch"
unsurpassed.
As "The
a spectacle
filled withis
vast numbers, beauty of scenes, unflagging
action and suspense, and shot through with
humor that is enforced, it is sure to draw
and hold public interest for weeks.
HERALD — No picture in the brief history of the talkies has approached "The
Bh-ick Watch" for the vivid union of the
art of photography with that of sound recording. Yet the new film at the Carthay
Circle will go down in cinema history as a
might-have-been
great production.
This ability
isto tie
due,hischiefly,
John scenes
Ford's into
ingorgeousto mass
a story. » » * There are any number of
impressive shots. * * * The picture has a
remarkable audible appeal, too, in its subtly
stirring
* « * charm of India
TIMES Indian
— That music,
indefinable
is carried to a remarkable degree throughout the picture. Photography is nothing
less than superb. * * ♦ Here are possibilities for a strange, interesting romance in
a field new to the screen. But the story
has proved too elusive. It never convinces,
and in fact it seldom achieves coherency.

*

Our Passing Show: Lucien
Hubbard, Edward T. Lowe,
Jr., WiUy Wyler, J. Grubb
Alexander, Andy Rice, at the
recent premiere of "The High
Vajda
Sells Pathe
Twio
Road."
Pathe has bought two vehicles
written by Ernest Vajda for talkers.
"The Woman in the Black Cape,"
will be Ina Claire's next while the
other, as yet untitled, will be for
Gloria Swanson.
Philharmonic in Brown Film
Director Clarence Brown is using
the Los Angeles
Philharmonic
Orchestra in a sequence
of "Wonder
of AVomen."
Seegar for Menjou Film
Mirian Seegar, English actress, has
been given one of the principal supporting leads in Adolph Menjou's
latest, "The
Concert."

and LYNN

1929

THATS

Hollywood Happenings
A five year contract with Richard
Arlen highlights a series of contracts
just signed with featured players by
Paramount. In addition to Arlen,
Neil Hamilton ,Mary Brian and Hal
Skelly have also signed new contracts. Miss Brian recently completed
"The Man I Love" and "A Man
Must Fight," while Skelly under his
new contract will appear in "Woman
Trap."

16,

4

Coast Wire Service

Paramount Renews With
More Featured Players

May

CANTER

WIRED
Ready dextro tempore, for the producers, directors, librettists, etc.,
of the vax cinematography, kinetophone or in the vernacular of
animated photography, the 'Talkies', is MR. SHEAN, the celebrated
comedian (formerly Gallagher and Shean) in association with MISS
CANTER, comedienne who has in her support a charming personality, a pretty face and vocal accomplishments that have served her
well in many Broadway musical productions.
This couplej of fun-makers are successfully appearing at the
Palace Theatre, twice daily at 2:55 and 8:55 P. M.
Propositions are invited.

Address John A. Schultz, c/o PatJCasey, 701 Seventh Ave.,N.Y.C.

"The Duke Steps Out"
M-G-M
Capitol, New York

M. DALY
THAT

By PHIL

^

LARRY KENT, in charge of short
subject production at the Paramount Long Island studio, is pestered with flappers calling him up in
the belief that he is Larry Kent, tli
screen player. So in self defens<
Larry has the following formula
ready as soon as he hears a feminine
voice on the phone:
"I have no photographs and I'm
booked solid for a month, and besides you're on a busy wire — good*
*
*

On Location
George E. Kann, who is managinc
the "Trader
Horn" company, write
from South Africa that all the Nairobi natives received
him
with
salaams and salutations, waving copies of this yere fillum paper at him.
It seems
that the dinges
had confused him with some
bird who
a!
bye!"
ways
himself
"KANN"
the j
,
end of signs
a daily
column
on the atfront
page

dealing with the picture business which they mistook for reports
on the local head-hunting situation in
the jungle.
+
*
*
In returming his entry blank for
the Film Golf Tournament on May
22, Bill Yearsley of World Wide in"What isabout
this Golf?"
Dunno quires:
much
it ourselves,
Bill. It's something

like mergers,
or importing foreign pictures —
AMERICAN—* ♦ ♦ is a James Cruze pro
duction, and that director has turned out a just one of those things you do
snappy
little comedy,
filled with
pep and through force* of *habit. *

speed and punctuated with bright touches in
this silver sheet yarn.
DAILY NEWS—* * * is happy, snappy,
light, fast and thoroughly entertaining.
EVENING JOURNAL— The comedy com
plications that ensue are lightly diverting,
and James Cruze's direction gives the picture both speed and humor. The college atmosphere is pleasant, and a well-photographed
championship
bout provides an entertaining
climax.
Haines improves with each picture,

DISCOVERED

I ain't one to be fooled by that
M
Dere 'fil:
name Phil
be
Daly
lotta wich
hooie
cause I seer
through it righi
* * *away
when I sci
EVENING WORLD— This story is not up
Film
Daily
riti
Daily. I sed Phil M. Daly to myself
to the standard set by (Haines) * * * so much after
shoulda
of this story taxes credulity that it doesn't
quite click.
called
it Fill 'en
GRAPHIC-^It is a light, foolish comedy You'se
and entertaining from start to finish. It is
* Don * Hancock.
is
chock full of good laughs, * * *
HERALDTRIBUNE — The unfortunate
result is that the film * * * is, despite a certain sprightliness, both commonplace and
reminiscent.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— James Cruze
hasPOST
scored
hit * * * very much, but
— Itanother
isn't anything
at
the
same
time
it
furnishes good entertainment.
SUN — It is pleasant, competently produced,
and the star adds zest and charm to his role
of a rich and adventurous prize fighter who
also happened to be the wooly sheep of a
well known family. But — there have been
just one too many of these in recent months.
TELEGRAM — * * » a lightweight but
amusing
little program
picture * * *
TIMES—
Cruze * ♦ ♦ directed
and a number of otherJames
film achievements,
this
subject. His skill with the camera and his
keen sense of humor help as much as Mr.
Haine's
grimaces feature.
and gestures to make this
an
entertaining
WORLD — A subdued and much less fresh
William Haines — and, therefore, a William
Haines not nearly so amusing and entertainw « tting as usually
he manages
to make himself.

Mur-Ad
If all the studio officials agree yoi
have just directed
your
worst
pic
ture, be nonchalant — light a Murac
and tell 'em vou can do worse.
*
*
*
Believe It Or Not—
An
exchange
manager refused
a Coca Cola from
a home office official.
Diddle,

Daily Pome
diddle, dumpling

John
Lost Myhis son
bankrole
On a theme song.

IN PKCI)4C4TieN

THE

DAILV

GOLFERS,

(Continued

1650 Broadway!

Here is my entry and Ten Dollars for the Spring Film Golf
Tournament, to he held on Wednesday, May 22nd, at the Glen
Oaks Country Club, Little Neck, L. I.
NAME

Committee

if you

will forward your last three scores

The Committee
Bruce Gallup, United Artists
Wm. Brandt, Brandts' Theaters
Earle Hanunons,
Educational
Jack Alicoate,

jestic. Grove and Montgomery Sts.;
Tivoli, Communipaw Ave.; Cameo,
Danforth at Ocean Aves. ; Fulton,
Jackson and Fulton Aves.; Monticello, Communipaw and Monticello
Aves.; Capitol, Newark Ave. and
Henderson St.; Strand, Fairmounl
and Bergen Aves.; Apollo, Jackson
and Wilkinson Aves. and the Rialto
at West Side and Comnnmipaw Ave

Jules Levy Becomes Film
Buyer
for from
R-K-0
String
(Continued
Page 1)

ADDRESS
It will simplify Ttiatters for the Handicap

"Film Daily"

May

16,

1929

Warner-W.E Arbiters
Jersey Houses Go to Fox
to Resume Hearings
Wednesday;
9 Involved
(Continued from Page 1)

ATTENTION!

Sign this and forward to The Film Daily,

Thursday,

Wm. A. Johnston, "M. P. News"
Don Mersereau, "Film Daily"
Arthur
Stebbins, Stebbins,
Leterman
& Gates

Golf Tournament Creeping
Up; Where's
Your Entry?
(Continued from Page 1)

Klemmer, L. C.
Lesser, Irving, Gen'l Talking
Levy, Jules, First National.
May. Mitchell. Jr.
McDermott, John.

have
attended
these
semi-annual
functions regularly in the past have
so far failed to forward their entries.
The Glen Oaks clubhouse and
course can accommodate 180 comfortably. After that number is
reached, the laggards remain out of
the picture. With Consolidated Film
Industries set to shoot the event and
get the print back to the club in time
for showing after the dinner. National Theater Supply Co. yesterday.
through George De Kruif, made arrangements to supply a projectionist, a screen and a projector. Several committee members drove out to
the course yesterday to look the
ground over and reported the stage
all set.
Those
entered
are:

Mersereau, Don, "Film Daily"
Mitchell, Fred., Loevv's, Inc.
Mountain,
Dave, Richmount
Mueller, W. Walter, Continental Litho.
Pelterson, Arthur.
Price, Oscar.
Rabell, WiUiam.
Reisman,
Phil, Pathe
Robinson,
Myron.
Rothafel, Samuel.
Ruben, Al G.
Rydell,
"Variety."
Schwartz, Lon,Marty.
iShapiro, Jack.
Sherman, Ben.
Siegel, Henry.
Stebbins, Arthur W.
Steinbuch.
A. C, Universal
'Stolzer, Irving, Universal Lab
Stuart, Max, Barnes Printing Co.
Tierney, Howard S.
Walsh, Eugene, Universal
Weinstein, Charles.
Wilkerson,
Billy, Exhibitors
Daily Review.
Wilson, George
C, Tyrone,
Pa.
Yates, H. J., Consolidated
Film Ind.

Abbott, p. M., "M. P. News"
Abeles, Arthur S.
Alicoate,
"Film Daily"
Asher, E. Jack,
M.
Barondess,
Benjamin, Universal Lab.
Benjamin, Paul, Nat'l Screen Service
Blumenthal,
Louis F.
Brady, Richard, Eastman Kodak
Brandt, Harry, Ira Haupt.
Brandt, William.
Brown,
Geo., Warner
Bros.
Cohen, Julius.
Cohn, Jack.
Cunningham, J. P., "Film Daily"
Cron, J. A., Exhibitors Daily Review,
DeFabritis, Walter, Barnes Printing Co.
Ebenstein, Herbert R.
Eysmann, Henry, Universal Lab.
Fields, Sy. Coyne Engraving Co.
Frankel, William.
Gainsboro, Hy.
Gallup, Bruce, United Artists
Garyn, Pat, Nat'l Screen Service
Gerety, Tom, MG-M
Goetz, Harry, Paramount.
Gottfreund, Jack.
Gulick, Paul, Universal
Hall, Fred Mordaunt,
"N. Y. Times"
Harding,
Fulton, Universal Lab.
narrower. Jack, "Film Daily"
Hatrick, E. B.
Hodes, Hal, Columbia
Hornstein, Joe.
Hudson,
Earl, "M. P. News"
Humm,
John, Pathe Exchange.
Jensen, Emil, United Artists
Johnston, W. Ray, Rayart.
Johnson, Wm., "M. P. News"
Kahn,
Herbert.
Kann,
Maurice.
"Film
Daily"
Kirscli, Marvin, "Film Daily"

Anne Nichols to Appeal
Decision
in "Abie" Case
(Continued from Page 1)

Pictures.

manager for First National, film buyer for the entire R-K-O chain. He
will
be assisted
John O'Connor
handling
Easternby bookings
and Natin
Wolf in the West, the latter with
headquarters in Chicago.
Levy's affiliation with R-K-O means
the inception of a new department
and the concentrating of film purchases in New York under one executive control. His duties cover the
chain's houses in the United States
and Canada.

Moissi to Make Foreign
Talker for Warners

40 Day and Date Runs for
"Fox Follies" This Month

Page

1)

Western Electric Device
For British Lion Pre
London — British
Lion
Prod,
hai
concluded negotiations with Westeri
Electric for the use of its recordinj
apparatus at the Beaconsfield studid
All future pictures are to be made ii
sound, while completed films will
synchronized.
British Lion will pre
dvice eight talkers for the coming sea
son.

RCA Photophone for Brit
Filmcraft; Banfield Sail

British Filmcraft Prod, quota pre
ducers for Paramount in England
(Continued
from Page 1)
will instal RCA Photophone record
"The Royal Box." Camilla Horn is ing apparatus at its studio near Loi|
to be the German actor's leading wo- don. Capt. George Banfield, hea
man. Bryan Foy, will direct at the of the company, sailed for Europ
Eastern Vitaphone studio. The dia- last night on the Paris and will rd
logue will be entirely in German and turn to New York about June 15 tl
the picture the first feature one to be supervise injection of sound and diafilmed at the Warners' Eastern
logue in "The Burgomaster of S'tilestudio.
monde" which is designed for release
in the American market.

Alexander-Cooney Bros.
Partnership Dissolved Skouras Continuing Stage
Shows in St. Louis Houses
Chicago — L. W. Alexander and
Cooney Bros, have dissolved their
partnership with Alexander selling
his interests in the Willard, Drake
and Maywood theaters to the Cooney
Bros, for a cash settlement in return
for a free and clear title to the Tivoli
at Mishawaka, Ind. The Tivoli seats
about 1,200 and is wired for sound.

Schwartz
Turns
Broker
Marty Schwartz, well known in
face of Federal Judge Goddard's opin- Greater New York exhibiting circles,
ion that "The Cohens and the Kellys"
will join Naumburg, Dixon and Co.
was not pirated from her play, "Abie's New York stock exchange brokers
Irish Rose." Arthur F. Driscoll, of in their Sth Ave. office.
O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll, representing Miss Nichols, said notice
Seiter in New York
of appeal would be filed as soon as
formal
tered. judgment in the case was en-

from

ated last July by the illness of Samuel Untermeyer, Warners
had finished their charges
and
Western
Electric's stand was getting an airing. With resumption
of the proceedings, W. E. continues its stand
until all proof is submitted.
The arbitration board is composed of Un.,
termeyer, appointed by the Warners^
ex-Governor
Miller of New
York|
appointed
by Western
Electric an^
former Judge Hiscox, selected join
ly by the former two.

Having completed "Smiling Irish
Eyes," William A. Seiter is in New
York from the Coast for a few days'
vacation. Upon his return to Hollywood, he will direct Colleen Moore
in "Footlights and Fools."

"Fox Movietone Follies" will play
about 40 days and date engagements
Vergesslich Succeeds
throughout the country beginning
Joseph Vergesslich, for a number
May 25 and 26. The picture opens
of years with First National, sucat the Roxy on the 25th where it is
ceeds Jules Levy as manager of the
expected to remain two weeks or New York territory. New Jersey,
more.
covered by a separate sales force out
of the New York exchange, will be
"Black Watch" Opens May 22
consolidated and three sales supervisors will assist Vergesslick. Harry
Fox has set in "The Black Watch"
for a Broadway run at the Gaiety be- Hummill will handle New Jersey;
Fred Meyers, Brooklyn and Howard
is now
winding ginning
up Mayits22. run."Christina"
Levy, New York.

(Continued from Page 1)

these houses, is eliminating presentations in some of its theaters in
favor of sound pictures. The Fox at
Grand and Washington has adopted
a vaudeville-picture policy, eliminating elaborate presentations which
have been in vogue since its opening Jan. 31.
Louis M. Gramat Dead
Louis M. Gramat, manager of the
Cameo, Jersey City and for ten years
previous to that with the Fabian theaters in Northern Jersey, died yesillness.

terdayHe
of pneumonia
was 54.

after ten days'

IIraiuiPT

nuiniiLt

Today: Beginning a Series on Sound in Germany
/
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EQUIIY REPORTED SET NEW CAMERAMEN'S WACE WARNER-U. A. MERGER
FOR CLOSED SHOP DRIVE SCALES EFFECTIVE MAY 20 NOW COMPLETELY COLD
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

West Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Effective May 20, a
Hollywood — Equity ofRanization of
actors in talking pictures is prac- new scale of wages for cameramen
tically completed, it is understood. has been adopted in a contract signed
and definite steps will soon be taken between the producers and Local 659,
to brinji about a standard contract International Photographers of the
and a closed shop agreement. In- M. P. Industries.
Free-lance cameramen will work
flux of stage players to work in talkers gives the actors' organization the eight hours daily with time and a
most formidable position it has ever half for overtime and double time for
occupied in relation to the produc- Sundays and holidays. They will be
ers, many here believe.
paid ?50 daily. Contract cameramen
will work a ma.ximum of 60 hours
Equity officials yesterday declined
weekly atiContinued
$250 per onweek.
An innovaPage 6)
to comment on the Coast report concerning their activities.

SAENGER SALE TO PUBLIX
1ST NATl'S OWN HOUSES IN CONVERSATION STAGE
PLAN UNDER ADVISEMENT
in about sixty days, First National
will make official announcement of
a plan to acquire or buy theaters in
about 25 important American cities
where, the company feels, it is not
getting adequate representation.
The project will be carried forward
under the First National banner, although division of playing time over
the contemplated chain between
First National and Warners is probable.

7TH ARBITER DE' J^S
WASH. CONTRk IT CASE
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Calling in of a seventh arbitrator to break a deadlock
in the Washington board of arbitration was necessary in a case eventually decided in favor of RKO against
Joseph Brodie, operator of the Brodie, Baltimore. The additional arbitrator was John B. Colpoys, former
{Cot\t\nued

on

Page

6)

''Not for Sale"
An important executive of
Warners talking yesterday:
"Despite all talk of mergers,
you can rest assured that as
long as the Warner Brothers
are in control of their company, it will not be sold. They
have been in this business for
many, many years and propose

All possibilities of a deal whereby
Warners will purchase a controlling
interest in United Artists have been
dropped. Negotiations are completely over and with them have gone
the beginning and the end of what
a month ago looked like one of the
biggest amalgamations in the history of the business.
to continue."
Within the Warner camp there
was no unanimity of decision on the
"Daily Mail" Says Goldwyn proposed deal. While opinion varied, its advisability of the Warner
Will Head British Firm
gone into thoroughly beA big British producing firm head- angle foreWas
the final decision against such
ed by Samuel Goldwyn is planned in
London, says an Associated Press a step was determined upon.

report which quotes the "London
Daily Mail." The story declares that
Saenger
Enterprises,
partn'^'-s
Publix
in various
theater
projectswithin English financiers have invited Goldthe South and Southeast, are considwyn to head their proposed organizaering a proposal to sell their interest
tion and that he is seriously considerto the Paramount theater subsidiary
ing the offer. Entrance of Goldwyn
E. V. Richards, Jr. and Julian Saen- into the British field would mean disger are now rounding out their third
posal of his American interests, says
(Continued
on Page 6)
week in New York where conversations are being conducted.

Four More Musical Shows
Bought for Talking Films

Four more musical comedies, all
produced on Broadway by Aarons &
Freedley.. have been purchased for
talking pictures. Warner Bros, have
bought "Hold Everything," -Universal has acquired "Here's Howe,"
Pathe "Treasure Girl," and First
National. "Spring Is Here."

Minneapolis — Something new in
Paramount and Monta Bell theater decorating — the rejuvenation
existing houses into atmospheric
Discussing New Contract orof modernistic
theaters at a range of
Renewal of contract between Para- prices as low as SI, 000 up, has made
mount and Monta Bell, producer at
its bow in this territory with indicaits Eastern studio, is being considtions exhibitors will go in strong for
ered. The present agreement ex- the innovation. It is the Maefred
pires July 1.
(Cotttinued on Page 6)

Expect Warner Bros. Net
$3,500,000 For Quarter

Net profits of about $3,500,000, after charges, depreciation, and taxes,
are expected to be shown by report
of Warner Bros, for the three months
ended March 1, this year. Not only
are these (Continued
profits theon highest
Page 6) ever en-

Jannings Rejoins Ufa ; Is
Returning Later to U. S. Talking Films in Color
Berlin (By Cable) — Upon his ar- Planned by New Company
rival from America, Emil Jannings

H'est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
said:
Hollywood — With object of mak"In the future I will go to the
ing features in natural color. Color
United States for one film at a time
Art
Pictures, Inc.. has formed Color
only and return immediately after its
Art Prod., a $2,000,000 firm which
(Continued
on Page 6)
completion to Berlin."
Jannings
intends
to
star
in
Ufa's
first talking picture.

Sound Confusion Throughout
Germany Muddles Exhibitors
New Atmospheric House
Wrinkle Interests N.W.

Consolidation Plan Off
FinallyMeetings
After Many

This is the first of a series
of articles outlining the sound
situation in Germany
By

KARL

WOLFFSOHN

West Coast Giving Medals
For Sound Projection
IVest Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fox West Coast will
award gold medals to the manager
and projectionist handling the most
perfect projection of talking pictures
in their houses.

Looks Like a Wow Day
For Golfers Wednesday

Members of the committee in
Berlin
sound
charge
of the Spring golf tournament
upheaval. Germany is faced with an are becoming
increasingly pepped up
identical situation. JCxhibitors are
over the prospects for a wow day
woefully in the dark regarding a next Wednesday at the Glen Oaks
course to pursue.
Club. Littleon Neck,
L. L EnPage 6)
They
hear
of the
tremendous Country (Continued
" Lichtbildbuehne"
—Editor,
America
has had its

{Continued

on

Page

6)
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Stereoscopic and Color
Films Next, Lasky Says
London — Speaking- at a innchcon
given in his honor, Jesse Lasky said:
"The film of the future will be the
talkers made in color on a wide
screen with stereoscopic photography.
The change will come gradually and
in an orderly manner. But the silent
film is doomed."
Regard the effect of sound pictures
on the New York legitimate stage
producers he stated that many producers were wiring their house for
pictures and that undoubtedly sound
films would hurt the poorly constructed drama. The drama itself
would remain as nothing would ever
take the place of the human player,
he added.
Jesse Lasky
is expected
New
York
sometime next

back
week.

in

Make Movietone of Submarine
By special permission of the Navy
Dept., Fox Movietone News has
made a sound picture of the inside
of a submarine in action.
Three T-S Talkers for June
Three talking features will be released by Tiffany-Stahl in June. They
are "Two Men and a Maid," "New
Orleans" and "My Lady's Past."

Jane^'A.F

Am.
Con.
East
*do

STOCK MARKET
High
Low
SSH
35Vs
pfd. 27-5^
27^
1755^ 175^

Seat
Fm.
Ind.
Kodak
pfd.

*First
Nat.
pfd.
*do Fm.
rts
Fox
"A"
..

947A

93

•Keith
A-O
. -. .
*do
pfd
60J4
S9y2
Loew's
Inc.
*do
pfd
MG-M
pfd
26
25 K
M. P. Cap
41
40'A
Para.
F-L
70'^
69
Pathe
Exch
11^
lO-J^
do
"A"
24 J^
2Ui
Radio K-A-O
33
31 "^
Stanley
Co
44
42
Univ.
Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros,
.132/
126/
35Ji
23/
do
pfd
. 58M
56
5
4/
CURB
MARKET
2
7/
Acoustic Prod.
♦Bal. & Katz
24
Columbia Pets.
38
Con. Fm. Ind.
28
*Film Insp. . . .

6

Fox-Royal

TheDate
Industry's
Book
Close Sales
iSH
100
27^ 1,500
175^
200
128
108
93"^
6,600
101/2
3
35

May

20

Annual Convention of American
ver.
Federation of Musicians at Den-

May

22

Annual Spring Film Daily Golf
Tournament at Glen Oaks, Little
Neck, L. I.
Opening
of "TheNew Black
at
the Gaiety,
York. Watch"

May

60

27

Opening
of "Broadway"
Globe, New
York.

at

the

June 1-9 American

9S'A
2,800
25}^
41
69^
1,000 June 11-12
11 4/42,600
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22'
32i^ 11,900
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Roxy
"A"
27
29
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29
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40
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41 / 43
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5
10
do
pfd
70
80
Univ
Ch.
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.. 2
...
do
pfd
75
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PRICE
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200
1,700
500

Guild Defers
Premiere
Film Guild Cinema has postponed
the American premiere of "Nosferatu
the Vampire" until June 1.
Mrs.
Connors
Dies
Mrs. Katherine Connors, mother
of Tom Connors, southern sales
manager for M-G-M, has died. Funeral services will be held tomorrow.
Ivy Lee
Speaks to Ampas
Ivy Lee, public relations
expert,
discussed his activities at the Ampas'
luncheon
yesterday.
Harry
Reichenbach introduced him.

at

'46

Theater Equipment Exposition and Exhibitors Institute
Chicago.

6

Summer convention of North
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrightsville. Beach,
N. C.

Trans Lux Yearly Net
For '28 Is $258,746

After charges equal to 35 cents a
share on the 730,488 capital shares
outstanding, Trans-Lux Daylight
Picture Screen Corp. reports for the
year ended Dec. 31, 1928, a net income of $258,746. Patent litigations
were the cause of the company not
publishing its net income for 1927,
it is reported.

New French Color Process
Reported Ready in Paris
Paris — M. Charles Nordmann is
inventor of a new color process involving the use of polychrome screen
with an ordinary projector, which
w'as recently demonstrated to the
Academic des Science here. The
results are reported as being natural,
vivid and sharp.
Eberson Moves to N. Y.
Concentrating his activities in New
York, John Eberson has opened an
office at 200 W. 57th St., and has
transferred his principal assistants
to this city. He has closed his Chicago office.

WANTED
Experienced positive developers, operators for film printing machines, cutters and splicers. Apply by letter
only stating experience.
Photocolor
Corporation
1650 Broadway,
New
York
City

^^
1
^^
1

Apply Ave
SUITE
502 N. Y.
Seventh
Phones:
Bryant 4417-4418

AL SHEAN

?

in for
Music
and Effects
Cartoons
and
i \
LISTS
IA
EC
SP
Short Subjects
,'^

^ABE

MEYERInc

AT LIBERTY
executive with an extraordinary record for past ten years in
N. Y. territory. Skilled exploiter,
booker, film buyer, personnel director.
Will start for $100 if chances of
doubling salary are good. Can handle
one or ten houses or head any department in nmning
them.
Theater

Box
A-127
c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

irniiMrr

FOR
RENT
unusually low price

RViCE

part of large airy office, fully furnished. Can be rented with separate cutting room and vault space if desired.
729

Prod., Inc., has purrights to "Rockbound,"
Broadway chased
play,
which will be the
first of a series of all-talking features
planned by this new firm. Production starts soon at American Recording studios, formerly the Tilford
plant on West 44th St. Five pictures are definitely scheduled at the
present
time.
Royal Horter is president of the
company, with Richard Fox as secretary and treasurer.

Convention of Oklahoma exhibitor
unit at Oklahoma
City.

at an

17, 1929

"Rockbound" First of 5
Talking Features Planned

'46

Financial
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May

C.

MUlhllLt

and LYNN

CANTER

WIRED
Ready dextro tempore, for the producers, directors, librettists, etc.,
of the vax cinematography, kinetophone or in the vernacular of
animated photography, the 'Talkies', is MR. SHEAN, the celebrated
comedian (formerly Gallagher and Shean) in association with MISS
CANTER, comedienne who has in her support a charming personality, a pretty face and vocal accomplishments that have served her
well in many Broadway musical productions.
This couplej of fun-makers are successfully appearing at the
Palace Theatre, twice daily at 2:55 and 8:55 P. M.
Propositions are invited.

Address John A. Schultz, c/o Pat 'Casey, 701 Seventh Ave., N.Y.C.

PARAMOUNT

NEWS

Shows

Actual Rescue Scenes
taken on the spot at

CLEVELAND
HOSPITAL FIRE
Films printed in Cleveland, Chicago and
New York. PICTURES ON THEATRE
SCREENS IN CENTRAL STATES and
rushed to all parts of the United States on

WEDNESDAY,

MAY

15th

200 foot special furnished without extra
charge to all regular subscribers

ONE HUNDRED MOHO
Representative

of

the

Dire
Have An

THE FOLLOWING

^

^i> NEWSPAPER
/* FILMDOM
'^^^^'^'^'^ 1 Unit
Whated isStat
the
es? future of the silent picture in thf
2 Will the permanent use of dialogue mark the en)
of motion pictures as an international art?
3 Will mechanical dialogue and music ultimately d
ai^ay ^with artists and musicians in pictui
theaters?
4 Small and medium-sized theaters are complainic
of excessive overhead due to sound* What is tl
remedy?
The First Serious Attempt On the Part Of Any Publica
Experience Justifies Serious Consideration Upon the

1

PICTURE EXECUTIVES

<tig Po^ver
virered
r QUESTIONS

of

the

Industry

FOR

A.LLTHE NEW

ALL THE TIM
TioN ^ f}oi^ that sound has established itself as a factor in
motion pictures, iivhat iivill be the next big development in production?
6 What will be the final effect upon the legitimate
stage of the groiving popularity of sound and dialogue pictures ?
7 Do you foresee any great reduction in the price of
sound reproducing equipment ?
8 pictorial
Do you believe
the
policy
of
tw^o
directors,
one
for
effects and one for dialogue, a better
system than one director in the production of
talkers?
lo Crystallize the Compelling Opinions Of Those Whose
tadous Questions Facing the Film Industry To- Day*

DAILY
Looks Like a Wow Day
For Golfers Wednesday
(Continued from Page 1)

tries continue to pour in like audiences into a talking picture show and
there is every indication that the event
will go down as the best of the tournaments to date.
Cups to be awarded to the lucky
golf-club wielders went on display
yesterday at the M.P. Club and won
a lot of exclamations. One "cup"
is an ice container well worth posses ing, ifone mixes beverages using
ice.
The committee is enthusiastic about
Glen Oaks clubhouse and the surrounding grounds and course as well.
It is plugging home the undisputed
fact that there's but five more days
to endure before the tournaniental
whoopee.
Those entered are:
Abbott, p. M., "M. p. News"
Abeles, Arthur S.
Alicoate,
"Film Daily"
Asher, E. Jack,
M.
Barondess,
Benjamin, Universal Lab.
Beecroft, James, E.xhibitors Herald-World.
Benjamin, Paul, Nat'l Screen Service
Blumenthal,
Louis F.
Bowen, Jack.
Brady, Richard, Eastman Kodak
Brandt, Harry, Ira Haupt.
Brandt, William.
Brock, Louis,
Browm,
Geo., Warner
Bros.
Cohen, Julius.
Cohn, Jack.
Cunningham,
P., "Film Daily
Daily"Review.
Cron, J. A., J.Exhibitors
Dawson,
Ed.
DeFabritis, Walter, Barnes Printing Co.
Depinet, Ned, First National.
Ebenstein, Herbert R.
Eisenstadt, Herman,
Brandt
Enterprises.
Eysmann, Henry, Universal Lab.
Ferguson, William, M-G-M.
Fields, Sy, Coyne Engraving Co.
Foster, Vincent, Journal of Commerce.
Frankel, William.
Gainsboro, Hy.
Gallagher, Ray, Motion Picture News.
Gallup, Bruce, United Artists
Garyn, Pat, Nat'l Screen Service
Gerety, Tom, M-G-M
Goetz, Harry, Paramount.
Goldstein, S.
Gottfreund,
Jack.
Gulick, Paul, Universal
Hall, Fred Mordaunt,
"N. Y. Times"
Harding,
Fulton, Universal Lab.
narrower.
Hatrick. E. Jack,
B. "Film Daily"
Hodes, Hal, Columbia
Hornstein, Joe.
Hudson,
Earl, "M.
News"
Humm,
John,
Pa the P. Exchange.
Jensen, Emil, United Artists
Johnston, W. Ray, Rayart.
Johnson, Wm., "M. P. News"
Kahn,
Herbert.
Kann,
Maurice,
"Film
Daily"
Kirscli, Marvin. "Film Daily"
Klein, George M.
Klemmer, L. C.
Lesser, Irving, Gen'l Talking Pictures.
Levy, Jules, First National.
Lichtman, Al, United Artists.
Massce,
William.
May, Mitchell, Jr.
McDermott, John.
Mersereau, Don, "Film Daily"
Mitchell, Fred., Loew's, Inc.
Mountain,
Dave, Richmount
Mueller, W. Walter, Continental Litho.
MuUer,
F. H.
Ochs, Lee A.
Ost, Sam.
Pelterson, Arthur.
Price, Oscar.
Rabell, WiUiam.
Reisman,
Phil, Pathe
Robinson,
Myron.
Rothafel, Samuel.
Ruben, Al G.
Reubenson,
Reginald, London.
Rydell,
l^n,
"Variety."
Schwartz,
Marty.
Scully, W. A.
Shapiro, Jack.
Sherman. Ben.
Siegel, Henry.
Smith, A. W., Jr., First National.
Stebbins, Arthur W.

Sound Confusion Throughout
Germany Muddles Exhibitors
(Continued

grosses rolled up in the States with
sound pictures. On the other hand,
they are told foreign sound films
cannot be imported into Germany unless some sort of agreement is reached between American sound companies and Tobis-Klangfilm, the big
German group. Further, while German exhibitors know that a co*^ '•idable budget has been set aside for
the production of talking pictures in
Germany, no film comparable to
those now being made in America,
is on the immediate
horizon.
Consequently, the German theater
owner does not know what to do.
One question in his mind is should
he buy sound reproducers at this
time?
If so, what kind should he

from Page 1 )

purchase? After installing equipment, what guarantee has he that
interchangeability is assured him?
The confusion is made more general
to the exhibiting end of the industry here by almost daily announcement of new sound systems. Each
one makes the usual claims for superiority while most of them have
not even been demonstrated. It
seems the situation, muddled as it
is, is taking on new guise daily.
With each announcement, the exhibitor mind grows more confused.
The second article in the Wolffsohn series will appear in THE
FILM DAILY
tomorrow.

7th Arbiter Decides
New Wage Scale for
Cameramen May 20
Wash. Contract Case
(Continued

from

Page

1)

U. S. Commissioner of Conciliation,
who decided that the respondent,
Brodie, must perform his contract
with the distributing firm, known as
FBO at the time of the deal.
Settlement of the question hinged
upon whether or not Brodie exercised
his right of cancellation before the
distributors accepted the contract. He
had wired his cancellation. Louis
Nizer was attorney for RKO while
and Charles O'Donohue
Toland Brodie.
John
represented

New Atmospheric House
Wrinkle Interests N.W.
(Continued from

Page

1)

process introduced by Maefred Studios, a local firm.
The process first was introduced
at the Paradise, neighborhood house
here, operated by W. A. Steffes. This
is of Spanish atmosphere, but any
desired one of a wide range of effects are included. The process includes complete rejuvenation of the
house, with starlit sky, cloud effects
and other features of atmospheric theaters now are being decorated by the
Maefred Studios, with contracts for
16 others already received, according
to A. W. Pufi, designer and sponsor
of the system.

Talking Films in Color
Planned by New Company
(Continued

from

Page

1)

will use the Technicolor process.
Curtis F. Nagel is president of the
company and Raine Bennett of San
Francisco has been engaged as associate producer. Leslie Pearce will
direct for the firm.
Steinbuch,
A. C, Universal
Stolzer, Irving, Universal Lab
Stuart, Max, Barnes Printing Co.
Tiemey, Howard S.
Vischer, Peter, Exhibitors Herald-World.
Walsh, Eugene, Universal
Weinstein, Charles.
Wilkerson,
Billy, Exhibitors
Daily Review.
Wilson, George
C, Tyrone,
Pa.
Yates, H. J., Consolidated
Film Ind.

(Continued from Page 1)

tion in the agreement is that no terms
are fixed for overtime for weekly
labor. This absence of terms was
adopted at suggestion of Chairman
Guy W. Currier
of that
the production
producers'
committee
as it is felt
schedules can be met in 60-hour
weeks. Formerly cameramen have
worked as much as 112 hours in a
week and in isolated cases, 36 hours
at a stretch. Under the new agreement
cameramen cannot work more than 16
consecutive hours. It is expected that
the new contract terms will hasten
the end of work on Sundays and holidays.
The coast is now almost 100 per
cent unionized. Enrolled in the union
are 755 members, 230 of which are
first cameramen.

Expect Warner Bros. Net
$3,500,000
For Quarter
(Continued from Page 1)
joyed by the company for any quarter but will surpass those for any
previous year.
Earnings for the quarter, it is understood, will include the equities of
the properties acquired up to Dec.
31, last. In the preceding three
months, which ended Dec. 1 and represented the first quarter in the fiscal
year, net earnings were $2,917,724,
the largest for any quarter or any
annual period in the firm's history.

Friday,

May 17, 1929

Hollywood
Plan to Celebrate 20th
Birthday of Industry
Civic leaders are considering plans
for a film festival to celebrate the
20th anniversary of the coming of the
industry to Hollywood. The observance would take place late in September or early October. The committee in charge for the Hollywood
Boulevard Ass'n comprises: Sid Grauman, Carl Laemmie, Joseph M.
Schenck, Sol Lesser, Harold B.
Franklin C. E. Toberman, Henry I.
Beller, Gilbert Bessemyer and Joseph
Reger. Practically all producers will
be asked to co-operate.
Chaney Not for "U" Sequel
M-G-M is understood to have refused to lend Lon Chaney to Universal to star in "The Return of the
Phantom," an all-talking sequence to
"The Phantom of the Opera."
Making "Pleasure Crazed"
"Pleasure Crazed," in which Kenneth MacKenna makes his bow in
talkers is in work at Santa Barbara.
This is the first use on the Coast of
the Fox Movietone recording apparatus for making location scenes in
the centre of another city. Donald
Gallagher is directing the dialogue
and Charles Klein is handling the
pictorial end.
Philbin inprogram
Four Forfor
"U"1929-30
Universal's
schedules Mary Philbin in four pictures. Two, "Erik the Great," starring Conrad Veidt, and "Port of
Dreams," with Jean Hersholt, have
been made. "Brawn of the Sea" is
set as her next picture, with the
fourth undetermined as yet.

$132,530 British Judgment
Against "U" Is Reversed

Word of reversal of a judgment
for |132,530, with interest and costs,
against Universal, was received in a
cable from London yesterday. The

judgment resulted from a counterclaim made by Transatlantic Film Co.
of London in an action brought
against Universal demanding an accounting and damages. The referee
had
practically
denied in toto Uni"Daily Mail" Says Goldwyn
versal's claim for $500,000. The
Will Head British Firm agreement which figured in the case
(Continued
from Page 1)
was on releasing arrangement
the report, and the importation of his
through which Transatlantic distribustars to England. The story is disted Universal product in Great Bricounted in New York by those famtain, prior to the organization of I
iliar lations
with Goldwyn's
contractual re- European M. P. Co., Ltd., the preswith United Artists.
ent distributing unit.
Picon for Musical Shorts
Raskob Not On Warner Board
Molly Picon, Yiddish comedienne,
Denial was made yesterday that
has been signed by R. L. A. Talking Pictures Corp. for a series of John J. Raskob, chairman of the
musical shorts. The first, to be ready Democratic National Committee and
former finance chairman of General
for June release, is titled "The Yid- Motors, is to join the Warner board
disher
Baby."
Jess
Smith
will
start
direction at once.
of directors.

HELD

OVER
WEEK

at the ROXY
THE

VALIANT
ALL TALKING
Fox Movietone Feature with

PAUL

MUNI
JOHN MACK BROWN
MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
Story and Dialog by
TOM BARRY &
JOHN HUNTER BOOTH

From the Play by
HOLWORTHY HALL &
ROBERT MIDDLEMASS

Directed by WILLIAM

K. HOWARD

Deserves to be Ranked As One of the Finest Talkies"— N. Y. WORLD

ANOTHER
FROM

RECORD

THE VALIANT

SMASHER

AT THE BOX-OFFICE

A 22 station Radio tie up on Friday evening. May 1 7th on the TRUE

STORY

Hour, will broadcast the throbbing, romantic tale

of "THE WOMAN
1 LOVE". . . At the same time in TRUE STORY the literary version is running currently which will be
read by 10,000,000 people . . . Linking up with that in the June issues (out in May) of that powerful group of Macfadden Publications are full page ads reaching out to 16,500,000 people ... Its the first time in the industry that such powerful factors have
been synchronized with timely effectiveness ... Its MACFADDEN

PUBLICATIONS'

gift to exhibitor profits. . .

ANDWEEKLY
FILM DIGEST

Z4eHl¥S?kPUl
of FILMDOM

Price 25 Cents

FIRST

IN

THE

FIELD

TO

GIVE

SOUND

FILMS

DUE

RECOGNITION

Expert analysis of the talking picture field

SOUND
timely, concise, thorough

COVCOMPLETE
ERAGE OF NEWS
TECHNICAL
AND
IMPROVEMENTS

i&iM£s&imsm^i4Mi^s&

^^

RECORD
500 Ricent
Machines now in
Quality performance at the right pHce has sold over 700 Pacent
Reproducer Systems to Exhibitoi's. 500 Pacent machines are
now installed and giving daily service from Coast to Coast.
The sales record is an interesting one. In the State of Pennsylvania alone 79 Pacent machines are installed. In New Jersey
61 are installed. In many of the big cities, such as Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Newark, Pacent is actually ahead of all
other machines in the number of installations.

I Pacent Reproducer
Systems
I
I

are being

SERVED

J

I

by these producers:

4|>0 C AA
for the Type 2 M.D.A. Pacent System—
^
^
^^ Synchronous Disc — no batteries — double
channel throughout. For houses up to 2,000 seats.
for the Type 4 M.D.A. Pacent System —
Synchronous Disc — no batteries — double
channel throughout, For houses from 2,000 to 4,000
seats.

$3,500

PACENT SOUND ON FILM ATTACHMENT
$1,000 extra per complete system

PACENT REPRODUCER
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
WARNER BROS.
UNITED

ARTISTS

VITAPHONE
FIRST NATIONAL
-tjiii:

FILM

CENTER

BLDG., NEW

Louis Gerard Pacent, President

Phone:

CORP.
YORK

Chickering 7950-48-49-51-52

Reports of the Equity Strike in June Called False

I

iTHE
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Sunday,

PARAMOUNT SUIT NOT FOR
^RGUMENTBEFOREOCTOBEIi
Vashington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

May

19,

1929

EQUITY WALKOUT IN SOUND OVERHEAD MOVES
JUNE, MILLER DECLARES
TEXAS TO SEEK RELIEF
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Argument in the
Hollywood — Tliere will be no
Federal Trade Commission's suit Equity walkout in June, declared
igainst Paramount - Famous - Lasky, Charles Miller, Coast representative
ieeking enforcement of its "cease of the actors' organization, in comind desist" order in connection with
menting on Albert Warner's statement made in New York to that ef)lock booking, will not be heard befect.
Miller declared that there is
ore October. The case is pending
n the Circuit Court of Appeals for no trouble between the producer.-^
he Second Circuit.
and Equity and none is anticipated. West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Equity is unofficially operating a
Los Angeles — Pantages denies the
sort of call bureau co-operating with report that his houses will switch to a
the studios, he said.
straight picture policy during the
summer, dropping vaudeville. It was
considered
likely that he would subEquity Making Survey
stitute sound films in an effort to reof Theater Conditions
duce his summer overhead.
To determine theater conditions
throughout the United States, Actors
This is the second of a serE(iuity is conducting a survey through Stage Revues for Only
ies of articles outlining the
tiie United Press, news gathering One Downtown L.A. House
sound situation in Germany.
agency. Questionnaires are being sent West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
to correspondents and bureau manaBy KARL
IVOLFFSOIIN
Hollywood — An indication of tlie
gers for comment on existing condi- decline of the presentations vogiie is
Editor, "Lichtbildbuelme'
found in the fact that within two
Berlin — Only approximately 25 per tions.
; of the new season German prodweeks, Locw's State will be the only
downtown house in Los Angeles to
will be in sound according
to British Censors Warn
(.Continued on Page 2)
present plans, investigation
by the
Producers
On
Dialogue
<icneral Ass'n of German
Theater
Huners shows.
London — Warning to producers of Theater Exposition Is
Ludwig Sheer, who is a wise and talking pictures to "avoid introducDeferred Until October
crienced leader in the associaing words or incidents which past exChicago — American Theater Expoperiences has shown are unacceptable
I's State Council, is emphasizing
sition, scheduled for this city June 1necessity of settling the inter- in Britain" is contained in the report
(Continued
on Page 2)
9, has been postponed until October.
cliangeability issue before exhibitors
purchase reproducing equipment. He

PANTAGES DENIES SWITCH
IN HIS SUMMER POLICY

SOUND FOR ONLY ABOUT
25 P.C.

I

(Continuld

on

Page

2)

Emil C. Jensen Elected
To Inspiration Post

This Hectic Week

This working day u.shered itself in feverishly. Of
MONDAY:
national import, for in.stance, is the attitude of sales managers
at large toward next season and its selling policies. A bit
early yet, but it does indeed appear that percentage will be a popular
pastime when film buys for '29 and '30 are made.
That old devil sound is responsible. Distributors are sweating so
heavily these days over talkers and the money they are bringing in that
it becomes understandable, this desire to get their share. Percentage
is the means to the end. This system of barter has many points in its
favor. It has been described often as the one equita1)le arrangement
Chromotone Studios Lease that may be struck between exhibitor and distributor. Undeniable as
DeForest Phonofilm Device this argument is, it appears to this typewriter that percentage is a
Chromotone Studios have been proper procedure if the terms upon which it is founded are fair to both
licensed by General Talking Pictures sides. On that basis, the distributor gets and takes his sock, as the
to use DeForest Phonofilm reproduc- case may be. That is as it should be.
ing device for the transferring of
The customs tax failing as a means to end the vexatious French
sound recorf'ed on film to discs. The
quota
problem, the industry in America determines to stand squarely
c(|uipment has been delivered to the
studios and General Talking engineers on its two feet until some settlement, other than a "kontingent" dewill complete the installation early in
velops. Isn't all this shooting
ratheron aimless?
American or any other
the week.
(.Continued
Page 12)

Emil C. Jensen, for the past five
years personal sales representative
for Joseph M. Schenck Prod., has
been elected vice-president of Inspiration Pictures, Inc., in charge of sales.
He assumes his new duties June IS,
making his headquarters at Inspiration's New York office.
Coincidental
{Continuedwithon Jensen's
Page 12) ending

Price 25 Cents

Committee of Three Will
Confer With New York
Distributors
Worried over increased overhead
due to sound pictures, the M. P. T. O.
of Texas is sending a special committee of three to New York to confer with producers regarding talking
film and other costs. The delegation
will arrive in New York early in
Decision to send the committee
was made at the recent convention
of the organization, which was the
June.
largest it has ever held. The association decided to take the matter up
with the major companies after nearly
10 small town exhibitors furnished
information concerning overhead,
costs of film and synchronization and
box office receipts. Consensus of
opinion was that under present costs,
an exhibitor is fairly certain of "go-

Schine Still Operating
broke."
60 ingHouses
After Fox Deal
Gloversville, X. Y. — When Fox
takes over 35 Schine houses not later
1, Schine Theatrical Enterthan July
prises will still have approximately 60
houses in its chain. A large majority
of the theaters are in New York state,
with a few located in Ohio. The
Schines will operate.

Two More Poli Houses
Drop Vaude. for Sound
New Haven — Starting June 1, two

more Fox Poli houses will drop
vaudeville in favor of all-sound
Elm at Worcesare theWaterbury.
TheyPalace,
policies.
ter and the

dropPoli Majestic
The Fox
(Continued
on Page here
2)

Spring Influencing Golfers
to Make Ready for Tourney
a golfer's
y, in
Naturall
to thoughts of
turnSpring
to the
ought
fancy
the
without
golf, the kind you play
assistance of a adding machine. But
this portyou play golf with
whether equipment
or not, you ought to
able
breathe the ozone galloping over Glen
Club on Wednesd
Oaks Country
(Continued
Page 2)ay when
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FINANCIAL
Stock market activities are recorded on page 12, this issue.

Sound for Only About
25% German Product
(Continued

from

Page

1)

also urges that exhibitors, in making
contracts for product including sound
pictures, reserve the right to reject
these sound films after viewing them.
Scheer would have exhibitors request
that interchangeabilitv is guaranteed
in the contract under which they buy
equipment.
The third article in the Wolffsohn
series will appear in THE FILM
DAILY Monday.
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Stage Revues for Only
British Censors Warn
One
Downtown L.A. House
Producers On Dialogue
iContinucd

from

Page

1)

of the British film censors just issued.
Out of 1,947 pictures examined last
year, 305 were drastically altered and
eight rejected, says the statement.
Chief objections voiced by the censors include travesty and mockery of
Biblical characters, reference to the
Prince of Wales, white men in a state
of degradation amid far Eastern and
native surroundings, officers in British uniform in a disgraceful light,
girls and women in a state of intoxication and orgy scenes.

Spring Influencing Golfers
to Make Ready for Tourney

(Continued

from

Page

1)

use Stage revues as part of its regular program.
This information became known
when Fox West Coast Theaters announced that the Fanchon & Marco
"ideas" will continue to play Loew's
State ,and other houses of the circuit, despite action of other chains
in replacing stage shows with sound
pictures.

May
May

20 Annual Convention of American
Federation of Musicians at Denver.
22 Annual
Daily Little
Golf
TournamSpring
ent at Film
Glen Oaks,
Neck, L. I.

Opening
of "The
Black Watch"
at the Gaiety, Newr York
May 27 Opening
of "Broadwa
y" at the
Globe, New
York.
June 11-12 Convention of Oklahoma exhibitor
City.
unit at Oklahoma
June 16-17 Summer convention of North
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrightsville, Beach, N. C.

Two More Poli Houses
Drop Vaude. for Sound
(Continued
Page 1)
ped vaudevill
e for from
a sound
policy sev-l'1
eral months
ago and according to|
Herschel Stuart, general manager for
Fox New England theaters, says that
business has been better than he ex- :
pected.
;
Change Time of Premiere 1
Publix has changed time of thel
sched- <l
of "The
premiere
uled to open
at theCocoanut
Rialto s,"
Thursday
,x|

'j
11:30 to 10 p. m.
All-Sound Policy for Tower
i
Chicago — The Tower on Saturday
,:
inaugurates an all-sound program. U
from

WANTED
Experienced positive developers, operators for film printing machines, cutters and splicers. Apply by letter
only stating experience.
Photocolor
Corporation
1650 Broadway,
New
York City

43 New Theater Projects
Involve $703,600 Total

Forty-three picture theater projects
in 37 Eastern states and involving an
(Continued from Page 1)
aggregate of $703,600 are provided
Warshawsky Sells Play
the
spring
golf tourney takes place. for in contracts awarded during
Sam Warshawsky, general press
From the first drive in the a. m. to
representative for Radio Pictures, un- the presentation of the awards at April, reports the F. W. Dodge Corp.
Other theater projects launched in
der Hy Daab, has sold his play, "The dinner in the clubhouse, the party the same territory numbered 6 and
Great Bullkhan," to Henry B. Forbes, promises to be 100 per cent entertain- represent |1, 170,000.
for production this fall. Another of
ment, in the parlance of golf press
Warshawsky's plays, "Who's Your
agentry.
Whether you ' duff or
Father?" was given a tryout at the
Riviera in Brooklyn recently.
whether you don't you'll find company on the course, of course.
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHENYOU
GO TO BUY
The committee in charge, although
Buys "Carnival" for Talker
Sam Sax has purchased "Carnival," weary with piling up actionful plans,
Broadway play, and will make it in- is still enrolling golf enthusiasts. It ^
OO-VtTNS
to a talker for distribution by v^'ants to emphasize the fact that there
AK4D
UNXFOR.1MS
Gotham. Production will be in the are less than 100 hours in which you
I 14-37 BWAY. N.Y.
TEU5580
PENN. I
East.
may register for a grand time.
AUIO 25.0OO
C0S1VME5
To ocmt
1

WANT

TO BUY!

Foreign travel, educational,
scenic and animal negative
suitable to magazine reel. Any
length over two hundred feet
per subject.
Address

•Hi
BROOKS

BOX A-128
c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway

N. Y. C.

jAMlErA.FlTZPATRlICK'^

Let Us Solve Your Problems !
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION
FitzPatrick Pictures
Corporation

1501 Broadway
N. Y. C.

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540
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SOUND

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
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By CHARLES

EMPIRE PROD. EORMED TO NEW YORK CRITICS SEND
MARKET SHORTS IN SOUND
E X" IN
li

Consensus of New York newspaper
Empire Prod., Inc., has opened offices in New York for world-wide opinion on "Madame X" (M-G-M),
distribution of one reel comedies in now current at the Harris, follows:
dialogue, sound and music. The company has already acquired 26 single
"Madame X"
reel features, t\vp of which already
M-G-M
are completed. These are "Whoopee
Harris,
New York
Justice" and "Some Night." A third
AMERICAN—* • * a top-notch talkie. It
is in production and will be com- combines
tears and thrills with first-rate acting and clever direction and, best of all, is
pleted shortly. It is called "Hot
rich in entertainment
value. * * *
Chocolate."
Maurice A. Chase is president.
DAILY MIRROR—* * * Ruth ChatterChase heads his own exchanges in ton, in this walloping old-time sob drama,
is glorious!
* * *by all
Buffalo and Albany. Jack Lustberg, topsIf tliem
you all.
like She
a real
good weep,
formerly sales manager for Excellent means take your handkerchiefs to "Madame
Pictures and general manager for X." You'll have the cry of your life. It's
First Division Distributors, is vice every inch a knockout. * * *
DAILY NEWS— • ♦ » with Ruth Chatpresident and general manager. Sec- terton creating the talkie title role and
Lionel
of the Barrymore family managing
retary-treasurer isJ. H. Hoffberg,
caused a hard-boiled Broadpresident of J. H. Hoffberg Co. Inc., the megaphone,
way audience about as many red noses, weepy
foreign distributors. Harry G. Gesch eyes and streaked complexion last evening at
a Harris theater movie premiere as it did
is attorney.
Sam Shain has been appointed back in 1910 when Alexandre Bisson's melodramatic play was first produced in this
publicity and advertising
manager.

British Talking Pict. Co.
Signs 26 New Contracts
London — • Contracts have been
signed for the installation of British
Talking Picture apparatus in the following 26 houses:

The Theater, Berwick; the Broadway,
London, S. E. ; Empire, Mile End; Kennington, Kennington; County Cinema, Taunton;
Ritz, Hull; Bijou, Didsbury, Manchester;
Empire, Blyth; and Globe, Clerkenwell.
Grand Electric, South Shields; The Cinema, Aberdeen; Picture Playhouse, Aberdeen; King's Hall, Exeter; Pavilion, Kensal
Rise; Elysium, Swansea; Rialto, Maidenhead; St. James,
King's Lynn.Grand Cinema,
Victoria
Hall, Portsmouth;

Huddersfield; Casino, Aberdeen; Royal Picture House, Egremont; Palace theater, Barry
Dock; Victoria Picture House, Kettering;
Broadway Cinema, Bexley Heath; Rivoli,
Worthing.

Sound Spreading Rapidly
in the Big Horn District
Denver — Complete invasion of
sound in the Big Horn Basin of
Wyoming is now assured, with every house either wired or scheduled
to be wired. Latest installations include: Big Horn, Greyvill; Rex,
Basin; Elks, Worland; Whiting,
Tiiermopolis.

Allen, Cleveland Latest,
to Swing to All-Sound
Cleveland/ — Maurice Spitalny and
his orchestra will move next week
from the Allen to the State. The
Allen will offer an all-sound program. Stubby Gordon will continue
\yith his stage presentations at the
State, with Spitalny in the pit.

DAILY

country.
* * * JOURNAT.— • » • And "MaEVENING
d.ime "X" is still good. . . . True, the
situations and dialogue may seem somewhat
pedantic now, but the picture holds one's
interest. Lionel Barrymore's direction neatly sustains suspense and the recording is excel ent. * * * WORLD—* • » Miss ChatEVENING
terton never has been better, and this goes
for her entire career on stage and screen.
She sways you at will, and all through the
unfoldment of the play there is profuse resort to handkerchiefs. Lewis Stone, too, is
superb, which, by the way, may be said for
anything he attempts. He was excellent in
the silent drama, but now that talkies are
here his performances are the height of
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TIPS
ON
EQUIPMENT
AND
VARIOUS
DEu
VICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

F. HYNES

URGES SHOWMEN TO TAKE
CARE IN SELLING SOUNI

Headquarters at Warners
Cleveland — Morey Davidson, Witmark representative in this territory,
is making his headqharters in the
local Warner exchange. Davidson
arranges theme song tie-ups with
music and department stores, and is
Detroit — Michigan theatergoers, i;
singing them over WHK
with the
Carl Rupp orchestra.
the main, are satisfied with soun
although many are divided over its merits, W. S. Butterfield finds.
He
Opening
Chicago
Office
ICw
Qualitone is opening a branch of- believes, however, that the many im^
fice in Chicago to serve Michigan, provenients
being made
in produq
Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin. D.
tion will
an established cl;^
for result
talkersin only.
E. Rice, general manager, will leave entele
for Chicago in a few days in this
"I am of the opinion," Butterfiel
connection.
told THE FILM DAILY, "that the
day may come when there will be
Pen
Yan
House
Wired
two separate classes of patrons — one
Pen Yan, N. Y. — Western Elec- for the silent picture and one for
tric equipment has been installed at the talking picture. In other words,
the Elmwood.
I believe that the exhibitor should
be very cautious in his method of
Sound for New Forest House
advertising, and when he gets an allForest, Miss. — Sound equipment talking picture or a silent picture,
will be installed in the new house he should make his advertising read
scheduled to open here June 1 under correctly, so when the public goes into the theater, it will be prepared
11"
direction of Frank Glick of Louisville, Ky. The house seats 560.
to see the class of picture he is put-

I

Wiring
Orange
House
Orange, Mass. — Western Electric
equipment is being installed at the
Athol. While installation is being
made, pictures will be shown at the
Lyric.

ting on the screen."

Cleveland Houses Facing
Summer Sound Problems
Cleveland — Problems of summer
policies are now facing Cleveland exhibitors, who are perplexed by sound.
Some who have now yet adopted
sound are holding off until fall with

DuofUm Opens Cleveland Office
Cleveland — France Duofilm has
opened an office in 203 Film Bldg. object of keeping their summer overhead down. Others have decided to
F. F. France and Fred Schram are in
charge.
revert to silent pictures during the
hot months and resume sound films
in the autumn.
Wiring Cocoa House

Cocoa,
Fla. • —
Phototone
equipartistry.
* ♦ *
GRAPHIC—*
» * Ruth Chatterton gives
Vitatone For Charlotte House
a magnificent performance aside from a few
ment
is.
being
installed
at
the
Aladinsignificant slips from grace in the first se- din.
Charlotte,
N. C. — Vitatone, sound
quence, where she has a deplorable tendency
device invented by Johnny Jones, Jr.,
lo overact.
She rose to great dramatic heights in the
has been installed at the Royal,
Synchrophone in Ohio House
scene toward the end of the picture, where
Cleveland — Synchrophone, made in colored house. The device is being
in a drunken stupor she reveals the secret
of her identity to Laroque (Ulric Haupt), Cleveland by Synchrophone, Inc. has handled in this territory by Carolina
Theater
Supply
Co.
the blackmailer.
« • ♦
HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * Ruth Chat- been installed in Sam Deutsch's Sun.
terton, in the all-important title role, is enorDallas
House Wired
mously fine. Her performance is highly unDodge with W. E.
etjual. Scenes of honest poignancy mingle
Dallas
—
Royal
Amplitone
equipCleveland — Harry Dodge formerly
with moments in which she is sadly affected.
ment has been installed at the Rose- manager of the local United Artists
Yet, in the more important episodes, she is
so thoroughly heart-breaking that her porexchange, is now connected with
trayal becomes one of the important things
Western Electric with headquarters
at
Chicago.
the talking pictures have achieved. * * *
. TELEGRAPH — * * • It is seldom that
PO.ST — * * * Lionel Barrymore, the actor, a first-night audience has sniffed as did this
has .stepped into the part of director, taken one during the courtroom scenes and I am
a twenty-year-old stage success and three frank to admit that though I have seen the
good actors and made a talking film which Alexandre Bisson play many times on both
Holds First "All Talking Week"
is as finished and convincing a piece of dra- screen and stage, the old handkerchief was
Talking
Ont.— First
Kingston,
matics as this form of entertainment has
Week"
in Canada
was "All
observed
by
brought into play to wipe away a surreptitious
though
none
the
less,
sympathetic
yet SUN--*
produced.* * * To« ♦ say that it is a play of
the Capitol, with three all-talking
theatrical effectiveness rather than a play of
TIMES — * » * is an e.xtraordinarily poig- features presented.
great beauty is unquestionably a late observation to make. Furthermore, it is beside
*
It is Mr. Barrymore's first
♦ ♦production.
tear. nant
attempt
at the direction of a feature-length
Buys Meadville House
the point, for this production of "Madame
dialog-ue film, and his masterful stage techX" is an all talking photoplay. It is one of
Meadville, Pa. — The Meadville
nique is revealed in almost all the scenes.
the best of them. * » *
The voices from the animated shadows held Park Theater Corp. has taken over
TELEGRAM _ » * » Ruth Chatterton's
the Park which will be renovated
performance, which starts out on a highly the WORLD
audience — *• *• ** There is nothing on a
theatrical note, improves perceptibly as the
and W^estern Electric equipment
stage
anywhere
in
New
York,
nor
has
there
evening wears on. I imagine that she must
will be installed.
have travelled through several make-up been in a year, which embraces more moving,
boxes doing justice to the ravages of a steady more affecting, more genuinely stirring acting than that which is to be seen and heard
absinthe diet of twenty years. Lewis Stone
Wiring Wichita House
stands out creditably in the small role of m the Sam H. Harris theater beginning toWichita — Consolidated Amusement
day. Nor is there good reason for doubters
husband.
* • »
|
Co. is wiring the Orpheum
still to wag their heads. • " •

Why
exhibitors install the
Western Electric
Sound System
I

T is designed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories,
the largest research orsranization in the world
devoted to the problems of acoustic engineering.
// is manufactured by the Western Electric Company in the same factories and to the same standards
of quality as is tlie telephone apparatus of the
Bell Svstem.
It is the system by which the following producers
are recording all of their productions:
Warner Bros. Pictures, Ine.
Fox Film Corporation
Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Corporation
United Artists Corporation
First National Pictures, Inc.
Universal Pictures Corporation
Hal Roach Studios, Inc.
Columbia Pictures Corporation
Harold Lloyd Corporation
Metropolitan Sound Studios, Inc.
It insures the same quality of sound reproduction
in the theatre that goes into the recording of all
these productions in the studio.
It has been in successful commercial operation in
theatres for two years and nine months and is the
system that has brought about the adoption of talking pictures by the motion picture industry.
It is installed and successfully operating in 2000
theatres throughout the world.

// will give the same year in and year out service
as does your telephone.
It is installed under the supervision of experts
selected from among the staff of telephone installers
of the Bell System.
It is maintained and serviced by a national organization ofexperts skilled in the maintenance of
telephone service.
It offers the greatest freedom from breakdown and
program interruption.
It is adequately protected by a large group of fundamental patents which insure the exhibitor against
damages arising from patent infringement.
It is leased upon a reasonable profit basis which
this Company is under contract not to exceed, thus
protecting the exhibitor against excessive charges.
/( is leased upon a time payment plan that eases
the exhibitors' financial problem.
It is leased by a company that is financially strong
enough to remain in business.
It has proven its quality and drawing power at the
box office and pays for itself.
It is the only system that is giving your house the
support of a nation-wide advertising campaign in
popular magazines.
It is the world's standard — the system by which
all others are judged.

Electrical Research Products fnc.
250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
Representing

Westen
S013 ND
Member

Electric
SYSTEM

of Motion Kclure Producers and Dintributors of America, Inc — Will H. Hay*. President
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GILBERT AND SULLIVAN BILL
m SOUND PROPyCM BULGARIA EXHIBITORS
AGAINST FILM PROTECTION GOES BIG AT THE ROXY
TO BE CALLED "UFATON"
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Ufa which recently
acquired through an agreement with
Klangfilm the Tobis sound process,
will call its sound pictures Ufaton,
advises a report to the M. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
Every Ufa sound production will also
be available in silent version, continues the report. Sound stages now
are being constructed at the company's Neubabelsberg studio.
New

House for Syria

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Grand, seating
1,000 has been opened at Beirut, Syria,
according to a report to the M. P.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
The owner of the house also controls
a distributing company and, according to the report, is willing to handle
distribution in that country on all
films which would have a first run at
the Grand.
Ufa

Theater

Washington Bureau

for

Switzerland

j,' THE

Washington — Ula
site in Geneva and
a 2,000 seat house,
to the M.P. Section
Commerce.

FILM

DAILY

"-^s purchased a
inc '- to build
't'
advi.="
of the Dept. of

Derussa Making 2 in Vienna
Vienna — Two pictures for Derussa,
of Germany, are being produced at
the Listo studios here. They are:
"General Batka," under direction of
Besi Keretesz and "Uncle From Sumatra," being directed
by Szoreghi.
Louis Blattner to New York
London — Louis Blattner, of Blattner Picture Corp., will soon leave for
New York in connection with Blattnerphone and Moviecolor, it is reported.

Richmount
723 7th Avenue

Picture!
Inc.

D. J. MOUNTAN,

"ew York City
Pro.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

The

Roxy went musical this week

Washington — The Society of Cine- with Gilbert and Sullivan, "The Gondoliers" being done in two sumptuma Owners of Bulgaria has protested
ous sets. Act I "The
Piazetta" and
against recent measures taken by that
in the Palace
of
government for the protection of the Act II "Pavilion
Barataria."
The
singing
numbers
Bulgarian theaters, advises a report were
beautifully
done,
featuring
J.
to the M. P. Section of the Dept. of Parker Coombe.
Frank Moulan and
Commerce. At its last meeting, the
Kthel Louise
Wright in addition
to
Society passed a resolution which was Douglas
Stanbury,
and Harold
Van
sent to the Minister of Public In- Duzee.
the second act the Roxystruction and is still awaiting a reply. ettes did In
the Dance of the Tarantelle
in their usual highly capable manner,
and the finale was a grand smash of
riotous color and beauty employing
the entire ensemble.
The divertissements were finely balanced,
with a
London — Approximiately $47,000,000 was invested in the British pic- silhouette
dance
featuring
Leonide
ture industry during 1928. Thirty- Massine with three girls appearing in
five public companies were registered black silhouette
against a vivid red
and 155 private firms.
background,
the scene
showing
an
old New
York
street set.
Then
a
Lil Dagover With
Aafa
beach scene, with the backstage proBerlin — Lil Dagover has been enjector screening a beautiful
moonlight on the water.
Here
Patricia
gaged by Aafa to appear opposite
Bowman
with
the ballet and
the
Harry Leidtke in "The Night
Roxyettes created a sumptuous picture full of summer animation. The
Whispers."
France Bans German
Film
final bit was a holdover
from
last
Paris — The German anti-birth-con- week, "I'm Marching Home to You,"
Stanbury
and the male
trol film, "Give Me Life," has been with Doug
banned bv the French censor.
chorus doing the doughboy memory
song that is a knockout as a speclta"an Film Co. in Germany
tacular smash. Stanbury
sings the
Berlin — The
International
Film song as the boys marcli across the
Union,
a distributing
company,
has darkened stage, their faces annearing
been formed here.
Guido di Parisch in a ghostly light, then the finale hathe vocalist on a treadmill above thj
is director.
marching doughboys, advancing with
fixed bayonets
toward the audience.
Limur in London
London — Jean de Limur, Para- The lightings are superb.

$47,000,000 Invested in
Production in Britain

mount director who last made "Jealousy," Jeanne Eagles vehicle, is here
on a vacation. He sails for New
York in a few days.
J. V. Fletcher Buried
London— Funeral of J. V. Fletch —
late secretary of First National
Pathe, took place at Romford.
Pathe-Natan Buys Another
Paris — Pathe-Natan chain, which
now embraces more than 50 houses,
has just acquired the Luzetti Palace
here. The house, which seats 3,000,
opened three months ago.

P'XCLUSIVE
representativesforeien
for
Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors

Heyl on American Trip
London— E. O. Heyl of RCA Photophone has gone to America on
business and will return to England
during the summer.

Cable Address: RICHPICSOC. Parii
Cable Addreu: DEEJAY. London
Cable Addreii:
RICH PIC.
N. Y.

Form United Studios
London — United Studios, Ltd., a
private company, has been formed to
produce. Sound pictures will be
made at a studio to be erected at
ICaling. About $750,000 will be expended on the plant and its recording equipment. A public company
will be floated in about four months.

Exporting
only the
best in Motion Pictures
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Presentations

Foreign Markets
By JAMBS

Sunday,

RUDY VALLEE HOLDS OVER
The stage production at the Paramount was handled by Jack Partington. In "Fifth Avenue" he worked
out a very classy attraction. The
stage effect was that of an enormous
show* window occupying the entire
stage. This was used in turn for
perfumes, a pet shop and jewelry. The
latter served as a brief final flash,
with gilded ornamental pieces with
girls grouped around them. Costumes and settings were beautiful
and much ahead of the usual layout
at this house. The specialties were
also class.
Leading
the
applause
Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Pieture Presentation
The FALLT MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

Lackawanna 7R76
lUl BROADWAY. NEW YORK

5. BBRG\

was a boy working in cork as a trick
drummer whose comedy antics had
thcni laughing throughout. What
that boy couldn't do with the sticks
just hasn't been done anywhere. He
kept up a constant rat-tat-tat on a
cliair, the floor, the backdrop and the
drums, all done with a lot of kidding.
Then there was a swell dog act. Hector and Pals, with a new wrinkle.
Hector has his dog trained to do
tricks opposite to his commands, and
this developed a lot of real comedy.
Dolores, Eddy and Douglas did some
sensational adagio work, with the
girl taking some dangerous swings ^
and leaps that were bell ringers.1
R.udy Vallee in his third week as thei
big draw, crooning his songs via
megaphone and panicking the gale
with his warbling. His orchestra of
seven harmonized nicelv.

CAPITOL RINGS THE BELL
WITHAFINESTAGESNASH
Knockout show at the Capitol that
carried a wealth of special talent and
enough comedy to supply three ordinary Broadway picture shows. They
called it "Frills and Fancies," and the
motif was the St. Valentine spirit,
with the stage loaded down with frills
and all the pretty effects that are associated with valentines. Opened
with the Chester Hale Girls doing a
crinoline number that properly set
tl Jimosphere of the proceedings.
Aiaureen and Sonny were a neat
team, the girl doing a jazz song with
collegiate trimmings, and the boy
springing some acrobatic stuff that
was topnotch. The stage band under
Dave Schooler tore off three sprightly
numbers, "Mighty Lak a Rose,"
"Roses of Picardy," and "Moonlight
and Roses." With the roses and love
and St. Valentine all working overtime, with the comedy element strong,
it began to look like the customers
were in for a big time — and they
were. Then the Chester Hale Girls
did "Graduation Exercises of the
Dancing School," a clever burlesque
with the girls in the oldtime ballet
rigs and wearing comedy baby false
faces.
They
did all the awkward
{Continued

Page
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AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone
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Pathe Studios Reach New High Production Peak — Lois Wilson with Ist National — Duncan
Talker

for

Metro— Marion

GET ACADEMY

a

Little

*f

from

EOR 'JAZZ SINGER'

The Motion Picture Relief Fund
vill be withdrawn from the Los Anfeles Community Chest because it
s a national organization seeking to
►perate without outside help, said
kiary Pickford at the annual award
linner of the Academy of M. P.
^rts and Sciences. The withdrawal
)ecomes effective in October.
Sir Gilbert Parker declared talking
1ms constitute the greatest educaional force in the world. William
le Mille, who acted as toastniaster,
aid that talkers will be broadest
orm of literature and will provide
standard of speech enunciation and
thilosophy. In behalf of Warner
Jros. Darryl Zanuck accepted an
.ward for the firm's having produced
The Jazz Singer." He paid tribute
o the late Sam Warner for foreseeng possibilities of talking pictures.
Stage actors are bringing a thor)Ugh craftsmanship to talkers, aserted Conrad Nagel, who pointed
»ut that silent pctures are also masering craftsmanship. Other speakrs included Louis B. Mayer, Al Jolon, Fred Xibio and Cecil B. de
i4ille. Douglas Fairbanks, as presilent, made the awards and honurble mentions.

Director — "Tiger

By

u

RALPH

Lots

Rose"

for

Velez — Wilk's

Personality

PATHE
WITH PRODUCTION WORK

Sifters in
Sidelights

Rose"work in
Lupc Velez
Wlezin "Tiger
will next
"Tiger Rose," Willard Mack's meloWarners.drama to be made into a talker by

WILK

Pathe studios at Culver City has
entered the greatest production acA E. ERICKSON is a Denver
tivity in its history, with five all■^■■* boy, who has made good- in dialogue features, two all-talking
Hollywood. He is better known as comedies and a serial in actual work.
"Buddy" and has worked up from Another talking feature is scheduled
the ranks, starting as a "prop" boy. to start in the next 10 days.
.■\fter assisting F. W. Murnau, he
Pictures in production include "The
was assigned to direct "The Woman Awful Truth," Ina Claire vehicle;
from Hell" and his work was so "Paris Bound," with Ann Harding:
well liked that he was immediately
given direction of the talking version "The Flying Fool," starring William
Boyd; "Joe College," with Eddie
of "Four Devils." Following "Four Quillan; "For Two Cents," with Robert Armstrong and Carol Lombar,
Devils," he will make "The Family
Upstairs," which
be* an all-talker. "Sailor's Holiday," soon to start,
* will
*
Alan Hale's first dialogue picHugh Herbert, yninus his appen- will be ture.
Fred Newmeyer will direct.
dix, but not his good humor, has
joined James Cruze, Inc., and will
Lois Wilson with F. N.
write dialogue. He is a veteran
actor and playwright and has been
First
National
has
signed
Lois
ivith Warners, M-G-M and Fox.
Wilson
for four years.
*
*
*

I

Hollywood

W^ells Root, former New York
dramatic critic, who wrote originals
and scenarios for Paramount, has
joined the M-G-M writing staflf. He
was
with the
for several
vears."New York World"
*
*
*

TAYLOR
Now TAdapting
Harry
I MAT

I

I Pollard's

Original

Story

IIAll-Talking
Super
rsal'sSpecial
for Unive
I Harry

i

Pollard

Production

THE

Doorwajr ol

Toomey to Be Featured
Regis Toomey, who was signed
by Paramount after his work in
"Alibi," will be featured.
Duncans
for M-G-M
Talker
The Duncan Sisters, Rosetta and
Vivian, will re-enter pictures in a
talker for M-G-M.

Our Passing Show: John G. Blystone and Kenneth Hawks chatting
at Fox; Stuart Erwin stopping his
Farfan to Star Pritchard
car to chut with a newspaperman ;
in 12 Talking Shorts Jack Francis, cane and pipe, enterMarion Also to Direct
ing the Fox studio.
Robert L. Farfan, independent nro*
*
*
George Marion, who has been
liuer, has signed Dick Pritchard to
tar in a series of 12 two reel talking
By the way, Stuart Erwin is one signed by M-G-M to appear in "An)ictures which he will start in a few of the most promising comedians on
na Christie," will also do directorial
lays. Farfan, who is writing the the Coast. He first attracted atten- work,
tract. according to terms of his conctnario, will also direct, shooting
tion in "Women Go on Forever,'"
he stars of the screen at their homes
which was presented at the Hollyind on the beaches. The productions
wood Music Box. His work in
vill be titled "Movieland
Secrets."
"Speakeasy" won him many excellent notices and he has now been
"U" Changes Three Tides
PATHE
Three titles have been changed by signed to appear in "Dangerous
Curves," w^hich Lothar Mendes is
Jniversal, "Companionate Troubles," directing for Paramount.
DIALOGUE STORIES
low is "Girl Troubles/' "Evidence,"
las been called "The Love Trap,"
vhile "The Devil's Prayer Book,"
EARL BALDWIN
low will be called "The Mississippi
DIALOGUE
jambler." All will have silent as
veil as sound versions.

RAY HARRIS

Strayer's First Picture
^ Frank H. Strayer's first picture for
rolumbia will be "The Fall of Eve"
comedy.

GEORGE SCARBCROUGH
Consulting

Dramatist

United ArtUts

HARVEY GATES

LAUGHS
CULVER

CITY

4510

OR

PATHE

WHter
WARNER

FRED

announces

BROTHERS

is using

the

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

word

R ADIOTONE

as his trademark
for his productions,
recording
and equipment.
All prior
rights reserved.
Fi'm Daily
Hollywood

Afa popolar luMMliT »od yoa fe«l m* I
Than** an >tiiio«pb«r« of cordial w«
which marlu cha diifercnca batwaaa
HoIItwo«k1 FUca aiul ordluur hotala.
Tovr rooot, too, haa chat addad
of dUtinctlon. Pictrirei on tha wall, anm^
ttnffad fonitiira. a floor lamp and i iirllBS
lamp .. . tfaaaa ara bat a few of tha f
I yon fad at homa*
PIc'b Whjjtla Dlnins Serrica InnuMdh*
baat ot food. Tharefore, whan yon araaa^
la Lea Ansalca ha aora to laTaatlcata.

THE

J. BALSHOFER
he

!/NTER du doortmy mi

"The Desert Song"
a

Vina

Street at Hollywood

HOIXFWOOD,

BouU«m4

CAUFORNIA

Sunday,

DAiLV
with

"The Muni,
Valiant"
Marguerite
Paul

Churchill

(All-Talker)
5537 ft.
Length:
No Silent Version
ADMIRABLE PRODUCTION
SUPERBLY DIRECTED, WITH
PAUL MUNI GIVING ONE OF
VE PERTHE MOST IMPRESSIERS.
FORMANCES IN TALK
Drama. Here is screen entertainment of the first water for intelligent and critical audiences which
likewise will carry a wide appeal for
the popular audiences because of its
sincerity and deep emotional appeal,
always a universal language that
all can understand. Director William
he is a diHoward again proves that turn
out a
rector who knows how to
over
not
is
that
depth
of
ction
produ
the heads of the crowd. Paul Mum,
a stage player, jumps to the very
forefront of Hollywood players. His
condemned murperformance asto the
a magnificent lie to
derer sticking
keep his mother and sister from disity, natwith a sincer
grace is doneand restr
aint that stamp
uralness
him as an ace among the screen
notables. Entire cast commendable.
Howard's direction immense.
Fox

Churchill,
Marguerite
Muni,
Paul
Cast:
Edith
Kolker,
Henry
Jennings,
Witt
, De
Brown,
Yorke, Richard Carlyle, John Mack
Clifford Dempsey, George Pearce, Don Terry.
Director. William K. Howard; Authors,
Valiant, by
adapted from the play, "The
Robert Middlemass, Holworthy Hall; Adaptors. Tom Barry, John Hunter Booth; DiaEditor, Jack Dennis; Cameraloguers,
Lucian Andriot.
man, same;

Ramon

Novarro in

"The Pagan"

(Synchronized Version)
M-G-M

Length: Synch. 7459 ft.
Silent, 7359 ft.
SURE - FIRE
ENTERTAINMENT THAT WILL WIN ALL
THE FEMMES. NOVARRO EXCELLENT AND SOUTH SEA
ATMOSPHERE BEAUTIFUL.
Drama of the South Seas. Adapted
from a short story by John Russell.
Director W. S. Van Dyke who proved
his mastery of South Sea atmosphere
in "White Shadows," again puts over
a gorgeous pictorial story that gets
you with its haunting beauty and
soothing languor. Ramon Novarro
as the pagan, half-native, half-white,
is ideally cast. The production carries
some nicely balanced values — comedy,
scenic charm and loveliness, novel
love story, and Novarro's singing of
the theme song on several occassions
done with theatrical effectiveness. No
dialogue. The story tells of the half
caste's love for the native girl, and
the scheming of her unscrupulous
white guardian. But, of course, love
triumphs
in the end,
for theman
pagan's
cunning outwits
the white
who
meant no good. The latter is well
portrayed by Dorothy Janis, with
Renee Adore and Donald Crisp performing convincingly.
Cast : Ramon Novarro, Renee Adoree, Dorothy Janis, Donald
Crisp.
Director, W. S. Van Dyke ; Author, John
Russell; Adaptor, Dorothy Farnum ; Titler.
J. H. Jasson; Scenarist, Dorothy Farnum;
Editor, Ben Lewis ; Cameraman, Clyde de
Vinna.

Lya Mara in

George Jessel in

"The Bohemian Dancer"

"George Washington

(Silent)

Bell Pictures Length: 5800 ft.
(Silent)
ANOTHER AMATEURISH IMTiffany-Stahl
Length:
5652 ft.
PORTED NUMBER THAT
Cohen
"
MECHANICAL
PRODUCTION
LOOKS LIKE LYA MARA'S
WITH GEORGE JESSEL SHOWFIRST SCREEN EFFORT. IT'S
ING NOTHING AND ENTIREPRETTY TERRIBLE.
LY MISCAST IN AN UNINTERRomance. Evidently such an old
ESTING STORY.
number that even the distributor was
Comedy drama. Adapted from the
unable to dig up any authentic information as to its source. It only rates play, "The Cherry Tree," by Aaron
a review because the exhibit is now Hoffman. George Jessel as a screen
hero doesn't click, and if they
in distribution, and innocent exhibi- thought he was going to be funny
tors should be warned in advance. in this one they should have given
Even those owners of shooting gal- him some situations to be funny
George carries a one-way
leries and one-day stands who book about.
expression throughout the comic and
sight unseen will feel grieved after tragic episodes and it is up to the
they play this one — and what their audience to stage a guessing contest
audiences will feel is something that among themselves as to whether he
is trying to be funny or arouse tears.
they'll have to stand responsible for. Opens up promisingly with authenLya is known as Mizzi, a little cabaret
tic shots of a Jewish christening ceredancer who meets a titled nobleman
mony. Then we see Georgie grown
who falls madly in love with her. up and trying to live up to his rep
Family objections and all that sort as a truth-teller which gets him in
of thing, and they manage to work all kind of scrapes. The sentimental
in "The Blue Danube" as a sort of stuff also is blah. Robert Edeson
theme song to this relic of how ter- alone is good.
rible silent pictures could be in the
Cast: George Jessel, Robert Edeson,
old days. They call it a "waltz ro- Corliss Palmer, Lawford Davidson, Florence
Allen, Jane La Verne.
mance"Mara
because and
it leaves
Cast: Lya
Harry you
Leitke.dizzy.
Director, George Archainbaud ; Author,
Director, Frederick Zelnik ; Author, same ; Aaron Hoffman ; Scenarist, Isadore BernScenarist, Not listed; Editor, Not listed;
stein;Adaptor, the same; Editor, Not listed;
Titler, W. W. Young; Cameraman, Not Titler, Isadore Bernstein; Cameraman, Harry
listed.
Jackson.
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Bert Lytell in

"Gentlemen
of the Press"
with Walter Huston

"The Lone Wolf's

(All-Talker)

Paramount Length: Synch. 7176 ft.
No silent version
RATES FAIR ENTERTAINMENT WITH AUTHENTIC
NEWSPAPER
ATMOSPHERE
BUT
LACKS DRAMATIC
PUNCH.
Drama of newspaper life. Adapted
from the stage play of the same
name. While this is perhaps the
most authentic story of newspaper
life yet filmed, it proves disappointinp
in several respects. With the original
play enjoying the collaboration of
well known newspapermen, the screen
version has been able to retain the
atmosphere, esp'ecially in the city
room of the big metropolitan daily.
This follows the stage version closely, and the characters are well cast
and natural. But it loses out in the
toning down of the hardboiled dialogue which made the play talked
about. The climactic scene somehow
doesn't get you. The city editor is
kept from the bedside of his dying
daughter as a big sea disaster story
breaks. Walter Huston deserves better material. Charles Ruggles as a
stewed reporter is immense and
scores laughs regularly. Some scenes
dragged out, with long dialogue bits
holding up action.

May

(Silent Version)
Columbia

Length: Sound,
Silent, 6639
6214 ft.
ft.^,

Daughter"
ENTERTAINMENT

FLAT
WITH
LYTELL
DOING
HIS
BEST
TO
BUILD
UP
WEAK.
STORY LACKING SUSPENSE.
Comedy drama. Adapted fromn
Louis Joseph Vance's story. HereK
Bert Lytell is cast as the famousil
Lone Wolf, the clever internationalil
crook, but the author now has him
reformed and trying to go straight.
The production is handsomely
dressed, and the cast uniformly good.
But the plot is weak, with a pair
of clever crooks appearing at a house
party where they try to frame the
Lone Wolf into helping them steal
the jewels on penalty of exposing who
he really is, if he refuses to aid them.
Apparently working with them, he
slips one over and saves the jewels
and his secret identity as the excriminal. Lilyan Tashman gives a
very neat characterization as the
femme crook; Gertrude Olmstead is
sweet and photographs charniingly
But Lytell has a tough time trying
to get snap into a weak story.

Cast: Bert Lytell, Gertrude Olmstead,
Charles Gerrard, Lilyan Tashman, Donald
Keith,
Florence Allen, Robert Elliot, Ruth
Cherrington.
Cast: Walter Huston, Katherine Francis,
Director, Albert S. Rogell ; Author, Louis
Charles Ruggles, Betty Lawford, Norman
; Scenarist, Sig Herzig ; EdiFoster. Duncan Penwarden, Lawrence Leslie. Josephtor. Vance
Williani Hamilton; Titler, not listed;
Director, Millard Webb ; Author, Ward Adaptor, Sig Herzig ; Cameraman. James
Morehouse ; Adaptor, Bartlett Cormack ; Van Trees.
Dialoguer, John Meehan ; Editor, Mort
10, 1920)
Blumtnstock ; Cameraman,
George
Folsey.
. (Sound, reviewed March

Buddy

Roosevelt

Fannie Brice in

in

"My Version)
Man"
(Silent

"The Devil's Tower"
(Silent)

Rayart
Length: 4533 /(.
FAIR ACTION PICTURE GIVES
BUDDY
ROOSEVELT
A
CHANCE TO DO SOME SPECTACULAR HEROICS THAT
WILL PLEASE THE FANS.
Western. Adapted from Victor
Rousseau's magazine novel. When
J. P. McGowan sticks to directing
a straight western story he can do
a good job that will please the thrill
fans. This one is no exception, and
rates as popular entertainment. Buddy Roosevelt gets into action early,
and stays that way throughout the
footage. The tale is that of a dam
that has been completed by Mc-

Warners

Length:

)

Silent 6136 ft
Sound, 9247 ft.

FAIR
ENTERTAINMENT
WITH FANNIE BRICE DOING
GOOD PANTOMIME BUT NOT
GETTING OVER STRONG
WITH
SONGS ELIMINATED.
Comedy drama. Here was a vehicle
originally built to give Fannie Brice
a chance to sing her repertoire ol
songs. In the silent version these arc
necessarily missing and the picture
depends
on
Fannie's
clever
pan
tomime to register. Some of the bit,'
lose their punch, for titles canno
adequately
convey the highlights o
scenes that were primarily built fo:
dialog and songs.
The story tells o
Fannie as the homely
elder siste
sacrificing everything for her prett;
young
selfish sister who steals he
beau and makes
a mess of thing

Gowan as the contractor. Buddy's
Fannie
namebutwilii
carry it where
she Brice's
is known,
father owns grazing land that he generally.
other localities there is little in thi
claims has been ruined by the building of the dam. He gets into the offering to bring them in. The come
hands of a gang that are trying to dian gets over strong in her pan
bits, but when it comes t
hold the contractor up, and this leads tomime
his son Buddy into all sorts of ad- mean a thing.
venture trying to straighten matters playing the pathetic stuff she doesn'
Cast: Fanny Brice, Guinn Williams, Edt
out and keep his father from making
Murphy, Richard Tucker, Andre de Segi
a mess of things.
Nicely pepped up. rola,
Billy Seay, Arthur Hoyt, Ann Brod;
Cast: Buddy Roosevelt, Frank Earl, J. P.
iMcGowan,
Tommy
Bay. Thelma Parr, Art Rowland,
Director, J. P. McGowan ; Author. Victor
Rousseau ; Scenarist. J. P. McGowan ; Editor, Not listed ; Titler, Not listed ; Cameraman. Ernest Depew.

Clarissa Selwynne.
Director, Archie Mayo; Author. Mai
Canfield ; Stenarist,
Robert Lord ; Edito
1928)
Owen Marks ; Titler,
Joe Jackson ; Gamer
num, Frank Kesson.

(Sound version reviewed Dec. 30,
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DAILY
John Bamjmorc

in

h'xce llent

Length:

Short Subjects

"Eternal Love"

"Daughters of Desire'
(Silent)

in

(Synchronized)

U. A.

6000 ft.

INDIFFERENT PRODUCTION
CARRIES A SEX KICK AND
THEN TRIES TO POINT A
MORAL FOR WAYWARD GIRLS
BUT IT ALL SOUNDS VERY
PHONY.
Drama. Just tlic usual applesauce
about why girls go wrong and how
tiiey are saved just in the nick of
time and somebody has to suffer and
suffer for their damfoolishness. Incidentally any intelligent audience
will suffer, if they can sit through it.
The unthinking flappers will probably
get a synthetic kick out of some sexy
situations that are built around a
crowd of giddy gals trying to jazz it
up, with a few undress situations
thrown in to give the censors a lot of
work. Not for children, and anything
but a family picture, in spite of the
phoney moral dragged in. Irene
Rich does her best with an insincere
part of the stepmother who takes the
blame for the shooting of a rounder
by the jazzy stepdaughter. The latI ter lets her mother take the gaff,
then confesses, and mother is released
from prison miraculously.

Lnit/th: Siiiich.. (i.'Sl.'') ft.
Silent, Ol'.tS ft.
JOHN BARRYMORE'S POOREST TO DATE. LUBITSCH'S
FINE DIRECTORIAL TREATMENT
COULDN'T SAVE OUTDATED YARN.
Drama of the Swiss Alps at the
time of the French invasion of 1806.
Xo dialogue. Something radical must
have hapi)cnctl to tiie Clreat Screen
Profile, for throughout the film
Barrymore photographs with staring
eyes and a pasty lace that make him
appear both ghostly and ghastly.
Never at any time does he impart a
sense of reality to his role. Nothing
but praise for ICrnst Lubitsch, who
took the flat material and invested it
with the glamour of the Swiss mountains, and recreated the atmosphere
of the mountaineers of a century ago.
Some of the scenic shots are superb,
with snow capped mountains and
gloomy gorges symbolizing the tragic
theme of the story. Barrymore is the
village
ne"er-do-well.
The butpriest's
niece falls
in love with iiim.
John
must need marry the village Nell
because he didn't do right by her.
Draggy, weak, artificial story. Fine
work
Rosing. by Victor Varconi, Bodil

(Silent)

Amkino
Length: 6000 ft.
LACKS ANY VALUE AS PICTURE HOUSE FARE. JUST A
DULL TRAVELOGUE OF MOSCOW THAT LOOKS
LIKE
PROPAGANDA
FOR THE
SOVIET.
Travel views. Made by Sovkino.
Merely a lengthy newsreel which is
not done with the snap and cleverness
of our own newsreels. It is absolutely out for any but a Russian audience
or the arty picture houses which specialize in these things. Lacking any
story, it becomes tedious and tiring
to watch pictures unreel of one city
that is uninspiring to begin with.
Here we see crowds, and more
crowds. All the nice phases of the
city life that the Soviet wants foreigners to know about are shown, so that
this careful selection results in a
sameness about the picture that grows
very tedious. The photography is
just fair. Shows the buildings erected
by the brotherhood of workers, and
everything is stage set to give the
impression that under the Soviet government everybody is happy and
things are prosperous. So we see
motorcycles, nice stores, trolley cars,
etc. Won't interest American audiences.
Cast: The inhabitants of Moscow of today.
Directors, Kaufmann. Kapalin ; Editor, Not
listed; Titler, Not listed; Cameramen, Kaufmann, Bellakov and Zotov.

Smith

&

Dal I' in

"Dear
Teacher"
Paramount
Hilarious
Type of production. .Comedy sketch
The old reliable vaude sketch has
been transplanted bodily, with a few
extra trimmings. It is a continuous
succession of laughs. The scene is
the country schoolroom, with the old
German acting as teacher, and the
bad boys consisting of the tough
pug, the fat boy, and the Hebrew
who wears his derby throughout the
session. It is all pure slapstick, and
rapid fire stuff crammed with gags
that are not so new but they had a
Broadwiay audience laughing steadily. At the end they work in three
specialties, a pretty girl singing the
put-putter song, the janitor in cork
with his comedy drum sticks, and
two harmonizers. Surefire, with a
strong popular appeal. Time, 11
mins.

Max

"Screen Songs"

Fleischer — Paramount
Novelty Cartoon
Type of production . .Animated song
Max Fleischer gets a big break on
the sound angle, for it gives him a
chance to show something in the way
of a real novelty with his clever cartoon stuff. He has a college cheer
leader putting his gang through
Anyia Q. Nilsson in
some of the old tunes. Then the
"Blockade"
words are flashed on the screen,
(Part-Talker)
with a variety of comedy manipulaFBO
tions of the letters and animated figLength: 6419 ft.
ures such as autos, dancing balls and
No silent version
boys sliding over the letters
GOOD
BOOTLEG
YARN college
in harmony with the tunc. A fine
PEPPED UP WITH STRONG male quartet is used on the one number, and the popular melodies had a
PLOT AND PLENTY OF ACBroadw'ay audience humming out
TION ABOARD RUM-RUNNER.
loud — which is quite a record in itWILL PLEASE THE CROWD.
self. Will click in any type of
Time, 9 mins.
Melodrama of run-runners off house.
Florida coast. They started with a
Funny — Aesop
crackerjack plot and kept the action
"Concentrate"
moving all the time. Anna Q. Nilsson
Pathe
does good work in one of those farfetched parts of a lady rum-runner Type of production..! reel animated
who turns out to be the clever govFarmer Al Falfa and the animals
ernment agent. But she handles the go in for the study of concentration.
part so intelligently that she makes They work it on an old hen to inyou forget the hokum. She works in
crease its egg laying, with very funny
with the main rum-runner who thinks and disastrous results. Then the
she is a hijacker, and has a tough time other animals start studying the book
trying to save a young society chap on concentration, and before the reel
who everybody thinks is the mys- is over the cartoonist has succeeded
terious government agent. There is
some really comic situaa good surprise kick at the end when in developing
tions that will get laughs without any
it is disclosed that Miss Nilsson is trouble.
the agent. Some good action shots
showing a navy cutter in action with
Pathe Audio
Review No. 6
Pleasing
the rum runner. Lots of little surprise twists in the story that keep
you pepped up till the end. Only two Type of production..! reel magazine
A novelty fashion review is pretalking sequences.
sented by Vyvyan Donner showing
Cast: .\nna Q. Nilsson; Wallace MacDonall
the
latest
Paris modes. A novelty
>fcGrail.
Sr., Walter
aid; James Bradbury,
marionette
subject
shows old dobbin
Director, George B. Seitz; Authors. Louis
Sarecky, John Twist; Scenarist, Harvey driving the country lad and his girl
Thew ; Eiditor, .\rchie Marsbek; Titler, in the old family brig. Dobbin lays
Randloph Bartlett ; Dialoguer, Not listed ;
down on the job, and after much perCameraman,
Robert Martin.

Cast: John Barrymore, Camilla Horn, VicCast: Irene Rich, Richard Tucker, June
tor Varconi, Hohart Bosworth, Bodil Rosing,
Rico, Evelyn
Selbie.
Nash, JuHus Molnar, Jr., Jackie Searle, Wil- Mona
liam Scott.
Director, Ernst I.ubitsch ; Author, Jacob
\'\ Director, Rurton King; Author, Janet riiristoph Herr; Adaptor, Hans Kraly ;
•Vale; Scenarist, Isadore Bernstein; Editor, Scenarist, Not listed; EMitor, Edward Marton;
Betty Davis ; Titler, Isadore Bernstein ; Titler, Katharine Hilliker; Cameraman, Oliver .Marsh.
Cameramen,
William
Miller, Joseph Walters.

"Moscow Today"

SOUND

suasion they get him started with
such energy that he kicks the old
buggy to pieces. The singing of a
"Uobbin" song lends good comedy to
this subject. Finishes with "Riding
the Sky Trail," with nice shots of
the Montana plains and incidental
music.

"House Cleaning" — Novelty
Universal
Flat
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
'I"he old vaudeville gag about the
salesman coming home to find he is
just in time to help his wife with the
spring houscclcaning. Charles
(jrapewin as the salesman handles
his lines well, and gets over a few
laughs, but the material is pretty ordinary and has been well worn. His
jealous wife discovers a bunch of
girls' photographs in his grip and he
has a tough time trying to explain
them. Finally he phones a friend to
send him a wire as if from his firm,
calling him out of tow'u on business.
But the friend double-crosses him and
the telegram reads: Stay home and
help your wife with the house cleaning." Anna Chance as the wife makes
a rather poor impression, and the material clicks only in spots.

SILENT
"Chaperones"
Mike andAverage
Ike — Universal
Type of production. . . .2 reel comedy
This runs along in the average
groove of the Mike and Ike series,
with the two dude boys trying to
take the girls out to a party and the
chaperone of the college trailing
them. So they disguise themselves
as Apaches, and one of them gives
the old cliapcrone a few whirls
around the floor and tries to put her
out of business. But she proves to
be stronger than he is, and throws
him around instead. As usual, the
twins gets themselves all jammed up,
and find themselves in disgrace with
their sweeties. They turn this series
out with the same rubber stamp. It's
for the basic idea is good. Dia pity, rected
by Samuel Newfield.

"Playing
False"
Ordinary
Featurettte
— Universal
Type of production. .2 reel western
Bob Curwood goes through all the
usual motions in another of these
mechanically directed western briefs
that carries no kick worth talking
about. As a wealthy young ranch
owner he gets in a situation where
he is accused of trying to rob a lawyer's office in the western town. His
accuser
is the lawyer's
clerk, escapes,
and the
real crook.
So Curwood
meets the lawyer's daughter, and
with her assistance succeeds in exposing the real crook. Directed by
Walter Fabian without any effort to
depart from the standardized formula.

DAILV
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AND WHAT^S

WHAT

Major Companies Permanently
Set For Production in East
Indications that major producing
firms intend to permanently work in
the East are found in the building
activities going on at a number oi
the studios.
Paramount has under construction
a building adjacent to its Astoria
studio with object of providing a new
home for the carpenter shops, heating plant and other units. The
laboratory across the street from the
main studio is being enlarged.
Warner Bros, are erecting an addition to their studio in Brooklyn and
expect to have it ready for actual
production early in the fall. This will
afford a sound stage sufficiently large
to allow four sets to stand at one
time.
M-G-M's Eastern studio, although
inactive at the moment, is expected
to resume operations soon. It is
likely that Fox, which acquired the
property in its deal for Loew and
M-G-M, will make talking shorts
there. Improvements made at the
plant, including construction of sound
stages, represent several hundred
thousands of dollars.
RCA has just completed an addition to its Gramercy studio to provide another sound stage.
Starting All-German Film
The first all-German-dialogue picture to be produced in this country
gets under way Monday at the Vitaphone studio, Brooklyn, with Alexander Moissi, German stage star, and
Camilla Horn featured. The picture,
adapted from the stage play, "The
Royal Box," has been prepared by
Murray Roth, Edmund Joseph and
Arthur Hurley. Bryan Foy will direct. Anne Codee and Lew Hearn
have also been signed for an important part. Ed Du Par and Ray Foster will guide the cameras.

Thorn as- Wheeler
Productions
now

making

a picture

for

Floral Theater
Floral Park, L. I.

RELEASED THIS WEEK
"Peggy Hanlon
and her Piano"
Sound and talking short
ALDEN MOTION PJCTURE CORP.
220 West 42d Street
New York City

Sunday,

19,

1929

IN THE EAST
IN GREATER

NEW

Vitaphone Continues As
Busiest Eastern Studio

Vitaphone studio, which has been
the most active plant in the East
since the rejuvenation of production
here, continues its work at full speed.
Guy Robertson, last seen on the stage
in "White Lilacs," has completed a
talking short under direction of Bryan
Foy, who has also finished "The OutLaw In-Law," written by Murray
^^By ARTHUR
W. BDDYS^i^
Roth and Edmund Joseph, with Hobart Cavanaugh, Gertrude Ritchie,
MORT
BLUMENSTOCK, king Mary Loane, Maida Reade and Marie
of Paramount's titling domain,
has finished work on the silent ver- Muselle. "The Dinner Party," comedy sketch by Frank Orth, has also
sion of "Gentlemen of the Press"
and next turns his labors on the si- been filmed by Foy, with Arthur
Hurley as director of dialogue. Cast
lent form of "Jealousy."
includes Daisy Atherton, Stanley
Ridges and Florence Vernon.
Abe Mass, recently named scenario editor at Warner Brothers VitaWriting Molly Picon Shorts
phone plant out Flatbush way, has
Jacob
Kalich and Joseph Rumsbian international background of experience. He joined the studio from sky, composers, who have written all
Molly Picon's past stage plays, will
First National and previously was of
write the musical shorts which R. L.
with the Metro ayid Gaumont companies. Perhaps you remember that A. Talking Pictures Corp. will produce with the Jewish comedienne
Sonne 10 years ago he wrote "The starred. Each production will be a
Crossbearer," which William Brady combination of music and dialogue in
produced for the now-defunct World
Company, with Jeanne Eagels a English, Russian, German and Hebrew. Jess Smith, vice-president and
featured player. At one time he was
producing director of the company,
assistant to the late June Mathis.
will direct. The initial film is "The
Anne Maxwell,
who is department
Abe Mass' Yiddisher Baby."
assistant
in the scenario
Finishing Colored Shorts
at Vitaphone, has come back home in
R. L. A. Talking Pictures Corp.,
resuming work at the old Vitagraph
plant. She worked for Vitagraph in in association with Lou Goldberg
1914, doing everything from design- Prod., has completed Irving C. Miller's "Harlem Revue," sixth of a
ing sets and w'ardrobes to assisting
directing and stories. She did the series of all-colored films. Featured
in the cast are Ralph Cooper and the
adaptation
on "Little Women," by Cooperettes. Production starts next
the way.
week on "Washboard Blues," last of
Robert Florey tvill guide Gert- the series and starring Mamie Smith.
rude Lawrence in her screen debut,
Bennett Film on Coast
to be made in the talker, "The Gay
Lady," which Paramount puts into
With production of "This Thing
production within a few weeks. Called Love" transferred from New
Florey's last work was co-direction York to the Coast, Constance Bennett, its star, has gone to Hollywood.
of "The Cocoanuts" with Joseph
Santley. John Meehan will work After probably making two talkers
on the dialogue.
for Pathe she will go abroad during
the summer and the^n return to this
Rouben Mamoulian, who makes country to resume work under her
his initial venture into talker direc- five-year contract with that company.
tion with "Burlesque," is now making tests for the Paramount feature.
Corbett to Produce "Lady Fingers"
"Lady Fingers," by Beth Brown
He is one of the stage's outstanding
directors, having "Wings Over Eu- has been purchased by John P. Corbett from Miss Brown for talking
rope" and "Porgy" to his credit.
picture production. The play is now
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Phillips
Talking Picture Atand Norman, Jr., are set to make being casttractionsbyInc., for
immediate shooting in New York. It is to have an
a talking short at American Reall
star
cast.
cording studio. West Mth St., starting about June 3. Gotham is reported slated to make a feature or
Finish Floral Park Film
more ivith dialogue at this plant.
completed
of Wind"
forHaving
the Floral
Park "Gust
theater,
Floral
Alan Brooks, who made his screen
Park, L. I., Thomas-Wheeler Productions now is mapping a tour of
bow in "The Hole in the Wall," is
current in the stage success, "She New England cities, starting in about
two weeks.
Got What She Wanted."

Short Shots from
New York Studios

May

YORK

STUDIOS

SEES TALKERS BRINGING
NEW ART IN LIGHTINi
Photographing sound pictures ha:
brought on a new art in the light
ing of sets, according to George Fol
sey, chief cameraman for "Glorify
ing the American Girl" now in pro
duction at the Paramount Long Is
land studio.
"Instead of lighting for one shot — sav
closeiip —
we light
used ato set
do for
in the
silentdoze
tures,
'pic
we as now
a half
different angles all at one time," Folsey ex
plained. "The lighting must be arrange
for the cameras that are to get the mediui
and close angles.
"This new requirement brought on by
advent of sound pictures has a tendency tht
increase the general artistic effect of the er
tire scene. With the use of incandescer
lights, which also came into general use wit
the talking film, we are able to accomplis
a much softer and more natural lighting o
scenes.
"While the cameraman's problems hav
been increased in photographing for soun
booths with their glass windows and to th
necessity of a different placement of light
his job has become much more interesting."

While there has been some criti
cism on the photography in some o
the talking pictures Folsey believe;
that the cameramen have solved theii
difificulties and that the photographic
effects in sound pictures will be jus
as striking as those achieved in th(
days of the silent film. As a mattei
of fact, according to Folsey, the pub
lie will see a higher quality of cam
era work in sound pictures than thej
ever did in the silent film.

Holman Makes First
Harry Holman, vaudeville star
made his picture debut with Pathe ii
George LeMaire's "Hard-Boilec
Hampton," based on Holman's vaude
villa sketch. The cast in this all-talk
ing comedy includes Evelyn Knapp
Doris McMahon, Alice Dunn an<
Andy Jochim.
Barker Completes Short
Bradley Barker has completed di
rection of a talking short featurinj
Alexander Carr. The picture wa
made for Pathe at Sound Studios.
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Projection Room Dimensions
\NEW TYPHOON fAN 18 NOW REJUVENATION OE OLD
and Construction Outlined
THEATERS JIAEFRED PLAN
uypy
^^^
jQy^p
^gy^fj
The Society of M. P. Engineers,
thick terminated its spring con\ention in New York last week,
leard among other discussions a
)lan to itnprove and standardize
)rojection. The report was siibmit\ed by a permanent committee on
\)rojection.
Last week, the location of the
deal projection roam was described.
This instalment, the second, con•ems itself icith dimensions and
construction. The third instalment
<vUl appear in THE FILM DAILY
fated May 26.

mented projection staff, the additional noise
creatctl by certain types of sound equipment,
and torrising
horn. above this the output of the moni-

(c) The material should have as low a
specific heat as possible to prevent its becoming a "storage reservoir" for heat.
(d) In some cases the weight will have
to be considered if the building stnicture supporting the projection room is not amply
strong. In this connection your coniniitlce
desires, without recommendation, to point out
that for wall construction hollow tile eight
inches or more in thickness set in ridi mortar
strongly tempered with cement, and covered
with a smooth, hard finish plaster fulfills all
of the above requirements better than any
other material.
The floor slab should support the projection equipment without the slightest vibration, and be of a material which will not wear
j
DIMENSIONS
1 The size of the room may vary rather away and form dirt or dust. We. therefore,
recommend that the floor slab be of concrete
A-idely, according to the amount of equipment
It is intended to install, but in width the of approved mixture, not less than six inches
ivise exhibitor will make ample allowance for thick, covered with an approved top dressing
Possible additional equipment. That is just of cement and covered with battleship linoleum or rubber tile firmly cemented to the
hs important as it is to install wiring suf- floor slab.
This linoleum or tile should be
ficiently in excess of immediate needs to take
care of demands which may be made in the laid after all plastering, painting, wiring, etc.,
future. It is an expensive thing to be obliged has been completed, but before any of the projection equipment has been installed. Before
^o rebuild the room, or to tear out the wiring
:o put in larger wires, but at the time of the projection equipment is installed the linoleum should be thoroughly cleaned and waxed
'ronstruction neither a bit of added space or
Kjmewhat larger wired present any very seri- to prevent it absorbing oil from the machinery. Incalculable damage has been done to
i>us additional outlay,
projection machinery and to sound film by the
i
PROJECTION
I In the matter of front to back depth, there fine dust rising from uncovered projection
floors. Such stone floors belong to the
,nust be sufficient space to leave at least a room
stone age, and have no place in the modern
56-inch passageway clear of everything be- projection room. Aside from their injurious
tween the lamphouse controls and whatever
nay be against the real wall. That amount effect upon equipment they have the effect of
unduly fatiguing those who must stand conDf space is imperatively necessary to reasonstantly upon them, thus reducing their alertable comfort in handling the equipment. The
ness and lowering their efficiency, two things
necessary depth may be ascertained by the
which no theater can afford to have happen
architect by taking the over-all projector to its projection staff.
^en^th of the modern projector, setting in
horizontal position at 63 inches, adding one
^oot to that measurement, or 18 inches if the
projection angle will be a very heavy one, and
36 inches plus the depth of whatever equipment it may be intended to place back of the
projectors against the rear wall. In fact, it is
Portland, Ore.— William Parker of
best to allow three feet for the latter, whether
there is present intent to install anything the United Artists theater will keep
there or not, which would make a total of his house cool during summer heat,
five feet three inches plus si.x feet equals 1 1 via a different idea. He is having
feet three inches as the minimum front to
drilled a well bored sufficiently deep
back depth.
In the matter of ceiling, seven and one half to strike a flow at 45 to 55 degrees
feet should be the absolute, irreducible mini- in temperature. The water will be
mum. In excess of that, the more the better.
As to width, that is a mooted question, diverted into his air cooling system
but there must, for the best results, be ample at the rate of 300 gallons a minute
space between projector, both motion picture and thus reduce the house temperaand other sorts, to permit of free movement.
ture to the desired point. Several ofWhere the projection distance and picture
fice buildings here are usine the same
size are such that a sharp picture may be
.obtained all over the screen with a four and idea drawing the water
from privately
'one half foot spacing lens center to lens cen- drilled wells.
ter of motion picture projectors, that distance
should be the minimum.
However, conditions
. may be such that this would be impractical,
but under any condition there must be no
less than a three and one half foot spacing
lens center to lens center.
In fact, this may
I be the rule under all conditions for all but
the motion picture projectors.
Of course, space must be allowed for the
amplifying
panel, etc., and this should be
Wis. — Jack Silliman has opened
j done in the future whether
sound is to be the Milwaukee,
1,600 seat Avalon.
I immediately
installed or not.
This is not desigrned to be anything more
Lexington, Ky. — Switow Enterprises has
than a general discussion of dimensions. Your opened the State.
committee hopes, in the future, to take that
r.reeii Bay, Wis. — Green Bay Enterprises
item up in more complete form.
will build a house to be leased to Midwesco.
ij
CONSTRUCTION:
Cleveland, O. — The Uptown has been
I Your committee conceived the fundamental
opened.
requirements
of
projection
room
construction
to be:
Tampa, Fla. — J. L. Replogle and A. S.
Metzger, of Tampa, will build a $450,000
(a) The room must be thoroughly fire- house
here.
proof.

Unique Cooling System
for U.A. Portland House

(b) It must be as nearly as possible sound
proof, because of the fact that in addition
to the unavoidable noise incidental to machinery in operation, we now have added the
necessity for conversation
between
the aug-

Blackwell, Okla.— The Rivoli has been
completed.
Washington — C. A. Turnage will build another house here. Western Electric equipment
will be installed.

Sound ctiuippcd theaters arc faced
with a serious problem as warm
weather approaches. Cooling and
ventilating systems must operate
noiselessly or the danger of a disturbed audience faces the management.
Typhoon Fan Co. has developed
the Te.xropc drive which, it declares,
meets this situation. The company
asserts its fans are silent in operation because they produce a larger
air supply while being run at a lower speed than the direct motor-driven
type of fan. The drive consists of
V-shaped composition cords made of
tire fabric imbedded in rubber. These
belt cords run in V-grooved pulleys
attached to the fans and motors, resulting in smooth transmission of
pov^'er. The drive, it is said, eliminates slipping and squeaking which
often accompany the operation of
the old style flat belt drives. Other
factors tending to make the fan operations noiseless, as stressed by the
company include:
Selection of quiet motors.
Proper ratio of fan and pulleys.
Reduced fan speeds to eliminate
swishing noises.
Wood and cork foundations for
sound insulation.
Rigid supports for both fans and
motors to avoid vibration.
Replacement of the old type fan
with the new is another Typhoon

Minneapolis — Offering opportunity
for rejuvenation of existing theaters
into atmospheric or modernistic
houses, at a cost ranging from $1,000
up, the Maefred jirocess has been introduced inthis territory by the Maefred Studios, local firm.
Any style of atmosi)heric or modernistic houses desired can be had according to specification, states A. W.
Puff, designer, who has developed the
new system of rejuvenating houses
by his method. Spanish, Chinese,
Japanese, Egyptian, French, Swiss,
Italian and Grecian are among the
izes.
styles in which the company special-

plan.
Supplying Accessories
Denver — The local Office of National Theater Supply Co. has installed a rebuilt projector in the Arvada, Arvada, Wyo. operated by Joe
Madia; a new screen in the Peerless
Community, Peerless, Mont, and a
Junior Orchestraphone in the S-ullivan at Englewood, Colo.

his service
including
booking
p-'ctures,
arranging
programs,
changing
play dates, handling C. O. D. shipments, etc.

Improving Springfield House
Springfield, 111. — Dominic Fresena
Theaters, Inc., plan to spend $20,000
improving their house here.

The Maefred plan calls for rejuvenation of the theater from top to bottom, from backstage to canopy. It
inchules designing, color schemes,
lighting effects draperies, rugs, furniture and acoustics. Plastic texture,
which will last as long as concrete
walls, is one of the features of the
process. Starlit sky, with twinkling
stars, cloud and other effects are part
of the process, which requires from
two to four weeks to install.
Offers Complete Service
Cleveland — A complete exhibition
service is being offered Carl L. Hohage to houses here and in northern
Ohio through the Exhibitors Service
Bureau, Film Bldg. He will handle
every detail in putting on a show,

Arctic Nu-Air for N. H. House
Franklin, N. H. — Arctic Nu-Air
cooling system is being installed at
the Pastime. Western Electric sound
shortly.
equipment is also to be installed
May
Rebuild Miss. House
Laurel, Miss. — Owners
of the
Strand, recently destroyed
by fire,
are considering rebuilding at a cost
of $25,000.
SPECIAL

Rome,
built
here. Ga.— A $110,000 house will be
Abilene, Tex.— H. O. Wooten will build
a theater and hotel building.
Waynesboro, Va. — W'ork has been started
on the Waynesboro Theater Corp. house at
Main St. and Arch Ave.

Retains Architects
Mount Vernon, 111. — Reed, Yemm
& Haves have retained Kennerly &
Stiegemeyer, architects of St. Louis,
to prepare plans for the 1,600 seat
house they plan. The house is to
cost $200,000.

SALE

Absolutely New Gundlach S.3
equal diffusion soft focus lenses.
50 mm.f.3 — $5.00
72 mm.f.3— $7.50
Only a limited number on hand.

▼▼no
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This Hectic Week

Week's Headlines
Monday

(.Continued from Page 1)
STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS
AS
OF
FRWA
High
Low Close
Sales
100
Am.
Seat
36
36
36
Con. Fm.
Ind. pfd. 27ii
26J^ 27
2,900
300
East.
Kodak
177!4 177 177
*do
pfd
128
*First
Nat. pfd
108
300
Fox
Fm.
"A"
... 94%
93K 9iV»
*do rts
3
♦Keith
A-O
35
•do pfd
101 ^^
700
Loew's
Ine
60?^
bOYz 60'A
♦do pfd
9814
♦MGM
pfd
25!/^
100
M.
P. Cap
40J4
40K 40'A
Para.
F-L
70%
69"/^ 70"^ 35,700
Pathe
Exch
11%
11^ 11%
3,200
do "A"
2-3"/$
22!/5 2iy2
600
Radio
K-AO
3314
32% 32^4
5,700
Stanley
Co
44
43 J^ 43'A
1,600
♦Univ.
Pict. pfd
98^ 87',666
W^arner
Bros
133% 130% 131
do
pfd
59
58% 58%
CURB
MARKET
5,100
4.700
Acoustic
Prod.
...
4%
4%
4%
♦Bal. & Katz
yS'A
Columbia
Pets.
.. 3814
3714 38
1,566
700
Con
Fm.
Ind.
... 24
23 J^ 23%

F"rance.

kind of silent films won't have much
drag in France, for there, as elsewhere, sound is the only marketable
commodity today. And obviously.
Americanese won't find favor with
the Francophiles.

The Public Prints
Tuesday: Paramount reigns as uncontested leader of the rumor mart.

Mergers, the industry's favorite item
of gossip, tie in the Zukor organization with several astonishing moves.
On all sides you hear this and that
about the future of this Gibraltar-like
company. Talks there have been and
'20
meetings,
too. Beyond that? Well,
6
who knows? Strange bed-fellows are
welcome guests in the most unusual
quarters these days. . . .
Fox
Thea.
''A"
. 28'4
27% 28
100
5,200
Griffith, D.W.
"A"
2^
214
2K
Paramount's big brother, Publix, is
♦Intern.
Proj.
(i)
112
turning much attention to its presendo
(n. w.)
26y2
24
26
8,866
tation policy in these times of sound
♦Loew
do deb. rts
26
Nat.
Scr.
Sen
. . 30"^
30
30
blastings.
The all-sound show, an
500
Nat. Thea.
Sup. .. 19J4
19% 19%
experiment in a limited number of
Trans-Lux
13%
13
13%
1,200
cities, might easily result in its wide♦Univ.
Pict
2754
spread adoption. Some cities, like
♦do pfd
2J4
BOND
MARKET
New York, Brooklyn and Chicago,
♦Keith AG
6s 46
92
present more complex problems and,
♦Loew
6s 41ww
109
do 6s 41 x-war
.. 97%
97
97%
in their case, stage units will probably
Paramount 6s 47 .. 9S'A
98
98J4
be continued. But the Akrons, the
Par. By. 5%s
57.1005^
lOOJ^ 100^
Omahas and others in the hinterland
Pathe
7s 37
78%
78
78
CURB
BONDS
have simpler tastes and it is in their
♦Am.
Seat. 6s 36
95
direction that the complete sound bill
♦Warner
6%s
28
198
is aimed. . . .
OVER
THE
COUNTER
Roxy
"A"
27
29
Thirty more chalked up. Fox
do
units
29
31
finally closes for the Schine string.
do com
3
4
....
Skouras
Bros
40
45
....
Not all of them, but merely a selected
Technicolor
41 %
43
....
list from the availables. . . .
United
Art
5
10
do
pfd
70
80
In approximately one month. WestUniv.
Ch. com.
. . 2
ern Electric will reach the 2,000 mark.
do pfd
75
85
That's
a very respectable total of
♦LAST
PRICE
QUOTED
sound installations. Each averages
about $15,000. Simple mathematics
will tell you how much money W. E.
is taking out of the picture business.
. . . And all of it a result of a
(Continued from Page
6)
technical accident in the laboratories
Steps of the dancing school, and
panicked the house. Then followed of the Bell Telephone Co.
Dezso Retter with some kidding
In Opposite Trenches
magic stunts, finishing by wrestling
Wednesday: Only a flash from
with himself to the tune of laughter
that was hilarious. Then a sensa- Hollywood, but how much between
tional adagio, the Peggy Taylor-Jack the lines! Fox succeeds in nabbing
Randall Four, with the girl handled Grauman's Chinese. Publix, nonbv three male partners in a series of
plussed, says nothing. The churnwhirlwind loops and throws, finishing ings of the mind — a different story.
with a high leap from a platform into The immediate result probably will
a tableau pose that was a sizzler. be a Publix theater for Hollywood,
The Chester Hale Girls did an old first since one is held to be good
French soubret "cooch" in volumin- business and secondly, to show Fox
ous clothes and long black stockings that the Publix baby has some teeth.
that was as good as anything being They — meaning that vast, floating
army of soothsayer.s — say that if and
done by Chris
group in when
Fox and Publix reach the stage
Hoboken.
Some Morley's
show.
of open clashes, Publix will launch
festivities with a somewhat-morethan-mild building campaign right in
West Coast strongholds. . . .
(.Continued from
Page
1)
Smiles up at Universal. Anne
his relations with Art Cinema, that Nichols, seeker of a paltry $3,000,000
company closes its New York ofifice from Universal for alleged plagiarand disbands its stafif. Lou Smith,
ism of "Abie's Irish Rose." meets
who handled publicity for Mary Pick- with rebuff this morning. It micht
ford pictures, and Barrett McCor- be no way to treat a woman, but
mack, who did similar work for Doug- the court has unceremoniously
las Fairbanks, sever their connections thrown the Nichols suit into the diswith disbandment of their posts.
card. When the news reaches upper

Capitol Rings Bell
With Stage Smash

Eitiil C. Jensen Elected
To Inspiration Post

Sth Ave., the Universal hand-springing class got into action. . . .
Swank. Mascagni, noted Italian
musician and composer of "Cavalleria
Rusticana," is approached to supervise the filming of his internationally
renowned opera. And by an American company, too. . . .
R-K-O buys the Proctor chain in
New York and up-state. Publix is
surveying the metropolitan area. Fox
is rapidly taking over the independents. The Loew group in New
York — about 70 of them — are already
his. Any wonder, then, at reports
of an alliance between R-K-O and
Publix to checkmate Fox in the nation's richest zone? . . .

To the Death
Thursday: Western Electric very
quietly has been indulging in some
problems in dissection. Many types
of sound reproducers have been deposited in their experimental laboratories. Technicians have been tinkering over them to find out things
about their vital parts. The results
in some cases, have been most enlightening and on the strength of
them. Western will file additional
patent suits. Further, be not surprised if the interchangeability issue,
long considered dead, is revived
again. Something is definitely in
the wind. . . .
Having been suspended in mid-air
for many months, the dispute between Warners and Western Electric over equipment cost and delivery is about to break forth again.
The contract, you know, specifically
provides that all differences must be
determined by arbitration. None of
this legal business goes. So Untermeyer. Miller and Hiscox will sit
themselves around the table and
listen until all testimony is in. Then
the decision. When? Nobody knows.

Percentage
as sales policy on national
scale
looms
for 1929-30.
American
industry
expected
to bitterly fight
attempt to fasten
quota on its product in
Tuesday
sound may
policy.
Publix
drop stage shows in favor of allFinancial circle report says Paramount is to
provide nucleus of new combination.
Government case against Fox West Coast
Theaters and nine other distributors to have
hearing Sept. Wednseday
13 at Los Angeles.
Publix-RKO deal in progress as latter acquires Proctor chain of 11 houses; working
agreement in New York reported in effort
to offset Fox.
$3,000,000 plagiarism suit against Universal
involving "Abie's Irish Rose" thrown out
of U. S. District
Court.
Publix invading upper New York state territory;joint plan with Mike Shea to build
Thursday
at Niagara Falls
seen as initial move.
W. E. to war against infringing makes
sound
equipment.

of

Warner-W. E. arbiters resuming hearings on
dispute over price and speed in delivery on
sound
reproducers.
Seventy pictures, including 33 star productions, will be released by Paramount next
season.
Friday
Publix buys 10 Mid-West houses, with more
acquisitions contemplated.
Warner-United

Artists merger deal now

com-

pletely cold.
Equity reported
set for closed shop campaign
at Coast ; plan denied in New York.
Saenger Enterprises considering proposal to
sell partnership interest to Publix.,
First National to form chain in 25 important
American
cities.Saturday
Sound

overhead

moves

Texas

M.P.T.O.

to

seek relief.
Pantages denies switch in summer policy.
No Equity walkout in June, Miller declares.
before
argument
for
not
suit
Paramount
October.

blues U.to A.kingd'om
comelatest.
are . many.
The
case is the
. .
A man who knows well of what he
speaks says this of the Warners. We
reprint the comment,
because
it is
highly important:
"Despite all talk of mergers, you can

rest assured that as long as the Warner
A dormant giant is about to shake
Brothers are in control of their company,
the sleep from its limbs. Publix, long
it will not be sold. They have been in
desulatory in its theater activities, is
this business for many, many years and
beginning to get started. Ten houses
propose
to continue."organization,
...
in Indiana and Ohio are annexed.
The Saenger
which
There will be more in that sector. mean E. V. Richards and Julian
Yorking while negoUpper New York will see a new Pub- Saenger, tiations
is New
continue with Publix for a
lix house, this one in Niagara Falls
where A. C. Hayman long has been sale of their interests. Publix wants
kingpin. Maybe more in that region, to own those theaters one hundred
too. . . .
percent, as it does houses now held
in partnership with other groups
Out — Like a Light
such as Butterfield in Michigan, Shea
Friday: Weeks ago, if you recall, in Buffalo and Cooi)er Kunsky in
. . .
we tipped you off that the Warner- Michigan.
United Artists deal was headed for
Blue prints are being prepared over
the _rocks. It's on 'em. Merger talk at First National out of which may
is as dead as last night's ginger ale. develop a chain of theaters in key
Each outfit continues without graccities. About 25 houses are in coning the other's charming presence.
templation, these to be in cities where
The reasons were many. One — and
feels proper represencompany
the
very important — was a renewed entation is denied it. It will really be
thusiasm aborn in many United Ar- a double-barreled affair, for while the
tists' breasts over the box-office
scheme is primarily on behalf of
ascourse of several of the com"-'"-"''? First National, it is natural to the
sume the Warners will share in
recent releases. Among them, "Alibi,"
"Bulldog Drunmiond," "Coquette"
...
and "The Iron Mask." The instances playing sotime.
the week comes to an end.
in this business were one corking A And
rather hectic affair it was, too
good picture has dispatched company
K A N N

In the interest of an even greater
motion picture industry

EASTMAN

KODAK

COMPANY

and

J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC.

announce the completion of three
new west coast service facilities:

A RESEARCH

LABORATORY

Supervised by Kodak service engineers ready
to advise on

and

solve local

film problems

A PRIVATE THEATRE
Fully equipped for the projection of sound
and silent pictures

A REFERENCE

LIBRARY

Freely available, like the other facilities, to all
technicians and executives in the

industry

6706 Santa Monica Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD

with

Warner

raxter

Gilbert Emery

lois mora.
C'laiide Kinjg

From the celebrated Saturday Evening Post Mystery Melodrama
by EARL DERR RIGGERS
IRVING CIJMMINGS Prodnolion
The Almost perfect crime! Behind a curtain of mystery and silence —
a murderer baffled Scotland Yard for years — while, suspicion, born of
a moment of passion in an Asian desert — pointed its long arm at an
innocent man.
Released JTune lOth

Just When You Need It — One of the

BIG 6

A
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*Silent Picture Doomed" --Zukor . See Pages 6, 7
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

(»/'FlLMDOM
\)L.

XLVIII

No.

43

Which ?
Ia;IXXL\(; today and tliereafter for seven consecutive

^

WESTERN ELECTRIC SUES CHAPLIN NOT ENTERING
STANLEY CO. ON PATENTS

mornings, leaders of the inV will air their views on eight
Wilmington, Del. — Western lilecions which have a vital and
tric has filed suit against the Stanley Co. of America in the Federal
I bearing on the channels
Ljh which this business must
Court, alleging that the chain's theaters, a number of which are equipped with Facent reproducers, are encroaching on protected patents.

I he first concerns the future of
t >ilent picture in the United
Philadelphia — Morris Wolf, attor■^ i'a'-^, a mooted query which, at
Stanley, declared Saturday
time or other, has coursed he hadney for
not yet seen the papers in the
t|OUgh the minds^ of all students Western Electric suit and, therefore,
q motion pictures. Adolph Zukor could make no comment.
Ijlieves the silent film is doomed ;
This is Western Electric's second
lidney R. Kent is not so sure;
{Continued
on Page 8)
(.rl Laemmle sees room for both

^ docs Nicholas M. Schenck. "A
t\ng of the past," is Albert Warilr's cryptic observation — an opinili in which Joseph M. Schenck
fares. Joe Kennedy inclines toMrd the belief sound will domiilte to the final elimination of the
fjent picture. For comedies, Earle
Hammons is positive sound is
i^ medium.
This Roster's Belief

Hricu 5 Cents

Monday, May 20, 1929

U. A. CONSOLIDATED PLAN

ASK JUSTICE DEPT. MEN
TO N. W. EXHIBITOR MEET
.Minneapolis— Dept. of Justice operatives have been invited to attend
the Northwest exhibitor convention
which begins today and observe firsthand reactions of exhibitors and their
complaints in connection with the
sound situation.

Comedian to Put Pictures
on Open Market if
Deal Goes Through
IV est Coast Bureau, THE

Under

What is the Future of the Silent
Picture
in the United
States?
First of a series of major questions is
answered on pages 6 and 7 this morning by
Adolph Zukor
Albert Warner
Joseph M. Schenck
Earle W. Hammons

Carl Laemmle
Nicholas M. Schenck
Sidney R. Kent
Joseph P. Kennedy

It appears to us that the silent
l|n, as such, is definitely on the way
Sound unquestionably is a drantic stimulant.
The new usages to
Tomorrow: "Will the permanent use of dialogue mark
viich it will be put as the industry
the end of motion pictures as an international art?"
Urns its adaptability will denion•■•ate this.
The ideal formula. \vc
Mieve. is a proper mixture of motion
ture technique
as developed
for
o decades,
plus
intelligent
diajue and the discriminating exercise
sound effects.
Future sound picres will consist of less dialogue
d more effects.
Natural pauses —
riods of relief — such as are built
o every workmanlike stage drama
London— Capitalized at $4,250,000,
This is the third of a series
11 be introduced
and when
that International Talking Screen Prod.,
of articles outlining the sound
ppens, as it must, the silent picture Ltd., has been formed to acquire
situation in Germany.
(1 the sound picture will be blended control of four producing firms in
d what comes of it will be a far three countries. United States is
tier constructed
and more readily represented by Rayart. Great BritBy KARL
IVOLFFSOHN
cepted entertainment
mixture.
Editor, "Lichtbildbuehne"
ain by British Screen Prod, and
Berlin — Faced by the problem
of
Germany by Deutsch-Russische Film
The Ladder Again
.Allianz A. G. (Derussa)
of Berlin making sound pictures for an international market, German
producers
{Continued
on Page 8)
An exhibitor first, then a sales
find themselves in a much more difief for Universal — seven year?
{Continued
on Page 8)
th Laemmle — about a year with Fox Midwesco Taking Over
nited Artists and then First NaLenore Ulric Signs
inal. Jules Levy, new film buyer
Part
of
Brin's
Holdings
With Fox for Talkers
Milwaukee
— Fox Midwesco
has
R-K-O, knows these United
ates and exhibition conditions. This closed a deal with L. K. Brin whereLenore
Ulric has signed a contract
with
Fox and will shortly leavi>
St experience is Levy's gain and
by it acquires the latter's holdings in for the Coast
for the starring role
•K-O's heritage.
Fond
du
Lac,
Oshkosh
and
Madi^'^'i.
KANN
{Continued
on Page 2)
(.Continued
on Page 2)

RAYART TO PARTICIPATE

IN INT'L SOUND COMBINE

GERMAN PRODUCERS FACE

INT'L MARKET PROBLEM

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Providing United Artists Consolidated is organized, Charles Chaplin will withdraw from the
United Artists group and place his
pictures on the open market. His attitude towards the proposed organization is identical with his views on
the Warner-United Artists merger
(leal which has recently been dropthe

plan

{Continued
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units
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ped.
Sound

To Be Highlight
At Musicians' Convention

Denver — \\'ith 360 delegates scheduled to attend from all parts of
LInited States and Canada, the annual convention of the American
Federation of Musicians gets under
way today at the Cosmopolitan Hotel. Sound is certain to play an imtending. portant part in the deliberations.
President Joseph N. Webber is at-

Free-Lance Director Is
Revived by Sound Vogue
licit

Coast

Bureau,

THE
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Hollywood — Talkers are making
important changes in the personnels
of some of the producing companies.
One of the oldest organizations has
decided upon a policy of engaging
free-lance directors when needed. Its
{Continued

on

Page

8)

Last Call For Gall!
The committee in charge of
the 16th Semi-annual Film Golf
Tournament has completad its
work, lining up many big surprises for the event, to be played on the Glen Oaks Course,
Little Neck, on Wednesday.
Golfers who anticipate playing and w'ho have not sent in
an entry are urged to notify
the committee at once. No entries will be received when the
180 quota mark is reached. Enclose ten bucks, which covers
everything. Entry box on
page 8. Fill it out!
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Lenore Ulric Signs
With Fox for Talkers
(Continued

from Page
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ill "Frozen Justice," in which Paul
Muni will play the male lead. Allan
Dwan will direct. Later Miss Ulric
will appear in "La Gringa," adapted
from the stage play by Tom Gushing.
"On the Stairs," Pathe's Next
Pathe's next all-dialogue feature
to be produced in the East will be
"On the Stairs," based on William
Hulbert'sductionmystery
Prostarts in two melodrama.
weeks at Sound
Studios under supervision of Robert
T. Kane, with Hamilton MacFaddeii
directing. Bradley Barker will be
production manager, with Frank
Walton as his assistant.
IVest

All-Color Talker Opening
Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Va. Censors Report
Richmond, Va. — Eliminations were
made in three films and two scenes
and four sub-titles were deleted during the two week period ending May
4, says the bi-weekly bulletin of the
state division of motion picture censorship. A total of 118 pictures,
comprising 266 reels, were viewed.
Sunday Shows for Greenwich
Greenwich, Conn. — Sam Smirnoff
has taken over the Greenwich from
Courtney Savage, operator for the
Greenwich Operating Co. Me will
play Sunday shows.
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Grauman

Los Angeles — "On with The
Show," first all-color, all-dialogue
and singing picture, opens tonight at
the Warner. Sid Grauman will act
as master-of-ceremonies.

Experienced
York

STOCK

Price 5 Cents

Van Beuren sound shorts distributed by Pathe are now available on
dscs as well as on films. Subjects

Acting
Bureau,

THE
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Los Angeles — Although Fox has
purchased Grauman'g' (I^hinese, Sid
Grauman will remain in an advisory
capacity for four weeks. He will
then enter production in association
with Harrison Ford, it is understood.
Fox

Bans

West

Coast

Players'

Bureau,

THE

Endorsements
FILM

Roseland Sells Rights
Roseland Pictures has closed for
its series of 12 one reel talkers with
Arthur
Hght." C. Bromberg Attractions for
North and South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Tennessee; Security Pictures for Northern Illinois and Indiana; Standard Film Service for Ohio.
Michigan, Western Pennsylvania and
Kentucky; Sheffield Film Exchange
for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, New
Mexico, and Southern Idaho; Heart
of America Film Co. for Western
Missouri and Kansas; Big Three
Film Exchange for Greater New
York and Northern New Jersey;
Greater Features, Inc., for Washington, Oregon, Montana and Northern
Idaho, and Masterpiece Film Attractions for Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey and Delaware.
Moving

Minneapolis Exchange

Minneapolis — Educational is moving into new quarters in a building
next to the First National office at
Uth St. and 1st Ave. North, in about
90 days. It is expected that either
United Artists or Tiffany-Stahl will
occupy
cational. the new building with EduReichenbach

Advisor
FILM

covered are "Topics of the Day,"'
"Aesop's Sound Fables" and "Sport-

DAILY

Hollywood — Fox has prohibited its
players
from
endorsing
articles or
making tieups.

as

Toastmaster

Harry Reichenbach will act as
toastmaster at the fifth annual motion picture carnival to be held by
the Film Bureau Thursday evening,
May 23, at the A. W. A. Clubhouse,
in New York. The program will
start at 11 o'clock with dancing. Entertainment will be provided. Various stars, including Richard Barthelmess, are expected to attend.
Making Picture Survey
Ernestina Rivademar. director of
the Museum of Fine Arts, Buenos
Aires, is in New York making a picture survey for the Argentine government, which, she states, may take
an interest in production. American
directors may be imported, she says.
The government is particularly interested in talking pictures.

Book
TheDate
Industry's
May

22

Annual
Tournament
Spring at Film
Glen
Neck, L. I.

Daily
Oaks,

Gol
Littl

Opening
of "The
Black
Watch'
York
New
at the Gaiety,
Globe, New York.
'at th(
of "Broadway"
Opening
27
May
June U-12 Convention of Oklahoma
exhibito
unit at Oklahoma
City.
June 16-17 Summer
convention
Nort
Carolina exhibito
rs unit, of Wrights
ville. Beach,
N. C.

Fox Midwesco Taking OveS
Part(Continofued Brin
from 'sPageHold
1) ings
By a separate transaction, Midwescc
turns over to Erin the Orpheuni ii
Menasha
and the Neenah
in Nee
nah, both towns being near Appletoij
where
Midwesco operates.
Brin r^l
cently built in Menasha.

Fox, Getting Egyptian,
Drops Building Plai
West
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Bureau,
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Hollywood — Expectations are tha
Fox will not build in Hollywoc
now that the company takes ove
Grauman's
Egyptian
June 10^
Checking Baltimore Films
Baltimore — As a kickback froi
.he recent Cleveland hospital disai
ter, the local fire department w\
:heck up on picture houses and otiu
places where films are kept. Decisio
CO carry out the checkup preceded
meeting of the fire prevention con
mittee of the Baltimore Safety Coui
cil.
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•in film -progress.
CONSOLIDIZING

Attoiher greai ^g^

step iow^ird ^^
motion picture ^-^
perfection^.

CONSOLIDIZING

CONSOLIDIZING is an
exclusive achievement of

preserves

prints for 50'^ more showings. CONSOLIDIZING protects film against scratching,
oil, dirt, and unfavorable

Consolidated — world's
largest and most progressive film laboratories.

temperature and moisture
conditions.
Look for This Label

CONieuPIZED

Amazing

Results
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THAT
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This is the house that Jack built.

And this is the Jack
that built the house that Jack built.

WEST'S

"ALI

^e^^^-'^SS^^fei

These are the pictures that bring in the Jack
That built the house that Jack built.

■^OY OF THC PAVeMEWTS"

^l^I^\
•^'NGS"SHETO GOCS
WAR. .

Here are the crowds that jam and pack
To see the pictures that bring in the Jack
That built the house that Jack built.

^^^id<^o^.

t

This is the sign, S. R. 0
That's caused by the people, high and low
Who crowd and squeeze and jam and pack
To see the pictures that bring in the Jack
That built the house that Jack built.

re's the exhibitor, bright and gay
money is flowing freely his way
's always hanging his sign, S. R. 0.
ecause of the people, high and low,
0 crowd and squeeze and jam and pack
see the pictures that bring in the Jack
That built the house that Jack built.

Here is the salesman who came this way
And made this exhibitor bright and gay
From hanging his signs, S. R.O.
Because of the people, high and low
Who crowd and squeeze and jam and pack
To see the pictures that bring in the Jack
That built the house that Jack built.

And THIS

is the company,U. A. C.
That will do the same for him, or he.
Or them, or they, or thou, or thee—
There will be a salesman along your way:
Sign Quick!
You'll soon be bright and gay.
Hanging out signs, S. R. O.
Because of the people, high and low
Who crowd and squeeze and jam and pack
To see the pictures that bring in theJack
That built the house thatJack built.
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Eight Leaders Give Their Views on the
Doomed by Advent of Sound

By Adolph Zukor
President, Paramount Fa77toi(s Lasky Corporation.
e
The silent picture, as an important part of the motion pictur
is
it
future
the
In
.
sound
of
t
adven
the
by
d
industry, is doome
certain types
quite likely that there will be some silent pictures, aser,
these \vill
Howev
form.
silent
the
in
best
told
be
can
s
storie
of
n
be the exception and for the most part, I feel confident, the motio
tuoppor
ndous
s will avail themselves of the treme
picture studio
nities which lie in the use of dialos;ue. music and dramatic sound
efifects. To do otherwise would be foolish, because the gift of
sound has been placed in our hands and we already know from
the reaction of the public that it not only is an immense asset
artistically, but also from the box-office standpoint.

ing the next year production in silent short pictures will be reduced to a minimum, and concerted competition will be in the
sound field.
■
H<

*

*

The Public Holds The Answer

I

i

By Sidney R. Kent
|
General Manager, Paramount Famotis Lasky Corp.
The future of the silent picture in this country depends upon
enough continued demand from the public to make it profitable
for exhibitors to show this type of entertainment.
There is no question but that the principal public demand of
the hour all over the country is for talking and sound pictures.
This is being reflected by the rapid increase in the number of
sound installations in all classes of theaters. From present indications the demand for talking pictures will become more and
^
^
^
more
urgent
and the market for silent pictures will steadily
In Comedv Films, Sound Leads
decrease.
It
is
probable that this silent demand will never reach
BiJ Earle W. Hammons
zero,
even
in
this
country. There will always be some unwired
President, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.
houses.
There
may
be theater clienteles in certain spots that may
Asked this question six months a^o, I confess my reply
actually prefer silent to sound pictures. There is a further poswould have been less ready. Today, after intent observation of
sibility, though this is very remote, that screen material may arise
the developments in sound production, which have assumed enor- which is impossible to produce in sound but which is of such
mous proportions commensurate with public demand, I believe striking and original character that a producer may want to bring
it is inevitable that, at least so far as short subjects are con- it out in silent form.
cerned, sound comedies will, in the not very distant future, almost
The silent business at the present time is still of such an imentirely replace silent comedies.
portant volume that this company is releasing practically all of
The success of the better talking- comedies and the practical its product both in talking and silent form. We are paying a
elimination of the silent comedy in their favor in wired houses
great deal of attention to these silent pictures, not merely offerwould seem to indicate that the talking comedy will be used aling a silent version of what can be scrapped from the sound picmost exclusively hereafter in the wired houses. As new houses
ture, but actually creating qualit}^ silent productions with the aid
are wired, the field for the silent short subject becomes cor- of a special production staflf.
*
*
*
respondingly curtailed, and it would seem that as soon as a sufficient number of houses are wired to reduce the unwired houses
Sees Field for Silents and Sound
«
to an unprofitable field to work with, producers will probably be
By Carl Laemmle
limiting their short subject output to dialogue and sound subPresident, Universal Pictures Corp.
jects, except for a very few novelties of a type which might be
There is no discounting and no reason to discount the sensamore efi^ective silent than with sound. "While from the inception
tion which talking pictures have achieved in our industry.
From
of sound in pictures, it was my belief that this form of entertainment would become very popular, I do not believe anyone appre- every standpoint they have been a great boon, a stimulator of:
ciated with what increasing intensity it would continue to take business, a step in advance.
But I am not one of those who behold.
lieves that talking pictures sound the doom of silent pictures.
Our industry grew and matured, on silent pictures.
As soon i
While there looms in mv mind some doubt regarding the applicability ofsound in certain types of feature stories. I am thor- as the cycle of court room and musical comedy pictures has exnujrhly convinced of the inestimable value of sound in comedies.
hausted itself, you will find the moving picture makers in many
T earnestly believe that, regardless of how funny a silent comedy cases reverting to the technique which is distinctive of silent pictures and silent pictures alone.
is, its laugh value can be increased through the intelligent emIn spite of the success of talking pictures, many of the people
ployment of sound.
A very striking argument in favor of sound in comedy, which who go to see them will tell you that they prefer silent pictures.
has already been substantiated by favorable audience reaction, is As producers, we never reached the artistic heights to which the
that it has made possible on the screen the subtle, sophisticated silent screen was capable. The silent screen has now been challenged as never before. If the scenarists and directors in our
humor that depends almost entirely for its laup-hs on the brilbusiness
rise to the occasion as I thoroughly believe they will,
liance of its lines, coupled with an engaging delivery. Prior to
the advent of sound in pictures, the stage was the only medium the outlook for silent pictures seems to me an extremely bright
for the witty drawing room comedy, but certain types of talking and profitable one.
The play is still the thing, whether it is presented silently or
comedies are successfully bringing this type of comedy to screen
audiences.
with talk and music. The novelty of pictures which ofifer talking has now partly worn off. Talking pictures are competing with
The trend seems to be movincr toward sound with such inThe first great
creasincfly big strides, however, that niv anticipation is that dur- talking pictures, instead of with silent pictures.

Tomorro^r— ^^Will the permanent use of dialogue mark the
end oS motion pictures as an international art?**

Part of the Pertinent Question Series

THE
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Future of the Silent Picture in the U. S.
vilont picture to gi) on the inyrkct with the courage of its con\ictions will, I predict, prove a revelation to this business.
Speaking from the practical standpoint solely, the best proof
I can advance of what 1 think is the future of silent pictures is
to say again what I have said many times — that this company
is going to continue to tnake its pictures both silent and sound.
And we are going to do that whether any other producer does
it or not.
*
*
*

Dancing JJaughlcrs" and "The Duke .Sle|)s Out" have been suctaneously.cessful in territories where talking films were playing simul-

Most of the stars at the M-G-M studio seem to feel that the
silent picture will remain for certain types of stories. We have
discovered excellent recording voices not only among the stage
veterans, such as Lewis Stone and H. B. Warner, but also among
players without stage experience. John Gilbert, Marion Davies,
William Haines, Greta Garbo, Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford —
all down the line of stars we have found remarkably good voices.
Silent Films, a Positive Factor
I mention this because it is undoubtedly representative of the
By Nicholas M. Sclienck
experience at other studios, and it certainly means that the transiPresident, Loeu's, Inc. and M-G-M
tion from silent to sound-and-silent films will occasion much less
While no one at present can make any authoritative forecast internal disturbance than was expected.
of the future of silent fdms, I believe tliat they will continue to
*
*
*
be a very positive factor in motion j)icture production.
A
Tiling
o£
the
Past
Soon
As The Film Daily and other publications have recently
By Albert Warner
jtointed out. the majority of houses will not be ready to show any
Vice-President, Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
-'>und pictures for a considerable time to come. During the
It is my belief that in a time not far distant the silent picriod when sound apparatus is being installed in the smaller
ture will be extinct. One can readily visualize the superior proiheaters there may be a decided change in public ojjinion which
ductions that can be produced by utilizing the various ingredients
will either modify or intensify the present situation. I think, which go into a motion picture production under the new method
however, that good talking pictures will predominate throughout as compared to the available facilities of producing under the old
the country, while sound synchronized films will also occupy a method.
definite niche, as an economical and effective way of scoring
I believe that for a long time to come pictures will be proI)lays not well adapted to dialogue.
duced with part sound, song and music, and part silent.
Se])arate communities, of course, may show special preferHowever, the 100 percent silent picture will be a thing of the
ence for silent films. This can be determined by a vote among past in a very short time.
*
*
*
patrons, and it is not unlikely that many houses will play alternating sound-and-silent programs.
No Future £or Silent Pictures
One of the reasons why the sound problem is very perplexBy Joseph M. Schenck
ing at present is because of a few technical difficulties. Splendid
President, United Artists Corp.
advance has been made in a period of about two years, but
In my opinion, there is no future for the silent picture in the
mechanically the motion pictuie is now in a transient stage. The United States. Everything in the way of progress is based on
present revolutionary trend makes many persons believe that we
cost and compensation, and as there is no compensation to be deare passing from an all-silent to an all-talkie policy. This is not
rived from a silent picture, the public demanding talking pictures,
necessarily the case. We are passing from merely silent pictures the producer cannot stand the cost of production of a silent
to a possibility of both silent and talking films. We must not
only iron out a few technical puzzles that will bring the talking picture.
If silent pictures are produced in the future, they will be picplay to its highest creative development, but must at the same
tures designed to play the smaller theaters in the country and will
time arrange to serve silent theaters at the same time that wired
be produced just to fill in a gap and not with a viewpoint of arhouses are taking advantage of their new facilities.
tistry and great entertainment, as no producer in America today
When all theaters are equipped this problem will simmer
will dare spend a large, necessary amount to produce a big silent
down to a question of quality rather than the mechanical ques- picture.
*
*
*
tion of dialogue or silence. As long as there are theaters that are
Probably Will Be Forgotten
unequipped I feel that there must be silent picture production.
By Joseph P. Kennedy
My personal opinion is that the silent film wnW never be
Chairman
of Board. Pathe Exchange, Inc.
eliminated, since certain stories are naturally suited for silent
Without attempting to equivocate at all, I should say from
treatment and must be completely rearranged to serve as dialogue
vehicles. We are not the champion of the silent pictures exclu- the present outlook, there is no future for the silent film. You
sively, any more than we are the champion of the talking films. must bear in mind, however, that the development mechanically
Certain stories lend themselves to certain types of pictures just of sound apparatus and the development of improved technique
on the part of the producing companies is, to my mind, a very
s certain players lend themselves to special stories.
The reception given our first talking films, such as "The definite necessity and unquestionably will come. We will very
Broadway Melody," "The Trial of Mary Dugan" and "Madame likely show such an attractive medium that silent pictures, as a
X" is fair enough indication that the public is really enthusiastic whole, will be forgotten. In the development of the new tech, about the new kind of photoplay.
nique, however, it may be that we shall be able to use a great
But at the same time, within
deal
more
of them than seems apparent at the present time.
\ the last few months, such silent pictures as "Wild Orchids," "Our

Answered by—Will H. Hays, Arthur W. Kelly ,|Willlain M.
Vogel, N. L. Manheim, Fred L. Herron and'J. D. Williams
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ATTENTION!

German Producers
Face (Continued
Intem'l
Problem
from Page
1)

On Broadway

ficult position than German exhibitors. Baffled temporarily at least, by Astor — "Broadway Melody"
Sign this and forward to The Film Daily,
the situation, their production activi- Cameo — "Hot Stuff"
Capitol— "The Bridge
San Luis Key"
ties are at a standstill at present.
Criterion — ^"Innocents of
of
Here is my entry and Ten Dollars for the Spring Film Golf
Even if all technical possibilities Embassy — "Trial of Mary Paris"
Dugan"
Tournament, to be held on Wednesday, May 22nd, at the Glen
were at their disposal, producers
Fifth Ave.—
"Cabiria"
th— "The
Eleven Who
would still be left struggling with the Fifty-fif
Were
Oaks Country Club, Little Neck, L. I.
Loyal"
question of which recording system Film Guild — "Deception" and "Moscow"
Forty-fourth
to use. The one they adopt, it is Gaiety—
"The — "Alibi"
Black Watch"
NAME
felt, must be interchangeable in their Globe — "Show Boat"
Harris
—
"Madame
ow^n country as well as in foreign Loew's New York —X" Monday.
"Lady of the
lands. The only way out of this
Pavements;" "Tuesday, "One Stolen
ADDRESS
dilemma is for the large manufacNight" and "Montmartre Rose;" Wednesturers of sound film equipment —
day, "Conquest;" Thursday, "The Letter;"
Western Electric, RCA and the
Friday, "Winged Horsemen" and "The
Splendid Hour;" Saturday, "The Voice of
It will simplify matters for the Handicap Committee if you
Klangfilm-Tobis to reach an agreeSunday, "Scandal"
ment on the interchangeability issue Markthe City;"
Strand— "His Captive Woman"
will forward your last three scores
Paramount
—
"A
Dangerous Woman"
and uniform manufacture of sound
Rialto — "The Cocoanuts"
film tracks, many in Berlin believe. Rivoli — "Eternal Love"
Patent experts at the disposal of Roxy— "The Valiant"
the German electrical concerns known Selwyn — "Rainbow Man"
Bruce Gallup, United Artists
Wm. A. Johnston, "M. P. News"
all over the world, the A. E. G. and Warners — "The Desert Soiij"
Wm.
Brandt, Brandts' Theaters
Don Mersereau, "Film Daily"
Arthur
Stebbins, Stebbins,
Leterman
Earle Hammons,
Educational
Siemens, are of firm opinion that the Winter Garden — "Noah's Arlc"
Western
& Gates
Electric sound film system
Jack Alicoate, "Film Daily"
as well as that of RCA infringes
Tobis patents, not only in Germany
but also in other countries where
(Continued from Page 1)
protection for such patents is claimed to have been secured. This is and Staaken Filmwerke A. G. of
the basis of a suit brought by Klang- Berlin. The firm will produce, disfilm-Tobis against the Regal theater,
tribute and exhibit both synchronLondon, which involves four of such
(.Continued from Page 1)
ized and silent films in America, En(Continued from Page 1)
rope and Great Britain.
patents.
for United Artists will be merged
Comprising the directorate will be :
into a single producing organization. suit against an exhibitor. The first
The fourth article in the Wolff- George W. Pearson, chairman and
Hitherto, each unit has constituted was filed several weeks ago in Buf- sohn
series will appear in THE
managing director; Sir Robert Wila separate company and United Artfalo against the Broadway theater, FILM DAILY
tomorrow.
son, who is director of John Horn,
ists has functioned as a distributing which is also equipped with a PaLtd.; Samuel Cresswell, director ot
company.
cent machine. The current action
British Screen Prod.; Dwight (
Chaplin has three more pictures to was aimed at Stanley, as the holding
Leeper, vice-president of Rayart;
make under his present United Art- company rather than individual theists contract. It is expected that he
aters, as a more convenient proced
Cleveland — A local controversy, George Sklarz, chairman of Staaken
A. G.; Alan J. Williamwill consider any change in organi- ure.
with national possibilities is now tak- Filmwerke
zation as an automatic cancellation
son, managing director of Automatic
ing place between the Actors Equity
of his distributing agreement.
and the International Alliance of 1^'ilm Printers, Ltd.; and Seymour
Hicks, actor-manager.
Theatrical Employes. The controversy
It is planned to organize a producis centered on whether Jacob Bention committee to pass on material
Ami, a member of Actors Equity, used to insure its suitability for all
(Continued from Page 1)
West
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
shall be permitted to appear in "He countries in which the combine will
executives believe the new policy will
Who Gets Slapped" at the Play operate. Shorts will be produced by
l)e more satisfactory to the directors
Hollywood — Paul Whiteman's House, a non-union theater. Ben- Hicks and Ellaline Terris. Britisli
engaged, inasmuch as they will not song-writing battery is assembling at Ami is in the city rehearsing. Manus Screen Prod, has options on about
Universal
City to work on his first W. McCaffery business
be required to direct any stories they
manager of 30 plays written by Hicks.
,
do not like.
picture, "The King of Jazz," which the Local No. 27 of the stage emwill
have
dialogue
and
singing.
The same company is also allowployes said that if Equity allows the
W. Ray Johnson, president of Raying its options on players to lapse Ferdie Grofe, arranger, arrives today actor to appear at the Play House,
art on Saturday said that as far as
while
Marian
Wayne
will
leave
New
and will only engage those who can
it
would
result
in
Internatio
Allinal
he knows, the deal has not yet been
York
for
the
Coast
early
in
June.
be groomed for stardom. It is opance withdrawing its support from consunnnated. Providing it goes
posed to the large stock company Whiteman and his band are expect- the actors in any dispute it might have
through Rayart will make between
ed at Universal City the second week
idea.
with producers and managers.
20 and 25 talkers for the combine.
In direct contrast to the policy of in June, with production to start
this organization is that of RKO, aboutrect. June 14. Paul Fejos will diwhich is engaging players for its
stock company. Before the advent
of the talkers, William LeBaron,
head of the old FBO forces, was one
NOW AVAILABLE
of the strongest opponents of the
FOR PRODUCERS OF SOUND AND TALKING PICTURES
plan to give long term contracts to
players. With the arrival of talkers he has changed his views.

1650 Broadway!

The Committee

Rayart
on Intern'l
Soundin Go.
Combine

Chaplin Not Entering Western Electric Sues
U.A. Consolidated
Stanley on Patents

Cleveland Stage Row May
Involve Picture Houses

Whiteman's Song Writers
Free-Lance Director Is
Revived by Sound Vogue
Assembling at "U" City

RECORDING

Cueing Two
Firms' Product
Motion Picture Cueing Service has
arranged with Syndicate Pictures and
Rayart to specially cue their entire
output for standard cue sheets as
well as special phonograph
records.
Sign Stage Director
Roseland has signed Lew Mort-^-i,
stage director, to act as associate director on its first feature musical
and talking picture.

NATIONAL
SCREEN
SERVICE
SOUNDS

COMPLETE
INCLUDING

THE

LARGE

STUDIO

SOUND

Built by Johns Manville Co.
FINEST
LIGHTING
AND

STAGE

RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

SUB";

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS,
FORT LEE
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1600 BROADWAY,

OFFICE
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7511
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Itms as International Art Stay — See Pages 6, 7
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08T PARAMOUNTS TO
BE AVAIUIBLE ON DISCS
Discs will be available on practilly all sound pictures of the Paraount spring group, branch managers
ive been advised.
About 17 or 18
the 25 in the group will have disc
cording, in addition to being avail)le in sound-on-film form. The
scs have been made available on
quest of exhibitors, many of whose
)uses are not equipped for projectg sound-on-film. Meanwhile, how■er, the company has not receded
om its position and is "very much
favor" of the sound-on-film over
e sound-on-disc method of recordg. No decision as to discs has
•en made on the 1929-30 product.

WOFORONESPLITUPOF
WARNER STOCK PLANNED
Two for one splitup of Warner
rothers' Picture stock will be voted
me 21 at a special meeting of
ockholders. Under the new plan,
jproved by directors, authorized
ipital will be increased from 2,500,)0 to 7,500,000 shares. First quarrly dividend of 75 cents a share on
le new stock is to be paid by Sept.
under the plan with a 12j/^ cents
■ctra also expected to be paid on the
jmmon outstanding after the splitup.

)pen Shop at New Haven
After Operator Walkout

Tuesday,

Price 5 C»ntg

May 21, 1929

SYSTEM OF SELLING DISCS UNDER
FIRE AT N. W. EXHIBITOR MEET
Will the Permanent Use of Dialogue
Mark the End of Motion Pictures
As an International Art?
Second of a series of major questions is
answered on pages 6 and 7 this morning by
Will H. Hays
William M. Vogel
Emil E. Shauer
N. L. Manheim
A. H. Giannini
J. D. Williams
Arthur W. Kelly
Fred L. Herron
Tomorrow: "Will mechanical dialogue and music
ultimately do away with artists and musicians in
picture theaters?"

Pathe Sends Sound by Radio
for Films of Kentucky Derby

GOLFERS ALL SET FOR
T
Cloudy weather or a light drizzle
will
not interfere
with heavy
tomorrow's
tcumament.
Only very
rain
will cause postponement. If you are
doubtful, call the office of THE
FILM DAILY (Circle 4736). where
a member of the committee will be on
hand at 7 A. M. to answer
queries.

New Haven, Conn. — Open shop
as been instituted here, following
alkout Saturday of union operators
; 12 suburban houses, over a disate regarding the number of men
Eastern film golfers will turn out
J be employed in the booths of
Dtind houses. The union demand tomorrow for the 16th Semi-annual
wo men in the booth at $72.50 a Spring Film Golf Tournament, to be
xek in all sound houses, while ex- held at Glen Oaks Country Club, in
ibitors countered with prooosal for Little Neck, L. I.
iContimtud o» Pag* 4)
One of(Continued
the event's
main features
on Pa<ic 4)

produce sound films by the Western
Electric system of recording. The
company's first picture, "The Rainbow Man,"
was a made
at Metropolitan
Studios
under
sublicense
from that
firm.

Minneapolis — Offensive against the
present system of renting discs for
sound films, as the forerunner of a
national drive against the system by
Allied States Ass'n is highlight of
the "sound" convention here of the
Northwest exhibitor unit, which concludes today. Percentage bookings
also will
drawbe fire
at today's sessions, it may
expected.
Exhibitors of this territory arc
strongly (^Continued
opposed en to Pagi the 4) present

JUSTICE DEPT. NOT TO
SEND MEN TO MEETINGS
IVashingtcm Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Dept. of Justice officials have not despatched any operaDeclared to demonstrate the feasitives to the Northwest exhibitor unit
bility of radio transmission of sound
convention
in session at Minneafor newsreels, Pathe News conduct- poMs. The now
department is not usually
ed an experiment pronounced as suc- represented at conventions of any
cessful, in filming the Kentucky
Derby. Cameras were operated in kind, it is pointed out. However, if
synchronism with radio receivers any operatives are present at the
which recorded the sound on film meetings, they will not be men from
through a machine in New York, Washington. The department has a
field office covering Minneapolis and
step by step with the cameras.
The only connection between the St. Paul, and any action on the invitasound recording devices in New York
tion extended, would be under orders
and tlie camera's at the race track from that branch.
n Kentucky was through the radio
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Concerts to Provide Work
for Musicians Urged
Denver — Daily concerts in centrally-located points of principal cities to provide work and funds for
musicians (Continued
is one ofon thePagemeans
to ofl4)

Juota Crisis in Spain May W. E. License Taken Out
Force U.S. Firms Out
I Barcelona, Spain — American disBy Sono-Art Company Klangfilm and Ufa Break
Sono-Art
has secured a license to
Leads to 2 Court Actions
•ibutors may be forced to withdraw

•om the Spanish market, if the proosed quota, to establish a virtual
lonopoly for the home industry, is
■ut into effect by the government,
.merican films comprise 75 per cent
f the total shown.

National
Drive
Against
Method Now in Vogue
Being Sought

Berlin (By Cable) — Disagreement
between Klangfilm and Ufa has led
to court action by Klangfilm to break
agreement for licensing of Ufa, with
a resultant suit for damages by the
latter.

M-G-M to Hold Convention,
on June 15 at Chicago

Annual sales convention of M-G-M
is to be held June IS at the Drake
Hotel, Chicago.

Deal Still On

Indications continue to point
United Arof the deal,
to closing
tists Consolidated
despite
the fact that the Warner affiliation plans is "all washed up."
Meanwhile. Charlie Chaplin's
new picture, "City Lights" is
on
nextthefallcompany's
release. schedule for

Tuesday, May

DAILV
British Officials Leaving to
Make Sound Films in U.S.

Financial
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GERMANY REPORTED NEAR
This is the fourth of a series of articles outlining the
sound situation in Germany.
By KARL

WOLFFSOHN

Editor, "Lichtbildbtiehne"

Berlin — Interchangeability, one of
the great problems facing the German industry, may be settled sooner
than many expect. American producers are naturally interested in
getting the widest distribution of
their sound films in Europe and with
a minimum of difficulty. This, it is
understood, has resulted in some
measure being brought to bear upon
Western Electric by its licensed companies and may result on a quick
settlement of the interchangeability
issue with Tobis-Klangfilm.
But even when these international
problems between the large electrical
concerns will have been satisfactorily settled, all difficulties for the establishment of a general sound film
production in Germany will not have
been done away with. There still
will be a great lack of experienced
technical experts, suitable studios and
general experience. In order to
gather experience, experiments will
have to be made. Soich experiments
are very costly, and Germany has no
funds at present, especially the German film industry.
The

fifth article in the Wolffsohn series will appear in THE
FILM DAILY tomorrow.

Wanted
Thoroughly

experienced

mechanic

familiar with motion picture laboratory equipment
Give
references.
Box A-131
c-o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
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Titanic. Sid Chaplin's next, "Mumbasedwill
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Fred Karno's
nuisic ming
hallBirds"
sketch
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Second day of annual convention d
Northwest exhibitor unit at Mintt.
apolis.
Spring
Film
Daily
Golf Tounu'
L. I. at Glen
ment
Oaks,
Little Ned:
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9,700
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29/
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1,000
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Berlin

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City

Opening
of "TheNew Black
at
the Gaiety,
York. Watch'V
May

27

Opening
of "Broadway"
at tkl
Globe, New
York.
Convention of Oklahoma exhibitml
unit at Oklahoma
City.
June 16-17 Summer
convention
of
Nottb
Carolina exhibitors unit, WrightM
ville. Beach,
N. C.

June 11-12

150 Present at Testimonial
Dinner for Marty Schwartz No Truth to Terra Corp.
Marty Schwartz, well known in
Report, Lubitsch Sayi
New York exhibitor circles, was

5 66 tendered

Goetz Sells St. Louis Rights
Nat Steinberg, Premier Pictures,
St. Louis, has purchased three features from Charles Goetz, of States
Cinema, New York. Thev are: "Unguarded Girl." "About Trial Marriage," and "Scarlet Youth."

Penn. 3580

production of
"The Berg," stage play by Ernest
Raymond based on the sinking of the

6

21,600

Berlin (By Cable) — Despite the
patent differences between TobisKlangfilm and Western Electric,
"The Singing Fool," is to open June
3 at the Gloria-Palast over Western
Electric equipment.

Phone

Today :
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'56
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67
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7s 37
79
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42/
43/
United
Art
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10
do
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80
LTniv. Ch. com.
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....
do
pfd
75
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•LAST
PRICE QUOTE

W.E.

Book
TheDate
Industry's

I'.eoo first will be Dupont's

4,700

92
lOJi
31/

224/

J. C. Thorp, general production
manager for British International Pictures, and E. A. Dupont, sails from
England today, Hollywood bound, to
complete arrangements for the production of two talking pictures at the
Metropolitan
's Sound Studios. The

21, IS

a testimonial dinner at the
Motion Picture Club last night on the
eve of joining Naumburg, Dixon and
Co. stock brokers, at their 5th Ave.
office. The dais list included Nathan
Burkan, wards,
Al Arthur
Lichtman,
Bill" EdHirsch, "Big
W. Dixon
and
Harry Reichenbach, who was toastmaster. The committee in charge embraced, in part, Harry Brandt, William Frankel, Lichtman, Hirsch and
Reichenbach.
Funsters at AMPA
Members and friends of the AMPA
have an entertainment treat in store

IVest

L. Warner Operation Successful
Louis Warner, son of H. M. Warner is "doing very nicely," the
Roosevelt Hospital, New York reports. He was operated on yesterday for acute appendicitis.
N.O.
Premiere
for "Evangeline"
New Orleans — "EvangeHne" is to
have its world premiere at the
Saenger here June 14.

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAIL]

Color Art Signs Murnau
On Two Year Contrac
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — F. W. Murnau ha
signed a two year directing contrac
with Color-Art Prod. Murnau wa
brought to this country from Get
many by Fox, for whom he has mad:
three pictures.

for them at Thursday's meeting at the
Motion Picture club, when the program features none others than Harry
Reichenbach and Harry Hershfield
and also
and Bud
2?" Jimmy Adams
Jamison, screen comics now singing
in vaudeville. The two Harrys are
keeping their program a secret, but
Adams and Jamison threaten to prove
their ability as singers.
Skouras Loses Baby Son
Homer Skouras, two and a half
year old son of Spyros Skouras, head
of theater operations for Warners,
died yesterday after an illness of
many weeks. Funeral services will
be held tomorrow.

Coast

Hollywood — Ernst Lubitsch de
nies he ever has had any dealing.!
with the Terra
Corp., Berlin, witlj
whom he was reported to have signeij
a contract.

WANTED
Feattire

length
dialogue
vehicles, comedy or drama
Weiss Bros. De Forest Studio
318 E. 48th St
N. Y. C.

SECRETARY,
STENOGRAPHER,
DENT,

BOOKKEEPER,
LEGAL

CORRESPONKNOWLEDGE

Young
Lady — Many
years
experience
practically every branch of motion picture industry. erences.
Capable
charge
Box A-130 taking
of office or department.
Excellent refcare Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C

Scores
Score
Again
RIESENFELD'S
"Eternal Love"
"This Is Heaven"

MAB^

^^V

3

-J- ^

}

MEYER lii
, r~~4 s^^ ^^>r-

>— i^>.i— I

jAMLErA.FlTZPATRICKy^

FitzPatrick Pictures
Incorporated
PENnsylvania 7521

Paramount Bid
1501 Broadway
N. Y. C.

Clnotherjecdker m the
FII^ST NATIONAL
T
A
H
E
N
O
VlTAPH

ALICE JOYCE, MYRNA LOY;
LORETTA YOUNG, ZASU PITTS
and RICHARD TUCKER. Presented
by Richard A. Rowland. Play by Jean
Bart. Screen version by Bradley King.
Directed by Alexander Korda.
p^Lit.1^^ ^ Jf. Fumark

tt Soma.

THE

SYSTEM or SELLING DISCS
UNDER FIRE ATNIMEH
^Continued from Page 1)

sales methods on sound films, insisting that under present coiaditions
they are unable to make a profit on
sound pictures. With houses of the
territory being wired at a rapid rate,
they are eager for a change in the
situation, wanting a fixed selling policy on discs. They claim there now
are no set prices for discs, the
amount ranging from $7.50 to "what
the salesman can get." Allied will
be asked to use its strength to
change the situation.
Effort will be made, according to
pre-convention statement, to oust W.
A. Steffes from the presidency by a
group headed by W. A. Miller, who
charges mismanagement and favoritism. However, reelection of
Steffes is forecast.
Demonstrations of a number of
sound reproducers are being given
at various Twin City houses during
the convention. The problem of
unwired houses also will be gone into in detail, as will protest against
dealing separately with Vitaphone
for discs, because that firm does not
use a standard exhibition contract.

Plans Being Completed for
North Carolina Convention
Charlotte, N. C. — With R. F.
Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A. president,
and a number of members of the
legislature slated to be present, plans
are being completed for the convention at Wrightville Beach June 17
and 18 of the North Carolina exhibitor association.

Sound to Highlight Spring
Convention in Oklahoma
Oklahoma City — Directors of the
Oklahoma M.P.T.O. will hold a
"sound" convention here June 11-12.
Among the subjects that are to be
discussed are; sound and talking pictures, equipment, interchangeability,
types of pictures, prices, guarantees
and splits.

Concerts to Provide Work
for Musicians Urged
(Continued from Page 1)

set the situation caused bv advent
of sound pictures, under discussion
at the convention here of the American Federation of Musicians. The
unemployment caused by the sound
film development is the major issue
before the convention.

Open Shop at New Haven
After
Operator Walkout
(Continued from Page 1)
one union operator at that scale and
one non-union apprentice at a lower
scale.
William
Moriarity, business
agent, ordered the walkout.
Exhibitors intend to keep open
with non-union help but are willing
to arbitrate the dispute at any time,
declares Edward G. Levy, attorney
representing exhibitors.

jg^

GOLFERS,

DAILV

ATTENTION!

Sign this and forward to The Film Daily,

1650 Broadway I

Here is my entry and Ten Dollars for the Spring Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Wednesday, May 22nd, at the Glen
Oaks Country Club, Little Neck, L. I.

-AND

Tuesday, May 21, 192

THAT
THATM.'DALY
S
By PHIL

THE SCENE is a beautiful land
scape of rolling green hills an'
valleys. The sun bathes this pastora
NAME
picture with a golden flood. A sum
mer breeze sweeps over it all witi
soft, caressing » touch.
•
•
ADDRESS
Suddenly a swarm of grotesqu
maniacs in crazy-colored garment
It imll sim,plify matters for the Handicap Cowmittee if you
SI •oops down, and swarms like i
blight over this garden of Eden
They divide into groups of four, am
will forward your last three scores
with devilish cunning start out syt
The Committee
tematically
to tratisform this Ar
cadia into Pandemonium.
»
»
»
Bruce Gallup, Unitad Artists
Wm. A. Johnston, "M. P. News"
Each maniac is equipped with ai
Don Mersereau, "Film Daily"
Wm.
Brandt, Brandts' Theaters
Arthur
Stebbins, Stebbins, Leterman
£arle Hanunons, Educational
assortment of destructive weapons
& Gates
They are war clubs, scientifically de
Jack Alicoate, "Film Daily"
signed to tear up the beautiful gras
and put the landscape in general oi
the bum.
• «
*
Accompanying eaci
craz'jf barbarian is i
youth who carries i
bag containing the wa
clubs. This youth i
( Continued from Page 1 )
an expert in selectint
the club that will mos
will be a spirited contest for posses- Al Lichtman, Associated Publicasion of the E. F. Albee Trophy,
tions, Western Electric, RKO Dist. quickly and effectively destroy am
Co., Daily.
Columbia Pictures, and The particular bit of landscape that th
played between a crack foursome of Film
on.
the N. Y. Motion Picture Club and
boss lunatic decides to go to won
All prizes will be awarded at the
Leon
Errol's
Lambs'
team,
the
chal• *
lengers.
big dinner and funfest tomorrow
night,
when
the
golfers
will
see
a
And
they
DO
go to work — i
Cups and trophies will be awarded
how! At five-minute intervals
for 21 events in morning and after- special newsreel picture of the day's
"foursomes," as they call the"
noon play, including winner of low- happenings. Music will be furnished groups
of wild men, follow eacl
net, two low-net runners-up, low by a snappy jazz-band.
other
across the beautiful landscape
How
To
Reach
the
Clubhouse
gross and two runners-up, low net
BY AUTO FROM NEW YORK: They take turns, each making ;
and low gross for the morning qualifying round, putting contest and a Over Queensboro 59th St. Bridge vicious swipe at the helpless turf
The other three stand still and watch
runner-up, driving contest and run- and continue cm over railroad viaduct, then take a sharp left turn, They applaud noisily if their com
ner-up, low exhibitor score, birdie
contest, and eight different silver following street along the railroad panion digs up a big hunk of turf
cups and trophies for other events. tracks to Roosevelt Ave. Continue and give him the razzberry if he onl;
white ball
All foursome winners and runners- under elevated structure to extreme succeeds in hitting
♦ « a little
»
up will each receive a beautiful end of Roosevelt Ave., then turn
We forgot to explain about th
right following car tracks to Nas- little white ball. Wherever the bar
prize.
sau Blvd. Keep on Nassau Blvd. to barian hits the ball, that marks thi
The silver cups and trophies were
offered by Keith-Albee, Stebbins, Little Neck Parkway, turn right spot where he must go to work des
Leterman & Gates, J. P. Muller Adv. and keep on about one-quarter mile troying the landscape. Sometime
to Glen Oaks Club house.
Agency, J. E. Brulatour, Inc., "MoBY TRAIN FROM NEW YORK: they get real sore when they lam
in a pile of sand where there is n
tion Picture News," Al Ruben, DuPont-Pathe Film Mfg. Co., National Trains leave Long Island Railroad turf to dig up. Instead, they ge
Theater Supply Co., William Massce {Penn. Sta.) for Great Neck, at their eyes full of sand when the\
& Co., "Screen Secrets Magazine," 7:05 A. M., 7:43, 8:05, 8:39, 9:09, make a swipe at the ball. This onl]
Carl Laemmle-Universal, Ira Haupt 9:41, 10:31, 11:31 {Daylight Sav- serves to make 'em more savagi
ing Time). Take taxi from Great when they later strike a nice, in
& Co., Jack Cosman Co., Pathe Exchange, Inc., Eastman
Kodak
Co., Neck Sta. to clubhouse.
nocent piece of
* stnooth
*
* grass.
This slaughter of
nature continues all
day. In the evening
they sit down to a
banquet and argue
(.Continued /irom Page 1)
with each other as to
waves, which not only bore the the current release of Pathe Sound who took the least
words and cries of the cheering News.
shots to dig up the
throngs, but also the impulses which
feature of "remote recording" most tons of turf. The
kept the two tiny whirring motors of This
sound and picture has never prerunning turn for turn with each
viously been attempted save under guys estthat
lie the
loudwin silver
other.
» cups.
»
*
perfected laboratory conditons at
While the feat was attempted as short range. Pathe, says company
This Carnival of Destruction wil
an experiment by Pathe the sound engineers now are engaged in setting take place tomorrow at Glen Oah
recording via radio proved so satis- up devices for the performance of a Country Club on Long Island. Thi
factory that it was used to supplant similar recording between Culver sacre.
publication is sponsoring the mas
the Kentucky made sound track in City, California and New York.

Local Golfers All Set for
Big Spring Tournament

Pathe Sends Sound by Radio
for Films of Kentucky Derby

IN ADVERTISING
THERE IS NO
SUBSTITUTE
FOR GOOD

RESULTS
That's why, for the third
time in five weeks we
have broken records
for advertising volume.
More money was invested
in the May 18 issue by advertisers than in any we
have ever published.
Only one thing has brought
about this consistent in^
crease in our advertising
volume^ advertisers invest money with Associated Publications to
get RESULTS, and
they get RESULTS!

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, INC.
BEN SHLYEN, President
General Offices, Kansas City, Mo.

NEW YORK. 551 FIFTH AVE.
CHICAGO,

1018 SO. WABASH

AVE.
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Declares Sound Will Not Mean an End
Sees No Impending Change
By Will H. Hays

President, M. P. Prod, and Dist. of America, Inc.
The answer is certainly not.
*
*
*

Sound, A Stepping Stone
By Emile E. Shauer,

General M'g'r Foreign Dep't, Paramount Famous Lasky Corp.
Emphatically no! Instead there is every probability, that it will
stimulate still further progress on the part of the screen as an international art. The revolutionary changes which have taken place in the
industry should and will encourage the leaders in the important producing countries to produce pictures which will have the greatest possible appeal in foreign countries. Building upon the foundation of the
past accomplishments of the silent screen they will now have the
medium of the spoken word as a further means of reaching and entertaining millions throughout the world. The human voice now becomes a stepping stone to a far greater future for the motion picture
industry.
♦
♦
♦

Foresees No Cliange in Status
By A. H. Giannini
Chairman, Board of Directors, Bank of America
My answer to the query is no. I see no substantial reason why
the permanent use of dialogue should impair the scope of motion pictures as an international art. England, Australia and the Englishspeaking colonies understand talking pictures as made here. That, in
itself, makes for an international situation and provides an answer to
the question. Insofar as Italy, Czecho and others of the foreign
language nations are concerned, the problem is, of course, different.
It may be that those countries will make their own talkers, or it is
possible that the American industry will make them in particular
languages for distribution in particular countries. I do not believe
the industry here is as yet ready for such a step, however.

Predicts a Greater Development
By Arthur W. Kelly
Vice-President, United Artists Corp.
I see no reason why the permanent use of dialogue should mark
the end of motion pictures as an international art. On the contrary,
I believe the talking picture will develop artistically and otherwise and
thus become more permanently established as an art.
It is my prediction that the outstanding talking pictures, whether
in English, French or German will find a ready reception in all civilized countries, and that dialogue pictures will be supported by an
ever-increasing number of people who appreciate the finer arts.
While naturally, the all-talking so-called program picture will
become meaningless in certain foreign countries, the outstanding talking productions will eventually receive the same measure of encouragment and appreciation as the operatic works of the great masters. It is my opinion that the American producer will be able to
engineer — and I say this advisedly, as the present-day director has to

be just that — talking picture classics, which will have the same wide
appeal and value as the grand operas universally enjoy.
It would not surprise me in the least if Douglas Fairbanks is the
first to build, engineer and produce one of these classics, which will
be in demand and sought after as long as the negative endures.
There will come a time when we can expect to see temples of the
motion picture art, which will foster the showing of talking picture
classics, similar to the grand opera houses scattered throughout the
principal cultural centers of the world, and we will have subscription
audiences to support these great works of art.
By the use of colored photography in talking pictures, producers
will be able to present to future audiences eflfective scenes, more vivid
than stage productions could possibly hope to l)e, and these colorful
surroundings will give the artists playing in the pictures the necessary
background in order to bring out the charm of their voices, personality
and histrionic ability into bold relief.
*
*
*

Internationalism to Continue
By William M. Vogel
Vice-President, Gen'l Mgr., Pathe International Corp.
Exhibitors in Europe are beginning to realize that dialogue pictures will curtail the number of pictures available to them from American producers. It is quite clear that the Frenchman will not tolerate
the general distribution of the English-dialogue picture in France.
The same applies to Germany or any other country in Continental
Europe. They are generally convinced that sound pictures are here to
stay and that in the very near future they must supply their patrons
with sound pictures.
This situation will undoubtedly stimulate local production of dialogue pictures in the language of the country in which they are made,
but will it stimulate a sufficient number of productions to meet the
requirements of local exhibitors? We believe it will not. Some German and French dialogue pictures will prove to be profitable productions, but the number will be few because of their limited distribution.
Generally speaking, the same factors that control the limited
distribution of silent productions in these countries will also have a
similar effect on their dialogue productions. Because of the limitations involved in dialogue productions we believe that the exhibitor of
Europe will not have the wide selection of product available in the
future that he has had in the past.
The question, then, may be put in this way : Will we be able to
use any of the pictures made up, for the greater part or entirely, with
English dialogue on Continental Europe or in South America?
It is quite clear that a large percentage of all-dialogue pictures
cannot be distributed profitably in these countries. Some will besupplied in silent version form. It is difficult to forecast what per
centage of these pictures will be excluded.
As a general proposition, however, the permanent use of dialogue
will, in my opinion, not mark the end of motion pictures as an international art. Ways and means will be devised for making pictures
of outstanding international interest, suitable for the important countries of the world. In the past it has always been necessary to study
the suitability of each picture for the various countries in which it is
distributed, and today, in this new sound era, the problem of the

Tomorroiv^^ Will mechanical dialogue and music ultimately
do aiw^ay iw^ith artists and musicians in picture theaters?^'

Part of the Pertinent Question Series

logue. It is my opinion that when talk in motion jjictures is deiiiiahility of each picture is still more complicated. We are, however,
veloped to a point of perfection that the silent photoplay is today,
European
for
pictures
some
adapting
in
progress
ry
nakinjj satisfacto
dialogue
versions will be made in the German, French, Si)anish
Markets. In one type of picture where dialogue is used, we are suc- and other languages, and in all probability at about the same time
((.(liiig in substituting satisfactorily musical effects to replace the as the making of the English version.
the .story of the produclialogue, so that the entertainment values in
I do not think that there is any doubt but that the talking
i..n in hand are not reduced, and at times are greatly enhanced. We
motion
])icture will in time become so important to all countries,
nay later go so far as to market an important picture in several that they will have their own dialogue photoplays. .
an!,niages. such as French, German, Spanish or Italian.
It is quite possible that the English speaking countries in the
of interna- future, as in the past, will produce pictures on so large a scale
two types of representative pictures
May I refer to
as
Can you imagine a picture such
i-nal art in the silent era?
that they will dominate these other countries, and it is not at all
liarlie Chaplin's "The Kid" or Cecil B. DeMille's "The Volga Boat- improbable that in time the screen may be the means of having
nan" being made unusable because of the use of dialogue? True, they the English language spoken throughout the entire world. This
il)|)eared as silent pictures. Can you imagine either of them with
...und? The use of sound effects and dialogue would undoubtedly may sound a little far-fetched, but in this day and age of advancement, nothing is improbable.
lave improved these productions in their original issue. Therefore,
However, the talking phase of the motion picture industry
\hy would they not still be the great pictures they are if the picture
and important that no one can conceive all its possibiliallies remain when dialogue would be replaced with sound effects or is so tiesbig,
or even hazard an opinion as to its triumph in future years.
m alien language be substituted for the English dialogue?
I firmly believe that talking pictures will revolutionize the amuseWe expect to have many and varied experiences with diament business of the entire world, and while it is hard to tell just
. gue pictures in Continental Europe and other alien-language what its effect will actually be on international art, I desire to go
(uintries, but I feel that some of our greatest dialogue pictures on record as stating that it never will destroy it.
*
*
*
\ill prove to be excellent entertainment in all countries of the
rtorld, and will do credit to motion pictures as an international
irt.

*

*

No, But Circulation Will Be Limited

*

Solution Difficult, But Will Come
By N. L. Manheim

Export Manager, Universttl Pictures Corp.
Your question presages the fact that the picture of the future will
)e an entirely talking subject.
While it is true that dialogue will make many new friends for the
ndustry. and that it will have a definite place in productions of the

'uture. I firmly believe that the silent picture will always have an im)ortant place on the screens of foreign countries.
No nation will attempt to make a language invasion of the screens
if foreign speaking countries. It will tax the ingenuity of all producion departments before they can make an all-dialogue picture intelligi)le outside of the country of origin and countries speaking the same
anguage, but it is a foregone conclusion that a solution will be found.
There isn't the slightest danger but that in one form or another,
he motion
picture will continue on its triumphant
international
imirney.
*
*
*

Will Never Destroy It

By Fred L. Herron
Foreign Dept. M. P. Prod, and Dist. of America
I don't think that the permanent use of dialogue marks the
end of motion pictures as an international art. Naturally, the alldialogue pictures will be limited in their circulation in any but
English-speaking countries.
However, from the advance notices being sent out by the
different producers, I have gathered that there will still be a tremendous volume of pictures containing a small percentage of dialogue, with a great deal of footage devoted to music in one form
or another. This latter type of motion picture, I believe, will
have distribution throughout the world, regardless of the language of the country in which it is exhibited.
Music is universal, just as the silent picture is, and will appeal to the natives in farthest Africa, as well as to an audience
at the Metropolitan Opera House.
*

♦

*

A Ne'w Kind of Internationalism
turn
that
will
will

Motion pictures are too deep-rooted as a world institution to
provincial because of a single new development. In the sense
motion pictures are patronized abroad as here, they, of course,
continue to be international. That American films in dialogue
hold their place where the language falls on foreign ears, is expecting too much. In Britain and her colonies, our pictures will remain
largely international because the language barrier is not too difficult to scale.

By J. D. Williams
Executive Vice-President, World-Wide Pictures, Inc.
I still believe in the internationalism of the motion picture.
Nothing has occurred in new technique or development from the
iilent to the speaking picture to make me change an opinion I
have long held.
I certainly do not believe that the permanent use of dialogue
We should say motion pictures will continue to have world-wide
kvill mark the end of the photoplay as an international art either appeal, American pictures with them, but the latter in a geographic
in the immediate or far future
sphere limited to those who understand English. Music, since it is
always
international, is obviously excepted.
I envision the great motion pictures of the future as dependKANN
ing 50 per cent on silent picture technique and 50 per cent on dia-

.Answered by— Harold B. Franklin, E. A. Schiller, E.V. Richards, Jr., F. J. Sparks and The Film Dally
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In the Flesh
mechanical dialogue
WILL
ic ultimately do
mus
and
away with artists and
ans
in picture theaters? The
nusici
•"ilm Daily asks and publishes six
•pinions elsewhere in this mornng's edition and further calls upon
ts editorial mouthpiece for an ex>ression. Here it is :
Musical clatter and cheap vaudeillians through which average and
imall-sized towns have miraculously survived will go by the boards.
Sound, that mechanical wonder,
vill supplant both as inevitably as
t will raise entertainment standrds in the bulk of theaters to
evels never imagined possible. De
uxe theaters operating in densely
•opulated cities will mix the mehanical with the human. The pubic will demand it, having grown
ccustomed to the best. The Roxy
ormula, by way of example, will
irevail but only in a limited num■er of houses since obviously but
ew theaters can operate on such
ivish scale. To predict that hulan artists and musicians will be
utally obliterated is to make far
oo great a concession to this mehanical age.
Fox Movietone Follies
Progres.s always in sou«d. Fox
Jovietone Follies mark a new step
arward. Nothing quite like it has
een done. A real Follies idea with
orgeous, tuneful, snappy music
ained together in the flimsiest of
tories. But who cares about story
ere? The music, the color, the
eautiful girls and the several eye
mashes are what counts. This, the
icture has and, believe us, it reeks
3 the high heavens of much, much
loney. The showmen that nab this
ling and plug it with the generosy it rates, have a pleasant engageicnt in store.
Don't pass it up.

An Attraction

Imagine Our Gang in a talking
amedy! But don't for the phenomna has arrived. Dubbed "Small
"alk"
and with
inescribably
cunningWheezer,
baby that
holding

Price 5 Cents
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MUSICIANS CONVENTION MAPPING
PLANS AGAINST 'CANNED MUSIC
Will Mechanical Dialogue and Music
Ultimately Do Away With Artists
and Musicians in Picture Theaters?
Third
of a series of major
questions
is
answered on pages 7 and 8 this morning by
E. V. Richards, Jr.
Jack Cohn
Harold B. Franklin
William Morris, Jr.
E. A. Schiller
E. J. Sparks
Tomorrow: Small and medium-sized theaters are
complaining of excessive overhead due to sound.
What is the remedy?

Sound Solidifies German Moves
To Bring CIrange in 'Kontingent'

LABOR SITUATION SEEN
PANTAGES SWITCH FACTOR
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Proposal of Pantages
to switch to an all-sound film policy
is understood to hinge upon the labor
situation in the various houses of the
chain. Under the plan, it is stated,
(Continued

on

Page

This is the fifth and last of
a series of articles outlining
many.
the sound situation in Ger-

By KARL
WOLFFSOHN
Editor, " Lichtbildbiiehne"

Berlin— The German trade, almost
to a man, is dissatisfied over the
"kontingent" as it is constituted today and favors a change. Ufa is the
only German companv which today
(Continued

on

Page

8)

8)

Phonofilm Sues Exhibitors
"Pan" Deal With R-K-0 to
Using Cinephone Device
Be
Only
for
Four
Houses?
Philadelphia
— General Talking PicWest
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
Los

Angeles — And now, it is reported that the oft-discussed deal for
to RadioPantageson circuit
sale of the(Continued
Page 8)

tures has brought suit for an injunction and damages against Simon
and Benjamin Borcwsky, charging
the Powers Cinephone apparatus in
their theater
infringes
upon three De(Continued
on Page 8)

Ontario to Eliminate All
Tax on Theater Admissions Vitaphone-W.E. Suit Seen
Lasting About 2 Months
Ottawa — Tax on theater admis-

sions in Ontario will be abolished
Arbitration of the Vitaphone complaint against Electrical
Research
starting next year, the prime minister has announced. The tax now Products will take about two months,
nter stage, the Gang's first allilker is ready.
And what a darbl is levied on admissions above 25 it is indicated.
The case now
is

KANN

Artists

centf,

{Coftti%*ii Q» Pag$

8)

Unemployrnent Caused by
Sound Films Big Issue
of Denver Meeting
Denver — Into this flag-bedecked
city, playing host to the American
Federation of Musicians, has been introduced the fight against the music
of
pictures, orprefer
"canned
as sound
the musicians
to music,"
call it.
Several resolutions panning "canned
music" will be acted upon at the
convention, the thirty-fourth annual
meeting of the federation. The sessions continue through Saturday.
The public is being forced to listen
to inferior music, as a result of the
talking picture development, declares
Jr.seph N. Weber, president of the
federation. He charges that these
programs are debasing the art of
music.
Cutting down of orchestras in
sound houses has stopped, according
to union officials, with these theaters
(.Continued

on

Page

4)

Educational Comedies
Soon Ready with Discs
All uctsofsoon Educational's
soundon prodwill be available
disc,
in addition to a sound-on-filni version. Already records to accomthe discbeen
prints
on "The
Roar" panyhave
shipped
to allLion's
their
exchanges, (Conti)iurd
and theon disc
prints are
Page 4)

Publix Now Operating
Criterion in New York
Publix is operating tlie Criterion,
New Vork, which previously has
been under direct management of
Paramount,
throughon its
roadshow de(Continurd
Page 4)

Fore!
Members of the picture industry in the East will assemble today at Glen Oaks Country Club, at Great Neck, L. L,
for the 16th Semi-annual Film
Golf Tournament, weather permitting. A record turnout is
forecast by the large list of entries received.

Whiteman Concerts to be
Feature of 'U' City Trip
Accompanied by his band of 30
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$496,870 Gross in Three
Months by National Screen
National Screen Service reports
gross sales of $496,870 for the three
months ended March 31, compared
with $394,773 in the same period of
1928. Net earnings for the first
quarter amounted to $107,740, as
against $56,043 in the corresponding
period of 1928. Net earnings for the
first quarter amounted to 98 cents
a share, or at the annual rate of $3.92
a share on 1 10,000 shares of stock now
outstanding. This compares with
earnings for the 1928 period, amounting to 51 cents a share, or at the annual rate of $2.04.

Silents to Disappear Soon,
Lasky Says on Return
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"The Broadway Melody" in its
first week topped all records of the
New Empire, London, by 65 per
cent, states a cablegram received by
the M-G-M home office from Sam
Eckman, general manager for the
company in England. The picture
built considerably the first three days
of the second week, with a run of
several months predicted. Heretofore, the longest run at the 5,000seat house has been two weeks.
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"Broadway Melody" Hit
in London, Eckman Says
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censors
"Witchcraft
Through
Ages"
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Fifth Ave. Playh
ouse.

Carroll Carroll
Well-known
Ls^ricist
now luider our exclusive management

Marx Film Premiere Tomorrow
With the four Marx Brothers
slated to make personal appearances,
premiere of the film version of their
musical
Cocoanuts,"
has
been comedy,
slated for"The
tomorrow
night
at the Rialto, New York.

ABC MEYER i

Louis Warner Progressing Nicely
Louis Warner, son of H. M. Warner, who was recently operated on,
is getting along very nicely and will
be released from the Roosevelt Hospital in about two weeks, the hospital
states.
Brandt Returning to N. Y.
Joe Brandt, president of Columbia Pictures, is due back in New York
on Friday from Europe.
1
Loew Dividend Declared
Regular
quarterly dividend of SO
cents a share on the common,
has
been declared by Loew's, Inc. It is
payable June 30 to holders of rec
ord June 14.

at
exhib

Premiere of "Evangeline,"
Saen
theater, New Orleans.
Annual
M-G-M
Sales
Conven

W/j

Silent pictures will disappear soon
Jessel Leaves Soon for Coast
in the opinion of Jesse L. Laskj',
who has returned to New York from
George Jessel will close his vaudeEurope. France hasn't yet the
ville engagement in New York Sunequipment for talkers but will have
day, after which he will take a short
soon, he is quoted as saying. While rest at French Lick Springs, before
abroad, Lasky signed Nino Martini, proceeding to the Coast to start work
Italian to a five year contract, and for Fox.
Basil Dean to direct "The Escape,"
as well as arranged for filming of Film Bureau Function Tomorrow
Sir James Barrie's play, "Shall We
Harry Reichenbach is to be master of ceremonies at the Fifth AnJoin the Ladies?"
nual M.P. Carnival sponsored by the
"On with the Show" Opening
Film Bureau, and which will be held
Premiere of "On with the Show,"
Warner all-color-talker is scheduled tomorrow night in the A.W.A. Clubhouse, New York.
Tuesday at the Winter Garden, New
York.
Gottlieb in New York
Manie Gottlieb, who recently rejoined Universal doing special sales
work on "Show Boat," is in New
York. Gottlieb for several years
managed
the company's St. Louis office.

instrumentalists, Paul Whiteman
leaves Friday for the Coast in a special train of seven c^rs to begin work
at Universal in "The King of Jazz,"
talking-musical production. Fifteen
radio concerts in as many cities will
be given while en route ov^r the
Columbia broadcasting chain. The
story of by
Whiteman's
picture
written
Edward first
Lowe,
Jr., was
and
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TOOK ANTONYLIKE WASHINGTON
TOOK THE DELAWARE-

t

I

—thafs how MetrO''Qold<wynMayer has taken the talkies with
MADAME

THE TRIAL OF

BROADWAY
MELODY

MARY
DUGAN

wirh Charles King, Anira
"age, Bessie Love. Directed by Harry Beaumont.

with Norma Shearer,
LcwisStoricH.B.VVarrier,
Raymond
H a c k c 11.
Directed by the author,
B.iyard Veillcr.

Ei'erydajt in everyway it's performing
box-office miracles such as this industry has nei'er before seen, nor may
ever see again. You don't knoui what
business you can really do until you
play "Broadway Melody."

Third month at $Z, Embassy, N. Y.
Sell-oul in extended run Criterion,
Los Angeles. In its first engagemcnu
nationwide, it is sensational. Norma
Shearer's first Talking Picture is a
smashing success !

IDLE
RICH
uiih
Ruth
Chatlerton,
Lewis
Stone,
Raymond
Hackett.
Directed
bv
Lionel Barrymore.

The ne««sl Broadway Talking hit,
packing them in at Sam H. Harris
Theatre, N. Y. at $2. Never such
critical raves! Ruth Chatterton makes
dramatic history. "Madame X" destined to challenge records si'hich
"Broodu-'ayMelodv" 15 non-setting u/>.'

METRO-GOLDWS
Always on\Top!

THE

with Conrad

NaCel, Bessie

Love, Leila Hvams. Directed by William de Mille.
The 6ig firoadu>ay and Road success
is a thrilling Talking achievement.
Reach for a Talkie in.ueadof asqueak.
Play the great, Neu-Era, Road Shoiv
Talkies from M-C-.M. Date these now:
"Broadway Melody," "Trial of Mary
Dugan," "The Idle Rich."

AVER

Wednesday,

DAILV

= Coast Wire Service

Type Director Passing
VERSATILITY NOW BIG
FACTOR, NONTAGNE SAYS
The day of the type director is no
"comedy" and '"tragedy"
more. The
directors
of the past have given way
to experienced men of broad general
training capable of directing either
humorous or somber tales with understanding and finesse, avers Edward J. Montagne, scenario editor at
the Paramount studios, and story
supervisor of "Show Boat."
"Of course there are directors who
are better at comedy, broad or sophisticated, and some whose particular genre lends itself most admirably
to domestic tragedy, mystery films,
tales of poverty and despair and so
forth," admits
difference lies in Montagne.
the fact that"The
a mere
gag man with a flair for the humorous no longer makes a comedy director, or a person with a fine consciousness of the sordid, a realistic
director.
"Motion picture direction today has
become a highly technical and imported thing. It requires more than
mere flair, or possible knowledge of
camera angles, closeups, fade-ins and
fade-outs, and the like. The type of
stories filmed today call for a certain
amount of learning, intelligence, intuitive understanding on the part of
the megaphone wielder. He must
possess some susceptibility to the
subtle play of human emotions, the
psycho-analytic ability to understand
the motivations for most every kind
of human action."
Montagne completed the story detail of "Show Boat" previous to his
departure from the Universal lot. He
also exercised similar authority in the
production of "Broadway," and is responsible for the screen adaptation
and dialogue on "The Minstrel Man,"
a third Universal super-feature now
in process of production.
Joan Standing in "The Concert"
Joan Standing has been engaged
for a role in Adolph Menjou's vehConcert," being directed by
Victoricle "The
Schertzinger.
Hamilton Lead in "Illusion"
Neil Hamilton will play one of the
leads in "Illusion," all-talker version
of Arthur Train's novel. Lothar
Mendes will direct with Charles
"Buddy" Rogers and Nancy Carroll
co-featured.
Cast for "Fall of Eve"
Patsy Ruth Miller and Arthur
Rankin have been assigned leads in
"The Fall of Eve," Columbia talker.
Composers on Pathe Lot
Walter O'Keefe and Bobby Dolan,
composers,
have arrived from New
York, in Culver City to write for
Pathe.

A Little

"Lots'*
om WILK
frKALFH

Bt

Hollywood

"1I7HEN Broadway Was a Pas»» ture" is the title of a song of
a few years back. History may repeat itself, insofar as the hegira of
stage folk to Hollywood is concerned,
for almost every train brings notables
bearing contracts calling for FoxMovietone productions.
*
♦
*
Joe Jackson is responsible for
many innovations. Educational picturized his vaudeville sketch, "Ask
Dad," and now it is to be Actionized
for a national magazine.
*
*
♦
Willy Wyler, one of the youngest
directors on the Coast, is completing
"Evidence" at Universal. It is an
all-dialogue production,
starring
Laura La Plante.
*
♦
*
Ken Majmard is being given
a royal reception at Mission,
Tex., where he was a cowboy
ten years ago. While in the
Lone Star state, the western
star is combining business and
pleasure, seeking locations for
his next picture, which will be
directed by
Harry
J.
Brown.
4>
*
*
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Musicians Convention, Mapping
Plan Against 'Canned Music' i
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

re-hiring their musicians. The federation has before it a proposal to
sponsor concerts in principal cities to
provide work and establish a fund for
the campaign against sound pictures.
Four hundred delegates to the convention paraded yesterday through
the downtown streets, with a massed
band prior to opening of the sessions.
Denver musicians' local No. 20 helped
honor the visitors by turning out 100
per cent with a platoon of mounted
police, to lead the way and George W.
Cook's drum corps and band assisting
with quicksteps.
President Weber, who was in the
orchestra of the old Tabor Grand
Opera House here from 1883 to 1891,
and Frank Spiegel, veteran cellist,
are the only delegates present who
attended the last national convention
held here, which was 28 years ago.
The National Broadcasting Co.,
gave the musicians recognition at the
opening business session, broadcasting the entire program, an address
of welcome by Mayor Benjamin F.
Stapleton. Weber's response, a talk
on the value of music by Horace E.
Turman, conductor of the Denver
Civic Symphony Orchestra and a
sucech on musicians in organized
labor by Earl R. Hoage, president of
the Colorado State Federation of
Labor.

250 Recording
Chicago — There are approximately 250 members of the
American Federation of Musicians engaged in recording
music for talkers, James Petrillo, head of the Chicago federation, declared here recently.
These players, he said, receive
$50 a day.

the Roosevelt, McVickers, United
Artists, Senate, Congress and Tower,
de luxe houses. Recently, the 44
weeks and 35 weeks employment
limit in Class 6 (suburban) houses
e.x.pired and the four piece orchestra
employed in each was discharged.
Negotiations for a new contract with
theaters in this group will be started
by musicians in September. Wage
agreements with stagehands expire
at
that time,
although
operators'
contract
continues
untiltheJanuary.

Educational Comedies
Soon Ready with Discs
(.Continued from Page 1)

in transit. New prints and discs on
the other Mack Sennett Talking
Comedies already released, as well
In the evening, a dance of all na- as the Coronet, Jack White, Lloyd
tions was presented in the city audi- Hamilton, Lupino Lane, and Mertorium under auspices of the Highmaid Talking Comedies, are being
lander Boys and John S. Leick, band rushed and will be distributed as
conductor. One thousand performers soon as ready.
Jack Young, for several years a took part. A special concert was ofEducational's decision to make two
fered by the symphony orchestra. versions of each of its sound comfa/miliar figure at eastern studios,
now
is a member of the M-G-M co/m- Weber spoke briefly on the aims of
edies, makes it possible for a larger
sra staff.
the federation.
number of theaters to play such
Yesterdaj- delegates made a trip
Ina Claire's Picture Started
These sound-on-disc prints are
through
Denver's mountain parks, product.
Ina Claire's company has com- and had luncheon at Bendeer. All made on 1,000-foot reels, with a phopleted rehearsals at the Pathe stu- downtown streets are decorated with
nographic disc for each of the reels,
dios in Culver City, and production flags and federation emblems. The and are identical
in content with the
is under way. Marshall Neilan is di- national high school band competition sound-on-film versions.
recting. Rollo Lloyd has been di- opens here tomorrow.
recting the dialogue and will Work
with Neilan on the production. Ern- Unemployed N. Y. Musicians
Publix Now Operating
est Hilliard was added as the last
Planning
Series
of
Concerts
Criterion in New York
member of the cast. Principal roles
Unemployed musicians in New
(Continued from Page I)
in support of Miss Claire will be
plan a series of public conplayed by Henry Daniel, Paul Har- York certs
partment,
headed by Albert Grey.
at the New York Coliseum,
vey, Blanche Frederici and Judith Bronx amphitheater
The
roadshow
department was disseating
17,000
Vasali.
banded last Saturday, and affairs
persons. This is to provide work for
musicians thrown out of work by now are being wound up. The
Edwards Making Third
Broadway theater was the last house
Harry D. Edwards, producer of the sound picture development.
under
direct management of Paramount.
two reel talking comedies starring Chicago Union Plans to
Lloyd Hamilton, is making his third
Offer Concerts Daily
independent production at the Metro"Blue" Fight at Coshocton.
O.
Chicago — Businessmen will be
politan studios. The story is enasked to contribute $15,000 of the
Coshocton, O. — "Blue" Sunday
titled "His Baby Daze" and is directed by Gilbert Pratt. The first $30,000 estimated as needed to un- fight is being waged by the Citizens'
Enforcement
League here. Local
derwrite a series of daily concerts
two talking comedies released by
to provide work for musicians now theater owners have been arrested
Edwards were "His Big Minute" and unemployed because of the sound several times on charges of violating
"Don't Be Nervous."
picture development. Members of the Sunday closing law.
the local federation of musicians will
"3 Live Ghosts" Cast Additions
Claude AUister has been cast in be asked to contribtue the remaining
Get Third at Springfield
"Three
Live
Ghosts,"
which
Thornton Freeland will direct for United $15,000.
Springfield,
111. — Kerasotes
ers have reopened
the Senate,Broththeir
Artists. John Mack Brown, Charles Number of Orchestras Out
third local house. H. S. Cohen is
McNaughton, Joan Bennett, Beryl at Chicago Sound Houses
manager. RCA-Photophone has been
Mercer, Hilda Vaughn and Wilfred
Chicago — Advent
of talkers
has installed with a combination policy
Noy have been cast in the picture. caused elimination of orchestras at adopted.
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NEW!
Crts^ in on the present demand
for singing-talking shorts with
Columbia-Victor Gems and Talking Screen Snapshots! Marvelous Entertainment worth featuring ahove the main attraction !

Broadway and Hollywood
— the two bright spots of
the universe! Now — for
the first time — brought to
your theatre — with all the
magic allure of the originals— providing a box-office magnet that no wide
awake exhibitor can afford to pass up!
^
^
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Sprinkle these red hot
high spots on your bill for
a film feast your patrons
will rave about! Don't take
chances
- grab Columbia's
Shorts -NOW!
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Sound Wipe Out Human Artists?
Depends On Each Situation

chain, we have found that stage entertainment may he eliminated
with good profit. The fust theater that eliminated stage attracBy E. v. Richards, Jr.
tions, which had a nation-wide reputation for its prologues, was
President, Saenger Theaters, Inc.
the Fox Carthay Circle theater. This theater has I)een o|)erating
In certain class of theaters, mechanical music and dialojjuc without ])roIogues for almost a year, with little effect on the gross
1 do away with artists and musicians.
In others, never as a business.
manent |K)licy ; the human touch in some degree is necessary.
Encouraged with the success attained here, the lox Criterion,
Los
Angeles, adopted a similar policy, resulting in one of the
the
in
orchestra
the
with
away
The pipe organ didn't do
xy, did it? Or in the Strand, as a matter of fact. The answer to most successful seasons in the history of any theater in Los
question is to he found in the factors surrounding a i)articu- Angeles. This same policy was extended by Fox West Coast
situation.
As a general statement, I should say orchestras Theaters to the operation of the United Artists in Portland, and
remain where the quality of music played hy human
musi- now a new Fox theater is being opened in Seattle, which will
ns rises above the quality emanating from a mechanical or- show the best motion pictures without any stage attraction whatstra. That, in turn, depends upon several factors. . The size soever.
the theater is one. Another is the population of the city where
Of course, it is too early to say at this time that such policies
theater is located.
A third, is the density of the population can be established in all instances. So far the ex])eriment has
hv that is meant
the possibilities in attendance
upon which been made only in theaters that have shown a real outstanding
theater might draw.
To avoid generalities is impossible, for no two situations are product.
It is very likely that the so-called de luxe policy theaters
e. In Wilmington, Del., for instance, a fifteen piece human that depend upon a definite weekly patronage must continue to
hestra may give forth music which in fullness and tonal give some stage embellishment in addition to the motion piclity will surpass the efforts of a fifty piece mechanical orchesture, if nothing but to distinguish the entertainment shown in
. In a case such as this, the flesh and blood musicians more such theaters from the neighborhood houses
that eventually show
perly belong.
the same picture at a reduced price of admission.
*
*
*
*

Will Remain in Large Cities

By Harold B. Franklin
President, Fox Wi'st Coast Theaters, Inc.
The advent of sound has affected the position of music in
motion picture theater decidedly for the better. Difficulties
a technical nature have gradually been overcome until now
res are being made that compare with music played by the
:st orchestras. The experience and progress that have so far
:n gained in synchronization of music have been a splendid
;kground for further progress. Music in its very best mood,
n-preted by the very best artists, may now be sent wherever
lion pictures are shown. Although in the past only theaters
arge capacity in the most important communities could afford
highest type of musical synchronization, the best now beles available wherever a theater is equipped for sound reprotion. The advantage of having a master musician arrange the
re for each
motion picture insures uniform
and perfect intion.
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o
of th mu
in
i
I country devote their talents to the theater.
This ratio inHes vaudeville and legitimate theaters.
To offset this, there
Igreater opportunities for capable musicians than ever before
|i|&use of the improvement essential in radio broadcasting.
M It would appear a logical conclusion to say that excepting
he very large cities sound motion pictures will do away with
; -icians in picture theaters.
J In the operation of certain theaters in the Fox West Coast

*

*

Depends on Quality Solely
By E. A. Schiller
General Theater Representative, Loeiv's, Inc.
There always will be room for both. In my opinion, (piality
will be the determining factor. High class talent in human form
will prove just as desirable as it has been until now. You must
bear in mind that it is the artist who is found at the basis of the
entertainment structure. If the performer has merit, his appeal
in the flesh will continue.
If not, sound won't save him.

Survive in Big To'wns Only
Human

By Jack Cohn
Sec'y-Treasurer, Columbia Pictures Corp.
artists and musicians will survive in the big towns only.

'1 hat is their only chance. Sound machines will replace them elsewhere.
Sound has opened up so niany possibilities, and will continue to do so,
that to attempt compute what will come is impossible. In the case
of the big city where the public, by force of habit, is accustomed
to the best, the human equation has a chance — just a chance, in our
opinion. For all other theaters, the advances in entertainment brought
to the public via sound are so significant and so far beyond the wildest
conception of the industry that any effort to fasten inferior or average
artists or musicians on the public, merely l>ecause they are llcsh and
blood performers, is on the face of it silly.
*

*

*

Human Performers Will Stay
By William Morris, Jr.
No. What the future will bring will be something like this :
One type of theater wherein an all-sound program is shown. In
this category might be mentioned the Gaiety here in New York where
even the human orchestra is dispensed with. Then, you will find de
Juxe theaters like the Roxy where human artists and flesh and blood
musicians are blended with mechanical ])erformers.
But it seems to me a definite observation that the personal eleIConlinucd

on
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Sound Solidifies Move
ngent Change
for Konti
(Continued from Page 1)
benefits from the "kontingent" with
Paramount and M-G-M, the two
American distributors whose original agrec'^^nt with Ufa provided
the basis ) ■ the import regulations
as they (-ond now.
The desiie for a change is largely predicated on the present sound
situation. Am_erica is producing
sound pictures in the main; yet their
importation is hampered by the
language barrier and the patent
situation involving Western Electric
and Tobis-Klangfilm. German producers, confronted by the difficulties
brought on by sound, are facing
many difficulties and, as a result, the
"kontingent" stands as a measure
entirely out of place since it cannot protect the German producer or
improve conditions in this market.
Existing regulations are to remain
in force until June, 1930, but efforts
of the American industry to abolish
the system in toto are reflected here.
Even the most fervent partisans of
the "kontingent" are dissatisfied with
its operations. The impression is
that the ruling is unfair and the system changed.

Ufa Denies Klangfilm "Jam"
Berlin (By Cable) — Ufa denies report of differences with the Klangfilm-Tobis group, as well as the suit
and counter suit reported to have
been filed as a result of the alleged
differences.

Labor Situation Seen
"Pan"
SwitchPage Factor
(Continued from
1)

effort would be made to make an
arrangement with the musicians and
stage hands, whose services would be
utmecessary with an all-sound film
policy. Whether that change of
policy is possible under present contracts probably will be the deciding
factor.

(Continued

Cohen Named Western
Head of RKO Sales
IVcst Coast Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Harry Cohen, former manager here for RKO, has
i)cen appointed western division
manager of the company with N. P.
(Red) Jacobs succeeding to management of the local office.
Sunday Shows Win at Corsicana
Corsicana, Tex. ■— Sunday shows
won a victory here when verdict of
"not guilty" was returned in favor of
I-eslie Wilks, manager of the Palace,
who was tried on charge of violating
the "blue" law.

Page

7)

^

ment in entertainment will remain. The public will always
see the artists and the demand for big time acts will continue.
ment of the actual performer by a celluloid figure may prove
tory for some of the smaller towns, but in bigger cities you
the requirements unchanged. *
*
*

want' to
Replacesatisfacwill find

President, Consolidated Theaters, Inc.

most briefly, I shall answer

in the negative.

Forest Phonofilm patents. One of the
patents. No. 1,607,480 that covering
the "slit" method of controlling
beams of the exciting lamp on reproducing devices, is the same as involved in the General suit against
Fox-Case Movietone Corp. and cither
defendants. The others concern the
sound box and use of an equalizer in
amplification.

Jersey City — Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses Friday will take over the
15 theaters of the New Jersey Theatrical Enterprises. Nine local houses
are included. They are: Tivoli,
Cameo, Fulton, Monticello, Capitol,
Rialto, Strand, Apollo, Majestic and
Brook; Bound Brook; Leonia, Leonia; Berger, Tenafly; Major and
Pascack, Westwood; Broadwav,
Woodclifif.

No Infringements, Powers
Says Commenting on Suit

Fox Now Operating Five L.I.
Houses of Calderone Group

P. A. Powers, president of Powers
Cinephone, declares he is undisturbed
by the General Talking Pictures suit,
and is confident that no Phonofilm
pf.tents are infringed by Cinephone
equipment.

Fo.x Metropolitan Playhouses now
is operating the five Calderone theaters in Nassau County, Long Island, purchased from the Calderone
chain. The houses are: Valley
Stream at Valley Stream; Hempstead
and Rivoli, Hempstead; Cove, Glen
Cove; Lynbrook, Lynbrook.

West

Flaherty Joins Color-Art

Coast Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Color-Art Prod., has
signed Robert Flaherty to direct pictures for the company. Yesterday,
signing of F. W. Murnau under a
two year contract was announced.
Churches Fighting Sunday Shows
Portsmouth, O. — Collections are
being taken here to raise funds for
jury trial of exhibitors charged violating Sunday closing laws.

Brandt Chain Taken Over Today
Houses of the Brandt Brothers
circuit in Brooklyn are to be taken
over by Fox today.

Vitaphone-W.E. Suit Seen
Lasting
About Page2 Months
(Continued from
1)
in

New

^

York.

grab
awa:
afte
man;

trip. That's
we caii
awedding
real educational
trip what
with Alice
Wonderland. But the wear and tea
on the ole bankroll will be terrific.
*
*
♦

Phonofilm Sues Exhibitors Fox to Take Over Jersey
Theater Circuit Friday
Using
Cinephone Device
(Continued from Page 1)

heard

DALY

Montreal"
. -Mike."Hello,
Wear, hi-c,
of Educational
pub
licity department, is taking his bridt
Alice Bentley, to Montreal for

remedy?**
Answ^ered hy— AI.Lichtman, Felix F. Feist,
P. A. Powers, Abram F. Myers, W. S.
ButterSield, Phil Reisman.

being

M.

*
* hanged."
.
words: "The *publix"be

TOMORROW— ^^Small and medium-sized
theaters are complaining of excessive
overhead due to sound. What is the

Corp., has been organized as a Publix subsidiary to operate the YoungWolf chain of ten theaters. Sam
Katz, head of Publix, is president
of the new company. Theaters of
the circuit to be taken over June 2
are: Palace, Broadway, Orpheum.
Gary, Ind.; Sipe and Kokomo, Kokomo, Ind.; Palace, Anderson, Ind. •
Palace and Marion, Marion, O.; Palace and Lyceum, Canton, O. Young
and Wolf retain a SO per cent interest in the circuit.

PHIL

^

T OOKS as if William Fox, in
•^ bing Grauman's Chinese
from Publix, which was also
the theater, has said in so

By E. J. Sparks
Answering

^AND
THAT'S
THAT
By

Southern Chain Oivner Says No

Indiana-Ohio Firm Formed
"Pan" Deal With R-K-0 to as New Publix Subsidiary
Be Only
for Four Houses?
Chicago — Indiana-Ohio Theater
(Continued from Page 1)

Kcith-Orpheum has simmered down
to a deal for four Coast Pantages
houses, at San Francisco, San Diego,
Portland and Seattle. Pantages is
(|uoted as saying that the deal is
more or less of an informal discus-

from

Vita-

phone
chargesElectric
delay on
installations"
of
Western
equipment
and
maintenance of a too-high cost.

46,576 Playdates Already
Set for Sam Morris Month
Warners' sales force has lined up
46,576 playdates for Morris Month
now being observed throughout the
country in tribute to Sam E. Morris,
general manager of the company.
This number is expected to be in-.
creased during the month.

Seeing
New
York
A pretty girl, just arrived fror
Erie, Pa., stopped us at Broadwa
and 47th Street and asked us to d
rect her to Broadway. So we wait
ed her over to Ninth Ave., up on
block, and then bac
east
to Broa
Broadwa
"Here's
dway
and 47th
St.

sez we.
An<i
sure
* it was.
*
♦

enoug
I

The
Sneezies
A
hectic
five minutes
at Par;
mount's Long Island studio. Millai
Webb
directing
a sound
scene
"Glorifying
the
American
Girl
"Sile-ence!" (Three bells clang-clani
clang) "Qui-et — qui-et, please! No
remember,
ladies — "(Click-sput-pu
gurr!) Stop that hammering! ... It
outside, across the street, Mr. Web
.Webb.
. , Stop It's
it, aanyway!
. Can't,
M
contract. .job
they gc
ta finish tonight. . . . Oh, holy jum
ing — er-well, no matter — lpt'= go. .
Quiet, now! (A visitor from Yonke
trips
an incandescent
and . t'
script over
girl chokes
on her gum)
Aw-er-grr.
Now, all set. . . . Fin
. . . Let's go! . . . Come on, motht
. . . Remember that entrance line. .
CThe visitor from Yonkers
lets o
a violent 'ka-choo!")
. . . Well
I
be a . . . what the — oh, for the lo
of . . . (Mr. Webb gives the visil
from Yonkers a queer, dirty look a
speaks with a lotta ice in his voin
. . . Suppose
we trv it agiin
WITHOUT

the

sneeze."

Thisinto a sere
Mort Shaw Pipe
bursts
song all about George Le Mair
"The Plumbers Are Coming." H<
tight.
Here
she comes:
Life was
a pipe till
I met you
You
plumbed
blue

my

heart, wrench
now
Monkey

I'm
sheik,

I you
can left
hardlyme speak
weak
even of .you.

(If you think this plumbing job
Massena Votes Sunday Shows
all wet, send in something bett
Massena, O. — Sunday shows won Mortician Shaw gets his plumbe
in the referendum here by vote of card for this effort, which has knm
ed us dead.)
152 to 84.

^^

to 3 producing organizations
There are only three prominent producing
organizations who are not now investigating
the startling money-saving

and technical

advantages of CONSOLIDIZING

for the pro-

tection and preservation of Sound Track Film.
It is an accepted fact that the delicate Sound
Track must be protected from oil, dust, grease,
undue moisture, and abrasion.
CONSOLIDIZING

supplies every known pro-

tective requirement for Sound Track Film
and preserves the sound frequencies in their
original richness of tone.

AND
:(i

We guarantee 50% more showings for every

11

r«

CONSOLIDIZED

print.

We invite comparison at our expense with any other method.
Amazing
Amazing
Results on
Results on
SOUND
SILENT
Films
Film

CONrOLIPIXED
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HOLLYWOOD

(

i

7

I

Remedies Suggested on Sound Overhead, Page 8
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Black Watch

f 9

j> KCJL'ENCES
of compelling
i\ lieauty and effectiveness raise
"The Black \\„\\.<:\\" above
it ordinary run of picture, yet unirtunately ^he dramatic unfoldiMit of the story lacks the swiftrss and kick which an adventure
yrn of this type should possess.
[. it, you find splendid examples
; photographic coinpositicjn and
•cellent sound. The opening
ots achieve a fine suspense, Imt
.lat follows doesn't live up to the
ginning.
John Ford, the director, did an
\ ful job pictorially. Many of hi;ilividual incidents are gorgeously
Ine. but when you piece them toj:her, the resultant pattern is

A HeaA: Climax
I'hc story of Capt. King of the
'■yber rifle.s who faces disgrace in
1 eyes of the world to do his bit
t India rather than France ar.d hi^
•iant avowal to avoid the holy war
It threatens left room for a strong
nax. You are geared for ;t, !nit
I never
comes
with the dramatic
■ ce that you
e.xpect.
Obviously.
■ died care went into the big scenes,
«. the story was often forgotten in
• or of optical splendor.

Admirable Shorts
^ast night's program did. ho\vIT. have a striking array of sound
i)rts. Fox Movietone News, a
jnposite of the three current issues.
IIS vastly interesting. Scenes in a
'•marine, the Preakness at Pimlico,
iison at home and in his labora•y, the Davis Cup tennis players,
jiscagni leading 3,000 Italian mnsins highlighted the proceedings..

Conan Doyle
n a special subject, Sir .Arthur
nan Doyle explained how he came
I write the Sherlock Holmes stori and then divulged the reasons for
i _ interest in spiritualism. A
icinating sub feet, very worthwhile
j| of undisputed audience value.
|\ Fox Movietone Magazine of
.ma and Japan drew pleasant
ackles from the first nighters.
•ey enjoyed it, as did
KAXN

May

Price

23, 1929

5 Cents

HEARST TO PRODUCE FOR
WARNERS STARTING IN FALL
Northwest Exhibitors Seek U.S.
Probe Charging Conspiracy
.Minneapolis — Charging a conspirHcy exists to force independent ex'libitors out of business, the Northwest exhibitor association, which
vesterday closed its convention here,
will appeal to the Dcpt. of Justice
for an investigation of the industry
Exhibitors declare that sound rcTials approximate
700 per cent in(.Coiitiinied on Page 5)

New Georgia Exhibitor
Unit Plans Member Drive
Waycross, Ga. — Georgia Ass'n of
M. P. Theater Owners and Operators
has applied for a state charter and
plans to launch a membership drive,
n.e organization, formed at a recent
meeting here,
planson aPage
second
gathcr(Continued
5)

4,042 to 1,058 Seattle Vote
for Stage Presentations
Seattle — Although the Seattle is doing big business under all sound
policy, many patrons prefer presentations with their film fare, it is indicated in a survey of all homes of the
city, just made by Eddie
Hitchcock,
(.Continued on Page 5)

Tourney a Success

Sixteenth
Daily
Golf
yesterday at
try Club byin
attended

semi-annual
Tournament

Film
held

Glen
Great Oaks
Neck Counwias
a record crowd of
golfers
and golf enthusiasts,
See page 10 for complete details of the event and names
of winners.

Features and Vitaphone
News Planned — Davies
Becomes F.N. Star
William Randolph Hearst will release through Warner Bros, beginning -September. Under the terms
of a contract about to be signed,
Warners will produce and distribute
four Cosmopolitan Prod, yearly.
Marion Davies will join First National and supply three a year for
that program.
Warner-Hearst \^itaphonc Newsreel, in sound, will be available
twice a week i)eginning in the fall
and to this will be added one silent
release a week for unwired theaters.
Hearst has ordered 20 trucks from
Western Electric for the ncwsreel
service.

"U" CONTINUING SERIAL
MAKING ON BIG SCALE MIDWESCO MAPS WIS. AND
ILL. EXPANSION PLANS
Universal City — Universal has no
intention of abandoning serial production, due to the talker development, but intends to take advantage
of it in production of chapterplays.
Henry MacRae has been assigned to
direct the second dialogue serial.

WWxch
will be "The
Jade Box."
first dialogue
chapterplay
made The
by
the company is "The Ace of Scotland Yard,"
a ten onepisode
(Continued
Page 5) sequel to

Small and Medium -Sized Theaters
Are Complaining of Excessive Overhead Due to Sound, What is the Remedy?
Fourth of a series of major questions is
answered on pages 8 and 9 this morning by
Felix F. Feist
R. F. WoodhuII
Al Lichtman
I'. A. Powers
Abram F. Myers
Phil Reisman
W. S. Butterfield
Tomorrow: "Now that sound has established itself
as a factor in motion pictures, what will be the
next big development in production?"

Expansion of the Fox Midwcsco
circuit throughout Wisconsin and
Illinois is the subject of conference.-,
in New York between home office
officials and Joe Leo, vice president
of the Fox-Midwesco chain with
iieadfiuarters
at Milwaukee.
Plans
(Continued on Page S)

MUSICIANS PREPARE EOR
'CANNED MUSIC EIGHT
Denver — Declaring" they arc not
fighting talking pictures, the American Federation of Musicians todav
is girding for the nationwide fight
its members are to make against
"canned music," as it choosesi tt)
term the synchronized score of sound
pictures.
The .convention, which onrned here
(Continued on Page 5)

Tom Mix to Return to
Films; Favors Silents
St.

Louis — Tom
Mix who i> making a personal appearance with his
famous
"'rony" believes
at Skouras
Brothers horse
Ambassador,
that
(Continued on Page 5)
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Six Cartoons With Sound
Produced By Kolortone
Kolortone Prod, has been termed
by Leo F. Britten, formerly with
Paramount and Universal, and
George S. Jeffrey, formerly with
Paramount and Harold Lloyd. The
company has produced a series of six
all-talking and synchronized Kolortone Kartoons.
The subjects are: "An Egyptian
Gvp," "Boney's Boner," "Hectic
Hector, "Wanderin's," "A Pikin'
Pirate" and "Kriss Krosses." The
Brewster color process is used. Scoring of the shorts is by David Broeckman, who has been associated with
First National, Columbia and other
major companies.
Disc recording is used. The series,
a\ailable for distribution. IColortone
is opening offices at 236 West S5th
St.

Trial of Deposit Test
Case Ends at Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh — Briefs are to be filed
within a week in the test case of the
deposit system in arbitration, which
closed in Federal Court here yesterda}-. Gabriel L. Hess, Hays organization counsel, represented the defendants. The plaintiff's case had the
backing of the western Pennsylvania
exhibitor unit.
The case was brought against several by P. L. Gorris, McKeesport
eral distributors by P. L. Gorris, McKeesport, from whom deposits were
demanded when he refused to arbitrate a case against him.

I
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Sales
300
900
1,900
10,800
300

l",966

3,900

4,800
2,900
200

3800
00

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City

percent."

Orth Back With Metropolitan
George Orth has resigned from the
De Forest Phonofilm Studio and to
return to the Metrpolitan Studio, Fort
Lee, N. J., where Biophone films are
recorded.

TALKING

SECRETARY,
BOOKKEEPER,
BOOKER,
STENOGRAPHER,
CORRESPONDENT, LEGAL KNOWLEDGE
Young
Lady — Many
years
experience
practically every branch of motion picture industry.
Capable
taking
charge
of office or department.
Excellent
references. Box A-130
care Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N, Y. C

seven

John L. Day, Jr., in N. Y.
John L. Day, Jr., of Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, general manager of the Paramount organizations in South America, is in New York for a visit of
several weeks to the Paramount home
oftice and with relatives.

»•»••••>••»•.

Penn. 3580

ver.
Today:

PICTURES

Federation
York.

of Musicians

at I

Fifth
Annual
Motion
Pici
Carnival of the Film Bureau, i

May
June

"Although plans are not definite. Radio
Pictures will probably produce two of its 30
all-talking
pictures in New York this year.
900 As a general
thing, there will probably be
30,200
more production in New York than during
8,500 the past few years. This is occasioned, of
l",766 course, by the fact that many stage people
1,200
21,100
52',866
are being used in sound pictures — people
100 whose contract with stage producers will
not permit them to leave New York for
long periods. It is impossible to estimate
2,500 the percentage of the total film production
10,400
which will l)e made in New York. In tlie
case of Radio Pictures it will be less than

Warner "Getting on Nicely"
Louis Warner, son of H. M. Warner is "getting along very nicely,"
the Roosevelt Hospital, New York,
reports. He underwent an operation
for appendicitis.

Phone

Book
TheDate
Industry's

No more than two of the 30 pictures scheduled by Radio Pictures
for 1929-30 will be made in New
York, according to William Le
Baron. Although New York, with
the advent of the talkies, once more
is becoming a production center, the
bulk of picture making will always
remain in Hollywood, Le Baron declared. His statement, in answer to
the query as to what proportion of
RKO's product would be filmed in
the East, follows:

7,900

23, id

27
2

Opening
Globe,
Meeting
Macon,

of "Broadway"
at
New
York.
of
Georgia
exhibi!
Ga.

June 11-12 Convention of Oklahoma exhil
unit »t Oklahoma City. l
June

14

Premiere
SlA
theater. of
New"ttvanjeline,"
Orleans.

June

15

Annual M-G-M Sales Conveo
at the Drake Hotel, Chicam
Paramount Western Dlvl
Sales Convention at iSt, Lo^

I

June 16-17 Summer convention of N
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wril
ville. Beach,
N. C.
June

21

Paramount Eastern Division (
Convention
at Atlantic
City.i

"Broadway"

Print on Way

Eaj!

Complete $1,500,000
print of "Broadway,"
Universal
all-talking I;
ture due to open at the Globe, ^i
York ne.xt Monday night, is on ]
way East. It is expected in >(l
York late this week.
i

Garyn Returns
Pat Garyn,
sales manager of I
tional Screen Service, is back in ^
York from a trip through
the 1
West.

MADE

BY

SHOW Ml

Lew Hearn
famous comedian of internafional reputation, beloved by audiences all over the world, now conies to
you in a series of Talking-Shorts.

t
t

You and your audiences will be crazy about him.
No. 1, called ''"100% American," now ready for
viewing at the home-office of IMPERIAL
TURES, 1841 Broadway, New York.
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YOU CAN'T LIVE
ON 3 SQUARE
MEALS A YEAR
You need a steady diet of good food day after
day to keep healthy. So does your theatre. It
can't thrive on three or four good pictures a

1.

That means

talking pictures week after week.
one company - PARAMOUNT.
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'U" Continuing Serial Nat'l 'Canned' Music
Fight Is Planned
Making on Big Scale
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Scotland Yard" and starBlakeing of
Crauford Kent.
Bobby Nelson, seven year-old son
)i Jack Nelson is to appear in westm serials under his father's direcion. The youngster now is making
. series of 13 two reelers. Others
>n the schedule are: "Tarzan, the
Tiger," 15 episode sequel to "Tarzan,
he Mighty," and featuring Frank
.lerrill and Natalie Kingston; "The
jghtning Express" and "Terry of
he Times." Dialogue may be inorporated in others than the two aleady determined upon.

Monday, continues its session^
through Saturday. There are 401)
delegates in attendance at the sessions. President Joseph N. Weber
is expected to be reelected.
Weber sounded the keynote in
bitterly denouncing "canned" music,
on the ground it is "debasing the art
of music." The art in America, he
said, "will die within the next 20
years if the present method of synchronized picture production is continued.

"We are not fightng for our jobs."
he said, nor are we fighting against
talking pictures themselves, but arc
fighting 'canned music,' "for this
means the death of music in America. At present, however there are
'Black Book" Expected to
about 75 musicians employed in
Be Last Pathe Chapterplay
making sound pictures at Hollywood,
Culver City — "The Black Book" is and these are depriving thousands of
.\pected to be the last serial made by
'athe. However, the company has musicians of the country their jobs."
nade no final decision as to future The resolutions condemning "canned
music" quickly followed.
lolicv on serials.

Vlidwesco Maps Wis.,
111. Expansion Plans

N.W. Exhibitors Seek
U.S. (Continued
Conspiracy
Probe
from Page 1)

crease over the charge for silent films
and claim that under the existing
lave been completed for five of the system they are losing considerable
lew Wisconsin houses to be built.
sums playing sound pictures. Grosses have been boosted considerably,
"hese are: a 2,000 seater at Shebov;an: 2,200 seater at Racine: 1,750
it
is
admitted, but overhead has ineater at Waukesha: 2,000 seater at
creased to a point where exhibitors
Vppleton, and a 2,500 seater at Green cannot operate a profit, they claim.
Jay.
Some exhibitors of the territory
Leo recently completed a deal with
>. K. Brin for three houses of the are preparing to throw up the sponge,
while others are reverting to a silent
■'ischer Paramount chain. These policy. Meanwhile, there are many
re: Fischer, 2,000 seats, Oshkosh; exhibitors preparing to wire their
'end
du Lac,1,500
1,800seats,
seats,Madison.
Fond du houses, convinced they must do so
-ac; Strand,
to meet competition.
These theaters are being closed
Monday for complete renovation and
he installation of Western Electric
ound system. The Fischer and the
(Continued
f-om Page 1)
•"ond
Lac theaters
will reopen
une du
12 and
the Madison
house ing June 2 at Macon. Thirty-five theune 10.
aters now are represented in the
membership, it is stated.
Acting officers are: George T.
Ricker, of Fitzgerald, president; E.
F. Boyd, of Adel, vice president;
Love
B. Harrell, of Waycross, secre(Continued from Page 1)
tary and treasurer.
i.t talking picture innovation will
The purpose of the association it is
oi entirely supplant his brand of stated, will include elimination of imilent westerns, and he plans to
moral and suggestive pictures, preventually return to Hollywood to
vention of any breaches of contracts,
lake additional pictures.
prevention of adverse legislation, and
, While not wishing to be placed in the promotion of a spirit of cooperation and fellowship.
ihe position of seeming to condemn
ilking pictures, Mi:< expressed the
elief that the real ^rt of cinema will
ontinue to be in the iilent form of
ictures.
(Continued
from Page 1)
, "There
are certain
stories
that
advertising
and
i)ublicity
director of
I jould be produced better in talker
orm," he continued, "but for the the theater. To the query: "Do You
■lost part, the action of a picture is Prefer Stage Shows with Your Mone thing that puts it over. Pantotion Picture Programs?" 4.042 anlime has been, and always will be,
swered yes, while 1,508 answered no.
The remaining 25 who responded
le basic attraction of the theater."
, From St. Louis Mix will go East were non-comniital.
(.Continued from Page 1)

New Georgia Exhibitor
Unit Plans Member Drive

rom Mix to Return to
Films; Favors Silents

4,042 to 1,058 Seattle Vote
for Presentations

the the
Sells-Floto
Circusuntil
and Nowill
Leases Newark House
\' j\joir.
e imder
big canvas
lember when he will return to CaliNewark, N. J.— The 197 Market
prnia to begin a new series of pic- St. Corp. has leased the Newark
from the Gumersell estate.
/ l-ires.

Coast Wire Service

U. A. Speeds Product
nVE ALL-TALKERS IN
WORK AT U.A. STUDIO

Constance Bennett's First
Picture "The Racketeer"

Constance Bennett's first talking
picture for Pathe will be "The Racketeer," from an original by Paul
Gangelin. Readjustments of the
With one United Artists all-talk- studio's production schedule made it
advisable to put this story into proWest's
Roland week
ing picture,
duction before the play which at
entering
its eighth
on "Alibi,"
Broadfirst
it
had
been planned to give her.
way, and a second, Roland Colman's
"Bulldog Drummond," entering its
In "The Racketeer" Miss Bennett
fourth week, this company has five
all-talking pictures in production or will play opposite Robert Armstrong.
has completed rehearpreparation at its Hollywood studio. As Armstrong
sals for a dramatic talking picture
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairof newspaper life from the unprobanks are casting "The Taming of
duced
play, "For Two Cents," prothe Shrew," the comedy in which
duction on "The Racketeers" will be
they will act together on the screen
for the first time. Sam Taylor, who held up until the completion of that
is directing, has completed the picture, which is in production this
week under the direction of Gregory
script, and Constance Collier and
John Craig are in Hollywood acting LaCava. With Armstrong in the cast
are Carol Lombard as feminine lead.
as voice coaches.
Wade Boteler, Sam Hardy, Tom
Norma Talmadge begins rehear- Kennedy, Louis Payne, Warner
sals Monday on her first all-talking
Richmond, Bob Dydley, Gertrude
picture,
Pan with
Alley,"
Milestone "Tin
directing,
a castLewis
that Sutton, George Haves and Fred
:(
includes Gilbert Roland, John Wra>- Behrle.
and Lilyan Tashman.
Talmadge Film Role for Wray
Herbert Brenon's "Lummox," diaJohn Wray, Broadway stage star
log by the novel's author, Fannie
Hurst, is in production. It is an all- who played the role of the villainous
talking film with Winifred Westover
in the role of Lummox, and the cast Joe Prividi in "Tin Pan .Alley, ' will
portray the same role in the Norma
including Ben Lyon, William Collier, Talmadge all-talking picture that
Jr., Edna Murphy, Myrtle Stedman Lewis Milestone is directing. Giland Bobby Ullman.
bert Roland will be leading man.
George Fitzmaurice is rehearsing
"The Locked Door," all-talking picturization of Channing Pollock'Sign on the Door." The cast includes Rod LaRocque, Barbara
Famous Prod. Corp., starts work
Stanwyck, William Boyd (of "What
Price Glory" on the stage) and next week on the first of the series
Betty Bronson, as well as Zasu Pitts, of sound pictures to be made writh
George Bunny and Mack Swain.
Broadway stage players in principal
"Three Live Ghosts," with Max roles, and produced at the American
Marcin who presented the original .Sound Recording Corp., studios.
play doing the dialogue and with West 44th St., New York. FerdinThornton Freeland. assistant direcand Zegel, Roy Cummings, Lita Gray
tor of "Alibi," as director, is now in Chaplin, Jean Le Marr and Maxine
rehearsal. The cast includes Joan Brown are to appear in the first
Bennett, John Mack Brown, Claude pictures of the series. The initial
Allister, Charles McNaughton and picture will introduce a new recordBeryl Mercer.
ing process, controlled by the -American company, it is stated. Richard
Thorne Tjader is president. Maude
"Woman
Trap"
Started
Randolph White, vice president, and
"Woman Trap," adapted from
Smith, secretary-treasEdwin Burke's one-act drama. Edwinurer,Earle
advertising and publicity direc"Brothers," went into production in
tor. R. J. Walsh, contractor, is
Paramount's Hollywood Studios yes- president of the recording firm; .Alterday. Cast in the leading roles are
fred Walker, general manager, JosHal Skelly, Evelyn Brent, Chester
eph Walsh, treasurer. John Noble,
Morris, Leslie Fenton, William B.
Davidson, Efifie Ellsler and Guy formerly with M-G-M, is secretary
Oliver as Mr. Evans. William A. and supervisor of productions; S.
Wellman is directing, with dialogue P2dwin Graham, formerly with M-Gby Bartlett Cormack and continuity M. and Bristolphone, is production
manager and Robert Marshall, chief
by Louise Long.
engineer.
P-F-L To Make "Fast Companjr"
Gaumont
British Group
Sails
Ring Lardner's baseball story,
Isaac
and
Mark
Ostrer,
bankers;
"Fast Company" has been secured by
Paramount for a talking production Simon Rowson and W. J. Gell of
which Melville Brown will direct with Gaumont British sailed for London
Mary Eaton in one of the leads.
yesterday on the Mauretania.

Sound Producing Firm
to Start Work Next Week

t

\

Young and OldThey'U be that Way
About This One!
—Pepmusic!
— youth — gaiety — comedy
snappy!
Breezy — sparkling — modern —
^. ^\-

Girls — boys — action
Ther/M£isNOW
Th^ PLACE {sYO\JK
THEATRE

ii'".

LIFE!

The GIRL — say, hundreds of 'em
will pack your house.
Better be right than sorry! ,

Set your dates now.

A WARNER
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"Based on the story hy
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Lord
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7 Leaders Attack Problem of Small
hibitor, likewise, must either put in sound or close up his house.
In a short time, the exhibitor with the silent house is going to be
in the same position that he would have been in before the advent
By Felix F. Feist
of sound if he had tried to run his theater without a projection
yer
General Sales Manager, Metro-Goldwyn-Ma
machine.
much experience
Naturally, I have watched this development very closely du§
The motion picture industry has not yet had
uction or exhibition ing the past year, and it is my observation that the exhibitors
with the problems of sound, either in prod
is that it is still with vision, those who realized from the beginning that sound
The one thing of which it can be fully certain
that never was much of a job for soft hands, was the means of rejuvenating the whole motion picture busieerig ng. And
pionerin
tott
limbs or fluttering hearts.
, • ^ •
ness, took the plunge, put in sound equipment and won out. i
The "excessive overhead" of which you find complaint is Only the timid exhibitors have feared the added expense of sound >
are steadily increasalready taking care of itself. Installations
as expensive as equipment.
rily
necessa
ing in number and are by no means
Without attempting in any way to ignore the fact that thi
and never long
not,
are
once they were. Rentals for product
sound
installation does add expense to a theater, I realize, neverfully
could be, higher than the returns from the public would
theless, that sound installation, in many instances, makes possible

Worries End With Greater Showmanship

The increasing installations, making possible a wider circula
individud exhibitor's propor
tion will eventually reduce therecord
costs, but I believe it is
tionate share of production and
pictures will steadily
sound
of
equally certain that the creation
become more ambitious and costly, probably far outstripping in
both these respects the greatest endeavors of history.
If there has been danger of the exhibition of sound motion
pictures becoming economically unsafe, it would now seem that
such time is safely past. If there still is, for certain classes of
exhibitors, an element of hazard and uncertainty, this will best be
overcome by close attention to business— by more intensive reselling of seats— by greater showmanship— by larger and more
and exploitation. It is being done. It
persistent advertising be
done !
can be done. It must
There is always a season of sowing and cultivation before a
harvest may reasonably be expected. Maybe there has been a
little impatience.

Good Pictures Orcr Good Equipment
By Al Lichtman
Vice-President, Gen'l Mgr., United Artists Corp.
When you ask what the remedy is for the complaint of small
and medium-sized theaters of excessive overhead due to sound,
you are putting a question that will admit of no visionary or
theoretical answer.
As I, see it, we are confronted by a condition that we could
not change, even if we wanted to, and that we must face courageously and with confidence, for in the long run the motion picture
business is going to be an infinitely better business because of
sound.
I do not believe that any theater can exist permanently without sound equipment. It is natural, therefore, that the theaterowner who is in the business to stay is going to seek sound
equipment at a price that will be commensurate with the possibilities ofhis business. As we go along, I have no doubt but
equipment manufacturers will be able to turn out sound
the
what
equipment at lower costs than at present, so that these machines
can be advantageously purchased by the very small houses.
So far as equipment goes today, I realize that the exhibitor
has very little choice in the matter of price if he is selecting first
class equipment for his theater. But in this, as in everything
else, quality in the long run is by far the best investment. Already, many theaters that bought inferior sound equipment because it was cheap are throwing it out and installing quality
sound equipment.
The exhibitor, like the producer, has no alternative in the
matter of sound. The producer must make sound pictures to
meet a market demand, not artificially created, but the result of a
natural development in motion picture entertainment.
The ex-

partially compensating economies in other directions.
It is true also — and that is something that must not be overlooked— that many medium-sized or smaller theaters, even before the coming of sound, were burdened with overhead far
beyond their possibilities.
No one is more anxious to see an
ever-increasing number of good theaters built and operated than'
I am, but it is folly to invest $300,000 in a theater proposition
when a maximum investment of $100,000 is all the business possibilities inthat particular location justify. In such a case, sound i
installation may appear temporarily to add to the theater's prob-1
lems but, surely, sound is not the primary cause of the financial
difficulty. And in many such cases, sound may well prove to be
a big help toward solving the troubles.
We are in a business of constant change and evolution, and
we've got to grow with the business. The producers who make
the best sound pictures are going to lead the procession, and the
exhibitors who show the best sound pictures and show them
adequately by using quality sound equipment are going to have
nothing to worry about.
*

♦

♦

Cheaper Rentals, Cheaper Equipment Needed !
By Abram F. Myers
President, Allied States Ass'n of M. P. Exhibitors
In most industries the burdens incident to the introduction
of a new product are assumed in the first instance by the producer. A price is fixed which will yield satisfactory return on
an estimated distribution, and eflforts are directed toward obtaining such distribution. No attempt is made to fix an initial price
which will yield a return on a narrow distribution equal to or in
excess of the profit realized on some widely distributed product
that is being replaced.
In the motion picture industry a situation has been created
under which the producer is enabled to pass most of the burdens
and risks of the business on to the exhibitor. Consequently,
when the producers began making sound pictures, it apparently
did not occur to them that they should assume any part of the
cost of exploitation. The distribution of such films is necessarily
limited to the exhibitors equipped to show them, but prices are
demanded calculated to better the returns enjoyed from the
widely distributed silent films.
There is no serious contention that the sound films cost more
to make than silent films; the indications are that, on the average, they cost much less. Generally speaking, smaller casts and
fewer scenes are required. The prevailing prohibitive prices are
not justified by production costs, but result from the fact that the
producers are seeking greater returns from a narrow distribution
of sound films than were realized from a very wide distribution
of
ness.silent films. This is neither sound economics nor good busi-
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Theaters' Sound

The introduction of sound will prove a great thing for the
dustry if all concerned retain a sense of proportion. It will
tiniulate interest and increase business, but not to the extent
lat some optimistic souls predict. F.xhibitors must not be misIt is the long pull that counts.
sd by reported fust night grosses.
s the novelty wears off, there will be some recession in the
usiness. As matters stand, the owners of medium-sized theaters
nist consider well before installing sound ; for small theaters it
> quite out of the question.
I believe that the producers will want to make this wonderful
ntertainment available to all the people. To do this they will
ave to reduce their prices to a point which will enable the smallr exhibitors to wire their houses and show the films. These e.\ibitors can not meet the producers even "half-way," because
heir financial condition will not permit. However, the problem
s simple compared with some that the industry has overcome.
look for a change of policy on the part of the more thoughtful
roducers which will result in making sound available in every
heater, and every community, where there is a demand for it.
Once the readjustment to a lower price level and a wider disibution on sound pictures is made, it will be recognized that the
idustry has made another advanc^ and has become stabilized
n a more profitable basis for all concerned.

DAILY

Policy Overhead

stances paying double or more, he must watch carefully to ascertain
whether
synchronization is included in the new prices agreed
upon.
*
*
♦

Increased cost of booth operations is another important factor in overhead. The mechanics employed in this department
should be careful that in their present united power they do not
kill the goose that lays the golden egg. It is to be hoped that
labor itself will develop leaders whose vision will prompt a more
conservative handling of this sound problem in the future.
Above all, the exhibitor must study his own local situation
thoroughly. If through paved highway and almost universal
ownership of automobiles and close proximity to a larger center,
the exhibitor finds that his trade is being drawn to sound pictures, he naturally acts.-more hastily than hiis brothertheater owner
in a town of different conditions. The latter is the last fellow
who should be a victim to the sound panic epidemic. He is in a
better position Ito take his time both in the selection of his
mechanism and his pictures. While it has been said that one
company will make only sound pictures, I can state with a degree
of safety that there will be plenty of silent pictures made next
year. This should be good news to the fellow who is taking his
time because there are millions of theater goers today who still
desire to see mob scenes and the great outdoors instead of just
hearing them talked about. Other details of cutting the overhead
are
diversified and highly individual. If part talkers, mechaniStudy Local Situation; Then Act
cally synchronized pictures are here to stay it behooves every
By R. F. Woodhull
theater
owner to sharpen his pencil, inventory every department
President, Motion Picture Theater Owners of America
of his investment and concentrate a little more than ever before
Some years ago when a tariff debate was at its hottest stage
upon cutting the overhead of his theater from top to bottom.
, certain Congressman injected the apparently ridiculous obserDon't miss a trick in this surveyation that "tariff is a local issue."
*
*
*
.•\tter the wiseacres of the press gallery and fellow statesmen
Favors One Recording System
lad had their period of wisecracks regarding the opinion and fun
;ave way to serious consideration, it was discovered that said
By P. A. Powers
President, Powers Cine>phone
Congressman had contributed the first spark of wisdom to the
ontroversy.
A warranted increase in overhead accompanying any revoluI truly believe if the distinguished gentleman were living
tionary change in any industry is the price of progress and an
investment
in better business which eventually adjusts itself and
oday he would answer the above question by saying "the only
vay to relieve the present deplorable situation is to cut down the results in increased revenue.
The change from silence to sound in the motion picture iniverhead !" This perhaps would sound just as foolish as his forner declaration but after the laughter had died away and sober
dustry necessitated a certain increase in overhead for all concerned. This natural increase should be regarded as an investbought prevailed, the small and medium-sized theater owners
ment which will make the industry a bigger and better business
vould concentrate a trifle more on this subject, take a closer inventory of their situations and give a little more thought to the by unlimiting production possibilities and immeasurably increasing public patronage. But unfortunately sound brought with it
•juestion "How can I reduce my overhead?"
an
expensive
complication in the form of two widely different
A new disease, "sound panic," appeared several months ago
ind spread like an epidemic throughout the retail end of this in- systems of recording and reproducing and until sound is standardized on one system an unnecessary but unavoidable increase
lustry. Small and medium-sized theater owners could not dodge
ts attack. In medical circles it would be said that low resistance in overhead must be borne by the producer, the distributor and
the exhibitor alike.
'ound them very susceptible. Business was not any too good in
The limited number of sound installations now in theaters
his class of theater operation and the dangerous situation develnaturally
increases the pro rata film rental. This increase, how)ped of over-zealous salesmen meeting over-anxious buyers with
he inevitable result that exhibitors signed contracts for higher
ever, will diminish as rapidly as sound equipments increase. But
entals than they could possibly take in at the box office. The other and more important items in the "excessive overhead"
will
'xhibitor was in a way to be excused because the few sound in- continue as long as sound production remains unstandardized.
Pictures cannot be made with sound recorded two ways
stallations inthe larger cities throughout the country were atracting crowds that made all previous records in the history of without adding extra cost to production. Extra cost in produc>ur business appear insignificant. His box office was screaming
tion must be added to film rentals. Obviously this item in "exor nourishment and hence his anxiety to procure sound pictures
cessive overhead" cannot be eliminated without standardization.
it any price.
Of the two systems sound-on-film is the logical and ultimate
He must, therefore, in all future buying of product avoid standard. Sound-on-film equipment cost more to install than
peing panic-stricken, take things coolly and firmly resolve to cut sound-on-disc, but in the long run sound-on-film will prove the
lown this part of the overhead.
Considerable competition in the more economical as well as the more efficient system of sound
r.elling of pictures or in other words, ordinary business economics, reproduction.
Pictures with sound recorded on the film can be handled in
believe will help in this relation.
In securing new prices of
(C<mtinutd on Pagt 12)
ound pictures that he originally bought silent and in many in-
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Golf Tournament Proves Biggest Eve^
C

The Winners

Putts
By JAMES

P.

AM^

CUNNINGH

WHAT a day! Film Row in New
York this ante niedidian will
look Lke a deserted village. All because some of the boys refused to
believe that the tournament was over
when the curtain was rung down at
the club.
*
*
*
Some of them came in for such
•merry razzings, that they just
couldn't light a Murad. Some ears
probably are burning still.
*
*
*
SNAPSHOTS: David Loew askiner Irving Chidnoff if he thought he'd
look good in a studio pose. . . . Sessue
Hayakawa talking in Japanese about
screen acting to Tom Meighan, and
Tommy saying "Quite so, old topper,
quite so." .... Nathan Burkan trying
to negotiate a merger between his
driver and the golf ball but he failed
to get the principals together . . . .
Leon Errol started his funny leg wobbles on the 10th hole, and his caddy
said: "I knew that guy couldn't keep
Errol's
game."
terrific 276.
up such
score
carda showed
. . . Roscoe
Fawcett of "Screen Secrets" came all
the way from Minneapolis to find a
lotta birds with golf secrets that they
begged him not to pubhsh. . . . Sam
Sax and Charles Rogers struck a spot
on the course where there is a perfect echo. When they heard it, Sam
sez to Charlie: "Even on a golf
course those sound devices have to
fo.low us.". . . . Dick Brady and
George Blair of Eastman discovered
that their caddie's second cousin
owned a kodak, so they voted it a
perfect day all around. . . . Mordant
Hall reading the "Times," and we'll
bet you just couldn't possibly guess
what column he was reading. . . .
Major Herron, suave and debonair as
ever, even when he sliced into a pond
and had to turn into a fisherman.
*
*
*
Like Cleopatra took Mark Anthony, so Si Seadler took the sand
pits — all hot and dirty.

Film Daily Luck
Proverbial fine weather,
which has carried the event
through 16 playoffs without
necessity of a postponement,
yesterday matched the proverbial good fellowship of the
sixteenth semi-annual Film
Daily Golf tournament. After
days of foreboding weather,
capped by a storm the night
previous, yesterday dawned as
a sunshiny day, assuring almost perfect golf weather for
the enthusiasts.

Low Net (Leg on Film Daily
Cup and Stebbins, Leterman
& Gates Cup)— Jack Gottfreund.
Low Net Runner-up (Jules Brulatour Cup)— P. M. Abbott.
Low Net Runner-up (J. P. Muller Agency Cup) — J. Boyce
Smith.
Low Score for N. Y. M. P. Club
Member (Al Lichtman Trophy)— Chris Dunphy.
Keith-Albee Contest (E. F. Albee Cup)— M. P. Club Team.
Low Gross (M. P. News Cup) —
Chris Dunphy.
Low

Gross Runner-up (Al Ruben Cup) — Mitchell May
Low Gross Runner-up (DuPontPathe Cup) — Jack Noble.
Low Net Morning Round (Nat'l
Theater Supply Cup) — J.
Humm.
Low Gross Morning Round
(Wm.
Massce Cup) — Arthur
W.
Stebbins.

Putting Contest (Carl Laemmle
Cup) — C. Sawyer.
Putting Contest Runner-up
("Screen Secrets Magazine"
Cup)— William Orr.
Driving Contest (Jack Cosman
Cup)— WilHam
Scully.
Driving Contest Runner-up (Ira
Haupt & Co. Cup)— Paul
Greenhalgh.
Low Gross Morning Round
(Columbia Pictures Cup) —
Roscoe Fawcett.

OLDthe BOGEY
a good
slats at thegotFilm
Golf kick
Tourn-in
ament held at Glen Oaks Country
Club yesterday. The weather was
gorgeous, the eats swell, and most
everybody played a rip topping game
— mostly topping. The boys are so
up in the air with these mergers and
phone calls from their stock brokers
that anything as low as a golf ball
was beneath their notice. So most of
the score cards looked like pages from

Low Exhibitor Score (Pathe
Cup)— J. W. Wilson.
Birdie Contest (Western Electric Cup) — Lee Gainesboro.
Runner-up in Birdie Contest
(Associated Publications Cup)
— Sessue Hayakawa.

a telephone
bookcrapor game.
the I. O. U.'s at
an
M. P. Club
*
*
*
As Murphy, the golf pro at the
Club remarked: "Those film guys
play golf the way they talk pictures
— in millions."
So after Bruce
Gallup-s and Jimmy
*
*

Low Gross for Lamb's Club
Member (RKO Cup)— Jack
Davidson.

FLIGHT WINNERS
H. C. Rust, Peter Vischer, Carol Trowbridge, Arthur Hirsch, W. M. Eysman,
Fred Hall, Arthur Hirsch, Al Fineman. Charles Einfeld, F. W. MuUer, Pam
Blumenthal, Jerome Beatty, and Messrs. Weis, Hunter, Sties, Reubenstein, Berry,
Buckley, Robinson, Sherman, Foley, Raynor, Bower, Goodfield, Hammershlag,
McCarthy and Johnson.

Old Man Gloom Kayoed at Film
Industry Whoopee
Tourney
Every one of the 160 golfers and

Old Man Gloom received a knockout blow early yesterday, as 1601
golfers and goofers delivered uppercuts and straight lefts, in the form
of good and bad golf and general
goodfellowship at the 16th semi-annual Film Golf Tournament held at
Glen Oaks. Body blows were delivered throughout the day, the old
man taking it on the chin to go
down for the count in the banquet
and festivities which climaxed the
affair. Loud guffaws, cheering, singing and general whoopee signalized
the clean cut victory.
In the golf matches, which were
incidental to the occasion, Jack Gottfreund and T. M. Abbott came
through with colors flying to turn
in cards of 75 and be tied for Ic^w
net on the day. Jack Gottfreund
won the toss-up and so was declared
winner of a leg on The Film Daily
cup as well as possession of the
Stebbins, Leterman & Gates trophy.
Chris Dunphy had low gross score
with an 80.
The Motion Picture Club team
successfully repelled the invasion of
the stage (not due to talkers), and
nicked
Lamb's Club aggregation
ten and the
three.

goofers agreed that the tournament
far surpassed, from every angle,
each of the 15 previous events. The
weather man played an important
part, supplying one of the best golfweather days this season.
Most of the film folk played good
golf, lending moral support
to the Motion Picture Club team in
its match against the Lamb's Club
for possession of the Albee Trophy,
which will continue to remain in the
clubrooms of the M. P. Club. The
Lambs' defeat was their second, the
team having lost at the tournament
last Fall at Sound View.
Artie Stebbins captained the M.
P. Club team, with Chris Dunphy,
Bill Rabell and Henry Clay Siegel
in the foursome. The Lambs four
included Harold Forde, Jack David-

Chas. Francis Coe and (".iptain
Leon son,
Errol.
Silver cups and trophies were
awarded They
for each
the 25 today's
events.
were of
presented
the
winners at the big banquet and funfest last night, when performances of
the players were screened in a special newsreel taken during the day.
With Harry Reichenbach unable All speeches and shop-talk were
to be present to serve as toastmas- barred at the dinner, entire evening
ter, J. W. Alicoate, publisher of THE being turned over to big eats and
FILM DAILY was called upon as fun. Everybody came in for a share
substitute.
of razzing.

Cunningham wore out the Club's adding machine totaling up the calamities, they threw all the score cards
awav and gave the prizes to the
cuckoos who lied the hardest. And
looking over the list of winners, you
will agree that those bozos won who
naturally would win in such a contest.
*
*
*
Paul Greenhalgh's bunch followed
the Lee Ochs foursome around the
course. They had no trouble stayon the fainvay.
They for
usedplacing
Lee's
bald ingdome
as a marker
their drives. And as the white pellets dropped around him, Lee exclaimed: "I had to run into this
hailstorm just when I was going
In the putting contest the gag was
to razz a nervous player with the
line: "Ain't the market all shot,
*
*
*
Billy "Exploitation" Ferguson
was there with a new blazing red
roadster.
though."
good." Al Ruben hinted out loud
that it was the M-G-M transcontinental exploitation train repainted.
A public school truant officer tried
to collect a caddy with a foursome,
so the boys talked him into letting the
kid finish. When they finally pulled
up at the 18th hole two hours later,
the kid
can't
take
me, grinned
mister, Iand
eo sez:
to a "Y'
parochial
Dick Brady's ball hit a bird that
swooped across the fairway. This
could safely be called a birdie on
school."
the fly, eh, what?
It was a great day, but thank gawd
it's all over, say we.
Paul Benjamin missed a shot and
peeked over his shoulder to see if
anybody was looking. There stood
Pat Garyn saying : "Naughty,

Phil M. Daly Spends the Day at Glen Oaks Club
ooyan u=.
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Suggest Plans to Cut Sound Cost
dustry has so far delivered to the exhibitor and via tlicm, tcj theJ;'
exnor
the exchanges and in the theaters with no more effort
*
*
*
pense than silent pictures. On the other hand, discs are additional public.
to
merchandise which must be bought and paid for in addition
Natural Adjustments on Way
the film itself. They require extra storage space which must be
By W. S. Butterfield
paid for, extra handling in inspecting and making shipments,
President,
Bijou
Theatrical Enterprises, Detroit
calling for extra time and an increase in the exchange force, extra
expressage calling for approximately double former express
Sound engulfed the entire industry with such startling rapidcharges, extra liability and total loss through breakage, and extra
ity that few had time to take inventory. Exhibitors, large and|
costs in insurance premiums.
small, realized at once the imperative need to go sound. This is
*
*
♦
the simple explanation for the situation current today wherein
small and medium-sized theaters are complaining of the over*
(.Continued

from

Page

9)

Steady Flow of Good Pictures

By Phil Reisman
Gen'l Sales Manager, Pathe Exchange
This may sound like a bromide, but today more than ever
the answer to the many problems facing the industry is to be
found in good pictures. It is true that small and medium-sized
theaters have added to their operating overhead because of the
addition of sound. Isn't it equally as true, however, that business
has jumped beyond all previous known levels? It seems to me
that a steady uninterrupted flow of good pictures will answer this
as well as any other exhibitor problems that may develop.
The continued upward progress noted in sound is the most
encouraging indication that pictures will get better. No serious
argument can be directed at the statement that producers have
made marvelous advances in the past year. This will be maintained and can result in only one way : Product which in newness
and in entertainment value outdistances anything that the in-

head added on by sound. I believe a natural adjustment is ol'
the way and that by September, the squawks will be less pro?
nounced because the reason for them to some extent will have
disappeared.

TOMORROW

— **Now that sound has established itself as a factor in motion
pictures, ivhat will be the next big development in production?

Answered by— Louis B. Mayer, William
Le Baron, Irving Thalberg, John W.
Considine, Colvin Broivn, Harry Cohn
and Charles R. Rogers.
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*'Cocoanuts*'
tliat is gor-

C buffoonery
SOMI
geous and a lot more that is
dull, mixed in with several
extremely clever dance formations
■there you have tlie first sound
picture with the Four Marx
Brothers, recruits from the musical
comedy stage. We found it alternately entertaining and wearisome,
with a shade or two on the latter.
The usual gross inconsistencies
of the musical show run rampant
11 through "The Cocoanuts." It
is produced straight and totally
minus motion picture technique
and there you have in a line exictly what's wrong. The impresion grows stronger that the proper
ipplication of musical comedy to
jictures must be a blending of the
former with the latter.

ANTI-TRUST DIVISION

Investigation of conditions
and trade practices in the industry is understood to have
been under way in New York
by the Dept. of Justice for the
last two weeks.
llashiiigton Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

24,

Price

1929

SILENT FILM COMBINE
PLANNED IN NORTHWEST
AHEAD ON PRODUCTION,
WARNERS PLAN SHUTDOWN
IVest Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

— John Lord
of Washington
Buffalo is announced
by theO'Brian
Dept.
of Justice as new assistant to the
Attorney General in charge of antitrust cases. His nomination is to
be sent immediately to the Senate
by the President.
The new assistant, who succeeds
Col. William (W'ild Bill) Donovan,
is 55 years of age and is a graduate
of Harvard and the law school of
the University of Buffalo, where he
has been engaged in practice for
thirty years.

Hollywood — Keeping well ahead of
its production schedule, the Warner
studio will close for two months, on
Dec. 1, reopening in February 1930.
At the present time 22 of the 35
talkers on the 1929-30 program are
either completely or in work. Meanwhile, the company is spending $750,000 in completely building the old
V'itagraph studio. Two sound stages
have been completed and a third is
under way. The lot will be a completely equipped auxiliary studio.

It can be done, Witness "BroadO'Brian
has been in the govern(Conlinued
on Page 10)
way Melody" and "Close Harmony."
[n both, the comedy, dances and
nusical orgies, are added to round
Welsh Out of Universal ;
>ut
In "The
Cocoanuts,"
heretheis astory.
succession
of scenes
where
he Marxes crack wise, the chorus
Laemmle, Jr. Takes Helm
dances, Harpo plays the harp, and West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Chico tlie piano with none having
Hollywood — Robert E. Welsh has
elation to the other. Coherence is
resigned as general manager of Unineeded, but coherence
is lacking.
versal City. Carl Laemmle, Jr. until
"Careers"
now associate producer, is now in
In which Billie Dove makes her complete charge of the studio and
iebut as a talking player. A suc- all production activity. The change
essful event wherein it is demon- is effective at once.
trated that Miss Dove has a pleasmt voice to add to her other assets.
"Careers" is an effective drama of
ife in the French civil service as it
'unctions in Cochin China.

Warners to Operate New
4,000 Seater at Akron, O.

Ends

That Fly Loosely

"She Goes to War"

Here is a war drama from a difFerent slant: the part women played
in the mad tussle. From Henry
King, we. have long since come to
expect intelligently-done productions.
'She Goes to War" strengthens that
opinion.
This is solid entertainment of the
worthwhile category.
In acting and
treatment,
King
demonstrates
his
capabilities to the full.
The highlUight comes in the form of a tank
Ijassault on the German trenches right
' ithrough a holocaust of liquid fire. It
I" (carries a powerful
kick.
Eleanor
iBoardman responds to King's dirccjtion as she has to no other's.
John
jiise
Holland
a
newcomer,
shows
promas the male lead.
I
K A N N

Cleveland — Warner Brothers have
leased the 4000-seat theater that will
be included in the 26-story hotel and
theater building to be built in Akron,
(Continued

on Page

10)

Phoenix, Ariz., Invasion
Still Planned by Fox
Phoenix, Ariz. — Fo.x West Coast
still is considering invasion of this
stronghold of the Rickards & Nace
(.Continued

on Page

10)

Now That Sound Has Established
Itself as a Factor in Motion Pictures^
What Will Be the Next Big Development in Production?
Fifth
of a series of major
questions
is
answered on pages 4 and 7 this morning by
Louis B. Mayer
Colvin Brown
William Le Baron
Irving G. Thalberg
John W. Considine
Charles R. Rogers
Harry Cohn
Tomorrow : "What will be the final effect upon the
legitimate stage of the growing popularity of sound
and dialogue pictures?"

5 Cents

Showmen Would Renounce
Sound in Protest Against
Rental Prices
Minneapolis^ — Buying strike, proposed by Northwest exhibitors, in
protest against what are termed impossii)le rentals demanded for sound
films, will take the form of a combine of independent exhibitors using
silent pictures only, under plans
adopted at the Northwest unit convention here. Product of independents will be relied ui)on to help carry
out the plan.
Many exhibitors of the territory
plan to throw up the sponge, so far
as trying to make the grade witii
sound is concerned, and will revert
to silent picture policies.
Despite the offensive launched
against him by W. M. Miller, Cloquet, Minn., exhibitor, W'. A. Steffes
was reelected president of the association. He was given three assistants to help him in his dutes. The
first step will be a campaign for rental reductions, with Allied States
Ass'n asked to aid.

Fusion of Canadian F-P
and RKO Houses Still On
Toronto — Proposed amalgamation
of the Famous Players and RadioKeith-Orpheum chains in the Dominion has not been dropped, 't is indicated' by(Continued
conferences
on the
on Page
10) sul)ject

Pathe Sound Shorts on
Discs by Middle of June
In order to meet the demand of
many customers not equipped^ for
sound-on-film. Pathe Sound News,
Pathe .\udio Review and all the talking comedies produced by George
LeMaire will be availal)le on disc
(Continued

on

Page

10)

French Exhibitors Backed
By Workers Hitting Quota
Paris emi)loycd
— Five thousand
I'rench
workers
by American
film
concerns in France have protested,
to the French Cinema Chamber of
Connnerce, through spokesmen,
against the
3 to on1 quota
(Conlinued
Page 10)being in-
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Sweden Reacts Favorably
Italian Talker Deal Is
To First Sound Film
Sought By British Firm
First sound picture to be shown in
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Illinois Manager
Transferred
Duquoin. III. — The Reid, Yemm
& Hayes circuit which operates a
chain of some 20 houses in southern
Illinois has made a number of management changes. W. A. Erwin of
Benton, and formerly of Dtiquoin
has been sent to Merion and in turn
has been succeeded by W. O. Baker
formerly of Christopher, 111. Otto
Jones of Zeigler moves over to
Christopher and William Hawkins
who managed the Flora, 111., theater has gone to Zeigler. The firm
contemplates a new theater at Mount
Vernon, 111. Plans are now being
prepared by St. Louis architects.
Orchestra

West

Coast

Leader

Bureau,

Made

THE

Manager

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Carli Elinor, orchestra leader, has been named manager
of the Carthay Circle, succeeding
Fred A. Miller. The house is operated by Fox West Coast Theaters.

Financial
STOCK MARKET
High
Low

Rome — Negotiations are under way
be' ween Harold Holt, a director of
British Talking Pictures and directors
of Italian National Cinema Corp. for
agreements to make talking pictures
in Italy.

Sales
1,400
700
6,400
....
4,000
100
100
800
14,800
11,200
600
15,900
24,800
16,000
7,500
400
2,200
....
4,200
.. ..
700
....
300
900
1,000

1
1
11
1
13

Thomson on Speaking Tour
P. L. Thomson, director of public
relations for Western Electric is on
a speaking tour. From French Lick
Springs, where he addressed the Association of National Advertisers, he
goes to Indianapolis, to speak before
members of the Bell Telephone Co.,
of Indiana. From there he goes to
Chicago for a meeting of director.'^
of the Audit Bureau of Circulations.

.'.'

85
QUOTED

Morris Liberman Moves
Morris
Liberman,
dealer
in exploitation material, has moved
from
46 Howard St. to 690 Eighth Ave.

'.

Open Shop at Concord
Concord, N. H. — The Capitol and
Star are being operated as shop
houses following demands from

24,
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International
Congress
T.O.
at Paris.
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Convention of Oklahoma
unit at Oklahoma City.
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June

14
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Premiete

June-

15

Annual
M-G-M
Sales Chicago.
Convention
at the Drake Hotel,
Paramount
Western
Divisia
Sales Convention at iSt. Louis.

June 16-17

June

21

New"Evangeline,"
Orleans.
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Saeng:

Summer
convention
Nortl
Carolina exhibito
rs unit,of Wright!
ville, Beach,
N. C.
Paramount
DivisionCity, Saleh
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Beauties
At AMPA
Interna
tional
beauty
prize winn3
union headquarters that operators'
wages be increased and two opera- en route to Galveston to participat
tors be employed for sound projec- in a contest were present at yester
tion.
day's AMPA luncheon. Bob Mil
liken acted as master-of-ceremonie.'
Toledo House Bombed
The girls were: Miss Austria, Elsi
Toledo — Explosion of a bomb in Koring; Miss England,
Angel
the front of the Elk wrecked the
Ashlei
Joy
London
Miss
Joyce;
,
front of the house and did damages es- Miss France, Genette Gaubert. Mai
timated as about $20,000 by the own- ion Draper is co-starred in the sho'
er, Phil Zeller. The explosion oc- with Milliken.
curred after the last show, but ZelHarry Reichenbach and Harr
ler, who remained to put up posters Herslifield,
scheduled to provide th
for the next day, narrowly escaped entertainment,, were
unable to al
serious injury. An investigation is
tend.
being held to find those responsible.
Switch

Made

at

Hull,

Que.

Cruikshanks Arrive Today
Herbert K. Cruikshank and h;
wife, Regina Crewe, arrive in Ne
York today from Hollywood. Mis
Crewe replaces Regina Cannon s
picture editor of the "New Yoi
American." Cruikshank will coi
tinue his writing for "Motion Pi
ture Classic" and "Motion PictUJ

Capitol.
Everett Theater Changes
Everett, Wash. — The Fox has
been opened, the Liberty is being
renovated and Western Electric
equipment will be installed at the
New Everett this summer.

Buy Two Alexandria
Houses
Alexandria, Va. — The Richmond
and Ingomar have been sold by Ralph
Steele, VV. Harmond Reed, E. Garland Reed and associates to Alexandria Amusement Co. Total of $100,000 was involved in the deal.

Leases Santa Cruz House
Santa Cruz, Cal. — Harry Kast has
leased the Pajaor from J. A. Harvey.

Mooney
Recovered
Cleveland — Jack Mooney, former
local P.D.C. branch manager who
lias been ill for the past year is back
in the business again, having joined
the United
Artists sales force.
House
Majestic

Olympic Co. Leases Springfield Thea.
Springfield, Mass. — Olympic Theaters, Inc., will pay Dunlap Realty
Corp. $85,000 annually for 14 years
for the new house under construction on Main St., which will be called
the Paramount.

Hull, Que. — Donat Paquin, proprietor of the three theaters here,
has made a change in operating arrangements, having closed the Capitol and reopened the Eden. His
Laurier continues without interruption. Paquin's policy is to keep two
of the three theaters open and he alternates between the Eden and the

Flannery at South Bend
South Bend — Hugh Flannery has
returned to South Bend to have
charge of the Palace and Granada,
RKO houses. He succeeds C. W.
McDaniel, who has been transferred
to the Capitol at Des Moines.

Remodeling
Devine
Devine,
Tex. — The
being remodeled.

Sweden, Paramount's "The Shopworn Angel," received a tremendous
reception at the Palladium theater in
Ma mo this week, according to cables
received by E. E. Shauer, general
manager of the Paramount foreign
department. Both the press and the
public received the newest form of
screen entertainment with the greatest enthusiasm, the cable said.

May

Klamath
Falls House
Reopens
Klamath Falls, Ore.— M. W. Poole
who recently took over the Orpheus
has redecorated and reopened the
house.
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WARNING!
BENNETT FILM LABORATORIES has the sole and
exclusive right to manufacture machines for processing,
developing or printing of motion picture films, for which
letters patent in the United States have been applied for by,
or granted to, or assigned to, F. B. Thompson and or Spoor
Thompson Machine Company, or others, including the following:'■
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.

S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.

Patent No. 1,328,464, granted January 20, 1920
Patent No. 1,298,266, granted April 1, 1919
Patent No. 1,281,711, granted October 15, 1918
Patent No. 1,260,595, granted March 26, 1918
Patent No. 1,569,156, granted January 12, 1926
Patent No. 1,587,051, granted June 1, 1926
Application Serial No. 716,409, filed February 28,
1924
U. S. Application Serial No. 105,066, filed April 28, 1926
U. S. Application for method and means for forming
light strips for positive film printers.

No machine
patents, can be
livered, used or
due consent and

or device or apparatus under any of these
manufactured, sold, leased, licensed, dein any way disposed of, without the prior
approval of the Bennett Film Laboratories.

Any party manufacturing or selling, or leasing, or
licensing, or delivering, or in any way disposing of, or
using, receiving, or holding any of said machines without
the prior due consent of the Bennett Film Laboratories will
be legally prosecuted and held strictly accountable.

BENNETT

FILM LABORATORIES,

6363 Santa Monica Boulevard

INC.

Hollywood, California
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Screen, Depth, Forecast

Faster Lenses and Films

the sound was also abominable.
devotion to it.

But this was not due to any lack of

By Louis B. Mayer
Now, the hysteria is dying down.
Sound is quietly accepted and
Vice-President in Charge of Production, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
being
brought
under
control.
It
has
contributed,
and is contributing, ;
Lenses and film that are twice as fast as anything now in use,
a quality to pictures that will make a new art and a new achievement.
and stereoscopic photography, are among the steps forward we may
Microphone and camera are working together — and the camera is again
expect within the next few years.
coming
into its own. We are remembering that we are making pictures.
Inventors were near the solution of these problems when the
The
new developments in the industry will, accordingly, be those
coming of sound and dialogue momentarily diverted the attention of
that affect the eye, the essential visual basis of the motion picture.
all producing units. With the foundation for "talkies" established, They will be the natural developments that would have come very
thought is now returning to the problems of the camera.
And this is as it should be for, after all, this is largely a visual probably even if sound had not come. A larger screen is inevitable.
art, and the whole complexion of it can be changed by any invention And with a larger screen will come the three-dimensional screen —
projection that will give depth to pictures, richer and more life-like
which makes seeing a picture more comfortable and more satisfying.
Experiments are being made by dozens of people in an effort to quality, new vividness and sculptural strength. When we go to the
theater we will not be looking at the flat pictures we see now. The
solve the question of stereoscopic problem. So far no completely practical, simple, and inexpensive method has been evolved. Some day, screen will appear as a frame and through that frame we will watch
the picture almost as we watch life through a window. And then, we :
however, the problem will be solved. When it is you will have a conwill
have color — natural, full color.
M
tribution as great in its dramatic importance as we today consider
These are the developments that seem to me to be most immediate
sound and dialogue.
and
important.
With them shall come a great increase in the quality
Fast lenses and faster film will mean that more money can be
spent to bring out story values because of the saving in lights and and value and appeal of screen entertainment. One does not need I
labor. However, this is not the main value of speedier photography. much imagination to visualize the power and tremendous attractiveness
It will mean that we can photograph beyond the Arctic Circle during of an all-talking, all-color beautifully photographed picture living before us on a large three-dimensional screen. This day is not far off,
the six months of night, in a cathedral during a service, or a mile deep
&nd with it or soon after it, will come the supreme and inevitable
in a mine — with only the illumination normally present. It is obvious
what this means in new dramatic effects, and in the ease of getting development — television.
*
*
*
effective scenes.
"Talkies" are very fascinating, but they are only the forerunner of
changes even more interesting.
*
*
*

Dimension Via Larger Screen
By John W. Considine

Gen'l M'g'r of Production, United Artists Studio

Now that sound and dialogue have established themselves as definite factors in the present era of the motion picture producing world
By William he Baron
there necessarily must be future, and more or less drastic developments,
Vice-President in Charge of Production, RKO Prod.
and in my opinion, mechanically speaking, the first salient change dud
The motion picture is essentially visual entertainment. Sound is
to the new medium of sound and dialogue will be a larger screen on
a supplementary device — invaluably helpful but still supplementary. which the pictures will be projected.
A picture without sound would still, be a picture. It might, indeed,
With the advent of sound and dialogue and synchronization
be a very good one. Once such were made, I believe. But a sound
comes, naturally, pictures with musical settings such as huge choruses,
track without a picture would be pretty close to nothing at all. This
ensembles and other" stagecraft, that take as large a frame on which
is, of course, quite obvious. And yet, during the last year we have been
they are focused as possible. The time will come, and in not any too
witness to a curious phenomenon : the domination of the picture indus- distant a future, when a stage production will be projected on a motion
try by sound. This was but a mood, a phase of a hectic life, if you
wish, but still curious and interesting. The microphone, in the hysteria picture screen in sound and dialogue and with wonderful synchroniza- i
tion, that will show the figures in ensemble and chorus equally as large
that accompanied the advent of sound, has been master. Once, the
as those seen by the naked eye in a legitimate theater.
camera was supreme. Beautiful and effective photography was a major
Naturally, speaking of a larger screen brings one to the thought
concern. But when the microphone came on the set, the camera was
of the third dimension in pictures. I personally investigated the Spool
boxed up and neglected. The eye was forgotten. The slower and
and Fox mediums in the third dimension development, and find that
less sensitive organ, the ear, was in control. The first talking pictures
the former would require an almost complete revolution of the filn
are proof of this. The photography was, in most cases, abominable.
industry and the throwing away of practically all the old mediums ol
(Continued on Page 7)
The study and experience of years was discarded. It so happened that

Third Dimension, Large Screen, Color

Tomorrow—"What will be the final effect upon the legitl
mate stage of the gro^^ing popularity of sound pictures?"
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MEMBERT BRENOH TO
DIRECT "MIGM MVEM"

5.

MASHING performance has taught
millions to recognize in "A HERBERT
BRENON PRODUCTION" the stamp
of good faith and the guarantee of
achievement* They have demanded
of Brenon startling and unexpected
things • « « • and he has never failed
them* They know him as a blazer of
trails « • • * a creator of drama that
grips and invigorates* He has set an
unfaltering standard of merit with such
shows as PETER PAN, THE GREAT
GATSBY, BEAU GESTE, SOERELL
AND SON, THE RESCUE.
And now the lure of opportunity has
brought Herbert Brenon to Radio
Pictures to give still greater scope to
his genius through the magic medium
of electrical entertainment.

HERBERT BRENON, whenhe completes ''Lummo^:
will direct '^Higfi River*' for Radio Pictures.
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notion for a new system, while the latter is more of an api)liance
and would not necessitate this drastic measure. There is no doubt
vhat the tliird dimension in fdms will he soon experienced, and sucully.
Another important angle to consider with the new process of
na entertainment is the development of stories. Now, while the
ng and sound pictures are in vogue and are popular entertainment
he pul)lic, intimate stores are being used. We are obtaining results
e box-office and making money, but we must look forward to the
when talking pictures will no longer be a novelty but a definite
ty. Tn my opinion, stories that will be of the same magnitude
ir biggest productions in silent pictures heretofore made, will be; screen attractions, and T further feel that the time is not long
e us when pictures will cost as much or more than the big pic; we have made recently, sans sound and voice.
The only great saving feature in the future talking pictures, in
estimation, is time and the time element is most essential and proiced because in pictures in silent form they require medium shots,
shots, semi-close-up shots, close-up shots, and double close-up
;, which can now be made with practically one gesture. Bear in
1 also that words are faster than action and cover a great deal
; territory than action enacted in silent form.
These are just a few of my personal ideas on new developments
he screen with the coming of sound, dialogue and synchronization.

Wide Screen, Plus Color
By Colvin Brown
Executive Vice-President, Pathe Exchange
Although undoubtedly not generally realized, for years the screen
hampered by its inability to express itself. Then sound came along
motion pictures took on an added interest because their appeal
me duofold. Thus, one limitation was dropped.
For intimate drama, the present dimensions of the screen are unitedly sufficient. The true pictorial and dramatic sweep of mass
:ts, however, can only be achieved by pushing the dimensional
tions of the screen out and up at the same time. Likewise, na1 color will prove a medium through which motion pictures will
oach that naturalness which producers are endeavoring to reach.
se two steps, logical in their conception, are certain to come.
*
*
*

Wider Film, Color, Third Dimension
By Charles R. Rogers
President, Charles R. Rogers Prod.
The next big development in production will be the perfection of
factors already in motion. One in jiarticular conies as a natural sequel
to sound on the screen — namely, a wider horizon of the camera zone,
which, incidentally, calls for a wider film. The other two are color
and third dimension.
Sound an<l dialogue are the direct cause f(jr the demand for a
larger screen. Producers have found themselves handicapped with
the comparatively small area that the present screen allows for the
proper presentation of large singing choruses, dancing ensembles,
musical extravaganzas, and the like. These spectacles require as much
space on a screen as they do on the stage. By the same token, atmospheric backgrounds and locations require more ample space than we
have been able to give them, particularly in scenes where actors in the
foreground speak to actors in the background.
Third dimensiofi is a natural concomitant of the ultimate in perfect screen illusion. In an experimental way, such effects have already
lieen achieved.
Color is the natural vent for the last word in realism. Not alone
because they know that grass is green will people want to see green
grass on the screen, but because they will look to the .screen for authentic reproduction of the many things of which they have no intimate
knowledge. As for example, the color scheme of the Taj Mahal, the
phenomena of exotic plants, the gorgeous plumes of tropical birds,
and so on.
All these are not merely a prospect ; they are already in the
laboratories of the industry.
*

*

*

Color, Trick Photography, Ne'w Negative
By Harry Colin
Vice-President, Columbia Pictures
I look for the perfection of a camera that will do away with
the necessity of sound-proofed camera booths. The removal of the
present noises that accompany the amplification of sound in projection. The use of one negative for both sound and picture. The use
of perfected color and the use of trick photography and effects as
were used in the former silent films. I can foresee also the making of

popular speaking stage play hits thereby bringing to people of all communities, large and small alike the New York successes that have
By Irving G. Thalberg
heretofore been denied to all except the metropolitan cities. This factor
Production Supervisor, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
in itself will tremendously increase the business of all theaters and
In my opinion, the next big development in pictures will be a widen the opportunity of the producer manyfold. Sound pictures
ge screen." The advent of sound gives to the screen musical will soon replace the stage plays, enabling people of all communities
ibers and long dramatic scenes which necessitate intimacy and yet to see and hear all the big theatrical successes at a fraction of the
idness of angle which can only be obtained by enlarging the screen. regular legitimate theater prices.

Envisions a Larger Screen

ns^vered by— 'B. P. Schulberg, Joseph I. Schnitzer, William
C. de Mille, Frank Gillmore, Joe Plunkett and others.
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A Directory of
all Theatres
1929 Edition Now

Ready

1392 Pages covering 23,000 Theatres in the United States
and Canada arranged alphabetically and Geographically with
full details such as:
Street Address.
Name of Company Operating Theatre.
Officers or Partners.

I
[

Name of Purchasing Agent (Buyer of Theatre Equipment
and Supplies) and address where he makes his headquarters if not at Theatre.
Name of Film Buyer and address where he makes his headquarters ifnot at Theatre.
Name of Booker and address where he makes his headquarters if not at Theatre.
Name of Projectionist.
Also Shows — Seating Capacity; Number of Program
Changes; Houses wired for Talking Pictures; 1st Run
Theatres; running Combination Programs with Vaudeville.
Cham Theatres — A separate section is devoted to giving the
Street Address, Personnel and full details on Chains.

[
I

Send in your name and address with a check for $10
and a copy of the current edition which recently came off
the press will go forward to you promptly.

I

Herbert D. Seibert & Co.
Incorporated

Publishers

126 Front St., near Wall
Telephone — John 48 57

New York City
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Hollywood Happenings
"Bridge

HOUR DAY IN MORAN
AND MACK CONTRACT

A Little
from
Bj

RALPH

if

n

Lots

WILK

Muran and Mack are believed to
ve created an innovation when
lloUyxvood
ley specified in their contract with
C. BROWNELL, whose play
.iranuiunt that tlicy would not be JOHN'
"It's the Climate," is in rehearsal
quired to work more tlian six liours in New York, is the third author with• ily diiriuK the inakini; of their first
in the last year to have a i)lay released and produced in the East,
■:ture, "The Early Bird." AltiiouRh
le comedians were granted the stip- while he, the author, fretted and
ation, tiiey co-operated with the fumed on the West Coast about
oducers, and one day worked
14 what might happen to his brain
l-urs.
child. "It's the Climate" will be
.Wallace Beery and Raymond Hat- taken to New York in the fall.
ui, while co-starred at Paramount Brownell is now adapting and writid an agreement whereby they
ing dialogue for Radio Pictures. He
^re allowed to quit acting at a
adapted "Ringside" and is now
.^ecified hour.
It is held doubtful that producers adapting "My « Boy."
*
i»
ill continue to concede such workExcellent reports filter in on "One
jg hours as were granted Moran
Woman Idea," which was directed
by
Berthold Viertel. Viertel wrote
jd Mack.
and staged plays in Berlin and
Vienna before being brought to the
Coast by Fox. He wrote "Four
Devils" and, in collaboration with
Contract of Adolphe Menjou with Marion
Orth, wrote the scenario for
iramount has been completed and
■11 not be renewed.
The star is un- "Our Daily »Bread."
*
*
• rstood to be considering two ofis, but is not expected to sign a
Stanley Smythe, M-G-M sound
iw contract until he goes to New projectionist, almost had the quakes,
irk next month.
when he was informed of a d'nner
being given in his honor. The occasion was for an invention of a light
to aid cutters on sound recording.
The boys thought it was a good time
l-'dward Everett Horton has been to show their appreciation, but Stan
^ned to star in four Warner pic- refused for fear they would call upTes.
on him for a speech.

lenjou Completes P-F-L
Contract; Has 2 Offers

dward Horton to Star in
our Pictures for Warners

Columbia Signs Robertson
as Casting Dept. Head

Taming of Shrew" Script Ready
Sam Taylor has finished script on
"he Taming of the Shrew"; set dejns have been approved, casting is
Clifford Robertson, formerly castprogress and rehearsals start in
ing director for M-G-M, has been
'Out a week on the Pickford-Fairhead of Columbia Pictures'
.nks first co-starring picture. Con- appointed
casting department, states Harry
ance Collier, Broadway actress, Cohn,
vice president in charge.
id John Craig, stage director, will
t as voice coaches.
RKO
Signs Kane
Eddie
Kane,
former vaudeville
Negress Gets M-G-M Contract
Nina Mae McKenney, 17-ycar-old headliner, has been signed for "The
'lored girl who was signed for Viennese Charmer," Betty Compson's first talking picture for RKO,
ing Vidor's new picture, "Hallelu- now
in production under direction of
h," while playing in the musical Wesley Ruggles.
oduction, "Blackbirds," has been
ven a new contract by M-G-M.
"Hit the Deck" Assignment Made
iallelujah" is an all-dialogue, with
James Ashmore Creelman, Jr.,
cast made up entirely of negroes.
who already has contributed two
RCA Engineers Arrive
originals to the 1929-30 program of
Irving WoUT. Harry Olson and A. Rad'o Pictures, will adapt "Hit the
Ringel, assistant chief engineer of Deck," RKO's second big musical
e RCA Research Laboratories, are comedy of the year.
1 the RKO lot to spend a month
Ulrich Haupt in Fox Talker
insulting with the staff engineers on
e operation of Photophone.
Ulrich Haupt has been signed to
play the part of "Black Joe" in
Croy Story For Rogers
"Frozen Justice," the Fox all-dialogue feature which will star Lenore
'X has^ bought "They
Had
To Ulrich. Preliminary work has been
Paris," by Homer
Croy, for a
Rogers talking feature vehicle. started on the picture by Alan Dwan.

K

/

Loew's

of

San Luis Rey"
M-G-M
State, Los Angeles

K.\.\.\I1.\K1<- • • • cssrntially a drama, a
heavy drama. There is no slackening of initiest lieiaiise traKe<ly is llie liasis of the
111
that.neither di)es one l)ecomc bored because
siiiry,
K.M'KKSS^* * * made into a succession
of rarely beautiful scenes by a director of
intelligence and taste, Charles llrabin. • * •
To readers of the book its unity will be apparent ; to those unfamiliar with the original
it» •is « apt to have merely the i>assing appeal
HICKAI-D— • • * a beautiful and dramatically etTective motion picture, sympathetic
screen treatment, which in no way betrays
the spirit of the book. I consider "The
iiri<lge pictures
of San Luis
serious
of theKey"
year. one of the belter
RECORD— The characters (of the book)
are save<l to a large extent. The incidents
are recognizable, but the reality is gone as
well as the romance.
.Settings arc picturesque. Many effects are
charming. l!ut an unrelievedly deliberate
tempo, and the unfortunate casting of Lily
tJaniita as La I'erichole are responsible for
a not wholly successful picture.
TIMKS — One may (jucslion the appeal of
■'The Bridge" from a broadly po|)ular viewpoint, since if is scara'ly the height of entertainment, and because very detinitely it
would seem to demand some knowledge of the
book by Thornton Wilder from which it is
taken, but unquestionably it suggests enough
of beauty to be worthwhile.

• * *

"Gentlemen of Press"
Paramount
Paramount,
Los Angeles
EXAMINER—' • • will hold you en
tranced, not alone with the fine work of the
cast, hea<led by Walter Huston, but because of the delights oftercd in dialogue.
EXPRESS — Its plot sprawls not a little
and is scant and familiar in outline. It
plods along • • • But it is a veracious slice
of newspaper
life.
HERALD — As a picture of certain phases
of newspaper life it tingles with realism.
* * * Walter Huston's performance as Snell
is simple and great. I hope the movies
never let him go.
RECORD-* ♦ • due to a clever story
and the excellent direction of Millard Webb
is real entertainment, and I advise you to
see it.
TIMES — It is one of the best of the
talking comedy-dramas,
Webb's
direction
shows virility *and• •a Millard
straightforward
technique. His punch dramatij scenes are
particularly strong.

"The Glad
Rag Doll"
Warners
Ambassador,

St.

Louis

GLOBE DEMOCRAT — Miss Costello is
only a fair comedian. Her personality is
better attuned to the delicate romance of a
"(ilorious Betsy," and comedy honors really
go

to Albert Gran • ♦ •
POST-DISPATCH — • • * Not • * *
STAR—
• * • Dolores
overly
entertaining
* ** Costello floats oiit
on the
ant as screen,
a dream.spangled and ruffled and radiTIMES — ■ • • funny in spots and could
have been funnier if it weren't .so incoherent.
As
it's not
picturea rag
has doll,
too many
looseunfair
joints.to say the

"Hardboiled Rose"
Warners
Missouri,

St. Louis

GLOBE DEMOCRAT— The quaint dignity
of the artistocratic New Orleans family and
the sophistry of 'Madame Malo's gambling
house afTord an eflective atmospheric backgrounddramatic
for thetheme. narration of this rather meloPOST-DISPATCH — It's
even if it is improbable. * *
STAR— • • • ordinary •
TIMES — The picture has
and occasionally, suspense.

a good picture
*
* *
its good points

%Bj

ARTHUR

W.

EDDVm

pARA.MOUXr
is out-glorifying
*■
Ziegftid at its Long
I.^land studio. On what is questionably the
largest set erected in the East since
the rcsuni|)tion of production activities, an array of show girl talent is
working this week. The set is a
replica of the New Amsterdam theater, stage entrance and all. The
pageant being filmed with sound is
much more elaborate and pretentious
than Mr. Ziegfcld's famed offerings.
.Ml the beauteous excitement is about
"Glorifying the American Girl," in
case you don't know, with Millard
\\'ei)l) as the directorial master-ofcerenionies.
Roseland is making the third of
a series of single reel talkers featuring George Givot, a protegee of
Paul Ash. The producing firm
labels Givot as a "college comedian."
Helen Morgan, who made a brief
screen Boat,"
appearance
in Universal's
"Show
will play
the principal part in "Applause," Paramount's
talker version of Beth Brown's novel of burlesque circuit life. Production is scheduled to start early in
June. Tests are being made for
other members of the cast.
Gotham is beginning to cast "Muldoons' Picnic," by Ollie Mack, which
will be made in the East as a talker sequence to "McFadden's Flats."
Sam Sax is negotiating with Charrole.les Murray to work in the principal
John Meehan is working on the
script
"The Gay
Lady," which
he
is alsoof slated
to direct.
Cameras
will start grinding late in June on
this initial Gertrude Lawrence starring vehicle, in dialogue.
Franklyn Farnum, who has been
missing from the screen for same
years, ymmerous of which he has
spent in vaudeville, has been signed
by Roseland
one-reel
talker.Pictures to work in a
George LeMaire, who is industriously turning out talking shorts for
Pathe at Sound Studios, will feature
Frank T. Davis in "Thanksgiving,"
now in production. "The Salesman,"
a LeMaire picture, was Davis' first
screen work. Beautifying "Thanksgiving" will be the beauty prize winners selected by LeMaire in a contest staged by the "New York EveningcludeJournal"
recently.
TheCosgrove,
girls inJerry Gaines,
Jean
Ethel LcX'aine, Edna Iverson, May
\alentine, Dorothea Waldron and
Billy Brandt.
Color will be used in making the
New Aynsterdayn theater sequence
in "Glorifying the American Girl"
at Paramount's Long Island plant.
Director Millard Webb has about
three more weeks to go.
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Lasky Sees Dominance
Warners to Operate New
O'Brian Heads U. S
Net of $352,323 Seen
Sound Throughout Wo
4,000
Seater
at
Akron,
0.
Anti-Trust
Division
(Continued from Page 1)
The
sound film is conquering
'28
in
,
Bros
ras
For Skou
{Continued from Page 1)
of Skouraccording to James Tuck, of Chicago rope and it is only a questioi

St. Louis— Annual report
as Brothers Enterprises for the year
ended on December 31, 1928, is
scheduled to make its oi^cial appear
ance within the next few days, and
from an inside source it is understood
that exclusive of the subsidiary companies there will be a net profit of
$352,323.
,. , , 1
What has been accomplished during the same period by the St. Louis
Amusement Company, the principal
subsidiary of the Enterprises is not
so clear, but it is understood the
neighborhood and suburban chain operated by Skouras Brothers for \yarner Brothers has picked up considerlaable ground since the general instaland
tion of sound picture equipment
the deficit for the 12 months, if any,
will be slight. The prospects for the
company year are bright.
As is known the tornado that struck
St. Louis on September 29, 1927, hit
St. Louis Amusement hard, damaging
several theaters and ruining thousands of homes in the sections m
which several important picture
houses draw their principal patronage.
The result was red ink, so dividends
have not been paid for many months.
However, the installation of sound
equipment proved a very wise move
and in recent weeks patronage has
picked up considerably.
In the meantime the Ambassador
has continued to go over big, while
the Grand Central and Missouri, the
ether first run houses operated by
the Skouras-Warner group have donwell.
,
On May 18 Skouras A was quoted
en the St. Louis Stock Exchange at
$4{) bid and $44 asked, a decrease of
12.50 for the week, and St. Louis
Amusement Company A marked time
at $20 bid and $25 asked. The high
mniks for the year have been
Skouras A $51.25 and St. Louis
Amusement $28.
"Bachelors' Club" Sold for S. A.
Oscar Price, president of General
Pictures, has sold the latest Richard
Talmadge, "The Bachelors' Club,"
which was synchronized by Erno
Rapee and the Roxy orchestra, for
South America to the L V. T. A.
(International Variety and Theatrical Agency, Inc.)

Men"
"Picture
Sentence
Jail sentences ranging from four
to 18 months w'ere given three Hollywood "motion picture men" charged
with sending improper films through
the mails. The men sentenced were
W. J. Larivee, head of the organization, Harry Winter and H. W. Smith.

nient service before, as United
States district attorney for the western district of New York from 1909

to 1914 and as spec'al assistant to
the Attorney General, from 1917 to
1919. He has represented the United
States in a number of anti-trust
cases, including that against Eastman-Kodak.
Col. Donovan, whom O'Brian succeeds, had charge of the various
Dept.
of
Justice probes of the industry.

Pathe Sound Shorts on
Discs by Middle of June
{Continued

from

Page

1)

not later than the middle of June.
With this further extension of the
sound and talking film service by
Pathe, these units will now be available to any house equipped for
sound, no matter what equipment is
used.
Pathe Sound News thus becomes
available in three forms, the silent
Pathe News, Pathe Sound News on
Film and Pathe Sound News on
disc.
The first George LeMaire talking
comedies to be put on discs will be
"Dancing Around," "Her New Chauffeur" and "At The
Dentist's."

French Exhibitors Backed
By Workers
Hitting Quota
(Continued
from Page 1)
sisted upon by French producers.
Provincial exhibitors, too, sent a delegation to the Under-Secretary of Fine
Arts, in protest against the restrictions, which they fear will put them
out of business. All provincial exhibitors are declared opposed to the
restrictions.
Hancock
Resumes
Broadcast
Don Hancock of the Van Buren
Corporation, releasing Topics, Fables
and Sportlights through Pathe, will
resume bis movie chats over stations WEAF, New York, and WRC,
Washington, today at 3:45 P. M. and
continuing for an indefinite period
on every Friday at the same time.
T-S Makes Sales Changes
Tif?any-Stahl has appointed W. C.
Gehring as special representative and
temporarily assigned him as acting
manager of the Buffalo exchange, replacing Pete Dana. Sam Galanty has
been replaced by Jerry Marks, temporarily, illIndianapolis.

and Cleveland, supervising architect.
The structure will be located on W.
State theater and will cost $2,500,000.
Tuck stated that all financing has
been completed and no stock will be
sold.

Fusion of Canadian F-P
and RKO Houses Still On
(Continued from Page 1)

held here between Famous P1""^'-s
officials and J. M. Franklin. The latter spent several days at Toronto.
He is manager of B. F. Keith's theater at Ottawa, and Canadian representatives of R-K-O.

years before it will be dominant
over the world.
This is the conclusion of Jessi
Lasky, first vice president in chi
of production of Paramount, whcj
just returned from a visit to Eng*
and France, during which he n
a careful survey of the talking
ture situation abroad.
"London and Paris have rece
the talking pictures with marked
thusiasm," new
Mr.entertainment
Lasky said.med"'
wonderful
is now the reigning conversatii
topic in both countries and it is !
simply a matter of time before 1
dreds of theaters will be equippei
show talking and singing films
Great Britain, France and Germ,

Phoenix, Ariz., Invasion
Still Planned by Fox No Change in Policy to
(Continued from Page 1)
Be Made at N.Y. Criter

circuit, which is affiliated with Universal. Oiifer has been made to the
city council for SO-year lease of a
building, planned. Should the offer
once.
be accepted, building will start at

Sound Over Radio Filmed
in N. Y. ; Scene on Coast
Continu,ing its experiments with
remote filming of sound and action,
Pathe has made a sound record in
New York for a scene photographed
at Culver City, the sound being
transmitted via radio from the Coast.
Four New

Firms Formed

Dover, Del. — New motion picture
companies incorporated here include
Theater Sound Equipment Co. Wilmington, capital of $100,00 consisting of 2,500 shares of common; Picart
Art Studios, Wilmington, capital 100,000 shares of common; Phono Kiiiema. Inc., Wilmington, capital 375,000 shares of common and Exhibitors
Film Sound Service, Inc. of Jersey
City, N. J. with a capital of 1,000
shares of common.
Falling Plaster Hurts Seven
Oklahoma City — Falling plaster
from the ceiling of the Palace injured seven persons, but none seriously. The house is owned by John
Sinopoulo and Co.

There is to be no change in pc
at the Criterion, New York, u
Publix cperalion, it is undcrst
The house has been serving as a
house for Paramount talkers, u;
an eight weeks' run policy. Up i
recently, it had been operated
Faramouiit, under supervision of
roadshow department, now disljan
Home-Talkie
Hook-Up
Mike Simmons, acting for He
Talking Machine Corp., has arrar
a Home-Talkie Slogan Contest
run four months in the Dell Pi
cations, of which. Film Fun is r
prominent. The contributor of
best slogan defining the appea
Home-Talkies will receive a com{
talking picture equipment and
prints. Circulation of the ten n
aggregates a million. Major Be
heads the committee of judges.
Fox Signs Stage Director
Hartford, Conn. — Fox Movie
has signed Bernard Steele, for
New York producer and dire,
who is now directing the Fox
players at the Palace here. He le
for the Coast June 1. Joe Cp
succeeds
him.
Buy Gotham Product
Gotham
has
closed
with
Adams of Home
State Film Cc

handle "Times
Square," "The F
Woman,"
"Fortune's
Fool,"
250 Day and Date
Bookings
Ship
Bronson"
and
"The
"The Desert Song," Warner Bros. man" in Texas, Oklahoma, Satin
Arkai
first complete screen operetta, has Louisiana and Mississippi.
received 250 day and date bookings
Ludwig Gets Sound Cartoon Series up to the first of the week, accordAshcraft With Eddie Dowlin
ing to a statement from C. C. Ezell,
John Ludwig, Milwaukee distribJames Ashcraft, assistant to A
utor and theater operator, who is in general sales manager for Warner
Bros.
Gray in the now-disbanded I
Anderson Heads Film Board
New York, has acquired distribution
mount roadshow clepartment,!
Atlanta — W.
W.
Anderson, of the Walt Disney Mickey Mouse
handling publicity for the P
ad- sound cartoons for the Milwaukee
Drop Stage Policy
(Pathe), heads the newly-elected
territory.
Other
Dowling personal appearance toi
ministration ofthe Film Board.
Davenport, la. — Stage shows at New England.
(M-Gofficers are: Jas. W. Hanlon,
the Fort theater have been dropped
Closes Roseland Deal
M), vice president, and John W.
in favor of an all-talking policy.
J. D. Trop, sales manager of RoseMangham, Jr., (Columbia), post of
"Fox Square"
Rename
St.ToLouis
— Alderman
August
land Pictures, has closed with R.
secretary.
Elliott
at
Cleveland
Niederluecks,
is
sponsor
for
Reubenson of the Period Import and
measure to rename Fox Square
Cleveland
—
Wallace
Elliott
has
Decorating
Greenville
House
Export Corp., London, for Rosetriangular piece of ground opp
appointed
manager of the Keith the Fox house at Grand and Vv
Greenville, Miss. — The Saenger is land's series of 12 one reel talkers been
105th
St.
for the United
Kingdom.
being redecorated and remodeled.
ington.
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Coming to l:mm up 7010: screen ///

CARL
LAEMMLE

Presents

The Virst AXVTaWing College Feature!
"Universal has a hit in Carl Laemmle, Jr's, 'College Love' " says Exhibitors
Daily Review.
Yes, Sir— A HIT!
It's Hot!
Sizzling!
Bubbling over
with Youth and Beauty!
Bursting out with cheers, shouts,
songs
by the University of California Glee Club!
Exploding
with Joy,
*' ColleWith all the favorite players of the
Jazz, Speed, Pep!
gians"— George Lewis,
Dorothy Gulliver,
Eddie Phillips,
Churchill Ross,
Hayden Stevenson. Directed
by Nat Ross.

A
Laemmle
Special

100% Talking
and Singingl
—and HO
W/

SHORT

SUBJECTS

ARECOMINGBACK
INTO
AGAIN

THEIR

OWN

THIS

YEAR

For Shorts or Features, Sound or Silent

Film Daily Revie^rs
are the recognized authority

KEEP

POSTED

SHORTS

ON

THRU

THE INDUSTRY'S
LEADING
MEDIUM

i

Hne 0i^ecdesl sinqle'reei novelfu lnrille\
in film historx
\^
-^
^^..
^

MOW

with SOUND
\.

on disc
Luman HHowes famous

>\

¥[ffiADr^

"^
^

4

%il

.he short feature that played
five times on Broadway, and broke all records for repeat
runs all over the world. The "RlDE ON A RUNAWAY
Train" is now reissued with music and sound effects
that double the thrills that have made this the mosi
famous single-reel novelty ever released.
^i
No matter how often you played the "RlDE ON A RUNA
WAY Train" as a silent film, you*ll want it again wher
you hear it as well as see it.

Recorded by the
E. W. Jones Research Laboratories

Sound vs. Stage — Some Leaders' Views, Page
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'""""WARNERS
Projecting sound motion pictures
a screen 30 by 52 ft., RCA Phophone gave a private denionstra)n of the Spoor process at its
amercy studio Friday night.
Substantial portions of "Lady Fing' musical comedy with Eddie
zell were shown before an ined audience. The Spoor process is
rd dimension, giving the fihn
age a stereoscopic effect as well
increased size.
The new process is the work of
orge K. Spoor and John J. Bergn of Chicago and represents over
years of research and laboratory
elopment.
'o show contrast, in size and perctive, of present day pictures and
ural vision pictures, the regular
m film was first flashed upon the
een and appeared the size of a
stage stamp on the vast area of
new screen employed in the
oor-Berggren film.
The camera for the process rabies the ordinary one in external
{Ccnitinued <m Page

12)

"^arner Half Year Net
icome May Hit $7,000,000
I. M. Warner, president of WarBros. in a letter to stockholders
nts out that earnings of the comsix
Vand subsidiaries for the
11
nths ended March 2. 1929 after
ieral taxes and deductions for outiding minority interests, are exted to be in excess of $7,000,000
after deducting earnings of retly acquired subsidiaries applicable
the portion of such six months'
iod prior to the date of their acisition, in excess of $6,300,000.

Iilkers Introduced Into
Mexico by the Warners
lyiichroiiized pictures were introed into Mexico via a special gala
formance of "The Singing Fool"
the Olympia, Mexico City, Thursnight, the Warners were advised

May

26,
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What Will Be the Final Effect Upon
the Legitimate Stage of the Growing
Popularity of Sound and Dialogue
Pictures?
Sixth of a series of major
questions
is answered on page 7 this morning by
Joseph I. Schnitzer
B. P. Schulberg
Frank Gillmore
Joe Plunkett
William C. de Mille
Monday: "Do you foresee any great reduction in the
price of sound reproducing equipment?"

"ON WITH SHOW" HAILED MUSICIANS EIGHT AGAINST
AS EPOCHAL FILM IN L.A. CANNED MUSIC" LOOMING
II

West

Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Local critics unite
in throwing a general rave over "On
with the Show," Warners all-sound,
all-color picture which now is rounding out its first week at the Warner
theater here.
They predict the day of color long
{Continued

on

Page

2)

on

Page

2)

; Friday to meet newly-appoint>trict managers.
Oscar Hanson
(.Continued

on

Page

2)

Price 25 Cents

BUYING UP MINORIH
Deal for Remaining 25 Per
Cent in Fabian, Strand
Chains Set
One hundred per cent ownership of
the Stanley-Mark Strand and the
Staiiley-Fabian theaters in New
York and New Jersey will pass to
the Stanley Company of America, a
wholly owned Warner subsidiary, under terms of two deals now practically completed. The Crandall theaters in the Washington zone are
also to be acquired in toto.
When these various chains were
purchased by Stanley, 75 per cent of
the stock in each circuit was secured
by the latter. When Stanley, in
turn, was absorbed by Warners, the
stock relationship between the parent theater company and its component parts continued without
change. It is this outstanding 25
per cent which the Warners are now
buying up.

Interchangeability Is
Agitating U. K. Showmen

London — The object of a deputation from the Cinema Exhibitors'
Denver — Condemnatory resolu- Ass'n and the Federation of British
tions, believed here to be a prelude Industries to the president of the
of a nation-wide fight against syn- Board of Trade is to seek a remedy
chronized music, have been passed for the interchangeability issue, whiclf
by the American Federation of Musi- at the present time, is agitating excians which terminated its annual
hibitors and proving an obstacle to
convention Saturday.
further production plans, it is re"Mechanical substitution means a
(Continued
on Page 2)
ported.

In The News
MONDAY : From Hollywood : Charles Spencer, who rounds
If
his name out with Chaplin, continues to stand ground.
United Artists Consolidated becomes fact, Charlie will not be

party to the move. That's his story and stick to it he will. The rest
of the yarn, also quite interesting, is that U. A. Consolidated will be
formed, Chaplin notwithstanding. . . .
IS Eastern Managers in
Wilmington : In the Federal court. Western Electric slaps a suit
N.Y. for Sales Confab against Stanley, charging patent infringements. Now Stanley is using
inagers
of
Eastern
TifiFany- a number of Pacent devices. And Warners control Stanley. You piece
1 exchanges
gathered
in New it together from here on. . . .
(.Continued

7

Whiteman Tour on, Ending
at "U" for Sound Film

The Old Gold special left NewYork
yesterday
carrying
Paul country,
Whiteman and
his band
across
preparatory to launching of his first
sound
feature, "The
of Jazz"
for Universal.
He King
will broadcast
over the Columbia network as he
goes and is due in Los Angeles on
June 6 to begin the picture. Paul
Fejos will direct.

W. E. Installations Now
Placed at 1,912 in U. S.
Theaters in the United States now

Minneapolis : Justice {Continued
Department
operatives are to "observe" the equipped with the Western Electric
on Page 3)
sound system total 1,912.

—:fii^.
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Low
Close
Sales
100
35
35
35
Am. Seat
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 26?4 26J4 26^4
300
300
East. Kodak ....175 174 174
*do pfd
128
♦First Nat. pfd
108
Fox Fm. "A-- ... 89H
86/.
87
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*do
rts
3
....
Keith
A-0
27/.
27
27
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997/4 100
100/8
do pfd
Loew's
Inc
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200
100
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92
92
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•M-G-M pfd
25%
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39/
39
39/
P. Cap
M
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F-L
66/
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65/
7,800
Pathe Exch
lO-Zs 10!^
10^
2,100
do "A"
215/8 21
21
300
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3054
29/
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♦Stanley Co
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23
23
800
♦Film Insp
2/
Fox Thea. "A"' .. 261^
25^
25 5/8 2,300
♦Griffith, D.W.
"A"
2/
....
♦Intern. Proj. (i)
120
....
do (n. w.)
2354
22/
22/
1,100
♦Loew's do deb. rts
23/
....
Nat.
Scr. Ser.
..29
29
29
100
Nat. Thea. Sup. .. 21
20/
20/
1,500
Trans-Lux
13/
13/
13/
2,000
♦Univ.
Pict
27
do pfd
2/
2/
2/
100
BOND
MARKET
•Keith A-O 6s 46
92
Loew
6s 41ww
..107
107
107
1
do 6s 41 x-war... 9754
9754
975i
2
Paramount 6s 47 . . 965^
9654
9654
1
•Par. By. 5/s 51
100
•Pathe 7s 37
77
CURB
BONDS
•Am.
Seat. 6s 36
92
•Warner
6/s
28
198
OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy units
"A"
25
28
do
27
30
do com
3
4
Skouras Bros
35
42
Technicolor
42/
43/
United
Art
5
10
do pfd
70
80
Univ. Ch. com. ...
2
do pfd
75
85
•LAST PRICE QUOTED

Extend Run of "The Squall"
Broadway run of "The Squall" at
the Central has been extended
through June. "Broadway Babies,"
starring Alice White, follows.

"SHORT SHOTS FROM N. Y. STUDIOS,"
by Arthur
THEATER EQUIPMENT,
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Talkers Introduced Into
tain."
Mexico
byfromthePageWarners
iCcmtinued
1)

Box A.129
care Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N.Y.C.
Appointments can be made in New
York City,

exhibitc

14
15

SUBJECTS
SILENT

presided. Those present include
Wm. Gehring, eastern division mai
ager, temporarily stationed at Bu
falo; Ralph Morrow, southern di
trict supervisor; Phil Meyer, Ne
York manager; Al Blofson, Phil;
delphia; Harry Brown, Washingto
and Sterling Wilson, Albany. 1

on the way, has now arrived and attribute this forward step to this one

Buys Goetz Pictures
Three States Cinema releases hai
production. What "The Jazz Sing- been sold by Charles Goetz to Mii
er" was to talkers, "On with the
Show" is to all-color productions, is west Film Co., Indianapolis, for roi
show distribution in Indiana.
the way several critics describe it.
Consensus of opinion follows:

EXAMINER— There remains nothing to
the legitimate theater. With the opening of
"On With the Show" ♦ ♦ * all that is left
for the Ziegfelds, Dillinghams and (}eorge
Whites et al, is to crawl quietly into a corner
and mutter about "the good old days."
What "The Jazz Singer" was to talking
pictures, "On With the Show" is to allcolor productions. * ♦ ♦ an exquisite blend
of rainbow effects. Not in years, either in
pictures, or on the stage, has anything as
lovely and gorgeous been done as "The
Land oi Let's Pretend" scene in this picagain — it isn't only the equation
of Once
color.
ture. * * *It is entertainment.
EXPRESS— The colors by this new Technicolor process take on an enlarged variety
and extend to shades hitherto not obtained.
They are brilliant without being garish. ♦ ♦ *
Unquestionably Warners "has something" in
this forward step — something "on" its film
competitors
♦ * * "on" stage rivals, for it
And something

BROOKS
THE NAME VOU GO BY
WHEN
YOU GO YO BUY

COSTUMES
OO-Vtrisfs

AND

UN-IF-ORMS

ZAuso 25.000 COSTUMES

]J^^l-^y^\-M^,.

ro rent:

TEU5580 PENN

THEATRE

MANAGER

At liberty, 25 years experience, knovffs
the business from A to Z, never had
a failure or dark house. Just closed
a six year engagement managing eight
theatres, can handle publicity, exploitation and billing, experienced in
vaudeville, road-shows and pictures,
thoroughly famiUar with upkeep and
repairs, has built six theatres. Best
of references, go anywhere.
Address
BUSINESS
PRODUCER
Box A-131
c-o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C

Let Us Solve Your Vrohlems I

Theater Manager and executive. 10
years successful record putting over
theaters. Married. Will locate anywhere. Address :

M I

T-S Eastern Managers in
Confa
Y. ForfromSales
N.(Continued
Page 1)

these producers to match, at a fourth
Ijy cable Friday. The picture re- enables
the box-office tarifif, the chromatic beauties
tained its dialogue and songs in Eng- of tlie most elaborate shows whose attraction
lish, but the subtitles were in Span- is largely to the eye. Men like Ziegfeld, Carroll and White may well wag their pates over
ish. President Gil and his cabinet
the prospect of a competing show across the
attended. Vitaphone shorts were on street
with the same appeal as their own at
the bill which was received with en- far lower prices.
* ♦ * It has many scenes that give the
thusiasm, the Warners assert.
colors full scope.
There is much pageantiT,
Warner-First National is now dis- and
many
rich gowns, including those in a
tributing synchronized pictures in 10 mannequin parade, make it especially attrac(Continued
on Page 9)
foreign countries.

AT LIBERTY

of

,1

8
8
... 8
8
9

"Canned Music" Fight "On With Show"
Hailed
Big in L. A.
Planned
by Musicians
(Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)
profanation of the art of music," one
resolution read, "We discern in the
current effort to introduce a mechanical music in the modern theater and
in the elimination of the long-established theater orchestra a perversion
which constitutes a fatal blow to
musical culture. We do not lose
sight of the economic issue that
mechanized theater music means a
loss of employment and that consequential hardship to our members
v/ould be farcical to deny. We are
not afraid, however, of the charge
that this phase of the controversy
reflects an angle of selfishness. We
know it to be one which will be increasingly overshadowed by the loss
which the public itself must sus-

3-7
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Premiere
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Sales Convmtlo
at the Drake Hotel, Chicago,
Paramount
Western
Dlv
Sales Convention at iSt. Lo
June 16-17 Summer
convention
of
N
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wr
ville, Beach, N. C.
June 21
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at Atlantic
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OH at the Northwest exhibitor
vciition — by invitation.
WasliiiiRdeiiics, but then the departinent's
:ials are lawyers and they never
imich ....

fnin

Page

1)

A Headline Hold

Thursday: When William Randolph Hearst came ICast several
weeks ago it was not his newspaper
properties alone that engaged his attentions. The future releasing home
Under Fire
of Cosmopolitan Prod, and Marion
uesday: Minneapolis steps into Davies had considerable to do with
ter stage this morning. The pres- the visit. There have been meetings
systeni of selling discs and sound and results, out of which you may
s individually for as much dough expect to find Cosmopolitan in the
the salesmen
can nab for each Warner camp, Marion Davies with
upset the Northwest exhibitor First National and International
News, under the monicker of Wary.We They're
heaving
do knowmadthatandscore
chargesto
ner-Hearst Vitaphoiic Ncwsrecl,
raising a merry fuss all over the neatly lodged under the W. B. standard. . .
ntry. Exhibitors claim it is ruinWe don't know about that, but
In two days, the Northwest exhibitor association raised Cain with
i apparent that some distributors
pushing the boys without mercy . . . discs, sound film rentals and percentage bookings and decided to ask
^^oopee material from Warner
iquarters. A two for one stock tiie Department of Justice to probe
: up. June 21 is the voting day the charge that sound prices have
been stepped up to a point nearer
step, the
but market
it's setvaluation
right now.
,tthe
reduces
for heaven than earth solely for the purpose of driving independents out of
new issue to something within
Fast moving, no? . . .
dng distance of the Paramount business.
Joe
Leo,
V. P. of Fox Midwesco,
men, doesn't it? Appears very insting to us
has been a busy young man up in
quota crisis in Spain, the cables the lake country. With two or three
nn. A year ago, the news would more deals. Fox will have Wisconsin nicely tied up in brown wrap! proven disturbing. Today, with
ping paper and twine. Then the
id making its noisy away around
world, it makes little difference. natural ambition to look afield for
sre are two reasons. One, few new conquests will turn into a posi;d theaters are to be found in
tive itch. The acquisition rash will
probably
extend into Michigan where
talkrequire
will
Spain
in; Two,
its populace can understand and Publix, via Butterfield, is powerfully
intrenched, and into Illinois, where
don't make 'em here ....
B. & K., via Great States Theaters,
Out Denver Way
is pretty much the head man. This
ednesday: Sound is debasing the is no day dream. . . .
of music; the American public is
Giving Up the Ghost
,g cheated and so on to the tune of
Friday. From sound to silent.
i and general complaint over the
pachment of _ sound. The scene Strange, almost incomprehensible yet
le American Federation of Musi- true. This situation prevails in Minnesota where the terrific overhead
is' convention in Denver. A fight
added
to
the operating nut of the
being mapped against "canned
ftic," as the musickers dub sound, small and medium sized theater
significant twist here is that the makes it impossible for many houses
F. of M. is allied with the Amer- to function. The fellows in that
i Federation of Labor which em- troubled neck of the woods admit
es practically every form of work- that sound is the thing. Yet, they
used in studios and theaters ask, what good is it if the gross
)Ughout the land ....
does jump when the expense jumps
pund has influenced many unusual higher?
We can't answer that. . . .
On and then off, it appears now
nges in the international business
notion pictures. The latest con- that Famous Players Canadian and
is Germany where those who RKO are still winking at each other
nerly were violent in their enthu- up above the line. An amalgamation has been on tap for many weeks.
m for the "kontingent" have
nged their tune — and completely Be not surprised if i.t develops. . . .
hat. What next?
Warners in Akron. The theater,
till they come. Now De Forest to be built as part of a big office
)nofilm rises up in what is de- building in. the Ohio city, has been
ibed as righteous wrath over leased. This is just another theater
ed patent infringements in a operation for them. Many more are
phone reproducer. The conse- on the w-ay. The three musketeers
ce is a suit against a Philadelphia are stepping high, far and wide all
ter. But Pat Powers merely in one movement. Harry, Abe and
ies telephonically and insists he Jack are verj-, very boys.
KANN
ot disturbed. . . .

Foreign Markets

^mr
ROYALTIES ON TALKERS
By IAMBS

F.

IS PLAYWRIGHT'S IDEA
Madrid — Playwrights retain their
rights in plays adapted to the talking pictures, the International Authors Confederation here has agreed.
Royalties shall be on the same basis
as stage plays the convention decided. The German, French and
Italian delegations participated in the
discussion.

Gramophone and B. & D.
On Joint Sound Films
London — British and Dominions
Film Corp. has closed with Gramophone Co., Ltd., (Victor) whereby
artists and orchestras of the latter
will be available for sound pictures
to be produced by B. & D. The program of his joint arrangement will
consist of feature talking, sound and
musical productions to be made at
the British and Dominions Elstree
studio which will soon be equipped
with Western Electric sysitem. The
first subject of the combination is to
be an English revue staged by Albert de Courville.
W. E. for Italian Houses

CUNNISGHAU

UFA EXPANDING THEATER

8
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Ufa is expanding its
theater holdings with seven houses to
be constructed in Germany and one
in Switzerland, states a report to the
M. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce. In Switzerland, a 1,200-seat
house is being built at Lausanne,
while the following cities of Germany
are to have new Ufa houses: Mainz,
1,200 seats; Frankfurt, 1,350; Stettin,
1.450; Erfurt, 1,200; Hamburg, 3,000;
Bcrlin-Ncukblln, 1,200; and Stuttgart, 1,600. All will be equipped for
sound, it is stated.

Japanese Producer Plans
to Make Films in Berlin
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Matsutake Film Co.,
of Japan, plans to produce Japanese
films in Berlin for distribution
throughout Europe, according to advices received by the Dept. of Commerce. This marks first time a
Japanese producer has attempted to
establish business outside his own
country. A number of Japanese
players soon will be sent to Berlin.

Rome — Under agreement with Pittaluga, Western Electric apparatus
Betty
"HighwillTreason"
Berlin Amaim
— Betty for
Amann
play the
will be installed in addition to the
Supercinema, here at the Corso, Mi- lead in "High Treason,"
which Jolan; Ghersi, Turin; Medica, Bologna;
hannes Meyer will direct as a UfaNational or Excelsior, Trieste and tone production.
the Savoia, Florence.
New; German Finance Co.
Berlin — Bilton Film Co. has been
American Co. After German Music
formed here with a capital of $24,000
Berlin — An American sound pro- to finance film companies and roadducing company, it is reported, has shows.
offered one of the leading music publishers here an offer for the works
"The Beggar's Opera" in Sound
of some of the best known composers,
London — "The Beggar's Opera" is
including many operettas, of which
to
be produced
by British Soundthe copyright is held in Germany.
Film Prods, as an all-sound feature.
Cine Club for Italy
Rome — To encourage interest in
pictures, the Cine Club has been
formed here. It is planned to have
branches in all parts of the country
as well as to arrange private showings for its members.
46 With Tobis Sound Device
Berlin- — Tobis-Klangfilm sound system to date has been installed in 46
houses in Germany, it is reported.
Gordon Managing Europa-Palast

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Karl Gordon has
been appointed manager of the
Europa-Palast at Dusseldorf, according to a report to the M. P. Section
of the Dept. of Commerce. The
house, seating 2,000, recently was acquired by Emelka.
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SOUND
B> CHARLES

CLEVEUND PATRONS ASKED
rOR SOUND-SILENT VIEWS

Wire "By All Means" is
Advice of Anthony Jim

Sound-on-film Device
for Master Reproducer

Philadelphia — Harry Marcus, vice
president of the S. H. Sales Corp.
manufacturers of the Master Talking
Picture Reproducer, states that engineers of the company have developed a sound-on-film attachment for
their apparatus. Order for the attachment are being taken with deliveries promised for July 15.

More Phonofilms Installed
De Forest Phonofilm installations
in progress include the following:

Plaza, Mount Vernon, 111. ; Melrose Park,
Melrose Park, 111.; Grand, Steubenville, O.;
Plaza, Buffalo; Auditorium, Maiden, Mass.;
Howard, Philadelphia; Strand, Crawfordsville, Ind.; Grand, DuQuoin, 111., and Strand,
Grafton, W. Va.

May 26, 1929

TIPS
ON
EQUIPMBMT
AND
VARIOUS
onVICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

F. HYNES

Foto- Voice Sound Device
Sound Brings $5,000 Net
Now Offered Exhibitors
Boost at London, Ont.

London, Ont. — Attributed to installation of sound equipment in
Loew's here, the increase in net earnings for the first quarter of 1929,
Cleveland — W. Ward Marsh, pho- namely approximately $5,000, is
greater than the net surplus of the
toplay editor of "The Plain Dealer,"
is printing a question box in his col- company for the whole of last year,
umn to find out whether the local according to an announcement by
public wants silent or talking pic- President George H. Belton. Net
tures. Five questions are in the box. surplus for the last year was $4,458,
according to Belton. The company
They are:
Which Do You Prefer?
has been paying seven per cent divi1— Silent films?
dends on the preferred stock and six
2 — Talkies?
per cent on the common. Gross revenue for 1928 was $233,511.
3 — Or if you favor the silent film,
the talkies have a fubelieve
you
do
ture?
4 — Do you believe that the future
of the screen lies in the sound picture; that is, silent films with apPittsburgh — "By all means put in
propriate musical accompaniment de- sound," is the advice to exhibitors
livered by the sound device?
of Anthony Jim, president of the
5— Has your attendance at the western Pennsylvania and West Virmovie theater lessened since the adginia exhibitor unit. "Be careful to
vent of the talkies? Have you stop- buy good
equipment, and see that you
ped going?
get satisfactroy installation, but regardless of what machine you purchase, get one," he advises.

Sunday,

Norfolk, Va. — Foto-Voice Co. is
manufacturing the Foto-Voice, synchronous and non-synchronous reproducer. The non-synchronous device consists of complete equipment
outfitted for two projectors; two turntables, non-synchronous console with
novel fader and control devices, six
tube superpower amplifier and two
dynamic speakers with special FotoVoice 30 inch bell horns. The equipment, it is reported, sells for $1,050.
The synchronous device sells for
$850. Aside from the company's
factory and general office located
here other branches are in Washington, D. C; Charlotte, N. C. and
Blackville, S. C.
W. K for Merced, CaL
Merced, Cal. — Western Electric
equipment will be installed at the
Merced.
Wiring
Springfield House
Springfield, 111. — RCA Photophone
is being installed at the Gaiety while
alterations are being made.
New Pa, House Wired
Pittsburgh — Western Electric
equipment has been installed in the
new Harris-Mt.
Oliver.

F
El Dorado, Cal. — Declared to be
the first open air sound theater, the
Fox Airdome is presenting talkers
in this little desert town. The open
air theater has only a board fence
encircling the seats. The sky is its
dome.
The voice of the screen, of course,
soars beyond the high fence. But
Herb Norris, the Fox West Coast
manager in El Centre, says that
while a few of the town folk come to
the "outside hearing" of the picture,
most of them still want to see, as
well as hear.
^1

To
Open
N. Y.
^^
Soundin House
Air Soon
Open
Managing Director David L.
Bromberg states Fox Japanese Garden, Broadway and 97th St., New
York, is having its open-air roof
equipped to present sound pictures
by May 30.

Third Sound Short is
Set by Empire Prod.

Barney Williams,
of "Hot
Chocolate"
will also author
direct the
film,
states
Maurice
A.
Chase,
president
Talkers for Md. House
of Empire Prod., New York. This
Princess Anne, Md. — The Preston will be the third of a series of 26
DeForest Phonodisc, for sound-on- has installed Foto-Voice equipment dialogue, singing and sound shorts
disc, is being added to the Phono and plans to play talkers four days a
which Empire will produce this seafilm equipment already installed in week.
son. Two others "Whoopee Jus- '
the following: Capitol, Farrel, Pa.;
tice" and "Some Night" already have
Utopia, Painsville, O. and Teatro
Wiring
Frankfort House
been completed. Jack Lustberg, forDel Lago, Wilmette, 111.
Frankfort, Ky. — Western Electric
Taking out of a Western Electric
mer sales manager of Excellent Pic- i,
equipment is being installed at the tures, is general manager of Empire.
recording license by Sono-Art was
Phctotalker Installations
Opera
House.
done to enable the company to proBangor
House
Wired
I
Phototalker
equipment has been
duce anywhere it desired, and indiinstalled
at
the
Victoria
at
Victoria;
Bangor,
Me. — Sound
equipment i|
cates the firm will not always proSnyder at Dallas
duce at the Metropolitan Studios. Norma at Cuero; Grand at Mineral
Dallas, Tex. — F . A. Snyder
has has been installed at the Bijou.
Wells and Rochester at Rochester been appointed
local representative
Its first picture, "The Rainbow Man," Texas.
iSound for Brockton House
for RCA Photophone.
was made at Metropolitan under a
Brockton,
Mass. — The Rialto has
sublicense. The second may be
been wired for sound pictures.
made in the East.
Dallas House Wired
Photophone at Butte
Dallas— S. G. and H. O. Howell
Butte, Mont. — RCA
Photophone
3rd Photophone in Canada
Southbridge House Wired
have wired the Parkway
for sound has been installed at the Broadway.
Vancouver — Third of the R-K-O pictures.
Southbridge,
Mass. — The Strand
houses in the Dominion has been
has been renovated and sound equipment
installed.
Wire
Gresham,
Ore.,
House
wired with RCA-Photophone equipUnderwood Handling Amplitone
Gresham,
Ore. — Pacent equipment
ment, this being the RCA device.
Dallas, Tex. — W. G. Underwood has been installed at the Granada.
The theater is the Orpheum here,
Wiring 'Frisco Houses
which opened its sound policy with has formed the Southwestern Royal
San Francisco — Sound equipment
Amplitone
Co.
to
distribute
in
Sound for Dallas House
"The Leatherneck." The first RCA Texas, Oklahoma
has been installed at the Metropoland Arkansas.
Dallas,
Tex. — Sound equipment
is
itan and will be installed at the Hardinstallation in Canada was at Keith's,
being installed at the Rosewin.
Ottawa, and the second the Orphhouses are owned by Samueling.H. Both
Levin.
eum, Winnipeg.
Traveltone Installations
Sol Raives has installed TravelClinton House
Wired
Sound for Ontario House
Wiring
Shelby House
tone equipment at the Pastime, New
Clinton, Mass. — Western Electric
St. Catharines, Ont. — The King York. Installation has also been
Shelby,
ilont.
equipment
equipment has been installed at the is being installed — atSound
the Orpheum.
George has installed sound equip- made at the Daly in the Bronx.
ment.
Strand.

Sono-Art Not to Produce
All Films at Metropolitan

W. E. in Cleveland House
Cleveland — The
Broadvue
was
opened last Sunday with a Western
Electric sound installation.

Dalhart House Wired
Dalhart, Tex. — Western Electric
equipment has been installed at the
Mission.

To \yire Butte House
Wiring Augusta House
Butte, Mont. — A new projection
booth
is
being built at the Broadway
Augusta, Me. — DeForest Phonfilm
equipment is being installed at the later.
and
sound
equipment will be installed
Colonial.

t

WE H4VE IT!
Sound on film reproduction that is
fully twelve months ahead of the
field: that is what Pacent will introduce next week.

mm
WW^

^

Pacent Reproducer Corp.
Film Center Bldg.

New York

32 Sales and Service Representatives
in Principal Film Centers

Full details on the Pacent Film
Attachment w ill appear in this and
other leading film publications.
After six months of laboratory work
and research Pacent has developed
an entirely new type of Sound on
Film device, one that sets new standards in simplicity, efficiency and
most important of all quality of
reproduction.
The price is only $500.00 per attachment. Two attachments are required with each Pacent Reproducer
System.
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"Musical
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Building", the

Latest

Dennis King to Star in "Vagabond King" for Paramount— Doug and Mary Preparing Co-Starring
Vehicle— Studios on Active Schedules— Ralph Wilk Sidelights on Weil-Known Personalities

FOR SONGSTERS AT RKO
A "musical building" is being completed at RKO to house composers,
librettists arrangers, and others of
the newly created musical department headed by Victor Barravalle,
New York conductor. The building
will have special sound proof rooms
where such composers and show
writers as Oscar Levant, Sidney
Clare, Dorothy Fields, Jimmie McHugli, Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby
may pound out their tunes.
A synchronization room is also being built.
Cast in M-G-M
Revue
John Gilbert, Marion Davies and
Norma Shearer will be included in
the pageant of stars and near-stars
to appear in "The Hollywood Revue of 1929," according to latest
word from the coast. Practically
every M-G-M player will be in the
cast of this musical extravaganza.
Henabery Assigned to Talker
Joseph Henabery and his scenarist,
John Francis Natteford, are at work
on the script of "Light Fingers"
talking film, to be Henabery's second
picture for Columbia.
Barrymore

To

Direct Gilbert

Director of John Gilbert's new MG-M vehicle "Olympia," based on
the stage play, will be Lionel
Barrymore. Production starts as
soon as Gilbert finishes "Redemption."
Kenyon With T-S
Charles Kenyon has been engaged
by Tififany-Stahl to work on the dialogue and script of its first Mae Murray picture "Peacock Alley."
M-G-M Renewes Johnson Pact
Kay Johnson, stage actress who
has just completed her first talking
picture role in Cecil B. deMille's
"Dynamite," has signed a new contract with M-G-M.
Columbia Buys Play
"Ladies of the Evening," Belasco
stage play, has been acquired by Columbia for production
as a talker.
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Berger Directs "Vagabond Mary and Doug Preparini
Their Co-Starring Fil
King" with King Starred

Dennis King, musical comedy star,
has been signed by Paramount to
star in a singing and talking film
By RALPH
WILK
version of "The Vagabond King."
The picture will go into production
Hollywood in Hollywood within a short time
JOHN RUSSELL, novelist and au- under the direction of Ludwig Berthor recently signed by Radio
Pictures, was not idle for long. He ger. Jeanette MacDonald, who
played the femin'iie lead in the
did the adaptation of "Forty-Ninth
musical shows, "Yes, Yes Yvette"
Street," which will featured the three and
Moore brothers, Tom, Matt and site. "Boom Boom," will play oppoOwen. Russell's most recent literary
work
was of
"For
Wandering
Men," a
Brenon Assigns Three
new book
short
stories.
Cosmo Kyrle Bellew, Fan Bourke
*
*
*
Henry
Daniel,
English
actor, and Ida Darling have been added to
makes his initial appearance in a the cast of Herbert Brenon's "Lummox," now in its second week of
picture opposite Ina Claire.
«
4i
*
production.
William J. Cowen's first Radio
Reisner To Make "Road
Show"
picture under his contract is "ComCharles Reisner will direct "Road
panionate," with Olive Borden. This
for M-G-M, with Charles
is an adaptation of a George Kibbe Show"
King and Bessie Love.
Turner story. Cowen will make
four pictures for RKO this year,
Hackett for "Eve the Fifth"
filling in at other studios when beRaymond Hackett will play male
tween his Radio series.
*
♦
*
lead in "Eve the Fifth," opposite
Bessie Love, which Edgar Selwtyn
Jacques Rollens, director of the
19 directing at M-G-M.
first two reel all-talking comedy for
Universal, has written an original
Buccola Assigned Part
of circus
life, also
entitled
"Ally-opp,"
Guy Buccola has been assigned a
which
he will
direct.
Rollens
"The Viennese Charmer,"
recently completed dialogue se- part
Radio in
picture.
quences for*
"The * Charlatan."
♦
When do two nuts make a bolt?
When it is lunch time, of course.
The case was proven when Norman
Taurog, who is directing Clark and
McCullough in a talking comedy,
wjorked the boys overtime. Taurog
was anxious to finish the sequences.
When he did, he told his assistant,
Jasper Blystone, to call lunch, then
things happened.
*
*
*
— first under the wire to complete a series of productions
Hoy Lawlor, veteran title writer
and editor, may have a hard time
for Season 1928-29—
staying in one spot after critics re"The Adorable Cheat"
view Albert Kelley's production,
"No More Children." Lawlor is now
"The House of Shame"
re-editing and titling P. J. Danby
"South of Panama"
race-horse picture produced in A^la"Circumstantial Evidence"
tralia by Arthur Higgins.
"Just off Broadway"
Moran & Mack Title Changes
"The Peacock Fan"
The final title for the Moran and
"Below the Deadline"
Mack film is "Why Bring That Up,"
"Campus Knights"
histead of "Backstage Blues."
ff

LON
YOUNG

GEORGE

SCARBOROUGH

Consulting

Dramatist

United Artiati

Eight Pictures""
Eight Hits
Tec-Art Studios 5360 Melrose

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fa
banks, back in Hollywood after
New York visit, are preparing th
all-talking picture version of "T
Taming of the Shrew," their fii
joint film.

Doug, Jr., in Four
First National has signed Doug!
Fairbanks, Jr., to appear in four p
tures.
Paramount Starring Arlen?
Richard Arlen's new contract w
Paramount
is reported' to call )'

stardom.
',
Complete "Companionate" Cast
Completed
cast for includes
"Com'^-^iid
ate,"
Radio James
picture,
Rii
ard
Tucker,
Bradbury, Jr.,
Roscoe, Jack Trent and Olive B^
den.
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Will Sound Help Stage? Opinions Vary
Predicts Stage Will Narrow Down
By Joseph I. Schnitzer
Pre.'iide)it, RKO

Dixtribiiti)ig Corp.

The role of the prophet is one that I hesitate to assuim'. It is
Imuch better and safer to deal with the present. The future is really
the province of a Jules \crne or an H. (i. Wells. These gentlemen
jiave dealt with fantastic fiction and the only thing required of them is
ithat they be entertaining. But big business resiK)nsil)ilty which calls
Ifor cold facts, figures and logic is quite another matter.
I The future of the legitimate? Well, one man's opinion is as
'good as another. But. drawing conclusions from the results in dollars, cents and popular approval of Radio Pictures' first big all-talking
final
shot, "Syncopation," 1 will say that I am inclined to believe thesound
ieflfcct upon the legitimate stage of the growing pojiularity of
and dialogue picture is not difificult to visualize.
The legitimate stage will shrink to its proper proportions and
once again fill the limitetl sphere of amusement which it has occupied
.in the past. The legitimate stage will be the stage of the intelligensia,
the socially elite, the amateur aspiring to be seen by his friends and
admirers in limited circles. And the sound and dialogue picture will
iower as the one great unrivalled form of popular entertainment.
'■ ! To obtain a proper perspective on the legitimate theater one must
■recall that the spoken drama in its very origin has appealed to a limited
!audience. The plays of Molicre were written for the court of the
;King of France. The plays of Shakespeare were done for the court
The plays of our modern writers
and nobility of Queen Elizabeth.
. (have been done for a comparatively limited clientele in the big cities.
The plays of the Theater Guild, most successful of modern times, are

proven perfection itself, will bring ihe beauty of the living voice
and song tn audiences with all the satisfaction to be obtained from
the living production. And this will come to audiences at prices
so much lower than the legitimate can afford to make, that the
public, by the immutable economic law of superior values, must
and will sweep aside higher priced stage entertainments of this
type for screen entertaintnent of such magnitude and perfection.
As far as talent is concerned, the stui)endous returns from
successful sound and dialogue productions, enable us to outbid
and outrank the legitimate in every way. What legitimate producer, name the biggest and most successful, could afford to line
up under one banner such a list of stars as we are enabled through
the vast public demand of the screen, to do.
The legitimate stage is even now complaining that the motion
picture is depopulating Broadw-ay of its talent.
It cannot com])ete. The genius of the stage, like the genius of every other calling, flows into the channels of biggest reward.
W^ith the public swinging over to bigger entertainment at
a lower price, with the creative genius of the world going into
sound and dialogue productions, with the unlimited resources and
stupendous facihties of the motion picture, and with the gradual
perfection of the art of recording, it will not be long before we
shall see the legitimate where it once has been (occupying a small
and insig"nificant niche in the world of entertainment.
«
*
*

Stage in No Danger
By Frank Gillmore
President, Actors' Equity Association

As I see it, there w'ill be no disastrous effect upon the legitimate stage because of the growing popularity of sound and dialogue ])ictures. There should be no real rivalry between the two
any more than there is between soup and fish. Each has its devotees, and most people like both.
The radio, which records music beauitfully, has not reduced
public attendance at concerts.
In my opinion, talking pictures can never duplicate the perfection of a well-rounded legitimate performance given by flesh
and blood actors. There are too many obstacles in the way.
If there be any real competition between the two, which I
doubt, then it may have the beneficial effect of making the legitimate producers strain every nerve to make their particular pro' passed over to the motion picture field, until today, the legitimate is on
ductions better.
' "its last legs as far as the general public is concerned.
The talkies will undoubtedly improve, and the better they
If •
The one great advantage the legitimate has enjoyed over the
L silent screen has lieen the spoken voice of the actor, the accompanying are, the better I shall like it, because I believe legitimate theatergoers will be increased thereby. The public will want to see their
sound effects that go with tense melodrama or spectacular action. And
with the sweeping aside of this advantage, the sound and dialogue film favorites in the flesh; else why the personal a])pearances of screen
;> attraction rides abreast of its competitor and sweeps it aside with stars?
powerful strokes.

limited to a "theater" audience of sophisticates. And producers readily
admit that with the exception of the larger cities there is very little
money to be obtained from the road today. Always the spoken drama
jhas been limited in its appeal. And what business it has done has been
, 'done, I imagine, by virtue of the fact that it has never really been
(forced to meet a genuinely comi)etitive iorm of amusement.
Strictly limited in its appeal and limited in the scope of its stag. ing possibilities, the play of the stage first commenced to show its in" herent weakness of appeal to the masses with the coming of the silent
.. screen play. The screen, at first a subject of derision for the legitimate producer, began swiftly to overtake its feebler rival and city
after city passed over to the silent screen, one house after another

'•
The immutable laws of economy which decree that the public
Sees Stage Stimulated
* will always select the greater of two values will, most likely, rule in the
By B. P. Schulberg
|field of entertainment.
The sound and dialogue attraction now has
General
Manager,
West Coast Production, Paramount
^jjfar more to offer the public than the stage attraction.
The sweep and scope of the camera, augmented by the living
Perfection of sound and dialogue pictures will stimulate,
personality of the actor ! Can we really believe there is anything to rather than tear down, the legitimate stage. The great talking
compete with this combination on the boards of the legitimate stage?
and singing pictures of today and tomorrow will make the standards and the requirements of the legitimate stage a little higher
1 1 The magnificent production given "Rio Rita" jjy Florenz Ziegfeld
ion the stage of the Ziegfeld theater and on the boards of great theaters by forcing a more critical compari.son.
in many cities has awed and inspired many hundreds of thousands.
I see no limit whatsoever to the boundless entertainment
But the camera, giving ^lal St. Clair a sweep and breath of action im- future of pictures plus the human voice, but at the same time,
..' ^)ossible within the limits of the proscenium of the theaters, will enable I cannot see that the existence of the legitimate stage is threatiRadio Pictures to present the full possibilities of this tale with
ened, unless the legitimate stage itself is unwilling to face this
fill of its wealth of colorful locale and romantic episode.
The
greater competition.
{Continued on Page 12)
^ Voices of the stars, rising from the RCA-Photophone,
already
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DAILY
Fox Movietone Follies
with Sue Carol, Lola Lane,
Sharon Lynn

"The Black Watch"

Billie Dove in

(All-Talker)

"Careers"

May

26,

1929

"The House of Secrets"
(All-Talker)

Chesterfield Length:
6100 ft.
Length: Sound, 8487 /t.
MYSTERY
MELODRAMA
(All Talking, Singing)
No silent version CARRIES GOOD
STORY AND
Length: 8271 ft.
Fox
COLORFUL
ADVENTURE
SUSPENSE,
WITH
ALL-STAGE
(All-Talker
Version)
No silent version
CAST,
AND
SMOOTH
DIAYARN
WITH
MANY
MAGNIFWITH
HTED
WEIG
HEAVILY
First Nat'l Length: Sound, 8550 /(.
LOGUE. PLENTY OF THRILLS.
,
MUSIC
G
Silent, not yet determined
SPARKLIN
DOUGH.
ICENT SEQUENCES AND UNMystery melodrama of English life.
USUAL PICTORIAL BEAUTY
BILLIE
DOVE
COMES
PRETTY GIRLS, FAST TEMPO,
Adapted
from novel of same name by
E.
THER
ALL
THROUGH
NICELY IN HER
BEAUTIFUL SETS.
BUT A CLIMAX THAT FALLS
Sidney Hall. This production is the
This is a revue in celluloid form. FIRST TALKER. STRONG EFfirst all-dialogue feature to be reDOWN.
GOOD
ENTERTAINning itFECTIVE DRAMA OF FRENCH
The story is flimsy, concer
MENT AS IT STANDS.
leased by one of the smaller compaself with the musical comedy hero, DIPLOMATIC
LIFE IN FAR
nies. Disc recording used, and genwants
he
e
becaus
show
EAST.
the
buys
who
Based on "King of the Khyber
erally clear throughout. The cast
The Gromaires — Billie Dove and Rifles," here is a tale of adventure includes such old stage performers
and sheetc.won't.
get out
to goes
girl
his
But
over, etc.,
Then show
.A.nton'o Moreno — leave Paris for and war in Flanders and in India.
who said a good revue had to have Cochin-China, where the latter seeks Victor McLaglen, as King, is com- as Elmer Grandin, Francis M. Verdi, Harry H. Southard and Walter
missioned to ward off the holy war
anything further? The necessary in- a career on the bench. Noah Beery
gredients run something like this: the French resident, however, makes that threatens India from the north. Ringham, and these players used nice
discretion in timing their lines and
catchy music; plenty of pretty girls his promotions in ratio to the favors A big assignment, fraught with peril.
and keen limbs; snappy tempo; at- his subordinates' wives bestow. Mo- A fake murder is framed in order their diction is correct and clear —
which helps a lot. Minor defects in
tractive sets; a dash of comedy. Fox
reno, aroused by this injustice and to send King into the hills as a fu- directorial touches and some uneven
Movietone Follies has 'em and that's with four years of hard service to his
gitive. There he wards of? the
exactly what makes the picture what record, decides to go to the governor threatened rebellion, but in so doing camera work are more than ofifset by
a gripping story that builds logically
it is. Sue Carol is a surprise. She to expose the resident. Beery learns
sings and dances pleasingly and does of it. The wife, ready to sacrifice brings about the death of Yasmani, and intelligently to a legitimate dramatic climax with a punch. Here is
a number with David Rollins that her honor to save the husband goes half caste leader of the hillmen in
audiences will eat up. Stepin Fetchit, to the resident. He is later found love with King. Myrna Loy plays one story of a mysterious and spooky
house that explains all the terrifying
as comedy relief, is refreshingly fun- murdered. Circumstances point to this part very effectively. John Ford's
g
the
wife,
but
a
native
thief
is
finally
direction is responsible for innumer- happenings plausibly. A harmonious
ny. The numbers— you'll be hearin
able stretches of great beauty, but blending- of screen technique with
them everywhere soon — include caught and so it ends with promo"That's You, Baby," "Walking with
tion in sight for Moreno. The cast the story loses thereby. The love in- dialogue scenes keeps the action movthroughout. No comedy, but
terest is never real and the climax thrillsingaplenty.
Susie" and "The Breakaway."
Cast: Sue Carol. Lola Lane, Sharon Lynn, is very good. Miss Dove's voice is lacking
in punch.
pleasant
and
she
acquits
herself
John Breeden, Dixie Lee, David Percy,
Cast: Marcia Manning, Joseph Striker,
Beery
is heavy
villain.
David Rollins, Frank Richardson, Stepin creditably.
Cast: Victor McLaglen, Myrna Loy, David (Elmer Grandin, Herbert Warren, Francis M.
with

Antonio Moreno
Noah Beery

and

Fetchit.
Director, David Butler; Author, the same;
Dialoguer, William K. Wells ; Editor, Ralph
Dietrich ; Words and Music, Con Conrad,
Sidney Mitchell, Archie Cottier; Ensembles,
Archie Cottier, Fanchon and Marco; Revue
Direction, Marcel Silver; Cameraman, Charles
Van Enger.

Cast: Billie Dove, Antonio Moreno, Thelma Todd, Noah Beery, Holmes Herbert,
Carmel Myers, Robert Fraser and Sojin.
Director, John Francis Dillon; Author,
based on play by Alfred Schirokauer, Paul
Rosenhayn ; Scenarist, Forrest Halsey ; Dialoguer, the same; Editor, John Hawlins;
Cameraman, John Seitz.

"A
with Dangerous
Clive Brook, Woman"
Baclanova,

"The Village of Sin"

Neil Hamilton

(Silent)

Amkino
Length:
6500 ft.
VERY
DREARY
RUSSIAN
Paramount
Leiigth: Sound, 6643 ft. PRODUCTION
AGAIN SHOWING HOW THE SOVIETS HAVE
Silent, Undetermined
IMPROVED
LIVING CONDIPHONEY PLOT AND CHEAP
AFRICAN JUNGLE SETS PUT
TIONS.
BUT
THAT DOESN'T
MAKE A PICTURE.
CLIVE BROOK
AND BACLADrama of Russia. This time a
NOVA IN A
TOUGH
SPOT.
Melodrama of the African jungle. woman director takes a fling at showing how things have improved along
One of the most artificial sound films
yet released. The characters walk the Volga and points east and west
on and off jungle sets that are so for the Russian peasantry since they
cheaply contrived that they destroy threw the czar into the discard. The
any illusion which the good work of film has some very fine photography,
Clive Brook and Baclanova was an interesting and rugged presentation of peasant life, and some very
striving to create. It is all old stuff
— the British district commissioner nice characterization. But the story
fighting to maintain Anglo-Saxon itself is poorly put together, and
traditions among the natives and shows an utter lack of screen techkeep his Russian vamp wife from
nique. These Russians are- certainmessing up the life of his younger
ly original, but in this case they carry it to the point of boredom. The
brother. And the insidious poison of
I he jungle driving white men mad, picture simply is not entertainment
and rain and more rain, with the na- from the standpoint of the picture
tives on the sidelines making whoopee audience. Just the usual hash about
and talking in their African dialect the Russian psychology on the sex
with some voodoo stuff thrown in problem, with dad playfully chasing
for good measure. So here is Clive his son's wife out to the cow shed
with his exotic flower of a Russian or whatever it is they use sheds for
wife bored to death and vamping in Russia. Daughter is independent,
and tells dad to go chase himself,
hubby's brother till she meets a tra"'- while she gets her man in her own
ic end. Baclanova sings well, but
her accent, although charming, kills artless manner. Not for nice children to see.
off many spoken lines.

(All-Talker Version)

Cast: C'live Brook, Baclanova, Neil Hamilton, Clyde Cook, Leslie Fcnton, Snitz Edwarfls.
Director, Rowland V. Lee; Author, Margery H. Lawrence; Scenarist, John Farrow;
Dialoguer, Edward V.. I'aramore, Jr.; Editor,
Not listed ; Cameraman,
Harry Fischbeck.

Cast: A. Yastrebitsky, R. Puzhnaya, E.
Cessarskaya, G. Babynin, M. Savelieff, E.
Maksimova,
C. Narbckova
Director,
lO'ga
Preobrajenskaya
; Author,
Not listed ; ;Scenarist,
Not listed ; Editor,
Not
listed ; Titler, Not Listed ; Cameraman, K. A.
Kuznetzoff.

Fox

Rollins. Lumsden Hare, Roy D'Arcy, Mitchell
Lewis, Cyril Chadwick, Walter Long, David
Torrence,
Pat Somerset.
Director, John Ford ; Author, Talbot
Mundy ; Scenarist, John Stone ; Editor,
Alexander Troffey ; Dialoguer, James K. McGuinness; Cameraman, Joe August.

X'erdi, Richard Stevenson, Harry H. Southard, Edward Roseman,
Walter Ringham.
Director, Edmund Lawrence; Author, Sidney Hall ; Adaptor, Adeline Leitzbach ; Dialoguer, the same ; Editor, Selma Rosenbloorn :
Cameramen, George Weber, Irving Browning
George Peters, Lester Lang.

**The Devil's Chaplain"

"Montmartre Rose"

with
Cornelius
Brown Faire,

Keefe,
Virginia
Josef Swickard

(Silent)

vnth Marguerite

de la Motte

(Silent)

Excellent

Length:

6767 ft

A VERY SILLY STORY POOR
Rayart
Length: 5451 ft.
LY DIRECTED
AND ACTED
GOOD PROGRAM
FILM CARFULL OF INCONSISTENT ANE
RIES PUNCH WITH
ACTION
SAPPY
SITUATIONS.
PLOT AND STIRRING STORY.
WILL PLEASE THE THRILL
Melodrama of a Parisian cabareii
FANS.
girl. Marguerite de la Motte usuall}
Melodrama of secret service and gives a sincere performance, but thi:
international spies. From a story of one had her licked before she started
Yorke Norroy, the secret service And her support was sompthinj
agent, by George Bronson Howard. more than ordinary. In spots it wa
This writer knows how to get ac- terrible. Paul Ralli as the male leaf
tion and original plot situations in- played in a stilted manner and over
to his stories that make good screen acted throughout. Rosemary Theb;
material. It starts with one of those
imaginary kingdoms in Europe and parts
ten-twent'-thirl
of those
one used
plays that
to thrill
us in ou
switches to Washington where the
days at Miner's Bowery thea
U. S. secret service man steps in to school
ter. Rosemary is sour on all nier
help 'jn( over the international spies. and uses Margey as a crowbar t'
The young heir to the throne seeks jimmy the jewels from the Johnnies
refuge in the United States after a For no good reason, Margey, a ver
revolution and the murder of the
nice girl gets the swag and turns i
king. The princess pretends to work over to her girl friend. Then aloni
with the revolutionists to get the low- comes the hero who wants to marr
down and save the prince. She falls her honorable like before a ministe
in love with the secret service man
and everything. Hard Boiled Rose
who doesn't learn till the end that she
— like that — an
is helping him. The thrills and sus- mary laughs "ha-ha"
pense are well handled and the acting
'ro'--~e
queer
to out
It woul
fortune.
of a the
proceeds
herself
gyp
throughout is capable. Good program have
made a swell burlesque if the
number for the popular houses.
had played it that way.
Cast: Josef Swickard, Virginia Brown
iCarr.
'Faire, Cornelius Keefe, Wheeler Oakman,
George Macintosh, Boris KarloiT, Leland

Cast: Marguerite de la Motte, Rosema
Theby,
Paul Myers.
Ralli, Frank Leigh, Martha Ma
tox, Harry

Director, Frederick Hiatt; Author, Adelii
Director, Dulje Worne ; Author, George
Bronson Howard : Adaptor, Arthur Hoerl ; Hendricks; Adaptor, Isadore Bernsten
Scenarists, Jacques Jaccard, Sylvia Bernsten
Editor, J. E. Harrington; Titler, Not listed; Ekiitor,
Betty Davis; Titler, Not listed; Cat
Cameraman,
Hap Depew.
eramen, William Miller, Walter Haas.
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"One Stolen Night"

"On With Show"
Hailed Bi^ in L. A.

(Fart-Talker Version)

(Conlinm'd
from Page 2)
tivcTlie.se
to feminine
eyes.
• • *
and other vicissitudes
Rive a lot of
story to
With the
theplot
Show"
-rather and
loo
nuicli,
for "On
it makes
complioatril

ith Bvttii llroitsoii, William Collier,
jr.. Mitchfll Lewis
(iruers

Length: Sound, 5243 ft.
Silent, 4797 ft.
PRETTY WILD MELLER NOT
OR FAMILY TRADE. ACTING
ND DIRECTION VERY ORDIARY. DIALOGUE SEQUENCES
'EAK.
NU'lodraiua of tlio S'oiidaii. Tlic
li lias no particular application to
..■ picture. The story was told very
n hanically, and had no particular
mkIi in the climax. William Colr, Jr., as the he-man out to rescue
c little dancing anl from the
•ilies of a designinR woman and
oik seems
hopelessly
miscast.
. Bronson
as the dancing girl
lis well, but plays her part witli;i any color.
Mitchell Lewis and
,1-0 bione as a scheming
couple
'iiig a cheap vaude troupe gave
only worthwhile
performances.
lUier has deserted from a British
■,!:riinent and takes a job with the
:'e. Here he befriends the dancKirl- J^be madanie of the show
lis her to a desert sheik, and Col•r hotfoots it out to the palace to
;c her. Meanwhile, the sheik
^. overs she is a Christian girl and
nds her back, so nothing comes of
I the excitement, after all.
iCast: Hetty Bronson, William Collier. Jr.,
itchcll Lewis. Nina Onartero, Rose Dione,
firry Todd, Otto Ledcrcr, Angelo Kossitto,
:ck Santora, Harry Sluiltz, Charles Hill
ailes.
.Director, Scott R. Dunlap ; Author, D. D.
.ilhoun: Scenarist, E. T. Lowe, Jr.; Editor,
l)t listed; Titler, E. T. Lowe, Jr.; Dialoguer,
' T. 1-owe. Jr.; Cameraman, Frank Kcsson.

Elevenu'ithWTio
Were Loyal"
Mary Nolan
(Silent)

ave Brill
Length: 6925 ft.
OUTDATED GERMAN PROUCTION TOO INVOLVED
ND WITH SLOW MOVING
TORY THAT HOLDS NO INEREST. OUT FOR AMERIAN AUDIENCES.
Drama of the Napoleonic Wars,
reduced by IFA in Berlin. A very
•avy and amateurish production for
hich there seems to have been no
ood reason for bringing to this
^untry. It tells all about the warre between Prussia and the French
ider Napoleon, with the thread of
very hazy love story running
■irougli it . The continuity is very
gged, and in spots it is almost im)ssible to grasp intelligently what
e director is trying to put over,
'he only modern thing about the
!m is the appearance of the Amerin screen player, Mary Nolan, and
le is so modern that she is wearing
'28 clothes in an 1806 setting. The
'lotography
verystilted
good story
in some
?quences, butis the
and
,ie heroics of all hands combined
ith the intricate storj' . makes the
'hole affair just a general mess of
bthing in particular. Eleven Gerlan officers are shot at the finale,
|id one has a feeling that this should
ive happened in the opening scene.

Cast: ^lary Nolan, Ernst Rucckert. Greta
.Hnwald, Gnstav Semnilcr, Rudolf ileinert.
■ Director, Rudolf Meinert ; Author, Max
^njake : Editors, Herman Weinberg, Martin
'belman ; Titler, Same; Cameraman, Ludwig
ppert.

compels Iietiui-nt switching oi scenes to carry
on the several stories invoKeil. makiuK it hard
to attaiik lAinuilative interest in any one. • • *
The enstmhle songs are especially tine in
liinal iiuulity and volume. The direction hy
-Man Cros'and is able throughout and is of
stage technic. for all the action takes place
on a stage. Larry Celiallos produced the
dances with his customary skill.
HICR.VLD— The Warner llrotlicrs have
scored ant)ther beat.
Tluir gorgeously beautiful "On With the
Show" should blaze the way for the color
films just as "The Jazz Singer" did for the
talkies.
Many pictures have included technicolor
■icriuenccs, but "On With the Show" represents a great step ahead of any of them.
It is all color. And it is the best color
i>hotography that the screen has ever seen.
* * • i)rimarily a triumph for Larry ("eballos,
who staged its revue scenes, although Alan
Crosland has done very well in the direction
of Ithedo plot.
• • • anything in screen history
not recall
to compare to the beauty of the a'legorical
sequence, "In the Land of Make-Believe."
("eballos surpasses himself in the color, rhythm
and design of this number.
RECORD — .\ show that has comedy and
originality enough for a good picture, but a
show that is made an event by the remarkable effects that the technicolor process lends
to this razzle-dazzle of frantic finance backstage in a musical comedy.
* • *
The biggest fault that I have to find with
the film is that there is not enough of Joe
E. Brown's remarkable mug. • * * drags in
spots, due to a rather deliberate development
of the story through a number of by-ways.
Dialogue could stand a few luore really
sparkling wisecracks. Recording of voices,
particularly in chonises. is a trifle blatant at
times. But the cast, the amazing parade of
color, the Fairbanks Twins, the singing of
Ethel Waters and the fascination of a story of
back -stage tribulations make up for these
deficiencies.
"lOn With the Show" is an event in tbe
development of the screen that is second only
to the first all-talking picture.
TIME5! — Here is a splendiferous entertainment. I-avish ! Giddy! Gorgeous! The
old adjectives may as well be polished up to
signa'ize its arrival. It is decidedly an affair
This is one
* • ♦ of the best talkie singles to
glanif^rous.
date. It is fashioned for the adventurous new
sound medium and could not be told in any
other. It combines what goes on before the
iiootlights with what takes place behind the
scenes, and as such is distinctive novelty.
The cast has names — a bushel basket of

Short Subjects
SOUND
On)'

(iiuK/

in

"Small Talk"
Roach— M-G-M
Sure-Fire
Type of production. .. .3 reel comedy
The kids in their first all-talker.
What else need be said! All of the
ciiarm and delight of the Gang that
reached out from their silent comedies, plus the brand new kick of hearing them speak. That should i)e
enough-plus — for any theater. The
story deals with the adoption of
Wheezer by a wealthy women and
the consternation this causes in the
Brown orphan asylum. Eventually,
the whole gang decides to pay a call
which results in their general adoption by motherless society folk, even
down to Farina who is annexed by
the colored cook. To hear Wheezer
and little Mary Ann Jackson talk is
cunning beyond words. Nab this
sure. Time, 24 mins.

fectly the idea of a warped soul whose
only thought is niuiicy. Sound recording very good. The element of novelty should help it. It is class entertainment for critical audiences. Time,
14 mins.

"In Foreign Lands"

Fox Movietone
Magazine
Fa8cinati7ig
This issue of Fox Movietone Magazine deals with interesting flashes of
life in Japan and China. The quaintness of the Shinto ceremony, street
life in the large Jai)anese cities, and
a Chinese school in session arc among
the eijisodes. A delightful camera
journey through a land little known
to Occidental eyes. Dcjiic entirely in
sound, which enhances its charm. An
admirable number. Time, about 6
mins.

Teddy Brown
and Band
Ordinary

International

Photoplay

Distributors

Type of production. orchestra number
Just another band production, feaFox Movietone
turing Teddy Brown as a xylophonist
with his British orchestra. It was
Of Exceptional Interest
From his garden chair, the famous produced by British Sound Film
Britisher talks directly to the audi- Prod, with De Forest Phonofilm.
ence in this, a special Fox subject of There is too much of the xylophone,
unusual interest and considerable en- and the British have not yet learned
tertainment value. Sir Arthur ex- the necessity for some singing or
plains how he came to write the dancing numbers in material of this
Sherlock Holmes stories and tells at kind to break up the monotony of the
some length of many of the humor- straight band work. Brown's attempts
ous letters which have poured in on at comedy with his boys are not
him from all over the world from
successful. The sound reproducHolmes admirers. In discussing very tion
is the best part of the proceedspiritualism and his reasons for his
ings. Time, II mins.
serious research in that direction, Sir
Arthur expresses the belief that he is
merely acting as a mouthpiece for a
doctrine which he believes vital to
Our World Today No. 1876
Educational
the happiness of the human race. An
extremely intelligent subject with a
Novel
them.
* • ♦ and in dialogue, "On With the double-barrelled appeal. For the
Plotwise
Type of production..! reel magazine
Show." isn't always the most original or
Opens with views of Perak on the
zestful affair. Indeed, in dialogue it drops popular-minded there will be interest
Malay Peninsula showing a sultan at
ilown at times to zero or be'ow. But the over the internationally known author
splendor and dazzle of its photographic effects,
home with his Fatimas. They stage
and the varied interest that it offers because of Sherlock Holmes. Those concerned with spiritualism will have an a little jazzy dance according to Siam
of the well-staged numbers by Larry Ceballos,
provide abundant enjoyment. The direction
standards. This is followed by scenes
opportunity to hear one of the doc* *the*
competence.
reveals in
Crosland
by
trine's leading exponents. Time, of a baby gorilla and a chimpanzee at
.•\ndAlan
of all
the moments
this picture
one that rises to the highest estate is the about 15 mins.
play, which is very diverting. The
reel finishes with views of the interior
allegorical episode "In the Land of Let's
F'retend." "This is unquestionably the most
of the Los Angeles, showing how the
Bransby Williams as
e'aborately beautiful scene that has ever been
staged in color, and gives one the impression
giant dirigible is operated. An inter"Grandpa
Smallweed"
of actually looking at a stage rather than a International
esting film with some novel angles.
Photoplay Distributors
picture screen.
Good Characterization
"On With the Show" puts the talkies a
step forward along a different course, and will
"What a Day"
Type of production, .character sketch
undoubtedly score a hit popular.
Mermaid — Educational
This is a dramatic characterization
Good Laughs
of Grandpa Smallweed, the miserly
2 reel comedy
Dicken's novel Type of production
in Charles
character
"Blcakhouse."
Williams gives a very
Monty Collins gets over some
Demonstration in a Broadway the- fine characterization that will be ap- laughs as a boob salesman in love
ater of a new screen, known as La
preciated by all students of the stage with the proprietor's daughter. He
Dominante and manufactured in but it is hardly suitable for popular has a habit of messing everything up,
Italy, is planned at an early date, fare. It is unrelieved by any comedy. and causing general destruction in
states Golden Stars Film Producing The old miser sits and talks to im- the store. There is a good gag
Co., New York, which has secured
aginary people, and develops the fact worked with a patent ice box that
manufacturing and distribution rights that he has lost all his friends through does funny tricks with the contents,
to the machine in the United Spates his habit of '.ising them for his own also a dishwashing machines that
and Canada. Saving of 65 per cent grin, and now is bringing up his chucks plates all over the place. The
on light is claimed for the screen, grandson to lead the same kind of a action is lively and the laughs are
which is said to require but nine miserly life. His facial expressions erts.
plentiful. Directed by Stephen Robamperes as against the 24 amperage.
are splendid, and he gets over per-

New Italian Screen Soon
to Make Its Debut in U.S

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
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Neal Hart Making Talker
Sequences at Cromotone
Dialogue sequences to "His Destiny," starring Neal Hart, are being
made at Cromotone Sound Studios,
formerly the Vocafilm Studio. The
greater part of the feature, produced
by Hart, was made in Canada with
the co-operation of the Canadian
Government. In addition to Hart
others working in the talking sequences include Wilfred Lucas, Ruth
Thomas, who appeared on the stage
in
"Excess Baggage," and Lizzie
Caubitt.

YORK

STUDIOS

SAYS TALKERS HAVE NOT
ENDED ELABORATE SCENES

Sound pictures have not done away )
with elaborate scenes and costuming)
as some commentators have said, as-J
serts H. M. K. Smith, head of th«^
wardrobe department at the Para-<
mount Long Island studio, and pointsi
to the big musical comedy numbersnow being staged for "Glorifying thei
American Girl." Never before in then
history of the eastern studio has«
Direction of dialogue, written by there been such an array of costumes
Adelaine Leitzbach, is by Eugene as those designed by John W. Hark-,
Roder. Adoph Phillips is preparing rider for the "Follies" number in this:
the musical score. Recording is on production.
both film and disc.
"Costuming is becoming even more>
important in pictures now that we-'
Making Vitaphone Shorts
have sound," explains Smith, "be-j
cause we are doing more musicall
Shorts recently made at Warner's comedy numbers than ever. But ouri
Vitaphone
studio
Tony by
Shane's
All problem of costuming is considerably*
Girl Revue,
directed
Murray
different than it was
days of
Roth, with Betty Lou Webb, Lillian the silent picture Wein the
have to be
.
Price, Ellen Bunting, Kazviki and
careful to get soft materials rather
Terry Green. Harold Levey, musi- than metallic cloth that rustles and
cal director and composer at the stu- makes a noise when the actress walks
dio, directed Kate Smith, musical
comedy actress, in a short. Other across the stage."
Seventy-five girls including the balnumbers presented Frank Z. Silk in
let dancers, show girls, and those in
a tramp talking short, made by Brythe
"Pageant of Lovers" were used
an Foy, and Ray and Dot Dean, di- in the
big musical numbers foi
rected by Roth.
Arthur Lowry, until recently as"Glorifying the American Girl" am
it required a dozen wardrobe assistsistant studio mavxiger at the MovieRKO has
Makes
Burglar"
tone plant at the Coast, is New
ants to help costume this group. Al
RKO
been"The
sound
picturing
Yorkhig these days.
of the costumes were in colors whicl
"The Burglar," a short, at its Gram- enhanced the beauty of the scent
Aileen St. John Brenon is now ercy studio, with Dudley Murphy di- when it was filmed in Technicolor.
recting. It is by Marc Connelly.
handling publicity for Pathe in con- Walter Strenge was first cameraman
nection with its production goingsWorking in German Talker
on at Sound Studios. Aileen knows on the picture, made under Dick Currier's direction.
Additions to the cast of "The Roya
her publicizing business from left to
Leo Meehan is preparing to start Box," German dialogue feature whicl
right. In addition to writing for fan
Foy is making at Vitaphon^
publications she has helped Roxy get direction of "Hunting the Tiger," Bryan
studio with Alexander Moissi am
his name in the papers and more re- talking short featuring Pedro de Cor- Camilla Horn, include Elsa Ers:
dova. "St. Louis Blues," is another Greta Meyer, Carolos Zizeld, Egei
cently the star film writers on "The short scheduled
for making soon, as
Brecher, William Gade, Siegfrie
MorningstanceTelegraph."
Before ConBennett went Coastward,
she is "Low Bridge," which Al Boasberg Roumann and Albert Von Dekker.
and Louis Brock will make.
handled her special publicity.
Larger Sound Stage at RLA
Delf Making Third
Ilelene Turner has just completed
Recording Laboratories of Ameri
Harry
Delf
has
been
producing
cutting the Paramount talking feaComes the Bride" this week ca is increasing the size of its soun
"The Lady
Lies," Colbert.
with Walter "Here
at De Forest studio. This is the stage and will have it ready for pre
Hustonture, and
Claudette
duction this week. Jess Smith wi
third of a series of all-dialogue com- immediately resume production on
edy
sketches.
Buddy
Harris
did
Albert S. Howson, Warner sceseries of colored talking shorts, th
nario editor, garnered some director- camera work.
ial honors the other day when the
next being "Mamie Smith."
Wolf Writing Talker
Garden Players of Forest Hills,
Stage Ready in Fall
whom he directed, won the Belasco
Edgar Allen Wolf is writing "The
Addition to the Vitaphone studi
trophy in the seventh annual Little Barefoot Boy," which Norman Phil- now under construction will be read
Theater Tournament held at the
lips will make into a talking short
activities next fa!
Waldorf theater. Howson was for- at American Sound Recording Stu- for production
dios. Production gets under way
merly a Thespian, having appeared
on the stage with Southern and MarRELEASED THIS WEEK
lowe and other w.k. stars.
June 3.
Lightner Vehicle Chosen
* ^Ticket Please**
Having signed Winnie Lightner to
Camilla Horn is working with
a long-term contract Vitaphone will
Sound and talking short
Alexander Moissi in "The Royal
Box" now in production at the Vita- use her in "She Couldn't Say No."
ALDEN MOTION PKTURE CORP.
Joseph Jackson is doing the adaptaphone studio under direction of cess.
220
West 42d Street
New York City
tion
from
the
Broadway
musical
sucBryan Foy.

Due to the fact that the silent one
and two reelers have been replaced MICHAEL SIMMONS, sometimes
by the short talking subjects used as now known
"Microphone
Mike,"
blossomsas forth
as an assistant
proeram_=
"talkie"
on
ions
presentat
a new field of scenario writing is director on "The Saving Grace,"
rapidly developing, according to Abe which he authored for the educational
Mass and Anne Maxwell, who, as division of Stanley Co. Production
the scenario department of Warner is now under way at R. L. A. studios,
Bros., Eastern Vitaphone Studios, with B. K. Blake as the principal
read all manuscripts submitted.
meeaphone wielder.
Although in many cases a vaudeStudio lights can make it tough
ville act is used for a "short," the
act must be changed to suit the re- going for even a world billiard
quirements of this special form of
entertainment, they say. It sounds champ like Charles Peterson. In
working in a dialogue short at the
easy enough to say that all that is Vitaphone plant the other day he
necessary is an eight or ten minute
found additional difficulty in making
playlet, their contention is, but to set
characters, reveal a plot, and finish sensationally-trick shots because the
with a cjimax all in a few moments powerful lights has "livened" the
time is more difficult than to develop cushions.
an entire script.
Arthur Hurley, formerly with
•'Playlets with a tense dramatic theme
running no more than ten minutes are what Arthur Hopkins and other Broadway
we look for," Mass explains. "Good sparkling producers as stage director, is now
comedy, needless to say, is always welcome
even though there may be no particular need directing dialogue at the Vitaphone
for it at the moment. Many of the scripts
"Brothers,"
we receive here show that writers think that studio.
is now inHeitsstaged
sixth month
at thewhich
48th
in talking pictures conversation can entirely St. theater with Bert Lytell starred.
take the place of the action required in silent

pictures. This is not so. Without essetitial
action the talk grows monotonous. Bright
and snappy dialogue must be used in addition
to action, not in place of it. This substitution of talk for vital action seems to be the
main fault of many of the scripts submitted
to us, and it is a fault by no means confined
to the work of the novice.
"The human element, too, is one of the
most important factors in the writing of the
short subject. It must be remembered that
the audience reacts sooner to the commonlycalled 'slice of life,' than to the high-brow
topic which does not always supply entertainment. Characterization is a vital element, and the lack of good character drawing
is another fault we have found in the many
scripts submitted for our consideration. In
most instances the lines do not ring true.
They fail to suit the character.
"And then, very often the writer forgets
to reach his point early enough in the
script ; he forgets that the subject is so short
as to require the most vivid action and dialogue if the idea of his piece is to be firmly
planted in the minds of his audience. The
result is that time is taken to establish a
theme which should already have been brought
home.
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By CHARLES

Outlets, Rewind and Battery
Room, Vital Projection Aids
' In thitf, the third section, of an
'interesting report on projection
rooms delivered before the spring
convention of the Society of M. P.
Engineers, held recently in Neiv
York, new problems, such as conduits and their proper placing, the
rewind roam and where best to
place it, are discussed.
I The fourth and last instalment,
wrill appear in this section next Smiday:
CONDUITS. OUTLETS AND ANCHORS:
i In the modern projection room there is
I the necessity tor so many electrical circuits
that it is both unsightly and highly impractical to run the conduits on the surface. They
must be built into the walls, floor and ceiling.
.It is also essential that all electrical outlet
boxes, ventilation ducts anchor bolts, etc.,
■be exactly located prior to the construction
I of the room, and that the faces of all outlets
be located flush with the surface except in
I special cases where there is good reason for
doing otherwise.
REWIND ROOM:
This room is for storing, rewinding, inspecting, repairing and assembling
film.
It
I should open directly into the main projection room, and if possible into the screening
room as well. Every possible precaution in
design, hnish, equipment and ventilation to
make this room clean and dust-free is justifiab'ethewhen
one track
considers
the delicate
of
sound
on modern
sound nature
film.
Size will var>' with conditions, but your
committee regards eight feet by ten feet as
representing the minimum acceptable dimensions unless storage cabinets for trim and
: records are built into the walls of the room.
BATTERY ROOM:
If battery operated sound synchronizing
equipment is to be installed there must be a
thoroughly ventilated room sufficiently large
to accommodate these batteries and their
charging equipment conveniently adjacent to
the main projection room. Batteries, in
charging, give oflf gas and vapors which are
inflammable and have a corrosive action on
human tissues and on most metals. Hence
the absolute necessity for ventilation. This
room should be at least six feet wide by
eight feet long with suitable shelving to receive the batteries.
MOTOR GENERATOR ROOM:
In modern practice it is fundamentally essential that there be a well ventilated room
adjacent to the main projection room for
housing the resistance units or the motor
generator, whichever be employed.
Here, as
I in the projection room, construction .should
be fireproof, and all conduits, etc., should be
built into the walls, floor and ceiling, not run
on the surface. Size will vary greatly with
the type of installation. The fundamental
requirement is that ample space and light be
I provided around each unit. In certain types
of sound e<iuipment and motor generator unit
replaces almost all of the storage batteries.
In such cases more motor generator space
must be provided, but the battery room can
be reduced to a ventilated cabinet iu the
' motor generator room.
'
WASH
ROOM:
J It is fundamentally essential, regardless of
• the type,
class or size of theater,
that,
I adjacent to, and opening
directly into, the
, main projection room, there be a room
of
I suitable dimensions equipped with wa.sh basin
and toilet, with
running
water.
To
this
; equipment
many
progressive
exhibitors have
I added a shower
bath
which,
while not a
fundamental
necessity,
is most
excellent
dividend
paying
equipment,
especially
in
I warmer climates.
The wash room is an ab' solute necessity
now
that sound
film has
' arrived, because dirty, oily bands are mortal
I enemies to sound film and disc records.

II

DAILV

WASHED THEATERAIR MORE
PURE THAN OUTSIDE AIR
A recent scientific investigation by
Professor H. H. Sheldon, Department ol Physics, New York University, has revealed tlie fact that tiie air
within the Roxy is purer and more
liealthfiil than that of the outside atmospltere. Using the air-cleansing
mechanism of the Roxy as a basis for
calculating the dirt content of the
city's atmosphere, it was discovered
that the Roxy takes in 62,500 cubic
feet of air a minute. This air, which
is drawn in at roof level, is carried
by ducts down to the cellar where
it is washed and given a healthful
degree of humidity. It is calculated
that during a week this mechanism
cleanses 341,250,000 cubic feet of air,
and actually rids the air of 11.72 cubic feet of dust and dirt.
Suburbans Plan Cooling Plants
Detroit — With all the first run
houses equipped with cooling systems, neighborhood theaters here are
planning washed air plants, finding
planning washed air plants for summer coniiietition.

F. H^ES

Insurance Rates Reduced
by Sentry, Cohen States
Reduction in insurance rates of
from ten to 25 per cent have been
authorized by a miniber of fire insurance companies in theaters where
Sentry Control is installed in Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland and Canada, states Joseph E.
Cohen, president of Sentry Safety
Control Corp. Nearly 2,000 installations of the device, which is declared
to eliminate film fire hazard, have
been installed, Cohen says. The
machine operates automatically on
the projector. Installation is compulsory by ordinance in Philadelphia.
Similar action is under consideration
by the Pennsylvania industrial board.
Associated with Cohen, who has
been identified with the industry for
more than 30 years are William Fox,
M. F. Middleton, Jr., president of
Philadelphia stock exchange; Edwin
Schweriner, vice president and director, formerly with Warners, and
Senator Max Aron, director, member
of the Pennsylvania legislature.

Lower Rates for Theater
Fire Insurance Looked For
Reduction of fire insurance rates
in a nuniber of metropolitan centers
throughout the country is being anticipated by exhibitors, in line with
downward revisions made in picture
houses of the Greater New York
.^lea. Improved methods, reducing
fire hazards are expected to be given
recognition for lower rates.

Talking Shop
m
SHOWMANSHIP is as much a
part of the ecjuipment of the projectionist as a knowledge of projection. The profession, as a specialized
art of show business is stressed in
report of Lester B. Isaac, president
of the Projection Advisory Council,
which teems with good advice and
useful suggestions to projectionists
of the nation.

30 CLAUDE NEON EIRMS IN
N.A. TO BE MERGED
Plans have been completed fur the
consolidation of 30 North .\mcrican
Claude Neon companies and factories operating under Claude licenses
to form what is claimed will be the
largest commercial electric sign organization in America states R. L.
Kester, vice-president and managing
director of Claude Neon Lights, Inc.
Theater signs form a large part of
the Neon output.
The projected consolidation will
include 24 companies and factory
units in the United States, five in
Canada and one in Cuba. Similar
plans are under way by the parent
company in Paris, France, for consolidation of the Claude interests in
Europe, Asia and South America,
under one active directing head in
Paris, the headquarters of Georges
Claude, the inventor.
"The initial step in the linking of
the 30 units has been definitely
taken in the determination to consolidate the Pacific Coast Claude
Neon companies, recently announced," says Kester. "This will be
done through the incorporation in
Delaware of a company to take over
Claude Neon Electrical Products, incorporated inArizona. Operations in
North America will first be segregated in three groups — Pacific Coast,
Middle Western and Eastern — with
the eventual increase in their stock
holdings by Claude Neon Lights. Inc.
to make it principally a financing
and holding company.
"Last fall, the various companies
formed the Ass'n of Claude Neon
Co. of North America to maintain
the central experimental laboratory
now in operation in Long Island
City, and to facilitate national sales,
purchasing and advertising. Strengthening this relationship by stock
acquisition will be the next logical

Ijasis and each projectionist is directly responsible for the quality of his
own work. "No man will ever be a
first class projectionist unless he
knows and likes the show business,"
say Isaacs. "He must have a viewlioint and must live a life, which is
Install Carrier Washer
different from the ordinary techniCorpus Christie, Tex. — Carrier Air
cian. Some men acquire tliis viewpoint with ease, and some never do. Washers and distributing units have
The show must go on and the man been installed at the R. & R.
Isaacs, and members of the council, who does not realize this does not
move."
have been leaders in the field of pro- belong in the theater field. The true
REPACKED EASTMAN
jection, and to them is due great
must have a fundamencredit for some of the strides which projectionist
tal training as a technician, but he
AND
DUFONT FILMS
have been made. Time was when must have considerably more than
100 foot rolls, of Eastman and Dupont
projectionists were looked upon as this,
i"K"
which is only acquired through
Panchromatic Film, on daylight loadnecessary evils, but the steady fight natural aptitude and practical training spools for Eyemo or DeVry.
Guaranteed
absolutely perfect and
fresh.
for recognition and betterment, made
by projectionists and their leaders,
Isaacs warns projectionists they
has brought about recognition and
$3.73 a Roll
worked wonders in bettering stand- must study their work and improve
ards.
blood''
"sweat smoothbe ready to
must everything
it, keep
to
running
A capable engineer with a thorough
ly in order to assure the best posPhone Penna. 0330
technical knowledge of project'on s'ble show. The report is a well
Motion
Picture Department
would make a third rate projection- written and forceful one by a projecist if he is not a showman, Isaacs
tionist who knows his sul)ject. Later,
U. S. and Canada Agents (or D«brU
points out, stating tliat projection as space permits, we shall print it in
cannot be produced
on a quantity detail.
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Sound to Help the Stage

By HERBERT

By Joseph Plunkett
Vice President and Gen'l M'g'r; Radio-Keith-Orpheum

S. BERG

J

T GOES MUSICAL
ON STAGE Eii

CAPITOL HAS BIG NOVELTY
STAGE SEniNG BY KNORR

Sound cannot but prove a boon to the legitimate stage. Producers of sound pictures, in their ambitious effort to annex the
worthwhile performers of the stage, are merely increasing their
value, because the public, made familiar with these personalities,
Good
pop bill at the Paramount
ultimately will demand to see them in the flesh. As a matter of
Tlie Capitol sprang a novelty stage
with a. diversion from the usual rou-i
fact, both mediums secure an advantage, although through dif- show called "Steel Blues," with some tine. This time they had a regular!,
modernistic and futuristic effects
ferent channels.
*
*
*
achieved through the machinery mo- musical comedy plot "The Theme of.

tif. The scene represented a steel
mill, with gigantic girders, cranes,
pulleys, wheels and whatnot to carry
out the mechanical effect. The band
By William C. de Mille
were in blue jeans, and the Chester
Producer, William C de Mille Prod, for M-G-M
Hale Girls in one number were
I don't know.
dressed in various garbs carrying
out the machinery motif very strikin.gly and effectively. They did one
striking bit at the walkoff, with their
arms forming a long white piston
like the motion of an immense locomotive. Then there were the Capitolian Trumpeteers who did some
pleasing numbers; the Pearl Twins,
not so hot; Dorothy James and Dave
Schooler at the miniature piano with
the girl singing a Tenth Ave. number, then into a nut song as they
botli in turn get pipe dreams as they
puff a cigarette. The Caits Brothers
were the bell ringers, with some remarkable slow precision stepping and
a fast maneuver by one of them that
was a leg twister par excellence and
brought down the house. The finale
was a real smash with the Hale Girls
(Continued
from Page 1)
in groups of eight dressed as robots
appearance, except that the magazine
Monday
cases are larger to accommodate the
manipulating drills with a flash of
wide film and where the single lens
electric gewgaws lowered from the
not to enter U. A. Con- flies whizzing and sputtering behind
in the standard camera is located are Charles Cliaplin
solidated plan.
two lenses, side by side, resembling Western Electric sues Stanley Co. alleging them for a whirlwind finish of movepatent infringement.
ment, sound and color. Arthur Knorr
tWo "eyes." The impression taken
of the Dent, of Justice invited to collects a lot of credit for the mas,;
by the lens are combined and trans- Operatives
attend Minneapolis exhibitors meet.
ferred to the film through a duplex Rayart to participate in international sound of ingenious work he must have put
combine.
in in creating the novelty machine
lens system. A mechanical system
prevents the wide film, it is claimed, .Silent pictures doomed, according to in- effects.
dustry's leaders in Film Daily Question
Series.
from bulging as it travels through
Tuesday
the mechanism.
Mitchell Switched to Rochester
Projection machines used are sim- Present system of selling disc under fire at
Minneapolis — Al Mitchell, who
Northwest
meet.
acted as master of ceremonies at the
ilar to standard type, but for its
Pathe
sends
sound
by
radio
for
newsreel
Minnesota for the past year, has been
mechanical system arranged to carry
shoots of Kentucky
Derby.
to Rochester.
the double width film. This requires Two for one splitup of Warner stock planned. transferred
special gearing and a compressed air United Artists Consolidated deal still on despite failure of Warner
negotiations.
control on which the wide film rides.
Gehring Goes to Buffalo
Films as international art to stay, leaders
A special shutter arrangement is
Toronto — W. C. Gehring, managree.
Wednesday
employed which differs radically from
ager of the branch of the Fox Film
the standard types.
Musicians'
convention
mapping
campaign Corp. and previously in Montreal,
At the demonstration pictures were
agaii'st "canned music."
solidifies
German
moves
to bring has gone to Buffalo, N. Y., to rethrown on the screen from a dis- Sound
side, continuing his activities in the
change
in
"Kontingent."
tance of 144 feet. The length of the Sixteenth semi-annual Film Daily Golf Tour- film business. J. W. Reid has been
ment held at Glen Oaks.
appointed his successor as manager
"throw," it is claimed, makes no difThursday
of the Toronto Fox office.
ference and may be increased or defall.
creased to fit all theaters. The only Hearst to produce for Warners starting in
requirement in projection, aside from 'U' continuing serials on big scale.
Jenkins For Sparta House
the projector, is a large screen, JVIidwesco maps Wisconsin and Illinois exSparta, Ga. — Frank Jenkins has
usually covering the proscenium
pansion. exhibitors seek U. S. probe on succeeded Ronald Bowers, who has
sound.
opening of the house as well as a Northwest
Friday
resigned, as manager of the Grand.
problem in amperage and light intensity such as are unknown in the- Silent film combine planned in Nortliwest.
ater operation today.
J. L. O'Brian heads U. S. anti-trust division.

Has Formed No Opinion

MONDAY — ^^Do you foresee any great re*
duction in the price of sound repro*
ducing equipment?^*
AnsMrered by — J. E. Otterson, E. E.
Bucher, Lee Marcus, Alfred Weiss,
Budd Rogers, Irving M. Lesser, Louis
6. Pacent and Morris Livingston.

Spoor 3rd Dimension
Demonstrated by RCA

Week^s Headlines

R. E. Welsh out of Universal;
takes helm.

Laemmle, Jr.,

Saturday
Return from Europe
Corinne Griffith and her husband, Warners buying up minority holdings in allied houses.
Walter Morosco, are back from a
European trip and are at present in Spoor third dimenson demonstrated by RCA.
fight again,st 'canned music' looming.
New York, prior to a return to Hol- Musicians
Talkers introduced into Mexico by the
lywood.
Warners.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion

Picture

The FALLY
1531

Presentation

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Lackawanna
7876
BROADWAY,
NEW YORK

CITY

Love,"
which
Philip
Bartholomaeii
wrote without straining his iniagina-.
tion, but it carried a popular
kick.
The general idea was that of a soogi
writer who can't get a break at t^
studio till the little girl sends him i
in. Then the screen star vamp takes*
the credit and the hero, until in the
finale at the premiere showing withi
his effort as the theme song of the
picture he learns that it was the niod-(
est little girl who
really put himi
This finale is effective with a
over.
small screen shooting a scene of hero<
songi
and the star, with the theme
Into the flimsy but pleasplaying.
ing plot are woven comedy and speto carry it
cialty bits that help
conclusion.
to a successful
through
Don Barclay was good with his gag-,
ging of lines as an old Lilliao Gish
unreeled.
meller of the Northwoods
It was easily the best thing on the
for Barclay
stage end of the show,
got laughs every time he opened hi.s
Marietta, adagio dancer, did
mouth.
Johnny Dale
some neat contortions.
light
Walsh,
John
comedy;
with
tenoring, and Lillian White was the
heroine with a pleasing soprano. A
good bit inserted in the musical comthat
horses
proo
edy was eight
girls rounded
The
laughs.
scored
Rudy Valout this number prettily.
lee and his seven band boys had their
putting
Rudy
with
innings,
usual
over the throb songs that still have
Rudy
the flappers rooting for him.
bandmaster
acted as a combination
and director of the musical comedy
picture, and had quite a few lines and
some acting and got away with both.
New

Haven

M. C. Quits

New Haven — Ken Whitmer, master of ceremonies at the Olympia,
Publix house, has resigned to enter
vaudeville.

I

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn. 3580

Ill the hileresl oj an even greater
motion picture industry

EASTMAN KODAK

COMPANY

and

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC.
announce the completion of three
new west coast service facilities:

A RESEARCH

LABORATORY

Supervised by Kodak service engineers ready
to advise on

and

solve local film problems

A PRIVATE THEATRE
Fully equipped for the projection of sound
and silent pictures

A REFERENCE

LIBRARY

Freely available, like the other facilities, to all
technicians and executives in the

industry

6706 Santa Monica Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD

jO
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Co-op

is Formed

by British

Independents

;^e NEWSPAPER
oypiLMDOH
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THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

No. 49

Monday,

^,000 EXHIBITORS SOUGHT
I m NEW BRITISH CO-OP
Ifashington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Combination of British exiiibitors, which has for its goal
3,000 independent exhibitors is in
process of formation, the M. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce has
been advised by Trade Commissioner
George R. Canty, Paris. Independent
Qnemas Corp., Ltd., is name of the
.co-operative, which proposed collective buying of films and equipment.

TRADE COMMISSION HITS AT
ALLEGED WEST COAST COMBINE
iom miNS m
limm, HE DECIME$
IVest

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Al Jolson brands as
ridiculous the report he is considering offers from United Artists.
"I will make two more pictures for
Warner Brothers under my current
independent American producers is agreement," he says, "and at this
understood planned by the Pathe moment see no reason for not conFreres, French firm. The Pathe
tinuing with them at its expiration."
JL'.utheis,
Jacijues
aiid
Theophile,
arrive in New York tomorrow from

French Pathe Firm Plans
Alliance with Indep'ts?
Development of an alliance with

King Placed in Charge

France, heading a delegation of
InspirationTHE Production
French representatives, coming to IV of
est Coast Bureau.
FILM
DAILY
study the talking picture situation.
Los Angeles — Henry King has
In the group are Commandant Leprieur of Cineromans, Marco de been named vice-president of Inspiration Pictures, in charge of producGastyne and Emila Nathan. They
tion. J. Boyce Smith, former viceplan to remain about three months.
president, now is president and Walter Camp, who formerly was president, now is chairman of the board
[Franco Film Takes Up
of
directors.
next picture will
Option in Aubert Deal be "Out of theKing's
Night" by Rida Johnson
Young.
Paris (By Cable) — Franco Film
has merged with Aubert, taking up
the option held on the properties. John Danz Gets Two More
The firm is moving into Aubert
Theaters at Seattle
headquarters.
Seattle — Sterling Chain Theater
Co., headed by John Danz, is takBerlin Court Refuses
ing over the Columbia and Winter
Writ Against W.E. System Garden here from Universal. Talking picture equipment will be inBerlin — Western Electric scored a
stalled at the Winter Garden.
victory here when the court refused
an injunction to Klangfilm to restrain
National Film, Ltd., from using
Western Electric equipment for
showing of "The Singing Fool." Infringement of patents was charged
in the suit.

/I

Local Option on 'Blue' Law
Hailed Kansas Victory
Topeka — Respite for exhibitors in
rigid enforcement of the "blue" laws
is expected following announcement
by the attorney general of the statr
that enforcement hereafter is up to
local authorities, in each municipality.
This local option announcement was
made by the attorney general, after
receiving a number of requests that
he keep "hands ofif" in "blue" law
fights.

Price 5 Cents

May 27, 1929

Dime Talkers
Kansas City — And now talking pictures at ten and 15 cents.
The Regent, 600-seat house
here, has started the innovation. The house's policy is not
talkers, exclusively, as Ekl Dukinskey finds them too expensive. His chief complaint is
against union nxle, which requires an additional operator
for sound pictures. The equipment. Western Electric, costs
Dubinskey $15,000. With the
installation charge, he is payment.ing $122 a week on the equip-

SPOOR PROCESS ADAPTABLE
EORSTANDARDEILM; SPOOR
Application
of the
stereoscopic
principle of his Spoor process to regular size(.Continued
motion picture
on Page film
2) is prac-

Actors' Equity to Elect
Officers at Meeting Today
Sixteenth annual meeting of Actors' Equity Ass'n will be held this
afternoon at the Hotel Astor, New
York. Election of officers and reactivities
on the organizat
session.
of the ion's
will beportsfeatures

Do You Foresee Any Great Reduction in the Price of Sound Reproducing Equipment?
Seventh of a series of major questions is
answered on page 7 this morning by
J. E. Otterson
E. E. Bucher
Budd Rogers
Louis G. Pacent
Lee Marcus
Tomorrow — Additional views on this same question
by Alfred Weiss, Irving M. Lesser and S. M.
Livingston.

Orders Fox West Coast to
Cease and Desist on
Competitors'
Bureau of THEService
FILM DAILY

IVashington

Washington — Discontinuance of an
alleged combination to compel producers and distributors to refuse to
sell film to competitors of West
Coast Theaters, is ordered by the
Federal Trade Commission in two
separate orders, each directed aeainst
West Coast and different groups of
respondents. One order applies to
the alleged combination in southern
California, the other to the alleged
combination in northern California.
The commission cites alleged control of the situation in California by
West Coast and allied companies, and
says that through threats of withholding patronage the respondents
comiiellcd distributors to refuse to
deal with competing exhibitors, forcing them to lease the films to West
Coast at lower prices.
West Coast Theaters and a num{Continued

on

Page

2)

FANCHON & MARCO ACTS
PERMANENT IS VIEWPOINT
IVest Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — While steps are being taken by Publix and others to
discontinue stage shows, Fanchon &
Marco, convinced of the permanency of presentations, are making more
ambitious plans than ever for their
revues. The firm, backed by Fox
West Coast Theaters, recently invaded the East, routing shows to
Milwaukee, Detroit, St. Louis and
other eastern cities.

All-Sound-Film Policy at
Memphis Pantages House

Memphis — All sound-picture policy
now is in effect in the Pantages here,
which has reduced prices under the
summer policy. The new policy, an
innovation for the combination circuit, is under consideration for other
Pantages houses, it is understood.
Full orchestra is being retained at
the local house.

^;xiK^
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Financial
STOCK
MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
High
Low Close
Sales
Am.
Seat
351^
35^ 3Syk
100
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 26^
26}^ 26]/^
200
East. Kodak
174
174 174
200
*do pfd
128
•First Nat. pfd
108
Fox Fm. "A"
... 86"^
85J| 85 J^
400
♦Keith A-O
27
do pfd
100^ 10054 10054
100
Loew's,
Inc
57i4
57 57 "4
200
•do pfd
92
*M-G-M pfd
25 Ji
M. P. Op
38
ilYi 37H
300
Para. F-L
6554
64 64J^
900
Pathe Exch
10J4
10
10
800
do "A"
20J^
2054 2054
100
Radio K-A-O
29^
28^ 2'8J^ 2,800
•Stanley Co
40
•Univ. Pict. pfd
98^
Warner
Bros
U&H 11754 11754
2,700
do pfd
6054
60
60
2,000
CURB
MARKET
Acoustic Prod.
...
5
4^ 4%
800
*Bal.
& Katz
Columbia
Pets. ... 35
34 73^
34
300
•Con. Fm. Ind
23
Fox Thea. "A"
.. 25^
2S5i 2554
♦Griffith, D.W.
"A"
2^
•Intern. Proj. (i)
120
do (n. w.)
22H
22 22^4
♦Loew's do deb. rts
2354
.at. Scr. Ser. .
2'9
•Nat. Thea. Sup.!! 26J4
1954 1954
Trans-Lux
13}4
1254 125^
Univ. Pict
26-54
2654 2654
BOND
MARKET
•Keith A-0 6s 46
92
Loew
6s 41WW...107
107 107
do 6s 41 x-war... 97J4
9754 9754
•Paramount
6s 47
96}4
•Par. By. Syis 51
100
•Pathe 73 37
77
CURB
BONDS
Am. Seat. 6s 36.. 92
92 92
•Warner
6}^s
28
198
OVER THE COUNTER
Roxy "A"
25
28
do units
27
30
do com
3
4
Skouras Bros
35
42
♦Technicolor
42'H
43^
United
Art
5
10
do pfd
70
80
Univ. Ch. com. ...
2
do pfd
75
85
•LAST PRICE QUOTED

100
700
•.••
400
300
100

Harry Jolson Leaving "U"

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — As no suitable story
could be found, Universal and Harry
Jolson have abrogated their agreement.

3
1

Book
TheDate
Industry's

Boat,"
"Show
succeeding
"Broadway,"
this week.
new contestants
THREE
will open at the Globe tonight.
The next night, "On With the Show"
replaces "Noah's Ark"
at the Winter
Garden.
"Eternal
Love"
has left the
Rivoli and "This Is Heaven" takes its place.
The line-up:
Picture
Distributor Theater
Opening Date
"Broadway Melody" .... ,M-G-M
Astor
Feb. 8
"Trial of Mary Dugan". . .M-G-M
Embassy
Mar. 28
"Alibi"
United Artists. . . . 44th St
Apr. 8
"Show Boat"
Universal
Globe
Apr. 17
"Madame X"
M-G-M
Harris
Apr. 24
"Innocents of Paris". . . .Paramount
Criterion
Apr. 26
"The Desert Song"
Warner
Warner
May 1
"Bulldog Drummond" . . . .United Artists. . . . Apollo
May 2
"Mother's
Boy"
Pathe
Cohan
iMay 6
"The Squall"
First National. . . . Central
May 6
"The Black Watch"
Fox
Gaiety
May 22
"The Cocoanuts"
Paramount
Rialto
May 23
"This Is Heaven"
United Artists
Rivoli
May 25
"Broadway"
Universal
Globe
May 27
"On With the Show". . . . Warner
Winter Garden. . . .May 29

Today:
June

2

June

3-7

June

15

Opening
of "Broadway"
at the
Globe, New York.
Meeting
of
Georgia
ezhibiton,
Macon, Ga.

International
Congress
of M.P.
T.O. at Paris.
June 11-12 Convention of Oklahoma exhibitor
unit at Oklahoma City.
June 14 Preituere
Sacnetr
theater, of
New"Kvang^ne,"
Orleans.
Annual
M-G-M
Sales Convantion
at the Drake Hotel, (Chicago.
Paramount
Western
Divlaion
Sales Convention at iSt. Louit.
June 16-17 Summer
convtntion
of
NMth
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrifhtiville, Beach, N. C.
June 21 Paramount EUatom Division IiIm
Convention at Atlantic City, N, J.
West

Commission Hits
Spoor Process Claimed
For Standard Film
Alleged
W. G. Combine
(Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page 1)

Paramount
Coast

Signs

Bureau,

THE

Galsworthy
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — John Galsworthy has
been signed by Paramount to write

dialogue
foray"
"Escape."
"Broadw
Opening Tonight
tical and feasible, according to
With the event being broadcast by
ber of distributors are awaiting trial George K. Spoor, inventor of the
Norman Brokenshire, radio announcSept. 13 on a Federal indictment
which was given a demoncharging them with conspiracy to cut process, stration
er, Universal's "Broadway" opens tolast Friday at the Gramercy
night at the Globe, New York. Dr. {
off film service to competitors 01
studios of RCA-Photophone. Mar- Paul Fejos, director of the picture,
West Coast.
keting plans now are being worked
The orders are the result of com- out, and probably will be announced is prevented from attending due to !{
plaints issued in 1925. They do not
preliminary work for "The King of
upon Spoor's return from Chicago,
apply to Principal Pictures Corp., or where
he
went
following
the
demonto Herbert L. Rothchild Entertain- stration.
ment, against which complaints have
Stereoscopic effect can be secured
been dismissed.
regulation film, reducing the picRespondents named in the orders with ture
in proportion, Spoor says. The
are: West Coast Theaters, West
1
For Spoor-Berggrenflexibility
of the process, he said enCoast Theaters of Northern Califor\
RCA
Test FIN
Negotiated
S"
ables projection of a picture up to 70
GER
^£
1 "LADY
Through
Us
A\
nia, Venice Investment Co., Holly- ft. long. The picture as shown at
wood Theaters, All Star Feature Dis- the demonstration was 30 by 52.
tributors, Educational Film ExJazz."
change, T. & D. Junior Enterprisps,
H. M. Turner, Fred Dahnken, C. L.
Langley and F. M. Livingston,
partners in Turner, Dahnken & LangA department for the foreign disTHEATRE MANAGER
ley, and A. L. Gore, Michael Gore,
tribution of talking equipment and
Sol Lesser, Adolph Ramish and accessories has been added by the
At liberty, 25 years experience, knows
Dave Bershon.
Edward L. Klein Corp., New York,
the business from A to Z, never had
which for 12 years has been disa failure or dark house. Just closed
tributing American films throughout
a six year engagement managing eight
the world.
theatres, can handle publicity, exploiAmong the accessories which this
tation and billing, experienced in
Portsmouth, O. — Arrest of theater company will handle abroad are the
vaudeville,
road-showrs and pictures,
managers for operating on Sunday is Walker Sound Screen, the Strong
thoroughly familiar with upkeep and
becoming monotonous here, the man- Film S-peed Indicator and the Strong
repairs, has built six theatres. Best
agers having been "pinched" on nine change-over devices.
of references, go anywhere.
Address
successive "Sundays.
BUSINESS
PRODUCER
Johnson — Gets
Post
Sunday Law Test at Troy, O.
Indianapolis
Earle 'U'
J. Johnson
has
Box A-132
been
named
district
manager
for the
Troy, O. — C. F. Pfiester, manager
c-o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
of the Mayflower here, now is op- U.I. circuit, Universal subsidiary.
erating on Sunday without interference. Several weeks ago he was
fined
Sunday.$25 and costs for running on

T

Equipment Department
Added by Klein Firm

^ABC

MEYER

Weekly
"Blue"
Arrests
Continue
at Portsmouth

RECORDING
NOW

2

Exhibitors Interest!

FOR

PRODUCERS

COMPLETE
INCLUDING

THE

STUDIO

AVAILABLE

OF SOUND

LARGE

AND

TALKING

SOUND

Built by Johns Manville Co.
FINEST LIGHTING AND

PICTURES

STAGE
RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

"You have demonstrated beyond a
doubt that you have the exhibitors
interest at heart. I want to thank
you, and assure you that I certainly
appreciate the wonderful service."
LYRIC
THEATRE
Terrell, Texas

METROPOLITAN

STUDIOS, Inc.

FORT LEE

NEW
YORK
OFFICE
1600 BROADWAY,
N. Y. C.

TELEPHONE
LACKAWANNA
7S11
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Bullseyes Out of the first
three shots taken in the
field of All -Talking Picture
Production.
Just a sample/ gentlemen,
just a sample, of what you
can expect from the greatest of them all
■.-»l-»ylV-»'..V.*' !**••-••>*» IB^** "*~^.rt*ti'..'^^>'t*^

NITED
ARTISTS

J>cv*, r*. Vi*\»**«w«c*flW»«»ni

The Perfect
All -Talking
Picture Makers
When

your Theatre business becomes Embarrassingly small— Light up on a United Artists
Big One.
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Sound Equipment Has Found Level, View
Quality, Not Price tlie Factor
By J. E. Otter son
President, Electrical Research Products, Inc.

Frankly I do not know what will bo the trend of prices on sound
•producin}^ equipment, nor do I think that this is the most important
robleni exhibitors are facing. The vital thing, as I see it, is not what
le theater's equipment will cost but what its earning power will be.
he price a theater owner pays lor his sound system is a relatively
nail item in his total theater investment. But this sound equipment is
)W, without question, the most imixjrtant single factor in enabling the
leater owner to maintain and increase the earning power of his
icater.
Our experience is that the better the equipment, the greater the
jx-ofHce returns. I believe that the greatest menace to the small theer owner today is that he may be led to jeopardize his theater's
restige in the community and his whole financial future by trying
' save a few dollars on his sound equipment only to learn that it is
■ such inferior quality that the public will not accept it in competition
ith superior equipment.
In our company we are devoting our best thought to the steady
iprovement in the reproducing quality of our equipment. That may
ad us to simplify the design and slightly lower the cost, or it may
ad to the further refinement of the apparatus and a somewhat higher
ist. Whether the cost goes down or up we shall pursue our policy

Thinks Prices Are Rock Bottom Now
Executive

By E. E. Bucher
Vice-President, RCA
Photophone,

Inc.

I believe that the present prices for quality sound equipment
arc at rock bottom.
When faced with the necessity of equipping a theater with sound,
the forward looking exhibitor will have nothing but the best. He will
need apparatus that will give the highest degree of tone quality
and that will render reliable service for a period of years. Equipment
possessing the.se qualifications cannot be manufactured cheaply. Hence
my belief that no marked reductions in the present prices of sound
equipment can be expected.

No Measurable Cut in Sight
By Budd Rogers
Sales M'g'r, Consolidated Bristolphone Corp.

I should say that I do not see any measurable reduction — ^at least,
none that may be forseen at this moment — in the price of sound reproducing equipment. Certainly not in the quality equipments, .so to
speak. The fact of the matter is that as time goes on and mechanical
science devises new perfections and refinements in the present systems
iis
we know them, the overhead to the manufacturer will of necessity
' constant improvement in equipment. We are building up to higher
lality and not down to a lower price.
become larger, and the saving to the exhibitor will be in the fact that
he receives the benefits of these developments without any extra
charges.

Contemplates No Reduction

But insofar as measuraljly reducing the price of equipments, I
doubt
that any of the companies manufacturing an apparatus intended
By Louis Gerard Pacent
for
permanent
use, and ready to support these equipments with facPresident, Pacent Reproducer Corp.
tory service and other resources, will be able in the economics of the
I I The question is one that I feel I can answer, only regarding the thing, to capitulate to a slash in the price. In the last analysis, the
iiparatus manufactured by Pacent Reproducer Corp., inasmuch as we cost of a reputable equipment will always represent not alone the cost
ankly have been so busy installing machines that there has been of material and manufacturing, but the overhead of years of experimentation, refining, developing and perfecting; just the same as a
ry little time to delve into the activities of other companies.
So far as Pacent Reproducer is concerned, we contemplate no surgeon's service consists not merely in the time and effort he gives
■astic price reduction. When we started manufacturing sound equip- to a single operation, but in the cumulative efTect of years of study,
ent we designed the very best equipment that engineering skill and research and apprenticeship.
search could produce. We figured our production costs on large
•lantities of equipment, and our price to the exhibitor, considering
e quality of the machine, is extremely reasonable.
Gradual Reduction Inevitable
Rather than reducing the price of any of our equipment, we are
;»ing ahead with improvements and refinement in design, which will
By Lee Marcus
:ake our system even better than it is today.
Vice-President, RKO Dist. Corporation
Other manufacturers may take whatever attitude they wish toward
Beyond any question of a doubt, the industry will witness a
]ices. Pacent Reproducer Corp. does not intend to compete on a price
gradual
reduction in the price of sound reproducing equipment, which
Isis, but rather on a quality basis. We have sold and installed over
should
continue
for several years.
0 machines and there has been every opportunity for exhibitors
The first models manufactured and distributed in anv field are
'roughout the country to learn the merits of our equipment. Our
ititude today is that with hundreds of machines in use, giving won- usually sold at peak prices. Then new methods of manufacture and
<rful service, we can merchandise better on an improvement basis, quantity production inevitably cause a price decline to the consumer.
Ian we can on a price reduction basis. The net result of our attitude We have only to look to the automobile to verify this fact. The first
1 that not one per cent of efficiency in operation will be sacrificed aeroplanes were very expensive, but today a satisfactory plane can be
t compete in the matter of price. The price of our equipment will re- purchased for $3000.
nin on the same level it is and always has been.
The recent price cut announced by the RCA Photophone Corp.
is
further
proof of this statement.
In the future, through engineering improvements and research
American
inventive brains and genius will not be satisfied until
); shall be able to ofl^er the purchaser even better value than we have
1 the past. I might add that many of the coming improvements sound reproducing equipment of first-rate standard quality can be
>11 be supplied to exhibitors already using our equipment free of manufactured and sold at price ranges within the proper economic
limits of all types of theaters.
targe, while others will be supplied to past purchasers at our cost.

FOX

Movietone
brings you face to
face with another
World Celebrity

Sir Arthur
CoNAN Doyle
"SirArthur Conan Doyle explains ^
how he happened to come to write i^
his Sherlock Holmes stories and '
how he happened to become interested inpsychic matters. He talked
for nearly twenty minutes and during all of the time you could have
heard a pin drop anywhere in the
house. This is one of the best short

"Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
one of the most diverting
ality features that the Fox
zation has given to the
screen."

proves
personorganitalking

— //. David Striiuss. Telegraph

talking subjects we have heard."

— George Gerhard, Evening World

"A Movietone talk by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle, which is somehow
about the most interesting thing
on the program at the Gaiety. His
casual dissertation on howhe came
to invent Sherlock Holmes is absorbing and seems somehow to

to
he r)....ves vital, ^^
■w.
,He happiness of the hun.anrace^^

"The Movietone address by Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle is quite as
good as the audible films of the
King of Spain and George Bernard
Shaw. It is if anything better, for
Sir Arthur's gift as a fluent talker
serves him in good stead before
the microphone and camera. During his address one forgets that he
is not there in person, so interested
does one become in what he is
saying."

— Mordaunt Hall, Timet

"Sir Arthur has a charming talkie

-s-t^d:^":^.^-- Tin.,
about

15 mins.

personality." — Irene Thirer, Daily NeWt

— Film Daih_

have a personal meaning."

— Creighton Peet, Evening Post

There's no mystery about it—
the clue to bigger profits is

Pacemakei
for the

I

Commission

/
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''Broadway"

rrausf erring l h c dramatic
highlights of the eminently
successful stage play to the
lecn, "Broadway" reached its
roadway haven last night at the
<lobe. This is what we think :
It is a picture that will make
loney, destined to click loudly at
ie nation's box-offices. Running
rough it you find a cohesive,
lelodramatic story of bootleg and
s realisms framed in a fantastic
ad magnificent night club setting,
(jecifically there is to recommend
\ superb production values, sev•al sterling performances, and a
ell-sustained story interest. We
}ace "Broadway" in the competi•.e lists as entertainment of the
•lid sort.
The Treatment
Briefly, the story concerns a bootl;ger who starts the fracas when
I invades an uptown territory. Muri,T results and draws into its comJications a conceited but honest- —
itentioned hoofer and
his chorus
vaetheart.
The tussle Ijetween the
Vo for the girl ends with the shoot1? of the bootleg
king
by the
iirdered man's wife and from then
•1, the hoofer and his mate start the
'grade via the vaudeville route.
Paul Fejos, who directed, reniemred he had a story.
Wliat we
;e about his development is the fact
fat, while the night club setting with
i' song and dance numbers
gave
le opportunity
to load the picture
th production
values, he usually,
i't entirely, handled
these factors
; they properly should have been
tndled: as added effect in the pro|essive advancement
of the action.

Camera

Angles

Fejos injected into lii.s direction
any unusual and highly effective
• mera angles. "Broadway" is rich
"th them and demonstrates beyond
■estion that a full knowledge of the
•mera and its potentialities will re^It in heightened drama when such
issibilities are properly used. Parlularly is this true in a brcath'<ing color sequence at the close.
jVVe enjoyed the work of the cast,
.articular mention is due Glenn
I .ckson,
''■yon, Evelyn
Thomas
E.
Robert Brent,
Ellis. Paul
Porcasi
^d Leslie Fenton. The latter is on
^ screen only a few minutes, but
wkes you remember them.
KANN
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ALLIED BACKING SOUGHT FOR
NATIONAL BOOKING COMBINE?
Cease and Desist Order Hits
Alleged Unfair Trade Curb

Start Being Made in Iowa
for Co-operative
to Buy Films Ass'n
(Wash. Bur. of THE

Washington Bui can of TtJE FILM

"Doug,
Mary" Deny
li'i'st Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Mary Pickford
and Douglas Faribanks "know
nothing" of any plans to link
United Artists with Paramount,
Fairbanks declared when his attention was called by THE
FILM DAILY to report published, in New York that absorption of the company by Paramount is scheduled. The New
York report stated that Miss
Pickford "walked out" on the
Warner deal.

DAILY

FILM

DAILY)

Washington — Efforts to
communicate yesterday with
Abram F. Myers, president of
Allied ment
States
Ass'n, effort
for a stateon reported
being

Washington — Five different allegedly-unfair trade practices are
cited by the Federal Trade Commission in its two cease and desist ormade to tie-in Allied on a naders against West Coast Theaters
tional booking combine, were
and allied companies, which the comunavailing yesterday.
mission charges with combining
among themselves to compel distribDes Moines — Development of a nautors to refuse to sell films to comtional combine, with unit members
petitors. One order applies to West
of the Allied
States being
Ass'n,planned
group by
as
Coast and a group of allied firms in nucleus,
is declared
(Continued
on Page 9)
A. W. Nichols, former district manager for(Continued
Paramounton in
this territory,
Page 10)

SOUND PICTURE RENTALS
A.E.L. mjeMUSIC
MECHANICAL
t; SEEN
UNDER
TIRE
IN
OHIO
FRENCtl ADOPT 4 TO I
QUOTA; AIMED AT U. S.

Columbus — Declaring that if present rentals being charged for sound
pictures prevail during the coming
Denver — Opposition of the .Ameriseason, many theaters of the state
can Federation of Musicians to introParis — After much deliberation and will be forced to close, the Ohio exduction of mechanical music in theam the face of protest by workers in
ters, replacing human orchestras, is
hibitor association has begun a camthe French industrj', the French
paign for reduction and set June 5 expected to be carried to the annual
Cinema Control Commission yester- as date for its annual convention. convention of the American
Federa(Continued on Page 11)
day adopted a 4 to 1 quota, which Prices have been increased from 300
while aimed at foregin films brought to 400 per cent, it is charged. Surinto France is primarily levelled at
der ofway.rentals being paid now is unvey
American pictures.

Do You Foresee Any Great Reduction in the Price of Sound Reproducing Equipment?
Second instalment of seventh of a series
of major questions is answered on page
10 this morning by
Alfred Weiss

S. M. Livingston

Irving M. Lesser

Tomorrow: "Do you believe the policy of two directors, one for pictorial effects and one for dialogue,
a better system than one director in production of
talkers?"

arbitratISvetoed
by michigan governor

Lansing — Declaring the measure
ambiguous and unsatisfactory, Gov.
Green has vetoed the Michigan arbitration measure. The bill, as passed by the legislature, is no improvement over the present arbitration
statute, due to amendments made to
(Continued

on

Page

11)

No Paper Thursday
There will be
THE
FILM
day.
Thursday May
Memorial Day, a

no issue of
DAILY on
30th, being
national holi-
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Trebitsch to Make Series
of Musical Comedy Films
Paul M. Trebitsch, legitimate producer, who produced "Blossom
Time," "Little Jesse James" and
"Collette" has entered the field of
pictures to produce musical comedies
with sound and dialogue. The first
selected is "Henrietta," written by
Vincent Valentini. Harry Revier will
direct. Selection of the cast has been
started, a studio engaged and actual
production will begin in ten days.
Lou Rogers has been engaged as general manager.
Two Buffalo Exchanges Merge
Buffalo— Chase Pictures Corp. has
Exchange
the Gotham
over
taken
manunder
are
now
both
and
here,
agement of James Savage.
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Premiere of "Honky Tonk" Set
"Honky Tonk," Vitaphone picture
starring Sophie Tucker, is to have
its premiere June 4 at the Warner,
New York.

A Real Opportunity
For Sale-Disc Recording machine,
especially for talking movies. This
machine has no gears, is smoothest
in operation with radical improvements. Quick dehvery.
Write
Box
A-135
c-o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y C.

May
Detroit— Col. W. S. Butterfield intends to continue to operate and ex6',266
Today :29
pand his circuit, it is stated, in answer to reports that Publix is seeking
Sales
100
to buy out his interests in the chain.
I'.ioo Butterfield has received several offers
1,100
3-72
3,200 from Publix, it is said, but declines
to retire from activity. Publix also
is understood to be seeking to purchase interest of John H. Kunsky in
4
100 the Detroit circuit in wliich Publix is
6,300
17,300
20,800
1,300
7,600
27,400
10,600
500
5,100
400
600
12,206
80(i
200
7,100
100
900

Pre-releasing "Noah's Ark"
"Noah's Ark" is to be pre-released
June 15 for summer showings in the
large cities where the picture has
not been roadshowed. A SO-page
press sheet on the picture has been
issued
by A. P. Waxman and Harry
Lee.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn. 3580

May

28,

19

Butterfield Not to Sell His
Holdings to Publix, Report

Opening of "Hell's Angels" Set
"Hell's Angels," produced by
Howard Hughes, president of Caddo
Prod., at a cost reputed to be $3,000,000, is to have its New York
Coast
to
Goes
Griffith
Corinne
premiere in October at the George
Corinne Griffith, who arrived in
M. Cohan theater. Sound, dialogue
Eua
from
week
New York last
and color effects have been incorropean vacation has departed for the
porated in the picture.
Coast to start "Lilies of the Field."

Leaving for Coast Today
Jack Buchanan, English revue star,
who arrived in New York on the
Aquitania Saturday leaves today for
the First National studio where he
will make his debut opposite Irene
Bordoni in "Paris." Clarence Badger will direct. In the cast are Zasu
Pitts and Jason Robards.

Tuesday,

partners.

Fox to Hold Sales Meeting
in N. Y., Starting June 17

Annual convention of Fox is to be
held in New York the week beginning
June 17, at which plans for the 192930 season will be outlined.

All-Sound-Film Policy
at Publix D. M. House
Des Moines — Add the Paramount
here (formerly the Capitol) to the
list of Publix houses which have
adopted the all-sound-film policy.
The house recently reopened under
the new policy and new name after
redecorations.
Pantages Books

IV est Coast Bur. THE

Whiteman

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Paul Whiteman, who
is coming to Universal City to make
"The King of Jazz," is to play a run
at the local Pantages, starting June
15.

TALKING

PICTURES

Book
TheDate
Industry's
Opening of "On With The
She
at the Winter Garden, New Yo ,
Testimonial
dinner
to
Maj
Walker, M. P. Club of New Yc
Meeting
of
Georgia
exhibito
Macon,
Ga.
International
Congress
of M.

T. O. at Paris.
Opening
of "Honky
Tonk," W(
ner Theater,
New York.
5 Meeting of Ohio exhibitors unit
June
June
Columbus.
11-12
15 Convention
of Oklahoma exhibit
unit at Oklahoma
City.

June

14

Premiere of "Evangeline." Saenf
theater.
New
Orleans.
Annual
M-G-M
Sales Conventi
June
at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
June
Paramount
Western
Division Sa
17
Convention
at St. Louis.
16-17 Summer
convention
of
Noi
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrigh
June
ville.
Beach,
N.
C.
June
York.
Annual
Fox
sales meeting,
Nr

June

21
Paramount
Division
Convention Eastern
at Atlantic
City. Sa'
N.

June

$3,450 Net on $73,736
Gross of F. N. in Mon

June

Butte — First National's net
Montana was $3,450, according to tl
annual statement filed by the con
panv. Capital stock of the compar
is listed at $7,812,877 and the fir
has $20,318 invested in Montan
Gross last year in the state w;
$73,736.

MADE

BY

SHOWMEl

Trade
Comes
Easily
to merchants luho sell quality values.
Distributors of Talkitjg-Shorts produced by IMPERIAL have the best-selling argument in the world —
a product that satisfies their Exhibitor-customers and
the public patrons.
SCRIPTS— the best that are written.
TALENT — leading stars from everywhere.

PRODUCTION — facilities second to none.
IMPERIAL

PICTURES,

1841 Broadway, New York

mm
mms

INCOBPORATtP

I

NOW!
3Yoadway knows
here is only one

BROADWAY
and UNIVERSAL
li. Carl Laemmle, Jr. Production
Directed by PAUL FEJOS from
j;d Harris' Stage Sensation by
Ihilip Dunning and George

has it I

WBaotych- - T- his
Picture Go!

ji-bbott.

CARL LAEMMLE'S 100%
"ALKING, SINGING, DANGING, DRAMATIC HIT

It's a Smash Hit Now at
the Globe Theatre, N. Y.
$2.00 Top
^

*• #
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20th Instalment, 'Sound Patent' Series

■5

tardation or acceleration is corrected
by a temporary adjusting means
which acts quickly and with considerable force to bring the two mecL^
DDiD
anisms back to synchronism a:^
which then ceases to act until syn-'
chronism is again disturbed and a
permanent adjusting means which
This is the fzvcntieth instalment
acts gradually and with cumulative
effect to retard the phonograph or
in "Sound Patents," a series of
projection machine and to continue
articles dealing with the patent histhis retarding effect after synchrontory of sound and synchronisation
ism has been restored by the temdevices in the United States, Engporary adjusting means and until an
adjustment in the opposite direction
land, France and Germany.
is required. The object of this arBenjamin T. Rauber, New York
rangement isto so adjust the drive
mechanisms through the permanent
patent attorney, is the author.
adjustment as to cause the two driving means to run at the same speed,
A more elaborate arrangement for
while the temporary adjustment
controlling the speeds of the projecbrings the two driving mechanisms
tion machine and phonograph disback into phase quickly and without
closed in United States patent No.
proportionately altering the speed re993,610 issued to F. E. A. Mathelot
lations of the respective machines exand H. G. Gentilhomme May 30,
cept for a brief period. Smoothness
1911. The apparatus of this patent
in operation is thus attained.
is shown diagrammatically and in
The apparatus by which these ends
assembly in the drawings of the patare to be attained is shown diagrament reproduced as follows:
matically in elevation in Fig. 1 of
Without following out all of the
the patent drawings and in plan in
electric connections shown in these
Fig. 2, while the wiring arrangement
drawings, the driving motor of the
of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 11
phonograph is indicated at (B") and
and certain details in other figures.
the motor for the projection machine
The movements of the phonograph
is indicated at (A'). The current
for these motors is supplied through
and projection machine are transmitted, through commutators eleca main (Q^) at the foot of the diatrically connected to electro-magnets
gram of Fig. 1 and is divided in a
double rheostat (N) of \yhich one
(C), (C), which are thus periodically
energized and de-energized in acarm (p') controls the resistance to
cordance with their respective drivthe motor (B^) and thus controls its
ing mechanisms, and through ratchet
speed, and the other arm (P) controls the resistance of the circuit to
mechanisms (D-D'), to ratchet
wheels (E) and (F), respectively to
the motor (A') and thus controls the
drive the wheels (E) and (F) in
speed of the projection machine. The
the same direction and at speeds prorheostat arms (P) and (P') may be
manually adjusted relatively to each
portionate to the speeds of the proMathelot and Gentilhomme patent for controlling speed of projector and phonograph.
jection machine and phonograph, reother on a common shaft (S) and
U. S. Patent No. 993,610.
spectively. The wheel (E) is fixed
when thus set they may be rotated
by rotating the shaft in one direc- latter a contacting brush (C) conFrench patent No. 444,236, issued to an internally threaded tube (E')
tion or the other to simultaneously
nected in one branch of a circuit that to Louis F. Rampal on Aug. 1, 1912, and the wheel (F) is fixedly mounted on a shaft (G) mounted axially
increase the resistance to either of controls the rheostat motor (O). The
aims to provide a regulating apparof
the
tube (E') and having a screw
the motors (A') or (B') and, at the disc (D') has, on the face brushed
atus for synchronously driven phonosame time decrease the resistance to by the brush (C) a pair of separated,
threaded member (E^) engaging the
graphs
and
projection
machines
in
Cy
the other. The shaft (S) is rotated insulated contact strips (D') and which a deviation of one machine
internal
the iftubethe (E').
will be threads
obvious ofthat
wheelsIt
in one direction or the other, to ap- (D*), one of which is connected in
(.Continued on Page 11)
from
the
other
in
the
way
of
a
repropriately vary the resistances to the a circuit to rotate the rheostat motor
motors
(A')
and (B'),
a motorof (O) in one direction and the other
Kgl
(O) the rotation
and by
direction
of which is similarly connected to
rotation of the motor (O) being con- rotate the motor (O) in the opposite
trolled by the relative speeds of the direction. The face of the disc (D')
motors (A') and (B') through suit- between the strips (D') and (D') is
able escapement mechanisms and of insulating material, so that when
^B^
electric circuits.
the strip (C^) is in position to bear
The electric escapements of the mo- against this insulated portion of the
1V
tors (A') and (B") are controlled by disc (D^) no current passes through
the
motor
(O)
but
when
one
or
the
commutators (A') and (B') on the
shafts of the motors (A') and (B°), other of the discs (C) or (D^ rorespectively, to periodically open and
tates faster then the other the strip
close circuits through electromagnets (C) contacts with one of the strips
a:
(C) and (D), respectively at rates (D^) or (D*) and current passes
proportionate to the speeds of their through the
motor (O) to rotate it
respective motors (A') and (B=). The in one direction or the other, and to
periodic energizing and de-energizing thereby rotate the rheostat arms (P)
o
of the electro-magnets (C) and (D) and (P') in a direction to
speed up
3■^ ,S--'! T c^". '\[serve in the usual manner to rotate
^
\
the slower of the motors (A') or (B^)
0
^
discs (C) and (D'), respectively, at until, through the electro-magnets
;
^
rates proportionate
to the motors (C) and (D) the discs (C) and (D=)
_
(A') and (B=). The disc (C) has are brought to a position where the
mounted^ on its face opposite the current through the motor (O) is
A French system for regulatingu^synchronously
driven phonographs and projectors.
interrupted.
H No. 444,236.
yuy Patent
disc (D°) and pressing against the
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With the premiere of "ON WITH THE
SHOW" — the first 100'; natural color,
all talking, all singing, all dancing picBros, create a momentous
ture Warner
pictures.
event in the history of motion

Warner Bros, brought Vitaphone talking
pictures to the screen and revived the
motion picture industry. Now once
again, Warner Bros, revitalize the screen
this time with all color talking pictures.

It will revolutionize the motion
industry, as did Vitaphone.

J.

J

picture

WITH THE SHOW" is now playing at the Winter Garden in New York.
Two-a-day
at S2.50
top.
"ON

Available for you nowW/ven you need it most I

s

A.

msm
BROS

It's A Typical
Winter Garden Show!

A WARNER

tnisH

BROS. VITAPH

>iesday.
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28,
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five Allegedly Unfair Practices Cited
competition between producers and
distribulors in which it was interested as well as producers and distributors in wiiich Loew's, Inc., was
interested, including Metro-Cioldw vn.
West Coast used sucli control also
to cut off exhibitor competitors from
a supply of films necessary if they
would compete successfully witii West

in which it has no interest, the findings assert.
In addition to booking for theaters in whicli it had an interest.
West Coast, also booked for M) theaters in which it had no intcre.st, according to the commission.
By opening negotiations for the
(Continued from
Page
1)
building of tlieaters, and by circulatthern
California,
tlie otlicr
to
ing reports through parties connected
Coast,
according
to
the
commission's
est Coast
and a group
of Allied findings. The commission also with it, or its alliliated companies,
t us in southern
California.
The found tiiat West Coast Theaters, Inc. that it intended building theaters in
and West Coast Theaters, Inc., of competition with existing theaters
c iiplaint was issued in 1925.
The respondents,
in both orders, Northern California, steadily prog- owned by its competitors. West Coast
directed to cease and desist from
ressed "toward domination of tlie Theaters, in many instances, induced
following alleged practices:
its competitors to sell their theaters
motion
picture
theater field" in Cali) Combining,
agreeing
or
cooperating
fornia by purchase and construction or an interest therein to the res|)ond*>ng themselves
or with others
to induce,
cnt or its alliliated companies, ac1 Hiade. coerce
or compel
producers
and/or of theaters, by contracts with comcording to the findings.
petitors eliminating competition, and
i; ributors of motion
picture films to refuse
t -ell or lease, in interstate commerce,
to a
15y purchase and construction of
by
making
partnerships
with
comi)er.Ttitor or competitors
of respondents,
or titors.
theaters, by contracts witii competi<• of them,
motion
picture films, or a
tors eliminating competition, by makTlie respondents, by threats of
!.ir film, by threats of refusal to purr lease films, or a particular film, for
ing partnerships with competitors,
withliolding
patronage,
were
found
part of the theaters
owned,
operated
W'est
Coast has steadily progressed
by
the
commission
to
liave
compelled
.trolled by respondents,
or any one of
from the time of its organization to
producers
and distributors:
the time of the hearing in this pro2)
Combining,
agreeing
or
cooperating
(1) To discontinue dealing with ex»>ng
themselves
or with
others,
through
ceeding to greater domination of the
hibitor competitors of respondents and
to furnish their films to theaters owned
Irol by respondents
or any one of them
field in S>outlierii California to a
he distribution of the motion picture films
or controlled by respondents at competipoint tending toward monopoly, the
tive points;
o|a protlucer
or
producers,
to refuse
to
nr lease
in interstate
commerce
to a
commission claims its findings show.
(2) To withhold pictures from these
competitors for the purpose and with
In Northern California, alleges the
•nor or competitors
of respondents
or
f of them
motion
picture
films or a
the •effect of preventing the competitors
commission, the domination was
v.ilar film.
from ableobtaining
adequate supply of suitfilms;
shared with respondent T. & D.
3) Combining,
agreeing
or
cooperating
themselves
or
with
others
to
hinder,
I ng
(3) To refrain from leasing to comJunior
Enterprises, Inc., which purpeting theaters for subsequent runs films
ruct
or
prevent
producers
and/or
dissued a similar policy.
Initially T. &

M AND DESIST ORDERS

II itors of motion
picture films from selling
leasing
films,
or
a particular
film,
in
lib-state commerce,
to a competitor
or com
[> ;ors of respondents,
or any one of thcra,
intimd.ition.
coercion,
withdrawal
or
atened
withdrawal
of patronage
or
by
p nises or agreements
or assurances
to inse the patronage
of respondents,
or any
01 of them.

I) Combining,
agreeing
or
cooperating
i»g themselves
or with others
to hinder,
or prevent motion
picture
exhibitors
freely
purchasing
or
leasing
motion
re films, in interstate commerce, or from
iy competing,
in the purchase
or lease
ion picture
films,
in interstate
cominfce, with respondents, or any one of them.
l>]:ommunicating
directly or indirectly
with
producer
and/or
distributor
of motion
pifire films or any agent
or representative
•h»r>f (or the purpose of inducing,
persuad«rcing
or compelling
such
producers
distributors not to sell or lease motion
pi^re
I'ljire films to such exhibitors.
Combining,
agreeing
or
cooperating
themselves
or with others
to hinder,
t or prevent competitors or a competiany city, town
or zone from
securing
pply of films in interstate
commerce
for
ibh ers or theater
owned
and
operated
by
competitors
or competitor,
by leasing
a
:r number
of films for the theaters
or
er of respondents
or any one of them
can be shown in said theaters or theater.

he commission, in its findings,
Ipis that West Coast was in conof the market for films in southCalifornia and nearby territory,
uuse of its ownership and control
'nore than 100 theaters, its close
^'ciation with other theater ownwho were in some instances offif< or stockholders and sometimes
ciated with West Coast through
racts or other common interests.
ther reason given for this conwas West Coast's power and
lence in the distribution field"
ugh ownership in Associated
t National Pictures, and by conagreement with Loew's, Inc.
"<> commission declared that West
used tiiis control in lessening

that have

been run previously in respondents' theaters until a period so long
after the previous runs th.it the films
have become practically valueless for exhibition purposes.
(4) To lease their films to respondents
at prices substantially less than competitors of respondent would have been willing
to pay for them if given an opportunity
to lease them at the time theirs were
leased to the respondents.

.\t the date of its organization or
prior to issuance of the commission's
complaint, West Coast Theaters, the
commission says, held whole or part
interest in theaters in the following
cities: Los Angeles, \"enice, Anaheim, Pomona, Bakersfield, Taft, Redonda, Ocean Park, San Pedro, San
Bernardino, Long Beach, Wilmington, Riverside, El Centro, Ilermosa
Beach, Santa Monica, Huntington
Park, Glendale, San Diego. Santa
Barbara. Pasadena, Inglewood, South
Pasadena, Santa Ana, Redlands, Ontario, Burbank, San Francisco, Oakland. Stockton. Sacramento Berkeley, Richmond, Salinas, Watsonville,
San Jose. Alameda, and Fresno.
T. & D. Junior Enterprises, Inc..
at the time tlie complaint was issued,
owned and operated theaters in Paso
Robles, Lodi, Selma, Reno, Nev..
Sacramento, Susanville, Petaluma.
and held interests in Oakland, Sacramento, San Leandro, Hay ward, Monterc3', and San Francisco, it is alleged.
\Vest Coast Theaters does ihi
booking of all theaters in which it
has an interest says the commission
Booking for theaters involves purchase of films for exhibition, arranging of runs, play dates and other details. A commission of ten i)er cent
is charged for this service usually,
both for theaters in which the company has an interest and for those

WANTED

D. Junior l-.nttrprises. Inc., had sonic
of tiic same backers as Turner &
Dahnken, now West Coast Theaters,
of Northern California, it is state<l.
The respondent, the findings read
further, was especially powerful in
the first-run theater field, so that it
was in a position to make successful
or embarrass a producer or distriliutor in marketing his product in
southern California, according to the
commission.
The findings continue:
"III .-iddition to its power as an exhibitor.
West Coast has been an important distributor
in California , Nev.ida, Arizona, and the
Ifawaiian Islands, having controlled franchise rights of Associated Kirst National
Pictures, for those states and Hawaii. By
contract, it has had refusal of the Metro(Jolilwyn pictures for certain of its theaters. It also had an interest in Kducational
Film Kxchange of Southern (alifornia, the
Kducational Film Kxchange of Northern California. All Star F'eature Distributors, Inc.,
and in Principal
Pictures Corporation.
"Ownership of the exclusive franchise for
distribution of First National Pictures in the
three states ami Hawaii, entitled West Coast
to grant subfranchises to theaters in those
regions.
"West Coast Theaters, Inc. also through
its subsidiary West Coast Theaters, Inc., of
Northern California, owne<l 60 per cent of
the issued and outstanding stock of the First
National exchange of New York, a distributing corpor'.tion, which in turn owned 61)
per cent of the capital stock of Associated
First National Pictures, of New York, a corimration which in turn was owner of M^i
(Continued
on Page
11)

— MANPOWER !

A leading distributor and several large
producing units have come together in the
organization of a national distribution system with selling branches for the key cities
of the United States.
To man and successfully operate these
exchanges they require responsible men of
successful experience and are immediately
interested in men of national connections
who have been able to achieve selling success without czarism or high handedness —
and who have earned the good will of their
customers, for the territories centering in
Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Buffalo,
Cleveland, Cincinnati and Detroit.
Only men of stability, capacity and standing are acceptable and these may communicate in the assurance that their confidence
will be respected.
The activity is immediate and the selections will be made promptly.

Write or wire today to Box X 100.
FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway, New York City.
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ALLIED BACKING SOUGHT Views Differ on Possibility
of Cut in Sound -Device Cost
FOR NATIONAL COMBINE?
(.Continued from Page 1)
wlio is making a drive for unit members in this state.
Nicliols, it is said, is receiving the
encouragement, if not the actual support of the Iowa exhibitor unit,
which is a member of Allied. His
drive is said to be directed chiefly
against the high cost of sound films,
plus the long term contracts demanded.

ALLIED NOT IN, BUT
AID IS BEING SOUGHT
Minneapolis — Reports that Allied
States Ass'n, is linked with a booking combine, being formed by A. W.
Nicholas, former Paramount district
manager, said to have the endorsement of E. P. Smith, Iowa unit president, were circulated here so generally that W. A. StefTes, president of
the Northwest unit and a leader of
Allied, felt it necessary to issue denial
that Allied is connected with the
plan.
However, Nichols is understood
negotiating with Steffes in an effort
to interest him personally or on behalf of Allied in the movement.

Talkers Never to Displace
Stage Show, Gillmore Says
Talkers never will completely displace legitimate shows, but may restrict the number of centers where
such shows can play at a profit, Frank
Gillmore, president of Actors' Equity
Ass'n, yesterday told 400 members
of the organization at the 17th annual meeting held in New York.
Talkers are opening up a big new
field for members, he declared. Gillmore, who has been serving as acting
president, was elected to the presidency. John Emerson, who retired
from the post several months ago,
was named honorary president.
Others elected yesterday are: Ethel
Barrymore, first vice president; Burton Churchill, second vice president;
Grant Stewart, recording secretary;
Paul Duzell
treasurer.
Elected to the Equity Council for
five years are: A. G. Andrews, George
Arliss, Eddie Cantor, Katherine Cornell, Jane Cowl, Jefferson De Angelis, Augustin Duncan, Grant Mitchell, Eugene Powers and Fritz Williams. Replacements are until 1930,
Elisabeth Risdon; until 1931, William
P. Carleton, Josephine Hull and
Henry Travers.
"4 Feathers" for Criterion
"The Four Feathers" will be the
next attraction at the Criterion, New
York. It will succeed "Innocents of
Paris," which will close its encragement Sunday night. No definite opening date has been set for "Tlic I'^our
Feathers" but its world premiere will
be held in the next three weeks.

No Cut for Quality Reproducers
By Alfred Weiss
President,

Biophone

Corporation

While here and there, cheaper equipments may appear on the
tnarket, it is improbable that sound equipments built on quality can be
reduced in price. Material and workmanship have not decreased recently and those who would want to sell equipment at a lower price would
have to be satisfied with lower quality parts which would eventually
jbe to the disadvantage of the exhibitor by acquiring inferior equipments.
*
*
*

Lo^v Figure Already Readied
By Irving M. Lesser
Sales M'g'r, General Talking Pictures Corp.

Our most recent "ad" announcing the Junior Equipment of De
Forest Phonofilm and Phonodisc for theaters with seating capacity
of 750 or less demonstrates our opinion that sound equipment must
be lower priced. It is my personal opinion that no legitimate company
can substantially reduce their present price of equipment and maintain
their present quality except those companies selling equipment for
$10,000 and over. The fly-by-night companies, however, do not put
good quality of material into their machines, and of course, they can
sell cheap, but in purchasing cheap equipment the exhibitor is only
getting what he is paying for. This company with the other two leading
companies of this business maintain a standard of price because
of the demands of the standard of quality.

Price Slasli Certain to Come
By S. M. Livingston
Executive Vice-President, Traveltone

The expensive reproducers will certainly come down in price
because of the competition afforded by the cheaper equipments. The
big problem today in theater sound equipment is the immense number
of installations which must be made sooner or later in the mediumsized and smaller houses. These theaters cannot afford the expensive
equipments with the exaggerated service charge. An equipment which
will give good reproduction, built on mechanically correct principles,
including sound-on-film devices, legally protected, selling in the neighborhood of $4,000 for the complete equipment, on easy terms, ought
to be within the purchasing power of the great mass of theaters in
this country. I see no reason why manufacturers cannot deliver
at this price. To charge more would be simply taking advantage of an
emergency with which the exhibitor is confronted at the present time.

TOMORROW— ^*Do you believe tlie policy
of tif^o directors, one tor pictorial effects and one for dialogue, a better
system than one director in production
of talkers?**
ANSWERED BY— Clarence Brown, Harry
Beaumont, Ernst Lubitsch, Monta Bell,
Paul Fejos, Al Christie, Joseph Von
Sternberg and Harry Rapf .

-AND
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May
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THAT
T
HAT'S
By PHIL M. DALY
TJE TAKES a mere idea, and wit
-'■■'■ a small group of experts build
from it with infinite effort a wbr
of art and beauty that touches th
hearts and stirs the emotions of mii
lions. He is a master craftsman. H
wields the power of a titan of finance
He is weighted with the responsibil
ties of a statesman. He is the pivc
on which revolves a gigantic indui
try. He can make or break it. H
is resourceful, alert. An opportuniij
— a strategist — an organizer — a ps]
chologist^ — a dreamer. A man of bi
heart and mind who has a sympi
thetic understanding of the world at
its people. Above all, he is patier
and great souled enough to be tci
erant of an occasional fool in pow'j
who sometimes unwittingly undej
mines his work and strews his pai
with obstacles.
The only degree this man wan|
after his name is M. P. D. — Motic

*
*
*
'.
Director.
Picture
Warren Nolan knows a coup
who call their latest offsprv
because it's just one of a bunch.
*
*
*
Our
Mail
Dear Phil:
There
is a man
by the name
James Cerrato who has fought fan
By that I mean that he have go
365 days without a hat and is s
going strong.
So the gang calls h
"The Man Without a Hat" and
are trying awful h;
to
put you him
Won't
help? ov
G
him a hand.
He
serves it by courte
He lives up at Wa
ington
Heights
(■
181st St. near Pinehurst Ave.
He'
our Idol and don't you believe a
stories you hear against him for 1 '
all popular
men
he are got so ^
enemies.
They
are throwing
sf.'
behind
his back
now
that he
:
Yours
truly,
getting famous.
*

*

*
Tony
Mur-Ad

Soranzi

// you co7ne out of the wrong ill
of a, merger, be nonchalant — lightl
Murad and jump into another w-|
ger with the Atlantic.
*
*
*
Fashion
Note
The
latest in feminine
apparel s|
the shadow-proof
slip for the I'm
to wear under their summer fro' '••Y
This eflfectually conceals the limb,'"|
the sunlight
and automatically I-the Curb and Curve Club that lo-l
'em over daily at Broadway and 4 '
St. They are slips that pass in
light so the hips can pass in the d: <l
To add to our other worries, i "I
we gotta figure out some other m'lf
od of telling which gals carry flij-^
on their thighs.

uesday,

May

28.
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ECHANICAL MUSIC SEEN '* Sound Patent" Series Reaches NEWSREEL SYNDICATE TO
20th Instalment in This Issue
IGHT
HIGHL
ISEIIVICE T NEWSREEL
MEET
fl.F.L.
11

{.Continued from Paije

(Coii/i'iiHt-J

from

')ii of Labor, to be
luber at Toronto.

Pitye

held

1)

next

Scp-

Six delejjates of the musicians'
nion arc to attend the labor federai>n convention, musicians decided at
leir annual meeting which wound up
Ire last week. The six are: Presi.nt Joseph
N. Weber,
New
York:
•easurer William K. KemKOod.
•."wark; C. A. Weaver, Des Moines:
1) L. Bagley, Los Angeles; Ldward
unavan.
New
York;
N. W. Parks.
dias.
Co-op Concerts in N. Y.
Two concerts were given in New
)rk Sunday for the benefit of job40() niusiin which
^s musicians,
co-operative
The
nns took part.
uicerts are one phase of the Ameriplans
ca Federation of Musicians'
t eliminate
the
unemployment
used by the talking picture develinent.

^ease and Desist Order
by Commission
ssued
(Conliniied from Page
9)
1 cent of the capital stock of Associatcil
1st .National
Pictures,
Inc..
the
national
I ipany.
West Coast Theaters. Inc.. also haJ l>een
. producer of motion pictures. Under the
Mie 'All Star Feature Producers', the cornIiy pro<luccd five pictures featuring Jackie
(>gan« namely; 'My Boy.' 'Trouble.' 'Oliver
■ist,' 'Circus
Days'
and
'Daddy,' ''

'West Coast, and the other re.vindents, except Educational Film
kchange of Southern California,
;1 Star Feature Distributors, Inc.,
sd Principal Pictures Corp. in many
c-ies leased more films for certain
I their theaters which were in comItition with independent exhibitors
tin could be exhibited in such theJ'lS, with the purpose and effect of
Inventing competitors from obtaini» a supply of films, according to
fdings
commission."
)ne of of
thethe
cease
and desist names the
1 owing :
iVest Coast Theaters, Inc.; West Coast
eaters. Inc., of Northern California;
'nice Investment Co., Hollywood Theaters,
Jr.; All Star Feature Distributors, Inc.;
aicational Film Exchange; Principal Pictes Corp.; H. M. Turner, Fred Dahnken,
< L. I^ngley, and F. W. Livingston, partts doing business under the name of TurI, Dahnken and l.angley; and A. I,. Gore,
^chael Ciore, Sol Lesser, Adolph Ramish,"
;l Dave Bershon, operating theaters mostly
i southern California.

The order does not apply to Princal Pictures Corp. complaint against
>iich was dismissed by the commissn at the same time the order was
iued. West Coast Theaters, owned
i?ty per cent of the capital stock of
lincipal Pictures until 1923 when it
sd its interest to other stockholde.
"ompanies
sjnd
order tolisted
cease asand respondents
desist are: in the
'Vest Coast theaters. Inc.; West Coast
l.'aters. Inc., of Northern California; The
1 4 D. Junior Enterprises, Inc. ; HerlxTt
1 Rothchild Entertainment. Inc.: H. M1 ner; Fred Dahnken, C. L. Langlcy. and
t W. Livingston, doing business under the
• jle name and style of Turner, Dahnken and
l-igley. operating theaters mostly in north»' Csilifornia.

This order did not apply to Herb.t L.
Rothchild
Entertainment,

Li

A)

tus. By a ratchet device similar to
(E) and (I-") and conse<iucntly the
tube (E') and screw (E") are ro- that of the electro-magnets (C) and
tated at the same speed, the position (C) the energizing of one of the
of the screw member (I'-') relative to magnets (c) or (c) advances the
ratchet wheel (e) or the ratchet
the tube (E') will remain unchanged
but if the screw member (E") should wheel (f), as the case may be, an
rotate faster or slower than the tube angle equal to one ratchet tooth. The
wheel (f) is secured to a rotatable
(E'), it would be threaded longitud'nally in one direction or the other. tube (f), in fixed longitudinal position, and the wheel (e) is fixed on
This longitudinal movement would
be transmitted through the shaft (G) a rotatable shaft (g) threaded in, and
and a stiff spring, not sliown in the thereby movable longitudinally of the
drawings, to a brake lever (I) to tube (f), the relation of the shaft
thereby quickly and powerfully apply (g) and tube (f") being similar to
or release the brake of the projec- that of the tube (E') and screw
tion machine, which is not
- shown in member (E°). As the wheel (e) or
% suitable wheel (f) is rotated by the movement
the drawings, being of any
construction. As soon as the brake of the sliding contact bar (H")
has retarded the speedier of the two through the electro-magnet (c), the
other wheel (e) or (f), remaining
satat onary, the shaft (g) is threaded
a slight distance longitudinally in the
tube (f°) and remains in this adjusted
position even after the screw memII
ber (E') has returned to neutral
c Mg-ll position
and the respective magnet
(c) has been de-energized. A second
movement of the screw member
(E°) in the same direction causes a
Illustrating
one principle
of French
Patent
()■?(*
second energization of the same one
No. 4-t-l,_'3r>.
of the magnets (c) and a further
driving mechanisms to return the slight movement of the shaft (g)
screw member (E^) to its neutral or in the same direction, while a moveinactive position, the brake lever (I)
ment of the screw member (E') in
is thereby brought to its normal po- the opposite direction causes an enersition.
gization of the other of the magnets
To affect an adjustment of the per- (c) and a movement of the shaft (g)
manent regulating device, the longi- in the opposite direction. The movetudinal movement of the shaft (G)
ment of the shaft (g) is transmitted
is transmitted through discs (G"), through a light spring, not shown
and through an intube (E') and annular disc (E") to in the drawings
termediate transmission to the brake
a sliding contact (H") which is thus
carried to one side or the other of a lever (I) to apply a gentle, but lastcentral insulating section of the fixed
ing, pressure or a slight release in
contacts (H-H^) and thereby closes pressure, as the case may be, and to
an electric circuit through one or the thus bring the driving mechanism of
other of a pair of electro-magnets the projection machine and phonograph to the same speeds.
(c, c) at the left end of the appara-

l'

^

Inc., complaint against which company was dismissed by the commission coincident with the order. In
July. 1925, Rothschild sold all his
stock in the company to the then
Famous Players Lasky Corp. The
name of the corporation was changed
to San Francisco Entertainment, Inc.

Arbitration Bill is
Vetoed in Michigan
(ContiiMied

from

Page

1)

it, which virtually defeat bill's purpose, the governor believed.
The bill would have forced use of
only disinterested arbitrators in handling disputes, which would have
meant the end of the present system
of arbitration
in Michigan.
"Blue" Drive at Charleston
Charleston, 111. — Mayor Childress
is sponsoring a vigorous drive against
Sunday picture shows and other
amusements. He has also declared
war on other commercialized amusement enterprises, serving notice to
the managers of carnivals, stock
companies, circuses, skating rinks,
etc., to keep out of Charleston.

Only One First Run at L. A.
Now Offers Presentations
West

Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Only one first run,
Loew's State, now is offering presentations here. Their first runs have
switched to an all-sound-film policy.

With completion of plans for fornjatioii of Associated Newsrcels, whose
service will be used by the company.
Universal has announced formallv,
the Universal Newsreel, which will
make
its contract
debut as soon as Universal's
current
with International
Newsreel is completed. Sam B.
Jacobson
eiditor of the I'niversal
Newsreel, iswork
on which has been
under way for the last six months.
Associated Newsreels, patterned
after the As.sociated Press, is being
formed, with C^apt. G. McL Baynes
as general manager, to supply news
film to newsreels. Kinograms and
the forthcoming Universal Newsreel,
already have contracted for service
of the new co-operative association,
("apt. McL Baynes is en route to
Europe to initiate service of the association in England, France, Germany.
Italy and Spain and to arrange with
cameramen for opening of new offices.
Full service of the new association
will be at the disposal of members
and can be used by them or not as
they choose. The organization stands
ready to execute orders of the newsreel editors on special assignments.

Detroit Zoning Schedule
Details Being Completed
Detroit — Various situations still
under consideration will be discussed
at a meeting today at offices of the
Michigan exhibitor unit on the zoning
schedule for the coming year. The
new plan is expected to be made public about June 1.

"English" Talker Invasion
is Feared in Mexico
Mexico City — Fearing an "English
language invasion" of Latin America.
"El Universal," powerful Mexican
newspaper, is urging governments of
Latin America to prohibit showing of
talkers with English speech, except
in songs. The newspaper insists that
Spanish lines replace English diaogue.

NOW BEING DISTRIBUTED
I shall keep it handy and know that it will
be referred to many times during the year.
A. L. ROCKETT

FREE

to Film Daily Subscribers

Subscription $10.00

Foreign $15.00
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A Hit of Hits

J

UST too bad — too bad. I'm
afraid the show is a success." Harry Gril)bon grins
ine at Sam Hardy as the show
1 ( )n With The Show" came to
rrluse last night on the Winter
icn screen. The audience was
:iie and made the point clear
10 Brothers Warner by their
I al and generous outbursts of
iuse.
The Coast had wig;ed extravagant promises for
all-talking, singing, dancing
lie in color.
The advance
, was plenty, but not too plenty
1 ;i long shot. For even in this
of monev-coining sound pic.. "On With The Show" will
.
. its own against any of 'em and
tdistancc most of 'em by miles.

That Taxicab

May 29,

Price

1929

HESS AHACKS BROOKHART
BILL AS UNFAIR BARRIER
Warner- Paramount

Meet Again

Following a temporary lapse, Warner and Paramount officials
yesterday resumed negotiations looking toward a reported merger
between the two organizations or development of a closer working
arrangement. A merger was held to be the more likely, if a deal
should be made.
At the opening of "On With The Show" at the Winter Garden
last night, the deliberations held during the day were discussed in
several quarters.

Publix Deal for Saenger Chain
Ownership Held Near Closing

The first tremor of excitement was
ated by a prosaic taxicab. It hapled to be yellow. When it sidled
•OSS the screen in the opening
:ne, horn screeching, the audience
jlauded.
It was the color that did
From then on regularly at the
se of each number, the packed
later expressed its appreciation by
pping its hands. In the picture, IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
I celluloid audience did the same.
Los Angeles — Cease and desist
orders issued by the Federal Trade
^e was cued. The other was sponwas
synchronization
the
but
leous,
Commission against Fox West Coast
■feet.
Theaters and allied firms, is erroneous
\n obvious story of backstage life,
the circuit's
atbe true, but what of it? "On With in the opinion
torneys, declares of
Harold
B. Franklin,
le Show" is a bearcat in entertain- president. In all probal)ility, he says,
!nt, a smash hit. You get everyng in it. Hot music, sentimental the order would be reversed, "if it is
isic, pretty girls, snappy dialogue, deemed advisable to appeal."
autiful sets and what no other
jnd feature today has — color.
Take a slant at the cast: Betty
mpson, Louise Fazenda, Sally
Neil, Joe E. Brown, Tom Jeffer.. Fairbanks Twins, Wheeler Oakin and Harry Gribbon and Sam
ardy — always dependable for a good
ow — Arthur Lake and Ethel Wales.
ID sings two "blue"
songs that
pips. There arc others, but these
enough.

WEST COAST FEELS CEASE,
DESIST ORDER ERRONEOUS

In what is declared to be a general move to secure complete ownership of a number of circuits in which
it is partner, Publix is negotiating
purchase of complete control of tiic
Publix-Saenger. E. V. Richards, Jr.,
who is in New York in connection

a Hand

•Alan Crosland, director of "Tlio
'.zz Singer" assumed a real signifimce via that one picture. In "On
^ith The Show" he takes on a furtir distinction for himself and his
tmpany. Undeniably, the Warners
Ive pointed the way again. Give
tern credit; it's theirs by right.
''
K A K X

Would
Force
Small
Exhibitor Out, Disrupt
Industry, He Says
Charging that the measure would
force small exhibitors out of business, through elimination of block
booking; that it denies to distributors
their rights to choose tlieir own customers; that it would force retur-i to
the advance deposit system through
abolition of the present arbitration
system and that its price-fixing provision is contrary to the principles of
free interplay of conmiercc and trade,
Gabriel L. Hess, Hays association
counsel, (Continued
yesterday on made
public an
Page 4)

T-S AND WONT FORM
ANGLO-AMERICAN ALLIANCE

TifFany-Stahl, through Grant L.
Cook, vice president, has closed with
Gaumont Co. of England through
Arthur Lee, American representative,
Loss of French Market
and William GcU, managing directo U. S. Firms is Seen
tor of Gaumont for joint production
and
distrii)ution.
Paris (By Cable)— Withdrawal of
(Continucd In
on England
Page 12) all TifAmerican distributors from the
I'rench market, looms as a practical
certainty,
following
action
of tlic
(.Continued

on

Page

11)

(Continued

on

Page

11)

Do You Believe the Policy of Two
Directors, One for Pictorial Effects
and One for Dialogue, a Better System Than One Director in Production of Talkers ?

Giving Them

5 Cents

Eighth and last of a series of major
questions is answered on pages 8 and 12
this morning by
Paul Fejos
Monta Bell
Clarence Brown
Harry Beaumont
Harry Rapf
Josef Von Sternberg
Al Christie
Ernst Lubitsch

J. H. GOLDBERG TO HEAD
COLyMBIA SALES FORCE

Joe H. Goldberg, one of the best
known figures in distribution on the
Coast, has been appointed general
manager of distribution for Columbia.
This is a promotion for Goldberg,
who until now has been handling Columbia sales on the West Cost and
(Continued

on Page

12)

No Paper Tomorrow
There will be
THE
FILM
Thursday, May
day.
Day, which is a

no issue of
DAILY on
30, Memorial
national holi-
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I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuebne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle,
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
19
Cour-des-Noues.

Campbell, Clarke, McKain
Leave Australia for N. Y.
By GAYNE
Editor,

DEXTER

"Everyone's"

Sydney— Three New York film
men, overseas representatives of First
National, United Artists and Columbia, have quit Australia. Pat Campbell, United Artists has sailed for
London; Ralph Clarke, First National, left for Bombay, to double back
to Singapore, China and Japan, then
to return to New York; while Clarence McKain, Columbia, goes direct
to Broadway after closing a deal for
five-years' distribution of Columbia
through the re-organized Greater
Australasian Films under the control
of John C. Jones, formerly in charge
of First National here.
Lusty Goes to Coast
Lou Lusty is en route to Hollywood, where he will take up his duties as publicity director for Inspiration Pictures. He has been associated
with the Art Cinema Corp. in New
York. He was, several years ago,
publicity director for the Rialto and
Rivoli. His headquarters on the
Coast will be at the Tec-Art studios.
Marion McCullough Transferred
Kansas City — Marion McCullough
will succeed Dave Palfreyman as
Film Board secretary at Detroit. Palfreyman has been transferred to the
home office of Film Boards of Trade.
Catherine Northern, a newcomer,
will succeed Miss McCullough here.
Richard Dix in N. Y.
Recovered from an operation underwent recently at Baltimore, Richard Dix now is in New York.

eventually
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Louis Warner Much Improved
Louis Warner, son of H. M. Warner, president of Warner Bros, is
improving steadily and will be discharged from the Roosevelt Hospital
within a week.

Inquire:
Box
B-105
Daily, 1650 BVay,
N.

In the face of the warm weather,
"Fox Movietone Follies" has grossed
almost $60,000 in three days at the
Roxy, New York. This is underiStood to be the best business this
house has enjoyed in over three
months.
In Los Angeles, where the picture
is current at the Criteiion, the opening day's gross was about $8,000.
James Reeve Dies
James W. Reeve who has been with
the Orpheum circuit for about ten
years in charge of the construction,
purchasing and maintenance departments, died on the train on his way
back to Chicago from New York
where he had been in conference at
the home office.
New Barthelmess Lead
Marian Nixon has been signed to
appear opposite Richard Barthelmess
in "Young Nowhere," which Frank
Lloyd will direct for First National.
Barthelmess is expected to return
to the Coast next week.
Paramount

at Omaha

Omaha — "Coquette" was the initial attraction under new policy and
name of the Paramount (formerly
the Riviera) here.
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Book
TheDate
Industry's
Today.
June
June
June

1

Testimonial
dinner
to
Walker, M. P. Club of New Mayor
York.
Macon,
Ga.
2
Meeting
of
Georgia
exhibitOB,
3
3-7

Opening
of "Father
and
the Embassy,
New
York. Son" it
International
Congress
of M
P
T. O. at Paris.

June

4

Opening
of "Honky
Tonk,"
net Theater,
New York.

June

5

Meeting'
of Ohio exhibitors unit at
Columbus.
Convention of Oklahoma exhibitor
unit at Oklahoma
City.

June 11-12

War- :

June

14

Premiere
theater, of
New"Evangeline,"
Orleans.

June

15

Annual
M-G-M
Sales Convention
at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Paramount
Western
Division Sala
Convention at St. Louis.

Saengo

June 16-17

Summer
convention
of
North
Carolina exhibitors unit, WrightsviUe, Beach,
N. C.

June

17

Annual

21

York.
Paramount
Division
Convention Eastern
at Atlantic
City, Sd|l
N., I

June

Fox

sales

meeting.

Nor

Screen Advertising Firms Merge

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Portray Arts Studio,
owned by Fred F. Schalmo, has
merged with the Wheeler, Sheridan
Corp. of Los Angeles. The former
company, for a number of years, has
advertised the business of various
merchants on the local screens.
Schalmo will be active in the locaJ
field representing Wheeler, Sheridan.

Theatre Manager
At liberty, thoroughly experienced in
handling circuits of combination and
picture theatres, best of references, locate anywhere, can handle publicity and
exploitation, a business producer. Address, Christian, 30 Covert Street,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Exhibitors Interest!

Opens

Let Us Solve Your Problems 1

1540
Y.

"Movietone Follies" Hits
Almost $60,000 in 3 Days

To Reopen at Boston
Boston — Publix will reopen the UpThring at Los Angeles
town, formerly the St. James, June 1
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
with "The Cocoanuts."
Los Angeles — F. W. Thring, manColumbia Talker at Embassy
aging director of Hoyt Theaters, Ltd.
"Fatnir and Son," Columbia talk- of Sydney has arrived here and is exer, opens June 3 for a run at the
pected to leave for New York sometime next week.
Embassy, New York.

use

Opaque
Leader
1000
feet
$4.50
c-o

STOCK

Minneapolis — Minnesota, North
and South Dakota are to be next objectives in the plan to build up a national booking combine, it is reported
here. Negotiations now are under
way by A. W. Nichols, former Paramount district manager, for a tie-up
with W. A, Steffes, head of the
Northwest exhibitor unit. Backing
of Allied States Ass'n, is sought by
the proposed combine. Nichols has
'766
been organizing
the combination in
Iowa, presumably with the backing
'266
of E. P. Smith,
head of the Iowa unit,
which is a member of Allied.

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates

Sound and Talking
Movies
Will

Wednesday,

PAILV

N. W. 'Zone
Next Objective
466
of New Booking Combine
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"You have demonstrated beyond a
doubt that you have the exhibitors
interest at heart. I want to thank
you, and assure you that I certainly
appreciateLYRIC
the wonderful
service."
THEATRE
Terrell,
Texas

'WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

PROHIOWFIIH
'T^»:Mit'n^
INCORPORATED

220 WEST
STREET
NEW 42^-°
YOPK
Phone: Wisconsin 6876
ALLAN

A.LOWNES.

CEN.MCR.

'

''YOU WEREff
FOR ME!

MEANT

All America is singing the hit songs
from ^^The Broadway Melody^^

ITS MUSIC TO THE BOX-OFFICE
WHEN YOU PLAY
THE BROADWAY
5th MONTH

MELODY

\

ASTOR, N. Y., at $2

5th MONTH GRAUMAN'S CHINESE, LOS ANGELES, at $2
6 WEEKS DETROIT, CHICAGO, PITTSBURGH, BALTIMORE, MILWAUKEE. BUFFALO
4 WEEKS WASHINGTON, D. C, ROCHESTER, BOSTON
2nd MONTH COLUMBIA, SAN FRANCISCO, at $2
3 WEEKS OMAHA, ATLANTA

THE TRIAL OF MARY

\

DUGAN

3rd MONTH EMBASSY, N. Y., at $2
3rd WEEK OF EXTENDED RUN LOS ANGELES,

THE IDLE RICHNation-wide release June 15th

-GNow YouVe
TALKING!

,000 copies
sold to date!

z^&m

PAILV

Wednesday, May 29, 1925

Brookhart Bill Objections^Are Outlined
SEEING YEAR'S PICTURES
WOULD REQUIRE 100 DAYS
(Continued from

Page

1)

analysis of the Brookhart bill, recently reintroduced in Congress.
Five prohibitions or regulations on
the industry are provided in the
measure, which is substantially the
same as the measure introduced last
year by Sen. Brookhart, and defeated
in committee. These restrictions are
outlined by Hess as follows:
1. To prohibit selling of pictures in a
block or group of two or more films
for the entire
price
at a designated
group.
.
.
r J-,
2. To prohibit the renting of films
and are availuntil they are completed
able for immediate release, or without
first affording the exhibitor an opportunity to view the film upon the screen.
3. To prohibit the renting of films to
theaters owned or controlled by a producer or distributor, or to a theater affiliated with any other producer or distributor, without giving all cornpeting
exhibitors equal opportunity to bid for
the pictures.
4. To prohibit arbitration of trade
controversies.
5. To give the Federal Trade Commission authority to enforce the foregoing
prohibitions and to fix the price differentials between a block of films and separate films.

"Block booking is a trade term for
wholesale selling and buying," Hess
declares." It is a system of distribution which greatly reduces rental
prices and overhead costs and permits production on a scale which
the rental cost to exgreatly lessens
hibitors and therefore the admission
price charged the public, the ultimate
consumer of motion pictures.
"Block booking is analogous to the
sale by a newspaper syndicate of six
months' or a year's service at a time.
It is further analogous to what the
individual does when he subscribes
to a magazine. He knows the current type of article and story, the past
reputation of the magazine, and on
that faith he subscribes for the publication. That is block booking.

Measure
More Stringent
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Brookhart bill, recently, reintroduced by Sen.
Smith W. Brookhart of Iowa, first was presented at the regular
senate session last year. Following its introduction, endorsements
from many exhibitor associations throughout the country, were received.
Hearings on the measure were held, lasting about a week, but
the bill never was reported out of committee. A number of exhibitors appeared in behalf of the bill, while others and virtually all distributors opposed it.
The bill as reintroduced at the current special session of Congress, is substantially the same as the measure introduced last year,
although some of its provisions have been made more stringent.
The bill seeks to prohibit compulsory blind and block booking, compulsory arbitration and arbitrary allocation of product.

Passage Would Force Return to
Advance Deposits, Hess Says
brand of pictures is necessary to an exhibitor.
There are many brands of motion picture
merchandise in the market. No company
produces enough pictures to meet the demands
of a theater. The exhibitor, therefore, must
buy from
tors have various
contractscompanies.
with fromMany
five exhibito 15
companies for parts of the product of each
company.
"To do away with wholesale selling would
be highly damaging to the small exhibitor.
As quickly as a certain star or type of picture became popular, the larger theater with
more money could outbid the smaller exhibitor
and reap the benefit of the popularity built
up in the smaller house. Already distribution costs of motion pictures are too high.
Even now there is no real profit in selling
the small $7.50 and $10 accounts and if it
were necessary to sell those accounts one picture at a time, the cost of selling would
mount so rapidly that the small exhibitor
would be forced out of business.

Sees Injury to Small Exhibitors
"Nothing
would
put the small
exhibitor
out of business so quickly as the enforcement of the prohibition against renting of
pictures until they have been acutally pro
duced and are available for exhibition.
"Economically and physically such a prohibition is impossible. Production costs must
be based largely on the estimated distribution of the picture. The exhibitors themselves would not and could not view all the
pictures before they receive them. There
are 10,500,000 pieces of film delivered to
the 20,500 theaters in this country annually.
To show each film to each exhibitor would
require travelling on the part of the exhibitor
to an exchange center, sometimes hundreds
of miles away, to view the pictures. Not
only would his cost of travel be added to the
overhead, but his loss in time away from his
theater would result in serious losses.

"In the case of motion pictures, salesman
representing each of the producing and distributing companies, visit the local exhibitor
and the exhibitor is thoroughly informed as
to the past records of the producing com100 Working Days to See Films
pany, and equally well informed as to the
"There are on the average of 800 feapresent and future plans of production. He
ture pictures produced in this country each
knows the stars, the types of stories in year. For the exhibitor to select the best
which they will appear, the titles, and he can it would be necessary for him to view all of
form a logical estimate of the value of the those pictures. At a minimum that would
picture. He makes his choice and subscribes require 800 hours actually seeing pictures.
for some considerable part (not all), of a The average working day is eight hours,
year's service.
In thisand
way hehe is
is buying
he would have to spend 100 days —
tection for himself
getting prothe therefore
3 1-3 months — in projection rooms doing
pictures at a greatly reduced cost when he nothing else but seeing those pictures. Meanbuys them wholesale rather than singly.
while the cost would be mounting up.
Buy from Many Companies
"The
life of a and
positive
print of
in
America average
is 59 exhibitions
the value
"No
one argues
sensibly
that any
one the film itself, the cost of replacement of a
print, is four cents a foot or $280 for an
average seven reel print. Eight hundred
feature pictures a year have a total print
Ten million five hvmdred
value, therefore, of about $224,000. Suppose
contracts have been made with 10,000 exthousand pieces of film are
hibitors. If each one looked at it separately,
delivered annually to the na167 prints would be required for that many
showings. The total cost of showing 800
tion's 20,500 theaters, Gabriel
feature pictures to 10,000 exhibitors would,
L. Hess, Hays office counsel,
therefore, exceed $40,000,000 in prints alone,
declares in citing the difficulty
before the picture is shown to a single
audience.
he says exhibitors would en-

The Turnover

counter if the Brookhart bill
passes, and films not permitted to be sold until they are
available for exhibition.

Says Expenses Mean Overhead
"There are 32 well
centers in the United
competing companies
salesmen, and from
tributors ship films.

organized film exchange
States from which the
radiate their respective
which the various disThe geographical
com-

TO
arbitrahonTenefits
{
minds of its patrons because of a
line of pictures or of certain stars.

certaii

Price Discrimination Legal

"The Federal courts have decided that
manufacturer may sell to affiliated stores oi
better terms than to independent stores
The Clayton Act prohibits discrimination ii
price between purchasers only provided tha
nothing shall prevent discrimination in pric
on account of differences in the grade, qual
ity, or quantity, or that makes allowance fo
difference in the cost of selling or transpor
tation. In other words, there is nothing ii
the Clayton Act or elsewhere which says tha
the price to two different purchasers mus
be the same if it costs the seller more tifl
sell one than it does to sell the other. I

Arbitration in Industry Outlined

"In contravention to the steadily growin;
practice of American business to eradicat
position of the United States is such that what the Department of Commerce has callei
with this elaborate sales and distribution the greatest economic loss outside of war
the submission of internal trade con
system there are many exhibitors who live through
troversies to arbitration, the Brookhart bil
several hundred miles from an exchange cen- proposes to outlaw arbitration as a trad
ter. For them to see the picture would re- practice in the motion picture industry, th
quire their travelling to the exchange center
very industry which has become the out
or the visit of a salesman with the print. In standing
example of use of the system il
the latter case, the expenses of the salesman this country.
;
might exceed by ten times the price of the
a proposal is directly contrary ti
booking. The vast majority of the theaters the"Such
opinions of an ever growing number 0
now receive programs at a very small leas- business men and recalls to mind a state
ing fee. Any attempt to sell these exhibitors ment made some time ago by Presiden
one picture at a time after they have seen
it would automatically wipe them out of Hoover, then Secretary of Commerce, ii
existence.
which he said: 'I have been for many yean
of the conviction that the arbitration of com
Cites Right to Choose Customers
raercial disputes in place of avoidable litiga
"In section three, the preferential renting tion is an agency of business efficiency. . .
of pictures by a distributor to a theater Not only does this trade machinery relievi
owned by, or affiliated with, the distributor, the congestion in the courts but it relieve
or with any other producer and distributor, the tax payer from additional assessment
is prohibited. That section is in direct op- for additional facilities. In other words
position to the legal right of producers and business taxes itself to pay the cost of keep
distributors to choose their own customers.
commercial
peace.' Accomplishments
The courts have repeatedly held that 'it is ing
Arbitration
the right of a merchant engaged in a pri- Lists
plan as it is carried out in the mo
vate business freely to exercise his own in- tion"Thepicture
industry has worked fairly an(
dependent discretion as to the parties with
equitably and to the general satisfaction 0
all.
Proof that exhibitors as a whole arwhom he will deal.'
"Every producer naturally desires to have
his pictures exhibited in the best theaters. pleased with the arbitration system is to b'
found
in the fact that in five years only I2i
This is especially true with respect to the
first run exhibitions which in effect are the requests were made that a matter submittei
a board of arbitration of three exhibitor
show windows for the territory, often de- to
and three distributors go to a seventh arbi i
termining whether the picture is to be suc- trator for decision.
In the five years tha!
cessful or a failure. The character of the
arbitration has been operative in the motioi
theater, its location, popularity, price of adindustry— 1924-1928 — 75,409 cases hav.
mission, seating capacity, manner of presen- picture
been disposed of, involving a total of $18>
tation, class of patrons,- general reputation,
241,353.
Of these, 35,972 involving $7,399,73>
etc., are all matters of vital importance to were
settled
amicably
before the date 0
the producer and distributor. Equal in its
hearing;
29,547
awards
were
made;
an«j
importance, in fact, is the rental paid by 2,080
cases were dismissed.
.
the theater. The effect of this bill would be
"The
system
has
saved
millions
of
dollar-!
to ignore all these important considerations to all branches of the industry, aside fror;
and make the price of the picture the one the awards and settlements. Speed is es,
controlling feature in the industry while sential in this business. The price of a film
denying to the producer and distributor the
or less upon its age. The desame rightfacturersofand wholesalers
contract guaranteed
to manu- is basedmand more
always is for the newest picture. Ead
in other industries.
day
after
the
first
run the picture depreciate
"The whole economic trend of the day is in value. A picture
which gets $5,000 oi
towards establishment of outlets for manu- Broadway for a first run showing, month
factured products. That fact is evidenced
later
only $7.50 for an exhibitioi;
the may
same getduration.
by the rapid growth of the retail store move- of
ment. The whole spirit of the section is
antagonistic to the plan of retail stores owned
Necessity of Speed Stressed
by manufacturers and in effect demands that
"It is important for the exhibitor as wei
the producer offer his wares to his competi- as for the distributor to get as early a pla'i
date as possible.
If disputes were throwt
tors.
"Many distributors have already made in court, speed would be impossible and in
(Continued on Page 12)
long-term contracts with exhibitors all of
which would be automatically repudiated by
such a provision. Another common practice
in the industry is to rent motion pictures
on a percentage basis, that is on an agreed
Wash. Bur. of THE FILM DAILY
uponrecognized
percentageas ofa the
intake. sales
This
is
fairtheater's
and equitable
Washington — Little possibilsystem but the enactment of this bill would
abolish renting pictures on such a basis.
Brookthe current
on the
ity hart
of any
Moreover, the producers and distributors have
Bill isaction
seen at
invested enormous sums in higher class mospecial session of Congress,
tion picture theaters throughout the country.
called to deal with the tariff
They have benefited the public through these
finer theaters. Passage of such a bill, which
and farm relief problems. The
would deprive the affiliated theaters of the
bill has been referred to the
assurance of a supply of pictures, would
interstate commerce committee,
seriously discourage the growth of fine theaters. This bill would also destroy the preswhich did not report out the
ent system under which a theater builds up
measure at the last session.
its patronage and establishes goodwill in the

Action Remote

L
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m A DAY CHARGE FOR
AT
Boston — Thumbs down on the
ractice of lioldinp over prints has
;en voted by the arl)itration board
ire^- in returning a $11,000 verdict
gainst Lee Gorman, who operates
ic Riverside, Brid^eton, Me., ParaF"ox were the
and being
lount,
laintitTs,Pathe
their case
presented
y Louis Nizer, secretary of the New
ork Film Board. Twenty-two violaons, covering holdovers for as many
;parate days, were found against the
chibitors, the board awarding $500
*r each violation.

On Standard Time
Indianapolis — Although this
city technically is operating on
daylight saving time, few clocks
have been advanced, and these
wrill revert to standard time,
when the state law prohibiting
daylight saving time goes into
effect by the end of the month.

W. E. Rushing Installations
of Equipment in England

DA-TONE X NOW AVAILABLE
rOR ANY SOUND SYSTEM

Texas Unit Plans N. Y.
Trip on Percentage Plan

Da-Tone X sound picture screen
made by the Da-Lite Screen Co.,
Dallas — Col. H. A. Cole, president Chicago, and heretofore sold only for
of the state exhibitor unit, plans to go use with Western Electric sound
to New York in a few days, heading a projection equipment now is available
committee of three instructed by the to all exhibitors, regardless of the
Dallas convention to confer with sales type of equipment they install. Announcement of this change in policy
managers of the various companies
is
made
by
Frank M. Sturgis, genin an effort to secure an equitable
eral sales manager, who is in New
percentag
system
for
exhibitor
of
e
s
i Louis Nizer has been active in the state.
York, Some time ago, PZlectrical Relosecuting holdover cases, in the
search Products began handling sales
Torts being made to eliminate this
of the screen. Under the new plan,
ractice. Nizer has appeared for Censorship and Reel Tax
Da-Lite will sell direct to exhibitors.
stributors in several eastern cities,
Now Pending in Illinois
id in each instance has won his case.
Springfield, III. — Censorship of pic- Universal Sells Two More
tures, sound and silent, and of posters,
Theaters of Seattle Chain
and a ?2 reel tax are provided for
i'irst Issue of Universal
Seattle — Universal is continuing
in a bill before the committee on eduNews Scheduled July 29 cation.
sale of theaters in this territory. Recently, the Columbia and Winter
First issue of the Universal NewsGarden were sold to the Sterling
re! is scheduled for July 29. This 24 Sheets Offered Gratis
Chain Theater Co., headed by John
ill be the start of a regular twiceDanz. Now the Madrona Garden
■week service, scheduled Wednesday
on F. N. Sound Pictures and
Beacon have been sold to Frank
id Saturday. For some time past
First National is supplying free to Farrow, who operates the Madison.
am Jacobson, editor of Universal
a 24-sheet reading "Greatiews, in conjunction with Forrest exhibitors,
er First National-Vitaphone Pic- Patent for Dynamic Unit
jard and H. E. Hancock, editors
tures." A supply of these posters
i Kinograms, has been, working on already has
been sent to exchanges Granted Racon Subsidiary
^>ws features for Universal. In addi- and more will be had as they are
All Racon dynamic horn units now
on to this, Captain G. McL. Baynes, needed. The extra service is to call are being made under U. S. Patent
eneral manager of the Association attention to the latest dialogue films No. 1,711,514, issued to Dynamic Unit
abroad to build up the Euro- of First National-Vitaphone. Each ex- Corp. of America, subsidiary of Raas gone
and Continental staff.
ean
hibitor will be given as many as he
con Electric Co., on May 7, states
agrees to post.
A. I. Abraham, president. The Racon
firm manufactures a large assortment
)pening of Fox House
of various-sized horns for theater
Talkers to Cut Rentals,
sound reproducing systems.
28

,

June
Scheduled forFILM
DAILY

y*st Coast Bureau, THE

Herman Weinberg Feels

Talkers not only will be produc- 31 Stars Talk in Current
tive of more revenue at the box ofScreen Snapshots Issue
fice, but eventually will mean lessened expenditure by the exhibitor for
Thirty-one star.s talk in the current
product, in the belief of Herman J. issue of "Screen Snapshots," ColumWeinberg of Imperial Pictures, New
bia short subject which recently addYork.
ed dialogue.

San Francisco — With $5 top set as
:ale for the opening, dedication of
le new Fox theater here is set for
jne 28. A gala civic affair is planed in connection with opening of
le 5,000-seat house which Fojc
aims will be the finest west of New
"Talking pictures demand a great
'ork. A number of executives
Madison
House
Reopened
id stars of the film industry will be amount of preliminary care," WeinMadison,
Wis. — The Majestic
berg says, "and it is this pre-vision
n hand for the opening.
that is going
lowerin the
cost-sheets'is been renovated and reopened.
total.
Less tocost
production
bound to mean lower prices for prodAnother City Added to
uct.

Midwesco Building List

Milwaukee — Manitowoc has been
dded to the list of Wisconsin cities
here Fox Midwesco plans to build,
I the expansion program being cared out under direction of Joe Leo,
ice president of the circuit. This
•ill give the circuit representation
1 principal keys of the state of over
3,000 population, with the exception
f Superior. That city, however, is
:garded as part of the Minneapolis
rrritory, and Northwest Theaters
Finkelstein & Ruben) have a numer of theaters there. All of the new
heaters to be built in Wisconsin
'ill have seating capacity of around
.000, and all will be named Fox.

"There is no provision for waste in
making talking pictures. The waste
is eliminated in careful planning and
adequate rehearsal. Prices for talent
are immense and may remain so, but
there is no waste in the use of the
talent, and that is an important factor. It is worth while to pay high
for good talent, provided one pays
for no idle or contract-time and there
should be none of that.
"Talent in talking pictures will be
employed much as it is in making of
records; payment will be for actual
services or on a royalty basis, which
is highly remunerative for the performer and wholly non-wasteful for
the producer."

has

Engineers Being Switched
to Britain to Wire
130 by Fall
Vanguard of a squadron of 50
Western Electric sound installation
engineers has gone to England to begin an installation campaign designed
to put Western Electric sound equipment in 130 British theaters between
now and the middle of September.
There are already 44 Western Electric wired houses in the British Isles.
The squadron is being rushed
abroad by Electrical Research Products, distributor of Western Electric
sound system, to suplement the regular resident force of engineers to meet
the insistent and increasing demand
for Western Electric equipment there.
The 50 men have been selected from
the American installation department
and will remain abroad until September when they will be rushed back to
throw strength into the installation
work here which will reach a new
peak in the fall.
These installation engineers are being sent in detachments so that installations in this country will not
be slowed. The first main group
sails June 1, the second June 8, and
the last June 15. Altogether the
squadron will be composed of one
superintendent, three office men, four
supervisors, 31 engineers, five operators and six inspectors. They will be
under the command of F. W. Johnson. It is planned to start bringing the men back to New York in
September and to have them all back
by the first week in October.
There are at present 1,912 theaters
in the United States wired with
Western Electric equipment, and 125
in foreign countries. Installations are
being made at the rate of more than
250 per month.
Portland to Have Tourney?
Portland — This key city is awaiting word of the annual local film golf
tournament, but no definite plans
have been made as yet.
Markowitz
Gets Office
San Francisco — Abe Markowitz
now is branch manager for RKO.

FILMDOM'S ENCYCLOPEDIA
Always found this book to be of
the greatest value.
HARRY RAPE
FREE

to Film Dally Subscribers

Subscription $10.00

Foreign $15.00
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Favor One Director for Talking Films
For a Dual Directorial System
By Monta Bell
Eastern Production Supervisor;

Paramount

Thinks Two Directors Illogical
By Harry Beaumont

Director of "Our Dayicing Daughters," "Broadway Melody" and Others
The policy of two directors in the production of talking pictures is, I believe, wholly illogical. Authority and responsibility
must be concentrated in one individual for any achievement.
Divided command has in the majority of instances, proved fatal
to an undertaking, no matter what its nature.
Great screen productions have been made when one director
has been inspired with his story, and has been given reasonably
free rein to interpret it as his mind conceived it. As a rule, inspiration does not come in pairs. We can synchronize mechanical things, but not yet can we perfectly synchronize two human .
minds.
|
I feel that films have always been more or less audible to the
screen director. From the beginning he has used swiftly improvised lines to gain the proper moods and expressions from his
players ; now he has the advantage of smoothly pointed lines prepared beforehand to gain this same end. In other words, what
he had to convey in pantomime, has been made easier by sound.
The screen director has always striven for naturalness in action, consequently he will continue along the same line with the

Yes For tlie present, at any rate, it seems to be the only
has
practical system. The pictorial director, as a general rule,
of
age
advant
had no stage experience and, therefore, has not the
reverse
The
knowing the value of stage grouping and voices
is true of the dialogue director who has an equally new held to
y new medmm and,
conquer: he must adapt himself to an entirel
e technique.
pictur
motion
the
of
e
possibl
as
absorb as much
to the other,
each
nt,
compleme
a
The two directors act as
actors and,
his
s
rehearse
man
dialogue
the
first,
in this wise:
after they are well up in their lines, turns them over to his codirector on the set, whose job it then is to see that the actors
are kept within camera range at all times, to check on lights and
cameras and to control the microphones. But the dialogue director remains on the set while the scene is being shot, ready to act
as consultant when emergency arises.
Of course, responsibility for the picture must be centralized,
and it is to the pictorial director, naturally, whom we look.
Whether, as time goes on and we learn more about this tremendously important new medium, one individual will be able to stage spoken word.
the dialogue as well as direct the picture, remains to be seen, but
The dialogue picture is not held in awe by the screen director. What group of men is more resourceful? Why then, should
it would seem somewhat problematical. But we do know that at
this stage of development of talking pictures, the two directors this advance, be an insuperable obstacle to them. Screen direcmust work together in close harmony if the finest possible results
tors will make successful talking pictures because of their knowlare to be obtained.
edge of screen technique which is foreign to the stage director.
The policy of a stage director for the talkers and a screen director for the silent picture will, I believe, in most cases give an
added
prestige to the silent film, especially as sound becomes less
of a novelty.

WANTED

— MANPOWER !

A leading distributor and several large
producing units have come together in the
organization of a national distribution system with selling branches for the key cities
of the United States.
To man and successfully operate these
exchanges they require responsible men of
successful experience and are immediately
interested in men of national connections
who have been able to achieve selling success without czarism or high handedness —
and who have earned the good will of their
customers, for the territories centering in
Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Buffalo,
Cleveland, Cincinnati and Detroit.
Only men of stability, capacity and standing are acceptable and these may communicate in the assurance that their confidence
will be respected.
The activity is immediate and the selections will be made promptly.

Write or wire today to Box X 100.
FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway, New York City.
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*
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Double Director a Handicap
By Josef Von Sternberg
Director of "Underworld" "Last Command" and Others
My experience with my first talker leaves me with the con-|
viction that another director would have been a handicap, rathetj
than an aid to me.
However, I cannot possibly pass judgment
on other people's problems.
*
*
*

Stage or Film Director, But Only One
By Ernst Lubitsch
Director of "The Patriot," "Eternal Love" and Others
It is my firm belief that the talker should be directed by one
director. Movement and dialogue belong together and the future
belongs only to the moving picture director who is able to direci
dialogue or the stage director who will get acquainted with the
moving picture.
*
*
*

A Categorical No
By Paul Fejos
Director, "Last Moment," "Lonesome," "Broadway"
My answer is a categorical — No.
I would formulate my reasons as follows :
Talking pictures are right now evolving as a separate and
distinct medium of expression — or form of entertainment. It is
of course, true that they originated as a sort of hybrid combination of dialogue and picture but when they finally emerge as a
perfected medium they will become, so to speak, independent
entities with lives and souls of their own.
Now, in their embry{Continued

on Page

12)
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A MERGER THAT
VITALLY AFFECTS YOU!
flThe merger that vitally affects your box office and your
prosperity is Paramount's merger of quality and quantity
in the talking picture field. No other company has solved
the problem of making outstanding talking hits week after
week. You can easily confirm this by checking up the field.
i Starting with ^Interference," Paramount will have delivered
35 talking successes by the end of July. 12 of them in the
last three months of the season, when you need them more

than ever! Exhibitors, with big investments in sound equipment, appreciate this. They realize that they can't live on
three or four good pictures a year. flThe public recognizes
the new high standard set by Paramount

Quality Talking

Pictures and is shopping for them. ^Wise showmen

are

keeping this in mind for 1929-30.

HIT AFTER PARAMOUNT TALKING
right through June and July
GEORGE
BANCROFT

"GENTLEMEN
in

"Thunderbolt"
•

RICHARD DIX
in "The Wheel
of •Life"
"DIVORCE

MADE EASY"
Christie-MacLean

OF THE

PRESS"
•

EDDIE
DOWLING

CLARA

BOW

HIT

in

"Dangerous Curves"
•

in

"The Rainbow Man*
•

"THE STUDIO
MURDER

MYSTERY"

CHARLESin ROGERS
"River of Romance"
•

"FASHIONS

Adolphe LOMenjou
VE"
IN

PARAMOUNT
THE MERGER

of QUALITY

and QUANTITY

I
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Coast Wire Service

Jolson's Schedule Set
2 FILMS TO CARRY WARNER
STAR WELL INTO 1930
•Mammy" will be the first of the
pictures on Al Jolson's
two remaining Warners.
Irving Bercontract with
lin is author of the story as well as
composer of the music to be used
for the picture, which is scheduled
to go into production by September.
It will be completed about the first
of the year and released next spring.
"Little Pal," which has just been
completed by Jolson will be released
■in fall.
of "Mamcompletion
i Following
my," Jolson will start work in April
I) on another production,
which
aid be completed next summer
and released at the beginning of the
As reported yesterIO30-31 season.
. Jolson has denied report he is
ousidering offers from United Artists
ind stated that at present he sees no
■eason for not continuing with Warlers upon expiration of his contract,
,vhen the two .pictures are completed.

Former College Professor
io Staff
Heads "U" Scenar
former Columbia
Walter Pitkin,
irofessor, has been named scenario
ditor at Universal.

A Little
ots**
om ''L
Byfr
RALPH
IV ILK,

•

*

»

Paul L. Stein, who prefers to direct women, will direct Gloria Sovanson in her first talker, title of which
Paramount Changes Titles
is to be announced. He will also
Titles of Charles Rogers next has direct Ann Harding in her second
leen changed from "Magnolia" to picture for Pathe. Stein directed
A. Man Must Fight," Mary Brian, Jetta Goudal, Leatrice Joy and Phylune Collyer, H. B. Walthall, Wallis Haver at Pathe and before comace Beery and Walter McGrail are
ing to this country directed in Europe. He received his stage trainthe picture with Richard W^alIso in
ice
directing.
ing under Max Reinhardt.
• •
*
Seyffertitz and Gordon in Cast
Herbert
Brenon,
at
a
press lunchGustave Von Seyffertitz and Gavin
eon
tendered
Fanny
Hurst,
told a
iordon have been added to the cast
hunuin interest story of how Winif "Chasing Through Europe,"
Westo^er invaded his office in
vmerican sequences of which were New fred
York and convinced him she
tarted last week at Fox Movietone was the right selection for the lead
:ity.
m "Lummox." Brenon, who was
confronted vnth difficult casting
Victor Potel Signed
Victor Potel, comedian of Bronco problems in "Peter Pan," "Beau
Geste" and "Sorrel and Son," prelilly's Essanay Pictures some years
dicted Miss Westover would prove
go, has been signed by Paramount a success on the talking screen.
• •
•
) play the part of "Nebrasky" in
The Virginian," the new dialogue
Richard Weil is one of Hollyicture from the novel of Owen
wood's busiest dialogue writers.
/ister, featuring Gary Cooper, Mary
rian, Walter Huston, Chester Conk- "Dick" wrote the dialogue for "Two
Weeks OfT," "The Girl from Wooln and others.
worth's" and "Hard to Get," all
First National-Vitaphone productions.
Schertzinger's
New
Assignment
• •
•
Victor Schertzinger, who is now
Ralph Block is all smiles these
recting Adolphe Menjou's first allIking film, "The Concert," will days. "The Leatherneck," which he
;xt direct "Youth Has Its Fling" produced for Pathe, vnth Howard
r Paramount. This is a story by Higgin directing, is clicking, while
illiam N. Robson, 2nd, and will the reviews on "The Spieler," which
ive a cast including Jean Hersholt, he produced vnth Tay Gamett directing, would look very well in any
ly Wray, Phillips R. Holmes and
,ay Francis.
producer's scrapbook.

(CunlmueJ

fium

I'aye

\)

with the deal, last night denii-d it has
been closed. Reports lliat ownership
of the Dent and Robb & Rowley cir•-■in'<s
current.in Texas is .sought, also arc

New Radio Pictures
Musical Director Arrives Loss of French Market
Victor Barravalle, New York musito U. S. Firms is Seen
cal director, has arrived at the studio

to become director of the musical department of Radio Pictures. "Three
Cheers," "Rio Rita" and "Show Boat"
ACCORDING to Paula Gould, are
sonie of the musical shows Bar.Man Crosland is a firm believravalle lias directed recently. He imer in astrology and hence postponed
mediately started assembling a nmsithe starting date of "General Crack," cal department, which will work on
John Barrymore's first dialogue pic- the original scores for all Radio Picture. Gordon Hollingshcad is Cros- tures.
land's assistant, while Tony Gaudio
Barravalle found the nucleus of a
is in charge of photography.
• •
•
department when he arrived as Bert
Kalmar, Harry Ruby, Sidney Clare
Don Eddy, head of the RKO stu- and
Oscar Levant had already been
dio publicity department, kno^vs
signed
to work on RKO musical
how to keep in touch with the newspaper boys and girls as witness the shows. Dorothy Fields and Jiinmie
following from his latest news- McHugh, another song writing team,
letter:
are worknig in New York on original
We wish, also, to acknowledge in this scores.
round-table sort of way, special assigrnments
from Francis Murphy on the Worcester
TclfKram-dazette (shake hands with (lur
brother-in-law, Floyd Summers, editing' the
wire in New Bedford) ; our old pal Leah
DuRand of the Des Moines Rcgrister (Hi,
Leah) ; Jacques LaRoche of La Presse in
Montreal (regards to the Cocktail Club,
Jacques) ; Dean Collins of the Telegram in
Portland, Ore. (tilt one wHth Marc Bowman
next time he comes in) ; Doris Arden of the
good old Chicago Daily Journal (say hello to
Duff Cornell of the H&E City Desk, Doris);
A. DiBernardi of the Denver Post (is nvy
old boss TH Walker of the AP still in
town?) and some of the foreign brethren to
whom greetings are sent.

I*ubli\-Sacn<>cr I )cal
hor Ownership iNcar?

(.Continued

from

Page

1)

French Cinema Control Cotnmission
adopting the 4 to I quota. This is regarded as tantamount to jjassagc of
the quota by the government.
American distributors found the 7
to 1 quota a severe handicap, and the
4 to 1 contingent will make it "virtually impossible" to operate profitably
in France.

Balsdon Met'politan Dist.
Manager for Warners

George H. Balsdon, Jr., has been
appointed Metropolitan district manager for Warners. The territory
under his supervision includes New
York, New Jersey and Brooklyn.
Balsdon has been with Warner Bros,
for
five years, first on the road, and
Warner Bros. Buy "The Sap"
Harry M. W'arner, president of later in the New York office. For the
Warner Bros. Pictures, has pur- past year or more he has been manchased film rights to the William
ager of the New Jersey branch.
Jerry Herzog, who has been a New
Grew play, "The Sap," for a Vitaphone talking picture. Robert Lord Jersey salesman with Warner Bros.,
will write the continuity and dialogue. for a number of years, has been
The leading roles will be played bv named manager of the New Jersey
Edward Everett Horton, Alan Hale
Lester Adler, former speand Patsy Ruth Miller. Archie exchange.
cial sales representative for Harold
Mayo has been assigned to direct.
Lloyd, has been appointed manager
of
Warner Bros. New York exchange.
To Attend Premiere

Having completed work in "Evangeline," Dolores Del Rio, star of the
picture, is preparing to leave for New
Orleans where premiere of the picture is being scheduled June 14 at
the Saenger.
English Actor Cast
Shayle Gardner, English actor who
came to America after completing
his role in Rex Ingram's "Three Passions" at Nice, has been cast in
"Three Live Ghosts."
Finis Fox Heads Carewe Units
Finis Fox, brother of Edwin Carewe, has been put in charge of the
latter's two production units. Carewe plans a vacation of a year or
more, during which he is to travel
around the world.
Sig^ned
for "Locked
Zasu Pitts,
Mack Door"
SwainCastand
George Bunny have been added to
cast of "The Locked Door," United
Artists talker. Others already signed for the cast are: Rod La Rocque,
Barbara Stanwyck, Betty Bronson
and William Bovd.
ZaSu Pitts Assigned
ZaSu Pitts will support Irene Bordoni in "Paris," for First National.

Jack Barry Under Knife
for Appendicitis at Atlanta

Atlanta — Jack Barry, head of the
Publix Managers' School, is resting
comfortably following an operation
for acute appendicitis at St. Joseph's
Infirmary.
Barry's
class of theaters
25 students, assigned
to various
of this territory, is continuing without interruption.

Chevalier to Make Two
More Paramount Films
Ernst Lubitsch will direct Maurice
Chevalier in his next picture for
Paramount, which will be "The
Prince Consort." Guy Bolton will do
the book on the production, which
will be made on the Coast. Upon
completion. Chevalier will go to
Europe, returning after a month to
start his third film at Long Island.

All-Sound Film Policy is
Planned at Detroit House
Detroit — Stage bands will be discontinued during June. July and August and an all-sound film policy
adopted at the Hollywood. Band
policy and presentations will be resumed Sept. I.

Lillian Gish Returns
To Build at Anderson
Lillian Gish has returned to HollyAnderson,
— Publix-Fitzpatrickwood. She is under
contract
to McElroy willInd.build
a house at 13th
United Artists.
and Meridian.
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thev achieve mechanical perfection, we will,
erequir
a finer and more flexible technique to meet the peculiar
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ments of this new medium— to create its own indivi
its own make-believe world. The original contributions of stage
and screen will lose their component identity in the talkie, and
c
the merger will result in a new powerful and sensitive artisti
aunew
a
form
to
nts
eleme
e
divers
instrument. This fusion of
tonomous art form is surely not without ample precedent in the
y
histor of art.
The point I want to stress is the importance to the healthy
progress of the talkie, that we encourage its unified independent
growth, rather than relapsing to the fading relationship that it
bears to either the stage or screen. We should get away from
this retrogressive tendency to separate them, in our productive
mind, into the constituent parts of stage or screen. To efifect this
separation is to hinder their logical development, and to fail to
realize their limitless possibilities. To have separate individuals
direct the picture and dialogue phases is clearly to impede their
experimental progress. We want to achieve artistic unity, not
diffusion. That is one of the major objectives of any form of
expression that purports to be artistic. Take your symphony
orchestra — all the participating instruments have fused into a
perfectly unified and flexible instrument. We are not conscious
of an aggregation of individual instruments but only of a perfectly blended musical flow. The mechanics involved are concealed in this musical unity. Then one mind, one emotional apparatus— the director — who is as he should be a sort of artistic
autocrat — can, through this integrated instrument, achieve a composite musical evocation. But in the last analysis, it is a single
l
persona interpretative expression that the auditor gets — the director's. Itis he who is really playing on that superb instrument
— the orchestra. That, it seems to me should be the desideratum
of the talking picture. To become so mechanically unified and
unobtrusive, that one man — the director — is able to convey a consistently blended sound and pictorial interpretation of reality.
It is patently difficult to achieve a perfect identity of brain
and emotional context between two individuals. There is bound
to be clash or friction. Two individuals can hardly express themselves at the same time through the same medium. Such procedure can only lead to incoherence
and confusion.
Ideal harmony

T-S, Gaumont Form
Anglo-American
Pact
(Continued from Page 1)
fany-Stahl productions will be released
under the Gaumont-Tiffany banner
while Gaumont pictures will be released in America as Tiffany-Gaumont films. Plans also are under way
for interchanging stars, directors and
writers for production in both countries. Gaumont will have a representative at the Tiffany-Stahl studio in
Hollywood and T-S will have a representative at the Gaumont studio in
England.
R-K-O Gets 'Pan' at Spokane
Spokane — Transfer of the lease of
the Pantages from Alexander Pantages to Radio-Keith-Orpheum has
l)een completed, with the approval
of the sale by E. J. Young and Fred
Zahn, owners of the theater property
and building. The lease has approxima'ely 53 years to run and is valued
at around $200,000.

of method and purpose is impossible. And after all, art creations
have always been the epitomized expression of a single individua
personality.
In the symphony orchestra, the Avoodwind section, the brass
and the violins are not guided by different directors. In paintinr
one artist does not collaborate to do the landscape and another tc
depict human figures on the same canvas. On the contrary, thej
are all the homogeneous expression of one man's personality
sense of entertainment — or what have you. They are all solidifie(
into one mind — the impress of one personality. This experienct
and policy should govern us in talking pictures. One directoi
to weave all the contributory elements of picture and dialogU(
into the basic fabric of the talking picture — then you insure it:
artistic progress.

One and One Only
By Clarence Brown
Director, "Flesh and Devil,"and"Trail
of '98," "Woman
Others

of Affairs"

Only one director whether he is a dialogue, stage directoi
or a motion picture director, but only one.
*
*
*

Room Sor One Director Only
By Harry Rapf
Production Supervisor,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

I am opposed to the dual director system on the talking pic
ture.
The best resuJts are obtained where only one director i:
assigned a picture regardless of whether he is from the stage o
screen field.
*

Ht

*

One Man System the Thing
By Al Christie

President, Christie Film Co.
In my opinion, one man in charge is best for great results
From what I have seen in our own studio and elsewhere it is nc
a two-man job. I think that will be proven in the long run. O
course, there will always be exceptions.
I'm not saying it's a one-man job as it takes many men ti
put
on
a great talking picture, but I believe it is a one-man di
rector job.

Hess Attacks Brookhart
Bill as Unfair Barrier

(Continued from Page 4)
nocent exhibitors would suffer. For instance, 60 per cent of their contracts complied with
the contract provides the exhibitor with pro- and when they sent out their films they did
tection for a certain period of time named not have any assurance they would get them
in the contract. If with the second run back. Recent disclosures, for instance, as
there is a dispute, the picture is held up and
the extent of the evil of 'bicycling' of
cannot be shown by its subsequent runs to
film — that is, contracting for films for one
until that case is decided. The innocent theater and using them in other theaters
parties are thus made the victims.
without payment — offer only another proof
"ThrouRh arbitration it is possible to get of the necessity of protecting property rights
swift action. In many instances hearings are of hoi. est exhibitors and distributors.
ordered on 24 hour notice in order that the
Return to Advance Deposits Seen
way may be cleared. In the courts weeks,
"Before arbitration went into effect, in
months, and years may pass before settlement 1923
it was the practice of distributors to
durinfj which time the picture's value not require advance deposits from exhibitors to
only has depreciated or entirely faded away, insure fulfillment of contracts. A return to
hut the exhibition of it would be impractical
this practice — a decidedly reactionary suggesbecause of the picture's age.
tion— would unquestionably force a return
Court Costs Eliminated
to the policy of demanding advance deposits
once
again.
"Arbitration does away with court costs
and attorney's fees which would have to be
Price Fixing A Trade Barrier
borne by the exhibitor as well as by the
"The proposal to allow the Federal Trade
distributor and which in the majority of
to fix the price differential becases exceed the sum involved in the con- Commission
tween what an exhil)itor would pay for any
troversy. All of this would add to the over- film as an individual purchase and what
head which would have to be passed on in the producer asks in wholesale selling, is
turn to the exhibitor, and Ijy him to the like every other price-fixing proposal introduced in The Congress, a definite deviation
public.
"Before the introduction of the arbitra- from those principles of the free interplay
tion system distributors found no more than
of commerce and trade."

J. H. Goldberg to Heai
Columbia Sales Fore
(Continued

from

Page

1)

who, prior to his present compan
affiliation, was film buyer for tl
Wesf Coast Theaters.
Goldberg already has taken ov<
his new post and one of his fir;
duties will be preparation of Colurr
bia's next year program in conjunt
tion with Joe Brandt, just retuiiK
from Europe, and Jack Cohn.
Cecil Maberry will continue t
handle the Mid-West under Goli
berg's supervision.

Awaiting "Blue" Trial
Corsicana, Tex. — Leslie Wilkt
and his crew here are awaiting tri
on charge of operating a theater c
Sunday. A previous case for Sm
day violation of the law was pt'"
will proba'''
casesjointly.
the two and
poned
he triedandtogether
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The first all-talking college feature.
Carl Laemmie,
Jr.'s, lOO'V.
talking
and singing surprise special. With all

*'

^^

^

the favorite "Collegians" players —
George
Lewis,
Dorothy
Gulliver,
Eddie Phillips, Churchill Ross, Hayden
Stevenson, Sumner Getchel. Story by
Leonard Fields. Directed by Nat Ross.
Songs by U. of California Glee Club.
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The Finest Soumi on Film,
IPevice Ever Built
PACENT this week brings perfected Sound-on-Film
Reproduction into the hands of the exhibitor.
Every exhibitor who buys Pacent equipment can now
have Sound-on-Film that is literally years ahead in
quality.
Pacent promised the finest Sound-on-Film device
ever built. Pacent delivers it in the form of an attachment which sets new standards in simplicity, in operating efficiency, and in general performance.
Pacent contributes in the new Film Attachment
many noteworthy advances. Look carefully at the two
photographs in this advertisement. Read the descriptive text accompanying them. It is evident that the
Pacent Film Attachment has features and advantages
found in no other system for reproduction by the
Sound-on-Film method.
Extreme simplicity, with very few moving parts

(Large Photo) Parent
Film Atlachment
mounted on Simplex
Projeclor. The amplifier unit is separate,
an important feature.
(Small Pkoto) Closeup 'of' Optical System,
Photo-electric cell, and
Exciting Lamp.

The Pacent Film Attachment is unquestionably the simplest and most efficient device of its
type. There are very few moving parts. When
disc reproduction is used, the film is threaded
directly from the projector head, past the Soundon-Film sprockets (not through them). Special
periscope feature gives quick cheek on focus and
operation of Sound-on-Film system.

gives a marked reduction'' in stray noise — the finest
filtering system ever devised — a special optical' and
photo-electric cell system giving uneqvialled results —
easy threading, eliminating necessity of threading
throvigh Sound-on-Film section when disc reproduction is ,used : Th^^^ ^^e but a few of the features of
the Pacent FilrB.:Attachment.
The price is unbelievably low — $500 per
ment. Two attachitients required with each
Reproducer System.
Over 400 orders already in. These receive
ence. If you have not placed your order, do so
to insure early delivery.

PACENT

REPRODUCER

Film Center Bldg.

mm

attachPacent
preferat once

CORP.
New York

Sales and Service Representatives in Principal Film Centers Throughout the United States and Canada
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PUBLIX AND POX BIDDING
rOR LOUIS MARCUS CHAIN

Salt Lake City — Botli Publix and
[ Fox West Coast are bidding for tlie
' nine houses of tlie Louis Marcus
; Enterprises chain, Marcus declares
; in stating that the circuit would go
' with one or the other of the national
i chains. The Marcus company has
i nine houses in Salt Lake, Ogden,
t Prove and Idaho Falls.

Sunday, June

Berlin (By Cable)— While the apilication of Klangfilm for an injuncion restraining showing of "The
Mnging Fool," was denied, the Teleunken Co., successfully brought acion for a temporary writ. Now it
ppears doubtful whether scheduled
howing of the picture Monday will
ike place. The German sound equiplent group is determined to prevent
lowing of the picture, until priority
t patents is determined.
Western
lectric is charged
with infringing
ernian patents.

Price

2, 1929

25 Cents

ALLIED ASKED TO PUSH U.S.
PROBE SOUGHT BY N.W. UNIT
Missoimi ■ CMm
UPHOLDS "U" LAWS

Ogden, Utah — Operation of the
Jefferson City, Mo. — Right of any
Orpheuni and Paramount here is be- Missouri municipality to enact
ing consolidated by Louis Marcus ordinances preventing Sunday amusements was sustained by the Missouri
I'nterprises
and A. Corp.,
L. Glassman.
(ilasmarc
Operating
is taking Supreme Court in a decision handed
over the houses with Glassman as
down here recently, but such measgeneral manager.
ures must be general in character to
be valid. The ruling was in the
Fox, St. Louis, Goes Back case of W. W. Smith, owner and
to Presentation Policy manager of the Empire Theater,
Springfield, who was arrested on S/epAfter a two week's trial of vaude(Continued
on Page 11)
ville the Fox has reverted to the jazz
and cirl form of stage entertainment.
It didn't take the management long 'Blue' Lid Clamped
to learn that the big stage is not
Tighter at Ottawa
suited to variety acts, and a new
type of stage band show somewhat
Ottawa — Drive against Sunday opalong the line of those at the Ameration of all kinds have been instibassador and Missouri now is on tap.
tuted by police here with the result
Fanchon and Marco who produce the that the possibility of Sunday shows
shows for the West Coast theaters is more remote than ever. As a rerecently acquired by Fox will send
sult of a round-up of alleged Suna new stage company to St. Louis daj' transgressors, 107 storekeepers
each week. The Ambassador this were arrested. The city had been
week will try something new for St. relatively wide open for some months.
Louis by changing its bill on Friday
instead of Saturday.

Second German Suit Brings
Writ Against W.E. Film

Fox

Rentals
Laemmle's Record
Universal City — Carl Laemmle received enough money
from the sale of his first feature "The Great Train Robbery" in 1912 to start Universal
City. To date Universal has
made 875 features and 5,000
shorts.
"Hiawatha" was the
first in 1909.

Two "U" Sales Meetings
at K. C, Atlantic City
Universal sales conventions open
June 15 this year at Kansas City.
The initial meet will be attended by
exchange executives from all western
offices, including western Canada. It
will last four days. The eastern
convention will be held at Atlantic
City, beginning June 22 and lasting
through June 25. All eastern offices,
both in the U. S. and Canada, will be
represented. The conventions will be
held under the supervision of M. Van
Praag, general sales manager, assistSchlanger, assistant genederal
by Ted
sales manager. Universal home
(Continued

on Page

11)

The Inside on Headlines

filed
MONDAY ; Four year.s ago the Federal Trade Commission
its action against West Coast Theaters, Inc. Now the commission issues a "cease and desist" order, alleging West Coast
js a combination formed to stifle competition in its territory. Between
the day of filing and the day of findings, the complexion of the industry has changed radically. The leopard may never change its spots,
hut certainly the art of camouflage can perform wonders, \yhich
makes conjecture rife over the efficacy of the government's decision.
Four years — a considerable period in any business, but far more than
that in this. Styles in fashions and in business have changed considerably ...

and

Conspiracy

to Freeze-out "Little
Fellow" Charged
Minneapolis — Immediate investigation of prices being demanded for
sound films in the industry, in what
he alleges is a conspiracy to put
.--niall exhibitors out of business, will
be sought by W. A. Steffes, president of the Northwest exhibitor unit,
who will call upon Allied States
.•\ss'n, to bring about an inquiry.
A meeting of Allied leaders on the
subject is to be held in Chicago, after
which President Abram F. Myers
and others will proceed to Washington to petition the Dept. of Commerce to step into the situation.
Demand for a Federal probe was
made by the Northwest association
at its recent convention. At the session StefTes was reelected despite
charges of mismanagement brought
against him by W. M. Miller, Clo<)uct, Minn., exhibitor. Steffes was
voted three assistants, to carry on
organization work in each of the
three Northwest states. He immediately named Miller his assistant in
Minnesota, stating Miller is the best
man for the post, despite his opposition to the Steffes administration.

Canadian
Censors'
Shears
Make Sound
Films
Silly
Toronto — Provincial censors in
Quebec and Ontario have ripped up
a number of synchronized pictures
recently with direful result. During
a recent week patrons of the Imperial
(Continued

on

Page

3)

New Paramount Issue For
Expansion and Officials

In it application
of no par common
states that 11,333
used for acquisition
(Continued

on

for 32,310 shares
stock. Paramount
shares are to be
of the remaining
Page

3)

The guy who started this whole panic denies he's leaving Warner's
for United Artists. Jolson : "At this moment I see no reason for not New Sound Film Suit is
Blue" Petition Expected
) expiration." Maybe Al
continuing with them at its (the contract'sthe
at San Francisco
Brought
two pictures he yet has
see the reason clearly when he finishes
to Die at Los Angeles will
San Francisco — New action for an
est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY to deliver . . .
injunction to restrain replacement of
Los Angeles — Petition of the Los
will tell whose dope is right. On one hand, Publix is scrap- orchestra and organists in favor of
Time
■ igeles Good Government Ass'n,
ping unit shows. On the other, Fanchon and Marco are building them sound films in San Francisco theaters
>ging ban on Sunday pictures, is
has been filed by. four members of the
tpected to be tabled permanently up and extending their playing time throughout the East . . .

f the city council.

(Continued

on Page

12)

local musicians union. Recently, the
(Continued

on

Page

3)
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Winkelman Named G.M. of June
Manie Gottlieb Is Named
Chas. Kurtman Named
June
L.
I.
Theater
Chain
Publix Division Manager
"U" Manager at Cincinnati
Charles P. Winkelman, former June
West
Coast
Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
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Back

Arthur M. Loew is back in New
York from a European business trip.

Cincinnati — Manie Gottlieb, veteran Minneapolis and St. Louis exchangeman, has taken over management of the Universal branch here,
succeeding Fred Strief, who has resigned. Gottlieb, who managed the
Universal St. Louis branch for a
number of years, returned to the company, just recently, when he was assigned to "Show Boat" sales.
Korson with Empire
Louis Korson, head of Masterpiece Film Attractions of Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed sales
representative for Eastern Pa., Southern New Jersey and Delaware for
Empire Pictures of New York, producers of tAvo reel, all talking films,
according to announcement by President Maurice A. Chase.

Newbury Now at Loew's
Richmond — Waldo Newbury, formerly of the Mosque, has assumed
his new duties as successor to Tim
Crawford at the console in Loew's,
where sound pictures and special
musical programs are attracting much
attention.

"U" Film Editor in N. Y.
Robert Carlisle, film editor at Universal City, who cut and assembled
"Broadway" in its first form, is now
in New York for a brief vacation. He
brought the first print of the big picture East and also did the final editYork.ing of the color sequences, in New

head of the Connecticut jcxhibitor
unit, has been named general manager of the Long Island chain operated by Playhouse Operating Co., New
York. For the last two years, Winkelman has been in Florida doing
theater advertising and sales work
and also was with Publix there. E.
A. Eschmann formerly was general
manager of the chain, which includes
theaters at Hollis, Bellaire, Bellrose,
New Hyde Park, Floral Park, South
Ozone Park, Jamaica, Hicksville,
Riverhead and Mannituck.

Winn Transferred to St. Louis
St. Louis — James Winn, for three
years manager of Educational at. Des
Moines, has succeeded Sol J. Hankin as manager of the local office.
Hankin has gone to Pittsburgh to
take a position in the theatre department of Warner Bros. -Stanley.
Marshall With N. A. Firm
Robert J. Marshall is chief engineer
of North American Sound Recording
Corp. and not the American Sound
Recording Corp. as previously stated.

Theatre Manager

has succeeded him at the local house. '
Mel Shauer Returns
Melville
A.
Shauer,
Paramount
special
foreign
representative,
and
Mrs. Shauer have returned from an ■
extended
tour
of South
America. '
During his absence from New York
Shauer attended the opening of the
new Paramount at Sao Paulo, Brazil,
and visited offices in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil;
Buenos
Aires,
Argentina;;
.Santiago,
Chile; Cristobal,
Panama
Canal Zone;
and Havana,
Cuba.
Film Arts Guild to Move
Film
Arts
Guild
has moved
its '
offices on June 1st to the Film Guild
Cinema Building at 52 W. 8th Street
where
Symon
Gould now make his
headquarters.

BROOKS
THE
NAME
_WHEN
YOU

YOU GO BY
GO TO BUY

COSTUMES

• Pettijohn Returns
Charles C. Pettijohn arrived back
in New York yesterday from a European vacation.

OO^VIsrS
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AMD

UNIFORMS

BWAV. N.y

TEl.5580 PENN.

ALSO 25.000 C0S1UMES VO "■'-■^

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems !
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION
At liberty, thoroughly experienced in
handling circuits of combination and
picture theatres, best of references, locate anywhere, can handle publicity and
exploitation, a business producer. Address, Christian, 30 Covert Street,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Hollywood —
Charles
Kurtman,
manager of the United
Artists, has;
been named Northwest division manager for Publix.
Edward
Olmsted

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY

N.Y.C.

telephone

bryant

3040

THE
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New Paramount Issue For
Expansion and Officials

Foreign Markets
£?v JAMES

P. CUNNINGHAM

THEATER CONSTRUCTION
INCREASING IN SPAIN
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

(Continued from Page 1)

DAILY

i W'asliiiiuton — Theater
coiistnution
: and production
are under way with
renewed activity in Spain, advises n
• report to the M. P. Section of tlie
' Dept. of Conunerce.
Fourteen
new
houses are being built in Madrid. The
. Cinaes Circuit, formed
last summer
with a capital of approximately $15,t 000,1X30, now owns
150 theaters, 39
; of which are in Barcelona and is ex! pected to increase its holdine: to 500
■ within the next three years, states the
I report. Production will also be started by the company
with the con' struction of a studio in Barcelona.
The Julio Cesar Co. also controls a
number of houses and produces under the direction of Fernando Mendez-Laite in cooperation with foreign
companies .especially Enielka of Germany. The company is capitalized at
,$400,000.

3 Sound Systems
Glasgow — Green's Playhouse, one of the largest theaters in Europe, which is
equipped with British Phototone, is adding Klangfilm and
Western Electric apparatus.
The total cost of the three instal ations issaid to amount to
$58,200.

B & F to Remake Silent
Pictures into Talkers

50 per cent interest in stock of the
.\. H. ISlank circuit; i.iii share.s
iiT ac(|ui>iti(in oi properties and a
■~iniilar remaining interest in the Pubh'x-Fil/patrick-Mci'^lroy tori), a'"'
17,M4 shares to i>rovi(le additional
compensation for Adolph Zukor,
Je>se L. Lasky. Sidney R. Kent, Sam
Katz and Ralph Korn uiuler agreements recently approved by the
stockholders.

British Co. to Broadcast
Sound for Talker Films
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Canadian Censors' Shears
Make
Sound
(Conlinui-J frt/m Films Silly
Page \)

Theater. (Jttawa, roared with laughter at the disjointed condition of
"Desert Nights." in which John Gilbert is starred. At many spots in
the feature the screen suddenly went
black while the mu.^ical synchronization proceeds, the result being ludicrous. The opinion was expressed
that sound picture entertainment
would be seriously injured if chopped
features bccaijie too frequent. In
Montreal, "Syncopation" was sadly
in need of rejjairs after the censors
got through with it. The Ontario
held up "Wild Orchids"
has time.
Board
tor a long

Washington — British Broadcasting
Co. is considering broadcasting of New Sound Film Suit is
London — In addition to its future dialogue for home pictures, states
Brought at San Francisco
policy of making all pictures in a report to the M. P. Section of the
(Continued from Page 1)
sound. British and Foreign Films Dept. of Connnerce. The necpesiry
apparatus,
it
is
stated,
consists
of
an
court
here
held that individual memLtd. will remake into talkers some of
bers, and not the union itself should
the silent features already produced. instrument for synchronizing a home
"The Secret Adversary," and "The projector and a granu)phone or, alter- have been plaintiffs in action for an
nately, of synchronizing a home pro- injunction brought against Nassers
Latin Quarter" are being remade as
jector with a wireless broadcasting Bros., T. & D., Jr., Enterprises and
101) per cent talkers. In addition,
station in such a way that music or
"The Ship of Lost Men" is being speech can be broadcast to accom- Allied Amusement Industries. The
produced under direction of Maurice
court in making its ruling expressed
Tourneur and J. Ermolieff while
pany a picture shown over home pro- "grave doubt" that the union was entitled to the relief sought.
"The Train of Destiny" is nearing jectors.
completion.
Chase Sells Detroit Franchise
Glover Now at Findlay
William B. Hurlbert, head of the
3,113 Houses in France, N. Africa
Findlay, O. — James W. Glover,
Favorite Film Company of Detroit,
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY has secured the sales franchise in
British Nat'l Tone-Film
formerly with the Comerford EnterFormed to Make Talkers Washington— Of the 3,113 thea- Michigan for Empire Picture's prodprises, Pa., now is manager of the
ters, with a combined seating capacuct, all taking two reelers. Maurice Marvin, previously operated by Ross
London — British National Toneity of 1,977,000, in France and North A. Chase is president of Empire.
McV'oy of Geneva, N. Y.
, Films, Ltd., has been formed with a
Africa,
428 houses, seating 382,700,
capital of $1,212,500 to produce sound
musical comedies in which stage are operated daily, according to a
players will appear. The company report to the M. P. Section of the
has acquired studios at Bushey and Dept. of Commerce. The theaters
range in seating capacity from 500
at Lytham, near Blackpool. J. Jen- to 3,000, although only four have a
kinson, owner of a string of theaters
in Lancashire, is business organizer seating capacity over 2,500.
^nd E. Waller, secretary. Work has
A leading distributor and several large
Tobis Device for $3,000 to $15,000
ilready begun at the Bushey studio
producing units have come together in the
an a three reel picture based on a Washinoton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
French Revolution story by Isidore
organization of a national distribution sysWashington — Prices announced in
de Lara in which H. Fisher White
tem with selling branches for the key cities
Germany
for
the
Klangfilm-Tobis
.las the lead. Directors are said to sound apparatus for theaters range
of the United States.
)e Tim Whelan, W. J. Wilson and from $3,200 to $15,000, according to
Edmund
Goulding.
To man and successfully operate these
size of the installation, advises a report to the M. P. Section of the
exchanges
they require responsible men of
British Phototone at Mansfield
Dept. of Commerce.
successful
experience and are immediately
London — The Grand
at Mansfield
interested
in
men of national connections
ias been equipped with British PhnB. T. P. Increases Staff
'otone.
who have been able to achieve selling sucLondon — British Talking Pictures,
cess without czarism or high handedness —
Ltd. has increased its local staff and
and
who
have earned the good will of their
has four engineers supervising installation. They are: W. Varney, R.
ichmount
Pictures
customers, for the territories centering in
C. August, D. E. H. Sari and J. E.
Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Buffalo,
"•* ^•'* ^ Studholme.
Inc.
^23 7th Avenue

WANTED

D. J. MOUNTAN,

Pm.

New Sound Studio for Emelka

USIVE foreign
pXCL
representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Addreu: RICHPICSOC. Pwia
Cable Addreu: DEEJAY. Loodoa
Cable Address:
RICH PIC.
N. Y.

xporting
«iily the
est in Motlofli Pictures

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A new sound studio
is being built by Emelka at Geiselgasteig, advises a report to the M.
P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
.Atmospheric conditions for the studio are particularly favorable, it is
stated, since there are neither electric cars nor high pressure currents.
Charell with Terra Co.
Berlin — Erik Charell, director of
one of Germany's
largest theaters,
has been engaged
by Terra Co. to
direct its talker program.

— MANPOWER!

Cleveland, Cincinnati and Detroit.
Only men of stability, capacity and standing are acceptable and these may communicate in the assurance that their confidence
will be respected.
The activity is immediate and the selections will be made promptly.

Write or wire today to Box X 100.
FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway, New York City.
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SOUND

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF SYNCHRONIZATION

By CHARLES

24-HOUR SERVICE BEING
MADE BY DETROIT EIRN ADOPTEDBYPACENTOEEICE
Detroit — Symphony Corp. has just
■ been organized under the Michigan
laws to manufacture the Symphony
Talking Picture Synchronizer and
Sound Reproducer. The corporation
was formed by a group of Detroit
men identified with the automobile
business. The symphony machine
was developed in the research laboratory of an automobile manufacturer
here.

22 Montana Houses Wired
or Installing Equipment
Butte — Sound equipment has been
or is being installed in 22 Montana
theaters, declares W. A. Calkins,
Vitaphone representative in the intermountain territory.

K.C. Exhibitors Turning
To Wiring of Theaters
Kansas City — Hesitancy on the
part of exhibitors of this city and surrounding territory is disappearing and
preparations for wiring of a number
of houses are under way.
Freeport House Installs Sound
Freeport, N. Y. — A. H. Schwartz
has wired the Freeport with Western
Electric equipment.

Cleveland — Maurice Lebensburger,
sales manager for Pacent Reproducer, announces that within a very
short time Pacent will have in operation a 24-hour service on all machines. This will not be a compulsory service, according to Lebensburger, but will cost so little that
every Pacent user will be able to
contract for it. In addition, Pacent
will maintain an inspection department which will make periodic visits
to every Pacent user, and check up
on the equipment.
Vitaphone
Office for Denver
Denver — Vitaphone is establishing
a branch here to service wired houses
in Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming,
western South Dakota, western Nebraska, Montana, Utah, Idaho and
part of Nevada. This territory heretofore has been served by Kansas
City.
RCA for Havana House
Havana — RCA-Photophone equipment will be installed at the Del
Prado. The house is under management of Medal Film Co. of Cuba.
This is the first house here using
Photophone. The Fausto is equipped with Western Electric.

^^Where Silence is Qolden^^

Noisy ventilating fans and motors will spoil the
effect of "talkie-pictures." Secure proper theatre
ventilation and cooling for the hot days and evenings
by installing

The New
SILENT
TYPHOON vSfeg SYSTEM
and avoid spoiling the effect of your sound-pictures.
TYPHOON will make your theatre the coolest spot
in town during warm weather.
Writ* lor circular "W"

TYPHOON

or phone for a ventilation

engineer.

FAN COMPANY,

Inc.

Manufacturers
and Engineers
VENTILATION— COOLING— REFRIGERATION
345 West 39th Street
New York, N. Y,
Telephone
Medallion
4743
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'Talking ' Novels Now
Paris to— add
And tonow,
novels
the 'talking'
general
sound development, as a followup on talking pictures. The
first is "Artaban," a story by
Andre Cayatte, which has been
recorded on discs, each representing a chapter. Several more
are in preparation. A new gag
will be introduction of characters to speak the lines, to eliminate "said,
he" and "said she,"
from the
recitation.

Synchronous Device Added
to Line of Kipp-Taylor

Manhattan, Kan. — Kipp-Taylor
Radio Co., which for some time has
been marketing non-synchronous
equipment, now has a synchronous
disc device. In addition, the firm
has an attachment for making nonsynchronous
machines
synchronous.

New Sales Plan Being
Mapped by Scoredisc
Arthur A. Abrams, president and
George I. Matthews, vice president
of Scoredisc Service Corp., have returned to New York following a trip
to
exchange centers of the United
States.
"We have lined up representatives
in a number of the territories
visited," said Mr . Abrams. "The
Perkins Electrical Co. of Montreal
and Toronto, will be our Canadian
distributor. This company has already started its sales campaign and
many exhibitor contracts for our service has been received in the New
York office of our company.
"In order to take care of all exhibitors using non-synchronous machines and desirous of contracting
for our service, we may modify our
sales plan to take care of record
libraries already purchased by many
theater owners. We are working on
details of a new sales plan and, if it
proves feasible, we will have an announcement to make within the next
few days.

Talkers Now Shown in
7 Theaters at Richmond

TIPS
AND

ON
EQUIPMENT
VARIOUS
DEVICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

WALKER SOUND SCREEN
FOR PUBLIXJOX HOUSES
Installations of Walker Sound
screen in Publix and Fox houses arcunder way. The Paramount, New
York, and Fox, Brooklyn, are among
houses installing the screen.
Durability, scratch proof, washability and clearer definition, are
among features claimed for the Walker Sound Screen. The perforated
pattern is so arranged that the holes
are evenly distributed over the entire screen but so staggered that no
parallel lines can be found, permitting the screen to pass sound freely
without disturbing the definition of
the picture, as there are no lines, bars
or shadows for the eyes of the observer to pick out.
The back of the screen is coated
with blue to render it more opaque
and prevent the passage of light completely through the screen. The back
is also grained in such a manner that
an acoustic baffle is set up, preventing directional echo back into the
horn by dispersing sound waves to
the sides.
Edward L. Klein Corp., New York,
is distributor for Great Britain and
the Continent.

Asher and Rogers Form
Talker Production Firm
Six talkers, two of them musical
shows, two dramas and two comedies are to be produced by E. M.
Asher and Charles R. Rogers, who
have formed a new company for the
purpose. Asher leaves for the Coast
in a few days to survey studio conditions, in order to determine if the
pictures will be made there or in the
East. No distribution has been arranged, it being their opinion that
talkers can be booked individually,
just as roadshows are booked. The
first picture is to be an adaptation of
"Carnival," which recently finished a
run at the Forrest, New York.

Gordon Rowley Midwest
Photophone Sales Head)

Kansas City — Sales activities of
RCA-Photophone equipment in the
Richmond — Sound equipment has Middle West are under the superbeen installed in the Hippodrome,
vision of Gordon C. Rowley, recentone of Charles A. Somma's Richmond
ly appointed district manager for the
theaters. Somma retains three hous- Midewest area, with offices at Kanes, the Globe, Hippodrome and Star
sas City. Rowley directs sales activin Richmond. His interest in the
ity in lown, Nebraska, Kansas, MisByrd, Bluebird, Brookland of Richsouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma and admond, and the Bluebird, Petersburg,
joining states.
were sold several months ago to his
former partner, Walter J. Coulter.
Handling N. Y. Photophone Sales
Talking pictures are now shown in
Bernard Sholtz, formerly on the
seven Richmond theatres. The Cap- sales staff of RCA-Photophone, has
itol was the first Richmond playhouse
to install sound equipment.
been appointed manager of the metropolitan district in charge of sales.

Insure sound profits
frown ^^sound'' pictures ...
with RCA PHOTOPHONE
WHEN it comes to sound
pictures, it is the profits
that count — not merely the
fact that these pictures fill
your house.
RCA Photophone insures the
exhihitor of his rightful share
of these profits, not only because of its tonal superiority
and dependability, but because itis the most reasonably
priced of all standard equipment.

proportionate reductions in
service charges.

y>'Ef\' M»W

n

nvx
i»iioToi»iioM<: ^
The W'orW* >/««f Highly Prrffctttl

Now is the time to order this

Reproducirifi Htptipnifnt Far
ALL Sottntt I'icturea

trouble-free equipment and
prepare your house for Fall
business. Production improvements, instituted to effect
price cuts, also make possible
installation within as quickly
as thirty days.
Make certain of getting outstanding performance — with
a profit — by arranging now
for this ''years ahead" equipment.

Recent price reductions range
from S 1,500 to S2,000 with
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TVI'E
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PRODUCTION
WHO'S

WHO

AND

WHAT

WHAT'S

BIG EASTERN STUDIOS Short Shots from
NO"
SEEM SET FOR REOPENING New York Studios
i^By

Although two major company
studios are working in the East there
are no definite indications that the
other big plants will resume activities. Paramount and Vitaphone are
both busy, each studio having one
talking feature in production as well
as a number of sound shorts scheduled.
The two large plants closed are
the Fox and M-G-M studios, the
former beintr the old Cosmopolitan
plant on 2nd Ave. Glendon Allvine,
Fox director of publicity, states that
no plans have been formed for production in the East at the 10th Ave.
studio. M-G-M studio has been inactive for several weeks, with its
production stafi entirely disbanded. It
has been reported consistently that
Fox, having acquired the studio

ARTHUR

W,

BODY i^^

has been making
PARAMOUNT
a retake or so on a sound short
featuring Rudy Vallee and his band.
Erica Newman, who has beautified
many a Broadway show, plays a bit
in the picture and the voice of the invisible announcer is that of Joseph
Santley, who directs the opus.
James Seymour has gone to the
Coast to join Columbia. He is the
second mem,her of the Pathe unit
working in the East to tieup with
that Coast producing organization,
Gene Markey being the first. Seymour has been directing dialogue for
Pathe.
Jean de Limur, who directed "Jealousy" for Paramount at its Long
Island plant, is back in the studio
following a European vacation.

through its deal for Loew's, woiild
use the studio in conjunction with
M-G-M.

Matty Cohen's ability isyi't confined to grinding a camera at ParaLatest report concerning the future mount's Astoria plant. He manages
to find time to broadcast over WOV
of the M-G-M studio is that Cosand
WPCH, singing and playing
mopolitan will work there in making
product for Warner Bros. E. B. the piano. "Pretending" is the title
Hatrick, who represents William of
tion.his latest popular song composiRandolph Hearst, who owns the
property, said he knew nothing of
Elizabeth North, casting director
such a plan and pointed out that the
at RCA Gramery studio, has gathstudio is leased to M-G-M.
ered most of her experience from the

Murray Roth Directing
All Shorts At Vitaphone
In order to devote all his time to
the new production, Bryan Foy, director-in-chief ofEastern Vitaphone
studios, has given the direction of all
short subjects into the hands of Murray Roth, scenario writer and director, during the filming of "The Royal
Box," feature length, all talking picture. Roth has worked with Foy
for many years on the coast, and is
the author of various scenarios, including "Lights of New York," the
first full length, all talking picture
which Foy directed, as well as the
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IN THE EAST
IN GREATER

NEW

Paramount Schedules Two
More Shorts on June List
The

Paramount short subject department production schedule calls

That the talking pictures are opening up an entirely new field for the
musical composer is the opinion of
Harold Levey, musical director for
Eastern Vitaphone studios. Levey
June
5
and
6,
"The
Holdup,"
with
Tom Howard, will be sound pictured. is a musician, composer and director,
Fred Allen has done the adaptation. and is responsibl for many operettas
e
and musical comedy successes. He
is also the originator of the symphonic
Jessel Sells "War Song"
George Jessel, now playing in orchestration for musical comedy,
RKO vaudeville in New York, has
which was first used in Savage's prosold his play, "The War Song" to
duction, "The Clinging Vine."
Fox for an all-talker and will prob"I look forward to having the finest type
ably play the lead in the production, of operettas and comic operas produced
the medium of the talking picture,"
to be made at the Coast. "The War through
Levey explains. "And by that I do not
Song" ran several months on Broad- rnean that operas already written will
way, while Jessel was also working simply be adapted to the screen. Instead,
I believe that composers will begin writing
in a Tiffany-Stahl talking feature.
Kenneth Webb Assigned
Kenneth Webb will direct Sam
Zierler's next all-dialogue feature
following "The Talk of Hollywood."
The production, tentatively titled
"The Star," will be made at the
Coast and will start about the first
week in July." Webb recently completed direction of a Pathe .feature
with Mort Downey and Betty Lawford.

Pathe production
Making "Big
Shot" for
With
scheduled
both New York and the Coast, Pathe

will make "The Big Shot" into an
all-talking special. The story deals
stage. She produced "Broadway" in .with a famous Broadway character
Paris for audiences liking dramatics and was written by Ben Hecht and
and stage directed in stock. Augment- Charles MacArthur, who are responing this experience she has worked in
sible for the stage success, "The
musical comedies.
Front

Page."

ning has worked in pictures both in
the East and at the Coast.
West
Coasters
saw
her in the Morosco
heater stock company.

first of Earl Carroll's "Vanities."
Paul Hein is handling his orchestras
while he concentrates on musicing
for American Sound Recording.

George Orth, back at Metropolitan
studios. Fort Lee, as production
manager, is getting ready to make
another
series of sound
shorts.

Bob Albright, the singing cowboy
from Oklahoma, has completed work
Texas Guinan opus, "Queen of the in a Vitaphone short at the Flatbush
Night Clubs," and the adaptation for plant under direction of Murray
Sophie Tucker's picture, "Honkey- Roth. He started in show business
vvitli a touring opera companv and,
Tonk."
Ripley or not, in the same outfit was
Lon Chaney.

A charming Southern accent was
inserted in "Thanksgiving" by Noel
Francis when that George Le Maire
dialogue comedy was cameraed recently at Sound Studios. She returiis to the Ziegfeld fold for the
forthcoming musical,
"Show
Girl."

THIS WEEK

"The Party"
Sound and talking short
ALDEN MOTION PICTURE CORP.
220Weit 421 Street
New York City

Marcia Manning, who helps support Alexander Carr in "At the End
of the World," Pathe all-dialogue
comedy produced at Sound Studios,
played the feminine lead in "The
House
of Secrets," Chesterfield allconversation
thriller made across
the Hudson at Fort Lee. Miss Man-

SEMUSIC
ES MADEFOR
-FORSOUND
SCREENFILMS

for making of "The Melting Pot"
June 2-4, with Joseph Santley directing. Dorothy Berke, wife of
Boris Petroff, Publix producer, will
be an important member in the cast.

Dr. Albert .J. Bertin, formerly
tinth the Shuberts, has been appointed musical director at American Sound Recording Studios. He
was associated with George White
for three years and worked on the

RELEASED

STUDIOS

YORK

Dan Healy, playing a hoofer in
"Glorifying the American Girl" at
Paramount and incidentally making
his screen debut in this talking feature, knows his backstage atmosphere. He recently closed a principal part in "Good Boy," musical hit,
and has appeared in various Ziegfeld
shows and in night clubs.

original scores especially suited to the tremendous scope and the unlimited possibilities
provided

by

the

talkies."

Levey's use of the symphonic orchestration for musical comedy have

proved particularly successful for recordmg in the talking pictures. This
type of orchestration is used for special numbers where a large orchestra
is required. The basis of the idea is
that with an orchestra of musical
comedy proportions Levey employ.s
a method heretofore confined to symphonies and, in fact, usually to the
heavier Wagnerian symphonies. The
melody is carried by the brass instruments to obtain brilliant and powerful
effects, while the string and the woodchoir play
ohligato.
The resultwindis that
the the
depth
of symphony
and grand opera are suggested.
"Symphonic effects cannot be obtained from
the average musical ctomedy orchestra because it is to small," says Levey.
"The brass players, accustomed to playing
the counterpoint full force would, with the
melody to carry, completely drown out the
voice of the average musical comedy singer.
So the orchestra must be specially trained
in order to obtain the desired results from
this arrangement. And oiie reason why I believe that unusually high peaks in operettas
and musical comedies may be reached by
means of talking pictures is that the tonal
volumes of voices and orchestras have to be
perfectly balanced ; which is not always true
of the stage."

Sound and Talking
Movies
Will

eventually

use

1000
feet
$4.50
Opaque
Leader
c-o

Film

Inquire: Box B-105
Daily, 1650 B'way. N.

Y.

C.

Noiv Delivering!
Sound on film
and disc devices.

Traveitone Sales Corp.
729 Seventh Are.

Tel. BRTant 2690
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Incandescents in General Use
Roach to Star Bill Hart in Talker— Esther Ralston Quitting Paramount
Richard Dix Now Set
With Radio — Larry Darmour Schedule Ready for Shooting — Wilk's Comment on Personalities

STREUDDUIOCES FIOPNDERAT"IINNKGIES"COST
Less than 14 months ago, only ten
per cent of the liRhtin;,' equipment
of Coast studios consisted of incandescent lights. Today, 80 per cent
"inkies." meanmg
of the lights arc the
old equipment,
that the bulk of
consisting of hard lights, has been
discarded.
Producers found that they could
make a saving of 60 per cent in manoower in the operation of lights by
using the incandescents. The tests
conducted by the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences also hastened their
nstallation.
The demand for the incandescents
s so heav>- that Peter Mole of MoleRichardson has invented a 36-inch
ipotlight, which will have 30,000
vatts amperage. The first spotlight
ised in incandescent lighting was an
8-inch spotlight, with only 2,000
vatts amperage.
It is estimated that Coast studios
ed in incandeslave $1,500,000 invest
ents. Mole-Richardson, who are
nanufacturing the "inky" lampsnewin
ioUywood, have shipped the
s in England, Gcrto studio
ights
lany and
China.

)armour Signs Alberta
ghn for New Comedies
/^au
.Mberta Vaughn has been signed to
'-tarring contract by Larry Dars
lour for his "Record-Breaker
■ries in which she is to appear with
1 Cooke. Lewis Sargent and
will also appear in these
eorge Grey
comedies.
vo-reel

Long Contract for Sally Eilers
has signed a long term
Sally Eilers
mtract
with Pathe.

HARVEY GATES
Writer
WARNER

BROTHERS

William S. Hart to Star
in Talker for Hal Roach

A Little
^^^_

''
Lots
om ''
frRALPH
IVILK
^.^ii

By

RICHARD WALLACE is considered one of the most consistent
directors on the Coast. His "Shopattractedexecutives
much attentionworn
and Angel"
Paramount
lost
no time in assigning him to the direction of "The Innocents of Paris."
The task was rather difficult, as Maurice Chevalier, the star, had never
faced the camera before. However,
Wallace "sold" himself to the French
star by his thorough understanding
of human nature and did much to
imbue Chevalier with the necessary
confidence.
We're wondeHng whether costumes used in talkers will be known
as "mike-robes."
*
«

S.

RICHARD DIX BECOMES A
RADIO PICTURES STAR

Starring Aimee Semple
McPherson in Talker?

Richard Dix is to be starred in
romantic roles under his new contract with Radio Pictures.
Tiffany-.Stalil may star Aiince
Rod La Rocque recently was
Semple McPherson, Evangelist, in a
signed by the company.
talker, it is reported here.

Paramount Contract Not
to Be Renewed by Ralston
Esther

Ralston
is leaving
mount in November.

Para-

GEORGE SCARBOROUGH
Consulting

Draniati«t

United Ar«i«ta

Tracy Going to Fox Studio
Lee Tracy of "Broadway" and
"The Front Page" fame leaves for
Los Angeles Monday to start work
under his new contract with Fox. He
has not been assigned any picture.

*

Frank Strayer, director, is
back on the Columbia lot, after
an absence of three years. He
is making "The Fall of Eve,"
by Anita Loos and John Emerson, after Gladys Lehman
makes the adaptation.

RAY HARRIS
PATHE
DIALOGUE STORIES

EARL BALDWIN
DIALOGUE

LAUGHS
and

CULVER

CITY

4510

Hollyzvood

Screen

World

OR

PATHB

Alan Hale's

First Starring Picture

says:

Adaptation

LON YOUNG'S RECORD

"Lon Young, production executive for
Chesterfield Productions, has made a
fine record the past year. He knows
all angles of the business, from salesmanship to directing and story selection, and his shrewdness and experience
are marked in the success of the eight
pictures he has made for his organization this past year. Not •>ne of them
exceeded the cost estimate nor went a
day over schedule Moreover, they
have all clicked at the box-office. Eight
out of eight would seem to be a perfect record, eh what!"
Mr. Producer — I can do the same for
WRITE,
WIRE
OR PHONE
you !
LON YOUNG

"The Desert Song"

Hal Roach has signed William
Hart for a talking feature.

Tec Art Studios
Hollywood, Gal.

RAY

HARRIS

Dialogue
RAY
HARRIS
[Co-author]

Pathe

^NTER th« ioorwmt mi
AU populu koMalrr ko<1 Tou ^««' ** b«^M.
Thafa'a an ataaoaplvnr* of cordial ii ilanai i
which marki tfa* dUfcrcnca batwaaa Ika
Hollywood PUsa and ordinary hotala.
Tow rooou too, haa chat addad tovofc
ol «n»dnetlon. Pictura* on tha wall, aiaa
•taffad famitnra, a floor lamp and raa^NC
Ump . . . thaaa ara hut a ftrm of tha '■■*■■•
that ^taka yon faal at home.
Pts** WUatla Dlnln« Scrvlca Inami i|A>
hart ot food. Tharaf ora, whan TO« ara M^
In Lo« Ansalaa b« farm to Invaatlsata.

THE

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vina fciaat at HoUywood BoalrMa4
HOLLTWOOO, CAUFOBNIA
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DAILV
"Broadway"
(All-Talker Version)

Universal Length: Sound 9330 ft.
Silent, Not yet determined
REAL BOX OFFICE IN THIS.
MELODRAMA
BOOTLEG
PLAYED AGAINST EXTRAVAGANT NIGHTCLUB BACKGROUND. RICH PRODUCTION
UAL PHOVALUES AND UNUS
TOGRAPHIC EFFECTS.
Hi-jacking, bootleg, tlie nightclub
and its hoofer — this is a yarn of a
Broadway rum king who shoots his
competitor in trade one minute and
continues his advance toward the
unsulhed chorine in the next only to
meet his finish at the receiving end
of an automatic fired by the murdered ganster's woman. Into this yarn,
Paul Fejos has added extravagant
nightclub atmosphere with all of the
effective theatricalism which such a
background permitted. His nightclub covers acres and while never
true, certainly it is impressive. The
frequent interspersing of the song
and dance numbers whittle down
dramatic suspense, but with its shortcomings, "Broadway" is intelligent
and a fine popular attraction.
Cast: Glenn Tryon, Evelyn Brent, Merna
Kennedy, Thomas E. Jackson, Robert Ellis,
Otis Harlan, Paul Porcasi, Marion Lord,
Fritz Fe'd, Leslie Fenton, Arthur Housman,
George
Davis, Betty Francisco.
Director, Paul Fejos ; Author, Philip Dunning, George Abbott ; Adaptators, Edward T.
Lowe, Jr., Charles Furtliman ; Scenarist, Edward T. Lowe, Jr., Dialoguer, Edward T.
Lowe, Jr. ; Editor, Robert Carlisle, supervised
by Maurice Pivar; Cameraman, Hal Mohr,
splendid.

with

"The Wild Heart of
(Silent)
Length: G600 ft.
ParthenonAfrica"
ENTERTAINING
HIGHLY
EXPEDIFILM OF JUNGLE THRILL
S
TION CARRIES REAL
WITH WILD BEASTS PLUNGING TOWARD CAMERA. REAL
POPULAR FARE.
Camera record of hunting expedition m African jungle. This expedition consisted of the scientist, Dr.
Thomas S. Arbuthnot, and two young
college men. Cub and Ken Walker.
speciTheir object was to procure
mens for American zoos and museums
and to have a real adventure. They
accomplished both successfully, and
succeeded in making a very intelligent
camera story that carries real popular
entertainment and thrills aplenty. In
spite of the African films that have
preceded it, this is still a novelty, for
it contains intima'a. animal studies
and action shots that are diflerent.
The expedition started from Cairo, up
the Nile for 2,000 miles, and then
another 1200 miles into Tanganyika
and the heart of the wild Africa.
Thrill shots of fights with rhinos,
lions, elephants follow each other in
rapid succession. Good titling told
in conversational style. Usually
clear photography. Native life very
interesting.
Should please.
Cast: Three explorers and their safari of
natives, with various African tribes. Camera
handled intelligently by one of the Walker
boys. Titler, Charles M. Glouner ; Editor,
Cub and Ken Walker.

"Trent's Last Case"

"The Younger Generation"
with Jean Hersholt, Lina Basquette,

(Synchronized)

(Silent Version)

Raymond
Griffith, Marceline
Day, Raymond Hatton

Ricardo

Cortez

Fox

Synch. Length: 5834 ft. Columbia Length: Synch. 7394 ft.
Silent 5809 /*.
Silent 8217 ft.
MISSES PLENTY WITH ININDIFFERENT
EFFORT
CONSISTENT PLOT AND UN- WITH A LOT OF EXAGGERCONVINCING ATMOSPHERE.
ATED SENTIMENTAL STUFF
LACKS SOUND EFFECTS THAT THAT IS TIED UP TO UNINMYSTERY
STORY NEEDS.
TERESTING STORY.
Murder mystery, adapted from
Drama of East Side. Adapted from
story
by
E.
C.
"Bentley.
The
setting
the
Fannie Hurst magazine story reis an old English baronial hall, with
the rise of a Jewish family
an old Scotch character wearing a from the counting
East Side to wealth and
plaid scarf, English butler and maid
and a lot of New York cops coming Fifth Avenue. The material is overin at the climax to effectually gum lloaded with sentimentality ajnd is
up the atmosphere. Added to this very far-fetched and unconvincing.
inconsistency is a far greater one The family is divided against itself,
of Raymond Griffith, the comedian, with the father and daughter pining
cast as the criminal investigator, for their old atmosphdre aind the
breezing in like the comedian he is ritzy son who has become a fashmerchant supported by his
and treating the serious crime situa- mother inionable
his social ambitions. The
tion like a musical comedy plot. Right
there the offering is sunk as far as daughter's love for her old East Side
impressing any intelligent audience. song writer eventually results in disgracing him with his social set, but
It may have been in the story, but
that makes it all the worse. Also it he learns that family ties are more
is developed with an anti-climax. The desirable than wealth and social position. Jean Hersholt does commendpunch scene of what really happened
able work as the old Jewish father,
in the mysterious death is told by but Ricardo
Cortez as the son is
the detective in pantomime and titles
rather lost in his part.
and it falls fiat.
Cast: Raymond Griffith, Raymond Hatton,
Marceline Day, Donald Crisp, Lawrence Gray,
Nicholas Soussanin, Anita Garvin, Ed Kennedy.
Director, Howard Hawks; Author, E. C.
lientlcy ; Adaptor, Bculah Marie Dix ; Scenarist, Scott Darling; Editor, Not listed;
Titler, Malolm S. Iloylan ; Cameraman, Harold Ros.son.

Cast: Jean Hersholt, Ricardo Cortez, Lina
Hasquette, Rex Lease, Martha Franklin,
Julanne Johnston.
Director,
Frank
Capra ; Author,
Fannie
.Hurst; Scenarist, Sonya Levien ; Editor, Not
'sted ; Titler,
Not
listed ; Adaptor,
.Sonya
Levien ; Cameraman, Teddy Tetzlafif, good.

{Sound version reviewed
March
17, 1929)

Lot! Chancy (>i.

"Where East is East"

with Estelle Taylor, Liipe Velez
M-G-M

(Synch ronized)

Length: Synch. 6270 ft.
Silent 6270 ft.
VERY ARTIFICIAL MELLER
OF ORIENT WITH CHANEY
NOT UP TO USUAL FORM.
ESTELLE TAYLOR FINE.
Melodrama of Indo-China. Again
the combination of director Tod
Browning and Lon Chaney ofifer one
of their melodramatically morbid
studies of life in the raw. But the
story is very artificial and unconvincing, and they strive for effects at
the expense of realism. The atmospheric stuff in many scenes is very
good. But the continuity rambles
and sags. Most fatal of all, the audience at the Capitol on Broadway
laughed in the wrong places several
times when Chaney was trying to be
particularly dramatic. He plays
straight, ifiis only makeup being a
few scars on his fajce. Only sound
is musical score, with few effects.
The story tells of Chaney's fight to
save the happiness of his half-caste
daughter against the wicked wiles of
his former wife who tries to steal
daughter's boy friend. As the wife
Estelle Taylor is a knockout, in a
marvelous slant-eyed makeup.

Hoot Gibson in

"Winged
Horseman"
with Ruth
Elder
(Silent)

Universal
Length: 5540 ft.
BANG-UP THRILLER WITH
VERY MODERN ANGLES OF
AIRPLANE BATTLES TAKING
PLACE OF USUAL WESTERN
STUFF. FINE AVIATION MATERIAL.
Western. Raymond L. Schrock
gets the credit for turning out a novel
and modern story that seems destined
to set a new style in the worn-out
westerns. Director Arthur Rosson
handles it intelligently and keeps the
action humming and mixed with some
real comedy angles contributed by
Hoot Gibson. The latter incidentally is stepping right along and seems
to be getting better all the time. This
one is sure-fire for the Gibson fans.
Ruth Elder helps a lot with her
work in an airplane. Some clever
sky tricks are pulled, zippy battles
in the air, pursuits and whatnot. Then
Hoot does some bits with a motorcycle carrying a machine gun that
will wow them. All about a gang
raiding oil fields and Hoot as the ace
of the Texas Rangers fighting the a r
pirates and trimming 'em plenty. If
they had cut some of the old bunk
westeirn stuff completely it would
has been better than it is.

Cast: Lon Chaney, I^upe Velez, Estelle
Cast: Hoot Gibson, Ruth Elder, Charles
Taylor, Lloyd Hughes, Louis Stern.
Schaeffer, Alan
Forest,
Herbert
Prior.
Director, Tod Browning ; Authors, Tod
Director, Arthur Rosson ; Author, Raymond
Browning, Harry Sinclair Drago ; Scenarist,
L.
Schrock;
Scenarist,
Raymond
L.
Schrock;
E. Richard Schayer ; Editor, Harry Reynolds ;
Editor, Gilmore Walker; Titler, Harold TarAdaptor,
Waldemar
Young
;
Titler,
Joe
Farshis; Cameraman, Harry Neuman, very good.
num ; Cameraman, Henry Sharp, good.

George

Sidney in

"The Cohens and Kellys in

"Berlin After Dark"
(Silent)

Ufa
Length: 6523 ft.
DULL PRODUCTION WITH
MURDER
MYSTERY TOLD
Universal Length: Synch. 7400 ft. HEAVILY AND WITH TOO
Silent 7,752 /*. MUCH DETAIL. LACKS SNAP
AVERAGE ENTERTAINMENT
AND PUNCH OF HOLLYWOOD
OF SLAPSTICK VARIETY TOO
UNDERWORLD TECHNIQUE.
LONG DRAWN OUT FOR THE
Melodrama murder mystery of BerMATERIAL. COMEDY
JUST
lin. Produced by Ufa.
This is done
FAIR.
Comedy. George Sidney and Mack in the characteristic German thorough
Swain as the p_artners manufactur- going style, and that is mainly what
ing bathing suits carry on their com- is wrong with it. Every little detail is presented. If a character is goedy loles mainly through continual
ing up a flight of stairs, for instance,
browbeating of each other that grows
tiresome and uninteresting. Titles you see him take every gtep to his
This labored and heavy
substituted for the origiiial talking destination.
technique
is
followed
throughout the
version only serve to hold up the uninteresting story. The action takes reels, until it becomes dreary and uninteresting. No snap — no breezy ,
place mostly in Atlantic City where a
bathing beauty contest is being staged handling of tense situations.
Takes .
by the son and daughter of the part- place in a Berlin amusement park and
ners in an effort to put over their concerns the murder of Jhe proprietor i
parents' bathing suit products. The of the place who is found dead in his j
entire plot is just a hodge podge of office. The usual mystery formula is ]
comedy short elements that does not used of throwing suspicion on a half
rate feature length. A long chase se- dozen people before the murder, and
quence with a big burly brute trying
hero is imto catch one of the partners is very of course plicated.theBut theyoung
audience is let in
blah and fails to score real laughs. on his innocence, and he is never
The best part of the offering is the in any real danger, so right there the
beauty contest.
suspense is effectually killed.
The
Cast: George Sidney, Mack Swain, Vera
climax is too long and carries a very ,
Gordon, Kate Price, Cornelius Keefe, Nora
Lane, Virginia Sale, Tom
Kennedy.
weak
punch. Ley,NotRolph
in the
money.
'
Cast: Gnta
von Goth, Paul ^

(Silent Version)
Atlantic
City"

Director, William Craft ; Author, Jack
Townley; Scenarist, Earl Snell ; Editor,
Cliarles Craft; Titler, Albert De Mond ;
Cameraman,
Al Jones, good.

(Sound version reviewed
March 24, 1929)

Kurt Gerron, Hanm
Fritz Kampers,
Rehkoph, Ernest
Weisse,
Nachbaur.
Director, Constantin J. David; Author, Not
Vicktor Abel and Alfred
listed ; Scenarists.
Not listed;
Titler, spotty.
Not listed;
Editor,
Zeisler;
Cameraman,
Friedel
Bohn-Grund,

,
,
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"The
Man I Love"
Richard Arloi, Mary Briati,
Hiichnioni

(All-Talker Version)

S^^

"On With the Show"
(Part-Talker Version)

Warners

Foxr Marx Brothers in

"The Cocoanuts"

irith Mary Eaton, Oscar Shaw
niumount

(All-Talker)

Length: Sound, 8613 ft.
No silent version
WILL GIVE SATISFACTION.
THREE OF THE MARXES PRO/IDE A PRETTY
GOOD
AMOUNT OF FUN, ALTHOUGH
lOME OF IT PROVES TIRE;OME.
I liis is another case of a musical
I'lnedy transferred almost bodily to
le screen and motion picture trea*lent forgotten. The result is a good
lany inconsistencies
which perhaps
lay be overlooked provided the audiice accepts the offering for what it
Unquestionably Groucho, Harpo
id Chico Marx
are clever in the
•der named.
Zeppo rounds out the
lartette and thus keeps Mrs. Marx's
'ur boys on the same payroll even
this last of the quartette adds nothg to the qualities of the picture.
he otlier three buffoons play this
'Uiedy of Florida and its land booms
ry broadly and gather in a good
any laughs. But the usual difficulty
maintaining giggles during the relired feature length proves a jo1).
3u note it here often. Several dance
mibcrs are excellent.

F.thel Waters, Harmon Four Quartette, Four
Covans, -Vngelus Habc.

Director,
Alan Scenarist,
("rosland ; Author,
Humphrey Pearson;
Kolurt Lord;
Editor, Jack Killifer; Dialoguer, Robert
Lord; Composer and Lyricist. Harry .\kst.
Grant Clarke; Dance and Stage Production,
Larry Ceballos ; Cameraman, Tony Gaudio,
beautiful.

"The Girl on the Barge"

with

"East Side Sadie"
(Silent)

Jean
Hersholt,
Sally
Malcolm
MacGregor

O'Neil,

(Silent Version)

Universal

Length: Silent, 6908 ft.
Sifnch., 6908 ft.
POOR MELLER
DRAGS
ALONG SLOWLY WITH SORDID STORY THAT GETS MONOTONOUS. HERSHOLT DOES
GOOD WORK.
Melodrama of life on an Erie Canal
barge. A very sobby, sentimental
and yet sordid story that drags along
very wearily till it grows monotonous. All about the motherless little
daughter of the canal barge captain
who is trying to bring up her yotmgcr sisters and brothers while her pa
exercises his brutality upon her when
he isn't drinking or reading the
Bible. Jean Hersholt as the father
builds up a very impressive characterization which is more or less
lost in this unconvincing tale. Some
of the sequences are too long draw-n
out, and the action goes dead in
many spots while details are being
developed. The camera work is
good, with some very fine studies of
the barge floating down the canal.
Sally O'Xeil and ^L^lcolm ^facGregor do little to aid the dreary
material.

Cast:
Groucho,
Harpo,
Chico and Zeppo
Cast: Jean Hersholt, Sally O'Xeil, Malcolm
.IX, Mary
Eaton, Oscar Shaw,
Katherine MacGregor,
Morris Alclntosh, Nancy Kelly,
iicis, Margaret Dumont, Cyril Ring, Basil George
OlTernian.
^dael. Sylvan Lee, Gamby-Hale Girls, AlDirector, Edward Sloman ; Author, Rupert
K. Foster Girls.
Hughes ; Scenarists, Charles Kcnyon. Nan
directors, Joseph Santlcy. Robert Florey ; Cochrane; Editor. Edward Cahn; Titler, Tom
' ok. George
S. Kaufman;
Lyrics, Irving
; Cameraman, Jackson Rose, uneven.
1 lin ; Adaptor,
Movrie
Ryskind ; Editor, Reed
(Sound version 1929)
revieived March 3,
1 iiey Rogan ; Dialoguer, George
S. Kauf1 :i ; Cameraman, George Folsey, splendid.

F.N.-Warner Sound Films
in 25 Countries Abroad

The foreign department of Warncrl'ir-.t National has arranged for distribution of synchronized productions
AMATEURISH
EFFORT
ihrnugh its own exchanges or agents
MADE WITH A SWEATSHOP in Is foreign countries to date. Wider
distribution will be obtained when
ATMOSPHERE RATES
TOO more coimtries receive sound equipment for their theaters. In a majorPOOR TO MERIT ANY RATity of these 25 countries Warner
ING.
Bros, and F"irst National product has
shown, while in the balDrama of the Kast Side. The only alreadyancebeen
sound prints are already there
natural scene in the etTort is that on
awaiting conii)letion of sound instala tenement roof where the occujiants lations.
try to sleep on a hot night. (Jreat
The countries now being serviced
sheik effect with a wop parking him- are: (Jreat Britain, .Australia. New
self on a mattress with a Hebrew Zealand, Cuba, .Mexico, Panama, Jamomma. By mistake, of course. And
maica, Columbia, Costa Rica, Brazil,
the Kibitzers all jumped on the gar- .Argentina, Japan, Sweden, France,
lic-eater and a good time was had
by all without any more sleep that Germany, Italy, India, China, Holland, Finland, Poland, Czechoslonight. A refreshingly different scene
vakia, .Switzerland, Uruguay, and
that Hollywood could never have put Chile.
over. You'll enjoy it. Tells all
about a little sweatshop gal who
used her savings to give her boy Theme Song Melody
friend a college education. Then the
Is Sent by Telegraph
cluck falls into the hands of a marProbably for the first time in the
riage broker who ties him up to a
history of telegraphy, the wires were
dame
dough.
thebefore
heroine's
brotherwith
beats
him upButjust
the recently used to send a melody from
Hollywood to a New York music
wedding and everybody's happy in- publisher,
when Sterling Sherwin,
cluding the bride-to-be who thus
composer of the Paramount Christie
saved a 100 grand.
Zowie!
Cast: lietti Golden, Maecbivinko, Mark theme song, "So Sweet" for "Divorce
Ellis.
•Schwied,
.\be Sinkoff, Jack Holliday, Jack Made Easy," submitted his work to
T. B. Harms, who accepted the comDirector, Sidney Golden; Author, Not
position the same day.
listed ; Scenarist, .Nut listed ; Editor, Sam
This is the novel manner in which
Citen; Ttiler, the same; Cameraman, Frank the tune was telegraphed, as follows:
Zuckor.
Three flats foxtrot Whole note G
stop Whole G stop quarter G quar"Phantoms of the North"
ter G flat quarter G natural quarter
(Silent)
C stop Half C tied Half B flat, etc.
Biltmore
Length: 4600 ft. Then the lyrics followed, each syllable of which fitted the notes. For
REHASH
OF ALL THE
example,
the telegram continued:
NORTHWEST
MOUNTED
"Words
follow
to fit to notes thus So
STUFF POORLY DONE AND
Sweet You are so sweet dear," etc.
AMATEURISHLY
DIRECTED.
You can try this yourself on your
A FILLER
FOR
CHEAP
uke or piano and see how easily it
STANDS.
works out.
Melodrama of the North. They
The cost of the message was exthrew everything they could think of
ceedingly little and a great deal less
into this mess, and before the sappy than using the telephone from Hollyfilm is ended it looks like a com- wool to New York.
bination of all the mellers the author
and director could remember between
Talking Pictures on Train
them. Up there in the savage northwoods we see a bunch of boarding
Marking the advent of the exhibischool gals bathing in a brook. Then
tion of talking films on a railroad
we have some "wild wolves" chasing train, the 20th Century leaving Grand
Central Sundav will carry a device
nicely groomed "wild horses." The
wolves are well fed police don's. known as the Home-Talkie unit,
There is a fire in a log cabin. The which will be operated to entertain
slender hero successfully licks six the New York con-tingent of radio
husky trappers. The plot, if you can men en route to the Radio Manucall it such, concerns a young trapfacturers Ass'n convention in Chiper whose furs have been stolen by
cago.
Mike Simmons will demonthe bad man, who kills another trapstrate the device, entertaining pasper and the hero, of course, is suswith a series of films feapected of the crime. From there on turning sengers
Eddie Dowling, Phil Baker
it goes from bad to worse, until the and Erno Rapee.
big scene where the hero is almost
washed over the rapids. Everything
about this film is phoney, including
Royal Goes to Coast
the "wild horse."
Pretty terrible.
Cleveland — John Royal, former
Worldttrt

100 PER CENT NATURAL
Paramount
Length: Synch., (JGG'J ft.
COLOR
TALKING, SINGING,
Silent, l\^-2l ft.
DANCING PICTURE PROVES
NICE ENTERTAINMENT
WITH NOVEL PRIZE RING AT- 100 PER CENT ATTRACTION.
A WOW
FOR THE
B.O.
MOSPHERE AND SNAPPY
LOVE ANGLE. DIALOGUE A
.Sound — good sound — and color
TREAT
AND
DIRECTION
condjined in a full length feature
: CLASSY.
through which runs ja^zy music,
I Drama of the prize riiin. Tlie comedy, gorgeous effects, pretty girls
story is just the old applesauce al)out and nifty limbs. Sounds like exactly
the nice rctincd little k'tI who falls what it is — superior bo-x-oHice. The
for a puK who later becomes the very title gives you the idea of the
champ in that deliRhtful manner of indilTerent story. Never in doubt
screen heroes. But riRht there the about what the ne.xt twist will be,
mechanical formula ends, for the di- but what matter? The entire prorectorial treatment, crisp dialogue
ceedings is fine entertainment and a
and novel anples in the story lift it very adroit mixture of comedy, some
out of the ruck of prize fitrht stories ratiier bad pathos and nnisical comand make it banpr-up entertainment.
edy numbers. The color ranks easily
Richard .\rlen strikes a nice middle with the most effective so far seen.
ground in his characterization and is In some scenes it proved foggy, but
extremely natural. Mary Brian is the total effect is an eye smash that
^\M'et and charming, which is all she fits into the much-talked about but
i> required to be as the devoted little rarely achieved wow class. The cast,
wife of the pup who falls under the long and seasoned, does good work.
spell of that Russian siren, BaclaCast: Hetty Conipson, Louise Fazenda, Salnova. All three comprise a triangle
ly O'.Veill, Joe E. lirown, Purnell 1!. Pratt.
Hakewell, Fairbanks Twins. Wheeler
that furnishes crisp, modern screen William
entertainment. Dialogue is brighi Oaknian, Sam Hardy, Thomas Jefferson, 1-ee
.\Ioran, Harry Grihhon. .\rtluir Lake. Jo1 carries real comedy.
sephine Houston, Henry Fink, Otto Hoffman,
-ast: Richard
Arlcn, Mary
Brian, Baclai. Harry Green, Jack Oakie, Pat O'MalLcslie Fenton, Charles Sullivan, William
.ent.
Director,
William
A. Wellman ; Author,
Unman
J. Mankicwicz ; Dialoguer,
Herman
J. Mankicwicz;
Adaptor, Percy Heath;
Scenarist, Not listed ; Editor, AUyson
ShaflFer ;
■ritler. Not listed ; Cameraman, Henry
GerVard, very good.

DAILV

Length:

6100 ft.

Cast: Edith Roberts, Donald Keith, Kathleen Key, Boris Karloff, Joe Bonomo, Josef
Swickard.

Director, Harry Webb; Author, Flora E.
Douglas ; Scenarists, George Hull, Carl
Krusada; Editor. Fred Bain; Titler, Not
listed; Cameramen, .Arthur Reeves, William
Thomley, poor.

Keith division manager, left unexpectedly for California. When he
started out his objective was Chicago.
But the day after he reached Chicago
he telephoned he was going to the

Coast.
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Equipment
By CHARLES

F. HYNBS
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Imp
Vents Stressed in Final Paper LAMPS PLACED ON MARKET
metric pressure in the projection room during the fire substantially below that of the
auditorium so that none of the inevitable
crevices will exude any traces of smoke or
flame.
Vour committee realizes that this section
of the report is far from complete, and iirtends to go more thoroughly into the matter
of ventilation in the time between now and
the next meeting of the Society, treating the
OH May 12, 19 and 26:
matter somewhat in the manner of stock loss
OBSERVATION
PORTS, FIRE
problems
in power
plant engineering.
SHUTTERS
Now after all bare physical fundamental
The size and position of all ports are mat- requirements have been taken care of there
ters governed largely by local conditions. still remains a vitally important one which
The main factors to be considered are type is often overlooked, although it is just as
of equipment, size of theater and projection fundamental as those of a more definite naangle. Fundamentally, port requirements are
ture. The audience sees the picture and
very simple. The projection port should per- other projected effects seated amid the most
mit the projection of an image to any part finished and luxurious surroundings that
of the theater required of that particular pro- architects and artists can create. Now if
jector. In the case of the spot-lamps, flood- the projectionist views the same picture and
lights, stereopticon and effect projectors, and effects framed by a dirty, oil-spattered luiat least one motion picture projector, this plastered wall festooned with a serpentine
will include the entire front of the audito- maze of conduit, etc., can liis mental attirium. The observation port should permit
tude be the same, can his standards of judgthe projectionist to have full view of this
ment be as high as those of the audience,
area from normal operating position beside no matter how conscientious he may be?
the projector in question. Satisfying these
Never ! ! This psychological stimulus of
requirements is also a simple matter, but tine surroundings is a truly mighty force.
calls for careful checking of all dimensions. It is ample justification for the best finished
In some cases, it will be necessary to cut
suites that any architect can conthe ports with their walls flaring outwards if projection
ceive. The man who is not susceptive and
the projection room walls be excessively thick. responsive to these things has no place in
The fundamental requirement of port shutters the modern projection room.
is that they surely, quickly and quietly dose
all ports within a few seconds of the inception of any film fire. We respectfully recommend the system of shutter suspension
and semi-automatic control adopted by the
state of Pennsylvania, or that employed by
the Chicago division of Publix Theaters.
Chicago — New dates for the AmerVENTILATION
ican Equipment Exposition, schedProjection room ventilation has two sepuled to be held here June 1 to 9, but
arate and distinct functions. First, it must
exhaust all of the hot gases from the arcs, since postponed, have not been set,
remove foul air from the room, and mainalthough the event is to be held
tain comfortable temperature at all seasons
of the year. Second, it must be capable of around Oct. 1, states its sponsors.
exhausting all fumes from burning film, in Denial is made that lack of support
the event of a film fire, as fast as they are
led to the postponement, which is
formed.
This first requirement is best met by two ascribed to the need for more time to
independent systems, one for the room is genprepare the Coliseum for sound
eral, and the other directly connected to the
equipment installations, and also to
lamp houses. In the cases of the spot-lamps,
stereopticon and eflfcet projectors, this direct
the declared inability of some manuconnection may not be practical, but for the
facturers to assemble their equipment
motion picture projectors and the floodlights
in time.
it is alisolutcly necessary. The room ventilation system should be capable of making
a complete change of air in three minutes.
The lampliouse ventilation system should be
capable of keeping the temperature of the
air in the vent pipe eight inches above the
top of lamphouse at not more than 350 degrees Fahrenheit.
It is very doubtful if, for taking care of
the fumes from a film fire, it would he unreason.ible to recommend a system having a
capacity of 5,000 cubic feet per minute. It
should
be capable
of maintaining
the baro-

This is the fourth and final section of a special report by the standing committee on projection of the
Society of M. P. Engineers and read
before that body in recent convention in New York. Previous instalments appeared in The Film Daily

New Dates Not Set for
Theater Equipment Show

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS
100 foot rolls, of Eastman and Dupont
Panchromatic Film, on daylight loading spools for Eyemo or DeVry.
Guaranteed absolutely perfect and
fre«h.

S. and

Canada

Agenta for Dcbrle

Buys
at Portland
Portland— C. M. Dunn of Seattle
has purchased the Capitol and reinstated Harry Akins as manager.

Cooling and Venlating Systems

field is theunique
theaservicein the
rendered
SOMETterHING
by the organization
of M. G. Harbula, consulting engineer of Chicago
and New
York.
The
organization
takes full charge of the design, installation, supervision
and operation
of air cooling, heating and ventilating plants for existi'''"' or new theaters; rendering a service only, selling no equipment whatsoever nor engaging in any
contracting,
consequently the services and recommendations are strictly unbiased.
This
method

of handling
this work
secures for the owner the best equipment for the least expenditure.

HOW TO KILL THE
SUMMER SLUMP
Hot weather is just ahead ! And whether or not this
influence will be appreciably noticed in your box office depends in large part on whether or not you are
equipped for summer patronage.
The way to kill the summer slump is through an adequate ventilating system. NATIONAL offers and
services ventilating systems for any theatre, regardless of its size. And NATIONAL ventilating-systems
are absolutely silent in operation — a vital consideration to the exhibitor showing sound pictures.

NATIONAL

Phoos Penna. 0330

U.

Ventilation Contract Let
St. Louis — The Sodemann Heat &
Power Co. has been awarded the
contract for the installation of a new
refrigeration and heating system in
the New
Broadway.

Unique Service in Theater
Field Rendered by Harb u 1a
Engineering

Your nearest National Branch will gladly give you
complete data, prices, etc. No obligation, of course.

$3.75 a Roll

Motion Picture Department

East Pittsburgh, Pa. — Westinghouse Lamp Co. has added the 15
watt, 110, 115, 120 volt, A-17 bulb
Mazda sign lamp to the sizes already
supplied with inside coloring. The
15 watt inside-colored lamps now are
available in standard voltages in all
standard colors, including ivory and
old rose. The 10 watt 3]4 bulb sign
lamp, already available in standard
inside colors and in ivory and old
rose, now is available in inside white.
These two lamps will be supplied at
the same prices as those applying to
corresponding wattages and colors of
the outside-coated lamp.

TALKING SHOP

LOEW

BUILDING
1540 BROADWAY
TIMES SQUARE. NEW YORK

LOEW BUILDING
PITTSBURGH

PENN

AVENUE

THEATER

SUPPLY COMPANY

Offices in all Principal Cities
(4286A)
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"Hustoi's Spooks"
Brown

— Muster

Universal

11

Week's Monday
Headlines

Fair Juvenile

SOUND
Clarfiicc Tixdalc in

Old-Time Songs
Vitaphone No. 766
Light
Type of production. .Vocal
numbers
Scene
shows
a cotton
field with
Tisdale,
the colored
tenor,
outside
1 cabin singinR.
He
leads
off with
j "The Sweetness of Your Sour," fol1 lows with "Bv and Bv" and finishes
with "Oh. Didn't It Rain."
None of
the numbers clicked, in spite of his
fine tenor voice and good recording.
The
material
was
at fault, for it
I lacked popular appeal.
Time, 9 mins.
I

Aim

Codec and Frank

Orth in

"A Bird in the Hand"
Vitaphone No. 757
Laugh Xumbcr
iType of production. .. .Comedy skit
The setting is a park bench, with
Ann Codee as the nut throwing food
to the birds and squirrels, which are
not there. Orth as the usual Roof
is asleep on the bench. Finishes with
the net keeper coming to collect the
girl, and returning for Orth who has
gone cuckoo also. Surefire for the
laughs, with the comedians pulling
their pop vaude stuff with some new
and funny material added. Time, 9
mins.

"The Plumbers
Are
— Le Maire

Coming"

legiate gems is that the v'llain always apologizes, and the hero shakes
hands and forgives him. Some dav
that villain is going to break the
hero's leg and win a race, and it will
be a real novelty. Sound elTects fair.
Directed by Nat Ross.

"The Knife"
ClUiSS

Boy is responsible, and when thev
find out that it was all bis doings
their minds are very nuich relieved.
The antics of the kids will please the
juvenile
fans. Directed by S. Newfield.

surgeon and \'iolet Heniing as his
wife. The story is from the play by
Henry Arthur Jones, and tells of an
Knglish surgeon who is about to operate on his best friend. Before the

"Conditioning"
Rice— Grantland

Fox

Movietone

Type of production. dramatic playlet
A very dramatic and well acted
sketch with Lionel Atwill as the

operation
the surgeon's
and in conversation
withwife
the enters,
friend
you learn that the two are having an
affair and that she is very concerned
for fear that he will not survive the
operation. The surgeon learns of
the affair, and forces a confession
from his wife. Then the big punch
comes when he goes into the operating room, and the audience is left
with the wife outside in suspense
wondering what the surgeon w'll do.
The operation is successful, and the
surgeon walks out of the i>icture and
out of the lives of his wife and rival.
Beautifully acted and with a tense
story
ically. that holds the interest dramat-

Pathe Audio Review No. S
\'cry

Good

Type of production..! reel maga/ine
The reel opens with Fortune Gallo.
well known impresario, nhearsing
fype of production. .2 reel comedy new talent for the San Carlo Grand
There is a lot of hilarious fun in Opera company specially for the
his one, with George
Le Mairc as Pathe camera. Then follows a unii|ne
he plumber, and Louis Simon as his sequence showing a moose swinnning
stant.
They are really a couple across a lake pur^ued by two me?i in
yeggs
who
have
just robbed
a a canoe. One of them leaps on the
lumber, and when the latter's phone animal's back and is soon thrown
off as the moose starts to climb otit
""gs to attend
to a plumbing
job,
V take the assignment.
Their an- of tlie water. The reel concludes
is are of the boisterous and rowdy with some African atmospheric stuff.
ature, but there is no denying that The sound effects are good throughle laughs
are there.
It winds
up out.
ith flooding the cellar and getting
lastered on the owners private stock
f pre-war stuff.
Directed by George
e Maire.
Pathe
Hilarious

>pr of production. .. .2 reel cnincd\
Another
formularized
production
the collegiates who insist on stagg their competitions with the same
situation used in every one
i;neral
j the series. This time they feed
« horse a jug of hard cider and
^_t the nag out of commission. With
is bright idea as a starter, they
loceed with the doings. Of course
1, the rival, loses out in his trick'V. for the hero gets another horse
'at proves the winner. But the
these colthing about
i>st inane

Booking
comhine,
.started
in Iowa,
aceking
to secure
liackinx
o( Allied
States
Ass'n,
for national
coinl>iiiation.
.Mary
I'ickford
and
iJouRJas
Fairbanks
deny
knowle<lKC
of reimrted
plan to link United
Anistn
and Paramount.
Wednesday
BriKikhart liill would create unfair trade
liiirriers, (iahrici I.. Hess
says.
Warner I'aramount deal discussions resumed;
I'uljlix deal for buying out Saengcr interests near closing.
r. H. Goldburg Friday
heads distribution of Coliimbin.
West C<4^st feels cea.se and desist orders
erroneous.

Pathe
.Shifting of Warner .Stanley and Wajnerl-l<iuity theaters in I'hiladelphia, seen forerunner of Warner Paramount
deal.
K.iilio-Keith-Orpheum
and
Kamous
Players
Saturday
Canadian
plan joint expansion.

Up-to-Date
Type of production.! reel Sportlight
The subject matter concerns the
conditioning of athletes in various Allie<l asked to push L*. S. prot>e sought
by Northwest
unit.
lines of sports, and shows interesting- Pulilix and Fox bidding for I.ouis Marcus
chain.
ly just how they go about the work of
getting themselves in trim. Some of
the well known athletes include Babe
Ruth, Tony Plansky, the (ieorgetown
star; the w'omen of the Los .\ngcles
(Co)i/iii«fii from
Page
1)
.\thletic Club; Coach Spaulding of
the U. C. L. A.; and many other tember 19, 1926, charged with violatcelebrities.
ing a "blue" ordinance. He was convicted in the City Court and fined
$100, but on his appeal the circuit
court reversed the decision, that court
holding the ordinance a special law
in violation of the Missouri conRichmond — While there has been
stitution. The city then appealed in
a decrease in the number of films ex- turn to the Supreme Court.
amined by Virginia Censorship in the
last four weeks there has been an
increase in rejections.
Bulletms issued showed practically
(C<nttinucd from Page 1)
no rejections until a few months ago, office officials and executives will be
when a sex picture was considered present.. Included among them will
unfit to be shown in Virginia. The be R. H. Cochrane, Lou B. Metzger,
last two bi-weekly i)utletins show two P. D. Cochrane, Fred McConnell and
rejections. One of the <lel)arrcd pic- Others.
tures was a two-reel comedy and the

Missouri Hi^h Court

Upholds "Blue Laws"

Rejections of Films Show
Increase in Virginia

Two "U" Sales Meetings
at K. C, Atlantic City

Most RKO Houses Adopt
Saturday Change June 15

Type of production .. .2 reel western
Again the hero ranger gets all
mixed up with the halfbreetl trapper
who is stealing furs and trying to
marry the gal the ranger loves, lie
is
assisted
his scheme
the girl's
uncle,
who inwants
her tobymarry
the
heavy. The trapper and his gang
capture the ranger, Edimmd Cobb,
and tie him to a tree, while the leader goes olT to get the damsel. Hero
frees himself, there is a fight, and he
is knocked cold. Then the rangers
come to the rescue, capture tiie gang,
and the proceedings come to a close
for which all hands were probably
thankful.
Directed
by Tay
Taylor.

.\I. W. Reinke, division manager of
L'niver.sal theaters in Iowa and
N'ebraska. has resigned because of
illnes«. Me will retire tem|)orarily
from the field until such time as he
regains his health. Lea Richmond,
formerly city manager of the Universal houses at Charleston, has he'^n
promoted to succeed Reinke. Richard England will assume management of the Charleston houses, the
Virginian and Rialto, at once.

"Perilous Paths"

"Junior Luck"

Kc'li'tal Tr,'tclc C'oninii<kKiuit i^kUPA ccanr and
<lr*i>t onlcr* aKain^t Wr»t (°ua>t and al
tics, charKing a cnmliinatiim to com(>cl diitnliiilurj to rcfuK to serve competing exhibitori.
Three thousand Tuesday
exhibitors souiiht for new
Drilish
cooperative.

other was regarded as a vulgar romance.
A total of 101 films was examined
in the two weeks period to May 18.
Saturday cliange will be adopted
While there was one rejection there by all but a few houses of the Radiowere no eliminations, thus breaking Keith-Orpheum circuit, starting June
the record so far as deletions are 15. The full week will run from
concerned. The previous bulletin Saturday matinee to Friday night inclusive. Where there are split-weeks,
shows three eliminalioiis and one rejection, four subtitles and two scenes the engagements will be Saturday
being stricken out, the number of matinee to Tuesdays, and Wednesfilms being 118.
day to Friday inclusive. Kxceptions
to the Saturday change at full week
stands are with opening days: Orphemn. Winnipeg, Monday; Orpheuni
and Hillstreef, Los Angeles. Sunday,

SILENT

Collegians — Universal
Ordinary

Type of ))ro(luction . . .2 reel comerly
This will please the kids with the
wild |)ranks of Buster, Tige ai'd
.Mary Jane, who get themselves in
bad with the Fat Boy. lie starts out
to gcf even. In a deserted house all
sorts of queer and terrifying things
happen,
scare the
dren towhich
death.almost
Of course
the chilFat

Featurette — Universal
Blah

Richmond Succeeds Reinke
as "U" Division Head

matinee.
Plains,
New New
Rochellc
and \\'hite
Trenton,
Monday;
Brunswick, Saturday. The last
named house switched its policy
alreaflv.
Jacobs With
Warner-Stanley
Pittsburgh — Larry B. Jacobs has
just been named director of publicity
for W'arner-Stanley houses in this
territory succeeding Harold B.
Dygert.
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The Inside on Headlines
^Continued from Page I)

By HERBERT

ager of distribution for Columbia. In
Allying with Allied
Tuesday: From out of the corn the West, everybody knows Goldberg. Former buyer for West Coast
belt where the)- grow thirty gallons
to the acre conies a surprise. Iowa Theaters before joining Cohn, Brandt
exhibitors are beine anproached to and Cohn, you know. Now he's head
man on sales. Stepping into the
join a booking combine in which
members of Allied are forming the national picture. . . .
Warners and Paramount are connucleus. All very secretive. The
tinuing the strains of their love requiet Mr. Myers in Washington
frain. The lyrics are all about the
can't be reached and there you are — undying afifection one has for the
for the time bemg ....
No, say Mary and Doug. Nothing other. You know, the kind that will
with the stars. Real soulto a published New York story link- onlyfulmelt
says we. . . .
ing United with Paramount. RecallTwo Deals
ing some of our film history, we wondered how such a thing could be . . .
Friday: Philadelphia flashes word
They have done it. Maybe 60,000,- that the theater map is being revamp000 Frenchmen can't be wrong, but
ed in order to prepare for a deal befact is the four to one quota goes
tween Warner and Paramount. The
through. American opinion in Paris changes concern the Stanley and
leans toward the belief this trade is
chains, both of which arc conwashed up in France as a result. Equity trolled
by Warners.
Sound probably would have done that
Almost to the same minute, RKO
anyway, so w_liy get too concerned
announces a theater tie-up with
in this hot weather . . .
Famous Players Canadian for a fusion
Figures and Figures
of interests in Winnipeg, Vancouver,
Wednesday: He's been away from Ottawa and Toronto. Don't confuse
home for some weeks now, but such the two.
Zukor has sold his interests in F.
is the course of big business. E. V.
Richards has been visiting religiously
P. Canadian and whatever that comwith Publix officials. Out of it will
pany decides to do about is future
come — say many — a sale to Publix relates to Paramount only insofar as
of the entire Saenger holdings in the a franchise for picture service is concerned. RKO and Famous in the
South. Now that means plenty indeed. Covers not only the Southeast, Dominion does not necessarily mean
Mississippi and Louisiana, but Texas RKO and Paramount in the States.
and other states in the Southwestern
It might.
Or it might not. . . .
tier and some properties of which you
Swelling the list of all-sound houses
hear little in Panama, Central Ameri- are the Florida at Jacksonville and
ca and the West Indies. "Rich" never the Olympia, Miami. The number
talks much, but he does say emphatigrows apace throughout the land, yet
cally that the Saengers still own this step is purely in the experimental
Saenger. . . .
stage.
Joe Goldberg, who sails from the
We take our next bow on Monday.
broad open spaces has baggaged his
KANN
way into New York as general man-

COLOR AND VARIETY IN
IMPRESSIVE ROXY SHOW
There is plenty of color and variety
in the Roxy stage show this week,
which is a succession of beautiful
settings and outstanding entertainment. In fact, the show is of the
revue type, which takes much of the
edge off the "Fox Movietone Follies

JACK OSTERMAN HEADS
BILL AT PARAMOUNT

The revue, which starts with an
Alpine
number, switches to a Meof 1929."
morial Day sequence and winds up
vi'ith an impressive interpretation of
the song "Deep Night," is class all
the way and the staging ingeniously
done. The opener is "Where the
Edelweiss Bros.," presenting a Swiss
yodcler and his sweetheart, doing
their stuff from opposite crags. Use
is made of the effect machine to get
over the moving clouds and mountain
peak atmospheric. This winds up with
a scene before an inn, the stage company making merry with folk songs
and dances. The Memorial Day turn,
titled "There is No Death," comprises
an invocation before a grave, and
climaxed by a cyclorama review of the
troops of the various American wars.
"Deep Night," was done in a garden
setting, the ballet and chorus doing
effective work.

WEAK SHOW MAKES POOR
IMPRESSION AT CAPITOL
The best thing on the Capitol bill

Fox-Movietone to Film Radia Editors
Chicago — Radio editors who attend
the forthcoming Radio Manufacturers Convention, in Chicago, during
the week of June 3rd, have a surprise in store — they will be asked to
face the Fox-Movietone camera, in a
special recording studio which is
now being built in the Stevens Hotel.
A portable Movietone outfit will record outside news events which happen in connection with the show.

Darrow
Cleveland —

at Keith House
B. L. Darrow, former

secretary of the local bill posters'
union, has been appointed assistant
manager at Keith's East 105th St.
Wallace Elliot recently was named
manager, succeeding Henry Dykeman.
Films

Destroyed

in

Fire

Campbell,
O. — Fourteen
reels of
film were destroyed
in a projection
room fire at the Home here. Patrons
filed out in orderly manner.

Eckman in New York
Sam Eckman, managing director
Herman Heads Buffalo Board
of Jury-Metro-Goldwyn, Ltd., is in
New York from London on his anBuffalo
— Newly elected officers of
nual business trip.
the Buffalo Film Board of Trade are
A. J. Herman (Universal) president,
Lande Opens Office
Harry Dixon (RKO) vice president
Buffalo — Harry Lande, Paccnt dis- and Jack Bcrkowitz (First Graphic
Exchange) treasurer.
tributor, has opened an office here.
Shocker Promoted
Denver — B. M. Shooker is now
managing the local TifTany-Stahl
branch. L. L. Savage is booking
manager and Harry A. Brooker has
been added to the sales force.

To

Close

Boston

Houses

Boston — New luigland Theaters
has found the Day Square and Gem
theaters unsuitable for sound pictures and will probably close both
of them.

S. BERG:

adagio flops and falls into the arms
of his partner. Dave Schooler officiated as the m. c, and worked hard
to keep the entertainment moving,
but it looked as if the lack of real
material was just a little too much
for him.

was the overture by David Mendoza's
orchestra. First was "Scenes of the
Ballet," played with sprightliness,
followed by a symphonic arrangement of "Weary River" that got lots
of applause. The stage show was

Light
strung

show
together

at the
Paramount
with a thread of a

musical
comedy
story "Wall
Street
Blues," featuring Jack Osterman as
the boy who macle a killing in Wall
Street done in three "scenes" that failed to carry any kick of realism.
Osterman had to work overtime to make
the thin material
even give an appearance of hanging together.
First
scene
shows
a drop
representing
Wall Street, then into a broker's office for a short bit, with the final
scene the roof garden on the young
millionaire's
house
which
gave
a
chance to stage Rudy Vallee and his
seven harmonizers. Jack wisecracked
with Rudy,
and altogether was the
only attraction on the bill with any
entertainment
value
worth
talking
about, with the exception
of Rudy,
who did his usual saxonhone numbers I
and
sang
several
light
melodies
through the megaphone.
The Gluck '
Sorel Girls showed in two nice costume numbers, but their work was i
just average.
The show was rounded !
out with special acts by Rita Owen, I
Ethel Norris and Barnet_^ & Clark, j
Osterman ad libbed and wisecracked j,
himself
into plenty
of laughs, but
some
of his stuff misses
owing to
fast delivery and a voice that often
failed to carry more than half way
back in the house.

Cleveland House Changes Policy
Cleveland — Loew's
State
will
henceforth change its program each
This is to accomvery weak, called "Orientale," a week on Friday.
Chester Hale production. The set- modate
Publix bookings.
So Cleveland now has opening day on Sunday
tings were all right, and there was
plenty of color and some snappy work at the Palace and Keith's East 105th
by the Chester Hale Girls in their St. theater, on Saturday at the Allen,
usual novelty costumes. Burnoff & Hippodrome,
and
Cameo.
Josephine collected the most applause, with Jack Pepper, a popular
picture house favorite, a close second.
C hila was fair with an acrobatic turn,
and about the only laughs of the show
were collected by La Salice Brothers,
with one of them impersonating a
burlesque
prima
donna
and
doing
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The very best in

SOUND
K,_1.0D AY7- iii^ this era^hff- sbimd -pictures
—there is ^higher pl'einiiini- tfiaii ever
before on film uniformity. For sound
quality is even more

sensitive than

screen quality to any variation in the
film.
If your "talkie" prints are on Eastman
film— famous for uniformity— your patrons are seeing and hearing the very
best that this greatest development in
motion pictures has to offer.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY

NEW YORK

THE
Movie"Magnificent demonstration of theducti
on.
repro
c
rami
pano
in
efficacy
tone's
or
outdo
in
Stirring and astonishing exhibit
audibility in the films . . . without an equal.
Mr. Ford, the director, has done an amazing
-N .Y. World
day's work."

"Vigorous realism and colorful fantasy are
interwoven in an enticing, audible picture
♦ ..it has sequences that are without a doubt
the most realistic thing of their kind that
has come the screen.** — n. Y. Times

. impressive."
"Striking . . . colorful .—. N.
Y. Herald Tribune

"First rate movietone recording."

interest."
"Impressive. ..spectacul—arN.pictorial
Y. Evening Journal

"Picture is far above the average."

CRITICS
— N. Y. Evening Telegram
— N. Y. Evening Graphic

COMMEND
"Colorful action . . . splendid scenic effects.
Sparkling, wholly engrossing production . . .
truly great piece of direction."

"Deeply engrossing . . . sheer artistry . . . grips
you to your very vitals . . . scenes which have
you teetering upon the edge of your seat."

— N. Y. Daily Neu^s

— N. Y. Evening World

"Has some dandy spectacular scenes . . . production is good." — N. Y. Daily Mirror

This All-Talking Melody Melodrama

T. BLACK WATCH
th

XVI

VICTOR McLAGLEN
Myma Loy
Lumsden Hare

David Rollins
Cyril Chadwick

Roy D*Arcy
David Torrence

Dialog by
James K. McGuinness

Staged by
Lumsden Hare

From TALBOT MUNDY'S celebrated novel
"KING OF THE KHYBER RIFLES"
Directed by JOHN

NOW

PLAYING

GAIETY

FORD

THEATRE,

N.Y.for extended run at $2

Watch the grosses climb when
HJ
you play this record -wrecker from

Industry,
Ficemaker
forthe

Northwest Expects Publix — F. & R. Theater Deal
iTHE
;^^HEWSPAPER
oyFILMDOH
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Sarnoff
T\\\\ institution of motion
])ictures has played an nndeniahly imprcssi\e i)art
as a moulder of world influence,
but it remaineil for one whose
interests are encomjxissed in the
scope of the American tilm industry to perform a public service of international proportions.
The man is David SarnofF.
The service, an untiring aid extended to Owen D. Young in
jringing to a successful termination the delicate, vexatious and
arduous reparations deliberations with Germany and the former Allied nations.

Advisor to Owen

Price

Tuesday, June 4, 1929

Young

Sarnoff left New York for Europe
Tiany weeks ago. Coniniunications
ind deals involvinR the Victor coin)any, recently acquired by RCA.
*ere the matters at hand. The
veeks lengthened into months. In
S'ew York, those who didn't know
ittributed his stay to everything but
Ihe correct reason. It may be told
liow that what Sarnoff was doing
Ivas aiding Young and the American
jommittee in reaching an accord
l/ith Germany over war debts. His
|wn business was set as something
lersonal in favor of the other on
I'hich world amity may be said to
Jave hinged.
This incident is cited here because
Irstly Sarnoflf already fills several imlortant niches in the structure of the
lidustry. He is executive vice-presi|ent of the Radio
Corporation
of
merica which controls RC.\ Pholiphone of which SarnofF is presil;nt and which owns
Radio-Keithrpl.eum of which he is board chairian.
Secondly, because he is desped to play a more impressive part
the center of the motion picture
lage and the entire industry should
io\\' something of the type of big
isiness executive Sarnofif really is.

An Epoch Marker
Safely deposited in tiie Warner
ults is the .\cademy of M. P. Arts
d Sc'ences document attesting "The
zz Singer" as the distinctive proction achievement for 1927-1928.
the one picture which launched
s business on its rejuvenated way,
would be difficult to imagine a
•re proper selection.
KANN

5 Cents

PUBLIX SURVEY SEEN AS A
FORERUNNER OF F. & R. DEAL
Allied Pow-Wow

June 17

Chicago — Meeting of leaders of Allied States Ass'n, to pass
upon request of the Northwest exhibitor unit, to work to bring about
a Dept. of Justice investigation of the rentals being demanded for
sound films, has been postponed until June 17. The postponement
is for the purpose of giving leaders of the various units ample time
to arrange to attend.
It is expected that the entire representation will proceed from
Chicago to Washington, to press demand for an inquiry into what
the Northwest exhibitors charge is a plot to force them out of business through exorbitant rentals.

Control
of
150 - House
Chain in Northwest
States Sought
Minneapolis — Publix is making a
survey here, it is understood, in connection with a reported deal for ac(|uisition of coiUrol of the Northwest
Theater Circuit (Finkelstein & Ruben). V. & R. officials say there is
no deal closed as yet.
J. F. Cubberley. who has made the
majority of F. & R's theater deals,
has cancelled
plansstrength
for a sixtomonths'
vacation,
lending
report
that the (Continued
Publix deal
is
near.
Reon Page 6)

Sarnoff Given Big Credit
for Work on War Debt Accord PRODUCTION ALLIANCES
0\J ILnlUllLU

UI1

LU UV

Photophone and chairman of the
f\r\/\ni\aii ri\AII niTlir ''oard of directors of Radio-Keitha prominent at part
took conferences
<^n)heum,
Hr the
Paris.in
reparations
mill,
llVl I IPA
lluvlllnl I IrKlIM
1PRniiRAM
He is credited in a cable to "The
New York Morning World," with
Pathe will have 30 features on its climaxing
his efforts on the debt set1929-30 schedule. Details of the new
tlement by working almost all night
program now are being worked out with Dr. Schacht of the German deleand will be outlined to the sales force gat on, in arriving at a settlement.
June 27 at Atlantic City by Phil
His own business affairs were put
(Continued an Fagc 6)
Reisman,
general sales manager.

Quick Action on Quota Is
Anticipated in France

Paris — Immediate action on the 4
to 1 quota is planned by the French
government, it is understood here.
stand
the government's
In addition,
{Continued
on Page 0)

Fitzgerald Executive
Head of Midwesco Chain
Milwaukee — Harold J. Fitzgerald,
general manager, will assume the executive(Continued
vice pesidency
of Fox Midon Page 6)

SOUND VALUES REPLACING
NOVELTY IN AUSTRAUA
By GAYXE
Editor,

DEXTER

ABROAD EOR COLUMBIA
With English and French tie-ups
as starters, Columbia is completing
arrangements for production in several European countries in cooperation with native firms. In England,
a deal has been made with Gaumont
and F. B. O., Ltd., an English company not(Continued
affiliated on
withPagethe6) American

RKO Short Subjects Now
in Charge of Jerome Saf ron
Jerome Safron, Philadelphia branch
manager, has been placed in charge
of the RKO short subject department. Sam Rosen takes charge in
Philadelphia. ■

"Everyones"

Sydney — The sound boom in Sydney is leveling itself out, and the
public has gotten over the novelty
aspects of the ciUertaininent. Three
houses are playing sound on a longrun basis in Sydney: the Regent.
Prince Edward
and Lyceum.
Since
(Continued on Page

6)

51,578 Playdates in For
Sam Morris Month Tribute June 23 Date of Start
of RKO Sales Meetings
Warners' sales force chalked up a

RKO will hold its annual sales
total of 51,578 playdates for Sam E.
Morris Month in May. observed as a meeting at the Drake. Chicago, starting June 2^. and lasting throughout
tribute to the head of the company's
distribution. This exceeded the busi- the week. Lee Marcus, general sales
ness written for all three of the other manager, will outline the 30 i)ictures
the 1929-30 program, during the
Morris Months observed by the com- on
sessions.
pany.

"Father and Son"

A natural story — in the beginning — "Father
and sticks
Son"
turns wildly
meller and
out its implausibility complex
right to the end. Director and
cast were pitted against story
banalities and the latter won
out. Even this, however, could
not submerge the effective and
nicely tempoed performance of
Master Mickey McBan. He
is splendid and beyond all
question the bright light of the
K.
picture.
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Big Turnout Seen for
North Carolina Meeting

Charlotte — Record attendance is
summer conexpected at the coming
vention of the Theater Owners of
North Carolina, which will be held
June 17 and 18 at Wrightsville
Beach. A feature of the meeting
will be a talk on sound and equipment which will be delivered by Will
VVhitemore. who has been given the
assignment by the public relations
Electric.
department of Western

Zanft, Roxy Now Bankers
Major John Zanft, vice president
of Fox Theater Corp., is a director,
and S. L. Rothafel (Roxy) is on the
advisory board of The Broadway
National Bank and Trust Co. which
will begin business June 15 at Fifth
Avenue and 29th St., New York.
Publix Buys Youngstown Theater
Youngstown, O. — Publix has purchased the Liberty here. The theater will close June 8 for remodeling
to cost $200,000. Warners is planning a new house here.
Knotts With S. Cal. M.P.T.O.
West
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Hollywood — William Knotts, former exchangcman, has been named
business manager of the M. P. T. O.
.of Southern California.
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Charnas

Returns to Warners

Harry M. Kalmine, general manager of the Winter Garden, Warner
and Central theaters in New York
Ark"
of "Noah's
shows
of the
on
tour,road
returns
to his
former duties
next week as division manager for
the Stanley Fabian circuit in New
Jersey. Harry Charnas, previous incumbent of this position, resumes
the job after a long siege of illness
from which he has just recovered.

TALKING

5

June 11-12

PICTURES

Opening
of "Honky
Tonk," Warner Theater,
New York.
Meeting of Ohio exhibitors unit at
Columbus.
Convention of Oklahoma
exhibitor
unit at Oklahoma
City.
Opening
Criterion,

June

14

June

15

June

17-18

June

17

June

21

June

22

ofN. "Four
Y.

Feathers"

Trip

Summer
convention
of
North
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrightsville, Beach, N. C.
Annual
Fox
sales meeting.
New
York.
Paramount
Eastern Division
Sales
Convention at Atlantic City, N. J.
Universal City.
Eastern
Convention
at
Atlantic

Linet Heads Advertising
Publicity of Phonofilm
Hank Linet, veteran trade paper
man, has been named director of advertising and publicity of General
Talking Pictures, New York, which
manufactures and distributes De Forest Phonofilm equipment and pictures. He succeeds
E. S. Clififord.
Chevalier

Returns to Coast

Maurice Chevalier, Paraniount's
French star, is en route to Hollywood to begin work on a new operetta to be directed by Ernst Lubitsch.

MADE

BY SHOWMEN

in his series of Talking Shorts cancels all thought of
sound-fUms.
He makes you aware of Himself, not the Illusion.

Franklin in New* York
Harold B. P'ranklin, president and
general manager of Fox West Coast
Theaters, is in New York from the
Coast, for a brief visit.

I

Fire at N. O. House
New Orleans — The Ashton was
damaged by fire, origin of which was
not learned.
MOTION

PICTURE

CARTOONISTS

with years of experience desires a connection with motion picture company.
Can produce cartoon reels for the theatre or commercial field. References
on request. Apply Box A-133, c-o
The Film Daily, 1650 B'way. N. Y. C.

SECRETARY,
BOOKKEEPER,
BOOKER,
STENOGRAPHER,
CORRESPONDENT, LEGAL KNOWLEDGE
Young
Lady — Many
years
experience
practically every branch of motion picture industry.
Capable
taking
charge
of office or department.
Excellent references. Box A-130
care Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

"NEW

ORLEANS"

Tiffany-Stahl
Production
Synchronization completed at
RCA
N. Y. Studio

^
1
A

ABE MEYERlnc
S

~r e

I r-^ N^v ^^ ^r-

i— i >^ i— i—

So real, so fine, so true that there is no reminder of invention or novelty.

IMPERIAL

PICTURES,

at

Premiere
Saenger
theater, of
New"Evangeline,"
Orleans.
Annual
M-G-M
Sales Convention
at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Paramount
Western
Division Sales
Convention
at St. Louis.
Kansas
City.
Universal
Western
Convention
at

Lew
Hearn

85
QUOTED

Upon the conclusion of the deal
whereby the Radio-Keith-Orpheum
of Canada, Ltd., was organized, B. L.
Nathanson, managing director of Famous Players Canadian Corp., left
for an extended pleasure trip to Europe where he will spend thp greater part of the summer. Famous will
hold a half interest in the new Canadian R-K-O company.

Tonight :
June

DAILY

Hollywood — Conrad Nagel, Sam
F. Goodrich, Louis B.
Taylor, John
'26
6 H. H. Barter have been
Mayer and
named alternate members of the conciliation committee of the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences. Rod
La Rocque, William Sistrom, Tom
Miranda, J. T. Reed and Reginald
Barker are old members of the committee.

,....

on European

Book
TheDate
Industry's

'3

66
Concilation
Committee
Alternates Are Named

"4 Feathers" Opening June 12
"The Four Feathers" will have its
premiere
at the Criterion, New York,
June
12.

Seat. 6s
Am.
♦Warner
6/s

3552/
.Skouras Bros
Technicolor
United
Art
5
do
pfd
70
Univ.
Ch.
com.. . 2
70
pfd
do
•LAST
PRICE

Omaha— Exhibitors of Nebraska
and western Iowa today will open
their annual convention here, with
sound pictures slated to be the highlight of the two-day discussions. C.
E. Williams, veteran leader of the
association, is expected to be reelected.

1841 Broadway, New York.

It'sSumHmerot HeatWeather Proof f
Wrecked Records
Last Week

but so did

FOX

^"^

MOVIETONE

rOLLIES

•

OND WEEK.
'' '« go two JT'

4

of 1929

'"" ""nv.f„„/ J'««'-e, Ne„. y„ ,,
Opened ,.

WILLIAM
FOX
presents

FOX MOVIETONE Follies
of 1929
with SUE CAROL
DAVID PERCY

LOLA LANE
DAVID ROLLINS

SHARON LYNN
JOHN BREEDEN
DIXIE LEE
FRANK RICHARDSON and STEPIN FETCHIT

Words and Music by Con Conrad, Sidney Mitchell, Archie Gottler. Ensembles by Archie Gottler, Fanchon
and Marco. Story and Direction by David Butler. Dialog by William K.Wells. Revue directed by Marcel Silver

THE PERFECT SHOW
for SUMMER BOOKINGS

Tuesday, June 4, 1929
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Foreign Markets
B^, JAMES

P. CUNNINGHAM,

Supreme Film Co. Using
New Sound Film Device
IVashiMgton Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Film Boards of Trade Report
Additional Theater Changes
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Changes in Ownership

Washington — Favorite, sold to Geo. Martin
Jr., by E. Horn ; Little, sold to Moviegraph
Inc.. by Film Arts Amuse Co.

Corp. ; Regent, sold to Edward Roth by
J. Semadales : Rosette, sold to Rosette
Theater Corp. by E. F. Hulquist; Vendome,
sold to Van Ter Corp. by Vendome Theater
Co. ; Weneeda, sold to Chas. Wagner by
Mintz-Dewark and Goldberg; Willard, sold
to 51st St. Theater Corp. by Truklein
Amuse Co. ; East St. Louis — Illinois, sold
to Gump & Edwards by James Drake ;
Hillsboro — -Grand, sold to Ed Fellis by
United Opera Corp. ; Ipava — Garden, sold
to Fidke & Rose by M. Baumgartner;
Macomb — Royal, sold to J. L. Snyder
by H. B. Frank; Princeton — ^Apollo, sold
to Carl Pierson by Miles Fox; Roseville —
Isis, sold to H. Closings
Keesler by Ray Pfetcher.

FLORIDA
Washington — Supreme Film Co.,
Changes in Ownership
Ltd.. of London is using a new sound
Green — Palace, sold to Miss E. L.
film process for production, states a Bowling
Mayliall by R. C. Hinson; Cocoa — Aladdin,
sold to Fred Bryan by Publix Theaters ;
report to the M. P. Section of the
Cocoanut Grove — Grand, sold to T. J. McDept. of Commerce. The process,
Cain by Sam M. Dock ; Dania — Dania, sold
which was recently demonstrated to
to
A. L. Cameron by Max W. Bryant;
press and technicians, is known as
Gainesville — Metts, sold to Jos. Williams by
Aperiodic Non Microphonic. The
J. C Metts; Miami Beach — ^Strand, sold
to Geo. B. T. Sharp by H. Simons; Ocala
first picture employing the new device
— Etta, sold to W. R. Pedrick by Acker Altamont — Rialto ; Beckmeyer — Beckemeyer ;
for synchronization features Marcella
& Lucas; Orlando — 'Isis, sold to E. lO.
CartarviUe — Lyric; Charleston — Rex; DahlAlbani and Clififord MacLaglen. The
Huheey by Frank Haithcox ; Sulphur
gren — Opera House ; Earlville — Lyric ; East
series
a
Springs
—
Nebraska,
sold
to
M.
C.
Moore
make
St. Louis — Lyric and Royal ; Hillsboro —
company also plans to
of shorts.
by J. E. Ramos; Wewahitchka — Wewa,
Grand;
Morrison — Lyric; Perry — ^Majestic.
sold to Fred Beatty
by
Sam
Bryant.
Closings
Homfilm Co. Now Stock Company Avon Park — Avon ; Largo — Prince ; Pt. St.
IVashington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Joe — Bayview ;
Tampa — Lisbon.

iSulphur Springs — Loop ;

C. L. Welch Gets Three
Houses at Salisbury

Washington — Homfilm Co. of BerGEORGIA
lin, has been converted into a joint
Salisbury, N. C. — Captain C. L.
Welch, who formerly operated the
in Ownership
stock company with capital of ap- Atlanta — Changes
Capitol
View,
sold
to
Leo.
E.
Di
proximately $50,400, advises a report
Gliilini by A. Nally ; Lakewood Heights, Victory here, and later was connected with the Piedmont Amusement
sold to L. T. Beasley by J. M. Yuong;
to the M. P. Section of the Dept. of
Lyons — ^Lyonian, sold to G. L. Crafton by Co. of Winston-Salem, has acquired
Commerce. The board consists of
E. L. Thomas.
the Victory, Strand and Iris here.
Dr. Sudekum, a former minister of
IDAHO
Henckel
n
the Reich, Count Valenti
Changes in Ownership
von Donnersmarck, Jules Stern and Menan — ^Menan,
sold to W. D. Hayes; Nampa — Majestic, sold to Herman J. Brown.
Dr. Georg Werner Engelmann. DiILLINOIS
rectors are Hohe'nberg. Oppenheimer
Re- Openings
and Dr. Markus.
Calgary, Alta. — Office forces of
the First National and Warner
Chicago — La Salle ; Dalton City — ^Dalton.
Changes in Ownership
branches here have been consolidated
Four for Tchechowa Co.
— ^^Star (formerly Rialto), sold to
Washiugtoii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Altamont
Mrs. Lena Nickleson by Mrs. W. W. and now are housed in the First National exchange.
Washington — Tchechowa Film Co.
Sprouse; Atwood — Globe sold to G. E.
Moore by Russel Richards; Auburn — Amerof Germany, will produce four feaican, sold to C. G. Redford by G. C.
tures for the coming season in all of
Barnard ; Canton — Princess, sold to Huff &
which Olga Tchechowa will appear
Ross by Jerome Berry ; CarlinviUe — Grand
and Marvel, sold to Frisina Amuse Co. by
as star, according to a report to the
Mrs.
F. Paul ; Champaign — Park, sold to
Comof
Dept.
Madison, Wis. — Repeal of WisconM. P. Section of the
E. E. and H. R. Alger by Park Theater
the
sin's ancient "blue" law is sought in
o'
"Will
merce. The pictures are:
Co. ; Chicago — ^Diversey, sold to Ascher
a bill introduced in the Senate by
Bros, by Jones, Linick: & Schaefer; Elston,
Wisp," "Jump in the Train," "Secsold to Brecka & Conway by Elston Theat.
Sen. John Grobschmidt of Milwaukee.
ond Youth" and "The Fool."
Answering a charge that the film industry is sponsor of the bill. Sen.
Henry Staab, buisness manager of
the Wisconsin exhibitor unit, denied
that is the case but urged passage on
the ground that the law is violated
by all the people every Sunday.

F. N. and Warner Offices
at Calgary Are Merged

Bill Seeks to Abolish
"Blue" Law in Wisconsin

Hot — and an Empty House!

Will Your Theatre
Be Cool This Summer?

Empty seats bring no profit. Make your theatre one of
the most attractive spots in town on warm evenings by
installing

The New SILENT
TYPHOON vf.rtnitf„g SYSTEM
"Where Silence Is Golden"
Noisy ventilating fans and motors wSU spoil the effect of
your sound pictures.
TYPHOON equipment with its new silent Texrope Drive
is noiseless in operation.
Let us send you full particulars
NOW.
Write for circular "W" or phone for a ventilation
engineer.

TYPHOON

FAN COMPANY,

Inc.

Manufacturers
and Engineers
VENTILATION— COOLING— REFRIGERATION
345 West 39th Street
New York, N. Y.
Telephone

Medallion

4743

To Introduce Sunday Bill
Dallas, Tex.— Col. H. A. Cole will
re-introduce
his Sunday
show
bill
at the special session of the Texas
legislature.
Fight on at Coshocton
Coshocton, O. — Fight against Sunday shows is being continued here,
although the three local houses are
operating
Sundays.
Troy "Blue" Law Attacked
Troy, O. — Attack is being made
on the Sunday closing law by local
exhibitors, who are operating on
Sijnday. Other places of business
will be closed Sundays if theaters
are discriminated against.
Fox Openings Changed
Commencing June 15, split weeks
at all the William Fox Theaters playing the combined policy of pictures
and vaudeville, will have openings on
Saturdays and Wednesdays instead
of Mondays and Thursdays as heretofore.

"Bulldog
Drummond"
United Artists
Apollo,

New

York

AMERICAN—* • * The thousands ot
feminine fans who have adored this silent
man are going to go simply crazy about him
now that he is speaking his piece. Colman
has that which is known as a personality
voice. It is much more colorful than his appearance or his acting, so with this new
asset added to his visible attractions, Ronald
Colman is in the talkies as long as he wants
* * You simply adore
to DAILY
stay in. NEWS—*
* * *
Colman in this role » * • singularly absorbing and appealing talkie fare for seven
full reels.
Ronald's voice is charming, well-modulaled,
English-accented, and fortunately the lines
provided in this first dialogue vehicle are
smartly written with a wealth of contagious
EVENING JOURNAI.— * * * The entire
picture, in fact, has everything that goes
humor.
* enjoyable evening. The story
to
make • up• an
is delightful, the cast is well chosen, and
the direction reveals both intelligence and
a sense of humor. As to the talking, the
highest praise one can — and does — offer to
the film is that, unlike many other talkies,
it neither gives the impression of a stage
play being photographed or a movie given
the addition of sound. * » *
EVENING WORLD—* * * It is hairraising in the extreme; at some points last
night it evoked solicitious screams when the
hero or heroine was in danger. It is that
gripping. A lot of Colman's action in it
is comparable to that of Douglas Fairbank's.
• • » jjg seldom has been better. • » *
GRAPHIC—* * * We'd hate to be the
guy who has to open Colman's fan mail from
now on. They'll have to put on some extra
mail men in jfollywood. As Captain Drum-^
mond, the bored London clubman who goer
out searching for excitement, Colman is
perfect. His microphone voice leaves nothHERALD-TRIBUNE—*
* * An entirely
ing to be desired. • • •
preposterous concoction, which neither took
itself
intense
seriousness
* * *andit
proved with
to be,
thanks
to a brilliant
imaginative production and an admirable performance by its star, Ronald Colman, the
most advanced of the audi!)le photoplays.
Incidentally it provides a good show.
POST — * * * Speedy direction (except
in a few scenes) and no little suspense make
"Bulldog Drummond" the good show that
it is. When all is said and done, it is
nothing but an old stage melodrama geared
up to a new dramatic device — the talking
SUN — * * * Indeed, not since the melopicture screen. « * *
drama of "Interference" * * • has any melc
drama been so neatly, fashionably and clev
erly presented. The sets are triumphs o(
theatrical breeding, the actors, talk, soundi
and clothes are delights to the eye and the
ear, and the photography is by far the l)«st
that has been lavished on an all-talking phci
TELEGRAM—* » * a robust, rollicking,
immensely entertaining picture, and one
* • »
which,
enough, does not allow
toplay. commendably
a generous quota of excitement to interfere
with its sense of humor. It is expertly cast
and directed, and the photography merits s
lyrical chapter all to itself on the subject of
TELEGRAPH—*
shadow
effects. • ♦ ♦* * It must have .heov
a great relief to the vast regiment of the
smitten to hear the voice of Ronald Colman emerge from "Bulldog Drummond" as
a rich,
and them
charmingly
casual and
talent. * »resonant
» between
Mr. Colman
F. Richard Jones have .accomplished a dia
logue picture that grades with the best
and makes most of them look and sound
TIMES—* • * Those who are wont to fling
Sip comments against talking pictures had
silly.*
* *
an evening at * * * "Bulldog
spend
better
Drummond."
It is the happiest and most
enjoyable entertainment of its kind that has
so WORLD—*
far reached the
* *last
* is an all• * screen.
Here at
talking film which is not all talking. Here
is the basic method of pure motion picture,
augmented * * * by speech when speech i»
• • result
suffice. • fotKe
only thing which
the
is astonishing.
Thewilldramatic
ana
movement is compelling. The character
live, or at least the principal character* do
this. • • •
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Coast Wire Service

^oundi Vital in Comediies

U.A. TO HAVE LARGEST
SOUND STAGE; 5 IN WORK

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^—

SOUND ELEHENTBIGfACTOR
TO COMEDIANS-MCCAREY
Introduction of sound to the ticld
cleof light comedy has added a new
ment upon which the future success
or failure of manv, of prominent
comedians will depend, in the opniion of Leo McCarey, comedy direcHal Roach executive. tor, and a former
That a number of comical stage
comedians, McCarey points out, have
indibeen failures in silent pictures, their
cates the great degree to which
voices aided them in putting over
their humor.
If then the voices is so important
comedy presentation, poor
spoken
in
or drab voices of the screen comedians which detract from their otherwise comical performances may prove
the stumbling block upon which they
vill fall to oblivion," he says.

M. C. Levee, general business executive, is supervising construction of
a new United Artists M)und stage
which when completed will be 225
it. long, 132 ft. wide and 73 ft. high,
large enough to accomiuodate out(i(u)r sets. The stage will provide
By RALPH
WILK
space for ten camera booths, scores
of microphones and will contain a
Radio
with
start
great
a
TO insure
Pictures, William Le Baron, vice permanent theater with a pipe organ
president in charge of production, has to be used for opera atmosphere.
I'our of the five all-talking pictures
signed Bert Wheeler and Robert
Woolsey, to plav their original roles L^ A. now has in production are
in "Rio Rita." This all-musical based on stage plays, they arc:
'"riie T.iiniiiK of tlic Shrew,'' in which
comedy feature will be directed by Miiry
ami UouKlas Kairhaiiks are coMalcolm St. Clair. Pearl Eaton, starredI'ickford
with Sam Taylor directinR; "Tin
former musical comedy producer, is Pail Alley"
with Norma Talmadtte, siiii|)i>rtby t;iil>ert Roland, l.ilyan Tashman, Kostraining a large number of girls for cd
coc Karns and Mary Doran. Lewis Miledancing roles.

A Little

from ''Lots''

stone is dircctiiiK; "The IxMrked Uoor,"
George Fitzmaurice's version of the play

fly ARTHUR

W.

BODY,

Y is now getROBERTting setFLORE
to direct "The Gay
Lady" at Paramount's Long Island
studio, with Gertrude Lawrence
starred in this all-talkative feature.
The entire action takes place in
Paris, where I-Morcy was born and so
there's no reason for incorrect atmosphere. John Median will stage
the dialogue from Gene Markcy's
original.
Jack Dempsey dropped into the
Paramount studio the other day to
watch the Nciv Amsterdam theater
sequence in "Glorifying the American Girl." Some other championship material was working on 'the
set in the person of Johnny Weisaniuller, who is a swimmer.

James Meresca, for the past five "The Sign on the Uoor" with Rod La Roc<iue,
Uarliara Stanwyck, Betty Bronson, William
years connected with WRNY in
Larry Kent, who supervises whatBoyd. Zasu Pitts, .\Lnck' Swain and llarry
Netv York, some time ago took up .Stublis
ever talking and other shorts that
in the cast, and "Three Live (Ihosts."
Frederic Isham's play with Joan Bennett, Paramount makes in the East, will
his post of recording supervisor for John
Mack
Brown,
Claude
Allister,
Charles
Radio Pictures Cwp- He, ivith the McNnuKhton, Beryl Mercer, Hilda Vaughn bag and baggage to the Coast June
aid of A. S. Ringee, assistant chief and Wilfred Noy. Thornton Freeland is
"Lummox"' is being whipped into 8 for a month's vacation.
engineer of R. C. A. Laboratories, dircctinif.
shape by Herbert Brenon with Winifred
are
Olson,
Wrstover
in
the title role and Ben Lyon,
Harry
and
Irvin Wolff
Gen. Coxey, who was responsible
making sound installations for the William Collier, Jr., Dorothy Janis, Edna
for
the big labor pedestrian moveMurphy,
Myrtle
Stcdman,
Clara
Langsner
new
stages.
Ringee
is
planning
a
in
Put
Be
to
_ Series
and Cosmo Kyrle in support.
ment of some years ago, is discusmore free detector microphone,
sing plans with American Sound
Work at Darmour Studio ivhich will enable a clearer distincRecording Corp. for making talking
Not Renewing Pathe Contracts
With the completion of RCA Pho- tion of the modulated
• •
•voice.
pictures
for use in his forthcoming
jeanctte
Loff
and
Louis
.Ay
res
are
at
stages
ophpne apparatus on the
labor crusade under canvass.
Ralph Staub is busy producing reported leaving Pathe.
he Darmour studio, work has started
m a program of comedy shorts "Screen Snapshots" in dialogue for
Columbia.
He will
.hich include the "Record-Breakers," release through
make
a
series
of
twenty-six.
of
series
"
•
•
•
McGuire
nd the "Mickey
vo reel subjects, based on the carNow that "Broadway" is fiyiishoon strip by Fontaine Fox. Al
lerman is directing the McGuire, ed, Carl Laemmle, Jr., is preparing
to
start on another of the same
fith J. A. Duffy assistant director
magnitude
with Paul Whiteman in
V.
E.
nd Jim Brown at the camera.
)urling is authoring the stories. the lead. "The King of Jazz," ivhich
A leading distributor and several large
I. C. Witwer is preparing production will be directed by Dr. Paul Fejos,
producing
units have come together in the
•jr the
"Record-Breakers"
series. will
mle. be supervised by young Laenvtwo12
of
organization
of a national distribution sysconsist
will
subjects
oth
*
*
*
■elers with sound and silent versions.

WANTED

"I want you to be my wife,"
issued forth from a studio proi^^ngdon Signs 5 Year
jection sound screen. Just then
Contract With Roach
an old maid passed by the proj Hal Roach has signed Harry
jection
out.
♦room and
* passed
*
Jangdon to a five year contract callWilliam Bakewell, who, during the
two-reel dialogue come]k
les for
eacheight
year, all which pictures are past two months has portrayed the
li the M-G-M program. Langdon featured juvenile role in two Warner
Ist appeared in "Heart Trouble" and all-talkers and the leading male as|iring the past year has been touring
signment in one First National allKeith vaudeville.
dialogue production, has been signed
for four more by Darryl Francis
larillo's IFTrsTfo^ Tiff any- Zanuck.

ihl to be "Mr. Antonio"

h'Mr. Antonio" will be Leo Carillo's
1st for Tiffany-Stahl. This is the
(oth Tarkington stage play, \yhich
-ved as a vehicle for Otis Skinner.
l)on completion of the picture,
Irillo will tour Australia, being
Ine about 22 weeks, after which he
111 start work on his second picture.

I Operation for Jackie Coogan
t,ackie'~'€oogan is r&ported resting
nfortably following an operation
(iday for acute appendicitis.
i Radio Pictures Signs Pearce
eslie Pearce, stage director, has
i \ signed to direct Rod La Rocque
iiis first Radio picture.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatret
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

— MANPOWER!

tem with selling branches for the key cities
of the United States.
To man and successfully operate these
exchanges they require responsible men of
successful experience and are immediately
interested in men of national connections
who have been able to achieve selling success without czarism or high handedness —
and who have earned the good will of their
customers, for the territories centering in
Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Buffalo,
Cleveland, Cincinnati and Detroit.
Only men of stability, capacity and standing are acceptable and these may communicate in the assurance that their confidence
will be respected.
The activity is immediate and the selections will be made promptly.

Write or wire today to Box X 100.
FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway, New York City.

THE

Columbia's Hook-up
Columbia has lined up an extensive merchandising campaign for its talker, "Father
and Son," which features Jack
Holt, Mickey McBan and Dorothy Revier. The campaign is
being plugged from coast to
coast with Father's Day (June
16) especially in mind.
United Cigar Stores has distributed attractive three-color
posters to its 3,500 branches
everywhere. These posters carry a scene from the picture as
well as credit copy. This is the
first time, it is claimed, that
this corporation has thus cooperated on a picture.
L. D. Livingston & Sons,
shirt manufacturers, has prepared a special "Father and
Son" shirt and has prepared a
three-color window poster
which is being shown by dealers throughout the country.
The Florists' Association is a
third national merchandising
unit that has got behind the
campaign with specially posed
stills of Jack Holt and Mickey
McBan.

Production Alliances
Abroad for Columbia
(Continued

from

Page

1)

trade, which will enable production
of pictures there within the British
c|uota lavvs, while in France agreement is with Jacques Haik. Local
and American talent and technical
staffs will he used in production of
Columbia films abroad. Joe Brandt,
company president, closed the deals
on his recent European trip. He
says that his organization is considering an offer of British bankers to
create a Columbia distributing system in Great Britain.

DAILY
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136 OF 642 TEXAS THEATEf
Publix Survey
as a
Forerunner of F. & R. Deal TOWNS OPERATE SUNDAY!
(Continued from Page 1)

cent settlement out of court of the
Garrick stockholders' suit also is
viewed as an indication that the way
was being paved for a deal. The
Garrick suit was seen as a stumbling
block, due to the court decision won
by the minority stockholders.
Publix is partner with F. & R. in
11 theaters of the Twin Cities, all
downtown houses. There are about
ISO houses in the F. & R. chain,
which extends through Minnesota,
North and South Dakota and western Wisconsin. Fox at various times
has negotiated for the circuit.
Efforts to reach Sam Dembow of
Publix for a statement on the reported F. & R. deal were unavailing yesterday.

Fitzgerald Executive
Head of Midwesco Chain
(Continued

from

Page

1)

wesco, succeeding Joe Leo, who now
is in New York to take over direction of the Fox Metropolitan Theaters chain. J. W. Deubach, former
purchasing agent, has been elevated
to Fitzgerald's former post.

Sarnoff
Given
Credit
for Work on War Debt
(Continued from Page 1)

aside by Sarnoff during the deliberations, at a time when negotiations in
several big deals by RCA and its allied companies were pending. Among
these is the reported plan to acquire
Paramount, a deal for taking over
14 Pantages theaters and other
moves. These are expected to be
resumed on Sarnoff's return Saturday to New York.

Columbia Managers in
South Are Transferred

of
The populaton
136 "open"of town
have5,487,000.
a combined
mor

than 2,000,000, "The Almanac" states
Considering the drawing radius, it i
"a safe estimate" that 3,500,000 \nn
sons in Texas are enjoying facilitic
of Sunday shows. At the recent ses
sion of the legislature, a bill repealin,
(Continued from Page 1)
on talkers, which are viewed by the state "blue" law, passed hot
alarmists as seeking to impose the houses of the legislature, only to b
English language upon the French vetoed by the governor. The bill wa
people, also is slated to be brought unique in that it completely abolishe
before the Chamber of Deputies. If the state law, with municipalities rt
the 4 to 1 quota becomes effective,
American distributors probably will quires to enact local "blue" ord
nances
they desired
the "Sour
withdrawif from
the French
market.Sat

Quick Action on Quota Is
Anticipated in France

Sound Values Replacing
Novelty in Australian Fielc
bath."

(Continued

they started four months ago, their
combined box-office show an increase
of $225,000 over the aggregate gross
Toronto — Formal announcement for the previous four months with sihas been made that, due largely to
lent pictures. Of, this, increase about
sound picture installations, earnings $160,000 have gone to the distributors
of Famous Players Canadian Corp. in rentals, with Fox catching the bulk
during the month of March were 100
of it. Out of seven pictures run. Foxper cent greater than for the corres- has had four, M-G-M two and Warponding month of 1928. Earnings
ners one — "The Jazz Singer" which
for the six months ending February has played about five months at the
28 had been 80 per cent higher. It Lyceum and looks good for six. The
is expected that the company, which
operates close to 160 theaters in the
Dominion, will show earnings for the
Atlanta — J. J. Rogers, who has present fiscal year on the common
being sales representative in the stock equal to $4. per share, as com"The Bridge of San Luis Rey,"
Florida territory for Columbia Picpared with |1.44 for last year.
M-G-M's picturization of last year's
Pulitzer
Prize novel, has won the
tures, is now the company's branch
manager at Memphis, his apnointspecial commendation of the Amerinient having been made by R. V.
can Library Ass'n, which plans a
Anderson, southern division sales
unique and comprehensive series of
manager. Rogers succeeds R. J. Indisplays on the book throughout the
gram, who was transferred to the
Memphis — Abandonment of the country,
in cooi^eration with exhibitors.
company's branch at Charlotte, N. policy of issuing newspaper passes,
C, as manager, to fill the vacancy uninterrupted here for more than ^
there
of a century, was this week's
M. F. caused
Winian. by the resignaf'on of quarter
development in the silent feud between loop theaters and newspapers.
Downey Sings Latest Pathe Song
Memphis — The Pantages did little
Recently, "The Commercial ApMorton Downey will sing "Love Is
if any better than usual with its first
peal"
and
"The
Evening
Appeal"
A Dreamer," theme song of his lat- abandoned their show columns and week of pictures exclusively, followest Pathe picture, "Lucky In Love," their show reviews after the theaters
ing the abandonment of its vaudeas a feature
of the Earl Orchestraville policy for the summer and a
dians program over VVJZ and a na- had cut their advertising space. The
cut
in
space
came,
it
was
understood,
cut
of
prices to 40 cents top. "The
tional hook-up at 10:30 tonight.
as a result of refusal of the papers Jazz Age" (R-K-O) was the feature.
Harrison with Arnold
to accede to the theater men's demand that they be allowed to run
Musical Clowns at Capitol
Jerome B. Harrison, former manArnaut Bros., musical clowns who
ager of the Colony, New York, now their large ads for the week in the
instead of the Saturday af- appeared in a Vitaphone short, are
IS busniess manager with Billy Ar- Monday ternoon
paper.
nold and His Orchestra.
one of the features of the bill at the
Capitol, New York, this week, doing
As a result Saturday's show page
Leases Mineola House
in the two papers came out with only the last part of the short, the whistMineola, N. Y.— Mineola Theater a few small cuts in place of the
ling love -birds. The act returned
Corp. has leased the Mineola to Mat- former six-column layout, with
Europe last week after a long
very from
tour.
torn Amusement Corp.
short readers and no comment.

Sound Films Boost Net
of Famous Canadian

Dallas — One hundred thirty-si;
Texas theater towns, out of a tota
of 642 operate on Sundays, accordinj
to 'The 1929 Texas Theater Aim
nac," published here by Don C. Doug
las, secretary of the Dallas Filn
Board. Towns open represent 41
theaters.
Texas has an estimated populatio)

from

Page

1)

only near flop in sound so far ha
been
"Trail
of '98."
Sound
pictures
have been tried ov
on a weekly-change basis at the Caf
itol, the biggest money-maker in Syi
ney. The expected boom did nc
happen, and when a trailer announce
the house would return temporaril
to silent films, the audience af
plauded.
Talking pictures are pretty cold i
Melbourne. Perth and Adelaide ar
good.
Brisbane is fair.

Two More Houses at Tuls»
Library Ass'n Endorses
Okla., in Talbot Chai)
"Bridge of San Luis Rey"

Newspaper Passes Dropped
in Advertising Row

Tulsa, Okla.— Ralph Talbot, pres
dent and principal owner of the Ri'
Theater Corp. and Majestic Amusi
ment
purchased
of the
pheum Co.,
andhasRialto,
formerly
owne0'
by the W. M. Smith Enterprise
Talbot was former president of th
Oklahoma M. P. T. O.

Weiner Heads T-S Sales
Little Change Seen
in Western Canadl
with All-Film Policy
Charles Weiner, former managi
of the Cincinnati branch, has bee
appointed western Canadian sali
manager of Tiffany-Stahl by Osci
Hanson, general sales managf
Basil Brady has been named manag'
of the company's
Buffalo exchang
Brockltss, Tom Chilton in N. Y.
Jack Brockliss, son of J. Frar
Brockliss, Tiffany-Stahl's represent;
tive in Paris, and Tom Chilton ai
rived in New York Monday for
combination business and pleasm
trip. They are both connected \vi!
J. Frank Brockliss, Ltd. of Lond^i
distributors
of the Simplex and Po"
ers projectors.

IN PCCP4i^4TICN
Greater
Than

Directors, Producers, Stars,
Cameramen, Writers, Film
Editors, Adapters, Technical
Men, Artists, and everyone
interested in pictures and
picture making needs this
volume.

It's Interesting;
It's Valuable;
It's Different!
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Vi/itmark theme song hits already recorded by Victor and other leading
record companies. "Broadway Baby
Dolls," "Wishing and Waiting For Love"
and "Jig, Jig Jigaloo."

3irAt
national
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)!ales Meetings to Start Off New Season June 15
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ALL THE TIME
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;?ff:*! i°f : TEN sales meetings to list
I rental might jump. Therefore, the secrecy. But the fel)w in mind is an important exibitor in his territory. Stand\g in the rear of the orclicstra
Tonk"
"Honky theater,
St night
osed
at theas Warner
; remarked :

ES FOR '29-'30
TUR
FEA
9
-42
422
Conventions This Month at a Glance
June 15; M-G-M, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Paramount westerr division, St. Louis.
Universal western division, Kansas City.
Park Central Hotel, New York.
June 17: Fox,
First National, Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
June 19: Warner Bros., Pennsylvania Hotel, New York.

Total to Be Swelled by
Announcements to Be
Made Later On

From 422 to 429 features, plus an
undetermined number of shorts arc
slated to be announced at ten sales
We echo the thought.
The
conventions, to be held by firms
ucker personality — and ^vhat a
tnaintaining national exchange sysJune 20: Eklucational, Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City.
June 21 : Paramount eastern division, Atlantic City.
irsonality — doing a couple of
tems, during June. In the majority
June 22: Universal eastern division, Atlantic City.
)t Jiumhers
in a night clul)
of instances, the definite number to
June 23: RKO, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
be announced has been secured by
ickground, singing them off as
June 25: Tiffany- Stahl, Detroit.
THE FILM DAILY.
rt and parcel of a yarn that
June 27: Pathe, Atlantic City.
Companies which this month arc
ig-ins, advances
and ends in
slated to announce their product at
.e hokum and sentimentalities
annual sales meetings are; ICdncational, First National. Fox, M-G-M,
at the pay-going public will
Paramount, Pathe, RKO, Tiffany,vays stand ready to buy. Obj
Stahl.
Universal and Warners.
tjus? Nothing else but, yet
1 These announcements are to be
king of the ingredients the
supplemented by a listing of Colinnlb insists upon in its celluloid Warners Get 13 Houses
Actors' Equity is out in the open bia's product at a sales meeting in
its oft-reported and oft-denied July, and the United Artists line-up.
ertainment.
(Continued on Page 6)
in Ohio, Md., and Pa with
plan to unionize the studios. A battle
with
the
film
industry
impends.
Cleveland
—
Warners
have
purchasThe Bag of Tricks
ed 13 houses in Ohio. Pennsylvania
The Council of Equity has issued German Firms Continue
ronien will go for it. Nary a and Maryland from Silverman Bros.
an
order to all members that, begin|:k was overlooked in the story and The houses in the deal are the UpFight Against W. E. Film
ning today, they may make motion
development. Lloyd Bacon, who
town and Variety. Cleveland; Ohio picture contracts only on Equity conBerlin (By Cable)— While WtstIgaphoned, followed the straight and Majestic. Mansfield, O.; Palace.
tract forms, and that no Equity mem- ern Electric was successful in ol)tainII true formula that leads to certain
ber who signs for talking or sound ing dissolution of injunctions obLorain, O.; Strand, Akron, O.; Alhaml)ra. Canton, O.; -Mhamljra, East pictures after today may play in any
ii;-oft'ice
and
stuck
valiantly
to
the
tained by the Klangfilm-Tobis comite all the way.
(Continued on Page 6)
Liberty, Pa.; Strand, .Mtoona, Pa.;
bine to halt showing of "The Singing
Fool," via Western Electric equip[.liss Tucker's
song delivery and Maryland and Colonial, Hagerstown.
breezy mannerisms are diverting. Md.;
and
Arcade
and
Strand, Two More States to Join
ment at the Gloria Palast. the Ger(Continued
on
Page
6)
think she came
through
very
man firms intend to continue their
ll indeed in her first picture and
Allied Ass'n, Steffes Says fight against what they charge is
|y wished
there
had
been
less Relief on Rentals Is
Minneapolis — Two more state patent infringement. Meanwhile, the
Imatics and more Sophie Tucker as
are to join .'Mlied States Ass'n. Joison film was received enthusiAsked by Georgia Unit units
public knows her.
at the special convention in Chicago asticallv.
Macon, Ga. — Charging that unlcs-; June 17, it is predicted by W. A.
is a pleasant task to report that
The Allied meeting is for National Now Handling
|i Lee as the daughter is charming rentals being demanded for sound Steffes.
(Continued
on Page 6)
r.)
gives a uniformly excellent per- pictures are reduced, small town exNew Mobile Estey Organ
hibitors will be driven out of busil|nance.
She both
surprised and
ness,
52
Georgia
exhibitors
at
their
rhted.
Easily among the best, if
Whitson Now President
First demonstration of Organ(Continued
on Page 6)
[the best, thing she has done.
ined
new mobile, self-conta
unique,
of Southern Cal. Unit theater organ,
maimfactured bv the
Joe Leo President of
llest Coast Bureau.
THE
III.M
DAILY
Estey Orean Co.. exclusively for
"High Waters"
Los .Angeles — R. D. Whitson was National Theater Snpplv Co.. was
Fox
Metropolitan
Chain
Vitaphone number called "High
With 117 theaters under lii^i juris- elected president of the M.P.T.O. of
Iters" struck a hitherto untouched
California at a recent meet- given yesterday in New ^'ork.
in sound shorts.
In it Guy
diction, Joe Leo has taken over the Southern (Continued
on Page
lertson, musical
comedv
singer. presidcncv and direction of the Fox
Is a fine rendition of a dramatic Metropol'tan Playhouses chain,
Quota in 10 Days
dealing \yith the Mississippi which William Fox Entero'-ises re- Fox West Coast Gets Site
Paris
— Four to one French
Not only do you see and hear
for Theater at Phoenix
cently acf|uired. Harold J. Fitzgera'd
quota decree will not be issued
but
via pictorial
treatment has rejihced him in rlirection of the llest Coast Bureau. TUP. FILM DAILY
for ten days, at least states
ll flood
scenes
illustrate
the Fox Midwesco chain, Milwaukee,
Under Secretary for Fine Arts
Los .Angeles — Site has been se[•s and achieve a result that is with Leo continuing as div-sional
cured for the theater to be bui't bv
unusual and effective.
Recom- executive, making monthly trips to Fox West
Frances Poncet. The AmerCoast at Phoeiiix, Ariz.,
is following
ied highly.
ican government
Milwaukee. R. D. Kramer has been stronghold of Rickatds & Nace, Unithe situation
closely.
versal ally.
KAN N named assistant to Leo.

"Boy,
le."

there's

dough

in

this

Actors*
EquityBattle
to Unionize
Studios;
in the Offing

'26
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Vilma Banky Telephoto
Wins Race Against Time

Transcontinental telcphotoRraph
transmission in seven minutes of a
photograph of the front page of
Tuesday morning's first edition of a
New York newspaper made possible
the reading of that front page in Los
Angeles at 3:15 P. M. Pacific Coast
time the previous Monday afternoon.
Vilma Banky was the first person to
read a telephotoed newspaper page
printed 3,000 miles away — and less
than an hour previously. Later editions of the New York newspaper
Tuesday morning published a photograph of Miss Banky reading the
front page of the Tuesday morning
New York paper in Los Angeles on
the Monday afternoon preceding.
This photograph was telephotoed
back across the country promptly after receipt of the front page in Los
.Angeles. The stunt was arranged
by Warren Nolan of the United Artists publicity staff.
Huber Succeeds Father
Flushing, N. Y. — John Huber has
succeeded his father, Henry Huber.
as manager of the Roosevelt. The
elder Huber is now manager of the
Miller and Schwartz Brooklyn enterprises.
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Mendoza Resigns
David Mendoza has resigned as
conductor of the orchestra of the
Capitol, New York, to enter broadcasting work. He is succeeded by
Yascha Bunchuk, first cellist in the
orchestra for more than six years.
Fractures

Phonofilm Equipment Fits
Number of Projectors
DeForest

equipment

may be Fulco
installed
Power's
Motio-in
graph,
and on
Baird
projectors
addition to Simplex projector, states
General
Talking
Pictures
Corp.

Auditone to be Marketed
By New Australian Co.
Sydney — First British Talking Picture Equipment Co. has been formed with a capitalization of $97,000
to market Auditone. Directors of the
company are: W. Hawkins, C L.
Ward, H. G. Guinness and H. A.
Wilson. Apparatus for the device
will be manufactured by the company. Columbia Again Enlarges
Columbia Pictures has taken over
additional space for its home office
on the 7th floor of 729 7th Ave., New
York, where the company has been
making its headquarters since February of this year.
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Stebbins, Leterman & Gates

Sound and Talking
Movies
Will

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

(MOTION

B'WAY

N.Y.C.
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^^
A MAVO
Tiffany-Stahl
Special
^
EN"
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^^Z
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Production: — Original
Music I
■
Score now in Preparation on
I
1
West Coast by
J

Let Us Solve Your Problems !

Chester Beecroft 111
Chester
Beecroft,
formerly
manager
at
Cosmopolitan
New York, is ill at Newark.

Today:

Meeting of Ohio

TELEPHONE

Exhibitors

unit a

Columbus.
Meeting
of Exhibitors of Nebrask
and Western
Iowa at Omaha.
June 11-12 Convention of Oklahoma
exhibito
unit at Oklahoma
City.
Opening
Criterion,
June

14

June

15

June

17

ofN.

"Four
Y.

Feathers"

Annual
Fox
sales meeting,
Hei
York.
17-18 Summer
convention
of
Norl
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrighti
ville, Beach,
N. C.
19
Annual
First National
Sales Coi
vention,
N. Y.
Annual
Sales Conventioi
N. Y. Warner

June
June

June

20

June

21

June

22

June

23

June

25

June 27

Annual Educational
Sales Convei
tion at Atlantic
City.
Paramount
Eastern Division Salt
Convention at Atlantic City, N. .
Universal City.
Eastern
Convention i
Atlantic
Annual
RKO
Sales Convention i
Chicago,
111.
Annual
Tiffany-Stahl
Sales Coi
City.
vention
at Detroit.
Pathe Sales Convention at Atlant

Theatre Manager
at liberty, 25 years experience. Knows
the business from A to Z. Just closed
a successful six year engagement
managing eight picture, vaudeville
and combination theatres, best of references, locate anywhere. Address
Business Producer, 30 Covert St.,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.

.*;^NCHRONI

ZED

AD-VANCE

RVICE
Must
congratulate your company for puttit
out finest talking trailers we have ever see
Just signed
contract
for year's
service
our theatres. If your trailers can't sell show
nothing
will.
W.
J. CARTER
Sante
Fe and Jewel Theatres
Denver,
Colorado.

PPIIOWFIIH
m'Mm
"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

INCORPORATED

STREET
220 WEST
NEW 42^-^
YORK
BRYANT

3040

i

Premiere of "Evangeline," Saenge
theater.
New
Orleans.
Annual
M-G-M
Sales Conventio
at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Paramount
Western
Division Sale
Convention at St. Louis.
Universal
Western
Convention
:
Kansas City.

Florida to Change Policy
Jacksonville — The Florida will
change its policy to an all-sound-film
program beginning June 8. An intensive campaign will be waged before that date for the picture, "The
Trial of Mary Dugan."

Arm

Cleveland — Louis Israel, owner of
the Cinema and Standard, broke his
arm while trying to adjust the fan
New Paramount Branch Opens
belt of his ventilator which is placed
Kansas City — Paramount has al- on the roof of the Standard.
ready opened its new exchange here,
built at a cost estimated at $110,000.
Oscar Morgan is manager of the
branch.

Phonofilm
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Hollywood — Talkers not only have
revolutionized production, but have
also raised havoc with exhibitors who
Sales still continue to show advertising
Close
34!^
slides of local and national commer200
26^8
cial films. One of the biggest cir2'5 7/^
12J -4
173
26/8
cuits in the country, enjoying a large
5654
96%
revenue from the showing of the
108
3
slides, discontinued the practice, fol3..s66
lowing the advent of the talkers.
3854
11)0 Their patrons had become educated
954
8?.
65
/
91
300 to talkers and wanted an all-around
3054
program, finding the silent slides a
466
\9H
"jarring" 'note.
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REACH FOR A TALKIE
INSTEAD OF A SQUEAK!
M-Q-M^s New
pickkieout
ey
Th
blindfolded!
Era Tal s
CONCEDED the best by all audiences—
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER TALKIES make others
LOOK like experimental laboratory efforts—
AND here's what the trade thinks:

,

WATCH M-G-M. From the information at hand we are of the opinion that the M-G-'M crowd were the last to start on talkies. Certainly
they were the last of the major organizations to get their studios equipped for sound. Consequently when you go over their released product
and see how few of the common mistakes in dialogue, story and recording this crowd have made, you simply have to lift your cap and take
a deep swinging bow. No organization to date has been able to top "Broadway
talking picture, when everything is taken into consideration, than "Madame X."
tions (and of
theyentertainment
have released asother
ones),
we will
would
in saying
new form
longgood
as the
public
visitfeel
thesafe
theatre
with that
the

Melody" and certainly there has not been a more perfect
If we had nothing to point to other than these two producM-G-M
willdisplayed.
be "up andSILENTS,
at 'cm" in TOO.
the production
of this
talkie sign
In announcing

that they will do both silent and talkie pictures we are o( the belief that this organization will be the only one ot the major companies making
any silent product without a talkie version. Watch That M.G.IVI. Crowd.— Eiiiroriul by W R KX'dkcrwn in Exhibitor's Diii/> Retieu, Ma\.>y. iy2y.
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THE

BROADWAY
MELODY

THE TRIAL OF
MARY DUGAN
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DIX is now

Pageant

of the Titans becomes

ever the wonder
welcomes

a Radio star and

of the Show

this fine young

ever-growing

more

World!

American

the
than

Radio
to its

ranks of celebrities and

re-

sumes with high spirit the building of its
great show

machine.

DIX has personified America's vision of the
new clean-limbed, stout-hearted chivalry. • •
Gave

us romance,

two-fisted and

gay. • .

Created for the screen a heritage of intelligent drama that scorns

neither a hearty

laugh nor an honest tear ... A whole world
remembers—

The rugged majesty of ^^The Vanishing
American'^. . .

speed
The flashing
«
terback^^
. •
The
Tl

bouncing

Reilly". . .

of ^^The

Quar-

spirit of "Knockout

JOINS
S !

I
• . • ALL these rich qualities will be injected
into the super-attractions Dix will make
Radio

Pictures— plus those amazing
ments offered by the talking screen.

for

allure-
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Ten Conventions to List 422 to
ACTORS' EdUITY SEEKING
429 Features for 1929-'30
TO UNIONIZE ALL STUDIOS
(Continued

among operators of national e.xchange
systems. The latter has not sched{Continued from Page 1)
uled any sales convention as yet.
is
which
of
cast
entire
the
picture,
Summary of the sales meetings
not composed of Eq.uit)' members. and product announcements planned
The ruhng is not to apply to mem- follows:
bers whose contracts were signed be- Minimum of 52 Talking
fore today.
If Equity succeeds in enlisting all Comedies from Educational
talking picture actors and establishes
Short subject program of Educational for the 1929-30 season will be
a closed shop, its council will be able
to dictate to producers how they are outlined by Sales Manager Joe Merto deal with actors in salaries, conrick, at annual convention of the comtracts and working conditions.
pany slated to be held June 20, 21
In connection with the order, and 22 at the Ritz-Carlton, Atlantic
Frank Gillmore made the following City. It is expected that a minimum
statement, in part:
of 52 talking comedies a week will
be announced. Announcement of 41
"Recently conditions in the studios,
as far as the actors are concerned, World Wide pictures, physical handling of which is by Educational, also
have been going from bad to worse.
Many of the producers have been is expected at the meetings.
working their people unconscionable
hours and keeping it up day after day. 35 from First National;
Not a single person have I met but Convention in N. Y. June 19
complained of it.
First National's annual sales meeting, will be held day and date with
"For instance, a director is given a
certain time, always as short as pos- the Warner convention, getting unsible, in which to finish a picture, but
der way June 19 for a three day sesis told he will receive a handsome
sion at the Roosevelt, New York. As
bonus for every day he can save in the case of the Warner meeting,
under it. And so he works his actors branch managers of the United
day and night, and what do they get States and Canada will be on hand,
for it but a smaller salary check?
and no regional meetings are planned.
Thirty-five pictures will be an"Or if, for reasons not within the nounced.
control of the actor, the director gets
behind in his schedule the temptation to resort to Simon Legree meth- Fox Confab Starts in N. Y.
ods is almost irresistible."
June 17; Schedules 52
Fifty-two pictures will be announced
as the Fox line-up for 1929-30, when
district and branch managers assemble June 17 at the Park Central,
(Continued from Page 1)
New York, for the annual sales conWaynesboro, Pa. All 13 houses,
vention. James R. Grainger, general
owned by several different compa- sales manager, will preside. Winnies, including the Strand Theater field Sheehan will come on from the
Co. and the Norman Realty Co. of West to attend.
Cleveland, were under the control
of Jacob and Isaac Silverman of Al- M-G-M to Have 50 or 55;
toona. Two months ago Isaac Silverman joined the real estate depart- Chicago Meeting June 15
ment of Warner Bros.
Between 50 and 55 pictures will be
announced by M-G-M at the sales
convention to open June 15 at the
Silverman Bros. Purchase
Drake, Chicago. The sessions will
Is Confirmed by Skouras
be in charge of Felix Feist, general
Confirming purchase of the Silver- sales manager of the company and
man circuit by Warners, Spyros are expected to continue for approximately one week.
Skouras, operating head of Warner
theaters, states it is but another step
in Warners' campaign of expansion. Paramount Down for 70; Two

Warners Get 13 Houses
in Ohio, Md., and Pa.

Sound-on-Film Offered By
Qualitone Synchronizer
H^est

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sound-on-film attachment now is being offered with
Qualitone, disc synchronizer. The
company, for the third time, has enlarged its production force. The
Vermont here and the Symphony,
Compton, have ordered sound-onfilm attachment. Other installations
ordered are: Selma, Selma, Cal.;
Atascadero, Atascadero, Cal.; McGill, McGill, Nev.; Ely, Ely, Nev.;
Ruth, Ruth, Nev.; Arlington, Los
Angeles; New Balboa, San Francisco; and Linwood, Linwood, Cal.

f;ram

Page

Thirty features for release in 192930 will be outlined to the Pathe sales
force at its annual sales convention
June 27 at Atlantic City. As noted
yesterday,
details
now
are
being

Exploit- O- Grams

1)

worked out by General
ager Phil Reisman.

Sales

Man-

RKO to Produce 30 Talkers;
Meet at Chicago June 23
RKO will have 30 pictures on its
1929-30 program, details of which are
to be told the sales force at the meeting which gets under way June 23 at
the Drake Hotel, Chicago and continues throughout the week. Lee
Marcus, general sales manager, will

"The Divine Lady"
(First National)
A large display was arranged in
the main public library, whereas
others equally effective in arousing
interest in the production, were on
view in the branches in all sections
of Cleveland, as well as in the art
school and in the library of the Museum of Art. The displays were on
view for a week in advance of the
opening of the picture. — Allen,
Cleveland.

preside.

Tiffany-Stahl Will List 26
at Meet Planned for Detroit

Tiffany-Stahl is slated to outline 26
features at the annual sales convention of the company to open June
25 at Detroit. District and branch
managers of the United States and
Canada, will attend the sessions
which will last three, and possibly,
four days. Oscar Hanson, general
sales manager, will preside.

U. A. Meeting Undetermined;
14 or 15 on New Program
United Artists has made no plans
for a sales convention, as yet. The
company has no fixed policy on
sales meetings, holding them when
and as, in the opinion of company
officials, the occasion warrants. Fourteen or fifteen pictures are planned
for 1929-1930.

Dual Sessions for Universal in
June ; 53 to 55 Films Listed
Fifty-three or fifty-five Universal
features will be announced for 192930 at Universal's two sales conventions, scheduled by General Sales
Manager M. Van Praag. The first
meeting is scheduled June 15 at Kansas City, the second June 22 at Atlantic City. On the list will be: three
designed as supers, six titled Laemmle
Specials, 24 of the Jewel type and 20
or 22 westerns.

"On

Trial"

(Warners)
Invited all judges and court attendants to the Lyceum for a preview showing. Instead of dismissing j

it with one story, the "Duluth Herald" strung the series out over four
days, printing each day the opinion }.
of one of the judges or court attendants.— Al. Anson, Lyceum, Duluth.

"Wings"

Marquee

(Paramount)
display was

made

S
by

using the word "Wings" in electric
lights and by showing a falling plane
extending ten feet above the top of
the marquee. — F. J. Miller, Modjeska,
Augusta, Ga.

Relief on Rentals Is
Asked
by Georgia Unit
(Continued from Page 1)
second convention here passed resolutions of protest against high rentals for sound films and discs. The
association was formed recently at
Waycross, and plans a statewide
member drive. Affiliated as well as
independent exhibitors are eligible.
Invitation extended by President R.
F. Woodhull, for affiliation of the
new unit with the M.P.T.O.A., has
been taken under consideration.
George
Ricker was elected president E.
unanimously.

Warners' 35 Completely Set; Two More States to Join
To Be Announced in New York

Description of the program of 35
pictures scheduled for 1929-30 by
Warners, will feature annual sales
convention of the company to be
held June 19 at the Pennsylvania,
York. The meetings will be
Sales Conferences This Year New
continued three days, with district
Paramount is holding two sales and branch managers of the United
conventions this year, the first at St. States and Canada in attendance.
Louis, June 15, and the second June Only one convention will be held
21 at Atlantic City. At these ses- this year. At the sessions, the sales
sions, S. R. Kent will announce the force will be told that 20 pictures in
approximate 70 pictures on the 1929- the line-up either are completed or
30 schedule. Of the number, 33 will in work, with the balance to be finished by Dec. 1.
be starring pictures, while about 20
will be musical comedies.

Pathe Force in Atlantic City
June 27; 30 on New Program

June 5, 1929

Allied(Continued
Ass'n,fromSteffes
Page 1) Says

the purpose of considering the Northwest exhibitor unit's request that Allied back its petition for a government investigation of rentals being
demanded
for sound
pictures.
The
Northwest
group
charges
a conspiracy to drive small
town
independents out of business, through exaction of exorbitant rentals.
If the
investigation
is endorsed
by Allied,
the leaders
attending
the Chicago
meeting, will go in a body to Washington,
to interview
Dept. of Justice
officials.

Columbia Convention in July;
Whitson Now
30 to 36 on '29-'30 Program
Columbia's division and branch
managers will go to Los Angeles in
July to hear outlined the 1929-30
lineup, which is to embrace from 30
to 36 pictures. Joe Goldberg, newlyappointed sales manager, will preside.

President
Cal.1) Unit
Southern
from Page
of(Continued

ing. L. L. Bard was made vice
treasHawkins,
Murray acting
president;
urer; B. Benjamin,
secretary;
S. Lazarus, C. A. Ferry, Russell
Rogers and A. L. Sanborn directors.

;
'
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Hollywood Happenings
Dix Starting Work for
Radio Within 60 Days

MANNING. veteran
JOHNNY
While no vehicle has been selected
manager of the Criterion on
Broadway, scz that he holds the rec- as yet, Richard Dix is slated to beord for having the only lost article
gin work under his Radio Pictures
department that was ever al)le to contract within the next 60 days.
match up a pair of gloves. The
other week a gent with a lady reported the loss of her gloves. Johnny "U" Scenario Department
took his address as a matter of routo Be Headed by Sullivan
tine, and doggone if tlie niis<ing
C. Gardiner Sullivan will become
gloves didn't turn up. He was so scenario editor of Universal, it is undelighted at the miracle that he took
derstood. J. G. Hawks, who has
'em up to the guy's oftice himself. been in charge, has resigned.
Johnny walks in and sez triumphantly: "Here's your wife's gloves." And
a dame sitting at the bozo's desk Several Song Composers
grabs the gloves and yells: "At last
For "Words and Music"
ce." Johnny
I got my
divorce
f up eviden
drew
himsel
proudly, and
sez
"Words and Music," one of the
singing and talking pictures being
stiffly: "Madame, I ain't running made by Fo.x. will have songs by
that kind of *a house."
*
*
various composers. "Too Wonderful
Eph Rosen, veteran exchange- for W'ords" has been contributed by
man and theater operator, has been Dave Stamper and Harlan Thompdelving into the higher education.
son, which team also furnishes "Tiie
Among other things he discovered Beauty Waltz." "Take a Little Tip"
that the Grand Canyon had its and "The Hunting Song." Stam|)er
origin when a Scotchman dropped a is credited with sole authorship of
dime doivn a gopher hole.
"The Spice Dance" while Conrad.
Mitchell and Gottler have composed
If the Scotchman is still digging — "Shadows."
as he probably is — we'll prophesy a
ne%v lake in China pretty soon.
*
*
*
R-K-O Plans Radio Film
This thirst for education and inRadio Pictures, which is affiliated
tellectual polish will soon make it- with the National Broadcasting Co.
self evident right on the screen. among other RC.\ subsidiaries, will
RKO will film "The Very Idea." U make an all-radio talkinc^. singing
they're gonna put
feature this summer. It will be callideas in pictures, the
ed "Radio Revels." and will bring to
public will have to
the audible screen all the bands,
learn to think. That
voices and personalities of national
means that 90 per
radio.
Harry Ruby and Bert Kalcent of Broadway
mer. who wrote many Broadway
audiences will have
shows, have been signed to do the
to go to night school. That means book and Ivrics.
financial ruin for the houses on the
big stem. Yea. bo, higher educaDonald Davis Named Aide
tion is the bunk.
»
*
*
Donald Davis, son of Owen Davis,
noted .'\merican playwright, has been
"Mysterious Mame"
{Today we start one of the most assigned to assist Director William
absorbing novels ever written. It Wellnian with dialogue in the Parapulses ivith the very spirit of Broadmount all-talker. "Woman Trap."
way, and reveals the real dirt that Hal Skelly and Evelyn Brent are
featured.
goes on back stage. It ivas written
by a Hindu named Don Hancock
[who left the manuscript in our ashCast in "13th Chair"
can.
Read it!
Tell your friends!
Margaret Wychcrly is en route to
Tell the police!
—
The
Editor.)
*
*
*
the M-G-M studio, where she will
Chapter I
appear in "The Thirteenth Chair,"
She was standing at the southwest Bayard Veiller's play. Tod Browncorner of Broadway and 96th Street •ng, who has directed eight Lon
when we passed at about 8 p. ni. It Chaney pictures for M-G-M during
might have been 8:02. But no mat- the past three years, will direct.
ter. The point is we passed. Mayb'j
Baker Signs with F. N.
you will, too, if j'ou keep on reading. We were on our way to the
First National has signed C. Gra[Riverside theater. We noted that
ham Baker for one year with option
here was no paint or powder on her of four additional years on his services. He will do originals, scenario.-,
an. Just a good, wholesome gal —
pparently. Most girls are good and titles and dialogue.
holesome — apparently. Suddenly.
he strangest thing happened.
Colleen's Next Named
(Don't fail to read the next in"Footlights and I-'ools" is slated as
talment of.Jhis sensational saga of Colleen ^loore's next for First National. William A. Seiter will direct.
trange love in strange places.)

Short Shots from
New York Studios

"f^nv
W. works
I¥!;L1;.\
.\I0R(;AN
in her
ARTHUR
^^By
■'••'■ first screen feature when "Applause." in which she plays a burUs(|ue (|ueen, gets into production at
Parammint's Long Island studio
early this month. Six years ago she
By RALPH
IVILK ,
was doing extra work in the same
plant. Miss Morgan will be starred
RAY HARRIS wrote dialogue for in
fall.a Hammerstein nuisical show next
.Man Hale's first starring picture.
".Sailor's Holiday." Ray spent considerable time on waterfront assignDouglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Joan
ments
a San
I""rancisco
The echo forwill
be seen
on the pai)er.
sound Crawford, tvho have just completed
ivork in "Our Modern Maidens" for
track when the i)icture is finished. M-G-M,
are New Yorking. Young
Harris is collaborating with Joseph
Franklin Poland, who wrote the Doug will be featured in "Spring
storv.
is Here" when he returns Coast*
♦
*
ward. "Spring is Here" is vow current at the Alvin, New York, with
Richard Dix, Paramount
Glenn Hunter playing the role which
Fairbanks will do.
star, may soon be known as
the "dude rancher" for he has
purchased a large acreage in
Larry Williams and .W Wilson
San Fernando Valley, which
have been grinding cameras at the
he is stocking. Dix will make
Fox plant for Western Electric on
his
tures.home there, between pica series of talking shorts illustrat*
*
*
ing the proper use of its sound re-»
Our Passing Show: Art Wenzel producing equipment.
shaking hands with a number of
William Mills will check out of
first nighters at the opening of
Paramount's .<ifudio about the end
"The Night Hawk," among whom of July in order to go to England,
were Lionel Belmore, Al Mannon,
Jackie Fields, Charlie Burr, Line. ivhere he will become studio manager for British Filmcraft. George
Quarberg, Doris Daivsoit, Priscilla Ban field,
head of the firm, engaged
Dean, Jack Raymond and Perc.
hitn while he was on a 7-ecent visit.
Westmore.
*
*
*
Mills ismount receptionist
at the Paraplant.
Howard Higgin. one of
Pathe's ace directors, has a
Little Nancy Kelly, who niavs a
high batting average in talking
pictures. His vehicle starring
part in "Glorifying the American
Girl" at Paramount, has worked in
William Boyd, titled "The
2i pictures during the past two years.
Leatherneck" is clicking.
His
which is not so bad for an eight-yearlatest talker* is "High
«
* Voltage."
old girl. Her first role was in "The
Jacques Rollens, Universal direc- Untamed Lady." Gloria Swanson
tor, can well be described as a mega- vehicle made at the Long Island studio. Nancy has been referred to as
I)hone wielder. Not only has he
written the story and dialogue to his "the most photographed child in
America." largely
posing. because of her
all-tal'kingt picture. "The River of commercial
Fire," but has drawn many of the
sets necessary in the filming. The
story has a French background.
Spencer Bennet arrives in Manhattan tomorrow moi~ning to direct
"On the Stairs" for Pathe at Sound
"Sin Flood"
M-G-M
Talker
M-(j-M
will remake
"The
Sin Studios. Bennet, who is Pathe's
ace serial director, recently made
Flood." as a talker.
The picture
was made several years ago in silent "Marked Money," featuring Junior
form by Goldwyn.
Cog hi an.

A Little

from ''Lots"

THOMAS A. EDISON
DID IT BY ACCIDENT
WE DID IT ON PURPOSE!
(More Tomorrow)

here's
tstill
time

/

Get the Facts/

KOOL-AIRE
Healthful

Atmospheric

Conditioning

The CooliOFngTHE Sensation
THEATRE

INDUSTRY

NOW BEING INSTALLED BY LEADING
THEATRES AND THEATRE CIRCUITS.

You Cannot Aflford
To Buy a Cooling Plant
Without Investigating

KOOI/«AIRE
DROPS TEMPERATURES
10 TO 19 DEGREES

The Low Cost of Installation
and Operation Will
Amaze You
A 1,500 SEAT THEATRE CAN BE
COOLED FOR $20.00 PER WEEK

NO ENGINEER
REQUIRED
A A
Learn About KOOLerAIRE Today
MAIL THIS COUPON!

bS u "mdl KOOLER-AIRE ENGIN
EERING
Division of ARCTIC NU-AIR CORPORATION
ipal Cities
Chicago

ami Princ
GENTLEMEN:

Factory:

2101

Kennedy

Street, N. E., Minneapolis,

CO.

SALES OFFICES
1911 Paramount Building
New York, N. Y.

U. S. A.

Without obligation on my part, please send me complete details
and information covering
"KOOLerAIRE"
and its operation.
Name.
Address .
City

Seating

IState.

Capacity-

Next Move in Equity Shop Demand
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Trimmings
color or the
ER
WHETH
wide screen will reach
the signpost first in the
[
next development stages of motion
pictures remains to be seen. It is
3ur opinion that the order will be
:olor first and the new dimensionil screen next, but upsets in cal:ulation have been known to hap)en on many occasions. So it may
)e the case in this instance.
Quickly now, the possibilities
iffered by color as illustrated in
On With The Show" will be
itilized to the full by the produci:^ brains in the industry, particlarly for certain types of stories
.•hich can secure maximum eflfect.(.ness only through natural tints
nd shadings added to sound and
?gulation picture technique.

Wide Screen
I'or designed
panoramasto and
efits
createspectacular
an illusion
awe and expanse, the wide screen
ill have its place. And it will find
at place, perhaps in conjunction
ith sound and color, or following
closely on the heels of the latter.
was only recently an interesting
inionstration of the Spoor-Berggren
' atural vision" process was dcnion• atcd by RCA Photophone at which
ine experimental films were thrown
' a screen thirty feet high by fiftyI o feet long. Nothing quite like it
Id been previously seen. Coupled
\th a vastly increased picture image
\is a semi-stereoscopic effect that
i'licated full well what the possiUties of this and similar processes
lid be, always provided the apation proved practical and proper.

Flexibility
I
spoor declared on that occasion
t photographic depth and a third
<J:ensional effect were possible on
standard sized screen as well.
■;, to us, was mightily significant.
■, if the advances in photography
lued. are applicable to any protioned screen ranging from the
rmously
large to the averagely
I ;lcrate, it seems logical to assume
I I another step forward in the
'i!,'ress of motion pictures is in
i It.
KANN

Price 5 Cents
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INDUSTRY STAND ON EQUITY
SHOP UNDECIDED; FIGHT SEEN
Equity with Members Pledged
to Sail, Ready to Go to Mat

SMALL TOWN SOLUTION IS
NEEDED, WOODHULL WARNS

.'\rmed with pledges from its California members to carry out the edict
of the association's council that, effective yesterday, the Mquity shop
must apply to all contracts for talkers signed by its members. Actor's
Kquity
Ass'n is ready to go to the
High rental cost of sound pic- mat to enforce its demands.
This, in substance, was the dectures and contracts signed by exhiblaration yesterday of Paul Dulzcll,
itors
during
the
"panic
period"
arc
the chief concern of exhibitors of the treasurer of the association, in an interview in connection with the Equity
Southeast, which follows "the gen- ultimatum,
made
public yesterday.
eral alarm from Coast to Coast." R.
F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A. president,
H(|uity (Continued
regards itself
well fortion Pageas 11)
declared yesterday on his return from
exhibitor meetings at Macon, Atlanta
and Charlotte.
While he believes that in the
course of time business economics
will care for this deplorable condition, he cautions the distributors to
bend every effort towards a hasty
solution if they value the conservation of the smalltown theater.
J. I'Vank Shea, former western division manager for FBO, has been
named general manager in charge of
all foreign matters of Pathe by Joseph P. Kennedy. He replaces William Vogel. Arthur Roussea continues as vice president and assistant
general manager of Pathe's foreign
department. Shea entered the industry in 1916, as assistant to the genColumbus — Appeal will be made to
eral manager of Fox. later serving
distributors by the Ohio exhibitor
(Continued on Page 13)
unit from the rentals being exacted
for sound films, which are declared
forcing independent exhibitors out of Fox In Complete Control of
business. Squawks against rentals
Junior West Coast Chain
were heard at the meeting yesterday,
Remaining
50 per cent interest in
at which P. J. Wood, business man- the West Coast
Junior Circuit, has
ager, gathered data for presentation been acquired by Fox West Coast
{Continued on Page 13)
Theaters, states President Harold B.
Franklin, who is in New York. The
nine houses concerned are Golden
Sunday Shows Poll Big
Jewel, Red Mill, CrysVote at Nyack Election Gate.tal,Royal,
Los Angeles: California. Pomona; Redlands, Redlands; Granada.
K'yack. X. V. — Sunday shows won
a plurality of 298 out of a vote of Ontario; Victory, Burbank.
1,816, in a referendum here. The
extent of feeling is emphasized by
the fact that the normal presidential Charles O'Reillev Again
vote is but 1,600. The board of trusPresident of T. O. C. C.
tees has said that it would not be
Charles L. O'Rcilley. veteran leadbound by the vote unless it showed
er of the organization, again is presia decided trend of public opinion.
dent of the Theater Owners Cham(Conlinued on Pane 13)
N'o comment has been forthcoming.

OHIO EXHIBITOitS APPEAL
EOR RENTAL REDUCTIONS

Coast Meeting
Expected
to Map Stand; Hints
of Opposition

Whether producers intend to fight
the K(|uity ultimatum for adoption
of Equity Shop in talkers, or submit
to the demands, was a subject of
speculation yesterday. Coast 3dvices indicated an uncertainty as to
the attitude to be taken, pending a
study of the matter, with an undercurrent of opposition noted.
In New York, it was said, that the
Equity demand is a Coast affair, and
probably will be acted upon by the
Ass'n of M. P. Producers.
On the Coast, a meeting is planned, at which opposition to the ultimatum is expected. This is forecast in a statement attributed to
Fred W. Beetson, secretary of the

SHEA SUCCEEDS VOGEL
AS PATHE CHILE ABROAD AMERICAN DISTRIBUTORS
WITHDRAW FROM FRANCE?
(Continued

on

Page

IVashington Bureau of THE

1 1)

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Rejection by the
American
of France's
four to one film
quotaindustry
was transmitted
by
the State Dept. to the American embassy at Paris for submission to the
French
Government.
Possible withdrawal
of American
companies from further attempts to
exploit
the F'rench
field industry
is seen here
in the attitude
of the
that
(Continued

on Page

13)

Kansas Censors Not To
Act on Talk in Films
Topeka — Kansas censors are without power to censor speech used in
talkers, the attorney general of the
state has ruled.

Educational Opening
Sales Meeting June 19
Educational's sales convention to
be held at Atlantic City will open
June 19, and not June 20, as previouslv stated, and will continue to
June 22 inclusive.
In addition
38
(Continuedto on Educational's
Page 2)

PAILV
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Educational Opening
Sales Meeting June 19
(Continued from Page
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Listed by Van Praag
the

Several shifts in personnel m
Universal exchanges have just been
Praag, genannounced by M. Van J.
Chapman
eral sales manager. H.
the
from
oted
prom
been
has just
gemana
City
as
sales ranks in Kans
ment of the Sioux Falls exchange.
manJ. Jacobs, formerly Sioux Falls manager, has been promoted to the
City, reagerial post at Salt Lake
placing A. W. Hartford.
W. Elman, formerly of the sales
force of the Montreal Exchange, has
been promoted to be manager of the
Winnipeg Exchange, replacing H.
Swartz. who has been shifted to the
Montreal staff.

Hornik New President
of Film Players' Club
Harry Hornik is new president of
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branch and division managers thruout the United States and Canada,
executives from the home office will
100
Sales
attend. These include: E. W. Ham700
600
mons, president and general manager; A. S. Kirkpatnck, assistant
Joe Merrick, gengeneral manager;
eral sales"96manager;
J. Reginald Wil6
son, assistant sales manager; Gordon S. White, director of advertising
2,566
100
and publicity; Bernard Kearney, pur100
chasing agent, and in charge of
200
1,600
prints and accessories; and Harvey
'266manager of Kinograms.
Day, sales
His
schedule
permitting. Mack Sen1,700
400
nett, producing a series of talking
5,400
1,600 comedies for Educational, will per18,300
sonally attend the convention. If he
is unable to leave the coast. John A.
19,000
Waldron, his general manager, will
7"
,9
represent him.
66
24,000
2,900

300

1,900
100
800

Univ.
Ch. com. ...
2'
do
pfd
75
85
♦LAST PRICE
QUOTED

Run of "Alibi" Closing
"Alibi,"
Roland
West's
all-talker,
York,
New
Club,
'
Players
Film
the
elected for six months. Other new which opened at the 44th St., New
York, April 8, completes its run Sunofficers are: Mabel Julian, vice presi- day.
dent; Theresa Klee, treasurer; Carl
Baker, executive secretary; John C.
No Silent Version
ry. DirecCarlyle, recording secreta
There will be no silent versions of
tors are: Christine Seals, Carl de Meb
Violet Mansfield, Joseph O'Connor. "On with the Show" and "The DesAnna Smith, John Crotty. Thomas
ert Song," Warners states.
C. Mclntyre is business manager.
Young Managing Bromberg Branch
Bert Ennis Recovering
Birmingham — Marshal Young is
Bert Ennis, the editor of the Guild manager of the exchange opened here
News, published monthly by the by Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions.
Catholic M. P. Guild, Hollywood, is
convalescing in the Adirondacks following a throat operation performed
in New York a few weeks ago. His
return to the Coast is not expected
for at least another month as he is
starting work on the dialogue construction of a Craig Kennedy feature for De Forest.
A theatre
chain
has need
for a
man
who
knows
how
to
promote
erection
of new
theatres
and is able
to furnish intelligent reports on existing operations.
All replies will be
treated
strictly confidential.
Box
A-140
do FILM
DAILY
1650 B'way.,
N. Y. C.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn. 3580

Columbus, Mo., Houses
Not to Run on Sundays
Columbia,

k s
e ust
Boory'
TheDatInd

1)

Mo. — College Theaters

Corp., has merged Columbia's three
theaters. J. Dozier Stone of the Missouri is president, T. C. Hall of the
Varsity and Hall, vice president, and
H. G. Wood, Hall manager, treasurer. Recent ruling of the state Su-

Convention of Oklahoma
exhibito
unit at Oklahoma
City.
June 11-12
June

14

June

15

Opening
ofN. "Four
Feathers"
a
Criterion,
Y.
Premiere of "Evangeline." Saenge
theater.
New
Orleans.
Annual
M-G-M
sales conventic';
at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Paramount
western
division
sale
Convention at St. Louis.
Kansas City.
Universal
western
convention
a

Annual
Fox
sales meeting,
Ne«
York.
i Summer
convention
of
Nortl
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrights
ville, Beach,
N. C.
First National
sales con
17-1 Annual
vention,
N. Y.
19 Annual
sales convention
Warner
N. Y.

June

17

June
June

at
of "Drag"
Opening
N. Y.
sales
Educational
Annual
tion at Atlantic
City.

June

21

June

22

June

23

June

25

June

27

Central
conven

sale
division
eastern
Paramount
convention at
Atlantic City, N. J
a
convention
eastern
Universal
Atlantic
City.
sales convention a
RKO
Annual
Chicago,
111.
Annual
TifEany-Stahl
sales
con
vention
at Detroit.
City.
Pathe sales convention at Atlantu

pe" from a
"Esca
's Next
ned
has retur
Brook
CliveBrook
five weeks vacation in England and
no change here, the houses remain- left immediately for Hollywood. His
ing dark on the Sabbath. The high
next assignment will be the principal
court conceded the city's right to prothe John Galshibit Sunday shows, provided all of role in "Escape." mount.
the same class were treated alike.
worthy play which Basil Dean will
The ordinance was adjusted uncon- direct as a talking picture for Parastitutional because some amusements
were expected.
AMPA'S Closed Meeting
Today's meeting of the AMPA will
be a closed one.

holding the local
preme Court
ordinance
unconstitutional,
will "blue"
bring

Another Southern Indiana
City Permits Sunday Shows

Seymour, Ind. — This city has been
added to those in southern Indiana
which
have
adopted
a "hands
off"
policy on
Sunday
shows.
Others are:
Columbus, Washington. Vincennes,
Bedford, Shelbyville, Osgood, Edinville.
burg. New Albany and Jefferson-

Theatre Manager
at liberty, 25 years experience. Knows
the business from A to Z. Just closed
a successful six year engagement
lle
managing eight picture, vaudevi
ot retand combination theatres, best Addres
s
ere.
anywh
erences, locate er,
30 Covert St.,
Business Produc
Brooklyn,
N. Y.

THOMAS A. EDISON
DID IT BY ACCIDENT
WE DID IT ON PURPOSE !

WHAT WAS IT THAT
THOMAS A. EDISON
DID BY ACCIDENT THAT
WE DID ON PURPOSE?
(More Tomorrow)
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*Josef von Sternberg Production.
Director of ("Underworld").
With
RICHARD
ARLEN,
FAY
WRAY and
big cast.

Pll OS PER

EMBASSY
THEATRE

SAYSSignificant picture for a number
of reasons. Okay for first- runs
easily. ..So craftily has the story
been dove-tailed and so shrewdly
has it been developed^ the whole
thing unfolds naturally and
smoothly. Narrative has a number of good surprises and carries
a sentimental appeal with father
and son affection in somewhat
the same spirit that gave ^^Sorrell
and Son^^ its charm and finally
goes into a climax that has a first
rate punch ••• Physical production
is of the best and the cast has been
happily selected... Management
of the dialogue is unusual. A substantial entertainment and certainly astep forward in the sound
screen technique.
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48 Hour Week Provided in Equity Pact
PAY rOR OVERTIME IS
DEMAND EOR PUIYERS

any part, clause or subdivision of this
that the Actor is a member of the ACTORS'
agreement or of said rules is invalid, illegal
EQUITY ASSOCIATION (hereinafter call- or unenforcable by either or both of the
ed "EQUITY"), and as such is bound to
conform to its lawful rules and regulations, parties, such invalidity, illegality or unenand that it is a lawful rule and regulation of forcibility shall apply only to such part,
the Association that, as far as the Producer clause or subdivision, and the remainder of
herein is concerned, the Actor is to work this contract shall be in full force and effect,
only in companies operated by the Producer :— and shall be construed as a whole.
12. This agreement shall be subject to,
(a) When all members of said combe construed by, and all the rights of the
pany or of any company or companies
Following is the complete text of
controlled
or
operated
by
the
Producer
parties
hereto shall be determined by the
the standard contract drafted by
herein, who speak a line or do work on
laws of the State of New
York.
the stage, set or location of an individual
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties
the Actors' Equity Ass'n for talkcharacter or nature, are members of
ing picture work of its members :
hereto have hereunto signed their names the
Equity in good standing, and continue
day and year first above written.
to be such during the term hereof; and
Producer
(b) When the Producer has fully performed and is fully performing the covenants in each employment contract with
STANDARD FORM
Actor
each Equity actor in each of his comIssued by the
panies ;
(c) And the Producer further agrees
ACTORS' EQUITY ASSOCIAthat the Actor shall not be required to
Extension of Employment
TION
work
hereunder in violation of said rule
To Be Issued by
A. The Producer agrees at least seventyor
other
lawful
rule
of
said
Association,
Producers
of SOUND
and/or
TALKING
two hours before the end of the guaranteed
and that to the full extent to which this
PICTURES
in Engaging
Principals
as
period hereinbefore set forth in clause 3 (b)
Hereinafter Defined in Paragraph 4 (a),
to give the Actor written notice of the
agreement is lawful, all actors in the company in which the Actor is employed
whose Minimum
Employment
Is One
length of time his services shall or will be
WeeU.
shall be and shall continue to be throughfurther required beyond said guaranteed periAGREEMENT made this
out the term hereof, members of EQUIod, and which in no event shall be beyond
TY, except such actors as are now under
day of
19
,
the term hereof as mentioned in paragraph
between
existing bona fide contracts entered into
3 (a), and upon failing so to do the term
with the Producer prior to the fifth day
of the employment of the aforesaid Actor
(hereinafter
called
"PRODUCER"),
whose
address
is
of June, 1929, whose term of employment
shall terminate at the end of the guaranteed
and
shall extend beyond the starting date, it
employment
herein.
being
understood
that
in
case
Equity
(hereinafter
called "ACTOR"), whose adSuspension of Production
dress is
is duly notified of said contracts the
B.
If
the
production of said picture be
Actor herein may work in a cast in which
Telephone
No.
prevented,
suspended,
or postponed (hereinsuch
contracting
actors
are
employed,
Rules Over Page a Part Hereof
after called "Suspension" or "Postponement")
during the unexpired term of their con1. The parties hereto agree that "RULES"
tract
or
contracts.
during the course of production : —
on the page or pages following are a part
(1) by reason of fire, accident, riot, act
(d) A paid-up card shall be prima
hereof and binding upon the parties thereto.
of God. ecutive
the order
public
enemy, or
government
exfacie evidence of Equity Membership,
(hereinafter
called
Cause AA)
Agreement
of Employment
(One
good until the Producer is otherwise
no
salary
shall
be
paid
the
Actor
for
the
Picture (Dnly)
notified by Equity.
first week of such suspension.
2. The Producer hereby engages the Actor
Duties
of
the
Actor
(2) by reason of illness of any other
to render his sole and exclusive services in
5. The Actor agrees to be prompt in ap- member of the cast (except the Actor) or
the character of
of
the director (hereinafter called Cause
pearing for work as required by the Producin the motion picture the working
title of
er; to perform his services herein in a con- BB) full salary shall be paid the Actor for
which is now
scientious and painstaking manner ; to abide the first week of such suspension.
at a salary of
Dollars
(3) During said first week of suspension
studio rules and regula($
) per week, lawful money by thetions reasonable
of the Producer, which rules to be
Causes AA and BB, the Producer shall
of the United States of America, the said binding on the Actor must be duly posted in for
it.
the Actor in writing whether he will
services to be performed at the studio of the conspicuous places and previously approved notify
abandon the production or further postpone
Producers in the City of
,
and the Actor further expressand/or at such other place or places as the by EQUITY,
Abandonment of Production
ly agrees during the term hereof not to
Producer may from time to time designate. render services to any other person, firm or
(4)
In the event of abandonment (1) for
ing.
The Actor accepts said engagement upon the
corporation unless otherwise agreed in writ- cause AA, the Producer shall pay the Actor
terms herein specified.
all amounts due to date, plus one-half of any
Starting Date
balance, but not to exceed one week's salary,
Name and Picture for due
3. (a) The term hereof shall be from on or Use of Actor's Publicity
under the minimum guaranty; (2) for
about the
day of
cause
BB the Producer shall pay the Actor
6. The Actor agrees that the Producer
19
;
shall have the right to use and give pub- for all services to date, plus one-half of any
hereinafter called
"Starting
Date," to the
guaranty.
licity to his name and likeness, photographic balance due on the minimum
day of
Salary During Suspension
19
; or otherwise, but in connection solely with
(5) If said production is postponed for
if the second f)lank is not filled in, then the the distribution and exploitation of the picture hereinbefore mentioiied, and to authorize either causes AA or BB, the Producer shall
term, shall be four weeks from the starting distributors
and exhibitors so to do.
pay the Actor one-half salary for each week
date; if the starting date is not filled in,
then, Equity consenting, this contract is void. Voice Substitution Requires Actor's of postponement (after said first week) for
a period not to exceed five weeks, and thereThe employment of the Actor shall begin on
Consent
after full salary. No postponement shall be
or about the starting date, and, within the
7. The Producer will not use, or permit
term herein specified, shall continue consecu- to be used, any alien or substitute voice for for a period which would extend the term
tively thereafter until the picturization and/or that of the Actor herein, in the recordation of this contract beyond the end of the term
hereof as set forth in paragraph
3 (a).
voice recordation of said character in said
of the said Actor's part in said picture, ex- Salary If Production Is Abandoned
picture is completed.
ceptdorsed
withhereon.
the Actor's written consent inMinimum Guarantee
(6) The Producer may terminate this
8. All notices hereunder by either party contract at any tirne during postponement on
3. (b)
The
Producer
hereby guarantees
to the Actor a minimum of
shall be given in person or by mailing the account of Cause BB by paying the Actor
to the above specified respective ad- all sums due to date of termination and in
cronsecutive weeks' work, commencing with same
dresses.
addition one-half the balance, if any. of the
the starting date, and to pay him therefor ;
minimum guaranty as set forth in paragraph
said minimum guaranteed employment to be
Dangerous Work
9. The Actor does not contract hereby to 3B, which shall be at least one week's pay,
not less than two-thirds of the term specified
in Paragraph 3 (a) and in no event to be undertake employment of a hazardous or unless the guaranteed period shall terminate
less than one week, commencing with the dangerous nature unless he otherwise specific- prior to one week, then the additional paystarting date.
ment shall equal the amount of the unpaid
ally consents in writing hereon.
balance of the guaranty.
Forty-Eight Hour Leeway
Arbitration
The Producer may terminate this contract
10. Any and all disputes and/or controver- at any time during postponement for Cause
3. (c) 'J'hc plirase "on or about" means
forty-eight hours each way (Sundays and
sies arising under or out of or in connection
holidays exclusive) ; provided, however, that with or relating to or regarding an alleged AA by paying the Actor all sums due to date
same do not conflict with bona fide existing breach of this agreement (including any dis- of termination, but for his total services hereunder the Actor must in that event, and in
employment of the Actor.
pute and/or controversy as to the meaning
3 (d) If through the operation of 3 (c) or construction of this agreement or any any case, receive or have received at least
the Actor is called to work before or after
part hereof) shall be settled and/or deter- one week's salary.
Illness of Actor
the date specified in the first blank of 3 (a),
mined by arbitration under the rules of the
(7) If the Actor is sick and unable to
tfi'-n the date when such work begins shall American Arbitration Association, and in any
replace the date inserted in said blank and State where it may legally be done, judg- perform, then he shall receive no salary for the
this contract throughout shall lie construed
ment upon any award rendered may be en- time so lost. If the Actor remains sick and
accordingly.
tered in any court, State or Federal. (See unable to render services for one continuous
Rule
Q.)
week after being called upon so to do by
Equity Shop
4. The Producer admits that he has notice
11. If it shall at any time appear that the Producer, then it shall be optional with

Equity Minimum
Contract

Rules

ACTOR'S CONSENT NEEDED
TO EMPLOY VOICE DOUBLE
the Producer to cancel this contract.
Equity,
in Its discretion, may shorten this term and
shall have the right to have a physical expointed by amination
it. made of the Actor by a doctor ap-

"Trailers"
C. If Retakes
after the orexpirati
on of the term
hereof the Producer shall desire the services
of the Actor in making retakes or "trailers"
of or for the picture in which the Actor is
employed, the Actor agrees to render such
services in connection therewith as and when
the Producer may request, unless the Actor
is otherwise employed, but if otherwise employed, the Actor shall as far as practicable
co-operate in good l,:ith in the photogra
phing
and/or voice recordation of such retakes or
"trailers." Service in connection with said
retakes or "trailers" shall be at the same
rate of compensation and upon the same
terms as provided for herein, said compensation to be paid only for the days on which
the Actor is actually so employed, including
travel time as herein provided, except that
the Actor shall receive a minimum of eight
hours of pay for each day on which he is
called for retakes, or "trailers," with time
and
one-half for overtime. Should, however,
the producer dismiss the Actor and later recall him for the taking of alleged retakes
which are in reality added scenes, postponed
sequences or scenes which should have been
taken in their sequential order, he shall pay
to the Actor as compensation at the rate of
three times his weekly salary (plus overtime
allowances) provided for in this agreement,
or pro rata, and payment shall be continuous from the time he begins work until
said work is finished.

"i

J

Clothes

D. If the Actor,
(1) be a man, he shall furnish and pay
for his conventional morning, afternoon andy
evening clothes, customarily worn by civilians
of the present day in this country, together
with footwear necessarily appurtenant thereto. All other footwear, costumes, wigrs,
clothes, appurtenances and "properties," including those peculiar to any trade, occuProducer.pation or sport, to be furnished by the
(2) be a woman, all wigs, gowns, hats,
footwear, and all "properties" shall be furnished by the Producer.

Loss or

Damage to Wardrobe

(3) Loss, theft or damage to personal
wardrobe, etc., above specified in D (1)
arising during the course of employment of
the Actor herein, or through lack of due
care on the part of the Producer, shall be
paid for by the Producer to the Actor.

Termination of Contract
Starting Date

Prior to

E. The Producer may terminate this contract prior to performance by the Actor by
written notice given at least fourteen days
prior to date stated in 3 (a) by simultaneously with the giving of said notice paying
to the Actor full salary for one-half the
guaranteed period, which shall be at least
one full week's salary.

Claims Must Be Reported to Equity

F. In order that all producers shall stand
on an equal footing, the Actor is obliged
under Equity rules to report to Equity any
failure to observe any of its rules or to
report any claim, grievance or dispute arising hereunder, and to file a statement thereof with Equity within four weeks of the
final termination of his employment hereunder, unless Equity otherwise directs. The
consent of Equity shall be necessary to the
prosecution or arbitration of any such claim,
grievance or dispute.

Forty-eight

Hours

Basic

Week

G. Forty-eight hours work, rendered on
week days, shall constitute a week's work
and, except as herein provided, one fortyeighth of the Actor's weekly salary shall be
(Continued
Page 11) A week's
hour ofon overage.
paid for each

M

WILLIAM

FOX
presents

ALL TALKING

FOX MOVIETONE

SUPER-FEATURES THAT SURPASS
EVERYTHING FOR PRODUCTION
PERFECTION

AND

DRA\A/INA

BOX-OFFICE
Pn\A/FR

RINGS
THEY RUN
AROUND EVERYTHING
WILLIAM

FOX
Movietone

FOLLIES
OF 1929

The Screen's First
ALL SINGING
^ ALL TALKING
^ ALL DANCING
Spectacular Musical Extravaganza with

SUE CAROL ^ LOLA LANE < SHARON
LYNN
FRANK RICHARDSON < DIXIE LEE ^ DAVID PERCY
^AVID ROLLINS ^JOHN BREEDEN ^ STEPIN FETCHIT
lUords and Music by
Ensembles by ARCHIE GOTTLER
CONRAD, MITCHELL and
and FANCHON and MARCO
GOTTLER
Staged by MARCEL SILVER
Dialog by
WILLIAM K. WELLS

BEHINDthatCURTAIN

5/ory and Direchon by
DAVID BUTLER

"The speediest, most Infectious,
audible entertainment of its kind.
Its revue gayety. pace and belllike recording make it something
— Tiew \jorh Sun

ALL TALKING

FOX

MOVIETONE

FEATURE

^to brag about."

with

WARNER

BAXTER
GILBERT

• LOIS MORAN
EMERY

Philip Strange
From the novel by Earl Derr Biggers —
one of the five biggest selling novels
of the year.
Directed by

IRVING

CUMMINGS

PLEASURE
ALL

TALKING

FOX

CRAZED

MOVIETONE

FEATURE

with

Marguerite Churchill '^ Kenneth MacKenna
dorothy burgess
campbell gullan
rex bell
henry kolker
from the play by monckton hoffe

Dialog by

j^i^j^iM

AND
lEAAC

CLARE KUMMER
Pictorial Direction by

Directed by

Donald Gallaher

IN AUDIBLE

PRODUCTION

The

Black Watch
ALL

TALKING

MELODY

wifh VICTOR

MELODRAMA

McLAGLEN

MYRNA

LOY
- ROY D'ARCY
' DAVID ROLLINS
LUMSDEN
HARE
' DAVID TORRENCE
CYRIL
CHADV^ICK
Dialuq b^^
Slaqrtl '-v

JAMES

Directed bv

K. McGUINNESS

JOHN

LUMSDEN

FORD

••Magnificent

MASQUERADE
FOX MOVIETONE

^,tf, ALAN

ALL TALKING

BIRMINGHAM

FEATURE

- LEILA HYAMS

demonstration of the Movietone's efficacy
in panoramic reproduction. Stirring and astonishing exhibit in outdoor audibility in the films . . without an

equal.

Mr.

Ford,

the director, has

day's work."

NOW

done

an

—Hew

amazing
IJorb World

PLAYING GAIETY, N.Y. /or
extended

run al ^2

CLYDE COOK
ARNOLD

LUCY

FARRELL MacDONALD

From LOUIS JOSEPH

VANCE'S NOVEL

"The Brass Bowl"
Dialog and Adaptation

Staged by

by

FREDERICK HAZLIH BRENNAN and
MALCOLM STUART BOYLAN

LUMSDEN

HARE

Directed by

RUSSELL BIRDWELL

^-^s^s.

TH E WAY

SUMMER

HARE

plays a irump
hand In this
myster
stoyry love

^f^^,^

1

%

/^

%

VI .^'
^^

j^t!*^:.

WARNER
BAXTER
LOIS MORAN
GILBERT EMERY

10

PHILIP STRANGE

From EARL DERR BIGGERS' story of the same name which
reached 3,000,000 readers of the Saturday Evening Post
and was one of the five best-selling novels of the year
The inside workings of Scotland Yard are shown
closing the net on their victim in London, San
Francisco and the Sahara Desert
WILLIAM FOX presents this

All Talking Mystery Sensation

EARL DERR

BIGGERS

THE

-c&^
OAILV
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Effort
Years*
8
s
Climaxe
Move
Equity
Gillmore
Foresees
No
Fight
48
HOURS
BASIC WEEK
m. ACTIVITY 8TART[D
West

DURING WAGE CUT TIGHT
Intention of Actor's Kquity Ass'n
o force adoption of the Equity Shop
n talkers climaxes eight years of acivity in the industry, although this
s by far the most important step yet
aken.
For years. Equity has maiiiained a Hollywood office, but chiefly
IS a branch to look out for intcr:sts of its members in films and letitimate work on the Coast.
Two
'ears ago, when
general salary reuctions were attempted at the stuios. Equity invited players to beome members and was prepared to
ke up their tight.
After a series of delays, however,
de salary reduction was postnoned.
ih coast players preferring to carry
of theof players'
theof program
ut
ranch
the Academy
M. P|
rts and Sciences, so that the Equity
icniber enrollment was headed off,
) great extent.
The talker development, however,
ought a changed situation. Equity
und many of its members flocking
pictures, and out of the jurisdicn of Equity, so far as disciplinary
leps were concerned. This proved a
g factor in the present decision to
mand the Equity shop.

ree Lancers See No Need
)r Proposed Equity Pact
test Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
iLos Angeles — Supporters of the
indard contract for free lance playIs drafted and adopted by the Aca)niy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
Iclare that their agreement provides
|en more protection for the actors
in the proposed Equity contract
Id therefore see no need fqr it.

Coast

Bureau.

to enforce its demand, and has
I the support it needs in its move,
(said. Purpose of the Equity shop
land is two-fold, he said, protecof the actor and protection of
theater.
He cited instances of
l>ers jumping legitimate contracts
;nter . talkers, steps which would
impossible under the Equity shop
Ifi.
I'ext step in the matter is up to
tBEquity council, he declared, when
Btioned
about
possibility
of a
sfce.
Equity is confident of suche
declares,
believing
that
qlfity talkers cannot be produced
l.out Equity members.
|he Equity shop demand was made
publication of the talking picti* contract, which Equity instructs
itmiembers to sign.
This calls for

FILM

DAILY

NON-MEMBERS OF EQUITY INDUSTRY STAND ON EQUITY
UNAFFECTED BY DECREE UNDECIDED; FIGHT SEEN
There will be no steps taken
against producers of talkers employing non-members of Equity, or any
other producers for that matter, Paul
Dulzell, treasurer of Actor's Equity
Association, points out. The association's concern is confined to its members, who, effective yesterday, are
forbidden to sign contracts unless allEquity casts are employed.

(Continued

from

Page

1)

|)roducers' association, who said:
"I don't see how anyone can enforce such an arbitrary ruling. If
a thing like that is laid in your lap
you simply can't swallow it without
doing
it."
Some something
producers, about
it is believed,
will
engage casts of non-members of
Equity, promoting from the ranks to
secure leading players. There arc
many players in talkers not members
of Equity, and these are expected to
be relied upon in event a stand
against the Equity Shop is taken.
Whether Equity can hold its members in line, in view of the higli salaries being offered for talker work,
is another angle of the situation.
Players who refuse to obey the edict,
Ecjuity is not demanding a closed of course, face loss of membershii),
shop in the studios, it was pointed out which means disbarment from tlie
field, but the high salary
yesterday. Any actors are eligible legitimate
lure in talkers cannot be denied.
to membership, who meet qualifications, and will be taken into the
organization at their request, Equity To Organize "Bit" Players
states. No efTort at limitation of
Later; Not Involved Now
Equity shop demand applies only
membership, as often is the case in
I he closed shop, is made in Equity to talkers and principal players employed in them, i.e., players under
shop, it was learned last night.
contract for the week or more.
"Bit" players are not affected. Equity
may
organize "bit" players later on,
it is learned.

MOVE NOT FOR A CLOSED
SHOP; EQUITY ASSERTS

Equity, with Members Pledged
to Sail, Ready to Go to Mat
(Continued

THE

Los Angeles — Little opposition to the Equity shop for talking
pictures
is seen
Frank that
Gillmore,
president
of Actor'smembers,
Equity
Association.
He bydeclares
the vote
of California
which was 1120 to 98 for entrance of Ekjuity shop in talkers, was
considered a mandate by the Equity council.
Gillmore blames directors, who force actors to work long hours,
so that directors could win bonuses for finishing films ahead of
schedule.
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a 48 hour week, and payment for
overtime work. No effort to fix
hours of work is attempted, the 48
hour limit only being provided, witli
straight time pay for overtime. Sunday work is obligatory only where
lawful and calls for time and onehalf pay, with a minimum of eight
hours pay. Players must be paid for
rehearsals and retakes and producers are prohibited from employing
voice doubles, unless the player
agrees to the substitution in writing.
Xo payment is paid for time lost by
illness and after the first week cancellation of contract is optional with
the producer.
Equity, as pointed out by Dulzell,
stands ready to arbitrate any clauses
of the contract to which producers
may object, as well as controversies
arising under the contract.

Equity Demands Apply to
Talkers Only ; Silents As Is
Equity shop demand applies to
talkers only, silent pictures not being
affected. As pointed out yesterday,
existing agreements must be fulfilled
according to contract, members being
prohibited from signing any new
talker contracts, unless the Equity
shop is specified.

'1 9
Since
st Move
Bigge
Equity's
ultimatum
demanding the Equity shop in talking
pictures is the most drastic step
taken since 1919, when it called
a general strike of actors, forcing managers to recognize
Equity as representative of actors in dealing with them.
Equity emerged from that fight
in a commanding position, and
Equity shop, since has been in
effect in the legitimate field.

PROVIDED IN EQUITY PACT
(Continued

from

Page
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w'irk •ih.-ill he i.ai.l for cvni lli<,u
c.ghl hours work i» not provi.lcd, gh forty,
work IS ot.liKatory only where lawf .Sunday
ul All
computations are to he ma.lc on a
calendar
work h.isis, 1. e., .Sunday midnight to .Saturday m.dniKht inclusive. If the Actor is
called to work out any day he shall be
entitlfd to a minimum credit of four
hours
even thotiKh he works a lesser numbe
r or
not at all.

Computation of Hours

Working
lows :

(I)

hours

shall

At
I 111-;

AT

be

computed

Studio
.sirDio.

as

between

folthe

time when the Actor is re.,uire<I to
report
.ind/or nia.lc up" in accordance with
notice
from
the
for the day.I'roducer, and his final dismissal

On Studio Location
. (2)
OX
- between
(operating With
the .STUIJU)
studio as aLOCATION
daily base),
the time the Actor is notified that he shall
be ready to leave the STUDIO for LOCAIION, and the time of his return by the
1 roducer to the STUDIO.
The I'roducer
agrees to furnish suitable transportation fac'jil'<s to and from LOCATION
and
STUDIO, also meals. In case the Actor
uses transportation facilities other than that
provided by the Producer, the time is to be
computed according to the time the Company
IS called at the STUDIO for departure and
the time of the return of the Company and/
or the studio car to the STUDIO.

On

Resident

Location

(3)

0.\ RKSIDKNT LOCATION (operating where the studio
is not .i daily base
and/or place of operation is other than place
of employment).

(.^a) Ketween the time the Actor is re(|iiircd to be transported and his arrival at
the town or place of resident LOCATION ;
and
(3b) After arrival at resident LOCATIO.V, between the time the Actor is notified to be ready to leave his hotel or lodgings and the time of his return to said
hotel or lodgings. Producer shall furnish
Actor transportation from place of employment and return, including baggage ;
also parlor car and/or berth wherever practical.

En Route — Transportation — Accommodations— Meals

(3c) On contiiuioii.; trips ot twenty-four
hours or over, twenty-four hours travel shall
ingly.
be
construed the same as eight hours work,
including Sundays, and more than twentyfour hours travel shall be pro rated accord(3d) The Producer shall furnish suitable
transportation facilities to and from resident
location and Actor's hotel or lodgings ; also
hotel accommodations and meals; also transportation to and from work,
with meals.
(3e) Between time of leaving resident location and arrival at place of employment.

Working Hours Continuous

H, WorkinK lnuir'i sli.ill be computed on
.1 continuous hourly basis, except that a
credit of one hour for each meal shall be
given the Producer when the Actor does
not work during said hour or any part
thereof.

Credit for Unused Time

I. Should the Producer notity the Actor
not later than 12 o'clock midnight that his
services will not be required on the following day or days, then for such day or days
that the Actor's services are not so required,
the Producer shall be entitled to a credit
of eight hours daily as against any overtime of the .\ctor during that calendar week,
but not for any subsequent week. An Actor
not definitely called for any given day is
not required to hold himself on call beyond
noon on that day.

Overtime
J.

All

working
time beyond
(Continued on Page

twelve
12)

hours
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DAILV

48 Hours Basic Week is
Provided in Equity Ruling

SALES
MANAGERS
APPRECIATE
THAT
ADVERTISING
IN THE

FOR

ECONOMY

OF

Representatives

M. The Producer hereby agrees that any
duly authorized representative of Equity
holding proper credentials shall have access
to any studio set or location.

consenting, may cancel this agreement without notice and/or liability.

Specialties and Characteristics Leased

SALES EFFORT
AND

EXPENSE

BECAUSE
IT REACHES
THE BUYING
POWER
OF THE

MOTION
PICTURE
INDUSTRY

"The Last Warning"
(Universal)
"The Register" ran a dress designmg contest using Laura La
Plante s figure with over 1,500 answers being received and the window
where the winning drawings were
displayed blocked traffic all day. The
theater called up various people
usmg the following message: "Olympia Theater Calling. This is the
'Last Warning'," and the caller hung
up. During the run the message
was changed. Two hundred hangers were used in the lobby a week
in advance.— Wallace Allan, Olympia, New
Haven,
Conn.
"Redskin"

(Paramount)
Letters were written to 250 schoo!
teachers telling them about the historical significance, as well as its apCasts and Changes Furnished Equity
peal as a drama of life. The letters
N. The Producer agrees to furnish
also suggested they might have theii
EQUITY with a complete list of the cast
students base an essay assignmeni
Delivery on Contract
in each company prior to the commencement
R. Simultaneous execution and delivery on Its settings, or its drama,
of production, or in the event the Actor is
or it;
placed under contract after production is of this agreement shall be made between theme. The letters were good
foi
under way, then to forward his name to Producer and Actor ; otherwise same is void one free
admission when presentee
at Actor's option.
Equity
prior
to
the
Actor's
starting
date.
Should the Producer fail to carry out his
at the box office.— John P. Read
Rehearsals Are Work
agreement in his clause the Actor, Equity
S. All rehearsals shall be construed as Rialto,
Colorado
Springs,
Colo.
work.
Equity

FILM DAILY
MAKES

(,C<mtinued from Page 11)
and work performed between midnight and of the nature of his claim by filing a written
7 a. m. and on Sunday is overtime and is complain with the American Arbitration
to be paid for at the rate of time and a Association and with Equity, and the party
half for each hour or fraction thereof. Sun- complained against shall have five days after
of such complaint with the Amerday is not to be construed as part of the the tiling
ican Arbitration Association within which to
forty-eight hour week, and the minimum
file
an
answer.
The arbitration shall be conpayment for any Sunday work shall be
ducted before one arbitrator (hereinafter
rebe
shall
Actor
the
If
pay.
eight hours
quired to work after midnight the Producer called "UMPIRE") unless either party shall
in his complaint or answer request a hearshall return him to his home or lodgings.
ing before three arbitrators (hereinafter called
Salary Payable Weekly
K. Salaries are payable weekly and not "ARBITRATORS"). Within ten days after
the tiling of the complaint with said Arbitralater than Wednesday following the calention Association the umpire shall be mutudar week for which they are paid. If at
ally agreed upon, and in the absence of
the beginning or end of this employment mutual agreement he shall be appointed by
there shall be a split week the Actor shall the American Arbitration Association. Where
be paid pro rata according to the terms ARBITRATORS are chosen, each party
hereof.
within ten days after the filing of the comEquity Consent Required for Changes
plaint with the American Arbitration AssoL. No changes, elimination or alterations
ciation shall choose one arbitrator, and the
in this contract shall be binding unless con- two so chosen shall within five days theresented to in writing by Equity and indorsed
after choose a third ; if they fail so to do
hereon.
within said five days, said third arbitrator

shall be chosen by the American Arbitration
Association. Should one party appoint an
arbitrator and the other fail to appoint an
arbitrator within the time specified, the
second arbitrator shall be chosen by the
American Arbitration Association. The Actors' Equity Association may choose the arbitrator for the Actor.

Place

of

Performance

T. If the blank in clause 2 of the face
of the contract regarding place of performance is not filled in, the place shall be the
place of engagement of the Actor. Any other
place shall be Resident Location.

for grants
Pictiu-es
O. The Actor
unto the Producer
the right to use any specilaty, stunt or
specially built up characterization, or mannerism, as introduced in the picture by the
Emplo}rment
Continuous
Actor, but only in the picture in question,
and the Actor reserves the right to said stunt,
U. '1 he
essence
of this contract is continuous
employment.
eccentricity, characterization or mannerism
Production Prosecuted
for his exclusive use otherwise, and the Actor's right to use same in the future is
\'.
Should
there be made against the
hereby declared not abandoned.
actor any claim or charge either civil or
Equity Membership
criminal that his participation in the proP. The Actor agrees that he is now and
duction constitutes a violation of any statute,
will at all times during the term hereof ordinance or law of the United States or
remain a member of Equity in good standing, any .State or municipality, the Producer
and this agreement or representation shall shall defend the Actor at his own expense,
be of the essence of this contract.
shall provide bail for him and shall further
Arbitration
Procedure
make the Actor whole for any loss or damage
which he may suffer on account of such claim
Q. The party demanding arbitration shall or
charge.
give to the other party a notice in writing

Splitting

Canadian

Bookings

Ottawa — Inclusion of B. F. Keith's,
Ottawa, in the new chain of the Radio-Keith-Orpheuni of Canada, Ltd.,
will mean, it is believed locally, that
Keith vaudeville acts will continue to
be booked into the theater with Famous Players looking after the booking of sound and talking pictures, the
management of the house remaining
with J. M. Franklin who has been
in charge for the past four years.
Hartz

Dies

at Cleveland

Cleveland — A. F. Hartz, 85, for
more than 30 years manager of the
Opera House, died here. He retired
ten years ago.
Schley Sells Statesville House
Charlotte, N. C— V. C. Schley has
sold the Playhouse, Statesville, N. C,
to Roland Hill. Schley also operates the Broadway and Crescent at
.Matcsville. Hill operates the Lexington -It Lexington and the Coni-ord at Concord,
N. C.

"Show

Boat"

(Universal)
Staged a radio broadcasting of tli
premiere. The opening was dia
tmctly a society event — a midnigk.
affair. Governor Dern, the mayoi
city commissioners, secretary of th
Chamber of Commerce and other of
ficials were there. Exploiteer Mo
Bride arranged a radio hook-up bj
remote control from the lobbjl
broadcasting the arrival of the celebi
rities. Each one made a short speed
from the lobby over the air. Dern':
speech was enthusiastic and a resr
publicity stunt. The radio stunt neti
ted a lot of society space in the news|
papers.— Granada, Salt Lake City.

Good Weather Hits Business
Cleveland — Local exhibitors report
that they had the poorest Memorial
"Weary River"
Day business in the past eight years.
(First National)
The reason for this is that it was the
A tie-up that brought columns o,
first time in that many years that it
newspaper space was a prison vocab
did not rain.
ulary contest arranged with the "Sai;
Hearing on Fox Boston Project
Antonio Light." The idea of tb,
Boston — Whether Boston will have contest was to give the meaning o
the proposed new Fox 24-story the- words commonly used by the in
ater and office building on site now mates of prison. The "Light" intro;
occupied by Hotel Touraine and Bos- duced the contest with a banne
ton Y. M. C. A. rests on a hearing across the first page and a colum;
before the full bench of Supreme story. It ran for five days, receiv
Court.
ing
San liberal
Antonio, space
Tex. each day. — Aztet
John W. Keller Dies
Paducah, Ky. — Funeral services
were held here for John W. Keiler,
67. father of Leo F. Keiler of the
Strand Amusement Co. The elder
Keiler formerly was vice president
of the theater firm. He died at
Rochester,
Minn.
Open
Lincoln
Publix
House
Lincoln. Neb. — Publix Theaters has
opened tiie Stuart, combination house.

"Wolf

of Wall Street"
(Paramount)
Ran a co-op ad. Appearing i
each ad was a part of a picture c
the "Wolf of Wall Street." Th
first 20 persons bringing in a corr
plete picture after pasting them tc
gether, received a ticket to see th
Bancroft picture. — D. J. Whyti^
Riviera,
Knoxville,
Tenn.
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Sound Worrying British; Price
and Service Being Discussed

Siemens' representative in P'nglaiid,
said in rei)ly to questions that he
thought that the problem of interchangeability would be solved. He
api)roved of the altitude of Western
Klectric in restricting the films to be
shown over their apparatus, as it was
essential that tiuality should be maintained. Deliveries of Klangfilm machines could now be guaranteed at
the rate of from five to ten per week,
and the recording installation would
be
in working
order
at the W'elwyn
studios
of British
Instructional
in the
next month, he said.

Recently British Photophone Rave
ilic first demonstration in this countrv of the Klangfilm system at the

Graham Cutts to Remake
Silent Success as Talker

I'.ilace.
The
film
was
"Strange
' r-go" which P. D. C. is distribut^ in Great Britain. This was made
the
RCA-Photophone
process.
Despite several defects due to faulty
plification and indifferent
projec-

Graham

Cutts is to make

from

Page
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version of "A Worderful Story,"
which as a silent filn: created a sensation a few years aj o. It is to be
made on the B. T. P. system for
(lainsborough.

as associate
managing
director
for
Fox
at London,
and
subsequently
manager for Fox of English-speaking foreign countries.
In 1920, he
was district theater manager of seven
■nterprises in Texas and Oklahoma,
later becoming assistant general manigor of the Gray circuit in New Engand, sales manager
for Paramount
here and western division head for
■BO.

American Distributors
To Quit French Field?
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

: cannot accept a seven to one quota
Ian under which there would come
T this country a number of films for
hich it is declared there would be
0 market. The quota plan accordigly being nothing more nor less
lan a subsidy of the French film
idustry.
Representatives of the industry
ive spent considerable time here rently discussing the question with
tlcials of the State Dept. and are
iderstood to have made it plain that
ley would not stand for a stepping
1 of the seven to one quota.

'harlPres
es iden
O'Retille
O. C.n C.
of yT. Agai
(.Continued

from

Page

(Continued

from

Page

RCA

Photophone System
at the new

Mack Seniiett
Studios
cover nig twenty acres

f

NOW

AVAILABLE

to all producers

1)

to distributors.
Small exhibitors of the state are in
an unfortunate position, it is pointed
out, the increased overhead more
than offsetting the higher grosses
chalked up with sound pictures. Sairvey of the state shows about 300
houses wired, with general increase
in rentals of from 300 to 400 per
cent. Wiring of theaters is declared
essential to preservatioti, although it
is claimed the average theater cannot remain in business unless general rental reductions are made.

Belle for
Baker's
SignedTalkers
Columbia
Columbia has signed Belle Baker,
vaudeville headliner. Her first picture will be "The Cradle of Jazz,"
talkiiig-singing-dancing production
written for her.
Buy Bruceton House
Bruceton, Tenn. — Guy Barnes and
Leroy Holmes have taken over the
Capitol.

AD-VANCE

^^CHRONIZED

1)

^r of Commerce,
New
York,
folIwing retirement of Sol Raives, who
|;signed to concentrate
his efforts
his insurance business. Raives relins a member
of the board
of
Must congratulate your company for putting
("ectors.
out finest talking trailers we have ever seen.

RVICE

Lease
Racine
House
acine, Wis. — Samuel
.Abrahams
i Julius Lamm have leased the Maj tic from the Klinkert Brewing Co.

The

a talker

Ohio Show men Appeal
Shea Succeeds Vogel
as Pathe Chief Abroad for Rental Reductions
(,C<»itinued

in Sound Recording

tion, the reproduction
by Klangfilm
was fairly clear and distinct.
.•\t a lunch which followed the
demonstration, Lawrence Hermes,

RCA-Recoided Film Shown
Over Klangfilm System

13

The LAST WORD

liy l-:k\h.>r
11'. l-kl-DMAS
Uditor, "The Daily Film RetUer"

London — Tlio British industry is
still in the throes of tlie talker problem. Many systems are bcinjj offered to exhibitors; demonstrations
are the order of tiie day, and indications are that sooner or later the theaters will have definitely to be equipped with some one or other of the
numerous installations. The questions of price and service are now
being discussed far more than the
question of the (|uality of the sound
films themselves which are at present a feature of nearly every trade
show.

DAILY

Just signed contract for year's service in
our theatres. If your trailers can't sell shows,
nothing wiU.
W. J. CARTER
Same
Fe and Jewel Theatres
Denver.
Colorado.

A few of the recent productions
synchronized and recorded here
Henry King's Super-Special "SHE GOES TO WAR"
A United Artists Release
Tiffany-Stahl's "TWO MEN AND A MAID"
Tiflfany-Stahl's "NEW ORLEANS"
Tiffany-Stahl's "MIDSTREAM"
Tiffany-Stahl's "WHISPERING WINDS"
A MACK SENNETT
two-reel comedy special in
NATURAL COLOR with RCA Photophone
sound track on the color film.
The first of its kind.

Now in production.

Two big MACK SENNETT Super-Special 100%
Talking Feature Comedies.
In
course of production.
Two-reel MACK SENNETT TALKING COMEDIES
Series of twenty for Educational release.

With the RCA Photophone System we can give you
Our sound stages
QUALITY with ECONOMY.
and recorders have been operating
since October, 1928.

MACK
STUDIO

SENNETT

CITY, NORTH

STUDIOS

HOLLYWOOD,

CAL.

PAILV

=

Coast Wire Service

Percentage New Star Wrinkle

Hollywood Happenings
"Joe College" Cast Has rs
Junior Stock Playe
With the exception of Eddie Quillan and Sally O'Neil, practically every one of the principal players in
campus picture, "Joe Cole's
Path
r
lege," is a member of Pathe's junioincompany
stock company. That Jean
ette Lott,
cludes in its roster:
Russell Gleason, Marilyn Morgan,
Stanley Smith, Lew Ayres, Jimmy
Aldine and Dorothy Ward, and they
" Carol
in "Joe College.she
all appear grad
was
uated when
Lombard
assigned to the leading role with
William Boyd in his all-talking picture, "High Voltage." Leo McCarey
is directing "Joe College," which is
from the story by Corey Ford.

Sarecky At Work on
Legs" for Radio
"Tanned
A. Sarecky, former New

A Little
Lots''
om *'
IVILK,
frRALPH

By

EARL
dance

LINDSAY
come one of our
tinental commuters.
numbers at

promises to bebest trans-conHe has staged
Paramount for

"Burlesque," "The Early Bird,"
"Close Harmony" and has several
more productions on his list. Before
coming West, Earl staged the dance
numbers for "Artists and Models,"
"Gay Paree," "Sidewalks of New
York," Great Temptations" and other
Broadway productions, and must go
East next fall to handle
two New
York revues.
*
*
*

Speaking of commuters, xve suggest that Bill LeBaron have an ofLouis
fice in Chicago, so that he can m.eet
to
York newspaperman, and assistant
himself
going
to and
from
New
York.
William Le Baron, will be the super*
*
*
visor in charge of the production of
"Tanned Legs," Radio picture, based
To date four all-dialogue Reginald
on an original by George C. Hull. Denny productions have been reto
d
engage
Tom Geraghty has been
leased by Universal. Denny has
for this musical proscript
the
write
just completed "Companionate Trouduction.
bles," his fifth and is making preparations to start
* on« his * sixth.
Charlie Burr is much elated with
mail advertising campaign which his
Conrad, Mitchell and Gottler have director of publicity, Richard J.
written three songs for "The Cock- Pearl, is putting over. The unwired
Eyed World," now being made for houses are being centered upon, tellFox under direction of Raoul Walsh.
ing the exhibitor about the Johnny
The trio have also supplied incidental Hines pictures* available.
*
•
music for the all-talker, Spanish and
Robert Ellis, and Myrna Kennedy,
Russian in character.
Universal feature players, have had
their options exercised, giving them
a card of good standing for another
six months.
*
*
«
Mai St. Clair will direct "The
Night Parade," an all-talking, allJ. Gordon Cooper is back home —
musical feature for Radio Pictures. Pathe. He assisted William K.
It will follow "Side Street," which Howard on several pictures at
he is directing for Radio with Owen, Pathe and when Howard moved to
Tom and Matt Moore playing to- the Fox studio, Gordon went with
gether for the first time. Kathryn him. Now Gordon is back at Pathe,
Perry has the leading feminine role. assisting Fred Newmeyer, who will
direct Hale.
"Sailor's Holiday," starring
Alan
Start "Kibitzer" in June
Making of "Kibitzer" by Paramount will start about the middle of
Jolson Film, "Say it With Songs"
June, with Edward Sloman directing.
Al Jolson's latest Vitaphone proSam Mintz will do the adaptation,
duction which has been in work unand Viola Brothers Shaw will hander the title of "Little Pal," will be
dle the dialogue script. Harry Green
"Say it with Songs." Lloyd Bacon
will have the principal part.
directed from the story written by
Darryl Francis Zanuck and Harvey
Viennese Playwright vnth M-G-M
Sil-Vara, Viennese playwright, has H. Gates and adapted by Joseph
been signed by M-G-M to write Jackson. Supporting the star are
originals for talking pictures. Sil- Davey Lee, Marian Nixon, Holmes
Herbert, Kenneth Thomson and
Vara is the author of "Caprice," The- Fred Kohler.
ater Guild production, and has also
had eight plays produced on the Continent.
Completes "Masquerade" at Fox
Ru.ssell J. Birdwell has completed
Vacation for Mulhall
the direction on the Fox production,
Upon
the
completion
of "Dark "Masquerade" a talker made from
Streets," Jack Mulhall will take his the Louis Joseph Vance story, "The
first vacation in three years.
Present Brass Bowl." Alan Birmingham and
plans include a trip to Honolulu.
Lelia Hyams have the leading roles.

Three Songs Ready for
"The Cock-Eyed World"

Mai St. Clair to Direct
"Night Parade" for RKO

Thursday, June 6, 1929

Talkers are establishing many precedents. Silent stars were
rarely given a percentage of the gross on their pictures, but when
Moran and Mack signed with Paramoimt they insisted on a percentage arrangement and their stipulation was granted.
Before the wane of silent pictures, "The Black Crows" offered
their services for $25,000 a picture. With the advent of the talkers,
producers made a mad rush for stage "names," hoping to unearth
stars who would show the same box office draw as Al Jolson.
Moran and Mack were then able to secure their demands.

J. C. Nugent to Direct
"The Careless Age" is
"The Rounder" for M-G-M
His own stage playlet, "The
Nat'l
F.
by
Completed
Production
is finished on "The Rounder," in which he starred

here
Careless Age," screen version of
and abroad, will be J. C. Nugent's
John Van Druten's stage play, "Di- first directorial vehicle for M-G-M.
version," at First National. The His cast, in the talking film version,
picture was directed by John Grif- will be headed by Jack Benny, vaudefith Wray. Its cast includes Dougville monologuist, and Dorothy Selas Fairbanks, Jr., Carniel Myers,
bastian, and will include
Loretta Young, Holmes Herbert, Arthur and Polly Moran. George K.
Kenneth Thompson Doris Lloyd,
Wilfred
Noy, Ilka Chase and Wilson Benge.

Walter Lang to Make
Series of Talker Shorts
Before starting "The Soul of the
Tango," his first all-dialogue feature,
Walter Lang, director who was recently placed under contract by
James Cruze, will produce a series of
all-talking dramatic short subjects.
Margie (Babe) Kane will be featured
in these two reel stories, for which
Hugh Herbert wrote dialogue. Lang
will conclude the series about Aug.
15. He will commence on "The Soul
of the Tango" immediately thereafter.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., Names
Stanley Bergerman Aide
Stanley Bergerman has been named
associate assistant to Carl Laemmle,
Jr., at Universal.
Buchanan

in

Bordoni

Cast

Jack Buchanan appears with Irene
Bordoni in "Paris." Miss Bordoni
has already arrived in Hollywood.
Jason Robards and Zasu Pitts have
been assigned roles and Clarence
Badger is to direct. Some of the
sequences will be photographed in
Technicolor.
Sound Unit Location Trip
Its first distant location trip since
the start of talking pictures is being
made by First National with transportation of a compajiy to Zion Canyon National Park in Utah to film
scenes for "The Great Divide." Dorothy Mackaill, Ian Keith, Director
Reginald Barker and 30 extras will
make the trip and be gone two weeks.
The Vitaphone equipment will be
mounted on trucks.
Von Eltz in Ina Claire Cast
Theodore Von Eltz has been added
to the cast of Ina Claire's first talking picture for Pathe. Others are:
Henry Daniel, Paul Harvey, Blanche
Frederici and Judith Vasali. Marshall Neilan is directing, with Rollo
Lloyd
co-directing
dialogue.

T-S Film "Whispering
Winds" to Have Dialogue

"Whispering
Winds,"
a Tifi'anyStahl
production
featuring
Patsy
Ruth Miller, Malcolm McGregor and
Kve Southern, is now being dialogued
under supervision of John M. Stahl,
assisted by David Hartford. The
theme song written by Harry Kerr
and H. J. Tandler is entitled "Whenever I Think of You."

Shakesperian Talkers in
Color, Halperin Plan

Victor and Edward Halperin plan
production of Shakesperian talkers
in color, with R. William Neill directing. "Romeo and Juliet" and
"Thescheduled.
Merchant of Venice" already
are
Third
"Wildcat"
Comedy
Started
Buck and Bubbles, colored vaudeville team, have started on the third
of their "Wildcat" comedies for
Pathe. "High Toned" is the title. It
is being directed by Paul Powell,
who
the isfirst
on^ "Narcissus."
Montemade
Brice
preparing
stories to
follow.
Hugh Wiley is the author.
Buying
Barthelmess
Vehicle
First National is negotiating for
"Young Nowhere," an original by
Henry King, as a Richard Bartliimess vehicle. Frank Lloyd will probably direct. The company has icni"Son of thepostponed
Gods," which
was to siur
porarily
production
o.'
Barthelmess.
M-G-M

Signs Writer

Joseph Moncure March has signed
a contract with M-G-M as writer of
original
tations. stories, dialogue and adapWarners
Buy
Story
Warners has bought a story by
James Starr for early production. It
is called "In the Headlines." Its cast
will be headed by Grant Withers
and Marian Nixon. Joseph Jackson
has been assigned to write the dialogue and adapt the story to the
screen.
John Adolfi will direct.
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Now Available for
Eastern Producers
New York City Fleet of Sound Trucks
Ready for Rental on Footage, Time,
or Whole Production Basis
Equipped With the Finest of Sound
Recording Cameras For All
Exterior And Interior
Work
West

Coast
Facilities For East
Coast Producers of Sound
Pictures

Sound Recording facilities equal to
those in Los Angeles are now available
for Eastern producers.
The first of the Eastern fleet of Powers
Cinephone Sound Trucks — equipped to
meet both interior and exterior production requirements are now ready and at the service
of all producers in the New York territory, on a Time,
Footage, or Whole Production rental basis.

Powers Cinephone Sound Trucks may be used for
studio and all interior sound picture production, as
well as for exterior work. Trucks carry cables of
sufficient length to reach interior sets when such
scenes are taken.

Powers Cinephone Sound Trucks are equipped
with the finest pick-up microphones, accurately balanced amplifiers, and Powers Cinephone Recorders—
admittedly the highest class of sound camerasAbsolute synchrony — Undistorted volume— Full
tones of the highest sound quality— is assured by the
Powers Cinephone system.

Contracts for recording work include the services
of recording engineers and truck crew. — Engagement
books now open.
>

Sound-on-film of this high quality permits
perfect re-recording on discs when desired.

729 7th Avenue

JOSEPH SEIDEN
New York City

W. E. Infringement Suit Is Dismissed in New York
\
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PRODUCERS PLAN FIGHT
1ILENT8 PASSE' IN 18
MONTHS, WARNER FEELS
\-st Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Silent pictures will
ase to exist in 18 months, in tlie
liiiion of Jack Warner, who has
•turned to the Coast after conferices in New York, at which it was
:cided that $30,000,000 would be
lient on Warner production next
ason. The company intends proiction of talkers in all important
nguages, Warner says, convinced
at the plan is practical.

learner, Rockett, Baker in
F. N. Production Cabinet
tit Coait Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Burbank, Cal. — Jack Warner, Al
Dckett and Scenario Editor Graham
iker are to comprise First Nation's new production cabinet.

Irench Exhibitors to
Protest Quota June 13
Paris (By Cable) — Provincial exbitors, who are opposed to the 4
1 quota, have secured an appointRnt for June 13 w-ith the Under
p:retary for Fine Arts.
Their pro: ts will be aired at that time. As
Cted, nothing will be done on the
free for about ten days.

>mplete Control of
Stanley for Warners

Earners has completed its deal for
per cent interest in the Stanley
:uit, through acquisition of the 25
I'
cent Co.interest
of the Stanley-Mark
[and
A controlling
interest in
circuit was obtained Sept. 12 of
year.

Equity Without Word
No word as to producers' reaction to Actor's Equity Association's
edict to its members, instructing them to appear only in talkers
which employ casts composed of Equity members, has been received
by the association, it was stated yesterday.
Headquarters in New York declines comment on the statement
of Cecil B. De Mille, declaring that any reply to Los Angeles statements or developments must come from President Frank Gillmore,
who is in Hollywood. The New York office will comment only
upon developments in the E^st, so that there is no "crossing of
wires," it was pointed out.

W. E. Patent Action vs. Pacent
Is Dismissed in Federal Court

Plan of action of producers
in meeting the situation caused
by
Equity's
to members
to work
onlyorder
in talkers
on an
Equity cussedshop
basis, yesterday
was disat a meeting
of all member companies at
the Hays office.
n'est

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los

Angeles — Producers
are mobilizing their forces
preparing
to
withstand
Actor's
Equity
Association's(Continued
offensive in the
on talker
Page 8)field. De-

FRENCH DELEGATION HERE
TO STUDY SOUND PICTURES

A motion to dismiss the infringement suit brought by Western Electric Co. Inc., Electrical Research
Products, Inc. and the American
Telephone and Telegraph Co. against
I'acent Reproducer Corp. and Pacent
Electric Co. Inc. was granted the deClose study of sound and producfendants yesterday by Judge William
tion methods is the purpose of a
Bondy in the U. S. Court for the
London (By Cable)— J. D. Wil- Southern
District
of
New
York.
lengthy
visit to New York by an imliams of World Wide Pictures and
portant group of French producers.
"The bill
does not
disclose,"
read The delegation
Bruce Johnson, erstwhile represen{Continued
on Page
8)
will remain for two
tative here for First National, are atmonths and perhaps longer, will
tempting to promote a $5,000,000 insend part of its group to Hollywood
ternational talking picture company. Quebec Showmen Hard
and will make a feature in French
The main idea is that when the Eng(Continued on Page 6)
lish service is completed, players and Hit by 'Kid' and Blue Bans
Montreal — Exhibitors of this provdirectors from each European counince will sufTer plenty from the two
try can take over the sets and a pic- adverse decisions rendered by the
ture in their own language.
Court of Appeals, upholding the ban
from picture shows of children under 16, and the Sunday closing law.
Joe Brandt Sailing to
There had been scores of prosecuCement Producing Deals
tions in various cities of Quebec for Uest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
(.Continued on Page 6)
Joe Brandt, president of Columbia
Los Angeles — Frank Gillmore declared last night there are 2800
Pictures who returned about tw-o
weeks ago from Europe, sails again Paramount Held Liable
Equity members working in pictures here and that they must make
tonight on the Olympic in connecin Boston Film Explosion up their minds whether they will retion with further development of sevmain in the association or cast their
Boston — Paramount is held liable
eral producing arrangements made
on his first trip.
for the explosion of film in a Boston lot with ((Continued
producers.on "There
be
Page 8) can
Formation of the Columbia Talk- subway car four years ago, which
(Continucd on Page 6)
caused injuries to a number of persons, in a decision handed down by
200 Join Equity

TALKER fIRH ABROAD

2800 EOUITY¥mBERS
IN LA. FILMS;" MORE

(Continued
on Page 2)
\ooden & Schultz Taking
Over Pat Casey Agency Jack Barry's Condition
Serious After Relapse Talkers Declared Driving
'at Casey Agency, New York,
Airdomes Out of Business
^le 15 will be turned over to George
Atlanta — SufTering a relapse due

Wooden and John A. Schultz, tc
>perated by them as the Wooden
chultz Agency. The agency will
k vaudeville exclusively for RaKeith-Orpheum.

Meetings in N. Y. and on
Coast Held to Map
Line of Action

to heart complications, Jack Barry,
head of the Publix Managers' School,
is in a serious condition at St. Joseph's(Continued
Infirmary here,
where
on Page
6) he un-

St. Louis — Growing
popularity of
sound
picture
entertaiimient
has
brought another revolutionary change
in the amusement
program
of this
(Continued on Page 6)

nest Coast Bur.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Two hundred
members including four directors have already joined the
Equity
since players
the mandate.
SeveralAss'n
Ex^uity
have
refused to join casts not
wholly composed of members.
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Paramount Held Liable
on Film Explosion
in Bost
(Continued from Page 1)

the Supreme Court here. Damage
suits aggregating $300,000 have been
filed against Paramount, the Boston
elevated and John F. Bowditch, brush
manufacturer, whose employee was
transporting the discarded films.

Levy, R-K-0 Film Buyer,
on First Inspection Trip
Jules Levy, general manager of
the newly organized Radio-KeithOrpheum Film Booking Corp., in
charge of the booking of pictures and
film accessories for the RKO circuit, left New York Thursday, for
an extensive tour of observation and
is
inspection. Levy's first objective
Los Angeles and Hollywood where
he will familiarize himself thoroughly with the production program and
elaborate schedule of Radio Pictures
and other companies.
After his visit and on his return
trip from Hollywood, Levy will make
a survey of the Orpheum theaters of
the Radio-Keith-Orpheum chain from
San Francisco to Chicago. He expects to be back in New York about
July I.
Oakford Out
Edward Oakford, long in the film
booking department of R-K-O, has
resigned.
No Change at General
There has been no change in executive personnel of General Talking
Pictures, the company states. Irving Lesser continues as sales manager and Jesse Goldburg as advisor
to President Max Schlesinger.

Lloyd George, British statesman,
who holds the balance of power in
England's Parliament; King Michael,
Rumania's boy monarch and the
Prince of Wales, comprise the trio
of world personalities featured in the
current issue of Fox Movietone
'so
News.
o
June
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Carewe and Johnston Arriving
Edwin Carewe, United Artists producer, arrives in New York today,
accompanied by his publicity director, John Leroy Johnston, to confer
with Joseph M. Schenck regarding
purchase of stories and future production activity. They will be in
New York about ten days reviewing
plays. En route, they stopped off at
New Orleans with Harry D. Wilson,
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who is handling premiers of "Evangeline" June 14 at the Saenger.
Rename
Waupun
House
Waupun, Wis. — The Waupun
been renamed the Classic.
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WHAT WAS IT THAT
THOMAS A. EDISON
DID BY ACCIDENT THAT
WE DID ON PURPOSE?
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THOMAS A. EDISON
DID IT BY ACCIDENT
WE DID IT ON PURPOSE!

Moran and Mack to N. Y.
Moran and Mack, Paramount com
edians, are en route to New
York
on their first "between-scenes vaca-

Young Lady — Many years experience
practically every branch of motion picture industry. Capable taking charge
of office or department. Excellent references.
Box
A-130
care Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C

is "The Wishbone" (temporary title), by Barnett M. Warren.

k s
e ust
Boory*
TheDatInd

Must congratulate your company for putting
out finest talking trailers we have ever seen.
Just signed contract for year's service in
our theatres. If your trailers can't sell shows,
nothing
wiU.
W.
J. CARTER
Sante
Fe and Jewel
Theatres
Denver,
Colorado.

If

Thomas A. Edison made a
sound picture and — the
records got mixed*
We have made a sound
picture (and WHAT a
picture!) but we did our
own mixing 'The result
HITS THE WORLD IN THE
WAISTLINE!

V

(More Tomorrow;)

i

ic

THE
BOOK
OF THE MONTH
I The time has come when wise showmen, with an eye to future buying, are
jhecking up their box office receipts from last August to the present time.
I Figures don't lie. The companies that made big promises last summer, and
brgot 'em, stand revealed. The companies that gave you two or three hits
ind a cup of coffee the remaining weeks, are exposed. ^ PARAMOUNT

wel-

comes the test! Cold box office figures are the most convincing proof of
^ARAMOUNT'S

leadership of the talking picture business. Q Starting with

lig receipts on '"'"Warming Up" and "Interference." Right through "Wolf

i»f Wall Street," "The Wild Party," "Close Harmony" and a score of other
2eek- after- week PARAMOUNT

dough- getters. ^Including talking shorts.

which PARAMOUNT'S

entrance into the field changed from headaches to

money-makers. flThe 1928-9 figures on your books are the tip-off for the
future: BUY PARAMOUNT!

The one company guaranteeing a steady flow

of Big Ones!
IF YOU'RE PLAYING PARAMOUNT,, YOU DON'T HAVE
TO CLOSE THE ROOK FOR 1928-29. THESE GREAT
TALKING HITS COME TO YOU REFORE AUGUST 1st:

PARAMOUNT
THE MERGER

OF QUALITYaivd

Qr ANTITY

-

^

^

THE
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Out of Toivn Week
Houston, Tex. — "Out of
Town Week" is being observed
at local playhouses here, in an
effort to determine just how
many out-of-town theater patrons are attracted to local
houses. "The Chronicle" is
cooperating, and offering a
page of publicity to the town
from which the largest number of theater-goers respond
in proportion to population.

16 Houses of Swedish
Combine Being Wired
Washington

bureau

of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — ■ Svenka, Scandinavia's film and theater combine, plans
to wire 16 theaters in Sweden for
sound production, the American
Trade Commission George R. Canty,
at Paris has informed the M. P.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
Text of the statement
follows:
"Four of the principal houses of
the Svenska in Stockholm, Gotlienborg and Malmo are to be wired
within' the next few weeks and 12
more houses will be wired by autumn. No sound system has been
as yet decided upon and it is stated
that either an American or German
device might be used.
"The Svenska plan to produce this
year eight full length features, one
of which is to be made with synchronized ."ioimd and dialogue. It
is expected that British producers
will cooperate _ in this production.
The Svenska is distributing for a
number of American firms, besides
British International
Pictures."
Feldman Returns to London
B. Feldman of the Enplish music
publishing company, B. Feldman &
Co. now is back in London after a
trip to New York where he discussed plans for widespread expansion, growing out of the recent Warner-Witmark affiliation. The company has represented Witmark in
England for a number of years.
Sunday Shows at Duquoin
Duquoin. 111. — Picture theaters
here are presenting Sundav shows
for the first time in the historv of
the community. Attendance indicates the populace is against any
"blue" law restrictions. Recently the
city council rescinded the city ordinance passed many years ago barring all forms of amusement on Sundavs.
Paramount Sound Pictures in Japan
Paramount exhibited the first sound
pictures to be presented in Japan last
week at its first run houses in Tokyo,
the Hogaku-Za and Shochiku-Zax according to cable advices received by
E. E. Shauer, general manager of
the Paramount foreign department.
N. O. Runs Extended
New Orleans — "The Desert Song"
is now in its second week at Saenger's Liberty, where it was moved
after a run at the new Saenger. "The
i Broadway Melody" is plaving in its
I fourth week at Saenger's Tudor.

Hollywood

Short Shots from
New York Studios

\Bj ARTHUR
W. EDDil
Cast for Pickford, Fairbanks
Film
In addition to .\iar\ I'iiklord and IJIM^XIILK Beth Brown may be
Douglas Fairbanks, wlu) will play
the first author to make a perthe leading roles in "The Taming of
sona! appearance along with her picthe Shrew," under direction of Sam
ture— and dance at the same time.
laxlor, the following plavers have
been assigned parts: Edwin Maxwell, She expects to do this when ".ApDorothy Jordan, GeofTrev Wardwcll,
plause," which Paramount soon puts
Joseph Cawthorne and Clyde Cook. into sound production, eventually
plays the Paramount theater. Miss
Brown is now writing another novel
Colman's Next "Condemned"
which
Liveright will bring out next
Ronald Colnian will follow "lUilI- fall.
dog Drummond." his first all-talking
I)icture, with "Condemned," talker
Thomas-Whcclrr Prod, in fiUiuy iii
picturization of Blair Niles's book,
upare
time, bctireen making pic"Condemned to Devil's Island." Sidtures in aasocintion with exhibitors,
ney Howard is author of the screen
play. Howard also wrote the dia- by doing an industrial of two. C. C.
Thomas, director-producer of the
logue for "Bulldog Drummond."
organization, was formerly with
Harold Lloyd, Mack Sennett and
Moreno,
Revier in "Light Fingers" Fred Neivmeycr. Robert L. WheelAntonio Moreno and Dorothy Reer, treasurer of the firm, is receivvier have been cast for the leading
ing his baptism in the picture busiroles in the Columbia talker "Light ness.
Fingers" which is being directed by
Joseph Hanabery. John Francis
.\1 Woods will produce "Romance,
Natteford wrote the screen adaptation.
Inc.," play dealing with Hollywood
and written by H. H. Van Loan in
collaboration with Crane Wilbur. ReWrites
for "Pleasure
Crazed"to
hearsals start within a few weeks.
Clare Song
Kummer,
under contract
"Romance,
Inc." was tried out at
Fox to write talkers, has written the
the Coast recently and successfulwords and music for "I Only Knew
ly so.
It Was You" which will be sung in
the Fox production "Pleasure
Three of the Columbia shorts at
Crazed" adapted from the stage play
the Embassy, on the bill with "Fathby Monckton
Hoflfe.
er and So7i," were directed by Basil
S7nith, who is doing all the megaDoris Eaton in "Street Girl"
for that firm at the Victor
Doris Eaton, has been signed by studio hiphoningCamden.
The Smith subRadio for a specialty song and dance
jects are done ivith Jack Wilson,
number in "Street Girl" featuring Jules Bledsoe and "Memories," with
Betty Compson under direction of Lambert Murphy and Lucy Marsh.
Wesley Ruggles.
Using Theater As Church
Hackett and Marsh in Moore Film
Ottawa — P. J. Nolan, owner of th<
Raymond Hackett and Frederick Avalon and other local houses and
Marsh have been assigned to male prominent in Catholic Church activileads in Colleen Moore's latest First
ties, is granting the St. Giles Presbyterian Church use of his house fol
National - Vitaphone production,
"Footlights and Fools" to be di- services until its new edifice is ready
rected by William A. Seiter.
Byers At N. C. Princess
West Ashvillc, N. C. — William
"U"
for
3
in
kraut
Schild
Schildkraut is to he starred Byers, formerly in charge of the
Joseph
in three nictures for Universal next Palace has been transferred to th«
season. Thev are: "The Mississippi Princess. Thomas Stcllings now il
Gambler," "The Man About Town" at the Palace.
and "The Bachelor Husband."
Sampson Resigns
Lane for Chevalier Film
Chicago — Jack Sampson, general
Lupino Lane has been sicned_ bv manager of Parthay theaters, operating the Palace, Cicero; Parthenon.
Paramount for Maurice Chevalier's
next talker for the rompanv. "Love Berwyn; La Grange, La Grange; a!/
Parade" which will be directed bv in Illinois, has resigned.
Ernst Lubitsch. Jeannette MnrDonald will plav opposite the French
Enlarging Ontario House
star.
Ottawa, Ontario — Premier Theaters, Ltd., lessee of the Rideau al
Smith Falls, is remodeling the house
"Rio Rita"
Dorothy Lee For been
:^AArr\ tr. increasing its capacity to 900.
Dorothv Lee ha<:
the cast of Radio's
"Rin
Rita"
which
now includes Bebe Daniels. John
McKivitt at Racine
Boles. Bert Wheeler, and Robert
.
Racine,
Wis. — Owen McKivitt has
Woolsev
taken over management of tiie Venetian and Rialto here. R. G. Wood,
whom McKivitt succeeds, has been
Time"
"Big
in
Cast
Tracy
Lee
Lee Trarv. first for Fox will be in
sent to a Universal theater in She"Bie Time" all-talker from a story
bv Wallace Smith.
boygan.
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DAILY
, Kansas City Looks For
Operator Strike in Fall
Kansas City — Court action is expected to be resorted to in an effort
to clarify the row between local exhibitors and operators over workiiiR
conditions in sound houses. Exhibitors are resisting demand for an extra operator and increased wage scale
in wired houses, claiming that terms
demanded are a breach of contracts
made last September. The operators' union is raising a defense fund
for the strike expected to be called
in September, when contracts are up
for renewal.

FRENCH DELEGAIN HERE TALKING TOPICS OF DAY
TO STUDY SOUND PICTURES AnRACTS STAGE PLAYERS
(Continued from

Page

1)

at the RCA-Photophone's
Gramercy
studio.
Jacques and Theophile Pathe, sons
of Charles Pathe who founded the
companies in France and America
bearing his name are representing
Pathe Natan. Emile Natan, another
member, is supervisor of production
for the same company. Marco de

Gastyne, who directed "Joan of Arc"
for Natan Aubert; Commandant Leprieur, chief engineer of Cineromans
Kansas City— Regarded as a warn- which is controlled by Joan Sapene;
ing to local exhibitors backing the Brullin, representing the Pathe photheater in its fight against the operanograph and broadcasting interests;
tors' union, the Neptune, suburban Conrart, of the Pathe Cinema labohouse, was bombed early Tuesday.
ratories and Agnel, cameraman, comprise the rest of the delegation.
Choura Milena, French star, arrived from Paris this week and Simone Genevoix, who starred in
"Joan of Arc," is expected shortly
to appear in the picture to be made
via the Photophone
system.

Joe Brandt Sailing to
Cement Producing Deals
(Continued
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Not only are Broadway stage stars
By PHIL M. DALY
and prominent players being attracted to the feature talking picture field
but talking shorts hold considerable M-G-M is running an ad showing
a photo of a blindfold test on
lure for actors and actresses of prominence and Broadway standing, states Talkies versus Squeakies. If theater
the Van Buren Corp., New York, owners will now furnish ear plugs
pointing to the stage players appear- along with the blindfolds, the picture
ing in the new novelty reel "Talking fans can again be peaceful and contented attending their favorite conTopics
of list
the of
Day."
In last
players directed by fusement.
*
*
*
Charles McDonald for a few forthWill Radio Pictures add the Singcoming releases of this reel are Lawer Midgets to their Pageant of the
rence G. O'Brien, last seen on
Broadway in "Nightstick"; Jess Sid- Titans ?— Hortense.
if
*
if
ney, of Arthur Hopkins' "MachinNo, Hortense, but they have signal"; Isobel Vernon and Frank Anded up a bunch of Scotch bagpipers
rews of "Pickwick"; Fary Hunt, Edward J. LeSaint, Ruth Hunter, Ru- who are tmtural tight hands.
*
*
*
pert LaBelle, Eddie O'Connor,
George
Neville
and
Little
Eddie
Wragge.
First National's publicity department is all excited about a tieup on
The study and knowledge of mass "Twin Beds."
We ask you is there
reaction to jokes and gags is the key- anything new *about
* that?
*
note upon which director Charles
Free
Smoker
McDonald produces the "Talking
Topics of the Day." Several direcThe publisher of this yarn scintiltors were "tried out" in this new
lating*, sheet specializing in screen
work all failing to inject into the pro- scoops helped himself to one of our
ductions "that necessary something" Chesterfields as he passed our desk,
that only those experienced in joke- and sez "Thanks, Phil," in his usual
smithing can contribute. It fell to
Jimmie Cunningham, abthe lot of Mr. McDonald who is vice polite way.
sorbed in his Year Book records
president and general manager of
(free ad for Film Daily) at the neighboring desk, looked up to observe:
the Van Buren Corporation to "take
"Because you're Phil
hold" the direction of the reel, himself. Having been associated with
M. Daly doesn't make

ing Pictures Corp. of Great Britain,
Ltd., is expected to result from negotiations between Columbia and
British interests.
The British company will be financed by London bankers and will
be controlled by Columbia Pictures
through ownership of 4,000,000 of the
total 6,000,000 ordinary one shilling
shares to be issued. The British
company will also have 2,000,000 "Silent Topics of the Day" for the
shares of 7 per cent participating past ten years McDonald "knew what
preference
stock of 5 shillings par.
they wanted."

Quebec Exhibitors are Hard
Hit by ''Kid'' and Sunday Ban
(Continued

alleged infraction of the law prohibiting the admission of children to
film houses, and the legal machinery
had been entangled for some months
because the accused were able to secure injunctions which halted proceedings. Test cases were finally arranged with the result that the Court
of Appeals has decided against the
exhibitors.
In the lower court the exhibitors
of Montreal had gained a victory
through the decision of the Superior
Court judge that a picture show did
not constitute a "theatrical performance" as outlined by the Lord's Day
Act and that, therefore, picture theaters could operate
on Sundays
as

from

Page

1)

they had done for many years. The
Court
of Appeals
has upheld
the
Lord's Day Act and all theaters must
now close on Sunday.
The decisions are a distinct blow
to the exhibitors of Quebec cities
and towns who had secured considerable business on Sundays and from
children. With juveniles barred, the
family trade is lost because many
parents will not go to a theater and
leave children at home alone. Arrangements have been made for a
further appeal in behalf of the exhibitors but, in the meantime, the
laws must be observed. Test r^ces
may even be carried to the Privy
Council in London.

you
phil-an-thropic."
stand
his Scotch
traOh, onwell,
musn't
ditions one
when dealing
with the boss.
*
*
♦
The opening chapter had us lampiyig "Mysterious Mame" on upper
Broadway. Nothing has happened
so far, so you haven't missed anything. In fact, if
read
this installment
of you
thisdon't
seething,
scorching story, you won't miss anything either. But the last words m
yesterday's installment were : "Money— money.
Where can
some?"
(Ha!
We thought
thatI get
would
get
you.)

*

*

*

Chapter II
The mysterious gal stood there in
front of the Globe theater, staring up
at the "Show

Boat"

sign. There

were
her eyes.
figure tears
out in
whether
she We
was couldn't
crying
because she had no money to go in,

or because she had just been in. Women are like that. They insist on
laughing when they should cry, and
vice versa. Suddenly we remembered that a moment before she and
ourself were standing in front of the
Riverside theater at Broadway and
96th St. And here we now were at
(Continued from Page 1)
47th St. Oh, well, such things hapderwent an operation for appendicitis.
movies, so why not in real
While a slight improvement was life?pen inWe
dismissed the trifle, and
noted yesterday by his surgeon, his approached her softly by way of
condition still is very grave. Two Ninth Ave. and 48th St. Suddenly
double shifts of nurses, working in what do you think happened?
pairs, and two physicians, one a
is a knockmentsafely,
(Theout. next
We can install
say that
for it
heart specialist, are in attendance.
hasn't
been written yet.)

Talkers Declared Driving
Barry's Condition
Airdomes Out of Business Jack Serious
After Relapse
(Continued from Page 1)
country — namely the elimination of
the open air summer theater or
what are better known as airdomes
and skydomes. In St. Louis, this
typically Mound City institution has
been practically thrown into the discard. They have been driven out of
business by the talking pictures.
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Academy Neutral in Equity Shop Move
ACADEMY ADOPTS HANDS
Off ON EQUITY EDICT
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles— Hands off policy in
the situation which has arisen from
edict of Actors' Equity Ass'n, which
prohibits members to appear in talkers in which non-members are employed, has been adopted by the
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.
The Academy governing board has
formulated no opinion regarding the
situation and no meeting to consider
it is contemplated, states Secretary
Frank Woods.
The problem, he says, seems to be
one "for actors and producers to settle between themselves. The standard contract which has been in operation for 18 months was negotiated
and twice amended by the actors' and
producers' branches of the Academy
as a big step in the interest of harmony and justice within production
in the industry and as a necessary
preliminary to the Academy's
purposes, he added.

larger

2800 EQUITY NENDERS
INLAJILMS-GILLMORE

AcademyIfcst Contract
Not
Recognized
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Standard free lance contract drafted and adopted
by the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences is not recognized by
Actor's Equity Association, and so will be ignored in the drive to
establish Equity shop in the studios.
Equity feels that the Academy is a "company union," and so is
not in position to negative contracts of working conditions for the
actor.

Producers Planning to Fight
Equity Offense on Talkers
Co-operation Pledged by
Powers for Equity Shop
"Hearty co-operation" in move of
Actors' Equity Ass'n, for the Equity
shop in talkers is pledged by P. A.
Powers, head of Powers Cinephone,
in a letter to Frank Gillmore, Equity
president. This indicates that the
Powers studios at Long Island City,
Los Angeles studios, soon to be in
operation, will adopt Equity shop.
"Conditions in connection with the
production of pictures," says Powers,
"have been such that the producer
has not been capable of correcting
them. These conditions have existed against the wishes of the producer and every producer interested
in proper organization should be
anxious to cooperate with the Actors'

(Continued from Page 1)

cree of the actor's organization that
effective June 5, Equity shop must
be provided for in all talker contracts signed by its members, is not
going to be accepted meekly by producers, who are determined to "go
to
bat" in a test of strength against
Equity.

from Page

1)

Actors' Equity Ass'n is not seeking
to establish the eight hour day in
studios in its edict on Equity Shop
for talkers. The organization specifies a 48-hour week, which may be
split-up by the producer as he sees
fit. The organization does believe,
that the actor is entitled to extra pay
for more than 48 hours work a week,
and specifies that such extra work
must be paid for, on a straight-time
basis.

W.E. PATENT ACTION VS.
PACENT IS DISMISSED
(Continued

from

Page

1)

the memorandum decision of the
court, "that either of the plaintiffs,
Western Electric Co. Inc. or Electrical Research Products Inc. has any
interest in the patents in suit other
than as non-exclusive licensees of
the plaintiff American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. It does not disclose
that either of these plaintiffs has any
right to exclude others from making, using or bending the patented
inventions, and therefore, it does not
allege the infringement of any rights
vested in them. They, therefore, are
not proper parties plaintiff in a suit
based on the infringement of the pat-

This is emphasized in a statement
made public by Cecil B. De Mille,
president of the Association of M.
P. Producers, following a five-hour
session of 27 producers and their
representatives, which ended at 2 A.
M. yesterday.
"We will continue to engage artists for our productions, only under
the fair and just form of contract
formulated by representatives of the
producers and motion picture artists,"
De Mille said in a statement issued,
"we cannot be restricted as to the
sources of our talent."
Many non-members of the Hays
association attended the meeting, inThe action was filed in New York
dicating a general refusal of Coast on April 1, naming A. T. and T. as
producers to accept the Equity shop patent holder for the entire group
dictum.
of eight patents which Pacent was
Producers intend to continue operation under the standard free lance alleged to have infringed. An injunction and accounting of profits
contract put into effect 18 months
and
damages were sought.
ents."
ago . This agreement was drafted
and adopted by the Academy of M.
Independent Pictures Buys Silents
P. Arts and Sciences.
Cleveland — Independent Pictures
has
purchased for Ohio and Kenwill play them at the proper time."
Gillmore believes that with presdistribution
sure increasing on producers, Equity feature tucky
starring
Emil"Fortune's
Jannings. Fool,"
made
will win and is prepared and expects by New Era of England; cit; t Tom
a long struggle.
Tyler westerns; eight Bob Custer
westerns; "Q Ships," feature, an 1
"The Somme," war feature. All of
Have Narrow Escape in Mishap
Charlotte, N. C— E. F. Dardine, these are silent, and all except "Fortune's Fool" will be released in .September. The Emil Jannings picture
head of World Wide's Charlotte office, and J. A. Reynolds, of Educa- will be released immediately.
tional, had a narrow escape from
serious injury in an automobile acciBromberg Branch for Birmingham
dent near Newberry, S. C. Both esAtlanta — Establishment of a branch
caped with minor bruises and shake- exchange in Birmingham now is
ups, however, Dardine's car was dam- planned by Arthur C. Bromberg Ataged considerably.
tractions. Marshall Young, who, for
three years has been connected with
Brownwood, Tex. — Dent Theaters the Atlanta office of the Bromberg
organization, wiir be in charge as
are reported negotiating with C. E. manager.
inlocal
his
of
control
for
Boyet
terests.

Hearty co-operation of the proEquity."
ducer with Actors' Equity will standardize the time of production and
no Straddling," said Gillmore. "If "eliminate necessity of overworking
they ever want to return to the le- both the artist and technical emgitimate stage they nmst remain with
ployee unnecessarily," Powers says.
Equity for our association is 100 per
cent perfected in the theater. If they Such co-operation, he declares "will
the necessity of preparaally producers eventually they will emphasize
tion on the part of the director and
be out of work for when we are
through with this thing Equity will will mean a day's work can be done
without the necessity of working the
have won its battle."
In reply to producers, Gillmore people 24 hours to do it."
stated, "there are, however, several learn to appreciate co-operation of
farseeing members in the organiza- Equity once we get together it will
tion but for the moment their tem- then be our pleasure to work with
?erate council has unfortunately them for prosperity of motion pictures same as we have done for the
ailed, but time is on our side and
in the end second thought will pre- legitimate stage.'
vail.
"As a proof of the regard in which
our old opponents, the legitimate
"In 1919 the legitimate managers managers, hold us at the moment, I
said very much what the motion picture producers are saying today, that quote in part a telegram just receivthey would continue to issue their
ed from William A. Brady 'I congratulate you upon your motion pic'fair and just contracts,' but it is
not so much the terms of a contract
ture move. Regards good luck.'
which matter, it is its enforcement.
"The morale of our members is excellent. They one and all express
I regret to inform producers that I
have on record scores of instances a feeling of happiness that time has
where actors have pointed out their come when the motion picture actor can prove to the world as did his
rights under prevailing contracts and
have always received the 'well, what legitimate brother ten years ago the
are you going to do about it' reply. falsity of old saying 'actors will not
Without an association behind the
stick together.' The motion picture
actor there was really nothing to do actor is just as loyal as his brother
about it. Motion picture producers of speaking stage and there is not
The Palace here was badly damare organized, offend one and you the slightest fear that he will ever play
aged by heavy winds, but no one
may offend all. I can assure pro- false to his class. We believe that was injured and damage will be reducers, said Gillmore, 'that they will trump cards are in our hands and we paired.
(Continued

EQUITY NOT SEEKING TO
ESTABLISH HOUR DAY
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San Francisco — Golden States circuit has taken over the Amazon, former Ackerman & Harris house.
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featurin
background ... a real bet," continues Mr. Lane. It's hot, boys
—RED HOT! With all the favorite "Collegians" players —
George Lewis, Dorothy Gulliver,
Eddie Phillips, Hayden Stevenson, Churchill Ross, Sumner
Getchel. Story by Len Fields.
Directed by Nat Ross. Two negatives: one with dialog; one
silent.
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VV'ashingtoii — Expressiu)? his belief
that "ui)on a little reflection France
will see tiie unwisdom — perhaps
danger — of her "four to one" plan
to encourage her motion picture industry, Sen. Shortridge (Cal.), Friday introduced a resolution calling
upon the State Dept. to transmit to
the Senate its protest against the IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM
DAILY
proposed quota, as well as copies of
Hollywood — Richard Dix, Bebe
all correspondence on the subject.
Daniels,
The resolution was laid on the table que
and Rudy
Betty X'allee,
CompsonRodareLaRocto be
(C(mlinued on Page
10)
starred on the RKO program,
which calls for 30 pictures. for 192930. Dix will contribute three pictures, while Miss Daniels will be
starred in three, in addition to her

Dix, Daniels, Vallee, La Rocque,
Compson for RKO Program
P-F'L Closing Denied
licst r.'d.-f Bur.

ANOTHKlUlfflGfllNST
PACENTPUINNEDBYW.E.

appearance in "Rio Rita." LaRocque will be starred in two, the first
of which will be "The Delightful
John E. Otterson, president of Rogue." directed by A. Leslie Pearce.
Electrical Research Products, Inc.
Dix's initial
picture
will be
(Continued
on Page
10) "I Love
stated Friday that a new bill of complaint, identical with the complaint
dismissed in the Federal Court for Franklin Completes Deal
the Southern District of New York
for Grauman's Chinese
on Thursday, would be filed against
Completing
arrangements for tluPacent Reproducer Corp. and Pacent
(Continued
on Page
10)
taking
over
of
Grauman's
Chinese,
Los Angeles, Harold
B. Franklin,
Fox West Coast Theaters president,
left for the Coast Friday. While in
New York he held a series of conferences on the deal with Joseph M.

$7,254,570 WARNER NET
rOR 6 MONTHS' PERIOD
Net profit of $7,254,570 is reported
by Warners for the six months ended March 2, including equity in the
profits of subsidiary and affiliated
companies, during the period but
prior to date of acquisition.
The corporation's
(Continued
on equity
Page
3) in earn-

United Artists to Hold
Year's First Sales Meet
Sales convention of United Artists
Iwill head
the at
year's
sales meetings and beoflfheld
the Astor,
New
York, June 11 and 12. Early this
I week, no convention had been schedluled, but Al Lichtman Friday states
|he is calling
to New
York10) the na(Continued on Page

[Goldwyn Signs Dudley
Digges for Colman Film
Dudley Digges. actor and director
lof the Theater Guild in New York,
land one of the founders of the Irish
(Continued

on

Page

3)

(Continued

on

Page

10)
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Hollywood— B. P. Schulberg
brands as ridiculous report that
Paramount's studio is closing,
because of the Actors' Equity
Ass'n mandate. He blames
Equity for circulation of the
report, and says he is confident that production will not
be affected by the Equity
move.

Pantages Now Admits
RKO Deal Near Closing
Hest

Coast

Bureau,

TUB

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — It's getting to be a
habit, this denying of Pantages deals.
Last week. Pantages denied that he
is disposing of any of his theaters,
denying that Publix was to take over
the new Pantages in Hollywood.
Now, he is out with the statement
(Continued

on

Page

10)

f

They're Off I
The race of the century is under way. The
MONDAY:
g
winnin horse is dubious at the minute, but the struggle
will be spirited and bitter. Radiating in all directions at
seems, are four aggressive theater acquisition campaigns.
it
once,
s are out after houses — plenty of them. Paramount,
Warner
The
through Publix, is shaking itself from its lethargy of long standing and moving forward with sotnething very akin to machinelike precision. From Fox almost anything might be expected.
Scouts are working throughout this broad land, and activity is
by no means confined to the United States. R-K-O, which is
sponsoring a march of its own Titans is busy on theater plans
and may be expected to augment its present extensive holdings
very considerably in the near future. Do not be surprised if this
is brought about by a merger or a consolidation with other important factors in the industry. . . .
The dark ages are still with us in Quebec. The court of
appeals, sitting in high and mighty judgment of its people, determines that the ban on minor attendance at picture theaters is
legal, and that the Sabbath may be spent in other ways, but
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Both Sides Confident of
Victory in Impasse
on Equity Shop
West

Coast

liunnu.

THL
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DAILY

Los Angeles — No walkout at Coast
studios is planned by Actor's Equity
Association, states President Frank
Gillmore, announcing that two actors
had refused to sign contracts on producers' texjns. This will continue,
he declares and "the pressure of
Equity meml)ers in refusing to sign
anything i)Ut Equity contracts will be
so great as to bring producers to
terms. We are at all times willing to
arbitrate, and if a third party or
hoard, after due arbitration, says our
contract ig too severe we are good
enoughtractsports
a new
agreeable toto accejit
the third
partyconor
board, to the producers and

i-'quity."

BOTH SIDESHd pat
West

Coast

Bureau.

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Both sides arc standing their ground in the situation
caused tion's
by mandate
Actor's
Equity
Associato its
members
that
they work only in talkers employing
all-Equity casts. Both sides are confident of the strength of their position, and state they are ready for a
finish fight.
Frank Gillmore. president of
the reply of proEquity, ducerssays
is whatthat
he expected and that
(Continued

on

Page

1")

Middle West Chain Is
Proposed at Omaha Meet
Omaha — Plans for establishment
of a Middle West circuit of 75 theaters were discussed at a recent meeting of exhibitors at the local Warner exchange. Jack Rosenthal. Omaha and Dubuque showman, is one of
the sponsors of the proposed chain.

Union Theaters Sews Up
Australia Broadcasting
Union
Theaters
will receive
an
edge in the keen competition existing
throughout Australia, through sewing
up Broadcasting
In
(Continued in
on Australia.
Page
3)
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2,000 British Houses
Seen Wired in 2 Years

June

Convention of Oklahoma exhibitor
unit at Oklahoma
City.

Opening
ofN. "Four
Feathers"
at
Criterion,
Y.
14 Premiere of "Evangeline," Saenger
theater,
New
Orleans.
15 Annual
M-G-M
sales convention
at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Paramount
western
division sales
Convention at St. Louis.
Kansas City.western
Universal
convention
at
17
17-18
19

Annual Fox sales meeting, N. Y.
Summer
convention
of
North
Carolina
exhibitors
unit,
Wrightsville, Beach, N. C.
Annual

First National
vention, N. Y.
Warner
sales

Annual
N. Y.
N. Y.
Opening

of

"Drag"

sales

con-

convention,
at

Central,

Annual
Educational
sales convention at Atlantic City.
21 Paramount
eastern division sales
convention at Atlantic City, N. J.
22 Universal
eastern
convention
at
Atlantic City.
23 Annual
RKO
sales convention
at
Chicago, 111.
25 Annual
sales
conventionTiffany-Stahl
at Detroit.

Pathe convention at Atlantic City
Two thousand of the 4,000 pictures June 27
theaters of the United Kingdom will
June
be equipped for sound within the June
next two years, in the opinion of E.
O. Heyl, vice president of RCAPhotophone, who has just returned June
forof
series
a
Atlantic City — Ed Cororan, forJoint production of
to New York from abroad. Great
eign shorts will be arranged for Colmerly with Paramount and Publix,
progress
in
recording
and
synchronumbia Pictures with the British subis sponsor of a film exposition on the
izing
is
being
made
by
the
His
Massidiary of Victor Talking Machine
Steel Pier here. Several carloads of
ter's Voice Gramophone Co., one of
Co., by President Joe Brandt, who
sets,
props and articles of apparel
Talker
Team
at
Palace,
N.
Y.
the RCA-Photophone licensees in
has left for London. The primary
used in a number of pictures feature
England,
he
says.
With
the
interMurray & Oakland, who appear in
purpose of his trip as previously
stated is to form Columbia Talking the first Mermaid talking comedy, changeability misunderstanding re- the show, to which admission is
moved, installations are proceeding charged, Producers co-operated in
Pictures Corp., of Great Britain.
"The Crazy Nut," are at the Palace,
rapidly. RCA-Photophone now has supplying material for the display.
New York, this week.'
a staf¥ of 69 people in London.
Dost Named
Assistant
M'gV
Clift on Continent
I
Cleveland — Harold Dost, who
Graham on Way to N. Y.
Ungerfeld at Racine, Wis.
London — Denison Clift has startstarted in at the Hippodrome as an
London — J. C. Graham, ParaRacine, Wis. — Robert Ungerfeld is
ed on a vacation trip through Nice
usher and was steadily advanced to
mount chief in London, is en route
head usher and then doorman, has to New York to study latest talker now manager of the Fox Midwesco and Venice in order to study suitable locations for a new talker which
been appointed assistant manager. developments. He is expected to be State here, having been transferred
William Watson is manager.
from
the
Gatew*ay
and
Orpheum
at
he
is
at present preparing in script ■(
away four or five weeks.
Kenosha.
form. Plans for immediate casting ;V
will be shortly announced.
Mahne Gets New Post
Consolidated
Dividends
Ingram Charlotte Columbia Head
Seattle — Carl Mahne has been
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,
Charlotte — R. V. Anderson, district
transferred from the Uptown to man- has declared regular quarterly divimanager for Columbia Pictures, has
dends of 50 cents each on common
agement of the Egyptian. Art Biappointed R. J. Ingram, formerly
shell replaces him at the Uptown.
and preferred, both payable July 1 manager for Columbia at Memphis,
The
by
to stock of record June 15. H. J.
when name
vou you
go togobuy
exchange. at the company's Charlotte
manager
New Theater for Montpelier, O.
Yates, president, states the company's
Montpclier, O. — A. E. Kaufman seven plants are operating at close
has let a contract for a new vaude- to capacity, with sales volume conBuys Chicago House
OOWNS
A^ND
UNIF'OR.IWfS
tinuing satisfactory.
ville and picture theater here.
Chicago
•— • Edward
Carroll
has
I 1437 BV/AV, N.Y.
TfU 5580 PENN.
taken over the New Albany.
ALSO Z5.000
COSTUMES TO °cmt

Series of Talking Shorts
Abroad, is Columbia Plan

William Raynor, veteran manager
of the New York Pathe branch, has
been named special short subject representative in the East, working out
of the home office. Robert S. Wolff
has been promoted from the sales
force to management of the New
York
branch.

Film Exposition on Steel
Pier Run at Atlantic City

BROOKS

COSTUMES

jAMErA.FlTZPATRICK'^

Let Us Solve Your Problems !
Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION
FitzPatrick Pictures
Incorporated
PENnsylvania 7521

Paramount Bldg.
1501 Broadway
N. Y. €,

PICTURE

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540

B'WAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040
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$7.2S4,S7() Warner
Net for 6 Months

IS the plan diacusacd VMtli cnusiderable .seriousness in New York by
several important interests some
months ago. Incidentally, and aside
(C i»i/inui-ii from I'aae I)
from this, the birds that flit in the
(cV«(i«iifJ /(vin i'di/e 1)
ings of recently acquired companies,
spring inform tli.it some changes of
included in these figures for the
Wide.
importance arc impending at World
period prior to date of acquisition
\ c>,
not in iiicUiii >1k)\s >.
Ihi? vl^i^.>n on the 22nd. i'lu- .^chidiile
(Aug. .31. 1928, to Jan. 1, 1929)
K ANN
next
switches
to
Chicago
where
RKO
amounted to $905,741. Since then.
year of Kracc. . . .
Fanchon and Marco revues alouR convenes on the 23ril. In neighW.irner Bros., Inc., has increased its
the West Coast and its hinterlands ijoring Detroit, TitTany-Stahl is set
holdings of the stock of Stanley Co.
soon will be routed into the Capitol, lor the 25th. while Pathe selects Atof .America from 86 per cent to over
lantic City as its convention city T)eNew York and then those in the
96 per cent and has made other acginning
the
27th.
It
looks
like
l)us\
(Continued
from
fage
1)
quisitions which should increase the
know declare. New Yorkers will see times ahead. . . .
Theater and Players in Dublin, has earning power of the corporation.
something. This, hy the way. is a
Many denials, many evasions not- been signed by Samuel Goldwyn for
The capitalization of Warner
slight development arising out of
withstanding. Actors' Equitv enters
comthe Fox control of the Loew
the lists to unionize the studios. If a role in Ronald Colman's talker, Bros. I'ictures on March 2. consistpanv. . . .
"Condemned," and to direct the diaed of 364.357 shares of preferred
you are looking for something to faslogue. He leaves for Hollywood next stock and 984.909 shares of common
Stirring Times
ten the move on, blame sound and
week. This is his first association stock. On March 2f) the company
Tues(kiy: L'uhlix emissaries are you will be right. For talkers have w'ith pictures.
issued rights to its common stockmaking a survey of the F. & R. chain precipitated the step. Producers will
holders and on Ai)ril 18 they made
in the northwest. What they report not take kindly to the idea. Just
an
offer
for the exchange of Wardem
influence
where ij: will end is anybody's guess,
will wield a weighty
ner stock for the common stock of
termining or not the acquisition of but one thing is certain: the summer
will be far from dull.
Stanley. At the present time, there
this circuit by raramount's growing
(.Ct'iilmiied from I'aye 1)
More guns for the major otlensive;
are outstanding approximately 360,child. You will remember, no doubt,
that not so long ago wc pointed out Warners acquire the Silverman the- association with Fullers, legitimate 000 shares of preferred stock and
stock.
aters-— 13 strong — in Ohio, Pennsyl- chain, and Alberts, music i»ublishers. 1,190,000 shares of common
that Paramount, through Publix, is
vania, and Maryland.
Union has obtained from the govcomplete conattempting to secure
ernment exclusive right to broadcast
trol of its allied theater chams. As
Ready to Sail
Darkens Mansfield House
in Australia, Millard Johnson, the
classithis
partners, F & R fall into
Thursday:
They
do
insist
at
Acchain's
New
York
representative,
was
Pub^[ansfield,
O. — I'^dward
Blair has
fication. They do say that, once
Fridav by cable.
closed his Lido thtater.
tors' Equity that plans are set for advised
lix is complete owner of all of its an offensive
against producers who
theater units, the possibilities of a
oppose
Equity
shop demands. Pledges
perdeal embracing other interests
of support from Coast members have
haps will not be so remote. ....
been secured, it is said; the time is
Afl of the bombshells emanating
ripe, the iron is hot. So Equity
arise
arily
necess
from Chicago do not
views the situation. The industry,
ten
about
In
re.
warfa
gang
from
rest assured, will have plenty to say
days the leaders of the Allied Sutes about that. . . .
Windy
the
in
meet
Association will
Exhibitors in the Southeast are
City to discuss the situation facing worried over the high cost of sound
see
to
and
tor
exhibi
the independent
pictures. Pete ^oadliull brings this
what might be done to bring sound
rentals down to a level which this message back to New York. In Oh'o.
the exhibitor organization will appeal
group considers reasonable. There is
talk here and there about interesting to distributors for reductions. F^lsethis lit- where protests are being voiced more
the Department of Justice in on
may freely and more loudly than ever betle matter. A definite decisi
fore. A serious situation. . . .
be looked for along about the end
Some more artillery for the big
of the current month. . . .
Even in Australia sound as a no- drive; F'ox West Coast Theaters secure the remaining 50 per cent intervelty is out of the running. On the
est in West Coast Junior Circuit.
island continent, as in America, qualnine theaters, but nevertheless
ity is telling the story with a signi- Only
nine more. . . .
ficance that is compelling. The public is patronizing good sound and
Fight!
junk already has been relegated to
Friday: It was two o'clock in the
the spot where it belongs, the scrap morning
before that meeting in
heap. ...
.
,
r 1 ,
f
The Warner boys in the field most Hollywood broke up, but when it
was over 27 producing companies
certainly did right by their general had agreed that demands for an
Month
Morris
manager. For Sam E.
51,578 playdates were rolled up. A Equity shop could not be countenanced and that mobilization of fo'rces
terrific total. Incidentally, this exleeded the business written for all to combat Equity was the proper
Months previously ob- step to take. Reducing it to simple
:hree Morris
served. . . .
language, it means fight. . . .

They're Off!

Goldwyn Sijjns Dudley
Digges for Colman Film

Union Theaters Sews Up
Australia Broadcasting

Thomas A. Edison made a

sound picture and * the
records got mixed*

The Firing Line

distrinational
Ten
Wednesday:
putors meet in annual sales convenArtists
United
iens this month.
M-G-M
11.
June
York
...eets in New
on
in Chicago
[oins the procession
day Parathe same
On
une 15.
lount holds its western meeting in
Across the state in KanA. Louis.
[as City, Universal will whoop it up.
starts its own
wo days later Fox
reworks in New York. On the 19th,
"irst National meets in one hotel and
New Y''ork hoin a second
three
City will house
Atlantic
il.arners

Jacktures Warner
picwill cease totalking:
exist in "Silent
18 months,
we intend producing talkers in all
important languages, because we are
convinced that the plan is practical."
Short, to the point, and very significant. ...
From

London by cable. Jim Williams of World Wide and Bruce

National's
Johnson,in formerly
general
the foreignFirst
market, jointly
may form a company to produce international talking pictures. This is
how it will work: A talker would be
made in England. Players and director from foreign language countries
gets under
Educational
meetings.
would then take over the sets, use
nt's
19th; onParamou
ay therecrewon the
the 21st; the same story but switch the diaconfabs
astern
logue to their native tongue.
This
niversal's east-of-the-Mississippi di-

We have made a sound
picture (and WHAT a
picture) but "we did our
oi¥n mixing * The result
HITS THE WORLD IN THE
WAISTLINE and its poignant heart note is in fine
contrast to its supreme
fun. It has superb dialogue, splendid music and
comedy that has rarely
been equalled.
(More Tomorrow)

PAILV

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
GROWING
FAST
THE
OF SYNFIELD
CHRONIZATION

SOUND
By CHARLES

TIPS
ON
EQUIPMENT
AND
VARIOUS
DEiVICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

F. HYNES

SOUND-ON-riLM DEVICE
FOR ROYAL AMPLITONE

GROSSES IN DES NOINES,
W. E. PRICES HELD
AySTRAUALOOIlSTOU.I(.
Des Moines— Grosses at the Paramount, formerly the Capitol and
s Class A house, have dropped
Publix'
are
tors
exhibi
lian
Sydney — Austra
all-sound program was inlooking forward to the arrival of since the troduced
some weeks ago. It is true,
British sound reproducing equipment. of course, that overhead has dropped
tus
appara
ic
Electr
rn
Weste
To date,
with the gross, but the fact remains
alone is in use in the Common- that, so far as it is possible to gauge
wealth's theaters. It sells at $20,000
it, the Des Moines public is still
to $25,000. British equipment will strong
for unit stage shows. The
why
cost $6,000. Here is the reason
to get acts in town now
place
onlv
eyes are turned toward London.
is the Orpheum, an RKO house
of
right
the
question
W. E. may
policy is one of tliree vauexhibitors to run the product of where the
deville twins and a picture.
standard American producers oyer
British reproducers, but if that point
Omaha— With Fanchon and Marco
is forced, government investigation units on its silage every week, the
is sure to follow — and the govern- World theater is giving the Parament doesn't look too favorable on
mount, formerly the Riviera, plenty
American film activities here, any- of competition. The latter is Pubhow.
lix's Class A theater here now operJ. C. Williamson, principal legitiating under an all-sound policy, theremate theater circuit, will wire about
by making the World the one house
six of his houses for special talking in town with a stage unit policy.
picture sessions, or for short stuff to
intersperse with vaudeville at the
Wiring Censors' Projection Room
Sydney and Melbourne Tivolis. It
Winnipeg — Cost has been the only
is expected that Hoyts will buy for thing which has delayed the instalWilliamson to avoid a three-cornered
lation of sound picture equipment in
fight for supplies between Hoyts, the headquarters of the Manitoba
Williamson and Union Theaters that censors, it has been announced. The
would put a lot of extra money in Manitoba Government has now practically decided to proceed with the
distributors' pockets.
installation in the censors' projecOrder Junior De Forest
tion room at a cost of $10,000. ManiJunior De Forest Phonofilm and
toba is the first Province in the Dominion to make arrangements for its
Phonodisc, for theaters of 750 seating capacity, or less, recently an- own equipment.
nounced by General Talking Pictures
Sound Films at Canadian Soo
Corp., has been ordered by the following theater companies:
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.— W. P. McReid, Yemm and Hayes for the Geachie has introduced talking pictures at the Algoma. For some time
Empire, Ziegler, 111., and Globe,
Christopher, 111.; Principal Theaters, McGeachie had faced considerable
for the Brawley, Brawley, Cal.; I. W. opposition through the fact two theaters, the Temple and the Colonial,
Rogers for the Barth, Carbondal'-.
111.; Mermaid Cinema Corp. for Mer- in Sault Ste. Marie, Mich,, across
maid, Coney Island; Culberson and the river, had been offering talkers
Scheidler, for Orpheum, Hartford and many patrons had been crossing
City, Ind.; Andrew Geitner, for Geit- the boundary to enjoy them. The
ner. Silver Creek, N. Y.; H. C. More- American theaters, in fact, had been
house, for Black Hills, Hot Springs, advertising in the newspaper at Sault
S. D.; Queen Amusement Co., for Ste. Marie, Ont., in order to attract
Queen, Denver; John Weisser, for Canadian patronage.
Edgemont, Philadelphia; and Star
Wiring Studebaker, Chicago
Theater Co., for Star, Walsenburg,
Cal.
Chicago — The Studebaker, playhouse, is being wired by Wester"
More De Forest Installations
Electric Sound Projector to exhibit
De Forest Phonofilm and Phono- talking and silent films as well as
disc reproducing device has been in- offering dramas, operatic and musstalled in the following theaters: Elical comedy productions. The sound
lis, Perrytown, Tex., Phonofilm; installation will be completed July
Capitl, Farrell, Pa., Phonodisc; 1. The Studebaker, located on MichLyric, Warren, R. I., Phonofilm; Vaigan Boulevard, was opened 30 years
riety, Cleveland, Phonofilm; Auditorium, Maiden, Alass., Phonodisc; ago.
Howard,
Philadelphia,
Phonodisc.
'Frisco
House
Wired
San Francisco — Samuel H. Levin
St. Joseph
House Wired
has installed Western Electric equipSt. Joseph, Mo.— Sound equipment ing. ment in the Metropolitan and Hardhas been installed at the Empress.
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Sound-on-film attachment now is
being offered for Royal Amplitone,
disc synchronizer, and three installations of the new reproducing equipment already have been completed
with a number of others scheduled,
according to Elmer Hollander, sales
manager. These are: Rialto, Lincoln, Neb.; Butterfield's Regent,
lona, Mich.; and the Rialto, Baltimore. Hollander, who recently returned to New York from an extended sales trip, leaves next week for
a swing through
the Middle West.

By GAYNE DEXTER
Editor, "Everyones"

Aligning Device for W.E.
Base Placed on Market
A

close-up

of the

BcsTonc, disc.sytichroniset

Chicago — The Chicago Cinema
Equipment Co. has just placed on
the market an aligning device for
the Universal base, made by Western Electric for sound equipment instal ations. Itconsists of two swivel
attachments, fitting under the front
and rear legs, the operating handle
located on the attachment setting
under the fro'nt legs.
|1
Adjustable stops are provided, so j
Omaha — Dad Largen, maker of
Blizzard Fans, has developed the that when moving the entire projecBesTone, disc synchronizer, which
tor by the handle, it is brought automatically to a positive position, so
is manufactured here by BesTone,
Inc., headed by Meyer H. Monsky. that the picture is centered on the
.\ number of installations already screen. By shifting the handle, in
have been made. Leading producers the opposite position ,the pictures
are serving talkers for reproduction will be centered automatically, due
to the positive stops.
via the instrument.

MANY INSTALLATIONS OF
BESTONEMADEBYMONSKY

Wonderphone House at Cleveland
Cleveland — The "Y" theater, operated by E. Kamin, has installed
Wonderphone sound equipment, manufactured locally by the Sound Film
Corp. The opening sound attraction
acts.
was "The Terror" and Vitaphone

Warner Talkers Offered
Countries •
Foreign
Ten Bros,
in
Warner
now
is presenting i

talkers in ten foreign countries, the |
company states, following opening of |
"The Singing Fool" in Berlin.
|
Manila House Goes Sound

Distributes De Coster Abroad
Wright DeCoster electro dynamic
speaker, power amplifier, baffles and
horn, manufactured by Wright De
Coster of St. Paul, will be distributed
in England and Continental Europe
by the Edward L. Klein Corp., New
York.

Washington — The new Lyric now ;
under construction at Manila, will be
equipped with sound apparatus before
July, according to report to the M.
of the Dept. of ComP. Section
merce. The house is operated by
the Lyric Film exchange.

Installing
Creatone
Lorain, O. — Mrs. George Zigiob is
installing Creatone, disc sound device
made in Waynesboro, Pa., in the
Dreamland theater. A. Saltzman, 218
Film Exchange Bldg., is distributor
of Creatone.

Wiring Moundsville
House
Moundsville, W. Va. — Arrange
ments have been made for installa^
tion of Western Electric sound equipment in the Strand, one of the three
theaters bought by T. L. Rogerson
from estate of the late M. A. Sybert.

Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

I

Wire Richmond
House
Horwitz Wiring House
Richmond, Va. — Pictures and muHorO.— M. B.Electric
Falls,
a
Cuyahog
g Western
sical revues have temporarily rewitz is installin
placed vaudeville at the National, on sound equipment in the Falls theater.
which RCA Photophone has been in- June 16 is date set for the first sound
stalled.

program.

I
'

t
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Delivers it
The M'lMtvsi Sottntl on Fiim
M0evif;e Ever Mitt Hi
PACENT

brings perfected Sound-on-Film Reproduction into the hands of the exhibitor. Every
exhibitor who buys Pacent equipment can now have
Sound-on-Film that is literally years ahead in quality.
Pacent promised the finest Sound-on-Film device
ever built. Pacent delivers it in the form of an attachment which sets new standards in simplicity, in operating efficiency, and in general performance.
Pacent contributes in the new Film Attachment
many noteworthy advances. Look carefully at the two
photographs in this advertisement. Read the descriptive text accompanying them. It is evident that the
Pacent Film Attachment has features and advantages
found in no other system for reproduction by the
Sound-on-Film method.

(Large Photo) Parent
Film Alia cftmcnt
mounlrd on Simplex
Projector. The ampli6er unit is separate,
an important feature.
(Smalt Photo) Closeup of Optical System.
Photo-electric cell, and
Exciting Lamp.

I 1K

The Pacent Film Attachment is unquestionably the simplest and most efficient device of its
type. There are very few moving parts. When
disc reproduction is used, the film is threaded
directly from the projector head, past the Soundon-Film sprockets not through them. Special
periscope feature gives quick check on focus and
operation of Sound-on-Film system.

Extreme simplicity, with fewer moving parts — the
finest filtering system ever devised — a special optical
and photo-electric cell system giving unequalled results— easy threading, eliminating necessity of threading through Sound-on-Film section when disc reproduction isused: These are but a few of the features
of the Pacent Film Attachment.
The price is unbelievably low — S500 per attachment. Two attachments required with each Pacent
Reproducer System.
Over 400 orders already in. These receive preference. If you have not placed your order, do so at once
to insure early delivery.

PACENT

REPRODUCER

Film Center Bldg.
hEPR

CORP.
New York

oDiici

Sales and Service Representatives in Principal Film Centers Throughout the Initetl States and Canada

I
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FEW IMPORTANT CHANGES
E

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^By

ARTHUR

W.

"First,
the theater may
cal characteristics.

have poor acousti-

"Second, the sound reproducing equipment
may be in-properly installed.
"Third, the sound reproducing equipment
may
l>c improperly
operated
or maintained.
"From the standpoint of the public, the
Rreatest improvement can be made with the
least effort by correcting these three deficiencies and it is hoped and expected that improvements will be made in these three directions in the very near future.''

No'w Delivering!
Soi

fill

and disc devices.

Traveltone Sales Corp.
729 Seventh Atc.

Tel. BRTant

2690

IN GREATER

NEW

YORK

STUDIOS

COLUMBIA WILL MAKE AT SAYS P-F-L PUTS FEATURE
LEAST 42 SHORTS IN EAST

BDDY^^

Although there has been a marked improvement in recording since AFTER a diligent search on the part
of Casting Director H. Emerson
Warners released the first talking
picture, very few important changes Yorke, Joan Peers and Fuller Held by Reuhave been made in recording equiphave nbeen selecteal
lish, Jr.,
Mamoulia
roles in
for princip
ben
ment, according to Porter H. Evans,
se,"
unt
will
Paramo
which
in
"Applau
Bros.'
Warner
r eofstudios. Rather, a feature Helen Morgan. Miss Peers
chief
Vitaphon
Eastern enginee
great deal has been learned with re- has appeared on the stage in "Mary
the Man" and "Crime." Mellish
gard to the operation of the equip- worked
in the stage productions of
limitaits
and
ties
ment, its possibili
tions.
"What Price Glory," "The Front
"The production of talking pic- Page" and "Present Arms."
tures is entering its first summer
season on the East Coast and we
Robert Webb, who has been aidmay expect some changes in our iyig his brother, Millard Webb, in
production processes as a result of
making "Glorifying the American
a sunmier temperature," Evans Girl" at Paramount, returns to the
states. "The heat thrown ofif by a Coast about June 20. Before combattery of electric lights consuming
ing East to help on this talker he
50 or 100 kilowatt power on a day worked on the special sound effecib
when the ambient temperature is 85
or 90 may bring the temperature on on "Alibi."
the set well over 100 which makes
Charming Alice Weaver has been
tiie conditions under which the art- counterfeiting
Ann Pennington for
ists must perform almost unbearable.
It is a question, therefore, whether the 1919 Follies sequence in "Gloriproduction can be carried through in
fying the American Girl." The other
the summer on the Eastern Coast day she changed her personality to
without equipping the sound stages Mary Eaton when Miss Eaton
couldn't be found during the final
with refrigeration.
"As to general improvements, however, shots on the New Amsterdam theater set.
greater .skill in the location of the pickup-

microphone and in the acoustic treatment of
the stage and sets, where the pictures are
photographed and recorded, has resulted in
a marked improvement in the product. The
distance at which a microphone may be located from the subject and still give sufficient detail in the speech or music recorded
has been materially increased by the judicious
placing of sound absorbing material on the
set. All these are contributions which the
recording personnel on the Vitaphone studio
staff have
been making
daily.
"In a review room where the best obtainable conditions for reproduction of sound are
maintained, it has been found difficult to
distinguish between the reproduction of the
artist's voice and the artist himself. To one
familiar with the results obtainable under
these circumstances, the effect gained in some
theaters is very distressing. For one reason
and another, more and more people are hearing the same picture in different theaters and
as a result the public is rapidly coming to
re.tlize that the theater can make a marked
contribution for better or worse reproduction
of sound. This may be due to any one of
three causes or to a combination of these
causes :

IN THE EAST
At least 42 talking shorts are planned for production in the East by
Columbia. Work is going on at the
Victor plant at Camden, N. J., with
Basil Smith, formerly with Pathe at
Sound Studios, directing.
Eleven shorts have been completed
in a series now in production. Afterwards 12 two-reelers will be made.
Next week's schedule calls for making of a short with Boyce Combs
and
another with Tony Sarge's
"Marionettes."

American Sound Studio Is
Now Swinging Into Action
With its recording device now
completely installed, American
Sound Recording Corp. is swinging
into activity. Synchronizing of a
series of talking shorts in color, produced by Photocolor with August
Vimnera directing, is now under way.
Three have been completed out of
a series of 50 planned.
Art Landy will make a series of at
least SIX shorts, using his band. Jack
Noble will direct. Production is also
soon to start on a picture for Norman Phillips, who will make a talker
of his vaudeville act.

"There Donaldson
Must Be Someone,"
Report "U" Plans Studio
Walter
wrote aswhich
the
A recurrent report has Universal
theme .song for "Glorifying the planning to erect a sound studio on
American Girl," has all the sound- West 45th St., between Eighth and
marks of a hit.
Ninth Aves. Paul Gulick. Universal
publicity
director, stated that he
Frank Tours, musical director at knows nothing
of any plans to this
effect.
the Paramount Long Island studio,
has been wearing full dress many an
afternoon while conducting the orchestra in the theater sequence of
Attending
Labor Convention
"Glorifying the American Girl," just
The
local
cameramen's
union will
completed.
be represented at the New York
State Federation of Labor convention
Dan Healy, playing a hoofer in scheduled for Syracuse June 20.
"Glorifying and
the incidentally
American Girl"
Paramount
makingat
Kane Starting Talker
his screen debut in this talking featRobert T. Kane expects to start
ture, knows his backstage atmosphere. He recently closed a principproduction on "On the Stairs" at
al part in "Good Boy," musical hit, Sound Studios June 10. Dialogue
and has appeared in various Zieg- for this Pathe talker has been writfeld shows and in night clubs.
ten by Charles Samuels, author of
"The Frantic Young Man," and
Margery Whittington, known as James Seymour.
the girl with the "million dollar legs,"
has been selected for the hard-boilThe theory that the advent of talked chorus girl role in "Applause,"
all-talking feature production that
ing pictures sounded the death knell
goes into production this month at of the extra received a sudden jolt
Paramount.
at Paramount during the making of
the American Girl."
Don Ryan, formerly columnist for "Glorifying
Frank Heath, assistant casting director, handled more than 2,000 extras.
"The Los Angeles Record," has joined Vitaphone writing staff. At the The largest crowd was used at the
Coast he titled numerous pictures. Grand Central Terminal one night
Ryan is the author of "Angel's when Director Millard Webb required 500 people.
Flight," a novel.

Paramount is carrying out a policy at its Eastern studio whereby it
invests its short subjects with the
characteristics of feature production,
points out Larry Kent, who has
charge of the department. Sets and
size of casts being used are frequently on a par with feature-length pictures, states Kent.
As an example of the increased
care in the production of shorts and
the added values he pointed to the
two short features made this week,
"Hold-up" and "The Melting Pot."
In the former, Tom Howard, stage
comedian last seen in "Rain or
Shine," was featured. Lon Hascall,
known for his work in the "Follies,"
"Artists and Models," "The Bettei
'Ole," and many other stage hits;
Charles Fang, who appeared with
Jeanne
Eagels in
Letter;"
Frank Allworth,
Ruth"The
Howard
and
Herbert Miller were in the cast.
This two-reel picture had four
changes of scene and was handled
by Joseph Santley, the director.
For "The Melting Pot" a cast of 23
singers and dancers were used and
there were si.x changes of scene
showing German, Spanish, Italian,
French, Russian and Irish settings.
In addition tofurnished
an orchestra,
Torre's
accordionists
the musical
background for this short which is
the first international short to be
made at the Paramount Long Island
studio. The singing was done in the
native language of the country represented. Santley also directed.
To Make Fashion Short
Thomas-Wheeler Prod, next makes
a fashion short, working in New
York. The company plans to resume its "local movie-making" tour
at Bridgeport in about two weeks
with C. C. Thomas as director-producer.
Making Newspaper Shorts
"The Familiar Face," first of a series of talking shorts dealing with
newspaper life, has been finished by
Bryan Foy for Warner Bros, at its
Flatbush plant. The stories are by
Russell Crouse, New York columnist.
Cast of "The Familiar Face" includes
Hugh O'Connell, Granville Bates,
WilHam Shulley, Lionel Chalmers,
Robert Bruckner, Al Reese, Ralph
Glover and Frank Rowan.

RELEASED

THIS WEEK

*^ Harmonics

**

Sound and talking short
ALDEN MOTION PKTURE CORP.
220West 42d Street
New York Citr
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Equity Move Stirs Coast Studios
Impending Struggle Between Producers and Actors' Ass'n. Chief Subject of Conversation with Many Wild
Reports in Circulation —Rayart Making Four Talkers — Other News and Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragraphs

MANY PLAYERS NOT YET
DECIDED ON COURSE

A Little

iVeaver, Robson Renew With P-F-L
John V. A. Weaver and William
•C. Robson, have renewed their conracts with Paramount. Weaver is
he author of "Love 'Em and Leave
Em," "Her Knight Comes Riding"
nd has written the dialogue for "The
Vild Party," and "River of Rolance," based on Tarkington's "Magolia." Robson is the author of
Youth Has Its Fling," which is
oon to go into production with Jean
lersholt, Phillips R. Holmes, Fay
\^ray
and
Kay direct.
Francis. \'ictor
ger will
chertziti
ong Writers Under Contract to F.N.
First with
National-X'itaphone,
in Sons,
assoation
M. Witmark and
usic publishers, have placed a num;r of song writers under contract to
rite theme songs for productions
»\v being made at Burbank. Among
ose now on the Coast are Al Bry1, George Meyer, Harry Akst, Ray
jrkins, Herman Ruby, Al Dubin,
rant Clarke and Joe Burke.

Lane Chandler, who attracted attention in "The Legion of the Condem,ned" for Paramount, has been
cast as Greta Garbo's brother in
"The Single Standard." Lane was
chosen from a list of players after
dickering
with
Paramount.

HARVEY GATES
WHter
WARNER BROTHERS

RAY HARRIS
PATHE
DIALOGUE STORIES

in "Conquistador"
has
been cast in the
"Conciuistador"
from
Katherine
Fullerton

SERIES OE FOUR TALKERS
IS STARTED BY RAYART

Berger To Make Operetta
Ludwig Berger will probably diFour pictures are included in the
rect "The Vagabond King," operetta,
"^HE face on the cutting room for Paramount
with Dennis King as scries of talkers to be made by Ray•*- floor" gag has been replaced by
art for the independent market. The
star.
the "voice on the cutting room floor."
first is "Handcuffed," a Trem Carr
Don't be surprised to hear some disproduction which has been started at
Harry Mestaire With T-S
appointed singer say, "my voice faw
Harry Mestaire has been signed by the Goldstone (formerly Stern Bros.)
*
*
down and go*boom."
TifFany-Stahl to co-direct on dia- studios. The story is an original by
logue pictures. Before entering films Arthur Hoerl. Virginia Brown Faire
A flock of cameramen got what
some might, and soyne might not, call Mestaire was associated with the and Wheeler Oakman are starred,
a break the other day at Paramount Theater Guild, the Frohmans and with Dean Jagger, Broadway leading
David Belasco.
man in the case. Duke Worne is
during the making of "The Holddirecting the picture which will be
up," comedy talking short. Seve^-al
recorded on discs.
Preparing
"Behind The Makeup"
photos of hard-looking yeggs, burgParamount soon will start i)roduclars, etc. were needed to decorate the
tioi)
on "Behind The Makeup," an
ivalls of an office. The still departof Mildred
ment picked out photos of Eddie adaptation
"The Feeder."
Robert Cram's
Milton novel,
is to
Cronjager, Leo Tover, Jimmy Per- direct with Hal Skellj', Esther Ralgola, George Hinyiers and Paul
THE
ston and William Powell featured.
Vogel and after retouching
them,
Doorvray ol Hoapitalltjr
produced a lot of criminal results.
King-Love Teamed
*
*
*
Charles King and Bessie Love will
One Hollywood theater gave its
be teamed by M-G-M in "Road
patrons plenty circus and carnival at- Show,"
the script of which is being
mosphere t'other day. It played done by Bess Meredyth. It will be
an all-talker.
Spieler"
a"The
double
bill. and "Hey, Rube" on
«
*
«
Fannie Brice Starting U. A. Film
Fannie Brice has arrived in HollyMonte Brice has completed prowood. "Sex Appeal," her initial production of three subjects in "The
duction for United .\rtists, now is
Wildcat" series of comedy shorts
for Pathe. Paul Powell and Carl being cast. John McDermott and
Harbaugh
are alternating
in the Billy Rose wrote the story.
direction.
*
*
*
Warners
Sign Walter Woolf
Walter
\\"oolf,
light opera star,
is Colleen Moore's
Sid Hicko.x
cameraman. He has photo- has been signed by Warners to make
favorite
a Vitaphone production for their
graphed si.x consecutive Moore pictures for First National. Sid is a 1929-30 program. Woolf is on his
York boy who made good in waj- to Hollywood to begin work.
New
Hollywood and
* Burbank.
*
*
The picture will be "Golden Dawn.'"
By

Impending struggle between producers and Actors' Equity Ass'n, in
the latter's move to force adoption
of the Equity shop in talkers, is the
main subject of conversation at the
studios. Just what turn tiie controversy, which now appears as almost
a certainty, will take, is a matter of
I speculation.
I Players are debating what course
[they will pursue. Equity members,
apparently, are ready to go along
with the organization, carrying out
its edict. Many of them have signed pledges to follow that course.
Others are not decided on their line
of action, trying to figure out wliether to join Equity, and so become eligible to work in talkers in which
Equity stars are cast, or to remain
outside and so be innnune form ostracism by producers, which may be
expected in case of a fight.
Meanwhile, there are many wild
reports going the rounds, ranging
rom complete paralysis of produc;ion, to declarations that the whole
iffair soon will blow over.

''Lots''
om WILK
frRALPH

Mary
Duncan
Mary Duncan
Fox all-talker,
the novel by
Gcrould.

"The Desert Song

>»

Lon

Young

the guy who:
Started the SELL
for SELECT
Helped win the WAR
for WARNERS
put the GO in
GOTHAM and
the CHEST on
CHESTERFIELD

j

yNTER tha doorwmy al
thiM popular hottclry and you feci at hoaa**
There'! an atmoipherc of cordial wclcoaa*
which marks the difference between tk«
HoUrwood Plaxa and ordinary hotcla.
Your room, coo, ha« that added totiak
of dlJtlnctlon. Pictures on the wall, o-rwf
■tuffcd furniture, a floor lamp and rcadlafl
lamp . . . these are but a few of the fcacur**
that make you feel at home.
Pls'n Whistle Dining Service Insuraa cks
best of food. Therefore, when you ara mmm
In Los Angeles be sure to Investigate.

THE
!

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

vine

Street at Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD.

Boulararrf
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"Witchcraft Through the
(Silent)

Length: 7000 /(.
Ernest Mattsson Ages"
NOVEL FILM BEAUTIFULLY
ABSORBPHOTOGRAPHED IS SUBJ
ECT
ING STUDY BUT
FOR
MATTER TOO GRIM
MOST PICTURE HOUSES.
Pictorial presentation of ignorance
and superstition throughout the
world in various ages down to the
present time, showing how innocent
people have been tortured and killed
as witches. A Danish film produced
Christenand directed by Benjamin exhaus
tive
sen. He has made an
ht
broug
has
and
t,
subjec
the
of
study
to the screen a striking, beautiful yet
terrifying document which implicates
various communities and the Church
for their ignorance in persecuting innocent people. The incidents are
ustrung together without any partic
lar story, merely showing how in all
countries and ages this witchcraft,
sorcery and black magic bugaboo has
resulted in torturing and kiUing innumerable victims. Some striking
effects of witches flying on broomsticks, the infernal regions, etc., build
up a supernatural atmosphere that
is gripping. Novel, beautiful — but
not ordinary film house fare.
Cast: Consists of people picked for types.
They are generally very eflfective and their
work impressive.
Director, Benjamin Christensen ; Author,
the same ; Scenarist, the same ; Editor, Richard Louw ; Titler, E. Holland ; Cameraman,
John Ankerstjerne.
Direction, beautiful, artistic. Photography,
the same.

"Blockade"

RKO

Length: Silent 5409 ft.
Sound 6419 ft.
STORY OF RUM RUNNERS
CARRIES STRONG KICK WITH
PLENTY OF STIRRING ACTION
AND FIGHTS. WILL PLEASE
THE CROWD.
Melodrama of rum runners operating off the Florida coast. The authors are to be credited with turning out a real hummer of a plot that
keeps you stirred up till the final
flicker. Anna Q. Nilsson, as the
head of a rum running gang who
turns out to be a government operative, does nice work throughout and
is ably assisted by a strong cast. The
direction by George B. Seitz is nicely timed to keep the action moving
and the suspense mounting. Especially good is a sequence at the climax when a navy cutter goes into
action with the main rum runner
craft and puts the gang out of business. The twists and surprises in
the story are intelligently worked
out, and the characterizations good.
It is one of the best in its class and
you can book it without any misgivings. It has a kick.
Cast: Anna Q. Nilsson, Wallace MacDonald, James liradbury, Sr., Walter McGrail.
Director, George B. Seitz; Authors, Louis
Sarccky, John Twist ; Scenarist, Harvey
Thcw ; Editor, Archie Marshck ; Titler, Randolph Bartlett ; Cameraman,
Robert Martin.
Direction, box office.
Photography, clear.

version 1929)
reviewed

RKO
Length:
5009 ft.
POORLY
EXAGGERATED,
DIRECTED.
AND
ACTED
STEELE OVERACTS IN A
POORLY
BUILT
PICTURE.
Melodrama. Here we have a
stoker impersonating a prince of one
of those imaginary European kingdoms. And Bob Steele as the prince
makes a very good stoker. He looks
the part. The real prince is in danger, so Steele agrees to impersonate
him just for a lark. Then follows
one crazy situation after another,
with the film going more blah all
the way. As we recall the dizzy proceedings, the chancellor comes to
talk over afifairs of state, and Steele
dons a towel around his head to
simulate
a toothache
he won't
have
to talk.
Later heso licks
seven
men single handed in a cafe who set
upon him, thinking he is the prince.
The niece of the scheming head of
the revolutionists starts out with a
pretty little idea to put poison in his
coffee. But you know how love is.
When one loves, one cannot put poison in one's sweetheart's coffee. Then
the big duel scene. But Steele remains a stoker throughout — even in
his lovemaking.
Cast: Bob Steele, Natalie Joyce, Hector
Sarno, Karl Schmidt. Ethan Laidlaw, Armand Triller, Golden Wadham.
Director, Wallace Fox ; Author, Frank
Howark Clark ; Scenarist, Frank Howard
Clark; Editor, Delia King; Cameraman, Virgil Miller.
Direction,
amateurish. Photography, very

May

19,

"A Man's Man"
M-G-M

(Synch ronized)

Length: Synch. 6683 ft.
Silent 6683 ft.

WEAK

FILM WOBBLES BETWEEN COMEDY AND DRAMA
AND GETS NOWHERE.
UNCONVINCINGLY
DIRECTED
AND
ACTED.
Comedy-drama. Adapted from the
stage play by Patrick Kearney. The
stage play had the young couple facing each other at tht climax with a
near-tragedy on their hands, both
having caught each other cheating in different ways. The girl
visited the villain's quarters because
he had promised to make her a picture star. Hubby swiped the family savings and blew it on phoney
oil stock. But here the director has
Haines clowning around in the face
of the serious situation of his wife
having stepped out with another
man. The audience seemed perplexed whether to laugh or take it seriously. Haines and Josephine Dunn
seemed to feel the same way about
it, soallifabout,
they didn't
know what
was
what chance
has theit
audience got? The fact that hubby
smears
the fact
villainthat
at the
doesn't
alter the
theclose
heavy
has

Dolores Costello in

"The Glad Rag Doll"
(Part-Talker Version)

Warners

Length: Sound, 6885 ft.
Silent, 5449 ft,

CRUDE PRODUCTION FILLED WITH EXAGGERATIONS
AND
OVERDRAWN
SITUATIONS THAT REFLECTS LITTLE CREDIT ON ALL.
Light comedy. Set in an atmosphere of wealth and refinement, the
subject matter which is vulgar, cheap
and tawdry appears worse in comparison. The very best and richest
family in Philadelphia is held up to
ridicule of the crudest kind. It makes
them out to be a family whose individual members are variously four
flushers, thieves, liars, roues and
forgers. Dolores Costello as a show
girl comes into their home uninvited
and shows 'em up for all these things.
Then at the end she marries the
eldest son, and the film attempts to
explain away all the damaging case
it had previously built up against
the "nice" family. Dolores Costello
is miscast. She is given a supposedly light comedy part and walks
through it mechanically, missing all
the satirical and farcical situations.
Ralph Graves also is miscast.

Cast: Dolores Costello, Ralph Graves, Audrey Ferris, Albert Grant, Maude Turner
Gordon, Tom Ricketts, Claude Gillingwater,
smeared
the wife's rep beyond repair.
Cast: William Haines, Josephine Dunn, Arthur Rankin, Dale Fuller, Douglas Gerrard,
Andre Beranger, Lee Moran, Tom Kennedy,
Sam Hardy, Mae Busch.
Louise Beaver, Stanley Taylor.
Director, James Cruze ; Author, Patrick
Director, Midiael Curtiz ; Author Harvey
Kearney ; Adaptor, Forrest Halsey ; Scenarist, Gates ; Scenarist, Graham Baker ; Dialoguer,
Forrest Halsey ; Editor, George Hively ;
the same; Editor, Not listed; Titler, Graham
Titler, Joe Farnura ; Cameraman, Merritt Ger- Baker ; Cameraman, Byron Haskin.
s{:4.
Direction, blame the material. Photography,
Direction, weak.
Photography, okay.
very good.

Mary Carr in

Viola Dana in

"Some Mother's Boy"

"One Splendid Hour"

(Silent)

(Silent Version)

{Sound

At Death"
"Laughing
(Silent)

good.

Anna Q. Nilsson in

William Haines in

Bob Steele in

(Silent)

Rex

in

nce'^
of Vengea
"Hoofbeats(Silent
)

Rayart
Length: 5901 ft.
Excellent
Length: 6129 ft.
SLOPPILY
SENTIMENTAL
STUPID
AND
SENSELESS.
YARN AMATEURISHLY
DIDECTED. ONLY A FILLER FOR
CHEAP
SEXY
STORY
THAT
CHEAP
STANDS.
Drama. Arthur Hoerl is credited HAS NO MERIT.
Melodrama of underworld and
with writing this story, but he won't
be able to brag about it. Just an- night club life. This producer is still
other hodgepodge playin(g on the laboring under the impression that
good old standby of mother love. there
is a kick in the innocent little
It is entirely unconvincing, and
school
girl who goes slumming with
could only rouse reaction in the most
indifferent kind of an audience. Mary her dizzy pals looking for excitement and very much surprised when
Carr is about the only one in the
cast who does a reasonable bit of she gets herself in a jam and is misunderstood and taken for a woman
work. As the mother, she is appeal- of loose morals. To add to it, the
ing, but the stuff they give her effectually cramps her style. Jason story attempts to point a moral to
Robards as the boy, and Jobyna thoughtless girls and their mammas.
Ralston as the girl he learns to love, Very dubious for family trade. It's
walk through their parts as if their the sort of stuff that fathers won't
minds were on a train they wanted want their children to see. The plot
to catch to take them far, far away is too blah to talk about, with the girl
from it all. And we don't blame rescued from the evil atmosphere of
them for that. The story is of two a tough joint after a lot of phoney
young crooks. One is shot, and the situations. Cast, direction, story —
other assumes his identity, and beats everything but the camera work is
Energies went wrong in this
it to the little town where his pal's flat.
mother lives. She, good soul, be- case.
lieves itis her son, although he looks
Cast: Viola Dana, George Periolot, Allen
as much like the other as Buster Simpson, Lewis Sargent, Jack Richardson,
Beaumont, Florice Cooper, Ernie S.
Brown resembles Noah Beery. Ho, Lucy
Adams,
Hugh
Saxon, Charles Hickman.
hum.
And so to bed.

Universal
Length:
4525 /•*.
JUST ANOTHER
GROUND
OUT FROM THE OLD HOKUM
MACHINE. A FIRST READER
STORY
FANS
KNOW
BY
HEART.
Western. Rex is glorified as the
wild horse who is so tame that he
now acts as a spy for the Northwest Mounted. He goes out and
finds where the smugglers are, and
comes back and tells the Mounties.
Apparently they are too dumb to find
out for themselves. Then follows
in orderly succession the attempt of
the foreman, who is the head smuggler, to kidnap the girl who owns
the ranch. The hero Mountie comes
along in time to save her. He is
made prisoner. He escapes with the
help of the girl, and makes the smuggler a prisoner. And so it goes, this
game of ring-around-a-rosie. It is
doubtful if even the kid fans will
get a kick out of this one. Rex in
action is good. But they give him
nothing particular to do. It takes
Rex two minutes to reach the
Mounted post for help, and twenty
minutes for the Mounties to ride
back to the cabin for the big rescue.
All
for suspense,
of common
sense. but at the expense

Cast: Mary Carr, Jason Robards, Jobyna
Ralston, M. A. Dickinson,
Henry
Barrows.
Direction, Duke Worne ; Author, Arthur
Hoerl; Scenarist, Same; Editor, J. S. Harrington ; Titler, Not listed ; Cameraman,
Hap Oepew.
Direction, blah.
Photography, poor.

Jack Perrin,
Cast: Rex,
Markee. Helen Foster, Al
Starlight,
Ferguson,

Director, Burton King ; Author, Adeline
Leitzbach ; Adaptor, Isadore Bernstein ;
Scenarists, Sylvia Bernstein, Jacques Jaccard ;
Editor, Betty Davis ; Titler, not listed ;
Cameramen, William Miller, Walter Haas,
fair.
Direction, poor.
Photography, good.

Director, Henry MacRae ; Authors, George
H. Plympton, Wm. L. Wright; Scenarist,
George H. Plympton; Editor, Thomas Mai-.
Gardiner Bradford; Cameraman,
loy; Titler,
Robinson.
George
Direction, careless.
Photography, good.
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"Honky Tonk"
with

Sophie

Tiiiktr

with

(All-Talker Version)

\oeelty

"She Goes to War"

Kleutiov
land, Al St.

liotndiiuui,

John,

John

Kdmniid

HolI'nrun

(Part-Talker Version)

W'annr.t

LoKjth:
()412 ed
ft. U. A.
not determin
Silviit Soiiitd
Length: Sound i»500 ft.
Silent HUl
ft.
ATTRACTION, SOMONEY
PHIE TUCKER AND HER PERSOLID WORTHWHILE
ENTERTAINMENT. DRAMATIC
SONALITY FITTED INTO A
YARN WEIGHTY WITH SURE- WAR STORY WITH DIFFERFIRE HOKUM.
ENT SLANT AND TANK SEQUENCE THAT PACKS A WAL.\li)tlKT-(lau.L;liter love drama. No
LOP.
chanci-s taken on this one. Tlic patli,
.•\n even tempoed serious story of
Sroovcd by initolil numbers of simthe regeneration which came to a soilar ("dms. leads the yarn alon^ wellbuttertly through the war
worn lines, but uiuiuestionably suc- KleanorcietyBoardman
ha^ never done
cessful lines. Sophie Tucker is the
nJKht club mother who turns niRht better work. L'nder Henry King's
into day in order to keep her daugh- direction she has responded splendidly and all characterizations are well
ter in fashionable schools. Wlien
daughter learns, she walks out on built. Taking the war as a lark, the
Sophie. Then comes the reconcilia- girl goes abroad where its grim realities of the conflict finally struggle
tion with mother and boy friend,
marriage and the first baby. Miss through to her inherently good (lualiTucker sings several songs — and she ties. The baptism of fire calls and.
knows how — and emotes through the disguised as a doughboy, she advances to the front, passing through
shallow story as satisfactorily as it
allows. Had there been more of the a hillside of licpiid fire launched by
natural Sophie Tucker and less of the Germans in an efTort to halt the
tanks in which the American forces
her pronounced personality subject- are advancing.
ed to near and otherwise dramatics,
the picture would have been better. Kdmund
Cast: Kleanor
Itoardman,
Ho'land.
Burns. Alma
Rubens,John
Al St,
John,
Lila Lee as the dau.gliter, is capti- Glen Walters, Margaret Scddon, Yola D'Arvil,
Kvelyn Hall, Dina Smirnova, .\ugustino
vating.
Cast: Sophie Tucker, Lila Lee, .\udrey Ferris. George Duoeai Malilon Hamilton, John
T. Murray.
Director, Lloyd Bacon ; Author, Leslie S.
Barrows ; Scenarist, C. Graham Baker ; DialoBuer, Xot hsted ; Editor, Not listed ; Titter,
Not
listed ; Cameraman,
Ben
Reynolds.
Direction, box-oflice.
good.

Photography,

Short Subjects

very

Horgato,
Vvonnc
Starke,
Kulalie Ann
Jensen,
t'apt.
}i.
M. Zier,
Kdward
Chandler,
Warring
ton. Gretcbcn
Hartman,
Klorence
Wi.\.
Director, Henry King ; Author, Rupert
Hughes ; Scenarist, Howard Kstahrook ;
Adaptor, Madame Fred de Gresac ; Editor,
Xot listed ; Titler, Not listed ; Cameraman.
Tony
Gaudio.
Direction, excellent. Photography, very
good.

"Father and Son"

with Jack Holt, Dorothy Revier,
Mickei/ McBan

(Part-Talker Version)

:;olitmbia Length: 6903 ft.
THEY CRASH A NICE FATHER AND SON THEME
INTO A
[ESS OF SECOND-HAND MEL^ER AND BLOW THE WORKS.
ITES ORDINARY.
Drama
of a father's love for his
fcoy. Starts od with a nice "Sorrell
Ind Son" motif that is sweet and
^uman, so that when in the second
eel the thing goes suddenly sloppy
leller the shock is all the worse.
!.ooks as if author Elmer Harris felt
liat a natural and human
story of
ither-son love had no appeal for sevral million fathers and sons in this
[road land, so dragged
in the old
Jollywood
bunk in big gobs and
leared it all over the screen. Dad
id the kid are good pals, till the
jld man brings a second wife back
t'om
Paris, adventuress.
not knowing She
that blames
she is
notorious

"The Tip-Off"

with Bill Cody, George Hackathorne,
Duane Thompson

(Silent)

Universal
Length: 4109 ft.
GOOD
THRILL
NUMBER
GETS OVER NICELY WITH
LOTS OF ACTION AND SUSPENSE AND CODY DOING
NICE WORK
THAT
WILL
PLEASE.
Melodrama of the underworld.
This picture gives Bill Cody a
chance to do some of his thrill
stunts. The story is nicely gaited to
keep the thrills coming right through
the footage. Cody and his pal while
engaged in a robbery are interrupted by the police and Cody is shot.
His pal gets him to the home of his
gal, which eventually results in the
two falling in love and Cody determining to go straight. But pal figures that he has been cheated out of
his gal, and determines to frame the
hero with the police. The climax
up with a lot of fast acpe of her deceptions on the kid, and is pepped
tion and some legitimate thrills, with
)id
believe the
>ns won't
of innocence,
and kid's
givesprotestahim a Cody and the girl coming into the
Ifking.
Then the bunk meller with clear through the aid of the pal who
relents at the last moment and sac•cond-hand
stage
technique
that
rifices himself to save Cody from the
! aked out loud.
Mickey
McBan
police. Cody is the he-man type and
:ould mop up in a real story.
He's knows how to get his stuf? over with
le.
Cast: Jack Holt, Dorothy Revier, Mickey
a punch.
iBan.
Helene Chadwick, Wheeler
Oakman.
Director, Krle C. Kenton ; Author, Elmer
1 rris ; Scenarist, Jack Townley ; Dialoguers,
1 derick and Fanny Hatton ; Tillers, the
s le ; Editor, Not credited ; Cameraman,
Tidy Tetzlaff.
)irection, material to blame. Photography,
V y good.

Cast: William Cody, George Hackathorne,
Duane Thompson, L. J. O'Connor, Jack
.Singleton, Robert Bolder, Monte Montague.
Walter
Shumway.
Director, l.eigli Jason ; Author, Basil
Dickey; Editor, Frank .Xtkinson : Titler, Val
Cleveland ; Cameraman,
Charley
Stumar.
Direction,
snappy.
Photography,
smooth.

SOUND
Jules

Bledsoe

in

"Old
Man Trouble"
Columbial Victor Gems
Class Singing

"In a (h inTiffany-Stahl
est' Tfrnple (iarden"
This is done in Techiiiculor. The
tones are clear and pleasing. The
slim plot tells of the love of a ptmr
Chinese boy for a maid. They come
to the prince's castle to entertain
him with a magic singing box. When
the prince discovers they have
tricked him with the girl singing as
she is concealed inside the cabinet, he
pretends to condemn the boy to
<leath.
sword
is about Asto the
fall,executioner's
he spares his
life

The featured colored artist in Ziegfeld's "Show Boat," Jules Bledsoe,
delivers a nifty bit of entertainment
.n two negro numbers. The set
joins with
the young
couple's Pretty
hands
together
his blessing.
shows a southern plantation with the and
and
sentimental,
it
will
please
the
family of father, mother and son
women with its oriental atmosphere.
grouped about the cabin door. Bledsoe, as the son comes on, and after The synchronization is mainly a
talking with his mannny goes into his song repeated several times by the
song numbers. One of the best girl. It is quite ajiparent that the
things in its class that has yet been synclironizatit)n was done after the
picture was taken, for the registry
presented
in sound
shorts.andBledsoe's
voice registers
beautifully
has an is olT in several sp<)ts. Time, 11
appealing (|uality that is bound to mills.
get over with any type of audience
Talking Screen Snap.shots
Directed by Basil Smith. Time, 7
niins.
Columbia-Victor Gems
Popular
Hollywood
\'ery bright and interesting number, presenting an array of well
known Hollywood stars and other
visiting celebrities caught at work
and play. Among the personalities
are directors, male and female stars,
They
played
"Mexican
Rhapsody."
and public per"La Paloma" and "Jarabe Tapatio." producers, authors
sonalities. Ant)vel angle of presenOn the second number
a girl and
tation isachieved by having the camman
soloed, with several members
eraman talk descriptively of the varof the band coming in on the chorus.
ious characters as he snaps them and
It carried no flick. The setting was
fronionc scene to ansmudgy
and the band could hardly dashes otheraround
with his camera, pulling a few
be distinguished from the dral) hack- nifties occasionally that bring the
ground.
Time, 7 mins.
laughs. Surfire with the fans everywhere. Finishes on a gag, with the
cameraman ringing the time clock at
"Hard Boiled Hampton"
the studio and dashing out as some
Pathe
Pop Comedy
screen celebs start a scene with a
Harry Holman as a small town rought and tumble fight. Time, 11
lawyer appears at his office and gets mins.
Breezy
over a line of gags with his stenographer. Some of the material is
"Topical
Nips"
Van Beuren Enterprises
pretty
Holman's
deliveryold,is but
original
and manner
he scoredof
This is No. 6 in the new series of
plenty
of laughs.
into aaslit-a
tle sentimental
bit Works
at the close
"Topics of the Day," which has
new secretary appears and he discov- greatly increased its popular appeal
ers that she is the long lost daugh- since being treated as a series of
ter-in-law he has been searching for. comedy sketches in character in the
Light comedy that carries a popular manner of vaude turns. The skits
kick. Time, 10 niins. Directed by are nicely <livcrsified, and have a
strong audience pull with the snapi)y
George Le Maire.
way in which the sketches follow
each other in quick succession with
Jack Wilson in
only a few lines between delivered
"My Wife"
before the tag line comes over with
Columbia- Victor Gems
the laugh. Real novelty that is crisp,
Popular
Laughs
clean,
up-to-the-minute jokes
Jack Wilson [ilays the comedy that are with
neither too slapstick nor too
with a pal who is trying to frame a subtle, but strike that middle ground
party with a couple of dames. One which reaches the average audience
girl comes in, and Wilson immedia- with a sure touch and brings ready
tely starts to make a play for her
and tries to take her away from his laughs, .'\nother asset is the use of
legitimate stage players who know
friend. He plays it in slapstick style how
to deliver their lines and pace
and bordering on low comedy, but
them for laughs. RC.\ recording
his patter is funny and scores some
laughs. Finally his friend starts to very clear. .About 6 mins.
line up the other girl for Wilson,
Frank Crumit in
and here the tag line is good for a
"The
Gay Victor
Caballero"
big laugh. For the number the
ColumbiaGems
friend calls on the phone is Wilson's
home ,and the "other girl" is his own
Falls very flatPoor
with an attempt at
wife. Directed by Basil Smith. Time,
8 mins.
cavalier
Spanish
the
burlesquing

Mexican Tipica Orchestra

Vitaphone
No. 707
Flat
This Mexican
aggregation
proved
no better or worse than the average
orchestra that attempts sound shorts.

(.Continued

on Page

10)
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Dix, 'ioDanie
ls, Vallee, La Rocque,
o
Compson for RKO Program

Short Subjects
{Continued from Page

9)

idea. The scene is a cafe with the
caballeros and dance girls making
merry with dance and song. The
thread of the story tells of a brave
cal)aIlero who gets himself all jammed
and the husup with a married dame
band who beats him up. As he smgs
is adof his exploits the scenestheof screen.
venture are recorded on
The material is poorly handled and
the laughs fail to come spontaneously. Some of the characters bear little resemblance to the real Spanish
Time, 7 mins.
article.

All Girl Revue
Vitaphone No. 818
Has One Bright Spot
This has one clever bit that lifts it
out of the class of the general run
sound shorts, an imitation of Fannie Brice singing her well known
■'I'm an Indian" number. The impersonation is extremely well done
and induces laughs. The jazz band
which supplies the musical \yarbHngs
is composed entirely of girls who
play moderately well. Another specialty turn is a drunk scene put on
by one of the girls in evening clothes.
All O.K. if you can figure out what
she's talking about. This reviewer
couldn't.
Time, about 10 mins.

"Daisy Bells"

Paramount Screen Song
Very Clever
In the days of B. S. — before sound
— Max Fleischer's song cartoons always provided diversion. Now that
the ear hears while the eye sees, the
entertainment qualities of this series
is considerably enhanced. The cartoon work is clever and the sound
effects fine. Sure-fire for any type
of audience.
Time, about 6 mins.
Guy

Robertson

Singing

"High Waters"

Vitaphone No. 813
Excellent
A note of freshness sadly lacking
in the average run of sound shorts
lifts "High Waters" into the plane
of excellent entertainment. Guy Robertson, out of musical comedy, explains how the Mississippi flood provided the inspiration for "High Waters" and how he secured permission of the poet to set it to music.
He then sings it in fine voice. The
interest is heightened by a long double exposure of flood scenes which
pictorially illustrate the lyrics. Effective and well done. Directed by
Murray Roth.
Time,
10 mins.

(.Continued from Page 1)
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"The Familiar Face"
Vitaphone No. 807
A Good Number
Hugh O'Connell, who created the
tired reported type by the work in
"The Racket," stage play, is featured
in this sketch of newspaper life. It
is an amusing afifair narrating how
O'Connell, almost unconscious from
drink, nabs the bank robber with a
price on his head with nary a struggle to do it. Directed by Arthur
Hurley.
Time, 9 mins.

"Memories"
ColumbiaVictor Gems
Pleasing

singing skit
Features Lucy Marsh and Lambert
Murphy, Victor recording artists,
with the woman at the piano as they
Tiny Town Revue
recall old times when they were doVitaphone No. 784
ing vaude turns together. They sing
Very Pleasing
several old favorites, and the scene
Carries the earmarks of a first- changes to the old time vaudeville
grade popular number. Women, in stage showing young couple supposparticular, will go for this aggregaed to be themselves going through
tion of midgets who do several snap- their act. Both their voices are above
py jazz numbers and succeed in put- average, and the offering carries a
ting them over with precision and particular appeal to the older generation who can recall the nineties.
considerable snap. Carries nothing
of sjiecial significance, but is geared mins.
Directed by Basil Smith. Time 9
for the crowd.
Time,
10 mins.

Trevor are among featured players.
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey
will appear in the roles they created
for "Rio Rita." Miss Borden's first
vehicle is "Half Marriage," which
was directed by William Cowen.
"Tanned Legs," directed by George
B. Seitz, is listed for next season, as.

Both Sides Stand Pat
in Position at Studios
(Continued

from

Page

1)

there will be no strike. He says that
85 per cent oj picture contract players are Equity members.
Producers dismiss possibility of a
shutdown, claiming 4,000 feature and
"bit'l players do not belong to
Equity. They are awaiting next move
which they feel must come from
Equity.
Gillmore states that Equity has an
alliance with the American Federation of Labor, which he believes
"will suffice." He refused to disclose,
however, whether any of the other
studio unions would be asked to join
in sympathy moves.

W. E. Plans Another
Suit Against Pacent
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Electrical Co. Inc. He pointed out,
that the first action had been dismissed because the patents which, it
is claimed had been infringed, were
held by the
are
"Upper
and and
"Big George
Shot," Telegraph American Telephone and
written
by World"
Ben Hecht
Co. and that W. E. and
Electrical Research Products, Inc. as
MacArthur. "Hunted" and "Framed" Hcensees were
not legally qualified to
are among the program offerings.
sue. Since then, Otterson continued,
the A. T. and T. has assigned the
right to sue for afl alleged infringements in the motion picture field
whether past or future to Western
(Continued from Page 1)
Electric and Electrical Research
to be called up at a later date.
Products, Inc. It is under this
Speaking at length on the quota, changed status that the new action
which he terms an embargo on Am- against the Pacent Co. will be filed,
erican films, Shortridge expressed according to Otterson.
gratification that the State Dept. is
The action filed against Sol Wal"giving attention to this altogether lerstein of the Broadway, Buffalo,
indefensible interference with legiti- whose house is equipped with a Pamate commerce between friendly
cent reproducer is expected to be
nations." He expressed hope that dismissed but another suit will be ;,
the government makes it plain to
France that it does not look with filed against him identically as is the i
case with Pacent Reproducer Corp.
indifference on this threatened attack, and that if American films are and Pacent Electric Co., Inc.

Quota Hit As Embargo
on Films ini France

barred by the 'embargo,' "we shall
find ways and means to convince
that republic of the unwisdom and
folly of her legislation." The 7 to 1
quota, he said, has hurt rather than
helped the French industry, which he
predicts will virtually be destroyed
by the proposed quota. There is no
spirit of hostility prompting his remarks, he said.

Pantages Now Admits
RKO Deal Near Closing
(Continued

from

Page

1)

that only five problems remain to
be ironed out, before the RadioKeith-Orpheum deal is closed. He
denied, however, that R-K-O will
take over the Pantages string
June

27.

Wiener
Busing
Product
Cleveland, O. — M. L. Wiener, manager of Independent Pictures, is in
New York buying new product for
Kentucky.
independent
distribution in Ohio and

Franklin Completes Deal
for (Continued
Grauman's
from Page Chinese
1)
Schenck

and

Dennis

F.

O'Brien

ot

United to Fox
Artists.
The
house
is to
pass
West Coast
management

'

June
19, with
"M-G-M
Revue
of
Revues"
the initial attraction.
Carli {
Elinor will be managing director, s
Sid Grauman is to act in an advisory '
capacity.

United Artists to Hold
Year's
First Sales Meet
(Continued from Page 1)
tional division managers, eastern and
Middle West branch managers, and
home office officials, numbering about
25. Joseph M. Schenck, president,
will address the opening session.
Samuel Goldwyn and Edwin Carewe,
producers, Arthur W. Kelly, vice
president and head of foreign distritend.
bution, and vice president will at-
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NEW ORGAN IS OFFERED
BY NAIIONAL SUPPLY CO.

TALKING SHOP

Heralded by the company as a rcvolulionary
development in the theater field, ()r,iraiumi(|ue
is beiiiR placed on the i
market by National Theater Supply Co., for which
firm it is manufactured exclusively by the Estey OrRan Co.. Brattleboro, Vt.
For the present. National is marketing the organ
only in the western district, with S. J. Burger
handling sales.
Magnetic action, which
gives instantaneous response to slight touch, is
claimed as a feature of the
new three stop instrument.
The organ is self-conThe
Organnnique, iiew self-contained mobile organ manitfactured extained, the pipes being inclusively for National Theater Supply Co.
side the instrument, the
shutters on top and the
blower housed in a box underneath.
No organ chambers are required.
First Issue of New Poster
The entire organ and blower can be
Service Scheduled Soon
moved around at will, and is but
slightly larger than a concert grand
Bridgeport, Conn. — First publicapiano. The console may be had in
tion of the poster service being placany desired finish.
ed on the market by Poster .^rt Design Service, recently formed here,
Manufacture of the new organ
is scheduled at an early date, with
marks first time the Estey firm has
Bristol, Conn. — First commercial
d
entered the theater organ field on an tryout of the new cooling system de- an issue schedule every two weeks.
The posters, which will be done
veloped by Douglas K. VVarner of
•extensive scale. The company, for
shades of gray, are printed in minin
80 years, has been manufacturing this city will be at the Cameo. The
iature form in the service sent to exchurch and home organs.
project will necessitate a ten-inch
hibitors. Through the use of a Postheater
the
main to pipe water to
from a pond nearly three-quarters of terscope, a machine manufactured esa mile away, where it will be used for
pecially for the company, these miniAtmospheric Decorating
atures can be projected on cardboard
the VVarner cooling system. If the
to any desired size, traced by the
Firm Expands in Midwest tests are successful other buildings artist
or sign man, and painted with
may be cooled by the process.
the aid of a color chart supplied with
Minneapolis
—
Maefred
Studios,
Warner formerly was in the ice bus- the service.
local firm, which makes atmospheric
theaters out of new
and existing
iness here, and has conducted cooling and heating experiments for a
houses, is expanding, both in increasProduction Increased on
ed personnel and territory served. A number of years. He attracted conconhe
when
siderable
attention
number
of redecorating
contracts
AC Film Speed Indicators
structed a combination duplex with
have been closed in this territory and
Flint, Mich. — Maimfacturing faplant underneath the rescilities are being increased by AC
the firm has entered the Chicago ter- ice storage
isolated
structure
the
of
idence
part
Iritory.
The Maefred
process is to
Spark
Plug
to increase output
from any dampness, and the ice in of .\C Film Co.,
Speed
Indicators. The
Ibe applied to a 2.500-seat theater on
storage cooling the house in summer.
of General
division
a
is
company
[Chicago's
Side, which
I& Gordon South
will erect.
The Gordon
firm is Last summer he placed a spray ar- Motors Corp., and for years has been
cool
help
to
Iredecorating
the Wicker
Park, also the house. rangement on the roof
manufacturing spark plugs, speedometers and other precision instru|in Chicago, the treatment being carments for automobiles.
ried out by Continental Studios, ChiThe firm began producing a film
cago, under supervision
of A. W.
on for speed
?uff, chief designer of the Maefred Spending Half Milli
indicator more than a year
Cooling Plants at Hub ago. .A.t that time the instrument
Company.
Boston — More tiian :f50*),000 will was intended for use in picture
cooling sys- houses so feature films and musical
lodel Theater in Lighting Display be spent by Publix for this
sunnner. scores could operate on exact schedtems in Hub houses
Featuring
a model
theater,
the The Washington St. Olynipia, has
ule. But with the advent of the talk^estinghouse Lighting Institute has just completed an installation at a
ing pictures, the indicators were used
kpened as a permanent display at the reputed cost of $100,000, while the for svnchronization.
irand Central Palace, New
York. Uptown, formerly the St. James is
Reseating
Griffiith Houses
The purpose is to advance
lighting installing cooling plant, and reopens
Ardmore,
Okla. — The
Griffith
|[nd to give buyers of lighting equip- Julv 1. Refrigerating plans also are Amusement
Co.
is reseating
its
lent opportunity to observe practi- beiiig installed at the Strand, Caplal demonstration of newest features
Square.
Central
and
houses
here
and
at
Blackwell.
Guthital. .Allston;
Cambridge.
|f theater and other lighting.
rie, Maud, Stillwater and Norman.

NEW TYPE COOLING PLANT
TO GET BRISTOL TRYOUT

Fox West Coast Merit Plan
to Raise Sound Projection Standards Is
Worthy Idea

R .VISING of the standards of
sound picture projection in
houses of the circuit is the purpose
of two gold medal awards, establishby Harold manager
B. I'ranklin,
president
and ed general
of Fox
West
Coast Theaters. One of these is foi
the manager of the house where best
sound film projection is attained, the
other for the projectionist. The
houses will be debited and credited
by a card index system, checking the
results attained.
This is a wise move on the part
of the Coast circuit, because it encourages a competitive spirit in securing the best results from sound
pictures. .After spending almost
$2,000,000 installing sound equipment,
F(jx West Coast is determined that it
shall get the most for its money and
help assure the future of talkers by
giving patrons the best possible reproduction. The awards should greatly increase the standards of sound
projection, to the benefit of the public and the company's theaters.
Credits will be given for clearness
of screen projection and volume and
most intelligent following of the rise
and fall of the pitch of the voice that
speak from the serpen. Theaters
everywhere can find a suggestion of
real value in Franklin's experiment.
PHONOGRAPHS
and radios in
tlie lobby now are being regarded as regular equipment by a number of theaters, who find in them a
means to entertain patrons, to relieve monotony when there is standout business.

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS
100 foot rolls, of Elastman and Dupont
Panchromatic Film, on daylight loading spools for Eyemo or DeVry.
Guaranteed absolutely perfect and
fresh.

$3.7.> a Roll

UIIUOdQHByS
▼▼110

West
•*
Phone WSt.New^Brtt.Niy
Pentu. 0330
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By HERBERT

German Co. Refuses Big
Fi^mophone Demonstrates
Offer for Sound Rights
Sound-on-Discs Device
London — Filmophone, sound-onBerlin (By Cable) — The Kucbennieister Internationale Co. has de- disc device, was recently demonstrated at the Electric Palace, Marble
clined a$4,360,000 offer by an EngGreen, managing direcFrank
Arch.
lish company for certain talker pattor of the company, stated the price
ent rights outside of Germany, it is
reported here.
of the apparatus, which will be installed outright or rented, ranges
from $1,717 to $2,425.
Overseating in Swiss Field
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Swiss film industry is reported to be in an uncertain condition due to construction
of theaters thus increasing seating
cajjacities to an unjustifiable proportion, states a report to the M. P. Section of the Dept.' of Commerce.
Greenbaum
Film Starts Two
Berlin — Greenbaum Film Co. hai
started production on "The Favorite
Schonbrunn" with Ivan Petrovitch,
Lil Dagover and Vera Malinovskaja
in the cast, and "Adventures of an
Empress," adapted from the drama
of the same name by Dauthendey
with Vladimir von Strishevsky directing.
Gareth Gundry with B.I.P.
London — Gareth Gundry, who has
been connected with Gaumont British for the last nine j'ears, has joined British International Pictures as
assistant production manager.
Franco Gets
Washington

Bureau

Cairo
of THE

Office
FILM

DAILY

\\'ashington — Franco-Films has
opened a temporary office at Cairo
for distribution of its product in
Egypt, states a report to the M. P.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
B.LP. Starts Second Talker
London — British International Pictures has started production of "The
American Prisoner," its second alltalker with Thomas Bently, Karl
Brisson and Cecil Starke in the cast.
W. McEwen is directing at Elstree.

Richmount
723 7th Avenue

Pictures
Inc.

D. J. HOUNTAN,

"•* ""^ ^^

Pre*.

EXCLUSIVE
foreign
representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leading independent producersand distributors
Cable Address: RICHPICSOC. Psris
Cable Address: DEEfAY, London
Cable Address:
RICHPIC,
N. Y.

Exporting
only tlie
best in Motion Pictures

Popularity of Pictures
Growing in Philippines
Washington Bureau of THE
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FILM

DAILY

Washington — Motion pictures in
the Philippine Islands now rank second to cockfighting in popularity,
states a report to the M. P. Section
of the Dept. of Commerce. There are
in all 275 theaters operating in the 13
islands of the Philippine group and
are distributed as follows: Luzon,
191; Negros, 25; Mindanac, 18; Panay, 17; Cebu and Layte six each.
The others have only one or two each.
According to the customs statistics,
film imports have not materially increased since 1921, when tliey
amounted to a total of 5,972,200 feet,
of W'hich 5,474,625 ft. were received
from the United States. Film imports in 1928 totaled 7,021,040 ft., of
which the United States furnished 5,841,804 ft., France 118,857 ft, China,
81,428 ft., Italy 51,798 ft., and Great
Britain, British East Indies, Japan
Hawaii, Germany, Spain, Austria, and
the Dutch East Indies smaller quantities.
May's Ufatone Scenario Ready
Berlin — Hans Rehfisch has completed the scenario of "The Night oi
Compassion," which will be Joe
May's first Ufatone production. May
is scheduled to direct three Ufa films
for 1929-30.
Not to Censor Talkers
London — -The Lord Chamberlain
has been legally advised that the censorship of talking pictures does not
come within the scope of his department.
Stuart Gets B.LP. Contract
London — John Stuart has been
given a contract by British International Pictures to make talkers at
P21stree. Stuart recently returned
from the United States where he
completed a talking sequence for
'Kitty."
Preparing "The White Devil"
Pjcrlin — A. Loschakoff and W.
Meinjnardt are preparing the settings
for the Bloch-Rabinovitch production
"The White Devil," w^hich will be directed by Alexander Wolkoff at Neubabelsberg.
W. E. for Gaumont
Palace
Paris — The Gaumont Palace is to
lie wired by Western Electric and
will be ready for sound films by the
middle of July.

S. BERG',

LIVELY STAGE SHOW BY JACK PARTINGTON CLICKS
ARTHUR KNORR AT CAPITOL WITH PARAMOUNT SHOW
The Capitol lined up some good
vaude turns for their stage entertainment designed by Arthur Knorr,
called "Capitol Frolic." DufTin and
Draper did a rag doll burlesque acrobatic dance that got a big hand.
The three Slate Brothers wowed
thtni with some of the niftiest tap
stepping that has been seen on the
main street, working singly and in
combination. They kept pulling a variety of steps in succession as if
there was no end to their repertoire
of clever foot work. Opened with a
pyramid stage with a curtain rising
on a succession of steps revealing a
row of Chester Hale Girls in fetching costumes of white with yellow
plumes. Five tiers were disclosed in
succession to form the pyramid. It
made a beautiful eye smash. Dave
Schooler with his stage band in the
pit witii the orchestra led the combined harmonizers through several
numbers. Dave accompanied an
adagio outfit at the piano. Rene and
John .Arnault did their vaude clown
act of the whistling birds. Dressed
as such, they went through a love
scene that carried a lot of laughs in
the low comedy vein. Patti Spears
registered well with her coloratura
soprano. Lively show, with good
settings, costumes and a diversity of
talent.
"Boots" Adams

at Atlanta

Atlanta — Frank D. ("Boots")
Adams, well known in theatrical circles in Georgia, is now in charge of
the Palace theater at Little Five
Points, Atlanta. Adams was for
many years operator of a theater at
Waycross, Ga., and later city manager for Lucas & Jenkins at Brunswick, Ga. The Palace, Atlanta, also
is a Lucas & Jenkins house.

Nicely balanced

stage show

by

Jack Partington called "Rah, Rah,
Rah of 1929," with lots of classy collegiate atmosphere put over witiiout
the usual bunk. The stuff was nicely
paced, with plenty of comedy to
lighten it up. Three bands were
used, the orchestra, Rudy Vallee's
boys, and the Helen Lewis Collegiate Girls. They did their stuff separately, and then all together at the
finale with Rudy putting them
through their paces for a spirited
finish, plaj'ing the songs of the various colleges. This scored big, and
wound up an unusually pleasing entertainment. The opener was a drop
showing the college building, with
the girls in graduation dress and the
i)oys in flannels.
Art Frank as the old uncle of one
of the boys with very young ideas
and a yen for one of the girls furnished some well handled comedy
that was not overdone. Frank's
funny legs that kept getting twisted
when he attempts to stand up furnish generous laughs. He did a wow
act with Lew Beck throwing him
around in a wrestling bout. The
collegiate girl band worked against
an artistic drop sliowing a studio set
witii immense window set ofif with
beautiful drapes. The girls were
good, and Miss Lewis sang a croon
song with the meg a la Rudy Vallee. The Foursome Quartette did
neat harmonizing.. Curtain goes up
to reveal Rudy and his band, with
Rudy already starting to sway the
flaps with his caressing voice. He
did three numbers, this week marking his last here. And he's still go'em inhold reception
could
and judging
ing strong,definitely,
by the
he received.

Changed

Stan Gross With Fox
Milwaukee — Stan Gross has been

Taft, Cal. — L. H. Lewis, manager
of the Hippodrome here, has been
transferred to the Fairmount at San
Diego, replacing Gilmon L. Cass,
transferred to the Cabrillo at San
Diego. James Gleason replaces
Lewis here.

Orienof Fox's
managerStan
appointed
tal, replacing
Sieglebaum,
transferred to Oshkosh where he will
manage two Fox houses in that city.
Robert Ungerfeld is now in Racine.

Fox West

Coast Managers

Reinheimer

Resigns

Roseland, 111. — Louis Reinheimer
has resigned from the Great States
office to devote all his time to operating the State and Roseland.
Standard
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SOUND
XODAY— ill this era of sound pictures
—there is a higher premium
before

on film

than ever

uniformity. For sound

quality is even more

sensitive than

screen quality to any variation in the
film.
If your ^^talkie" prints are on Eastman
film— famous for uniformity— your patrons are seeing and hearing the very
best that this greatest development in
motion pictures has to offer.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY

NEW YORK
r

Behind
THAT

CURTAIN
ALL TALKING
FOX MOVIETONE FEATURE
with

WARNER

BAXTER ' LOIS MORAN
GILBERT EMERY

'
Directed by

Philip Strange
IRVING
CUMMINGS

cm

SCOTLAND YARD
plays a trump hand in this
amazing mystery love drama from the novel by
Earl Derr Biggers — one of the five best selling
novels of the year.

MASQUERADE
FOX MOVIETONE

ALL TALKING

u;,i/>ALAN BIRMINGHAM'

FEATURE

LEILA HYAMS

CLYDE COOK
ARNOLD

LUCY

FARRELL MacDONALD

From LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE'S
"The Brass Bowl"

NOVEL

Dialog and Adaptation by
FREDERICK HAZUH
BRENNAN and
MALCOLM STUART BOYLAN
Staged by LUMSDEN
Directed by

HARE

RUSSELL BIRDWELL

U. A. Expected to List 16 to 18 Films at Meeting

I
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At Last!
government
this
have done many
months ago on behalf of
one of its essential industries, is
now engaging its full attention.
The Secretary of State declares
every effort is being bent toward
relief from
quota
restrictions.
d
l
che
efu
Cou
in car
verbiage, his
diplomatic
language
is neverheless
of the
vintage
that
WHAT should

Downing Street, the Quai D'Orsay and Friedrichstrasse
well
understand.

Advance guard and salesman
extraordinary of American business, films have been permitted
to cover the world with more
closely clipped wings each year
\vhile officialdom stolidly looked
n the wrong direction.
Now
:omes action.
The reverbera-

Tuesday,

June

Price 5 Cents

11, 1929

EDUITY SAYS MEMBERS ARE U. S. PROBE REQUEST TO

BE MADE BY OMAHA ZONE

Several members of Actors' Equity
Ass'n in Hollywood and New York
have declined to sign talker contracts, preferring to forego talker
employment rather than sign, it was
stated by an Equity official yesterday. So far as the association
knows, no member has disobeyed its
Equity shop mandate, he said. No
other new developments in the situation have taken place, it is asserted.

Mich. Arbitration Bill
Is Vetoed by Governor
Lansing, Mich. — Arbitration bill
backed by the Michigan exhibitor
unit, which passed both houses of
the legislature, has been vetoed by
Gov. Green. The bill would have
meant the end in Michigan of the
present system of arbitration.

Hit Protection
Pittsburgh — Protection being granted first runs is working a hardship on eill subsequent runs and adding to the
burdens now suffered by small
town and neighborhood theaters, declare directors of the
Western Pennsylvania unit,
who are petitioning distributors for relief. This protection
is one of the means of forcing
a number of small exhibitors
out of business, directors of
the exhibitor unit declare.

Independent Exhibitors
Say They are Being
Driven to Wall
Claiming that they are being eliminated through conditions now existing, exhibitors here plan to petition
an immediate government investigation of the industry. Existence of a
monopoly is charged.
In this, they are adding their request to that of the Northwest exhibitor association, which recently
called upon Allied States Ass'n to
appeal to the Dept. of Justice for a
probe of an alleged conspiracy to
drive independent exhibitors out of
business. A meeting on this latter
cago.
request is scheduled June 17 at Chi-

NEW FRENCH BILE SEEN
AS PLACATING AHEMPT PERCENTAGE BASIS IS
ADVOCATED BY MYERS

;ions of the State Department's Substitutions Nullify
stand will sound
all through
Contract, Arbiters Hold
Paris — Regarded as an attempt to
urope, it is true, but we conNew Haven — Substitution of title, placate American firms, as a substiecture if the polite firmness of director and stars privileged an extute for the quota plan of limiting
hibitor to cancel a contract, the board competition, a bill is being offered
:he step does not come too late.
Building Competition
Of all the comment regarding
otas and other forms of artificial
ade barriers, the following, culled
cm an editorial in the "Washingn Post," ranks with the sanest:
"Let the French government help the
home producer to improve his product,
until it can stand on common ground
with American films. There is an insatiable demand for good pictures. No
quota arrangement will create a market
for inferior films. In the meantime, the
French government can rest assured that
the United States will not accept the
quota proposition, and that American distributors will withdraw from France before they will agree to an arrangement
which in effect would make them pay for
the development of a competitive French
industry."

Waking Up

of arbitration here held in dismissing
action of Fox vs. the Strand-Palace
of Stamford, to force playing of
"False Colors," released as "True
Heaven." Mrs. Mary C. Vuono, the
defendant,(Continued
testified on that
ColPage "False
4)

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Placing of the entire
industry on a percentage basis, is
The bill also provides for the tax- the suggestion of Abram F. Myers,
ation of (Ctnttinued
foreign films
at the
on Page
4) frontit " president and general counsel of Allied Spates Ass'n, n"de in an interPublix Successful in
view with "The National Exhibitor."
Publix to Operate First
Myers' plan would include stars,
Deal with Marcus Chain directors,
producers
and exhibitors,
(Continued on Page 7)
Run to Be Built at Denver
Salt Lake City — Publix has made
Denver — Publix will operate the a deal to swing Louis Marcus Enter$500,000 theater to be built here on
prises houses into an affiliation. MarGlenarm Place. The house is to
cus has nine Utah and Idaho houses,
(.Continued on Page 4)
seat 2,300.

Titles, Casts and Directors of
U. A. New Product Outline^
Picture Screenings on Tap

Sound has the whole film merryKound in a daze. Not the least First Day of M-G-M Meet
:zy are many showmen who were
All day and perhaps, all night
tntent to sit back while the novelty showing of new pictures at the Chicago theater, will mark first day of
1 sound piled up their grosses but the M-G-M
sales meeting opeiiing
o today discover things are difTerJune
16
at
Chicago.
General sessions
Different because the curiosity will be held the following
two days,
ase of talkers is buried. Show- winding up the night of June 18 with
n nship, clever and practical, is in
Felix F. Feist will preC/ing demand again. Sound no a banquet.
side at the meetings. A large deleItger bridges the gap.
gation from the home office will atK A N N
(Continued
on Page 4)

I

to abolish blind and block booking
and
permit importation of 515
films to
yearly.

OHIO EXHIBITORS SEEK
SOUND RENTAL RELIEF

Columbus — William James, president of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio, and
P. J. Wood, secretary, have left for
New season program of United New York to confer with producers
Artists which is expected to total on the situation in which Ohio theater owners find themselves due to the
about 18 pictures, is slated to be outhigh
cost (Continued
of sound on Page
films. 7)^ After a
lined at the two day sales convention which opens today at the Hotel
.•\stor, New York. The convention
is the first of the series of sales meet- Organization Continues
ings scheduled this month and next
on Iowa Buying Combine
to outline new season product.
Des Moines — Work of organizing
National division managers, East- a booking combine in this state, as a
ern and Middle West branch man- nucleus of a proposed national comagers and home office executives will
bine, backing for which is understood
attend. There will be about 25 in to be sought from Allied States
{Continued

on

Page

4)

(Continued on Page 7)
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Mexico 'Orders
Subtitles
Sound 'Nut' too High So
ioo
Houses Revert to Silents
Shown in Spanish Only Washington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Mexico City — Mexico intends to
Washington — Overhead
of sound
circumvent displacement of Spanish
with English through showing of pictures is too much for the Liberty
films, and has ordered that titles and Hippodrome, Sidney Lust houses, '
on June
16 revert to silent j
starting Sept. 1, must be in Spanish which
only. Heretofore, they have been policy after a five weeks' test.
little increase
in grosses
does The
not shown in both languages. No mensays Lust,
tion is made's of talkers, in the decree, justify the investment,
oo
who
declares
the four-and-one
half
but
the newspaper,
"El Universal,"
has been
waging
a campaign
against increase
can't be met.
High
film
"soo
rentals, Lust charges, are driving the
their exhibition with English lines.
independents out of business. He says
a 75 per cent reduction must be made
if independent houses are to continue
under the sound regime.
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Graham in New York
John Cecil Graham, of London,
central foreign representative of
Paramount, and Mrs. Graham are in
New York. Graham will attend the
Paramount sales convention at St.
Louis and Atlantic City and will confer with E. E. Shauer, general manager of the foreign department, on
plans for the coming year.
SECRETARY, BOOKKEEPER, BOOKER,
STENOGRAPHER,
CORRESPONDENT,
LEGAL KNOWLEDGE
Young Lady — Many years experience
practically every branch of motion picture industry. Capable taking charge
of office or department. Excellent references. Box A>130
care Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

Franco-Film to Operate House
Franco-Film through its American
representative M. Edward Sullivan,
have arranged to present its product
at the Craig theater. New York,
starting June 14. The silent version
of "Morgane, the Enchantress," starring Ivan Petrovitch, will be played;
also a new French color process film
featuring Mistinguett. The theater
will be operated on a continuous
policy with weekly changes.
Dallas Branch Open
Dallas — Kooler Aire has opened a
branch here.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone

Penn. 3580

Harry
man.

M. Warner,

will act as best

%■

AM PA Fetes Regina Carewe
Regina Carewe, who has just returned to New York as motion picture editor of "The New York American," will be honor guest at Thursday's AMPA luncheon.

TIFFANY-STAHL

%
rely upon
*
their

MAR^
^^V

us exclusively for
musical needs

1
\

MEYER Inc

s ~r E I r< ■^-' >^ ^^ I— i^^i—i—

Rayart's First 100% Talkie
FAIRE
VIRGINIA BROWN
With Wheeler Oakman and Dean Jagger
IN
U

HANDCUFFED"
A Melodrama of Romance and Surprises

A Trem Carr — Rayart Production
Now in Production at Goldstone Studios, Hollywood
If Your Territory Is Still Open Wire
RAYART PICTURES CORPORATION
W. Ray Johnston, President
723 Seventh Avenue
New York
Foreign Distributors
Richmount Pictures, Inc.

As we have told you THOMAS A. EDISON^S sound
records ivere mixed by accident ivhereas we have
done it in a most ingenuous manner on purpose.

The name of the picture is:

THE TALK oS
HOLLYWOOD
starring

NAT

C A R R

and presenting the international star

Miss FAY MARBE
in her debut in talking pictures.

C^'^^LL TALKING and MUSIC with a tear
^^ rj here and there but its GREAT and
vj/ 1 SUSTAINED NOTE is LAUGHTER
It wiU SHAKE THE BELLIES OF THE WORLD!

Distributing Plans To Be Announced

Prudence

Soon

Pictures Corporation

Samuel Zierler, President

Harry H. Thomas, Vice President

»1
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DAILV

EQUITY SHOP DRIVE HIT
Casts and Directors of
NEW FRENCH BILL SEEN Titles,
U. A. New Product Outlined
BY LIONEL BARRYNOREi
MPT
ATTE
G
ATIN
AS PLAC
{Continued from Page

1)

attendance at the sessions, at which
Al Lichtnian will preside. Joseph M.
(Continued front Page 1)
Schenck, company president, is to
and an increase in taxation by 5 per address the opening
session.
Renting
1935.
cent per annum until
Pictures on the schedule for next
firms, however, will be allowed free season are listed in a compilation
distribution.
60 per cent of this year's
made by THE
FILM' DAILY
It is suggested that the resultant While
comment on this compilation
of
reduction
the
in
revenue be used
was refused at the home office, the
taxation on French cinemas, subsi- majority of those listed have been
diaries to French producers and the
set, so far as title, casts and direcestablishment of French selling offitors are concerned. Some of the vaces abroad. French producers favor
rious units, which will contribute to
quota.
the
for
substitute
a
as
the plan
the program, have not yet made
known their final selections.
One of the early releases will be
"Bulldog Drunimond," all-talker,
starring Ronald Colman and proWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
duced by Samuel Goldwyn. F. RichWashington — Every effort is to be
ard Jones directed. The picture now
made in Paris to bring about an is playing a $2 run at the Apollo,
"equitable solution" of the contro- New York. In the cast are: Joan
versy over the quota, the State Dept. Bennett, Lilyan Tashman, Montagu
has been advised. The department, Love, Lawrence Grant, Wilson
declares Secretary of State Stimson,
Claude Allister, Adolph Milmade representations in March to all Benge,
lar, and Charles
Sellon.
principal European quota nations,
Colman
also
will
make "Condemnurging lifting of restrictions against
ed" for release during the year. This
American films. No protest has been
talker is an adaptation of Blaire
made since, but recently the department, at the request of American dis- Niles' novel, "Condemned to Devil's
tributors, notified Paris that Ameri- Island." Dudley Digges, Theater
can firms would withdraw from Guild director and player, will direct
France if the four to one quota is the dialogue and be in the cast.
Goldwyn will also star Vilma
adopted. The commercial attache at
Paris is aiding negotiations at Paris, Banky in at least one talker.
it was stated.
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks will contribute "The Taming
of the Shrew," talking picturization
of the Shakespeare play. Sam Taylor is directing the production.
{Continued from Page 1)
Whether additional pictures for the
tend, as will producers releasing year's program will be made by Fairbanks and Miss Pickford. has not
through the company, or their representatives, division, district and yet been determined.
branch managers. From 50 to 55
Charles Chaplin's "City Lights,"
features are to be announced at the also
is slated for release during the
meeting, as comprising the M-G-M new year, despite reported plan of
lineup for 1929-30.
the comedian to withdraw from the
company.

State Dept. Backing U. S.
Firms in French Row

Picture Screenings on Tap
First Day of M-G-M Meet

Goetz Movie-Phone Claims
600 Theater Installations

"Hell's Angels," which has
been in production more than
two years by Caddo Prod., is
to be roadshowed. Wayne
Pierson is to handle the picture, which probably will not
be placed on the United Artists program for from one year
to two years.

written by John McDerniott
Rose.

and Bill

West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY^

Hollywood— Charging that attempt ■
to establish the Equity shop in talkers is nothing more than a minority
attempting to change a business to
conform
to its own
ideas, Lionel
Barrymore,
actor and director, and
brother
of Ethel
Barrymore,
first
Equitr
of Actors'
president
vice
Ass'n,
declared his opposition to the
drive.
He
says its purpose
is to
cure ills that do not exist.

"I see no necessity of performing a major operation on a perfectly healthy child,"
Harry Richman's first talker will he said today. "The motion picture business
be "The Song of Broadway," writ- is a perfectly healthy youngster and the proposals of Equity are certainly a major opten for the star by Irving Berlin.
eration. Ido not see any fairness in having
Roland West, director, and Chester a small minority of people come into
a new
Inisiness and expect to change that business
Morris, star of "Alibi," are to team to conform with their own ideas. The
stage
in another talker, not yet announced
is one thing and the motion picture industry i
is
another
propositio
entirely.
n
Edwin Carewe's production of
"The question of hours at the studio has
"Evangeline," starring Dolores Del been
very much exaggerated. How about
Rio, is to be a 1929-30 release. Ca- the times between pictures when the actor
rewe probably will make two other enjoys himself at golf and what not, for
which he is paid? As for the free lance
pictures for the new season.
actor, he, too, finds days when he has nothGloria Swanson is at work on a
ing at all to do and for which he is paid.
talker for United Artists, and D. W
"I have been a member of Equity for ten
an actor, and I certainly have nothGriffith will make at least one pic- yearsingasagainst
actors. If this was a question
ture for the new season. He now is of any injustice to the actor I would not
hesitate to sit with Equity. However, I have
determining upon
his next picture.
many friends among actors, and I have I
Inspiration is considering two heard of no grievance that would warrant |
any
such action as Equity takes.
One, "Out of the Night," is now set
M. P. Academy of Arts and Sciences
The storv is by Rida Johnson Young. has"The
an arbitration board to adjust differences
Henry King will direct and Lupe between actors and producers. I understand
Velez will be starred. The other is the board has had few, if any, cases since

problematical.

All Sections Reoresented
at U. A. Sales Meeting

President Joseph M. Srhenck
Samuel Goldwvn. producer and owner-member, and Edwin Carewe. producer-director, are slated to address
the United Artists sales meeting
^'o
a two-dav
onensYork.
which
dav
in New
Arthur sp=«i'^"
W. Kelly
manaee'and eeneral
president
vice
of foreien
distribution,
and Harrv
D. Buckley, are among home office
executives who will attend.

it was

established."

Substitutions Nullify
Contract,
Arbiters Hold
(Continued from Page 1)

ors," No. 30 on the Fox contract and
work sheet was sold with William
K. Howard, director, and Lois Moran, Edmund Lowe and Margaret
Mann. It also was listed similarly
in the company announcement book.
The picture was released with James

Tinling,
George O'Brien
and Lois director,
Moran and
as stars.
Norma Talmadge is makinc "TinPan Alley," her first talker for the
Others to be present are: Paul
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY new program. Lewis Milestone is
directing a cast which includes: Gil- Burger, Cresson E. Smith, DavSan Francisco — Goetz Moviebert Roland. Lilvan Tashman, Ros- Ber'^hon, Haskell Masters. T^cV
Phone has been installed in more coe Karns
(Continued from Page 1)
and Mary Doran.
Schlaifer, Harry Gold Bmre Gallnn
than 600 theaters, the company
Moe
Streimer,
H.
Bodkin.
T.
P.
Another talker is "Three Live
the principal cities being here, Ogclaims. The firm is offering to make
Reillv, William Rosenthal. H. E den, and Twin Falls, Ida. The move
synchronous existing non-synchron- Ghosts," from the Frederic Isham
ering.
ous installation for $500 and offers a play, with cast including: loan Ben- T otz. Charles Stern Pan! Lozsmc
greatly strengthens Publix in the innett.
John
Mack
Brown,
Claude
AlVon Tilzfr. Phi' termonntain territory. Fox was dicksound-on-film attachment for $1,000.
Jack
Stearn.
M.
B.
lister, Charles McNaughton Bervl Dunas, C. E. Pepnpiatt. Charles
Complete equipment is scaled from
$750 up. The firm has 25 offices Mercer. Hilda Vaughn and Wilfred
Kranz, V. Loewe, J. D. Golrl'ia'ing.
Noy. Thornton Freeland is direct- Moxlev
throughout the country.
Hill, A. Horn and J. K, Burger are among those who will Jx
George Fitzmaurice has in work
present. All sections of the Unitec'
"Damaged Goods" Recalled
"Broadway Week," a Broadway
"The Locked Door." talker from the States and Canada are represented.
boosting campaign fostered by the
Cleveland — "Damaged Goods," re- play "The Sign on the Door." The
leased in Ohio for the past two years, cast includes: Rod La Rocque, BarMid-Town Merchants Assn. of
Exchangemen Hurt in Accident
was recalled last week by John L.
bara .Stanwyck, Bettv Bronson. WilBroadway,
New York, was officially
Clifton, director of education and
liam Boyd, Zasu Pitts, Mack Swain
Charlotte — C. E. Peppiatt. man- brought to a close this week by the
head of the state censor board. No and Harry
Stubhs.
ager of the United Artists branch
presentation of cups offered by Carl
reason was given. "Damaged Goods"
Herbert Brenon now is making and his salesman, Stanlev Carscallen
Laemmle, president of Universal, for
is released by Albert Dezel.
"Lunmiox," talker version of the were severelv burned when their car the best decorated windows. The
Fannie Hurst novel. In the cast are was demolished in a wreck. The in- boosting campaign was tied up with
Nichols Resigns from Publix-Saenger Winifred Westover, Ben Lvon, Wiljured men were rushed to the hospiof "Broadway,"
the Globe opening
tal and are rapidly improving. Wake Universal's
current sound
picture.
Durham, N. C— Don Nichols, forliam Collier, Jr., Dorothv Janis. Edmerly city manager for Publix-Saenna Murphy, Mvrtle Stednian. Clara Williams, local United Artists salesNewman
Convalescing
ger Theaters of North Carolina here, Langsner and Cosmo
Kyrle.
man of the Atlanta force, is assistine
resigned that post to take over manFannie Brice becomes a United fice.
San
Francisco
— Theodore New- g
the sales forces of the Charlotte ofagement of the city Auditoirum here.
man
of the from
Goldenpneumonia.
State Circin't is gfe
recovering
.Artists star in "Sex Appeal," talker

Publix Successful in
Deal with Marcus Chain

'Broadway Week' Closed as
Laemmle Makes Awards

WHO ARE THE
TEN BEST
DIRECTORS
OF THE YEAR?
The answer will appear
tn

Different
Out in July
Motion
papers
readers
DAILY

picture critics of daily newspapers, fan magazines and trade
from every corner of the world representing millions of
are voting in this annual poll conducted by THE FILM
to determine the TEN BEST DIRECTORS OF THE YEAR.
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Coast Wire Service

Four in Work at F. N., Three in Color
ALL SOOND STAGES IN
IL
Four musical comedies will go into production at the First NationalVitaphone studios in Burbank. They
are: "Footlights and Fools," "Sally,"
"Paris" and "Little Johnny Jones."
With the exception of "Little Johnny
Jones" all will be in Technicolor.
After weeks of preparation shooting has begun on "Footl'ghts and
Fools," starring Colleen Moore in a
story of stage life. Miss Moore will
sing and dance as well as talk under
direction of William Seiter. In the
cast are Raymond Hackett, Frederic
Marsh, Virginia Lee Corbin, Edward
Martindel and Jack Stone.
Marilyn Miller has been preparing
for her appearance in "Sally." Joe
E. Brown will be the leading comedian in the picture under direction
of John Francis Dillon. The Albertina Rasch Girls will be featured in
some dancing numbers.
In "Paris," screen version of the
stage play, Irene Bordoni will sing
in German, French, Italian and Spanish as well as English. Jack Buchanan, English comedian, will have an
important role. Reginald Barker will
direct.
"Little Johnny Jones" is an adaptation of the George M. Cohan comedy with Eddie Buzzell in the leading role. Sally O'Neil and Edna
Murphy are in the cast directed by
Mervyn
LeRoy.
With the launching of these four
productions all the stages of the studios are in use with some 250 engineers engaged in the making of First
National-Vitaphone pictures scheduled for the new season.
Signed for Gilbert Lead
Kathcrine Dale Owen has been
signed by M-G-M for the leading
feminine role in John Gilbert's new
all-talking picture, "Olympia." This
is an adaptation of Ferenc Molnar's
play of the same name and will be
directed by Lionel Barrymore, who
made his directorial debut with
"Madame X," current at the Sam H.
Harris, New
York.
Ruggles For "The
Very
Idea"
Wesley Ruggles will direct "The
Very Idea" following completion of
"Street Girl" an all-talker featuring
Betty Compson for Radio.

A Little
from
By

RALPH

LU6ITSCH PICKS CAST
a

Lots

fy

WILK

TWO weeks on location in Death
Valley gave Irving Cummings his
first "knick-name." The director and
his cast were filming "Behind That
Curtain," starring Warner Baxter
and Lois Moran. A burro was needed and scouts sent to find one. In
the meantime the troupe had removed
shirts on account of the heat. The
burro was found and the owner insisted on talking to "The Big Boss,
No Shirt."
The
name
*
*
* still stands.
As an assistant cameraman, Jack
McEdwards is a good writer. He
has sold to Fox a story entitled,
"Words and Music," which will go
into production soon. Con Conrad,
Sid Mitchell and Archie Gottler will
write the song numbers for the musical revue, with Jimmie Tingling
handling direction.
It is a memory now, but it was a
pleasure for Al DeMond, title writer,
to work on "His Girl Friend." As
a result. Universal renewed its contract with a nice boost in salary.
*
*
*
Norman Taurog, having finished
"Hired ayid Fired," starring Clark
and McCullough, is starting again
on a new comedy under the name of
"The Turkish* Bath."
*
*
Edwin Justus Mayer, Frank Gay
and Pierre Gendron were among the
playwrights who attended the Coast
opening of "Let Us Be Gay." "Ham"
Beall, Charley West and Oliver Garver were among the press agents at
the premiere.
Paramount Assigns Toomey
Regis Toomey, musical comedy
star and contract player for Paramount, has been assigned in "Illusion," new dialogue picture from the
novel by Arthur Train. Toomey replaces Neil Hamilton, who was originally cast for the part. Charles
"Buddy" Rogers is co-featured with
Nancy Carroll. June Collyer also is
in the cast. Lothar Mendes is directing.

FOR"THE LOVE PARADE"

In addition to Maurice Chevalier
and Jeannette MacDonald, who will

"Innocents of Paris"
Paramount
Paramount, Los Angeles
EXAMINER— One likes him in spite of
the material furnished him in the line of
♦ ♦ ♦ makesin
Chevalier
* • * with
and plot.
his personality
impression
definite
astory
a little speech of introduction to the picture,
a la talkie.
EXPRES.S— * * * is a large order of entertainment, *♦ » It is due solely to the
gay Maurice's pleasant voice, his happy mode
of using it and the personality that carries
him as close to the collected hearts before
his shadow as any _ Al Jolson in history.
HERALD — Maurice Chevalier proves an
interesting newcomer to the talkies, but his
vehicle is not worthy of all the attention that

appear
in "The
Parade"
for
Paramount,
Ernst Love
Lubitsch
has cast
the following players: Eugene Pallette, Carl Stockdale, Albert Riccardi, Lionel Belmore, Margaret has been focussed on it. * * *
The French star has an ebullient personFealy. Edgar Norton and Russell
ality, which puts over a song but either his
voice is not exceptional or it is poorly rePowell. Ernest Vajda prepared the corded.
screen story while Guy Bolton and
RECORD— all of the worst features of all
Clifford Grey did the lyrics and mu- of the most sentimental film seem to have

"Argyle Case" to be First
Talker for Tom Meighan
Thomas Meighan's first Vitaphone
picture will be, "The Argyle Case,"
stage play by Harvey O'Higgins and
Harriet Ford. Howard Bretherton directed. Lila Lee plays opposite.

Blood Poisoning Attack
Suffered by Paul Leni

Paul Leni is suffering from blood
poisoning which is expected to keep
him from working at least two
months.
Pathe to Make "Treasure Girl"
"Treasure Girl," George Gershwin's musical comedy operetta, has
been purchased by Pathe and plans
for its immediate production as the
company's first musical feature are
under way. Benjamin Glazer will
supervise filming of the picture, with
Walter O'Keefe and Bobby Dolan
to write incidental music and comedy
numbers.

been choosen to make "Innocents of Paris"
defy the talents of the players to make anything but warmed over hash out of it.
But
« * ♦ radiantly
triumphs
over hisMaurice
shoddy Chevalier,
material, emerges
superior to jerky direction, and establishes
himself as a player who is worth seeing,
whatever his vehicle may be.
TIMES—* * » an overardent bit of sentimentalism * » * almost quaint in its assumption of a sublime naivete, or if you like
it better, childishness. Thankfully, it is.
however, mostly Chevalier. When the plot
slumps, he sings, which resuscitates the slump
considerably.
Chevalier really possesses a great deal of
charm, and he is versatile.

Fox Movietone Follies
Fox
Criterion, Los Angeles
EXAMINER — It is the revelation of vocal
talents and personalities by a combination of
screen and stage players that makes the "Fox
Follies" worth more than the Criterion's admission prices for amusement
satisfaction.
* * * The arrangement of numbers in the
early portion is decidedly slow. The show
does
up with
"That'sof You,
Baby." • * is*
Thepick
rhythm
number
the production
"The Breakaway." Here is Sue Carol's opportunity to reveal herself as a sensational
musical
comedy
ingenue — and
she
does I
* * * What faults the "Fox Follies" contain
are in direction and routine. Not so much
in the story and dialogue, for they are done

Vadja to Write Ina Claire Story
as EXPRESS
well as possible.
* »
— It has* original
melodies and
Ernest Vadja has been signed by
plenteous dancing numbers, novPathe to write screen play for Ina ensembles,
elty, color sequences, comedy of the wisecrack sort, and general optical beauty in
Claire's second talking picture, based
scenery and customery. A king's ransom
on
the he
play
"Where
Were You?" of has obviously been laid out to give it richwhich
is the
author.
Added to "Woman Trap"
Charles Giblyn and Wilson Hummell have been added to the cast
of "Woman Trap" which is being
directed by William Wellman with
Hal Skelly, Evelyn Brent, Chester
Morris and Leslie Fenton in the leading roles.

Laurel
and Hardy in Revue
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy,
Hal Roach comedians, have been
Dual Role For Lloyd Hamilton
added to the coterie of stars appearLloyd Hamilton plays a dual role
in M-G-M's "Hollywood Revue of
1929." Laurel and Hardy have just in "Don't Be Nervous" his second
for Educational.
completed three all-talking comedies talking comedy
at the Roach studio.

Borzage to Direct McCormack
John McCormack, who is in Ireland ,has cabled his approval of the
selection of Frank Borzage as director for his first Fox Movietone featDoing O'Neil Script
ure. Borzage will leave Hollywood
Frances Hyland is writing dialogue
in about three weeks to begin pro- and continuity for "Kathleen Mavoduction in Ireland at locations al- urneen"
in which Sally O'Neil will
ready selected by McCormack.
appear for Tiffany-Stahl.

Newspaper Opinions

Buckner

With

M-G-M

Robert Buckner, author of "An Affair of State," which Arthur Hammerstein plans to produce in New
York in the fall, has been signed by
M-G-M
for talking
picture work.

Not all its numbers sustain the level of
its best ones. But as it stands it compares
well with pretentious Broadway shows in
talent and* beauty, and is an ominous foreness.*
runner* of even better things that the masses
are going to have at a third or fourth the
prices now charged.
HERALD — Good music, a catchy new
stomp, some unusual impressionistic camera
work and the lazy comedy of Stepin Fetchit
are high-lights in this pretentious potpourri
to
which
hands
have been turned.
•*
there
is amany
lot of
entertainment
in Fox •Follies.
TIMES* * * — is pepful, clever and rather
human in the bargain. The story — far-fetched though it may be — has a rather nice lilt.
There is no superabundance of spectacle, but
the various ensemble numbers are compactly
staged. The most embellished episode is an
allegorical dance sequence in color, but it is
by no means the high spot of the film. *
What really will make a hit is probably
the "Breakaway" dance, in which Sue Carol
takes the lead. A typical heeltapping, sidekicking,
stepping
mara-to
thon is likely
to bespecialty,
taken upthis
as amild
sequel
the Charleston.

THE
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A Novelty
Trailer for "Glad Rags Doll,"
starring Dolores Costello, is a
distinct novelty. Claude Gillingwater is introduced, being
interviewed by a newspaper reporter. He stresses the picture's various highlights during the course of the interview,
which is interspersed w^th humor and is nicely done. Some
scenes from the film being
shown at the reporter's request.
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Ohio I'vxliibitors Seek
Percentage Basis Is
Sound Rental Relief
Advocated by Myers
(.Lonttnut'd

fiom

I'aije

1)

witii the earnings of tiic first two
h;i>cd on tiie earnings of tiie prii(iuccr and the earnings of tlic pro(liuHT based upon tiic earnings of ilic
e.xiiibitor.
"Tiie percentage, or ratlicr royalty
idea, has been worked out in practically every industry that caters to
tlie annisement of the i)ublic. Artists who make phonograpii records
receive compensation in comparison
to the demand for their discs. Autiiors are also paid on a percentage
Organization Continues
basis, as well as composers, playon Iowa Buying Combine wrigiits, etc.
(Co)ttiiiiicJ from
Faijf 1)
"if this plan were put into effect
in the motion picture industry, the
Ass'n is under way, with progress stars and directors would continue
reported. A. W. Nichols, former
Paramount district manaRer, and E. to receive royalties as long as tlieir
P. Smith, head of the Iowa unit, are pictures were in circulation. Imagine,
for instance, how much the actor.s
reported sponsors of the move.
Denial recently was made in Min- in 'Tlie liirth of a Nation' would
neapolis by W. A. StetTes, head of have received if they had been working on a royalty basis when that film
the Northwest unit and Allied leader,
that the association was backing the
made."
declared he believes percencombine. He refuses comment, how- wasMyers
tage buying on the part of exliibitors
ever, on whether the matter will be
up for discussion at the Allied meet- is "a good thing if an equitable deal
can be made with the distributors.
ing June 17 at Chicago.
Despite the Stef?es denial, however, There is no means wiiy the distributor should not be made to take his
it is known that Nichols is going
ahead in the territory on the booking chance on the success of a picture
plan, with Iowa organization being along with the theater owner."
w-ell under way, and it is reported
that many exhibitors are 'n a recep- Publix-Saenger Makes
tive frame of mind regarding the
movement.
Changes in N. Carolina
It is understood that no large list
Greensboro, N. C. — Several organizational changes in the personnel of
of membership is desired, the organization wishing to hold the member- Publix-Saenger of North Carolina are
ship down to a preferred list of par- announced by Montgomery S. Hill,
ticipants. It is thought that only assistant to general manager H. F.
about 50 theater o\vners would be Kincey.
Terry McDaniel, formerly city
sought in each section of the percentage booking size of Minneapolis, manager for the circuit at Wilson,
Milwaukee, Des Moines and Omaha. becomes city manager for the comLarger territories would naturally
pany's Durham theaters; Noble Artake in a larger membership under
nold leaves the post of assistant manthe present plans.
ager of the Carolina, Greensl)oro, to
The prime movers are working so become city manager at Wilson;
well under cover that it is almost Dave Phoenix goes from the National at Greensboro to the Imperial in
impossible to get any real information of the plan, but regardless of this town. Loy Kennedy, formerly
the secretive movements and despite with the E. J. Sparks circuit in Florida, is manager of the National,
denials, it may be said with contradiction that the plan, as originally Greensboro.
conceived, sought and depended upon the support and sanction of Allied Number of Sparks Houses
States. Iowa's exhibitor unit is a
member of Allied.
Wired in Experiment
Jacksonville, Fla. — Announcement
Landy Resigns from F. N.
is made by the E. J. Sparks organization of plans to install sound
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
equipment
in several houses.
Hollywood — George Landy resigns
On June 15, the Empress, here,
as director of Coast publicity for
First National July 1. He will be will open with Western Electric
The Alcazar, St. Peterssucceeded by Hubert Voight, former- equipment.
burg, also will have this equipment
ly with M-G-M's publicity departJune 15. The Howell, Palatnent in the East. Landy is enter- about
ka, will install Phototone on June
ng the production department of an- 15. The Dreka, Deland, and Capitol,
other company.
Plant City, was opened with Royal
Amplitone about June 8.
Denies Delphi Deal
The Howell, Dreka and Capitol
Delphi, Ind. — Milton Gardner. are using the equipment in the na)wner of the Arc, denies that the
ture of a test. If the equipment
iiouse has been sold to George W. proves satisfactory it will be installed
<^endall of Kokonio, although he ad- in several other houses.
nits that proposed sale has been disussed.
Exclusive
Paramount
Policy
Toledo — Paramount pictures are
I Improving
Cambridge
House
to be shown exclusively at the Princess, being remodeled
by Publix at
I Cambridge, Mass. — Publix is renoa cost of $100,000.
;ating the Central Square theater.

{.Continued

fiom

I'ane

1)

meeting in Columbus in which 3.18
theaters were represented, it was deciari-d impossible to keep going with
By I'll I L M. DALY
e.xpenses exceeding profits, or with
profits near the vanisiiing point.
A .\ .Atlanta exhibitor was returnCleveland e.\iiil)itors who attended
the meeting included J. J. Harwood, •^ ing from a vacation in Montreal,
D. L. Schumann, Harry Horwitz and being well fortified with a supply
and M. R. Horwitz.
of cheer-water, decided to make a
non-stop trip to his home town. He
Florida Business Hard
was going strong till he hit the curb
at I'ifth .Ave. and 42nd .St. in New
Hit by Fruit Pestilence York. .After the traflk officer dug
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Discovery of him out of the wreck, lie inquired
the Mediterranean fruit fly in hither- his location. "I'ifth .Ave. and 42nd
to unsuspected areas and drastic reg- St.," informed the cop. "Never mind
ulations already im))osed for the de- the details," says the exhibitor,
struction t)f iiost fruits and vegetaam I in?"
bles are working havoc witii business "What town *
*
«
enterjirises in tiiis section. As a diMur-Ad
rect result of tile situation, theater
attendance has dropped off alarming// for
yoursix iiwthcr-'ui-Uiw
ciynies —to
ly and annisement enterprises wiiicii stay
mouthx, be votichalant
flourisiied in fairer days are strug- light a whole carton of Murads and
gling for existence. Here in St. throw 'em in*her * turnk.*
Petersburg, the Phiel, always one of
Egyptology
the most
in to
theadopt
Sparks'
circuit,
has successful
been forced
an
-A Delancey St. pantspresser celeemergency measure closing the house
brated his golden anniversary by
four days a week. While the pres- taking his wife to the Roxy this
ent situation obtains the Phiel will
concentrate its operation on Friday. week. A spectacular prologue shows
Saturday and Sunday. The house is an Egyptian scene of Pharaoh's
the largest motion picture theater in throne room with a gorgeous colored
urn ten feet high burning incense.
S't. Petersburg and the second largest in tiie circuit, and is Western "See, momma!" says the pantspressElectric equipped.
er. "Some dirty loafer threw a cigarette in de treshbesket." Then at the
finale, soldiers carrying spears
First Group of Numbers
marched in, lifted Pharaoh up on his

THATT*
S
THA

by Musical Discs Ready

Musical Discs, Inc., formed i)y
Imperial Pictures to deal especially
in records for theaters, has comnumbers.pleted the first group of classical
Each overture runs from about
seven to nine minutes. On the same
record will be another number, suitable for an exit march or some other
program spot. The records are being made by arrangement with Columbia Phonograph Co. and eventually will comprise their entire library.
Herman J. Weinberg, who is an
executive of Musical Discs, as well
as of Imperial Pictures, said the records are being made to supply a special need in theaters which require
fine orchestral music, but which
since the advent of talking pictures,
have disbanded their musical organizations.
With each record, Weinberg said.
a motion picture art trailer will be
supplied so that the audience may
identify the selections and its composer. Sixteen-inch discs, 33 1-3 rpm
are being used.
Schine Lease Transferred
Oswego, N. Y. — Said to be the
forerunner of the taking over of local Schine houses by Fox, deed of
the Strand here has been transferred
by Mrs. Hattie B. Pierce to the
Schine corporation.
Harlem House Leased
F. Donofrio has purchased the
West End theater. 362 W. 125th St.,
New York, from West End Theater
Co.. of which Joseph M. Weber is
president.

throne and carried him out. "What's
dot?" queried momma. "Foreclosure
proceedings," sez poppa.
*

4>

*

"Mysterious Mame"
Big i)idi(stry is followivg thi8 serial closely, trying to get the tip-off
on any dirt that they already do not
know. No2v comes A I Ruben, insurance broker extraordinary, who
offers free fire insurance to anyone
who is bullied up by this holocaust.
With such cooperation, how could
we help but *
fail? * Noiu* leap into it.
Chapter IV
Having thus met Mysterious Mame
quite casually on Broadway, the
thought naturally occurred to us to
attend church services somewhere.
But we were a little bit bashful about
broaching the subject to her. Then
Mame spoke up in her beautiful
hoarse whiskey-soprano: "How about
tearing a smoked herring together?"
sez she coyly. "I didn't know you
belonged to that church," we counters. "Well, stupid." sez she, "when
one wants to crash into the fillum
business, one must do as the Romans
do." So I grabbed her biceps and
rushed her across to the synagogue
in the Bond building, sometimes facetiously referred to as the Motion
Picture Club.
But just then —
(You couldn't possibly guess what
happens in the next instalment.
Your guess is as good as ours, however. But for heavett's sake, try to
keep an open mind on the subject,
even though we are steering Mam^
into the M. P. Club.)
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No'w in Production

"w^imal
Serial
AWild Ani
th

Dialogue^ Sound Effects and Music

THE KING ^e KONGO
in Ten Thrilling Chapters
iw^ith

Jacqueline Logan and Walter Miller
and a Sterling Supporting Cast

UNIQUE, THRILLING AND
A DISTINCT
NOVELTY
Ready for Release August 1st

TWO

VERSIONS — SOUND

and SILENT

The first of five Serials with Dialogue, Sound Effects and Music
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An Example
I'l" was the results obtained
throuf^h the chain store oi)eration that intluenced the growth
(if the chain theater in this business, plus an inevitable American
economic drift toward fewer but
larger groups in all commercial
fields.
While that which follows has no
direct application to films, it is an
indication of how chain store progress in the retail field is justifying
the concentration of buying power
and the attendant slashing of overhead whether in theaters or in
drugs, these figures capture the
attention.
In Other Fields

Monday,

June

The si.x months to March 2 show a
profit of $7,254,570 for Warner Bros.
Subsidiaries contributed $905,741, no
more. The six months to P"eb. 28,
1928, netted this amazing organization $611,184. Sound and the foresight of Harry. Abe and Jack in
clambering aboard its bandwagon
when others feared to step are reIt took courage and a forspons.ble.
tune in dollars.

Showdown

The lines are being drawn. Both
Actors' Equity and the industry are
girding for a fight. Several important men have expressed this thought:
Union demands set annoyingly on
this business. That a showdown was
inevitable, is conceded. The Equity
situation, it is not improbable, therefore, may be seized upon as a timely
affair to reach an understanding on
the entire problem. Not merely actors, but stage hands, operators and
others as well.
K A N N

Pncf

1929

5 Cents

SMALL TOWN SHOWMEN REBEL
AGAINST SOUND FILM PRICES
BDiriSH m IKFEIL MIV
R[$IILT m ElfCnON
London (By Cable) — Abolition of
the entertainment tax is anticipated
as a result of the British elections
which swept lal)or into control of
the government. A large numl)er of
conservatives who either opposed removal of the tax or were indifferent
to the issue, were defeated at the

Tweiitj'-seveu companies — aii wed- polls.
ded to the chain system — report a 22
European Congress Asks
per cent increase in business for May
as against the corresponding month
Protection Against Imports
of 1928. F. W. Woolvvorth is up 24
Paris — Protection for the domestic
per cent. One company jumps 122 industry in the various countries of
per cent; a third, 51 per cent; a Europe, is called for in a resolution
fourth. 60 per cent. So it goes. It oassed at closing session of the Eurois significant to note that all of the uean International Cinema Congress.
twenty-seven have increased their
resolution stressed "the necesIt sales. Many factors, of course, are The
sitv" of national picture production
responsible. But the general history in each country. While it did not
of chain systems indicates an up mention the quota systen> bv name,
trend. The factors that count in our the resolution stated that each nation
(Hvn business are aware of what is should decide what means was best
transpiring elsewhere and. having suited to protection of its industry.
perfectly good examples on wh'"'' to
base their own conclusions, are shap- Violent Attack on U. S.
ing the r affairs accordingly.

Figures

10,

Films by French Paoer

RKO-P-F-L

Deal?

Negotiations in the oftref>orted and as often denied
deal between Radio- Keith-Orpheum and Paramount are expected to be renewed following
return to his office today of
David Sarnoff. chairman of the
board of RKO and executive
vice president of RCA. Sarnoff
has been abroad for some time,
aiding the Allied debt commission in bringing about an
agreement with Germany on
war indemnity.

HEARST NEWSPAPER OUT
AGAINSJJUITY SHOP
H'cst Coast Bureau. THE

Los

FILM

.\ngeles — Opposition

DAILY

to the

Equity Shop is voiced by "The Los
Angeles Examiner," Hearst newspaper, whichfor
states
"no pressiig reason
the there
recentis activity
of
E(|uity. except the desire of the stage
actor to increase his importance and

compensation
theare
filmfavorites
industry."
Film actors instill
of
Violent attack on the Havs"
Paris —tion
organiza
and the American film the public, it is pointed out, and conindustrv. with demand for expulsion
sequently stage players
( Continued
on Pane did7) not inifrom France of Harold L. Smith.
Havs representative, was made bv
"Le Matin." Smith declares the at- L. A. Organists Accept
50 Per Cent Wage Cut
tack unwarranted, and probablv inTllli FILM
DAILY
fluenced bv certain interests dft-r- a est Coast Bureau.
mined to fight American films. The
Los .\ngeles — Organists in local
American industrv is charged with theaters have signed an agreement
seeking to make France accede to calling for a 50 per cent reduct on in
its ideas.
wages with a minimum scale of $40
a week. Working hours have been
Budapest Exhibitors Ban
greatly reduced at the same time.

Talkers Due to Cost

Budanest — Because of hich cost of
installation, the Budanest exhibitooc<;oriation. has dec'Hed to nre"«nt no
ta'kers until after Mav lO.W. Vien-ia
talkers.
also is without

Mellaphone Placed on
Market by Wis. Showman
who

Berlin. Mis — E. M. Starkev.
operates the Rex here, is marketing
(Continued on Page 7)

"Singing Fool" Breaks
Record at Mexico City
Word comes from Mexico^ City
branch of Warner Bros. -First National foreign department that "The
Singing Fool" has grossed 47.000
pesos (about $25,000) during its first
two weeks' run at the Olympia, establishing a new record far above
anv previous returns. President
Portcs
Gil attended the premiere.

Widespread Protest Heard
on Rentals
Exacted
Under New Regime
.Many e.xhibitors are protesting
against the cost of sound film rentals,
declaring the prices being exacted
gradually are making it difficult for
them to operate.
R. F. Woodhull. president of the
M.P.T.O..*\.L l^st week sounded a
warning against the high rentals being charged small town exhibitors,
also stressing the need for relief on
silent picture contracts signed during the "panic period." The alarm,
he says, is general from Coast to
Coast.
Allied States Ass'n, rival national
unit, has launched a drive for relief
from rentals, following a mandate
from the Northwest exhibitor unit
dcnianfling a Dei>t. of Justice investigation of an alleged conspiracy
on
(Continued on Paqe

7)

EQUITY NOT AHEMPTING
TO EIX ANYJAGE SCALE
No effort is made nor will be made
by .'\ctors' Equity Ass'n to fix minimum salaries to be paid members.
Equity always has adopted a hands
off policy, so far as salary is concerned, contending that is a matter
between
producer and player.

This Month and Next
Seen as Production Peak
West

Coast

Bureau.

Tllli

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — June and July are
considered peak production mcnths
by Actors' Ef|uity .Ass'n. hence the
move in decreeing that Equity members appear only in talkers
which
(Continued

on

Page

4)

1,967 Wired

Theaters of the United States
now wired for Western Electric sound reproducing systems
now total 1,967, states Electrical Research Products.
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THE big productions continue along Broadway, with only two changes.
"Honky
Tonk"
replaced "The Desert Song" at Warners,
and "This Is Heaven"
has
closed at the Rivoli, with "She Goes to War"
which opened last Saturday.
"The
Four Feathers"
is another starter,
opening
Wednesday
evening at the
Criterion.
Picture
Distributor Theater
Opening Date
"Broadway Melody"
M-G-M
Astor
Feb. 8
"Alibi"
United Artists. ... 44th St
Apr. 8
"Madame X"
M-G-M
Harris
Apr. 24
"Bulldog Drummond" . . . United Artists. . . . Apollo
May 2
"The iSquall"
First National. . . . Central
May 6
"The Black Watch"
Fox
Gaiety
Kay 22
"The Cocoanuts"
Paramount
Rialto
May 23
"Broadway"
Universal
Globe
May 27
"On With the Show"
Warner
Winter Garden. . . May 29
"Father and Son"
Columbia
Embassy
June 3
"Honky Tonk"
Warners
Warners
June 4
"She Goes to War"
United Artists. . . . Rivoli
June 8
"The Four Feathers"
Paramount
Criterion
June 12

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
and Film
Wid's Films
copyright
Folk,
Inc.(1929)
J. W.by Alicoate,
President and
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communica
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
way. New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 4736
4737-4738-4739. Cable addre.ss: Filmday
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W.
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle
Junior models of the De Forest
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Neues,
19.
Phonofilm and Phonodisc found im-

Junior De Forest in
Demand, General Says

mediate favor in the smaller theater
field, Gen'l Talking Pictures says.
These Junior installations are made
for less than $5,000. New installations include: The Empire, Zeigler;
111.; Globe, Christopher, 111.; Iowa,
Sheldon, la.; Cumberland, BrunsJune 11-12 Convention of Oklahoma exhibitor
wick, Me.; Park, Middleboro, Mass.;
unit at Oklahoma
City.
Opera House, Franklin, La.; Grand
Opening
ofN. "Four
Feathers"
at Benld, 111.; and Brayton, Long
Criterion,
Y.
14
Cal.
June
Premiere of "Evangeline," Saenger Beach,

TheDate
Industry's
Book

June

June
June
June

June
June
June
June
June

theater.
New
Orleans.
Annual
M-G-M
sales convention
at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Paramount
western division sales
Convention at St. Louis.
Universal
western
convention
at
Kansas City.
17
Annual Fox sales meeting, N. Y.
17-18 Summer
convention
of
North
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrightsville, Beach, N. C.
19 Annual
First National sales convention, N. Y.
Annual
Warner
sales convention,
N. Y.
15

21
22
23
25
27

Opening
of "Drag"
at Central,
N. Y.
Annual Educational sales convention at Atlantic City.
Paramount eastern division sales
convention at Atlantic City, N. J.
Universal eastern convention at
Atlantic City.
Annual
RKO
sales convention
at
Chicago, 111.
Annual
Tiffany-Stahl
sales
convention at Detroit.
Pathe convention at Atlantic City

Cantor in "Whoopee"
Eddie Cantor, it is understood, will
make
"Whoopee"
for Paramount.
Gish with Carewe?
West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lillian Gish may star
in pictures to be produced by Edwin
Carewe for United Artists. Carewe
has dropped direction in favor of
supervision. He will have two units,
one headed by Dolores Del Rio and
the second by Miss Gish.
Going to Germany
When Camilla Horn completes
principal feminine role in "The Royal
Box," all-German dialogue feature
being made at Vitaphone, she intends to return to Germany to play
in several silent features planned by
Warners. Her last on Broadwav
was "Eternal Love," in which she
played opposite John Barrymore.

Full

Heat Wallops Ottawa Grosses
Ottawa — Attendance at all of Ottawa's theaters took a decided slump
during the week of May 27 because
of a terrific heat wave. Every theater in town was affected and even
"Coquette" at the Centre and Clara
Bow's "Wild Party" at the Regent
were visibly hit. Ottawa registered
as the hottest city in Canada for
three days of the week.
Here for Paramount

Convention

M. J. Messeri, managing director
of the Paramount Spanish organization, and David Souhami, managing
director of the Italian organization
are in New York to attend the annual Paramount sales convention?
and to confer with E. E. Shauer.
Technicolor

Expanding

IVest Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Technicolor has taken
over the Tremont laboratories. Floor
area will be increased and a projection building erected.

No Flattery But Facts

"Ad-Vance
Trailer Service is smiles
and smiles ahead of the rest."
STRAND
and TOPIC
THEATRES
Honeyyrove,
Texas

Collyer Joins Arnault Bros.
Rita Collyer, author and playwright, will act as personal renresentative and publicity director for the
Arnault brothers, Rene and John,
now appearing in their whistling act
at the Capitol. The Arnaults appeared in a Vitaphone short and will
make others at Vitaphone Brooklyn
studio within a few weeks.

report of stock activities
pear on page 7, this issue.

Inspects Cleveland Exchange
Cleveland — Inspection of the
Cleveland Film Exchange Bldg. was
made last week by A. S. Dickinson
of the Hays organization, local fire
inspector Gross, Mrs. Georgia Moffett, secretary of the Film Board of
Trade, and the exchange manager.
Havana Manager in N. Y.
Nat Liebeskind, manager of First
National's exchange at Havana,
Cuba, is in New York on a short
business trip to consult with H. A.
Bandy, manager of the foreign department.
A theatre
chain
has need
for a
man
who
knows
how
to promote
erection of new theatres and is able
to furnish intelligent reports on existing operations.
All replies will be
treated
strictly
confidential.
Box A-140
c|o FILM
DAILY
1650 B'way., N. Y. C.

Thomas A. Edison
made a sound picture

and — the records
mixed.
We have made

got

a SOUnd

picture (and WHAT

a

picture) but 'we did our
own mixing — The result
HITS THE WORLD IN THE
WAISTLINE and its poignant heart note is in fine
contrast to its supreme
fun. It has superb dialogue, splendid music and
comedy that has rarely
been equalled.
IN TOMORROW'S ISSUE
WE WILL DISCLOSE THE
'' THEATRE CRO WDER '«
WE HAVE BEEN TALKING
ABOUT FOR THE PAST
FOUR
DAYS . . .

STAND

ap-

BY—

ANOTMER

Biq

TIFFi!IMy-/TaHL

TflLKINQ
..fINQINQ
PRODUfcTION

9

^^

NOW
READ'

fcdtun'nq

BELLE BEMNETT
JOE. E.BROWN
One Little Liel
One Moment of Deceit!

;f

And a lady had lost her reputation —
and was glad of it!
Better to be scorned than pitied — to
be
laughed
notorious
thanwith
jilted!than at — to be
Romance, Humor and Human Interest
in a Delightfully Orifiinal Story of a
Woman Who Turned Disgrace into
Virtue.

COMINGf
A Great Talking and
Singing
Production

''MIDSTREAM**
with RICARDO CORTEZ, CLAIRE WINDSOR,
Montagu
Love, Helen Jerome Eddy and Larry Kent
A Daring Drama of a Man Who Wasted Love in His Youth and Tried
to Cheat His Life of Old Age.
(i
»♦

WHISPERING

Wi

WINDS

"^^^ '^^|f!^'> J'
fc^\ ^

with Patsy Ruth MiUer, Malcolm McGregor and Eve Southern
A New Slant on the Eternal Triangle in a Drama of Three
Who Loved — Each One Differently

READY
''TWO f6r"7uNE
MEN AND A RELEASE
MAID**

,(

with X'v'iiiiam Collier, Jr., Alma Bennett,
Eddie Gribbon and George E. Stone
i
Drama of a Man Who Was Too Good, a Woman Who Was
Not Too Good — and a .Man Who Cursed Them I

"NEW

ORLEANS**

u

with Ricardo Cortez, William Collier Jr. and Alma Bennen
Powerful Drama of Passion, Love and Friendship in th«
Land of Mardi Gras and Uacing

"MY

LADY*S

PAST**

BOOK THESE FROVEN

HITS!

Directed by Al Ray
Music Score by

GEORGE JESSEL in "LUCKY BOY"
BELLE BENNETT in "MOLLY and ME"

Hugo Riescnfeld
Synchronized by
RCA Photophone

with JOE E. BROWN

All Synchronized by RCA Photophone.
Available on Sound Film, or on Disc, or Silent.
i A.<j/\t,r

IFF<INy-</>T^I-IL

PRODUCTipiSc/5
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Monday,

DAILV

VERBAL CONTRACTS ARE
This Month and Next Seen
As Peak Production Months
RECOGNIZED BY EOUITY
(Continued

from

Paije

1)

employ all-Equity casts. Producers
this month and next will need
Equity members most, it is believed
by Equity.

Contract Being Prepared
for Day andTHEBitFILMPlayers
West Coast Bureau,
DAILY
Hollywood — Contract
"bit" players is being
Actors' Equity Ass'n.

for day
prepared

and
by

Contracts with Studio
Crafts for 30 Months

West Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — One hundred ten new
members have joined Actors' Equity
Ass'n in the last few days, it is
claimed here. Verbal contracts made
DAIL),
FILM
THE
,
West Coast Bureau
prior to June 7 are being recognized
Hollywood— Producers have con- by P^quity. Some agents have contracts with players and power of attracts with the carpenters', painters',
torney from their clients and are
elecand
ans'
musici
s',
worker
stage
tricians' unions which have 30 months making contracts and having players
to run.
accept non-Equity contracts. They
claim that if players refuse to carry
out the contracts they are liable for
damages.

To Date—One Hundred and Forty
Different Advertisers

June

10, 1929

i
AND
—trip
THAT'S
By PHIL
T
THM.ADALY

'
^

crossing herring
the Strand
in was
search
of a *
smoked
shop he
knocked
for a loop by a tram car, which is a
granddaddy to a Fifth Avenue bus.
He came to his senses ten minutes
later surrounded by a group of curious Londoners, and asked hazedly:

i

Benefits If Actors Idle
Due to Equity Mandate
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

"Oy, gevalt,terprising
where
I?" up
An and
ennewsboyam
rushed
thrust a little book in his hand, and
chirps: " 'Eres y'r Lunnon directory,
Hollywood — If there is any suffer- mister, which gives all the bloomin'
*
*
penny."
ing among idle actors as a result of streets for a *
Mort Blumoistock of the Parathe mandate of Actors' Equity Ass'n
a "war fund" will be raised by benemount Long Island studio met one
fit performances and contributions. of our muchly married stars on the
In 1919, according to Equity, $18,000 boardwalk at Long Beach with her
in donations was received from Coast
newest husband.
She said: "Mort,
film players.
meet my husband, Mr.
Mr.
er
And
then turning
to her
husband: "Don't stand there like a
*
+
*
sap! What IS your name?"
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Free Ad
Hollywood — Some producers are
Warners theater advertises in the
seeking to sign up Equity members
New York newspapers: "Sophie
to "weaken the cause" it is charged Tucker,
The Last Of The Red Hot
by
members
of
Actors'
Equity
Ass'n.
The Equity Council will not accept Mammas.
Refrigerated."
Meaning no
doubt that Sophie now
any resignations during the current has a KOOL er AIRE about her.
fight, it is stated. Actors in bad
financial standing will be considered
Among the Anglers
members.
Jimniie Fisher, reviewer for the
Hays office, now honeymooning near
one of the popular up-state lakes,
writes us that he has heard that the
West
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY fishing also is good.
*
+
+
Hollywood — Alien actors who have
seen 100 weeks' service in this coun"Mysterious Mame"
So great a sensation has this
try are not affected by alien regulase^'ial
created
that Universal has oftions of Actors'
Equity
Ass'n, states
President
Frank
Gillmore.
The
fered lis $1.76 for the screen rights
policy is not aimed against the for- to the title. We offered to throw
eign star, Gillmore points out.
in the story if they d make it $2.00
flat. But they courteo^isly informed
us that seven of their directors have
already used the same story this

Producers Seek to Weaken

Have Taken

Equity Ass'n Is Claim

Space in

Equity Alien Ruling Not
to Affect Foreign Star

;oj

€^

These advertisers know

Directors Not Required
to Meet Equity Demand
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Directors are not required to accept the Equity Shop,

tlie advertising value oS
great volume.

It's Different

season. Of course. That's where we
got it. Now go on with the mess at
*
*
*
your own risk.

Chapter III
Here we are into the third chapAss'n.
Equity U.
ter and still we haven't spoken to
A. Employee Hurt
Cleveland — Estelle Goldberg, of- Mysterious Mame. If we don't hurry
fice manager of the United Artists up Harry Reichenbach will probably
beat us to it. To what? you naturally
exchange, was struck by an automo- ask. And we just as naturally reply:
bile in front of the Film Exchange
Bldg. Both legs were hurt, one of "To the exploitation." If that's too
them badly broken. She is at Char- deep for you, don't bother coming up
for air. We're sunk, too. However,
ity Hospital.
assuming our best newspaper interNew Seattle Unicm Secretary
viewers manner a la "Gentlemen of
Seattle — Otto Crowhurst has suc- the Press," we approached the gal
ceeded William Douglas as secretary and said gently: "Wotinell are you
cryin' for, kid? And she answered
of the musicians' local.
wistfully: "Them ain't tears, you
bum. Thems all whats left of some
Teal on Tropics Jaunt
then—
And
New Orleans — Ray Teal, master of watered
fillum stock."
ceremonies at the new Saenger, is
ance,
insur
fire
heavy
(// ymi have
innext
the
read
on a three weeks' trip to the tropics. you can affor
to
d
up.)
you
stalment, which will bum

being outside the van

of Actor's

i

AN
EAST
SIDE because
exhibitorhe took
to London
hearda
there was a Liberal Party over there,
and he figured they might pay real
money for his palooka house. While i

"GqOO/

.0./

H"%jtk.p€rfect/
THREE BOX-OFFICE BULLS-EYES
OUT OF THREE SHOTS Three Tremendous Sensational
Money -Making Successes with
the FirstThree All-Talking Pictures
Made

"GOOD?

- YOU'RE

TOOTIN'-THAT'S

UNITED
ARTISTS
Producer

SURE
PERFECT!'"

There's nothing,nobody,nowhere
can do to top
UNITED ARTISTS
in this racket of making AllTalkies

MARY PICKFORD in "Coquette -ROLAND WEST'S "Alibi'
RONALD COLMAN in "Bulldog Drummorid"- AND WE'VE
ONLY JUST STARTED-BIG BOYS !

0/^1 LY
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Color and Sound Unit Organized
Frank Craven To Direct "Very Idea" for Radio— Lila Lee, Feminine Lead in Columbia's "Flight" —
Five New Contracts Given Paramount Players and Directors —Ralph Wilk and His Hollywood Close-Ups

THREE COMPANIES MERGED
IN A $IP0,000 UNIT
S_vnchronatone Pictures Corp.,
Iveimedy Pictures Corp. and Colorart
I'rod., Ltd., have merged in a coiiiliany to be known as Colorart Synchratone Pictures Corp., Ltd., with a
,$10,000,000 capitalization.
Burtis U. Cain is president; Aubrey
'SI. Kennedy and Curtis F. Nagel,
\ ice-presidents; Howard C. Brown,
treasurer and Mervin R. Dowd, secretary. The board of directors includes Grant L. Cook of Tififany.Stahl.
This is the company which recently signed F. W. Murnau and Robert
J. Flaherty under contract. Productions in color and sound are planned.
El Brendel Gets Part
El Brendel, who returned to pictures in "The Cock-Eyed World" at
Fox, has been signed for a part in
a musical show which will be soundpictured by that company. De Sylva,
Brown and Henderson, aided by
David Butler, are writing it.
Signed For Radio Pictures
Additions to casts of Radio pictures include Eddie Kane for "Street
Sister," formerly titled "The Viennese Charmer," and Henry Armetta,
Hedda Hopper and Will Stanton for
"Companionate."
Newmeyer to Direct Alan Hale
Fred Newmeyer will direct Alan
Hale in "Sailor's Holiday," for Pathe.
Joseph Franklin Poland now is completing the dialogue. Poland is also
author of the original script.
Barravalle

Starts Work

Rehearsals for the filming of "Rio
Rita" received impetus with the arrival of Victor Barravalle, who is to
direct a symphony orchestra of 110
musicians for this picture. He is to
be musical director for all Radio Pictures.

"Drake Case" Is Started
"The Drake Case," directed by Edward Laemmle, has just gone into
production at Universal City. In the
cast are: Gladys Brockwell, Forrest
Stanley, Robert Frazer, Doris Lloyd,
Barbara Leonard, Byron Douglas,
James Crane and Eddie Hearn.
^ Paramount Title Changed
W. Somerset Maugham's "The
Marriage Holiday" will be titled
"Charming Sinners." This Paramount talker features Ruth Chatterton, Clive Brook and William Powell,
and was directed by Robert Milton.

FRANK CRAVEN SIGNED BY
A Little from ''Lots''
By

RALPH

WILK

RADIO EOR "VERY IDEA"

"The Very Idea," William Le
Baron's play which will be produced
OUR good friend, Fred Newmeyer,
by Radio Pictures will be directed by
is looking for a man who can
Frank Craven, well known stage diinvent a thumb for a cigarette light
rector and actor who appeared in
Back to Broadway and the bright
holder.
lights, will be the route taken hy "The First Year." Craven will also
Reginald Denny, wheyi his contract appear in the picture.
Ray Overhaugh, veteran camera- expires in June. At one time he
Pathe Studio Busy
man, just back from a lengthy stay
was one of New York's best leadIn production at the Pathe studios
in England, is holding a re-union iyig men.
*
*
*
with Hollywood friends. Bob Haas,
"The Awful Truth," Ina Claire's
the art director, is showing Ray
William Bakewell will be featured are
first talking picture for Pathe, from
the sights. Ray is a globe-trotting in four Vitaphone productions. He the stage play by Arthur Richman;
photographer, having done the cam- recently appeared opposite Alice "Big News," in which Robert Armera work on "The White Sister" White in "Hot Stuff," and was later
strong and Carol Lombard are featand "Romola" in Italy and other
chosen for roles in "On With the
ured; "Sailor's Holiday," with Alan
European produced pictures.
Show" and "The Gold Diggers of Hale and Sally Eilers. In preparaBroadway."
He played a dual role
tion are "The Racketeer"; the RusLeo Tover, who is so handsome in "The
Iron * Mask."
*
*
sian play now tentatively titled "The
that some directors prefer that he
face the camera instead of working
Francis Perrett, formerly with Right to Kill," and "Oh, Yeah."
behind it, is photographing his first Paramount in the publicity departRKO Signs Emma Dunn
ment, is now taking the place of
Emma Dunn has been signed for
talker, "The Viennese Charmer,"
with Wesley Ruggles directing. Leo William Gibbs at Fox. Perrett will "Side Street," formerly titled "Fortyis a graduate of the old Talmadge be "contact" man, a position vacated Ninth Street," Radio Picture which
and Paramount Long Island studios by Frank Murray.
boasts the appearance for the first
time in any one picture of the three
Moore brothers, Owen, Tom and
Lila Lee Rounds Out Trio Five Contracts Signed by Matt.
Frank Sheridan is in cast, this
Paramount Coast Studios production is to be directed by Mai
"Flight"
for Lila
New Paramount contracts have St. Clair.
Principals
of
Columbia
has signed
Lee for
been
given Jack Oakie, Fay Wray,
"Flight" in which Jack Holt and
Haines Gets Race Scenes
Ralph Graves will also be featured. Edward Sutherland, Walton ButterWilliam Haines made scenes on
field
and
Howard
Estabrook.
Frank R. Capra will direct. The picDecoration Day for the climax of
ture will be an all-talker.
Moore Assignment for Carey Wilson
new racing picture, "Speedway."
Raidiant Pictures Signs Milt Gross
Carey Wilson has been signed by his
Closeups were taken during the anMilt Gross is the latest to join the John McCormick to prepare adapnual racing classic at Indianapolis,
writing staff of Radiant Pictures
where
Director Harry Beaumont,
tation and continuity of "Footlights
which already includes "Bugs" Bear and Fools," Colleen Moore's forth- with Haines, Anita Page, John Miland Al Boasberg. Radiants are
coming picture which follows her jan and Ernest Torrence have spent
short-subject comedies released by "Smiling Irish Eyes."
the pastcationthree
weeks on outdoor loRKO. Louis Brock heads Radiant
work.
Resume Fox Picture
Pictures.

Hollywood

Green Cast for "Kibitzer"
Harry Green, legitimate player, has
been assigned the lead role in the
screen version of the stage play
"Kibitzer," which will be directed by
Edward Sloman for Paramount.
Higby Higby
Cast inhas
"Virginian"
Wilbur
been cast in
"The Virginian," Paramount's new
all-dialogue film from the novel of
Owen Wister. This selection completes the cast which includes Gary
Cooper, Richard Arlen, Walter Huston, Chester Conklin, E. H. Calvert,
Eugene Pallette and Mary Brian.
Hanley Music for Dowfing
James F. Hanley, composer oJ
"The Rainbow Man" score, will
write the melodies of the next Eddie
Dowling picture. It will be a SonoAjt production.

and has photographed
"The
Great
Gatsby,"
"God
Gave
Me
Twenty
Cents"
and *
several* other
pictures.
*

Shooting at Fox on "Chasing
Through Europe" with Nick Stuart
Bessie
"Illusion"
Bessie
LyleLyle
has inbeen
selected by
and Sue Carol has been resumed. At- Paramount to replace Louise Beavers
mospheric scenes were shot abroad
under direction of David Butler last for the part of Consuelo n "Illusion,"
picturization of the novel by Arthur
summer, with both Stuart and Miss Train. At the same time Knutj
Carol participating. Present work is Erickson was assigned a role. Lothcr
under direction of Alfred L. Werker. Mendes is directing.
M-G-M

Hackett Assigned
has assigned Raymond

Hackett Edgar
to a partSelwyn
in "Evaisthedirecting
Fifth,"
which
with Bessie Love in the principal
feminine
role.

Powell Replaces Hardy in Cast
William Powell has been selected
by Paramount to replace Sam Hardy
for the leading role in "Behind the
Makeup," the picturization of "The
Feeder," the story by George M.
Watters, in which Hal Skelly and
Esther Ralston have important roles.

Hugh Trevor for Operetta
The latest addition to the cast of
"Married in Hollywood," Fox Movietone operetta, is Hugh Trevor, who
E. J.Justus
Mayer Meyer,
with M-G-M
has been loaned by RKO. This is
Edwin
author
of
the Oscar Strauss operetta which "The Firebrand," has signed a new
will feature Norma Terris and J. contract with M-G-M to do dialogue
Harold Murray.
and adaptations.
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Small Town Showmen Rebel
Against Sound Film Prices
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Composers
Coast

Signed by Warners

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sigmund Romberg
and Oscar Hainmerstein, 2nd, have
been signed by Warners to collaborate on mus'cal comedies. The team
wrote "Blossom Time," "The Student Prince,"' "Rosalie" and "The
New Moon."
No Dialogue in "4 Feathers"
When "The Four Feathers" opens
at the Criterion, New York, tomorrow night, it will be presented with
sound effects and musical synchronization only.

NATIONAL
SCREEN
SERVICE
SOUND.^

tlu- part of (listrihiitiirs lo drive independent e.\hil)itors out oi hll.sines^
!)>• e.\act nK aIlc«edly-e\orl)it.int film
rental.s for sound pictures. .'\ nicetintc of association leaders is scheduled
June 17.
Ohio exhibitors have added their
voice to the Reneral protest, insisting that they cannot pay the rental^
heinj,' asked for sound fihns. Texas
exhibitors, too. have protested, offer
ing as a solution "an eipiitahje percentage arranKenient."
Georgia's
new
exhil)itor unit will
campaign on the high rentals issue

JI..III

and at its organization meeting last
week demanded relief. N'orth Ca^o
lina exhibitors intend to take a'-tion
at their meeting June 17 and 18 at
Wrightsv lie Meach. Oklahoma ex
h hitors June II and \2 will attack
the problem at (Jklahoma litv.
There are a number of other state
units which plan to add their proles'
to the squawk against sotnid film
rentals. The 300 and 400 |ier cent
advance in prices being dem;iiided
leaves the small operator "without
an out" in breaking even, it is the
general contention.

'20 st
Hear
Newspaper
6
Mellaphone Placed on
'iou
Against Equity Shop Market by Wis. Showman
(.Continued from Patic 1)

(Continued

from

I'ai/e

1)

mediately obtain all of the high sal- Mellaphone, disc synchronizer. He
aries in the industry. They did not, offers turntables, pickups, fader and
as they had expected, relegate pic- switchover for $500, and a complete
ture players to subordinate positions, machine. incUiding in addition amplifier, speakers, tubes and speedowhereupon Equity was brought into
meters for $950. The machine is
the situation.
made under RC.-\ patents, it is deThe .'\cademy, it is claimed, is a clared.
better organization than Equity to
bring about harmonious relation in
the industry.
Buy McCoU, S. C, House
McCoM,
S. C— O.
I". McGinnis
Virginia Theater Firm Chartered
and J. E. Davis have taken over the
Martinsville, \a. — The Martinsof
Everybody's
theater
here.
ville Theater Corporation has been operation
chartered with authorized maximum
capital of $50,000 to conduct a genBuys Juvenile Series
eral theatre business and exhibit picCleveland — Ivanhoe Film Extures. The incorporators are A. C.
change has purchased three five-reel
Conway, of Danville, president; J. juvenile features for Ohio distribution to be used especially for special
C. Hester, of Danville, vice president and treasurer, and Miss Mary
children's
matinees. They are: "CinC. Hurd, of Martinsville, secretary.
derella and the Magic Slipper,"
Conway is engaged in the theatre "Twinkle, Tw-inkle, Little Star," and
business in Danville.
"Little Red Riding Hood," all made
by Wholesome Films of Chicago.
Empire Series Sold in Northern N.Y.
Akron
Incorporation
Chase Pictures Corp. of BufTalo
Akron, O.— P. A. and S. A. Belden
and .Albany has acquired franchises
for the 26 all-dialogue single rel and C. F. Schnee have incorporated
productions to be made by Empire the Thornton with 250 shares of no
par value stock.
Prod., New
York.
Lawrence at Lockport
Lawrence, N. Y. — C. F. Lawrence,
formerly
manager
of the Avon
at
Utica, now
is managing
the Palace
and Rialto theaters.
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Niagara

Niagara I-'alls, X. Y. — Al Beckerich
has resigned as manager of the Palace at Lockport and is now managing the Strand.
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There's gold in her voice. Never has the talking picture added so
much to any star. Billie was only a shadow of her real self in
"The Yellow Lily," "The Night Watch" and other record makers.
Just imagine what she'll do with your records when she talks.

national
kPlfDNi

100% TALKING

With Antonio Moreno
And Noah Beery

Publix - F. & R. Deal This Summer

is Predicted

iTHE
ULTHE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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EQUITY SHOP WILL BEHER
EILMS, GILLMORE CLAIMS
llest Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Adoption of the Equity
shop in talkers will brinp; about efficient production methods, declares
Frank Gillniore, Actors' Equity, president. Move for the Equity shop in
talkers was in. accordance with a majority vote of its Los Angeles members. President Gillmore points out
in replying to Lionel Barrymore's
statement decrying the move. Gill(Continued

on

Page

6)

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

Bucking Fox?
A. H, Schwartz and several
other large independent operators in the New York zone are
understood to have been approached by the Warners to
enter a cooperative buying
pool in a move to offset the
Fox dominance in this territory.

DAILY

Hollywood — Louise Dresser and
Willard Mack have joined Lionel
Barryniore in protesting against the
Equity shop.
"I have been a member of Equity
for years, but I have never seen
Equity get work for the actor," says
Mack.
"I also know- that actors
who never have received a higher
salary than §750 a week on the stage
are getting t\yice that amount
in
pictures.
"The spoken
(.Continued theater
on Pageand 6) the mo-

12, 1929

Bv

EKXEST

W.

FREDMAN

Editor. "The Daily Film Renter"

London (By Cable) — There is an
unnamed group here promoting a
proposed $5,000,000 circuit of wired
theaters in London and its suburbs.
The first will be at Brixton and have
seating capacity of 3,000.

INTERNATIONAL SOUND
PATENT PARLEY PLANNED

^^1 Buffalo Suit Dismissed,
W. E. Plans New Action
Suit of Western
Electric, Electrical Research Products, and AmeriI can Telephone
& Telegraph
Co.,
jagainst Sol Wallerstein. charging the
I Pacent equipment at his Broadway,
Buflfalo, infringes their patents has
(Continued

I

on

Page

6)

Seattle, Tacoma, Portland
Pantages Houses Dark
1 Seattle — Marking first sunmier
i shutdown of the houses, the Pantages theaters in Seattle, Portland
and Tacoma have been closed for the
summer. They will reopen in August. It had been expected that an
all-sound-film policy would be adopted during the summer months.

S Cents

on

Page

NINE ONLY TO BE SOLD
BY U. A. UP TO JANUARY

6)

Survey of F. & R. Chain is
Made by Publix Appraiser
Enlarged Screen Will Be
e
Chines
at Grauman's
Used
DAILY
FILM
THE
Coast Bureau,
West
Hollywood— Fox West Coast will
at
introduce the "phantom screen"
Grauman's Chinese for a military
spectacle in "The M-G-M Revue of
Revues." which opens at the house
June 19. simultaneously with its passine to West Coast management. The
enlarged screen is declared to be
ng new in developments of
somethi
this type.

One hundred Ohio theaters are
threatened with permanent closing
and the future of many more is dark
unless immediate relief in the form
of reduced sound rentals and elimination or trimming of score charges
is forthcoming. William James,
president of the Ohio M.P.T.C)., and
P. J. Wood, business manager of
the organization, made this statement
yesterday.
are withboth in New York conThey ferring
general sales managers

(Continued

Nine pictures will be sold by United
Artists sales force during the first
half of the new season, all of them
ganizer of the former
sold individually, in accordance with
for
attorney
is
tive,
hiliitor co-opera
musicians in their suit to force Nas- the company policy, Al Lichtman,
ser Bros., and the T. & D. circuit general sales manager, declared at
to replace musicians in sound houses, the sales convention in New York
The meeting
winds up
and to restrain members of the Allied yesterday.
(Continued
on Page 6)
(Continued

James and Wood in N. Y.
to Secure Relief from
Sales Managers

Berlin — KfTort to settle the international sound reproducing equipment controversy is to be made in
New York late in June. The Klangfilm-Tobis group, including its licenstes in other European countries, will
he represented at a conference in
New York with Western Electric,
RCA and General Electric. German
delegates now are en route for the
meeting. \\\ international pool may
result, but the chief objects are fore- in an
effort to secure remedial measstalling patent fights, such as are unures which they insist must be forthder way in England and Germany,
coming to stave off what they declare
and
settling the question of inter- is the worst crisis ever faced in the
changeability.

Attorney
Union'sSound
Sapiro
in Frisco
Fight
35 Paramount Talkers to
orSapiro,
Aaron
—
o
Francisc
San
Be Released by July 1
New York ex-

By July, Paramount will have released 35 talkers. The first was "Interference," released several months
ago. In the last three months of the
current season 12 talkers have been
I released by the company.

Price

100 OHIO SHUTDOWNS SEEN
CAUSED BY SOUND OVERHEAD

Hl$( DIIESSEIl WILUin
HAH HITJQIlin SHOP $5,000,000 BRITISH CHAIN
OE WIRED HOUSES PLANNED
Hest

June

on

Page

6)

cIbI; probe
Omaha

—

injaha zone

Collective buying of

sound pictures as a means to counteract allegedly exorbitant sound film
rentals; setting wheels iti motion for
a government investigation of what
is termed the greatest monopoly that
ever existed in any industry; and
plans to refuse to sit on arbitration
cases involving
(Continutd distributors
on Pant 6) not per-

Texas Delegation Delays
Percentage Trip to July

Dallas— Col. H. A. Cole and a delegation of Texas exhibitors, appointed
petition disMinneapolis — Sale to Publix of the to go to New York,an toequitable
peradopt
to
tributors
Northwest Theater Circuit (Finkelcentage system on sound pictures,
stein & Ruben) chain of around ISO
houses in Minnesota, North and have postponed their trip to July 1.
This was done because of the majorSouth Dakota, is expected to be coms are holding their
of companie
pleted this summer, according to sales itymeetings
in June.
opinion here. While denial is made
that any negotiations are on, Fred
Greene has just completed a survey Sound Rentals Highlight
of the circuit for Publix, and it is
of Oklahoma Convention
understood Publix accountants soon
City— Probk-nis arising
Oklahoma
arc to go over the books. F. & R.
and Publix have been partners in II out of the sound picture development, as well as the rentals of sound
Twin City first runs, since erection
of the Minnesota here last year.
keening
declaredd on
pictures, (Continue
Page 6)small ex-
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DAILV
Negotiating to Take Over
Halperin Unit for Series
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TheDate
Industry's
Book
Tonight:
June
June

June

June
June

Opening
of "Four
Feathers"
at
Criterion, N. Y.
14 Premiere of "Evangeline," Saenger
theater,
New
Orleans.
15 Annual
M-G-M
sales convention
at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Paramount
western division sales
Convention at St. Louis.
Universal
western
convention
at
Kansas City.
17
Annual Fox sales meeting, N. Y.
Meeting of Allied States exhibitors
unit at Chicago.
Opening of "Fall of Eve" at the
Embassy,
New
York.
17-18 Summer
convention
of
North
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrightsville. Beach, N. C.
19 Annual
First National sales convention, N. Y.
Annual
Warner
sales convention,
N. Y.

June

21

June

22

June

23

June

25

June

27

Opening
of "Drag"
at Central,
N. Y.
Annual
Educational
sales convention at Atlantic City.
Paramount
eastern division sales
convention at Atlantic City, N. J.
Universal
eastern
convention
at
Atlantic City.
Annual
RKO
sales convention
at
Chicago, 111.
Annual
Tiffany-Stahl
sales
convention at Detroit.
Pathe convention at Atlantic City

STOCK MARKET
High
Low Close
Sales
•Am.
Seat
34^^
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
pfd.
2'6J^
26
26j4
East. Kodak
170
169 170
3.1
*do pfd
128
00
*First Nat. pfd
108
000
Fox Fm. "A"
83%
83 835i
*do rts
9H 3
•Keith A-O
34
do pfd
108
54
55
Loew's, Inc.
100
95
95
SS'A
do pfd
95
397A
3154
1,000
42-4
300
25
25
M-G-M
pfd
25
44
M. P. Cap.
30ii 63
63
8,500
16,600
Para.
F-L
Pathe
Exch
95^
i5',666
•do "A"
61
1,500
RadioKA-0
32
•Stanley Co
40
20
....
98/2
•Univ. Pict. pfd
.115
lU'/S 114
Warner
Bros.
2,800
•do pfd
58J^
57M
CURB
MARKET
2,300
334
3/2
Acoustic Prod
334
3J4
3'A
♦Bal. & Katz
70
Columbia
Pets. ...31J4
31^^ 31J4 9,800
200
Con. Fm. Jnd
22"^
22 22 J^
166
•Film Insp
2Vi
200
Fox "Thea. "A".. 23%
23Yi 2'3M
•Griffith, D.W.
'A'
2}4
•Intern. Proj.
(i)
120
do (n w)
23
22 23
ioo
*Loew do deb. rts
19
Nat.
Scr. Ser
23^
23^ 23^
200
200
Nat. Thea. Sup,... 18
18
18
Trans-Lux
IVA
llji 11 J4
100
Univ. Pict
22
22 22
*do pfd
2
BOND
MARKET
Keith AG
6s 46.. 91
90 91
Loew
6s 41ww
106
106 106
do 6s 41 x-war
97j4
97
97
Paramount
6s 47.. 97%
9734 97%
Par.
By.
5Hs51..100i4
100^ 100^
•Pathe 7s37
75
CURB BONDS
Am. Seat 6s 36... 86
3/2
♦Warner
6Ks
28
198
27
OVER THE COUNTER
S'Wz
Roxy "A"
22
25
do units
23
do com
2
Skouras Bros
35
42
Technicolor
53 J^
United
Art
S
10
80
do pfd
70
Univ. Ch. com.
. . 2
do pfd
75
•LAST PRICE QUOTED

"Fall of Eve"
"The Fall of
talker, June 17,
and Son" at
York.

Jones Circuit at Salt Lake
Salt Lake City — Buck Jones, film
veteran, arrived here yesterday with
the Buck Jones Wild West Shows.

Several major distributors are dickering* with Edward and Victor Hugo
Halperin to take over their production unit intact, it is understood. The

Broadway

N.Y.C.

"WE NEVER DISAPPOmr
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CABORATORi^
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ERA SERIES
— 15 —

One and Two Reel

for Broadway Run
Eve," Columbia allwill succeed "Father
the Embassy, New

100% Dancing, Singing, Talking
Novelties (Film or Disc)
"THE
MISER"
Dialogue.
1 Reel.
From Charles
Dickens' "Bleak
House."
With
Brimsby Williams.
"HOAK"
All Dialog — 1 Reel Comedy,
with
Frawley and Smith.
"RADIO
FRANKS"
and
"THE
FOUR
BACHELORS"
Songs in Harmony and Wisecracks —
1 Reel.

"THE
MARIONETTES"
No. 1
Greatest
1 Reel
100%
Talking
and
Singing Novelty Produced.
A Sure Fire
First Run.
A NIGHT
IN DIXIE
2 Reels.
With Abbie Mitchell and
Johnny
Hudgins.
"THE" MARIONETTES"
No. 2
5
One 8Reel Novelty
— A Treat for Any
Audience.
"WHEN

THE

CLOCK

All

STRUCK

All Dialog — 2 Reels of Comedy-Drama,
with Niles Welch and Maude Malcomb.
VE"
TEDDY
TWELBROWN
And His Band.
Lots of good music.
1 Reel.

"A TRIP TO THE ZOO"
1 Reel.
A more realistic animal picture
than you have ever seen.

"CLYDE

In

DOERR

AND

HIS

1 SAXOPHONE
Reel— And How SEXTETTE"
They Can Play

Now Playing Leading N. Y. Theatres
For Screenings Call

NEW

ERA

FILMS

630 Ninth Avenue, N. Y. C.
(FILM

BRYANT

1650

»■( >'^»-(>-«i»t)-^»-()^^)-^^(i«

NEW

INSURANCE

TELEPHONE

DAILY

Ready for Booking TODAY

INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

FILM

BOX
c-o
FilmA-134
Daily

C. Cooper, the makers of "Chang"
and "Grass." "The Four Feathers"
mark their first attempt to produce a
dramatic film.

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
B'WAY

THE

EXECUTIVE, aggressive, resourceful and experienced in
every phase of theatre management, expert on economy, exceptional references, address

K-A-O Declares Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of 1)4
per cent on the preferred payable
July 1 to stock of record June 19,
has been declared by Keith-AlbeeOrpheum.
"4 Feathers" Opening Tonight
"The Four Feathers" will open an
indefinite engagement at the Criterion, New York, tonight. Representing
andSchoedsack
a half years'
by
Ernest two B.
and work
Merian

M)^^()^^(>«

Bureau,

AVAILABLE

First talking Mermaid Comedy,
"The Crazy Nut," is to be previewed
this afternoon at the RCA Studio,
New York. Educational has been releasing Mermaids for the last nine
years. Mack Sennett's new talking
comedy, "The Big Palooka" and Lyman H. Howe's "Ride on a Runawayfects,Train,"
with sound efwill be reissued
on the program.

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

1540

Coast

San Francisco — Conferences are
under way between the Golden
States Circuit and operators and
stagehands in connection with a new
scale for Modesto, Cal., houses due
to installation of sound.

First Mermaid Talking
Comedy to be Shown

A theatre chain has need for a
man
who
knows
how
to promote
erection of new theatres and is able
to furnish intelligent reports on existing operations.
All replies will be
treated strictly
confidential.
Box A-140
c|o FILM
DAILY
1650 B'way., N. Y C.

PICTURE

Confer on Wage Scale
H'cst

Halperins recently produced "She
Goes to War," now current at the
Rivoli, New York in conjunction
with Inspiration Pictures.
'ioo
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NT ENVY AN
-G-M SHOWMAN

Ill

Be one and enjoy life!

'V

IT'S been a great year for M-G-M exhibitors
THEY can afford the good things of life — '
THEY go places and do things —
THEY get rich with pictures like these (all in one season)
\l
THE BROADWAY

THE TRIAL OF MARY

THE

MELODY— tt'orWs
Greatest Talking Hii.'

DUGAN— ,VormaShfa7-c.T's
Firsi AU-Talhe

The ■WKite Collars"
Talking Picture

William hiaines in
THE DUKE STEPS OUT

IDLE RICH

William Hamf! in

ALIAS JIMMY
VALENTINE

dilhirrt-Garho in

A WOMAN OF
AFFAIRS

Cjrcta Garho in

WILD

WHITE
Ramon Novarro in
THE PAGAN

WONDER
WOMEN
Clarence OFBrown's

^oan C DANCING
>tiij find 1".
OUR
DAUGHTERS

ScnarTOFLEET
i-.
THERamon
FLYING

This Year and Every Year!

METRO-GOLDWYN-H
Ifs a pleasure!

ORCHIDS

SHADOWS

in tHr 5<«4iK Seal

k^"^

Sound makes ajtimous

SOW

.^'^i^O^^^UA^*^^^*-^-'*^^
^^^K

presents

^^m

With

FRANKLIN

T ^^^^^

ik. C^%B

PANGBQRN

•^
JOHN T. MURRAY
D
EN
LAN
VIVI
OAK
Directed by Charles Lamont

Educationaus
sixth great series q
all 'talking
two -reel comedies

old name

I s>till
eaier

in MSRqM
A
I
P
r< CoMnedl
Among the most famous and most popular
of all comedy brand names is MEIOIAID.
A list of theatres that have played
MERMAID COMEDIES would be almost
a directory of the world's picture houses.
And now these Jack White Productions
talk. New casts. Popular stars. The most
modern type of talking comedy production. With a name that has been bringing
them in for nine years.

And fun? They'll go plumb goofy
over '"^THE CRAZY NUT." It's
one of the craziest, goofiest, funniest pictures produced since
sound brought about the rebirth
of screen humor.

-s

Jack White
Productions
Recorded by
RCA

Photophone

EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANGES, Inc.
E. r. HAMMONS,

Preside nl

Member. Motion Ticture ProtJurem and Dietribulors of .\merica. Inc.; Will H. Hays. Prettdent
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E ONLY TO BE SOLD 100 Ohio Shutdowns Seen
Caused by Sound Overhead
BY U. UP TO
(Continued

from

Page

1)

history of Ohio exhibition.
Several ; "Overhead
has increased
to stagmeetings have been held and others gering proportions — so much so, in
are slated for later in the week.
fact, that the small exhibitor is licked beyond recall with sound unless
today with speeches scheduled by
"Score charges that are beyond reason and which in many cases exceed his burden is lightened. Wood and I
President Joseph M. Scheiick, Edwin Carewe and a representative of the total rental paid formerly by the are in New York to present the facts
Electrical Research Products. Sam- exhibitor for silent films; prices that to sales managers of the various mauel Goldwyn spoke yesterday.
have jumped variously from 300 to
jor organizations. We intend presenting them with facts and figures,
The nine pictures to be sold up to 700 per cent plus the usual competition which the subsequent run house without color, and as they are, in
d"
Drummon
"Bulldog
are:
January
and "Condemned," starring Ronald must face from the first run and the the hope that some understanding of
Colman; Mary Pickford and Douglas protection the de luxe theater se- the condition will be grasped and
cures are responsible for a trying
Fairbanks in "The Taming of the
situation without parallel within my the machinery set in motion to bring
Shrew," "Evangeline," starring Doabout the relief which is imperative.
lores del Rio; Norma Talmadge m experience.
"Tin Pan Alley" (temporary title);
"Three Live Ghosts," George Fitzmaurice's "The Locked Door,"
"Lummox" by Fannie Hurst; "It's
a Pleasure," starring Fannie Brice.
All are all-talkers but "Evangeline,"
which is part-talker. Those listed are
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued
from Page 1)
part of the 18 films, outlined exclusively yesterday by THE FILM
lion picture industry are entirely dif- more invites Barrymore to confer
ferent institutions. What might be with Equity officials to improve his
DAILY. The remaining pictures on
the program will not be sold, until good for one is apt to be very bad knowledge of conditions.
after January. It is understood that for the other. If Equity feels, that
40 Members Claimed to Have
Chaplin's "The City Lights" will be there is any grievance — and I know
in the second group. This means that of none — it could not expect to succeed by coming into another business Spurned Producer Contracts
release will be at the rate of one
with a club in its hand.
H'est Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
picture every three weeks until January.
Hollywood — More than 40 mem"On the stage an actor may work
bers of Equity are claimed to have
four weeks rehearsing and get nothing for it. In pictures his salary
rejected
producers' contracts, deterstarts when the story is ready for
mined to "stick with Equity," it is
claimed
here.
Meanwhile, Equity is
shooting. His rehearsals are paid
for.
investigating reported instances of
"If Equity persists in its stand, members signing producer contracts.
the answer is obvious. Producers,
IT was a real heart-to-heart talk nstead of using the services of Equity Plans Own Newspaper
that Al Lichtman had with his boys stage actors, will develop motion
oicture talent. The bugaboo about on Coast During Dispute
at yesterday's session, and Al is a acting for the talkies has been shat- H-'est Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
great talker. He reviewed last year
tered. Motion picture players are
and painted a picture of a rosy future.
Hollywood
—
Actors'
Equity
Ass'n
generally found entirely capable of plans publication of a semi-weekly
coping with the demands of the newspaper during the present dispute
over the Equity shop.
Incidentally, there wasn't a story talkies.
told, which shows the busness-like
"Therefore, if Equity persists it
nature of' the sessions.
will drive the stage actor out of the
The sales force is ready to sail and movies. It is a fact that the picture
with the picture stars does the busirarin' to go. The company was slow
ness in picture theaters."
in treading sound waters, but once
"Bulldog Drummond" broke all
it started, how it got into the swim.
There is plenty of enthusiasm in records in its opening day at the
Pep? Why wouldn't there be with that load of sales talent which in- Tivoli, London, Samuel Goldwyn,
cludes: Moe Streimer, New York; producer of the picture, has been adthree in a row like "Coquette,"
vised by cable. The star Ronald
"Alibi" and "Bulldog Drunmiond." H. Bodkin, Philadelphia; J. B. Reilly,
And these are just samples of the Bufifalo; William Rosenthal, Chica- Colman is an English player and the
standard U. A. has set, Samuel Goldgo; H. E. Lotz, Boston; Charles story British with a British locale.
wyn told the meeting.
Stern, New Haven; B. N. Stearn, Previous high for the house was
$3,280 for an opening day, while the
Harry Gold, district head in the Pittsburgh; Charles Kranz, Cleve- Colman film, exclusive of the evening
land;
V.
Loewe,
Cincinnati.
Central West and Beau Brummell
shows, garnered |3,99S, Goldwyn was
advised.
of the organization, set a standard
Paul Lazarus felt that he's going
for style.
to have a sweet time sales-promoting
Warners
Open Calgary Branch
the hits he says are on the way.
C. C. Ezell, general sales manager
Dr. Paul Burger, who has been diagnosing the field, reports his patients
Bruce Gallup, indefatiguable adver- for Warners, announces that the company has opened a regular branch at
quite well, and the outlook great.
tising and publicity director, was in
his customary and best done role — Calgary, and that H. C. Davis, forDavid Bershon, Pacific Coast head, up to his ears in work.
merly a salesman in Winnipeg, has
been appointed manager.
emulated a sHent picture, belieing
Haskell Masters looks for a great
the fact that he's just in from Los
New Pathe
Denver
Manager
Angeles.
year in Canada.
Denver —
F. H. Butler, veteran
Cress Smith, Middle West head,
of the San Francisco
sales
Phil Dunas, in from Washington, member
looked like the answer man in the is sure that Congress will pass a force, has taken over management of
Ask-me-another racket.
law making it a crime to miss seeing the Pathe branch here.
a United Artists picture next year.
C. E. Pepjyiatt of Charlotte is
Using
Mag^nascope
Jack Schlaifer, boss of the Eastmissed. He's laid up in a hospital
Buffalo
—
Shaw's
Buffalo is using
back home, following an automobile
ern division, reported his men set
the
Magnascope,
wide
screen develsmashup.
for a banner year.
oped by Paramount and Publix.
{Continued from Page 1)

LOUISE DRESSER, WILLARD EQUITY SHOP WILL MM
MACK HITJUITY SHOP FILMS, GILLNORE US

U. A. MEET SIDELIGHTS

"Bulldog Drummond" Has
Big Opening in London

Wednesday,

June 12, 1929

E PROBE
STUDIED IN OMAHA ZONE
(Continued

from

Page

1)

mitting arbitration under their franchise contracts^ are among post-convention activities of the Nebraska and
western Iowa exhibitor unit.
These moves are part of those ordered at the convention, in an effort
to deal with existing conditions,
which, independent exhibitors declare, are driving them out of business. Forced block booking also is
opposed by the association. A report on the collective buying proposition is expected within a month.

Buffalo Suit Dismissed,
W. E.
Plansfrom New
Action
(Continued
Page 1)
been dismissed. A corrected complaint against Wallerstein is to be
filed. Western /Electric announced
last week, when stipulation in the
Buffalo case was entered, following
dismissal of the case against Pacent
Reproducer Corp., and Pacent Electrical, on the ground that Western
Electric and Electrical Research as
licensees of A. T. & T. had no legal
right to sue. Since, this right has
been given, according to J. E. Otterson, president o£ Electrical Research.

Sound Rentals Highlight
of Oklahoma Convention
(Continued

from

Page

1)

hibitors in the red, are chief topics
of discussion at the "sound convention" of the Oklahoma exhibitor unit,
which winds up here today. A dinner
and dance featured last night's program.

Sapiro
Union's Sound
Attorney
in Frisco
Fight
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Amusement Industries from dispensing with musicians in wired houses.
Operators are out in sympathy with
the musicians in three local houses.
Maberry GoinK to Chicago
Cecil E. Maberry is slated to leave
New York tonight for Chicago,
where he will make his headquarters
as western division sales manager of
Columbia. He is to visit a number of
offices prior to the annual sales contentatively scheduled at Los
Angeles vention,
in July.

No Flattery— But Facts!

"Ad-Vance

Trailer

Service

is smiles

and smiles ahead of the rest."
Strand and Topic Theatres
Honeygrove,
Texas

DontRuin

Your Business

Faying Back Money at the Box Office —
or Sending Them. Away Dissatisfied —
Is Destructive — Quality is the only Surety
in Sound*
No "Live" exhibitor would book a poor picture phonograph records and one of the first and foreand expect to make money on its showing. And no most motion picture producers and exhibitors,
"live" exhibitor should deliberately buy a poor The Powers Cinephone embodies the finest prinSound Reproducer knowing that the public knows ciples of sound reproduction and the most important
more — right now — about the quality of sound than asset of modern showmanship; which is: First, last
it ever did about the quality of acting.
and at all times— TONE QUALITY.
The ear is more sensitive to sound than the eye
is to action — The Phonograph which is much older
than the motion picture machine trained the public
ear — years ago — to appreciate sound quality and, in
recent years. Radio has made the public expert in
its judgment of sound reproduction.
ta* ^^ u
^
The Powers Cinephone was developed by highly So-d;"-^''"
$5000.
"I'^So^Ex'tra"'"*
qualified engineers and experts in sound reproduc- ^
tion, under the personal supervision of P. A. Powers
^.^^ Equipment Complete $2500.
— a pioneer in the manufacture of phonographs and
.

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation
Powers Building, 723 Seventh Avenue
New

York, N. Y.
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41 Pictures on 1929-1930 Program forM-G-M
ULTHE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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No. 63

'Four Feathers'

ELL, well ! Here's a moWJ
\/\' tion picture as we used to
know them in the days of
13. S. — Before Sound.
An adveno
yarn
ture
with a temp that rarely
stands still, panoramas of fine desert shots, a smattering of tlie spectacular combined with the unique,
[and a hero who comes through on
the dot in every crisis.
A very
satisfactory sort of a fellow; he
never disappoints.
The Four Feathers" belongs in
that category of near-rarities, the
silent picture. We liked it for that
alone. Its story made imperative
the need to keep it going, which it
does. No dialogue to slow matters
up. No camera limitations because
of microphones. The whole proeedings seemed somewhat oldfashioned, but undeniably enteraining.
Has Some Thrills
In a rapidly-gaited yarn, a young
Jritish officer, planted in the Sou^n, proves through perils thick and
lin that he has tlie courage of his
ailitary forefathers by rescuing his
(als from the native tribesmen. He
irns their apologies, renewed friendMp and the right to return to them
le white feather of cowardice,
the
Sgn of their contempt. Lothar Menles did well with the dramatic
dilection, inserting expertly a limited
lumber
of unusual
jungle
scenes
riginally shot by Merian
Cooper
Jul Ernest
Schoedsack
in Africa,
[oward
Estabrook did the scenario
rd put into the narrative a load of
Melodramatic elements.
I The bull market
on sound
will
J-obablyfilm snifT
at theby.idea Much
of an junk
allllcnt
getting
lalogue, however, has reached thelers in the last few months. ThereIre, "The
Four
Feathers,"
may
fove a welcome change.

Price
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5 Cents

U. A. TO GO IT ALONE WITH
MERGERS OFF, SCHENCK SAYS
Woodhull Warns
A warning to exhibitors
against destroying discs after
their use a given number of
times, is sounded by President
R. F. Woodhull of the M.P.T.
O. A., who reminds exhibitors
that these discs "are the property of others and are only
leased to exhibitors." To wilfully destroy this property is
"a malicious and illegal act in
any man's
declared. Hiscountry,"
warning he
follows
advice he says was given by a
publication advising exhibitors
to destroy discs.

P-E-L LOANS $3,000,000
TO U. A.

Company Hitting with Its
Talkers, He Declares
at Sales Meet

United Artists will continue to
stand alone, and will not merge with
Loan of S3,000,000 has been any company, Josei)li M. Schenck
r.egotiated from Paramount by Art told the sales convention of the company, which wound up yesterday in
Cinema Corp., which finances several
New
York. heThe
first
of the producers leasing througli three talkers,
said, company's
have convinced
United Artists, through sale of a §3,- him the company is maintaining the
000,000 issue of 7 per cent debentures same position in the .talking field it
at par and accrued interest. The held for ten years in the silent field.
proceeds will be used in part for
Schenck said that he is completely
(.Continued on Page 2)
conmiitted to talking pictures at this
time, although he firmly believes a
good silent film always will be financially(Continucd
successful if on it Page
is good
enter7)

24 CHRISflEMERS
REPORT EQUITY MEMBERS ON NEW PARAMOUNT LIST W.E. CANllRriO,000
SIGNING HEED UNEOUNDED
BY END On930, CLAIM
West

Coast Bureau, THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Five alleged instances
Ass'n
of members of Actor's Equity
signing standard contracts have been
investigated and found groundless,
according to Frank Gillmore, Equity
president.
The Equity Council, it is pointed
out, can punish members who make
detrimental statements, but no action
is expected, pending settlement of the
dispute which has grown out of the
Equity Shop mandate.

Paramount will release a new series of 24 all-talking two reel plays
made by Christie during the new season beginning in August.
Seventeen stars and featured playTen thousand theaters can be wired
ers from screen and stage already
iiave been scheduled to appear in the by Electrical Research by the end of
new group(Continued
and manyon more
names will 1930, due to speeding up of producPage 7)
tion, H. M. Wilcox, operating manager, declared at the United Artists
W. E. Brings Patent
sales meeting yesterday. The comhas 200 men in 26 service
Suit Against Biophone stationspany nowthroughout
the nation.
He said the present difficulty with
Cliarging inlringcnient of 16 pat(Continued
on
Page 2)
ents. Western Electric
Co.,
and
have
Products,
Electrical Research
(Continued

on

Page

2)

40 All-Talkers and 7 Silents
-M Release
Slated for M-G
M-G-M has trimmed its program

HmeaIMEsuD p'REr"-Y
instLIGruHTmeCLA

Max Lasky, a cameraman of many
years'
experience, declares he has
for 1929-30 to 47 features, it is un- perfected
an invention described as
derstood. These will be augmented, a Gr.-iphometor
and primarily designit is reported, by a minimum of 48
The Advertising Keynote
ed
to
measure
actinic
light in its reMai Roach talking comedies, and a
lation to sensitized emulsions and to
llf and when this is played, the adRevues
Edwards'
of GusActs.
number
and
Movietone
Forty of the gauge by (Continucd
Irtising keynote
should be adventhe intcnPage 2)
a direct onreading
Ire and fast action.
Outside the
reel talking comedies features are declared to be all-talkers,
ight
Forty-e
Titerion,
Paramount
is displaying will be the minimum number to be
nine of which will be released in si- Sound Rentals Disturbing
lent version. The remaining seven
lis as its latest "sound sensation." released by Hal Roach during the
isn't that at all. The only sound 1929-30 season, it is understood. No will be made in silent form only, it Oklahoma, Meeting Shows
a synchronized score and effects. silent films are contemplated by the is declared. Previously, it had been
Oklahoma
City — Round
table discussion of allegedly-high sound film
Kn't repeat on the mistake. Shoot
would
line-up
M-G-M
the
comsilent
expected
s
believe
who
luare and tell the public exactly producer,
contain from 50 to 55 features.
rentals and prices of equipment featedies are "gone forever."
ured convention of the Oklahoma
liat's coming.
One of the leaders on the list will
on
producti
four
Roach's
Each of
K A N N
d
(Continued
on Page 2)
(Continue on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)

I

48 COMEDIES MINIMUM
EROM ROACH NEXT YEAR

THE

■e

St

l
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DAILV
Instrument to Measure W. E. Can Wire 10,000
Light Claimed Ready
by (Continued
End offrom '30,
Page Claim
1)
(^Continued
from
Page
1)
sity of reflected light in relation to
motion
picture photography. He
M XLVIII No. 63 Thursday, June 13, 1929 Price 5 Cents
states his device will solve the problem of correct exposures, give the
JOHN W. ALICSATE
PUBLISHER
negative a uniform density in any
Published daily except Saturday and holidays setting, whether exterior or interior,
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and
and that the application of the syscopyright (19J9) by Wid's Films and Film
tem to sound is a direct one.
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
It is claimed laboratory work will
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Business and Advertising Manager. Entered be facilitated because negatives obtained through its use will eliminate
as second class matter, May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act any light changes in printing and
of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) thus cut the percentage of waste.
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, The complete apparatus is contained
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should in a small portable case and is so
remit with order. Address all communica- constructed as to insure ease in
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- handling.
way, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739. Cable address: Filmday,
Lasky asserts it is impossible withNew York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
out preliminary testing to obtain perWilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
fect negatives with settings, range of
6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58 Great Marlborough St., W. which was from a tropical sun to a
I. Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne, coal mine by using a few incandesFriedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle,
cent lamps as the only source of
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la
Cour-des-Noues, 19.
light and that, therefore, discovery
of a method to remedy this condition
was imperative.

reproduction in theaters is more or
less due to the fact that there are
3,000 electrical connections in each
equipment, and that uninstructed persons sometimes accidentally disturb
a connection; but that out of 60,000
performances given weekly on W. E.
apparatus there are only an average of
100 instances weekly of complete
failure of sound. Many emergency
calls to service stations are for trivial
causes. Operators are being instructed
now, he said, and it was suggested
that exchange managers contact with
Electrical Research service men in
their territories.

Sound Rentals Disturbing
Oklahoma, Meeting Shows
(Continued

from

Page

P-F-L Loans $3,000,000
to U.A. Financing Unit

AVAILABLE

IABE MEYER

Inc

14

Premiere of "Evangeline," Saenger
theater.
New
Orleans.
Annual
M-G-M
sales convention
at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Paramount
western
division
sales
Convention at St. Louis.
Kansas
City.
Universal
western
convention
at|

15

June
June
17

Annual Fox sales meeting, N. Y.
Meeting of Allied States exhibitors |
unit at Chicago.

17-18

June
19

June
June

22

June
June
June
June

Opening of "Fall of Eve"
at the|
Embassy,
New
York.
Summer
convention
of
North I
Carolina exhibitors unit, Wrights- 1
ville. Beach,
N. C.
Annual
vention,

First
N. Y. National

Annual
N. Y.

Warner

Opening
N. Y.

21

1)

exhibitor unit. All theaters must
wire or face business extermination,
consensus of opinion indicated. John
Brown, Tulsa, was elected president.
Other officers are: E. V. Widler,
Sheaver, vice president; Eugene V.
DeWitt,
Yale, secretary; J. G. Ben'70
6
nett, Drumright, treasurer. The association maintains 100 per cent
STOCK
MARKET
(Continued
from Page
1)
Sales
strength or face dissolution. MemHigh
Low Close
200 liquidation of bank loans and in part
bership in the M.P.T.O.A. is to reAm.
Seat
35
35
35
300 for the future expansion of producmain in status quo, it was decided.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 25 5/| 25 14 25-5^
East. Kodak
170J4 170 170}^
tion activities. Paramount does not
300
*do pfd
128
become a stockholder, nor does the T-S to Make "Woman to Woman"
♦First Nat. pfd
108
deal in any way affect United Artists.
Fox Fm. "A"
84
83}i 83 J^
Tiffany-Stahl has completed a conWith Paramount largest creditor of
*Keith
A-O
34
tract with Gainsborough of London
*do pfd
108
Art Cinema, the latter is expected to through Michael Balcon and Arthur
6'400
,700
Loew's,
Inc
55
55
55
20U be g:iven co-operation on production
do
pfd
95^
95
95^
and in exhibition of its films in houses Lee for filming of "Woman to Wo*M-G-M
pfd
25
man," an all-talking production. The
M. P. Cap
45
AZYi 44
Paramount controls.
picture is to be directed in the United
Para.
F-L
64
655^ 63^
4,700
800
Joseph M. Schenck is president of States by Victor Saville, who will
Pathe
Exch
9^1
914 9J4
100 Art Cinema.
Other officers are: John come here from England in August
do
"A"
19M
19)4 19J4
Radio-K-A-0
i\Vt
iWi 30^
3,600 W. Considine, Jr., Harold D. Buckley
to commence
work.
'Stanley
Co
40
and Joseph Moskowitz, vice presi*Univ.
Pict. pfd
98J4
1,700
Warner
Bros
WWi
114J4 115
dents; Bertram Nayfack, secretary;
Van Osten Denies Sales
do pfd
58J4
58J4 58^2
4,400 William M. P. Phillips, treasurer.
CURB
MARKET
M^est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Acoustic
Prod.
...
3^
3^
3J4
San Francisco — Thomas D. Van
1,700 The firm finances production activities of Schenck.
•Bal. & Katz
70
Osten denies current reports that he
100
•Columbia
Pets
31 !4
In addition to pictures financed by has sold "The Pacific Coast IndeCon.
Fm.
Ind
21 J^
21^ 21 J^
Art Cinema, the following release
•Film
Insp
2y%
to Associated
Fox Thea.
"A"
.. 23M
23
235^
through United Artists, and are not Publicationspendentof Exhibitor"
Kansas
City.
•Griffith, D.W.
'A'
2^
connected
with
Art
Cinema: Mary
•Intern.
Proj. (i)
120
do
(n. w)
23^
22
2354
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Gloria
San Antonio House to Open
•Loew do deb. rts
19
Swanson, Charles Chaplin, Samuel
San
Antonio — The Greater Majes•Nat.
Scr.
Ser
23^4
Goldwyn,
and Inspiration.
tic, said to be the second largest
Nat. Thea.
Sup. ..19
18
IS^^
o
'
b
2,200
i
100
3,
Trans-Lux
11 J|
115^ 115^
house in the U. S. and having a seat•Univ.
Pict
22
Hiram Brown Honored
ing capacity of 4,000, will open here
•do pfd
2
tomorrow. The architectural theme is
BOND
MARKET
"
!4o'oWashington
College
at
Chester3
•Keith
A-0
6s 46
91
mixture of Spanish and Mexican
town, Md., has awarded the honorary adesign.
*Loew
6s 41ww
106
do
63 41
x-war.. 97
97
97
degree of Doctor of Laws to Hiram
Paramount
6s 47.. 98^1
97>^ 985^
S. Brown, president of R-K-O.
Par.
By.
5}^s51..100
100 100
Eberson
Designing
Butler House
Pathe 7s37
73
73
73
CURB BONDS
Crabill Coming East
Butler, Pa. — John Eberson is workfVest
Coast
Bureau,
THE
FILM
•Am.
Seat. 6s 36
885^
DAILY
ing on plans for the Harris Amuse•Warner
6>^s
28
198
ment Co. house to be built here.
San Francisco— R. E. Crabill, PubOVER THE COUNTER
lix
district
manager
on
the
Coast,
will
Roxy
"A"
22
25
do
units
23
27
remain here several weeks before godo com
2
iYt ....
ing to New York to accept a similar
Skouras
Bros
35
42
....
Technicolor
52
53
post in the eastern organization.
United
Art
5
10
EXECUTIVE, aggressive, redo pfd
70
80
Univ.
Ch. com.
. . 2
sourceful and experienced in
do pfd
75
85
RIESENFELD
every phase of theatre manage•LAST PRICE QUOTED
completing musical setting for
ment, expert on economy, ex"EVANGELINE"
1
ceptional references, address
Pathe Home Office Visitor
on West
Coast
\
BOX
Exclusive Management ^k
Stanley
Jacques
central
division
c-o FilmA-134
Daily
sales manager
of Pathe has been
1650
Broadway
N. Y. C.
spending several days at the home
S "T E I r~-J V\/ /'^XN'
t— |^=K1
I
office in New York.

Financial

Book
TheDate
Industry's

of

sales

"Drag"

con-|

convention,
at

Central,

Annual
Educational
sales conven-|
tion at Atlantic City.
Paramount
eastern
division
sales I
convention at Atlantic City, N. J.
Universal City.
eastern
convention
at |
Atlantic

23

Annual
Chicago,

RKO
111.

25

Annual

ventionTiffany-Stahl
at Detroit.

27

sales

sales

convention
sales

at]
con-

Pathe convention at Atlantic City I

W. E. Brings Patent
Suit Against Biophonej

June

(Continued

from Page

1)

brought suit in Federal Court, Newark, against the Biophone Corp.
To]
clarify and simplify procedure, four I
separate suits are being brought, each|
involving a different group of patents.
Alfred Weiss, president of Biophone, could not be reached last night
for a statement on the Newark actions.

R-K-O in Film Center Bldg.
Abe N. Adelson has leased another
large unit of space to the R-K-O
Distributing Corp., in the Film Center Bldg. The new space is for the
use of their foreign department.
R-K-O now occupies a large portion
change.
of the eighth floor with their exSells Four Films
Charles S. Goetz, who sold distribution rights of the four pictures
handled by States Cinema Corp.,
New York, left last night for the
Coast, where "The Woman Who
Was Forgotten," is being completed.
He will return with a print of the
film, which he will distribute.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Tlieatres

Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

f
m*-

"POST
Eij^Ml^

MORTgoes over espeeially

"WIIKX f'AKSAR
RAN A NEWS-

■well with the women. Getting
lots of laughs. Good entertainment.

PAI»ER*'
Slants a run at
the United Artists Theatre,

-United Artists Ttieatre,
Detroit

whole field of shorts and ^oing
big!

Chieago,

Pieked

from

the

**MEET

THIi

iTAI2^2^|J9

It knot ked

'em dead for five weeks playing
with "Cociuette." Thai's the
answer on Christie Talking
Plays. They're great for first
rnn de luxe houses.
— United Artists 1Chicago
hetttre,

OCTAVUS ROY
COHEN STORIES
These

colored comedies

of

Christie's are great. Public
knows the stories and loves
them.
— Lubliner & Trinz, Chicago

"A BIRD
HAND''

IN THE
Something new,

clever and unusually entertaining. Public appreciates the
high quality of Christie Talking Plays.
— Cinderella Theatre, Detroit

"JED'S
I ION

VACA-

This is a very good

talking comedy.

Got laughter

and applause from the audience.
— Senate Theatre, Chicago
{Pre-release de luxe theatre)

CHRISTIE

PLAYS

DAILY

Short Shots from
New York Studios
■°j- ARTHUR

-AND

afissaBBHsr

Coast Wire Service

^

Hollywood Happenings

W. EDDY^iii^

OTTO B ROWER, who has been
hanging his hat at the Paramount
studio the past month or so, is working with Rouben MamouHan on the
direction of "Applause," which got
into production this week. His last
directorial effort at the Coast was
"Stairsi of Sin," Wallace Beery vehicle.

Thursday, June 13, 1929

Asher
Studying
Sound
Studios
E. M. Asher, of Asher and Rogers,
who have just formed a producing
organization to produce six talking
pictures, is studying studio conditions to determine wiiether the company will produce here or in the East
Asher will look over talent with a

view to casting "Carnival," stage
play by Wm. R. Doyle which run
George Folsey is cameraing his at the Forrest, New York, recently,
sixth feature since the reopening of and also to line up players for the
future productions.
Paramount's Lon^ Island plant.
It's "Applause," the Helen Morgan
dialogue feature. Assistant direcChair"
to "13th stage
Assigned
Margaret
Wycherly,
actress
tor on the picture is Ray Cozine,
tvho has worked in a similar capac- who has just been placed under contract by M-G-M, will have a featured
ity on "Gentlemen of the Press"
part in the talking picturization of
and
"The
Lady
Lies,"
all
made
at
the Astoria studio.
"The Thirteenth Chair." This film
version of the play by Bayard Veiller, who wrote "The Trial of Mary
After having completed "Bring on
is soon.
scheduled to go into prothe Bride," Harry Delf will soon Dugan," duction
start another short in his dialogue
series, for which he is both writing
Columbia
Signs
Band
and directing the stories.
Jackie Taylor and his Roosevelt
Hotel Orchestra, of Hollywood, have
With one feature follounng an- been signed by Columbia to supply
other in rapid succession at Paramount, W. J. Lally, construction the musical accompaniment for "The
Fall of Eve,"" the company's latest
superintendent, is being kept busy, talker.
as is William Saulter who, as studio art director, designs the sets.
"U" Completes "The Climax"
The new carpenter shops in the adProduction of "The Climax," alldition now under construction will
dialogue and music adaptation of Edhe ready in about a month.
ward Locke's famous stage play of
the same name, has been completed
Rudy Vallee, who has just finished at Universal. The picture, directed
another short for Paramount under by Renaud Hoffman, stars Jean HerJoseph Santley's direction, is current sholt with Kathryn Crawford, LeRoy
at the Paramount at Brooklyn. After Mason, John Reinhardt and Henry
this engagement he returns to the Armetta composing the cast.
New York Paramount and on Aug.
27 leaves for the Coast to star in
Benny Rubin with M-G-M
Benny Rubin, former master of
"The Vagabond Lover" for R-K-0.
Joe Ruttenberg has been doing the ceremonies, has been engaged by
first camera work on the Vallee M-G-M for a featured part in the
short.
talking and sjnging version of "Marianne," Marion Davies' new vehicle.
Carewe Guest of AMP A
Skelly to Live Here
Edwin Carewe, United Artists proHal Skelly, now appearing in
ducer-director of"Evangeline," "Ra"Woman Trap" is disposing of all
mona" and other notable film plays, his
eastern property and intends to
will join with the AM PA in paying
tribute to Regina Crewe, motion pic- make his home in Hollywood.
ture editor of "The New York
Conner for "The
Virginian"
American" at the weekly luncheon
Buck Conner, ex-Texas rancrer and
today. Carewe is in New York for
writer
of
western
stories,
has been
a conference with Joseph M. Schenck.
added to the cast of the Paramount

Cooper
Huston
"Virginian"
Gary and
Cooper
and for
Walter
Huston
will be co-featured in "The Virginian," by Owen Wister, which Paramount will make as a talker. Richard Arlen and Mary Brian will be
in the supporting cast. Howard
Estabrook, Grover Jones and Keene
Thompson wrote the adaptation and
Edward E. Paramore, Jr., the dialogue treatment.
Eddie
Eddie

Quillan's Next Chosen
Quillan, Pathe featured

player, on the completion of "Joe
College" probably will start work on
"Gasoline Gypsies," an original by
Kenyon
Nicholson.
Seymour Signs With Columbia
James Seymour, stage director and
playwright, has been signed by Columbia and will act as stage and dialogue director on some of the forthcoming Columbia talkers. Seymour
now is en route to Hollywood.
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ured player,
writes usPathe
PODIE
QUILLAN,
a few featnifty recipes on "How to Keep from
Growing Old in the Movies." Here
they are: "Ask the head electrician if
a 'juicer' and 'grip' is a studio bootlegger and his valise. Ask the second assistant director where the first
yes-man is. Say 'No' to the director.Or
_ refrain from laughing at one
of his comedy gags. Finally, remind
the set musicians that they are playing 'Hearts and Flowers' when the
star make
requested
andof Peasant,'
and
fun of 'Poet
the rest
the stafT
for not noticing the difference. If
all these fail, then drink some Holly*

*

*

"Mysterious Mame"
wood gin."
Dash right into this sizzling serial of lurid love in the Broadway
jungle. You may stagger out of the
jungle with a lion, or malaria, or
just plain cuckoo. It makes no difThree Guest Stars in Comedy
ference ifyou haven't read the preBilly Bevan, James Finlayson and
ceding chapters. We've read 'em,
Mary Carr are "guest stars" in and dont knoiv what it's all about,
"Puckered Success," the latest either.
*
*
*
"Smitty and His Pals" comedy released by Pathe. Donald Haines,
Chapter V
Jackie Combs, Bettye Jane Graham
As we staggered across Broadway
and Maude Truax are in the cast, as
with "Mysterious Mame" in an effort
usual.
to steer her into the M. P. Club under false pretenses, a dazzling red
Eve
Southern
Recovered
sport roadster hit Mame right on her
Eve Southern, Tiffany-Stahl star, personality. And who should jump
has fully recovered from injuries received in a recent automobile acci- out of the dizzy bus but Billy Ferguson. As soon as we saw him we
dent.
recognized his car as the M-G-M
transcontinental train slightly remodeled. The Lion was absent. Billy
Evelyn Brent in "Fast Company"
Evelyn Brent has replaced Mary
does his
own
If you don'tjunk.
believe that,
readlion.
his exploitation
Eaton in the cast of "Fast Company," the Paramount picturizations of But what surprised us was the way
Ring Lardner's stage play, "Elmer the bozo greeted our current weakthe Great." Melville Brown will diness. "Hello, Mame, old pash," sez
rect with in
Jack
and "Skeets"
Gallagher
the Oakie
cast.
Bill. And Mame answers: "F'r
gawdsakes don't brag about the personal up
exploitation,
Bill." We
ourselves
with dignity,
and drew
sez:
Nancy Carroll
Carroll will
for have
"Sweetie"
Nancy
the lead "Now I know everything. If Bill
in the Paramount production, knows you, Mame, and me knowing
"Sweetie," adapted from the stage Bill as I do, there's nothing you can
play, "Sis Boom Barbara," by George confess that will shock me." So with
Marion, Jr. Frank Tuttle will di- this happy understanding we conrect.
Whalen's
the midst
versed right inWhen
traffic mess.
Billy oflearned
we
talker, "The Virginian," being diHarvey M.C. at Luncheon
were
on
our
way
to
dine
at
the M.
rected by Victor
Fleming.
"Cock-Eyed
World" Finished
President
George
Harvey will be
Raoul Walsh has completed "The P. Club, he sez: "Come with me.
Cock-Eyed World" at Fox. The I'll take you to a real kosher place."
master
of
ceremonies
Lukas Joins "Illusion" Cast
luncheon at the AMPA. at today's
Paul Lukas, Hungarian actor, has talker includes Edmund Lowe, Vic- But Mame demurred (meaning stalltor McLaglen and Lily Damita in
been assigned a part in his second
ed) and points to her yellow and
the leading roles supported by Jean
Opening Days Changed
talker for Paramount, "Illusion."
kin I ride
"How rags?
red ensemble.
bus with these
Theyin
Laverty. El Brendel, Joe Brown and apurple
Louisville — Since last summer,
Brice Title Changed
Lelia
Kennedy.
It
is
the
first
film
clash." So Bill pulls out a red NavaLouisville theaters have been open"It's a Pleasure" is new title se- on the 1929-30 schedule.
ho Indian robe and wraps it around
ing on Saturday instead of Sunday.
lected for Fannie Price's United Arther. Right away I saw that he had
The Rialto, showing R-K-O vaudeists talker, now in work. Previously,
the Indian sign on her. What to do?
ville and changing bills twice a week,
Al Ray to Direct T-S Talker
it
was
called
"Sex
Appeal."
what to do! What would you
Oh,
held to the old custom of Sunday
John M. Stahl has assigned Al Ray
have done, dear reader?
openings for the first half show and
Newell Re-Signs With Paramount
to direct the Tiffany-Stahl talking
Thursday for the last half. A uni{The next installment describes
David Newell, last seen in "Dan- and singing production, "Kathleen
form policy of Saturday and Wedsensational exploimost
gerous Curves" with Clara Bow, has Mavourneen" starring Sally O'Neil
the stunts
one of tation
ever pulled by Billy
nesday openings will be adopted be- signed a new contract with Para- The leading male role to be anmount.
ginning June IS.
nounced later.
Ferguson. If we can get it by the
censors, we MUST
be good.)
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40 All-Talkers and 7 Silent s
U.A. TO GO IT ALONE WITH NO NEED OE EOUITy SHOP
Slated for M-G-M Release
MERGERS OFE-SCHENCIl MARIE DRESSIER AVERS
iCjiUiniii-J

be "The Broadway Melody," alltalkiiiK-siiiK'iiiK iiroductioii, which, althou^li ill release this year, will be
iiichukd
in next isyear's
line-up.itsThis
picture, which
continuing
$2
run on Broadway, features Charles
King, Anita Page and Bessie Love.
It was directed by Harry Beaumont.
"Madame X" is another picture
playing a $2 New York run, which
will be on the all-talker program {■>r
next year. In the cast are Ruth
Chatterton, Raymond Ilackett, Lewis
Stone, Ullrich Haupt. Eugenic Besserer and Holmes Herbert.
Following is a list, compiled bv
THE FILM U.MLY. of some of the
other pictures expected to be announced at the sales convention,
opening Saturday, at Chicago:
"Jungle," starring Joan Crawford,
under direction of Jack Conway.
"Lord Byron of Broadway," featuring Charles King, with Crane Wilbur as director.
"Humoresque,"
cast and
director
have not for
beenwhich
announced.

iron

I'aijL-

1)

Joan Crawford, Anita I'age. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Rod La Roc-

KL^iUinui'ii

/rum

laye

I)

tainment. The advantage of talking
pictures is that they attack emotions
Cecil B. Conrad
de Millc's
quc.
featuring
Nagel. "Dynamite," through two senses and are therefore
more effective, he said.
"The Gob," starring William
Haines.
Edwin Carewc, producer-director of
"A Free Soul," starring Norma "Evangeline," talked about that picture and about his plans for Dolores
Shearer, under direction of Willard
Mack.
Del Rio, in talking pictures. Earl
"Ballyhoo," by Beth Brown, star- Dennison, film maintenance man,
ring Norma Shearer, under direction talked about handling of sound prints
and discs. E. B. Derr, representative
of ILirry Beaumont.
of Gloria Swanson Productions, told
"Redemption,"
starring
John
Gilbert.
about plans on Miss Swanson's talk"Olympia," starring John Gilbert,
ing i)ictures. In the evening the enunder direction of Lionel Barrymore.
tire sales force were guests of Emil
"The Green Ghost," with Robert Jensen, vice president of Inspiration
Ober, by Rupert Julian.
Pictures, at diimer at the Motion Pic"Casualties," with Robert Ober
ture Club.
and Mary Doran.
"1929 Hollywood Revue," with Regional Sales Meeting.s to
cast including practically all M-G-M Be Held, Lichtman States
stars and featured players.
Regional United Artists sales con"Marianne," starring Marion Davention in the Middle West and West
vies.
are to be held within the next few
"College Days," with Sally Starr, months, Al Lichtman, sales chief,
"Louisiana Lou," a musical pro- directed by Sam Wood.
duction by Vincent Youmans, who
".•\nna Christie," starring Greta stated yesterday following close of
will supervise the picture.
Garho, under direction of Clarence the New York meetings.
"Cotton and Silk," to star the Dun- Brown.
LaemmJe Now Shriner
An undetermined vehicle starring
can Sisters, with Sam Wood as dill'est
Coast
liunaii,
THE
III.M
DAILY
rector.
Greta Garbo, under direction of JacHollywood — Carl Laenimlc walked
ques Feyder.
"Roadshow," co-featuring Charles
sands to Mecca and was ini"Firebrand," by Edwin Justus the hot tiated
King tionand
Bessie Reisner.
Love," under direcinto the order of the Mvstic
of Charles
Mayer.
Shrine on the eve of the big Shrin"Copy," a newspaper story.
"Eve, the Fifth," co-featuring Besers' convention in Los Angeles. The
sie Love and Raymond Hackett with
"The Bugle Sounds," starring Lon ceremonial was held in the Al MalEdgar Selwyn as director.
Chaney, under direction of George aikah Temple. The Universal chief
"The 13th Chair," Bayard Veiller Hill.
then declared
"open
for
play, which Tod Browning will diShriners
at Universal
Cityhouse"
during the
"Ordeal," by Dale Collin, to be di- convention.
rect. The cast includes: Moon Carrected by Charles Brabin.
roll, Frank Leigh, Cyril Chadwick
Margaret Wycherly and Holmes S. "The
Bishop Murder Case," by S.
Van Dine.
Herbert.

»est

Coast

Bureau.

THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — Opposition to the
Equity shop move, is expressed here
by .Marie Dressier, who organized the
Chorus Equity, stating that conditions complained of in the theater in
1919 have been changed and do nut
prevail in the film industry.

''Let the people who lind to much lo compl,iin of in motiun picturci go back lo the
!>taKe," slie uys.

"X have no pergonal thought of the producers in this, but they arc the leaden of a
huge industry.

"The industry went along for years, growing and prospering overnight. However, with
the cuniing of the talkies, we faced new conditions, and it seems to me tliat, while Equity
is not exactly kicking a man when he i*
down, yet it is taking advantages, perhaps
of a situation.
an unfair advantage,
"If the industry should he paralyzed now
by this thing K>|uity is forcing upon it, thousands of people will be thrown out of work,
and those thousands are not all actors."
Occlaring that Kquity's declaration had
been a bombshell in a peaceful and prosperous
industry.
Miss
Uressler
said:
"I do not think the stand Equity has taken
is right. So long as I have been in picture* —
live years — I know of no injustice that has
been
done
any actor.
"When Equity failed two years ago, I
think it was because the majority of people
out here knew that the motion picture industry and the theater could not function on
the same basis.
"It was then that the producers and
actors drew up a contract that satisfied
actors perfectly. The producers were
satisfied. That is the contract I signed

the
the
also
and

that

to."

is the contract

I am

going to stick

Buys Cleveland House
Cleveland — Earl M. Treinish has
purchased the Columbia from -XbelofT
and Ambrams,
Peimsylvania theater
owners.

24 Christie Talkers on
New Paramount Release List

"Sin Flood," a remake of the pic"The Rounder," directed from his
own story by J. C. Nugent, with
ture made some years ago by Goldcast including Jack Benny, Dorothy wyn.
(CoiUiiiucd
fi om I'agc 1)
Sebastian and George
K. Arthur.
Ramon Novarro and Buster Keatbe added as further material is se- latitude is given to the locations and
on
are
slated
for
several
each,
it
is
"Speedwaj',"
starring
\\'illiam
Haines
with William
Bcaudine
as understood, while Lon Chaney may
lected. Already scheduled to appear settings which can be presented. An
director.
are,
Louise
Fazenda, Raymond Grif- example of this will be seen in one
be expected to make several in addifith,
Lois
Wilson,
the Gleasons, Ray- of the early Christie releases, "Faro
"Our Modern Maidens," featuring
tion to "The Bugle Sounds."
mond Ilatton, George Sidney, Marie Nell," a western travesty to be played by Louise Fazenda and others
Dressier, Eddie Nelson, Charlie
and which will be all outdoors in
M-G-M Wins Fire Trophy, Grapewin,
Anna Chance, Frances California desert locations.
Awarded by M. P. P. D. A. Lee, Johnny Arthur, Sam Hardy,
Will H. Hays yesterday presented Ruth Taylor, Ford Sterling, Taylor
Another novelty will be in "The
(Cotitinucd -from Page 1)
to Nicholas ^L Schenck, president of Holmes and Buster West.
Co-eds," several cotidensed musical
units is tentatively scheduled to de- M-G-M, a silver trophy, in the form
Christie Talking Plays which start- comedy type of pictures with a colliver one talker a month. The units
ed in February have already included
legiate setting. These will feature a
of a lighthouse, which will be known
are: Harry Langdon, Laurel and as the M.P.P.D. of A. Conservation
14
pictures
of
which
four
were
Octagroup
of
college girls and boys singHardy, Charley Chase and Our Trophy and which will be presented vus Roy Cohen negro stories. In
ing and dancing and also will feature
Gang.
each year to that exchange which the group of 24, Christie will present a college glee club.
Roach has completed 12 talking has
the most perfect fire prevention six more of these Cohen stories, with
comedies. Three each from the Our
In addition to the above mcntioi;inspection record for the preceding all-negro casts, and the balance of
Gang, All Star, Laurel and Hardy and 12 months.
the product will be from plays and ed, Christie is now making a selecOur Gang units.
tion of six Cohen "Saturday Evening
The 1928 winner was the Albany stories.
Langdon's first all-talker for the exchange of M-G-M. Schenck reWork on the new group of Chris- Post" stories, and has also secured
tie Talking Plays already has started, the rights to short play material innew season will be "The Messenger,"
ceived the trophy before the directo be directed by Lewis R. Foster,
cluding: "Adam's Eve" by Florence
tors of the M.P.P.D. of A. It will with such pictures as "The Sleeping
who directed the first three Laurel
Porch"
with
Raymond
Griffith,
Ryerson
and Colin Clements; "The
Chiat
convention
Metro
and Hardy talkers. James Parrott go to the
cago, and there be presented to "Faro Nell" with Louise Fazenda, Fatal Forceps" by C. V. L. Duffy:
"Wives
on
Strike" by Howard Green
has replaced him with the latter unit,
and one of the Octavus Roy Cohen
Ralph Pielow. Albany branch man- stories practically ready for release.
and Milton Hocky, and "Hit or
and now is directing "Trouble."
ager, and will adorn his office until
In the new group from Christie. Miss" by Florence Ryerson. and
someone else wins it.
La Rue Buys Bisbee House
Paramount will present a number of through Alfred A. Cohn. editorial
is negotiating with other
Leases Springfield House
Bisbec, N. D.— B. J. La Rue has
stu- supervisor,
outdoor pictures. Now that the
authors
for
original material as well
purchased
the Opera
House
from
several
with
supplied
Crisina
been
dios
have
Dominic
—
Springfield, 111.
Frank Milker.
J. C. Ness is manag- has leased the Lyric from H. T. and complete Western Electric portable as short plays which have already
H. A. Loper.
ing the house.
more appeared on the stage.
much
equipments,
recording

48 Comedies Minimum
from Roach Next Year

Now
Sound on

Film

reproduction of the same cjuality that has
made ROYjAJL disc efjuipment the
marvel of the industry
AS RADICAL

in design and construction as Royal Disc

^^^ within
Equipment
Sound on Film Attachment brings
, Royal
reach
of every exhibitor the quality equipment
they have been waiting for.
Its simplicity and compactness is the result of much time and
thought. Designed by one of the leading sound engineers in
the country, it incorporates every known refinement in the
film method of reproduction.
One glance at the attachment will reveal its sturdiness and
its ability to stand the wear and tear of continuous usage.
With less moving parts than any other attachment, silent,
perfect reproduction is assured.
The Royal amplification system — the heart of any equipment
Jias justly earned itself the reputation of being the finest
on the market, regardless of price. This same quality has
been built into the small intermediate photoelectric amplifier.
These amplifiers are separate from the sound head, assuring
no distortion.

Notice in the above photographs
that the film may be threaded
in the ordinary mamier when
running silent or when playing
disc, eliminating the necessity of
threading it thru the sound
head. Also notice the simplicity
of installation and that there is
no change necessary in the
projector.

ROYAL
I09 WEST

Wherever the Royal film attachment has been installed it has
been welcomed as a worthy companion to the already famous
Royal Disc Equipment.
The price is unbelievably low. Type 12-S Combination System
Sound on Film and Disc, $2975.00; Type 20-S Combination
System Sound on Film and Disc, $3725.00. Prices include
installation. It is advisable to place your order at once to
assure early delivery.

AMPLITONE
64tll ST.

ROYAL AMPLITONK SALES CO., Court Square Bldg., Baltimo
re, Md.
SOUTHWESTERN ROYAL AMPLITONE CO., 308 S. Harwood
St., Dallas, Tex.

Core

N ENA/ YORK

CITY'
ROYAMP

SALES CO., New York City

G. A. DOERING, 421 Dryades St., New Orleans, La.
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Delivers it
The Finest Sound on Filtn
\^

Device Ever Built

PACENT

brings perfected Sound-on-Film Reproduction into the hands of the exhibitor. Every
exhibitor who buys Pacent equipment can now have
Sound-on-Film that is literally years ahead in quality.
Pacent promised the finest Sound-on-Film device
ever built. Pacent delivers it in the form of an attachment which sets new standards in simplicity, in operating efficiency, and in general performance.
Pacent contributes in the new Film Attachment
many noteworthy advances. Look carefully at the two
^photographs in this advertisement. Read the descriptive text accompanying them. It is evident that the
Pacent Film Attachment has features and advantages
found in' no other system for reproduction by the
Sound-on-Film method.

{Large Photo) Parent
Film Altacfinienl
mounted on Simplex
Projeclor. The amplifier unit is separate,
an important feature.
(Small Photo) Closeup of Optical System,
Photo-electric cell, and
Exciting Lamp.

Extreme simplipity, with fewer moving parts-^— the
finest filtering system ever devised — a special optical
and photo-electric cell system giving unequalled results-^-easy threading, eliminating necessity of threading through Sound-on-Film section when disc reproduction isused: These are but a few of the features
of the Pacent Filijn Attachment.
The price is uubelievably low — $500 per attachment. Two attaclmients required with each Pacent
Reproducer System.

The Pacent Film Attachment is unquestionably the simplest and most efficient device of its
type. There are very few moving parts. When
disc reproduction is used, the film is threaded
"directly from the projector head, past the Soundon-Film sprockets not through them. Special
periscope feature gives quick check on focus and
operation of Sound-on-Film system.

Over 400 orders already in. These receive preference. If you have not placed your order, do so at once
to insure early delivery.

PACENT

REPRODUCER

Film Center Bldg.

mm.

CORP.
New York

Sales and Service Representatives in Principal Film Centers Throughout the United States and Canada
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SOUND vmoNS
fw; 40 THEATERS IN PHILLY ZONE
M-G-M's program of 47 sound pictures for the 1929-30 season, 16 of
which also will be available in silent
form, is announced officially today,
prior to opening of the annual sales
convention Sunday at Chicago. Forty
will be talkers, seven synchronized.
These seven, in addition to nine silent versions of talkers comprise the
16 films to be offered for uinvired
houses.
The Chicago convention will be
ushered in by showing of new pic-

DARK; RELIEF BEING SOUGHT

Number of Titles and Stars of
New Season **U'' Product Listed

PARAMOUNT OPENING HRST
SALES MEET AT ST. LOUIS

Kansas City — Three pictures designed as super specials, six billed as
Laenimle specials, 24 Jewels and 20
or 22 westerns will comprise the
(.Contittued on Page 10)
Universal feature lineup for 1929-30,
the sales convention of the western
division is expected to be told here
St. Louis — Paramount on Saturday Saturday by Sales Manager M. Van
opens the first of its two annual sales Praag. In addition, it is stated, the
conventions. The second will be held company will iiave about 129 short
June 21 at Atlantic City. Detailed subjects and a minimum of six serial releases, under tentative plans
outline of the 65 features, 80 shorts
and Paramount Sound News slated Today's sales meeting is one of two,
for release in 1929-30, will occupy the the other to be attended by the eastChicago — Second of the series of sessions, to be called to order by S.
(Continued on Page 10)
three United Artists sales conventions
R. Kentj distribution chief.
is being held here Saturday by Al
Practically the entire home
office "Rio Rita" to Have Run
Lichtman, sales head. Middle West
(Continued
on Page 10)
managers and salesmen, headed by
at Earl Carroll, N. Y.
Cresson E. Smith, division chief, will
First 1929-30 production of Radio
attend. Joseph M. Schenck, Samuel "Film Famine" Alarming
Exhibitors in France Pictures, a talking-singing picturizaGoldvvyn and Harry Richman, who
came here with Lichtman and Smith.
Paris (By Cable) — Faced with a tion of "Rio Rita," is to have its
{Continued on Page 12)
'film famine," French provincial ex- premiere at the Earl Carroll, Newhibitors plan to call upon Premier York, early in fall. The house was
Poincaire (Continue
to tell onhim Pagethat2) one-half leased Friday by RKO for a two-aday policy at $2 top.

SECOND OF THREE U. A.
MEETS ON AT CHICAGO

ERLANGERHOUSESTOSHOW
FOX SPECIALS AT $2 TOP

Clouds of Worry
MONDAY:

The equanimity of the small and medium-sized

exhibitor is vastly upset. From this corner of the land
The Erlanger houses long strongholds of the legitimate theater, are
and that, word reaches New York of the upheaval preworking out a deal to show a limited
cipitated bysound. Rentals claimed to be out of complete pronumber of Fox talking pictures next
to the possibilities in gross, score charges and stiff prices
portion
season. Product which will lend itself to two a day showings at $2 for trailers are among the causes for general squawks. Far and
top is expected to be four musical wide the cries are heard and all of them end on one note: If
comedies in sound, two operettas and relief is not forthcoining on the double quick, it marks the end.
two spectacular pictures of the road
chronic kickers for years. So

Exhibitors, of course, have been
much so, that distributors have come to smile at each new protest. However, it does seem to us that a national wave of gloom
Ufa Injunction Again
such as apparently prevails in many exhibitor .sectors could not
Denied on Appeal assume
its present proportions unless there were really some
Decision of the lower court render- foundation for it. . . .
ed in favor of Ufa Eastern Division
June and Tub' will see a peak production period on the coast.
Distribution, Inc., New York, upholding its contention that there was no Despite the Equity edict of battle, producers do not seem to be
money owing from it to Ufa Films, worried about the outcome. ...
and denying an injunction to the latNot content with smashing all kinds of records in the states,
ter was affirmed in the Appellate Dion its ear as well. Subtitles
City
Mexico on
vision.
"The Singing Fool" sets (Continued
Page 3)
(Continued

,

on Page

12)

Appeal to U. S. to be Made
If Petition for Lower
Rentals Unheeded
Philadelphia — Asserting that 40
theaters already have gone dark, with
prospect that many more will follow
suit within the next 30 days unless
relief is forthcoming in the form of
rental reductions on sound pictures,
members of the Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware unit, have delegated President Lew Pizor to petition distributors for relief, failing in which an
appeal will be made to the Federal
Trade Commission to act in the matter.Sixty-five exhibitors attended a
meeting at
the Bluebird here to pro(Conlinued on Page 12)

BIOPHONE PLANS EINISH
EIGHT IN W. E. SUIT
Complete denial of charges of infringement made by Western Electric
and Electrical Research Products
against Biophone, is made by the latter, in its answer now being prepared.
Biophone plans a finish fight on the
issue. Nathan V^idaver, general attorney for the company states that
Biophone "will devote all its energy
and
resources
to keep an unjust
(Continued

on

Page

12)

Billy Brandt Made G. M. of
Fox Metropolitan Theaters
Joe Leo, president of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., has appointed Billy Brandt. Brooklyn theater
operator whose theaters are embraced
in the New Fox company, general
of the entire string.
manager
Harry D. Goldberg, one of the
best posted theater operators in the
business with an extensive experience
at Paramount and Universal behind
him, has been given supervision of
New York and Bronx houses; Morris
Kutinsk>', whose Northern Jersey
(Continue on Page

2)
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Billy Brandt Made G.-M. of
Fox Metropolitan
Theaters
{Continued
from Page 1)
theaters are part of the pooled holdings, will handle that division. Ben
Leo is in charge of Long Island and
M. Rinzler, fornierly of Rachmil and
Rinzler in Brooklyn.
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17 New Players Signed
by Fox During Last Week

Buys Ilion Hiuse
Ilion, N. Y.— Young
& Whitney
has taken over the Capitol from Kalford Theaters.

Book
TheDate
Industry's

PAGE

vice in Atlanta, is building a new
theater which will be ready in a
month. It will be called the Majestic, will seat 500 and be wired for
sound.

"Film Famine" Alarming
June
Whiteman and Cast
Exhibitors in France
Insured for $500,000 Each June
(Continued
from Page 1)
Asserting that aeroplanes were
used for the first time in writing life
insurance, Stebbins, Leterman and
Gates, through their Coast company,
Behrendt Levy Company, have insured Paul Whiteman and the cast of
"The King of Jazz" for $500,000
each. Walter J. Mayer, manager of
the Behrendt Levy Co. had to resort
to an aeroplane which carried him
from San Francisco to Los Angeles
where Whiteman was examined prior
to launching of production for Universal under the direction of Paul
Fejos.

their theaters will close within a
month, unless the controversy over
the 4 to 1 quota is ended. Meanwhile,
1,000 French employes of American
film offices here have received notices
of discharge. Two of the largest
houses here and at Marseilles are
using their last feature films, while
other local houses are booked six
weeks in advance.

Willoughby Camera for Expedition
Ernest B. Schoedsack and Merian

McPherson House Remodeled
McPherson, Kan. — G. H. Koch has
remodeled the Opera House into a
picture house. Sound equipment has
been installed and vaudeville will be
used occasionally.

C. Cooper, producers of "Grass,"
"Chang" and "The Four Feathers"
are soon to leave on another expedition for Paramount and have ordered
and received a complete Model L Debrie outfit from Willoughby Camera
Stores, New York.
Sound Makes Hit in Argentine
Introducing sound pictures in the
Argentine, "The Divine Lady," opened auspiciously at the Grand Splendid,
Buenos Aires, First National reports.

Shore Theaters
Moved
Ocean City, N. J.-— Strand Properties, Inc., headed by Ralph L. Chester, has moved the Park and Moorlyn to the new boardwalk.
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but Jolson's
to be
in Spanish,
Knglish. Merely
in sure,
are still
songs
another curious skein in the souiul
crazy quilt.

Piling Up

Tuesday: On this day, many
things happened:
For instance,
Nebraska theater owners, in convention in Oniaiia, assert they are
being driven out of business through
the injustices of sound. Current conditions are described by them as the
greatest monopoly which has ever existed in the history of the business.
Nasty word, that. At any rate, the
matter is to be deposited in the lap of
Allied when the latter meets in Chicago on the 17th. ...
Western Pennsylvania is running to
arms over protection. Distributors
are to be petitioned for relief. No
thehope for the small, independent steps
ater owner, it is asserted, unless
are taken at once. . . .
Ohio." William James and Pete
Wood are New York-bound to confer with distributors. Again regarding sound. They maintain something
must be done about it, else Ohio exhibition will never survive its most
serious crisis. . . .
The inter-mountain is engaging the
attention of Publix. The Marcus
houses in Salt Lake have gone Publix-way. A new first run in Denver,
ditto. There will be more, much
more. . . .

It Startles
In from Columbus
Wednesday:
here in the editorial
right
and lodged
sanctity, William James, president of
the Ohio M.P.T.O., in full seriousness
states that 100 theaters in his state
' are doomed to permanent closing in
General busi: the next six months.
' ness depression is partly responsible.
More so, sound and the havoc he de' Clares it is raising with the small
Here to interest distributors
1 fellow.
' in relief measures, James, with Pete
I Wood as able second, is busy visitsome. . of. the industry's headinglinewithnames.
New York may have a theater orgy
all of its own. 'Tis said the Warners
are planting interesting ideas in the
heads of a few strategically-located
' independent operators. Now that
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses are orto function,
ganized and beginning
Rebuilding Maxton, N. C, House
Charlotte— H. C. Cook and R. G.
Lang are rebuilding the house formerly operated by V. D. Humphries
;it Maxton, which was destroyed by
fire. The theater is to be ready for
opening around July 4.

!\ijt-

1)

ny hekbukt s. bekc;

PAUL ASH IS BACK TO IIIGHT SUMMER MATERIAL
EEATURED AT ROXY
PLEASE AT PARAMOUNT

some others plan to do a little upsetting. Talk about surveys for sites,
wholesale buikliiig and the like. The
air is full of many matters. . . .
The Northwest is lirmly convinced
F. and R. will sell to Puiilix. An
appraisal of the properties has been
They have brought Paul Ash back
made by one of the Katz emissaries from Brooklyn with the exodus of
and this, it is argued, is but a prelude Rudy Vallee witii his nicgapiione. Ash
to the final flourisii. . . .
stepi>e<l right back into popular favor
where he left it in his last appearance
Having His Say
at this house. The stage show moved
Thursday: U. A. will go it alone. with a precision and snap that it has
So speaks Joe Schenck to his sales lacked ever since they shunted him to
force gathered in New York conven- the city of churches. "Surprise
tion. Mergers are off, now and for- Party" was the name of the bit,
ever he adds. Coincident with this credited
to Frank Cambria. The set
very statement. Paramount loans §3,- showed the corner of a nianson with
000,000 to Art Cinema Corp. which
garden,seated
and a onsinger
posing
as Ash'sto
a bench
listening
finances some of the producers releas- amother
the
proceedings.
Very
slight
theme,
ing through United and simultaneously some of the downtown financial that Ash managed to get over effecwriters again indulge in that simple
tively with his showmanship.
mathematical problem of making two
The Lime Trio were the standout,
plus two equal four. ...
with one rigged up as a dummy doing
Equtiy denies players are signing the clowning with the otiier two
with producers. Producers say there throwing him around. He was very
are no difficulties over talent. The good, and collected heavy applause.
usual claims in the usual way. It is The Gluck-Sorel Girls were distina fact, however, that the Equity exguished by striking costumes and
plosion has turned itself into a holi- routine work. Peggy Bernier tried
day firecracker. . . .
to do a Helen Kane, but her voice
Oklahoma City, the latest key to was too raspy and her technique
report disturbance over sound rentals. needs a lot of polish.
The yarn never varies much. Prices
This bai)y-talk stuff needs a bal)y
are too high, business is not good and
voice, and Peggy's sounds as if it had
extermination creeps upon the hori- been hardi)oiled over on Tenth Avezon— this is the description. . . .
nue. Andrew and Louise Carr got
by
in
a
fast finish with their hoofing.
Momentous
Zelaya was quite classy with his exFriday: It took two days to set
position of the psychology of music,
what we consider a significant step proving that classic music affects you
in production. Sam Goldwyn has from the waist up, and jazz from the
formed a partnership with Florenz waist down.
Just an ordinary bill.
Ziegfeld to jointly produce talking
and singing films in color. The best
Orchestra Leader Resigns
known name in American show busiPortland
— Harry
Linden
lias reness is thus added to the other bright
signed
as
orchestra
leader
of the
production.
liehts in motion picture
Portland
and
has
gone
to
Los
AnZiegthis.
in
idea
No collaboration
United
the
feld actually will enter
Artists studio in the fall to make a geles.
Named Theater Manager
That's
"Whoopee."
possibly
news,
news. ...
picture,real
Mount
Clemens,
Mich. — Mrs.
A.
It may be rubbing it in but right P. Churchyard has been named manager of the Bijou here.
sein B. and K.'s stronghold. Fox
cures control of the Ascher string.
W. F. is not finished with the Windy
Henry Gale Promoted
a.
see
You'll
Brockton,
Mass. — Henry Gale, forshot.
*
long
a
by
"
City,
.
.
ly.
eventual
K AN N
big house in the loop
mer assistant manager,
has been
made house manager
of the Allyn,
newly acquired Publix house.
Okla. City House Closed
Oklahoma City — Building commisSimons Transferred
sioners closed the Palace here when
New
Haven— B. J. Simons, mansix persons were hurt by falling
ager of the local Fox office, has been
plaster from the interior roof of the transferred to Washington.
house.

Marysville Post for Hill
Acquires Ohio House
Hill has
Marysville, O.— Kenneth
Middletowii, O.— R. B. Wicks has been appointed manager of the Strand
taken over the Opera House from and Rex, succeeding Don Lonnis.
H. J. Walters. Walters continues to
Butler Gets Denver Office
operate the Opera House at Burton;
Denver — Howard
Butler
now
is
Mantua, at Mantua; and the Temple,
at Orwell.
managing the Pathe branch here.
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The Roxy started off with overture
to "Ricnzi" l)y the orchestra, a Wagnerian selection that had little of the
popular apijeal. For Flag Day they
had tile Roxy chorus singing " Columbia" against a mass of flags and
buntings, a good short bit with a
strong patriotic wallop. The rest of
the program was light and summery,
with nothing particularly outstanding.
"La Serenade" featured Patricia Bowman and Leonide Massine in the
harlequin theme. It had lots of color,
was lavishly staged, and the Roxycttes came on at the close to inject
their usual pep into the proceedings.
"Impressions of Aida" was done with
the usual detail and impressiveness
that distinguishes this house when
they go into the costume period stuff.
It represented Pharaoh's throne room,
with dancing girls and soldiers in attendance. Viola Philo gave an aria
that was too long and grew tedious,
and her voice was rather metallic.
Looked like an off week for the big
house, but it had sufficient production values in the various departments, especially lighting and sets, to
please the regular patrons.
Keith Managers Swiitched
Cleveland — Wallace Elliott, former manager of the Keith at Youngstown, has been appointed manager
of Keith's East 105th St. theater to
succeed Harry Dykeman, resigned.
Theater
Unit in Florida
Jacksonville, Fla. — Ben, R. B. and
Frank Stein have formed the Georgia
Amusement
Co. with 100 shares of
no par value, preferred stock.
All Vaudeville Policy at Boston
Boston — An
all-vaudeville
policy
has gone into effect at the B. F.
Keith former combination house.
Kersken at San Francisco
San Francisco — Herman Kersken
has been transferred from San Jose
to manage the new Fox, soon to
open.
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Automatic changeover accomplished in a fraction of a second is a feature of the De Forest Phonofihn
equipment, marketed by General
Talking Pictures. This is made possible by the dual exciting lamp system. These lamps are provided in
sets of two and are permanently
mounted on a single base for dual
operation. Focusing the light in
use, automatically focuses the idle
clamp and a chanegover is accomplished instantaneously with no noticeable interruption in the picture.

F. HYNES

Kuchenmeister Secures
Control of Tobis Device
Berlin — Messrs H. Oyens and
Sons, Amsterdam bankers, have purchased the 26 per cent of the total
capital of the Tonbild Syndicate (Tobis) from the Swiss Ikle Company
for Kuchenmeister International
Acoustic Co. according to a report
in the 'Frankfurter Zeitung.' As the
Kuchenmeister company already has
33 per cent this additional 26 gives
the firm control. About 30 per cent
of the total capital still remains with
a German banking group headed by
Commerz
and Privatbank in Berlin.

London — John Thorpe, production
manager for British International
Pictures, has completed arrangements
for the production of two talking pictures at the Christie Metropolitan
studio in Los Angeles. The first
picture will be directed by E. A. Dupont and is based on the play "The
Berg" The second is to be Syd
Chaplin's "Humming Birds" by
Fred Karno. Chaplin will star and
direct in the picture.
The dual existing lamp system of the
De Forest Phono film equipment.

Italotone Formed in U. S.
to Make Foreign Talkers
Rome — Italotone Film Prod, has
been incorporated in the United
States with a capital of $500,000 to
produce talking pictures in Hollywood for Italy and South America.
Giovanni Rizzo is president with
Erneo Francesconi vice president
and Alfredo Verrico secretary. Countess Rina De Lignoro and Henry
Armetta have been signed to appear
in the pictures.

Installing Talkafilm
Throughout Country
North Vernon, Ind. — Installation
is being made in a number of sections on the new Talkafilm, Phototone's sound-on-film reproducer,
which was placed on the market last
month. Complete synchronous equipment, disc and film, now is being
offered for $2,600. Disc equipment
alone is $1,500.

Sound Co. Formed in St. Louis
St. Louis — The Lifetone Co. has
been incorporated here to take over
the national distribution of the Lifetone device developed by Robert
Laughlin. Joseph F. Reed has been
elected president with Laughlin genNew Sound Installation in N. W.
eral manager and treasurer. The
Minneapolis — Recent sound instalcompany has been capitalized at $50,lations inthis territory include houses
000. Nine Lifetone machines have
already been installed in houses in at: Canton, S. D.; Stevens Point,
Illinois and Missouri. It is claimed Wis.; River Falls, Wis.; Waseca,,
arrangements have been made for the Minn.; Fond du Lac, Wis.; Fairmont,
production of ten machines a week. Minn.; Worthington, Minn.; O'Neill,
Neb.; Madison, Wis.; Hastings,
Minn.; Howard, S. D.; Harvey, N.
Talkers in New Role
Atlantic City — Talkers played a D.; Eagle River, Wis.; Clear Lake,
new role here, presnting outstanding la.; Indianola, la.; A^igry, Wis.;
Fosston, Minn., and Red Lake Falls,
personalities, including Thomas A. Minn.
Edison to the convention of the National Electrical Ass'n and recording
speeche.s and highlights of the sessions.
Withers With Pacent at K. C.
Kansas City— Robert F. Withers,
of the Midwest Film Distributors,
has been appointed Pacent distributor for Kansas and Western Missouri, succeeding John Mitchell
Withers will be located at 110 W
18th St.
Wire
Niagara
ment was
the house

Niagara Falls House
Falls, N. Y.— Sound ec|uipinstalled at the Falls while
was being redecorated.

Ten Gennett Devices Installed
Minneapolis — Gennett Talking picture apparatuses have been installed
in the following houses during the
past week: the Eltinge, Bismarck,
N. D.; Alhambra and University,
Minneapolis; Mounds, St. Paul; State,
Hastings, Minn.; State, Spring Valley, Minn.; Gem, New Richmond,
Wis.; Gem, Emory, Wis.; Aristo,
Lemmon, S. D.; and the Gem, Granite Falls, Minn.

Three Town Circuit in Arkansas
Havana, Ark. — This town has
been placed on a theater circuit with
Belleville and Ola.
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TIPS
ON
EQUIPMENT
AND
VARIOUS
DE>VICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

B.I.P. to Produce Talkers
at 'Met' Coast Studio

IS PHONOFILM FEATURE

June

Sound
Co. Incorporation
Wilmington, De. — M. L. Rogers,
L. A. Edwin and L. R. Wilson have
formed the Theater Sound Equipment Corp. with capital of $100,000
and 2,500 shares of no par value
stock.

CINEPHONE FORMS
CO. IN ENGLAND
London — Powers Cinephone Equipment Syndicate was -registered here as
a private company to acquire certain
rights m connection with methods of
projecting or translating sound and
to adopt an agreement with S. Cohan
and the Venture Trust. The company was capitalized at $29,100. E.
E. Lyons is managing director of
the company. Production plans go
into operation on August 1.
London— The Powers Cinephone
device will be demonstrated here on
June 17 at the London Hippodrome
w;ith the permission of R. H. Gilles-

Demonstrate
Synchrophone
Cleveland — Synchrophone, sound
Bonham, Tex. — Photo-Talker reproducing device made in Cleveequipment has been installed at the
land, has been installed in the Sun,
American and at the Grand, Ennis; where
an invitational demonstration
pie.
Dixie, Tulsa; Royal. Laredo; Palace, was held for local theater owners by
Lamesa; Grand, Electra and Peak, Martin Blum, Cleveland general sales
Dallas.
manager. Blum is lining up his sales
force, which now includes Dave
Stern, handling the Detroit territory,
Audubon
House
Wired
and
C. Ernest Gilham, who is assistAudubon, N. J.— Sound equipment
ing
Blum in the Cleveland territory.
was installed while the Century combination house, was being renovated.
France Duofone Installation
Cleveland — France Duofone is beMemphis
House Wired
ing installed in the Gordon Square,
Memphis, Tenn. — Sound equipment
has been installed at the Grand, on one of the houses of the Scoville
Essick and Reiff circuit. The theBeale Ave.
ater will open with sound pictures
Mellaphone at Sharpsburg
June 25.
Sharpsburg, Pa. — Harry Rachie
Sound for Seattle House
has wired the Comfort with MellaSeattle
— Sound equipment has rephone equipment.
cently been installed in the following
houses in this territory: Jensen-Von
Biophone at Punxsutawney
Arabian, William Code's
Punxsutawney, Pa. — Biophone Herberg's
Paramount, Seattle; Uptown and
equipment has been installed at the Granada at West Seattle. Equipment
Alpine.
is expected to be installed at the
Venetian, Jensen-Von Herberg house
Uniontown
House Wired
and John
Danz's Winter
Garden.
Uniontown, Pa. — DeForest Phonofilm has been installed at the Penn
Installing Phonodisc
which has been reopened.
Clarksburg, W. Va. — De Forest
Phonodisc equipment is being inWiring
Kingston
House
stalled in the Ritz and Moore's Opville. era House here and Strand, MoundsKingston,
N.
Y.
—
Reade's
Kingston is being wired with Western
Electric equipment.
De Forest Distributor Opens Exch.
Wire Strand, Washington
Boston — J. K. Adams, De Forest
Washington — The Strand, bur- distributor for the New England territory, has opened the New England
lesque house, has been wired for
Foto- Voice. C. E. Olive, formerly Talking Picture Exchange here, to
only sound pictures.
at the Princess, has become manager handle
and Joe Levy is his assistant.
To Test Blattnerphone
Helena House Has Talkers
Berlin (By Cable) — Representative
Helena, Mont.— C. W. Eckhardl of an American talking picture comhas completed installation of Westare expected here to witness
ern Electric equipment at the Mar- tests panyof
the Stille-Blattnerphone
low here.
sound device, it is reported.
Install Photo-Talker

in Southwest

I

•iL^Sjf>>^^StMux.
New Season Product Is Speeded
OAlLY

Siinilay.

June

16.
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Most of Major Companies Have Completed Current Season Schedules and are Swinging Into Stride
on

1929-1930

Pictures

MOSTLY TALKERS PLANNED;
FEW SILENTS IN LINE-UP
Production is coiitmuiiiK at a rapid
pace at the major studios, whicli have
swuii^; into their stride on the 192*)30 line-ups. Practically all schedules for the current season are completed, the decks heiuR cleared for
action on the new product.
Sales convention time is demonstrating the need of being set in advance on new product. With the insistent demand for all-talkers felt by
every producer, the year iiromises to
witness the completion of the evolution to this new form of entertainment, at least so far as production is
concerned.
There will he few pictures filmed
only as silents, it is indicated, with
silent versions to be made of manv
of the talkers on the various schedules.
Fox Role for Richardson
Frank Richardson has been added
to cast of "Masquerade," which Fox
is making from the Louis J, Vance
story, "The Brass Bowl."
"Paris Bound" Nearing Completion
Richard Bolesl:ivsky. stage director, is rehearsing the last few scenes
for the Pathe production "Pari^
Bound." E. H. Griffith, director, will
complete the film this week.
Nicholson Original for Quillan
I'pon Quillan
completion
of "Joe will
College,"
Flddie
probably
start
work inalinbv Kenvon
"GasolineNicholson
Gypsies."foran Pathe.
origLa Rocque's First Set
Direction of Rod La Roc(|ue's first
story for Radio. "The Delightful
Ro.gue," is to be in the hands of A.
Leslie Pearce, He is now on the
RKO lot cooperating with Bert
Glennon, who will have charge of
the pictorial direction.
Lee Tracy Starts Soons
Lee Tracy is in Hollywood. His
initial talking picture, "Big Time,"
with a background of vaudeville, will
go into work in a few days with Kenneth Hawks directing. Story by Sidnev Lanfield.
Two Vehicles Bought by M-G-M
M-G-M has purchased a l-rench
play and Spanish novel as story properties for next year's production program. The play, "La Bataille de
Dames" (The Battle of tiie Ladies)
was written by Scribe and Legouve.
The novel. "La Casa de la Troya"
(The House of Troy), is the work of
Alejandro Perez Lugin. It may
serve as a vehicle for Ramon Novarro.

Other Wired

Studios

News and

Ralph Wiik's Personality Paragraphs

stories in dialogue and also
wrote the continuities in two
months and a half. Two are:
"Father
and Son" and "The
yf
«
«
•
Bachelor Girl."
By RALPH
WILK
ll.irry I'ringle, general make-up
lor several years connected with
Hollywood man
Paramount, has moved his l)t)xeb to
WKSLKV RLGGLKS is having his
cares at RKU, where he is di- KK(J. I'ringle is like many others
connected with the making of picrecting Befiy L\>mpson in "The \'ientures- He is little heard of, but most
nese Charmer." But cares are small essential to good photography.
when he recalls the many places he
•
*
*
has pals and friends. The latest echo
Don't forget I specialize in
is from friends of Sally Blane, who
was signed by Ruggles two years ago
bad
' said Leo
Lance,
when English,
he informed
us he
had
when she was only U), to play an
important role in one of his pictures.
been signed for a role in "The
Since, she has won laurels by her own
work.
Greener M.llionaire."
Dave Butler, Fox director, in
*
*
*
George Seitz, Fox director, has the company with DeSylvu, Brown and
honor of being among the first to Henderson., spent a few days at
make serials. In 1915 the director Pebble Beach, but not in the form
was giving the public thrills with of a vacation. While they were there,
they made plans and wrote the
"Perils of Pauline" and "The Exploits
of Elaine." He then decided to go music for Butle)-'s ?icn; picture. Butinto something more exciting but less
ler recently completed "Fox Moviestrenuous, so he started producing
♦
♦
*
tone Follies."
plays in New York. Among some of
Frank Hall, one of the myost polite
the plays he directed are "La La Lu- of police officers, has been promoted
cille, Ihe Hole in the Wall." Later from thai capacity to reception
he wrote and produced "The King's clerk, at the M-G-M studio. He has
been on the force three years, and
*
*
*
replaces "U'hitey" Hendry, who is
Charles
(Chuck)
Reisner,
has
been
Game."
chief of police
• of *Culver
* City.
given a vote of thanks at M-G-M
When we first met Otto Brower.
for his direction of "Hollywood Revue of 1929" a musical co-mcdy show, he was a hard-working assistant at the
but ivas rewarded further by an as- Paramount Long Island studio, with
signment for another biff feature,
Irviiiu Willat as his chief. Now Otto
"Road Show" with Bessie Love. Bess is returning to the same studio as a
Meredyth did script and making the full-fledged director. We hope he
adaptation, with Reisner collaborat- will make his home town. Grand
ing on the dialogue.
*
*
*
Rapids, as famous as do its furniture
factories.
*
*
♦
Doane Harrison, veteran scissor
razor blade man of the Pathe lot, has
Byron Morgan has signed a new
made arrangements for larger n"Tr- long term contract with M-G-M. He
ters for his staff of cutters now that was responsible for many of the
the sound stages are going full blast. well kn/)wn Wallace Rcid thrillers.
Silent versions will be handled in anwrote Lon Chaney's last starring
other department, using special rooms He
picture of railroad life entitled
for sound and dialogue films only. 'Thunder": also "The Flying Fleet."
Harrison, who is supervising editor
The Cameraman," "Rookies" and
of Ralph Block productions, is at others.
on "Joe College,"
present working
Eddie Quillan's
* first
* all * talker.
Max Ree, creator and designer of
Radio Pictures costumes is having
a job trying to keep everyone hnppy.
Writer
His gowns are all of original designs, and is said to create many
vogues with « his novel
WARNER
BROTHERS
«
« ideas.
On a recent warm day we saw a
bare-legged
Hollywood girl carryitg
ice-skates.
>»
*
*
*

A Little
from ''Lots

HARVEY

Jack Townley, writer and
scenarist, is settine a pace hard
for others to follow. He recently completed three original

GATES

Janet (Jaynor to Sinn and
Dance in Her New Picture
Production is starting immediately
at F»>x on ".Sunny Side I'p." in which
Janet Gay nor will sing and <lancc.
Dc Sylva. Brown and Henderson arc
doing story, dialogue and songs.
David Butler will direct.
"U" to Remake

"The

Storm"

l'nlver^al will re-make "The
with full dialogue and sound
season's release.
The picture
leased in silent form during

Storm'
for next
was reV>22.

Ann Harding for Colman Picture
Ann Harding, stage star, will appear opposite Ronald Colman in his
next talking feature, "Condemned."
THE

Doorway

of Hompltmlity

,NTER th» doorwBT "^
ifala popular hottcirr »a<i rou feci at hoM«
Thcr*'* an atmoiphcr* of cordial nrtlcowma
which marki lh« difference bclwccB tk*
Hollywood Plaxa and ordtnarr hoieU.
Your room, coo, ha* thai added coaah
of discinctlon. Picture! on th« wall, or*^
•tuffcd furniture, a floor lamp and readlwa
lamp . . . theac are but a few of the faatnrw
that make you feel at homa.
Pl«'n WhUtIc Dining Service InturM tka
baat of food. Therefore, when you ar« mami
la Loa Angelca be turc to Inveiticata.

THE

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

"The Desert Song

vine

Street at Hollywood
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IN THE EAST

Short Shots from
New York Studios
\By ARTHUR

DAILY

IN GREATER

NEW

Players. Miss McNutt b"' '-•'s to
the same clan as Patterson McNutt.
the theatrical producer and William
Slavens McNutt the macazine wr'^ •.And they're all proud of each other

YORK

STUDIOS

26 IE MflIRE SHORTS SET,
20 OE THEM TOR PATHE

EDDY,

Marion Haslup, who alternates beGeorge Le Maire's production
tween the footlights and iiicandes- schedule calls
for 26 talking shorts,
Talking pictures are quicker to JEAN LA MARR, who helped cents, is back in Manhattan after
^U of which are for Pathe. Ten
beautify
and
entertain
in
the
make than silent piVtu'-°<. but luore
difficult photographically, according "Greenwich Village Follies" and appearing as guest star in stock at have been completed, with six set
to E. B. DuPar, head camera man more recently "Mv Maryland," Shu- Montreal. She's ready to resume for production in July. They are"Fancy That," "Tent City," "Give
for Warners' Eastern \^itaphone stu- bert operetta, is featured in a sound picture ivork.
Her Credit, all three starring Fr^nk
dio. DuPar, attributes this to the short which Art Landry and his
fact that the set is now illuminated band are making at American Sound
Mort Downey, who has been starDavis
ring in Pathe talkers produced in ow , and "Barbara's Tech," "WHso that from three to five cai''ier? Recording Corp. studio. She will
Washers" and "Dress Suits." Le
Manhattan,
takes his recent bride, Maire
is supervising and directing.
angles, each angle including long next star in "La Rosita," second in
shots, mediums and close ups, may the Landry series to be made at this Barbara Bennett, on a European trip The camera work is being done by
within
a
few
weeks.
44th St. plant.
all be taken at the same time.
Phil Tannura and Harry Stradling.
"It was well known that incandescents
make no noise," explains Du Par, "while
Kleigs make a slight humming sound. When
we first began experimenting two years ago
the largest lamp made was 1,000 watt, so
the difficulty there lay in getting enough
candle power. Today, the largest lamp made
is 50,000 watts, although on the average set
the usual powers used are from 1,000 to
10,000 watts per lamp. Of course, the film
had to be changed on account of the lighting
and Eastman compounded a new emulsion to
Oonform to the new light value of incan<lescents, and the orthochromatic film formerly used became panchromatic.
"There is today more buckling of cameras
than formerly because we cannot control
mechanisms. When a camera buckles it
means that the film is clogged up and is not
moving. In the old days when a camera
was packed by hand you could feel the buckle
coming in the handle. But now you cannot
tell until the camera refuses to work. Nothing
can be done about this — or, at least, nothing
has yet been invented to control buckling in
a camera — except to stop the motors and
retake. Cameras have, of course, been reconstructed, for talking pictures. All ball
bearings have been taken out because of the
noise and bronze bearings substituted.

Arch Seiwyn, Jr., of the
ivhich is no small part of
way's prodiicnig business,
route to the Coast to work
duction ivith United Artists.

family
Broadis en
in pro-

Continuing our travelogue, Edward S. Robinson is riding the wet
over to Europe in quest of a vacation, following closing of his show,
"Kibitzer," which Paramaunt will
make into a talker. Eddie made his
Me^'er,
of scoresa screen debut in "The Hole in the
andAbetheme
song whose
writersI'st
resembles
Wall" which came into being at
Who's Who, has been synchronizing
Paramount'
s Long Island studio.
"The Wrecker," for Gainsborough
Pictures, English firm. Incidentally
Michael Balcon, head of the producing firin, is New Yorking these days.

Sandrich Will Direct
Three Radiant Shorts

Betty Lawford, who has a habit
of parking her makeup bo.x at Sound
S'tudios, is back again, this tinie to
play opposite Mort Downey in
"On the Stairs," Pathe mystery talker which goes into production soon
Hamilton MacFadden, stage director
and producer, is billed as director
with Spencer Bennet to make various
mystery
sec|uences.

Continuing

i^roduction

on

its

ser-

talking nextshorts,
Pictudes.ies of Inc.,
week R;k''"-*
makes
an
other picture from
a story by Milt
Gross. The series being made at
RCA's Gramercy studio for RKO
release comprises 12 subjects, six
single reels and six two-reelers.
Louis Brock of Radiant has engaged Mark Sandrich to drect the
Instead of doing the coinmoyiplace
next three. Sandrich recently dithing, Doris McMahon didn't make
rected "The Talk of Hollywood," allher picture debut at Hollywood but
dialogue feature for Prudence Picinstead experienced it in New York. tures.
She does her stuff in front of a
Stories for the Radiant series are
camera for the first time in "The
being
written by Gross, Al BoasberPlumbers are Coming," George Le- and "Bugs"
Baer.
Maire talking short.

"For double exposures we have had to
work out a new idea. In silent pictures
when a double exposure was photographed we
could call out to the director and tell him
when it was time for the actor to begin
work. Now everything mtLst be silent, so
inside of the camera booth we have a hutton which, when pressed, turns on a small
drop light on the stage. The director waits
for our signal, and then signals the actor
to work. Each seconil must be counted so
that the actor begins to speak at exactly the
proper moment that he may not overlap on
.Arline De Haas, who writes good
his own speeches in those cases where he
publicity for Vitaphone studio, leaves
talks with himself."

Talker For "Vanities"
A talking picture has been made
for
the
Coast
June
19
for
a
vacation
DuPar was formerly on the Coast Out in that talkative sector she will at the RCA studio, 411 Fifth Ave., as
an introduction to the forthcomine
with Warners and filmed all of the
Vitaphone talking pictures made join Rose Pelswick, m. p. editor of Earl Carroll "Vanities," which soon
there- He is responsible for the nho- "The Evening Journal" and Kath- opens at the Earl Carroll.
erine Zimmerman of tlie "New York
tography of such pictures as "The
Better 'Ole"; "Lights of New York"; Telegram," both vacationists.
Peters Re-Entering Production
"The Jazz Singer"; "The Lion and
Peggy Moseley, graduate of Earl
O. A. Peters, who formerly prothe Mouse"; "My Man" and "The
duced and directed in Germany, is
Carroll's "Vanities," and the ZiegSinging Fool," and is at present at
work shooting Alexander Moissi in feldian Follies, is working in a short planning to enter production in this
which Art Landry and his band are country. He has worked with Jan"The Royal Box," now in production producing at American Sound Rec- nings and Lubitsch.
at the Eastern
Vitai)hone studio.
ording studio.
Kolortone Plans Six More
Kolortone Prod., headed by George
Jeffrey and Leo Brittoii, will make
six more cartoons in color and with
sound. The first series of six has
been comi)leted and is ready for
n:arketing.

Ruth McNutt, whose versatility is
demonstrated in the current talking
"Topics of the Day" in which shdoes skits ranging from a waitress to
a debutante, will be featured on stat'on WPCH Thursday evenings in
her own dramatic stock conmanv to
be known
as The
Ruth
McNutt

Sow

Delivering!

Sound on film
and disc devices.

Traveltone Sales Corp.
729 Seventh Ave.

Tel. BRYant 2690

"Hunt the Tiger'^ Being
Made at Gramercy Studio

"Hunt the Tiger," dialogue short,
IS in production at RCA's Gramercy
studio under supervision of Richard
Currier, with J. Leo Meehan directing. Featured in the cast are Pedro
De Cordova, Veree Teasdale and
Ale.xander Kirkland. Miss Teasdale
is current in the stage play, "Nice
Women" while Kirkland was seen
last on Broadway in "Wings Over
Europe."
y Hering is the author of the Henr
story.
"St Louis Blues," by C. A.
Handy, will be made next at the studio, with Dudley Murphy directincr.
Empire
Making
Short
Production of a single-reel all dialogue comedy, "The Wishbone," is
planned by Empire Prod., at Metropolitan studios, Fort Lee. Franklvn
Farnum will be featured, with Sylvia
La
Mard, Ruth
and PrCorella.,
The Hamilton
production,
which-■
starts within a week, will be supervised by Boris L. Maicon.
Roth Makes Two Shorts
Murray Roth has finished direction
of two shorts with Harry Fox, comedian, which were made at Vitaphone
studio. The first is "Harry Fox and
His Six American Beauties" and in
the
wife, second,
appears.Beatrice B. Curtis, Fox's

MARK SANDRICH
Director
Just Completed
"The Talk of Hollywood"
All Dialogue Feature
RCA

Gramercy Studios
New York

THE
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Open Shop at Boise, Ida.
Boise. Ida. — NcKotialions between
exhibitors and operators here are at
an end until Sept. 1, with local houses
runniuR open shop. Installation of
talkers in four local houses caused a
<lisaKreenient.
Gets 2 at Chicago

C'hicaKo — Sam Ludwig. veteran
Milwaukee theater operator, has
taken over the Vitagraph at Belmont
and Lincoln Aves. He also has the
Midway at 63rd and Cottage Grove
.\ves. Sound equipment is being installed at both.

Publix

Building

Lynn

AMERICA'S
OVERSEAS

NETWS
SEKVICK
DEVELOPMENTS
IMPORTANT
MARKETS

,

|H<rtcvl planning a hnu>c hcitButler.
I'a. - Harris
Anmsrmeiit
Co. will
liuilil a 2,000 scat houT on K. Jefferson St.
San
Antonio.
Tex.
—
John
Elierson
i>
architect of the new Majestic here.
Salem,here\'a. to— Contract
has Iieen let for a
theater
cost $6U.O0O.
HoIIvwoihI- Charle* I.ee is architect (or
the \Vil>hirc Amusement Cori>.. which i^
ImililinK an ei^'ht story theater and office
lmil<lin>; at Wilshire Blvd. and Hamilton
Drue.
Biddelord. .Me. — Plans are under way for
a new theater here.
Salina, Kan. — Midland Theater Circuit will
liuild a $400,000 theater here to Ik: known
as the Watson. It will be modeled after
l.oew's
Midland
at Kansas
City.
iJelcvan. Wis. — The Delevan. a Community
Theaters,
Inc. house has opened.
Pittsburch— The HarrisMt. Oliver has
been opened. The house scats 1,600 and is
owned by the Harris Amusement
Co.
Plainview, Te.\. — L'ndcrhill Construction
Co. will build a 1,300 scat house here ccating approximately
$200,000.

Ludwig

i^Hk

DAILY
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House

will build a
Mass.— I'ubLx
Lynn.
St.
here at Union
$1,(X)0,00<) house
the
provided
Place,
Burchcad
and
area is rezoned.

Publix Fort Wajme Lease Filed
Fort Wavne, Ind. — Lease obtained
by the Publix-Indiana Corp. on the
new theater being built on Wayne
St.. between Calhoun and Clinton
Sts.. has been filed in the recorder's
office here. It is for 25 years. Mmmmum seat.ng capacity is to be 2.101).

Stille Heads Multnomah Circuit
Portland— John Stille has replaced
William Cutts as general manager of
the Multnomah circuit, Universal subsidiary. Cutts again is operating as a
theatrical engineer, maintaining local
offices.
Stanley Co. Changes
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Sam De Fazio
will manage the Harris-Mount Oliver
when it is completed; Herman actLoras
ence and Ralph Walsh will
excepting
theaiers
all
of
supervisors
the Stanlev, Grand and Enright;
Les Bower has been transferred
from Wilkinsburg to manage the
Schenelv; Lvle Harding now is managing the Colonial, M. Beckley the
Rowland and Carl Wright the Manor.
Tom Fordham is managing the
Perrv, State and Aris theaters at Erie
in addition to the Strand. Dick
Brown has been transferred to the
Liberty at E. Liberty succeeding
Harry Thomas who is now at the
Capitol at Braddock.

Foreign
Markets
By

BRITISH LABOR PARTY
URGED TO REPEAL TAX
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Talkers Not Hurtinj?
Legitimate in Sydney
Sydney — "The show is the tliiin'
.uid any show the public does not

SYDNEY B. 0. RECEIPTS
INCREASE m TO SOUND

want is dear at any price." said E.
J. Tait of J. (. . Williamson Ltd. legitimate tlieater owners, in commeiiting on the sound development in theaters here. He pointed out the -success achieved with "Pavlova," "The
Desert Song,"* "No- 17" and "Voung
Woodley," to back up his claim.
"The significance of the success of
"No. 17 ' he conteii(le<l, " is that the
production gi>t its record against
shows presented previous to the talk-

Sydney — .Since the udveiit oi sound
pictures at the I'rincc Edwar<l, ReRcnt and Lyceum, here at the beginLondon — Representatives of the inning of this year, combined box ofdustry -are urging members of tiie
fice receipts are estimated to have
Labor Party who were successful in
increa.sed approximately $222,250
the recent election, to fulfill their
over receipts for the previous months
promises in bringing about reduction
when silent pictures held the screens
or abolition of the lintertainmelit
While it is claimed that the greater
Tax, which has burdened exhibitors
portit)n of this profit was garnered bv
for years.
distributors, costs for installation and
J. \'. Bryson, of European, said,
operating cost also arc part of the
in commenting on the election outErnest C. Rolls, legitiniite oper- total. It is further estimated h<r<
come, "All 1 ln>pe is that the new
er ator
advent."
government will solve the problem of
gave as his oi)inion that rat'nT that the big jump in increasefl bo.\
the entertainment tax. That would than take from tiie legitimate theater, office receipts will soon find its level
be a help to the whole industry as the talkers will cultivate new patrons out due to shopping for sound films
the taxes are heavy and have op- He likened the picture and stage to While results with sound at the three
the ditference in appeal of kissing a houses probably will remain abiwe
pressed exhibitors."
James Walsh, of Pai>ley and for- photograph and then perfornrng the the former silent average, only out
mer chairman and secretary of the act with the >ubject in real life.
standing productions stand a chance
Scotti>h branch of the CE.A. wa>
to obtain greater grosses it is stated
elected to the House.
rile Capitol, a class A silent house.
Indicatons from the campaign
is increasing its business rapidly cawaged by the industry here jirior ti
tering to the anti-sound patrons.
election proved that labor candidates
l\a.<hiii,,toii liurcau af Tllli IJLM DAILY
in general showed a willingness to
Washington — During the recent
support the movement for abolition
of the tax than either of the other meeting of the Bavarian exhil)itors
;iii./,i<,.//<,.i /Juf.ju of Illli I- 1 LSI DAILY
two party opponents. However, of Munich, it was decided to demand
Washington — Due to the scarcit>
a
reduction
of
existing
entertainment
drastic move for abolition of the entertainineiit tax, it is felt, will be tax rates, states a report to the M of films in Germany, the .^ss'n of
German Exhibitors have petitioned
P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce
sidetracked
first budget. for the Labor Party'.s All of the theaters in Munich will the Export Commission that distributors immediately be authorized to
be indefinitely closed, continued the
start film imports under the new konrequestwithin
if the exhibitors'
report,
is not complie<l
connection
tingent, which was to become effecthis
tive .Aug. 1. state a report to the M
per700
approximately
putting
London — During the last year thus
P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce
sons out of work.
there were 58 British films imported
This measure, it is stated, will enby Poland, an increase of 25 over
able exhibitors to improve their summer programs.
oria"
imports of 1927. American, German
for n"Vict
nHanso
Lars— Hanso
v
portra
will
Lars
Berlin
while
and French imports declined,
Sovkino Of>ens Authors School
imports of Austrian, Englisli, Italian the leading role in "Victoria," adaptMo.scow — .Sovkino
has opened
a
and Russian films increased. During e<l from the novel of the same name
school
for
authors.
Special
courses,
wrigian
PoNorwe
by Knute Hamsun,
the coming year, it is reported,
ter. Two talker versions of the film lasting several terms, will be given
land will get 17 British International
in English and for aspiring
by
one
authors.
are to be made,
Pictures which will be distributed
beth BergPetetf, through Sascha.
Eliza
the other in tierman.
ner will appear oiiposite Hanson,
e is put into producwhen tJtie pictur
tion hereSH.j\ugust. ^^By HHMzSl
H\ I- H I: U M A .\
liditor, "The Daily Film Kenter"

Bavarian Exhibitors Seek
Cut in Amusement Tax

Exhibitors Seek Film
Imports Under Kontingent

American Films on
Decline in Poland

Emelka, German Co. to
Handle Negri's First
Berlin— Emelka has acquired dis-

tribution rights for Germany of Pola
Negri's picture now in production at
the Elstree studio in London under
the direction of Paul Cziiiner. The
picture will be released in Germany
under the title of "The Street of Lo.st

Thiele Finishes Harvey Vehicle
director,
Thiele,
Berlin— Wilhelm
Montof
Model
"The
has completed
Lillian
>tarriiig
for Ufa
I)arnas
Harvev.se"

Prometheus to Make 12 in Sound
lii-rlii, — Prometheus for its iy2-;-30
"Tesha"
Score
via Photophoiie
m is to make 12 pictures in
progra
Souls."
is sound using the Britisli Phototom
score lor " Teslia"
London — The
honc
to be recorded on RCA-Photop
device, it is reported.
at the El>tree studio. Harry Gordon
has written a number of theme songs
Marc Roland Joins Ufa
for the film.
French Film Co. Formed
Pari.s— The
Studio-Film
Co.
has
been formed here to rent, sell and buy
pictures.

Picturei

Rlchnount

Berlin — Marc Roland, (jerman composer, has been engaged as musical
director for all Ufatone productions.
Roland wrote the music score for
•'Behind the German
Lines."
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Rayart Pictures Corporation
and other leadini^ independent producersand distributors
Cabte AddrMs: RICHPICSOC. PHto
CabU AddrcH: DEEJAY. LoodM
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"The Far Call"

"The Studio Murder
Mystery"

with Neil Hamilton, Warner
Fredric March

ivith Charles Moi-ton, Leila Hijams

(All-Talker Version)
Paramount

Length: Sound, 5020 ft.
Silent, 6070 ft.
SMART
PRODUCTION
CARRIES BIG KICK WITH HOLLYWOOD STUDIO SETTING AND
CLEVER
SURPRISE
TWISTS.
Murder
mystery.
The fine directorial hand of Frank Tuttle is evident throughout.
The
Edinsftons
gave him a breezy, novel mystery
plot, and he went to it with a hand
picked cast and put it over for a
surefire w'inner.
It is ideal summer
entertainment, for the murder motif
is handled without any horrifying or
terrifying
elements.
The
comedy
side is nicely blended with the serious theme, and novelty
in setting
and treatment make this an altogether
unusual film of its class.
The scene
is a Hollywood
studio
at night,
where
quite logically various people
gather and get themselves
involved
in the murder of a screen actor.
The
authors
and the director forgot all
about the formula for murder mysteries, tried to be original, and succeeded splendidly. Acting fine throughout.
Cast: Neil Hamilton, Warner Oland, Fredric March, Florence
Eldridge,
Doris Hill,
Eugene
Pallette,
Chester
Conklin,
Lane
Chandler,
Gardner
James,
Guy
Oliver,
E.
H. Calvert, Donald Mackenzie.
Director, Frank Tuttle; Author, the Edingtons. Scenarist, Frank Tuttle; Dialoguer,
Frank Tuttle; Editor, Merrill Wliite ; Cameraman, Victor Milner.
Direction, classy.
Photography,
aces.

Olga Chekova

(Synchronized)

Oland,

in

"Pawns of Passion"
(Silent)

Fox

with William Poxvell, Richard Arlcn,
Fay
Wray

(Synch ronized)

June

16,

1929

"All(Silent)
At Sea"

"The Four Feathers"

Length: Synch. 5,313 ft.
Silent: 5,282 ft. Paramount

with Karl Dane, George K. Arthur
M-G-M
Length:
5,345 ft.
HILARIOUS FUN WITH TWO

Length: Synch. 7412 ft.
Silent: 7472 ft. GOBS ROCKING
WITH
LAUGHTER, AND A'EM
PIP OF A
NICE
PROGRAM
NUMBER
THRILL COMEDY
CLIM
FAST
MOVING
ADVENTURE
AX
CARRIES REAL ACTION STUFF
HAS THE STUFF.
WITH FINE ARTISTIC DIREC- STORY. COLORFUL, ACTIONComedy. Byron Morgan wrote an
FUL AND SPECTACULAR. ENTION BY ALLAN
DWAN.
original to order for Dane and ArTERTAINING, ALTHOUGH SISTRONG CAST.
thur, and it looks as if he is entitled
LENT.
to a big slice of the credit, along
With this one your audience is
Using as a background, some of the with director Alfred Goulding and
due for a real treat. Edison Marshall is the author, who seems to unusual wild animal material pho- the two comedians. The film carries
know unusual angles on the ice countographed in Africa by Merian Coo- a half dozen corking laugh sequences. Incidentally Josephine
per and Ernest B. Schoedsack, this
try. Here he tells a stirring tale of
a raid by modern pirates on St. Paul tells of an adventure in the Soudan Dunn is there on looks, charm and
island, the breeding place for seals and how a young British officer in ability. They should feature her in
in the North. To this lonely spot the '80's proves his mettle, thereby a big way. Arthur is doing his turn
presided over by a few whites and battering down his reputation for as a vaude magician and hvonotist
inhabited by native Aleuits comes cowardice to ultimately return to his and uses Dane, a gob in the audience,
the misguided hero with his ijirate three comrades the white feathers as his subject. This is the first wow!
crew to raid the seal fisheries. He which synibolized their contempt- A Later Dane frames Arthur into the
learns from the girl that he is the rapidly-moving tale in a colorful navy to get square for making a sucklost son of an old St. Paul pioneer, background that entertains despite
er out of him. There is a lineup of
turns the tables on his pirate gang — the fact that it is silent. If you be- recruits for physical examination
lieve a good silent picture is better that is a bear. Then Arthur dresses
and how. Fresh, breezy story artistically directed, well acted. Plenty than a rotten dialogue afTair, this ef- up as a dame at the navy ball, and
of punch, nice love interest. And this
fort rates attention. The exhibitor vamps the big S-wede all over the
knows
his audiences best.
place, hypnotizes him and turns him
boy Charles Morton is there stro- ■
Cast: Charles Morton, Leila Hyams, UlCast: Richard Arlen, Fay Wray, William into a fireman, with hilarious results.
rich Haupt, Stanley J. Sandford, Warren Powell. Clive Brook, Theodor von Eltz, Noah
But the climax with a fire and Dane
iHymer, Arthur Stone. Charles Middleton,
Beery, Zack Williams, Noble Johnson, Harold shooting Arthur
Pat Hartigan, Ivan Linow, Dan Wolheim,
up and down on a
Hightower, Philippe de Lacey, Edward J.
Randolph Scott, Charles Gorman, Bernard Ratcliffe, George Fawcett, Augustin Symonds.
Can't miss.
crane rings the bell.
Siegel, Willie Fung, Harry Gripp, Frank
Chew,
Sam
Baker.
Director, Allan Dwan ; Author, Edison
Marshall; Scenarist, Seton I. Miller; Editor, H. H. Caldwell; Titler, Same; Cameraman. Hal Rosson,
Direction, has artistic punch. Photography,
very good.

William Boyd in

"The Leatherneck"

with Alan Hale, Robert Armstrong,
Fred Kohler
World Wide
Length: 7185 ft.
CARRIES GOOD ENTERTAIN(Silent Version)
MENT PUNCH WITH PARISIAN
Pathe
Length: 6895 ft.
STUDIO ATMOSPHERE
AND
BOYD
PUTS
THIS
ONE
REALISTIC CHASE
CLIMAX. OVER STRONG
WITH
SOME
NICE POPULAR NUMBER.
COLORFUL
MARINE
ATMOSPHERE AND A STORY WITH
Melodrama. A Continental production featuring the Russian player. GUTS. HAS POPULAR APPEAL.
Drama of the U. S. Marines. This
Olga Chekova. . This production
could have been improved immensely one should prove an easy winner
by tightening up the story, shorten- wherever thev like the Marine stuff
ing it considerably, and avoiding the with plenty of thrills and a corking
usual mass of detail which none of good love interest. The story is
these foreign directors seems ever to well knit together, recounting the adventures of three buddies in China
be able to get away from. The story
is good, carries lots of human appeal, who have apparently deserted their
and a suitable amount of action. Che- unit. One dies, another turns up inkova as a former star of the Russane and the third is courtmartialed,
sian Imperial Ballet flees from Rus- and tells the story. And that story is
sia after her husband is killed during novel, and carries a lot of suspense
the Revolution. Her young son is and some real thrills. The Russian
lost in the flight, and seized by the and Chinese atmosphere is well
former master of the ballet, who ha^ handled, and the direction has snap.
been thrusting his attentions upon Several very good characterizations
her. She is befriended in Paris by and all round good work by the enan artist, who sets out with her to
tire cast, especially Hale, Armstrong
find her boy after they make the bal- and Kohler, make this a film that
let master reveal his hiding place on carries a very definite popular apa Polish farm. Finishes with a whiz
peal. The love interest is strong and
of a chase scene over a frozen river Diane
Ellis an attractive blonde.
Cast: William Boyd, Robert Armstrong,
with horses, sleigh and villain going
Fred Kohler, Alan Hale, Diane Ellis, James
under the breaking ice.
Cast: Olga (.'lu-kova, Sidney Suberly,
Her.ry Baudin, Hans Stcver, Lola Josane,
(,'arn-.ine Gallone.
Director, Carmine Gallone ; Author, the
.same ; Scenarist, .Vot listed ; Editor, Not
listed ; Titler, Not listed ; Cameraman, Not
listed.
Direction, satisfactory.
Photography,
un-

Sunday,

Aldine, I'aul Weigel, Philo McCullough,
Alitchcll Lewis, Jules Cowes, Wade Boteler,
Joi- (Iirard, Lee Shumway,
Lloyd Whitlock.
Director, Howard Higgin; Author, Elliott
Clawson; Scenarist, the same; Editor, Doane
Harrison; Titler, John Krafit ; Cameraman,
John Mescall.
Direction, very good.
Photography,
fine.

(Sound version renewed Apr. 7, '29)

Directors, Merian Cooper, Ernest B. SchoCast: Karl Dane, George K. Arthur,
edsack, Lothar Medes ; Author, A. E. W. Josephine Dunn, Herbert Prior, Eddie Baker.
Mason ; Scenarist, Howard Estabrook ; AdapDirector, Alfred Goulding;
Author, Byron
tor, Hope Loring; Editor, Ernest B. Schoed- JVIorgan ; Scenarists, Ann Price, Byron Morsack; Titler, Julian Johnson; Cameramen,
gan; Editor, Mabel
Warngell;
Titler, RobCooper, Schoedsack.
Robert Kurrle.
ert Hopkins; Cameraman,
Arthur Reed.
Direction, very good. Photography, ex
I Direction,
actionful.
Photography,
clear.
cellent.

"The One Woman Idea"

with Rod La Rocque, Marceline Day I

(Synch ronized)

Tom ofTyler
in
"Pride
Pawnee"
%mth Frankie Darro

Length: 4750 ft.
Length: Synch., 6111 ft. FBO
HAS PUNCH WITH STIRRING
Silent,
6111 f-t. STORY
OF PIONEER
DAYS
PRETTY LIFELESS
PRODUCAND A SIZZLING GUN FIGHT
TION.
LACKS
ANY
REAL
THAT WILL PLEASE THRILL
SNAP OR SUSPENSE.
FANS.

Fox

Drama of the Orient. Looks like
\^'estern. This one goes back to
an idea that the author had, but the old stage coach days, and is
couldn't develop. They decided to crammed with plenty of action to
make a picture out of it anyway. So
they went ahead shooting and when keep the fans stirred up. It concerns the "Wolves," a band of white
they got to the jumping-off place renegades who live in the town and
where the author threw up his hands, commit their depredations disguised
the director kept the thing going as Indians. Tom Tyler as the
somehow till the required footage driver of the stage coach fights off
was used up. La Rocque is a Per- an ambush, and is from then on
sian prince with an Oxford educa- singled out as one of their victims
tion. He falls in love with an English lady who has married a roue for who knows too much for their welfare. It works up to a strong clihis title. They say goodbye forever
max with a sustained punch througii
as she leaves the ocean liner, for she
figures she must be true to her pa- a long sequence. Here Tom and tlie
looka husband. Then one of those girl's father are trapped in a deserted cabin, surrounded by the gane.
Hollywood coincidences brings the
dame and her husband right to the The best sample of gun play seen in
for a long time is uncovdoor of the prince's harem where a western
ered in this one- Frankie Darro as
hubby is conveniently bumped off and
all is sweet petunias. Where the the hero's buddy gets a chance to do
"one woman idea" comes in is the some assistant heroing, but he is
mystery for one bird has a harem secondary to Tom Tyler who mixes
and the other is a wholesaler also.
in a couple of good scraps and otherCast: Rod La Rocque, Marceline Day,
wise delivers a satisfactory brand of
Shirley Dorman, Sharon Lynn, Sally Phipps. western heroics. Will please the
Ivan LebedctI, Douglas Gilmore. Gino Corthrill lovers.
rado. Joseph W. Girard, Arnold Lucy, Frances kids and the grown-up

Rosay, Guy Trento, Jamiel Hasson, Tom
Tamarez,
Coy Watson.
Director, Berthold Viertel ; Author, Alan
Williams; Scenarist, Marion Orth ; EMitor,
Not listed; Titler, Not listed; Cameraman,
L. W. O'Connell.
Direction, weak.
Photography,
very good.

Cast: Tom Tyler, Ethlyne Claire. Barney
Furey, Frankie Darro, Jack Hilliard, Lew
Meehan,
Jimmy
Casey.
Director, Robert DeLacy ; Author, Joe
Kane; Scenarist. Frank H. Clark; Editor,
man, Nick Musuraca.
Titler, Helen Gregg; CameraJack Kitchen;
Direction,

actionful.

Photography,

clear.
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"For the Term of His
Life"
Natural
(Silent)
A Kst raids id II

Liiiiith:

11000 /^

FAIR NUMBER FOR SMALL
HOUSES CARRIES NOVELTY
ANGLE WITH AUSTRALIAN
CONVICT CAMP, BUT IS UNEVENLY DIRECTED.
Mcloilrama of CDiivict life in the
old day.s in .\iistralia. Adapted from
the novel of same name by Marcus
Clarke. A very grim and sometimes
terrifyinK presentation of the horror^
that took place in the English convict camp at Tasmania in the old
days. Tlie picture was filmed on the
actual locales, sliowing the old
prison quarters, barracks, etc. The
story traces the experiences of several people whose lives are intertwined with the events centering at
the penal colony, and a pleasing love
story is developed. Tiie details of
the brutalities and tortures administered to the prisoners form a grim
and dramatic portrayal that carry
a big punch. The convicts are seen
working in chain gangs, and a big
riot scene is shown grapiiically. Photography is scenically beautiful in
many spots. But too tragic a subject for popular fare.

iStl

Phiillis Haver i)i

"The
Shady Lady"
(Silent Version)
Pathe

LiiKjIh: Silrnt G132 ft.
Si/in-h. r)HOti ft.
WEAK NUMBER DOES NOT
GET FAR WITH UNCONVINCING MOTIVATION IN PLOT.
SENTIMENTAL ANGLE
IS
POORLY
HANDLED.
Drama of gun rumicr>. Tiie trouble seemed to be mainly in a weakly
coii>tructed story that had no dctinite punch and logical situations to
carry it convincingly. Louis Wolheini as the gun runner has his accomplice, Phyllis Haver endeavor to
do the decoy stuff in order to trap
Robert Armstrong, the hijacker,
who has been stealing his contraband sliipmeiits. Director Grifhth
did little with the uneven situations,

but the work of Louis W'olheim
holds the production up and makes
it (juite effective in spots. Then they
introduce a young cub reporter from
a New York newsi)aper who has
come all the way to Cuba to get the
story. The manner in which this
reporter is handled and the sai)py
things he is made to do kill off any
plausibility there might have been
in the yarn up to that time. RobCast: Eva Novak, George Fisher, Dunstan
ert Armstrong does good work.

\Vci)b. Jtfssica Haicoiirt, Arthur .\lcl-aglcii,
liirald Kay Souper, Susan Ucnis, Mayne
Lynton, Conipton ("outts, .Marion M. Clarke,
\Vm. O'Hanlon, Arthur Tauchert, Carlton
Stuarl, Charles Weathcrly,
Beryl Gow.
Director, .Norman Uawn ; Author, .Marcus
Clarke, Adaptor. .Not listed; Scenarist, -Not
Hsted; Editor, ,Not listed; TiUer, Bobby DexNot listed.
ter ; Cameraman
Direction, uneven. Photography, very good.

"A Daughter
(Silent)of Israel"

Bell Pictures Lciujth: 9000 ft.
DREARY MESS THAT WANDERS ALL OVER THE MAP OF
NOGETS
EUROPE AND
WHERE. OUTDATED EUROPEAN PRODUCTION HAS NO
VALUE HERE.
Drama. Adapted from the French
novel, "Jacob's Well," by Pierre
Benoit. Here is one of the prize
palookas that has come to our attention in a long while. It is distinguished by the most amateurish
brand of directing and acting. The
story is told in a slow, heavy tempo
without any suspense and fails to
build the slightest sympathy for any
of the characters. It runs for one
hour and thirty-five minutes, and all
the story it contains could have been
told in two reels. Betty Blythe, the
English player, takes the part of a
cabaret dancer in Constantinople who
is persuaded by the leader of the
Zipnist movement in Palestine to devote her life to helping her people.
He is a hunchback, and is building
a colony called Jacob's Well near
Jerusalem. She marries him, and
later in Paris sacrifices her honor to
save the colony from ruin. Betty
Blythe overacts.
Dull, dreary and
stupid.

Cast: Retty Blythe, Leon Mathot, Malcolm
Todd, Ernest .Maupain, .\nnette Benstn, Henriette llelanoy, Andre Nox.
Director, Edward Jose; Author, Pierre
Jose; Editor, Mt-rBenoit; Adaptor, Edward
; Titler, the same ; Cameraman,
ritt
Not Crawford
listed.
Direction, outdated. Photography, ragged,
spotty.

DAILV

Cast: I'hyllis ilaver, Louis \Solheiiii, Uob
ert Armstrong,
Russell Gleason.
Director, K. H. Grithth ; Author, Jack Jungmcytr ; Scenarist, the same ; Editor, Uoanc
Jl;irrisi)n; Titler. Garrett Graham; Cameraman, J. J. Mescall.
Uirection, onlniary.
Photography, good.

{Sound Version Reviewed
Dec. 23, 1928)
Monte Blue in

"From Headquarters"
(Fart-Talker Version)

Warners
Sound: 6,325 /(.
Silent: Undetermined
POOR NUMBER ALL ABOUT
THE TROPICS AND THE MARINES FAILS TO CLICK. STORY
CHOPPY, TALKING SEQUENCES WEAK.
Drama. They have Monte Blue,
supposed to be an American, talking
and acting like a Latin American in
a wobbly story of a detachment of
marines in Central America sent
there to rescue some Americans who
have been lost in the interior. They
know that the party is at an abandoned mine, but nobody but Monte
knows where the mine is — yet they
know the party is there- With such
a foundation they proceed to build
si.x reels of artificial South .American
revoluatmosphere— tropics, fever,
tionists, bandits, and all the rest of
it. .And when they get there they
find all the men killed, and a woman
with a babe a few weeks old. Why
she was left unmolested by the insurrectos is evidently the mystery in
the varn. Well, Monte as the guide
mother
brings the babe back when
Cast: Monte Blue, Guinn Williams. Gladys
Brockwcll, Lionel Belmorc, Henry U. \Valthall, Eddie Grihbon, Ethlyne Claire, Pat
n. John Kelly. Otto Lederer. WilHartiga
liam Irving, Pat Somerset, Joseph Girard.
Direction, Howard Bretherton ; Author,
Samuel Hartridgc ; Scenarist. Harvey Gates;
McLernon ; Titler, Han,-ey
Editor,andHarold
Francis Powers; Dialogue, Same;
Gales
n,
Camerama
Bill Rees.
Photography, the same.
Direction, ragged.
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DiverHity

\"allee
in Rudy
"Radio
Rythm"
Paramount
It AH Uvpendn
Mr. Vallee and his Connecticut
Yankees have a faculty for hurling
forth very personable jazz music.
Never blatant, never noisy, this aggregation does its stuff with refinement and taste. In addition. Rudy
sings several numbers in that crooning voice which has sent feminine
thousands palpitating. This short
intrinsically is nice entertainment,
merely that. However, for the exhibitor whose public goes for Vallee on the air, this should be a wow.
Time, 8 mins.
"The Crazy Nut"

Mermaid — Educational
In this firstSlapstick
Meriyaid talker. Jack
White has put a lot of slapstick,
which registers as an audience comedy, particularly appealing to kids.
It's about a wife's effort to unsell
her husband on the idea that he's an
invalid. A crazy nut, John T. ^^urray, and he's all of that — enters the
There's
doctor. up
as a winding
apicture,
lot of posing
excitement,
witli
turning out the entire fire department. It has a pip of a finish, which
will make them talk. (Two reels).

I'athe Audio Review No. 9
Opens with "Bygones," a novelty presentation of shots from old
reels dating back as far as 1X98. Some
very mteresting and laugliable scenes
of old New York are interestingly
pre.sented. The Carltons. international dancers, are shown doing the
tango. Closes with "Gees," showing
the great Hocks of wild fowl of the
I-ar North leaving their winter quarters for summer climes. Nice entertainment. Time. 9 mins-

"Ride onLyman
Exlucational
a Runaway
Howe's

Train"

Still Packs Thrills
A sensation when it was released
seven years ago, Lyman Howe's runaway train single reeler still packs
quite a few thrills, enhanced bv the
addition of sound effects. The E. W.
Jones Recording Laboratories have
done a good job with the sound assignment. This has real exploitation
value, offering as it does a comparison of thrillers of years ago, with
those of today.
(One reel).

"Chinatown"

Fleischer Cartoon — Paramount
Great Fun

Proof that it isn't so much
you do as how you do it. The what
mel
Le Maire Series — Pathe
ody of "Chinatown"
can
trace
itbeginnings a number of years. CerOkay for Laughs
tainly
there
is
little
distinc
tion
about
Louis Simon, the funny little fellow, is engaged with his wife in pre- the song, yet Max Fleischer so cleverly handles his animation
and so
paring for a picnic. That is. wifey
injects
novelty
is doing all the preparation and Louis adroitly
into
hitreatment that the result is a corkgums up the works in his own inimitable manner. There arc three kids
Difficult
ing piece of entertainment.
who keep getting in the way and to see how it can miss anyway. Time,
holding up the affair. Meanwhile 5 mins.
outside can be heard the bellowing
Charles Butterworth
voice of George Le Maire waiting in
in
his car. yelling to Simon's family to
"Vital Subjects"
— Paramount
the picnic beSatisfactory
and gois on
upsummer
hurryfore the
over. First Louis
can't find his pants, then he messes
Charles Butterworth known for his
all the lunch basket up. Winds up work in musical comedies is effective
with desolation everywhere — and no only in part here.
Posing as a professor making an after dinner speech,
picnic. Laughs aplenty. Directed
by George Le Maire. Time 1 1 mins he hits on a numbe rof nonsensical
subjects for discussion.
Some
arc
and Hart
Rogers in
laugh-inducing:; others go to a gentle death. Directed by Fred Allen.
Time, 6 mins.
"The Paramount
Melody Makers"
Clever and Diversified
Arthur and Morton Havel in
vaunot
are
Hart
and
No, Rogers
"Playmates"
recruited for sound, but
dcvillians
Vitaphone
No. 769
ckverest
and
known
best
one of the
Very Good
team duets of song writers in the
Neat comedy skit, with the two
American musical comedy world.
comedians posing as playmates. The
newsa
by
interviewed
arc
Here, they
paper reporter who seeks to learn tough egg has been hired to act as
came to write "Manhat- boy. But theto latter
how thev
the proves
spoiledto mama's
be the
tan," "The Girl Friend " and others companion
of their ear-pleasing music. They real tough bimbo, and in a boxing
ef- match slams the big bozo for the
narrate a little yarn about each the
count. The laughs are there plenty.
fort and after each explanation,
Finish with a brace of songs with
itiAn
song.
picture goes into the
piano accompaniment. Time, 9 mins
Ditelligent number and pleasing.
with
Kaufman
rected by S. Jay

"Whaia Day!"

DAILV

4 More Sales Meetings to Get Under
Way
NUMBER OF TITLES
AND

PARAMOUNT OPENING FIRST 47 Metro- Goldwyn- Mayer
Sound Films; 1 6 in Silent Form
SALES MEET AT ST.L
(Continued

(Continued

from

Page

tures, the business sessions to be held
Monday and Tuesday

1)

from

Page

1)

"There is no question in my
mind that 1929-30 will be the
most profitable year that mo-

(Continued

Among pictures which will be propersonnel of Paramount will be in
duced and shortly scheduled for reattendance, headed by Adolph Zukor.
tion pictures ever have had,"
lease are 19 which individually presThe production department is repreNicholas M. Schenck, M-G-M
ent the following stars: Joan Crawsented by Jesse L. Lasky, Walter
president, declares in a preford, Greta Garbo, John Gilbert,
convention statement.
Wanger, B. P. Schulberg, Al Kauf- Ramon Novarro, William Haines,
man, Henry Salsbury, Louis Swartz,
Frank Garbutt, Henry Herzburn, J. Buster Keaton and Lon Chaney.
"Montana" will be an all-talking, singing
The first of two Greta Garbo talking ve- melodra
ma.
Fingerlin and R. Rogers, several of
hicles
for
the
new
year
will
be
"Anna
Christhem having traveled from the Coast
"The Ordeal"' is from the novel by Dale
l)y Eugene
She also will be
to attend. The distribution division, starredtie," in
a silent O'Neill.
film.
Collins to be directed by Charles Brabin.
■headed by Kent, includes John D.
"The Song Writer," is from the Broadway
John Gilbert's initial production for the
new season will be "Redemption,"' directed play by Crane Wilbur.
Clark, George Schaefer, John Ham- by
Fred Niblo from the Tolstoi story, all"The Thirteenth Chair,"' Bayard Veiller's
mell, G. B. J. Frawley, Frank Meyer, dialogue
and silent both. He also will ap- play
will have Margaret Wycherly in the
J. A. Clark, Leon Bamberger, G. K.
pear in the Molnar play, "Olympia," under role she played on the stage.
Haddow, H. Lorber, W. Sussman, direction of Lionel Barrymore.
Road Show,'" with Charles King
The Duncan sisters will appear in a talk- and"The
L. J. Flynn, Louis Phillips, T.
Meredyth.Love, is from an original by
Bess Bessie
ing
singing
picture
entitled
"Cotton
and
and
Faulkner and L. J. Gushing. From
Van and Schenck will be seen and heard
the short feature department are
"Madame X," all-talker with Ruth Chat- in the all-talking and all-dialogue
production,
Emanual Cohen, Stanley Waite and terton, now playing
a,t the Sam H. Harris,
Winning
Battery."
York, will be the initial release of the "The Pennant
Miles Gibbons. Emil E. Shauer New
Silk." Among those which will follow are:
"College Life,"" with Elliott Nugent, Robheads the foreign division in which season.
ert Montgomery, Cliff Edwards, Sally Starr,
Ramon Novarro in four, two silent and two
Phyllis Crane, Ma,x Davidson and Dorothy
are included Mel Shauer, Joseph H. all-dialogue.
elties.
Dehn, will contain sons, dialogues and novSeidelman, J. C. Graham, John L.
Lon Chaney in "The Bugle Sounds," and
two others, to be made for both silent and
Day, Jr., David Souhami, M. Mes- in
The announced list includes 32 allseri, C. N. Kates and J. Perkins. synchronized presentation.
Joan Crawford in "Our Modern Maidens," talking comedies from the Hal Roach
Many of them journeyed thousands
in a film in
at both
present called "Jungle,"' to be studios, eight each from Charley
of miles to be present.
released
synchronized and silent
form, and in two all-talking vehicles to be
Publix has a strong delegation in- announced
Chase, Laurel and Hardy, "Our
later.
cluding Sam Katz, Herman Wobber,
William Haines in three all-talking pic- Gang" and Harry Langdon, and two
synchronized comedies each from
Sam Dembow, David J. Chatkin,
tures, "Navy Blue,"" "Springboar
and one
Theodore C. Young, L. J. Furnian, other, and in one synchronized ds""
film "Speed- Laurel and Hardy and "Our Gang."
way."' There also will be silent versions of Twenty-six Metro Movietone Acts,
Milton E. Feld, A. M. Botsford, WilBlue"" in and "Speedway.'"
"NavyKeaton
liam Saal, B. Kelly, L. Schneider, A. bothBuster
two all-talking pictures. 12 M-G-M "colortone" revues and 104
Mayer, C- E. Sasseen, B. Burke, C.
There will be three all-talking Cosmopoli- issues of the M-G-M News complete
Perry, J. O. Cherry, C. C. Woods,
tan productions. King Vidor's "Hallelujah" the list.
which will have a silent as well as an allC. Irwin, L. J. Finske, E. A. Smith, talking,
Among those who will attend the sales
all-singing version.
conclave from the New York home office
M. Friedman, H. Sachs, M. Borack,
"The Broadway Melody,"' with Charles
King, Anita Page and Bessie Love in the arc Arthur Loew, representing the foreign
O. Planck, L- Spitz, J. J. Ruben, T. leads.
department, and Felix F. Feist, general sales
Barnham
and W. B. Cokell.
"The Mysterious Island," from the novel manager ?nd presiding executive at the convention; Howard Dietz, Director of Public
Eugene Zukor, Ralph Kohn, Har- by Jules Verne,
with
Lionel
Barrymore,
ry M. Goetz, and Dr. E. Stern are
Lloyd Hughes
and Jane Daly, photographed IRodgers,
jj^;, ''^^^^^''^'.'15
^ Exploitation
^F.
Northernandsales
manager;; W.
E. M
others from the home office- From with sound.
^
--'
Western manager;
T. J. Connors,
'""-''•—••
" "■""
as a silent picture as well as Saunders,
Technicolor
in
the studio publicity staff are Arch
Southern sales manager; F. C. Quimby,
"The Viking," another all-Technicolor picReeve, T. Bailey, and B. Wright.
ture, with Pauline Starke, Donald Crisp and short feature manager; Jay Gove, sales development manager; E. Aaron, Morris Alin,
LeRoy Mason, will be presented silent and
Charles A. McCarthy, publicity man- fynchronized
A. F. Cumniings, William F. Ferguson, W.
.
ager, has been here for several days
D.
Kelly,
Si
Seadler and Frank McRoy.
"The Green Ghost," with Ernest Torrence,
arranging convention detail. Russell Dorothy
Sebastian and Roland Young in the
Other executives going to Chicago from
Holnian, advertising manager, and cast, directed by Lionel Barrymore, all-talk- New York and the Coast will be Hal Roach,
ing and silent.
Pete Smith, E. B. Hatrick and Sam EckA. O. Dillenbeck, of Hanfl-Metzger,
Other pictures for wired theaters:
man, general manager for M-G-M in Great
Paramount's advertising agency, are
"The Backslapper," based on the Broad- Britain. Henry Nathanson and Walter F.
on deck as well. The advertising
way play by Paul Dickey and Mann
Page. Hayner, representing Regal Films, will be
in attendance from Canada.
"The Big Scoop.''
sales department is represented by
"The Bishop Murder Case," from the deJ. J. Curry and Jay A. Haas, George
District supervisors at the Chicago contective novel by S. S. Van Dine, to be divention comprise S. N. Burger, G. F. DemW. Weeks is representing Sono-Art;
rected by Nick Grinde, a screen director, and
Bertram
Harrison,
a
stage
director.
bow, J. E. Flynn, G. A. Hickey, C. E. KessWilliam Eraser and C. Neepcr, HarWolfberg.
nich,
S. A. Shirley, M. N. Wolf, and H. P.
"Eve the Fifth," with Bessie Love, Rayold Lloyd Prod.; Fred Wynne-Jones,
mond Hackett, Edward Nugent, Mary DoUfa; Les Whelan, Harold Lloyd ran, Jed Prouty and Ford Sterling, directed
The following branch managers are scheduled to attend: R. Pielow, Albany; J.
Prod.; W. B. Frank, Hal Roach; and by Edgar Selwyn and based on the play by
John Kenyon
Nicholson
and John Golden.
Pat Dowling, Christie.
W. Hanlon, Atlanta; E. K. O'Shea, Buffalo;
"Inhuman Ground,"' a war story in dia- Ira Furman, Charlotte; F. Mendelssohn, ChiGuests of Paramount include Charlogue, with Basil Rathbone, stage star and
cago; E. M. Booth, Cincinnati; F. D. Drew,
les Skouras, Louis Marcus, R. M. Zita Johaiin, to be directed by William de Cleveland; L. Bickel, Dallas; J. S. Hommel,
Mille.
Denver; W. E. Banford, Des Moines; F. J.
Gillham and Jack Pegler.
"Iris," Sir Arthur Wing Pinero's stage Downey, Detroit; W. W. Willman, IndianapThe sales force in attendance fololis; E. K. Schiller, Kansas City; J. J. Millows:
play.

Chicago — H. A. Ross, district manager; N.
F. Agnes, branch manager; J. O. Kent, sales
manager; W. P. Weins, P. J. Flaherty, E.
L. floldberg, E. J. Bernard, J. R. Eraser,
H. R. Hamhurg, W. E. Hamm, I. E. Rubin,
M. B. Core.
Denver — H. W. Braly, district manager;
S. Henley, branch manager; E. I. Reed, E.
M. I,oy, A. J,. Johnson, C. J. Duer, II. B.
Ix)veless, H. L. Crain, W. 11. Williams.
Des Moines — R. M. Copclaiid, branch
(Continued on Page 12)

"Judicial Murder," from the Viennese play
Arthur
Landsberger.
"Kempy,'' based on the play by J. C. and
Elliott Nugent, with father and son appearing in their stage roles.
"Lights and Shadows," a talking picture
with New York night life for a background.
"Lomliard, Ltd.," based on Frederic and
Fanny Hatton's play.
"Lord Byron of Broadway,"" based on the
novel by Nell Martin.
"The Misleading Lady," from the play by
Paul Dickey and Charles W. Goddard.
by

stein, Los Angeles; J. F. Willingham, Memphis; S. Shurman, Milwaukee; W. H. Workman, Minneapolis; J. R.. Smith, New Haven;
J. Bowen, New York; W. A. Scully, New
Jersey; C. J. Briant, New Orleans; W. B.
Zoelhier, Oklahoma City; F. C. Hensler,
Omaha; R. Lynch, Philadelphia; S. E. Applegate, Philadelphia; J. J. Maloney, Pittsburgh; L. Amacher, Portland; C. T. Lynch,
St. Louis; L. Wingham, Salt Lake City;
G. C. Parsons, San Francisco; Ben Fish,
Seattle; R. Berger, Washington.

STARS SETJOR-U" FILMS
from

Page

1)

Atlandivis
tic ion
ern
City. and be held June 22 at
Home office officials who will attend here m addition to Van Praag
are: L^ B. Metzger, general manager; Ted Schlanger, assistant sales
manager; Fred McConnell, Charle
s
M. Steele, Lee Balsey, Sidney Singerman, H. M. Messiter, Joe Weil
Milton Silver. District managers to
be present are G. E. Rosenwald and
Harry
Taylor.
Exploitation
men
H.
McBnde, ^'■eR. Ravenscroft,
A
u p.
T^^'ll''"^"^
Joseph Josack,
j. Headi
Sharick.
ng the list are three pictures
designated by the company as superspecials.
These are:

"Show Boat,"" part-talker and singing
version of the Florenz Ziegfeld music
based on the novel by Edna Ferber.al Inshow,
the
cast are: Laura La Plante, Joseph Schildkraut, Otis Harlan, Alma Rubens, Emily
ti,tzroy with Helen Morgan, Jules Bledsoe,
Aunt Jemima and others from Ziegfeld's stage
version of the story in a prologue. Directed
by "Broad
Harry Pollard.
way," which Paul Fejos directed
from the play of the same name. In the
cast are Glenn Tryon, Evelyn Brent, Tom
Jackson, Robert Ellis, Merna Kennedy, Leslie Fenton and Betty Francisco.
"The King of Jazz," which is to star Paul
Whittman and his orchestra, now in production under direction of Paul Fejos.
Among other pictures understood to be on
the new season schedule are:
Eddie Leonard
"Harmony Lane,'' with
Josephine
Dunn, in
Huntly Gordon, Jane La
Verne directed by Robert Hill from a story
by Joe Swirling. This will be made in both
talking and silent form.
Five Laura La PIan,te vehicles including
"The Barnstormers," Harry Pollard production; "The Behavior of Mrs. Crane," "Big
Time,""
others. by William Slavens McNutt and two
"The Charlatan," directed by George Melford with Holmes Herbert, Rockliffe Fellows
and Margaret
Livingston.
"The Climax,'" starring Jean Hersholt,

who also is to make "You Can't Buy Love.''
"The Bargain in the Kremlin," starring
Joseph Schildkraut under direction of Paul
Leni. Schildkraut also is to star in "The
Mississippi Gambler,"' "The Man About
Town" and "The Bachelor Husband.""
Mary Fabian.
Nolan in She
"Men
in star
Her inLife"
by
Warner
is to
several
others, it is stated.
Reginald Denny in "Embarrassing Moments.'' Denny also is slated to make "The
Third Party," and "No, No, Napoleon."
"The Green Millionaire," slated to be made
in Yiddish, with an English version also is
to be made.

"The Play Goes On."
"Tonight at Twelve."
"Manhattan
Mary,"' a talking-singing version of the musical show.
"Let Me Explain."
"The Song Pluggers," starring Glenn
Tryon.
"Heart and Hand,"" by Olive Edens.
"Come
Across," with Lina Basquette and
Reed Howes.
"College
Love,"'
by Leonard
Fields,
directed by Nat Ross, with George Lewis and
DorO|thy Gulliver.
"Buck College
Privates.''
"The
Hero," starring Red Grange.
"The Storm,'" a talking remake of the picture made by Universal several years ago.
"The Phantom"s Return," a sequel to
"The Phantom of the Opera,'" planned as
a talker in color.
"The Drake Case," directed by Edward
Laemmle, with Gladys Brockwell, Forrest
| Stanley and Robert Frazier.
(Continued on Page 12)
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Theater
"LIGHT ORGAN" ADDED TO
NATIONAL THEATER LINE
Chicago — Operated like an orRan.
either frotn a console or a roll. Luniitone, new stage lighting control
device has been added to line of National Theater Supply Co. which is
exclusive distributor. The device
blends
reds,
ambers,
greens
and

Equipment

By CHAKLRS

blues, and shades, accentuates and retards them to give them wide variety and motion.
The instrument eliminates the control of stage and auditorium lighting
from the wings, the operator beintr
seated in the pit or other point of
vantage, where he may have full view
of the result- He thus can cue light
to each particular scene or setting.
Entire acts can be set up to any
number in advance and brought in
by touching a button. Colors can
be added to or removed from the
original set-up instantly at any time
desired.
The Lumitone control will move
the dimmers in three or more spced-^
both forward and reverse, and can be
pre-set to stop the dimmer at anv
desired fraction of the entire movement. This enables intensifying or
submerging colors at will, as well as
blending in a number of varieties.
For vaudeville and special eflects
the automatic roll can be used by the
pressing of a button and the program of light plays on automatically.
In case of emergency, the switchboard can be operated by hand, as
the Lumitone control in no way interferes with hand operation. For
use in lobby and cove lighting, automatic rolls desi""'ed by lighting engineers of the Lumitone Corp-, are
used.
When
the
roll is played

F. HYIVRS

The Stamp of Approval
An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit
Combining fine tonal qualities with magnetic action, which
assures instantaneous response to slight touch, mobility and compactness, the Organunique, made by the Estcy Organ Co., exclusively for National Theater Supply Co , is the latest development
in the organ field. The instrument is self contained, no organ
chambers being required.
Because of the practical features, the long-standing reputation
of its builders and its low price, the Organunique has THE FILM
DAILY
STAMP
OF APPROVAL.
through, it reverses automatically
and repeats. No more electricity
than still lighting is used, it is
claimed. The instrument, plavcd automatically, closes switches and
moves dinnners to fractional degrees.
The Lumitone is made with a control capacity of from 4840 to 13200
watts. It is now being manufactured
in standard models to care for four
to eight circuits, though any innnber
of circuits niay be controlled through
si>ecial installations. The controls
are housed in steel cabinetsRemote
or manual
controls are

The Lumitone Controls housed in a
steel cabinet

11

OSCILLATING DIEEU8ER
WITH NEW SUPREMECOOLER

NEW PROJECTOR WITHOOT
SHUnER TO BE EXHIBITED
London — Demonstration is scheduled here soon of a new projector
linanced by a London syndicate, said
to eliminate the shutter intervention
and offer advantages in the iirojection
of colored and talking pictures, it
is reported.
The inventor claims that with the
use of a continuously moving film
the projection of talkers is enhanced
claiming perfect synchronization between sight and sound results. The
flicker disappears with the absence
of the shutter and the fdin is projected at the same rate of speed as
film is taken, he says, declaring
i)reakage and damage of sound track
or colored fdm will be reduced.
Manufacturing arrangements for the
machine already has been made.

St. Louis — Fifty per cent more
cooling power from the same blower is declared achieved with the new
Supreme oscillating air difFuscr, made Fans, Too Noisy, So Used
by the .S-upreme Heating & \'entilating Corp. The difFuser is driven by
Only with Silent Shorts
air from the blower and is declared
Cleveland — Because the fans of the
to send air over the entire auditorium six times a miimte. The difFuser cooling system make too much no--'*
he feels he cannot afis furnished with the new Supreme and because
ford a cooling system, one local
chain operator is bookcooling
espec'->'U
for soundsystem,
houses. designed
The system
is de- neighborhood
ing an average of three silent shorts
clared to be noiseless in operation.
for every sound program and running the fans while they are being
Automatic Balancer for
shown. In this way, the air is
and the dialogue of the feaGood-All Reproducer changed
ture not interfered with.
Ogallala, Neb. — Declared to equalize any uneven operation which may
exist between the projector and reReising Flowers Installed
producer, an automatic balancer,
Chicago
— G. Reising & Co.. has inclaimed as a new discovery, has been
stalled artificial flowers and shrubs
■
placed on the market by the Good- at the Harris, McKeesport, Pa.;
..««
.\\l Electric Manufacturing Co. The
Locw's Akron, .-Kkron, O.. and the
firm manufactures the Good-All Re- Greater Majestic, San .Antonio, Tex.,
producer.
all atmospheric houses designed by
John
Eberson. Flowers also have
New Fans Held in Demand
i)ecn installed at the Avalon. MilNew Typhoon silent cooling syswaukee, also an atmospheric house
tem, fans and Texrope drive, are in
liig demand by sound houses the
Cooling Plant at Yonkers
1 yi)hoon Fan Co., New York, reYonkers, N. Y. — New cooling and
ports. Installations are being made
Operating the Lumitone, new "light at a rapid rate, the firm staffs.
ventilating system is being installed
at the Sirand here.
available as additional equipment.
New Film Speedometer
Cleveland— Retailing at $15, the
With these manuals, various effects
organ"
are controlled
" sim- Oliver Speedometer, for use in timREPACKED EASTMAN
ilar to those ofbyan "stop
organkeys
automatic
ing film, has been placed on the marcontrol is cut out or restored bv r
AND DUPONT FILMS
ket here by Oliver Manufacturing Co.
touch on buttons on the console. The
100 foot rolls, of Eastman and Dupont
console is used with a four circuit left there. They can also be moved
Panchromatic Film, on daylight k>adinK spools for Eyemo or DeVry.
Lumitone control. Each circuit is before the light is turned on, giving
Guaranteed absolutely perfect and
fresh.
controlled by four stop keys: "Cur- an entrance of any color at a prederent On," "Current Oflf," "Dinnner
$.3.75 a Roll
"black-out"
Forturned
lightintensity.
can be
out at
Up," "Dimmer Down." A touch on effects, thetermined
once
without
regard
of
the
position
the "On" key switches on the current. The'Dimnier Up" key is then of the dimmer.
▼▼110 West i2«*St,f*e«>brti.N.y**
Consoles of this size are used
held down until the desired intensity
Phon* Ponna. 0330
of light shows. The four-circuit chiefly in the field of display and show
manual provides for two spotlights. lighting. Larger consoles for the
Motion Picture Department
Dinnner can be moved in anv posi- control of stagelighting are especialU. S. and Canada Agent* for D«bri«
tion when necessary and thev can
ly designed
to the requirements of theaccording
case.
also be moved before the light and

uiiuoa^HBys
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Second of Three U. A.
Meets On at Chicago
(Ccrntinued

from

Page

Chicago — William Rosenthal, manager, and
L. L. Ballard, Milton, E. Cohen, A. I. Kent.
J. Frank Young, E. P. Pickler.
J. D. Goldhar, Detroit manager, may attend.
Dallas, Doak Roberts, manager, and A. C.
Buchanan, J. B. Underwood,
C. H. Weaver.
Kansas City — W. E. Truog, manager, and
F. A. Rohrs, Fred B. Thompson.
Minneapolis — Saul Resnick, manager, and
Robert Adelson, S. Frank, John Kopald.
Omaha — D. W. Lucas, manager, and Frank
Hannon,
H. R. Barker, M. S. Frankle.
St. Louis — Joe Levy, manager, and Bert
E. Edwards and Rudy Lohrens.

Erlanger House Shows
Fox Special at $2 Top
(Continued

from

Page

1)

show type, one of them being "The
Cock-Eyed
World." theaters are now
Thirteen Erlanger
wired with "Erpi" equipment. These
are the Tremont, Boston; Erlanger,
Chicago; Liberty, New York; BiltOmaha— A. Mendenhall, branch manager; niore, Los Angeles; Orpheum, San
O.
Sanders,
F.
Barker,
E.
W.
T McCarthy,
Francisco; Heilig, Portland, Ore.;
R. D. Mitchell.
M. Newhouse,
Metropolitan,
Seattle; Erlanger, Atmanabranch
,
Winship
C.
W.
d—
Portlan
lanta; Erlanger, Buffalo; Grand, Cinger; C. W. Hudson, L. G. Stang, H. S.
Harry West.
Lawrence,
cinnati; Davidson, St. Louis; Nixon,
St Louis— M. Schweitzer, branch mana- Pittsburgh and Ford, Baltimore.
McT.
J.
,
Thomson
ger- W. Wandel, R. D.
Thirty will be wired by SeptemBride, W. Weiss, J. Stark, B. A. Tomte, W.
,
. .
Sharpe.
ber and SO by Jan. 1.

manSalt Lake City— Allen Usher, branch F.
S.
ager; J. A. English. C. G. Epperson,
d,
Culbransen, F. J. Murphy, A. K Shepher
Heid.
F H Smith. A. H. Nelson, A. H.
San Francisco— M. H. Lewis, district manager; J. J. Patridge, branch manager; J. M.
Bettencourt, sales manager; J. P. Myers J.
(Continued
from Page 1)
, A. C. Ackerman,* H. W. HauJ. Donohue
stein, A. R. Taylor. H. Eagles.
M.
manager;
Seattle— H. Neal East, branch
monopoly out of this business." He
Segel, J. E. Kennedy, M. Dane, D. L. sees in the present situation .a parallel
Spracher, Royce Brown.
between that existing in 1909 when he
Sioux Falls— D. H. Ruliffson, branch man- says the M. P. Patent Co. pooled
ager; E. D. Nash, A. R. Anderson, Gilbert
Sessler, Verne Sessler.
patents to get control of the motion

Biophone Plans Fight
To Finish in W. E. Suit

picture business and kill competition.

40 Houses in Philly
Frisco Suit
Zone Dark, Seek ReUef Musicians'
Taken Under Advisement
(Continued
from Page 1)
dly-exorbitant rentest against allegehas
been icreased
tals. Overhead
from 25 to 75 per cent, and in some
instances higher, it was stated, with
little use seen in attempting to raise
admissions. The matter will be
brought up at the regular meeting
of the association June 20.

Week*s Monday
Headlines

1)

will continue on to the Coast. Edwin
Carewe, however, will return to New
York after the meeting. The third
convention is to be held in about two
(Continued
from Page 10)
P. W. Rohl.ins. W. J. Curry, I. weeks at San Francisco.
manager;
E. R. RushManagers and salesmen attending
\V Fischer, H. H. Savere.de,
P. A. Hannon.
in.' M. E. Anderson,
Detroit— O. W. Bolle, branch manager; the meeting here are:
I. E. Ryder, C. J. Bell, T. M Harper, R.
Williams, A. W. Friemel, E. M. Canty, J.
W. Brown.
,
,
branch manIndianapolis— C. M. Reagan,
ager; D. C. Newman, V. V. Huddleston, C.
V Powers, C. C. Charles, H. R. Shull, M.
E. Ettinger, C. Mygrant.
manKansas City— R. C. LiBeau, district
H.
ager; O. A. Morgan, branch manager; A.
Cole, sound manager; Ralph Larned, b. *..
^ °""?' ^■
Schwahn, J. T. Manfre, J- Roy,
E. Carnie. A. A. Renfro, T. W. Edwards,
Al ison.
Paul
States,
H.
J A. Epperson, J.
Peacock, branch manLos Angeles— C. N.sales
manager; M. U
ager; F. C. Clark,
L. R. Scamahorn, H.
Buries, I. G. White, Kantner
.
O.
Price,
Roy
Haas.
, branch manMilwaukee— J. A. Kraker
ager- F. L. Good, E. W. Bishop, S. L.
an, W. Philippstahl, R. T. Williams,
Seidelm
T. Bassett.
R.
Minneapolis— B. Blotcky, district manager;
C A Roeder, branch manager; D. Woods,
M. Evidon, F. Eisenberg, F. Woskie, J. E.
Lovelett, A. H. Kloepper, C. Jackson, (..
Hinton, Paul Mans, Roy Palmquist, John
Fritcher.
„ ,, «- t
i
Oklahoma City — R. E. Heffner branch
manager; W. D. Bobb, J. R. Lamond, J. W.
Loewe, W. R. Paara, R. E. Recob, O. C.

NUMBER OF TIRES AND
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San Francisco — Suit for an injunction brought by the musicians' union
here against Nasser Bros., T. & D.,
Jr., Enterprises, the Castro, Royal
and Alhambra and Allied Amusement
Industries, to prohibit discharge of
musicians in sound houses, has been
taken under advisement in Superior
Court. N. Schmulowitz represented
the theaters, Aaron Sapiro the musicians. If the injunction is denied,
it is anticipated musicians will carry
the case to hieher courts with backing of the American Federation of
Musicians.

STARS SET FOR'U' FILMS

(Continued
from Page
10)
An untitled vehicle starring Arthur Lake.
"Dark Horse," starring Ken Maynard,
who is expected to contribute a series to the
new program.
"The Red Rider," Sitarring Ted Carson.
A series of Hoot Gibson productions.
"Keep
on Dancing,"
with George Lewis

Kansas City — Branch managers and
salesmen who will attend the Kansas
City meeting are:

Butte — J. M. Skorey, manager; W. K.
Millar, Mr. Rankin.
Calgary — F. L. Vaughan,
manager.
Chicago — H. M. Herbel, manager; R. W.
Funk, L. Astrachan, Ben Eisenberg, Theo
Meyers, W. Baker, J. St. Clair, Geo. Wilson, A. W. Wolf.
Dallas — R. C. Mclllheran, manager; L. B
Brauer, J. H. Lutzer, G. A. McDonnell, L.
D. Lutzer.
Denver — S. H. Cain, manager; A. Hartford, E. E. Harris, H. Cramer, W. Hug
hart, L. T. Fiddler.
Des Moines — J. Osserman, manager; J. J.
Jacobson, H. H. Cass, R. F. Crawford.
Kansas City — Leo Abrams, manager; L.
T. Garlow, J. Rosenberg, C. Reynolds, Ben
Taylor, J. Langan.
Los Angeles — Geo. Naylor, manager; T.
H. Kitching, A. J. Frey, R. J. Cadman, H.
H. Wineberg.
Memphis — W. E. Sipe, manager; A. E.
Sipe, Mr.
Parks.
Minneapolis — Geo. Ross, manager; A. L.
Zacherl, F. E. Abelson, J. F. Garrison, V. L.
Schram.
New Orleans — W. Richardson, manager;
P. L. Spindler, G. C. Nungesser.
Oklahoma City — W. P. Moran, manager;
W. S. Quade, M. B. Tritch, K. Weinberger.
Omaha — C. Davie, manager; A. A. Garner, B. R. Greenblatt, M. C. Brodsky.
Portland — I. Schlank, manager; E. I. Hudson, I. J. McGinley.
St. Louis — Harry Hynes, manager, J. H.
Sarfaty,
H. Sanders, E. Block, J. J. O'Neil,
L. Wagner.
Salt Lake City— J. H. Jacobs, manager;
H. Fredericks, E. M. Gibson.
San Antonio — R. L Payne, manager; H.
H. Cluck, J. C. Petit.
San Francisco — W. Heineman, manager;
J. A. Huff, I. Wolf, J. N. Randolph, H.
Fields.
Seattle — M. Aparton, manager; F. S. Cass,
G.
C. Craddock,
C. F. Fames,
A. Bloom.
Milwaukee — Geo. L. Levine, manager; Mat
Lavin, R. Rosenblatt, J. Camp.
Sioux Falls — H. Chapman, manager; T. L.
Taylor, Charles Coren.
Vancouver — R. A. Scott, manager.
Winnipeg — W. Elman, manager, and H.
Swartz.

Small town exhibitors in number
of sections
bewailing rentals being demanded for sound
Hearst
oppose
Exiuity
shop
in
pictures.newspapers
talkers; Equity not seeking to fix minimum
wage scale.
British tax repeal Tuesday
may result from election
which swept labor into power.
Nebraska and western Iowa unit asks Federal
probe of sound rentals declared forcing
them out of liusiness; Ohio exhibitors petition distributors for relief.
From 16 to 18 films to be made for new
Wednesday
season by United
Artists.
One hundred Ohio theaters face shutdown
unless relief on sound rentals is secured.
P. J. Wood and William James, delegated
to confer with distributors on proposed
rentals cuts.
Publix expected to purchase Finkelstein &
Ruben
circuit this summer.
International sound patent parley reported
planned in New York.
Plans under way to form $5,000,000 chain of
British sound houses.
Equity shop will better production, Frank
Gillmore says; Louise Dresser and Willard
Mack
hit Equity shop.
Nine talkers
to be sold by United ArtThursday
ists up to only
January.
United Artists not to merge, iritending to
go it alone, Joseph M. Schenck tells sales
meeting in New York.
Forty all-talkefs, Friday
seven silents on M-G-M
program
for 1929-30; 48 Hal Roach comedies slated.
Christie to make 24 talkers for Paramount
release in 1929-30.
Florenz Ziegfeld and Samuel Goldvvyn form
partnership to make talking-singing films
in color for United Artists release.
Paramount 1929-30 program comprises 65
features, 80 shorts and 104 issues of ParaSaturday
mount Sound News.
Forty theaters in Philadelphia zone dark;
relief being sought.
Biophonetric Suit.
plans finish fight in Western ElecParamount
opening first meet at St. Louis.
Forty-seven sound films; 16 silent versions
Chicago.of
from
M-G-M.
top.
Second
three United Artists meet on at
Erlanger houses to show Fox specials at $2

Number of titles and stars of new season
lifted by Universal.

Minimum of 6 Serials
129 Shorts from 11 Units
for New 'U' Program Seen
for New 'U' Schedule
Minimum of six serials, at least two

Eleven short subject units, it is of which will be talkers, are slated for
understood, will produce about 129 release by Universal during the new
one and two reel subjects for the
understood. These are:
1929-30 Universal program. These season, it is
Scotland Yard," first
of
Ace
"The
are 13 two reelers ol "The Neckers" dialogue serial, starring Crauford
series, a successor to "The Colle- Kent; "The Jade Box," dialogue segians"; six Pat Roony comedies; ten
rial which Henry McRae is directing;
Sid Saylor comedies; 12 Main Street a Bobbie Nelson western serial, to be
Sketches, ten Arthur Lake comedies,
"Tarzan,
Pathe will film a talking-singing
13 two reel mounted police pictures. directed by Jack Nelson;
co-starring Frank Merrill
Tiger,"
the
13
two
reelers
starring
the
boy
star,
color production of "The Greenwich
n; "The LightBobbie Nelson; ten Sunny Jim com- and Natalie Kingsto
Village Follies." It will be the tenth
of the
and "Terry
Express"
ning
edition of the follies and supplant for
26 Os- Times." Dialogue may be added to
edies, ten All Star comedies,
one
six
and
cartoons
wald
Animated
the season the annual stage presentaSharp Back at Cleveland
others than the first two, it is stated.
tion. Morris Green and Al Jones,
Rubin comedies. UniBenny
reel
Cleveland — George T. Sharp, forversal Newsreel will be issued twice
producers did the stage versions, will
Falk at Seattle
mer owner of the Souther, Gordon weekly
produce the picture.
starting July 29.
Square and Amphion, has returned
Seattle, Wash.— John Falk has
after a five year stay in Florida.
Selling Arco
Assets
er of the Capbeen appointedng manag
Jersey
City Corp.
Chain Theaters.
itol by Sterli
St. Louis— Walter J. Grant, U. S. Sharp operated several theaters in
referee in bankruptcy in East St. Florida while he was there, and also
Jersey City, N. J.— Trenton Theaters Operating Corp. has been formLouis, has issued an order for the dabbled successfully in real estate.
Change Waterbury Name
ed by K. D. McLaren, A. F. McCabe
He
has
come
back
to
Cleveland
to
sale of the assets of the Arco Amuse- stay.
of the
and W. Varndell with 2,000 shares
Conn.— Name
Waterbury,
ment Co., operators of the Lyric.
Rialto theater will be changed to the
of no par value stock.
State.

Pathe to Make Greenwich
Village Follies Edition

TJie very best in

SOUND
T

ODAY— ill this era of sound pictures

—there is a higher premium than ever
before on film uniformity. For sound
quality is even more

sensitive than

screen quality to any variation in the
film.
If your ^^talkie" prints are on Eastman
film— famous for uniformity— your patrons are seeing and hearing the very
best that this greatest development in
motion pictures has to offer.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY

NEW YORK

OW

IT CAN BE TOLD
truthfully, audibly, definitely,
colorfully, triumphantly and in
terms no exhibitor can afford
to ignore

WHAT

WILL
Pacemaker
foi- the

Industry

-DO^=
EXT =
NSEASON

l# \ou can wait
patienUy until
next Tuesday —
the ¥t^hoie secret
will be out . • . •

And How!

i

In This Issue: Fox Announcement

for New Season
ALL THE NEWS
ALLTUE TIME
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Sound Sense
IX the liliiuliR'>s irt'iiucnily altt'iKlaiu upon the ur^rncy of an
iiuliviiliial prohk-ni, tlicre often
develops an oversi^yht of the niajt)!"
factors involved. Everybody does
it, for it is human to be influenced
by what hits nearest home.
Heralding the approaching selling season this year is a series of
long, loud s(|ua\vks from exhibitors
on sound rentals. Destruction faces
them unless the traffic is made
easier to bear. This and more they
ask you to believe. The linger of
rccrnnination is dangled under the
nose of the distributor here in New
York, and into his lap, as usual,
is dumped the sum total of the theater man's troubles.

Tuesday,

June

18. 1929

Hricc

5 Cents

CONSPIRACY BUGABOO RAPPED
BY PETTIJOHN; OPPOSITE TRUE
7 Major Types of Pictures Are
Embraced in Fox's 48 Talkers

RUNS HIGH
AS fOX MANAGERS GATHER
Their enthusiasm at a high pitch
in view of the record advance made

Three revues, three operettas, four
musical comedies, seven pictures with
music, seven feature comed'cs, 19
dramas and five part-dialogue pictures comprise the 48 features on the
I-'ox line-up for V)2^)-\')M). Fox
.Movietone News will release three
issues weekly and for silent houses.
Fox News will be available twice
weekly. Four Clark and McCullough
comedies complete the list.
"Sunny Side Up" will be the first
feature to employ music of De Sylva,
Brown and Henderson. In it Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell make
their singing and talking debut.
It

200 l"ox
year, salesmen,
last and
by the company
branch
managers
home office representatives and disReasonings
trict managers today will convene at
It doesn't appear to be exactly the the Park Central in New York at
lair thinjT lo do. Overlooked entirely which time William Fox will formis the transitional period through
ally open the companys 26th conItoiitiiiucd
on Paiic 7.1)
which the industry is passing. Sound
(.CoiUinued on Page 97)
has been devilish in this regard. Even
today, the best brains ot the industry
are endeavoring to figure out which
vay tne signs are poinang. Mistakes are made, but they are at least
acknowledged. The exhibitor, at best,
1925. The industry, crystallizIT WAS a cold day in January, earlier
, was passing through a
has invested only in a sound reproing plans formulated the year
ducer on terms which permit him to
January day. it so hapthat
On
sion.
r
expan
theate
of
frenzv
pay it off in from three to five years.
ors of Fox Film Corp. assembled and
direct
of
the
l)oard
pened
The producer has poured millions —
nt
so many, that mosl. of them get drop]K'd into the lap of an unsuspecting business announceme
day!
icant
signif
into
most
—
A
it
of
melon.
stock
think
cent
per
they
215
a
of
when
faint
equipment, experiments, research, new
For years, William Fox bad been coordinating his interests.
tvpes of pictures for which there is
He had paid attention strictly to the jol) at band ami was making
no precedent. He, like vhe silent
nionev — gobs of it. as the slicing of that rich melon demonstrated.
producer of tender memory, is carry- .\ handfiil of theaters had been Iniilt in New York. Beyond that,
burden.
of
sort
ing the toughest
No. arguments will ever convince us little in exhibition. The studios in Hollywood were turning out
that the producer is doing anything
theater sitelse but his best. Talk of deliberately their required quota of pictures annually, but closed
Fox knew
s.
])roi)ortion
e
considerabl
of
obstacle
an
drive
i)resented
to
tiations
order
in
jacking up rentals
talk about
to
There seemed little
out the independent theater is apple- it and was anything but overjoyed.
but
much
to
do.
exhibthe
sauce. The producer needs
itor. Vice versa is this true.
interest in West Coast '1 heaWith narv a fuss, a 36 ]ier cent
Co-operation
ters was acquired from Adolph Ramish. Sol Lesser, president
What exhibitors have a crying need of tbe big Pacific circuit, was devoting much time to his garden
for is a dose of real showmanship. in those davs. Fox heard of it and suggested that if Lesser sold
The successful operator doesn't conplenty of dollars with which to buy bulbs and
ventionize and complain. He is at out he woti'ld have
loads of time to plant them. Lesser thought it was an idea.
exploit,
theater
his
ng
betteri
work
Moreover, he spoke about it rather freely. As a result the franchise
ing and advertising his product, makhis
holders of First National became busy, raised the money to buy out
ing his house more attractive for
spends
ce
sour-fa
public. The chronic
Lesser and kept Wesco intact for First National. Lesser turned to
too much time talking and not enough
bulbs were not bought by Fox money.
working. It has always been thus in gardening, but the
of
one
have
you
there
exhibition and
In September of that year. Adolph Zukor jnirchased Halaban
nt
its most devastating diseases.
and Katz, formed Publix and broadca-t to the world that Paramou
{.Continued on Pagt 6)
K A N N

A History Maker

Best Brains of Industry
Tryinj;
to Keep
All in
Business,
He Says
There is no conspiracy to drive
anybody out of business in this industry, but on the contrary, the best
brains of the industry are cngagerl
in trying to figure out ways ainl
means to keep everycjnc in business.
That is the emphatic comment of
C. C- I'ettijohn, Hays organization
counsel and president of the F Ini
Boards of Trade, in commenting on
the Chicago dispatch stating .Allied
States Ass'n is meeting in Chicag.i
to map plans to bring about a government investigation of the industry, unless sound rentals are reducedTliis
is in line exhibitor
with a pet-'tion
from
the Northwest
unit, asking
that Allied sponsor such a move.

E
ON GOV'T INTERVENTION
Ohio exhibitors are not in favor
of a government investigation and
never have contemplated sr "h action
because they believe such . .•occduri'
tile wrong tactics to pursue. William James, president, and P. J.
Wood, business manager, emphasized
\-esterday. Their statements were
prompted by the report that Ohio
expected to back such a line of expected
action by .-Mlied
Ass'n,
(C .iiifiiim-.^
.-II Vane States
98)

•T/ie Fall of Eve"

A naive, satisfyirg farce,
done in the usual French pattern. Inoffensive in treatment
and containing a few giggles, a
gocd supply of chuckles and
several big laugh climaxes.
Ford Sterling fine, as usual;
Patsy Ruth Miller good and
the rest of the cast adequate.
Frank turedStrayer's
all that the direction
story had.cap-A
pleasant affair and, incidentally,
splendidly recorded.
ALICOATE

— .ggg^
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Paris (By Cable) — The tension
Berlin — Patent rights of the Tobis
sound film syndicate are upheld in a prevalent in the trade over the quota
decision of the court in action problem is very intense. Metro, Paramount and the Warners have disbrought by Electrical Research Prodmissed practically their entire staffs.
cuts, Western Electric subsidiary.
Patents of the latter are based n\i Universal, Fox, United Artists and
German patents held by the Tobis other American distributors are
firm, the court ruled.
watching the turn in events closely
before making
a decision.

French Co. to Use Tobis
Sound Recording Device Stanley and Equity Houses
Fans — Societe Pathe Cinema and
Shifted in Realignment
Societe des Films Sonores Tobis
have concluded agreements where!jy
Pathe Cinema will use Tobis apparatus for their sound and talking productions, itis reported.

on Organ
CarltFor
rch in"Lab"
Reseaizes
Sound

Philadelphia — Realignment of the
.Stanley and Equity chains, under
which a number of houses are
switched from one chain to the other,
was scheduled yesterday, with Sam
and Nate Stiefel joining E(|uity.

Sentry Safety Closes Deal
For Continental Sales

James L. Carlton, whose engineering and technical experience in motion pictures, dates back many years,
Sentry Safety Control Corp., has
is organizing the Carlton laboratories
and has taken over as a nucleus the closed a contract with Sentrjr Safety
York. Control International, Ltd., for the
10(1 Audiphone Corp. of New
500 Tv\'eni3--one developments, claimed by patent rights and distribution of its
200 Carlton to include various types of device in the British Isles, Continental
Europe, New Zealand, Colombia,
amplification and loud speaking sysChili, Uruguay and the Union of
tems
are
included
in
the
deal.
Carl200
5,900
South Africa, Joseph E. Cohen, presiton
states
he
has
developed
a
sound
100
dent, announced yesterday.
100 recording and reproducing system of
6,500
his own, including a remote control
1,100 or re-synchronizing device and an
Thorpe
Directing
Mascot
Serial
5,600
amplification system for discs without West Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
12,9011
2,800 the ut.e of the
negative grid bias.
300
Hollywood — Richard Thorpe is di17,800
recting "King of the Kongo," new
Hayes
Hunter in New York
serial being produced by Mascot ^i"17,100
With two years of production in tures. Harry Sinclair Drago wrote
15,600
England separating visits, T. Hayes the story. He is author of the Lon
700 Hunter is in New
York studying
Chaney picture, "Where East is
"26
100 sound
pictures. While in London he East." The cast is headed by Wal900
6
directed for Gainsborough, Welsh,
ter Miller and Jacqueline Logan in500
Pearson Films and British and
cluding Boris Karlofif, Larry Steers,
e.ioo Dominions Film Co., his pictures in- William Burt, Richard Neil, Lafe
McKee and Harry Todd.
cluding "One of the Best," "The
South Sea Bubble," "The Scarlet
3,800 Pimpernel"
and "The
Silver King."
Spiro Corp. Fails
500
Spiro Film Corp. of Long Island
Davey Lee Over R-K-O
2,300
City, producers and distributors of
Davey Lee has been engaged to ap- educational films, has filed a voluntary
pear in Radio-Keith-Orpheum vaudeville theaters, according to George A. petition in bankruptcy in the Federal Court in Brooklyn. The comGodfrey. Davey will begin his tour
pany listed liabilities as $330,288 and
on June 29 at Minneapolis.
assets of $295,916.

QUOTED

Normat
Firm
Formed
Wilmington, Del. — Normat Co.,
theater firm, has been organized here
by S. L. Mackey,
G. D. Clark and
H. D. Kennedy.

June

19

Annualtion at Atlantic
EducationalCity. sales

June

22

N. Y.
Opening
of "Drag"
at Warner,
Paramount
eastern
division
sales
convention at Atlantic City, N. J.
Universal City.
eastern
convention
at
Atlantic

June

23
21

Annual
Chicago,

RKO
111.

June

25

Annual

ventionTiffany-Stahl
at Detroit.

June
June
June

27

20

They are calling it the "Summer
fits Drive."

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY

Pro-

A
(heatre
chain
has
need
for a
man
who
knows
how
to
promote
erection
of new
theatres
and is able
to furnish intelligent reports on existing operations.
All
replies will be
treated
strictly
confidential.
Box
A-140
c|o FILM
DAILY
1650 B'way..
N. Y. C.

\

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville
Acts

sales

convention
sales

at
con-

Pathe convention at Atlantic City

Ginsberg Resigns as Head
of Goldwyn N. Y. Office
At his request and with three
months of his contract to run, Henry
Ginsberg has resigned as New York
representative for Samuel Goldwyn
Prod. Ginsberg's plans for the future
are set, although he refuses to divulge
what they are.

Asher and Rogers Sign
Paul Robeson for Film
Paul Robeson, noted negro singer
has
been appearing
in "Show
Boat"
in London,
has signed
a contract
to
make one talker for Asher and
Rogers. The deal was made las1
year when Charles R. Rogers was
on a European triji.
Screen
Presents
Labor
Cabinet
London — In presenting his new
cabinet before the public in a talking p-cture, Premier Ramsay MacDonald, it is stated, was doing no
more than to show the people of the
country who were the men selected
by him land.
toTheassist
in governin"'
Engreaction
in this method
was frowned upon by many Britons,
claiming that some of the remarks
were inspired by partisan preconceptions.
•"W^^I^^^^R^
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Summer
Drive Planned by "U"
Universal Chain Theatrical Enterprises, is staging a drive for all its
theater managers, covering a period
of 11 weeks, from June 16 to Sept. 1.

conven-
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York City
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WINDING UP ITS AFFAIRS
Toronto — When Canadian Intiritioiial Films launched upon the
oduction
of '"Carry
On, Sergeant"
tile (Ontario
Ciovernineiit
studit^ at
reiiton. certain structural additions
id new eiiuipuieiit were re<|uired.
he studio was U>aned for the purise witiiout charge, the gi>vernnieiil
gardiiiK the activity as a patriotic
nture. The picture, directed by
;ipt. Bruce Bairnsf;ither. did not
ove to be a success and tiie coniny eventually set financial dilVicul■s in spite of the fact that same
sharehi>lders subscribed $450,000.
rile latest move is that Canadian
ternational Films has called upon
e Ontario Rovernment to pay for
e alterations to the loaned studio
d also for the e<iuipiiient whicli the
nipaiiy purchased for its own proctii>n purposes. It is understood
;it the Kovernmeiit has not reci'ved
c i)roposal with enthusiasm. It is
.louiiced that a fund has been esilished
by
principal
stockholders
clean up a number of obligations
1 that the company will be wound
on Aug. 1— insofar as th"'='> direcs or l)ankers are concerned.

Toronto Mayor Sets SoOO
Day Fee for Carnivals

(ameramcns I'nion Now
Operating in Canada

Toronto — Around ,K( motion picrorontii — 'A\ e are not going to alture cameramen of Canada have been
low commercialized gambling under
the cloak ol benefit for returned enlisted in the Society of Cincmatogsoldiers," declared Mayor Sam Mc- raphers and Photographers, Local
Bride in ordering immediate halt to 'i()5, here. The union was organized
the activities of a carnival in Willow- for the purpose of regulating salaries,
vale Park operating under auspices of hours and duties and also as a safethe local branch of the Canadian
guard against ilu- alleged intrusion of
Legion. In routing the carnival, Mc- those who had been posing as experienced cameramen from HiillyBritie ruled that "such outfits" would
have to pay the city a license fee of wood, it is said. One .purpose is to
$5tXt per day. lie became very much imi>rove the status of recognized resident canieramen. Officers of the
annoyed when he visited the park in
person at midnight to find 50 conces- Canadian society include: Len. H.
sions operating full blast, with all
Roos, president; Francis E. O'Byrne,
kinds of games of chance.
vice president; Noriiiaii A. Gunn, secretary-treasurer and A. M. Beattie.
business manager.

Deletions by Va. Censors
Show Record Decline Double Film Recording
Richmond. \ a. — Record decline in
Favored by Niblo
eliminations in films is reported by
/(>('

(.oa.Kt

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

the X'irginia censors. The biweekly
bulletin issued shows that only 53
1 1 oily wood — "The double film
films com])rising 155 reels were ex- process is preferable to the disc methamined in two weeks. Kliminations
od of recording," declares F"red Niblo,
were made m only two, while two director
of "Redemption," in which
scenes and two subtitles were deleted. John CJilbert speaks the lines.
Ordinarily approximately 100 films
"The chief advantage is that the
are examined within a period of two sound track and the film of pictorial
weeks.
action l)t)th receive proper development. With Movietone, one or the
other
must
be favored in the develL. A. Labor Council Pledges
oping process. With the double film
Moral Support to Equity track, each receives most careful atX. L. Xathanson, mana.tc'ncr direc■ of Famous Players Canadian, Ucst Coast Bureau. Tllli. J-II.M DAILY
tention. 'Broadway Melody,' for inw on a visit to Fngland has beeit
Los Angeles — .Moral supi^ort to
stance, utilizes this film recording.
mmissioned to dispose of the Brit
.•\ctors' Ecpiity Ass'n, in its drive to
"The disc process is easiest to
establish the Hc|uity Shop in talkers,
1d. rights
"Carry
On,an Sergeant"
at thetosame
time,
effort is has been pledged by the Los Angeles synchronize because facilities for reproducing are more advanced. The
Labor Council.
iiig made to sell Canadian and Central
priiici[)le
follows
closely that of pholited States rights.
tograph recording. Most trailers
Many prominent residents of To- Agents Refuse to Take Sides
utilize the Vitaphone disc for their
iio and other Ontario cities are
in
Dispute
Over
Equity
Shop
short subjects. The disc has limita:ed among the stockholders. The KV.tf (.oast Huicau.
Itlh
l-ILM
DAILY
tions technically, in being unable to
iipany was released from bankHollywood — Thirty-one agents, record the very \ov: or high sounds
)tcy in the Ontario courts a few representing players, at a meeting
that can be clearly discerned on synys ago with the consent of cred- here, declined to take sides in the
chronized film, with its greater regr companies which had entered a
ister.
tition for a receiving
order.
Col. producer-.-\ctors" Kquity Ass'n dis"The two film system I consider
F.Clarke, formerly of New York
Richmond pute.
Managerial Changes
the perfect medium for recording
d London, was promoter of the
Richmond. \'a. — deorge A. Roberts sound most effectively. This procterprise.
has resigned as manager of the Naess facilitates cutting and assemtional here and has been succeeded by
bling a picture into continuity form.
ontract Let for New
Jack D. O'Rear. formerly of the Wil- Much time and energy is saved,
Oklahoma City First Run nier & X'incent houses in Bethlehem, while results are far superior in their
smoothness and clarity."
)kialioiiia City— Tom
II. Boland
.
Albuquerque
Firm
Chartered
Pa
.A associates
operating
the
Mid
Gloversville Summer
Policy
Sante I'e. X. M. — With authorized
t Amusement
Co.. has let conGloversville.
X. Y. — Schine
Thecapital of $250,000. Southwest Theaatrical Enterprise will operate
the
^ l^t for a new ten story theater and
ters
of
Albuquerque
has
been
granticr building here to Reinhart and
Hippodrome
Friday
and
Saturday
ed
a
charter.
Iiicori)orators
are
Siegof Oklahoma friend and Elsie Kahn and Samuel
contractors
inovan.
only during July and .August.
v. the building to cost around Sl,- Goldflam.
Leases at Vici
O'.OOO and .seat 1.500 .
\ici, Okla.— L. E. Matthews
has
Residents Protest High License
leased the Luella and will redecorate
Jimenez Returns
Fresno — Three hundred residents the
house.
Tarlos M. Jimenez. Latin-American here have protested the $150 quarterresentative of Pathe International
ly license fee assessed against the
Damage Tacoma House
(rp.. will return to the home office Blackstone Ave. Airdome, on the
Taconia.
— N'andals
recently
sales ground that it might result in clos- broke
into Wasii.
the Palace
and wrecked
after a six-months'
week
ing of the open air theater.
, including Cuba, Me.xico, Guatetwo projectors and the screen causla. Colombia.
Peru. Chili. Argening damage of $1,500.
W.
E. at Gayetteville
and
Porto
Ito. Brazil, X'enezuela
Richfield
Installation
Gayetteville.
Ark. — Western
Electric equipment has been installed at
Richfield.
C — Sound
i-nuipment
the Palace.
Klein Sells Talker
has been installed at the Kineme.
Jritish International
Film DistribSummer Sound Policy
Watts
at Minneapolis
rs. Ltd.. of London, has acquired
(Jniaha — Harry
W att>. formerly
' the Kdward L. Klein Corp. of
Waterloo.
X.
\'. — \ audeville
has
of the Riviera,
has been
York.
United
Kingdom
rights been eliminated
in favor of an all- manager
musical
noveltv
film featuring talking picture policy at the Rochester placed in charge of the new Minnesota at Minneapolis.
a Le Breton.
for the summer.

SAPIRO TOINJUNCTION
APPEAL 'FRISCO
MOSICIAN
CASE
San Francisco — Appeal is to be
taken to the Appellate Court by
Aaron Sapiro, coun.'%el for the musicians' union in its action for an injunction restraining exhibitors from
discharging orchestras in wired theaters. The case, brought against T.
it U. )*"iilerprises, Nasser Brothers
and Allied Amusement Industries,
was thrown out of Superior Court, on
a demurrer filed by the defendants.
The det;iurrer was sustained without
leave to amend the complaint. It
was the second suit brought by the
union. The court ruled that injury
is irreparable, when it cannot be adequately compensated in damages antl
the musicians therefore have no case
in equity court on the contract, but
must sue for damages in a court of
law. His ruling is said to be the first
judicial pronouncemen; on the point
raised by the introduction of sound
films which render theater orchestras
tinneccssarv.

Charles Somma, Richmond
Showman, Seeks Election
Richmond. \'a. — Charles A. Somma. local theater man and general
manager of the X'irginia State Fair
Ass'n. is waging an active campaign
as a candidate for the House of
Delegates. He sold three of his
Richmond houses to his former partWalter J- Coulter, several
months ner.
ago.
Windsor
House
Bombed
Windsor,
Ont. — The
Palace
hen
has been stench-bombed.
The house
for some time has been running with
non-union
nmsicians.
New

Manager

at Salem,

Ore.

Salem.
Ore. — \'eriie
.\lcliityrc
is
new
nianager
of the Elsinore.
succeeding H. G. Rosebaum, who is entering the stock brokerage business
Marblehead Closing for Summer
Marblehead. O. — (ieorge Eberwein
has
exchanges that the Audi1st. notified
torium will be closed during July and
August and will re-open Sundav. Sept.
Buys Minerva, O., House
Minerva.
O. — L. C. Swank
has
Betz.
purchased
the Dreamland from H. B.
Defiance House Changes Hands
Defiance,
O. — The
Miller.s
have
purchased
the Strand
from the Defiance Rivoli Theater Co.
Darkens Campbell House
Campbell. ().— L. D. H.,dgkin has
closed the Home and is now devoting
all l.i> time to the practice of law.
Alliance House Closes
.Mliance. O. — The Columbia, owned
I by
summer.
Lemotto !^mith. is closed for the
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TE
TAXATION AND QUOTA
35
TO SERVE
PRACTICAL TELEVISION
PROBLEM AEEECT EUROPE
EVIL
SHOW
TREE
WATCHING
NEWS
SOUND
ON WAY, P-E-L TOLD PARAMOUNT
ERNEST

St. Loui.s — Thirty-five cameramen,
St. Louis— Television on a com,
coming
is
basis
mercial and practical
equipped with sound recording trucks
William S. Paley, president of the and other paraphernalia, have been
Columbia Broadcasting System, m placed at strategic points throughout
which Paramount has purchased a 50 the world to film material for Paramount Sound News, first issue of
per cent interest, told the 300 dele- which makes its appearance Aug. 1,
Paramount sales convention. gates to the
Emanuel Cohen, editor of the reel,
the Paramount sales convention
told
"We hear a lot about television, but
Paramount also has renewed
here.
not manv people know a great deal its contract with Associated Press,
about it," he declared. "One thing is Cohen said.
certain, however," he continued, "it
is coming. Whether it will be in two
years or in four years, it is sure to Newspaper Advertisingcome.
Value Stressed by Holman
"With our new amalgamation of interests,
we are prepared. Columbia can lean on
Paramount for the new problems eiitailing
stage presentations to be broadcast in full
costumes and Paramount knows it has an
outlet in presenting teevision to the public.
"It is hard to tell now just how television
will be handled. Whether it will be confined
solely to the home or whether entertainment
houses also will show it on the screen is still
problematical. In respect to the latter, it
looks as though because of the size of the
theater screen which would make television
more enjoyable and because of the attractiveness of well rounded programs presented in
the theater, television will somehow fit into
tiie scheme of things there."

St. Louis — Value of newspaper advertising to the industry was stressed
by Russell Holman, advertising manager of Paramount, in an address before the company's sales force here.
Paramount has found the local newspaper to be the best medium for attracting patrons to picture houses and
told of the results obtained by two
national newspaper advertising camIjaigns conducted during the last year
in towns of 25,000 and more population. Approximately $350,000 was
A cable from Tom Cochrane, in expended in these campaigns, he said,
charge of the Japanese division, ad- declaring a subsequent checkup revised that the first American talkers
vealed that adequate results were obtained at the theater box offices.
have gone over big in Tokio and
stated that he will take all sound
features the company has to offer.
This created considerable enthusiasm.
The sessions continue through tomorrow.

St. Louis — Stressing the necessity
for every exchange manager and
salesmen to adjust himself to the
changed conditions existing in the industry, particularly the exlrbit'oii
branch, S. R. Kent, Paramount distribution chief outlined sales policies
for the coming year in opening the
annual convention. The new season,
he believes, will be the biggest in the
history of the industry.
Britain

Starts

Talker

Courses

London — The film acting course at
the Royal Academy of Dramatic
Arts has been started. The course
will be devoted to lectures and demonstrations given by the following:
George Banfield. Thomas Bentlev
Adrian Brunei, Maurice Elvey, F. A.
Enders, G. A. L. Sinclair Hill and
others. The lectures are free to
anyone recommended by a company
belonging to the F. B. L film group
Completes Two Viennese Films
Vienna — Hans Otto, director, has
completed "The Monte Cristo of
Prague" with Walter Rilla, Valerie
Boothby and other (ierman actors in
the cast and "The Cociuette and Her
Chauffeur" featuring Andre Mattoni,
Iris Arlan, Vilnia Astay and Hans
F.fTcnbcri'cr.

Editor,

IV. FREDMAM

"The Daily Film Renter"

London — Exhibitors of Germany
France and Great Britain are up in
arms against the present amusement
taxes and some of the proposed quota
regulations now imposed in some of
the countries. The British industry,
under the new labor government, is
of the territory's theaters out looking forward to an abolition of
many
of
business.
the amusement tax, while in GerThe free show usually is sponsored
many many theaters are expected to
by merchants desirous of bringing be closed by July 1 unless the municipeople into town on Saturday night.
pality agrees to relieve them of the
In the old days, this form of competi- amusement tax, which, it is stated,
tion delivered a body blow to theater is putting many exhibitors out of
business of small towns in Minnesota business. If this condition takes
and the Dakotas.
place it is estimated that approximately 10,000 persons will be thrown
With advent of sound, however, the
free shows face a new situation, not out of work in Germany. In France,
being able to compete so successfully a bill is being offered, as a substitute for the quota plan, which would
with the talking programs being ofabolish blind and block booking and
fered at the theaters.
permit the importation of 515 films
Strong protests against any free yearly. This bill, as well as the 4 to
shows which may appear this sum- 1 quota, is meeting opposition.
mer is planned by territory exhibitors. They will insist that exchanges
live up to the clause in the contract
specifying that pictures concerned
must l)e shown for a minimum admission of ten cents.

French Film Industry to
Combat Theater Taxes
l^ashington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — With members of the
Theatrical Mechanics' Union lined
up to follow the theater directors in
their determination to close the theaters of France unless the theater tax
Budapest — Artists and writers here
is
withdrawn
or lowered by the govinterested in the production of Hunernment, it appeared recently that
garian films have formed an associaother branches of the National Countion with Juluis Pekars, chairmrn
Vienna — The Vienna Film Ass'n,
cil of the Federation du Spectacle
in selecting the three best foreign pic- which 'mmediately will begin to ditures of 1928 from the viewpoint of
rect their programs against the new would follow suit, according to a report to the M. P. Section of the
art, commerce and technique, names Hungarian film regulations which are
to
become
effective
shortly.
Dept.
of Commerce.
"Sunrise," "Way of All Flesh," and
The chorus singers are demanding
"Hungarian Rhapsody." The next
limitations of foreign competition,
were "Street Angel" and "The Ghost
Changing
Racine
House Name?
claiming
that with the introduction
Train." The first three were recogRacine, Wis. — Samuel Abrahams. of talkers many members will find
nized as the most valuable in anistic
one of the new lessees of the Majes- themselves out of work. They urge
standards, while the others were contic, is considering changing name of that foreign musicians and singers be
sidered the best from a technical
the house to the Uptown, at the re
I'mited to ten per cent of each troupe.
standpoint.
quest of the Uptown Business Men'r Some definite action on the question
of whether the entire federation follow the lead of the directors and
Ass'n.
Remodeling
Kansas
House
agree to strike before next season is h,
Augusta,
Kan. — C. G. Harryman expected to come soon, continued tlj^
is remodeling
the Isis. which
wil
report.
Chicago — Warners w'll spend be
wired
with
Western
Electr.c
$300,000 on a new exchange buildequipment.
ing at 130 South Wabash Ave. The sound
building will house the Warner, First
National and Vitaphone branches.
Henley Hurt in Fall
Work starts in July.
Denver — Samuel Henley, Para- WashuHjton Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY \
mount branch manager here, is sufWashington
—
Argument
will
not
Fischer Buys Silent, Sound Film
fering from a fractured ankle, sus- be had until October on applicat'on
tained when he slipped on a wet
Cleve and — Fischer Film Exchange
of the Federal Trade Commission I
has purchased for Ohio a series of Art pavement.
for enforcement of its cease and deAcord five reel western silent feasist order directing Paramount to^
'ures: a two reel talking picture,
Opens Dallas Office
abandon block booking, the commission states in a review of pending
"Five Minutes from the Station"; 12
Dallas
—
Lee
Rilev
has
opened
ai'
single reel talking and singing acts, office in the Film Exchange Bldg. to cases.
and six single reel Castle colors.
distribute state right pictures ii'
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
S. A. Representative in N. Y.
"Tlie
release. Pace That Kills" is h's first
Closes Deal with Loew's
Marcel Morhange, South AmeriCleveland — Nat Barach has closed
with all the Loew houses in this
can representative of J. H. HofFberg Co., importers, has returned to
Renovate Detroit House
district for Synchro Song films, made
New York from Buenos Aires. He
bv Advance Trailer Service Corp., of
Dctroif — The
lobby of the Mich- will remain until the first part of
" hicb he is Ohio sales representative. ■'gan has been redecorated.
October.

Vienna Film Ass'n Picks
3 Best Pictures of '28

Adjust Selves to Changed
Conditions, Kent Orders

Minneapolis — Exhibitors of this terNorthwest exhibithrough the
tor ritory,
association,
are keeping on the
lookout for free shows this summer.
In previous years, this territory has
been a hotbed of free show activity,
which at one time threatened to put

Hungarian Ass'n Formed
Against Film Regulations

Warners to Erect Exch.
Building at Chicago

Block Booking Case Not
to Be Argued Till Fall I

DAILY
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Movietone

^^
City Being Enlarged

More Than $2,000,000 Called for in Improvements Ordered at Fox Plant by Winfield
Sheehan

Other

Wired

Coast

News

and

13 NEW BUILDINGS FOR
FOX STUDIO ARE ORDERED

Exteriors for "Salute" Shot
More than 50 players, cameramen,
sound experts and oilier technicians,
headed by John Ford, have returned
to Fox Movietone City, following live
weeks spent on location at Annapolis,
Additions on a large scale have where scenes were filmed for "Salute."
l)oeii ordered tor Fox Movietone City Ceorge O'Brien, Helen Chandler,
a' Beverly Hdls l)y Wintield Sheehan. William Jaiiney, Joyce Compton,
Thirteen new huildinns have been set Frank Albcrtson, Hayden I'ythian
tor immediate construction. More Stci)in Fetchit head the players. Capt.
K. H. Calvert has been added to the
than S2,0(t0,000 wilt he involved.
The new structures will include a cast.
music hall, a cafe seatinir 5()0, a wardrobe buildinj^, another double sound
Signed for Gaynor Musical
proof stajjc. a Ft>x Movietone en\''Ttle Stednian and I'eter CawRineerinK building, a dressing room
tliorne have been assigned to roles in
building, a scene dock and five bungalows of unusual design and purpose. sui)port of Janet Gaynor in "Sunny
The music hall will be the home of Side l'])," musical comedy. Charles
Farrell will have the lead and David
the Fox Moviet<Mie symphony orches- Butler will direct this production, for
tra, which is dircctetj by Arthur Kay.
which De Sylva, Brown and HeiiderIn addition to offices, citpyists' rooms Pon have furnished book, lyrics and
and arrangers' rooms, it will contain music.
a large assembly hall. Among this
building's for
features
will be lockers and
showers
the musicians.
The Cafe de Paris, modeled after
the sidewalk cafes of the French capital, will accommodate 275 in its main
dining room, 30 in each of two private
rooms, and more than 150 on the
veranda which will be covered and
surrounded with removable glass
panelsOf perhaps the most importance
will be the Fox Movietone engineering building. In the research department will be quartered 20 engineers
who will l)e delving into ihe unknown,
developing new mechanism.
In the testing department all lights,
cables, amplifiers and other eciuipnient
will be gone over at regular intervals.
On the experimental stage all materials for building and set consruction
will be tested for the acoustical properties. The maintenance division for
— "sound wagons" —
units here.
15 location
will
be situated
^--^ This .same large building also will
h,.use a large VVurlitzer pine organ, a
10-ton affair now in Stage 1. From
its new home it will be possible to
furnish music to any of the 10 sound
proof stages through a telephonic
process. Because of its extremely
high and low frequency extremes, it
is expected to be of value for testing
liurposes.
will
building
room
dressing
The
of
consisting
suites
star
16
j contain
and
room
dressing
i lounging rooms,
windows
French
Full length
bath.
will be featured.
P'ntire set units will be stored in
the new huge scene dock.
The three song writing teams now
under con.ract will each have a bungalow, fully e(|uipi)ed music;>llv- .\n
office, reception room, music room
and bath will comprise each bungalow. The furnishings of each will
include a piano, a victrola and a radio.

Mestayer Added to Cast
Harry Mestayer has been added to
the cast of "The Girl from Havana,"
in which Lola Lane and Paul Page
have again been paired by Fox. Benjamin Stoloff already has directed se(juences in Cuba and at the Panama
Canal.

Patterson for Rogers' Film
Elizabeth Patterson has been selected for one of the featured roles
in Will Rogers' first talker for Fox
"They Had to See Paris." Frank
Borzagc will direct.
Theme Song Finished
Clare Kunimcr has written a theme
song for "Pleasure Crazed," the alltalker which Fox is making from the
stage play by Monckton Hoffe, originally called, "The i^cent of .'sweet
.Mnionds."
Ina Claire's Second Picture
Ina Claire's second for I'-t''.- will
be an all-dialogue version of a Hungarian play by Krnest X'ajda, bearing
the temporary title of "Negli""--."
Pathe
signed X'ajda to prepare
his
own hasadaptation.
Baker for "Cradle of Jazz"
Belie Baker, vaudeville and musical star, has arrived to start i)ro<luct on of "The Cradle of Jazz " for Kdward .Snail, independent producer.
Watters Does Dialogue
George Maiiker Watters wrote the
sound
version
and interpolated
diawJiich

logue for "The
is based on

Dance
of
Life,'
"Burles<|ue.''

Ralph

Wilk's

Personality

Gets New Assignment
Leila Karnelly, who appears

in

"The Cock Lyed World, " lias been
>igned lor a rt)le in ".Married in
Hollywood." musical production of
Oscar S.raus's latest operetta in
which Norma Terris and J. Harold
Murray will be featured by Fox.
Stuart l*"rwiii, Douglas (iilmore,
Kvelyii Hall, Harry Schulte and B lly
Bletcher also have been given parts
in this picture.
Added to "Side Street" Cast
Tyrone Brerton and Irving Bacon
has been added to the cast of "Side
Street," Radio picture featuring the
three Moore brothers, Tom, Owen
and Matt under direction of Mai St.
Clair.inineKathryn
Perry, has the femlead.
Witwer Series Under Way
Al Herman, tlirector, has started
prodnctioii at the Larry Darmour
studio on the first of the H. C. Witwer series for Radio. /Mberta
N'aughn, Al Cooke, George Gray
and Lew Sargent are in the cast.
K. V. Durling did the adaptation and
dialogue.

Paragraphs

Howard Kstabrook Sij^ns
New Paramount Contract
Faraniount has reiicwe»l the con
tract of Howard Kstabrook, th«
writer. He wrote the scenarios for
".Shcip Worn .•\ngel." "l-'orKotten
l-'aces," "Dresseil to Kill," "She (iocs
to War" and "The \'irginian." He
is now preparing the scenario for
"Behind the .Makeup," which will l>c
Hal Skellv's musical vehicle.

((

Interspcrsion" Process
Used in "Dark Streets"

The "intersoersion'' process of
photographing and recording double
exposure antl dual conversation, was
used during the filming of Jack Mulhall's latest. 'Dark Streets." A sequence portrays Mulhall. as a crook,
incountering himself as a policeman.
The action was timed and then
recorded on discs by means of the
"inter.'^persion"
process.
BracyBracy
in "Awful
Truth"
Sidu'-y
has been
added to
the cast of "The .\wful Truth." Ina
Claire"s first talking picture for
Pathe.

Joe Shagrin on Coast
Joe Shagrin. \'oungstown, O., theater ojierator, is on one of his fre(|uent trips to the Coast. His twin
brother. Max, manages the Warner
Brothers Hollvwood theater.
McNutt Gets Paramount Contract
William McXiitt. who adapted
"Thunderbolt," George Bancroft's
talker, has been signed to a new
Paramount contract.
Bartlett Edits "Street Girl"
Randolph Bartlett is editing "Street
Girl" which features Betty t ompson.
Weslev
Ruggles
directed
this alltalker for RKO.
"Rio Rita" in Production
Radio Pictures has in production
•Rio Rita" with Bebe Daniels and
John Boles in the leads, supported
by Dorothy Lee, Bert Wheeler and
Robert Weslev.
"Half Marriage" Completed
"Half
Marriage,"
Radio's
second
all-talker
featuring
Olive
Borden,
has been completed.
Wray's Next Set
John
Griffith Wray
next will direct "\ Most
Immoral
Lady." starring Leatrice Joy for First National.

"Paris
Castg inhas.
et ng
Fieldi
been" added
Fieldin
Margar
to cast of "F^aris." Irene Bordoni'.s
Clarfirst talker for First National.
is directing.
ci;ce Badger

"No, No, Napoleon" for Denny
Reginald Denny will be starred ii
"'No. No, Napoleon" for L'niversal
under the direction of William James
Craft. Denny wrote the story. The
I)icture will have bo.h silent and
sound versions.
M-G-M Signs Helen Millard
Helen Millard. \\ho has been appcar'ng on the Los .Angeles stage
in '"The Streets of New York." has
been signed by M-G-M for a featured part in ""The Thirteenth
Chair." talking picture adaptation of
Bavard
X'eiller's melodrama.
Betty Boyd for Lane Comedy
Bett> Boyd has been engaged as
the leading lady for Lupino Lane's
latest
Sisters."
Thisof
is the vehicle
seventh""Battling
of the Lane
series
eight silent comedies for Educational.
Lillian Worth
in Educational
Lillian Worth is cast opposite
Jerry
Drew in
"Studio
Pests"make
for
Kducational.
Drew
will soon
his
debut
in
talking
comedies
for
the
same company.

Cast for "Three
Live Ghosts"
(- laude -Mlister. who apjiears in
"Bulldog Drumniond." Robert Montgomery. Joan Bennett, Charles MtNaughton. Beryl Mercer, Harry
.Stubbs and Shayle Gardner is in cast
of George Fitzmaurice's '"Three Live
Ghosts," now under way. United
Artists release.

^JXIl^
was out after theaters everywhere.
Fox became more active than he had
ever been before, which was plenty. A
5,000-seat house for Washington was
announced. Another for San Francisco.
Fox Theaters Corp. was orRanized
with assets of $20,000,000 to build
first runs in thirty American key
cities. A deal was be.i?un for control of the Stanley Company of
America. And James R. Grainger —
go-getting "Jimmy", lightning sales
Pullman company's
and the
manager
best
customer
— was wheedled away
from Metro to take over the reins
of the Fox sales department. The
offensive was on with a vengeance.
Nineteen twenty-six saw Fox's ambitious plans rounded out further. A
theater dreadnaught for St. Louis was
announced. Spyros Skouras saw red
and various other colors of the spectrum.

Sheehan Treks

West

Here in New York, Winfield Sheehan one momentous day was divested
of Ins general manager's duties and
transferred to Hollywood to take
over the reins of production- Not
by accident or snap judgment did
this come about. The Sheehan move
was merely another in a long series
of carefully wrought steps by which
Fox determined to secure the place
in the celluloid sun for which he had
set his cap.
The Sheehan regime caused no
flurries in the beginning. Rather were
the other studios prone to smile tolerantly. Their good nature was predicated on the fact that Sheehan's
knowledge of production had no practical background. This was long
before the days of "What Price
Glory?" "Seventh Heaven" and "The
Street Angel." Later when these and
other productions of their ilk saw the
light of day, comment veered sharply
in the opposite direction.
l"he terrific struggle for theater
ccintrol which saw its beginnings in
1925 and gathered in momentum during the years that immediately followed, continued without interruption
in 1927. Fox, long on the outside of
this Titan battle, had by a series of
announced plans, stepped into the
thick of it. Reticence of the strictest
kind was maintained in that office
over on Tenth Ave. Few knew, everybody guessed, but nobody suspected
what was next in store.
On March 11, 1927, the Roxy opened its doors in the full blaze of a first
night, touched perhaps, but never
outdone in the history of exhibition.
The magnificent theater was the talk
of the trade. A few days after the
opening, word emanated from Fox's
office that something of unusual nature was in store.
That night is well remembered.
Newspaper men had gathered in the
Fox library. A hit of repast was
served when out of the blue and from
the other end of a Corona, Fox calmly announced he had secured control

DAILV

A History Maker
(.Continued from

the next move would be. Many opinions were aired, most of them wrong.
But steadily onward went Fox, devoting the remainder of 1927 to the
perfecting of enterprises already
launched and preparing for those to
come. New financial structures had
to be reared, for millions — many of
them — were needed.
With the dawn of 1928, however,
a new chapter was about to be written. Important meetings with bankers; Harold B. Franklin on a hurried
trip east from Los Angeles. Finally
late in January
and to
again
Fox's
library,
notification
an in
industry
rich in skeptics and scofifers that Fox
had taken over Wesco. To describe
the reactions created by this sensational acquisition as turbulent is
merely to concede how inadequately
the word paints what really ensued.
The Wesco deal called for war
councils in the Publix and Loew
ranks Both considered withdrawal
of their theaters from the pool, but
it was not until inonths later that
Publix took this step while the Loew
interests, as a result of what was to
come, eventually found their firs?thought
necessary.on the matter completely unThis highlight story of a historymaker enters its final phase. Fox was
news. Events had proved it and now
came 1928 and 1929 to consummate
the stirring events of earlier days.

Fox and Movietone

Fox was one of the two pioneers
in the latter day development of
sound. A fortune was thrown into
the technical improvement of MovieFrom Paris
the daywasthatrecorded
Lindbergh's
take-oi?tone.for
with
an outdoor sound camera. Fox and
his associates were convinced that a
new order of entertainment was in
the making. Courtland Smith, a
newspaper man of many years' experience, former president of the American Press Association and then secletary of the Hays Association, was
securea in 1926 to develop Fox Movietone News. Sound trucks, at first
few in number, were developed into
a fleet until today a world-wide organization brings to American theaters news in sound from every clime.
Beginning with one issue a week,
Fo.x Movietone News now circulates
three times a week and will be increased as wired theaters increase.

For the production of dramatic entertainment insound. Fox moved forward with characteristic aggressiveness. Setting aside $10,000,000 for the
purpose, ground was broken in
Hollywood for Fox Movietone City.
Day and night crews worked for
ninety days and when the job was
finished, the first specially-created
of America's outstanding theater. and designed sound studio in the inThe industry stopped right in its
dustry was ready to operate. At the
tracks in a picture of amazement that same time, the old Fox plant on
approximated the perfect.
Western Ave. was soundproofed and
i)ortable recording units installed
The
F"ox
legend
for
the
unusual,
the unexpected was now lore of the With 10 stages at Movietone City
trade. Wagging tongues and dope- and eight at the other plant, the vasters tried to figure in advance what
rious Fox companies
have available
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on all phases of his variegated
terests. How he manages to do
he alone knows. So far-flung are
enterprises that such close scrutiny

init,
his
be-

cerning selection of complementary
comes possible only through a' dismanpower. Fox is inordinately proud

*

18 sound
stages for sound
produc- of his right Hand bowers and' he has
tion.
Fox's Right Hands
Stage directors and stage players many of
"
them.
were signed in wholesale. A special
For instance, production. Winfield
organization was formed for the sole Sheehan is
the able lieutenant in Holpurpose of annexing talent. De Sylva,
lywood. His little army is composed
Brown and Henderson, aces among
of hundreds and under his wing the
song writing publishers, were acproduction policies of the organizaquired and a crew of composers hurtions are executed. Sheehan's record
ried West to inject music into talkof accomplishment is one of Hollying pictures.
wood's wjDuders. This is not laudaThen out of the West came A. C.
tory, but a cold statement of fact.
Blumenthal. Real estate was his
Then there is one of whom little is
forte. Later he began to serve as heard.
Jack G. Leo bears the title of
a theater emissary with broad powers. Incidentally, he was a warm vic-president. His name rarely reaches
persona! friend of Nicholas M. the public prints, yet from his office
emanate many of the spokes in the
Schenck, president of Loew's, Inc., financial wheels which make the Fox
and M-G-M. The history of the
next Fox coup is too involved to nar- enterprises go round.
Sales authority is vested in toto in
rate here, but in bringing it about
Blumenthal played an essential part.
Jimmy
Grainger.
There isn't
a better known
sales executive
in the
inThe Biggest Coup
dustry. Where other sales managers
Late in the fall of last year re]3ort, scan reports about conditions in this
piled up that the Loew organization, city and that, Grainger hops a train
rock-ribbed cornerstone of the indus- and learns for himself what it is all
try, was in the market. Fox's name about. What he has done to the Fox
was linked with all of these stories, gross since he joined the company
yet so fantastic and so tremendous several years ago is a constant excuse
did a move of this calibre seem that, for Bill Fox to smile.
in all circles but those in on the
The destinies of Fox Movietone
knov.', was it discounted. Weeks News rest in the experienced hands
lengthened into months, but unof Courtland Smith. Fifty-six sound
swervingly the negotiations were car- trucks await his orders by telephone,
ried on and in the spring of this
telegraph, radio or cable. A,nd the
year, the biggest transaction in the end
is not yet in sight.
entire hectic course of motion picJohn
Zanft whose knowledge of
tures was consummated.
amusements dates back many years,
It was the outstanding accnniplishment in Fox's lengthy career. Not bears the titles of vice-president and
only was he now the controlling fac- general manager of Fox Theaters
tor in Metro with its superlative pro- Corp. and, as such, keeps functioning
ducing organization and long array the jde luxe operations in a dozen or
of producing brains, but also in more key cities. A sizeable task, but
Zanft is doing it.
Loew's, the parent company, with its
pivotal theater position in Greater
The mouniains of legal detail atNew York and its holdings in 20
tendant upon the conduct of such enother states.
terprises as these rest on the shoulParalleling this significant acquisiders of a slim, sprightly man who answers to the name of Saul E. Rogers.
tion was a series of mtricate negotiations with the owners of several hun- He waged Fox's tussle against the M.
dred mdependent theaters in the P. Patents Co. clear up the judicial
Greater New York. The ramifications ladder until the Supreme Court of the
There he won out.
were many and the negotiations land was reached.
arduously extended over a long period
There are others. Clayton Sheehan
of weeks. Several floors were taken has been handling the foreign depart-: ^
over at a New York hotel and a corps
for years. His travel mileage i.', " V
of auditors and appraisers put to ment
behalf of Fox is way up in six figwork. A maze of detail, seemingly
ures. On the Coast, Harold B.
insurmountable, had to be cleared Franklin is operating Fox West Coast
away and financing arranged. All of
Theaters.
The be
kinddemonstrated
of a job he's
this finally came to an end and when doing
will best
by
the air cleared, Fox Metropolitan
is company's next earnings statement.
Playhouses, Inc., had been formed In New York, Joe Leo is in shirt
with well over a hundred houses in sleeves coordinating many loose ends
Greater New York, Northern New
Jersey and up state towns enrolled. into a compact whole. And Blumenor "Blumy"' as he is known. A
Numerically the largest chain in the man thal,
whose business acumen is of
wealthiest theater zone in the United
the sharpest; a Napoleon in lieight,
States, control of Loew's vests in
many
who know him well don't jest
Fox's enterprises approximately sev- when they
compare him with the little
enty houses more in the greater city. general in strategy.
Combined, this formidable array of
Here thej' are, the men who operate
seats represents the most intensive
concentration of theaters ever under- the Fox business institutions. A comnon-political organization with
taken in a given city since this busi- a taskpact,
to do and the intention to
ness had its inception.
carrv it through.
Fox himself maintains a close vigil
K A N N
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CHARLES

and

FARRELL

JANET GAYNOR

will he Heard in their First

Talking and Singing Musical Comedy

SUNNY

SIDE UP

Story, Dialog and Songs
written by

DeSylva, Brown and Henderson
Dances and Ensembles Staged by Seymour Felix

This Musical Romance
of a ten-cent lady is now in production
WITH COLOR
SEQUENCES
Directed by

DAVID
WILLIAM

K. HOWARD

INCOGNITO

BUTLER
«'■« direct THE POWER

and STREET CORNERS

are tentatively scheduled for production
Due to conditions arising from production and distribution problems and policies, we reserve the right, without notice, to change the cast or the director
or the title of any of the talking movietones described in this announcement.
(Jopyright, 1529, by Fox Film Corporation.

All rights reserved.
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PROFITABLE year for your theatre Is assured by
the 48 talking and musical pictures produced by Fox
Film Corporation, pioneer and leader in developing
and producing sound on film.
An
never

array

of talent and

entertainment

in theatrical history been

such as has

assembled

by any

organization is nov/ being prepared at the world's
largest and most complete talking picture studios — Fox
Movietone City.
From this gigantic new production headquarters for the
audible screen are emerging dramas, comedies, musical
revues, extravaganzas, operettas, farces, melodramas and
stories with music, which will be heard and seen wherever
there are audiences to listen to dialog and melody.
Fox Movietone City, created by electrical and acoustical
experts to meet the new needs of talking pictures, has been
n operation now for many months. Here have been assembled playwrights, stage directors, comedy constructors, dialog
writers, dance directors, ballet masters, orchestra leaders,
song writers
and other experts in the creation of the world's
finest
entertainment.
They are bringing Broadway
medium of Fox Movietone.

to Main Street through the

Two years ago, while others were announcing that talking
pictures were just a passing fancy, William Fox had perfected
Movietone and began building studios and assembling equipment which is now the envy of Hollywood.
It took courage, showmanship and ten million dollars to
translate this vision from a thought into actuality.
The results of this foresight and vision are now passed on
to you — an array of talking pictures that cannot fail to
assure for theatres everywhere a year of unprecedented
success.
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A/ Seymour Feiix

Wtyf)manfe qf'ft tm-cen^
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Music and lyrics by
De Sylva, Brov/n
and Henderson
the most successful team

of

song writers in tfie world.
Composers of tfie musical
comedy

successes —

"Follow Thru"
"Hold Everything"
Newj"popular
andGood
of tfie

"You're the Cream in My

song hits —
'Just a Memory"
"The Birth of the Blues"

and 25 other hits.
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'Such lovely music here
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you sold at the
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effects^ Ralph Hammen^

Camefamcm : Cyyiest Pa tme}

and ten?"
^maybe — bu

/

t

quieter."

.Oilli

IjIKT i U M i\ thett way around
«J?

LEILA

"^S

THE

KAPINELLY

RUSSIAN
THEY LEFT

GIRL
BEHIND

LAURENCE
5TALLINCS
OF THIS
STORY
AND ^'^^
AUTHOR
OF S
^ ^- WELL
o.axoa/
z^.X
m/xX

"WHAT

"Leggo,
Bigboy — she's
my sweef mam
a
Yore sweef mama?
G'wan, coofie— you
wuz weaned on o
pickle — not
hellcat."

a

PRICE

GLORY"

^"' oialoo

WARNER

BAXTER

mU My4RY DUNCAN
^^■^HAT happened to the miUionaire adventurer,
^^ Ludwig Kranwertz, when he disappeared
from his luxurious airplane while flying over the
English Channel?
Dead, of course, whether by accident or suicide.
So everybody thought.
All except Elinor Glyn. Her exciting version
of what happened has thrilled readers of Cosmopolitan Magazine. Much more vivid will be
the story as brought to you in realistic sound
photography actually recorded in England, in
Germany, and in California.
They say he's the richest
man in the world — but
no one knows anything
about him."
He was here a
minute ago. Where
did he go?"
"My God!
He
must have fallen from the

plane!"

uou can lieai

IT

Dialog by Bryan Marlowe, author of "The
Command To Love."

Oscar
STRAUS
If the prince weds

the waltz king
now composes an
original operetta
forJ4ovietone

the

star, it'll be different
from the usual
mar"How

riage out here."
so? "

You

know

the

saying — married
in Hollywood,
repent

at

leisure."

Hear the latest Music by the Composer of
Music by Oscar Straus. Based
on the play of Leopold
Jacobson and Bruno HardoWarden. Story, Dialog and
Lyrics by Harlan Thompson.
All the world will be singing
" Dance AwayThe Nights" by

DAVE STAMPER

THE CHOCOLATE

S()I.I)IF.Han,lWVI.TZnRr\M

NORMA TERRIS^t^
J. HAROLD MURRAY
Cast liitrluJos

Walter Catlett

- El Brendel

Irene Palasty - GeorqeMacIviHane

^^^

Ji^ome behind the scenes of palace and picture studio in

MARRIED IN HOLHWOOD
^AJtf'fr ^€^f/ /*y

MARCEL

SILVER

^fu^yim/ JrifrTi/it'r:y 'T/cirfct/ /jy

EDWARD

ROYCE

<S/cnjf
HARLAN

''Diff't-ii'ttri
ff\' — >
THOMPSON

KJ crien

xipor

.

'^•-** li*M*<..'A4 . -< 4

William Janney

Frank Albertson

Stepin Fetchit

I

Annapolis and West Point in ac— ■" — tfon! You hear and see their annual
• footnll classic; their songs^ bands,
^"T^trainmg, romance, adventure and
the^i^jjjfV of twQ brothers in footH ancfllW^TBP^''**

4
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Be

a

good

bo

CiscoJCid, and let'
friends/'
How so, Sergeant?

"You

take

m

money and I'
take your girl.'

'That first outdoor talking feature, IN OLD ARIZONA,
was just a sample of the vigorous outdoor action and
panorama of scenery which only the technically
perfected Fox Movietone can capture on film.
Here the Cisco Kid, played by WARNER BAXTER, attempts
to outwit Serjeant Mickey Dunn, as played by EDMUND
LOWE.
Audiences are already waiting for this one.
Dialog by TOM

BARRY

Directed by KAOIJL

tVALiJII
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FOX MOVIE'
feature
"I'm going all the way
down the river with this
boat — some day,"
"Every man must go
from the source to |
i the sea, learning
are life
The,re /
%^ :\ abo
ut rap. ids
whirlpools...

fuiif

wUk

nre<
raphed anj

and women."

sreat . . . beauti-

JOHN HUNTER BOOTH
Staged by

"^ York Evenint
i,,a visit!New

Charles MarFarrell
garet Mann

,

TRISTRAM TUPPER
AuthorDiaoflogthebyNovel

A. H. VAN BUREN
& A. F. ERICKSON

*

Ma
ry
Du
ncan
Ivan Linow

a

William

Fox

r

.^enh

^.mmm beauty

\ " 9;V. greatest galaxy of beauty ever assembled
c>//? original yyiusical comedy
composed hy ROY TURK
and FPFP E.AHLERT

{ JeniporarH Title )

i^

Talks In Your Theatre
FOX MOVIETONE CITY. Calif., June 15.
—Well folks, here I am in the talkies. It
had to come. If anybody on earth knows
anything about talking, it's yours truly. If
I wanted to start a fuss with these movie
magnates, I'll bet I could claim part of
the royalty from all patents that make
machines talk. Just goes to show you how
careful a fellow ought to be: just because
I got along pretty good talking my head
off about anything and everything, the
films decided there must be something in

WILL Kwiaa
I

it. Still. I'm ahead of them in a couple of
ways. I started first. And then too I ant
seen a talkie yet that knew how to chew
gum. Maybe I'll have to let 'em in on that
when I do this new talkie for Mr. Fox,
"They Had To See Paris." You all been
pretly patient with me up to now, and
laughed in the right places. I hope you
keep it up.
Y^^^^
WILL ROGERS.

est known talkingf comedian
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first all-talking
movietone
^ ''^'Uizaheth Jhttenon
Owen Davis, Ik
Tfelen Chamiln
^nnoxTc^wlc

Homer Crov's

funniest novel
Dramatized forthe
screen by
m
Owes Davis, Pu I itzer

prize playwright-^ ^
and author of 107
Broadway J
successes

•«^
//

;

i

%

■v^

401A lANE, PADl PACE, KENNETH
^

NATALIE MOORHEAD, ADELE WINDSOR
WARREN HYMER, JOSEPH GIRARD
Story by
Dialog by

JOHN

STONE

EDWIN

BURKE

Actually Movietonecf .
in Havana
Shipboardby and ^
on
BENJAMIN

STOLOFF

She

shakes

a

mean

i Siva-Siva, King, as you
[k can

Siva

yourself. "

(iyff/im/ musk wid^ouls qftheSoin
Islands mu(/h(hy ulovlefom ameramn
and somtdnmi in Samoa.
OeHiny
the dramatic story of a white man mio
riiied as King with the vestments of
his vanisHed glory.
wirh PAUL ^W^Win the title role
and

LO 1S M 0 R4 N ringing and dunc'mjg

Per,

r.^V -g,

M-

'
d(#3«?/ Sii'

^yf''
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They've Off!

r

12 Movietone Cameramen

caught the hoofbeats, heartbeats, shouting bookies, cheering spectators and whirling
thorobreds of the classic

%

fi

Ke.VTUCM£

I* 1} ERB

'»' -^ *«^

f^;~v-:::i/^ ^;\^^t

\*for

^5^.

h^

A Comedy
Drama of love in the blue ^rass country
^■^
cxuith

:^l

%

o.

Sue Carol ♦ David Rollins* Sharon
Dorothy Burgess ♦Sylvia Field ♦Warren
El Brendel ♦ Charlotte Henry
presented by WiLLIAM Fox
S,

*1■

"C'mon,

I

^
^

Van
Dusen,
c'mon, old kid. Nose

'em out or papa wi
join the bread line."
Stop hoilerin
big boy— she'
be
in next
Wednesday,
maybe!"

■i

Story by Frederick H. Brennan

Inside shots of the worldfamous thorobred breeding farms are recorded
in sound and picture,

I

operetta of a beautiful
and wealthy American
.girl who thought money
jvas everything until she
['ed to buy love.

"\t would be great to
have all the money
she's got."
"I don't think so. Love
can't be bought —
and what is money
without

love?"

they made danger
their bosom friend...
but the smile of a
love-maddened
V
woman sent them
to their doom.
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Mary Duncan
^ancy Drexel
J
rKi»flA« 'Morton Barry Nortor
F;*r«.II MA^Donald
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All Talking Thei.fy PaWeeks
at the Gaiety, N. Y., at $2 Top
"Held the audience fr*

moment

the face of a painted

the final
ared— to
clown appe—New
York Times

Benjamin Stoloff
Sonijf iff Comaff .Mitchell a>td Quttlcr
ti/tfh

\l^ter Catlett
Lola Lane
Sharon L3mn
Nidc Stuart
David Bollins
Frank Richardson
Paul Pagfe
ElBrenSel

WILLIAM

FOX
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m ^'OWER^uL and gripping melodrama of humanity dominated by
^^ swirling, crushing dynamos— and of Love, mightier than th«
great machine god, uniting man and

m

^
j
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A sparkling mujical motion picture version
of "The Family Upjtairj" by Harry Delf

witk William Collier Jr.. lllarguerite CkiirchiU
OwenDavii.Jr
., Elizabeth Patterson a.d Charlotte Henru
Dialocj bif
"

'

Owen Davis

Alfred ^rier
Directed hvf

^'",. "51%.,

colorful TioVt?.
enacted
DELIA MAG
LUPITA TOV^
GEORGE MacE\RLANE

\

Otage eryibeUishmenfs by

'T)ialo0 by

(jufhrie Ji^Clintic
'Brian J^artozue

"There
are plenty of
women
around
this
hacienda.
But I have
never

taken

any

one of them."
"You always were
J like that— a cross
li between Galo-N
^^hod

and Cap- *

-1v

["

- jj Oei'Gclecf

by

^^ Al Santell

ej^,'47-^^?.wr>f -S"-"--*^:** • i-^->i-.itsz.

f-'rcsentrci

William

b cf

Fox

Cast tncludes

Richard Keene
Ti-ank Richardson
Tarrell Macdonald
"You re the biggesf thief
in vaudeville."
"Think so?"
L Yeh — if you went
'k into a dime muA seum to see the
m
trained fleas,

w

HB
iJ^

take all
you'd
the bows!

behind the scenes in
Hollywood and the bi£{ time vaude circuits,
with all the gaiety and despair. Joy and
sorrow of small time entertainers struggling
for success, recognition andthjjir names in

VVnJ^AK

\

^
_ 1

^ .i

Dfidon
in the midst of
a T^l^l^elin airraid .. . frenzied
cries of horror and
despair . . .bombs
droppiruj on quiet
homes . . . ruin
. . . disaster . . .
deuastation. jl
great episode of
the World War
caught with hair
vaising vealism
t)if Movietone. .
STORY

BY

LLEWELLYN
HLJGHES

L SIGHTS AND,
of London
UNDS
reproduced from the aij
flying Fox Novietoi
ind recording unit^
tui

^
\

'Another day of this and
London will be a smoking
ruin ... a smouldering
'Not if I can help it!
Not before my plane
graveyard."

is a red-flame
plunging through
the sky and a
- heapofashes
on the earth

Directed by

John

;

below!"

/

•fe*'--i

hailmiOnecl IV
n/trclr
wnar ^-"Mistah Bones,
CO when ah stand
ma
l.n 9°
_1 lap
2"

"^Ahdunno, Mistah Inter
locutor.

Whar

does

"

yo'lapgow'e"y°

U'illiain G^IIIcr
tnd ilfaltcr U'ccm/

"
stand up?
aroun
s
run
t
jus
"H
behind me and
shows up under
k-^^m
an ossumed
A
^\
^j^.
^*
\\
name."

K

VUlLLIAm

Dc Uflva, l^rou/n an<i Henclcryoiv
U'alter Donaldson .,nd Cd<^ar L^lt
L.tUolfe Gilbert ^nd Aliel Baer

COJ.LI€l\* U/ALTei\ CATLCTT

jO^CPH
UJAG^TAFF ♦ Dixie LCe
Vl/ALT€I\ tl/€€nif* DAVID P€RCY
■^/f/l\ICHAI\D
H€€n€ ♦ ^UC CAROL

C€ORC€
<7<tr/

^O

nflacFARLAne

Creole r/nHcina^ a^rlj^

.u^Pi

rX>X

presents

eorqepsei
Tyiost versatile of
stage entertainers

i^^-r^

i'>

"What

^
e
t
c
e
r
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q

beautiful
music
you play, Luigi."
Ah yes, bambino,
but I cannot see the
sky, the flowers
and your beautiful face."

k.

t

Oj^

Jlurdif Qurdi/
Man

^

>

with this ALL-STAR

CHARLES

cast

FARRELL

who will be remembered for his magnificent
worl< in -/th Heaven," "Street Angel" and
"The River."

MARY

DUNCAN

Featured Different
in "4 Eyes."
Devils,"
"Thru

SYLVIA FIELD

River"

and'J

Charming

ingenue who scored heavily on
Broadway in "The Royal Family" and "Broadway" and in the Fox picture "The Exalted

KENNETH

MacKENNA

Ffapper." young Broadway leading man noted
Popular
for his splendid work in Barrie's "What Every
Woman Knows" and in "The Big Pond."

ELIZABETH PAHERSON
Celebrated character actress in the Theatre
Guild's production of "A Man's Estate."

J. M.comedian
KERRIGAN
Distinguished
character
remembered
for
his parts
in "Outward
Bound,"
"The
Road to
Rome" and "Meet the

Xenneth
MacHenna

Prince."

Elizabeth
Patterson
'Morals. There would be
no such thing if there#
were less gossips in ^
the world."
"Ah yes, people
who
live
in
stone houses
shouldn't
t h row

fkn amaiing cross-sectlon
of the age-old question of
rigltt and wrong in a new
and sensational dress.

glasses."

100% TALKING
miWi

l^.

William

Fox p>esents

ajil^^id^

"There

goes

the

old

'Lightning' up in flames
and
her
gamblers
with her."
"Gamblers or no —
she was the finest
and
fastest
steamer
that
ever cut a wove
on
ole man
river,
suh!

Norma Teiris
J. Harold Murray
^-'/ror>i the ftnnr fucccff hii

Booth Tarkiiigron f^IIain- LcoiAMIson

"Raoul Walsh

A colorful story of river boat days and a
gambler who lost his soul , staked it on
a deck of cards and won redemption
in

the

eyes

of

the

girl

he

loved.

Liiet Graynor^ as
the M^orld likesi to see her ,
portrays a role that car^ries her through every
mood and emotion in
this epic of a great and
poiiverful love.

Movietone
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TALKING
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ALL TALKING

-and

when

that

Feature

THEIR

PARTS

hap-

pens at a betrothal — "

"Never mind, Chris- /
tina.Tomorrowwe'll
have a real betrothal— and
then we'll

be

married."

Vi»

^M

K. HOWARD

Production

That last boy friend
yourj looked like o Greek

god. Why did you ditch

V singi/ig, talking an/l danc
iourrifotthk world's fe
ive ODntiiVents hawjk c

ne

had

latiAe tcnent an^
o /his «ovel aild
janzaZ-the flwt

honds."

him?"
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^ords, Boole
and Music by

Roman

J

LENORE ULRIC
i'l
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Lou IS WOl nei m

Story bj/ EJNAR

Robert rrazer ^

Ulrich Haupr

Landers Stevens ^Anders Randolf

MIKKELSEN

Stage emhellishmeHts hy LESTER. LONERCAN

Dialog hy ELLIOTT

LESTER.

DirectecL hy ALLAN DWAN

^•^"^^

J
sorV\r^y-\

c^gamst theVackgrounS^ ^the bleak.
Arctic Wastes ^^ a primitive love -duel
isjbuyhtjbr the possession of a
Wildj untamed seductress.

I

of aefflerted
Cotmdi/
WivesMusical
ami Wild
Jhishands
^£^feaill/ '^'/>

cavi
WhyM' 7/om?

^

\<

0
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UiUh

SUE CAROL
^ELEN

WALriiUATIIfT

ChANDLLR-RICI^AI^D

iJlUNItlKVIIRIISri^AI^IIStArON
KEEN L

JOSEPH

Jlus^u and book by Ccnrad, Mitchell and Collier
7>o«i Ike hilarious sla^rfanr

"CKADIE SNATCHERS'

WAOSIAII

Directed hy RAYMOND

CANNON

hy Hufftell M«J<Mft & Norma Miuh«'l^

fyresented by WiLLIAM

FoX

^

/^^

V^

William

Fox

presents

THE

'^

HOLV
DEVIL
tvttn

PAUL MUNI
ill ;i cliaracterization that makes Rasputin
<om«- to life and talk from your screen.
H\|>iiotir in his power over women, men
aiiil nations — he swayed them with the
of
eve —layyet,'
of his
power
sensuandmask
crafty the
thehehind
ke face
saintli
his
ous peasant whose orgies startled the world.

Dialog bij ClliottJjester
Directed hi^^

^ou shouldri
Mary, when
you
mi

Ik.

sell)

^"^ JANET GAY\0
CHARLES FARRELL
Gniiin Williams

Hedwiga Reicher

Directed by

FRANK B0RZA6E

e love was sO;
h sweetheamt^
ssness, he
osure to a darig-^ja
fate more Jo
(3 ■«».

M sL* J i t '

/

S\iir\ hy

THISTHAM

TUPPER

©wheat

belt where

fanaticisms and bitter prejudices are
ground as fine as the grist in their mills
. . .where a boy and girl sowed primitive
passion and reaped the whirlwind.
WILLIAM

CWS\l
FOX

J

FOX

presents

MOVIETONE

TALKIiVG

FEATIIIE

with

Charles Farrell
David Torrciice

Mary Duncan

Guiiin Williams

jm TalMns

Ivan l.inow

Their Paris
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Daisy, don'f you think
these
wheat
fields
smell lovely? "
Boy, they don'tsmell _ ,
so good as a stack ;
t f \
of wheats
back
in

my

old

arm lunch."

one/

/

Story by

Berthold Viertel
& Marion Orth

Dialof* by

Elliott Lester
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in a pyoleoi} characten:iation
impersonating
six -wkfely
contrasted indivictuafs
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"I did not know that my
waxen friend whom
I
/stole had done such
great things."
"Then who did you
think
Nopoleon
\was?"
t"A sort of mur,derer."

Marguerite Churchill
and Owen Davis, Jr.
Dialog by 7) an alia ni e t
Based on a story by Hichard Connell
directedby J.byft. Van 'Buren
Stage embelUshmeiits

Tierthold Viertel
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They say she has many
"Why
a

<-inthemaddesfr, gayest city in
Europe. Love-as sparkling and as intoxicating
as a glass of Slivovitz. Love-as deep and as
fiery as the swirling, sensuous Gypsy dancesas wild as the haunting music of the Tziganes

she

not?

mere
is

lovers."
love
aport

She is not

womansomethinc
and
— her
is

birthright "

KM N the air, undersea, all over rhe world, new
nm

barriers are being pushed

the world

aside to bring

within the walls of your theatre,

issued every

week

since December,

1927,

your audiences have learned to appreciate the
only talking newsreel
Years

ahead,

amazing

it will

^orld-wide
always

in service.

maintain

lead.

3 IMewsy Issues Every Week

/.r»

its

\A/lLLIAM

Fox

presents

OF
THE

R BACK
3rd OneFLOO
of

the greatest stage plays
of all times and all countries
now comes to illumine your
theatre and radiate good will
in you r commu nity
Jerome
drama
directed K.Jerome's
by Al Santell
Actual outdoor scenes
photographed in London
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DE SYLVA
BROWN ond HENDERSON

/\

\mIJi
comprise the world's most successful trio of
songwriters. Authors of 25 song hits and 3
outstanding musical comedy successes on Broadway in one season, these songwriters are the
envy and despair of composers

who

sense less

accurately the musical appetite of the public.

Above, reading from left to
right: Buddy De Sylva, Lew
Brown and Ray Henderson*
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the arrival
in Hollywood of this
writing
of song
array
talent, Broadway and 46th Street
has gone west.
"Let me write the songs of a nation and I
care not who makes its laws," somebody once rebeware of the inmarked. Let the lawmakers
lyrics
fluence wielded by the tingling tunes and
contributed by these modern sons of Orpheus now
resonant at Fox Movietone City.
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\
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\
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A New Era in Talking and
Singing Motion Pictures

WILLIAM

FOX

has the honor to present

The Favorite Concert Singer of
Tiiree Continents

^Ollll
in a feature length dialog and singing story
of popular appeal now being photographed
in Ireland.
After personally investigating every existing
method of voice recording and the studio
facilities of all producers of audible film,
John McCormack chose to perpetuate his
golden voice for future generations and all
the world by means of Fox Movietone.
After the completion of the talking sequences
with Irish backgrounds, where both the visual beauty and the melodious voice of the
Emerald Isle will be recorded on Movietone,
John McCormack will complete his romantic drama on the sound-proof stages of Fox
Movietone City.
Directed by

FRANK

BORZAGE

Not offered for sale at present
To be released after August, 1930

rRA.

The trio that made "7TH K^AVEN"
Gold Medal winner of lv28 and
"STREET ANGEL" box-office winner
of 1929, now gives ymi for release
in 1930 an all-taikmg feature that
will win further honors and acclaim
on the piking screen.

William ^o)y presents

ATES
{'femporarvf Title )

An adventurous story of tfit vast
cattle readies of ttie LONi STAR
STATE when lead bullets were
more valuable than ^old nu^Kets.

Directed by John BlYStone
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KNIGHTS

OUT

Two stage hands fall asleep and
wake up in the days of King Arthur
kwhen

they

wore

tin

HIRED AND

night -shirts.

Dialog by

Arthur Caesor

r^

FIRED

The boys get [obs as butlers in a^
Fashionable home and nearly wrej
the place with
their(>ycrazy ajj
Oiulog

Sidney Lanfit

WANTED''

DETEaWES
"I hear you've gone info
the movies
in a big
i- , i

v/ay, Gildersleeve?" ,
"You bet. I've given '
some of the best yeahs
of myi
life to them." J

NORM

:

and
IT MIGHT
The most

wove
Wovietones

HAVE

sensational

dramatic

HAPPENED
composition

of ll>< year

Paul Muni
enacting a dual personality.
ivlorlon.

Dialog by Dana

Cast Includes Martlucrlte Churctilll and CItarlcs

Burnet.

Directed by iPVin^t Cummlll^S.

THE

GIRL

WHO
WASN'^f
by Kcnnctti B. Clarke

with Lois Moran

and Owen

Directed by William

WANTEO

Davis, Jr.

K. Howard

Victor McLafilcn m

THE WELL

DRESSED

NAN

100% talking sinSIn^. musical picture, with contrasting backgrounds In
Oklahoma and Mew Vork, with Sue Carol, Walter Catlett, Sharon Lynn,
Bobby Burns, i=rank Richardson, Charlotte Henry. Story by Roiand,youn<L

Directed by John BlVStonc

BLACK

DIANOND

A colorful all talking musical, circus story

with Louise Dresser, Helen Chandler. Joseph Watstatf, Richard Kccne.
Dixie Lee and the lone Black Diamond Stepln FCtchit
Directed by John Pord

E

BELLS
A melody

OF

TOLEDO

of love in romantic

Spain of today

Directed by DavId Butler
Lenore

Ulric m

GRINGA
by Tom

ROSE
CushlnA

Bringing to the talking and sin&ln^ screen the Broadway
dramatizing the exciting career of a flaming scnorlta whom
tried to tame in the Mew England vlllaile ot his relatives.

WILL
will

lell

il to you

ROGERS

straight
from
the shoulder, direct
in a second dramatic comedy
(TITLE

TO

BE

from

the screen

nniiOUMCED)

that will make America's most popular
the amazing strength of his following.

humorous

philosopher

increase

slate success
a sea captain

HERE

are the actors appearing

in

Fox Movietone all talking productions. They represent the pick of
dramatic talent assembled from the
stars of the stage and concert hall,
from vaudeville and from among the
most versatile of players with screen followings. All of them measure up magnificently to the new requirements of
singing and talking pictures.

Dixie

Lee

Marjorie White

Sylvia

Field

John

McCormack

*

^
'^

tfJf
Charles Farrell

Mary

June

Lenore

Duncan

Sharon

Collyer

Ulric

Lynn

A
Edmund

George

Lowe

Walter

Jessel

Catlett

Lola

Lane

Charles Morton

Nancy

Carroll

Frank Richardson

Dorothy

Jordan

re audiences throughMOTION out thepictu
world ore in for a treat.'
Through the medium of Fox Movietone
they will hear the singing and talking
personalities of stars seldom heard
except in New York and a few of the
other larger cities. Broadway's loss is
the world's gain as Movietone brings
into your theatre such international
celebrities as WilLRogers, William
Collier, George Jessel, Walter Catlett,
Norma Terris, J., Harold Murray, Lee
Tracy, Lennox
Lennox

Pawle

Allan

Lane

Pawle and the one a^d

only John McCormack.

orth

^TOriters of dramatic dialog
for3^oxJ^ovietone.

Frank Borzage

James

Tinling

Guthrie McClintic

Benjamin Stoloff

Campbell Gullan

Raymond

Cannon

Kenneth

Hawks

Frank

Merlin

A. H. VanBure

Davi d Butler

Irving Cummings

ILLIAM

he
talking

era

of

pictures
has
concentrated in Fox Movietone
City

the greatest
assembled

new

array

of directors

for the making

entertainment.

•

*

ever

of dramatic
,

*

«

«

Here are the men who blend together into
movietone
film the art of the actor, the
melody
drama
of

of the singer, the dialog
of the playwright,
the

cameraman

technical

skill

soundman.

William

Collier

4cfar w*tf Olrmttmr

the magic
and

of

and

the

the

K.

HOVMRD

Qeneraf chafes J^nager
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48 All' Talkers from Fox Next Season
3 OPERETTAS, 3 REVUES
INCLUDED IN LINE-UP
H I'll/ 1 "III J

fiom

I'ltfif

1)

will 1)C (lircctod Uy David Hutlcr with
staKf direction by Soynunir
l-"elix.
"Fo.\ Movietone Min.strels" is
tlie second troni the pens of De Sylva,
Brown and Henderson. The story is
supplied by WilHani Collier and Walter W'eenis. Additional sons features will beEdgar
contributed
Donaldson,
Leslie, i)y
L. U'alter
Wolfe
Gilbert and Abel Baer. William Collier will be in tile cast as will Walter Catlett, Walter Weems, George
McFarlane, Joseph Wagstaff, David
Percy, Richard Keene, Sue Carol and
Dixie Lee. Directed by Xornian
Taurog.
"Married in Hollywood,"' the operetta written for Fox by Oscar Straus,
N'iennese composer, will have some
interpolated numbers by Dave Stamper. For this Fox placed under contract Norma Terris and J. Harold
Murray, late of "Show Boat" and
"Rio Rita." who will be co-featured.
F^dward Royce, veteran of many musical comedies, will stage the musical
numbers with Harlan Thompson,
author
of direction.
"Little Jesse James" doing
the
stage
"Fox Movietone Follies of 1930"
will be the successor to the 1929
edition. Words and music will be
supplied by Conrad, Mitchell and
Cottier.
"The International Revue" is to be
patterned on the continental music
hall plan with several celebrities featured. The music will be by Walter
Donaldson and Edgar Leslie.
"Melodies of 1930," will have words
and music by L. Wolfe Gilbert and
Abel Baer, but the nature of it is being held as a surprise.
"The American Beauty Revue"
will specialize on youthful dancers.
The music for this revue will be written by Roy Turk and Fred E. Ahlert.
"Listen to the Band" is to be directed by Benjamin StolofT with
songs by Conrad, Mitchell and Cottier. Included in the cast are Lola
Lane. Walter Catlett, El Brendel,
Paul Page. Sharon Lynn, Frank Richardson, David Rollins, Nick Stuart.
"The Dollar Princess" will be
adapted
from beDr.directed
Leo Fall's
operetta. It will
by F^dward
Royce. Marcel Silver and Harlan
Thompson.

Original Fox Studio
Has 8 Sound Stages
Hollywood — The Fox studio
at Western Ave. and Sunset
Boulevard has had eight stages
converted to sound. Like Fox
Movietone City, it has dressing
rooms for about 500 actors.

The Fox Line-Up by Picture Types
The

48 talkers on the Fox program for 1929-1930 di
vide themselves into seven major classifications as follows:
Three Rerucs
"Fox Movietone Follies of 1930," "The International Revue"
and "The American Beauty Revue."

Three Operettas

"Married in Hollywood." "The Dollar Princess" and "Cameo

Four Musical Comedies
Kirby."
"Sunny Side Up," "Fox Movietone Minstrels," "Why
Home" and "Big Time."

Seven Plai/s

Leave

With Music

"Play Mates," "The Mad Musician," "Harmony at Home,"
"Budapest," "The Bells of Toledo," "The Hurdy Gurdy Man"
and "Incognito."
Seven Comedies
"The Cock Eyed World," "They Had to See Paris, "The
Meal Ticket," "The Girl Who Wasn't Wanted," "The Well
Dressed Man," "Black Diamond" and Will Rogers in an untitled picture.

Nineteen Dramas

"Such Men Are Dangerous," "Salute." "The Cisco Kid,"
"The Holy Devil," "The Sky Hawk," "Conquistador," "The
Girl from Havana," "Passing of the Third Floor Back." "The
Power House," "The Lost Waltz," "Frozen Justice," "Gringa
Rose," "The Lone Star Ranger," "Morals," "Lover Come
Back," "It Might Have Happened," "Street Corner," "Incognito."

Five Part Dialogue Feature

"4 Devils," "The River," "Lucky Star," "Christina" and
"City Girl."

Detail on each appears elsewhere on this page.

"Cameo Kirby" will have Norma
Terris and J. Harold Murray in the
cast. It is from the play by Booth
Tarkington and Harry Leon Wilson,
and deals with river life on the Mississippi. It will have a musical
treatment.
Raoul Walsh
will direct.
"The Hurdy Gurdy Man"' will star
George Jessel. It is to be directed by
Irving Cummings from a story by
LeRoy demons, John B. Hymer and
Dana Burnet. It will have songs by
L. Wolfe Gilbert and Abel Baer.
"Harmony At Home" is an adaptation, with dialogue by Owen Davis
of the stage play, "The Family Ui)stairs," by Harry Delf. In the cast
are Owen Davis Jr., Elizabeth Patterson, Helen Chandler, Charlotte
Henry and William Collier. The
feature will have incidental music.
"The Mad Musician"' will have
Paul Muni in the lead and Berthold
X'iertel as dnector. Lois Moran and
Kenneth MacKenna are also in the
cast. It will have a musical treatment.
"Why Leave Home" will have
words and music by Conrad, Mitchell
and Gottler. It will be directed by
Raymond Cannon and have in the
cast Walter Catlett, Nick Stuart,
Richard Keene, David Rollins, Sue
Carol, Jean Laverty. Dixie Lee, Jed
Prout»- and Laura Hamilton.
"The Lost Waltz" is a romantic
story by Stephen French Whitman.
It will be directed by Rusell Birdwell, one of the newer directors. In
the cast will be Walter Catlett, Helen
Garden and Joseph Wagstaff.

"The Bells of Toledo" is a story
of love in Spain with a setting of
melodv. It will be directed bv David
Butler.
■"The Circus King'" is from a story
b'- F'rcdenck H. Brennan. It will
have words and music by L. Wolfe
(Jilbert and Abel Baer and will star
George Jessel.
George Jessel will star in a picture,
as yet untitled, with words and music
by L. Wolfe Gilbert and Abel Baer.
"The Cock Eyed World," directed
by Raoul Walsh from a story by
Laurence Stallings and Maxwell Anderson, has a cast including Victor
McLaglen. Edmund Lowe, Lily Damita, El Brendel, Jean Laverty, Leila
Karnelly, Delia \Iagana, Lupita Tovar and Joe Brown. The dialogue
has been written by Billy K. Wells.
"They Had to See Paris" will serve
as the debut in talkers of Will Rogers.
This story, by Homer Croy, has been
adapted by Owen Davis. Fllizabeth
Patterson, Marguerite Churchill,
Owen Davis, Jr.. and Lennox Pawie
are
in the cast. F"rank Borzage will
direct.
"Frozen Justice" will star Lenore
L'Iric. for ten years leading woman
for David Belasco. The stt)ry is by
Ejnar Mikkelsen with dialogue by
Elliott Lester. It is being directed
by .\llan Dwan and staged by Lester
Lonergan.
"Gringa Rose," from a stage play
by Tom Gushing, will be the second
starring vehicle for Miss Ulric.
"Play Mates," (tentative title) will
feature Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell.
Frank Borzage director.

7 COMEDIES, MANY DRAMAS
AND MUSICAL PLAYS ALSO

"Ih,- Holy Devil" will be directed
l»y Raoul Walsh from the book by
Rene I'uU.p-Miller. Paul Mum will
play Rasputin. Elliott Lester will
write the dialogue.
"The Cisco Kid" will be directed by
Raoul Walsh with dialoyur by Tom
Barry. The cast will inchnlc Warner
Baxte
Edmund Lowe and Helen
Twi-lvr,
etrccs
.
"( on(|uistador"' will be directed by
Alfred Santell and staged by Guthrie
McClintic, producer of several Broadway iilays ironi the story by Katherine Fullirton (ierould. The cast will
inchidc \\ ari:ir Baxter, Mary Duncan, Delia Magana, Lu|>ita Tovar and
(jeorge Mcf-'arlane.
"Such Men are Dangerous" will he
directed by Alfred Santell from Elinor Glyn's Cosmopolitan Magazine
story. Guthrie McClintic will stage
this feature which will have dialogue
by Brian Marlowe and have Warner
Baxter and Mary Duncan in the
leads.
"Lover Come Back" is the tentative title ot a Richard Connell story
with dialogue by Dana Burnet. It
will be directed by Berthold \iertcl
with stage direction by A. H. Van
Buren. In the cast will be Paul
Muni, Owen Davis,Jr., and Marguerite Churchill.
"It Might Have Happened" will
be directed by Irving Cummings with
dialogue by Dana Burnet. The cast
will inclufle Paul Muni, Marguerite
Churchill and Charles Morton.
"Salute" is to be directed by John
Ford. The story is by Tristram Tupper. adapted by John Stone with dialogue by James Kevin Mctiuinness.
In the cast are Helen Chandler,
(ieorge OBrien, William Janney.
Joyce Compton, Frank Albertson and
Stepin Fetchit.
"The Sky Hawk"' will be directed
by John Blyslone and Campbell Gullan from Llewellyn Hughes' Liberty
Magazine story. It deals with a Zeppelin raid over London. In the cast
are I^iis Moran, Hugh Sinclair. Lennox Pawle. George MacFarlanc, J.
M. Kerrigan, Lumsdeii Hare and
Helen Chandler.
"Passing
of The onThird
Back"
(.CoHtinued
Pagt Floor
74)

Movietone News in
13 Foreign Lands
Foreign editions of Fox
Movietone News are now being issued for Sweden, France,
Japan, Italy, Australia, Mexico,
China, Holland, Cuba. Spain.
Brazil, Argentine and England.

THE
74

17 Either in Work or Finished at Fox

ROGERSJLRICJESSELARE Fox Movietone News Developed PERSONNEL ADJOSTMENTS
Internal Staff in 1 9 Months MADE TO COPEWITH SOUND
AMONG NEW STAR NAMES
Buren and A. F. Erickson has dialogue sequences by John Hunter
Booth. The story is by Tristram
Tupper and in the cast are Mary
Duncan, Charles Farrell, Ivan Linow.
"Lucky Star" directed by Frank
Borzage has dialogue by John Hunter
Booth. Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell. Hedwiga Reicher and Guinn
'Williams are in the cast.
"Christina," from the story by
Tristram Tupper has dialogue by S.
K. Lauren. It was directed by William K. Howard with Janet Gaynor.
Charles Norton and Rudolph Schildkraut.

In less than 19 months Fox Movietone News has obtained world-wide
distribution. Between Dec. 3, 1927,

Many changes have taken place in
the tox organizations during the past
is a talker version of the well known
two years as a result of the introa news'
yearbeen
this has
June of ion
and early organizat
duction of Movietone and the expanstage play by Jerome K. Jerome and
gathering
perwill be directed by Alfred Santell
sion of theater holdings on an enorfected in all the princinpal centers of
with a cast including Helen Chandler,
the United States and Europe and
mous scale. The selling organizaseveral established in the Far East.
tions, both domestic and foreign, have
Kenneth MacKenna, Elizabeth Patat a been geared
terson, Lennox Pawie, Gilbert Emery.
The expansion is continuing
to keep pace with the
swift developments in sound.
rate.
rapid
"The Meal Ticket" is from a story
In the production branch Winfield
by Frederick H. Brennan and will
With this international sound news
have in its cast Sue Carol, David
medium, scenes have been made in Sheehan, as vice president and general manager of the Fox Film Corp.,
Rollins, El Brendel, Sharon Lynn,
24 countries, including all the strat- has superv
Helen Chandler, Dorothy Burgess,
ised the construction of a
egic centers of the United States, $10,00
Warren Hymer, Charlotte Henry and
0,000
plant at Fox Movietone
Canada, France, Italy, Spain, AusSylvia Field.
City,
has
had
the courage to antria,
Sweden, Germany, Holland,
"City Girl" was directed by F.
nounce and plan an entire Movietone
"The Girl From Havana" will be W Murnau, staged
Denmark, England, Japan, China,
Van
H.
A.
by
directed by Benjamin Stoloff from
program,
Buren and A. F. Erickson with dia- Straits Settlements, Australia, Phil- and acquir the first in the business,
ed many stage figures.
a story by John Stone with dialogue
logue by Ellictt Lester. The cast
ippines, Cuba, Mexico, Argentine,
In the domestic selling field James
by Edwin Burke. In the cast will includ
Brazil,
i
Turkey
,
Greece,
Charle
es
Dutch
s Farrell, Mary DunEast R. Grainger, general
be Lola Lane, Paul Page, Kenneth
manager, has
Indies and Africa.
WilGuinn
and
Torren
can,
David
ce
rearra
nged
his crew to meet the new
Thompson, Natalie Moorehead, and liams.
Many well known figures have been problems brought about by sound.
Warren Hymer.
Will Rogers will star in an un- presented. Among
them have been There are now 31 exchanges located
"Big Time" will introduce to talktitled picture.
two presidents of the United States, in all the key centers of the United
ers Lee Tracy, who appeared in "The
a former president. Cabinet officers, States. They are supervised by three
Front Page" and "Broadway" on the
legitimate stage. It will be directed
Justices of the Supreme Court; two district managers: G. W. Fuller, at
by William Collier and Kenneth
kings: Alfonso XIII of Spain and Atlanta; C. W. Eckhardt, at Chicago,
Hawks from a story by Wallace
George V of England; three foreign and H. F. Campbell, at Boston.
Smith. The cast includes Richard
The foreign department of Fox
presidents: Doumergue of, France
Hindenburg of Germany and Hain- Film was organized in the early days
Keene, Jean Laverty, Frank Richardson and Farrell Macdonald.
isch of Austria; a former Premier of by Winfield Sheehan, who then foresaw the possibilities of future exEngland,
Lloyd George; famous liter-Contra
ct
"Budapest," by Cyril Hume, will be
Hollywood
talent
at
pansion. For five years it has been
directed by Berthold Viertel.
ary figures: George Bernard Shaw
Fox follows :
Players
and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle; finan- in charge of Clayton P. Sheehan, as
"The Girl Who Wasn't Wanted"
from the story by Kenneth B. Clarke
Frank Albertson, Warner Baxter, Rex
ciers, philanthropists and public of- general foreign manager. In that
Bell. John Breeden, El Brendel, Dorothy ficials.
time he has traveled 200,000 miles in
will be directed by William K. How- Burgess,
Bobbie Burns, Sue Carol, Walter
ard. In the cast will be Lois Moran Catlett, Helen
supervi
the 90 foreign branches
Chandler, Marguerite ChurchIn the last national campaign Fox and thesing
1,500 employees.
and Owen Davis, Jr.
ill, June Collyer, Owen Davis, Jr., Clifford Movietone News introduc
ed an enDempsey, Louise Dresser, Mary Duncan,
Because of the swift expansion of
"Black Diamond" will be directed Charles
Charles Farrell, Stepin Fetchtirely new element into modern jour- the theater organization it is
by John Ford. In the cast will be it, SylviaEaton,
now
Fields, Janet Gaynor, Gavin Gornalism by presenting the leading can- operated in four main branches. John
Louise Dresser, Helen Chandler,
don, Charlotte Henry, Warren Hymer, George
didates in wired theaters everywhere Zanft, with headqua
Joseph Wagstaff, Richard Keene, Jessel, Dorothy Jordan, Richard Keene, J.
rters at the Roxy
M. Kerrigan, Dixie Lee, Lola Lane, Edmund as they made their acceptance
Dixie Lee and Stepin Fetchit.
Theater, New York is vice president
Lowe, Sharon Lynn, J. Farrell MacDonald, speeches and subsequent addresses.
and general manager of the Fox The"The Power House" is a story of George MacFarlane, Kenneth MacKenna,
the influnce of the machine age on John McCormack, Delia Magana, Lois Moran, It was the first time that the Presi- ters Corp., which operates de luxe
Charles
dential
aspirants had been able to theaters in many key cities.
Morton, Paul Muni, J. Harold Murmodern society. It will be directed
ray, Barry Norton, George O'Brien, Paul present their arguments verbally in
Harold B. Franklin, president, is
by William K. Howard.
Page, Elizabeth Patterso
n, Lennox Pawle.
will be David Percy, Frank Ricbardson, Will Rogers all parts of the country at the same in
charge of the Fox-Wesco Theaters,
time.
"The Lone Star Ranger'
a David Rollins, Juan Sedillo, Hugh Sinclair,
more than 250 in number, on the
directed by John Blystone from
^ick Stuart, Lee Tracy, Norma Terris, Guadnovel by Zane Grey.
The addition of sound to foreign Pacific Coast and in the Northwest.
alupe Tower, Helene Twelvetrees, Lenor Ulwill be ri", Joe Wagstarf, Marjorie
Herschel Stuart is general manager
pictorial
White
scenes was accomplished by
and
Adele
"The Well Dressed Man'
In the Windsor. t^.
Directors
directed by John Blystonesending a unit around the world on a of Fox New England theaters with
Russell Birdwell. J. G. Blystone, Frank
cast will be Victor McLaglen, Sue
Canadian Pacific Liner. The result- headquarters at New Haven.
Borzage, David Butler, Raymond Cannon,
Carol, Walter Catlett, Sharon Lynn, Irving
Since
the acquisition
of a large
ing scenes from all of the principal
Cunimings, Allan Dwan, A. F. ErickBobbie Burns, Frank Richardson,
number of theaters in Greater New
son, John Ford, Kenneth Hawks, Wm. K. Mediterranean ports,
Palestine,
Charlotte Henry. The feature is from Howard, Charles Klein, Alfred Santell, Lew
York and New Jersey, Joe Leo, who
Seder, Marcel Silver, Paul Sloane, Benja- Egypt, India, Java, Sumatra, the
an original by Roland Brown.
min Stoloff, Norman Taurog, James Tinling, Straits Settlements, China, Japan and has been
of Foxmanager
general
"Morals" will be directed by Wil- R. A. Walsh, Alfred Werker and Berthold elsewhere have appeared in various Midwesco Theaters, has been placed
liam K. Howard. In the cast will be
issues of the newsreel.
Stage Directors
in charge of Fox Metropolitan TheWilliam Collier, Sr., Melville Burke, SeyCharles Farrell, Mary Duncan, Kenaters by William
Fox.
He has trans- j
Spot
news
is
also
covered
in
this
mour
Felix,
Donald
Gallaher, Campbell Gulneth MacKenna, Sylvia Field, Eliza'
Milfrom
ferred his headquarters
beth Patterson and J. M. Kerrigan. Ian, Lumsden Hare, Lester Lonergan, Guth- country by Fox Movietone News Air
rie McClintic, Hamilton McFadden, Frank
York, but will re- 1
to New
waukee
supervision
"4 Devils," directed by F. W. Mur- Merlin, Edward Royce, Clark Silvernail, Ber- Unit No. 1, a Super Universal Fok- tain
of the
Midwesco
nard Steele and A. H. Van Buren.
nau and staged by A. H. Van Buren
ker plane designed to carry a pilot,
Writers
:
J. Fitzgerald
Harold
Circuit, with
cameraman and sound man and their in
and A. F. Erickson, with dialogue by
charge at Milwaukee.
Zoe Akins, Tom Barry, John Hunter
equipment. It is on call at all times
John Hunter Booth, has three reels Booth, Fred H. Brennan,
Expansion of Fox Movietone News
George Brooks, Edof talking sequences. In the cast are
and is reported to be the only unit of is being directed by Courtlan
win Burke, Dana Burnet, Owen Davis, Sr
d Smith, j
Janet Gaynor, Mary Duncan, Charles D')u«h.s Doty, Gilbert Emery, Elinor Glyn. its kind in the news gathering field.
(
yrd
Hume,
Llewellyn
Hughes,
Wm.
Kergeneral
manager
of activitie
Fox-Casse of^ -i. j
Morton, Barry Norton and Farrell nell,
The home
ofifice
Sonya Levien, Clare Kummer, S. K.
the i
Development of Movietone News
Macdonald.
Lauren, Elliott Lester, Seton I. Miller, Brian has been under the direction of Fox Film Corp., which include large
j
Marlow,
Marion
Orth,
Dudley
Nichols, Harlaboratories, are in charge of Jack G. ;
"The River," directed by Frank
Courtland
Smith,
as
general
manager
lan
Thompson.
Tristram
Tupper,
Walter
Borzage and staged by A. H. Van
Leo, vice president.
K. Wells and John Stone.
Weems, Wm.
of the Fox-Case Corp.
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Found
City Making Fox Sound Films
Dropped Silents, Sheehan Says
X'^-t

„.. u-iMPiFTJ)
SHEEHAN
Bv WhX'FlELD
President and General Manager
Fox Film Corp.

By
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IVILK

i

The dressing rooms are located in
Hollywood — Fo.x Movietone City,
a two-story building 216 ft. long and
covering 40 acres, represents an out- 50 ft. deep and can accommodate 500
lav of $10,000,000. The valuation of
on
picment
ng
unce
talki
Anno
tive
sensi
wood
how
Holly
players.
The garage is 100 ft. by
ft.
proving
ducing the fine the land is $3,000,000, while the great 40
repro
in
were
tures
Film Cohp. shades of dialect.
14-foot wall surroundng the city and
^arch'25 last that Fox its
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energ
the 25 buildings within are valued
vould in future devote
The carpenter shop, paint shop and
as a
•ntirely to talking pictures came
Meanwhile we went on experiment- at a like amount. The electrical lumber yard are in one large buildgeneral and
ing with apparatus and direction and equipment is figured at $4,000,000.
surprise to the world in busme
ing, equipped with a construction
m
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picture
ging our equipment. Besides
o the motion
enlar
The group of 25 buildings is conYet this decision to adop
structed
of
concrete.
Four
of
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)articular.
City
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platform.
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in our produc
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was
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film
may be kept safely and a fully
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Specia
.
part
sound
for
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ment onassociates.
of the four buildings are two soundmap judgand
his
installed. A fleet of sound trucks,
iam Fox
proof stages, making eight in all, equipped hospital with physician and
considered for use in feature pictures as well as each with its own equipment, appa- surgeon in attendance are all part of
It had been carefully
was steadily expanded
ratus rooms, test laboratories and Movietone City. Other buildings are
us as a news service,
^or a year and a half previo
till it exceeded 56.
the homes of the studio police and
projection rooms.
and all the evifire departments.
entative possibility, rou
On
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second
floor
of
Stage
One
sted
ghly dige
At the same time a close watch
ience had been tho
is
the
largest
Wurlitzer
organ
ever
teas
t
this walled
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mos
was being maintained on the patron- constructed. It was built especial- 712Into
IS to whether it wasstethe
ft. of lumber; 488,000 ft. of floor
p to take. It
age attracted by talking pictures all
ble and profitable
ly for Fox Movietone City. Its area; 2,100,000 ft. of reinforcing steel, 1
y had ts over the country. It was found that
^as a decision that virtuall
possible, equipment includes every appliance including
was
36 trusses,
weighing
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iecompari
a
r
Mov
whereve
Fox
t
firs
the
and effect that can possibly be used
starting point in w of Niagara Falls
sq. ft. of pavepictures overshadowed silent in the making of sound pictures. It tons each; 240,000
talking
one pfctlure, a vie
ment in streets, driveways and side-,
)vith authentic sound effects.
productions in popular appeal. This has its own special pump room.
walks;
6,600 ft. of cement;
32,000
d even after the novelty atwith
continue
film
oric
hist
t
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The
administration
building
is
a
the
When
tons of rocks; 24,000 tons of sand;|
traction of the new dialogue pictures
take
the
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sound, that which recorded
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and is topped by a decorative tower water
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of
pipe; 15,000 ft. of water and]
reported
were
bited and Cases
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stage buildings, grouped in pairs, is and around
stood out so vividly by cont
the entire plant the 14
even
had to close down because a competthe silent pictures of the same
was
talkers.
showing
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a space 95 ft. wide. Here are align- ft. wall is 6,200 ft. long and constill
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Corp
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ed three buildings containing the air
,t carried the Fox Fil
tains 86,000 ft. of concrete.
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Evidence of the enhanced drawing conditioning plant for heating and
Further toward its revoluti
Executives
h
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refrigerating.
out
The
carried
.
power of individual stars
hange of policv
W. R. Sheehan, Vice President and GenFox these observations. Warner Baxter
the
that
fact
the
ed
aliz
sign
This
air-conditioning
plant
is
someeral
Manager;
Sol M. Wurtzel, General
film
had arrived.
assumed a place in the public eye
News
Movietone
thing of an engineering wonder in Superintendent; E. W. Butcher, Studio
photo- and ear, indicated by the increased itself. It is the largest on the Coast. Manager; H. Keith Weeks, E.xecutive ManThe success of this sound- events newspaper space he received all oyer
ager of Movietone; Alfred Wright, Counsel;
ent
It has a capacity of 350 tons of re- William Crawford, Assistant Counsel; G. L.
rrraphic reproduction of curr e on the
frigeration aday and also contains Bagnall, Studio Comptroller; Harold B. Lipthe country, which he had not attainhad an important influenc
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ed before as a silent actor. The same individual heating units.
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Executives and Supervisors
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Mov
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Hollywood — Back in 1915, William
I'ox established his first West Coast
studio at Kdendale. In 1916, he transferred studio activities to a 13-acre
site at Western Ave. and Sunset
Boulevard. He purchased the orauRe
grove wood
from
\V.and
C. Thomas
F"rye, a Dixon,
Hollypioneer,
author of "The
Birth of a Nation"
The Hollywood studio now embraces eight enclosed stages, some
of which are 150 by J50 ft- and close
to 100 ft. in height Seven of the
stages have been sound-prciofed.
The one
studio's
four tlieater
projectiotiin rooms,
each
a little
itself,

Hest

Coast

Bureau,

THE
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PAUL

have
been
H oily wood — Directors
assigned
to all but 1 1
of i7,
Fox'ssome-48
for next year.
The t)ther
finished and some in work, are designated.

€

Raoul WaKli. for instance, will
make four pictures, "The Cock Kyed
World," "The Cisco Kid." "Canud
Kirby " and "The Holv Devil."
Frank Borzage will direct one of the

anticipated aces in the list. "The\
Had to See Paris," starring Will
Rogers. "The River" has been coml>leted for some time, and "Lucky
Star." with Gaynor and Farrell is
ready, but his future schedule calls
are used by the directors and their
for "Play Mates" in addition to the
staffs .-X hospital of four wards is
Rogers' vehicle.
maintained.
William K. Howard has "ChrisAn important part of the phnt is
tina" finished and will make "The
a laboratory completed at a cost of
$500,000. It occupies a space of 75 Power House." "Mortals" and "TinWho Wasn't Wanted." Irving
by 130 ft. and is of Spanish design. Girl
Cununings appears on the list with
It houses experimental rooms, chemical research department. Movietone "The Hurdy Gurdy Man" - ' "It
printing, projection rooms, a screen Might Have Happened." Al Sanlibrary, 20 dark rooms, a machine tell will make three, one bei"" "The
Passing
of the
ThirdButler.
Floor Norman
Back."
shop and offices.
Ben StolotT.
David
"Park Row" is an interesting spot
and is the site of the offices of the
scenario and dialogue writers. The

Taurog, .Alan Dwan, Jack Blysto- •
Raymond Cannon, Kenneth Hawks
have received their pictures- Jack

directors' building is located on the
northeastern
section of the plant.

Ford is to make "The
and "Black
Diamond."
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The Girl ffrom Havana

Sky Hawk"'
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Acting and Directing
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Acting and Directing
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Fox Solidifying Powerful Nat'l Chain

fOX METROPOLITAN HITS
STRIDE; I2S ALREADY IN

5,000 SEATER IN TRISCO
SLATED TO OPEN JUNE 2S

The Fox Holdings at a Glance
With the Roxy in New York the key house of the circuit. Fox
has built up a formidable chain of theaters, extending from Coast to
Coast. The number is being increased at a rapid pace. In New
York, Fox has a strong foothold, controlling the Roxy and Capitol
on Broadway, as well as the most extensive chain in the metropolitan
area.

Fox Metropolitan Theaters, Inc. a
wholly owned subsidiary of Fox TheNew England is a Fox stronghold by virtue of the Poli puraters Corp. this week is expected to
purchase. At Philadelphia, and other Pennsylvania cities, Baltitake over the Small-Strausberg chain
more, Washington, Atlanta, Birmingham, Louisville, Dallas, Housof Brooklyn neighborhood houses
ton, in Tennessee, Michigan, Indiana and Ohio, Fox is entrenched
and about 30 of the Schine string in
with pivotal houses- In Wisconsin Fox-Midwesco occupies a comupper New York state. When this
manding position. The company is expanding in Chicago and plans
is completed, this company will coninvasion of other parts of Illinois.
trol 128 houses in the Greater N""
On the Pacific Seaboard, Fox West Coast Theaters has one of
York zone, Northern New Jersey
the nation's most impressive chains, embracing approximately 300
and up-state.
More are on the way.
houses. An extensive expansion all along the Pacific Coast and in
Grouped under this one banner is
Montana is under way.
the largest chain of theaters in the
richest film territory in the United
States. In the Bronx, the holdings Roebling, Senate, Sheffield, Stadium, Starr, Greater New York outlying districts
total ten houses seating 13,684 as State, Stone, Stratford, Sumner, Supreme, as follows:
follows:
Termial, Walker
and Williamsburg.
Flushing, The Roosevelt ; Forest Hills, The
Queens houses, 13 all told, seat Forest Hills; Glen Cove, The Cove; Great
Belmont, Blenheim, Bronx Plaza, Kingsbridge, Mosholu. Park Plaza, Parkway, U. 19,063 and are:
Neck, The Playhouse ; Hempstead, The HempS., Valentine

and

Walton.

In Brooklyn, the holdings to date
total 49 houses, with a combined
seating capacity of 69,569. These
houses are:
Alhambra, Ambassador, Atlantic, Boston,
Berkshire, Beverly, Biltmore, Capitol, Carlton, Carroll, City Line, Colonial, Commodore,
Congress, Cross Bay, Culver, Cumberland,
Duffield, Fortway, Gem, Glenwood, Highway, Irving, Kinema, Kismet, Leader, Marboro, Marcy Meserole, National, Ogden,
Parkside, Parthenon, Peerless, Republic, Ritz,

stead and kivoli ; Kew Gardens, The Kew
Astoria,
Grand.
Astoria ;
Boulevard,
Queens ; Broadway, Astoria ; Corona, Corona ; Gardens ; Lynbrook, The Lynbrook ; Maspeth,
Crescent, Astoria ; Embassy, Richmond Hill ; The Maspeth; Valley Stream, The Valley
Granada, Corona ; Lefferts, Richmond Hill ; Stream.
Jackson. Jackson Heights ; Ozone Park,
This group has a total seating caOzone Park; Steinway, Astoria; Suniiyside,
pacity of 14,427.
Woodside
and Victoria, Elmhurst.
So far the comiJany has extended

In Manhattan proper, there is only
one, the Manhattan which seats

1,510.
Fox Metropolitan operates 10
houses in nine Long Island towns and

operations to five northern New Jersey towns, embracing 12 houses seating 13,713- This division, in detail,
follows:
Bergenfield — The

Palace.

REX

Dumont — ^The Dumont.
Jersey City — ^Apollo, Cameo,
ton, Monticello, Rialto, Strand
Rah way — The Empire.
Westwood — The Pascack.

Capitol, Fuland Tivoli.

(
operations
inUp-state,
24 towns,
coveringareZi r'->ndur''''d
theaters,
and there is talk of further exnansion. This division, to be handled
out of New York like the others by
Joe Leo, newly appointed president
of Fox Metropolitan, is made up of
the following houses:
Auburn
— Jefferson, Palace, Strand.
Bath — Babcock.
BulTalo — Riverside.
Cnnandaigua — Playhouse.
Carthage — Strand.
Cobleski'l — Park.
Corning — 'State.
Geneva — Regent, Temple.
Gloversville — ^Glove, Hippodrome.
Herkimer — Liberty.
Little Falls — Rialto.
Newark — Capitol.
Norwich — Colonia.
Nyack — Broadway.
Ogdensburg
— Strand. Palace.
'Oneonta
— Oneonta,
Ossining — ^Victoria.
Oswego — Capitol, Strand.
Port Chester — Capitol.
Salamanca — Andrews.
Saranac
Lake — Pontiac.
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Syracuse — Eckel.
I'^tica — Avon,
Gaiety,
Majestic.
U'aterlown — Avon,
Olympic.

Mt. Vernon
-Graniatan anil Mi
\'ern>«n.
■^-'ew Roclielle
l.oew'*.
Xew
York.\nicrican,
Aslor,
.\venur
B,
Boulevard,
Burlaiid, Burniiidc, Capitol, Circle,
Commodore,
Concourse,
Uelancey,
Kiglity
lliirct St., KiRlitysixth
St., Klsmere,
Kmliat
sy, Fairmount,
Freeman.
Grand,
Grcely
S<i .
Inwoiid,
l.qxinKt4>n,
Lincoln
Si).,
l^iew't
i2m\
St . .National.
.New
York,
16"th
St.,
116th,
Orpheum,
Rio, Seventh
.Vve.. Sheri
dan, SpiHiner,
State, Victoria
and Victory,
.SyracuseStale.
White
Plains
-While
Plains.
Woo<lside — -Woodside.

In .iddition to the lioldinni^ of Fox
Mctrtipolitan are liouses which the
I'ox enterprises operate under a different corporate entity. Tliese are
tlieaters such as tile .-Vcadeiny of Music, tile .\ii(iul)o!i, Japanese (iarden
and otiiers in Manhattan and the
Folly, Savoy and others in R>-> -'•'•••
and constitute the earlier dev<>' diYonkers — I^ew's.
luents of Fox in the New Yo'-W ••»•Listed as "de luxe" theaters and
hihition field.
operated by various subsidiary and
I'ox Theaters Corp., the |>areiit
company, further is the controlliiufactor in Loew's, Inc. which operates 70 theaters in Xew York alone
and which for years has been the
most formidable single chain factor
in the greater city. Numerically
then, the Fox enteri^rises jointly
weave the destinies of what is unquestionably the greatest theater concentration ina given major city that
has ever been undertaken in the history of the business.
The Loew chain operates in about
Z7 cities and 21 states, the District
of Columbia and Canada. In New
York and environs alone. THE 1929
FIL.M D.MLY YK.\R BOOK lists
the following:
.'\storia — .\storia.
Brooklyn — Alpine, .Xvalon. Bay Riilge,
Bedford, Bijon, Boro Park, Brevoort, Broadway. Coney Island, FortySixth St., Kulton,
Gates. Kamco, Manor. Mcllia. Metropolitan,
Oriental, Palace, Piccadilly, Pitkin .\ve..
Premier and Warwick,
Corona — Corona and Plaza.
Floral Park — ^Alpine.
Flushing — Prospect.
Jamaica — Hillside,
Valencia
and Willard.

DAILV
hi

J. EDWIN
FILM

controlled companies such as l-'ox
West Coast Theaters and Fox Midwesco Theaters are the following

California

.Angeles — Carthay
Circle.
Francisco — Fox
(opens June
District of Columbia
Washington
Kox.
Georgia
.\tlanta -Fox.
Michigan
Detroit — Fox.
Missouri
St. Louis — Kox.
New
Jersey
Newark — Fox

28)

"Speakeasy"

(under
construction).
New
York

New

York— Riixy, K!)x's Brooklyn.
Pennsylvania
Philadelphia — Fox.
Wisconsin

.Appleton — Fox.
Fond du Lac — -Rctlaw.
Green
Bay — Fox.
Kenosha — Gateway.
.Mi'waukee — Garfield. Oriental. Uptown
Wisconsin.
Oshkosh- Oshkosh.

"Pleasure Crazed"
( Fox Movietone)

and

EDITOR

m

houses, all of them in what I-'ox personally describes as "the dreadnaught" class. Most of them seat
5,000:
I^os
San
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A Little from Fox ''Lots
By

RUSSELL J. BIRDWELL

DIRECTOR

m

"MASQUERADE'
"STREET CORNERS'

RALPH

WILK

a function calls for a change. His
Hollyivood early ambition was to become a railway engineer.
A FE\A' minutes with many of
*
*
*
the personalities
on the Fox
lot. Their ideas, hobbies, pastimes
Sharon Lynn attended the Paramount School of Acting for three
and interesting facts about each.
months and left it to take a role
in "So7iny." Under the name of
Warner Baxter plays tp"iiis, but "Lindy," she wrote "Monte Carlo
not appeal to liini. Dur- Moon," a popular Brunswick song
golf ingdoes
the winter he traps foxes (no record. Reads morbid stories; has
pun) and has a cabin filled with pelts. an idea they will develop her emotionally. Her macaw bird awakens
He owns two cars and has a chauffeur, but drives the cars himself. her every morning by announcing,
,An early ambition was to become a "Tough luck, six o'clock." Never
streetcar conductor.
fails at exactly six.

Lou Seiler probably holds a recFarrell MacDonald first saw Engord among directors in that he diland by "beating" his way across the
conwithout a,
12 years
rected
tract. forHe has
directed 31 pictures, Atlantic on a sheep boat. Although
starting with two reel comedy and a Yale graduate in engineering, he
animal pictures. He directed Tom preferred newspaper work and beMix in several pictures.
came a police reporter on a BaltiOne of the few Hollymore
woodpaper.
men who prefer walking to
Gavin Gordon, whose most famous motoring — probably due to having
relative was Robert E. Lee, never been a "leg man" for newspapers.
saw a motion picture until he was
17 years old and never witnessed a
stage performance until he was 18.
By the way, Farrell thinks so
He was so impressed with the play
much of his wirehaired terrier that
that he joined Jessie Bonstelle's stock he carries a picture of him in his
company in Detroit. He found that
"Tboosterantforman,
travel pays — he was a stenographer Bone"
Is a great
wallet. Riley,
the restaur
on the Pennsylvania Limited and who underwrote studio payrolls
took dictation from Grant Mitchell,
lean days several years
a passenger, who aided him getting during the
stage engagements.
ago.
*
*
+

Louise Dresser prefers the
latest fiction to Shakespeare.
She has an expensive bound set
of his works and expects to
friendship with the plays
renew
some day.
*
*
*

Seton I. ("Happy") Miller broke
into pictures by giving technical advice on "Brown of Harvard." He
a "bit" in the picture.
also played
He has written many originals for
Fox.
*
*
*

An old Southern "mammy" does
all the cooking for Mary Duncan
and her sister. Mary spends most
of her leisure time on the back of
a horse and rides one from her own
stable every day when not too busy
at the studio.

Lois Moran believes in ads. She
answered a Samuel Goldwyn ad,
calling for a girl to do Juliet in
"Romeo and Juliet." Before her letter had reached the producer, he
had abandoned his idea of "Juliet,
"Stela girl
looking
but was
Loisforto conw
cabled
He for
Dallas."
see lahim.

Some facts about Harold B. Lipsitz: Wears green ties, despite the
fact that he was born on OrangeLois won the role and her contract
men's Day. Has never been known
stipulated that she reto boost the University of Minnesota with Goldwyn
rnized and unsophisunmode
main
ed Michigan. tract.
football team—
* he *attend*
the life of the conticated during
*
»
*

ned the SanEdmund Lowe captai
ta Clara University baseball team,
21 games %n
of
out
which won 20
It playlu.
a tournament in Honolu
ed teams from Japan, Cuba and the
United States. His teammates included Artie Schaeffer, Harry Walters and Benny Kauff, all of whom
became big league stars.
By the way, he is never without
his yellow dress gloves, except when

of the best singDavid Percy, gonescreen
, used to snic;
ers on the talkin
in the restaurants of his home town.
Arlington, Mass., and took his pay
in good things to eat. His parents
frowncted on this habit, but failed to,
corre
it. *
*
*

en
George
the navy,
e in boxi
ht his
fougO'Bri
ng. He
much
didWhil
way to the light heavyweight cham-
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He owns a radio, but tunes
piottship of the Pacific Fleet and Follies.
won seven battles in one week. He it off when the jazz bands play.
*
*
•
rejected many offers to become a
professional boxer.
Hernanl Steele, new Fox directoi
is known as "the Helasco of stock."
He has collaborated on several plays,
By the way. George is one of the but does not want any credit. Hi>
few actors to l)e personally selected superstitions are black cats and
for a role by William l'"ox, who chose roundtop trunks. His early ambition was to work in a cotton mill.
hitn for the leadiiiR role in "The
*
*
*
Iron Horse." We remember when
GeorgCi keen hoxiiiR follower, kept a
When Lewis Seller was casting
personal appearance date in a small
New Jersey town theater, rather than director at the Fox studio, he gate
attend the first Dempsey-Timney Xick Stuart a job as an extra.
fijjht. He had made a promise to the Later, when Nick was an assistant
casting director at the studio, he
exhibitor and would not break it.
iiuiisted that Sue Carol be given a
chance in pictures.
m
*
*
Williani K. Howard feels right at
home at Fox, as he did his first diSpeaking of Nick it must be recrecting on that lot. Incidentally
orded tiiat he wanted to be a railBill is probably the only director
way engineer and play in the Salem
tvho can boast of being a member Ohio brass band. He owns a dog of
uncertain lineage.
of a film salesmen's club.
*
*
*
Paul Page carries a rabbit's foot.
but keeps it out of sight. Southern
superstition, he says. His automobile is inexpensive and is four years
old. .Although he cares nothing for
prizefights, he played the role of a
"pug" in "Speakeasy."
*
■»
*
David Rollins blushes whenever
he sees a pretty girl — atid Hollywood is full of 'on. He seldo-m
goes out at night and when he does
it is to a picture show. He prefers
reading to dancing, but "shook a
wicked hoof" in the Fox Movietone

LOLA

has been
able Depends
to sell \'ictorNobody
MacLaglen
a radio.
on
a portable phonograph for his entertainment. Sits and listens to it hours
at a time. Was a globe-trotter before settling in Hollywood. Always
has his ear to the ground waiting for
another war to break out. Declares
it would be hard to hold him in
Hollvwood if one did.
Paul Muni played his first stage
role at 11 and played it like a veteran. He is regarded as a Tnaster
(Continued

on
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Speakeasy*,f*
"Fox Movietone Follies"
"The Girl from Havana"
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Now in production
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of makeup and prefers to do character leads. Is one of the few actors who do not care for tennis. He
entertains a profound dislike for applause and does not believe an actor should ever come out of his part
to take bows.
*
*
*

A. F. ERICK80N
DIRECTOR
[Fox]

Bill Kernell's first inusical effort
was a fox trot, entitled. "Get Off My
Foot." He bribed an orchestra to
play it, with the net loss on the effort being a little more than $2. He
wrote two revues for Elsie Janis.
His "Sally of My Dreams," theme
song of "Mother Knows Best," is a
big seller.
Reads Eugene O'Neill's
plays
and biographies.

Back in Indianola, la., Lola Lane
played the piano in a little moving
picture theater. Used to watch the
players on the screen and say to herLenore Ulric was born in our home
self, "Some day I'll be doing that."
state and in the same month we were. We first saw her when she was rehearsing with her sister for a Gus
Her birthplace is New Ulm, Minn.,
and her birthday July 21st. She quit Edwards' revue. She doesn't look it.
school when she finished the third but is as strong as an ox. Has been
grade. She made her stage debut known to lift a good-sized man and
as an extra in a Milwaukee stock shoulder him. Was a champion athlete in her college at Indianola and
company at $5 a week. We have al- starred on the basketball team.
ways felt a little proud, because of
having seen her in a road company
of "The Bird of Paradise" before
New York knew her. Incidentallv
To Marcel Silver goes the credit
for
working out some of the first
Miss Ulric has boosted Hollywood's
population, having brought four ser- principles of cutting sound films. He
vants from New York. She regis- won the Croix de Guerre for heroism
tered at a local hotel, took quarters at in the French flying service.
$900 a week and then decided to get
a home as soon as possible.

Sights you never see on the
Fox lot: John Ford minus his
stick; Eddie Robbins minus
"Sandy"; Joe Shea minus a
smile; Jack Francis disconcerted; Elliott Lester and Ralph
Dietrich with grouches.
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Tristam Tupper has never written a story that he did not sell. Like
S. S. Van Dine, he also worked on
the Los Angeles Times. At one time
he operated a Catskill Mountains hotel, which had 118 rooms,
but only
one bath.
*
*
*
Frederick Hazlett Brennan is
an ex-motion picture critic,
who writes successful novels
and scenarios, as well as original stories for the screen.
*
*
♦
Helen Twelvetrees has been
styled the perfect ingenue. She
was a model before going on
the stage.
*
*
*

Charles Farrell's cash capital
when he tried to enter the ranks
of Hollywood extras was $18. Just
before the last dollar was spent, he
finally landed a job — in a mob
scene. Finally was given a bit to
do — carrying Mary Pickford out of
a scene in "Rosita." He called on
Frank Borzage, to recommend a
friend
for the role
of "Chico"gave
in
"1th Heaven,"
but Borzage
him the part instead. His old Ford
was a familiar Hollywood machine
for several years.
Gilbert Emery speaks Italian like
a native. He wears good clothes and
has all of them made in London. Was
induced to go on the stage by Jane
Cowl, with whom he was dining in
New York one night in 1919. His
play, "Thetention inHero,"
attracted After
much the
atNew York.
American Revoluton, his great-great
grandmother, riding a horse from
Connecticut to a place near Naples,
N. Y., was carrying a Bal, of Gilead
switch. She stopped on the bank of

small
As a protest against provincialism. ainto
the stream
earth. and
It stuck
is nowthethe"whip"
largest
tree
in
New
York
State and takes
Charles Eaton's mother, who vvas
to reach around it.
reared in a strict church family, four men
swore she would put every one of
her children on the stage if she had
any. She raised seven children and
Warren Hymer prefers walkput them into theater training almost
ing to autoing and does not
as soon as they were able to walk.
Charles has one of the few pingpong
own a car. He attended Baker's
Workshop 47 and spends much
sets still in existence.
His hobby:
of his time, writing plays.
making lead soldiers.
*
*
*
Archie Gottler at one time was a
piano playing rival of Irving Berlin in Chiriatown. Archie was daring, to say the least. His first song
was "Come Back to Me" — but it did
not com.e back. He was paid $10 for
I Love You."
"America,
Hisdistinction
it. the
has
of being the only
song
Record.published in the Congressional

Stepin Fetchit was christened Lincoln Perry. Studied three years for
he woulc'
Discovere
ministry.
theobliged
be
to study
seven d years
longer before he could be ordained, so
he gave up the idea. Got a job in a.
Montgomery, Ala., street carnival and
was soon one of its best entertain-i
Horse races were feature of th«
ers.
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carnivals a'lil Uv hvcaiiit intct'i'>t(.-il in
thi- Imrscs. Ik- canu- in contact with
a horse called Step and Feteliit. He
spent a year ruhhinn him. but never
rode him nor any other horse. He
now owns three automobiles and has
two chautTeurs.
4>

*

*

By the way, he likes to tell
stories on himjiclf and doesn't
forget that he was once a
shiuer of shoes, a medicine
show performer and a rubber
of Step and Fetchit, the thoroughbred.
*

*

4>

David Butler attended Stanford
University and thought he wanted to
be a gentleman farmer. His father
was on the sta,e;e. however, and the
footlights claimed the son shortly
after his graduation. He is one of
best handball and squash players on
the West Coast, and a faithful follower of the Stanford football team.
Genial Irving Cummmgs
was a stage actor for se^^eral
seasons before entering pictures. He was a screen star
before becoming a director.
Charles Morton has no close neighbors, so he can play his saxaphone
unmolested. He owns dogs. cats, a
parrott and feeds all tlie squirrels and
quail in his neighborhood.
He wears
sport shirts, always open at the neck.
* ' '*
*
Early

in

.Janet

Gaynor's

scittn (•(((■«'('/■ she Wits rejected
for the role of the "O. Henry"
girl at the Fox studio and
that was one of her most hitter disappoititments. Irving
Cummi)igs gave her what
proved to be her first important role, that of "Ann liurgher" in "The Johnstown
Flood." She is so timid that
she will not cross the street
alone. She has her lunches
served in the .leculsion of her
studio bungalow. She is a
born mimic and used to entertain her relatives with imitations of people she met in
various places.
♦
*
*
Miss Ciaynor is a faithful attendant
at the Hollywood Howl concerts.
Her only pets are two rabbiis that
were given to her at Raster in 1929.
Has one pet superstition — always puts
the right shoe on first.
*
*
*
Winthrop Ams changed Harriet
Johnson's name to Sylvia Field,
iihen he gave her a role in "The Betrothal." Incidentally, June Walker
and several other stage luminaries
gained prominence in "The Betrothal." Several years ago, Miss
Field played six parts for an Eastern company, but the pictures never
reached the screen. Her pay ivas $1
a day a)id lunch, but her experience
ivas worth more
than
the
dollars.
t
*
*
Miss

ALAN BIRMINGHAM
"Masquerade"
(FOX)

Field owns two automobiles, but can't diive either

iC'oiitiiitu\l

on

l\iin'
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CAMPBELL

GULLAN

Acting
and
Directing
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NORMAN

TAUROG

DIRECTOR

Eight Clark and McCullough Comedies
for Fox

II
In Preparation
An All-Star Movietone Feature
for Fox

SHARON
((

By RALPH
WILK
{Continued from Page
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one of them.
Her early ambi
tion was to run away and join
a circus.

he s concerned. He has one pet, a cat
named Jacob. He trained it from
kittenhood as if it was a dog but
will do all
tricks usually performed sorts
only by of
dogs.

Muriel Gardner, who is under
contract to Fox, still attends
high school. She doesn't use
makeup — except when performing before the camera. She has
a brother, seven years old, who
is a singer and dancer. She is
proud of the fact that she is
referred to as "the Marilyn
Miller of the sound screen."
*
*
*

*
*
*
Russell J. BirdwelVs first ambition
was to become a toreador. While a
newspaperman he scooped the world
on the fact that Charles A. Lindbergh was to hop at dawn on a certain May day, from Roosevelt Field,
Paris.
N. Y., on his p^-ojected flight to

For thirty-six years, Fred Zweifel
piloted shows up, down and over the
the length and breadth of the United
States and Canada. Now he is a unit
business manager at the Fox studio.
We suspect that now and then he
becomes a wee bit lonesome for
Room 800, Longacre Bldg., New
York City, which was a 7-endezvous
press and advance agents — and
for
Carthy.
incidentally the office of Jeff Mc-

Clark and Clarke are familiar figures at the Fox studio.
The former answers to the
name Daniel B., while the latter's last name is preceded by
Charles G. Both are cameramen. Charles G. recently fin-

*
*
*
Charles Klein first attracted
attention with the direction of
"The Tell-Tale Heart," a two
real subject. He was formerly
a cameraman and worked with
Lee DeForest in 1922 and 1923
on the development of talking
pictures. During his chUdhood
he was fond of his own puppet
shows.
*
*
*

Fox Movietone Follies"

11

A Little from Fox ''Lots''

*

*

*

ished work on "Masquerade."
Smiling Ralph Dietrich, although young in years, is a
veteran film editor. He edited
"The Fox Movietone Follies,"
fort.
merely to mention a recent ef-

Walter Weems, long a vaudeville
star, is busy at Fox. He wrote the
story for
"Hearts
in . Dixie" and also
furnishe
dialogue
d the
*

*

Jfc

Lumsden Hare is a member of a
well-known stage family. His father
was a famous English star.
*
*
*
Dixie Lee was afraid to attend the
preview of her first picture. She
Genial J. M. Kerrigan is a newrefuses to look at screen tests of
comer to the fold. He is a veteran
herself. Is homesick for her Chicago
stage
actor
direct and act
friends and relatives and is hoping for Fox. Heandhaswill
been cast for an
that her collie dog will be brought to important
her.
supporting role in John
McCormack's initial picture.
*
*
*
L. Wolfe Gilbert has no pets,
Norman Taurog directed
but likes dogs and horses that
can win. He gets out of bed
most of the Clark ayid McCulbefore the sun is up. Smokes
lough comedies for Fox. He
has notv been assigned to dibig black cigars. His best
rect aFox feature talker. For
known songs are "Ramona,"
several
years he was considLilac
Mother's
Eyes" — Time,"
all theme "Mysongs.
ered the highest salaried director in the short subject
Francis Perrett of the Fox
*
*
*
publicity department and MarFrank Merlin has the distinctin Cornica, trick cameramen,
tion of having written eight
are two of the best tennis players on the Coast.
plays — and selling every one.
field.has directed more than 30
He
Broadway pieces.
*
*
*
One of June Collyer's biggest asCampbell
Gullayi,
ne%o
Fox actor
sets are her dimples. Never leaves
home at night when she is working and director, was an actor in Ireland
for several years before coming to
in a picture. Can't go anywhere
without being recognized because of the United States.
*
*
*
those dancing dimples in either
cheek.
*
*
*
Johnprolific
Stone,writers,
one ofis Hollywood's
most
writing the
Alan Birmingham plays golf and scenario for "The Girl That Wasn't
Wanted," which William K. Howard
but admits that Hagen's and will direct for Fox.
tennis,
Tilden's crowns
are safe, sc far as
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FOX EXPANSION PLANNED $200,000,000 GROSS IS
FOR NORTHERN JERSEY SEEN BY FOX IN 2 YEARS
.Annual gross of $2lH 1.01)0,000 by
l"ox Metropolitan Tlieaters, it is I'o.x theaters within two years, was
more
alter
out
reacli
will
iiniler.stood,
theaters in northern New Jersey predicted in January of this year by
where its holdings now number 12 William l-'ox. This was at the time
houses in five towns as against 70 of making deals for 200 Greater Newhouses now enrolled in the Stanley York independent houses. Since,
Fox has secured control of 175 Loew
I'abian Corp-, a Warner theater sub- houses, scattered throughout 21
sidiary.
states. In January, Fox stated the
Reports are that tiie I-\)x interests aggregate seating capacity, counting
hold this step to be essential in order
to maintain their foothold in the ter- the New York independent houso
ritory which is beiuK handled by which were to be taken over, was
700,000, predicting that by the end of
Morris Kutinsky, lu-ad of the Xew 1929, the figure would be well over
Jersey Theatrical Knterprise, who
sold out to Fox and ^ave the latter 1,000,000. This figure is believed to
already have been approximated, if
his ingress into the district.
not actually passed.

LENNOX
PAWLE

Fox to Spend $150,000
Wiring Ascher Theaters Further Expansion in
Wash. Planned by Fox
Chicago— Fox is to spend $150,000

for wiring of theaters of the .\scher
chain, which have passed to Fox
management. Si.\ of the 1 1 houses
are being taken over immediately
while the remaining five will be t■l^'''l
over upon expiration of existing
leases.
Fox at Hanford
Hanford,
Cal. — Fox
West
Theaters is building at Lacey
and Irwin St.

Coast
Blvd.

Centralia, Wash — Strong pt)sition
of F'o.N. in this sectic.n. which was advanced considerably by acquisition of
the nine houses of the Twin City, D.
& R. Theater Co., and Hoouiam
.Amusement Co., houses, will be
strengthened by erection of a house
here and at .Aberdeen. Theaters
taken over in the deal are: Liberty
and Grand here; St. Helens and Liberty, Chehalis; D. & R., Weir and
Dream, Aberdeen; New Seventh St.
and Liberty.
Hoquiam.

BERNARD

[Fox Studios]

STEELE

DIRECTOR
(FOX)
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NNOUNCEMENTS
of new product issued only o year
ago were dedicated to silent pictures. Today not
much silent film is offered for sale. Except for Fox
News (wfiicti, incidentally, is serving more occounts
and covering spot news more tfioroughly than at
any time in its distinguished decade), no silent film
is offered for sale by Fox Film Corporation.
Four years ago William Fox, with uncanny foresight, anticipated
the coming of sound for the screen when he began developing
the sourid-on-film method of recording, for which he personally
coined the name Movietone.
In May, 1926, he arranged the first private showing of audible
film at the Nemo Theatre, 110th Street and Broadway, New York
City. Six days later the first Movietone pictures were mode on a
temporary sound-proof stage erected in the Fox Film Corporation
building. Tenth Avenue and 55th Street, New York.
In August, 1926, Fox Cose Corporation was formed to produce
Movietone pictures and to concentrote on the development of portoble
equipment for a talking newsreel.
On January 21, 1927, occurred the First public showing of Fox Movietone subjects— songs by Raquel Meller in connection with the premiere
of "what Price Glory" at the Sam H. Horris Theotre, New York.
On October 28, 1927, the first oil Movietone newsreel was shown
at the Roxy Theatre.
The first weekly issue of Fox Movietone News begon December 3,
1927. The first all dialog story ever told on film wos "The Family Picnic,"
produced at the Fox West Coast studios, and first shown publicly ot the
Globe Theotre in New York, at the premiere of "The Red Dance," a
synchronized feature.
Meanwhile sound engineers and technicol experts had planned and
erected the first complete motion picture studio designed for tolking
films— Fox Movietone City. Its formal dedication, attended by 25,000
persons, on Sunday, October 28, 1928, signolized the new era of
talking pictures. This new studio, comprising 180 acres ot Fox Hills,
California, is by far the largest and most complete motion picture studio
in the world. Built at a cost of $10,000,000, it provides production
facilities for talking and musical productions which are setting new
high standards for the audible screen.
The vast extent of the William Fox studios in California is shown in
detoil in airplane views on the fallowing pages.
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Covering
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have

been

AIRPLANE
examination
"What

of some

Arizona/'
Cock

of the

buildings will reveal the sets used in

Price Glory/' ''7th Heaven/' "Sunrise/' "Hearts in Dixie/' "In Old
"Christina/' "The

of all -talking Fox
built to represent

VIEW...

Eyed

World."

Black Watch/'

"Frozen

Justice" and "The
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Farthest removed from the streets and boulevards
of this 180-acre development and surrounded by a wall stands the completed
Fox Movietone City shov\^n above at right. This specially designed and
nev/ly constructed group

of buildings includes the huge sound-proof stages

used in producing "Fox Movietone Follies" and other talking and singing features. Here also are the projection rooms and little theatre, rows of comfortable dressing rooms for the players' convenience, modern electrical equipment and a giant air-conditioning plant which forces water-cooled air into
the sound-proof stages.
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Listening in at the Fox
GRAINGER'S SALES CREW_
LANDS INJE BIG" CITY

HARRY I). (BUX^ RUXBAUM,
postcardcd Iroiii tlie Coast to
>latc how nnicli lie enjoyed the tri)).
Tlie Xew York Fox branch manager
returned yesterday. He went to the
Coast with Home OtTice Representative \V. J. Kupper and District Manhger Harry V. Campbell, to see at
ifirst hand the pictures now in work,
rhev were delegates of the sales force
;iih1 will report their experiences to
the sales convention in Xew York
today. All three are pepped up over
,iie new product.

Cadmcin Signed
u ,it Cuiiit But. run iiLM D.tii.y

Hollywood — Charles Wakefield Cadman, nat'onally known
composer has signed a contract with Fox to write several
songs ard the complete musical
score for "Conquistador." one
cf the company's 48 talking pictures for 1929-1930. Alfred
Santell will direct. Featured
players will be Warner Baxter
and Mary Duncan.

be shuw^i, tile Iirst talker in wlucii
voice of Janet (Jay nor is heard.
Tomorrow morning, a screening of
"Behind Tiial Curtain" is slated at
the liaiety, with a meeting scheduled
in the afternoon. At liigiit, the >ales
force will be guests of the Fox .\thlctic t lub at a ball at the Park Central.
Friday, a beach party will be given
at Far Roekaway with Grainger acting a^ host. Saturday personal conferences between (jraiiiger and the
various managers will be held, the
delegates entraining for their respective branches Sunday.

ENTHUSIASM RUNS HIGH COMPLETE FOX ROSTER IN
AS EOX MANAGERS GATHER

{,L\>iitiiHu\l jiom Page 1)
(Peck) Gomersall, home ofrepresentative, /ai.s been makiug vention. James R. (Jimmy) Grainger,
ITcs-f exchanges. will preside at the sessions, which
of Middle
probabli/ ivill be the tallest continue throughout the week.
the convention.
The meeting today will also be
addressed
by Courtland Smith, genof
charge
in
been
has
Roger Ferri
eral manager of Fox Movietone, and
convention arrangements. The vetOtterson, president of Elecran exploiteer is expected to pull by John
trical Research Products, Inc.
.
.ome real surprises.
Outlining of the 48 pictures on the
Ferri has been doing a real job
1929-30 schedule is slated at this
vith "The Fox Dynamo," company
ouse organ.
morning',-^ session. Fox and \'ice
President Jack Leo, are on the prog
cheerin
long
gram for talks this afternoon.
some
be
l
There'l
Tonight, the delegates will attend
vhen final standings in the J. Rirainger Week leaders are anwired houses
than any
unmted. The Denver exchange has has more
other
territory.
drive.
the
in
pace
the
setting
)een
Goina to a convention can't keep
.Jeff McCarthy is to go to Ireland
o he business manager of the John Ward E. Scott, Cleveland, from selling films. While in the station at
\IcCornuick production itnit. Tom
3urry is ivriting the story.
Cleveland he closed for the "Big
Six" group of pictures with George
Max Roth probably will doll up the Fleischman of the State, Toledo.
vest
loud
new
roceedings with the
Conventions are no annual pleasle's been sporting.
ure jaunts for Jack Sichelman, assistant general sales manager, who
Clyde Eckhardt is enthusiastic
ver the outlook in the Chicago sec- finds them instead a tornado of recor. Clyde also is an exhibitor now,
ord analyzing and whirlwind activ)eing president of the Fox Chicago
ity. "
''heater Co., which has taken over
Add Ben Simon to the list of
he Ascher chain.
promotions from the ranks. He now
is manager of the New Haven
\V. S. Miller, booker and assistant branch.
nanager at Dallas, is introducing a
It'll- dialect at the meetings, a com.\nd still another Foxite, attending
>ination of southern drawl, cowboy
first convention as a manager is
his
ingo and Movietone.
\'. M. Skorey. who recently was
given the reins at Calgary.
Fdgar Moss, Philadelphia, is ready
that
say
to
o lav $500 on the line
Lester Sturm furnished one of the
le'll beat every manager in every thrills of the J. R. Grainger salef.
ales race during the coming year.
drive, refusing to be daunted when
trailing. The result ivas a jump to
the leading group.
district
an
Canadi
in,
J. P. O'Loghl
nanager, has been doubling up as
F. W. Voight is utilizing the opnanager at Toronto, following resiglation of William Gehring. He
portunity to renew old show business acfiuaintances. He was for
aswrought along William Reid,
on the Coast
istant manager at Toronto, ivho is years with the Shuberts legitima
te and
the
of
veteran
a
is
and
sales
l
nationa
first
his
g
ttendin
film business.
onvention.

E. T.
fice
■t toitr
Peck"
man at

Convention

l\ est Coast Uh,. hie

IIL.M

n.itl.Y

Hollywood — Every important player on the Fox lot will appear in
"Fox Movietone Minstrels" tor which
De Sylva, Brown and Henderson will
write the original mu-ic. John McCormack, Will Rogers and Xorma
Terris are ihe exceptions. Additional
song features will be written by Walter Donaldson. Kdgar Leslie and L.
Wolfe Gilbert and .M)el Baer and
William Collier and Walter Weenis
wrote the story.
Charles Walker of Salt Lake Citv
declares he is ready to meet all comers in a swimming match to feature
way.
the beach party that "Jiiymy" (Jrainger is staging I""riday at Far Roeka-

.Joe Lee, New Jersey sales manager, believes he is being framed.
It seems that the epidemic of Scotch
jokes has left Joe stranded, because
there's nothing new under the sun,
so it seems.

THREE DAYS Of BUSINESS
WITH PLEASURE MUD IN
'E

Life in the Movietone dcparlnirnt
agrees with him. (icor^c Koltcrli reports. The assistant to Miltuii
.Schwartz has put on 12 pounds in recent inuiiihs.

Ben RoHenberg hat been given a
real break, for he'g going back to
the ir<'*/ he loven »o well, renuming his district manngcr's dutien at
Denver, following a sesiiion as Den
Moines maniiyer. Hen at ill calls
Los Angeles home, however.
W. .\. (Tony) Ryan intends to
hang until his record a^ Beau Bruiiiniell III the outfit, judging by the cxten>ive wardrobe he brouKht with

him.
Just try to get that William Fox
Anniversary Week trophy a way
from Sidney Sampson of Buffalo.
Sid is ant to win it again this year,
and two ivins mean permanent
possession.
The Pullman conductors arc going to see a lot of John Nolan, home
ortice representative, ne .t year, for
'tis said he's to spend practically all
his time traveling.
W. E. Bachnieyer. Cincinnati, is
receiving congratulations on his recovery from illness. It's good to see
him back on the job, declare the assemblecl managers.
"Jimmy" Grainger, hard hitting
general sales manager of Fox, well
may he proud of his organization.
In meeting the boys, one finds real
reasons for the .iensatio}ial adiances
Fox has made.

Harry
ing any Bailey,
chances,Montreal,
and soisn't
he takha«
t'-.v
fed
adnii
has
ger
brought
a
bodyguard
to
the
co"V"uGrain
Eddie
.\fthe golf bug has bitten hini hard- Edtion of
in his
the ace
person
of "Bill" O'Hara.
one
.salesmen.
ter steering clear of it for years,
die tumbled. Xow he's in steady
When you talk about traveling
the next Film inDailtraining for
trials
and tribulations, George Balfall.
held
be
to
,
ament
Tourn
(iolf
lentine, Seattle, can bark yon off
It was just a confidential talk that the map. Trying to make time over
of roads in his terGrainger had with his men yester- the wide ritory,variety
is
a
real
accomplishment.
conthe
to
y
day, as the preliminar
vention proper, which gets under
Harry Campbell, Xew England
way today. Jack Sullivan, veteran d strict chief, is radiating pep and
Fox exchangeman, and now fihn
The advance dope on the
buyer for Fox Wc^t Coast, found optimism.
new 48 gave him cause
get
't
couldn
he
it so much .so, that
by the hoy on the door.
Ira H. Cohen, came in from Pittsbusithe record
that would
Hugh Rennie. Denver salesman,
ness heburgh,
is suredoing
bring him
who recently was named Memphis
in first in the jamts R. Grainger
manager, now is the manager atr. MilWeek drive.
waukee, succeeding Fred Slite reentv
signed. Hugh ha> been puttin-'-l
However, there is R. G. Morrison
on the ball, another case of promotion
Denver to be reckoned with, whenof
from the ranks.
ever there's a sales drive staged.
salesr
forme
a
the
is
str?'"''t
T. W. Young
for thehassecond
Morrison,
Ben Reingold, St. Louis, holdit
I. J. Schmertz. .\lbany. has a big
time,
apparently
copped
first
man, who made the grade and was
It's
iield for selling sound pictures.
He rewarded
the
d.
of
recor
ement
with manag
nce telephone been reportlong dista
(Continued on Page 9S»
he calls. Ben's
laims that proportionately
Albany Memphis branch.
his wiferegular
ly.
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NEW UNIVERSAL PRODUCT
OUTLINED AT R. C. MEET

Listening in at the Fox Convention
(Cantinvcd from

C. E. Hilgers, Kansas City, also
is not to be counted out of the running. He's sure that the final returns will show him the winner.

Kansas City — New season product
of Universal was under discussion at
the western sales convention here of
Universal. The sessions winds uii Maybe, he'll demand a recount, taking a leaf from, the book of aldertoday, with individual conferences
men ayid the et cet.
scheduled between M. Van Praag
general sales manager, and his varJohn Dillon is one of the shining
ious managers and salesm'-n Thof "Jimmy" Grainger's polmeetings will be followed by an east- examples
icy of promoting men from the
ern convention opening Saturday at
ranks. A year ago, Dillon was speAtlantic City.
cial field representative; last fall he
A 20 minute parade and demonstration marked announcement of tiie was named New Haven nT-^o-ror q,i,i
now he's managing the Washington
product, the exchangemen from the branch.
Three jumps in a year.
various keys parading around the hall
with their standards and singing
C. R. Dippie, Vancouver, was
"Forward March with Universal," lucky to get in for the convention
company song.
on time. He caught the foiirth
The convention was addressed by section of the Century, as it ivas
the following home office officials pulling out of Chicago.
and executives: Lou B. Metzger, M.
Van Praag, Ted Schlanger, Fred
B. L. Dudenhefer, New Orleans, is
McConnell, Milton Silver, Joe Weil, another Fox go-getter who has been
Charles M. Steele, Sidney Sincer- on the sick list. His recovery is a
man, H. M- Messiter and Lee matter
for congratulation.
Balsly. M. B. Shanberg, of the
Shanberg circuit, all appeared for a
George W . Fuller, who has been
district manager in the Pittsburgh,
talk on "Approaching an Exhibitor''
or "Hints to Salesmen." The con- Washington amd Charlotte zones, is
vention was opened by Mayor Albert all smiles, the occasion being his
Beach of Kansas City.
promotion to managonent of the
Two of the hin'h-Iights of the con- district embracing New Orleans,
vention were the screening of Memphis, Charlotte and Atlanta,
"Broadway" and "College Love." As with headquarters at the latter.
a token of esteem for Metzger, the
John Fuller, Charlotte, just missed
sales force presented a handsome testimonial scroll to him.
catching the vaudeville engagement
At the convention banquet, held of his 16-year old daughter, who recently made h?r stage debut.
last night, and at which "Red"
Grange, Universal's newest star, was
Beyi Gould killed two birds with
the guest of honor. Van Praag. general sales manager for Universal, an- one stone on his way in from Los
nounced and presented $1500 to Man- Angeles, stopping off at Pittsburgh
ager George Naylor and the Los for a visit with relatives.
Angeles exchange for their work in
the Carl Laemmle 23rd Anniversary
J. M. Huber, Winnipeg, is lookDrive. Also a prize of $700 to R. A.
ing forward with keen anticipation
Scott and the Vancouver
exchange.
to release of "The City Girl," filmed
in the wheat fields of his territory.

M-G-M Sales Convention
Gets Under Way at Chi
Chicago — Annual sales convention
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer got under
way here at the Drake Hotel with a
screening of "The Hollywood Revue
of 1929," which according to the
sales force present declared the picture the strongest musical production they had ever seen not excludi'""The Broadway Melody." The picture will open at top price on June
20th at Grauman's Chinese, following a five month's run of "The
Broadway Melody"
Felix F. Feist, general manager of
sales, presided over the business session, which was started immediately
following the screen. In addition to
Felix F. Feist and Arthur Loew, vice
president, njany other officials of
tlie organization
were
present.
Reading,
Mich., House
Sold
Reading, Mich. — Ivan R. Howell
is new owner of the Savoy, purchased from Mrs. Howard Ashton.

Milton Schwartz, head of Movietoday.tone sales, IS to do his stuff in a talk
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last vear, Harry's out of luck, though,
as there are to be no talks by managers this year.
P. K. Johnston, Dallas, is certainly sold on talkers, which he says
in towns of Texas are trebling business.

E. V. Landaiche, assistant manager
of the New Orleans office, is attending. This is said to be his first trip
line.
north of the Mason-Dixon
George

(Poker Pete) Landis, Indianapolis, denies he is from Memphis, as "Peck" Gomersall insists.
"Can't you tell by the way he walks
that he's
know. Memphis?" "Peck"
to from
wanted
Max Roth, veteran home office
representative, was very much in evidence, reminiscing on his various trips
throughout the country.
it. Moe Levy, Minneapolis, wanted to
be in the latest mode, so he stopped
in Chicago, to buy a cane. Then,
he walked out of the store without

George (Dad) McKean, special
representative, is the daddy of the
Fox organization and can recall days
way back in show business.
Charles Powers, Portland, is the
youngest member of the sales force,
but what he lacks in years, he makes
up in enthusiasm.

VIENNA SOUND SYSTEM
CALLED REVOLUTIONARY
000,0()( capital, the Selenophone,
has
been
placed on
m)^n,?n°'*^'^.
''^ tiie
^ syndicate
$5,market inwith
Vienna
by Hans Thirrmg, University professor, and Oscar Czeija, director of
the Austrian State Broadcasting
Co
joint inventors of the new sound
device states a copyright despatch
to The New York Evening Post"
Ihe device can be attached to any
projector and is claimed revolutionary, because of its simplicity and
effectiveness.

"It operates witii the aid of sensitive selenic cells," the despatch says.
Ihe music voice is directed into
a
radio microphone to which is attached the selenic cell invented by
Herr Thirring. The vibrating microphone waves are converted into light
waves, which are registered on photographic film made of glossy paper
instead of celluloid.
"This paper looks like a strip of
telegraph ribbon. It is less tlian a
quarter of an inch wide, enabling the
manufacturers to mail an entire concert program to a film house, or permitting an amateur movie enthusiast
to carry home in his, pocket the score
of a whole opera.
"The second part of the Selenophone consists of an apparatus whereby light penetrates the paper ribbon
and converts the vibration on the film
into tone with the help of another
selenic cell. A radio loud speaker reproduces the music.
"The Selenophone is a combined
film apparatus and when synchronized
produces a 'talkie' without expensive
readjustment, it is claimed.

Reggie March, St. John, finally is
going to get a break with talkers.
_ "The company exploiting the invenLfpon his arrival, he received a wire
tion, which was first made'a year ago,
but kept
secret until now, is scheduled
that two of his territory's key houses
are being wired. St. John is the last to manufacture 'talkies' on a large
big territory of the United States or scale and invade the cinema market in
Canada to get sound representation.
the near future."
Stanley Mayer, Kansas City salesman, is attending as a manager,
having recently been elevated to
management
of the Des Moines
branch.

Ohio Showmen Frown
On Gov't
Interv
ention
{Continned
from Page 1)

acting on a petition from the Nortl
west exhibitor unit.
Probalily Schwartz will seek the coWilliam Minder is attending his
James and Wood are in New
operation of Harry Melcher, St.
Louis, who is reported to have been first convention also. He is manager York to bring to attention of disof the Atlanta office.
tributors conditions existing in Ohio.
studying oratory since the convention
They were delegated to this mission

U. A. Winds Up Second of Jack Bower Gets U. A.
District Post in South
Three Sales Meetings
Chicago — Speeches by Joseph M.
Schenck, president, Samuel Goldwyn,
owner-member and Edwin Carewe,
producer-director, Al Lichtman, distril)ution chief, and Cresson E. Smith,
division manager, featured the United
Artists sales convention here Sunday.
Schenck, Goldwyn and Harry Richman, continued on to the Coast.
Al Lichtman, United Artists sales
head, who has returned to New York,
now is planning the third and last
of the series of sales meetings, which
will be held at San Francisco, within the next two weeks.

.•\tlanta — Jack Bower, who, for five
months has been Atlanta branch man-,
ager for United Artists, has been
appointed southern district manager
with headquarters in New Orleans
He will be succeeded here by C. E.
Peppiatt. who has been head of the
United Artists' office in Charlotte.

Cinelux, French Co. Formed
Paris — Cinelux Co. with a capital
of $480,000 has been formed here to
produce, distribute film as well as
sell motion picture apparatus, it is
reported.

at the recent
meeting of
the takes
---->ni-a
zation
at Columbus.
Ohio
position d'ametrically opposed to the
airing of industry matters before any
governmental agency. The Ohio
unit is not a member of Allied.

Branch at Memphis is
Planned by Warners
Memphis — Warners are arranging:
to open an exchange here in chart;,
of Herbert C. Wales, who has been
sales
for theWales
compai'"'
in
the representative
Florida territory.
will
attend the Warner convention in
New York, following which he will
go
to Memphis to establish the new
branch.
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'6 TWO REEL TALKER
COMEDIES EROM EDUC'L
E. W. Hannnons. president oi
Educational, announces for the 19290 season 76 all-talking two-reel
omedies; 12 releases of Lyman H.
lowe's Hodge-Podge series, made
ith synchronized score and sound
Tects; and 104 issues of Kinograms,
?leased twice weekly.
The two-reel talking comedies will
e released in seven groups, consistig of from six to 30 to the series,
'hese include the Mack Sennett, Luino Lane, Jack White, Lloyd Haniil-

Fox-W. E. Deal?
It est Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Fox, the Giannini interests and Western
Electric are forming a SlOO,000,000 talking picture theater
circuit, it is reported here.
A. P. Giannini has denied
report that his interests are
joining with Fox and Western
Electric in a talker theater combine.

FOX TO GIVE CUSTOMERS
FIRST BREAK, DEAL SHOWS
COLUMBIA COMPLETING ITS
OWNSYSTEMOFEXCHANGES

Oppositi
on toGetsLoew's at
Baltimore
Product 1929-30

Tliat Fox intends to stand by his
customers in cities where the firm
has been getting adequate representation is seen demonstrated in closing
Moving rapidly in its plan to oper- yesterday of a deal for the next seaate a national exciiangc system of its son'.s produc
with the New theater,
own, Columbia is about to purchase Baltimore. tThis
is the first contract
Hollywood Pictures, New York ex- closed for the new season. The New
(Continued
on Page 5)
change from Jack Bellman, who has is chief opposition in Baltimore to
been distributing Columbia product
for several years.
Loew's, controlled by Fox. Loew's
Harry
W'arner,
operates
the Century, Valencia and
Sam
E. M.
Morris,
vice president,
president, andat
F.xchanges now selling Columbia Stanley at Baltimore.
9:30 this morning will open the an- under franchise in Cleveland, CinThe New contract was closed by
nual Warner sales convention at the
cinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, and telephone between Manager Mechanic
Hotel Pennsylvania, New York. To- Indi_anapolis have been approached of the New and James R. (Jimmy)
day and tomorrow have been set
aside for discussion of the 35 Vita- along identical lines, it is understood. Grainffcr, Fox general sales manager,
Educational opens its annual con- phone features and 312 Vitaphone
WashDillon,
with John
co-operating
(Continued
on Page
4)
Mition this morning at the Ritz- shorts on the 1929-30 program. Two
arlton Hotel, Atlantic City. This versions of each feature, talker and
nclave ushers in Educational's silent, will be made.
nth year as a national short subcts producing and distributing or- Sales Forces at Opening
mization, and has a full represention of home office executives and
of Warner, Atlantic City Praised by executives at brief openbranch and divit heads,
;partmen
Atlantic
City — Warner
and First
ing meeting yesterday for its work
on managers.
National sales force shared the enhome
the
the year, First National sales
from
during
attending
Those
William Green, president of the
thusiasm of the first night audience,
at 9:30 this morning be- American Federation of Labor, yesexecutives
York are : E. W. Ham- which
fice in New
last
night
attended
formal
(Continucd cm Page 6)
gin their business sessions in their
(Continued on Page 3)
terday confirmed statement made on

H.M. WARNER AND MORRIS
OPEN SALES MEET TODAY

ih1alemm8oncosInvpeennsti'eondutoc'dal y

E. N. FORCES PRAISED
AT CONVENTION OPENER A.F.L. HEADTlEDGES FULL

SUPPORT TOJOUITY ASS'N

ILIED SEIsTs. PROBE;
lOVE STYLED AS "SILLY"
"It probably is the heat," was
yesterday's comment made by a
leading producer-distributor on
the Allied plans for a probe.
He feels that asking the government to intervene "in a
trade condition based entirely
on supply and demand, is too
silly to talk about."

ashington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Charging that projcers of talking films are keeping
cir prices at prohibitive levels for
e purpose of driving the independit exhibitors out of business, Ahm F. Myers, president and general
ipnsel of Allied States, in a state6nt outlining the meeting of the
)ard of directors in Chicago June
yesterdav asserted that the Fed(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page

Educational's Story

educational sul)ject, tucked away under the
Haninions and shown hefore a meeting of
BriarclilT Lodge. Prosaic enough, this was
to the chain of circumstances which resulted in
Edticational.
AN

3)

arm of Earle W.
the Red Cross at
the eycnt leading
the formation of

the Coast by Frank Gillmore, president of Actor's Equity Ass'n, stating
the federation stands "squarely behind" P3quity's efforts to secure an
Equity Shop in talkers.
"You
may
rely upon this great
(Continued on Page 4)

Sarnoff
No Comment'
to Make Has
on Merger
Subject

Uavid SarnolT, executive vice presiThe year is 1915. Hammons, with a prior experience in brokerdent of RCA, through his secretary
age and real estate, had happened upon that one picture which was
erected.
he
l)Qs
given
notice that he has no
to
later
was
company
his
which
on
e
to prove a cornerston
comment to make on the subject of a
Hamon
It gave him an idea and with that idea came the realization
merger. Meanwhile, the Paraniountmons' part that the path to .successful operation in the short subject C"olumbia (Continucd
Broadcasting
is reOH Page deal,
3)
field began and ended with entertainment, not instructive films. And
was
America
so he acted. The Educational Films Corporation of
formed, with the New York territory the sphere of its activities.
Tomorrozv
Hammons recalls those days with several grim smiles. His office
A 32 page edition of THE
was a one room aflFair at 171 Madison Ave. The company had a presiFILM
DAILY containing
dent. Also a booker, a salesman and a bookkeeper and all of them were
First
National's
product annamed Hammons. The history of the times, as it concerns what was
nouncement for the next seaal, reveals that Hammons' line-up primarily emlater to be EducationRobert
Bruce scenics.
son.
braced a series of
(Continued

on Page

23)
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Chicago — Whether censors did Balaban & Katz a favor, in Hsting
"Careers" as a pink shp picture, as
was the case with "The Letter,"
awaits the end of the week for determination. The pink sHp means it
is for aduhs only, and in the case
of "The Letter," the classification resulted in landoffiice business. The
Chicago is splashing on the. fact that
the censors ordered eliminations before they would pass the film for
showings except to adults. The house
is pointing out that restricted pictures
have been contrary to policy but says
with advent of talkers, eliminations
are impossible mechanically without
seriously affecting continuity or
multilating the whole production.

McCaffery Victor in R-K-0
Tourney Just Renewed

Will McCaffrey won the RadioKeith-Orpheum Golf Tournament, and
was medalist in the qualifying round,
a double victory never before accom'.30
plished in the company event. Har0 old Ivemp was runner up and the
third lowest score in the qualifying 18
holes was made by Hiram S. Brown,
company president, with whose personal support entry the tournament
Sales was renewed.

Commander Byrd and his party
now at their Antarctic base, en route
to the South Pole, will be entertained Saturday night by the spoken
parts of a Paramount sound picture.
The arrangements were made by
Emanuel Cohen, editor of Paramount
News, which is exclusively filming
the expedition, upon assurances from
Byrd that the party will stand by.
Dialogue and musical parts of the
picture will be broadcast from Station KDKA, Pittsburgh, at 11 P. M.
eastern
standard time.

"Bill" Callaway Gets Pathe
District Post in South
W. E. Callaway, who has been
branch manager at Dallas since resignation June 17 of E. C. Leeves, has
been named district manager for
Pathe, with jurisdiction over the Dallas, Charlotte, Atlanta, Memphis,
New Orleans and Oklahoma branches,
Phil Reisman, Pathe general sales
manager, states. R. C. Price has replaced L. J. Duncan as Charlotte
manager.

14 Girls in Pete Smith's
"Living
Billboard" Display
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Book
TheDate
Industry's
Today:

Annual Fox sales meeting, N. \
Annual
First National
sales cor
vention,
N. Y.
Annual
Warner
sales conventioi
N. Y.
Annual
Educational
sales convei
tion at Atlantic City.
Convention
of
eastern
Pennsy
vania, southern
New Jersey
an
Delaware exhibitors.
Opening
N. Y.

June

21

June

22

June
June

23
25

June
July

27

of

"Drag"

at

Warnei

Premiere
of "Broadway
Babies,
Central,
New York.
Paramount
eastern
division
sale
convention at Atlantic City, N. J
Universal eastern convention a
Atlantic
City.
Annual
RKO
sales convention a
Chicago,
111.
Annual
sales
cot
vention
atTiffany-Stahl
Detroit.
Pathe convention at Atlantic Cit*
Meeting
of Allied
States
Assn
Washington.
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Injunction Denied Ziegfeld
Application of Florenz Ziegfeld ti
restrain Fox from employing Sey
mour Felix, who staged "Whoopee,
and is to stage another musical shov
for Ziegfeld, has been denied in Su
preme Court, New York. The cour
held the Ziegfeld contract does no
prevent Felix from seeking other em
ployment, and so does not justify ;
finding in advance of trial that Fo;
interfered with the director in carry

Hollywood — ■ Fourteen girls are
$954,060 Consolidated Net
Consolidated Film Industries re- used in the "living billboard," de- ing out the contract.
signed by Pete Smith, M-G-M studio
ports net for the five months ended
Cartoonist Guest of AMPA
1,600
publicity chief. Its unveiling attracted crowds.
May 31, of $954,060, after charges
Irving HofTman, cartoonist whosi
and taxes, which is equivalent to
drawings are syndicated in men
1,000
100 $1.36 a share, earned on the comCamilla
Horn
Leaves
than 50 metropolitan dailies, will bi
100
bined 300,000 no par shares of parCamilla Horn, German player, who the guest at Thursday's luncheon o
the AMPA at the Motion Pictun
ticipating preferred, and 400,000 no
3,700
7,400
900 par common
shares, under the par- has been appearing with Alexander Club. President George Harvey in
100
Moissi, Germany star, in his first all- timates that a last-minute surpris'
ticipating provisions of the shares
9,200 This compares with a net of $568,705
talking picture, in German, "The attraction may be offered.
for the corresponding period of 1928, Royal Box," a Vitaphone production
which was equal to 81 cents a share just completed at the Warner Bros,
5,700 on the combined stocks.
eastern Vitaphone studios under the
8,600
"26
direction of I?ryan Foy, has sailed for
6
Europe. Moissi sailed on the same
4,100
Fox
Dividends
Declared
300
100
Fox Film Corp. has declared reg- ship for a vacation in France and
'i66ular quarterly dividends of $1 a share Switzerland. Miss Horn is returning
3,300
to Germany.
5,366 on the class "A" and "B" common
stocks, payable July 15 to holders of
record June 29.
Arriving in N. Y. Today
3,200
W. S. Small is arriving in New
Driscoll on Bank
Board
York today from the Coast with a
100

Al« If • jA%

1,1
0
1,4 0
00

Royster Transferred to N. Y.
Harry O. Royster, veteran e.Kploiteer, is being tran.sferred from
the MetropoHtan, Boston, to the
Rivoh, New York.

Arthur F. Driscoll of O'Brien, print of "The Girl Who Wouldn't
Malevinsky & Driscoll, has been
added to the board of directors of
the Broadway National Bank & Trust
Georgia House Closed
Co., New York.
Experiment, Ga. — The Kincaid has
been closed by Lewis Thomas.
Banks Returns
Wait."
Monty Banks has returned to New
York from Europe.

'

Loveridge at Fort Worth
Fort
Worth — John
F. Loveridge
has been appointed manager of the
Majestic.
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HARVARD TO PRESERVE 12
Contract Hit, Defended at
F. N. FORCES PRAISED
North Carolina Unit Meet EILM8 AS EXAMPLES Of ART
AT CONVENTION OPENER
i^L ontinurd

/».»!«

t'aijc

{)

annual sales convention at the Hotel
Cotninodore, New York, Elerinan
Starr, company proidcnt, opened tlie
nicctinKS witli a welcoininjj; speecli
yesterday, after wliicli the home office executives and l)raneh managers
went to Atlantic City, where last
nifjht they attended opening of the
new Warner. Meetings continue today and tomorrow.
In a hrief session l)eforc the nieetinp adjourned, sales executives who
have won promotion duriiip the past
year were especially comnieiuled. a'
were others who have done notably
good work.
Among those cited were:
A. \V. Smith, Jr., lontt .issoci.Tted with
First National, whose territory was re
cenfly enlarged with the abohshing nf the
southern division. Mr. Smith, in addition
to being eastern manager, is manager of the
Ca ladi.m
territory.
Gradwell K. Sears, formerly manager of
the Cleveland branch, then Chicago manager,
where he made such an enviable record tliat
he was appointed
western
<:ales manager.
Joe Vergesslich. formerly manager of the
New Jersey exchange and now manager of
the New York ami New Jersey combined
exchanges ; Harry Hnmmell. formerly New
Jersey salesman now a New Jersey super
visor; Howard Levy and Fred Meyers, both
promoted to places of supervisor in the New
York
territory.
Fred M. Jack, formerly of Memphis, now
Atlanta
manager.
Harry Thomson, formerly assistant man
ager_ of Albany,
now
manager.
Walter Brandt, formerly salesman, now
manager
of the Cleveland
exchange.
Joe Luckett,
now manager
of Dallas.
George Almon, formerly salesman at Atlanta, now manager
at Memphis.
Carl Leserman, formerly manager of Cleveland, now manager
of the Chicago exchange.
E. J. Tilton, F. R. Hryan, and VV. C.
Brimmer were especially commended for
bringing in a record number of long term
contracts.
R. S. Bell, Canadian district manager, and
H. Paynter, manager of the Toronto office,
were especially commended for their work in
that territory. Also the Albany, Kansas
City, Salt Lake City and Winnipeg branches
for their leadership in the fall drive.

W rightsville 15each, N. C— Standard form of contract now in use in
the industry is illegal in North Carolina, J. W. Bailey, Raleigh attorney,
declared at the state convention, following his exhaustive analysis of the
form of agreement,
Bailey devoted a major portion of
his talk to the arbitration clause and
pointed out that arbitration is compulsory, rather than volimtarv, stating that exhibitors invited destruction if they refuse to submit to rulings, since service is placed under
heavy penalties.
R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A. i)resideiit, who followed Bailey, defended
the contract, stating he places arbitration above court proceedings, but
admitted there is amjile room for
improvement in arbitration.
Practical theater operation from
the standpoint of sounder policies
including buying, booking, program
arrangement, presentation, merchandising to the public and contracts, was
discussed by Montgomery S. Hill of
Publix-S'aenger Theaters of North
Carolina. Another ipractical talk
was made by M. A. Lightman, president of the Tri-State
Ass'n.
Formal
report
of the
sccrctar>-

slmwed tliat the association has an
active membership of 117 and that
under the present administration
which represents niendiers in arbitration cases, exhibitors have won KO
per cent of their actions. Mrs. Walter CJrifliths. former secretary of the
Charlotte I-'ilm Board of Trade, has
served as secretary of the association
for the last six months.

Boston — Motion pictures became
the tenth muse yesterday when it was
made
knownv that
Harvard
I'nivrrs
ity
had formall
nominat
ed ihcni
as one
of the fine arts.

A committee appointed by Dr. G.
H. Chase. Dean of the Department
of Fine Arts, and chairmanncd by
.\t Monday's meeting, the Brook- Dr. Chandler R. Post, professor of
hart bill was condenmed in a rcso
the department, has made its selection
hit ion imanimously passed. The reso- of the first of a scries of grouns of
lution expressed the belief that the motion pictures, American anti
industry could best solve its prob- foreign, which will be preserved in
lems. The clause which, the reso- perpetuity by the university because
lution declares, would permit auc- of their artistic merits. New prints
tioning off choicest pictures to the of the first twelve choices announced
highest bidder, was hit as a blow to had been secured from the producers
the independent exhibitor. The reso- through Will II. Hays and will be inlution stated the organization recogcluded, though not by name, in the
nizes that a distributor can sell a
annual list of art gifts to the Univerday.
theater complete or nearly comsity, to be formally acceptetl by Presiplete program at a lower price than
dent A. Lawrence Lowell, on Thurssmaller
allotments of films.
Ciharles Pictiuet, president of the
association, stated Monday that an
The pictures chosen from the productions of 1926 and the committee.
appeal was being sent to distributors
for a round robin on rentals. He Dr. Post said today, will work forward and backward from that date.
stated that some distributors have
exi^ressed a willingness to cooperate The 1927 list is near completion, the
on the current situation.
delay being due to the fact that careful study is given practically to the
entire roster of feature productions.
The 1926 films which Harvard deems

Sales Forces at Opening
Sarnoff Has No Comment
of Warner, Atlantic City to Make on Merger Subject
(Continued

from

I'aije

\)

opening of the new Warner on the
Boardwalk at Arkansas Ave. The
new house seats 5,000, and is the
largest house at the resort. Charles
P. Tilton, local builder, erected the
theater from plans by HoffmanHenon Co.. Philadelphia architects.
The front, faced with colored, architectural terra cotta, is finished in
Moorish style.
The main lobby has a floor of art
tile and beamed ceiling of stenciled
3 F. N. Openings
plaster, the predominating colors being gold, red and blue. Si.x framed
Three First Xational-Vitaphone
productions will open on Broadway mirrors, each four by 12 feet, line tlie
during the next three days. "Drag," sidewalls separated by striped pilastwhich is Richard Barthelmess' sec- ers.
ond talking picture, will have its
The treatment of the main auditorpremiere at the Warner tonight. Toium is exceptionally elaborate, being
morrow evening will see Alec finished in the atniospheric style. Indirect lighting across a blue ceiling
White's latest vehicle, "Broadway
Babies," make its bow at the Cen- will play beams of light to give the
tral. On Saturdav, "Two Weeks effect of clouds drifting across the
heavens.
Of?," co-starring Dorothy Mackaill
Throughout this section at various
and Jack Mulhall, begins a week's
engagement at the Strand.
intervals are niches holding statuary
of Carrara marble and carved figiires.
Gross Writes Talker Comedy
The sides of the auditorium are lined
Milt Gross, cartoonist and humor- with bits of architectural masterpieces
ist, has written a short sound com- at the ui)permost part of which are
edy as yet untitled to be produced trees and shrubberies, producing an
by Al Boasberg and Louis Brock at outdoor effect.
the RCA
Photophone Granicrcy
The stage is 30 feet deep by 90 feet
studios.
in length and is topped by a white
tiled canopy. The orchestra pit, 24
Reiter Leaves Seattle House
by 54 feet, is of the disappearing
Seattle — Carl Reiter, who has been
type, being raised or lowered by
with the Orpheum circuit for 33 means
of an electrical worm gear lift.
years, has resigned. \\'. A. Hartung
at present Omaha manager for the
Buys Germantown House
R-K-O
circuit, is his successor.
Gerniantown,
Pa. — L. Lowenstein
Leases
at Junction
City
has taken over the house at GermanAve. and Sharpnack St. from
Junction
City, Ore. — M. Doty has town
leased the Rialto from M. Kessell.
E. Pogach.

worthy of perpetuation are: "Beau
Cieste," "Moanna of the South Seas,"
garded as spiking rei)orted plans of a "A Kiss For Cinderella," "Wedding
Paramount-RCA merger. However, Bills," "V^ariety" (German), "Tell It
there still are reports that a manage- To The Marines," "The Waltz
ment deal between Radio-Keith-Or- Dream" (German), "The Black
pheum and Publix may be effected. Pirate," "The General," "What Price
Under its proposed terms, Publix Glory," "The Duchess of Buffalo,"
would manage R-K-O houses.
and "The Strong Man."
It is expected that these films, together with others chosen from the
best of other years will rest eventually in the Fogg Museum of Art,
Philadelphia — Sound film rentals where Harvard cherishes millions of
are slated to be the chief topic of dollars worth of the older arts.
discussion at the convention of the
"Miitii>n pictures are a fine art," Dr. Pott
eastern Pennsylvania, southern New said today. "I have been interested in them
for
twenty years, first because they were desheld
Jersey and Delaware unit, to be
tined to be the most potent medium of exhere todav. Recently, a meeting was
pres ion ;second, because they have increased
Pizer
Lew
President
held, at which
steadily in artistic value. The committee
gers.
was instructed to bring the situation has considered dramatic value, acting, photography, all the component elements that go
to attention of various sales mana- to produce genuine artistic effects in a mo(Continued

from
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Sound Films to Be Topic
at Philadelphia Meeting

"Mary Dugan," Talker, Is
Barred from Chi Screens
Chicago— "The Trial of Mary Dugan, "M-G-M talker, has been barred
froiii Chicago screens by Police Commissioner William F. Rus.scll, on recommendation of local censors. The
p!av was allowed to run here without
molestation, and must have been
overlooked, the commissioner said,
when questioned why it was not accorded similar treatment.
R. Charles at Chehalis
E. Charles
Wash.— R.
Chchalis,
has succeeded Cecil Gwinn as manager of the Chehalis and Centralia.

Buys Coraopolis Houses
Pa.— F. E. McGillick
Coraopolis,
has taken over the Lyric and Coraopolis theaters from Anthony P. Jim.

lion picture. We are very grateful to the
producers and to Mr. Hays for the unflagging
cooperation which has been given to the

Besides Dr. Post, the Harvard
Committee of Fine Arts on the selection of films comprises Dr. George
study."
F.dgell of the Architectural School,
Dr. Ross Barton Perry of the Department of Philosophy, Dr. James
Tucker Murray of the Department
of English, Dr. Martin Mower, Professor of Painting and Design, and
Frederic Rahr a senior of the Fine
Arts Department who has served as
secretarv of the committee.
Distribute Free Tickets
Dayton, O. — Union operators have
been distributing free tickets to other
local theaters in front of the Columbia here, following a walkout at the
house, due to a wage disagreement.
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FOX TO GIVE CUSTOMERS
FIRST BREAK; DEAL SHOWS
(Cotitinued

from
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ington branch manager. It is the
first indication of sales poHcy in
Loew-controlled situations.
Fox, it is pointed out, has built
in a number of key cities, where it
was felt adequate representation was
not being secured, but intends in
cities where such representation has
been forthcoming to "shoot with his
customers," regardless of affiliations.
Fox delegates yesterday attended
a special showing of "Behind That
Curtain" at the Gaiety, New
York. This feature was directed
by Irving Cummings from a story
bv Earl Derr Biggers and has Warner Baxter and Lois Moran in principal roles. The Athletic Club of
the Fox organization will be host tonight to the visiting salesmen, giving a dance and entertainment in the
ballroom of the Park Central in their
honor. Meetings are scheduled to
day, with an outing tomorrow at Far
Rockaway, with James R. Grainger
sales manager, as host. Informal
conferences are slated Saturday
when the convention will be brought
to a close.

Fox Foibles
WE

don't like to brag about ourselves, but that Fox announcement in Tuesday's "Film Daily"
caused a near riot. Fourteen exhibitors wired, phoned or came into New
York to see if it was on the square.
There were some 42 keys and
semi-keys represented, which showed
that the post office department was
on the job. All night Tuesday and
Wednesday, the queries were piriding in, so that the afternoon meeting yesterday, was two hours late.
Meanwhile, however, the conventionites didn't mind, for they were
seeing "Behind That Curtain."
And if that picture is what they say
it is, no wonder the Fox gang is upstage this year.

Rubber checks, are referred to by
"Jimme" Grainger as Kathleen Mavourneens.
Edgar Moss, Philadelphia manager,
has been dizzy from reading the gross
his branch chalked up last year. However, he says, "that's only a starter."
One of the big hits of the convention is the desk pad, which is as
neat a piece of exploitation as you
can hope to find. There is the
monthly calendar at the top, a white
spot keeping track of the particular
day. Then there is a writing pad,
with the notation quickly erased by
pressing a button. Nifty? and then
some, and how jealously the boys
are guarding their individual copy.
How this guy Roger Ferri does all
his stuff in the short space of 24
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ALLIED SEEKS U.S. PROBE; A.F.L. HEAD PLEDGES FULL
SUPPORT TOEQUITYASS'N||
"SILLY"
AS
MOVE STYLED
(Continued

from
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1)

(Continued

from

Page

1)

movement to assist in your campaign
eral government would be asked
to
investigate
of organization among those em"Included among the facts which the ex
ployed in producing talking motion
hibitors believe tend to prove the existence
of such common purpose among the produc- pictures," Green wrote to Paul Duzell,
ers are the close affiliation of the latter Equity'
s executive secretary. "You
through the Hays organization; the growing and your associates are deserving of
concentration of control resulting from sys- this support because your effort to
tematic mergers; the imposition on the exhibitors of a one-sided uniform contract and miprove the living standards and
a coercive system of arbitration as a con- working conditions of those employed
dition to obtaining films; the extensive build- in
one.this great motion picture industry
ing operations and acquisitions of independent theaters; the espionage and propa- is a most laudable and commendable
ganda activities of the Film Board secretaries, exchange managers and other agents
directed against
and and
organizations; theexhibitors'
exorbitant interests
film rentals

oppressive and
Myers declared.

discriminatory practices,"

A meeting will be held by the organization in Washington July 2, to

hours is a mystery. Roger's in
charge of convention arrangements
protest against "conditions."
but that's the least of his work.
Checking up on doorbell ringers, seeing that all the gang stays put, keeping an eagle eye on the chancellory
and keeping the machinery well oiled,
"Self imposed censorship is unquesare just a few of his duties, which
tionably the best kind of censorsh'*^ "
Roger does so nonchalantly that he said Gov. Henry S. Caulfield of Missouri
in
his talk at the Paramount
can't use a Murad.
convention banquet, which marked
termination of the first series of disMax Roth is 7n,issing his ocean
cussions of sales policies and production plans of the film company for
dips, but he's making up for it in
shower baths — (deleted). Max, Ben the new season.
Go2ild, Los Angeles; Harry MelIn the opinion of Governor Caulcher, Omaha, and sundry others are
developing into chronic doorbell field, "law enforced censorship is
ringers.
fundamentally wrong."
Other speakers at the banquet, given in honor of Herman Wobber,
Tonight there's to be a round of former Paramount distribution executive and now an executive of the Pubdancing, and it'll mean late hours.
To add more punishment, the gang'll lix theater subsidiary of Paramount,
get up early tomorrow to en-bus for included Sam Katz, president of PubFar Rockaway, where "Jimmy" lix, Charles Skouras, operator of a
Grainger will play Santa Claus.
chain of theaters in St. Louis and a
member of the Publix theater organization, and John Clark, sales
After a luncheon, he'll pass out manager
of
the far west Paramount
territory.
an assortment of bathing suits, for
everyone has been ordered to crash
S. R. Kent, general manager of
the briny deep. There'll be stunts Paramount presided at the banquet.
galore, but one thing "Jim" will in- In his speech, as well as those of
sist upon and that is that everyKatz and Clark, high tribute was paid
one takes a swim.
Wobber.
The Paramount and Publix officials
You see, he wants to see every- entrained yesterday for Atlantic City
body start the new selling season where the second section of the conclean.
vention will meet at the Ambassador
Hotel. Paramount delegates at Atlantic City will convene Friday mornAfter some racing, he'll give 'em
ing and the session will continue until
a
breathing
spell,
then
punish
'em
with a shore dinner.
Monday evening when the convention will close with a banquet for the
eastern Paramount and Publix divisions.
If they recover, maybe there'll be
Saturday meetings,
yeah, mebbe.

Censorship from Within
Best, Mo. Governor Says

"Please tell me, at any time, how
far I can assist you and rest assured
that I will gladly respond insofar as
to do so."
it lies within mv power

Five More Stars Protest
Ass'nTHE Film
Move
i
H''cstEquity
Coast Bureau,
FILM
DAILY
Los Angeles — • Norma Talmadge,
Clara Bow, Monte Blue, Lewis Stone
and Charles. Rogers add their names
to the list of picture players protesting against the Equity shop in talkMiss Talmadge said she could see
ers. reason for the action. The quesno
tion of long hours, which Equity
seems to consider important, is not
a matter for controversy among the
picture actors, she asserted, adding
that the players received salaries commensurate with the work they do.
Rogers believes that the association wants to enter the industry because, he asserts, many stage players
have deserted New York and the
association therefore seeks new fields
for its power.

Keen Fight at Bethlehem
Is Ended by Berman Deal
Bethlehem, Pa. — Giving him control of the first run situation here,
L. Berman, who operates the Savoy
and College, has taken over leases of
the Colonial and State, Wilmer &
Vincent houses. Keen competition
existing led to the deal, it is said.

Changes
in "U" Are
ChainListed
Personnel

Promotions in the Universal Chain
Theatrical Enterprises, Inc. include;
George (Pop) McKean, special
R. E. England, former manager of
representative, has had a lot of disthe Rialto, Charleston, W. Va. apappointments since coming to New
pointed manager succeeding Lea
York. It seems that the bookies are
Richmond, who as previously reported, has been put in charge of
afraid of Pop's uncanny knowledge
"U" houses in Nebraska. John C.
of running horses. Pop, is the exponent ofwhat now is known as the
Stille has been placed in charge of
Two Houses for Griffiths
McKean system, and he's had the
the
Multnomah Theater, Inc., PortFond du Lac, Wis.— B. A. Grifbookies dizzy trying to figure out
Pittsburgh — -"The motion picture
land, succeeding William Cutts, rehis bets. If he only could get them
fiths, manager of Fox-Midwesco's today is the one safety valve which
signed. T. R. Gamble, former asRetlaw
has
been
named
manager
of
placed, he'd be set.
humanity has," said Carl Milliken, of
sistant manager of the Northwestern
the
circuit's
recently
acquired
Fond
the Hays organization in an address Theatrical Enterprises, Inc. has been
du Lac as well.
yesterday celebrating the 24th anni"Pop's" trying to sell the idea to
to the division managerversary of the opening of what is promoted
George (Poker Pete) Landis of Inship of the Seattle chain.
claimed to be the first nickelodeon
All- Sound
Bills at Jacksonville
dianapolis, to "get hep" to the dog
launched by the late John P. Harris.
racing racket. With only 14 to 20
Eldridge
at Concord
Jacksonville, Fla. — All-sound-policy A bronze tablet was erected by the
horses to bet on a day, this dog racket ida.
was introduced la'st week at the Flor- ciety.
Frank K. ElH.—
N.
,
Concord
Western Pennsylvania Historical Sois a cinch, "Pop" opines.
dridge has succeeded J. C. Lund as
manager of the Star.

"Fihiis Humanity's One
Safety Valve"— Milliken

i
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76 Short Talker Comedies from Educl
1
FROM 6 TO 30 SUBJECTS

Educational List Available
MACK SENNEn TO SUPPLY
with Film Track or Records

Educational, h:iviiig announced
Disc prints and photograiihic reclast month that all its sound comords for the earlier releases of the
edies would be made available via
(.Conlinucil from Peuie 1)
Mack Sennett, I oronet. Jack White.
both the sounil-oii-film and soundton.
Mermaid
and
Tuxedo
talkinj,' oii-clisc methods, will continue this Lloyd Hamilton, Lui)ino Lane and
comedies.
practice throughout the new season. Mermaid talking comedies. .Ml-talkTlie largest individual Kruup of
.-Mthough the company originally ing comedies now in production, as
comedies Educational lias in its new started to make these dialogue com- well as those scheduled, will be availline-up is the Mack Senneft talkiuK
able in the two fornis. Except for
edies with sound-on-fdm only, it was
comedies, of which there will he 30, prompted to extend the recording to the sound system employed, the two
the original number of 20 beiiiK in- the two systems by virtue of the in- versions are identical. The ■ •tmd-on
creased by ten. Those already recreasing number of houses eciuii)|)ed disc prints are made on 1,000 ft.
leased are "The Lion's Roar." "The only with sound-on-disc reproducing reels, with a phonographic disc for
each of the reels.
Bride's Relations," "The Old Barn." apparatus.
"Broadway Blues," "Whirls and
Girls," "The Bees' Buzz" and "The
In "The Eligible Mr. Bangs" Hor- reel talking comedies: "Ship Mates,"
Big Palooka." In the first four.
ton is supported by Mabel Forrest. "Buying a Gun," and six others.
Sennett featured Johnny Burke,
There will be six Jack White talkFlorence
Eldridge and Johnny Arwhile Harry Gri!)hon, Andy Clyde
thur. Ruth Renick and Winston
ing comedies, which this producer
Thohna Hill, Daphne Pollard, Addie
will personally direct or supervise.
McPhall and others are being used Miller are in the cast of "Ask Dad. '
In "The Right Bed," the cast Iti- "Zip! Boom! Bang!" introduced the
regularly.
cludes, in addition to the star. Betty
followed by "(."old Shivers."
S'ennett has also just completed Boyd, Mabel Forrest and Wilson series,
Next will be "Lovers' Delight" and
"Jazz Mamas," an all-color, all-talk- Benge, while in "Trusting Wives" then "Look Out Below." Raymond
ing, all-singing and all-dancing com- Natalie Moorehead plays opposite McKee is featured in the first two
edy.with\'irginia
Lee Corbin
is co-feat- Horton. with Helen Ferguson and and last named, while Johnny Arured
Vernon
Dent.
thur and Pauline Garon are co-featShep Camp in important roles. Rita
The Coronet Series consists of six Carew and Gordon DeMain will apured in "Lovers' Delight." Myrtlt
Glass and Jimmic Conlin, vaudeville
comedies, starring Edward Everett
pear with Horton in "Prince Gabby." headliners, are in the supporting cast
Horton. The six subjects are "The Hugh F'aulcon directed the first three
Coronets,
while Leslie Pearce is re- of "Zip! Boom! Bang!" In addiEligible Mr. Bangs," "Ask Dad,"
tion to Raymond McKee and Thelma
"The Right Bed," "Trusting Wives."
sponsible for direction of "Trusting
Todd,
Jerry Drew, Robert Graves
Wives."
These
comedies
draw
from
"Prince Gabby," and one as vet untitled. For the supporting casts of material by Robert Housum, Joseph Monty Collins, Ray Turner and Alice
these comedies, Sidney B. Brcnneckc. A. Jackson, Wilson Collison and Buchanan appear in "Look Out BeRyerson.
supervisor for the series, has cor- Florence
low. Jack White directed "Zin!
ralled both stage and screen players.
Lupino Lane will have eight two- Boom!
Bang!"
and
"Lovers
Dc-

3 STUDIOS HOUSE UNITS
PRODUCING FOR EDUCl

Old-Timers Shake Hands

Atlantic City — In this motion pic- was recenth promoted to general
ture business vv'here shake-ups are sales manager, and was succeeded by
Three different studios are con- not uncommon occurrences, and Jack Nelson,
former
salesman.
Others
holding
the
branch manatributing comedy product for Edu- where a fellow doesn't know if he's
gerial reins for five years and longer
still
"in"
until
he's
consulted
the
cational's program of 76 talking commorning papers, the experience of are: J. H. Butner, .Atlanta; H. F.
edies for 1929-30.
Educational stands out in relief.
Brink, Buffalo; L. J. Klar, CincinAt the Educational studio, four
nati; F. A. Tomes, Dallas; J. L.
\'ery
few
introductions
are
necesWinn, who was recently transferred
dialogue series are being produced,
sary- among the boys, who have prac- from Des Moines to St. Louis; C. H.
tically all worked together for many
including Jack White, Lupino Lane,
Salt Lake City; and ArMermaid and Tuxedo talking com- years, meeting under friendly aus- Messenger,
thur Greenblatt, New York. W. J.
edies. Educational there has three
annual concompany's
pices at theventions.
New^ faces are conspicu- Caiumer, Oklahoma City, and Leo
sound stages, covering an area of
ous by their almost total absence. Blank, Omaha, joined the sales or22,000 square ft., equipped with the Many have been in the ranks since
ganization in 1925. Max Stahl, presEducational established the exchange
ent manager of the Minneapolis exRCA-Photophone
recording.
change, has been with the company
svstcm in 1920
The series of 30 all-talking comsince 1920 in various capacities.
' M. H. Starr, Detroit; G. C. BluIn the home office records of long
edies which Mack Sennett is produc- nientl-.al,
San Francisco; H. R. Skiring for Educational, are being made boll, Cleveland, and Lee Goldberg, service are also plentiful. A. S. Kirkat Studio City. Sennett, who is di- Louisville, all opened their respective patrick, assistant general manager, has
recting these comedies, is using one branches in 1920, and have rendered been with Educational since 1921 ;
of the largest sound stages in his nine years of service to Educational J. Reginald Wilson, assistant sales
studio. RCA-Photophone has been in the capacities of branch managers. manager, since 1920; F. X. Carroll,
in operation there since last October.
Those who joined the following
sales department,
I".
The Edward Everett Horton unit, year are J. H. Morgan, Albany; Catlin,
counsel, sincesince
1922;1922;
L. V.C.Calproducing Coronet talking comedies, Dave Dubin, Chicago; A. P. Archer,
vert, in charge of dei)artment of production and sound, 1922; Gordon S.
Denver; H. D. Noble. New Haven;
'and the Lloyd Hamilton talking un''t
Wliite.
director of advertising and
have been working at the Metropoli- Joseph Kaliski, Pittsburgh; B. W.
tan Sound Studios, which employs Rucker, Seattle.
publicity, 1921; B. J. Kearney, purchasing agent, and in charge ot
the Western Electric system of reJoe Merrick, who became manager
cording.
of the Los Angeles branch in 1923, prints and accessories, 1920.
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light." while Stephen Roberts \t. responsible for "Cold Shivers" and
"Lot)k Out Helow."
Lloyd llaiiiillnn will make, in all,
12 two reel talking comedies on the
new program. Completed so far are
"His Big .\liiuite" and "Don't Be
Nervous," with "Hold 'Em Tarzan"
now in production. Harry Edwards
is pro«lucing this series for Educational. The first two were written
by Gilbert Pratt and directed by
William Watson. His lead in "His
Big Minute" is Gladys McConncll,
while Rita LeRoy plays opposite in
"Don't Be Nervous."
There will be eight of these two
reel talking Mermaids. "The Crazy
Nut," first of the series, is now
available. Franklin Pangborn. John
T. Murray and X'ivien Oakland have
principal roles.
Educational will also release six
Tuxedo talking c(»medies.
Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-Podgc
series will continue with the addition
of full synchronized score and sound
effects. They will be issued once a
month, "A Moving Movie Show" being the first on the new schedule.
The Hodge-Podge series will be recorded by tile E. \S'. Jones Research
Laboratories.

VACATION ENDED, EDUCL
STUDIOS RESUME WORK
West Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — After a brief spring vacation, activity at Educational has
been resumed, and preparations are
now under way for a busy season.
Starting Monday, actual shooting
on a number of new comedies will
get under way, Lupino Lane leading
with a new talking comedy which is
the third in his series of eight. Lane,
who is under contract to Educational, has been loaned to Paramount to
play opposite Maurice Chevalier in
the latter's latest vehicle. Marty
Martin, who has been directing
Cameo comedies for Educational,
will accompany Lane to the Para
mount lot, as gag man, as soon as
Lane's comedy is completed at Educational.
At these studios, where, in addition to the Lupino Lane talking comedies, the Jack White, Mermaid and
Tuxedo comedies are produced,
preparations are being made for the
fifth Jack White, the second Mermaid
edy.
and the first Tuxedo talking com-
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Educationalettes from Atlantic City
36 BRA
SOME PERSONALS CULLED
FROM WILD WAVES'Atlantic
CRESTS
City

IT'S always like hoinecoining day,
when Educational stages a convention, for tlie reason that the company "keeps its men." That is to
say, there are not the numerous
turnovers, always regarded as common to film business. Many of Educational's managers have been with
the company for years, sold on its
product and policies, and so maintaining its position in the field.
This year's convention should top
any the company ever held, for, although slow getting started on
sound. Educational has come forward with a rush, and its talking
comedies are reported hitting in all
sections.
The new era certainly is being felt
keenly in the short subject field, and
with the nation's leading theaters,
reverting to short subjects in building their programs, the outlook is
most favorable for the company.
This neiv enthusiasm is radiated
'by the chief. President Earle W.
Hammons. The veteran executive is
bubbling over loith pep and vinegar
for the new year.
Even the prospect of missing a
week-end at the new Hommock's
Country Club, which he took the
lead in developing, could not dampen
his ardor.
His right bower, A. S. Kirkpatrick, is another who must give up
pleasant week-ending at his Jersey
farm, in order to attend the convention. "Kirk" has been knocking
out four baggers for a long time in
the short subject field, and certainly
instills enthusiasm in a sales organization.
Joe Merrick, sales manager, will
address the first sales convention in
that capacity. Joe has known all the
boys
so long,
that it's notneeded
going
to be for
a case
of introduction
And they're planning a real send-off
for him on the new job.
Harvey B. Day probably will make
good use of the perambulators along
the Boardwalk, on account of his
dogs, although he claims they've
been fixed up. Harvey's been mod^
estly denying that the big caption
across the Educational insert, "The
New Day of Short Features," refers
to him. Any day is a great day for
Harvey.
J. R. Wilson, assistant general
sales manager, is reported cloaking
himself with an air of mystery. Wilson, it is whispered, is armed with
comebacks, and any unsuspecting
Educationalite who wisecracks about
his home town of Cos Cob, Conn.,
is going to ride into a jam.

Max

Stahl, Minneapolis, says everything is hunky dory up north
That is business is great with him
but he misses his Felix the Cat dolls
and novelty handkerchiefs this year
Now he wishes he had not been so
generous.
Educational can be depended upon
What a break for Arthur Lucas,
to get a good deal at Atlantic City,
even from the concessionaires. The southern manager. He's right at
home in Atlantic City with his light
reason is B. J. Kearney, purchasing summer
clothes. Arid he has two
agent, who undoubtedly will give new canes to break in on the boardthe boys the advantage of the buywalk. To hear Lucas tell it. Educaing power and ability.
tional ismopping up in the south.
Gordon White is receiving conThe blondest man in the organizagratulations on the year's an^wuncewhat they call L. J. Klar.
ment. He'll attend the conventioyi Cincinnati. tion—that's
And some wise-cracker
sessions, helping to give the boys
some ideas on advertising. No pub- had the nerve to call this heavyweight, high-powered salesman, "the
licity stuyits are planned. That will
blonde that ladies prefer."
be saved for selling.
They're fallin' in line all through
F. X. Carroll of the sales force
the Atlanta territory, according to
will
an active
participant.
He'll J. H. Butner, who should know
have be
a load
of figures
and statistic
'cause he was a sergeant in the
to uncork on the unsuspecting man- SpanishAmerican war.
agers.
Coming to Atlantic City is an unJ. A. manager,
Waldron, arrived
Mack Sennett's
usual treat for W. J. Cammer, begeneral
beayning
cause he was born and educated in
with smiles. The way Educational
is selling the Sennett talkers is the the East. Born in New York state
he lived in Boston and was gradureason.
from Boston University. It's
Speaking of the swing to Sennet'.. a far ated
cry from Boston to Oklahoma
"Bill" Frank went to St. Louis to City, but Cammer has made the
back up for
a fresh
he's
crashing
Atlantic
Citystart,
with and
reports
from the field on the hit the new grade.
Dave Dubin breezed in from Chiproduct is making.
cago, the Windy City, with an armnew contracts which he signed
N. P. Eberley o^New Orleans is thisful ofweek
leaving for the
slightly peeved. His territory is convention. before
Incidentally, Dubin had
looking up but he's been annoyed plenty of company on the trip East,
throughout his trip to Atlantic City
by folks who misunderstand his some 11 or 12 exchange managers
meeting m Chicago to continue the
name. They generally mistake it for eastivard
trek.
"Ederle," and "N. P." blew up the
other day when somebody in the
Here's a veteran — B. W. Rucker
smoking compartment asked him if
he was a brother of Gertrude Ederle. Seattle. He's been nine years with
nal and more than three as
"No!" was Eberley's curt reply," aEducatio
branch manager.
and I never swam the channel."
It doesn't take any press-agentry
to herald the fact that Lowell V.
(Cal) Calvert, has been hitting the
bail. As sound production manager,
Calvert has kept step with the sound
race.

Hammons Op^ns Educational' s
Sales Meeting This Morning
(^Continifi'd

nions, president and general manager; Bruno Weyers, vice president:
A. S. Kirkpatrick, assistant general
manager; Joe Merrick, general sales
manager; J. Reginald Wilson, assistant sales manager; F. X. Carroll.
sales department; L. V. Calvert, in
charge of department of production
and sound; Gordon S. White, director of advertising and publicity; Robert W. Doidge, department of advertising and publicity; B. J. Kearney.
I)urchasing agent, and in charge of
prints and accessories; J. F. Burke,
traveling auditor; Harvey Day, sales
manager of Kinograms; and W. B.
Frank, personal reprcsentat^ive for
Mack Sennett and John A. Waldron,
general manager of Mack Sennett
studio.
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NCHES CAIHER FOR
ANNUAL SALESCONVENIN

And another old-timer as far as
film business goes~F. A. Tomes,
Dallas. Tomes has been in the picture iyidustry for more than 15
years, and he's still a young fellow.
J. H.Educat
Morgan
, Albany, who's been
w:th
ional
eight years is no
longer singing "That's My Weakness
Now, because he's strictly opposed
to rolhng the bones. There was a
tune when Morgan liked to roll dice
but this year he is going home with
all of his clothes.

Leo Blank, Omaha, sees a big year
in the offing for Educational. But
the boys are telling him that it
doesn't take an optician to find that
out. Blank was going to become an
optician and actually practiced
optometry for a time before being
lured info the picture business.

H. R. S'kirboll, Cleveland, has been
with Educational since the company
started. He is one of six brothers—and they're all Educational
boosters.
"A Educa
Squartiona
e Deal
All,"—thethat's
what
l isforgiving
exhibitor, according to Lee Goldberg,
Louisville. He should know whereof
he speaks because Goldberg managed theaters for the Keith interests
for ten years before becoming actively engaged in' distribution.
J. A. Bachman, Philadelphia, is
right at home at the convention because Atlantic City is his territ
Bachman, formerly manager of ory
the
Washington exchange, was put in
charge of the Philadelphia branch
only about a month ago. He's a
great booster for Pliilly and Atlantic
City already.
F. G. Sliter, Boston, is probably
the newest exchange manager. He
X as named manager of this exchange
only this ynorith.

Division managers attending are
.\nother youngster among the new
Arthur Lucas, Southern manager, branch managers is Jack Nelson
, Los
and James Travis, Canadian general
Angeles. Jack was Joe Merrick's
manager.
The
branch
managers
inright-hand man in the exchange and
clude:
naturally was named manager when
J. H. Morgan, Albany; J. H. Butner, At- Merrick was promo
ted to general
lanta: F. G. Sliter, Boston; H. F. Brink,
Buffalo; J. A. Reynolds, Charlotte; Dave sales manager and brought to the
Dubin, Chicag-o; L. J. Klar, Cincinnati; H. home office in New York City. Joe
R. Skirboll, Cleveland; F. A. Tomes, Dallas;
.■\. P. .Xrcher, Denver; W. O. Galloway, Des says he's a go-getter.

Moines; M. H. Starr, Detroit; H. C. Dresseiulorfer. Indianapolis ; Russell Borg, Kansas
City. Mo.; Jack Nelson, Los Angeles; Lee
Goldberg-, Louisville; E. J. Weisman. Milwaukee; Max Stahl, Minneapolis; H. D.
Noble, New Haven ; N. P. Eberley, New Orleans;Arthur Greenblatt, New York; W, J.
Cammer, Oklahoma City; Leo Blank,
Omaha; J. A. Bachman, Philadelphia; Joseph
Kaliski, Pittsburgh; C. H. Messenger, Salt
Lake City; J. L. Winn, St. Louis; G. C.
Blumenthal, San Francisco; B. W. Rucker
.Seattle; H. L. Pfaff, Toronto; J. H Beaver.
Washington,
D. C.

W. O. Galloway, Des Moines, has
been one of the principal attractions
on the boardwalk. Reason: not his
Adonis-like physique — but his resemblance toAndy Clyde.
Russell Borg, Kansas City manager, still boasts about owning the
car that was originally built for Herb
Wolf of department store fame.
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SOUND has brought about the New Day of the Short
Feature. The talking film has given new life, new appeal,
new

strength to no other type of screen entertainment so

generously as to the short comedy. And in turn it has brought
to your

screen

no

greater

gift than the sound

comedy.

Recall the march of events in the brief six months since
Educational began releasing its talking comedies: comedies
back in the de luxe first run houses,- exhibitors' a4-sheets on
Educationals two-reel comedies,- a steady stream of theatre
ads in which the comedy breaks even with the longer feature,
or tops it; a rapid decline in the use of stage presentations in
<^

iHt^A!i$^Aai0^AsihrA.^^±!iktAj^
/

B R I GHiT
ENTERTA

JEWELS
I
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favor of the more economical and more entertaining fun Film.
Educational S talking comedies are already established as
a new

and greater entertainment for thie public and a

bigger money

maker for exhiibitors. Thie program

outlined

here is not just a promise. Every series of tv\/o-reel talking
comedies named, vvith one exception, is already playing in
/

hundreds of the country s leading theatres. And every v^eek
sees scores of big wired theatres added to this imposing list.
Wherever Educational Stalking comedies are showing the public isleaving the theatre saying, "that short comedy was the best
thing on the program." And everywhere exhibitors are saying,
"I can't go wrong with one of EDUCATIONAL S talking comedies
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CK SENNETT
.KING |COM£l^£S
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MACK SENNETT has been a "king
of comedy'' since the earliest days
of screen entertainment. But he has
never, in all these years, made any
pictures of such sure-fire audience
appeal or such certain box-office
value as these talking comedies.

l^<
u

Available

f^<itu:42tlenaZ 6\ctuA^

"THE LION'S

Now

ROAR

THE BRIDE'S RELATIONS'
'THE OLD BARN "
'WHIRLS
Recorded

by KCA

fhutophomi ■.

AND

BROADWAY

THE

GIRLS-

JOHNNY BURKfe
VERNON DENT
DAPHNE POLLARD
RUTH KANE

BLUES "

BEES' BUZZ

THE BIO PALOOKA

HARRY GRIBBON
ANDY CLYDE
THELMA HILL

'
"

and other favorites
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HAM
IL
TALKING COMIDI
LLOYD HAMILTON'S name
has made more money for
exhibitors more consistently
'•r'^>^"
for more vears than that of any
other short feature star. His talking
comedies multiply HAMILTON'S
•«V>:
box-office worth many times over.
Available

m

Now

''HIS BIG MINUTE''
DON'T

v :*. >

BE NERVOUS"

te^^:V
i -

Produced

by

Harry D. Edwards

1:

•

Recorded

Western

.J .......

by

1

Electric System
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JACK WHIT
TALKING

coMBllcs
Twa
EELS

'

'

>

s a
-Oroughbred
f—
leaps into the race at ^
the springing of the ..^
barrier, they start off with a dash of
action and a burst of laughter— and
they never let up. There is an unfailing, hilarious vigor, in the sound as
well as in the picture, that makes JACK
WHITE'S

comedies
Recorded

by

absolutely unique.
RCA Photophone

Available Now

''ZIP! BOOM! BANG!''
"COLD SHIVERS"
"LOVERS' DELIGHT"
Featuring

RAYMOND
JOHNNY

McKEE
ARTHUR

and other popular stars
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TWO

REELS

LANE is comedian,
dl^«]
pantomimist, acrobat, artist— with
years of success on the speaking
and singing stage, as well as on
the screen. His silent pictures have
been an unbroken line of comedy
masterpieces. But it took the sound
film to release all his talents.
Now you have them 100 per cent.
Available No

"SHIP MATES"
"BUYING
A GUN"
Recorded by RCA Photoohone

f&f{*i<:<ilu:tuj/ 0 n,tu.\)u)
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Sparkling with wit,
CORONETS are the
smartest thing in talking comedies. Screen
playlets of class with
snappy dialogue, telling clever farce stories
by well known authors, played by casts
of real distinction.
They open up a whole
new field of hu

6
-V

I
1

"THE ELIGIBLE MR. BANGS"
ASK DAD "
"THE RIGHT BED"
"TRUSTING WIVES "
Supervised

by Sidney B

Brennecke

Recorded by Western Electric Systen
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CVEHCTT
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\
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''MERMAIDS''

f (5k£iu:<vUcma£ U-tctuAz^

-met-

started on educational'?

'V^
first comedy schedule.
They've played
most of the theatres in the country since
then. Now they talk; they have new
castS/ of famous stars; their stories are
better and funnier than ever. And so this
•^;
tamous old name becomes greater snii.
loble Now

Jack White

'THE CRAZY

NUT

Productions
Recorded

by RCA

FRANKUN

Photophone

JOHN

T.

- - /T^^

PANGBORN
VIVIfN

OAKLAND

V

ENTi.RTA

I NMENT

OF

Ccoue^es
TH^

MUEJEJLS
Wmmmmm

Jack White
Productions
Both stogeond screen wi
contribute from their best
known comedy players
to the great casts of the
first series of lUXEDO
Talking Comedies. Another group of snappy
all-talking comedies done
in the most modern manner, ^ith a name that
has been popular with
the millions for years.
Recordsd by
RCA

Photophone
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The Screen^ First
^ All- Color
^ All-lulkinu
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VIRGINIA LEE CORBIN
affi/\LRHON DENT
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A two-reel comedy special personally
^^
directed and presented by

HCI^MMi

Always the pioneer, always the leader. Educational is now first
to give you a comedy photographed in the true natural colors
as well as complete with talking and sound effects. As beautiful
as it is funny; as funny as it is novel— and it is the short feature novelty of the year! Here i^ qJ'nqturaP' for exploitation.
Photographed

by Multicolor Process

Recorded

by RCA

Photophon*"

HODGE-PO
D<5E
ONE
REEL
With

SOUND

^|.
/L'j
h\>.'

iw you hear fFie
HODGE-PODGE-the
age war dance-the
cataract-the noises
the music of nature.

■

things you see in
tom-tom of a savroar of almighty
of a busy city or
The thousand and

one things for which HODGE-PODGE
searches the four corners of the globe
are now a thousand and one times
more realistic and more impressive.

^rr'

Available Now

A MOVING

MOVIE

SHOW

KiT *^.>T-

0»<-orded

bv €

W

Jon*»« B«seorr»-

Labor».to>-n»s

KINOG^I
NEWS

REE

A.

The v/orld moveS/ and
KINOGRAMS takes you and your
patrons with it. Keeping up to the
world's dizzy pace with remarkable speed and consistency. Whatever may be commanding public
attention— politics, a disaster, hero
worship, sports — KINOGRAMS
gives you unparalleled service in
quick showing of all the news,
wisely edited and entertainingly
■presented.
.7(«i
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EduCATIONAL'S domination of the comedy field is greater
in this New Day of the Short Feature than it has ever
been before in years of leadership in this field.
The reason is not hard to find. Experience, courage,
consistency.
There is no other great distributing organization in the
industry today that is primarily interested in Short Features. Educational alone stands for quality in Short
Features above everything else— for their permanent
value to the screen as against any temporary profit.
Yet v/hen the tidal wave of sound struck, great was
the rush to turn out ''sound shorts.'' Silent comedies
and novelties put to sound over night— hastily thrown
together skits and acts — a whole flood of them.
Educational refused to be stampeded. Backed by its
unparalleled experience, it moved sanely and surely
toward the production of talking comedies that would

r--^-^

make permanent friends for the theatres rather than
a quick gain for EDUCATIONAL
Then, a few months ago, came Educational'S first
talking comedy releases. The rest is history.
Trade paper editors greeted them with such comments
as, "the rebirth of the humor of the screen" and
"comedies are back in style."
Exhibitors greeted them with marquee lights, and Q4sheets, and big display newspaper ads.
The public greeted them with the greatest wave

of

laughter that has ever shaken the rafters of the country's theatres, and with the biggest additional boxoflPice patronage that any Short Features have ever
attracted.
With the resources of three of the biggest and best
\^A

equipped sound studios contributing to its program,
Educational now adds quantity to the quality that

i
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brought comedies back into style— and competition isall but wiped out.

4

The real test is play dates. And here, if you
would make comparisons with the showing
of EducationaL'S talking comedies, you cannot consider any one other company. You
must add together the talking comedy bookings of ALL OTHER COMPANIES.
The record is clear. The history of the last
six months proves that it is EDUCATIONAL'S
talking comedies that have ushered in the
New Day of the Short Feature. It is the day
of Educational Pictures.

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,

E. W. MAMMONS,

President

roducers and Outributors of America,

Inc., W

Inc

-

^

^
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Educational* s Story
{ [.\*nitnucJ

Koxy \\a> ;liiii at ilu- old Knickt.rbi)cker and HainiiKnis was successful
in selling him. The Kducational i)rcsideiit recalls now— and lliis happened
years agi) — what a kick he not when
Roxy first used part of his niar(iuee
space to tell the public that on his
of Bruce's films.
was one business
progra
Sincem growing
has a hai)it
eventutime
the
capital,
of requiring
ally arrived when new finances became necessary and were secured to
the terrific sum of $2'>.500. Everything looked rosy except for the fact
that the new backer had an idea he
wanted to run the business. Three
short months elapsed and said financier was openly dissatisfietl. He informed Hammons he was ready to
pull out and call it a day. Hammons
was willing until discovery was made
that the withdrawal price was $80,000.

An Idea Grows
And so Hammons sat back in his
swivel chair, or whatever kind of
chair he filled at the time and thought.
The harder he thought, the faster he
came to the conclusion that the then
dinky business had something to it
after alt. In 1916, he was successful
in interesting Colonel William
Mitchell Lewis, made rich by motors,
and the first financial giant was subsequently bought out for $65,000.
Then came several years of upward
climb. The company was growing
and more money was required. So
Hammons took to making the rounds
again. It proved a difficult time. The
bankers he approached voted thuinbs
down, for the idea of an exclusive
short subject oreanization was new
and, therefore, appeared to be lacking in feasability. The harder Hammons stuck to it, the more resistance
One day, however,
encountered.
he
his street pounding came to an end.
He boarded a boat for London in
1919 and when he again saw Liberty's
outstretched arm a tidy sum in dollars from the Hudson's Bay Comcofs thus
d Educat
was pledge
pany,With
of life
lease ional'
the new
fers.
secured, Hammons then formed the
Alliance Film Securities Corp. to
serve as a holding company for the
various Educational enterprises.
The next six months witnessed the
organization of exchanges. The initial
steps in the development of the companv's own distribution were on the
way. The following year found
Hammons Europe-bound again. Once
he
more upon his return to America
ot
all
much
y
prett
him
carried with
the monev he could reasonably use in
the expansion of his business. 1 he
subsequent step was formation of
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
;he corporate entity which to this day
ooerates 36 branches throughout the
United States.
For seven vears. the organization
went along. The battle for a place
nin the sun was constant. The prese
tation orgv grew apace and by each
successive step crowded out the one

Jram

V-igc

1)

aid two rciliT iiiilil .i lir>t run bookMig for a short fell into the category
of rarities. However, it must be said
for Hammons that he stuck religiously to the business creed he had himself formulated. Other distributors,
with years of background in short
subject sales, swung over to leature>
to bridge the gaps in revenue cnated
by the resistance to shorts. Hammons
did nothing of the kind. iMlucational
was wedded to short subjects unswervingly and the marriage vow
would not be broken.
In 1927, an important move in Edu-

23

A Little from Educ'l "Lots"
RALl-ll

M.\CK

SENNETT.
was back
discovered by D. W. who
C.rimih.

in the days when "D. W." was belter known a> "Larry." has, in turn,
discovered a young army of picture
stars. Two years ago we <|uestioned
him regarding whom he beheved th«screen's best comedian was and he
answered.
"Harry
*
• Langdon."
*
Joh)i A. Wuldron, Svnnflt'n
rosy-chi'fked "riyht hntid
man," <ilno fiiidn time to write
oriyinulx and dialogue for
Sennett.
*
«
*

cational's growth took place. This
Stephen R. Roberts. Jr.. one of
was a financial alliance with Dillon,
Read and Co., powerful international ICducational's veteran directors, enl)anker>. Hammons had an idea in
tered pictures as a stunt man. Ikmind and sold it to this banking specialized in mining engineering
group on terms more favorable thai; and is still an authority on the coal
min.-s of Pennsvlvania and Ohio
most deals of a similar nature.
His fearlessness as a stunt man stood
It was Hammons' thought to make him in good stead when he was asI-'ducational complete within itself.
The exchanges were on a partnership s gned to direct a series of comin which
the
featured
acto'
keel and the fifty-fifty basis on which was a edies,
lion.
many were operated often proved
*
*
*
irksome in the carrying out of naJack White is one of the
tional policies. With Uillon. Read
busiest producers on the Coast.
money, Hamnujiis bought out his
He is enthusiastic about talkpartners in distribution, then turned
ing comedies and has directed
to the coast where individual units,
some of the Educational comindividually operated, were producing
edies for the sound • screen.
for the company. These, too, he acLike several of his associates
(juired, fitting the integral parts into
at the Santa Monica Boulevard
his complete picture. When he finstudio. Jack is an enthusiastic
ished, Educational was a producing
lover of the outdoors and
and distributing organization, selfspends his vacations hunting
sustaining within itself insofar as
and fishing.
those two major angles of the cellu*
*
*
loid triangle were concerned. The
move meant for Educational the
Jack's brother, Jules, is a
director at Educational. He
formation of a national policy as it
saw fit and the complete authority,
entered pictures as an actor
with Pathe and his first apthrough control of production and distriljution, to carry out that policy as
pearance before the camera
the company best thought.
was in 1910. Oregon is popuSound Roais In
lar with Jules, because it off-ers
excellent
hunting
and
Then came sound. The rush was
on with a fervor that this business
*
*
*
had perhaps never before witnessed.
fishing.
E. H. .Allen, Educational stuOne by one major companies swung
dio executive, is a veteran in
into line, but Educational persistentl)roduction. He was with the
Iv held back. Conjecture was rife.
late Thomas H. I nee for sevWhat would Hammons do? Still no
Aord. .\\. last came a deal with Macis.
eral years.
Sennett; another with Coronet com*
♦
* ■
edies. The Mermaids were to talk,
We first met Ray Hoadley when
too, as were the Tuxedos, the Jack he was pounding out publicity in the
White two-reelers, Lloyd Hamilton old Educational office at 370 1th
and others. And finally, the perform- Ave., New York. Ray is an enthusiastic California booster and can
ance to back up the promises. "The
Lion's Roar" and "The Bride's Rela- swap fishing stories jvith the best of
tions" and other Sennett talkers gave 'em. He's now the studio's publicity
the exhibitor something new for a director.
*
*
*
dialogue - sodden public. Edward
Everett Horton, drawing upon the
experiences of a long stage career, principal
Harry Gribbon,
one was
of Stnnett's
comedians,
born in
presented a slant in talking picture- Xew York. .Vt 16. he was well
that bore a perilously close resemb- known for his baritone voice and
lance to the much-coveted but always
popularized "You'll He Proud of
evasive Sidney Drew comedies of yes- had
Mama's Boy." Later, he joined the
teryear.
Follies, which has furnishHammons waited, to be true, but Ziegfel.l
ed the screen with many conuvlians
what developed out of a watchful It was while he was appearing at
waiting policy indicated that here in- the Morosco. Los .'\iiReles, in "The
deed was no miscarriage in decision.
Red Widow" that he was seen bv
K A X N Sennett and signed.

WILK

Thelina Hill, who ui heiity
used in nevvral Sennett comed-ies, hnlrn from the town
made famous hy William Allen While and Teet Carle —
Emporia, Knn. Her favorite
sports
are basketball and tennis.
*
•
•
Lupino Lane was reared in
London, where he studied elocution and music. He entered
pictures in 1922, chiefly because he was a member of an
old family of pantomimists.
*
•
•
Rotund X'ernon Dent is a native
of California, having been born in
San Jose. He supported Hank
.NL'inn in several comedies.
*
•
•
Johnny pearance
.Xrtbur's
in pictures first
was apin
"Mile. Midnight," following
which he |)laye<l in "Daring
Love." He i)layed for three
seasons in Educational-Tuxedo
comedies.
*
*
•
During the war, Jerry Drew
tested parachutes for the navy
at the San Diego aviation
base.
He entered pictures as
a stunt man.
*
*
•
Sidney Brennecke. who is
producing ^ series of comedy
talkers for Exlucational. is a
veteran member of the organization.
*
•
•
Billy Hevan was a featuretl comedian for Sennett for more than nine
years. He was born in Australia
and had much experience as a stage
comedian before coming to the Coast
*
•
*
Cliff Bowes is an
diver and swimmer.
*
•
*

expert

Betty Boyd, who hales from Kansas City (Missouri, not Kansas) was
the feminine lead in 15 P3ducational
comedies. She is one of the numerous high school graduates who are
in pictures.

Fred G. Sliter to Manage
Educ'l New Haven Branch
E. W.

Hammons

announces

ap-

pointment i.f I'red G. Sliter as manager of Educational's
Boston
change. Sliter succeeds
John ex-J.
Scully, who resigned last week.
Sliter's career dates back to 1909.
when he started in Lynn, Mass. His
first selling connection was with
Mutual in 1916. He has since been
with Robertson-Cole. First National
and Fox. having served as manager
of Mutual's New York City branch,
as supervisor of exchanges for the
Robertson-Cole Corp., as a special
field representative for First National, and as manager of their Seattle branch. His last post, prior to
joining Educational, was manager of
the Fox
Milwaukee
exchange.
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Showmanship, Big Projection Requisite
KORY COUNCIL CALLS
FOR SHOWMEN IN BOOTH

Showmanship must be combined
vith technical knowledge as requiites of the successful projectionist,
he Projection Advisory Council emihasizes in its first report, just issued
nder signature of President Lester
$. Isaacs. The report, titled "Projecion, a Specialized Art," stresses the
■nportance of proper projection and
ontains a number of practical sugestions.
Following is the text:
Formation of the Projection Advisry Council represents a new step
1 the advancement of the projectionit and a further recognition of the
alue of good projection. The oranization has a number of important
ctivities all of which will in time
e given due attention, but one of
le most important of these will be to
evelop organized, systeinatized, pubcity for projection and projectionists.
The Motion Picture Prod, and Dist.
f America, under the able leadernip of Will H. Hays, has done a
cmendous amount of good for the
ijtion picture industry. Although
a£t sums have been used to create
nderstanding and goodwill for mocn pictures, the money has been
til expended and the work highly
iccessful. If the great leaders of
le motion picture industry can see
le value of goodwill and are willing
) pay for it, does it not seem reasonDie that something of a similar
iture would be good for projectionIs? Every great organization in the
)untry, the United States navy and
my, aviation, etc. — have highly
•ganized publicity and public relaDns departments. The Projection
dvisory Council will have a limited
nount to spend for all its activities
id therefore cannot pay much for
iblicity, but something definite can
; accomplished along these lines
ith the active assistance of the proctionist, supply dealers and equipent manufacturers of this country,
eal publicity should not be confused
ith mere exploitation and what the
rojection Advisory Council proposes
do is to educate the industry and
e public regarding the fine points
good projection and its impornce. We believe that through the
ork of the Projection Advisory
auncil the standards of projection
n be raised and that every projecjnist will benefit by the increased
iderstanding and the respect for his
iportant reponsibilities.
The standing of the projectionist
is been greatly improved and this is

' course largely due to the trecndous growth of the motion picre industry. The development of
ojection has been far beyond what
luld have been realized in the early
tys of the industry, although it is
ue that the great "Prophet of Proction," F. H. Richardson, through a

The Projection Advisory Council
Formed early this year by a group of far-sighted workers, the
Projection Advisory Council has been working quietly since its
inception in making a thorough study of its field, particularly the
new problems presented by advent of sound. The council recommends and intimates wherever necessary, but also is encouraging
and assisting existing organizations being content to leave to others
work which can better be done by them.
The council plans to point out existing evils, calling upon individuals and organizations to effect the cures. Through various
committees it undertakes work now within the province of other
organizations. The work this council has launched is earning the
endorsement and co-operation of the industry.

"SHOWMUSTGOONILANT
IMPERATIVE, REPORT CITES

Great Interest In Mechanical Output on Talking Drama. Upheaval In
Profession Observed." This is probably the first time any newspaper
has devoted so much space to the
projectionist and strongly indicates
that the public is beginning to realize
the importance of his work. Through
a properly organized and systematized
publicity campaign many other papers
would carry articles of a similar nature and the Projection Advisory
Council plans to actively develop this
work.
The Society of M. P. Engineers
now has a large number of members
partments, but have often been handicapped who are practical projectionists and
long period of years pointed out the by indifference
to the importance of their
work.
This
indifference has been costly and they are listened to with respect and
great possibilities of good projection. Persistently and vigorously he the industry is paying and will continue attention when they address the society. Their papers and discussions
urged projectionists to keep them- to pay for many years for errors which might
selves fully informed regarding their have been avoided."
appear in the transaction as positive
In the past a few voices were raised evidence of the part they are playing
work and in his "Hand Book on Proin the effort to induce the industry to the meetings of the S. M. P. E. Credit
jection" developed a large amount of
valuable information. Only by keep- take projection more seriously. We m.ust also be given to others we cannot take space to mention at this
ing thoroughly posted regarding pres- have already referred to F. H.
ent conditions can any individual or Richardson, and his authoritative time who in various ways endeavored
organization be properly prepared to "Handbook on Projection." P. A. to make the motion picture industry
meet the changes that are constantly McGuire in the advertising of the In- realize that much harm was being
taking place. Vast changes have been ternation Projector Corp., repeated done through the failure to take promade in the technical departments of "Better Projection Pays" until it bejection more seriously.
came a slogan of the industry. The
this industry, and other, and perhaps
With
the coming of sound the progreat improvements will be made at following statement from the same
jectionist found himself facing new
no very distant time. In this coun- source
tention. also attracted widespread at- problems. These have been splendidtry the cost of change means little
ly presented in a paper by Harry
motion picture projector is no longer
and great manufacturers think noth- a "The
mere mechanical contrivance, cranked by Rubin, supervisor of projection, Pubing of scrapping machinery that has hand, or made to operate by the simple lix Theaters. This paper was read at
cost millions of dollars if better re- closing of a switch. The projectionist of to- the fall meeting of the Society of M.
day must have an excellent knowledge of
sults can be secured with newer
mechanics, electricity and optics and is in P. Engineers, Lake Placid, New
equipment. The company that does charge of a delicate and complicated mechanYork, September, 1928, and has been
not make these changes will soon
ism made with scientific accuracy to handle
printed in the Transactions of the
be outdistanced by progressive com- a fragile and inflamable material."
Society. Mr. Rubin prefaced his
"The projectionist has a great responsibility
petitors. The individual who does not
— for a failure to measure up to the right technical details with the following
keep up with the times will have the standards means that all the producer, diactor and cinematographer have striven general remarks.
same thing happen to him. The pro- for losesrector,much
of its artistic and commercial
"The introduction of sound pictures necesjectionist who expects to stay in this
sitated the redesigning and reconstruction of
the pleasure of the audience is lesswork cannot afford to go to sleep value,ened,—— the
exhibitor is subject to constant and projection rooms as the space allotted to
on the job. He must thoroughly unnecessary expense, — and lives and property this department is inadequate even in many
of the newest theaters. It will be well for
understand his present work and be
architects in future to be fully informed
are Richard
endangered."
Barthelmess
recognized
the
ready for any changes that may be
regarding
the requirements of a modern promade.
importance of projection in what is
jection room. In many instances it was
probably the finest single expression necessary to demolish walls which conform
Sound
Focusing
Attention
fire regulations and construct new ones
Until quite recently the importance regarding the work of the projec- to
with similar restrictions. It is obvious that
this
meant much work, expense, loss of time
of projection failed to receive adetionist, "The projectionist with his
quate attention. It must be conceded projection equipment is largely the and interference with the work of the prothat with the introduction of sound
master of our photographic destinies." jectionist.
"The ne;d for speed in the installation of
the technical departments of this field Daniel B. Clark, formerly president sound
equipment, and in many instances new
attracted more notice and projec- of the American Society of Cinema- projection equipment, constituted a real problem as no interruption or marring of the
tionists are undoubtedly benefiting tographers is also an earnest believer
was permitted. Another diffithereby. The leaders of the industry in good projection and a friend of the performance
culty of a similar nature was training men
are spending great sums for sound projectionist. He stressed the im- for entirely new equipment under rush conwithout interfering with their regular
equipment and are outgrowing what
portance of properly designed projec- duties. ditions
It is doubtful whether any body of
was once a fixed habit of economizing
tion rooms and "The American Cine- men has been called upon other than in times
on projection equipment. The folmatographer" has given much space of urgent necessity to take up the operation
lowing quotation from the Bulletin of to projection.
of entirely new and delicate equipment with
training as the projecthe Society of Engineers !s interestThe entire front page of the mag- so littletionistpreliminary
received in connection with sound picazine section of a recent issue of the
ing and tends to confirm the statetures. That he has done so well is a real
ment made in the preceding sentence: "Washington Star" was devoted to testimonial to his technical ability and inti-

New Problems Brought by Sound
Being Met Rapidly, Council Says

"The men who built up the motion picture
in(histry possessed a very practical knowledge
of showmanship and great business ability,
hut little or no technical knowledge. As a
rule they left technical details almost entirely
to subordinates. In time the subordinates
developed real executive ability and became
highly specialized experts in their own de-

projection
under
the heading
ator Becomes
Ruling
Figure in"OperGreat
Screen Revolution." The sub-title
read "Projectionists No Longer
Lightly Held, as Washington Public,
Like That Of Other Cities, Expressed

mate knowledge of conditions in the theatrical
field. The projectionist should have ample
opportunity to study new apparatus which he
is expected to handle. Proper instruction in
the operation of new equipment is hardly
less an engineering problem than designing
the equipment itself.
"There is urgent need for the development
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Art of Projection a Specialized One
MORE INFORMATION HELD
NEED ON SOUND SYSTEMS
of a screen which will permit tr.iiismission
of sound without sacrifice of reflecting power.
IMuch of the advance that has been made in
recent years in the manuiacture of screens intruded solely for visual projection has been
lost through the use of screens now used for
sound pictures to facilitate the transmission
of sound. Even with the best screens now
in use for sound pictures there is a perceptible loss of lisht and it is to be hoped that
this condition will be corrected at the earliest
jossible moment. The quality and quantity
of the light is of the utmost importance to
the projectionist and the conditions here referred to is one of the most serious problems
the projectionist faces at the present time.
"Sound volume is mechanically c<intro!le<l
from the projection room and. therefore, the
elimination of vibration and extraneous sounds
are naturally matters of real interest to the
projectionist. Such diflficulties while not the
direct responsibility of the projection department must still be included among the problems of projection in connection with sound
pictures."

The industry failed to pivc proper
consideration to the projectionist
when sound was introduced. This is
clearly indicated by the statement
made by George Edwards, President
of the American Projection Society,
in the discussions at the Fall Meeting of the S. M. P. E., September,
192S.
The following are Mr. Edward's
remarks.
"There certainly is one thing that has been
lacking in the introduction of sound pictures
to the projectionists. The outfit comes into
the theater for installation accompanied by
an installing engineer. A crew of electricians,
wiremen and often other mechanics are engaged in the necessary construction work in
quarters that were crowded even before the
installation of the new apparatus. The projectionist's problem is to keep the show running properly and at the same time absorb
a lot of very necessary information about the
new apparatus. This is something that should
have been supplied long in advance.
"As Mr. Richardson says, it is impossible
to get much information in book form, owing
to the changes in apparatus, but I do think
that the people putting out sound synchronization devices might with the advantage follow
the lead of the radio manufacturers and supply more information than they have. Each
component should be described, its particular
function explained and emergency repair
methods given in detail. The expensive
instruction books supplied with the installation are complete but are entirely lacking in
this important information. They tell you to
'keep your batteries charged' and 'keep your
sound gate clean.' It would be far more
practical to state what would happen if these
parts were not looked after properly. I
think that this is the trouble from the point
of view of the projectionist today. He asks
the engineer how this works and he says :
'Turn this switch, and it will do this,' 'that
is an amplifier,' etc.
"There are men who do not know what
the filtering system is for. Why don't they?
If they know what it is for, they will knowwhen it is working properly. I'm afraid that
there has been a disposition on the part of
the manufacturers to wrap an air of mystery
around the whole thing. There is nothing
secret in this business, gentlcment. You may
have a circuit you wish to keep under cover
for u while; you don't have to show it to
them, but it is very important to show them
how to work it. How many of you engineers
have shown a projectionist how to bring a
motor up to speed when it would persist in
running at 50 R.P.M. below the fixed normal
speed? It is a simple matter and rcfpiires
neither great technical knowledge or ability.
The placing of fuses inside a locked box is
a real example of how not to do a thing,

The True Projectionist
"No man will ever be a first class projectionist unless he knows
and likes the show business. He must have a viewpoint and must
live a life which is different from the ordinary technician • * * 'The
show must go on' and the man who does not realize this does not
belong in the theatrical held. * * *
"A real projectionist must have a good idea of the speed which
gives the best interpretation of the particular subject shown. He
must know how to make up schedules, how to hold to them and
what to do in emergencies. He must exert himself to keep the public from knowing when anything goes wrong, * * *
"The wise projectionist anticipates troubles and by thorough
inspection safeguards against defects or breakdowns * ■' * It is the
job of the projectionist to get out of troubles as quickly as possible,
and if he is a real artist with the true spirit of the showman, he will
fairly 'sweat blood' until everything is again going smoothly. Such
a man under such conditions is not merely thinking of the money
or his job. It is desire to give the public a perfect performance.
"When a man has a proper knowledge of optics, electricity and
mechanics — when he has learned how to handle a delicate and inflammable material in conjunction with a high amperage illuminant
— knows time, color and sound — has experienced the peculiarities of
managers and the sensibilities of actors and musicians — when he has
learned how to work irregular hours during 365 days of the year —
and when he can work effectively with constantly-changing associates, in what all too often is an improperly designed and constructed
projection room — and when he has merged all this, he becomes a
showman and a projectionist. As the showmian must be an artist,
so must the projectionist be an artist, and we are justified in agreeing with Westinghouse: 'Projection, a Specialized Art'." — From report of the Projection Advisory Council, signed by President Lester
B. Isaacs.

especial'y when it is necessary to get a blown
fuse replaced quickly. I know of a case
where a show was held up for 40 minutes
due to inability to locate the fuse at fault.
.■\ simple wiring diagram would have shown
it instantly. I think a series of short articles
on these subjects in our technical press are
required. Tliey will help the projectionist,
the producers, and the manufacturers of sound
synchronization
api>aratus."
Mr. Miehling: "In connection with Mr.
Richardson's paper and Mr. Edwards' remarks, 1wish to state that I represent Publix Theaters. We have anticipated the points
mentioned by Mr. Edwards and I am traveling
throughout the country to give the information to projectioni-sts which they will need
to keep the show going under any conditions.
I have found that on re-entering the terri
tory where information had been given projectionists, they have not only been able to
help themselves but have been able to do
justice to sound and projection as it was

argument which followed lasted over an hour.
This
.^:.'0 A.M.,
aftera aconsiderable
hard days'
work, started
many atmembers
coming
distance to attend the meeting. In what
other business do men give up their time at
such a time to secure information which will
help them in their work? It must be re
niembered that these men do not own the
theaters or have any personal financial in
terest in the sound outfits they are working
for a .salary and upon their skill depends
not only the success or failure of the theater,
but the ultimate success of all sound processes.
We think the situation is unitjuc. We know
of no other class of workers traveling in
heavy weather ami losing their usual sleeping
time to fliscuss ways ancl means to make business better for their employers, without di
reet monetary
compensation."

A large number of projectionists
belong to projection societies and the
American Projection Society with
branch chapters throughout the cotmintendetl."
This failure to take the projection- fry is the pioneer technical organization in this industry. As alreadx
ist into consideration and the tendstated
many belong to the Society of
ency to belittle his work is unfortunate. It is a handicap to the pro- M. P. l''ngineers and attend the meetjectionist and does great harm to the
ings at their own expense. Transactions of the Society are purchased
motion picture industry. There is a
well established practice of criticizing by many projectionists and carefully
the projectionist for ignorance when read. Authoritative information in
making any effort to help him or to this field is not easily secured. The
realize how hard he is trying to secure industry is new and conditions change
the latest and best information about too rapidly to have many standardized sources of information.
his work. The following remarks
Lectures of the American Projecin "The American Projectionist"
tion Society held after midnight are
prove how hard the Projectionist tries
to secure information and solve prob- given in quite a few cities and every
lems in connection with his work.
effort is made at these lectures to secure worthwhile s|)eakers.
Projectionists Shoulder Burden
Need for More Sound Data
"At the last meeting of the New Yurk
c!:apter after the business had been disposed
of a discussion was started on sound failures
There is a great need for more information regarding visual and sound
their causes and remedy. Some very interesting experiences were recounted and a projection. It is to be hoped that
lot of useful information gained."
manufacturers of equipment will find
"Somebody wantefl an explanation of why
a tube which had been used for rectification some way to provide material for
was of no value as an amplifier and the lectures and that more technical data

SUGGESTIONS FOR BEHER
PROJECTION ARE OFFERED
can be supplied. Every projectionist
shouhl have a well supplied technical
ibrary aiul carefully read the projectionists' pulilicalioii. It wouUl be
advisable to rcatl at least one motion
picture trade ])ublicati(^n.
Up to this point we have considere<l
the work of the projectionist from
;i technical standitoint, but we will
now take up another highly important
qualification he must possess. Projection is looked upon as a trade or
a craft. It has been called a profession and timidly regarded as an
art
by aElectric
few people.
The Westinghouse
and Manufacturing
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa., recently
liowcver, in their advertising speak
of "Projection, a Specialized Art" and
this has attracted widespread attention. Those who are skeptical can
take plenty of time to consider the
matter, for certainly it is not yet
finally settled.
Projection is unquestionably a
highly specialized field as we have
tried to show in what has already
been said regarding the necessary
technical training. This can be acquired theoretically, but no one can
really be called a projectionist until
he has had long practical experience.
Technical Knowledge Not Enough
An engineer from one of the gi^eat
educational or commercial organizations might i)ossess a very complete
knowledge of these important subjects ancl never make even a third
rate projectionist. A man may be a
good machinist, a first class repair
man, or an expert electrician, and fail
utterly as a projectionist. Some
mighty good sound engineers could
never become projectionists although
the work looks easy to them because
theatricalis
into theindustry
fit picture
they
motion
The don't
field. just
in the show business and a man who
does not realize that does not belong
in it. No matter what other training
an operator may have he will be that
and nothing more unless he knows
the show business. A projectionist
must be a showman. A showman
must be a good deal of an artist for
tlure is nothing fixed or standardized
about entertaining the public. In th"
writing of the story, in the taking an •
the making of the picture and in thbuilding and operating of the theater,
everything is done to catch the fancy
of tlie patron, to amuse him. Any defect, anything that mars or interrupts
the performance lessens the pleasure
of the audience. The real showman
must have the feeling of an artist in
his efforts to hold his public. The
projectionist is an important part of
the vast system entertaining the public through the medium of motion picture. To the projectionist comes the
of the finished product
final delivery
{Continued on Page 26)
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SUGGESTIONS FOR BEHER
PROJEGTION ARE OFFERED
(Continued jrom Page 25)

tc the public and all that has preceded
is marred if the projection is bad.
Projection cannot be produced in
quantity basis and each projectionist
is directly responsible for the quality
of his own work. It is only by maintaining the highest standards in the
projection room and encouraging tlie
projectionist to do good work that we
can hope to secure the best possible
results in the projection room.
Must be a Showman
No man will ever be a first class
projectionist unless he knows and
likes the show business. He must
have a viewpoint and must live a life
which is different from the ordinary
technician.
Some men acquire this viewpoint
with comparative ease, but some
never the
do.man"The
on"
and
whoshow
doesmust
not go
realize
this does not belong in the theatrical
field. The true projectionist must
have a fundamental training as a
technician, but he must have considerably more than this which is
only acquired through natural aptitude and practical training.
A real projectionist must have a
good idea of the speed which gives
the best interpretation of the particular subject shown. He must know
how to make up schedules, how to
hold to them and what to do in
emergencies. He must exert himself to keep the public from knowing
when anything goes wrong and no
experienced man in this industry need
be told that many things can go
wong during a performance. The
wise projectionist anticipates troubles
and by thorough inspection safeguards against defects or breakdowns.
In spite of all his precautions, and
sometimes through conditions beyond
his control, things do go wrong. It
is the job of the projectionist to get
out of these troubles as quickly as
possible and if he is a real artist with
the true spirit of the showman he will
fairly "sweat blood" until everything
is again going smoothly. Such a
man under such conditions is not

i^m

all projectionists are drawing big pay
by any means and for the most part
those who are holding good positions
have earned their success. They came
into the motion
picture field when
the pay was
poor, the work
hard
and the outlook discouraging.
With
the tremendous expansion of this industry it is no more than reasonable
that the men in the technical departments should also share in the benefits that come with success.
The motion picture industry
absolutely
depends upon the highl^^ specialized
skill of the expert projectionist. Without his knowledge and training, visual and sound projection as a means
of public entertainment
would be a
failure.
De Luxe Houses Increase Duties
We
have not referred
heretofore
to the work of the projectionist when
there are spots, floods and effect machines; then there is additional need
for showmanship and the chief should
have considerable
executive
ability.
With
the frequent
changes
and the
exacting requirements of the modern
motion picture theater, the show absolutely depends upon the highly specialized training of the projectionist.
That, however, is a big subject which
we do not intend to take up at this
time.
The
Projection
Advisory
Council
hopes
to develop
more
information along these lines. The projectionist must take his responsibilities seriously if he expects others to
place a proper value upon his work.
He must realize that his is a highly
specialized field and the necessity for
keeping
himself
thoroughly
posted
regarding
present
day requirements
and future developments.
When a man has a practical knowledge of optics, electricity and mechanics— when he has learned how to
handle a delicate and inflammable material in conjunction with a high amperage illuminant — knows time, color
and sound — has experienced the
peculiarities of managers and the
sensibilities of actors and musicians —
when he has learned how to work
irregular hours during 365 days of
the year — and when he can work effectively with constantly changing
associates in what all too often is an
improperly designed and constructed
projection room — and when he has
merged all this, he becomes a showman and a projectionist. As the showman must be an artist so must the
projectionist be an artist, and we are
justified in agreeing with Westinghouse; "Projection, A Specialized

n-.erely thinking of the money or his
job. It is his desire to give the public a perfect performance. Again we
say it is this spirit in conjunction with
his knowledge and training that
makes the projectionist a showman
and an artist. The mere technician
cannot get this feeling and he will
Completing North Bay House
therefore nevdr be a true projecToronto — Ben Whitman of FaArt."
tionist.
mous Players Canadian Corp. has
It is true that there are some pretty been in North Bay, Ont., to supervise the finishing touches of the new
poor operators who get by as projectionists, but there are misfits in all Capitol in the northern
city.
fields. There are shoemakers who
would make mighty goad doctors Sunday Matinees Out at Fall River
and doctors who ought to be shoeFall River, Mass. — Sunday matmakers. We say this without reinees have been stopped by the
flecting upon the worthy men en- mayor.
paged in these widely differing fields.
Being a projectionist and drawing big
Floydada House Closed
pay with short hours looks like a
Floydada. Tex. — Simpson and Nelsnap, but peojile on the outside do
son have closed their Royal and unnot realize what the projectionist had
til their new house is completed the
done to get where he is today.
Not Olympic will be operated daily.

TO i
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PRODUCESSHORTSUBJECTS
Moscow — A special series of eight
educational short subjects are scheduled for immediate production by
Sovkino. A variety of subjects is included in the list which consists of the

Sharpen your pencil and figure every
item of overhead in
building your show.

following pictures: "Chemicalisation
in the U.S.S.R.," dealing with the
chemical problems of the Soviet industry; "Chaos and Order" treats of
standardization in agriculture. "Kolkhoz," another film dealing with agriculture and directed by Kopalin.
Three shorts on village hygiene are:

Thursday, June 20, 1929

"BRITISH MUSICIANS TO BE
HIT BY SOUr-WALLACE
London — Edgar Wallace, chairman
of British Lion Film Corp. predicts
that some 20,000 local musxians are
likely to be out of work by 1930
owing to the advance of sound pictures here. "The musicians are perhaps in the worst position of all,"
said Wallace, "already several London and provincial theaters have
sacked
their orchestra
completely."
E. B. L. Pelly, of Western Electric has orders for theater installations which will bring its British total for the year over 500. Newton
Brook, organizer of the Musicians
here, in commenting on the subject
said:
"I don't believe that the talkers
will have much effect and if we can
weather the first storm, things will
level out. When you get the second
and third class houses wired, you will
find that the first class houses will
return to the orchestras, something
the 'canned' music cannot give."
Ketcham in Los Angeles
West

Coast

Bureau,

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Ben H. Ketcham,
part owner of the Denham, Denver,
is conferring with the owners of the
Vine St. theater, Hollywood, and the
Mayan, here, which, it is reported,
are likely to become units in the
Oberfelder-Ketcham
chain.
Betancourt Now

at San Benito

"Live Clean and Be Well," "The
Clean Cottage" and "The Peasant
Home and Village Water Supply."
"Soviet Fordism" will portray the
mechanical systems in industry and
aims at improved methods in craftmanship. "The Giant" is concerned
with the mass production of grain
and will show the large Soviet farms
at Salsk in the North Caucasus.
Vitaphone Players Sailing
With filming of "The Royal Box,"
all-dialogue feature in German, completed at the Vitaphone studio, both
Alexander Moissi, starred in the picture, and Cainilla Horn, who played
opposite him, are preparing to go to
Europe. Moissi is booked for the
Columbus and Miss Horn sailed on
the Resolute.
Sound for Two Multomah Houses
Portland — Sound pictures viaWestern Electric system made their bow
at both the Bagdad and Egyptian,
two houses of the Multomah circuit.
Paramount's "The Doctor's Secret"
was the opening feature. Jack Allen
supervised the installation for W. E.
Talley Leases Two Houses
Devine, Tex. — L. G. Talley, who
operates the Majestic here has leased
the Ritz at Pearsall and Palace at
Dilly from R. B. Pennington, The
three houses will be operated under
the name of Talley Theaters. E.
Hassell is house manager at the Ritz.
Competition Ends at New Ulm
New Ulm, Minn.— T. B. Melzer,
owner of the Lyric has purchased the
Nile here from J. W. Dodge, it is
reported. Dodge is moving to California.
Detroit Acoustic Co. Formed
Detroit — Theater Acoustics, Inc.
has been formed by Harry Goldberg
and Louis Gould to specialize in remodeling houses to be wired for
sound.

San Benito, Tex. — ■ Paco Betancourt now is with Ed Brady operating two houses here. Brady was for-s
To Reopen at Grand
Rapids
merly part owner of three houses in
Brownsville recently taken over by
Grand Rapids, Mich. — The ButterDent.
field circuit will reopen the Orpheum
as the Kent in September.
Start "Gay Lady"
Production of "The Gay Lady"
has started at Paramount
with
Robert Florey directing in association
with John Meehan. Gertrude Lawrence will be featured, with Blythe
Daly and Walter Petrie in the sup-

Sound for Clifton House
Clifton, Tex. — The
Clifton has
been equipped for sound
pictures.
Talkers for Grand, Texas
Yoakum. Tex. — Sound pictures are
now being shown at the Grand here.

''WAIT!let your
booking

t

past experience be YOUR
guide for

^
m^
^^

1929
19
30/'

TODAY, your playdates have doubled in value to your theatre
investment. TODAY, particularly if your theatre is wired for
Sound— YOU MUST, as never before, PROTECT THOSE DATES
by booking the best entertainment possible to secure, YOU
MUST close them with pictures of MERIT — you cannot afford
to take the chances that were possible before SOUND and
ALL TALKING pictures came into public favor.
UNITED ARTISTS PICTURES for the seasons 1929-30 will form
the backbone service of the ALL TALKING programs of the
COUNTRY'S WISEST SHOWMEN— just as they have done for
years in silent entertainment
"COQUETTE"— "ALIBI"— "BULLDOG DRUMMOND"
Three great hits in three All Talking pictures produced

and we've only just started

UNITED ARTISTS
King of the All-Talkie iVIakers — Your Play Dates Best Bet
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DANGEROUS
CURVES
Paramount exhibitors are enjoying a big edge
on their competition this summer.
charts showing rising summer
Paramount

showmen

With the

temperatures,

are seeing their box-

office receipts continuing upward, too! This
company knows it's urgent to have big talking
pictures in June and July — and is supplying them. Remember

that in buying for

Illustration of Clara Bow
in a scene from her latest
all-talking hit,'"'^ Dangerous

YOUR
WITH

Curves.''UP
RECEIPTS
GO
THE TEMPERATURE!
•

CLARA BOW in "Dangerous Curves"
GEORGE BANCROFT in "Thunderbolt"
"STUDIO MURDER MYSTERY"
CHARLES "BUDDY" ROGERS in
"River of Romance"
RICHARD

DIX in "The Wheel of Life"

ADOLPHE MEN JOU in"Fashions in Love' '
Christie-MacLean's "Divorce Made Easy"
All all -talking!

1929-30, too.

PARAMOUNT
THE

TALKING

HITS

OF ANY

Member Motion Picture Producers & Diatributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President
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Production. Two negatives: one talking and singing; one silent.

THE

COAST
WHILE
BY

NEWS

OF

STUDIOS
IT IS NEWS

DIRECT

'.!<*

•:•

NIVERSAL'S surging human
drama . . . drenched with song . . .
aimed straight at the BIG MONEY!
With Huntly Gordon, Jane La Verne.
Story by Jo Swerling. A Robert Hill

ALL

mx
^

WIRE

WITH

:•,y .v
V>5?
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JOSEPHINE"

Dtmn

Presented

by CARL

KP^

LAEMMLE

Keep posted on production through

ANOTHER

EXAMPLE

Holly MTood IVire Service

OF FILM
READER

DAILY'S
SERVICE

a daily feature

AND

LEADERSHIP

FOR 1929-193

INo question about
leadership in the
Short Features field

IfS ALL

^duxxitlonai UActwt^

30
12
6
8
6
8
^

MACK

SENNETT
TALKING

LLOYD

HAMILTON
TALKING

JACK

COMEDIES

COMEDIES

TE COMEDIES

WHI
TALKING

LUPINO

LANE

TALKING

COMEDIES

CORONET
TALKING

COMEDIES

MERMAID
TALKING

COMEDIES

TUXEDO
TALKING

COMEDIES

GREAT TWO-REEL
ALL-TALKING COMEDIES
The Laugh gems that have
brought the comedy back into style
12 One-Reel Novelties with
sound — Lyman H. Howe's
HODGE-PODGE

KINOGRAMS-Twice a
week NEWS REEL serviceunbeaten in speed — unparaleled in entertainment quality.

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

E. W. HAAWAONS,

President

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.
Will H. Hoys, President

F. N. Remains Separate,

H. M. Warner Avers
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WARNERS POLICY, PRODUCT
OUTLINE IS COMPLETED
With sales policies and product for
the new year outhned, Warners Friday night completed its sales convention in New York. The force, together with First National division
and branch managers joins with the
Stanley organization today in an outing at Indian Point.
Claude Ezell, sales manager, presided at both sessions. Talks were
given by Max Milder, Earl Bell and
Sam E. Morris, Spyros Skouras paid
tribute to Jack Warner. Albert Warner and H. M. Warner for their
energy and ability in building up
their organization. Contracts and
franchises were discussed by James
.•\llen. Ezell, in his remarks, plugged
the slogan, "It can be done," and
told them to remember that "what
Warner Brothers promise, Warner
Brothers (Continued
deliver." on A.PageP. 4)Waxman,

BOON rOR SHORT SUBJECTS
SEEN IN SOUND UPHEAVAL
Atlantic City — There are no
changed sales policies; the line-up of
76 two reel talkers, 12 Hodge Podges
and 104 issues of Kinograms newsreel, already has been announced,
but the unbounded enthusiasm of
Educational's sales force is deserving of headlines. All present agree
that the sound evolution will be felt
to as great or even greater degree in
the short subjects, as in features.
Where one year ago, it was a real
task to get in shorts at first run
houses, the advent of sound finds a
scramble for bookings, the managers
report. And they arc confident of
next year.
continued improvement
ss discusbusine
l
genera
the
Today
sions will continue, the convention

Sunday,

Lasky on "Legit"

Atlantic stage
City,will
N. never
J.— "The
legitimate
pass
out because of talkers. If necessary, the motion picture industry
subsidize
it," Jesse
L. Lasky willtold
the Paramount
convention assembled here Friday.

gi[™|[g|SMMJMMyi

June

23.

Price 25 Cents
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UNIONS HAVEN'T MAPPED
PLAN IN EQUITY DRIVE
F.N.

88 SHORTS FOR 1929-30 "EVERY CO-OPERATION"
P. F. L. LIST
By JAMES

P. CUNNINGHAM

Atlantic City — Paramount will
have 88 sound shorts in addition to
the 65 features on its 1929-30 program, instead of the 80 previously
announced, delegates to the eastern
sales convention were told at the
opening session Friday. Emanuel
Cohen, short subject production
chief, made the announcement of the
change.
Fifty-si.x of next year's features
will be produced on the coast and
16 in New York, according to Wanger who addressed the salesmen. Of
the short subject line-up, 60 per cent
will be produced on the coast and
the remaining 40 per cent in the East.
covpolicy is to
A new {Contxnued
on be
Pageadopted
3)

isexchaWforcesmeet
for"u"emrn confab

Atlantic City, N. J. — With 18
American and Canadian exchanges
represented. Universal today launches
its Eastern sales convention here.
On haiid arc the following home
office executives: R. H. and P. D.
Cochrane, Lou B. Met/.gcr, M. Van
Praag. Ted Schlanger, Fred McConnell. Charles M. Steele. Charles B.
Paine, Paul Gulick, Milton Silver, N.
Manheim, Sidney Singerman, Sam
L.
(Continued
on Page 2)
B. Jacobson, Joe Weil. Herman
Balsly, H. M. Messiter and
Stern,
M-G-M International News M. W. Lee
Greenthal.
When the gavel sounds at the Ritz,
Is Hearst's Silent Reel
will wield it. The proM-G-M International News is to Van Praag featur
es for next year will
55
of
gram
be the name of the combined M-G-M
deand
(Continued taken
on Pageup i)in full
News and International Newsreel. be announced
between
deal
new
under terms of the
M-G-M and William Randolnh R-K-0 May Build House at
Hear.st. First issue of the newsreel
Philadelphia, Is Report
(silent) will be issued July 27. Hearst
sound
the
be
will
News
e
Metroton
Philadelphia — Radio-Keith-Ornewsreel, first issue of which is pheum may build here to secure a
scheduled Sept. 28.
show window for Radio Pictures.

First National will remain a separate company from Warner Bros.,
Harry M. Warner, president of the
iatter, assured division and branch
manager^ of* the organization at its
concluding session in New York Friday night. Each of the two firms
is to stand on its own, Warner asserted, adding his assurance to that
voiced on Thursday by Herman Starr,
president of First National.
The parent company, Warners,
Inc., win extend "every conceivable
support" to First National, Warner
declared, in a lengthy speech which
evoked enthusiasm from the convention.
Warner dwelt upon the need for
fairness and equity in the sale of
films, calling upon all present to be
"honest with yourself, your exhibitor,
customer and your co-workers."
Building on the right foundation assures success, he asserted, stating that
(Cotitinucd cm Page 4)

Gillmore Confident; Seeks
Debate with Producers
on Equity Shop
West Coajt Bureau, THE

ULSt

DAILY

Hollywood — Plan of action of the
unions has not been formulated in
the fight for the Equity shop in talkers, J. W. Buzzell. secretary of the
Los Angeles Central Labor Council,
declared at a meeting of the Actor's
Equity .Xssn. He pointed out, however, that 242 delegates, representing
102 local unions have voted to support Equity.
Five million unionists will refrain
from patronizing pictures starring
Equity members who are opposing
the Equity shop until these stars
publicly renounce their position, Buzzell said.
At the session, Frank Gillmore,
Equity president, predicted victory
and challenged producers to debate
the Equity shop issue at the next
Equity meeting. Insisting that
Equity's activity on the Coast is not
new, he reviewed his efforts to improve conditions for actors here
since 1919. In 1922, he declared, the
Coast actors' committee drafted a
contract and said that when Will H.
Hays

became
head on ofPagethe 16)produccr(Continued

Third U. A. Convention
At 'Frisco Thursday Nunes Named President of
Connecticut Exhibitors
United Artists' third sectional sales

convention, following those already
held in New York and Chicago, has
been set for San Francisco June 27.
Paul Burger, assistant to Al Lichtman, and David Bershon. western
division manager, have left New
York journeying together to Denver,
Salt Lake City and San Francisco,
.^fter the convention Bershon will
and Mr. BurLos Angeles
remain in(Continucd
on Page 2)

New Haven, Conn. — Morris A.
Nunes, New Haven, was elected
president
of theat Connecticut
exhibitor association
its annual meeting
here. His first duty will be to send
delegation to New York next Tuesday to bring the sound rental situation to attention of distributors, protesting against present charges. This
is a mandate from the convention. No
measures advocating any buying strike
or other(Continued
retaliatory
steps
on Page
16) are ad-

Williams Promoting Studio
in England for Talkers Abolition of Censors
Agitated at Montreal
In a cablegram from London F^riday. J. D. Williams again denied reports that he is leaving World Wide
Pictures and said that he is promoting
a big talking picture studio project in
London. A similar cable from John
Maxwell of British International substantiated the Williams' statement.
under onwayPagefor2)the erecPlans are
(Continued

Montreal — Demand for abolishment of the Quebec censors has been
made here following the barring of.
all children from picture theaters of
the province. The courts recently reaffirmed the new law prohibiting the
admission of children under 16 years
iContinned <m Pag* i)
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Industry's
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Today:

Paramount
eastern division sales
convention at Atlantic City, N. J.
Universal eastern convention at
Atlantic City.
Annual
RKO
at
Chicago,
111. sales convention
Annual
June

25

sales
conventionTiffany-Stahl
at Detroit.
Pathe convention at Atlantic City
Meeting
of Allied
States Assn.,
Washington.

July
June

REVIEWS
AT EDGE
OF THE
WORLD...TAGF.
U
BELOW
THE
DEADLINE
12
BLACK
CARGO
OF THE
SOUTH
SEAS
13
FALL
OF
EVE
12
FROZEN
RIVER
13
HOUSE
OF HORROR
12
IDLE
RICH
13

KID

GLOVES

12

LOVE
AND
THE DEVIL
LAST
FLIGHT THE
PHYSICIAN.
ROYAL
RIDER
STAIRS
OF SAND
TIMES
SQUARE
SHORT SUBJECTS

13
'u
12
12
12
12
13-16

Boon for Shorts Seen
in
Sound
Upheaval
(Continued
from Page 1)

winding up tonight. President Earle
W. Hammons, A. S. Kirkpatrick, assistant general manager, J. A. Waldron, general manager and W. B.
Frank, eastern representative of
Mack Sennett, and H. L. Danson of
RCA-Photophone were among speakers yesterday.

Warner Stockholders Vote Third U. A. Convention
At 'Frisco Thursday
"iA
oo Two for One Split-Up
■ (Continued from Page 1)
Stockholders of Warner Brothers
Pictures Friday ratified a two for one

spHtup of the company's stock.
They voted also to increase authorized capital stock from 2,500,000 to
7,500,000 shares.

Williams Promoting Studio
in {Continued
Englandfrom for
Talkers
Page 1)
tion of a sound studio at Elstree, with
20 sound stages to be used by associated producers representing various
European countries. WRen a vehicle
is selected the sets will be built and
used in turn by these producers and
the cost pro rated. Two sound stages
are now in use and two more will be
ready next month.

Tobis
Sound Device
'16
6
For Pathe-Natan Chain
Paris — Klangfilm Syndicate, Tobis.
has closed with the Pathe-Natan theaters here for weiring of the chain
houses with Tobis apparatus. PatheNatan combine, it is claimed will
have a chain of more than 1,000
houses before the end of the year.

Schlesinger in N. Y.
I. W. Schlesinger, head of the
I.V.T.A., the South African Trust
and other extended film and theatrical interests in South Africa as well
ger will return eastward, stopping at
Dallas, New Orleans, Atlanta, Char- as of General Talking Pictures Corp.,
is in New York.
lotte and Washington.
Those who will attend the conven
Middletown Exhibitor Dies
tion, are D. J. McNerny, Guy Gunderson, Russell Egner, Frederic
Middleton, O. — Paralysis stroke
Gage, G. F. Madsden, Arthur H. proved fatal to William Gordon, 59,
operated
Toffler, Jack O'Bryan, F. W. Tal- who tion
house here.the Gordon, combinabot, F. E. Benson, E. MacLean, J.
P. Connors, Harry Levey, Abel
Davis and E. L. Walton.
Five Day Week Adopted
Cleveland — The Mayfield, operated
U. A. Closes 3 Year
bv Mike Maesandra, is closed Monday and Tuesday of each week until
Contract in Australia further
notice.
Eighty theaters in Australia and
Tasmania, controlled by Union Theaters, will exhibit American talking
pictures released by United Artists
Co. during the next three years, as
the result of arrangements just concluded by cable between Arthur W.
Kelly, vice president of United Artists,in
■
New York, and Stuart
Doyle, Managing director of Union
Theaters, Sydney.

BROOKS

•EUBsma

Orman Arrives
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN
YOU GO TO BUY
Felix Orman is in New York fola 14 he
months'
stay radio
in Hollywoodlowingwhere
delivered
talks
^
00-%VK4S
AND
UNIFORIMS
Campbell Back with Unique Gift concerning motion pictures and wrote
many magazine articles on producPat Campbell, who has just re- tion.
I 14.37
B'WAY. N.y
TEL 5560 PENN.I
turned to New York, following a
ALSO
25.0OO
COSTUMES
'TO °'=mt
'
year in Australia, brought back one
of the most unique gifts ever presented in the business, a partine
token of esteem from the United Artists' employes in the Antipodes
It is a solid silver inkstand, set on
a map of Australia, which is 13 inchOver 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in
es across. Each principal city is
symbolically designated with a preMOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
cious stone. Campbell took the
western trip to Australia and the
eastern trip back, completing a
round-the-world journey.

Giannini Sails
Buys Philadelphia House
A. H. Giannini, chairman of the
Philadelphia— The Oak Realty Co. board of the Bank of America, sailed
has taken over the Kensington from for Europe Friday night on a trip
tlic Goodwin Realty Co.
that will cover several months.
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88 Sound Shorts for 19291930 on Revised P. F. L. List
(Ci/tttinHt'J

cring credits, he added. From now
on "A Paramount Ticturc" will he
stressed as against individual star or
director credit lines.
Sliort subject iiro^jram next year
will coniprise: 24 Christie two reel
talkinj^ comedies; six two reel Paramount comedies; 32 one reel Paramount acts; 18 sour cartoons and
eiRht talkiiiK cartoons, produced by
Max Fleischer. Cohen praised
Fleischer for the quality of the first
subjects of the last two scries. He
also cited the difticulties in securing portable recorders for Paramount Sound News, but stated that
a fleet of trucks now is covering
principal cities.
George Schacfer, eastern division
sales manager, presided at the session, which were opened with a welcome by S. R. Kent. This was followed by talks by members of the
foreign department. In the afternoon.
Jesse L. Lasky, Walter Wanger and
Monta Bell analyz»d the new lineup.
A showing was given last night, with
screenings continuing Saturday and
Sunday. Monday will be devoted to
distribution and attendant problems
with talks by Kent, Russel Holman
and Charles E. McCarthy planned
A banquet Monday night will wind
up the sessions.
As in St Louis, the Eastern convention is headed by Adolph Zukor,
Kent, Sam Katz and Jesse L. Lasky.
The production department is reprc.sented by Wanger, Henry Salsbury,
Louis Swartz. and Frank Garbutt.
John D. Clark and George Schacfer sales managers, lead ofT the distribution department group under S.
This division enrolls:
R. Kent.

/ lom
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sador. Representing producers atViliatcd with Paramount arc George \\
Weeks, William R. Eraser, Frederick Wynne-Jones, Pat Dowling, C.
Keeper, Lcs Whclan, F. Harris and
F. Malitz.
The sales forces of 21 American
exchanges and six in Canada are
liere.
lows: Their personnel being as fol-

•Vlbany — K. G. Kubinson, branch nigr. ;
llairy Kassett, Claytun Easlnian. Richard U.
Hayes, James Evans, George
Ueatli.
.\tlanla — H. G. Ballance, dist. mgr. ; U.
I'rince, branch mgr.; V. S. Wilson. J U.
Lanipbcll, Jack Price, J. C. Whitlock, L. C.
Locw, J. C. Goodson,
O. L. Freeman.
Boston — Tom H. Bailey, dist. mgr.; VVm.
II. lirbl), l)rancli mgr.; Kdward Kulf, Harold
Stevens. Albert Kane, Thomas Uuane, John
Howard, Chas. Alekelburg, John Murray, John
Moore.
Brooklyn — F. T. Murray, branch mgr.; E.
H. Bell. .Moe Kurtz.
Buflflao— -M. \V. Kenipncr, branch mgr. ;
E. M. Kempner, M. Rose, S. Stein, VV. Berk
C. Westergren.
Charlotte — K. B. Wilbanks, branch manager; E. H. Crowell, J. VV. Uorland, E. M.
-Adams, O. G. Gryder, K. E. Parsons.
Cincinnati— G. A. Smith, branch mgr.; H.
E. .Armstrong, H. E. Kollins, J. B. Gardner,
Nat B. Kaplan. J, C Kodman, Ed. KalTengergcr, T. .Saunders.
Cleveland — J. E. Fontaine, dist. mgr.; G.
H. Pcter.son, branch mgr.; J. Himmclcin, H.
Mandclbaum, ^L Grcenwald, Giles A. Kobb,
Carl \V. Scheuch, N'incent Ochs.
(."olumbus — K. M. Clark, branch mgr.; M.
S. Cummins, E. K. Custer, J. C. Calhoun,
H. J. Eberts, T. L. Irwin. H, C. Seebohm.
Dallas — J. B. Uugger, mgr.; H. Owen, S.
R. Simpson, E. G. IJellart, N. B. Houston,
C. E. House, VV. J. Chcser, Ralph Ij)wman,
Ralph Kay.
Jacksonville -Scott E. Chesnutt, branch
manager; M. L. Stevens, VV. A. Elements,
J. (". Duane.
Memphis — Phil Longdon, branch manager ;
Bill Bugie, Henry Owen. Grover VVray, Karl
Cliahr.an.
.New Haven — -John D. Powers, branch manager, E. X. Callahan, Harry Gemiainc, A.
John H-immel. G. B. J. Frawlcy, Frank E. Poulton, Geo. Richardson.
Meyer, Leon Bamberger, L. J. Cushing, G.
New Jersey — E. VV. Sweigert, branch manK. Haddow, H. Lorber. \V. Siissnian, L. J.
ager; R. J. Fannon, A. Gebhart, F. J. Damis.
Flynn, Louis Phillips, T. Faulkner and J. A.
New Orlons — H. F. Wilkes, branch manClark.
ager; F. P. Murphy, W. Shiell, Jr., E. E.
A list of Publix officials is headed Sliinn. il. Kay.
York — J. J. Unger, district manager;
by Katz. Flanking him are Hermann M New
S. Kuscll, branch manager; Max Broad,
Wobbcr, Sam Dcniliow, David J. VV'm Lcith, Henry Randel, Bernard Kranze,
Kramer, Myron Sattlcr, P. Goldman,
Chatkin, Theodore C. Young, Wil- Earle
Morris Gluck.

liam Saal, Milton Feld. Willard C.
Philadelphia^Wm. E. Smith, district manPatterson, J. A. Koerpel, Leon Netager; P. A. Bloch, branch manager; M. L.
ter, J. J. Fitzgibbon and others.
I^ndow. Herman Rubin, J. F. Kirby, VVm.
Emil E. Shauer heads the foreign U. Ilcthal. U. Smith, L. Lang.
Pittsburgh — H. H. Goldstein, branch mandepartment which is further repreager: M. Simon, D. Kimelman, E. M. .Stuvc,
sented by Mel Shauer, J. H. Seidel- H. Lund, F. Myers, Jr., R. E. Caskey, Geo.
Day.
L.
John
Graham,
C.
man, John
Ticc, Dave
Brown.
David Souhami, M. Messeri, G. N.
Portland, Me. — A. Bcvan, branch manager;
Kates, Al Deane, O. R. Geyer, G. J. L. Cronan, E. C. Bradley, W. L. Hughes,
J. Sweeney.
Weltner, E. Ugast, J. Sussman and D. San
.Antonio— H. M. Pickett, branch manH. Sugarman.
ager; .Salter O'Harc,
Chas. Howard
F. Karr. L. Dean, L.
Paramount News has on hand L. VV. McClintock,
Washington—
H.
Hunter,
branch manager;
S. Diamond, A. J. Richard, H. B.
I. Culahan. C. Wingliclrl. H. Thompson. B.
Cuthbertson, S. H. Mackean, W. C Griffith, H. Davidson, Mrs. R. Grace, F.
Park. W. R. Dresser, E. B. Dascomh Collins.
The Canadian contingent consists
and D. Sussman. Russel Holman,
head of the advertising department of the following:
Calgary --VV. Kelly, branch manager; R.
is at hand as head of a group embrac- Dodiltriilgp.
G. Lynch.
ing Cliflf Lewis, Vincent Trotta, A.
.Montreal — E. English, branch manager; T.
Adams, R. Moriaritv. L. Dady, Ed Dowbiggin, J. Levitt, J. R. Weir.
De Cossey, P. J. Baictti and L.
St. John — P. J. Hogan. brandi manager;
Reiss.
X. -A. Thorne.
Toronto — ^Morris Milligan, general manCohen, as head of the short feaager; Tack Hunter, manager; H. Q. Burns,
Stanare
as
here
L D. Hatfield. J. A. Davidson. H. E. Sluckey.
ture department is
ley Waite and Miles Gibbons.
VV'. R. Mitchell, H. P. Patte, VV. J. O'.Ncill.
Eugene Zukor, E. J. Ludvigh, J. N. Spurr.
Vancouver — -VVm. Hansher, district manRalph Kohn, Harry M. Goetz, Dr.
ager; VV. R. Marshall, branch manager.
Emanuel Stern are others of the home
Winnipeg — .A. G. Ritchie, branch manager ;
office executive staff at the Ambas- N. J. Hutchinson, D. M. Bridkman.

Paramount

Paragraphs

Allanlic City
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tail while .selling policies will be outlined.
1>AKAMUUNT"S
gang
aitcndmg
' the ea.stern sc!>!>ion!> can well
Leo Dcvancy
B. Wil
alford to throw out their chests, lol- hams are amongandtheRalph
district man
lowing the words of praise yesterday
agers present. K. E. Griggs. F. R
o! titorgc bchaeler, castL-rn sales (leaver, C. Locwcnbcrg and R.
E.
cliiet. His urging tliat they redouble
cttorts on souiiu pictures louiid the Wood represent the exploitation forrr
Branch managers and exchange m follows:
boys all pepped up and rariii' to go.
Albany— Nat Ltvjr, manager; F. E Duffy.
h'lnil Shauer, head of- the foreign
Atlanta — C. P. Letter, manager; P, C
depurtnicnt, led ojj the talk oj wewi- Bryan.
H. M. Williami.
T. Jordan. K. M'
bcrs Jroin ubroaa. He told of the Simril.
R. .S. SmitC.
h.
obstacles which sound pictures have
Bolton — Harry Athrr. manaerr; M. EJ
to overcome abroad and described
ward .Morey, Samuel '' - '.Villiam P.
existing co7idUioti8.
Krily, Jack
Davi<.
Sl>
Herman
John Cecil Graham, managing director in England, dwelt on the mission of talkers in bringing about international amity and knitting English-speaking nations closer together.
Comedy relief was supplied by
Mel
with Shauer,
a line ofwho
gags.was in fine fettle
David Souhami, who heads distribution in Italy, stressed the work
being done there to build up goodwill
for Paramount pictures. He was followed by M. Messari, Spain, and
John L Day, South American chief.
Max Fleischer drew some fine
praise for his production of sound
cartoons. Max has been ringing the
bell for a long time, so little wonder Maying Cohen is enthusiastic.
Even the fact that it had been
previously announced could not dim
the enthusiasm the new product commanded.
What a show the boys had last
night. Cohen deino^istrated a few
samples of what might be expected
in Faramount Sound News, showing
ttvo issues, which will not be released. He also gave them a real
treat with films sho^ving the Co'inmander Byrd expedition in the
Antarctic. Paramount has an exclusive on filming of the expedition. The show was rounded off
with "Four Feathers."

Kiinnis, John Curran, .\
. ' ice.
BufTato — .\. J. Herman, manager; A. T.
Barnett, J. J. Spandau,
C. Siegel.
Charlotte -T. O. Tullle, J. A. McWhorter.
T. C. Lambden.
CincinnatiM. Gottliel), manager ;I- E.
Davis, .Vt. BlarhtehtrKer, M. MargolU,
G. C. Porter, VV. F F,a.Sance.
Cleveland — H. H. Young, manager; J.
Krenitz, J. Lefky. J. O. .Schocningrr, W.
Slarrelt.
Detroit — R. E. Moon, manager; H. F.
Fowscr, G. L. McCoy, S. C. Hackford. A.
M. Goodman.
Indianap<dis — B. S. Rose, manager; K. V.
Donnelly, \V. G. Craig, C. G. Duller. S. C.
Saffell.
Jacksonvillo — Cowan Bain, manager; H. C.
Simpson, K. Brenner.
Montreal — D. Leduc, manager.
New Haven — Morris Joseph, manager ; J.
R. Tiemey,
A. L. Titus.
New York — Dave Miller, manager; M.
Cohen, S. S. Liggett, L. Shrrwi>od, II. Prior,
P. VVinnick. J. Liggett, S. Strauss, H. Furst,
J. Fnerst. L. VVrchsler. H. Davis, H. H.
(iolillicrg, F. F. Mayer.
Philadelphia — S. VVillman, manager; W. J
Doyle, Joe Engel, Jack Engel, J. F. Gill, K.
Suelke. .S. Friedman.
Pittsburgh — Harry .Millslein, manager: W.
R. I.eBarton, .A. H. I^vy, Lou PadolC. D.
Bamholtz.
Whelpley.
St. John — W. A. Sault, manager; E. A.
Toronto — Clair Hague, manager; Harry
Law. S. Brint, VV. J. Conway.
I. Cohon.
VVashington--Nate Sauber, manager; Phil
Bobys, A. Retl.r, VV. Heiber, G. R. Frank.

Two Cars Carry Universal

Groups
Atlantic
CityTwo
special toparlor
cars carried
I'niversal officials, excutivcs and salesmen from New York to Atlantic City
Friday, preliminary to the opening
of the Eastern sales convention Saturday at the Ritz Carlton. In addition
to home office executives the party
included salesmen from the New
Saturday night. Paramount is pulling a stunt which should get a lot York, Albany, New Haven and Boston offices.
of real breaks — a broadcast of sound
pictures and greetings to the Byrd
Abolition of Censors
expedition. Buddy Rogers is master
of ceremonies in a talker made for
Agitated
at Montreal
(C''iitin:iCiJ from Page 1)
the occasion. Greetings will be extended to the Byrd party over the of age and now that the law is again
radio by Mayor Jame.'; J. Walker, being enforced, the exhibitors have
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky and taken up a fight against censorship
S. R. Kent. Three sound shorts fea- on the ground that film censorship
turing Rudy Vallee. Eddie Cantor no longer is needed. The suggestion has struck a popular chord and
and Lillian Moore will be put on the
it
would
not be surprising to see the
air.
weight of public opinion behind the
There are 300 delcgntcst on hand move. The claim has been made in
from the eastern branches, Canada Montreal that "while there were
grounds for the censorship of picand foreign cotmtries.
tures so long as children were ?dA Paramount Sound News truck is niitted to the picture theaters, no
here to film various personalities at similar grounds exist for the emascuthe sessions.
lation of plays intended for adults."
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H. M. Warner Promise First
I
Warners Policy and Product
Outline is Completed National ''Every Co-operation''
The F. N. Decalogue
(Continued

Production /^osts Up

Warner Bros, are spending
five times as much on their
product this year than last year,
said Jack Warner in a telegram
read at the sales convention at
the Pennsylvania Friday, In
part he wired:
"The advent of color in our
productions is exceptionally
costly and color alone in any
one of our productions costs 25
per cent more than many of our
productions cost in their entirety on last year's program."

$2,000,000 to Be Spent
by Warners at Studios
West Coast Bureau. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Aggregation of $2,000,000 will be spent by Warner Bros,
in improvements and additional equipment for its Coast studios, Jack L.
Warner announces. In carrying out
its $15,000,000 production program
the company will erect three new
$200,000 sound proof stages in East
Hollywood, work starting soon.

Warner Lights
By ARTHUR

W. EDDY

LOYALTY has been a mighty factor in putting the Warner organization on its present basis, said
Harry Warner in urging the conventioneers to go out during the coming
season and keep the ball a-rolling.
One of the new promotees (which
is perhaps a means of describng a
mxin who gets a better job) is R.
Sulley whose p. o. address is Albany. He recently climbed up the
ladder from salesman to branch
'
manager.
It seemed as if H. A. Seed, Buffaloian, was the only chap at the
gathering who owned a workable
fountain pen. Incidentally, he wore
out a lot of good shoe-leather in trying to get it back from the gentlemen who borrowed it.

from

Page

(Continued
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director of publicity and advertising, spoke on publicity.
F"ollowing luncheon on the roof
garden, the sessions were resumed.
Jacob Wilk spoke on the story end
of production, telling of the difficulties encountered in obtaining suitable material and of its increased
cost due to the buying of dialogue
and other rights. Albert S. Howson, Eastern scenario editor, discussed censorship and closed his
talk with a description of the product on the new year's program.
Bryan Foy, who has charge of production at Vitaphone studio in
Brooklyn, spoke on production activities there. Policies for the new
year were outlined by Sam E. Morris. The session, which marked the
close of the convention, ran into the
evening.
This morning the conventioneers
sail up the Hudson on the Peter
Stuyvesant as guests of the WarnerFirst National-Stanley Club on its
annual outing to Indian Point. Program for the day provides a card of
sports and a dinner. Warners will
keep "open house" at the home office Sunday and late that afternoon
and evening the branch managers
will start back to their respective
cities.

from

Page
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contrawise improper building presages failure.
Sam E. Morris, vice president of
Warners, brought the felicitations of
the latter company to the First National group. The major portion of
the day was consumed with detailing
of the percentage only policy by Ned
E. Depinet, general sales manager.
The new policy, exclusively outlined
Friday by THE FILM DAILY, calls
for a guarantee and split on all pictures of the company.
Spyrous Skouras, head of Warner
theaters; Gradwell Sears, western
sales managers of First National; A.
W. Smith, Jr., eastern and Canadian
sales manager and S. Charles Einfeld,
director of advertising and publicity,

Know Your Product.
Know Your Territory.
Sell Everything.
Sell Everywhere.
Get Good Prices.
Get Playdates.
Sell Accessories.
Watch
Expenses.
Deal Fairly.
Merit

Promotion.

tising director, talked country-wide
newspaper and magazine campaigns
to back up First National releases.
Jacob Wilk told of the care exercised in selecting story material. An
address by Depinet closed the threeday session.
Friday night the branch managers
were among speakers at yesterday's
session.
the premiere of "Broadway
Product for the new year was dis- attended
cussed by Ned E. Depinet, A. W. Babies" at the Central and today go
Smith, Jr. and G. L. Sears. S. on the First National-Warner-Stanley Club outing to Indian Point.
Charles Einfeld, publicity and adverpheum in "When Julius Caesar Ran
a Newspaper."
"Wally" is a veteran scenario writer.
Fred Myton has been writing the
FIRST

NATIONAL and its customers are inter-independent.
Each needs the other and their relations must be mutually profitable.
ing, he was Charles Gilmore of Denver: He plugged airplanes as a This was one of the highlights of
speedy
tracts. means of bringing in con- the convention, and was stressed repeatedly by Ned E. Depinet. Each
contract must be fair and equitable,
E. C. Almy, who tells Cleveland otherwise the general structure is
he pointed out.
cxhibs how good Warner product damaged,
is, leached the convention via HaWotta day, the boys had Friday.
vana. Why he went there is strictly
After a morning session and a hurhis own private business.
ried bite of lunch, they went into
Probably Major Albert Warner conference from 12 to 8 o'clock. Despite the heat, there was ten m.inwould have been cooler on his new
utes of sustaijied applause for Depyacht but he stuck to duty as beinet, when he finally concluded he
comes a military man.
could call it a day, and declare the
business sessions ended.
Frisco's contribution, M. A. Walsh,
wowed 'em along the Atlantic City
Harry Warner made a profound
boardwalk with his snappy white flan- impression in his address. He cernels and nearly got drafted into the
tainly talked turkey, calling for
"white wings" brigade.
square shooting in all dealings.

J. S. Hebrew of Philadelphia, who
At the windup, all of the boys
was with Warner as far back as were presented with a handsome
1915 and rejoined the organization desk clock in a leather case on which
when they took over Vitagraph, did the name of each was embossed.
considerable hand-shaking with old
friends.
At the rear of the convention room,
Beau Brummel days of the old
the current Warner pictures got a
South were represented by M. W.
Dashing between tables and some- break, with enlargements of newsDavis of Charlotte, who exemplified
hurdling them was A. C. Braunpaper ads lining the hall.
what the well-dressed man had bet- inger,times
sales promotion impresario,
ter wear.
who was running^ around as chairman
of the convention committee.
Ed Alperson of the Warner theater department and Paul Swift of
During the torrid temperature
Vitaphone, were introduced and took
which the much-cussed Weather Man
Froyn the great, open spaces of a bow.
focused on the convention, R. F.
Calgary,
where he has been corralCloud, who hales from Cincinnati,
ling contracts, came H. C. Davis to
smiled continuously. Life in that MidH. M. Warner certainly had a
dle Western hamlet has prepared him join the perspiring roundup.
world of praise for Herman Starr
for the worst.
and Ned Depinet, guiding forces of
A coupla of flappers are reported First National.
Every good convention nowadays to have asked C. R. Osborn, Monhas an expert on aviation and in
treal resident, for his autograph. They
We first saw Waldemar
Young
the instance of the Warner gather- thought he was Lewis Stone.
when he played the Minneapolis Or-

complete dialogue scripts of "The
Isle of Ships" and "The Great Divide." In his spare moments, Fred
can be found pounding the tennis
pellet.
Floyd Brown, Indianapolis, is confident of record business next year
for his branch.
F. V. Merritt of the Marvin Wise
chain, Birmingham, dropped around
to convention headquarters to say
hello to some of the boys from the
south.
There are plenty of new faces at
the convention. New managers, who
have won their spurs are: Fred M.
Jack, Atlanta; Harry Thompson, Albany; Walter Brandt, Cleveland; Joe
Luckett, Dallas; Carl Lesserman;
George Almon,
Memphis.
G. M. Hoyt, St. John, is the
youngest manager in the First Namind it.tional outfit, but he doesn't seem to
However, H. Paynter of Toronto,
looks
film. even younger than Hoyt, using
the looks to real advantage in selling
M. Isman outdoes the California
in selling the advantages on Winnipeg, which he is always urging the
bunch to visit.
"Old Joe" Luckett Dallas, is still
rolling along, taking the sound development quite enthusiastically.
F. cide
E. whether
North,he Detroit,
dewanted acouldn't
motor boat
or airplane trip most of the way to
New York', so he took the train.
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New

Low Prices tor it C A Vhotovhoae
IxsuRE Banner Fall Prof

To Mire or not to wire?" — That is
no longer the question. The house
without sound this Fall may as well
close up shop.

the Radio Corporation of America,
the General Flectric C«uiijuiny anil
the \V estinghouse Electric & Alanufacturing Company.

The only point at issue is WHAT
sound equipment to buy. Future business will go to those theatres that
offer the best sound reproduction.

You can now buy RCA Photophone
at new low prices. Increased deman<l
has made possible increased manufacturing facilities and a price s«'ale
that will insure you your rightful
share of th<> profits from sound j>iclures. Installation within thirty davs
after signing of contract.

The "ftesf" sound reproduction today
means RCA Photophone.
RCA Photophone stands for thorough
dependability — a lasting investment.
Benind it are the companies which
have specialized longest in acoustical research and the manufacture
of precision electrical apparatus —

y
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Prepare for Fall business and give
Summer trade an extra j)ull. Place
your contract now for RCA Photophone. Itwill increase your prestige
and your profits.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
FAST
GROWING
FIELD
OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

SOUND
By CHARLES

Showing Speed

IN ENGLAND SEEN ENDED
ERNEST

IV. FREDMAN

Editor, "The Daily Film Renter"

London— Bugaboo of interchangeability, which, has been the subject of
heated discussions in Great Britain,
has been removed, it is indicated by
announcement of the London office
of M-G-M that "The Broadway Melody" will be served to exhibitors using the reproducing equipment of
British Talking Pictures, Ltd. Other
concerns are expected to follow suit.

EngInterchangeability situation inUnited
land is the same as in the
States, THE FILM DAILY pointed out several months ago, at a timewhen it appeared efforts were being
made to create an issue in England
when none existed. The stand in the
matter is that distributors can lease
Western Eectric recorded films for
showing on any apparatus which
thev feel measures up to standard.

Active Week on DeForest
Sound Machine Equipment
Eleven shipments and five new
contracts were closed for DeForest
l^honofilm and Phonodisc equipment
during the week.
Shipments were made to the following theaters: Strand, Moundsville, W. Va.; Oxford, Philadeli^hia
Capitol, Logan, Utah; Princess,
Rushville, Ind.; Showboat, Ocean
City, N. J.; Edgemont, Philadelphia;
Mermaid, Brooklyn; Opera House,
Franklin, La.; Iowa, Sheldon, la.;
Paris, Paris, 111.; Rialto, Beaverfalls, Pa.
New orders came from the Burns,
Newport, Vt.; Sheldon, Memorial;
Red Wing, Minn.; Clearfield, Philadelphia; New Preston, Baltimore,
and Cannon,
New
Haven,
Conn.

Dual Installations of
Bristolphone Being Made
Detroit — Dual installation of Bristolijhone disc and sound-on-film reproducing etiuipment is being made
at the S'trand, Alliambra, and Columbia, Kunsky houses. Film attachments now arc being installed at the
Granada, Avalon and Linwood-La
Salle here. Bristolidione also is being installed at the Victory, DenverState, Stoughton, Mass., and Strand,
Boothbay Harbor, Me.
Photophone at Mount Vernon
Mt. Vernon,
O. — James
C. Piatt
has installed Phototone equipment in
the Memorial
theater.

Ithaca, N. Y.— Speed is the
order of the day in the sound
development, so to expedite installation of the Photo-Talker
in the Temple here, three officials of the Link Piano Co.
flew here in a plane from Binghamton with the apparatus,
making the hop in 25 minutes.
Edward Link, George Thayer
and Heru-y Uhlman were the
officials. iNow, the theater will
be enabled to open its sound
policy June 30.

CLEVELAND TERRITORY
Cleveland — Sound installations are
slowing up in this territory. Last
month exhibitors in this territory
were eager to assure themselves of
some sort of immediate installation.
Now they are worried about the cost
of operation and are waiting to see
whether there will be any price reduction before they make a definite
policy decision. Sumriier business, in
spite of continued cool weather, is
worse than usual at this time of the
year. The suburban houses were hit
first. Now the downtown first runs
houses are experiencing a drop.

S. H. Sales Co. Makes
Installations of Master
Philadelphia — Installations of Master reproducer are bein"- speeded up
by the S. H. Sales Co., handling the
device. Among local houses where
the apparatus has been installed are:
Great Northern, Windsor, New Empress, Bell, Susquehanna, West Allegheny, Bluebird, Ritz, Lorraine, Wayne
Palace, Ridge, Lehigh, Ideal, Grand,
Pelham, Apex and Empress, Manayunk. Other installations have been
made at Opera House, Keyser, W.
Va. ; Opera House, Piedmont, W.
Va.; tlie following Pennsylvania
houses:
Globe, Marcus Hook;
Oxford; Palace, Quakertown;
Souderton; Grand, Ephrata;
ade, Millersburg; Shapiro,
Union; the Opera House,
Del.; and the following New
theaters:

Oxford,
Broad,
CollonMount
Dover,
Jersey

Garden, Parkside, Victoria and Auditorium, Camden; Apollo, Gloucester; Morlyn, Ocean City; Runnemede, Runnemede, and Windsor,
Brooklyn.
Talkers at Danville, Ark.
Danville, Ark. — Talkers have been
introduced
at the Pastime

TIPS
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ON

EQUIPMENT
VARIOUS
DEVICES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

F. HYNE5

SILENT SHORTAGE, CLAIMS EOUR MORE THEATERS AT i
SHOWMAN; WIRING HOUSE mmmw wired «
Detroit — Declaring that he cannot
get enough quality to keep his house
on a silent policy, Wes Schram has
ordered sound reproducing equipment for the Bijou.

New Wright DeCoster
Speaker Now on Market
Wright DeCoster, manufacturer of
the Wright DeCoster speakers for
talking picture equipment, has added
a new model to its line of reproducers, states the Edward L. Klein
Corp., European distributor.
The new model 107 chassis is made
for 110 or 220 volts and embodies
the following features:
1. 10" cone — insuring power in handling
capacity and proper wave action.
2. Apex of cone suspended with leather in
all models. This is designed to eliminate the
d:c-cut fiher spider previously used in the
regular cones.
3. Speech coil wound on a latlie-cut bakelite
form for strength, uniformity, maximum winding space, and least weight. Each layer oi
wire in speech coil is insulated from the next
by a sheet of condenser tissue, the voltage
breakdown between layers being over 200
vols.
4. The field supply in the A.C. models is
obtained from a dry-disc full wave highvoltage rectifier operating on 110 volts A.C.
input. The D.C. output is fed to the field
coil through a Pi section filter. This filtering
of the fie'd supply in combination with a
bucking coil and a copper shading ring at the
pole pieces, is to reduce hum to a minimum.
5. Greater sensitivity is claimed, due to
greater field strength and liigher elficiency of
the speech circuit especially at the lower
frequencies.
6. Copper ring on front plate is designed
to center the pole piece.

The new model chassis is sold
separately or complete with the
Wright DeCoster power amplifier
ready for installation.
New

Sound

Device

Detroit — Joe Portell has invented :<
sound device which has been install
ed at the Greenwood where demon
strations are being given.

iVfontreal — Four local theaters, forleader in theirhaveresppct'>fields ofmerly theentertainment,
turned
to talking picture policies on a permanent basis. The
Princess
for
years a leading legitimate house, reRCA-Photopho'ip
'•stallation,opened with
thean attraction
being "The
Iron Mask."
Extended runs are to
be
the 1"-in
est featured
vaudevillehere.
house Loew's,
in Montreal,
troduced
its speaking
screen
with
"The Lights of the City" and is presenting talkers with its vaudevill The Francais, long established house
catering
to the large French
population with French
plays, reope'-""
with "soundies" at the same time, the
attraction
being "Syncopation."
The Empress opened Sunday with
its RCA-Photophone system for the
presentation of a British productio"
"One of the Best." The Empress is
the leading surburban hoi'=e of Confederation Theaters.

New Synchronizer Offered
by Portell at Detroit
Detroit — Portell-Phone, new reproducer, was demonstrated at the
Greenwood here. Joseph G. Portell
developed the device and is general
manager of the company marketing it.

Deal for Vitatone Sales
Launched in Minneapolis
Minneapolis — Negotiations are under way for national expansion of
Vitatone distribution. No deal has
been closed, however. L. H. Mickey
Coen, distributor
chronizer, states. of the disc syn-

W.E. Service Engineers
in 3 More Northwest Cities

equipment, opening with "The Wild

Minneapolis — Service engineers
have been stationed at Duluth, Fargo and Sioux Falls by the Minneapolis district office of Electrical Research Products.

Creatone
at Bedford,
O.
Party."
Bedford, O.— Mrs. E. B. Yoerns
has installed Creatone sound reproducing device in the Bedford.

De Forest Equipment at Sheldon
Sheldon, la. — De Forest Phonofilni
and Phonodisc equipment is being
installed at the Iowa here by the
Kehrberg
Co.

Jacksonville Wiring Completed
Jacksonville, Fla. — The Empress
has completed installation of sound

Talkers at Middletown, N. Y.
Middletown, N. Y. — Talkers were
introduced at the State here with
"Show Boat" as the initial attraction. Joseph Quittner is treasurer
of the theater firm.

Vitaphone for Alaska House
Ketchikan,
Alaska^The
Coliseum
has been
equipped
with Vitaphone
and is the first house here to show
sound pictures.

H elpiiio

to make palroiis for your

nOllSe

. . . (t reprint of nn
apppdring in the inngnzines
listed below . . .

Publication

Date

Circulation

American Boy
College Humor
Motion Picture Magazine
New Yorker
Photoplay

September, 1929
September, 1929
September, 1929
August 3, 1929
September, 1929

279,059
239,276
338,973
69,472
547,605

ndveriisvinent

Circulation
324,938

Publication

Date

Popular Science Mo.
Saturday Evening Post
Scientific American
Time Magazine

August, 1929
2,902,093
July 13, 1929
93,660
August, 1929
180.465
August 12, 1929
Total Circulation 4,975,541
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THE country's leading circuits have spent practically
$1,000,000 on Pacent Reproducer Systems in less than five
months time. We regard this as probably the strongest of
many endorsements given Pacent Equipment. It is one
thing to buy Sound Equipment for a single house, but quite
another to buy it for a score or for a hundred houses, as some
chains have done with Pacent Equipment.
In the Middle West, for example, the Coston Circuit uses
Pacent Reproducer Systems.
Naturally the head of a leading
chain is bound to be highly critical of Sound Equipment. James E. Coston, President of the Coston
Circuit, Inc. in a letter dated May 18th says:

HiePacentHltn
Allachmenl'***

A New and different Sound on
Film device. Better quality —
greater simplicity — many other
features. The price is only
$300.00 per attachment.

"The Pacent Reproducer that we have installed in
fourteen of our larger theatres is equally as good as
any of the higher priced machines that we have
heard and we have heard practically all of them.
"We want to congratulate you upon having
brought forth such a capable machine so reasonably
Pacent Reproducer Systems have given such conpriced." sistently high performance in Chain Houses that
repeat orders for our equipment have been the rule.
Pacent numbers the country's leading Circuits
among its many satisfied customers today. The
largest and best known of the Chains have placed
orders for the Pacent Film Attachment for use with
their Pacent Disc Equipment.
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«**" Atlantic

TheGlobeon (he Boardwalk
THE Globe, on the Boardwalk, Atlantic City, New Jersey,
is one of the best-known houses in the Stanley Company
of America Chain. Pacent Equipment was selected for this first
run house when it opened with sound on March 23rd, 1929.
The Globe is one of 104 Stanley houses which are today using
Pacent Equipment.
Guy T. Wonders, General Manager of Warner Bros. — Stanley
Theatres in Atlantic City, said in a wire sent after the opening
of the house:
"Opened Globe last night with Noah's Ark at Two
Dollars. Your machine perfornie<l wonderfully and
show in sound went over big to full house. I'aeent
Reproduction is the finest I have ever heard."

Besides the Stanley Company and Coston Circuit, Inc., 20
other prominent circuits have invested many thousands of
dollars in Pacent Reproducer Systems. Ask any of them w hat
they think of Pacent. Then hear a Pacent System in actual
service. Judge for yourself whether Pacent is the greatest
dollar for dollar value in Sound Equipment today.

PACENT
32 Sales and Service
Representatives in
principal Film Centers in the Lniled
States and Canada.

REPRODUCER
FILM

CENTER
NEW

CORPORATION

BlILDING

YORK,

N.

Y.

$2,500-..! $3,500

f«>rS\ rirhroiioii'" Di'.r
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Production Continues at Fast Pace on First National Lots — Pathe Names Poland to Post of
Supervisor — Harry Langdon's First for Roach Set — Other Wired News and Personals
"Red Hot" Langdon's First
Roach-M-G-M All-Talker

MUSICAL SHOWS TOP FILMS

IN WORK AT 1ST NAT'L

A Little from ''Lots"
By

RALPH

IV ILK

Harry Langdon's first all-talker
under the Roach M-G-M banner is
'Red Hot," with Langdon playing
the role of a messenger boy. Thelma
Todd appears opposite Langdon
with Lewis R. Foster directing. The
story is an adaptation of the vaudetry.
ville act, "The Messenger," in which
Langdon recently toured the coun-

WHEN
Harry Green deserted
Aaron
Stell, the Fox
19Blackstone, the stage gained a year
old postmaster,
has studio's
found time
capable artist. Harry practised law
in the East, but decided if he had to to write an essay on "Internaiional
Understanding." He is a graduate of
starve, he would rather starve as an the Los Angeles High School and
actor. However, he is now one of was active in debating
circles.
Colleen Moore's "Footlights and tile wealthiest actors in pictures. He
Fools," a story of the theater in has gained stardom in two pictures,
which Miss Moore both sings and having been assigned the title role in
Melville Brown, who directed Pathe Supervisor Post
dances.
William A. Seiter is direct- "Kibitzer," after having appeared. in
Laura La Plante and Reginald Denfor J. Franklin Poland
ing.
"Close Harmony" and "The Man I
ny for Universal, has selected Jack
Marilyn
Miller,
Joseph
Franklin
Poland
has been
*
*
-t
Oakie and "Skeets" Gallagher for
the"Sally,"
screen starring
version of her musical
made
a Pathe supervisor.
roles in "Fast Life," which will be
comedy show. The picture is to be Love."
his first picture for Paramount.
Speaking of Green: "Kibitmade entirely in Technicolor, with
zer," as the stage play, was
John Francis Dillon directing.
originally written for him in
"Paris," starring Irene Bordoni, the
1924, but a European trip preTalkers have revived an almost dorscreen version of the star's stage play
vented him accepting the role.
mant interest in the stage, according
THE
of last season, which Clarence BadHe is internationally known,
ger is directing and in which the theto Bob Lord, the scenarist. "Hearing
Doorway ol Hoapitalitr
the trained voice in synchronization
having played "George Washater episodes will also be in Technicolor.
ington
Cohen"
in
various
parts
with
action
is
responsible
for
this
reof the world.
kindled desire," says Lord.
"Little Johnny Jones," George M.
Cohan's musical comedy, in which
Eddie Buzzell has the title role.
Mervyn LeRoy is to direct.
"No, No, Nanette," with Bernice
Claire, the Broadway stage star, in
the title role, and Louise Fazenda and
Lucien Liltlefield providing the comedy. William Beaudine
directing.
The one dramatic story now in production is "A Most Immoral Lady,"
featuring Leatrice Joy, and which is
directed by John Griffith Wray.
Two other non-musical pictures are
Featured in
to start soon. They are Corinne Griffith in "Lilies of the Field," and
Richard Barthelmess in "Young Novvheres." Other non-musical pictures
soon to start are "The Great Divide,"
starring Dorothy Mackaill with Ian
Keith in the supporting role; "Her
Private Life," starring Billie Dove
with Walter Pidgeon, Montague Love
1>NTER th* doorwBT •«
and Thelma Todd in the cast and
With the summer production schedule getting into full swing at First
National-Vitaphone studios, musical
shows predominate.
Musical offerings now in production or soon to start include:

BENNY

RUBIN

^^MARIANNE^'

"The Girl from Woolworths"
Alice White.

thb populmr hottclry and you feel mt horn*.
There*! an atmoaphere of cordial welcooM
which marki the difference between th*
Hollywood Plaxa and ordinary hotel*.

starring

Your room, too, ha* that added toaok
of di*tinction. Picture* on the wall, over
•tuffed furniture, a floor lamp and readln*
lamp . . . the*e are but a few of the featurai
that make you feel at home.

HARVEY GATES

Pix'n Whiatle Dining Service Insuraa (ba
be*t of food. Therefore, when you ara aaa>
1b Lo* Angeic* be aure to inve*tigate.

Writer
WARNER BROTHERS

THE

[ Marion Davies' First Talkie for M-G-M ]

"Hearts in Exile"

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine

Street at Hollywood

HOLtrWOOD,

Boulevard

CALIFOB>riA

-
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IN THE EAST
IN GREATER

NEW

PRODUCERS USING LESS
Short Shots from
IE, STATES BELL
Eastern Studios
, »•» ARTHUR
I
In evolviiip a new
teclmique
for
i talking pictures producers are graduIKK. whu is genmX
ally eliminating dialogue and re- THAVKS
• erally known a> an l%nglisli direcstricting it to the essentials of i)lot
tor hut was really born in this
and character development, accord
ing to Monta Bell, producer at tin country, is visitirg Kastcrn stud'os to
Paramount Long Islind studio, wlic get American angles on sound production. Some time before gangpoints out that at first dialogue ran
ng
America he directed
for
nlanki
of
foot
a
approximately a word to
film. Now it has been reduced \<> Percy Marmont in "The Silver King."
Hunter was formerly a stage director
about one-half word to a foot.
in New York, having been wiih
"At the beginning of this new era Belasco for three years and also with
of screen entertainment everyone
thought that as much dialogue as Cohan & Harris and Klaw I't Krlangcr. Some of his best-known
possible should be crammed into a
shows were "The Trail of the Lonepicture," explained Bell, "and natursome Pine." "The Sign of the Rose,''
ally the technique of the stage i)re
dommated. .All producers were aware with George Behan and "The Aviator." He likewise directed for the
that this was not the ideal way to old Goldwy
n company.
experihut
p'ctures,
make talking
there
since
made,
be
to
ments had
M^rk Savdrich, who recoithj diwas no formula to follow. It was
found
was
rected the dialogue fcatiiic, "The
it
until
not long, however,
that more action and less words Talk of HoUifivood," says he has
icritten a sovg dedicated to the
were required for the proper balance- "iivkvown extra." Its title is
in talking pictures."
"You're the Sc7-eam in My Talkie."
,\s examples of the newer form
to
pointed
for talking pictures. Bell
Bill Cody, whose Universal features

an Girl."
Americ
the been
ying just
"Glorifhas
completed at
which
Paramount and "Applause." Roubcn
Mamoulian's first effort now in production. In these two talking and
singing pictures the scripts have
called for a minimum of dialogue.
Action and stage business done in
pantomime and following the technique of the motion picture make up
a greater proportion of the pxture.
Refinements of this formula w=ll
bring producers to the proper form
for talking pictures, Bell believes.

are hclpir"' exhibitors pay off the
mortgage, is vacationing somewhere
on. the Jersey coast. He recently did
a personal apnearance tour over a
Long Island circuit.

W.

EDDY,

Miss Dunn pla\ed in "The Whole
Tow'n's Talking," "I 'ape Smoke,"
"Buddies."
and
•Hell's Bells."
Dorothy Cuwmings

is the only m.

p. actrcis i)i. the cast of "Applause,"
in production at Paramount under
Rouben Mamoulian's direction. Not
so long ago she worked in the talking version of "Kitty," British feature synchronized at RCA's (iramercy studio.
The
complete
cast for "The
Gay
Lady,''
Gertrude
Lawrence's
intial
starring
vehicle
for Paramount
being made by
Robert
Florey
and
John
Meehan, comprises: Joe King
.Arthur Treacher,
Ksta Rollo. Herbert Miller. Warren ,\she, J. H. Mc
Kinley. Luis .Mberni,
Louise
Mcln
tosh,
Charles
Ksdale,
Charles
La
Torre, Blythe Daly, Charles Riigule^
and \\'alter Petrie.
Having inhaled a lot of Bermudian
ozone, Garret Fort has returned to
these parts. His last work for Paramount was the scripts on Beth
Brown's "Applause," now in talker
production.

YORK

STUDIOS

FORM STOCK COMPANY AT
AMERICAN SOUND STUDIO
I*'ormation of a roniei|\ stuck cumpany at ; he American Soui-.d Recording .Studios has started. This week
Kdwin l%arle Smith, producer, ha»
s.gned
12 experienced -.hfiw girU.
.Members of the stock company are
.Meta l-"dwards, formerly of "The
Student Prince"; Marie Walsh, recruited from vaudeville; Anna Edith
Thomas, who played in First National productions; \'iola I'aiilson, of
"The Luckie (iirl"; Gita Zukor .of
"The (irand S;rcct Follies"; \'iolct
Buckley, Jr.. from vaudeville; Blanche
'Turner, of "Rio Rita"; Peggy Nelson, from vaudeville; Catherine Porter, dramatic !,iock actress; Peggy
Moseley, of "(jcorgc White Scandals'; Rose Romeo, of Mack Scnnctl
comedies and Irene Regal, dancer.

Imperial Pictures .Making
26 Talking Shorts
'Twenty-six ta.king shorts will be
I)roduced this coming year by Imperial Piciures, Inc., which has already completed several subjects
made in the Hast. Shorts completed
include Lew Hearn ard Sam Weston
in "100 Per Cent American"; James
B. Carson and Maxiiie Carson in
"Could I Be More Polite? " Leo Don-

nelly and Dolph .Sirgcr in "Mr. Conn
Cast for "Gay
Lady"
and Mr. Sapp" and Owen Martin and
^'.iipporting (rertrude
Lawrence
ii' Frank Harcourt in "At the Race
A piano for sittiitg purposes is "i he Gay
Lady,"
dialogue
feature
just as necessary to Helen Morgan being made
at Paramount
from
an
when she sings as a piccolo is to original storv bv (iene Markev, are
To Make Film at Waterbury
Petrie, Blythe
Daly, Charles
Thomas-Wheeler Prod., making
a piccolo player. In one of the se- Waller
quences in "Applause," in which she Ruggles, Joc King, Arthur Treacher. pictures in association with exhibiMiller, Warrer
star.t for Paramount, Helen just Ksta Rollo, Herbert
tors, next play the Strand at WaterTrack."
couldn't get along without a piano Ashe, J. H. McKinley. Luis Alberni.
bury, Conn., ojieiiiiig at this house
and so one ivas dragged in for her
I'"sdale. about flic middle of next month. At
Charles
Mcintosh,
Louise
while she 2vas learning "What Charles La Torre. Jules Kpailly. Jack
the same
of the short
companv's
will time
make one
a fashion
with
Wouldn't I Do for That Man," com- Cronin, Curran and TaTenza, Ai>aclu units
team, the New
Yorkers,
:i dialogue at Metropo itan Studios,
by J. Gorney. If your emo- dancing
24 "Traveltalk" Shorts Set posed tions
Fort Lee.
reacted to "My Bill," with male quartet, and The
Singing
Ma
wowed 'em in unforget- rines, a singing octette.
she
which
FitzPatrick
A.
by James
table "Show Boat" on the stage,
The production unit includes Fretl
Cameramen's Outing July 14
veltalks." you'll like this number.
24 -Tra
of ts,
on
ucti
Fleck, assistant director: William
Prod
International
Photograi)hers of the
by
ned
plan
is
shor
ized
hron
svnc
camera- M. P. Industry stage their annual
Wetzel,
Al
and
Jr.,
several
comSteiier.
ed
has
compos
who
has
ick,
Porter
Patr
Cole
Fitz
lames A.
men, and S. C. Chapman, sound man.
numbers which Gertrude Lawrence
pleted recording on three of the subon
Karatsonyi's,
July 14A atprogram
outing
os.
Long Island.
of sports
jects at RCA Photophone studi
"The Gay Lady." her inin
sing
Talker
will
will
he
carried
out
and
a
feature
of
German
Second
Make
May
una,
estr
Orch
The Victor Traveltalk
itial talker now in production at ParaWanur Bio-, are considering pro- the day will be a tennis match in
acdon,
Bour
rio
Rosa
of
ion
mount.
direct
der
duction of a second all-German dia- which Frank Ziesse and Gcorg Folcompanies FitzPatrick as he talks,
manbackess
busin
ric
is
talking feature at Vitaphoiu- sey will swing rackets at an opposon
sphe
logue
Johns
atmo
O. V.
giving him an
Brooklyn. The first one was
ground.
aging the Paramotmt unit making studio.
ing duo.
"The Royal Box," recently completed.
"Applause." He gave similar atShorts recentlv made include the
at
made
also
tention to ".Jealousy,"
RELEASED THIS WEEK
Gotham RythmBoys, Jay Brennan
Island studio.
the Long
ng!
veri
Now Deli
"The
sketch.
a
and Ann Butler in
Sound on film
.Alice Dunn has gone in for pale<"ily
the Mound
with Hearn
and Doris
House," Lew
Opry Blowers.
Sownd''Say
"»ti brook''
talking short
face makeup in deserting the legit Blue
and disc devices.
in
Hall
)
("Swede"
Billy
and
Boiled
ALOEN MOTION PICTURE CORP.
Wakcr,
stage. She appears in "Hard
a sketch. All three numbers were diTraveltone Sales Corp.
220 Weil 42d ilreft
New Yorli City
s talkGeorge Le Maire'
n."
Hampto
supers
under
n
Murray Roth,
rectedofbyBryan
Tel. BRYanl 2690
ing transcription of Harry Holnia
729 Seventh Ave.
vision
Foy.
stage
the
On
act.
vaude
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"Stairs of Sand"

Wallace Beery, Jean
Chester Conklin

"The Fall of Eve"
Arthur,

with
Ford Sterling, Patsy Ruth Miller

Sunday,

Ken Maynard

"Kid Gloves"
rvith

Conrad

Nagel,

Lois

June

Wilson

(Part-Talker Version)

23,

1929

in

"The Royal
(Silent)Rider"

First National
Length: 6063 ft.
Length: Sound, 6235 ft.
Silent, 4885 ft.
WILL
PLEASE THE
KIDS
Puramount
Length: 4900 ft. Columbia
Length: Sound, 6037 ft.
AN INANE
PRODUCTION
AND THRILL FANS WITH COLGOOD ZANE GREY ACTION
CARRIES A LOT OF
ORFUL ACTION STORY AND
Silent, Undetermined THAT
FILM CARRIES THRILLS AND
KEN MAYNARD
DOING GOOD
TIRESOME
DIALOG
AND
PLEASING LIGHT
FARCE
STUNTS
.
CAST
PUNCH WITH STRONG
CARRIES GOOD
SUPPLY OF ONLY OCCASIONAL GOOD ACINCLUDING WALLACE BEERY
TION BITS.
Melodrama. In this one Maynard
LAUGHS IN OUTWORN
PLOT.
AND
FRED
KOHLER.
DIRECTORIAL
TREATMENT
is
the head of a Wild West troupe
Melodrama of the underworld. It's
Western. A colorful number well AND FORD STERLING GET IT really
a shame to waste sterling that visits one of these mythical
directed by Otto Brower who has OVER.
European kingdoms. He and his
troupers like Conrad Nagel and Tomcaught the spirit of the Zane Grey
my
Dugan
on
such
mediocre
stuff
troupe
are commanded by the boy
Farce comedy. This goes back to
atmosphere and put it over for popuEven over on Eighth Ave. in the king to give a special court perlar entertainment. Beery as the ban- the good old days when Avery Hop- stronghold of the roughnecks who do
formance. Ken learns of a plot by
dit holds up a stage coach and steals wood was writing his bedroom farces. their thinking while they sleep the
the revolutionists to kill the king and
It
uses
practically
all
the
old
farce
money intended for the heroine, who
effort was received at times with
take over the -overnment. The head
was intending to use it to go East. situations involving the tired business laughs where drama was intended
She is forced to take a job in a dance man who hits the big city looking for Starts off with a phoney situation of the revolutionists, learning that
hall run by Fred Kohler who thrusts whoopee, gets partying with a jane where Nagel as the hijacker is forced Ken is wise to the scheme, plans to
his attentions on her. Beery inter- and has a helluva time trying to to marry a society girl by the leader have him bumped off in a riding contest, but the westerner with the help
venes, and the two men become square himself with his wife. Not a
sworn enemies. The hero appears new thing in it, but with the direc- of the bootleggers who thinks the of Tarzan turns the tables on his adtorial treatment of Frank Strayer girl has double-crossed him. Of
versary. It works into a whirlwind
on the scene, and the girl falls for
finish and a lot of heavy fighting
couldn'twhohave
iiim hard. Beery who also loves the crisp, bright and snappy, and the course
hot for Nagel
the official
wasmade
calledit
girl, starts figuring on getting the comedy antics of Ford Sterling and in to perform the marriage ceremony. stufif, that gives Ken a chance to go
youth out of the way. Then in a a pip of a stew characterization by
into his stunts and chalk up some
He just accepts the situastrong windup the boy proves his Betty Farrington, the entertainment Oh, no.
tion, and so does the girl. On this satisfactory thrills that should please
mettle by taking the blame as the values are unquestionably there. And
the popular crowds. The Wild West
unknown bandit in order to cover the laughs roll along easily, especially sappy foundation they proceedi to show atmosphere is good, and helps
build a frameup to bump off the
Beery. The latter comes through as in the final quarter. Patsy Ruth Milhero. But he and his pal are too to build up a colorful production.
a good sport by clearing the boy and
ler although pleasing is so over- smart for the gang leader and his Olive Hasbrouck is satisfactory in
the girl shows the evidence that
iniecting the love interest.
shadowed by Miss Farrington's com- crowd, and get themselves in the
saves the youth from hanging.
Cast : Ken Maynard, Olive Hasbrouck,
edy characterization that she becomes clear.
Dialogue is dull.
Cast: Wallace Beery, Jean Arthur, Phillips almost
negligible.
Philh'pe De Lacy, Theodore Lorch, Joseph
son.Cast: Conrad Nagel, Lois Wilson, Edward
R. Holmes, Fred Kohler, Chester Conklin,

(Silent)

Ouy O'iver, Lillian Worth, Frank Rice,
Clarence L. Sherwood.
Director, Otto Brower ; Author, Zane Grey ;
Scenarists, Agnes Brand Leahy, Sam Mintz,
J. Walter Ruben; Editor, Frances March;
Titler, Ben Graunian Kohn ; Cameraman, Rex
Wimpy.
Direction, snappy.
Photography, clear.

"Times Square"
(Silent Version)

(All-Talker Version)

Cast: Patsy Ruth Miller, Ford Sterling,
Gertrude Astor, Arthur Rankin, Jed Prouty,
Betty Farrington, Fred Kelsey, Hank Mann.
Director, Frank Strayer ; Author, Gladys
Lehman; Adaptor, Gladys Lehman; Dialoguers, Frederick and Fanny Hatton ; Editor,
Gene Havlick ; Cameraman,
Teddy
Tetzlaff.
Direction, clever. Photography,
very good.

"Below the Deadline"
(Silent)

Gotham
Length: 6500 ft. Chesterfield Length : 5000 ft.
GOOD ACTION WITH LOTS
DULL OFFERING SUFFERS
OF SUSPENSE
IN UNDERFROM POOR DIRECTION,
WORLD STORY THAT
CARSTORY AND ACTING. REHASH
RIES A KICK. POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT.
OF THE
"JAZZ SINGER"
THEME HAS NO CLASS.
Drama of the underworld. The plot
Drama of Tin Pan Alley. Just an- has been well constructed with a
otiier of the song writer ideas done wealth of twists and surprise situations that keeps the action pepped
without any spark of originality,
lacking suspense and human interest. up to the climax. It concerns the
The entire quality of the work is operations of a gang of clever crooks
poor in direction, story and acting, below the deadline set by the police
and the offering smacks of insincer- and their robbery of a jewelry establishment. In order to get even
ity. And why they picked Arthur
Lubin to do the Al Jolson stuff is with the detective who arrests one
just another film mystery. In this of the gang, they use the girl as a
case Lubin is a song writer who hits decoy. The hero, manager of the
Tin Pan .Mley and has his song jewelry store, is framed for the robstolen. The thief makes it appear
bery of his employer's place. The detective, who is his buddy, allows him
that he is the plagiarist, and he loses
to
escape
imprisonment so that he
his job and winds up pounding the
piano in an East Side cafe. But mean- can go out and get the evidence on
while the girl, of course, has faith in the crooks. This he does with the
him. She marries him to prove it. help of the girl. So the tables are
Then he knocks out a classic compo- turned very neatly on the head of
sition, but doesn't realize what he the gang who is shot, while the story
has done. He is getting ready to finishes in a strong climax that has
bump himself off, when kind friends the necessary punch. Will please the
rush in and show him that he has thrill fans. Good number for popular houses.
written a world-beater.
Cast: Alice Day. Arthur Lubin, Emil
Chautard, Ann Hrody. John Miljan. Arthur
Housman, Joseph Swiclsard, Natalie Joyce,
Eddie Kane.
Director, Joseph E. Boyle; Author, Norm.Tn
Houston: Scenarist, Adcle Buftingtuu ; Editor, Don Haynes; Titler, Casey Robinson;
Cameraman,
Ray June.
Direction, poor.
Photography,
uneven.

Cast: Barbara Worth, Frank Leigh, J. P.
McGowan, Walter Merrill, Arthur Rankin,
X'irginia Sale, "Tiny" Ward, Lou Gory, Fred
Walton,
Donlin. liill Patton, Charles Hickman, Mike
Director, James P. McGowan ; Author,
Arthur Hoerl; (Scenarist, Not listed; Editor,
James .Sweeney; Titler. Lee Autliniai ; Cameraman, M. A. Anderson.
Direction, satisfactory.
Photography, good.

Warners

Earle, Edna Murphy, Maude Turner Gordon.
Richard Cramer, Tommy Dugan, John David-

Director, Ray Enright ; Author, Fred Myton ; Scenarist, Robert Lord ; Editor, George
E. Marks ; Titler, Robert Lord ; Cameraman,
Ben Reynolds.
Direction, ordinary.
Photography,
okay.

"The House of Horror"
with

Louise
Conkli7i,

Fazenda,
Chester
Thelma Todd

(Synch ronized)

Burke, Harry Semels, William Franey, Frank
Rice, Bobby Dunn, Johnny Sinclair, Benny
Corbett, Tarzan.
Director, Harry J. Brown ; Author, iXate
Gatzert ; Scenarists, Sylvia .Seid, Jacques Jaccard; Editor, Fred Allen: Titler, Lesley Mason; Cameraman, Ted McCord.
Direction, satisfactory.
Photography, okay.

"The Physician
(Silent)

Tiffany-Stahl Length: 6286 ft.
DULL, DREARY
BRITISH
PRODUCTION
TAKES ITSELF
FAR TOO SERIOUSLY.

First Nat'l Length: Synch., 59197<.
Silent, 5656 ft.
in Eng'and
A.
JUST A DUD THAT DEVELC. Drama
and R. produced
C. Bromhead.
Freddiebywas
OPS NOTHING IN A FLAT
MYSTERY STORY WITH A LOT
just a bally hypocrite and a bloomin'
OF
PHONEY
SITUATIONS.
bounder
young girl's
'eart
and
brokewhoit,took
the arotter.
But there
Mystery melodrama. Filled with was Doctor Carey who really loved
creaking doors, but the entire affair the girl and tried to treat her like a
creaks of its own accord with ancient
real lydy. So when she finds out
gags and phoney "thrill" situations. that Freddie, her fiance, is just a container for ale and whiskey sodas,
One of the most carelessly constructed productions we have lamped in a naturally the girl was upset, so she
long while. You never get in the
was. But bein' a lydy, she tried to
atmosphere of the chills and suspense overlook
it. Then she finds out that
that the director is so laboriously try- Freddie is really no gentleman, for
ing to build up. But it was not the the cad had presented another lydy
fault of Benjamin Christeiisen, the di- with a baby boj^ which held her up
rector. He was hopelessly handi- to the scorn of the world without a
capped with material which simply weddin' certificate. So she takes her
defied intelligent treatment. Chester
Conklin and Louise Fazenda, as mid- pure 'eart and gives it to the upstanding and
3'oung doctor
'ave so
andthis
to
dle aged brother and sister, come to old forever
ever. toAnd
visit an old miserly uncle in his mys- ancient melodrama is played straight
terious house. He is guarding a great
blue diamond, and William V. Mong by all parties without dracking a
smile, and if you can see the humor
as the mystery man, hid beh-nd a in that, then it is funny. Maybe
mass of whiskers, bobs in and out
these British producers are trying to
as the "horror" element. Louise runs
kid the great American public. Gawd
around in antique underwear.
Cast: I^ouise Fazenda, Chester Conklin,
James Ford, Thelma Todd, William V. Mong,
Emil Chautard, William Orlamond, Dale
Fuller, Tenan
Holtz.
Director, Benjamin Christensen ; Author,
Richard Hee ; Scenarist, Richard Hee ; Editor,
Fr.ink Ware: Titler, Tom Miranda; Camerat't'.even.men, Ernie Haller and Sol Polito.
Direction, material to blame. Photography,

Cast:theMiles
save
king.Mander.
We Elga
can't.Brink, Ian Hun-

ter, Lissi Arna, Humbertson Wright, Henry
Vibart, Johnny Ashby.
Director, George Jacoby ; Author, Henry
Arthur Jones; Adaptor, Edwin Greenwood:
Scenarist, the same; Editor, Xot listed;
Titler, Not listed ; Cameraman, Baron X'entiDirection, bad.
Photography, spotty.
miglia.
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(All-Talker)
Lenyth:

Sound, 7351 ft.
No xili'nt version.
SIX REELS OF ARGUING AND
PREACHING MAKE BUM ENTERTAINMENT. OVERLOADED WITH DULL
DIALOGUE.
Coincdy-drama. Based on lulitli
i:ilis' staRc play, "White Collars."
A perfect example of a sta^c play
that doesn't hclonj? on the screen.
The legit theater audiences could enjoy it as a stage offering, for it kidded
the great middle White Collar class
and showed them up as a bunch of
nincompoops. But when i'ou stop
to figure that the big proportion of
film audiences is this same White
Collar class, and that they have to
sit for an hour and see themselves
unmercifully torn to shreds, you begin to wonder who in Hollywood decided this was good box-office material. It just ain't. Listen to it:
A multi-millionaire marries his
sisstenog. Her dad, ma, brother,
ter and cousin and herself have the
White Collar complex. They high
hat the millionaire, argue his head
off, torment him, question his motives, and he, poor guy, sincerely
trying to be regular, decided to give
his wealth to charity and join the
White Collar class himself.
Cast: Conrad Nagel, Bessie Love, I^ila
Hyams, Robert Ober, James Neill, Edythe
Gibson.
Kenneth
Kruger,
Paul
Chapman.
Director, William de Mille; Authors, Edith
Ellis, Edgar Franklin Stearns; Scenarist, Clara
Beranger; Editor, Conrad Nervig; Dialoguer,
Clara Beranger; Cameraman, Leonard Smith;
Direction, blame material. Photography,
uneven.

"Black Cargo of the
h Seas"
Sout
(Silent)
Length: 6500 ft.
Big Three
HOPELESS STUFF THAT REQUIRED A LOT OF NERVE TO
IN DISTRIBUTION.
PLACE
AUSTRALIAN MESS MISSES
ON EVERYTHING.
Melodrama. Here is one of the
wildest and most senseless tales that
has yet jimmied its way upon the
screen. An Australian production, it
must have been filmed years ago, and
then rehashed and rehacked to work
in odd bits that the distributor
thought would carry audience appeal.
That's the general impression gained
by this reviewer every time he came
un gasping for air to take another
peek before he went under for the
final count. The poor girl in the
fillum is abused something frightful
by the bushranger gang in the South
Pacific isle, and then tortured some
more by the native cannibals. The
same applied to the audience and your
helpless reporter. The cannibals were
very realistic in this fillum and certainly acted wild, but if they ever see
crazy and maul
they'll go .
picture body
the
„, ,
,
some
Cast: Edmund Burns, Edith Roberts. Walter Long, Jack Gavin. Susan Denis, Jessica
Harcourt, Arthur Tauchert. Ered Twichin.
Coutts.
Arthur McLaglen, Compton
Director, Norman Dawn; Author. Beatnce
Grimshaw; Scenarist. Not listed; Editor,
Mona Donaldson; Titter, Gayne Dexter;
Cameramen, Arthur Higgins. William Trerise.
ragged.
Photography,
hopeless.
Direction,

l
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"The Idle Rich"
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"The Last
Flight"
(Silent)
Distributor:

Jacob

Will:
Le7igth: 5500 ft.
FRENCH FILM RATES ALMOST ZERO WITH
TRITE
STORY POORLY
DIRECTED
AND INDIFFERENTLY ACTED.
SOME AIRPLANE SHOTS ARE
GOOD.
Drama. Produced by I.uthece
l'"ilnis of Paris. It concerns a l-'rencii
aviator during the war who goes to
Paris on furlough and during an air
raid meets the wife of his pilot and
buddy. They fall desperately in love
with each other before they learn the
truth. A lot of incidental stuff is
worked in which means little and
does not advance the suspense — if any
— of the yarn. Back on the front, the
aviator is with his pilot on an air
raid when the truth conies out. The
pilot demands the truth, and the
aviator explains everything. Meanwhile guns are roaring along with
the airplane motor, yet they carry
on their conversation in this improbable situation — for a conversation.
The lover is killed in action, and husband and wife reunited. The reel>
are filled with just such material,
which lets it out for any serious consideration anywhere. The titles are
flat and dreary, and the direction is
effective only in spots.
Cast: Jean Da.x, I'icrre de Guingand,
Claire de Lorez.
Director, Maurice Tourneur ; Author, from
the novel "I-'Eiiuipage" by J. Kessele ; Adaptor, Maurice Tourneur ; Scenarist, Maurice
Tourneur; Editor, Samuel Datlonu; Titler,
listed.
Not
Datlome ; Cameraman,
Samuel
Direction, uneven.
Photography, spotty.

Rin-Tin-Tin

"Frozen River"
(Part-Talker Version)
Length: Sound, 5482 ft.
Silent, Undetermined
HAS THE STUFF THAT THE
DOG FANS LIKE, WITH LOTS
OF ACTION AND LITTLE DAVEY LEE ADDING CHILD INTh^REST.
Warners

Melodrama of the North woods.
It is just the old applesauce about the
bad Canadian trapper trying to steal
the old man's gold, and the hero saving the situation and the girl at the
same time. But it is well directed by
Harmon Weight, and a competent
cast makes the material look better
than it really is. Davey Lee, the cute
kid, is given a sympathetic part, and
adds a touch of novelty to the trite
Northwoods stuff. Josef Swickard as
the old miner who is a little balmy
creates a characterization that is seldom seen in this class of material.
Rin-Tin-Tin is used very effectively
throughout, and pulls some new
stunts that will give the fans a kick.
As this type of story goes, it is above
the average, and the thrills and suspense are built up to a snappy climax.

Cast: Rin-Tin-Tin, Davey Lee, Raymond
McKce, Nina Quartero, Josef Swickard
Frank Campeau,
Lew Harvey.
Director, Harmon Weight ; Author, John
J. Fowler; Scenarist, .\nthony Colileway;
Dialoguer, James A. Starr; Editor, Harold
McLcrnon ; Titler, James A. Starr ; Cameraman, Nelson Larraby.
Direction, snappy. Photography, very good.

Milton Silla in

"Love and the Devil"
(Sfjnchronized)
First Xut'l

Short Subjects
in
SOUND

l.tngth: Synch., 05'J2 ft.
Silent, (>;{70 //.

RATES FAIR ENTERTAINMENT WITH MARIA CORDA
VERY
ATTRACTIVE, AND
SOME
ARTISTIC SETTINGS
AND
DIRECTION.

Johnny

Arthur and Pauline

(iaron

Love dr:ima. 1 he story is typically
continental and (|uitc sophisticatetl.
Milton Sills as an Knglish lord becomes infatuated with a Viennese
opera singer. He becomes jealous of
a tenor, and a series of events results
in the apparent murder of the girl
whom Sills has married. It works
out into considerable suspense, with
the mystery finally being cleared up
on the accidental death of the tenor,
and
a realization
on Sills'
that
she had
had no affair
with part
his rival.

This has a fair amount of laughs
and some good situations. Jack
While, it .seems, is aiming thcw:
.Mermaid talkers at juvenile and other
followers of slajistick, and they should
find a ready response from their
clientele. It's about the suspicions
of a wife aroused by gossipy neighbors when her husband sends her
flowers. The hiccupping gags arc
handled well and are funny. All the
characters are good.
(Two reels.)

"Lover's Delight"
MermaidAmusing
— Educational

Edward Ercrett Norton in
Director Alexander Korda has handled the sophisticated material with
"Trusting Wives"
discretion, and the result is a film that
Coronet — Exiucational
should i)lease the popular crowds.
A Gem of a Comedy
Maria Corda is tjuite alluring, although inclined to overact at times.
Any time you get Horton in a
Sills gives his usual he-man perform- talker, you're in for a treat, and this
is no exception. It's a peach of a
and is satisfactory.
The \'iennese ance
scenes
are well handled
pho- comedy with clever lines and fine acttographically.
ing. Natalie Moorhead as Horton's
Cast: Milton Sills, Maria Corda, Ucn Bard,
Nellie lily Baker, Amber
Norman.
wife
is
exceptionally
clever. Horton's
a poet addicted
to dedicating
sonnetts
Director, Alexander Korda ; Authors. Leo
l!i^in^ki, Joseph l.aszlo ; Scenarist, -Not listed; to other men's wives. In this the outraged husband comes to get him.
Editor, John Rawlins ; Titler*. I'aul I'erez,
Waller
Anthony ; Cameraman,
Lee Garmes.
Friend wife, however, serves tea and
Direction,
clever.
Photography,
good.
there is plenty of hilarity. Helen
Ferguson and Shcp Camp round out
reels.)
the fine cast. A high class comedy
"At the Edge of the World" gem. directed bv Leslie Pearce. (Two

(Silent)

Ufa
Length: 6754 ft.
GOOD IMPORTED NUMBER
FOR SMALL HOUSES CARRIES
NOVELTY
ENTERTAINMENT
WITH
UNUSUAL
THEME.
WELL DIRECTED AND ACTED.
Drama. The theme is very novel,
being that a some future war, and
showing a happy village somewhere
in Europe. The story deals with the
miller's family, and shows some interesting detailed shots of the workings of the ancient flour mill. The
family are shown pursuing their various interest, and all is ideal till the
shadow of war looms with the arrival of an invading army. The
soldiers wear a unique black costume
that emphasizes the tragedy of war.
Some real suspense is worked in with
the hired helper proving to be a spy
and betraying his country. Meanwhile the miller's daughter has fallen in love with him, but rejects hitn
for a lieutenant of the invaders. The
twists and surprise develojunents
hold the interest, and the caniera
work in many instances is beautiful.
Direction by Karl Grune is intelligent and highly original. Should get
a run in important houses, but probCast: .Mbcrt Steinrucck, William Dietcrle,
ably won't.
Imre Raday, Brigetle Helm. Camilla von
Hollay, Erwin Kahcr, .Max Schreck, Victor
Janson. Jean
Bradin.
Director, Karl (Irune ; Author, Abel Grune ;
Scenarist, -Not lisicl; Editor. -Not listed;
Titler. Not listed; Cameraman. S. .\. Wagner;
Direction, Unusual. Photogrpahy, very good.

Lloyd Hamilton

in

"Don't Be Nervous"
Hamilton — Educational
Surc-Firc
There's a finish in this one guaranteed to make any audience roar.
It puts the picture over big. Hamilton plays a dual role. One is of a
gangster leader just out of jail, the
other more or less in character. When
he is sent to take the ride planned by
rival gangster, there is plenty popping. He breaks up both gangs with
tear bombs, and sobbingly accepts the
plaudits of the crying policemen. This
sob scene is a riot. Should be a hit
Directed
anywhere.
Watson.
(Two
reels.) by

W'illiam

"A Moving Movie Show"
Hodge Entertaining
Podge — EUlucational

Cartoons, unusual camera shots
and sound are ingeniously woven together in this Hodge Podge. A motion picture showboat is drawn in
and visits many lands of the globe,
the the photographic shots containing wealth of interest. It's clever
stuff, and should be given consideration in building up a show, being a
combination of magazine reel and
comedv. It is synchronized with
discs onlv(.Continued
(900 ft.).
on Pant 16)
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Theater
NOVEL LOBBY DISPLAY TO
EXPLOIT SOUND PICTURES
National distribution is being lined
up for the Lobbytone display case,
being put out by the Libnian-Spanjcr Corp., New York, according to
William F. Libman. This method of
exploiting a picture with exact scenes
and records of the film is designed to
eliminate the former type of display

June

23, 1929

Equipment

By CHARLES

F. HYNES

The Stamp of Approval
An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and m.erit
With the tremendous forward strides made in theater lighting,
the switchboard has assumed a place of prime importance. The
wide variety of divisions and subdivisions, control units and combination call for compact design and ease of operation.
A leader in the field of switchboards is the Frank Adam Electric Co., which manufactures the FA Major System pilot switchboard. Installed in more than 500 theaters, the switchboard has
been tried and tested and has THE FILM DAILY STAMP OF
APPROVAL.

Natural Colored Glass
Green Exit Lights to Be
Theater Lighting Stressed
Used
First
at
'Frisco
Chicago — Value of natural colored
San Francisco — Fox will introduce
something new and probably revolutionary in the new Fox theater
which is to be opened June 28.
Green instead of red exit lights is the
change to be made, said to be the
first time that a theater has used this
color for the purpose. Study of the
situation indicated that national fire
underwriters favor green glass as a
better safety factor, the reason that
green is a through signal, and red
a stop light denoting danger.

National Boosts Ross Lens
for Showing Sound Films

glass for color lighting in the theater, cove lighting, flood lighting,
sign lighting, interior lighting, window lighting, and general lighting
needs, is emphasized in a bulletin
just issued by the Reynolds Electric
Co.
Rcco color lighting equipment is
made entirely of natural colored
glass. The Reco color hood is used
for cove lighting, sign lighting and
window lighting. Reco inner color
plates fit into floodlights, reflecting
the beam of light, and giving a many
liucd effect if desired. Reco color
plates are used for box lights, flood
or spotlights, clivets, etc.; the glass
IS made in strips to take care of expansion and construction.

Chicago — National Theater Supply
Co. is recommending the Ross F. 2.4
projection lens for sound picture projection. The porous screen used for
talkers absorbs a considerable portion
of the illumination, thrown through
the lens, so that utmost brilliancy
in a lens is essential, the company
Chicago — Covering practically evstates. This is declared provided by
ery phase of the subject, a library of
the Ross lens, which also gives depth trailers covering cooling systems has
of focus and stereoscopic effect.
been assembled by the Chicago
branch of National Screen Service,
headed by Hal Young. There is a
Lobbytone, placed on the market by the
wide range of prices on the trailers
LibmanSpanjer
Corp.
to take care of practically every kind
board used in theater front or lobby.
Chicago — -Sentry Safety Control, of house and cooling equipment.
Lobbytone consists of a case about which automatically prevents film
A theater can secure a set of trailseven feet high, diamond shaned and fires in the projector, has been tested
ers, comprising a complete campaign
about four feet deep, with a conceal- and listed as standard by the Under- to sell the cooling system or order
ed electrically-dxiven phonograph
writers' Laboratories, the latter has the trailers individually.
which supplies music for either advised the
Sentry firm.
a dance scene or dialogue epiArctic Opens Los Angeles Branch
.sode, according to the background
IVest Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
Reseating Burlington House
u.se(l in the frame. The top part of
Los Angeles — Arctic Nu-Air Corp.
Burlington, la — The f^alace is be- has opened a western divisional sales
the case has a glass window with a
ing reseated and the capacity in- offices here. In addition to the Arcregular 22x28 acting as a backcreased to 800.
ground with a magnetized surface
tic Nu-Air blowers, the branch will
u|)()n which cutout figures are rohandle the Kooler-Aire, made by
Installing
Air
Cooler
tated in front of the window.
Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp., a
One of the displays illustrates a cabSt. Paul, Minn. — An air cooling subsidiary. F. H. Bowen is in charge
aret scene with three cutout figures l)lant is being installed at the Palace- of the local ofiice. The distributor
of ballet girls dancing to the tune of made.
Orpheum while alterations are being at Seattle is the B. F. Shearer Co.
the theme song of a popular priced
production.
Galveston Cooler Installation
The center and bottom part of the sold but rented to exhibitors withGalveston,
Tex. — A. Martini has incase can be utilized for either four
out records. The exhibitors can
stalled a cooling plant at the Martini.
11x14 cards or one 22x28. The utilize any of the regular stock recback panels will enable an exhibitor
ords of band music, or possible
Install Arctic Nu-Air
to use a complete set of photographs theme song records of the picture
Mannington,
W. Va. — Arctic Nuof any size.
when the records are not used for Air equipment has
been installed at
The Lobbytone display will not be the actual projecting of the film.
Burt's theater.

Library of Trailers Cover
Cooling System Advantage

Sentry Control Approved
by Underwriters' 'Labs'

TAIKING SHOP
Food for Thought
of Projection
Council — A
Cause
Which

in Report
Advisory
Worthy
Merits

Support
^HERE is real food for thought in
A the report of the Projection Advisory Council, published Thursday,
which stressed the importance of projection as a specialized art. The report, signed by President Lester B.
Isaacs, traces the steady development
of projection in the persistent efforts
to secure a place in the sun.
Time was when the projectionist
was regarded as a necessary evil, but
this has all been changed. The multiplying problems and mechanics of the
profession made it essential that a
projectionist be not only a trained
mechanician, but a showman and
artist as well. As the report points
out, the best mechanician obtainable
is not necessarily a good projectionfor he the
maytruelack
the ofshowman's
angleist, and
sense
the artist
in developing the most effective show
on the screen.
"The show must go on," is the
slogan the projectionists have adopted. It is the first hard and fast rule
of showmanship. The sound development, adding as it has a myriad of
new problems for the projectionist,
has emphasized that rule to an unprecedented degree. There have been
many exhibitors who learned sorrowfully, that mechanicians, unschooled
in show business, were not greatly
perturbed if something went wrong
with the reproducer and they were
compelled to stop the show in the
middle of a performance. Unlike the
projectionist, who would respond
quickly to such an emergency, keeping the show going somehow, until
the trouble is repaired.

REPACKED EASTMAN
AND DUPONT FILMS
100 foot rolls, of Eastman and Dupont
Panchromatic Film, on daylight loading spools for
Eyemo perfect
or DeVry.
Guaranteed
absolutely
and
fresh.

uiiuoacHBys
$3.75 a Roll

▼▼no

•^
uiMt
Phone 5?«*st
Penina. N««
0330 ymn.My

Motion Picture Department
U. S. and

Canada Agents for Debrle
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AT UFA LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN COLLEGIATE MATERIAL GOES is-;..:';:.;,::u"t;
WORK
IN
4 PICTURES
NEUBABELSBERG STUDIO FOREIGN FIELDS REVIEWED Onnn at TUC OADITAI "' '»"«''-• «-M'ccially m hi» vaudc
I till*

ihroiiifli
witli
lilrf
the InfliT
latter rnriif
came ihrough
with
plenty

Berlin — The LJfa studid at N'cubabelsberK lias rapidly adjusted itself
to the present sound situation and
now is busily huniniiuK with four
Ufatone pictures in work. The Krich
Ponnner unit under the direction of
Hans Schwarz is working on "The
Melody of IJfe," forincrlv titled
'•Sunday at Half-Past Three." Willy
Fritsch and Dita Parlo are portraying the featured roles. Dr. Han^
Rehfisch has completed the scenario
for "The Night of Compassion,"
which Joe May will direct. Lillian
Harvey, comedienne, w ill make her
first appearance in a talker titled
"The Equator Tramp," while Director Alexander Wolkoflf is now working on "The White EaRle," with
Mosjoukine in the leading role. This
picture is an adaptation of Tolstoi's
Murat."
story, "Hadschi
Caucasian
Harris With B.T.P.
London— H. Thurston Harris, former sales manager for Argosy Films,
now is in charge of the London office of British Talking Pictures. Patrick J. Whalen has been appointed
special representative for B.T.P. apparatus for the Irish Free States and
Northern Ireland.
Pinero Sells Play
London — Sir Arthur Pinero, playwright, has sold one of his plays,
"Iris," to a British company for production as a talker. Pinero plays already adapted by the screen include
"Trelawncy of the Wells" and "His
in Order."
House
Four for New German Co.
Berlin — Erich Engels Film Co., recently formed, has scheduled four
productions for its program. Production starts next month on "Dear
Homeland," "Careers." "Criminologist"' and "With the Use of Kitchen."
Cast for the first picture has already
been selected.

llajhlngloH Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

\\'ashin(.^t(>n — A congress to further
international co-operation in produclii>n is scheduled to be held the first
week in September at De la Sarraz,
Switzerland, according to a report to
the M. P. Section of the Dept. of
Commerce. The move was instituted
by a French group and will be attended by the following groups:
Avant-Carde, I'aris; Film Society,
London; Film Liga, Amsterdam;
Cine-Club, Geneva; Conveiigo, Milan;
.\vant-Ciarde, Madrid, Vienna and
I'rieiids
SocietyTheof German
and theFilm.
Warsaw;
of
the Russian
delegates will be composed of Lupu
Pick, G. W. Pabst, Walther Ruttman
and Bcla Balazc. Two authors, Andre
Gide of France and Stephan Zweig of
Germaiiv will also attend.

Theater Company Is
Formed in Tokio

VJUUy
rtl
IIIL UmilUL
,,j,„ i,„„ ,,,^ 3„„y how Another
bJK
they ro,K-d
n.oflologue tellil.K'
II
llAr
Mil
ll 1 A
laugh was the way thr comedian put
Light siuniiu-r entertainment at the the awkward stiuad through a drill,
which had the house roaring.
Cajiitol
with
as the
name, but
all "I'lappercttes"
other crctlits must
be

taken with an open mind, for this reviewer had to rely on catching Dave
Schooler's mention of the various acts
in the absence of programs which
looks like a new economy move on
the part of the management. The
collegiate atmosphere ran throughotit.
The Chester Hale Girls are on for
singing of college <lays, then into a
routine with the campus for background. The Schooler band wore
"Whoopee" hats, varicolored felt arratigemcnts that were gagged with a
sextette of the boys out front changing them into fuimy shapes. Two
boys and a girl gave a lesson in
"legmania."
Schooler and band gagged a number with the funny hats as the atmosphere, which the audience seemed to
like, with a comedy finale as Schooler
is swamped under a shower of hats
thrown out on strings from the flies.

Washington — 'Jhc Nihaii Tiga
Kigyo Co. capitalized at 3,500,000 yen,
(approximately ?1,750,000,) has been
weighty "blues"
formed at Tokio for the purpose of Katie Smith, thewith
several numsinger, did nicely
bers. The heavy comedy was handled
constructing and purchasing a num-of
ber of theaters in leading cities
and Lawrence, in exaggerby Born
ated full dress with flop shoes. They
Japan. The company now is com-at
tcmplating a 3,800 seat house
did their sing-song numbers of "The
Tokio.
Old Mill Stream," etc. with the explanatory hand motions illustrating
Bengal Appoints Film
word for comedy efevery possiblefinal
bit was unusually
fects. The
for '29-30 ent of good, with the Chester Hale Girls in
r Board
Censo
IVasliington — The governm
a futuristic flapper number, boys and
Bengal has appointed the following
cfTccBoard
Film
the
e
girls costumes that were very
members to constitut
tive. They went off on an acrobatic
commisthe
1929-30:
for
of Censors
doubling routine that was classy and
sioner of police, Calcutta; president novel.
(ex-oflkio) ; H. R. Norton; D. J.
ley.
Cohen; J. S. Henderson; B. N. Banerjea; 11. Hossain and Mrs. F. Stan-

American Co. for Athens;
Two Theaters to Open
Washington— Unnamed American
company intends to establish an office
in Athens, states a report to the M.
P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
Two new theaters, one seating 3,000 the other 1,500 are to be opened
there for next season.
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'to
The femnie elm
•!"I
as
girl known
avation
Army lass \sln) .-.aiin, .iiiil also
built more comedy for B'lrkf a<i he
repeatc«lly wt>rkcd g.i.
We her
There
away from the tough was a military buck dancing threesome as a clever contrast to the
awkward squad, and I'aul Small and
I. WatMilton Watson on the ■ '
son's tenor was imprcing the
pop song of the blind Irciii n soldier.
Strong finale of the George M. Cohan
brand, with flag-waving done difTcrently. Soldier on side sang the marching song, and iimncnsc flags bankecl
in twos opened up in a scries till
the last two, American flags, opened
and revealed the doughboys marching forward toward audience. Dramatic punch, and a bear.

ROXY GOES NIGHT CLUB
AND WOWS ™TH CLASS
The Roxy symphony orchestra had
Frno Rapec back from his vacation
and the overture consisted of song
hits from "Fox Movietone Follies."
The stage presentation was unusually
elaborate, even for this hou.sc that
goes in for the splendiferous. It was
titled "Au Perroquct," and the set
was a lavishly appointed night club.
Nothing like it probably has ever been
done on a New York stage. Lou
Holtz acted as master of ceremonies.
Lou had a good line of comedy talk
and his voice was clear and strong for
this big house. He caught the spirit
of the night club atmosphere perfectly and made the audience feel the
same way about it. He put over his
well known "Solo Mia" to big apRoxy16) audience
plause. Seldom has
; em aPage
indulged in so much laughter.
jhe p;i' ''f ^^^'* carried out in

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard
Acts
Vaudeville

Ij 1600

Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3S80

j

PAILV
Short Subjects
{Continued from Page
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"The
Big Palooka"
Sennett — Educational
Plenty of Laughs
There is a generous sprinkling of
laughs throughout this new Sennett
talker. It has a number of good gags,
and sufficient story interest. Harry
Gribbon does his stuff as a chauffeur
adept at saving his boss' girl friend,
with the result she proposed marriage. Then he takes her to his
home, his girl comes into the picture, and things begin to happen.
Except for the overdone shotgun
wedding gag, this clicks throughout.
In the cast are Thelma Hill, Andy
Clyde, Addie McPhail, Vernon Dent,
Ernie Wood and Anna Hernandez.
Mack Sennett directed. (Two reels).

Pathe Audio Review No. 10
Very Good
Starts ofi with an interview with
goldsmiths who explain the method
of heating gold into leaf as they
demonstrate the process. The follows an idyllic study of sheep grazing on the plains called "Spring Pastoral" that proves just what can be
done with a camera and an idea in
the way of producing a really artistic subject. By way of contrast
"Over the Bounding Main" flashes
unusual studies of the ocean in calm
and storm. These Audio Reviews
with proper use of sound are consistently superior product-

Jack White and Montrealers
Vitaphone No. 791
Clicks Strong
The Broadway nightclub boy puts
this one over strong and collects the
laughs without a struggle. In fact,
here is one of the brightest numbers
with harmony and smiles that Vitaphone has ever turned out. Shows
nightclub set with Jack White as the
master of ceremonies clowning, and
ably assisted by his orchestra. Ruth
Petty and the Lee Sisters. Ruth
sings "Crazy for You," and the Lee
Sisters "Mean to Me." Then White
finishes with "Hello Montreal" with
his own variation that will wow them
anywhere- White makes this a bangup ofTering in every respect, and the
film moves with sprightliness, comedy and neat melody.
Time, 8 mins.

Sunday, June 23,

ROXY GOES NIGHT GLUB

UNIONS HAVEN'T MAPPED
PLAN IN EQUITY DRIVE AND WOWS 'EM WITH CLASS
{Continved

from

Page

distributor association, he announced
he would investigate alleged abuses
against actors.
The contract proposed by the actors included a 48 hour week, he said.
In 1925, Gillmore conferred with
Joseph M. Schenck, then president
of the Producers' Ass'n, and Hays
regarding a contract. After the conference he declared they said:
"You have done more in this interview than could have been accomplished by three strikes. What you
have outlined is the proper thing."
Gillmore asserted that the contract
drafted by producers would have
penalized actors. He told of the actors' committee formed here two
years ago, when producers threatened salary slashes and said that local actors' leaders quit when the salary cut move was abandoned.
Last September, Gillmore continued, the Equity Council conducted a
referendum on Equity shop in pictures. He declared that many now
opposing the Equity shop had voted
for it.
Production is being arrested and
disturbed in some studios as a result
of the mandate, he asserted, stating
one agent had stated he had lost
$2,300 in commissions in one week
because his clients refused standard
contracts.
Albert Gran and Ilka Chase have
been suspended for signing standard
contracts, Gillmore said. Answering
Hayden Stevenson's question, he replied Equity members may work in
a 100 per cent silent picture, but said
there would be few of them. Replying to John Gilbert's telegram that
many of his fellow members opposed
the Equity shop, Gillmore heatedlv
asserted that "once war is declaredit is too late to argue."
Clark Silvernail urged Equity members to fight for principle in bringing about the Equity shop.

Nunes Named President of
Connecticut Exhibitors
(Continued

from

Page

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

vocated. Ollie Hamilton, Norwich,
and Clarence D. Burbank, Thompsonville, are vice presidents; Jack B. Fisman, New Haven, treasurer; Edward
G. Levev. executive secretary and
counsel.
Elected to the board of directors
Boyce Combe in
are: Berhart E. Hoffman, Adolph
"The Parlor Pest"
Johnson, Harry LaVietes, Edwin S.
Columbia- Victor
Raffile, and John Cannon, New HavSmart
en; Alfred Gottesman, New York;
Boyce Combe does his English George LeWitt, Plainville; Arthur H.
sneezing skit. It goes over for a Lockwood, Bristol; Harry Needles
bundle of loud chickles. He is at a and Maurice Shulnian, Hartford; Dr.
party and makes himself a pest by R. Stawowczyk, Bridgeport; A. J.
trying to tell an old story. Finally Vanni, Middletown; William Vuono,
they get him to do a recitation after Stamford; George Wilkinson, Walloading his handkerchief with pepper. lingford; Joseph Wood, Stafford
He sneezes his head off as he de- Springs.
scribes the horse race and works up
to the finish with the sneezes holding
Norfolk House Reopened
up his lines. A real comedy act that
Norfolk, Va. — The Majestic, foris surefire and different. This old
mer vaudeville house, has been revaude number will be new to most
opened with picture policy by Billy
Abrams.
of the film fans.
Time, 9 mins.

IS)

the costuming of the Roxyettes, who
did their precision stepping to the
tune of some very generous handclapping. Miss Bowman did some
neat dancing, and Mary McCoy and
Paul Davin handled the singing assignments. The Trainor Brothers are
a classy hoofing team, and their line
of Ayork was well received. Bud and
Bess Carson also were there with
s.ome nifty stepping. M. Vodnoy and
Belle Flower did some gagging with
Holtz contributing the comedy. Here
was a real night club show that any
one of the legitimate pirate joints of
that species would like to be able to
claim as their own. There was a very
effective prologue to the feature,
"Four Devils," with Harold Van
Duzee as the clown singing in fine
form.

1929

Week*s Headlines
Monday

Allied States Ass'n meets in Chicago today
to map stand against high sound rentals.
AI Jolson joining United Artists in spring
Tuesday
Paramount
half interest in Columbia
Broadcastingbuys System.
Talk of moves to drive out independent exhibitors abugaboo, states Charles C. Pettijobn.
Fox announces
48 all-talkers for 1929-1930.
Ohio exhibitor association on record as opWednesday
interference.
posing government
Publix out after theaters on wholesale scale.
International extension for chain.
Paramount
denies
deal, closed
or planned,
with RCA.
RKO-Publix management deal
again reported.
Warner announce 35 features, 312 shorts for
new year.
First National to release 35 next season.
Four Fox Movietone
News
releases weekly
beginning July 15.
Equity lining up organized
labor in studio

fight.
Thursday

Fox to give old customers
service, despite
control of Loew theaters.
Educational lists 76 two-reelers for 1929-1930.
Allied seeks United
States probe, charging

■
■

"Emperor Jones" for Robeson?
monopoly.
described as "silly" in
Charles R. Rogers of Asher &
New
York. Move
FederationFriday
of Labor pledges Equity
Rogers is negotiating purchase of American
full support.
screen rights to "Emperor Jones,"
Eugene O'Neill play, as a talker vehicle for Paul Robeson, negro star
who appeared in the stage version.
Old L. A. House
IV est

Coast

Bureau,
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Los Angeles — Tally's New Broadway, until recent years one of the
city's leading houses, has been completely razed, and a store will be
built on the site.
Rosenthal at Albany
Albany, N. Y. — Robert Rosenthal
has been appointed manager of the
recently-opened Madison and Frank
Farley, former head usher, has been
named assistant manager
'(\y to Charles
Samkwitz of the Ritz.

$100,000,000
theater deal between
Fox and
Western
Electric reported and denied.
Guarantee and split, new

First National sales

Cosmopolitan
renews with M-G-M.
To make
policy.
sound newsreel beginning in summer.
Short subjects rejuvenated
by sound, E. W.
Hammons
tells Educational
convention.
RKO to release 30 features, 49 sound shorts
next season.
Universal announcesSaturday
55 features for new entertainment year.
Organized

labor

takes

no

action

so

far

in

RKOEquitymay fight.
build in Philadelphia.
Williams
promoting
studio in England
for j
talkers.
M-G-M International News is Hearst's silent
reel.

Reopen at Berne
Berne, Ind. — H. J. and Mrs. Stickler have reopened theater here.

(
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The very best in

SOUND
T

ODAY— in this era of souikI |>i<'tiires

—there is a higher premium

than ever

before on film uniformity. For sound
quality is even more

sensitive than

screen quality to any variation in the
film.
If your ^'"talkie" prints are on Eastman
film— famous for uniformity— your patrons are seeing and hearing the very
best that this greatest development in
motion pictures has to offer.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY

NEW YORK

It's Up
to You!
The Fox Sales Convention
is over» Branch managers and salesmen are back in their respective territories with a message of vital and
profitable importance to every showman interested in the best box-office
bets in talking pictures*

,■; ■*'

Don^t let the grass grow
under your feet — or moths get into
your wallets* Don^t gamble on probabilities— it^s a FOX year, with plenty
of margin and no chance to lose*

Cut yourself a
piece of cake

;1]A
>^w

thetyre* s cT' — "^
—plen
of
y^

for all

rt^Wr
from

Pacemaker
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for the
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PUBLIX PUINS EXPANSION
IN PORTLAND TERRITORY
Portland — Publix is reported seek' the Heilig here, in an expansion
ve planned in this territory, Fox
jnghold.
Sam Katz is quoted as
ing on his visit here that houses
iuld be built or acquired at Corvalis,
-ugene and possibly Sales.
Publix
nas the Portland here, but is reported
seeking the Heilig for long runs. The
house now is dark.

Publix-Marcus Firm Formed
to Run Utah, Idaho Chain
Wilmington, Del. — Publix-Marcus,
Inc., has been formed here to operate
the Marcus Enterprises houses in
Utah and Idaho, half interest in which
has been purchased by Publix. The
theaters will be taken over July 1.

De Luxe Theater to Be
Built at Montgomery, Ala.
Montgomery, Ala. — Publix has let
contracts for a 1,500-seat de luxe theater here. It is expected to be completed by Jan. 1.

Monday.

June

24,

1929

Price-

PARAMOUNT SALE OR MERGER
TO BE DENIED AT ATLANTIC CIH
A Ten-Strike
"Journey's End," Robert Sheriff's vastly moving play which
is at once the sensation of New
York and London is to be
filmed in America by TiffanyStahl.
Tiffany-Stahl has made a
ten-strike in keeping it away
from producers who bid in six
figures for the rights. Not an
easy matter to inject into it
what the author placed there,
but the opportunity to make
what should be one of the most
significant pictures of many
years
hands. is at least in Tiffany's
KANN

RKO LISTING PRODUCT AT

Company to Stand on Its
Own,
Delegates
at
Meetings to Hear

Chicago — With 70 in attendance,
the RKO sales convention got under way yesterday at the Drake. The
combined home office and sales staff
will be here a full week during which
product will be outlined and sales
policies set for the new season.
Lee Marcus, executive vice president, will preside. The initial address will be made
by Joseph
I.

Atlantic City — Paramount is not
contemplating any merger and is detLrniincd to stand on its own feet, as
evidenced by the expansion program
recently undertaken.
That is the general opinion prcvailng here and it is expected to be embodied in a formal announcement to
be made tuday or tonight by either
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky or S.
R. Kent.
Kent is to address the convention
today on distribution, while Zukor
and Lasky are billed for speeches at

By JAMF.S

{Continued on Page
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Vitaphone representatives will be
established next season in all First
National exchanges, THE FILM
D.\ILY
learns exclusively.

F. N. Silents to be Black
and Whites Only Next Year
Technicolor in First National pictures next year will be confined to
talkers. There will be sound and
silent version of all 35 pictures, on
the schedule, but these will be black
and whites onlv.

P. CUNSISGIIAM

FORMAL AlWCEMENT OF
U.A. PROW IS MADE "U" TURNS DOWN MERCER
TIFFANY-STAHL TO MAKE
"JOURNEY'S END" IN U.S.
OFFERS, COCHRANE STATES
the

Ten United Artists pictures, of the
total number that will be offered next
season, are being sold to exhibitors
Famous Canadian Plans 2
now. Order of release on these ten
TifTany-Stahl has acquired "JourHouses Seating 4,000 Each
ney's End," war play by R .C. Sheriff pictures has been determined. Pictures scheduled to follow the first
d unusual attenToronto — Famous Players Canadi- which has attracte
ten
also
are announced today. The
and
York
New
in
and
London
in
tion
an Corp., plans a theater here and at
will produce it as a talking picture majority of them were listed excluMontreal, each seating 4,000.
for release early next year.
sively by THE FILM DAILY two
rights, sought after by weeks ago.
'(Continued
Page is8) "Bulldog
The picture
The onfirst
(.Continued cm Page 8)
Vitaphone Representatives

For F. N. Branches, Plan

5 Ci-nt'i

banquet
tonight.
(Continued
on

PageParamount's
8)

-Atlantic City — Universal has turned
down all propositions for mergers
and amalgamations and is determined to retain its independence. K.
H. Cochrane, company vice president,
declared in addressing the eastern
division sales force convention
now
((.untinued

an fage

8>

Fox Reported Progressing
Kansas City Convention
164 Players Signed Up By
Dates Set by Biechele with Gaumont-British Deal Producers Despite Equity
City— Stressing the conLondon (By Caljlc)— Fox is deKansas

clared proceeding with negotiations
"call to
vention announcement as a Biechel
e for the Gaumont-British chain, conR. R.
President
arms,"
s in Great
about 300 ontheater
trolling
g of the Kanannual
(Continued
Page 2)
states the(Conlinu
ed meetin
on Page 2)

The New Season

hitherto unattenipted innovafaces, new types of pictures,ation
and— on paper— a comtions with sound, itself an innov
material which perhaps
ffice
box-o
tial
bined line-up of poten
James and Wood to Report this industry has never before .seen in one array.
on Sound Film Mission
This is not an endeavor to turn seer and to analyze what is m
After all. what distributors outline
Columbus, O. — Report on their store for the 1929-1930 season.
mission to New York where they for the theater man are, in effect, work sheets. Plotting a product
went to bring the sound film rental
ed for release over a period of twelve months is a job. Any
situation to the attention of distribu- design
tors is to be made here Thursday at production department will tell you this. It seems to us that the prodations that specific comnotific
{Continutd on Pag* 2)
formal
iContinuid
on Pag*
6)
uct announcements are merely
NEW
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Hollywood — One hundred and
sixty-four players have been signed
to standard contracts in defiance ol
Equity shop,
theon casting
directors'
committee
stated
Saturday.

Denounce'
nine' Law
Chicago — Condemnation of

overstrict Sabbath observance
and "blue" laws was registered
officially by the convention of
the Evangelical Lutheran Synod
at their thirty-fourth triennial
convention here. Direct reference was made to the closing of picture houses as productive of no good results.
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Hollywood — ^"The Hollywood Revue of 1929," M-G-M all-singing-talking
Grauman's
Chinese
underfilm,
Foxopened
West Coast
management.

Columbia Takes Over
St. Louis Exchange

500
2,800
....
700
300
100

Over Racine Majestic

Racine, Wis. — Samuel Abrahams
and Julius Lamm have taken over
the Majestic which is owned by the
Klinkert Brewing Co., was formerly
leased by Frank E. Wolcott, who
plans to retire.

....
2

Bri

•jfiK^

SCREEN
SERVICE

25

June

27

a general meeting of the Ohio association by William James, president
and P. J. Wood, business manager of
the Ohio association. The pair received mandate to interview distributors at the convention here June 5.

en over Leitzworks, and the Ratstatt
organization has been transferred to
Berlin. The Leitz concern is the
only one building a projector with an
optical adjuster, which is particularly suitable for the audible screen. The
AEG interests are participating in the
operation of Klangfilm. Advices from
Vienna describe a new sound organization established there called Selenophone.

Des Moines — Ted Emerson, former publicity manager at the Paramount Omaha exchange, is now
managing
the Palace and Garden
here.

NOW
PRODUCERS

COMPLETE

Tiffany-Stahl
at Detroit.

sales

Meeting
of Allied
Washington.

States

(Continued

OF

from Page

THE

Assn.

sas and western Missouri unit will be
held here June 26 and 27. Gov. Reed
of Kansas and R. F. Woodhull, M.
P.T.O.A. president, are expected to
attend.
Eckman

Sails

Samuel Eckman, managing director for Jury-Metro-Goldwyn in England, is aboard the Majestic en route
to London. He attended the company's annual sales convention in
Chicago while in America.

Am« If • A.«
manufacturing Company of Sound
Reproducing Equipment has need for
men who know how to sell and are
able to furnish references as to tteir
A

ability and knowledge of the trade.
Live-wire film salesmen or those with
experience in selling Sound equipment
direct to the theatre owners in the
middle-west. New England and South
given preference. All rephes will be
treated strictly confidential.

A-136, care of Film DaUy, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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Pathe convention at Atlantic City
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Kansas City Convention
Dates Set by Biechele

June 21

Violate Child Labor Law
Columbia, continuing its expansion
program, has acquired the exchange
Chicago — Parents of Davey Lee,
in this city held under franchise by along with Balaban & Katz and
Barney Rosenthal. The company Louis Epstein, have been fined for
will now handle distribution of its violating the Illinois Child labor law.
product direct throughout Missouri
and Southern Illinois.
Publicizing Des Moines Houses
Takes

June

July

Leitzworks in Germany
Acquired by AEG Firm
"Hollywood Revue" Opens
Fox Regime at Chinese Berlin (By Cable)— AEG has takWest
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Britain.
Lieut.-Col. A. C. Bromhead,
chairman of Gaumont-British. denies
knowledge of the reported deal.

800
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....
1,000

....

Today:

Opening Date

Fox Reported Progressing James and Wood to Report
on Sound Film Mission
with Gaumont-British Deal
(Continued
from
Page
1)

The premiere was one of the most
spectacular ever held on the Coast.

900

Theater

National. . . Central

....

1,000
700

TheDate
Industry's
Book

"Broadway
Melody"
M-G-M
Astor
Feb.
8
"Bulldog Drummond" . . . United Artists .... Apollo
May
2
"The Black Watch"
Fox
Gaiety
May
22
"The
Cocoanuts"
Paramount
Rialto
May
23
"Broadway"
Universal
Globe
May
27
"On With the Show"
Warner
Winter Garden. . . May
29
"The Four Feathers"
Paramount
Criterion
June 1 2
"Fall of Eve"
Columbia
Embassy
June 17
"Drag"
First National. . . . Warner
June 20
"Thunderbolt"
Paramount
Rivoli
June 20
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Effort to secure comment at the
Fox home office on the reported
Gaumont-British deal, proved unavailing Saturday.
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JOHN W. ALICUTE

The Broadway Parade
iHE Broadway lineup continues intact, with only one addition. This is "Broadway Babies," a First National production which opened Friday evening
at the Central.
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Listing New Product
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Chicago Schnitze
r, president. Addresses will

SAM BENJAMIN of Oklahoma
City, swept into the Drake weariuR a skimmer trimmed with a rakish satin band, defyinK the "collcRiate" fad for hatless heads. Sam
says all this talk of ChicaRO punmen
is the blaah. He hasn't met up with
one yet. If he does . . . watch Oklahoma Sam!

The fighting blood of the Safrons
is everywhere evident at the convention xvhere "Titans" are foregathered in little knots to discuss such
mundane things as short subjects.
Jerry Safron has 52 oi them under
his arm. They include Eugene
O'Neill and "Bugs" Baer and when
Jerry isn't discussing the philosophy of the great playwright, he
fxills into that "Strange Interlude"
where he tries to explain "the fat
cost of thin living," a la "Bugs."
F. L. McNamce of Wash'nijton i
"The Senator."
known
unofficially
However, the
bills as
he runs up at the
Drake refer to ice-water and service
not to governmental problems.
General Sales Manager, Charles
E. Rosenziveig, was seen furtively
trailing down, a quota dodger who
had been passing in and out of the
lobby of the Drake. Charlie came
'h'pped' with s'ch heavy art'llery
("Rio Rita." "Hit the Deck," "Dix,
Brenon and Daniels) and figures he
is so quick on the draw that, shoul''sa'd
quota
will go
harddodger
with cross
him. h's path, it
The facts on production
and di
tribut'on. as well as the re-ou-ces. r f•
Red o Pictures and the Found nro"^
pcrity awaiting the indu-^try were al
l-^*
aiv^ncd with telling efTe-t b- Rr.dio
eph I. Schnitzer, president of
No Daniel Webster orrtory was renuircd to stir the delegates.
Cold
fa-t<i brought
them
to their feet.
Dollars and common sense are what
Schn tzer deals in.

When N. P. Jacobs launched into
an enthusiastic encomium on the
clbnate and all-year sunshine of
Los Angeles where he does the honors for Radio, several of the boys
who had passed through the recent
into unconwilting period moaned
sciousness. Only a rare brand of
smelling salts carried by Monsieur
A. L. Gaudet of St. John, restored
the gasping "Titans" to consciousness.

T. M. Eckert of Sioux Falls, savs
"it's a wise cracker who knows his
own barrel." "Eck" cracked this one
when he returned at one in the morning and tried to locate his room by
instinct rather than memory.

also be made by Charles Rosenzweig.
general sales manager; Jerry Safron.
short subject sales manager; Hiram
S. Brown, president and J. Tlunkett. general manager of RadioKeith-Orpheum.
Those here are Joseph I. Schnitzer,
president; Lee Marcus, executive
vice president; Charles Rosenzweig,
general sales manager; Hy Daab,
director of advertising and publicity:
Leon Rubenstein, editor of "Master
Showman"; E. A. Home, film editor, while J. P. Skelly, manager of
exchange operations rounds out the
executive office group.
Managers participating arc:

G, Lcfko, Alb.-iny: ('. L. I'cavcy, .\tlaiita:
W. E. Conn, Ch.irlotte; VV. H. Gardiner
and r. McGcrigIc, Hoston ; H. I'itkin, New
Haven: H. T. Dixon. Huffalo; .\. J. Mtrti.
Cleveland: H. J. Michalson, Cincinnati: C.
U. Ellis. Jacksonville; L. E. Harrington,
Da'las : S. D.
Weishanm,
Denver ; Sam

fnmi

Pag*
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nrnjamin.
Cohen,Detroit:
Weit
Coast
sale* Oklahoma,
manager: A H.M. (".
Klliult,
C. E. I'enrod, Indianap<ilii ; R. K. Chiirclull.
Kansas City: N. P. Jacob*. I.o« Angrlet : .\.
.Markowitz, San Francisco; V. M. Kikcr,
.Meni[ihi»: l*. Tessier, New Orleans; .\. N
Silinnt/, Milwaukee; .\l. J. Frisch, Minneipolis; Cleve Adams, I'. Hodes, New York;
S. \V. Filch, Omaha; U. J McCarthy. Ues
Moines; S. Rosen, J. J. MacFadden, I'hila
■lelphia; .\. H. Schnitrer, Pittsliutgh ; T. M.
Eckert, SioiiJt Fa'ls; E. A. I^mh, Portland:
Harry Weiss, St. I^iiis ; S. .V. Feinslein.
Salt Lake City; Fre<l Lind. Seattle: F 1..
McN'amee. Washington; P. C. Taylor and
W. J. .Mitchell. Toronto; E. H. Wells. .Mont
real: .\. I,. Ciamlet. St. John: S. H. Decker.
Winnipeg; V. Dixon, Calgary: W. S. Jones
\ ancouver : and W. Dahler, manager of sales
acciinntinft
(:rpartment and F. O'Heron, as
si'tani
treasurer.

Salesmen

include:

H. F. Goldstein. Boston: E. Rtumenthal,
Dalas ; F. J. I.ce, Denver; E. C. Murnhy,
Detroit;
W. Penrod.
\K'm.
Benjamin. Earl
Kansas
City; J. ln<lianapolis
Ellis, L. I. :Kutin
sky. J. Hr.ldrn o( New York; N. M. Shul
gold, Piltslnirgh; E. A. Laurent. St. I^uis;
T. J. Walsh. Salt Lake City; J. Burk.
Seattle : and R. J. F dliard. Washington.

countinR over his PittsburKh stofiie^
and murmurinK. "Will I dare to
smoke 'cm in ChicaKo or mutt I
smoke Corona Coronas?"
Seen in n corner of the Drake:
G. Lefko of Albany bunily explaining to M. J. Frinch of .Minneapolin
that the Albany night boat w e»Bentially a water vehicle for the
transfer of earnest paniiengrrit and
profitable freight: A. J. .\trrtz of
Cleveland impresiting B. J. McCarthy of Dis .Moines with the stupendous growth of Cleveland and the
fabulous genius of the Van Sweringens, railroad magnates: Sid UVijibaum of Denver asking how miieh
more business that unll bring to Radio Pictures.
No need for Lee Marcu-.. executive vice president, to build up the
enthusiasm of the Radio mob. It
surges and rolls right over everything in a tidal wave. He hammers
home facts and the boys go off their
collective nuts.

.Mthough Art Elliott of Detroit
has been operating in the very heart
and center of mass production, he
isn't sold on the Henrv Ford idea
S. iV. Feinstein takes a look at
when it comes to big pictures.
Lake Michigan and announceit that
B. Pitkin of New Haven has been "Thirty Titans," says Art. "are Salt Lake is much, nuich more imworth three hundred combats any
studying voice culture so that he may
pressive. He knows all about the
be able to introduce a new note in
Mormons, but Aia interest in t»I
dav in the week."
"more mtin' " for Radio Pictures.
selling by singing the lyrics to Radio's musical shows. Claude Penrod of Indianapolis was consulted on
That blazing light of combat that
Roy Churchill of Kansas City dethe matter and after listening to a
clares he's going to stampede his
you
see
in
Sam
Rosen's
eye
is
due
few stanzas suggested that Pitkin to his determination to follow hot
territory
withonce
the "Titans"
like Carstick to straight sound and dialogue. on the sales heels of Jerry Safron
rie Nation
in a bygone
age
ivhom he has recently succeeded as stampeded its bar-rooms with her
Philadelphia sales manager. And famous hatchet.
A. N. Schmitz of Milwaukee Sam knows his sales-onions.
broke the hearts of William Conn
H. J. Michalson, Beau Brummel
of Charlotte and Paul H. Tessier of
of Cincinnati, has challenged H. T.
L. E. Harrington of Dallas, knows Dixon to flash a brighter tie thait
New Orleans, by painting a viv'd
picture of the old days when Mil- the wide open spaces of his terri- his during the convention. Both boys
waukee beer in foaming flagons
tory. H. A. Washburn of Chicaeo are now in the midst of this neckquenched the dry lips of thrsly knows the cozy little places of his and-neck race for sartorial honors
disciples of the joyous amber fi.iid. tcrritorv. "When two strong men ivith S. H. Decker of Winnipeg, deSomeone suggested that film sales- come face to face" there is ind?ed
claring that Dixon has a slight lead
men had no hearts avd thr wrtii^g much room for congratulation . . . so far. But Michalson threatens a
'vlich happened, of course.
adjourned.
last minute spurt with something
he brought from home that he asacy. sures all and sundry will annihilate
Although New York manager
Brother S. W. Fitch of Omnho the Buffalo Bambino and once for
Cleve Adams, was the triumphant
disclosed the possession of a quaint all settle his pretensions to supremwinner of the President's Cup he i little recipe that makes two quotas
your
to
the same old Cleve. "Cleve
look as one. Gentle E. A. Lamb of
so. when
pals." is Cleve's motto aid
Incidentally, there is a contest for
Bill Gardiner of Boston suggested a Portland, Ore., suggested a slight
the
so.x championship on between C
I'ttle
^'mprfem^nt
which
teas
apgentle game of pinochle. Cleve proceeded to show that he was as eleproved. And C. B. Ellis of Jackson- L. Peavey of Atlanta, and W. S.
ville, who knows his mint juleps Jones of Vancouver. This race, also,
gant a host as a cup winner. Cleve
kopf
a
volunteered
still further informa- will go on. ankjc to ankle, until one
has
he
not only has a cup.
tion. The result was a nectar fit
as well.
for "Titaym" and a nopticnl delusion or the other cries, "quits."
which made four quotas look as one.
E. H. Wells of Montreal claims
Those Memphis blues were dethe Radio musicals are due to stamcidedly absent in the vicinity of P.
pede the "Canucks" in his territory.
M. Baker, Memphis exchange manSeen in the early morning: .\. Vernon Dixon is tickled that so
ager, who predicted that he would Markowitz of San JFrancisco doing many red-blooded shows are on the
take his particular territory m the
schedule for his red-blooded fans in
daily dozen
his B.V.D's;furtively
A. H.
South 2vith the "Titan" line-up as his
Schnitzer
of in
Pittsburgh
the Calgar]/ territory.
Grant took Richmond.
Harry

Weiss of St. Louis, announced to all and sundry that his
motto to the exhibitors this year will
be, "follow me and wear diamonds!"

HERE IS A

MERGER
THAT MEANS
SOMETHING JO YOU!
..^0-^

William Randolph HEARST announces
The
-G-M INTERNATIONA

L

NEWS

Twice weekly starting July 27th

ALSO

The Great New SOUND

NEWS

H EARST-M ETROTO N E
■Lip^^Mf^^ The Talking Neivsreel issued
Wyt EL WW ^9 every Saturday starting Sept.28^^

(FILM

AND

DISC)

"O EVOLUTIONARY developments now take place in the field of news'*'^ reels. Tradition counts for nothing. What has gone before must be
forgotten in the face of a new gigantic pooling of forces. The colossus of
Hearst, merging a vast army of camera-men, now dwarfs all other picture
news-gathering sources. The coming together of two great newsreel organizations, M-G-M and International, into M-G-M International News means
that no other newsreel is in a position to compete with the far-flung forces
of William Randolph Hearst's M-G-M International News.

WITH this incomparable, giant organization of men ready to bring world
activities to your screen the HEARST METROTONE NEWS makes
its bow. No Sound newsreel thus far has commenced under such brilliant
auspices. This mighty organization is already humming with activity, Sound
trucks are being readied, new ideas for Sound News are complete, so that
when the Hearst Metrotone News makes its first appearance on Sept. 28th,
you must be ready to give your public this greatest of all Sound Newsreels.

Hearst
METROTONE
News

M-G- nal
Internatio
NEWS
Twice Weekly
STARTING

JULY 27th

WILLIAM RANDOLPH
HEARST
and his globe-girdling
anews-earner
army areof ready
men
to write
a neu>reelpage
in newshistory.

ETRO-GOLDWY
e Films

(On Film or Disc)

Once A Week
STARTING

SEPTEMBER 28th

¥ER

Monday,
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panics will manufacture specific numbers of pictures and that certain
players and directors have been assigned them.
Changes are to be expected and are natural. Illness of players
and unforseen circumstances in production very frequently necessitate
altered plans. The fair-minded exhibitor will appreciate this. .
All Resources Thrown In
But even a casual study of schedules so far prepared indicate
that producers, recognizing the fact that sound must be nurtured until
its hold on the theater-going public is cinched beyond all issue, are
prepared to throw into the new medium the full measure of their
resources. There will be no stint. One producer — he ranks with
the foremost — computes his average negatives for next year at $400,000 each. We suggested the figure was a bit steep. He answered :
"You should hear what the sales department thinks about it."
Then, turning serious, this executive continued :
"The future of this business, now as in the past, rests in fine,
outstanding attractions. Sound has bowed our shoulders with many
additional financial burdens. I believe my thoughts are reflected in
every other organization, as well. The popular impression prevails

HANDY

that negative costs have been sliced one half to two-thirds. It's a
laugh. The cost sheets of the producers who are serious in their
endeavors to produce worthy sound pictures tell a dififerent story
entirely.

AND

A COPY

READ
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"The point is that now that sound has demonstrated its ability
to increase theater revenues, thereby reflecting the opinions of the
majority of the public, the producer has no recourse but to improve
in quality. Bad pictures, indifferent pictures will be made. That
cannot be helped, but insofar as the outlook of meritorious production is concerned for the new season, you may be certain that it is
bright, because it has toA be."
Forecast on Color
One of the highlights of the new entertainment year will be the

EVERY

DAY

AND YOU'LL
KNOW WHAT'S

GOING

ON

IN THIS

FAST MOVING
INDUSTRY

introduction of color in a systematic manner. "On With The Show"
is a pioneering effort along these lines. It demonstrates the feasibility— and commercial wisdom — of combining natural hues with sound
and supplies the first ripple of a wave that will reach its crest somewhere between August and next Spring.
Once again, as has been the policy this mouthpiece assumes
at the beginning of each succeeding selling season, this suggestion is
made :
The exhibitor, as the man who constantly feels the pulse of the
public he is serving, must be judge and jury in buying the pictures
he believes his patrons want to see. It is advisable, however, not
to overbuy. Neither is it good theater operation to sew up all playdates. Pictures are futures ; the producer himself rarely knows what
he has. There should be some time kept open for the unusual in
values which are certain to hit the market this next year exactly as
in seasons past.
K A N N
Hirshberg Bros. Get Easterly
Suggests Razing Huntington House
Chicago — ■ Hirshberg Bros., who
Huntington, W. Va. — After an in- operate the Lyons at Lyon, 111., have
spection of all theaters, hospitals and taken over the Easterly here from Joe
picture studios, Fire Chief Gilmore Friedman and Abe Auerbach.
recommended to the fire marshal
that the Lincoln be razed to eliminate
Knolls Leases S. D. House
a fire hazard. Similar inspections are
Tripp, S. D.— C. M. Knolls has
being conducted throughout the state. leased
the Opera House here from J.
W. Stevens.
Forsythe Sells Eckerman House
Eckerman, Mich. — William ForTakes Over Wisconsin House
sythe has sold his Eckerman to
Nicholson and Schilling while at
Hazel Green, Wis.— W. R. Champion has taken over the Opera House
Stephensen, A. F. Maas has taken
from Mills & Mills.
over the TivoH from R. G. Tetro.

No.

? of a Series

"Straight from the Shoulder"
THAT'S how Carl Laemmle tells exhibitors the country over about Universal
pictures. The "Strai.uht from the
Shoulder Talks" of this motion picture
in the
executive have become an institution
industry. They are interesting, informative and helpful to exhibitors who want to
know all that is to be known about the boxoflfice value of motion pictures.
Long ago we learned that "a straight line
is the shortest distance between two points."
And so it is in advertising. The shortest
distance between buyer and seller is
through the paper in each trade territory
that is of vital interest to every exhibitor
in that territory — the closest contact between distributor and buyer — champion of
the exhibitor cause; champion of the industry in combatting anti-legislation in the
states in its region; the clarion call for
solidified strength against outside foes ; the
unfailing aid in any LOCAL crisis, many
times national in importance to the industry. .. . Just multiply that by ten and you
have the important part that is being played
in the progress of this industry every week
by the ten Associated Publications — the
trade papers with the all-powered local
appeal, but as a unit national in strength.

^'BROADWAYV'
No. 6>5— .Stuifi^/w /n)))i tin- SK'»i(/JiT TalL l)\ Litil iMcmmIe,
THERE
THERE
YOU

r*»rsi</i-nt 11/ t/u- L'Miivtsuf Picluns C'ui/>fii(i(iiiii.
IS ONLY ONE "nROAD\VAY"-AND UNIVERSAL HAS IT.
IS NOTHING LIKE IT IN THE HISTORY OF LNIERTA INMENT.

THINK

YOU

HAVE

ShlN PICTURES

OF TFIE GLITTEH

•

and romance of nu-tropoliian life— bu( \ou h.'ncn'rsvcn .in\thing \cl, nor n'
you ><cc "Rro.iduav."
YOU THINK YOU

HAVE

HEARD

GOOD

SINGING

AND

GREAT

MUSIC

of the ulira-modcrft lype— but you haven't heard anything yet, nor will you until you
have hoard "Brondwjy."
STARTING WITH THE PLAY OF THE SAME NAME. WHICH TL'RNED
New York upside down and laicr w.14 »eni ihroii,;lic>ul llu- uorld in road companies.
Director Paul Fcjos wich Carl Laeniinlt', Jr., a> Associate Prvvluccr, has built a m>»terpiece of ihe screen \vhit.h uill be hailctl by pul'lic and prcs'j as ihe standard of perfection.
THE

PLAY

WAS

PRODUCED

OKlGRsALLY

BY JED HARRIS,

WHO

ALSO

produced "The Front Page" anil "CcH|ueiie" and "The Roval Family." It was and i> an
absolutely original picture of New York niRhl life, with a ywift-moving plot which throb*
and pulsates from the first moment to the very last.
UNIVERSAL OUTBID THE WHOLE PRODUCING WORI P ^<^< ^TTHE
moving picture and st^iind ri(;hi> — and the tact that our recsird bid ss
' n now
demonstrated by >lie completed picture.
FORGET
EVERYTHING
YOU
EVER
FIXED IN YOUR
MIND AS THE
ideal picture of this type. Throw away all sour former standards of compariion. Before
you see "Broadway"
entertainment.

prepare your mind for a brand new forssard step in the world of

AS GREAT AS THE STAGE PLAY WAS. ITS PMV<:iC\L
are narrow compared with ihe bre.iJeh am!

I IMITATIONS
.irc going 10

see breath-takinn scenes such as you never .:
_ ^
_ ;
■\\ti o( fancy.
I am abssslutcly at a loss for words when I attempt to describe the bigncM, the vascnctt
and the glory of "Broajsvay."
DONT FORGET THAT THE CAST WHICH IS HEADED BY GLENN TRYON.
Evelyn Brent, Mcrna Kennedy and Robert Ellis abo numbers in its super-excellent list
two members of ihe original stage ca-t — Thomas Jacksisn who pbyed the detective role
on Broadway and Paul Porcasi \s ho enacted the role of the cabaret proprietor.
THE MUSIC IS EXQUISITE, TL'M FUL, CATCHY. THE CHORUSES AND
dancing numbers are, to my mind, better than anything heretofore slonc on cither
ttagc or screen.
UNIVERSAL, AS USUAL, WILL HAVE BOTH SOUND AND SILENT PRINTS.
REMEMBER,
HAS

THERE

IS ONLY

ONE

"RRO

\DWAY"-AND

UNIVERSAL

IT'

This advertisement appeared in the May 18 issues of A. P.

As Carl Laemmle says, there is only one
"Broadway." But there are thousands of
Main Streets. Motion pictures are shown
on all of them. And the advertising pages
of the Associated Publications tell them
what pictures to show.

ASSOCIATED

PUBLICATIONS,

INC.

FILM TRADE TOPICS. San Francisco; MOTION PICTURE TIMES. Dallas; MOVIE AGE. Minneapolis; THE REEL JOURNAL,
Kansas City; MOTION PICTURE DIGEST. Chicago; MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW. Detroit; EXHIBITORS' FORUM Pittsburgh;
THE
OHIO
SHOWMAN,
Cleveland;
NEW
ENGLAND
FILM
NEWS, Boston; EXHIBITORS' TRIBUNE. Atlanta.

"EACH

IN

ITS

FIELD

THE

EXHIBITOR'S

HOME

PAPER"
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Formal Announcement of
"U" TURNS DOWN MERGER United Artists Product is Made

OFFER, COCHRANE STATES
{Continued

from

Page

1)

under way here. The convention
continues today with a number of
screenings scheduled and winds up
tomorrow with a series of informal
discussions between M. Van Praag,
general sales manager, and various
delegates to the session.
Carl Laemmle, Universal president,
has had a number ofi offers and
propositions for mergers or amalgamations, but has rejected all of them
determined to be "the one real indedeclared. pendent of the industry," Cochrane
"We intend to stand by our guns,
using them for shooting purposes
ourselves," Cochrane assured the convention.
Cochrane followed a representative
of the mayor, who welcomed the
delegates, and paid tribute to Carl
Laemmle, Jr., and Lou B. Metzger.
"For the first time in the history
of Universal," Cochrane said, "we
have a studio head, in Carl Laemmle,
Jr., who not only is determined to
give us quality pictures but has the
authority and essential qualifications
to see that we get them. We never
before have had such intelligent and
sympathetic sales co-operation from
the studios.
"We also have in Lou B. Metzger,"
he continued, "the first general manager who ever graduated from the
job of a salesman and sales manager, and who therefore has a
thoroug-h knowledge and appreciation
of your needs.

{Continued from

1)

"It's a Pleasure" is the title of
Drummond," Ronald Colman's first
all-talking picture, a Samuel Gold- Fannie Price's first United Artists
wyn production, and now in the sec- picture, the story of which is an original work for the screen, from the
ond month of its extended run engagement at $2 prices in the Apollo, pens of John McDermott and Billy
New York. It has a cast including Rose.
Joan Bennett, Montagu Love, Lil"Song of- Broadway," an original
yan Tashman and Claude Allister. story by Irving Berlin, is the first
F. Richard Jones directed. The dia- Harry Richman film. Richman is in
logue is the work of Sidney Howard. Hollywood and production on his
Other
pictures are:
first picture will be begun soon; director and leading lady are not yet
"Evangeline," Edwin Carewe's production of the Longfellow story, with selected.
Dolores del Rio as the star with RoThe following pictures, among
land Drew opposite. Alec B. Fran- others not yet definitely set, are
cis, Paul McAllister and Donald scheduled to follow the first ten:
Reed are in the cast.
Mary Pickford, individually star"The Locked Door," George Fitzred in an all-talkiiig picture. "Comaurice's picturization of "The Sign
quette" was her first.
on the Door," Channing Pollock's
Gloria
Swanson in "The Trespassplay, an all-talker, with Rod La
er," all-talking and singing film now
Rocque, Barbara Stanwyck, William
Boyd, Betty Bronson, Zasu Pitts and in production at the Pathe studio;
Mack Swain. C. Gardner Sullivan original story and direction by Edmund Goulding. The cast includes
wrote the scenario and Ray June
Robert Ames, Kay Hammond, Wilphotographed the picture.
liam Holden, Purnell Pratt, Henry
"Lummox," Fannie Hurst's novel,
and Blanche
Friderici.
directed by Herbert Brenon. Wini- B. Walthall,
fred Westover heads the cast which
Dolores del Rio in her first allincludes William Collier, Jr., Ben talking picture, a story with a French
locale. It will be an Edwin Carewe
Lyon, Dorothy Janis, Edna Murphy, Myrtle Stedman and Bobby production, though he will not direct
Ullman. Elizabeth Meehan wrote the picture.
the scenario and Karl Struss is the
Vilma Banky in her first all-talking
cameraman.
picture, which Samuel Goldwyn will
"Tin Pan Alley," the play by Hugh produce.
Charlie Chaplin in "City Lights,"
Stange, Norma Talmadge's first alltalker, the title of which is not se- now in production at Chaplin's stulected. Lewis Milestone is directing.
dio; not a talker, but it will be synchronized with music and sound.
Gilbert Roland plays opposite and
the cast includes: John Wray, Lilyan Virginia Cherrill is the leading lady.
Douglas Fairbanks, individually
Tashman, Roscoe Karns and Mary
Doran. Jules Furthman adapted the starred in an all-talker to follow "The
play.
Taming of the Shrew."
Florenz Ziegfeld and Samuel Gold"Condemned," Ronald Colman's
second all-talking picture, a Samuel
wyn will produce their first allGoldwyn production, screen play by talking and singing musical show in
Sidney Howard, is being placed in Hollywood during the spring of 1930.
production. Dudley Digges, Theater
"Out of the Night," a Henry King
Guild actor-director, makes his film production for Inspiration Pictures,
debut in the picture. He also will an all-talker based on the novel by
direct dialogue, F. Richard Jones di- Rida Johnson Young. Clarke Silverrecting the entire picture. Ann nail is author of the dialogue.

"With the confidence we have in
Van Praag and his assistants, Ted
Schlanger and Fred McConnell, I
have no hesitancy in promising Universal salesmen a record year."
Cochrane's talk was followed by a
three hour discussion by Van Praag,
and screening of "College Love," and
"Broadway." Fred McConnell yesterday outlined the new Universal
Newsreel telling what might be expected from the new association of Harding will be Colman's leading
newsreels recently formed.
lady. Blair Niles's book, "Condemned to Devil's Island," is the
basis of Mr. Howard's screen play.
"The Taming of the Shrew,"
Shakespeare's play, brings together
in their first joint talking film Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, directed by Sam Taylor. The cast includes Edwin Maxwell, Dorothy Jordan, Geoffrey Wardwell, Joseph
Cawthorne and Clyde
Cook.
(Continued from Page 1)
"Three Live Ghosts," Max Marcin
stand is expected to detail the new play, has been made into an allexpansion program announced at St. talking picture, with Joan Bennett,
Louis by Sam Katz, as well as re- Robert Montgomery, Claude Allister,
cent acquisition of a 50 per cent in- Charles McNaughton, Beryl Merterest in Columbia, as evidence that
cer, Harry Stubbs, Jack Cooper and
the company is not considering any Shayle Gardner in the cast. Thornsale or merger.
ton Freeland directed. Max Marcin
There have been repeated declara- wrote the dialogue.
tions that a sale or amalgamation
with Radio-Keith-Orpheum is in
progress. One aspect has it that
Improving Lexington House
Publix is to operate the R-K-O
Lexington, Ky.— The Kentucky has
houses on a split basis. None of the closed for complete redecorating and
reports have been confirmed.
other improvements.

T SALE OR
MERGER TO BE DENIED

Page
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On Broadway
ApoIlo^ — "Bulldog
Drummo
Aster — "Broadway Melody"nd"
Cameo — "The Village of Sin"
Capitol — ^"Trial of Mary
Dugan"
Central — "Broadway
Babies"
Criterion — "Four
Feathers"
Embassy — "Fall of Eve"
Fifth Ave.— "The Jade Casket"
Fifty-fifth — "It's Easy to Become a Father"
Film Guild — Jannings
Repertoire
Gaiety — "The
Black Watch"
Globe — "Broadway"
Loew's
New"Kitty"
Ypilc — Monday, "Coquette" •
Tuesday,
and "The Law of the
Mounted"; Wednesday, "A Dangerous Woman"; Thursday, "Close Harmony"; Friday, "Week End Wives" and "Two Sis"Careers" ters"; Saturday, "Betrayal"; Sunday,
Mark
Strand— "Two
Weeks
Paramount — "The Wheel
of
Rialto — "The Cocoanuts"
Rivoli — "Thunderbolt"
Roxy — ^"4 Devils"

Oflf"
Life"

Winter
Warners —Garden—
"Drag" "On

the

With

Show"

TIFFANY-STAHL TO MAKE
"JOURNEY'S END" IN U.8.
{Continued /rom Page 1)

many producing companies, were
purchased originally by Gainsborough
Pictures, Ltd. and Welsh-PearsonElder Films, Ltd. of London and it
is in conjunction with them that
Tiffany-Stahl will film the play.
Michael Balcon of Gainsborough has
gone to England following negotiations here with Grant L. Cook, vicepresident of T-S who closed the deal
for his company, and will return here
in
tion.August to collaborate on producThe cast is to be composed
men.

of all

Largest St. Petersburg
House Now is Dark

St^ Petersburg, Fla. — The Pheil,
largest house is now dark and probably will remain closed until Christmas. The decision to close entirely
came suddenly and was acted upon
immediately. Less than two weeks
ago E. J. Sparks, president of Conin "Venus,''
e Talmadg
solidated Theaters, believed that the
n e
on, diproducti
Louis Mercanto
a Constanc
rected by M. Mercanton and pro- Pheil could be turned into a breakduced in original French and African
even proposition by operating three
locales. This synchronized film is days a week — Friday, Saturday and
completed. In the cast are: Jean
Sujiday. According, the normal sevMurat, Andre Roanne, Max Maxuen-day operation was reduced to three
dian and Baron Fils. Jean Vignaud
But not even that emwrote the novel on which the picture day a week.
ergency move saved the situation.
is based.
Under the new policy the Pheil one
"Hell's Angels" is not to be re- day early this week played to a gross
leased until after its exhibition dur- of $50 with a special. In the face of
ing an extended pre-release Broad- such a fact District Manager B. B.
way run at the George M. Cohan Garner conferred with Mr. Sparks by
theater on Broadway, Howard
telephone with the result that the
Hughes, producer of the film, hav- Pheil closes for an indefinite period.
ing engaged that theater for a two
W. J. Melvin, who has been in charge
year period. Ben Lyon, Greta Nis- of the house, will now take charge
sen, James Hall, Thelma Todd and of the Cameo.
John Darrow are in the cast. The
picture has talk, sound and color.
"Equator Tramp" in Production
Berlin — Production has started at
the
Ufa Neubabelsberg studio on
Close at Pearl River
Equator Tramp," featuring LilPearl River, N. Y. — Lack of pat- "The
liam Harvev, Harry Halm, Igo Sym
xonage is reported cause of closing of
Carl Platen. Johannes Guter is
and
directing.
the Pearl River here.

•. F. L. Gets Control of Great States, Kunsky Chain
ALL THE NEWS
ALLTUE TIME
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N. TO CONTINUE FIVE
YEAR CONTRACT PLAN

First Xational will continue sale of
e years franchises, the sales force
IS told by Ned E. Depinet in the clos? session of the annual sales conntion. The plan has been singuly successful, he declared.
The five year agreements are made
the company on a special form
contract, which provides that the
mpany deliver and the exhibftor
rees to play First National's prodt for five years. Playing arraiigc!nt, as concerns rentals, are agreed
on from year to year. In event
; company and an exhil)itor can't
ree on (Continued
price, the onmatter
Page 6)is subm!t-
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SARNOFF REPORTED IN MIDWEST ENGINEERING MERGER
»»

Paramount To "Go It Alone
Atlantic City — Paramount intends to stand on its own

feet and
not merge with any company, Adolph Zukor, company president,
yesterday assured delegates to the eastern sales convention. The
intention of the company to continue to "go it alone" has been
stressed throughout the sessions, the general tenor of the meetings
being that Paramount intends to retain its identity and company
independence. S. R. Kent consumed the larger portion of the day
new season's product. Sam Katz assured
analyzingofthe
yesterday,
the Paramounteers
100 per cent co-operation from Publix.
George Akerson, secretary to President Hoover, and Mayor
James J. Walker of New York were banquet speakers last night.

9 CHANGE IN POLICY IS 40 Theaters in Illinois, Detroit
[0 BE HADE BY WARNERS Chain Now Paramount Owned
PARAHOUNT GETS CONTROL
OF KUNSKY DETROIT CHAIN
Warners will continue five year
ntracts, as the individual situation
irrants.
There has been no change
sales policy, Sam E. Morris, disbution chief, yesterday told THE
LM
D.\ILY.

k^arners Vote 100 Per Cent
Dividend to Stockholders

Wilmington — Increase of common
im 2,500.000 to 7.500,000 shares.
th without par value, and a stock
kfidend of 100 per cent has been
(Continued on Page 6)

"B'way
Babies"coffee.
Cream
for audience

That's Alice White's latest. A
rather obvious story of life as
seen from the chorus lines, but
close to the ground
and the
hearts
of those
who
plunk
their quarters across the boxoffice window.
"Broadway
Babies"
never
gets
weighty,
but always stays entertaining.
The White baby stare, supplemented by the baby talk, is applied generously but is rather
pleasant to take at that. Fred
Kohler,
however,
tucks
the
picture under his arm and well
i, nigh walks away with it. Likei wise, Tommy
Dugan
is irn! mense.
A Mervyn Le Roy diI rectorial job and well done to
' boot.
KANN

5 Cents

Chicago — Paramount has acquired
the Great State chain of 40 houses
in Illinois, it was announced in a wire
received here from Sam Dcmbow,
Publix vice president, who was at
Atlantic City attending the Paramount convention. The deal was esAtlantic City — Paramount has actimated by Dembow to involve about
control
of the Kunsky Theater
quired
Paramount will operate
$5,000,000.
Corp.. and subsidiaries. This was the theaters jointly with J. J. Rubens.
lone by an exchange of shares. Sevwas obenty per cent of the stock
tained from John H. Kunsky and
The balance,
W. Trendle.
George
(Continue on Page

2)

Fox Managers Winding Up
Convention Activities

COLUMBIA TO LIST 36
FEATURES AT MEETING

Fox managers yesterday were
Columbia executives leave New
winding up convention activity in
convention
New York, prior to leaving for their York Julv 3 for its sales
(Jimmy) to be held at Hollywood. Thirty-six
R.
James
territories.
(Continued
on Page 8)
pictures will be announced as next
season's feature line-up. All will be
"U" Winding up Eastern talkers, it is understood. The home
group will stop off at various
Sales Convention Today office
en route to the Coast to pick
points
force
.Atlantic City — Eastern sales
who are to
e manager
exchang
up
Page 2)
on s,
(Continue
of Universal winds up its convention
here today, with meetings of managers and a final instructional mass Columbia Still Dickering
meeting. Lou B. Metzger. general
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Mintz Placing Krazy Kat
Series Through Columbia

Schnitzcr, However,
At
RKO Sales Meet, Denies
Merger Reports
Chicago — David Samoff,
vice president and general
manager of RCA was reported by United Press to be here
in connection with a deal for
"acquisition of one of the largest motion picture units." Identity of the company concerned was not revealed. Sarnoff
now is in Minneapolis attending the 24th annual convention
of the National Ass'n of Credit
Men. and not connected with
the film business. Sarnoff did
not make any appearance at
the RKO convention. Officials
of that firm were without advise that he was in the city.
Chicago — RKO will not merge
with any company, and any such
moves will be "only on terms that
will place us in control." Joseph I.
Schnitzer, company president, told
the sales force in his address here
yesterday. He denied all merger reports(Continued
circulated to on date,
but stated
Page 8)

N. C. Exhibitors Cite Form
of Contract Being Used
Charlotte. X. C— .\ttention of officials of Warners and First National
n their use of a contract at variance
with the standard form of contract
is being called bv the North Carolina exhibitor unit. This is in accordance with the resolution passed
in convention last week. The form
of agreement used for the five year
franchises.

es Claim That
for Purchase of Branches Equity Prob
Ignored Edict
ers
Memb
124
With approximatelv six remaining
DAILY

Bureau. THE FILM
exchanges handling its product on a Hest Coajl
franchise basis. Columbia is contribod— .Vctor's Equity .\ss'n.
uting negotiations for the purchase of is Hollywo
sera
investigating each of the 124 dplayhandle
to
slated
is
bia
Colum
out
round
to
order
in
in three offices
ers, whose names were publishe by
Kat cartoons
ies of 26 Krazy
system.
ge
exchan
al
nation
own
its
s as having signed the prosound for next season, itnowis underbemg Deal for the Hollywood exchange producerducers' contract, with a view to susstood. Contracts are
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complet
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ed
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on Page 2)
(Continu
{Cantinu* on Pag* 2)
in New York

COLUMBIA TO LIST 36 PARAMOUNT GETS CONTROL
FEATURES AT MEETING OF KUNSKY DETROIT CHAIN
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attend the sessions. Jack Cohn, company treasurer, states that the purpose of holding the meetings on the
Coast is to familiarize the sales force
with all of the various angles of the
product and the artists making it.
"During our stay in Hollywood,"
says Cohn, "our convention will be
so arranged that all who attend will
be able to spend a good deal of time
at our studios, observing every angle
of sound production from the actual
making of the pictures, the planning
and preparing of the scripts through
the laboratory, recording and mechanical stages, with every phrase of this
intricate work explained in detail."

F. N. to Use Planes of
Curtiss Firm in Tie-up
The 42 airports of the Curtiss Flying Service will be used henceforth
as transportation bases by First National it was jointly announced by
the"iotwo companies today. In each
o
airport, air service will be available
on one hour's notice for the company. These 42 fields will be used
principally by First National salesmen. It is also planned to send
prints and discs by air from the studios to key cities.
The service will also be used to
carry stars from Burbank to distant
locations.

from Page

Today:

I)

is held by Balaban & Katz. Trendle
remains as general manager of the
nevv subsidiaries. Detroit theaters affected are: the Michigan, Fisher,
Adams, Madison, Capitol and State.
Paramount's move is one of a series
of similar ones being made to acquire interests of its partners.

June
July

Universal City.
eastern
Atlantic

27
2

Annual
Chicago,

RKO
111.

sales

Annual
vention

atTiffany-Stahl
Detroit.

convention

a

convention
sales

a
con

Pathe convention at Atlantic Citj
Meeting
of Allied
Washington.

States

Assn.

Probes Claim That'
French Seek Tax Cut and Equity
124 Members
Ignored Edici
(Continued from Page 1)
Ban on Foreign Musicians
Paris — Reduction of taxes on admissions and barring of foreign musicians from employment in French
theaters are sought in a schedule of
grievances listed by the National
Council of the Amusement Industry,
at
the annual convention which closed
recently.

pensions. Three Equity members al
ready have been suspended. The}
are: Charles Quarterniine, Ilka Chast
and Albert Gran. Mascot Pictures
and Al Rogell, producers, are em
ploying
Equity casts in pictures nov
under way.

To on
Make
End"
Coast"Journey's
in the Summer

Fry and Nuchols Open at
Cuero; Plan Texas Chair

TifTany - Stahl intends placing
"Journey's End" in production during the summer probably in Hollywood. Michael Balcon, of Gainsborough Pictures which held the
film rights jointly with. Welsh-Pearson-Elder Films of London, returns
to New York in August in connection with production. Arthur Lee,
American representative for boJi
English companies, figured in closing the deal with T-S.

"Should Girl Marry?"
Synchronized
Cleveland — Independent Pictures
has received a new synchronized version of "Should a Girl Marry?" for
distribution in Ohio and Kentucky.
The picture has been remade in parts
with all new music. It can be played
on any sound device, it is reported.

Publix Booker Transferred
Jacksonville, Fla. — Tracy Barham,
Florida booker for Publix, connected
with the district office in Jacksonville,
has been transferred to Chicago. His
place will be taken by Charles Oswald, of Charlotte, N. C, who
occupied this position prior to Barham's appointment.

Fined Ninth Time
Portsmouth, O. — Frances McDonald and Robert Sisley, local operators, were fined for the ninth time for
operating on Sunday. Local ministers
are waging the fight against Sunday
movies.

Perry Transferred to East
Kansas City — C, C. Perry, Publix
district manager, has been transferred to the East to be division superintendent of northern New York theaters. He is succeeded here by
Louis J. Finske.

British Film Held Over
Michigan Voting on Convention
"The Marionettes' produced in
Detroit — Members are to be asked
by New Era Films is playto ballot on choice of a convention England
ing a second week at the Cameo,
city for the October meetings of the New York and is likewise on the reMichigan exhibitor unit. Detroit, St.
opening bill of the New York HipJoseph and Benton Harbor have been
nrminated.
pojirome.
"Daily Film Renter" Moves
DormoTit House Sold
London — "The Daily Film Renter," England's oldest daily trade
Dormont, Pa.— The South Hill has
been sold by John and Grace Alderice newspaper, has moved from 58 Marlto Louis Merwitzer.
borough St. to 89-91 Wardour St.,
W. I.
Sliter at Boston
Fred C. Sliter has been appointed
"THE
VALLEY
manager for Educational at Boston,
not New Haven as reported.
OF

Closing Connellsville Theater
Connellsville, Pa. — Because, it if
Leni Recovering
said, he could not get a satisfactory IVest Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
lease, C. A. WaKiicr has already
Hollywood — Paul Leni is reported
closed the Soisson and devoted his recovering from illness caused by an
infected tooth.
time to the Paramount.

Book
TheDate
Industry's

?

a Gainsborough
production
Score
and Synchronization
now in preparation

DEATH"

iABE MEYER

^

inc

Cuero, Tex. — With the opening o;
their Palace here, to be used as tht
nucleus of a new chain, S. G. Fry
and D. E. Nuchols have plans set tc
enter other towns, possibly Victoric
and Yoakum, it is reported. Fry anc
Nuchols operate here in opposition tc
Rubin Frels, who operates about IC
houses in different towns in Texas including Victoria.

Mintz Placing Krazy Kat
Series Through Columbia
(Continued

from

Page

1)

drawn
between
Charles
B. Mintz,
representing Winkler Prod, and Jack
Cohn, representing Columbia.
Meyer Leaving July 3
Abe Meyer has deferred his trip
to the Coast until July 3 in order to

complete synchronization and "The
Valley of Death," Gainsborough pro-duct

i

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Attractions for
Kcture Theatres
Standard
Vaudeville Acts
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580
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Sound-On-Film
Sound-On-Disc

YOtli
PliOTECTION
CUACANTCED
^^

NON

INmiNGING

What they say in Boston is echoed all over the civilized world.

Sound-On-Film
Sound-On-I)isc

Traveltone
Sound-on-Film reproduction is receiving unstinted praise in daily theatre
showings.
Write at once for prices and details of our Easy Payment
Plan.
Traveltone
assures
its users absolute
protection
from
infringement.
Patented and exclusive devices embodied in its construction also
guarantee
unrivalled
tone quality and perfect performance
under all conditions.
It is designed to play all types
^ or makes of disc or sound-on-film talking pictures.
«^
Its automatic re-synchronizing attachment is an exclusive feature fully patented.
You
simply
press a
button to put it in step. Another Traveltone feature is the two
channel non-infringing amplifying set, which gives the operator
an alternative or reserve system to fall back upon in the event of
trouble.
Traveltone
is built
to meet
the requirements
of any
theatre
whether it has 500 or 5,000 seats. Requires no more servicing than your
projection
machine.
All parts are fully guaranteed against imperfections in material or workmanship.
It is a box offict
They say in
Denver,
Colorado
"Very well
satisfied and
cannot praise it
high enough."
A. J. Hamilton

asset, which will build any theatre's business to capac/"
ity dimensions.
Ready for Immediate Installation.
Make
Reservations Now.
Write Today.

Traveltone
SALES CORP.

Y'our
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f. N. TO CONTINUE FIVE
YEAR CONTRACT PLAN

he was racketeering on the side, in
addition to compelling exhibitors to
play Warner product.

The Ancient Order of Hiberians
got a break at the meetings through
(Continued from Page 1)
lepresentation by Tim Donahue, from
ted to arbitration under terms of the the city made famous by the Cabots,
contract.
Lodges and cod.
Percentage only is the new First
A genuine Weber & Fields accent
National selling policy, Depinet dewas provided by Earl A. Bell, Omaclared last week. All of the 35 talk- ha.
ers are to be made in silent version
as well, he stated.
Some excitement was caused by a
report (later found to be erroneous)
that H. S. Dunn, sales demon of the
Smoky City, had arrived with his
is,
Memph
N,
GEORGE C. ALMO
famous
raccoon coat, straw hat and
scoffed when they played the
bt- smoking one of the world-notorious
phonograph records, for he undoufour
stogies which has helped give Pittsedly could do better with his
burgh its libelous nickname.
ukuleles.

ISI NAT. fADE-OUTS

"U" Winding up Eastern
Conven
Sales(Continued
tion Today
from Page 1)
manager,
presided at yesterday's session.
highlight of yesterday's session
wasA the
appearance of Red Grange,
latest star acquisition, who flew to
Atlantic City to address the 100 managers and salesmen present. Next
was the presentation to C. Witmen,
Philadelphia manager, of the "most
valuable" manager
medal.
Other speakers were: Ted Schlanger, Fred McConnell, Paul Gulick, Joe Weil, Milton Silver, Charles
M. Steele, Thomas Messiter, Herman
Balsly.
Stern, Sidney Singerman and Lee

New Sound Device Is
Placed on French Market

From some unknown source ema- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Just bristling with pep for the
nated a report that A. H. Huot of
new season is W. C. (Wire Haired)
Washington — The Exclusivities
Portland was the best after-dinner
Brimmer, Omaha mxinager.
speaker on the premises. He re- Seyta of Paris is marketing a new
sound film device called Boma Special
R. H Haines is out gunning for story. fused to either affirm or deny the Cine, advises a report to the M. P.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce.
the guy who pulled that "came clean
from Pittsburgh" wheeze. Even a
The value of good-will between
little rain made no difference to him. exhibitors
and the Warner outfit was
emphasized
by Sam E. Morris, who Vitacolor Demonstrated
J. H. Ashby, continues his CoolAt New Orleans Showing
idge silence. Action not words is urged the conventioneers to remember that his company is giving them
New Orleans — Vitacolor film, the
Sphinx."
Denver
the motto of "The
a square deal.
system of projecting natural colors in
E. J. Tilton may well be proud of
Wayne Ball was the delegate pictures, was demonstrated here. The
the long-term contract he has chalked from the town made famous by Vitacolor operates through the use
up at the Des Moines branch.
Brigham Young in giving profes- of revolving color filter made up of
the 26 major and minor divisions of
sional bigamists a break.
L. Connor, New Orleans, has been
the spectrum. The film is in neutral
out of luck so far in his search for a
M. A. Hulling, San Franciscoite, gray; black and white projects on the
New Orleans crab supper.
was bemoaning the fact that in being screen in natural colors. It was developed byMax duPont of California.
transferred from Los Angeles, he lost
a starring contract to work in picWarners Vote 100 Per Cent tures.

138 Oklahoma City Zone
Houses Reported Wired

Dividend to Stockholders
(Continued

from

Page

1)

The lone mxin who didn't complain of the heat was R. C. Hill of
Oklahoma City — There are 138 inSeattle, who, as his name suggests,
stallations of sound equipment in
is tall enough to keep out of the
this
territory,
it is reported, with
lower regions infested with torrid wiring continuing
at a rapid pace.
climate.
Talk of discarding sound by a number of houses is discounted. Better
Jerry Steel has the rep of being an understanding of the operation of
authority on exhibitor problems as reproducers and improvement of
That faraway-look in his eyes he owns a trio of houses in the Mid- acoustics are expected to make opdle West.
must have indicated that William
factory. eration of sound houses more satisFeldstein was longing for the reRalph B. Binns was elated over
frigerated ozone of St. John, where
he is in the exchange-managing the fact that the very day he left
business for Warners. Or perhaps it Washington convention-bound, Con- M-G-M Now Finishing
was somebody else.
gress found it necessary to adjourn.

voted by stockholders of Warner
Bros. Pictures. It will be distributed July 2 to holders of record
June 27.

WARNER LIGHTS

JAKE HERMAN detected Frank
Meyers, Toronto, in the act — buying sun-tan powder in order to substantiate his yarn about an extended
vacation at some ritzy Eastern shore
resort.
The portable refrigerating system
for
"most unassuming
man" at
the the
convention
will be awarded
to
J. Plottell from Vancouver, late returns last night indicated.
Some regret was expressed that
Wolfe Cohen of Winnipeg made his
trip into the U. S. non-alcholically.
Someone alleged that he is hungry as
a Wolfe when it comes to contracts.
Earl Silverman, pride of Chicago,
was kept busy denying rumors that

J. A. Davis, New Haven, was
credited with having the best-working
appetite among the conventioneers.

West

14;Coast23 Bureau,
to be THEPut FILM
in Work
DAILY

Hollywood — There now are 14 pictures on the M-G-M schedule being
photographed or edited and 23 more
A prevalent report was to the ef- to start within the next ten weeks.
fect that Lester Adler from this The pictures being edited and scheduled for summer or fall releases,
great big city had been offered a
job doubling for Harold Lloyd.
include; "Dynamite," "Hallelujah,"
"Redemption," "Hollywood Revue of
1929," "Marianne," "The Last of Mrs.
Boucher Going with Warners
Cheney,"
'College Life," "Eva, the
Winchester, Va.— Frank M. Boucher, for 18 months supervisor of the Fifth,"' "The Green Ghost," "The
three local houses here of the Shenan- Single Standard," "Thunder," "Speedway" and "Wonder of Women."
doah Valley Theaters chain, has reSome of the productions listed in the
signed to join Warners as city manof 23 a.re; "Cotton and Silk,"
ager in a city to be assigned him. group
"Trader Horn," "The Bugle Sounds,"
The Capitol, Colonial and Win were "Anna
Christie," "Olympia,"
under his jurisdiction here. The
"Jungle,"
"The
Ordeal," "The ThirShenandoah
firm is a Universal subsidiary.
teenth Chair" and "The Bishop Murder Case," and others.

THAT'S
PHIL
T
HM.ADALY
T
r'LENN
By

^

ALLVINE hops right to
" the forefront as one of the industry's optimists. He's building a house prize
at Long Beach where he
hopes to rest up weekends and recuperate from his work in the factory over on Tenth Avenue. If
you've ever been on a weekend party
at Long Beach you'll know just how
much of an optimist Glenn
really is.
He's building three sun porches on
different levels, but none of them
actually on the level. One overlooks
the ocean and the other two overlook anything you can get away with.
They're that kind of porches. In
case the sun porch proceedings aren't
dizzy enough, you can go inside and
survey the modernistic color scheme.
"Fox Follies of 1929" has nothing
on it.
*
*
*
Digest This
M. Reynolds of Traveltone, who
is new in the film biz, says that
when he first heard them talking
around the office about Fillum Daily
he thought
they referred to the cafeteria next door.
Well, the lil old papers has given
lots of bozos *food * for *thought.
Xtraordinary
Rutgers Neilson, Pathe publicity
palpitator, has the X-key on his
typewriter all shot to pieces through
exing out the name credits on the
Coast publicity items in order to find
the story about the picture.
*
*
*
"Mysterious Mame"
Chapter VI
One thing about Mame is that
she's so enterprising. She'll do anything 3'ou suggest — within reason.
But she's also very reasonable. As
she sez to Billy Ferguson: "If it's
been done before, why can't I do it?"
So Bill sez: "Wot an exploiteer you'd
make, Mame!"
takes her
around
the corner So
for he
a moment
to
explain what he thinks is a new exploitation stunt. And I'm left waiting with Bill's red roadster at 47th
Street At
and two
Broadway.
That's
at 9
P.M.
minutes to
midnight
Mame returns — alone. "Well," sez
I, "where's Bill?" Mame smiles
mysteriously:
exploitation stunt"He's
to theexplainin'
sergeant his
at the
police
hi, hum.
another desk."
evening Oh,
wasted
away. Just
For
me. As for Bill? We must go into
a huddle
with
him and
get the
*
*
*
*
ails.
rt
di
(As
this serial and the summer
progress, the heat waves grow in
intensity. It's not so much the humidity as the humor that slays you.
But you might as well die reading
hash as eating
+ it.)*
*
Theme Song
"Four

Feathers,
*
* You * Tickle Me."
Famous
Film Conversations
"Who's in back of it?"

Out In July
AND HOW!

Fox Managers Winding Up
Convention Activities
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Grainger, Keneral sales manager, yesterday held personal conferences with
various managers.

fOX flASHBACKS
s
year'in
thislong
butlive
overwill
all on
be enti
mayconv
ITFox
the memories of the Fox boys, who
continued their meetings individually
with James R. Grainger in New
York yesterday.

One of the real highlights was the
requested speech of William_ Fox,
made as a climax to the outing at
Far Rockaway. His real reason for
becoming interested in Movietone
was not for the entertainment possibilities it offered, hit rather the
opportunity it offered to better his
fellow men. Fox declared. He cited
its great potentalities in education
and religion.
"Jimmy" Grainger was host at the
party. He outbid himself and accomplished something never before
achieved— he made the gang call
quits.

An Army of Talent
West Coast Bur. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — There are 61
contract players under contract
at the Fox studios, and 36 film
and stage directors, the latter
group alone embracing 14 gathered from Broadway and the
legitimate field. Writers, under
contract for one or more of
whose works have been purchased for the new season's
program, total 27. A permanent dance corps with 16 members is on the weekly studio
payroll.
As a first
baseman,
mersall
proved
a good"Peck"
film Gomman.
Wait until the film of the game is
sprung on him. Ira Cohen, alleged
shortstop, contributed to the merriment. Other features were Eddie
Grainger's catching, Harry Campbell's cap and Jack Sullivan's base
running.
Roger Ferri, who handled arrangements for the convention, was given
a special seat at the game as a reward for his hard work.
Harry Campbell, one of the seafaring Campbells, of course, proved
a real swimmer, when some of the
boys took him. for a ride.

"Jimmy" captained the winning
ball team in the tussle with Harry
Campbell's tossers. Aided and abetTelegrams were received from
ted by what are described as the Winfield Sheehan, Harold B. Frankrawest decisions ever made on the
lin and Howard P. Sheehan, who
diamond, J. R.'s team gleaned a 53 regretted
missing
the party.
Bennie
to 6 victory. The umps were
Winfield Sheehan kept advised by
Dudenhefer, Neiv Orleans, and long distance telephone.
"Dad" McKeon, home office representative.
Chris Buckley of Albany was the
only exhibitor present. He surely is
"Jimmy" Morrison can afford to sold forever on F'ox and Fox prodbe proud, copping first place in the uct.
J. R. Grainger Week Drive, the
There was a somber aspect when
week of June 17, for the second time
the
body of a drowned man was
wrote
"Jimmy"
as many
ain new
recordyears.
of business for the washed ashore near the scene of the
Denver zone, it is declared. The party. Ferri immediately started
drive was a hotly-contested one, and calling the roll to see if any Fox
records are believed to have been men were missing.
chalked up in many sections.
There was a Fox Movietone News
The branches finished in this or- airplane on hand to provide rides.
der: Denver, Buffalo, Kansas City, A7id the whole affair was filmed,
Seattle, Indianapolis, Los Angeles, will be made into a two reeler and
Albany, Portland, New Haven, sent to the Coast.
Montreal, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia,
The Fox sales force certainly is
Salt Lake City, Cleveland, Boston,
sold
on its leaders, it was demonDes Moines, Washington, San Francisco, Milwaukee, New Orleans,
strated at last week's sessions. James
Winnipeg, Cincinnati, St. Louis, R. Grainger, sales manager, was presented with a diamond-studded
Calgary, Detroit, Toronto, Oklahoma City, New York, Vancouver, watch; Jack Sichelman, his assistant,
Omaha, Memphis, Minneapolis, received golf sticks; Nat Finkler,
Charlotte, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, manager of the contract department,
and St. John.
a traveling bag; George Roberts, assistant to Milton Schwarts of MoBut to return to the outing: There
vietone News, a portfolio, and Roger
were a variety of games played. Of Ferri, who handled convention arcourse, the married men copped
rangements so well, a bag and portfolio.
honors from the bachelor nine.
At Freedman, newly-appointed assistant to Jack Leo, was receiving
congratulations on his new appointm^ent.

The gang had some party at Far
Rockaway. There were plenty of
surprises in store.

Clayton Sheehan, foreign sales
Another taker of bows was John manager, gave a peppy talk during
Coneybear, new superintendent of the week. Glendon Allvine, whose
Fox laboratories. The opportunity work on the Fox announced created
proved a good one for meeting the real enthusiasm, was introduced to
the sales force.
boys.

Sarnoff Reported in MidWest Engineering Merger
(Continued

from

Page

I)

Joe" Schnitzer brought down the
house with his declaration of policy.
passed.
"We will not merge, we will buy," The company will not merge, but
was the substance of his remarks. irill be the big shot of any deal it
RKO is determined that Radio Pic- goes into, he emphasized. And theaters will be built if the product
tures shall have first run representation everywhere, and will obtain it doesn't get the break the comp
any
if it has to acquire or build its own feels it should.
theaters. He said that $2,000,000 has
been appropriated for production of
ig smiles around the convention
Bi Imagine a
stereoscopic talkers by the Spoor hall.
product that leads
off with "Street Girl" and embraces
process.
Lee Marcus, general sales man- "Rio Rita," and other outstanding
ager, evoked yells and cheers in his musical shows?
that the day of mergers is not yet

analysis of the new season's product. "Street Girl" and several shorts,
which were declared to emphasize
the new production policy were
screened.

Lee Marcus is just radiating pep.
He certainly swept the boys off their
feet yestrday, in going over the pictures for next year.

AT THE RADIO MIKf

Convention arrangements are being handled by L. J. Rubinstein. And
he's doing it in big league style. For
instance, he crashed the front page
of "The Chicago Daily News" with
the convention story and had the
other papers and press associations
standing by all day for stories.

CHICAGO
THERE is plenty of excitement out
Chicago way, due to the RKO
convention. Plenty of reports of impending deals involving Radio continued to be heard.

Champion
Disc for Four Houses
Pittsburgh— Recent installations of
the Champion disc reproducer in
Cincinnati — Work is starting at houses in this territory include; R. L.
once on a 40-story theater and office Kennell's Nemo, Masontown, W.
building to be erected at Fifth, Vine Va.; Maryland, Oakland, Md.; Morand Race
Sts.
rison, Boswell, Pa.; and the Rex,
Corry, Pa. C. C. Wagner is district
Farley Returns to Duty
manager for Champion.
Montgomery, Ala. — H. C. Farley,
city manager for Publix, is back at his
Lind at RK© Seattle Office
post again after an absence of many
Seattle — Fred Lind, formerly of the
months spent in Baltimore where he RKO exchange at Salt Lake City,
underwent treatment at Kelly Hos- is now manager of the RKO office
pital for a serious affection of the succeeding William Matthews.
throat.

40-Story Theater Building
for Cincinnati Planned

Raze Rochester House
Rochester, N. Y. — The Corinthian
will be razed to make way for a parking station.
Study Atlanta Regulations
Atlanta — A committee of aldermen
has been organized to study local theater laws regulating construction,
seating and projectionists.

Arrested for Sunday Shows
Seymour, Ind. — W. O. Zuber and
E. M. Eagleston, owners of two theaters here were arrested and placed
under a $50 bond for opening their
houses on Sunday. The performances
were continued after the arrest, both
houses operating in the evening.

Takes
Over Chicago Houses
Chicago — Freddie Gilford and Elmer Benesch, as co-partners, have
Fischer . Buys for Ohio
taken over the Ashland and Madlin
Cleveland — Meyer Fisclher, president of Fischer Film Exchange, is from Harry Tague and Max Berling,
back and announces release in Ohio known as Ashland Photoplay Co.
of six Castle single reels with sound
Jim Sells Two Houses
and sound effects, two-reel sound
films and dialogue features.
Coraopolis,
Pa. — Anthony Jim has
sold the Lyric and Coraopolis
here
to F. E. McGillick of Pittsburgh.
Boston Firm Gets House
Norwich, Conn. — Phillip Smith
Corp., of Boston has acquired the
Broadway here from the Midtown
Theater Corp. of Norwich.
Redecorate Uniontown House
Uniontown, Pa.— -The Penn is open
after being redecorated.
Phonofilm

for

Montpelier

Montpelier, Vt — Deforest Phonofilm equipment is being installed at
the Playhouse here.

Sugar Creek House Dark
Sugar Creek, O. — The Community
here is closed indefinitely.
Sound For West Newton House
. West
Newton,
Pa. — Sound
equipment has been installed at the Grand.
Another

Ohio

Closing

Frazeyburg, O. — The Packard here
is closed indefinitely.

I

R-K-O Working on Deal to Buy "Big Company"
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500 MILLION FOR THEATERS
No Kidding
the conmptheat lit
tle old
on that
LEST you clusiju
paper has lost its head, this
typewriter deems it necessary to
assure you, palpitating reader, that
those figures which clutter the first
page this morning are correct.
Taking no more chances that the
compositor will lose his composure,
we write it out :
Five hundred million dollars —
or if you prefer, $500,000,000— is
the unbelievahle amount the Warners are after to finance their end
of the industry's four-cornered
theater Olympic. Part of it will be
used to build or acquire the 25 or
30 houses designed to unfurl the
First National banner. The plentititdinous rest — for whatever houses
the ami)itious Warners set out to
capture, here and abroad.

Paramount

Ten Best Directors
More than 300 newspaper,
fan and trade magazine critics
imited this year to select the
Ten Best Directors of 1928-29
in the fourth annual Film
Daily poll. Newspapers represented embrace 45 states, the
District of Columbia and Canada. The balloting closed yesterday. Results are to be announced in the Annual Directors' Number and Production
Guide of THE FILM DAILY,
to be issued soon.

Fox is not standing still — not so
that you can notice it. The West
Coast and Greater New York are
pretty much Fox-ways these days.
Wisconsin is a Fox stronghold. Else>¥here many other moves are on the
■wing.

RKO

And RKO, the industry's big mystery giant. Sarnoff is in Chicago and
much, therefore, may be looked for.
It's a tussle of the giants, if ever
this business saw one.
•
K A N N

Warners are understood planninp: to top all hjph
marks for film stock flotation with a $500,()(X),000 issue
for theater expansion. Houses are to be built or acquired in all sections, it is understood.

NEW MOVE PROMISED
IN EQUITY OFEENSIVE
SHOWMEN URGE DIALOGUE
BE PASSED ON IN SCRIPT
West

Coail

BuicaH.

TIIU

III.M

D.MI.Y

I 'art of the issue will Ik? for the

propo.sed chain of First National
theaters in about 25 key cities,
where, it is alleged, that the coriipany is not getting adccjuatc rcpre?<cntation. The chain will l)c (»ix*rated l)y F*"irst National, although
division of playing time l)ctween
the two companies is expectetl.
These plans were announce<l at the
recent sales convention in New
York.

Hollywood — Within 48 hours a
step will likely be taken, which will
involve members now exempt from
the Kquity shop mandate, because
Philadelphia — Producers were
called upon to exercise care at the they are under contract, Frank Gillpresident of Actors' Equity
production .source to prevent mutila- more,
Ass'n, declared at a meeting of
tion of talkers by censors; and mem- members.
The Warner chain is c<intinuing
bers unanimously decided to refuse
Gillmore
declined to be specific, its rapid expansion under direction
(Continued on Page 6)
to sign any contract for delivery of
is undcr-in
films with (Continued
the phrase
"As
or
if
availand hou-scs
Spyros
of
on Page 6)
st(XMl
to lie.Skouras
out after

Fox West Coast Takes
47 Managerial Changes at West Over
Four THE"U"FILMHouses
DAILY
liurcau.
Cnast
Fox Metropolitan in Week
Coast
West
Fox
—
Los Angeles

Let's take a look at the map for a
minutev In the Middle West, ParaThe managerial Ihic-upi of Fox
mount has taken over Great States,
Metropolitan
Playhouses, Inc., is
a
as
kingpin of the Illinois territory
final form. Since his adformidable adjunct for its strategic undergoing
.cnt as I'eneral manager,
William
(Continued
on Paqc
2)
Chicago houses. The Kunsky circuit
in Detroit is in. Inter-mountain dethevelopmert will use the Marcus The
aters in Utah as the nucleus.
Saenger and Dent deals affecting the
South are progressing.

Fox

WARNERS
REPORTED
PLANNING
HALF
BILLION
STOCK
ISSUE
FOR HOUSES
TO
BE BUILT THROUCHOUT
COUNTRY

Theaters has taken over management
and properties of the Mission and
Rialto at Fullerton, and the Scenic
and Strand at Whittier, under a deal
(Continued

on

Page

2)

R-K-O Deal Slated Closed or
Off This Week; Chicago Hears
RKO to Split $20,000
in Fall Sales Drive

Chicago — Negotiations are reported
as progressing in deal of Radio- Kcith-of
Orpheum for purchase of control
Chicago — Twenty thousand dollars "large producing, distributing and
has been set aside by RKO as sales exhibition" company as yet unnamed.
of By Thursday, the deal will be set or
incentive for thed first few months
2)
on Page
(Continue
entirely ofTF, THE FILM DAILY
exclusively learns.
While no one here will talk. David
Kunsky Retained 3 Houses SarnofT
, RCAs executive vice presiIn Deal with Paramount
dent, and chairman of the board of
Detroit — John H. Kunsky nt.ims R-K-O, has returned from the convention he attended at Minneapolis,
ownership of the Strand, Columbia
and De Luxe, under the Paramount and is understood to be rounding oiit
not be
deal, which gave the latter control of the projected deal. He could
reached for a statement last night.
the 11 larger Kunsky houses.

every territory. Efforts to reach
H. M. or Alljert Warner for comment proved unavailing yesterday.

ZUKOR, lASKY, KENT
LEADERSHIP PRAISED
Atlantic City — Tribute to the leadership of Adolph Zukor, Jesse L.
Lasky and S. R. Kent was paid at
the Paramount convention here by
to Presi-J.
Akerson.
(leorgc
<'int Hoover,
andsecretary
Mayor James
Walktr of New

York.

The banqu*t

(Conlimmed on Page 6)

26 Talkers on Columbia
Cohn Asserts
Program,
ix talkers will comprise

Twenty-s
the Columbia feature output for next
the comyear. Jack Cohn, treasurer of
y.
y. Previousl
pany, stated yesterda
be 36
would
there
it had been stated
.<n the new program, which will be
announced at the July convention.
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announce at the sales convention, con- Paramount 6s 47
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tinuing in session here.
Joseph I. Schnitzer, company Pathe 7s 37 CURB 72BONDS
president, yesterday announced his •Am. Seat. 6s 36
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....
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Technicolor
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RKO to Split $20,000
in Fall Sales Drive

Fox West Coast Takes
Over Four "U" Houses

houses are to be improved and wired.
Fox West Coast also has purchased
C. E. Walker's interest in the West
Coast-Walker at Santa Ana, and also
has secured the Broadway and Spurgeon at Santa Ana.

47 Managerial Changes at
Fox Metropolitan in Week
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Brandt has made 47 managerial
changes.
At the Gaiety theater on Friday,
Brandt will hold what will be the first
of a scries of managers' conferences.
About 400, including assistant managers, are expected at the meeting.

Western Electric and Electrical Research Products, have brought four
additional patent suits against the
Silverphone Corp., of Toledo. The
bills of complaint were filed in the
Federal Court of the Northern District of Ohio
'70 at Toledo last week.
The same 6plaintiffs had previously
brought suit
'76 against the Silverphone
6
Corp. charging
patent infringement
and unfair competition in alleged
copyinrr the design of the Western
'466 speaker unit. This acElectric loud
tion is still pending.

Production of several series of
talking comedies is planned at the DeForest Phonofiim studio in New York
by Weiss Brothers, Artclass. Adolph
Weiss, who has been in charge of
Coast production, has suspended activities there and arrives in New York
today with Director Les Goodwins
and "Snub" Pollard. The latter is to
star in one of the series, the first
picture of which is to be started
July

Yamins Buys Another
Fall River, Mass. — Rialto Amusement Co., headed by Nathan Yamins,
has purchased the Empire from Fall
River Consolidated Enterprises. The
Rialto firm also has the Durfee, Bijou and Capitol and has stock control of the Park and Strand.

Book s
TheDate
Industry*
First Day of Annual
Meeting
of
Kansas and western Missouri exhibitors unit at Kansas
City.
Annual
RKO
sales convention
at
Chicago,
111.

June

27

Pathe convention at Atlantic
Annual
Tiffany-Stahl
sales
vention at Detroit.

July

Columbia
Hollywood,

July

sales
Cal.

INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540

ffWAY

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

3040

at

For metropolitan
distribution.
Novelty color and short subjects, also comedies
Box A-139 c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway
N. Y. C.

HIGHLY PLEASED!

10.

No Truth to Australian
Merger, Johnson States
Denial of report that any merger
or consolidation is planned between
Union Theaters
riv^l
Australian
theater and
chains,Hoyt's,
is contained
in a cablegram
received
in
New
York
"
26
by Millard
Johnson of Australasian
Films

(Hoyt's).

Hayden Coming to New York
Sydney Hayden, resident director
in London of Kinemas, Ltd., South
Africa chain, is to arrive in New
York early in July.

"We wish to say that we are highly
pleased with the service we are getting
Wayneswood

and

Capitol

from you."Waynesville,

"WF NEVER

N.

Theatres
C.

DISAPPOINT"

mm
FiiH
tABORWOSitil
*.

INCORPORATED

220WEST42i^STREET
NEW
YORK
Phone: Wisconsin 6876

Johnson Sells Interests
A. R. Johnson, who has sold his
interests in the Rialto, Atlanta, to
John A. Comzy, is in New York.

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

PICTURE

convention

WANTED

Let IJs Solve Your Frohlevfis I
MOTION

City.
con-

Third
United
Artists
sectional
sales meet
at San Francisco.
Meeting
of Allied
States
Assn.,
Washington.

Weiss Bros. Plan Several
Talker Series in East

Vandal in New York
Marcel Vandal of Delac and Vandal, prominent French, producer, is
in New York studying the sound
situation. He was the founder of
House
the
Eclair company which in the
the MetroThird Ave., early days of the industry operated
field.
Reade. The in the American

Loew's Buys Bronx
Loew's has purchased
politan, 142nd St., and
the Bronx, from Walter
purchase price is reported to be $225,000. The house, built for legitimate
shows, has been dark three years.

Today :

Aft* If • ^m(

*

Bi^ Pictures

Now >NVienYou
eedThemMost

What Warner Bros.Promise- Warner Bros. Deliver*

WILLIAM

BOYD

in

me FLYING FOOL
u;ic/i Marie Vxwo^t, Russell G\&a%on and Ton
O'Brien, ^upermied. by Wm. Sistrom. Fron
an original story by Elliott Clau)son. DirecUi
by Taylor Garnett.

i

Elevated to New Heights
in Talking Pictures . . ,
THE William Boyd who stirred them in
WEST POINT, who thrilled them in SKYSCRAPER, who made them laugh in POWER
and cry in THE LEATHERNECK, who startled
them with his powerful voice-appeal in HIGH
VOLTAGE .... in a word, William Boyd the
Box-Office Thunderbolt strides on to fresh
triumphs as a pre-eminent Pathe personality in
1929-1930.
His

latest sensation

is typical

Boyd

dynamite —

THE FLYING FOOL

, , , a-thrill with the %oom and swoop of daredevil airmanship .a-quiver with a delightful love story ....
a-tingle with a vigorous humor and a human pathos.
B-O-Y-D — and it spells Box-Office.

PAT

E

Wednesday, June 26, 1929

DAILV

ZUKOR, lASKY, KENT 1
SHOWMEN URGE DIALOGUE New Mov0 Is Promised
LEADERSHIP PRAISED
In E^quity Shop Offensive
BE PASSED ON IN SCRIPT
(Continued from

(Continued from Page

1)

Pagg

1)

Werf Coast Bur. THE

but it is believed that Eauity executives will rule that the ifnembership
agreement with Equity is a prior
contract and that playing under contract they are violating their Equity
agreement by not obeying the Equity
shop mandate.
I. B. Kornblum, Equity attorney,
declares that legal steps planned constitute an innovation in labor disputes. Little credence is given the
belief that the Gillmore statement
meant a general strike will be called,
thus allowing producers to invalidate
players' contracts if they wish.
Gillmore asserted that non-members accepting standard contracts
will have difficulty in joining Equity
later. Answering the statement that
3,000 eastern actors have invaded
Hollywood, Gillmore said the records
show that from January 1 to May
only 11 eastern players came here
on contract. One producer had admitted, said Gillmore, that 80 per
cent of his proffered engagements
had been rejected by Equity members.

able," at the session of the eastern
southern New Jersey
Pennsylvania,
and Delaware exhibitors held here.
The exhibitors suggest that the
Hays office name a board to examine
scripts of talkers, said board to consist of one member each from the
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Chicago
boards. This, it was felt would eliminate censorship.
The availability suggestion was
held the only way to cure the situation existing when the exchange could
not force the first run to specify a
playing arrangement.
United Artists was cited for setting
in "Bulldog Drummond" at the Steel
Pier, Atlantic City, where a 50 cents
admission, admits the patron to about
30 entertainment attractions. The
company also was cited for declared
refusal to make adjustment. The
policy of various distributors of holding out films, was condemned. Fox
was praised for supplying early playdatef, and in granting relief to exhibiEmma Dunn asserted the law of
tors, and support to the company
progress will win for the actors
pledged.
against alleged injustice. Robert
Edeson related how an actor told a
Sheriff Closes Bluefield House
protesting producer:
Bluefield, W. Va.— The Granada
"I didn't know anything about
has been closed by a notice of the Equity, until you brought Equity
sheriff of Mercer county. Equipment
from the theEast."
here declared
actors
has been advertised for sale.
Gillmore
Academy of

T
The Serial Situation Is SOUND!
There's reel SOUND business for ten solid weeks
when you book
MASCOT'S PRODUCTION

''THE KING OF THE
KONGO**
Directed by Richard Thorpe from
story by Harry Sinclair Drago

THE FIRST 100% TALKING

AND SOUND

WILD

SERIAL

Also a SOUND

ANIMAL
CAST . . .

>^ JACQUELINE LOGAN
LOOKv
co-featured with
WALTER MILLER

Released August First by
MASCOT
1650 Broadway
New York

PICTURES CORPORATION
Nat Levine, Pres.
^ec Art Studios
Hollywood
Cable Address: Levpic
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Hollywood' — "Your quarrel is
our quarrel," President Green
of the American Federation of
Labor, wired Frank Gillmore,
president of Actors' Equity
Ass'n, stating Equity will win
the Equity shop dispute ultimately, "because the American
people will support you."
M. P. Arts and Sciences a great organization for all its branches except
the actors'. Louis Wolheim ridiculed contract players who oppose
the Equity shop.
"Equity was sold out here in 1927,
but it is not for sale in 1929," Charles Miller,
Equity's
representative, declared.
His Coast
announcement
that Conrad Nagel had fostered a
meeting to protest against the Equity
shop
hisses. in talkers was greeted with
Some producers are reported considering a plan to make Lionel Barrymore and other prominent actors
opposing the Equity shop a permanent committee to consider actors'
grievances.
Observers state that in the event
Equity shows winning strength, producers have millions in contracts for
silent pictures and could force exhibitors to play silents pictures under contract, which were withdrawn
when the talker vogue developed.
New Era Gets
"Underground"
Distribution
in the
New York territory of "Underground," silent feature produced on the Coast has been
acquired by New Era Film Co. The
company's short subject, "Marionettes," which is playing a second
week at the Cameo, New York, was
produced in the United States and
not England as previously stated. It
has been set in for three weeks at the
Rialto, Newark.
New Owners for Minneapolis House
Minneapolis — Max Toredor has disposed of his Cozy to J. N. and E. B.
Abramson.

(Continued

"I see wonderful changes in the attitude
of this business, and marvel at its wonderful
growth, exemplified by the beautiful edifices
that grace our cities, and progress — a progress that has been monumental and symbolic
of the goget'em spirit that has made this
country the
of the
world.
business
that envy
you are
in and
you That's
should the
be
proud to be in it.
"As I read the names of the executives
on this <lias tonight I see many names of
those who were in the same place fifteen
years ago. That is the spirit that has made
Paramount what it is today. It is the real
"I have the great admiration for Adolph
Zukor. He has won the high regard of men
in
with whom he has come
spirit.every
- activity
into
contact.
I can tell you that when his
wordIn isaddressing
given the Mr.
deed Zukor
is as good
as done."
directly
Mayor
Walker
said:
"I do not need to tell you, Adolph, of
the high regard in which you are held by X
your fellow men.
You remember
the time ■
when we used to sit in conventions.
You
"
and I were politicians.
We got together and
toasted each other when business was over. .
But there was a time, you remember,
when
a man came into your conventions
who was
not a politician.
He was a business man.
At first I was skeptical about him, but as
I came to know him better I found him to
be a real idealist, with a smile in his heart —
The best friend
a 100 percent square fellow.
any man can have in this world.
"I refer to Sid Kent, your leader."
At this point Mayor Walker touched upon
an asset that has helped to ,make
itloyalty,
is.
Paramount the wonderful organization that

I TRUCK
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I
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I
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"I don't understand the motion picture business today any better than
I did 15 years ago," said Mayor
Walker, "but naturally I feel free
to discuss it now as I did then.

I

Available
DAY OR NIGHT

Page

"Mr. Kent told you to go out into the
field with your sales manual under one arm
and your special trailer under the other. 1
do not know anything about the manual but
I do know something about another. I refer
to the work of a very good friend of mine —
Mr. Will Irwin, who wrote a book called
•The House That Shadows Built.' If there
is anyone among you that has not read this
I urge you to do so for it will be inspiration enough for you to conquer any problem
that may confront you. I need not tell you
that it is the story of your beloved president,
Mr. Adolph Zukor.
"I do not know much about the Paramount
organization, but I do know that if all you
men are equal to the Paramount representatives in Washington that you have a marvelous organization.
"I have always been interested in news
and when I saw today an edition of the
Paramount Sound News I was indeed thrilled.
Emanual Cohen, the editor of your news
weekly, is a clear, straight thinker and with
such men in your organization Paramount
should have no fear of the future.''

i SOUND
I
j

from

climaxed
the sales convention.
A.
M. Botsford was toastmaster.
"1 bring you greetings from the
President of the United States, who
unfortunately cannot be present,"
Akerson said in opening his remarks.
"I do not know anything about the 1
motion picture business but I do know \
that if every one of you assembled
here follow the ideals as expressed by
your leader, Sidney R. Kent, in the
meeting this morning you cannot
help but succeed.

"Intelligence is necessary to success, he
continued, "but no salesman will be truly
great unless he is capable of genuine loyalty
to the company he is associated with. It
is loyalty that makes friendship worth while
and it is only on the basis of loyalty that
business can succeed.
"You men have every right to be proud
of the company for which- you work and you
have every reason to give loyal support to
your leaders, for they are straight shooters
and will keep you in the front rank of the
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THE LION WINS
(The Lion always ivins)

mi
iHi!
|Mi5
IM

COLUMBIA'S amazing crew beats all
OTHERS, leaving rivals swamped in the
REAR. (See It in the M-G-M hJews.) The Columbia symbol is the Lion.

ALWAYS

m

M.

RELY

ON

LEO

TO

LEAD

AND here are a flock of good reasons
WHY MetrO'Goldwyn-Mayer, the Lion of the
PICTURE business will continue to out-distance
ALL others:

I^^£

\fm
m

M.

M65
M^

rSR
And wait'till you see Leo's line-up for '29''30
rs'
in Motion Picture News and Exhibitoweek
Herald, issues of June 29th, out this
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the Industry
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WITH A BANG ! ! !
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of the MOVIE WORLD

AN ALL
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LOBBYTONE
Draws Crowds
PERFORM
DO FOR YOU

SEE THIS WONDERFUL
OR WRITE US!

LIBMANSPANJER
TEL. CHICK. 5550

LOBBYTONE
ADVERTISES

F*

CROWDS
WATCHING
LOBBYTONE
WHAT IT DOES FOR OTHERS, IT WILL
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HIT!!!
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Reward
lEX a latter day history of
this business is written,
there will stand out in bold
relief two dates, both of thcni
epochal in the forward progress of
motion pictures.
One is August 7, 1926, the night
on which "Don Juan" opened in
New York. The public had been
fed the identical in its picture entertainment for years. Celluloid
entertainment had been turning
flatter as time went on. Then came
the Barrymore picture with an
empty orchestra pit at the Warner
and the editorial inkpots of the
nation were bestirred to action.
WI

"The Jazz Singer"
Then came another lapse. The
public was undecided whether or
not to take the new medium to its
bosom. But it was on Oct., 6,
1927 that the barriers of skepticism
finally were swept away. On that
night Al Jolson spoke and sang
from the screen and the revolution was on.

Originally, \'itaphone had been
dropped into many iniwilling laps
and as often discarded. It remained
for Warner Bros, to see its possibilities and to envision the future
which sound embraced. It is a
matter of historical accuracy to
acknowledge the Warners as the
pioneers in the commercialization
of sound and, as the first to advance into unknown regions, to
give them the plaudits which undeniably are theirs.
Sound, the Boon
Sound revitalized and rejuvenated the entire motion picture
structure at a time when some such
life-giving stimulus was necessary.
That the Warners have, therefore,
done this industry a service which
would be difficult to repay is un; questionably true.
They have prospered with sound
as the industry has flourished with
. it. The Warners are deserving
I of whatever success thev achieve,
no matter how great.
K A N N

Frid.iy,

June

28,

1929

NO R-K-0 MERGER, ONE CLEAR
POINT OF CONFUSING REPORTS
mmoN mES in 30 EEATORES FROM PATHE
3
FOR 1929-30 SEASON
Transmission and reproduction of
Atlantic City — Thirty pictures will
iniaji;es of moving objects in their
be released by Pathe for the 192^-30
natural colors by color television, a season,
the sales force here is being
new development worked out by the told at the convention, which opened
Bell Telephone Laboratories, was
demonstrated yesterday in New York. here yesterday. A number of
changes being made has thus far
Wired television was employed, althouRh the same results can be prevented .release of the line-up for
achieved by radio television, it is de- publication.
General Sales Manager Phil Reisclared.
is presiding at the sessions, outinan
T.he observer saw a small briKhtlylining to them the strides Pathe has
(Continued on Page 6)
lighted image with all of the coloring
of the distant
object.
There
was
(Continued

on

Fage

7)

FOX OPENMSrS
LARGEST THEATER TODAY
San

Francisco — One of the new
major theaters of America, the largest of the west, opens its doors today. It is the new Fo.x here, built
at a reputed cost of $5,000,00«) and
5,000. "Behind that Curtain."
seating
all talker, is the feature attraction
F'ifty players under contract to Fox
are here for the premiere, and will
return to Hollywood at midnight on
Rolf,
Mayor James
a special train.
(Continued

on

Page

7)

Loew Net for Year Seen
From 10 to 11 Million
Net of Loew's is runniivg 25 per
cent ahead of last year, it is understood, when earnings were $8,568,ion is made by "The
Predict
162.
net
Wall St. Journal, that the year's$10,on this basis should be b<ttwcen
000.000 and $11,000,00. The company is continuing under the same
ent, despite the purchase of
managem
control by Fox.

T-8 TO HAVr2nALKERS,
26 COLOR SYNPHONIES

Detroit — Twenty-six all-talking
features, six of them designed a>
roadshows, two of which will be allTechnicolor, and 24 Color Symphonies, will comprise the TifTanv-Stahl
output for 1929-30, Oscar R. Hanson,
general sales manager yesterday told
the sales convention of the conipanv
Titles and stars of
under wav here.

Chicajfo
Reports
Deals
Fell Throiijrh. hut All
NeKotiations Denied
Chicago — Gen. James G.
Harbord, president of RCA,
yesterday
jo'ned big
in the
denials
on the reported
absorption
deals being engineered by Radio. RCA. he told United
Press, is not considering entering the pciture field. RCA
is parent company of RadioKe.th-Orpheum, RCA-Photophone and allied firms.
"We have not had any negotiations with Fox, Paraany other asserted.
company,"
the RCAmount, orpresident
While ctnisidtrablc cunlusioii has
developed as a result of the confJicting
statements made during the RKO
convention in Chicago, ont point
seems rlcared up, and that is that
Fiadio-Ktith-Orplicum, subsidiary of
RCA is not for the present at least
to take
over any producing-distributing
company.
'iht point
is emphasized
(CotUinued
on Page by
7) officials

WARNER SSTUST
DENY BABlIlAIM THAT ASSETS ATJI23,257,224
FILMS INDUCE HOMICIDE
(Continued

on

Page

7)

Assets of $123,257,224 as of March
2 are listed bv Warner Bros. Pictures, in a report to the New York
Stock Kxchangc. after giving ctTcct
Refuting the charge made by Roger to issuance for cash on March 20.
\V. Babson, nationally recognized 1929, of 163.687 additional shares of
statistician, that crime is mduced common stock and the application of
bv motion pictures. Carl E. MiUikcn. proceeds thereof in liquidation of
secretarv of the M.P.P.D.A. has ui notes payable to banks and others
and fig- and in the re<luction of accounts paya long brief, submitted facts and
(Coiainued <m Page 7)
has
ures to i)rove his argument
to
Babson
called on upon
furthermore(Continued
Page 7)

Brandt Orpranizinp: U. K.
Unit; $2,000,000 Capital
5 Yearly for M-G-M Under
Industry Sending Goodwill New Contract with Hearst
hHXF.ST
ir. FKl-PMAX
Editor, ■Th* Daily Film Kentrr"
Film to Spanish Exposition
to
more
tiiree
s)— Joe Brandt
opolitan has
To further iiUcrnational good will
through the screen, the industry has
production for conprepared a special at
tht International
tinuous screening
ed
(Continu

on

Page

2)

Cosm
deliver to M-G-M under terms of
while Marthe contract now expiring
ion Davies has two to go. The new
equnl number
for o»an Pagi
des »»*d
deal provi
(Conti
2)

London
president
daily on
company
deal will

(By Wireles
of Columbia, is conferring
formation of a $2,00.000
here for production. The
be on or off by Monday.

1
DAILY
5 Yearly for M-G-M Under
New Contract with Hearst

Financial
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both Cosmopolitan

Miss

Davies with the possib'lity that the
former will produce four a year. Two
silent newsreels will be available
Sales
3'100
,2'66 weekly, beginning the end of July to
International
400 be known as M-G-M
News. Hearst Metrotone will have
8,300
a sound release weekly beginning the
end of September.
Hatrick Returns

1,700
100

Book s
TheDate
Industry*

1)

and

E. B. Hatrick, in charge of all picture interests of William Randolph
1,966 Hearst, returned yesterday from Los
800
10,200
Angeles.

Today:

July

2

Pathe convention at Atlantic City
Annual
Tiffany-Stahl
sales
con
vention
at Detroit.
Third
United
Artists
sectiona
sales meet
at San
Francisco.
Meeting
of Allied
States
A&sn
Washington.

Industry Sending Goodwill
Film to(Continued
Spanish
Exposition
from Page 1)

Exposition in Barcelona, Spain. Thij
film, of feature proportions, stars tht
foremost personalities of the screen
200
12,200
all of whom speak Spanish. Tht
picture is representative of all of the
10,300
major companies in the industry and
17,100
Fox Movietone, current issue, con- has been made with the cooperation
tains views of Premier MacDonald of the M. P. Producers and Distribu400
25,700
and his cabinet in the new Labor govtors, Inc.
ernment just formed in England.
Prior to the shipment to Spain with
1,400
700
-166 The premier is shown with his min- the representatives of the exposition
isters in the garden of 10 Downing
2.666 St. and introduces them. This is a the film will be screened today in projection room of Paramount.
14,266 follow-up of the shots of Premier
MacDonald made just after his elecOrman Writing Book
^
tion.
2.300
After devoting 15 months to a
800
Southwest Publisher in N. Y.
study of the life and work of HollyYork.
wood, Felix Orman is back in New
S. G. Howell, publisher of "The York and at work on a book or
M P. Journal," Dallas, is in New picture-making and the picture colony

British Cabinet Takes Its
Bow in Fox Movietone

Dual system of sound-on-film and
sound-on-disc recording is offered by
Amercian Sound Studios, New York,
formation of which has just been
completed. R. J. Walsh of the R. J.
Buys Champion S5Tichronizer
Sharpsville House Changes Hands
Walsh Construction Co., is president
Corry,
Pa. — Champion disc reproLambro^
Chris
—
Pa.
lle,
Sharpsvi
and chairman of the board of direcducer equipment has been installec
has taken over the Ritz from Charles
at the Rex.
tors. John Noble, former supervisGable.
ing director of M-G-M in the East, is
managing director.
Thr new company has taken over
the Tec-Art Studios of New York,
The Lion Roars!
which has been sound-proofed and
The Hyena Howls!
made available for immediate producThe Elephant Trumpets!
tion. The firm will lease studio space
in
addiin
them
to producers, offering
and all the WILD BEASTS OF THE JUNGLE JOIN
Noble's supertion to studio facilities,more
than 100
IN A WEIRD HARMONY OF SOUND
vision. Noble has
Asher-Rogers
Buy
Play
sound pictures to his credit. He has
Chas. R. Rogers of Asher and
been a director for 18 years.
Producers can obtain estimates, Rogers has bought "The Cabaret
Boys," a play by Samuel Shipman
production data, technical advice and and John B. Hymer, to be produced
new
the
at
service
recording
expert
as the second of the program of six
studio, Noble points out. The new talkers scheduled this season. He is
company intends to confine its activi- now negotiating with Al Boasberg,
ties to studio operation.
who recently completed the book for
A ten-episode serial with dialogue and sound
M-G-M's "Hollywood Revue," to do
effects in every episode !
the comedy construction and diaLeases School Auditorium
Released August 1st
logue. "Carnival," stage play by
Old Albuquerque, N. M. — South- William R. Doyle, which had its
west Theaters, Inc., is presenting New York run at the Forrest, is beThat's enough for a sure-fire boxoffice clean up—
shows at the auditorium of the San
ing cast on the Coast by E. M. Asher
but there's more yet . . .
Felipe school.
and will be the first of the six.

i(

THE KING OFn THE
KONGO

JACQUELINE

LOGAN

& WALTER

MILLER

limitthat you can advertise
»
a cast
of the
featured at the head to

FOR TEN WEEKS

At* If* ^k*

j

MASCOT

1650 Broadway
New York City

CAPACITY BUSINESS SEE

ES
TURPres.
NatPIC
Levine,

CORP.
Tec Art Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

Cable Address: Levpic, New York

You
remember
the line^ —

Consider
the lilies
they toil not,
neither do
they spin/'

Well, this business had a lot of "Lilies^^
running theatres, — but no more* Competition is
too keen^ Today anyone owning a theatre has to
be on his toes every minute or join the ^^has beens/^
That is why theare
country^s
wisest
Showmen
hooking

UNITED

ARTISTS

PICTURES

This season^s great hits came
from Columbia^more titan
fulfilling our promise of last
year to you.
Now watch for the truly remarkable line-up in the f orthcoming announcement of

Columbia's 1929-30 ''PROSPERITY GROUP''. It will prove
the sensation of the Industry.
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Reisman Opens Annual Pathe Sales Meet
30 Features From Pathe
NEW PRODUCT AND SALES
STRIDES MADE BY M
For 1929-1930 Season POLICY TO BE OUTLINED
DURING YEAR CITED
(Continued

ATLANTIC CITY
PHIL REISMAN, upon whose
shoulders rests the burden of
the convention, is wearing a smug
smile of satisfaction, and well he may
be in the light of the business being
written by his enterprising gang.

made
since its reorganization.
meetings continue today.
Attending the sessions
here

The
are:

Kennedy,
chr '^ in
the board
J. J.
J. P.
Murdodc,
preside/*
Pat ofCasey,
F. B.i
Derr; John C. FUnn, vice-president; C. J.
Scollard, treasurer ; Robert T. Kane, presi
dent, Sound Studios, Inc. of New York;
Terry R.imsaye, editor-in-chief of short subject
production ; Harry Scott, short subject sales
manager; J. F. McAloon, assistant general
As Phil says, "I wouldn't trade sales manager; E. W. Ballentine, manager
the Pathe sales organization, as it of exciiange operations; E. J. O'Leary, feature sales manager; Ray L. Hall, editor, Pathe
is noiv constituted, with any other
\ews ; S. Fitzgibbon, manager of Sound
sn/es force in the business."
Studios, Inc., of New York; N. L. Nathanson, of Kegal Films. Ltd., Canada ; Arthur
There is the real old time Pathe Rousseau, vice-president, Pathe International
pep in evidence, bolstered by new Corp. ; George Harvey, director of publicity
advertising and publicity ; Charles McDonald,
blood, and the Pathe boys are going general
manager, Van Beuren Enterprises ;
out after new laurels this year.
Lou Miller of the feature sales promotion department :Emmett Cashman, of the short subject s.iles promotion department ; P. A. ParMatches failed to click, owing to
.scns and Rutgers Nielson of the publicity
dampness. Boys with trick lighters
di-liartmrnt : John A. Level, editor, "Pathe
ii-ere sitting pretty.
Sun" : Charles Klang, George Byrnes and
Hank Peters of Van Beuren Enterprises ; W.
Stanley and Mrs. Jacques were H.iynor and H O'Connor of Regal Films of
Canada ; Ed McEvoy, special representative
first to arrive, checking in last Sat- for Pathe; Stanley Jacques, central division
urday. And they will be the last to sales manager ; Les Weir, western division
leave — first in and the last out. First sa'es manager ; W. E. Callaway, Southern
vacation S'tan has had for three division sales manager; P. W. Brady, Harry
Cibbs, special Pathe representative ; T. S.
years. Stan claims early guardian- Delehanty
; Jack de Waal, Leo Adler ; Dick
ship of the sand Rooster. Mr. and .Sears. New England representative for Pathe
Mrs. Jacques have two boys, twins. News ; Harry Smith, of Pathe Sound News

Phil Reisman also two boys, twins.
Believe Jacques and Reisman hold
the twin championship of the convention

Coming up Atlantic Avenue, Rutgers Neilson spotted the "Pathe
Restaurant." Rut claims it's a tieup he made years ago.
George Harvey orders eggs for
breakfast, sent to his room. After
delay, George phones to have them
sent up raw. Said he would boil
th'^in in his room.
-O'Leary,
The "Oh, Yeah!" boysO'Keefe, O'Connor.
Irish maid inquired who the hunch
were and when informed said "he
was a grand bird."
Neilson brought along his bedroom
slippers, but didn't take his shoes
nff for two days and nights.
Nolan and Greenwood, Chicago
salesmen, fell for a sailing trip, but
the scow was four passengers short
rnd boys waited long — maybe it was
for blonds.
Through courtesy of Guy Wonders of the Stanley Conipa'.ty boys
got passes to the Stanley, playing
"The Flying
theater
show. Fool," and a Warner
Lorch, Greenwood and Filkins
jumped oflf the train before it stopped
at the depot and hopped a cab for a
golf course. Plenty of sand in local
courses, so boys probably got a taste
of real estate.

Harry Graham's clubs were rusting away Wednesday as he searched
for Lorch, Greenwood and Filkins.
Hank Zapp beat it for dining room
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and M. U Mclntyie. Washington representative, Pathe News.

The sales staff here includes:
Albany — C. W. Stombaugh, manager ; J. L
Rose and L. Garvey. Atlanta — W. W. Ander
son, manager. Boston — R. C. Cropper, man
ager; Y. C. Ross, M. M. Ames, E. H
Warren, C. D. Wilson and J. J. Jennings
Buffalo — Oscar Hanson, manager. Char'otte —
manager. Chicago — Harry
R. C. Price,
Lorch, manager; T. Greenwood, J. F. Woodward, and C. L. Filkins. Cincinnati — J. A.
Harris, manager. Cleveland — O. J. Ruby,
manager. Des Moines — W. E. Branson, manager. Denver — F. H. Butler, manager. Detroit— H. P. Zapp, manager. Indianapolis —
H. D. Graham, manager. Kansas City — E. S.
Olsmith, manager. Los Angeles — J. S. Stout,
manager; M. E. Cory. Memphis— H. R.
Kistler, manager. Milwaukee — J. J. Clarke,
manager. Minneapolis — J. H. Maclntyre,
manager. New Haven — John Lane, manager.
S. C. Jacocks. New Orleans — Guy C. Brown,
manager. New York — Frank Drumm, assistant manager; J. J. Dacey, Bert Sanford. Max
Fellerman, R. S. Wnlflf, manager. T. 7. Felder.
W. Westebbe,
E. Carroll, manager.
C. F. "Kenneth.
Omaha
— R. S. Ballantyne,
Oklahoma City — ^C. W. Allen, manager. Philadelphia— R. Mochrie, manager ; Dan Heenan. C.
Derr, W. Madison, S. Lefko, E. Ginsburgh.
Portland — H. L. Percy, manager. Pittsburgh
—A. Goldsmith, manager. Salt Lake City —
A. J. O'Keefe. manager. St. Louis — C. D.
Hill, manager. Seattle — C. L. Theuerkauf,
manager. Wa<;hington — R C. Robin, manager ; L. J. Whittle, E. W. Grover.

The Van Beuren bunch of live
ones is headed by Charles McDonald, vice president and general manager; George Byrnes, assistant to
McDonald; Hank Peters, special
representative from Los Angeles, and
Charlie Klang, special representative
from Philadelphia.
McDonald heard about the "no
cracked ice" order of the railroads
along.
so he took a portable Frigidaire
Charlie Klang tried to pull the
swindle sheet gag by going home to
Philadelphia every night and trying
to collect for an Atlantic City hotel
room, but McDonald
is Scotch.

"Hank" Peters claims the main
reason for coming East is to find
out if the new dollar bills have
standard perforations and Pathe
frame lines.
George Byrnes bought a new vest
pocket chess set for the trip but most
of the bunch can't even play checkers.

"What'll I do with all these
Oscar Ruby gets the lonq-distance
motor
championship.
With
Mrs. discs?" yowled a Pathe branch man"Let 'em dissolve on your tongue
Ruby, he drove from Clevelayid to
New
York.
Stan Jacques
alleges "Tcru half hour," wise-cracked Mcager.
Wednesday at noon that Oscar was Donald.

soon as he checked in — but he first '^due at 4 p. m. At 4 p. m. there was
found John McAloon
to get tickets jno Oscar Ruby on register.
signed.
Bellhop who brought up boxes of
John McAloon was on the scene accessories for Sun left without tip.
Monday and he had a million and Ed. had no change for a quarter.
one details to look after. Couldn't
poke your head into hotel without Parsons
Lou Miller,
Mrs.down
Millerfrom.
and "PA"
drove
New
hearing bellhop shout "Paging Mr.
York. Rumored that "PA" brought
fishiyig tackle along and stopped at
McAloon."
every
trout stream.
Sig Decker on arrival hooked a
nice chair on the front porch and reJ. H. Maclntyre, Minneapolis,
fused to travel.
visited in Boston on the way to the
convention. Came down from New
Less Weir refused to swim — says York with Harry Scott and Pat
he can't stand the Eastern Sun.
Scol'ard.
A flock of good looking gents
Charles McDonald, with Mrs. Mcstepped up to desk at hostelry and
Donald, and Charles Klang arrived
gals made it eyes right — they were Wednesday afternoon.
Cropper, Wilson, Jennings, Warren
and Ames, Boston. Bill Cuddy was
Believe it or not — ^"PA" Parsons
missing in action. Sun Ed. figured and Frank Ross were born in the
long and hard for a way to hook Bill
same town, though Ross's birthplace
in on an expense account, but couldn't is called Ipswich and PA's is called
make the grade.
Byfield. Part of Ipswich is in Byfield. Both places are in the land
_ Tom Brade, Canadian representa- of the sacred cod.
tive, dashed for the ocean on arrival,
but last we saw of him he was in
Editor Ray Hall of Pathe News
the sand.
is receiving bows on the fine job he
has accomplished.
Branch Managers Harris and Graham took an excursion train and sat
Charley Stombaugh of Albany, is
up all night when they weren't stand- one of the real Pathe vets. And
ing. They hit the outdoor pool, the Charley is one of the most popular
Atlantic, at once.
boys in the gang.

After looking the regiment over,
McDonald claimed thev were all
good types for Talking Topics of the
Day but
thatbefore
they'drecording.
have to clear
their
throats
Co-operating
with all
Pathe's
exploitation department,
the Stanley
theaters are displaying banners saying "Welcome Pathe."
In honor of Pathe, which is holding its annual sales convention at
Atlantic City, the Stanley is featuring an all-Pathe bill, including "The
Flying Fool" as the feature, Pathe
Sound News, Grantland Rice Sound
Sportlight and an Aesop S<ound Fable. The Earl is showing "The GodReturning to Screen

Girl." Bureau, THE
West less
Coast

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Rose Tapley will be
seen in "Paris Bound," the Pathe
dialogue-picturization of the New
York play in which Ann Harding
plays the lead. Nearly 15 years ago.
Miss Tapley was featured in Vitagraph and Lubin pictures.
Vosselli
for THE
"Awful
JVest
Coast Cast
Bureau,
FILMTruth"
DAILY
Hollywood — Judith Vosselli is the
latest addition to the cast of "The
Awful Truth," Pathe's all-talker featuring Ina Claire and Henry Daniels.

I
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NO R-K-0 mm, POINT
Television Pictures in
WARNER BROS. LIST
Three Colors Demonstrated
Of CONFUSING REPORTS
ASSETS AT $123,257,224
{Ci^nliHufd

fium

the .same detail to the i)ictiirc as in
the earlier television demonstrations
(ConlinueJ
from
I'atie 1 )
of Bell System engineers. The color
abit and after KiviiiR eflfect to issii- had been added without
sacrifice of
aiicf of 27,952 shares of common detail.
stock of Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc..
The transmitting and receiving apin exchange for 83,856 shares of
paratus, except for the addition of
common stock of Stanley Co. of the special color mechanisms, was
the
America, follows:
same as that used in the demonstra.Assets: Cash, $2,763,278; c.ill loans, $600,tion of tvvo years ago of monochrom000: notes receivable, $1. 222, 4-12 ; film cusatic television when transmission octomers, $1. 012. .'(>•• : sunilry aciMunts receivable, $810,0.i.S; tilm and Vitaphone jinxliiccurred between Washington and New
tions released, $2,388,167; unreleased, $.?,
and by radio from the
City;
York
566,292; productions in proRrcss, S^/O.-W.? ;
positive prints, raw films, etc., $828,662 ; rights Bell Laboratories experimental staand scenarios. $121,082; deposits to secure
tion in New Jersey. The person
contracts, sinking fund deposits, etc.. $1.- whose image was transmitted was
439,744 ; mortgages receivable, $770,833 ; investments, $11,803,419; total fixed assets, rapidly scanned by a bright beam of
light while he was observed by three
$89,645,676; deferred charges, $3,415,428;
goodwill,
$1,899,389;
total. $123,257,224.
sets of electrical eyes, photoelectric
Liabilities: Secured notes payable, $172,- cells, each set arranged to transmit
581; unsecured notes payable. $1,627,230;
current corresponding to the amount
pui chase money obligations, $700,061 ; accounts payable and sundry accruals, $5784,- of a primary color — red, blue or
617; due affiliated companies, $156,464;
green. At the receiving apparatus
royalties payable. $271,629; reserve for fed- three tubes formed images correseral taxes, $923,500; advance payments of
ponding in brightness and color to
film service, $546,647; construction accounts
what had been seen by each set of
payable, $365,030; mortgages and funded
debt. $44,269,594; proportion of capital and
surplus of subsidiaries applicable to minority stockholders, $4,540,450; capital stock
represented by 364.357 no par shares of
preferred and 1,176.549 no par shares of
common, $57,140,739; surplus, $6,758,682;
total, $123,257,224.

WEST'S
G
NIN
FOXLAROPE
GEST THEATER TODAY
(.Continued from

Page

1)

Jr., will
dedicate
the
new
house,
which
has been
under
construction
for two
years.
Herman
Kerskern
has been named house manaser.
French architecture and decoration
of the Louis XIII. XIV and XV
periods dominates throughout. A
rim of 16 hugh cathedrals, ranging
in height from 75 to 20 ft. skirt the
entire vast auditorium.
These are finished in the Baroque
style of interior decoration which is
a form of raccaco although not garri;h because of the sober finish in
gold and sheer walnut.
.\n elevating stage and orchestra
pit are features. It is possible, with
this improvement, the- architects say,
to set a stage with scenery w'hile an
act is in progress, and, at the termination of one, for the other to be
lifted into place in rapid succession.
Total cubic footage of the auditorium is approximately 2,000,000 ft.
The distance from the projection room
to the stage is 212 ft. Height of the
auditorium is given as 118 ft. and
250 at the broadest point, tapering
down to 150 ft.

I'ane

Ij

(l .■>i/iiiii/J from J'^^t i)
electrical cycti of the traiisinittiiiK apparatus. A system of mirrors comin thr wakr ,if thr
bined these three images to form the ot thr company
one colored image before the eye of many
si .
.. .
the observer.
pel (It. g .
(.'iiicago ae»|>4ichr<i VS rdnrixla)
quoted Leon J. Rub.eii.icin of the
I !.'> publicity Ntalf .,s st.itinjj that
•M.ii- with Fox and P:iraiii(Miiii had
been bioken ofT by R-K-O, hccauM
No prediction as to the possible "Mr. Fox and Mr. Zukor prefer
to
commercial application of television, r.-niain in the pictur
e l>u»inc(»."
This brought a disclaimer in New ii
as developed by the Bell 1 elcphonc
Laboratories, and climaxed to date by York from David SarnolT.
i liairmai- 11
the demonstration of three color tele- of the board of R-K-O and executive vice president of R( .\, who
vision images, is available from the
coinrnny.
denied that cither firm was a part)
J he laboratories, it is explained, to negotiations with Fox, Paramount
arc interested only in the physical or any other firm. He is quoted as
angle, and arc not concerned with the ■saying that he did not "know,
who
economic phase in the conduct of
Mr.
Rubenstc
is."
in
these expermients. The equipment
Last night, "The New York Eveii>ed to bring about the results so far
ning Post," printed a despatch from
ojta.ned is costly and complicated, Chicago, signed by a special
corrc»alth.nigh no estimate of its cost is pondcnt. quoting Hiram S. Brown,
available.
president of R-K-O as having declared in Chicago:

No Prediction Made of
Commercial Application

Columbia Now Has Own
"Broadway Melody" Makes
Branch at St. Louis
Hit in Rio De Janeiro
St. Louis — Columbia Pictures Corp.
New York has taken over Columbia
Pictures Corp., St. Louis, headed
by Barney Rosenthal, and the Affiliated Distributing Corp., 3330 Olive St.,
which has been distributing Columbia in the St. Louis territory has been
consolidated with the newly acquired
exchange. Rosenthal, who continues
as manager of the office while Claude
McKean, who was manager of Affiliated Distributing Corp., remains as
special sales representative for Columbia.

With the president, his cabinet and
members of the diplomatic corps attending an opening for the first time,
according to M-G-M, "The Broadway Melody," was given a big reception in Rio De Janiero, and the advance sale is said to set a record.
Using the same idea that had been
employed for the showing at Amsterdam, the local exchange placed
Portuguese titles in the pictures.

Tillman Heads West Coast
District for Columbia

"Mary Dugan," Moral
Chicago Officials Decide

L. E. Tillman, erstwhile manager
of the Portland exchange, has been
named West Coast district manager
for Columbia. Six offices are under
his jurisdiction. They are: Portland,
Seattle. San Francisco, Los .\ngcles.
Salt Lake City and Denver. Tillman
has been associated with Columbia
for less than two years.

Chicago
— Decidingwasthegroundless,
censors'
claim
of immorality
police and city officials have lifted
the ban on "The Trial of Mary Dugan." M-G-M talker. The play had
a long run here and was not molested.

Tiffany-Stahl to Have 26
Talkers, 26 Color Symphonies
(Continued

the pictures on the
be announced soon.

program

are

fr

om

Page
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to predicting they would not be disap-

"Both the Fox and Paramount organizations refused to sell to us."
"It has been reported." he said,
"that we sought an affiliation
these movie producers. That iswitfi
not
true. What we sought was to buv
them out entirely. Radio is too big
to be in pictures without being the
dominant
factor.
"We shall continue to make big
first class productions and will exhibit them in first run houses
throughout the country. If we cannot get into such houses by purchase wc will build better ones next
door or across the street. If we
cannot accomplish our purpose by
purchase, we shall accomplish by
Hiram
Brown
could not be reached
compet
ition.
"
in New York last night for a statement.

DENY BABSON CLAIM THAT
FILMS INDUCE HOMICIDE"
(CoHtintieJ

from

Page
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correct the impression created in the
original communication.
The basis of the Babson observation, issued as a special letter dated
April 8, was a series of figures dealing with murders in Detroit, Chicago.
Cleveland, Ph'ladelphia, New York
and Los .Angeles and prc|)ared by
Dr. Frederick L. Hoffman, a recognized authority on homicide. Hoffman himself under date of Mav 13
states the conclusions drawn bv Bab- 1
son from his statistics are "wholly
inapplicable to the problem under
consideration" and expresses the belief the connection of motion pictures
with violent crimes has not even

Cablegrams were read from MichTif?any-Stahl can make history in pointed.
ael Balcon, managing director of
Detroit, if, at its convention, a plan
Gainsborough
Pictures, London, who
can be worked out to enable the comin conjunction with Tiffany-Stahl is
pany to "lay down to the smaller
make "Journey's End' in the
theater owner your excellent produc- to
United States; William Gell. A.C.
tion, at a price at which he can stay and R.C. Bromhead of Gaumont
in business," H. M. Richey, general Pictures of England.
manager of the Michigan exhibitor
Arthur Lee. representing the
association, wired, in welcoming the Gainsborough-Gaumont interests in
iVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jack Mansfield, who convention. Unless someone gives the United Slates, outlined the story
has been acting as division manager attention "to this important economic of how Tiflfany-Stahl acquired rights
for Fox West Coast Theaters, Port- program" the next year will see more to "Journey's End." Mannie Brown,
Babson's
land, returns to the main office in than 100 of the smaller exhibitors out western division head, spoke of ac- beenter casual.
declares Hoffman
is aoriginal
tnembcr letof
tivities of the studio. Vice president
Los Angeles to assume the position of business. Richey declared. Michthe Babson Institute. HofTman denof assistant to the President Harold
igan exhibitors expect "big things" Grant L. Cooke was the principal afies any such association.
B. Franklin.
from TiflFany-Stahl this year, he said.
ternoon speaker.

Jack Mansfield Named
Assistant to Franklin

Friday, June

DAILV

Coast Wire Service

"U" Plans Building Program
$1,500,000 TO BE SPENT
ON "U"

A Little
...^

By

''
''Lots
om WILK
frRALPH
»i_

NEW CHRISTIE SCHEDULE
ALREADY UNDER WAY

Christie has started production on
Universal will spend $1,500,000 on JOHN ADOLFI is enthusiastic over the new group of all talking plays
Jr'auline Frederick's singing and which are to be released by Paraimprovements to its studio. Three
new sound stages are to be erected. talking picture. The star smgs two
mount beginning in August. StartThe company is at work on the 1929- songs in "Evidence," wnich /\aoin is
ing in February Paramount has 13
of
s
picture
of
s.
ng
number
The direcfor Warner
directi
30 program, a
picture for Warners is of the Christie pictures released down
which either are in work or in prep- Lor s recent
through the present quarter, and benes."
"Headli
aration. . ^
ginning early in August the new seaSport,
series
t
A new short subjec
son will start.
We
have
finally
discovered
that
Colle"The
eds
ing News," succe
Among the pictures which will
gians" on the new schedule. Ben '■ChurchilL" is WiUiam C. de MiUe's start off the new releasing season are
Holmes will direct.
middle name. By the way, de MiUe
is one of the best toasPmasters on "The Sleeping Porch," with Raymond
supported by Barbara Leonthe Coast. His ready wit has fea- Griffith
ard, John Litel and David Callis;
tured many meetings of the Acade- "Faro Nell" featuring Louis Fazenda;
my of M. t'. Arts and Sciences.
and another of the Octavus Roy
Owen Davis, famed Broadway
Cohen stories "The Lady Fare"; and
Nancy Drexel dotes on conplaywright, has been signed to a long
Charlie Grapewin and Anna Chance
tests. This was responsible
aterm contract by Fox Film Corpor
in
"Ladies Choice."
tion. The author of the Pulitzer prize
to'r her entering the picture
With three directors and a comfield.
She
won
a
beauty
conplete staff available as well as the
play, "Icebound," "The Nervous
test in New York, and got a
an Affair" and
Wreck," "The Donov
contract with Universal. Then
special
staf? of 24 men in the Christhe
to
came
plays
ed
produc
other
280
tie recording crews, production of
she was chosen over many
Coast a couple of months ago engaged
these Christie Talking Plays will
others for a featured lead in
to work only on the dialogue for Will
continue on at regular intervals
"The
Four
Devils"
at
Fox.
Films,
Fox
for
talker
Rogers initial
^
^
^
through the coming season, when 24
." Ivan
"They Had to See Paris
more pictures are to be made for
Our
Passing
Show
:
William
cast.
the
to
added
been
has
Paramount.
Lebedeff,
Collier, Jr., autographing
Selection of new story and short
note-books at "Black Watch"
play material is now being made by
Pollard to Direct "Tonight at 12"ed
opening,
with
his
father
an
has been assign
Pollard
Harry
Al Christie and Alfred A. Cohn, ediiyiterested spectator; Leo
an
torial supervisor.
to direct "Tonight At Twelve,"
Morrison
rushing
to
the
Uniadaptation of the stage play by Owen
Production has just been finished
versal studio; Larry WeinDavis.
on one "A Hint to Brides" by Kengarten making plans for "Cotyon Nicholson. In it Johnny Arthur
ton and Silk," which he will
and Ruth Taylor are featured and
Start "Shannons"
supervise at M-G-M; Geofother roles are played by Lawrence
Agnes Christine Johnston is now
frey Shurlock and Dan TotLeslie- and Martie Martel. This was
heroh conferring at Paraat work on the adaptation of "The
filmed under direction of A. Leslie
Univerfor
ay,"
mount;
Same
Mintz
and
J.
Broadw
of
ns
Shanno
Pearce.
Walter Ruben ditto.
sal. Both James and Lucille Webster
play
will
ights,
Gleason, the playwr
the same roles in the sound film ver2 Songs by Gloria
Denny Starts Another
sion that they played upon the stage.
Gloria Swanson, has just recorded
Reginald Denny has commenced
two songs for "The Trespasser," her production on his next picture for
Stock Co.
Added to M-G-M
new United Artists all dialogue picHolmes Herbert and Mary Forbes,
titled "No!
No! Napoleon,"
ture, the filming of which is nearing Universal
under direction
of William
James
both appearing in "The Thirteenth completion. The music for one ot the Craft. Nora Lane will play the leadChair," have been placed under con- songs, as yet untitled, was composed
ing feminine role. Other members of
tract as members of the M-G-M stock by Edmund Goulding, who is author, the cast
include Slim Summerville, E.
players list.
director and dialogue writer of "The J. RatclifTe, Fritz Feld, Jules Cowles,
D. R. O. Hatswell and Henry Otto.
John Barrymore to Sing?
Trespasser."
The
story was written by Denny for
In all probability John Barrymore
himself
and will be an all-dialogue
Brent
for
"Darkened
Rooms"
inhis
in
sing
will not only talk but
Evelyn Brent's first Paramount production.
"General
production,
itial Vitaphone
Crack," now well in production at the starring vehicle will be "Darkened
Warner studio under direction of Alan Rooms," from the novel by Sir
Phillips Gibbs, to be made under diCrosland.
Original Dances for "Rio Rita"
Pearl Eaton, has created several
rection of Louis Gasnier. Neil Hamilton, Jean Arthur and David Newell original dance numbers for the RKO
Added to Fox Cast
Charles Morton, Frank Albertson, are in the supporting cast. Melville screen version of Florenz Ziegfeld's
Baker prepared the adaptation and musical production, "Rio Rita."
I'^lizabeth Patterson and Helen dialogue.
Twclvetrccs have been added to the
Columbia Signs Charles Wilson
cast of "Words and Music," new
Fox Movietone production.
Charles Wilson, stage actor and
Mae
Clarke
in
"Big
Time"
Mae Clarke, vaudeville actress has
director,
has been signed by ColumRenavent with Radio
been engaged by Fox to play the
bia as dialogue director on the com
Georges Renavent has been cast by feminine lead in "Big Time," opposite
pany's line up. Wilson has arrived
Radio in "Rio Rita," musical produc- Lee Tracy. Miss Clarke now is en at the studio to assume his new duties.
route to the Coast.
tion now in production.

Owen Davis Signs Fox
Long Term Contract

28,
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
iBy ARTHUR
W. EDDY^m
SEVERAL shorts on the bill at the
^ Embassy were photographed by
the business end of Frank Zukor's
camera at Columbia's Eastern Studios, which is another title for the
Victor plant at Camden, N. J. Basil
Smith directed them.

Fuller Mellish, Jr., playing Hitch,
"Applause," which is
the heavy,
being
talkeriin
zed at Paramo
unt, played in the Chicago company of "The
Front Page" and before that, in
"Present Arms" and "Peggy Ann."
This is his baptism in dialogue pictures.
A flock of World War veterans,
including men whose names figured
in the casualty lists, are being used
in the hospital sequence of "The Gay
Lady" at Paramount. Frank Heath
selected them.
Joan Peers, playing Helen Morgan's daughter in "Applause," likes
working in pictures, despite the heat
and everything. She played on the
stage in "Marry the Man," "Companionate
Marriage," "Crime"
and
in stock at
Evanston
and other
cities.
William Rothschild, who runs the
script-reading department for Paramount over in Astoria, has opened a
private bar. But the only beverage
being served is buttermilk — just what
the doctor ordered.
George Le Maire

Starts Another

George Le Alaire has started another all-talking comedy of the
Pathe series bearing his name at the
Pathe sound studios recently with
Lew Hearn sharing featured honors.
This comedy, "Gentlemen of the
Evening,"
was Evelyn
written Knapp
by Le Maire
and
Hearn.
plays
the feminine lead and the cast includes Jim Kearney, Eleanor Kendell
and 25 others.
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BOX-OFFICE Whoopee!

Speed— Pep
— Jazz — Action! What songs and moan-

ing melodies — like "it's You" and "Oh, How We
Love Our College!" What snappy dialog! Boy
— it's GREAT. The first all-talking college feature.
With all the favorite "Collegians" players —
George Lewis, Dorothy Gulliver, Churchill Ross,
Hayden Stevenson, Sumner Getchel. Story by
Len Fields. Directed by Nat Ross. Two negatives
—ALL TALKING and SILENT.

lOOio Talkm£ and SmginE- a Million Per Cent Box OiHce/
COMPLETE

RESUME

OF

ALL

OF

PRODUCTION

FIELD

ACTIVITIES

IN

COMPACT

HANDY,
FORM

Directors^ Annual
and Production Guide

SETTING

NEW

STANDARDS
FILM

I ND

FOR

USTRY

PUBLICATIONS-OUT
EARLY
IN JULY

22Chains

over500^heatres
using l^al Tjour
A
Features of Pacent Disc
Equipment :

■^

00
$2,54MDA

YPE

(2,000 to 4,000 seats)

No 1 1 tteries. Pacent Disc E<[uipnient
empl } KS all eleelrie amplification vilh«»ul
batter es of any kind. Operation is <lirect
from jiny 110 volt 60 cycle A. G. source.

Thete&re r
which will t
book we know

2MDA

For houses up to 2,000 seats)

rrserve
Double Channel Amplification
artipHfiir for every aniplifter used to run
a show.
This means complete proleelion
St inlerrtipJions in Soun<I Profjrain.

Even .ioiind^^istribution* Pacent uses
the
i|test. Improved type of powerful
elect rd-dynuiaic speakers with specially
built bafHe boards. The resuJl is smooth,
even distribution of sound thron^bout
the

TYPE

$3,500

Sound -on -Film $1,000
extra for either system

Illustration above shows
close-up of Pacent Film
Attachment. The Exoitin|!
Lamp is at the left, the
Optical anical
System
MechFilter in and
thecentifer,
and special photo-electric
cell at the rifiht.

y other Pacent featur^.
Send for "Sound Advice,"
you more about buying^ Sound Equipment
than any
of

22 of tlu « (luntry's leading Chain Circuits are using Pacent Reproducer S\ stems in their theatres from coast to coast. Chain Circuits
alone hav« s]>ent practically $1,000,000 on Pacent Equipment. Naturally, tlie buyer of equipment for a chain of theatres is highly critic^.
That Pacent secured a large percentage of the Chain Circuit ^business
is a tribute to the ijuality and performance of Pacent Reproducer
Systems. Over 500 exhibitors le.-i|lify to the merits and advantages of
Pae.nt. Ask any of them what ^ley think of Pacent quality, Pacent
ser\i.e. and Pacent dealings with" exhibitors.

PACENT
FILM

CENTER

REPRODUCER
BLDG.,

630

NINTH

AYE.,

CORP.
NEW

YORK

All Pacent amplifying equipment
is contained in a single compact
steel cahinet. No batteries are used.

Sales and Service Representatives in Principal Film Centers in the United States and Canada

Confusing Reports on Gaumont Deal in England
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BRITISH EXCITED OVER

New Fox Offer?

E
ERNEST
Editor, "The

June

»'. FREDMAN
Daily Film Renter"

London — There is considerable excitement prevalent here over the future of Gaumont British's future,
many conflicting reports heiuR in
circulation. Latest report is that a
British concern is dickering for control, with Lord Beaverbrook declared interested.
This is taken as a move to prevent
the chain of around 300 houses from
passing out of British control, it being declared that American interests
are seeking control. However, W.
J. Hutchinson, managing director for
Fox here, has denied that his company is seeking the (iaumont chain.

Fox is declared ready to make
an offer to minority stockholders of Loew's, said to be three
shares of Fox Theaters for
every share of Loew's, according to "The New York Telegram." The latter closed Friday at 57 '/a. while Fox Theaters
closed at 22H- Fox's interest in
Loew's, said to be a controlling
one, was bought by purchase of
a large block of stock at levels
ranging from Si 20 to Si 25, th«
newspaper says it is understood.
Loew's net has been increasing
and a year's earnings of from
SlO,0OO,OOO to 811,000,000 is being anticipated in Wall Street.

30 TALKERS, MANY SHORTS
TALKERS FAIL TO CLICK ON NEW PATHE PROGRAM

FOR DETROIT EXHIBITOR

.\tlantic City — Thirty all-dialogue
features in addition to 52 two reel
talking comedy shorts, I'athe sound
•ind silent news, Pathe Review and
Detroit — Talkers have failed to the Audio Review, Grantland Rice
prove the money makers they were "S-portlights," "Topics of the Day"
and one reel sound and dialogue
Schreiber's
be at Jakegrind
expected
house, ".■\esop's Film Fables" constitute the
Blackstone,to downtown
(Continued on Page 3)
which seats 288. The house is seated in the center of the city, with
Saturday Night Banquet
passing the house dailv.
thousands
Before he wired the house, SchreibEnds Pathe Convention
a satisfache was mak'ng
er savs (Conttnued
on Page 2)
.Atlantic City — Convention i>f I'atlic
winds up Saturday night with a banAll-Film Policy Fails to
quet, following three days of business sessions.

"Pan"

Memphis
Hit s—at.All-film
policy at the
Memphi
F'antages here is understood to have
proved a dud, and the house is dark
until August. The theater will be
renovated and will reopen with a
combination picture and vaudeville
policy.

Sears Plans Series of
Sales Meetanings
Regional Sears
sales
, veter

30,

25

C\nt»

GILLMORE TABLES REQUEST
FOR EQUITY SHOP VOTE
BROOKHART BILL OPPOSED
AT KANSAS CITY MEETING

Says Only 11 of :]:] Who
Signed
Petition
Are
Paid Tp MemlKTs
Hejt

Coojt

Bureau.

THE

FILU

DAILY

Hollywood — Stormy protest meeting held here is branded
by Frank
Gillmore, i
'of Actors' lij|uity
Ass'n, as .;
.nist nitetint'.
He
says that oiiiy 11 of the
r*
who signed the petition call
a
vote on the Fcjuity Shop, arc paid uj)
members and that therefore he can
take no notice of the petition. Actors
had a better chance to make known
their views in the present situation
than during the 1909 strike, Gillmore
declares.
Secretary Buzzell of the Los Angeles Central Labor Council rcp"rtr«l
at the meeting that labor <
-n
various cities arc passing i
us
to help Fquity in the dispute. He
said that union members' families are
writing ui welcome letters to stars opposing Kf|uity. In Pittsburgh, he dehissed. clared, pictures with such stars were
Sam Hardy declared that he, as
chairman of the local Equity advisory
Stricter Enforcement of
board ha<l asked that the board be
Kansas Censor Law dissolved and that the ways and
Kansas City — Gov. Reed of Kaiisa.- means committee recommend that
has ordered stricter enforcement of working members give ten per cent
the film censorship law.
of their weeklv salaries to a relief

Kansas City — Opposition to the
Brookhart bill is contained in a resolution passed by the Kansas and
western Misouri exhibitor unit at its
convention. Allegiance to the iL P.
T. O. A. was pledged, with K. R.
Biechcle, veteran leader, reelected
president. The convention went in
favor of one charge for sound films
and discs. Other officers elected are:
Charles Burkey, A. F. Baker, Ben
Lew and C. L. McVey, vice presidents; Fred Mchn, treasurer. Gov.
Clvde Reed of Kansas was principal
speaker at the baiu|uet which wound
up the two-day session. The conrentioii was addressed by R. F. Woodhull, M. P. T. O. A. president, and
Dave Palfreyman of the Hays association.

Headline Crashers
on its busy way witli
)XD\Y: This active week gets started
is determined to ro it
t
mmin
Para
that
City
ntic
.Atla
from
word
d. A formal
alone On its own feet will the company stan
t convention down
announcement is anticipated before the Paramoun ..
news.
is
,
think
we
This,
up.
s
break
at the shore
headhnes: In the
A quick looksee over .several of this mornings
is. tugenc and
Corval
sion.
Northwest, Puhlix plans a sturdy expan
are held likely
,
active
is
ntally
other Oregon towns, where Fox incide
s, now-^ a memin .Salt Lake City, L<.uisingMarcu
prospects. Centering theate
notes with 1 ublix
r family, is match
ber of Paramount's
-mountain territory. In
concerning additional theaters in the inter
No grass growing under that
Montgomery, a theater is to be built.
M(

Price

1929
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Crabb Made Division
Head in Far Northwest
Seattle — Earl Crabb is new <livi>ion
manager for Fox West Coast theaters
in Seattle. Crabb's territory will be
all of the Northwest where Fox has
theaters and, in addition will have
jurisdiction over the Portland territory now consolidated with the Seattle division.

Gradwcll L.
manager of First National Pictures,e
left Fridav for a trip that will includ
Hetteschcimer Manager
several western cities in which First
National branches are located. He
will conduct meetings of the sales
Ass'ci-n
Hettesch
Cincinna
d. ti
of .Andrew
Gncinnati—
forces in Chicago, Milwaukee and
of the
or
supervis
as
resigned
has
mer
Minneapolis in connection with the
of
Gifts
and
Family
Keith's.
Strand.
launching of the 1929-30 product, as
busibecome
to
chain,
ntion
Libson
conve
1.
t
the
recen
the
at
announcfHl
signed
ness manager of the Cireater Cincinin New York. The new program ""^Hollvwood" hurries word l-.ast that producers have already hquity,
strikes,
exhibitor unit. The organization
<.f
nati
,
mutterings
Group
and
ow
Rainb
Gillmor.'
group, known as the
164 players despite Equity,
...
choice.
your
Take
includes exhibitors of the city, outincludes 36 pictures in all, seven de- on the other hand, says not at all.
ls
bt.
m
specia
as
ge
nine
exchan
its
lying •sections and northern Kcnsigned as roadshows,
y expanding bosom
Annexing to its rapidl
(Continued on Page 4)
and 20 called box office hits.
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GILIMORE TABLES REQyEST TALKERS FAIL TO CLICK
EOR EHyiTY SHOP VOTE FOR DETROIT EXHIBITOR
(Continued

from

Page

1)

fund. Benefit shows are being planned
in various cities.
Gillmore pointed out that Jack
Dempsey, who signed the petition, is
a junior member of Equity and has
no voting authority.
"No man can question Gillmore's
honesty and abihty," James Kirkwood
declared. "Producers have made a
concerted move to invite him to go
back to New York," he pointed out.
Jetta Goudal denounced Equity
members opposing the drive as a mutual admiration society. Leo Carrillo,
James Gleason and George Arliss
were among the speakers, and Joseph
Schildkraut repudiated any antiEquity statements attributed to him.
Miss Goudal and Walter Huston contributed $500 each to the relief fund.
'i

Book
TheDate
Industry's
Pathe convention at Atlantic City.
Annual
Tiffany-Stahl
sales
convention at Detroit.
Third
United
Artists
sectional
sales meet
at San
Francisco.
Meeting
of Allied
States
Assn.,
Washington.

6
11

REVIEWS

(Continued

from

Page

1)

tory profit, but thought he would
increase it with talkers. He installed
Western Electric equipment, which
has been in operation five months
without a breakdown.
However, employment of extra
operators and increased film rentals
brought a real problem. The first
month, business was increased, but
it started to drop, as soon as other
houses were wired, with the overhead continuing the same.
At present, Schreiber says, business of the house is the same as it
was before the theater was wired,
with the additional overhead still to
be met.

wire
Comedie
Francaise,
oldest the
theater,
for talkers,
and world's
literary
dramatic and art circles literally are
up in arms. The proposal was made
when a memljer of the cast signed
a contract for an American talker.
The majority of the members felt that
none should act for the talkers unless
the whole cast is engaged. It then
was suggested that the company make
a talker on an old theater branch,
while the regular classic repertoire is
continued on the principal stage.
Putter
West

Short Gets Long Run

Coast Bureau,

THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — Walter Putter's second talking release of Curiosities entitled "Follies Of Fashion" is now
playing a 20 week booking at Grauman's Chinese with "The Hollywood
Revue of 1929."
,
Klein Gets Great Art Series
Frank D. Ferrone of Great Art Pictures Inc., recently incorporated to
produce sound pictures, has closed
with the Edward L. Klein Corp.,
New York, for the distribution of
Great Art Productions in the foreign
markets. Great Arts, first series will
consist of 12 one reel novelties with
sound and dialogue and silent.
Buy Bruceton House
Bruceton, Tenn. — Leroy Holmes
and Guy Barnes have taken over the
Capitol and are renovating the house.

Make Talker of Fight
For what is believed to be the first
time a sound picture was made of
Financial and Moral Aid
the name you go by
an outstanding boxing match Thurs^wheKi vqu go to buy
day
night
when
Max
Schmeling
and
Pledged by N. Y. Council Paulino Uzcudun fought at Yankee
Financial and moral assistance to Stadium sound tracks and other
OO-MTNS
AMD
UNIFOR.MS
Actor's Equity Ass'n, in its move to portable equipment were installed by
establish Equity Shop in talkers, has RCA-Photophone and the pictures
14^37 BWAY. N.V
TEL 5580 PENN.
been voted by the Central Trades and will be released by Tiffany-Stahl
ALSO
25.0OO
COSTUMES
Vo °fMT
Labor Council of Greater New York,
states Paul Dulzell, executive secretary of Equity. The council represents
854,000 members, he declared. Offer
of financial aid is one seldom given
any labor body^ Dulzell said. He expressed himself as "very well satisOver 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in
fied with the way the situation is go-
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30 TALKERS, MANY SHORTS
ON NEW PATHE PROGRAM
(Continued
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A Twenty-Fifth Birthday
\yiTll announcement of its 1929-1930 program, Pathe celebrates
"» its twenty-fifth birthday. From the days when the conipmy
opened
its first office in a two by four room overlookinK M.idison
Square in New York, the Pathe rooster has crowed its way lustily
into this industry's historic chapters.
There have been good times and bad times, for the passing
years bring changed conditions. Through all that has happened,
Pathe has been successful in retaining its extensive hold on exhibitor
goodwill, an asset intangible to compute but indispensable in the
conduct of all important businesses. This may be traced largely to
the diligence with which the company has remained clear of participation in the theater field.
In his message to the sales force, Joseph P. Kennedy strikes a
keynote that is interesting and true and therefore worthy of repetition here:

Pathe lineup for 1929-30 iiunihcrs
at the convcnlioii were told lunFriday by Phil Roisman, Rcncral
sales nianaKer.
Hcadini,' the list are "The (inenwich Village Follies" which will he
made in color and sound via RCA
Photophone; "Treasure Girl," musical Comedy by Georse Gershwin
with lyrics by Ira Gershwin and book
by Frederick Thomi>son and \inccnt
Lawrence and Walter O'Kecfe and
"It is characteristic of Pathe that it should never have sought
Bobby Dolan as production advisors;
monopoly. Pathe has ever kept free from competition with its cusRichard Boleslavsky director of
tomers, ever free to do its utmost in its sole function of serving the
dancing and ensemble, and Josiah
KANN
motion picture exhibitor and his public"
Zuro musical director; and "TluBig Shot" by The
Ben latter
Hecht will
and beCharles
MacArthur.
made
both at the coast and eastern studios
with Ann Harding and Robert Armstrong probably as leads.
Features listed for stars include;
Ina Claire in two, "The Awful
Silver Jubilee of Pathe is being of "The Runaway Horse ' in 1905, diTruth" ncaring completion and "Neg- celebrated with announcement of its
rected by Louis Gasnier; through the
ligee" from the European play by 1929-30 program. It is just 25 years establishment in 1910 of Pathe News
Ernst of\''ajda;
Ann Harding
in a ago that J. A. Berst, sent to America as the first ncwsreel, the Max Linder
group
three pictures,
first of which
bv Charles Pathe, one of the Pathe comedies; erection of its New Jersey
is "Paris Bound" from the play by
Freres, with a steamer trunk lull studio and laboratory; General Film
Philip Barry; "This Thing Called of
films in 100 and 400 ft. length, days; issuance of "Perils of Pauline"
Love" from the play by Edwin
as the first serial in 1921; distribution
Burke and "Her Private Affairs" opened a little office in Madison
from the play by Leo Urvantsov to Square, New York. All the films were of the Thanhauser, Astra and American Film product; release of the
be directed by Paul Stein.
sold outright for "roadshowing," and Harold Lloyd two reelers in 1917;
among
these
historic
prints
were
some
William Boyd is scheduled to apby the stencil process, the di- change to American management; repear in three, the first "His First colored
rect
antecedent of the Pathechrome
lease of Mack Sennett's comedies;
Command" a story of the U. S. Cavabsorption of P.D.C. and reorganizaprocess of today.
alry by Douglas Doty; then "Crashenttionday.under J. P. Kennedy to the presThe quarter of a century has witing Through" Saxon Kling's comnessed
many
changes
from
the
days
edy-drama and "Officer O'Brien" by
Tom Buckingham. Constance BenHarry Graham saiv an ocean for
nett will make three. They are
vehicle "Hot and llotlured"
Anotherby Quillan
the first time — Hurry is one boy,
l.eo .\IcCarey, supervised by Wildirected
liam Conselman.
"Saratoga," by William Conselnian;
and there are 100 others, who
"Red
Hot Rhythm," from a musical comtnissed Tom North — and how.
"Rich People." from Jan Gelzer's
edy by Waiter de Leon to be directed by Leo
*
♦
*
story and "Clothes" from Lucy Stone
vision.
McCarcy under William Conselman's superTerrill's story.
Big
Parade
of
wheel
chairs early
In addition to their starring pro"Parachute." from the novel by Ramon
ductions, Ann Harding, William Boyd Guthrie with Robert Armstrong and Carol morning before the opening session.
and Robert Armstrong will be seen Lombard to be directed by Tay (Jarnctt, Charlies Stombaugh was at the hanConselman
supervising.
in "War and Women" an American
dle of one, with "Dutch" Olsmith and
"The Bachelor's Secret." from the story
version of revolutionary Russia by by Walter de Leon. Tay Garnctt to direct Ed Ballentinc sitting pretty. E. Carroll horned in on the Stombaugh
William Conselman. WiUiam Boyd under supervision of Ralph Block.

Pathe Celebrating Its Silver
Jubilee with Announcement

will do "Painted Desert" in color,
designed as a special. Robert Armstrong and Carol Lombard are slated
for "Big News" from the story by
George S. Brooks with Gregory La
Cava director, Frank Reicher director of dialogue. The supporting cast
will include Tom Kennedy, Warner
Richmond, Wade Boteler and Sam
Hardy.
Others on the new schedule are:
"A Woman Atraid" a melodrama from a
play by William Hiirlburt to be directed
Bennet.
by Spencer
"Oh, Yeah" from a A. W. SomerviI.e story,
featuring .Robert Armstrong and James Gleason under direction of Tay Garnctt.
'•Sailor's Holiday" from an origmal by
Joseph Franklin Poland, featuring Alan Hale
knd directed by Fred Newmeyer.
_
"The Sophomore." from the story Joe
Wennrng.
H.
College" by Corey Ford and T.
Eddie Quillan. Sally O'Neil and Jcanette
Loflf head the cast under direction of Leo
McCarcy with William Conselman as supervisor
"The Grand Parade" Howard Emmett
Rogers' original to be directed by Fred New-

to

"Play Boy"
be directed

featuring Eddie Quillan, also
Newmeyer.
by Fred

"Lucky in Love," with Morton Downey
and Betty Lawford directed by Kenneth Webb
am'. superiisc<l by Robert T. Kane.
"The Racketeer" will feature Robert Armstrong and Carol Lombard to be supervised
bv Ralph Block.
'"Up and At 'Em" with Alan Hale and
McCarey's
Eddie Quillan featured under Leo supervision.
direction and William Conselman's

*

♦

♦

push.
Bob Mochrie, Philadelphia, could
almost walk down to headquarters on
the boardwalk.
«
«
*

Moguls from far west, where Ed.
first saw light, skimmed into press
room about 2 a.m. — Joe Stout, M. E.
Gory, C. L. Theuerkauf, F. H. ButJ. O'Keefe, H. L. Percy. Here
Ed Ballen- was ler,a A.whoopee
LOON and
N McA
JOHtine
gang for sure.
pulled a fast one. As the
*
*
*
bovs checked in, each was given a
badge and assessed ten bucks for the
No guns were carried. Hank Peters traveled with the wild and wooltag. While they were thinking it
handed ten cart- ley westerners.
over, thcv were
«
*
*
wheels. And then they knew it was
the Silver Jubilee.
*
*
♦
Had our scouts out looking for
Anderson,
Atlanta, Wednesday
eve,
for
Great Stuff, those iron vioi,
but
all
in
vain.
speckled
tossing
»
♦
*
and
matching
cubes.
*
*
*
Bert San ford has been named assistant editor, and protnises to bring
rd
W'oodwa
Ray Nolan and Joe
were teamed up — and Emmett Cash- \in more "red hots" than there are
man says, "a great pair to draw to." along the Boardwalk.

PATHt PARAGRAPHS

SOUND AND SILENT8 IN
PATHE SHORTS LINE UP
Pathc's new »hort subjrri prnfrram
iiuludes 52 two reel all-i
nii-dies, divided into »cvcn .
Thirr will be eight (itarrniK Geortfc
LeMairc
. to .be known a* the Lc
.\Iairc comedies
i.in.

."^ix Xfanhaltan ' ' s arc to be
produced and dit
Lc Mairc,
starring Broadway i!
(hiding
Louis Simon, N'errec .
■ , Averill Harris and Harry iioliumi.
.\ii .tI'-! >rrira o( %ix will \tt llir Ctirckrr
'

''4lurin||

Frank

T.

Davit,

vaude-

t.iglit \ iktiety cT»t!
from
li
'' vaudrvdic
■l^, are in M-liniu:!
.|.

in "The
Knd
oi
'i
U ...| in "Do.!....
!
unil 1
l.y J. (i.
a» "ll.
:iic»" and
,
The .\U'l<Mt> mmcdiro will (.■•ii>i»i .,i a »ttir*
"f six, and will iir dirrclnl by Harry IMTiMi»ical
will be
mar,

The

I. :
mn

ppmIi

'

■■
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■

Folly comrdir*. <>( which

■•,

^.,|,

Tticjr
,„j

llirre will

he six, will be produced by Fr.m'n T TUvii.
1 hey
will
feature
niiitical
c
crt,
ami prr«rnl
in miniature all i
> o(
a revue, with girU, mu<ic, picnt) ut tt;iiicdy,
the latest >ung numl>er« and danrc mu>ir.
The
Golden
K
lure
"ix playcri frotn
?ir<t
two of the srrio .,
i
^
i...!iii, "
and "Kairwayt ami Foul," ilarring James and
Lucille Webster
Gleas'in.
There will also be a nerics of nix "Buck
and Bubbles" cnmrflies, fcituriiig the colored
vaudeville I" uk and Bubblri in itories based '
Wiley'* Saturday Evening Vast '
stories.
Thrvr comedies
are to be supervised by .Monte Brice. Nat
.Nazarro. Paul P.iwell and Carl Harbauith ate
the individual
directors.
Pathe News and Pathe Sound News will.
continue,
two
issues
of eacl.
''
On the newwithprogram
the Pathe
R<
have a dual role, for it will be ace . ., ;. ■- '.
by the I'athe Audio
Review.
"Topics of the Hay," will be presmfrd in
all dialogue with the characters in tl
enacted
by actors from stage and ■
It
will
continue
to
be
re!.".\es<ip's Film
Fables" also hi
with
sound.
Grantland
Rice's
the one
reel sports
film, will
be produced with
dialogue and souml efTecls.

The Wolflf of Broadway— Boll — and
Fellerman, Westebbe, Kenneth and
Felder. blew in on their own private
car. Bill Raynor was on the de luxe
*
*
*
"Dutch" Olsmith said the Mrs.
special.
would be here — and icith those fox
*

*

*

Walt Branson, snappy ex-collegian,
some time half-back at Nebraska, hit
the ice line for big gains.
furs.
«
«
*
Charlie Weinberg who has created
a ream of Pathe theme songs arrii'cd with a haircut and nobody
would belici'e he was a maestro of
music. Zapp of Detroit thought
Charles teas Zip from the side-show.
*
*
*
Mr. Pathe, world famous bird, arrived early in the morning and he
woke up the welcoming committee
with "Cock-A-Doodle-Oodlc-OodlcOo" song. Page Shapiro, Bernstein.
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Headline Crashers
(Continued

from

Control or Nothing
Tuesday: In which we tell you
how good we are. If your memory
will harken back to the cool days
of last fall, you will perhaps recall
the predictions made anent RCA and
its twins, RKO Pictures and RadioKeith-Orpheum. The forecast then
was that this powerful electric group
would give this jaded industry something to marvel at before it assumed
its final form. Today in Chicago,

Wednesda-j^: It took us liiost of
the afternoon to figure out how
many ciphers had to be added to
the figure five to arrive at $500,0Q0,GOO. It was a job for our mathematically hazy mind, but we finally
managed it. This is the fantastic
sum of money which the Warners,
you know, are figuring on for theater expansion. The plan was dropped with nary a warning in the lap
of the recent sales convention, but
at this late hour no word is forthcoming as to how the Warner boys
reacted. If they didn't fall over, it
merely proves the stamina that these
knights of the road arc made of. To
return, however.
The Warners are

By HERBERT

On the Telephone

Thursday:

Harry

M. Warner

at

one the
endother:
of the 'phone. Yours truly
at
"We're still staggering." Y. T. to
H. M. W.

Joe Schnitzer tells his "Titans" that
RKO will not merge with any company and that, if there are to be amalgamations, Radio will control them.
The entire history of RCA in the
communications field bears this out.
The Windy City further reports
that David Sarnoff is Mid-Westing
with exactly such a consolidation in
the immediate otfing. No mention of
the company except to say that it is
proniinent in production, distribution
and exhibition. The set-up permits of
only two or three possibilities. . . .
As expected. Facing his eastern
conventioneers, Adolph Zukor assures the Paramount group in Atlantic City that the company will
continue to plod forward on its own
solidly-implanted feet. Do you hear
the cheers? . . .
Paramount chess plays. The Great
States chain, dominant factor
throughout Illinois, goes Publix.
One of the best circuits in the entire
country with a tremendous public
goodwill and a fine string of theaters
to boot. In Detroit, the Kunsky
string, never to be ignored when discussing Class A theaters and already
a Publix ally, also is consumed in
the devouring process. Yet John
Kunsky denied and denied. Well,
well!....

Whewt

1)

out for theaters everywhere. There
will be no stopping, but who said
there need be with that kind of
money to play with?. . . .
Coast whispers have it Equity will
rule that a membership in its organization is a prior contract which
makes obedience to the closed shop
mandate automatic. If that happens,
it is easy to understand the hellanmaria that will pop out Hollywood
way. . . .

Louis, Columbia thus takes another
step forward in the compete nationalization of its distributing system. This
outfit merits watching. Plans are
ambitious. . . .

l-'ranchise time is to continue.
First National is selling 'em on a
five year basis. Warners, ditto. A
special form of contract is used.
Playing terms are agreed upon from
year to year, as is price. Disagreements over ter<ns are to be settled
each year by arbitration. Sounds
workable enough. . . .
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LIGT.SHOWGETSOVERWITH LIGHT SUMNER SHOW BY
RAY BOLGER AT PARAMOUNT ARTHUR KNORR AT CAPITOL
The Paramount show was loose
and summery, with a thread of a musical comedy plot. They started off
with the pier leading to a steamer
ready to sail, and two honeymoon
couples rushing aboard. There was
something said about one couple being under age and a warrant out for
their arrest. Then all aboard for the
"Honeymoon Cruise," and into the
next scene showing everybody on
deck having a good time. Nothing
more was said about the honeymooners. Probably they lost the script
when the gangplank was hoisted. It
was just as well, anyway.
For Ray Bolger was back , and
his loose leg dancing and wise cracking, he furnished plenty of laughs
and made you forget the half-baked
"plot" of the offering. Joe and Willie Hale do a good comedy juggling
act and the fun patter was good for
a lot of merriment out front. The
Dorothy Berke Girls were a breezy
aggregation of light footed steppers.
Paul Ash introduced a newsie he
picked up in Brooklyn, and sent him
in with a strong plug, but the kid
fizzled. Ash and his band injected
their usual pep into the proceedings,
and made the entertainment worth
while. And Bolger topped everything with comedy that was snappy
and in his inimitable style.

The show at the Capitol was "Blossoms," produced by Arthur Knorr.
Light and pleasing, with the proper
sunmiery angle. John Griffin, tenor
and Martha Vaughn, soprano, worked
before a scrim with some good lighting effects. Dave Schooler and his
band paced the proceedings nicely,
and played some sprightly harmony
throughout. A dance team gave two
boys a chance to do some fast stepping, with a dandy eccentric by one
of them that got the applause.
Nice adagio work by Garcella and
Theodore, with a second man being
used for the double swing. Paul
Remos and his Midgets clicked, and
their acrobatics went over strong.
The Chester Hale Girls pulled a ballet
toe number that was one of the best

H. M. W.: "Why? In the old
days we needed $5,000. Now we
need $500,000,000. Sounds like a big
difference and unquestionably is, but
things move nowadays. Not much
choice as the business stands. You're
either in or you're out. My mind is
made up: I'm staying in and it takes
money to operate, especially when
the other fellow forces you to do a
things they have done. Nice costumnumber of things you may not want
ing for the girls, with summery decorations and general breezy atmosto do if you were left alone." . . .
Out of Chicago this:
entertainment. phere making it pleasing
Radio's deal for another large, unnamed company has fallen through.
Breuckman Managing Two Houses
Failure to agree on terms, the reason. A Radio spokesman is quoted
Burlington, Wis. — William Breuck
to this extent:
man has been appointed manager of
the Orpheum and Palace, succeeding
"Mr. Fox and Mr. Zukor prefer to
remain in the picture business. That
C. W. Nebel, Sr. Both houses are
is the reason the deal is off."
operated by Community Theaters,
And, through it all, Sarnoff plays
Inc. Western Electric sound equipthe shrinking violet and says nothment recently was installed at the
ing. Nothing at all. Before Radio's
Orpheum.
convention broke up, however,
Stillman, Cleveland, Reopening
Schnitzer did say that his company
Ben
Muller Promoted
Cleveland
— The Stillman, which
was ready to spend $50,000,000 on
Santa
Rosa,
Cal. —
Ben
Muller,
theaters. Acquire or build, it mat- closed May 25 for repairs and altera- former assistant manager of the Calitions,
reopened
June
29th
with
ters not so long as RKO gets the "Noah's
Ark."
fornia and Cline,
has been
made
manager.
representation its executives feel it
rates. Somebody's going to get a
Get Cleveland House
bad case of theater indigestion beLeases Marion, O., House
Cleveland — Max Lefkowitz and
fore this gobbling up procedure
Marion,
O. — Dan Gutilla, who forcomes to an end. . . .
Henry Greenberger have taken over
merly operated a picture house in
the operation of the Standard, Pros- Bellefontaine, has leased the Grand,
Yes and No
pect Ave. and 9th St., from Louis
which, for the past year has been
Friday: Sarnoff says no. Hiram Israel.
run by a receiver.
Brown asserts yes. Joe Schnitzer is
packing his bags for a European trip.
Mailers at Marion, O.
Cleveland Houses Dark
Then along comes James G. Harbord
Marion, O. — George Mailers of
and declares RCA has no idea of
Cleveland — Local houses closed for
entering the picture field. How can Lima, O., has leased the Orpheum the months of July and August infor a ten year period. The house,
clude the Kinsman, Princess, Gorit? The company's in already. At any
rate, nmch confusion emanated from closed for the last two months, was don.
reopened June 22.
Chicago this week over Radio's merger proclivities. There seems to be a
Buy Newark, O., House
strange difference of opinion, but out
Newark, O. — C. E. Price and sons,
of it all it does appear certain that
of the Grand, have purRKO will travel on its way as is. owners chased
the Gem and Rex from the
And that's that
Central
Ohio
Amusement Co., which
The Bell laboratories where talk of
was
headed
by
W. H. ShuU and
commercialism brings strange looks, William
Galligher.
have carried television further along
the line. Two years a demonstration
hnking Washington and New York
Standard
was given. Now, comes color. Merely several prosaic things like a waterfor Motion
Picture Presentation
melon and an orange, but they at least
demonstrated that television was a
fact, even though impracticable- and
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SOUND
By CHARLES

LIFT IS DEVISED
TO KEEP STAGE CLEAR
Chicago — Earl B. HouRii. Cliicago,
maker of the Hough organ litt, has
designed a horn lilt tor keeping the
stage dear in sound houses. It is
installed under the stage floor and operated automatically.

Wlifii not in use, the horns are housed
under the stage floor itself. The lilt is contained within a ceiHng height oi eight (cet
below the stage and has a full upward travel
of 15 feet or more, if required. It is poAered
by a one and one-half horse power motor,
driving a cable consuming drum through a
ball-bearing steel and bronze worm gearing
and operates in a dust-proof oil bath. Travel
up and down is smooth and without vibration, time required for a trip being 45 seconds. Operation is silent.
The new lift is operated from a push button station located on the stage switchboard
and the lift in going either up or down stops
automatically at either end of travel, always
elevating the horns to the height predetermined by the Western Electric installation
engineers. Installation is simple. The entire track rests upon the basement floor and
only two small holes six inches square and
averaging two feet in depth need be cut in
the basement floor for anchorage. The section of the flooring directly above the horns
is made a part of the lift and goes up with it,
protecting the horns from danger or damage from falling objects. When not in use.
this flooring matches the rest of the
stage floor and will uphold the weights to
which it need be subjected.
A pipe gruard rail is made a part of the
lift and acts as a protection around the stage
opening when the horns are up. Hough
horn lifts are shipped knockeddown and
crated, ready for immediate assembly and
are so designed that any building contractor
can make the installation. This lift js nowbeing distributed exclusively through National
Theater Supply Co.

Installing Wonderphone
Cleveland — R. L. Herkimer is operating the Boulevard. Wonderphone
sound equipment, made by Film
Sound Equipment Co. of Cleveland
will be installed.
Photophone for Vallejo House
Vallejo, Cal. — Both houses here,
the Vallejo and the Virginia, are to
be wired with RC.\-Photophone
equipment, according to managers of
the houses. Sound pictures will be
shown early in July.
Install Dual System
Cleveland, O. — Jess Fishman, central states distributor for De Forest
Phonofilm, states that the De Forest
Phonodisc equipment has been installed in almost every house in this
territory in which the sound-on-film
equipment was installed originally.

2,039 W.E. Wired
Total number of theaters
wired with Western Electric
sound reproducing equipment
now is 2,039, the company
states. Practically all of the
houses being wired are installing the dual system of soundon-film and sound-on-disc reproduction.

F. HYNES

PACENT REPRODUCER TO
NEW DYNAMIC SPEAKER HAVE 2 JUNIOR MODELS

Chicago — National Theater Supply
has acquired distribution of the Ultratdiic Super Uuo Speaker, manufactured by the Ultratonc .Manufacturing Co., local firm. It is constructed
of molded gypsum, which it is claimed eliminates vibration and distortion.
The new horn has an eight foot
exponential curve, and a 98 degree
spread in the bell. At no point i>
the wall less than \]/j inches thick.
The dynamic unit has a 25 watt capacity and one speaker is declared
sufficient for a house up to 1,500
All operations of Traveltone sound seats.
The horn is mounted on a truck
reproducer are controlled from a compact control box panel mounted on a with casters. It is made in two models, one for sound picture use in the
stand, lowered or raised to anv detheater, the other for outside use,
wliere greater volume is desired.
The speaker is designed for use
with any synchronous or non-synchronous instrument using No. 250
tubes or the following combination
of push-pull output tubes: Two No.
170; two No. 210; one No. 250; two
No. 250.

TRAVELTONE IS OPERATED
fROMCONTROLBOX PANEL

TIPS
ON
EQUII'MKNT
AND
VAKIOtIS
DK
VICKS ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

Two new synchronoi;
s
for smaller theaters ol
.J
less will be placed on tl.t nurkt t in
August by the Pacent Reproducer
Corp., slates Louis G. Pacent. The
company's engineering department
for months has been working on the
junior models, he says.
The first of the new models, soon
to be demonstrated to the trade, is
a disc reproducer while the otiicr
combines disc and sound-on-film reproduction. There also is to be a
low priced non-synchronous equipment. The equipments will be available on extended terms.
I'accnt is continuing the senior
model, which already has been installed in 000 theaters, I'accnt declares. The price of the senior model
remains unchanged.

New Principle Claimed for
Sound-on-Film Equipment

claiming to embody a new principle, sound-on-fiint reproducing
equipment has been added to the disc
reproducing equipment of the Royal
.Amplitone. states Elmer Hollander,
Speaking Tube Made by
sales manager of the company. No
Newman for B. O. Window changes are necessary in the projector for installation of the sound-onCincinnati — .\ brass speaking tube
for the box office window is being film system, he declared.
Two hundred tlicaters throughout
produced here by the Newman Man- the country had been wired by Royufacturing Co., maker of box offices,
al Amplitone up to June 11, he asmarquees, metal grilles, poster serts.
frames and other metal theater fixtures. It is made in four sizes, rangMovie- Phone at Lowell ville
Tlie Traveltone control box panel
ing from two inches to four inches
Lowellville, O. — The Columbus,
in diameter. The company recom- operated by A. J. Masters has inthe 2^ inch size. Si^ecial
stalled Movie-Phone sound reproducsired height. The firm recently sizes aremendsbuilt
to order. .\ door on
ing device, sold in this territory by
placed on the market a sound-on-disc the inside of the mouthpiece to keep
Edw. P. Casanave. Film BIdg.,
attachment, having theretofore been out cold air is furnished.
a disc synchronizer only.
Cleveland.
A feature of Traveltone, declared
Duofone at Cleveland
Censors Seek Sound Equipment
to be exclusive, is the automatic reCleveland — The Gordon Square,
Chicago — The council finance comsynchronizer attachment. This brings one of the Scoville Essick and Reiff
mittee has been asked to appropriate
the sound and film back into syn- chain of suburban houses, has in$7,000
for the installation of sound
stalled aFrance Duofone equipment,
chron}' if they get out of step by the
equipment in the city hall to enable
pressing of a button. A two channel and opened with sound policy.
the censor board to review talkers.
amplifying set is supplied as a reserve factor.
Wiring Another at Montgomery
Creatone for Girard, O.. Hotise
Montgomery, Ala. — The Plaza, one
Girard.
— (."reatone,
sound-onDe Forest in Calif. House
of the smaller houses in the Publix disc
sound(J.reproducer
manufactured
group,
in
installing
Western
Electric
Brawlcy,
Cal. — The Bravvlcy will
by the Deca Disc Co. of Waynesboro, Pa., has been purchased for
install DeForest
Phonofilm
equip- sound equipment. When this installament at an early date.
tion is completed every Publix-owned Mack's theater. Installation will be
house in Montgomery will have sound made about July 15.

Royaltone for Two Houses
Minneapolis — Royaltone
has been
Phonofilm for Sheldon, la., House
installed at the Grand at Baudette,
Sheldon,
la. — ^The
Iowa _ here is and the Capitol at Cavalier, N. D.
preparing for installation of the De
Forest Phonofilm equipment.
Roxbury House Wired
Sound for South Bend, Ore.
Roxburj', Mass. — The Warren has
Electric
South Bend, Ore. — The Tokay will been wired with Western
sound equipment.
be equipped for sound.

equipment.
Vitaphone at Santa Cruz House
Santa Cruz, Cal. — The Unique has
Eugene House Wired
Eugene,
Ore. — Western
Electric made its debut as an exclusive Vitaequipment
McDonald. has been installed at the phone house under a five year contract with Warners and First National.
Pacent for Fremont House
Detroit House Wired
Fremont, O. — Pacent ccjuipment
Detroit — .Mcx Schreiber has wired
has been installed at the Strand by
the Loop theater here.
Carl F. Miller.

Levine Completes Talker Serial
for
Veteran Independent Claims to be First "Under Wire" with Talker Chapter play Ready
News
Studio
Release -Gladys Brockwell Critically Injured; Bessie Love Hurt— Other Coast

O"
THED KONG
G OFLETE
"KINCOMP
BY LEVINE
Claiming to be "first under the
wire," with a talker serial, Mascot
Pictures, headed by Nat Levine, has
completed and has ready for release
"King of the Kongo." Included in
the sound, which supplements the
dialogue are the roars of various
jungle beasts. The serial was made
at the Tec-Art studio. Richard
Thorpe directed. Harry Sinclair
Drago wrote the story and dialogue.
In the cast of this talker chapterplay are: Jacqueline Logan, Walter
Miller, Boris Karlofif, Larry Steers,
William Burt, Harry Todd and Lafe
McKee.

Players Hurt
Gladys Brockwell was critically injured in an automobile
accident. Bessie Love was
painfully injured in another
accident.

Al Jolson Sings Five New
Songs in New Warner Film
Five new songs are to be introduced in the Al Jolson production for
Warners, "Say it With Songs." The
song titles are: "Little Pal," "Why
Can't You," "I'm in Seventh Heaven," "Used to You" and "One Sweet

SHOOTING SCHEDULES SET
ON 4 NEW RADIO FILMS
Shooting on four Radio

pictures

have been set. "The Delightful
Rogue," with Rod La Rocque under
direction of A. Leslie Pearce; "The
Very Idea," by Frank Craven and
"Hunted," adapted from "Help
Yourself to Happiness," by Frank
Adams and directed by Wesley Ruggles and Eugene Walters doing the
dialogue, all get under way on July
2. "Rio Rita," is scheduled for the
same day; "Tanned Legs," July 15
and "Dance Hall," about Aug. 1.

M-G-M
Gets "Young Blood"
Kiss."
James Forbes' play "Young Blood,"
has been acquired by M-G-M for a
talker on next years' schedule.
Forbes now is connected with the
M-G-M
dialogue writing staff.

Cast For "So Long Letty"
Lloyd Bacon has completed the
cast for "So Long Letty," Charlotte
For "Virginian"
Cast
Greenwood's first starring picture for
Nena Quartero, Spanish actor, has
Warners. In addition to Miss Greenwood, Grant Withers, Patsy Ruth
been added to the cast of "The Virginian" being directed by Victor
Miller, Helen Foster, Claude Gilling"Kibitzer"
in
Production
Fleming with Gary Cooper, Walter
water, Bert Roach, Marion Byron,
Huston and Richard Arlen in the
Edward Sloman has started produc- Harry Gribbon and Hallam Cooley
leads.
tion on "Kibitzer," Paramount's all are also cast.
talking comedy based upon the stage
play by Jo Swerling and Edward G.
"Bugs" Baer with M-G-M
Three More For "Sweetie" Cast
Robinson ih which the latter is
"Bugs" Baer, columnist, has been
Jack Oakie, Frank Ross and William Austin have been added to the
starred.
Sam
Mintz
adapted
the
play
placed under contract by M-G-M to
write originals, adaptations and dia- with Marion Dix preparing the con- cast of "Sweetie," in which Nancy
tinuity. Viola Brothers Shore wrote Carroll and Helen Kane have the
logue. Baer now is at the studio.
leads.
the dialogue.
Milner to Photograph Lubitsch Film
Victor Milner will photograph the
operetta, "The Love Parade," to be
directed by Ernst Lubitsch featuring
Maurice Chevalier for Paramount.
Barrymore

to

Direct

Gilbert

Paramount Casts Sam Hardy
Sam Hardy has been signed by
Paramount for "Fast Company," the
talking picture based upon Ring
Lardner's play, "Elmer the Great."
Jack Oakic and Richard "Skeets"
Gallagher, and Evelyn Brent will
play the principal roles. Edward A.
Sutherland will direct.
Stoloff Returns to Fox Studio
Director lUiijaniin Stoloff has returned with a unit and Fox Movie■tne ef|uipmcnt from Cuba where he
made scenes for the Fox production
■"The Girl from Havana." Paul
Page, Lola Lane, Warren Ilymer.
Natalie Moorhcad, Kenneth Thomson, Adcle Windsor and Joseph Girard composed
the group of pluycrs.

the
stage play,
by
Winchell
Smith"The
and Boomerang,"
Victor Mapes,
will serve as Richard Dix's next for
Paramount. Melville Brown will direct with Regie Toomey so far assigned a part in the cast.
Blackmer
Gets F. N. Contract
Sidney Blackmer, stage actor, has
been signed by First National for
two more all-talking pictures following the completion of "A Most Immoral Lady," now in production with
Leatrice Joy, Josephine Dunn, Montagu Love and Walter Pidgeon.
"Big News" Completed
Robert Armstrong and Carol Lornbard have completed
their parts in
"Big News" Pathe production

THE

Doorway

of HospltaJiiir

A Little from ''Lots"
By

RALPH

Upon John Gilbert's completion of
his role in "Redemption," Lionel "PAGLE
demon EYE"
location Charley
man, Abranis,
has reBarrymore will direct the star in ^
turned from a trip to San Francisco.
"Olympia," for M-G-M.
Directing "Sailor's Holiday"
Fred Newmeyer is directing Alan
Hale in "Sailor's Holiday," for Pathe
in which Sally Filers and George
Cooper also appear.

"Love Doctor" Dix's Next
"The Love Doctor," adapted from

Before coming to the Coast, Charley was with Paramount's
eastern
studios for three years.
In addition
to his location work, he has been
active in aiding
premiers.
* to* arrange
*

Our Passing Show: Earl Lindsay
and Sam Coslow conferring at Paramount; George Yohalem motoring to
Hollywood Boulevard; Mr. and Mrs.
Lester
Lonergan,
recent arrivals
from New York, enjoying the sights
on the same boulevard.
*
*
*
Fox officials were so well
pleased
with
the directorial
work on "Masquerade,"
Rus-

Writing
Harold
"Welcome

Dialogue

for

Lloyd's
Danger"

WILK

sel J. Birdwell's initial effort
on a feature, that he was given
a five year contract.
*
*
*
More
Passing
Shoiv:
Tom
McNamara
showing
"Bugs"
Baer
Hollyivood
sights;
Bert
Wheeler,
Robert Woolsey
(a Lamb), Joe E.
Brown and other comedians sitting
in "the Friars' section of the Hollywood Legion club.

HARVEY GATES

_I/NTER tho doorway •*
thii popular hoatclry and you feel at ho^M>
There'* an atmosphere of cordial welcoaa*
which marki the difference between tk«
Hollywood Plaza and ordinary hotels.
Your room, too, hai that added tooah
of distinction. Pictures on the wall, ovmf
stuffed furniture, a floor lamp and reading
lamp . . . these are but a few of the featuraa
that make you feel at home.

Writer

Plg'n Whistle Dining Service InsurMtka
best of food. Therefore, when you araoaM
in Los Angeles be sure to investigate.

WARNER

BROTHERS

"Hearts in Exile"

THE

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
HOTEL

Vine Street at Hollywood Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD,

CALIFORNIA.
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C(D[L®[R
FOR

THE

SCREEN

(1^ spectrum of sixteen delicate
atmospheric colors, keyed to the
moods of the screen, in the new
series of EASTMAN

SDiNDCHRDiV^E
TINTED

POSITIVE

FILMS

FOR

SOUND

PICTUFLES

V
\
e

^

ROSE DOREE-A
rose pink
that quickens the respiration. The
tint of passionate love, excitement,
abandon, fete days, carnivals, heavily sensuous surroundings.
PEACHBLOW- A llegrelto vivace. A tint for brief, joyous moments, buoying up scenes of light,
sensuous content. The spirit of
coquetry. An excellent tint for closeups.
AFTERGLOW -Less radiant
than Peachblow, yet warm and
stimulating. Cafe, banquet scenes,
gardens, sunsets, late autumn.

FIRELIGHT-A cheerful orange
tint — in interiors suggestive of
warmth, intimacy, comfort. A mellow autumnal light.
CANDLEFLAME-In the middle tempos, but blending happily
with all active moods. For general
use in interiors. For exteriors morning and afternoon, with but little
sky area.
SUNSHINE-The generous brilliancy of mid-day sunlight. Of use
where the Hght of the sun plays
prominently in fixing the locale or
the mood . . . sunlight streaming
through windows, Mexican patios,
the desert.

VERDANTE-In
the largheito
range. Refreshing. The sunny green
of vegetation in spring and early
summer. Simply furnished interiors.
AQUAGREEN-E m o t i o n a 1 1 y
cool, soothing, relaxing. Especially
suited to water scenes outside the
tropics. One of the wettest colors
imaginable.

^
D
D
C
L
C
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D
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C
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A Complete Gamut of Colors
Sixteen expressive tints — new to the screen,
embracing the entire color spectrum, rich and
varied in their emotional effects — comprise the
new series of Eastman tinted base films known
as Sonochrome.
Eastman Sonochrome provides a relief from
the black and white of the present sound film
and a wider range of expressive hues than the
motion picture ever before possessed!
In hue and atmospheric quality Eastman
Sonochrome can closely simulate the actual lighting of any exterior or interior scene. Lighting
of realistic color content is a primary emotional
source to which the motion picture never before
has had such free access.
Sonochrome

colors have definite affective

values. Some excite, some tranquilize, some repress. Properly used, they enhance the moods
of the screen and aid the powers of reproductive imagination in the observer, without making a distinct impression on the consciousness.
In Sonochrome, the maker of motion pictures
will find an efficient and highly refined instrument for achieving dramatic effects, and the
audience a new emotional experience.
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The First for Sound Picliires
Previous attempts to use color on sound
have resulted in cutting off the light
excites the photoelectric cell, so interfering
the reproduction of sound. With the

film
that
with
new

Sonochrome tints this difficulty has been overcome, for they are so adjusted as to position in

Ih.'ii,liqi.ul
OISE-W
Tl HQl stii-s
l>iit
\(|iiii^rrc
of ith
(•hHriuliTi
t(M)lcr . . . th<' .MrditirrHni-Hii. IIk('(M>l of (luwn, l)ri(;lit iii(H)iiliKht.
AZURE — The liril of rcscrvo Hii(i
(lislmicc. Ill exteriors spacious, alinosplieric — th«'l)lueof Iropii'Jilskiea.
In iiiterifjrs cold, forrniil, repressive.
NOCTURNE-For nifiht efTecta.
riuirky interiors. Maxinuiin repres.sion. The color mood of sadness,
defeated expectation, dark intrigue,
the underworld.

the spectrum that they do not blind the photoelectric eye.

IlisinK somePLRPLEHAZEwhat in pilch from .Nocturne. For
dim interiors and outd(K)r settings
ol)scured with haze. Languorous,
dreamy, narcotic.

The light to which the photoelectric cell responds passes freely through Sonochrome film,
and the response is uniform over the entire
gamut of tints.

niarcia pomposu. The lime-honored
hue of the ceremonial, the ritualistic.
Pompous, solemn, stately. The
purple of royalty.

For this reason Sonochrome tints, including
the hueless argent substitute for clear positive,
may be used in any sequence, permitting absolute freedom in the shifting of moods, without
affecting the sound.
The Eastman Sonochrome

tinted films are

available at no greater cost than the regular
clear base positive film.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.,
will gladly send you further information about

EASTMAN

SONOCHROME

FILM

FLEUR

DE

IAS -Tempo

di

AMARANTH- A Ics.s austere
purple than Fleiir de lis. Suggest isc of gentility, aristocracy.
I leightening the elegance and luxury
of certain interiors. Balcony scenes
at night illuminated from within.
CAPRICE— In the range of rapid
temjMjs. An audacious magenta. The
mood of fickleness, impulsive action,
rash adventure.
INFERNO-.1<7«7a/o. Intensely
stirring with strongsoiindsand movements .. . fiery revolt, riot, conflagration, disaster, unrestrained passion.
ARGENT — A silvery hueless tone,
less harsh than that of ordinary
black and white positive. Of general
utility for all untinted scenes.

They warm love, injlame passion,
heighten joy, strengthen courage,
deepen sadness

FOR the first time, all the serviceable
associations of color tones are
brought to the aid of the sound picture
in the new Eastman Sonochrome Films,
a chromatic series of sound positives.
Sonochrome has sixteen color moods,
keyed so that a smooth transition is always possible from one to another, or
back to the basic argent tone, without
perceptible change in sound level.
Pictures in Sonochrome tints have a
variety and a sustained interest that can
not be achieved with black and white
positive alone.
The most imaginative productions of
the year will be screened in Sonochrome.

EASTMAN
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PRODUCTION
WHO'S

WHO

AND

"WATCHFUL WAITING"
IS PRODUCERS' POLICY
Producers

workinc; in tlio East

have apparently- adopted a "watchful
waiting"
policy
as far asSo K(|uity's
demands are
concerned.
far no
active producer, it seems, has agreed
to

Equity's
proposals.
Equity has not formally approached the Paramount studio on the matter, it is stated at that plant. Both
features now in production there
were cast before the actors' organization ruling became operative. Several shorts have been made since
that time with stage players used,
but no disturbance occurred.
The single dissension in the situation, it is understood, has come in
the case of Pedro de Cordova, who
refused to work in a Pathe talker
as that company has not complied
witli

Equity's
demands.
Switch Production to Coast

Pathe has decided to make "On
the Stairs," mystery talking feature,
on the Coast, instead of in New York
at Sound Studios. The Equity situation is understood responsible for this
Robert T. Kane's producchangetioninplans.
Spencer Bennet was
brought on from the Coast to direct.
Much Vitaphone Work Set
The bulk of the Vitaphone shorts
planned by Warner Bros, for the
new season will be made in the East,
it is understood. Total of 312 releases are planned, six being available each week.
Three Columbia Shorts Set
Three more Columbia talking
shorts are set for production soon.
They will be Jules Bledsoe, Gordon
Dooley and "A Day of Man-of-Affairs," the latter by Paul Porter and
Geitz Rice. Basil Smith will direct
the three subjects.

Working At Old Lincoln Studio
Shorts are now being produced at
the old Lincoln studio at Fort Lee.

MARK SANDRICH
Director

Just

Completed

"THE TALK

II

DAILY

OF

HOLLYWOOD"
All Dialogue Feature

RCA Gramercy Studios
New York

WHAT'S

WHAT

Short Shots from
New York Studios
By ARTHUR

W.

BDDY^i^

SMITH, who is doing Columbia's directing in the East,
has returned to New York and Camden after getting a load of vacationing at Dundas, Out.

BASIL

Martha Wilchinnki, uho writes
publicity atid poetry with expertiiess, has taken to the inoiintains,
not because of the police but because
of the vacation urge. She retuma
day.
to this publicity business next Mon-

When you hear 'em talk about
"mother" in the talking picture
studios, it doesn't mean the mammy
that Al Jolson yodels about.
"Mother" is a term used in connection with the making of records,
which may not be a good description
but it will have to do.
Mike and Fritz make

their screen

debut in "The Gob's Follies," National Sound Pictures talking short
produced at American Sound studios. Mike happens to be a monkey and Fritz, his pal, is a police
Hithertofore they've been on
pup.
the stage.
Zahrah V. Havens, assistant to
Larry Kent at Paramount, is making
all the gestures of serious work, although the boss is away Californiaing. She was with Rowland V. Lee
as "script director" for two years,
prior to bag and baggaging East.

Dave Sarecky is being missed
around the Paramount studio. An
injured back is confining him to his
home.
H. H. Van Loan, who is proving
as prolific a playwright as he is a
scenarist, will have his name in the
lights at the Alcazar, San Francisco,
within a few weeks. Henry DutTy
g the Goose,'
has bought his "Cookin
which he wrote with the aid of Lolita W'estman.

Before he gangplanked for the
other side, Alexander Moissi made a
talking short for Vitaphone, reproducing the famous soliloquy from
"Hamlet." Arthur Hurley did the
direction and Harold Levey waved
the baton, or whatever it is musical
directors wave.

After a battle with what he terms
M. Baldwin, asthe thermal fiu, H. Bell,
is back at
Mstant to Monta
Paramount's Long Island studio, as
energetic as ever.

IN THE EAST
IN GREATER

NEW

Sherlock Holmes Story
Next Paramount Talker
1 he

luM

t.tlkiiiK

iiMtiire

tn

^^i>

YORK

STUDIOS

SEES SYNCHRONIZED MUSIC
BIG AID TO TRAVELOGUES

intt) production at I'araiiiount's .Astoria plant will be "The Return of
Sherlock Holmes," based on the A.
Conan Doyle story. Work begins
With
the advent
'
/cd
about the last week in July, with n!U>ic
and sound,
s<
.>>w
Clive Brook starred. Basil Dean. attain the
popularity ilicy iiatc Iuuk
English film and stage director, will de^crvcd, in the opinion of James A.
make the picture under supervision of
scries. producer of the "TravclFit/ Patrick,
Munta Bell, producer at the studio. taik"
'.\pplause" and "The Gay Lady"
"Brief travelogues through the
will be finished before the Uoylc
world
with a camera as the eye of the
story is made.
audience, though interesting and beautiful, in many i
went dry
Seeks Earle
Talent Smith,
For "Rosita"
Edwin
producer of through the ini
accompaniment of music tu portray the moods
National Sound Pictures, is seeking
Spanish types for his next talking of
Patrick.
the ditTercnt locales," says Fitzshort, "Rosita," which goes into production next week at American Sound
"There was a lack of harmony between what the audience saw and
Recording Studios, West 44th St. He
is also in search of vaudeville acts what it heard. Apparently local orchestras could not take the tune to
which have a story continuity, ccmcdy or dramatic construction and dia- fit their music to each scene. Most
logue suitable for talkers. Jean Le of the time short travelogues were
Marrcz, who appeared in the initial screened to the nmsic of currently
Smith short, with Art Landy and his
popular hits, by the orchestra, organ or piano.
in "Rosita."
starred
be
will
band,
John Noble ager.
will direct and E. Ed"The short feature, particularly in
win Graham will be production man- the second or third run houses served
as a filler in the program for the
regular full length production. One
Using Two Screens in Paris
Charles Beahan, formerly Fox of the reasons was probably the lack
story editor and now playwright, who of continuity in the photography. In
has just returned from Europe, tells other words, they consisted of merely animated post card views of a
one instance of how France is solving the talking picture problem. In
the world."
of Signs
country
Pathe
Evalyn Knapp
Paris, where he saw "The Jazz Sing:r," he found that the theater manEvalyn Knapp. who has been feaagement was using a small screen,
tured in a number of Pathe talking
directly below the regular one, to
shorts produced by George LeMaire,
in sub-title form. has been placed under contract by
present the dialogue working
on two
Beahan is now
Pathe. She will be featured in many
plays. One is "Murder by the of the Lc Mairc comedies.
Clock," novel by Rufus King, and
"Shanty Irish," based on
Tully novel.

the Jim

Classic Resuming Work
Classic Pictures inteiuls \>> re-nnic
production of talking shorts next
Busy at Vitaphone Studio
week when "Frankie and Johnnie."
Production continues at the V ita- written by Charles Beahan. will be
of
Production will be at the
ision
made.
superv
phone plant, under
I'-i .phono
=tnr!ir> nn
Long
Island.
Bryan Foy. Dialogue shorts made
Hare
includ
days
within tlic past few
rv Rosenthal and his Bath & Tennis
Club Orchestra; Rev^•a Reyes. Mexi-

ican
Dry
ger,
and

singer; Fred .\rdatli in "These
Days," supported by Jack GraOmar Glover and Clare Magnus,
ell in "The InterHugh O'Conn
view," a newspaper sketch, with a

supporting cast including Don
away and Henry Warwick.

formerly with Warner

Dill-

Now Delivering!
Sou nd on f il m
and diic devices.

Traveltone Sales Corp.
729 Stvenlh A»e.

PHIL ARMAND

Tel. BRYanl 2690

Brothers

now
CHIEF
American

CAMERAMAN
Corp. Recording
Sound

First cameraman to use Du
Pont panchromatic stock and
to pave the way for its increasing popularity.

DAILV

with John

"Kitty"
Stuart, Estelle

Richard
Brody

(Part-Talker Version)

"Square Shoulders"

with Junior Coghlan, Louis Wolheim

(Part-Talker Version)

Length: Sound, 5438 ft.
World Wide Length: Sound, 9110 ft. Pathe
Silent, 5477 ft.
Silent, 8500 ft.
SURE-FIRE
NUMBER
FOR
HAS BEAUTIFUL
STORY
KIDS, WITH
JUNIOR
WELL
DIRECTED AND ACT- THE
COGHLAN
AND
WOLHEIM
ING ABOVE AVERAGE.
STRONG DIALOGUE. A FINE GETTING OVER ACTION IN
UNUSUAL
FATHER-SON
IMPORTED PICTURE.
THEME.
Drama. Adapted from the novel
Drama. A very appealing story
by Warwick Deeping, author of "Sor- that carries a load of fine sentimental
rell and Son." Here is a fihn that
will grace any screen where there is touches that will get the grown-ups
an intelligent audience to view it. as well as the kids. Many of the
This reviewer found its spoken se- scenes are at a boys' military academy, and among the cadets are a
quences a delight, and to listen to
dozen sons of well known Hollywood
John Stuart's remarkable voice and
beautiful diction was a treat. Out directors and stars. Louis Wolheim
Hollywood way they think they have is an ex-soldier who has ended up as
a few dialoguers who know the Eng- a yegg. After a robbery he runs into a newsboy and learns that he is
lish language, but they haven't heard
this baby yet. If some American his own son. The yegg arranges
producer doesn't hop this bird fast, through an attorney to pay the boy's
it just proves another of those inex- tuition at a military academy, and
plicable oversights. In fact, the en- the yegg gets himself a job at the
tire cast rates above par, especially academy as stableman so he can
when they open their mouths. The watch over his son. Then the two
story is a poignant and moving etch- buddies that the yegg had doubleing of a love story born of the war, crossed when he took the stolen
with a sincerity and naturalness which money for the boy's tuition show up,
proves Deeping one of the real writ- and there follows a lot of suspense
and fast action that will get the fans.
ers of our time.
Cast: Estelle Brody, John Stuart, Dorothy
Cummings, Marie Ault, Winter Hall, Olaf
Hytten, Charles O'Shaughnessy, E. F. Bostwick, Rex Maurice, Jerrold Robertshaw, Gibb
McLaughlin.
Direction, Victor Saville; Author, Warwick
Deeping; Scenarist, Violet Powell; Editor,
Victor Saville; Titler, Violet Powell; Dialoguer,
Marjorie Young; Cameraman, Carl
Puth.
Direction, superior.
Photography,
Al.

"Black Hills"
(Silent)

Big Three
Length: 5000 ft.
HAS LITTLE TO RECOMMEND IT WITH
COMMONPLACE STORY OF THE
LUMBER
COUNTRY
AND
CARELESS DIRECTION AND
ACTING.
Melodrama. This is the sort of
material that has been worked to
death years ago, and it looks as if
this picture might be several years
old, taken out of a storage vault and
shot out on a chance of making a few
bookings. The only thing in its favor
is that the Black Hills country of
South Dakota looks authentic. The
story is that of the girl who inherits
her father's lumber property and a
foreman as the gent who is working
in the interests of a rival company
by starting forest fires and accidents
to property and imperiling the lives
of the men. So the hero disguises
himself as a tramp, while the girl
poses as a Swedish cook. She plays
for comedy, and gets it with the reverse English. There is lots of excitement, but nothing much of any
importance to telegraph the Forest
Conservation Commission about. And
you can imagine the joy and happiness when the tramp and the Swanska find out all about each other.
Cast: Susan Denis. George Fisher, Bob
V\chster, Aldine Webb, George Chandler,

Koy

Dfjw.

Director, Norman Dawn; Author, Not
listed ; Scenarist. Not listed ; Editor Not
listed;
listed. Titler, Not listed; Cameraman' Not
Direction, ordinary.
Photography,
spotty.

Cast: Louis Wolheim, Junior Coghlan,
Philippe De Lacy, Anita Louise, Montague
Shaw, Johnny Morris, Kewpie Morgan, Clarence Geldert,
Reisner,
Jr. Eric Von Stroheim, Jr., "Chuck"
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"The Wheel of Life"
(All-Talker Version)

Paramount

HOLLYWOOD'S
IDEA OF INDIA, AND THE BRITISH SOLDIER IS SILLY AND LAUGHABLE. RATES FLAT ENTERTAINMENT. DIALOGUE DULL.

CORKING
ENTERTAINMENT. UNUSUAL STORY
TWISTS,
GOOD
PERFORMANCES AND INTELLIGENT
DIRECTION.
IMPLAUSIBILITIES HURT.

who of
alsoan isOriental
100 per mystic.
cent Hollywood's
idea

Cast: George Bancroft, Fay Wray, Richard
Arlen, Tully Marshall, Eugenie Besserer.
James Spottswood, Fred Kohler, Robert Elliott, E. H. Calvert, George Irving, Mike
'Donlin, S. S. R. S. Stewart, W. K. Thome.
Director, Josef Von Sternberg ; Authors,
Charles, Jules Furthman ; Scenarist, Jules
Furthman ; Dialoguer, Herman J. Mankiewicz ; Editor, Helen Lewis; Cameraman,

Bob Custer in

"Broadway Babies"

"The Law (Silent)
of the Mounted"

Syndicate Pictures Length: 4580 ft.
A PIP OF A NORTHWEST
First Nat'l Length
8067 ft.
Silent: Sound,
not determined
MOUNTED
YARN THAT CARRIES A STRONG
PUNCH
THEY'LL GO FOR IT. JAZZY
RIGHT
THROUGH
TO
A SIZYARN OF LIFE AMONG
THE
ZLING FINISH.
CHORINES LOOKS LIKE FODMelodrama of the Northwest.
DER FOR AUDIENCE
CONSUMPTION.
Here is one of those fur-stealing
yarns that has a story far above the
Comedy-drama. The situations average. That applies to the acting
don't alter themselves very much in also, which gives Bob Custer plenty
these yarns about life backstage. of opportunities, and J. P. McGowan
Alice White plays the unsullied as the heavy creates a good characchorine in love with Charley Deterization. Seeing that Mac also dilaney, the stage manager. Along
rected a sizzling story that keeps
comes Fred Kohler, big grin and gin you on the edge of your seat, here
man from Detroit who finally wins
is a production that is sure-fire wherher after misunderstandings arise beever fans like their drama fast and
tween Alice and Charlie. But Alice fiery. One of the big assets of this
can't go through with it, so Kohler film is that the hero gets socked regwho incidentally gets plunked with
ular and often before the final curan air gun fired by another undertain, so that when he finally comes
world mob, steps out and — finale. It's through a winner there is a real kick
all very obvious, but also entertain- in it. Custer is the mountie who is
ing. Several songs are rather catchy, trying to uncover a band of fur
but not distinguished. The White thieves, and McGowan proves to be
baby stare, talk and curves are there
'lead of the gang. He is wanted
aplenty. Kohler, however, almost the
for an old murder, and Custer is also
steals the picture and Tommy Dugan
trailing him for that. These two anplays him a close second.
gles give the story lots of interest.
Cast: Alice White, Charles Delaney, Fred Camera
work is really splendid.

Photography, very good.

Length: Sou7id,
Silent, 8571
7313 ft.
ft.

Drama of the underworld. Bancroft, again the kind-hearted killer,
in this comes to the parting of the
ways with his girl. The coppers
finally land Thunderbolt and up the
river he goes under a death sentence.
His gang frames the boy in the case
who is Fay Wray's new sweetheart
and after much footage. Thunderbolt
admits the frame and the boy is freed
while the killer goes to the chair.

Alice White in

Direction, snappy.

(All-Talker Version)

Drama of India. The old colonel's
lady was a voung pip, so naturally
she fell hard for the good looking
captain in London. Presto, they
bump into each other in India, and
fall in love again. The captain gets
transferred to a hill station away
from the temptress. Then another
presto, and the gal goes visiting up
that section, gets in a monastery
which the hostile tribesmen attack,
and believe it or not, the captain is
right there again on the job to help.
There they are, all trapped together,
when the colonel arrives with reinforcements and as a final coincidence
goes to a window in time to meet a
bullet. Youth and love at last whirled
together on the wheel of life. Dix
and Esther Ralston about as good
English types as the Buddhist priest

Director, E. Mason Hopper ; Authors,
George Dronigold, Houston Branch, Peggy
Prior; 'Scenarists, the same; Editor, Barbara
Hunter ; Titler, John Krafft, Dialoguer, Not
listed ; Cameraman,
Dave Abel.
Direction, all right.
Photography,
fair.

Kohler, Tom Dugan, Bodil Rosing, Sally
Filers, Marion Byron, Jocelyn Lee, Louis
Nathcaux, Maurice Black.
Director, Mervyn Le Roy; Author, Jay
Gelzer; Scenarist, Monte Katterjohn ; Dialoguers, Monte Katterjohn, Humphrey PearPohto. son; Editor, Frank Ware; Cameraman, Sol

"Thunderbolt"

with Fay Wray, Richard Arlen

Length: Sound, 5153 ft. Paramount
Silent 5306 ft.

Cast: Richard Dix, Esther Ralston, O. P.
Heggie, Arthur Hoyt, Myrtle Stedman, Larry
Steers, Regis Toomey,
Nigel de Brulier.
Director, Victor Schertzinger ; Author,
James Bernard Fagan ; Dialoguer, Julian
Johnson ; Adaptor, John Farrow ; Editor,
Otto Lovering ; Titler, Julian Johnson ; Cameraman, Edward Cronjager.
Direction, careless.
Photography,
fair.

(All-Talker Version)

George Bancroft in

in

Cast: Bob Custer. Cliff Lyons. J. P. McGowan, Mac V. Wright, Bud Osborne, Mary
■Maybery, Lynn Sanderson, Frank Ellis, Sally
Winters.
Director, J. P. McGowan; Author, Sally
Winters ; Scenarist, the same ; Editor, Not
listed ; Titler, Not listed ; Cameraman, Paul
Allen.
Direction, very good. Photography, none
better.

Von

Sternberg's direction is very effective, but he loses out considerably
in the overlong death-house sequence
where the comedy is applied very
broadly yet nevertheless grimly.
Hardly in good taste, despite the fact
much of the stuff is funny. Tully
key.
Marshall's comedy characterization of
the warden is ridiculous and way off

Jlenry
Gerrard.intelligent. Photography, very
Direction,
good.

Ted

Wells

in

"The Smiling Terror"
with Derelys Perdue

(Silent)
Length: 4525 ft.
Universal
PLENTY
OF ACTION AND
FIGHTING IN BREEZY WESTERN WITH TED
WELLS
WORKING
OVERTIME
HANDING OUT THE THRILLS.
Western.

Nicely balanced western

that gets away from the usual routine stuff with an interesting story.
Ted befriends an old miner and his
daughter who are roped into a salted
mine deal by the gang who are running the mining town, with the leader posing as a respectable citizen.
The fake mine proves to have a big
vein of gold, which is uncovered in a
blast that provides a lot of suspense
and thrills as Ted rescues the girl
from death. Then the crook tries to
force the old man to sell back the
mine, holding the daughter as hostage. There is a corking situation
building to a fight to the finish, with
Ted taking plenty of punishment before he finally saves the girl and
lands the gang in the cooler. Derelys
Perdue makes a pleasing heroine,
and Ted Wells delivers plenty for
the fans to get all het up about.
Cast: Ted Wells, Derelys Perdue, Al Ferguson, Bud Osborne,
Director, Josef Levigard, Author, William
Lester, Scenarist, George Plympton, Editor,
Gene Havlick,
Titler, Val Cleveland. Cameraman, William Adams.
Direction,

snappy.

Photography,

clear.
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Burthelmean

"The Greyhouiul

(All -Talker Version)

irllh

Fimt \'uft Liiii/th
80G7ned
ft.
Silent: Soiintl,
not determi
NICE CHARACTERIZATIONS
MAKE
LIGHT STORY MATERIAL INTERESTING. A PLEASING AUDIENCE PICTURE
WITH BARTHELMESS
DOING
USUAL NICE WORK.
Li)jlit drama. The inevitable iiiI'lws ;.nd Iiow they succeed in efficiently w recking a younj; couple's
otherwise pleasant married hte. A
slim ei:ough story concerning a young
newspaper editor who buys a comitry sl:eet, gets inveigled into a marriage with a clinging vine, tinds his
vitality and his money sapped by

Dreaser,

June

Wk/ /-/i//,

(;,,t,il
(Silent Version)

\Vither»

Length: Silent, WM
Sihliul, (illl

ft.
ft.

.'^hiel.ls.
Withers, Lucy Keaiimont, Lew
Director, Howard

Harvcv, Ernie

Bretherlon ; Author, .M

bert
Howstin
: Scenarist,
Aiilhon>'
I'oldeway
Editor,
Harol.l
.\lcl.ernon;
Titler.
Joseph :
Jackson;
Cameraman,
Ben Reynolds.
Direction,
ordinary.
Photography,
fair.

(Sound version reviewed
April 14, 1929)
Richard Barthchness

t«

"Weary River"

Collyer

(Silent Version)

Fir.^t Xdtioiial Length : TDltJ //.
Fox
Length:
4653 ft.
LOOKS LIKE EASY MONEY
CARRIES MILD ENTERTAINFOR
SMALL
TOWNS
WITH
MENT WITH LOUISE DRES- STRONG
REFORM
STORY
SER MAKING WEAK
OFFERTHAT
WILL PLEASE
THE
ING RATE SLIGHTLY BETTER
CHURCHES
AND
WOMEN'S
THAN
A FLOP.
CLUBS.
BARTHELMESS
Drama. Tlie story is a terrible CLICKS
STRONG.
hash of theatrically forced situations
Drama of the underworld. They
with little plausibility. The only re- could have made this into a really
deeming feature is the work of Louise big i)icture with a i)lot that was not
Dresser, who couldn't be blah no so undecided and knew where it was
matter what they put her in. But trj'ing to go,- and why. Only the
this one was a tough strain on her sterling trouping of Barthelmess
histrionic talents, forcing her into ab- saves it from being just another of
surd situations that only her skillful tllo^e things. But Dick build.s up a
work brought her through gracefully. characterization and makes you interested and sympathetic in spite of
Miss Dresser is seen as a Tex Gu'iian type in partnership running a the fact that he is forced to do contradictory things. Vou never know
night club. The blah-blah is thrown
in in large gobs with a sappy situa- till the end whether he is really going to reform, or go back to the old
tion of her unknown daughter meeting her unknown mother in the night criminal life. Nice characterizations
club, with the same roue who ruinby the. prison warden and Dick's girl,
ed mother 30 years ago trying to re- who put over the law and order idea
peat the act with daughter. But ma in a way to make oven Canon Chase
pulls a fast play and crabs the show. stand up and cheer. This i> the anDaughter .goes back to the sticks and
gle for the small town shuwinan to
pure love and ma goes ahead with shout about.
her female Al Jolson stuff.
Cast: Uicliard Barlhelmess, Betty CompCast: Louise Dresser, June Collyer, Allan
Lane, Oscar Apfel. Paul Nicholson, Marjoric
Beebe,
Ben
Hewlett,
Jack
Kennoy.
Director, Ir\ing Cummings ; Author. Wallace Smith ; Scenarist, Marion Orth ; Editor,
Paul Weatherwa.x; Titler, Malcolm Stuart
Clarke.
Charles
Boy'an ; Cameraman.
Direction, material to blame. Photography,
all right.

(Sound version reviewed
May 12, 1929)

son. William Holden, I..ouis Natheaux, Raymond Turner. (leijrge Stone. Gladden James,
Robert
O'Connor.
Director, Frank Lloyd; Author, Courtney
Riliy Cooper; Scenarist, Bra^lUy King;
Editor. Kd SciiroeiJcr. Titler, P.iul Perez ;
Cameraman,
Ernie
Hnller.
Direction, excellent. Photography, very
good.

(Sound version reviewed
Jan. 27, 1929)

with

"West of Santi' Fe"
(Silent)
Si/ndicitte

the girl arc too smart for 'cm, and
everything
is Blue.
jake. Kilna
It doesn't
Cast: .\Ioiile
.\liiipliy. click.
(Irani

"Not Quite Decent"
(Silent Version)

Limited"

WEAK
PRODUCTION
FAILS
TO GET
PUNCH
OVER
IN
MELOriRAMATIC
SITUATIONS. VERY ARTIFICIAL
AND
MECHANICAL.
Melodrama of railroad I fe. The
acting and direction are careless, but
the cheap story cvideiitlv didn't rate
more serious attention. M.mte IJlue
as the railroad engineer is away
ahead of the .script, and helps to lend
an atmosphere of reality to situnt ons
that are forced and overdrawn. Monte and his fireman love the same girl.
The fireman falls into bad company,
and they frame him for a murder
they have committed. Finally the
cops get a confession from one of
the gang, just a short while before
the fireman is about io swing for the
crime. Then the old bimk of the
engineer driving his train to get the
confession in before his pal is bum))ed olT. Meanwhile the gang tries to
wreck the train in order to destroy
the evidence. Of course, Monte and

Dudley Pel'ey ; Adaptor, Bradley King ;
Scenarist. Bradley King; Dialoguer, Hiadley
King ; Editor, Ed. Scliroedcr ; Cameraman,
Ernest
Haller.
Direction, good.
Photography,
pleasing.
|

Louise

h'dnii

Warnem

the
familywith
onlysuccess
to rebelin finally
and girl's
to meet
New
York through the other girl who
might have been sophisticated but
who was nevertheless on the stiuare.
The camel's back, as well as the
hero's, is broken by this time. The
wife chooses the family and the boy
hotfoots it to the other girl. The dialogue often slows up the action, such
as it is, and makes a long picture appear longer. However, the formula
is culled from the popular mould.
Lila Lee is charming.
Cast : Ricluird B.irthelmess. Liicicn Littlefield, Lila I.ee. Alice Day. Katluriiie Ward,
Tom
Utigan.
Margaret
Fielding.
Director, Frank Lloyd ; Author, William

Bob Cutter in

Motife Blue iii

iti

"Drag"

with

13

l'iitiirr-<

/.. - i/rA :

l|_'l

"4 Devils"

Cnyunr,
t Illl rl,^ Mm Mary
Inn

fhnieaii,

{ I'urt Talker Vernion)
ft.

CARRIES GOOD ENTERTAINMENT VALUE WITH ORIGINAL
STORY OK HOKSK THIEVES
THAI GETS AWAY FROM THE
STUFF.
ROUTINE
Western. They htarted with an
original story that is a departure from
the usual western bunk, and tells a
lot of inside dope on how mavcri. '
can be stolen by the wholesale, Lr.
marks switched, and other matter i
will interest the western fans. Tl
.in- thousands of screen fans still ni
tcrested in the glamour oi the west,
and it is this sort of material that
will keep them coming to >ec western
product. Director J. I'. Mel.owan
handled it intelligently, and built up
some good action and suspense. Bob
Custer is the owner of a ranch. He
starts to uncover a plot to double
cross an army buyer who comes to
town to secure a bunch ol mavericks.
The gang imprison the government
agent and have another man pose in
his place. The gatne was to put the
treasury vouchers through the local
bank and collect. So Bob gets going
strong, and is soon up to his eyebrows in danger, thrills and action.
Till? one should ride easily wherever
the western fans gather.
Cast : Bob Custer, I'eggy Montgiirnrry, Mac
\'. Wriglil. J. V. .McCowan,
Bud ()«l.orne.
Director, J. P. McGuwan ; Author, Brysis
Coleman; Scenarist, Not listed; Editor, -Not
listed; Titler, .Not listed; Cameraman, Paul
Allen.
1 Direction, okay. Photography, clear.

"It's Easy to Become a
(Silent)

Jaurt

•

Ufa
Length: 6000 //.
JUST ANOTHER
PLAY
WASTED
AWAY.
IMPORTED
NUMBER
HAS
NOTHING
WORTH
TALKING
ABOUT
WITH
PHONEY
SITUATIONS
AND
FORCED
COMEDY.

Father"

Comedy. Well, they label it a
comedy. Whenever the Clermaii enters into the sensitive field of light
comedy and farce with his heavy
methodical and practical mind, it's
just like putting Dresden dolls in a
delicatessen store setting. The thing
is simply hopeless, and so misguided
an effort that we hardly have the
heart to talk about it. But here it is.
for what it shapes up. An American
girl in London adopts an orphan baby,
and her father is so shocked that he
throws her out on her ear, in a manner of speaking. So she goes with
the kid to gay Parec where unmarried
dames with babies are not so uncommon as to arouse a sensation. She
hooks herself a boy friend and makes
him pose as the daddy. And then
the "comedy" really starts — and how.
Outdated — amateurish — heavy — just
flat film.
Cast: Frani! Kgenieff. Mallui'de Sussin.
Henry Halm. Hans Mierendort. Lillian Harvey. .Albert Paubg.
Director, Erich Schoenfelder ; Author, from
novel ".My First .Adventure," by .-Mfred
Halm ; Scenarist. Not listed ; Editor. Not
listed; Titler, Joseph Fleisler; Cameramen,
F. .\. Wagner
and W.
Harvey
Pate.
Direction,
wearisome.
Photography,
fair.

'"•'

l.< iiyh : li.'.lH)

(I

WHERE.
BOUND TO
CLEAN
UP
-V"
ARTISTIC
Pi
TION
CARRIES
KEAl
lu Ll
LOVE STORY
WITH
CAPABLE
ACTING
THROUGHOUT.

Drama of I'rnuh
i>n the novel of same iir.n ii- lifr. fta.rfl
done
pi
Bang. a Dirrrd-r
Ihis be«t.
bed. a delu.itt.
t.
V is built up to a I.
teiiiiiin.
The
circuit at
expertly
handled.
Imh
formances of uutslanding merit arc
contributed by Janet (Javiior, Marv
Duncan and Charles Morton. It i<>
that unusual type of production that
can ofTcnd no one and appeal* universally to all types of women. The
male contingent come in also with
the circus stuff and the attendant
thrill scenes. .Sume of the photoman

graphic
I

C«»t:

lidwn

■

\..cDonalJ.

O'Uay.

ron.
■i
Michael
■
Director.N'inar.
K W.
.Murnau; Author.ewed
Hrrman
Carl .Ma>
Bang.
Adap'"'
ii. .i i i \....-,
c
Editor,
il

Dialoguer,

Jul.n llt.uiri
lluuih , CamcramcD.
KrncM
I'.ilmcr.
L. W. O'Connrll.
Direction
, excellent
Photography, magiuh

cent.

(Sound Jade Casket"
"The
(SUent)
CosinoK Exchange

length:

5S00 ft.

HOPELESS
FRENCH
PRODUCTION TRIES TO KID THE
ARABIAN NIGHTS IDEA BUT
PROVES
AN AWFUL
PIECE
OF CELLUHASH.
C omedy satire. Produced by Gaumoiit. These Frenchies haven't learned how to make straight cinema entertainment for popular consumption,
yet they have the courage to jump
into a production calling for higli satire and delicate, subtle comedv. Herr
Lubitsch himself wouldn't hive attempted it. or Mai St. Clair in his
palmiest days. The result is something calls
worse than
unfortunate.
It's
sad, and
for three
hearty jeers.
They wouldn't let us give tliem in
the theater. The titles are written
a la the period of Moses when he
was "dothing" and "shalt notting"
his people in the Ten Commandments. .\nd after learning subtitulary that the bandit "lieth" and the
sage doeth" and the loose jane "diddeth," we for our part didn't blame
tlie jane a bit. The old sage is torn
from his philosophical med-tations
by the vamp, and finallv trades her
in for a non-skidding housemaid.
Moral evidently is that old sages and
vamps have nothing to share.
Cast: M. Roger Carl, the sage; Mile.
Myrge.
the vamp.
Director.
^
n
Aulh'
'ed ,
Scenarist.
Editoi
'ed.
Titler, .Not ,.-.- .. Camctaman,
■ i ....-;
Direction, helpless.
Photography, ipotty
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Short Subject Reviews-Sound and Silent
SOUND
Gus Edwards' Song Revue
M-G-M Movietone
Ordinary

This one is handled rather ordinarily, with Technicolor production
giving it some class. Edwards and
his gang sing his old time songs, such
as "Silvery Moon," "Sunbonnet Sue"
and "Jimmy Valentine." Newsboys
sing a number, "If I Was a Millionaire," and it looks as if synchronization was done after shooting the film.
All the songs are given their own
settings, and this with the color work
is the best part of the offering. The
old "School Days" number is done,
which is about the best of the lot.
Time, 12 mins.

Talking Screen Snapshots
Columbia- Victor
Clicks
Opens with a speakeasy scene, with
players gagging, and then into a beach
scene as the comedy cameraman
grabs his machine and beats it to the
beach to get shots of Jack Holt and
Ralph Graves going up for stunt flying. The balance are shots of celebs
at a Hollywood opening night, with
the guests shooting a few words into
the mike just before they enter the
theater. A long line of screen favorites and others are thus caught, hurriedly saying a few words that sometimes don't mean a thing and prove
how helnless some stars are without
a scenario. But the fans will enjoy
the intimate closeups of their favorites
talking, no matter how dumb the talk
may be. Time, 8 mins.

good with his stutter patter, the stutter being the
why angle
he isn't
demand.
Has reason
a novelty
within
the timely theme which will mterest,
but otherwise rates ordinary. Time,
10 mins.

"Hurdy
Gurdy"
M-G-M Movietone
Big Laughs
This one has the big broad laughs
that will score without a struggle
almost anywnere. Featured in the
two-reeler are Max Davidson, Thelma
Todd and Edgar Kennedy. The atmosphere of the lower East Side
works in various national types such
as Italian, Irish, Hebrew and German, with an Irish cop trying to
straighten out the scandal of the iceman visiting the vaude actress too
frequently. But the lowdown is that
she is keeping her trained seal cool in
the bath tub. Lots of good slapstick
comedy with the chatter between all
hands on the fire escapes.
Buddy

Doyle in

"At a Talkie Studio"

Columbia- Victor
Flat
This one means nothing. Doyle at
piano is rehearsing evidently for going on the set, and in his usual blackface gives a couple of songs, finishing
with impersonations of the blackface
headliners that are just fair. A weak
gag is pulled with Doyle springing
the ancient wheeze about the Scotchman who was married in his back
yard so the chickens could eat the
rice. He tells it to a dumb electrician,
who registers a blank. Cutbacks show
the mechanic still registering dumb
thought as Doyle goes through his
act. At the close the electrician gets
it and doubles up with laughter for a
fadeout. Time, 9 mins.

he loses everything when crossing a
stream — everything but the fish bowl
with one gold fish. The animal antics are amusing, the cartoon work
clever, and the idea very well worked
out for the laughs, which the kids
especially will enjoy.

"The Pirate
of Panama"
Universal Serial
Promising

This 10-chapter serial starts off
with very good action and atmosphere and carries a big appeal for
the kids with the buried treasure
stuff, which is the theme. The first
three episodes are filled with action
and color, and if the pace throughout can be held, it looks as if the kids
who patronize these serials are in for
a real treat. Natalie Kingston as the
girl has inherited a parchment which
gives the location of a buried treasure in Panama. The first sequences
show the pirates of old robbing a
Spanish galleon and taking the chest
with the treasure and burying it
Then into the modern sequence,
showing Natalie and Hayden Stevenson, as the young shipowner, planning
to fit out a boat and go after the
treasure. Meanwhile the menace in

makes it very appealing. Big Boy
tries to sell his dog to help his poor
mother who is in need of funds. He
runs into some stirring adventures,

and a mixup in a rich woman's house
with the mutt dashing about and ruining everything results in some good
comedy situations. The work of the
clever and appealing kid makes this
a safe bet. Directed by Charles
Lamont.

"Newlyweds Camp Out"
Newlyweds — Universal
Passable
The newlyweds are visited by the
wife's relatives. They insist on making themselves at home so that finally father and Snookums find themselves without even a bed to sleep
in. So they rig up a tent in the back
yard and start to get some rest. But
between Snookum's antics, and the
efforts of the folks inside the house,
the whole thing is a washout and the
visiting relatives leave in a huff. So
Snookums and his dad are happy
again. A lot of the old situations
are used all over again. An ordinary
number that will probably please the
Corby.
Snookum fans. Directed by Francis

the guise of the girl's cousin tries
ineffectually to steal the map. On
board ship he is smuggled there and
has half the crew in his employ. They
overpower the rest, but hero and the
"A Half Holiday"— Novelty
gal and his comedy aid row ashore,
Universal
dig up the treasure, and secret it in
the hulk of the old wrecked galleon
just as the outlaw gang arrive and
Another in Ordinar-y
the series of novelties
start to mess things up. Directed by
directed
by
Jacques
Rollens. This
Ray Taylor.
one has little to recommend it, and
Classy
employs the usual device of this series
Pathe Review No. 25
in photographing the players without
revealing their faces. The action is
thus more or less symbolical. Two
"Sporting Courage"
Opens
with
a
gorgeous
PatheCollegians
chrome sequence showing precious sweethearts become engaged, start on
Universal
stones with the light rays shining on a picnic, and she gives back the ring
Gets Over
the jewels and giving off a myriad of when a tire blows out and the car is
sparkling designs in all the colors of stalled. They patch it up, and on the
Calford College stages its interthe rainbow. Then a melodrama is way home a terrific downpour ruins
class polo match, and Ed Benson,
Peppy
staged under a microscopic lens with the girl's clothes, and again she gives
"Only
Her Husband"
captain of the juniors, manages to
Ideal — Educational
an innocent little micVobe named back the ring. Not much sense to it,
win for his team against the seniors
Soirogyra being sucked into the toils but that's the story, and we'll stick
and their crafty captain. Ed needs
Jerry Drew does his usual act as
two ponies for the game, so the gang the sport trying to flirt with all the by a vamp named Lateria. This is to it, the same as the director did.
as good as any thrill serial and far
get together and stage a bazaar to
raise the dough. A good gag is girls. He is stopping at the hotel more intelligent than most. Various
with his jealous wife, and every time views of the cathedral of St. John
v/orked by having the senior captain,
"Delivering the Goods"
Jerry is starting to get interested in the Divine in New York are shown,
his rival, unknowingly contribute $50 some dame his wife spoils the. party.
Buster Brown
the devout worshippers meeting in the
to the good cause. The game itself
Universal
ii lively, with a thrill finish as our Winds up with Jerry mixed in a chapel until J. P. Morgan and the
hero wins in the final minute of play crowd of chorus girls doing their act. other patrons can together a few
Fair
with a broken polo mallet. Has the The house detective is after him, and more millions to complete it. Finally,
Buster and Mary Jane help out in
a
merry
chase
through
the
corridors
collegiate stuff many fans like.
Japanese cameraman on locawhere the cook has spilled a pot of Pathe's
tion gives intimate shots of the oyster father's grocery store, and during his
grease results in some funny mishaps fisheries and shows how the pearls absence they manage to make a wreck
that carry quite a few laughs. Shapes
"Falling Stars"
does his
in the oyster and col- of everything. Tige also
Columbia-Victor
up as a fair laugh number, with lots are planted
lected ten years later. Here is screen best to mix things up and keep conFair
of fast action. Directed by Charles entertainment that will please any
fusion reigning throughout the two
Lamont.
Henry Bergman and Marcia Manti'pe of audience. Edited by Terry reels. This seems to be the formula
ning are featured as a team of film
for making a Buster Brown picture,
Ramsaye with distinction.
celebs who are licked by the sound
we don't suppose we can do anyand
"April Showers"
situation. They try to promote the
Aesop
Fables — Pathe
thing to change it. The grand finale
"Helter Skelter"
Has A Kick
director on the studio set to give them
has Mary Jane upsetting a can of red
Big Nice
Boy — Juvenile
Educational
a chance. He turns them down, and
Al Falfa has his troubles when a
pepper. All right for the kids, no
they go into a song all about the violent rainstorm
starts.
He
tries
doubt, who will probably get a laugh
The story is rather loosely put to- out of the antics of the naughty
troubles of silent stars who can't to salvage some of his household efgether, but the
human
interest
deliver for the talkies.
Bergman is
fects and drive off in a wagon.
But touches
children. Directed by Samuel Newand the work
of Big Boy field.

SILENT
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Theater

Equipment

By CHARLES

Loss of Light Presents Real
Problem in Showing Talkers
The /oss of (iiialiti/ of li</ltt ux well
as quuntity as a result of the widespread use of sound pictures has
caused a great lowering of visual
projection standards and, in sotne
theaters, a loss of light totaling 60
per cent. The problem, increaxinglg
serious, has captured the attention
of experts in projection who are
now turning their attention toward
it in an effort to derelop a remedy.
This editorial article delres into the
current situation and discusses
methods of improvement.
Any defect which, on a large scale,
reduces tlie entertainment vahie of
pictures should be a matter of interest
or concern to everyone connected
with this industry. Strange to say.
comparatively few seem to be very
much bothered, but projectionists and
others who take screen presentations
seriously are very much disturbed by
existing conditions.
Many sound engineers, technical experts in their own field, seem willinp;
to neglect everytliing in their efforts
to improve sound. Perhaps this attitude isa correct one for that is their
problem, but certainly those who are
interested in visual projection should
begin to make some real effort to
overcome the serious defects which
have developed since the introduction
of sound pictures. There is no need
for competition and the technical experts with proper understanding of
each other's problems can work harmoniously for the correction of faults
which are harmful to the entire industry.
At first, sacrifice of light was unavoidable and still cannot be wholly
prevented. A great improvement can
be made, however, if those who are
working for the improvement of visual projection are given reasonable
support. A fraction of the thought
now being given to the development
of sound projection and sound equipment will result in a great betterment of visual projection.
Many serious technical difficulties
were encountered during the development, installation and operation of
sound equipment. Everything in the
field was new. The technical experts
had to learn a great deal about the
practical application of sound pictures
as a means of entertainment. The
theatrical field also had to find out
how to handle this new, complicated
and tremendously important adjunct.
The industry had invested a lot of
money in sound equipment and wanted returns upon its investment at the
earliest possible moment.
It was obvious that there were
many serious defects, but there is a

P. //VNF?

300 SPEEDS IS FEATURE Of FRESH AIR ELECIRICflLLY
NOISELESS ARCTIC NU-fllR NOW OFFERED THEATERS

IS

>a\ing, ■'iKiiiiing would ever be attcnipted if all possible objections
Chicago — Three hundred speeds
niust first be overcome," which fits
in here very nicely. There is a point with the touch of a button is claimed
where theoretical work in the labora- for the new 1929 noiseless Arctic
tory must give way to jiractical ap- Nu-.'\ir cooling and ventilating sysplication. In order to Karn how to
tem. Remote hydraulic air volume
solve many serious problems, the in- control is claimed as an exclusive
dustry found it necessary to install feature of the equipment, which is self
the sound equipment and gradually adjusting.
Karn how to eliminate defects. This
.Arctic \u-.Air this vear di.sconiinsometimes develops an easy going tol- ued inanufacture of all past models,
erant attitude toward certain imper- to bring out the noiseless e(|uipnient,
fections which may result in serious due to the sound picture development.
harm if allowed to go too far.
The positive directional control of air
is said to aid projection of
.A discordant sound is very notice- delivery
sound waves.
able and is highly objectionable,
There is a loss of entertainment value,
but no actual physical injury unless
tremendously amplified. Where visual projection is poor the entertainment value is reduced although it is
Declared to solve the old problem
not so obvious as defects in sound
projection, but the physical injury on making light "bend" around a
may be nnich more serious. Apart curved surface and regarded as havfrom the loss of detail in the picture
ing a direct theater lighting applicaand the lowering of photographic
tion, is the internal floodlighting system installed in the dome of Wilvalues, poor projection causes ej'estrain and fatigue.
liamsburgh hank building in Brooklyn. This is the first time the lightUnder extreme conditions, the paing of a dome in this manner from
tron niav have had his enjoyment of the inside has been, according to
the picture reduced without being
aware of the cause. The eye suffers General Electric engineers, who designed the lighting.
much more jiatiently than the ear,
It is not a glass dome, but its
but the injury through visual projection is much more serious than curved surfaces are built up of horithrough poor sound projection.
zontal metal louvers. V'iewed by an
observer from any point below the
The patron who has been wearied
level of the dome, these louvers overthrough excessive eye-strain, naturlap and their gilded surfaces appear to
ally leaves the theater without the
the eye as a solid gilded home. At
proper sense of enjoyment and re- night the surfaces of the louvers are
laxation. Regardless of the story
and of the efforts made to properly illuminated by means of floodlights
placed on the floor within the dome,
|)rescnt it to the public, its entertainment value can be grcatlv lowered again giving the appearance of a gilded dome illuminated from some mysthrough poor projection. Sound exterious source of light. To add to
perts who have closely watched the
of the general effect, varireaction of an audience to sound de- the interest
colored light is used through a cycle
fects have quite overlooked the harm
done through the defects of visual of automatic changes giving a conchanging variety of color
projection brought about through the tones to thetinuously
dome.
introduction of sound.

New Floodlighting' "Bends"
Light Around Dome

The harm done to visual projection
was created by the use of a screen
made of porous material to permit
the greatest possible volume of sound
to reach the audience through the
screen, but is responsible for the
loss of light. Harry Rubin, supervisor of projection of Pnblix theaters, refers to this condition in hi«
paper presented fo the Societv of M.
P. Engineers, at its meeting in September. 1028. Rubin was the first to
nuhliclv call attention to the injury
being done and his comments are interesting.
"There

is urgent need for the development of a screen
which
will
permit transmission of sound without i
sacrifice of reflecting power.
Much I

of the advance that has been made
in recent years in the manufacture of
screens intended solely for visual projection has been lost through the
use of screens now used for soimd
pictures to facilitate the transm'ssion
of sound. ICven with the best screen*
now in use for sound pictures there
is a perceptible loss of light and it
is to be hoped that this condition
will be corrected at the earliest possible moment. The quality and quantity of the light is of the utmost importance to the projectionist and the
condition have referred to is one of
the most serious problems the projectionist
the present
(To facesBeat Continued)

time."

Cleveland— Declared to kill oflFensivc odors and purifv and rrviuli/c
the air, Corozone, a palrntrd rlrrtri;|ic
cal invention, has lu-i ■
market
for theaters, ;
ngs
and homes use. Cori>/i>nr l^ a mu.iII
coliired box, 8 by 5 by 4 inches and
plugs into an ordinary electric liKht
socket. Converters arc available for
DC current. It is set in operation
by the pressing of a button.
Corozone consists of an electric
pack, which, with the help of ordinary current, turns a part <jf the air
of the room into ozone, which oxidizes noxious gases of vitiated or
polluted air. It also is declared to
el'uiinate stuffiness and humidity.
The principle is based on the action
of the elements in a thunderslorni.
when lightning creates ozone, which
ity.
clarifies the air and relieves humid-

Merrick Named President
of Westinghouse Electric
l-"rank .\, M-rnck, >-nice 1''_'5 vice
president and general manager, has
been elected president of Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,
which firm is active in manufacturing
electrical theater equipment and
RC.\-Photophone sound reproducing
equipment.

Theater Lighting Up
At Illumination ("onfab

riieater l:glitmg was one oi the
chief topics of discussion at the first
illumination conference, held this
week at the Westinghouse Lighting
Institute in the Gran<l Central Palace, Xcw York. The institute is a
permanent display of various phases
of lighting, with a model picture
house one of the features
Install Cooler at Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh,

Pa. — The
Sheridan
Square has been equipped with a cool-

iii
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RKP.\( KKD EASTMAN
AND DUPONT
FILMS
100 foot rolls, of Eastman and Dupont
Panchromalic Film, on daylixht loading spools (or Eyemo or DcVry.
Guaranteed absolutely perfect and
fresh.

$3.75 a Roll
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Foreign Markets
By JAMES

P.

CUNNINGHAM

LONDON GROUP PLANS
L
FOVER, POF REIGN N'G'RS LEAVE SOUND THEATER CHAIN
Faramouiiteers from abroad who
attended the annual sales conventions
of Paramount at St. Louis and Atlantic City are returning to their various stations this week, following conferences with E. E. Shauer, general
manager of the foreign department.
Among them are: John Cecil Graham,
London, general foreign representative and managing director of the
Paramount British organizations, and
Mrs. Graham; John L. Day, Jr., Rio
De Janeiro, general manager for South
America; David Souhami of Rome,
managing director of the Italian organization, and his brother Joseph
Souhami; M. J. Messeri, Barcelona,
managing director of the Spanish
company, and J. E. Perkins of Tokyo,
branch manager.

Parkinson Prod, to Make
Six Fox Quota Pictures

London — Contracts exceeding $4,850,000 have been placed by a syndicate of city merchants, headed by
Charles Penley, with I^ondon building
and allied trades for the construction
of a chain of sound houses to be
erected in the surburbs of London, it
is reported. The first house of the
combine is the Brixton Astoria, a
3,0^0 seater which will open within
a few weeks.

Berlin Theater Strike
Off; Tax Rebate Promised
Berlin — The threatened theater
strike, scheduled for July 1, has been
called off here as the f^inance Committee of the Berlin Town Council
has made a promise that, in case of
emergency, exhibitors will be allowed deferred pa3'ment of the entertainment tax and eventually a 50 per
cent rebate from May 1 to Sept. 15.

London — H. B. Parkinson Prod,
will make six sound and dialogue features for Fox Film which will supply
their British quota for the next year,
it is reported here. The first picture,
London — In addition to four silent
"Lure of the Atlantic," partly com- pictures, British and Foreign, Ltd.,
pleted will be in sound with "A Brok- now has four talking and singing
en Romance" scheduled for the productions now lined up. The sound
second. All are to be made before
group consists of "The Latin QuarMarch 1930.
ter," in which Ivan Petrovitch and
Carmen Boni are starred; "The Secret Adversary," with Eva Gray,
Hilda Bayley and Shayle Gardner;
"The Train of Destiny," with William Freshman and Alma Taylor,
Berlin — Despite the fact that the
decision of the German court was in
and "The Ship of Lost Men" with
favor of Klangfilm-Tobis in their Robin Irvine and Marlene Dietrich
patent suit against Western Electric, directed
by Maurice
Tourneur.
for alleged patent infringement,
Derussa Increases Capital
Western Electric's disc system is not
involved in the action, it is reported.
Berlin — Derussa Co. is increasing
The recent showing of "The Singing its capital from 200,000 marks ($48,Fool" at the Gloria Palast on disc 000 to 406,000 marks ($97,440). The
was not affected.
new shares, it is reported are being
taken up by Herr Sklarz, financier
and a director of International Talking Screen Prod., Ltd., recently formed
to acquire controlling interests to
British Screen Prod., London; Ray723 7th Avenue
Inc.
•*«* Y"* ^^ art
Pictures, U. S.; Derussa, Berlin,
D. J. HOUNTAN, Pre*.
and Staaken Filmwerke.

B & F Ltd. Has 4 Sound
Pictures Now Lined Up

W. E. Shown in Germany
Despite Klangfilm Claim

Richmount
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FIRST RUN COMPETITION
KEENER AT ST. LOUIS

Warner F. N. Office Combine
Berlin — Gus Schlesinger and Phil
Kauffman have moved into their new
offices at the National Film Co. building on Friedrichstrasse, where the
Warner, Vitaphone and First National and affiliated companies now
have their Berlin headquarters.

St. Louis — First Run comijetitiou
is being increased here for the American has been wired and during the
weeks when there are no available
dramatic or musical comedy shows
this house will resort to motion pictures as the entertainment program.
The American is an Erlanger circuit
house and it is understood other
houses in that chain from Coast to
Coast are also being wired and will
be ready for businessmen when the
new Fall season arrives. It is said
that Fox will provide road show pictures for this new picture house chain.
This unexpected opposition downtown and the further fact that the
Fox Theater on Grand boulevard has
gone in for larger stage shows has
definitely fixed the Missouri's policy
as favoring a continuation of the
master of ceremonies-girl show type
of entertainment.
Sam Katz, president of Publix
Chain was in St. Louis in conjunction with the Paramount convention
June 15 to 19, and conferred with
Charles Skouras, who now represents
the Warner Brothers in the operation
of the houses in the Skouras Enterprises chain. Commencing on June
29 Frankie Masters will move into
the Missouri Theater from the Granada, the deluxe house of the St.
Louis Anuisement chain, and will
continue on Grand boulevard while
Harry Rose is pincli hitting for Ed
Lowry at the Ambassador. Lowry
is Publix
on a "vacation."
is abandoning its B circuit
of which the Missouri was a part
and Katz is understood to have favored the abandonment of stage
shows for the Grand boulevard house,
but Charles Skouras decided to keep
pace with Fox on the stage as well
as the screen. The Skouras management has also announced that the
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Week's Headlines
Monday
t'aiamoiint not contemplating any sale or
mei-ger, Atlantic t'ity convention to be told,
Univei-sal lia.s turned down all merger offers,
determined to retain independence, R. H.
Cochrane says at Atlantic City.
Tiffany-Stahl aoriuires talker rights to "Jour-

Tuesday

Pub!ix

plans expansion
ney's End."

in Portland

territory.

David Sarnoff, chairman of the board of
Radio-Keith-Orpheum reported in Middle
West arranging an amalgamation deal ; Joseph I. Schnitzer, RKO president, denie*
merger reports at Chicago convention.
First National and Warner to continue five
year contract plan.
Paramount gets control of Great States
Theaters in Illinois, and John H. Kunsky
holds in Detroit.
Wednesday
Warners plan $500,000,000 stock issue for
theater expansion ; part of the houses to be
operated by First National,
Radio-Keith-Orpheum amalgamation deal slated to be closed by Thursday or be called
off, says Chicago report.
Actors' Equity Ass'n plans new move in
Thursday
Equity Shop drive.
Warners' $500,000,000 theater acquisition
campaign to be started in New York, H.
M. Warner states.
Radio-Keith-Orpheum deals fall through due
to disagreement on terms. Chicago report
says, declaring Fox
and Paramount were
Friday
concerns R-K-0 sought to purchase.
\'ote on Equity Shop move asked by 33 Coast
members.
Television pictures in three colors demonstrated by Bell Telephone Laboratories,
New
York.
No Radio-Keith-Orpheum merger slated, it is
made clear, as number of conflicting stories
ing,
are met by denials of officials,
Warners
list assets at $123 257,224.
Tiflany-Stahl to have 26 all talkers and 24
color symphonies next year, Oscar R. Hanson tells sales force at Detroit.
Thirty talkers on Pathe feature list, Phil
Reisman announces
at Atlantic City meetSaturday
ing.
Gillmore tables requests for Equity Shop vote,
Brookhart bill opposed at Kansas City meetBritish excited over Gaumont chain future.
Thirty talkers, many
shorts on Pathe pro-

grand Central will continue in operation throughout the summer months.
giam.
Daylight
Saving in 2
More
Canadian Cities
1Make Series of
Young
ReeltoRadiotone Talkers
Toronto — Two cities of Eastern

Leo Young is to produce a series
of one reel talking and singing pictures for Raidiotone Corp., New
York. The first will be "Ho-Tel Me,
Pretty Maiden," featuring Cogert &
Motto, assisted by Betty Lawrence.
Music and lyrics will be by Henry
J. Cogert, with introduction slated to
start in a few days.

Canada have been added to those
which observe daylight saving. For
the first time in many years, a plebiscite in Hamilton. Ontario, resulted
in the adoption of Daylight Saving
while Belleville, Ontario, changed its
clocks for the first time in six years
on June 22. The nearby city of
Trenton, Ontario, has also now decided to follow Belleville's example.

Jugo's Next "Jenny Criminal"
Berlin — Jenny Jugo has been given

New May Sound Film
Berlin— Hans
H. Zerlett scenario
tenta"Jenny
the lead
Josephs
Play
tive title,in
which
will Criminal,"
be produced
by entitled "Six Chaste
Alfred Zeisler under direction of Jazz" has been acquired by Ufa for
Hans Behrend. Enrico Benfer has Joe May's next production.
the male lead.

Filmcraft
Directors
Resign
London — Percy Garratt, George
Fodor for "Gypsy Melody"
Grossmith, C. K. Sugden and R. L.
London — Nicholas Fodor is preM. Humphreys, the first three of
whom appeared on the original board
paring an original, "Gypsy Melody,"
of directors of British Filmcraft, have wh'ch. will be a 100 per cent talker,
resigned.
singing and dancing production for
Burlington
Films.

Engaged for Ufa Film
Berlin — Frieda Richard, Lotte Lorring and Willy Forst have been engaged by Ufa for leads in "The Girl
and the Man from the Levant," which
Gustav Ucickv will direct under supervision of Gunther Stapenhorst.

Tlie very best in

SOUND
T

ODAY— ill I his era of sound pictures

—there is a higher preiiiiiiiii than ever
before on fihn uniforniitv. For sound
quality is even more

sensitive than

screen cjuality to any variation in the
film.
If your ^'"talkie" prints are on Eastman
film— famous for uniformity— your patrons are seeing and hearing the very
best that this greatest development in
motion pictures has to offer.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY

NEW YORK
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WARNER BAXTER
LOIS MORAN
GILBERT EMERY
Philip Strange
Adapted from the novel by Earl Derr

£

YAftO ' i

Biggers, it recounts the world-wide search
4 of a Scotland Yard detective (played
■^ superbly by Gilbert Emery) for a danger^
y ously clever criminal and the almost hopeless
I love of an Asiatic explorer (AA/arner Baxter)
«! for the wife of the murderer (Lois Moran).
I Here, at last, is an all talking picture so flawless that
^ even the most carping critic will admit its absolute per1. fection.
Combining the best traditions of the speaking

No Talking Picture has ever
approached it
in Box-Office
Value, Dramatic Suspense
and Perfection
in Recording

^
-

*___^

stage Vv'ith the range and scope of the camera, it carries an '^
audience beyond the four walls of a theatre to England, San '
Francisco, India and the Persian Desert, realistically portray^
rssBiTsrr"^

'm».~

ing, (with outdoor photography) the sights and sounds of
these places.
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